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The Digestive Machiuery of Honey-Bees.

By PROF. A. .T. COOK.

We know from our study of Geology that early life-forms

In any branch of animals are simplest, and later gain more
and more in complexity. Aoaong insects, bees and their near
congeners were the latest to develop. Indeed, there were no
flowering plants until the Cretaceous Age— the age just before
recent time—and so of course there could have been no
flower-loving or nectar-sipping animals. As bees were so late

in their evolution, we should expect them to exhibit marvelous
development, not only as a whole, but also iu their various
organs. And such is the case to a most markt degree. I

know of no animals—nor need I except man in the stateilient

surely have reason to place the bee away in the lead among
the marvels of God's creation.

The bee's food is peculiarly refined and complex. Its

provident storing of food, social habits, long life, entire care
of the young, are exceptional among all the lower animals. It

fashions vessels for food depositaries, of incomparable mechan-
ism and beauty. It has lunch-baskets and dinner-pails that
challenges anything of man's device; while its brushes, its

pincers, as also its industry, may well give it a first place
among all God's creatures—man alone excepted.

The food of bees is for the most part the very concen-
trated pollen of flowers, which, like meal and flour, is rich in

albumen, starch and oil ; and honey, or the transformed nec-
tar of flowers, which supplies the other element of a perfect
food regimen. To prepare such food, we should expect the
bee to possess a very highly wrought digestive organism.
When we add to this the fact that the young or larval bees
are wholly fed by the mature bees, and with a food so perfect
in its composition, combination and preparation that almost
all of it—essentially all— is assimilated, then surely we are in

way to appreciate the alimentary apparatus of the honey-bee.
Once more, the queen-bee, also fed by the workers on

prepared food, possibly the same that nourishes the immature
bees, lays often 2,000 to 3,000 eggs daily. These actually

Mr. J. M. i'dung and Atiinry, of Cass County, Nehrasha.— See pnge

—where the development of so many organs is carried so far.

Man In his brain, and the hand that it directs, shows tran-
scendent modification. The bee in its mouth-organs—almost
all of them— in its glandular structures ; in Its leg develop-
ment ; in the very hairs that adorn it; in its wondrously
modified ovipositor ; and, lastly, in its marvelously modified
digestive organism, shows structural modifications that are
hardly surpast in all the realm of life. If we add to these the
functional differentiation into queen, male and worker, we

weigh nearly double the queen's entire weight. Does this not
speak volumes for the excellence of the food given her, and of
the organism that prepares it? I have already shown to the
readers of the American Bee Journal how honey is the result
of action upon the nectar of flowers, by the secretion from the
large glands In the head and thorax, which is emptied Jnst at
the base of the tongue, and so mingles generously with the
nectar as it streams into the mouth en route for the honey-
stomach. This part of the bee's alimentary system and
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allmeDtation is not superior or greatly different from that of

many other animals, and I will not discuss it farther now.
The point of greatest interest is the source of the "jelly,"

the specially prepared food for the larvaa and the queen, and
doubtless the drones. Some have thought this to be a secre-

tion from the large lower head-glands. But as I have shown
that charcoal finally pulverized and fed to bees is found in this
" jelly," and in the " royal jelly "—the special food of the larval

queen—it seems certain that the jelly cannot be a secretion.

The most probable view seems to be that the pollen is mixt with
the secretion from the lower head-glands and then past to the
true stomach, possibly mixt with some honey, and digested or

changed to the marvelous food—the jelly. This is probably
regurgitated and served to the larvas, queen and drones. If

the secretion from the lower head-gland is not used to digest

the pollen, it is dilEcult to know what is, as it does not seem
possible that the stomach could secrete enough " gastric

juice " to do it.

An objection to the above view is urged in the fact that a
membranous tube hangs from the lower end of the honey-
stomach into the true stomach, which acts as a valve like our
ilio-colic valve, and would not permit any of the contents to

pass from the true stomach back to the mouth. This would
be S.0 except that the bee doubtless has the power to draw the

honey-stomach up, so that this tube ceases to hang into the
true stomach, and thus loses its force as a valve. Just so our
ilio-cascal valve can be made to lose its valvular action, as in

case of severe wretching when the contents of the large bowel
may be vomited up. Thus it seems more than probable that
the Incomparable food prepared by the nurse-bees is com-
pounded of digested pollen and honey; that it is prepared in

the true stomach, and regurgitated for the queen, drone,

larvoe, and possibly for the older workers.

There is one more organ in the honey-stomach of the

worker-bees which merits notice. It is a spherical organ with
jaw-like segments that leave a central opening, thickly set

with hairs that reach upwards. When the bee Is taking honey
into the honey-stomach these jaws are constantly opening and
closing, which draws In the nectar and forces it back. Any
pollen in the nectar is caught and held by the hairs, and thus
these stomach-jaws, or this honey-stomach mouth is constantly
ridding the nectar or honey of the pollen ; and thus we see

why honey is so free of pollen, even though the nectar may be
rich in the same. This ever-active stomach-mouih is always
screening it out, as the bee is gathering the precious nectar.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

A Lady's Experience with Bees in 1897.

BY MRS. L. C. AXTELL.

We began the season with 150 colonies, one absconded,
flew away, and we did not miss it until gone, but we knew all

came through the winter alive. A very few were weak, but
on the whole they wintered splendidly.

We did not open the hives until in May, when he hunted
out the queens and dipt their wings. We found two or three

queenless colonies, and gave them eggs and larvre, and both
reared themselves a queen. One had to have brood and a cell

given the second time. When swarming began we took combs
from the parent colonies and built up those colonies into

strong ones, and put on sections. We increast from 150 to

162 colonies, and secured about 5,000 pounds of honey, 36
or more pounds per colony, spring count.

DID NEARLY ALL THE WORK ALONE.

As Mr. Axtell has now a peach orchard of about 1,600
trees, and 200 or oOO pear, plum and apple trees, besides

raspberries, blackberries and strawberries to care for, I took
the sole care of the bees the past season, after being taken
from the cellar, up to October, except Mr. A. carried the honey
to the honey-house for me af ler it was taken from the hives ;

also while resting in his hammock during the middle of the
day he watcht swarming and caught in the queen-cages about
half a dozen queens. The rest of the work I did myself, and
enjoyed it. I felt burdened but little with my bee-work, be-

cause I took all needed rest, neglected nothing that needed to

be done on time, and made every step count. I do not think
we had a great honey crop, but surely our bees paid for my
work. I sold all the best grade, delivered at our town, for 10
cents per pound at one sale, and the rest of darker grades are
working off in small sales, and at stores, for about the same
price.

FARMER BEE-KEEPERS INJURING THE HONEY' MARKET.

If farmers would not be in such a rush to sell their honey,
and ask a fair price for it, and hold it at that price, it would

not bring honey down every fall as it does. They act as if

they were afraid they could not sell if they did not offer It

lower than those who had larger crops. This seems to hurt
our market more than honey adulterated, as people are learn-
ing that the honey In tumblers is sugar syrup with but a trifle

of honey in it, and those who come for pure honey will not
buy it in that way to a large extent, and yet adulterated
honey is a drawback to good prices.

A HONEY SOCIABLE—CLEANING SECTIONS.

We had the " Aid Society " of the Christian church meet
at our house one day about a month ago, with their pastor

—

some 20 ladies to help me prepare and clean the honey sec-

tions before selling. We requested them all to wear gowns
that washing would not hurt, and bring sharp pocket-knives.
Some came at 9 and 10 o'clock, and staid all day. I got din-
ner for them, and paid the society 10 cents besides, for every
one who workt. They exprest themselves as having a very
enjoyable time, and said they wanted to come again next year,
and considering their being new hands they did their work
well. They fitted up some 1,500 pounds that day.

To get the honey ready for market is the hardest and most
difficult bee-work for me. To hire it done by young people, it

is so often injured ; honey cut, and sections sliced off or hag-
gled, but to bring the best price, each section should be nicely
cleaned. Those ladies being middle-aged, did their work bet-

ter than I feared It might be done.
The honey should be in a pile in the middle of the room,

or two or three rooms, so people could get around it easily to

work.
HELPING WEAK COLONIES.

In the fall, when taking off honey, or even in midsummer
when a few bees remain in the supers, and gather in a bunch
on the window, which they will do (unless a large escape is

given) as soon as they cluster, I take a milk-pan with warm
water in It—just warm enough not to chill the bees—and brush
the cluster of bees into it and carry quickly and pour them
down close to the entrance of a weak colony, if we have any.
I put all I can get in that way in front of one hive, until I

am sure it is strong enough. If the weather is cool I would
lay a soft cloth over the cluster.

LAYING WORKERS.

In September I found one colony that had laying workers.
I took two combs and gave to colonies that did not have combs
enough to make a full colony. Two other combs I gave to a
similar colony, and took all the bees and gave them to a weak
colony that had a queen, and the returning bees were allowed
to go into another weak colony. I could not detect that
scarcely any bees were killed, and those I carried away
mostly remained, they having found a queen made them con-
tented to remain, and put a shade-board over the front of the
hive.

I felt that such a disposition of combs and bees at that
time of the year was better than to help them rear a queen.

UNITING WEAK COLONIES UNPROFITABLE.

The uniting of weak colonies in the spring does not pay
very well. After uniting, in a few days the colony seems just

about as weak as before being united, but if strong to cover
two combs well in April or May, exchange the two and giving

one or two of brood with eggs and larvas will carry them
through until they can rear themselves a queen, and then
build them up in swarming-time. I find it does not pay to

fuss much with small colonies; fix them up so they can keep
warm, and leave them alone, and give the extra care and time

to the strong ones. It does not pay to take much brood from
the strong to build up the weak until in swarming-time.

Warren Co., III.

Something About Swarming—How It is Done.

BY' G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Question.—" A bee-keeping friend and myself have had
a dispute relative to how swarming is conducted, and we have
agreed to leave the matter to an arbitrator. He has chosen

you as that arbitrator, and I could not object. We also have
agreed to ask you to answer, or give your views in the matter,

in the American Bee Journal, as we both take that paper, and
both think that your views may not be uninteresting to other

readers also. My friend claims that when a swarm issues

from any colony, that the old begs, or field-workers, go with

the old or reigning queen, leaving the youneer bees with the

queen-cells left behind to go out with any after-swarm which

may chance to issue. He also claims that a young queen
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hatches within a day or so after the Brstswarm has left, which
drills the young bees till they are inclined to go out with her
in an after-swarm. I claim that bees of all ages go with the
old queen in the prime swarm, and that the young queen, or
queens, which go with the after-swarms do not hatch out in

several days after the first swarm went out. Which is right ?

Or is swarming conducted differently from what either of us
think?"

Answer.—Natural swarming has always had a charm or
fascination to me, and among my earliest recollections is the
vivid picture of thousands of bees pouring out of their hives
and whirlingin midair, describing circles and passing each
other in such rapid movements that I stood and wondered how
they could possibly do It without hitting each other, while the
settling on a limb and their march into the hive, when father
put them down in front, astonisht me as much as any of the
rest of the performance.

From these first impressions, I presume, more than from
anything else, has come my preference for natural swarming
as a means of increase. Being thus interested I have experi-
mented largely to know under what conditions swarms issued
as a rule, and have found, as regards the age of bees, that
bees of all ages in about equal proportions leave the parent
hive with all swarms, from the old forager to the bee that
has not been out of the cell more than from 6 to 12 hours.
Many times have I seen the ground in front of the hive nearly
covered with bees so young as to be unable to fly ; and as often
have I seen the old field-workers with their worn and jagged
wings hanging with the swarm, and those having their pollen-
baskets filled with pollen, side by side with the young, downy
bees which had been barely able to fly to the cluster. Thus
we have the field-bees, the wax-workers, and the nurse-bees
in about equal proportions, so as to make a prosperous colony
at once upon their entering their new home, this showing that
the All-Wise Creator knew how things should be when he
pronounced all that he had made (jood.

If it were not for young bees going with the swarm, the
hive would be nearly depopulated by the bees dying of old age
before the brood could batch out to take their places, as it

must be nearly two days before sufficient comb would be built
so the queen could deposit eggs in the cells, and then it would
take 21 days from that time before any bees would hatch.

Again, if all were old or field bees the hive could not be
filled as profitably with comb; for when in a normal condition
the bees between the age of 8 and 24 days old are the ones
which do this work. That this division of bees in a swarm is

just as it should be is another reason why I prefer natural
swarming as a means of increase, altho I have made swarms
artificially which have given as good results as have any nat-
ural swarms.

But let us look inside of the hive when preparations for
swarming are being made, and see if we cannot arrive at the
truth in the matter as regards the condition under which a
swarm Issues when the first queen hatches, etc.

The first indication of swarming is the laying of eggs in
the drone-comb. While eggs in the drone-cells is not a sure
sign that a swarm will Issue, yet as far as I have observed
swarms never do issue without eggs being laid therein. If
the weather is propitious the next step is the building of
queen-cells, soon after which the queen deposits eggs in them.
In three days these eggs hatch into larvre, and these larvic
are fed an abundance of food by the nurse-bees for six days,
when the ceils containing the embryo queens are sealed over.
If no bad weather has intervened the swarm Issues the next
day, the old queen going with the swarm. Bear in mind that
this is the rule with the black or German bees, and generally
with other races ; still, the Italians often swarm when the
eggs are first laid in the queen-cells, and some without the
least preparation at all except drones in a time when swarm-
ing runs high in an apiary.

All good authorities admit that the queen-larva remains
seven days In the cell after it is sealed over, as my experience
also proves, and any claim that a young queen would hatch
within a day or two after the swarm issues would be fallacious,
unless bad weather should occur at about the time the first
queen-cell was sealed. When such bad weather does occur
the thing is barely possible for the swarm to be kept back for
four or five days after they would naturally Issue, in which
case the first queen might hatch in one or two days after the
swarm went out. But this is something which I have had
occur but very few times since I have kept bees, covering a
period of nearly 30 years, and in nearly all such cases the
bees destroy the queen-cells and postpone swarming for an
indefinite period.

So I find, as a rule, that the first queen emerges from her
cell from six to seven days after the swarm issues. If more
swarms are allowed, they come forth two days after, or from

the eighth to the ninth day after the first, and never later

than the sixteenth day. As soon as it is decided that no more
swarms shall Issue, all queens in the cells are destroyed, when
in from five to nine days the young queen goes out to be fer-

tilized, two days after which she commences to lay. If the
apiarists stops all after-swarming by the cutting of the queen-
cells, or by other means that keeps all of the bees in the old

hive together after the first issue, I find that the young queen
is much slower in going out on her wedding trip, and often
does not commence to lay till from the twelfth to the sixteenth

day.
Where one wishes to make artificial Increase It is well to

understand just how natural swarming is conducted, for with
such knowledge one is more apt to succeed in having the right

proportion of both old and young bees in the two parts after
dividing. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

The Bee-Moth—Its Ravages and Destruction^

BY C. P. DADANT.

A few days ago while removing the dry supers from which
the honey was extracted in September, and which had been
returned to the bees so that they might clean them up, our
boys discovered a colony in which both the super and the
brood-frames were invaded by the bee-moth in such a way as

to give no hopes of redeeming any of the combs. The bees
had dwindled to nothing. I suggested that this was a piece

of carelessness on their part, that it was a mistake to return
a super to a hive that must have been suffering of the moth at

the time when the honey was removed. It was with diliiculty,

however, that I convinced them that they were at fault, and
that it was at all possible to detect the presence of the
moth two months ago in a hive which is well-nigh destroyed
at this date by them.

There Is too much neglect of this kind among many api-

aries. We do not sufficiently recollect that the moth
becomes more numerous as the season advances. In the
spring combs may be left for two or three months without
protection and without showing much of the ravages of the
moth, because they are then very scarce, having been reduced
in numbers by the winter ; for it is now very certain that
ordinary winters in this latitude kill all but those of the moth
which happen to be sheltered in colonies of live bees. The
only hives in which they thrive in any perceptible way are
those whose bees have died at the close of winter. They have
kept a few moths alive, and when they dwindle away no living

Insect is left in the box but the straggling and rustic moth-
worm. The few moths that hatch In spring make a second
breed that appears in full force about the beginning of Au-
gust. If these find suitable lodgings, the third breed will be-

come formidable, for the moths are sufficiently plentiful at
that late date to take by storm any hive that may prove desti-

tute of queen or hatching bees. The eggs laid in the early
part uf September may not all hatch. If the season Is cool;
but if a warm fall gives them the opportunity they thrive in

an astonishing manner.
It is not to be wondered that our forefathers were afraid of

the moths for their bees. Until the Invention of the movable-
frame hive it was next to impossible to ascertain the extent of

the danger to the bee-industry on the moth's account, and
altho Mr. Langstroth himself was of the opinion, when he
first wrote his book, that the moth was but little injurious to

a healthy colony of bees, he was compelled, owing lo the gen-
eral opinion then prevailing, to treat of them as "a powerful
enemy " of the bee. But he had already divined the true
cause of the decadence of colonies in the fall^nd of the triumph
of the moth. He wrote :

" Every year large numbers of hives are bereft of their
queens, most of which are either robbed by other bees or sackt
by the bee-moth, or first robbed and afterward sackt, while
their owner Imputes all the mischief to something else than
the real cause. He might just as well imagine that the carrion
birds, or worms, which are devouring a dead horse were the
primary cause of its untimely end."

This argument struck the right chord, and a few years
afterward our friend, Elisha Gallup, if I am not mistaken,
came out boldly in the American Bee Journal with the asser-
tion that there was no n)ore danger from the moth, for a col

ony of healthy bees, than there is danger for a healthy cow
being destroyed by the grubs, or larv;c, or the carrion fly,

which is sure to infest every decaying carcass of dead animals
during warm weather. This assertion, which may seem too
far stretcht to the novice in bee-culture, is within the limits

of facts. It must have seemed a bold statement in the days
of patent moth-traps, but it proves more correct every day.
So we need not fear the moth if we keep our colonies healthy
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and strong. The colony mentioned at the beginning of this

article was evidently queeuless. It is quite probable that in

September, when the honey was removed, the bees were suffi-

ciently numerous to make a fair show, but it is also certain

that a closer examination of the colony than was given to it

while the honey was being extracted, would have brought out

the fact that it was fast dwindling, and that the bees were
already discouraged. A large number of eggs laid at its door,

or on the outside of its combs, during the last days of Septem-
ber by the moths produced the result mentioned.

To this state of things there is no remedy ; the proper
thing would have been to examine the hives more closely dur-

ing the summer, to make sure of replacing the failing queens.
The most disagreeable feature of the existence of the

moth appears when the first crop of honey has been removed
from the hives. If moths are plentiful, and especially if a

few of them have managed to invade the bee-house, those
nice white sections begin to leak aud show traces of their

disgusting paths. There is only one way to avoid this. Burn
brimstone in the bee-house or under those crates of comb
honey once a week, or about, until you may feel sure that the
moths have been destroyed. The fumes of the sulphur will

not destroy the eggs, and for that reason several repetitions

of the fumigation are necessary. The extent of the fumiga-
tion needed may be ascertained by the house-flies in the room.
A fumigation that will kill them will also destroy the living

moths.
To make the burning of brimstone more thorough and

more easy, we melt it over a stove, and dip strips of rags or

gunny in the molten sulphur. These act as a wick, aud the
brimstone burns more promptly and more evenly than other-
wise. Hancock Co., III., Nov. 27, 1897.

No. 1—Recollections of an Old Bee-Keeper.

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

I will endeavor to show the readers of the American Bee
Journal the difference in starting in bee-keeping when I com-
menced and in starting now. I was born in the year 1820, in

what is now called "Canada East," or Province of Quebec,
65 mi!;s north of Vermont, and about 75 miles east of Mont-
real, on the St. Francis river. I mention this to show you
that I was located in a far different climate from California.

Prom ray earliest recollections I took a great and absorb-
ing interest in bees. My father kept a few colonies at differ-

ent times, but had no luck with them. In those days every
success or failure was attributed to " luck." There were no
books ou bees to be had. In fact, I never heard of such a
thing until I was about 23 years old. Father built a flouring-

mill and sawmill when I was 15, and by an accident, or my
luck, I was installed miller. The mill was located three miles
from the home farm, so I coaxt and teased father to let me
purchase a colony of bees. He finally reluctantly consented,
as he said there was no luck in bees at all.

The ruling price of a colony of bees was .$2.50. There
was a widow that I was acquainted with that had a lucky
colony. She was very anxious to get some lumber, and I was
just a' anxious to get her lucky bees, so after bantering with
her for several weeks, she finally consented to let me have her
lucky colony for §7.00 worth of lumber, at cash price, which
was .$2.50 per 1,000 feet. Well, I moved the bees quick with-
out consulting father, for fear she would change her mind.

Father was terribly workt up to think that I had been so
foolish as to pay such a price for a colony of worthless bees,

as he called them, but I consoled myself with the thought that
I had not only got her bees, but her luck also. Well, as it

turned out, she lost all her bees—some seven colonies—the
following winter, and I got two good swarms and a box of

about 20 pounds of nice honey. Then didn't I proudly boast
of my trade in getting the lady's luck !

My bees all came through the winter in good condition,
but the lucky colony always did the best. The idea of luck
was never thoroughly establisht in my noddle, so I began to

study the whys and wherefores.
That lucky colony was in an old-fashioned straw-skep, as

It was then called, and it being circular and smallish at the
top, every comb except one small one at one side was worker-
comb. Bees were all wintered on the summer stands, which
was usually an open shed facing the south or southeast. They
were confined to the hives from the first of November until
April 15, or thereabouts, and sometimes until the first of May.
No one had thought of wintering bees in a cellar. The straw
being porous, there would be no accumulation of frost from
the breath of the bees in cold weather in the hive, and we
frequently had cold weather, oftentimes 40^ below zero for

six and eight days in succession. Then we would lose our
bees in box-hives. I lost all but my lucky colony several

times. I would shut my box-hives up, all except some small
notches cut in the bottom at one side for entrance. My idea
was to keep them warm.

I had an aunt get married, and settled across the river

from the mill, and she was a great bee-keeper, that is, she
could rattle tin pans and ring bells when they swarmed, and
compel them to cluster, and then she could hive them without
getting slung, etc. Well, she would make hives with a hand-
saw, hammer and nails out of rough hemlock lumber, set

them on toi. of a large stump, without any bottoui-board, and
place a large stone on top to keep the wind from blowing the
hive off. The stump being cut uneven, it left plenty o/ bot-

tom ventilation. Finally, she had one hive that crackt open
from top to bottom, and the crack opened fully three-fourths
of an inch at the edge of the combs, so we could look right in

on the bees. I felt almost sure that colony would freeze to

death, so when the mercury would get down to 35-^ aQd402,

Dr. E. Gallup—From a recent photograph.

I would go over and see how they were getting on. I could

hear them roar and hum several rods off. I have stood and
watcht them many times until I would get so cold that I could

stand it no longer.

The bees on the inside of the cluster were all the time

rushing to the outside for air, while those on the outside were
rushing to the inside for warmth. There was a plain case of

manufacturing warmth by activity, or, as we might say,

electricity. They were a perfect dynamo. That colony win-

tered the best in the lot. My bees, that I kept warm, nearly

all died that winter. Orange Co., Calif.

[To be continued.]

Langstrotll on tlie Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or chib it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on page 11.
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Sorghum for Bees in Winter.—Fred S. Thorington, in

Progressive Bee-Keeper, tells of a case in whicli the honey
was talien from a colony, and a single dose of sorghum fed to

the bees fioisht them. In another case the bees' stores were
taken and sorghum given, and the bees absconded.

The New Fence with the plain or no-bee-way section,

says Gleanings, can be used in old-style T supers or section-

holders. All that is necessary is to have the fence or cleated

separator made the right size to fit. The company will furnish
the right fence to order, and can make them all ready put to-

gether at a cheaper rate than one could put them together
himself, special machinery being used to glue the parts to-

gether.

Prevention of Swarms.—L. A. Aspiuwall found this

year that his hives were too small to prevent swarming by
means of perforated dummies, and expects next year to use
hives a third larger. In four cases, he secured the return of

the swarm, queen and all, by vigorously smoking at the en-

trance as soon as the swarm began to issue. He thinks the
swarm returned because they could not scent the queen.

—

Review.

Bee-Stings for Rheumatism.—Reports as to the effect

of bee-stings on rheumatism continue to conflict, some re-

porting success, others failure. E. W. Moore says his mother,
62 years old, had for years lost the use of her left hand
through rheumatism. Last summer, hiving a swarm a'one,
her hand was badly stung and swelled greatly, but when the
swelling went down the joints were no longer stiff, and now
she can use the hand as well as ever.—Progressive Bee-
Keeper.

The Wells' System.—This system of having two colo-

nies in one hive with a perforated division between, seems to

be well liked by a few, but not to gain in popularity with the
masses. Mr. Loveday, in the British Bee Journal, says he
gets as much from one double hive as from three single ones ;

but that one Wells hive makes quite as much work as three
single-queened ones. He says :

" The more experience I have
of this system the more I am convinced that it cannot be gen-
erally adopted."

Finding Queens.—The editor of Gleanings is askt the
easiest way to tind the queen in a hive just boiling over with
bees. Says there is no easy way. If he doesn't find a queen
in twice looking over the frames, he closes the hive and in two
hours more takes another look. If he still fails to find her,

which occasionally happens with black bees, he puts an empty
hive in place of the one on the stand, puts perforated zinc at

the entrance, shakes the bees on the ground in front, and if

the queen isn't too small she's sure to be caught.

Uniformity of Supplies.— J. W. Rouse, in Progressive
Bee-Keeper, gives expression to the often needed but seldom
heeded advice to beginners, to try to use nothing but standard
goods, and not to be in a hurry about inventing improvements.
Believes in improvements, yet the inventions he has seen,

even those possessing merit, are no better th?.n the regular
goods in use. Thinks most bee-keepers who are using odd
sizes are doing so just because they got started that way, and
would be glad to change into the regular style if it were not
for the expense.

A New Way of Transferring, or at least of gettinc a
box-hive colony to occupy a frame-hive, is given by C. Del-

motte in Le Hrogres Apicole. June 5 he dug a hole in the

{jround the full depth of the box-hive that had stood there,

put the hive upside down in the hole, covered it with a board,
having a hole V2 inches in diameter, and placed on this the
frame hive. A piece of comb to serve as a ladder for the bees
was placed between the combs of the box-hive, extending up
between the frames of the upper hive. Then earth was packt
-around both hives at the junction. An entrance was made in

the frame hive an inch or two from the top at the front,

obliging the bees to go in and out there. July 22, finding

four frames of brood in the upper hive, he took out the box-

hive, filled up the hole with earth, set the frame hive back in

its place and put the box-hive on top, with what brood and
bees were in it, no communication being between the two
hives. 2.S days later he shook down in front of the frame
hive all the bees in the box-hive, a young queen having been
reared among them, and found in the box-hive neither brood
nor honey. Of course the box-hive was then taken away.

Going to the Fairs.—Editor Hutchinson's description,

in the Review, of the way he travels from one fair to another,
makes a page of very interesting reading. He has his traps

and calamities all with him in a freight car, in which he some-
times spends two days and two nights, but when it comes to

being jounced off the car floor at night and being obliged to

/loW 071, your victuals while they're cooking on an oil-stove to

keep them from being jiggled or jerkt off, one might prefer to

stay at home with cross hybrids so as to have a civilized meal
and a stationary bed.

Fence Separators — S. Brautigam, in Progressive Bee-
Keeper, says the fence makes a good, strong separator, the
objection, however, is the time it lakes to put together, a min-
ute to each separator. (That needn't matter, however, if

thsy are sold ready made up, and if the price is low enough.)
He proposes to avoid the necessity for using them by having
sections made with the usual inset, and then have a thin saw-
cut on the outside of the 1% section, say ^s inch from the
edge, and 1/16 or 'd/3'2 inch deep. Then when the section

Is filled, a knife will split off the H inch, and you will have
the no-bee-way section.

Rearing Glueens on a Stick.—A. E. Dewar, of Austra-
lia, gives in Gleaniugs his plan of rearing queens. Cells are
made after Doolittle's plan, a small quantity of royal jelly in-

serted, then a larva from choice stock. The frame with the
cells is put in the upper story of a colony whose queen is kept
below by a double honey-board, and when about ready to

hatch the cells are given to nuclei. The same colony is kept
at work starting the queens all through the season, fed at any
time honey fails, and liberally supplied regularly with hatch-
ing brood, and 90 per cent, of the cells are accepted ; 18 to

20 cells are generally put on one stick, but as many as 27 in

one lot have been accepted.

Sweet Clover.—The October number of the Busy Bee
was a sweet clover number, and it seems Editor Abbott could
not stop all of a sudden, so quite a hit about sweet clover is

found in the November number. Win. Belshaw says : "As a
bee-plant it is one of the best, equalling white clover in qual-
ity of flavor, doubling it in quantity on the same amount of

ground covered, and it appears to possess the rare quality of

being stored away as surplus honey rather t!»an stimulating
swarming." The editor thinks the last item valuable from
the standpoint of the bee-keeper. But isn't the same thing
true of buckwheat, or of any plant that comes as late as
sweet clover ?

TJse and Abuse of Foundation.—Editor Hutchinson
refers in the Review to the discussion in these pages concern-
ing foundation by Deacon, Dadaiit and "Sage-Brush," copying
the articles of the two latter, and then gives his own views by
quoting a chapter from his book, "Advanced Bee-Culture," in

which he finally sums up :

"If the bee-keeper lives where the honey-flow is light,

but perhaps prolonged, he will find it more profitable to allow
his bees to build their own combs. If he can't get perfect
brood-comb>, ho certainly can allow bees to build their combs
for the surplus comb honey. If honey comes in ' floods,' as it

sometimes does in some localities, the man who allows his

bees to build their store combs unaided at such a time, loses

dollars and dollars."

Do Bees Freeze ?—A^kt whether bees may not freeze to

death outdoors wh(>n the mercury sinks to 30- btlow zero,

Doolittle says in Gleanings they may starve but never fren'ze.

A small cluster may freeze, but not a whole colony. Quiuby
said that the bees inside the cluster, on a zero morning, could
fly as readily as in July, should the cluster be suddenly
thrown apart. Gallup, when in upper Canada, said, "The
thermometer for 60 days in succession was not above 10^
below zero, and fur eight of these days the mercury was
frozen ; yet my bees, in box-hives, with a two-inch hole at the
top, and the bottom plastered up tizht, came through in excel-
lent condition." (American Bee Journal, Vol. 5, page 3o.)
Doolittle finds in the hive, with the bulb of the thermometer
touching the outside of the cluster, a temperature of 45 ' to
46-", and in the center of the cluster, 63^ to 64^^, when it is

10^ to 25^ below outside.
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Report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Con-
veutioa, Held iu Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

EEPORTED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOURNAL BEPOETEB.

The assembled bee-keepers were called to order at 10:45
a.m., In the New Briggs House, Chicago, by George W. York,
who had Issued the call for the meeting. Dr. C. C. Miller
was then chosen President, after which Mr. York was selected
as Secretary.

On motion of Jas. A. Stone, a committee was appointed
to draft a constitution and by-laws for the consideration of
the meeting. Motion carried, and Messrs. Jas. A. Stone,
Herman F. Moore and George Thompson were appointed.

During the meeting the following had their names en-
rolled as members, not all present, however, uniting :

M. M. Baldridge, Dr. C. C. Miller.
E. J. Baxter, M. S. Miller,
Dr. fl. Besse, Herman F. Moore,
Miss Mathilda Candler, John Nau,
Stoughton Cooley, W. H. Norris,
P. W. Dunne, H. A. Rittenhouse,
J. D. Everett, Rev. H. Rohrs,
Jas. Forncrook, E. F. Schaper,
Jas. A. Green, C. Schrier,
D. S. HefFron, W. N. Smith,
Chas. Karch, W. H. H. Stewart,
A. H Kennan, Jas. A. Stone,
L. Kreutzinger, George Thompson,
W. C. Lyman, J. C. Wheeler,
0. E. Mead, E. Whitcomb,

George W. York.

As had been the usual custom of conventions held in Chi-
cago, the hat was past by the Secretary for the collection of
questions for discussion. The first one read by Pres. Miller
was this :

THE DIVISION OF LABOE IN THE HIVE.

"What is the division of labor In the hive, that is, the
proportion of field-bees, nurses, sentinels, etc.?"

Pres. Miller— I don't think that is a question we should
spend much time on.

Mrs. Taylor— I am responsible for that question. lama
novice in bee-keeping. It Is a question that has interested
me very much, and I have not found any books that have
given me any light on the subject, and I thought possibly
some people here might answer it in a few words.

Pres. Miller— It Is a proper question, but one we should
not spend much time on. We have our text-books and bee-
papers that cover certain ground, and when we come here we
take the ground they don't cover. Suppose I mako a state-
ment about this. In the first place, I don't know much about
it. In the economy of the hive there are those different
divisions—the field-bees, the nurses, etc. I very much doubt
If there is a separate class as sentinels. There are those who
do the home work, and the sentinels are amongst them. I
think the nurse bees and the sentinels are the same ; they do
the work of the hive up to l(i days, usually, but under stress
these nurse-bees will go to work as field-bees much earlier. I

have seen them at five days old doing field-work, and I know
the old bees will do nurse-work if there are no young bees in
the hive, but as to the proportion, the proportion of nurse-bees
will be, in the earlier part of the season, very different from
what they will bo later ; as they go on the nurse-bees will in-
crease very rapidly up to about the time of the harvest, then
they get maximum, and after that the field-bees will increase

;

that Is a very rough statement, and there is not much informa-
tion in it, and may be it is not true ; correct me If it is not.

Mr. Stone— It seeTns to me that that is altogether accord-
ing to the amount of brood there is in the hive to be kept
warm, to use it plainly; and sometimes, when there is a hive
full of honey, and only a little brood, it does not take as many
bees to keep the brood warm as it does at other times. Of
course, as you say, It is a good deal owing to the weather. I

have noticed where the weather is very hot, if the bees are

not doing much work, they go out of the hive because It Is too-

warm, and then they certainly don't need many nurses; but
in the cold weather, at the beginning of the season when their
heat is needed in the hives, I think there is always enough
stay In there to keep the heat, and the others go out and da
the field work.

Mr. Baxter—I have kept about 250 colonies for the last

20 years, and my experience is that you cannot tell definitely
at any time how many or In what proportion—it depends
upon the weather and flow of honey. When the weather is

warm they often go out of the hives because It is too hot. Dif-
ferent conditions have got to be taken Into consideration. I

don't believe any one answer will answer the question for all.

Pres. Miller—One point I am waiting for somebody to

bring out Is this: As It is now, the nurse-bees depend entirely
upon the amount of heat that is needed to be kept up In the
hive; you are leaving out altogether the number of brood to

be fed ; that I think controls It very largely. If it is warm,
they will go outside, It is true, and no matter how hot It is

there must be nurse-bees enough to do all the work that Is in

there, so you must take that along with the heat of the hive.

LEGISLATION TO PROTECT AGAINST ADULTERATION.

"What legislation is needed to protect consumers against
adulterated honey?"

Pres. Miller—How many of you think that legislation is

needed at all with regard to it? Hands up. (7.) How many
think there Is no need of legislation? (3.) As I understand
the question. It Is, What legislation is needed ? It depends
something on what the kind Is.

Mr. Dunne— It seems to me we ought to have legislation

from Congress, exclusive of the State, because Congress could
naturally control the correction of all abuses, and legislation

from Congress would naturally send it back from the States,

and we would have still further legislation. I think that is a
very Important factor with regard to any man who produces
honey.

Mr. Baxter— I believe with Mr. Dunne, that we need
National legislation. I hope that this association is not going
to put itself on record as did the National Association. If you
remember, during the Columbian convention there was a meas-
ure before Congress known as the " Paddock Pure Food Bill."

I moved to endorse the passing of that Bill, and I believe it

was referred to a committee to report back, and strange to
say they fought my resolution, and failed to report back. It

went by default. The proceedings of the association still

show that much of it, and I think the society made a big mis-
take. We should take strenuous measures of all kinds against
adulteration ; we ought to have National laws ; one State will

prohibit, and another State, to make money out of it, will

allow It ; all those laws should be National.
Mr. Stone— I was going to ask Mr. York to report what

he thought of our law that we had past last year in our legis-

lature, with regard to pure food. It covers all food. As Mr.
Baxter spoke of their shipping it from one State into another,
our law does not allow it even to be sold if there is any ingre-

dient that enters into any food that makes it impure. It con-
tains a severe penalty.

Mr. Dunne—The beef exported, pork exported, all goes
under the microscope, and is thoroughly examined by the Gov-
ernment ; if there is an inspector at all, in the principal mar-
kets in honey, this thiug could be stopt, because it would have
to be analyzed. You take It in the English ports—everything
that goes in there is examined, analyzed ; every class of goods
goes before the chemists, and is thoroughly examined at the
expense of the Government, and the Government has the right

to protect the farmer if he protects any one.

Mr. Moore— I feel very deeply interested in this question,
because I have been in this market six years, selling toney to

consumers. Illinois is all right ; it doesn't need anything. I

think the extreme penalty for violation of the law is up to five

years in the penitentiary, and it requires the ingredient, if not
pure, to be printed upou the label in every case. The law is

very stringent in Illinois, but as any one knows, who knows
anything about politics, it enters in all these markets, and it

becomes finally a question whether it will be enforced. The
law is strict enough, if it could be enforced. The General
Government should take hold of it ; itseems to enforce its laws

more Impartially than the local laws. I believe that that is

the only remedy for adulteration. Adulteration is a great

damage to every bee-keeper, and I can tell you so from ray

own experience. I askt one of the prominent citizens of Chi-

cago, who has paid me considerable money for honey, " How
much more honey do you buy than if you went to the store

and bought it ?" He replied, " I^our or five times as much."
My honey is pure honey ; I tell them so, and get an order in-

stantly. It means four or five times as much honey sold, if
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people could understand the honey they get is always pure
honey.

Pres. Miller—Let me tell you one thing as an Illustration

beariLg upon this point. I live in a little town that has been
without saloons for more than 30 years, but liquor is sold in it

on the sly. Those who sell liquor have no permission from
the lown or from the State, and they are doing a crime when
they are doing it. They don't take the trouble to look out for
the Slate or town, but they do look out for the General Gov-
ernment and get a United States license ; they are criminals
in the eyes of the State law, but in the eyes of the General
Government they are law-abiding citizens; in that case, at
least, the General Government has a power, and law breakers
are afraid of it; they are not afraid of State or county laws,
or town laws.

Mr. Baxter— I was in Iowa last winter, and saw some very
nice, presumably honey, in pound glasses. I askt the whole-
saler if he didn't want to buy a barrel of honey at a low price,

pure honey. I told him I had seen some of his honey in pound
glasses In a grocery store. He said, "That is not honey." I

told hira he had it labeled " pure white clover honey," and that
he was doing a wrong to bee-keepers and the public, and he
said, '• Everybody does that." I told him the first thing he
knew we would have proceedings instituted against him for
obtaining money under false pretenses. " I don't believe you
can do that in Iowa," he said.

Mr. Stone— I would like to ask Mr. York if the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union is not likely to take hold of honey
adulteration, especially in the city of Chicago, and apply the
State law, and make it effectual ?

Mr. York— Yes, they will, just as soon as we have suffi-

cient funds to begin operations, and that is all we are waiting
for—for a sufiiciently large membership (which means suffi-

cient money in the treasury) to warrant us in going ahead.
The laws of Illinois are sufficiently strong, I think, to stop
adulteration it they are once enforced. I think we are in-

debted to Mr. Moore for resurrecting the laws, and I should
judge from the reading of them that they were all we need to

stop adulteration in this State. I, for one, should like to see
them enforced, and am very well satisfied that just as soon as
we have a large enough fund in the treasury of the United
Slates Bee-Keepers' Union we will begin to make an attempt
to enforce laws against adulteration of honey in this State as
well as elsewhere.

Mr. Baxter—Your law is a failure, if that is the case—if

you have to have funds provided. You have a prosecuting
attorney here—can't you proceed under that ? If you have to

have private funds to prosecute criminals, I think the law is

a failure.

Mr. Dunne—This question brings us back to the fact that
it is the United States that has a right to be at the expense of
enforcing the laws ; they do with the distilleries. Has not
the honey-man the same right to have the protection of the
United States that the distillery has ? Is Mr. Armour to be
protected by having his pork analyzed and branded by the
United States Government as pure, and the honey-man to

have no protection ? It only requires an effort on the part of
the bee-keepers of the United States to enforce the law, and
you will have the same right as other citizens, because the
Government has the right to protect this industry as well as
any other industry. We are all citizens alike, and if honey
can be adulterated the same as whiskey, they owe us the same
protection. The distillers don't amount to 500 all over the
United States, but the bee-keepers amount to thousands, and
I claim it is the duty of the Government to protect this in-

terest as well as any other. It will be our own fault if we
don't get legislation that will protect it. The Government
puts the stamp of the purity of the whiskey on the bottle;
that is in the interest of the distiller and the Government;
and the Government can have an office here just the same;
put a tax on to pay for it, and let ihere be a depot and have
honey inspected ; then you will get value for pure honey.

Mr. Karch—I don't think Mr. Dunne makes the proper
distinction between whiskey and honey. Adulterated honey
will not kill quite so quickly as whiskey. (Laughter)

Mr. York— I would like to say one more word in referring
to what Mr. Baxter said, that we ought not to be compelled to

spend our money to enforce State laws. I don't think that we
need to spend the money for the purpose directly, but we
must be to some expense to have our General Manager and
Treasurer come on the ground, to engage an attorney to start
the case, to look after samples, to have them analyzed, etc.

That all costs something. Still, if it were known that the
United States Bee-Keepers' Union has a good fund back of
them, and that they propose to fight this thing through, we
might not have to spend our money to enforce State laws, but
it is a good thing to have it on hand. I presume we could get

the prosecuting attorney to take bold of it, but there would
be some expense to start the suit ; at least that Is the way I

understand it. I am not an attorney, but I understand there
would be some expense in beginning suits of that kind.

Mr. Moore— I am perfectly familiar with legal matters
here in Chicago. I will tell why it is necessary to put up the
money. There are 500 prisoners in the county jail, and Mr.
Deneen (the State's Attorney) is in duty bound to get those
500 men out of jail or into the penitentiary as soon as possi-

ble. In the second place, whenever railroad men want a
scalper sent to the penitentiary, they hire Attorney Forrest,
or some other eminent attorney, at great expense. I could
name many other instances. It is the State's attorney's busi-

ness, of course, to do this, because it is the people's prosecu-
tion, but he is so busy, and the question of politics may come
in ; he does not have time, so It seems to be an absolute neces-
sity to raise some money, .$1,000 at least, before anything
adequate can be done in Chicago. This $1,000 is to pay for

the expense of getting samples of honey, and paying an at-

torney to do it. I would like to hear from Mr. York a little

further.

Mr. Baxter— I think if we had a United States pure food
law under the supervision of the Department of Agriculture,
or under the Internal Revenue Bureau, if there is a tax to be
assest (altho I don't favor that), 1 thinlf we would be very apt
to get justice more speedily, and it would be general.

Pres. Miller— Do you want to take any action upon this,

or shall we pass on to the next question ?

Mr. Baxter— I would introduce a resolution that It is the
sentiment of this association that a United States Pure Food
Bill be past by Congress.

Motion seconded by Mr. York.
Mr. Baxter—I should say we are not prepared to draft

such a Bill now. I think the proper way would be to refer

that to the Executive Committee of the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union. I think they would have better recognition

than we would.
Mr. York suggested that we recommend that the General

Manager of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union draft a
proper Bill to be past by Congress, and moved this as an
amendment to the former motion, to which Mr. Baxter
assented.

Mr. Baxter—My motion is that it is the sentiment of this

association that we have a United States Pure Food Bill, and
that we recommend the Manager of the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union to draft such a Bill as regards honey, at least.

Mr. Dunne—Who is going to draft this Bill ? Where is it

to go?
Pres. Miller—As it now stands it would be referred to the

General Manager of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union,
and I think that you would find that he would do his level

best.

Mr. Dunne—I would like to add in that recommendation
that we recommend that all adulterated honey be seized and
destroyed forthwith.

The motion was then carried nnanlmously.
(To be continued.)

A Ne'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
*—-*

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.

-«-•-

The Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, wien sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-
scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

< » »

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 1-1.
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Volume XXXVIII of the American Bee Journal is

now begun. Just two more years, and then the two-sccre

volume will be commenced. Then it will have been a weekly
just as long as it was a monthJy bee-paper. But 38 years

seems a long time for a periodical to exist—it is especially so

in bee-journalism, for about all that have been started in this

country past away at a very tender age. Perhaps it was just

as well, as they may have in most cases served their purpose,
in satisfying the desire of their publishers to "have their say "

uncheckt, and see their names in print as "editor." But how
empty are such privileges and honors. To publish a really

valuable bee-paper means more than to wield a free lauce and
print " editor" after your name. It means a lot of downright
hard work, with no prospect of a financial fortune at the end.

But, to us, the work is pleasant and agreeable, even if pro-

digious, so long as we are blest with good health.

Ag-ainst Adulterated Honey in Wiseonsln.
—We learn from Mr. P. Wilcox, the able President of the

Wisconsin Slate Bee-Keepers' Association, that on Jan. 1,

1898, the new anti-adulteration law, which is very stringent,

went into effect. Mr. *Vilcox wrote us as follows Dec. 20 :

Editor York :— I will enclose you herein a clipping from
the Evening Wisconsin, of the Icith, which shows that the
State of Wisconsin is making an effort to suppress the adul-
teration of food and dr'jgs, and I think the Governor has
found a man who will enforce it, iu the person of Hon. H. C.

Adams, whose office our society occupied last February, when
you were with us. Very truly yours,

F. Wilcox.

The clipping which Mr. Wilcox sent us is headed, in large

type, " Food Must be Pure." It contains a full text of the

new law on adulteration, which was approved April 2, 1897,
and also a number of rulings of Commissioner Adams. Under
" Honey " we find the following :

" Honey containing glucose or any other foreign substance
shall be markt upon the package or parcel with the words,
" Adulterated Honey," as'required by Section 2. Chapter 40,
laws of 1881. No honey mixtures or compounds will be per-
mitted, except when labeled iu accordance with the foregoing
section."

Hurrah for Wisconsin ! Go for the infernal adulterators

of honey ! Down them, and make them quit or get out. We
hope the bee-keepers of that State will back up Commissioner

Adams in his efforts to enforce the law. He'll have a job of it

for awhile, and will need the hearty co-operation of every

honest citizen. Now is the golden opportunity of bee-keepers

there to rid that State of the honey-adulterators.

Oh, that Illinois were as quick to defend and protect her

producers of honest honey. But we're expecting shortly to

have something very interesting to tell along this line here in

Chicago. Honey adulteration here is more general than ever,

and more daring in its devilish work.

Honey-Vessels in Foreig'n Countries.— Ph.

J. Baldensperger says in the British Bee Journal that in most

countries on the continent except Turkey and Greece, wooden
barrels are used for holding honey. In Turkey and Greece

goatskins are used, giving a peculiar and not agreeable flavor

to honey. In Syria, Palestine, and over the north of Africa,

unglazed pottery is used, the honey soaking into the pores so

the vessels cannot be used the second time, but in Algeria

glazed pottery is used. Mr. Baldensperger uses kerosene

cans, after cleansing them. This he does by exposing them
to the sun for a fortnight, or washing them with lye, "and,

when well dried, a few drops of spirits spread over the sur-

face and Ignited with a match, and the can becomes as clean

as new, without the slightest trace of petroleum flavor." But
such cans are strongly objected to in this country.

Bees vs. Pis:eons as messagfe-Carriers—Mr.
A. Maebert, a New Jersey subscriber to the Bee Journal, has

kindly sent us an account of an hour's contest between hom-
ing pigeons and bees, in which the bees won the race. It was
In Belgium, where the speed between four drones, eight work-

ing bees, and the same number of pigeons, was tested. They
were liberated at a town one hour's distance from the hives.

The tees were covered with flour so as to recognize them

when they reacht the hive. The bees and pigeons were all

liberated together. A drone reacht home four seconds in

advance of the first pigeon. The three other drones and one

pigeon came in neck and neck, according to the judges, and

the eight worker-bees came in just a trifle ahead of the ten

piseocs.
^-.-*-

Mr. J. M. Voung^ and Apiary are shown on the

first page this week. When sending us the picture, Mr.

Young wrote as follows:

Our photographer came out early in May and took
the picture that I send you. The hives all face the east. The
trees in the background are box-elders, and on the north side

of the yard. The residence is situated at the extreme left, and,
sorry to say, we could not show it in the engraving.

The large white hives are chaff hives, and all two-story.
The smaller hives are the two-story regular dovetailed, and
used mostly for extracting purposes. My name at the left is

workt out in honey-comb, and is the same one that was sent
with the advertising train that went from Omaha across the
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continent a few years aso. I have also had it on exhibition
at the Nebraska State Fair, and at our county fair a time or
two.
:ZD The small hive in the foreground with a handle is a ship-
ping nucleus hive, used to ship nuclei in. They go by express
just about like a traveling man's grip-sack.

J. M. Young.

It will be very appropriate to add right here that Mr.

Young just recently—Sunday, Dec. 19—took unto himself an

apiarian helpmeet, in the person of Mrs. Martha E. Palmer.

Life now will likely be sweeter than ever to our "Young"
friend. The newspaper item announcing the "tie-up," closed

with this paragraph :

"The happy pair are both well known and highly
esteemed in this community, where they have resided for

years, apd their many friends will wish them a joyous and
successful voyage on the matrimonial sea."

Y'es, when things get too quiet they can let loose a few

healthy bees to liven up the " voyage," and help themselves

to the honey from their own hives to sweeten the sour places.

No "Injustice" "Wliate-ver.—Dr. C. C. Miller

sends the following in reference to a statement contained in

the article by Thomas G. Newman, publisht recently:

On page 807 (1897) Manager Newman says: "Dr.
Miller's retraction is all right. But had I not learned of the
statement having been made that the National Bee-Keepers'
Union had given no aid to Dr. Besse—what an Injaslice would
have been done!" If Mr. Newman had full knowledge of all

the circumstances he could hardly think so. It must be re-

membered that Dr. Besse was present when the matter was
mentioned, and that I referred to him to know what were the
facts in the case. Of course, all present heard his reply, so I

think Mr. Newman can see that no injustice could be done
to him in the mind of any one present, and that his hearing of
it could not change the least what any one present thought.

C. C. Miller.

Exactly so. The convention report will show, when it

appears, that Dr. Besse then and there corrected Dr. Miller's

erroneous impression regarding the Union's aiding Dr. B. in

his suit. Of course no " injustice " could have resulted under

the circumstances. It now looks very much to us that there

was some one present who wanted to stir up trouble, and so

made a donkey of himself by reporting a thing that has simply

resulted in "much ado about nothing."

Xlie Grading- of Comb Honey is a subject

that must, sooner or later, be taken hc^d of in good earnest,

and something deflnite be done about it. We were looking at

some comb honey on South Water street recently, and were

told that it was " fancy." It did look so, judging by the front

row back of the glass. But we wisht to see the inside of the

case, and upon opening it we found unfinisht, dark-colored

combs that never should have been sent away from home
at all.

We then thought, Why will any one who calls himself a

bee-keeper sort his honey in that way ? Is it possible that he

knows no better ? If we knew the producer's name we should

be tempted to publish it. He deserves to be held up in some

way so that he will never repeat his inexcusable blunder.

But there are many other honey-producers just like that

one. He is by no means alone in his careless—shall we say

dishonest?—sorting or grading. Only the very finest and

whitest, best filled and cleanest sections of honey find ready

sal* these days. There is no need to expect any kind of satis-

factory price for inferior and dark grade of comb honey, at

least in this market.

Our opinion is that only the very best of any farm produce

is good enough to ship to market. Only on such goods can the

highest prices be realized.

" ' Bebdom Boiled Down ' is the heading of a most excel-

lent department in the American Bee Journal." So says Edi-

tor Hutchinson in the Review. He ought to be a good judge

of such things.

Mb. John Bodenschatz, of Cook Co., III., recently sent

us a picture of his neat little apiary. Mr. B. is a very young
bee-keeper, but he is on the way toward making a good one.

He no doubt will be heard from later. _

Mr. C. H. Clayton, is now manager of the California

Bee-Keepers' Exchange, we learn from the Pacilic Bee Jour-

nal. Since his selection, it is said that " a number of cars of

honey have been moved at very good prices, white extracted

bringing 4K cents per pound."

Messrs. Ch.\^s. Dadant it Son, writing us Dec. 21, and
referring to the new year, said :

" This makes our comb foundation business ' of age,' and
our settlement here 3-4 years. We are getting to be 'old

settlers.'
"

Mr. a. Middlebrook, of Lenawee Co., Mich., wrote us

this when ordering a supply of the pamphlet, "Honey as

Food," after having examined a sample of it

:

" ' Honey as Food ' I believe to bo just the thing. With-

out any flattery to you, I must say it is well gotten up."

Mr. Harvey Feathers, of Waupaca Co., Wis., writing

us Dec. 28, said :

" I have taken the American Bee Journal ever since it

has been printed weekly, and like it very much."

As the Bee Journal was changed from a monthly to a

weekly Jan. 1, 1881, Mr. Feathers has been reading it just

17 years. He should be competent to speak of its value to a

bee-keeper.

Mrs. Mate L. Williams, of Wadena Co., Minn., has

kindly mailed us a generous >ample of the honey which we
referred to awhile ago, and which she calls " the finest in the

world." It is fine. We never tasted finer flavor, for a light

amber honey. And for body— well, we never saw any honey
so waxlike. Not beeswaxlike, but just waxy and stringy.

Mrs. Williams may well be satisfied with her honey, and her

local customers ought to be many and admiring. Thank you,

Mrs. Williams, for your kind remembrance.

Mr. E. S. Lovesy, of Salt Lake Co., Utah, lately sent to

us two sections of comb honey and a pint Mason can of ex-

tracted. We believe that all was the whitest honey we ever

saw, and it v/as also exceedingly thick and rich. We iaiagine

it was sweet clover mixt with alfalfa, which made a delicious

honey, indeed. For such honey there ought to be large de-

mand and ready sale. We wish to thank Mr. Lovesy for his

thoughtfulness and generosity. But it's just like those Utah
people. It's a way they have. So our brother reports, who
had been spending a month in Utah, and brought the samples
of honey to us.

Mr. J. W. SouTHWOOD, of Huntington Co., Ind., in an
article in Gleanings, had this very complimentary paragraph
in reference to our now department of " Beedom Boiled

Down :"

" It occurs to me that the one who boils down ' beedom '

for the American Bee Journal must stand by nearly all the

time and stir, as it seems to be boiled down pretty thick, and
yet not scorcht."

You are quite right, Mr. Southwood, for

—

Tlie Boiler Ijoils and also stirs

The stingmg, seething mass;
Then skims it t ft, and still avers

'Tis yet but second-class.
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CONDUCTED BY

r»R. O. O. SULLBIt. AUUtBlSlGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Ooldcn Italian§ and Adel Bees.

1. Last season I purchast a "golden" queen from a

Southern breeder, thinking I would get something fine in

color, but her workers are but a trifle more yellow than my
hybrids. Would you consider her a pure-bred 5-bander ?

2. Is there sucA a thing as a real yellow worker ? If so,

where can I get them ?

3. Are the golden workers as good honey-gatherers as the
common Italians ?

4. What do you know about the Adel bees? Are they a

superior race or strain ? Au.

Answers.— 1. Hardly. Of course it makes a diflFerence

whether it was a tested queen or a dollar queen. In the latter

case you have to take the risk as to her mating, and if she
met an inferior drone you might expect workers accordingly,

altho some of them ought to be yellow. Possibly it may be
well to mention that often there is a possibility of there being
another queen in the hive, your yellow queen having been
killed. If you had dipt her, it would be easier to detect any
such occurence.

2. Yes, there are workers that are as yellow to the tip of

tail as the pure imported Italians are for the first three bands.
I think G. M. Doolittle originated such a strain, and they can
be had from him and others.

3. I think that's a good deal like asking whether a red
cow is as good a milker as a black one. There are good and
poor cows of each color. There ars good and poor bees among
the regular Italians, and so there are among the 5-banders.

4. Practically, I know nothing about them.

Using Old Combs or Fouiidalion in Transferrin;

Would you fasten old combs Into frames in transferring,
or would you transfer onto full sheets of foundation ?

Ohio.

AlsswEB.—It will make a nicer job, and perhaps more sat-

isfactory In the long run, if you use the foundation. If, how-
ever, you transfer at a time when there is much brood in the
hive, it will be advisable to save all comb containing worker-
brood. There's bo objection to your filling frames with
worker-brood as far as it goes, and then having the rest of the
frames filled with foundation.

A Beginners' Questions—Some Oood Advice.

1. Please name plants which are especially adapted for
honey, and of whom could I get the seed ?

2. Describe a queen-cell, what part of the comb it is on,
and about what size it is.

3. How can I tell brood which Is fit for queen-rearing?
Will uncapt brood do ?

4. Will brown or black bees make any difference with the
blood of a queen if eggs from a tested Italian queen are given
them to rear a queen from ? or must I have Italian bees ?

5. I have a weak colony of Italian bees, and I do not
wish to double them up. They seem to be on top of the frames
some. Could I not give them some meal on a thin board over
the cluster, and also feed them honey or syrup to cause the
queen to lay ? They are in the cellar: I think it is about the
right temperature for increasing. New York.

Answers.— 1. It would take more room than can be
given in this department to name all the honey-plants, and it

would be well for you to get a text-book on bee-keeping,
which would give you much information on this topic and
many others. Get a bee-book, by all means. Among the best
honey-plants are white clover, white sage, linden, sweet clo-

ver, Alslke clover, buckwheat, raspberry, Spanish-needle,
heart's-ease, etc. The seed of those which are raised from
seed may be obtained of seed-dealers almost anywhere.

2. A queen-cell may be found anywhere almost in a hive.

oftener at the lower part of the combs, and looks very much
like a peanut, and pretty much that size, altho some cells are
very inconspicuous, especially if by accident or otherwise the
bees have lost their queen. You're not likely to make a mis-
take in recognizing a queen-cell the first time yoji see it.

3. Bees can rear a queen from eggs or from very young
brood. Some say the brood or larvae should not be more than
24 hours from the egg, and that's perfectly safe, altho the
same food is fed to both worker and queen for the first three
days, so if the bees start with a grub or larva not more than
three days old it Is hard to see how It can be any better to

take a younger one.

4. Scientists are not entirely agreed whether it makes
any difference what kind of nurse-bees rear a queen, but in

actual practice it is not generally supposed to make a differ-

ence. Get your eggs or larv» from the right queen, then use
any nurse-bees that are handy.

5. Now, look here, don't you try to rear young .bees in

winter. Let those bees die a peaceful death if they must die,

and very likely they must if they're very weak, but don't stuff

them with meal and syrup and things, to hasten their depart-
ure by giving them the diarrhea. Better change your mind
and quietly lift the frames with the bees and put them in a
hive with another colony, if you think they're too weak to

come through as they are. But be sure you'll not make them
stronger by trying to get the queen to lay in the winter. In-

stead of taking time to fuss getting the queen to lay, take the
time to study a bee-book.

Giving Ventilation in Summer.

I have 150 colonies of bees. Nearly all of them were
badly damaged last summer by the combs melting down. I

had shade-boards on top and the hives raised off the bottom-
board iu front one inch.

Next spring I will bore a large hole in each end of the
hives, and cover the same with wire cloth ; also face each
hive to the northwest, and put up an extra board to shade the
southwest side. Can you give me a better plan, or suggest an
additional remedy ? Westley.

Answer.—Have you no trees ? Under the shade of a tree

with free access from all sides for the air, there ought not to

be much trouble if the hives are not shut up too close. Pos-
sibly your hives are close to buildings, high fences or some-
thing of the kind that doesn't allow the air free play. Raise
the hive not only in front but all around. It will help matters
a good deal to have the hive raised an inch on all four sides.

Don't put wirecloth on the holes you make, for the bees will

shut them up with bee-glue. If the holes are not opened till

after bees have been flying well for some time they will not be
used as entrances, and perhaps it would be no harm if they
should be so used. Instead of making holes, perhaps you'd
like this better : Move the second story forward so there will

be an opening of U or ^ an inch between the two stories at

the back end. You may also move the cover so there will be
an opening at the top.« But this wouldn't do for comb honey.

HIve-Ventilation in the Cellar.

Speaking of cellar hibernating of bees, C. P. Dadant says

:

" Bees should be given a certain amount of upward ventila-

tion," meaning, I take it, au opening of some sort at the top
of the hive. 1 believe some say no top ventilation to the hive

is desirable, as it takes off too much heat. I have 19 hives in

the cellar, raised J-l inch off the bottom-board all around, but
with the tops tight, as propolized by the bees. I aim to main-
tain the temperature at 40^, keeping the air pure. I would
like some further opinion on top ventilation to hives.

Minnesota.

Answers.— It's right to have a certain amount of ventila-

tion. It's right to have the tops of the hives sealed up tight

as a drum. It's right to have the tops entirely open. It's

right to have the bottoms entirely open. It's right, to have
the bottoms entirely closed. This is a free country, and you
can do almost any way you like. But you can't have the
hives entirely closed both top and bottom. Not unless you
want to kill the bees. Before I had any movable-frame hives,

I wintered bees in box-hives in the cellar, and they were
turned upside down. That left them entirely open at the top,

and entirely closed at the bottom. Later I wintered bees in

frame hives in the cellar, with rather small entrances, and
with an opening at tne top at the back end nearly as much as

the bottom entrance. Later still, being less trouble, I left the
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tops sealed tight, and gave a large entrance below. Either
way is right. A few general principles must, however, be
kept in mind. The air in the cellar must be kept good, for

good air cannot be gotten into the hives if there's none in the
cellar. There must be provision in some way for change of

air in the hive. There should not be a strong draft through
the hive. If the top is sealed tight there must be very free

access for the air below, or the bees will suffer. It's an easy
thing to have a hive closed up so tight that the bees will suf-

fer for want of good air. If the air of the cellar is pure, of
the right temperature, and there is no draft, it would be a
hard thing to have a hive too open. Under such conditions a
colony would probably winter well without any hive around
it at all. As your hives are arranged, if dead bees are not
allowed to clog any part, they ought to be not far out of the
way, but a little more open wouldn't hurt.

You say you aim to keep the cellar at about 40°. Are
you sure it wouldn't be better to have it a little warmer ? The
bees will try to keep the outside of the cluster somewhere in

the neighborhood of SU^. If the cellar Is 10^ below that the
bees must consume honey to raise the temperature, and if it's

only 5' below they'll not need to eat so much. Generally it

is considered that 45- is not far out of the way. But the best
thing for you to do is to see at what point with your thermom-
eter (there's a great difference in thermometers) the bees will

be the most quiet. If they're more quiet at 4U-' than at 45
,

then keep them at 403.

A Question on Manageniciil.

On page 795 of the American Bee Journal for 1897, do I

understand you to say that when you place the supers on the
two-story hives, you would take the lower story away ? Then
what I want to know is, what would you do with the brood in

the co-nbs of that story ? Indiana.

Answer.—Sometimes there will be 10 or 12 frames of

brood in the two stories. If there's brood in only one story,

there will very likely be only six frames, possibly five. When
the one story is taken away from a colony that has more than
eight frames of brood, it is left with eight frames of brood,
and any colony that has less than eight frames containing
brood has its deficiency supplied, so as to make every colony
in the apiary have that number. If there are any frames of

brood left, and they are not wanted Immediately for any par-
ticular purpose, they are piled up on one of the weakest colo-

nies, making it three or four stories high, and if one pfle will

not take them all, then more piles are made. These piles are
convenient to draw from when brood is needed, to make new
colonies or for any other purpose.

Partnership Bec-Keeping.

What would be a proper division of income of 100 colo-

nies of bees, where one person furnishes the bees and all nec-
essary supplies, and the other person does all the work con-
nected with or necessary in caring for 100 colonies, and a
third party acts as superintendent or instructor? What we
want to know is, what should each person receive as his part
of the gross income from the honey crop, the party owning
the bees getting the increase from swarming ?

New Mexico.

Answer.— I don't know. Especially dense is my ignor-

ance regarding the compensation or share the man should
have who acts as instructor. If he should only give a passing
word of advice now and then to a man who knew about as

much as himself, he would not expect to get anything. If the
man who took care of the bees knew so little about the busi-

ness that the instructor had to be on hand all the time during
the working season, he might hardly be satisfied with half the

proceeds.
Tne other part Is not so difficult, and yet circumstances

vary so much that each case should be considered by itself.

Perhaps in general, agreements are made to have an equal
division between the owner and the apiarist, dividing both
swarms and honey. If the apiarist gets no swarms, he ought
to have more honey.

But the partnership business in bees is likely to lead to

trouble unless there is a very clear and explicit understanding
and agreement. And you can readily see that it may make a

good deal of difference as to the skill of the apiarist. Suppose
a man takes care of the bees who knows so little about the
business that the bees do little but swarm, the honey crop not

amounting to $100. Then suppose another man who is thor-

oughly skilled in the business, and under his management the

proceeds amount to $1,000. You can readily see that it

would not be fair to give one man the same as the other.

True, the unskillful man would get small pay at best, but in

the hands of the skillful man the crop would be to a certain

extent the result of that skill alone, and if he understands the

matter rightly he will hardly be willing to allow the owner
of the bees much more than a fair pay for the capital and risk

Involved. So It's hard to make a single rule to fit all cases.

Several Questions from Washington,

1. I have a colony that has been carrying out young

brood. I think it is caused by the wax-worm. Would you

leave it until spring, or hunt It out now? The hive has a

fast bottom.
2. In filling my chaff ticks I got a mouse in the straw,

and I have set a trap in the super, baited with cheese, but it

doesn't tempt it. How can I get it? It is In a fast-bottom

hive, with crooked combs.
3. We had an abundance of white clover bloom and no

honey this year. There are hundreds of acres of ground

"slashf'and lying idle. Would it pay to scatter seeds of

wild flowers over this ground ? If so, where could such seeds

be had?
4. Is foxglove poisonous ?

5. Do bees visit flowers that hang down from the stems

as readily as those that stand upright ? The frequent showers

In spring wash the honey from those that stand upright.
Washington.

Answers.— 1. Better let it alone till spring. The worm
in the hive is bad enough. ' You'd be worse than the worm.

2. Change the temptation. Try meat of different kinds.

Perhaps if the cheese is toasted It may suit his mouseship bet-

ter. Possibly he might be more tempted if the trap was at

the entrance. Traps cost so little that you might have one in

the super and another at the entrance. If you get him to eat

anything that is not in the trap, then you might give him an-

other feast of the same with poison in it.

8. If there's no objection to scattering the seeds, it might

be a good plan to sow sweet clover seed. Any seedsman can

get the seed for you. Any other of the plants that you see

put down as honey-plants In your bee-book might do, such as

catnip, pleurisy root, Simpson honey-plant, etc.

4. No and yes. There's no likelihood that you will ever

be poisoned by coming in contact with foxglove, nor that your

bees will be hurt by its flowers, and yet a poisonous article-

digitalis— is obtained from the leaves of foxglove.

5. Bees will readily visit a plant with flowers hanging

down if only it furnishes a good supply of nectar.

50c worth of Books for 1 new Name.

Send us $1.00 with a new name for the Bee Journal for

1898, and we will mail you your choice of the list below, to

the value of 50 cents.

We make this offer only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own name

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of this list :

.50 copies • Honey ms Feod " jjOo-

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20o.

50 ooplesot leifleton • Why Eat Honey ?" "^Oc.

50 •• " on ' How to Keep Honey ' 30c.

50 " •• on Al6lke Clover" 20c.

I copy each "Preparstlon of Honev for the Market "(10c.)

and Uoollttle's " Hive I Use " (oc i 15,;.

1 copy each Dartants' Handling Bees" i8c.) and "Uee-
Pasturatre a Nece-slty " (lOc.) 18n.

Dr. Howard's book ou " F)ul Brood " 2.3C.

Kohnke's ' Foul Bro d" hooK '^'oc.

Cheshire's •• Foul Brood " book (lOv.-.) and Dadants' - Hand-
ling Bees" [8c] loo.

Hr. Foote's HandBookof Health ^oc.

Rural Life Book 2oc.

Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 3oc.

Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 3.5c.

t^apons and CaponizlDsr 2.50.

Turkeys lor Market and Profit 2nc.

Green 8 Four Books on Frult-G rowing ?5c.

Kopp CommerclHl Calculator No. I ''Oc.

SUoana StlaRe. by Prof. Cook 2oc.

BicnenKultur LGerman] 40o.

Kendail'K Horse-Book [Enirlii-h or German] 2.-)0.

1 Pound White Clover Seed 2oc.

1 " Sweet " •• 2oo.

IH •• Al-ike " " 2oc.

\V,
• Alfalfa '

"v?".m '• Crimson " " "''«

The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20e.
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Joining the New Union, Etc.

Enclosed find our membership fee to the
United States Bee-Keepers' Union. Kindly
let us have any circulars or information
you have regarding the duties, etc., ex-
pected of each of the members of the
Union, as we wish to do our portion of the
work to down the adulteration of honey,
as we consider ourselves situated in a good
field to look into this question, owing to
there being a great deal of adulteration
carried on in and around New York City
at the present time.
We produce considerable honey our-

selves, but not enough to supply our trade;
we therefore have to buy outside, and it is
while doing this that we come across the
adulterated article. The glucose question
is one which is a source of great annoyance
to us at times, especially when we find we
are obliged to lose a sale by not being able
to compete with the adulterated article.
We started out with the intention of sell-

ing only the genuine article, and intend to
stick to this resolution right along. We
find it a source of great encouragement to
see how some of our customers appreciate
what we are doing tor them, once they
reach that point where they feel they are
dealing with honest people, and can rely on
what we tell them regarding pure honey.

^
We hope the Bee Journal and the United

States Bee-Keepers' Union may be success-
ful in the lines of work they are under-
taking, by trying to enforce laws against
adulteration, and by keeping the bee-
keepers out of the clutches of the dishonest
commission-men. Holding Bros.
Hudson Co., N. J.

[The New Union has very little printed
matter to send out as yet, we believe. But
the General Manager's First Annual Report
is novp issued, and can be had by address-
ing Hon. Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.
—Editor.]

Two Seasons' Report.

Next spring it will be two years since I
started in bee-keeping ; and if I should look
back over the past two seasons I would
have to confess to many "follies" or
"fool capers," (as our Rip Van Winkle
puts it). But then I always take courage,
because I am not the only one liable to
have mishaps, but the generals and the
captains in the army of beedom are as
prone to err and make mistakes as the
humblest private in the ranks. I find that
experience and practice are the ablest
teachers in making a bee-master.
I I started in the spring of 1S96 with 4 col-
onies of 3-bauded Italians purchast in Ind-
iana. They arrived May 10. I increast
them, through natural swarming, to 10,
which with a colony of blacks, that I trans-
ferred from a neighbor's old-fashioned box-
hive, (he getting the honey and I the bees,)
made 11 colonies. I got no surplus. I win-
tered them on the summer stands, without
a single loss. I used S frame, single-walled
hives surrounded with an outer case of
hemlock, the spaces between being stufft
with paper.
Starting with the U colonies, last spring,

I increast them to 3'3. I workt exclusively
for comb honey and have obtained a very
fair crop. Buckwheat did not yield auy
honey, and all my surplus is white clover
and raspberry in one-pound sections, and
it is theyWhitest honey I ever saw. I believe
that the majority of it is raspberry. I
had a case of it at our county fair audit
took first premium.

I prepared my bees, with the exception
of 7 colonies, (which are in chaff hives) the
same as last fall, only I used leaves instead
of paper to fill out the spaces in the walls,

Only ck per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

I

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6>i cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

It^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tile Largest Factories and the latest
and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wliitest
BaSS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and- see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention ttie Americaa Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

?

BEE-KEEPERS :
W e are making a strictly A No. 1 line of

Hives, Sections, Siiiiiping-Cases, Frames
etc., and are selling ihese goods on their merits.

We do not claim to sell at cost as we are not in business merely for what glory
there may be attac-ht to it.

We do claim that our goods are as fine as can be produced anywhere, and that our
prices will be found fair and reasonable.

We are in a position to serve you promptly and satisfactorily, and we ask you to
give us a chance to do so.

Why not write to us to-day tor our Free, IIIii«eli-»tc<l (Catalog' ? Or. better
still, send us a list of what goods you will require for ne«£t season's use, and we shall take
pleasure in quoting prices on same. Very truly yours,

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
IV_ PAY FRFIfHT *,.""l>'.on<' of stark 12 challenge Points—tlio

•I'l

full VI |ilaiuly siiow WHY Stark Bro's grow and
wcwill not cut gualitv no matter liow LOW our juici-iell the most trees

If intertstid in tnvs or fruits drop postal for QHTflDK PDIIIT RAAI^
new edition; linost, most complete vet issued O « rtniX T IVUl I DVUIV
sent free. STARK BROS. Louisiana. Mo. Stark. Mo. RocUport. III. Dansville. N.Y.

That Queen-Clipping Device Free I

PLEASE KEAD THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us pist one item name for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device
will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above oflfer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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the leaves being more easily had than paper.
The American Bee Journal has aided me

greatly in the past, and I hope it will do the
same in the future. May it prosper and
flourish. George Re-\., Jk.
Lehigh Co., Pa., Dec. 7.

Cypress Wood for Hives.

On page 7-15 I see the question: "Can
cypress boards be used for beehives ? If

not. why ?" And Dr. Miller's answer also:
" Who can tell us V'

I believe I can. First, I will say I have
no cypress timber, aud am not in the lum-
ber business. Yes, cypress can be used for

hive-making in every part where wood is

used, except sections. The objection to

using it for sections is that it is too dark;
again, it may not work so nicely at the cor-

ners.
Cypress is of several kinds, but only two

are generally recognized here, then only as

cypress and red cypress. The first includes
many shades of yellowish tinge. The red
cypress resembles red cedar, and sometimes
smells very much like cedar.

All cypress (heart) works most beauti-
fully into moldings, bannisters, scrollwork,
panels, doors, windows, sash-frames, cas-

ings, and in fact all Bnisht work.
Cypress is of the first class where a tim-

ber is wanted that will resist rot the long-
est.

I have some bees, and now use Root's
dovetailed hive. I have used cypress hives,

and would use them again if I could get
dovetailed hives made of it. It i^light,
durable, and does not warp easily.

A Mr. Hart, near New Orleans, recom-
mends never using pine of any kind for
hive-making; he even uses cypress for one-
pound sections. I have used cypress brood-
frames. Jas. O. Burns.
Tangipahoa Co., La.

[This seems to show satisfactorily that in

regions where cypress is readily obtained it

may be a very satisfactory wooil for hives.

It is hardly worth while to test its adapta-

bility in the North, for the ease of obtain-

ing and subsequent cheapness must always

cut a large figure. On that account pine

will probably continue to be the wood for

all hives made in the North.

—

Editor.]

Wintering Bees—Swarming.

I have two colonies of Italian bees which
have stored about 50 pounds of honey since
late in June. I bought one colony that
swarmed June 14; I moved them 10'4 miles
a few days after that; on the 24th they
sent out a swarm that filled a new hive and
a super as full as it would hold. They have
workt nicely, and would undoubtedly have
done better had I gotten them sooner. But
now here I am at this time of year, and no
cellar fit to winter them in. I am very
anxious to get the two through safely, and
must winter them out-of-doors. Their sum-
mer stand was in a cold place for winter,
so I moved them to the south of a small
shed, and covered them over with leaves,

and covered the tops of the hives with
sheaves of straw. I also put a board in

front of the entrance so as to shade it. yet
give ventilation. I took the super off. took
the sections out. and tilled the super with
clean straw, and put it on in its place again
before covering the hive with leaves.

Now I would like some bee-keeper who
has had years of experience in wintering
bees out-of-doors, tell me what be thinks of
my plan so far. criticize it all he pleases,

and then tell me what to do if it will not
do as it is. The bees are all right now. or I

suppose they are. They are alive, anyway,
and the hives are as full of honey as they
can hold. I did not weigh them, but I could
not carry them with the supers on. and I

can lift as much as the average bee-keeper,
too, I'll guarantee. I don't think they will

starve. The hives are 8-frame.
I askt some questions about preventing

swarming last summer. One of your read-

Dlllfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

I'lUlIl IS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
la stamps. Apply to—

Cbas. F. Mntli & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Plfease mention Bee Journal when writing.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Kipping, Cuttlng-ott, Mi-
tring, Kabbetlng, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing,
Edging-up, Jointing Stull,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold OQ Trial. Catalogue Free.

SEIVE^A FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5Ib 10tt> 25B> oOIb
Alsike Clover.- 70 $i.'25 $;j,00 J.5.75

Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.2,5 4.00
White Clover 90 1,60 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, tor cartage,
wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I^r IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cahf..
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATERT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

Ttiio Flat-Bottom Foiuidatioo

Has fio Fishbone in the Sarploa HoDey.

BeinK the oleaneat te nsually worKec
the qnlckestof any Fonndatton made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
Sole MaDataotnrer,

Soront Brook MonlKomery Co.. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

DEE I^CCDCD^ ! Let me send you my 64-
DLL"M.LrLnO i pa^e Catalog lor 1897.

J. lU. JeiikiiiH, Wetanipka, 41a.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

^
^*California

Lf you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Olimate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
bandsomely Illustrated $2.00 per annum,
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ers got it into his head that I did not want
my bees to increase. He is very badly mis-
taken. What I meant by preventing
swarming was some method of keeping the
bees from getting away entirely, or settling
on the top of some tree. I am willing to
let them turn out a new swarm twice in'a
season, but I want to get it without climb-
ing trees. H. J. Warner.
Cedar Co., Iowa, Dec. 6.

[If you wanted to know how to keep
swarming bees from settling on high trees,

you wouldn't be likely to get much light by
asking how to prevent swarming. You
cannot prevent swarming without prevent-

ing increase at the same time, unless you
resort to artificial increase. But prevent-

ing bees from absconding or settling on
high trees when they swarm, is a much
easier problem than the prevention of

swarming. To prevent a swarm going off,

clip the queen's wing. The bees may swarm
out. and they may settle on a high tree,

but they will not stay very long on the

tree. When they ffnd the queen is not with

them, back they will come to the hive. The
queen will of course jump off the alighting-

board on the ground, when you will catch

her, cage her, and when the swarm begins

to come back have an empty hive ready in

place of the old one for the bees to enter,

and when fairly started to enter, let the

queen run in.—Editor.]

Several Kinks in Bee-Keeping:.

Getting Rid of Ants.—I have discovered
several things in bee keeping that have
been'of use to me. which may prove useful
to others in the bee-business. Years ago
the ants would make nests in the top of the
hives to hatch their young. 1 sprinkled
the cloth with strong brine that kept them
out, but by accident I discovered a better
way : I coopt up several hens with little

chickens near the bees ; they would run
among the hives, ani pickt up the ants and
cleaned them out. The ants only go in the
top of the hives to hatch their young. It is

a good, warm place, but they are around on
tha ground to get their food and the chick-
ens pick them up.

Painting Honet-Barkels —I extract all

of my honey. I put it in alcohol barrels.
I found that, drive the hoops the best I

could, some of them would leak a little in
hot. dry weather. I stopt it by painting
the barrels all over the outside.

Preventing robbing.—I have seen in the
Bee Journal that you must not have any
honey exposed near the bees in extracting-
time or it would start the bees robbing.
As fast as I extract the combs I set them
out in the boxes near the bees and let them
clean them up. It attracts the Ijees away
from where I am taking out the honey,
and they wou't bother but very little, and
I have no trouble with their robbing. It
keeps them from robbing.

Charles Inman.
Midland Co., Mich.

THE MONEY QUESTION
is easily settlcl l>y the poiil try «|ii''sti.iii. Vi>«

Clin scni.> til.' I'oufirv ijucstioii i<y rrTiH-iH . to ..^l^

Mammoth Annua I Poultry Ccide
r.,n[.iiji^ liiti |.,i.',-^ |Mint.-.l in Iiii.'>t ml-rs

30 v.iti.-ti.s i.r pr V an.t linvtoti.Mt Ihciii in
li.'.'iltli .mil diM-.i^r .iTiii Imw tnnii.ki- m.-.n.-y with
itlK'iii. l'<'ijlti\ hiMj^e i.l.ms.ri'i'ipes; |.Mst|i.iil X'tc.

John Bauscher Jr, Box 9^, Freeport,Ill.

Please meotloo the Bee Journal

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything- used by bee-
keepers. Orders flUed nrnmptlv.
Send forcHtaioK -IIWKSdH BEB-
KEKPERS' SUrPLY MFG. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Mtnn.

Chas. Mondeng. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Position of Sections Over the
Frames.

Query 65.—1. Do the sections in the supers

you use run the same way as the frames in

tbe hive, or across the frames ?

3. Don't you thlnls the sections wlil be fln-

isht up better or tie filled- better, if they

run the same way as the brood-framesV—
Easterner.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. Yes. 2. No.

W. G. Larrabee— 1, Same way as the
frames. 2. No.

R. L. Taylor— 1. Yes, the same way.
2. X don't linow.

E. France— 1. The same way as the
frames. 2. Yes.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. The same
way. 2. I do not know.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1. Yes, with the
brood-combs. 2. Yes, I believe so.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1 and 2. I have
used both about equally. I see no choice.

Kev. M. Mahin— 1. They run the same
way. 2. I cannot see that it would
make any difference.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. The same way. 2-

I have always thought it the best way,
but do not know as to that.

J. E. Pond— 1. The same way as the
frames. 2. Yes, most assuredly ; at

least that is my experience.

G. M. Doolittle— 1 and 2. I use them
both ways, and see nothinff in favor of

either as to better-filled sections.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. Same way. 2. I

don't see why it should make any differ-

ence, unless because the entrance is a
freer.

Wm. McEvoy— 1. Mine run the same
way as the frames in the hive. 2. Yes,
where my system is for working for sec-

tion honey Is followed.

Chas. Dadant &, Son— 1. They run
with the frames. 2. It matters but lit-

tle how they are turned, so the bees
have broad access to them from below.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— 1 and 2. In some
of my supers they run across the
frames, and In others they run with the
frames. I have never been able to de-
tect any difference.

Eugene Secor— 1. The same way as
the frames. 2. I don't know about that.

The reason I prefer them to be parallel

with the frames is because I only have
to level the hive one way.

C. H. Dibbern— 1. The same way. 2.

It is more convenient, owing to the
shape of my hives, and also the only
way I could place them, as I tilt the
hive forward to make it shed rain.

G. W. Demaree— 1. The sections in

my section-cases run with the frames.
2. I don't know that their position in

the hive has anything to do with the
manner In which they are finisht by the
bees, if the hive Is level on Its stand.
But I want my hives a little low at their

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent boofe of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-keeper's Guide."

Ciiven For 3 IVew Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with S'.3.00), and we will mall you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for II. '25,

or we club It with iBe Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo" as a premium. Let everybody try for it'

Will you have one '

OEOBGE W. YORK •& CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU.

THE HATCHIIVG HBIV
HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION

and in the production and brooding of chicks slie

has been supplanted bythe better and everyway
DCI I A PIC INCUBATORS

.L ntLIADLtl AND BROODERS
yX They Hatch and Brood when yr.u are ready.
"^ I hey don't ;ret lonsy, Tiiey ^row the strongest
chirks and the most of thera. It takes a 224 \^&\ie book
to tell about thef.e machines and our Manimnth Reli-

able Poultry Farms. Sent by mail on receipt "f 10 cents. Send for it nnw.
Reliabre Incubator and Brooder Co., Quincy, Illinois.

;i7D17t Please mention the Amerii-an Kt-e Jcnirnal.

f^J
tlie SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS succeed, why? because they J

11 are properly constructed and the correct methods for operating them are
^-^^^^^=3 Q^ J

plainly set forth in our 72 page #^rection Book. Our machines will'
^^._i, . I ps please you. Prices reasonable. All sold underf- a positive guarantee*
""^^^^"^-"^ which we ask you to compare with others. Send 6c stamps for 128'

page catalog and ponltrv book combined. It will pay yon* Address '

OES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 78, Oes Moines, Iowa.

entrances to drain them, and in this

case jthe section should run with the
frames.

J. A. Green— 1. Same way. 2. I 'do

not think it would make any difference.

The only objection I can see to having
them run crosswise is that the hive must
be leveled both ways, which is neither
easy nor desirable.

A. F. Brown— I and 2. My sections
run parallel with the frames. For many
reasons this is best. I do not think it

makes much difference to the bees
which way they run ; they will fill them
for me one way as well as the other.

EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog:.

FRED A. DALTON,
lA26t - WAtKBR, Vernon Co,, Wis.

Please jnention Bee Journal when writing.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 rdonies of Italians. Anyonewant-
injir to start an apiary cannot do better than
to call on Dr. E. Gallup, rianta Aua. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs in Lang-stroth-
Slmpliclty Hives, and warranted a suferior
lot of Bees for business. Correspodence so-
licited. I>r. E. OALI^CJP,

Santa Ana. Orange Co.. Cal.

Farm Bee-KeeDing.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclusively in the in-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publisht by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for free sample copy now.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Cupid's «jrt Puzzle -^^^i^u^I^r^
Cupid's Dart sped through space.
Aimed with much precision;

Its target—in a conspicuous place

—

Was pierced beyond recognition.
Cupid at ODce withdrew tbe arrow^
Fearful of the result of his aim.

But the work was done—the escape narrow-
Perhaps you can do the same.

^'~ The most interesting puzzle for sweet-
hearts out. Sent on receipt of 10 cen'^s. post-
age prepaid. OINDCK A: BOT roiTIB,
lA2t St. Paul Building, New York.

Please mention Bee Journal when -wTlting.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Kead what J . I. Parent,©

rHAHLTON,N.Y.,8ay8—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, lust winter
5(1 chaflf bivee with 7-ln. cap,
liX) honey-raebs, 5i>0 broad
frames, :i,(M»<) honey-boxea
and a Kreat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc.. to make and we
expect to do It with this Saw.
It will do all you say ItwIII.
Catalogue and Price - Ijiat

Free. Address. W. K. & JOHN BARNES,
i.-sOtf No. 995 RubySt.. Rockford. III.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The American Poultry Journal,
32% /JE.IRBORA' ST.,

CHICAGO, - ILI^.

Alikiirn*)! ^^^^ *^ over a quarter of a cent-
o\H\\ Hal ury old and is sttll growing must

possess Intrinsic merit of its own. and Its

field must he a valuable one.

Such Is the American
Poultry Journal.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

50 cents a year.

LADIES. SI vou have superfluous

HAIR ON THE FACE
^eiiil fnr new information how to remove it easily and
ea'ei'tiiaiiv without ctieinieaJs or Instiurnenis Cor-
le^lioiuieiioe lonlidential in plain M-aled envelope.

Mr<;. M. N. PERRY. C-1 . Box 93. Oak Park. Ills.

Dc—Ja—Fb Please mention Bee Journal.
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WpyEN_ F£NQEWIRE

;';;it;::r;;',S^l6sAR0D.
^,,

.

nn.l a Slock or Chicken fence for 13o a rod. Plain, Coiled I

SpdDR and llarbrd i\iro to farmerJatithulcaaleiiricea. Catalogue Free.
|

EITSEL31AN BROTHERS, Boxl38 . Rldeoulle, Indiana.

45Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-

aere and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact

the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells

you all about Callloriila AarlcuUure and
HorHculture. $1.00 per Year; Six Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RURAL CAMFORINIAN,
218 N. Main St.. - Los Angeles, Calif.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien -writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-'OUR PRICES

ing the new
Cliampion t'liall-Hive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you$$l«

K. H. SCHMIDT Sc CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

T'lease mention Bee Journal when writine.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
yovi cannot alTord to be without the best

and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND %m.? ^ ^ ^
has a hobby which is the sheep breederand
his industry, tirst foremost and all the
time Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - ChicagCk

Please mention Bee Journal when -wrriting.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Kee - Sn|>plle« ! Root's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars.
md every thing used by
nee-keepers Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-

tree. Walter 8 Ponder,
„ f ,- K ,ftf.tvx * 16'2 Mass. Ave..
W'' poVDtKO/* Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^^^^^
EXCELSIOR Inciibator

Simple, Perfect, Self- Regulat-
ing. Thousands In Guccesaful
operation. Lowest priced
Drst-ela.s Hatcher mude.

<iEO. II. STAIIL."
1 1 4 tolgg S. 6th Ht. ftulncy.lH

44A26t Please mention the Bee Juurual.

Convention I^otices.

OUlo-NewY ork - Peiiiiiay 1vanla. — The
Northeastern Ohio, Western New York, and
Northwestern Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold their annual convention at
Co'ry. Pa., Jan. 13 and 13, 1898. An inter-
esting program has been arranged. All are
invited. Eu Jolly. Sec.
Franklin, Pa.

California.—The annual meeting of the
Calift)rnia State Bee Keepers' Association will
be held on Monday, Jan 10. 1898, commenc-
ing at 2 p.m. The California Bee-Keepers'
Exchange will hold Its annual sesf-iou on
Tuesday. Jan. 11 at 2 p.m. A full attendance
of members Is desired. Mr. Cowan, editor of
the British Bee Journal, will be in attendance.
Thos. G. Newman will also attend, health per-
mitting. Prof. A. J. Cook. Prea.

J. H. Maktin, Sec, Los Angeles. Calif.

See the premium oilers on page 11

!

HDBEY and BEESWAX
MARKKX QUOXAXIOI^S.

Clilcag'o, in. , Dec. 13.—Fancy white 11 to
12c. No. 1, 10c. ; fancy amber, 8 to9o. ; No. 1,

7c. ; fancy dark. 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.

;

amber. 4 to .5c.; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
The demand for comb honey Is not satisfac-

tory, and it can be bought at even lower
prices than quoted, where it Is not in the
bands of regular dealers. There seems to be
no outside demand. Extracted without special
change. Beeswa-x is scarce.

Ullwaokee, Wis., Dec. 13.—Fancy white,
12 to lac; No. 1, 11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 9
to lOc; fancy dark, 8 to 9c. Extracted,
white, 5!4 to 6c.; amber. 4>4 to 5o. Beeswax,
25 to 2'7c.

This market has been fairly sustained on
honey since our last report. Values remain
about I he same, as there has been a very good
consumptive demand, especially for ex-
tracted, while the comb honey has seemed to
accumulate with increast receipts, and we
feel to meet the demand even if at a reduc-
tion from quotations. There seems to be
more demand from those who eat honey than
in former seasons, which is a good feature of
the trade which we desire to encourage. We
are expecting a good trade from this forward.

Cleveland. Oblo, Dec. 15,—Fancy white.
12tol2Hc.: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. I amber,
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7o.; amber. 4
to 5c. Beeswax. 22 to 25c.

New Tork, H. Y., Dec. 22.—Fancy white
11 to imc; off grades, 9 to lOc; buckwheat
and mixt, 6^ to 7c. Extracted, California
white, 6 to 5^e.; light amber, 4^4 to 43ic.;
white clover and basswood, 5 too^^c: buck-
wheat, 4 to 4Hc ; Southern, 50c. a gallon.
Beeswax is in good demand at 25 to 27c.
Our market remains quiet. Fancy grades

of white comb are about cleaned up. and
these would find sale on arrival at quotations.
We have a large stock of buckwheat, mixt,
and ofl grades of white, and, as the demand
for these Is very light, we cannot encourage
further shipments for the near future. Ex-
tracted of all kinds is selling fairly well.

Uinneapolis, Minn., Dec. IS. — Fancy
white. 11 to 12c.; No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy am-
ber, lOc; No. l.O/jc; fancy dark 9 to9!^c.;
No. 1, 8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6o. ; am-
ber. 4 to 45ic. : dark, 4c. Beeswax, 23c.
Market holds firm at above prices. Good

demand for extracted. Wax is quiet but firm
at 23c.

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 15,—Fancy white,
10!4 to lie; No. 1. 10 to 10!4c.; fancy amber,
9H to 10c. ; No. 1 9 lo 9!^c.; fancy dark. 8^
to 9c. Extracted, white, 5H to 6c. : amber,
5to5^4c.; dark,4to4Ho. Beeswax, 20 to 23c.

St. Iionis, Mo., Dec. 13.—Fancy white, 12
to 12 l-2c.; No. I. 10 1-2 to lll-2c.; fancy
amber. 9 1-i to 10c. ; No. 1, 9c ; fancy dark,
8c. Extracted, white, 5to5 1-2c. ; amber, 4
lo4Hc. ; dark. 3 1-2 to 4c. Beeswax, 24 1-2
to 25c.
We wonld advise prompt shipments of

honey. We do not see any probabilities of bet-
ter prices. The stock of honey Is ample for
the demand.

Albany, W. Y., Dec. 13.—Fancy white. 12
tol3.\; No 1. 11 to 12c.; fancj amber. 8 to
9c.; No. 1, 8c ; fancy dark. 8c.; No. 1, 7!4 to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber, iVi to
5c. dark, 4 to 4!^o.
There is an ample stock of comb on hand

and selling freely at quotations. Extracted
Is not plentl

'
ul and from nformatlou received

there is not much in the hands of producers,

Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 24.—Strictly fancy 1-

pound comb honey Is more active at mostly
10c . occasionally lie, but all other gradas
are dormant and have to i e cut to almost any
price to move theoi. ranging from 8c. down
to 6c. Extracted Is moving slowly at 5 to 6o.
for fancy; dark. 4 to 4i4c. A liberal quantity
can be sold; and, of course, the low grades
can be forced off forwhaltheywlllbrlQg.lt
owners caimot do any better.

There Is no selling pressure of consequence
on desirable lots of water white, either comb
or extracted, such being held as a rule at 1 uU
quotations. Amber grades are in greater sup-
ply than the demand and market for this
class presents an easy tone. Dark qu.iUtles
are in poor request, despite low asking fig-

ures. Beeswax is firm at current quotailons.
with very little offering, either from first or
second hands.

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 13.—Fancy white,
13 to 14c.; No 1. 12c.; fancy amber. lOc;
No. 1. 9c.; No. 1 dark. 8c. Extracted, white.
5to5!4c.; amber, 5c.; dark, 4 to iViC. Bees-
wax. 27c.
Honey is arriving very freely; market Is a

little off. Beeswax is in good demand.

Boston, Mass., VTov. 8.—Fancy white. In

cartons. 13o.; No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber,
10c. Extracted, white, 6 to7e.; amber, 5 to

5Hc. Beeswax, 28c.

No. 1 and fancy honey has sold well during
the past 10 days, but off grades and light
welgnt Is going slowly. Beeswax Is In good
demand and but little here.

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 9.—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to lie: fancy amber, 9 to
lOe ; No. 1, 8 to 9c : fancy dark, 7 to 8c, Ex-
tracted, white. 5 to 6c. ; amber, 4 to 5c. Bees-
wax. 25 to 26c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov, 8.—Fancy white,
11 to 13c.; No 1, 9 to lOe; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c.
Demand for fancy white comb honey and

fancy white extracted is exceptionally good,
while there is almost no demand for dark or
amber comb or extracted honey.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 22.—There Is no
change in prices, but rather a slow demand
for the holiday season. We quote 10 to 14c
as the range of prices for best white comb
honey, and 3 1-2 to 6c., for extracted, accord-
ing to quality. Beeswax is In fair demand at
20 to 25c. for good to choice yellow.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

Clilca|[o, 111*.

R. A. BUBNBTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRBTH Bros. & Seohlkbn.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansaa City, IDo.

0. C. Clkmoms & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

Rnfialo, N. Y.
BATTER80N & CO.. 167 & 169 ScOtt St.

Hamilton, Ills.

CHA8. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

Pbiladelpbla, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser. 10 vine St.
Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission

St. Lonis, Iflo.

Wbstcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

minneapolis, minn.
S. H. HallJk Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Roston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, Mlcb.
M. H. Hdnt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pooder, 162 Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. MUTH & Son, oor. Freeman * Central A vs.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIl, FURTHER NOTICE, we will
allow 28 cents per pound for Good Yel-

low Beeswax, delivered at our oIRce—inex-
rban^e for Subscription to the Bee Journal.
for Books, or anything that we oifer for sale
In the Bee Journal. Or, '.25 ctN. caMb.

GEORGE W. \ORK & CO.,
• CHICAGO, ILLa

\ilt\ DAY CASH.:vli WIEK the year round, if

TrC r/\ I you .srll .'.;iaik Tri'os. Outlit free
SIARK NURSIB*, tUUISIANA, Ml)., Slatk. Mo., Roclmorl, III., Oansville. It

«
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H a^ M pi A Copy of

LULL Successful Hee-Keepins;,r 1^ r r by W. Z. Hutchinson ;

^

I IKk and our 1897 Catalog, tor 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for tbe A^tkins:. We make almost
Everything nsed by Bee-Keepers, and at
lionrest Prices. Our

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to Ail Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have llie best—sucU as we
make.

The American Bee -Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE Free—Address.

TBEW.T.FALCOmHIFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

NEW YORK, ^
IS the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytliing' in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

|^~ Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The Locomotive Enginie/
must bave an eve out for sienals. One need not
watch the tbermometer on account of his Page
Fence Rain or shine, fever heat or zero weather,
•the coil is in it," and keeps it tight.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Kverflhiiig used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

. dress of every Bee-Keoper in

.liiuerlca. We supply Deal-
_ I rs as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write tor Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MannfactnrinE Co,,

JHIIDSOIN, Si. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Jomual when writing.

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax
'°'"

Wliolesale
and Hetail>

„ft ..u..tion?Sr7fs''H A Specialty,

j%t Reduced Prices dnriustlie Winter.
My Foundation will speak for itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fall to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

Beesivax taken in Excliange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AlIGUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. i. Rdot Co.'s Goods "^li^elau.""

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will nay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. lU. H. IIIJNT
Cat.h for Beeswax. Hem, Branch. Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Year Dadant's Foundation, refr

Why Does It Sell So Well?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because i;>' 31 VKARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? ISoniity. I'lii-ity. I'^iriiiuoH!!,, No Sag-
ging. J\o l^oss. HAXExNT \Vi:i:i> PISOiESS SIIEF/ril^O.

^M° Send Name for Our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veil.s, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

Tlie Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Manufactured Stock ! (|aick Sliipmeuts
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
We make a specialty of makine the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'^^OOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
Ihriftv timber is used.

|J#° Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

We Are the People ^^^B|^^^^

-WHO CAN TURN OUT-

(Cleated Separators)

-AND

PLAIN SE©TIONS
(Sections without Insets)

Fope. 1S9S.
Having special appliances and maihinery, we can make them right. Nothing in

late years has seemed to stir such a furor

in the Bee-Keeping World as these Goods.

U^" If you don't know about them, send to

THE A. I. ROOT CO,
MEDINA, OHIO.

MW loDo liltlllOw Largely Re-written, out by January 15.
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MR. GEORGE !§. WHEELER.

The following sketch of Mr. George S. Wheeler, of

Hlllsboro Co., N. H., was kindly written by Mr. H. A. Fish,

who evidently is well acquainted with Mr. Wheeler:

The Subject of this sketch was born In Hlllsboro Co., N.
H., on the farm where he now lives, as did his father and
grandfather, who built the house over 100 years ago. The
son, " George," had charge of the farm for several years be-

fore the death of his father, which occurred in 1892. Mr.
Wheeler bought his first colony of bees in 1856. This colony
was the center of attraction for a long tipie. When it was
brought home it was set in a bee-house prepared for it. The
hive was a box-hive, 12x12x14 inches, with a compartment
on top for two 10-pound boxes of honey. Four dollars worth
of honey was sold the first season, leaving enough in the
brood-chamber for the winter. The cost of the bees was 155.00.

An Italian queen was bought of K. P. Kidder, of Burling-
ton, Vt., some time in the '60's, for which §5.00 was paid.

The next season some 20 colonies had queens Introduced,
reared from the Kidder queen, and about every bee reared
from her queens showed three bands, and were as well markt
as the old queen. When these queens took their wedding
flight the yard was full of black drones, but Mr. Wheeler
thinks the drones from the Italians must have mated with
them all. But the next season, when about every drone in

the yard was Italian, he could hardly get a queen but what
would produce hybrid bees, largely black, so he later con-
cluded that the^rst cross could not be told from pure Italians

so far as stripes went, and he has never had reason to change
that view.

Since Mr. Wheeler started with Italian bees he has never
had over 50 colonies at one time, usually about 25. He has
always had bees on the farm since 1856. The winter of

1868 found him in Mississippi, as foreman on a plantation,
and being an expert at hiving wild bees, he soon had a section

of a bee-tree in the yard. They swarmed twice in April, and
were hived in hives similar to the one described in the begin-

ning of this article. The natives thought a hive with glass In

the back, and boxes on top, was a Yankee Invention, and
came from all parts to see the hives. There were many wild
swarms in the woods then, and Mr. Wheeler found quite a

number, and had lines of more that were never traced.

The most honey Mr. Wheeler has ever taken from one
colony was 75 pounds, which was extracted with a Peabody
extractor, which he has used for over 20 years. Mr. Wheeler
has bought queens from all parts of the country, and Is always
coking for something new and better. He had seven swarms
ro m one colony of Carnlolans in one season. The old colony

swarmed twice in May, and the first of June these two cast

two swarms each, and the old one another in August. He
had never before nor since seen a second swarm swarm the
same season.

He uses the Alley queen-trap, and says there Is nothing
like It. In 40 years of bee-keeping he has never had but one
swarm leave for the woods, and that was last year. They
were hived four times, and then were put into a new hl»e con-
taining combs and honey, and carelessly left without a q ueen-
trap, when they started for parts unknown.

Mr. Wheeler showed me a place on a limb of an apple-
tree In his yard, and said that there have been hundreds of

swarms alight on that limb, and always in the same place.

Mr. W. believes that bees go a long way for honey, as he
has seen Italian bees five miles from his farm, and no others
were anywhere around ; and I can vouch for that statement

George S. Wheeler.

as I have seen them that far when I was hunting wild bees,

and they had to go over a range of mountains to get home.

In 1896 I saw Mr. Wheeler's bees. He had a very few
colonies, 13 I think, mostly very fine 3-banded Italians. I

thought I would get some from him. In the spring he wrote
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me he had not a colony of them left. They died of dysentery
produced by honey-dew or " buR-juice," as he calls It.

Mr. Wheeler reads all the bee-papers, and has been a sub-
scriber to the American Bee Journal off and on since 1866,
when Samuel Wagner was editor. He remembers when
"Novice" (A. I. Root) first began to write on bees, and was
very interesting.

When a small boy it was a treat for me to go up to the
old Wheeler farm, and see the queer things to be seen there
—the different breeds of poultry, both land and water fowl ;

China sheep, with their funny ears, the large stock of cattle,

etc.; but those long rows of bee-hives were what seemed to

interest me most. I would look at them, and it seemed to me
like a village, as some of them were built in fancy shapes (the

old American). I have counted almost a hundred at one time,
and as I look at what there are now, it seems quite different.

Mr. Wheeler, whom I have known from my boyhood days
to the present time, is a very pleasant man to meet, and is an
Interesting talker. Say "bees" to him, or "poultry," and
you are " in for it." Out you go amongst them, and if you
get away short of a half day you can do better than I can, or

Viiant to. His time in service, I think, entitles him to be called

one of the veterans in beedom, and I hope to see some of his

writings in the bee-papers, as they would be interesting and
helpful. H. A. Fish.

Soraethiug on the Adulteration of Honey.

We have received the following from Hon. Eugene Secor,

General Manager of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union,
which every bee-keeper should read :

Forest City, Iowa, Dec. 31, 1S07.
Mt Dear Mr. York :— I enclose a copy of three sections

of the Iowa "Code," bearing on the subject of pure food, and
naming the penalties for violating the provisions thereof.

In Iowa we have no pure food commissioner as is the case
in some of the States. The enforcement of the law will rest

largely with the people who are interested. I would like to

have you publish the sections enclosed for the benefit of your
readers in this State. I know of no better way to get the in-

formation before our bee-keepers.

You will notice that we have plenty of law on the subject
of adulteration. It only remains for the bee-keepers in every
community to see that its provisions are enforced.

If a groceryman is selling liquid glucose under the name
of honey, call his attention to the law, and then if he does not
quit it, have a sample of it analyzed, and if found to be adul-
terated, file an information before a Justice of the Peace un-
der the advice of the County Attorney.

One such suit, if successfully managed, will drive the stuff

out of a whole county. As a rule, grocers do not want to

handle any article of food which is prohibited by law. If

their attention is called to the matter they will, nine times out
of ten, refuse to buy or sell it. I would not advise prosecut-
ing every storekeeper who has been led to buy an adulterated
article in ignorance of the law, until he has been notified.
" Ignorance of the law excuses no man," but at the same time
we can hardly expect every man to know all the provisions of

an ever-changing code.

I hope, Mr. York, that you will call public attention to

the laws in other States relating to honey-adulteration. Bee-
keepers do not always have access to the laws of their own
States, even.

Perhaps we have better protection than we are aware of.

Arrangements will soon be made, very likely, to have sam-
ples analyzed ; but before sending them it will be necessary to

take such precautions to identify samples if they should be
used in court. A letter to me with a statement of the case
will receive attention and advice how to proceed.

Eugene Secor,
General Manager U. S. Bcc-Kcc})crs' Union.

The three sections from the Iowa Code, which Mr. Secor
sent, read thus:

LAW RELATING TO ADULTERATION OF FOODS—IOWA CODE, 1897

Sec. 4986.—No person shall mix, color, stain or powder
any article which enters into the composition of food, drink
or medicine with any other ingredients or material, whether
injurious to health or not, for the purpose of gain or profit,

or sell or offer for sale any article so mixt, colored, stained or
powdered, unless the same be so manufactured, used or sold
or offered for sale, under its true and appropriate name, and
notice that the same is mixt or impure is markt, printed or
stampt upon each package, roll, parcel or vessel containing
the same, so as to be and remain at all times readily visible,

or unless the person purchasing the same is fully informed by
the seller of the true names of the ingredients (if other than
such as are known by the common name thereof) of such arti-

cles at the time of making the sale thereof or offering to sell

the same ; but nothing in this section shall prevent the use of
harmless coloring material used in coloring butter and cheese.

Sec. 4987.—No person shall mix any glucose or grape-
sugar with syrup or sugar intended for human food, or shall
mix or mingle any glucose or grape-sugar with any article,

without distinctly marking, stamping or labeling the article
or the package containing the same with the true and appro-
priate name of such article, and the percentage in which
glucose or grape-sugar enters into Its composition. Nor shall
any person sell or offer for sale, or permit to be sold or offered
for sale, any such food, into the composition of which glucose
or grape-sugar has entered, without at the same time inform-
ing the buyerof the fact, and the proportion in which glucose
or grape-sugar has entered into the composition.

Sec. 4988.—Any person violating any provision of the
four preceding sections shall, for the first offense, be fined not
less than ten nor more than fifty dollars; for the second of-
fence, not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred
dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail for not more than
thirty days ; for the third or any subsequent offense, not less

than five hundred nor more thau one thousand dollars, and
imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than one nor more
than five years.

We think that Mr. Secor offers a valuable suggestion
when he says that he thinks it would aid materially if bee-
keepers would show a copy of their State law on food adul-
teration to every grocer who they have reason to think
handles adulterated honey. We will try it here in Chicago,
and report the result. But Chicago dealers are so accustomed
to seeing few laws enforced, that we are not very sanguine as
to being able to frighten them by simply showinq them the
law. The only thing that will touch the hardened law-
breakers here is a severe enforcement of law, we think.

Honey-Consumption^Workiug Up a Demand.
BY MRS. L. HARRISON.

During the autumn and early winter I have been watch-
ing the consumption of honey with much interest. Near my
ho'jje is a grocer doing a fair business. Early in the season
he purchast two 12-pound cases of section honey, glast, and
showing well, and kept it near the window in plain sight of

all who past. It remained for weeks before the cover had
even been loosened, and when I left home (Dec. 15) only a few
sections had been sold from one case. Why? In another
direction was another grocer with like experience.

Good grocers all over the city had a supply. Very white
section honey, labeled " Mountain Honey," was quite plenti-

ful, also pint Mason jars of the same kind, offered for 20
cents per jar. Honey could be purchast by consumers all the
way from 8 to 15 cents per pound, but few apparently wanted
it at any price.

While traveling from Peoria, 111., to Mobile, Ala., most of

the way during daylight, I saw but one small apiary, and by
questioning passengers who got off and on along the route, I

learned that but few colonies were kept, and those in a primi-
tive way,

Mobile is an old Spanish city, and at the last census num-
bered 44.000, and has considerable trade. Large quantities
of cotton comes down the Alabama and Tombigbee rivers,
which is taken by steamers to Liverpool. Many commission
houses handle large quantities of cured meats, flour, meal and
distilled liquors. Vessels are arriving with cargoes of bananas
and cocoanuts, while others depart laden with cotton, lumber,
.and mixt cargoes of merchandise.

I've been here at Mobile for a week waiting for a steamer
to go to my winter home in Florida. Having leisure I visited

many grocers in different parts of the city, enquiring for
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honey, yet I found none— not a section, and also sought for it

at commission-houses. Grocers would say, "We do not handle
(t ; it's very cheap ; retails for 10 cents per pound, either in

comb or liquid." One grocer said that he had liquid honey
that he sold for 55 cent^ per gallon. I askt if it was Cuban
honey ? He replied that he did not know where it came from.

The market for honey has never been developt; it would
be folly to ship it here until a demand has been created. A
dealer in bananas told the writer that a vessel brouRht a cargo
of plantains to this port, but there was no sale for them, and
they had to be taken to another city.

Those who undertake to develop a honey market should

expect to receive very small pay tor their labor. Our country
is a great country, and let a demand for honey be created,

and quick as a lightning flash the news is spread, and a supply

comes. Mobile Co., Ala., Dec. 25.

Various Notes and Comments.
BY J. M. TOUNG.

In continuipg my notes to the American Bee Journal, for

the present winter I will say that what I may write or ad-

vance will be as heretofore, directed to beginners and those

like myself, thirsting after knowledge in apiculture. While I

have been in this line of business more or less since 1870, I

find that there is something to be learned almost every day.

The bee-business is a trade to be learned and made up of

many small matters, and to make a success of it financially,

the apiarist must be informed. The carpenter, the machinist,

the blacksmith, all learn something in everyday life, so will

the apiarist.

Gardening and Bee-Kebping.—For the last four or Sve

years I have been running a small garden in connection with

my bee-business, and from a financial point of view I find that

they work together if carried on with the proper objects in

view. For instance, take a season like the present one—

a

poor one for bees here, and a good one for gardening. Usually,

when it is a good year for '• garden sass," it is a good year for

honey, but that dear old teacher, Experience, says that there

are exceptions in all pursuits of life. Nevertheless, when it

is true, when the cabbage and cucumbers and such truck need

cultivating, the bees are wanting to swarm, or perhaps need

a super of sections. Such will be the case, but if the bee-

keeper is a rustler, gets up early in the morning, and works
after he gets up, it will be surprising to see how much may be

done before the night comes on.

Old Mother Earth has put on again (Dec. 31) her white

winter robe by having three or four inches of snow spread

over her beautiful surface. There have been all sorts of

weather thus far this winter, the mercury having gone down
to zero a time or two.

Brood-Fbame Spacing-Staples.— I have been using

and trying the past season the new short end staple improve-

ment on brood-frames, and to make a long story short I will

say that I don't like them. I condemned them in the start,

from the fact that they are always getting out of place, or
" bucking," to use a cowboy term, when the hives are being

moved around.

Bees All Right.—Are your bees all in good condition

for winter, with plenty of stores to carry them through until

apple-bloom? Nearly all of mine are in chaff-hives with

plenty of upward ventilation, and honey to last them through,

with a seasonable winter. I have a few in single-walled hives

that may get their "ears" frosted.

Nebraska Apiarian Exhibit.—Supt. Stilson, of the api-

ary department of the Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha,
has secured a large amount of honey from over the State that

will be a fair sample of what Nebraska can do in the apicul-

tural line. Mr. Stilson is a hustler, and nothing will be left

undone to make a successful exhibit.

Bees Under Snowdrifts.—About 8 in. of snow fell Dec. 3,

making good sleighing for two days, then a warm wave swept
over us, and took it off, or nearly so. I had a few one-story

dovetailed hives that were covered up with the drifting snow,
but it did not hurt the bees any. Of course, when it began to

thaw I took a scoop-shovel and just went for those snow-
drifts. No, sir, bees covered up in a snowdrift will be all right

If it keeps cold, I don't care if there is six feet of snow on

them, if the bees have plenty of good honey and a good, tight

hive, with a good cover that doesn't leak. But look out for

that thaw that usually comes sooner or later. Don't under-

stand that I recommend this way of wintering, for there is

not a bee-keeper living in all this western country, or in any

country where snow falls, but will have some of his hives

covered up with snowdrifts sometime during the winter

months.

Apiarian Exhibits at Fairs.—That report of the Buf-

falo convention is very Interesting reading, but that part re-

lating to exhibits at fairs I am afraid is too late to be put into

force this fall, and before another fair time rolls around, the

most of us will have forgotten all about it.

Alfalfa in Nebraska.—I regret to say bees don't work
on alfalfa very much in- this neck of the woods, from
some cause not clear to me. There was a patch near my api-

ary last summer on which I made some close observations

during the blooming period. Farther west it is is said to be a

good honey-plant, and considerable surplus is obtained.

The No-Bee-Way Section.—That new honey-section

that has lately come into use is precisely the same section that

I used many years ago, the only difference being that they

were then made to hold two pounds, and were dovetailed all

around. I used to put 12 of those two-pound sections in a

frame or rack made of common lath that rested right on too

of the frames. I found that one of these racks was filled as

quick, or quicker, than the 12-pound super that is used to-

day. The only reason I can assign for this was that when the

bees are once up in the super, and started in the sections,

they will run down a two-pound box just as soon as a one-

pound section, from the fact that there are more bees to do

the work, and the heat is retained better.

My Report for 1897 is not an encouraging one, by any
means. In fact, I don't care to allow it to appear in print,

only to give the reader a gentle hint as to what the average
per colony would be. It would be putting it rather mildly to

say that if the number of pounds was computed, it would not

reach over 10 pounds per colony, spring count, including both
comb and extracted honey. The prospects for the early honey
harvest were flattering in every particular. The white clover

began to bloom early and continued all the season, or as long

as it lasted, even up to the first of July. When the basswood
began to bloom, the bees were up in the supers, filling and
storing as fast as they could, but two or three days of hot
winds came and stopt proceedings, as if a thunderbolt had
struck them. The supers were left about two-thirds finisht,

or hardly so much, from that time on they (the bees) did com-
paratively nothing, only partly finishing a few sections, but
leaving a greater part of the sections unflnisht. The bass-

wood bloom only lasted a day or two, giving the bees only a

taste, as it were. But from reports west of here, where alfalfa

abounds plentifully, I am happy to say a moderate yield was
obtained. The reason that no surplus was obtained from
white clover was, the bees were reduced in numbers by spring
dwindling, so that there was not a sufficient force of workers
to obtain the honey that was going to waste in the fields.

Advice to Beginners.—Now Is a good time for beginners

to post up and read everything that they have received during
the summer, and then you will be prepared to make arrange-
ments for the next season. I find in looking over copies re-

ceived during the summer, of the American Bee Journal and
Gleanings (I take 'em both) that there are many good articles

that escaped my notice during the busy season, that improve
my knowledge of beedom wonderfully. If a bee-keeper doesn't

take a bee-paper of some kind he is not a bee-keeper that is

up with the times. Constantly there are new devices coming
up, or improvements made in the ones already in use, that

the bee-keeper must adopt sooner or later in making apicul-

ture a success. Cass Co., Nebr.

Strength of Colonies in Spring—Wintering.
BY C. E. MEAD.

I have received the following question for reply, from
Editor York :

" Mr. Editor :—On page 7()7, an estimate is made that

in a box or tight-frame hive, if I understand correctly, a col-

ony will be five times as strong April 10 as March 21, and 25
times as strong May 11. Now on March 21 a good colony
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will have enough bees to cover from 2 to 5 Langstroth frames.

Does Mr. Mead mean that a colony having enough bees to

cover 2 frames March 21 will have May 11 enough bees to

cover 50 frames, and one that has March 21 enough bees to

cover 5 frames will have enough bees May 11 to cover 125
frames ?

—

Inquirer."

Answer.— It seems I did not make my explanation as

clear as It ought to be.

March 1 you have many old and a few young bees. March
21 the old bees are dying fast, and the young bees are hatch-

ing equally fast, tf In a closed-end frame hive, or well packt

loose frame, log or box hive. Introduce an Italian queen to a

colony of black bees in October, and It is a rare thing to find

a teacupful of black bees the first of next May. Reverse the

process and you probably will find a few more Italian workers
on May 1.

Now in a poorly-protected hive the ratio of increase will

not be so large. Sometimes the increase is so slow that the

old bees die so fast that the brood is left bare and the colony

plays out. So the ratio of increase varies in proportion to the

warmth of the space occupied by the bees. The colony is at

a standstill in early spring in proportion to the death of the

old bees. In a box or log, or closed-end frame hive, or well-

packt hive, there will be a ratio of increase of 5 in every 21
days after the old bees are nearly gone, till the capacity of

the queen is reacht, which, in this locality. Is June 1, on an
average, or from 10. to 12 Langstroth frames of brood. If the

queen could keep up the same ratio of 5 the summer through,

but one queen would be needed.
Now, to show what I mean, I will explain again how I

winter 4-Langstroth frame nuclei and small colonies :

I place a big hive on a large staud with the entrance In

the bottom, with a slanting alighting-board. Around this

hive the size of the stand I place a rim of % boards, one foot

high. I then pack the big hive as warm as I can. I put four

one-inch blocks of wood on the rim % inch from the top. On
these blocks rest the long bottom-board of the nucleus. Make
a bridge from the hive to the rim ; have a 2-inch by ?^-inch

notch cut in the bottom of the next one-foot rim. The en-

trance should not be on the same side as the lower hive.

Screw an alighting-board just under the 2-lnch entrance. Set

the second rim on top of the first rim, with clay in the joint.

Put on the third rim and pack all around, and a foot above
the nucleus. Put on a water-tight cover, that allows a free

current of air to pass under it to carry off any moisture. I

leave a full entrance to the lower hive till pollen comes in

freely, then I contract it so as to make them uncomfortably
warm so they have to fan all the time.

Now as to results : The nucleus Is as warm, or warmer
than the big hive colony below It, and will need more room
early in the season. They usually equal, and often surpass

in strength, the big 10-Langstroth-frame colonies below by
June 1, which shows how bees can increase when In hives

where the heat is economized. I have done this for the past

10 years or more. Cook Co., 111.

No. 2—Recollectious of an Old Bee-Keeper.

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

(Continued from page 4.)

Studying about the wintering of the before-mentioned
colony, the following winter I raised up all my box-hives from
the bottom and placed an inch block under each corner, and
then I had solved the wintering problem, providing they had a
sulBcient amount of surplus.

Canada was a great honey country In those days. The
country was new, with large bodies of basswood, elm, willow,

maple, wild flowers, hundreds of acres of red raspberries, acres

of buckwheat, white clover, etc., and abundance of snow to

protect the ground, so it did not freeze. The summers were
warm, moistand sultry—just the rightcondltions for the secre-

tion of large quantities of nectar.

Well do I remember the first time I saw an old "king-
bee." The bees had swarmed and partially clustered, and
before I could hive them they commenced going back to the

old hive, and In watching them go back, I saw the old "king-
bee " crawling on the ground. Igotheroutona piece of shingle

and helpt her into the hive. People used to tell me that there

always was an "old king-bee" that controlled everything

about the hive, but never having seen one I was a Doubting
Thomas up to that time.

Now I must tell you something about buckwheat.
You know that millers always have fat hogs, altho you may
not know whose grain they are fattened on. Well, I had
about an acre fenced In for the hogs, and they rooted it over

and over, and of course manured it thoroughly in the course of

four years. When sowing my patch of buckwheat for the

bees, as I usually did, I thought that hog-yard is so rich and
mellow, why not shut the hogs In the pen and harrow in some
buckwheat? Well, the result was that patch turned out the

most nectar to the rod that I ever saw. One could smell the

perfume for rods, and It was litterally alive with bees, while

my other patch, that was seeded at the same time, and not

manured, was visited by scarcely a bee. The lesson is that

manure, or a rich soil, produces more nectar than a poor soil.

I have noticed the same fact many times since. Here in Cali-

fornia a heavily fertilized orange-grove shows It in a remark-
able degree. In Iowa I had about six acres that I cleared up
and yarded sheep on for two seasons at night, and seeded It to

white clover, and the way the bees workt on that was a cau-

tion ; while outside they scarcely visited white clover. Keep
your eyes open and you can always learn.

About the year 1843 I hired a young man from Vermont
to help In the sawmill, and he informed me of a man by the

name of Weeks who had publisht a book on bees and got up a

patent hive, so I obtained the book and right to use his hive.

That was the first writing of any description I ever saw on
bees. The hive was simply a box with a chamber for two
drawers or boxes for honey, and the hive was suspended in a
frame by two cleats, one on each side, with a slanting bottom,

and the bottom-board fastened to the hive with hooks and
staples at the corners. A button was at the back of the hive,

so that when the bottom was buttoned forward the hive was
closed except the entrance; when it was unbuttoned It left an
inch space all around the bottom of the hive to allow for win-

ter ventilation, or hot weather ventilation, also ; and being so

slanting, when a moth-worm fell onto it, he would roll out and
break his neck in falling to the ground I Bees would winter

in that hive with the Inch ventilation all around the bottom,

providing they had sufficieut stores. I had demonstrated that

fact by raising my box-hives on inch blocks at the bottom. I

took a lesson from that In cellar wintering.

I received a good many good points from Mr. Weeks' little

book, as well as erroneous points. Here is another fact that J

discovered : Honey gathered in the forepart of the season,

thoroughly matured and ripened, is the very best kind of

stores for wintering; while honey gathered late In the season,

or at a time when the weather Is wet or cool, is not sufficiently

ripened or matured, and Is not good for wintering. Bees will

consume more pounds, get the dysentery and die, or what some
call bad spring dwindling, etc. An early swarm and a lata

one, weighed in the fall at the same time, the early swarm
weighing considerable less, would winter well, while the late

swarm weighing more would frequently starve before spring.

Have not many of you made a great mistake since the ex-

tractor has come into use, by not regarding the above fact ?

You have trusted to your late-stored honey for wintering pur-

poses, and met with loss, and then, like the old lady who took

her death o' cold by eating gruel out of a damp basin, you are

ready to attribute your mishap to anything but the right

cause. In order to cure remove the cause.
Orange Co , Calif.

[To be continued.]

Honey as Food is the name of a 24-page pamphlet,

3Kx6,!ii inches, which we are now printing for general dis-

tribution among those who should be users of honey. It Is

just the thing for bee-keepers to hand to every one of their

customers, and also to those whom they would like to have as

customers. It is very handy In size—just right to go into an
ordinary business envelope. It contains 12 illustrations, five

of which are somewhat comic, and help to make it attractive.

There is a blank space for your name and address. About
y^ of the pamphlet was written by Dr. Miller, and then we
added thereto many new and valuable honey recipes—for

cooking and for medicinal purposes. In all. It makes a neat
little pamphlet. Send name and address and we will mail you

a sample of " Honey as Food."

Prices for quantities, postpaid—25 for 30 cents; 50 for

50 cents; 100 for 85 cents : 200 for $1.40. By express,

not prepaid, 500 for $3.00; 1,000, $5.00.

Langfstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, Is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.
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Report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Cou-
veutiou, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

KEPOBTED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOUBNAL EEPORTEB.

(Continued from page 7.)

WINTERING BEES OUTSIDE.

"What is the best way of wintering bees outside?"

Mr. Moore—Putting sheet Iron covers over them.

Mr. Green—That is one oT the ways ; I use such covers,
and find they are very practical.

Pres. Miller—Who has been very sucessful in outside wln-
tering of bees ? Let me ask this question : How many of you
prefer for yourselves outside wintering of bees to cellar win-
tering ?

Eight preferred outside wintering.
Pres. Miller—It might be interesting If we knew some-

thing of the location of those different ones. Mr. Green, for

instance. Is somewhat down in the State of Illinois. It might
be expected' that those farther south would be more in favor of

outside wintering than those farther north, but it Is not al-

ways the case ; perhaps it would be Interesting if we could
know something of the amount wintered, and about the dis-

tance norih or south.

Mr. Karch— I have been keeping bees from my boyhood.
I have not a convenient cellar as some of my neighbors, who
keep their bees In the cellar very successfully. My cellar Is

not large enough. I have to winter them outside, and that is

why I askt this question.

Mr. Rohrs— I have been in the bee-business about five

years. I have tried wintering bees in the cellar, but with poor
success. Now I don't know whether it Is on account of my
cellar or because I don't know better, so I have tried to win-
ter them under a bee-shed like they do in Germany, and I suc-

ceeded a good deal better in the cellar. Certainly I have lost,

but I always think I am one of those who has to learn more to

have better success than I do, and I have been of the opinion
that It is well to have a hive that protects the bees all the
year round. In the old country they leave them as they are,

and they always winter perfectly well. I have been thinking
of having a hive that would be good for winter and for

spring, and I believe that we want protection for bees in

spring. I think a bee-shed is a good thing, except there is one
objection. After you have hives close together, you are bound
to lose queens now and then ; and I have been looking for

another and better hive, so that the changes of winter will

not affect the hives so easily. I would prefer to have the bees
outside. I am from the southern part of Wisconsin. I have
my bees on the sunny side of the house, towards the south-
east. I hope I will have good success with the hives I have at

present, because I know I have good protection. I have the
Champion hive. I want a hive that in the spring I can take
off the back and handle it easily. I want my bees packt again
after that, because we have very changeable weather. In the
spring we get a warm spell, then a cold spell. I want a hive
that will give protection to the bees. This hive I can take
apart and clean it easily. Then I want my bees packt again
until the honey-flow comes. I have seen other parties in my
neighborhood use chaff hives successfully, and I don't see why
I cannot. I can ventilate this hive.

Mr. Miller— I am from eastern Pennsylvania. While I

never kept bees on my own account, my father is a beekeeper
and my life has been spent among them. At home we have
tried wintering In the cellar with fair success; in a shed, with
a loss of 30 per cent., and have tried them without any pro-

tection, far better than In the cellar or shed. The chaff
hive was the best thing that we had. My father finally got
some thin slabs and sawed these up and made a rough hive,

set it over the other hive, and filled that up with chaff, and in

the spring he took the chaff out and left the hive there, which
gav} protection against winter storm, and afterwards took it

away—all but the front part of the hive—and then finally

took that away altogether ; in that way the loss during the

winter was reduced to almost nothing, while before he lost In

sheds fully 30 per cent, during the winter ; probably ten per
cent, in cellar.

Mr. Green—That is practically the way I have followed
for years, altho I prefer to have four hives together In one
large case, two entrances facing east and two west, two or
three inches apart and four inches between the hives and out-

side walls, often covered with one roof ; a very simple, easy
plan of protection, and it works very well Indeed.

Mr. Whitcomb— If the cellar is extraordinarily dry and ex-

traordinarily well ventilated, they winter nicely in the cellar,

but we In Nebraska have best success In wintering In a 4-inch
packing case, well hookt together with hooks in the corners,

and If necessary to examine the hive you can remove one por-

tion and let the other remain. We have tried corn chaff, but
It Is villainous stuff to get dry. Dry leaves are better than
anything else. We have reduced the loss in winter to almost
a minimum. The packing case Is lower in the back and high
In front, with one cover that covers the whole thing, painted
red, made of the lightest lumber possible, Hundreds of thsm
can be piled, one on top the other when not in use ; the little

board that covers the entrance Is separate—everything Is sep-

arate, with two books on each corner. We have been using
them for 15 years, and I don't see but they are as good as
they ever were. They are always ready; each one is made ex-

actly alike, and they cost about 90 cents a piece. They are
cheaper than the chaff hive, and are not cumbersome at all,

and usually around the yard you can rake up leaves enough,
•but avoid as much as possible keeping bees under sheds or in

a place where the packing will get wet. I would rather a lit-

tle colony of bees would stand. out without any protection than
to be packt in wet packing, because then you will find your
colony in bad condition In the spring. We avoid sheds of all

kinds and descriptions. In the summer time. In Nebraska,
the evenings are very cool ; I find under the trees and build-

ings the mercury runs down three or four degrees more than
it does in the open air. With us the sun comes out very early

in the morning, and it Is only the bees that get out In the
morning that are able to lay up stores. In keeping a record

of the colonies, I found the ones that are the farthest away
from sheds and buildings always put up the most honey. I

had a hive on the north side of a little plum tree— It was quite

a small tree when I put it there, but as it grew, I noticed the

stores in the hive were less and less every year, so I moved It

away from there a few feet, and found the stores from year to

year increast. I don't use any shed at all, except an artificial

shed that shades the top and side of the hive, and gives free

circulation of air. My hives always face the east for two rea-

sons, first, the front aud rear of the hive is not shaded. I

want the sun to shine upon them as much as possible, and as

long In the evening as possible. If you ever went to a bee-

hive late at night, you heard the evaporation going on.

Pres. Miller— I see planer shavings are highly recom-
mended for packing ; have you tried them ?

Mr. Green— I have used planer shavings extensively, and
they are most satisfactory. I should be very careful not to

use straw or corn of any kind, because It attracts mice. Chaff,

of course, is one of the worst things in that respect.

Pres. Miller— I never heard of corn chaff before.

Mr. Whitcomb—In all the elevators of the great grain

belt they have a great deal of corn chaff ; corn chaff comes
from corn that Is shelled ; you can go there and get a hundred
wagon loads of It if you want ; a few drops of water will spoil

It; It must be kept dry.

Pres. Miller—What further upon the best method of win-
tering bees out-doors ?

Mr. Baxter— I am in the bee-business for the money I

can make out of It. I have been in It for about 20 years, and
I have experimented a great deal, and never kept less than
250 colonies. After all my experiments I find that the

Dadants plan beats anything else I ever tried. I have tried

other plans, and find the Dadant gives the best results. I put

a mat made of grass on top of the frames, then fill the cap
with dry leaves, and Invert it right on the hive. In the spring,

if I think the bees are short of stores along the latter part of

March or beginning of April, I can lift up the cap, with the

leaves and everything, and just remove the mat and see how
they look. If they need any feed I can feed them without

unpacking them. I believe In unpacking them very late, as

late as possible. I have unpackt them as late as apple blos-

soms, and have lost but very few colonies during the winter.

There is a big difference in wintering, whether you are run-

ning them for comb honey or extracted honey.
Adjourned until 1:30 p. m.

(To be continued.)

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide " offer on page 14:.
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CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. MJJ^LER, OiA-RENGa, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Uiinar Unflni§lit Sections.

I have a lot of unfiuisht section that I want to use in the
spring, in the white clover harvest. I let the bees take the
honey out of them. Will it be necessary to use queeu-excluder
honey-boards to keep the queen from depositing eggs in them?
and which is best, wood or tin ? MissouKi.

Answer. —If I understand you correctly, you expect the
bees to empty the sections next spring so as to get them filled

up afterward from the white clover harvest. I don't believe

you better try it. Almost surely the honey in the sections will

be more or less candied, and In that condition the bees will

not make a perfect job of cleaning them out. If they leave
the least bit of granulated honey in the cells, that will affect

the character of the fresh honey. The only way to use safely
uufinlsht sections, is to have them cleaned out thoroughly by"

the bees as soon as they are taken off, and before any granula-
tion has taken place. Of course this can only be done in the
fall, and not too late, at that.

Usually it is not necessary to use a queen-excluder to pre-
vent the queen from going into the sections. A zinc excluder
is the kind generally in use. Wood can hardly be made exact
enough.

Makiiis Graflins-Wax—Water-Wheels.

1. How is grafting-wax made ?

2. Please give the proportions to build an over-shot water-
wheel, three horse-power ? I have 1000 inches of water and
20 or more feet fall. I want to putin a saw, etc., to get out
my bee-supplies, etc. California.

Answers.— 1. Make grafting-wax of equal parts of bees-
wax, tallow and rosin. Possibly in California these propor-
tions ought to be changed on account of the hot sun, but any
local nurseryman ought to be able to tell you about it.

2. If you want to know the kind of woman to select for a

bee-keeper's wife, I have some good advice on tap, but the
matter of over-shot water-wheels is beyond me. Perhaps you
will most readily get the information from some one near you
who has had some experience in such things.

Honey vs. §ugar for Sliniulative Feeding.

Dr. Tinker asserts, in his "Bee-Keeping for Profit," that
honey is preferable to sugar syrup for stimulative feeding.
Have you perhaps observed in this direction '? If so, with what
result ? Does your experience bear out that of Dr. Tinker ?

Anyhow, if syrup is of necessity used, what should be the
proportion of water to sugar ? Would one of sugar to two of

water—by weight—make ths feed too thin ? And what quan-
tity, and at what intervals, would you advise feeding aver-
age colonies '?

i fed three or four bags of white sugar last year, with no
apparent benefit. It was cheap ; and I should not wonder if

it were made of glucose. The bees used it up all right, but it

certainly had no stimulative effect. Or issugarof any kind in-

effective for the desired purpose ? South Africa.

Answer.—I can only work around the edges of your ques-
tion, having never made any direct experiments. Tradition or
something else gives the general reply that honey is better to

stimulate the queen to lay than sugar. Perhaps a good reason
for that lies in the small amount of floating pollen found in

honey. Pure sugar is little more than fuel, keeping up the
heat and tending to fat and laziness. In my early days of

bee-keeping, I had a colony onespring which had nelDher eggs
nor brood at a time when brood was present in other colonies.

I don't now remember whether I lookt for a queen without
finding one, or whether I took it for granted that no queen
was present because there were no eggs. At any rate I de-

cided it was queenless, and took steps to unite it with another
colony. (My present recollection is that both colonies were so

weak that it would have been a good thing in any case to unite

them, but at that time I had not yet reacht the point where I
cared more for numbers of bees than numbers of colonies, and
every hive with bees is counted.) I simply put the combs with
adhering bees in the hive with the other colony, each colony
on its own side of the hive. After perhaps a day or so, the
thought came to me that it was possible that no eggs were laid
because the bees had no pollen. I hurried to the hive, and
was glad to find that as yet the bees had not mixt (the weather
was pretty cool) so I lost no time in getting the bees back in
their old place. Not a particle of pollen could I find in the
cells, so I gave them from another hive a combcontaining pol-
len, and on my next visit I found eggs. All my observations
and reading from that time confirm the opinion that bees will
rear no brood without pollen. Now if there is not enough pol-
len floating in honey to start the queen laying in the spring,
the case would be still worse with pure sugar with no sign of
pollen, so it seems pretty clear that honey is at least a little

better than sugar for stimulating.
But here comes in something else. Suppose there is plenty

of pollen in the combs. Now feed pure sugar. That will ex-
cite the bees, using up their strength and calling for the con-
sumption of pollen to repair the waste of tissue. The question
arises whether that may not make them consume all the pollen
needed.

As to the interval of feeding, perhaps they should be fed
every day, and every day would be at least as well. Perhaps
half a pound at a time as a minimum, and noharm could result
from any larger amount unless it should result in clogging the
combs.

No, I don't believe one pound of sugar to two of water
would be too thin, and yet it might not be any better than
equal parts.

Some of the German authorities speak in the highest terms
of what they call "speculative feeding," that is, feeding in the
spring to fill up the combs more or less. Geo. de Layens, one
of the highest French authorities, who lately died much la-

mented, says that no amount or kind of feeding makes much
difference about a queen laying outside the proper season for
her to do so.

In England I think pea-flour is mixt with candy for feed-
ing to stimulate laying.

Personally, I doubt whether I shall ever again do much to
hurry up laying by feeding of any kind, other than to see that
a bountiful supply of stores is always present in the hive, and
every year I attach more and more importance to this.

HoAV to Distinsuisli Olucoscd Honey.

How can I tell glucose or adulterated honey from the pure ?

I have tried several tests, but they do not seem to have the
desired effects. New York.

Answer.—As yet there is probably no way readily to de-

tect adulteration of honey with glucose by means of ordinary
appliances at hand, but if there's much glucose present you
can tell pretty well by the taste. It might not be the safest
thing however, for a novice to attempt to decide by the
taste, for some kinds of honey might taste badly to him, altho
perfectly pure.

Some Interesting Questions and Replies.

1. My bees are in S-frame dovetailed hives. Would my
honey crop for next summer be increast or diminisht if they
were changed to 10-frame hives, with two frames filled with
foundation placed in or near the centre by spreading the brood
say about May 15, the main honey-flow In July? or would it

be better to put two S-frame hives together and alternate the

frames of brood with full sheets of foundation, and when the
flow comes remove the top hive and put on the sections ?

2. What is the Inside width of the 10-frame dovetailed
hive ?

o. If you were to start anew in the bee-business, would
you use the tall section instead of the 4'4X-1^4 ?

4. Are cleated separators preferable with the narrow sec-

tion, to ordinary ones with the slotted sections?
5. Is a frame 11 inches deep as well adapted to comb-

honey production as the standard 9's inch frame ?

According to scripture, I haven't askt " a few" yet, but
will quit and give some one else a chance. Michigan.

Answers.— 1. You've struck one of the hardest questions
with which bee-keepers have to grapple, that is, What is best

to do with regard to swarming so as to get a big crop ? I must
confess I don't know, but I'll answer as far as lean your ques-
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tion, and possibly give you just the least speck of help. If

about May 15 you change to lO-frame hives and give two
frames of foundation, your crop will be increast, providliuj

those two extra frames induce the bees not to swarm. I very
much doubt whether it would have that effect. I doubt wheth-
er it would be auy diflferent from what it would be if they
started out in the first place with 10-frame hives. For I sus-

pect that up to May 15 the bees would have all the room they
needed in an 8-frame hive, and just as much as they would
use in a 10-frame hive. But if you can get the bees to tell you
just when they are going to mal^e preparation for swarming,
and give them two or more frames of foundation just before
that preparation, you may do something to keep them from
swarming. Yes, it may safely be said you will do something
in that direction. If you take away enough frames of brood,

replacing them with empty frames, they will be pretty certain

not to swarm. Possibly, however, to jirevent entirely all no-

tion of swarming, it might be necessary in some cases to take
all the brood away. And then it would be a problem whether
.that would practically be any different from letting the bees
swarm. At any rate, if you attempt the plan at all, let the

change be made just as late as you possibly can without hav-

ing the bees actually start queen-cells.
Giving two S-frame stories will be all right, and in some

cases alternating the brood with foundation will be all right,

but in most cases it will be all wrong. It will be all right if

the colony is very strong and the weather keeps warm enough
so no brood is chilled. The safe plan will be to do very little

spreading of brood at the time of giving the second story. Don't
.give it till it is needed, or rather don't put brood in it till room
is needed. Give the second story below, and don't do any
spreading, buf when the upper story is full, if the bees don't

seem inclined to occupy the lower story, take one frame out of

the upper story and put it below, taking this frame not out of

the center of the brood-nest, but take one of the side frames,
so there shall be no spreading in the upper story. For putting

that one frame below will be spreading the brood emphatically.

2. I don't know, but I suppose you can get at it easily.

The width of the 8-frame is 123^ inches. If frames are spaced

IJfi inches, that makes 23| inches for two frames, which added
to 12;^ makes I'lJ^ as the right width for ten frames.

o. I think I'd give both a trial, before deciding. My ex-

perience with the tall sections is so limited that I liave as yet

no intelligent opinion.

3. I don't know. I've never tried the cleated separators,

or fence, but hope to give them a trial next season.
5. I don't know. The fact that tl'u' is so commonly used

rather implies that such is the best depth, and perhaps it is,

and yet some prefer the greater depth, among them some of

our best men, so it leaves the question still an open one.

Send on your questions. As long as the answers hold out
you're entitled to your share.

Kcntleriiisr Bcesivax.

How can I get the beeswax from the honey-comb ? This
is my first year with bees, therefore I do not know much about
them. Beginner.

. Answkr.—There are different ways of getting beeswax
out of old combs, but there are some preliminary steps to be

taken that should be the same in either case. The cells of old

combs cortain cocoons left by successive generations of young
bees reared in them, and these cocoons act as a sort of sponge
in soaking up the wax when it is melted. To prevent this you
should get the cocoons soakt as full of water as they will hold,

so that they will have no room for any wax. This can be best

accomplisht by breaking the combs up fine. You can't do this

when the combs are warm, but the combs must be cold and
brittle. Good weather for that now, so break them up fine,

and then put them in water and let them soak perhaps two or

three days. If you have them in too cold a place the water
will not soak into the cocoons so rapidly, but you mustn't have
the water much above blood heat or the wax will melt and de-

feat your object. After being well soakt you can get out the

wax in different ways, one of the easiest being by means of a
cook-stove and an old dripping-pan. Tear open one corner of

the dripping-pan, put it in the oven of the cook-stove wiih the

door of the oven left open, the split corner of the pan project-

ing out and something under the corner of the pan on the floor

ready to catch the wax as it runs out. Put something in the

oven under the inside end of the pan so as to raise it half an
inch to an inch, thus allowing the wax to run down hill when
it melts. Now put your soakt combs in the dripping-pan, and
the heat of the stove will do the rest. It may be a good plan to

put a little water in the pan that sits on the floor, so the wax

will more easily come out of the dish. If you melt it over again

to form it into a better-shaped cake, be sure not to heat it too

much.
m I ^

—

Knowing a Laying Worker by Her Loolts.

Please tell me how you can tell a laying worker by her

looks. On page 806, (189T) W. W McNeal says a laying

worker can be seen and told tjy her looks, and that anyone who
will take the trouble to open his eyes and look cannot fail to

pick them out, but I cannot find that he tells anywhere how
they look. S. G.

Answer.—I hardly think Mr. McNeal meant you could

tell a laying worker by her looks, but that you could tell

her by her actions and by the actions of the bees toward her.

To be sure he says she has a " soakt " appearance, but he says

in the same connection that other bees look the same way. Mr.
McNeal is evidently an interested observer, and I hope he will

follow up the matter still more closely. I have seen a laying

worker in the act of laying, and she had no soakt appearance.

Of course I do not say others might not have such appearance,

butthe question might be raised whether there may be no pos-

sible mistake in Mr. McNeal's observations. It is now ascer-

tained that instead of a single laying worker, a good percent-

age of the workers in the hive are of that sort. I have seen

bees surrounding one of those soakt-looking workers, and was
at first of the opinion that they might be laying workers, but

soon found my mistake. I wish Mr. McNeal would watch
closely the next time he has a chance, and see whether it is not

the soakt-looking worker that is giving up honey to the bees

encircling it.

White vs. Yclloiv Sweet Clover.

What variety of sweet clover is the best adapted for low

land, rather wet for cultivation, and that cannot be under-

drained '? I want to sow red-top, Alsike and sweet clover.

Please don't say you "don't know." Indiana.

Answer.—Now look here, what kind of fairness is there

in asking a question and then shutting a body off from the best

answer he can make ? The two kinds of sweet clover are the

white and yellow, and it seems rather a hard thing to get many
to tell much about the yellow. It is said to be earlier, per-

haps two weeks earlier, than the white. In places where white

clover is plenty, that would probably be a disadvantage, for in

a white clover country sweet clover is of no great value till the

close of the white clover harvest, and white sweet clover comes

plenty early for that. It is reported to be a better yielder than

the white sweet clover, but that report comes only from one or

two, and sometimes a plant does not act the same in all loca-

tions. The yellow seems to be a lower-growing kind than the

white.
It would be a matter of benefit if some one who has tried

the two kinds side by side, say in New York State, where both

grow more or less plentifully, or indeed in any other State,

would make a full report as to the comparative merit of the

two, and in this there seems to be a chance for you to do the

brotherhood a real service by trying the two side by side. But
until you have fuller light ou the subject you may do well to

use mostly the white, for it is probably a settled thing that in

your state (Indiana) white sweet clover will succeed well and
give good results. Whether the yellow will grow as well, or

whether there is any difference whatever as to the growth on
the same or different soils, is a thing yet to be learned.

A Ne'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you,can afford to

get it yearly.
M-*-*

The Alsike Clover L,eallet consists of 2 pages,

with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of tliem, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.
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Our Heartfelt Xbanks are Due, and are here-
by tendered, the many of our readers, who, when renewing
their subscriptions for 1898, wrote us such kind words of

appreciation of the Bee Journal and Its work. Yes, and we
want also to thank all who so promptly renewed their sub-
scriptions, for by so doing they showed their cordial feeling
toward us and for our efforts. Such things are exceedingly
encouraging to an overworkt editor, and spurs him on to do
even more and better work, in the Interests of his readers, if

that be possible.

We have been greatly rejoiced, too, that so many of our
present readers are doing what they can to help increase our
list of subscribers. Those who read the Bee Journal regu-
larly are the ones best able to speak of Its merits and value,
and we trust that every one of our readers will continue In

the good work until all who are trying to keep bees may be
found amoug its readers, and thus by reading it weekly learn
how best to make a success of their bee-keeping. Surely, an
educated bee-keeper is better as a neighbor than one who
lacks the information that may be had by reading.

Tlie Honey lUarket in Chicago.—During the
past two or three years It has been our privilege, as well as
duty, to help drive out several gangs of honey commission
sharks, who were simply robbing honey-producers by getting
In the goods and selling at any price, then remitting what was

left after deducting their commission, cartage, etc., or, as In

some cases, not remitting anything at all to the shipper.

Having prettly well cleaned this market of such rogues,

the past few months the legitimate commission men, as well

as some others who are trying to sell pure honey to the retail

grocery trade, have had another kind of competition to meet
that Is very discouraging, to say the least. It is none other

than Isome bee-keepers themselves, who live within driving

distance of Chicago. It seems they have loaded up, and gone
with their honey from grocery to grocery, offering it away be-

low the market price—even below a fair living price. It Is

not only small bee-keepers that have done this, but some large

bee-keepers as well.

Now, the question is. What are commission meu to do un-

der such circumstances ? How can they be expected to hold

up prices of comb honey, when a bee-keeper with 10 to 15
tons drives around among the retail grocers, and sells the

best white clover comb honey at from 9 to 11 cents per

pound ? And what are city bottlers of pure honey to do when
the same producers offer to hundreds of grocers their ex-

tracted honey put up in glass jars practically at cost?

Of course, such things cannot last longer than until the

producers' crops are sold, but that is just long enough to fix

the price, and when that price has been fixt at a low point, it

is not an easy matter to soon raise It again. IT it were In a

small town, where perhaps not more than half a ton of honey

Is used In a year. It wouldn't be so bad. But here In Chicago,

where over a half hundred carloads are shipt annually, it can

readily be seen that a few foolish bee-keepers are not only

getting less for their own honey than they might, but they are

causing" a loss to the thousands of shippers who send In their

honey from a distance, and must pay the expense of freight,

cartage, commission, etc.

We feel very much like publishing the names of a few of

the producers who have come Into Chicago the past two

or three months, and who have gone up and down the streets,

among the retail grocery trade, and have sold their honey

away under the prices askt by the reliable honey commission

men. But we forbear doing so this time, tho If the thing Is

repeated another year we may have to name them In cold

print. It would seem that a bee-keeper who is bright enough

to produce a good crop of honey would also be bright enough to

see what a great mistake he is making by doing as we have

described, and also the manifest injustice to his fellow bee-

keepers.

Xbe ijtb Annual Report of the National Bee-

Keepers' Union is on our desk. We expect soon to publish

the major portion of it In these columns. General Manager
Newman says in his opening paragraph " that notwithstand-

ing the more than usual number of appeals to the Union for

protection and defense. It has been successful In every com-

pleted case, with good prospects for victory in every one."

That is good.

During the past year 20 new names have been added to

its membership list, making S20 additional for the treasury.

The balance in the treasury shown in the preceding report

was .55-11.20; In the present one there Is a balance of

.*)327.65, the expenditures durlug the year being §233.56.

It would seem that with the balance on hand, and at the rate

It is being used, it was hardly necessary to call for any dues

from the members for 1898, but the call is made for another

dollar from each, as per the decision of the General Manager
and the Advisory Board.

Sbatnrock.—Statement having been made in British

Bee Journal that the shaowock was not a honey-plant, quite

a discussion arose as to what the shamrock Is. It seems hard

to come to any agreement, the name being applied by different
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persons to different plants. The editor starts out by saying

that shamrock is "the tiny-leaved wood-sorrel (Oxalis Aeeto-

sella), bunches of which are worn in the button-hole of patri-

otic Irishmen on every St. Patrick's day." Then "An Irish

Reader " says shamrock bears a yellow, not a white, flower,

and is trifolium mitmm T. major, preferably the former. Then

others mix in the discussion, and besides the plant named,

the term shamrock is applied to white clover, white honey-

suckle, black med\ck, Trif(Mum procumbeus a,Q(i T. flUfoTtne.

The editor finally agrees that every one may select his own

shamrock, giving first choice to the Irish.

Xhe PJe-w Union "Vote for General Manager and

Treasurer, with six as a Board of Directors, which was taken

1q December, resulted as follows, 141 ballots being cast:

For General Manager and Tteasurer—Hon. Eugene
Secor, 127 votes.

For Board of Directors—Dr. C. C. Miller, 126 votes ;

C. P. Dadant, 120; Hon. E. Whitcomb, 119; W. Z. Hutch-
inson. 119 ; Ernest R. Root, 116 ; and Rev. E. T. Abbott, 86.

It will be noted that all are re-elections. Mr. P. H.

Elwood received 50 votes for the position of Director, he be-

ing named by Mr. W. F. Marks, in Gleanings for Dec. 15,

the latter gentleman thinking that New York State should be

represented in the Board of Directors. We also would have

been glad to have urged Mr. Elwood's election through the

Bee Journal had the suggestion been made in time. He is an

able man as well as a large and practical bee-keeper, and

would make a capital member of the Board. Why not let his

Dame stand as a candidate next time ?

Svreet Clover.—In the California Cultivator Prof.

A. J. Cook is askt several questions about this plant, among
them as to whether farmers can afford to let it spread. A part

of his reply reads thus :

" I have grown sweet clover for years for bee-feed in

Michigan. It is very excellent as a honey-plant. The quality

and amount of honey from it is rarely surpast. I never could

get my horses or cows to eat it. I think it is worthless except
for bees. I never found it difficult to get rid of it."

Just how Prof. Cook could say of sweet clover that he

" thinks it is worthless except for bees," after all we have

publisht In the Bee Journal in its favor as a forage and hay

plant, is more than we can understand. It would seem that

we have given sufficient from those who have had large ex-

perience with it, to establish beyond successful contradiction

the value of sweet clover to the farmer aside from Its use as a

honey-plant. Can it be that Prof. Cook has failed to read

what has been publisht along this line ?

Holding the position he does in the estimation of Califor-

nia farmers and others, we don't think Prof. Cook can afford

to let It go out that he even '• thinks" that sweet clover " is

worthless except for bees." We hope he will follow closely

the discussion on sweet clover in the report of the North-

western convention now being publisht in these columns. Mr.

M. M. Baldridge could also give a good many valuable pointers

on this subject.

The Bbk-Kekpers' Review for December came printed

on better paper, with a new, neat faced type, and other indi-

cations of prosperity. Editor Hutchinson is doing his share
toward keeping bis paper abreast of the procession.

Mr. E. L. Carrington, a queen-breeder in Walton Co.,

Fla., wrote us Jan. 2, that his wife, Mary Carrington, had

past away Dec. 27, 1897, after a lingering illness of four

years. We know from personal letters received from Mr.

Carrington the past few years that he has had quite a struggle,

and that his wife was a great sufferer. We extend to our be-

reaved fellow-worker our deepest sympathy in his great loss^

a dear wife—Heaven's best gift to man.

Mr. G. M. Doolittlb, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., writing

us Jan. 4, had this to say :

"Our winter has been quite severe of late; but prior to

Christmas it was open and fine weather the most of the time.

We have about eight Inches of snow, if it could have staid as

it fell, but it is plied up in the roads and behind fences on

account of the many high winds we have had. The mercury
toucht 7- below zero last night, but it is warming up now un-

der a strong south wind which Is keeping the air full of whirl-

ing snow."

Mr. David N. Ritchey, of Franklin Co., Ohio, writing

us Jan. 5, said :

" I have been confined to my bed for eight weeks, with

erysipelas, but am getting better slowly. I have not been

able to perform any work since I came back from Buffalo."

Eight weeks is a long time to be laid up, and especially

for so naturally active a man as Mr. Ritchey. We shall not

soon forget the lively part he took at the Buffalo convention,

especially In the singing. It did us good to see how he really

enjoyed the musical part of the meeting. We trust Mr. R.

may soon be fully recovered, for he's too valuable a man to be

laid on his back.

Hon. J. M. Hambaugh, our Illinois friend who removed
to Southern California about two years ago, has met with sore

affliction in the loss of his little boy, who died the day before

Christmas. Mr. G. F. Merriam, a neighbor bee-keeper, wrote

us as follows about it, on Christmas Day :

"This Is a very sad Christmas for our friend, J. M. Ham-
baugh and family, for their youngest child, a very bright and
promising boy of 4 years, lies dead at their home down the

valley. He died yesterday forenoon, of pneumonia, being

sick only 3 or 4 days. We go to-morrow to the funeral, and
all his neighbors will go to testify their warmest sympathy for

the family in their affliction."

Surely, Mr. Hambaugh has the heartfelt sympathy of his

thousands of friends in this great bereavement that has come
to him. Many of us know just how sad his heart is, for have

we not past through a similar sorrow ? But the thought that

some sweet day there'll be a reunion of separated hearts,

brings cheer and comfort to the sorrowing.

Editor E. R. Root, of Gleanings, some thought at the

Buffalo convention resembled another member of that meet-

ing, Mr. D. W. Heise, of Canada, or vice versa. After refer-

ring to this, and the comment we made thereon in these col-

umns some time ago. Editor Root says this in Gleanings for

Dec. 15 :

" By the way, this is not the only instance of mistaken

identity at the Buffalo convention. Two men, of about the

same size and height, who attended, lookt decidedly alike;

when the two sat near each other it was almost Impossible to

tell which from t'other. One was a quiet, genial, pleasant

man ; the other was always bobbing to his feet, and making
himself notoriously disagreeable—always throwing out objec-

tions, and never harmonizing with the discussion. I said to

the first-mentioned person, after I had learned to distinguish

one from the other, 'Why, you look almost exactly like .'

" ' I am not flattered,' said he. ' I have no sympathy with

his ways of doing. Such men are always a bore to a conven-

tion, and a drag to good discussion.'
"

Yes, and we were also remarking about the resemblance

to that "quiet, genial, pleasant man," when he said he felt

like going home long before the convention closed, as soon as

ho learned that he was being mistaken for the one "making
himself notoriously disagreeable." And we didn't blame the

first gentleman for wanting to get as far away as he could

from his disagreeable "double." Perhaps it was kind for the

convention to endure as much as It did from the disturber, but

it certainly was not,just to those who had come a long way to

listen to helpful discussions. We hope that hereafter there

may be no more disturbing elements present.
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Coffee-Grounds for Smoke are recommended by a Ger-
man bee-keeper as better than tobacco, because producing
more smoke and not stupefying the bees.

Receptacles for Wax, according to a writer in the Brit-
ish Bee Journal, should be of earthenware, as iron, tin and
copper have a bad effect on the color of the wax.

Bee-Keeping on Shares.—A. Weathelet, of Rucher
Beige, has three out-apiaries in care of bee-keepers who re-

ceive one-fifth of the harvest. That would be considered
rather a small share in this country.

Box-Hives for Wintering.— Le Eucher Beige says a
movable-frame needs 3;J to -10 pounds of stores for winter,
and a fixt hive 22 to 26 pounds. If that is true it must be
that box-hives are about oO per cent, better than frame hives
for wintering in Belgium.

Bees for Cheaper Work.—On the FIsland of Ceylon,
formerly the flowers of vanilla were artificially fertilized by
the hand of man. After bees were introduced this was no
longer necessary, and the price of the product fell to a lower
point.—Mrs. Wilma Bumler, in Bienen-Vater.

Save the Fragments.—Bienen-Vater advises that before
throwing away the accumulation of dead bees and gnawings
found on the floor of the hive in winter and early spring, the
whole should be past through a coarse sieve to save the little

particles of wax. German thrift sometimes goes a good ways,
but it might be a good thing to have enough of it to temper
our American wastefulness.

Introducing a Queen, by Doolittle's plan, putting her
In a cage made of foundation, M. von Rauschenfels says is an
entire success with him, and he does not even care to open
the hive afterward to see if the queen has been received. The
plan has had little success in Europe, he says, because the
trouble was not taken to make two or three little holes in one
end of the cage so the queen could be fed.

Free Hive-Entrances.—Thaddeus Smith relates in Glean-
ings that 55 years ago his father had hives set on flat stones,
the hive being raised J.( of an inch all around by nails at the
four corners. Those hives were left thus summer and winter,
and he thinks there was never too much ventilation. Many
of these hives remained S to 10 years thus without change,
and there never was any loss in wintering unless stores ran
short.

Split Sections.—While on this side the new-old no-bee-
way section is having the floor, in England quite astir is being
made over something that has been in limited use ten years or
more, the split section. Some split the whole section in two.
then put the sheet of foundation between the two parts and
then bring them together. Others have only the top and two
sides split. When sections were first used in this country, a
saw kerf was made part way through the top-bar of the sec-
tion to receive the foundation.

Paraffine Paper Over Sections.—Some discussion has
been taking place in Gleanings with regard to the benefit of
parafHne paper over sections for the purpose of preventing
the bees from daubing propolis on the sections. It seems that
Mr. Danzenbaker claimed great advantage for its use, and
took out a patent thereon, the understanding being that bees
were averse to touching paraffine. P. L. Thompson, in the
American Bee Journal and elsewhere, reported adversely, and
Dr. Miller said in Gleanings that his bees did not hesitate to
put bee-glue directly on the paraffine surface, admitting, how-
ever, that he had not followed instructions to weight down
the paper with some sort of packing. E. R. Root insists that
Instructions should be followed, but admits that they did not
achieve a glittering success when using "a super that Mr.
Danzenbaker had prepared as just right." In Dec. 15 Glean-
ings Lee L. Esenhower takes middle ground ; thinks the

paraffine paper effective not because of the character of th&
paraffine, but because it covers the sections air-tight; while
in the same number S. D. Matthews is enthusiastic in praise,
claiming a saving of several dollars in cleaning sections, and
a higher price for the honey.

Beating Unfair Discrimination.—In Belgium, a tax on
sugar makes it expensive for winter feeding. The law allows
a rebate on sugar not directly consumed, but used in making
confections, etc. Bee-keepers applied for same rebate on
sugar used for feeding, but were refused. Le Rucher Beige
now proposes to have a manufacturer of conserves make a
syrup of prunes, 80 per cent, sugar, call it "syrup apicole,"
eat the prunes and feed the syrup to the bees, thus getting ad-
vantage of the cheap rate.

Keeping Queens Over Winter.—Doolittle relates in

Gleanings that after trying somewhat faithfully in several
ways he has never made a great success of keeping queens
over winter except a single queen in a tolerably strong colony.
With what is called a -iframe nucleus he could sometimes
succeed in getting queen and bees through to the harvest.
Oftener they would waste away in late April or early May till

they die entirely or were robbed. He could keep several
queens caged all right till about February, when they would
get uneasy and die with diarrhea, or the cluster would move
to get at fresh honey and leave the caged queens to their fate.

Then he tried nucleus boxes with frames 6 to 7 inches square,
putting several over a strong colony in the cellar and tucking
them up warm with blankets over them, but it ruined the
strong colony, and out of 30 nuclei he only got through two
queens. So he gives it up for a bad job and appeals almost
pathetically for any little help that any one can give toward
solving the problem.

Production of Wax.—Reidenbach thinks he has de-
termined that wax is produced from pollen in the large intes-

tine of the bee. In his opinion, honey serves only to keep up
heat during its production, making only a small amount of
honey necessary for wax-production during warm weather.
Careful analysis of the contents of the large intestine fixt him
in his decision. He thinks more wax might be secured with-
out loss of honey if the bees always had opportunity for build-

ing, as in the super, and in late summer in warm weather
toward the outside of the brood-nest. In a time of dearth, in

very hot weather, he took from a strong colony half its combs,
they being densely covered with bees. In place of the re-

moved combs he gave frames with starters. The bees began
lively to gather pollen, and in eight days had built a half-

pound of beautiful comb, with no loss of honey. Having
enough of the old combs for brood, the queen did not occupy
the new combs. At the same time the other colonies lay idle.

—Pfaelzer Bienenzucht.

The New Section and Fence.—Dr. C. C. Miller dis-

cusses these in Gleanings, not entirely agreeing with the edi-

tor as to their merits. The former raises some doubt as to

the fence separator being cheaper in the long run, not quite
seeing the force of the argument that the fence is cheaper be-

cause used year after year, while the plain separator is thrown
away after one year's using. For he says that the plain sep-
arator can also be used year after year, only it's cheaper to

buy new. He indulges in a sly dig at the editor's preference
for section-holders over T supers, saying that while certain

advantages claimed for the fence don't count for the T super,
they do count for the section-holder, so the fence is a good
thing for those who have nothing better than the section-

holder.

The Doctor is hardly ready to admit that the new section
will be more free from pop-holes in the corners, for on exam-
ining sections produced in a Danzy super with fence on one
side of the sections, he found the pop-holes were worse than
the common section with plain separators. The editor

replies that observation has been the reverse.

Dr. Miller admits the saving in shipping-cases, and figures

it down fine, njaking the saving $5.60 on 4,800 sections,

which .$5.60 will go a long ways toward paying the $1.00 per
100 for the fence. He also thinks there will be an advantage
in the new section from the fact that when standing on a table
one section cannot possibly be pusht into another, as may be
the case if the sections have the usual inset. He thinks
grocers may be inclined to use cuss words when trying to get
the first section out of a case when the sections fit so tight

together that there is no room to get the thumb-nail between
them. To this the editor replies that all shipping-cases should
be supplied with a follower and wedge, both for safety in

shipping and for convenience in taking different sizes of

sections.
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Notes from Western Iowa,

This section of the country enjoyed a
very warm, dry autumn up to Thanksgiv-
ing Day, and since then we have had solid

winter weather. To-day there is five or six

inches of snow, and still snowing. Bees
went into winter quarters in good condi-
tion, with plenty of stores.

I found the 10-frame hives very little

heavier than the S-frame ones, tho the 10-

frame hives seemed to have the most bees.

The yellower the bees, the heavier the
brood-chamber, with me. I find the strong,
cross colonies of hybrids very hard to get
into the cellar, where one leaves the bot-

tom-board off. I have carried them and
set them carefully close to the cellar door,
loosened the hive from the bottom, and let

it set two or three hours, then carefully lift

off" the bottom without any jar whatever,
and still they would roll out all the way
down cellar and till the cellar was dark-
ened. But they generally came out strong
in the spring. I suspect a hundred or two
make a pretty big show in the air, but are
not enough to weaken the colony to any
harmful extent.

I shall respectfully beg leave to use the
8-frame hives unless future experience dif-

fers from the past in regard to swarming,
in which I could see no difference. The S-

frame size is heavy enough for me when it

comes to stacking them up in the cellar.

I find the "home market'' has its off

years, as well as everything else. Two or
three years ago I was wishing for honey to
sell at IS and 20 cents per pound, but now
the home market is 10 cents, and nobody
wants honey, either. If I should have pusht
all my crop on the home market, in addi-
tion to what was already bound to sell

there, it would have been less than 10 cents.
Bee-keepers are the only class I know of

who are always urging others into their

business. I have noticed those who are al-

ways booming the bee-business as the best
paying thing on earth, always have some-
thing to sell to the prospective beginner. I

have the same motive in not wanting so
many to go in. So you see I don't claim to

be "holier than thou." Let bee-keepers
beware lest in inducing their neighbors to

keep bees, and educating them in the busi-

ness, they destroy their own. "He that
provides, not for his own is worse than an
infidel." E. S. Miles.
Crawford Co., Iowa, Dec. 3.

A Beginner's Experience with Bees.

I think I saw a little instance of late

which I have not seen explained in the
valuable Bee Journal—valuable because I

would not sell the information I have ob-
tained through its columns, since I sub-
scribed for it in September, for four times
the subscription price.

Bees will go a long way to sting me when
a good chance is open, but I am such a
lover of honey that I always thought if I

ever got a chance to catch a swarm I would
try it, and May 10 I got the chance, and
with the aid of a visitor (an old bee-man) a

box was made and the bees successfully

gathered in. They staid and workt. of

course. As I then had a colony of my own.
I got bee-crazy at once, and closely eyed
every paper and askt every man where I

saw a bee-hive, for information.
Being unusually busy the past summer, I

did not disturb the bees until in August,
when I got a hive with instructions to get
my bees iiito it; as it had movable frames,
I could examine them at will. I came
home, got ready, and the next morning I

went at it.

I gave up smoking before I had the habit

fairly learned, but of course it was all right

to do anything to help the bees! So I

bunted up an old keepsake pipe and home-
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spun tobacco (as I had no other), and put
in a full day with the bees. One might
think it strange that I could occupy all of
the time between sunrise and sunset at
that time of the year, but if any one doubts
my statement, .n'ust let them make it known
and I will explain.
But thinking of the old adage, " A faint

heart," etc., I stuck to the bees, and we
stuck together, and I have them yet; and
as the desired information in regard to
wintering is given in the Bee Journal of
Nov, 25, I feel confident that they will be
with me in the spring.
Nov. 24 I had occasion to call on a neigh-

bor who was fortunate enough to get a col-
ony last spring; they swarmed, so that he
had three colonies in the fall. During a
conversation with him he spoke of his bees,
and askt me to go and look at them. On
approaching the first hive he said, "This is

the strongest: it has the bottom full, and
has stored some honey besides."

Upon removing the cover, I said, " No
live bees in that hive."
He replied, "Yes, it is nearly full."
The super was removed, and the frames

taken out one by one, until all were out

—

10 in all (Langstroth, I think) and exam-
ined. Each frame bad a full comb, and
some honey on each side, in spots varying
in size from about one to three inches in
diameter, all near the top of the frame, the
other parts being eaten out. There was a
small bunch of dead bees in the top of the
frames near the front of the hive, but not a
live bee to be found. The hive was a new
one, and apparently clean otherwise. The
hive entrance was open the full width. The
man said he lookt at them about two weeks
before, and they were all right. Were
they robbed before it became cold, or what
was the trouble? Scbsckiber,
Dane Co., Wis., Nov. 29, 1S97.

Superseded Queen—Good Season.

In regard to the colony of bees I wrote
about on page 809, having lost their queen,
the weather turned warm here today and
gave me a chance to examine the hive, ani
I found it contained a beautiful queen and
a strong colony of bees, with plenty of
winter stores. It seems to me now that
the old queen died of old age, and the bees,
seeing her condition, superseded her some
time ago. This is another proof that two
queens can exist in the same department of
a hive at the same time, under certain con-
ditions.
The past season was good in this locality,

principally white clover, of which I never
saw so much. My colonies yielded a sur-
plus of 136 pounds per colony, all white
clover extracted honey.

I have only a small apiary, situated at
my home in Kentucky, a suburb of Cincin-
nati. I keep bees for pleasure only, still
they yield a nice little sum every year,
which pays me for any little trouble I may
be put to in attending to them. Extracted
honey sells at 1.5 cents per pound here, and
I don't have to go out of the house to sell
it either. J. N. Ladenburgeb.
Newport Co., Ky., Dec. 8, 1897.

Appreciated All Around.
Dear Sir and Publisher:—Please find

enclosed money order for .$1.00 (the price
received for 10 pounds of nice honey sold)
to renew my subscription for 1898. I see
many write that they C!tii7 get along with-
out the "Old Reliable." Now I maJd get
along, but I don't intend to so long as I
can trade the surplus labor of one colony of
bees for 24 hours for 12 months' reading of
the Bee Journal— .VJ copies of the American
Bee Journal for one day's surplus, and a
fine premium thrown in ! Who of the many
thousands in this " Grand Old Union of
States," that have a few colonies of bees,
would not be glad to give twice 10 pounds
of their best honey to some old, practical
bee-master, for a half hour's visit every
Friday afternoon ; who would go out some-
where among the bees with you, sit down
and tell of his travels, experience, discov-
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T^c Bee-Keepers'

Rgyjg^Y
Closes Us Tenth Year With Substantial Improvements.

Increase in Size.
Beginning with the Dec No., eight more pages are
added; making thirty-six in all.

Better Paper.
Heavy, white, sized and super-calendered paper is used
in printing the Dec. No., and its use will be continued.

New Type.
The Dec. No. is printed \\nth large, clear, new type
of that beautiful style called the Ronaldson.

A Beautiful Cover.
The cover is of extra heavy, smooth, cream - colored
Paradox, printed in that warmest and richest of all

colors—claret.

A Fine Frontispiece.
As a frontispiece, printed on 8o-lb., Ivon,- Enameled
paper, is a half - tone, made from a photograph, of a
comb badly infected with foul brood. A more perfect
picture of such a comb has never been made. In short,

the Review will now compare favorably with the high-class

magazines, as regards typographical neatness and beaut}'.

As to the value of the information that it contains, here
is a partial list of

CONTENTS FOR DECEMBER.
Foul Brood.

Many descriptions of foul brood have been given, but
none the equal for detail, exactness and clearness, of

that given by Mr. R. L. Taylor in the Dec. Review.
With this description, aided by the accompanying en-
graving above mentioned, no one need fail in positively

identifying foul brood. Not only this, but Mr. Taylor
also gives plain simple and exact methods for getting
rid of the disease.

The Plain Section.

Jlr. L. .\. .^spinwall has used this style of section for sever-

al seasons, and in the Dec. Review he enumerates its many
advantages, and illustrates and describes the st^-le of super
and separator with which he uses it. He also illustrates a
simple machine for cleaning propolis from sections of this

style, nearly as rapidly as they cau be handled.

First Premium Wax.
The finest wax, that of a clear, pearly, " dandelion yellow,"
wax that for two years in succession took first premium at

the Wis. State Fair, was made b)' Edward Ochsner, and in

the Dec. Review he tells exactly how it was rendered.

Shipping Comb Honey.
The bee-keepers who never have cause to mourn the loss

of honey broken in shipment, would be more plentiful if

all could read in the Dec. Re\-iew of the simple 3'et novel
method employed by J. E. Crane to prevent the trucking
and '

' dumping "of heavy crates of honey.
But there is not room to tell more ; better send fi.oo

for the Review for 1898, and receive the Dec. No. free ; or,

if you prefer to see that issue before subscribing,

Send Ten Cents,
In silver or stamps ( either U. S. or Canadian ), and the
Dec. No. will be sent you, and with it will be sent two or
three other back numbers. This will give you a fair idea
of the Review, and, if you should then wish to subscribe,

the ten cents that you have paid may apply on the sub-
scription. A coupon will be sent entitling you to the
Review one year for go cents, if sent in during 1S98.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.
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eries and mistakes in beedom, and what he

had learned and read since his visit the

week before, and answer any question you

askt about bees—and just as be arose to go

tell you where to get the best supplies

cheapest, buy the best queens, and the

price of honey in the several markets; then

along in January, when there was little to

do, come for a week's chat, board himself,

and tell where you had made several mis-

takes, so you would be posted next time

and avoid them ; answer all the questions

you askt him about bees you could think

of, and many you would never think of?

I think the old man would be as popular

as Santa Claus, and go away loaded about

as heavily as some of our bees are loaded

during white clover bloom.

Well, here's the ' Old Reliable," ready to

do all this, and more, for just one day's

surplus from one good colony of bees. Let

him in, cranks, and give him the 10 pounds
of honey, and then write to him once in

awhile, between his weekly visits, and tell

him that you appreciate him and learned

very much from bis last visit. It will en-

courage him to greater effort to instruct

you. And, above all, don't forget the 10

pounds of honey; pay him his just due in

advance -he needs it to limber up bis

tongue and smooth his voice.

So opines an old soldier of '61.

Ctrene E. Morkis.
Carroll Co., Iowa, Nov. 38, 1897.

Bee-Keeping in "Virginia.

I have now 18 colonies of bees, and most
of them will winter all right, but I have
eight that I have given about 40 pounds of

white sugar sy^up. I mean 40 pounds of

sugar dissolved in boiling syrup. I think

they will stand it all right if the winter is

not too hard. I had eight old colonies in

the spring, and I saved 15 swarms, 13 in

May and two the first of June. Some few
went away. I thought I was going to get

a fine lot of honey, but about the time they
stopt swarming the dry spell set in, which
lasted about 10 weeks, and the pastures all

dried up; then when it rained it was a cold

rain, and the weather continued cool some
days, so the fall flowers were a complete
failure, and I lost three of my last swarms
by starvation before I knew anything of it.

I thought, of course, that as long as the

weather kept open they could get a living,

but I found it not so. I also lost two colo-

nies by what we call the " web worm." I

have had bees for the last IS years, and I

have been bothered more this year with
the worms than all the rest of the time. I

use the Langstroth 10-frame hives, and al-

ways change my bees from one hive to an-

other in early spring, so as to clean the
hives of all filth. This part of the world is

very flat; I have the James river on the

southwest of me, and there is but little

open land, and no such thing as pasture
fields. Some few little truck farms are
northeast of me. and the woods that are
real near me on the east are almost all

native pine and oak trees.
Geo. C. Ellis.

Warwick Co., Va., Nov. 15.

Bees Killing Each Other.

There appears a strange article on page
6B3, which I wrote to a queen-breeder, yet
it is true. In about 40 days after Italianiz-

ing one colony, they commenced war be-

tween the reds and blacks. It took the red

bees two days to kill them ofl^ to the last

bee. There were plenty of each race for a
strong colony, but the blacks didn't show
any fight at all, but seemed willing to be
superseded. After that they got to killing

their own bees, and as I said before, it was
not a case of robbing, as some would think,

as there were no yellow bees in this settle-

ment except mine. I had Italianized other
colonies, but their yellow bees were too

young to work.
I might be mistaken about the super con-

trolling the fighting, and I might have been
mistaken in there being too many bees. I

was transferring at that time to movable-
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Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,

cash with order:
5B) 101b 258) 500)

AlslkeClover 70 »1.25 J3.00 J5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.2o 4.00

White Clover 90 1.60 3.7o 7.00

Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.2o 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

QEOROE "W. YOKE & Co.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
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frame hives, and the red bees would sneak
into the black colonies and get some honey.
If there is such a thing as bees scenting
each other, it is just possible they lost their
scent by being in the black colonies too
long, or got the scent of tbe black bees on
them. The red bees seemed to be heavily
loaded when they returned home, but when
they alighted their red sisters would begin
to nibble on them, and in a very short time
they would sting them.
Some one says I was mistaken; that they

were red bees from somewhere robbing
mine. No, indeed. Some one says they
were diseased. I think not. I never knew
but one bee-disease in these cold moun-
tains; it is a bad one, too—starvation.
Very likely some of the old beekeepers are
acquainted with it. It is very bad on late
swarms and old colonies that have swarmed
too often, if not in the right man's hands,
for we have no fall honey in this locality.

Tbe fighting bees are in good condition,
and very strong, and as healthy as I ever
had. When I finisht transferring, I thought
I had advanced a little in bee-culture.
Blount Co., Tenn. G. W. Wilcox.

nrr l/CCDCD^! I Let me send you my 64-

ULL-^LLrLnO I page Catalog for 18M7.

J. ITI. Jenklus, Wetampka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

California s^
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Paciflc Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paciflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Several Notes and Comments.

I brought my 16 colonies out of the cellar
on March 28. They were in good condition
except two. I had the first two swarms on
June 11, and the last one on July 24, a sec-

ond swarm from a prime swarm. I doubled
up some and some did it themselves, so 1

had 43 colonies, but one that bad swarmed
three times and one twice, were queenless.
I took off over 500 pounds of comb honey,
and have sold 350 pounds for 10 and 11 cents.

The bees had a good play Nov. 20, and on
the 23rd I opened the cellar window, and
they went through into the cellar. I hived
three swarms without any covering, not
one bee stinging me, and I don't care if I

have half a dozen, it is just as if a mos-
quito bit me; it swells but little on the
fleshy places. Not any of my swarms es-

caped, even if I don't use propolis.

When my hives are ready I put them in-

to the cellar, so they are cool when the bees
swarm. Then I wet old carpet and put it

over the cover. There was something new
to me this summer. When I hived my first

second-swarm, about six bees with a queen
came out of the bive; after this there came
bees out of the entrance, which were stung.
Does selling comb honey by the section

mean for one pound, even if it doesn't
weigh it? If so, that isn't right.

In Appleton, 13 miles from here, a farm-
er's wife sold eight full sections of comb
honey for 50 cents to a consumer. It is

good that not all farmers are fit for bee-
keeping.
When I took honey from one hive last

summer, in wide frames, holding eight sec-

tions, I renewed them with starters, but
took three frames out and put three in

where it was already workt in the sections.

It commenced to get dark, so I held the
frames before the entrance, some bees
crawled off and "called" at the entrance,

but the rest came to the other end, which I

held in my hand. I put a stick under that

end, and left them over night; early in the

morning they were there yet. That
brought me to the conclusion that bees

can't hear.
The American Bee Journal is what it

claims to be on the first page; " Devoted,"
etc. That is why I like it.

Wm. Dueschbb.
Brown Co., Wis., Dec. 14, 1897.

Bees and Horticulttire, Etc.

Some of the late numbers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal are worth the whole sub-

scription price. I was especially pleased

with Mr. Taylor's paper on "The Relation

of Bees to Horticulture," on page 757. I

have handed it to the editor of the Farm
and Orchard, at Las Cruces, and it will

appear in that paper soon. There has been

considerable complaint around here that

bees injure or damage the grapes, some
even thinking that the bees injure fruit by
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THE PROGESSIVE BEE-KEEPER
Is a 2Spage monthly bee-Journal publisht at Higginsville. Mo.—price 50 cts. a year. With
the year of ISilS, we begin the eighth volume, hence it is past the experimental stage. IC.
It. I>euiiy and (i. 51. Ikwolillle, editors. Some of the features of ISIJS will be a con-
tinuation of ••WiiysMlc ri-sigmeiilK," by SoinnniiiI>iiIi!!'l. •' Kperience
and Its I^essoiis,'* by R. V. Aikin. This series of articles will be reviewed by Mr.
Doolittle, which is practically giving Iiis experience with its lessons. " Experience and Its

Lessons," as reviewed, will be a gold-mine for beginners and advantageous to those more
advanced in bee-culture. The somnambulist articles are written in a pleasing style, as
none but '• Somniy " could write them. They are highly entertaining and instructive.
I>i*. C <;. Mill«-r and other popular writers also cotribute to .its columns. The Pro-
GKESSivE is a popular journal at a popular price. Printed in the highest art, on beautiful
paper. Fearless in its character, newsy in its contents, and artistic in its makeup. Re-
naember the Progressive Bee-Keeper is but 50c. a year. The Progressive and that " one
only " book for beginners, the Amateur ISee-iieepei", by l*i-of. J. '\\ . ISoii^e,
both for G5c. A sample copy of the Progressive for your name, and a beautiful, illus-

trated catalog of apiarian supplies for the asking. Address,

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.

ARE RELIABLE.
Everything grown ia Reid's Nurseries is

healthy, well-rooted and true to name. Every effort ia

made to save expense to customers. We sell direct and ship
direct, saving fifty per cent, on Trees, Shrubs, Vines. Write for cata-

logue, estimates or suggestions. Try Star Strawberry, Klilorado
Blackberry. REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport, Ohio!

fcEE - KEEPERS' STTPPLIES !

Largest and Best equipt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog.

FRED A. DA1.TON,
lA26t WAtKEH, Vernon Co., Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing- to start an apiary cannot do better than
to call on Dr. E. Gallup, Santa Ana, Calif.,

and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs In Langstroth-
SlmpUcity Hives, and warranted a surerlor
lot of Bees for bu9ine=*8. Correspodence so-
licited. Dr. E. GALLirp,

Santa Ana. Orange Co.. Cal.

NO DIRT LEFT
In clothes washed with the
••BD3Y BEE WASHEIt."
100 nie<.'eB in one hour and
o hard work done. That'a

the record. AGENTS
WANTED. Eicluslva
eale. Wrtt^ for terms.

Lake Erie Mfg. Co., 147 E. 13 St., Erie, Pa.
44E26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
It you are interested In slieep In any way
you cannot afford to be witliout the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^.^.^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets &, Sheep, - • Chicago.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder^M Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

^U«" JIOVDEI!^ ,p- iNnirLToLis'^rNDiANA,
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

EXCELSIOR lnci:bator
Simple. Perftct, Set/Regulat-
ing. Tbifusaiids Id succeseTul
I'luTntii.n IjowrNt priced
flrflt-rliiun llatchor inH4>e.

<;K<>. II. ^T\IIL,•
t«12a.<. 6lhwl,Qii|,i(.y,IlL

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

nilD DDIPCQ are worth looking
'UUn rnlULO at. We a.re mak-
ing the new
Cliainpion l^liall-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent tor a price-list may save
you$$*»

K. H. SCHiTIIDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Cupid's Dart Puzzle
-The l.OVER'S
UELIGHX.

Cupid's Dart sped through space,
Aimed with much precision;

Its target—in a conspicuous place

—

Was pierced beyond recognition.
Cupid at once withdrew the arrow,
Fearful of the result of his aim,

But the work was done— the escape narrow

—

Perhaps you can do the same.
^^ The most interesting: puzzle for sweet-
hearts out. Sent on receipt of 10 cen^&, post-
age prepaid. GIINDGK A: BOTTOiriB,
lA2t St. Paul Building, New York.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

i'i^i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

Bee-lieepers' l*lioto$;rrapli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 131 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts, a card,
mailing from the 1'21 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.

See the premium offers on page 11

!

taking the nectar from the blossom. It is

very hard to convince this class of people
that they are wrong, especially for a bee-
keeper. They think he is prompted by self-

interest, and a desire for gain at their ex-
pense.

If all the charges which I have heard
brought against bees were true, I would
quit the business quick. It would not suit
me. I am not built that way. I believe
the same would be true of a large majority
of the bee-keepers.
Mr. Golden's method cf controlling in-

crease and producing comb honey is the
most valuable method of management that
has been advanced in 10 years. So I think,
tbo I practice the plan a little differently
from the way which be gives. I believe I

have improved on it, at least for this
locality, or anywhere where bees are
greatly inclined to swarm, and seem stub-
born when returned. I believe the Golden
plan, or some other that is practically the
same, that is, some modification of it to
suit conditions in different localities, is

sure to come into general use.

I have practiced the plan given on page
TOS. by " Sage Brush," for getting colonies
supplied with worker-comb without the use
of foundation. I consider it much better
than giving full sheets of foundation.

I have most of my combs built in nuclei,
one at a time, according to Mr. Doolittle's
plan, and they are perfect. It is very sel-

dom that I put in a full sheet of foundation.
W. C. Gaturight.

Dona Ana Co., New Mex.

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

CiiltiDff Out Drouc-Comb—Are
Drones of Value in a Hive ?

Query 66.—1. Do you practice cutting out
all drone-comb from-your colonies ?

2. Don't you think that some drones stimu-

late a colony, and by their extra heat are a

benefit to a colony In a cold, backward spring?

—New England.

E. France— 1. Most of it. 2. No.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. No. 2. I do.

Eugene Secor— 1. No. 2. It may be,

but I am not sure.

R. L. Taylor— 1. No. 2. I would pre-

fer workers to the drones.

Prof. A. J. Cook— I. Very nearly. 2.

I prefer workers to drones.

G. M. Doolittle— 1. I allow 4 to 6
square inches of drone-comb to each
hive. 2. Theoretically, yes ; practically,

no.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. I do not. 2. I can-
not say as to that. Their presence
would certainly be a help in keeping up
the heat in the hive.

C. H. Dibbern— 1. I cut out all the
drone-comb but a very little. 2. Yes, in

early spring I like to have a few drones
in every colony, as it seems to give them
life and energy.

W. G. Larrabee— 1. No, but I have
very little drone-comb, as I use full

sheets of foundation in the brood-

frames. 2. I would rather have the

same number of workers.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. Yes, if I've time.

2. I never saw any excitement caused
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by drones except when the workers were

killing them ofif. A pound or pint of

workers would make as much heat as

the same.quantity of drones, and where

can you get drones in a cold, backward
spring ?

T. M. Hambaugh— 1. I do when not

too shiftless. 2. There will always be

sufficient drones for practical purposes.

I am not sure they could be of a'ny use

in the manner mentioned.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— 1. My rule is to

cut out all drone-comb, but there will

always be more or less drone-cells

formed around the margin for their de-

velopment. 2. I agree with you.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. No. 2. In a

"cold, backward" spring there would
not be any drones, in all probability.

They may be some benefit, and they may
not. I am free to confess I don't know.

\Vm. McEvoy— 1. No. I shut out all

the drone-comb by filling the frames full

of foundation. '2. No. As a rule, when
the colonies have some drones reared

they are pretty strong in worker-bees,

and don't need the heat of the drones.

A. F. Brown— 1. To a certain extent

nearly all colonies will manage, notwith-

standing the best of care by the apiarist

to the contrary, to have a few square
inches of drone-comb somewhere on the

frames. 2. A few. drones in a hive do

no harm, in my estimation.

J. A. Green— 1. I used to, and would
prefer to do this now, but most of my
colonies have not had a brood-frame re-

moved in two years or more. 2. You
cannot keep all drones out without ex-

traordinary care. Workers are just as

warm as drones, and a lot more useful

otherwise.
Chas. Dadant & Son— 1. Yes, and re-

place it with worker-comb as much as

possible. 2. No, No, NO. You will

always have more drone than you need
if you cut out drone-comb ever so care-

fully. As to the heat, we would rather
have that of the workers reared in the
same space.

Rev. M. Mahin— 1. I do not. 2. I am
not able to give an authoritative answer.
I have had very prosperous colonies that

had large numbers of drones, but if

nearly all of the drones had been work-
ers, I think they would have been more
so. I think it wise to restrict, but not
to suppress the drones.

J. E. Pond— 1. I do not. 2. I think
Nature provides the rule, and attempts
to follow it, by allowing a small amount
of drone-comb in the brood-chamber. I

do not, however, think that any extra
heat produced by drones amounts to

anything of value, my idea being that a
colony should contain some drone-comb
in order to be normal.

G. VV. Demaree— 1. I have quit doing
so much work with the bees. If I find a

surplus of drone-comb in a hive I re-

move it, giving worker-comb in its place.

The work is done at such times as gives

the least fuss and labor. 2. A reason-
able number of drones in a hive is a
natural and normal condition in their

season. I have had colonies do well

with large numbers of drones, and do
equally well with few or no drones.

HONEY aud BEESWAX

Colorado.—The Colorado State Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will bold their annual meet-
ing In Room 31. Capitol Building, Denver,
Jan. 17 and 18. 1898. The meeting begins at
a a.m. There Is important business lor this
jneetlng, and all should be present.

K C. AiKiN, Pres.. Loveland, Colo.
F. RauChfuss, Sec, Elyrla, Colo.

Chicago, 111. , Dec. 13.—Fancy white 1 1 to

12c. No. 1. lOc; laucy amber. 8 to 9c.: No. 1,

7c. : fancy dark. 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.

;

amber. 4 to 5c.; dark. 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 270.

The demand tor comb honey l8 not satisfac-

tory, and it can be bought at even lower
prices than quoted, where It Is not in the
hands of regular dealers. There seems to be
no outside demand. K.\tracted without special
change. Beeswax Is scarce.

Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 13.—Fancy white,
12 to VJc; No. 1,11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 9

to lOc; fancy dark, 8 to 9c. Extracted,
white, 5V4 to 6c.; amber. 4 >4 to 5c. Beeswax,
25 to 27c.
This market has been fairly sustained on

honey since our last report. Values remain
about the same, as there has been a very good
consumptive demand, especially for ex-

tracted, while the comb honey has seemed to

accumulate with increast receipts, and we
feel to meet the demand even it at a reduc-
tion from quotations. There seems to be

more demand from those who eat honey than
in former seasons, which Is a good feature of
the trade which we desire to encourage. We
are expecting a good trade from this forward.

Cleveland, Ohio. Dec. IS.—Fancy white.
12tol2!4c.; No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amber,
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c.; amber. 4

to 5c. Beeswax, 22 to 25c.

New York, N. Y., Dec. 22.—Fancy white
11 to ll^c; off grades, 9 to 10c. ; buckwheat
and mlxt, GV4 to 7c. Extracted, CalUornia
white, 5 lo oVic; light amber, 4!4 to 4?ic.;
white clover and basswood, 5 to5!ic. ; buck-
wheat, 4 to 4!^c ; Southern, oOc. a gallon.
Beeswax Is in good demand at 25 to 27c.
Our market remains quiet. Fancy grades

of white comb are about cleaned up. and
these would find sale on arrival at quotations.
We have a large stock of buckwheat, mixt,
and oti grades of white, and, as the demand
for these Is very light, we cannot encourage
further shipments for the near future. Ex-
tracted of all kinds is selling fairly well.

ntiuneapolis, Minn., Dec. IS, — Fancy
white, 11 to 12c.; No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy am-
ber. lOc: No. 1. 9!^c.; fancy dark 9 to 9V4c.;

No. I, 8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; am-
ber. 4 to 49ic. : dark, 4c. Beeswax, 23c.
Market holds firm at above prices. Good

demand for extracted. Wax is quiet but firm
at 23c.

Kansas City, Mo., Deo. IS.—Fancy white,
10i4 to lie; No. 1. 10 to I0!4c.; fancy amber,
9!4 to lOc; No. 1 9 to 9y,c.: fancy dark. SVt
to 9c. Extracted, white, 5!4 to 6c.;) amber,
5 to 5 ^4c. ; dark, 4 to 4 Ho. Beeswax, 30 to 22c.

St. Iionis, Mo., Dec. 13.—Fancy white, 12
to 12 l-2c.; No. 1. 10 1-2 to 11 l-2c.; fancy
amber. 9 1-J to lOc; No. 1, 9c; fancy dark,
8c. Extracted, white, 5to5 1-2c.; amber. 4

to4V4c.; dark, 3 1-2 to 4c. Beeswax, 24 1-2

to 25c.
We wonid advise prompt E,hlpment^ of

honey. We do not see any iirobabilltles of bet-
ter prices. The stock of honey Is ample for
the demand.

Albany. N. Y., Dec. 13.—Fancy white, 12
to 13.'.; No 1,11 to 12c.; fancy umber. 8 to
9o.: No. 1, 8c : fancy dark. 8c.; No. 1, 7^ to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber, i% to
5c. dark, 4 to 4Hc.
There Is an ample stock of comb on hand

and selling freely at quotations. Extracted
Is not plentliul and from nformatlon received
there is not much in the hands of producers,

Buffalo, N, Y., Dec. 24.—Strictly fancy 1-

pound comb honey Is more active at mostly
10c. . occasionally lie, but all other gradas
are dormant and have to ne cut to almost any
price to move them, ranging from 8c. down
to 6o. Extracted Is moving slowly at 5 to 6e.

for fancy; dark. 4 to 4>4c. A liberal quantity
can be sold; and. of course, the low grades
can be forced off lor what they will bring. If

owners cannot do any better.

There Is no selling pressure of consequence
on desirable lots of water white, either comb
or extracted, such being held as a rule at full

quotations. Amber grades are in greater sup-
ply than the demand, and market for this

class presents an easy tone. Dark qualities
are in poor request, despite low asking fig-

ures. Beeswax is firm at current quotations,
with very little offering, either from first or
second bands.

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 13.—Fancy white.
13 to 14c,; No 1. 12c.: fancy amber. lOc:
No. 1. 9c.; No. 1 dark, 8c. Extracted, white,
5tooHc.; amber,5c.; dark, 1 to 4S4c. Bees-
wax. 27c.
Honev is arriving very freely; market Is a

little ofi. Beeswax Is In good demand.

Boston, Mass., Wov. 8.—Fancy white, in

cartons. 13c.: No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber.
lOc. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c.; amber, 5 to

5y4c. Beeswax. 28c.
No. 1 and fancy honey has sold well during

the past 10 days, but off grades and light

weight Is goinE- slowly. Beeswax Is In good
demand and but little here.

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 9.-Fancy white. H
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
lOc: No. 1, 8 to 9c.; faacj'dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 6c. : amber, 4 to 5c. Bees-
wax, 25 to 26c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 8.—Fancy white.
11 to 13c.; No 1, y to 10c. ; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c.
Demand for fancy white comb honey and

fancy white extracted is exceptionally good,
while there is almost no demand tor dark or
amber comb or extracted honey.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 8.—There Is no
change In prices, but rather a slow demand
for all kinds of honey. We quote 10 to 13c.
as the range of prices for best white comb
honey, and 3 1-2 to 6c., for extracted, accord-
ing to quality. Beeswax is In fair demand at
20 to 25c. for good to choice yellow. Cincin-
nati is no place for dark comb honey.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CliicaKO, IU«.

R. A. BOBNKTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. If.

HiLDRETH Ba08. & SEOlaLKEN.
120 & 123 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, ITto.

0. C. Clemoms & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

Baflalo, N. V.
BATTERSON & CO.. 167 & 169 SCOtt St,

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway,

Pblladelpbla, Pa.
WM. A. Selseb, 10 Vine St.

Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission

St. Iionis, mo.
WESTCOTT COM. Co., 213 Market St

ItllnneapoIIs, lUlnn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

milwankee, 'Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, inass.

Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch. Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. PonoEit, 162 Massichusetts Ave,

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCulloch & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Otalo.

C. F. MiTTH & SON. cor. Freeman & Central Avs.

illiy tl.ft|,i>\jl''try musli-.ii. You
I- ill Mitir tlir poultry question liv rpfoicni'itnour

Mammoth Annual Poultry Cuide
r.iui nils lull iiast-s juintcd in fin,.Jt col,-rs,

:H* v.u irli.-s of pouUry .inii liow to tre.it tliem in

iii.iltli ,,iiil ftiso.isc auilliow toniiike money with
,1111111 roultrvliouse plans, reoiiios; postp.iiil loC.

John Bauscher Jr, Box »*, Freeport, 111.

Please mention the Bee Journal

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Semi for catalog SlISiSESOU REE-
kKKPEItS' .SITFLY MFfi, Cn., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

22Atf CH.iS. MONDENO. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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i% H A Copy of

tULb Successful Bee-Keeping,
Wm\um by W. Z. Hutchinson ;

I 1 1kk and our 1897 Catalog, for 3-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for tbe Aaklns. ^Ve make almost
Everyililng used by Bee-Keeperii< and at
ItOTvest Prices. Our

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,

when you can have the best—sueb as ^xe
make.

The American Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in Its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
bAMFLE Free—Address,

TIIEW.T.FALC01I(ERMFG.C0.,
JAMESTOWN, N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anything in tbe apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

1^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used In the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln. Improved Machinery. 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mannfactnring Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Christmas! Mew Year!
'Done pone." The next thinji to think ahoiit is

fencine Our new ratalo^ues are ready, calendars
are ready, everythanir is ready here. Are you?
Ask anything you want to know. See "ad" in next
issue

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wholesale
and Retail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax TJtlrt^i A Specialty,

At Reduced Prices during tlie Winter.
My Foundation will speak for itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fall to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

Bees^vax taken iu Excbange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies,

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

The A. 1. Root Co.'s Goods ^*Ii"e'tau."-

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. BI. H. HUNT
Cash tor Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Mr Dadant's Foundation, y^ear^^ —
Why Does It Sell So Well?

Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because 11^ 31 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Iteauly, Purity, Firmness, I\o Sag;>
giug. nto iMss. PAXENX WKEI* PROCESS SIIEEI'IMO.

^W Send Name for Our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
]usFi@@TRO'rM Qrf Tmm mQ^n^^mmmt Revised.

The Classic in Bee-CtUttire—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Haacock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Wtll Manufactured Stock ! ((uiek Shipraeuts
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-GASES,
AND-

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tbe One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

E^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Llst FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

We Are the People V{< VK SK VJV SIS >!< Kft

-WHO CAN TURN OUT-

f^lH^ll (Cleated Separators)

-AND—

(Sections -witliout Insets)

FOPl 1S9S.
Having special appliances and ma3hinery, vpe can make them right. Nothing In

late years has seemed to stir such a furor

In the Bee-Keeping World as these Goods.

tW If you don't know about them, send to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
MEDINA, OHIO.

I\CW iollo ttltcliOff Largely Re-written, out by January 15.
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The " Golden " Sectioa-Houey Cleaner.
BY .J. A. GOLDEN.

I herewith present a picture of the greatest labor-saving

piece of machinery for bee-keepers that has ever been shown
to the fraternity. Every man, woman and child that knows
anything about preparing section honey in first-class style for

the markets, knows that scraping sections is a tedious kind
of work, or at least that is my version of the matter; and
when I got ready to dress my crop of nice, white clover honey
of 1897, it really made me tired to think about it. I wasn't
able to hire, and of course I was feeling pretty badly about
having all that unpleasant work to do. When I retired I

couldn't sleep, and as I was tossing about, my good wife

wanted to know if I were sick, or whether I had the fidgets.

I said I had the fidgets, I guest, and the result of that wake-
ful night brought to light a section-cleaner—just what you see

in the picture.

Having an old sewing-machine table, I nailed some boards
together and cut out a wheel, which is 86 inches in circum-
ference, and has a 4-inch face. I attacht it on the old table,

covered the face of this wheel with medium-fine sand-paper,

by gluing It on, and arranging a cover so that the face of the

wheel protruded from 1/16 to % inch, as shown by the pict-

ure, where Flora is in the act of passing a section over the

wheel. (Just as I was ready to take the view. Flora turned
her head and said, "Tell Mr. York that I am just pretending
to clean this section "—when I toucht the button and caught
her and her smile.)

It will be observed that there is plenty of room for a full

super of sections to be placed on the table at a time.

Now as to how the machine works. Well, it was just fun
to clean sections with it, and so clean and bright that no one
could tell by looking at them afterwards, that they ever had
propolis on them, excepting at the scallops, which have to be
scraped out. But if the plain, no-bee-way section is used, a

knife will never be brought into use, as the machine does it

all, and very speedily.

There isn't a bee-keeper in the world who likes nice,

clean section honey, that after seeing this machine and its

work, but would make or procure one. As I am generous to

bee-keepers, I here publicly present to them the right to use,

and also how to construct it. If there is any bee-keeper in

America, or any other country, that after dressing a half

dozen sections of honey isn't in love with the machine and its

work, let him "arise" like Mr. Doolittle's old man, and ex-

plain the objections.

I had intended to send a picture and explanation of this

device last summer, but having quite a serious time in a finan-

cial way, caused by dishonest persons (but thanks to my bees,

every dollar has been canceled), the matter was forgotten un-
til I received the December Review, where I was surprised to

see that L. A. Aspinwall, of Michigan, had Invented nearly
the same arrangement.

In conclusion let me add : Bread and table knives, pen-

knives, scissors, or any small edge tools, can be quickly

ground on this wheel the same as an emery wheel, so our
women-folks will now have no excuse for not having sharp
knives, as any one who can run a sewing-machine can run this

section-cleaner. Morgan Co., Ohio, Jan. 5.

^
The Expenses of Bee-Culture—Does it Pay ?

BY C. P. DADANT.

Does bee-keeping pay ? This is a question which is often

on the lips of a beginner, and on which many an old bee-

keeper is ready to take the negative. But this is not to sur-

prise any one, for there are plenty of farmers who are ready to

Tlic Ooldcn Section Cleaner.

tell you wheat-growing doesn't pay, and who still continue to

grow wheat.
I propose, in this article, to show that bee-culture, if

properly managed, does pay, even at the low prices of honey.

We are producers of extracted honey almost exclusively, and
as extracted honey is now as low in price as it ever was, if we
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can make it pay now we ought to be satisfled that it will pay
at any time.

The expeuses of an outfit for bee-l<eepiDK, when running
for extracted honey, are about as follows, figuring upon an
apiary of bO colOLies, which is about the number that is best

suited to all sorts o( locations, and is probably the limit of

numbers that an efficient man can properly examine and at-

tend in a day's labor at each visit

:

80 colonies of bees In large extracting hives $400 00
160 supers witb combs for same, two to each hive 160 00
Extractor, pane, funnels, smokers, veils, etc 20 00
Empty hives (-20) 20 00

Total - $600 00

The labor we give to this number of colonies, when run-
ning for extracted honey, is about as follows :

Days.
In Feliruary. examination to see that all is well V^

March, ditto, cleaning- out dead colonies, feeding needy ones. 1

A pril. talcing out jjacking. e.vamining ijueeniess colonies 1

May. removing drone-combs, transferring small patches,
looking up young queens. feedlEg, giving room to strong
colonies 2

June, putting on supers, making a few artificial swarms 'A

July, removing supers, extracting honey, returning supers.

4

August, one examination for all purposes I

September, equalizing. removing supers, extracting honey-.a
October, removing empty supers, helping weak colonies.
feeding needy ones 2

November, putting into winter quarters 2

Total 10^4

A total of 19 1-2 days. This is the outlay In labor. Fig-
uring it at $2.00 per day, the labor amounts'to $39 00

Interest on the capital, at 7 per cent 42 00
Annual sinking fund to replace hlvts as they grow old.. 20 00

Total expenses $101 00

The average crop of houey extracted one year with
another is with us about 50 pounds per colony. Most practi-

tical apiarists put it at a much larger figure, even with comb
honey, having better locations, but ours is probably a fair

one. So we may count on an annual crop for the SO colonies

of 4,000 pounds of honey. Figuring this at 5 cents per
pound, we have ,S200, or about double the amount of the
actual expenses for the year. If you have done the work
yourself it will figure the wages for work necessitated at

about -ST.00 per day, all expenses paid. I figure nothing for

help needed when extracting, because I do not figure any
profit from the beeswax. We have always found that the
beeswax produced by extracting, which amounts to over one
pound per hundred pounds of honey, more than pays for the

help needed, and is in proportion to this help.

As a matter of course, there are seasons when there is

next to no surplus honey, and in such seasons less help and
less labor is needed. But there are also seasons when the
crop is much greater, and in such years the additional bees-

wax, harvested from the cappings, more than makes up for

all the extra labor. In the best honey season we ever had,
which was in 1SS9, if my recollection is right, we had (iOO
pounds of beeswax from the cappings of something like

48,000 pounds of honey. This at 25 cents per pound made
a snug little sum, and we know it not only covered our ex-

tracting labor, but also paid for the odds aud ends.

When figuring up the labor, we gave the actual time em-
ployed by us in work of this sort. Much more time may be
spent on the bees, and profitably too, for they usually repay
their owner for the attention given them. There are plenty
of bee-keepers, " dyed in the wool," who spend a great deal
more of their time In the apiary than is absolutely necessary.

These are the true ones, the " fast colors," " warranted to

wear," who would keep bees in Greenland If they went there
to live. But I do not know that we should take all of their

time into account; for their labor Is its own reward.

I know an old bee-keeper, a good friend of mine, who
after he has put his bees into the cellar for winter, goes to

see how they are every morning after he gets up. If he reads
this article he will probably recognize himself, and perhaps
many of our readers will think it is of themselves I speak. I

askt him once, when I accompanied him with a little lamp In

his silent visit, whether he did not think that this dally visit

was rather injurious than otherwise, as it was likely to dis-

turb the bees more or less. He evaded my question.

In keeping bees in the way above mentioned, if they are
properly managed, the summer Increase should make up for

winter losses. It does with us, usually. The number of col-

onies should not vary more than 20, say from 75 to 95. If

they become less numerous a little more time and expense
should be put upon them till they have regained their loss.

If they become more numerous they may be equalized with
other apiaries less fortunate.

Readers who are unaccustomed to bee-culture may think
that this Is only theory, but It Is bona-fide practice. We have
carried on this method for 25 years or more, with from 3 to

6 apiaries, and the wages figured In this article are the wages
we have paid for this kind of work for 15 or IS years past.

Hancock Co., 111.

The Use of Shallow Extracting-Frames, Etc.

BT EDWIN BEVISS.

In reply to Mr. Tyrrell's question (see page 732, for
1897) as to why I prefer to use frames 6 inches deep for ex-
tracting, I will say that in the production of extracted honey
I prefer to use a hive of greater qapacity than the S-frame or
even the lO-frame Langstroth. I use some of the Dadant
hives, which are 21 inches long and 12}^ inches deep, outside
measure, and take 10 frames.

I now make for my own use a modified Dadant hive, 20
Inches long and 12 Inches deep, to take 10 frames. This
change was made because these hives take the same length
of top-bar and bottom-bar as the Langstroth or dovetailed
hive. Every supply dealer handles these, and any supply
manufacturer will cut the end-bars of the proper length at a
trifling additional cost. Besides, If one wants to use these
hives for comb honey, they will take the same sized super as
the 10-frame Langstroth.

It is Impracticable to tier up hives of this capacity.
The frames are too large for convenience In extracting, and
putting on another hive gives too much additional room at
one time. Hence, I use a super taking 10 frames six inches
deep. These frames are much nicer to handle than the Lang-
stroth frame, and of course much nicer than any frame of a
larger size than the Langstroth.

When using the 8-frarae Langstroth hive for extracted
honey it is almost, or quite, a necessity to use bee-zinc, and if

bee-zinc is used the 8-frame hive does not give the queen suf-
ficient breeding-room. This is true of most of the queens in

my yard. How it may be with those in Mr. Tyrrell's 1 am
unable to say. If his queens are of only S-frame Langstroth
hive capacity he had better turn his attention to their Im-
provement.

With brood-chambers the size I have given, the queen so
seldom goes above that bee-zinc is not needed. Some claim
that bees will work just as well with the zinc as without It,

but I have not found it so.

On the subject of the production of all extracted honey it

is not worth while to make any further remarks. It was not
expected that those already made would influence anybody's
actions.

Yes, Mr. Tyrrell, if you kick those 8-frame hives when
full of bees and honey, better kick them very carefully. Valor
is not half so commendable as discretion In a case like this.

Decatur Co., Iowa.

Marketing Honey—Influence of Early Reports.

BY C. DAVENPORT.

During the last few years great progress has been made
In the science of producing houey ; few if any other branches
of agriculture have kept pace with us, but in one most Impor-
tant respect— the marketing of our product—we are not much
farther advanced than were the bee-keepers of 50 or even
100 years ago ; and altho of late our product Is secured in a
much more convenient and attractive form, which requires
more labor and expense to the producer, the price has In the
last few years steadily declined until at present It does not
much, If any, exceed the cost of production, at least to those
In the Northern and Middle States. Numerous reasons have
been advanced as to the cause or reason of this steady de-
cline in price, such as overproduction, under-consumptlou,
adulteration, Increast production, cheaper prices of fruit, etc.

Now, in my opinion (and also in the opinion of all the bee-
keepers with whom I have discust the matter) many bee-
keepers themselves have unintentionally done a great deal
towards lowering the price of late, by reporting large, or very
large, expected crops. I think all will admit that the actual
crop, as a whole, has been greatly overestimated and exagger-
ated the last two years.

If 1 am right, all the large buyers and dealers In honey
take one or more bee-papers, and while it is not likely that
they read them as closely as a bee-keeper does, they look them
over closely enough, no doubt, to see what the crop is ex-
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pected to be, and when they see reports of such briRht pros-
pects, and accounts of immense yields coming in, or expected,
they naturally decide that the actual crop will be very large,
and hesitate to buy unless at a very low price, or if they re-

ceive shipments on commission they feel that it will be best
for the shipper if they sell as soon as possible, even at a
low price, for they may not, and probably do not, know much
about the great uncertainty of a honey crop.

Of course, bee-keepers themselves know that no matter
how bright or favorable the prospects are, there is no cer-
tainty of the crop until it is actually secured, and, with comb
honey, I might say until it has been taken off the hives and
graded, for sometimes it may happen that there will be a fair
crop stored in the hives in sections nearly ready to come ofif,

when the flow may suddenly cease, and a large part of the
sections may be partly or wholly unsealed; or in some cases
the honey may be sealed and off the hives, and upon coming
to grade it part of the crop may be unsalable on account of
bee-bread in the sections. Such instances have occurred with
me, and no doubt with thousands of others.

The past season a man wanted to buy one of ray yards,
with the bees, hives, supers, honey and all, complete. As it

was in the best part of the white clover flow, this yard was
being run for comb honey, and an experienced bee-keeper who
has handled bees the best part of his life, and myself, spent
half a day in looking over the yard and estimating the
amount of honey we thought was actually on the hives. His
estimate was 2,500 pounds ; mine, 2,100. The sale was not
made at that time, and owing to a sudden cessation of the
flow, and bee-bread, there was only about 1,300 pounds of
salable honey, and but little of this would grade even No. 1.

Now, another thing that dealers and buyers do not know
when forming their estimate of the crop from the reports sent
to the bee-papers, is the fact that some of these reports are
from beginners who have not had experience enough to form
any correct estimate of the crop, or even the prospects of
one ; or some of the most favorable estimates may come in

from old, experienced bee-keepers who have but a small num-
ber of colonies, and overlook the fact that some seasons 20,
or even 40 or 50, colonies may secure a fair crop, when a
yard or range fully stockt in the same, or a locality fully as
favorable, may secure but a small crop, or none at all.

To show that I have reason to believe that some begin-
ners are not able to form a correct estimate of even the
prospects, I will relate an incident that took place here last
spring. A young man living but a few miles from me, who
knew nothing aboyt bees, bought 15 colonies, and expected
in the course of time to make his fortune, or at least a good
deal of money out of them, for the man from whom he bought
the bees helpt him to figure out how he could increase them
to over a thousand colonies in a few years, if he wisht, when
the revenue from so many, even if but a small amount per
colony, would be considerable.

He came down to see me a number of times, and was very
enthusiastic about his bees and the prospects. He used to

look over my bee-papers, and intended to subscribe for all the
bee-papers himself, as soon as he sold some honey; and as
some of these papers had a good deal to say about dishonest
commission men, and developing the home market, he decided
cot only to sell his crop in the home market, but to sell at
once for fall delivery, the large crop of comb honey—1,500
pounds at least—which he felt sure to get ; and actually did
travel over a large extent of territory in the spring, taking
orders for fall delivery, at 8 cents per pound for white honey,
clover or basswood—"customer's choice"—and 7 and 6 cents
for amber and dark, with special prices on 100 pounds or
more.

Now, last spring was one of the most unfavorable for bees
that I have ever known ; there were hard frosts every few
nights, until the night of June 1, when we had our last severe
one, and altho the bees were pretty strong in stores the pre-
vious fall, I had to feed nearly 2,000 pounds to the colonies
In the home yard.

On one of his visits I askt this young man if his bees had
enough stores. He said they had plenty, for the man he
bought them from told him that each colony had enough to
last it until .fune, even if they were unable to gather any until
then. But, besides, he said that they were bringing in more
honey, almost every day, than they could use, in fact some
days, for awhile, they were bringing it in so fast that he had
to enlarge the entrance to some hives in order to let them in

and out fast enough, and he had put on some supers, altho no
work had been done in them as yet.

His visits suddenly ceast, and I did not see him again for
some time, but when I did he informed me that his bees had
all died but one colony.

As some may not believe that these reports in the bee-

papers, such as I have described, do influence buyers and
dealers, I will in my next, among other things, show how
they actually do. Southern Minnesota.

The Amalgamatioti of the Two Uulous.

BY WM. MUTH-RASMUSSEN.

You are entirely correct, Mr. Editor, when you, in your
foot-note on page SOT (1897), say that I •' meant that no-
body had recently brought up the amalgamatibn subject pre-
vious to the Buffalo convention, in the bee-papers." In my
article on page 769 (1897), I used the expression, " as no-
body has brought the subject up." If I had had any reference
to what was done at the convention, I should have written,
"as nobody brought the subject up." 1 wonder that Mr.
Newman failed to see the difference which the word " has "

gives to my meaning, and to what he implies.

Since the question of amalgamation was first brought up,
Mr. Newman has, it seems to me, shown an entirely unneces-
sary touchiness on this subject, and he appears to regard all

who favor amalgamation as enemies of the National Bee-
Keepers' Union. If Mr. Newman should take his son out of
a primary school and place him in a graded school for the
purpose of a better education ; or if he should interest himself
in having the primary school elevated into a graded school,
would he then regard himself as an enemy of the primary
school ?

As a matter of fact, I did not know what was done at the
Buffalo convention in regard to amalgamation, until I saw (in

the Bee Journal received by last mail) the printed report,
containing Mr. Newman's communication to the convention,
and also his reply to my article on page 759. Mr. Newman
uses, unfortunately, in both of those articles, as well as on a
number of previous occasions, such offensive language that it

must necessarily detract from the respect which otherwise
would be accorded him on account of his various ofticial posi-
tions and his administrative ability. I admire the spirit of
dignity and forbearance with which the convention past by
Mr. Newman's communication without comment or discussion.

I do not think that anybody seriously questions Mr. New-
man's integrity or honesty of purpose, and his zeal for the
welfare of the old Union is certainly commendable. But he
should consider that many others are as honest and intelli-

gent as himself. He may be a better lawyer than those who
framed the constitution of the new Union, and he may be cor-
rect in his criticism of its defects ; but he lacks the spirit of
progress, which overlooks unimportant technicalities, and,
irrespective of old usages, " goes ahead," doing " the greatest
good to the greatest number."

I agree with you, Mr. Editor, in the concluding sentence
of your foot-note on page 807. If amalgamation is not con-
summated, the members will gradually leave the old Union
and join the new one. But this will mean a gradual decrease
in the funds, until there will not be enough left for any prac-
tical purpose. In view of this contingency would it not be
better, as contemplated, to transfer the funds to the new
Union, while they amount to a respectable figure, and keep
them up to a certain standard, such as I proposed ? Mr.
Secor is probably as capable as Mr. Newman to handle the
funds to the best advantage, and if they, as I proposed, are
only used for defence, and are even, through a large member-
ship, kept up to a certain standard, deemed sufficient for the
purpose— while in the old Union they must have been fluctua-
ting— I fail to see what objection anybody can have to the
change.

In proposing the sum of $500 as the standard defense
fund, I did not mean to restrict the fund to that figure. I

simply considered it as the lowest amount that would make a
respectable showing. If the directors in their wisdom should
deem it advisable to make the standard higher, I, for one,
shall raise no objection.

Inyo Co., Calif., Dec. 30, 1897.

No. 3—Recollectious of au Old Bee-Keeper.

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

(Continued from page 20.)

My next bee-keeping was in Fond du Lac county. Wis.,
in a prairie country, and away from the basswood, willows,

etc. There was a basswood grove three miles west of me, at
Fairwaler. As soon as I was settled I began to look around
for bees. I found a man west of me that had five colonies in

large box-hives, that had never swarmed, and he had never
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taken any honey from them. By doing an immense amount
of talking, I persuaded him to let me have the bees for half
the honey and half the increase. I took them home, cut the
hives down to about the right size to suit me, and returned
him about 150 pounds of honey in a very few days. I kept
them two years, got a good start, and returned him 10 colo-
nies, and I do not remember the amount of honey.

In the meantime I had found some wild bees. The first

swarm I found when I was hunting for my cows, about three
miles from home, and in my shirt sleeves. I had just found
the cows, and came across a fair-sized swarm clustered on a
bush. I never could think of leaving a swarm of bees, so off

came my shirt. I fastened up the neck by tieing up the
sleeves, cut off the bush, and put the bees, bush and all into

the shirt, gathered up the flaps, carried them home across
lots, as the country was new and not fenced. Then we had a
season that the bees clustered out and did not swarm or pro-
duce any honey.

The following season I heard of a Hollander, by the name
of Wellhausen, that made bees swarm at will. He made
swarms at 25 cents each. A neighbor had three colonies,
and said he was going to get the old "gent" to come and
" swarm them " for him. So I made arrangements for the
neighbor to be sure and have him come over and make some
swarms for me. I also paid the neighbor for a day's work to

come over and interpret, as Mr. W. could not talk English in-

telligently. So I wormed what information I could out of
him before he commenced operations. This Mr. W. held out
the idea to his neighbors thai no one else but he could do
what he did, as he possest the power to enchant the bees, .etc.

He smoked the bees at the entrance, from his tobacco
pipe, then turned the hive bottom up, inverted a half-bushel
measure over the mouth of the hive, wrapt a sheet around
the hive and measure, so the bees could not get outside, and
began rapping on the sides of the hive, and in the mean-
time kept time with his rapping with a peculiar kind of
chant (of course to charm the bees I). After about 20 min-
utes he untied the sheet, raised up the half-bushel, and be-
hold there was a good, fair-sized swarm of bees in It! He
then set it open side out, at about an angle of 45^, set the old
hive back on its stand, and began to explain through the in-

terpreter that they were thoroughly enchanted, that he would
hive them and set them wherever I wanted them, and they
would go to work exactly like a natural swarm.

He then took a long-handled spoon and began poking over
the bees, and soon found the queen, or " king," as he called
her, and after about 30 minutes he violently shook them up
and poured them Into a hive, as one would so much wheat.
He gradually and slowly turned over the hive, and set it

where I wanted it. Of course, I watcht every motion with
wide open eyes, and perhaps gaping mouth.

He then commenced on another colony, and in the mean-
time I had sent one of the children to a near neighbor's and
procured another half-bushel, prepared a roll of rags and set
fire to one end, and went to work on another colony, and had
it done and the queen found before the old gent got through
with his, and he was quite angry. He made his old tobacco-
blackt teeth snap good at the interpreter. Then turned
around to me, and said, "Ghanky man no good. Don't be-
lieve in de witches."

Well, I paid his price for making the two colonies, and
offered him more, but he refused it with scorn. That lesson
made a great advance in my bee-knowledge. He explained
through the interpreter how the old colony replaced their
queen, etc. He lived in the adjoining township, and I met
him at different times. I obtained much important informa-
tion from his methods, and experimented somewhat with his
hives, made in the form of a sugar-loaf, out of willows woven
basket fashion and plastered inside and out with green cow-
manure, and dried in the sun. He made lOS colonies in two
seasons from one, and wintered them successfully on the sum-
mer stands. Of course, I might have told you that he drum-
med out the bees, found the queen, and then hived them, but
I am telling you just how I had to learn.

Orange Co., Calif.

LC'ontinued next week.]

Langstroth on tlie Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

Report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Cou>
veutiou, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

REPORTED BY A SPECIAL, BEE JOUBNAL REPORTER.

(Continued from page 21.)

FIRST DAY—Afternoon Session.

The afternoon session was opened at 1:30 p. m., and Pres.
Miller read the following question :

BENEFIT OF DRONES ASIDE FROM MATING.

" What is the benefit of the drone, aside from mating?"
Pres. Miller—How many think that the drone has any

other use '?

Dr. Besse—I have always been a rather close observer,and
I think that drones are of a good deal of use in keeping up the-

warmth of the hive to the right temperature; and they let;

that many more workers go out to gather honey. I have no-
ticed that where there are plenty of drones you get more
honey frequently than where there are no drones, other things
being equal.

Mr. Thompson— It seems to me, if you keep as few drones
as possible, that there can't be enough to do much good in the
way of warmth. I can't see any use in that direction.

Dr. Besse— I think in certain times of the year it is very
well to have a good many drones in the hive.

Mr. Thompson—What time of the year?
Mr. Besse—When they are working, gathering honey, and

putting it away.

CONDITIONS DETERMINING THE LIFE OF BEES.

" What conditions determine the life of the honey-bee?"
Mr. Besse— I think they will live longer when there is'nt

much to do than they do when they are working hard.
Mr. Whitcomb— If we were to ask the average bee-keeper

what the average life of the honey-bee is, he would say about
40 days, and that would be correct, in the main. But my own
observation has been that the life of the honey-bee is not-

gauged by years, months and days. We find in Northern Rus-
sia, where honey is produced away up— well, up into Siberia

—

that the honey-bee must remain in the hive there at least 8 or
9 months—not less than 5 or 6, at the least calculation—and
the condition of the life of the honey-bee is gauged entirely by
the amount of work that it has done, the stages of life it has
past through. If they can be kept from the conditions of
work, their age does not count until they have past through
them.

Mr. Baxter— I think more bees are killed by accident than
by old age ; and that is why I believe that in the winter time a
bee will live much longer than in the summer time. Take it

when they are hard at work, every bee that can be out in the
field, etc., the average life is very short—probably 20 or 30-

days would be a big average. I do not believe that bees die in

the winter time of old age, but that it is from poor wintering,
poor packing. They very likely starve to death with their
honey in the hive. I have seen that, time and again. And
why ? Simply because they were not packt properly. The
moisture remained in the hive. It condenst, and became a.

sheet of ice over the comb. They were not examined right
away, but after the weather became warm, the sheet of ice

thawed away, and the man that found them found five or six:

pounds of dead bees in the hive, and he jumpt to the conclu-
sion that they died of old age. I am satisfied that is the case-

nine times out of ten.

Mr. Baxter—In reply to that, I will say that the bees that
have worn wings are not the only ones that workt.

USING FULL CELL-DEPTH STARTERS.

"Is it best to use full-length cell-starters, in brood-frames^
and for comb honey ?"

A somewhat rambling discussion ensued as to what was
meant by this question, and Incidentally there was shown a
confusion of understanding as to the terms " Weed process"
and " drawn foundation," some insisting that the two terms
meant the same thing. Secretary York then explained the
difference.
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Mr. York—The Weed process applies only to the sheeting

of the wax. That is all. And that wax is sheeted the same,
whether it is put into a shallow-wall foundation or a deep-wall

foundation. The old process, or the new Weed process, is

really the process of a year or two ago, and the later founda-
tion is only the drawn foundation or deep-cell foundation.

They are both Weed foundation. You might as well drop
those terms. It is all Weed process. But the drawn founda-
tion has the deep cells, deeper than the ordinary foundation.

That is all the difference.

Mr. Moore explained that he had put in the question, and
that drawn foundation was what he referred to.

Mr. Cooley said he would the next day bring in samples of

sections of honey built upon drawn foundation, so it was de-

<;ided to postpone discussion of the question till the samples
were present.

USE OF FOUNDATION IN SECTIONS AND FRAMES.

" Is it best to use full sheets of foundation in brood-frames
and in sections '?"

Mr. Heffron— I would say, from my experience and obser-

vation, use full sheets, if they are convenient, but have them
fastened so that there is no sagging, aud use them only as a

center, simply to guide the bees.

Mr. Green— I think we might consider it the universal

practice of bee-keepers to use full sheets ; and if anybody
thinks differently, let us hear arguments against it.

Pres. Miller— I very much doubt whether the majority of

bee-keepers use full sheets in sections. How many present

use full sheets of foundation in sections ? [Ten signified af-

firmatively.] How many use starters, or less than full sheets,

in sections ? [Ten signified affirmatively.]

Mr. Stone—I decided to use Just little strips, because I had
heard so many people say that comb honey was manufactured,
and just as soon as they began to find out that the comb foun-

dation was manufactured then they took it for granted that

comb honey was manufactured. If they find there is simply

a little strip put in the top of the section, or a little in the top

and bottom, too, they won't object like they would if there

was a full sheet.

Mr. Green— I have used both starters and full sheets, al-

tho for several years I have used nothing but full sheets, be-

cause I think under all circumstances I can get more honey,
fuller sections of smoTther honey, and consequently a larger

crop of nicer honey. If you have a small strip in the top the

consumer can tell it; if not, niue times out of ten he can't de-

tect it.

Mr. Thompson—The public has been used a good while

now to foundation. I don't see how you are going to stop it.

Mr. Baxter—My experience has been that it always pays
to have full sheets, invariably, in the brood-chamber. If you
use a full sheet the sections "when finisht are well sealed all

around the edge, in shape, and there is little danger of break-
ing them ; while when you use only starters the bottom very
often is not fastened well. As far as the objection by the pub-
lic is concerned, I think that wouldn't hold good. Either you
have to do away with it altogether or you may just as well

use full sheets, because you must be able to tell them there is

nothing artificial in that section. If you tell them there is just

simply a starter you might as well tell them a full sheet. The
question of using full sheets, in the quantity of honey pro-

duced, and the way it is finisht up, I think will counter-bal-

ance all other considerations, even the cost, if it were five

times as much as you pay now.

USING UNFINSHT SECTIONS OF PREVIOUS YEAR.

" How many have produced first-class honey in sections

that had been partly filled with honey the year before ?"

Dr. Besse— I have produced it that way, considerable last

year. The great objection is that It gives it too dark a shade
—don't get it so while.

Mr. Green—That is not first-class, then.

Dr. Besse—By shaving it down pretty thin, if it is built

late in the fall, or partly drawn out, it will make very fair

honey, but I havenever succeeded in getting first-class honey
from the previous year's drawing.

Mr. Green—Sometimes the honey will be inferior because
this old comb is hard and dirty, and the bees don't seem to

clean it properly. Moreover, this hard comb is worse than
the worst foundation you ever saw; and besides this, the

honey that is stored iu these cells and then taken out just as

soon as sold, very often is not properly ripened, and, after

standing awhile, that part filled with drawn comb will very
often, after it has stood awhile, be very much worse in ap-
pearance than the other. The honey will ooze out of it, and
if the honey is stored in any moist place it will show in those

cells almost every time, and that part of the honey will be
decidedly inferior.

Pres. Miller—How many have produced first-class honey
under the circumstances stated in the question. ]Two an-

swered affirmatively.]

Mr. Heffron—The appearance will be against it.

Mr. Wheeler— I think the trouble comes In when the sec-

tions are unfinisht ; we are apt to leave them in the fall, and
the bees are apt to deposit their glue over the section. It is

my impression if the section is taken off just as soon as the

bees stop work, and put on when they commence the next
season, you can't tell the difference ; but I am not certain.

Pres. Miller—That honey left in there becomes candied
honey, and that acts as a yeast upon any honey put into that

section afterwards. I am inclined to think this : If when the

white honey harvest stops you takeoff every section promptly,

and then allow the bees to have full access to those sections,

to rob them out, they will make a clean job of it, and those

sections will be just as good as if you gave them foundation
the next year. I don't say i know that, As to leveling them
down, I don't agree with my good friend, the editor of Glean-
ings, about that. He says it must be leveled down to at least

% of an inch. For the purpose of getting them clean on the

edges, that is valuable. If they are clean and good, I don't

see any reason why a cell % of an inch deep is not just as

good as one '4 of an inch deep. If it is a good thing to have
a cell U of an inch deep, I think it is better to have it three

times that deep, providing the cell and the comb are as good.

Mr. Baxter—I will say that I used, this year, foundation

for two-pound sections that was cut Into sizes for the sections,

in 1889, by my wife, and I used them in connection with

fresh foundation this summer, and I couldn't see the least

difference. I could see some difference on the fastening it in

the section, tho. The old foundation was a little harder. It

took more heat to get it to stick.

DRONE-COMB IN SECTIONS.

" Have you any objection to drone-comb in the sections ?"

Mr. Baxter—No objection at all in the sections, but in tbe

brood-chamber I say I invariably use full sheets of foundation.

Mr. Green— I would object to drone-comb in the sections

because honey stored in drone-comb has not nearly so nice an
appearance. The consumer may not be able to tell why, but

he knows it doesn't look as nice, and he doesn't buy it as

readily.

Mr. Thompson—Drone-comb looks very coarse in sections.

Pres. Miller—Did you ever know drone-cells to be kept
empty in sections for some time, when the worker-cells in the

same section were filled with honey, Mr. Green ?

Mr. Green— Yes, sir.

Pres. Miller—That is a serious objection to drone-comb in

sections. It will not apply, probably, if there is a large

amount of drone-comb In the brood-frames, but we generally
limit the amount of drone-comb in the chambers, and you have
that condition.

Dr. Besse—I have noticed that.

GETTING UNFINISHT SECTIONS CLEANED OUT.

Pres. Miller—How can we get the section" cleaned out

without having the combs torn ?

Mr. Thompson—Put them out-doors.

Dr. Besse—I used to do that a good deal, and the bees

would clean them out.

Pres. Miller—And they will tear them all to pieces.

Dr. Besse—No, put out enough of them, and put them out

late in the evening. If you uncap them thoroughly they will

clean them up. I never had the bees tear them down.
Pres. Miller— 1 have.
Mr. Baxter—Yes, and they will clean every living person

off the plantation.
Mr. Baldridge—I would extract the honey from the sec-

tions, and put them under instead of over the hive. I would
sprinkle them with an atomizer before I did so, and the bees

would remove every particle of honey from them.
Mr. Stone—One point has not been toucht upon that has

bothered me some. 1 have taken the sections off the hives,

and when the bees were done working, and just taken them
off in the cases, and set them in the honey-house ; and some-
times in the spring of the year I have kept them just as dry

as I could, and as warm as I could, and in the spring of the

year I would find that some of those sections that were partly

filled, the honey would be sour in them, or a little tainted,

and the bees don't like to accept it, and if they do they don't

make a good grade of honey. I have got to refusing them en-

tirely, and I don't put in anything except what is fresh foun-

dation, and where they are just partly filled that way I have

just extracted them of late years. And the past summer I
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have tried a little extracting. I would like to know whether
it is practicable with any one else. I don't see many objec-
tions to it. I take the sections that are partly filled, and cut
them out and put them into my wax-extractor, and extract
both honey and wax at the same time. You get them both in
the same vessel, and the wax is on top, and easily separated
from the honey, and you have an article of honey that I don't
think has deteriorated at all. I can't see any difference be-
tween that and what is extracted with the honey-extractor.
As far as the comb foundation is concerned, Mr. Dadant puts
little slips of paper between his sheets of wax, saying, "This
foundation will not deteriorate in years, or will keep for years,
if kept from the sun and dust," or " from the heat and dust."
I think that is not a question that needs to be settled.

Dr. Besse—I would say that I never have had any torn
sections, and I have had hundreds of them. I save them all

and store them, and put them all out that I have, some after-
noon—when they have been all extracted that I can extract

—

and 1 put that into the bee-cellar—a place where my honey is

never sour, but it doesn't dry out. Set them out two or three
hours before sundown, and the bees will clean them out as
nice as a pin, and never tear a section.

Pres. Miller—Will you tell us how many supers or sections
you put out ?

Dr. Besse—Perhaps a hundred or two hundred supers.
Pres. Miller—How many colonies of bees ?

Dr. Besse—For a hundred colonies.
Pres. Miller—Then you are all right. You have B. Tay-

lor's plan, and that works all right. But if you put out one
super that will be a different thing. They will tear it all to
pieces.

(To be continued.)

CONDUCTED BY

OH. O. O. SHILLER, AIAREISGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direot.l

Hive for Comb Honey and Wintering.

1. I have my bees all in box-hives. Wishing to transfer
them into new hives, what is the best hive for comb honey ?

2. I winter my bees on the summer stands. Is a 10-frame
Danzenbaker hive big enough to winter bees successfully 7

New York.
Answers.— 1. It Isn't so much the hive as it is the man-

agement and the man. The plain, simple Langstroth hive is

perhaps as good as any, and I would have it in its latest form,
the dovetailed.

2. That depends somewhat on the size of the colony. Pos-
sibly it may be large enough for any colony, but I should be
full as well satisfied with two stories. The trouble is that with
only one story, if there's a big lot of brood late in the season,
there may not be room in the hive for all the honey a very
strong colony ought to have. But if you make sure that honey
enough is present there ought to be no trouble with one story.

managing Double Brood-Cliamber Hives.

See on page 794 (1807) in answering Washington's ques-
tions, and also Penn's, you advise using iwo S-frame brood-
chambers for one hive. I wish you would tell us how you man-
age your bees. As I understand it, you removed one hive when
you put on the supers. How many supers did you put on at
the ti-ae you removed the hive ? anjl what do you do with the
frames in the hive you removed ?

You said if you wintered your bees on the summer stands,
you would use two stories. Would you put most of the honey
In the upper story ?

I suppose I ought to tell you how the seasons are here. In
the spring the bees get honey from fruit-bloom, vine maple
and willow. From the last they get more pollen than honey.
We have a good deal of wet weather, sometimes in fruit-bloom,
so they don't get very much honey from that. Then about
the middle of June or first of July white clover commences,
and lasts from four to six weeks. Last summer there was no
honey in the white clover to speak of, so the bees did not store
any more than enough to winter on. In this part of the coun-

try we do not have any fall flow, not enough to keep np breed-
ing, which is the worst feature in keeping bees here. Last
winter I lost halt of my bees on that account. The white clo-
ver stopt all of a sudden and the bees stopt breeding. Those
that I lost had plenty of honey, and the others I had to feed
came out all right in the spring. That goes to show that we
must have plenty of young bees as well as honey to winter
well. Washington.

Answer-—Only one super is put on a hive at first, and the
second one is put under it when the first is a third, half or
two-thirds filled, depending upon circumstances.

When it comes time to put on supers, there usually isn't a
great deal but empty combs in the lower hive, and a pile of
empty combs can be left at one end of the apiary till needed,
keeping watch that worms don't monopolize them. If a col-

ony has more brood than will go in one story, it is given to a
less fortunate neighbor, and if there's an overplus after put-
ting eight frames of brood in each hive, it's piled up on one of
the weaker colonies to be drawn from when needed.

Yes, if I wintered two stories outdoors I'd leave the honey
mostly in the upper story, just where the bees themselves will

probably have left it.

Wintering Bees in a Damp Root-House.

1. Will bees winter safely in a root-house where drops of
water hang overhead, altho the hives are perfectly dry ?

2. Would it be all right to have a slow fire to dry the
water out ? Wisconsin.

An.swers.—Reports have been given of success in such a>

place, and yours may also be successful. Still, I think I'd

just as soon do without having any drops overhead.
2. Yes, providing it does not run the temperature above

45^ or 503, and no light shines from i\^g gre, of course no
smoke must be allowed to get to the bees.

Sound of Bees in tlic Cellar.

Are the bees all right if I can hear them buzzing every
time I go into the cellar ? Minnesota.

It you hear the bees you may be sure they're alive, but if

they make much noise it's not so good as to have them very
quiet. A colony that is wintering in the best condition will be
so still that you will have to put your ear close to the hive to

hear any noise. By spells, however, it will rouse up for a lit-

tle time and be more noisy, as if the bees were turning over in

bed. When a cellar is full of bees, some say they should
be perfectly quiet, but I have never found mine so.

If I hear a soft, low murmur on entering the cellar, I feel

satisfied. If the thermometer gets down below about 45^,

they become more noisy, and they become more noisy if it goes
above that. Perhaps in your cellar and with your thermome-
ter, 45J may not be the point of greatest quiet, but if you
watch closely you will find some point not far from that at
which they are most quiet, and you should try to keep the
temperature at that point.

A Winter Bee-Repository.

I have not a very good cellar, in my judgment, for bees,

so I have put up a building from rough boards, the outside

space of 15 inches filled with sawdust, then another wall of

4inch boards and paper on both sides, leaving an air space of

2 inches all around, except the floor, which I packt with saw-
dust 6 or S inches next to the ground, then boards and paper,

and boards again. The ceiling is made the same as the four
walls, except a ventilator 5x6 inches, which is covered by the

roof. Tnere are two doors on the south side. Eight inches

from the Uoor I have placed two planks, 2x6, and 4 inches

apart, all around the room, where I put the first hives on,

about 4 or 5 inches apart, with the bottom-boards off, and
then tier up three hives high. Do you think they are all right ?

Wisconsin.

Answeb.— I don't know. I'm afraid not. The walls are

constructed to act as non-conductors, and a very cold spell

would have little immediate effect on the bees, for the temper-

ature inside would change very slowly. But you must remem-
ber that the temperature will change just as slowly if the out-

side weather becomes warmer. If the average temperature
should keep above 35^ or 40-, continuing thus for two or

three months, the bees would not feel the occasional spurts of

low temperature sending the mercury down below zero. But
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suppose the average for two or three months should be not

more than 10- above zero, then the bees would stay at that

mark or a little above it, without any benefit from a chance

day with the theremometer up to 50-, which a colony has that

stands outdoors. The larger number of colonies in the build-

ing the warmer they will be, but there again comes the dan-

ger that the air will not be so pure as with a smaller number.

You will be doing a service to others if you report next spring

how the bees come through. If you find the temperature

stands below 40^ or 45^, perhaps you could put in a little

stove with a fire of hard coal.

Queen Laying in December in Indiana.

Is it a common thing for a queen to lay at this time

of the year? I have one that is laying, or at least she

was Dec. 20. Along in October I introduced a yellow

queen to a black colony of bees, but did not expect any in-

crease so late ; but late in November, one fine day, the bees

were flying, and I thought I saw a yellow bee go into the hive,

so I opened it, and to my surprise there were young bees from

eggs up to flying bees. So Dec. 20 the sun came out nice and
warm, and I had to fcave another peep. I lifted out three

frames, and they had patches of brood as large as a man's
hand, with eggs and larvas. I thought perhaps it was not a

common thing, in a Middle State like this, for bees to breed so

late in the season. Indiana.

Answer.—Bees often have eggs in the hive in winter

weather, say in February, when the queen begins leaving for

the coming season, but your case Is very unusual, in Decem-
ber. One reason for it is that there had probably been, a ces-

sation of laying before the introduction of the new queen, but

even then it was a very unusual occurrence.

Queen that Stopt Laying in Augu»>t.

I had a young queen in a nucleus, and after she mated
and began laying I dipt her wing, using the Monette device.

After two weeks I lookt over the hive and found that she stopt

laying, as there were no eggs nor brood of any kind.

1. What was the trouble with that queen, that she stopt

laying the middle of August ?

2. Could the clipping have frightened her so as to stop her

laying ?

3. Do you think she would lay next season if she is suc-

cessfully wintered ?

4. What would be the best to do with a queen like that?
Wl-SCONSIN.

Answers.— 1. I don't know. It is just possible that she

was all right, but there's hardly one chance in a million that

she was, if I am right in supposing that you dipt her within a

few days after she began laying, and then two weeks later no

eggs nor brood were present. It almost seems, however, that

there must be a mistake somewhere, for if there were brood

and eggs, or even eggs only in the hive, what became of them
in two weeks ?

2. I don't think it could.

3. I doubt it.

4. As a matter of curiosity it might be a good thing to

keep her for a time to see what she would do, but a queen that

would stop laying in the middle of August when she hadn't

laid two weeks in her whole life ought not to be encouraged to

live.
I ^

—

•

Wintering Bees in a Barn, and on Candied Honey.

1. I have bees in a barn, with the entrance on the side of

the barn, the hives covered with blankets and hay. They have
been in the barn all summer, the same I suppose as the bees

of your questioner on page S03 (1897), as he says " if bees

are in a barn," implying that they were not put there for the
purpose of wintering. Now are not these bees in nearly the

same condition for wintering that bees are when well packt in

chaff hives outside ? It not, why not ?

1. In September I had some bees short of stores, and I fed

them some extracted clover honey. The honey was all right,

but now seems to have candied nearly solid. Will the bees be

likely to winter on this kind of stores ? Conn.

Answers.— 1. I am exceedingly obliged to you for calling

my attention to that reply on page 803. Those questions on
page 803 were answered just after returning from Buffalo

(where they should have been answered), and it isevident that

in my hurry I lost sight of the fact that there were entrances

in the side of the barn. That's not sufficient excuse for such

carlessness in answering, I'm only explaining how It happened.

The 40 colonies referred to in the answer were put into

the barn and packt there without any entrance at all. With

the entrance it's an entirely different thing, and you are right

in thinking that they are much the same as being in a chaff

hive, the main difference being that more padding is around

them.
2. I don't know for sure just how it will be, but perhaps

they'll come through all right if they have a sufficient quanti-

ty of stores. You will probably find that they will waste a

good deal, throwing out the solid graifis of candied honey.

Exhibiting Bees in a Store.

There is a store here called " The Bee-Hive," and it is

doing a bee-hive business. This summer I let them have my
observatory hive to put in their show window. They were

well pleased with it, as it attracted a great deal of attention,

and secured free advertising in the papers. Now they want

to know whether I could put a full hive in the window, and

let the bees fly out. I told them I didn't know as such a thing

could be done. For I was afraid the bees would buzz them-

selves to death on the window. I told them the bee-keepers

have a Solomon out West that would answer all such ques-

tions. If it can be done, please say in what way.
New Y'ork.

ANiswEE.—Solomon hardly lives in this region, but any

bee-keeper who has tried it will tell you that you are right in

suspecting that the bees will buzz themselves to death against

the windows if they are allowed to come out of the hive in the

store. Besides that, they would be very annoying by flyiug

about the store. The best you can do, it will be rather hard

on a colony of bees to have one or more sides of the hive cov-

ered with glass, but you may be able to have one last through

the season by giving it an outside entrance, and by keeping

the hive darkened when no one is inspecting the bees. A
heavy black curtain might hang over the glass, to be held up

while the bees were on view, then dropt down when no one

was looking at them. The passage from the hive out through

a hole in the wall would have to be boarded up in such way
that no bee could get out of the hiveiuto the store, altho having

free passage to the open air. It might be easy to aocomplish

this, and it might not be easy. If the entrance of the hive

opened out on the sidewalk it wouldn't do at all. It would

have to open out at some part of the building where the bees

going out and in would not disturb any passers-by.

Bee§ Clustering rp Against the Cushion—Mark,
ings of Drones.

1. I put my bees into winter quarters Nov. 17, if I re-

member rightly, and they are all right, but what puzzles me
is that they have clustered up against the cushion. They are

in one room of the barn, where they were last winter. The
cushion is of ground cork in burlap sacks in empty supers.

They all cluster the same. Four of the hives are dovetail, one

is 15x15, and 18 inches high. The other one is the same ex-

cept 12 inches high. All have plenty to winter on. What I

am afraid of is that it might get cold and remain so, and they

starve. Or can they work down to food, as well as up,

with breaking cluster? It gets pretty cold in there. I

have small slicks to let them pass over the frames.

2. I sent to a queen-dealer in this State for two tested

queens. They were of the 3-banded strain. Those queens

hatcht nice workers and young queens, but the drones were

what I called hybrids. Some of them were almost as black as

the old stock, but not as small. Iowa.

Answers,— 1. It isn't so very easy to understand just

what the situation is. But from what you say I rather under-

stand that there is an open space in some way between the

brood-frames and the cushions, and that the bees are cluster-

ing ill the empty space. Part of the cluster no doubt extends

down to the combs and the bees will keep up connection with

the base of supplies. But it is not a good thing to have very

much space over the brood-combs, and the first day it is warm
enough it might be a good plan to crowd the cushions down
into the space.

2. If the worker and queen progeny are all right you

needn't pay much attention to the drones. They vary very

much, and I have yet to see anyone give the marks whereby a

a pure Italian drone can be determined.
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Order Bee-Supplies in Time.—Yes, you are
right, we were about to offer the aunual advice regarding the
purchase of supplies early— in ample time for the honey sea-

son. Judging from the reports we have read from some of

the factories, it looks as if there might be an unusually early

rush this year. We shouldn't wonder if last season most bee-
keepers had a chance to use up all the supplies they had left

over from previous poor seasons, and the coming season they
will have to lay in another supply. This will make a larger

business this year than even that of last year, which was con-
sidered almost phenomenal by the manufacturers of apiarian
supplies.

The wise bee-keeper will always have on hand, in advance
of the season, nearly all the supplies that will likely be
needed. Don't get caught without having at least the neces-
sary goods on hand when the time comes to use them.

The New^ ITiiion's membership is growing
steadily. Almost daily we are receiving and forwarding the
dues of new members to the Treasurer and Manager, Hon.
Eugene Secor, of Forest City, Iowa. We hope the increase
may continue right along, until there shall be a membership
of at least 1,000. All who prefer to do so, can send their

dues (.$1.00) when writing to us, and we will continue to

forward them to Mr. Secor, as we are now doing. The mem-
bership now must be about 350. Why not make it 1,000 by
the next annual uieeting, which will doubtless be held in

Omaha—or Cincinnati (?). It would mean a good deal if the

United States Bee-Keepers' Union had a membership of

1,000. It would then be the largest organization of bee-

keepers ever known on this continent. Are yoM a member?
If not, you'd better join at once, and lend your aid in carry-

ing out the important objects of the new Union.
^-•-^-

Tbe micb. Apiarian Experiment Station,
the Superintendent of which, Mr. John M. Rankin, reports in

the American Bee-Keeper, is by no means idle. Among other

things they have been at work to increase the length of the

tongues of bees, and during the past season made an increase

of two-tenths of a millimeter in the length of tongue of one
strain by means of crossing. Experiments are also being

made in the way of mating queens to desirable drones.

S'weet Clover is both illustrated and clearly de-

scribed by Harriet Mason, of Lorain Co., Ohio, in the Ohio

Parmer of Jan. 6. The writer shows ttfat she knows sweet

clover all right, and says, "As a weed it is not troublesome."

Of course it is not hard to destroy, if one only knows how.

The illustration given is a very fine one, and Ohio farmers

would do well to teach their larger stock to eat. The bees

know already how good it is as a nectar-yielder.

*—*•

Honey as Food—our 2-i-page pamphlet gotten up

for general distribution among consumers of honey—is being

liberally quoted from by the public press. The Chicago

Record—that magniflcent daily newspaper—lately printed a

half column taken from it. As the Record's circulation is

more than 200,000, several people probably learned some-

thing about honey. We hope our readers will see to it that

the editors of their local papers are invited to copy from
" Honey as Food." It's brief, correct, and interesting to all.

The Vermont Bee-Keepers' Convention—
the 23rd annual meeting— will be held at the Van Ness House,

in Burlington, Jan. 26 and 27. Railroad rate, two cents per

mile each way. Of course, every bee-keeper is invited to be

present. It will afford a good opportunity to visit the State

Experiment Station and Farm. A portion of the printed pro-

gram reads as follows :

Comparative Value of the Italian and Black Races of Bees
—A. E. Manum.

Spring Management of Bees— J. E. Crane.
The Bees and the Flowers—Prof. L. R. Jones.
Report of Work Done by the Experiment Station Apiary

During the Past Year—Cassius R. Peck.
Would it Be Practical for Vermont Bee-Keepers to Organ-

ize a Bee-Keepers' Exchange—J. E. Crine and O. J. Lowrey.
Song—M. A. Everest.
Can an Out-Apiary Run for Comb Honey be Made Profit-

able With No One to Hive Swarms? If So, How to Manage
It ?—W. G. Larrabee.

Shall We Adopt the New No-bee-way Section and Fence
in Place of Our Present Section and Separator ?—H. L.
Leonard.

Recitation—Albert M. Cram.

For a copy of the full program, and further particulars,

address the Secretary, H. L. Leonard, Brandon, Vt.

Xhe Chicago Honey market Ag-ain.—Last
week we had something to say regarding the prices of honey

in this market. Since then the Chicago Record (one of the

great dailies here) gave a write-up on the honey-business as it

appeared Monday, Jan. 10, on South Water street—the great

farm-produce street of this city. Here is what the Record's

reporter had to sav :

Honey's lack of activity is material for considerable
speculation among South Water street dealers nowadays.
This is a season of the year when the product of the bees is
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supposed to be in Its glory, and to be enjoying all kinds of

prosperity. Its comparative sluggishness is attributed by
some to bunions, by some to rheumatism, but by most to an
inconsiderate, unappreciative people. It is a well-known fact

that honey came to Chicago this season with great expecta-
tions tuckt away among its comb and other chattels. Upon
the passing of the autumn the sweet thing associated very
much with buttered toast and other representatives of the

bread brigade, but as time wore on a chilliness sprung up be-

tween them, and now the affiliations are far from brotherly.
There is a hope among the dealers that when the next spell

of cold weather drifts along, honey will retrieve some of its

lost popularity.
Fancy, high-colored white clover honey, tipping the beam

at a pound, is sold these days to retailers at a dime a pound,
and imperfect oS-color stock is markt at a shade less. Buck-
wheat honey, resembling a Malay in color, lounges around
with a T-cent tag around its neck, and alfalfa stock, from the
rolling plains of Colorado, pegs along at 8 cents per pound.
Extracted honey, amber to dark, is as slow at a nickel a pound
as time is when a night train is being waited for.

In connection with the foregoing there appeared a section

of comb honey as a poor, sick man's head, with a crutch un-

der one of his arms, and a bottle of some tonic for " that tired

feeling " which he seemed to be enduring just then. Also one

of his feet was bound up, and, all in all, the old gentleman,

whom they called " W. Clover Honey," appeared to be in

pretty bad shape.

We attribute the lack of a general demand for honey hero

just now, to two causes, viz.: The very warm and unseason-

able weather, and the great quantities of adulterated liquid

honey (or glucose) being put upon the market by the unscrup-

ulous wholesale grocers. Much of it is unfit for a dog to eat,

and when people once get a taste of such stuff, it simply kills

their desire for any kind of honey, and they are slow to buy

again.

Complete Voluiues ot 1897.—We have on hand

about 40 complete volumes of the American Bee Journal for

1807, which we will mail to any one upon receipt of 60 cents.

We also have about the same number of the first six months'

copies of 1897, which we will mail for 30 cents. As there

were 832 pages of the Bee Journal last year, here is a chance

for our new subscribers to get a good deal of valuable reading-

matter for a very little money. Better order at once, before

they are all gone.

Mr. W. L. Coqgshall, of New York State, with his two
sons, a part of one of his many apiaries, and his elegant home,
are all shown in Gleanings for Jan. 1. Everything indicates

general prosperity and comfort. Good for W. L.

Mk. J. F. McIntyre, of Ventura Co., Calif., writing us

Jan. 3, said :

" We are having a dry year so far. The grass has dried

up, and prospects are poor for a honey crop next season."

Dr. G. L. Tinker, of Tuscarawas Co., Ohio—once a promi-
nent apiarian writer, manufacturer, etc.—recently visited the

A. I. Root Co., and afterward wrote up his trip, which ap-

pears in Gleanings for Jan. 1. It's a deserved boom for the

Rootvillians.

The British Bee Journal completed its 25th year with

its last issue of 1897. So did Gleanings, we believe, for if we
mistake not they both were started in 1873. We congratulate

them. The American Bee Journal is just 12 years their

senior, having been establisht in 1861. The three bee-papers

named are the oldest printed in the English language. There

may be older ones in Germany, and there may not. We do

not know. In this country the next to Gleanings^in age is the

Review, which completed its 10th year with 1897.

Mr. Wm. Russell, of Hennepin Co., Minn., writing us

Jan. 11, said :

" I congratulate you on the improved ap pearance of the

Bee Journal for 1898. If I could only remember one-half of

the good things it contains, I would make fewer mistakes."

Mr. Geo. Spitler, of Crawford Co., Pa., wrote us Dec.

31, 1897, as follows :

"We are now having a week ot the lirst winter weather.

We have good sleighing, but the mercury has not gone below

12^ above zero. Bees are hibernating ('?)•"

Mr. W. J. Forehand, of Lowndes Co., Ala., wrote us

Jan. 10:

"This is an ideal location for the purpose of queen-rear-

ing, which is almost a constant honey-flow. Bees to-day are

bringing in loads of pollen."

Mr. a. I. Root has been spending soma ot his leisure

time lately in defending the Weather Bureau that so many
like to poke fun at, and in trying to reform the Agricultural

Department which is offering prizes for articles on growing

tobacco. Mr. Root, why didn't you offer the Department a

bee-smoker, to swear off ?

Miss Fannie C. Damon, of Middlesex Co., Mass., lately

sent us 25 cents for the Langstroth Monument Fund. If each

bee-keeper in the United States and Canada would contribute

25 cents, it would amount to a very nice sum, and purchase

and erect a splendid monument to the great Langstroth—the

revered Father ot American apiculture.

Dr. C. C. Miller, who has for years so ably conducted

the bee-department of the excellent National Stockman and

Farmer, has begun to write for it some illustrated articles for

beginners in bee-keeping, the first appearing in the number

for Dec. 30, and is devoted to the queen-bee. The Doctor

can do some good work in that line, and he will.

Mr. John G. Knuppel, of Kings Co., N. Y., has kindly

sent us a photograph ot his city apiary, regarding which he

wrote Jan. 11

:

" We had a very fine crop of both comb and extracted

honey the past season, in all 2,000 pounds, which we sell in

our own home. The bees are doing nicely so tar."

Mr. Wm. M. Whitney, of Geauga Co., Ohio, gave us a

pleasant call Jan. 13. He has 28 colonies ot bees, and is

making quite a success of the business tho he is quite ad-

vanced in years, and began only about two years ago. He is

doing what he can to get local bee-keepers to study the sub-

ject, and to keep their bees in an up-to-date way. Mr. Whit-

ney will likely be heard from later on.

Mr. C. Theilmann, of Wabasha Co., Minn., called on us

last week, when in Chicago with a carload of hogs. He had

a very poor season with his bees the past year. He secured

only about 1,700 pounds of comb honey, and. had to feed over

3,000 pounds ot sugar to carry his bees through the present

winter. He has never had a final settlement with the crooked

Chicago commission firm to whom he shipt his 1896 crop ot

comb honey, some 12,000 pounds. All he has been able to

get so far was about one-fourth of its value.

The Poultry Show of the Year will be held iu Chi-

cago Jan. 24-29, under the auspices of the National Fanciers'

Association of Chicago. The Borden Building, 2L4 East

Madison street, has been secured for the purpose, and the

number ot entries promises to be very large. Every prepara-

tion is being made for the care ajid comfort of the poultry

and pet stock when in the showroom. Railways and hotels

are convenient, and those who visit the show will find the sur-

roundings pleasant, and the exhibits highly entertaining. The

Secretary, W. W. Uogle, 1015 Benson Ave ,
Evanston, 111. (a

Chicago suburb), wilf be glad to furnish particulars. The

railroads are making special rates for those outside of the

city who desire to attend.
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The Fence Separator with the no-bee-way section has a

stone shied at it in the American Bee-Keeper, and a good word
for it in Pacific Bee Journal.

Thin Foundation for Brood-Combs.—The editor of

Gleanings thinks thin, but not extra-thiu, foundation might be
used in the brood-nest in shallow frames well wired.

Bees Gnawing Out Bottom Starters.—W. H. Eagerty
complains in Gleanings that when late in the season he gave
to the bees sections with nearly full sheets and bottom start-

ers, the bees gnawed away the bottom starters and finisht up
the combs where the top starters ended.

Triangular Bottom-Bars.— L. L. Skaggs recommends in

Southland Queen that bottom-bars be made triangular like the
old-fashioned top-bars, the sharp edge or comb-guide being
turned up in the bottom-bar. He says they are much stouter
than a flat bar of the same weight, and the bees will fasten to

them much better.

Bee-Diarrhea is Contagious, as shown by experience.
Strengthen with sound bees a colony reduced by diarrhea, and
the dying off will steadily continue. Weygandt says the evil

is readily communicated from bee to bee if they eat the same
food, and especially, as is the case with bees, when the same
food is carried from mouth to mouth.—Editor J. B. Kellen in

Luxemburg Bztg.

Well-Ripened Honey.—The editor of Gleanings, after
-describing some honey in such a way as to make one's mouth
water, closes up by this sentence, which, by changing " dry
room " to " warm dry room " is worth pasting in one's hat:.
" Any honey, if of gaod flavor, when allowed to stand in an
open vessel in a dry room, will become thick and waxy if

given time enough."

The Long-Idea Hive.—G. M. Doolittle having spoken
against the long-idea hive, 0. O. Poppleton comes to its de-
fence in Gleanings. He thinks it probable that Mr. Doolittle
never had a properly-constructed hive of that kind, as neither
the Gallup nor the Langstroth frame can be profitably used
in that manner ; only a deep frame that will allow the brood
to remain compact.

Castors for Shipping Comb Honey.—The most danger-
ous part of shipping honey is the rough handling by freight-
hands when shifting to or from the car. J. E. Crane explains
in Review that he prevents rough usage by putting castors on
each under corner of a box containing 15 or 20 cases. No
two-wheeled truck is then used. The expense i? perhaps J^
cent for each pound of honey.

Hauling Bees at Night.—In Germany it is a common
thing to move bees from one place to another, generally at
night, in search of better pasturage. The editor of Central-
blatt says that in the region of Hannover the law requires
that when hives are thus hauled and are open (it isn't easy to

close skeps or straw hives), a lighted lantern must be carried
22 yards in advance of the wagon.

Four-Piece Sections have been almost entirely displaced
by one-piece sections, but a return to the four-piece for Cali-
fornians is advocated in Pacific Bee Jourual. It is claimed
that with glue, or even without it, they are more rigid and
perfect than the one-piece, and give a better effect to the
honey, and can be made on the Pacific Coast to compare with
Eastern manufacturers, counting the difi'erence in freight.

Fastening Foundation in Brood-Frames.—The A. I.

Root Co. has adopted as one of its regular productions a top-
bar with a kerf in the underside to receive foundation. The
kerf is j-i inch wide and '4 inch deep. Parallel to it is another
kerf just like it, with a film of wood 1/32 thick between the
two kerfs. The sheet of foundation is slipt into one kerf
which is in the center of the top-bar, then a wedge-shaped
strip the length of the underside of the top-bar is forced into

the other kerf, crowding the film of wood hard against the
foundation, thus holding it fast. This plan has been in use
some years in England, but for some reason has not before
been Introduced here. A German plan a little like it has been
used to some extent here. A single kerf is made In the top-

bar, the sheet of foundation is slipt in, then a drop of melted
wax here and there from a burning beeswax candle keeps it

in place till the bees fasten it.

Empty Comb for Winter Cluster.—While authorities

are telling us that bees don't occupy empty cells in winter,

and others tell us bees winter best on solid combs of honey,
M. A. Wathelet, editor Le Rucher Beige, urges with emphasis
that in preparing for winter, care must be taken not to take
out center combs that contain little honey to replace thera

with others better filled, thus dividing by full combs the clus-

ter, and thwarting the bees in the effort they have made t^

arrange themselves in the best manner possible for the severe

season. Where does the truth lie ?

Austrian Bee-Keeping.—The central society of bee-

keepers in Austria numbered 3,667 members for the year
1896, the report for 1896 being given in Bienen-Vater for

December, 1S97. These members had 23,8-1-4 colonies, or a
little more than 6 colonies per member. The average per

colony was about 9 pounds of honey and }i pound of beeswax.
Not quite two-thirds of the colonies were in movable-comb
hives. Of the 15,468 movable-comb hives, only 91 opened
on top, as most hives do in this country ; 28 of them opened
at the side, 439 at the bottom, and 1,243 at the back.

A Machine for Cleaning Sections is described and
illustrated in the Review, being the invention of L. A. Aspin-
wall. It is especially adapted to clean plain sections, allho it

might be used with more or less advantage with the old style.

A strong frame-work holds something that looks a little like

the relic of a thick grindstone that has been worn down to a
very small diameter, and the section is applied to this as it

revolves, the surface being such as to rapidly remove all traces

of propolis and stain. A rapid motion is given to this grind-

ing surface by means of a larger wheel and belt. A treadle

for the foot gives motion to the larger wheel.

Temperature of Brood-Nest in Winter.—It is a some-
what troublesome thing to get at the temperature in the mid-
dle of a cluster of bees in winter, as explained by G. M. Doo-
little in the American Bee-Keeper. After a good deal of ex-

perimenting he settled upon the following : When the mer-
cury stands at zero outside, the temperature in the cluster of

bees is 64^, and for every 15^ of change from this point (out-

side), the change in the cluster is 1-*. Thus 163 below, gave
63^; zero gave 64- ; 15- above gave 65-; while 30- above
gave 66' in the cluster. He thinks bees must burn a lot of
fuel in the shape of honey or some substitute in a time of

severe cold, in order to bring the cluster from below zero up
to 6S-, and raises the question whether those who are recom-
mending out-door wintering may not be making a mistake
that costs a good many dollars.

Curing Foul Brood Without Drugs, shaking off the

bees, or any loss of their work, can be done by even a novice,

says M. M. Baldridge in Bee-Keepers' Review. Cage the queen
and put her in the top of the hive where the bees can have
access to her. Bore an inch hole in front of the hive a few
inches above the entrance, and toward sunset fasten over the

hole outside, a metal bee-escape. Let it stand till next morn-
ing. Take from any strong, liealthy colony one or two combs
of brood, with or without adhering bees, put in an empty hive

and fill out with frames of foundation or starters. Any time
in the forenoon, or when the bees are getting honey from the
flowers, place this prepared hive on the stand of the diseased

colony, placing the latter close beside it, but turned end for

eud, handling it very gently, and leaving the entrance open.
Within two or three days nearly all the bees will be in the

new hive, when toward sunset the queen is to be taken from
the old hive after driving the bees away from the cage with a

little smoke, and she is then to be run in at the entrance of

the new hive. Gently turn the old hive end for end, and close

the entrance. No bee can get out of the old hive except
through the escape, and no bees can enter, so all will go to

the new hive. In about three weeks all healthy brood will be
hatcht In the diseased colony, and soon thereafter all the bees
will be in the new hive, and no loss of bees or labor. Then
dispose of the old hive and contents by burning or otherwise.

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 43.
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Only () cts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

fel The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wbite Altalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : lean, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6>^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.
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in 8 to 12 pounds each, and kept it up
for several days. This cold damaged
the bloom just enough to cause it to
secrete nectar very heavily. With
bright, fair warm, days following a light
freeze, I think in case of some flowers
the cold is a benefit rather than other-
wise.
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Good Average Per Colony.
I have 21 colonies of bees put away for

winter, and 2,000 pounds of comb honey was
the season's result last summer.

J. H. LOGEMANN.
Worth Co., Iowa, Dec. 17, 1897.

Bee-Management in Washington.
I notice on page 747 items from Chehalis

and Lewis counties. Wash. I wjuld like to
know how these writers manage their bees.
Perhaps they will let us know. It has been
a poor season, my average being 53 pounds
per colony, two-tnirds comb.

Herman Ahlers.
Clatsop, Co., Oreg., Dec. 10, 1S97.

Good Honey Season.
The past season was a good one for honey

in this locality, altho tne crop of white
honey was quite short, owing to the cold
weatner nearly all the month of June. My
134 colonies increast to 155, and gave me
9,000 pounds of honey, about 1,100 pounds
of it being comb. A. W. Smitu.
Sullivan Co., N. Y., Dec. 13, 1897.

Electric Swarm Notifier.

I find the American Bee Journal a great
help. My bees had a nice fligbt yesterday.
I notice on page 2S,s an item by J. Jd.

Williamson, saying he would publish the
working of his electric swarm notiher, but
he has not done so yet. I tor one should
very much like to hear from him through
the Bee Journal. B. W. Hall.
Merrimack Co., N. H., Dec. 13, 1897.

Bees Did Well the Past Season.
I put 40 colonies of bees into a shed

boarded tight on the north and west, with
open front to the south, with some boards
tackt up to shade them Irom the sun. 1
put on empty supers, and a Hill's device of
my own make, and filled them with cush-
ions or blankets, old clothing, etc., and
packt behind and between with straw.
They will be left as they are now till time
to put on sections next season. My bees
did well the past season. I sold my honey
in the home market at S^^ and 10 cents

;

swarms at $1.25, and colonies this fall at
*3.50. Noah Millek.
Johnson Co., Iowa, Dec. 10, 1S97.

Results of the Past Season.
The past season has been about an aver-

age one for honey. The yield in many
localities in this county has been better
than for years, owing, i think, more to the
condition of the colonies than to the nectar
secreted by the dowers. My reason for
thinking so is, that last spring I was unable
to attend to my bees "at the right time,''
on account of illness, resulting from my
" experience " in Dixie Land, some 30 years
ago, and as a result some colonies stored
quite a Une lot of honey, while others did
nothing. I believe that if all my colonies
had been alike strong. I would nave had
the best yield I ever had.

I cannot agree with my friend from Som-
erset county, this State, that bee-keeping

Sweet \ Glover
And Several Otiier Clover Seeds.

We have made arransrements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order;

5B) 101b 25ft) 50*
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Alslke Clover 70 $1,25 J3.00 $5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5,00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, it
wanted by freight.

Your orders are sobclted,

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Quekxs of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Meel
CJr.iy CarnlolaiiK. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race.
75cfs, each: June and until October 50 cents
each. Tested $1,00 each. Good Breeders. $2
each. Straight 5-Banded or Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each, satisfictlon guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLE, Bee Co. TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

MAGIC PRESS
\' HOT PL-4TE FOUN-
DATION F.\STENER,

This Press is of mal-
leable iron and brass.
Non-breakable chim-
ney. Its speed equal
to 4000 per day, or
more, according to
activity of operator.
One closing and open-
ing of gate flnishes
the section. Starters
or full sheets. This
\ear a Fine Eff?-Tester

t^oeswllhit. supply
dealers write for cut
for your own eat Alog.
Have told in thirteen
Slates. Write me if

your supply dealer
does not keep them in stock. The best and
cheapest yet made. Size 7x8^4 Inches.

JAMES CORWAC, D6S MOINES, IOWA.
3Dtt Please mention the Bee Journal.

1^- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J, Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

forhU
,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB F0DSDATI08
Has No Sag In Brood-Framea

Thin Flat-Kottom Foundation
Has So Fisbbooe id tbe Sarplos Honey.

BetnR the cleanest Is nBaally worked
the qalokest of any FonQdatlon made

J. A. VAN DKUSKN,
Sole MaDQiaotarer,

Sprout Brook Montgomery Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Let me send you my 64-

page Catalog for 18M8.

J, m. JeiikiiiN, Wetumpka, Wa..

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

"don't pay," for our bees have always
paid us better (except one year) for labor
expended than have our cows, when we
sent milk to a cheese factory or made but-
ter at home.
There was less swarming last year than

for years, as far as I have heard.
I have sold all my honey in the home

market, for 12 cents wholesale for comb
honey, and 10 cents for extracted, for white
clover.

It doesn't seem possible, but the " Old
Reliable" seems to be getting better all

the time. Geo. Spitleb.
Crawford Co., Pa., Dec. 15, 1S97.

Bees and the Apple Yield.

We have come to look at the American
Bee Journal as a fixture in this household,
from oldest to youngest. I have 1*3 colonies
of bees that are on the summer stands,
with plenty of stores and aVery mild win-
ter so far,

I wish to say to the bee-men that the
apple crop was a complete failure in this

State, but I have four apple trees that
have borne three years in succession. Peo-
ple came here and askt as to the cause ; and
in fact 1 was not able to tell the reason un-
til a gentleman from Pennsylvania 9aid it

was the blessed bees. Anyway, 1 got about
a dozen barrels of apples, lots of fun, and
some honey. Nathan A, Sleeper.
Hillsboro Co., N. H., Dec. 13, 1897.

A Report for 1897.
The first part of the season, in this local-

ity, bees did fairly well, better than an
average on fruit-bloom, raspberries and
white clover. The honey gathered was
very nice,

Tne last part of the season was unusually
good, the best we have had for eight years.
Golden-rod yielded abundantly. The honey
from it was good, milder in fiavor than
usual.
The close of the honey season left my

bees in good condition for winter. This is

the first season for years that 1 have not
had to feed more or less for winter stores.

As usual I reduced the number of my
colonies by uniting about one-third. They
are now in winter quarters on the summer
stands, with outer cases over the hives.

J. P. Smith.
Sullivan Co., N. H., Dec. 14, 1897.

Not A Good Honey Season.

I have had ray bees nearly two years.

This has not been a very good season for
honey, only receiving about SO pounds
from the strongest colony, while the others
did not do much of anything. A year ago
last spring I started with two colonies, and
now have but 10. 1 started with five colo-

nies last spring. One colony cast a good
prime swarm, and in about six days they
cast another heavy swarm ; the next day
still another, and I lookt through the hive
and found four more queens. I took out
three queens, so they did not swarm any
more, and were in good condition when 1

put them away for winter.
A. G. To'n^ERS.

Polk Co., Wis., Dec. 26, 1S97.

Bee-Keeping of Ancient Egyptians.

We have before now seen accounts of

migrating apiaries. Writers tell us that
the season in Upper Egypt is some six

weeks earlier than in Lower Egypt along
the coast. Maillet tells us the ancient
Egyptians were well aware of this. He says
there was an abundance of bees and honey
in that country, and that it was the custom
of that ancient people, each year, about the
first of October, to send their hives from
all parts of the country into Upper Egypt,
where they were placed on boats, numbered
and registered. As the waters of the Nile
subsided after the inundation, the flora in

that hot country came on rapidly. The
bees were allowed to remain a few days,
until it was thought they had foraged
about all they could, when tliey were moved
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ARE RELIABLE.
Everything grown in Reid's Nurseries is

healthy, well-rooted and true to name. Every effort la

made to save expense to customers. We sell direct and ship
direct, saving fifty per cent, on Trees, Shrubs, Vines. Write for cata-

logue, estimates or suggestions. Try 8tar Strawberry, Kldorndo
Blackberry. REID'S NURSERIES, Brideeport, Oh

THE PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER
Is a 2S-page monthly bee-jourual piiblisht at Higginsville, Mo.—price 50 cts. a year. With
the year of ISOS. we begin the eighth volume, hence it is past the experimental stage. fS.
B. (..ealiy and H. SI. l>oolitlIe. editors. Some of the features of ISHS will be a con-
tinuation of "'Waywiile I'ragnieutw.'" by !^oiiinsiiiil>iiliMt. •• Kperieiice
and Its liessons." by IS. t^. Ailciii. This series of articles will be reviewed by Mr.
Doolittle. which is practically giving his experience with its lessons. " Experience and Its
Lessons.'' as reviewed, will be a gold-mine for beginners and advantageous to those more
advanced in bee-culture. The somnambulist articles are written in a pleasing style, as
none but '' Soramy " could write them. They are highly entertaining and instructive.
l>r. C. V. iVIiller and other popular writers also cotribute to its columns. The Pro-
gressive is a popular journal at a popular price. Printed in the highest art. on beautiful
paper. Fearless in its character, newsy in its contents, and artistic in its make up. Re-
member the Progressive Bee-Keei"ER is but .50c. a year. The Progressive and that " one
only" book for beginners, the Aniateiii- Bee-Iieeper. by I»rof. .1. W\ Roii!!>e,
both for r).5c, A sample copy of the Progressive for your name, and a beautiful, illus-

trated catalog of apiarian supplies for the asking. Address,

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.

This Very Remarkable Social Story,

The thought of which is the application to

all life of the test question, * What would
Jesus do?" has had an extraordinary sale.

even during the "dull times " of summer.
In the guise of a dramatic story, the book
makes a powerful appeal to the public con-

science in the lines in which interest is now
so deeply aroused, namely, the social condi-

tions afCectiag- the relations of employer
and employe, rich and poor, the Christian

and the world, the saloon and t he voter, etc.

The author believes his test—"What would
Jesus do ?"—to be nothing less than revolu-

tionary, and applies it with searching di-

rectness, not only to commercial and social,

but also to religious life. The deep interest

which the story has awakened is indicated

by the thousands that have been sold, and
the many voluntary testimonials, among
them being the following :

"The reading of the book will search
many a heart, and ought to lead to a slm-
gler, holier, and more fully consecrated
hristian life.''—Sunday-School Times.

"Singularly imoressive It Is a sermon
inaction, md one that cannot fail to touch
the heart."—New York Christian Advocate.
" Mr. Sheldon's book makes a strong im-

pression as a plea tor more simplicity of
living, for more economy and more princi-
ple in the matter of personal expenditure,
and for the application of the laws of right-
eousness and justice to the methods of busi-
administration."—New York Independent.

-Calvary

GiETHSEMANE

y^ Jerusalem

Nazareth

WHUTXWOULD JESUS DO?

CHARLES MSHELDON

Price, in paper cover, 25 cts., postpaid ; bound in cloth, 75 cts. Or, we will

mail a copy of the paper-covered edition for sending us one new subscriber to the
Bee Journal for a year at .§1,00, or for sending us two new subscribers we will

mall you a copy of the cloth-bound edition. We will send the paper-covered book
and the Bee Journal one year—both together for $1.10 ; or the cloth-bound book
and the Bee Journal one year—both for $1.50. Address,

OEORCiE W. YORK & CO., 118 Micliigan St., Ciiica$:o, Ills.

^
^^California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Resources, send tor a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paclflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 13,00 per annum.
Bample Copy Froe.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^"-i;''^*^""'
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-otf, Mi-
tring. Kabbeting, Groov-
ing. Oainlng. Dadoing.
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full LIneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold 00 Trial. CaUloRnc Free.

SE^EOA FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T.

Wn DAV CASHcnnh WEEK the year round, if

TYCr/Al V'lu .-ill .•<tarl; Tins. Outtitfice.
STARK MRSERV, LOUISIANA. MO., Slark. Mo., Rockporl, 111., Dansville. N.

«

a few leagues down the strehm. and another
stop of a few days made, and then another
move, until the coast was reacht, about
Feb. I. Thus going, their bees had the ad-
vantage of the best bee-pasturage the king-
dom afforded, the whole length of the river
country.
As to their hives : Hasselquist tells us

they were cheaply made of clay, about 4
feet long and half a foot in diameter—curi-
ous hives, we would think, but perhaps not
more unique or less practical than many
receptacles our bees pre-empt in stumps,
trees, logs, etc.

I wonder what those postdeluvians would
think, could they now take lessons of Doo-
little, Miller, Root, and others.

Indeed, I wonder what thev'd say
To see beekeeping in our day :

Methlnks they'd open wide their eyes,
To see our hives, frames, and bee-supplies.
Some stories big at home relate.How bee-men here manipulate
The hives, frames, combs and bees.And anything just as they please.
And think success is fairly wonAs honey comes in by the ton.
While Miller's face would light with smiles,
lo think of hiving in new tiles ;l uey'd think they knew but llttleof the bee-nut, then, they never had Root's " A B C."

Will Co., III., Dec. 13. A. W. Hurt.

Bees in Good Condition.
I have 11.5 colonies of bees in winter quar-

ters in good condition. In l.sor I got half a
crop of honey. E. R. Wright
Scott Co., Iowa. Jan. 8.

Bees Did Poorly.
Bees did very poorly here this year, altho

Alslke was abundant, but there was very
little seed in it, making a double loss
Ontario, Canada. M. G. Williams.

Besults of the Season of 1897.
I had 30 colonies the past season, that I

workt mostly for extracted honey, and got
3,700 pounds, but no increase in bees.

J. E. Campbell.
Clinton Co., Iowa, Jan. 1.

In Good Condition for Winter.
I had 30 colonies, spring count, increast

to 60. I got 1,500 pounds of comb honey
from white clover, last season. I got no
fall honey. My bees are in good condition
for the winter. John N. Michael.
Caldwell Co., Mo., Jan. 1.

Was Successful with Bees.
I was successful with my bees last sum-

mer. I harvested about 1,500 pounds of
comb and extracted honey. The market
here is very low and dull.

JuLics Hermann.
Bureau Co., III., Dec. 27.

Bees in Good Condition,
I have 5 colonies of Italian bees in the

cellar, and in good condition. I am looking
forward with great hopes for the next sea-
son with them. I love to work with the
bees. I cant do without the " Old Re-
liable.'' A. G. Freeman.
Neosho Co , Kans., Dec. 39.

Not Enough Flowers for the Bees.

My honey crop actually will not pay the
subscription price of the Bee Journal.
True. I had only five colonies, but I did ex-
pect some little remuneration, for the care
that I gave them. This is my third year
with bees, and it seems the more experi-
ence the less honey, but I think I know
what's the matter—too many bees and not
enough flowers !

I use full sheets of foundation on wired
frames, in good hives (Hilton's) shelterel
from the noonday sun, and still no honey.
Screw loose somewhere. May be I'll find it

after awhile. I have " A B C of Bee-Cul-
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ture,""Bees and Honey," several copies
of the Review, and, last but not least, the
American Bee Journal; and if my renewal
one year hence is not in on lime, you can
attribute it to the fact that it is another of
my "off " years again.

L. F. Churchill.
Cheboygan Co., Mich., Dec. 15.

The Bee-Keeper Won.
I would like to let you know bow the bee-

case or fight came out. I would refer you
to pages 494 and 49.5 (1S9T) for further de-
tails. Well, my neighbor had to return
the bees and pay the costs.

August Bachmann.
King Co., Wash., Dec. 2s.

Not a Good Honey-Flow.
I .like the American Bee Journal first-

rate, and could not do without it. I started
with two colonies of bees four years ago,
and have 15 colonies now. I put 11 into the
cellar, and 4 on winter stands. The honey-
flow was not very good. I got only 4(i0

pounds last fall. R. H. Bergfeld.
Hardin Co., Iowa, Dec. 30.

Bees Did Well.

Bees did very well here the past season.
1 harvested 2,500 pounds of comb honey
and 500 pounds of extracted of very fine

quality, from 48 colonies, spring count, and
and increast to 77 colonies, with plenty of

honey to winter on. I attribute my suc-

<?ess to the American Bee Journal, and
could not keep bees without it.

Nemaha Co., Kans. A. W. Swan.

Stored Honey of Fine Quality.

Bees did well here last season, and the
honey stored was of a fine quality. The
fall forage was good, tho I expect it was
injured and cut short by the drouth of
autumn. Bees seem to be wintering quite
well so far. Have had but few days at a
time of real cold weather here yet, with
but little snow, the first coming Dec. 2.

Fred S. Thorington.
Livingston Co., Mo., Dec. 16.

Report for the Past Season.

I began the season of 1897 with GO colo-
nies, and have SO now. They averaged 25
pounds of honey per colony, mostly comb.
The forepart of the season started out
grand, but by July 10 the honey-flow broke
off all at once, everything dried up, and
there was no more honey after that to
speak of, altho bees are in good condition.
I hope for a better season in 189S.

A. WlCHERTS.
Cook Co., 111., Dec. 17.

Appreciates the Bee Journal.

The American Bee Journal has been a
close and constant friend ever since its

birth, and 1 have watcht its development
and growth, as it has made its regular visits

weekly for so many years, and should it

from any cause stop during my life, I

should be very lonely without its visits.

My lawsuit is set for the January court.
I will report later in regard to it.

H. Besse, M. D.
Delaware Co., Ohio, Dec. 31.

Hogs Eat Sweet Clover.

The sweet clover seed I got last spring
grew all right, and at the present writmg
it is green. They need not tell me that
stock will not eat it, for I cannot keep our
pigs off of it, as it is not fenced. We sowed
white clover last spring, and if I get the
Simpson honey-plant started, don't tell me
I will not have any surplus honey.

I think this is a good location. We are
near the Republican river, where abound
Cottonwood, sumac, prickly-ash, box-elder,
grape-vines, golden-rod. smart-weed, and

HATCHII^G HBIV
HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION

ami in the iiroductionand brooding of chicks she
lia.'^l'et'n s\ipp!aiited by the better and everyway

INCUBATORS

THE

^t^^^- Kl RELIABLE and'Irooders
«Si^^^-^l- J? " ./ They Hatch and Brood when you are ready,

**-;i~. w - lin.'\- don't L'et lon-'^v- Tiiey grrow the strontrest
"^^i^i^ . lii-ks hikI thf most ul them. It takes a 2-24 paire book

^"-^ to tf II »ln>nt thf.se machines and our Mammoth Reli-
able Poiiltry Farms, rsint !•> mail on receipt ul 10 cents. Send forit now.
Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.* Quincy, Illinois.

37DlTt Please mentioQ the American Bee Journal.

whMeothersfaO
the SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS succeed, why? because they J
are properly constructed and the correct methods for operating them are \
plainly set forth in our 72 page Direction Book. Our machines will \

,,
please you. Prices reasonable. All sold under a positive guarantee »

^ which we ask you to compare with others. Send 6c stamps for 128*
page catnl'iQ: and poultrv book combined. It will pay you. Address ^

OES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 78, Oes Moines, Iowa.

EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog.

FKED A. DAL.TON,
lA26t Walker, Vernon Co., Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an jiptary cannot do uetter than
to call on Dr. B, Gallup, Santa Ana. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs In Langstroth-
Slmplicity Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees for buslne3s. Currespodence so-
licited. Dr. E. KALLtlP,

Santa Ana, Orange Co.. Oal.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ J^ ^
has a hobby whichisthesheepbreederand
his industry, lirst foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets &. Sheep, - - Chicago>
Please mention Bee Journal when -writine.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
iree. Walter S. Pouder,

Ul^PoVDER-^Wi" iNotlL^l-Xs^rNmANA,
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

IHnfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

I'llIUl S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
iu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. T. Muth & Sou, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when vrriting,

'OUR PRICES
iDg the new
Clianipion Cliail-IIive

"With dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of oiher Supplief,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you*$$$

K. H. SCHMIDT A: CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan. Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when w^ritine:.

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 43.

I

are worth looking
at. We are mak-

any amount of wild flowers that I do not
know the names of.

1 am very much interested in bees. The
Bee Journal is a great help to me. There
are so many things a beginner wants to

know, and the Bee Journal is the place to

find almost any question answered, that
you want to ask about bees.

I began last spring with two colonies, in-

creast by natural swarming to six, got 85

pounds of comb honey in one-pound sec-

tions, and they all have plenty o£ winter
stores. They have been out for a play-
spell at three different dates in this month
—Dec. 0, T and 8.

I am experimenting a little in wintering
my bees; if they winter all right you may
hear from me again.

Mrs. Lizzie Ireland.
Republic Co,, Kaus., Dec. 15.

Managed a Number of Apiaries.

I have managed alone over 30 small api-

aries, starting with 144 colonies, spring

count, and increast to over 300. and but :i

swarms. I got 1,371 one-pound sections

filled from one divided colony. The Bee
Journal has been a great help to me.

ThOS. CHiSTRT.
Clay Co., S. Dak., Dec. 28.

Bee Journal Iiikely to Cause Trouble.

I am well pleased with the Bee Journal.

It is full of reliable news, and comes regu-

larly, but I am afraid it will cause me
trouble, as there is a dispute as to who shall

read it first, wife or 1, as she has taken
great interest in the bee-business.

Los Angeles Co., Calif. J. H. Miller.

Results of the Poor Season.

1 have about 20 colonies of bees that were
put into winter in good condition. They
produced between l.OUO and 1,100 pounds of

comb honey, which sold at 15 cents a pound.
About all is sold. I am nearly 60 years old,

and have Ijept bees 19 years. I produce
altogether comb honey, and use the Lang-
stroth hive. 1 have tried many other hives,

but for easy handling, and all other pur-

poses, it is ahead of any other I know of. I

have taken the Bee Journal about 11 or 13

years, and could not get along without it

and keep bees. Bee-keeping here is away
back, say 40 years. Alexander Rose.
Shelby Co., 111., Jan. 1.

Selling Honey at Home.
My honey crop has been this year, the

summer and fall supply. 000 pounds from
seven colonies. The light honey sold

readily for 12'.2' cents, and 10 cents for dark.
All pronounced it .fliw. Have sold it all,

and there has been a call for more. All
was sold in the home market. I have no
trouble in selling my honey, as it goes on
the market clean and all in good shape.
Some s(j-c(ille(l bee-men will bring their

honey to market just as it is taken from
the hive, and not being able to get a good
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price for it, will sell at a reduction. Then
the people say. " Well, your honey looks

nice, but Mr. So-and-so sells his for much
less than you do"—which means at (i or 7

cents, when, if they had any pride in the

good work, they would clean their honey
up in good shape, and get as good price as

any one. I am very proud of my small
apiary, but wish to have more experience.

CuAs. A. Billings.
Wayne Co., N. Y., Dec. 28.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
JouKNAL. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

New Vork.—The Ontario County, N. Y.,
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its ninth
annual convention at Canandaigua. N. Y..

Jan. -27 and 28. 1898. An interesting pro-
gram is in course of preparation. All are in-

vited. KuTH E. Taylob, Sec.
Bellona, N. Y.

The Successful Incubator.— We have
before us the new catalogue of the Successful
Incubator Co.. Dee Moines, Iowa. These peo-
ple have been advertisers In our columns lor
several years past, and we presume that many
of our readers now own and operate the Suc-
cesstul machines. So far as we are able to
ascertain, the results of this machine in
actual operation are such as to give a hearty
endorsement of the same. We see by refer-
ence to the annual catalogue that the manu-
facturers' guarantee is such as to leave very
little to be desired. If there Is any point of
construction, material and actual incubating
ability that is not completely covered by the
guarantee, we fail to discover it. By the
way, this 130-page catalogue is crowded with
good things that ought to be in the hands of
every man or woman who is interested in
poultry in any way. It is a handsome and
valuable book, and worth many times more
than they ask for It. Send along 6 cts. in post
age stamns and secure it belore another day
passes. It will repay you handsomely. When
writing them, please say you saw their adver-
isement in the American Bee Journal.

!?^! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello-w

BeeS'wax delivered to our ofBce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If
you want cast), promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

EXCELSIOR incubator
Simple. Perfect. Self-Rrgulat
i'lg. Thousands in BU';ces8rul
oiieration. Lowest priced
flrBt-cluHA llat(>her mH(*e.

UKO. II. 8TA1IL.«
tolg8 8. 6thMt.QulneT.l».

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

"i.it is wliiil in^ikca tlic kiLaelman Fence fa-l
With our Dtiplei Automatic Mnebioe you I

lakfl lUO etTlca ami Cij roda per day of the I
lie-t \\..vcn UireFt-nceoii Enrtb.r

FOR 18^ PER rod!
Cfiiokcn fence 10c. Rabbit-proof |
fence lOc. and a good Hog fence
fi-r IGc. per ro.i. Plaiu, Coiled |
Spring ond Barbed Wire to farm-
eM ut wholoalo prices. Cau' U'

,^^^--,FREE for the aakinir. .^!r, ^

ROTHERSTBox 1?". RIdgevlllp, Inilinr.i.

45Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal,

BDNEY and BEESWAX

Chicago, 111. , Deo. 13.—Fancy white 11 to
12c. No. 1,10c.; lauey amber, 8 to 9c. : No. 1,

7c.: fancy dark, 7e. Extracted, white, b to 6c.;
amber, 4 to 5c. ; dark, 40. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.

The demand for comb honey is not satisfac-
tory, and it can be bought at even lower
prices than quoted, where it Is not in the
hands of regular dealers. There seems to be
no outside demand. Extracted without special
change. Beeswax Is scarce.

Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 13.—Fancy white,
13 to lUc. ; No. 1, 11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 9
to 10c. ; fancy dark, 8 to 9c. Extracted,
white, 51,4 to 6e.; amber. 4V4 to oc. Beeswax,
25 to 37c.
This market has been fairly sustained on

honey since our last report. Values remain
about the same, as there has been a very good
consumptive demand, especially for ex-
tracted, while the comb honey has seemed to
accumulate with increast receipts, and we
feel to meet the demand even If at a reduc-
tion from quotations. There seems to be
more demand from those ^ho eat honey than
in former seasons, which Is a good feature of
the trade which we desire to encourage. We
are expecting a good trade from this forward.

Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 15.—Fancy white.
13tol3y,c.: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amber.
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c.; amber. 4
to 5c. Beeswax. 32 to 25c.

ITew York, N. Y., Dec. 22.—Fancy white
11 to llHc: off grades, 9 to lOc; buckwheat
and mlxt, 6^ to 7c. Extracted, California
white, 5 10 5!4c.; light amber, 4V1 to l^c.;
white clover and basswood, 5 to5^4e.; buck-
wheat, 4 to 4i^c ; Southern, 50c. a gallon.
Beeswax Is In good demand at 35 to 27c.

Our market remains quiet. Fancy grades
of white comb are about cleaned up. and
these would find sale on arrival at quotations.
We biive a large stock of buckwheat, mlxt,
and ofl grades of white, and, as the demand
for these Is very light, we cannot encourage
further shipments for the near future. Ex-
tracted of all kinds is selling fairly well.

Minneapolis, Minn,, Dec. 15, — Fancy
white. 11 to 12c.; No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy am-
ber. 10c. : No. 1. g/ic; fancy dark 9 to 9Hc.;
No. I. 8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; am-
ber, 4 to 4?ic. ; dark, 4c, Beeswax, 23c.

Market holds firm at above prices. Good
demand for extracted. Wax is quiet but firm
at 2:ic.

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 15.—Fancy white,
loy, 10 lie; No. 1. 10 to lOHc; fancy amber.
9!^ to IPc; No. 1 9 to 9!4c.; fancy dark. SY,
to 9c. Extracted, white, 0% to 6c. ;• amber,
5 to 5Kc. ; dark, 4 to 4^c. Beeswax, 20 to 23c,

St. ^onls, IIo.,Dec. 13.—Fancy white, 12
to 12 l-2c. : No. 1. 10 1-2 to 11 l-2c.; fancy
amber, 9 1-2 to 10c. ; No. 1, 9c ; fancy dark,
8c. Extracted, white, 5to5 1-2c.; amber. 4
io4VJc. ; dark, 3 1-2 to 4c. Beeswax, 24 1-2
to 25c.
We would advise prompt shipments of

honey. We do not see any probabilities of bet-
ter prices. The stock of honey is ample for
the demand.

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 13.—Fancy white, 12
to 13c.; No 1, 11 to 12c.: fancy amber. 8 to
9c.; No. 1,8c : fancy dark. 8c.: No. 1, 7y, to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c, ; amber, 4H to
5c. dark. 4 to 4!4c.
There Is an ample stock of comb on hand

and selling freely at quotations. Extracted
Is not plentllul and from nformatlon received
there is not much In the hands of producers,

Buffalo, N, Y.| Jan. 14.—Strictly fancy 1-

pound comb honey Is more active at mostly
lOe. occasionally lie, but all other gradas
are dormant and have to 1 e cut to almost any
price to move them, ranging from 8c. down
to 6c. Extracted Is also very dull at 4 to 6c,
We cannot recommend the shipplug of honey
here unless it Is strictly fancy 1-pound sec-
tions.

There Is no selling pressure of consequence
on desirable lots of water white, either comb
or extracted, such being held as a rule at full
quotations. Amber grades are in greater sup-
ply than the demand, and market for this
class presents an easy tone. Dark qualities
are in poor request, despite low asking fig-
ures. Beeswax is firm at current quotations,
with very little offering, either from first or
second hands.

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 13.—Fancy white
13 to 14c.; No 1. 12c.; fancy amber. 10c.

;

No. 1. 9c.; No. 1 dark, 8c. Extracted, white.
5to5V4o.: amber, 5c.; dark. 4 to 4!4c. Bees-
wa.x. 27c.
Honey Is arriving very freely: market Is a

little oH'. Beeswax Is in good demand.

Boston, Mass. i 17ov. 8.—Fancy white, in
cartons. 13c.: No. 1. 11 to 12c.: fancy amber,
lOc, Extracted, white, 6 to7c. ; amber, 5 to
5%c. Beeswa.Y, 28c.
No. 1 and fancy honey has sold well during

the past 10 days, but off grades and light
weight is going slowly. Beeswax Is In good
demand aud but little here.

Detroit, Mich,, Nov. 9.-Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; No. 1,10 to lie: fancy amber, 9 to
10c, : No. 1. 8 to 9c.; fancy dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 6c.: amber, 4 to 5e Bees-
wax, 25 to 26c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 15.—Fancy white,
11 to 13c.; No 1, 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
lOe Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is
In good demand.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 8.—There is no
change In prices, but rather a slow demand
for all kinds of honey. We quote 10 to 13c.
as the range of prices for best white comb
honey, aud 3 1-2 to 6c,, for extracted, accord-
ing to quality. Beeswa.x is in fair demand at
20 to 25c. for good to choice yellow. Cincin-
nati Is no place for dark comb honey.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CblcaKO, Ills.

R. A. BURNETT & Co., 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros, & Seohlken,

130 & 122 W, Broadway.

Kansas City, ITIo.

0. C. Clbmoms & Co., 423 Walnut 8t.

BnffaIo,N. Y.
Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 83 Broadway,

Pblladelptala, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser. 10 Vine St.

Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission

'St. lionls, lUo.

Westcott Com. Co., 213 Market St

ITIinneapoUs, IHlnn.
S. H. HALL & Co.

railwankee. Wis.
A, V, Bishop it Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, Mlcb.
M, H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co,, Mich,

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massiohusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. MCCULLOCH & Co., 380 Broadway.

Clnelnnatl, Oblo.
C. P. MUTH* SON.oor. Freeman iOentralAvs.

THE MONEY QUESTION
((in siTtl(> tlu' poultry question by reEemH'et<^ our
Mammoth Annual Poultry Ciiide

('i'iit:ijns mo papes printed in finest colors,
?.<! v.iii. tj.-i ..f |ioiiUry and how to treat f hem in
li<Mi!li .iml (ii-i'.is(> andhow toni;ike money with
itln'iii. r.iiilti \ ti.Mf^e pi fins, recipes; pustpnid V)C.

John Bauschcr Jr, Box 94, Freeport, IlL

Please meDtion the Bee Journal

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everythtug- used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog MISXESOTA BEE-
ki;KPKKS' SirPLV SIFG. CO., NlcoUet
iHluud, Minneiipolis, Minn.

Chas. Mondeng. Mg:r.22Atf
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
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O'

H B^ mt A Copy of-

L I] L t Successful Bee-Keepingrn 1 r by W. Z. Hutchinson ;

I 1 1kk and our 1897 Catalog-, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog Tor tlie Askius. We make almost
EverylblDg used by Bee-Keeper8« and at
Lowest Prices. OUB

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Otiiers.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,
when you can have llie best—sucli as we
make.

The American Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
Sample Free—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytliiiig' in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

U^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytbtng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

« dress of every Bee-Keeper In
'^ America. We supply Deal-

ers as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc,

Inter-State MaiiufactiirinE Co,,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Insomnia Cured

!

Wakefulness on account of poor party (or line)

fences, or crops i nsecure from stot-k bas oeen cured
In hundreds ot cases by the use of our' self-rejjuia-

tor Thorouiihlv proof against chaunes of climate.
TAGE FKNCE never needs "watcbers." See * ad
in next issue.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wliolesale
and Kelail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax IS^'SS^ush A Specialty,

At Reduced Prices dnrlus tbe Winter.
My foundation will spe.^k for itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fall to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

BecsAvax taken In Excliange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AlIfiUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

1. Root Co.'s Goods ^*
ii^eVl^?'"-

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. M. H. liriVT
Cabh for Beeswax. Bell Branch. Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

TlieA

Year Datiaiit's Foundation. yiS
~^*-^

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because I3( 21 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Bemily, Piirily, Firiiines!!,, TSo Sag'-
giiig. 'So \M»». PAXEIWX ^VEE]> PKOl'ESS SIIKKXII^Ci.

ffi^* Send Name for Our CataloR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" m\ Manutadiired Stock ! (|iiick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
-' AND ^

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a spexialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber Is used. •

It^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfield, "Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing".

We Are the People rt< >V, fif, fi'', fi", ^, fi^.

-WHO CAN TURN OUT-

E EN GE«4 f tM 1 I-J

0*4 V- —-"»V—^ . C-
—

"-r-^ "-'-^ ^i^:^>' •P-c-::^ ^^F «

(Sections M^itliout Insets)

FOP^ 1S©S.
Having special appliances and machinery, we can make them right. Nothing in.

late years has seemed to stir such a furor

in the Bee-Keeping World as these Goods.

Ity If you don't know about them, send to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
MEDINA, OHIO.

I\CW IMio tcltftlOS Largely Re-writteu, out by January 15.
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Proper Size of Brood-Chamber—Swarm or
Parent Colony for Honey ?

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A subscriber to the American Bee Journal wishes me to

tell through its columns how many standard Langstroth
frames I would use in a hive, when working exclusively for
comb honey; and also which will do best at producing comb
honey, the prime swarm or the old colony, where but one

swarm is allowed from each old colony in the spring. As these
are reasonable questions, I will try to answer as best 1 can.

Regarding the first, I would say that I would use just as
many standard Langstroth frames in the brood-chamber, when
working for comb honey, as the queen had occupied with
brood when the honey harvest commenced in earnest from clo-

ver, basswood, or whatever else gave, iu my locality, a suffl-

cient flow of nectar so the bees could make a business of stor-

ing surplus honey, according as any one honey tree or plant
abounded in the locality where I resided. For this reason I

would use a 10-frame Langstroth hive; that is, I would use a
hive that would hold 10 Langstroth frames, and have It so ar-

ranged that I could reduce it to only a four-frame hive, should
I find any queen at the commencement of the honey harvest
that would not keep more combs than that number occupied
with brood; or a five, six, seven, eight, or nine frame hive, just
in accord with the prolificness of the queen.

There are a very few queens which will fill 10 Langstroth
frame with brood, when they are laying at their best, hence

Offlelal Bird's-Eye View of the Trans-Mlssisslppi and InteriMtional Exposition, Omaha, Nebr.
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we wish a lO-frame hive for these queens ; and as we do not

know just which will have such a queen year after year, as

queens change in proliticness so often, we had better make all

our hives to hold 10 frames. Far more of our queens will

keep only nine frames filled with brood, and for this reason

we wish some way of reducing the 10-framehive to a9-frame,
when it is required. When the hanging frame is used I know
of no better way of doing this than by using an inch board,

the same being a little smaller than the inside of the hive be-

low the rabbets, and having a top-bar of a frame nailed to one
side of it, so it will hang in the hive the same as a frame.

When we find, at the beginning of the honey harvest, a

queen capable of lieeping only nine frames filled with brood,

and we have 10-frames in the hive, take out the one the queen
does not occupy, and slip in the prepared board to take the

place of it. But, as a rule, we shall find by far the larger part

of our queens will occupy only eight frames with brood, and in

this case we will use one of the boards on each side of the hive,

instead of both on one side, as this brings the top of the hive

in better shape for the bees to work to the best advantage in

the sections.

A few of our queens may not come up to this average as

to prolificness, consequently we wish to reduce the size of the

hive still further in such cases, and for this further reduction

I prefer to use two frames spiked together, having ^j lumber
nailed on each side, thus making what is known as a "dum-
my." With these boards and dummies we can make the hive

so it will suit the prolificness of any queen at the commence-
ment of any honey harvest, and thus secure the best results in

comb honey.
If we allow the bees to make a start at storing honey of

any amount in the brood-chamber, they will be loth to enter

the sections, and instead of doing so they are apt to keep on
storing in the brood-chamber, crowding the queen more and
more in her brood space, till at the end of the season we
will have very little honey in the sections and few bees in the

hive for winter. If there is any one thing which tends toward
poor success in the production of section honey more than
another, I believe the having much empty comb in the brood-

chamber at the beginning of the honey harvest is the worst.

Strive to have every queen do her level best at brood-rear-

ing for a month or six weeks before the expected harvest, so

that the maxinum number of bees shall come with the begin-

ning of the harvest, then take away all comb unoccupied with

brood, putting on the sections, and we are as near perfection,

according to my views, as we are likely to get; and should the

season be a good one, we shall have no cause to complain at

the results secured.

But I think I hear some one asking, "Why not kill all the

nnprolific queens we may happen to have, before the honey
harvest ?" Should we do this, we shall throw the colony into

an abnormal condition which will work against our securing

as good results from that colony as we would have secured

had we left the poor queen till the end of the harvest and then

replaced her. By "abnormal condition," I mean this:

If a young, prolific queen is given near or at the com-
mencement of the honey harvest, she will not be content with

the number of combs which the old one occupied, and if con-

fined to these, swarming during the middle of the harvest will

be the result, which would blight our prospect for honey of

any amount from any colony which gets the swarming-fever
at this time ; and should we give this queen all the room she

needed, say eight or nine frames, it would either result in the

crowding her down with honey, as spoken of above, or in their

using the most of the honey brought in from the fields in feed-

ing the large quantity of brood she would bring about, which
brood would hatch so late that the bees from it would become
consumers instead of producers, and thus we would nearly or

entirely lose the use of that colony during the season.

In regard to which will produce the most comb honey, the

swarm or the parent colony, that depends upon when the

swarm issues. If it comes 10 days or more in advance of the

harvest, and the old colony is not allowed to swarm again,

with proper management the old colony will give the best re-

sults. On the other hand, if the swarm comes at the com-
mencement of, or during the harvest, then every advantage
should be turned to the account of the swarm, for the old col-

ony would do little more than to secure honey enough for

winter under the best of management, while the swarm
can be made to give good results by throwing the main force

of bees to it. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on page 11.

Ontario Foul Brood Inspector's 1897 Report.

BY WM. m'EVOY.

During 1897 I visited bee-yards in the counties of Wel-
land, Lincoln, Wentworth, Brant, Norfolk, Kent, Huron,
Grey, Perth, Oxford, Waterloo, Cardwell, York, Ontario and
Simcoe. I exami'ned 60 apiaries, and found foul brood in o-l

of them. I found several of the largest and best apiaries in

the Province very badly diseased through the bees robbing
foul-broody colonies that had been brought from other parts of

Ontario, and placed near them. Some of the owners of these
fine apiaries had invested from .SoOO to .SSOO in bees, one
man over .$1,000, and to get their good apiaries badly dis-

eased through foul-broody colonies being shiptinto their local-

ities, was pretty hard to bear with, but I am satisfied that
none of the parties that either bought or sold the diseased col-

onies that had been shipt knew that they had foul brood at the
time of sale.

I also found many colonies very badly diseased through
the owners using old combs that they got from parties that
had lost all of their bees with foul brood. None of these men
knew that the old combs were diseased, or were able to tell the
stain-mark of old foul brood on the lower side of the cells.

Comb foundation is a very safe and very valuable thing to use,

and those that need combs should use plenty of it, and not run
any risk by using the old combs from apiaries where all the
bees had died.

When going through, examining every colony in a diseased
apiary, I markt them according to the condition I found them
in, putting one pencil cross on the front of one hive, two
crosses on another, and three on all very bad ones. After we
get through examining all the colonies, we know the true con-
dition of things by the number of crosses on the front of the
hives. Some of the colonies I advised to be doubled the same
evening, and the combs made into wax, and when the work
was done in the honey season I had considerable increase
made from those least diseased, and, as a rule, ended the sea-

son with more colonies than I began with, and all in grand
condition.

At our annual meeting that was held in London, in 1892,
I said that my method of curing diseased apiaries of foul brood
would in the near future be followed by the bee-keepers of

every laud. I am very much pleased to say that my method of

treatment is not only followed by the bee-keepers of Canada
and the United States, but is "all the go" in far-off Australia,
and for this nice state of affairs I thank the editors of all the
bee-periodicals. Everywhere that I went the past season to in-

spect the apiaries, I found every bee-keeper pleased to have
me examine his colonies, and for the very nice way that I was
treated by every person I return to them my most heartfelt
thanks.

I burned two colonies in one apiary, two In another, two
in a third place, and a quantity of diseased combs, and three
in a fourth locality. The owners helpt to burn some of the
diseased colonies, and the other bee-keepers were consenting
to have the few worthless colonies burned. I am also pleased
with the way all the other bee-keepers took hold, and cured
their diseased colonies, that had foul brood in the summer.

While examining their colonies to see if the bees had
enough honey for winter, some people found things not right

and I found it to be pure foul brood. I explained how to cure
it in the most profitable way, and put everything In order.

My time, carefare and livery-hire, was ."5525.90

Ontario, Canada, Dec. 6, 1897.

V

No. 4—Recollections of an Old Bee-Keeper.

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

(Continued from page 36.)

Now I propose to tell of things I learned from Mr. Well-
hausen. His queen-cage was a hollow reed, or milkweed,
about the size of my little finger. At one end he inserted a
common plug, and at the other end he used a long, sharp plug
of wood. In one side he cut out a slat nearly 8 ^16 of an
inch wide, and nearly as long as the hollow. This was for

the queen and workers to communicate through. When all

was ready he would raise or tip up the hive, smoke back the
bees, and stick the long, sharp plug right into the comb. For
introducing, instead of the lower plug he would insert a piece
of comb and honey, and then take a long, fine needle and
pierce through the center of this comb, then the bees would
cut all out, and liberate the queen on the most approved plan
now used, only we use candy.

For a queen-cell protector he used a short piece of reed
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without the side slit, fit the cell into the top end so the point
was ODly exposed, insert the sharpened pluR, and insert the
cage among the bees as above, and he had a perfect cell-pro-

tector. He used them for hatching-nurseries also. Now, if I

am not mistaken Jewell Davis derived or received hints from
me that enabled him to get up his queen-nursery ; at all

events, we corresponded on the subject, and he sent one of his

first ones to me.
The old gentleman saved all his natural queen-cells in the

above manner, and then his hive being small at the top, a very
small quantity of bees would commence right, by giving them
a queen or a protected queen-cell. He had his queens ferti-

lized from those small nuclei.

Then to build them up, he would draw out bees from any
populous colony, hunt up the queA and return her, sprinkle
the bees well with diluted honey, shake them down in front of

the nuclei, and the reinforcements would stay where he
wanted them to.

Now you can readily see where I obtained my ideas of

rapid and safe increase. His hives and all his appliances were
primitive, but as effectual as the most approved appliances we
have now, with the exception of the movable combs, honey
extractor, etc. The fact is, I received my first real insight
into successful box-hive bee-keeping from Mr. Wellhausen,
even it I did not believe in the witches !

His method, or one of hijj methods, of introducing queens
was to drum out a sufficient quantity of bees, deprive them of

their queen, sprinkle with diluted honey, and then liberate a

queen among them, either a virgin or fertile one ; hive them
in an empty hive, and they have been accepted every time. I

do not remember ever making a failure by introducing in

the above manner. You understand they have neither comb
nor brood of any description. Then if sprinkled and com-
pletely gorged with sweets, there is every incentive for them
to behave themselves, and they do.

By the way, the past summer I reared a fine batch of

queen-cells, and made nuclei consisting of two frames of brood
and the adhering bees, and inserted eight cells in the West
queen-cell protector on the tenth day, and I lost five out of

the eight. Too much cool metal about the cell, which caused
them to perish. With the milkweed cell-protector I could
have saved every one. Our nights here are quite cool. I have
lost some, where I introduced them in the center of strong
colonies early in the season. I do not say that I lost them by
bad handling of the cells, for I do know how to handle queen-
cells.

Bees did remarkably well in the prairie country in Wis-
consin in an early day, but before I left all was under cultiva-

tion, and the white clover had not gotten into the pas-
tured land sufficiently to produce much, and the golden-rods
were killed out pretty effectually, so that bee-keeping was not
so profitable except in the vicinity of timber, and especially
where the linden was abundant.

About the time I had tried Mr. Wellhausen's methods
pretty effectually, I searched the book-stores, both at Fond
•du Lac and Milwaukee, for bee-literature, and found "Quinby
on Bee-Keeping," and that was quite a help. Soon after a
Langstroth agent began selling the Langstroth hive and
rights, and that disgusted me pretty effectually. Don't fly in

a passion, and I will tell you the reason why. He introduced
a 7-inch deep, 10-frame hive, and never gave any instructions
about cellar-wintering, and the consequence was every colony
put into them perisht in wintering, and any person of corn-

men sense (as I said) ought to know better. The frame was
but a trifle over Inches in depth.

When the agent came around to me and began to " ex-
platterate " on the advantage of his hive, I gave him a grand
blowing up, and plainly told him that bees could not winter
in such a shallow hive, and gave my reasons why. I Informed
him that the principle was grand, but that he was humbug-
ging people out. of their money and their bees.

Orange Co., Calif.

Use of the " Divider " in Producing Honey.

BY S. T. PETTIT.

Believing it might be interesting to the readers of the
American Bee Journal to know of the success the past season
of my system of taking comb honey, I send a brief account.

The fact is, the gratifying success attending the new way
was simply a marvel to myself. My bees were very strong

—

they were all that could be desired, with few exceptions, when
the flow began ; and of course I neglected nothing, everything
was done just at the right time and In the right way, accord-
ing to my judgment, and the work went on nobly, the filling

up and finishing satisfactory indeed, the quality and finishing

up of the sections so far ahead of anything I could ever get
under the old way.

It would be gratifying to me, and profitable to all who try

my way, if they would follow instructions carefully. This
year I used a large numbei of dividers with ^8 -inch holes, and
they workt all right ; no bulging of the combs and no burr-
combs. The bees can just walk right through those !'R-inch

holes leisurely and easily, and that is the way they move when
building combs. Of course, the holes must be pretty close to-

gether—there are 122 in each divider, as I make them now.

Here is a point I must call attention to, that is, if it be
necessary to use followers to fill up space, there m!(.sf be ?io

passage-ways for the hccs outside the followers; the bees must
be kept, and obliged to do their coming, right against the
divider.

I have thought a good deal about it, and can hardly tell

why I would like to have the space outside the divider, that
is, the space between the divider ar.d super wall or follower,

if one be used a little more than a quarter inch. Very likely

you will say, "Let well enough alone." Good advice, I agree,
but for all that I shall test the matter pretty largely, all being
well, the next season, with a five-sixteenth inch space.

Ontario, Canada.

Leveling Down Unfiuisht Sections.

We received this question some time ago, which we re-

ferred to the bee-keepers named for reply, and their answers
follow :

Mr. Editor:—Two or three of the men replying on page
734 (1897) say they would use unfiuisht sections with cells

full depth, providing they are clean and white, but the others
all want them leveled down. According to some there is great
advantage in using such sections, the bees being thereby
saved time and labor. But I don't want to spoil my sections

by using too deep cells. On the other hand, I don't want to

lose any advantage by cutting down more than is necessary.
Will you kindly ask Messrs. Dooliltle and Larrabee to tell us

why they would cut the cells down to \4 inch in depth, provid-
ing they are white and clean ?

It would also help decide what to do if Messrs. Brown,
Dibbern, Demaree and McEvoy would tell us why it is neces-
sary to have the cells less than )4 inch in depth.

Learner.
MR. M'EVOy'S answer.

I get a finer quality of honey, and more fancy finisht sec-

tions. Wm. McEvoy.
Ontario, Canada.

MR. brown's answer.

In reply to "Learner's" inquiry for more light on Query
No. 63, I would say that my experience with cells full depth,
or deeper than half inch, gives a somewhat tougher comb of

honey ; that is, when said combs are kept over from one sea-

son to another before being filled. Also, in my limited ex-

perience it has seemed that the honey stored in sections hav-
ing full-depth cells was not as thick and of as nice quality as
the same honey in sections that the combs were reduced to ^
to % inch in depth, or those built from foundation starters.

Partially drawn combs are very good for " bait sections ;" that
is, to get a start made in the supers ; but farther than this I

should only class them as of no more value than full sheets of

foundation of the weight of about 8 square feet to the pound.
Volusia Co., Fla. A. F. Brown.

,
MR. DOOLITTLE'S ANSWER.

As far as I know there is only one reason for the comb-
leveler, and that is to get rid of the thick edges to the cells

(which generally are of a dingy-colored wax), so that the bees
will lengthen out the cells with new wax the next year, thus
completing the combs so that they will look equal to those
built out entirely new from the foundation. Comb honey sells

from looks, and If the old comb which Is carried over winter
is allowed to remain full-depth cells, then the bees simply fill

them with honey and use the heavy rim of old wax to cap the

cells with, thus giving the honey a dingy or inferior look. The
leveler is used to remedy this, and the less comb that is melted
away, only that we may accomplish our purpose, the better.

As I use sections whose combs are only 1% thick, it Is neces-

sary to level them down to about one Inch to accomplish what
I wish. If I used 2-inch sections then I should leave the

combs after levlllng about l>-2 Inches. I think this will make
the matter plain to " Learner." O. M. Doolittle.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.
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MR. LABBABEE 8 AN8WKB.

I have never had any very great experience with leveled-
down combs, but have bad quite an experience with unfinlsht
sections, and I find those that are about an inch in thickness
the most desirable.

The thickness of the comb in a 1%-lnch section with sep-

arators (which I always use) is about 1?^ Inches. If the
combs are leveled down to one Inch, the bees are obliged to

thicken the combs % of an Inch, or lengthen out the cells

3\16 on each side ; this is enough to cause white wax to be
put on the ends of the cells and also capt white. If the combs
are soiled in any way the stain will be covered up by the white
caps.

I do not think It necessary to cut the cells down any more
than just enough to cause the bees to lengthen them a little.

If they are cut down more, in my opinion it simply makes un-
necessary work for the bees to draw them out agaiu.

If the cells are left full depth after extracting, they will

not be capt as smooth nor as white as they would If cut down
a little.

I think this explains why I said the combs should be cut
down to about one Inch. W. G. Larbabee.

Addison Co., Vt.

MR. DIBBEBN'S answer.

Years ago I always used unfinlsht sections from one year
to another, but invariably In handling over the finisht sections
afterwards I could pick out all the sections having contained
unfinlsht comb, and they were always unsatisfactory. I tried
extracting all the honey from such sections, and having the
bees clean them up, but the result when again completed by
the bees was much the same. The combs would be rough,
unsightly, and many combs would bulge off the capping, show-
ing that thfi honey was souring.

At one time, in my desperation, I advised bee-keepers to

extract the honey from all unfinlsht sections, cut out and melt
up the comb, and make kindling wood of the sections. This
policy, however, while overcoming my objections, lookt too
much like a wasteful proceeding, and then, too, these sec-
tions were so nice for " baits."

Well, finally, I adopted the policy of destroying all sec-
tions and combs that were much soiled by prppolis, and clean-
ing up new ones containing white comb, and cutting down the
the cells with a thin, sharp knife, to about "-^ inch of the base.
This workt very well, and the bees built readily in them, and
the finisht comb was nice and smooth, and no tendency to the
honey souring appeared. This convinced me that it was In the
depth of the cells where the trouble lay.

When Mr. Taylor brought out his comb-leveler I at once
adopted it as a much handier and neater operation, and it has
proven entirely satisfactory. C. H. Dibbern.

Eock Island Co., III.

MB. DEMAREE'S answer.

The letter of " Learner," relating to the use of sections
that have been brought over from the preceding year gives the
writer the opportunity to answer the question referred to by
" Learner" more fully than could be crowded Into the limited
space assigned to the "Question-Box" of the American Bee
Journal."

In the first place, I use all -fairly-preserved sections of the
preceding year as a matter of economy. If such sections have
been nicely kept over the winter, and properly managed, the
quality of the honey will not disappoint the apiarist. Let it

be remembered that climatic causes—state of the weather

—

during the time the honey is being stored by the bees In drawn-
out, or partly-drawn combs, has much, if not everything, to do
with the quality of the finisht sections. If the state of .the
weather Is In every way favorable—In my locality—fully
drawn combs will give first-class honey. But the uncertainty
of the condition of the atmosphere in the general way makes
it safer to level down the combs with a hot plate, and take
no risk.

Some may ask why it Is that good, dense honey Is taken
with the extractor from fully drawn combs. We have only to
answer that the conditions are decidedly not the same. In a
set of extractlng-combs the bees Instinctively spread out the
honey in the (extracting) combs, and thereby aid in the evap-
oration of the excess of water in the nectar ; while in the sec-
tion-cases the work is more concentrated, and the drawn-out
combs are sometimes filled and sealed before the nectar is

thoroughly seasoned. Before I began to thin down the combs,
I sometimes In the same season had first-class honey and a
poor quality of honey in full-depth combs—notwithstanding
only a week or two intervened between the storing of the
grades. The conditions of the weather made the difference In
the quality of the honey.

It is a fact worthy of notice here, that I have had the
quality of honey injured by being stored too profusely In full-

sized Langstroth frames when the weather was unpropitlous.
When you apply the uncapplng-knife to a sealed somb. If

the surface of the honey in the cells lies smooth and placid,
all Is well ; but if sparkling, little, beadlike bubbles lie on tha
surface of the uncapt honey, you had better keep that honey
to Itself, as slight fermentation is present.

Every well-informed apiarist ought to know his environ-
ments best, and shape Is course accordingly.

After testing the matter, and finding that In some seasons
I can get a good quality of honey by using the brought-out
sections just as the bees left them the year before, while in.

other seasons the quality ol^the honey Is injured by slight fer-

mentation, which produces pressure against thecappings and
gives the water color, I now prefer the extra work to avoid
all danger of loss, by thinning down the combs to X or % Inchv

Shelby Co., Ky. G. W. Demobee.

Various Things and a Report for 18Qi7.

by L. M. WILLIS.

Fifty-two copies of the " Old Reliable " are worth the best
dollar made, to any one Interest^ In the pleasing pursuit of

sweetness and health-giving products. No, this isn't '• taffy,"

Mr. Editor, but just a plain statement of facts, which, if

necessary, I can substantiate. I have been so absorbed of late

in the writings of those so much better qualified than myself
to tell of their honied experiences, that I came very near for-

getting to pay for those droppings of wisdom and information,
which have been, and will always be, of Interest to me. For
altho I have sold out and Intend to quit the keeping of beea
In this locality. It doesn't matter, I shall want the paper' just

the same ; and were I to take up millinery as a means of liveli-

hood, if only for the pleasure of keeping In touch with the-

generous hearted and Indefatigable old liners and promising
recruits who so ably assist you in doing a noble work. And If

perchance I should find myself transplanted to the peach or-
chards of Michigan, or among the orange groves of California,

you may be assured of my kindest regard for you and them.

Our honey crop here was cut short by too much rain In

the early part of the summer, for altho we had an abundancer
of clover blossoms, very little white honey was stored in the
surplus boxes, and for nearly three weeks the sections were-

neglected almost entirely after being about half filled. Later
we were favored with a flow of yellow honey with which th&
bees filled and capt the sections ; and while this made us feel

a little " down In the mouth," we were obliged to admit that it

was an improvement upon the previous state of affairs.

Basswood was cut off by a late frost. My surplus-

amounted to about 1,700 pounds from 31 colonies, spring
count, and Increast to 50. My best colony filled six 24-pound
supers, and eight Langstroth frames above the main hive. Of
course they did not swarm.

And now I've a nut for that genial gentleman, Mr. C. P.

Dadant, to crack for us. The colony just referred to is one of

the first I boughteight years ago. It is in an 8-frame hive. Th&
frames are eight leches In depth, and Vl% Inches long. The-
hive contains but seven frames with V-top-bars. This colony
has always carried off the honors in honey-producing ; some
seasons they have cast a swarm, but only one. These swarm*
do well, but not much better than others I had. The bees are
3-banded, and the most docile of any I had In the yard. The
bottom of the hive they are in is nailed fast, so It can only be
ventilated by raising the cover. Now, is it the bees or the
hive?

I think the past summer was the banner summer for cross

bees In this section. I never saw them so utterly depraved
before.

Taking my Information from careful Inquiry, lean report
a falling off of about 50 per cent, in the honey crop from that
obtained last year, and the most of this is second and third

grade goods, tho there is a decided improvement in the man-
ner of preparing It for market.

I was exceedingly pleased with Dr. Miller's report of his

grand crop of honey, and it's all right, too ; he deserves It, for

the Doctor is a real nice man, even if he will tell people that

he " don't know" the answer to their questions—when he
doesn't. And then just think of all that sugar he fed his bees
a couple of years ago for winter stores r Hiis bees hadn't for-

gotten that. Clark Co., Wis.

[Mr. Willis desired very much that the above article ap-

pear before Jan. 1, but that was quite impossible, we regret
to say. We have quite a good dieal of valuable correspon-

dence that has had to wait its turn.—EDimoR.]i
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CONDnCTKD BY

DR. O. O. MILLER, 31ARENGO, ILL,

[Questiong may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Br. Miller direct.]

Placing Bees IVear Line Fence.

How near to the public highway, and how near to another
boundary line fence, by the laws of Illiuols, can bees be kept ?

Can one's own bees be followed and hived on another's land ?

Subscriber.

Answer.—By referring to the American Bee Journal for

Dec. 23, 1897, page 810, you will find an answer to the
same questions.

Ants in Hives.

My bees were troubled with ants last summer. They got
in under the super between Khe super and the hive.

Wisconsin.

Answer.—As a rule, ants in the North are not likely to

do any material damage. Perhaps their chief object is to

secure the heat of the hive for their nests. Bees will not
suffer them in the hive, and the easiest way to be rid of them
is to have no places to shelter them where a bee cannot also

enter.
^^^ ^^^

Wintering; in a Bee-House.

Last winter I lost 51 per cent, of my bees. This winter
I made a bee-house by digging 3}-^ feet into the ground and
walling it up 4J-2 feet, and covered it with straw and dirt. I

keep some potatoes in it. It does not freeze. It has double
doors, and the temperature I keep at 40^. I put the bees in on
2x6 inch scantling edgewise. I have 40 colonies in it, and 9
out-doors in chaff hives. Ought I to take off the bottoms of

the hives, or the tops, or both ? I put them in about four
weeks ago. Do you think my bees are all right ?

Iowa.

Answer.—It seems that your bees ought to be pretty well
off. Possibly 40- is not so well as 45^, but that's not certain,

as your thermometer may mark low. The true test is the
quietness of the bees. That point of temperature that will

come the nearest to making a dead stillness is the best. If

you think it would be better to have it warmer, that can be
accomplisht by banking up around the walls above ground
with earth or straw.

If the tops of the hives are close, and the entrance at the
bottom not more than 12x;.2', you will do well to give more
ventilation. The easiest will probably be to have the bottom
entirely open and leave the top closed.

Eight Questions witii Replies.

1. Should I look inside of my hives to see how the bees
are getting along in midwinter? Or should I leave them un-
til spring and take the chances?

2. I have one hive of bees that is without any honey. I

gave them sugar syrup. Is there any danger of it drying up
so they cannot eat it?

3. Is there any danger of the bees smothering to death if

I make the hive top air-tight, with a 9^x2 inch entrance at
the bottom ?

4. Will thin foundation do for brood-frames when you
4iave it on hand ?

^

5. Will stiff paper do for separators ?

6. Are separators necessary when you use starters or full

sheets of foundation ?

7. Do bee-keepers use separators when using large frames
for extracted honey ?

8. Will the bees work as well with the entrance at the
side of the frames ? Vikginia.

Answers.— 1. Piobably they'll do better if you let them
alone.

2. You probably mean the syrup was fed in the fall.

Generally there is no t'ouble about, its granulating i^i the win-

ter, and yet some cases have been reported where It turned
back to sugar in the combs, even after tartaric acid had been
used to prevent granulation. But if it was fed early, and not
too thick, you hardly need expect any trouble.

3. Yes. there's considerable danger. Better raise the
whole hive at the front at least a quarter of an inch, putting
a block under each front corner, and then keep a sharp look-
out that the entrance doesn't become clogged with dead bees.

4. Not very well. It will stretch and sag too much. By
wiring close enough you might make it do.

5. Hardly. Bees would tear it down. Even a very thin
wood separator will be gnawed more or less.

6. I fill my sections full of foundation, and it would be
hard to hire me to do without separators. If you don't care
to ship the honey, then it doesn't matter so much. The sec-
tions of honey will eat all right on your own table, if you use
no separators.

7. Very few do so, and probably none.
8. Probably there is little difference. In Germany it is

quite common to have the entrance at the side of the frames,
which is called " the warm system," while the opposite or cold
system is mostly used in this country.

One or Tivo Glasses in a Solar Wax-Extractor.

In making a solar wax-extractor is it better to use two
glasses with a space between, in the cover, instead of one
glass ? Montana.

Answer.—Only one glass is used. It is doubtful if a
second glass would be any improvement.

A (Question About Bee-Stings.

When a bee stings a human being severely, its sting is

torn from it, and remains in the flesh of the person stung.
Now, when one bee stings another, why is not its sting also
torn from it ? Mass.

Answer.— I wouldn't like to speak with too much posi-
tiveness on this question, but I think usually when one bee
stings another the sting is thrust into one of the breathing
holes from which it can be withdrawn without being torn from
its owner. Occasionally, however, the sting enters one of the
joints, and then the sting remains fast as when a person Is

stung. I think I have in more than one instance seen a bee
with a sting sticking in it, the sting having been torn from its

owner.

Out-Apiaries, Bee-Houses, Etc.

1. If out-apiaries are kept, how far should they be from
the home-aplary ?

2. How many colonies do you think likely to return the
best results in a single apiary in Northern Illinois ?

3 If colonies are kept at home in winter when should they
be removed to the out-aplary in the spring, and when returned
In the fall?

4. Do you think it would be practicable to keep the colo-
nies of an out-apiary in a bee-house and winter them in it ?

5. Those who have reported on the bee-house, have noted
bad results from the cool shade on the west side in the fore-
noon and the east side in the afternoon. Do you think it would
be practicable to make a long, narrow house with all the hives
facing south ?

6. Could 50 or 60 colonies be kept in such a house with-
out confusion, if it were painted in various colors and other-
wise markt? " Chucklehead."

Answers.— 1. If we accept that bees work to advantage
as far as 1% or 2 miles from home, then an out-apiary should
be at least three miles from the home apiary.

2. That's one of the very, very hard questions. I've been
trying to get all the light possible upon It for years, and I con-
fess I'm very much in the dark yet, with no brilliant prospect
of ever seeing a great light In that direction. One year, where
Jones lives, 30 colonies will overstock the locality, while iu

Smith's locality 150 colonies will not crowd each other. The
next year the conditions may be exactly reverst, and the year
following each place will be alike overstockt with 50. There
being no sort of regularity about it, how are you going to es-

tablish any rule ? There seems to be a more or less general
idea that 100 colonies in an apiary cannot be far out of the
way, but likely one reason for that Is that 100 is a round num-
ber. On the whole I've rather settled down to the opinion
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that I don't want to start the season with more than 80 colo-

nies In each apiary In northern Illinois. Six hundred colonies
have been kept in one apiary in California all right, but it may
yet be an open question whether in a series of 10 years 300
colonies might not give better results than 600 in that same
place.

3. After being taken out of winter quarters they can't be
moved any too soon to the locality they are to occupy for the
season. As a rule, very early pasturage is none too plenty,

and by moving part of your bees you are practically increas-
ing the pasturage both of the ones moved and of the ones left

at home. The later they are brought home in the fall the
better, provided they have a good flight after moving and be-

fore putting in the cellar. Perhaps the safe thing is to haul
them home not later than the middle of October. After that
time there is little chance for gathering, and if left much later

they may lose their chance for a flight. Still, most years
they're safe for a flight as much as a month later.

4. Some report success at it.

5. Certainly, only it would cost more. But some report
just as good success with hives facing some other direction.

6. Probably there need be little trouble in that direction,

but r*! put more confidence in some other things than color,

altho I think color helps. When you decide you will make
something of the kind, ask further about it, and I'll be glad to

give what help I can toward having colonies mark the right
places.

Drones from Queen and Laying Worker.

Are drones reared from drone-eggs laid by a queen in

drone-cells the same size as drones from eggs laid by a laying
worker in worker-cells ? Iowa.

Answer. —A drone reared in a work-cell is smaller than
one reared in a drone-cell, no matter whether the egg is laid

by a worker or a queen. The reason seems to be that there
is not room enough for a drone to grow to his full size in so

small a cradle.

Sweet Clover—Solving; and Orowing It.

Would it be best to sow sweet clover along with oats in

the spring, or wait until the oats are harvested ? How much
seed to the acre ? Will It grow from the root like other clover,

or will it kill it to cut it for hay ? Iowa.

Answer.—Sow in spring, using rather less seed than you
would of red clover. Better cover the seed deep, and let the
soil be well packt. If you sow shallow, and the ground is

loose, it may heave in the winter and every plant be killed.

Remember it lives over only one winter, not blooming till the
second year, after which it dies root and branch. You are
not likely to hurt it by cutting first year, but some report that
they have killed it the second year by cutting too low and
then having a dry spell follow. Of course, cutting it late the
second year can make no difference, for it will die the second
winter anyhow.

Higlier or Lover Elevation for an Apiary.

Does an apiary located on quite an elevation have as good
a chance to secure a crop of honey as one that is located on
rather low ground, with nearly all the pasturage on higher
ground than the apiary ? Mine is located upon quite a high
hill, and nearly all the nectar has to be carried uphill, some of

It for two or three miles. It seems to me that I have to pay
more attention to keeping up the strength of my colonies to

get the same amount of honey that I would get on lower
ground, as they seem to wear out faster. Would It be a good
plan to remove them to lower gound? I get as much honey
per colony as any one in this section of the State. How much
difference is there per colony with the same management be-

tween the two localities with about the same amount of

forage? Maine.

Answer.—Your question is an interesting one, and in

some cases an important one. Without an experimental
knowledge on the subject, I should suppose that the matter of

elevation must be a decided factor. Of course, comparing an
elevated site with a lower one, if the pasturage is poor for a

mile about the lower one, and good in the other case, it is not
hard to decide that the elevated site should be the better, but
DO doubt your desire is to know the comparative merits of the
two places, supposing the pasturage is the same. Unless
there is some factor in the problem that I don't see, it is

simply a question as to the difference made by lifting the
loads of nectar to a point so many feet higher. I doubt
whether any definite answer can be given to your question
farther than to say that there will be a difference in favor of
the lower site. For I think it must be that the extra labor in-

volved in carrying a load up a greater height must allow a bee
to carry fewer loads in the course of Its life.

Now there's very little satisfaction in an answer of that
kind, but you see there's very little in the way of data to base
a fuller answer. For nothing is said about the difference in

elevation. A difference of a foot in elevation would probably
make no appreciable difference in results, while a difference
of half a mile might make all the difference between failure
and success.

Even if exact figures were given as to difference in eleva-
tion, I don't know enough to say what difference there would
be in results, and will gladly yield the floor to any one who
can throw light upou the subject. Until you do know more
about it, if it is at your option to choose between the two sites,

why not divide your bees between the two places, and then
you could have a better chance to know what was best for

you ? Of course it would not fully decide the question you
ask, for you must remember there may be local differences
that do not appear on the surface, making one site better or
worse than the other, regardless of the matter of elevation.
But the important question with you is to know which place
would give you best results, and that you would have some
chance of learning by keeping bees in the two places at the
same time.

After you've considered all other points, don't forget that
as you already get as much honey as others in your section, it

may not be wise to be in too much of a hurry as to making a.

change.
m I ^

Wiiy Do Absconding Stvarnis Fly 'West ?

In my locality absconding swarms nearly always go west.
It is a very rare thing to see them do otherwise. I wish to
know why they do so. W. Va.

Answer — I don't know why it " is, unless it results from
the persistent repetition of Horace Greeley's advice. Possibly
timber to the west of you may be nearer or more suitable.

And yet it seems to me that others have reported that swarms
almost invariably went west where there seemed no reason for

it in the surroundings. I give it up, and leave the question
open for any one who has the right answer.

Alfalfa—How lo Orow It?

I see much said about alfalfa clover as a bee-plant. When
and how should it be sown ? Should it be sown with some
other grain or grass ? How much seed to the acre should be
sown ? Tennessee.

Answer.—In its favorite haunts in the West, alfalfa is

one of the finest honey-plants, but in other places, even if suc-

cess is obtained in getting it to grow, I don't remember seeing
any reports that bees paid much attention to it. So it will be
well for you to attempt it on only a small scale until you see
whether it will be worth while. Give it the same treatment
as to sowing that is successful with red clover in your vicinity.

The hardest part is to get it through the first year.

Korean Bee-Keepers, says L. Llonville in L'Apiculteur,

call the queen the "king," or rather the "general," and the
drones "females" or else "soldiers." They don't harvest the

honey till the last of November, as they say it won't keep.

Hornets and Wasps.—W. F. Reid, in the Briti>h Bee
Journal, says he has been making a careful study of hornets,

and has come to the conclusion that instead of being an enemy
to bee-keepers they should be considered as a friend and
cherlsht accordingly. Several hundred hornets were i aught
and their prey examined, and in only a single case was a bee

found to be the victim. Toward the close of the season at
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least 80 per cent, of their victims were wasps which are gen-

erally considered m England as deadly foes of bees. And now
comes "The Bee-Master" to say a good word for the wasps.
It says if people only knew the benefit wasps are, they would
never kill one ; that a good wasp-year is a good honey-year,
and that wasps do more than bees to help the fruit crop.

The Plain Section, says P. A. Gemmill in Gleanings,
needs very careful handling on the part of the retailer, so as

not to stick his clumsy fingers into the surface of the comb
when removing sections from the shipping crate, causing them
to bleed, etc.

The French Section.— While there is some talk in this

country of a section higher than iiH inches. Revue Interna-
tionale mentions the " French section " advocated by It some
years ago, measuring 5J^x4ij(x2, and weighing when filled a

little more than a pound.

Spoiling' the Market.—E. T. Abbott thinks it isn't the
farmer with his poor honey and low prices—rather the poor
honey helps to sell the better by its contrast—but the mixer
with his adulterated goods put up in attractive form, and the

producer who ships to a glutted city market and then cuts the
price.—Gleanings.

The Capacity of Brood-Chamber, says abbe J. B Voir-

not in L'Apiculteur, should be In a box-hive 40 liters (2,439
cu. in.), and in a frame hive 50 liters (3,049 cu. in.). Quiuby,
in his day. put the capacity of a box-hive at 2,000 inches. A
hive with 1 L Langslroth frames would be about Voirnot's

standard for a movable-comb hive.

Foul Brood Finishes an Apiary in 3 Years from the
time it is first introduced if left entirely to itself, according to

the experience of R. C. Aikin. He tells of a well-read bee-

keeper in whoso apiary he lately found foul brood that had
been present, he thought, for two years. He allowed his bees
to swarm, and never opened a brood-chamber. A case of too

little handling of bees.—Gleanings, page 8.

Honey-Vinegar.—Lefebvre-Duchange relates in L'Api-
culteur that after extracting he soaktthe extracted combs 24
hours in a tub of water, then upon extracting them got a dilu-

tion of honey of 6 ounces to a quart of water. One who had
no other use for his time might find this a good way to make
vinegar. In rare cases it might be a good plan to clean the
combs in this way where not convenient to have the bees do it.

Tin Packages for Honey Safe.—Some discussion has
occurred in the British Bee Journal as to whether tin pack-
ages would damage honey. Otto Henner, President of the
Society of Analysts, examined a large variety of articles put
up in tin. Very acid fruits corrode the tin ; in animal foods
(sardines, salmon, etc.) only a trace of tin was to be found,
and only the slightest trace in honey. He considers it very
foolish to arouse any fears in this regard.

Bearing ftueens.—'"If the 'South African Deacon,' as

Mr. Edwin Bevins calls him, will fill a 10-frame hive with
combs of brood, place it over a prosperous colony with an ex-

cluder between, and 11 days later remove all cells in the

upper story and shake all bees from the bottom body into it,

placing the latter with queen elsewhere, he will have bees in

the right condition to accept, start or build cells, and the

brood or prepared cups should be given as soon as the bees

show the queenless sign."—W. H. Pridgen, iu Southland
Queen.

Three Side-Cut Sections.—In the British Bee Journal
there seems to be much discussion with regard to sections

split in two on top and two sides, some controversy as to the

invention, and mention of a patent. The section is folded and
lockt, then pulled apart sufficiently to admit the foundation,
after which the parts are tightly prest together, and the foun-
dation holds them together. Simmins' plan is to have a sheet

of foundation long enough to fill three or four sections, and
after the sections are put together the foundation is cut apart.

Sladen's V-slit section has, as its name implies, a V groove
running lengthwise, cutting nearly or quite through the sec-

tion, the V groove being the same as the familiar one cut
crosswise in the one-piece sections. These sections have been
used more or less for more than ten years in England, but
have not seemed to waken very general interest until lately.

Possibly one reason for the Interest in this matter in England,

and the lack of interest in this country, is the fact that little

Is known comparatively in England of the different machines,
Parker, Daisy, etc., for putting foundation in sections. In

that excellent work by Mr. Cowan, the " British Bee-Keepers'
Guide-Book," even as late as the 1890 edition, no mention is

made of any of these foundation fasteners. An Englishman
would probably ask whether Americans knew nothing of other

waysof fastening foundation that they should use the machines
they do, and an American would wonder how Englishmen can
putter as they do and not adopt a heated-plane fastener.

Temperature for Brood-Rearing.—In a normal colony,

with brood-rearing going on, Doolittle says 92^ Is the lowest

he found in the broodnest when the air was down to freezing

outside. When the mercury stood at 90- In the shade, the

brood-nest was 94-, and it never went above 9S- in the brood-

nest, even when it was a little higher than that outside. So
he concludes the bees have the ability to raise or lower the

temperature, keeping it from 92- to 98-'. And it seems they

have the ability to raise Djolittle's temperature tremendously,

for after working with bees nearly 30 years, as he relates

in American Bee Keeper, his bee-fever is now at white heat.

The Winter Consumption of two colonies in a twin hive

with partitions, according to Devauchelle, in L'Apiculteur, is

6}-2 to 7 kilograms (about 14 to 15 pounds), while a single

colony consumes 5 to 6 kifograms (11 to 13 pounds). That
agrees with the generally received opinion that a strong colony

consumes less according to its weight than a weak one. Ac-

cording to Devauchelle's figures, a colony twice as large as

one that consumes 12 pounds, instead of consuming 100 per

cent, more, will consume only about 23 per cent. more.

Hence economy of stores in uniting two weak colonies in the

fall rather than to wait till spring.

Bright Yellow Beeswax is secured by the following

method, says Edward Ochsner in the Review :

"The material for such wax comes only from white comb,

cappings and burr-combs, and these are always kept separate

from the old, dark brood-combs. To render the wax I heat a

boiler half full of water, then put In the cappings and burr-

combs until the boiler is % full, and keep a slow fire until all

the wax is dissolved, when the boiler is set off. Just before

the wax is too cool it is dipt off, care being taken to get no

water, and strained through cheese-cloth into tin or earthen

vessels that have been moistened with honey or water."

Prevention of Swarming,—G. M. Doolittle gives in

Gleanings a plan that he thinks well worthy of trial, as in a

single season's experience the plan has proved entirely suc-

cessful with him. First, as many queen-cages as necessary,

4x%x^2 made of wire-cloth with a wooden plug K inch long

in each end, tacking fast the plug at one end. When swarm-
ing-time comes, say a week or ten days before honey harvest,

cage the queen and lay the cage on top of a bottom-bar four

or five inches from the entrance, cutting away enough comb,

if necessary, for that purpose. Wait 9, 10, or 1 1 days, at

your convenience, then make sure to destroy all queen-cells,

remove the stopper from the queen-cage and replace it with a

stopper two inches long having a % hole bored lengthwise

filled with fresh queen-candy. That's all you do. The bees

do the rest, and will not swarm unless the honey-flow con-

tinues more than four weeks.

The Plain Section, which is the better name (certainly

the plainer name) for the no-bee-way section, is one of the

things L. A. Aspinwall has been working with for some time,

as he relates in the Review. Instead of the fence separator,

he uses a tin separator with openings cut so as to allow ready

passage from one section to another throughout the entire

length of the upright pieces or sides of the sections.

He uses a super of peculiar construction, a sort of knock-

down affair, that is held together by rods or bolts with screw

and nut, allowing expansion, so that 20 sections may be used

in a super, and as easily 24, 28, 32 or 36.

The plain sections, he claims, cost about 20 percent, less

than the old style. They look better, and will bring a better

price, especially as the consumer buys 1/9 less wood in the

plain than in the old-style section. A saving of 20 per cent.

Is made in shipping-cases. The plain section admits of being

cleaned by machinery.
Mr. Aspinwall is especially enthusiastic as to the beauty

of the finisht product as secured with his supers and separa-

tors, his honey bringing the highest price In spite of the ruin-

ous prices at which honey is sold right beside It by farmer

bee-keepers.
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Tlie Langfstrotli monument Fund.—It has
been a long time since we have had much to say in regard to

this undertaing in honor of the lamented Langstroth. But
Editor E. R. Root (who has had some correspondence with
Mrs. Anna L. Cowan, the daughter of Father Langstroth)
suggests that boe-keepers at once raise the fund to at least

$75. He reports that in all, so far, $60 has been contributed.

If we mistake not, nearly half of that amount came from bee-

keepers In foreign lands. Now we think that at least a total

of §100 should be raised, and that it can be done before
March 1, if each bee-keeper at all interested will send In his

contribution during February. Why not do it ?

Send to us, if you prefer, what you feel like giving, and
we will report it in these columns ; also on March 1 we will

forward all in our hands to Editor Root, who will put It in

with what he has received, and forward all to Mrs. Cowan, to

be used in the purchase and erection of a monument which
shall serve to mark the resting place of the body of Rev. L.

L. Langstroth—the bee-keepers' loving friend and greatest

benefactor.

Now let the contributions come in lively from this time
until March 1. Don't delay because you can't give largely.

Give just what you feel you can.

Xrans-mississippi Exposition Kotes.—On
the first page of this number we show a fine view of the

Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition as it will ap-

pear when it opens, June 1, 1898. It is through the kind-

ness of the Department of Publicity and Promotion that we
have the illustration to show to our readers. Mr. Edward
Rosewater, editor of the Omaha Bee, is the chief of that

department.

The Bureau of Bee-Industries is in the good hands of

Hon. E. Whitcomb, of Friend, Nebr.—the tireless worker in

behalf of American beedom. He suggests that bee-keepers

and supply dealers who contemplate taking space in his de-

partment should not forget the advertising facilities offered

them through making displays in that section of the great

Exposition. In addition to the space accorded exhibitors, the "•

Exposition will furnish each exhibitor ordinary light, ordinary

guards, 20 words each In 100,000 official catalogs free of

charge, and all expense pertaining to the jury of awards.

These items alone will cover every cent received by the man-
agement for space received by exhibitors.

Rev. Emerson T. Abbott, of Missouri, a State Commis-
sioner, has been appointed on the committee of his commis-

sion on horticulture, etc. We may reasonably expect some
good displays from that State.

Mr. R. C. Alkin, President, and Secretary F. Rauchf uss,

of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Association, are making a

determined effort to have that State properly represented in

the Bureau of Bee-Industries.

Mr. Pollock, Secretary of the Wisconsin Commission,

visited Omaha the second week of this month, so we will likely

hear from Wiscorsin in the near future.

'Wisconsin Convention.—The 14th annual meet-

ing of the Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' Association will be

held Feb. 2 and 3, 1898, in the Dairy and Food Rooms of the

Capitol Building at Madison. Many prominent bee-keepers

have promlst to be present, and also with a grand display of

bee-supplies. Important subjects pertaining to present

methods of bee-keeping and marketing of honey will be dis-

cust ; also as to what shall be done to make the Wisconsin

honey display a credit to that State at the International Expo-

sition to be held in Omaha from June 1 to Nov. 1, 1898. The
State Bee-Inspector's report, and the free for all question-box

with answers and discussions will pay any Wisconsin bee-

keeper to attend and take part. All are invited to attend, of

course. Mr. N. E. France, of Platteville, Wis., is the Secre-

tary. Address him for further particulars if desired.

California Favors Amalgamation.—We learn

that at the recent annual meeting of the California State Bee-

Keepers' Association, held Jan. 10 and 11, the subject of the

old and the new Bee-Keepers' Union was taken up for discus-

sion, and the result was the passage of the following resolu-

tions, there being 4o votes in favor, and no opposition :

Resolved, That the new Union should absorb the old.

Resolved, That the Secretary be Instructed to inform the

respective managers of the Unions of this action.

We think that extended comment on the foregoing is

hardly necessary, as it is so evidently wise an action that it

must commend itself to bee-keepers of all sections of the coun-

try. And coming from California, where is located such a

large proportion of the membership of the old Union, it seems

to us it can scarcely fail to have great weight in bringing

about a speedy uniting of the two Unions. We trust it may,

and that thereafter there may be a bending of every energy

on the part of all to build up an organization that shall do

even grander work than has the old Union, if that be possible.

The Pie^v Union's Amended Constitution.
—In the Bee Journal for Oct. 14, 1897, page 649, we

printed six amendments that were approved by the Buffalo

convention, and which were submitted to a vote of .the^ mem-
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'bership of the New Union in December—last month. We are

informed by General Manager Secor that there were 108
votes cast on the amendments, and as the highest number of

unfavorable votes cast on any one of the six amendments was

only 8, all were practically carried unanimously.

That our readers may see just what the United States

Bee-Keepers' Union stands for, and upon what plan it Is or-

ganized, we follow this paragraph with the Constitution as

amended, trusting it may now meet with such favor at the

hands of bee-keepers everywhere that they will rally to its

loyal support, and thus generally unite in an attempt to carry

out all its objects—every one of which is in the interest of bee-

keepers everywhere : •

Coiistiliitioii or tlic United Stales Bee-Kee|>cr§'
Union.

ARTICLE I.—Name.

This organization shall be known as the United States

Bee-Keepers" Union.

ARTICLE II.—Objects.

Its objects shall be to promote and protect the interests of

its members ; to defend them in their lawful rights ; to enforce
laws against the adulteration of honey ; to prosecute dis-

honest honey commission-men ; and to advance the pursuit of

bee-culture in general.

ARTICLE III.—Membership.

Sec. 1.—Any person who is in accord with the purpose
and aim of this Union, and will work in harmony with the

same, may become a member by the payment of one dollar

annually to the General Manager or Secretary ; and said

membership shall expire at the end of one year from the time
of said payment, except as provided in Section 8 of Article

VI of this Constitution.

ARTICLE IV.—Officers.

Sec. 1.—The officers of this Union shall be a President, a

Vice-President, a Secretary and a Board of Directors which shall

consist of a General Manager and six Directors, whose term
of office shall be for three years, or until their successors are
elected and qualified, except that the term of office of the two
Directors having received the smallest number of votes at the
time of voting for Directors in December, 1897, shall expire
Dec. 31, 1898; and the term of office of the two Directors
having received the largest number of votes at the said time
of voting shall expire Dec. 31, 1899 ; and that the term of

office of the two Directors having received the largest number
of votes at the said time of voting shall expire Dec. 81, 1900.

Sec. 2. —The Board of Directors shall choose their own
chairman.

ARTICLE V.

—

Election of Officers.

Sec. 1.—The President, Vice-President, and Secretary
shall be elected by ballot by a majority of the members pres-

ent at each annual meeting of the Union, and shall constitute

the Executive Committee.
Sec. 2.—The General Manager and the Board of Direc-

tors to succeed the two whose term of office expires each year,

shall be elected by ballot during the month of December of

each year by a majority vote of the members voting; and the
Board of Directors shall prescribe how all votes of the mem-
bers shall be taken.

ARTICLE VI.

—

Duties of Officers.

Sec. 1.

—

President—It shall be the duty of the President
to preside at the annual meeting of the Union ; and to per-

form such other duties as may devolve upon the presiding
officer.

Sec. 2.

—

^'tce-President—In the absence of the President
the Vice-President shall perform the duties of President.

Sec. 8.

—

Secretary— It shall be the duty of the Secretary
to keep a record of the proceedings of the annual meeting; to

receive membership fees; to furnish the General Manager
with the names and postoffice address of those who become
members whenever requested of him ; to make a report at the

annual meeting of the Union, and, whenever requested to do
so by the Board of Directors, of all moneys received and paid

out by him since the last annual meeting ; to pay to the
Treasurer of the Union all moneys left in his hands after

paying the expenses of the annual meeting; and to perform
such other duties as may be required of him by the Union ;

and he shall receive such sum for his services, not exceeding
$23, as may be granted by the Board of Directors.

Sec. 4:.—General Manarjer—The General Manager shall

be Secretary of the Board of Directors, and shall keep a list

of the names of members with their postoffice address ; receive

membership fees, and be Treasurer of this Union. He shall

give a bond in such amount, and with such conditions, as may
be required and approved by the Board of Directors, for the

faithful performance of his duties, and perform such other ser-

vices as may be required of him by the Board of Directors, or

by this Constitution.

Sec. 5.—At the time of sending the ballots to the mem-
bers for the annual election, he shall also send to each mem-
ber a list of the names of all members, and an itemized state-

ment of all receipts and expenditures of the funds of the

Union by the Board of Directors, and a report of the work
done by said Board of Directors.

Sec. 6.—The Board of Directors shall pay the General

Manager such sura for his services as said Board may deem
proper, but not to exceed 20 per cent, of the receipts of the

Union. Said Board shall meet at such time and place as it

may decide upon.
Sec. 7.—Board of Directors—The Board of Directors shall

determine what course shall be taken by the Union upon

any matter presented to it for consideration, that does not

conflict with this Constitution ; and cause such extra, but

equal, assessments to be made on each member as may be-

come necessary, giving the reason to each member why such

assessment is required ;
provided that not more than one as-

sessment shall be made in any one year, and not to an amount
exceeding the annual membership fee, without a majority vote

of all the members of the Union.
Sec. S.—Any member refusing, or neglecting, to pay said

assessment as required by the Board of Directors shall forfeit

his membership, and his right to become a member of the

Union for one year after said assessment becomes due.

ARTICLE VII.—Funds.

Sec. 1.—The funds of this Union may be used for any pur-

pose that the Board of Directors may consider for the interest

of its members, and for the advancement of the pursuit of

bee-culture.
ARTICLE VIII.—Vacancies.

Any vacancy occurring in the Board of Directors may be

filled by the Executive Committee ; and any vacancy occurring

in the Executive Committee shall be tilled by the Board of

Directors.
ARTICLE IX.—Meetings.

This Union shall hold annual meetings at such time and

place as shall be agreed upon by the Executive Committee,

who shall give at least 60 days' notice in the bee-periodicals,

of the time and place of meeting.

ARTICLE X.—Amendments.

This Constitution may be amended by a majority jote of

all the members, provided notice of said amendment has been

given at a previous annual meeting.

Mr. p. H. Elwood, we learn through Gleanings for Jan.

15, "lost, the day after Thanksgiving, the light of their

household, a bright little boy of three years."

Mr. Alex. Schroeder, of Austria, Europe, writing us

Jan. 3, 1898. said:

" Up to this we have had hardly any winter. I hope it

will continue so all the time."

Mr. Thgmas G. Newman, the General Manager of the

National Bee-Keepers' Union, has removed from 2096 Market

street to 1429 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. His corres-

pondents will please notice this change from 2096 to 1429.

It brings his office several blocks nearer the business center of

the city than before.

Mr. L. Kreutzinger, of this (Cook) county, has just en-

gaged Mr. J. T. Hammersmark as manager of his apiaries

for the coming season. Mr. Kreutzinger also has an apiary In
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Pasadena, Calif., with some one there to look after it. Mr.
Hammersmark spent one season with E. France & Son, the

great extracted honey producers of Wisconsin ; and also one
season with W. D. Wright, a comb honey producer in New
York State. Hence Mr. H. ought to be fully able to run Mr.
K.'s apiaries successfully.

Mr. Kreutzinger, when sending us the foregoing informa-
tion Jan. 15, also added :

" When passing on the north side of Madison St., Chicago,
east of Fifth Ave., yesterday, I found some one in front of the

store piling up comb honey, and selling two sections for 15
cents. So you see your reference, on page 24, to some bee-

keepers around Chicago, and complaints, appear justified."

Mb. W. J. CuLi.iNAN, of Quincy, 111., after an invalidism

of years, past away last week. He was a brother-in-law of

Hon. J. M. Hambaugh, of California. Mr. Cullinan left a

well-appointed apiary of 40 colonies of bees. He has for years

been a reader of the American Bee Journal, and frequently
contributed to its columns in years gone by. Our sympathy
goes out to the bereaved wife and relatives.

Mk. H. C. Middleton, DeKalb Co., Mo., when renewing
his subscription for 1898, said :

"I am more than pleased with each year'sj work on the
American Bee Journal. Let us ever fight^adulteration to the

end, and the victory will be won."

amending be mailed to the members by the Secretary not less

than MO days before the annual meeting.

Report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Coa-
ventioH, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

REPORTED BY A SPECIAL BEE .JOURNALOREPOETEK.

(Continued from page 38.)

FIRST DAY

—

Afternoon Session.

A committee, of which Mr. Stone was chairman, appointed
in the forenoon, then reported on constitution. On motion
the report was received and the committee discharged.

The constitution, as prepared, was then read by Secretary
York, and adopted, section by section. It reads as follows

:

CONSTITUTION OF NORTHWESTERN BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

Art. I, Name.—This organization shall be known as the
Northwestern Kee-Keepers' Association.

Art. II, OB.JECTS.—Its objects shall be to promote and
protect the interests of its members.

Art. Ill, Membership.—Any person interested in bees
may become a member upon payment of a membership fee of

50 cents annually to the Secretary-Treasurer.

Art. IV, Officers.—Sec. 1. The officers of this Associa-
tion shall be a President, Vice-President, and Secretary-
Treasurer, who shall form the Executive Committee. Sec. 2.

All Presidents of the State associations represented shall be
Honorary Vice-Presidents of this Association. Sec. 3. The
term of office of all ofScers shall be for one year, or until their
successors are elected and qualified.

Art. V, Election of Officers.—Sec. 1. The election of

officers shall be by ballot, at the annual meeting, and a
majority of votes cast shall elect. Sec. 2. Vacancies in office

shall be filled by the Executive Committee.

Art. VI, Duties of Officers.—The officers shall per-
form all such duties as usually devolve upon similar officers

in other organizations. Any other questions shall be decided
accdVding to "Robert's Rules of Order."

Art. VII, Place and Time of Meeting.—The place of

meeting shall be in Chicago, at such time as shall be deter-
mined by the Executive Committee, notice of which shall be
given to each member, and publisht in the bee-papers.

Art. VIII, AmeinD.ments.—This Constitution may be
amended by a two-third vote of the membership in attendance
at any annual meeting, provided that notice of such proposed

Dr. C. C. Miller was then elected President of the revived
Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association ; Hon. E. Whitcomb,
Vice-President; and George W. York, Secretary-Treasurer.

Invitations from Omaha, to hold next year's meeting there,

were then read.

cheapest and best WAT TO REAR QUEENS.

Mr. Rohrs—What is the cheapest and best way to rear
queens ?

Mr. Schrier— If a man only wants a few he would better

buy them. He can get them cheaper of a specialist in queen-
rearing.

Mr. Thompson—In rearing queens there is a great differ-

ence in the size of the queen-cells. I would like to know how
many here produce good queens from small cells, or from the
biggest they have ?

Mr. Baxter— It depends upon whether he means the in-

side or outside. I have had some of the very best queens pro-
duced from what you would think was no cell at all, but when
you come to examine the inside it was just as big as in larger
looking cells. If the inside is large enough for the purpose, it

Is sufficient.

Pres. Miller—Another question may come In along with
that : As a rule, will those cells that are large inside be
larger than common outside?

Mr. Baxter— I would answer no to that.

Pres. Miller— If you are selecting cells, and you have a
number in the hive, will you look for one that has a large out-

side, or would you consider that at all ?

Mr. Stone—I always do. If it doesn't have a large out-

side it is possible for it to have a very small inside.

Mr. Baxter—That depends upon the way the cell Is built.

If the bottom of the comb projects, the result is it is very
large outside. It makes a big difference where it is placed.

Mr. Thompson—The larva is hatcht in the bottom of the

cell proper, where it is built out, and then they build it out
after the larva has hatcht. How comes that ? Does the larva

crawl out of the cell proper, or does it stay in ?

Mr. Baxter—The larva is always at the bottom of the

cell, anyway.
Pres. Miller—Let me see if this is what will agree with

your experience : Isn't it true that you will sometimes find in

a comb a cell which hardly projects from the surface '? Unless
you have been careful you hardly notice it at all as a queen-
cell ; but out of that cell will come just as good a queen as

you get from your largest cells. That sometimes happens.
But that is because the bees have been forced into that, not

left to their own devices.

Mr. Thompson—Do you call the bigger queen the better

queen ?

Pres. Miller—No, no. I would have a medium-sized
queen ; but as a rule the larger cells will have the better

queens.
Mr. Thompson—If it is the quantity of the food that pro-

duces a good queen in a large cell, then there cannot be so

much food in a small cell, and consequently they will not be

so good.
A Member— I have often noticed, after a queen has

hatcht, that there was an abundance of royal jelly at the bot-

tom of the cell left that was not utilized, and I think it is, no
matter what size of cell it is, as long as that larva had a suffi-

cient quantity of royal jelly to develop it. The size of the cell

will not make any difference in the queen.
Mr. Wheeler— I have found this to be true, that a cell

that hangs at the bottom of the comb, and hangs under, is

quite apt to have a dead bee in it, for some reason or other.

When I pinch it I very often find that queen dead ; but I very

seldom find a queen dead that is reared in a comb, imbedded

—

hanging down but imbedded in the comb along with other
brood. They are almost always very lively and strong when
they are hatching. I very often pinch them out just when
they are hatching.

Pres. Miller—Will you tell us why that is, Mr. Wheeler?
Mr. Wheeler— I think that one reason is that where they

extend down below t'ne cluster they are apt to be exposed to

chilly winds and such things ; but where they are right in the

brood and imbedded in it alongside of it— X prefer to have a

cell of that kind rather than one that hangs below the frame.
Mr. Rohrs—My experience with rearing queens has been

just the same. It is that from the bottom of the brood-frame
we very often find dead queens, but those on top are better,

and I coincide in that with Mr. Wheeler, that I think tbey are

kept better warmed through, and a more regular tempera-
ture than at the bottom.

ICuDtinued 1 ext wiek.l
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Bees Did Very Well.
My bees did very well the past seasc

having received 500 pounds from 17 co
nies. Geo. Bischoff
Des Moines Co., Iowa, Dec. 34.

Bees a Failure—Prospects Not Goo 1

Bees have been a complete failure here
the past season, and prospects are not very
good for next season. B. Volkering.
Polk Co., Wis., Jan. 4.

Bee Journal a Great Help.
1 am more than pleased with the Bee

Journal. It has been a great help to me.
I would have it if the price were two dol-
lars per year. Robt. Nortman.
Jackson Co., Wis., Dec. 18.

Bees Did Well.
Bees have done well here this year.

White clover was fine. Tne fall crop was
not so good as last year, being too dry.
Bees are in good condition for wintering.

C. V. Mann.
Sangamon Co., 111., Dec. 30.

Best Honey from Cotton-Bloom.
The honey-flow in this part of Texas was

excellent. The best honey we get is from
the cotton-bloom. We credit our success
to the American Bee Journal

Tena S. Edzards.
Lamar Co., Tex., Jan. 5.

Good for Arkansas.
I had six colonies, spring count, took ofl

1,000 pounds, and increast to 10 colonies.
I took the prize on fine comb honey at our
county fair. How is that for Arkansas,
where bee-culture is in its infancy?

C. S. Roberts, M. D.
Johnson Co., Ark., Dec. 33.

Made a Good Record.

My bees made a good record the past
season. From 19 colonies, spring count. I

secured 2.400 pounds of honey, all comb but
140 pounds— in round numbers 136 pounds
per colony. I increast to 43. Not bad for
Cook county, is it ? G. W. Stephenson.
Cook Co., 111.

A Valuable Kind of " Weed."
My report is as follows : 10 colonies,

spring count, and received .500 pounds of
nice white clover honey, besides increasing
to 33 colonies. 1 can't get along without
the American Bee Journal.
Carroll Co., 111. Geo. W. Weed.

Drouth and Frost.

I started last spring with 33 colonies, had
17 swarms, and got about 300 pounds of
white clover honey, when the drouth set in
and the flow stopt until fall, then I got SOO
pounds of honey. I would have gotten
more if the frost had not killed the smart-
weed, which was in its prime at that time.
Woodford Co., HI. S. Burton.

A Lady Bee-Keeper's Report.
Bees did fairly well here the past season,

and went into winter quarters in good con-
dition. From IS colonies last sjiring 1 in-

creast to 41, and have 450 pounds of surplus
honey, and an aliundance of winter stores
for all. This is not a large yield of surplus
for this country, but an average crop. The
latter part of the summer and early fall

It— ! .-'--"i"

Only cts. per Poiiiul in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wbite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6}^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for S
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Larg-est Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material Is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and .'whitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies,

Pleaee mention the Amerlcaa Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS :
We are making a strictly A No. 1 line of

Hives, Sections, Shipping-Cases, Frames,
etc., and are selling these goods on their merits.

We do not claim to sell at cost as we are not in business merely for what glory
there may be attacht to it.

We do claim that our goods are as fine as can be produced anywhere, and that our
prices will be found fair and reasonable.

We are in a position to serve you promptly and satisfactorily, and we ask you to
give us a chance to do so.

Why not write to us to-day for our Free, Illii!«li*atecl 4Jataiog '! Or, better
still, send us a list of what goods you will require for nest season's use, and we shall take
pleasure in quoting prices on same. Very truly yours,

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

STABjUrwil Book
Cf'uRSlKl Millions of markot .sort

vis; Elberta; Red June Jap—[VERVTHINO. fc » — ^ .

tiee, write (jviii-k,— « a marvel <

exact ori-tiard information;)) III

i>l<)re.l l)lalrsiif L'l fruils, liKiphoti

t.sorts ^r?y-«,«r>,«/?^c»5tlESS.vet
Id ,tcni'«: Hen Davis, Blac'k Ren ]ia ^^-^ »^ • "» " -^^^Zl>\S>U2£^\

We PAY FREIGHT
f"T"« ni^ LOUISIANA, MO.

C)ISr05

LOUISIANA,
Stark, Mo.
Rockport, III.

Dansville, N.Y.

That Glueen-Clipping Device Free I

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us pint wie icen iiarne. for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device fkee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michlgati St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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were too dry for a good honey-flow, and as
most of our honey-producing plants bloom
at this time, the honey-flow was cut short.
We never have such large yields as are
reported from some parts of the country,
but we seldom fail to get some surplus, and
nearly always get plenty of winter stores.

I am well pleased with the Bee Journal,
and I am greatly interested in the busy
bees. I want to learn more of them.
Saline Co. Nebr. Mus. E. J. Troct.

Expect to Begin in March.
If the winter and spring are favorable,

we will commence business in March with
500 good, strong colonies. G. W. Weeks.
Orange Co., Calif.

Bees Nearly a Total Failure.

Bees have been as near a total failure as
we ever had in this locality. The most of
them stored enough to winter on, but very
little surplus, and that of poor quality. We
had late frosts in the spring, and in June a
hail-storm. Bees stopt swarming, and took
the honey in the sections below.
Dodge Co.. Minif. D. E. Whiting.

Had a Fine Rain—Prospects Good.

We have just had a fine rain of about Vjl
inches, with prospects of plenty more,
which means a good honey crop for ISfiS. I

wish we were like the bees in the produc-
tion of honey, in that we would not have
to figure on profit, but we seem slow to
learn from them, that uses are the true
motive in production. W. B. Hunter.
Riverside Co., Calif., Jan. 11.

Did Well the Past Season.
I have been reading the Bee Journal for

some time and like it very much. I obtain
much information from it, and would not
like to be without it. I have not been keep-
ing bees a great while. I have 10 colonies,
and they did well the past season. 1 hope
they may increase next year. They are all
in good condition for winter.

WiLLARD AlDRICH.
Allamakee Co.. Iowa, Dec. i;.i.

Credits the Bee Journal with Half.

I commenced last spring with 10 colonies,
increast to 22, and produced 873 pounds of
very fine honey, 250 being comb honey in
one-pound sections, which I sold to my
neighbors at 10 and 12'.̂ cents. I give the
•Old Reliable " credit lor at least one-half
of my success. O. B. Montfort.
Shelby Co., Ky., Dec. 87.

Keport for 1897.
1 commenced the spring of 1897 with

about 200 colonies in one yard, increast to
280, and got about 10,000 pounds of honey,
hall comb and half extracted. Bees are in
fine condition for another year. I weighed
25 colonies, and they averaged 58 pounds
each, without tops and blankets. They are
wintering finely. I could not do without
the American Bee Journal. Long may it

live and prosper. N. Staininger.
Cedar Co., lowu, Jan. 10.

A Report from West Virginia.
There are no regular bee-keepers in my

neighborhood, but each farmer keeps a few
colonies. It seems to be too rainy here in
early spring to be a good bee-country. In
1897 it was very wet till August; from this
fact the honey-crop was light, as we have
no fall flow. 1 harvested only 586 pounds
of comb honey from 25 colonies, spring
count, and increast to 30.

This winter is very open so far (now Dec.
21). I have packt my bees all ready for
the cellar, but the weather keeps so open
they are still on the summer stands. I
have not as yet introduced the Italian bee

;

my bees are all blacks, or the old German
bee. and they seem so healthy I am afraid

Sweet \ Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arranerements eo that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order'

50) 10ft 258) 50ft
Sweet Clover (white). .60 SI.00 $2.25 Sl.OO
Alsike Clover 70 1.23 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 140 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

OEORQE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for (^uekns of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Meel
Gr«y Carnlolaii*. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each: June and until October 50 cents
each. Tested SI.OU each. Good Breeders. $2

each. Straight 5-Ba,nded or "Faultless"
Queens, 85.00 each, satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hulstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLE, Bee Co, TEX.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing-

AliWl/ct HONEY-EXTRACTOR
illUlli S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send tor our new catalog.
Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c

lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

'OUR PRICES
log the new
Cliaiiipion Cliall-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,

and a full line of other Supplies,

and we aie selling thciu cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ $ $

K. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
BoxlST Sheboygan, Wis.

Flease mention Bee Jovurnal when writins.

are worth looking
at. "We are mak-

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send

1125 to Prof. A.J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOI
Has INo Sag In Broud-Framea

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation

Dm So Fisbboae Id the Sgrplas Bone;,

Being tbe oleaneat 1b nsnally workeo
the qalokoBt of any Fonndatlon made

J. A.e^^^n J. A. VAN DKCSKN.^^^H Sole Manalaotarer,
V^POT Bprout Brook MontHomery Co.. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

DCC VCCDCDC I Let me send you my 64-

DtC-NLLrLnO 1 page Catalog for 18H8.

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

if I go to importing other stock I will im-
port disease, but I am thinking of trying
a few Italians next spring. My bees are
very gentle. My wife and I can handle
them by the day, as it were, and never get
a sting, but we use a little smoke, but no
gloves or veils.

I appreciate the American Bee Journal
very much. I feel that I could not succeed
with my bees as I do if it were not for this

valuable help. Ira Shocket.
Randolph Co., W. Va., Dec. 21.

Need to be Re-entbused.

The cheapness and slow sale of honey
have knockt the enthusiasm out of bee-

keepers in this locality, but I am in the busi-

ness to stay awhile at least, unless I starve
out. I could not get along without the
American Bee Journal, and I wish it pros-

perity. The honey-yield was rather below
an average crop in this section the past
season. A. D. Watson.
Tioga Co., Pa.

No Winter Protection Needed.
My bees are doing well on the summer

stands without any protection whatever.
They have flown every day except two,
when it rained all day. The currant bush
will bloom in about two weeks now, which
will start the bees in their spring work.
Think how pleasant it is here'. I have sat

till bedtime, the past two or three nights,

with the door wide open, and without a
fire. Mrs. M. M. Dunnegan.
San Patricio Co., Tex., Jan. 6.

A Winter Experiment.

I can't do without the American Bee
Journal. I have 40 colonies put away for

winter—30 colonies in the cellar, and 10 on
the summer stands. I set them in a row
about G inches from the ground, and about
(J inches apart in the row. Then I put
boards on the northeast and west, S inches

from the hives, and packt under and be-

tween, and on top solid with forest leaves,

then I put good cases on top. This is an
experiment with me. W. L. Mitchell.
Whiteside Co., 111., Jan. 10.

Report for 1897.

My report for the year ISUT is. 900 pounds
of comb honey of good quality ; spring

count, 30 colonies, increast to TO. Honey is

rather dull sale at 13'.j cents per pound. I

sell mostly direct to consumers. I ran out

of supplies last season. I would advise my
bee-keeping friends to lay in their supplies

in time. "A stitch in time saves nine." I

found it so last season.

I don't see how a beginner can get along
without the " old reliable " American Bee
Journal. " Beedom Boiled Down " is very
fine.

We have had steady winter in this part

of the State since Dec. 3, with five to eight

inches of snow. J. E. Enyart.
Gentry Co., Mo., Dec. 25.

Moving Bees Around for Forage.

I have had only two years' experience

with bees, but with fair success. Last sea-

son I commenced, in the orange groves,

with '2.5 colonies, had to transfer nine of

them, and when the orange bloom failed I

moved them seven miles to the mountain
white sage, and when that failed, on Aug.
1.5 I moved six miles to the alialfa range,

and that lasted until the last of October. I

now have the bees back in the orange
grove, ready for the bloom about April. 15.

I wound up tbe season with '2,800 pounds of

extracted honey, and increasing to 57 colo-

nies, with plenty of stores for the winter.

To prepare for moving I took some laths

i.;xli., inches, ript in the center, cut them
off about six to eight inches in length, then

pusht them down between the frames at

one end of the frames only, picking out
different sized sticks so as to fill the space

in each ; and both bottom and top boxes,

fastening the top and bottom boxes to-
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Prices were never before so low—stock was never better.

Everything in the REID NURSER/ES is healthy, well rooted,

fully up to grade. You will get exactly what you want

at one-half price. Write for estimates, suggestions,

illustrated catalogue. Try the STAR STRAWBERRY
aud ELDORADO BLACKBERRY.

REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport, Ohio.

THE PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER
Is a 2Spage monthly bee-journal publisht at Higginsville. Mo.—price 50 cts. a year. With
the year of 1898. we begin the eighth volume, hence it is past the experimental stage. K.
K. I.esiliy and O. M. l>oolillle, editors. Some of the features of 1898 will be a con-
tinuation of " Wsij»id«' rrsigments," by Soiiin:iiiil»iili<>it. '• Kperience
and lis l..essoii»," by R. <'. Aikin. This series of articles will be reviewed by Mr.
Doolittle, which is practically giving hin experience with its lessons. " Experience and Its

Lessons," as reviewed, will be a gold-mine for beginners and advantageous to those more
advanced in bee-culture. The somnambulist articles are written in a pleasing style, as
none but " Sommy " could write them. They are highly entertaining and instructive.
I>r. V. V. Miller and other popular writers also cotribute to its columns. The Pro-
gressive is a popular journal at a popular price. Printed in the highest art. on beautiful
paper. Fearless in its character, newsy in its contents, and artistic in its make-up. Re-
member the Progressive Bee-Keeper is but .50c. a year. The Progressive and that " one
only " book for beginners, the Aiiiateiii* Bee»Iieeper, by Proi. •!. ^V. lEoii^te,
both for («c. A sample copy of the Progressive for your name, and a beautiful, illus-

trated catalog of apiarian supplies for the asking. Address,

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.

Calvary

&ethsemane

This Very Remarkable Social Story,

The thought of which Is the application to

all life of the test question, " What would
Jesus do ?" has had an extraordinary sale,

even during the "dull times " of summer.
In the guise of a dramatic story, the book
makes a powerful appeal to the public con-

science in the lines in which Interest is now
so deeply aroused, namely, the social condi

tions affecting the relations of employer
and employe, rich and poor, the Christian

and the world, the saloon and the voter, etc.

The author believes his test—"What would
Jesus do ?"— to be nothing less than revolu-

tionary, and applies it with searching di-

rectness, not only to commercial and social,

but also to religious life. The deep interest

which the story has awakened is Indicated

by the thousands that have been sold, and
the many voluntary testimonials, among
them being the following ;

"The reading of the book will search
many a heart, and ought to lead to a sim-
pler, holler, and more fully consecrated
Christian life.''—Sunday-School Times.
"Singularly Imoressive. .. .It is a sermon

in action, md one that cannot fail to touch
the heart."—New York Christian Advocate.
" Mr. Sheldon's book makes a strong im

pression as a plea for more simplicity of|
living, for more economy and more princi-
ple in the matter of personal expenditure
and for the application of the laws of right
eousness and j ustiee to the methods of busi-
administration."—New York Independent.

Size 5x7Vi—nearly 300 pages.

Price, in paper cover, 25 cts., postpaid ; bound in cloth, 75 cts. Or, we will

mail a copy of the paper-covered edition for sending us one new subscriber to the
Bee Journal for a year at .Si. 00, or for sending us two new subscribers we will

mail you a copy of the cloth-bound edition. We will send the paper-covered book
and the Bee Journal one year—both together for SI. 10 ; or the cloth-bound book
and the Bee Journal one year—both for §1.50. Address,

OEOROE W. YORK &. CO., 11§ micliigaii St., Chicago, Ills.

y/ jERUSALtM

Nazareth

"WHUTXwOULD JESUS DO?

CHARLES M JHCLOON

f̂^California
If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Resources, send for a Sample Oopy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
bandsomely illustrated t'2.00 per annum.
Bample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St., - SAN FRANCISCO, OAL

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-ofl, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edging-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalo^ae Free.

SE>E:r;A FALLS ITIFG. rX>.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 43.

gether by drawing a wire tightly around
the whole, including the bottom-board. I
am satisfied with the experience of moving,
and expect, if I live, to manage them so
next season, provided all other conditions
are favorable. I have heard of different
ways of preparing bees for moving, and
finding this plan very efficient, I thought it

might be of use to some one else.

W. J. LiNVILLE,
San Bernardino Co., Calif., Dec. 27.

Wintering Well.
My bees are wintering well so far—17(*

colonies in the cellar, and five on the sum-
mer stands. J. D. Blood, n
Linn Co., Mo.. Dec 28.

A Good Year for Bees.

The past was a very good year for beea
in this locality. We had a good crop of
white clover honey, but the fall flow didi
not amount to much. The American Bee,
Journal is first-class. Cuas. D. Handel.

Carroll Co., 111., Jan 2.

Bees in Good Condition.
I bought a colony of bees the spring of"

1895. and now have 1-4 in apparently good
condition. I have obtained much valuab'e
information from the American Bee Jour-
nal. D. W. Will.
Somerset Co., Pa., Jan. 1.

Prospect Unfavorable for 1898.
I would not miss the American Bee Jour-

nal for anything, as it' is a great help to.

me. My bees did well the past year. It is
very dry now, and not much of a prospect
for honey for next year. B. P. Shirk.
Kings Co., Calif., Dec. m.

Poor Season—Some Fall Honey.
We had a poor season in 1897, with som&

fall honey, so that the bees went into win-
ter quarters with ample stores. Success to
the American Bee Journal.
Kewanee Co., Wis. F. E. Wtman.

Prospects for a Better Clover Year.

Honey is a little slow sale here, but 1

have 100 colonies of bees now in winter
quarters in splendid condition, with the
prospect here of a better clover year com-
ing than we had last.

Chauncet Reynolds.
Sandusky Co., Ohio, Dec. 21.

Stopping Robbing.
I have read much concerning robber bees.

I had a colony last spring which was"weab
in bees; some of the rest took to robbing,
and I tried all remedies given in the Bee
Journal, but to no purpose. I moved the
colony away, and put another strong one
in its place. They stopt robbing in one
hour. Sol Hari'St.
Mercer Co., Pa., Dec. 25.

Prizes the Bee Journal.

I feel much attacht to the Bee Journal,
and look for it every Friday, as it cornea
without fail. I have two volumes bound,
and the one of 1897 will be as soon as I re-
ceive all the numbers, for I think with the
help of the index they are as good as the
text-books, for I get the opinions of the
best writers. Joun Sutek.
Ontario Co., N. Y., Dec. 22.

A Good Word for Bee-Papers.
The bee-keepers throughout America

should feel very thankful that they are so
abundantly supplied with weekly and
monthly pul)Iications devoted to the inter-

est of the busy bee. I cannot think but it

is stupidity on the part of a good many
who pretend to keep bees, to think they
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can get along without subscribing for one
or more of the many good journals now
offered at such Tery moderate prices,
which would enable them to keep abreast
of the times, as well as keep well-informed
of the advancements of the pursuit. I have
often thought that one can judge pretty
well, as soon as entering a man's bee-yard,
whether he is a subscriber and reader of a
bee-paper or not. wherewith to keep him-
self posted. Not less than five different
bee-periodicals come to my address every
month, and I read every one of them, from
cover to back; and although my "other
halt " says I read too much, I tell her the
result of the honey harvest always decides
the matter. Long live the American Bee
Journal. D. W, Heise.
Ontario, Canada.

Enjoys His Bees.

I have 34 colonies of bees altogether—36
in the country 10 miles from the city, and
eight in the city. I started with three colo-
nies in my city apiary last spring, and I in-

creast by artificial swarming to eight. I

never get hungry or tired while working
for my bees. I enjoy them thoroughly; it

is a pleasure. J. R. Felt.
Monroe Co., N. Y.

Making a Success with Bees.

In 1S9,5 I had a few colonies in old box-
gums. I got very little honey from them,
so after I began to read the Bee Journal I

thought I would try the Langstroth hives.
I transferred the bees, and I started last
spring with 13 colonies, increast to 23, and
I have taken and sold about 1,100 pounds of
comb honey. My bees are all Italians, the
only ones in this part of the country, that I

know of. One of my neighbors got me to
send south for 13 Italian queens; I did so,

and introduced them for him, and did not
lose a queen. So much, Mr. Editor, for the
American Bee Journal. P. McDowell.
Mason Co., Ky., Jan. 5.

"Started" by a Bee-Keeper.
I am a brand new bee-keeper, only a

little over a year old in the business, but I

like it very much so far.

I want to say "Amen" to the editor's
reply to John A. Pease, of California, as I

am one that was "started'' in the business
by a bee-keeper. I secured a little over 78
pounds of comb honey per colony, spring
count, from 14 colonies, and increas't to '34

the past season, which I am wintering on
the summer stands. I like the American
Bee Journal very much. J. S. Dowdy.
Logan Co., 111., Dec. 27.

Fairly Good Season in 1897.
I had a fairly good season in 1897. I

commenced with 05 colonies, bred up to 90,

and obtained 5,"200 pounds of comb honey,
nearly all white, not over 400 pounds of
amber and dark. I am selling this crop at
a lower price than ever before—10 cents for
white and S cents for amber and dark. I

have yet about 2, .500 pounds on hand, but it

will all go in good time. Clover is nearly
all killed in this vicinity by drouth. I have
kept bees 30 years at this place, and I have
never had an entire failure. I do not keep
nearly as many now as I have in years
past. S. Page.
CarroU Co.. 111., Jan. 10.

Poorest Season for Years.
1 have been a constant reader of the

American Bee Journal ever since I have
been interested in bees, which will be 11
years in the spring, and I would not like to
do without it now.

The past was the poorest year for surplus
honey since I have had anything to do with
bees, still not quite a total failure, as I har-
vested perhaps IS or 20 pounds (mostly ex-
tracted) per colony, spring count, but some
of the bee-keepers in this locality having
larger apiaries had to feed some to carry
the bees through the winter. I never aim

EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog-.

FRED A. DALTON,
lA26t Walker, Vernon Co.. Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do uetter than
to call on Dr. E. Gallup, Santa Ana. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing: else-
wheTe. Double sets of Combe in Langstroth-
Slmplicity Hives, and warranted a surerior
lot of Bees for business. Correspodence so-
licited. Br. E. CAliLUP,

Santa Ana, Orange Co., Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

NO DIRT LEFT
In clothes washed with tha
'BUSY BEE WASHER"

X) pi wee in one hour and
o bard work done. That's

the record. AGENTS
WANTED, Eiciusiva

, - eale. Write for terrai.

Lake Erie Mfg. Co.» 147 E. 13 St.. Erie, Pa.
44E-26t Pleaee mention the Bee Journal.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ^ .^
has a hobby whichisthesheepbreederand
his industry, lirst foremost and all the
time Are you interested? Write to^ay

Wool Markets 6l Sheep, • - Chicago>
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Hoot's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'ti Honey Jars.
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-

^ tree. Walter S. Ponder,

Uic^poVDm fip- i,„^Hil,'J?.^s''FNmANA.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FIRST PRIZE WINNERS
Our1S98 Mammoth Poultry
liuiilc 1.1 lull i,ai.-(s iiiiilK-ii lin.K.

>oTii*-lhiNtr etilirely Iit-w. u-lls all alioiit
p'liilrrv. how to be a winner. lu)\\ to MAKE
BIG MONEY. Contains beantilul litnoKnijih
plate of fowls in theirnatutiil eokn>. .Seiiii

l.=.ets. tor JOHNBAUSCHER. Jr^
postage. Box id FKKKI'OI!'!, ILX,

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

Bee -Hives. Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog. MI\\ESI)T.i BEE-
KEEPERS' SII'PIV MF6. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

2'2Atf Chas. MoNDENO. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

H ATCH,Chickens by stbam-

EXCELSiOR Incubator
Simple. Perfect, Se(/-Regulat-
iito- Thousands Id suocc^srul
lip*" ration. LoWPHt pricrd
OrNt-oluMS llatrher mui*p.

UKO. II. NTA1II.,»
tol aa 8. 6th Wt, Qulnor,IIL

44A26t Please mention the Bee Juuruai.

Satisfucti'iti jruanintiTi I'll' III! 'Ill- _\

MARILLA
INCUBATOR & BROODER

w.-s^U. .\r,- iiMt th..>,. r.^:Lsmi;il.k- tt-n.i^'

Th.-H sh..w9 vu hoiv- nmch faith we hfive
in .:.ur ui.iehmes. Either HOT \V,'\TER
or HftT -MR machines. A chilil can wi.rli

Ihein. Eleventh year .m the [naoiet.

THE MARILLA INCUBATOR CO.
. 11111111.,. Bo.\ 80 Marilla. N. Y.

Please mention the Bee Journal. 7;

to keep more than 20 or 25 colonies, and try
to have them good and strong.

B. C. BOOHER.
Woodbury Co., Iowa, Dec. '29.

Bees in Good Condition.
I have 81 colonies of bees in winter quar-

ters in good condition. I had .W last spring,
increast to 81, and took 2,357 pounds of
mostly comb honey, and '24 pounds of bees-
wax. Quite a number of swarms went
away, as I lost my wife July 5, and that
day I had six swarms, but paid no atten-
tion to them for the next two days. I am
left with three little boys.

Austin Reynolds.
Monroe Co., Wis., Jan. 10.

4K4t

Will Test the Danzenbaker Hive.

What Imean on page 715 (1S!)7) concern-
ing the Danzenbaker hive being too expen-
sive was, that to handle a colony of bees it

requires two hive-bodies and two supers,
which at catalog prices would cost as much
as a double-wall hive, and not nearly so
good for this climate. Mr. Danzenbaker's
hive is a good one for a warm climate, and
also for anyone that likes a single-wall
hive. I did not mean to harm Mr. Danzen-
baker. nor his hive. I want to try them
for 1898. and of course his hive must stand
on its own good qualities. I will give it a
fair and impartial test.

David N. Ritchet.
Franklin Co., Ohio.

Has Kept Bees 14 Years.
This is my 14tb year at bee-keeping, and

I have produced S2,.")00 worth of honey. I

commenced the first season with six colo-
nies, and the last with 70, and the past sea-
son I got 8425 worth of honey, besides in-
creasing from 70 to 96 colonies.

While at the Buffalo convention I intro-
duced myself to Messrs. York, Doolittle,
Miller, Hutchinson and Root. I had be-
come so well acquainted with them through
reading their writings that I felt as if they
were old friends of mine, altbo I was an
entire stranger to them. I am engaged in
farming and peach-growing, and cannot
give my bees as careful attention as I

would like to do. D. L. Files.
Monroe Co., N. Y.

PAID FOR

S?]! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Velloitr

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casli, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 M^ichigan st., CHICAGO, ILL.

METAL WHEELS
in all sizes and vurieties, to fit any
Si axle. They last forever. Eitlicr

^ direct or stagger spoke. Can't
breakdown; can't dry out' no

reiettlnK of tires. Good In dry weather
as in wet weather. Send tor catalog £1

prices. ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,
9^ QUINCY - ILLINOIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

New Vork.—The Ontario County. N. T..
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its ninth
annual convention at Cduandaigua. N. V.,

Jan. 27 and 2«. 1898. An Interesting pro-
gram is in course of iireparatlnn. All are in-

vited. KUTH E. T.WLOK, See.
Ueiiona, N. ^ .
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HONEY and BEESWAX
IVIARK£X QIJOTAXIOI^S.

Chicag-o, 111., Dec. 13.—Fancy white 11 to
lUc. No. 1, lOc. ; fancy amber. 8 to 9c. : No. 1,

7c. ; fancy dark. 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.

;

amber. 4 to 5c.; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.

The demand for comb honey la not satisfac-
tory, and it can be bought at even lower
prices than quoted, where it Is not in the
hands of reprular dealers. There seems to be
no outside demand. Extracted without special
change. Beeswax is scarce.

Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 13.—Fancy white,
12 to i:Jc.; No. 1, 11 to 12c.: fancy amber. 9
to 10c.; fancy dark. 8 to 9c. Extracted.
"White, 5^4 to 6c.; amber. 4H to 5c. Beeswax,
25 to 27c.
This market has been fairly sustained on

boney since our last report. Values remain
about the same, as there has been a very good
consumptive demaud, especially for ex-
tracted, while the comb honey has seemed to
accumulate with increast receipts, and we
feel to meet the demand even if at a reduc-
tion from quotations. There seems to be
more demand froin those who eat honey than
in former seasons^ which is a good feature of
the trade which we desire to encourage. We
are expecting a good trade from this forward.

Cleveland. Ohio, Dec. IS.—Fancy white.
12tol2^c.; No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. I amber,
t) to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c.; amber. 4
to 5c. Beeswax. 22 to 25c.

Kew Tort, K. Y., Dec. 22.—Fancy white
11 to 11 He: off grades, 9 to 10c. ; buckwheat
a,nd mlxt. 6(4 to 7c. Extracted, California
white, 5 to 5Hc.; light amber, iV, to 45ic.;
white clover and basswood, o to5)4c.: buck-
wheat. 4 to 4i4c.; Southern, 50c. a gallon.
Beeswax is in good demand at 25 to 27c.
Our market remains quiet. Fancy grades

of white comb are about cleaned up. and
these would find sale on arrival at quotations.
We have a large stock of buckwheat, mixt,
and ofl grades of white, and. as the demand
for these Is very light, we cannot encourage
further shipments for the near future. Ex-
tracted of all kinds is selling fairly well.

Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 15. — Fancy
white. 11 to 12c.; No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy am-
ber. 10c. : No. 1. 9!4c.; fancy dark 9 to 9!4c.;
No. 1, 8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c. ; am-
ber. 4 to43iio.; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 23c.
Market holds firm at above prices. Good

demand for extracted. Wax is quiet but firm
at 23c.

Albany, IT. Y., Dec. 13.—Fancy white, 12
to 13,-;.; No. 1, 11 to 12c.; fancy amber. 8 to
<<o.; No. 1. 8c : fancy dark, 8c.; No. 1, IVt to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber. 4i4 to
5c. dark, 4 to 4140.
There Is an ample stock of comb on hand

and selling freely at quotations. Extracted
Is not plentliul and from nformatlon received
there Is not much in the hands of producers,

Buffalo, N, Y., Jan. 14.— Strictly fancy 1-
pound comb honey is more active at mostly
10c. . occasionally lie. but all other gradas
are dormant and have to 1 e cut to almost any
price to move thetr. ranging from 8c. down
to oc. Extracted is also very dull at 4 to 6cWe cannot recommend the shipping of honey
here unless it is strictly fancy 1-pound sec-
iluns.

There Is no selling pressure of consequence
on desirable lots of water white, either comb
or extracted, such being held as a rule at full
<luotation9. Amber grades are in greater sup-
ply than the demand and market for this
class presents an easy tone. Dark qualities
are in poor request, despite low asking flg-
ures. Beeswax is firm at current quotaiions
with very little offering, either from first orsecond hands.

St. Iiouis, Mo., Jan. 17.—We ouote honey
nominal, but very little selling. 'Demand Is
I ght. White comb, 1-lbs.. 10 1-2 to 12c •

amber. 8 to lOc; dark, 5 to 7c.; broken comb'
4 to 7c. Extracted, In cans, white, 514 too l-2c.; light amber. 4=^ to 5c.; amber, 4ii to
4 12c.; dark. 3 1-2 to 4c. Beeswax, 25 to2o l-2c. To sell honey in lo's above prices
would probably have to be shaded a little.

Indianapolis, Ind., J«n. 15.—Fancy white.
II to Kic; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber. 9 to
lOc. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax 25
to 27c Market appears to be well suppliedand sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amberand dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is
in good demand.

Kansas City, Mo.. Ja". 20.—Fancy white,
10 to lie; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to lOc; dark.
8 to 9c. Extracted, white. 5 !4 to 6c.; amber.
5 to 5 (4c. : dark, 4 to 4 V4c. Beeswax. 20 to 22o.
The market is well supplied, and demand Is

light.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 18.—Fancy, in car-
tons. 12(4 to 13c.: in glass. 11 to 12c.; A No.
1. 10 to lie; No. 1, 9c.; No. 2, Sc; No. 3, no
sale. Beeswax. 27c.
The demand for honey is light on all grades,

with a full supply. Pure beeswax is in good
demand, bnt suppl.v is light.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 18.—Fancy white,
lOc; No. 1.9c.; amber. 8c. Extracted, white,
5c. ; amber, 4c.; dark. 33ic. Beeswax. 28c.
Late arrivals of California honey have de-

moralized our market.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 17.—There is no
change In prices, but rather a slow demand
for all kinds of honey. We quote 10 to 13c.
as the range of prices for best white comb
honey, and 3 1-2 to 60., for extracted, accord-
ing to quality. Bee8wa.x is In fair demand at
25 to 27c. for good to choice yellow.

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 9.—Fancy white. 11
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. ; No. 1. 8 to 9c ; fancy dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber, 4 to 5c. Bees-
wax, 25 to 26c.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

CbicaBo, Ills.

R. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HrLDRETH Bros. & Seoulken,

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, ITIo.

0. C. Clemoms & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

BaSalo, N. ¥.
Batterbon & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

CHA8. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

Pblladelptaka, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.
Mr, Selser handles no honey on commission

St. Ijonis, no.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

miuneapolis, minii.
S. H. Hall & Co.

inilnrankee, ^VIs.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

, Detroit, inicb.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Mass ichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCnLLOCH & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Otiio.
C. F. Muth & Son. cor. Freeman & Central Ave.

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels
of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 2bO lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Dj you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
JoiTRNAL. Then please call upon them
(lal get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some ot the premiums we offer.

A IlfcM- Kg'g'.ProUiK-ei-. — With
many years of experience and careful
study I have discovered by feeding sun-
flower seed to poultry it almost doubled
their laying qualities. I prefer the New
Mammoth Russian Sunflower seed, which
is a much larger seed, and contains more
egg-forming material than the common
sunflower. For several years I have ex-
perimented with it on our Light Brabmas,
and found that by feeding it the Brahmas
laid equally as well as the Leghorns or any
of the other smaller breeds. It much im-
proves them in size if fed to chicks while
growing. It can be grown much more
cheaply than any other grain, with much
less labor, and it will grow in any climate
and on any soil. We have sold in the last
few years hundreds of pounds of this New
Mammoth Russian Sunflower seed, and
have received hundreds of testimonials say-
ing that it is just as we claim regarding
ability to make hens lay and grow more
rapidly than if fed on any other food. The

fanciers aui.1 farmers .should not overlook
this or anything else pertaining to their
poultry, for they bring more money ac-
cording to capital than anything else on
the farm. If your poultry is kept up well,
new blood added each year, the mites and
hen-lice kept out, fowls better protected
from sudden changes of weather, and more
care taken as to what you feed them, you
will find on a year's income your poultry is

the best payer on the farm : while it is just
the opposite with those farmers giving
them no care whatever, letting them hunt
whatever waste food they can find, and
hunt their own shelter, saying it won't
pay to build a poultry-house or get any
new blood, as there is not enough money in
poultry. Surely not under such conditions,
as such fowls will not lay many eggs nor
weigh much when sold at market. Take
my advice and try it for just one year,
keeping an account of just what you make
on jour poultry if proper care is given. I

publish a book, price 1.") cents, on the care
and management of poultry in full, with
many years of practical experience. Do
not fail to get one of these before all are
gone. Address, John Bauscher, Jr.. Box
1)4, Freeport, 111., and mention the Ameri-
can Bee Journal when you write to me.

<)ueeii<« an«I <(iieen-Kesiriiisr.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
safely iiilmdiue any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly; all about the
different races of bees ; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
9tc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which jrou may want to
know—send for Doohttle's " Scientific
Queen-Rearing " — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are .some good offers of this book

:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, 11.00 ; or clubbed
with the Bee Journal for one year—both
for only $1.7,5 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us ttvo new subscribers to the
Bee Journal for a year at $1.00 each.
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H B^ M mt A Copy of

tD L L Saeeessfnl Bee-Keeping,rn r by W. Z. Hutchinson ;

I I Kkk and our 1897 Catalog-, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for tbe Asklns, We make almost
Everyibing used by Bee-Keeper8« and at
Loniest Prices. Our

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,

when you can have llie bebt—sucb as we
make.

The American Bee -Keeper
[monthly, now in Its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
Sample Free—Address,

THEW.T.FAlCOmMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

NEW YORK,
is tbe city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is tbe man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anylliiiis if the apiarian line.

Are YOU tbe man who wants to buy ?

It^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everyttaing used in tbe
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

I dress of every Bee-Keeper In
'- America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manufacturini Co.,

HUDSON, iSt. Croix Cd., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

16 to I.

PAGE FENCB has F. cross-ties to 1 rod. Wire
fences with cross bars three, four or five feet apart
will not hold hojis, sheep or evf n cattle for a great
while. l*i to 1 is about the proper distance. See
"ad" in next issue.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. \(lrin"- ^lich.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Wholesale
and Retail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax TAlXii A Specialty,

At Reduced Prices during tbe Winter.
My Foundation will speak for itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fail to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

Beeswax talien in Excbange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, "WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Tlie A. 1. Rciot Co.'s Goods ^^h"e\r.?.""

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HUNT
Cash for Beeswax. Bell Branch. Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Year Dadailt'S Foundation. Year
.^-»-

Why Does It SeU So Well?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because I^ 'H YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, I%o Sag:-
^iiig:. .uo Loss. i»ate:>x meei* process sheexii^g.

Ey Send Name for Our CataloR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Wdl Maniifaftiired Stock ! ((uick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-GASES,
^ AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thriftv timber is used.

E^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marslifield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrilinp.

Reduced Prices \t/\lif\l>Xl/Vi>ilAlAlAt/Vlii

On 1896 Style Hives.

6
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Bee-Moth or Wax-Moth—Some Experiences.

BY C. THKILMANN.

On page 723 (1897), Prof. A. J. Cook has kindly an-
swered the questions I have askt him regarding the bee or
wax moth, for which we tender him thanks. Some of the
ways he describes about the moth 3.re not yet clear to me, or
don't agree with my experience_ and that of other bee-keep-
ers. He says : We always find, the moths lurking or flying
about where there are combs, bee-hives with bees, empty hives
or boxes with combs, etc. Some years ago I stood before a
big, dry elm in my timber, whose bark was loose one inch or
so. By accident I pulled the bark from the tree about 8
inches, and to my surprise I saw several bee-moths running
around on the inside of the bark, just as they do when dis-

turbed elsewhere in their hiding-places. This was nearly a
mile from my apiary. Now I am tempted to ask the Profes-
sor, How did the moth get there? or where were they hatcht
out ? and what did they live on 1

A bee-keeper tells us in the Acker and Gartenbau-Zeitung
that he knows several bee-trees in his vicinity which are
stockt with bees nearly every year, but are always destroyed
In two to three months by the bee-moths. W. Buechner, from
Texas, writes on same page :

" I have found dozens of moths
in the pupa state mostly in winter time In hollow trees, but
nowhere except where a colony of wild bees were destroyed by
the moths." This evidence was given In opposition to my
theory, but are they not a strong argument on -my side of the
question ?

Those wild bees were surely not Italians, else not all of
them would have been destroyed by the moth alone. But I

would ask again. Where did these moths come from, and on
what did they live the other seven or eight months of the
year ?

By the way, does any one know how old a bee-moth gets
to be ? and how far away from her birth or hatching-place
she is likely to move or fly ? It would surely Interest many of
the readers to know. Will Prof. Cook kindly give us some
Information on this question also ?

I am with the Professor when he says, " If possible she
(the moth) goes to the combs, else she lays her eggs as near
to them as she can reach, as I have had combs attackt that
could not possibly be reacht by the moth." The latter has
been just my experience, and therefore, and for other rea-
sons, I believe that the moth-eggs are in the pollen of combs
before taken from the center of strong colonies of Italians,
where it is impossible for moths to lay eggs, and if there were
newly-hatcht moths on such combs, they would be visible in
three or four days on the combs after taken from the bees.
But that is not the case, for it takes from 7 to 12 days in
warm weather before any signs of moth-worms are visible on
such combs, and then always on the pollen. Besides, my bees
carry and clean more or less moths, of all stages of develop-
ment, out of their hives all the year around, which I have

often witnest in my winter cellars, when they are generally
left at the entrances of the hive.

I doubt very much that the moth lays eggs In a tempera-
ture of 40° to 42H as in the case of my bee-cellars for five

months while the bees are in them, and if any eggs were laid

in or near the hives In summer, they would have been hatcht
long before real winter set in, in this latitude as a rule about
Nov. 10.

Taking all these connecting evidences, and the fact the
moth is a night-caterpillar, whose nightwork is hard to un-
derstand and observe, I cannot see any other way than that
the bees carry and store the eggs with the pollen, and that
the moths live and thrive elsewhere besides at or around bee-

hives and apiaries.

Before I close I will give another experiment I witnest
not long ago. As the season here was a poor one, I had to

feed my bees for winter, for which I boiled sugar and water
together and added some honey until I had a 50-gallon barrel
nearly full. This was on the evening of Oct. 13, 1897. The

Father Joshua Terry, of Utah— See page US.

barrel was left open about 15 rods away from my home api-

ary, in the open air to cool of. The night was warm for the
time of year, and on the morning of the 14th the thermometer
showed 65^ aboye zero. I went to the sugar-honey barrel
and found it nearly covered with dead and dying bee-moths,
with their wings spread and fastened to the sweet mass, and
after I pulled them out and had thrown them away, I was
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sorry that I did not look for eg(?s about them. I counted 23
bee-moths, and 2 of those little wee ones described in Prof.

Cook's Manual.
Now, I'd like to know where so many moths came from all

at once, for I had not seen auy around my bees for a long

time before this. There was surely many more Chat ate of

the sweets that did not get stuck fast. lam quite sure that

they were not all reared around my bees, for everything that

would induce the moth is kept snugly out of their reach. I

am aware that we can trap quantities of moths with sweets in

the summer time, but I never saw them in such numbers as

late at October, when we supposed they were nearly all dead

or asleep.

The little, wee moth does sometimes considerable mis-

chief with comb or section honey. Some 15 years ago I had

about 6,000 pounds of very fine, delicate lindeo houey in my
honey-house for about four weeks. I had to close it tightly as

the bees began getting in and robbing. The room got warm
and very damp. I sold 4,000 pounds of it to a Minneapolis

firm, not noticing anything wrong about the honey when shipt,

neither did the receivers of the honey. About four weeks

after, I saw part of this honey stored in a large airy room on

the second floor, when one of the firm told me that my honey

was wormy. I lookt and found little perfectly round holes

(the size a common needle would make) over much of the

cappings of the honey, and some little webs and mealy stuff,

and here and there a little worm in the corners and edges of

the combs, but there was not quite enough to spoil the sale of

the honey.
Three years ago I bought 500 pounds of white honey

from a neighbor bee-keeper, who kept the honey for about

two months in a tight, close room under the roof of his house,

and whenJffe delivered the honey aboutone-half of it was unfit

for market. On some combs there were small patches where

the little holes joined and left the honey almost bare of cap-

pings.

These are the only instances of this moth which came
under my observation. It seems that they live mostly on the

cappings of the combs, and probably some honey, for it is a

rare thing that I have any pollen in my section honey that

they could feed on. I believe when honey is kept in a warm,
airy room, that this moth will do but little harm to the bee-

keeper, neither will the bee-moth if the bee-keeper under-

stands the business.

I have never seen the wee " winged " moth that I could be

sure of. The two in the barrel above-mentioned compared
well with the picture in Prof. Cook's Manual, so it is probably

a night-caterpillar, lu that respect like the bee-moth.

I cannot agree with Prof. Cook when he says :
" I do not

think the bee-moth ever lays her eggs in the poUeu in the

flowers ; we never see her about the flowers as we certainly

should if her nits were there."

Does not the flower furnish all the elements the moth ex-

ists on ? Why should she not visit them, when they contain

her very life ? Does not every critter like to be and live in its

elements, or is the moth an exception? By no means do I

think that every flower is stockt with moth-eggs ; we may ex-

amine thousands and not find an ege, but every indication of

my experiments leads me to believe that many eggs are stored

in the combs with the pollen. That we never see the eggs on

the pollen is no prqof that the moth will not lay them there,

at distances away where they cannot find a better chance to

do so. No one would claim that we have no north pole be-

cnuse no one ever saw it. Wabasha Co., Minn.

Ripening Honey—Sweet Clover Eaten by Stock.

BY J A. BEAKDEN.

I see Mr. E. B. Tyrrell, on page Tol (1S9T), Is in favor

of everybody who reads the Bee Journal giving their opinion

as to the ripening of extracted honey, but as he does not say

whether he wants it ripened naturally or artificially, but

leaves us to infer that he meant naturally or as the bees

ripen it, I will give my opinion be it ever so light.

The subject is a very important one, as it means good or

bad honey according as the bee-keeper wills, altho the honey
may be from a good source ; for of all kinds of honey, that

which is extracted from the combs in a watery stage is the

worst yet; still, it can be left on the hives too long.

For Instance, a friend of mine had a fine lot of aster honey
in his hives in the fall of 1896, but as he had no extractor he

got me to take out the honey after there had been a few cool

nights, and as aster honey becomes candied very quickly after

it is gathered, this lot was about one-sixth candied in the

combs, and of course it would not throw out of the combs.

altho I run my extractor very fast. So you see one kind of

honey at least must not be too severely ripened.

But I don't think there is any need to be in a hurry about
extracting most kiuds of honey, for I have my first lot to taste

that was taken out before it was capt, that was as good as
that which was thoroughly capt over before it was extracted.

I have a rule which acts well for ??ic, to determine when
honey is ripe enough to extract. It is this: When a honey-
flow is on, you can hear the bees making a very loud hum-
ming, at night especially ; this is the bees' automatic evapora-
tor at work on the newly-stored honey, and as soon as this

night humming has almost ceast, your honey is all right and
ready to extract. But of course you will not get as much
honey as if you had extracted twice or more times during the
flow ; but your honey will be of heavy body and better taste

than that taken off too soon.

If a man (or woman) has a good reputation for producing
a fine grade of honey, he or she can ruiu that reputation very
easily by selling a few lots of thin, foamy or half-soured honey,
for such will be the case if the honey is from basswood, not
thoroughly capt or ripened.

Mr. 0. O. Poppleton, on page 690 (1897), says he has
never had basswood honey so thin as to drip from the combs
as Mr. C. P. Dadant has ; still, such is the case with me, if it

should happen to be very damp, rainy weather at the time of

gathering, but if very dry weather is on hand at gathering
time the honey is of course very much thicker, but not thick
enough.

HOGS, SHEEP AND COWS AFTER SWEET CLOVER.

I have been trying to get some sweet clover to grow on
some waste lauds about me, but, pshaw ! the hogs just hunt it

up and dig for the roots as long as they can smell one. And
sheep and cows just look it up and eat the last sprig that they
can find, for 'lis so much earlier than common red clover.

Lincoln Co., Tenn.

Comments on the " Golden " Management for
Producing Comb Honey.

BV W. VV. M'NEAL.

On page 742 (1897), Mr. Golden asks for comments. All

right, Mr. Golden.
How do you manage to keep pollen out of this double

super during the first five days after the swarm is hived ? Just
why the bees should fill these sections with such choice honey
and leave no pollen is decidedly a wrinkle I fail to see. My
experience is that bees are inclined to place themselves and
their brood between the entrance and the stores. Now, pollen

being something that cannot be so easily carried away, is

often given a place close to the entrance. This is more notice-

able in early spring, and especially so if the frames run
parallel with the entrance. The runways provided at the

sides of the super may have something to do with it ; but why
the field-bees, upon their return to the hive, would run up
through these to the brood-combs above, and there leave the

pollen, returning to the sections below with the honey, is the
query with me.

Of the two evils, honey stored ii: comb built the previous
season, and that which is stored in comb built the present
season, but contaiuing more or less pollen, I would choose the

former for two reasons : 1st, The average consumer of honey
would hardly detect the harshness of the comb at all if the

precaution had been taken to break away the varnisht face of

the combs before giving them to the bees. 2nd, But they
would detect pollen were it there, and so would the little wax
weevil ! It is a rare thing to find pollen in sections placed

over the brood-combs, save in hives where such room is limited ;

and when a case of partly-filled sections has been given to a
swarm newly hived on frames witii onlystarters in them.

I have tried to get a swarm to build comb under nearly

the same conditions that Mr. Golden outlines, but failed in

every instance. My hives were prepared thus : If a colony

run for extracted honey cast a swarm, I took Its surplus cases

and placed them over an empty brood-chamber—with starters

—with a queen-excluder between the two apartments. Now
if there chanced to be any uncapt brood in these upper cases

the bees would sulk until they could cap over some kind of a

cell and call it a queen, when the swarm would then abscond.

Should there be nothing but honey in the combs, they will

continue to sulk until something happens. The queen being
caged, and the excluder removed, may cause the bees to be-

have in a vastly different manner, tbo like a great many other

things it does look that way.
Still, I cannot see why a colony that does not swarm
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shouldu't store as much honey as tho it did. Of course, if the
swarm issues very early, and the season be prolonged, then the
two may exceed what the one would have done. If we can
gain for the colony without its having to swarra, that which
it gains by swarmlug, then wherein does Mr. G.'s method
have any advantage ? I mean the desire and ability to build
comb. Nothing so incites a colony to good work as the pres-

ence of newly-built comb in the hive. To obtain this vantage
ground, a frame of foundation can be hung in the brood-
chamber some little time to the giving of the supers, provid-
ing the strength of the colony and the state of the weather
will permit. Place the frame of foundation between two
combs of brood, and in due time follow this up with a super
alternated with frames of comb and frames of foundation or
starters. A half-depth case is always preferable for the first

one given. Sometimes It works better to give a ease of combs
entire until they have been coast above, when this can be
iifted and a section super placed between. It is always well
to look to it that the queen be not in the upper case when rais-

ing it, for her presence there would work disastrously in that
the capacity of the small frames would not be equal to the
ability of the queen, which would tend to dissatisfaction ; and
her absence from the combs below would cause queen-cells to

be started, and swarming would be the result. Arranged in

this way, a colony can be run for both comb and extracted
honey with the incumbrance of a queen-excluding honey-
board.

The queen will not now pass the section super to again
occupy the upper one, tho the queen-cells in this upper case
must be taken away or destroyed as soon as they reach the
proper age, or swarming may result just the same had they
been built below. But how much easier done in the shallow-
case than in the deep brood-combs, heavy with brood and
honey.

You may say. Why not put on the excluder at the time
the combs are given to the bees, and thus prevent the queen
ever going there at all ? Well, the point is to get the workers
there as quickly as possible; and you all know that if the
<iueen goes there honey will not be long in finding its way
there. So when the case is raised and an empty one placed
tieneath it, the presence of brood tends to draw the Mue-force
away from the brood-combs, and lessens the tension there.
The field-force will then get a hustle on themselves that tells

you something is going to be done. O how they—the hive-
force—then need air ! Give it to them, plenty of it, and always
from below. Nothing so causes the upward march of the
bees to roll back upon the brood-combs as does the giving of

cooling drafts of air from above.

I think that when thus managed bees will store as much
honey as they will by the Golden method ; and without the
great danger (so it seems to me) of getting pollen in the
sections.

I will here admit that I have never tried Mr. Golden's
way, as he arranges and describes, but I intend to do so. Mr.
Golden must use a small brood-chamber, and certainly his bees
were not started off properly or they would not swarm with
but one super partly filled.

I do not see it exactly, that by hiving a swarm in the
double super you get such a large amount of honey that the
bees otherwise would have used in building combs for the new
hive and storing the same after they are constructed. Let's
see. We will suppose a swarm is issuing, or has just issued ;

I need a few more extracting-combs, or that some I now
already have are crooked or contain more or less drone-comb,
all of which is tolerably new. I cut the comb out, save an
inch or so next the top-bar. These frames are put into a
shallow extracting-case, which case is then placed over a simi-
lar one tho empty ; and the two constitute the brood-chamber
to the hive the swarm is to occupy. On this I place a slatted
queen-excluding honey-board, and then place the section-cases
that were on the parent hive. The swarm is to occupy the old
stand, the old hive is given a new location, but before doing
this, a portion of the yet remaining bees are to be driven out
with smoke. This so weakens them that there is little danger
of second swarms. Contract the entrance, and shade the hive
well. Now, see here, the presence of the empty super gives
sufficient room till the fever subsides ; the absence of old
brood-combs causes the bees to gather less pollen for the first

few days after being hived, and what they do bring in, the
narrow strips of drawn comb will catch the most of it by the
aid of the honey-board, for a bee cannot easily pass through
the perforations with pollen on her legs. The brood-chamber
(s thus left for about a week, when the empty case is to be
taken away, the other now being placed on the bottom-board.
The hive may now remain till the honey season is over, or the
colony may be re-united with the parent colony about the
time the extracting-combs are completed.

All this has been done with only supers for a hive, the
increase has been kept down, the extracting-combs have been
secured, a few choice queens reared, and I think with as much
really marketable honey as if the swarm had been treated ac-
cording to Mr. G.'s method. However, I am open to convic-
tion. If it can be shown that the bees do not store pollen In

the section-comb while the super sits beneath the brood-cham-
ber, then perhaps there is no quicker, yet profitable, way of

disposing of a swarm. Scioto Co., Ohio.

Ipecacuanha for Bee-Stlags—Figwort.

BY D. S. HEFFBON.

From the Popular Science News, of January, ISOT, I

take the following :

" A Calcutta physician who was attackt by a swarm of

bees was severely stung on the hands, head, face and neck,
no fewer than 150 stings being afterward taken from his

neck. Fortunately he had some Ipecacuanha powder with
him which he immediately had made into a paste and smeared
over the head, face and neck. The effect was most markt,
preventing to a large extent the swelling and pain which in-

variably follow the bees' stings."

Ipecac, as we call it, is the powdered root of the plant of

a light brown color, as fine as flour. It is kept by druggists,
and is not expensive. The sting of bees used to pain me
severely, and swell badly, sometimes closing an eye, or other-
wise disfiguring the face. For the last season, tho stung more
than a dozen times, I have escaped both pain and swelling by
as prompt a use of ipecac powder as I could procure.

SIMPSON HONEY-PLANT OB FIGWOBT.

If I do not mistake this plant, its botanical name is

ScrophiUaria nodosa. Prof. Asa Gray says, in his Manual of

Botany, it was "so called because a reputed remedy for

scrofula ;" while Prof. Wood says in hisClass-Bookof Botany,
"So named from the resemblance of the roots to scrofulous
tumors." Both the authors quoted agree in the description

of the plant, in the form of the flower and fruit, its stem, leaf

and habit. It is entirely hardy, found in Canada, the Middle
and Western States, but rarely in New Eagland. It is peren-
nial, flowering the second year, and its habitat is along the
edges of woods and in hedges, and in other damp and more or
less shady places.

The writer has been acquainted with the plant that was
recently figured in the American Ree Journal for 50 years,

and never found it growing in an open, dry prairie. It be-

gins to flower in July, and continues for about three months.
But why should this old plant, introduced from Europe, be
called the Simpson honey-plant? In an article in the Bee
Journal of Oci. l-t, 1897, the writer says :

" I consider one
acre of the plant worth at least ic?i of sweet clover." I have
no competent personal knowledge. I think it may be worth
testing in a small way. Cook Co., III.

No. 5—Recollections of an Old Bee-Keeper.

BY DB. E. GALLUP.

(Continued from pagre 51.)

I saw that the Laugstroth movable-comb principle was
correct at a glance, so that was how the Gallup hive came
into existence. My hive was IS inches wide, 12 inches from
front to rear, and 12 inches deep. This was in conformity to

my ideas of starting with a nucleus or a small swarm and con-
trolling the animal heat with a division-board and building up
to a strong colony by enlarging as the bees increast. The top-

bar of the frame, V and all, was in one piece with shoulders
cut for the end-pieces. The ends or sides of the frame were
of the same width as the top-bar, and 3/16 thick ; the bot-

tom-bar was '->s square, nailed in corner up.

My reason for using so thin an end was that the bees
would cluster clear past that, and the queen would occupy
every cell, even those adjoining the wood, and by using the X
bottom-bar the bees would build down and on to it, and if

necessary past it, down to near the bottom-board. The only
objection to this is, the bees are more liable to build onto the
top-bar of the breeding apartment from the super combs.

I use my Langstroth frames with the ?^ bottom-bar. I

like a comb built solid to the frame all around. If we have a
flat bottom-bar in wintering, even In this climate, there Is an
accumulation of tits of pollen, cappings from hatching brood,
etc., that lodge on this bottom-bar and make a place for

moths. Taking every advantage and disadvantage into con-
sideration, I prefer the ''h bottom-bar every time. The only
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disadvantage is, the combs are a trifle harder to get out of

the supers. Still, if we leave the flat bottom-bar in the super

long enough for the bees to ripen and mature the honey, as it

ought to be, we often find them as bad as the others. Now
you have my reasons for modeling a Langstroth hive to suit

my fancy.
Mr. Langstroth had the misfortune to have many agents

that did not fairly represent him, and one in particular that

cheated him out of a large percentage of his just dues. I had
the supreme satisfaction of balking him in at least two of his

schemes.
Along about this time In my bee-keeping, I obtained my

first Italian queen, and along with her directions for rearing

queens in small nuclei boxes, 4 by 6 Inches, and of course

went into rearing worthless queens with all the enthusiasm
Imaginable. After two seasons I found all was wrong from
beginning to ending, so I studied up a far better plan.

Apout 1864 I sold out and moved to Iowa, and settled In

Mitchell county. In an excellent locality for bee-keeping. The
next question was, where to get a stock of bees to start with.

The country was new and only partially settled, and no bees

kept that I could hear of anywhere near. I finally obtained

an old worthless colony 45 miles east, moved them home in

midwinter, and put them in the cellar. In March I found a

colony In a hollow ttee, cut and moved them home, and sent

off to Wisconsin for a queen, but did not receive her until

July. In the meantime I had coaxt the old queen until she

had a fair-sized nucleus. The found colony was a fair-sized

one. I had transferred both in the spring.

After the first of July I built up to 7 good Italian colo-

nies to put Into winter quarters. Now I must tell of a

mishap that came very near ending Gallup's career In this

world:
I set the hives on a platform up over a pile of potatoes.

One Sunday, along In the winter, while at dinner, I heard a

crash down cellar, and on going down with a light found one
end of the platform broken down, and five of the hives

had slipt oft and rolled down the pile of potatoes. The combs
had nearly all rolled out, and were mlxt promiscuously to-

gether on the potatoes and cellar-bottom. Well, I righted

them up and placed the right number of combs In each hive,

and then allowed the bees to crawl In as best they could. But
I was stung fearfully. I would work as long as I could, then

rush up and out Into the cold air, brush off the bees, and back
again. I bloated all up, turned a dark purple, and If I had
not known what to do, I should surely have " past in my
checks."

The remedy in such cases is a cold, wet-sheet pack. I

have cured other cases in the same manner. One in particu-

lar, where the patient had become helpless and speechless.

For a horse that gets badly stung, put on blankets wet In

cold water, and pour on cold water. I cure rattlesnake bites,

both In man and beast, by the cold-water process.

Well, I borrowed a great sight of trouble the balance of

the winter for fear I did not get a queen In each hive, but good
luck came In, and they were all right. So much for luck.

Orange Co., Calif.

Something About Queens—Stopping Robbing.

BT C. B. ELLIOTT.

While I am somewhat a novice In apiculture in Colorado,

I have been noting with much Interest the articles of Dr. E.

Gallup and others on establishing a standard for queens—see

page (360 (1897). Ail I shall speak about is my own experi-

ence. I give it for what it's worth, and there may be some
points in it worthy of consideration.

The last week in September, 1896, I by chance found
queen-cells In one hive that for some reason had lost their

queen. For fear the young queen might be lost In mating, I

took out one cell and gave it to handful of bees in an American
hive, which was full of honey. I did this simply to be on the

safe side in mating. The colony rearing the queens was
rather weak.

On Oct. 3 to 5 I found both queens had hatcht about the

1.5th, both to my surprise laying. Now, what to do with both
queens was the problem. As the handful had plenty of

honey, I decided to let them chance it. I do not think there

was one pint of bees.

To my surprise, about Jan. 1 the handful of bees was
about double in size, and the queen was still laying. There
was brood in three frames. Monthly, from then on till spring,

I watcht them. She was laying continuously, gaining ground
all the time, and by June they were one of the strongest colo-

nies I had, out of 190, spring count. This colony produced
. as much, if not more, honey than any other I had. By an

oversight I failed to keep track of the number of supers filled

by them, but as nearly as I can tell it was eight or nine. They
did not swarm during the season. I kept three to four supers
on all the time. They still would hang out of the hive, as all

could not get inside.

The sister queen I lost track of, as I buncht my hives to-

gether for wintering, and would have known nothing about
this one had she not been In an odd hive with a handful of

bees, and keeping track of them through curiosity.

lam now experimenting with 10 October queens, started

laying about the 15th ; now they have a nice lot of brood.

The 10 colonies are all weak. I started into the winter with
354 colonies, all with plenty of honey, and ail strong, with
the exception of the 10 mentioned.

HOW TO STOP BOBBING.

I noticed an article on stopping robbing. My plan Is this,

and It is effectual : Close the hive ail but a half inch, or such
a matter, then every few minutes sprinkle or spray the front

of the hive, bees and all, with a strong solution of salt water.
The water should be quite briny. Don't fear, it won't hurt
them, but on the contrary it will do them good, and will stop
robbing In a short time.

By the way, I spray my bees fall and spring, with salt

water quite strong, about a half teacupful to the hive. I raise

the cover and spray down, and I don't believe you can find a
livelier lot of bees anywhere than we have. Also during the

summer, if I find a colony not doing as they should, I treat

them to a dose of salt water,
a Arapahoe Co., Colo., Nov. 2.

JOSHUA TERRY—A UTAH PIO:«EER.

[The following biographical sketch was kindly sent us by

Mr. Terry's friend—and our friend, too—Mr. E. S. Lovesy,

President of the Utah State Bee-Keepers' Association :—Ed.I

Joshua Terry came to Utah 50 years ago. He Is one of

the few now living, of that noble and honored band of the

long ago. He is one of those who received the homage of a

grateful people In our jubilee year of 1897. Mr. Terry says

our grand jubilee, in bringing together old faces, old friends

and acquaintances, made him feel for the time being almost

as if he were again living over again those eventful times of

50 years ago, when they traveled over one thousand miles ef

a trackless wilderness and settled here on what was then

known as the Great American Desert. But they formed the
nucleus that has now grown into a great State.

Joshua Terry was the son of Parchall and Hannah Terry,

and was born In Home District, Canada, Aug. 11, 1825.
When he was 13 years of age he moved with his parents to

Sheridan Co., Mo., and from there he moved to Illinois, where
he followed farming for five years. He then went to Iowa,

and from there to Utah in 1847, and settled with his parents

at Draper, on a very fertile plat of land near the base of the

Wasatch mountains about 20 miles south of Salt Lake City.

But having formed an acquaintance with some mountaineers

in crossing those wild plains where the States of Nebraska
and Wyoming are now located, and being then a young man
about 22 years of age, with a strong, robust constitution, and

a romantic turn of mind, of a roving disposition, he determined

to push out into the wilds of what is now a part of the State

of Wyoming, in the vicinity of the headwaters of the Green

river, a section of country then virtually unknown to white

men.
For ten years he lived as a hunter and trapper, trader and

mountaineer, in those mountain wilds with an old, trusty

Delaware Indian as a friend, and sometimes accompanied by

other white men. The thrilling incidents told by Father

Terry of his many exciting adventures and narrow escapes

causes the blood to tingle in one's veins, and almost makes
one feel that the same scenes were being enacted over again.

It is almost certain that only for this tried and true friend.
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the Delaware Indian, Father Terry would not be with us to-

day. In rehearsing those wild and trying scenes, enacted
nearly 50 years ago, we find that it was then, as it is now,
man's greatest enemy was man, and wicked men roamed those
mountain wilds ; and the more an honorable man became pos-
sest of this world's goods, the greater was the schemes of un-
principled enemies to get possession of it. As the old adage
goes, that dead men tell no tales, thus we see that in many
Instances those cruel enemies of manliind would sooner take
the lives of their victims than to spare them. Thus many lost

their lives for what they possest. Cf course, many of the
red men lookt upon all white men as their natural enemies.
Thus, we see that their lives were often in extreme danger.
For this reason they always had to carry their rifles with
them for protection, and they often lay down with them in

their arms. They would often camp ostensibly for the night,
build a fire, cook and eat supper, then replenish the fire and
travel many miles over a mountain or across a valley before
camping for the night ; and then no matter how inclement
the weather, Mr. Terry says that on those occasions they dare
not for their lives light a fire unless they found a cave or hole
in the rocks where the fire could not be seen. By this and
other stratagems they many times saved their lives. Some-
times their enemies would rush on them as they thought, only
to find that the birds had flown to parts unknown.

After ten years of this venturesome, risky life, his old In-
dian friend died, and Mr. Terry returned to Utah, and settled
at the old homestead. He married Miss Mary Emma Reid, an
estimable lady of Draper. Jan. 20, 1857. Fifteen children
have been born to them, 8 of whom are still living ; and from
that time till now he has been extensively engaged in the bee-
industry, farming and fruit-growing. Some years ago Mr.
Terry is said to have owned the finest orchards in Utah.

In 1870 Mr. Terry imported 200 colonies of bees from
California, at a cost of §2,200, or $11 per colony. During
the winter 50 of them died, causing a lo'S of §550. But by
thrift, energy and perseverance he has made a success of the
bee and fruit industries, and also of other pursuits in life. We
sincerely wish him yet many years to enjoy the fruits of his

labors. E. S. Lovest.

CONDDCTBD BY

DR. O. O. MILLER, ALARENGO, ILL.

tQuestlons may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Was llie Colony Itiieenless ?—Combs of Honey
for Slew S%varm§ Next Spring.

1. On Jan. 1 I sold a colony of Italian bees to a neighbor,
he to furnish the hive. On a warm day I lifted the frames of

bees out of my hive and into his ; on doing so I discovered by
one frame that they were queenless, and altho I did not search
for the queen I united them with another colony. Was I right
in calling them queenless?

2. In the fall having more colonies of bees than I wanted,
I killed four colonies by the sulphur plan, and I now have the
combs of honey ; they are nice, straight combs, well filled

with honey, but the honey is too dark to eat. Can I utilize

them by giving two or three frames to each new swarm in the
spring ? California.

Answers.— 1. Can't tell for certain. If the drone-brood
was only in drone-comb, it is just possible they were all right.

If it was more or less in worker-comb, they either had a bad
queen or laying workers.

2. Yes, your plan will work all right. Keep the combs
where the honey will not granulate.

How About Bees Under Snow i

What danger is there of bees smothering under snow if

the entrance to the hive should not be opened ? Some con-
tend that they will smother, while others say no, and the
snow is a help to them. Colorado.

Answer.—Testimony is somewhat conflicting, as you
have found. That's probably because results have been dif-

ferent in different cases. One man finds his bees come out in

the best condition after having been buried completely by
snow for a certain period. Another, with some change of cir-

cumstances, finds his bees ruined. In one case the bees have
been covered in such a way, and the temperature has been
such, that the bees have had all the air they needed, and the
bees have remained at that temperature that allows them to

be most nearly dormant. In another case snow has thawed
and afterward frozen so as to close the entrance and smother
the bees. In still another case the bees have been buried
under a deep bank, where they have remained a long time,

the snow gradually receding from the hive and leaving an
open space, the air coming through the surrounding snow in

sufficient quantity for their needs, and the bees have been
kept very warm. They start brood-rearing on a pretty large
scale, become too active, and diarrhea makes bad work with
them. Better not put too much trust in a snow-bank, as

yours might not be one of the very successful cases. At any
rate, better not leave the entrance closed too long.

Dividins Colonies—StimulatiTe Feeding, Etc.

1. How early in the spring can I commence dividing ?

2. What time can I commence feeding sugar syrup for

stimulating, as I wish increase of bees ?

3. Can 1 take queen-cells from frames, and after putting
them into queen-cell protectors with spiral cages, fasten them
In the combs of the same colonies until I need them, when I

commence to divide? I have six colonies, and wish to increase
six or more, if the plan would work all right, and save send-
ing south for queens. Kansas.

Answers.— 1. That depends mainly upon the strength of

the colony, and you will find that in general colonies will not
be strong enough to divide profitably till about the time of

natural swarming. That may come in May or June in Kan-
sas. Of course, you could divide In the first part of March,
but it would be a losing game.

2. You may begin stimulating as soon as it is warm
enough for bees to fly freely every day. But don't count on
too big a gain in that way, and you may not be so much dis-

appointed.
3. You are not likely to make the plan very successful.

The virgin queens will not be very well received after being
caged some time, unless the bees to which they are given have
been queenless for some time. Better try it on rather a small
scale.

Wintering

-

-Catnip Honey — Early Queens from
the South.

1. When bees are prepared for winter on their summer
stands, and they are quiet, are they all right ? If they are
not altogether quiet, is there something wrong with them?
(Of course the hives all have ventilation.)

2. How long may these same bees stay In their hives
without a flight and come out all right in the spring ?

3. If you were to sow a small piece of ground (say an
acre) for bee-pasture, what would you sow ?

4. What kind of honey does catnip yield? Some special

honey came into my apiary last summer, and I thought it

might be catnip. I thought of sowing a piece In the spring to

test it. If your answer condemns it, I shall not sow.

5. What is the earliest that I could have queens shipt to

me in the spring, and have safe shipment? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. If they are not dead, and if they are per-

fectly quiet, they are probably all right. But they may be all

right without being altogether quiet. If you go to a strong
colony to-day that Is so quiet that you can hear no noise what-
ever by putting your ear to the hive, and if the thermometer
sinks or rises 10^ to-night, you will not find It so quiet to-

morrow.
2. It would be a rare case if it came out all right after

five months of confinement. The chances would be greatly

increast if the confinement were only four months. Some
would stand it that long, some wouldn't.

3. That would depend upon circumstances. It would
hardly be anything that had no other use except for honey.

If no buckwheat were grown in the neighborhood, and if the

bees had nothing else to work on at the time buckwheat
yields, that might be the best thing. For most places prob-

ably sweet clover might be best.

4. I don't know what catnip honey Is like. I saw a fine

piece of catnip years ago beside the apiary of Jesse Oatman, but

I think it was not considered sulliciently profitable to continue.
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Unless you have a large family of children of tender years for

which to provide catnip tea, I doubt whether it will be advis-

able for you to use anything for waste land for its occupation.
5. Probably you could have them safely shipt from the

south as early as you would be likely to want them, say in

April.
m I ^

Droiie§—Transferring Bees.

1. If I use full sheets of foundation in every frame in

each hive will there be drones enough to supply the apiary ?

If not, what ought I to do ?

2. The colony I wrote you about feeding are doing all

right so far. They are in a log 20 inches long, just as I

brought them from the woods. If they get through all right,
I want to transfer them to a hive. What time would be best,

before or after the first swarm comes out ?

3. I have one colony in a log that had plenty of honey of

their own gathering when I put them into winter quarters.
At what time would it be best to transfer them ? I want to

increase as fast as it is profitable.

4. How late in the fall would it be safe to transfer from a
log to a hive with eight frames filled with full sheets of foun-
dation, and properly packt and left on the summer stand ?

5. What is the proper width for the alighting-board ?

Why?
6. How would you transfer a colony from a log to a hive?

Michigan.
Answees.— 1. Don't worry. You may do your best to

keep down drones and the bees will probably rear a good
many more than are needed. If you feel the least anxiety,
just break out an inch square from one of the combs and the
bees will fill the gap with drone-comb.

2. You can transfer them in time of fruit-bloom, and per-
haps with more satisfaction three weeks after swarming.

3. Either in fruit-bloom or three weeks after swarming.

4. If you mean to feed them, it might be done early in

September. If you expect them to lay up their own stores, it

depends altogether on the pasturage. If nothing but white
clover, it might not be safe some years after the middle of

June, while other years it might do a month later. If they
have plenty of fall flowers, they might fill up after the first of
September. Your safe plan will be to take them early.

5. That's a matter about which there is no fixt law; 15
inches is a good width, because it gives the bees plenty of

room for a front porch, and keeps weeds from growing up in

the way. Two inches is a good width, because it is not in the
way so as to split off. Perhaps a still better way is to have
the bottom project about three inches for an alighting-board,
and then have a loose board lying in front.

6. Follow the directions given in your bee-book for trans-
ferring from a box-hive, using your judgment for what varia-
tion must take place to fit the particular log in hand. Per-
haps you'll do well to saw up as close as pos&ible to the combs
at each end, then drum out the bees, and split the log in two
at that part which you think will break the fewest combs.

Complete 'Volumes ot 1897.—We have on hand
about 40 complete volumes of the American Bee Journal for
1897, which we will mail to any one upon receipt of 60 cents.
We also have about the same number of the first sis months'
copies of 1SU7, which we will mail for 30 cents. As there
were 832 pages of the Bee Journal last year, here is a chance
for our new subscribers to get a good deal of valuable reading-
matter for a very little money. Better order at tince, before
they are all gone.

-.-^^

A PJevr Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for
reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
*-.-»-

Lang:strotIi on ttie Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only §2.00.

Uniting Colonies.—The Bee-Master says instead of grad-
ually moving together weak colonies to be united, unqueen
the colonies to be moved, 11 days later destroy queen-cells,

and 2 days later they'll stay where put. Or, remove queen
and all brood, and unite two days later.

Brood-Rearing in Winter.—Doolittle says in Progres-
sive that Quinby was correct in saying that brood-rearing
would commence in all good colonies about Christmas, but that
meant in colonies wintered outside. In the cellar, with per-

fect wintering, there is rarely any brood when set out in April.

The Pettit Comb Honey System.—The A. I. Root Co.,

in connection with the fence separators, propose to make use
of the Pettit plan, by having a fence between the outside rows
of sections and the sides of the super. S. T. Pettit thinks this

will not be so good as his "dividers" with % holes, for with
sufficient space between the slats the sections will be made
ridgy.

Honey in Kongo.—W. Housiaux says in Progres Apicole
that in Kongo honey is used as fresh as possible, as it sours in

a little more than a week. As Kongo lies under the equator
the continuous hot weather favors souring, but it must be
pretty thin stuff. It is used under different forms, in cakes
made of bananas and rice, but usually in place of sugar with
rice.

To Hasten Laying of Hens.—The Bulletin Horticole de
Liege gives as a condiment to hasten the laying of hens the
following : 6 parts honey, 3 parts flour, 1 part wood ashes.

Warm the honey and stir in the flour. When cold beat well.

Spread the ashes thinly on a molding-board, and roll on it the

paste till the ashes are absorbed. The ashes may be replaced

by ground pepper or ginger, and lime may be added.

Average Yield Per Colony.—Doolittle says that in the
last seven years of the 70's his average yield was 106 pounds,

nearly all comb honey, in one year 134 pound* ; and in 1877,
166'-i; ; one colony giving 30tt pounds comb, and one of the

two workt for extracted giving 566 pounds. But the wood-
man's ax and the farmer's plow have brought down the aver-

age of the past five years to 70 pounds.—Progressive Bee-
Keeper.

Keeping Honey.—Not only is it necessary, says Doolittle

in Gleanings, to keep honey in a warm, dry room, but it must
have sufficient ventilation to carry off the moisture from evap-

oration. Soured honey may thicken in such a room, but it

will never be as good as new, especially in sections. Sections

of honey placed near the floor will not have so good a chance
as those higher up, so it is well to have a platform a foot

above the floor.

Strap-Iron Frame-Spacers.—These are pieces of strap-

iron 2}.j inches long, let in perpendicularly Into saw-kerfs in

the end-bars. They are meant to be an improvement on the

Hoffman frame, and the editor of Gleanings calls attention to

them as used by W. F. Marks, to avoid the propolis of the

regular Hoffman. The same thing has been in use for some
time with others, and it is likely that it has been originated in

more than one place.

Th.e California Foul Brood Law.—This law has been
chased down by the Pacific Bee Journal after a long hunt,

and it seems it has been in existence about 15 years. It

authorizes the Board ot Supervisors of any county to appoint
an apiary inspector and fix his pay. If any one complains to

the inspector that foul brood exists in a certain apiary, the in-

spector must visit such apiary as soon as practicable, "and
direct the person in charge thereof to destroy all hives ascer-

tained to be so affected, together with the combs and bees

therein, by burning or burying; the same to be done the fol-

lowing night." A section that the editor thinks is known to

but few, directs that any one owning or having charge of an
apiary who finds out in any way that he has a case of foul
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brood, must destroy the hive, bees and combs under penalty
of $5 to $25 for the first offence, and not more than $50 for

each subsequent offence.

Little to Learn.—A letter in British Bee Journal from
Mr. Hooker, who is visiting in or near Philadelphia, says :

"From what I have seen and the conversation I have had
with bee-keepers, who have been most pleasant and communi-
cative, I think we have little to learn from our American
friends as to manaKement, etc. They have, however, a much
longer honey season than we." Maybe neither side could
learn from the other, and maybe either could.

Moths Eating Colonies — Doolittle took Aikin to task in

Progressive for saying something about colonies being attackt
by worms or moths, and D. L. Tracy comes to the rescue and
says moths don't have such power in Colorado, but in Iowa he
has seen the moth literally eat up a colony that was lively,

with no sickness or languishing ;
" lO.OOU bees to the frame,

and lOframes to. the hive, yet the moths completely annihi-
lated them." Won't that make Doolittle gasp ?

Winter Food.—A. S., in British Bee Journal, says that
after having fed tons of sugar syrup, feeding in all sorts of

ways, he is forced to the conclusion "that the best course,
with regard to feeding, is to avoid it altogether, by leaving
the bees sufficient natural stores to last till honey comes
again," whenever this can be done. He says: "Again and
again has it been made plain to me beyond dispute that colo-

nies requiring no spring feeding are ready for work in supers
before those that are fed in the most careful and judicious
manner."

Development of Foul Brood.—P. Beuhne says in Aus-
tralian Bee Bulletin that Mr. McEvoy is right, that perisht
brood will develop foul brood, if he should add, germs are
present. He thinks there is no occasion to be at cross pur-
poses with scientists, who contend that no foul brood can de-
velop without germs. No use ignoring the fact that nothing
can spring from nothing, and where there are no germs no
amount of rotten brood will develop the disease, while in

places where germs exist neglected brood makes disease more
liable to develop.

Bees and X-Bays.—Henry W. Brice, a bright writer in

the British Bee Journal, refers to Roentgen's discovery, and
thinks it possible that bees make use of rays invisible to

human eyes. How can bees come out of the absolute darkness
of a hive's interior and fly without hesitation, when a human
eye would be blinded by the sudden change? What power of

vision enables bees to work with such beautiful accuracy in

complete and utter darkness? Does the queen utilize the X-
rays to allow her to see through the wall of wax, so as to place
her eggs exactly opposite those laid on the other side of the
comb ?

"The Alcohol Test is a very simple one for detecting
the presence of glucose in honey. Glucose seems to have an
affinity for alcohol ; and when a small amount of the latter is

poured over the surface of the mixture the glucose will send
up little threads and balloon-like bubbles into the alcohol.
Alcohol placed upon the surface of pure honey creates no agi-
tation whatever." So says- John H. Martin in Gleanings
among items in his " California Echoes." So much has been
said that is false with regard to testing with alcohol, that this

test will probably be fully tried before entire dependence is

placed upon it.

Prevention of Swarming-.—Lacoppe-Arnold in LeRucher
Beige says the following plan has been successful with him :

Take from the hive all the frames with adhering bees, and put
them in an empty hive. Then brush off all the bees at the
entrance of the old hive, and as fast as they are brusht off put
them back in the old hive, first removing all queen-cells, in

place of two of the frames, however, putting in frames of
foundation. Then add the super. When he had done this,

he says the bees were completely disconcerted. They found
combs to build, plenty of room, and the next day killed the
drones and gave up all notion of swarming.

The Bee-Space.—Hardly a farmer was without bees in

the neighborhood of P. Greiner when he first commenced bee-
keeping, as he relates in Gleanings—soap-boxes, barrels and
nail-kegs being among the hives used, and bees were kept
rather successfully as to wintering as well as to producing

honey. After he sold them new-fangled hives and transferred
the bees, one after another of the old bee-keepers dropt out of

the ranks and converted their hives into kindling-wood, until

he was left practically possessor of the field. He thinks the
bee-space was to blame for this, as bees would not winter in

frame hives with the same care that was sufficient for box-
hives. The l3sson seems to be that while with proper care
bees may winter in frame hives even better than they formerly
wintered in box-hives, yet for those who will not give them
that care, and who make no especial use of the advantages
offered by movable frames, box-hives may be more profitable.

Q.ueen Introducing-Cage.—Take the lid of a tin can,

cut a large hole in the lop, put a piece of wire cloth inside,

and fasten it there neat and flat with solder in three or four
places around the edge. Place the queen on a comb where
there are empty cells and some honey, place the cage over,

press lightly, turning the cage to right and left until it cuts

in deep enough to stay, then hang the comb in the center of

the hive. Next day make a hole through the comb at the

back side with a lead pencil, daub honey on the outside of the

hole, return it to the hive and the bees will do the rest. If

the queen isn't valuable the hole in the comb may be made at

the time of changing the queen. This plan is given in the

Australian Bee-Bulletin by W. Reid.

Tall vs. Square Sections.— Of 2,000 sections put on 16
colonies, half were Danzy sections and the remainder square,

says B. F. Onderdonk in Gleanings ; 728 of the Danzy sec-

tions were finisht, and 468 of the square sections. The
Danzy sections were an ounce heavier than the square, were
glazed at a cost of 1 'j cents each, and brought 7 cents apiece

more than the square ones with cartons and no glass. That
for white clover. A rather curious circumstance is that while
there was only 3^ cent difference between the white and fall

honey in the square sections, the fall honey in the Danzies
brought -t cents less than the white sections, which brought
20 cents each. Rather has the appearance that the shape of

the section, or the glazing, or both, had something to do with
getting a fancy price for the tail sections.

50c worth of Books for 1 new Name.
Send us $1.00 with a new name for the Bee Journal for

1898, and we will mail you your choice of the list below, to

the value of 50 cents.

We make this offer only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; in other words, no one sending in his own name
as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of this list :

50 copies " Honey as Food " 30e.
Wood Binder lor the Bee Journal 20c.
50 copies otleiflet on " VPhy Eat Honey?" '200.

30 • " on 'How to Keep Honey " 20c.
50 ' •' on '• Alsike Clover" 30c.
i copy each *• Preparation of Honey for the Market "(10c.)
and Doollttle's " Hive T Use " (5c i 15o.

1 copy eiioh Dad ants' "Handling Bees" (8c.) and "Bee-
Pasturatre a Necessity " (lOc.) 18c.

Dr. Howard's book on " Fiul Brood " 25c.
Kohnke's " Foul Bro'd " booli 25c.
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book dOo.) and Dadanta' '• Hand-

ling Bees" [8c] 18c.
Dr. Foote'8 Hand-Bookof Health 25c.
Rural Life Book 25c.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.
Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25o.
Capons and Capouizing ... 25c.
Turkeys tfr Market and Profit 25c.
Green's Four Books on Frult-Growing 25c.
Ropp Commercial Calculator No. 1 40e.
Silo and Sllape. by Prof. Cook 25c.
Bienen-Ku Itur LGerman] 40c.
Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German] 25c.
I Pound White Clover Seed 25c.
1 " Sweet •• •• 25c.
.V4 •' Alcike " " 2oc.
IV, ' Alfalfa " • 25c,
l^ '• Crimson " - 25c.
The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing tho value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.

-•-»

By See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 43.
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Indiscriminate Copying- from other papers than
bee-periodicals has its dangers. A bee-paper which contains
much valuable matter has an article, probably copied, In

which it is stated that the drone which meets the queen dies

in mating, " his organs being torn from him, and remaining
in the body of the queen, forming what Is called the sper-

matheca." The last six words could hardly be written by any
one at all familiar with bee-matters, and the editor should be

more careful In clipping.

*-»-*•

Tlie California State Convention.—Prof. A.

J. Cook, DOW ex-President of the California State Bee-Keepers'
Association, has very kindly sent the following paragraphic
notes regarding the recent meeting and some of the visitors

present:

The California State Bee-Keepers' Convention, held in Los
Angeles, Jan. 10, was a very pleasant meeting. We were
greatly honored in the presence of Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan, of
England, editor of the British Bee Journal, and Mr. W. L.
Porter, of Colorado.

The subject of two Unions was discust, and all felt that
there should be but one Union ; and that the one last formed
was to be preferred, in that it stood ready to attack any and
every evil that confronts beekeepers. A vote expressing the
above was unanimous. It was the opinion of all that adul-
teration of honey is now our greatest enemy, and should re-

ceive no quarter. A national pure food law was stoutly advo-
cated.

The work of the Bee-Keepers' Exchange was praised. It

|s a general opinion that this organization is very desirable.

It Is to be hoped that it will receive the aid and support that
It deserves.

Mr. C. A. Hatch, formerly of Wisconsin, was elected
President of the Association, and Mr. J. F. Mclntyre Secre-
tary. With such officers the California State Bee-Keepers'
Association will surely prosper.

Mr. Cowan recently addrest the large farmers' clubs in-

stitute, and the students of Pomona College, on the relation of

bees to horticulture. This address is a very valuable state-

ment of most important truths. It should be heard by all our
people. A. J. Cook.

•*~»-^-

Dr. Besse's Sv*eet Clover L,av«rsuit.—We
have received the following from Dr. H. Besse, of Delaware

Co., Ohio, dated Jan. 18, in reference to his suit against the

township trustees who cut down a field of sweet clover just as

it was about to be valuable for his bees :

My Dear Mr. York:—As I promist to keep you informed
in regard to my lawsuit, I take the present opportunity to in-

form you the jury found In favor of the defendants. This
was a surprise to nearly every one present. The court house
was crowded during the two days that the trial continued
(last Thursday and Friday). I think that the jury were much
prejudiced against sweet clover, as the defendants' attorney
claimed that I had sowed sweet clover seed along the roads all

over the country, and It was such a nuisance !

And further, that I had not lented the field on which the

clover was of the legal owner, who was my wife, altho she

has been in peaceable possession for the period of 24- years,

or since the time her first husband died. My wife has one
son now living, but was In the far West when his father died.

Then in a few weeks after his father died he came home, and
staid about six weeks, when he returned West and was chang-
ing from one place to another, and in a few years stopt writ-

ing to his mother, and for 16 years she never heard from him,
until in 1893, when she found that he was living in New
Mexico, and wrote him to come home, which he did in Feb-
ruary, 1896. When he last left home he left the farm in his

mother's care, and she never had her dower set off. Now, the

sweet clover was sown the year before he came home, and he
found no fault about the growing of sweet clover on the farm
until I sued the trustees, and that made him very angry with

me, as well as with his mother. You see, the defendants
claimed that when my crop was destroyed, the ground was
not under my wife's or my control, and the son and trustees

had the right to destroy my crop. I think that they had no
more privilege to do so than they would have to destroy a field

of wheat.
My attorneys have made a motion for a new trial, and if

the Unions stand by me, I will push it as long as they will

assist me. I think that we should not surrender at this stage

of the fight. Very respectfully yours,

H. Besse, M. D.

Feeding Sweet Clover to Farm Stock;.—
We believe In giving both sides of a question when there are

two sides. It seems from the following that " locality " has

quite a good deal to do with the eating of sweet clover by

farm stock :

My Dear Mr. York :—On page 25 I notice your editorial

regarding Prof. Cook's statement with reference to sweet
clover being " worthless for anything except bees." I fully

agree with him. There is a great deal of both the white and
yellow varieties of sweet clover around my home, but not one
of the animals on the place will touch It. I have tried feeding

It in its various stages—young, old, fresh, dry, cut and grow-
ing. In the early spring before the other pastures are fit for

use, one would naturally suppose cattle would be crazy for

green food, but they wouldn't touch the sweet clover. They
would sniff at it, look at me so sorrowfully and say as plainly

as an animal can, " Say, what yer givin' us ? Aren't you
heartily ashamed of yourself for offering us this kind of stuff

to eat?"
This matter of feeding sweet clover was not given up

after a few trials, but after many, and during the last few
attempts I was so ashamed that I couldn't look the animals In

the face. My stock may be very peculiar and particular

—

about that I don't know, but 1 do know they simply will not

eat sweet clover in any form. I have no goats

—

they might
eat it. .

Prof. Cook being askt for his opinion regarding Its feed-

ing value, could not answer contrary to what his experience
had been. If you will remember, at St. Joseph during the
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convention of the North American Bee-Keepers' Association,
this matter was dlscust pro and con. That discussion was
what prompted me to make the trials. This question was also
freely discust at the Nebraska bee-keepers' convention held
in Omaha two years ago, In which discussion both sides were
presented.

To be sure, stock may be starved until they will eat any-
thing that will answer for roughage, but I suppose we are all

talking about stock that is kept in an intelligent manner. A
week or two ago I took a cow out of the barn and picketed
her in a place where there was dead grass and also a lot of

fresh, green, young sweet clover. She ate the dead grass all

right, but wouldn't touch the sweet clover.
The white variety of sweet clover is excellent for bees,

but they don't seem to care much for the yellow variety here.

Yours truly, Louis R. Lighton.
Douglas Co., Nebr., Jan. 14.

We believe It would be a good thing to have a few more
testimonials on this subject, from those who have had actual

experience with sweet clover as a fodder plant. Perhaps Mr.

Wm. Stolley, of Hall Co., Nebr., can give some new light on

this matter. He has had large experience with sweet clover

for hay, and doubtless can tell how to educate stock so that

they will eat it the same as the other clovers.

California Bee-Keepers' Exchange.—Ex-

Secretary John H. Martin sends us the following report of the

late meeting of the Exchange :

At 2 p.m. Jan. 11, the Bee-Keepers' Exchange was called

to order by Vice-Pres. C. H. Clayton. The Secretary read the
minutes of the last annual meeting, and the minutes of all of

the meetings of the Board of Directors and Executive Commit-
tee, which were approved.

Mr. Clayton reported upon the financial condition of the
Exchange, which showed favorable progress when we consider
that the first season was a failure in honey-production, and
this season the markets have not demanded honey as in former
years.

The present Board of Directors will hold over until

another year, or until a special meeting is called.

The present Board of Directors met with VIce-Pres. Clay-
ton in the chair. J. H. Martin, who has served as Secretary,
owing to poor health and the fact that he never felt himself
qualified to handle the honey proposition, desired to retire

from the office, whereupon C. H. Clayton was elected Secre-
tary and Manager. R. Touchton was elected Vice-President,
and J. H. Martin one of the Executive Committee. The Board
then adjourned.

*-"-¥

Something: About marketing Honey.—Mr.

Wm. A. Selser is a bee-keeper who has also had much experi-

ence as a honey-dealer in Philadelphia, Pa. He has kindly

written the following advice, which he feels ought to be

heeded by at least the more extensive bee-keepers, if they

wish to realize the most from their honey crops :

-- The late arrivals of California honey has demoralized our
market. As fancy white comb honey as I have ever seen is

selling at 10 cents a pound. I have urged the bee-men for

years to ship their honey to the city markets early in the fall.

All honey should be marketed before Thanksgiving. History
repeats itself every year, and I am getting letters every day
from Eastern bee-keepers who want to sell their crop at any
reasonable offer. The result is, they can't compete with Cali-

fornia, and they will carry their crop over or sell it through
a commission house at a few cents a pound.

The reasons are obvious. Commencing in August the
California Exchange and shippers offer through the brokers
(of which each Eastern city has an immense overstock) their

honey in car lots. The wholesale grocers, the bakers and
dealers take hold, and car lots are arriving continually till

about Dec. 1, when these buyers all get filled up. Then Cali-

fornia realizes the outlet in this direction is closed, and then
the damage begins by their shipping car lots to these brokers
and commission men, drawing on them for half the value of

shipment, and the receivers paying the freight. These brokers
and commission men finding the car-lot buyers filled up, after
holding It a few weeks and being out of the money they have
advanced, they sell it out In small lots to the retailers at any
reasonable offer.

C-L I have again and again insisted on the bee-men selling

their honey in September, October and November, before such

conditions of affairs begin. Yet every year after Jan. 1 bee-

men wake up to the fact that they have a big crop of honey
on hand, without any prospect of selling it.

I do not sell honey on commission. I have a number of

apiaries under control that produce for me all the honey I can
sell, and in giving the above facts I have no interest except
for the good of the honey-producer. Wm. A. Selser.

Mk. John Bagshaw, of Ontario, Canada, wrote us Jan.

24:
"Keep at the dishonest commission men and adulterators.

We are all with you."

Mr. C. Theilmann, of Wabasha Co., Minn., writing us

Jan. 24, said :

"The weather is fine, but no sleighing. Bees are seem-
ingly wintering well."

Mr. John H. Martin (Rambler), of LosAugeles Co.,

Calif,, writing us Jan. 22, said :

1ID " We are having continued dry weather, and the pros-

pects are not flattering for a flow of honey diiriug the prcient

year."

Mr. Luthee S. Hildreth, senior member of the firm of

New York honey-dealers— Hildreth Bros. & Segelken—died

Jan. IT. We are informed by Mr. Henry Segelken the busi-

ness will be continued as heretofore under the same firm

name, and without change of capital.

Miss Grace Pringle—daughter of the late Allen Pringle,

of Selby, Out.—in a letter written us Jan. 24, said :

" Mother and I are making arrangements ;
to leave the

farm in March. I have given the most, or, in fact, all my
bees out on shares."

Rev. L. J. Templin, of San Diego Co., Calif., writing us

Jan. 10, said :

"This is the first day this winter that my bees have not

been able to fly and gather both neciar and pollen. Their
sources of supply are orange, lemon, pepper and eucalyptus

trees."

Rose Kennicott, of Delta Co., Colo., when sending us her

membership fee for the United States Bee-Keepers' Union,

wrote :

"I have made a success of bee-keeping, managing 250
colonies with no other knowledge than that I have gotten

from always doing what the American Bee Journal advises."

Mr. a. W. Hart, of Stephenson Co., HI., was the victim

of Jieartless and almost ftwrtful errors on our part, wuich ap-

peared on page 45, where we printed his name H-u-r-t instead

of H-a-r-t. We also put him in Will county In place of Steph-

enson. We beg his pardon, and trust that we will not soon

have the " Hart " to " Hurt " him again; nor to move him
from one county to^another.

Catalogues for 1S9S have been received from the fol-

lowing, who patronize the advertising columns of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal :

Interstate Manufacturing Co., Hudson, Wis.—Bee-Keep-
ers' Supplies.

P. A. Crowell, Granger, Minn.—Queens, Bees, and Bee-

Keepers' Supplies.
R. H. Schmidt & Co., Sheboygan, Wis.—Bee-Keeper's

Supplies.
The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Mr. Albert Vought, a bee-keeper In Eist Carroll Co.,

La., writing Jan. 15, reported the arrival of a fine Spound
boy who fully intended to make his permanent abode with

them. Mr. L. W. Trumbull, of this (Cook) county, called re-

cently, and he also informed us that a son had come to

brighten their home. _ We sincerely congratulate these fellow
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bee-keepers on their good fortune, and only wish that our two
dear babies, that came to us within ths past three years,
could also have remained with us. But as they were both
taken we can only rejoice with others who are more fortunate,
for we have been assured that they with many others sor-

rowed with us in our losses.

Report of the Northwestera Bee-Keepers' Coo-
ventiou, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

II, 1897.

REPORTED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOURNALOREPORTER.

(Continued from page 58.)

FIRST DAY—Evening Session.

DRAWN CO.MB.

" What is drawn comb ?"

Pres. Miller—Any comb made by the bees is drawn comb.
That is all there is of it. I don't know why it should have
that attacht to it, and yet of late it has been used quite often.

If you have comb made by the bees, it is drawn comb. If any
have any amendment to the deflnition I would like to have it.

Drawn comb and drawn foundation are two different things.

If no one has an amendment, we will pass to the next queetion.

PACKAGES FOR RETAILING EXTRACTED HONEY.

" Which is the best and cheapest package of 10 pounds
for extracted honey?"

Dr. Besse—A 10-pound pail.

Pres. Miller—Has any one any other package to suggest
than a tin package ?

Mr. Schaper—I have purchast 100 wide-mouth stone-
jars, also crocks ; their cost is about eight cents apiece by
the hundred.

Pres. Miller—What will be the cost of the tin ones?
Mr. Baxter—Ten cents a piece, they cost me. I sell the

whole thing, and if they are returned all right; if they empty
it out I take so much off. I sell it at 15 cents a pound on the
market right along. This year I didn't extract any.

Pres. Miller—Mr. Schaper has the advantage in the mat-
ter of price if his package is as satisfactory as otherwise. The
question probably would come in as to whether the stone
package would be considered as desirable to the customer for

use afterwards; that is a thing we must always consider.

Mr. Rohrs— I have bought this year different sizes of
tin pails; some were five pounds, others seven, others about
14 and 14}^, and if I remember correctly they cost me, on an
average, about 6M and 7 cents. They have only a plain
cover, and as I ship my honey to friends who distribute them
among their friends, I like these little packages; they were
packt In a box and the board was nailed pretty close, some
tight, some not. Some.boxes arrived at their place of desti-

nation dry and clean, and some of them with nearly all the
contents gone, and so I ask. Will that lid close tight enough
to prevent leakage ? I want a pail where I can takeoff the
cover, because if I show the honey to a customer, I want him
to see the stuff I want to sell him, but if I have a tin screw on
top, about an inch and a half in diameter, they cannot
look into the pail, and I cannot show them what is in there. I

should prefer this common pail that I can take off the cover,
but want a lid that will close tight, so that in shipping if it is

turned upside down no honey will leak out. I see that Mr.
Dadant says it he seals it with wax and rosin mixl, when it is

warm, it will not leak.

Pres. Miller—Will Mr. Baxter tell us something about the
Dadant pail, the circular of which he has handed me ?

Mr. Baxter— I consider that the best package for granu-
lated honey. For liquid honey I don't know of a good pack-
age on the market. You can turn it upside down or anyway
If granulated. For the home market this will do very well,
because you can take the lid off, but if you want it shipt
away it has to be made so it won't leak. The way I do, I take
a piece of wax and tallow and heat it, and invert the bucket
into the melted wax and take it out quick, and the wax will

adhere all around the rim of the bucket, and the lid will be

tight. That is my method, but it is a great deal of work. I

know of no package that fits so tight but what the extracted
honey will leak out when it is inverted. There are some, I

know, but they are not desirable because, first of all, they are
very costly, and the shape and so on are not what we want.

Mr. Wheeler— I know of two or three packages that fill

the bill very well for me. There is a can made with a 4-inch
screw cap, similar to the 60-pound can cap; they hold 12
pounds. It has a little wire handle on top about three inches

long. I don't know what that size costs, exactly, but I should
judge not over a shilling.

Mr. Whitcomb—I doubt whether there is anything better

for the purpose than a half gallon screw-top can.

BEST RETAIL PACKAGE FOR CITY TRADE.

"What is the best retail package for city trade in ex-

tracted honey ?"

Mr. Wheeler—In t;he screw-top can you have one that you
may ship anywhere and may liquify in, and also by removing
the top show the quality by turning a little honey out on a
piece of paper. Honey can be exhibited to customers better

that way than any other way. We sell our own honey to our
own customers, and usually put it up in that way, where or-

ders from a distance come in, but in the store we keep it in

60-pound cans, and always show the honey on a piece of white
paper. I think 10 and 11 cents would cover this 10 and 11
pound can ; they are very neat. The freight rate on them is

the same as on syrup, or nearly the same. It is almost im-

possible to put it in a bucket and seal it down so it won't leak;

if it is thrown down by freight men, that starts the cover at

once, and it leaks out, and you not only lose the honey, but it

makes your customer feel ugly, and he doesn't want any more
of it. I doubt if we can get anything in the world better for

all purposes than the screw-top can.

Mr. Rohrs—It was suggested to me to put a little rubber
ring on top of the can, and then put the lid on, and that it

would prevent all leakage. Has any one experience with that ?

Mr. Wheeler—That will answer all right until the bag-
gage smasher gets hold of it; the minute he turns that upside

down your honey will leak out. You cannot afford to do that.

I have had no complaint shipping these 10 pound pails to

Kansas and Missouri. J have had customers there for 12
years, and they would not have a bit of honey in screw-top
cans. I have tried it in both of my own markets and Fort
Madison.

Mr. York—I would like to ask whether Mr. Baxter shipt

to private families or to deilers.

Mr. Baxter—Both.
Pres. Miller— Is your honey candied or liquid ?

Mr. Baxter—I ship it just as soon as I get orders.

Mr. Baldridge—For the retail family trade I don't want
anything better than common house-pail; a two quart pail

will hold five pounds net, with about % of an inch space above
it, and the families who buy the honey have the pail to use
afterward, and it is a useful article in every household. Those
pails can be bought by the gross for less than 5 cents each,

and it makes a cheap package ; but if you want to ship it,

that is a different question. When a family wants 10 pounds
I take them two pails, so as to have a uniform size package.

Mr. York—I should judge from the question that it asks

about the retail trade. What package would you suggest for

city retail trade?
Mr. Baldridge^For family use I don't see that you want

anything different than for retail. I should rather have it in

a 60-pound can and draw it as it is sold into any kind of^pack-

age desired.

Pres. Miller—How many have had any experience with
extracted honey for the retail trade? [Seven members had.)

Dr. Besse—Most of my shipping is at Columbus. I have
a pretty good trade there. I attend the State fairs, and put
the honey in lOpound pails, in boxes, just the right height,

and when the lid is down onto it, I mark it, " This side up
with care." I bored holes through the end of the box and
slip a rope through and tie the knot on the inside, [and two
men carry it and keep it right side up every time. That is

the way I carry it to the grocery. r'Zi dI3 I !!

Mr. Wheeler—I have sold considerable honey to the retail

trade, but I don't know what is the best thing to be used. I

use a half-pint jar, open top, with rubber screw cap ; that

sells the best with me yet. 'Z^ I
I

Mr. Thompson— I find nothing better than a 5- pound pail

for the home trade.
LContinued next week.l

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and eet all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on page 71.
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Only 6 cts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING".

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish Wtlite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, Q}4 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

J®" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe L,arg;est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Eee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and Mrllitest
BaSS'WOOd Is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS :
We are making a strictly A No. 1 line of

Hives, Sections, Sliippiiig-Cases, Frames,
etc., and are selling these goods on their merits.

We do not claim to sell at cost as we are not in business merely for what glory
there may be attacht to it.

We do claim that our goods are as fine as can be produced anywhere, and that our
prices will be found fair and reasonable.

We are in a position to serve you promptly and satisfactorily, and we ask you to
give us a chance to do so.

Why not write to us to-day for our Free, lllii<«l rated Catalog- ? Or, better
still, send us a list of what goods you will require for ne-xt season's use, and we shall take
pleasure In quoting prices on same. Very truly yours,

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

IRS fruit BOORS
IjUII Millions of markt't sortsm

old & new: Ben Davis, Bliick Ben Da
vis; Elberta; Red June Jap—EVERYTHING,

free, write quick,—« a marvel of %l/^ DAV FRFir*IIT
exact orchard information;)} tine Yt\;> r/\ I ri\L.I\7lll

lored plates of '11 fruits, 10) photo;

%i^^ »LiB*p»w^^««««^w"* is impossible.m.
K LOUISIANA, MU.

,, - _ Stark, Mo.

OV^ Rockport, III.

KU- Dansville, N.Y.

That Glueen-Clipping Device Free I

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us /»«< ojw ii,em imme (or the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device freb of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Drones- -Tiieir A(lvaiilage§ and
DUa(lvaiitasc§.

Query 68.— 1. Do you think the advan-

tages gained from the elimination ot drones

to be as great as Is generally claimed, or are

they over-estimated ?

2. Are there not in your opinion counter-

balancing advantages derivable from their

presence In the hive In numbers more ap-

proaching to what Nature proportions them,

and which we may possibly have overlookt '!

3. Given an equal number of colonies, with

queens of one age. and all of equal strength,

one set with combs ot their own building, and

hence no restraint as to drone-rearing, and

the other set with only worker-combs, and

hence Incapacitated from rearing drones,

what, in your estimation, would be the differ-

ence, appro-xlmately. In amount of surplus

honey harvested?—S. A. D.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1. Yes. 2. No. 3.

No difference.

E. France—Too long a question for

this department.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. Over-estimated.

2. Yes. 5. I don't know.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1, 2 and 3. Ask
somebody that knows. I do not.

W. G. Larrabee— I never experimented

on this, but I hardly see the use of a lot

of drones when they are not needed.

C. H. Dibbern— 1. They are probably

somewhat over-estimated. 2. Yes. 3.

I can only guess, but I should prefer to

"bet on" the one with worker-comb

only.

Eugene Secor— 1. That's one of the

things I am not sure of. 2. Possibly,

quite possibly. 3. Now my "sad"
friend, you are getting the matter down
too Bne. Please excuse me.

R. L. Taylor— 1. First clause, I am
inclined to think so. 2. No. Who would

follow Nature and keep as many roosters-

as hens ? 3. Having no definite facts

to go on, I could give nothing belter

than a guess.

J. A. Green—See query 66. While it

would be hard to estimate the differenc&

in pounds and ounces, I feel sure that

four-fifths of 'the drones a colony will

naturally rear are not only useless but

detrimental to its interests.

G. M. DoolHtle— 1. Probably over-

estimated. 2. Very doubtful. 3. Yo
are going to the other extreme in keep-

ing out (ill drone-comb. Six square

inches of drone-comb to each colony puts

them In a normal condition and secures

the best results.

J. E. Pond— 1. No, I do not. 2. In

my opinion a normal colony contains

some drones, my belief being that Na-
ture Is the best regulator we have. 3.

The question Is too broad for me to an-

swer without some qualification. There
should be an equalization of affairs. A
few drones are necessary to the best

working of the colony. When the season

is advanced properly the drones will be
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destroyed. With me, drones are reared
In worker-comb when no drone-comb Is

supplied, which leads me to believe that
aruues should be allowed to some extent.
As tu difference in honey supply in the
one case or the other, I know of no
means of determination.

J. M. Hambaugh— I think the advan-
tages as much or more than are claimed.
2. The advantages to be gained, except
as fecundators, is infinitesimally small,
in my opinion. 3. Possibly 1/5 to }i
more in favor of thfe colonies prepared
with worker-combs.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. I think so little of
it that I have never practiced it. 2.
However that may be, I have never
thought the drones in the way till they
became very perceptibly numerous
through some fault with the queen. 8.
I could not say, as I have never observed
in that direction.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—A hundred or
two drones in a colony may be admissi-
ble; but more are a detriment, as they
would consume the stores uselessly. In
case your apiary consisted of one colony,
more drones might be reared. Nature
always looks toward the perpetuation of
the species.

A. F. Brown—An excessive number of
drones in a colony is certainly a detri-
ment, and is at the expense of the honey
crop. 3. With me the colonies having
their excess of drone-comb removed and
worker-comb in its place, will gain
nearly, if not quite, double the yield of
surplus the other would.

Rev. M. Mahiu— 1. I am inclined to
think that the advantages are over-esti-
mated. 2. I think that drones in mod-
erate numbers are no detriment to a col-
ony of bees. It is Nature's way. But
the cost of production and maintenance
is such that the numbers should not be
great. 3. I cannot tell.

G. W. Demaree— 1. It holds good in
the supervisorship of man over the
domestic animals under his charge, that
intelligent control of number of drones
in the hive is not an "extravagance,"
but rational treatment. 2. Let the api-
arist use his intellect, and he may find
out what is most profitable.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. I don't know how
much the advantages are esteemed, but
I think they should be highly esteemed.
2. No, I don't believe anything of the
kind. 3. The difference would be mjch
the same as the difference in drones.
The more drones the less honey. So
there, you dark-continenter.

Wm. McEvoy— 1. Yes, just as great.
2.ciVo, positively no. 3. One hundred
colonies which have been . wintered over
with nothing but nice worker-combs in
«very brood-chamber which have been
made out of foundation will produce
over one hundred dollars worth more
honey in a good season than 100 colonies
that have been allowed to build all the
drone-combs they wisht, and reared all

the drones they could.

nee-Keepers'* Hliotogrraph.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
«rs—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
wiU send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first ; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces " tor their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.

Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

50) lOIb 251b 501b
Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 $2.25 $1.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.35 3.00 5.73
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.23 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Qceens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Mteel
Gray Carnlolanw. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each: .lune and until October 50 cents
each. Tested $1.00 each. Good Breeders, $2
each. Straight 6-Banded or "Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLE, Bee Co, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Illlfll^O
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iUUlll Is Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send for our new catalog.
Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.

In stamps. Apply to—

Chas. T. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-OUR PRICES

ing the new
diaiiipion fliafl-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ $ $

K. H. SCHMIDT Sc CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

flease mention Bee Journal -when writing.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A, J, Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discovmts to the Trade.

PATEHT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOS
Has No Sag in Brood-Framea

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation

Bs8 io Fisbbane Id tbe Snrplas Done;.

\ ^^B Being the oleaneBt ts neaallj workec
\ j^B tbe qalokeBt of any Foandatlon made

C^^?\ J, A. VAN DEUSKN,^^^H Bole Manafaotarer,
^BVVV BproQt Brook Monteomery Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Let me send you my 64-

page Catalog for 1898.

J. in. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Short Crop Last Year.
My bees seem to be coming through all

right on the summer stands. There was a
rather short crop o£ honey last year.

Wm. a. Scott.
Cherokee Nation, Ind. T., Jan. 34.

Good Season for Bees.

I am lost without tbe American Bee Jour-
nal. The last was a good season for bees
here. I had 13 colonies, and all but four
were new swarms. I bought 6 from a neigh-
bor at swarming-time, and from 11 colo-
nies I extracted 1.000 pounds. The other
two were weals and 1 Just got them built up
in time for winter. 1 think that 1 will de-
vote more of my time to the bee-business,
and less to my farming, as I believe it will

pay better. F, S. Fry.
Audrain Co., Mo,

Good Year for Sweetness.

The old Keystone State has been in for a
good year of sweetness in 1S97—the best
since 1894. The best yield from one colony
was 158 one-pound sections of honey. I had
but two swarms from 18 colonies; one was
from a four-yearold queen. She did not
swarm for want of room. The other one
was for want of room, for they were liter-

ally crowded out. I favor large hives and
young, vigorous queens for non-swarmers
and good honey-producers, 1 haveincreast
to 24 colonies. I sold my honey at 15 cents
per pound before the holidays.
Berks Co., Pa., Jan. 3. C. C. YosT.

Honey Reported Broken in Shipment.

I got 1,507 well filled sections from 20 col-

onies, spring count, but I do not know how
I am going to come out. I shipt 1,027

pounds, gross weight, to a Chicago commis-
sion firm Oct. 6; they receipted " in bad
order." anl I have not heard anything
from them since. I do not see how it is,

but it tppears to me that shippers of honey
are the worst imposed on of any shippers.

I am afraid to hurry the firm, for if I do
that they will claim they have to force
sales, and take what they can get for it.

There are quite a number of bee-keepers
in this town, and the two ad.ioining towns,
but it is impossible to get them to subscribe
for a bee-paper, I was trying to get one of
my neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for
the American Bee Journal, and he said,
" O, pudle Dick, I know all that is neces-
sary to know about bees," The same man
will have from five to ten colonies and not
get enough honey for his family use. I

shall subscribe for the "old reliable " Bee
Journal as long as I can see to read it, and
get the dollar, Daniel Smethukst.
Crawford Co., Wis., Dec, 33.

Report for 1897—Honey-Dew.
I started in the season of 1807 with 39 col-

onies, increast to 54, and got 1.700 pounds
of comb honey and 100 pounds of extracted.
Bees are all in fine condition for winter,
but there is a poor prospect for next year,
as there is no white clover.

The first 1 ever saw of honey-dew was in

1853, in Iowa. I saw it in drops on hickory
leaves; it lookt clear and tasted sweet.
This was in May or June. I have since no-
ticed bees working in the tall on oak trees,

and they filled up on it and the honey had
the oak taste. I also saw them, in 1871,

working on trees very strong, and I ex-
amined them and they were working on
places on the young twigs that had been
punctured by some insect, and the sap was
issuing from the wound. If they stored
any of this I did not notice it.

But 5 or 6 years ago we had the heaviest
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$300« for SIk Potmio&s I
\S"e shall introduce this year f'^rtliP lir^t tiiM.* the wm

.
.fnil new MORTGAGE LIFTER

PflTflTO and shall pay the alxive sum in yui; es f'>r the lie-t -tix potatoes ffrov. n from
one"i"<l putnto. *1 llE KAKLl KST I'OTA'l <> I .\ 111 K « «KLI>. Tested i years.

It is white, ot excellent quality and A M.V.MMOTII » I!:l.l>KIt.

Be thetir^t iti yourneighborhood to try it; next year you can sell
j

ittootliei^. I^rice this year, 60 cents IVir Slii(rle r"*uto. i

FIrBt In Ihe Market Cobbnce is the earliest to head; beat yonrl
I neitrbbors by weeks. Sure lieiid t'libbitre, all head and sure to

! head ;lar},'e size, p-ond qualitv and irond keeper. Sincle heads have f

f weighed up toco lbs. CUmblni; Ciu-uniber, entirely new—a per-

1

' fecfwonder. Climbs any trellis .rsuiipurt 6 to S leethir-h ; prohlic
' nearly fruiter. Sly WeekV Turnip; earliest uTower, ea>y ^^^own,

Rood d^aTid white as snow. EARLIEST TOMATO IN THE WORLO-irreate-t
Bueee»« for earllne»», «mootiiiie~« and quuilt.v. Has fruited In SO, days. H'c

,

PrIieaAwarded forripe tomatoes irromi in least nun.ber.,t days, Instnnt.ons « ith seed

&l^Se wboll pouSo by mail , imcked from trust, instnictions tor ,Mii:es_and a packet each of the five early vese-

tables and.ataioi,- of "SEEDS THAT GROW" for asc. FalpvlswSsed Fafiti, l-'-c ti: Rose Hill, N. T.

fel.

REID'S
TREES

sM*»^

Prices were never before so low—stock was never better.

Everything in the REID NURSERIES is healthy, well rooted,

fully up to grade. You will get exactly what you want

at one-half price. Write for estimates, suggestions,

illustrated catalogue. Try the STAR STRAWBERRY
and ELDORADO BLACKBERRY.

REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport, OhlOa

THE PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER
Is a 28-page monthly bee-journal publisht at Higginsville, Mo.—price .50 cts. a year. With
the year of 1S9S, we begin the eighth volume, hence it is past the experimental stage. R.
B. Ideally and 4ji. ]TI. I>oolittIe, editors. Some of the features of 1698 will be a con-
tinuation of "Wayside Frag^ments," by Soninanibniist. *' Eperience
and Its I^essons,'' by R. C Aikin. This series of articles will bereyiewed by Mr.
Doolittle, which is practically giving his experience with its lessons. " Experience and Its

Lessons," as reviewed, will be a gold-mine tor beginners and advantageous to those more
advanced in bee-culture. The somnambulist articles are written in a pleasing style, as
none but " Sommy " could write them. They are highly entertaining and instructive.
I>r. C C Miller and other popular writers also cotribute to its columns. The Pro-
gressive is a popular journal at a popular price. Printed in the highest art, on beautiful
paper. Fearless in its character, newsy in its contents, and artistic in its make-up. Re-
member the Progressive Bee-Keepeb is but 50c. a year. The Progressive and that " one
only" book for beginners, the Amateur Bee-I£eeper, by Prof. J. ^V. Rouse,
both for 6.5c. A sample copy of the Progressive for your name, and a beautiful, illus-

trated catalog of apiarian supplies for the asking. Address,

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.

THE HATCHING HBIV
HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION

Jand in the production and brooding; oi cliicks she
'^hat^ been supplanted bythe better and i-verywuy

OCI I A Dl C INCUBATORS
nCLlADLEl AND BROODERS

' They Hatch and Brood when you are ready.
Thev iloii't t,'et lousy. They ^^row the ytron^'est

cliioks and the most of them. It takes a 224 pa^e book
to tell about these machines and our Mammoth Reli-

able Poultry Farms, Sent by mail on receipt of 10 cents. Send for it now.
Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Quincy, Illinois.

37Dl7t Please mentloD the American Bee Journal.

W
AND FIVE MINUTES WORK.

7E want the names of your neighbors who buy seeds, and. if you will send us the addresses
of five persons whom vou can recommend as beinj; interested In gardening or flowers, we

will send you the following assortment of seeds worth ?1.00 for only 25 cent^:

Market Gardeners' Beet, Washinnton Wakefield Cabbatie, Pink Aromatic Celery. Astro Cucumber,
30 varieties of Lettuce, mixed, Iowa Mastodon Musk Melon. Canary Island Onion. Improved Guernsey Par-
snip. 40 varieties of Radishes, mixed, Honor Bright Tomato. Snow Ball Turnip and New Rainbow Pansy.
Total, 12 full sized packets, making a complete garden supply, value Jl. 00. for 25 cents and the five names.
Large, beautifully illustrated catalogue free to all. Mention this paper when writing, Address

IOWA SEED CO., C'mD Des Moines. Iowa.

the SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS succeed, why? because they
|

are properly constructed and the correct methods for operating them are '

plainly set forth in our 72 page Direction Book. Our machines will '

. please you. Prices reasonable. All sold undar a positive guarantee
|

which we ask you to compare with others. Send 6c stamps for 128
j

page catalog and poultry book combined. It will pay you. Address

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 78, Des Moines, Iowa.

Bee -Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keejiers. Orders filled proraptlv.
Send for catalog- MI.VNESOTi BEE-
KEKPEK.S' SUPPLY MFfi. (»., Nicollet
leUnd, Minneapolis. Minn.

22Atf Cbas. MONDENG. Mpr.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bbb
JouKNAL. Then please call upon them
aal get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

flow of honey-iiew I ever saw, in fact, it
was all the surplus of that year. My bees
had been working on honey-dew for several
days, but one morning my son came in and
said he never saw honey-dew dropping off
the trees before. I went out, and sure
enough, everything was covered. I went
to a small hickory tree that stood in the
apiary, and the honey was dripping; it

was as clear as any honey 1 had ever seen,
and. oh, my, but the bees were carrying it

in that day and the next. The honey was
as clear and nice -as any white clover or
basswood I ever saw. The next day it was
a little dark, and the next two days it was
very dark, then it rained, and it was all
gone. I sold ^150 worth that year, but sold
none of the dark honey; I fed that back to
the bees the next spring.
Now the trees, and especially hickory,

spoken of had nothing over them for any-
thing to fall from except the canopy of the
heavens. It is still a puzzle to me where it

comes from. I am satisfied that some
comes from insects or sap of trees, but I
never can think that the nice, clear stuff
that I saw the bees gathering, and saw
dripping from the trees, could ever come
from insects.
The Bee Journal is good enough every

year. I find some article that pays for it,

and sometimes several.
R. R. Stokbsbebbt.

VermUlion Co., Ind., Deo. 22.

Bees and Grapes—Fruit-Drying:.

Noticing that the interesting paper on
" Bees in Horticulture " (page 757, 1897) by
Hon. R. L. Taylor, is to be put in type, I
beg to inquire wliere copies may be pro-
cured. [When it appears in leaflet form,
we will likely announce it.—Ed.]
Apropos of this subject, there is one

other point which should not be ignored in
the discussion. That is the annoyance and
trouble caused by bees in fruit-drying.
Those engaged in sun-curing fruit in Cali-
fornia complain bitterly of this, the trays
whereon are spread cut fruit being at times
literally swarming with bees, yellow
jackets, etc., sapping the juices from all
fruits exposed.
This is quite within my own experience,

as during the past season we were obliged
to cover our trays with mosquito-netting
to somewhat stop these depredations; of
course, thereby much retarding the process
of curing, if not injuring by interrupting
the sun's rays and consequent dessication.

I think in my part of the country this is

the subject of greater complaint than the
sapping of a few broken grapes on the vine.

Prunes, to illustrate, are dipt in lye to
crack the skin and hasten evaporation.
This affords a splendid opening for the
bees, but makes mighty poor honey. In a
large drier it would be out of the question,
I think, to cover thousands of trays.
Santa Clara Co., Calif. Geo. II. Stipp.

Foul Brood in New York State.

The warm and rainy weather has made
our roads very muddy. Until yesterday
morning the thermometer dropt to 10 de-
grees above zero, and through the day two
inches of snow fell. My bees flew up to
Nov. 20. Then all were put into the cellar.

Foul brood has been raging in some parts
of our county the past season. When the
season was about over Frank Boomhower
of Gallupville was appointed Commissioner,
and since that time he workt faithfully ex-
amining bees in and around Schoharie and
Central Bridge, where foul brood was mak-
ing bad work. Some yards of bees and
hives I understand were all condemned,
and had to be burned. Other yards that
were examined, the hives that contained
foul brood were markt, and had to be
burned. Mr. Boomhower workt until late
in the fall examining bees, doing his best
to prevent the further spread of the dread
disease. We beekeepers are on the look-
out, and are watching our colonies very
cautiously. If I have foul brood in my bee-
yard I ought to be the first one to know it,

and to take care of it at once, and so ought
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«very intelligent bee-keeper. But I am
fearful of tbe careless and the don't-care-

for-anybody-else bee-keepers who keep but

a few colonies themselves.
Tbe honey crop in this section has been

about two thirds of that of 1S96. Farm
crops were extra good—barns filled and
stacks out-doors. Potatoes rotted, so there

will be barely enough raised for home de-

mand. N. D. West.
Schoharie Co., N. Y., Dec. 21.

Report for Three Seasons.

I commenced, for the second time or

period in my life, bee-keeping with one
colony of black bees in a " cubical hive " in

the spring of 189.5; not a very auspicious

year for beginning. In 1S'J6 I purchast 10

colonies of bees in the standard frame style.

By purchase and renting I started the sea-

son with 14 colonies, and ended with 33,

and 1,400 pounds of honey, all but 100

pounds bfing comb honey, which I sold at

10 cents for the extracted, and the comb at

12J.< and 15 cents per section, to my neigh-

bors and friends. I wintered the bees on
the summer stands, and every one of the

S3 colonies. In 1807 I got over a ton of

honey, all comb except ."lO pounds, and sold

as before, and could sell more if I had pro-

duced it. I in?reased to .57 colonies, and
bought 11 in the new Falconer hive for §33.

I doubled up last year's increase in conse-

quence of fall failure and light brood-nests,

and now have 57 colonies of my own, and 4

rented from neighbors for increase.
James H. Kelso.

Erie Co., N. Y., Dec. 17.

How One Bee-Keeper Manages
Three years ago I commenced bee-keep-

ing with one colony and the American Bee
Journal. I have been fairly successful. I

have kept down swarming by plenty of

ventilation and room for storing honey.

As soon as the honey-flow commences I put

on a super; when nicely at work in that, I

put on another one under it. If the bees

begin to hang out on hot days, I raise the

hive from the bottom, and sometimes move
the cover forward a little in the hottest

part of the day. The past summer I had a
number of colonies that did not swarm,
that stored 150 pounds of honey, and went
into winter quarters strong in numbers and
heavy in stores.

I consider wintering the greatest prob-

lem in this northern latitude. I have a

very dry cellar under the house. X keep
vegetables, etc., in there, too. I have part

of it partitioned off dark, but well venti-

lated. After the first hard freeze in the

fall I take off the honey-cloth, have a 1-inch

hole inside of the cover, with wire screen

on, then put them away. 1 put hives eight

inches apart, one on top of the other, and
leave them there till the spring is well ad-

vanced. If it should turn cold after taken
out, I cover them up with blankets or any-
thing handy, to keep the brood from chill-

iing. I have strong colonies when the

honey-flow commences, and rush them
while it lasts.

I find the Bee Journal indispensable to

the beginner. Long may it live.

Polk Co., Wis., Jan. 10. J. H. Dott.

Bee-Keeping in Oregon.—Bee-Stings.
This is one of the greatest fruit countries

in the world. There was 7.50.000 pounds of

dried prunes raised here this year. We can
grow anything but oranges and lemons. I

think it will make a fine bee-country. A
good many have a few colonies in old

gums, but the dovetailed hive is coming to

.the front. The bees will store some honey
every year; 100 pounds is about the best

they can do, but 35 to .50 is what they do.

The bees can live on the summer stands all

winter; can fly some nearly every day
when it doesn't rain. We are having lots

of rain now. There will be some snow
after about a week. There are some flowers

all winter for the bees to work on.

I cut six bee-trees the past summer. One
had 50 pounds in. another 70, one 10, and
the rest about 2 pounds, so you see honey

!?.^! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello^r

BeeS'wax delivered to our ofBce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casll, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO, ILL.

B'
lEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

SOUTH-'VlfrMe'r.
Send lor Catalog.

FRED A. DAI^TON,
lA26t Watker, Vernon Co , Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians, Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do oetter than
to call on Dr. E. Gallup, rianta Ana. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs in Langstrotb-
Simplicity Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees for burliness. Currespodence so-
licited. I>r. E. OALLCJP,

, Santa Ana, Orange Co.. Cal.

Please mention Bee Journal \when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published In
the United .States.

WOOL MARKETS AND V\m ^ S- S-

has a hobby whichlsthesheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you Interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - • Chicago.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies : Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'8 Hoiiey • Jars,
and every thing- need by
hee-feeepers . Prompt, ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S Pouder,

-\ f ,^n h ./i\F-h'^ -* 51'2 Mass. Ave.,
W^ [)OVBlk:>(\Ii iNDi.iNAPOLis, 'Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

V
Our1898 Mammoth Poultry
i.iiiiie ol 100 [iai_rf^ initlU-tl h'iwl.i;.

Siinierliiiitr tiitirely new, ttjUs all alimit
piiultiv. liow to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIG MONEY. Contain? beautiful lithopmph
plate of fowls in theirnatui-al coloi-s. .semi
i>ets. for JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr^
postage. Box 94 i'KEEPOKT, ILX.

44A2t_it Please mention tbe Bee Journal

Farm Bee-Keemng.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclusively in the in-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publisht by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for free SAMPr.E copy now.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The American Poultry Journal,
32 5 JJEvlRBORJV ST.,

CHICAGO, - ILL.

A1,.|I|,|Iq1
that Is over a quarter of a cent-

JUUI Hal ury old and Is still gruwlng- must
possess intrinsic merit of its own, and its

field must he a valuable one.

Such Is the American CA panf a VAQP
Poultry Journal. wv tClllS d Jldl.

|RST PRIZE WINNERS

isn't very plenty. The bees can live on a
very little; they never use up the honey in

the brood-combs.
I am a tenderfoot at the business, but the

first thing I did was to find something to
kill the bee-stings. I take a small vial and
put in some carbolic acid, one part water.
When a bee stings I put some of this on,
and it kills the sting or poison, and nine
times out of ten it never swells. The hands
will stand more than under the clothing.
This is a mountainous country, covered

with timber and narrow valleys. It is wet
six months and dry six, with some rain.

There is no fall honey gathered.
I'm 48 years old. and never had eaten "20

pounds of honey up to two years ago; I

never had seen a bee-paper, nor any bees
to speak of. I lived on the prairie in Iowa,
and '21 years in South Dakota. Why don't
you send your honey to such places where
they can't keep bees, where the people
never see or taste honey ?

I plant everything that will make flowers
for the bees. M. W. Pbuner.
Douglas Co., Greg., Dec. 15.

The Large Hive the Leader.

Replying to the question of Mr. L. M.
Willis, on page 5'2, I'll take my best nut-
cracker; but it iseems to me it is only a
hazel-nut he is giving me.iand not one of

those old, hard, horny black-walnuts.

That colony which did the best of all for

him is evidently the best because it is pure
Italian, and this is evidenced by its being
so gentle. As to the hive, I do not believe
that 1 ever held that the hive made the
crop, but that it should be large enough to
give the best, or rather the best queen, a
chance to spread herself. I see that in this

instance, that was just what Mr. Willis did,

for he gave his 7-frame colony another
brood-chamber of 8 frames above. That
was really overdoing our methods, for we
aim to give our bees only about the capacity
of 12 Langstroth frames altogether, and in

this instance the colony had 1.5. But he
was fully repaid for bis additional room,
and I would suggest that he try it again on
other colonies if they also prove prolific

enough. And they don't swarm I That is

our way. See ? C. P. Dai>ant.
Hancock Co., 111.

MAGIC PRESS
in HOT PLATE FOUN-
DATION FASTENER.

This Pre^s is of mal-
Inable Iron and brags.
Niin-breakable chim-
ney. Its speed equal
lo 4000 per day» or
more, according- to
activity of operator.
Ooe closing- and open-
ing- of gate finishes
the section. Starters
or full sheets. This
year a Fine Esff-Tester

jioes with it. >upply
dealers write for cut
foryour own catalog".
Haveeold in thirteen
Slates, Write me if
your supply dealer

does not keep them in stock. The best and
clieapetel yet made. Size 7x8K Inches.

JAMES CORMAC. DeS MOINES. IOWA.
3Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal,

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Perfect, Self-Regulat-
ing. Thousands Id Bucoessful

oi>eralion. Lowest prieeil
DrHt-clodB Hatcher made.

KEO. II. STAIIL.*
toia2 8. 6th »U quInoy.nL

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

LADIES- '* yo" linvesum'rnuous

HAIR ON THE FACE
,.n.l for new information how to remove it eaMljand
elfeetuallv witliout chemicals or instruments I. or-

resi.ondence confidential in plain sealed envelope.

Mrs. M. N. PERRY. C-l. Box 93. Oak Park,

Dc_ja—Fb Please mention Bee Journal.

Ills.
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Thetwbl iaith&ttaakca tlmKlUotiuua Focoo f&-

B

moiu. >Vithour I>uplGX Automalig Alaohine y^u I
caa make IDU et;lt-3 and 00 rnda per duj of tlie

bcstWoron WiroFoncoon EnfUi. B
high, Eull-atroiiR, Fig-tlgtitl

FOR 18;^ PER ROD
Rahliit-pr'.ofi

foiice IGo. and a goo'l Hog fence
I far 120. per rod. Flain, Coiled I
Spring and Barbed Wire to fann- f
ere Bt wliolcsalo pricea. CaUlofuo I
iFREE for U.o ivaking. Addrua

klTSELMAN BROTHERS. Uox 138 I{i(Iir''>illp, IndUna.

""^iSfBORK
45Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

m RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
aue and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Kanches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
30U all about CalU'orula Acrlcnlture and
Hortlculiiire. $1.00 per Year; Six Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RURALi CAI.IFORNIAIV,
218 N. Main St.. - Los Angeles, Calif.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery,
Read what J. I. Parknt.o

Charlton, N.y.,8ay8—"We
Cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
so chaff hives with 7-ln. cap.
100 honey-rackfl, 500 broad
frames, 2,(«io honey-boxes
and a Kreat deal of other
work. ThlB winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect todo Itwith this Saw.
It will do all you say It will.
Catalogue and Price - Ijiel

Free. AddreBS. W. F. & JOHN BARNK8.
sctf No. 995 RnbySt.. Rockford, 111.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^
^^California

tf you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paolflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
330 Market St.. • SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^o'^u^v^io"
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Hipping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing,
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. B'uU Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalosne Free.

SENEriA FAI.1.S MFG. CO.,
-tf) Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.
Please mention Bee Journal -wlien -wTiting,

Fairview Seed Farm.—We wish
to direct the attention of our readers to
the announcement of the Fairview .Seed
Farm. Rose Hill, New York, which makes
its first appearance for the season of 1S9S
with this issue. It will he observed that
the advertisement contains some extraordi-
nary offers in the way of special collections
of seeds and tubers. Their new Mortgage
Lifter Potato is well spoken of. and should
prove of special value to our readers.
Every farmer or gardener should have an
experimental plot where new varieties may
be tested each season. Many of the best
standard sorts of fruits, berries and veg-
etables have been given to the public in
this way. Try this new collection

; it does
not cost much, and may result in much
profit to you. Write then for a catalog,
and say you saw their advertisement in the
American Bee Journal.

HONEY and BEESWAX
mARKEX ItUOXAXIOI^S.

CMcaerc 111. , Dec. 13.—Fancy white 11 to
12c. No. 1. lOc; laacy amber. 8 to9c, : No. 1,
7c.; fancy dark. 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.;
amber, 4 to oc. ; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.

The demand for comb honey Is not satisfac-
tory, and it can be bought at even lower
prices than quoted, where It Is not In the
hands of regular dealers. There seems to be
no outside demand. Extracted without special
change. Beeswax Is scarce.

Milwaukee, Wis., Jan 24.—Fancy white
1-lbs.. II to 12c.; A No. 1. 11 to ll/jc; No. 1,
10 to lie; No. 2. 8 to 9c.; No. 1 dark. 8 to 9c,
Extracted, in barrels, kegs and cans, while,
&Vi to 6c.; dark, 5 to b%c.
The supply of honey is good and the quality

very nice as a general thing. The demand is

not up to our desires, yet >ve are hopeful it

win Improve and all will be wanted at fair
value. We feel like sustaining prices, and
continue to quote as above.

Cleveland. Ohio, Dec. 15.—Fancy white.
12tol2>4c.; No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amber,
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c.; amber. 4
to 5c. Beeswax, 22 to 25c.

Detroit. Mich., Nov. 9.—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. ; No. 1, 8 to 9c ; fancy dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 6c. ; amber, 4 to 5c. Bees-
wax, 25 to 26c.

New York, K. Y., Dec. 22.—Fancy white
11 to llHc. ; off grades, 9 to lOc; buckwheat
and mixt, 6^ to 7c. Extracted, California
white, 5 to o'riQ..; llglit amber, 4V4 to 45ic.;
white clover and basswood. 5 to5?4c.; buck-
wheat. 4 to 4^c ; Southern, 50c. a gallon.
Beeswax Is in good demand at 25 to 27c.
Our market remains quiet. Fancy grades

of white comb are about cleaned up. and
these would find sale on arrival at quotations.
We have a large stock of buckwheat, mixt,
and ofl grades of white, and, as the demand
for these Is very light, we cannot encourage
further shipments for the near future. Ex-
tracted of all kinds is selling fairly well.

Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 15. — Fancy
white. 11 to 12c.; No, 1, 10 to lie. ; fancy am-
ber, 10c, ; No. 1. 9Hc, ; fancy dark 9 to 9Hc.

:

No. 1, 8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; am-
ber. 4 to 49^0.; dark. 4c. Beeswax, 23c.
Market holds firm at above prices. Good

demand for extracted. Wax is quiet but firm
at 23c.

Albany. N. Y., Dec. 13.—Fancy white. 12
to 13-.; No 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber. 8 to
9c.; No. 1, 8c : fancy dark, 8c.; No. 1, 1% to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber, 4H to
5c. . dark, 4 to 4i4c.
There Is an ample stock of comb on hand

and selling freely at quotations. Extracted
Is not plentl inland Irom nformallon received
there is not much In the bands of producers.

Baffalo, N. Y., Jan. 14.— Strictly fancy 1-
pound comb honey Is more active at mostly
10c. . occasionally lie, but all other gradas
are dormant and have to ue cut to almost any
price to move tbeni. ranging from 8e, down
to DC, Extracted Is also very dull at 4 to 6c.
We cannot recommend the shipping of honey
here unless it Is strictly fancy 1-pound sec-
tions.

There Is no selling pre8.sure of consequence
on desirable lots of water white, either comb
or extracted, such being held as a rule at full
quotations. Amber grades are in greater sup-
ply than the demand and market for this
class presents an easy tone. Dark qualities
are in poor request, despite low asking fig-
ures. Beeswax is firm at current quotations,
with very little offering, either from first or
second bands.

St. Iionis, Mo., Jan. 17.—We Quote honey
nominal, but very Utile selling 'Demand Is

I ght. White comb, 1-lbs.. 10 1-2 to 12c.;
amber. 8 to 10c. ; dark, 5 to 7c. : broken comb,
4 to 7c. Extracted, In cans, white, b\ to
5 l-2c.; light amber, 4 5i to 5o.; amber, 4 "4 to
4 l-2c.; dark. 3 1-2 to 4c. Beeswax. 25 to
25 l-2c. To sell honey In lots above prices
would probably have to be shaded a llttlo.

Indianapolis, Ind., J»n, 15.—Fancy white.
II to 13c.; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber. 9 to
iOc. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is
In good demand.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 20.—Fancy white,
10 to lie; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to 10c. : dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5 vi to 6c.; acnber,
5to5!4o.: dark, 4 to4V4c. Beeswax. 20 to 22c.
The market Is well supplied, and demand Is

light.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 18.—Fancy, in car-
tons, V2y% to 13o.; In glass. 11 to 12c.; A No.
1. 10 to lie; No, 1, 9c,; No, 2, 8c,; No, 3, no
sale. Beeswax, 27e
The demand for honey is light on all grades,

with a full supply. Pure beeswax is in good
demand, bnt supply Is light,

Philadelphia, Fa., Jan, 18.—Fancy white.
10c. ; No, 1.9c.; amber. 8c. Extracted, white.
5c.; amber, 4c.; dark. 3i>ic, Beeswax, 28c.
Late arrivals of California honey have de-

moralized our market.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 17.—There Is no
change In prices, but rather a slow demand
for all kinds of honey. We quote 10 to 13o.
as the range of prices tor best white comb
honey, and 3 1-2 to 6c., for extracted, accord-
ing to quality. Beeswax is In fair demand at
25 to 27c. for good to choice yellow.

San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 8. — White
comb, l-lbs.. 7i4 to 9^4c ; amber. 4 to 6c. Ex-
tracted, white, 4!4 to 45^0.; light amber. 3 !4
to 3=^0.; dark tule, 1% to 2He Beeswax,
fair to choice, 22 to 24c.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

GblcaKo, Ills.

R. A. BUBNBTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y,
HiLDBETH Bros. & Seoulkbn.

120 & 122 W. Broadway,

Kansas City, mo.
0. C. Clkmoms & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

Buffalo, N. Y.
BATTER80N & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Oblo.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway,

Pblladelpbla, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.
Mr, Selser handles no honey on commission

St. liOnls, Mo.
Westcoti Com. Co.. 213 Market St

miuneapoUo, ininn.
S. H. HALL & Co.

milwankee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott St, Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, raicb.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pocjdeb, 162 Mass ichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCnLLOCH & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Obio.
C. F. MuTH & SON, cor. Freeman & Cent ral A vs.

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels
of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about iiSO lbs.

which we are offering at G cents per lb.

f. o. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it ? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Westminster, S. C . Jan. 10. 1898.
T. F. BiNOHAM, Ifarwell. Mich.

I enclose $1.50 for which mall me one Smoke
Engine, with latest improvements. Phave
been using the Conqueror some years and
have no fault to find with It. Your ad In Hed-
don's Quarterly stimulates me to see your
best and handle It. Truly yours,

A. M. Brenman.
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H B^ H M A Copy of

tlILt Snceessfol Bee-Keeping,rn r by W. Z. Hutchinson ;

I I Kkk and our 1897 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for tbe Asklns:. We make almost
Everycblng used by Bee-Keepers, and at
Iionrest Prices. OcR

Falcon Polislit Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,

when you can have the best—sucli as vie
make.

The American Bee -Keeper
[monthly, now in Its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
Sample Frek—Address,

THEW.T.FALCONEKMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when wrriting.

NEW YORK,
^ ^IS the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anything^ in tbe apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

^g- Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Htves. Sections. Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and EverytUng used in tbe
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

I dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appllanceB.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mannfactnring Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal wnen writing.

Wholesale
aud Ketall.

A Spring at Each End
of a wire mattress wou t do. It must 'pive"
wherever one chances xo touch It. So in wire fence.
the spring is needed wherever the Bhock may come.
The continuous coil principal is the oniy solu-
tion, and it beluuK^ <-*> "•* ouly. See "ad" in next
issue.

PAG^ WOVEN UIBE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax TJioXm A Specialty,

At Reduced Prices darliis tlie Winter.

My Foundatinn will speak for itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fail to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

Bee8>Fax taken lu Exchange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AIKJIISTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

The A. 1. Rtiot Co.'s Goods ^*li"e't1.\f."'-

Including their discounts tor Goods wanted
for use another season. It wlH pay you to

send mclist of Goods wanted. Ifl. H. HUNT
Cash for Ueeswai. Hem, Branch. Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

£ Dadant's Foundation. Year
-^^—-

—

Why Does It SeU So Well?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IT* 31 TEARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purify, Firmness, I\o Sag-
ging. j\o 1.0SS. paxe:>x \vk:ei> process sheexii^gi.

1^° Send Name for Our CataloR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

IrSS^QSTROTM OK TWrn HQIfl^T^SB]^, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-CtUture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

-^«-^

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee JournaL HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

ODR MOTTO—" Wdl Maniifaetured Stoek ! ({uick Shipraeuts
!"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
^ AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
We make a specialty of maklnR the very best Sections on the market.

The BASSWOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

ISF" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FEEE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrliint?.

Reduced Prices \tif\iif\i/\iif\i/\i/\^if\i/\i/\i/

On 1896 Style Hives.
In order to make room for stock of New Goods at our Chicago Branch, we

offer the following list of 1896 Hives at these reduced prices to close out quick :

rs No. 1 8-frame $5.00
ISONo. IE, P. W " 4.00
90No. 1, " .... " &.00
6ON0. 5E " 5.00
70 No. 5 " 6.00
25 No. 6E " 4.00
20 No. 6 " 5.00
45 No. oE lOfr 5.50
40 No. 5 " 6.50
25 Townsend Section-Presses 50 cts. each

13 Wakeman & Crocker Section-Presses $1.00 "

10
$9.00
7.00
9.00
9.00

11.00
7.00
9.00

10.00
12.00

30
$17.00
13.00
17.00
17.00
21.00
13.00
17.00
19.00
23.00

Note.—The 1896 No. 5 Hives include a honey-board as well as foundation start-

ers, and the No. 5E have these omitted. The No. 6 have the D section-case

arrangement, complete with sections and starters; and the No. 6E the same,

without the sections and starters.

Better order at once If you want any of the above list. All are bargains, for they

are exactly as well made In every way as our later hives. Address,

MOOW 00.
CHICAGO, IL.L..

WMM m, I,
lis Mioliigaii Street,



Publisht Weekly at 118 Michigan St. George W. York, Editor. $1.00 a Year—Sample Copy Free.

38th Year. CHICAGO, ILL., FEBRUARY 10, 1898. No. 6.

Honey-Booth at the Chicago Food and Health Exposition, in October, 1897.—See page 88.
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ImprovemeHts iu the Rearing of Bees.

BY ADBIAN 6ETAZ.

Can It be done? That is, can we by judicious selection

create a race of bees far superior to those we possess now ?

Certainly we can. See what has been done in the line of

other domestic animals—cattle, horses, dogs, chickens, pig-

eons, etc. And in the line of bees themselves a careful selec-

tion has brought the 5-banded and the Albinos out of the

common Italians.

What are the qualities to besought? Well, hardiness to

stand the winter ; prolificness of the queens; activity; lon-

gevity; beauty; and other minor points.

THE SIZE or BEES.

In connection with the above-named qualities, the length

of the bee's tongue has an important bearing. There is no

possible doubt that bees with longer tongues than those our

actual strains of bees possess, would be able to gather nectar

out of many flowers which are too deep for them under pres-

ent conditions. One of these flowers is the common red clover.

And if we consider that with the progress of agriculture, the

white clover, forest trees, and wild plants, are disappearing,

while the red clover will hold its own, and even increase in

area, the importance of having bees able to gather the nectar

from it is incontestable.

It is evident that a larger-sized bee would have a longer

tongue, so in that respect an increase of size is desirable. The
question whether it would be otherwise an advantage has been

very much discust. For my part, I say unhesitatingly yes,

and a big yes at that.

We may presume that a larger bee would fly as fast, if

not faster than a smaller one. It is said that large insects

are sluggish compared to small ones; and that is often true in

comparing different species, because there is a difference of

constitution, shape, etc., besides the difference of size; and
even then it is not always true. A fly and a mosquito are

much smaller than a bee, and certainly do not fly any faster.

Supposing that the larger bee does not fly any faster, and
does not gather the nectar any quicker than the smaller one,

there would be yet a considerable saving of time in going and
coming. For instance, if the large bee can take in one load

twice as much as the small one, the time to make one trip to

the flelds and back would be saved each time, and this would
be a considerable item, especially during a heavy flow.

Among the different kinds of wild bees of our country,

only the largest (bumble-bees) gather honey in anything like a
Quantity. In India, there are quite a number of different

kinds of bees similar to ours, some not larger than ordinary
flies, but only the large kinds store more honey than they
need, and the largest kind, the famous Apis dorsata, build

combs several feet in length, and produce more honey than
any other wild bee known.

INFLUENCE OP FOUNDATION ON BEES.

The first step to take would be to use a larger size of

foundation cells. The size of the cells limits the size of the
bees, as any one who has had drones reared in worker-cells

knows. Before the foundation was in general use, there was
a considerable difference in the size of the different strains of

bees, as can be ascertained by consulting the old text-books.

Now, we do not hear any more of it, because the general use

of a uniform foundation has brought all the strains of. bees to

a uniform size.

A difficulty to avoid would be an over-production of

drones. The only prevention that I can see would be to in-

crease the size of cells only of a small proportion at first, say
one-fifth, and when the new strain of bees should be well es-

tablisht, make another increase, and repeat the process if

found practicable.

SELECTION FOR BREEDING.

But the increase of the size of the cells is not the only
requisite to obtain larger sized bees. Besides that, other
qualities have to be considered. So it will be necessary to

select the queens producing the largest and best bees, all con-
sidered. Here we meet with serious difficulties. In improv-
ing cattle and other large animals-, every Individual can be

examined, all its qualities and defects considered and tabu-

lated, and a proper selection as to mating can be made.
With bees the case is altogether different. We cannot
examine each bee and put down in a book her quali-

ties and defects, and the length of time she may live.

Worse than that, we cannot select the drone even if we could

ascertain beyond doubt which individual drone is the best.

Practically, the only way is to rear the queens and drones

from the colonies having given the best results, and destroy

the drones from the other colonies by cutting the drone-comb
or using the queen-trap.

CONCERNING THE PERFORATED ZINC.

Perforated zinc to control the production of drones and
prevent swarming is an old invention, but never came into

general use until the use of a uniform foundation produced
uniform-sized bees, for perforations entirely too small for the
workers of large size would have permitted the queens of

small strains to go through. As to preventing the drones, the
case is much easier. The difference of size between queens
and workers, so far as the thorax is concerned, is very small,

while between workers and drones it is considerable. The
small drones reared in worker-cells cannot pass through the

zinc. With larger bees we would have to adopt larger per-

forations. Probable the increase in size of the perforations

would have to equal the increase in size of the cells. If the

zinc were to retain the queens, it would be necessary, in select-

ing, to choose not only the queens producing the largest work-
ers, but the largest queens themselves, which is entirely

another thing.

Perhaps I should add that larger bees and larger founda-

tion cells would also require a larger hive, or, rather, a larger

brood-nest.
APIS DORSATA.

An increase of size in bees is necessarily connected with
the introduction of Apis dorsata. As to its desirability we
find as much divergence of opinions as concerning an increase

of size in our common bees. I think these bees would likely

be a valuable acquisition. They undoubtedly produce a larger

quantity of honey in their native country than all the other

kinds of bees. They are as manageable as our bees, accord-

ing to Frauk Benton, who is unquestionably a competent bee-

keeper. The fact that the natives climb the trees almost
naked, and cut off the combs to take the honey, shows that

they can be handled as well as common bees.

It is not likely that they could stand much cold weather,

so it would be well to introduce them at first only in the most
southern States.

The fact that they build their combs in the open air is not

an objection. It is merely a question of climate. All kinds

of bees build in the open air in the tropical countries.

One objection exists : Their 'drones and workers are said

to be reared in cells of the same size. If it is really so, the

control of the over-production of drones by cutting the drone-

combs could not be resorted to, which would certainly be a
disadvantage.

INFLUENCE OF THE NUKSE-BEES.

Some incidental questions merit consideration. One is

the influence of the nurses, that is, the bees nursing the

brood. It has been claimed by some superficial writers that

the characteristics of the nurse-bees were transmitted to the

young bees through their feed. It would take quite a long

article to show the error of his opinion, however I may state

here that the food taken by the brood is so completely trans-

formed through the chemical processes accompanying the

digestion, that whatever " moral " or " intellectual " qualities

it might have before being eaten by the young bees, have cer-

tainly disappeared by the time the process of digestion and
assimilation is completed.

The influence of the nurses or the adult bees is one of

example. If the old bees are cross or inclined to rob, the

young ones will more or less follow their example, and this is

why these characteristics will sometime persist after the

queen has been chauged.
It has also been said that the ability to stand bad winters

must be transmitted by the nurses, for how can the queen,

which is always in the hive, transmit to her workers the

faculty of resisting the cold when she does not possess it her-

self ? This seems a strong argument at first, but it Is none at

all, after all.

Here are two queens. No. 1 and No. 2. No. 1 produces

workers able to resist the coid weather, while the workers of

No. 2 cannot. Well, when the winter comes, the workers of

No. 2 will die out; so will the queen, necessarily ; so by the

next summer only queen No. 1 will remain, and produce not

only workers but young queens, which, like herself, will have
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workers able to withstand the cold. It is a mere question of

the survival of the fittest, and the influence of the nurses is a

question of good and bad example to the young generation.
The quality and quantity of the food have, however, an

Influence on the development of the eggs and larvas, and in

that way the nurses have an indirect influence through the
food they provide. This influence is strong enough in bees to

change the development of a fecundated egg from a worker
to a queen. But the germs of the organs of both worker and
queen were present in the egg, and the difference is that a

certain set of organs was developt in one and not the other.

INFLUENCE OF THE DRONE UPON THE QUEEN.

Another point has been erroneously advanced. It is well

known and incontestable that the drones are born of un-
fecundated eggs, and that all the eggs of an unfecuudated
queen, if she is otherwise sound, will hatch, but hatch only
drones, while all the fecundated eggs of an impregnated
queen will hatch workers or queens, according to the food
they receive. Well, some have claimed that the drones will

have some of the qualities of the drone which fecundated
their "mother." This seems hardly possible. When a queen
is fecundated the male germs enter a little sack inside of the
ijueen's body, and remains there completely separated from
her eggs or any other of her organs. Her eggs are produced
in another and entirely different part of her body. As they
mature and come out they pass before the opening of the said

little sack. If the sack is kept closed up, the eggs come out
unimpregnated, and hatch out drones. If the sack is opened,
one or more male germs come out, enter the egg as it passes,

and that egg will produce a worker or a queen.

A CAUTION.

A fact often overlookt is that the bees of an apiary will

always mix, more or less, from one hive to another. Many
apiarists have thought that the queens they bought were not
pure, or that their 5-banded queens did not produce all 5-

banded workers, when the faulty bees they saw had come from
other hives. I have had proof of such cases time and again
in ray own apiaries. To be sure, in every case it is necessary
to observe carefully the very young or hatching bees.

Knox Co., Tenn.

Snow \n the Apiary—Its Advautages.

BY C. P. DADANT.

Since our fields have put on their warm white winter
clothing, it is well for us to consider what is best to be done
for the colonies that are wintering under this white sheet in

the apiary. Is it necessary to remove the snow from the
hives, or should it be left for a protection ?

That this snow is a protection to our fields and our mead-
ows all our farmers well know. It is a non-conductor of heat
or cold, and the ground under it retains its natural warmth.
When the snow melts, the wheat and grass show, by their
green blades, that this mantle has been beneficial. The hives,
likewise, if partly or entirely buried in the mound of snow,
will retain the warmth of the bees, and many of our old api-
arists purposely pile up the snow over their hives.

In Canada, in Siberia, bees live well through the winter
and come out strong and healthy if a sufficient shelter of snow
has protected them. The conditions, in those countries are,
however, somewhat different from what they are at our lati-

tude. The sun there has but little strength during the winter
months, and when the hives are entirely buried their natural
heat alone has any effect upon the snow. It causes it to melt
away from the wood slowly but by a steady action, and the
openings of the hive are thus liberated, and ventilation
secured.

In our latitude of central Illinois there are but very few
days when the sun does not more or less cause a thaw, the
snow changes to ice, and an additional freeze-up by a sudden
change of wind may completely close up the entrance and air
passages. This condition would lead to the suffocation of the
bees so confined if protracted beyond a few days unless some
aperture or crevice at the upper part can give a chance for
the ingress of pure air. So there is a danger against which
we must guard and a little snow, enough to close the air-holes
with ice is much more dangerous than a drift iu which the
hive is ensconced as in a cellar,

That a few degrees in latitude make a great difference as
to the results for the protection to be derived from the snow,
is not to be doubted. I have had occasion to visit northern
New York and a part of the Province of Ontario in the winter,
and I have noticed with what faith In the thin coat of snow
the vehicles of all kinds embark into trips on sleds. Every-

thing is on sleds from the omnibus to the dray cart, and it

looks as if they might be tempted to put the electric cars on
runners as well. Hereabout, if we venture ten miles from
home in a sleigh we run great risks of having to come home
in a skiff.

So the snow is not to be trusted too far, and the south side

of our hives is in danger of being quickly uncovered of Its

shelter when it is of this flimsy material. Acting upon this

experience we have been in the habit of banking up the snow,
when there is plenty of It, on the north and west sides only,

and carefully cleansing the apron-board on the first warm day
after the snowfall. If the weather gets mild enough for a
bee-flight, our bees then find themselves dry footed in front of

their hive.

We have seen many bee-keepers close their hives on a

warm day in suow time to keep the bees from flying and get-

ting lost on the trip. We have never found any benefit in this

method. When the weather is warm enough for the bees to

fly, if they are confined they will fret and worry, and if their

abdomen is loaded with fecal matter or excrements they may
be compelled to discharge these excrements in the hive to the
discomfort of themselves and their sisters. Better let them
fly, and run the risk of their not returning. Not only is this

reasonably plausible in theory, but practice has confirmed our
view of the matter, for we have invariably noticed that those

colonies which take the freest flight on warm days, and con-

sequently seem to lose the greatest number of bees on the

snow, prove to be the best colonies in the spring.

All things considered a heavy snow is to be taken as more
beneficial than Injurious to the interests of the apiarist, for if

it is a sign of protracted cold—which is by no means always
the case— it is also a prophet of prosperity since it shelters the

land and promises us a healthy growth of grass, clover and
other plants, and adds moisture iu the ground, which slowly

penetrates to the roots of the plants.

Hancock Co., III., Jan. 27.

Bees Clustering Between Brood-Frames and
Cushion—Feeding Bees in Winter.

BY EDWIN BEVIN.S. .

I shall have to confess to my inability to see what there
was in " Iowa's " first question (see page 39) that led Dr.
Miller to infer that there was an open space between " Iowa's "

brood-frames and his cushions, unless this inference can be
accounted for on the ground of surprise that any bee-keeper
should be surprised at feeding his bees clustered up against
the cushions when the cushions rest on the frames, or having
a Hill's device or some sticks between the frames and cush-
ions. If " Iowa " were to come into my yard now he would
find the bees in every hive, except a few colonies in two-story
hives clustered up against the cushions. This gives me no
surprise and no uneasiness. I know that there Is plenty of

honey in all the hives for present needs, and that the bees will

get it when they need it. The bees cluster up against the

cushions for the sake of the warmth which rises from the clus-

ter and is arrested and held by the cushions.

If my bees were in a barn without any packing around
the hives except a cushion in an empty super over the frames,
I might feel some of " Iowa's " apprehension that they might
not winter safely.

It seems that " Iowa " has yet to learn that a building of

any kind where the temperature varies much is about the
worst place in the world to winter bees in. If I had some bees
in a barn, as " Iowa" says he has, I should lose no time in

getting them out of the barn and into a winter-case such as I

now make for all of my bees. These cases are cheap, and I

have found a way to make them so that it does not take the

apple-orchard and calf-pasture to store them in when not in

use.

If "Iowa " or anybody has bees that are getting short of

stores, no time should be lost in making some cakes of candy
from granulated sugar as recommended by Mr. Abbott. And
here let my say that In time it will come to be recognized that
Mr. Abbott has given us a cheap, easy and sure method of

saving a colony of bees that happens to be starving in cold

weather. I may be pardoned, perhaps, if I enlarge a little on
what he says about making the candy :

If I want but one cake to help out a colony that has
nearly enough honey to carry it through, I put a pint of water
into a kettle that has a rounding bottom with short legs to

keep It from tipping. When placed on the stove the center of

the bottom of the kettle just touches the top of the stove. I

remove a stove-cover at first and set the kettle next to the
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fire till the water boils, then I pour in five pounds of granu-
lated sugar and stir constantly while pouring it in.

Then if the fire gets quite hot, and the syrup begin^i to

foam up, I raise the kettle and put the stove-cover under it.

The boiling will continue in the center of the kettle, and there
is no danger of burning unless your wife or your daughter, or

your hired girl, comes around aud builds up a big fire to bake
some bread or heat the flat-irons. In that case you may have
to move your kettle to some other part of the stove. If the
bee-keeper happens to be unmarried, he will remain undis-
turbed, as it is not likely that his sweetheart will be around
on such occasions.

Keep stirring while this slow boiling is going on till the
water is nearly evaporated. You can tell when this takes
place by the manner of the bubbling which is going on in the
kettle. If the bubbles are few, and the bubbling labored, you
may know that the job is nearly completed. Put a spoonful
or so of the bubbling mass into a cup of cold water and you
can tell for sure.

Pour the mass out into a common-sized, oblong baking-
tin, and you will find the tin is just even full. When suffi-

ciently cool, place the cake over the cluster, bottom side up,
with two or three sticks half-inch thick under it. You may
have to take a little of the stuffing out of the cushion, and
then it will tuck down nicely over and around the candy. My
sacks for cushions are made somewhat longer than the supers
and left op^n at one end, so that it is an easy matter to re-

move part of the chaff. Decatur Co., Iowa.

Report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Con-
veution, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

BEPOBTED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOtJBNALaBEPOBTEB.

(Continued from page 74.)

FIRST DAY—Evening Session.

GBANULATION OF HONEY IN WOOD, TIN OB GLASS.

"Will honey granulate sooner in a wooden or tin pall
than in glass ?"

Pres. Miller—Who knows anything about that? I will
venture a suggestion, that it ought not to granulate quite so
soon in wood or tin, because it is generally supposed that light
has a little to do with it ; on that account, other things being
equal, it ought to granulate just a little sooner in glass than
in wood or tin, but I don't know anything about it.

Mr. Baxter—I don't believe that light has anything to do
with the granulation of honey. I never found that out. I

believe It depends upon the temperature altogether. The
variation of temperature causes It to granulate much sooner
than an equal temperature. That has been my experience.
The way I can get honey to granulate the quickest is to take
barrels and move them around often, and especially if they
are down in the cellar. But if I take liquid honey and put a
few grains of granulated honey into it, it will granulate very
fast. I think it is owing to variations in temperature.

M. S. Miller—I askt that question, and the reason I askt
it was, I have had it stand around in tin packages and glass,
and while that In glass did not show any signs of granulation.
In tin it did. There was another thing in my mind : The
honey in tin packages had been more exposed to air, having
been opened several times

; perhaps that had something to
do with it. I don't know what to think of it. It made quite
a difference in selling honey to the city trade.

Pres. Miller—Was the honey put in at the same time ?
M. S. Miller—It was, and the same kind of honey.
Pres. Miller—Was there any difference in the handling

afterward ? Was one shaken any more or handled any more
than the other ?

M. S. Miller— If It was, the one in tin was the most. I

am not sure whether there was much difference. The cans
were filled about the same time from the same honey.

Mr. Baxter—Mr. Christie, who used to attend these meet-
ings from northwest Iowa, told me that he sells his Spanish-
needle at retail by canning It, and sealing it up tight ; it never

granulates then. The more exposed to air it is the more it

will granulate.
Pres. Miller—To what point would you heat it ?

Mr. Baxter—It wants to be so the air is thoroughly driven
out.

Pres. Miller— If you go beyond IGO^ you are in danger,
you know.

Mr. Baxter—By -putting the cans in warm water there is

no danger.
Pres. Miller— It hurt my honey ; it may not dark honey.
Mr. Baxter— It won't white clover honey. Put it in hot

water. 1 put my jars on a board in the bottom of a boiler, so
the glass does not touch metal at all, aud I have never had
any trouble.

Mr. Green—Have you ever heated heart's-ease honey to
that point?

Mr. Baxter—Yes, I have ?

Mr. Wheeler—Some samples of heart's-ease honey we find

granulating in a day or two after they are put in jars, espe-
cially if put in while warm, but I have a sample of honey
which I had on exhibition at the World's Fair which was shipt
down here in November, and after it was sent home it was
shown at the Nebraska State Fair twice, and has not granu-
lated yet. Those samples were treated differently. I took it

off in the fall, carried it in a warm room in combs ; it was ex-
tracted in April, and put into jars and shipt down here; it

weighed lo pounds to the gallon. I have had it show the
effects of granulation while I was shipping it 100 miles. If

honey is taken off and extracted and put into jars while yet
warm from the hive, it will granulate much quicker than if it

is kept on hand to ripen more.
Pres. Miller—I have no doubt that Mr. Wheeler has

struck an important point; if we don't want honey to granu-
late it should be very ripe.

Dr. Besse— I have had some experience in keeping honey
from granulating, and am satisfied that if you bring it almost
to the boiling-point and put it in fruit-jars and can it up with
sealing-wax, air-tight, you can keep it for years without
granulating ; and by adding a little cream of tartar with it—

I

want to ask whether or not that would be adulterating it.

Mr. Wheeler—How much to 60 pounds ?

Dr. Besse—Well, to 100 pounds I should think about a
tables poonful.

Mr. Wheeler—What effect has that on the honey as to its

color ?

Dr. Besse—No effect at all. It will keep sugar from
crystalizing, and I should think it would honey. I don't think
there would be any harm in adding it.

Mr. Baxter— If the secret in keeping honey from granu-
lating is to have it thoroughly ripened before extracting it,

why is it that in California they extract it before it is ripe,

and it never granulates ?

Mr. Wheeler—It does not granulate in extremely dry air

like California so quickly as It does here, because it does not
gather moisture from the air.

Pres. Miller—All familiar with honey know that the char-
acter of the honey itself has a great deal to do with granula-
tion.

Dr. Besse—I have some honey put up in one-half pound
and pound jars, that has been put up for four or five years;
some of it did not granulate at all, but the greater part did.

Mr. Wheeler— I think that point by Dr. Besse Is a good
one, about adding cream of tartar, if it works. I would like

to find out what experience he has had ; in what shape he
adds it, and so on. I think there is a great demand by the
people for honey that does not granulate, and if we can find

something that will not be considered adulteration, I think
that is one of the greatest helps to the sale of extracted honey
there is.

Mr. York—I would like, as Mr. Wheeler asks, that Dr.
Besse tell us a little more about what has been his experience
in using cream of tartar to prevent granulation of extracted
honey.

Dr. Besse—I have never used it, but I have been tempted
to use it. I am against adulteratiou.

Mr. Green—Perhaps my experience with cream of tartar
would be of some use. I used to use it for putting up sugar
syrup for winter—a piece to 10 pounds of sugar. I think I

used a piece of tartar about the size of a hazel-nut mixt with
hot water, and added to hot syrup; boil a little after that,

and It would never granulate or crystallize, and If used In

honey in the same way It might have the same effect.

Dr. Besse^I am satisfied it will keep honey from granu-
lating the same as sugar from crystallizing. I should like to
have our friends here experiment on that. I don't think there
would be anything wrong lu It at all.

Mr. Wheeler—I have tried using It In sugar syrup, and it
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didn't work at all. It granulated just as quick with it as

without it.

Pres. Miller—H. D. Burrell reported that he used tartaric
acid, and his syrup granulated solid in the combs.

Mr. Green— I should suppose the reason of that would be,

it was not boiled after the tartaric acid was added ; it must be
boiled slowly afterward.

Mr. Wheeler—Mine was boiled at the time I put it in.

Pres Miller— I don't believe you can settle "why;" you
will find it sometimes will and sometimes won't.

Mr. York— I read in one of the monthly bee-papers, about
a year ago, that to prevent the granulation of extracted honey
if M water were added it would do it. It was written by one
who ought to know what he was talking about.

Mr. Green—I should think that would make some honey
granulate more readily.

Mr. Wheeler—I am pretty sure it would sour it.

LContinued next week."]

Report of the California State Couveutiou.

BY JOHN H. MARTIN.

The California State Bee-Keepers' Association held its

annual meeting in Los Angeles Jan. 10. The meeting was
called to order by Pres. A. J. Cook at 2 p.m. There was no
set program, and a committee was appointed to prepare one

—

composed of C. A. Hatch, J. F. Mclntyre and H. E. Wilder.
While the committee were out, Prof. Cook gave a short review
of topics that should be discust by the association : 1st, The
old vs. the new Union. 2nd, Adulteration. 3rd, The Bee-
Keepers' Exchange.

Mr. W. L. Porter, a prominent bee-keeper of Colorado,
and Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan, editor of the British Bee Journal,
England, were present, and were Introduced, also elected
honorary members.

The report of the committee on program was presented,
and the first topic considered was

THE TWO bee-keepers' UNIONS.

Mf. Mclntyre was in favor of the amalgamation of the
two Unions. "The National Union had been a great success in

defending bee-kjepers against prosecution by fruit-men and
others who considered bees a nuisance ; but it was not dis-

posed to prosecute the adulterators of honey. The United
States Union proposes to take this very important matter in

hand, and he was decidedly in favor of uniting the two.
The tendency of the discussion was in the same strain.

Several who had heretofore been opposed to the amalgama-
tion of the two were now in favor of it. Mr. C. A. Hatch pre-
sented the following resolution :

"Resolved, That the new United States Union should ab-
sorb the National Union."

Upon putting the resolution to vote, 43 favored it, with
none opposing.

Upon a motion by R. Touchton, the Secretary was in-
structed to inform the respective managers of the two Unions
of this action.

The next subject for discussion was

THE ADULTERATION OP HONEY.

Mr. Hatch said that the adulteration of honey was prac-
tically stopt In Wisconsin by the enactment of stringent laws
and the enforcement of them.

C. H. Clayton, author of the present law In this State
against adulteration, said that the proper enforce-nent of the
law in this State would have the same effect ; but as the
greatest amount of adulteration was practiced in the East, a
general pure food law should be enacted under which we
could work more effectively.

BEE-KKEPING IN ENGLAND.

This topic was on the program, and the announcement
meant that Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan would give the assembled
bee-keepers something interesting upon that subject, and they
were not disappointed. We wish that we could give a more
perfect report of the address, but we trust that the report we
do give will repay perusal. Mr. Cowan, in substance, said :

That while in California large apiaries are common and
encouraged, in England there are but few large apiaries, and
large apiaries are not encouraged ; the small apiary is the rule
in England, and many of the apiaries are kept in fruit-growing
districts for the purpose of fertilizing the fruit-blossoms.

Bee-keeping, according to improved methods, began about
1860. The Langstroth hive was introduced at that time,
and was used by the most progressive bee-keepers, but the

real advance did not become general with bee-keepers until

1873. Up to this time many straw and other rude hives were
used, but now the Langstroth hive is gradually superseding
all others. In 187-1 the British Bee Journal was started and
an association organized ; something of an impetus was also

given to the industry through the exhibits of honey In the
Crystal Palace in London.

In organizing the British Bee-Keepers' Association it was
difficult to get bee-keepers to attend. The Association is now
made up from afliliated societies. The various county socie-

ties are obliged to elect two delegates to represent them in

the council, which meets every month. Often the delegation
from a county society will number eight or ten, and a large
attendance at the council is the result. Refreshments are
served, and then follow papers and discussions upon topics of

interest to the various societies.

Through its thorough organization the British Bee-Keep-
ers' Association is doing excellent educational work, several
books upon the different branches of apiculture having been
publisht. The Association grants certificates to the most pro-

ficient in the manipulation of not only frame hives but straw
hives as well, and in the management of foul brood and other
diseases. When an examination of candidates for certificates

is to be held, several counties unite and select a place where
bees can be manipulated. After the candidate is examined,
the examination papers are sent to London and past upon by
the council. In order to secure a certificate the candidate
must be able to give a lecture upon any subject in the practice
of bee-keeping.

Experts for the handling of foul brood are appointed and
compensated according to the work done. The expert does
not visit keepers who are well up In their business, but it is

the careless or ignorant bee-keeper whose bees are found dis-

eased. In many districts in England the bees have all died
from this disease. It was virulent because many bee-keepers
had no knowledge of the interior of a bee-hive ; straw hives,

or something equally inaccessible, were in use ; such bee-keep-
ers would defy the expert, for there was no law to compel the
destruction of diseased bees. The Association had adopted a
system of payments where foul-broody colonies were to be de-
stroyed, and tho the payments were small it satisfied the owner
of the bees, and enabled him to .purchase healthy colonies if

his own were all destroyed.
The honey market is developt by the holding of honey-

shows In the various counties, and a central show in London.
A system of labels has been adopted. These labels are issued
by the county association. Each member is alloted a number
which is stampt upon his label ; if he sells inferior honey it is

traced to him, and his name is stricken from the Association.
The Association employs an analyzer, and if a person is

caught adulterating honey or selling it under an Association
label he is imprisoned ; they are not left off so easily in Eng-
land as they are in this country.

There are about 53,000 bee-keepers in the British Isles.

They will average live colonies each : in favorable localities

the yield is from 100 to 150 pounds per colony, but the gen-
eral yield is from 50 to 60 pounds.

The bulk of the product is extracted honey, and is put up
in 50-pound, 28-pound, and in as small as 4-pound tins ;

packages smaller than that are of glass.

The wholesale price for comb honey is from 14 to 20
cents ; extracted honey 12 cents. The value of the annual
product is about §750,000. Besides the home production
there Is a monthly import of from 10,000 to 15,000 pounds,
the greater portion of it from the United States and Canada.

Imported honey is not Inspected until it Is put upon the
market. American honey was held in good repute until in

1879 ; in that year Mr. Hoge, who represented Thurber &
Co., of New Nork, sold a large amount of adulterated honey,
and American honey has not regained the prestige then lost.

The sources of honey in Eugland are white clover, sainfoin ,

linn, buckwheat, and the heather honey of Scotland. Heather
honey Is darker even than buckwheat, but it sells for a better
price on account of its delicious flavor ; it is usually sold for
60 cents per section. It is so thick that it cannot be extracted.
To secure it in the liquid form the comb must be submitted to

pressure; this honey sells for 36 cents per pound. The best
imported honey comes from America and the Sandwich Is-

lands. Granulated honey sells readily, and the bee-keepers'
association is educating people to use it in that form.

The bee-keeper and the fruit-grower are in accord; the
fruit-men recognize the utility of the bee in the fertilization of

blossoms, and seeks to have the bees near his orchards.
An orchardist in Gloucester planted 200 acres of fruit;

the orchard was a complete failure In fruit-bearing until a
Scotch bee-keeper put In 50 colonies of bees. When properly
fertilized by the bees the orchard began to bear. The acreage
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was then extended to 500 acres, and the apiary was increast

to 200 colonies ; the orchard now produces a large amount of

fruit, a large jam factory is operated on the tract, and all of

this prosperity is owing to the beneficial intervention of the

honey-bee. Several instances of a similar nature might be

cited. The honey-bee is certainly a great factor for the pro-

duction of perfect fruit.

The following committee was appointed to draw up a

memorial to Congress in reference to the passage of a general
pure food law: N. Levering, R. Touchton and J. H. Martin.

DEEP- CELL FOUNDATION.

This foundation has not been tried to any extent yet, and
it is still problemetical if it ever becomes a commercial suc-

cess. Several bee-keepers had noted that bees would not
work deep-cell foundation as readily as they will foundation.
The new Weed process foundation was considered by those
who had given it an impartial trial as superior to all other
foundation.

The election of olScers was next in order, and with the
following result :

C. A. Hatch, President ; Elon Hart, Vice-President for

Los Angeles county ; Delos Wood, for Santa Barbara ; M. H.
Mendleson, for Ventura ; Dr. E. Gallup, for Orange ; F. G.
Reynolds, for San Diego; H. E. Wilder, for Riverside; and J.

C. Kubias, for San Bernardino. J. F. Mclntyre, Secretary
;

J. H. Martin, Treasurer. G. S. Stubbletield and R. Touchton,
executive committee.

EVENING SESSION.

The evening session was opened by Mr. Geo. W. Brodbeck
upon

THE BEST SECTION FOB COMB HONEY.

He exhibited honey in the new no-bee-way section, and
pointed out the advantages of the same, viz : that the section
appeared better filled, and that more of them could be packt
in a case. The disadvantages were that the combs were too
near in contact with each oEher when packt in a case, giving
Inducement for miller-worms to work ; and if the face of the
comb was not perfectly even there was liable to be abrasion
and leakage. F'rom a side view the section appeared to be
light weight.

M. H. Mendleson had used the Danzenbaker or tall sec-

tion, and had excellent success in producing a first-class honey
and selling a portion of it for a good price. He proposed to

use them exclusively in the future.

Under the head of the keeping qualities of comb honey
Mr. C. S. Stubblefield said that he had kept white sage honey
for three years without detriment to the honey.

NATURAL vs. ARTIFICIAL SWAR.MING AND THE METHOD OP
INCR6.A8E

was tie next subject for consideration. Mr. Mendleson said
that if his bees swarmed freely he let them swarm, but if they
did not then he resorted to division.

Mr. Mclntyre desired to prevent swarming, but if be
wisht to increase he usually let the colony swarm, then re-
moved the hive from which they issued, and made as many
nuclei as there were good queen-cells. The swarm that had
Issued was returned to the old location, and put into a hive
filled with foundation as soon as the queens were laying in

the nuclei, or even before the nuclei could be built up with
brood from other colonies that had swarmed. In this method
good queens were secured and a rapid increase made. Ten
from one could be easily made.

J. K. Williamson said that he could make 25 colonies
from one by the nucleus plan, and have them all strong
enough to winter ; it however required a long season. He
usually made his increase on a diminishing honey-flow.

MOVING BEES.

Tn the process of moving bees Mr. Mendleson used a
wagon upon which he could carry 200 colonies, but for long-
distance moving it made the load too top heavy, and he usually
put on only 150. The springs on his wagon would bear a
burden of six tons.

Mr. Brodbeck preferred to move bees in lighter loads and
travel faster. He desired to so move his bees as to prevent
night travel as much as possible.

SECOND DAY—Morning Session.

FOUL BROOD.

Mr. Mendleson, foul brood inspector for Ventura county,
said that the sure-cure remedy was the total destruction of
the colony. He had burned a large number of colonies and
their hives. There is no chance for an annihilated colony to

spread the disease.

Mr. Brautigam had found that foul brood was especially
virulent in Napa county, with not much effort to eradicate it.

H. E. Wilder, inspector for Riverside county, said that
one cause for the spread of foul brood is in the apathy of bee-
keepers. The State law will not allow inspection unless a
complaint is made, and bee-keepers are careless about mak-
ing complaints.

Mr. Cowan said that in England in many districts the bees
had all died from the disease. It was virulent because many
bee-keepers had no knowledge of the interior of the bee-hive.

There were bees in churches and other inaccessible places
which were liable to spread the disease. The church bees
were being removed, and in this thorough way of treat-

ing it the disease was much better under control than formerly.
Mr. Cowan believed in destroying the hive and the frames, for
a germ of the disease would live in a crevice of a hive for sev-

eral years, and if at any time it became exposed the colony
was sure to become inoculated.

Mr. Mendleson favored a law to prevent the moving of a,

foul-broody apiary into a location where there was no foul

brood. A person in moving bees should be compelled to secure
a certificate from the foul-brood inspector, guaranteeing his

bees to be in good condition.

It was demonstrated that the disease could be cured if It

was handled in a thorough and systematic manner. Mr.
Touchton said that the cure should be in the hands of an ex-

perienced person, for a remedy in the hands of such a person
was all right, but in the hands of a novice it was many times
worse than useless. The washes that were recommended were
salsoda and lye; the latter would take off paint, and ought to

penetrate the most obscure crevices of the hive.

THE BEST BEE-HIVE.

Mr. Brautigam said that the manipulation of bees for the
highest profit depended more upon the man than the hive.

Mr. Mclutyre used a 10-frame hive, but had recently in-

troduced into his apiary 60 12-frame hives, and prefers them
to the 10-frame hives. He thinks that this hive three stories

in height will have a tendency to give the queen the highest
capacity for brood-rearing, and for the prevention of swarm-
ing.

Mr. Hatch said that he had kept bees in Wisconsin, Ari-

zona and California, and had found that if the bee-keeper
wants a bucketful of honey he must have a large hive.

Mr. Martin said that he uses the Heddon hive. The regu-

lar Heddon hive is made to take eight frames, but he uses ten

frames, and finds that by adding stories as the season ad-

vances the hive can be enlarged to any desirable size.

HONEV-CANS— SUPER-HOLDER.

Honey-can manufacturers were in evidence with their

wares. A Mr. Boyle exhibited tin cans lacquered in imitation

of brass. The cans presented a very neat appearance, and in

being so treated they did not have the appearance of coal-oil

cans.
Some of the bee-keepers advocated that our honey should

be put up in 50-pound cans, and two in a case. The present
cases, weighing about 135 pounds, are too unwieldy to handle.
There was also an inquiry for 10-pound cans.

Mr. Heath exhibited an apparatus for removing the super
from a hive and holding it in an elevated position while the
queen-excluder or an empty super was being adjusted under it.

After a very pleasant and profitable session in a social

way the Association adjourned.
John H. Martin, Sec.

Cotuplete Volumes ot 1897.—We have on hand
about 40 complete volumes of the American Bee Journal for

1897, which we will mail to any one upon receipt of 60 cents.

We also have about the same number of the first six month
copies of 1897, which we will mail for 30 cents. As thei

were 832 pages of the Bee Journal last year, here is a chance
for our new subscribers to get a good deal of valuable reading-
matter for a very little money. Better order at once, before

they are all gone.
-*-»-*^

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for §1.25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

,s

ere

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 43.
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Finding Queens in Bee-Houses is made easier, accord-
ing to a writer in Magyar Meh, by having a looking-glass
arranged on a pivot so as to throw the light of the sun where
desired.

Dark and Light Honey for Winter.—The dark, strong
honey of inferior quality that his bees gather in the fall, says
Ed JoUey in American Bee-Keeper, is bad for wintering bees
in the cellar, but excellent for wintering out-doors, while
clover or light honey is excellent for cellar but poor for out-
doors. The reasou he gives is that the fall houey is strong
and aromatic, " and very conducive of heat."

Foxil Brood.—In November, shake one or more colonies
of diseased bees on about five combs of solid sealed honey.
That's all. Even if some diseased honey is carried away with
the bees, if there are no empty cells in which to store it, it

will be used up long before any brood is present. But be sure
there is no infection in the sealed honey or in the hive. So
says F. Alexis Gimmelario, in Canadian Bee Journal.

Do Bees Injure Grapes ?—Prof. Troop, of the Indiana
Experiment Station, has been investigating this question
afresh. From a Worden grapevine with ripe grapes, all de-
fective berries were removed and a colony of bees enclosed
with the vine under mosquito netting, allowing the bees 300
cubic feet of room. The bees soon got used to the confine-
ment, and after three weeks not a single grape had been
injured.

A Good Plan.—D. W. Heise, the man who does some
browsing around among other journals for the Canadian Bee
Journal, while speaking a kind word for the "Question and
Answer " department of this journal, mentions a practice of

his that might be followed with profit by those of less experi-

ence than Mr. Heise. He reads the question, then settles an
answer in his own mind before reading Dr. Miller's answer.
In this way a more lasting impression Is made.

Density of Honey.—From the unfinisht report of the
convention of the Ontario bee-keepers, in Canadian Bee Jour-
nal, it appears there is more or less unripe honey put on the
market in that country, samples analyzed at Ottawa showing
a range of from 12 to 33 per cent, of water. Agitation for a

law is suggested, making the honey fall under adulterated if

more than 25 per cent, of water be found present. Prof.
Shutt thought is to 20 per cent, of water was not far from
the average.

The Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention.—D. W. Heise
says in Canadian Bee Journal that the convention at Hamil-
ton past off with a harmony that must have been bewildering
to those accustomed to the stormy scenes of previous years.

The editor, however, says that at the last end, when a large

proportion had left (probably D. W. among them), they had a

repetition of the worst scenes of former years. Which goes
to show what an unwise thing it was for Mr. Heise to leave
" before meetin' was out."

Temporary Asphyxiation of Bees.—This is recom-
mended by Le Rucher Beige when for any reason drumming
cannot be used to dislodge bees, as in the fall when it is so

cool that bees remain stubbornly on their combs in spite of

the drumming. Take a wet cloth the size of the hand, sprinkle

over it a quarter^of an ounce of powdered saltpeter, then roll

it up into a cigar shape. It must be prepared in advance, so

as to be thoroughly dried. Dig in the ground a hole 6 inches

deep, and a little smaller than the mouth of the hive. Cover
a good-sized cloth over the hole. Give the bees a little smoke,
just to keep them in the hive, and set the hive over the cloth.

Pile earth around it so as to make all tight, then light the

saltpeter cigar, put it in a smoker, and with the nozzle of the

smoker in the flight-hole blow in the sharp smoke. In a few
seconds the rag will be burnt up, when the flight hole is to be

plugged up. Then comes an intense roaring, a cry of agony
that gradually becomes feebler, then the silence of death.

With watch in hand wait exactly four minutes, in the mean-

time giving the hive some sharp blows to dislodge any bees
that have not fallen. Raise the hive and give the bees fresh

air. When the bees begin to stir let them enter the desired

hive. In half an hour they will be ready to take flight.

Operate toward evening. Two or more colonies thus treated
may be united without any precaution.

Honey for Winter Stores,—The quality of the honey
which the bees consume has also a great influence over their

health. A good grade of honey, light in color and free from
ferment, or of floating grains of pollen, which are often found
in dark honey, furnishes au article of diet which leaves but
little residue after digestion, and their bowels are therefore

not overloaded by their dejections, as is the case if their pro-

visions are composed of dark or unripe honey ; or worse yet,

of honey-dew, of the juice of fruits such as apples, grapes or

peaches, which is sure to work and ferment, and sours in the

cells long before the cold weather compels the bees to remain
in the hive.—C. P. Dadant, in Busy Bee.

Experiences in Bee-Keeping'.—Bee-keepers' autobiog-

raphies seem to be somewhat the order of the day. Gallufi in

American Bee Journal, Aikin in Progressive Bee-Keeper, and
now A. E. Manum starts in to give his 27 years' experience in

Gleanings, giving a sort of promise that at the close one will

be able to answer the question whether it is " safe for a man
with a family to depend upon bee-keeping alone for the sup-

port of his family." His bee-fever was contracted through
the reading of Quinby's book, which a neighbor forced upon
him, and he was soon the possessor of two colonies in box-

hives. The first number of his story is mainly taken up with
telling what his neighbors' didn't know about bees, and closes

like most continued stories with the reader's interest all alert,

for he promises to tell in the next about his first crop of honey,

which netted him 33>.5 cents a pound in Boston.

Bees as Weather Prophets.—An article on this topic

publisht in Cosmos was thought worthy to be translated for

The Literary Digest, and has been copied by the British Bee
Journal. The writer says he noticed 40 years ago in old

straw hives with two entrances, that about the beginning of

October the bees stopt up these two entrances with wax, so as

to leave passage for only one bee at a time. He also says that

bee-keepers of all countries agree in saying that evpry time

the bees have taken care to seal hermetically the entrances to

the hive, so as to leave but a minute passage for air, the win-

ter has been of extreme rigor, while in years when the bees

have done nothing to preserve themselves from the cold, the

winters have been relatively mild, with no heavy frosts. Just

how the bees can tell so surely beforehand the severity of the

coming winter, he considers too hard a problem to solve. If

this Boiler were not afraid of getting into hot water, he would
tentatively suggest that one solution of the problem might be

given by saying that the whole affair has no foundation in

fact, and that intelligent bee-keepers don't believe the amount
of propolis at the entrance has any direct relation to the

severity of the coming winter.

Cross-Breeding of Bees.—In Progressive Bee-Keeper

Dr. C. C. Miller, taking a hint from a German writer, figures

out what the stock will be if one starts with a black drone

and an Italian virgin queen, breeding continuously from the

same stock. One might guess that the result would be half-

bloods, but a little figuring shows differently. As is well

known, the first generation after making this cross a drone

will have 100 per cent, of Italian blood and a young queen

50 per cent. Putting the matter in tabulated form, and fol-

lowing it for ten generations, gives the following :

Drone.
1st Generation 1.00
2nd " .50
3rd " .T5
4th " .625
5th " .6875
6th " .65625
7th " .671875
8th " .6640625
9th " .66796875
10th

QUEBN.
.50
.75
.625
.6875
.65625
.671875
.6640625
.66796875
.666015625

.666015625 .6669921875

The figures are followed up to the 18th generation with

no material difference, only that the numbers in the two col-

umns constantly approximate. That is, if you start with a

pure sire and a pure dam, by the time you reach the sixth

generation you will have settled that your stock will be two-

thirds the blood possest by the dam.
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Ctaicag:o Food and Health Exposition.—
As a good many know, such a show embraces the exhibition of
various kinds of table food, free samples or " tastes " of which
are given to thousands of visitors who call to Inspect them.
This particular Exposition was under the mangement of the
Chicago Journal, one of the daily newspapers here, with a
gentleman by the name of A. E. Miller In charge. It was held
during the mouth of October, 1897.

Battery D, on the Lake Front, was the place which was
divided into compartments or booths, and the illustration on
the first page this week shows the booth we put up to exhibit
pure honey. It was in charge of Mrs. W. H. Harris, an esti-

mable Chicago lady, whose likeness is shown in the picture,
tho the flash-light with which the original photograph was
taken seemed to pretty efltectually close her eyes, and give
her the appearaoce of being somewhat sleepy, but that is

far from her real disposition.

Perhaps right here we may as well let our friend "Emm
Dee" give his impression of the show, after having made a
careful inspection :

THE FOOD SHOW.

The exhibition, in Chicago, of thousands of varieties of
health-giving foods has been of greater practical interest this
year than ever before since its organization. Indeed, the
recognized importance of this exhibit has become so fully
appreciated by the increasing attendance that It has not only
been extended a week longer than the allotted time, but a
strong influence is being exerted to hereafter make it one of

the great features of an annual industrial exhibition, such as
proved so attractive some years ago.

It is impossible to enumerate all the discripttons and
qualities of food and other useful articles exhibited at this
exposition. Many were of great interest as eucouraging, in

an inviting manner, the substitution of foods long in use for
more healthy and palatable ones. Conspicuous among the
gaily-adorned booths was York's honey display, of both comb
and extracted honey, presided over by a lady of gentle man-
ners and persuasive charm— Mrs. Harris. Many will know of
and appreciate the great value of honey as a food since chat-
ting with the fair saleslady. Editor York is evidently very
alive to the interests of the bee-keepers. E.mm Dee.

The following paragraph appeared in a local suburban

paper, called The Lake Breeze, and publisht where we reside :

" Those who have beep so fortunate as to visit the Pure
Food Show at Battery D, will not soon forget the honey-booth,
and surely will never forget the honey itself. As the proprie-
tor of the honey-booth, George W. York, Is a Ravenswood
man. It is not strange that Ravenswood has been well repre-
sented at the show, and Mr. York and his honey have made
many friends there. Mrs. Harris, who has presided over the
booth during the show. is also from this suburb, and her friends
have not failed to sample the excellent bee-product kept in

stock."

Now we might write several pages on our experiment

along the line of an attempt to educate the public by whole-

sale as to the value of pure honey as a daily food. But we
can only say here that thousands of people at least for once

in their lives knew what it was to taste pure extracted bee's

honey—a thing to which Chicago people have been almost

strangers. We also gave away great numbers of the " Honey
as Food " pamphlet, which must result in untold good, pro-

vided those who took copies of it will read its truthful con-

tents.

We feel that we did at least somathing for the future of

honey in this city, by our month's exhibit at the Chicago Food

and Health Exposition. It was a pretty big undertaking, and

finaqcially we can hardly say that it proved a success for us ;

still, " York's Pure Bees' Honey " became quite well known,

and for awhile In Chicago many grocers "caught on" toils

popularity, and kept it for sale. Since then country bee-

keepers have come in and cut the prices, and the glucose-

mixers have also gotten in their criminal work, so that it is

quite difficult to try to do even a fairly profitable business in

pure honey here. What is needed Is a vigorous enforcement of

our Illinois anti-adulteration law, and then following up of

every grocer with pure honey, both extracted and in the comb.

While our honey exhibit was practically a financial fail-

ure to us, yet we believe for the bee-keepers who ship their

honey to this market it will eventually prove a good thing,

because of the advertisement pure honey received, thus creat-

ing a greater desire on the part of consumers for the genuine

bee-product.
^--t-

Call for a Pure Food Congress.—A call for a

Pure Food and Drug Congress has been Issued, signed by

Alex. J. Wedderburn, as Secretary, who is also the special

chemist of the Department of Agriculture. It is proposed to

hold it March 2, in Washington, D. C. Here is the " call " as

printed

:

The question of the character of the food, drink and
drugs consumed by a people is unquestionably one of the most
important that can be discust by them. Adulteration, mis-
branding, sophistication, substitution, and imitation un-
doubtedly exist to an alarming extent, to the detriment of

health, legitimate business, and sound morals, and it becomes
needful to secure legislation that will check this growing evil

and permit an honest man to do an honest business.

The extent of adulteration can only be estimated by the
number of industries engaged in producing food, drugs and
liquors, for no sooner does a legitimate business succeed than
illegitimate imitators follow in its wake. These unfair prac-
tices have become so general that remedial legislation is de-

manded to protect the health, morals, and business interests

of the people. Our foreign trade is threatened, and unless
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checkt every honest man will, ere long, be compelled to quit
business.

Many of the States have good laws which cannot be en-
forced, owing to the "Original Pacliage " decision of the
Supreme Courts, which prevents the several States from
effectually controlling this matter—hence, it becomes neces-
sary to enact a Federal Statute to prevent the Inter-State
Traffic in such commodities. House Bill No. 5-t-l:l, introduced
by Hon. Marriot Brosius, of Pennsylvania, is now soon to be
considered by the Committee of the House.

As there are divergent views as to some minor points of

this measure, which should be reconciled by a consultation of

the interested parties, and believing that it is the desire of

the great mass of manufacturers, producers and consumers to

reconcile all such differences to unite in urging the adoption
of a Pure Pood Law by Congress, so as to sustain the good
name of the Nation, and preserve the health and integrity of

our people, therefore, the undersigned hereby call a Pure
Food and Drug Congress, to assemble in the city of Washing-
ton, D. C, at the National Hotel, at 12 o'clock, m., on
Wednesday, March 2, 1898.

Arrangements have been made for reduced railroad trans-
portation and hotel rates, the latter being fixt at $2.00 to

$2.50 a day.
Address all communications to the Secretary, A. J. Wed-

derburn, Headquarters Food and Drug Congress, Parlor 11,
National Hotel, Washington, D. C.

By order of the committee
Frank Hu.me,
Matthew Trimble,
Wm. C. Woodward,
R. N. Harper,

Washington, D. C, Jan. IS, 1898

An appointment of delegates is made in connection with

the foregoing call, which embraces, as far as possible, every

interest involved in the production, manufacture and sale of

food, drug and liquor products— in proportion to the numbers
engaged therein. It embraces scientists and health depart-

ments, as well as those who have charge of local laws in the

various States and Territories.

Of course honey producers are greatly interested in this

subject, and we may say that each State bee-keepers' associa-

tion Is authorized to appoint one delegate, and three each by

the National and the United Status Bee-Keepers' Unions.

As chairman of the Executive Committee, we expect by

another week to be able to announce the names of those who
will represent the United States Bee-Keepers' Union. We re-

gard it as a very important occasion, and trust that the efforts

of the proposed Congress may result in something of great

value to the producers of pure food in this country. Just now
we believe that there is no other subject that should so con-

cern the bee-keepers of this land.

J. D. HiRD,
Beriah Wilkins,
Alex. J. Wedderburn,

Secretary.

The Leahy Mfg. Co. reported in a letter sent us Feb. 1,

that they were running their factory day and night.

^~ Mr. Geo. F. Eobbins, of Sangamon Co., III., has gone to

Uvalde Co., Tex., to keep bees. He reports that there are

more bee-keepers down there than he ever thought there were
anywhere in the same extent of territory.

Mr. Jas. a. Stone, Secretary of the Illinois State Bee-

Keepers' Association, will read a paper on " Bee-Keeping In

Illinois," before the State Farmers' Institute, which meets at

Champaign, HI., the last week of this month.

The A. I. Root Co., writing us Jan. 29, said that altho

they had sent out five carloads of bee-supplies that week,
they still had on hand orders for ten carloads more. About
three or four carloads a week, with the small orders, is about
the limit of their factory capacity.

Wedding Bells as well as sleigh bells have been ringing

at " Rootville" this month, and at least two of the Root-

villians are supremely happy. Miss Constance M. Root,

daughter of Mr. A. I. Root, was married, Feb. 1, to Mr. A. L.

Boyden, one of The A. I. Root Co.'s most faithful and trusted

employes. Our heartiest congratulations are hereby extended

to the happy pair.

We don't know whether there is any rule about it or not

down there among the Roots, but if we remember rightly Mr.

Calvert, the business manager, after being in the employ of

Mr. Root for awhile, won the hand and neart of his eldest

daughter ; then, Ernest R. Root did the same thing with one

of their charming lady employes—Miss Elizabeth Humphrey ;

aud now Miss Constance captures (or more likely was cap-

tured by) Mr. Boyden. And so it goes. But so long as every-

body is happy aud contented, aud each has the " best com-

panion in the world," what more can be desired ?

Our congratulations to the Root-Calvert-Root-Humphrey-
Root-Boyden-and-A.-I.-Root combination of Roots and Root-

lets.

Dr. Miller, in McHenry Co., 111., writing us Jan. 26,

said

:

.

" What a blizzard it was yesterday. We're snowed in.

Made no attempt to get farther than the barn yesterday, and

we seem quite lost to go a day Without the mail. Oh, for free

rural delivery ! After I get this letter in the envelope, I'll

take the cutter and a shovel aud see what I can do toward

getting to town. At the back door the snow is Bve to six feet

deep."
"Later.—Feb. 2—93 below zero yesterday; snow 1»

Inches on a level, but not much of it left level—piled up ^In

drifts and drifting all the time ;
9-' higher to-day, but as I'm

writing without coat or vest, I've no reason to complain."

Mr. John A. Pease, in the Pacific Bee Journal, tries to

come a rather bright trick on us by training our own battery

on US, by asking us to use the same argument for encouraging

the making of new bee-keepers that we used for publishers of

new bee-papers. But we fail to see wherein the two can be

compared. Good deal of difference in a bee-keeper and a bee-

paper. When a new bee-keeper stops he generally loses only

his own money ; but a short-lived bee-paper usually loses some

money for its subscribers, also, and almost invariably proves

of no benefit to its publishers or the public. But Mr. Pease

writes very well.

Dr. p. C. Gress, of Atchison Co., Kan., met with a heavy

loss by fire Jan. 27. There were destroyed 153 colonies of

bees, numerous empty hives, 5.000 pounds of honey in cases

ready for market, 100 pounds of beeswax— in fact, everything

connected with his well-appointed apiary. The total loss was

estimated to have been about S3,500, partly covered by in-

surance. Dr. Gress had been working 12 years to build up

his apiary, and had one of the finest in the State.

Rev. E. W. Pfaffenberger is the editor of the Western

Christian Union, publisht at BoonviUe, Mo. He has been

reading the Bee Journal lately, and in a letter dated Dec. 6,

wrote us:

"I am much pleased with your style of editing the Bee

Journal. The matter is well and tastefully arranged, and is

always pure and wholesome reading Since becoming ac-

quainted with the Bee Journal we have been eating a good

deal of honey at our house."

Mr. John H. Martin, of Los Angeles Co., Calif., reported

Jan. 31, as follows :

"We are having a continuation of dry weather, and the

prospects of a honey-yield for the coming season are getting

very discouraging. We must have rain, and soon, in order to

revive the hopes of the bee-keepers."

Mr. a. F. Brown, of St. Johns Co., Fla., wrote us Jan. 28:

"Another disastrous freeze has visited our State this

winter—Jan. 2 and 3—and as a consequence thousands of

orange-growers feel extremely 'blue,' myself among them,

as my groves are cut back badly."

Mr. J. Q. Smith, of Logan Co., III., President^ of the

Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, wrote us Jan. 29 :

" My bees are wintering nicely on the summer stands

packt in leaves."
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moTinsr Bees into a Bcc-House.

I want to move my entire stock of bees into a bee-house.
When will be the best time to do it? Indiana.

Answer.—Any time now will do, as they have now been
so long in winter quarters that they will be likely to mark
their location whenever they fly next. After moving them,
try to make the old spot look as different as possible.

Question on a Bee-Repository.

I have read your answer to my question, on page S8, and
notice what you say about the repository which I have put up
after a plan given in the "A B C of Bee-Culture," page 3-!7,

where Mr. Root says that he and a neighboring bee-keeper
used buildings constructed very much the same as mine, only
I thought that I would make a sure thing of it, and where
they had 8 inches of sawdust I had 15, and a two-inch air-

space inside. The bees have wintered in them successfully.

The way I understand, the loss was in putting them out too

early in spring.

If these buildings were not put up the right way, please
give a plan for a repository where we could winter bees suc-
cessfully nowadays.

In my question on page 88, where it reads, " then an-
other wall of four-inch boards," it should read—theu another
wall of four inches, with boards and paper on both sides.

Wisconsin.

Answer.— I don't find what you refer to in "A B C of

Bee-Culture," and probably have not the same edition. But I

very much doubt that bees will winter successfully in such a
building above ground unless there is some way to warm it up
when it becomes too cold. If entrances were allowed, so the
bees could fly out every time the weather permitted, the case
might be different. I must say, however, that I have had no
personal experience in the matter, and will gladly yield the
floor to any one who has.

^ I ^
Boring a Well near a Bee-Cellar.

I would like to have a well bored close by the house, but I

fear It might disturb the bees In the cellar. Wisconsin.

Answer.— I think I'd go ahead whenever It suited best.

I very much doubt whether It will make any difference to the
bees.

moving Bees by Railroad—Wintering in Cold
Climate—Out-Apiaries.

1. I am thinking about sending a colony of bees on a
chartered emigrant car to my son living In North Dakota.
They are in an 8-frame dovetail hive. How can I best pre-
pare them for the trip? I suppose I would send them about
the last of March, or the first of April.

2. Would eight frames hold enough stores to winter a
colony in that climate ? It Is said they would be confined to

the hive in some seasons from Nov. 1 to Apr. 1 without a
flight.

3. In such a climate could they be wintered out-doors, by
proper packing ? If so, how should they be packt ?

±. I am getting a little interested In out-aplaries, having
about as many colonies as can be profitably kept In one yard,
where neighbors have bees all around, but I have no experi-
ence In out-yards at all, and there is no one near me who has,
whom I can consult. Can you not give us an article on it ?

Enquirer.

Answers.— 1. As the frames In dovetailed hives are self-

spacing, the only thing to do with them is to see that they are
wedged up firmly at the side. Faste'n the entrance with wire-
cloth, secure the bottom to the hive, and cover the- entire top

with wire-cloth, removing the cover. A good plan is to make
a frame an Inch or two deep just the size of the top of the
hive ; cover this frame with wire-cloth, and fasten securely to

the hive. A good way to fasten the bottom on the hive Is by
means of what are called tobacco-staples, IK or IJ^ Inches
wide, with legs about % inch long. Set the hive in the car so
the frames will run the same way as the rails of the railway.
Don't set a cook-stove on top of the wire-cloth.

2. An 8-frame hive will hold all the honey needed. But
It needs closer watching than a 10-frame hive, to make sure
that enough honey is present at the beginning of winter.

S. Probably packing all sides but the front with some
kind of packing at least two inches thick would answer. Bet-
ter consult. If you can, those who have wintered successfully
right on the spot.

4. If you have any thought of starting an out-apiary. It

will be worth while for you to consult Root's "A B C of Bee-
Culture," where the whole subject is very fully treated, occu-
pying about eight pages, and in Gleanings for 1889, com-
mencing wlbh Feb. 1, is a series of articles in which I gave
very fully what I knew about out-aplaries.

Starting with Bees—Wintering in Bec-IIouse.

I started In with a glass hive In the house, to see the bees
work, and two colonies In an orchard to help fertilize the fruit

blossoms. We caught a stray swarm one Sunday afternoon,
then, fool-like, divided the one In the house, also those in the
orchard. It was a very poor season, only one day during
basswood bloom. In which bees could fly. I found one colony,

nearly starved, and gave them all the honey the others had
stored. I got only three or four sections, and then had to

buy 80 pounds to winter them on.

I now have seven colonies, all strong, and I think they
have enough honey to carry them through the winter. If they
are only economical with it, and they generally are, I believe.

I built them a nice house, 8x16 feet, facing south, with place
for two tiers of hives, eight In each story. They are packt
nicely, the top of the hive being filled with straw. They have
no ventilation. Do they need any ? The face of the hive is

exposed to the sun and weather. I find a good many dead
bees In front of the hives, and on the snow where they have
fallen while flying during sunny days. The openings are
about 15-4 inches long by }i high. New York.

Answer.—Your arrangement will probably work all

right, only L'^x'^'ls too small an entrance for winter and
very much too small for summer. Better wedge up each front

corner '4 Inch. See that the dead bees don't clog the entrance.
Take a heavy wire with one or two inches bent at right angles
at the end, and clean them out. But don't be alarmed at

finding a good many dead bees on the ground. Bees are dy-
ing off all the time, and make quite a show on the white snow.
It is generally recommended, however, to scatter straw on the
ground at such times as bees may come out to fly when the
ground Is covered with snow, covering it for a few feet

around. When the air Is too cold for the bees to fly, say at
40-, bees are tempted out sometimes by the very bright sun
shining in the entrance, and at such times It may be well to

put a board before the entrance to keep out the sun.

A Beginner's Questions.

Last spring I had three colonies of bees, but one of them
died. I am a carpenter by trade, and about May 1 I went to

build a house some 30 miles away from home, so I left the
tending of the bees to my wife. Of course they swarmed.
My wife, with the aid of a neighbor, succeeded in hiving two
of the swarms. Everything seemed to go all right, but In

about three days one of the old colonies came out, but she
could not make them stay. They were hived twice, but left.

In about three days the other old colony sent out a swarm,
but my wife could not make them contented, and they finally

left. The hives used were some old ones that I got from a
friend. They have eight frames In the lower part, but did

not have on any sections.

Now the four colonies which I have left seem to be all

right. One of them Is In a hive 12x12 and 30 Inches high,

with two honey-boxes of about 10 pounds each. I opened the

door In front of these boxes, and the comb In them is al-

most empty, but I can't tell how the bottom Is, altho It seems
to be heavy. Must I feed them ? Two of the hives are of the

8-frame kind, but there Is no place on top to put any feed.

There are eight frames, and then a board for a cover. Will It

do any harm to take the board off and put a box on to put
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feed in at this time of the year? The hives all stand on the

east side of the house, with loose boards to cover them, but

the bees seem to be all right.

There is one more hive which is only a box 12x18x12,
with two sticljs across. This I can't look into at all, altho it

seems to be quite heavy. They seem to be all right, but they

may not have enough to last all winter. I did not rob them
during the summer.

What do you think is the best hive ? ^ J
"1 Kansas.

Answer.—The probability is that your colonies don't need

any feeding. The box-hives are very large, and as you took

nothing from them they had abundance of room to store

enough for winter and to spare if the season was at all favor-

able. If they are heavy, as you say they arje, they likely have
30 pounds or more of honey, and may be safely left. It I

understand you correctly, they put honey in the boxes, then

emptied it out, strong evidence that they have a good store

below. The 8-frame hives are all right if hives and all weigh
45 or 50 pounds. Of course they are not so heavy now as at

the beginning of winter. If you think they are not heavy
enough, it will do no harm to take off the cover and put on a

box with some comb honey in it, covering it up warm.
It's doubtful if anything is better than the dovetail hive.

MoTins Bees—Putting on Scction§.

1. I have bought 10 colonies of bees, which I wish to

move two miles. . They are on the summer stands with supers
on. When would be the best time to move them ?

2. When is the best time to put on sections in the spring?
Would the queen lay in them if put on too soou ? lowA.

Answers.— 1. At the distance of two miles you can move
them at any time, but it will be belter to wait till spring, so it

will be warm enough for them to fly every day. It will stir

them up to move them now, so that diarrhea might be in-

duced, unless a warm day should come right after moving
them.

2. The queen is not likely to lay in them if put on too
soon, but they will keep nicer and fresher off the hive. Put
them on about a week after you see the first clover blossom,
or as soou as you see bits of white wax along the upper parts
of the brood-combs. But don't rely too much on the white
wax business, and it is better to get them on too soon rather
than too late. ^
Honey Grannlation—Movinji; Bees—Cultine and

Putting; Foundation in Sections.

1. What are the causes and conditions that make honey
granulate? Is there any preventive?

2. Is now a good time to move bees a short distance ?

They have not been flying for about eight weeks.

3. Is it all right to put foundation in sections now for
next season ? If so, how do you keep them ?

4. In putting full sheets of foundation in 4}4x4'4 sec-
tions, what size are they'cut, and how many sides of the foun-
dation are fastened to the sections ? Nevp York.

Answers.— 1. There is a very great difference in honey
as to granulating, some kinds almost never granulating, and
some kinds granulating before it leaves the hives. I don't
know any reason for this any more than the fiifference in

honey coming from different flowers. Honey that is very ripe
and thick is slow to granulate. Cold, especially freezing cold,

hastens granulation. Stirring, or agitation of any kind,
hastens granulation. It has been supposed that one reason
why extracted honey granulates so soon is because of the
thorough agitation it gets during the process of extracting.

From this you may learn that you will retard and In some
cases prevent granulation if you leave it on the hives till the
close of the harvest, when it is sealed and well ripened, and
keep it in a place where it may be as warm as possible. Some
recommend heating it up to 160^ and then sealing it up, as in

canning fruit.

2. Yes.
3. A few bee-keepers say they don't want foundation in

sections till about the time they are to be put on the hives. I

have not discovered any material harm from having them
ready several months or a year in advance. As fast as foun-
dation Is filled in my sections the sections are put in the supers
and piled up in the shop.

4. Generally they are cut 3%x3%, and fastened only at

the top.

Drone-Brood and Waterinsr Bees in Winter.

1. Here I am again. Well, I carried the five box-hives

into the cellar the evening of Nov. 30, and all is flue. I have

watcht them very closely and find them very quiet at 45^ or

50°, which I can regulate easily. I often take a lamp and
peep in where the hives of bees are. One time between

Christmas and New Year I noticed young white drone-brood

on the alighting-board. This hive cast an after-swarm in

September, and while removing sections from this hive I hap-

pened to find the young queen on top of the brood-combs, and

in between my thumb and finger her wings were caught and

dipt. I have seen worker-brood late in October. Why do

they rear drone-brood as early as this in the cellar? Also,

they don't allow me to come in their parlor department with

a lamp, for when I stay in for a moment there will be one

rousing buzz, and the best is to stay out. The dead 'bees are

dragged out, but few so far. I have eight colonies in this

curtained-off department.
2. The three colonies 20 miles away are not packt,.

and all these at home are. I find more dead bees with those

20 miles away. They or we have had no zero weather so far.

They all have plenty of stores. Do you think the packt ones

will winter out best? Bees had several good, brisk flights.

V 3. Would you supply these cellar-bees with water toward

spring, by dipping a sponge in water, and lay the sponge on.

ttie alighting-board ? or would you leave them alone ?

Pennsylvania.

Answeks.— 1. I don't know why there should be drone-

brood in a hive between Christmas and New Year, unless the

hive is without a proper queen, and even in that case one

would hardly expect to find brood present. As the hive was

cellared Nov. 30, it is barely possible that the brood is from

eggs laid just before being taken in the cellar, for it may hav&

been lying at the entrance a few days when you found it.

Better keep a sharp lookout for that colony in spring.

2. It is quite likely the packt colonies will come out best.

3. At one time I tried to give my bees water in the cellar,

but never succeeded in getting them to take any. In this

country I don't know that any one practices watering his bees

in the winter, but the Germans have a good deal to say about

the winter thirst of bees (durstnoth). Whether bees are likely

to be more thirsty in the German language I don't know. At

any rate you better not fool with watering more than one col-

ony till you see that the bees will take the drink.

50c worth of Books for 1 new Name.

Send us $1.00 with a new name for the Bee Journal for

1898, and we will mail you your choice of the list bolow, to

the value of 50 cents.

We make this offer only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own name

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of this list

:

50 copies " Honey as Food " -

Wood Binder lor the Bee Jouraal
50 copies of leaflet on " Why Eitt Honey ?"

50 " " on •' How to Keep Honey '

50 •' " on " AlBiko Clover"
I copy each " Preparation of Honey for the Market "(10c.)

and DooUttle'B " Hive I Ubb " (5c.)

1 copy each Dadants' "Handling Bees" (8c.)and "Bee-
Pasturaste a Necessity " (lOo.)

Dr. Howard's book on "Foul Brood "

Kohnke'8 " Foul BrO"d " booR ,•;,••, v;\--A
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book ilOc.) and Dadants " Hand-

ling Bees" [80]
Ur. Foote's Hand-Bookof Health
Rural Life Book
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld
Poultry for Market and Prollt, by Fanny Field
Capons and Caponizing — »
Turkeys for Market and Proflt

Green's Four Books on Frult-(J rowing
Kopp Commercial Calculator No. 1

Silo and Silage, by Prof. Cook
Bienen-Kultur LGerman]
Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German]
1 Pound White Clover Seed
] " Sweet " "

.V4 ' Alsike " "

m '• Alfalfa " "

H4 " Crimson *' "

The Horse—How to Break and Handle

50o.
20c.
>0c.
20c.
20c.

15o.

18o.
2dc.
250.

18c.
25o.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
2oc.
25c.
40e.
25c.
40c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
250,
20c.

Every Present Sut>scril>er of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on page 71.
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Great Deal of Bain.
I am trying to prepare for a fine honey-

flow next summer. We have been having
a great deal of rain, which I imagine will
be good for next season's clover.
Erie Co., N. Y„ Jan. 31. E. W. Brown.

One or Two Glasses in an Extractor-

In answering a question on page .53. Dr.
Miller says: "It is doubtful if a second
glass would be any improvement."

I differ from this opinion. Some 20 odd
years ago, while at work devising and mak-
ing a solar wax extractor that would do
practical work, I experimented with and
afterwards used both single and double
glasses, with the result that I used double
glass altogether for the last few years I
was in Iowa, and should still use them were
I beeping bees in any of the Northern
States. If one wishes to get all the work
possible out of an extractor, I think it will
be well to use double glasses.
Dade Co., Pla. O. O. Poppleton.

A Little Girl Reports.
There was no honey to amount to any-

thing last year, as in the spring everything
was frozen down, and in the fall it was
very good for a few days, but it was just
long enough to get the bees good and strong
for winter. I had only one colony in the
spring when I wrote my last letter, and in
the summer I had a new swarm, and now I

have two colonies. My first colony swarmed
just in the right time to get good and
strong for next summer's work, if there is
anything for them to work on. Pa says
that they are fixt up better this winter
than he has ever had them since he has
kept bees. We fed them 400 pounds of
sugar in the fall to get them ready for win-
ter. My bees were carrying in water and
pollen in the middle of October.
Pa says that my bees are the gentlest

bees we have among our whole 75 colonies.
We had only OU colonies, spring count, and
increast to 75. It is more than we have
had for a good many years. In the honey
season pa has them tiered 3 and 4 stories
high, according to the strength of the col-
ony; but pa put them on, and when he got
ready to take them off he was fooled sure,
because there was nothing in them.

I think it is a very nice business to keep
bees. It is nice to work among them in the
summer time. We had to work after night
to take our honey, and it workt like a
charm.

I guess I will close for fear this will be
put into the waste-basket, and not be put
into the Bee Journal at all. I am 11 years
old. Emma Banker.
Brown Co., Minn., Dec. 32.

No Honey to Spare.
I have 14 colonies of bees in the cellar,

and they are very quiet. The temperature
is 43 degrees. I had 13 colonies last spring,
and there were 4 swarms during the sum-
mer, 3 of them I hived, and the fourth, after
trying for two days to hive them, were
sent back to the hive they came from. They
were Italians. The rest of my bees are all
blacks or hybrids. One colony in the
spring was robbed. I think they must have
been queenless. Another was robbed in
the summer. The super was taken off and
emptied, and left. I know pretty well
whereit went to, but I did not take any
pains to look it up. A third colony the
bees robbed, when I went to it, supposing
it was all right, I found neither bees nor
honey. Another, when I was making a
general examination, I found the worms
had taken .full possession, and it was not
many days before that I had examined

Only cts. per Poiiud in 4 Can lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6>i cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. ^"^^:ii°_tr^feonsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet'of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the Clearest and 'whitest
BasS'Virood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Amerioao Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

"We want

XiAt/

EYEKY BEE-KEEPER
To liave a copy of

Our 1898 Catalog \mt

It^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the Soulli\ve§t

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

The Bee-Keeper'sGuide
This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it Is simply the most complete scl-
entiflc and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most faBcinatlng style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, wlth-
onf'THE Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Given For 2 Xew Sub§crlber8.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year ;

Send us Two New Sabscribers to the Bee
Journal (with *2. 00), and we will mall yon a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 81.25.
or we club It with tde Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only $1.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' aa a premium. Let everybody try for It"

Will you have one '

OEOBGE 'W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU.
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TREE PLANTING
may be a way to wealth or a wasteof money—depends

on the kind of trees. All trees, plants, vines, from the Reid
jrseries are No. 1 stock, true to name. You gain by buyiu

now. Prices were never so low. Write for Illustrated cata-
logue, suggestions, estimates. Try Star Strawberry,

r^'^ Eldorado Blackberry for profit. vj/j

,1^^^ REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport, Ohio, i

THE PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER
Is a 2S-page monthly bee-journal publisht at Higginsville, Mo.—price .")0 cts. a year. With
the year of 1S9S. we begin the eighth volume, hence it is past the experimental stage. K.
t. I>eitliy and tt. M. l>04>lillle. editors. Some of the features of 180.8 will be a con-
tinuation of "Wsij>,i«le I-'i-agnK'nts,"* by SoiiinaiiiltiiliKt, •Experience
antl lis I>essoii»,'* by IS. C AiKin. This series of articles will be reviewed by Mr.
Doolittle. which is practically giving ItU experience with its lessons. " Experience and Its
Lessons." as reviewed, will be a gold-mine for beginners and advantageous to those more
advanced in bee-culture. The somnambulist articles are written in a pleasing style, as
none but '• SomTiy " could write them. They are highly entertaining and instructive.
I>i-. C 4,'. Miller and other popular writers also contribute to its columns. The Pro-
gressive is a popular journal at a popular price. Printed in the highest art, on beautiful
paper. Fearless in its character, newsy in its contents, and artistic in its make up. Re-
member the Progkessive Bee-Keeper is but .50c. a year. The Progressive and that " one
only " book for beginners, the Amateur Kee-Iieeper, by I*rof . J. W^. Rouse,
both for 6.5c. A sample copy of the Progressive for your name, and a beautiful, illus-

trated catalog of apiarian supplies for the asking. Address,

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.

them all, or took off the covers, and every-
thing had the appearance of being all

right.
My colonies are all heavy ; about 4 had a

little spare honey, and the refet have all

they gathered, and that was no more than
the law allows People must look to some
other quarter than Minnesota for spare
honey this winter.
My bees have been uglier the past season

than I supposed it was possible for them to
be. What little boney they stored they
mixt in with pollen, as tho it was done on
purpose for the millers to work on. Pollen
makes a millers' paradise.

J. V. B. Herrick.
Hennepin Co., Minn., Jan. 4.

Unite to Down Adulteration.

I am glad to see that the bee-keepers of
the United States have seen fit to have grit
enough to raise a voice against the burden
of adulteration. I see by the Bee Journal
that there are so many bee-keepers who are
farmers, and as I am a farmer myself. I

think if farmers and bee keepers could only
bring their heads together as a body, and
bring this dreadful adulteration business to
a higher point in the minds of the people,
I firmly believe that something could be
done. We know there is no class of people
that is defrauded more than the farmer and
the bee-keeper, for they try to raise a pure
article for an honest living, and for the
welfare of the masses of the people, but
they are headed off by adulteration or imi-
tation. The farmer is the victim of adul-
teration from the fertilizer he buys to raise
his crops with down to the pepper he uses
on the table ; and the bee-keeper is cheated
on every hand. Fellow-men. let us put the
brake on that destructive wheel.

George Sage.
Greene Co., Ind., Dec. 24.

in the spring and 138 in the fall. The mis-
take I made was leaving my fall honey to
extract late in the fall, only flnisBing ex-
tracting Dec. Ifi. and it was candied badly.

I always winter my bees in the cellar,
and in cold weather I always have a fire

over them night and day. The chimney
comes from the bottom of the cellar, and
has a six-inch hole in it for ventilation. I

put one-inch blocks under the front of the
hives to raise them from the bottom-
boards. I never lose a good colony unless
they starve to death. Chas. Blackburn.
Buchanan Co., Iowa., Dec. IS.

A Good Year for Honey.
The past was a good year for bees in this

part of Iowa. My bees came out of the cel-
lar in good condition. Three starved to
death in the cellar, and one spring dwin-
dled. It was the worst spring for robbing I

ever saw. I had to cover lots with hay.
The best way I have found to stop robbing
is to cover the hive with a sheet, and occa-
sionally turn it.

It paid last year to send South to get 50-
cent queens. The colonies of the queens I

got from there did not swarm. From sev-
eral of them I got 1G8 sections of honey,
and from the best of my own I got a little

over 100. I got 11,000 pounds of honey,
1,700 being comb and the rest extracted. I
think that is pretty good from 89 colonies

Report for Last Season.

I had nine colonies last spring in the Hig-
ginsville hive and three in box-hives. I in-
creast to IS by natural swarming, and ex-
tracted 1.200 pounds of nice honey, with
300 pounds of comb honey. My bees did
well. We had a drouth which cut off the
fall flowers, or I would have gotten a larger
yield. My bees were in good condition to
go through the winter. I have them packt
on top. on both sides and one end, with the
open fronting southeast. I have no cellar,
so I winter them on the summer stands.

I have been taking the Bee Journal for a
little over a year, and I owe my success to
it in managing my bees. I would not be
without it for double its cost. I hope the
United States Bee-Keepers' Union will be a
success. I would like to see the two Unions
united. I think they could do better work,
as it would be stronger and better able to
fight the enemies of the pursuit.

W. S. Smithet.
Monroe Co., Mo., Dec. 20.

Bee-Conventions and Fairs.

I do not want to be clast among the
critics, but I noticed the report on page 821
(1897), by J. P. West, President of the Min-
nesota Bee-Keepers' Association, that met
in St. Paul, Dec. 8, 1897, one day and then
adjourned. Well, perhaps they did the
right thing to decide to meet in St. Paul
the same time that the State fair meets,
but at the time of the fair you will find that
you must neglect either one or the other.
To have your exhibit will be all right, but
to have a convention at the same time you
will find that you will neglect both. As
Mr. West says, a great many members are
horticulturists; very true, and that is the
very reason they cannot do justice to both.
As far as the reduced rates are concerned,
that part is all right. It is a better season
of the year, I will acknowledge, but we had
an experience with the Southern Minnesota
Bee-Keepers' Association ; we appointed
the time of meeting at the same time the

Sweet I Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arranprements bo that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5fc 10B> 25ft 50ft
Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 $2 25 $4 00
Alsike Clover 70 1.25 .3.00 5 75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5 00
AlfalfaClover 60 l.OO 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.60

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, it

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Qdeens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Steel
fir»y CarnlolanN. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cte. each ; June and until October 50 cents
each. Teeted $1.00 each. Good Breeders. $3
each. Straight 5-Banded or 'Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hutstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEBVILLE, Bee Co. TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

ll„fl|»« HONEY-EXTRACTOR
i'lUlU !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etr.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
iu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

are worth looking-
at. We are mak*OUR PRICES

ing the new
Cliftrnpion Cliall-IIiTe

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling thorn cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you %%%%

H. H. SCHniDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboyoan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing:.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOH

§^^^ S. A. VAN DEITSEN,
^^^^^K Sole Manaraotarer,^^^^^ Spront Brook MontKomerr Co., N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

RCE IfCEDPDC f Let me send you my 64-
DLL-^LL^L^O page Catalog for 18H8.

J. IU. Jeuklus, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Has No Sag In Brood'Fraaie*

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has Hfo Fishbone io tbe Ssrplas Hooef

.

Belnn the oleanest Is nsaally worked
tbe qnlokeit of any Foandatlon made

J* A.
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street Fair in Winona was held last fall,

and the result was that \ye unanimously
decided that we wanted no more conven-
tions at the time o£ a fair.

In the first place, those very men that
are interested in horticulture and bee-keep-

ing are bound to neglect one or the other,

and the one that they neglect is the con-

vention. Such was our experience. Men
that at other conventions would be on time
and the sessions were too short for them,
during the fair they would come in the con-

vention, stop a few minutes, and then they
were absent for the rest of the day ; then

the man that has bees, honey, tools, and
supplies on exhibition can put his time in

at his place of exhibit, in answering ques-

tions, as there is nothing that attracts the

attention of the sightseers as an observa-

tory hive with a colony of bees in it. There
are so many that never saw the inside of

a bee-hive, and when they see the bees and
honey they become perfectly excited. I

had on exhibition a hive with glass sides

and top, with screen front, and one mau
was not able to answer all the questions

that were askt about the bees. I had a

bive standing by the side of it, but empty,
just to show the condition the hive was in

when the bees took possession of it, but I

could only be present until 8:30 in the

morning, and then half an hour at noon,

and about the same time in the evening.

Thus you fee we had to neglect the fair in

order to transact the business of the con-

vention.
The fairs and exhibitions are all right,

but my experience is that they do not work
well together, for when you get too many
irons in the fire some of them are bound to

get too hot.

I could not think of doing without the

Bee Journal, and would advise all bee-

keepers to subscribe for it; I often find

one article that is worth more than double
the year's subscription.

I put 31 colonies into winter quarters,

and they seemed all right before putting

them away. I took a scales on a wheel-

barrow, and went through my apiary and
weighed every hive and markt the weight
upon the hive, and in the spring when I put
them on the summer stands I will weigh
them again. By so doing I will ascertain

what amount of honey they will have con-

sumed.
We are preparing for next season, get-

ting everything in shape; also for the

Southern Minnesota Bee Keepers' Associa-

tion, which meets Oct. 3'2 and 23, 1898. I

have been stirring up our members to pre-

pare their little speeches for that occasion,

as the long winter nights give us plenty of

time to think and write, and every bee-

keeper should improve the opportunity.
E. B. Huffman.

Winona Co., Minn., Dec. 30.

Pine Ne-w Hampshire Honey,
I must have the Bee Journal. I would

not want to go without that and try to

keep bees. The experiences of others are a

great help to me.
I had nine colonies in the spring of 1897.

and have ITnow. I had2l)5sectionsof as fine

honey as New Hampshire can produce. I

sold over 1.50 for IS and 20 cents each.

I love my bees, but what kind they are I

have yet to learn. There is no particular

honey-plant around here.
Mrs. Roa A. Fifield.

Cheshire Co., N. H.

Worms in Honey—Laying Workers.
Perhaps this may be the last year that I

shall be able to take the Bee Journal, for

the reason that I am not able to care for

my bees properly, on account of my age.

My next birthday, if I live until then, I

shall be 88 years old. I shall have to give it

up for my health is poor, not able to care
for them properly. I am able to do but
little work of any kind. If I live this will

be the last year that I shall try to keep
bees. I have kept them over ."iO years, and
have taken the Bee Journal the most of

that time.
I have read of some complaining about

^ =^--5-

l!i5!!Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Bees'wax delivered to our ofBce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

lEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

SOUTM^'W^S'T.
Send for Catalog.

FREO A. DA1.TON,
lA26t WAT.KER, Vernon Co., Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing- to start an apiary cannot do better than
to call on Dr. E. Gallup, 8anta Ana. Calif.,

and examine the Bees before purchasing^ else-
where. Double sets of Combs In Langstrolh-
Slmpllcity Hives, and warranted a surerior
lot of Bees for business. Correspodence so-
licited. Dr. E. GAliliCP,

Santa Ana. Orange Co.. Cal,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - SnppIieN ! Hoot's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing- used by
bee-keepers. Prom pi; ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S Ponder,

.1., „«>,„, inF-h''i «* 513 Mass. Ave..
WrtcftJIoVBtBSfli) Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

;p$T PRIZE WINNERS

F Our 1898 Mammoth Poultry
liuide of luOpages mulled FKKK.

Siniietliiim' entirely new, tells all about
p'liiltrv. hnw to be a winner, liow to MAKE
BIG MONEY *'ontains beautiful litliopraph
i.l.Htf of fowls in theirnHtural ''oUus. .Send
i.rts lor JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.
postage. Box 94 t'KEEl'OKT, ILL,

44A:-'Gt Please mention the Bee Journal

FREE FOR A MONTH.
It you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United states.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ^ ^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time Are von interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

NO DIRT LEFT
In clothes washed with the
'•BD3Y BEE WASHEK."
lOOpiecea in one hour and
no hard worli dODe. Th.at's

the record. AGENTS
WANTED. Eicluflre
sale. Wiit^forterina.

Lake Erie Mfg. Co., 147 E. 13 St., Erie, Pa.

44E'36t Please mention the Bee Journal.

wfactinii ^rimraiite
lefiMidL-d nil e'

:4K4t

INCUBATOR & BROODER
"•-M-II. Art- not those rcasonahli' tiTnis^

Th!il shows vou how much faith we havi-

in ovir machines. Either HOT WATEii
T HOT AIR niachinea. Achildcnn w^.rk
IhL-ni. Elfiventh yi'ar on the iiKirKrl.

THE MARILIA INCUBATOR CO.
log 4,..t»mp8. Box 80 Marilla, N. Y.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

worms getting in their honey after it was
taken from the hives. When I take honey
from the hives, for several years, I have
kept it in a small room. I get a number of

stalks of green tansy, and spread it on the
floor, then put the cases of honey on the
tansy. I have not found any worms or
ants on my honey for a number of years.
This may be of some use to young bee-
keepers.

All the way that I can tell when there is

a laying worker in a hive is by the number
of eggs in a cell. When I fnnd that, I find

no queen. My hives are all numbered. For
instance, there is a laying worker in No. 1,

and Nos. Ill or 20 are good, strong colonies;
I take No. 1 and set it where No. 10 stood,
in the middle of the day when the bees are
flying well, and change places of the hives.

When the bees from No. 10 come in from
the flelds they go into No. 1. They kill the
laying worker. I have gotten rid of 5 lay-

ing workers in this way in about two hours.
This may be of some benefit to some new
bee-keepers. Wm. C. Wolcott.
Winnebago Co., Wis.

Call

Second Wintering; Experience.

I am very much interested in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. I can hardly wait for
Friday morning to come, as that is the
time for it.

This is my second wintering of bees. I

now have five colonies; I had three colonies
in the spring, transferred all, had two
swarms, and got about 100 pounds of comb
honey. Norman O. Jakvis.
Madison Co., N. Y.

Bees Did 'Well.

Bees did well here in swarming as well as

in honey-gathering. They nearly doubled
by natural swarming. Some of the swarms
produced as high as 50 pounds of honey. Of
fall honey we got none, as the dry weather
put an end to all honey-gathering. The
fall of 18i)6 was the best we had since the
pioneer days of this country. Honey-gath-
ering held out splendidly until really nat-

ural ripeness put slowly an end to all flow-

ering of plants. FiiANic Hentbick.
Sac Co., Iowa.

The Ptickel Plate Road
will sell excursion tickets to Cleveland

and return at §8.50 for the round-trip,

account of Students' Volunteer Move-
ment for Foreign Missions, Cleveland,

0., February 23-27, 1898. Tickets

will be sold February 22nd and 23rd,
good returning up to and including Feb-

ruary 2Sth. Three through trains daily

In each direction. Day coaches in

charge of colored porters. Every facility

afforded for the comfort of the traveling

public. City Ticket OfiSce, 111 Adams
St.; Depot, corner 12th and Clark Sts.;

Telephone, Main 3389. (1)

$100
Given as Bounties
topurchasersof the
improved D a n z .

Hives and Sections

J See schedule in my
bee -book "Facts
Abont Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
money. Free for '2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina. Ohio,
or F. Danzenbaker. Box 466, Washington, D. C.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HAICH,ChickensB,vsT^EAM-
EXCELSIOR -Incubator
Simplt. Perfect. Set/- Regulat-

ing. Thousands Id succesHful

^^___ operatioB. Loweflt priced
Circniars frpe. 'B J OrBt-elaHH llatoher made.
* 8eoil6c. fur W * CEO. II. 8TAHL,

I niuB- C>"^'og"e- lPll4tol88 8. 6th»t«Qnliicy,IlL

44 A'Jtit Please mention the Bee Journal.
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California %^
It you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Ollmate or Resources, send for a Sample Oopy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated $2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when Tvriting.

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels
of very best Bass^vood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 2SU lbs.

which we are offerlBg at 6 cents per lb.

f. o. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEOBGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS,
"Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION °°"i;,'-„*T'o-

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cutting-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, badolng,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalogae Free.

SENECA FALIiS MFG. CO.,
96 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's Goods al tlieir priceisi. 1 carry a
full line of Bee-Keepehs' Supi'LIEs, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HIliTON, Fremout, IHicli.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Home for Sale—A Home in California

On account of almost total loss of eyesight
I am compelled to offer my fruit ranch and
apiary for sale or exchange. For further par-
ticulars address E. B. BEECHER,
6A4t AUBORN. Placer Co., Calif.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

> keepers. Orders filled promptly.
tSend for catalog. JlU'XESdTA REE-
KEEPER.S' SUPPLY MF«. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

2i;Atf Chas. MoNDENG. Mgr,
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

WANTED-Mitimlton. A young man of
5 years' experience would like a position

to care for bees. Can furnish reference.
Address. Dick Caiup, Holland, ITIlrb.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wo DAY ^^" '"^'•h WEEK the year round, ifTTCr/\l you sell Stark Trees. Outfit fice.
STARK NURSERY, LOUISIANA. HO., Stark. Mo., Rockporl, III., Dansvllle. N. Y

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

One Fare for the Round-Trip
via Nickel Plate Road, to Cleveland and
return February 22nd and 23rd, 1S9S,
account Students' Volunteer Movement
for Foreign Missions. Return limit Feb-
ruary 28th. City Ticket Office, 111
Adams St.; Depot,- corner Clark and
12th Sts.; Telephone, Main 3389. (2)

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 92.

HONEY a^d BEESWAX
MARKET QIJOXAXIOMS.

ChicagrcIH., Peb. 1.—Fancy white. 11 to
12c. No. 1, lOc; fancy amber. 8 to9c. ; No. 1,
7c. ; fancy dark. 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.

;

amber. 4 to oc. ; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.

The demand for comb honey is not satisfac-
tory, and it can be bought at even lower
prices than quoted, where it Is not in the
h^nds of regular dealers. There seems to be
no outside demand. E-xtracted without special
change. Beeswax is scarce.

Mllwaokee, Wis., Jan. 24.—Fancy white
1-lbs.. 11 to 12c.; A No. 1. 11 to lli4c.; No. 1,
10 to lie; No. 2. 8 to 9c.; No. 1 dark. 8 to 9c.
Extracted, in barrels, kegs and cans, white,
5i4to6c.; dark.otoo^c.
The supply of honey is good and the quality

very nice as a general thing. The demand Is

not up to our desires, yet we are hopeful It

will improve and all will be wanted at fair
value. We feel like sustaining prices, and
continue to quote as above.

Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. IS.—Fancy white.
1-2 x,o Viy,c.: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amber.
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c.; amber. 4
to oc. Beeswax. 22 to 25o.

New York, N. Y., Deo. 22.—Fancy white
11 to lllric.; off grades, 9 to lOc; buckwheat
and mixt, 6^ to 7c. Extracted, California
white. 5 to o^c; light amber, 4!< to 4Jic.;
white clover and basswood, 5 to5i4c. ; buck-
wheat, 4 to 4^4c.; Southern, oOc. a gallon.
Beeswax is in good demand at 25 to 27c.
Our market remains quiet. Fancy grades

of white comb are about cleaned up. and
these would find sale on arrival at quotations.
We have a large stock of buckwheat, mixt.
and ofl grades of white, and, as the demand
for these Is very light, we cannot encourage
further shipments for the near future. Ex-
tracted of all kinds is selling fairly well.

Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 31. —Market
is In an overloaded condition on comb honey.
Good chance lor fancy white extracted at a\
to 6c.. but comb is at a standstill, particularly
if other than fancy white. Best price avail-
able on fancy white comb Is lOi^c.and buyers
are slow at that. Darker grales or broken
lots are unsalable. If shlpoers would send In
their extracted when It is wanted, and not
push undeslred comb [and vice versa] the
stuff would move more advantageously to all
concerned. The trouble is. when a fair price
is obtainable some shippers hold out for more
and in the end lose by it.

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 14.—Strictly fancy 1-
pound comb honey Is more active at mostly
10c. . occasionally lie, but all other gradas
are dormant and have to ae cut to almost any
price to move them, ranging from 8c. down
to 6c. Extracted is also very dull at 4 to 6c.
We cannot recommend the shipping of honey
here unless it Is strictly fancy 1-pound sec-
tions.

There is no selling pressure of consequence
on desirable lots of water white, either comb
or extracted, such being held as a rule at full
quotations. Amber grades are in greater sup-
ply than the demand and market for this
class presents an easy tone. Dark qualities
are in poor request, despite low asking fig-
ures. Beeswax is firm at current quotations,
with very little offering, either from first or
second hands.

St. Iionis, Mo., Jan. 17.—We quote honey
nominal, but very little selling. 'Demand Is

light. White comb. 1-lbs.. lu 1-2 to 12c.;
amber. 8 to 10c. ; dark, 5 to 7c.; broken comb,
4 to 7c. Extracted. In cans, white, 5^ to
5 l-2c.; light amber. 4^ to 5c.; amber. 4 "^ (o
4 l-2c. ; dark. 3 1-2 to 4c. Beeswax, 25 to
25 l-2c. To sell honey In lots above prices
would probably have to be shaded a little.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 1.—Fancy white, 11
to 13c.; No. 1.10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. ; No. 1,8 to 9c. Darker grades are sell-
ing lower and In belter supply .aud can be
bought at 6 to 7c. Extracted, white. 5 to Oc.

;

darker grades, 4 to 5c. Beeswax Is In good
demand at 26 to 27c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 15.—Fancy white,
11 to i:ic.; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is

In good demand.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 20.—Fancy white,
10 to 11c. : No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to lOc; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white. 5 H to 6c.; amber,
5to5^4c. ; dark, 4to4Hc. Beeswax. 20 to 22c.
The market is well supplied, and demand Is

light.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 18.—Fancy, in car-
tons. 12i4 to 13c.; in glass, 11 to 12c.; A No.
1. 10 to lie; No. 1, 9c.; No. 2, 8c.; No. 3, no
sale. Beeswax. 27c.
The demand for honey is light on all grades,

with a full supply. Pure beeswax is in good
demand, bnt supply is light.

Philadelphia, Fa., Jan. IS.—Fancy white,
10c. ; No. 1.9c.; amber. 8e. Extracted, white,
5c.; amber, 4c.; dark. 3'ic. Beeswa.x. 28c.
Late arrivals of California honey have de-

moralized our market.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 17.—There is no
change lu prices, but rather a slow demand
for all kinds of honey. We quote 10 to 13c.
as the range of prices for best white comb
honey, and 3 1-2 to 6c., for extracted, accord-
ing to quality. Beeswax is In fair demand at
25 to 27c. for good to choice yellow.

San Prancisco, Calif., Dec. 8. -White
comb, 1-lbs., '!Vi to 9!4c.; amber. 4 to 6c. Ex-
tracted, white, 4!4 to 4?ic.; light amber. 3 !4
to 35ic.; dark tule. 1% to 2^0. Beeswax,
fair to choice, 22 to 24c.

List of Huney and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

Cblcatfo, Ills.

R. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HrLDRETH Bros. & Sbohlken.

120 ,S 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, mo.
0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

BaSalo, N. Y.
BattkrsON & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St,

Hamilton, Ills.

Cbas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, OIilo.
A. B, Williams & Co . 80 & 82 Broadway.

Pblladelpbla, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser. 10 Vine St.
Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission

St. Iionls, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

minneapoUs, minn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

inilivaaliee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, ITIass.

Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, nicb.
M. H. Hhnt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co,, MIoh.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McChlloch & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. Muth & Son, cor. Freeman & Central Avs.

All ioi- (lie Friiit-GroM*'!-.—After
a careful examination of the 1898 catalog
issued by Reid's Nurseries, Bridgeport,
Ohio, we wish to say that it is one of the
most complete catalogs (devoted entirely
to the nursery), tastily arranged and illus-

trated that come to our desk. There are
no catch-penny schemes in it, but it is

sound business from cover to cover, noth-
ing over-drawn, but the plain truth boiled
down, and beautifully illustrated with
many costly engravings. They have done
away with the highly-colored covers, that
are now being sent out, and instead they
have opened the way to a new field, giving
their customers something of art and
beauty—something that is new and re-
fined. If you need anything in the nur-
sery line, send your name and address for
their catalog, not forgetting to mention
that you saw their advertisement in the
old American Bee Journal.
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H H^ pi -—A Copy of

tUtt Successful Bee-Keeping,
rK r r ^y W. Z. Hutchinson :

I 1 1kk and our 1897 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for the Asking. We make almost
Everjrllilug; used by Bee-Keepers, and at
liowest Prices. OCR

Falcon Polislit Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,

when you can have llie best—sucU as we
make.

The American Bee -Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
Sample Free—Address,

THEW.T.FALCOMERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anylliiug in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

It^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS^^
Of Bee-Hives. Sections. Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-IndUBtry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal-

— crs as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln. Improved Machinery. 40.000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Mer-StatG MauufactiirinE Co.,

HUDSON, SSt. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Spring: at Each End
of a wire maitrt'ss won't do. It mnst "trive"
whoever one chances to touch it. So in wire t'ence,
the sjirintr is needed wherever the shock may come.
The coiitiimous coil principal is the oniy solu-
tion, and it belougH to uh ouly. See "ad" in next
issue.

PAGE WOVEN WIBE FEXCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please meution Bee Journal -wtieii writing.

COMB FOUNDATION
Wholesale

and Retail.

Working Wax i^'S?or"mB A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, %VIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

The A. 1. R<iot Co.'s Goods ^re'tl",?!"-

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. M. H. HUNT
Cach for Beeswax. Bei.l Branch. Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

^'''
Dadant's Foundation. ySYear

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because i:>[ 31 TEARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Besiiity, Purity, Firmness, l%o Sag;-
S^ing. I\'o L,oss. PAXEI^X WEEW PR04;ESS SHEE1'ir«C

1^° Send Name for Our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
i^srf<asTM©TK om tth® m^mmT^mmm, Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by xaail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

OUR MOTTO—" Wdl Miiiiutadiired Stock ! (|iiick Sliipmeuts
!

"

SECTIONS, SHjPPING-CASES,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of makinR the very best Sections on the mark-*,.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all t'' *"
J'e

best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, yf ,'o..d

thrifty timber is used. ,c>- tl ;'

^^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

We Are the People V}< V}>JW VK VK Vfi >}?

-WHO CAN TURN OUT-

(Cleated Separators)

-AND
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Sweet Clover—An Occasional Forage- Plant.

BV PROF. A. J. COOK.

The note of reproof from the editor, on page 25, regard-
ing my statement in reference to melilot only gives me pleas-

ure. I am glad to have my position criticised, at all times. If

I am wrong—and we all make frequent mistakes— I wish to

be corrected, and the correction cannot be too speedy or too

thorough. If I am correct, another's errors will be likely to

be corrected. Thus candid, courteous criticism is always In

order. Any other kind is always to be deeply regretted. How
common were harsh criticisms, bitter aspersions, and sharp,
cruel, cutting Invective in the olden time of American bee-

culture. Happily it is now rare. We can almost always criti-

cise kindly, reprove gently, and after such criticism and re-

proof are none the less friends. Thus, Mr. York and I are
none the less friends, tho he so sharply questions my act.

I have noticed all the recent words of commendation re-

garding sweet clover in the several journals. That occasional
cases of cattle and horses eating melilot clover may occur I do
not doubt. Frequent statements to that effect may have been
made, and I am always slow to impeach another's veracity in

such case. Cattle and horses may be crowded by hunger to

eat what Is really distasteful and unappetizing. In all such
cases the food is of doubtful value.

Again, melilot may be grown on exceptional soil, or under
exceptional conditions which may be more appetizing. If this

be true, we may believe it exceptional. Usually the quality
of sweet clover does not attract any of our stock. I still be-

lieve that melilot, while it is excellent for honey has little

value as a forage plant. It has one other value. It is a
legume, and so takes nitrogen from the air, through the aid

of the nitrofying microbes. It is thus valuable for green
manuring. I wisht much to find this plant valuable for hay
and pasture. I have often seen it in pasture and by roadside,
left wholly undisturbed by horses, cattle, etc.

Again, white melilot is strictly, so far as I have observed,
a biennial. It grows vigorously for one season, storing up
starch to push its growth and development the second season,
when it blooms and forms the seed. The first year the stems
and foliage are tender and succulent, and, were they savory,
would furnish much good feed. But this would be of no use
to bees, as the flowers do not come till the next season. The
second season, the stalks are coarse and large, and would be
of little or no use for pasture or hay. Yet, now the bloom
comes with sweet scent and big load of nectar. This again
would discount the value of sweet clover except for honey and
green manuring, even tho It were appetizing.

The yellow sweet clover here in Southern California ap-
pears to be an annual, to grow vigorously, and tho of doubt-
ful value for hay and pasture, may prove to be valuable for
trapping nitrogen, and enriching the soil.

The objection urged to melllotus alba in the above re-

marks, applies somewhat to alfalfa. It is of incomparable

excellence and value for hay and pasture, especially for hay.
When it blooms it is very valuable for honey ; but it is better
for hay to cut It just before it blooms, and so is often of no
avail at all for the bee-keeper. If, like red clover, it were
permitted to bloom fully and freely, before cutting, it would
take very high rank as a honey-plant ; as It is, there Is much
bloom, so that in some portions of California it furnishes gen-
erous quantities of nectar, and so adds materially to the
honey-product of the Slate. In one respect, itls very valuable.
It secretes liberally in seasons of drouth. As the alfalfa is

irrigated, It grows and blooms even in drouthy years.
Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Anti-Bee-Space—A Reply to Criticisms.

BV "COMMON-SENSE BEEKEEPING."

Mr. Chairman :—I rise to a point of order. I have waited
a long time for the subject under discussion to get cool, be-

cause some of those who take up their pen to defend the bee-

C. ThcUinnnn— See pnge WO.

space seem more disposed to hack on the " Common-Sense Bee-
Keeper" than they are to discuss the three points at actual
issue, which are : That the bee-space Is opposed, first, to the
successful wintering of bees in cold climates ; and, second,
the booming of the colonies In the spring ; and, third, the
early storage of surplus honey In the section-boxes.
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In the title of my former articles, and in my purpose in

writing, I have not desired to irritate the feelings of any one,

but I mistrust that the word "detestable" has displeased

some readers, and so I will volunteer to change the caption to

the one shown above. But it is not necessary for me to say
at present whether I am " aunty " or "uncle," for it is not

the name that may be tagged to an article that will determine
the measure of brains used in writing it, but the sound logic

presented on the main points at issue; but racket proves
nothing to the point.

On page 562 ( L897) Mr. W. C. Gathrlght, of New Mexico,

writes in a gentlemanly style, and no doubt reveals his nature
by his article, which men are apt to do, but still he Is out of

line in more than one particular. In the first place, he Is so

far south that the warm climate, in some cases, might justify

the bees in getting along without a hive altogether, while
they might live on the limb of a tree, and be happy all the

year round ; but wherever the climate Is cold enough to de-

press the normal temperature of the colony to an unsafe
degree In wintering, then it must follow, Just as certain as

eternal laws require effect to follow cause, that the depres-

sion of the comfort of the bees in wintering must result In

weakening them to a correspondlag extent, and in the same
proportion that this weakness obtains they will be found weak
in the spring, and consequently backward in the storing of

surplus honey.
I think Mr. G. Is much mistaken in saying that the "bee-

space was really the most Important part of Mr. Langstroth's
invention." If I understand Father Langstroth, his leading

idea was to get the combs In movable frames for the purpose
of readily opening up the interior of the hive, when necessary,

for the purpose of study and other Improvements, and when
this was obtained the bee-space recommended Itself as a con-
venience, which we have never denied, but it Is the evil side

of it that we are opposed to.

Mr. Gathrlght likes the bee-space because " it serves

almost the same purpose of a double-walled hive." But the

common-sense hive fs a double-walled hive, for it has a box
outside, and the closed ends of the frames inside with a thin

air space (not a bee-space) between the closed ends of the

frames and the sides of the box. This helps to resist the
fluctuations of the outside temperature b_v keeping out much
of the cold in the winter and much of the excessive heat in

the summer. He says "that this escape of warm air from
the cluster to the adjoining space Is the best thing that could

happen, since it allows the pure fresh air to take its place."

If that Is true, then wire screens In the place of the usual top

and bottom-boards would be an improvement for admitting
" pure fresh air " to the bees all the winter through. If this

would work at the Gulf, It would not in the region of snows.

No matter how much mistaken he may think, I admire
the spirit of Mr. Gathright's criticism, but on page 594
(1897) Mr. Peter_Schartz turns his gun on the "Common-
Sense Bee-Keeper'" loaded with things witty, wise and other-

wise ; over which I had a hearty laugh at the first reading,

notwithstanding the severe discourtesy of some of his remarks.
He does not quote me truthfully by saying that I called the
bee-space hives claptrap inventions. If he will refer to my
article he will see that I spoke of clap-trap inventions that

might be called improved hives or bee-palaces, and I have
seen some clap-trap inventions by those names that were not
worthy of any use whatever, in my estimation, beyond the
kindling-wood pile.

After his exprest virulence to my position, Mr. Scbartz
shows that he does not like the bee-space himself over his bees

for wintering, and It seems that he eliminates it by fixing a

quilt down on the tops of his frames. Doubtless there are
thousands of bee-keepers who do the same thing just because
they dread to let that dangerous bee-space hold sway over
their bees through the fatal winter. He declares that I am
all wrong, and then proceeds at once to show that he puts out
the bee-space himself from above his bees, for winterirtg, by
the use of that quilt. Why does he practice the principle

which he opposes me for asserting? If the bee-space is no
disadvantage in wintering, why does he, and a thousand
others, take such pains to crowd it out by fixing down that
quilt? See? Now, if he is not astride the fence, I would like

to know which side Is he on.

That was not a happy remark for Mr. Schartz to make,
"If a man isn't man enough to sign his own name his article

ought not to be publisht," and using the uncalled for remark
about being "called a liar." Nou\ Peter, -joa ought not to

assume an attitude that would make one think of seeing some-
body with clencht fists, and grating teeth, and spitting fire,

when you have not been toucht nor Insulted. And, besides. It

is not nice to use such language in writing for ladles and
gentleman to read. And, furthermore, in striking at me be-

hind the screen you gave a left-handed swat in the face of the
editor of the American Bee Journal, just as if he did not
know enough to judge what pieces out to be publisht In his

paper. Peter, let us both be calm.
The editor knows my name, and has approved of ray

propriety in withholding it for a season, and the demand to

know It is a strong reason why it should be still withheld for

a time. How do you know that I lack so much manhood that
I deserve to be accused of It by you In public print, just be-
cause I use a " nom-de-plume," which is one of the most com-
mon things with authors ? Such personalities in writing are
like an old gun that kicks against him that uses it worse than
it shoots the man at whom It is aimed.

If the editor would permit, I should be glad to see the
subject criticised by bee-keepers of long experience in cold

climates, using kindness on both sides, for if we dive at each
other as If either would swallow the other, the victor might
find, after the supposed dinner, that he had more brains in

his stomach than he ever had in his head.
Pennsylvania.

Wintering Bees on the Summer Stands Without
Packing and Without Loss.

BY .TOHX CHRVSOSTOM, C. S C.

The report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' convention,
publisht In the colunms of the popular Bee Journal, has at-

tracted my attention, especially the questions and answers
relating to the best method of wintering bees—a subject to

which I have devoted some attention with varied success.

One plan has proven satisfactory in every respect. Since
189-4 the hive has not been moved from the summer stand,

and has never been packt for wintering. I had only to put on
the surplus supers and to remove them when filled.

The hive consists of two 8-frame supers of full depth,

each super having a window five by ten Inches. I have also

another colony wintering on almost the same plan. Now for

results :

Since Nov. 10 they have had four cleansing flights, viz.:

December 8th and 26th, and Jan. 5th and 8th, on which
days they were out from morning till evening. I searcht
closely during and after each flight for dead bees, and the

total number found in front of both hives was 20, and a few
of this number was chilled, hence unable to get back into the

hive. One of these is a strong colony of 5-banded bees, on 16
frames in two slories ; this colony had 18 funerals, while the

other, which is a weak colony of dark Italians on 16 frames
in two stories, had only two.

As the wintering of bees seems to be a subject of great in-

terest to the fraternity, I have thought it best to be exact in

every particular. If the above should be thought successful,

and four years a sufficient length of time to test Its merits, I

shall write in detail the three essential elements necessary to

bring our bees through the long winters without loss, and in a

healthy and vigorous condition. When I say without loss, I

mean that the total number of deaths occuring in a colony of

health bees should not exceed 200. I cannot understand
why, during winter and spring, the mortality should be greater

in a colony of bees than in a flock of sheep or herd of cattle.

St. Joseph Co., Ind., Jan. 22.

[We should be glad to publish the details of the above

plan of successful wintering of bees out-doors, if the writer

will kindly furnish them. Too much cannot be known about

the proper way to winter bees.

—

Editor]

A Chicago Bee-Keeper's Report for 1897.

BY EDWARD H. BEARDSLKY.

I see on page 713 (1897) Mr. I. J. Stringham, of New
York State, says one of his customers has taken five 28-one-
pound section supers from one colony, and asks, " Can Chi-

cago beat that much ?" Well, I have waited to see if some
one that knows how to write better than I do would not send

In a report, but here goes for mine :

I started in the spring of 1897 with 7 colonies—5 in 10-

frame dovetailed hives, and 2 in 9-fram6 Simplicity hives. I

have increast to 16 colonies by natural swarming. I have
taken, by actual count, 1,485 sections of honey. I have
weighed only a few dozen sections, and the heaviest weighed

12,y pounds to the dozen sections, and the lightest weighed

were 22 '4 pounds for 28 sections. I have some lighter, but

none that are counted in so light but If I were buying I would
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have to pay for the full section. I have over 60 that were
nearly finisht, some not capt at the lower edge, some one side

finisht, and the other side not capt. I had nearly 100 all the
way from a half round piece o inches deep to the section half

full. The latter I tried to have the bees clean out ; I scratcht
the caps with a sharp -i-tlned table-fork, and put them on ray

lightest colony, but they did not do as well as I expected.

My hives are all very heavy, except one which is a late

swarm (Aug. IS). It was the largest swarm I ever had. It

swarmed out of the best colony I had, and I was working it

three supers high.

Some of the hives were so full of bees that they clustered
on the outside for several days after I took the supers away.
Every colony I had except the late swarm were working in the
supers when the honey-flow stopt.

I lost 3 colonies in the fall of lSi:t6. No doubt they be-

came queeuless, but I did not know it. I kept the 7 ou the
summer stands. I plajed a rim two inches deep between the
hive-body and the bottom-board, then put on an empty super

' and some sticks across the frames like a Hill's device, and
covered with two thicknesses of coarse sacking, then put in a

bag of ground cork to fill the super full. I mide boxes (from
old meat-packing boxes that cost 5 cents each) to set over
them, with a space of three inches around them, except front

IX inch, and filled with planer shavings. I kept them packt
until dandelion bloom was quite plenty. Then part of the
hives had the space below the frames filled with drone-comb
and brood, and the young drones were just hatching out.

The season was later than the year before. That year I

saw sweet clover May 28, and bees workt strong on it June
6. In 1897 I did not see a blossom on It till June 28, nor a

bee till July 6, and from that time till Sept. 30 it was lively ;

then the dry weather spoiled it.

—r I have hived my swarms on full sheets of foundation,
set the new swarm where the old one stood, and turned the
old one partly around, and the seventh day carried the old one
to some other stand. In 1896 I moved the super from the
old colony to the new one; last year I did not, but the third

day I put a super with some partly-filled sections on it, and
they seemed to go right to work in them, but " they got there
all the same" in the brood-chamber, too.

Well, I have learned some things that I did not know be-
fore, and some things I thought I did know I had to learn
differently. Those books are a good thing to have on hand,
but a person wants some bees also, and they help a fellow out
wonderfully.

In 1896, when the first super was H or % full, I would
raise it up and put another under it, and the bees would
nearly finish the first before working much in second. In
1897, if the first was yi full in the middle of it they would
cap It and work down through the second supers about the
same width, and fill the spaces between solid full, then swarm
out. I could give no reason for it unless It was because the
nights were very cool at that time.

I tried one colony with three supers ; they left the top
one less than half full, the second nearly finisht, the lower
stuft full, also the bee-space, then they swarmed out, and I

waiting for them to fill the top one. It was the largest swarm
I ever saw. I filled an S-frame dovetailed hive, then run a
lot back where they came from, and put on more empty
supers, and everything was all right.

I tried one super without separators, and won't do it

again. The middle row of sections was 2^2 Inches thick;
those next to It were one-sided and bulged into the next all

through the super.

My bees are the common, and some hybrid, with one and
two yellow rings. (Perhaps the Italians would have done bet-
ter.) They show their bringing up. They are nice and kind
to work with.

The first 900 or 1,000 sections were the nicest honey, as
clear and white as water. After the golden-rod bloomed it

was tinged with yellow, but that is more in the wax than in

the honey. None of it is as dark as some here in a store
labeled " White Clover Honey—2 for 25 cents."

I have sold over 1,000 sections, and got 15 cents each,
except for four dozen I put into one of the groceries, and they
allow me 14 cents for that.

My bee-yard has not a shrub or thing in it, and I keep It

mowed close. There are some small trees 150 feet away.
Just before swarming-time I cut some willow branches and
set them in clusters in the yard and kept them well watered,
and they kept green quite awhile. To make them attractive
to the bees I got some ladies' black hose and tied them in

bunches on the willow twigs. When the bees swarmed they
would fly but a short lime then settle on or close to a bunch
of the hose. Only two of the swarms went out of the yard
(which is -±0 feet square). One of the two went about 100

feet, and before I could hive them they got homesick and
went back to see mamma.

My winter boxes are made sides and ends separate, and
when put up are held together with one hook and staples.
The sides make splendid shade-boards in hot weather, and it

takes but little space to pile them up when not in use.

Can't some of the bee-keepers around Chicago tell a little

better story than this ? It docs make me feel a little cheap
when I read in the papers of some one getting 500 pounds of
extracted honey, and I writing about my bees when they did
not average 200 pounds, wax and all. Cook Co., III.

%
Cogitations of au Old-New '• Bee-Craak."

BY WM. M. WHITNEY.

Altho in my 70th year, I am only a three-year-old bee-
keeper. Among ray many regrets, because of the things I

have not done, which should have been done, is, that I did not
begin bee-keeping in my youth. No subject for study have I

found more fascinating than the honey-bee ; Indeed, as young
as I am in the business, my friends point to me as "a?iotti
hee-craixk."

Not that there is so much money in the business, that it

interests rae, for I doubt (taking a series of years together)
whether the average bee-keeper makes any money from his
bees ; but, O my, what a field for investigation and thought !

there is no end to surprises for those who intelligently inves-
tigate in this, as in all other departments of nature.

In talking with an old Ohio bee-keeper not long ago, I

said to him: " You must have the bee-business down pretty
fine by this time." He replied that he had been in the busi-
ness since boyhood, liked it, had tried to learn what he could,
had run his apiary for comb and extracted honey, increast by
natural swarming and by artificial means, reared queens,
adopted the most approved methods in the general manage-
ment of his bees; but, when he felt like congratulating him-
self that the whole field had been explored, some surprise was
sprung upon him, causing the reflection that he knew but
little about the business. Tho having read " A B C of Bee-
Culture," Langstroth's original work, also the revision by
Dadant, and other writings ou the same subject, as well as
bee-papers, even in my own limited experience, there have
been surprises not mentioned in the books.

It Is with the greatest pleasure that the American Bee
Journal is greeted on its arrival each week. I am highly en-
tertained by Drs. Gallup and Miller, Prof. Cook, Messrs.
Hutchinson, Dadant, Doolittle and others. I never met either
of them, excepting as I see them in the "Old Reliable." I am
sorry for that. I think I would know any one of them at
sight. May not be a good judge of faces, but as they appear
in the American Bee Journal, it doesn't occur to me, that any
one of them, in stating a matter of fact—such as, for in-

stance, whether he had ever seen two laying queens on being
introduced make faces at each other and call each other
names, or not—would with premeditation deliberately (to use
no stronger term) prevaricate. No, sir; I don't believe it, do
you? You need not commit yourself; I will not press the
question.

Fellow bee-keepers, while we may fortify our position
with all the facts and logic at our command, let us be courte-
ous and gentlemanly withal.

We are told that, "In the multitude of counsellors there
is safety." Now, I don't know about that. I dislike to fly in

the face of Solomon, but sometimes I wish we could know that
the above proverb is true.

The novice in bee-keeping is confronted with so many con-
flicting theories, on the management of bees, that he becomes
confused, and is left to his own experience for positive knowl-
edge, which at times becomes an expensive teacher.

The conflicts among our teachers, respecting the manipu-
lation of the apiary to obtain specific results, sometimes re-

minds me of the quarrel by the two knights about the color of

the shield—each observing and reasoning from his peculiar
standpoint.

Mr. A., located in Florida, Texas, or California, where
the climate is mi'ld ; hence, the season long, conducts his

operations quite unlike those of Mr. B., in Wisconsin, or any
other bee-keeper in any of the northern or eastern States.
Differences in construction of hives, in seasons, honey-flow,
and various other things, materially affect the conditions, and
should modify the management of the apiary. The same con-
ditions seldom obtain two seasons in succession In the same
locality ; hence the necessity for the bee-keeper to keep his

eyes open and clear. A drowsy head for a week or ten days,
often means a total loss of profits, as well as endangering the
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existence of the apiary. No "sleepy head" has any business
to keep bees.

It pleases me to hear Dr. Gallup and Dr. Miller say, " I

write from the standpoint of my own locality ; as much as to

say, " If there is anything you can appropriate in what I have
said, all right, use it; or, modify it to suit your locality and
surroundings."

But, what do you know about bee-keeping, did you say ?

Well, I'll be candid. What I don't know would make a big
book ; but I've a few good teachers—my pets—and I'm learn-
ing a few things, some of which are not in the books.

I may see you later, unless, like Mr. Bevins, I take a Rip
Van Winkle sleep. Geauga Co., Ohio.

MR. C. THEILIMAKiy.

The subject of this sketch was born June 6, 1833, in
Kieselbronn, near Pforzheim, in Laden, Germany. His ances-
tors escaped the massacre of what is called " The Cruel Bar-
toloma Night in France," and found safety across the river
Rhine, in Baden.

Mr. Theilmann attended common sohool from his 6th to
his 1-ith year, besides one winter term in his 20th year, in a
drawing school at Pforzheim ; otherwise he staid at home and
helpt his father to work his land until he came to America.
He landed in New York in April, 1854, after a voyage of -±13

days. He rambled for two years, going to Albany and Buffalo,
N. Y.; Cleveland, Columbus, and Cincinnati, Ohio; Louisville,
Ky.; Memphis, Tenn.; and to New Orleaus, La., where he
workt on a sugar plantation, got sick, and neiriy died with
yellow fever; when recovered he went to Shreveport, La.,
Pittsburg, Pa., then to St. Louis, Kansas City and Council
Bluffs, and back to St. Louis, Mo. In June, 1856, he started
for Minnesota, and took up a Government claim in Wabasha
county, on which he still lives. During all his rambles he
earned enough to make his living and pay his way, as he had
given nearly all the money he brought with him from Ger-
many to a distrest friend, when he landed at New York.

In the fall of 1856 he was married in St. Louis, and took
his wife to his new home in the wilderness, among the Sioux
Indians, wolves and rattlesnakes, tho they have never done
any harm to them. A cat, that came to them, was the first

domestic animal they possest for many months. Speckled
trout in the creek were plentiful, as the Indians would not
eat them.

The first year Mr. T. had to carry his provisions on his
back from Wabasha (13 miles), making the round trip in a
day, sometimes without his dinner.

In 1857 he hired four yoke of oxen and a 2i-inch break-
ing plow of some of his nearest neighbors three miles away,
and broke up the first six acres on his claim in two days, all
alone ; and paid for the outfit with IT days of l-t hours each,
or 50 cents a day, mowing grass for hay by hand. The boys
and young men of to-day would say, " I wouldn't do that ;"

but many of them would get along far better if they would.

Mr. Theilmann kept on working and improving his claim,
and after awhile bought a cow and a yoke of oxen. Boy and
girls were born until there were five in the family. They
grew up rapidly, and soon helpt their father and mother.
The country settled up rapidly, a school district was formed,
and school was held in a primitive log house first.

In 1860 the Indians disappeared. Just a little while be-
fore the New Ulm massacre, and never came back. In 1863,
Mr. T. raised over 1,100 bushels of wheat on 25 acres of
land, of which 200 bushels where sold out of his granary for
$500 ; he has also had wheat in succession for 17 years on a
16-acre piece, and never had less than 25 bushels per acre,
and up to 45 bushels without the least fertilizing.

In 1869 Mr. T. found a bee-tree in his woods, and took it

home ; from this and two more swarms he found, he started
his bee-keeping, transferred them to frame hives, Italianized
and increast them to 74 colonies. In 1871 he lost all but
four colonies, but by May, 1872, he hunted and found 15 col-
onies in trees and rocks in his vicinity; this gave him a start

again. For nine years after this he tried all kinds of winter--
ing methods without satisfaction, until in 1882 he built a bee-
cellar all under-ground, which stood the test, and since then
his losses have been very light in wintering, and they have
averaged him an income of about .?1,000 a year.

On Jan. 25, 1S85, one of his bee-repositories, in which
87 colonies were wintering, burned down, but fortunately he
had 100 colonies in two other bee-cellars. He started the
season of 1885 with 90 colonies, which he increast to 170,
and produced 6,500 pounds of very fine honey, which sold
for from 15 to 20 cents per po-jnd.

The season of 1889 was the best with him, 185 colonies,
spring count, producing 25,000 pounds of comb honey. His
honey crop and bees sold that year amounted to about$2,500.
The best from one colony and its increase he ever got in one
season was five good swarms and 600 pounds of honey ; this
was in 1872.

A carload of the honey crop of 1896 was sent to a Chicago
commission man, who has tried to swindle him out of It for
the past IS months: it is still in court.

The season of 1897 was almost a total failure, getting
1,700 pounds of honey from over 200 colonies.

In 1877 a railroad was built from Wabasha to Zumbrota,
with a station on Mr. Theilmann's land. Mr. T. saw the
opportunity, and laid out a village, calling it Theilmanton ; it

is now a village of about 100 inhabitants, with nearly al>

conveniences farmers generally need, and is quite a big ship-
ping point for grain and stock. Mr. T. also built a ware-
house and grain-elevator, which is the handiest and most sub-
stantial building on that line of the road. It works wholly
automatically, without machinery of any kind, from the farm-
er's load to the cars. The grain can be weighed going in, alsc>

going out, without shoveling or other hand work except mov-
ing a light lever. Mr. Theilmann planned it himself and pre-
pared the drawings for it. The warehouse and the station
agency were run by him for five years, when he sold it and
went West on a trip to California and Oregon, and got inter-
ested in medical lakes and healing mineral waters in Wash-
ington, 16 miles west of Spokane Falls ; also in general mer-
cantile at the Lake. He was the first bee-keeper that took
two colonies of bees from Walla Walla across the Snake river
as far north as Medical Lake. The bees were left in care of
his oldest son, George; they did fairly well for five years, or
until Mr. T. sold out there.

In the meantime the farm and bee-culture were carried on
at the old homestead, and Mr. Theilmann is satisfied and con-
tented that he cannot find a better place in the Union for his-

taste than what he has, especially after seeing Texas and
some other Southern States three years ago.

Mr. Theilmann's farm now consists of over 700 acres of
land, some of It rather rough, but good pasture for his bees,
cattle, swine and fine-bred French Percheron horses ; with
substantial buildings for all of them, also a good house for
himself, wife, and two children, a boy and a girl. Two sons-

and one daughter are married and have homes of their own.
Mr. Theilmann learned enough in the drawing school to-

make his own plans and drawings for the many structures he
has built on his own land, and otherwise, to almost perfection
in handiness, work-saving, durability and comfort. He has
also caused a nice little church to be built at Theilmanton, In

which to worship and give thanks to the Giver of all good
things for what we receive from his Fatherly hand.

A Friend.

Uees and Poultry in n'inter—An Expei-iinent.

No. 1

—

Farmer Greeny—" I believe I'll just put these bees in with
the chickens over night. I don't think they'll disturb each.
other.'

[See No. Son page 103.;

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 110.
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Report of tlie Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Con-
ventloH, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

REPORTED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOURNALOREPOKTER.

(Continued from page 85.)

FIRST DAY—Evening Session.

FEEDING BEES WHEN GATHING POLLEN, OR FOR STIMULATIVE
PURPOSES.

" Is it profitable to feed bees as soon as they carry in

pollen ?

Pres. Miller—How many have had experience in feeding
bees as soon as they carry in pollen in the spring ? [Three
had.]

Mr. Green— I never tried it but once : that year it was
very successful, but was much trouble. I might say I fed at
that time by placing a case of candy under the hive, and there
was flour mixt with candy ; I never knew the bees to build
up so well, but it was troublesome and expensive.

Dr. Besse— I have to feed as early as the bees fly readily,
whether they gather much pollen or not. I put my feeders
out in the yard. If it is warm weather enough so they can
have a little taste every day. It stimulates the queen to go
to laying sooner. I have practiced it for the last three or
four years.

Mr. Baxter—I don't practice it any more ; I used to do it
;

as soon as the weather began to warm up in the spring I would
feed them a little before they began to gather pollen, so as to
induce them to breed ; and as they began to extend their
brood, and the weather was warm, I would move the frame of
brood over and put a frame of honey in between, that had no
brood in it, so as to force them to extend as fast as they could
take care of them ; the result was very favorable ; produced
very big crops that way. In 1889 I had 41 colonies fed
in that way that produced 23 barrels of honey, an average of
over 275 pounds to a colony ; one colony produced 600
pounds. My mother practiced it up to within three years ago ;

since that 1 have taken care of the bees, but she used to get a
great deal more honey to the number of colonies than I did
when I didij't do that. It is good, and it will pay.

Mr. Whitcomb—That would depend entirely upon condi-
tions, it seems to me. In Nebraska there is no honey-flow
until Aug. 15, and then we get a couple hundred pounds after
that. I would not want to commence in the spring and
stimulate a colony. I watch the honey-flow, and about 80
days ahead of that I do the stimulating; the less bees you
have in the hive the better you are off until this flow comes in.

Conditions have a great deal to do with it when you have to
feed.

Mr. Baxter—I agree there. I presume the question meant
where there was a white clover flow, of course. We are so
accustomed to have it all through the Mississippi valley ; we
base our assertions on that, I suppose.

Pres. Miller—The plan in Germany is very popular; they
call it " speculative feeding " there.

Mr. Baldridge— I would like to ask these persons how
they feed.

Mr. Baxter—In the hive, always. My first feeder is

simply an oyster-can. Take a piece of flour-sack, put It over
the can, tie a string all around it, and put a little piece of wood
In to keep it as tight as possible. However, of late years I

have been using the Hill feeder, the end full of little holes.

Mr. Green—The only feeding I ever did early in the sea-
sou was by candying ; but later in the season I have practiced
stimulative feeding considerable. I much prefer it to feeding
out-of-doors, unless there are too many bees in the neighbor-
hood. That is the most economical, and less laborious, and
stimulates all the bees much more than feeding in the hives.

A Member—I have had a little experience in feeding bees,
following the advice given me, of putting the feed outside for
just an hour before sundown ; then the bees would not rob,

and only your own bees (if you have other bees in the neigh-
borhood) would get the honey. I fed them that way in the
spring and late in the fall the past season. I tried to induce
them again to rear some young bees, but I have several

neighbors that have bees in my neighborhood, and I thought I

would see whether their bees noticed my feeding ; when I

camp over they were more lively than mine were, so I have
changed now, and am using an entrance-feeder. I have a
Mason fruit-jar placed in front of the hive, so that only bees

from the inside of the hive can get through, and none from
the outside. I like this better because I can put the feed into

the Mason fruit-jar, and do easier work than feeding outside.

Mr. Wheeler— I don't believe out-door feeding is good
economy at all. Let your strong ones alone until such times
as they need it, and feed the weak ones.

A Member—I differ from Mr. Wheeler. I believe in not

feeding the weak colonies at all.

Mr. Rohrs— I believe in building up the weak colonies by
feeding the strong ones.

Dr. Besse—J expect to make my money from spring colo-

nies. As early in tlie spring as I can I equalize them ; then I

use stimulating feeding, aud I saw the beneflt of it this year.

I produced more comb honey from my colonies than ever be-

fore.

Mr. Rohrs—As I understand this, it Is stimulating feed-

ing, not feeding to keep alive, and therefore my practice is to

feed spring colonies ; those are the ones that want stimulat-

ing; the weak colonies have all they can take care off; you
want to stimulate the strong ones, and when the weak colo-

nies get strong, they can take care of more brood, then it is

time to begin feeding them. You must be careful ; it requires

judgment if it is done properly.

Mr. Baldridge— 1 don't feed any, and don't believe in it

now; I have plenty of honey in my hives, and find the colo-

nies get strong enough to swarm about May 20, without any
feeding; if I had 20 colonies, and 10 were somewhat weak
and 10 very strong, I would simply exchange places at the

proper time. I should prefer to do it in the middle of the

day, when they are at work.
Mr. Baxter—That will equalize them, but not stimulate

them. I have never found a colony yet that was too strong

for me.
Mr. Baldridge—I don't claim the colonies can get too

strong. I claim that the best way Is to equalize them, and
make them all strong. There should not be any weak ones

when the honey harvest begins, and there will not be if you
follow that plan.

Mr. Baxter—I am afraid to practice that again. I have
lost queens in just that way.

Pres. Miller—The question is about feeding in the spring

to stimulate.
Mr. Baldridge—I wish to say I have practiced this JO

years in large apiaries.

Mr. Wheeler— I have lost many queens that way. If you
change hives in the spring you will have trouble ; it comes the
time just before the white clover flow, and if a queen is lost

then swarming begins, and they are thrown clear out. It Is

all right to experiment with a few, but I would not go at it by
the wholesale.

Pres. Miller—Perhaps we must take this Into considera-

tion, that what is safe under certain circumstances may not

be safe under others. Mr. Bildridge kept bees and workt at

it before most of us knew anything about it—certainly before

I did—and what might be perfectly safe with him might
not be safe with others, because he would be on his guard as

to the dangers of the situation.

NU.MBER OF COLONIES AND SIZE OF CROP.

" How many colonies has each member, and what has
been his crop this year ( 1897) ?"

Mr. Thompson—Spring count 15 colonies, increast to 17,
and harvested 400 pounds of comb honey and 800 of ex-

tracted.

Mr. Kennan—Spring count, 4, increast to 7, and secured
450 pounds of comb honey.

Mr. Rohrs—Spring count, 24, now 4S ; and got a'bout

2,300 pounds of extracted honey.
Mr. Kreutzinger— 102, spring count, 143 at present;

5,000 pounds of comb honey, and a small quantity of ex-

tracted.

Mr. Green—I had about 90 colonies in the spring, and
about 140 now. I took about 12,000 pounds of honey, half

comb and half extracted.
Mr. York— I had four colonies in the spring; Increast

to 8, and had 400 pounds of sweet clover comb honey. My
apiary is right in the city.

Mr. Wheeler—Spring count 370, and at present 458. I

took 6,000 pounds of comb honey and 18,000 of extracted.

I have six apiaries.

Mr. Baldridge— 16 colonies In the spring, and 30 now. I

don't know how much honey, but I know of about 400 pounds
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of comb and 2,000 of extracted. I don't know how much
more there is.

Dr. Besse—60 colonies in the spring, increast to 122, and
1 took off a little over 3,000 pounds of comb honey, and
about that much extracted.

Mr. Baxter—About 250 colonies in the spring, and took
about 40 barrels of honey for my share, the barrels averaging
about 575 pounds net, making In the neigbborhood of 22,000
pounds of extracted honey ; and abjut 500 pounds of comb
honey. I had four yards, and gave one-fifth of the three
yards for the privilege of keeping the bees ; that would be
about five barrels for their share. Then I have 15 colonies of
my mother's in the same yard, which I take care of for her
and give her all the honey, and she got two barrels.

Mr. Norris— 10 colonies in the spring, 14 now, and
about 500 pounds of comb honey.

Mr. Whitcomb—Started in the spring with 12, increast
to 30, and have 1,500 pounds of extracted honey, besides
oOO of comb.

Mr. Finch—Started with 15 colonies in the spring, in-

creast to -45, and have now about 600 pounds of honey, half
extracted and half comb.

Mr. Karti'h— I had 10 colonies, spring count. I got them
a little late, so I was a little slow in getting to work. I in-
creast them to 20, and I have taken off about 300 pounds of
honey.

Mr. Schaper—About 50 colonies in the spring, now about
85, and I took 2,000 pounds of hooey, 500 of it being comb.

Mr. Nau—About 12 or 14 in spring, 18 or 20 now, and
took about 500 pounds of comb honey.

Pres. Miller—239 colonies, spring count, 295 now, and I

.took a little over 17,000 pounds of comb honey, with perhaps
300 of extracted.

LContinued next week.l

CONDCCTBD BY

DR. O. O. MILLER, MARENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Ilive-Veiililalion in Winter.

My bees are in original Langstroth hives, with wooden
honey-board and tight bottoms. I fiave opened all holes in

the honey-board, and packt with chaff cushions on top, mak-
ing them air-tight on top. How much ventilation should they
have at the entrance ? Virginia.

Answer.—The tendency nowadays is toward a good deal.
The stronger the colony the more they need. Perhaps the
whole width of the hive by one-half inch Is none too much,
keeping watch that the entrance isn't clogged.

Bee§ in a New Bee-Cellar.

I built a bee-house or bee-cellar by digging in the ground
8j-i feet, and then built a wall Hi feet high. The cellar is

10x14 feet. I set two rows of posts through the center and
made a roof of green oak poles, then put on straw and then
dirt, then straw and then dirt, with a 6-inch hole for ventila-
tion. The doors are so arranged as to be double. The mer-
cury stood about 45 J the first part of the winter. The green
timber began to mold, and the mercury went down to 40-. I

then closed the ventilator, but was afraid to leave it closed on
account of the mold. I see some mold in the front of some of
the hives.

I put 6-inch scantling on the ground edgewise to keep the
bees off the ground. I left the hive tops and bottoms on. This
wall was green, laid up late in the fall, so it did not get a
chance to dry out, and the poles were green. I had a stove in
there for two or three weeks. I had it pretty well dried out.
The mercury stands at 38- now. Do you think the bees are
all right? It not, what can I do to help them? I have 40
colonies in the cellar. I had a heavy loss last year in winter-
inK- Iowa.

Answer.—Very likely you are doing about as well as you
ca_n. The best thing will be to repeat the fire if it g;oes below
45-' much, unless indeed there should be something objec-

jectionable about the way the fire is managed. Of course it

will not do to have a fire without a pipe to carry the smoke
clear out of the cellar, not even as some think allowable, if

an oil or gasoline stove is used, 38- is too low, and it will
probably do no harm to start a fire whenever it gets down to
40^. Still, 40- is not so very bad if not continued too long,
and it is just possible you may find it all right, for there is a
great variation in thermometers. The best test is to see
whether the bees are very quiet. That temperature is the
best for them at which they make the least noise.

Don't Disturb the Bees—Section-Cleaner.

Last fall my bees had plenty of stores for winter. I packt
them with one foot of straw and planer chips on top, bottom
and sides. There are 34 colonies in one row, with o-inch
space between each colony. I am afraid they are too warm,
and have used up their stores rearing brood. I send you a
sample of bees which I think is this year's rearing. If so, will

I have to feed them before warm weather? The bees I send
you Hew out and died on the snow.

Tell Mr. Golden to put a cushion of felt between the
wheel and the sand-paper on his section-cleaner, and it will

work nicer. It will make the section ride smooth. He can
glue each succeeding piece of sand-paper on without taking'

the old one off.

Did you ever try drying out your bee-cellar with the heat
of a good stove, and then let It cool down to the right temper-
ature just previous to putting the bees in ?

Wisconsin.

Answer.—I think the bees you send were reared last sum-
mer or fall, and I don't believe you need worry. Probably the
best thing you can do is to let your bees severely alone till

weather comes warm enough for them to fly nearly every day.
It is barely possible some of them may not have stores

enough to last till that time, but I'd take the chance rather
than do the mischief of disturbing them.

How orten to Open Hive§—Winter Packing^,

1. How often should the body of the hive be opened to see-

that all is going right when we have both time and Inclination

to give our bees first-class care, commencing with February
and ending with the packing for winter ?

Out of 10 swarms I had three that became queenless in

the spring or early summer. I soon knew of it, and remedied
the evil. A friend told rae that I fust with my bees too much,
and suggested that I killed the three queens in handling the
frames, but I always tried to be very careful.

2. I would like to have your judgment on the way I packb
my bees for winter. If it is advisable, it is a way farmers
can easily do :

I use the 8-frame Langstroth dovetail hive. I work mostly
for extracted honey. The super is the same size as the body.

In the fall I lookt through the hives, and if any contained less

than 25 pounds of honey, I fed up to that amount, then as

there is a bee-space between the tops of the brood-frames and
the queen-excluders, I left the excluders on several of the

hives, and took out the excluders and put Hill devices on se.v-

eral others for experiment. Then, as I left shallow frames on
one hive last winter, and that colony commenced work in the
spring earlier than those with the Hill devices on, I left two
with shallow frames on this winter. Then I put a large

empty super on each hive, including the two that I had
already put on shallow supers of frames. I took a gunny-
sack for each super, and put enough dry leaves into it so that

when it was prest down in the deep super It would fill it about
half full. Then I put on the covers.

My hives are on the summer stands, fronting south, all in

a straight row. For outside protection I laid corn-fodder

down straight on the ground behind them, piling it up about
to the tops of the supers ; then I took a six-inch fence-board

and nailed sharpened stakes near each end, and drove the

stakes into the ground, so that the board came against the

front ends of the hive-bodies, covering a large portion of the

upper part of them. I then filled the spaces between the

hives with old hay. With the corn-fodder behind and the
board in front, I could pack the hay in very nicely, and filled

it in nearly to the tops of the supers. For ventilation I left

the entrance entirely open, full width of the hive.

I wish to know which of the ways I packt the cushions
over the tops of the bees is the best; oris there some way.
better than either of them ?

I wish also to know what you think of my method of out
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side packing. Does it pay ? or would the bees do well enough
without any ? My latitude is a little less than i-O'^. Chafif

hives are highly recommended, but they are not advisable for
me.

The American Bee Journal is a great help to me. I would
not think of continuing the business without it.

Kan.sas.

Answers.— 1. It Isn't easy to say how often it Is best to

open hives. Some, who may perhaps be considered extremists
in that direction, say they don't need to open a hive more
than once in three years. Others may open a hive once in a
week or ten days, but certainly not commencing in February.
If the bees have been properly supplied with stores the pre-
ceding fall, there can hardly be any excuse for opening them
before May, and a colony should not be disturbed unless there
is some good reason for it. All depends on the kind of man-
agement, and yet both ways may be good. It is very prob-
able that those who open their hives once a week lose more
queens by it than they suppose (hardly as many as you lost,

tho), and yet the advantage gained by opening may pay for all

the losses of queens. Few, however, would think of opening
a hive as often as once a week, and It's a good rule to open a
hive no oftener than is necessary.

2. Your packing over the bees ought to be good, and most
likely they will be better off for the outside packing. If I un-
derstand you correctly, there is nothing to hinder the rain
from soaking your outside packing, and it Is important that
it should be kept dry. There is also danger that your bees
may not have enough stores, especially if winter should hold
late into spring. It's better always to be on the safe side, and
too much Is always just about enough in the case of winter
stores for bees.

I don't know which of the three ways of your inside pack-
ing is best, but believe I'd just as soon not have the empty
frames over. The closer dowu to the frames the cushion is

the better, providing there is chance enough for the bees to

cross from one frame to the other.

In all this matter of outdoor wintering much depends
upon surroundings that are not taken iuto account. Build-
ings, trees or hills surrounding an apiary may make a success
where the same preparation would be a failure in an open
location with the winds having full sweep..

Wintering—Increase—Supers and Separators.

1. I have 13 colonies of Italians in 12-frame "New
Model " hives. I put them in a good cellar with the tempera-
ture ranging from 38- to 45^, Nov. 25, with plenty of stores.

I raised the hives in front % inch from the bottom-board, the
cap being glued down tight. Are they all right?

2. I desire to increase 2.5 colonies—would it be best to

divide in the spring, or let them swarm ?

3. As I am obliged to make new supers, would you advise
me to make them for the '6}ix53i sections, or the 4'4X-1:'4

sections ?

4. What kind of separators are best and cheapest?
Subscriber.

Answers.— 1. If your thermometer is reliable it might be
better to have the temperature higher. It is not well to have
the temperature down as low as 38-', especially for any ex-
tended period. But note at what temperature the bees are
most quiet, and try to keep them near that point. If the en-
trance is only 3-2 inch, that is not nearly so well as an inch,
and two inches may be still better.

2. In any case don't divide till regular time of swarming,
then perhaps you will do well to allow what will to swarm
once, and divide any that are too lazy about swarming.

3. I don't know. The new size is as yet on trial, and you
might do well to try both.

4. The probability is that you mean the material of which
the separator is made. If separators are nailed on, tin is per-
haps the best of all, and cheapest in the long run. If separa-
tors are to be used loose, then wood.

Using Vntiiiislit Sections—Two-Pound Sections.

1, I notice you produce nearly all section honey, and I

want to produce the same. Last fall I took about 400 sec-

tions off, and the comb is all right, but no honey in them. If

I put them on next spring, will the bees work on them ? I

have them put away in boxes, and are all right as far as I can
see.

2. Do you use the 2-pound section ? If you do, and think

they are any better, I will get them. I don't want to produce
any extracted honey. I would rather part with the bees than
have the people think I am selling something not honey.

I see a good deal is said about the bee-moth. I have a
neighbor who keeps a grocery store, and he had some molasses
that was spoilt ; he put it into a jug and said I might take it

to the bees. I did not like to say I would not, when he had
been so good to keep it. I took it and put it away where the
bees could not get at it, and it soured. I happened to set it

out one night, and iu the morning it was covered with bee-

moth. I let it stand, and the bees never bothered it, but I

had to take the bee-moth off. It lookt as if It would be a good
trap for them. Subscriber.

Answers.— 1. The bees will work on them all right

enough, probably preferring them to fresh sections. Whether
they will be as good for you depends on whether all honey was
thoroughly cleaned out of them by the bees last fall. If any
was left in, no matter how little, it will be granulated, and
that will affect the honey the bees store in them.

2. Two-pound sections have given way almost entirely to

the one-pounds, and in the general market will not bring as

much per pound. It is hardly advisable for you to try them.

Bees Buried Under Snowdrifts.

I am wintering 35 colonies in winter-cases on the sum-
mer stands, and they are not protected so but what the snow
drifts over them so that some are completely burled.

1. Would it be best to leave them thus, or shovel away
from the entrances ? I shoveled the snow away once in Jan-
uary, and it came off a bright day so that the bees (being dis-

turbed) came out in quite large numbers and fell blinded to

the snow, where they perisht.

2. Would it do any harm to lightly scatter some straw
over the entrances ?

8. Will they be in any danger of smothering where the

hive is covered with snow ? Michigan.

Answers.— 1. Wintering under snow is a somewhat mixt
business. Some say they want nothing better, and probably

as a rule it's good. But it may also be very bad. If I remem-
ber correctly, Doolittle says he had some colonies completely

buried that were ruined thereby. The snow kept them so

warm that they started breeding largely, and finisht their ex-

istence with a severe case of diarrhea. The later in the win-

ter it should happen that a colony was completely buried, the

later the danger therefrom, not only because there would be

likelihood that they would be the sooner thawed out, but
because excitement and brood-rearing is not so bad toward
spring as early in winter.

2. You are right that there is danger that bees will fly

out on the snow and be lost when the sun shines brightly, and
your plan of throwing straw over the entrance, or darkening
It in any way is good. Some throw straw or carpets on the

ground in front of the hives on top of the snow, and let the

bees fly.

3. There is probably not much danger of suffocating when
deeply buried. Enough air goes throueh the snow to supply

the bees. There is more danger of suffocation when the en-

trance is not covered very deep, especially if the entrance be

small. The snow melts, fills up the entrance, then'freezes

solid, keeping out all air.

No. 3—Deacon JonxsiNG—"I wondah how many feddahs dey am
on dis heah roost."

[See No. 3 on page 106.

Kvery Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for it. See offers on page 91.
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A Sad Year for bee-keepers seems to be the general
report from all over Europe with regard to the year 1897,
some saying it will be long remembered as the worst year of

the century.
^ • »

Cbeap Hives.—"Hives that may be bought for 825
a hundred In the flat, are good enoughfor any bees wheu
painted two coats of good paint," says George Appleton in the

Wisconsin Agriculturist. Yes, and kegs costing less than 5
cents may be good enough for bees, but the question Is

whether It Is good enough for an Intelligent bee-keeper. Will
Mr. Appleton tell us where he can get hives at anything like

.^25 a hundred with which he would be satisfied ?

Tlie Lansfstrotli monuiuent Fund.—Mr. N.
Cameron, of Douglas Co., Kans., sends us the following on
this important subject :

Editor Bee Jouunal :— I see there has been an effort
made to raise a monument fund for the late Rev. L. L. Lang-
stroth. I do not know just what has been done, as I have not
been taking the bee-papers for some time, but it Is my opin-
ion. If a proper effort was made, we could raise a respectable
fund. We ought to be ashamed of ourselves if we do not
make that fund at least .S500 or $1,000. I was always an
admirer of Langstroth, so much that I named one of my boys
Huber Langstroth.

Now, I have this suggestion to make: I will be one of
500 that will give one "dollar each, or I will be one of 100
that will give live dollars each. I believe that every bee-

keeper who uses the movable frame is indebted to Langstroth
more than one dollar, and many of us more than a hundred
times that.

I was going to suggest that subscription blanks be sent to
every bee-keeper In the United States that can be reacht

—

several to each one— with a request to get as many subscrip-
tions as possible, no money to be called for till at least SoOO
Is subscribed. I would be sorry to believe that the bee-keepers
of America are so poor, or so penurious, that they will not do
something respectable, to the memory of one who did so much
for them. Yours truly, N. Cameron.

Well, what do you think of Mr. Cameron's suggestions,

reader? It Is for you to say. If you have not already con-

tributed to the fund.

Since our last report we have received $1.00 from Wm.
Stolley, of Nebraska ; 50 cents from A. Snideman, of Col-

orado; and 25 cents from A. L. Earner, of Washington. We
are ready to receive more, and then to turn it over to the

proper authorities.

A Xroublesome Conundrum is propounded in

the Pacific Bee Journal by W. A. H. Gllstrap, who inquires :

" If the production of honey Is as profitable as some claim It

to be, why do nearly all who own bees remain In moderate

circumstances?" But there's the fun, Mr. Gilstrap. Besides,

can you name a business in which fewer men have gone into

bankruptcy ?
•-.-»-

Bean-Honey.—One accustomed to seeing only a few

beans raised In a garden Is hardly Inclined to think that bean

honey can amount to such a great deal. But C. A. Hatch, in

Gleanings, explains that in California whole farms, and large

farms at that, are devoted to raising Lima beans. He says :

"One ranch near Ventura has 1,900 acres, mostly in

beans. The crop of this ranch was 19 carloads one year. I

saw 10 two-horse teams cutting, and 25 men shocking beans
on their ranch this year, at one time."

No wonder bean-honey amounts to something ! It is white

and of fine quality, but not positive In flavor, like clover or

linden. It never gets as thick as sage honey, and is prone to

candy quickly.
'*-»~^

'Wisconsin Pavors Amalg'aniation.—We have

received the following from Pres. N. E. France, of the Wis-

consin bee-association, which shows the trend of opinions in

that State on the amalgamation of the two Unions :

These resoluions were adopted at the meeting held in

Madison, B^eb. 3 :

Resolved, That the Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion do hereby endorse the United States Bee-Keepers' Union,
and recommend Wisconsin bne-keepers to send §1.00 each to

Its General Manager, Hon. Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa,
for membership. Also,

Resolved, That we will rejoice over the amalgamation of

the two Unions under one management.

Mr. France, with the foregoing, sent the membership fee

of $1.00 for the firm of E. France & Son, and added :

"We have been members of the old Union ever since its

birth, but believe the time has come for the two Unions to

unite."

TSo Klondike in Bee-Papers.—A goodly num-
ber of bee-papers have been started at one time and another

which proclaimed that they were getting on swimmingly

—

"had come to stay"—subscriptions were coming In rapidly,

etc.; but in a little while they were gone where the woodbine

twineth, leaving some chance for doubts as to their proclaimed

prosperity. After so many of that sort it is somewhat re-

freshing to find one which frankly comes out and says It isn't

a howling success. " The Bee-Master, " of ShelHeld, England,

has reacht Its 5th number, and says: " At present we are

losing §50 per month, without charging anything for our

own work of booking, addressing wrappers, etc.;" that there
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are 200 subscribers, and it would require 1,000 to pay ex-

penses out of pocket.

But we needn't go to England for tiiat sort of honesty. It

can be found In the columns of the Progressive Bee-Keeper,

which has entered Its eighth year, and whose publisher says :

"Friends, do you know the Progressive has never made a dol-

ar for me yet? It is a fact. It has never paid more than

expenses." And yet the Progressive is worth a dozen of those

papers that flourlsht such long lists of subscribers, and then

mysteriously faded out of existence. It has workt hard for

success, but it seems clear that a bee-paper is not generally a

Klondike.

A Honey Syndicate is proposed in Belgium to

meet the crisis that is upon them by which the price of ex-

tracted honey has fallen till it will not bring in some cases

more than 11 to 15 cents a pound. A. Gustin has formulated

a constitution and by-laws for such an organization, which

occupies nearly five pages of the Belgium bee-journal,

Le Rucher Beige. According to the proposed plan each mem-
ber agrees to deliver all his honey to the syndicate except

enough for his own household, to furnish ouly pure honey,

and not to get honey of a third party to furnish to the syndi-

date. The matter is being warmly discust, pro and con, but

all in the best spirit.
*-•-•-

Progress in Bee-Culture.—A. I. Root tells about

it in New York Tribune. It makes one green with envy to

hear him tell about getting 25 cents a pound for 6,000
pounds of extracted honey years ago. He also tells about a

man he lately visited in Arizona who had about 300 colonies

in one apiary, and averaged more than 200 pounds per colony !

But Mr. Root thinks bee-keeping is a most risky business. By
a little carelessness or bad management a man can in a short

time lose all. But he can pick up again with marvelous

rapidity. A hundred colonies may be cut down to half a

dozen In wintering; but if a man is informed and full of grit

he may also have his empty hives refilled in one season.

*-•-¥'

This is a Good Time to attend to the payment

of subscriptions to the Bee Journal—before the busy time of

spring comes on. This is a matter that we dislike very much
to refer to in public print, and yet If the financial end of the

business of publishing this paper is not carefully lookt after,

the whole thing would soon come to a finish. So we trust

those whom we have patiently waited on will at once pay

up, and also send the dollar due for this year. How many
will during February send In their remittances, and thus

again be square on our books?
*******

Hon. Eugene Secor, General Manager of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union, was also President of the Farmers'
Institute held at Forest City, Iowa, Feb. 8, 9 and 10. At
that meeting Mr. Secor was down 'On the program for a talk

or paper on "The Ideal Farm Home." Of course it was a

(wmcly subject, but no doubt it was treated in a handsome
and satisfactory manner.

Mr. a. I. Root is nothing if not accommodating, so see-

ing that Mr. and Mrs. Boyden (his newly-wedded daughter
and her husband) could not take an extended wedding-trip on
account of their being needed in the office, he (A. I. R.) kindly

consents to take it for them—going to the Bermuda Islands,

where he will incidentally learn about onions, potatoes and
things.

Mk. Jacob Dickman, of Defiance Co., Ohio, who Is a regu-

lar reader of the American Bee Journal, sent his report for

1897 to the Ohio Farmer, and it appeared in that paper for

Jan. 6. Two paragraphs of his report read as follows, his

honey being extracted :

"The yield of our scale hive the past summer has been
somewhat marvelous. At least we have heard of none better.

The entire yield was 396 pounds, besides enough for winter.

The daily increase during part of the best flow was from 18
to 23 pounds.

"The flow the past summer continued a longer time than

we ever knew of before, and our entire yield from 50 colonies,

spring count, gave us 10,175 pounds, an average of 203}^
pounds, and we increast to 103 colonies. Counting the new
colonies worth .§2 each—^and they are certainly worth more

—

and the honey worth 10 cents per pound, the profits for the

season would be equal to a crop of 6,391 bushels of corn, or a

crop of over 225 tons of hay. Whether the business pays or

not, let the reader decide."

Mr. W. H. Pridgen is a "queenly " deceiver. You know
h»w angry you feel when you are beguiled Into reading an

advertisement when you expected something else, and you

know how common the trick is. Well, this man Pridgen has

gotten up a pamphlet of a dozen pages, and the title page
reads, " Pridgen's Catalog and Price-List of Queens, together

with combined and improved methods of Queen-Rearing."
Then you look through the pamphlet expecting to see a page
or less of stale matter about rearing queens, and all the rest

of it advertising matter. That's where you're fooled. Just

one page is all he takes to blow his own horn, and the rest is

Interesting, useful matter about queen-rearing. If he fools

his customers the same way when sending out queens, he'll

work up a big trade.

Mr. S. M. Brooks has been keeping bees for several

years five miles directly west of the Chicago court-house. Last

season, with 28 colonies In the spring, Mr. B. Increast to 54
colonies, and took 2,000 pounds of comD hooey, and 200 of

extracted. It is right in the midst of any quantity of sweet

clover, but being built up so fast Mr. Brooks will now remove

to Stark county, Ind., where he has traded his Chicago prop-

erly for a 126-acre farm, expecting to go into bee-keeping

more extensively there.

Mb. John Denter, formerly of Middlesex Co., N. J., has

removed to Northampton Co.; Pa., where he purchast a home-

stead, and will run the bee and chicken business. Mr. Denyer
has been managing several apiaries, but will now combine

them at his new place. His partner, A. C. Ramsey, is an ex-

perienced apiarist and poultryman. Mr. D. is also a railroad

signal inspector.

Hon. Geo. E. Hilton, of Newaygo Co., Mich., gave us a

very pleasant call Feb. 8. Mr. Hilton has recently been ap-

pointed postmaster for his town, and will enter upon his duties

April 1. He is not only a honey-producer, a bee-supply

dealer, and a busy churchman, but also a good deal of a poli-

tician. He has some 300 colonies of bees, and will have them
In three apiaries the coming season.

Mr. Joseph A. Shone, a bee-keeper in Benton Co., Miss.,

died at the age of 68, Sept. 20, 1897, leaving 93 colonies of

bees, but his wife, unfortunately, is not able to care for them.

She writes that there is no other apiary in that vicinity, that

their bees have done well, and that they can sell all the sur-

plus honey in the home market. Mr. Shone was for years a

reader of the Bee Journal, which Mrs. Shone says they " liked

so much."

Dr. Wm. F. McDonald, of Essex Co., Mass., is a bee-

keeper as well as a tooth-doctor. He has sent us a newspaper

account of a lively experience he had last July in hiving a

swarm in the city where he lives. He keeps his bees on the

roof of a three-story brick building, and says that In his

family they have consumed about -loO pounds of honey in less

than two years. That ought to be, and doubtless is, a very

sweet family.

Catalogs for 1898 have been received at this office

from the following who advertise in the American Bee Journal:

G. B. Lewis & Co., Watertown, Wis.—Bee-Keepers' Sup-

plies.
Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

s.

[-Keepers' Supplies.
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The Price of Success.—"I never saw a successful bee-
keeper who was not, in all kinds of weather, thinking about
his bees."— C. P. Dadant, in Busy Bee.

Saving Sweet Clover Seed.— " I once gathered a bushel
in two hours by pushing au inverted umbrella up close to the
stalk, and an assistant bent the stalks over it and beat off the
seed with a stick."— J. B. Hains, in Gleanings.

Tips and Dovsrns.— In 1896 Dr. Stell was reported in
Southland Queen as producing In Mexico from 10 colonies
1,500 pounds of honey that he sold at a dollar a pound. In
1897 the case is reverst. From 18 colonies increast to 40,
he got only 22 pounds of honey after paying out .5240 for
supplies.

Extracting in Parts.—Hasty in Review thinks it might
be a good plan to avoid extracting unripe honey to have two
extracting-supers on at a lime, extracting alternately, or else
having only one super and extracting alternately the two
halves, thus giving a chance for better ripening to the part to
be extracted.

Wax in Bee-Glue.—M. Bertrand, editor Revue, sent to
Dr. de Planta a sample of the material used by bees to con-
tract the entrance of a straw hive. The analysis showed :

Beeswax, 76.27; resia (propolis), 22.15; water and volatile
oils, 1.58; total, 100. Probably many beekeepers would be
surprisfld to find the large amount of wax they could secure
by melting up what they may think pure propolis.

Are Drones a Help to Workers P—Some think that
workers are more energetic if drones are present in the col-
ony. Editor Hutchinson thinks that even if the presence of
drones is an encouragement to the workers, there's no need
of a big lot. He says :

" Two or three hundred in each col-
ony, if they are anyways smart drones at all, ought to be able
to give the workers all of the ' patting on the back ' that is

necessary."

TheJBee Not Cold-Blooded.— Karl Gruendig, indeutsche
Imker, combats the assertion of Dzierzon that the bee has no
heat of its own, but takes the heat of surrounding objects.
Because a bee becomes chilled and apparently lifeless when
separated from its companions, it is subjected to a tempera-
ture of 40-", and it is not safe to assume that it has no heat of
its own, no more than it would be right to say a man is cold-
blooded because when the temperature is low enough he
freezes.

Peep-Holes and Plain Sections.—A strong point claimed
for plain sections with fences is the lack of peep-holes in the
corners. S. A. Niver asks Gleanings not to put that point too
strong, continuing, " There are peep-holes in every box of honey
Morton has ever produced. Danzenbaker had one section
with nary a peep-hole— the only one I ever saw. To be sure,
the fence helps to reduce the size of 'om, but they are there all
the same." But W. D. Super says L. A. Aspinwall has 3,000
pounds in plain sections worth seeing, " square as a piece of
plank, and no holes in corners at all." Niver's sharp eyes are
pretty reliable.

Plain and Old-Style Sections.—Over the title, " An
Object- Lesson in Comb-Building," the Review gives a delight-
ful full-page half-tone picture of four plain sections beauti-
fully filled with four old-style sections placed over them,

.
decidedly to the disadvantage of the latter. The old-style
sections lack wry much of belug filled out as well as the
others. The editor says "it is a fair representation of such
honey that 7 hav9 seen produced in the two classes of sec-
tions." It would be much more to the point if he could have
said, "These sections were produced by the same bees at the
same time in the same super."

Profits of Bee-Keeping.—The editor of Gleanings has
been trying to get Dr. Miller to tell what his 1897 crop of
17,000 pounds of honey cost In labor. "After some think-
ing, estimating and guessing," the Doctor makes out about

293 days at 10 hours each as the amount of time occupied
with the bees for the year, supposing that one person had
done everything. As a matter of fact, the work was mainly
done by two persons, making the time for each less than half
the working days of the year. Three-fourths of the work
came between May 1 and Oct. 1. Then the editor makes an
estimate after deducting expenses for supplies, interest, etc.,

and counts that if the Doctor got 10 cents for his honey it

would leave !t!5.00 per day for the labor. But fairness obliges
him to admit that such results are not attainable every year.

A New Theory.—Herr Ludwig has evolved a theory that
is considered of sufficient Importance to allow A. Bohnensten-
gel to occupy more than four pages of Imker aus Boehmen in
refuting it. Instead of a worker or a queen proceeding from
the same germ, according to the food given, the theory is that
every fertilized egg contains two diffarent germs, one capable
of producing a queen, the other a worker. Under ordinary
circumstances the worker is developt, and under extraordinary
circumstances the queen, and a nurse-bee has three different
glands by which it can at will give food that will awaken the
latent drone, worker or queen germ. The theory will hardly
gain general credence.

"Hybrid Bees are not, as a rule, so pleasant to

handle as are the pure Italians," says Editor Hutchinson in

the Review. " Mr. Whitcomb, of Nebraska, explains this on
the ground that it takes longer to subdue the hybrids. We
can give the Italians a few whiffs of smoke and then go right
to work handling them. Not so the hybrids. First give them
some smoke and then busy yourself with something else for a

few minutes; then give them some more and wait a little be-
fore opening the hive. The point is that it takes longer to sub-
due them, but once they are subdued Mr. Whitcomb says they
are as easily handled as the pure Italians."

Preventing After-Swarms.—The favorite way with
many is to set the swarm in the place of the old colony, put-
ting the old colony at the tilne, or a week later, in a new
place, thus weakening the old colony so it will give up swarm-
ing. But L. Stachelhausen objects to this plan in Texas, as
he wants the mother colony to remain strong enough to yield

a surplus. Cutting out cells immediately after swarming will

not do, as the bees may start new ones. Sj he gives a virgin

queen to the old colony as soon as it casts a swarm, lifting a
corner of the enamel cloth and letting the queen run down
with as little disturbance as possible, and in nine cases out of

ten the young queen is accepted—Southland Queen.

No. 3—Deacon JouNSiNG—" Lawd ! Lawd ! Dat roost mus' be
on iiah !

»~»~^

Spelling Reform Again.—In the Chicago Post

of recent date we find the following :

"The editor of a leading London daily newspaper has
received a number of urgent protests against his recent
adoption of the American omission of the ' u ' in words labor,
and the cutting off of the final ' me ' in programme. The pro-
tests argue that the best American writers and publishers
themselves are showing a desire to abandon this, as, they
think it a butchery of the English tongue."

We wonder if some of our conservative friends who object

to spelling " stopt " instead of "stopped "are willing to join

the backward reform to write "labour," "honour," etc.

Then if that is done, they can hardly stop logically of going

back to earlier forms still, giving a language that people now
living couldn't read at all. Fact is, some good people can't

stand any reform, however good, .if it's different from what
they were brot up to.
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Good Honey Crop.

My crop of honey was extra large, the
best I have had in years, and the quality
was fair. We had no basswood flow.
Oakland Co., Mich. Homer Scott.

Wintering Nicely.

I have 39 colonies of bees which seem to
be wintering nicely in the cellar. 1 am a
farmer, but have no trouble selling my
honey at home at 10 cents per pound.
Trempeleau Co., Wis. L. Stahoski.

Report for 1897.
I could not get along without the Ameri-

can Bee Journal. My 1897 report is as fol-

lows : From 52 colonies I secured very
nearly a ton of honey, and I have sold
about half already at a good figure.

Henry K. Gresh.
Elk Co., Pa.. Dec. 11.

Results of the Past Season.
I had .5 colonies, spring ^couut. increast to

S, and got 480 pounds of comb honey. I be-
lieve 1 have gotten more experience in one
year from the American Bee Journal than
I could have gotten without it in 10 years.
I don't see how anybody can keep bees
without it. J. W. Henry.
Warren Co., Pa., Jan. 8.

Good Year with the Bees.

I have had the American Bee Journal
four months, and now feel that I could not
do without it.

I have had a very good year with the
bees, securing about 4.50 pounds of honey
(both comb and extracted) from six colo-
nies, and increast to U.

George Dales, Jr.
Summit Co., Ohio, Jan. 10.

Results of the Past Season.
I started in the spring of 18(17 with 1.5 col-

onies, workt on the Doolittle plan. I had .'5

swarms, caught and bought 10, and went
into winter quarters with IJO colonies, all in
good condition. I got about 740 pounds of
honey, all in one-pound sections. Now I

might have gotten the 40 pounds alone, but
I think the 700 due to the help of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. Samuel Rickel.
Fulton Co., Ind.

A Reasonably Good Tear.
I keep all the copies of the Bee Journal,

and they are of more value to me than
many times its cost,

I had a reasonably good year in 1897 with
the bees. I had 11 colonies, spring count,
secured 500 pounds of comb honey, and in-
creast to 25 colonies. I would have done
better but we had a terrible hail storm
June 19, which cut the white clover all
down, and it took about two weeks for it to
bloom again. S. H. Stouffer.

Blair Co., Pa.

Wintering and Other Experiences.

It ^as a clear, sunshiny day here yester-
day, and I found a number of dcones on
the snow in front of one of my colonies,
and the bees show signs of dysentery badly.
All others are all right. 1 had a swarm
issue October, 1897, that had only bees
enough to cover one fraaie. I put them
into the cellar. There is a steam furnace
111 feet from the hive. I lookt into the hive
last night, and the bees cover three frames
now. The thermometer stands at ,50 de-
grees steadily

;
in a warm day it goes up to

Calvary

CiETHSEMANE

This Very Remarkable Sucial Story,

The thought of which Is the application to

all life of the test question, *• What would
Jesus do?" has had an extraordinary sale,

even during lhe"dull times " of summer.
In the guise of a dramatic story, the book
makes a powerful appeal to the public con-

science in the lines in which Interest Is now
so deeply aroused, nxmely, the social condi-

tions atfecliag the relations of employer
and emp'oye. rich and poor, the Christian

and the world, the saloon and the voter, etc.

The author believes his test—"What would
Jesus do ?"— to be nothing less than revolu-

tionary, and applies It with searching di-

rectness, not only to commercial and social,

but also to religious life. The deep interest

which the story has awakened Is indicated

by the thousands that have been sold, and
the many voluntary testimonials, among
them being the following :

"The reading of the book will search
many a heart, ani ought to lead to a sim-
pler, holler, and more fully consecrated
Christian life.''—Sunday-School Times.
"Singularly Imnressive It Is a sermon

In action, tnd one that cannot fail to touch
the heart."—New York Christian Advocate
" Mr. Sheldon's book makes a strong im

presslon as a plea lor more simplicity ol
living, for more economj' and more prlnci
pie in the matter of personal expenditure
and for the application of the laws of rl^ht
eousness and justice to the methods of buei
administration."—New York Independent. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^mm^^a^ma^^^K^^^^m

Size 5x7^4—nearly 300 pages.

Price, in paper cover, 25 cts., postpaid ; bound in cloth, 75 cts. Or, we will
mail a copy of the paper-covered edition for sending us one nrw subscriber to the
Bee Journal for a year at §1.00, or for sending us two new subscribers we will

mail you a copy of the cloth-bound edition. We will send the paper-covered book
and the Bee Journal one year—both together for $1.10 ; or the cloth-bound book
and the Bee Journal one year—both for $1.50. Address,

GEOROE W.rjYORK & CO., 11§ Michigan St., Cliica;:o, lll§.

THE HATCHIIVS HBIV
HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION

liliK'otrliirks Slif

Ibytho hett.T and fvt-ryw ay

DCI I A PI C INCUBATORS
ITCLIADLtl AND BROODERS

' They Hatch and Brood when you are ready.
li liiMit Lit liiii-v Tliev Ki'ow the strongest

i iniMln- iiiM-^t ol them. It takes a 22i patje book
t II ah. .lit tllt.^t iiiuiiiintsand our Mammoth Reli

able Poultry Fanus Sent by mail mi rfceipt ot 10 cents. Seudforitnnw
Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Quincy, Illinois.

3TDl7t Please mentioD the Ameriuan Bee Journal.
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Nazareth

WHUTXWOULD JESUS DO?

CHARLES M SHELDON

u 1 ?

,
,-^and in thi- produitionand I
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PraNT«7»F] i$300a for Potatoes J
Wesliallintroilnrethisvoar foitherii-st timi' tlio vonilftrul mu- MORTGAGE LIFTER
POTATO and shaU pav tlir nti>i\ i- ^nni in 1" i^''^ f"'" "" ''^"t **lx p«tuj«e»* c>-«wn from
oSc»e"d potato. ^IIIK I:A1:I.11>T P« I A ro I N 111 K Vi;<.KLl). TesteUljears.

It is wliite, of excellent. M'lalitv and A MA.M MO 1 II ^ IJLl-lltlt, J^rr;
Bethetirstinyourneislil>uiii.i"dtijtij- it; n,Nf jf.'u- yw can scU iS^^t^^il
ittnotlieis. Piice tllis year, &0 cents for SliiEle potato.

Fir«t In the Market Cubbnire is tlie earliest to head; beat your?
neifhbors bv weeliS. Sure Head fabbuKC, all head and sure to

head;lar(;e size, (rood qnality and (rood kecijer. Kinirle heads have ^
weighed up to tO lbs. Cllnihliiu tueumbep, entirely new—a per-

^

feet wonder. Climbs any trellis <,rsupport 6 to 8 feet high: prolific

early fruiter. Six WeekV Inrnip: earliest prmwer, easy frown,
« EARLIEST TOMATO IN THE W OR LD -creat iRt

inooiiiiic— lui.l quaiit,. Has fruited In 50. days.^ - - anil

NiieeewH Cor earline
Prizes Awarded l"r ril- ;•,,- '; ,",,,,,;

r, m^ l,,r on/.-s-in.i a on.-
r^llne whoLe potato liv niiiil ipuckcil Ihmii Ir.ist) m.-u mi i.nis l"i \^\" saini a pn. ...,_.

tables audcataioi,- of "SEEDS THAT GROW" lor 2Sc. FairviewSeed Farm, 1-

Instr
. Hie

,

thsecd. '

earli of the live early veiro-

^ s Rose HiiSf M, Ym

theSUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS succeed, why? because they J
are properly constructed and the correct methods for operatinethem are \

plainly set forth in our 72 page Direction Book. Our machines will J
please you. Prices reasonable. All sold under a positive guarantee \

which we ask you to compare with others. Send 6c stamps for 128 \

page catalog and poultry book combined. It will pay you. Address S

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 78, Des Moines, Iowa. >

ENNOR'S POULTRY POWDER ^
Andrew Reiser. Kleler. Wis , says:—
" I bave used Ennor's Poultry Powder lor

the past 4 years. Can recommend It for cur-
ing: Chicken Cnolera. It keeps the chickens
healthy, and it is the greatest etTK'-p reducer
In use," By mail, 6."> cts. Ajrents wanted.
Address, W. P. liiiiuor, E. Uiibuque, III.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FIRST PRIZE WINNERS
Our1898 Mammoth Poultry
i.iadc of ll«) pajji-i niiilleu IHI.I-:.

Si.MM 1 liiTii; entirely new, tells all aliont
|ic>ii II I \ , how to bea winner, how to MAKE
BIG MOMEY. Contains beautiful Iitllo^'rKp^l

[ilalc of fowls in their natural colors. Sen4
l.'.ets. for JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr^
postage. Box 9 1 ll£EEl'OI£T, ILL.

44A^0t Please mention the Bee Journal.
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Basswood Honey

California i^^
If you care to know of Its Frulta, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send tor a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the PaclBc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated $2.00 per annum
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when 'writing.

FOR
SALE

We have a limited number of barrels
of very best Bass'wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 280 lbs.
which wo are offering at 6 cents per lb.
f. o. b. Chicajo. Do yoii want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE 'W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION «o''|;;-^*T'0'-

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Cataloyae Free.

SENECA FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog nf my Specialties, and

Root'H <ioodH at their pri(<e«. 1 carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' ,~uppLias. and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Preniout, Mlcli.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Home for Sale—A Home in Ciililoriiin

Onaccoun' of almost total losi of eyesleht
I am compelled to offer my fruit ranch and
apiary for .sale or e.\change For further par-
ticulars address E. B. RKECHEK,
6A4t Auburn. Placer Co.. C.iLir.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything uspd by bee-

ikeepers. Orders tilled nromptlt.
5 Send for catalog MU)iE.SOn BEE-
KEEPER.S' .SIll'PlY MFC. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

2'^^tf Char. Mondenq. Mgr
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

WANTRn-SIIiiatloii. A voung man of
o years' e.\pHrleDce would like a position

to care for bees. Can furnish reference
Address. Dick Camp, Hullaiid, Iflicb.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wf» PAY "*" '"'1 ^t" the year inund. IfTTCl/AI yu sell stark Tn'fS. OutHtfrre
SIARK mmm. IOUISIWA. mo., stark, IHo., Rockport, III.. Oansville, N. Y

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

One Fare for tbe Round-Xrip
via Nickel Plate Road, to Cleveland and
return February 22nd and 23rd, 189S,
account Students' Volunteer Movement
for i'oreign Missions. Return limit Feb-
ruary 2Sth. City Ticket Office, 111
Adams St.; Depot, corner Clark and
12th Sts.; Telephone, Main 3389. (2)

Uee-Keeper's Guide—see page 92.

60 degrees, then I open the windows on two
sides of the cellar. The bees hum like boil-
ing water. Before putting into the cellar I

tackt wire screen on the bottom of the
hive, and two-inch pieces under the hives
on the sides and back, on top of the bot-
tom-boards. I put the front side next to
the wall, because the cellar is light. I put
an etnpty super on top. and a loose cover
on that. The hive sets on a frame 16 inches
from the ground, with six frames nearly
full of honey, and two empty combs. I

hope they will come out all right.
Last season I kept a queen-cage on one

hive to keep the bees from swarming, and
got 108 pounds of comb honey from that
colony. I got 90 pounds from two others
that did swarm. I have 20 colonies now.
In September I took two colonies from bee-
trees. I could find no queen, so I gave
them queens, fed sugar syrup, gave them
full frames of foundation, and they went
into winter quarters all right.

C. G. ASCHA.
Berkshire Co., Mass., Jan. 9.

Experience •with Bees.

In the tall of 1891 I started with one col-
ony, which I had to feed in 189.5 to keep it

and two others from starving, and they
came out all right in the spring of 1896. I

got about 17.5 pounds of honey, and in-

creast to U. They winteied all right, and
came out in good condition last spring. The
past season was pretty good. I secured
something like 500 pounds of honey, and
increast to 20 colonies, which I have now in
winter quarters in fair condition.

C. H. VoiGT.
Manitowoc Co., Wis., Dec. 28.

Not Very Enthusiastic.

I am not very enthusiasti?. I have over
100 colonies of bees, and my honey costs me
.50 cents per pound. The bees did well for
about three weeks, filled up the brood-
chamber and some surplus, then the drouth
came on. and they stopt breeding, and
gained no weight afterward. The bees that
went into winter quarters were old ones
that workt in the Held the forepart of the
season.

I am almost an octogenarian, and hardly
feel able to take care of so many bees, but
people here don't want to buy bees—they
prefer that I take care of them and let

them have the honey for 8 or 10 cents per
pound. A. F. Crosby.
Franklin Co., Iowa.'

A Little Discourag'ed.

The honey crop was so light and price of
honey so low that some of our numbers
have become discouraged, and will quit the
business. I have been in the business 30
years, and have a good location, but the
past was the poorest season I ever knew, in

all respects. 1 have known seasons when
there was less honey gathered, but I never
saw such poor quality. Whether the bees
will winter on the honey remains to be
seen, and makes but little difference—it

will be the easiet-t way to get rid of them.
To sell them would be almost impossible. I

feel a little discouraged. But send on the
Bee Journal all the same. H. Root.
Onondaga Co., N. Y., Dec. 18.

Large-Entrance Advice Criticised.

The big heads of the fraternity are recom-
mending large entrances to hives; accord-
ing to them, ?4 inch or 1 inch, back and
front of the hive, is none too large. It

seems to me that such advice is misleading,
and may cause serious losses to beginners.
That the entrance should be very large dur-
ing winter in the cellar-wintering, and dur-
ing the big honey-How (that is, from June
15 to Aug. 15. or thereabout, in my locality
— Montreal), that sounds all right. But I

should think that in the spring and fall the
entrance should be regulated in such a way
as not to entice robber-bees.

But. you will say, What about ventila-

tion ! Well, I think that both ample yen-

Sweet \ Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5a lOIb 255) 501b
Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 J2.25 Jt.OO
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Steel
firty Carnlolanfi'. More than ;iOO Tested
Oueeaa to bejrin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each ; June and until October 50 cents
each. Teaied $1.00 each. Good Breedere. $2
eacQ. Straly:ht 6-Banded or " Faultless

"

Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

liAtf BEEVILLE. Bee Co, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

nillfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

I'lUlU iS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send tor our new catalog.

Practical MInttt " will be mailed for 10c.
iu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-OUR PRICES

log tbe new
Champion I'liafi-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of oiher Supplies,
and we are selling thorn cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
youS$»S

K. H. SCHiniDT Sl CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

r'lease mention Bee Journal when writinK.

^f" IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
•1.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODHDATIOI
A Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

ln|^ Thio Flat-Kottom FoundatioD
I mSu Has So Fisbboue in tbe Sirplaa Bone;.

1 Being the oleaneit Is asnally worked
tbe qalokeet of any Foandatlon made

J. A. VAN DEIISEN,
Sole Mannfaotorer.

Spront Rrook MoDiaomery Co., N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Let me send you my 64*
page Catalog for 18H8.

J. ITI. JeukiiiH, Wetumpka, 41a.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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TREE PLANTING
may be a way to wealth or a wasteof money—depends

on the kind of trees. All trees, plants, vines, from the Reid
Nurseries; are No. 1 stock, true to name. You pain by buying
now. Prices were never so low. Write for illustrated cata-
logue, suggestions, eslirnate.s. Try Star Str«-ivberry,

Eldoratio Blackberry for profit, ^i

REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport, Ohio,
i

THE PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER
Is a 2S-page monthly bee-journal publisbt at Higginsville, Mo.—price 50 cts. a year. With
the year of ISOS. we begin the eighth volume, hence it is past the experimental stage. IS.
It. I.<-aliy and ii. M. I>o<>litlle, editors. Some of the features of 18'JS will be a con-
tinuation of '' %VayHi<le ''rsig'nieiilM."' by SoiuiistiiibiiliMt. .

" Kxperience
and Its I>e.>*son!«,'" by IE. 4L'. Aikin. This series of articles will be reviewed by Mr.
Doolittle. which is practically giving his experience with its lessons. " Experience and Its

Lessons," as reviewed, will be a gold-mine (or beginners and advantageous to those more
advanced in bee-culture. The somnambulist articles are written in a pleasing style, as
none but '• Sora my " could write them. They are highly entertaining and instructive.

I>r. C. V. 5Iill«»r and other popular writers also contribute to its columns. The Pro-
gressive is a popular journal at a popular price. Printed in the highest art, on beautiful
paper. Fearless in its character, newsy in its contents, and artistic in its make-up. Re-
member the Progressive Bee-Keeper is but 50c. a year. The Progressive and that " one
only " book for beginners, the Amateur Bee-lieeper, by I'rol. J. W . Rouse,
both for 6.5c. A sample copy of the Progressive for your name, and a beautiful, illus-

trated catalog of apiarian supplies for the asking. Addre.ss,

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.

Large New Maps of CDCC
ALASKA-CUBA rKCl;

«

#

KLONDIKE-

To all ivho order tlie People's Atlas of ».s iioic we ii'il/ send
free maps of Cuba and Alaska, iieiel// etif/rared from the latest

f/oferiuiieiitdl siirrei/s am! oflivUil iiif'oriiuitioii. Size of each
iiiap, H hi/ 'i'i inches. The A/aska iiiap (icciircifi h/ locates tlie

Klondike comitrif and other yveat ijold-fields in that far-off land,
and the routes hi/ ivhich the// are reached. A hriif Jiisiory of
each country accompanies the maps. See our o/f'er beloir

:

OVER 200 MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS
THE PEOPLE'S ATLAS contiiiis uver

Paues. eai'ii p iL^e II iiy 14 inches. It siv
toi-.v, of All <_'i>LinIii!s of the United .State-

HANDSOME MAPS.-The hand-
some .M.ips of all Mie .States and
Territories in the Union are lari<e,

full paire, with a niunher of doubbi-
page nuips to represent the ini>>I irn-

portanl states of our own countr.v.
All Countries on the Fa'-e of the
Eai'th are shown. Rivers a. id

Lakes, the Large Cities of the
World, the R ill roads. Towns ami
Villaijes of the United States are
aeenralel.v located.

aiij larKe Maps and II Uisi rations, and 132

's the I'opulaiion of each State and Terri-
. <)1 AnieiK-an Cities, by Last LT. S. Census.

-. ^

^

m

#
#
#

SPLENDID PICTURES enibellisli
iT-arly every page of the rea^Ung
iniittcr, and faithfully depict
scenes in altno.st every part of the
world. It contains a va«t anumut
of historical, physical, edut-.i-

tional. political and statislif;il

matters, compri.sing a General De-
scription of the World.

EACH STATE.—Tliis .-\tlas tiives
ahoiit t-ach state the Popuhiti"ii
f.u- ihi' Past oO Years, Hi^torv.
Miles of Railroad, Soil. Cliiuat--.
Prtid not ions, Industries. Kiliiei-
tional and Reliuinrns Interests,
Interest Laws, Etc., Etc. h :ssz
THE UNITED STATES. - This

Atlas u'ives the P.)|)nlar and Eleo-
jii„jmu,.^. e„i „f Atlas. Actual .Si/c, 11 1,5' U Inches,

tnrai \ rites for President in the
years I,S92 and 1896. by States. Li^I
of .-MI the Preslflents. ALiricultural Pr
Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statist
Past KK) Years. Gold and Silver Staii-^

mation that should be in ever.v Home

Hliictioiis, Mineral PT-ndiicts. Homestead
ics of Iiiiniiirration, I'nblic Debt for the
:i'-s, Posiiii Infcn-inatifni. ami Other Infor-
, Store, Olhce and Sctiooi-rooni.

(i'>

mm
t'!!'.

f
i

#

OUR BARGAIN PREMIUM OFFER I

We will mail this great Atlas for only 50 cts.: or for $1,40 we will send it with
the Bee Journal for one year; or we will mail the Atlas fkee as a premium for

sending us one ne-w subscriber (at ."SLOO) to the Bee Journal for 1 year.

Illation and proper entrance may be com-
bined, viz

: by using wire-clotb or per-
forated zinc applied to the entrance.

I would say. give all the time ample ven-
tilation, but regulate the entrance accord-
ing to the time o£ the year, or strength of
the colony.
Now you may, if you please, criticise my

criticism. H. Dupket.
Province of Quebec, Canada.

Bees in Good Condition.
Bees went into winter in good condition

in our part of Indiana, altho bees are
scarce, nearly all dying last winter.
Noble Co., Ind., Jan. 24. S. Black.

Good Year with the Bees.
The past was a good year with me, I

averaged RICI pounds of comb honey to the
colony, spring count, and increast to 11
colonies. J. c. S.mail.
Hancock Co., Ind., Jan. 13.

Bees Were in Good Condition.
Our bees were put into the cellar Nov.

22, in good condition The hives were well
filled with good, well-ripened honey, and as
they went in with a good force of young
bees. I expect them to winter well. The
weather is mild. F. A. Snell.
Carroll Co., 111., Jan. 18.

Bees Did Well Last Year.
My bees did very well last year, as I

started with IS colonies and increast to 22,
extracted about 3,200 pounds of honey, and
got 300 pounds of comb honey from" three
colonies. I winter my bees in cases packt
with straw. M. M. Rickard.
Erie Co., N. Y.

Poor Year for Honey.
Last year was very poor for honey in

this part of the State, altho last spring
there was big promise for white clover—

I

never saw it thicker. Basswood was a
complete failure, also willow-herb, but the
bees filled their brood-chambers and gave a
few finisht sections of honey from golden-
rod.
What has become of E. J. Cronkleton

with bis bee-escape i

By the way, I have invented something,
too, in the shape of a I ee-hunting box, that
works like a charm. I may tell about it
sometime. Geo. W. Blair.
Mason Co., Mich.

[We do not know what Mr. Cronkleton
did with his invention. Perhaps he will

tell us.—Editor.!

Prospect for an Early Crop.

The "Old Reliable" arrives weekly on
Monday evening, and every number brings
something new and interesting to a begin-
ner. I am so much pleased with it; could
not keep bees without it now.

Bees did not do very well last season, but
they are wintering well so far, and the
prospects are good for an early spring,
which means a good fiow of nectar. Long
life to the editor of the Bee Journal

!

J. T. Hewett.
Whatcom Co., Wash., Jan. 22.

Supporting the Unions.

I am one of the old members of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Union, and as such I

still stick to it. The old Union has done a
great deal of good for the bee-keepers, and
I am frank to say that I am somewhat par-
tial in its favor, and see no reason why its

name should be changed.
It is my opinion that a division of our

forces could have, and ought to have, been
avoided. In unity there is strength ; divided
we can do but little.

A true and faithful servant should under
all circumstances receive considerate treat-
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Only 6 cts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

toard cars in Chicago, at these prices : lean. In a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans

In one case, 6X cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

I^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best luuaber at the lowest price for the manufacture- of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is In the State. The material Is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and '^rhitest
BaSS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Amerlcaa Bee .Touroal.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

-Atf

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To Iiave a copy of

\mt Our 1898 Catalog \it\h

J[^~ Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure In mailing you a copy.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agcut for the Soutiiivest—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This lolh and latest edition of Prof. Cools's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial ciotii binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here la quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, wlth-
ont"THE Bee-Keeper's Gdide."

Oiveii For 2 IVew Subscribers.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with $^.00), and we will mall YOcr a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forJl.'Ja,
or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one ''

OEOBQE W. YORK & CO., 118 Bliclugan St., Chicago, ni.

ment. I cannot help hut feel kindly
towards Mr. Thomas G. Newman. At the
same time, the common good requires that
both Unions should combine and become
"one." I may, or I may never, require the
help or support of either of the Unions, but
I will do my share in helping matters along
as best I can. Wm. Stolley.
Hall Co., Nebr.

Bees Sno'wed Under.
One-fourth of my bees are completely

covered with snowdrifts; the other j'^ are
snowed under about two feet. They are
all paekt in sawdust, and will not feel the
snow. I shall let them remain as they are
till the snow settles some, if soon, and
then shovel some of them out. and see how
they stand it. T. F. Bingham.
Clare Co., Mich., Jan. '36.

Xbe Nickel Plate Road
will sell excursion tickets to Cleveland
and return at §8.50 for the round-trip,

account of Students' Volunteer Move-
ment for Foreign Missions, Cleveland,

O., February 23-27, 1898. Tickets
will be sold February 22nd and 23rd,
good returning up to and Including Feb-
ruary 28th. Three through trains dally

in each direction. Day coaches in

charge of colored porters. Every facility

afforded for the comfort of the traveling

public. City Ticket OBBce, 111 Adams
St.; Depot, corner 12th and Clark Sts.;

Telephone, Main 3389. (1)

$100
Given as Bounties
topurchasersof the
improved Da n z .

Hives and Sections
3 See schedule in my
bee - book '

' Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
money. Free for 2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio,
or F. Danzenbaker, Box 466, Washington, D. C.

Please mention Bee JournaT -when writing.

Texas Queens ^rnVM^
Best honey-gathering- strain in America.

Tested, $1.50. Untested, *1.00. Write for a

Circular. J. D. GIVE:iV!«, LiNbou, Tex.
7A*26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

rWATCH Chickens «! sJ^^aJSz

EXCELSIOR Inciibator
Siwipte. Perfect, S€i/- Regular.
i'ig. Thou^andj in succcsgIuI
oiicration, J.uwi'At priced
firHt^K-la<«s llstc-her mude.

<;E<>. II. STAML,
114f^t3gW. 6tht^t,Qu|no^.ni.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Juurnal.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested in sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the Unlteil States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^^.^
lias a hobhy which is the sheep breederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time Are YOU interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets Sl Sheep, • - Chicaga

A Good Wagon
becins with triMKi wlit/ds. I nle;**

tho « hoeU lire iro<td tin- w neon N
n tiill.irf. IF vol" Itl'V THE
ELECTRIC STEEL WHEEL

f/liiafl:' to lit any whltmm- V"nr waLfon
7 -wiW alway.^ \m\>- u:- >"il wheels. Can't
dry mit or ri't, N<i Innse tires. Any
hek'ht. nnv wiiit li tin-. <'af aloe- free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.
Box 16 Ql INCV, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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!?i?i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello^?^

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No comnaission. Now if

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigran st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

^B'|EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equipt
Factory in the

3 Send for Catalog.

FRED A. DAI.TON,
lA26t Walker. Vernon Co., Mo,
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do uetter than
to call on Dr, B. Gallup, Santa Ana. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs In Langstroth-
Simpllcity Hives, and warranted a surerlor
lot of Bees for businegs, Correspodence so-
licited. Br. E. CAL.I>(!P,

Santa An.\. Orange Co., Cal.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices,

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S- Ponder,

-\ r-/rt h .,nf-K^ *- 3 12 Mass. Ave,,
W-° |)OWt«Jpl) Indianapolis, Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writinK.

Z^'k FENCE
mo that

.i:rencor-rl2o. I _

a Stock or Chicken fence forlSo a rod. Plai

Spring Qii'l Itarticd wire to farmcriatwli.jlL-9a,icpri-.'e3. CataUigucTri

KITSELJIAN BROTHERS, Box!?.8 . Ki.icicUIle, iDdia

i al:3U 1J<

45Dtf Please mentiun tin- Bee ,1

MAGIC PRESS
& HOT PLATE FOUN-
DATION FASTENER.

This Press is of mal-
leable iron and brass.
Nun-breakable chim-
ney. Its speed equal
to 4000 per day, or
more, according to
activity of operator.
One closing and open-
ing of gate finishes
the section. Starters
or full sheets. This
year a Fine Esj-Tcster
goes with it. Write
me if your supply
dealer does not keep
them in stock.

James Cormac,
3Dtf des IVIoines. Iowa.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
JouENAi,. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

HONEY and BEESWAX
nAKK£X QUOTAXIOI^S.

CWcajrcIll., Peh. 11.—Fancy white is not
plentiful, and tells at lie; good No, 1, or
grade ot that character is abundant, and sells
at 7 to 9c.: amber and dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
trafjted, white, 5 to 6c. ; amber, 4 to 5c.; dark,
4c, Beeswax. 26 to 270.
Much of the comb honey Is candying this

season, especially If any sweet clover is in It.

Detroit, UIich.,I'eb. 1.—Fancy white, 11
to 13c,; No. 1.10 to lie: fancy amber, 9 to
10c. : No. 1, 8 to 9c. Darker grades are sell-
ing lower and in better suppl.v .and can be
bought at 6 to 7c. Extracted, while, h to 6c.;
darker grades, 4 to oc. Beeswax is In good
demand at 26 to 27c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jnu, 15.—Fancy white.
11 to i:ic,; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 2.5

to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honej'. Beeswax is

in good demand,

Milwaukee, Wis,, Jan. 24.—Fancy white
1-lbs,, 11 to 12c.; A No, 1. 11 to ll!/,c,; No, 1.

10 to lie; No. 2, 8 to 9c,; No. 1 dark. 8 to 9c.
Extracted, in barrels, kegs and cans, white,
b'/i to 6o, ; dark, 5 to 5^4c.

The supply of honey Is good and the quality
very nice as a general thing. The demand Is

not up to our desires, yet we are hopeful it

will improve and all will be wanted at fair
value. VVe feel like sustaining prices, and
continue to quote as above.

Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. IS.—Fancy white.
12tol2!4c.: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amber,
9 to lOe. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c,; amber, 4
to oc. Beeswax. 22 to 25c.

St. Iionis, Mo., Feb. 9.—Fancy hite comb.
10 to lie; No, 1, lOe; amber, 9 to 10c ; dark,
8 to 9c, Extracted, white, 5!4 to 6c,: amber,
5to5^4c,; dark, 4 to4!4c. Beeswax. 20 to 22c.

Boston, Utass., Jan. 18.—Fancy, in car-
tons. 12H to 13c.; In glass. 11 to 12c.: A No.
1. 10 to lie; No, 1. 9c,: No. 2, Sc; No. 3, no
sale. Beeswax. 27c.
The demand for honey is light on all grades,

with a full supply. Pure beeswax is in good
demand, bnt supply is light,

Philadelphia, Fa., Jan. 18.—Fancy white,
10c. ; No, 1, Oc: amber. 8e Extracted, white,
5c.: amber, 4c,; dark. a^^c. Beeswa.x. 28c.
Late arrivals of California honey have de-

moralized our market.

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 9.—Fancy white
comb, 1-lbs,. 10c. : No. 1, 9c,; amber, 8c, Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 5 l-2c,; amber, 4 to 4 l-2c.
Beeswax, 20 to 22c.
The supply of honey is large and the de-

mand light.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 8.—There is a slow
demand for all kinds of honey. We quote 10
to 13c. for best white comb honey, and 3 1-2
to 6c., for extracted. Beeswax is in fair de-
mand at 20 to 25c. for good to choice yellow,
with a fair supply.

San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 2. — White
comb, 1-lbs.. 7!4 to 9!4c. ; amber. 4 to 6o. Ex-
tracted, white, 4!4 to oc; light amber. 3H to
4c,; dark tule, l?ii to 2!ic. Beeswax, fair
to choice, 22 to 24c.

Bnffalo, N. Y,, Feb. 11.— Strictly fancy 1-

pound combs are in quite good demand Irom
the fact that It has been so scarce and closely
cleaned up, and lie Is quite easily obtained.
Other grades do not sell much better, possi-
bly a little, ranging from 9 to 6c., as to grade,
etc. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6o-. and is In
light demand. We can recommend shipping
strictly fancy and nothing else, unless > ou
cannot do better.

New York, N. Y., Feb. 9.—There has been
a fair demand tor comb honey of late, and we
are gradually reducing our stock. Fancy
while is scarce and hading ready sale at 10 to
lie : otf grades white and amber. 8 to 9c.:

mixt and buckwheat. 6e Extracted Is in
fair demand—Calilbrnia while. 5Hc : light
amber, 5c.; white ch^ver and basswooo, l^i to
5c.: buckwheat. 4c,; Southern. 50c. a galion.
Beeswax is steady at 26 to 27c.

Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 31, —Market
is in an overload' d condition on comb honey.
Good chance for laucy white extracted at o^i
to 6c., but comb is at a standstill, particularly

if other than fancy white Best price avail-
able OQ fancy white comb is 10!4c..and buyers
are slow at that. Darker grales or broken
lots are unsalable. If shipoers would send In
their extracted when it Is wanted, and not
push uudeslred comb [and vice versa] the
stuff would move more advantageously to all
concerned. The trouble is, when a fair price
is obtainable some shippers hold out for more
and in the end lose by It,

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CUcaKO, Ills.

R. A. Burnett & Co., 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seohlken,

120 & 123 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, Mo.
0, C, Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bnfialo, N. Y.
Batterson & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.
Chas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Oblo.
A. B. Williams & Co,. 80 & 82 Broadway.

Pblladelphta, Pa.
Wm, a, Selser, 10 Vine St,
Mr, Selser handles no honey on commission

St. Lonls, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Ifllnneapolls, ininn.
S, H. Hall & Co.

muiiraakee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co,

Boston, lUass. •

Blake. Scott & Lee,, 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicb.
M. H. HtTNT. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S, Pohdek, 162 Massichusetts Ave.

Albanr, N. Y.
Chas, McCdlloch & Co,, 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. MuTH & Son. cor. Freeman & Central A vs.

Bee-Keepers' Photograph We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first ; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal otBce.

Texas.—The Texas State Bee-Keepers' As-
soclatlOQ will hold its annual convention at
W. R. Graham & Son's. Greenville. Texas, the
first Wednesday and Thursday In April, 1898.
All Interested are invited,

W. H. White, Sec.

DO NOT FAIL
TO WRITE US
HOK PKICES
ON THE

°pric-E SECTION
In both Small and Large
Quantities

We have all the up to-date Machinery,
:i.Qd our lumber Is as white as snow . .

THE OlSE-PIECK SECTION
COBIPAIVV,

Prairie Du Chien, Crawford Co., Wis.
February loth. 1898. 7Ctf

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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H B^ Mi A Copy of

L 1] L L Successful Bee-Keeping,m I I by W. Z. Hutchinson :

I IIkk and our 1898 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalo;^: for llie ANkliis. TVe inake almost
Everyiliiug used by Bee-Keepers, and at
lioivexi Prices. Odr

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,

when you can have the best—sucli as we
make.

The American Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 8th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
bAMPLK Free—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. T.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytliiiig' in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

^g° Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Ever) tiling used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

^ dress of every Bee-Keeper In
America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery. 40.000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manufacturing Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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The New No-Bee-Way Section and Double-
Cleated Slat Separator or Fence.

These two articles seem to be makiuR quite a stir among
some of our cotemporaries ; and as there seems to be some in-

quiry in regard to them among the readers of the American
Bee Journal, perhaps a brief description and discussion of

them may not come amiss.

Fifteen years ago sections having top and bottom of equal

width with the sides were manufactured and sold by Mr. G. B.

Lewis, of the G. B. Lewis Co. Just how these sections were
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as much honey as the old I's section with its openings when used
with plain separators; and consequently the ordinary shipping-
case will hold from 15 to 35 per cent, more honey, thus effecting a
substantial saving in cases to the bee-keeper.

Thi fence and section that the Rout people have fixt on
are shown in the accooipanying illustrations. The slats are
%-iDoh wide, and spaced 2/12 of an inch apart. The cleats

are 3^-lnch wide by 2/12 thick. But some have asked,
"Why 2/12?" Mr. Root says that is because, when the
space is wider, say % or 5/16, the bees are liable to ridge

The Fence or Clcated Separator.

the honey opposite the openings. If these spaces are confined
to the width of the perforated zinc, which are. In round num-
bers, 2/12 inch, he claims there will be no ridges.
~: If plain sections ever come into general use, it will greatly

simplify the present method of cleaning propolis off the sec-

tions, because there are no insets or openings in the sections
to clean ; and as these openings cannot be cut quite so smooth
as the rest of the section, they are apt to be covered more with
propolis and stain than other parts of the section. Mr. Aspin-
wall makes use of a wooden cylinder covered with sand-paper.
While this Is revolving at a high rate of speed the edges of

the sections are drawn across it, cleaning the wood at one
sweep, and this makes it look as fresh, so Mr. Asplnwall says,
and as nice as when it originally came from the factory. Mr.
Golden, whose section-cleaner was illustrated on page 33, in-

Dovetailed Super u<ith Plain Section and Fence.

stead of using a sanded cylinder, makes use of a belt made of

sand-paper. The section is laid against the face of this rap-
ridly-traveling belt, and, presto 1 the whole face of the section
is cleaned in the twinkling of an eye.

We understand that the Root people are figuring on a
smaller and cheaper machine for sand-papering the surfaces of

the sections after they are filled with honey, that can be used
by the mass of bee-keepers.

golden's plain section super and fence.

In Gleanings for Feb. 1, Mr. J. A. Golden gives full direc-
tions for making the fence or slat separator, which we repro-
duce, with the illustration on the first page, which Gleanings
has kindly loaned to us. Here is what Mr. Golden says :

" I send a photo of iiy arrangement of super for the no-
bee-space section, and how I manage to change my leveled-
down-comb bee-space sections to the no-bee-space; also how I

arrange the section-holder for the no-bee-space section with
slatted separator.

" I want to say to all who want to try the no-bee-space
sections and slatted separator that they will find this arrange-
ment far the handiest and most accurate of any plan—at least
that I can suggest.

" First, I make a mold to make the slatted separator In

—

see No. 1 in cut ; It is made by tacking on a smooth true board
some ribs lengthwise just where you want spaces between the
slats and the width of the opening. Transversely in the board,
grooves should be cut to receive the cross-cleats. The cut will
show (of course, make this pattern accurate and true). Cut
the old or new separator strips straight the width you desire,
and the exact length of inside section-holder. Having the

little cleats cut, and one chooses to tack them together, drop
a cleat into each groove, then lay the slats in their proper
spaces, placing another set of cleats on top over the under
cleats; drive three tacks through each set of cleats, and lift

separator out ; clinch the small points, and your separator is

complete.
" But if one prefers to glue them, it is but a child's play.

Having cleats and slats and a pot of hot glue, swipe one side
of the little cleats, and put them in the transverse grooves,
glue side up, then lay the slats on the glued cleats, and on the
slats over the cleats lay another set of cleats, and over all a
smooth board, and press one or two minutes; takeout the
fence and stack up, and keep weighted down for a few hours.
It takes Flody just two minutes to glue a one-fence separator.

"Number 2 is the section-holder. It is made solid by
nailing the section-slats to two end-boards, just so that four
sections will fit between neatly ; then nail on one side a cleated
board to correspond with cleated separator, and one loose
cleated sideboard, No. 4, completes the section-holder. The
cut shows Flody filling a holder.

" Number 3 shows one of my bee-way supers, filled with
the no-bee-space sections; and holder No. 5, showing how
they are held in place. No. -i, a loose side-board, is slipt in,

and wedges pushtdown between the holder and side, and the
body of the super holds them permanent, and clamps sections
bee-glue tight.

" Number 6 shows three sections of honey with the pro-
jecting edges dipt o£E by a circular saw."

Answer to Questions on the "Golden" Method
of Comb Honey Production.

BY J. A. GOLDEN.

On page 66, Mr. McNeal has given us quite an interesting

article, and I am very glad to read his comments, yet it is a
fact that bee-keepers are more given to theorizing upon the
subject of apiculture, so it seems to me, than on any other in-

dustry. Theories not practiced figure nothing in apiculture.

But to answer Mr. McNeal's questions and intimations as

to my method, 1 will say :

First, how do I keep pollen out of the supers during the
five days? By placing the parent colony over the supers in

which the queen and swarm have been hived on starters or

full sheets of comb foundation {not drawn comb), and provid-

ing side-entrances so that when the field-bees come in loaded
with pollen they go directly to the brood-combs and deposit

their pollen.

Now, I don't know whether they (beesof the swarm), dur-
ing the five days, return after depositing pollen and deposit
their little mite of nectar below or not, but I do know that I

have never seen, to the best of my knowledge, one cell of pol-

len in section honey produced by this method, and I have let-

ters from quite a number of bee-keepers during the past sea-

son who claim the same success.

Now, I don't think it ought to be much of awrinkle if one
will properly test as recommended. That's the way I usually

do with any manipulation that comes up, and in so doing many
theoretical ideas I had trumpt up wither away. So I hope
Mr. McNeal will fulfill his promises the coming season.

There is much in Mr. McNeal's article I would like to

notice, but it would require too much space in this article. I

will just say, however, that I use both S and 10 frame hives,

and I think if be could see them during the season he would
think they ought to be able to pile up the nectar.

Before closing, I want to say amen to C. B. Elliott's clos-

ing paragraphs on page 68. It is a fact. Who will be the

next? Let's have them all. Continue that practice, Mr.
Elliott, and I don't believe your bees will ever have paralysis

or foul brood. Morgan Co., Ohio.

Questions on Extracted Honey Production.

BY C. P. DADANT.

I have received the following questions with the request

that I reply to them in the American Bee Journal :

Mr. C. p. Dadant :—In running for extracted honey do you
use the narrow frames altogether ? and do you use full sheets of

foundation in such frames as you do use ?

Do you extract during the honey-flow, or leave all on until the

end of the season ?

How do you care for the empty combs during the winter ? and
how are they cleaned after extracting ?

Any additional information along these lines which you may
be able to give will be highly appreciated. Chcckleuead.
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In running for extracted honey, which has been our
specialty for some 25 years, we use what is called a half-story

frame, but the name is somewhat misleading, for these frames
are more than an exact half story in depth. The end-bar is

just six inches long, making the frame in the clear aboi't 6 M
deep. The length of these frames is the same as of the frames
below. With a deeper frame than this, which we tried on
about a hundred hives, some ten years ago, and which we
kept in use for a few years, we find that if the hive is not very
populous, and the weather cool, it gives the bees too much
room at one time, and, on the other hand, if the weather is

warm and the crop not very heavy, the queen is more apt to

go up into a deep frame to lay, especially as there is often

more room than needed for the honey at one time. We there-

fore prefer a shallow frame and, if needed, we put on two
supers or more on one hive.

The shallow super, just half the depth of the Langstroth
frame, which is used by many is, in our opinion, too much to

the other extreme. Its size is so small that with our large

hives we would have to use several supers on the majority of

the hives, and it increases the labor by giving too many frames
to handle. The only advantage that we can see in this 454'

super is its permitting the producing of either comb or ex-

tracted honey with the same outer shell. But the outlay of

money on supers and hives nowadays is so insignificant when
the results are taken into consideration that we would never
advise any one to stint on this point. As well might a farmer
buy a cradle instead of a harvester, as one of our bee-men buy
an implement of Inferior grade. The farmer who understands
his business not only buys a harvester Instead of a cradle, but
he buys the best, even if it costs more, for he knows that time
is money. With us, time and honey are both money. An ex-

tra super, with the frames, costs but a few cents, and if not in

use may be put away with the combs in it. There need be no
danger from the moth, even If the super and the combs are
kept through the summer, provided they have been put away
In a cold room (the honey-house is usually cold), and the room
carefully guarded against the introduction of any suspected
combs during the summer.

Here let me stray from my subject only long enough to

recommend the use of a sun wax-extractor. When you have
"chips" or broken combs during the summer, instead of put-
ting them away in the honey-house waiting for enough to be
gathered to melt up into beeswax, and thereby running the
risk of introducing into that house moth-eggs or larvte, It is a
much safer and more agreeable method to put them right into

the sun extractor, where, at the first warm rays of the sun,
these combs are rendered into very good beeswax, and the
parasites they may contain are killed.

Do we use the narrow frame altogether? Yes, by all

means. We have no earthly use for either the Hoffman close-

fitting frame or the Heddon frame. They may be good, and
perhaps if we were used to them we would like them, but what
little experience we have had with them does not recommend
them, in our mind. We want the narrow, free-fitting frame
both in hives and extracting-supers, and the name of " rattle-

box " that has been given to these hives by some noted bee-
keepers has no more effect on our opinion than the epithet of
" useless toy" that was hurled at the honey-extractor by a so-

called experienced European bee-keeper, when this useful
machine was first invented.

If we expected to travel over the country with our bees,
taking the hives along like so many trunks, we might like the
close-fitting frames, as they would stand the racket best, but
when we set a hive down in one spot we expect to leave it

there, and when the frames are once placed in proper order,
there is no fear of their " rattling about " before the bees glue
them fast. When the extracting-combs are well built, we like

to space them a little farther apart than the brood-combs, and
in a super that Is originally made for 11 frames, we usually
put only 10, and if the combs get very thick, sometimes only 9.

We do not extract during the honey-flow, unless we have
absolutely no room left, and there is a prospect of a continua-
tion of the crop. To be sure, it is much pleasanter to take
out the honey while there is still nectar in the field, as we are
not annoyed by robber bees, but with a little care robbing is

avoided, and the honey extracted after the crop, is usually
best. Yet, we fiud very little objection to extracting the fall

crop from knot-weed and Spanish-needle as fast as harvested,
for this honey is usually pretty ripe when brought in by the
bees. For some reason there is much less danger of fermen-
tation in the fall honey than in any other, unless apple or
grape juice has been added to it.

The combs are cleaned by the bees after extracting. We
usually put the supers back on the hive in the evening just
before sunset, so that the uproar caused by the daubed combs
may subside without trouble.

We have already said in this article that we keep our
supers in the honey-house when not in use. The only require-
ments iu this cold climate to keep those combs safely for
years are, to have them in well-closed boxes safe from the
depredations of mice, and to let the temperature of the room
fall, during the winter, to 10" Pahr., or less. We have never
known such combs to be damaged by the moth, unless the
latter was carelessly introduced in the room during the sum-
mer.

We use full sheets of worker-comb or foundation in our
extracting supers. Our reason for doing this is to avoid the
building of drone-comb in the frames, and the consequent
occasional rearing of drones in the extracting-supers.

Hancock Co., 111.

Wintering in a Barn—Packing Bees, Etc.

BY WM. H. EAGEKTY.

I see that some are asking about wintering bees in a barn.
I have thus wintered them, and tho they used up considerable
honey they wintered very well. I placed the hives so that
they were along the south wall of the building, and about six

Inches from the wall, with the hives about six inches apart.
The space between the hives and the wall was packt with
chaff and straw, i made a box for the hives to stand on, by
taking 2x4's and nailing boards to both edges and also to the
ends. Tho box made a dead-air space under the hives. I had
the front of the hives face into the barn instead of outward,
and the winter being cold I had no trouble from the bees in

the way of coming out of the hives.

PACKING BEES PROPERLY FOB WINTER.

I see that a bee-keeper in Cedar county, Iowa, has fixt up
his bees for winter by packing the super with straw, and also
packing in straw between the hives, then putting on a cover
of leaves and straw over the hives, and covering all with
boards. It would be better to put the leaves in the super,
and leave the straw for the outside packing. They should be
oak leaves, as they are tough and leathery, and they should
be gathered on a sunny afternoon, so that they might be both
dry and warm when put into the super.

A very good covering for bee-hives on the summer stands
is slough-hay or rye-straw tied in bundles and stood around
the hives, all the bundles being tied together at the tops. This
covering requires no lumber, the bundles standing straight
enough to shed rain. If used in a windy country a little dirt

can be thrown upon the butts of the bundles of hay or straw
to hold them in place.

HOW BEES FLY TO AND FROM THE HIVES.

A late correspondent speaks of the flight of the honey-
bee, and of the bee-line. My apiary is located on a gentle
swell of land near a creek bottom, and just high enough to
give me a good view of my bees as they come and go when at
work during the busy season of the year. From what I have
seen I am led to believe that the bee flies In a very straight
line from one object to another, 'but those objects are not so
far apart as some might be led to believe. I have seen the
bees, when coming home with their loads, nearly all make for

a tall apple-tree, and from there to the hives. Having found
their line, I have gone along it to see how they operated
further along the line, with the result as above stated.

My best chance to see the flight was when the bees were
going from the hive to the fields to get their loads, and I saw
that they moved a little sidewise with each stroke of the large
wings, going first to one side than to the other, something as
a skater moves when skating on the ice, going first with one
foot than with the other, but keeping a true line in the main.
A single bee seemed to fly as if iu a tube with a diameter of

about IJ-^ inches, moving not ouly sidewise but also up and
down, to something like the same extent, and, like the skater,
they seem to gather more force with each side movement.

I stay in the bee-yard about all the time from early
spring until late in the fall, and I watch the insects quite
closely. In this country changes of the weather are quite
frequent and very sudden, and it is fun to watch the bees
when they come home to escape a summer shower. The
showers are driven before a strong wind, and they make the
bees " hustle their boots " to reach the hive in time to escape
a wetting. Republic Co., Kans.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for it. See offers on page 91.
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Report of the Northwesteru Bee-Keepers' Cou-
ventioa, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

REPORTED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOURNAI.^REPORTER.

(ContlDued from page 102.)

FIRST DAY—Evening Session.

CLIPPING WINGS OF VIRGIN QUEENS.

" Is it advisable to clip the winfts of virgin queens ?" '

Mr. Wheeler— I have had it tried on one virgin queen,
and knovf of the wings of another being dipt ; results not
favorable.

Mr. Baldridge—Mr. Aspinwall, of Michigan, is in the
habit of clipping the wings of virgin queens an eighth of an
Inch, or about a sixteenth, so they well not fly very far from
home for the purpose of mating, and he has succeeded in get-

ting them mated In a wa'y that he would not have otherwise
done.

Dr. Besse— I askt that question. I also recollect reading
that Mr. Aspinwall recommended clipping. I should like to

keep my queens pure. I should advise some of these young
men to experiment in It. I believe in clipping old queen's
wings to keep them from going very far when they swarm.

Pres. Miller— I do consider it as a thing we need to watch
very closely. As has been said, an eighth of an inch has been
reported as having been taken oflT ; this was reported as an
exceptional case, but it resulted favorably, and Mr. Aspinwall
reports that the number of mijmated queens with the wings
dipt Is not more than one-third of those that were left un-
clipt, so that those who have pure stock of their own and want
to refrain from mixing them with other stock, will probably
find a very great advantage in practicing that very thing.

Mr. Baxter—That will do for those who produce comb
honey, but not extracted, for there is no trouble, and you
ought not to be bothered with any swarming at all.

Pres. Miller—That does not have any reference to swarm-
ing, because you will have to have your queens whether they
swarm or not; your queens will be replaced perhaps once in

three or four years anyhow. Of course, there will be some
trouble, but you have to attend to it if you consider the matter
of controlling fertilization of sul'ficient importance for you to

take the trouble.

Mr. Baxter—Some one said that he dipt the old queen's
wings to prevent her from flying very far when the bees
swarmed.

Pres. Miller—That is another question altogether ; this is

with reference to clipping virgin queens.
Mr. Wheeler—Would that be practical with you when you

were producing your honey ? Could you practice anything of

that kind.

Pres. Miller— 1 will answer that for myself, that it would
be quite a little trouble for me, but if it made enough differ-

ence in the result I would do it, because every one of my
queens I know about, and see the virgin queens before they
are laying ; there will be trouble, of course; the only ques-
tion is, will It pay for the trouble ?

IN-BREEDING FOB TEN GENERATIONS.

"Supposing a pure Italian queen is mated with a pure
black drone, and In-breeding practiced for 10 generations,
what will the stock be ?"

Pres. Miller—Will it be Italian stock, or black stock, or
what will It be?

Mr. Green— I suppose the one who askt the question re-

ferred to the belief that some hold and have advocated that
such bees would incline toward yellow stock, and in time be-

come yellow bees ; but in my experience I should say not. I

should think they would remain hybrids. They might be very
dark yellow, possibly ; they would be more even than the first

cross.

Pres. Miller—The question is not as to the appearance of

bees, but as to the amount of Italian blood in the stock.
— Mr. Green—There should not be any change.

Dr. Besse—It would be impossible to have them mated

that way with the amount of Italian-blacks in the coontry
now.

Pres. Miller—This is a fair question to ask. You know
this, that in some cases crosses are considered valuable ; there

are some who think very highly of crosses, and some who
want pure-blood Italian-blacks. Now the question is. What
will your stock be ? In that case, what proportion of Italian

blood and black blood will you have ?

Mr. Schaper— If the drone from the Italian queen fertilizes

the next generation, I should think it would cause the third

generation to be three-fourths Italian; of course, in breeding
you should consider that the drone from the same colony

would fertilize the young queen that would be reared from the

parent colony. Would that not have a tendency to produce
thre'i-fourths blood ?

Pres. Miller— It would.
Mr. Schaper—And would remain the same, three-fourths

blood all the way through; the third y?ar the drone progeny
would not be Italian, it would be three-fourths, so would be

the queen.
Mr. Green—It might work either way.
Mr. Kartch— It seems to me the first cross will produce

half-breeds, of course, and if you follow up mating with black

drones, you will have the queens blacker all the time, and by

the time 10 years expire you will have a perfect black bee;

you have very little Italian left at the end of 10 years.

Mr. Schaper—By having the first queen full-blood Italian,

and mated with a black drone, the next year if the swarm
issued and the young queens reared, the queen will be half

blood, the drone will, as is generally supposed, be full-blood

from that colony, consequently the third generation will be

three-fourths, and if they are inbred from the same colony

for 10 years, they will remain about the same as they were
the third generation.

Pres. Miller— If they keep changing from the first, second
and third, why do they stop at the third ?' Why not change
at the fourth?

Mr. Schaper—Because there is no change of stock or blood,

it is the same blood.

Mr. Baxter—The third generation the drone will be M
and the queen %, and it will finally become perfectly black.

Pres. Miller— I will risk my reputation on figures and
give you my answer to it : When you get to the fifth genera-

tion you will practically have -i Italian stock ; you can con-

tinue at that, and you will be constantly approaching and
never quite reaching •'ij ; that is what your stock will be, %
Italian blood ; it will be -3 stock as nearly as you can get to

it. The first generation you have a pure Italian queen ;
you

start with that pure queen; the next generation your first

cross is half blood, isn't it ? Now we have gone from one
right down to I4

; what will your next queen be? %\ pure

Italian queen, pure black drone, result, the progeny is half-

blood queen Italian, and the pure Italian drone ; now with

that half-blood queen Italian and a pure drone, you will have
a % queeu ; now your stock rises that time, and it will be be-

tween % and li ; it will be % Italian ; it was first }4 Italian,

then % Italian, then % ; next time 11/16, and so it will

keep going up and down each time getting nearer and nearer

to -i, and if you keep on to infinity you will get '-3 stock.

Mr. Wheeler— It is quite an important question to me
right there. What do you think would be the color of those

bees after 10 generations, after that process ?

Dr. Besse— I don't think they would have more than one
ring around them, anyhow !

Pres. Killer—From my experience I should expect two
bands.

Mr. Wheeler—My experience is they would go back to

black blood in color. I have most of the bees in my part of

the country, and I declare it Is almost impossible to keep their

color. I buy queens and keep selecting all the time, and my
stock runs back.

Pres. Miller—Just upon this line I have had a good deal

of experience. For years and years the tendency seemed to

be that there was no holding toward the yellow blood at all,

and almost every year I would get imported queens from Italy,

and it seemed black stock was all I could have. Of late years,

it seems to be working the other way, and I account for it in

this way : In the first place there was black stock all around
me, and my stock was continuously mixing with that stock,

but gradually hybrids were about me, more or less pure stock,

and that has made a change in that direction. There is

another thing that comes in to make me think the tendency Is

no more to black than yellow. If as much. What is the ten-

dency to change when Italians are brought into this country ?

What have you found, when you have reared queens? Have
you had lighter or darker queens? If your experience has

been the same as mine, you will get lighter queens than pure-
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stock Italian. You know, further, that we have had what
they don't have in Italy—we have the 5-banded stock, the
pure yellow all over. I am inclined to think there is more or
less a tendency towards a lighter color. That is not disputing
Mr. Wheeler's statement, that the tendency of his bees was
towards black stock ; that was my experience, but I think it

was because of the mixing of surrounding bees. I do not
think, if you had the same stock all around you, there would
be a tendency towards daik, but rather lighter.

Mr. Baxter—In my neighborhood I don't know of any one
else who has any bees now within four or five miles of my
place, but I have got to keep changing every year, so as to get
Italians.

FINDING DABK QUEENS.

Mr. Norris—I am comparatively a novice in the bee-busi-
ness ; my efforts have been hindered a good deal about being
able to find queens, particularly dark queens.

Pres. Miller—That is a very proper questiotj to ask. How
do you find queens, especially dark ones ? Tell us, Mr. Norris,
if you please, something about the condition of affairs when
you want to find the queen.

Mr. Norris— I can tell my method of looking for them. I
smoke them as long as 1 reasonably can, and use an extra
brood-chamber to set out the combs carefully, and look them
over carefully as I take them out and put them in, and find
it difficult to find queens.

Mr. Baldridge— I think I should put a cover on the hive
about two inches deep,something similar to the Simplicity cover,
and as you blow the smoke at the entrance, rap on the hive.
I find that the queens are generally in the cover, and in a very
few moments, without taking the comb out of the hive, I find
them frequently on the cover. It is a very easy matter to rap
on the hive, ond if you take that cover off at the proper time,
you will find, almost invariably, the queen in the cover.

Dr. Besse—Black queens are very shy; they don't stay on
the hives

; they will slip around and hide in the corners; my
experience is when I want to find them, the same as Mr. Bald-
ridge's—drum them out, and it you can't see them then, shake
them on the alighting-board In front of the hive; then take
out one frame and shake them on, and the next one, and so
on ; they are a trouble to find, sometimes.

Mr. Norris—Once I was bound I would find the queen, so
I shook the bees out of the frames on a large sheet of paper
in front of the hives. I got all the bees out and watcht them
carefully as they went in, and could not find any queen until
they were nearly all in, and about made up my mind there
was no queen. I then raised up the paper, and the only bee
under it was the queen !

Mr. Green—I once had to find queens in a large lot of
hives in which the combs were hard to handle, and the queens
very shy. A great many of them were dark bees. I found
that when rapping on the hive and smoking I could find them
in that way much quicker than any other. I could almost
always find the queen that way within five minutes. In my
work In the apiary in finding queens I generally use the plan
of shaking the queen out. To make operations easier I have
a large alighting-board made of perforated zinc, and shake
the bees on that.

Mr. Wheeler—In using Mr. Baldridge's plan, I wish to
mention that you should lift the cover carefully, and not take
It off with a snap ; the queen is likely to knock down if the
cover is taken off with a snap or jar.

USING BAIT SECTIONS.

"How many think it necessary to put bait sections in the
super?

Pres. Miller— I think you can have two questions of this.
Suppose I say I can get work done without any bait sections
at all, but on the whole I think it is better to have them. It
would be advisable in that case but not necessary. Let us
take the question as it is given. How many think it neces-
sary to put bait sections in the super ? [Six.]

How many think it unnecessary ? [Five.]
How many think it advisable to put bait sections in the

super? [Twelve.]
Mr. Wheeler—There Is an "if." It depends entirely

upon the kind of hive you use, and what you arc doing. If I
use a Heddon hive and queen-excluder I don't want any bait
sections. My queen is quite apt to come up and lay in bait
sections. If I use a Langstroth hive then I want to use bait
sections.

Dr. Besse—Have a Ji Inch space between the supers and
the upper side of the frames ; there Is no danger of the queen
getting up ; that is my experience.

Mr. Norris— It depends more upon the honey-flow, if they
are necessary, than on any other one thing. If there Is a
large flow, you don't need any baits.

Mr. Baxter—I don't think it is necessary. If the bees
are going to work at all, they will work sometime—if not this
year, next.

Tbe convention then adjourned until 9:30 a.m. the next
day.

[To be continued.]

Report of the Illinois State Couventiou.

BY JAS. A. STONE.

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association met in Spring-
field, Nov. IS, ISyT, for a two days' session, and was called
to order at 10:30 a.m. by 1st Vice-Pres. J. Q. Smith. The
minutes of the last annual meeting were read and approved.

The committee on State Fair reported, and recommended
that, tho their work had met with general approval, still some
changes were needed in the premium list, as well as in the
code of rules. The committee reported that the State Board
of Agriculture gave us a good liberal premium list, and some
of the members of our Association did very well in trying to
make a creditable display.

Since the State Board, and especially Supt. Cater, have
done so well by bee-keepers, in offering so liberal a premium
list, it should be the object of beo-keepers everywhere to see
that a grand display is made—one that will not only be grati-

fying to the State Board of Agriculture, but a credit to the
bee-industry of the State and of the whole country. Not only
did they deal liberally with us in our premium list, but Sec-
retary Garrard kindly gave us our score cards'in such a good
shape that if there was anything wanting it was our own
fault. Then Mr. Cater selected a good judge In Mr. George
W. York, of the American Bee Journal, and everything was
past upon in such a way that no right-minded person had any
room for complaint. If the State Board, and Supt. Cater, are
as liberal with us in the future as at the last Fair, we recom-
mend that the members of our Association especially guard
with zealous care to see that the exhibit is such that no pre-
mium be carried off which shall not have well deserved the
same. If we make a fine shoeing we can expect good pre-
miums, and if our showing is inferior we will be only treated
right in getting small premiums.

The report was approved, and discussions followed, as to

what changes ought to be made In the premium list, and,
finally on a motion by Mr. Black, It was left to be settled by
the new committee on State Fair, which was named as follows:

Jas. A. Stone, chairman, Chas. Becker and S. N. Black. It

was the decision of the meeting that in recommending a pre-

mium list for Illinois bee-keepers only, that they should not
be compelled to be the producers, but that they ought to be
apiarists, and their honey the product of this State.

Mr. Robbins thought that in the exhibit open to the world
the amount of comb honey ought to be limited to 250 or BOO
pounds.

Mr. Becker thought it was only those who went the
rounds of the fairs, who demanded such a change, and it was
a question whether they were a benefit to the State Fair, or to

the cause of bee-keepers. The subject was well considered,
and argued on both sides, but seemed to be the prevailing

opinion that any changes to be made in the premium list

should be made to favor those wtio are showing in the inter-

terests of the cause, rather than those who are making the
rounds of the fairs.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The first on the program taken up was the question-box.

GETTING BEES OUT OF COMB HONEY SUPERS.

How can we with the least trouble get the bees out of our
comb honey ?

Pres. Smith—I put about six section-cases into a tight box
with small strips of wood between the cases so the bees can
pass between, and have holes in the box, covered on the out-

side with cones of wire screen for the bees to pass out.

Sec. Stone—For several years I have used only the Por-
ter bee-escape, and find it takes great care to see that no
spaces are left anywhere, or the bees will get back as fast as
they go out.

COMMON FARMERS KEEPING BEES.

Mr. Becker askt, "Should bee-keepers encourage the
common farmer to keep bees ?"

Pres. Smith thought not ; that every extra-good year
brought everybody into bee-keeping, and as the years grew
bad they all went out of the business, with no good result to

any one. Others thought about the same.
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Mr. Black—It is no profit to themselves and an Injury to

bee-keepers.
On motion of the Secretary, Messrs. Black, Smith, and

Poindexter were appointed a committee to interview the Gov-
ernor and present the following petition :

Whereas, The Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association,
at their annual meeting held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and 11,
askt that the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association at its

next (this) session take proper steps to secure help from the
State, to m^ke a creditable exhibit of honey, beeswax, etc.,

at the Trans-Mississippi International Exposition; therefore,

the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association in session have
appointed a committee consisting of S. N. Black, J. Q. Smith,
and Geo. Poindexter, to wait on the Governor, as to his pleas-

ure, and ask, if it be -consistent with his will, and for the
good of the State of Illinois, that one of the commissioners to

have the care of the appropriation from this State to the
above-named Exposition, be a bee-keeper, or a man who will

favor a good display of the apiarian products of the State of

Illinois at the Omaha Exposition ; and, also, ask his Excel-
lency, the Governor, to favor our request If he consider the
same proper.

COMB OR EXTRACTED HONEY—WHICH ?

" What are the best results for which to work—comb or
extracted honey, or both?

Mr. Black— I think there is more money In extracted,
take it year after year. I don't like to use sections the second
time. In producing extracted honey we do not have to use so

many fixtures, tho I favor working for both. Extracted is

always ready for the market, while comb has to be " just so "

or there Is no sale for it. I think comb honey is the healthier.
Mr. Poindexter would work for half of each. We ought

to have some comb honey always on hand.
Mr. Smith— It pays to work for both. I expect to do so

in the future, and sell both at the same price

—

VI]4 cents. I

put my extracted into stone jars, and tie it up with muslin
cloth.

Mr. Black would heat the extracted honey while extract-
ing in wet seasons.

DRONES FROM LAYING WORKERS.

" Are drones from laying workers potent to fertilize

queens ?"

Mr. Black— I have never seen anything that would settle

this question in my mind.
All had something to say on this question, but no one

could give any light on it.

The Secretary announced that arrangements had been
made with the American Bee Journal, the same as last year

—

one dollar for membership in the Association also giving
credit for one year for the American Bee Journal, from any
date desired.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as
follows

:

President, J. Q. Smith, of Lincoln ; Vice-Presidents— 1st,
C. P. Dadant; 2nd, A. N. Draper; 3rd, S. N. Black; 4th,
Geo. Poindexter ; and 5th. George W. York. Treasurer,
Chas. Becker; Secretary, Jas. A. Stone, of Bradfordton.

INCREASING THE DEMAND FOR HONEY.

"How can bee-keepers increase the demand for honey ?"

Mr. Black—If you can't sell it, give it away. Keep your
trade by buying, to sell them (your customers) when you have
none of your own production.

Mr. Smith—Leave a case and tell them you will call again
for it if they find they do not want it after investigation
Don't come down on the price In order to sell it.

Sec. Stone—Let people know you have honey, by giving
them a chance in some way to see it. I never have any trouble
in selling all the honey I can produce, and a good deal more.

SWARMING AND WINTERING.

"Will bees swarm sooner when wintered in the cellar
than on the summer stands?"

Mr. Black— It depends upon the winter.
Sec. Stone— If the winter is severe and the spring late, I

believe the bees kept in the cellar will come out away ahead
in their brood, and It follows they will first be ready for work,
and consequently swarm earlier.

Other questions were handed in that for lack of time
were not answered, and we will send them to Editor York to

be put to his question answerer, in the American Bee Journal,
for the querists to watch for. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

ty See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 125.

Plain Sections.—"The past season I used the no-bee-way
sections with barred separators, and learned that better comb
honey, and more of it, can be produced with them, and It can
be cleaned of propolis and packt In half the time that slotted

sections can.—E. A. Morgan, in Southland Queen.

A Lubricant for foundation machines given by Alois Al-

fonsus, in Blenen-Vater, is nine parts skim-milk and one part

alcohol, fle says it works well, and it has nothing objectiona-

ble in it. Another writer in Rhein-Bztg, says one part alcohol

and three parts of the watery portion left when cheese is made
of skim-milk.

Chilled Bees.—Gravenhorst says in Deutsche Illustrierte

Bztg. that chilled bees fouud on the hives or bee-house after a

cleansing flight, may be warmed and returned to other colo-

nies as they have become chilled, because some change in ap-

pearance has hindered their prompt return to their own hives;

but those found on the ground in front of the hives are not

worth miniing, for altho they may be revived they are death-

candidates, and will not last long.

Tall Sections 14 Years Ago.—The editor of Busy Bee
says, when he went to Missouri, 14 years ago, the Crown hive

was the principal one in use, with which tall sections were
used, having no bee-space In them, the bee-space being in the

separator. The arrangement was good, the sections when
filled very attractive, and not hard to clean. But the hive was
too expensive, and so went out of use. But he thinks, for the

average bee-keeper, the ordinary 4J-4 section is best.

A Dishonest Lot, Is what Aaron Snyder considers bee-

keepers who produce comb honey and crate and market the

same. If there are any exceptions he does'nt take the trouble

to mention it. The special charge is "facing" a shipping-case

with nice sections, and the middle of the case filled up with

inferior quality. The editor of Gleanings thinks Mr. Snyder

seems a little severe in his arraignment. But, really, ought a

man to call all comb-honey men snide when he himself is

Snyder ?

Carbonyle has been recommended In foreign journals as a

preservative of hives, for some time. In L'Apiculteur, A.
Bassaler reports that in March he put under part of his hives

floor-boards painted, five or six months previously, with car-

bonyle. April 20, on examination, he was stupefied to find 60
out of his 89 colonies gone up. Plenty honey left, but not a

bee live or dead. And the 6U colonies were just the ones that

had been placed over the carbonyle, the remaining 29 having
their old floors.

Creolin for Foul Brood.—Henry Otto, having seen creolin

recommended in a German paper as a remedy for foul brood,

gave it a trial. He sprayed the bees at the entrance of the

hive, commencing the last of October, taking the warmest
time of the day, repeating the spraying five or six times for

two or three days. Also used an atomizer to spray the frames
and inside of hive. The next spring the bees were healthy,

and he has had little trouble ever since by applying the remedy
on each appearance of the disease.—Pacific Bee Journal.

Handling Plain Sections has been mentioned as a rather

ticklish afldir on account of the danger of sticking the fingers

into comb so near the edge of the wood. In Review, J. E.

Crane says his experience has been that they require more
careful handling than others, or they will be marred and set

to leaking, especially when put in paper cartons. T. P. Bing-
ham says, "The very thought of such a section is a thought of

danger," but from what he says it appears to be with him only
a matter of thought without experience, while Mr. Crane
speaks from actual experience. Editor Hutchinson, speaking
also from experience, thinks the danger has been overdrawn.
He had three cases of such sections filled with honey, and at

five fairs they were opened, the sections taken out, pulled

about and handled and exhibited and then put back, and not

a scratch made on the combs.
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California Bee-Keepers' Exctaange.— The
Los Angeles Fruit World for Jan. 15, reported that C. H.

Clayton, secretary and business manager of the Exchange, on

Jan. 14 sold three carloads of amber extracted honey at 4
cents per pound, for shipment to Chicago and Boston. An
offer of the same price was declined for 36,000 pounds of

amber honey later in the day. It was said in the same paper
that the market was firm, demand plentiful, and supply some-
what scant.

It is no doubt that the Exchange, when properly working,

and supported as it should be by the bee-keepers of California,

will prove of great advantage to all concerned.

A German Sees American Bee-Keeping-.
—In Luxemburgischen Bienenzeltung an account is given of

observations in America, iu which especially the differences

between Germany and America are noticed. In America no

bee-houses as in Germany, but each hive out in the open air.

All movable combs instead of box or straw hives. Frames
lifted out above Instead of at the back, so any frame can be

lifted out separately instead of taking out all the frames to

get at the last. One cannot help wondering, however, in

what part of America he has been traveling to make the

statement that bee-keeping is to be found in America at every

farm-house, that the farmer living 20 to 30 miles from the

nearest town must depend on the bees for his sweetening
;

that In America almost all fruit that is boiled down is boiled

down In honey ; and that farmers come and offer honey at 4
to 5 cents a pound, and often not being taken at that, they

finally offer it at 2 or o cents to get rid of it

!

*-.-*

PJe^w Thing's are being constantly brought out in all

lines of the world's work. Bee-keeping is no exception. In

this number we illustrate and describe two of the new api-

arian things—the plain section and slat separator^ or fence.

Now it would be very foolish for bee-keepers to at once throw

away all the fixtures they have on hand, and get a big supply

of the new. There would be neither sense nor reason in so

doing. The proper thing to do is to get some of the new goods

for trial, and then if you find them superior to what you have

been using, adopt them ; if found no better, then you can go

on with the former things.

We believe in showing to our readers every new and use-

ful invention that may be brought out in the line of bee-cul-

ture, but we hope that no one will conclude that because we

do this, we at the same time advise them to throw away or

burn up all the old things now in use. No, no ; test the new,

and then " hold fast to that which is good."

^-^-^

A Few Kicks and Gro-wls.—Mr. J. M. Jenkins,

of Elmore Co., Ala., "kicks and growls" in the following

(perhaps latest) fashion :

I've got a little kick or two on my mind for the American
Bee Journal, and here goes. Of coarse, the people that don't

run papers and railroads know all about how they ought to be

run.
1. I don't like that new-fangled way you have of spelling.

Can't get used to it. Get to reading an interesting advertise-

ment, editorial or communication, and all at once meet one of

those things face to face, and it surprises me—actually, some
of 'em " shox" me. (That's a good 'un—shox.) Then I rather

lose the subject and catch myself looking ahead to see what
next. May be silly, but it's so. I wish you'd quit it, but you
needn't stop my subscription, even if you don't.

2. Speaking of advertisements, I wonder how many folks,

on receiving a bee-paper or magazine, begin at the back, look

over the advertisements from back to front first thing. I

always do. I may, for want of time, leave some things un-

read, but not the pages of business propositions.

3. Another thing, I like to see the full name and post-

office of contributors. Why not? Of course, everybody
knows I am in the city where the State Penitentiary is, and
where I am liable to spend the rest of my natural life, but

how many of your readers, do you suppose, know where such

little side-lights as Dr. C. C. Miller or G. M. Doolittle live and
vote, and have their bees ? I am sure the next number of the

American Bee Journal will conform to these preferences

o'mine—but don't stop my paper.
4. I also growl about the way in which you and Gleanings,

and perhaps other bee-papers and correspondents, sometimes
hint at or tell on dishonest commissfon-men. If a commission-

man does a crooked piece of business, and it is publisht with-

out giving his name, what good is done the unsophisticated

country sucker that buys your paper, and also swallows the

plausible buncombe and flattering testimonials of Wheadon,
Horrie, et of., except to make him suspicious of oJt commis-
sion-men ? What's the use of putting us onto 'em after the

police have chased 'em out of town and closed up their

business ?

5. Expose swindlers by all means ; but please tell us who
they are. You wrong no one by publishing the facts about a

transaction, with names and addresses of parties concerned.

You can still further help bee-keepers, and, incidentally, the

commission-men, by the favorable mention of a commission
house that you know is honest and reliable, and deserving of

patronage.
That's all. I wish you a happy, prosperous New Year.

Elmore Co., Ala., Jan. 14. J. M. Jenkins.

We will try to reply to some of Mr. Jenkins' questions and

objections, tho our answers may not be satisfactory to him

and a few others like him (who are outside of the penitentiary,

and yet so near to it !)

:

1. Many people don't like "new-fangled" things and

ways, but all of the old Ideas and things that have contributed

to progress In any line were once thought by some to be " new
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fangled." We believe in progress, heoce we are trying to help

It on a little by uniting with some 300 other publishers, edi-

tors, etc., to simplify and shorten our way of spelling the

English language by taking a certain class of words first.

"Shipt" certainly is simpler than "shipped." "Shox" is

your own idea, not ours, Mr. Jenkins. But we prefer it to

"shocks," tho "shoks" would bo better, and we hope the day
may come when it will be in good form to so use it. Two or

three of oilr subscribers stopt their subscriptions because we
were trying to help on what we considered a good thing in the

way of an improved spelling. But the Bee Journal was not

entirely dependent upon such unprogressive folks, so it has

just kept right on in its weekly appearance, and likely will

continue to do so. We may not be very large in size ourselves,

but we are not easily frightened, particularly when we know
we are on the right track.

2. This is a matter wherein our readers may do exactly

as they please. We would have no objections if they, like the

old colored brother, should prefer to read the Bee. Journal

toottomside up, " so as to get the bottom facts first
!"

3. Here is a thing that seems to bother one or two others

besides Mr. Jenkins. But when you subscribe for any paper,

it is no part of the contract that you shall have the post-oQice

address of a7ij/ of its correspondents. We agree to furnish

you a first-class paper for a year. Our contract is confined to

the paper. It doesn't go outside. Hundreds seek free advertis-

ing in this way, and if we give one address we are bound, in

some degree, to give all. We are constantly annoyed by this

class of correspondents. We save no manuscripts, and a week
following we may not remember the address of any particular

correspondent. Our mailing list is arranged by post-offices,

not names of individuals. If one asks for the post-office of a

particular correspondent, we often can't give it unless it hap-

pens to beone we know, and we can't find it on the list with-

out going through the whole of it—like looking for a needle

in a haystack. The proper way for a publisher is to give the

county and State ; that gives the location of the writer, and

beyond that no subscriber has any legal demands. If any

one has any advertising to do in our paper, to make any money

out of it, he must pay for it. It would be wrong for us to

charge one man regular rates and admit another man's adver-

tisement free—and in the best and most expensive locations,

in pure reading matter. No man wants his post-olfice address

publisht unless he has some object in view that has no con-

nection with the paper. All proper inquiries can be made
through the columns of the Bee Journal, and all replies of

general interest, also. By giving the county and State, we

give all that any reader has any right to demand; by sup-

pressing the post-office we save writers, who have no adver-

tising in view, an endless amount of trouble and annoyance,

and checkmate the free-advertising fiend. One of our corres-

pondents once received 50 letters in reply to an article he

wrote for the Bee Journal, and he hadn't paid one cent for

advertising! Right is right. We believe in justice to all,

hence we stopt the free-advertising business for one person

and charging another man for the same thing. We don't pro-

pose to give one person any advantage over another in the

columns of the Bee Journal, however others may do.

4. Exparienced publishers, and honorable ones, too, have

soue respect for libel laws, as well as for other good laws. We
cannot publish all that wa would, some times.

5. By consulting the advertising columns you will find the

names and addresses of commission-men and other dealers

who are regarded as "honest and reliable," else they wouldn't

be found there. It will hardly do to boom commission-men in

a miscellaneous or particular fashion, for you can't tell how
soon some of them may be found doing a crooked business. Of

course, just as soon as we discover such we drop them, as we

have done in several instances the past few years.

Now, we want to say that we are glad Mr. Jenkins sent

in his "kicks and growls," for it has given us a chance to

'give a]reis3a for the fiitn th it Is in u?." W) want all our

'readers to know just why we do such and such things, so that

they may see that it is not because we wish to be whimsical,

or to annoy or " discomf uddle " them, but to simply carry out

our idea of doing or showing justice to all and impartiality to

none. We want to be and do right, but do our best we cannot

hope to please all. In fact, you wouldn't read a paper three

months that was edited by a man who tried to please all, and

had no backbone, or mind of his own. We are simply trying

to make the old American Bee Journal as nearly as we know

how, just what it [ought to be. We sometimes fondly hope

that we are succeeding. Then again, like Dr. Miller, we
" don't know " about it.

Rev. a. B. Mettler, of Will Co., III., called on us when
in Chicago, Feb. 16. Mr. Mettler is a bee-keeper of three

years' experience, and is making a success of it. He finds

that preaching and bee-keeping go well together.

Simpson HoNEr-PLANT Seed, or Figwort, we have been

out of for a long time. As we are not able to fill any more
orders for it at present, we trust no more requests will be sent

In for it until we again announce that we have a supply of

the seed. Just now we do not expect to have any more.

Mr. Chas. a. Holmes, of Suffolk Co., Mass., makes an

exclusive business of furnishing strong colonies of bees for use

in greenhouses, preferring that those who may need them
should give their orders the fall previous. No doubt the

greenhouse people will be after Mr. Holmes, when they

once learn that he is ready to supply them with the busy bees.

They are put into the greenhouses on or about March 10, to

work on cucumber blossoms.

Mr. Jas. a. Stone, of Sangamon Co., III., Secretary of

the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, reports Feb. 9,

that his bees were wintering nicely—so quiet that they could

hardly be heard. Mr. Stone also seni us the report of the late

convention at Springfield, which will be found in this number.

Referring to it, Mr. S. says : "It is not long; but if any

wanted to hear more of it, tell them they ought to have at-

tended the meeting."

Catalogs for 1898 are on our desk from the following

who patronize our advertising columns;

John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Mo.—Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Page Woven Wire Fenced), Adrian, Mich.—Wire Fences.

F. A. Crowell, Granger, Minn.—Bees and Queens.

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C —Danzenbaker Hive.

John Bauscher, Jr., Freeport, III.—Poultry.

Geo. H. Stahl, Quincy, III.-Incubators.

Geo. W. Hufstedler, Beeville. Tex.—Bees and Queens.

August Weiss, Hortonville, Wis.—Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa—Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Mr. a. W. Hart, of Stephenson Co., III., judging from

the following, is almost glad we made a few errors in his first

communication, as the correction seems to have afforded some

fun :

" Editor Bee Journal :—Permit me to say thanks for

the frank correction on page 73. I hardly knew which to

admire most, the hearty correction or the happy play on the

words. When my humorous bee-friend, the ex-secretary, re-

markt on the ' errors,' he said :

'The editor knows Joliet [with its penitentiary] is In Will

county, and he probably thought you were there—or ought to

be; and you can't send any more articles as long as you are

there, and may be that is what the editor means.'

" He thought he had a good joke on me, and we had a

good laugh."
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[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Wire-Screen Comb Foiiiidatiou.

Could one successfully use window-screen wire, and cover the
mesb with hot wax for brood-frame foundation ? o New York.

Answer.—If you put the wax on so as to cover the wire-cloth
entirely, the bees will probably use it, but it will take a good deal
of wax, and would fail of being satisfactory in the most important
respect, for the bees would make just as much drone-comb as with-
out anything. Don't try it with more than one frame to begin
with.

Swarms Clustcrinjg: Together.

Should two or more swarms having dipt queens cluster to-
gether, would they each return to their respective hives ? or would
they go to some hive together, if left to their choice ?

Hot Spur.
Answer.—I don't like to answer, for the very first time you

have two swarms of that kind left to their own sweet will, they'll
be just about sure to do some other way than the way I say. Per-
haps in the majority of cases, each swarm will go back to its own
hive. That's on the supposition that each one clusters independ-
ently, or goes back to its own hive without clustering. They may
cluster together and then each one go back to its own hive. They
may cluster together and the united cluster go to one of the hives.
They may go together or separately to some other hive from which
a swarm had lately issued, and where a lot of returning bees are
making a loud call. They may break all up and go all sorts of
ways. You see I put in that "all sorts of ways" to cover some new
way that your bees will invent.

Loss in Weiglit in Wintering

I have 25 colonies of bees. I weighed them Sept. 27, 1897. and
part of them again Jan. 8, 1S08, and I would like very much to
know where part of the weight has gone. Below 1 give the weights
of two lots in pounds—weight given being of the bees and combs:

Sept. 37th. Jan. Sth. Loss.
No. 2 5;\- 4712 63^
No. 3 55% 49' 6%
No. 7 26K 301^ 6
No. 17 37 30K 61-^

No. 19 MM 27 '
7}i

Average
Total loss, 33 loss.6 3-5

This lot had all natural stores. In the following lot the figures
in the third column represent the amount of syrup fed during two
weeks in October;

Wt. Sept. 27. Amt. Fed. Wt. Jan. 8. Loss.
No. 4 12 17% na 17K
No. 8 18 12 16 14
No.13 12 20 7M 24K
No.lB 24 8 20}^ IIM
No. 20 15% 15 I8I4 12W
No. 21 23 7K 25W 5
No. 22 16K 15 ' 21 lOX
No.23 32 8 IBJi 13%
No. 34 24 6 1934 10%
No. 25 24 7 213-4 9% Av.

loss.

Total loss, 129% 13

The syrup fed was made by stirring granulated sugar in boil-
ing water, equal parts of each by weight, and adding three pounds
of honey to each gallon. Each colony was given the full allowance
at one time in a Miller feeder, late in the evening.

They are all on the summer stands, with a cushion filled with
oats four inches thick on top. Part of those fed are contracted to
five frames. They are in Simplicity and Danzenbaker hives. Can
you give any reason why those fed have lost nearly twice as much
as those not fed ?

I watcht pretty closely, and do not think there was much
robbing done. They are all strong in bees, as I took 13 colonies
out of a neighbor's box-hives (he was going to brimstone them) in
September, and gave plenty of bees to all that were at all weak.

Iowa.
Answer.—Your problem is a very interesting one, and you are

entitled to no little credit for taking such accurate observations.
I am not sure how much satisfaction I can give by way of an
answer. Suppose we consider the case of No. 13—the one to which
mest was fed, and the one that suffered the largest loss, apparently
disproportionately large. It lost about 18 pounds more than those
that were fed. The supposition is that the bees evaporated the

syrup till it was as thick as honey. The amount of water in honey
varies very much, some honey having only about 12 per cent, of
water, while other samples contain as much as 25 per cent. It is

likely the syrup was reduced till it contained 18 or 30 per cent, of
water, say 20 per cent. That would make 15 of the syrup when
evaporated, water, or '4 as much water as sugar. The 30 pounds
of feed you gave contained eight pounds of sugar, eight pounds of
water and four pounds of honey. That eight pounds of sugar would
only need two pounds of water, six of the eight pounds being evap-
orated. That 6 pounds taken from the 18 pounds of extra loss
leaves 13 pounds unaccounted for. I can only hint at some of the
ways in which it may have gone. Extra labor was done by the
bees in storing and evaporating the syrup, calling for an expendi-
ture of force with a corresponding loss in weight. It is quite pos-
sible that feeding so much thin syrup may have excited a good deal
more brood-rearing than took place in the colonies not fed. and
this would make considerable loss in weight. And it is also possi-
ble that some wax was secreted, causing a large loss in weight
compared with the weight of the wax. You have only confirmed
what many others have noted, that in feeding bees there is always
an apparently large loss not easily accounted for in exact figures.

Keeping Bees on Siiares.

I have an opportunity to take 14 colonies of black bees on
shares. What would be a proper share ! Is one-half of increase
of both honey and swarms fair ? One party owns hives and bees,
the other does all the work, furnishing the best of pasturage. Who
should furnish hives. ( r should each furnish his own ? Should the
original colonies be kept good in case of death by moths or foul
brood, etc.? When is the proper time to count the colonies good,
now or in the spring ? Penn.

Answer —Be sure to have every particular agreed upon and
put down in writing. That's not answering your questions at all,,

but it's the most important answer you can get, for there's pretty
sure to be some misunderstanding about bees on shares. There's
no fixt rule as to shares, and it's all as you agree. Much depends
on the man who takes care of the bees. If I were putting out bees
on shares, I'd be willing to give five times as big a share to some
bee-keepers as to others. Depends on what they know, what they
can do, and what they will do. Perhaps the most common way is

to have each furnish half hives for increase, and take half the in-

crease and half the honey, counting out the original number as
belonging the original owner. You can tell better about the colo-
nies by counting in spring, but that's just as you agree.

Hive Dimensions—Rnnning Out-Apiaries.

1. Please give a description of the hive you use. Give length
and depth of frames, how many and what style.

3. Can an out-apiary be run for comb honey without an
attendant during the swarming period ? Or in other words, can
one person manage two apiaries, they being several miles apart ?

Subscriber.

Answer.— 1. The majority of hives are S-frame, having frames
18x9 inches. But I would'nt advise any one to use a frame of this

size, for altho it varies not more than V of an inch from regular
size, and is perhaps just as good, still it is an odd size, and on that
account not so good. My later hives, and the ones I am getting as
fast as I need new ones, are the regular 8-frame dovetailed hives,

with frames of what may be called standard size, 17^x93^, outside
measure. Top-bars of frames are l^x'^.

2. Yes, it the apiaries are small enough, one person can run
several. Of course he must manage to have some kind of control
of natural swarming.

Building Combs on Wired Frames, Etc.

I have two colonies, one a prime or first and large swarm, and
the other a second swarm (which was small) from the parent hive.

I bought two chaff hives and a lot of other things of a lady who
once had bees. The frames were not wired, and I was told to
wire them. I did so. I did not know how many frames ought to

go into the hive, so I put in one eight and the other nine. They
were from 1.J to %' inches apart at the top. Now. I was told to

wire these frames by crossing the wire diagonally in the center, in

order to support the comb and honey. When the bees went to
work they made comb on each side of the wire, one piece of comb
interlacing another, and one frame also interlacing the other.
Some frames had as many as three different pieces of comb, one
piece on one side of the wire and two on the other, and so mixt up
that it was impossible to take out a frame without breaking and
tearing the comb. I took some of them off, also a few pieces that
were made from the quilt down in between the frames. What was
the trouble '. Was the wire put in wrong, or was it too thick ? It

was common annealed wire, such as is used for picture-hanging.
I straightened out the combs as best I could, as 1 was anxious

to save the bees and let them go at that, so they could gather
enough for winter stores. I think they are all right so far as stores

are concerned. What course to pursue in the spring is just what I

want to know. Some of the frames were not wired; these were
built pretty straight, tho somewhat bulgy. I had some foundation
with the hives, which I think is the thin kind for sections; this I

used in the frames, putting a strip all along the top-bar; it hung
down about four inches from the top-bar; some of it sagged, and
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some dropt off, which I removed from the hive. Was this comb
that was built in chunks (so to speak) what is called burr-comb?
How can I best prevent it in the future ?

I am a subscriber to tbe American Bee Journal. I want to

make my bees pay, and I want to learn all I can. I am going to get
" A B C of Bee-Culture" this winter. Can you recommend me to
anything better for a beginner '. MiciiiG.iN.

Answer—You are very wise in planning to get Root's "A B C
of Bee-Culture." With that and the American Bee Journal you
will be well equipt. If only you had had the book a year sooner it

would have saved you a lot of trouble.
The bees have surely made a bad mess for you. but they're not

much to blame. You had the frames badly spaced, and used the
wrong kind of wire, and probably the wrong kind of foundation.
The frames should have been spaced that they would measure IV
from center to center, altho P.j from center to center would work
all right, and some of the best bee-keepers prefer it. Much finer

wire should be used. No. 30. tinned wire is about right. Brood-
foundation should be used, and the wire should be imbedded in the
foundation, but all this you will learn about in the book you pro-
pose getting.

It's a little bit hard to say what is the best thing to be done in
the spring. In any case, leave the frames just as they are till time
of fruit-bloom. In the meantime, study up the matter of trans-
ferring, which you will find fully treated in your book. Then if

you can find a frame that you can lift out, you can gradually get
others out by cutting away some of the attachments, then the
combs can be properly fastened in the frames just as you are in-

structed to fasten combs taken from a box-hive.
If it's a bad case, probably it may be as well to wait till about

three weeks after it casts a swarm, then there will be no brood in
the way. ^

Foreign 4tueen-f<reecler$—Hive-Ventilaling
'Wedge§—Gluing; Clealed Separators.

1. May I ask you to be good enough to give me, or to obtain
for me, the adiress of a good, reliable queen-breeder in Carniola
or Italy ?

2. Mr. Pettit's idea of ventilating wedges seems good ; there
is good reason for their use as against corner blocks. But don't
you think the ventilation would be more thorough, if, instead of
cutting the wedges to a feather-point, they were left )^ inch or so
thick at the smaller end ? As it is they afford a bigger opening.
There is really no draft through the hive.

3. And don't you think, Doctor, that editor Root makes a mis-
take in yhthig the cleats on his cleated separators ? I bpgan this
easy way of putting them on once, but speedily desisted upon a
neighbor laughing at what he was pleased to call my folly, assuring
me that the moist heat of the hive would loosen them in no time.
Thinking it best to be on the safe side, I substituted wee wire-nails,
even nailing over those I had already glued

;
yet I have never felt

certain that said neighbor's surmises were correct. Kindly tell us
what yitii know or think about glue in the interior of hives, for per-
adventure you have had some experience thereanent.

South Africa.
Answers.— 1. Sorry to say I don't know of a single address.

Italian breeders used to advertise more than now.
[Owing to unsatisfactory dealings of some foreign queen-bee

advertisers in former years, we have not cared to encourage their
patronage of our columns.

—

Editor.]
3. Which is best may depend upon the time. Very decidedly

it seems better to have the hive level, giving the slant to the floor
alone. In spring or early summer, no doubt the sharp edge to the
wedge is better—don't want ventilation clear through then. Later
OD, your plan would suit me better, and in the height of the honey-
flow I'm just radical enough to believe that there's nothing quite
so good as four blocks under the corners. Tbe only objection I re-
member to have seen urged against this, is that the bees have only
the four corners to climb up. That's bad in theory, and quite a
hindrance to the bees, but as in actual practice my bees seem
never to be delayed or worried by it, it does'nt worry me.

3. I think I never had anything glued in my hives. But Miles
Morton says he has had glued "fences" for I think 10 years or more,
and they never have failed. Are you sure that your neighbor is

correct in considering the heat of the hive "moist heat"? It surely
does'nt look much like it when honey is evaporated in it.

T Supers or Scction-lloi<lcrg-
aud C}priaii§.

-Carnloians

I got my start of bees only two years ago, and we have had
two excessively dry years, and next to no honey-flow at all, so I
have had but little surplus honey, and that last September. Now,
I make my own hives and have simply increast the stock of
bees. I have now 23 colonies in hives that hold 13 Langstroth
frames. AH have plenty of honey, and have been carrying pollen
lively the last four days from maple. I have increast from six,
and had only three natural swarms in two years. Now for the
questions:

1. Which is preferable in working for comb honey, supers
with T tins, or section-holders ? I have 1'^ inch sections. I have
but few supers, and no inside filling for them, and desire to buy
only that which is the better of the two ways. Which is the better,
and give the best results with least expense and labor ?

3. Have you had any experience with Carniolan or Cyprian

bees ? I have all three and five-banded Italians, gentle and good)
workers, but they gather lots of sweet gum for propolis, and stick
things up "for keeps." If either of the above are as good or better
workers, and not so much on propolis, I thought of making ,a
change. Mine are all rustlers.

Last spring I saved two colonies that run out of stores, and
chilled so that nearly half were dead when I noticed them, by set-

ting a Mason fruit-jar full of hot water close to the combs, and
when they were warmed up I poured warm sugar syrup among'
them, and in an hour they were at work storing it in the combs.
They came through all right. Arkansas.

Answers.— 1. Some prefer one and some the other. Probably a
good deal deal depends upon being familiar with them. My own
preference is decidedly for the T super. The A. I. Root Co. have
something they have just gotten up that they think better than
either, but I have'nt had a chance to try it yet. Perhaps the chief
advantage claimed for tbe section-holder is, that when tbe central
frame of sections is flnisht or nearly so, it can be exchanged for
the outside frame. I would not make use of that advantage, so I

don't value it. An advantage that the T super has, is that it will

take sections of any width whatever, whereas a section-holder
made for a IJ,' section can't be used for any other width.

3. I have had no experience with Carniolans and very little

with Cyprians. I have had bees that were a good deal worse than
Italians about gluing, but none that glued less. Probably one
reason that you have so much trouble with propolis is, that there
is so much material ready for their use in the line of propolis. I

doubt whether you will gain anything in that direction by
changing your bees.

Loose or Tight Hive-Bottom—Honey-Room.
1. lam about to make about one dozen Langstroth hives for

myself, and I would like to know which is the better way to make
them, with a loose or tight bottom-board or floor. My old hives

have a tight floor.

3. I would like to build a small honey-room in my workshop.
Please give instructions as to how to build it. Onio.

Answers.—1. Very decidedly I'd have the bottoms loose.

Then you can storify when you want to do so, and you can block

up your hives from the floor when you want to give more ventila-

tion. Sometimes, however, it is desirable to have the floor fast to

the hive, as in hauling. At such time you can fasten the floor to

the hive by means of tobacco-staples. If your floor is loose you
can fasten it temporarily, but if it's permanently fastened you can't

have it loose when you want.
2. Much depends^, of course, on circumstances, the size of your

shop, position, etc. If you can have it on the south side it will be
well, so as to have the heat of the sun. Painted a dark color, it

will better absorb the sun's rays. For comb honey you will need
things a little different from that which is best for extracted.

Without being on the spot it's pretty hard to give specific direc-

tions. Partition off what you can spare from your work-room,
then plan according to your needs. If you don't have everything
planned just right at the start, it does'nt matter so much. The
main thing is to have the room, and then you can use it as needed.

Bees Stinging Each Other—How Bees Brcathe.^

It has long been a question with me why. when one bee stung
another, it did not lose its sting, and if it did. what consolation

there was to those bees which defended their hive from robbers,

if they by so doing finally lost their own lives through the loss of
their stings; hence I desire a fuller explanation, as I do not under-

stand about the "breathing holes," as mentioned on page 53, in

your answer to "Mass." We have just had a snow-storm of 34

hours duration, which is blowing into drifts. We had over a foot

of solid snow before, as a foundation. Ignokanoe.

Answer.—By "breathing holes" X mean the spiracles. Now
you know all about it, don't you ? If you have a minute's leisure

let me tell you a little more about it. Bees don't have a system of

bones inside as we do, but a bony covering outside. A bony sub-

stance called "chitine" covers the outside. That's so hard that I

don't believe a sting could be made to penetrate it. The abdomen
or hinder part of a worker has six bands or belts of chitine. each
band being formed of two plates, one upper and one lower. If you
watch a bee when standing still, especially after active exercise,

you will- see its abdomen alternately expand and contract—get

longer and shorter. The different bands telescope into each other,

being joined together by a very thin membrane. J 'j ' _j

Your blood needs oxygen, and it goes regularly to the lungs

for it, and you are constantly drawing air into the lungs and then
breathing it out again, so as to supply the oxygen. The bee must
have oxygen, too, but it works on a different plan. It has no sys-

tem of blood vessels to carry the blood where it can get oxygen,
so it has a system of air-vessels that ramify and ramify, and carry

air to every muscle, gland and organ, even to the wings. The
spiracles, or places where the air enters, are 14 in number, five on
each side of the abdomen between the bands, and one at the base

of each of the four wings. You can see that while the sting can-

not pierce the horny chitine, it will readily slide into one of the

spiracles, from whence the poison will be promptly distributed to

all parts of its ramifications. Once in a great while the sting may
get into the thin membrane that unites the bands, and then it will

stay in tbe wound, just as it does when the bee stings you. Now
you understand, 1 hope, a little better about the "breathing holes."
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Basswood Honey

California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Ooj y
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated J2.00 per aaniim.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL

FOR
SALE

We have a limited number of barrels
of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighiug net about 280 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^^i};^^''^^
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Kipping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Oadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stutf,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. CaUlo^ne Free.

SENECA FALLS ITIFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root'M Good^ at tlieir piifeH. I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepehs' rui'PLits, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremout, nicli.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Home for Sale—A Home in Califoriiiii

On accoun'' of almost total losia of eyr siclit

I am compelled to otfer my fruit ranch and
apiary for sale or e.\(^hHnge For further par-
ticulars address E. B. RKECHIJR,
6A4t AnuURN, Placer Co., Calif.

Please m,ention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee • Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everytiijap" usf-d by bee-
keepers. Orders filled nrompflv.
Send for catalog NIWKSfn'A REK-
KKKPERS* SIFPLY MFG. (0.. McoUel
Island, Mlnneaoolls. Minn.

22\tf Chas Mondeng. Mjrr.
Please mention Bee Journal when •writing.

"^Hf RUMELY

> If you are
• thinking about

[iRAciM engines:
> We present "THE NEW RUMEIY" which is the cli-

. masof 44 year's experience in enpine building.
,Embodvinn nil the betjt invent ions of oar own and .

'many otliera. IT IS STRONO-SIMPLE-DURABIE *

• AND EASILY OPERATED. But thero is more toil-

<

explained in detail in oar new catalogue—FREE.
M. RUMELY CO., LAPORTE, IND.

^>a,.^tgE7;^^5^g^^ '̂Si^as^%^^>gigg

S^E^L" \^^H
'i^^^m^^^.t^^/f^^^frr^m

Bees in Splendid Condition.

Bees bad a spleadid flight last Thursday
(Jan. 13), so they are now in fine condition
to go through the winter.

Geo. Spitler.
Crawford Co., Pa., Jan. 18.

Too Dry for the Bees.

It is impossible for me to do without the
American Bee Journal. The last season
was too dry here in this locality for the
bees to gather much honey, but what I did
get was fine—all comb honey. I have 35
colonies of .5-banded Italians and hybrids,
in dovetailed hives. Geokge E. Ulkich.
Dauphin Co., Pa.

Good Year for Bees.

I started beekeeping four years ago with
one colony, and last spring (1S97) I had
eight; from them I had -IS gallons of ex-
tracted, and 100 pounds of comb honey,
besides eight swarms. I now have 16 strong
colonies, and winter them on the summer
stands, in Langstroth 2story lO-trame
hives. We had a good year—white clover
plentiful, and honey very nice.
Summit Co., Ohio. "Hiram Bradley.

Deep Snow and Storm.
The winter was very mild and pleasant

until about one week ago when we were
blest with a good foot of '"the beautiful,"
making a good 18 inches of snow on the
level, and this morning we awoke to find a
terrible storm in progress, with snowdrifts
of enormous size, and all double-walled
hives outside of the bee-house literally

buried beneath the snow. It is one of the
worst storms 'that this section of the coun-
try has witnest in lU years. I hope it has
not reacht as far south as Chicago.
From a •' snowed in " bee-keeper.

Chas. E. Crawford.
Oscoda Co., Mich., Jan. 23.

[Yes, we got it here, too.

—

Editor.]

Bee-Keeping in Mexico.
We had a very nice year in 1897. The

rainy reason kept on tor a long time, with
a sufficient amount of water. Everything
did grow splendidly. Just now I am clean-
ing my coffee, which came out very nice,

ani is of good quality. Lately we had
some quite exceptional cold spells. The
temperature came right down to the freez-

ing point, but did not do any harm.

My bees did not do so well as in the sea-

sons before, and I cannot explain why.
They had all the year around 3 to .5 frames
full of honey in the brood-nest, but did not
do much in the supers. I hardly had
enough honey to supply my regular cus-
tomers. The orange season is beginning
now, and I am full of hope for the year
1S08. P. BCSSLER.
Old Mexico, Jan. 20.

Red Clover with Short Corollas.

Again and again we bear and read of the
hope, and trials, to lengthen the tongue of

the bee so that the nectar from the corollas

of the red clover can be gathered. All ad-
mit the fact that red clover is one of the
richest honey-plants we have, but all de-

plore the fact that the corollas are so deep
and long that the bee cannot get at the
nectar. • If the bee only had a longer
tongue!" Yes. or if the corollas of the red
clover only were shorter!

It is surely praiseworthy if bee-keepers
try to experiment to stretch the tongue of

the bee. for the nature of animals is change-
able. Look at the different kinds of cattle

Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

SB) 10ft 25ft 509)
Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 $2,25 $4.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover.... 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Meel
CJr«y Carnlolanii* More than 300 Tested
Queens to beg-In with. Untested, either race,
75cts. each; June and until October 30 cents
each. Tetied $1.00 each. Good Breeders. $*3

each, btraig^bt 5-Banded or '"Faultless"
Queens, So.OO each. Oatisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLE. Bee Co, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

tlnfl/c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'lUlll N Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies iu general, etc etc.

Send [or our new catalog.
Practical Hlntti" will be mailed for 10c.

iu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mnth & Sou, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention BeeJournal when writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-OUR PRICES

\u^ tlie new
Cliampion Cliafl-Hire

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you$$$*

K. H. SCHMIDT A; CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

»- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for hie
,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liiberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOB
Has No Sag In Brood-Framea

Thin Flat-Hottom FoundatioD
Baa So Flahboae Id tbe Norplaa Hooef

.

Being the oleanest iB nsnally worked
tbe qalokestof any Fonndatlon made

J. A. VAN DEIJSEN.
Sole ManQfactnrer,

Bpront Brook Monuomery Co.. N. Y,

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

DCC I^CCDCD^ 1 Let me send you my 64-
DLL-NLLrLno pa^e Catalog for lSi}8.

J. IU. Jenkins^ Wetuiupka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when •writing.
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—some good for milk, some for butter,

some for beef. Horses—long legs, short
legs. Dogs—long heads, short heads. But
not only the nature of animals is change-
able, but that of the plants is, too. That's
why we have so many kinds, and some
times vtrij different kinds of one and the
same species. Think of apples, cherries,

and the garden stuff.

Now. 1 think it would be a move in the
right direction if we try to find or propa-
gate a variety of red clover that has shorter
corollas and of just as good, if not better,

qualities than the old one. What a picture
for the bee-keeper I Let us try ! Gardeners,
be up and doing! This is something for

you! Man has accomplisht much. Why
not this ? (Rev.) H. RoHits.
Rock Co., Wis.

Wintering Nicely—Mild Winter.
Bees are wintering nicely up to date.

Those on the summer stands get a flight

about twice a week. The winter has been
unusually mild. Sweet clover seed that
dropt from the stalks last fall is sprouting
now, fully a month earlier than other
years. Fruit-buds, too, are far advanced

;

no doubt they will get damaged by frost
later on. John Nebel & Son.
Montgomery Co., Mo., Feb. 1-t.

Lack of Pollen Cause of Bee -Paralysis.

According to a German bee-keeper quoted
in I'Apiculteur for January, 1898, that
mysterious bee-disease called " May-dis-
ease," paralysis, etc., is mainly due to
scarcity of pollen in the hive. Pollen, be
says, being a stronger restorer of lost-

vitality than even honey, larva; and bees
fed with a too meager supply of pol-
len will be lacking in energy and strength,
which will cause the colony to behave as
has often been described.

This fact, he go°s on to say, would ex-
plain why the stronger colonies (short of
pollen stores) seem to be more liable to
show the symptoms of the malady, and
why the malady disappears as soon as pol-
len becomes abundant.
Bee-paralysis has also been traced to

sugar syrup feeding. Very likely the same
cause lies at the bottom of such an assump-
tion—absence of pollen in the sugar syrup;
hence the advisability of mixing with the
feed some substitute for pollen.
Here is a hint for our apicultural experi-

ment stations. H. Dupret.
Province of Quebec, Canada.

In Favor of One Big Union.
In the Bee Journal of Jan. 20, under the

heading, "The New Union's Membership,"
the editor asks: "Are ;/o« a member ? If

not, you should join at once, and lend your
aid in carrying out the important objects of
the new (Jnion." With the editors per-
mission, I would like to state why I have
not renewed my membership. 1 fail to see
the use or benefit of being a member of
three separate bee-keepers' organizations,
when one could accomplish ail the objects
desired infinitely better than any number
can do separately. If we as bee-keepers
mean business, we must get together and
present a united front to our enemies. If
adulteration and the other evils of which
we complain are going to be put down, we
must have a strong organization with a
fighting man at the head of it. Judging
from present conditions, it is not likely that
more than a small proportion of those who
keep bees will ever become member* of any
union that may be formed, but we have al-

ready material enough to make a strong
society, and it is no compliment to our in-
telligence, as beekeepers, that it has not
been done sooner.
There are two bee-keepers' associations

in Minnesota, and many States in the Union
have one or more, which, if all united,
would be a power that would soon make it-

self felt for good. Let us quit our petty
jealousies, if that is what is keeping us
apart, and have only one bee-keepers' union
in the United States. Can't the constitii-

Only C ck per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish '^Vtllte Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, od
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, Q)4 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, III.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe I^arg-est Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
BaSS'WOOd is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee Journal. 7Atf

We Avant

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
To Iiave a copy of

ihxHt Our 1898 Catalog \Ia^/

jp^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Asciit for the Southwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding-, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
BeeJouraal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete scl-

entiflc and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

uUy equipped, or his library complete, with-
out " The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Given For 2 IVew Subscribers.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply tbe Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (wlih 82.00), and we will mall vou a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for II. '36,
or we club It with tde Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' AS a premium. Let everybody try for If
Win you have one '

OEOBGE W. YORK & CO., 118 ICicliigan St., Chicagro, 111.
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ARE RELIABLE.BliE. ^
Everything grown in Keid's Nurseries ia

healthy, well-rooted and true to name. Every effort is

made to save expense to customers. We sell direct and ship

direct, saving tifty per cent, on Trees, Shrubs, Vines. Write for cata-

lOKue. estimates or suggestions. Try Star Strawberry, KUIorado
Blackberry. REIT'S NURSERIES, Brideeport, Ohio^

t./^ Listen ! Take my Advice and Bny

s^Yoiir Bee-Snppiiesss»

of Anost Weiss

!

riMK Fo«;.^i>A'rioi>
a:>'i> to.'ms of it.
^Vorklns Wax iuto Founda-
liou a Specialty.

1>EFV
competUion
In
Foundation

Millions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides !

!

r SAT]$^FACT]0> Gl'AKANTBFB on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Catalogue and
be your own judge._ ;Wax wanted at 26 cents cash, or 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

BEE-SUPPLIES

!

We have the best equlpt factory In the West. Capacity
1 car load aday; andcarrythe lar^eststock and greatest
variety of everything needed In the apiary, assuring best
ifoods at the lowest prices, and prom^t shlptnent.

Illustrated Catalog, I'i Pases, Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal

vanlzed s'eel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address,

E. KRETCH7IEK, Ked Oak, Iowa.
8E13t Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

Catalogs.

To SeettBuyers
One flafs caters to the patronajre of those who are mislead hy overdrawn pictures and

J "Statements that are untrue. Another class takes advanta^re of the fears of those, who,
Athrouirh a natural desire to secure the best seed.-', will pay fancy prices for what often
>«»***»»*».»«*«« It proves to be very ordinary stock. THERE IS YET ANOTHER
t 0*«-»««»y*!. 0«M»#^>»»a t class which seeks the trade of those, who want the best,

[ 0"3"'» S Ojr2»««*»** t seeds possible to obtain and are \viltintr to pay a reasnn-

t nf 0£»^fmmninn i able price for them. TO THIS CLASS OUR CATALOGUE
|li Of r'««»llf#'ffnif + BELONGS it is mailed FRKE to thobe who write for it.

E? CfcA^n-.., i tfORTHRUP, KING A CO., Seedsmen,
' 26 to 32 HennepinAve.

Sheepm
[ ThispamphletlSRiTenaway i

* ers.lo our customers.

^^^^r^r^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^^*^
Minneapolis, Minn.

cRus&cufa

Seeds

Our STERLING
Brand of Grassand
Clover See<ls repre-

sent the best quali-

ties obtainable,

'^^

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight ratt s obtained by purchas-

ing ^oods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establlsht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Hlgginsville, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bi^e-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par escellent. Polisht. snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw-

colored trauspurent P'oundatlon, Improved Smokers and Honey Bxtractors, and all other flrst-

class goods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that it we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our « u^tomer in the future.

^^Progressive Bee-Keeper, oOc per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25o. Both for 65c ,

postpaid. Sample copy of the Pkoghessive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Leahy Manutacluriiig Company,

HIsglnsville, Iflo., or
173U South 13ili St., Oinaba, Neb.

That dueen-Olipping Device Free I

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS ;

Send us puit one yieio name lor the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigaa St., CHICAGO, ILL.

tion of the "New Union" be made wide
enough to take us all in, without having to
pay two membership fees ? " Would that
some Moses would arise and lead us out of
the wilderness," Wm, Russell.
Hennepin Co., Minn.

[All right, Mr. Russell. But suppose you
just set a good example of " bow to do it,"

by getting in your own membership fee to

the New Union just as quick as you can.

Unions become large and powerful by
reason of those who join its ranks, and not

by people staying out of them.—Editor.]

A Beginner's Report.
Last year was my first with bees. In

March 1 bought at a sale 10 colonies, a lot
of hives and frames, all costing me .*15.00.

I moved the bees the next day, moving
about half a mile, A few days after mov-
ing, one colony left me. The reason, old
bee-keepers tell me, was for want of bee-
bread, as they had none, but plenty of
honey. All went well for some time, until
in August I found that one old colony had
whipt and almost robbed another old
colony. I had quite a time with my third
new swarm. The first two I hived without
any veil; the third became cross ; they be-
gan to sting, and I got a veil, then I hived
them all right. I oon't bother them any
more without protection, for it swells so on
me. I got about 400 pounds of comb honey,
and 200 of extracted. I sold the most
around home, and I could have sold several
hundred pounds more of extracted if I had
had it. I increast to IS colonies, which I

have in a good, dry cellar in good condition.

I think every bee-keeper should set out a
few turnips for the bees to work on early,
for the bees work on them and get lots of
pollen before much else is in blossom.
Linn Co., Iowa, Jan. 19. G. H, Fret.

Historical Recollections.

My attention is called to the following
statement in Dr, Gallup's "Recollections of
an Old Bee-Keeper," on page 68:

" Mr. Langstroth had the misfortune to
have many agents who did not fairly rep-
resent him, and one in particular who
cheated him out of a large percentage of
his just dues. I had the supreme satisfac-

tion of balking him in at least two of bis
schemes."

As Dr. Gallup is recording in the Bee
Journal historical as well as autobiograph-
ical facts. I. for one, would be pleased to
have him state who that agent was, who
was so mean and so dishonest as to cheat
Father Langstroth "out of a large percent-
age of his just dues," Of course Dr. Gallup
knows who that agent was, because he says
he "had the supreme satisfaction of balking
him in at least two of his schemes,"

I would also be pleased to have the Doctor
give the details of the swindle to which he
refers, as historical facts, if reliable, are
sometimes very important. This matter to
which the Doctor refers may be the means
of explaining to the readers of the Bee
.Journal why Father Langstroth, during his
life, especially the latter part of it, was so
embarrast financially. So let us have the
facts. Doctor, no matter whether the agent
you mention be dead or alive.

Kane Co., 111. M. M. Baldhidge.

IHATjCH,Chlckens ^HJ^^^^i
EXCELSIOR Incubatsr
Simple., Perfect, Self-Beg^aX-
ing, ThoBSAnds ja anccessful
operation. Lowc«t priced
llrat-claii« llsU-her made.

<iEO. If. STAHL.
taiaa S. 6tb St. OiilncT.ni.

44A-26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

\\l,r^ n AV CASH each WIEK the year round, if

TYG rAI Tiiu st-ll stark Tri-es. Outfit free.

STARK mSW.\. L0UI5IAM. MO., Stalk, Mo., Rodmort, 111., DansvillcN. V

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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SHH Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send It on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
llSMichig-anst., CHICAGO. ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

B"
fcEE - KEEPEKS' SUPPLIES

!

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog:.

FRED A. DAI.TON,
lA26t Walkbb, Vernon Co., Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens in April and May. $1.00. Un-.
tested, 75c. Choice Breeders, tither three or
flve-banded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $.5.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROVVELL,
SAt.f GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'd Honey Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate, Cat-
tree. _ Walter S. Ponder,

"Vt"" PoVBtRi*!/' indLnapolis. Indiana.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

NO DIRT LEFT
In clothefl waahed wltii ttie
BDSY BEB WASHER."
Pieces in one hour and
ard work done. Thafe'a
the record. AGENTS
WANTED. EiciuslTB
Bale. WrJtP for terras.

Lake Erie Mfg. Co., 147 E. 1 3 St., Erie, Pa.
44E26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Texas Queens ^mvm\
Best honej'-gatherlng strain in America.

Tested, $1.50. Untested. $1.00. Write for a
Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A36t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Satiyfaelinri Kiiai"aritt-r(l i

MARILLA

4E4t

INCUBATOR & BROODER
'

:e rcasonalili- Itniis!

much faith we havp
Lher HOT WATER

child fun work

THE MARiuAlNCUBATORCO
'

"""'°e i'"""-?*. Box 30 Marilla, N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

[INCUBATOR &
we ^^^^ll. Ari.- not those n
Thai shows vou bow mu
in our macbmes. Either
or HOT AIR machines..
Ilieni. Elev.-nlh year .

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP <^.9».^
has a hobby which is the sheep breederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you Interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - Chicago>
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HDNEY and BEESWAX
MARKET QUOXAXIOIVS.

Chicagfo, 111. , Peb. 21.—Fancy white is not
plentitul. and pells at lie; good No. 1, or
grade of that character is abundant, and sells
at 7 to 9c.: amber and dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, h to6o. ; amber. 4 toSc. ; dark,
4c. Beeswax. 36 to 270.
Much of the comb honey Is granulating

this season.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 1.—Fancy white, 11
to 13c.; No. 1. 10 to lie: fancy amber, 9 to
lOc; No. 1,8 to 9c. Darker grades are sell-
ing lower and In better supply .and can be
bought at 6 to 7c. Extracted, white, o to 6c.;
darker grades, 4 to 3o. Beeswax Is In good
demand at 26 to 27c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jen. 15.—Fancy white,
11 to i:!c.; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is
In good demand.

Milwaolcee, Wis., Jan. 24.—Fancy white
1-lbs.. 11 to 12c.: A No. 1. 11 to lli4c.; No. 1,
10 to lie; No. 2, 8 to 9c.; No. 1 dark. 8 to 9c.
Extracted, in barrels, kegs and cans, white,
5^4 to 6c. ; dark, 5 to b%c.
The supply of honey Is good and the quality

very nice as a ireneral thing. The demand Is
not up to our desires, yet we are hopeful It
will Improve and all will be wanted at fair
value. We feel like sustaining prices, and
continue to quote as above.

Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. IS.—Fancy white.
12tol2i4c.: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amber,
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7e; amber. 4
to 5c. Beeswax. 22 to 25c.

St. I^onis, Mo., Feb. 9.—Fancy hite comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to lOe: dark.
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5 !4 to6c. : amber,
5 toS!4c.; dark, 4 to4Hc. Beeswax. 20 to 22c.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 18.—Fancy, In car-
tons. 12^4 to 13c.: in glass, 11 to 12c.: A No.
1. 10 to lie; No. 1, 9c.: No. 2, 8c.; No. 3, no
sale. Beeswax. 27c.
The demand for honey Is light on all grades,

with a full supply. Pure beeswax Is in good
demand, bnt supply Is light.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 18.—Fancy white,
10c. ; No. 1.9c.; amber. 8c. Extracted, white,
5c.; amber, 4c,; dark. 33ic. Beeswax. 28c.
Late arrivals of California honey have de-

moralized our market.

Kansas City, Mo., Peb. 19.—Fancy white
comb, 1-lbs.. luc: No. 1,9 to lOe: amber, 8
to 9c.; dark. 7 to 8c. Extracted, white, 5 to
5 1-2C.; amber, 4 1-2 tooe; dark, 4c. Bees-
wax, 20 to 22c.
The supply of honey is large and the de-

mand Ilghi.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 8.—There Is a slow
demand for all kinds of honey. We quote 10
to 13c. for best white comb honey, and 3 1-2
to 6c., for extracted. Beeswax is In fair de-
mand at 20 to 25c. for good to choice yellow,
with a fair supply.

San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 2. — White
comb, l-lbs.. 7!4 to 9!.4c. ; amber. 4 to 6o. Ex-
tracted, white, 4!4 to 5e; light amber. 3^4 to
4c.; dark tule, 1^1 to 2)4o. Beeswax, fair
to choice, 22 to 24c.

Buffalo, N. Y., Peb. 11.—Strictly fancy 1-
pound combs are in quite good demand from
the fact that it has been so scarce and closely
cleaned up, and lie Is quite easily obtained.
Other grades do not sell much better, possi-
bly a little, ranging from 9 to 6c.. as to grade,
etc. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c.. and is In
light demand. We can recommend shipping
strictly fancy and nothing else, unless you
cannot do better.

ITew York, K. Y., Feb. 9.—There has been
a fair demand lor comb honey of late, and we
are gradually reducing our stock. Fancy
white Is scarce and finding ready sale at 10 to
lie : off grades white and amber. 8 to9c.

;

mixt and buckwheat, 6e Extracted Is In
fair demand—California white. 5Hc ; light
amber, 5c. ; white clover and basswood, 4^ to
5c.: buckwheat. 4c.: Southern. 50e a gallon.
Beeswax is steady at 26 to 27c.

Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 31, —Market
is In an overload* d condition on comb honey.
Good chance for lancy white extracted at 5;"^

to 6e, but comb is at a standstill, particularly

it other than fancy white. Best price avail-
able on fancy white comb Is 10 He. and buyers
are slow at that. Darker grades or broken
lots are unsalable. If shippers would send In
their extracted when It Is wanted, and not
push undeslred comb [and vice versa] the
stuff would move more advantageously to all
concerned. The trouble Is. when a fair price
is obtainable some shippers hold out for more
and In the end lose by It.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CbleaKO, Ills.

R. A. BtTBNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. ¥.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Sbokleen.

120 & 123 W. Broadway.

Kansas Cltr, mo.
0. C. Clemomb & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

BnOalo, N. Y.
Battebson & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St,

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Olilo.
A. B, Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway,

Pblladelpbla, Pa.
Wm, a. Selser, 10 Vine St.
Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission

St. locals, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

rainneapolis, ffliinn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

inilwaukee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop <& Co.

Boston, Mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micli.
M. H. HtTNT. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walters. Pobder, 163 Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. MCCulloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. MUTH & Son, oor. Freeman & Oeni ralA vs.

" Given .IS Bounties
to purchasersofthe
improved Da n z .

Hive.'i and Sections
3 See schedule in my
bee - book "* Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
mouev, Free for 2c in stamps. Addre^^s

THE A. I. ROOT CO.. Medina, Ohio,
or F. Da.nze.nbaker. Box 460, Washington, D. C.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

ENNOR'S POULTRY POWDER ^
Andrew Kelser, Kleler. Wis , says:—
" 1 have used Ennor's Poultry Powder for

the past 4 years. Can recommend It for cur-
lag Chicken Coolera. It keeps the chickens
healthy, and it is the greatest egg-producer
in use." By mall, 65 cts. Agents wanted.
Address, W. P. Kuuor, E. Dubuque, ill.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

"IRST PRIZE WINNERSCI
rOut:\apBfliamroott^ Poultry

Oiiide of KBlpafcs inulU.d FKKK.
.s.imetliiiii,' oiitir,-l.v lu-w, I, .lis all nljout
l«>iilfr,v. h.nv t,. I.i- u wirimr. ln.w lo MAKE
BIO MONEY. c-.,ritai„sl„.„„tif„ilitl„,™i,
pint,. ,.1 luwls ill tli>;irmitiiml .nj.Ms. .Sena
1 ts 1 r JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr,
pustugu. Box !H FUEEl'OKT, ILL.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Texas.—The Texas State Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold Its annual convention at
W. K. Graham St, Son's, Greenville, Texas, the
first Wednesday and Thursday In April, 1898,
All Interested are Invited.

W, H, White, Sec,
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i a^ mt A Copy of

—

LIJLL Successful Bee-Keeping,
1 n r by W. Z. HutchlnBon ;

I IKkk and our 1898 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog; for the A»klns. We make almost
Everyiblng used by Bee-Keeper8« and at
lion'est Prices. Odr

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,

when you can have llie best—sucli as iw^e

make.

The American Bee - Keeper
[montbly, now in its 8th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
fciAMPLE Free—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. T.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytbin^ in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

1^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the .name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal-

— ers as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manufacturing Co.

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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Hive Entraaces—Co-operation for Bee-Keepers
BY DR. O. C. MASTIN.

The advantage of large entraaces has been referred to in

the bee-papers several times lately. A report of my experi-

ence the past season may be of value to others.

I began the season with six colonies, in movable-frame
hives, the entrances of which were very small—not more than
3^ the width of the hives, and about }i of an inch deep.
Having decided to give the Danzenbaker hive a trial, I pur-
chast 11 of them, and as the season advanced, lookt anxiously
for the appearance of swarms to put into them. But severe
frosts destroyed most of the early bloom, and only two
swarms came out—one June 5, the other July 9.

High winds throughout the season interfered with their

flight, and hot winds during August greatly injured the
golden-rod, so that, altogether, the season was a very poor
one. Bee-keepers in the neighborhood agreed that it was the
worst they had seen here.

Now for results: The swarms were hived on >^-inch
starters of foundation. They built out the combs in the
brood-fratnes nicely, and both swarms had abundant stores
for winter in the brood-chamber at the close of the season.
The first swarm gave 40 well-fllled sections, and 10 partly
filled; the other gave 20 filled sections, and 12 partly filled.

Prom the other six colonies I secured 12 filled sections and
about 20 partly filled.

I attribute the result largely to the difference in size of

entrances, the Danzenbaker being %-inch deep, and the full

width of the hive. The bees in them never ioaft, while at the
other hives they hung out by the peck, day after day, when
the weather was hot, altho all were well shaded by box-elder
trees.

SOMETHING ABOUT CO-OPERATION AMONG BEE-KEEPERS.

I notice some very suggestive Items in the American Bee
Journal of Dec. 9, 1S97. In George W. York's paper {page
770), appears the following:

" It [boney] should be found upon the plain, but neat and
wholesome, tables of the ttnlirnj inassi'a, as well as on the sumptuous
boards of the rich and nii/a/ <-l<isxrx. The price of the article can no
longer he urged as a barrier to its universal demand But how
shall honey-producers proceed to create a more general use of their
delicious and health-giving sweet, and consequently increase the
demand? Education of the public is the great necessity It is

little encouragement to have produced a big crop of beautiful
honey, and then find that there is no establisht market lor the
same—no organized co-operative system through which the large
crops can be distributed, or placed upon the market so as to yield
the best financial returns. It has been discovered, I think, that it

will not do to rely wholly upon commission-men Bee-keepers
must some day be organized so as to handle and dispose ot their
honey tliemselves. They can do it. Then good-bye to the flowery-
tongued commission-man, who is a veritable leech upon his fellow-
men, and should long ago have been everlastingly retired to the
robbers' cave whence he came."

Why are not all profit-takers leeches and robbers ? Do
they belong to the " toitiiig-mrtsses," or the "rich and royal
classes ?" If some are more greedy than others, their crime is

only dififerent in degree, not in kind.

On page 771 ( 1897) Mr. R. C. Aikin says: "Competi-
tion, it is said, is the life of trade, tho in fact it is the death
of it."

On page 773 (1897) Mrs. Harrison says :

"There was a wide field open to the ingenuity of our grand-
mothers. They spun wool, cotton and flax, dyed and wove, cut
and made garments [reapt the full result of their toil], but now
the inventive genius of man has superseded this with nimble-
fingered machinery Their [the bees] law is like that of the
Medes and Persians, which changes not— the greatest good to the
greatest number."

On the same page Dr. Miller says :
" In the old countries

rafes are .90 low that bees are sent to new pastures and re-

turned by rail. We cannot do that in this country."

On page 777 Mr. York speaks of " eternally destroying
our common foe—the abominable adulterators of earth's

S. N. Black—See page 132.

purest natural sweet." A natural result of competition and
the profit-grabbing system. I notice also reports of very low
prices for honey in California and elsewhere.

The above items are from some of the brightest lights in

bee-culture (and I have been forcibly imprest with the fact,

judging from their written articles, that bee-keepers as a class

are far from being dull people).

Such remarks are thought-provoking. They show that
there are some " screws loose" somewhere. Now, would it

not be a good plan to discover just what the cause Is, or causes
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of the trouble are? The first thing to do in the cure of a dis-

ease is to remove the cause ; and if the disease were a cancer
it would be a poor doctor that would apply poultices as a

remedy when it was possible to remove it completely by other

means.
Tbe causes are mentioned, and the remedy hinted at in

the items quoted. The causes are " leeches," '• competition,"

and "nimble-fingered machinery." The remedy—co-opera-

tion.

The leeches are profit-takers of various kinds. Consumers
are generally obliged to pay several times as much as ihe pro-

ducer receives for his labor, or the products of his labor; the

profit-takers get the rest. As the profit-takers are a compara-
tively small portion of the population, and the producers are

also the immense majority of the consumers, it is impossible

for them to purchase the equivalent of the products of their

labor with what they receive for it. And the profit-takers,

being comparatively few in number, are unable to consume
the balance. This condition is aggravated by " nimble-fln-

gered " machines, which produce without being consumers;
and the usury system, rent, etc., which the "toiling masses,"

as the great body of consumers, are obliged to support, further

lessen their ability to purchase the products of labor. It leads

to what demagogues call "over-production."

All classes of producers suffer from the same causes, and
you may "educate the public" as to the food values of honey
till the crack of doom, and, unless their ability to purchase is

increast, the trouble will not be remedied. Immense numbers
are thoroughly satisfied as to the food value of roast beef, who
are not able to gratify their longing for thisf staple article of

food.
Labor-" saving " machines are here to stay; the only

question is, how to make a Christian use of them. (The pro-

ducers should own and operate them, and divide the product
equitably.) For a few to enjoy the products of the work of

machinery which formerly went to partly satisfy the needs of

human beings, can scarcely be called a Christian (Christlike)

act.

"Competition is said to be the life of trade, tho In fact it

is the death of it," says Mr. Aikin. " Perzactly." Competi-
tion is the opposite to co-operation.

There are estimated to be 8UO,000 bee-keepers in the
United States. Under a competitive "system " (?) of industry
necessity will compel a large number of them to dispose of

their crop as soon as it is produced, and honey-dealers and
commission-men will continue to largely regulate the price.

Commercial fruit-growers are generally more "well-to-do,"
and fewer in numbers, and they can come nearer co-operating
in the sale of their products. But why, in suggesting co-

operation, should bee-keepers exclude other classes of pro-
ducers? Not until all producers unite and adopt a system of

production and exchange which will largely or altogether
eliminate the profit, will they improve present conditions to

any considerable extent.

I would urge all who are interested, to procure and help
extend the circulatiou of Edward Bellamy's book, "Equality,"
recently publisht. Price, §1.25. Holt Co., Nebr.

[We can furnish the book referred to above, by Dr. Mas-

tin, upon receipt of the price named.

—

Editor.]

^
Selling Honey Produced In Frames Holding 4

or 5 Pounds Each, Etc.

BY W. W. M'NEAL.

The pound section, when properly filled with nice, white
honey, aside from being so very convenient for retailing pur-
poses, certainly looks temptingly good. But now let me tell

how I managed to dispose of several hundred pounds of very
nice honey I secured last season in frames holding about four
or five pounds.

Well, there was nothing wrong with this honey, more
than that there was too much of it to the frame for the
grocery trade. I got a number of bright, new tin pans that
were just large enough to fit in my regular honey-cases, cross-
wise, putting in four to the case. This honey was cut into
blocks of something near a pound, so that a given number
would fit the pan snugly. The comb was first laid on a frame-
work with a wire covering so that the drippings would run
through Into a pan placed below. Then each piece was taken
and neatly folded in paper, the same that the creamery-men
use for their butter. This paper Is entirely different from
that usually found in the groceries.

Take a cake of this honey in your hand, turn back the
corners of the clean, white paper, and take a look at the edge

of the rich, sparkling thing inclosed, and if. it doesn't make
you want to lick it, it's all because you havn't got a natural
taste.

QUEEN STINGING A WORKER—WORKER-BEE IN A IJUEEN-CELL.

Here are two things I witnest the past summer : The
stinging of a worker-bee by a virgin queen ; and a dead
worker-bee in a capt queen-cell. The queen was the largest
virgin I ever saw, and had been caged two or three days iu the
hive. When I turned her loose on the comb she seized a
worker and quickly stung it to death. But this did not pacify
her, for she immediately caught two more, and tho she did not
kill these she handled them so roughly that when releast they
showed plainly they did appreciate her action.

The worker-bee iu a queen-cell was evidently due to its

having crawled into the cell for a final inspection when it was
being constructed, the cell being capt over by others. The
young queen was also dead. Scioto Co., Ohio.

Buying High or Low Priced Queens—Which ?

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

I am led to write a few words on the above subject, be-
cause many, apparently, do not seem to understand how to
discriminate a long the line of buying queens, especially those
just entering the enchanted field of apiculiure. Why I say
"enchanted field" is because many go wild over the pursuit
before they are hardly initiated therein, thus causing them to

pay out money unwisely (money earned through sweat and
toil in other pursuits that is often actually needed in the
family), for high-priced queens, wheu such queens are of little

if any more value to them thau would be queens costing not
over one-fifth as much.

The wohderful traffic which we have of late years in

queens, has sprung up for two reasons, the first of which is a
desire for the improvement of stock ; and the second, the call

for queens by those who donot wish to rear their own, but wish
queens to keep as a reserve force, ready to use in case of

queenless colonies, or in giving to the queenless part of a
divided colony, whether divided by the apiarist or by natural
swarming.

This latter class have in view only one object, that of
procuring fairly-good queens at a minimum cost, expecting no
more of them thau that they will produce plenty of fairly-

good worker-bees to secure the honey which their field sup-
plies, and preside over their colonies as all good queens do.

The first or other class buy queens, or should do so, with
a different object in view; that is, they want queens which
have other value beyond being fairly-good queens in produc-
ing bees for the only purpose of honey-gathering, as they wish
them for " brecdui;; pui'po.scs," with a view to the improve-
ment of the stock they already have. The greater the im-
provement which can be obtained by rearing young queens
from the one purchast, and crossing them with drones from
the bees we already have in our apiaries, the greater the value
of the purchast queen ; for therein lies nearly all of the extra
value there Is in a selected imported queen, or one from the
apiary of the best breeder in the world, above a queen reared
in your own apiary, without painstaking on your part.

Mr. Alley surprised the world a few years ago by telling

that he had a queen worth SlUO, and others have told us
about queens whose bees workt on red clover. Still others
have spoken of queens of extra value as giving bees with
longer tongues, giving bees that were hardy for wintering,

bees that capt their combs so as to present a snowy whiteness,

etc. But had you askt any of these if they considered there
was SlOO, §50, $25, $LU, or even §5 worth in such queens
to place in a box-hive, or in a frame hive that was workt only
for the honey which could be obtained, they would have told

you at once that their worth did not consist in the amount of

honey the bees from this individual queen would produce, but
in the good qualities she possest as a breeder, which good
qualities were expected to be perpetuated in her queen off-

spring, and in this way, when multiplied by 25, 50, 100,
1,000, 10,000 or 50,000 times—just in accord with the
number of queens reared from her—would the real value be-

come apparent. No one queen can be worth even five dollars

for what extra honey her bees will produce over the ordinary
average of queens ; hence It comes about that a costly queen
should be procured for only one purpose, which is for the
improvement of stock. That all do not buy for this purpose Is

often very apparent. To illustrate :

Two parties in one of the Western States ordered queens
of a $5.00 class, one ordered three, and the other a single

queen. Supposing that each knew what he was about the
breeder sent on the queens without questlonl^ig in the matter.
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About a year aftorward he received a letter from each, one
writiog that he had kept the queen that was sent him, in a
two-frame nueleiis during the breeding season, thus allowing

her to lay but few eggs during the breeding season, that her

life might be prolonged so as .to cover several years, this

showiug that he was more wise than many of our old queen-
breeders, who allow some specially good queens for breeding
purposes to wear themselves out in egg-laying in a year or

two. He further wrote that he had reared over 500 queens
from this mother, and expected to rear thousands before she
died of old age, to be used in his own and his neighbors api-

aries, as the daughters were the best queens for business of

any ever had in thai locality. He wrote that he was satisfied

that the amount paid for the mother was the best investment
he ever made.

The other person wrote that he thought the queen-breeder
was unreasonable in charging §5.(10 each for such queens as

had been sent him ; that he had tested them beside the queens
which he already had, and that he could not see that they
produced enough honey above what his own queens gave to

compensate for the large price he paid for them. Further
writing brocight out that he had not reared a single queen
from either of the three, and as one of them did not seem very
prolific, he thought he would not breed from any of them, for

he believed that no advantage would come to him from so

doing.
Again, a party in Australia ordered four such queens,

taking all the risk on the same, and then allowed the only one
which reacht him alive to die some months afterward without
trying to rear a single queen from her.

I might give many other instances of like character, but
as they would only illustrate the same thing. It would be only
a waste of space and time. If bee-keepers do not purchase
queens with the expectation of using them to breed from,
then the low-priced queens are just as good as any, and the
purchasing of those of the costly grade is sirap'y throwing
away their money. " A word to the wise is sufficient."

Onondaga, Co., N. Y.

Bees Moving Eggs—Questions to Think About.

BY D. H. WELCH.

There are some things taught by the masters of bee-lore,
and publisht in our bee-literature, concerning which I think
we need better evidence before we accept as true. The
bee, " Apis Mellifica," is so liable to do unexpected things,
that it is easy to make an assertion based on practical observa-
tion, that under different conditions will result in work so
diverse from the first that one is apt to say, " I don't know,"
unless we jump to this, that or the other conclusion and rush
it off to be printed as the most important discovery of the
age. And beiiig so important, it is likely to be copied by
other journals and publications, and, after one or two such
transcriptions, come to be given as facts taught by Mr. D. or
E., or O., or Dr. M. or T.

One of these is the ooinmon statement that bees move
eggs and larva? from cell to cell, and possibly from hive to
hive. We often read statements regarding the truth of this
matter. Of course, positive evidence, if valid, counts for
everything. To the entomologist or student of natural his-
tory, or even to orje who has observed and studied the egg of
the bee, it would seem a pretty delicate operation to remove
it from one cell and place it in another, much less from one
hive into another ; nor do we find worker-bees possest of any
such delicate, tactile organs, such as we would think requisite
to this removal. But the close observer of natural economy
constantly comes in contact with so many strange things, that
he does not place much stress on any seeming impossiljility,
surely not In the face of positive evidence that the thing is

done. Every day we see examples of egg-carrying insects
(ants, for instance)—why not bees?

About five years ago I purchast a number of colonies
about June 10. They were in box-hives heavy with brood
and honey, therefore not in the best condition for moving, but
the neighbor of whom I purchast wanted the " holy terrors "

moved away at once. In the transfer a comb was broken
loose, so after the hives were placed in position, this comb
being full of brood, was placed against the outside of the hive,
and a board placed over it, to protect it from sun and rain,
thinking that, possibly, the bees would care for the brood and
then abandon the comb. They did care for the brood, but
did not abandon the comb— Instead, It was occupied and used
until Sept. 1 for brood, cells being occupied as regularly as if

a queen had been in possession. I did not see bees carrying
eggs, nor did I see a queen on the comb. 1 know only the

fact— It was done— but how ? The mere assertion of the fact

is no proof, and doesn't solve the problem.
Another fact for the masters of the profession to discuss

occurred during the season of 1897. A small box-hive colony,

presumably crowded, proceeded to build comb under the
alighting-board, and It, too, was used as a brood comb
throughout the season. Why? How? The closest observa-

tion failed to reveal the secret of the mystery.
Harrison Co , Ohio.

A New Self-Hiver, Queen and Drone Trap.

BY GEO. W. WILLIAMS.

[Mr. Williams shows herewith a new and Improved drnne and
queen trap that can be used as a seU-tjivlng arraneemeot. The lUua-
tratfous arc so plain that perhaps no further description Is needed, so
we publish herewith the directions which Mr. W. has prepared, and
» hlch explain pretty fully the trap and Its varied uses,—Editor.]

See that the center or cone slide is pusht so that the cones

are open, and the door in the end Is closed : place the trap

and fasten on the hive as shown In Fig*. 1. When the swarm
Issues the bees will pass out through the perforations in the

Fig. 1.

the hive

Fig. 1.

-Front view when In placo: also manner of attaf^hing to

zinc, but the queen being larger cannot get through, but in

trying to get out she will find one of the cone holes and run
up into the upper part—she will usually do this by the time

the swarm is all out, and can be easily seen up there in front

trying to work through the zinc.

Take the trap off the hive, and while holding it in an up-
right position, reach lit behind and close the cones by pushing
the tin slide as far as it will go, thus completely caging her.

Set the hive you wish to hive the swarm in h\j the side of the

one they Issue from, throwing some old cloth or covering over

Fig. 2.

Fig 2.— Back view of the trap bottom side up. and showing- cone
slide partlv slipt over the opetiings la cones, which, when entirely
sllpt up shuts off communication from one story to the other; also
shows back slide partly drawn out, which, when the trap Is In position
to receive or hive the swarm, opeus communication between trap and
hive.

the old one to hide it from the bees ; place the trap bottom xip

on the new hive, draw out the back slide which opens com-
munication with that part of the trap the queen is In and the
hive, and— well, the bees will do the rest. As soon as they
miss the queen from the swarm, they will return to the hive
they issued from, and will find her and go into the hive to-

gether—thus hiving themselves.
If it Is preferred—as many bee-keepers practice—to move

the old hive to a new place and set the new hive on the old
stand after the queen Is trapt, and while the bees are swarm-
ing around hunting for her, set the old hive ' to one side, and
the new one on the old stand, placing the trap on as before.
In this plan there Is no need of covering the old hive, as it Is

away from where It was when the bees went out.

Occasionally a swarm will cluster (settle) before they miss
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their queen, but if you have her in the trap, fix your hives as

before and go about your business ; they will break cluster aud
come baclf and hive themselves.

After they are hived, if you are afraid they will become
dissatisded and leave— as they sometimes do—leave the trap

on as it is ; if they undertake to go away they cannot get the

queen out, neither can she trap herself for the cones are in-

verted and closed; when they go to work remove the trap.

When the swarm issues, if it is desirable to use the queen
for any other purpose, when she is seen in the upper story re-

move the trap, close the center slide and take the trap where
the bees cannot find it (the swarm will return to the old hive),

roll an old cloth around the trap to darken it, and open the

little door in the end, holding a wire queen-cage over the hole.

The queen will be attracted by the light and run in.

To keep the bees from swarming, put the trap ou the hive

bottom up, with the cones and end door closed, and with the

back slide drawn out. When the swarm issues thequeen can-

not get out nor trap herself, the bees will miss her and return ;

this they may do several limes, or until the young queen
hatches out, when the old queen will usually kill the young
one, and the bees will usually tear down all remaining queen-
cells, which breaks up the swarming-fever in that colony.

In working it as a non-swarmer, the drones that accumu-
late in the trap should be let out every evening by opening
the little door in the end, and they will fly out, and not being

able to get back will be found the next morning ou the alight-

ing-board, cold and chilled, when they can be raked up and
destroyed—a thing much to be desired when we do not want
increase. I find this works more satisfactory to me than try-

ing to keep all queen-cells cut out, and requires much less

labor.

To simply destroy undesirable drones, set the trap on the

hive as for catching the queen ; when they come out to take
their afternoon flight they cannot go through the zinc, but
will find their way into the upper story, and late in the even-

ing or early next morning they can be destroyed. A good way
to do this is to immerse trap and all under water for a few
minutes.

To stop robbing place the trap on the hive being robbed,

and if they have not surrendered they will keep out what few
robbers that are bold enough to venture into such close quar-
ters. Polk Co., IVIo.

Ontario Conveutiou and Foul Brood Inspector.

BT EXPRE8. J. K. DARLING.

As this is the season of conventions, I send a few lines

anent the meeting of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association,

held in Hamilton, Ont., last December. The weather was
very mild, and as there was some rain there was a little mud,
but we had to get off the pavement if it gave us much annoy-
ance. Hotel accommodations were good, and we had a good
attendance. There were several other meetings held that
week at Brantford and Guelph, and still the unanimous ver-

dict was that the Hamilton one was the best convention we
have had for years. The papers were good, and the discus-

sions brought out by them must prove very profitable. As the
stenographer's report will be publisht in the Canadian Bee
Journal, and perhaps some portions of it in other papers as

well, I shall not attempt to give a synopsis at this time.

I would like, however, to notice one little episode, and
perhaps in doing so I may correct any erroneous impressions
it might have left on the minds of some of those who were
present.

A discussion having arisen about the manner in which our
efficient inspector of apiaries had managed the business en-

trusted to him, it was stated by some that he had not " fired "

as many colonies as he ought to have done, and the impres-
sion was left on the minds of some who were present that the

speakers wisht it understood that the inspector had not seen
that foul-broody apiaries were properly cleaned up. I do not
know as that was the impression the speakers wisht to make,
but that was the way it was understood by some of those pres-

ent. I wish to say that the facts in the case are just the

reverse.
It is rather unfair to strike a man between the eyes when

his hands are tied behind his back. Some of those speakers
know, or ought to know, that the inspector is gagged, if not

by statute he is by order of the association, and yet these in-

sinuations are thrown out when the inspector cannot open his

mouth in self-defense, or call on persons who are in a position

to testify to his thorough work. At the time this discussion

took place, there were nearly a dozen bee-keepers present who
could have done so, and one or two did stand up for him, but
as a general rule bee-keepers do not want it known that they

ever had foul brood in their yards, especially if they are sell-

ing bees or queens.
During the past year I have been in a position to know

something of what I am writing about, but like the inspector,
I must tell no tales. What I want to say is, that his work is

well done ; first, by making a success of the curing and build-

ing up of apiaries instead of burning, and so put the owners
in a position to secure a good crop of honey if it was to be
had ; second, by getting cases settled in a friendly manner,
that might have developt into ugly lawsuits through parties
having disposed of colonies that were diseased ; and third, by
doing this in such a quiet and disinterested manner that no
harm would result to the business of either party because of

their having their bees diseased, and I have yet to learn of

the first case that ever went to court after being placed in his

hands.
Mr. McEvoy is in a very difficult position, and if he coald

please everybody we would expect to find him something more
than human. I will make a few quotations to show that I

am not the only person who takes this view of the matter.
When the Foul Brood Bill was before Parliament, and before
any inspector was appointed, the late Allen Pringle wrote :

"If we can get a suitable man for inspector, with the whole
Province to choose from, we will do well." And as proof that
time and circumstances had not changed his opinion of our
first choice, he sated at the meeting of the North American,
in Toronto, that it would be a " mistake " for those having
foul brood in their apiaries not to get the " foul brood inspec-
tor " there at once.

Mr. R. F. Holtermann, of the Canadian Bee Journal, in

summing up the good, if not the bad, qualities of the various
officers of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association, in a former
number of his journal, said :

"There is no man who has met as many bee-keepers face
to face in Ontario as has our foul brood inspector, Mr. McEvoy.
There are many men qualified to fill the position of every
officer in the Association, but only one man can fill the posi-

tion of inspector, and that man is Wm. McEvoy."
Once more: When that successful and practical apiarist,

J. B. Hall, was president of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, he said

:

" I feel that as bee-keepers and as an Association, we are
greatly indebted to our representatives in the legislature of

Ontario, for their generous aud kindly feeling to the apiarists

of Ontario, and especially for giving the Province an efBiiient

foul brood inspector, whose services are put at our command. I

am also pleased that the bee-keepers throughout the Province,
excepting one or two would-be scientists, have cheerfully,

willingly, and thoroughly, followed the inspector's instruc-

tions, and made a clean job by so doing, now have clean and
healthy apiaries, and will be in a position to reap a bountiful
harvest, if the Ruler of all causes the nectar to secrete in the
flowers."

Mr. Hall knew what he was talking about, for as presi-

dent of the Association the work of the inspector had to pass
under his supervision.

I trust the above Is sufficient to correct any false impres-
sions that may have been made by the discussion above re-

ferred to. Ontario, Canada.

S. N. BLACK.

Mr. S. N. Black, of Adams Co., 111., whose picture we
show on the first page this week, is one of the oldest bee-keep-

ers we know, hence we are pleased to be permitted to show

his honest face, and give a few facts regarding his busy life,

in the American Bee Journal. Here is what he has to say :

I have a shadowy recollection of coming from Tennessee
to this place a little over 64 years ago. The country at that
time was nearly a wilderness. Our nearest neighbor was a
Presbyterian preacher, and lookt enough like Father Lang-
stroth to have been his brother, and, like him, was well posted
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in bee-keeping. His yard was filled with " bee-gums," as
they were then called.

Very soon I was installed as chief assistant in the bee-
yard, taught how to find the queen and to clip the wing to

keep the bees from leaving ; that I must not clip the wing of a
virgin queen, etc. When I was perhaps seven years old I was
running a threshing machine— I was riding one horse and
leading two more, treading out oats, the fastest we had of
threshing grain ! A swarm of bees past, and I left my
"threshing " and followed the bees till they settled. I got a
"gum " and hived them, and I have owned bees from that day
till this, and possibly I have their descendants now.

I had never seen a moth. They had not made their ap-
pearance yet, and how horror-stricken I was when I fouud
my pet "gum " that had swarmed four times, one solid mass
of worms ! I thought if the moth could kill one " gum " they
could kill all ; but my teacher told me the bees were doubtless
queenless, and if I kept the bees strong and lookt after them
a little there was not much danger.

I took care of ray father's and my own bees till 1855,
when I found my "queen-bee" in Miss Sallie E. Crippen.
Following the custom, I " swarmed," and set up a new apiary.
The old way to get honey was to kill the bees as soon as the
frost killed the flowers, but I never killed any bees. I had the
tops of the " gums " so they could be taken ofiF, and the honey
taken out, often cutting out the top several times In a season,
and I dare not tell how much honey I have taken in one sea-

son from one colony, spring count—and I am ashamed to tell

how little some seasons !

I think it was about 1857, while' working with the bees,

a man drove np with a movable-comb hive, and as I did not
buy at once, he made me a present of a " right," if I would
buy or make a hive. I used King's for awhile, theu adopted
the Langstroth 9-frame. Like many others, I " Invented " (?)

hives of my own, and very nearly struck a good thing in mak-
ing the hive taller and using two small frames in the top for
surplus honey, getting near the section of later days.

The seasons here have been very irregular—some extra
good, others equally poor, with the poor seasons In the ma-
jority. Three good seasons left me with over 100 colonies of

bees, and enough money in pocket to Induce me to give the
bees more attention ; but the extra-poor seasons came on

—

one, two, three, four and five, all together—and I about de-

cided that this was a good place to " not keep bees," so I gave
away bees, and some died, till last spring I had 8 weak colo-

nies. Late in the spring came warm showers, and such breed-
ing of bees I never saw—every comb was full of young bees,

even to the outside, and last fall I had 30 strong colonies and
400 pounds of honey.

Twenty-five years ago nearly every farmer had bees ; to-

day I know of four or five persons with bees within four miles
of me. The moth is very scarce now. I think they must fly

quite a distance, for when bees were plenty within one and
two miles, any comb left exposed was soon filled with worms ;

but comb left out last summer was not molested.
In the many years' experience I think I have gathered a

great deal of wisdom, especially in the line of what I don't
know— in fact, I think I surpass Dr. Miller in not knowing.

S. N. Black.

Success is the title of the finest monthly magazine of

inspiration, encouragement, progress and self-help for young
people that is publlsht to-day. The price is §1.00 a year.
We can club it with the Bee Journal, both together for .$1.80.
If you wish to see a sample copy of Success before subscribing,
send 10 cents to The Success Co., Cooper Union, New York,
'N. Y., asking that a late copy be mailed you. We hope to

receive a large number of subscriptions for Success. You
can't do a better thing than to order it for a year as a gift to

some young person of your acquaintance. We have examined
the magazine carefully, and know whereof we speak.

A New Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us iiO cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for
reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
'*~*~^

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for it. See offers on page 91.

Report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Cou-
ventioH, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

KEPOETED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOURNAL KEPOKTEK.

(Continued from page 118.)

SECOND DAY—Forenoon Session.

The convention was called to order by Pres. Miller at 9:30
o'clock, and the first question taken up read as follows :

best bees for honet and premiums.

"What class of bees are the best honey-gatherers, or
premium-takers at our fairs?"

Mr. Whitcomb—Having been in charge of the apiarian de-

partment of Nebraska the past 14 years, I have taken pains

to follow this matter up pretty thoroughly. We offer in that
State a premium for the largest amount of honey stored by a
colony during a year, .§25, $15, $10, and $5, making four
premiums. This is verified under oath, showing how the colony
was wintered, what kind of a colony it was, how it was built

up, what the bees were, etc., and then a detailed account of
the amount of honey taken. These, together with the pre-

miums awarded on comb honey, etc., I have followed up, and
I find that in 99 cases out of 100 they have been taken by the
hyt;rid bees. We talk Italians in our apiaries and at home all

the year round, and then when we go to our State fairs we find

that the mixt blood has taken off the premium, producing the

better honey, storing more of it, etc. These matters are really

significant. While the Italian bee is nicer to handle, is less

easily alarmed, etc., and less pugnacious, at the same time we
find that something else is doing toe work everywhere. At
every turn we run across the hybrid bee.

Pres. Miller—Would you advise, then, Mr. Whitcomb, that
we should try to keep none but hybrids ?

Mr. Whitcomb—No, sir. I think that we must have Ital-

ians in order to get the good hybrids, that we must keep mix-
ing. If you let them run into hybrids, they will run out, and
get to be a small bee. I find no more trouble in handling the

hybrid bee than I do the Italian, only I find I need to take a
little more time for it.

Pres. Miller—Don't you think that the man who tries to

keep up Italian blood will have all the hybrids he wants ?

Mr. Whitcomb—Yes, sir.

Pres. Miller— Isn't this true, too—you say that 99 out of

every 100 of the colonies are hybrids

—

Mr. Whitcomb—99 per cent, of the premiums are taken
by hybrid colonies.

Pres. Miller— Isn't it true that the hybrids so far outnum-
ber the pure steck, that we ought to expect them to take a
larger number of premiums?

Mr. Whitcomb—With me they don't. In the 30 I have,
but two colonies are hybrids.

Pres. Miller— I am not talking about you, but about bee-
keepers in general.

Mr. Whitcomb—Among farmers and small bee-keepers
you find more hybrids than anything else. In Pennsylvania
this fall I found no pure Italians—what might be called pure
Italians—and I found them so cross that they would come out
in the road, before I got to the apiary, and meet me.

Mr. Thompson—From your experience, do you get more
honey from your hybritis than from your Italians?

Mr. Whitcomb—Yes, sir ; I get more honey, and a more
salable quality.

Mr. Green— I wouldn't agree entirely with Mr. Whitcomb.
While I would admit that the hybrids are generally very good
workers, indeed, the largest yields I have ever had were from
pure Italians.

Mr. Baxter— It depends on what you mean by quality. If

you are talking of comb honey, why, there might be the possi-

bility that the comb honey produced by the bright black bee
looks a little nicer than the honey produced by the Italian, but
when you come to the quality of the honey, I beg to differ

there. The quality of the honey produced by the Italian, if

anything. Is better than that produced by the black bee. That
is, the honey itself. The reason it looks better is, that the
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Italian puts the capping right close to the honey, and it has
the color of the honey, while the black leaves an air-space be-

tween, and it looks whiter. I have been buying bees for 20
years, and experimenting with thena. I have received queens
direct from Italy, and from the Isle of Cyprus, have tried dif-

ferent strains in this country, and I make it a rule to breed up
tny bees, and I can say, beyond any chance of being contra-
dicted, that the pure Italian is the best honey-gatherer ; and I

don't breed for size, either. I have some large bees that are
not worth anything, and I have some little bits of things that
will gather more honey than any large bees I ever saw. I look
for the most gentle bees—bees that I can take up in the frames
and carry into the house and not a bee move, aud I have done
it very often without a veil. The pure Italian bee you can
hardly alarm, while a black bee, the blacker it is the more
fussy it is. That is an experience everybody finds. In the fall

of the year, after a right dry season—like this fall, for In-

stance— I go to a hive, look in front, and I will say, "Hello,
these look pretty black ; I will bet they have no honey." Open
the hive, aud sure enough, they have hardly auy honey. It

is scattered all through the hive. There isn't a frame that is

full half way down to the bottom. Go to the next hive, and

—

"These are pretty quiet, they look pretty nice." Opeu the
hive, and it is a fact, I can toll almost by looking at the front
what the inside of the hive will be. Year after year my expa-
rience Is, that we should do away with the hybrids as much
as possible

; get your stock as pure as you can. I don't care
how much you work with them, there will be hybrids all the
time. I will have a nice Italian colony here to-day, and prob-
ably two years from now it will bo almost black. I say, take
pure Italians, the purer the better, every lime.

Dr. Besse—My experience is that the full-blooded Italians
are very pleasant to work with. Almost all of mine are full-

blooded Italians. I have some hybrids, and I must say that
they build whiter honey, when it is first Snisht up, than the
others, but if you keep it a few months the cappings will settle
down on the honey, and then you can see no difference at all ;

that is, if you keep it in a warm temperature, the cappings
will soon settle down and leave it the same color that the
Italian honey is. But when it is first taken out it is beautiful.
I have four or five colonies that are almost black, and I must
say I took from them this year the handsomest honey I ever
saw. It was almost as white as snow; but I noticed, before I

left home, that what I had not sold was changing and getting
darker in color. I think the black bees store just as good
honey as the Italians. And I must say this, that I got from a
hybrid colony more houey than I ever did before from any
colony, altho at least % of my bees are full-blooded Italians.
The Italians are much pleasanter to handle, but I think if you
will smoke the black bees enough you can conquer them. I

have blacks you can handle without any smoker at all. I never
use a bee-veil, and it is very seldom I get stung. But, in order
to be safe, I generally give them a little puff of smoke before
I go to work.

Mr. Thompson—Which give you the most honey ?

Dr. Besse—The most I ever got was from hybrids. The
most I got this year w as from hybrids. I took from one colony
of hybrids 2124 one-pound sections, all well filled, and the
whitest honey I ever saw.

Mr. Thompson— It must have been a stronger colony than
the others.

Dr. Besse—A stronger colony, and they didn't swarm. I

kept piling on the section-boxes. May be others, if I had
watcht them as closely, would have done as well. But they
got a start.

Mr. Baxter— I would ask if Dr. Bpsse has noticed that
Italians will travel much farther for stores than the blacks.

Dr. Besse— I think they will. I would see them further
from home. I don't know about the black bees. I don't keep
many blacks. My opinion is, from what I have heard and
read, that the Italians will go farther than the blacks will.

Mr. Baxter related an instance which led him to believe"
that the Italians traveled farther than the blacks.

Mr. Baldridge— I understood Mr. Baxter to say that the
blacks capt their honey so that it looks whiter right over the
houey. Is it true that all black bees do that?

Mr. Baxter—That has been my observation. I don't know
whether it is generally so.

Mr. Baldridge—That is not my experience. I think I have
seen lots and lots of honey that was capt by the Italians al-

most as nicely as the blacks. The Oatmans changed their
bees to Cyprians the time that Idea was prevailing, and they
had i, serious loss in the sale of their honey. They told me
they lost one or more cents a pound, and they got rid of that
blood as fast as they could.

Mr. Green—This matter of the quality or, rather, the ap-
pearance of the honey, is a very serious matter. But I will

agree with Mr. Baldridge, that it is not all strains of Italians
that will produce this watery-looking honey. Pure black bees
will cap their honey so that it has a chalky-white appearance,
and that continues with some of the darker hybrids, but we
can get the pure Italians that will cap honey almost the same
as the blalck bees, not to that chalky-whiteness, but practi-
cally just as nice. There are only a few strains of Italians,

and possibly none of the pure Italians, but those mixt with
Cyprians and Syrians, that put the capping down on the honey
aud make this watery appearance. I had a strain of bees I

had neglected breeding up for several years, and they got
badly mixt, but they produced practically just as nice honey as

the black bees. They were originally from Diolittle's strain.

There are other breeders in the country that have the same
strain, aud they can be obtained, or almost any body, I think,
could breed it up.

Pres. Miller—Doesn't the flower that the honey is gathered
from have considerable to do with that watery-appearance of

the honey ?

Mr. Thompson—No.
Pres. Miller—It may have something to do with it, but

then the watery-appearance depends maiuly on the fullness of

the cell, and the different bees make that. I may say that I

hear and read with some degree of surprise, the so commonly
exprest opinion, that the Italians make so much darker combs
than the others. It comes from so many quarters I can't dis-

pute it, and yet thousands and thousands of pounds of honey
I have produced, with pure Italians and hybrids of all sorts,

and I have never had that fault to lay at the door of the Ital-

ians. I don't think they are all alike. I believe, if you are
trying to keep pure Italian stock, you will have fresh crosses

all the time; and the more distinct the cross, perhaps the
better will be the result. I think the best workers I have had
within the past two years are of that much despised stock, the
Funics; and this is Ijecause, I think, there was a very distinct

cross—they were not the pure stock. But they're bad about
gluing. If you want to sell propolis, get Punic bees.

Mr. Baxter— I believe you practice moving your bees
around to different yards, do you not ?

Pres. Miller—Yes, I take them out in the spring, and back
in the fall.

Mr. Baxter—Have you ever noticed that that makes a big

difference in the amount of honey produced ?

Pres. Miller— Decidedly.

Mr. Baxter— I move an apiary to a certain place, and that
apiary will produce more honey than the same amount of bees

elsewhere. It isn't always in the bees alone. There are other
things to take into consideration.

Pres. Miller— I have supposed that it was the pasturage.
Mr. Baxter— I can't account for it in that way.
Pres. Miller—I can hardly believe that the moving itself

would do it, because that is simply the shaking up. If that
would do it, all that you would need to do would be to go and
kick all of your hives.

Mr. Baxter— I don't know but what that would be a
good idea.

Mr. Baldridge—Do not bees get in the habit, if perma-
nently located, of going certain directions, and continuing to

go in certain directious, whereas, if moved to a new location,

they have to hunt their pasturage more, and find a greater
variety of pasturage ? Don't they follow each other, to a great
extent, in the old locations, and neglect some fields that may
be within reach of them ?

Dr. Besse—My experience is, they find forage wherever it

is close by. Mr. Baxter says the Italians store richer and
better honey than the hybrids. I think the reason is, they
work very industriously on the common red clover, and you
won't see the hybrids or black bees working on the red clover

at all; and the red clover makes very tine honey, a rich-

flavored honey, aud a little darker than the other grade of

honey. [Continued next week.]

Report of the Marylaud Bee-Conveutioa.
BT W. J. VALENTINE.

The bee-keepers met in Hagerstown, Md., to organize a

bee-keepers' association. The meeting was called to order by
S. Valentine, who was elected chairman of the meeting, and
W. J. Valentine was elected Recording Secretary.

S. Valentine stated the object of the meeting. In his

opinion the time bad come for the bee-keepers to have a

union as much as any other industry; that apiculture is no
longer a secondary business, but that it had grown to be a
industry of itself ; that bee-keeping of to-day is not what it

was 50 or 25 years ago ; apiculture had developt into a

science. He who expects to be a successful bee-keeper must
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become familiar with the habits of the bees, and work his api-

ary scleDtifically, thus the necessity of a union that we may
exchange opinions and further the cause of bee-culture, and
to add to our mutual benefits.

It was also stated that the product of the hooey-bee has
been shamefully abused by adulteration, at the expense of the
apiarist, and needs protection by legislation as much as any
other industry.

It was decided to organize temporarily at present, and de-

fer the permanent organization until the next meeting, and
then draft a constitution and by-laws.

A committee was appointed to confer in regard to the
adulteration of honey, composed of Chas. H. Lake and L. A.
Hammond.

The convention meets again in Hagerstown, March 8,

1898, for the purpose of organizing permanently.
Chas. H. Lake, of the Maryland Agricultural College, was

requested to prepare a paper on "Adulteration of Honey," to

be read at the next meeting. W. J. Valentine, Sec.

Borage for Smoker-Fuel.—Borage is an excellent honey-
plant, and it is recommended, in Le Rucher Beige, to dry its

leaves, which contain much nitre, and mix them with rags to

burn in the smoker.

The Finest Honey in the World has been discovered.
According to an item in the Pacific Bee Journal, it is found in

the Carbiere mountains of Madagascar. But somehow a dim
recollection comes up that the finest honey in the world Jias
been located in sundry other places.

Mixt.—N. Genu has no entrance in hive or floor-board,
but raises his hives on lath. A man asks, in Gleanings, how
Genn does in winter? The editor replies that Dr. Miller uses
a reversible bottom-board, and heads the item, " Hiving
Swarms on Poles." And his father is such a strong temper-
ance man !

"The Life of a Worker-Bee is about 45 days of actual
working time, or about 80 days from the time the egg is laid
until the bee has died from overwork, if there has been a flow
of nectar."—Geo. W. Williams, in Progressive Bee-Keeper.

—

Maybe Doolittle better let up on Aikin for awhile, and
straighten this out.

Reversing Sections in the Super, for the sake of having
them finisht to the bottom-bar, seems to have died out. R. C.

Aikin says, in Progressive Bee-Keeper, the plan was a failure
with him, because some sections would not be far enough ad-
vanced for the comb to stand alone on its head, while other
sections were already completed.

Doesn't Like the Fence. — Editor Leahy, of the Pro-
gressive Bee-Keeper, thinks fence separators are not durable,
too many sharp corners to get knockt off, plain sections will

look too much like something with its ears cut off, and bees
won't make any evener work than in the old section. But he
hopes they'll be a success, as they can be sold cheaper.

Honey the Cheapest Bee-Food.—A writer in the British
Bee Journal says : Years ago we bee-keepers used to turn all

the honey into money we possibly could, and any deficiency in

winter stores was made up with sugar-syrup. This was
thought to be a good stroke of business ; but I for one have
lived to learn that honey Is not only the best, but, all things
counted, by far the cheapest bee-food.

Hauling Bees to the iJean-Fields in California is not
such a little business. M. H. Mendleson tells, in Gleanings,
aoout using a six-ton set of springs, and driving with a 2-1-

mule team over roads with curves so short the driver could'nt
see the leaders— " this, too, on one of the most dangerous
passes, where the least bad driving out of the track would land
all hundreds of feet down, none living to tell the story." In
six days from landing in the bean-fields, he has generally had
his hives filled with honey and the queens crowded.

Bees Breaking Rules.—It having been fairly well settled

that bees do not thin the base of foundation, L. L. Skaggs
comes forward in Southland Queen and says he has a hundred
combs in which the base is thinner than the base of the foun-
dation given. He also has known bees to seal queen-cells when
the larvas were not over two days old, and says: "I have torn
them open and the bees have fed them for several days and
sealed them again, and it hatcht out a good queen; so it is

with all fixt rules with bees—they delight in breaking them."

Virgin ftueen with Prime Swarm.— Editor Lehzen says
when a prime swarm is delayed by unfavorable weather until

a young queen is piping in a cell, the swarm is sure to issue on
the advent of fine weather, the young queen slips out of the
cell in the confusion, and accompanies the swarm. Usually in

such case the laying queen is stung, and the colony not being
satisfied with the virgin queen, returns to the hive. In a few
days the prime swarm issues with the young queen. He had
one case the past season when seven young queens issued with
a prime swarm !

Eggs that Would'nt Hatch.—To the few instances of

eggs not hatching is added another reported in Southland
Queen, by J. S. Worley. Eggs were placed by the queen in

the cells, food sometimes placed around the eggs, but in a few
days all would be cleaned out. A frame of brood in all stages
was given from another hive, and this was taken care of all

right. A frame of the defective eggs was given to another
colony, which gave food to the eggs, but they would not hatch.
The queen was kept a month, but in that time not more than
half a dozen cells were capt.

May Sickness—a trouble of bees in Europe, and thought
by some to be the same as bee-paralysis—has at least this in

common with the American disease, that neither its cause nor
its cure Is well understood. Of late, in different quarters, the
lack of pollen has been assigned as the cause of the disease.

M. Bertrand, editor Revue Internationale, thinks that if pol-

len figures at all in the case, it is rather because of the bad
quality than of its entire absence. The few cases that he has
noticed in his four apiaries could not certainly be due to pen-
ury in that respect, as pollen was plenty and In excess.

Honey-Tea.—Julius Steigel relates in Bienen-Vater that
he used to smile when he read of Pastor Kneipp's patients
taking a glass of houey-tea after each noon-day meal, and now
he does the same thing himself, only he takes his before break-
fast. Bronchitis had become so bad he could'nt speak above
a whisper. Used up his means doctoring, tried all sorts of

remedies, finally tried a teaspoonful of honey in half cup warm
water in the morning. Little by little he improved till no trace

of the disease remained. But he continues the daily practice
of the morning allowance to the benefit of his digestive as well

as breathing apparatus.

Plain Sections made from Old-Style have been put up
by the ton by J. E. Crane, and his plan will, no doubt, com-
mend itself to many. He has arranged an arbor for a saw-
table so he can put on two saws 1 9-16 inches apart, and
coming up just }i inch above the table. He runs the four sides

of the sections through, and the edges are left clean and
white, much neater than by hand scraping. Thinks a strong
man could saw down as many in a day as he would clean of

propolis, perhaps more. The sections look undeniably neater,
and while he has received no higher price, his honey has sold

viore promptly, which on a falling markst might amount to a
cent a pound.—Review.

No-Wall Foundation.—While many have been experi-
menting with drawn foundation with its high walls, Michigan
bee-keepers have Deen experimenting with foundation having
no walls, members of the State Association having had a mill

made producing an article without any walls whatever, run-
ning 16 square feet to the pound. The editor of the Review,
after seeing samples from Mr. Bingham, who produced a nice
little crop in 1897, using no-wall foundation exclusively,
thinks it worthy of a most thorough trial. L. A. Aspinwall,
after using 8 or -i pounds of the foundation, reports very
favorably in Review. He says it requires an export to detect
any difference between the finisht product and the natural
comb. He thinks it possible that in a poorer season results
might not be so satisfactory. The tendency to warp he con-
siders quite an objection, but thinks it may be overcome by
fastening the foundation on three sides. On the other hand,
Mr. Bingham had no trouble of this kind, as is plainly shown
by a beautiful picture showing i:i of the unfinisht sections.
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IVIucIi Excellent Reading:-9Iatter now in our
hands must wait its turn for iusertion. It seems to us we
never had such an abundance of good contributions and of

such varied character. Especially is this true of matter for

the departments of "Questions and Answers," "General
Items," and "Convention Proceedings." Of the latter we have
reports of these meetings : Colorado, Michigan, Vermont,
Wisconsin, Central Texas, and the Northeastern Ohio, Western
New York, and Northwestern Pennsylvania, besides the bal-

ance of the Northwestern's report, which is now appearing in

weekly installments.

We trust no one will get impatient with us, for we are
doing the very best we can to crowd in reading-matter as fast

as possible. We would like to add extra pages for awhile, in

order to get caught up, but to do so would cost more than we
can afford at the price the Bee Journal is publisht weekly.

But we really believe that we could fill, with good reading
matter, a 32-page paper the size of these pages, and not half

try. Perhaps some day we can reach that. In the meantime,
please don't be too hard on us if we fail to print your contri-

butions as promptly as you think we should.

Bees Taxable in low^a.— Hon. Eugene Secor, of

Forest City, Iowa, the General Manager of the United States

Bee-Keepers' Union, has kindly sent us the following regard-

ing the taxing of bees in the State where he resides :

For the benefit of Iowa bee-keepers who may not happen
to be informed on the subject, allow me to say that under the
present law bees are taxable in excess of 10 colonies.

Heretofore bees have not been taxable in this State. The
change in the law may be a bit of news to some. I have
already received personal enquiries from friends in regard to

it, hence this statement.
It can no longer be said that bee-keepers in Iowa are en-

joying special privileges. Eugene Secor.

Xlie Jfe'w Union Deleg'ates to the Pure Food
and Drug Congress, now in session in Washington, D. C, are

General Manager Eugene Secor, Rev. Emerson T. Abbott, a

member of the Union's Board of Directors, and Secretary Dr.

A. B. Mason. Mr. F. Danzenbaker was selected as an alter-

nate, so that if, at the last moment, any one of the regular

delegates were unable to atteud, he would be right there on
the ground to step into the work.

We feel that the United States Bee-Keepers' Union will

be ably represented, and that the whole bee-keeping industry

will thus have their wants made known in an effective manner.

We shall look for some Interesting reports form the New
Union delegates upon their return from Washington. We
trust that the work done by this congress may result in great

good to producers of pure honey, as well as to all other indus-

tries that are so vitally interested in the enactment and en-

forcement of a rigid national pure food law.

We do not know who are the delegates froin the National

Bee-Keepers' Union, but we presume they were duly ap-

pointed, and are in attendance upon the sessions of the pure

food congress.
* • »

The National Bee-Keepers' Union election

of officers held in January, resulted in the practically unani-

mous re-election of the following who have for years managed
its affairs

:

President—Hon. R. L. Taylor; Vice-Presidents—G. M.

Doolittle, Dr. C. C. Miller, Prof. A. J. Cook, Hon. Eugene

Secor, and A. I. Root.

General Manager, Secretary and Treasurer—Thomas G.

Newman.
There were 129 votes cast, out of a membership of about

300.

General Manager Newman, when announcing the results

of the election, said that some who were elected "state that

their time is too much occupied with other duties to fill the

office for 1S98 ; this, however, is the business of the Advisory

Board to attend to, as well as to fill vacancies, should any

occur." We do not know who have declined to serve, but

doubtless they will be known when their successors are named.

Bee-Keepers' Rights in Germany.—At Weln-

heim, Germany, there is a patent-leather factory, whose skins

when spread out were covered with spots supposed to be dropt

by the passing over of bees from a neighboring apiary. Suit

was brought to have the bees removed. It was not proven

that the bees were the culprits, and, besides, bee-culture was

necessary for the sake of fertilizing fruit. If this case should

go against the bees, numerous other factories would follow

suit, and bee-culture as well as fruit-culture suffer great dam-

age. Fruit-culture was in Weinheim before the leather fac-

tory, and in this case the weak must be protected against the

strong. The case was dismist.

Subscribers Criticising: llie Bee-Papers.—
Editor Hutchinson made a call for the views of his readers as

to the Bee-Keepers' Review, asking them freely to mention

faults as well as merits. As was natural, few of them men-

tioned faults (unless it were the faults of rival bee-papers),

but a collection of extracts from the letters makes very inter-

esting reading. Oue man is brave enough to say he doesn't

like to see advertisements of a free bottle of medicine, awak-

ening a desire for more at a high price, because of the tem-

porary effect of the alcohol in it. Another thinks it would be

an improvment if the writers would limber up as if talking to

their fellows, instead of being so very staid with the burden

of their dignity and responsibility. It might be a good thing

for the writers of the American Bee Journal to take to heart

this last criticism. The man that has a good idea, and can
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tell it in the plainest language, just as if talking quietly with

a friend, is the writer who will be read with the most pleasure

and profit.

We have often invited our own readers to feel free to criti-

cise the American Bee Journal, and whenever they think they

have a suggestion that they believe might help in Improving

it, to feel free to send it to us. We are not perfect, by any

means—neither is the Bee Journal—but we are endeavoring

to give as good a bee-paper as we can for the money we have

to expend upon it. Of course it is not, by a long ways, up to

our ideal of what a perfect bee-paper should be, but just give

us about 10,000 regular, prompt-paying subscribers, and we
will begin to show you a bee-paper something like the one we
have in mind. This " Barkis Is wlUIn' " to do his part as soon

as the bee-keepers of this country will give him the oppor-

tunity. Until then, the Bee Journal will be made just as good

as we can make it under existing circumstances.

^ • »

'Wisconsin Farmers' Institutes.—Mr. N. E.

France, Wisconsin's Foul Brood Inspector, has sent us a copy

of the 300-page Bulletin No. 1 1, or "Wisconsin Farmers' Insti-

tutes," edited by Supt. George McKerrow ; 60,000 copies are

publlsht. It contains an article on " Keeping Bees for Profit,"

by Mr. Jacob Huffman, and " Foul Brood Among Wisconsin

Bees," by Mr. Prance. Very good pictures of Messrs. Huff-

man and France appear In connection with their contributions.

In Mr. France's article we find a report that he was en-

abled to make in connection with his work in 1896 in Wis-

consin. It shows 51,709 colonies of bees, valued at S258,-
545; 2,585,450 pounds of honey sold for $180,981; and

beeswax and queens to the value of §9,500, making a grand

total of nearly half a million dollars. If ail the figures were

known for the whole State, it would total nearer one million

dollars, we believe.

We do not know how the book referred to is to be circu-

lated, but by addressing Supt. Geo. McKerrow, Madison, Wis.,

no doubt a copy can be secured.

Hone;- Sno-wCream.—Mr. C. J. Baldrldge, of

New York, thinks the following combination is superior to

ordinary ice-cream :

One cup rich sweet cream ; % cup extracted honey of

decided flavor ; mix and cool thoroughly, then stir in fresh,

light, feathery snow till It crumbles, and serve at once. This
will be enough for four good dishes.—Gleanings.

Better not wait until next summer to try the above— It's

wholly a winter dish, apparently.

Mr. Albert Untbbkicher, of Riverside Co., Calif., writ-
ing Feb. 12, says :

"The outlook at this writing for a crop of honey for
1898 is very thin for California, unless we get abundant
rains."

Mr. Geo. Walker, of Ontario Canada, says of our pamph-
let, " Honey as Food :" "It is the best little thing I have
seen in years. I am sure It will sell the honey." Better send
us 50 cents and get a trial lot of 50. Every family ought to

read It.

Mr. a. p. Reed, of Merced Co., Calif., sends the following
testimony concerning the American Bee Journal :

" I enjoy reading the Bee Journal very much. Its weekly
visits are lookt forward to with fond anticipation, and I am
always realizing—have not yet been disappointed."

Keeping the Honey Demand Supplied, after once
working it up, should be the constant endeavor of every bee-

keeper. Of course your own crop will run out—perhaps it

did long ago. Then, why not buy honey to furnish your cus-

tomers, and not compel them to wait until another season ?

We have a large quantity of both pureextracted alfalfa clover

honey and basswood, the former in 60-pound cans, and the

latter In small barrels holding 280 pounds net. Quite a num-
ber of bee-keepers In various parts of the country have had
honey from us, and say it gives most excellent satisfaction.

One-barrel orders of the basswood, or 4 cans of the alfalfa,

we ship f. o. b. Chicago at 6 cents per pound. Or for 8 cents

in stamps we will mail you a small sample first. Get a trial

shipment, and see how it goes. You should be able to make
good wages at selling honey from now until next summer, as

the canned fruits and other things put up last fall by the

thrifty housewives will be running short now, and they will

be more likely to want honey to take the place of fruits, etc.

Mr. Francis Danzenbaker, Editor Root says in Glean-
ings, " Is one of the most progressive bee-keepers he ever met."

In proof of the statement Mr. Root acknowledges that to Mr.

Danzenbaker belongs the credit of a number of the apiarian

improvements in recent years. He says :

"I believe in giving credit where credit is due, and I will

say that Mr. Danzenbaker was the first one to show us the

advantage of the dovetailed or lock corner; improved con-

struction in hive-covers; improved construction in bottom-

boards; the D. case—this letter D. simply representing Dan-
zenbaker ; improved method of crating hives ; and last, but

not least, directly and indirectly the advantages of fences and
plain sections."

That sounds pretty good for Mr. Danzenbaker, and yet,

just think of the blame that will be given him for causing so

many changes in apiarian fixtures ! Changes cost money to

every bee-keeper who indulges.

Mrs. a. J. Barber, of Montezuma Co., Colo., when send-

ing us her renewal subscription, also included with it a dollar

for her membership fee in the United States Bee-Keepers'

Union, and also one dollar for the Langstroth monument
fund. Regarding this fund, Mrs. Barber said:

" I think if we bee-keepers don't raise at least §200 for

the monument, we are an ungrateful set, and I shall feel

ashamed of our selfishness."

Just so. Bee-keepers should do the generous and just

thing to the memory of the lamented Father Langstroth. We
hope that due gratitude will be shown In the erection of a

monument that will reflect credit upon the living, and be a

proper mark of honor to the dead.

The Montreal Witness is one of the strong kind of

weekly newspapers. Its principles and convictions are not

for sale. Here is what one of the best Canadian religious

weeklies thinks of the Witness :

" Nowhere, we think, is there a press of higher ^moral

tone than that of our beloved country. It possesses, we think,

the unique distinction of having a leading journal In its larg-

est city which for over 50 years has been a moral crusader, a

champion of reform. In all that time it has not piiblisbt one

liquor, or tobacco, or theatrical advertisement. At the sacrl-

flce of much money It has stood true to its high principle, and
stands foursquare, a tower of strength, against all the winds

that blow."

Mk. H. E. Hill, of Pennsylvania and Florida, has been

engaged to edit the American Bee-Keeper, beginning with the

February number. For a year or so back that paper has been

running some 16 pages (or half of its contents) in " plate

matter," composed of a miscellaneous assortment of short

stories, anecdotes, etc. This is all omitted now, and the size

reduced to 16 pages, filled with strictly bee-reading. Quite

an improvement. We hope Mr. Hill will not find that he has

undertaken an " up-Uill" job.

Mr. W. R. Graham, of Hunt Co., Tex., wrote as follows^

Jan. 31:

"I have been taking the American Bee Journal regularly

for over 20 years, and am not tired of it yet. It Is always a

welcome visitor. I have been a bee-keeper from boyhood, and
am now over 70 years old. I have been learning all the time

—not all learned yet."
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CONDUCTED BY

Z»K. O. O. MILLEie. MA.RE2Sao, II^L.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direc l.l

A Case of lenorance.

O. O. Poppleton says (page 92) that I was wrong in thinking
that one gla»s in a wax extractor would make as hot work as two.
That shows be can tell a good deal better by trying a thing than I
can by guessin? at it.

Edwin Bevins is troubled to understand (page 83) why I should
misunderstand "Iowa" (page 39). and thinks there was an open
space between the brood-frames and the cushions. The guess Mr.
Bevins makes as to what misled me is partly correct, but not the
whole of it. The • empty supers " mentioned had something to do
with it, and also the fear that the bees might starve. It didn't
occur to me that any one would think of bees starving right on top
of sealed combs.

I'm much obliged to these good friends for correcting me, and
glad to know such sharp eyes are upon me. for many is the time
when answering so many questions that a fear comes over me lest
I may mislead in my answers. I'm not sure, however, that some
of the rest of you wouldn't make mistakes both in understanding
and answering if you were in my place. Questions of so many dif-
ferent kinds, sometimes needing answer when I've hardly time to
study over them ; sometimes spelt in such way that it is a serious
problem to make anything out of them (for example, •• woushe ''

In a letter this week meant "wish'')
; sometimes spelling all correct

but writing so illegible that I can't tell what the spelling is; some-
times having an overstock of ignorance on the subject inquired
about—say. friends, if you'd spell me a spell you'd wonder I don't
get more things twisted, C. C. Miller.

Leaving Bees Paokt lill Pniiins on fiicetions—
Workers Going \villi ilic Queen

'wlien Maliiig.

1. Will it be right to leave my bees all packt as in winter, on
the summer stands, leaving all the packing till time to put on sec-
tions ? The hives are S to U) inches apart. Most of them are as
they were in the fall.

3. Do any worker-bees accompany the queen when she goes on
her wedding-tour? They are never quiet till she comes home to
the hive. [owa.

Answers— 1. Yes, providing they are well supplied with stores.
2. I don't know, Perhaps they do.

Telling from Wliicli Hive a Swarm Issued.

Suppose I have 30 colonies of bees, and I go out some day and
find a swarm clustered on a tree. How am I to tell from which
colonies it issued ? Nova Scotia,

Answer—The nicest way is to have the wings of the queen
dipt, then watch what hive the swarm returns to. If your queen is
not dipt, hive the swarm or get it in some kind of a box and take
it away from where it is clustered (it will make it a little surer if
you put it in a cellar for the time being), then take a handful of
bees from the swarm, dust them well with flour, and watch what
hive has the powdered • ladies" return to it.

Gelling inerease and Oilier <lucstions.

1, I started last spring with four two-frame nuclei, which de-
velopt into four apparently strong colonies. They are in .s-frame
dovetailed hives, in winter-cases, packt with chaff. If they come
through the winter in good condition, I want to increase as much
as I can consistently, regardless of honey. What method shall 1
pursue ? I have eight acres of orclyird for them to commence on.

2, As the days here during the summer are quite warm, and
the nights cool, I kept the hives in the winter-cases during the
summer. Would bees kept thus be liable to need further
ventilation ?

3, Will it be advisable during the heat of the day, in the early
spring, to remove the cover of the winter case for an hour or so,
to warm up the hive, previous to removing the packing ?

I, If so, about what should the temperature in the sun be ?

5. Are there any external indications when they are getting
short of feed ; Eastern Wahuington.

Answers— 1. The first thing to do is to thoroughly inform
yourself on the general principles of bee-keeping, if you have not
already done so, by thoroughly studying a good text-book. For
there are so many changing conditions to meet, that it is not easy
to put down any cast-iron rule of procedure. Moreover, the text-

books will give you plans for increasing, which you can use sepa-
rately, or more or less in combination, according to the exigencies
of the case. Possibly for the largest safe increase without caring
for a crop of honey, nothing is better than the nucleus plan. By
that means you can always keep your colonies strong without run-
ning the risk of having the season close with a lot of weaklings
on hand.

2. Probably they would. The opinion seems to be gaining
ground that it is decidedly advantageous to have very free
entrance below, for ventilation during the honey harvest.

8-4. When the thermometer goes up to 50 degrees in the shade,
not cloudy, and the air still, if a colony fails to start flying, it may
be well to give it a hint to do so, either by doing as you suggest, or
by pounding on the hive,

.5, Hardly any that you ought to wait for. The carrying out
of young brood, that is, the white skins or pieces of skins, is a good
sign that starvation is approaching, but you ought not to wait for
that,

Laj-fng Worker-Bees.

On page 3 Mrs, L. C. Axtell writes of "laying workers." I am
perplext to know what she meant by " laying workers."

Conn.
Answer—A laying worker is just what its name implies—

a

worker-bee that lays eggs. When a colony is queenless and has no
means of rearing another queen, it is likely to happen that eggs
will still be laid. Formerly it was supposed that a single bee did
the laying, but closer investigation shows that a number of work-
ers, if not a majority in the colony, engage in the unusual occupa-
tion of laying eggs, which eggs produce living bees, but in no case
anything but drones. Get a good text-book and read up all about
them.

Changing Brood-Frames—Self-Spacing Frames.

1. My bees are on frames 12 inches deep by 19 long. Would
you change to the Standard Langstroth frame ?

2. Is the 10-frame Langstroth hive better for wintering than
the S-frame ?

3. Do you like self-spacing frames better than the common ?

Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. That's a very difficult question to answer. It's

a very troublesome thing to have two kinds of frames, and if you
have had good success with the ones you have, and if you have
nearly as many hives as you think you will want, I should do a
good deal of thinking before making a change. If you have only
a few, and you think you can do about as well with the standard
frame, then you may be wise to change, if for no other reason
than that you can more readily and more cheaply get what's in
fashion. Moreover, if you want 1 1 buy or sell colonies of bees, it

will be better to have the regular frame.

2. Yes and no. Left to themselves, a colony in a 10-frame
hive is safer for wintering in most cases than in the Sframer. The
two additional frames make it almost a sure thing that there will

be more honey in the hive, consequently less danger of starvation.
With sutticient care and proper management the 8-frame hive may
be as good or better. Given two colonies equal in every respect,
one in an S frame hive, the other in a 10 frame, each with the same
amount of stores, and I'd rather risk the smaller hive for winter-
ing, if for no other reason than that there is less room to keep
warm,

3. After a tew years' trial with the self-spacers, I must say I

give them the preference decidedly. If there were no other reason,
the quickness and exactness of spacing would turn the scale in
their favor.

ii^—.—^
Prevenling Afler-Swarms — Gelling Bees Out of

Supers, Ele.

1. What is the best, quickest and surest way to prevent all

after-swarms ?

2. If a person wishes to get as much honey as he can from his

bees, would it help to prevent after-swarming ;

3. When you pile several supers of honey on top of each other
for the purpose of getting the bees out, what escapes do you use
above and below, how many supers do you put together, and how
long does it generally take to empty them ?

4. I would like to know if you think my bees are all right. I

winter them in the cellar where vegetables and tobacco (not very
much of the latter) are kept. The thermometer is never under 3S
degrees, and hardly ever over 43 degrees. I open the window once
every week to let in fresh air. The bees are in the Heddon hives
with the cover and bottom-board tight, but the entrance is open
full width. I clean out the dead bees about twice a week with a
wire hook. As yet very few have died. When I go into the cellar

I cannot hear the bees, but when I put my ear close to the hive I

can hear them just faintly humming, but sometimes they hum
pretty loud when they are disturbed a little. I wintered four col-

onies in the same way last winter, successfully, except in one weak
colony the unoccupied combs were a little mouldy, Iowa.

Answers— 1. When the colony swarms, set the swarm on the
old stand, putting the old hive close beside it. Six or seven days
later take the old hive away and set it on a new stand. The fleld-

bees will all go back to the swarm after returning from the field,
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weakening the old colony so much that it will give up the notion
of swarming. In most cases it would be sufficient to move the old

hive to a new location at time of hiving the swarm, but it will

weaken it a good deal more to- wait a week, for lots of bees are
hatching out everyday.

3. That depends. With you in Iowa, probably you will get
more surplus to throw all the strength possible into the swarm,
(unless, indeed, the bees are satisfied not to swarm.) If, however,
the bees should swarm very early, (in some places tbey swarm in
April), and the main honey-flow comes late enough so the swarms
could not take advantage of it. then it might be that more surplus
could be got from the old hive, prime-swarm and after-swarm than
if the after-swarm was prevented. But in Iowa, it's pretty safe to
say. that every after-swarm you hive cuts down your honey crop.

3. The supers are piled 10 or 1.5 high, altho 8 is much better
than 15 ; a Lareese escape is put under the pile with free chance
for the bees to get out under the escape, and a Lareese escape is

put on top, unless, better still, a large cone escape is put on top. If

piled early in the day on a bright day when bees fly well, an hour
or two may empty thsm, otherwise a few may stay in all day. Of
course a high pile will not be cleared so rapidly as a small one.

4. As a rule, 38 to 42 degrees is too cold for a cellar. But there
is no little difference in thermometers, and it is just possible that
an exact thermometer would show that your cellar never gets
below 411 degrees. At any rate, no matter what the thermometer
says, if the bees say its all right it is all right. That is, if tbey
keep as quiet as yours are. But isn't it a good deal of care to go
down twice a week to clean out the dead bees ? Possibly its only
fun for you, but its not so certain that the bees like it. Better
raise the hives half an inch or an inch higher from the bottom
boards at front, so as to give more room, and then you needn't
trouble cleaning them out so often. My bees have now been in the
cellar more than nine weeks and the hives don't seem to need
cleaning out yet, and probably will not be cleaned out till they are
taken out in the spring.

Clealed or Fence Separator.

Please describe a cleated separator. Is a cleated and a fenced
separator one and the same ? 1 have been using a frame (of ray
own make) with a no-bee-entrance section for 14 years, but if there
is anything better I want to know it. Wisconsin.

Answer.—Fence, fence separator and cleated separator are all

one and the same thing. Instead of the separator being all in one
piece, it is in several pieces, perhaps four, the pieces being '4 inch
or less apart, and fastened together by cross-cleats on each side,
these cleats being }:^ inch or less wide" and about i„' thick, altho
these figures might vary. Perhaps yours may be the same thing,
and at any rate it might be useful if you would report about yours.

Wintering Oiil-Door!*—CliaR* Utiles -T Siiper<i.

I. I want to keep quite a number of bees, and want to winter
them on the summer stand. What is the best and the cheapest
way ? '\ZZi CIO <-_rZj

CZ 3. Please give me your opinion as to which are the best two
and simplest chaff hives that are manufactured, or the best in
every respect for comb honey.

3. Is the T super better, or as gi od, as others ?

New Jersey.

Answers.— 1. That's a very difficult thing to answer. Loca-
tions vary, and even in the same location one man will winter bees
better in one. and another in another way. Perhaps as cheap a
way as any good way is to have the hives close together, well pro-
tected beneath and on all sides except perhaps the front with
leaves, planer shavings or something of the sort. But to give full
minutias would take more room than can be given here, and you
will do well to study up the whole subject in a good bee-book.
Z. .

2. There is nothing impossible about there being a dozen dif-
ferent kinds of chaff hives, and yet as I don't remember ever to
have heard of more than one, I'm not able to give an intelligent
reply to your question.
L 3. Opinions differ very much as to what is the best surplus
arrangement. After trying wide frames and T supers on a large
scale, and a number of other surplus arrangements on a smaller
scale, I have never been able to find anything that suits me so well
as the T super. Of course, something depends on knowing just
how to use a surplus arrangement in the best way.

Wintering Bce^ in Tennessee.

I began keeping bees last April (1897). I have been a constant
reader of the American Bee Journal since that time, and owe what
success I have had in the bee-business to it, and the failures I

charge to myself. I am in trouble now, and look to you, through
the American Bee Journal, to help me out. Our winter here has
been very warm, and bees have been able to fly almost every day
up to 10 days ago. In the fall I contracted the entrance to abjut
4 inches, and left all the supers on the hives. I thought this would
be a good plan here to winter on the summer stands. Yesterday
(Feb. 4) I opened the hives (it being warm enough for the bees to
fly), and found water on the top of frames and in the super, and
the bees seemed to be buzzing as if hot (in fact they were). One
colony had died. The combs and sections in the supers were damp

and moldy. I opened the entrance the full length. Was this

right ? Should I take off the supers ? I have told you the condi-
tion they are in, now please tell me the remedy, and to save the
other colonies. I have IS. all Italian, and two imported queens,
which I purchast direct from Italy. 'Tennessee.

Answer.—What made you leave sections on your hives over
winter? Please don't do that again. Just as soon as the bees
stop storing, take off all sections so they will be fresh and nice to

use another season. There may be no objection to leaving a super
on without sections, but you can fill it up with leaves, planer
shavings, or something of the sort, and not spoil the sections. The
trouble is that your hives were too close, the moisture from the
bees not having a chance to escape. You did the wise thing to
opon the entrance full width. That will give the hives a chance to

dry out. If the winter continues as warm as it has been, it may
be well to open up a very little on top, so as to allow the moisture
to escape in that direction.

Question on Paolvins Bees for Winter.

I have packt the super with dry sawdust and chaff, with two
passage-ways in each frame about ';^ way from the top of the
frames, and about 3 inches space over the brood-frames. The bee-

entrance to each hive is one inch deep and .5 inches long, with wire-

screen covering, with a bee-passage at the bottom to keep mice
out, which gives good ventilation. I have a shade-board in front
of the hive, and have the hive cracks, etc., all filled with clay, also

top and back of the hive covered with boards, with good, tight

covers on the hives. The hives are about 8 inches from the ground,
with plenty of ripe honey, and at this time the hives are covered
with about 3 feet of snow. Now, what changes would you make
to winter bees out-doors ? Maine.

Answer.—Possibly you might make an improvement on the

sawdust (which some consider a little heavy) . Dry leaves are well

liked, and whether because better or more convenient, planer
shavings are popular. If you mean there are 3 inches of empty
space directly over the brood-frames. I should say that it might be
an improvement to have barely enough space for bees to cross over
from one frame to another. If I understand correctly the en-

trance is covered with wire-cloth, all but enough at the bottom to

allow a bee to pass through, the wire-cloth having meshes too fine

for a bee to pass. Possibly that could not be improved, and pos-

sibly it would be better to have the whole entrance covered with
wire-cloth having about three meshes to the Inch. That would
allow a bee to pass through at any point while effectually exclud-

ing mice. But if your bees winter perfectly it will be pretty good
evidence that even such slight changes are not needed.

The remainder of your questions, relating to the culture of

fruit-trees, belong to a horticultural rather than an apicultural

journal.

The T Super v». Paltcrn-Slals.

What advantages do you find in T supers over pattern-slats ?

I am much troubled with the slats, and if the T supers are no
better, somebody should get up one that is. Some of the slats sag
a little, other supers sag a good deal. When they are tiered up
two may be so far apart the bees put comb between them, while

others come so close they stick them together with bee-glue. Hold
forth regarding this. Illinois.

Answer.—I'm not sure what you mean by pattern-slats, but
suppose you mean what are called •• section-holders," consisting of

a wide frame without any top-bar, the bottom-bar being scored

out to fit the sections. My experience with this sort of surplus

arrangement is very limited compared with the T super, having
used the latter in large numbers for years. The editor of Glean-

ings cannot understand how I can prefer the T super. Possibly if

he were as familiar as I am with it, he could understand it better.

There's a good deal in being used to a thing, and learning to take

advantage of ail the little points. Possibly it I should use section-

holders as many years as I have T supers, I should find more good
in them. But to answer your question.

First, I may mention one thing in which the T super has not

an advantage over the section-holder. When the central sections

are about finisht the outside row of sections can be jumpt iuto the

middle of the section-holders, and this cannot easily be done with
the T super. This is the great point claimed for the section-holder,

but as I do not consider it the best practice so to shift the sections,

the advantage does not count with me. The T super is more
easily filled than the section-holder, for the sections can be put in

the T super as rapidly as they can be set in a row on a table It is

much easier to empty a T super than a section-holder. The T
super has T tins which are so firm that there is not the least ten-

dency to sag. whereas the sagging of the section holder may make
trouble. But go slow about changing to the T super until you find

they are better in ij-mr hands. There are some little kinks in using

them that must be'learued to get the most benefit from them.

The McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's painphlct on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatuicnl." It Is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for SI. 10.
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California
If you oare to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Oop>
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly
handsomely Illustrated J2.00 per annum
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RSJRAI. PRE«»<S,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels
of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about ^SU ibs.

which we are offering -at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLft.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of foui
men using hand tools, Iri

Ripping, Cuttlng-ott, Ml
trlng. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machiuer>.
Sold on Trjul. Catiilo^oe Free,

SENK'^A PALLS MFG. dO.,
*6 Water St SENKCA FALLS. N. v.

READY TO MAIL ^
My40-paji-e Catalog: of my Specialties, and

Root'H GoodM at tlieir prices, I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepeks' ^^upplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog" Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fronioiit, ITlicli.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

|RST PRIZE WINNERS
F[Our 1898 Mammoth Poultry

(uide c.f liiopat-is mullti! IKIl:.
snmcrhiii^' entirely new, tell.-i all jiLnmt
pi.ultT V, how to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIG MONEY. Contains beautiful lithograph
|iliir»- uf fowls in theirnatural culoi^s. Sent!
]r.cts. lor JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.
postage. Box 91 FKEEI'OIST, JXJ..

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Home for Sale—A Home in California

On account of almost total loss of ejesifc:ht
I am compelled to offer my fruit ranch and
apiary for sale or exchange For further . ar-
tlculars address E. B. RKEOHEK,
6A4t Auburn. Placer Co., Cahf
Please mention Bee Journal when 'writing.

\l'l\TPJI ^ young single man capable of
Ilii.liLjlf taking care of an npiary consist-
ing of 'ZoO or 300 culonles of tiees Must give
good reterencee and none but a thoroughly
competent man need apply. Address.
Tlie «ila Farm < o. Cliff. Grant Co , N,Me,T.

9A ^ t Mention the American Bee Journals

Bee -Hives, Sections. Shipplng-
. Cases—everything used by bee-
r. beepers. Orders tilled promptly.
i Send for catalog ll.VSt.SOTA BEE-
KEEPEKS' SIIPPIY MFIi. CO., McoUet
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

22Atf CHAS. MONDENG. Mgr
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

valalUg lice lor Missouri and other points,
to be had at factorv prices from Joliii Nebel
Si Son, Hisli Hill, IMIsKuiiri. 9At{
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Wii DAY CASHcaih WfEKthe vearrotmd.if
TTC 1 /A I you soil Htark Trees. Outlit free.
SURK NUBSfRV. lOUISUNA, MO., Slark, Mc, Rockport, ill., Dansville, N.

«

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Publi!>liiiig Mouey Crop Pros-
pect*.

Query 69.—Is it wi<e for the bee-papers to
publish reports as to the honey-crop, or crop
pi(;)spects. as reported by bee-keepers from
various parts of the country? Some think
that to do so is apt to injure the market price
01 honey.— Ohio.

E. France—In my opinion, yes.

Prof. A. J. Cook—Always let on the

light. So I say, yes.

G. M. Doolittle—Possibly there is

something in it ; but I like to read the

reports, all the same.

W. G. Larrabee—I like to hear the

honey crop reports, but I hardly think
it wise to publish them.

A. F. Brown— I do not know. I like

to read what others are doing, their

failures as well as successes.

Chas. Dadant & Son—You might as

well withhold the crop reports of wheat,
hogs, etc. Don't keep the light under
the bushel.

R. L. Taylor—Yes. It may sometimes
injure the market price, and sometimes
improve it, and will always aid in fixing

the price where it ought to be.

J. M. Hambaugh—Ou the theory of
" Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to

be wise," the reports might be unwise.

Let us have the reports, however.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—I am liberal

enough to believe that correct reports do
no injury to the producer; but, on the

contrary, he can work such reports to

his benefit.

C. H. Dibbern— 1. Yes, general infor-

mation is what we all need to conduct
our business on intelligent principles. 2.

No, it only adapts the market to prevail-

ing conditions.

Wm. McEvoy—When any bee-keeper
sends in an honest and very fair report

of the honey crop in his locality, I be-

lieve that the editors of all bee-papers
are in duty bound to publish such re-

ports, and should.

Rev. M. Mahin— It is as wise to pub-

lish reports of the honey crop as of the

corn or wheat crops. In case the re-

ports are not favorable the tendency will

be to iccreasn the price. I think the

truth should be publisht.

Emerson T. Abbott— I can see no spe-

cial objections if bee-keepers are dis-

posed to report the result of their sea-

son's work. As for myself, I am not in

the habit of saying much about my
private business in public print.

Dr. C. C. Miller—That's a troublesome
question. Harm is sometimes done by
rose-colored reports, but it's more the

fault of bee-keepers than bee-papers. It

would hardly do for the papers to sup-

press information. We want to know,
you know.

J. A. Green—If we could have regular

reports from reliable men in the various

honey-pioducing localities, they would
be of great value. Ordinary correspon-

Sweet I Glover
And Several Otiier Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several ot the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

501 10a> 251b 5oa>
Sweet Clover (white). .60 SI.00 J3.25 J4.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 .3.00 5.75
White Clover. 80 140 3 00 5.00
AlfalfaClovor 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .00 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight.

Tour orders are eoliclted.

GEORGE Vr. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Steel
nr"y Carnlolans, More than .300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each; June and until October 50 cents
each. Tented $1.00 each. Good Breeders, $2
each. Straight 5-Banded or "Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Att BEEV^ILLE, Bee Co, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

II UK»^ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
i'llllll o Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send tor our now catalog.

Practical Hiulet " will be mailed for 10c.
in stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Math & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

'OUR PRICES
ing the new
Cliainpion l^liall-llive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you$$8»

K. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
Box 187 SHEBOYQ.tN, WIS.

Flease mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

CV IF YOU WANT THE

are worth looking
at. We are mak-

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper s Guide.

Ldberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATEST WIRED COMB FO0WDATIOB
Han No Nag 111 Bruod-Fraine*

Thill Flat-Bottom Foimdatioo
Bas Ko FtsbboDe iu Ibe Ssrplas Hooef

.

datnK the cieanesi Is aenaUy wurKe<>
the qulokost ot any Foundation made

J. A. VAiN I^KIJSEN,
Sole Manaracturer,

Soront Brook Montgorcery Co., N Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

DCC I^CCDCDC f Let me send you my 64-
DLL-KLLrLnO I page Catalog? for 1898.

J. ITI. Jeukin«, IVetuiupka, 41a«

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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dents seldom mention anything but good
yields. This if misleading, and often

has a very injurious effect. I think this

was particularly the case during the past

season.

Eugene Secor—If bee-papers do not
publish reports of the honey crop, how
are we to know what the crop is ? It is

the prospective honey crop that injures

the business, especially when great

things are publisht that do nut come to

pass.

Jas. A. Stone

—

Decidedly, yes ! It is

the only way we have of knowing what
our honey is worth. I have often seen
bee-men who do not read the bee-papers,

sell their honey (because they had a
large crop) for 10 cents per pound,
when it was worth 15 cents in Chicago.

G. W. Demaree—Wise or unwise, our
bee-periodicals would be awfully "dry"
If they for any cause failed to give us
the news from the honey-fields. The
consuming world do not see the bee-

papers. Besides all this, some of us
despise the tendency of the times to

"sail under cover," that is, hide facts.

Few apiarists now living believe in

"over-production " of honey.

J. E. Pond—In my opinion it is advis-

able for bee-papers to give items of news
that affect the honey interest in any
wise. I do not see how any one can be
injured by their so doing, and the honey
crop is so varied in various sections that
I cannot see how the market price can
be injured thereby. It is not the news
that raises or lowers the price, but the
actual question of supply and demand, a
rule of political economy that Is inflexi-

ble.

Mrs. L. Harrison— I think that it is

an injury to the pursuit. No one can
tell what the harvest will be, until it is

removed from the hive. As an example,
a man came into this city in the early
autumn with choice white section honey,
which he offered for 8 cents per pound.
A groceryman who purchast said at the
time it was "worth 12 cents, but that
was his own figure." He had read of
the great crop, and being a poor sales-
man, wanted to sell before it came to
market freely.

Poor Prospects for California
I think we are in for another poor season,

if not a dry year. All rains have been fol-
lowed by hard north and east winds, which
have dried out the soil again, and this sec-
tion of the State looks dry and barren. This
time in the year we should have a nice
green growth of vegetation. Many people
are worried, and stockmen are losing from
starvation on the ranges. Hay is nearly
double its usual price, and those having
hay for sale are holding for exorbitant
prices. M. H. Mendleson.
Ventura Co., Calif., Jan. 3.

How to Get Alsike Clover Sown.
Feeling that I am so much indebted to

the American Bee Journal, it is a duty as
well as a privilege to answer one question,
•or to tell my experience. Some weeks ago
I was reading of one bee-keeper that said
he had tried to get his neighbor farmers to
sow Alsike clover seed. He bad told them
of all its good qualities, and they said he

Only 6 ds. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furulsh 'Wblte Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars ii, ChiL'ago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 6^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

A sample of the honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Mieliigaii Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

' ' — ' '---I- ^ -— I H I I—^M^^—^—^.^^^^^^

"We "want

\Mt

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
To Iiave a copy of

Our 1898 Catalog Vl/Vii

11^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the Southwell—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

1 \ Hethering-
ton Uji'-appint,'-

M.fK);
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ARE RELIABLE. ^^^
Everything grown in Beid's Nurseries is ^^^^

healthy, well-rooted and true to name. Every effort is^

made to save expense to customers. We sell direct and sh:

direct, saving tifty per cent, on Trees, Shrubs, Vines. Write for cfita-

iOEue estimates or susgestions. Try Star Strawberry, KUIorado^
Blackberry. REIO'S NURSERIES, liridseport, Ohlo7

Ai^I> X03iS OF IT.
Worklne Wax Into Founda
tlon a Specialty.

Listen! Take Diy Advice and Buy

«Jonr Bee-Sii|)i)lies-;s«

of August Weiss ! i^

couipelition
ill

FotiiidatSon

Millions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides !

!

SATISFACTION GHARANTEFD on a lull line of Supplies. Send for aCataloiriie and
be your own judge, Wax wanted at 26 ceiits cash, ov 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

To SeedBayers
iitf rs ti.) the juitronayre
luit are untrue,
(ritnnil desire

Shawns System
St ofPasturing
^: Sheegimmmm
*Jt* This pamphletistriTenaway i
*lrt tm-ur customers. f
^[ ^ ^ , ,

,

ttt*-* *•* ***t

f those \vho are mislead by overdrawn jiictures and
An«-thcrc!ass take^ advaiita::re of the fears of those, who,
> '^ecuro the lie-'t ^eeJ--^. ^"'1 pav faucy prices forwhat often

: roves to be ver^' ordinary stock. THERE IS YET ANOTHER
class which seeks the trade of those, who want the best

seeds possible to obtain and are ^^-illiu^ to pay a reason-

able price for them. TO THiS CUSS OUR CATALOGUE'- '^ FREK tt) those who write for it.

ThepeaFB
3 classes
ofSeed
Catalogs.

amkom
Seeds

BELONGS. It i^ mailed 1

MORTHRUP, KIMG & CO., Seedsmen,
SS to 32 Hennepin Ave.

Klnneapalls, Minn.

$

5^*^¥ii¥i5i¥^***^*=^^w^***^^**"^^'^»'^

Our STERLING
Brand of Grassand
Clover See<is reprr--

aent th^ h'?rt qu-ill-

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rati 8 obtained by purchas-

ing ^'oods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
liug a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have es-tabllthi a branch house at 17i)0 South 13th St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as wo do at Hlgginsville, Mo. With the quality of our
^ooda, we believe most b-e-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par eicellent. Polisht, snowy-while f^eutlons, beautitul straw-

colore transparent Foundation, Improved Smokers and Honey K.xtractorB, and all other ftrst-

class goods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bfll of goods you will be
our I ustf'mer In the future.

^^Progkessive Bee-Keeper, oOe per year, "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25c. Bith for 65c.,
postpaid. Sample copy of the Pkooressive free, abd a ueautilul Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Leaiiy Maniil'actnring Company, "'sif%'!»lh

e. lYIo., or
13 Ell St., Oinnlia, Neb.

THE HATCHlPiG HBI^

able P iltrv

Reliable I

37D17

HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION
1 n the productionand brooaint' of i-hi^ks she

ha 1 Mipplanted by the better and t-veryway

DCI I A Dl C INCUBATORS
^\r t\C.LIAtjLEl AND BROODERS

They Hatch and Brood when you are ready.
1 he 1 t -^et lousy. They <rrow the strontrest

^ 1 k ft 1 the most of them. It takes a 2'.i4 pa;;e book
to tei a t the>e machines and our Mammoth Rell-

Farm Se tl ailon receipt of 10 cents. Send forit now
ncubator and Brooder Co-, Quincy, Illinois.

t Please mention the American Bee Journal.

$300. for Six Poi^ioes
Wo'^liallinlroducethis vear forthe tirst time tho won-lefrul new MORTGAGE LIFTER
PftTATD ami shall pay the above ^uni m p:, ms l-rthe hvi p-ls polntoert icrovvn Iroiu

one^i'"d potato. THE EAKLIt>T POTATO IN TIIK \V«>K1J>. Tested 1 years.

It is white, of excellent quality and A 31 AMMOTU Y 1KM»ER.
Be thelirs.tinyourneighborhuodtotryit; next year you can sell,

I't to othei-s. ]^rice this year, 50 ecnti* for Single potuto. £

First in the Market Cubbnee is the earliest to head; beat yonr5
fcneitrhb..r<! by weeks. Sure Uond Ci\bbiirc, all head and sure to

S head-larpe size, good quality and pood keeper. Smsrle beads have «

r weighed up to 60 lbs. Cllmbinc Cut'timber, entirely new-a per- i

' feet"wonder Climbs any trellis orsupport IJ to S teethiiTh; prohtlc
'
J eariv fruiter. Six WeekV Turnip: ^:a^li^^t grower, .-asy grown

pood size and .v^ite as snow. EARLIEST TOMATO 'N THE WORLO -gr..utej.t

But^tees lor eorllncBs, (.moothni-HS und qnnlltj. Has fruited In SO.days. I'l«
,

i? . * I-T-^l/V f. .7 ri HP tomatoes E-rown in least nunil.er "t day^. ln>tnu ti.'ii.^ \MthBeed.

&^\^?e^wh*ll p^gSo by m'atl , ,a"k«l f?om]r;,st , l,istr>„-t,ons lor ,inzesa,Mt a pu.tet each of_the Hve_early v,^
tfbies andcataiog of "SEEDS THAT CROW" i^r 250. FalrvlewSeed Farm, hu •06 Rose Hill, U. Y.

was looking out for his bees, and they did
not sow any.
Now. 1 wish to tell how I workt it. Last

spring 1 ordered of George W. York & Co.
50 Alsii-e clover leaflets, and made a list of
about 20 farmers around me. took the list

and the leaflets to the postmaster (he being
an intimate friend of mine), told him what
they were and my object, and those that
had not gotten their mail that day we slipt
one in their box. and those that had re-
ceived theirs were left until the next day,
so each of these men received a leaflet, and
didn't know where it came from, and in a
few daj's they were talking about Alsike
clover, and all could talk intelligently.

One man came to me and said be had
received a circular on Alsike clover (I told
him I had one, too), and that he was going
to get some seed when he got his other to
sow the farm that .loins our place.

I think I am safe in saving that there
were ."JU or more acres of Alsike clover sown
mixt with other seed. I shall do the same
thing again this sjiring. J. W. P.

Repot ts for Several Years.

I brought to this place 2B colonies in the
fall of 1S93. I lost 2.T in the cellar, and in

18fl4 I started with one colony, bought two
nuclei, and increast to eight. In 1S9.5 1

started with eight, increast to 26, and sold

l.OOU pounds of comb honey. I then win-
tered 24. and in 1896 increast them to 52,

sold 2. BOO pounds of comb honey, and win-
tered ,^0. In 1897 I increast froiii 50 to 100.

reared 70 young queens, and sold about 900
pounds of honey, all told. In 1S97 I had to

depend upon others to look after the bees;
this shows that all of us do not work the
same.
The last was a very poor year for me. at

least in the way of gathering honey, tho
most of my neighbors did not get one
pound of honey of any kind. C. Chank.
Oscoda Co., Mich., Jan. 24.

Wiring Frames—Report.
I wish to give my way of wiring frames.

Instead of punching holes in the end-bars

for the wires. I use ?8-itich blind staples.

My frames are 8 inches deep inside, and it

takes four staples in each end-bar. One is

placed one inch from the top-bar. and one
the same distance from the bottom-bar;

the other two 2 inches apart between the

end staples, all on the inside of the frames.

I drive the staples about two-thirds their

length, and crosswise of the bar. then
weave the wire through the staples and
fasten the end of the wire with a small

tack, then tighten up the wire and fasten

the other end; then if I find the wire too

slack, I can tighten it to a nicety by driving

the staples to any depth that is called for.

The staples are inexpensive, as one pound
will be plenty for 25 hives, 10 frames to the

hive.
My honey crop last season was 2.000

pounds from 35 colonies, spring count. The
honey sold for 8200. I can't put an esti-

mate on the fun I had with the bees.
Wm. M. Barnes.

Richland Co., Wis.

The Season of 1897.

The last season was not a very successful

one, yet much better than the three preced-

ing years. I started last spring with seven

colonies, increast to 15, and secured 100

pounds of choice comb honey, and 200

pounds of extracted, of No. 1 quality. The
bees built up well on apple-bloom. Later,

white clover was very plenty, yet it did not

yield much nectar on account of wet
weather. In July Alsike clover was in full

bloom, and the bees made up for lost time

in gathering honey and in swarming. The
honey was the best I have ever secured.

The extracted candied as early as the mid-

dle of October. The latter part of October

we had very hard frosts, which killed all of

the fall flowers, so the bees could work no
more, yet they swarmed with nice, large

queens with them. Something I never saw
before, bees swarming with no chance of
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theSUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS succeed, why? because they J
are properly constructed and the correct methods for operating: them are •

plainly set forth in our 72 pag^e Direction Book. Our machines will *

please you. Prices reasonable. All sold undar a positive guarantee '

5^ which we ask you to compare with others. Send 6c stamps for 128*
page catalocr and poultry book combined. Zt will pay you. Address'
DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 78, Des Moines, Iowa.

gathering honey. Is that a common thing
for bees to do ? I have since heard that
some of my neighbors' bees did the same
thing. We had plenty of fall rain, with
good prospects of more white clover next
season. Success to the American Bee Jour-
nal. John H. Whitmobe.
Jackson Co.. Mich., Jan. 2S.

hl^l Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Bees-wax delivered to our oflBce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASU. No commission. Now if

you want casb, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

({ueeiis, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens in April and May. SI. 00. Un-
tested. 7oc C;hoice Breeders, tither three or
flve-bunded Itailiins. at $-2.00. (Jhoice Im-
ported Breeders. $.T. on. Satisfaction guiran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROiVELL,
8Atf GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Poader'H Honey . Jars,
and every thing- used by
bee-keepers Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. -Walter S Ponder,

51*2 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indiana.M/.t'J^jtOVDtKSiip'

Texas Queens fMVM\
Best hoaey-gatbering- strain In America.

Tested, $1.50. Untested. Si.OO. Write for a

Circular. J. D. OlVflENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Ihe tui.tt is tihut mzikcs tlie Kiuolman Feaue
moMS. ^itliour Utiplex Automatic Macbioe joui
can m&ke 100 atjles und GO roda per dnj of thcH

^EjS^B^i^qB'Be-'^t W'.vea ^Vire Fpdcc on EartTi. |
gfT^gjIggHor^e-hk-h. l;aU--tr,,nj. Fi.-t,.Lt

[

/o c^&Ssbd^FOR 18e PER ROD
tChieken fence 19c. Rabbit-prTi

Ifenco ICc. and a good Uog fence

Bfor 12c. per rod. Plain. Coik-d I
Spring and Barbed Wire to farm- V

lers at i»hi>lea[ila prices. Catalogue I

- -,
„ . ., ,,„,, I FREE for the a.'ikin?. Addresa. |

KITSeOun BROTHEHSTBox 1-lw^RMgeville. InrlJanit.

45Dtf Hiease mention the Bee Journal.

GOOD WHEELS
MAKE A GOOD WAGON.

I iitcssa watrnn has trnod -whfel-; it is

'the electrjc %^^iKs
are irn, Ml u-h.-elsandtht-vniakf a waij-on
)ast jn.lfliniieiy. Tlicy are made hitrh or
]nw. any ^^ iilth of tire, to fit any skein.
They cnn't cet looAe* rot or break
dow D. They last al ways-Catalog free.

Electric Wheel Co.. Box 16, Qulncy, Ills.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

HONEY and BEESWAX
iVlAKKKX <tUOXAXIU:^!$.

Chicag-o, 111., Peb. 21.—Fancy white Is not
plentiful, and fells at lie; good No. 1, or
grade ot that character is abundant, and sells
at 7 to 9c.: amber and dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 3 to 6c.; amber, 4 to 5c.; dark,
4c. Beeswax. 26 to -JTc.

Much of the comb honey is granulating
this season.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 1.—Fancy white, 11
to 1.3c.; No. 1.10 to lie; f^ncy amber, 9 to
lOc; No. 1,8 to 9c Darker grades are sell-
ing lower and In better supply .and can be
bought at 6 to 7c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c.:
darker grades, 4 to 5c. Bees-wax is in grood
demand ;it 26 to 27c.

Indianapolis, Ind., J^i n. 15.—Fancy white.
H to i;ic.; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
JOc. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. Thia is especially true ot the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax is

In good demand.

Mil-vrankee, Wis., Jan. 24.—Fancy white
1-lbs.. 11 to 12c.; A No. 1, 11 to 11 (4c.; No. 1.
10 to lie; No. 2. 8 to 9c.; No. 1 dark. 8 to 9e
Extracted, in barrels, kegs and cans, white,
5H to 6c. ; dark, 5 to 5i4c.
The supply of honey is good and the quality

very nice as a fcreneral thing. The demand Is

not up to our desires, yet vve are hopeful it

will Improve and all will be wanted at fair
value. We feel like sustaining prices, and
continue to quote as above.

St. Lonis, ]lIo.,reb. 9,—Fancy hlte comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to 10c. ; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5^ to 6c.: amber.
5to5!/^c. ; dark, 4 to 4i4c. Beeswax. 20 to 22e

Boston, Mass., Jan. 18.—Fancy, in car-
tons. 12!4 to 13c.; In glass, 11 to 12c.; A No.
1. 10 to lie; No. 1, 9c.; No. 2, 8c.; No. a, no
sale. Beeswax. 27c.
The demand for honey Is light on all grades,

with a full supply. Pure beeswax is in good
demand, bnt supply is light.

Philadelphia, Fa., Jan. 18,—Fancy white.
lOe; No. 1.9c.; amber. 8c. Extracted, white.
5c. ; amber, 4c.; dark. ;ii^c. Beeswax. 2Sc.
Late arrivals of California honey have de-

moralized our market.

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 19.—Fancy white
comb, l-lbs.. 10c. ; No. 1. 9 to lOe; amber, 8
to 9c.; dark. 7 to 8c. Extracted, white, 5 to
5 1-2C.; amber, 4 1-2 to5e; dark, 4 e Bees-
wax, 20 to 22c,
The supply of honey is large and the de-

mand light.

Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 11.—Strictly fancy 1-

pound combs are in quite good demand from
the fact that it has been so scarce and closely
cleaned up, and lie is quite easily obtained.
Uther grades do not sell much better, possi-
bly a little, ranging from 9 to 6c.. as to grade,
etc. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c . and is in
light demand. We can recommend shipping
strictly fancy and nothing else, unless you
cannot do better.

San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 16.—White
comb, l-lbs.. 7/, to 9V4c ; amber. 4 to 8e Ex-
tracted, white, iVt to 5c.; light amber. .3H to
4e; daik tule, Hi to 2J4c. Beeswax, fair
to choice, 24 to 27c.
Market is ruling steady for choice to select

qualities of both comb and extracted, but
more especially lor the latter, owing to light
stocks and a fair demand, both on local ac-
count and for shipment. Inoreast quanti-
ties are expected to be consumed in the
course of a few weeks, owing to observance
of Jewish holidays. Darli grades are not read-
ily salable, and- where custom is secured fof
this sort, very low prices have to be accepted.
Not much beeswax on market, and there
does not appear to be the slightest possibility
of there being any excess of stock during the
balance of the season.

Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 31. —Market
is hi an overloaded condition on comb honey.
Good chance lor fancy white extracted at 53itoHc

. but comb i-^ at a standstill, parilcularly
it other th^m fancy white Best price avail-
able ou fancy white coinbls lOHe.and buvers
are slow at that. Darker gra les or broken
lots arc unsalable. If shippers would send in
their extracted when it is wanted, and n'ot
push undeslred comb [and vice versa] the
stud would move more advantageously to all
concerned. The trouble is. when a fair price
is obtainable some shippers hold out for more
and In the end lose by it.

New York, N. Y., Feb. 9.—There has been
a fair demand tor comi) honey ot late, and we
are gradually reducing our stock. Fancy
white is scarce and finding ready sale at 10 to
lie ; off grades white and amber. 8 to 9c.;
mixt and buckwheat. 6e E.stracted la in
fair demand—Calltornia white. 5!4c ; liarht
amber, 5c.

;
white clover and basswood, 43.£ to

oc; buck'heat. 4c.; Soui hern. 50c. a gallon.
Beeswax is steady at 26 to 27c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 21.—There Is a slowdemand lor all kinds ot honev. We quote 10
to i:3c. for beet white comb honey, and .3 1-a
to 6c.. for extracted. Beeswax is in fair de-mand at 20 to •''ic. for good to choice yellow,
with a fair supply.

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 22.—Fancy white
12 to 13c.: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amoer
9 to 10c. Extracted, white. 6 to 6^4o.; amber.
4 to 5c. Beeswax, 22 to 25c.

$100
Given as Bounties
topurchasersofthe
improved D a n z .

Hives and Sections
3 See schedule in my
bee - book '

' Facts
About Bees." Tells

liow to produce honey that sells for the most
luouev. Free for 2c ill stamps. Addres:s

THE A. I. ROOT CO.. Medina. Ohio,
pr F. Danzenbaker, Box J66. Washin^on. D. C.

B'

lA26t

|EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best, equlpt
Factory ia the

Send for Catalog-.

FRED A. DALTOX,
Wat ker, Vernon Co . Mo.

[HATCH C_hickens BY STEAM^

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. PtTffct, S&lf- Regulat-
imj. Thousands in successfol
oiitratioo. Lowest priced
flrst-cla^s Hatcher mnde.

«ii<>. II. STAHL,
mf.n18a_S.Clll>'t,«)ulney,nl.

44A26t Please mention th" Bee Journal

3Dtf

MAGIC PRESS
^ HOT PLATE FOUN-
DATION FASTENER.

This Press is of mal-
leable iron and brass.
Non-breakable chim-
ney. Ic8 speed equal
to 4000 per day, or
more, according- to
actlvltj^ of operator.
Oneclosing- and open-
ing: ot" gate fln;shes
Jhe section. Starters
or full sheets. This
year a Fine Effg-'Tester

goes with it. Write
me if your supply
dealer does not keep
them )n stock.

James Cormac,
Des MofNES. Iowa.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business,

SupDlies at Bottom Prices.
'' Bee-Keeping- for Begrlut ers,'" price .50 cents,
imparts the Insiractloo. Pnee-Lfst free.

J. F. H. SHOWN, AugOfeiCa, Oa.
Please meution Bee Journal when writing.
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Talk about

....CQmbFouiidatiDii
"VXTK can now furnish the very beet that can
VV be mude from puie wax. ttnr ^e^T Pro-
cess of lTIillinj£ enabks us t(> surpass t e
previous eiJ'orts of our ourselves and others
in the manulacture of Comb Foundation.

It is al\vay»i Pure and Sweet.
It IN ilie kind llial docs not sag^.

It i§ the kinil yon want.
If you once try it you will have no other.

Samples lurnisht FKl!.E. Large lliustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bec-Keeper§' Supplies,

And a copy of the American BeeKeepe r. sent
upon application. Address.

THEW.T.FAICOSERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anj'tliiiig in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

U^" Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives. Sections. Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper in
^ America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Klin, Improved Machinery, 40.000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manufacturim Co,,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

You Can Buy
the material in a To-cent jack-knife !or five cents
or less, and make your "wn knile— imi yuu don't.
Think about it when some one asks > on lo buy a
machine and i\ire to make your own fence "chpap."

PAGE WOVEN WIKE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax

Wliolesale
and. Ketail.

inio Founda-
tion for C.ISH A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Cataloer,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, IFIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

The A. 1. Root Co.'s Goods
\%'liolesale.

Ketail.
iDCluding^ their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will ray you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M, H. HC'NT
Cabh for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.
Ple£ise mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Year Dadaiit's Foundation. YeS

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because I^X 31 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purilj', Kii-iiine!!i!«, I^o Sag'-
ging. 3io Loss. PAXEi^X n'KEI) I>ROCESS SIIEEI'li^Ci.

^M' Send Name for Our CataloR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

I^MlfCSe.TROTH Off TfH® H©Ef]©Y-B®®, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Ctilture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee JournaL HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—'* Well Miiniithcturcd Stock ! ((nick Sliipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
-' AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of makine the very best Sections on the market.

The BASSWOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thriftv timber is used.

1^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing-.

Reduced Prices \t>\lif\lA^Alif\l/\lAl/\^if\l/

On 1896 Style Hives.
In order to make room for stock of New Goods at our Chicago Branch, we

offer the following list of 1896 Hives at these redaced prices to close out quick :

S
50 No. 1 8-frarae $5.00
25 No. 3 "
25 No. IE, P. W "
80 No. 1, " .... "
55 No. oE "
25 No. 5 "
25No. 6E "
20 No. "
40No. 5E 1,0-fr

30 No. 5 "
25 Townsend Section-Presses 50 cts. each.
13 Wakeman & Crocker Section-Presses $1.00 "

Plote.—The 1896 No. 5 Hives include a honey-board as well as foundation start-
ers, and the No. 5E have these omitted. The No. 6 have the D section-case
arrangement, complete with sections and starters; and the No. 6E the same,
without the sections and starters.

Better order at once if you want any of the above list. All are bargains, for they
are exactly as well made in every way as our later hives. Address,

s
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"Golden's" Disk WhirHag-Belt Section-
Cleaner.

BY MISS FLORA FITCH.

Deak Mr. York :—We get letters every now and then
wanting to know who this "iriody"is. My name is Flora
Fitch. Having always lived next door to Mr. Golden, since a

mere child, he has always playfully called me bis girl, and I

have more or less assisted him with his bees, and in the gal-

lery. Through Mr. Golden's kindness I have learned some-
thing of the nature and habits of the little honey-bee, as well

as some of the mysteries of photography. My father having
gone to his long home, my mother, little sister, and myself,
make up our family.

And now, Mr. York, as I promist to write for you a de-

scription of Mr. Golden's disk whirling-belt section-cleaner,

I will now proceed :

The pictures will perhaps tell more than I can explain on
paper. The gearing is metal, and revolves on an upright
shaft, upon which a disk is set, or taken oflf, having a mor-
tise on the under side. This disk consists first of a wooden
wheel % inch thick by 14 inches in diameter. A hoop IX
inches wide is tackt around the outside rim, and extends one
inch over the disk-board. A piece of good drilling or can-
vas is wet with starch-water, then ironed smooth. Take a

compass and a card-board, make a circle ?4 inch less than the
disc wheel, then make a circle o}4 inches smaller than the
previous circle ; cut out, and you have a pattern. Take two
or three sheets of wadding and fold as often as the pattern
will cover. Lay on the pattern, and with a sharp penknife
cut around outside and inside the circle. Lay the batten on
the canvas, and over the batten put a piece of muslin, then
baste around the inner circle, after cutting the muslin like X.

Then baste around the out circle and stitch with sewing
machine. Trim, dampen, and run a hot smoothing-iron over,

cut the pattern in four pieces, and cutout four pieces of No.
2}4 or 3 sand-paper, glue one at a time, and lay on the cush-
ion belt. Lay on a wood separator. Then with a moder-
ately hot Iron, press for two or three minutes, and so on until

finisht.

Having another hoop, something like a bucket-hoop,
spread the canvas over the disk-board, put over the small
hoop, pressing it down over the disk-hoop, pulling the edge of

the canvas and stretching it tight like a drumhead. Trim,
and you have without doubt one of the safest and most com-
mon-sense belt section-cleaners yet presented for Inspection
by bee-keepers.

In testing this machine, we have taken sections having
had the combs cut out, and placed over this belt, apd quickly
made bright and clean, and not breaking a joint. We have
taken sections of partly-drawn comb from right out-of-doors
in the cold and cleaned them bright, and not a crackt comb
could be observed.

You see this belt " gives " under the least pressure, and

there cannot be the least jar, no difference at what speed you
run the belt, and it is just the same with the other belt ma-
chine. Besides, one can work much the speedier, at least that
is our experience.

We send you two views, one showing a plain view of the
cleaner, and one showing how the arm may rest while holding
a section, as the arm becomes pretty tired when working all

day. Place the machine near a table, and with a stool high
enough to give nearly a standing position is best. I find It

much the easiest to take a section in the right hand, and as I

place my wrist on the rest (which turns either way on its up-
right), and as I bring the section in contact with the whirling
sand-belt, I take hold with the left hand, thus the section is

Tlie Oolden Dish Secion-Honey Cleaner.

guided backward and forward, and turned around, until the
four sides are cleaned, and then the edges.

But, dear me, Mr. York, don't hold the section on the
sand-belt very long, for if you do you will have a lump of
honey all in your " two little hands."

So now, Mr. York, when you commence to clean section

honey, " do be careful."

Mr. Root said in Gleanings that he had a disk machine in

his mind's-eye. (We don't know whether he will have the
whirling-belt or solid disk). If a solid, or even a raised, sur-
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face on a solid substance, he will undoubtedly find some
breakage In his honey. Of course, nice work can be done, for

we have had enough experience to know, and also know some-
thing about a belt machine, and that is what Mr. Golden, and
I, too, want the bee-keepers to know, which is the best and
safest.

There is another thing we learned. A light machine
somehow, even fastened to the floor, Jars more than a heavier
one. Now, Mr. Editor, I have told you about the Golden disk
whirling-belt daisy section-cleaner. Morgan Co., Ohio.

Houey for the Alaskan Gold-Seekers.

BV L. G. CLARK.

The various articles and controversies that appear in the
American Bee Journal have had my close attention, and tho
there is some confliction of ideas and methods of obtaining the

same results, there is one proposition upon which all are well

agreed, and that is the necessity of extension and building up
of the market for honey. The veterans have all made their

suggestions, all of which have merit and would obtain good
results If properly followed out, and now I wish to propose a
plan of extension of market territory which has not yet, to

my knowledge, been advanced.
The mining regions of Alaska have, during the past sea-

son, taken thousands of tons of Callforniaevaported fruits and
vegetables, beans, bacon, etc. The opening of spring will see

hundreds of vessels laden with these commodities going north-
ward, and their cargoes will sell for fabulous prices among
the famishing Klondikers. Thousands of prospectors will be
rushing in, and the amount of provisions necessary to supply
that vast region will be enormous. One of the principal articles

In every prospector's outfit is syrup. Every company that
contracts to take up and supply men agrees to furnish a given
amount of syrup. Fat and fat-producing foods are the most
necessary articles of diet in that cold region ; hence the heavy
demand for sweets.

Syrup, as well as all other articles of food and equip-

ment, sell for many times their actual value, and there is no
gainsaying the fact that iu a country where gold is the cheap-
est commodity, honey would in every instance be given the
preference over the cheap syrups and trash now supplied
them. The transportation and commercial companies now
controlling that trade are furnishing the cheapest grades of

syrup and imitation honey In order that they may gain the
greatest possible profits.

There is some talk of necessary legislation by the present
Congress on behalf of Alaska, and if a pure food law—a most
decidedly necessary one—could be past for the benefit of that
country, it would do much towards relieving the honey mar-
ket. True, California would get the bulk of this trade, but
that would relieve the Eastern markets accordingly.

I have read much of late about the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union, and there are some who seem to doubt Its

possible usefulness. Let the Union present the above propo-
sition regarding an Alaskan pure food law, to Congress, and
secure its passage. The result would be far reaching and
beneficial, and he who could then doubt the wisdom of

"Union "-Ism would be unworthy of consideration.
Napa Co., Calif.

¥k

The " Lampman " Sectlon-Comb Cutter.

BV H. LAMPJIAN.

I am one of those engaged in the keeping of bees for the
profits I derive therefrom. I take the American Bee Journal,
and of course have seen a good deal said about leveling-down
combs in sections. As I have received a good many good
things out of the American Bee Journal, I will show its read-

ers what I have invented for the purpose of cutting or leveling

down combs in sections of the previous year. I have used it

the last three or four years with the greatest of satisfaction.

I have tried everything that I ever heard of, besides a great
many devices of my own, and to me they were not satisfactory,

until I hit upon this device, and it does it so nicely and com-
pletely that I thought it would be of benefit to the fraternity.

For some reason or another, at the end of the season I

usually have a great many unfinisht sections, so it is quite an
object for me to be able to utilize them the next season. I

can get more uuiform combs, and just as white appearing. It

will be seen by the construction of the cutter that whatever
residue of propolis there may be, is entirely separated from
the comb, leaving it perfectly clean. After one has a little

practice, he can cut down a great many in a day ; I never

tried to see just how many, but I should judge that 1,000
would be a very easy day's work. Before cutting the combs
down they must be perfectly dry, and entirely free from
honey. I have no difficulty in producing No. 1 honey from
such combs, besides the advantage of getting the bees started
in the surplus cases.

The cutter is made altogether of tin, and one bolt. The
size, of course, each one will have to regulate according to the
size of the section used. The size for a iiMzi^i section is

4x10x2 inside the box, with a flange at each side to form the
gauge. Cut a hole 2 inches in diameter, 4 inches from one end,
and in the center. Put a rim one inch high around the hole
inside. Take a piece of XXX tin, 4 inches wide, fold it to-

gether, and draw to an edge, using a file to finish up with.
Cut a piece like the end of the cutter-knife with a slot hole
near the top of this end-piece, so you can raise or lower it, and
form the knife around it. Put a hole on each side a little be-

low the gauge on the box. Put the knife In, then a )i-lnch
bolt through all, with a thumb-nut to clamp all together.

To use it, get a box that will be about right for you to sit

at comfortably in a chair ; out a hole lu the end about 4

The Lampman Section-Comb Cutter.
,

Inches in diameter, place the cutter on so the hole in the cen-
ter will come in the center of the one In the box ; fasten with
a screw at each end. Now put water in the box about }4 inch
deep. Always be sure to keep water in the box. Adjust a
shelf in the wooden box for a lamp to rest on ; have the lamp
so it will come close up to the hole In the cutter-box. Let it

get quite hot. Now sit down with this box directly In front

of you, take a section in your two hands, have the knife face
from you, place the end farthest from you in the gauge, then
lower the other so it will come on top of the knife, then

'Ml'cm^

steadily pull toward you, letting it slide off the top of the
knife on the gauge. When the section strikes the knife,

directly raise that end slowly- in such a way as to scrape
off any comb that may be there, all the time keeping the other
end In the gauge. Reverse, and perform the same act.

It takes nowhere nearly the time to do it, that it

does for me to explain it. When the wax box gets about half

full, let it cool and remove the wax. If the residue collects

on the underside of the knife, take an old case-knife and re-

move it.

All are at liberty to make and use this cutter-box.
Winnebago Co., 111.

InstructioHs for Movlug Bees Long Distances.

BV C. P. DADANT.

I have received the following questions which I will answer
in the American Bee Journal, as it may help others

:

Mr Dadant—I have a small apiary of 27 colonies of Italian bees
which I wish to ship from this place (Geauga Co , Ohio) to Kankakee
Co., 111., as early in the sprlnif as possible: and while the books give
general Instructions but differ somewhat la detail, there are some
points I am In doubt about, never having had experience In this branch
of the business.

My bees ire la two-story chaff hives, ami of course tight bottoms.
How early In April would it be safe to move them ? Wnu d it be wise
to put screen cloth over the entire brood-chamber ? Would there not
be danger In case the weather turned cold (but not freezing) of chilling
the brood ? Would box cars be as good as stock cars ? [ notice some
advocate stock cars to ship bees, but 1 presume they have In mind
shipping In hot weather. Wm. M. Whitney.

It is very difHcult to give instructions on a subject of this

kind and make them fit all cases, but I will try to give, from
ray past experience, as explicit instructions as possible. There
was a time when bees brought a good price and we were sell-

ing from 50 to 150 colonies of bees each season, shipping them
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to all parts of the country. We have shipt bees In closed hives,

with only a 4x4-inch opening covered with wire-cloth in the
bottom-board, from April 1 till May 15, without loss. On the
other hand, we have had great losses from shipping bees with
the entire top replaced with wire-cloth, in May, simply from
their having too much fresh honey in the hive.

One of the most indispensable requirements in shipping
bees great distances is to have but little if any fresh honey.
We would, therefore, be sure to ship the bees before fruit-

bloom, unless the season was very backward and cold. After
a good winter, with populous hives, we would try to ship about
the last of March or beginning of April. With two-story chaff
hives, all in one piece, as we understand, we would if the colo-

nies were strong, remove the cap or cover and tack a piece of

wire-cloth over the upper story. The cap could then be put
on or left off, at will, according to the weather. We would use
box cars, for there would be but little danger of overheating
the bees, and darkness keeps them from fretting if the hive is

otherwise uncovered.
• If the colonies were only of middling strength, and the

time early, say the last of March, we think they might be riskt

without any air but the crevices in the cover, provided they
had sufficient empty room in the upper story to enable them
to cluster away from the brood-combs, if they felt ill at ease.

Stock cars are not good to ship bees because they admit too

much light. In a closed car, if some of the bees happen to And
an opening, they will be compelled, by the absence of light, to

remain In the car, and many of them may return to the hive.

In an open car, they will be lost at once, the minute they
emerge from the hive.

We do not like to ship bees without an opening at the bot-

tom of the hive. As a matter of course. In a double-bottom
hive, it is out of the question to give them air in this way. But
this may be remedied by a larger opening at the top. We
never put wire-cloth over the entrance, because we have often
noticed that the bees, being accustomed to flying out at that
spot, will fret themselves to death, and their dead bodies will

soon obstruct that entrance, so that it might as well be closed.

When the air comes from the bottom there is more chance for

a circulation. In warm May weather, with single-wall hives,
we have often shipt bees by covering the entire brood-chamber
with wire-cloth, protected by a board raised two inches above
it and cleated on the hive. The cap or cover, which accom-
panies the hive, is then shipt separately.

We have shipt bees in the hottest weather, in July, by re-

moving half of the brood-combs and replacing them with dry
combs, alternating them with the others. In hot weather it is

also well to leave a part of the old bees behind. In this way a
man may readily leave a small swarm on the spot from which
the bees are removed, without injury to the colony removed
but rather for its benefit, for a very populous colony will find

difficulty in a trip of several hundred miles. If they are con-
fined In too small a space, in hot weather, suffocation will soon
take place, the bees seemingly being drencht with perspira-
tion, and the combs breaking down from the temperature
being raised above the normal degree of blood heat.

To recapitulate the above remarks, we will say : Ship the
bees when the hives are the lightest, but as early In spring as
practicable. In cold weather give but litlle ventilation. If

the weather is fair and the colony strong, have an opening
either at the top or the bottom. If at the top, shelter this
opening with a board cleated above. In hot weather open both
top and bottom and remove a part of the brood-combs, or space
them so they will not be all together.

Mr. Paul L. Viallon, of Louisiana, who used to ship large
•quantities of bees from the South to the North every spring,
at the time when we were also shipping, told us that he was
4n the habit of fastening the combs with cleats placed between
them so as to avoid breakage. This precaution, which is ad-
visable in shipping single colonies by express, is rendered un-
necessary, as in the present instance, when the apiarist loads
and unloads his bees himself.

Mr. J. M. Hambaugh, late of Illinois, but now of Cali-
fornia, has devised a very good contrivance to give air to colo-
nies when transporting them from place to place. Mr. H. was
in the habit of moving his bees to the hills in the spring for
the clover and basswood crop, and moving them back to the
low lands of the Illinois River In the fall. This contrivance
consisted of a light frame takiug the place of the super, but
only three inches high. This frame which was fitted over the
brood-chamber and under the cover or cap, in the same way as
a super, was perforated in about two-thirds of its length, on
all four sides, with an opening about an inch wide. This was
covered with wire-cloth, and a perfect system of ventilation
was thereby establisht right over the brood-combs, without
the rays of the sun being permitted to interfere in any way
with the comfort of the bees.

In transporting bees, the apiarist must use his own judg-
ment, but it is better to give rather too much air than not
enough. Yet it is well not to carry the thing far enough to

chill the brood, but when the hive is populous the bees are not
likely to allow the brood to remain uncovered if there is any
danger of its being chilled. They will be sure to do their best
to keep it warm.

Let it be remembered, also, that obscurity is best. The
rays of the sun are injurious, therefore we object to box cars,
except In case of exceedingly hot weather, which is not to be
feared in this latitude, even in the month of May.

Hancock Co., 111.

Some Notes from Western Iowa.

BY E. S. MILES

We have had a nice winter up to the present time (Jan.
15), enough snow for sleighing, and no bad storms or very
low temperature. The snow has protected the clover, which
notwithstanding a very dry fall now looks as if it would come
through In fair condition.

Bees seem to be wintering all right, as they have plenty
of good, thick honey to live on. I often read articles con-
demning the practice of taking the early honey away, and

Another View of the Oolden Disk Section Cleaner.

leaving the late-gathered honey for winter stores, but our fall

honey is thicker and heavier than clover or basswood honey,

and bees have always wintered well on it for me.

LARGE vs. SMALL HIVES AND SWARMING.

Out of 25 colonies in 8-frame hives run for comb honey,

there were 7 that did not swarm ; while out of -t colonies in

10-frame hives treated the same, 3 swarmed, and the other
one was run for extracted honey. So it does not seem to me
that the 10-frame hive has auy advantage over the 8-frame
as a non-swarmer. I have a neighbor who has a colony in a

dry goods box, size about 13^x2xo feet, and they invariably

swarm.
I remember last year they were the first to swarm of any

in the neighborhood. There is no hive large enough to pre-

vent swarming in this country In good seasons.

MOTH-TRAPS AND CARELESS MANAGEMENT.

I have a neighbor who told me lately that he had a colony
of bees with two cases of comb honey entirely eaten by the
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"worms" last fall ; that Is, the honey and comb were eaten,
and the bees killed. Another neighbor who has had bees
more or less for 20 years or more refused the dovetailed hive
because it had no moth-trap attachment. It is needless to
say that the competition for the home market, or^ any other
market, does not come from such as these.

Another neighbor, whom I was helping at threshing, a
couple of years since, wanted me to look at his bees. On rais-
ing the cap to the hive we saw the combs were attacht to the
cover, as there were no sections on, and they had begun at the
top and built their comb box-hive fashion. On seeing the
combs which were filled mostly with brood, the owner ex-
claimed, " There, they are at it again—rearing young ones. I

just tore the young ones out the other day, and now they are
at it again ! Whatever shall I do to make 'em quit rearing
young ones and go to storing honey ?"

It was with difficulty I restrained him from tearing out
the combs of brood as he had done shortly before, as I saw
them lying around on the ground, for the " old " ones to " lick
up."

COLONY ROARING OUT DOORS IN WINTER.

I would like to ask Dr. Gallup if he hasn't made a mistake
about that colony in the crackt hive roaring so loud In such
cold weather. He referred to this in one of his recent articles.
I never heard of a colony of bees roaring in cold weather so as
to be heard a rod or more. I'll leave it to Dr. Miller if it is not
a good Indication of safe wintering, for bees to remain quiet.
Dr. G., I'll bet you've got that crackt hive, and that loud roar,
and one of those old-tlgie northern basswood honey-flows mixt
a little, somehow or another.

I was puzzled when I first saw those drones. Has our
good old tested "queen" of apicultural journals turned drone-
layer ? Hardly ; she has just " boomed " the colony till they
are so strong and prosperous they must have a few drones, I
suppose. Now, If she doesn't " swarm," won't she make a
record ? I hope so. Crawford Co., Iowa, Jan. l-l.

Report of the Michigan State Conventioa.
BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

The bee-keepers of Michigan met in Mt. Pleasant, Dec.
31 and Jan. 1. The meeting was called to order on the even-
ing of the 31st, with Pres. T. P. Kingham In the chair, who
addrest the convention briefly as follows :

PRESIDENT BINGHAM'S ADDRESS.

I trust I shall be pardoned for not occupying your time
with a lengthy address. It has been my pleasure to read the
addres-sesof other presidents during the past year, and I have
found them a pleasure and a profit. But in reviewing the
season's trend no markt improvements have been tested suffi-
ciently to merit especial attention except in foundation. The
so-called drawn foundation has not developt such qualities
and experiments as to exclude discussion of them In our con-
vention. The reports and experiments on the no-wall or
Michigan foundation I trust will be fully made and discust.
No other body has taken such a stand, and it is to be hoped
that doubts regarding it will be eliminated, and that it may
be reported as a positive success or failure.

One danger threatens our industry, which it will be well
to consider, namely, foul brood. It has made its appearance
in the East as also in the West. To avoid it is most desirable,
and if already existing in this State, we need to know it that
we may all guard against its further diffusion.

It would be desirable further to know how this peculiar
honey season has averaged In results.

The supposed-to-be-new section without borders may
justly and profitably come under your special care.

T. F. Bingham.

H. S. Wheeler— I used a few oieces of the deep-cell foun-
dation, but saw nothing about It that was desirable. I think
that more tests are needed.

Pres. Bingham—Bees are not satisfied with any founda-
tion that we can give them. The more walls that we give
them the more tinkering is needed to make it over to suit

them. If we give them foundation with no walls, the^e is less
still of the tinkering. No one can make the cell-bottoms per-
fect, so that the bees will not change them over, but the less
change that is necessary to suit the bees the better.

Mr. Bingham here showed a super of sections containing^
partly-finlsht combs. One object of its exhibition was to show
how straight were the combs—no curlins—and the other was
to show that the foundation had been drawn out and utilized

as soon as a section of partlj-drawn comb that had been
placed in the super.

W. Z. Hutchinson—Even with the no-wall foundation
the bees make a change in the base. First, they change it

over to a rounding base, then back to a lozenge-shape, as the
side-walls are started.

Mr. Wheeler—Is it not true that the bees first make the
rounding shape to the base when building comb naturally?

Mr. Hutchinson— I believe it is. I suppose that if we
wish to make foundation that will require the least change we
should make foundation with cells having a rounding base.

Pres. Bingham—The flat-bottom foundation can be
changed to the natural-shaped base, and it is so changed, but
the deep-cell foundation cannot be so changed. The Dunham
foundation was fine for use in the brood-chamber. The cells

were soutd, and the bases very thin, but there was plenty of
wax in the side-walls. In the days of the Dunham, wax was
low in price and honey was high, and the saving of honey in

secreting wax for comb-building was of importance. Now the
reverse is true. But the Michigan, or no-wall, foundation
will not answer for brood-combs, as it Is too light.

The Secretary now read a paper from Mr. L. A. Aspin-
wall, on the subject of

Comb Foundation—Some AdvHnlagc§ and Disad-
vantages or the No-Wail Kind.

The changed condition of wax after being subjected to a.

melting heat, rendering it tough and leathery, becomes an
objectional feature In comb foundation ; and only through
precaution in maintaining the limit of heat necessary in melt-
ing is the objection minimized. In addition to this objection,

and coupled with it, is impurity. This latter, however, is

chiefly propolis, and can be almost entirely eliminated in ren-
dering by using the solar extractor.

Its being soluble in hot water at once commends to us the
superiority of sun-rendering over either water or steam ; the
latter, however, is less objectionable, altho the high tempera-
ture {212'^ at least), together with the attendant condensa-
tion, naturally tends to dissolve the propolis and contaminate
the wax. Being soluble in hot water, particles Infinitely

small become incorporated with the wax, the presence of
which may be recognized by the greenish shade, which also is

proportionate with the amount it contains. The contrast is

wonderful when compared with the beautiful yellow product
of the sun extractor, as Is also Its texture, which is rendered
hard and brittle In the same ratio.

Inasmuch as wax melts at a temperature varying from
150°tol60-, according to its purity, I would caution all

against excessive heat, even in sun rendering. With a tem-
perature over 212^ the tendency to soften propolis whereby it

becomes more or less Incorporated with the wax is much in-

creast. Instead of painting the ,
extractor black, which is a

severe strain upon the wood, being subjected as it is to ex-

treme expansion and the consequent contraction, I use white
paint both inside and out, obtaining the most satisfactory

results.

Altho other impurities, such as pollen and that which
naturally results from old brood-combs are found, their elimi-

nation is comparatively easy. However, in justice to the
manufacturers of comb foundation, I will state that the use of
sulphuric acid serves a useful purpose in separating the im-
purities from wax; still, a means of prevention is always
preferable to a cure. Then, again, cleanliness in all the
work of sun-rendering is a matter worthyof our consideration;
and, being done outside, saves much inconvenience to the in-

mates of our homes.
The changed condition of wax, to say nothing of impuri-

ties, has necessitated much effort on the part of foundation-
makers, not only to restore its orlgnal color, but the softness
of its texture. While much progress has been made in this

respect, far more satisfactory results have been obtained by
reducing the quantity of wax in each lineal foot of foundation.

Altho foundation as first made was heavy, with bui little

projection or cell-walls above the base, and, in many instances
none, Mr. T. F. Bingham suggested to the Michigan bee-keep-
ers. In session last year at Mt. Pleasant, the possibility of
producing a very light foundation without the cell-walls. Of
course, the changed condition of wax after being melted,
whereby it is rendered hard, was duly considered as being ob-
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jectionable, and the use of a minimum quantity advised,
hence, a return to the primitive design.

But the state of the art had advanced—the methods of

manufacture had been improved, as well as the foundation
itself. An exceedingly thin septum being the result of con-
tinued experimenting for years seemed an opportune time for

the aforesaid change—not unlike the development of our im-
proved section, In which the plain style, altho first made. Is

only now being popularized.

The members of the Michigan convention being willing to

try the experiment suggested by Mr. Bingham, unitedly paid

the amount necessary to procure a mill engraved expressly

for the purpose.
In due time Mr. Bingham announced that the mill had

been completed, and those desirous of testing the product
could do so by procuring the fouudation through him ; where-
upon I ordered some three or four pounds. Upon receiving
and examining the foundation I was agreeably surprised to

find the product so thin and delicate. However, owing to its

smooth angular surface, which was minus the cell-walls, I was
somewhat skeptical as to Its acceptance by the bees. I ex-

pected to see much of it torn down, or transformed into tfrone-

comb. In this respect I was agreeably surprised, it being
readily accepted by the bees, and not a single section was
found to contain drone-comb.

But the finisht product was far more Interesting and sat-

(sfacbory. The dally test by both Mrs. Aspinwall and myself
led us to give it the preference. It requires an expert to de-
tect any difference between it and natural comb. Altho I

remarkt to Mr. Hutchinson, when at our home, that It was
about equal to the natural product, I also mentioned the ten-

tency to warp, which is quite an objection. In some instances
the foundation warpt to such an extent that little or no cell-

room was left between the septum and separator at the lower
edge or bottom of the section, necessitating elongated cells

on the opposite side. Altho the objection is apparently slight,

still such combs are never fastened to the bottom of the sec-

tions ; consequently they laok the plump, well-Slled appear-
ance, as well as the requisite strength necessary in transpor-
tation.

If we carefully examine the process of comb-bullding, the
added knowledge will enable us to understand why a founda-
tion without cell-walls so closely approximates natural comb
in the finisht product.

During comb-building small particles of wax are constantly
being welded to the edges of new comb, which is also true of
foundation with rudimentary cell-walls. Bees invariably at-

tach the plastic material to the edges, previously reduced
to a like condition. In order that the work may be homogene-
ous throughout. As a natural consequence, the base or sep-
tum is scarcely toucht during a good honey-yield. With foun-
dation having no cell-walls, the angular bases must first be
operated upou by the bees, and rendered sufficiently plastic to

retrain the new particles of wax. This process practically re-

news the entire base. Inasmuch as the angles of both sides
necessitate much closer work than we would naturally fexpect.

While this process of renewal or rendering the angular
surface plastic Is productive of comb equaled only by the
natural, it also causes the warping already alluded to, espe-
cially when the sides are operated upon unequally.

In all lines of progress, however, with a point gained wo
are likely to encounter a corresponding evil. But inventors
wear them away. By fastening the foundation on three sides,

the objection would be overcome, altho a lesser one (that of

fastening) would present itself.

Altho I do not like divided sections, which, by clamping,
secures the foundation, still I think some method should be
devised to supersede the use of hot plates or melted wax, if

possible.

In all probability we shall not experience a honey-yield
for some time which will fully equal that of last season. Un-
der the circumstances of a poor yield, the Michigan founda-
tion might prove a failure. Certainly, 189" was exceptionally
favorable to the acceptance of any artlBciai base. During
times of failure bees, like individuals, are wont to be employed,
and will tear down the artifice of men's hands rather than
remain idle. L. A, Aspinwall.

Mr. Bingham had used the no-wall foundation quite ex-
tensively, and, as already mentioned, had a super on exhibi-
tion. The super was not a selected one, and was taken right
from the hive, as shown by the propolis. It was necessary to

use a knife in prying the sections loose. A Mr. Robinson had
used about 10 pounds of this style of foundation. It workt
very well until the flow of honey slackt up, then the bees
gnawed down the foundation.

Mr. Wheeler— I had trouble last year with the bees
gnawing out the Van Deusen foundation.

Pres. Bingham— I used the no-wall foundation altogether
last year. It runs from 17 to 18 feet to the pound. We were
all delighted with the honey. Not only this, but there was a
saving of some .$7.00 or $8.00 In the cost of foundation, over
what it would have cost to use ordinary foundation.

After dinner of the second day the convention took up
that part of the President's address relating to

FOUL BROOD.

Mr. John N. Rankin, who has charge of the Michigan
Experiment Apiary at the Agricultural College, read the
Michigan foul brood law, which appeared on page 633 of the
American Bee Journal for 1897.

Pres. Bingham—Foul brood is spreading, and something
ought to be done to prevent its spread.

Mr. Hutchinson—That law that Mr. Rankin has just read
was drawn up by Prof. Cook a good many years ago. At that
time It was probably a good law. Foul brood and 'the

methods of getting rid of it were not then so well understood
as they are now. A person of ordinary Intelligence, who will

be careful and thorough, can get rid of foul brood without
much loss, and it Is an Injustice to compel a man to burn up
his colonies when the hives, bees and wax, yes, and the honey,
may be saved. I do not know the text of the law In Ontario,
Canada, but it allows the owner or the inspector to get rid of
the disease.

Pres. Bingham—There are a great many careless, incom-
petent bee-keepers, and if we allow one to attempt a cure, we
must allow all the same privilege.

Mr. Rankin— I think that we ought to be allowed to

cure It.

R. B. Oldt—Foul brood can be easily gotten rid of. A
swarm hived in an empty hive will be free from the disease.

A colony or swarm driven out can be hived the same way, and
will be free from disease. The old colonies can be united, and
when the bees have all hatcht they can be driven out and
treated as a swarm. The old combs can be melted into wax.

At this point Mr. Rankin read a paper showing

What Ha« Been Done at the micliiKan Experi.
ment Apiary.

When I consented to give a paper on the work at the
Michigan experiment apiary, I did not at the time realize how
little had been done.

The bees were taken from the cars May 19—21 colonies
in all. As soon as these were examined they were united
down to 1 2 fair colonies.

Every bee-keeper knows of the time, labor and expense
required to start an apiaryi aud how little chance there Is to

do any practical work the first year. We requeened the 12
colonies, and at present have 17 tested Italian queens in our
yard, as well as several pure home-bred ones.

There are certainly many difficuties in the path of the
Michigan experiment apiary. Finance is perhaps the greatest
one of them all. The old bee-house has been turned into a
dwelling, and is now occupied by one of the professors, so

another house had to bo fitted up. We will hope, however,
that this is only temporary, and will soon be replaced by a
better one.

The only equipment that was on the grounds was a lot of
old-style hives of different makes, so new fixtures had to be
bought. The stock is not complete yet, but will be when next
season opens.

The director of the station has certainly been very fair
with the apiary department, and has given it as much atten-
tion as he does the other departments. He has granted every-
thing that I have Insisted was a necessity. He is Interested
In the department, and wishes to see It prosper.

Of course, we can't expect to get a whole outfit together
in one year, but the future certainly looks good.

It would be a great step towards success if practical bee-
men took more interest in the work of the station. If you are
interested, let the director know about it. We have had a
great many letters from farmer bee-keepers, and they are very
much interested.

An experiment was made to test the drawn and thin foun-
dation the past summer, and it was certainly a very interest-
ing one. It was too late to test them In the honey-flow, so we
fed back. They proved to be of about equal merit. A result
of this experiment can be had by applying to the apiary de-
partment of the station.

An effort was made to unravel bee-paralysis. We pro-
cured two queens from the apiary of T. S. Ford, of Mississippi,

from colonies that were affected with the disease, and Intro-

duced them to healthy colonies. These are % of a mile from
the apiary. Through the lirst part of November one of them
showed slight traces of the disease, and when spring opens we
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may find that we have the desired results. However, there is

nothing certain about it as yet. We are wintering these two
colonies on the summer stands packt in chaff. The remainder
are in the cellar.

We have had many inquiries about foul brood, from
farmer bee-keepers, asking how it looks, how to get rid of it,

etc., and whit laws there a-e fi r ilicir prntpction. There is

only one law iu Mlchiifaij for the pruit-iuiuu uf bee-keepers,
and this one is in the Public Acts of IScSl, page 125. It pro-
vides for a foul brood inspector. It does seem a pity that a
disease as well known as foul brood should be constantly
gaining ground, as it certainly is in some parts of Michigan.

It has always been one of my desires to breed a strain of

bees with a tongue long enough to reach red clover, and we
began this systematically the past season. The average
length of bees' tongues in our vicinity are: Black, 4.2 m. m.;
hybrid, 4.9 m. m.; and the Italians, 5.3 m.m. The ordinary
bumble-bee has a tongue 8.3 m. m.

We made one direct cross, or an in-cross of one colony,
and the bees from this cross have a tongue 5.5 m. m., an in-

crease in length of 1 m. m. over the parent colony. I have
not told you about the unsuccessful attempts—there were
very many, more than our successes. If we could control the
mating of queens we would, I think, be certain of success.

We have tried clipping the ends of the queens' wings, and
in every case the queens were not fertilized. The ordinary
red clover corolla-tube is from 9 to 10 m. m. long, so we still

have a tongue 4 m. m. too short. When the tube fills with
nectar up to 4 or 5 m. m. from the bottom, as it sometimes
does, our bees work on It quite freely.

We have had no encouragement In this line. Some of the
men with whom I have talkt shake their heads and say, "Im-
possible." But we are going to stick to it, as I think it is

worth trying.

Follow up the history of any live stock—swine breeding,
we will say—the old Chinese and Siamese hog of 1750 does
not resemble very closely the neat, well-flesht Chinas or Berk-
shires of today, and yet they are descended from them. To
be sure, their tongues have grown shorter, but they have been
bred that way.

I would say In conclusion that the outlook for the Michi-
gan experiment apiary is good. What we need most of all is

the hearty cooperation of bee-keepers to educate the State
Board to know that ours 'is an important industry, and that it

needs and deserves a good, well-equlpt apiary for experimental
purposes. John M. Rankin.

Following the reading of the foregoing paper was an in-

formal talk which showed that there was a feeling that there
is a need for a change in the Michigan foul brood law. Mr.
Hutchinson suggested that possibly the treatment of foul
brood might come under the Jurisdiction of the Livestock
Commission, but, of course, a change of law is needed. Too
many preliminary steps are now necessary. There is also
another point, altho a minor one, viz : If one makes complaint
of there being foul brood in a certain apiary, and it turns out
otherwise, the expense of the examination falls on the com-
plainant, and some will hesitate on this account about making
a complaint. A resolution was finally past empowering the
Secretary to see what steps were necessary to secure a revi-

sion of the law, or to have the matter of foul brood lookt after
by the Live Stock Commission.

Mr. Oldt here gave his plan of wintering bees. He first

had hives with straw around them. The bees were dry and
warm, and bred up well in the spring. Then he changed and
used chaff on the outside and packt the hives, two in a box.
He noticed that the bees crowded up on the side of the hive
that was next to the other hive in the box. They did this in

both hives. Then he thought that if two are benefited in this
way, more would be better yet, so he put 10 hives iu one box.
Now he puts all of his hives in one long row on the north side
of his apiary, surrounding them with boards and chaff. He
sets the hives two deep ; that is, there is one row above
another. He packs heavily at the sides and back, but not
more than four or five inches in front. There is one objection
to this style of wintering, and that is, if the bees Hy in winter
there is likely to be some mixing up of the bees from one col-

ony to another. He says that with this method of wintering,
the bees consume as little honey as with cellar-wintering. He
puts a two-inch rim under each hive.

Mr. Mead—I winter the bees the same, only I pile straw
In front of the entrances.

Reed City was chosen as the place for holding the next
convention; and Hon. Geo. E. Hilton was chosen President;
L. A. Aspinwall Vice-President ; W. Z. Hutchinson Secretary,
and John M. Rankin, Treasurer.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

Report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Cou.
veutlon. Held In Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

REPORTED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOURNAL REPORTER.

(Continued from page 134.)

SECOND DAY—Forenoon Session.

SOME SWEET CLOVER QUESTIONS.

"What is the average yield of sweet cloverseed per acre?"
Mr. Baldrldge— I never knew so definitely till this year.

I gathered several hundred pounds of seed' myself this year,
to have it perfectly free from weeds. On 3 ^5 of an acre we
got 202 pounds of seed in the hull. This seed was cut in the
city of St. Charles, Kane Co., III., on some vacant lots, and
the ground was thoroughly covered, and it was a good, fair
crop.

Pres. Miller—The next question is, " Ought it be hulled ?"

The imported seed is all hulled; the domestic is all unhulled.
Mr. Baldridge—For home use I think it ought not be

hulled. If It were used for coloring purposes, as it is in Ger-
many, I understand, or for oil, then of course it should be
hulled.

Pres. Miller—For seed, unhulled.
Mr. Whitcomb— I bought some that was not hulled, and I

don't think that one seed in a hundred grew ; and since then
we have been sowing the hulled seed, with very great success.

" What does a bushel of unhulled seed weigh ?"

Mr. Baldridge—35 pounds is what is allowed for a bushel
of unhulled seed, but it won't weigh over that unless it is very
plump and very clean.

Pres. Miller—Will you tell us the best time to harvest the
crop for seed ?

Mr. Baldridge—The best time I have found to harvest it

is before it will scatter any, and that would of course be In the
dough state. It should be cut green. If It gets to be dead
ripe, the seed will not be as plump, and not weigh near a»
much, and will not be as good. If you cut it green put It in

little piles, and let it remain at least a week, until it is thor-
oughly cured, and put it in the piles so that If it rains you
will not have to turn the piles over—about as large as a sheaf
of wheat—and then thresh it where you cut it, and don't un-
dertake to haul it. Put it on a sheetor a large blanket—I use
sheeting. Put it on and strike it a few blows with a stick.

You don't need a flail. I had one made on purpose, and I

don't need it. A broom-stick is .just as good to thresh it as
the best flail ever made. A few strokes will drop out all the
seed. That Is the simplest and best way I know of to gather
it. Cut it with a corn-knife, so as to pile it straight as you cut
it. If you cut it green you will lose no seed. If you cut it in

the dough state it won't shell any. I generally use a sickle.

It is slow work to gather it. It is worth more than some ask^
for it, to gather it properly.

bee-keepers' UNION AND SWEET CLOVER.

" Should the Bee-Keepers' Union assist any of its members
In a litigation in regard to sweet clover, in a case of trespass
and damages simply? If so, why?"

Sec. York—What Bee-Keepers' Union does the questioner
mean, the National or the United States, or any bee-keepers'
association ? It seems to me if the Bee-Keepers' Union is

organized to defend or protect its members that it should help
a bee-keeper who Is prosecuted, or persecuted, in that way. I

should say that it ought to help the member.
Mr. Baxter—I believe the National Bee-Keepers' Union

was organized to protect the bee-keepers in their rights, and
it doesn't seem to me, whether it is removing bees outside of

the city limits, or whether it is cutting down the flowers on
which they feed, it makes no difference— it is always of na-

tional Interest—of interest to everybody. I believe it is just

as vital a question as removing bees outside of the city limits,

or anything similar.

Mr. Baldridge—In a case of trespass a man might come
upon my premises and harvest my potatoes or my corn, or
anything else, and I am a bee-keeper, I am a member of the
Union. Is it the duty of the Bee-Keepers' Union to assist me
in protecting my corn crop against the doings of some offi-

cials 1 I think not. If the question was to decide whether a
man had a right to grow sweet clover upon his premises, that
is another question. This is simply a case of trespass.

Mr. Baxter—The State of Ohio past a law prohibiting the
growing of noxious weeds on premises, and appointed the
highway commissioners to see that all such weeds were de-

stroyed, and I understand that sweet clover was included as

one of the noxious weeds, and, such being the fact, the high-
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way commissioners entered upon certain land and destroyed
sweet clover; and the gentleman whose clover was destroyed
turns around and sues those gentlemen for trespass. Such
being the case, the question arises : Is sweet clover a nox-
ious weed ? And if so, has the State a right to pass such a
law as that ? If it has, then there Is no trespass. If it has
not, then the trespass will stand.

Mr. Baldridge— I notice that Mr. Baxter is misinformed.
That is where the gist of the matter comes in. The law was
repealed before the sweet clover was toucht.

Mr. Whitcomb—It seems to me that our Savior settled

that question when he said, " Help ye one another." I under-
stand that the United States Bee-Keepers' Union Is not pros-

ecuting this case, but that individual bee-keepers are giving
their testimony in this case at the suggestion of Dr. Basse,
and it has been rather more a pleasure to me than a duty, to

help him out with what I have known about sweet clover, and
about its not being a noxious weed or anything of the kind.
We find farmers all over the country, not bee-keepers, who
assert that this is a noxious weed ; and I have for four or five

years made in my State a public offer of a hundred dollars to

any man that would furnish authentic evidence that sweet
clover has ever encroacht on well-cultivated land anywhere.
If any of you Illinois people want that .$100, furnish evi-

dence and you can have it. It is simply an impossibility.

The nature of sweet clover is foreign to its encroaching on
cultivated land. It simply cannot stand it. If you can run a
mower over your sweet clover plants you will kill it all. It

cannot stand pulling up. It does not grow like other weeds.
It is not a weed. It is a grass, and belongs to the alfalfa
family. You will find It valuable as a honey-producer, as a
forage-plant, relisht by hogs, cattle and horses, and by every-
thing. It is true that in the spring of the year stock not ac-

customed to It do not take to it readily. I would like to help
Dr. Besse in this matter. I think he has been wronged, and
ought to have justice, and If I could do anything personally to

help him or any one else in that position I would like to do It.

It is a pleasure and not a duty, and it has been my nature ail

along through life to have a little sympathy for the under dog
in the fight ; I can't help it, and I think it will always be so.

Mr. Stone— I believe the time will come, and It has In

every neighborhood where sweet clover is an old plant and
understood, when we will be entirely let alone. The trouble
with sweet clover is, it springs up so suddenly that the farm-
ers are all alarmed. In my neighborhood I have had almost
every farmer that I know ask me what that awful weed was,
and when I tell them it is a species of clover, it seems to satisfy
them a little while ; and one man that askt me about it said
to me, " Why, that is an awful weed, and I am told it will go
20 feet into the ground." That is not so at all. But still I let

him believe It was, and I said, "I don't care if it goes clear
down to China ; it will bring fertility from the other side of
the world ; it dies in a year, and then I will have a hole clear
through to the other side of the earth "—and we laught it off.

The next spring I saw him digging up plants along the roads
to take home and set out. We have only got to stand it for
two or three years, and the sweet clover will be in, and they
will forget what a thing it is. If It were an awful thing they
will forget what it is, but when they find it is beneficial they
will want it. I don't look for any trouble at all.

(Continued next week.)

Lots of Brood-Chamber Kooxn.—The editor of Gleanings
says he will again, this year, as he did last, use two-story,
eight-frame hives in his out-apiary, even for comb honey.

Kind of Bees.—Have your queens mate with drones as

distantly related as possible ; use queens closely related to im-
ported Italian stock for extracted honey, and Uolden Italians

for white cappings, is the advice of G. M. Doolittle, in

Gleanings.

Is a Colony an Organism?— Editor Lehzen, of Central-
blatt, considers the controversy that has been going on with
some heat In Germany as to whether a colony of bees is an
organism or not, as useless. He seems to think time and ink
can be better spent in matters of practical importance.

Who Shall Keep Bees P—This question Is discust by Dr.

Miller in Canadian Bee Journal, and he seems to have diffi-

culty in coming to a conclusion. A publisher of a bee-.journal

will want bee-keeping in the hands of those who keep enough,
say 20 colonies, so they will want a journal specially devoted
to bee-keeping. The bee-keeper with a hundred colonies

thinks it a bad thing to have half a dozen colonies scattered

here and there— knocks the bottom out of the market with
poor honey and low prices. But considering the farmers whose
flowers are to be fertilized, and general public whose tables are

to be supplied. In the final analysis the question comes, "What
is the best way to get bees evenly distributed all over the land,

and to have an abundant supply of honey at so low a price

that it may he an article of dally consumption on the tables of

the great middle class, and that It may even be many times
enjoyed by the poor ?" Prof. Cook, a fair man and a friend

to farmers, advises a return to the old plan of having a few
bees on every farm. But how can that be done ? What stopt

the farmers ? And If there were no large apiaries now, would
any more farmers keep bees? If they will not, then It maybe
a good thing to encourage some one person in every few miles

to keep a number, and leave the matter largely In the hands
of the specialist. A still better way may be to instruct the

coming farmers so that they may desire to make bees a part of

their farm stock.

Puts Bees Out Early.—N. D. West, a New York man
who owns 500 colonies, cellars his bees. They had a flight

Nov. 18, he relates In Gleanings, and he got them in as soon
as possible after that. He will put them out the last of March
or by April 1. He doesn't wait for a warm day, but has some
anxiety about the weather the day of their first flight. If a
soft snow should be on the ground many will be lost. After

the first flight the queen will supply all the eggs the bees can
care for, and there will be young bees on hand before time for

much pollen-gathering. When taken out on a fine day he finds

many bees will get into the wrong hives, filling some to over-

flowing and depleting others. Some successful bee-keepers,

however, leave their bees in till fairly warm weather comes In

April.

Disturbing Bees in Winter is vigorously objected to by
C. P. Dadant, in Busy Bee. Bees leave the cluster to learn

the danger and are chilled. The trouble Is worse in the cellar,

bees being more alert in temperate atmosphere, hundreds
roaming about and leaving the hive, the least ray of light

attracting them. But there's a time for all things, so bethinks
there's a time for disturbing bees. It's when a warm day
comes, and the bees haven't found it out because in a shady
place, in a hive with thick walls, or for some other reason. At
snch times they must be waked up to get the benefit of a flight.

His bees In chaff hives remain quiet till he wakes them up,

when other bees are having a good flight.

Moisture of the Atmosphere in its effect upon hives

should be considered In weighing, if false conclusions are to be

avoided. An empty hive that had stood out with other hives

till Got. 15 was then put Into the cellar, and In 5}-^ months it

gained In weight 2H pounds. Set in the open air, it lost more
than a pound in two days. There Is possibility of deception In

another way, when weighing colonies in hives. A hive is

weighed on a certain date, then a long cold-spell comes, at the

close of which there Is found no falling off in weight. Yet
there has been a heavy consumption of stores, the loss of

weight In honey being now partly shown by the matter loaded

In the intestines of the bees.

Getting Bees Out of Box-Hives.—The opinion seems to

be gaining ground that it is not best to transfer before swarm-
ing-time. The British Bee Journal has strongly advocated the

idea, and the Busy Bee seems of the same mind. It advises :

" Wait till boi-hive colonies swarm ; put the swarm on the old

stand, set the old hive 10 feet back with entrance reverst,

next evening set old hive close to swarm, facing same way,
and a week later set in new place. Let the old hive alone till

another swarm comes out, and then treat It in the same way
again." But please, B.' B., in how many cases would that old

colony swarm again ?

Winter Loss of Bees.—M. Devauchelle says: " I often

smile when I hear bee-keepers say that, on a visit to their bees

in March, they found only a small loss in bees— those on the

bottom-board. They take no account of the bees that have
been carried out dead each fine day, nor of the many bees lost

In their flights. A colony will do well. If In March it has lost

only a fifth, a fourth, or even a third of the bees it had at the

beginning of winter."— L'Apiculteur.
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^OTE.—The Americ;in Bol' Juuruul ;ul.ipt,s the (irthojiraphy of the following
Rule, recommended by the joint action of the American Philological Asso-
ciation and the Philological Society of England:-Cbange "d" or "ed" hnul
to 't when so pronounced, except when the "e" attects a preceding sound.

Pure Pood Congress Deleg^ates, Hon. Eugene
Secor and Rev. E. T. Abbott, past through Chicago Monday,
Feb. 28, on their vay to Washington, D. C. We were abie to

spend a few hours with them before they took the 3:30 p.m.
train leaving for the East. We shall look for some interest-

ing reports from the New Union's delegates, upon the comple-
tion of the work of the Pure Food and Drug Congress. With
the enactment of a strong national anti-adulteration law, the

New Union can begin to make it uncomfortably warm for

honey-mixers. In the meantime bee-keepers should continue
to become members, so that a well-backt organization will be
ready to push the battle to the gates.

Bee-Keeping: for Begfinners is the title of a

110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia, It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for .Sl.-iO; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a yuar (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

-*~'-^

Bees and Peacli-Xrees.—The Florida experiment
station isolated two peach-trees, exposing one to a colony of

bees during flowering-time, and preventing all access by bees
to the other. Both trees set their fruit properly, but the one
to which bees had no access dropt its fruit when the stone was
forming, while the other retained and matured it. Score
another one for the bees.

Color and Taste of Some Sorts of Honey.
—Tony Keller, in Luxembourg Bztg., gives description of a

number of sorts of honey. Linden varies greatly in color

—

water-clear, clear yellow, quite green, even dark green, green,

ish gray, or greenish yellow; very solid when granulated,

sometimes almost snow-white. Locust varies from water-

clear to deep green, of delightful flavor and odor, thick, and
granulating very solid. Apple blossom, clear yellow, pleas-

antly aromatic. Cherry, clear golden yellow, pleasant odor.

Horse-chestnut, thin, transparent, generally colorlesss, some-

times yellowish. Sweet chestnut, dark, and almost offensive

in taste. Asparagus, greenish and unpleasant. Rape, mostly

a strong aroma, reminding of the blossoms ; varies In color,

mostly intense yellow; very sweet, many times without odor

or flavor, but commonly aromatic, and tasting of the combs,

thick, granulating rapidly in cold or light, when it is solid and

yellowish white. Mustard, many times completely resembles

rape, and is easily recognized by the sharp taste and aroma of

this flower. Onion and fennel honey easily remind one of

their origin. Heather is reddish, of powerful flavor, with the

strongest aroma of all honeys, very thick, granulates slowly,

distinguishing itself from all other honeys by its jelly-like

character.

Section-Honey Cleaners are attracting much
attention now. Several have already been illustrated and

described in the bee-papers. And this week we show another

—the second one gotten up by Mr. J. A. Golden. Doubtless

by the time they will be needed for use this year, several more

designs will be evolved by various inventive geniuses.

Miss "Flora" has done well in her description on another

page. What a mercy it is to her that we don't publish post-

office addresses in full In the Bee Journal. Why, if we did,

after giving her latest photograph, as we have on page 145,

she would have to sit up nights to read all the letters that

young bee-keepers would be writing her I But she has told

in a very nice way who she is, and how she and her Golden

friend work together.
<* m ¥>

Referring to Amalgamation of the two Unions,

Editor Hutchinson, of the Review, said In his February issue :

"I feel sure that if the matter could now be put to vote,

that amalgamation would be carried unanimously. What is

there to htnder such a vote being taken ?"

We presume a vote could ba taken at any time that five

or more members of the Old Union requested it, and provided

the request met with the approval of the Advisory Board. We
doubt not it would carry all right were nothing further said

to prejudice or unduly influence the membership against con-

solidating the two organizations.

Tbe California Bee-Keepers' Exchange
includes 200 honey-producers as members, and handles about

one-fourth of the honey-product of the State. So we learn by

a report. We should say that is a fine showing for Its age.

Doubtless in a very few years the Exchange will easily con-

trol the annual total output of California honey. Bee-keepers

should co-operate with it in every possible way, for its success

means greater success for all its membership.
^--•-^

For Sore Eyes.—Thoroughly dissolve in a teaspoon-

ful of warm water a few drops of extracted honey. Four or

five times a day drop three or four drops of this in the eye. If

some remains on the eye-lid, remove it after a tew minutes,

without rubbing or wiping hard. A few days will cure.

Exports of BeeS'wax.—During the year 1897 it Is

reported that the exports of beeswax from New York

amounted to §30,262, or about 120,000 pounds, at 25 cents

per pound.
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^VILLlAin JAinES €UL,L.I.\Aiy.

It becomes my painful duty to chronicle the demise of

another able and well know member of the bee-keeping indus-

try, W. J. Cullinan, who died at Quincy, 111., Jan. 17, 1898.
He was born in Mt. Sterling, 111., and at about the age of four
years his parents moved into the country nearly eight miles
north of the city, where young William attended the district

school near by. Here he gained distinction as a leader in all

oratorical and literary contests. He was the sixth child of

eight, three of whom have preceded him to the Other Shore.

When William was but 11 years of age, he lost his father,

and had to assume the burden in a large degree of the farm
and consequent work, taking from him the advantages of a
more thorough education.

About the year 1885 the farm was sold, and Mr. Culli-

nan, with his mother and family, again removed to Mt. Ster-

W. J. Cullinan.

ling, where heembarkt in the harness business, and bee-keep-
ing as a side-issue. About this time he was married to Miss
Myra Moran.

Mr. Cullinan will be remembered as a frequent contribu-
tor to the bee-periodicais during the years 1885 to 1895, his

articles being terse and to the point, showing him to be a man
of culture and a deep thinker. Bee-keeping was his favorite
occupation, but a chain of adversities darkened the horizon
of his future, and held in check the realization of his ardent
hopes. He was frail from his boyhood, having heart-trouble,
which threatened his life at times.

In the course of a few years three children were born to

Mr. and Mrs. Cullinan, a daughter and two sons. In the
spring of 1892 Mr. Cullinan's mother died, and in 1894 his

youngest son, Louis, a bright, winsome baby, nearly one year
old, was taken, leaving a desolate home and aching hearts ;

and in the winter of 1895, Georgie, the only remaining son,

nearly four years of age, past from earth. It seemed, that
Mr. Cullinan and his companion in sorrow had their cup filled

to the brim. Their brightest star had set, and all seemed a

blank. Their Christian fortitude, however, came to their

rescue, as it always do^s to those who put their trust in Him,
and they were content to know there were two shining lights

across the way to guide them to that better world.

Nearly eight years ago Mr. Cullinan became a resident of

Quincy, where he resided thereafter. There, under many dif-

ficulties he resumed his favorite avocation of bee-keeping, his

apiary being a model one, and tho not numbering above 40
colonies, they were equipt in the highest standard of excellence,

both as to quality of bees and improved appliances. His arti-

cles were mostly written from there.

Mr. Cullinan's health had been on the decline for many
months, hence his final departure was not without warning.

He was a devout member of the Catholic church, and early in

his sickness he set his house in order. He was surrounded at

the last with many kind, sympathetic friends, two sisters, a

loving wife and only daughter. His bereaved wife and only

remaining child have the heartfelt sympathy of all who know
them. A kind and loving husband and father has been called,

but with the blessed assurance that all things needful were
given him, his spirit being cleansed in the blood of an aton-

ing Redeemer, he awaits with outstretcht arms for the blessed

union that can never separate, on the banks of the eternal

river. His body was taken to Mt. Sterling, where it was ten-

derly laid in the silent tomb beside his little boys, who pre-

ceded him to the spirit land. J. M. Hambaugh.

Mr. Lewis Sylvester, of Kane Co., 111., called on us last

week. He reports for 1897 a spring count of 14 colonies,

increast to 35, and a crop of 1,600 pounds of comb honey
and 300 of extracted, mostly from white clover.

Messrs R. H. Schmidt & Co., of Wisconsin, writing us

Feb. 28, had this to say about their bee-supply trade :

" Business is rushing. We have .just completed our new
factory, which covers 4,000 square feet of floor space."

Mr. C. Theilmann, of Wabasha Co., Minn., wrote us

Feb. 24 ;

"Bees seem to be all right ; no signs of diarrhea as yet.

We have about one foot of snow and fair sleighing. Snow
drifted badly. Temperature is moderate."

Mr. Frank Rauchfuss, Secretary of the Colorado State

Bee-Keepers' Association, reports that they have now 60
members, and expect soon to have 125. That will then be

the largest State bee-keepers' organization in existence, we
believe.

Mr. T. F. Bingham, of Bingham bee-smoker and honey-

knife fame, writing us Fab. 23, reported that they could

hardly keep up with their orders for smokers and knives.

Bingham's goods are known the world over for their honest

worth to bee-keepers.

Mr. Eugene Belden, a gentleman who for two seasons

has been in the employ of the Inter-State Manufacturing Co.,

of Wisconsin, called on us last week. Mr. W. H. Putnam is

the President of the company, and they are prepared to do a

large business in bee-keepers' supplies. Of course, their ad-

vertisement runs regularly in the Bee Journal.

Mr. W. Norman, of Shawano Co , Wis., dropt in to see us

March 1. He is getting on nicely with his bee-keeping, tho

having begun only two years ago. He will succeed. Mr.

Norman had the misfortune to lose his grist-mill by flre re-

cently, causing a net loss of about $4,000. Fire uncontrolled

is a fearful destroyer.

Mr. J. S. Scott, of Utah, referring to the Langstroth

Monument Fund, wrote us Feb. 20 :

"I arise to second Mr. N. Cameron's motion (page 104),

and will guarantee for myself and one other to make two of

Mr. C.'s 100 or 500, as the case be. Like Mr. Cameron, I do not

wish to buy a cheap stone to mark the resting-place of our be-

loved Langstroth."
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CONDUCTED BY

Z»H. O. O. MILLER, MARENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Br. Miller direct.]

Bee-Cave loo Close and Cold.

I have nine colonies wintering in a cave. On entering the bees
are quiet but soon raise quite a hum. The cave is moldy ; what is

the cause, and what is best to do about it I There is nothing in the
cave but the bees. The thermometer stands between 30 and 40
degrees. Nebraska,

Answer.—Probably the cave is a little tooclose, and very likely
a little too cold. When you open the door you let in fresh air, and
the bees make a stir to get their share of it. The thing to do is to
let them have more air and more heat. Much easier said tliau done.
If you could have a stove it would be good, but don't use a stove of
any kind that will allow smoke or gas to escape in the cave.
Making the cave warmer will of itself help change the air without
doing anything else, but it that doesn't seem sufficient, you can
leave a crack somewhere for more ventilation. The great trouble
is to get enough ventilation without making the cave too cold. If

your thermometer is correct, it ought to stand at about 45 degrees.
If you can't have a stove, hot stones, jugs of hot water, or some-
thing of the kind might be used. Even a temporary warming up
will help. But don't use hot water unless corkt tight.

. ^ I m —
IJjiiiig Hives in Wliicli Bees Died — Foul Brood.

1. During a long spell of very cold weather this winter, three
or four of mj- colonies of bees in dovetailed hives died, leaving con-
siderable honey in the brood-frames. Will it be all right to hive
new swarms in those hives after cleaning out all dead bees, or
would it be better to take out the comb and make the new swarm
commence new !

'3. What is " foul brood ?" What causes it, and how could I

detect it in my bees ? California.

Answer.— 1. Those combs will probably be a great help to a
new colony, and will be all right to use.

2. Foul brood is a disease caused by a microbe or bacillus
(bacillus alvei), the disease affecting the larvse. The most promi-
nent feature depended on, perhaps, in detecting the disease, is the
ropy character of the rotten larva when a tooth-pick is thrust into
it and withdrawn. The first intimation you are likely to have is

the bad smell, holes in the center of the capping of the brood, and
the coffee-color of the dead larv;B lying not at the bottom of the
cell, but at the bottom-side of the cell. It may be worth your while
to get Dr. Howard's book on foul brood.

[We mail this book for '25 cents.

—

Editor.]

Cleaning Hives—Covins Bees—Taking Bees Out
of llie Cellar— !niec and Bees.

1. Would you advise transferring bees, in the spring, from one
hive to another, and so on until all are i-hanged, in order to clean
the hives ? My hives have the fast bottom-boards.

2. I had my bees on the north side of a slope facing the south
in the sun. I am thinking of moving them a few rods north in a
small orchard, and face them to the east. What do you think
about it ;

3. Do you think it best to take bees out of the cellar quite early,
or wait until it warms up well f

4. Do mice bother bees in the cellar enough to hurt them much ?

There are a few mice in my cellar. I have a trap set for them.
Iowa.

Answers.— 1. An excellent plan.
2. Probably it will be better, but you can't always tell till you

try, and sometimes it's hard to tell after you try.
3. I think I wouldn't take them out till soft maples are in bloom,

and not then if it didn't promise good weather. Some; however,
favor taking out early as possible, and I wouldn't like to be too
positive about it.

4. When you open your hives in the spring and find great holes
gnawed in the nice brood-combs, you'll think mice are a good deal
worse than you supposed. Next winter have the entrances closed
with wire-cloth, three meshes to the inch.

Melting Comb Honey by Steam —Crushing
Comb Honey.

1. Would it be practical, without injury to quality of honey, to
melt honey-combs in a large tank by a steam-pipe f Bee-keepers
here have frequently a large amount of candied honey in the spring
from colonies that died the previous winter, that they wish to melt
up, and fiequently use the sun extractor, which injures the color

of the honey for selling. Steam would reduce it quickly without
doubt, but whether the honey would be discolored or otherwise in-
jured, is what I wish to know.

2. Mr. Aikin writes about the feasibility of crushing honey by
running it through wooden rollers. Now, could honey be run
through rollers successfully, and has it ever been tried ? A party

'

here has some 50 box-hives for transferring, and after the brood is

disposed of, he wishes to crush the comi>s in the easiest manner
possible in order to save the honey, and not be i-o long as it would
take him in using sun-extractors ; and at the same time he does not
wish to discolor the honey. ' Out West."

Answers.—1. I'll resign the floor to any one who has tried it,

giving my guess that great care must be taken or the honey would
be spoiled by overheating.

2. So far as I know, Mr. Aikin's plan is yet in the theoretical
stage. But I think he contemplates using only virgin combs, and
old brood-combs might be a very different thing. Pollen and the
old combs would likely discolor and flavor the honey.

Amount Consumed by Drones.

B.Are drones large consumers of honey ?

Answer.—It takes a good deal of honey to rear them in the
first place, for a drone is a good bit larger than a worker. I should
hardly suppose the mature drone will consume as much in propor-
tion to its size as a worker, for it is not so active, still it must take
no small allowance to support it.

Lessening llie <tuanlily oT Drones.

Is it profitable to use a drone-trap to lessen the quantity of
drones, or can the trap be used for queens to mate with drones
from select colonies ? B.

Answer.—If there are many drones in a colony it will take a
good deal to support them, and" it will pay to trap them out. As
prevention is better than cure, it will be still better to avoid the
expense of rearing them by removing nearly all the drone-comb.
You can do a good deal toward improvingyour stock by encourag-
ing drones from your best colonies and repressing the rest. But if

bad drones surround you on all sides in your neighbors' colonies,

the problem becomes much more difficult.

Transferring Bees— Swarming management.

1. As I have 12 colonies that I wish to transfer from a cheap
frame to a Hoffman frame of the same size, what would be my best
way of doing it '.

2. My plan for swarming next season is as follows: I must
have one empty hive to begin with. Now suppose No. I swarms
June 3, 1 will hive the swarm in the empty hive and put it on a new
stand. Now June 6 No. 2 swarms, or within one week of No. 1. I

will take No. 2's svparm into No. 1, and so on through the whole
apiary. Do you think my plan will work to good advantage ?

New York.
Answers.—That's easy, the frames being the same size. Wait

till fruit-hloom, then with a thin-bladed knife cut out the comb
from a frame (it will help if the knife is hot.) Have the frame
lying on a board a little larger than the frame. Lift the frame off

the cjmb and put over it the new frame. Have four or five strings

of common wrapping-twine long enough to go around and tie.

Place these strings at intervals across the frame and comb. Have
another board like the flrst, and place it over frame and all. Now
with one hand under and one on top. turn the whole business up-
side down. Take off what is now the top-board, tie the strings,

lift up the board with the frame to an upright position, take away
the board and hang the frame in the hive.

2. I think I've read of the same thing years ago. Very pretty
in theory, and sometimes successful in practice. iJut won't you do
a good deal better to set the swarm always on the old stand,
putting the mother colony on a new stand ?

Some Wintering Questions.

1. What will be the result of wire-screen in front of winter
hives ? Bees fly out when too cold and drop on the ground and die.

2. My 5(5 colonies of bees are all in winter hives, about 2-inch

space all around filled out with dry sawdust, and cover sealed. 1

find them moist, and it appears that there is mold inside. What
will be the outcome ?

3. I opened one hive, found half of the bees dead and honey
very moldy. I took out four frames, put them into a new hive,

and one frame with honey and pollen that I had from the past
summer. I put in the follower, sealed up the cover, and put the

hive in a dark room. The temperature runs from 42 to .50 degrees;
the room is 6x9x9 feet high, ventilated. Will the bees come out all

right ?

4. I have to feed them. Will it be right to set partly-filled sec-

tions in front of the hive ? How much will I have to give them ?

Michigan.

Answers.— I suppose your idea is to put wire-cloth before the
entrance, so the bees would have all the air they want without
being able to leave the hive. You could hardly do a worse thing.
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for the bees that try to get out will raise a great commotion, stir-

ring up others that will then try to get out, and when they find

they can't get out they will become quite excited, and you'll have
a lot of dead bees clogging the entrance, losing more than would
have died on the snow. A good many of those bees that die on the
snow are ready to die anyhow, so the loss is not so great as you
probably suppose. The right thing is to put up a board or boards
to shade the entrance so the light will not shine in the hive to en-
tice out the bees when it is too cool.

2. Probably not very good. Better give a little vent at the
top through the sawdust, or it there is no sawdust on top, you
must try to help the matter in some way. One way will be to put
on top a lot of packing of some kind, carpets, rags, planer-shavings
or something, and allow the moisture to pass up through. Perhaps
it may do to leave the hives sealed up, pile on packing on top, and
give air at the entrance. In any case don't have the entrance too
small, but if there is no chance for upward ventilation, a larger
entrance is needed. An entrance i,,-inch high the width of the hive
is probably none too much if all is tight on top.

8. Hard to tell, but chances are fair if room is entirely dark.
If there's a little streak of light coming in somewhere, your bees
will likely make for that.

4. It isn't certain it will be successful. If it's too cold, bees
won't touch it. If warm enough for bees to come out of the
entrance to take it, there's danger of robbing. That might be
managed by giving it on a warm enough night, and taking away
any that might be left before time for bees to fly next morning.
Probably you 11 need to feed all you can get them to take, hoping
that spring may come early enough so they'll pull through. Aug-
ust or September is a much better time to feed bees than February.

Makin;; a Range for Bcc-Pasturagc.

Won't we have to make a range for bee-pasturage it we make
a success of bee-keeping ? Illinois.

Answeu.—We cannot make a success of beekeeping without a
range of good pasturage, but if we lack that I don't feel so very
sanguine about our being able to make the range.

Perforating Wood Separators.

Would it be advisable to bore holes large enough to admit the
passage of bees through the wood separators, opposite the center
of each section '. Minnesota.

Answer—Decidedly a good thing. They will probably be all

right it the boles are not larger than \ inch, and the more holes
the better.

M I ^
Keeping Bees in Town—Looiiing at Bees

in Winter.

1. I thought of keeping a tew colonies of bees, but as I live in
town, I don't know it it's allowed in a city. I have two lots planted
to peaches, plums and cherries. I thought it would be a nice place,
but I don't want to get into trouble.

'2. If bees swarm are they apt to sting any one living near
by ? How could I keep boys from pelting the bees ?

3. Again, I have one colony in the cellar; do you think I could
lift off the top of the hive and look in to see it they have plenty of
honey ? Do you think they would come out if I bored three inch-
holes on top of the hive to give them air ? Micuioan.

Answers.— 1. It is not likely that there is any objection to
your keeping bees, but you can easily find out by asking the
mayor.

2. Bees are not apt to sting any one living near by when they
swarm. They would be more likely to make trouble when not
swarming, it they should be placed near the street where people
were passing by. It would be a help against this, and also be some
security against the boys pelting them, it you have a high fence
between them and the street.

3. If the top is not nailed on I think you could lift it off with-
out the bees coming out. Move very gently at it, and if the bees
get stirred up too much, wait till they settle down again. Of course
the cellar must be kept entirely dark, but you can have a light in it

long enough to look at them.

Getting a Colony Out of a Tree.

Last fall I was hunting bees and found a tree on another man's
land about six miles from my home. Toe man that owned the land
would not let me cut the tree, ou account of its being a shade-tree,
but told me if I could take the bees out and uot damage the tree I

could do so. I would like to get them out in the spring, as soon as
it would do. How can I proceed to get them and save them ? At
what time can I do so in the spring ? Wisconsin.

Answer.—Probably the first thing would be to see whether you
couldn't buy the tree and then cut it down. If the tree couldn't be
bought, then a little special prospecting and engineering on the
spot would help decide what should be done. Try to find out about
where the upper part of the hollow is. and where it terminates be-
low. If the entrance-hole is away at the upper eud, then bore a
hole at the lowest part of the hollow. Most likely, however, the

entrance is toward the lower part of the hollow, in which case bore
a hole clear at the lower end. Then with a well loaded smoker
pour continuously smoke into the lower hole until the bees file out
at the upper hole. It it is so you can, have a hive located at the
hole where the bees come out, so they will run right into the hive.
If that cannot be done, then smoke the bees out without the hive,
and closely plug both holes so not a bee can get back. Then treat
the bees as you would a swarm, taking the cluster as soon as it

settles and putting it in a hive. It is possible that you might drive
the bees out without making any extra hole, by dropping in some
very strong-smelling substance such as naphthalene, or perhaps
carbolic acid.

Cliaraeteristics of a Bce-Kcepcr«' Wife.

On page '32 you say: ''If you want to know the kind of a
woman to select for a bee keeper's wife, I have some good advice
on tap." Well, let us have it. Youngster.

Answer.—Just a few points may be sufflcient as a guide. A
bee-keeper's wife should be willing, on occasion, to take a few
stings for the sake of being helpful. Considering the price of
honey, she must be willing to do without many hundred dollar
dresseiS, She should be able to wash, iron, bake, and hive a few
swarms between times. She should have so much good sense that
she wouldn't be willing to marry a millionaire if he used whisky
or tobacco, or if he were not clean and pure in his speech and life.

She should be one whose highest happiness consists in living for
others, and who will remain single all her days rather than marry
one who is not of the same mind. When you flud one to come up
to these requirements, you may do well to begin to save up some-
thing to start housekeeping, (/'—you're good enough tor her.

A Baclielor Inrormation-Seeiicr.

On page 22 you say you have some good advice on tap as ta
the selection of a wife for a bee-keeper. Now give me the best you
can. Tennessee, n

Answer.—I refer you to answer already given to your ques-
tion, as askt by "Youngster," and would say in addition, give the
preference to a girl that is willing to have her pi'etty white hands
soiled rather than to have her mother wash all the dishes.

Feeding Bees in Winter—Transferring.

1. I have five colonies that are short of honey. They haven't
enough to last till Spring. They are in 10-frame hives, and seem to

be all right otherwise. What would be the best to feed ? How can
I feed at this time of the year ?

2. I want a book on transferring bees. Illinois.

Answers.— 1. Nothing can be better than combs of sealed
honey, and it's a good plan always to have a stock of these on
hand. Quietly and carefully take out a comb the side where there
are the most combs without bees, and remove the frames till you
come to the cluster of bees. Then put in your frame or frames of

honey, and put back enough of the empty combs to fill up the hive.

If you haven't any combs of honey turn to page S3 of this Journal,
and you will find instructions from Edwin Bevins for making
candy, which is the next best thing after combs of honey.

2. You will find instructions for transferring in any one of the
leading text-books on bee-culture. Perhaps you will like better to
wait till the bees swarm before transferring.

[We mail Prof. Cook's 4H(J-page " Bee Keepers' Guide" for
$1.25—or club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both together
for $1.75.—Editor.]

Using tile Dadant Hive—Separators.

1. As I wish to keep only 40 or .511 colonies, could I use the
Dadant hive for comb honey, and j'et prevent swarming success-

fully ?

2 Would it do to use the Dadant hive with dummy or division-

board reduced to eight frames till I have about as many as I want,
then take out the dummy and use it for extracting honey ?

3. What kind of separators is the best to use in the super for
comb honey ? Would tin ones do as well as wood ? I am using the
S-frame Langstroth hive now. Iowa.

Answers.— 1. The Dadants have used their hive successfully
for comb honey, and altho they uow work entirely for extracted
honey, if they were to change to comb honey they would probably
not change their hive. But you would hardly be wise to change
with the expectation of being as free as they from swarming with-
out first trying it on a small scale.

2. You can contract to any desired number of frames, but S

Dadant frames would be a good deal more than 8 Langstroth
frames. You could fill up with frames and extract from them, but
it would hardly be as satisfactory as to have your extracting-
frames in a super, for you'd be likely to be troubled with more or
less brood.

3. Separators are generally made either of tin or wood. If the
separators are loose, wood is generally used. A loose tin separator
might bend in and out and make liad work, while the stiffness of

the wood prevents this. If the separators are nailed on, tin is used,
the tin being stretcht tight when being nailed.
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Cold Weather in Colorado.
We are having cold, cold winter weat

here now, 8 and 10 degrees below zero m
of the time. I guess the bees are all rig
they were when last I lookt at them.
Otero Co., Colo., Jan. 37. W. Bishoi

Open Winter So Far.

We have quite an open winter here, the
roads and fields are dusty. Bees did very
poorly here during 1897. I secured about
50 pounds of surplus honey from 30 colo-
nies, spring count. Those that secured
enough stores for winter are in good condi-
tion at present in the cellar, dry and quiet.

I must have the Bee Journal, honey or no
honey. Joiis M. Seiler.
Carver Co., Minn., Jan. 31.

Bee-Keeping' in W. North Carolina.
1 am wintering 54 colonies of bees here

at home on the summer stands, without
any protection except a single-walled hive.
I don't expect to lose more than 3 per cent.
I did not get any surplus honey last year of
any importance. There has been a general
failure in the honey crop for the last two
years in these mountaius. Bees actually
starved to death in August here, but when
September came, they got enough to carry
them through the winter safely, so that
was very good, for I began to get scared
for fear I would have to feed, as I don't like
that sort of bee-keeping. I hope we will all
have a prosperous season this year.

A. J. McBride.
Watauga Co., N. C.

Bees Get More Interesting.
If I had never seen the American Bee

Journal 1 might have gotten along without
it, but the sample copy received in Septem-
ber induced me to try it for three months,
and now I don't see how I can get along
without it.

I have been in the bee-business for eight
years, and the deeper I get the more inter-
esting it becomes. Last summer I did con-
siderable transferring. It was a tolerably
good season for honey, and the prospect is
good for being considerably better this
year. I produced about 1,300 pounds of
honey from 33 colonies, spring count. Altho
a man of average truthfulness, there are
some of the box-hive bee keepers who come
to see me, hinting as much as if I had over-
estimated the capacity of my bees, but
when I show what 1 have on hand, and my
sale book, and estimate what has been used
in my family, they are pretty well satisfied
as to the truthfulness of ray assertions, and
it also has a tendency to create a fever.
Van Buren Co., Iowa. James Coe.

Bee-Keeping in Dixie.

I am a novice in bee-keeping. Altho I
have had bees before, 1 did not know of the
improved methods until last year, too late
for honey, but 1 divided and have six colo-
nies instead of two. With hybrids, Ital-
ians, and Carniolan bees, I have a variety
of bees, but all in dovetailed hives.

I have a good deal of theory gathered
from bee-literature. If I can put part of it

into practice, I think I can make a success
of it. I know it would not do to try to put
all in practice we learn from books. I
notice the questions askt in the Bee Jour-
nal of experienced bee-keepers, and after
reading the answers, and finding them so
different, I wonder what an inexperienced
man is to do, but go ahead and learn for
himself.

I am amused reading about the chaff
hives, and all other appliances they have
for keeping bees warm in winter in the

Only 6 ck per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

;j
IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6K cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

"We "want

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
To bave a copy of

\l/\l/ Our 1898 Catalog \i/\i/

I^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Asciit Tor the Soiilliwcst

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

^i^ jH. >li^ ili.
y\K VK TiSr VK A< xK

eiNOHAM
BeeSmoker

Bingham & Hetherint:-
ton OncHpping-

PRICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

Bee-Smokers and Honei]- Knives I
Smoke EnKineOargeBt smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $i:j.ik»; each, by mail, $1,50
Doctor..... 3"-. in. stove. Doz. a.iKi; "

j.io
Conqueror 5-in. stove. Doz. 6.50; "

I.OO
liar*(e 2^-in. stove. Doz. S.'io;

"
.90

Plain 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.75

;

*' .70
hittle Wonder (weUht 10 ounces)... li-in. stove. Doz. 4.5't; "

.60
Honey-Knife Doz. 6.'»0;

"
.80

Binp:ham Smokers have all the new iraproveraents. Before buying a Smoker
or Knife, look up its recorJ and pedi^iree.

FIFTEEN YEAUS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror l.'i years. I was always pleased with Us

workings, but thinking; 1 would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circu-
lar. 1 do not think the 4 inch Smoke Kn«ine too lar^'e.

January 11, 1-07, I'ruly, W. H. Eagertv. Cuba, Kansas.

Mr. Biniiham, Dear Sir:—Please send per mail a 4-inch Smoke Engine. I have
one t»f your Smokers; it la too small in time ot trouble.

February li, l«yM. a. F. Seward, Riverside, Calif.

9A9t T. F. BIXGHAIU, Farwell, iUtolitgan.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New jLondon,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wtaltest
Basswood is used, and they are polisbt on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Amerloaa Bee .TourDal. 7Atl
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^^California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Paciflc Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paciflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated $2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels
of -very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weiehing net about 2S0 ibs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. o. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do' the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-o«f. Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining. Dadoing,
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalogue Free.

SEISEf^A FALLS IflFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENEGA FALLS. N, Y.

READY TO MAIL ^.
My40-pa^e Catalog- of my Specialties, and

Root'f* Caoods at lliefr prieew. 1 carry a
full line of Bee-Keepeks' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog- Free.

GEO. E). HILTON, Fremoiit, ITIioh.

Flpase mention Bee Journal when writing.

'IRST PRIZE WINNERSri .^ Our 1 898 Mammoth Poultry
(Tiiide of UH) padres mulled FKKK.

Snrnerhiiifj entirely new. tells all about
poultry, bow to be a winner, bow to MAKE
BIG MONEY. Contains beautiful lithograph
plate of fowls in their natuiul ex>iors. Send
iscts. for JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr^
pOKtage. Box 94 t'l£KKl*01iT, ILL,

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Home for Sale—A Home in California
On account of almost total loss of eyesight

I am compelled to offer my fruit ranch and
apiary fur sale or e.X(thange For further par-
ticulars address E. B. RKECHEK,
6A4t AtTBtiRN, Placer Co., Calif.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

liVil\Tl'll ^ young single man capable of
Ilil.lILI/ taking care of an apiary consist-
ing of "J.^O or 300 colonies of ttees. Must give
good relerences and none but a thoroughly
competent man need apply. Address.
Tlie OUa Farm < o. Ullff. Grant Co., N.Mex.
9A 4 1 Mention tlie American Bet Journal-^

Bee -Hives. Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

1 keepers. Orders filled nrompMv.
;Send for catalog JIIWKSOTS BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLY MEG, III,, Mcollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

rntalixT Vrnn ^- •• •*"»' A' Co's Goodx
VaidilUg I ICC tor Missouri and oiher points.
to be had at factory prices from Joliu Nebel
& Son, High Hill, niitRoiiri. 9Atf
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

W/a DAY CASHcarh WEEK the year round, ifTTClrll you .'iell stark Tries. Outfit free
STARK NDRSfHV, LOUISIANA. MO., Stark. Mo,, Rodmort IIL, OansviUe.N. V

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

North and West. All I have done to my
hives is to take the supers off, and let the
hives remain on the summer stands. There
has not been 10 days all told this winter
that the bees did not fly ; they are bringing
in pollen now. We have no great flow of
honey from any one plant, but we have
wild and cultivated flowers from March
until November. Our nearest bee supply
house is 2(1(1 miles away, therefore the box-
hives, log-gums, and black bees predomi-
nate in this part o£ the country,
January 13, Alabama,

Bees Were in Good Condition,

My bees went into winter quarters in fine
condition. Some of them that were in 12-

frame hives had over 10(J pounds of honey.
I have a swartn that came off Oct. 10, and
stored some honey, but I am feeding them

;

they have brood in the hive now. They are
in the sitting-room where it is very warm.

I see there is some difference of opinion
as to hives. I like the large hives best, as
the swarms are so much larger, and do bet-
ter. I cut 33 bee-trees last summer, and I

noticed that when they bad lots of room
they had enough bees to fill it with honey.
Where the cavity was small, they usually
didn't have it full for want of comb to
breed in, H, Gilbert.
Jasper Co., Iowa.

Better Than the Dailies.

I would not do without the American
Bee Journal for the money, for there is

more news in it than half of the daily
papers that cost four or five dollars a year.
Cass Co., Nebr. C. C. Bbcsh.

Bees Wintering Well.

Bees (13.5 colonies) are wintering well.

We had a good crop of honey, and all is

sold, with calls for more. Success to the
"Old Keliable." R. H, Abbott.
Loudon Co., Tenu., Jan. 29,

Bees Helpt Him Out.

I am very much interested in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, and if I had a little more
room for my bees I would go right into the
business. 1 had only 8 colonies last spring,
got about 700 pounds of comb honey,
and increast to 13 colonies, and that was a
help during a 7-fnonths' strike.

Bureau Co., Ill- Peter Rdnlund.

Wintering Well— Cold m Tennessee.

Bees have stood the winter well so far,

and are in fine condition. I have run an
apiary for the past 20 years, and have not
had bees winter better. It is cold at this

writing—down to zero this morning.
G. D. Hawk.

Sullivan Co., Tenn., Feb. 3.

Bees Wintering Well.

I am wintering 110 colonies of bees this

winter. They are doing well. They pro-
duced last summer about 5,000 pounds of
comb honey ; they didn't swarm much last

summer. I have had bees here about 30
years. I used to keep them in the box-
hive. William Fleming.

St. Croix Co., Wis., Feb. 4

Hope for Good Season.

The bees seem to be wintering all right so

far. I put an even lOOcolonies in the cellar

this winter. There was not much honey
produced in this cotinty last season. I had
only about 400 pounds of surplus honey
from 70 colonies, spring count, all dark or
fall honey, no light honey. There are a
few bee-keepers that did a little better than
that in localities where there are but few
bees kept, but through the county generally
there was but very little surplus honey
gathered, tho nearly all gathered enough
for winter stores late in the season, mostly
after about Aug. 20. But perhaps what

Sweet I Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5ft> 10ft 25tti 501b-
Sweet Clover (white). .60 11.00 1-2.25 Jl.OO
Alsike Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5,75-
White Clover 80 1.40 3 00 5,00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.0a
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3,50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO, ILL,

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for (Queens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Steel
*Jr»y CarnlolaiiN. More thau 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race>
75 cts. each ; June and uuill October 50 cent&
each. Tented $1.00 each. Good Breeders, $2
each, straight 6-Banded or "Faultless"
yueens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BKEVILLB, Bee Co , TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -wTiting,

IVIllfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'lUlll IS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.
in stamps. Apply to—

Chas, P. Mntta & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-OUR PRICES

ing the new
ClianipioD CIiall-IIiTe

with dovetailed body and supers^
and a full line of other Supplies*
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ $ 8

U. H. SCH.TIIDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Bf IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely thau any other published, send"
11.25 to Prof. A. J, Cook, Claremont, Calif,,

for bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discouixts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODRDATIOl!

£^^3 J. A, VAN DEtJSEN,
^^^^^B Sole Mannfactarer,^^^^^ 8pront Brook MontRomerr Co., N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

Has No Sag in Brood-Frames

Thin Flat-Kottom Foundation
Bis So FisbboDe Id tbe Sirplas Bone|,

BeIrK the cleanest Is nsaally worked
ttie qalokest of any Foundation made

DEC I^CCDPD^ I Let me send you my 64-
Dl.L-M.l.rLnO I page Catalog for 1808.

J. in. Jeuklno, Wetniupka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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BUY
REID'S
TREES

isjui/tvi4'i4if&i

Prices were never before so low—stock was never better.

Everything in Me R£ID NURSERIES is healthy, well rooted,

fully up to grade. You will get exactly what you want

at one-half price. Write for estimates, suggestions,

illustrated catalogue. Try the STAR STRAWBERRY
and ELDORADO BLACKBERRY.

REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport, Ohio.
»g»i«»»»»»» » •

FINE FOIII>'l>A'riO]^
AiNI> XO:%S OF IT.
^Vorbin:: lV»x Into Founda-
tion a Spetialty.

Listen! Take my Advice and Buy

*^Yonr Bee-Snpplies**

of Angnst Weiss ! It

I I>EFY
mpetltion

Foundation

Millions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides !

!

IT SATISFAfTlON GTjl BANTKF D on a fullllne of Supplies. Send for a CataloRue aud
be your own judge. Wax wanted at 26 cents caeb, or 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

BEE-SUPPLIES

!

We have the beet equipt factory In the West. Capacity
1 oar load a day; and carry the largeststock and grentest
variety of everything needed In the apiary, ass^uclng best
goods at the lowest prices, and prom[-t shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pases, Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal

vanlzed steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address,

E. KRETCimEK, Ked Oak, Iowa.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

?L^°BEs^!!! Honey Extractor

Get Williams' Automatic ReyersiWe,

And Yon Have It. Addre**,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOEtf Barnnm, Wlsconxln.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The American Poultry Journal,

S2 i nEAJtBORN ST.,

CHICAGO, - ILL.

AlAiiriKil th"'* '^ over a quarter of a cent-
JUllI lldl ury old aid Is still growing must

possess Intrinsic merit of its own, and Its

field must be a valuable one.

Such Is the American KA aftnin 9 VOnr
Poultry Journal. OV ttillS a JtOl.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

Texas Queens fMVMy
Best honey-gathering strain In America,

Tested, SI. 50. Untested, $1.00, Write for a

Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal,

Sfttisfuctioii truamiiteetl or money

MARILLJk
INCUBATOR & BROODER

1. .Ar^ i]"t thi.se re;,v.nr.|.|,. i.-rm-'

-liaWS V'lll 1k,W TTHKh tiiilh w,- li:n .-

iiiiichiiu's. Kilher HOT \V.-\TICK
''I AIR m.ichiiies. A ihil.l

i;i tnth Ihi-

THE MARILLA INCUBATOR CO.
ami,,. Boxso Marilla, N, Y,

Please mention the Bee Journal,

NO DIRT LEFT
clothes washed with the
BD3Y BEE WASHER."

100 piecea in ono huur and
no hard worlf done, That'B

the record. AGENTS
WANTED, EiclnslTe
Bale. Write for terms.

Lake Erie Mfg. Co., 147 E. 1 3 St., Erie, Pa.
44E26t PleaBB mention the Bee Journal,

BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equipt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog,

FBEO A. DALTON,
lA26t WAI.KEB, Vernon Co., Mo,
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obta.ine<l by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-freight rale, thus cutting the freight in half,

we have establlsht a branch house at 17;30 South i;Jth St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsville, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white eeL-tione, beautiful, straw-

colored transparent Foundation, Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other first-

claps goods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our ( ustomer In the fnturo.

^^Progressive Bee-Keeper, 50c per year, "Amateur Bee*Keeper," 25c. Doth for 65c.,

postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Leahy Manufacturing Company,

ffIsgliisvllle. Iflo., or
1730 i«uutb 13(b St., Omaha, Neb.

made last season a poor season for honey
will make next season a good one. I can
see no reason now why it should not be.

There was plenty of young white clover
last fall, and basswood. Where it does not
bloom one year it usually blossoms very
profusely the next. So we are hoping for a
good boney-flow next season. (What a
glorious thing it is to be tilled with hope !)

And then it the New Union only gets in a
little good, hard work on the glucose mix-
ers, and the American Bee Journal knocks
out a tew more of thedishonestcommission-
house rascals so we can hope for good prices
for our honey (if we get any honey), we
shall have a good deal to feel thankful tor

along those lines. S, LaMont,
Wabasha Co., Minn., Jan. IS,

Report for 1897.
I commenced the spring of 1897 with 24

colonies, and got some over 700 pounds of

honey, mostly comb, and increast to 44

colonies. All are in good condition. My
honey is all sold in ihe home market at 7 to

S cents for extracted, and 10 to 14 cents per
pound for comb honey. The winter is fine

here, good sleighing, and not severely cold

so far. Theo. Rehorst,
Fond du Lac Co., Wis., Jan. 39.

A Beginner's Report.

The information that I got out of a sam-
ple copy of the American Bee Journal has

been worth one year's subscription to me,
I am new in the business. 1 went to a
friend's house early last spring; he was
looking at his bees, and showed me the in-

terior of the hives, and I got the bee-fever,

altho that was the first time I had ever seen

the inside of a hive. Three days later I had
purchast six colonies, and I managed to get

through the summer very successfully ; out
of the only 4 stored any surplus honey,

and from them I got 1,50 pounds of salable

honey in sections ; and I think that they

have a good store for the winter,
Chas. S. Cochran.

Baltimore Co., Md., Jan. 30.

Co-operation—Big Honey-Eater. "

I am suprised that the American Bee
Journal does not teach, preach, print and
shout cooperation in some formorother for
" bee-men." Is it not a fact that cooper—
oh, well, you see my drift,

I have boycotted sugar, I use from 5 to 6

pounds of the best extracted honey per

week. How much should I use, that I may
be the champion honey-eater ?

The weather continues dry.

Riverside Co., Calif. A. F, Seward,

[Yes, we believe in co-operation, and in

honey-eating. Perhaps you are now the

champion eater of honey, as you are put-

ting nearly a pound a day out of sight.

May your tribe increase, and earnestly

practice "co-operation" in the consump-

tion of honey !— Eiutcr.]

And Still They Come.
Now I thought there were too many writ-

ing in the Bee Journal, so I would keep

mum, but there are things that hit too

hard. The last one is Thomas Chantry's

report, on page 40. I read it with the book
right side up, and then turned it all other

ways, but can't make anything out but

1.371 one-pound sections "filled from one

divided colony. Now, South Dakota is not

a warm country in winter, and it that was
pure honey, I must throw up the sponge;

114 pounds for each mouth in the year—is

it done by handling the bees or the type t

In 1890 I got 240 pounds, average, and in

lS',i7 190 pounds, average, all extracted, and
I thought I did well; but O my ! that's

nothing to our South Dakota man.
I have 70 colonies, but owing to my poor

health they are in bad condition, but

"trip," my hired boy, is getting them in

shipshape again,
I have been in the bee-business off and
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on (mostly on) for 45 years, yet I know but
little about bees. The American Bee Jour-
nal is a great heTp to me.

I will keep still if something doesn't hit
me again. H. F. Baker.
Liberty Co., Fla., Jan. 25.

[Mr. Chantry must have meant the col-
ony and its divisions, and likely had a good
fall flow. But i£ that is not it, Mr. C. can
arise and explain.

—

Editor.]

DO NOT FAIL
TO WRITE US
FOR PRICES
ON THE

°pFeI-e section
In both Small and Large
Quantities....

We have all the up to-date Machinery,
and our lumber is as white as snow . .

THE OI«E-PIECE SECTION
COMPANY,

Prairie Du Chien, Crawford Co., Wis.
February lOth, 1898. ?Ctf

m RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
a(te and Nectar - Produclug Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire Held Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you all about Calll'orula Asrlcultiire and
Hortieiillure. Jl.00 per Year; Six Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RIIRAI. CA1.IFOKNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Head whaiJ. I. Parent, o

Ch A KLTON. N. Y., says—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
50 chaflf htvee with 7-ln. cap,
100 honey-raclis, sw broad
frames, h,ikh.i honey-boxes
and 3 Kreat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee*
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do it with this Saw.
It will do all you say Itwlll.
Catalogue and Price - List

Free. Addresfl, W. F.& JOHN BARNES,
45Ctf No. ggs KubySt.. Rockford, III.

Farm Bee-Keemng.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclusively in the in-
terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publisht by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for free sample copy now.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder's Honey . Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
iree. Walter S. Ponder,

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indiana.Ui^'PoVDEft'^W)"

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Easiness.

Supplies at Bottom Prices.
' Bee-Keeplnfi' for Beplunera," price 50 cents,
imparts the instruction. Pnce-Llst free.

J. V. H. BKOWiN, Augusta, Ga.

POULTRY .l-"**'*^"- "lusa, ^0 p.iges,

,H 1 ,, . c
^^^'3. PLT yeur. 4 months

trMlIucts. Sample rree. 61-page pructical
[•'ill, try Ijook free to yrarly giih'icriliprs
J.'.nk Klone lorti. ( ntnln«u,-^ of poultry
iolislree.i-ou((rj, -itdvaidi.ffvracuse.N Y

HDCIEY and BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTAXIor^S.

Chicago, 111., Feb. 21.—Fancy white Is not
plentiful, and sells at lie; good No. 1, or
grarte of that character is abundant, and sells
at 7 to 9c.: amber and dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber. 4 to oe. ; dark,
4c. Beeswax. 26 to 270.
Much of the comb honey is granulating

this season.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 1.—Fancy white, 11
to 13c.; No. 1.10 to lie: fancy amber, 9 to
10c. : No. 1,8 to Oc. Darker grades are sell-
ing lower and In better supply .and can be
bought at 6 to 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.:
darker grades, 4 to oc. Beeswax is In good
demand at 26 to 27c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jen, 15,—Fancy white.
11 to i;ic.; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 2.5

to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is

In good demand.

Mllwankee, Wis., Jan. 24.—Fancy white
1-lbs.. 11 to I2c.; A No. 1, lUto ll!4c.; No. 1,
10 to lie: No. 2. 8 to 9c.; No. 1 dark. 8 to 9c.
Extracted, in barrels, kegs and cans, while,
5H to 6c.: dark, 5 to o>4c.
'The supply of honey Is good and the quality

very nice as a general thing. The demand Is

not up to our desires, yet *ve are hopeful It

will Improve and all will be wanted at fair
value. We feel Jike sustaining prices, and
continue to quote as above.

St. Iionis, Mo., Feb. 9.—Fancy bite comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. 10c. ; amber, 9 to 10c ; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 6vi to6c. : amber,
5to5!>4c.: dark,4to4Hc. Beeswax, 20 to 22c.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 18,—Fancy, in car-
tons. 12!4 lo i:ic.; In glass, 11 to l'2c.; A No.
1. 10 to lie; No. I, 9c.; No. 2, 8e; No. 3, no
sale. Beeswa\. 27e
The demand for honey is light on all grades,

with a full supply. Pure beeswax is in good
demand, bnt supply is light.

Philadelphia, Fa,, Jan. 18,—Fancy white,
10c. ; No. 1.9c.; amber, 8c. Extracted, white,
5c.; amber, 4c.; dark. 35ic. Beeswa.x. 28c.
Late arrivals of California honey have de-

moralized our market.

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 19.—Fancy white
comb, libs., loe: No. 1, 9 to lOe; amber, 8
to 9c.; dark. 7 to 8c. Extracted, white, 5 to
5 l-2c.; amber, 4 1-2 tooe; dark, 4e Bees-
wax, 20 to 22c.
The supply of honey is large and the de-

mand light.

Buffalo, N, Y., Feb. 11.— Strictly fancy 1-

pouud combs are in quite good demand from
the tact that it has been so scarce and closely
cleaned up, and lie is quite easily obtained.
Other grades do not sell much better, possi-
bly a little, ranging from 9 to 6c., as lo grade,
etc. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6e. and is In
light demand. We can recommend shipping
strictly fancy and nothing else, unless you
cannot do better.

San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 16.—White
comb, 1-lbs., 7V4 to 9V4c. ; amber, 4 to 6c. Ex-
tracted, white, 4^ to 5c. ; light amber. 3 i4 to
4c.; daik tule, i.% to 2J4e Beeswax, fair
to choice, 24 to 27c.
Market is ruling steady for choice to select

qualities of both comb and extracted, but
more especially for the latter, owing to bght
stocks and a fair demand, both on local ac-
count and for shipment. Increast quanti-
ties are expected to be consumed in the
course of a few weeks, owing lo observance
of ,Jewlsh holidays. Dark grades are not read-
ily salable, and where custom is secured fof
this sort, very low prices have to be accepted.
Not much l!ieeswax on market, and there
does not appear to be the slightest possibility
of there being any excess of stock during the
balance of the season.

Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 31, — Market
is In an overloadt-d condition on comb honey.
Good chance for lancy white extracted at oi^i

to 6c., but comb is at a standstill, particularly
if other than fancy white. Best price avail-
able on fancy white comb is lO^ie.aud buyers
are slow at that. Darker grales or broken
lots are unsalable. If shipoers would send in
their extracted when it is wanted, and not
push undeslred comb [and vice versa] the
stud' would move more advantageously to all

concerned. The trouble Is, when a fair price
is obtainable some shippers hold out tor more
and In the end lose by It,

New York, N. Y., Feb. 9.—There has been
a fair demand lor comb honey of late, and we
are gradually reducing our stock. Fancy
white is scarce and finding ready sale at 10 to
lie; otf grades white and amber. 8 to 9c.;
mixt and buckwheat, 6c. Extracted Is In
fair demand—Calirornla white. 5)<c ; light
amber, 5c. ; white clover and basswood, 4^ to
5c.; buckwheat. 4c.; Southern, 50c. a gallon.
Beeswax is steady at 26 to 27c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 21.—There Is a slow
demand for all kinds of honey. We quote 10
to 13c. for best white comb honey, and 3 1-2
to 6c., for extracted. Beeswax is In fair de-
mand at 20 to 25c. for good to choice yellow,
with a fair supply.

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 22.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c.: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amber,
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 6!4c.; amber.
4 to 5c. Beeswax, 22 to 25c.

!?i5i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello^r

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casb, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

$100
Given as Bounties
topurchasersof the
improved D a n z .

Hives and Sections
3 See schedule in my
bee - book '

' Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
iiiouey. Free for 2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO.. Medina, Ohio.
or F. Danzenbaker, Box 4tK>. Washington, D. C.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

RUIVIELV
either Traction, Portable, Scml-Portnblo.
Simple an<l Coinpoiintl TriJieseiit full entrine
value. Make al.?o Thn-^lurM, HorHc Powers,
Kiiw Mill-, etc. Each is llu- bf-i of It n kind for
the piirpiise. More about tht-iii in nur descnptive
catHloirue -SKM' FliEE. Wiite for it to-dav.

M. RUMELY CO., - LA PORTE, IMD,
Please mention Bee Jovunal when -writing.

HATCH Chickens BY STEAM-

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Perfect. Seif-Regulat-
ing. Thousa'i<l9 la successful
operatioD. I.,oweAt priced
flrst-oliiHH llatchor mude^

liEO. II. KTAIIL,
114 toiag W. 6lh wt, Qiitiicy,ni.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

XM^"^ C A T X* 10'> colonies of
X. \JXXi %^A.1^Xa bees in Lang-
strots aua Root's Dovetailed Hives. Will sell
in lots t) suit purchasers, and deliver on cars
for shipment to any point. For further infor-
matloo address, J. W. Howell, Kenton.Tenn.
10A2t Please mention the Bee Journal,

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens in April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 7.5c IJholce Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at .$-2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $.t.OO. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

V. A. CROWELL,,
8Att GRANGEK, MINN,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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Talk ahout

....CoinbFouiidatiDii

WK can now furnish the very best that can
be made from pure wax. ImrWeiv Pro-

cess of Ifllllliig enables us to surpass the
previous ellorts of ourselves and others in the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It ii>> always Pure and Sweet.
It iR the kind that docs not sag.
It is the kind you want.

If you once try it you will have no other.
Samples lurnlsht FKCE. Lai ge illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee- Keep* r, sent
upon application. Address.

IHEW.T.FALCOBiERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytliing' in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

1^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives. Sections. Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every BeeKeeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, Knd all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

'
Inter-State MauufacturlnE Co.

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

')

Most Useful inventions
within five ye:»rs even, have been 'improved" until
I lie inveuiorhiiuseit" would scarcely recot-'nize them.
l*at?e Fence heeau so near ritrht that after twelve
years its competitors are content to imitate as
closely as they dare.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Mich,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax

Wliolesale
and Ketall.

tion for CASB " SpCCialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full Jine of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when vyriting.

The A. 1. R.iot Co.'s Goods ^^^li-ela^.t'"*

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It wi'l pay >ou to
send mc list of Goods wanted. IM. H. HUNT
Cath tor I'.eeswax. Bell BRANCn, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

S Dadanfsjoundation. ^It

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because I]^ 31 YEAISS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? IteauJy, Piirily, Firinne<i<s, I^o Sag-
ging. ^« Loss. I»AXE?«'r WEEK (PROCESS SIIEE'l'irVO.

^W Send Name for Our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
I,MN©eTm©TH 0f« TTH® HON®T=BE©, Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

ODR MOTTO—" Wdl Manufactured Stock ! (|uick Sliipiuents
!"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
^ AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of makine the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber is used.

1I#" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marslifleld, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltlnjr.

We Are the People VJ? V{V W !^ VJS VK VfiT

-WHO CAN TURN OUT-

flM^ll (Cleated Separators)

-AND

(Sections \«itIiout Insets)

Having special appliances and maohlnery, we can make them right. Nothing Id

late years has seemed to stir such a furor

in the Bee-Keeping World as these Goods.

If yoG don't know about them, send to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
MEDINA, OHIO.

i\CW loJo tcltftlOw Largely Re-writtea. Send for free copy.
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Improving the Race of Houey-Bees.

Br REV. L. J. TEMPLIN.

It seems to be the consensus of opinion among bee-lseepers
that improvement in the honey-bee is a consummation de-
voutly to be wisht. That this is practicable admits of little

doubt. Indeed, there have already been such improvements
in modern times as to give lively hopes of still greater advance
along these lines in the near future. In order that time and
effort be not thrown away, it is important that all such efforts
in this direction shall be based on intelligent, scientiflc prin-
ciples.

Two general laws lie at the foundation of all propagation
of organic beings. These are, first, the tendency of all off-

spring to resemble, in all essential qualities, their parents.
This law is embraced in the axiom, " Like begets like." The
second law referred to consists in the well-known fact that
there is a tendency in every individual to vary in slight par-
ticulars from all other beings of the same species.

By the first of these laws we know with a certainty,
within certain limits, what the result of the mating of two
animals will be. We know that the ofl'spring will re'emble,
in all essential characters, the parents from which it sprang.
Any violent departure from the specific type is considered a
monstrosity, and is rigorously destroyed—In nature, by the
uncongenial environment, and in domestication, by the will
of the breeder. It is to the second law mentioned above that
we must look for the means for improving any race of domes-
tic animals. It is only to a very limited extent that we can
control or influence these variations. Yet, by food, shelter,
etc., we may do something towards improvement. But it is

by careful observation and grasping and fixing the variations
that are continually arising from the operation of occult laws,
of which we know nothing, that the breeder may make prog-
ress towards the goal that he seeks. It Is by seizing these
slight variations and adding them up In certain directions that
progress may be made.

To become an eminent breeder of improved stock of any
kind requires a nicety of discrimination, and a correctness of
judgment possest by comparatively few. What may be ac-
compllsht by this method, of the accumulation of slight varia-
tions, is seen in the different races of domestic animals. There
is little doubt but that the different breeds of horses, cattle,
sheep, swine, poultry and dogs originated in a single source
for each species respectively. It is perhaps somewhatdlfficult
to conceive that the difference between the extremes of some
of these races, as that of the Shetland pony and the Percheron
or Clydesdale horse, or between the greyhound, the Newfound-
land and the spitz or poodle dogs could be the result of breed-
ing and selection along different lines of variation. But tho
these differences are great they do not amount to specific
value. Indeed, divergences greater than these may exist with-
out exceeding specific limitations. Mr. Darwin says :

" Altogether at least a score of pigeons might be chosen,

which, if shown to an ornithologist, and he were told that
they were wild birds, would certainly be rankt by him as well-
defined species. Moreover, I do not believe that any ornithol-
ogist would in this case place the English carrier, the short-
faced tumbler, the runt, the barb, pouter, and fantail. In the
same genus ; more especially as In each of these breeds several
truly-inherited sub-breeds, or species, as he would call them,
could be shown him. Great as are the differences between
the breeds of the pigeon, I am fully convinced that all

are descended from the rock-pigeon (Columbia livla)."

All these differences, wide as they are, have been produced
by the selection of those individuals that varied in the direc-

tion of the chosen staudard, while those that varied in the
wrong direction, or that failed to vary in any perceptible de-
gree were rigorously excluded. Now it seems probable that
the different races of hive-bees were produced by this same
process of selection, aided by the influences of environment.
Some have regarded the differences existing among the bees

Rev. L. J. Templin—See page 169.

of Europe aud western Asia as of specific value, but there
seems to be no good reason to consider them so. These differ-

ences consist in variations in size, form and color, but they
are but little greater than are found to exist between indi-

viduals of the same race ; and certainly not to be compared
with the differences existing among the races of higher ani-

mals. The fact that such markt variations should have been
produced by the art of man in the past shows the plasticity
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of the nature of these insects, and is a guarantee of the suc-

cess of Intelligint, persevering efforts for their improvement
in the future.

The first thing for the man who would strive for the im-
provement of our common races of bees should be to determine
along what lines his efforts are to be put forth. Second, he
should have a clearly-defined idea of the end he wishes to at-

tain. Third, he should have a settled, definite plan by means
of which he expects to reach the desired end.

Suppose he wishes to improve his bees along the line of

honey-gathering qualities. This end he hopes to reach by
developing a strain of bees with longer tongues than ordinary
bees have, that they may gather nectar from flowers with
corollas too deep for ordinary bees to reach. There is doubt-
less a minute difference in the length of the tongues of differ-

ent strains or colonies of bees. Our breeder would naturally
select for the beginning of his experiment the colony with the
longest ligula that could be secured.

Now the bee-keeper finds himself at a disadvantage as

compared with the breeder of common races of farm stock. It

is quite probable that in their efforts to reach to the bottom
of deep flower-tubes the tongues of worker-bees often become
more or less elongated. Now, if these same workers could
propagate their species this lengthened ligula would probably
In some cases be transmitted to their offspring, as is often the

case with acquired properties. But the worker is sterile, so

we must go back to the mother-bee, that probably never
makes any effort to increase the length of her tongue. Any
progress along this line must be sought in the drone and queen
progeny, and can result only from such slight variations as

are spontaneously or naturally produced by the operation of

unseen and unknown forces influencing the systems of the

parent bees. When a queen is found whose worker progeny
show superiority over other bees she is to be used for rearing
other queens, some of which we may expect will give workers
with still longer tongues.

By continuing this process of breeding and selection it is

reasonable to suppose that in a few generations a strain of

bees may be developt that will readily work on red clover and
other deep-celled flowers, to the great benefit of the bee-

keeper. Selection may be made by measuring the tongues of

the workers or by observing those bees that work on the

longest-tubed flowers, and finding the hive to which they be-

long, and choose it for a starting point in improvement. Im-
provement in any other direction may be secured by pursuing
the same course towards any other desired end.

San Diego Co., Calif.

^
A Few Comtueuts " Pro Bono Publico."

BY "COMMON-SENSE BEE-KEEPING."

I am not employed to answer questions nor to criticise

articles, but I feel constrained to make a few remarks, and
with the clemency of the editor, here they are :

That Gbafting-Wax Recipe on page 22 seems wide of

the mark, compared with what I learned from a grafter about
40 years ago, and I have also seen it publisht in nursery
recipes, and have also talkt about it with nursery-men and
grafters at various times, and supposed it was the univer-
sal rule. The proportions are (whether taken in pounds or

ounces) four of rosin, four of beeswax, and one of tallow. Too
much tallow will make it melt easily by the sun, and drip off

from the tree.

Teansferring Bees.—In that new way of transferring,

given on page 5, the danger is that when the box-hive was set

in the ground, full depth, to stay for several weeks, bottom
end up, with the new hive over it, a big rain storm might come
along and fill the hole and old hive itself full of water, and
drown everything therein that couldn't climb for the new hive.

That would be "drowning out," and not transferring. The
delusion lies in supposing that the bees decampt from the old

hive, and went to the new one on account of the way they
were fixt. It will be noticed that Mr. Delmotte's job was put
up right in the bight of the swarming season, and more than
likely the old colony was about to cast a swarm, and it did,

and the swarm went to the new hive rather than to a tree,

just as they might have done if the old hive had not been dis-

turbed. Then in 25 days, when the young brood would all be
hatcht, the old hive could be shaken out clean, and the bees
put into a new one or united with the other swarm with less

than half the labor that was consumed in fussing with the
other way.

Bees Freezing— It is a great mistake to say that " bees
can't freeze to death." Many thousands could testify to the

loss of weak colonies in cold winters with no visible cause but
that thei/ peris/ii by reason of the cold. In such cases they
creep into the cells as close together as possible, like persons
covering their heads in a cold sleeping-room. It may be said

that " bees hibernate," but the proof is all on the other side,

and every living creature that does not hibernate may be
killed easily by the frost below their powers of endurance.
Stiffness and numbness of the cold does not prove hibernation
with the bee any more than it does with man.

The Section Department.—Mr. Hutchinson, important
changes are needed in the section department of the bee-hive.

When the right thing comes before the public the bees will fill

the sections as readily as they now seek to put their honey
above the brood and at the sides of the hive. If the near
future confirms what the past has proven, the rightly con-
constructed " anti-bae-space hive" will figure largely in the
reform. - Pennsylvania.

Feeding Bees—When, What and How to Feed.

BY C. P. DADANT.

I once sold a colony of bees to a friend in the month of

May. The aople-bloom was just over, and the weather had
been cold and disagreeable most of the time. (By the way,
take notice that when the weather is unpleasant during fruit-

bloom, there is much less quantity of fruit than when the

weather has been warm and the bees and insects have helpt

the fertilization.) This colony of bees was strong and full of

brood, but had very few stores. After delivering the hive and
placing it in a selected spot in this man's orchard, the bees

were liberated, and I gave the beginner a few instructions.

Among other things I said :

The season is a little backward, the weather cool, and be-

tween now and clover bloom you will perhaps have to feed

these bees. This remark came like a cloud in a fair sky :

"Feed them! What? Feed them now ? In May ? If they

can't feed themselves in the month of flowers, what will they

do in winter ?"

Friend novice, every old bee-keeper will tell you that the

most dangerous time for the bees to starve is just at the eve of

a big harvest. An indifferent observer may readily believe

that there are plenty of blossoms in the fields from the begin-

ning of spring till the drouth of July without any intermis-

sions. This is not correct. Our gardens may be sparkling

with blooms of all colors, and roses without end, but the busi-

ness-blossoms, those on which the honey-flow depends, do not

always or in all places follow one another in close rotation.

After the willow, the maple and the hazel, there is an inter-

ruption. There is another after fruit-bloom. These different

plants furnish the colonies just about enough nectar to induce

them to rear brood to their utmost capacity, and more honey

is consumed than at any other season. Hives that were rich

in the fall may have been examined in February and found

still heavy with stores, but in March the hive is already much
lighter, and by May 1 it often happens that the last drops of

old honey reach scarcely to the fresh nectar. A difference of a

few degrees in latitude will only change the time of breeding,

and the time of blossoms, by a few days or a few weeks, but

the result is similar. There is a scarcity just when the colony

is most in need of a plenty, and if the queen is very prolific,

and the winter supply has not been very great, more attention

is needed at the time when it would seem that care was superf-

luous.
Between fruit-bloom and clover-bloom, in this latitude, we

often see three or four weeks when very little is to be had. In

favored locations the locust, the gooseberry, the raspberry,

and some other shrubs may keep up the larder of the bees,

but a few rainy days, when the hive is full of bees, will often

cause them to use up their last drop, and, if no succor is at

hand, they may be compelled to throw out the brood. Tho
the drones are still in the larval state, they seem already to

know that they will be useless and fit only to eat the surplus,

for they methodically begin by casting these out first. When-
ever you notice them carrying out these white drone-grubs,

you may know something is wrong, and if nothing is done, and
the weather continues unpleasant, or the bloom continues

scarce the worker larvas will go next. Even tho I am an
enemy of drones, as my readers have surely perceived ere this,

I do not think it well to advise any one to let this hecatomb
continue, for while they are destroying the drones, they are

stinting themselves, and their queen is likely to relax or per-

haps discontinue her laying at a time when her eggs are

worth three times more to the colony than all the honey they

will need. Bees are not wasteful creatures, and if too much is
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fed to them at this season it is not at all lost, tho it would be

an error to crowd them with a surplus at a time when the crop

is so near.
Let us watch our bees at all times, but mostly when they

are the nighest to a bountiful crop. It a fair allowance has
been left for winter, they will still have plenty when the snow
disappears. But for awhile after that you will see them car-

rying in pollen and water, and so little honey that it is a won-
der that their stores do not diminish more rapidly.

There are plenty of seasons, tho, when instead of being
short they increase their surplus out of every bloom. If the
winter is fair, the weather propitious in the spring, they may
begin to put honey In the supers even out of fruit-bloom. But
such seasons are exceptional.

Strange as It may seem we have lost more tees from
starvation in June, within a week of the opening of a good
flow of clover, than at any other season, winter included. But
(n June, as in winter, if the bees starve it is the apiarist's

fault. Rainy, cloudy weather, if protracted for four for five

days, will often reduce the very finest colonies to the verge of

starvation.
WHAT TO FEED TO BEES.

In the fall when the bees have to be put into winter quar-
ters, and they need a supply, our aim is to give them this food
as fast as possible, so they may not consume too much of it

(n breeding. The food is also wanted to be as compact as pos-
sible. If first-class honey is not at hand, the very best pos-

sible feed may be prepared with granulated sugar diluted with
half of its weight of hot water and raixt with about one-fourth
or one-third of the Quantity of good honey to keep it from
crystallizing in the cells. This feed is even better for the bees
than average honey, and some of our over-zealous theorists at
one time advised the removal of all the honey from the hives
and replacing it with this feed. But it is bad enough to have
to feed when your bees are short without giving yourself the
trouble of removing the honey for the problematic and uncer-
tain gain that might be realized from feeding back sugar
syrup.

Bees wintered in the cellar may very well be fed through
the winter with cakes of ordinary sugar-candy laid over the
cluster. But the most important feeding Is at this season of
the year, between spring and clover bloom, for on it a great
part of the success depends. If our colonies are rich in stores
U is well, but they should breed plentifully, and we must urge
them to this. A spoonful of w arm feed is often very stimulat-
ing. The feed should be thinner than in the fall, for water is

needed to rear brood, and they can use much thinner honey
than in the winter. The nectar that they harvest from the
blossoms is often thin enough to run like water from the
combs when they are handled, and the feed given to them
may well be as watery as this.

In the spring feed little, but feed often. It Is better to
keep them breeding by repeated feeding, but the quantity
should be small, so they may not fill their cells with food that
should be occupied with brood. Do not overfeed your bees,
but be sure they have enough to keep on breeding all spring.

HOW TO FEED THE BEES.

We use the Hill atmospheric feeder. It is simple and
good. An inverted can with a cover pierced with little holes
Is placed right over the brood-combs. The bees do not have
to displace themselves to reach their food, and can get it in
any kind of weather. Much or little can be given, and it is

away from the entrance where robbers are prone to lurk.
The worst feeder of all is an out-door feeder in which you

feed your bees and anybody's bees that may be about. The
next worst is an entrance-feeder. Hancock Co., III.

Working Up an Appetite for Honey.
BY A. F. FOOTE.

I am a farmer, and began keeping bees about 1.5 years
ago with only the idea of supplying my own table with that
most exquisite of all sweet—honey. Without the aid of any
bee-literature, I have been successful beyond my most san-
guine expectations ; and now, that I have arrived at an age
when physical labor, on the farm, is practically out of the
question, I find easy, pleasant and quite remunerative employ-
ment with my bees. Having noticed several articles on
" marketing honey," I would like to give my method, which
has always exhausted the supply ahead of the demand.

In the first place, I keep a " guide-board " by the road-
side, informing the passer-by (who, by the way, on account of
it, does not always pass by) that I have honey to sell, some-
times giving the price and sometimes not, as I think best.

This brings a good many customers outside the immediate
neighborhood, and for whom, of course, it is intended. With
this class, and my neighbors, I always let the scales tip in

favor of the customer, who is always sure of good weight.

We have a good deal of company, and the very best honey
is always on the table at meal-time. I will not say that there
is not a little "policy" in this, too, as a visitor frequently
says before leaving : "I think I will have to take a dollar's

worth of that honey ; it is very fine."

I keep two or three stores in as many villages supplied,
taking goods in exchange, the merchants buying it outright,

and sell it for the same price they allow me, making their

profit on the goods I take.
Again, I work a little advertising scheme once or twice a

year with the church socials, in which I am not the loser at

least. It is given out as extensively as possible, that a certain
evening "There will be a ' Honey Social' at the residence of

Mrs. . Supper, 10 cents. Warm biscuits and honey 5
cents extra." I furnish the honey, and the proceeds all go to

help pay the minister.

My aim from the start has been to " work up an appetite "

for my honey, even if I have to give away a section or two
here and there. The result is that I am not able to supply
the home demand, notwithstanding there are four or five

other quite extensive apiaries within a few miles.

Mitchell Co., Iowa, Jan. IS.

The Bees, Not the Oueen, Order the "Walk-
Out "—Stores for Winter.

BY B. T. STONE.

In 1894 a bee-keeper in Florida askt the following ques-

tions in the American Bee Journal

:

" When bees swarm, which order the walk-out, the queen
or the workers ?"

I was not one of the many that answered this question,

but I can now answer it to the complete satisfaction of any
person. July 19, 1897, I opened a 10-frame hive to examine
it for a disease that closely resembled foul brood, and I re-

moved three of the middle frames, placing these in an empty
hive fully 4 feet from the hive that I was going to examine,
and after I had them nicely placed in the empty hive, I then
commenced to examine the remaining seven frames, and to my
great surprise a swarm commenced to issue from the three

frames in the empty hive, and while the bees were swarming
from the three frames, the bees on the seven frames, fully 4
feet away, remained quiet ; but after they had all swarmed
from the three frames, the bees on the seven frames caught
the excitement, and they rolled out of the hive by the thou-

sand.
Now, I am positively certain that the bees on the three

frames ordered the walk-out, and I am equally certain that

the queen was not on either of the three frames, for I exam-
ined them carefully before I placed them in the empty hive,

and after the swarm was in the air I again examined the three
frames, and not a queen was to be seen. I quickly returned
the three frames to the hive and closed it, but I did not get it

more than closed when the swarm returned to the hive. As
quick as the swarm returned, I opened the hive, this time to

look for the queen, and I found her on the outside frame.
This experience will forever convince me that the bees order

the walk-out, and not the queen.
In 1896 I had a colony to cast a prime swarm at 4:30

a.m. It was so dark and cloudy the swarm could not be seen

100 feet away. I have been a bee-keeper eight years, and I

have only lost five colonies during the winter. I know now
how to winter bees without the loss of a single colony. Bees
will winter far better on good, thick syrup, made of granulated
sugar, than they will on the best of honey. I have had colo-

nies in October robbed of the last drop of honey, and would
feed them good, thick syrup, and these colonies would come
out in the spring and do better in every way than colonies

wintered on the best of honey. Preston Co., W. Va.

Complete Volumes ot 1897.—We have on hand
about 30 complete volumes of the American Bee Journal for

1897, which we will mail to any one upon receipt of 60 cents.

We also have about the same number of the first six months'
copies of 1897, which we will mall for 30 cents. As there

were 832 pages of the Bee Journal last year, here Is a chance
for our new subscribers to get a good deal of valuable reading-

matter for a very little money. Better order at once, before

they are all gone.
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Report of the Northeastern Ohio, Western New
York, and Northwestern Pennsylvania

Bee-Keepers' Convention.

BY ED JOLLET.

This Association convened at Corry, Pa., Jan. 12 and 13,
1898. The usual business preliminaries disposed of, a general

informal tallj on bees was in order.

FOUL BKOOD.

Mr. Spitler started the mill with the question, " Does any
one know of a foul brood law in the State of Pennsylvania?"
No one knew of any such a law, but all were agreed that there
should be such a law in every State.

President Dewey askt if any one knew of foul brood in his

vicinity. No one knew of it at the present time. Mr. Edgett's
bees had had foul brood a few years ago. " It was caused,"
he said, " by the bees in some hives being accidentally smoth-
ered. Having brood in all stages it chilled and rotted in the
combs. These combs were given to other colonies, thinking
they would clean them properly, but the brood that was sub-
sequently reared in these combs develop! into foul brood."

Mr. Nichols thought foul brood might be caused by the
injudicious spreading of brood, allowing it to become chilled

and rot in the combs.
Mr. Sutton thought that the spraying of fruit-trees while

in bloom often killed off the bees to such an extent that the
brood was chilled and subsequently caused foul brood. All

present, however, did not concur in the opinion that foul

brood could be spontaneously germinated, and thought that in

a locality entirely free from the disease chilled brood could
not possibly cause it.

BROOD-FRAME COVERING IN WINTER.

"What Is the best covering for over the brood-frames in

winter ?"

The majority used burlap or other cloth that would per-

mit moisture to escape. Mr. Sutton used enameled cloth, the
enameled side toward the bees. Mr. Nichols had the best re-

sults by using a board over the frames, putting it on and
allowing the bees to seal it thoroughly. Messrs. Sutton and
Nichols both used a heavy packing on top of their sealed
covers. Mr. Dewey used a rim covered with cloth, over
which he laid felt wrapping, such as is used for covering steam
and water pipes, it being a non-conductor of heat and cold.

Mr. Peck used a box larger than the hive ; setting the hive in

the box, he packt the space between the hive and the box with
chaff, and also put six inches to a foot of chaff on top of the
hive.

EXAMINING COLONIES WITH SEALED COVERS.

The question arose as to how those using sealed covers
examined their bees during the winter.

Mr. Nichols always tried to be sure that his bees had
honey enough to carry them through, and then trusted to luck.

Mr. Sutton could tell about all he wanted to know in win-
ter by putting his ear to the outside of the hive. If the bees
were quiet, or he heard a low, even hum, he felt reasonably
sure they were all right. But if every now and then he heard
a sharp, plaintive note, he was apprehensive.

Mr. Edgett examined his bees at any time during the win-
ter or summer that he wanted to know how they were getting
along.

Mr. Peck would not disturb his bees during the winter,

not even by walking through his apiary, if there was a frozen
crust on the snow. In fact, if he caught a person walking
through his apiary at such a time he would order him out.

The President's annual address was now delivered by Pres.

Dewey, in which he exprest his pleasure at meeting those pres-

ent, and extended his best wishes that success might crown
our future efforts.

Mr. Spitler next read a paper on

Spring management of Bees.

If the conditions necessary for successful wintering of the
bees was complied with the fail previous, spring management
will be, as a general thing, a very simple matter. Of course.

bees must have the needed attention at the right time, even if

they come through the winter in the best possible condition.
Some of the colonies will have consumed double the stores

that other colonies have by consuming stores in brood-rearing
or some other cause or causes. They will have to be attended
to—perhaps fed—while other colonies will have abundant
stores, too much perhaps, and will need frames of honey
taken to be replaced by empty ones so as to give the queen
plenty of room for depositing eggs. Without this precaution
early and small swarms may be the result, but oftener the
hive is too short of stores, even with strong colonies.

In no case should bees have more combs than they can
well cover in the spring, if it is desired to build up colonies
for the early honey-flow, whatever that may come from. S»
in most cases contraction of the brood-nest will have to be
practiced for best results. But, says one, " That will be fuss-
ing too much." Perhaps it will, but as heat is one of the
necessary conditions for brood-rearing, heat must be provided ;

this can only be done by contracting, especially in small col-

onies. A weak colony with a good queen can be built up to a
strong colony if taken in hand in time.

When bees are examined—overhauled—in March, if the
weather is warm enough to contract the brood-nest so that
brood-rearing can commence, a weak colony should have
but three frames at first, and one of these should be full of
honey. If the cappings next to the center are broken a little

to start up business, all the better. The next time you handle
break some more cappings, perhaps on the outside of the
comb this time would be best, especially if more than two
weeks since first handled.

Then follows expanding the brood-nest, which must be
practiced with great caution, and in weak colonies it should
not be done until young bees hatch out in pretty large numbers
so as to be sure that chilled brood will not result. By adding
combs from time to time, and feeding all that will be necessary
to keep the queen busy, the very weakest colony can be built

up, but better not have weak colonies.

By providing water in abundance in a warm location—in

a sunny place protected from west winds—much may be done
to prevent spring dwindling. By not giving more combs to

the bees than they can cover, the wax-moth, so much dreaded
by many bee-keepers, can do no harm. Geo. Spitler.

Mr. Dewey had some dark honey which he wisht to utilize

In the spring to the best advantage. He queried as to whether
it was best to feed for stimulating brood-rearing to colonies
that had an abundance of honey in their hives, or whether it

would be better to feed it so as to fill the brood-combs just
before the white honey-flow. The majority thought the stim-
ulative feeding would pay the best. Mr. Peck thought that if

he filled the combs with the dark honey just before the white
honey-flow, the bees would carry it up into the supers where
it would do more harm than good.

The prevention of swarming was next considered. Mr.
Nichols' plan was to give plenty of super room in time. He
practiced clipping the queens; the first year he dipt one
wing, the second the other, and the third he superseded the
queen. Mr. Sutton gave room underneath the brood-nest to

prevent swarming.
The next on the program was a paper by Mr. L. K.

Edgett, on
jnanagement of Swarms.

This subject is one prolific of discussion, and I can do no
more than give the method, as it has been a success with me
and others who have used it in this locality.

It may be well to give my reasons for its use. With black
bees I found the Heddon plan would prevent all after-swarms,
but with Italian, Syrian a'nd Carniolan in many instances it

only delayed them a few days, and if I cut out all queen-cells
but one, left the hive crowded with young bees that had no
work, as there was no brood to nurse or comb to build,

they would hang out until the young queen began to lay, or
they were old enough to go to the fields, and this time was lost.

Here we have a short honey-flow, generally, and not very
heavy. Colonies that swarm store very little or none after
swarming in the June honey-flow. I do not advise the use of
this method in May or August, but on swarms that come at
the beginning or during the June flow. When a swarm issues
during this time, I hive It in a hive contracted one-fourth, and
set it in the place of the old colony, leaving the colony beside
it turned at right angles or moved in any way to throw the
working-force into the new swarm. The third day after, put
the supers from the old hive on the new swarm, and move the
old hive so that the entrance comes close to that of the new
swarm. This can be done a little at a time, or all at once, as
best suits the operator. Leave the hives in this position until
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the seventh day, then take the frames from the old hive.

Shake nearly all the bees down in front of the new swarm,
and cut out all the queen-cells but one. Then move the old

colony to a new stand to build up for buckwheat. You then
have a colohy that will store surplus if there is any to be
gathered.

I have used hives containing eiftht frames Sj^xll}^, and
from that up, and I find this works best with large hives.

L. K. Edgett.

THE MARKETING PROBLEM

was next considered. All present were agreed that the pre-

vailing low price of honey was not due to over-production, but
to a class of slovenly, careless bee-keepers, whose chief success
was in spoiling the market. Their honey was not worth mote
than they got for it ; but the price paid for it was the ruling
price for the season. The only remedy suggested that seemed
feasible was by co-operation, and have a bee-keeper in each
neighborhood to buy up all this honey and then keep the mar-
ket supplied, but not overstockt.

HOUSE-APIABIES.

Mr. Dewey next gave a talk on house-apiaries. His house-
apiary is built after the plan of Mr. Langdon's, as described
in the Bee Journal for 1895, except that Mr. Dewey made
his wider than the Langdon plan, having room for his supplies
and fixtures inside. He likes it better than an out-door api-

ary for several reasons. The operator is protected from the
hot sun ; he can open a hive without fear of robbirig ; can
feed a colony at any time without other bees having access to

it; and can lock the door, thus making it safe from prowlers.
Its most serious drawback is the loss of young queens at ma-
ting time, the hive-entrances being so close together and so

much alike.

The Secretary next read a paper written by Mr. N. T.
Phelps, on

Progress of Bce-Kceping.

It was probably a mistake to put me down for a paper on
the progress of bee-keeping, as I am no writer, and am also
cue of those who believe it better to put forth one's energies
to keep up with the present than to begrim one's hands with
the musty records of the past. This places me a little out of

my element, but as the task has been assigned me I will do
the best I can. The old-time methods of bee-keeping will be

» mentioned cot because they will be new to any members pres-
ent, but to recall those things and place them In com-
parison with the present methods, and thereby provoke dis-

cussion in practical things that concern the present day.

I now recall no pursuit that has made the advancement
that bee-keeping has in so short a time. A few years ago the
ordinary bee-keeper knew very little of the natural history of

the bee, and almost nothing about proper hives and appliances.
Perhaps I can mention no old thing or any new thing that is

not known to every member present, but let me compare a
few things used and believed then, with a few things used
and believed in now.

When I was young I lived very near one of the best old-
time bee-keepers in all the country. He kept a large number
of colonies, and it was believed that his would rob and carry
home all the bees in the neighborhood. It was of no use for
any one else to try to keep bees near him, because his family
lived together in greater peace and happiness than any one
else, therefore his bees were more loyal to him than to any
one in the neighborhood. To-day we know that a good,
strong colony in a normal condition will hold their fort against
all comers. Give them plenty of honey to gather from the
fields, and they don't care if a man does quarrel a little with
his wife or mother-in-law. This old bee-keeper's hives were
made of rough board boxes or hollow logs sawed off, and two
cross sticks put through them, aud he never saw the inside of

one of them from the day the swarm was shaken off the branch
in front of them until they died from some cause that the
modern bee-keeper with bis movable-frame hive ought to be
able to prevent.

The bees themselves seem to have made a great deal of
advancement, too. Then they were ruled by a " king." They
had to do everything as he commanded, some were soldiers at
his command, some stored honey at his command, some gath-
ered bee-bread to live on at his command, others made wax
at his command, and when he died they mourned themselves
to death for him. Now the colony has no government at all.

Every bee is so good and patriotic that each bee does Just ex-
actly right every time—does just exactly what Is best for the
colouy under all circumstances.

My neighbor bee-keeper used for surplus honey a box 6x-
6x12 inches, also made of rough boards, sometimes with a

hole in one end covered with a piece of broken glass. Auger-
holes were bored in the top of the hive to match, and the box
was then set on top of the hive. When the bees got ready^if
the family were real good—they would fill this box with honey.
The honey was gotten out by prying off one side of the box,

usually the bottom, and then cutting it out with a knife.

When the honey was sold to a neighbor this box was saved
and sent back to the bee-keeper. Quite a contrast with the
present method of using one-piece sections. Then that honey
sold in those boxes for 25 cents per pound—sometimes as high
as 30 cents per pound. Now a net price of 12 cents is quite
up to expectation. I don't quite see the progress in that, do
you ?

The first attempt to make any kind of a comb-guide that
I know of, was by pouring melted wax through one or two of

the holes in this box and letting it run lengthwise of the box,
making a little ridge of wax along the top of the box, when it

was then set on the top of the hive. Contrast this with the
foundation we use to-day, and the attempt at drawn comb.
We know the foundation we have been using is a great suc-

cess. It is to be proven whether drawn comb will be as much
of a success in the hands of the average bee-keeper. This
much, however, we do know, that it is one of the greatest
mechanical achievements of the present day.

About the year 1856 the "old bee-keeper," before men-
tioned, had 170 colonies around three sides of a yard, on
benches. The next spring he had not one live bee left. His
neighbors surmised that he and his wife had quarreled, there-

fore the bees had left. But along in the next summer when
the benches were moved so as to mow the weeds, the remark-
able discovery was made that the worms had driven the bees
out of the hive. He also remembered that he had seen a good
many bees coming out of the hives along in the latter part of

the winter, but he never thought to blame the worms for It at

the time.

JV^oic every up-to-date bee-keeper knows whether his bees
have enough stores to winter on, and if short of stores sup-
plies them with enough to last them until more can be gath-
ered. T/ie?i the " king " ruled his lifetime ; ?iou' the queen is

removed whenever her usefulness begins to wane.

Many more things could be mentioned, but this is enough
for one convention. Mention of some things might be made
that I am afraid are not progress in bee-keeping. One of

them is the Hoffman frame. While I believe in a distance-

keeper or spacer, I want the frame so movable that on;/ frame
can be readily taken out. We owe almost all of this advance-
ment in bee-keeping to a readily movable frame. When the

frame is less movable bee-keeping will not be as scientifically

attended to.

Another thing is the "fence" and no-inset section. I

have had experience enough to know that many more sections

of honey will be damaged in handling and shipping without
insets than with. N. T. Phelps.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year ;

President, George Spitler ; Vice-President, H. S. Sutton:
Secretary and Treasurer, Ed Jolley, of Franklin, Pa.

Franklin was chosen as the next place of meeting, and the

time selected is Jan. 11 and 12, 1899.
Ed Jollev, Sec.

Report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Cou-
veutioH, Held lu Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

REPORTED BY A SPECIAL BEE .JOURNAL REPORTER.

(Continued from page 151.)

SECOND DAY

—

Forenoon Session.

SWEET CLOVER DISCUSSION CONTINUED.

A Member—Is the National Bee-Keepers' Union helping

Dr. Besse In his lawsuit?
Pres. Miller— I am one of the Advisory Board of the Na-

tional Bee-Keepers' Union, and if they have offered any help

to Dr. Besse I don't remember anything about it. I don't

think that is the case. Dr. Besse, has the National Bee-Keep-
ers' Union promist to do anything in the case?

Dr. Besse—They have promist to stand by me. Mr.
Newman and I corresponded, and he said they would assist

me.— [In the annual report of the National Bee-Keepers'

Union, it states that Dr. Besse has received .^75 toward the

expense of pushing his suit.—Editok 1

Mr. Baxter— I sympathize with Dr. Besse, and I think it

would be proper to help him under certain conditions, but I
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maintain that the National Bee-Keepers' Union, or any other
Union, as far as that is concerned, cannot do anything unless
he has been attackt under color of law. Then it is their duty ;

otherwise, not.

Mr. Stone—I do not believe that it is any of our business
to interfere unless it is a State law, and then I would like to

see the Union go in and contest that law, and see whether it

could stand, to make sweet clover a noxious weed. I wouldn't
care if it cost $.5 to every member of the Association, as far
as I was concerned.

A Member—Sweet clover has been grown in our county
(Kendall) for 25 years. It vpas sowed there on the streets
and on the roads by a man for his bees. And from that day
to this I believe that the farmers in the neighborhood have
been fighting it, and I believe they arer fighting it stronger to-

day than ever before. The people for miles around my town
believe that sweet clover is equal to Canada thistle. Nothing
that has ever been written or said seems to affect it.

Mr. Karch—There has been something said about sweet
clover which I do not agree with. It doesn't act the same in our
locality—Will county. I remember in my boyhood days it was
very seldom we saw a plant anywhere. I remember seeing
the first one in our garden ; it was there for a curiosity. The
roads in our locality now are covered in some places, and you
can notice the difference, year by year, where it extends
further and further. I won't allow sweet clover to grow on
my farm any more, not much more than I would Canada this-
tle. I bate to have anything spread on my farm which is not
under my control. The highway commissioners are very care-
ful in cutting sweet clover on the roadsides, and you ought to
see what a beautiful blossom there is ; the bees as much as
two weeks ago were working on that sweet clover on the
roads. It is in fine blossom to-day, and I don't believe there
is any more killing sweet clover by cutting than there is by
pulling the bloom off with a rake.

Pres. Miller— Localities differ. I have a little place of
about 40 acres. I sowed over I think about 25 acres with
sweet clover, sowed it on grass and everything as it was,
simply scattering the seed over the ground. That was per-
haps 15 years ago. I tried to encourage its growth all I knew
how during that time. This year perhaps on that 20 or 25
acres there may have been half an acre of sweet clover. So
you see it doesn't spread so very fast on my place. I have had
it die out entirely where I sowed it and tried to keep it—just
gave it the same treatment that I would red clover, had a
stand come up and have every appearance of being good, ex-
cept a rather weak growth, yet next spring there wasn't a
plant of it there, not one. Yet it flourishes on the roadside.

Mr. Whitcomb—Three or four years ago I noticed all over
the northern part of this State, when the pastures were en-
tirely gone, that the farmers were maintaining their stock on
the swuet clover on the roadsides. And during those dry
years out about Grand Island. Nebr., had it not been for the
sweet clover growing on the roadside poor people would have
had to sell their cows. Isu't a plant that is so hardy val-
uable ? Isn't it of some value to cultivate as a forage-plant
and as a bee-plant ? Ought we not to turn in and foster it,

and take care of it, and sow it, and put it in a position where
it would be of some value? Anything else that came up the
farmer community would take hold of and be using as a for-
age-plant. Something Is going to grow along the roadsides,
in Illinois and Nebraska, and everywhere there is fertile land
in a prairie country. If it is not sweet clover it will be rag-
weed or sunflowers. A patch of sweet clover along the road
looks a great deal nicer to me than a patch of wild sunflowers.
People will pass through sunflowers week after week and
never say a word about it, but if they strike a patch of sweet
clover they are horrified. Ignorance and superstition are two
of the worst evils this country has to deal with. And I have
traveled over long stretches of your Illinois country, where if

you went a foot your clothing was covered with the pollen
from the rag-weed ; and it is a villainous weed.

Mr. Baxter—Poisoning the air with its pollen.
Mr. Whitcomb—You sow a little sweet clover there and

the whole country is horrified. The nature of sweet clover is

not such that it will encroach upon your cultivated laud. It
may encroach on your pasture a little bit. If it does, you
have one of the best pasture plants you ever saw. Let a little

patch of sweet clover appear out in your pasture, and you
drop your work and go and pull it up and carry it away !

Why? Simply because you have not studied the nature of
sweet clover, and don't understand that you are destroying
one of the most valuable plants that ever grew on your farm,
and one that will furnish you pasturage before anything else
comes up, and after everything else has been killed by frost.

Mr. Baxter—The Dadants have been growing it for about
years; and, as a pasture plant, there is one objection to it.

The cattle eat it so close to the ground that it dies out through
the winter, very often !

Mr. Baldrldge—Mr. Karch says it is so dilificult to get rid
of. I gathered seed this year from perhaps two acres of
ground, and I doubt very much whether you can find a soli-

tary root alive to-day where I cut. In fact, I have a stand-
ing proposition where I live, that if they will let the seed get
iu the dough state, or cut it in full bloom, that there won't be
one solitary root alive the next spring. I will give a dollar
apiece for every root that will be alive.

Pres. Miller—Would they be alive if they were not cut?

Mr Baldrldge—No, but the seed would drop. If you want
to get rid of it, you cut it at that stage and you get rid of both
seed and root. It is the easiest plant in the world to destroy
if you once really understand its habits.

Mr. Karch—I will say that our stock in Will county must
be educated to the use of sweet clover as a fodder. I have
failed to see any cattle in our neighborhood ever touch any
sweet clover, consequently they never kill it by eating it close.

That is my experience.
Mr. Green—Sweet clover is no new thing with us. Thirty

years or more ago at least there was a patch of it in our gar-
den, and for at least 10 years it didn't get 10 feet away from
that spot. Within the last 15 years, and especially within
the last 8 or 10, it has grown very rapidly, and spreads all

through the highways and waste lands of the neighborhood,
and the highway commissioners in most of the townships cut
it down very religiously ; but I am not at all alarmed. I
would just as leave they would do it as not, and perhaps a.

little rather, because they do not understand the nature of
the plant, and they either cut it down at such a time that it

grows up and makes late pasturage for the bees, or they cut
it so that it gives the young plant a chance to grow. So they,

are not getting rid of it. Within the last year or two I have
noticed it encroaching considerably upon hay or pasture land,

but of course it does not stand cultivation. In regard to stock
eating it, I have a horse that has never been educated to eat
sweet clover at all, but if she can get out of the gate at all,

she will attack that clover the first thing.

Mr. Schrier— I can remember about six years ago a family
came from Michigan, sowed some sweet clover seed, and it

spread out in the road, and I think it spread from our town
clear down to Cairo, and all the cattle come from town and
keep it down from spring till fall. The roads are well sup-
plied with the sweet clover. My stock had no chance to get
at it, so I can't speak for my stock. They don't get out in

the road, and Inside cultivated land I have none there. On
meadow it will grow a little so long as it is not cultivated. S»
I think sweet clover Is a good thing for honey, altho I would
call it a nuisance on the highway, the way you see it in some
places, as high as a horse where it is not cut down, and it

looks ugly. But if the stock are around they will keep it down.

Mr. Thompson—I have a neighbor who has pastured two
cows with the sweet clover on the roadside all summer long.

The pastures were dry, and If he hadn't had that sweet clover
they would have starved, or else he would have had to sell

them. With regard to the benefits to bee-keepers I know this :

In Kane county for the last two or three years it has been so

dry that if we had not had an abundance of sweet clover our
bees would have starved.

Pres. Miller—I am very anxious that the highway com-
missioners shall cut it down on the roadside. It is an objec-

tionable plant, because it grows tall and strong for the road-
side. It is worse than most plants in that way. Before it

gets to that hight cut it down, so that it will not leave a very
objectionable stubble, which will be still disagreeable after it

is cut down, but cut it down before it blossoms, and then you
have it out of the way, and I feel very certain it will blossom
afterwards just when I want it to. With me its blossoms are
worthless during the blooming of while clover, because there

is so much white clover I don't care for it. But if it can be
cut down and bloom a little later then it is of value as a
honey-plant.

Mr. Whitcomb— I can agree with Mr. Karch's statement,
that stock won't touch it. Stock must be cultivated to it, in

general. There may be an exceptional case when a cow or

horse getting it for the first time will eat it. Texas cattle, I

am told, must be educated to eat corn. Moreover, cattle must
be educated to eat alfalfa.

Mr. Cooley—Can sweet clover be grown for forage and
also for the blossom for the bees ?

Pres. Miller—Yes, and no. Cut it before the first blossom
shows, and it will give you a crop of forage, and will not in-

terfere in the least with it as a honey-plant.

Mr. Whitcomb—In cutting for forage it is necessary to be
careful not to cut it low. You must not cut it as low as tim-
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othy. If you run your moiver right down to the ground the
chances are you will kill it entirely.

Mr. Lyman— I would ask if any one knows In regard to

the present law in this State, in regard to commisssioners cut-

ting the weeds along the roads '?

Pres. Miller— I think the law is that they may cut the
weeds on the road.

Mr. Lyman—Doesn't it give farmers until Aug. 20 to cut
those weeds ? I think it does.

Pres. Miller—Perhaps that is true.

Mr. Schrler—They have time till the last of September.
Pres. Miller—Do I understand this, that if you say to the

commissioners on your land. Don't touch this until a certain
date, that they must concede that?

Mr. Lyman—The farmer, as I understand it, has until

Aug. 20, or about that time, to cut the weeds along the road-
side, and if he does that he is allowed .$1.25 a day, which is

applied on his taxes. If the commissioners cut the weeds after

that, the cost of the cutting is charged to him.
Mr. Kaldridge—I have heard of such a law before, and a

great many farmers where I live availed themselves of its

provisions. They would be allowed so much on their taxes
the coming year. But I understand that the law did not pa.*s

the legislature. It was an act before the legislature, but
never became a law. A great many will find that out when
they come to pay their taxes—they won't be allowed anything.

Mr. Stone—I don't think there is anything of that kind in

the law.

Mr. Green—I think Mr. Baldridge is correct in regard to
that law. I remember seeing it in the newspapers a report
that such a law had been past, and farmers were notified and
advised that they could obtain a rebate on their taxes in that
way, but a week or two after that the papers informed that
the law had not been past.

Pres. Miller—I think it will be well for us to have a little

rest, allowing a chance for those not yet members to become
so, and I believe Mr. Cooley has brought a sample section of
honey built on the drawn foundation.

Mr. Stone— I would like to say that I have samples of the
heads of two kinds of clover that I would like to have the
members see. They were sent to me by a gentleman in Aus-
tralia.

Pres. Miller—What kind of clover ?

Mr. Stone—One of them is strawberry clover, and one he
called creeping clover. The creeping clover has a seed that is

a perfect rosette, and looks as if it were made out of brown
paper.

Pres. Miller—It looks almost exactly like the alfalfa seed,
only on a larger scale.

Mr. Stone—In those pods there are about five seeds, and
for fear I would run out of the seed I planted three seeds out
of the five. They are three or four times as large as a red
clover seed. They grow very rapidly. Out of the three seeds
three plants came, and something killed one, and I got a large
teacup of these little pods from the two plants. The straw-
berry clover has a head just like a strawberry. They have
little spots of fuzz on them that look like a strawberry.

(Continued next week.)

Bucket Honey was slow sale at 8 cents per pound this

season, while that put up in pint Mason jars brought almost
twice as much. Compliments on the good sense of the con-
sumer are in order.—Somnambulist, in Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Bees Adapted to the Climate.—The best bee for any
place must be one that comes from somewhere in nearly the
same latitude, according to J. O. Grimsley, in Busy Bee. Car-
niolans coming from latitude 46-' are all right for the North,
but breed too much in the mild winters of the South. Italians

come from latitude 44-, Cyprians from 35^, and Holy-Lands
from 31 , so he would choose accordingly.

Bring up the Grade of Extracted Honey, is what Dan
White makes a strong plea for, in Gleanings. He says: "Every
fellow has been extracting and grading to his own notion, with-
out saying a word to the other fellows. I believe we have just

as good a right to agitate the grading of our product as have
the comb-honey producers. While they are polishing and sand-
papering their sections, say we put such a finish on our ex-

tracted honey that we cau draw a little attention. You see

they are trying to attract the eye, and we will try to attract

the palate."

Prevention of After-Swarms.—Put a cone escape at the

entrance of the old hive, having previously set the swarm in

place of the old hive, putting the old hive close beside it. No
bees entering the old hive, only one queen will be left, and
when that is ready for fertilization, remove the old hive to a

new stand, or dispose of as seems best. F. A. Gemmill says,

in Review, he has practiced this for five or six years, and J. B.

Hall longer.

Bees Select Best dueen-Cells.—M. Jukos says in Mehes-
zeti Kozlony, that, after careful observation, he finds that bees

destroy purposely such larvae in queen-cells as will not mature
good queens, reserving only the best. Acting on this hint, in-

stead of taking cells from a colony immediately after the issu-

ing of a first swarm, he waits until four or five days later, and
finds he has not only more beautiful queens, but decidedly

better ones.

Don't Heat Wax too Much.— L. A. Aspinwall, in Review,

thinks there is danger of getting too great a heat in melting

wax, even in a sun-extractor. Over 212-" the tendency to

soften propolis so it mixes with wax is much increast. For
this reason he paints his extractor white, outside and in. This

is better for the wood, too, tnan black. A. C. Miller says many
a lot of fine wax has been spoiled, or very much darkened, by

allowing the water in which it is melted to boll together with

the wax.

Telescoping Hive-Caps over sections are valued by Doo-

little. "On cool mornings where there is only the one thick-

ness of lumber between the outside air and the sections, we
will find that the bees have stopt work in the sections and very

largely gone below, while with the telescoping cap, the bees

are enabled to keep up sufficient heat so that comb-building is

going on the same as it was the evening before." And nearly

the same thing on extremely hot afternoons.—Progressive

Bee-Keeper.

Wintering Nuclei.— In reply to a call from G. M. Doo-

littie for some plan by which queens may be carried over

winter, Dr. Miller tells, in Gleanings, how he has wintered in

the same hive two colonies or nuclei. A bee-tight division-

board separates the two parts, and the two nuclei clustered up

against the division-board, forming a single cluster with the

division-board in the middle. Editor Root says that before

they sold off queens in the fall, they wintered nuclei in this

way successfully.

Untimely Brood-Rearing in early spring or late winter,

its causes and consequences, are dwelt upon in Sweizerische

Bztg., also in Preussiche Bztg. The brood-nest is unduly ex-

tended, bees fly much and are lost in the chill season, and too

often a cold spell comes on, obliging the bees to shrink to a

small cluster, leaving a large amount of brood to perish. Some
strains are specially given to this fault, and breeding from
these should be avoided. Winter warmly, but not too warmly;
avoid too much bright sunshine on the hives; be sure to have
abundant stores in the hive in the fall, so there will be no need

to excite the bees by too early feeding; allow plenty of venti-

lation and avoid all disturbance; these are the means advised

to avoid the evil results of this unseasonable and exaggerated

brood-rearing.

Shipping Bees in Cars.—Frank McNay prefers a stock-

car as being cooler in warm weather than a box-car. He says

in Gleanings: "My plan was to load the hives firmly, yet

apart, so as to secure a circulation of air around each hive.

This was done by placing a row of hives across the end of the

car, a few inches apart, then securing them in place by laying

two rows of lath crosswise on top of the hives, letting the ends

of the lath press firmly against the sides of the car, and nail-

ing lath to each hive with 1-inch wire-nails. Then we placed

another row over the other, resting on the lath, with space be-

tween the hives over the center of the hives in the lower row,

then we nailed on two rows of lath, the same as before. This

plan workt nicely, as there' was not a hive moved from its

position en route, and as they had to be loaded two tiers deep,

this break-joint plan not only served to facilitate ventilation,

but also afforded an excellent opportunity to sprinkle water

in the top of the lower as well as upper tier of hives, which
was done several times, as they were three or four days on

the road."
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The Next Xational Convention of bee-keep-
ers ought to be even larger and better than that of 1897, if

that be possible. But whether or not that will be attained
depends much upon where it will be held. Editor E. R. Root
and Rev. E. T. Abbott are whooping it up for Omaha, some
time during the great Trans-Mississippi Exposition to be held

there from June 1 to Nov. 1, 1898.
The Executive Committee, who have to decide as to where

the convention is held, want to be assured of as low railroad

rates to Omaha as will obtain to Cincinnati where the Grand
Army meets early next September. This assurance the Omaha
Exposition people so far seem to be unable to make. So there
we are.

In all probability the rate to Cincinnati will be one cent
a mile each way, as it was to Buffalo. Personally, we should
like very much to go to Omaha, and it seems to us that all the
railroads on this continent could well afford to make a
straight rate of one cent a mile to Omaha during the months
of the Exposition.

The Executive Committee of the United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Union feels that it ought to know sotnething definite about
rates before it decides to hold the meeting anywhere.

*-»-^

Honey market of Belgium.—The United States
supplies Belgium with more honey than any other, and the
trade is well establisht. France is her chief competitor. Out
of more than 2,000,000 pounds imported into Belgium in a

recent year, the United States supplied 915,000 pounds. So
reports the Orange Judd Parmer. We believe a large general
foreign trade in United States honey could be developt if the
right men could be found to undertake It and work It up.

Foul Brood and Drones.—We have received the

following letter from Mr. A. F. Flucklger, of Oregon, who
says

:

As I am a reader of the American Bee Journal, I would
like to know your opinion about the article written by Mr.
Poppleton, on foul brood, as per the enclosed clipping, as It

differs much from Mr. McEvoy's statement. Also the facts
about apiculture, from Mrs. Jessie Thornton ; I find all a lit-

tle strange, as I never before read in a bee-journal that the
drones are useful for ripening the honey.

A. F. Fluckiger.

The articles to which Mr. Fluckiger refers are dipt from

the Webfoot Planter, an agricultural paper which seems to be

publisht in Portland, Oreg. Mr. E. R. Poppleton says :

"I do not agree with Dr. Chase (nor do our best bee-.jour-

nals), as to his statement regarding foul brood. You can no
more start foul brood In a hive of bees than you can start a
a herd of cattle without a male and female. The disease Is

caused by a small insect or spora, and must be taken into the
hive, where it multiplies very rapidly. It takes from 6 to 12
months to kill a hive—according to the amountof spora taken
into it If bees become weak from the middle of June to

October, moths will frequently fill the hives so full of web
that the bees cannot get into contract the disease As
for the bee-moth, I believe they save ten hives to where they
kill one— if they ever do kill any, which I very much doubt.
In the 8,000 or 10,000 hives I have transferred during my
20 years' work throughout the Willamette valley, I have
never found one good hive that I thought the moths could
have killed The reason moths will save bees is because
they fill the foul brood hive so full of web the bees cannot get
in to carry off the honey. Foul brood hives that die in the

winter are the worst to deal with, as there are then no moths
to keep the other bees out, and these are sure to smell it in the
spring."

It would be somewhat Interesting to know what Dr. Chase

could have said that would neither agree with Mr. Poppleton

nor our best bee-papers. For certainly the bee-papers would

not entirely agree with Mr. Poppleton in some of his state-

ments. There must be something peculiar about Mr. Popple-

ton's locality, for he says you can't start foul brood In a hive

full of bees, while elsewhere you cannot find a better place.

With him " the disease Is caused by a small Insect or spora,"

while elsewhere. Instead of belonging to the animal kingdom

It belongs to the vegetable kingdom, the whole trouble being

laid to a minute plant called "bacillus alvel." In other locali-

ties the bee-moth will hardly be considered such a benefactor

as to save ten hives to where they kill one !

Then, the idea of moths trying to kill "hives" made of

wood ! Of course they couldn't. But they have often de-

stroyed colonies of bees.

Mrs. Jessie W. Thornton, who has been engaged in bee-

keeping for 20 years, gives " a few facts relative to the honey

or section rack." She says :

" A good colony should consist of from 9 to 12 fra es of

honey and brood, one good queen, and 20,000 workers.
Granting that the operator has a good colony ready for the
production of comb honey, he will now place his honey-rack
on top of the frames, di'ectly over the brood-chamber. If the
weatlier is fine and there are plenty of flowers for the produc-
tion of honey the section-rack will be full of unripe honey In

from four to six days. Now comes the process of ripening

—

quite essential—for bees will not cap unripe honey. In the
ripening process is where the drones come into use, and there-
fore they should never be killed off. With their large wings
they fan the air, keeping it In motion, and thus causing the
water to evaporate from the honey. It will take about four
days for the honey to ripen If the weather Is fair; If cloudy it

will take longer. Ten days Is long enough in any case, so in

ten days from the time you put on the rack you can take it off

and it will be nicely filled with white, ripe honey."

Mrs. Thornton lives quite a distance south of Mr. Popple-

ton, and If possible has a still more peculiar locality. With

20,000 workers the section-rack will be filled with honey in

four to six days, and with fair weather ripened In four days

more, so you are always safe to take it off in ten days! In

other localities, with twice as many bees, the bee-keeper will
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think he Is doinK pretty well 1/ he can have all his sections

ready to take off in twice ten days. Possibly, however, it is

not so much the locality as the management. While others
try to limit the number of drones, Mrs. Thornton kindly fos-

ters them, and they repay this fostering kindness by fanning
the air to ripen the honey. But has she not a different strain

of drones ? for probably no one else has ever known drones to

fan the air while in the hive.

KEV. L. J. TEIWPLIN.

L. J. Templln was born at Danville, Hendricks Co., Ind.,

Dec. 20, 1S3J:. He grew to manhood in Delaware and Henry
counties of that State. He got his education in the public
schools and by close reading aud study at home. At the age
of 20 he began teaching in the Indiana common schools. In
the spring of 1850 he was married to Miss Mary A. Lerner,
of Howard Co., Ind. Two years later he entered the ministry
of the Methodist Episcopal church, in the North Indiana Con-
ference. After four years of labor in this field, during which
be was much of the time in the midst of great revivals, hun-
dreds being converted ana added to the church under his

labors, his health failed, and he has been a great sufferer from
asthma.

After the failure of his health, Mr. Templin located at
Kokomo, Ind., and engaged in the nursery business. Dr. J.

M. Hicks, of Indianapolis, became a member of the firm, add-
ing a bee-department. It was here that Mr. T. became inter-

ested in bee-keeping. His health proving too bad for the
business, he sold out, and after traveling two years as emi-
grant agent for the Santa Fe Riilroad Co., he moved to

Hutchinson, Kans. Here he engaged in teaching the common
schools, and also had charge of the scientific department of
the Teachers' Normal Institute of his county for several
years. His health continuing to decline, and his wife's health
having utterly broken down before leaving Indiana, their next
ujove was to Canon City, Colo. Here he engaged in fruit-

raising and bee-keeping, in both of which branches he was
quite successful.

On account of several attacks of la grippe, the health of

both Mr. and Mrs. Templin became so impaired again that
another change seemed imperative. This time Southern Cali-
fornia was chosen. On arriving there Mr. T. purchast a ranch
at the foot of the San Miguel mountains, fronting on the
noted Sweetwater reservoir, near a station and post-office,

about ten miles east of San Diego. Here he is engaged in the
bee and poultry business, to which he is adding the raising of
Belgian hares. For many years Mr. Templin was a very
ardent Republican, but becoming disgusted with the subser-
viency of that party to the liquor power, in 18Si he became
a working, voting Prohibitionist. In this work he has been
very active, having served five years as chairman of the
county central committee of his party while in Colorado. He
also served one term as chairman of the Colorado Prohibition
Slate Central Committee; and canvast that State quite ex-
tensively in the interest of prohibition and The Challenge, the
organ of the party in that State.

Mr. Templin has been a rather prolific writer for the pub-
lic press; dealing largely with rural and scientific topics.
Political and religious subjects have also engaged his pen to a
considerable extent. Some of his writings have commanded
considerable attention, being reproduced in leading publica-
tions in both America and Europe. A Friend.

cir Mk. Thos. Glancv, of Hardin Co., Iowa, gave this office

a call March 10, when in Chicago with stock. He sells his

honey crop In the home market, having about 30 colonies.

Mr. Geo. C. Lewis, son of G. B. Lewis, of the G. B. Lewis
Co., called at this office March 5. He reported a busy time at

their bee-supply factory. -They are preparing for a large
trade this season.

"No Business Done on Sunday" Is a prominent line

In the bee-supply catalog of M. H. Hunt, of Michigan. We
were pleased to note it. There are too many who reserve

their bee-work or bee-business until Sunday. If a man can-
not keep bess without doing the work on Sunday, he would
better let bee-keeping alone. We believe in resting on Sun-
day, in getting our mind off of week-day business cares and
work. Six days labor out of seven is enough. All the world
would be better off did it rest a seventh of the time. And as

the great majority have agreed on Sunday as that " seventh,"
all should unite in seeing that everybody may rest on that

day, and that no secular work be done.

Mr. Allen Lathaji, of Norfolk Co., Mass., has this to

say of the Bee Journal of last year ;

" I consider that the 1897 American Bee Journal is the

best Of all years for at least 10 years."

last years numbers
one ordering, at 60
the volume—pretty

Well, we have some complete sets of

still on hand, which we will mail to any
cents each. There are 832 pages In

cheap at 60 cents.

Mr. Latham has kindly sent us a sample of aster-golden-

rod extracted honey, which is of a rich, golden color, and most
excellent flavor. For a fall honey we do not know of better.

Mr. T. S. Ford, of Scranton, Miss., the February Bfse-

Keepers' Review reports, died last November. Mr. Ford for
-— ral years wrote excellently for the Bee Journal as well is

) other bee-papers, especially on the subject of bee-paral-
—'"- — ""'^h he had considerable experience. He ""-

severa
some I

ysis, with which ue uau cuusiuerauie BApwiieuuo. u-cj rvun

one of the two or three that preferred to do without the Ameri-

can Bee Journal rather than see its reformed spelling. We
regretted that so evidently intelligent a man should take such

a stand, but he did, and we doubt not, had he lived, in a few
years he would have been surprised that he ever could have
lookt at the subject as he did.

Mr. John Detwiler, a Florida bee-keeper, is also inter-

ested in oyster and clam culture. In a local newspaper he

has two articles, one on " Experimental Oyster Culture," and

the other on "The Propagation of the Soft Clam." About all

we know about oysters is that we like to eat them ; and as to

clams—well, like a clam, we're softly mum.

Pre.s. E. S. LovEsy, of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion, sent us this testimonial, Feb. 17 :

"lam well pleased with the grand old American Bee
Journal. It seems that there is some new feature, or some-

thing new and interesting, every week, for the benefit of bee-

keepers."

Catalogs for 1898 are on our desk from the following

who are among those patronizing the advertising columns of

the American Bee Journal

;

Marilla Incubator Co., Marilla, N. Y.—Incubators.

M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Mich —Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Northrup, King & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.—Seeds of all

kinds.
W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y.—Bee-Keep-

ers' Supplies.
Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Quincy, III.—Incu-

bators and Brooders.
Gus Dittmer, Augusta, Wis.—Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Electric Wheel Co., Quincy, III.—Wide Tire Wagon-
Wheels.

Mr. S. T. Pettit, of Canada, writing us lately said :

"I enjoyed the ' kicks and growls' sent in by Mr. Jenkins,

on page 120, tho I don't agree with him in kicking at your

improved way of spelling. My wife and I rather like the

shortcuts—it never 'shox'us a bit. But, soberly, I am get-

ting used to it, and like it."

In a few years we expect to find plenty more people com-
mending us for our stand on spelling reform, who now look

upon it with disfavor. Many unpopular things of the past are

now " right in style." Before the first locomotive was in-

vented, some peoble said it never could be made to run ; then

when they saw it running at about 10 miles an hour, they

said it couldn't be made to stop '. Of course, if some people

want to go on writing sit letters where four will do better,

that's their privilege. See a few of them: Capt for cappci/,

ript for ripped, nipt for nipped; then five in place of seven :

dropt for dropped, shipt for shipped, stopt for stopped, etc.
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CONDUCTED BY

r>K. O. O. JvmtEK, atitREKGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Building a Bec-Hou§e.

If a bee-house is built with drop-siding and building-paper on
the outside of the studding, and shiplap and building-paper on the
inside of the studding, with building-paper between the root-board
and shingles, ceiling boarded with shiplap and building-paper, with
Tentilator on top, will it winter bees all right ? Wisconsin.

Answer.—So far as the bouse is concerned, it's probably all
right. But you can't depend upon a house alone. Some kind of
proper packing must be used, at least over the hives. The house
will not keep the bees as warm as in a cellar.

Pulling Bec§ Out of liic Cellar.

My bees in the cellar are doing well. Would it be advisable to
take them out when sap flows from soft maple ? I have quite a
grove of maples, and could tap and let the bees work on it if it
were prudent. I know bees work on the maples, but I am at a loss
as to when would be best to turn them out. I am experimenting
with top ventilation of hives instead of bottom. Iowa.

Answer.—Better not take them out tillyoursoft maples bloom,
according to some, and according to others take them out about
the first of April whether maples bloom or not.

Tell us how you come out about your ventilation. You'll likely
find that in the cellar your bees will be all right if other things are
right, whether the ventilation be at the top, bottom or middle.

Wintering in a Bee-Shed—Black Drones.

1. I have a bee-shed 10 feet long, three feet at the back and four
feet at the front. I have a trap door to let down on the south side,
aud it is fastened up by strap hinges. I have my bees in dovetailed
hives, and they are all packt in the shed with fine straw two inches
thick. A part of my bees have plenty to go on. The hives will
weigh all the way from 50 to 60 pounds. Where is it best to winter
bees, in a shed or out in the open air ?

2. What would you do with the drones from black bees if you
were to give them Italian queens—trap them, or not ? Iowa.

Answers.— 1. It isn't easy to tell without trying, but very
likely they'll winter all right in the shed. Look out that the
entrances don't get clogged.

3. What is best to do with the black drones depends on circum-
stances. It there are plenty of black drones within half a mile or a
mile of you, it isn't worth while to do very much about your own.
If you have only your own to contend with, then it will be well to
trap them. But in this ca^e prevention is better than cure, and it
will be well to get as nearly as possible all drone-comb out of the
black colonies.

w
Candied Honey for Honey-Vinegar.

I have some brood-frames full of candied honey. Will it be fit
to make into honey-vinegar ? Colo.

Answer.— It will be excellent for that purpose if the combs
are clean.

Hives Under Api>le-Trec§—llnfinisht Sections.

1. I have no bee-shed, so I set my hives under the shade of
apple-trees, where the apples, in falling, hit the hives. Will this
disturb the bees enough to make it advisable moving them out in
sun ? Apple-trees are all ihe shade I have.

3. What would be the best way to dispose of partly-filled sec-
tions ? Would it be advisable to put them where the bees could
clean them up— I mean out-doors \ If so, when would be the best
time ? The bees have plenty of stores and could do without any
feeding, but I would much rather the sections be cleaned up if it
would be advisable. Kentucky,

Answers.— 1. I have had bees under apple-trees for years, and
while I'd a little rather the apples wouldn't thump the hives, yet I
don't believe it does much harm, and 1 expect to continue using
apple-trees for shade.

'3. It is quite possible that the best thing you can do with those
sections, if there isn't enough honey in them for table use, is to
melt them up, taking pains to melt them ivry slowly, no matter if it
takes two or three days for it; then when melted and cooled, take
off the cake of wax. For the honey is probably more or less gran-
ulated, and if it is, the bees are not likely to clean it out so clean

that not a particle of the grains of honey will be left, and any
grains of honey will be a damage to the new honey stored in them.
Of course it will be all right to feed them to the bees before melt-
ing, if you like, in which case it will be well to have something
placed under to catch the chips of wax and grains of honey. If
you had allowed the bees to clean them out last summer or fall,

then the sections would be good to use this summer again.

Italani:eing—Carrying Out Bits of Comb.

1. I want to Italianize my apiary next season. Not desiring
any increase, how would it do to remove the black queens when
they begin making preparations for swarming, and give the queen-
less colonies queen-cells in a day or two afterward ?

3. Could as much comb honey be produced in this method as
by waiting till the honey harvest is over and then requeen ?

.3. My bees are wintering on the summer stands. Some of them
seem to be carrying bits of comb or wax out upon the alighting-
boards. Are those that are carrying out the comb doing as well as
those that are not ? There is no moth. Beginner.

Answers.—1. It will do all right if you're sure to give them
good cells and not have them swarm.

i. Keeping the force together in this way ought to give good
results in honey, perhaps better than if you let them swarm and re-
queened after harvest.

3. That's nothing against them it it's the bits of capping and
refuse from the bottom of the hive. If it's pieces of comb broken
from the cell-walls, there is danger that mice may be troubling.
It's a good plan to have the entrances closed with wire-cloth having
three meshes to the inch ; this will allow free passage for the bees,
but bar the mice.

Foul-Broody Combs.

I sent to Arkansas for a queen and introduced her all right.

This was the beginning of June. I put a second story on with
drawn combs, that I got from a neighbor. The bees cleaned them
up and fixt them ready to fill with honey. That was all they ever
did. I took off the second story to examine them, and I found four
frames with a great number of cells not hatcht out, and all brood
dead. I stuck a splinter into it to see if it was ropy ; it did not draw
out much ; the cell-cappings were shrunk a little. I think it was
foul brood. I got a clean hive with starters and shook the bees off

in front, and after the bees had quit flying they seemed to work a
couple of days, then the next time I lookt the bees had fled. I

lookt over the orchard expecting to see them, but that was the
last of them. I was not a bit sorry.

Would it be safe to use those combs that the bees cleaned up ?

They did not put a particle of honey into them, and they are nice
and clean. I would not like to melt them up. How would carbolic
acid and water do ! Ontario.

Answer.— If I had those combs I wouldn't be a day older till

I'd cut them out. and use the frames for fuel to melt the combs.
Too much risk to fool with anj- kind of drugs in a case of that kind.

Using Combs o\\ Which Bees Died.

1. My first winter with bees, I find one colony as "dead as a
door-nail," as Dickens puts it. It was well covered with pine
needles, except the front of the hive ; had two frames of honey left

;

bees were clustered on top and near the top of three empty frames.
and in each cell under the cluster is a bee wedged clear into the
cell. I tried to cut them out, but couldn't cut across the top as the
top row was full, and the pressure would make the foul contents of
bees squirt all around. Are those combs of any use ?

3. Can the bees be gotten out ?

3. The colony was not a very strong one. What caused them
to die ? Mass.

Answers.—1. If the combs were good beforei the bees died,
they are still of value. _rj

2. Yes. Some say mice will clean them out." If you keep the
combs in a good, dry place, the bees may be pickt out with a pin
after they are well dried, and some of them may even shake out.
Or the bees themselves will make a pretty good job cleaning them
out after they are dry.

3. Perhaps diarrhea. Possibly they starved. Even with plenty
of honey left in the hive, they could make no use of it during a
cold spell if it was out of their reach.

^Nucleus method of Increase.

I have one colony of bees, and want to increase them as many
times as can be done with safety, next season. I do not want
honey, but increase. Nebraska.

Answer.—In the matter of trying to makeiincrease there are
things to be taken into account that are all the time coming up,
general principles that should be fully understood, or there's a
chance to make a mess of it in a hundred different ways. As you
mention the matter of "safety"—a thing often too little consid-
ered—perhaps the best way will be to work on the nucleus plan.
The supposition is that your colony is in a frame hive. If the
season is not a good one, you must count on feeding whenever it is
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needed. If your colony will be accommodating enough to swarm
in good season, all right. If not, you must take the matter into
your own hands. Take two frames of brood with the adhering
bees and the queen, and put them in another hive on a new stand.
That leaves the old colony queenless. but very strong, for you must
not think of doing anything until the colony has become very
strong. And it's so important to have good queens that you must
not think of a nucleus having anything to do with a queencell till

it's sealed. In about a week you may take the old hive from its

stand and put in its place the hive that has contained and still con-
tains the queen, filliDg up this hive with foundation if you haven't
done so before. You may now divide the contents of the old hive
into nuclei. Put one of them on the stand from which you have
just taken the queen, and the others in new places. Each nucleus
should contain two or three combs with adhering bees. One comb
well filled with brood may do for one of the combs, or if the combs
are not so well filled, it may need two or even three frames with
brood. Of course each nucleus must have a sealed cell. You now
have the old queen on the old stand with a fair supply of bees, for
many of the field-bees will go back to the old stand, and you will
have, perhaps, three nuclei. As soon as the old colony gets as
strong as it was before, you may repeat the operation, and in
course of time the nuclei first made may become strong enough so
they can be used to strengthen. Remember that " safety " is your
motto, and you're not to be fool enough to get a whole lot of weak
nuclei started, and have none of them strong enough to amount to
anything. Work your nuclei up into strong colonies as fast as you
can. and don't draw from any of them till they have at least five
or six frames of brood. You can go on making two or three nuclei
at a time if you have a long, good season, and you can do some-
thing toward making a good season by feeding. If you have an 8-

frame hive to begin with, it may be worth your while, before doing
anything in the way of dividing, to give it a second story and try
to have 10, 12 or more frames of brood.

A Case of Bee-Diarrliea.

A beginner in bee-keeping who is a neighbor of mine is in
trouble. His bees have the dysentery, and he knowing me to take
the Bee Journal, has requested me to write for advice as to what is

best to do. Iowa.

Answer.—The disease called formerly dysentery, and now
generally called diarrhea, is perhaps hardly a disease at all. in the
strict sense of the word. It is a painful condition caused by the
overloading of the intestines of the bee, and that being the case,
the plain cure is to give the bees a chance to empty themselves.
That's the only cure. As soon as a warm day comes, the bees will
fly and empty themselves, for they are neat creatures and unwill-
ing to soil their hives as long as it can possibly be avoided. Some
have thought to hurry up matters when the weather was too slow,
by taking the bees in a warm room and giving them a chance to
fly. I'm not sure that it was ever a great success. But I have some
little faith in warming them up thoroughly. When bees are in the
cellar, it may be heated to CO or 80 degrees, and then allowed to
cool down again. If they are out-doors they can be brought in at
night into a warm room, and the room allowed to cool down before
daylight next morning, when they must be set back. But be sure
the room is perfectly dark when they are warmed up. Your great
hope will be in a warm day coming so they can fly.

The Solar Wax-Exiraclor.

Is the solar wax-extractor patented :

and how is it made ?

If not, what is the size,

Illinois.

Answer—I know of no patent on the solar wax extractor.
There are various sizes, and you can make them almost any way,
so you keep the main principle in mind. That is, to have an
enclosure covered with glass into which the sun can shine, with
opportunity for the melted wax to separate from the slum gum or
debris. A simple way is to have a box with a cover hinged on, a
large pane of glass in the top of the cover, in the box a pan with a
perforated bottom, in which to put the combs or scraps to be
melted, and underneath this a pan to hold the melted wax.

Transferring and Dividins Colonies—Two-Slory
vs. One-Slory Elives.

1. I have five box-hives with bees which I want to transfer in
the spring to Champion chaff hives. Could I make an artificial
swarm out of each colony at the same time when I transfer the
bees ? If so, please let me know how, and when would be
the best time '.

2. Is the Champion chaff hive a good hive !

3. Is a two-story hive as good or better than a one-story hive ?

New Jersey.
Answers.—1. You could divide a colony into two or more at

the time of transferring, but it would hardly be advisable. You
may, however, reach the same end in a better manner. Wait till

the colony swarms, and hive the swarm in the new hive. Set the
swarm in place of the old hive, putting the old hive close beside it.

A week later, remove the old hive to a new place. Two weeks later
still, or three weeks from the time of swarming, all the worker-
brood will be hatcht out in the old hive, when it can be transferred

to a new hive. The first one will be strong, and will give a good
account in surplus honey if the season is favorable, the other one
ought to satisfy you it it gets in proper condition for winter. Of
course in a remarkable season it might yield surplus, and in a poor
season it might have to be fed.

2. I have no practical acquaintance with the Champion hive,

but I suppose it is a good chaff hive.
3. It all depends upon circumstances whether one story is as

good as two. It only eight frames are in a hive, there are times
when it will be much better to have two stories. With 10 or 1'3

frames in a hive, there is no great need of a second story, unless it

be for surplus honey. Of course, if surplus receptacles are counted
as second stories, then no one would think of doing with only one
story, unless the long-idea hives are used, having perhaps 20 frames
in one story. ^ I

Transferrins—Cyprian Bees.

I have five colonies of black bees in box hives, and I want to
transfer them as soon as possible into S-frame dovetailed hives.

1. When is the best time to do it ?

2. What time after transferring can queens be introduced ?

3. Would you recommend Cyprian queens ? Sdbscrieer.

Answers.— 1. The time usually considered best is in fruit-

bloom, but the belief is constantly gaining ground that it is better
to wait till the colony swarms.

2. Any time.
3. I should not prefer them, but some like them.

Gathering Pollen Early—Perforated Zinc.

I purchast two colonies of hybrids in January, weighing about
50 pounds each, and moved them home, a distance of about 400'

yards, the weather being brisk for about a week, then it moder-
ated. They came out, and in a day or two they began bringing in

pollen in large quantities. What were they gathering it from, as

trees had no chance to bud or sprout ', Or did they rob other bees ?

At the same time I found young brood which they had carried out,

one of them matured only a crippled wing, showing they were
rearing brood some time before.

2. I want to transfer them into movable-frame hives in the

spring, and am making excluding-boards of perforated zinc-strips

and wood-slats, alternately, the strips perforated with one row of

square-cornered holes 17-100 x HIO. Are they as good as two
rows and round ends ? Missouri.

Answers.—1. The pollen carried in could not be from robbing
other bees. When they rob it's honey they're after, not pollen,

and the pollen that's in the hive they couldn't pack on their legs.

It isn't easy to say what the pollen was gathered from without
knowing the resources of your neighborhood. Pollen may be had
from some plants and trees when you would think not a bud has
started. Willows and hazels blossom and yield much pollen when
the leaf-buds show no sign of starting. In some places skunk-
cabbage is the first thing to yield pollen.

2. I doubt if you can detect any difference between one row
and two rows, or between holes with round and square ends.

management of Transferring.

1. I have 20 strong colonies of bees in large box-hives where I

want to start an out-apiary. I have S-frame dovetailed hives on
hand to transfer them in next summer. I don't want them to
swarm, as I could not be there to care for them. When would you
transfer ?

2. Can I "drive" them ,iust before the swarming-season, and
get nearly or quite as good results as by natural swarming ?

3. Would you wait three weeks before making the next
"drive." or drive out a few every week for three weeks f

4. Hived on starters, how many days would you wait before
putting on the boxes, not using any excluders '.

5. Do you think they would swarm during a honey-flow of

about six weeks ?

6. Can you suggest a better plan to get a crop of honey and
keep down swarming f Conn.

Answers.—1. Transfer in fruit-bloom.

2. In most cases probably not quite as good, but nearly so.

3. You were talking in the first place about transferring, but
this is a different thing. It will be simpler to wait three weeks in-

stead of making several " drives," and perhaps better.

4. Perhaps two.
5. Hardly, after being thrown on starters.

C. That's a hard question, to know how best to keep down
swarming and get the most honej' if you're running for comb
honey. Study thoroughly your textbooks, and have the general
principles as familiar as A B C, and then you'll be better able to
know .iust what will suit your case. If you are running for ex-
tracted honey it's much easier. In that case a plan highly com-
mended by some, is to put one comb of brood with qyieen and ad-

hering bees in the lower story, filling up with frames ot foundation,
and putting the remaining brood and bees in a second story with
an excluder between.

0F" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 125.
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How to Sell Honey.
I have sold over r),()00 pounds of honey at

retail, and have calls every day for more.
My method of selling is to put 10 pounds in
a tall gallon crock, and sell it for 9U cents,
jar and all. Let every bee-keeper do the
same, and less honey would go begging for
a market in the large cities.

Lenawee Co., Micb. C. A, Huff

[Mr. Huff evidently practices what he
preaches. Others could go and do likewise
in the way of selling honey. When your
own crop runs out, send for some of the
alfalfa and basswood honey we offer in
these columns. A small sample of either
by mail, for 8 cents, to cover postage and
packing.

—

Editor]

High or Low Elevation for an Apiary.
In the answer to Maine on the above

question, on page 54, Dr. Miller says be will
yield the floor to any one who can throw
light on the subject. 1 am unable to fully
answer the question, but my experience
may throw on a little light.

Last spring I placed two colonies of bees
on the roof of an eight-story factory in
Brooklyn, near the East river, and they
gathered for me 150 pounds of nice comb
honey, and I do not think they would have
done better if they had been on the ground.
I am wintering them on the roof, well pro-
tected. They are in good condition, and all
rightnow—Feb. 7. Brooklyn.

A Report for 1897.
I commenced in the spring of lS9r with 15

colonies; 1 had six swarms, increasing to
21, and got about •)« pounds of surplus
honey from most of them, tho I didn't get
more than 25 or 30 pounds from some
They gathered honey very fast in the fore-
part of the season, tho it was too dry in the
fall at the time that we get our best honeyWe have a fine fall honey weed here tho I
don't know the name of it. It yields the
hnest honey that I ever saw. It grows
very tall and has a fine bloom. It is a
little like the boueset.

Hurrah for the American Bee Journal '. I
don't see how I can do without it We
have been taking six regular papers for a
long time, and when they get here the Bee
Journal is the first and the last one that I
read-, W. W. But Y.
Calloway Co., Ky.

Results of the Last Season.
1 like the Bee Journal better every year,

and always look forward to the night it
arrives with pleasure. I have learned all I
know from it, and would like to see more
of my bee-keeping friends subscribe for it.
Last season was the best I have had ; from
two colonies of Italians I took 2.52 pounds
of extracted and 28 of the whitest and best-
filled sections 1 have ever seen. After tak-
ing off the sections I put on a second story
with ten frames half filled with founda-
tion

; eight days after 1 extracted nearly (iO
pounds, making a total of 'J6. Another col-
ony built their combs, and I extracted 150
pounds from them. I averaged .50 pounds
of comb honey per colony. My bees are all
Italians, in 10-frame Langstroth hives. Iam making a few 12-frame hives. Mine
are all double-walled, packt with two
inches of chaff. I believe in large hives.

Ontario, Canada. James Laidlaw.

Bee-Keeping in South America.
I read the Bee Journal with the greatest

interest, but sometimes it is difl!ieult for me
to understand how old, settled questions, as
about the necessity of comb foundation.

Only 6 «ts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wttite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, G}4 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packiug, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

We want -

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
To have a copy of.

VlAl/ Our 1898 Catalog \mt

|g" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Ascut for llie Soiitliuest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

^^^^^^
,

tltKltrift TfriUf

SINOMAM
BeeSmoker

I \ ] I'thering-
I ['iM'apiunt:-
Knitt'.

Yl< vi*rw vj\^^

PRICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

Bee-Sniokers and Honey-Knives I
Smcike Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $13.')0; each, by mall, SL.'io
Doctor 3!^ in. atOTe. Doz. y.t«i; • i.iit

Conqueror 3-in. stove. Doz. 6.50; *' i.w
l.arue *2?-^-in. stove. Doz. 5.<i0; " ,90
Plain 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.75; " ."o
Little Wonder (weight 10 ounces)... :2-in. stove. Doz. 4.5o; " .ho
Honey-Kni fe Doz. 6.i lO ; " .8i i

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knite. look up Us record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEAHS FOR A I>OLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir;— Have used the Conqueror I."> years. I was always pleased with its

workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer. 1 write for a circu-
lar. 1 do not think tlie 4 iuch Smoke Engine too large.

January 1^7, I^h7. Truly, \V. U. EAGERTV, Cuba. Kansas.

Mr. Bingham. Dear Sir:— Please send per mail a 4-inch Smoke Engine. 1 have
one of your Smokers; it is too small in time ot trouble.

February Jl. 1898. A. F. Seward. Riverside, Calif.

9A0t) T. F. BINGHAI?!, Farwell, lUicklgan.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Larg-est Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
Bass'wood Is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tbe American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf
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^
^*California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Resources, send for a Sample Oopy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Paciflc Rnral Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paciflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 13.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St.. • SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

COMB FOUNDATION "n'„Tife.au.

WorkiDg Wax 'TAlr'itm A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, VVIS.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION °o«|;[i,*^""'

Can do the work of four
men using band tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-oCf, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalo^ne Free,

SENECA FALLS IVIFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root^s Goods at their prices. I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Freniout, inicli.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

FIRST PRIZE WINNERS
Our 1898 Mammoth Poultry
c.iH.k' of 11)0 pages niHllcd FKEE.

SimiftliiiiK entirely new, tells all about
p'lultry, how to be a winner, liow to MAKE
BIG MONEY. Contains beautiful lithoprapti
J.late of f.^wls iu theirnatuiul eijloi-s. Semi
i.^ets. lor JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.
postage. Box 94, FKEEl'OKX, llA.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Koine for Sale—A Home in California
On account of almost total loss of eyesight

I am compelled to offer my fruit ranch and
apiary for sale or exchange. For further par-
ticulars address E. B. BEECHER,
6A4t ArBDRN, Placer Co., C.4LIF.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

UfOTPIk * yuuP single man capable of
IlillllLilr taking care of an apiary consist-
ing of 250 or 300 colonies of bees. Must give
good references and none but a thoroughly
competent man need apply. Address,
Tbe Gila Farm Co. Cliff. Grant Co , N.Mez.
t>A4t Mention the American Be^ Journals

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

L-, Ijeepers, Orders tilled nromptly.
tSend for catalog SIHli'K.SOU BEE-

KEEl'EltS' SUPPLY MFC. €0., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Tatnlnff PrPO '*• *• **•><>' * Co's Goods
vatUIUi, I Itt lor Mlssourlaudoiherpolnts,
to be had at factory prices from Jobii Nebel
& Son, Higli Hill, inissoui-i. OAtf
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wo PAY •^^" ''"'^ *^EK the year round, ifTiCr/AI you se-ll stark Trees. Outfit free
STARK NURSERY. lOUISIWA, MO., Slark, Mo,, Rockport, III., Oansville. N, Y

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

can be ventilated again. I cannot under-
stand how bee-keepers can lo without
foundation. I have about 300 colonies, and
make a business of them, and would really
not know how to manage them alone with
my daughter without comb foundation.

Bees are very cross here in summer-time.
We have black bees. I believe the Span-
iards brought them into this country.
People who dream about the stingless

bee should know that those bees are not
really bees (Apis melifica), but ineliponas.

There are many classes. One I know does
not sting, but crawls in one's hair and
beard, gives very little honey (in small pots
like a thimble), and the wax is soft and
different from beeswax. I have heard
about the other classes, too. Some of them
fight and bite terribly, much worse than
honey-bees. They live altogether in hot
climates, and it would never pay to domes-
ticate them, as they produce very little

honey. J. Noelting.
Buenos Aires, South America.

Early Spring and Fruit-Bloom.

We are having a very early spring, and if

this weather lasts 10 days longer, bees will

swarm before. Plum and peach trees are
in full bloom here now, and tbe weather is

like the mouth of May. I have 13 colonies,
and they are in good condition, and storing
honey every day. 1 examined them to-

day. C. R. West.
Ellis Co., Tex., March 8.

A Bee-Keeper in Trouble.

Last October we had a big rain, but since
then we have had hardly any. It has been
dry until now (Jan. 12). We have .I'ust had
a good rain, about P., inches, which gives
us in Southern California hope for a good
honey-year if it keeps on raining occa-
sionally.

I have now 200 good colonies of bees.
Last winter I lost a good many by neighbors
who went on my land in my apiary and
tipt over my hives. Now they have sued
me as a criminal for keeping bees on my
own land from where the bees fly off to
others' land. I am right in the foothills,

and the mountains back of them ; there are
other bees and apiaries around me, but they
don't say anything about them. I have my
case appealed to the superior court. I'd

like to know how I can be a criminal when
legally holding property—bees and land —
and make an honest living from my bees
and pay taxes on them. But the neighbors
wanted to destroy my bees and my living.

I shall fight for my rights.

Last spring I had about 60 colonies left;

36 were very strong in March, so I took bees
from them and made the weak ones
stronger. I got 13,000 pounds of extracted
honey, all light amber, and increast my
bees to 200 colonies. Most of them are now
in good condition, but the price of honey is

discouraging—3' o cents per pound.
Frank S. Buchheim.

Orange Co., Calif.

Sowing and Gro-wing Alfalfa.

I have noticed of late that there have been
a number of enquiries in regard to this
plant, as its virtues as a honey and fodder
crop are unsurpast in any locality where
it will grow as a honey-plant. It needs a
moderately-dry climate, and in a dry, irri-

gated district where there is an abundance
of water that can be poured over tbe sur-
face of the soil. This supplies the roots
with sufficient moisture, and produces a
vigorous growth, then if there is no rain
to wash the nectar out of the blossoms

—

under those conditions I believe it Is at the
top of the list as a honey-plant.

In reply to enrjuiries as to when and how
to plant: Where there is no danger of
frost, sow in the fall; where that danger
exists, preparing the ground in the fall is

best. The next best is as early as possible
in the spring. The soil should be as fine as
it can be reasonably made, and I believe
the earlier it can be sown, within reason,
the better. It can be sown alone or wiih

Sweet I Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices
cash with order-

Sft lOtti 25fc 50B>
Sweet Clover (white). .60 81.00 «2.25 Jt GO
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 .t 75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5 00
AlfalfaOlover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Steel
Gray Carnlolans. More than .'iOO Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each; June and until October 50 cents
each. Tested $1.00 eich. Good Breeders, $2
each. Straight 5-Banded or " Faultless '"

Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLK, Bee Co,, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Il„f1|'» HONEY-EXTRACTOR
iflUUi vS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
Iu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

OUR PRICES ^t'^wT^arl^^^lfk^
ing tbe new
Clianipion Cliafl-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ 8 8

K. H. SCHniDT &. CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

»~ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A.J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,
for bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODHDATIOI
Has INo Sag In Brood-Frames

Thin Flat-Kottom FouudatioD
Has Ko Fishbone in the Surplns Honey.

Being the cleanest Is nsnally workeO
the qulokest of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEII^RN.
Sole .Manataotnrer,

Sorout Brook MontKomery Co., N. r.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

RFF.IfFFPFR^ ? Let me send you my 64-
ULL IVLLrLnO 1 page Catalog for 18H8.

J. M. Jenkins, Wetniupka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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BUY
REID'S
TREES

-.JasJii'i^^'in*"^

Prices were never before so low—stock was never better.

Everything in the REID NURSERIES is healthy, well rooted,

fully up to grade. You will get exactly what you want

at one-half price. Write for estimates, suggestions,

illustrated catalogue. Try the STAR STRAWBERRY

and ELDORADO BLACKBERRY.
REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport, Ohio.

w^W

Fii>'i;'Foi;:>i>A'rio.ii
a:>i» xo:\s of it.
Wurkins Wax Into Founda-
tion a Specialty.

Listen! Take my Advice aud Buy

*4oiir Bee-Sii|)i)lies**

of Answst Weiss

!

I I>EFV
conipetltiou
In
Foundation

Millions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides !

!

SATISFACTION GlIAKANTEED on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Catalogue and
be your own judge. Wax wiinted at 26 cents cash, or 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

There are

Giusuuni

Seeds

^1To SoedBuyers I ^ c^i--
f^g^^g^^^l^^^g^^l^K^^KK^^^K^KU Catalogs.
One class lateni to the patronace of those who are mislead liy ovenlrawn pictiires and

J statements that are untnie. Another class takes advantaere ot the fears of those who,

i through a natoral desire to secure the best seeds, wnll pay fancy pnces forwhat often

f'

,,, r, < 1 proves to be ven- ordinary stock. THERE IS VET ANOTHER
Ol.^...?.. O.M>#a>M ? cla.ss which seeks the tnule of those, who want tlio bestOnSW S ^^ySMGnt i seeds possible to obtain and are willintr to pay a reason-

nf D'x^ttittSttn i able price tor them. TO THIS CtASS OUR CATAtOGUEOW r^M^lUrinfl
t BELOHOS. ItismailedFRKEt.ithi.sewhowriteforit.

Sheep...m
I HORTHRUP, KING & CO., Seedsmen,

[({ This pamphlet is friren away • 28 io 3Z Hennepin Ave.
It to our customers. i Minneapolis, Minn. .,„,,„u>,n.v,,. ^

Onr STERLING
Brand of Graasand
Clover See.ls repre-

Bent the (.est quail-

the SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS succeed, why? because they J
are properly constructed and the correct methods for operating them are '

plainly set forth in our 72 page Direction Book. Our machines will

please you. Prices reasonable. All sold under a positive guarantee
) which we ask you to compare with others. Send 6c stamps for 128;

page catalog and poultry book combined. Xt wilt pay you. Address

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 78, Des Moines, Iowa.

;

THE HCPiHATCHIWS ,,_.^^HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION
„

<,.„;,jand in tlu- pmdutionand lu'o.'dint- .4 .links she

l!Mi'S',ilB>'li.l-t"'-n -uppluhledbytlie better an.lcveryway
-

DCI I A OI C INCUBATORS
ittLlADLtl AND BROODERS

They Hatch and Brood when you aie ready.

They don't tret lonsv. They trrow the stronKest
i-hicksaiui thenn.st ot them. It takes a 2'J4 patre book
to tell ahont these machines and our Mammotli Rell-

Farms. Sent by mail on receipt of lu cents. Send forit now.

ncubator and Brooder Co., Quincy, Illinois.

Please mention the American Bee Journal.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight ratts obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-

ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,

we have establlsht a branch house at 17;i0 South 13>h St.. Omaba,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsville, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are nor, we will say that our goods

^^.^ are par escellent. Polisht, snowy-white Scottons, beautiful, straw-

colored transparent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-

class goods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that it we sell you one bill ot goods you will be
our customer Id the future. „ r- ., -.- r. .v, ,, „-

|S~PBOGttESSiVE Bee-Keepeb, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Fveeper, 2oc. Both for 6oc.,

postpaid. Sample copy of the PrOOHESSIVe free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Lgaijy Mainifachiriiig Company, V^'i^'soulU'iiWkt., o.nai.a, Neb.

POULTRY I'APER, illusd, 20 pages,
I wwbllll 25 eta. per year. 4 mouths
Iri^illOcts. Samplf Free. 64.page practical
poultry book free to yearly subscribers.
Book alone 10 rti. ( ataloeup of poultry
books free./'oi(;/r,t/vldi'Oca?e,.'^yracuse,N.V

10K6t Please mention the Bee Journal.

nilECMQ Untested, after April 1. .{I ; Tested
^ULLIiO $1.50; Select Tested, $2. Imported
queens, direct from Italy, $> each. The best
of t-tock, either Golden or Leather Colored.
Write for price-list. HUFFINE it DAVIS.
llA4t Ooltewah. Tenn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

wheat or oats. If sown early so as to catch
the spring rains, I would sow about 18 to 20
pounds to the acre; if sown late or with
other crops, I would put on 33 pounds ; for
if it is sown with grain, and it should hap-
pen to be a very thick stand, it may
smother some of the alfalfa. It needs more
moisture the first season than afterwards.
A rain after the grain is taken off will give
a vigorous start. With us, i£ we sow it

with grain, as soon as the grain is off. we
turn the water on for a few hours, and the
result is that we soon have a green field.

Nearly all farm animals will eat alfalfa
and grow fat on it, either in its green or
dry state; thus, if it does not pay as a
honey-plant where it will grow, it will pay
as a fotlder crop. Its only danger is bloat
when fed in its green and wet state.

Salt Lake Co., Utah. E. S. Lovest.

Xlie Nickel Plate Road
changed time and also depots March 6,

1898. All trains now arrive and depart
from Van Buren Street Station, near
Clark St., Chicago. All trains on "L"
loop stop at Nickel Plate Depot. City

Ticket Offices, 111 Adams Street, and
Auditorium Annex. Telephone Main
3389. (5) llA2t

Convention Notices.

Texas.—The Texas State Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold Its annual convention at
W, K. Graham & Son's, Greenville. Texas, the
first Wednesday and Thursday In April, 189S.
All Interested are invited.

W. H. White, Sec.

Utali.—The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation will holti Its seml-aunual convention
In the City and County Building, Salt Lake
City, April 5, 1898. at 10 am. A full pro-
gram in the interest of the industry will be
presented. It Is very desirable to have all

parts 01 the State represented. Among other
things to be considered IS the transportation
and marketing of our products, and also the
adoption of the best plan to represent our
state at the Trans-Mlssissippl Exposition, and
to get our new foul urood law into active op-
eration. Every bee-keeper should be inter-

ested in these matters. All are cordially in-

vited. In case there may be any that cannot
attend, we would be pleased to have their
address, and have them send In questions on
general topics. Several members of the
Association have desired us to again call the
attention of our bee-keepers to the Langs-
troth monument fund. Any who feel able
should throw In their mite to mark the last
resting-place of this the greatest of all Ameri-
can bee-keepers. No one will feel as If It was
labor in vain, wno takes a fraternal interest

in this desirable object.
John B. Faog Sec. East Mill Creek. Utah.
E. S. LovESY, Pres., salt Lake City, Utah.

Chicago's Fa-rorite Passen-
ger Statiou.

Reasonable success seems to have fol-

lowed the efforts of the managemeul of

the Nickel Plate Road to make it popu-
lar as a passenger line for travel East.

It is regarded as a favorite by many in

making the journey from Chicago to

Eastern points.

Patrons of that line will be gratified

to learn that arrangements have been

made, effective Sunday, March 6, for all

passenger trains of the Nickel Plate

Road to arrive at and depart from the

Van Buren St. Station in Chicago.

The many advantages afforded by this

Great Union Depot, located in the heart

of the business portion of Chicago, and
the continued advantage afforded by
lower rates than over other lines, having
three Express Trains daily, with through
Sleeping Cars to New York and Boston,

and the advantage of superior Dining
Car Service, when all considered, should
show increast travel over the Nickel

Plate Road. (8) 11A2
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inoua. '^^ itb our Duplex Automutlo Uaoliiao you
Cftn miLke lUO stjlea and CO ruds per day of the
-"« Btst l*OTen WireFcQCOon Earth,

(jN Horaehhigh, Bull-stton", I'ig-tight

FOR 18S PER ROD
ChJL-kPn foni-e 10.;, Rah^i^p^oof

fence I'ic. and a g'od H<.g fence

^far 12o. per rod. Plain, Coiled

Spring and Barbed Wire to farm-

era at whnlMale prices. Cafalognie

^______ bFKEE for IhB Baking. Aldreaa.

TTt^ELIIAN'bROTHKKS. Box 138 Ridepvlllp, Indiana.

45Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

ijueens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 75c. Choice Breeders, eitlier three or
flve-banded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Itn-

ported Breeders. $.5.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-Llst to

F. A. CROWELL,,
8.\tt GRANGER, MINN,

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

METAL WHI
'in all sizes and varieties, to fit any
fiix axle. Tliey last forever. EitUer
»^ direct or stagger spoke. Can't
I breakdown; can't dry out' no
freiettinK of tires. Good in dry weather
las in wet weather. Send for catalog &
Iprices. ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,

a:: lU QUINCY, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal "wiien "writing.

Liarge ApioiiltiireEslablisliiuent
[Establlsht 1860] for the Rearing and Export
of Qaeen-Bees—Pure, Selected Italian kind.
Cav.Prof. PiETRO PiLATi. Via Mazziui No.TO,

BOLOGN.4 [ITALY.]
Price List: March, April, May, 1 Tested Queen.
$1.75; 6. $9^5; li, $18. June. July. August.
.$1.25, $r. $14. September, October, Novem-
ber. $1. $5.75, 110. Orders must be prepaid
aed accompanied by Post-Ottice Money Orders.
Please state Names. Addresses and Railway
Stations in a legible manner. Should a(]ueen-
bee die during the jaurney. the same must be
returned accompanied by a I'ostCerliflcate,
and another queen-bee will be sent immedi-
ately instead.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing,

Gardener and Bee-Keeper Wanted
On a Farm In New Hampshire. Must have
experience in both lines. Good character
and habits, sober, industrious and trust-
worthy. Engagement for six months or
longer, beginning about April 1.

Address J. J. G., 1800 Prairie Ave.. Chicago.
llAlt Please mention the Bee Journal.

Wl^V. Ri:SII>Ei^CE FOR SALE
AT A UARCjiAl>',

Comprising one of the best located apiaries In
Wisconsin, known as Pleasant Grove Apiary.
There are 3H acres of land, with a good bouse
of 10 rooms flnisht in oak, hard-oil finish;
barn, shop, a floe collection of fruit, 100 colo-
nies of bees "with all fixtures. Will be sold at
a sacrifice, as I have business in the East, re-
quiring me to sell. Correspondence solicited.

J. MESSlNGER,Elroy, Juneau Co, Wis.
11 Alt Please mention the Bee Journal.

TAKE THE BIG FOUR

!

Prize-Wlnolng Golden Italian Queens.
Best Seed Corn in Ohio.
Seed Potatoes at living prices.
Choice Plymouth Rock Eggs.

Catalogue Free.
J. F. miCHAEI., GreenTllle, Ohio.

llDtt Please mention the Bee Journal.

RFF^ n-lorida Italian (jIMMT
Tested Queens. $1.00 each; Untested, uOo.
2-Frame Nucleus of Bees with good Queen $2.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. li. CARRINGTON,
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.

X'/^XJ G A T X* lt>0 colonies ofX yjjSt l9.Cl.XjXi BEES in Lang-
strotb and Root's Dovetailed Hives. Will sell
in lots to suit purchasers, and deliver on cars
for shipment to any point. For further infor-
mation address, J. W. Howell, Kenton, Tenn.
10A2t Please mention the Bee Journal,

HONEY and BEESWAX
91ARKJEX QUOXAXIO.IIS.

Chicago, 111., Mir. 8.—A little fancy white
sells at lie. If free from any Indication of
graining, but the majority of white honey
sells at lOc, with off grades at 8 to 9c. ; amber
Is not selling readily at 8c.: dark, 7 to 8o.
Extracted, white. 5 to 6c.; amber, 4V4 to 5c.;
dark. 4c. Beeswax. '26 to 27c., and In active
demand. 'The weather Is now suitable for
shipments of comb.

BUlwankee, Wis., Mar, 8.—Fancy, 11 to
12c.; A No 1, 10 to lie: No. l, 10 to lO^c;
No. 2, 9 to 10c. ; amber and dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, In barrels, kegs and cans, white, 5 to
6c.: dark. 4V4 to 5c. Beeswax, 25 to 27c.
We are able to report an Improved demand

for fancy honey during the past few days,
while the medium grades have also sold bet-
ter, yet the surest sale is on the best. The
supt)l3" continues erjual to the demand, but
the fancy grades are not in as good supply as
the low and medium, which goes to prove that
the fancy sells best—and the values better

Buffalo, N. T., Mar. 11.—There Is a good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to lie: other grades, however, range from
ti to 7c., and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount ot honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand.

New York, US. Y., Peb. 9.—There has been
a fair demand lor comb honey of late, and we
are gradually reducing our stock. Fancy
white Is scarce and finding ready sale at 10 to
lie; off grades white and amber. 8 to 9c.;
mixt and buckwheat, 6e. Extracted Is in
fair demand—California white, 5i^c ; light
amber, 5c.; white clover and basswood, i% to
5c.; buckwheat. 4c.; Southern, 50c. a gallon.
Beeswax is steady at 26 to 27c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 21.—There Is a slow
demand for all kinds of honey. We quote 10
to 13c. for best white comb honey, and 3 1-2
to 6c., for extracted. Beeswax is In fair de-
mand at 20 to 25c. for good to choice yellow,
with a fair supply.

Cleveland, Ohio, Peb. 22.—Fancy white.
12 to 13c.: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amber,
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 614c.; amt>er.
4tooc. Beeswax. 22 to 25c.

Kansas City, Mo., Peb. 19,—Fancy white
comb, l-lbs., 10c. : No. 1, 9 to 10c. ; amber, 8
to 9c.; dark. 7 to 8c. Extracted, white, 5 to
5 1-2c.; amber, 4 1-2 to 5c.; dark, 4c. Bees-
wax, 20 to 22c,
The supply of honey is large and the de-

mand light.

St. Konis, Mo., Peb, 9.—Fancy hite comb.
10 to lie: No. 1. 10c. : amber, 9 to lOe; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5H to6c. : amber,
5 to 5 !4c. ; dark, 4 to 4 l>4c. Beeswax. 20 to 22c.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 1.—Fancy white, 11
o\ 13c.; No. 1.10 to lie: fancy amber, 9 to
lOc; No. 1,8 to 9c. Darker grades are sell-

ing lower and In better supply .and can be
bought at 6 to 7e Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.:
darker grades, 4 to 5c. Beeswax Is In good
demand at 26 to 27c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jen, 15.—Fancy white.
11 to 13c.; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6e Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is

In good demand.

Boston, Mass.i Jan. 18.—Fancy, In car-
tons. 12V4 to 13c.: In glass, 11 to 12c.: A No.
1. 10 to lie: No. 1, Oc; No. 2, 8c.: No. 3. no
sale. Beeswax. 27c.
The demand for honey Is light on all grades,

with a full supply. Pure beeswax Is in good
demand, bnt supply Is light.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 18,—Fancy white,
10c. ; No. 1.9c.; amber, 8c. Extracted, white,
5c.; amber, 4c.; dark. 3^c. Beeswax. 28c.
Late arrivals of California honey have de-

moralized our market.

Minneapolis, Minn,, Jan. 31, —Market
Is In an overloaded ci'Udltlon on comb honey.
Good chance for lancy white extracted at o^i
to 6c., but comb is at a standstill, particularly
if other than fancy white. Beat price avail-
able on fancy white comb Is lO^e.and buyers
are slow at that. Darker grades or broken
lots are unsalable. It shlpoers would send In
their extracted when It Is wanted, and not
push undeslred comb [and vice versa] the
stuff would move more advantageously to all

concerned. The trouble Is, when a fair price
is obtainable some shippers hold out for more
and In the end lose by It.

$100
Given as Bounties
topvirchasersofthe
improved D a n z .

Hives and Sections
See schedule in my
bee -book "Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
money. Free for 2c in stamp.s. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO.. Medina. Ohio,
or F. Danzenbaker, Box -JetJ. Washington. D. C

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Su0iilies at Bottom Prices.

' Bee-Keeplng for Beginners," price 50 cents,
imparts the instruction. Price-Llst free.

J. P. H. BROWN, .^u^usta, Ra.

MAGIC PRESS
& HOT PLATE FOUN-
DATION F.A.STENER.

This Press Is of mal-
leable iron and brass.
Nun-breakable chim-
ney. Its speed equal
to 4000 per day, or
more, according to
activity of operator.
One closing and open-
ing of gate finishes
the section. Starters
or full sheets. This
year a Fine Effg-Tester

goes with It. Write
me It your supply
dealer does not keep
them in stock.

James Cormac.
Des Moines. Iowa,

THIS WAR TALK
caused by Cuban troubles calls attention to our public
defenses. Say, are your crops and pasture lot^ well
toi'tiiied^ Send ue measurements and get our '98
prices. Seeoiu'ad. in next issue,

P.VGE WOVEN niKE FEN< E CO.. Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

' Send for Catalog.

FRED A. DALTON,
lA26t Walker, Vernon Co., Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Texas Queens fmvm\
Best honey-gathering strain In America.

Tested, $1.50, Untested. $1.00. Write for a
Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root'3
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder's Honey • Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapoi,is. Indiana.\gia^\mt\t^t^

HATCH Chickens ^y steam-

EXGELSIGR Incubator
Simple. Per/fct, Self Regulat-
ing. Thousands in succosaful
operation. I..oweMt priced
Dret-cl:i«n Ilat<-her made.

tiKO. II. STAIII.,
114toiagS. fl^h^^t.n^l|n^'y.^1

44A26t Please meatlOQ the Bee Journal.
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Talk about

....CoiiibFouiidatiD]!

WE can now furnish the very best that ran
be made from pure wax. OnrMew Pro-

<'cs« ol" lTIilHii;£ enablfs UB to surpass the
previous efforts of oursplvee and others in the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Sweet.
II is the iiind that does not sag.
It is tlie kind you Avant.

If you once try it you will have no other.
Samples furnlsht FKEE. Large illustrated
CatalOK of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of "the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

THEW.T.FALCOMMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anything; in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

^^ Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal'
era as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MannfacturinE Co.

aiJOSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Goods ^Ii"e\!.\?.""

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay jou to
send mii list of Goods wanted. IW. H. HUNT
Cabh for Beeswax. Bell. Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I AEISE
rv^O SAY to the readers
± of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOIilTTliE
has concluded to sell

-BKBS and QUKKN8-
In their season, dniinfi
1898, at the following
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
licht shipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 1000
1 tested Queen... %\ so
S " Queens . 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 00
S ." " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing. . 3 00
Bxtra Selected for breedins. thb vert best. . &oo
About a Pound of BBB8 In a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, |2.00 extra.

|B^ Circular free.glvlnR full partlcmlarB regard-
tng the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

Mr Dadanfs Foundation, rear

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because irV 31 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauly, Purity, Kirninei^s, No Sag'"
ging. xHo I>oss. PAXE:>X WKEl) PROCESS SIIEE'l'IiVCi.

^M" Send Name for Our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

G. M. DOOLITTLE
llA25t

I

BORODINO. Ouon. Co., N. Y.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OIR MOTTO—" Wdl Maimfactiired Stock ! <{uick Sliipraeats
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
' AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

B^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please menllon the American Bee Journal when writing.

Reduced Prices ilif\i/\l/\tAlif\lifViif\tAlAt/

On 1896 Style Hives.
In order to make room for stock of New Goods at our Chicago Branch, we

offer the following list of 1896 Hives at these reduced prices to close out quick :

.S-frame $.5.00
" 5.00
" 4.00
" 5.00
" 5.00
" 6.00
" 4.00
" 5.00

5.50
6.50

15 No. 3E
40 No. 1

5 No. IE, P. W
75 No. 1, " ....

55 No. 5E
25 No. 5
15No. OE
20 No. 6
30No. 5E lOfr.
30 No. 5
25 Townsend Section-Presses 50 cts. each
13 Wakeman & Crocker Section-Presses $1.00 "

10
$9.00
9.00
7.00
9.00
9.00

11.00
7.00
9.00

10.00
12.00

20
;i7.oo
17.00
13.00
17.00
17.00
21.00
13.00
17.00
19.00
23.00

Xote>—The 1896 No. 5 Hives include a honey-board as well as foundation start-

ers, and the No. 5E have these omitted. The No. 6 have the D section-case
arrangement, complete with sections and starters; and the No. 6E the same,
without the sections and starters.

Better order at once If you want any of the above list. All are bargains, for they
are exactly as well made In every way as our later hives. Address,

lis micliigaii Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Something About the No-Wall Comb Foundation

Since so much has been said in regard to the possibility of

producing foundation with deep walls, there has been consid-
erable discussion of the advisability of using such foundation,
and very plausible arguments have been brought forward in

support of it, but also of theopposite, or of a foundation with-
nut side-walls at all for the honey-sections. The greatest ob-
jection to high-wall foundation is the possible production of
comb honey in which the septum would be heavy. As a mat-
ter of course, if the foundation was made as thin as the bees
produce it naturally, the objectionable feature would be
avoided, but it is yet a problem whether this bind of founda-
tion may be produced in merchantable quantities. Mean-
while, I have noticed that the advocates of no-wall foundation

I will say first that there is no doubt that the very lightest
foundation that can be made by machinery will be sufficient,

and will carry the weight of bees, if it is allowed to cool or
temper long enough before it is put into the hive. The aim
that will be attained by using an exceedingly light grade will

be the avoidance of the well-known "fish-bone." A founda-
tion with little or no cell-wall will be much more readily
modeled by the bees even If it did not come out of the hands
of the manufacturer In thinner sheets than other grades.
Hence the result reported that the comb built on a no-wall
foundation seemed about as thin as natural comb.

Now as to the warping of this foundation, it comes from
a very simple fact. When the sheet of wax comes out from
between the rolls of the mill, there is nothing to draw it to

either roller, the result being that it sticks alternately to each
and "warps" as it comes out. We have long ago noticed that
foundation which sticks unevenly to the rollers as it is milled,
sticking partly to one and partly to the other, or first to one
and then to the other, does not prove satisfactory in the hive.
As we were both apiarists and manufacturers of foundation,
and making a specialty of both, this was one of the first things
we ascertained years ago. No matter hftw you may smooth it

down, the sheet which has warpt in the mill will warp in the
same way in the bee-hive. The deeper the cell-wall the more
damage to the sheet If it is warpt as it comes out. In our

UnHnisht Combs Built from No-Wall Foundation.

are out-spoken, and show a desire of further experiments In
this line.

In the last January Bee-Keepers' Review, two dififerent
persons report on this foundation which was tried last year.
The greatest objection seems to come from the foundation
curling or warping when given to the bees. As this exppri-
mental no-wall foundation was made in our shops, I believe
that we can throw some light upon the subject, and show how
the difEculty above-mentioned may be avoided.

practice we never allowed a single sheet which did not stick
uniformly to one roller to go to the shelf, but all such sheets
were mercilessly re-melted. With the no-wall foundation, if

we were to remelt the sheets that warp in coming out, tho
they do not warp to a great degree, we would not produce a
single sheet.

The remedy for this is not difficult to find. Let one of
the rolls of the mill have a rudiment of cell-wall, just enough
to make the sheet fasten to this roll more than to the other.
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and you will have sheets of foundation which will not so

readily warp in milling, and which will therefore warp but

little if any in the hive. The sheet of foundation without cell-

wall at all can hardly be handled in warm weather without
warping. It is, to use the expression of Mr. Vandervort.
" like a rag " in your hands. With a little cell-wall, be it ever

so little, it will have more firmness, and will stand handling.

But let it be remembered, if you handle a sheet of foundation
and get it slightly out of shape, no matter what you may do,

it will return to that shape when hung freely in the hive.

If foundation .with such a cell-wall as above-mentioned
was found acceptable and desirable, it cound be produced thiu

enough to fill about 135 sections to the pound, and do good
work. C. P. Dadakt.

Hancock Co., III.

[Mr. T. P. Bingham, who was instrumental in bringing

out the no-wall comb foundation, sends us the following regard-

ing his experiments with it in 1897.

—

Editor.]

The IVIieliigan :Vo-Wall Comb Foiiiidalion.

The various efforts to produce a foundation which would
be acceptable to the bees as well as those who use honey,

demonstrates beyond belief the great value of foundation in

a general sense. But as neither the bees nor consumers
'.itherto have been entirely satisfied, the experiments go on.

The Michigan convention last year took the no-wall idea and
carried it to a conclusion. The convention had a no-wall

machine adapted to the Weed process, constructed and sup-

plied such foundation to the members who wisht to experiment
with it. Several availed themselves of the opportunity, and
used sufficient amounts to fully demonstrate that the bees did

not gnaw it down, and that they did accept it promptly. As
these two points were the only ones bee-keepers regarded as
dangerous, the experiments may be justly regarded as a

success.

While such results were to a certain extent satisfactory,

they did not cover the ground or explain why obtained. One
fact was perhaps more clearly demonstrated than any other.

Among the hundreds of sections filled, notone had the patches
of drpne-size cells, showing conclusively that the foundation,
however thin, was not gnawed or cut.

Another fact demonstrated was, that in sections of ordi-

nary size the foundation, neither the half-filled combs, stretcht

nor sagged. They remained as put in, except that the foun-

dation, having as it did sharp corners, was before the side-

walls were put on made to appear less angular and more
downy ; that is, the shiny appearance vanisht, as did also the

yellow color. Nothing could have been more complete than
the transformation in color and texture. It was so perfect

that no one. could have realized that only three hours before

the beautiful white, downy, perfectly-formed combs were thin,

corrugated sheets of yellow beeswax.
Experiments in brood-fraraes filled with the same founda-

tion, 5x12 inches, did not sag or stretch, tho as white aud
transparent as natural combs until about half full of honey,
when they began to settle, and the cells to assume a rectangu-
lar form. This experiment furnisht one more evidence that
it is not the walls of foundation that prevents its settling, but
its general thickness.

During a good flow of honey, with cool weather, no sag-
ging in foundation 5x12 inches took place, but in the same
flow a few hot days developt the fact that no-wall foundation,
the lightest ever made in pieces 5x12 inches, with no support,
would not do for brood-frames, tho none did worse than to

settle. It was a great pleasure to me to realize that I could
now produce comb honey in sections 4x5 inches that I could
put on my own table without apology—no yellow, hard strip

in the center to prevent its being served to expert visitors.

Clare Co., Mich. T. F. Bingham.

[In the Bee-Keepers' Review for January, Editor Hutch-

inson had this to say about the no-wall foundation, which was
accompanied by the illustration appearing on our first page

this week, kindly loaned us by Mr. Hutchinson.

—

Editor.
J

The No-Wall Foiiuilalion.

Some of my readers will remember that at the meeting of

the Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association, held in 1896,
Mr. Bingham so strongly advocated what he considered the
advantages of a very thin foundation having no side-walls

;

that sufficient money was contributed to pay for the expense
of making a mill upon which such foundation could be manu-
factured. Some of this foundation, running about 16 feet to

the pound, was sent out to the different members; some of
them using as much as 10 pounds of it. Unfortunately, how-

ever, so far as a report was concerned, Mr. Bingham was
about the only one present who had given the foundation
much of a test. I produced no comb honey in my own apiary
last year, and Mr. Aspinwall was detained at home by com-
pany.

It will be remembered that Mr. Aspinwall had previously
reported in the Review that he was pleased with it so far as

the eating quality of the honey was concerned, but that it

curled too much to suit him. His only objection is that of

curling. To show how little trouble lie had from curling, Mr.
Bingham brought along to the convention a super full of

partly-flnisht sections just as they came from the hive. The
foundation had been brought out, or partly drawn out, and
filled with honey, and, as this was at the end of the season,
when, as all experienced bee-keepers know, there will be
curled combs if at any time, the exhibition of that super, just

as it came from the hive, was a pretty good proof that foun-
dation will not curl in some place where it might De expected
that it would. Of course, no one doubts that it did curl with
Mr. Aspinwall, but, of course, there must have been some rea-

son for it—something in his management, locality, or some-
thing.

Mr. Bingham's supers are small ; I think that two are re-

quired to cover the top of his hive, and that one suijer holds
15 sections. Some beys got hold of two of the best-filled sec-

tions, and " gouged " them so badly that they were valueless

for pictorial purposes, but I rescued the other baker's dozen,

and brought them home, aud had them photographt, first tak-
ing one side from all but two of them. From the photograph I

had a half-tone made which is shown herewith. I did this to

show how straight are the combs that are built under circum-
stances where curled combs would be expected. Mr. Bing-
ham says that this was not a selected super, and to show that
the sections were not selected, he brought the super just as
taken from the hive, with the sections all stuck together with
propolis, so that it was necessary to pry them loose with a
knife in order to get them out.

I honestly believe that this thin, no-wall foundation Is

worthy of a most thorough trial. The fault of curling has
been urged against it, and some complaints were made that
the bees were more inclined to gnaw it down when no honey
was coming in than they were other kinds; but, as in many
other things, actual experiment under various conditions is

needed. The quality of the finisht product is certainly very
fine; the nearest approach to that of natural comb of any-
thing I have seen.

In working out the ordinary flat-bottom foundation the
bees do change over the base to the lozenge-shaped style.

There are no side-walls on in the way, and It is possible for

them to make this change. With the deep-cell or Weed style

of foundation the bottoms of the cells are so securely braced
by the three deep walls that center upon each cell-bottom,

that it is impossible for the bees to "budge" the bottoms of

the cells. Not only this, but the side-walls are in the bees'

way, and prevent their getting at the bottoms of the cells to

make changes. Even with the ordinary or lozenge-shaped
base, the bees make some changes in working out the founda-
tion. Mr. Bingham had with him a piece of the no-wall foun-
dation which had been partly drawn out in a strip down
through the center. Some of the cells were, perhaps, one-

fourth of an inch in depth, and shaded off until there could be
seen only a few " scratches " that the bees had made on the
surface of the wax. About the first thing that bees do, judg-
ing from the appearance of this specimen, is to make the bot-

tom of a cell rounding, like the bottom of a prest-tin wash-
basin. Then, as the side-walls are started the lozenge-shaped
character begins to appear in the base. It is much the same
in natural comb-buildiug. Get a piece of natural-built comb
having a wedge-shaped edge of cells that are not complete.
Look right down close to the edge, where the bases and side-

walls are being started. You will see that there is a stage in

the proceedings when each base or bottom to a cell is round-
ing instead of being formed of lozenge-shaped pieces. As the

side-walls are laid out and started, the lozenge-shaped base
appears.

What is the point to all this ? Well, it is probably that
we will never be able to make such foundation that the bees

will accept it without change, and be satisfied with it any
more than we can make a nest that would suit the robin, but
let us get just as near to It as we can.

Mr. Bingham has brought out the best style of smoker,
and the best style of honey-knife, and it is possible that he has
struck upon the best style of foundation for use in the sections.

Genesee Co., Mich. W. Z. Hutchinson.

^
ijy See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 125.
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Injurious Honey-Crop Reports-
Honey.

-Ripening

BY C. DAVENPORT.

In my last I promist to show that reports of very large or

expected large crops actually do injure the market for our
product. A year ago the past season I went to Minneapolis
and took samples of white clover comb honey which was
strictly fancy in every respect, and altho there are dealers

there who handle honey by the carload, I could not sell them
even 1,000 pounds, for from the reports in the bee-papers
they said there was the largest crop of honey ever known or

heard of, and they expected very low prices later. Soon after-

wards, I was in Chicago on other business, and found it was
the same there—the dealers all thought there was an immense
crop, and refused to buy outright, except at a price below the

cost of production.
Now, as in both Instances, this was early in the season,

before they had received any shipments to amount to any-
thing, their only way of forming an estimate of the crop was
through the bee-papers, for practical bee-keepers do not send
private accounts of large crops to dealers, notwithstanding
what they may say to the contrary.

Probably some who read this will think that the price at

which honey sells in the cities does not, orcannot, affect them,
as they sell in their home market, where they obtain fair, and
(n some cases, large prices. But in a short time there may be
more honey produced in their locality than the home market
can produce. Take my own locality, for instance. But a
short time ago here clover and basswood comb honey sold for

1.5 and 18 cents per pound; the last two years it has sold for

T and 8 cents per pound, by the case, and some bee-keepers
have scoured the country retailing it for this, and in some in-

stances even less.

Now, in my opinion, another reason why honey has de-
clined in price in the city markets is the inferiority of most of

U, to what it used to be. I think without exception all pro-
ducers now remove the sections as soon as possible after the
honey in them is capt over, and while this results in whiter,
nicer-looking honey, it is greatly inferior to what honey was
years ago, when it was left on the hives for a month or more
after it was finisht, and when consumers paid from 25 to 40
cents a pound for it. While I believe that honey can be re-

moved as soon as capt, and handled so that it will be nearly
M not quite as good as that lefc on the hives for sometime, I

do not think there is more than one bee-keeper in five thou-
sand, as they average, who does, or tries to do, any more with
comb honey after it Is removed from the hive than to keep it

so it will look all right until it is sold ; when, if it is shipt to

some city market it is probably stored In a cool room, and by
the time the consumers get it they know that if honey is not
now manufactured without the aid of bees it is not what it

used to be, and many decide that they can buy other things
for the same money that they would rather have. I believe a
mistake has been made in paying so much attention to the
appearfl,nce rather than quality.

In order to show that this is not theory, I will say that
mv own crop is thoroughly and properly cured after it is re-

moved from the hives, and on this account I have customers
who take and pay two to three cents more per pound for it

than they can buy elsewhere that which looks fully as good.
Two years ago my crop was unusually large, and I had to find

a new market for a few thousand pounds of it, and these new
customers were so pleased with the quality of it that if I had
had it the past season I could have sold a good deal more than
my previous large crop without any soliciting.

CUBING-HOIISE FOR COMB HONEY.

I will briefly describe my curing-house, and the method I

pursue in curing the crop. The house itself is a small wooden
building double-boarded on the sides, with double floors, and
two thicknesses of heavy building-paper between the board-
ing and under the shingles on the roof. Being constructed in

this way it is an easy matter to keep a high temperature in-

side with but a small amount of artificial heat.

When the filled supers are removed from the hives they
are stackt up In this room, with the under ones raised about a
foot from the floor, and inch strips placed between them all,

so the air can circulate freely between them. The tempera-
ture is then kept as nearly 95^ as possible for from 4 to G
weeks, depending upon the condition of the honey, for the
thickness or body of the sama kinds of honey varies greatly
with different seasons. In a dry season honey is usually
thicker when sealed than it is in a wet one. The past season
white clover honey was very thin and hard to cure in this

locality.

Some who removed sections as soon as they were sealed

lost part of it on account of its souring in the combs. Until
one has eaten it they would not believe the difference there Is

in favor of honey that Is thoroughly cured or ripened, and
such honey will seldom sour or candy inside of a year if it is

kept in an unfavorable place afterwards. It Is also much
safer to ship. I ship some honey thousands of miles every
season, and so far as known there has never been a dollar's

worth broken in transit. Southern Minnesota.

Again the Evolution of the Honey-Bee.

BT I. W. BECKWITH.

If the editor will permit, I will say a few words on the
above subject, in reply to Mr. Doolittle's article on page 530
(1897), and then drop the subject.

In his first article, Mr. Doolittle declares that bees can
learn nothing : and makes six other assertions neither of

which is generally admitted, and when I express a doubt he
tells me that the proof devolves on me and not on him. If Mr.
D. had ever been present when any point in law, politics, re-

ligion, or any other question was being discust pro and con,
he would have learned that the affirmative proved the propo-
sition or lost its case. I showed that bees do learn, and he
admits it, but claims that they were capable of learning just

as much at the beginning; and in so doing he admits that his

first statement—that bees can learn nothing—is false.

He tells us that he knows that bees cannot be improved,
because God at the beginning pronounced all his work "good," .

and he is willing to take God at his word. He understands
that as God said it was good, therefore it could not be im-
proved, or made better ; so we may reasonably infer that when
Mr. Doolittle advertises an improved strain of bees he intends

to deceive and swindle his patrons.

I do not doubt but he is every day making use of vegeta-

bles, fruits and animals which he knows to be improvements
on those in the natural or wild state—"just as they came
from the hand of the Creator, six thousand years ago."

Yes, I do believe that bees may be educated and improved
within certain limits, and that in so educating them they- will

not necessarily " become a curse instead of a blessing."

Weld Co., Colo.

[In order that a final utterance on this subjsct from both

Mr. Beckwith and Mr. Doolittle might appear in the same

number of the Bee Journal, we forwarded the foregoing to

Mr. Doolittle, who thus responds:—Editor.]

The following paragraph appeared from my pen in the

Progressive Bee-Keeper for March, 1897, and I reproduce it

here so the readers of the American Bee Journal may see the

item which has caused Mr. Beckwith and others to write

much uninteresting matter to practical bee-keepers, in order

that it may appear that Doolittle "intends to deceive and
swindle his patrons:"

"INTELLIGENCE IN BEES."

" Noticing an item in one of the papers, trying to prove that

bees were intelligent creatures and reasoned, I am led to say that

bees have the same habits now as they did at their creation, as

permanent and unvarying as the attraction of gravitation, or any
law of Nature. They still act alike under like circumstances.

They are incapable of education. Ttiey learn nothing. By taking
advantage of these habits, we can control their actions and make
them subservient to us, just as we take advantage of any law of

Nature, and, by proper machinery and manipulation, cause them
to produce desired results. It bees possest the intelligence of the

higher order of animals, and could learn tricks like dogs and
horses, we could not manipulate them as we do now, and they
would become a curse instead of a blessing."

I believe what I wrote in the Progressive, when taken in

a broad, general sense (as practical bee-keepers take the state-

ment that drones from an Italian mother when fertilized by a

black drone are pure) is true. In a technical, narrow way, it

may not be strictly true. However, it is evident that the

trouble does not lie in any fear that the item appearing in the

Progressive will harm anything pertaining to apicultural pur-

suits, but that, unwittingly on my part, this ran counter to a

certain evolution theory, that away back In the dim vista of

the past, thousands or millions of years, there was an infini-

tesimal "mite" which evoluted into a tadpole, then into a

monkey, and finally Into the intelligent man of to-day ; hence
" a man of straw " was set up, which they proceeded to knock
down, wondering why Doolittle did not enter Into the combat.

Gentlemen, I prefer to take the practical side, which

allows the Bible account of how man came on the earth to

stand, and that bees have ?iot "learned" so but what they
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are subject to man. Further than this explanation would be
out of place in a journal devoted to the best interests of bee-

culture. I am aware of ray liability to error, but to abuse me
because I do not think as you do, when I accord you the right
to think as you please, will only show that you are not in-

fallible, and will do me no harm. G. M. Doolittle.

[Again we must say that those who wish to make a display

of their deep (?) knowledge of evolutionary and philosophical

subjects will have to gooutside of the columns of the American

Bee Journal to do it. Life is too short, and there is too much
of practical importance in bee-culture, to waste valuable

space in a discussion of extraneous and theoretical matters

having scarcely any bearing on apiculture.

—

Editob.]

The Two Bee-Keepers' Unions—Co-operation.

BY W. D. FRENCH.

The United States Bee-Keepers' Union and the National
Bee-Keepers' Union are nearly the same in name, and both
are inadequate to meet the demands or actual necessities of

bee-keepers.
Now, if petty differences are at rest, and tranquillity pre-

dominates over personal bickering, we may feel more at lib-

erty to express ourselves in regard to our desires relative to

co-operation, amalgamation, or mingling together all bee-

keepers. We must be mindful of the fact that both Unions
have labored to perform what is indispensable ; the old one,
by its able management, has performed a wondrous task, and
still is moving on the same plane of action, showering volleys

of hot shot upon the enemies' breastworks. The new Union,
starting on its mission to do good, undoubtedly will succeed,
and its duties, as portrayed, no one can gainsay.

Should both be blended or made one its utility undoubtedly
would be iucreast. and yet the most important feature, and
ihat which is most vital to honey-producers, is not incorpor-
ated in either Union, viz.:

THE MANlPtlLATION OF THE HONEr MARKET.

I am opposed to trusts and combinations in a sense where
they have originated for the sole purpose of heaping addi-

tional burdens upon the general public, by enhancing the

price of food or other products, or to place a restraint upon
any one physically, morally or mentally, but the consolidation
of bee-keepers is not to be clast in the category of such vile

institutions.

Profits arising from the sale of honey should not be dis-

tributed except to bee-keepers themselves, but to maintain a

proposition of this character bee-people must certainly act
together, disposing of the honey-product of the United States
under one general management.

I have many times insisted upon a proposition of this

kind, and urged bee-keepers to unite under one organization,

not designing to burden the consumer by any additional ex-

pense, but to stimulate the price to the producer.

I would respectfully call the attention of bee-people to the

proposition submitted to the Buflaloconvention in IfSit", from
the able pen of Geo. W. Brodbeck, of Califoruia, who plainly

set forth his views upon this subject, and who very forcibly

vented the minds of many. While I am not fully in accord
with this proposition in toto, it brings to bear the main object
which all apiarists should consider.

Every State should have its organizations not unlike the

California Bee-Keepers' Exchange, which has now been es-

tablisht (beyond ;i shadow of a doubt), and has become a re-

ality surpassing all anticipations of its founders.

If every State were as thoroughly organized there would
be little difficulty to establish a Union that would not only
benefit the fraternity, but would place the pursuit in the cate-

gory of one of the leading industries of the United States.

A Union establisht in the interest of bee-keepers must
necessarily embrace the marketing problem, together with
the protection of bee-keepers in their lawful rights, the pros-

ecution of adulterators, and any other question which might
involve the promotion of the honey-industry of our country.

Agitation of a pure food law, to be past by the general
Government and by each State Legislature would certainly

bring action, and we would then be fully prepared to meet the
enemy, and stamp that nefarious swindle in the mud of ob-

livion.

Now, bee-keepers, will you consider this proposition ?

Will you act in harmony, unite forces, blend all elements by
burying the tomahawk of opposition, and become united in

one grand and noble Union for the benefit and uplifting of a
demoralized pursuit in which we are all interested?

I am sure 1 hear some one speak, in which he tells us
that such a proposition could never be materialized, for the
reason that a sufficient amount of cash could not be realized
to transact business in Its infancy. To overcome this feeling,
which would seemingly be a stumbling-stone, I will offer (after
we get the next honey crop in California) as a starter S-0,
and if 100 men will do the same thing, by putting in an equal
amount, we would have the snug little sum of $2,000 to start
with, besides all revenues which might be derived from mem-
bership fees.

Now, gentlemen, brace up and tell what you think.
San Diego Co., Calif.

Report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Con-
vention, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

REPORTED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOURNAL REPORTER.

(Continued from page 183.)

SECOND DAY—Forenoon Session.

After a few minutes rest, during which the members ex-
amined the specimen of honey built on the drawn foundation,
as exhibited by Mr. Cooley, and the seeds of clovers shown by
Mr. Stone, the President said :

THE NEW DRAWN OR DEEP CELL FOUNDATION.

Pres. Miller—How many have used the drawn foundatiotj

this season ? I count four. We will be glad to hear from
those four.

Mr. Baxter— I claim that I have used drawn foundation,
but I have noi used this foundation spoken of here to day. I

consider that this is a misnomer, altogether. It is not drawn
foundation at all. It is what I would call deep-cell founda-
tion, or deep-wall foundation. That is what such foundation
was called years ago, when some one iu Kentucky invented
two machines for making it. It is not drawn. It is no more
drawn than the other foundation is. It is done by pressure,

and not by being drawn, and I think it is eenerally understood
among bee-keepers, when you speak of drawn foundation, it

is the old foundation drawn out by the bees. I have some of

that foundation at home now, and partly workt upon by tha
bees. That is drawn foundation. I would not advocate the
using of this, for the reason that it looks too artificial. It is

too much as it was when it was first given to the bees. It is

very well to give them a start. Give them the base of the
cell, that is sufficient.

Mr. Moore— I am chock-full of the effect on the consumer
of this sort of thing. I have been six years on this ground,
and am simply chock-full of ideas as to what consumers bava
said to me on this very point. I am thoroughly convinced
that this whole matter of foundation, when you use anything
more than the merest beginning, is bad, and that is one of the
things I use in talking to them. My customers tell me they
buy three or four times as much of me, because I say it is

pure. My brother produces lots of It, and it is just as the bees
build it, and they ask me every day a dozen or twenty of them,
" Did you build that, a full, complete comb as I have here?"
" Did you build that ?" or, " How did they build that?" Aiid
my answer is, " They can't build that. It takes iUO bees a
whole summer to gather a pound of honey, and there is no
man, not even a Chinaman, that can." I tell you now, if I

offer this foundation honey-comb to our customers at 10 cents
a pound, and say, " Here Is some the bees built themselves,'*

for 25 cents a pound, nine out of them take that. They jump
to conclusions. They don't look at these things through the
eyes of the bee-men. They think if you cell a little deep you
can cell a little deeper. That is the way it is publisbt by the
newspapers who want to do us an injury. I have had grocery
men insist upon it, and say, "Why, they make it," and they
have even named the A. I. Root Company to me as people who
made comb honey complete. You can see what the public
thinks of it. When you go to making the cell deeper they
jump to the conclusion you can make it full depth, and put
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something else io besides honey, and they don't want it.

There sits In this room a gentleman who represents one of the
largest wholesale dry goods houses in Chicago, and he knows
that a weeif of explanation cannot wipe it out. This ray of

distrust is the idea that honey can be got without the aid of

the bee at all, or it may be that you do half the work ; and I

have stood for an hour and explained to four or five men, who
asl<t me, "Did you make this?" or, "Where did they make
it ?" or, " What did they make it out of ?" or, " How did they
cap them over ?" aud, " What do they put in It ?" I tell you
it is a damage to you as bee-keepers to use anything more
than the merest bottom, aside from the question of economy
to you as bee-keepers in your hives. It is the distrust the
people have of anything the bee doesn't make. They know
that, man is awfully smart. They have confidence that the
bee is as disingenuous as she was thousands of years ago : and
if you leave the bee alone it will treat you nicely. I would
like to have Mr. Everett speak to you.

Mr. Everett—This is my first experience in a bee-conven-
tion. I haven't nearly as many bees as a lot of you people
here, probably. I went into bee-keeping as an amusement,
really. I had them when I was a boy, and when I located in

Odk Park I sent over to Michigan and got a couple of colonies
of tjees. I had 80 this summer. And I used the foundation
suih as the gentleman has exhibited to you here. I found it

to work perfectly satisfactorily. And I believe, as he says,
that anything beyond this foundation would be a detriment,
altho I must say this, that I have never had any experience
with what you term the drawn foundation. I have used the
latent that I could get, in all the honey that I have produced,
and I do not find any trouble whatever in disposing of it. As
Mr. Moore says, the people are suspicious. I had a grocery-
man tell me the other day that a person broughtback a section
of lioney that I had sold to him, with six or eight cases, and
said it was not genuine honey. But the person didn't know
wti,it he was talking about. It was from this thin foundation.
I airi not able to give you any light on this question, because
a'l I know is what I have pickt up in my own bee-yard.

Mr. Stone— I have had men by the score that were hand-
iitie comb honey tell me that they were selling that for manu-
factured honey, and when I would look at it I would tell them
,iust the facts in the case, and what I believed about it. And
ih"re were samples sent from a neighboring city where a lady
I had known all my life lived, and she said she- sent them to

Springfield to have me see them ; she said if Mr. Stone said
th.it was manufactured honey she would believe. Her hus-
band Lad bought it of a groceryman for manufactured honey.
Tiiere were two good samples of white clover honey and
Spanish-needle honey ; and I showed them the card of Mr.
R'Ot, which he publishes, offering a reward of a thous'vnd
dollars. They said they would go back to their groceryman
an I enlighten him. I hope that nobody will ever send any out
tn .Springfield, and that they will never enlighten the people
there in regard to the raised cell. I don't want it around. It

gel-; just to the point where Mr. Moore speaks of, it gets it so
that people say if they can do that much they can do more,
thty can fill it, and they can cap it. I hope it will never go
any farther.

Pres. Miller— I want to just say this, as Mr. Waitcomb
said awhile ago, he always felt like doing something for the
under dog in the fight. Now, there is nobody on the other
side at all.

Mr. Wheeler—Here is one.
Pres. Miller— I want to say that I do believe we ought to

be entirely fair, at least. When foundation was introduced
there was objection made to it in the first place, but that has
died away, and everybody has said it is all right to use foun-
dation, and not many object to filling the section all full of
foundation, and using it altogether, and yet if you go just a
little beyond that tlien there is something terrible about it,

and if all of this talk gets to the public no heavier blow has
been made to the sale of comb honey than has been made just
by the objections of bee-keepers themselves. It is not the
public that is objecting to this ; it is the bee-keepers. It is

said, "Up to a certain point it is all right." Now, if that is

true, if the public will commence objecting at a certain point,
won't they object just a little before that, to that same mate-
rial being put in ? If it is to bad material they object, won't
they object before that? Now, why is it, if it is a right thing
to put in that sheet of foundation, that it Is so much worse
when you increase the amount of material that you put in by
5U per cent., or 100 per cent.? It is the same material ex-
actly. If it is good in one case, why isn't it In the other?
Some have called attention to the yellow part that is there,
and state that with ordinary foundation that would be white.
My bees don't make it white, and some of you know your bees
doii'i make white septum out of yellow foundation, and I be-

lieve if any of you watch closely you will see it Is left yellow.

But your attention is very closely called to this sample. You
will see flaws you haven't seen before. You are looking for

something wrong about it. Now, as the final outcome of this,

I believe if bee-keepers keep quiet, aud don't bring up objec-

tions that don't exist, that no harm will ever come from it. I

want to say candidly to you, that I doubt very much if many
of you will ever use a pound of it. I don't believe, in the first

place, you can afford to. In the second place, it will not
always be found to be an advantage for you as bee-keepers. I

will say to you that in my own case I did not see any advan-
tage in using it, and as it is more expensive, I am not likely

to use it. Now, don't let us raise suspicions in the mind of

the public ourselves, where there is no cause for it. If you
quietly try this, and find it is not profitable, you are not going
to use it, and there is no use in your saying that this is such a

bad thing, when you are all the time using a part of the same
thing, and the most important part, too. You say, " If it

can be made as thin." They have made the walls of it as thin

as the natural product. That is all I am going to say ; and
you can go on now and fight it.

Mr. Baxter—I beg to differ with you radically. I know
that bee-keepers are nolf finding fault with it, but the public

is. With my own experience all over the country—and I go
around a great deal—when I take up a piece of this founda-
tion, I tell them I am using only this much. You see that
doesn't look like the natural comb at all ; there isn't a parti-

cle of resemblance. "Well, I don't like it. It tastes bad
when I bite into it. I want the natural comb honey; but if

you haven't got that I will take this." But when I show them
the other they say, " If you can come that near to the comb
you can make a natural comb." That is the difference be-

tween this and the natural comb, while there isn't so much
between the other. When you go to using things like that

you can take one and say, that is all right, I use that. But
they shake their heads and don't believe you. I do object

most emphatically to the other, not because I think that it is

not a good thing, but because I believe that it will arouse the
suspicions of the public a great deal more than this ever did,

or anything else that the bee-keepers could use.

Pres. Miller—Let's have a report from the others who
have tried it.

Mr. Wheeler— I believe I tried 18 sections of the drawn
foundation, filling with full sheets, and I had a little different

experience than these gentlemen about the bees working on it.

I think there will be a little misapprehension in regard to

that. My bees went to work, and they seemed to begin at the
bottom, and sort of fixt the comb over. They didn't put honey
right into it. The honey-Uow was all right, but they left it

for a few hours or for a day or two empty. I would take that
out, and the edges would be kind of whitened over, and no
honey there. It wasn't like the comb, if I had put a section

with partly drawn comb in it. They would have begun to put

honey in it as soon as it was put in. That led me to think
that they flxt it over, and within six hours from the time I

put in one lot of sections the bees were whitening it and work-
ing on it. And the foundation put in at the same time they
hadn't toucht. After those sections were filled we all ate of

it, and I let my neighbors taste of it by the side of the honey
built on the old-fashioned foundation, and I could not detect

one particle of difference, nor could any one else. I used Mr.
Root's extra-thin foundation, the Weed process, and I would
like to show you the two foundations side by side today. I

have 18 of those sections nicely filled, and from the outside

appearance you cannot detect a particle of difference. I be-

lieve it would be impossible for you to. I think 15 or 20 peo-

ple tried it. This year I could not see that it was very much
advantage. It seemed as if this year the bees would commence
promptly on the old foundation that I had on the hives for

four or five years, while in other years, in a poor houey-flow,

they would not have toucht it. So it was hard to tell whether
this was an advantage or not this year, because they began
and workt on that right along, filled the super up with bees,

and I couldn't see that they workt on the old-fashioned pro-

cess any less quickly, but these sections started were finisht

sooner.
(Continued next weeli.)

Bees'wax 'Wanted.— Until further notice we will

pay li6 cents cas/i for all the good yellow beeswax delivered

to us. We accept only that which Is absoutely pure. If you
want cash, and want it nt once, send us your beeswax now.
Be sure to put your own name and address on each package,
when shipping. Then mark it very plainly—George W. York
&, Co., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, ill.
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COHBnCTED BT

r>K. O. O. SULLER. HIARENGO, ILL,

[QuestloDi may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Fastening Foundation in Brood-Frames

—

Ciianging Location of Hives.

1. I am just a beginner at beekeeping, and would like to know
what is the best way to fasten foundation in brood-frames '.

3. Would it be all right if I moved my bees about 100 feet away
from the place where the hives stood last summer ? I am keeping
them in a cellar this winter. Iowa.

Answers.—I have never found anything that suited me so well
as to have a saw-kerf in the underside of the top-bar, said kerf
being I4 inch deep and 5-32 inch wide. Slip the edge of the foun-
dation into the kerf, then a drop of melted beeswax here and there
will bold it till the bees fasten it. An easy way to drop the melted
wax, is to make a wax-candle by roughly squeezing pieces of wax
or scraps of foundation about a string hardly as coarse as common
wrapping-twine, then when the "candle" is lighted, you can hold
it to one side and let the drip fall where you want it.

3. When you put them out of the cellar you can put them in an
entirely new place without any risk whatever.

A Supposed Curious Experience.

A curious thing happened to one of my colonies this winter.
Some time in November I examined thi.^i particular colony as I was
suspicious something was the matter, because there was so little
life about the hive compared with the rest, and I found a very
small handful of bees in a 9-frame chaflf-hive /((?/ of honey. The
first of December the weather grew cold and there was quite a
snow-storm, so my husband helpt me move that hive with others
to a more sheltered locality, he lifting one side and I the other
(and it was all I could possibly lift). Stepping backward my foot
slipt, and down I went, hive and all ! My first thought was that
the colony was ruined.

With my husband's help I was extricated from the unpleasant
situation, and the hive placed on the stand. I found, on examina-
tion, that no combs had fallen down, but the weather was cold and
I feared the scattered bees would die, so I heated a large soap-stone,
wrapt it in several thicknesses of flannel, and put it among the
chaff cushions just over the brood-frames.

From that time until Feb. 11 there seemed but little stir. That
was a warm day and the bees all had a fine flight, but I wish you
could have seen that hive! There weVe thousands and thousands
of the bees, and the alighting-board, front and top of the hive, was
first covered with bees and the air full of them. They lookt like
young bees out for the first time. Do you suppose that putting
that soap-stone among the cushions caused brood-rearing in mid-
winter ? It certainly looks as if it might be so.

My 14 colonies seem in good condition at present. N. Y.
Answer.—I'm sorry to offer any words of discouragement, but

I'm very much afraid it you look into that hive again you'll find
the colony not so very strong. Indeed, you will probably risk
nothing by looking into the hive any day. for it is very doubtful if
there is a living bee in it. Those bees that were having such a
lively time about it on that warm day, were most likely robbers
from the other hives.

Clipping Uiicensi' Wings—Candied Colorado
Comb Honey.

1. Js it well to cut the wings off of what queens you can in an
apiary where at least a third of the hives have their brood-frames
so crost with the honey and brood that you cannot raise them ' I
have bought a good many of my 2.50 colonies is the reason why
they are in such a condition. I lost a good many queens last year
from the old hive. I wondered if turning them so many times, and
then carrying them to a way-off stand might not confuse them so
that they would take the young queen to the wrong hive ?

2. Don't you think it mean for Eastern honey-men to say Col-
orado honey is not as good as their home honey ? We have all
kinds of honey just as they do back East—white clover as well as
alfalfa, etc. Pure alfalfa honey does not candy. Last season, very
early, the mesas here were covered with a blue flower that I think
was argeratum, but it made such fragrant honey that the people
here called it wild heliotrope. And by the middle of June we were
taking off this lovely white honey, but alas, it candied in a very
short time. I melted mine up and sold it in tin cans. But I might
just as well have saved the trouble, for the Chicago commission
men I, with a few others, sent a carload of honey to, got me only
five cents per pound for the whole lot of mine, and four cents for
one mans .550 cases of beautiful comb honey. He said it arrived
in only fair condition, most of the cases leaking, but when honey
is not broken down, don't you think the cases can be cleaned and

all be made right ? The most of the carload of honey was white as
sHoie. I said when I packt it that it lookt like angelcake—the
most delicate honey I ever had. Colorauo.

Answers—1. Decidedly, if I could get at only part of the
queens I would clip them.

2. It seems to be the common thing for bee-keepers to think
that the product of their locality excels. If you will note the men-
tion made at different times in bee-papers, you will find that every
little while some one speaks of the honey from his region being the
finest in the world. I am quite inclined to the opinion that good
honey can be found in very many parts of the world, and that peo-
ple are likely to like better the honey with which they are best ac-
quainted. There are inherent differences in honey, however, and
there are differences in taste. The alfalfa honey I have eaten from
Colorado I should rate very high indeed.

You don't say whether the honey you sent to Chicago was
comb or extracted, but from your speaking of its not being broken
down, I suppose it was comb. If cases of honey are leaking, that
must affect the value a little, and the worse the leaking the more
the price is affected, but it does seem that it ought to have brought
more than five cents a pound, if combs were not broken down.
Not knowing exactly the condition of the honey, of course no one
could say exactly what it should have brought, but I would want
to know pretty surely a commission man was all right before ship-
ping, as be has matters all in his own hands.

[We are quite sure that this same honey was sold as the ques-
tioner states, at a low price, and was retailed at one of the city meat
markets here at two sections for 15 cents. We bought 10 cases of
this same lot of honey from the commission man who had it in
stock, and when we came to open it we found it candied solid.

This was in December. We returned eight of the 10 cases, selling
the other two at cost, 10 cents per pound.

—

Editor.]

Preventing Swarming—Drone-Comb.
1. Would this be a good way to prevent swarming ? At swarm-

ing-time take all the combs with brood, honey and adhering bees,

except the one with the queen on should be hung in the upper
story, and the brood-chamber filled up with frames, starters and a
queen-excluder on top.

2. Or, at swarming-time, take a swarmingbox and shake all

the bees and queen from the brood-chamber into the swarming-
box and carry them into the cellar till the next day, then hive them
as a natural swarm, and let the old colony rear a young queen.

3. I have a good deal of drone-comb in my brood-frames. Can
I. in the spring, remove the drone-comb and place the rest of the
frames on one side of the hive and a division-board next to tbem,
then when honey is coming in, put empty frames in the middle?

Ml.NN.
Answers.— 1. If I understand you correctly, you mean to have

one frame of brood with the queen and adhering bees in the lower
story, filling up the story with frames and starters, and putting
the balance of the combs in a second story, a queen-excluder being
between the two stories. This is the plan recommended by G. W.
Demaree, and has been successful with him. only you will be likely

to have a good deal of drone-comb if you use only starters. Full
sheets of foundation will be safer.

2. If you mean literally to take all the bees, the likelihood
would be that you would lose a lot of brood by cold and starvation.
If you leave enough bees in the hive to take care of the brood the
plan may be all right.

3. That's a good plan if you're anxious for more drone-comb.
For those empty frames will probably have more drone-comb built

in them than the ones you remove. You can make a sure thing
of it, however, by giving full sheets of foundation. Of course,
when you take away the combs with dronei-comb you must look
out that the queen shall not be crampt for room.

Darii Combs—Worms in Hives.

What makes honey-comb black, or nearly so ? We took about
20 pounds of honey from the long frames in the lower part Qf three
or four hives, last fall, it being our first year with bees in this part
of the country, and the comb was dark—some of it almost black

—

thick and heavy. The honey was also darker and richer and of
stronger flavor than I had ever known honey to be. They had
plenty of white and red clover within a mile, and in some respects
did well; the exception was that we had to burn one hive, as it

contained nothing but a mass of comb aud white worms. large,

thick and soft. I shall be glad to be informed of the cause of those
worms and their prevention and cure. Mass.

Answer.— Before I forget it, let me advise you to get a good
text-book on bee-culture, and if you do I feel sure you'll thank me
for the advice- That will inform you fully about wax-worms and
a great many other things. If next summer you should kill a hen
and leave her lying somewhere where dogs and cats would not get
her, you would probably find her some days later filled with worms
or maggots. It would not be right to conclude that the worms had
killed her. Neither did the worms ruin your colony. Bee-moths
haunt all apiaries, trying to get in the hives to lay their eggs, and
succeed to some extent in doing so. but the bees are alert to clean
out the young worms that hatch out of the moths' eggs, especially

if the colony is strong, aud still more especially if the bees are
Italian. But if a colony becomes weak and queenless then the
moths take possession, and in course of time the combs will be
filled with wax-worms.
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I don't know what makes comb black. I might say age, lut
that's only dodging the question. Whenever comb is used for rear-

ing brood it commences to grow dark, and every generation of

brood reared makes it darker until it is nearly black. It has been
said that the dirty feet of the bees are responsible. It has been said

that it is caused by the first discharge of the feces of the young
bees. It's all right for brood-combs, and bees prefer the blackest
combs, either tor brood or honey. But people don't. The whiter
the comb is the better it is liked for the table, and indeed it is not
merely a matter of looks, for old, black comb does'nt taste so well.

The darkness of the honey, however, was not caused by the comb,
hut by the flowers from which it was gathered. If the combs had
been snow-white, the honey would still have been dark. Pall
honey is generally dark.

m I

Pcrliapi from Skunk-Cabbage.

How can you account for two days after four degrees below
zero, the bees carrying in yellow pollen ; not many, but even a few ?

The whole bee is covered with yellow dust, like in the spring or
summer. Where can they get it \ New Jersey.

Answer.—I should guess from skunk-cabbage, but will yield
the floor to any one who can tell without guessing.

Getting a Tree-Colony—^Bees in a Room.

1. I have a bee-tree standing on another man's land that I

found last fall, and the man who owns the land would not allow
me to cut it, but told me if I could take the bees out in the spring I

could do so. Can they be taken out ? If so, how and when would
be the best time to do so ?

2. Also. I have a colony of bees in the "gum" that I cut and
brought home last December, and not having any room anywhere
else. I put them in an unoccupied room where it was dark, but I

can't give them ventilation enough as the weather warms up out-
side. Will it do any hurt to set them up out-doors ? And would
they need anything covered over them ? Wisconsin.

Answ-ers.—1. Each case of this kind is a problem by itself;

the position of the colony in the tree and other difl'ering circum-
stances making one case quite different from another. II there is

a hole below the colony and another above, or if you can make
holes, you might succeed in smoking out the bees, and perhaps as
good a time to try it would be in fruit-bloom. But you'd have only
the bare bees, and if you can get a fair price for sawing cord-wood
perhaps you'd do as well to buy a colony.

3. Probably you'd better set them out. It can do no harm to
cover them, but of course you must leave the entrance free.

Transferring Bees—Getting Bee-Supplies

-

and Fruit—Gluing Sections.
-Bees

1. When would be the best time to transfer to get as much
comb honey as possible ?

2. About what time ought I to get my bee supplies ?

3. I have a fruit-grower about 500 yards from my bees. Is it

any better for the bees, or not ?

4. Is it better to glue the one-piece sections and the joints ?

Virginia.
Answers—1. Probably you'll do as well to wait till the colony

swarms, hive the swarm in the new hive, placing it on the old
stand and putting the old hive close beside it. Then in about a
week take the old hive away and set it in a new place perhaps a rod
away. That will throw all the flying force into the swarm, and it

will do good work in supers if the season allows. If the box-hive
has top boxes, take them off and shut up the holes so the bees can't
get up, for it may hinder them about swarming if they have
extra room.

2. It depends somewhat on circumstances when is the best
time to get bee-supplies. It you want only a small amount, you
can wait till about the time you need to use them. Even then,
however, it is much better to order ahead. If you wait till about
the time you need the goods, it sometimes happens that dealers
and manufacturers are behind with orders, and you have to wait.
Sometimes there is delay in freight trains or goods are miscarried,
making a delay of two weeks or more. You can generally tell in
December what you will want for the next season, and may as w e'l

order then. But if you haven't ordered before March, better order
right away.

3. A fruit-plantation near by is an advantage to your bees,
and perhaps the bees are a still greater advantage to the
fruit-grower.

4. The one-piece sections don't need gluing at all. Generally
it isn't necessary to wet the .ioints, but if they have become at all

dry it is better. You can easily tell ; if the joints don't break, don't
wet them ; if they break, wet them.

Wintering Bees in a House' in North Dakota.

cern. You are doubtful of bees confined from Nov. 1 to April 1.

I built a frame house 8x10x8 feet, double-boarded and tar-papered
outside, and lined and papered inside; shingle-roof, doubledoored

;

the house is close, still it will stoop down to zero or lower. I set

hives side by side, packt them all around with wheat chaff, gave a
little top ventilation, set the hive on a tray two inches deep, with
a spout 3x3 inches, leading out one foot through the chaff.

1. Will the bees not stand it five months ?

3. Would I better take them out, if living, in March, and run
the chances of being chilled in the hive ?

3. Would it do to take them out for a flight in March, and take
them back in again ?

4. Will there be any danger of some frames of honey I kept
over, candying, so I cannot give them in the spring to the bees ?

Parts are not sealed. I keep them in the bee-house, at zero heat.
N. Dak.

Answers.— 1. If I understand you correctly, a spout leads di-

rectly to the outer air from the entrance of each hive, so that there

is nothing to hinder the bees flying if a day comes warm enough.
That makes a big difference, for I think the cases we were talking

about where it was considered doubtful about five month's confine-

ment, was where there was no outlet so the bees could fly. The
chief question is, if a day comes warm enough for the bees to fly,

wiU they feel the heat enough through their thick packing to start

them to flying ; If they get a flight, they'll probably stand it

all right.
3. If there comes a warm day, and they don't seem inclined to

wake up at all, it will certainly be better to take them out for a

flight than to let them stay where they are and not fly at all. If

you can get at the hives inside to pound on them so as to stir up
the bees on a warm day, it might be a good thing to do so.

I'm not sure but it might do some good to blow air into the en-

trance with a strong bellows. That might be done after the cut-

side air gets warmed up.
3. It you can't get them.to fly without taking them out, per-

haps you may as well leave them out, seeing it ought soon to be

warm weather.
4. Very likely the honey will be more or less granulated or

candied, for unsealed honey would hardly go through the winter

without candying, unless kept in a warm place. When you give

the combs to the bees, if you have some receptacle beneath so the

granules can be caught that they throw out, you can melt these up
and then feed. ^

Remedy for Motli-Worms.

I came to North Dakota in 187S, but the severity of the clima'e
kept me from trying bee-keeping. Last spring I got one colony
and increast to four, putting them in winter quarters in fair con
dition Nov. 1.

Some of your answers to questions begin to give me some con-

During the year 1897 I had 13 colonies, and out of that number
the moths have left me 5. My bees were wild, and seem to be a

cross with the Italians and blacks. All who have bees in this

country lost a great many from the ravages of the moth during

the last summer and fall. For a while the honey-flow was very

strong. Besides the wild flowers we have the mesquite which

yields very fine honey. Can you give us a remedy for the moth-

worms \ It would be of inestimable value to this country.
Texas.

Answer.—Let me first tell you how to encourage the produc-

tion of moths. Allow plenty of pieces of comb to lie around for

breeding places, where the moth can lay her eggs. If a colony dies

in winter, be sure to let the empty hive with its combs stand out

where the moths can get at it. They will be delighted with this

arrangement. Be sure to increase rapidly, so as to have a lot of

little colonies so weak they can't fight their way against the moths
and worms. If they can also be queenless, that will help greatly,

and it will be still better if they have no Italian blood.

If you don't care to have your combs eaten up with worms,

then you can just do the opposite. Keep strong colonies. Don't

allow queenless colonies. Break 'em up, or unite with something

else if they're not strong enough to re-queen. Get as much Italian

blood into your bees as you can. If you have some empty combs
in which the worms have started, give them a treat of brimstone

smoke. But you'll never be greatly troubled with moths if you'll

follow just one rule—keep all colonies strong.

Rearing Queens—Italianizing.

What is the best way to rear queens ? I have Italian bees at

home and black bees at one of my son's, and wish to rear queens to

Italianize them. In 1S% I paid $1.,50 a colony to have them Italian-

ized, and they failed to change. He claims the bees superseded the

queen be put in. and reared a queen of their own. Is such a thing

possible, when there are no bees nearer than two miles, and the

nearest being bees that he had Italianized ? Illinois.

Answer.— If yon want to do very much at rearing queens, it

may pay you to get Doolittle's excellent book ou queen-rearing;

at any rate, a good text-book, if you haven't one. If you look

through the answers in this department for the past three or four

weeks, you will find an answer to your question which hardly need

be repeated here, those answers having been publisht since your
question was written. [We mail Doolittle's book for -i^l.UU, or club

it with the Bee Journal for one year, both together for -$1.7.5.

—EniTOR.]
It certainly was a very unusual thing for all the queens to be

superseded, if there was any considerable number, and doesn't

speak the most for the character of the queens. Even it the queens

were superseded, if all were Italianized, the resulting stock ought

to be pretty good Italians.
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Impatient Sutoscribers.—Several evidently nerv-

ous readers who have a:^kt questions to be answered by Dr.

Miller, in the "Question and Answer" department, threat-

ened to stop their subscriptions b^ause we didn't get in their

questions with the answers as soon as they thought we ought.

Now, any one who writes to us that way is very thoughtless.

Here we have been giving two full pages of that department
every week for several weeks, and even set it in a smaller size

type so as to get more in, and still we have on hand a stack

of questions with Dr. Miller's answers. It seems impossible

to get caught up, but we are doing all we possibly can to do
full justice to all.

Here is one way that many can help out themselves and
us : Get a good bee-book, read it carefully, and thus find the

answers to a thousand and one questions without asking us to

print over and over again replies to the same simple questions

every week or so. Of course, there will be left plenty of ques-

tions to ask after reading the best book. Prof. Cook's "Bee-
Kteper's Guide" is a good book ; has 460 pages, and we mail

it for $1.^5 ; or club it with the Bee Journal one year— both
together for SI. 75. Get a copy of it and read it.

Honey and Bees-wax of Kansas.—Secretary

Coburn, of the State Board of Agriculture estimates the 1897
product of honey and beeswax in Kansas at 540,000 pounds,

valued at 381,000. We believe that is a low estimate. As
Kansas knows better than to waste any of her hard-earned

money in saloons, she has more tj spend for honey and other

good things. Her inhabitants ought to be a clean, sweet peo-

ple. Those that we have seen from there speak well for

Kansas.

Pie-w Subscribers—Room for More.—Yes,

we have room for quite a good many more new subscribers,

and this is a good time of the year to invite them to begin to

read the American Bee Journal. It is not that we are anxious

to increase the number of honey-producers, but we do feel

that every one, even if he has only one colony, ought to

take and read the Bee Journal. We trust our present sub-

scribers will aid in placing it in every bee-keeper's home.
Many have already done splendid work in the line of securing

new subscribers, and we appreciate it greatly.

We are constantly offering desirable premiums for the

work of getting new subscribers, but as there may be some
who prefer to have a cash commission, we will say that any
present reader who sends a new subscriber for the balance

of this year (worth 75 cents), may forward to us 50 cents

with the new name and address, and keep the other 25 cents

as pay for their effort. There is many a boy or girl that can

easily earn some spending money In this way. Let there be

some good work put in on this during the next month. You
'

will thereby be helping yourself, the new subscriber, and us.

Xalkiug- in His Sleep.—Somnambulist, of the

Progressive Bee-Keeper, altho he may be a sleep-walker, has

always talkt as if wide awake. This time he has surely been

tilking in his sleep, and when he wakes up he'll take it all

back.

The American Bee-Keeper complains because in the Ladies'

World Lena Thatcher had given an excellent article on
" Honey as an Article of Food," said article having been taken

almost verbatim from the writings of Thomas 6. Newman,
bit without any credit therefor. Sommy asks who of the

400,000 readers of the World would ever have seen Mr.

Newman's writings, and thinks it a case where " the end justi-

fies the means." Oh, Sommy ! your conscience hasn't gone lo

sleep, has it ? Y'on would hardly be justified in stealing a

few millions from Rockefeller just because you made a good

use of it by distributing it among the poor ! Besides, just as

many would have read it if Lena had had the common hon-

esty to say she had taken it from Thomas G.

Bee-Keepers in tbe United States.—The
Progressive Bee-Keeper estimates that there are 12,000 peo-

ple who keep bees In the State of Missouri alone ; and that if

40 other States have as many, there would be about 500,000
in this country. That may, and may not, be a high estimate.

But if it is even nearly correct, It seems strange that it is

almost impossible to get only some 20,000—about 1 in 25

—

to subscribe for a bee-paper. It must be that the great ma-

jority do not realize the value and help a good bee-paper

would be to them. With possibly one or two exceptions,

there isn't a bee-paper publisht to-day but what deserves at

least five times the circulation it now has. Here is a big field

to cultivate—a field filled with hundreds of thousands, and yet

only a few thousands who as yet comprehend the real value of

a bee-paper to them in their work with bees.

Honey for a Cougftt and for Erysipelas.—
Nrs. Julia D. Chandler, of Chicago, hands us the following

recipes, which no doubt will be found useful :

Honey Cough Syrup.—The druggist cut spruce-gum
with alcohol, stirring after—it is not very easy; and then
added extracted honey. I do not know the proportions, how-
ever, as the bottle was sent to me as a simple remedy, to use

for a child with a delicate throat.

Honey for Erysipelas.—Dr. Hayward (in the Medical
Record) calls attention to honey as a remedy for erysipelas.

It is ustd locally by spreading on a suitable cloth, and apply-
ing to the parts. The application is renewed every three or
four hours. In all cases in which the remedy has been em-
ployed entire relief from the pain followed immediately, and
convalescence was brought about in three or four days.
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manufacturing: Bee-Supplies.—As illustrating

the difficulty of getting supplies made at home, G. C. Greiner

tells in Gleanings about going to a planing-mill where they

readily agreed to plane lumber exactly to any required thick-

ness. But the first board was too thick or too thin, some-

times 1/16 out of the way. Then change of planer, fol-

lowed by one edge of the board thicker than the other, or the

middle thicker than the edges. The same thing occurred at

other mills. What they had always considered exact work
wouldn't be considered so in bee-supplies. He found the only

satisfactory way was to get supplies from those who made it a

special business, and were provided for the exacting require-

ments of matters pertaining to bee-hives. Home-made work
hardly pays.

<-.-»

Asking: Questions is all right. We want o.ur read-

ers to feel free to ask for information, but we will have to

draw the line for awhile on asijing and answering over and
over the same questions, week after week. We think the

trouble is that beginners are not careful enough to read every

question and every answer fouud In Dr. Miller's department of

the Bee Journal each week. Hence it is that they keep on

asking about " transferring," " what to do with unflnisht sec-

tions," etc.—questions that Dr. Miller has answered " forty-

'leven " times (more or less) the past three months. We think,

in order to save space, and also to get caught up, we will have to

ask Dr. Miller to simply give the previous page numbers
where can be found replies to repeated questions.

••-»-*

Alfalfa for Hay.—Mr. E. S. Lovesy, who lives in

the great alfalfa region of Utah, refers thus to Prof. Cook's

statement about alfalfa, as found on page 97 :

I agree with Prof. Cook when he says that our lucern
secretes honey liberally In dry weather ; but when he says
that it is better for hay to cut it just before it blooms, I can
say that my experience is the opposite. I believe there is iu

it much more virtue, nutriment or strength when cut after it

has been- in bloom a week; some here claim to have tested
this. As I have always agreed with Prof. Cook in all else, I

would like to ask him if he has tested this matter, or does he
give it as common custom or belief ? Sometimes this proves
a common error. E. S. LovEsv.

He Never Smokes.—A supply-dealer was in his

store with a beekeeping customer, and when passing a shelf

on which were piled nee-smokers, the following short conver-

sation took place :

Supplt-Dealbr—Wouldn't you like a smoker?
Customer—No, thank you. I never smoke.

This smoker anecdote we donate to Mr. Bingham, of bee-

smoker notoriety. We know when and where it really oc-

curred. We only wish that every bee-keeper could honestly

make as good reply, and still use a (bee)-" smoker."

Bee-L,iterature (?).—E. E. Hasty will be sad. Not
long ago he mentioned the departure of a certain order of lit-

erature from bee-journals, fondly hoping it might never re-

turn. Now has Rambler in Gleanings rambled clear out of

sight and sound of bee-keeping, and discourses upon the difli-

culties of pleasing an ailing wife in the proper selection of a

chicken to be killed for Thanksgiving. Fortunately it doesn't

come in the busiest time of the year.

Bee-Keeping: for Beg:inners is the title of a
llU-pagebook just out, from tne pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,
we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year— both to-

gether for $1.4:0; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sendiug us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a year (at Sl.OO), and 10 cents extra.

Mr. B. Frank Hoover, of Whiteside Co., III., wrote us

recently :

"I'm glad you have adopted reform spelling. Conlfinue,

and if anything become even more radical, and adopt even a

greater reform. Our reforms come thru our papers."

14:
Mr. W. W. Whipple, of Arapahoe Co., Colo., wrote Feb.

" I think after reading five numbers of the American Bee
Journal for 1898, that it is worth its weight in Gold, with a

big G."

Mr. Claude Stert, of Uvalde Co., Tex., writing us March
7, said :

" We are shortly expecting a fine crop of honey from a

shrub abounding on these low hills, called ' gwahilla ;' but

some times that dread enemy, " a late frost,' puts an end to

our expectations."

Mr. p. G. Herman, of Bergen Co., N. J., wrote us March
7, when sending $1.00 for the Langstroth Monument Fund ;

"Bees commenced carrying pollen today, just two weeks
earlier than any previous year. We are having an early

spring. I trust we shall be smothered in honey this year."

Mr. O. O. Poppleto!^, of Dxde Co., Fla., wrote us as fol-

lows, March 8 :

" The honey-flow so far this winter is not so good as

usual, but yet enough so that nearly every warm day I do a

little fooling with the extractor. I have out about 1,000
pounds only. Prospects are good for a strong flow from saw
palmetto in April and May."

The Canadian Bee Journal publishers had a fire to

break out in their establishment, March 3, which ran through

the entire main building of their works, and practically

totally destroyed their bee-goods, and otherwise did great

damage. The fire caused a slight delay in getting out the

March number of the Canadian Bee Journal, but everything is

running again on extra time.

The Carleton Family, of Anoka Co., Minn., are well

represented in the Langstroth Monument Fund. Here they

are: Mrs. J. A. Carleton, 50 cents; Will Carleton, -SL.OO ;

Rose E. Carleton, 50 cents ; and D. L. Carleton, 50 cents.

Also the first two of this quartet of Carletons have become

members of the New Union. That's the way to support good

causes. There is room for plenty more people like the Carle-

tons, both in the Langstroth Monument Fund and in the New
Union. And we are ready at all times to receive their money,

and turn it all over to the proper authorities.

Mr. E. S. Lovesy, of Utah, writes thus in reference to

the Langstroth Monument Fund :

"I read with some encouragement what Mr. Cameron has

to say on this subject, on page 10-t. I agree to Mr. C.'s sug-

gestion, to be one of 100 to give .S5.00 each. I have agitated

this matter considerable, because I believe it to be a laudable

object. As bee-keepers, let us not procrastinate in this any

longer, but let us have ' a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull

all together.' This will be a credit to ourselves and an honor

to our dear departed Langstroth."

The Leahy Mfg. Co., like others, are on the jump to

fill their orders for supplies. Here is what they wrote us

March 11 :

"This is a great year for trade. We have been running

our factory 22 hours a day for over a month now. If bee-

keepers would take bee-journals like they buy bee-supplies,

there would be fun in running a journal."

Yes, that's so. There would be fun as well as money in

running a bee-paper if all who ought to subscribe would do so.

Wonder what can be done to induce them to see their duty

and need. Here's a problem to solve for any one who wants

to earn some good money.
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Iffarks-Hoffman Metal-Spaced Frames—A plate of metal
let into a saw-kerf in the end-bar as a space—having been
commended In Gleanings, F. Boomhower, after having tried
them, says they are death-traps, not to be compared with
staples as spacers.

Golden Italians are generally supposed to be of compara-
tively recent origin, yet in a letter written by Baron Berlepsch
in 1854, and lately publisht in Gerstung's Bienenzucht, he
says: "I have a queen which looks exactly as if chiseled out
of ducat gold. Her progeny excel all others."

The See-Saw Section-Cleaner has been in editor Root's
head for some time, and now he has got it so far out of the
whirl and bustle of that busy location as to get it on paper.
Works a little like an old-fashioned turning-lathe, having a
foot-treadle, and a coil-spring above, so it can be whirled back
and forth.

"Covers are Apt to Shrink," "says the Australian Bee-
Bulletin "thus becoming narrower than the top of the hive,
their efficacy in resisting heat and damp is to that extent im-
paired. Covers should be made at least an inch wider than
the top of the hive." But why not shrink that inch before
the covers are made ?

Management of Swarms.— Here's the plan of Thos. W.
Odle, as related in Gleanings, by which he says he gets good
crops of honey: When a colony swarms he kills the queen,
reserving extra-good ones In nuclei, then at the proper time
removes all queen-cells but one, and in about 20 days has a
young laying queen that he thinks worth two old ones.

Tall Sections of Light Weight Sold Best.—Thos. V. B.
Neece sold sections running 15 to 1(3 ounces each at 16 cents
a pound, 15 to 16 cents a section. A competitor sold at the
same price, per pound, plain and tall sections 1 14 or lag-Inch
thick, but this made them 10 and 12 cents each. The tall,
thin sections went off rapidly and the others dragged. Now
Neece wants to adopt tall, thin sections weighing 10 to 12
ounces.

The Crane Fence.—Besides the Root and the Asplnwall
fence, there is now the Crane. Gleanings describes it as con-
sisting of four pieces with no cleats only at the two ends.
This makes a rather weak fence, but has the advantage of
freer communication. Where the three inside cleats usuajly
are, wooden pegs about 1 V-inch thick, >4-inch wide and 5-12
long are driven through the four slats, so as to abut against
the uprights of the sections.

The New No-Bee-Way Section in England.—Some-
what strangely, when a new thing comes up in either England
or America, interest in It does not usually cross the water.
Plain sections and cleated separators seem to be an exception.
The British Bee Journal says that already two forms of sep-
arator are patented, and a third just ready. It thinks, how-
ever, that the bee-way section is not in immediate danger of
being forever swept out of sight.

To Separate Swarms Clustered Together.—Have ready
a very large tub. Take it where the united swarms are, and
sprinkle it lightly insidn. Arrange several branches of trees
in the tub so they shall not touch each other. Dump in the
swarms in a single cluster, cover the tub with boards, leaving
free entrance for bees still in the air. Eich queen will take
a separate branch, and in half an hour the separate swarms
can be hived. It Is well to sprinkle the branches with sweet-
ened water.

—

Apicultcur.

Identifying Laying-Workers.— D. W. Heise, who from
starting out in Canadian Bee Journal as a " picker up of un-
considered trifles," has developt into a full-fledged boiler him-
self, is desirous of a chance to crack the knuckles of this
boiler. Well, if it is a matter of necessity that the knuckles
must be crackt, there is probably no one who will administer
the cracking in a more judicious manner, or with fuller con-
sideration for the benefit of the crackee than the same man
Heise. So here's the chance, D. W.: Quoting from American

Bee Journal, page 806, you aid and abet the promulgation of
the idea that a laying-worker can be " seen and told by her
looks." Now you may get from W. W. McNeal full instruc-
tions for the identification of laying-workers, said instructions
duly certified before the proper officer of the law, and neither
you nor any other bee-keeper on that side the line can pick out
for sure a laying-worker, even if one-fourth the workers are
engaged In that interesting occupation, unless you surprise
them in the act. This assertion failing to prove true, you are
at liberty to administer such knuckle-cracking as the merits
of the case and your sympathy for the culprit may dictate.

Not Safe to Trust to a Single Queen-Cell.—A. Mau-
jean asks In Le Rucher Beige whether you are sure you will

have a good queen when you have, to all appearance, the very
best queen-cell. Sometimes queens are dead in cells, even
dying after they are sealed. In his experience he has had a
cell perfectly formed and sealed, but with no queen whatever
in it ; the cell containing only a little royal jelly, the larva
having probably died when very small and shrunk to nothing,
leaving no trace.

Deep Hive-Entrances.—Deep entrances prevented en-
tirely lying-out the past summer for James L. Montgomery
(Gleanings), but Mr. Doollttle says It Is about the same
whether bees lie out in idle clusters, or in idle clusters in room
made for them by deep entrances under the hive. But Mr.
Montgomery scores a point for deep entrances when he says
that colonies in 8-frame hives with deep entrances swarmed
very little, "while those without the deep entrance have all

swarmed, some of them twice."

How Field-Bees Unload.—Doollttle says in Progressive
Bee-Keeper that after having watcht hour after hour he be-

lieves that not one bee In a thousand returning with a load of
honey ever enters the sections till It has given up its load to a
young bee an inch to six inches from the entrance. The field-

bee rests a few moments to half an hour, then goes fieldward
again. The young bee evaporates the nectar, and if the yield

of nectar is too big to be evaporated by the young bees they
deposit some of the nectar In the cells, and at night all hands
turn to evaporate.

Scale Colonies.—The practice of having a colony on
scales to note daily gain or loss is commended by R. C. Alkln,
in Gleanings. But he thinks it unwise to depend on,a single
colony as an Index of what all are doing, for it may be that
such colony may be working in a different quarter from most
others, and this is one of the ways perhaps in which may be
explained the difference In results of two colonies apparently
alike in all respects getltng such different yields In the same
apiary. To get satisfactory results, he thinks there should be
two or more colonies noted.

Simmins' Direct Introduction of Queens.—In Bee-Chat,
the new English quarterly bee-paper, edited by S. Simmins,
he gives the following rules to be observed in his plan of direct
introduction of queens. 1. Keep the queen quite alone for not
less than 30 minutes, without food, but warm. 2. Insert
after dark, under quilt, first driving the bees back with smoke.
3. No further examination is to be made until after 48 hours
has expired, -i. Make no division of, or nucleus from, the
hive within three days pilar to insertion, unless the original

queen Is then left on her own stand.

Points in Using Plain Sections.— L. A. Asplnwall is

one of the men who have successfully used plain sections, and
he gives a valuable article in Review, especially valuable as it

points out some of the troubles to be avoided. Accurate
measurements must be used, and the space above and at the

sides, where vertical passages are used, must not be more
than '-1 inch, and at bottom 0/I6. Even then there will be
bulging if bees are crowded for room, and burr-combs will be
built throughout the hive, so supers must bs promptly re-

moved when filled. Parenthetically he remarks that bees will

put burr-combs in '4 -inch spaces between and above top-bars

if there is a scarcity of room. Greater care is required lii

handling and crating, putting not more than one or two sec-

tions with bulged edges in a crate If there are such sections.

He thinks no-drip cases are not needed with plain sections,

for even with veneers the plain sections come together so close

that drip will not get through. He uses tin separators of

peculiar construction, and scores a point In favor of tin by
saying; "To scrape propolis from a thousand separators is

no small task. But with a large kettle of boiling water, a
thousand or more^made of tin may _be cleaned in 15 or 2<>

minutes."
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Mr. Pettit and His Divider.

I would like to ask Mr. S. T. Pettit, of
Canada, the following question: After
quoting what he says in his article, on page
.51, he says, "Here is a point I must call
attention to. .. .There must be no passage-
ways for the bees outside the followers;
tie bees must be kept and obliged to do
their coming right against the divider,"
etc.

Why is it that the bees must be com-
pelled to enter thus ? I ask the question
because his recommendation seems to be
very imperative as to this. Then follow-
ing he says: " I have thought a good deal
about it, and can hardly tell why. . . .1 like
to have space between the divider and the
super wall." Now I suspect he has been
reading of my method of producing comb
honey, for that's just where I permit the
bees to enter, even from the bottom of the
hive on up to the topmost super, having
provision made to enter each super if they
wish, or go from the bottom of the hive to
the top super direct, and I am thinking
that after he tries the space 5-16, i^, »« or
3o inch, he will feel like saying, " I wish I

hadn't said there must be no bee-space."
Any way, such positive directions are mis-
leading, but unintentionally given in writ-
ing, especially on bees and their habits, I

think, very frequently. J. A. Golden.
Morgan Co., Ohio.

Wintering Well—Season's Report.
My 64 colonies in the home apiary seem

to be wintering pretty well, all packt in
chaff on the summer stands. I have 28 col-
onies 2^.2 miles away, 16 of which having
only a cushion on top; they don't seem to
be wintering as well so far, altho the winter
has been quite mild up to this time.
My bees did quite well last season. I be-

gan the season with 87 colonies, closed with
92. and took 6,000 pounds of honey of fine
quality, about 1,200 pounds being comb in
pound sections, which is all sold at 7 and S
cents per pound for extracted, and 10 to
123,j for comb honey. Our home market is

in a fair way to be ruined with cheap
honey.

I began bee-keeping IS years ago with one
colony in a box-hive. I had the genuine
bee-fever, and I've got the same disease
yet. I feel that if I should happen to live
the allotted life of man, my bee-keeping
experience has just begun, as I am now
only 33 years old. I have been a constant
reader of the American Bee Journal for
about 16 years, and it has been of great
value to me. B. W. Peck.
Ashtabula Co., Ohio, Feb. 1.

Experience with Bees.

I have bad many years' experience with
the bees, and could not look for success in
the business without the American Bee
Journal. I was a subscriber away back in
the early 60's. when it was publisht by
(Samuel Wagner, in Washington, D. C. We
are never too old or too wise to learn. In
those years I considered myself well up in
bee-lore, tho I made no claim to being an
expert. But failing health compelled me
to drop out of the business for I.o years. On
the partial recovery of my health the old
passion for bees revived, anil I liave been
trying to do a little at the business for the
last three years; a trifle over a year ago I

subscribed again for the "Old Reliable."
and the first number received revealed the
fact that the procession had moved ou and
1 was left a long distance in the rear. I

have recovered some of the lost distance in
the last year. I recollect no season in my
experience when we obtained more satis-
factory results from our labors with the
bees (except prices) than the last.

1 commenced last spring with 10 colonies

DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Wboleiitalo
and Ketail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax l^'^Srase A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUCrSTA, WIS.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cuttlng-otf, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
8old (ID Trial. Catalogoe Free.

SElNEriA FALliS KIFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENEGA FALLS. N. Y.

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels

of very best Bass'wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 2S0 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. o. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. TORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalofr of my Specialties, and

Root's Goods at ilielr prices. 1 carry a
full line of Bee-Keetehs' supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fronioiit, nidi.

'IRST PRIZE WINNERSFL._Our1898 Mammoth Poultry
cuiilo of 100 pages mwlled FKEK.

SiTritTliiiik' entirely new, tell3 all about
I". nlfrv. how to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIG MOMEH. Contains beautiful lithogrraph
plate of fowls in theirnatuiul CDloi-s. Henii
isots. for JOHNBAUSCHER. Jr/
postage. Box !»4 FlJliEI'OltX, ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Wll\'TPn ^ young single man capable of
Ilil.llLI/ taking care ot an apiary consist-
ing of 2.50 or 300 colonies ot bees. Must give
good references and uone but a thoroughly
competent man need apply. Address.
Tlie Gila FArm Co. Cliff. Grant Co., N.Mex.
9A4t Mention the Amerwan Bee Journal.

f<nfnlnrr Ifr^a *• '• Koot A: Co's Goods
VillialUs, riCC lor Missouri iiudotherpoints.
to be had at factory prices from John Nebel
A- Son, High Hill, ITIlssoiiri. OAtf
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Gash
PAID FOE

eeswax
For all the Oood, Pure Yello-w

BeeS'wax delivered to our oflBce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casta, proiuptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

in the S-frame dovetailed hive, one queen-
less, and increast them to I'.l. I cut off all

second swarming by following Mr. Heddon's
plan, that is, by setting the young swarm
on the old stand, leaving the old hive by its

side for a week, then removing it to a new
stand. This plan proved successful, and
less trouble than any I have ever tried. My
plan has usually been to hive all after-

swarms in an empty hive, cap, or conven-
ient box, let them stand until evening,

then shake them down in front of the par-

ent hive and let them run in. I don't re-

member a swarm treated in this way issu-

ing the second time. This plan requires

more care and labor, and a greater risk of

loss.

X obtained 1,050 one-pound sections ot

honey. The best colony stored 167 sections.

I have been a little slow in using separa-

tors in the supers ; the reason was, I be-

lieved the bees would not accept it as read-

ily, and do as good work in the supers with

as without them ; but after using them one
season, and taking into account the perfect

shape, uniformity of combs, and ease in

handling and packing, I could not be in-

duced to abandon their use.

Bees went into winter quarters in fine

condition, packt in chaff on the summer
stands, and are doing well up to date. I am
patiently and anxiously waiting for the

time when I can again hear their busy

hum. L- Jones.

Floyd Co., Iowa, Feb. 2.

A Report—Bee-Management.
I commenced the season of 1897 with 1.5

colonies, got 1.160 pounds of honey, and in-

creast to '24 colonies, all going into the cel-

lar in good condition. I sold all of my
honey on the home market at from 10 to 14

I got my best yields from prime swarms,

from colonies in lO-frame hives, hived on

the old stands in S-frame hives. The S-

frame hive isn't large enough to cast the

kind of swarms I want, so I will use 10-

frame hives the coming season, and con-

tract to 6 or 8 frames for the new swarms,

and hive on the old stands; then give the

balance of the 10 frames after the basswood

and clover harvest is over, and extract any
surplus then, and the parent colonies may
gather in the fall. I will leave the 10 frames

in to get large prime swarms from the next

season. , . ,

White "lover yielded immensely here tor

a short period last season. The basswood

was an entire failure. Wire-weed and

golden-rod yielded well in the fall, consid-

ering the drouth. - ... J J,

I clip all queens as soon as fertilized, ana

supersede all queens at three years old, or

rather I intend to from this time on. I don t

want to be bothered with old queens play-

ing out in the pinch ot the game.
RfFUS Williams.

Lawrence Co.. Ind.

Several Notes and Comments.

I was sorry to hear that Dr. Besse had

lost in his sweet clover lawsuit, for I was

real iuterested in watching the reports con-

cerning it, and hoped that he would win.

As will probably be remembered, along

last July several fellows used adulterated

means for getting some honey out of my
storehouse. I reported the same at the

time, and Editor York hoped that an ex-

ample would be made of them, as 1 caught

them and landed them behind the bars.

Well, one ot them broke jail and got away,
while the other fellow is putting in time at

the "Pen," on a two years and six months'

Now, the above fellow used adulterated

means to get honey, while some others used

adulterated honey to get means. What is

the difference twixt the two ? [One is mean
enough to adulterate, and the other is adul-

terated enough in himself to be mean. —Ei>,
J

Yesterday was a nice, sunshiny day, and
all my bees were out; thus far every colony

that "was put into winter quarters has re-

sponded to the roll call of "Old Sol." My
bees are mostly the yellow strain. I also
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have some leather-colored; all seem to
winter alike. They are outside, paclit in
chaff. I have a few colonies of common
bees, and one peculiarity I have noticed is,

that on the bottom-board of the common
bees there are quite a few tiny white wax-
scales, while I And none among the Italians.

By the way, the American Bee Journal
appears to be gettiug better and better,
every issue seems to be an improvement on
the former one. Dr. Gallup's recollections
are just excellent. H. G. Qiirin.
Huron Co., Ohio, Feb. 9.

Wintering' in Canada.
Lots of snow, and wind and weather

nowadays here. I have just 80 colonies of
bees in the cellar, aud only '2 out-doors,
and I believe there is more pain and suffer-
ing in those two than in the 80 that are so
snug and nice in the cellar.

S. T. Pettit.
Ontario, Canada, Feb. 3.

New Union—ftuestion for Mr. Russell.
On page 125, Wm. Russell asks whether

the constitution of the new Union cannot
be made wide enough to take all in without*
having to pay two membership fees. Will
he kindly tell what there is in the new
coll^ritution to hinder exactly what he
wants ' Also, how be wouM go to work in
any different way than the new Union has
done, to get all united in one strong or-
guuization ? What does he want the new
Union to do before he joins ?

iNQriRER.

Success in Bee-Keeping'.
I have been a bee-keeper five years, and

have made a success. I have not lost a
full colony in any way, and with the ex-
ception of 18114 I have had a good crop of
hiinf-y. When I began people told me that
bees did not pay any more, and some of
them had kept bees for several years with-
out getting any honey to speak of. In 189.5
I harvested 50 pounds per colony ; in 1S9B,
83 pounds per colony; and in 189r, 80
pounds. By 1S96 people began to enquire
how I managed, and last year they adoptedmy plans, taken mostly from the American
Bee Journal, and they are getting to be bee-
cr. uKs. Big hives with plenty of honey,
and reasonable care iu winter, will solve
the problem for the farmer, as nearly as it
will ever be solved. W. S. Doner.
Pottawattamie Co., Iowa. Feb. 8.

A Report for 1897.
1 commenced the spring of 1897 with three

colunies of black bees, also bought one two-
frame nucleus of Italiaus, for which I paid
*l 85. I iucreast to Vi colonies, and took
no pounds of comb honey. The Italians
did not swarm until July 115, when I hived
the swarm and placed" them on the old
stand, removing the parent hive to a new
stand. The next day I was about to put a
super on from the parent hive; I took the
cover off, and there the first thing I saw
was a young queen on top of the sections.
1 put her into a glass, went back to the
hive and found another queen; I caught
her also, took the super off, and found two
young queens in the body of the hive. I
then divided the colony, and left a queen
in each part, making three from one
nucleus, and two queens over. July 20 the
two young queens were laying, and made
good colonies, with plenty of honey for
winter. D. Patterson.
Decatur Co., Iowa, Feb. 9.

F.ywort—Viper's-Bugloss—Bloodroot.
I want to enter a mild protest against

What has been said lately iu favor of the
Simp-on honey-plant (Scrophularia nodosa
or tigwort). The honey is abundant in
eacu little cup, and may be all right for
feeding back to the bees; but in my opin-
ion unfit for table use. The>" A B C of Bee-
Cii 1

1
lire" describes it as a little dm-k .' It is,

in fact, as dark as charcoal, and of repul-

Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arraugrements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
frelg-ht or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

SB) 10ft 25Ib 50ft
Sweet Clover (white). .60 Jl.OO J'2.25 Jl.OO
Alslbe Clover 70 1.25 .3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover... 60 1.00 2.25 4,00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for (,»L'eens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians aud steel
iir-y CarniolanN. More than :300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race.
75 ets. each; June and until October oO cents
each. Tested Sl.OOeioh. Good Breeders. $2
each. Straight 5-Bauded or "Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each. SiitisfdCtlou guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Uufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLE, Bee Co. TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

M.UI,'^ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
ifllllll o Square Ulass Jars.

Koot's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Scpplies in general, etc etc,
Send for our new catalog.

Practical HIntM " will be m'iUed tor lOo
In stamps. Apply to—

Clias. T. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal vv-hen writing.

OUR PRICES ll'^lZV^'S^l
ing the uew

4'lianipioii 4.'liafi-]Iive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ 8 »

K. H. SCH.niDT A; CO.,
Box 187 Shebovoan, Wis.

flease mention Bee Journal -when -writinpr.

^r- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A.J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB F0UHDATI03
Has No iNag in Hrood-Framet

Thin Flat-ISottom FouodatioD
Bas So FisbbODe iu (be Sarplas Boae;

,

Belnp tbe oleanesl is QBually workec
the qaickest of an; Foundation mado

J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
Bole MaDQfaotnrer,

Sprout Brook MontKOmery Co., N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

RFP I^FFPPR^ ! Let me send you my 64-
ULL'IXLLrLnO I page Catalog lor 18H8.

J. in. Jenkinrs, Wetunipka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

sive taste and smell as the plant itself.

Seeing it recommended, I bought some seed
few years ago to try the honey. I am

done with it now.
About the same time I tried another

honey-plant he viper's-bugloss. called also
" blue thistle " (Echium vulgare) ; it is a
biennial, and a good fertilizer it we judge
from its large, long taproot. -A B C of
Bee-Culture" says that "it produces a
beautiful white honey ;" now this is not ex-
actly the case with the plant I have had.
The honey is rather dark, like that of buck-
wheat, but tbe flavor is all right. Each
plant in a good soil will produce S to 10 long
stalks, and, each of these, hundreds of nice
blue, reddish flowers, from July to October
in my place. Animals will not touch it on
account of its prickly leaves. It is also a
medicinal plant, as the borage.

I have also had quite an experience with
the blood-root (Sanguinaria canadensis), of
which there is an abundance here. Bees in
early spring revel on its white flower to
gather the reddish jiollen—one of the ear-
liest flowers here. It is a sight to see three
or four bees trying at the same time to get
a load of its pollen. The plant is a peren-
nial, and most easily propagated from the
root; and since it blooms before any leaves
are out, may be spread under shady spots.

H. DUPRET.
Province of Quebec, Canada.

The Prospects in California, Etc.

I was very fortunate the past year in

securing a good crop of honey, part comb
and part extracted. The former I disposed
of at an average of 10 cents, and I hold the
latter for better prices, and judging from
present prospects the coming season is des-
tined to score another failure. As a rule,

the greater portion of our rainfall comes
previous to Feb. 1. but up to this time the
precipitation has beeu iu small quantities
and at long intervals, and never before
during my 10 years' residence in this State
have I vvitnest such discouraging prospects
for those who are dependent upon grain-
production, as the present; and then this

has a special bearing on our own industry,
for they, as a rule, succeed in securing a
crop when we fail.

Those who were present nt the State
convention enjoyed a rare treat in meeting
and listening to Thos. W. Cowan, and I de-
sire to say that there is plenty of room for

such as he, at all times and on all occasions,
in this, the Golden State.

Geo. W. Broiibeck.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., Feb. 2.

Bees in Fine Condition.

My bees are in flue condition at present
in the cellar, with the ttmperature at 40
degrees above zero.

\Ve are having some cold weather now,
with plenty of snow, which I think is a
good thing for clover, which was in fine

condition last fall. We almost always get
a good crop of honey when we have plenty
of snow.

I have taken the American Bee Journal
for about 15 years, and I had it stopt at
New Years because I thought I was going
to leave the bees, and go at something else,

but as long as I keep bees I want the Bee
Journal. I was away and saw Willian An-
derson, who lives about 12 miles from my
place; he has about 100 colonies, and has
never read any bee-paper, so I got him to

let me send and get the American Bee
Journal for him. He takes great interest
in bees, and winters them in a cellar. His
bees were in good condition when I was
there. J. F. VVikth.
Henry Co., 111., Feb. 3.

Looking Ahead—Season of 1897.
The winter is rapidly drawing to a close,

and I presume all bee-men are directing
their thoughts an i planning for the coming
honey harvest, which of course we expect.

Bees in this locality went into winter
quarters strong in stores and in numbers,
and up to date have wintered well. We
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have had an unusually mild winter thus
far ; bees could have been wintered on the
summer stands with little protection with-
out any loss. Most of mine are on the sum-
mer stands.
The honey year of 1S97 ended quite well.

The forepart of the summer was unpropi-
tious for honey-gathering ; there was an
abundance of white clover bloom, and other
honey producing shrubs and trees, but
owing to the cold and wet we got but very
little honey, but later on the weather grew
warmer, and bees did fairly well in gath-
ering honey from Alsike clover, buckwheat,
golden-rod and asters. I think I am safe
in saying that the average per colony in
these parts would be 50 pounds.
The " Old Reliable " comes regularly to

my table—a most welcome guest.
Clark Co., Wis., Feb. 5. L. Allen.

Xlie Nickel Plate Road
changed time and also depots March 6,

1898. All trains now arrive and depart
from Van Buren Street Station, near
Clark St., Chicago. All trains on "L"
loop stop at Nickel Plate Depot. City
Ticket Offices, 111 Adams Street, and
Auditorium Annex. Telephone Main
3389. (5) ilA2t

Convention IVotices.

Texas,—The Texas State Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold its annual convention at
W. R, Graham & Son's, Greenville. Texas, the
first VI ednesday and Thursday In April, 1808.
All Interested are Invited.

W. H. White, See.

Utah.—The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation will hold Its semi-annual convention
In the (irv and Couuiv Building:. Salt Laki;
City, Aprils, 1898, at, 10 a m. A full pro-
(rram in the Interest of tbe industry will be
presented. It is very desirable to have all
parts ot tte State represented. Among- other
thiiiKS to lie considered IS the transportation
and marketing ot our products, and also the
adoption of the best plan to represent our
^tate at the Trans-Mississippi E.xposltlon, and
to get our new foul i rood law into active op-
eration. Every beekeeper should be inter-
ested in these matters. All are cordially in-
vited. In case there luay be any that cannot
attend, we would be pleased to have their
address, and have them send in questions on
general topics Several members of the
Association have desired us to again call the
attention of our bee keepers In the Langs-
troth monument lund. Any who feel atjle
should throw in thnlr mite to mark the last
resting-place of this the greatest of all Ameri-
can bee-teeepers. No one will tcel as if It was
labor In vain, who lakes a fraternal interest
In this desirable "bject..

John B. Fagg Sec . East Mill Creek. Utah.
E. S. LovEsv, f res , t>alt Lake City, Utah.

" Tlie Wooden Hen."-The little illus-
tration shown herewith Is small only in size,
but really large in magnitude, when we con-
sider that the * Wooden Hen " Is no larger
than a live hen. yet has douljle the capacity.
It weighs onl.v 15 pounds, has h. capacity of '.^8

eggs, and while not a toy, is just as amusing,
besides being Instructive as well. We doubt

If a more acceptable ormore valuable present
could be made to the farmer boy or gitl, and
we suggest that every one of them who read
tbe American Bee Journal write Mr. Geo. H.
Stahl. Quincy. 111., and ask him for a copy of
his handsome little booklet describing the
"Wooden Hen:" also his large catalog of
the Model Excelsior Incubator. Tell him you
Write at the suggestion of the American Bee
Journal.

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 189.

TREE PLANTING
ay be a way to wealth or a waste of money—depends
! kind of trees. All trees, plants, vines, from the Held
ies are No. 1 stock, true to name. You gain by buyin.
Prices were never so low. Write for illustrated cata-
e, suggestions, estimates. Try Star Stru^vberr)',

Kldorado Blackberrj^ for profit. vf^

REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport, Ohio, i

Listen! Take my Advice and Bny

FI.XK FOIi:>l>A'I'IO.^
A.'M* XO.>S «!' IT.
Wurkin:: Wux Into Founda-
tion a specialt]-.

**Yonr Bee-Snpplies**

of Ansnst Weiss ! ?

I MEFV
mpetllion

Foundation

Millions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides !

!

S.»'riSF4*TIO!V OliABANTEFD on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Catalogue and
be your own judge. Wax wanted at 26 cents cash, or '28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUG-ITST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

Ho, for Omaha !

A^S we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establlsht a branch bouse at 1730 South 13th St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all apiarian Supplie-*,

the same as we do at HIgginsville. Mo. With the quality of o\ir
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our good*
are par ejcellent. Polisht, snowy-white SCL'tione, beautiful straw-

transparent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Houey Kxtractors. and all other Bri-t-

class goods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honurahle dealing our mntt.).

On these b^ses. we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our lustrimer in the future.

{S^PiiOGrsESSiVE Bee-Keeper, oOc per year. "Amateur Bee-keeper, 25c. Both for GoC,
postpaid. Sample copy ot the Pkogsessive free, and a heautiful Cataloj for the asking.

Address, I .„!.„ Mon„r.,.*.,rin<r Tanu^nv
r,'jj'^'„-',V*l'37,r?*.., 0°[„a..a, Neb.Lealiy Maiiiitiieturing Company,

GOLDEN BEAUTIES...
Three-band Italian Queens reared from

, Knot's stock. Golden Queens, from the
l)est selected Slock, Untested. 50 cents:
Tested. 75 cents. Caralolan Queens at
same price.

E. Y. TERR.41, & CO.,
Cameron, Texas.

12Att Mention the American Bee Journal.

RF1!< nT^ri.l.i Italian (jflRFJS!

Tested Queens. 11.00 each; Untested, 50o.
2-Frame Nucleus of Bees with good Queen 12.

Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. 1.. C.4RKI>iBTON.
llAtt , De Funiak Springs. Fla.

Ti/^"r> OAT T' lt>l* colonies of

X l/JtCi »djn.J^X4 BFe!>i in Lang-
slroth ana Root's Uuvetalled Hives. Will sell

in lots t ) suit purchasers, and deliver on cars
for shipment to any point. For further infor-

mation address, J. W. Howell, Kenton.Tenn.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business,

Supplies at Bottoui Prices.

" Bee-Keeping for Beffluners,'' price 50 ceiiis,

imparts the inslructlou. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BHOWN, Aii^u^ita, fia.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any v?ay
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^^^
has a hobby which is the sheep breederand
Ills industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - • Chicago.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This I5lh and latest edition of Prof . Cook's

maguIHoent book ol 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most faBCInaling style. The author Is also

too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, wlth-
ont "The Bee-Keeper'b GniDE."

OiTcn For 2 JVew $iil>!icriber«.

The following offer Is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with I'J.OOi, and we will mall vou a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 81. '^5,

or we club It with me Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 3 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
hoo" AS a premium. Let everybody try for It

Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YOBK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.
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A Good Bicycle Free
Now, then, young men and young

ladies, also boys and girls, take advan-
tage of this offer and get a Wheel
(A THOROUGHLY GOOD ONE) with
a little work. To increase our circula-
tion we have made arrangements with a
first-class concern in this city to furnish
us with their well-known

ALAMO WHEELS
at a price which enables us to give one FREE as a premium for sending us
50 Ne-w Subscriptions to the Bee Journal at $1.00 each. You can send
them in as taken, and when your list of 50 is complete, we will ship your beautiful
wheel, freiglit paid, to your nearest depot. This wheel retails in the ordinary way
at §50.00—and it concerns nobody but ourselves how we managed to get in on the
inside cut price. For JO Subscriptions we will ship a, Juvenile of the same make.
Below we give speciflcntions:

Frame— Sbe)by Seamleps Tubing. l!s Main Frame. Connections—Steel (selecterl.) Fork
Crown-Oval (droo lorded.) Handle Bars -Steel or wood, drop or upturn; cork trips. Wheels—'-'8 inch Pedals—rat trap. Rims—best elm. Tlree—Morgan & Wrijrht or Vim. Spokes—
FeUcted piano wire. Bearings—Tool steel (turned by experts.) Gear—6* to SO. Saddle—leather
(rubber or felt neck.) Wetgbt—2:i to a.i pounds. Color—black, maroon, nicely striped. Special
color by arrangement. Furnishings—Tool bag oiler, wrench, air pump, etc.

Ladies' model built on same lines with the usual difference between sexes, such as rubber
pedals, etc. Address.

OEORCiE W. YORK & CO., 118 IVIichisan SI., CIIIC.4GO, ILL.

"We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To Uave a copy of

\m Our 1898 Catalog Unit

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Ageul for llic Soiilliwesl^

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

J^^^^^
eiNQHAM

BeeSmoksr

PRICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

BBB-Smokers and Hoiieu-Knivefil
ke Engine I largest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1 50'•'- "-

9.1X3:
•

1.10
6.50; •

1.00
5.00;
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NO DIRT LEFT
In clothes washed with the
BOST BEE WASHER."

pieces m ODe hour and
hard work done. That's
the record. AGENTS
WANTED. Exclualre

, ,, eale. Write for termi.

Lake Erie Mfg. Co.t 147 E> 13 St., Erie, Pa.

44E'26t Pleasf! mention the Bee Journal.

POULTRY .n-*'^^'^-
"'"^''^. -" p-'s'-s.B vwbiiii 2jct3. p'.r ye;ir. 4 moulhs

jilrial lOcts. SnmpleFrcc. 64-page practical

—wai- r,°"'^"-\
^'^°^ free to yearly suhscribers.

j:s' F.ook alone 1.) rn. ( ntaloeue of poultry
v^-ifcSS? "Joks iree.i'oi/;/jj/ ^(/I'oca^e.byraeuse.N.Y

lOACt Please mention the Bee Journal.

<Jueeiis, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. .11.00. Un-
tested. T5e- Choice Breeders, either three or
fiye-biinded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $.5.00. Satialactlon guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROIVELL,
8Atf GRANGER, MINX:

Bee - Hives. Sections. Sblpplng-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog. tllJXKSOTA HEE-
KEEPERS' SlTPty BFS. CO., Nicollet
Isl.'ind, Minneapolis. Minn.

Texas Queens fmvm\
Best honey-g-athering- strain in America.

Tested. $1.50, Untested. $1.00. Write for a
Circular. J, D. GIVENS, LIsboiD, Tex.
7A'26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder's Hone}- . Jars.
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S Ponder,

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indiana.-\^fC»])oVDffi"5i>i>*

QUEENS
Untested, after April 1. $1 ; Tested

'^.__..« $1.50; Select Tested, $-2. Imported
queens, direct from Italy, $> each. The best
of stock, either Gold>"n or Leather Colored.
Wrhe for price-list. HUFFINE & DAVIS.
llA4t Ooltewah. Tenn.

WIdc-TIred IWa^on Wlieels. — Elabo-
rate tests of the draft of wide and narrow-
tired wagons have .iust been completed by
the Mlst^ourl Agricultural College Experi-
Djent Station, Columbia, extending over a
period of a year and a half. These tests
have been made on macadam, gravel and dirt
roads in all conditions, and also on the mead-
ows and plowed fields of the experimental
larm. Contrary to public expectation. In
nearly all eases draft was materially lighter
when tires six inches wide were used, than
wiih liresof standard width. The load hauled
"Was In all cases the same, and the draft ^as
most carefully determined by me -ns of self-
recordliigdynamometer. The beaefleill^flfect
of the wide tire on dirt roads is strikingly
shown in some recent tests at the station. A
clay road, badly cut into ruts by the narrow
tires, was selected for the test, as presenting
conditions least favorable to the broad tire.
A uuinber of tests of the draft of the narrow
tire were made in these open ruts, and imme-
diat-'ly followed by the broad tires running
in the same ruts. The first run of the broad
tires over the narrow ruts was accompanied
by an increast diaft; the second by a draft
materially less than the original narrow tire,
third by a still greater decline, and in the
lourih trip the rut was practically obliterated
and filled. In anothertrlal, when a clay road
was so badly cut Into ruts as to be almost im-
passable for light vehicles and pleasure car-
riages, after running the six Inch tires over
this road 12 times tue ruts were completely
filled, and a first-class b.cycle path made.—
Columbia Herald,
Put wide tires onyour wagon. Ton can buy

wheels of steel or wood to fit your wagons with
these wide lires at reasonable prices, and the
Electric Wheel Cu.,ot Qulncy, 111., have a book
called " Preservation of Farm Profits." which
they send free to any one upon application,
which is full of Information on thu subject.
Write them for it. and tell them you saw the
notice In the American Bee Journal.

8Ei:!t

BEE-SUPPLIES

!

We have the best equipt factory In the West. Capacity
1 car load a day ; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of everything needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Cataloi;, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal-

vanized steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address,

E. KRETCHnBR, Ked Oak, loiva.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

HDNEY and BEESWAX
illARKEX QlJOXAXIOr^S.

Chicago, 111., M^T. 8.—A little fancy white
sells at licit tree from any Indication of
graining, but the majority of white honey
sells at 10c. , with off grades at 8 to 9c. ; amber
Is not selling readily at 8c.; dark, 7 to 8c.
Extracted, white. 5 Xo 6c.; amber, 4^4 to oc.

;

dark. 4c. Beeswax. '26 to '270. , and In active
demand. The weather Is now suitable for
shipments of comb.

Milwaukee, Wis., Uar. 8.—Fancy, 11 to
12c.; A No 1, 10 to lie; No. i, 10 to lOHc;
No. '2, 9 to 10c. ; amber and dark. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, in barrels, kegs and cans, white, 5 to
6c.; dark, 4H to 5c. Beeswax, 25 to 27c.
We are able to report an Improved demand

for fancy honey during the past few days,
while the medium grades have also sold bet-
ter, yet the surest sale is on the be.st. The
supply continues e(iual to the demand, but
the fancy grades are not in as good supply as
the low and medium, which goes to prove that
the fancy sells best—and the values better

Buffalo, N, Y., Mar. 11.—There is a good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to 1 Ic; other grades, however, range from

to 7c.. and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount ot honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand.

New York, N. Y., Feb. 9.—There has been
a fair demand lor comb honey of late, and we
are gradually reducing our stock. Fancy
white is scarce and finding ready sale at 10 to
lie ; off grades white and amber. 8 to9c.

;

mixt and buckwheat. 6c. Extracted is in
fair demand—California while, 5V4c : light
amber, 5c. : white clover and basswood, 49^ to
5c. ; buckwheat. 4c.; Southern. 50c. a gallon.
Beeswax is steady at 20 to 27c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 21.—There Is a slow
demand tor all kinds of honey. Weqaote 10
to 13c. for best white comb honey, and 3 1-2
to 6e.. for extracted. Beeswax is In fair de-
mand at 20 to 25c. for good to choice yellow,
with a fair supply.

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 22,—Fancy white.
12 to 13o.: No. 1. 11 to 12c.; No. L amber,
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to QYtC; amber.
4 to 5c. Beeswax, 22 to 25c,

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 19.—Fancy white
comb, 1-lbs., 10c. ; No. 1,9 to 10c. ; amber, 8
to 9c.; dark. 7 to 8c. Extracted, white, 5 to
5 l-2c. ; amber, 4 1-2 to 5c.; dark, 4c. Bees-
wax, 20 to 22c.
The supply of honey is large and the de-

mand light.

St. Iionis, Mo., Feb. 9.—Fancy hite comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. 10c. ; amber. 9 to lOc; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5 Hi to 6c. ; amber,
oto5!4c.; dark, 4 to 4 ^c. Beeswax. 20 to 22c.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 1.—Fancy white. 11
01 13c.; No. 1.10 to He; fancy amber, 9 to
lOc. ; No. 1.8 to 9o. Darker grades are sell-

ing lower and In better supply .and can be
bought at 6 to 7c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c.;
darker grades, 4 to 5c. Beeswax Is In good
demand at 26 to 27c.

Indianapolis, Ind., J» n. 15.—Fancy white,
11 to i:ic.; No 1. 10 to He; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true ot the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is

In good demand.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 18.-Fancy. In car-

tons. 12H to 13c.; In glass, 11 to 12c.; A No.
1. 10 to He; No. 1. yc; No. 2, 8c.; No. 3, no
sale. Beeswax. 27e
The demand for honey la light on all grades,

with a full supply. Pure beeswax Is in good
demand, bnt supply Is light.

Philadelphia, Fa., Jan. 18.—Fancy white.
10c. ; No. 1.9c.; amber. 8c. Extracted, white,
5c.; amber, 4c.; dark. 33io. Beeswax. 28c.
Late arrivals of California honey have de-

moralized our market.

If you want
the BEST... Honey Extractor

Get Wllliaius' Automatic Reversitile,

And You Have It. Address,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOEtf Bariium, AVisoonslii.

H ATCilC.hickens B V steam-

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Si^iple. Perfect, Self-Regulat-
ing. Thou3aii<i3 in successful
(M>eratioa. Lowest priced
firBt-eluas Ilatoher made.

OEO. li. STAHL,
tolgg S. 6th nt, Quincy.ni.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do better than
to call on Dr. E. Gallup. Santa Ana. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs In Langstroth-
Simplicity Hives, and warranted a surerlor
lot of Bees for buslne^8. Correspodence so-
licited. I>r. E. GALLUP.

SANTA Ana, Orange Co., Cal.

't
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i*P"Talk ahout

....CoinbFoujidatioii

WE can now furnJBb the very best that can
be made from pure wax. <*ar>ew Pro-

cess of ITIIiJiug enables UB to snrpaps the
previous efforts of on rsplves and others in the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Sweet.
It is llie kind liiat does not sag.
It is tlic kind you ^vant.

If you once try it you will have no other.
Samples furnlsht FKbE. Laige illustrattd
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keep6r, sent
upon application. Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytliin^ in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

ZS" Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Illves, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

I dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal--^—i»» ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manufactnrini Co,

Hi;»SON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. 1. lUiot Co.'s Goods ^^H^e'.^a^?!"-

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It wiil my you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. M. H. Hi;NT
Cabh for IJeeswax. Bet.l Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I AEISE
TO SAY to the readers
1 ot the

BEE JOURNAL! hit

IH)OLITXIiE
has coDCluded to sell

-BKES and QUKKNS-
In thetr season, during
1898, at thofoUowlnp
prices :

One Colony of Italians
un 9 Gallup frames, in
light shippinp-boi S6i.»0

Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 '* *' lOUO
1 teste'l Queen... f i 50
S " Queens. 3 50
1 select tested queen 2 bO
3 " " Queens 4 00

Pelecltesied queen, previous season's rearing 3 00
Bztrs Belected for breeding, thb vert best. . 6 00
About a Pound of BBB8 in a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, »a.00 extra.

iV Circular free, RlrlnR full particulars roRard-
InR the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

llA25t
6. M, DOOLITTLE,

BORODINO. Onon. Co., N. Y.

Mr Dadant's Foundation, rear^^
Why Does It Sell So Well ?

Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IIV 'i\ YKARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do I Beauty, I»iirily, Firmness, I\© Sag^-
gring. ]^o I>oss. PAXE.liX WKEI> l>ROC'I':SS SHEEI'IIVCt.

1^" Send Name for Our CatalOR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
IrSN©eTR@TH OK TH® HOPIBT-B®®, Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention tlie Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

Oil MOTTO-" Well Manufactured Stock ! %mk Sliipineiits
!

"

SECTIONS, SHjPPING-GASES,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASSMTOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thriftv timber is used.

tW" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writintr.

We Are the People ^^^^^j^^

-WHO CAN TURN OUT-

(Cleated Separators)

AND •

(Sections \%-itIiout Insets)

FOPl 18QS.
Having special appliances and machinery, we can make them right. NothiDg in

late years has seemed to stir such a furor

in the Bee-Keeping World as these Goods.

'S^W If you don't know about them, send to

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
MEDINA, OHIO.

ilCW lOilo IJtlllllOff Largely Re-writteH. Send for free copy.
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Taking the Bees Out of the Cellar.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

Having received a letter from Mr. M. M. Baldridgp,
a part of which is of such general interest, 1 send it for publi-

cation, as follows :

Friend Miller :—My 31 colonies of bees in the cellar

were taken out to fly, and to remain out, on March 8. It was
warm enough on March 7, but there was too much snow on

the ground. On March 8 I waited till the afternoon, so as to

have as liltle snow as possible when the bees would begiu to

fly. I began at 1 p.m. to carry the bees out, and had them all

out by 2:30. They had a very good flight, but a much better

one on March 9. It was 54^ in the shade at 1 p.m. March 8,

and 56° at 2:30. The next day it was up to 64'^ in shade. I

am glad to have the bees out-doors now, and that they had
such a good flight.

I had one colony out-doors all winter, packt In planer-

shavings. I rather think it has wintered all right, but the

bees did not fly therefrom until March 8, and not then until it

was over 50- in the shade !

As I do not touch my bees for at least a month or six

weeks after they are put out to fly, I cannot tell very well till

then how well they have wintered. I may then be able to

determine whether the packt colony outdoors has wintered
better than those in the cellar. I am at present Inclined to

think that a less number of bees have died in that colony

than in any of the others. My cellar Is pretty warm, but none

Apiary of F. J. R. Davenport, in Ellis Counly, Texas.
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too warm to suit me. The temperature runs from 45^ to 60^
when the bees are in the cellar. It is a small room, parti-

tioned off from the main cellar, has a board floor, and Is lined

on three sides with boards and leaves.

My bees were taken to the cellar in November, 1897

—

the 21,«t, I think. They had a nice flipht the day before, when
the temperature was 66- in the shade. It would have been
just as well to have left the bees out till about the first of

December, or later. I like to put bees in late and take them
out early, as nearly as possible to the first of March. In 1897
I sot them out the latter part of February. It was an ideal

day for bees to fly, being over 60^ in the shade, and no wind.

I prefer to watch the temperature and other conditions,

and take out the bees in the daytime, and when they can fly

at once. To make them do this I use smoke In the cellar. I

puff some into the entrance of each hive when ready to be
taken out. This drives the bees back amonp; the combs and
stirs up the entire colony. I can now take the colony out-doors
with no danger of stings, and as soon as the bees are on the
stand they are ready to begin to By. I want all the bees to fly

that wish to at once, and I pay no attention to the stand, or

part of the yard the hives were on in the fall. It matters not
to me whether the bees get back to their own hives or not.

There will be no fighting when first put out, and the bees will

be in the apiary somewhere. If some colonies get more than
their proper share of the bees this can be remedied six weeks
or two months later, by simply exchanging strong colonies

with weak ones. I find this the best way possible to equalize

an apiary and make all colonies of nearly equal strength. If

the exchange be made when the bees are flying freely, and
bringing in honey, there will be no fighting nor no loss of

queens. Try this plan by and by, as indicated, and satisfy

yourself. When honey is as cheap as it is to-day, it won't pay
to equalize the strength of an apiary by the slow-poke way of

exchanging combs of brood. Truly yours,

Kane Co., III., March 11. M. M. Baldridge.

The question as to the rght time to take bees in the cellar,

and the right time to take them out, is one of great interest

to Northerners. Mr. Baldridge wants to get his bees in late

and out early. A strong argument for that is the fact that in

such case the time of confinement is shorter, and cold and long
confinement are the two factors leading to diarrhea. Cold
alone will not produce diarrhea. Confinement alone will. If

the confinement be long enough. The more severe the cold

the shorter the confinement they can boar. So if all other
things are equal, the later the bees are taken into the cellar

and the earlier they are taken out the better for the bees. The
trouble is that other things are not always equal, and you
don't know enough ahead to guess how other things will be.

Quite a number who cellar bees are now advocating tak-
ing them out earlier than has been generally considered advis-

able. So many are they, and men of such good repute, that
I have been led to question whether I may not have been in

error in keeping mine in so late as I have been in the habit of

doing, so this year, as an experiment, I have taken out 20
colonies before the usual time. N. D. West, of New York,
some of the Canadians, Mr. Baldridge, and others in his

vicinity, are among the advocates of taking out early.

First, as to taking in. Mr. Baldridge lives less than 30
miles from me in a bee-line, and yet I suspect that the lay of

the land is such that he has a somewhat milder place than I

to winter bees. He says Nov. 20 gave him a fine flight-day at

(i6^. Only 2^ less with me, and my bees also had a fine flight,

and we both hustled them into the cellar immediately after.

He says it would have been just as well to have left the bees
out till about the first of December, or later. Then why didn't

he leave them out later '? I know that it would have been not
only "just as well," but a good deal_ better, to have left them
out till Dec. 9, for on that day, at t)2^, they would have had
a good flight. Why didn't I leave them out till that time?
Just because we didn't know beforehand that they could have
a flight as late as Dec. 9. Indeed, I drew a long breath of re-

lief when they had the flight Nov. 20, for I was just a bit

afraid they wouldn't have a flight again before spring. I

have known such a thing as there being no flight after the
first of November.

I am In entire accord with Mr. B. in wanting to put bees
in late, if by that he means as late as possible and yet let

them have a flight immediately before cellaring—that is,

within a day or two. But it's always a matter of watching
and guessing. When it begins to seem like settled weather I

am always uneasy for fear It may stay cold, and I have a

strong feeling that when cold jiveather sets in every day they
are left out is as bad as five day's confinement in the cellar.

Suppose, then, they have a good flight Nov. 15. I know
that they can stand the confinement from that time, and I don't

know that they will have a chance for another flight. If Dec.
10 Is a warm day then I've given them 25 days unnecessary
confinement In the cellar, and they would be better without
it. But suppose I wait for a flight Dec. 10, and It doesn't
come—doesn't come till spring. Instead of 25 days in the
cellar they've had 25 days out in the cold, which has filled

their intestines very mucti more, and done them vastly more
harm than if they had been in the cellar. So I'd rather do'

the smaller harm than take the risk of killing outright a num-
ber of colonies.

Now, as to taking out. I think I know just when Is the
best time to take bees into the cellar, if I could tell before-
hand all about the weather, but I'm not so sure about the
taking out, even if I had a full chart of the weather six

months ahead. For years I've watcht a certain soft-maple
tree for its first blooming. Not time to take out till it blooms,
and try to judge then what the weather Is likely to be. Some-
times it blooms, or at least partly blooms, and then comes a
long, cold spell. Nothing so very definite, you see. Watch
for the maple to bloom, then guess whether the maple knows
what it's about. Something like weighing pork by putting it

on one end of a plank across the fence, balancing with stones
at the other end, then guessing at the welgnt of the stones.

March 8 Mr. Baldridge took out his bees, there being too
much snow the day before. If I had put mine out March 8, it

would have been In a snowbank. But I got 20 colonies out
March 14. The question is whether those 20 will be better
off or worse than the others which remain in the cellar till

later. Will the cold weather after they've had their flight do
them as much harm as the longer confinement in the cellar

will do to the balance? I don't know. Possibly I can tell

something about it after all are out, and possible not. I think
I've never had any spring dwindling when bees were taken
out late. I have had It when they were taken out early.

Last year Mr. Baldridge took out the last of ITebruary ; I

not till a month later. Mine did well, could hardly have done
much better if taken out earlier, but then I can't be sure
about it. In 1873 mine were taken out Feb. 22. Two sur-

vived out of 50 ! Do you wonder I'm shy of taking out early ?

But they were not strong. Sometimes I wonder whether
there may not be quite a difference in locations, even tho not
many miles apart. Possibly the difference in the shelter of an
apiary may make a difference. It is also possible that very
strong colonies are better out early, and weak ones not so

early. But so long as mine do well when taken out late, I'll

go rather slow about pushing them out In the cold till I've

tried It first on a few. C. C. Miller.
McHenry Co., 111., March 15.

Suggestions on Reuderlug Beeswax.

BY C. r. DADANT.

It occurs to me that I might give some Indications to

many of our bee-keepers that would enable them to render
their beeswax without that greenish, grayish, grainy residue

so often found at the bottom of the cakes. I have heard no
end of assertions made about this residue. One of our bright-

est bee-keepers assured me that it was propolis : another said

it was grains of pollen, and that there was a great deal of pol-

len in all the beeswax that is produced. Gentlemen, it Is all a
mistake. It is beeswax badly rendered, mixt with impurities,

of course, but spoilt by water. Smell it, taste, burn it, and
you will make sure of this.

In the January Review, one of the contributors, speaking
of beeswax spoilt by water, suggests that this is caused by
some chemical change. It is not a chemical change, but
simply a mechanical mixture. Take the white of an egg,

which is a viscous, ropy, clammy, adhesive substance; beat it

awhile with a fork, and its condition will change entirely.

You will then have a light, white foam without adhesiveness

or viscosity, yet there has not been any chemical change.
The whtte of the egg is simply mixt with air and Its capillary

attraction is broken or lessened. Beeswax overheated and
beaten by steam is in the same fix. Its tenacity is broken, its

color is changed, and it may be made to contain as much water
mixt with It, and yet not actually apparent, that it will lose

25 per cent, of its weight when returned to its proper condi-

tion. I once had a half barrel of cappings which had beec^

neglected till midnight, and I tried to render these cappings by
simply turning a steam-pipe into the barrel among the cap-

pings. Not an ounce of this made good beeswax till I had re-

melted it with the sun extractor. Therefore, I strongly

urge those who render beeswax to heat their wax slowly with

water, of course, but boll it a little. You can boll beeswax
till there is nothing left but this fine, grainy residue.
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Some of our leading bee-keepers seem much occupied with

the thought that beeswax when rendered is made more tough
and less fit for foundation because of its becoming mlxt with

propoiis. I believe there is nothing in this. Propolis Is much
softer than beeswax at a high temperature. You and I have
all had our fingers soiled with it when handling the bees in

warm weather, and if it was mixt with the beeswax in render-

ing, Instead of making it tougher it would make it softer. But
very little if any of the propolis mixes with the wax when it is

properly rendered, and what does mix cannot injure it. There
is much more danger to the wax from the water than from
anything else, and the water only makes it brittle, and appar-
ently rotten. I say " apparently," for I believe there is no

such thing as actually rotten beeswax under any conditions.

Hancock Co., 111.

The Bee-Space and Size of Hives.

BT W. S. DONER.

I have been reading the comments on the bee-space as a

cause of poor wintering, but I must say I do not agree with ,

those that condemn the bee-space as a bee-killer. If It is the

bee-space, will Mr. Greiner please tell us if the bee-space was
not in 8 and 10 frame Langstroth hives, as they are the poor-

est hives to keep bees in that I know of, for any one that is

not an expert, as the bees, especially blacks, will put all the

honey into the surplus department in the summer honey-flow,

and if there is not a fall honey-flow along comes the farmer
and takes all the honey, and leaves the bees to starve (or to

be killed by the bee-space). The Langstroth shallow-frame
system of forcing all the honey into the surplus apartment is

too much like killing the ben to get the egg.

The farmer wants a hive with as much comb as a 12-

frame Langstroth hive, and with frames not less than 12
Inches deep, and some people that are bee-specialists, myself
included. I would rather have 20 pounds of honey to a col-

ony in the spring for results than to have the increase from
30 pounds fed to them. With me, the large hives give the

best results for honey.
Some people will tell you that bees will not put as much

boney over a frame 12 inches deep as over an 8 inch, but I

have found that the deep, large hives have the strongest colo-

nies, and the largest yields of honey. I have 8-frame dove-
tailed hives, and hives of my own construction that hold the
equal of 123^ Langstroth frames, and they are in two sec-

tions, each 7Ji inches deep, and the hive for a colony I wish
to winter is 16x16 square by 1434 deep. They are lock-

Jointed at the corners, and have Hoffman self-spacing frames.
Colonies in the small or 8-frame Langstroth hives stored an
average of about 60 pounds to the colony ; and the large ones
about yO pounds of comb honey a colony. The large colony
that put up the most has a record of 120 pounds of comb
honey; and the best 8-frame colony, 80 pounds.

This county is covered with ex-bee-keepers whose bees
have starved to death by being bled to death for the last drop
of honey, as the bees need all the brood apartment in an 8-

frame hive to rear brood, so up above goes the honey, and if

the man has an extractor he has the key to the situation. He
can practically take all the honey, and about four times out of

five be does not know that he is leaving his bees to starve.

When properly managed (in a country that has a fall

honey-flow, as this part of the country usually has), the 10-
frame Langstroth hive is all right, but the 8-frame takes too
much watching to suit me.

Give each colony of bees the equal of 10 Quinby frames,
and about 40 to 60 pounds of good honey, and you need have
uo more fear of the bee-space than you would if they were in

a box without any bee-space. Plenty of good honey for the
colony, summer or winter, is better than money at Interest

—

it is the bee's bank account, and will pay you every time.
The apiaries of 8-frame hives In times of prosperity would

put one in mind of mushroom towns in western Kansas,
which in time of adversity depart like the passing of a shadow.
The large hives do not increase the apiary so fast, and it pays
as It goes along. If the manufacturers of apiarian supplies
would put out a hive suitable for the farmer, in a few years
they would be able to sell more hives than they do at present,
and it would put the bee-business into the hands of the farmer
\ii a more " stayable " shape.

Pottawattamie Co., Iowa, Feb. 8.

^ .

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for it. See offers on page 206.

Report of the Wisconsin Convention.

BY N. E. FRANCE.

The Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' Association met in

Madison Feb. 2, 1898. As the Secretary and Treasurer
were expected on the noon train, a motion was carried to have
asocial meeting until after dinner.

The convention was called to order at 1:30 p.m. by Pres.

F. Wilcox. G. W. Wilson, of Readstown, exhibited a large

piece of very thin beeswax, rendered by his solar extractor,

which he described and is so easily handled.

FOUL BROOD INSPECTOR'S REPORT.

The State Inspector of apiaries for 1897, N. E. France,
reported that as It was left to his judgment how best to apply
the S500 appropriated by the Legislature to be used in sup- •

pressing foul brood, and finding that no transportation would
be granted by the railroads, as requested by our State Associa-

tion and recommended by the Governor, he decided that the
first thing to do was to buy a quantity of Dr. Howard's books
on the history and treatment of foul brood, and to distribute

them among the Wisconsin bee-keepers as called for. In the
forepart of the summer the inspector was called upon to visit

various apiaries of diseased bees, and found in many places

the colonies affected with dead brood, much resembling what
Dr. Howard describes as pickled brood. In some places it

was quite serious, and seemed to be contagious. In describ-

ing it the inspector said that this dead brood was mostly con-
fined to brood either sealed over or about to be sealed ; the
larval bee was of dark color, head black, hard, and dried to a

sharp point. The larva was easily drawn from the cell, and
had a very tough skin from which, on being punctured, a clear

fluid would run out as thin as water, and free from the smell

so peculiar to real foul brood ; in no case thus affected was
there any indication of the ropiness found in foul brood.

In some parts of the State there was lack of fraternal

love—the owners claiming that their bees were all right, but
that their neighbors' bees were diseased, and he was requested
to call on them and burn up their entire bee-keeping outfit.

The inspector boarded with bee-keepers when possible, and
had often secured the use of their teams free of charge,
thereby saving the using of railroad mileage books, and lessen-

ing the total expense. He said that as other State officers

were allowed transportation in the State while on State work,
this ofiBce ought also to be entitled to it. The Governor had
requested our State Association to present such a petition to

him, which they did; he endorst it iind sent it to the General
Passenger Agent last May, but he refused to grant the request
at that time.

At the close of the above report, a motion was made and
carried that the Executive Board be a committee to take such
steps as would be necessary to secure transportation of the
State inspector of apiaries in Wisconsin.

A lengthy discussion of foul brood followed.

SHIPPING COMB HONEY—WHITE CLOVER SEED.

QuES.—"What is the best way to ship comb honey ?" Pres.

Wilcox thought In single cases with lath over the front glass,

or In quantity lots of six or eight 24-pound cases, crated, with
convenient handles.

Mr. France reported having seen white clover seed har-
vested in Washington and Dodge counties. It is easily saved,

and is profitable work, one firm last season paying $74,000
for white clover seed from these two counties. In many parts

of the State he examined large fields of clover fully as rich in

seed, which had been allowed to go to waste.

Mr. Lathrop said that drone-larvae are good chicken feed,

and that if sections were well cleaned as soon as taken from
the hive, there would be no danger of wax-moths.

J. Hoffman askt how to get the best results for comb
honey. Pres. Wilcox replied that one should have abundant
brood up to the honey-flow, then contract the brood-chamber
and give supers as occasion demands.

INCRKASINQ THE DEMAND FOR HONEY.

Qdks.—"What shall we do to increase the demand for

honey ?" " Rev. Winter said, " Keep talking of the many uses
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of honey." H. Lathrop called attention to the great value of

Dr. Miller's leaflets, and thought that bee-keepers should set

the example by using it at home for domestic purposes. Pres.

Wilcox spoke of having a printed sign, " Honey for Sale
Here ;" another advised bee-keepers not to crowd to large

city commission houses, but sell direct to consumers. Mr.
France spoke of having all honey in neat packages, with
name and address of producer on each package ; also to keep
a book list of those sold to, so that at any time it can be re-

ferred to.

Th« question, " Will honey be affected by moisture after

being taken from the bees ?" was askt. Several replied from
experience that it would gather moisture, and if stored in

damp cellars either comb or extracted would be likely to sour.

Mr. Lathrop was appointed a committee of one to secure
reduced freight rates on bees In less than car lots, and report

at the next meeting.

SECOND DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

The meeting was called to order by the President : the
minutes of the previous meeting were read, and the Treas-
urer's report was given. It was decided that as the Associa-
tion's expenses had been paid by Secretary France, all the
funds now in the treasury should be turned over to him to pay
all bills, and apply the balance upon shortage In legislative

expenses.
QuKS.—"Shall our Association make a State honey ex-

hibit at the Omaha Exposition ?" Mr. France said that he
had attended the meeting of the Wisconsin Commission at

Milwaukee, and as there was uo State aid, and ail money
would have to be raised by subscriptions, he recommended
that we make no honey exhibit, and that the supply dealers
take such space as they desire at their own expense.

Qdes.—"Should our State Association have semi-annual
meetings ?" Ans.—No.

AMALGAMATION OF THE TWO UNIONS.

QuES.—"Should the two Bee-Keepers' Unions be amalga-
mated ?" This was answered by resolutions as follows :

Resolved, That the Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion do hereby endorse the United States Bee-Keepers' Union,
and recommeud Wisconsin bee-keepers to send $1.00 to the
General Manager, Hon. Eugene Secor, of Forest City, Iowa,
for membership in said Union. Be It further

Resolned, That we will rejoice at the amalgamation of

the two Unions under one management.

HONEY ADULTERATION—SWEET CLOVER.

The adulteration of honey In our markets was discust at

length, and the new food law on adulterated honey was read
by Mr. France.

The subject of sweet clover came up, with its great worth
to bee-keepers as a honey-plant, and excellent stock pasture
If kept cropt close. Mr. France called attention to the wrong
Idea of many bee-keepers as to their lawful rights, many hav-
ing the idea now that they had no right to its free use in the
highways, whereas, anything in the highway, be it trees,

weeds, or anything that is obstructing or hindering in the
higtway, the authorities having a right to remove for the
good of the road, but that this law applied to sweet clover no
longer as being a noxious weed upon the farm ; that a person
has a right to raise it for his own use.

QuES.— " Is the quality of honey of any given plant
affected by difference of soil or climate ?" Ans.—Yes.

The election of ofiBcers resulted as follows: President,
F. Wilcox ; Vice-President, J. Hoffman ; Secretary, N. E.
France, of Plattevllle ; Treasurer, H. Lathrop.

PREVENTING HONEV GRANULATION—FEEDING BEES, ETC.

The question arose as to how the granulation of honey
could be prevented, the most satisfactory answer being to

heat the honey, care being taken not to overheat and discolor

it, and to use hot water In the outside vessel to prevent the
honey from burning.

QuES.— " What Is the best feeder for the fall feeding of
bees?" Ans.—Mr. G. W. Wilson uses a 2-quart basin covered
with floating screen ; others preferred to save during the
honey-flow some choicest full combs of best sealed honey, and
when a colony needed feed to exchange for the empty combs
in the hive.

QuES —" What Is the best direction to face the entrance
of hives ?" Ans.— If to east or south often in the spring the
sun warms so as to induce the bees out when the weather Is

too cool ; it is better to have shade-boards or double-walled
hives.

QuES.— " What is the most convenient vehicle in the api-

ary ?" Ans.—Daisy wheelbarrow. N. E. France, Sec.

Report of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Cou-
veutlod, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

REPORTED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOURNAL REPORTER.

(Continued from page 181.)

SECOND DAY

—

Afternoon Session.

In the absence of Dr. Miller for a short time, Mr. Whit'
comb occupied the chair, and read the following question :

STING OF THE HONEY-BEE.

"Is the sting of the honey-bee poisonous?"
Mr. Whitcomb—No, I do not think that the sting is pois-

onous. It is the formic acid that Is injected Into the circula-
tion that is poisonous. It is not only poisonous in the circu-

lation, but in the stomach, and It is the most deadly poison
known. That is one reason why honey makes some people
sick. There are people all over the country that cannot take
any honey. We have made some experiments on that lately,

with people who had never previously been able to eat honey,
giving them honey In which we knew there was no formic
acid, and without a single exception they have reported that it

failed to make them sick. This honey was taken off by the
Porter-escape process. But by the old-fashioned robbing pro-
cess, going to the hives and robbing the bees, the instinct of

the bee is to save its honey, and In stinging small particles fall

off on the honey, and that makes people sick.

Mr. Karch—My wife was stung right on the forehead.
She said she was feeling very queer, that something pretty
near like that happened to her some years before when she
thought she was overcome by the heat—a sort of sun-stroke,
and she said, "I feel just the same as I did that time wo
thought I was sun-struck." But this was no sun-stroke, it

was a bee-sting. Another time she was stung on the wrist.

It wasn't but a few minutes till she fainted away; it just
went through her system, starting from where she was stung,
and turned kind of purple, and she said she could taste it

when It got to her mouth, a very disagreeable taste. She
fainted away, and I thought she was dying, and sent for a
physician as fast as I could, but not finding him at home, we
did the best we could, and after awhile this fever past away,
this heat, this hot wave, and she began to swell some, and
turned pale and cold, with severe pain in the stomach, appar-
ently about the same symptoms as poison would cause, and I

thought she was going to die. We tried hot baths and warm
applications, and she got over It. The next day the neigh-
bor's wife told me, " I didn't say anything to you yesterday,
but I thought your wife was about to die. We didn't expect
her to live a half hour." I said, "You needn't have told me,
that was what I expected."

Mr. Heffron— I saw In a French journal awhile ago that a
man had been stung very largely, had 150 stings around his

neck at one time ; they were extracted afterwards, and the
Injurious effects were prevented by making a plaster of ipe-

cacuanha powder. They just wet It up with water, and put
It on around his neck, and it hardly swelled at all, and pro-

duced no Injurious effects. I have used it this summer in per-

haps a dozen cases. I havn't guarded myself very much
against the sting of bees because I learnt I could prevent
any evil effects. I took a little ipecacuanha powder and wet
it and put it on the place, whether on my face or on the front
or on the side of my neck, front or back, as I had been stung
In all those places. It didn't swell at all, and I used to swell

badly.
M. S. Miller—My father was stung on one of the main

blood-vessels on the back of the hand. He described the feel-

ing as if there had been a whole lot of ants starting from that
point and crawling all over his body. It made him very sick,

and In about a half hour he had to "throw up," probably Id

20 minutes, and after that he began to get better. The doc-
tor he had declared he could not have lived over half an hour
if he had not done that.

Mr. Heffron—The stings of bees have been kept dried for
six months, and then have the same effect that they would
when fresh. So the poison is not something that is not neces-
sarily connected with what little fluid there may be.

Mr. Karch—The doctor said of my wife that if it had not
been for "throwing up," she would have been dead.

Mr. Smith— I would like to know if it makes any differ-

ence how the sting is removed.
Mr. Green— Decid€dly. That is one of the principal

things in preventing pain and swelling. One should not pinch
it out, uor try to dig it out, but scrape it off as quickly as pos-
sible.
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DO BEES HEAR ?

Mr. Whitcomb— I wanted to ask one question : Do bees

hear ? If so, how ?

Mr. M. S. Miller—Is it not a recoRnized fact in medical

science that there is such a thing as transmitting sound to the

sense commonly linown as hearing outside of the ear, and if

that Is so with man, why not also with bees ?

Mr. Whitcomb—Four or five years ago, while attending
a farmer's institute. Prof. Bruner, of the Nebraska State

University, made the assertion that bees had no oars and
could not hear. Nobody over there cares to contradict Prof.

Bruner vary much, but I did "call him down" at once, and
the Professor qualified it by saying that if they had any means
of hearing he could not find it. Since then I have investigated

the matter considerably. I am not a scientist, but nobody
has ever handled bees for any length of time without being

satisfied they could hear. There is the hum of fear and an-

ger, and of satisfaction that seem to be understood by every

bee In the colony at once. If I take a colony of bees in this

room and make it dark, and scatter the frames here and
there, the minute the hum of satisfaction has started up on
the comb where the queen is, they will all leave the other
frames and go to the queen, going across the floor. And the

peculiar noise the queen makes, in case of starvation or of

abject fear, seems to be understood entirely by the bees at

once. On invastigation I have come to this conclusion,

that bees hear entirely through the nervous system, the

nerves coming to the surface along the abdomen of the bees,

and they operate the same as our ears, and they understand
that way. The nervous system of the bee is very finely con-

structed. After a friendly controversy Prof. Bruner has
agreed with this idea. I say they hear, and hear as distinctly

as we can through our ears.

ALFALFA IN THE NORTHWEST.

Pres. Miller then resumed the chair, and read the follow-

ing question :

" Will alfalfa stand the winter in the Northwest ?"

Pres. Miller—There is a field of It about seven miles from
me (northern Illinois) that has stood for several years.

Mr. Karch—Some of my neighbors have had it for years,

and it seems to stand first-rate in that country.
Mr. Stone— I can't understand why it is that the Univer-

sity at Champaign, when they made a test of alfalfa, reported
that It was a failure in Illinois, and that It was not a valuable
plant in this State. I have a small patch of it myself, in the

neighborhood of Springfield, and it has done very well. I am
going to sow more of it. I know a man that has 20 acres of

It, and he has cut It two or three times a year, and it is very

tine. I have cut mine four times a year for two summers.
Pres. Miller—The general understanding is, it doesn't be-

long to this climate—won't do here ; yet, if it is anything like

as good a plant with us as it is elsewhere, it is worth the
while of the bee-keepers to inquire into it.

Mr. Stone— I sowed last spring 20 acres of alfalfa with
my Alsike, with oats, and on one side, finishing up, I sowed
an acre of alfalfa.

Pres. Miller—Did you sow alfalfa with the oats or alone?
Mr. Stone— I sowed it after I sowed the oats. I always

sow my oats and cultivate them in well, and then sow the

alfalfa, and run over It with the drag or some light harrow. I

sow clover seed that way, never sow it without covering it.

When I went over it on the morning of the day I came here, I

found a very fine stand in the stubble on most of it. i^or

some cause it died out on one end, and I can't understand
why, unless it was because the ground was too rich and too

loose for It to take to the soil. The seed I have in my garden
—a small patch, probably 10 square rods—I sowed about the
time of sowing red clover, and it was up in about three or four
days. Red clover sometimes lies for two or three weeks be-

fore you can see it is up. It is very tender, and I understand
that everywhere they grow it they have to cut the first crop,

cut the weeds to keep it from choking out the alfalfa, and
after that you have no trouble. This year we have had one
or two hogs penned up, and have cut alfalfa every day for

them, and with half the corn that they would eai to keep them
alive, they have thrived with that alfalfa till I never saw hogs
in better condition than they, and they are just as greedy for

It as anything else you could feed them.
Pres. Miller—Turn the hogs on it, or cut it, in summer ?

Mr. Stone—Cut it.

Mr. Whitcomb—You can turn them on it. I brought per-

haps the first stalk of alfalfa that was brought east of Salt

Lake, in the spring of 1S7T. It Is a very hardy plant after

it Is establlsht. The ground, to sow alfalfa, should be pre-

pared as carefully as though you were going to plant onions,

in the richest land you have. The most successful growers of

it in our State put it In with a plow. Then cover it in. Get

it into the moist ground. It won't stand heavy frosts in the

fall. The best alfalfa growers in our State do not put any

crop in with it at all. They mow the weeds down. After it

is establlsht there is no trouble about a stand, where there is

moisture within ten feet of the top. I had trouble last year

because It was wet all through the spring of the year. This

year it has done nicely, and we have harvested four crops. It

is not only an excellent thing for feed while It is fresh, bu";

stock eat it with a great relish In the hay. I once opened up

some bales of alfalfa hay, and found it was more than half

sweet clover. The stalks were so large in many cases that

they had to double them over. I thought I was " sold," but

when I came to feed It I found the stock went for the sweet

clover first. It is an excellent plant. Instances are on record

where the roots have been found 30 feet below the surface.

But on a lime subsoil, where the lime is near the top, I would

say It is not a good alfalfa country ; but anywhere that you

have water within ten feet of the top it will do. It is a little

peculiar about harvesting. It should be raked up right after

the mower, and allowed to cure In the shock, and then hauled

in from there. I regard It as one of the best forage plants

for all this northwest country. But It is very tender in the

spring of the year. It cannot stand frosts, and it cannot

stand too much wet in the spring. I sow 20 to 30 pounds to

the acre, so that the alfalfa takes the place of weeds as

quickly as possible.

Mr. Stone—Wouldn't it do to cut the hay down when
there is no dew on it, and then put it up as soon as it is

withered ?

Mr. Whitcomb— I am afraid It would be a failure then. I

did a little of that one year, and It all had to be taken out.

Mr. Stone—You are sure you didn't have any dew or

moisture ?

Mr. Whitcomb— I am not sure of that. I don't cure it in .

the windrow, but in the shock. It cures nicely there. Then
haul it in. You will not lose the leaves that way, but if you

allow it to dry on the surface of the ground there will bono
leaves left. In Colorado we find hogs are raised and fattened

alone on alfalfa, and they are good hogs, too. Of course,

they are not corn-fed hogs. Nothing fattens hogs like corn.

Horses can be carried through the winter without a bit of

grain if you have plenty of alfalfa hay. There is but one

thing that I regard better as forage, and that is sorghum.

Mr. Stone—There is only one thing I don't like about

alfalfa—it doesn't produce much honey here with us, I be-

lieve. I never can find half a dozen bees ou my whole patch

at one time. It might be if we had more of it so the bees

would go to work on it, it might be used, because I find

millers and other lusects working busily on it.

Mr. Whitcomb— I haven't been able to get any alfalfa

honey at all. The nectar in the alfalfa doesn't seem to have

any attraction for honey-bees, except where there is nothing

else for them to work on. Alfalfa honey has no flavor or

taste.

Mr. Baxter—One day last July a gentleman said, "Your
bees are making a lot of honey." I said, "Not now." He
replied, "My neighbor has a little patch of alfalfa, and they

are just literally covered with bees." I never went there to

examine, but it appears they must have been on it, or else he

would not have told me so, because he is a man of honesty.

Mr. Stone—I would like to ask him if he is sure that the

man was not mistaken. People with us get alfalfa and Alsike

and sweet clover all mixt up, and don't know what they are

talking about.

Mr. Baxter—If he were not an Intelligent German, who
had seen It growing in the old country, I might have believed

that he didn't know. He said he had seen it growing, and
was sure this was alfalfa. I would say that I have seen fields

literally white with white clover, and not a bee on It. I have

seen it when the bees were starving. I have seen the same
with buckwheat. I have seeu the same with heart's-ease.

The trouble is we probably did not look at it at the right time.

You may look at buckwheat about 10 or 11 o'clock and not

find a bee, but from daylight until that time it was probably

literally swarming with them. With other plants it depends

a great deal on the season and atmospheric conditions.

^
ALSIKE CLOVER AS A HONEY-PLANT.

Mr. Karch—How Is the Alsike for a honey-plant?

Pres. Miller—That Is certainly one of the very best honey-

plants.

Mr. Whitcomb—I agree with you there. I don't think we
have anything better, and nothing better for hay.

Mr. Stone—I do not believe It ever fails to yield honey. I

will just state what I learned at the World's Fair. A man
there said he kept a dairy at Elgin, and that his cows pro-
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duced more milk than any other dairy In the country. I askt
him the cause, and he said that he ascribed it to his having
Alsike clover for pasture. I askt him if his cows were not a
better milking strain than his neighbors' were. He said no,
that the same cows were now doing much better than before
they had Alsike pasture. I then askt if he kept bees, to see
if there was a motive behind it, and he said he did not. He
said his neighbors' bees just swarmed on it. On a. 10-acre
strip of Alsike I cut a crop of hay, the second crop came up,
and it was all headed out, and so was the red clover along the
other part of the meadow ; and every day when I would come
to the field for my milk cows in the evening, they would
always be on that Alsike clover, and they ate it down so
closely, the cows and the sheep together, I was afraid they
would kill it; and the red clover, to look across it, didn't
appear to have been toucht.

(Concluded next week.)

CONBUCTBD BT

r»K. O. O. MILLER. MJLRBVIGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Tarred Paper iu Honey-House Walls.

Will tarred paper used on the walls of a honey-bouse impart
its tarry odor to the honey kept therein ; I have just purchast
some for that purpose. N. Mex.

Answer.—I think there has been some complaint in that direc-
tion, but if the paper is put on early this spring, it will probably
not be troublesome by tbe time honey is stored in it. It any one
has actual experience in the matter, will he please rise ?

Pulling Bees Out—Early Feeding.

My bees are alive yet. How soon had I better move them to
the summer stands ? Will it hurt to examine them now, and take
out the straw above the brood and put in sections of honey in the
super to feed them ? Iowa.

Answer.— Unless you are very much afraid tbe bees will suffer
for lack of stores, better not open "up a hive till weather is warmer,
say in fruit-bloom. Of course it is better to disturb them than to
let them starve. But putting on a super to feed them makes a
good bit of empty room for them to keep warm. On account of
changing place and losing their bearings, the sooner the bees are
put on their summer stands the better.

Transferrins lo New Combs and Hives.

I have five colonies of bees in box hives. I wish to transfer in
spring to movable-frame hives. Can 1 do away with all contents
of the old hives after the bees are transferred in the new ? My
reasons are, I want to start my apiary with good, clean material,
and 1 think the old combs may be so old as to be unfit for use. All
five hives are as full of bees as they can hold, and have plenty
stores left. So far they are doing nicely, and are gathering pollen
every day that the sun shines, and it is not too cold. La.

Answer.—Yes. Perhaps the most economical way will be to
wait till the bees swarm, then hive on full sheets of foundation,
and three weeks later, when all worker-brood has emerged, drive
out all bees and unite with the swarm, unless you want to increase.

Wagon-Raeli for Hauling Bees.

Please describe the wagon-rack you use in hauling your bees to
and from the out-apiary. • Mich.

Answer.—My wagon-rack is quite a simple affair. A common
farm-wagon box rests on heavy springs that are detachable, and I

can't tell what the springs are called. It's a pair I borrowed from
a fruit-dealer who hauls on it heavy loads of melons, etc., and all
that's necessary is to raise up the wagon-bos and set the spring on
the bolster. The wagon-box itself is filled with hives, so the rack
must be high enough to accommodate that. The width of the
boards used for tbe sides and ends of the rack of course determines
its height. For side pieces use boards long enough to project back
farther than the end of the wagon-box. for you may as well have
two or four hives on the rack back of the box. These side pieces
sit edgewise on the sides of the wagon-box, a board of the same
width being nailed on the front end, also at the back end, and for
greater security one at the middle. Short boards 13x6 inches are
nailed on the sides projecting down on the wagon-box, so there's

no possibility of this frame-work slipping off. Strap or band-iroo
is nailed on at the joints where the end pieces are nailed to th&
sides, for fear the nails might work loose. Now boards six inches
wide are nailed across the top to support the hives. These are long
enough to take two hives, the hives standing back to back, but not
near enough to touch, the entrances of the hives facing toward
each side of the wagon. Nail the first board on the front end. and
nail on the front edge of the board a strip ?b or an inch square to
prevent the hive slipping forward. Now lay on loosely the second
board about where yon think it ought to be. Before putting on
the second board, nail upon the middle of it, that is about 21.^
inches from each edge, two strips about \-inch square, these strip-i
not meeting at tbe middle by perhaps six inches. Lay this second
board loosely about where you think it ought to go, and then put
on two empty hives. Push the board up to place, and that will
show you just where you ought to nail it, only it would be too
tight a fit, so have a little strip of '4-inch to lay beside tbe hive so
as to allow i^-inch play. Now fasten the second board and go or»
with the third, and the rest in the same way. only the last board
will have its strip at one side instead of the middle.

From end to end is now put on each side a strip perhaps an
inch or more wide, and in the middle a board wide enough to keep
the backs of the hives from touching. If you are to drive over a
very rough road, it might be necessary to have the strips that hold
the hives from sliding off, more than an inch thick.

The wagon-box I use holds nine eight-frame hives, and the
rack 32. making 31 hives at a load. This is much less than some
others haul at a load. It would be an easy matter to have mad&
my load 43 instead of 31 by making the cross boards longer, so as
to take three hives abreast instead of two.

Getting Increase—Allernating Shallow
Brood-Chambers.

1. Which is the best way to increase, from one to about four
colonies ?

2. Will the bees rear brood extensively, alternating two six-
inch deep brood-chambers once in ten days ? Wis.

Answers,—1, Sometimes there is no "best," only a worst way,
unless you want to do a lot of feeding. Even with feeding, it's a
pretty hard matter to do much if honey doesn't yield. With a good
season there ought not to be much trouble about it. As you can't
tell for certain what the season will be. it's a good plan to keep on
the safe side and work on the nucleus plan as described in the text
books and in late numbers in this department.

3. It's a little doubtful whether you can gain anything by-
alternating. With a good strain of bees and a good queen, you're
likely to have all the brood reared the bees can care for, if you
give them combs enough. Breaking up their arrangements by
alternating the two stories might in some cases induce more brood,
but it might, as well, make less.

Oul-A|tiary (tueslions—Full Sheets or Starters in
Seciion»—Number of Colonies in an Apiary.

1. What can I run an apiary of 35 colonies, spring count, for ?

2. The bees are y^ mile from my apiary. Do you think I can
run that yard and my own myself ?

3. Are full sheets of foundation in the sections better than one-
inch starters ?

4. How many colonies do you think can be kept in one apiary
in Virginia ? « Va.

Answers —1. You can run them for extracted or comb, or for
part of each, or you can run them entirely or partly for increase.
The size of the apiary really makes very little difTerence about it.

2. If you have sufficient experience there ought to be no trouble
about your running both apiaries yourself. If the out-apiary is

only '., mile away, however, it would be almost as well to have the
bees all in the home apiary, and it would be a good deal more
convenient.

3. I very much prefer full sheets.
4. If the location is an average one, probably from 75 to 100.

Figworl—inanaging Sunday Swarming.

1. I would like to know something about Simpson honey-plant
or figwort—how to grow it, what time to plant it, and what the
seed costs. Does it kill out in winter ! Do early frosts hurt it ?

Will it grow well on light, sandy soil ?

3. What would be the best way to manage bees in swarming-
time, so that the bee-keeper would not have to do anything with
them on Snnday, and not lose any swarms ! Mich.

Answers.— 1. When the interest in figwort was at its height. I

sent to another State and bought plants enough to set out about au
acre, and had probably as nice a plantation of it as was ever seen.

My advice to you, as a friend, is to let it entirely alone and not
plant a seed of it. I don't believe it will pay you to fuss with it.

If there is any one who had a plantation of it 10 years ago and has
not given it up. I should be glad to hear of it. Not long ago the
editor of Gleanings said he thought a plant of it might give as
much honey as (I think it was) 10 of sweet clover. And yet he
does not deny that they have given up growing it—a pretty strong
proof that it isn't considered of profit enough to grow. Answering
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your questions, however, I should say your quickest way would be
to set out the plants. If you could see one plant in blossom or seed
you could then recognize it, and very likely you might find a good
(leal of it growing wild right about you. It seems rather inclined

to grow in fence-corners and shady places when growing wild, and
is not inclined to increase rapidly. In such positions it stands the
winter well, but in the open ground is inclined to winter-kill, at
least in this locality. I think it will not do so well in sandy as in

stronger soil, but I may be mistaken about this. Now, if the expe-
rience of others is different, and they have found flgwort worth
cultivating, by all means let us hear from them, but let it be those
who have had it under cultivation lU years or more, as a great
many, I think, started with it years ago.

2. One way is to have a queen-trap at the entrance, then take
a look at the cage Monday morning.

Rcariug Queen§—<(ueei)Ie§s Colonie§.

1. How soon can queens be reared with safety of mating
with drones ?

2. I have two queenless colonies on top of other strong colo-

nies with plenty of combs, honey and bees for each hive. What
time should I set them off to themselves to rear them a new queen?
Or would it be best to leave them where tbey are ?

My bees have been bringing in pollen and honey on warm days
for some time. Combs were -^t full of brood Feb. H). Miss.

Answers.—1. When you find drone-brood sealed, you may
then begin to rear queens, so far as concerns drones being ready.

2. You don't say whether these colonies on top have communi-
cation with colonies below, or are entirely separate. If there is

communication, probably they are by this time part and parcel of

the colony below, and may be considered as all one colony. If sep-

arate and queenless they will not rear a queen, either where they
are or anywhere else, without having young brood given them. If

you want them to rear a queen by giving them brood, you can
move them at once or leave them till the young queen lays.

A Non-Swarming Colony.

1. I have a colony of bees that have not swarmed for 8 years.
I bought the queen from a breeder in Illinois. During these years
they have not changed color, which is remarkable, as I am sur-

rounded by black and hybrid bees. Can it be possible that the
original queen is still in the hive ?

2. I am anxious to introduce some of this stock into my other
colonies. How should I go about it and not interfere with my
honey crop ? I have 50 colonies, all at this time in good condition.
We have had a very open winter, very little snow, and just enough
cold weather to let us fill our ice-houses. Va.

Answers.— 1. I haven't the slightest idea the same old queen
is there. It's probably not so very often a queen lives half that
time, altho there have been cases recorded where a queen was six

years old.

2. Hard to tell just what may be the best way, so much may
depend on circumstances. One way may be to have queen-cells
ready, and when a colony swarms cut out all quoen-cells in the old

hive and give a cell of the choice stock. If you want to change the

queens of the other colonies, you can dj it toward the close of the
honey harvest without interference.

Increase by Dividing—Dummies—lO-Franic Hives
—Clianging from Kiack§ to Italians.

1. I wish to increase the number of colonies by dividing. They
are in 8 frame dovetailed hives. Can I successfully make three out
of one by supplying queens, and have them in good condition when
clover bloom comes ? How would you proceed ? How without
giving queens ?

2. In using dummies, is it necessary to use chaff or plain

board ? Must the empty space be filled with them or not ?

3. I am just a beginner and have only a few hives. I have
thought of changing to 10-frame hives, as I think I would like them
better. Do you think it advisable in my locality (Trumbull Co.)?

4. Would you advise me to change from black to Italian stock?

My bees are a little mixt, and are hard to handle. They are good
workers. Are the yellow as good ? Ouio.

Answers.—1. I'm afraid you're rather wild in your expecta-
tions. If I could each season make sure of making three colonies

of each one, taking the entire season for it, without getting a drop
of honey, I think I'd stop fooling with a honey crop and raise an
annual crop of bees. Some years I might do it, but other years
1 couldn't. But I wouldn't dream of starting in the spring, the

best season I ever knew, with 30 colonies, and have 'M colonies

ready for the clover harvest. If I wanted to have the advantage
of the clover crop, I wouldn't think of increase until the beginning
of harvest at the earliest, and Id study carefully all that's said in

the text-books about increasing, and then take the plan that

seemed best adapted to my circumstances. In any case, I'd keep
most of my colonies, what might be called fairly strong colonies,

all the time. By supplying queens, you would probably do well to

follow the nucleus plan as lately mentioned and described in this

department, and you could hasten matters considerably by furnish-

ing queens, instead of waiting for the bees to rear their own.

2. Either one will do. It isn't necessary to have the space filled

solid. For example, if you want to fill the space usually filled by
two brood-combs, you can have a single dummy measuring 23-3

inches through, or you can have two dummies an inch thick, or
three dummies of ''K-inch stuff, or a single one of these last will do
if you're not afraid the bees will build in the space.

3. If you don't expect to give them very much attention, the
10-frames will be safer for winter, and possibly may be best in any
case, but I think likely, it you give them closest attention, it may
be better to have the S-frame hives and use two stories, whenever
needed.

4. You will probably find the Italians better workers, and gain
by the change.

Transferring—Putting in Frames of Foundation.

1. I have two good colonies in box-hives. I %vould like to trans-

fer them in the spring into new hives. I also would like to get

one natural swarm from each. How can I best succeed? How
would it do to put in full frames of foundation (say five) it being a
lO-trame hive, then after the first swarm comes out place the new
hive where the old one stood, place the old one in front of the new
hive, make a bee-pass between each opening, of screen wire, then

open a hole in the top of the old hive, smoke by spells, and compel
them to vacate. After smoking down well, take old hive away.
Would this plan work? If not, tell me why, and a way that is better.

2. I am putting in two full frames of brood-foundation for all

my natural swarms this year. Should I put them in together, or

put an empty frame between them ?

3. I have a colony that has been in an old hive for a number of

years. Last summer it cast two fine swarms in June. A month
after it seemed that the old hive had nothing but drones. The first

of August I killed most of them. What was the cause of so many
drones ? Did the drones come back from the young swarms cast,

or was the queen dead ? or was it the fault of the old comb in the

old hive ? I introduced a new queen, after which the bees seemed
to feel better. Is there any use to molest the old comb in that hive

this spring ? The bees are in good condition now. Ind.

Answers.— 1. Better leave the bees in the box-hives till they

swarm, and hive the swarm in a frame hive. Set the swarm in

place of the old hive, putting the old hive beside the swarm. A
week after swarming set the old hive in a new place. Two weeks
later transfer the old colony, at which time there will be no chance
to injure any brood.

2. Perhaps it will be as well to put an empty one between.

3. It is possible that there is an unusual amount of drone comb
in the hive. Possibly the colony was queenless, and a queenless

colony will welcome all drones that may come from other colonies.

If there was never trouble before or since as to a superabundance
of drones, the comb is not likely to be at fault, and need not be

disturbed. _

Working for Both Comb and Extracted Honey.

I am thinking of running an out-yard the coming season, and
would like to work it partly for comb honey. Do you think the

following plan would be likely to work:

Work the colonies for extracted honey until they get well at

work in the surplus, then place a super of tections filled with foun-

dation under the extracting-super. Do you think it would be likely

to cause swarming as much as it would if the sections were placed

on at first ? Would they be likely to complete the extracting-super

before beginning the sections ? Please tell what you think about

this plan. New York.

Answer.—If you use full-sized combs in the extracting-super,

unless there is a pretty heavy harvest, there would be danger that

your super of sections would not be finisht in good time. With
shallow extracting-combs the matter will be helpt. You probably

would be troubled less with swarming than to put on the sections

at the start with no extracting-combs. If the extracting-super is

large and the colony not strong, or the harvest poor, the sections

would be little workt, and vice versa.

The "Golden" Comb-Honey management.

What is your opinion of Mr. Golden's method of producing

comb honey ? Do you think it superior in any degree to the ordi-

nary method of treating a swarm and the colony it issues from ;

Should you approve of it, please say what you think of adopting

the same tactics with colonies that do not swarm. Seems to me if

it will do under one set of conditions, it ought to do under the

other. Don't you think it would result in pollen in the sections ?

or is that which a friend tells me true, viz: That when the queen
is confined the bees cease to carry in pollen ; as, during her confine-

ment, and unlike queens of our own species under like conditions,

she is producing no progeny that would require feeding.
South Africa.

Answer.— I have no experimental knowledge on the subject,

and could hardly give an opinion that would be of value. But I

may say that the popular notion that a colony with a caged queen
carries in no pollen is somewhat out of the way. If you should see

the many combs loaded down with pollen that I have seen in such

cases, you would feel very sure that caging a queen does not stop

the gathering of pollen, altho it lessens its consumption.
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ciation and the Philological Society of England:—Change "d" or "ed" final
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Ne^v Use for Honey-Leaflets.—That bright

Doter and picker of the Canadian Bee Journal, D. W. Heise,

suggests that instead of the Canadian societies continuing
bee-journals as premiums to members, they should furnish a

supply of our honey-leaflets—"Honey as Food." Why not ?

They would help to make an outlet for the honey of the mem-
bers—the very abject desired.

Some Origfiual Ideas.—In the Southland Queen,
Mr. Madley is reported as saying you don't need comb founda-

tion to secure straight combs if your hives front south, but if

they front north or east foundation must be given to prevent

crooked combs. He " never saw a bee-tree that the bees went
in on the north or east side." Rev. T. C. Thedford says bees

measure cells when making them by the length of their legs.

He forgot to say which legs. "Madford" and " Thedley "

have truly "original ideas !"

Plain Sections and Fences.—Editor E. R.

Root, in Gleanings for March 15, replies as follows to the

article which appeared on pages 114 and 115, on the no-bee-

way or plain sections, and fences or cleated-s!at separators :

That Blind Editor.—Some chap in the American Bee
Journal, referring to my early disapproval and subsequent
approval of the plain section, accuses me of being blind when
I want to be blind, and of being able to see when I want to
see. 1 take it that this is a polite insinuation that, when it is

to the interest of our supply trade to recognize the merits of a
good thing, I am loud in my praise of the thing in question:
and that, when it is not to the interest of the supply business,
then I am very mum. Naughty York, not to put on his name
a,Di address ! I wish I could just catch that fellow without a

name. I would show him that even he looks through a glass
darkly, for it is very evident he fails to see thatl'have not
been as naughty as he thinks. However, I will forgive him,
for, tho not committing himself directly, he apparently thinks
the plain section and fence a good thirg.

We want to say that the " chap " Mr. Root refers to knew
exactly what he was talking about when he made the accusa-

tions and insinuations that seem to have opened the eyes of a

certain " blind editor." We wouldn't think of disclosing our

contributor's name and address, for no telling what calamity

might befall him should he ever cross Editor Root's pathway,
even If the latter does say he'll "forgive him." That's all

right. He may "forgive," but to forget—that's another

matter.

Xbe California Bee-Keepers' Exchangfe.
—We have received the following regarding the Exchange,
from a Californian who knows whereof he speaks :

"Mr. Editor:—I notice that on page 152 you have an
'editorial comment ' that Is a trifle misleading in relation to

the business of the Exchange. The best of our dealers esti-

mate that the honey crop In this section of the State is about
200 carloads ; the Exchange has handled about 25 car lots ;

therefore, instead of handling one-fourth of the crop, it is

only one-eighth, which makes quite a difference.

"The time to know how the Exchange is going to succeed
is after the settlement for the year is made. If the bee-
keepers have realized as much for the sales as they would
to have sold to dealers, then there will be no cause for com-
plaint. But if the net price falls short of that, then look out.
The Exchange idea is all right, but the trouble just now is

the lack of confidence in its workings.
" We do not anticipate much of a honey crop this year, as

the rains are few and light."

Xhe Pure Food and Drug: Congress was
held in Washington, D. C, March 2, as per announcement,
and the United States Bee-Keepers' Union was represented by

General Manager Eugene Secor and Rev. Emerson T. Abbott,

as we have previously mentioned in these columns. In the

Busy Bee for March, Mr. Abbott gives this report of the

doings of the Congress :

THE PURE rOOD CONGRESS.

There was held in Washington, D. C, beginning March
2, one of the most important meetings ever convened on this

continent. I refer to the National Pure Food and Drug Con-
gress. It was called together by a local committee made up
of public-spirited and enterprising gentlemen who live in and
adjacent to the city of Washington. There was a general re-

sponse to the call from all over the country, and representa-
tives of the various industries interested were there from as
far west as California, and as far east as Maine.

There were nearly 300 people in attendance, and almost
every leading productive industry of the land was represented.
The writer and General Manager Secor went as delegates to
represent the United States Bee-Keepers' Union. As there
was considerable expense attacht to such a long trip, I had
some doubts at first about the propriety of sending delegates,
but the moment I reacht Washington and saw the class of
men there present, and the industries which were represented,
all doubt was dispelled. One of the leading ideas of our Union
is to " prevent the adulteration of honey," and more was done
at Washington In co-operation with other industries in two
days than we could do in years working alone. What we
want and need is a National Pure Food Law covering every
article of human consumption for either food or medicine, and
we seem now to be in a fair way to get it, and the members of
the United States Bee-Keepers' Union can feel that they have
had a hand in the making of it.

Your delegates leceived the fullest recognition on the
floor of the Congress, and bee-keeping at once took its place
along by the side of other trades and industries, and was rec-
ognized as a part of the great movement for pure food and
common honesty, which is sweeping over the country from
Maine to California. Mr. Secor was placed on the Committee
on Credentials, and the writer was made a member of the
Committee on Permanent Organization, and was subsequently
elected chairman. Later Mr. Secor was appointed a member
of the Committee on Resolutions, and myself a member of the
Legislative Committee of 25 to consider the " Brosius Bill,"
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and report to the United States Congress. We were also made
Vice-Presidents for our respective States. I do not mention
these things to bring myself and Mr. Secor into prominence,
but to let the bee-keepers know that our Union received full

recognition by the other industries.
The Congress elected Mr. Blackburn, the present Food

Commissioner of Ohio (and a gentleman of sterling worth and
wide experience n pure-food legislation), its permanent Presi-

dent, and I take pride in saying that as a member of the Com-
mittee on Permanent Organization, I had a hand in presenting
his name to the Congress. He proved to be the right man in

the right place.

I have not the space to give a full account of the meeting,
but will say that the unanimity of sentiment and feeling mani-
fested by the representatives of the various industries of the
country on the subject of pure food points to the fact that a
powerful influence will be brought to bear on the Congress of

the United States when the Bill comes before it, for its imme-
diate passage. The reader can help to swell this influence by
writing to his congressman and the members of the Senate,
saying that their constituents ask that when the Bill recom-
mended by the Pure Food Congress comes up for passage that
they give it their hearty support.

This is not a political measure, but a movement in the in-

terest of common honesty and the health and prosperity of

the people, and all good men and women who believe In fair

play can unite in urging its passage without regard to their

political aijfiliations, or " previous condition of servitude," if

you please. Do it at once ! Emeeso:s Tatlob Abbott.

We believe with Mr. Abbott that the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union could not have done a wiser thing than to

send its delegates to the National Pure Food and Drug Con-

gress, just as it did do. It was a most notable gathering, and

we understand not only from the foregoing, but from per-

sonal conversation with Messrs. Secor and Abbott, that they

as representatives of the bee-keeping industry of this country

were both honored and appreciated by the Pure Food Con-

gress. We were glad that the New Union could have so large

a hand in so important a matter. We trust that the Brosius

Bill may soon be past by the United States Congress, and be

speedily and rigidly enforced. Nothing else could possibly

aid honey-producers so much as would the enactment and en-

forcement of such a law.

-*-»-f

Innovations in Printing.—The American Bee

Journal has shockt some of the conservatives by its dipt and

condenst spelling, but it is not alone in innovations. The
Progressive Bee-Keeper eschews italics and substitutes capi-

tals, giving an unusual look to the page. The Southland

Queen and the Pacific Bee Journal think it is all right to

shorten " all right " into " alright." Of course it's alright.

--.-»

Glueing Fence Separators.—Some one raised

the question as to whether glued fences might not melt apart

in the heat of the hive. Mr. T. T. Barrows, of New York,

has this to say about that point

:

" You need not be afraid to glue your fence separators,

for if the glue is good they will stay. I have used them glued
for 8 or 10 years, and they are as good to-day as when first

made."
*-*-*•

The Colorado Convention meets April 13.

Executive committee meeting the 12th.

A Piew Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee

Journal as fast as they are received. They are Invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
^-«-»

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 205.

Farm Bbe-Keeping is what Mr. Abbott will hereafter

call his paper—the Busy Bee. Good change.

Mr. Israel Ovkeholt, of Ontario, Canada, wrote us

March 21 : "Bees have wintered well in this locality."

Dr. C. C. Miller, located in McHenry Co., 111., writing

us March 21, said :

"Finisht taking out bees to-day. Earliest for years.

Earliest season for many years. Bees are In fine condition."

Mr. C. a. Billings, of Wayne Co., N. Y., wrote us March
15:

"My nine colonies wintered on the summer stands have
come out in good condition—were out in good shape Sunday."

Mr. E. p. Richardson, of Salt Lake Co., Utah, when re-

newing his subscription recently, said :

"The Bee Journal is a good bee-paper, and worth several

$ .$ more a year than you ask for it. Lots of good information

In each number."

Mr. John S. Frakes, of Perry Co., Ind., tells how he

appreciates the Bee Journal in the following words :

"I like the Bee Journal very much, and am anxious every

Thursday evening to see it. I read everything it contains

with great interest, and when a number fails to reach me I

am disappointed. I could not well get along without It."

Tobacco-Dust and A. I. Root. Whew, what a combina-

tion 1 Wouldn't have believed it if we hadn't seen it in

Gleanings. But the tobacco-dust is not to be smoked or

chewed, so don't get excited. It is simply a remedy for
" almost all sorts of noxious insects," and also " an excellent

fertilizer." We wish that all the tobacco grown could be

turned into dust and used as mentioned, instead of much of it

being used by people who seem to be anxious to die with
" tobacco cancers," "tobacco hearts," or insanity caused by

excessive smoking. Tobacco is a most excellent thing

—

to Ueet>

out of your mouth.

Mr, p. E. Shear, of Ulster Co., N. Y., sent 50 cents on

the Laugstroth Monument Fund. We are inclined to think

that before bee-keepers will be satisfied to let this matter rest,

they will want to see at least .'^l.OOOput into a monument
to mark the resting-place of their beloved Langstroth. Why
wouldn't it be a good plan for the large manufacturers of

hives 10 contribute—oh, say about a couple hundred dollars

each ? Their prosperous business is practically the result of

Langstroth's invention. And as bee-keepers are helping to

support the manufacturers, indirectly it would be the bee-

keepers' tribute to the memory of Langstroth.

Spelling Reform is coming. Gleanings is going to adopt

it, too—sometime. Here is what Editor Root said recently :

" But if even half of ihe printers and publishers would flop

over, I guarantee you I could adapt myself to the change."

That's a good deal like saying : When even half the people of

this country have the backbone to vote out the saloon, why,
I'll be with them. Or, suppose the great Wendell Phillips

had said before 1861 :
" When even half the people are

ready to strangle slavery, I'll be ready to help." Not much ;

but instead he all the time workt to hasten the coming of the

day when the curse of human slavery should be no more on

this continent. Say, Editor Root, why not you help lead off

in some of the grand present-day reforms, as you have led ofl

in many advances along the upward way of apiculture '?

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete

work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for .$1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.
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F. jr. R. DAVEXPORT.

The Progressive Bee-Keeper has kindly loaned us the two

enRravings showing Mr. Davenport and his apiary in this

number of the American Bee Journal. From that paper for

November we take the following interesting notes concerning

our Texas bee-keeping friend :

F. J. R. Davenport, the subject of this sketch, was born
March 18, lb49, near Beaver Dam, in Ohio county, Ky.,
where he remained until he was about 26 years of age.

From his earliest youth he has been an admirer of bees
and bee-hives, for his father, Robert Davenport, who was
born in Ohio county, Ky., May 16, 1823, has always been an
enthusiastic admirer of the busy little creatures. The old

gentleman states that he dropt corn for 10 cents per day,
when he was only S years of age, and earned enough money
to purchase one colony of bees, and has never been without
them since. He moved to Texas in 1873, where he still re-

F. J. R. Davenport.'

sides. In the 'SO's he owned and superintended three api-
aries, consisting of more than 1,000 colonies. In 1883 he
extracted 22,000 pounds of honey, and, by the way, he in-

vented his own extracting machine, which answers every pur-
pose that the patent extractors do.

From the above it Is natural to suppose that the son in-

herited his enthusiasm for bees from his father.
In December, 1873, F. J. R. Davenport was married to

Miss Josie Austin, daughter of Rev. James F. and Crinna
Austin, of Cool Springs, Ky. In October, 1875, he moved
with his family to Texas, and for 18 years has resided in Ellis

county. His education is limited, and he states that while
his advantages for an education were not very good, he was
nevertheless favored with better opportunities than he im-
proved. From childhood, as before stated, he admired bees,
but his limited finances forbade him making any attempt at
the business until 1886, when he purchast two colonies. For
four years he accommodated himself with nail-kegs and rude
boxes of his own construction, and such other things as were
inexpensive and possibly convenient. In 1890 he secured his

first patent hives, and from that time dates his bee-keeping
on modern methods. He bought books, subscribed for bee-
journals, and, as fortune favored him, he soon had all of his

bees transferred to frame hives, and has been improving them
ever since by introducing good queens of different varieties,

principally Italians, Cyprians and Holy Lands. He has studied
the nature and workings of bees, and, together with his ex-
perience, has acquired quite an eSicient knowledge of them.
He has acquired the art of queen-rearing, and in fact can do
almost anything with them that any one else can. He mani-

fests great interest in the bee-keepers' associations, and at-

tends the conventions when possibly convenient. His apiary,
consisting of 176 colonies, is in a shady hackberry grove, and
presents an attractive scene.

Besides being an enthusiastic bee-keeper, Mr. Davenport
is also a prosperous, energetic farmer. He owns a large farm
of the best quality, black, waxy land, and has it well im-
proved. He has two windmills with hydrant attachments,
which convey the water to bis house, garden and lots. He
also has good stock, Jersey cattle, Berkshire and Poland
Chiua hogs, and even tine poultry, such as Brahma, Lang-
shan and Brown Leghorn. To use the expression, " He lives

at home, and boards at the same place." He has almost re-

tired from farm work, as his bees require most of his time,

but he superintends everything, and his four industrious boys
execute his plans. By his industry and managerial qualities,

together with the assistance of a noble companion, he has
accumulated an estate valued at !S10,000. He and his family
are members of the Methodist church. He is of quite a jovial

disposition, and his avoirdupois tips the beam at 210 pounds.

May he and his family enjoy many more years of health,
prosperity and happiness.

Five-Sixteenths End-Bars are preferred by their largest
customers, says Editor Leahy, so hereafter they will make
them 5-16 instead of H thick.—Progressive Bee-Keeper.

A Superstition in Oldenburg, Germany, is that no swarms
will leave throughout the following season, and that all

swarms will settle low, if bees are fed before sunrise on Holy
Thursday.

Pop-Holes in Section Honey,—Editor Hutchinson thinks
the whole secret of getting corners in sections all filled out
without any pop-holes, lies in giving the bees free communica-
tion on all sides of the section.

Needs Much Salt.—D. W. Heise thinks that average of
250 pounds per colony from J. McArthur's bees, as reported
in the British Bee Journal, should be taken with a little salt.

The editor of 'the Canadian Bee Journal thinks it would better

be all salt without the dose.

Laying First on Outside of Comb.—A Stray Straw in

tileanings mentioned that frequently, in enlarging the brood-
nest, the queen first lays on the outer side of a new comb, and
wondered why. G. M. Doollttle says it's because on the inner
side of the comb the cells are largely filled with pollen.

The Composition of Honey, according to Dr. Oscar
Haenle, is in general as follows : Dextrose (grape sugar, crys-

tallizable) 42; Levulose (fruit sugar, uncrystallizable) 35;
Saccharose (cane or beet sugar) 2 ; total sugar, 79 per cent.

Water, 20 ; nitrogenous matter, 10 ; mineral matter, 0.2 ;

phosphoric acid, 0.02.

Best Way to Ship Comb Honey.—This topic was dis-

cust at the South Texas Convention, and E. J. Atchley said,

"Comb honey cans, with large screw-caps, is by far the best

in this climate." Do they cut the honey out of the section

before putting it in the can, or has the printer of the South-
land Queen been taking liberties with the report?

Effect of Cold on Brood.—Editor Rauschenfels says
nymphs, larvic and eggs perish in about an hour if subjected

to a freezing temperature. Brood subjected to a falling tem-
perature ceases to eat at 41-, and falls Into a lethargic state

if the temperature continues to fall, which terminates in death
if the temperature is not raised.

Better Get Standard Goods.—Fred S. Thorington is askt
by a correspondent whether the correspondent better get dove-
tailed hives or some more like the ones he now has. Mr. Thor-
ington says, "When goods are ordered, they should be of some
standard patent." (Quite likely he said "pattern," and Leahy's
devil "patented " the word.) He further says : "If hives and
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supplies are not In general use, that are ordered at the factory,

there is always an extra charge for setting the machinery ; so

the standard. If not the best, Is the cheapest." Besides, the

probability is that standard goods have become standard gfin-

erally just because they are the best.—Progressive BeeKeeper.

Italian vs. Black Bees.—J. E. Crane started out an
enthusiast for Italians, but In an experience of years found
that in some cases blacljs were ahead. In Review be says he
believes that in localities where dark honey abounds, dark
bees will beat, even if this is true for only part of the season,
while in sections where clover and linden abounds with rarely

much dark honey, Italians are the thiug.

Preparing for a Dry Year. — Callfornians seem to be
rather looking for a year of failure for lack of rain. J. James,
in the Pacific Bee Journal, advises saving the expense of

having to feed a big lot of bees by confining the queen on four
frames by a division-board with a piece of excluder-zinc 4x6
inches. Then if the outlook is good next season, take away
the division-board Feb. 1 and feed freely.

Wants Some Drones.—Hasty, the Reviewer, thinks the
workers will not be satisfied without some drones, and it isn't

best to cross them In this too sharply. If there's no drone-comb
in brood-chamber the queen will lay In sections unless excluder
or full sheets of foundation in sections are used, neither of
which he wants to be forced to, so he wants In the two outside
combs quite a bit more than Doollttle's 4 to 6 square inches.

Double Duty on Half Rations.— Editor Bennett, of the
Pacific Bee Journal, seems to be starting out in good shape to

meet the failure of the honey harvest, If failure It Is. He eats
only dinner and supper, no tea, coffee, sugar, pie or cake, plain

food with lots of honey, doing twice the work on half he for-

merly ate. But Hasty is warned that a novelette will start in

again. Takes an unfair advantage of Hasty by saying a lady
will write it.

Numbers of Bees Rather than Colonies seem to be pre-
ferred by D. W. Heise(Canadlan Bee Journal.) In his locality

a man started with 35 weak colonies and got 900 pounds of
surplus. Two miles from this man another started with 20
strong colonies and got 2,000 pounds—26 pounds per colony
In one case, 100 In the other. Such a result might generally
be expected, altho sometimes a distance of two miles makes a
big difference In the harvest.

Bees Necessary for Growing Crops.—Albert Gale, in

Agricultural Gazette, as quoted In Australian Bee-Bulletin,
makes the vigorous assertion that if the native flora are wholly,
or nearly wholly, cleared from the land to the extent of giving
insufficient storage for the bees, so as to decimate them to the
extent of their numerical inability to carry on the necessary
work of fertilization, " the result will be more disastrous than
drouths or floods, because our fruit trees, etc., would cease to

yield their crops."

No-Bee-Way Section.—The South Texas Convention de-
cided "that the said section was no Improvement over the old
section." The Southland queen Is down on them hard.
Doesn't like them— wouldn't like plain bedsteads without scal-

lops—honey doesn't look so well In plain sections and won't
sell as well—but wants to hear more about them. Is going to

m£»ke something better than fence-separators—sawed wood-
separators with perforations seven Inches long. Evidently
fences and plain sections don't suit that "locality."

Space Under Hives. — The question has been askt
whether the bees are not hindered about getting to the combs
by having a hive raised. Doollttle says, in Progressive Bee-
Keeper, that this can make no difference, for the cluster comes
down to the bottom. That swarming is overcome by raising
the hive was proved a myth years ago, when there was plenty
of swarming with all hives raised. After having tried that
and various other bottom-boards, however, he strongly favors
the Dr. Miller bottom-board with a shallow side for summer,
and the other side, two inches deep, for winter.

Controlling Swarming at Out-Yards.—The editor of

Gleanings says the question of preventing swarming In out-
yards run for comb honey Is a poser, but he tells how he man-
aged last year, having few swarms, altho some honey went
into extractlng-combs. All queens were dipt, or entrances
covered with queen-traps. Toward the swarming season he

put on a second story with one or two frames of brood from
below, filling up with empty combs or frames of foundation.
After the upper story was pretty well filled with brood or
honey, in some cases he put a super of sections on top of the
whole, while In other cases he took off the upper story and put
two section supers In Its place, crowding all the brood possible

Into the lower story, and reserving the frames of honey for

winter stores or extractlne.

Paint for Hives.—R. C. Aikin says he has tried paint of
all colors, and a hive painted stroight Idack was the worst he
ever had for swarming. Has had many dark red, and thinks
Ihey get too hot and cause swarming. Prefers light shades.
Doollttle thinks hives should stand in shade from 8:30 to 4:30
o'clock, in which case color will make no difference. But he
thinks bees do much the best in hives not painted at all. If the
hives have single walls. If there's any rjood reason for paint
other than looks, he has never seen it advanced. He wouldn't
let any one paint his single-walled hives for $L.O0 each. It

would lose him $2.00 In honey, because It would hinder early
breeding.—Progressive Bee-Keeplng.

Thinks Hasty Has Fears.— Dr. Miller having said in

Gleanings that when a new queen was given to a cross colony
there seemed to be a change In the temper of the bees, so soon,

that It must have been the presence of the queen that made
the difference, and Hasty having commented thereon In Re-
view, the Progressive Bee-Keeper's Somnambulist thus com-
ments on Hasty's comments :

"One more fragment that I espied along the way was this,

from that Bachelor Hasty, or hasty Bachelor, of the Review :

" 'May it not be that all bees, Immediately after re-queen-
ing, haul in their horns a bit, and feel as If homo were hardly
worth fighting for ?'

" Now, where did he get that notion ? No question of its

originality ; and If that's the way he feels, small wonder there's

no queen to his establishment."

W. L. Coggshall's Bee-Keeping.—E. R. Root, In Glean-
ings, tells something of a visit to this man, who, he says, "runs
over 1,000 colonies." (A wicked friend suggests that they
can hardly be his own bees, or he wouldn't stir them all up by
running over them.) Rapidity of manipulation seems to be
the order of the day, and stings ! A hand-cart holding four
extractlng-supers with an empty super on It is taken to a hive,

hive-cover removed, quilt lifted a little way, smoke blown
under, quilt flopt up and down sucking the smoke down Into

the hive; when -,; the bees have gone down the first frame is

lifted from super, shaken in front of hive, and if any bees are
left on the comb, a sweep or two of Coggshall's broom removes
them, then the remaining frames are shaken into the super.
When the super is emptied It Is not pried off the hive, but jerkt

or kickt off, making the bees mad, of course, but they take
the stings and save the time. Then a second, third and fourth
hive is visited, and the load taken to the extractor. The
editor, while looking on, kept poking his hands deeper into his

pockets, and the stings kept going deeper in his clothes, but
the men workt away as If it was an every-day matter to work
in a cloud of stings.

Two Bad Men—Too Bad.—"So shines a good deed in a

naughty world," runs the quotation, but that very shining

makes the shiner a conspicuous target for the evil-minded.

Just because this Boiler shows such startling originality In the

items given in this department, thus giving to the world Ideas

that otherwise never would have been born, D. W. Heise, of

the Canadian Bee Journal, and Hasty, of the Bee-Keepers' Re-
view—a man that has to eat 12 ounces of honey a day to keep
him sweet— with fiendish malignity sorely wound the tender
feelings of the Boiler. The Kanuck gets mad and calls names
because some choice morsel he was gloating over Is scoopt and
brought to light In a weekly, some two or three weeks ahead
of Its intended advent in a monthly. But say, Helse, what's a

body to do when he's overloaded with original Ideas ? Would
you have him hold on to them and " bust his biler ?"

Instead of standing off at an admiring distance, Hasty has-

the audacity to come close up and measure his own little

height, saying he Is "getting jealous." Yet he seems to have
sense enough left to fear he will be accused of egotism, as he
expresses it, " for even putting my [his] head up that hlgh."^

The Idea of such a man as Hasty, who can never clearly ex-

press what he has to say, and whose style is so dull that It

must be a second-hand affair that some one has thrown away,
comparing his prosy platitudes with the brilliant scintlllatlona

of this deponent I Perish the thought

!
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Sweet \ Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements bo that we can
furnish seed of sereral of the Clovers by
fiefii-ht or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5ft 10ft 25ft 50ft
Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 $2.25 $1.00
Alsike Clover TO 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1,40 3.00 5 00
AlfalfaClover 60 1,00 2,25 4 00
Crimson Clover 55 ,90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Raiided Italians and Steel
»ir y Carniolanw. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each; June and until October 50 cents
each. Tei-ted $1,00 eich. Good Breeders. $2
each. Straight 6-Banded or " Faultless

"

yueens, $5.00 each. Satisfictlon guaranteed,

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros,,

3Atf BEEVILLE. Bee Co. TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

M,V HONEY-EXTRACTOR
1 IS Square Ulass Jars.

Root's fioods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new cataloEr.

PracCical Itinttt " will be maUed for 10c
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mitth & Sou. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

^^ ^^OUR PRICES fr^ivr^^i
in^ the new
Cliampiou 4'liafl-Ilive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap, A
postal sent for a price-list may save
youS$$$

K. H. SCH.mDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

i'lease mention Bee Journal -when writinET.

1^~ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
»1,25 to Prof , A. J. Cook. Claremont, Calif..
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundatioo
Has So FisbbODe in tbe Snrplas Bone;.

BelnK the cleanest la naaally workei:
the qalokest of any Foundation made

J. A, VAN DKUSEN,
Sole Manulaotnrer,

spTOnt Brook 'MonlKomery Co,, N. Y,
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing,

RFF.IfFFPFH^ I
Let me send you my 64-

"^l- IM.LrLnO I page Catalog- for 18H8.
J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Favorable Weather for Bees.
Plums and peaches are in bloom. The

weather is very favorable (or the bees.
John M. Ryan.

Marshall Co., Ala., March 19.

Did Nothing' Last Year.
Bees did nothing here last year. I had to

feed to keep them through the winter.
C. R. Gardner.

King Co,, Wash., March 16.

Had a Good Flight.

My bees have wintered well so far. 1
have .S4 colonies, and they all bad a good
flight the other dav. Jno. Herbert.
Kane Co., III., Feb. 12.

Severe Winter for Bees.
Our bees have bad quite a hard time here,

as the winter so far was exceptionally
severe, with no rain to speak of. It raiu
will not set in soon and plentiful, we are
sure to go through another season worse
than last. p. A, SioLi,
Sonoma Co., Calif., Jan. 31.

Had to Feed for Winter.
Last year I got a fraction over .5(1 pounds

of honey per colony, but I had to feed for
winter about 70 pounds of sugar, without
cooking. This I did the latter part of Octo-
ber and the first of November, The bees
are doing well on it. I have 15 colonies.

A, J. MiLEY,
Rockbridge Co,, Va,. Feb. 14.

An Old Subscriber.

Having the •• Old Reliable " from No, 1.

Vol, I, to tbe present. I have not yet found
the place to say stop," and "probably
will not while 1 am able to bear the hum of
the busy bees. I have 16 volumes bound,
and probably would have had more bound
volumes had not Mr. Newman given one
volumes in •• blanket form."
Warren Co., Pa. W. J, Davis, 1st.

Foul Brood Treatment in England.
In my report of Mr, Cowan's address be-

fore the California Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, publisht on page S5, the idea might be
conveyed that the bee-keeper in England,
in treating foul brood, resorted In all cases
to extermination. The discussion at the
meeting bad a tendency to that effect, and
the error might have crept in from that
source. To place the matter right, I will
quote from the •British Bee-Keepers'
Guide," the English method of treatment:
'If the colony is weak, destruction of

bees, combs, frames and quilts, together
with thorough disinfection of hives, is far
the best course to pursue. We thus destroy
the spores and remove the source of infec-
tion. If, on the contrary, the colony be
strong in bees the latter may be preserved
by making an artificial swarm of them.
They are then confined in a straw skep and
fed on syrup medicated with napthol beta.
The frames, combs, and quilts, mast be
burued, and the hives disinfected by being
either steamed or scrubbed with boiling
water and soap ; then painted over with a
solution of carbolic acid (one part of Cal-
vert's No. 5 to two parts of water) ; when
the smell has disappeared the solution is
ready for use. The bees are kept confined
to the skep for 48 hours, by which time all
honey they may have taken with them will
have been consumed, and such of tbe bees
as are diseased will have died off. Those
remaining are shaken from the skep into a
clean frame hive (urnisht with six frames

Wbolesale
and Ketall.

DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax lC?oT?AtH A

Hives, Sections, and a full line ot Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalosr,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, W^S.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION °°"-|;';,*^'«''

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-oflf, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Oainlng, Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalo^ne Free,

SENEGA FALLS lUFG. CO.,
16 Water St SENEGA FALLS. N. T.

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels
of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about LiSO lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb,

f, 0, b. Chicago, Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. TORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

READY TO MAIL ^
My-40-ragc Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root^w iiooAn at tlieir price*. I carry a
full line of BEE-KEF.rEiis' r^UPPLits, and can
ship promptly. Catalojr Free,

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, mich.

'IRST PRIZE WINNERS

Catalog Free ^oVli

FlOur 1898 Mammoth Poultry
Uuide of 1110 pages mulled FKKt/

^iMit-itiiiit^ entirely new, tells all about
l...iiltr\ . bow to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIG MONEY. Contains beautiful lithograph
plate of fowls in theirnatural coloi-s. Sen'l
I5cts. for JOHN BAUSCHER. JrJ
postage. Box 9 l FK1lEI»OKT, lit*

44A;2Ut Plertse mentioQ tbe Bee Journal.

nilCCMQ UntPSted. after April 1. $1 ; Tested
IjULLllO $L.50; Selpri Tested, $J. Jinporled
queens, direct from Itily, $ > each. Tbe best
of *-tock, either Oold-n or Lp^ther Cnlored.
Wriie for price list. HUFFINE & DAVIS,
llA4t Ooliewah. Tenn.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Koot A: I'o^s Goodfi
/q II \i\j lor Missouri and (H her points.

to be had at factorv prines from Joliu Nebel
A: Son, Hi^li Hill, iUiM«ouri. 9AI1^

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

r^l Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello^r

BeeS'wax delivered to our ofiBce till

further notice, we will pay 2(j cents per
pound, CASH, No coinmissiou. Now if

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michig-an St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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fitted with full sheets of comb foundation,
and are fed with medicated syrup a few
days longer. The skep used as their tem-
porary home must then be burned. All
such work as is here desyibed, should be
done in the evening, when the bees have
ceast flying for the day, to avoid chance of
robbing."
Recipe for napthol beta solution: " Nap-

thol beta was introduced after exhaustive
experiments by Dr. Loret, and subsequent
experience here has proved its efficacy. To
make the solution proceed as follows

:

"For convenience of (measuring, procure
from a chemist an S-ounce bottle, markt
with 16 divisions of half an ounce. Thus
each division will be equal to one table-
spoonful. Put an ounce napthol beta into
the bottle and half fill with pure methylated
spirit. Shake until the crytals are dis-

solved. Then add spirit until the liquid
reaches the 14th line on the bottle. The
solution is then ready for use. Each divi-
sion will contain one tablespoonful, which
is just the right quantity for 10 pounds of
sugar. The solution should be stirred into
the syrup while the latter is hot."
Los Angeles Co., Calif. J. H. Martin.'

Favorable Winter for Bees.
The winter has been favorable for bees.

As the fall honey was "nixy" on account
of severe drouth, bees went into winter un-
der unfavorable conditions, no young bees
having been reared to anount to anything.
The Bee Journal meets my approval. I

always read the editorial page first.

Cass Co., Mo., Feb. 17. W. D. Hdrt.

Report for 1897.
My report for the year 1897 is 7,000

pounds of comb honey of good quality from
60 colonies, spring count, inereast to 100.

December 10 I put 50 colonies into the cel-
lar, leaving 10 on the summer stands. I

had to move my bees out ^eb. 10, as they
commenced to spot the hive inside. I have
had bees eight years. I always put them in
a row and cover them with straw, so it is

dark for them. C. W. Anderson.
Bureau Co., 111., Feb. 15.

Honey Crop Prospect Fine.
The prospect now is fine for a honey

crop. The bees are at work on the peach
and plum bloom, turnips, mustard, etc.

I could get along, I think, without the
Bee Journal, now that I know a little about
bee-keeping, but it would be like the Irish-
man who had a coat made, and when he
went for it, he found the sleeves sowed to
the pocket-holes. The maker askt him "it
it would do." "Yes," replied the Irish-
man, " but it's a poor do." I could do with-
out the Bee Journal, but it would be "a
poor do." M. Y. Estes.
DeKalb Co., Ga., March 19.

Mild Winter—Wintering Well.
We here in northeastern Pennsylvania

have had a very mild winter so far, only a
little snow, and about two weeks of real
cold weather. Last week my bees were
flying strong every day. There are 65 col-
onies all on the summer stands, an i every
one alive yet. I expect to move my entire
apiary sometime between now and April 1,

about }4 mile to a No. 1 place for bees, a
southeast slope where the morning sun
strikes them better. We have lots of young
white clover yet, and the prospects are
good for another crop this year.

Paul Whitebread.
Luzerne Co., Pa., Feb. 15.

New York State As30ciation.
In pursuance of a call issued by a commit-

tee from several bee-keepers' societies, ask-
ing that delegates be sent to Geneva, N. Y.,
March 10, to organize a State beekeepers'
apsociantion, the representatives from the
different local societies met and decided to
organize a society to be called "The New

TREE PLANTING
may be a way to wealth or a waste of money—depends
the kind of trees. All trees, plants, vines, from the Reid

111 series are No. 1 stock, true to name. You gain by buying
now. Prices were never so low. Write for illustrated cata-
logue, suggestions, estimates. Try Star Strawberry,

,-{""' Eldorado Blackberry for profit.
«(^

,-JM%. REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport, Ohio. ,

Listen! Take my Advice and BnJ

*#Yonr Bee-Snppiies**
Fl-^E FO«JI\I>AXIOr«
A-M> 'ro:\<>» OF IT.
Working IVax Into Foanda-
tlon a Specialty.

of Angnst Weiss ! Ij

i>i:fy
mpetltion

Foundation

Millions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides ! I

S.lTISFArxiON GVARjiNTEED on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Cataloeue and
be your own judge. Wax wanted at 26 cents cash, or 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
tlag a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight In half,
we have eetabllsht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St.. Omaha.
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies^
the same as we do at HIgginsviUe, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods

_ are par excellent. Polisht. snowy-white feutlons, beautiful straw-
colored traneparent Foundation, Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
clas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our lustomer In the future.

tS~PBOGRE.ssivE Bee-Keeper, oOc per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 2oc. Both for 65c.,
postpaid. Sample copy of the Pkogressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

"'""•
lealij BlanulMtiiring Company, ViU'S^SS'ltlSi,., SU,,...^,^.

GOLDEN BEAUTIES...
Three-band Italian Queens reared from
Roofs stock. Golden Queens, from the
best selected stock. Untested. 50 cents;
Tested. 7,5 cents. Carniolan Queens at
same price.

E. ¥. TERRAL, & CO.,
Cameron, Tesa§.

12Atf Mention the American Bee Journal.

Rm? Florida Italian ((IIKmt
Tested Queens, $1.00 each; Untested. 50c.
2-rrame Nucleus of Bees with good Queen $2.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, B. I.. CARRI^GTON,
llAtt De Funlak Springs, Fla.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled oromptlv.
SenrI for catalog. BlUSESOTA BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLY MFe. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Easiness.

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping for Beginners,'' price 50 cents.
Imparts the instruction. Price-Llst free.

J. P. H. BKOWN, Angattta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published In
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP .^ j» j»
has a hobby which Is thesheep breeder and
his Industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you Interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, • • Chicago
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This I5th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written In the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

uUy equipped, or his library complete, with-
onf'THE Bee-Keepbr's Guide."

Given For 2 IVew Subscribers.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two Hew Subscribers to the Bee
JournaUwilh $2.00), and we will mall you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for J1.35,
or we club It with me Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only J1.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get th&
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Cliicago, lU.
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York State Association of Bee-Keepers'
Societies."
The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year; W, F. Marks, President; F.
S. Emns, Vice-President; and H. S. Howe,
Secretary-Treasurer.
The next meeting will he held at Geneva,

N. Y., the second Wednesday in January,
1899.

The active members are to be delegates
from the county societies,' but any bee-
keeper will be made welcome at the meet-
ings. Harry S. Howe, Hec-Treax.

Utah.—The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Aseo-
c atloa will hold Its semi-annual convention
lu the City and County Bulldiog. Salt Lake
City, April 5, 1898. at 10 am. A full pro-
gram in the Interest of tbe Industry will be
presented. It is very desirable to have all
parts ot the State represented. Among- other
things to be considered IS the transportation
and marketing ot our products, and also the
adoption of the best plan to represent our
btate at the Trans-Mississippi Exposition, and
to get our new foul i.rood law into active op-
eration. Every beekeeper should be Inter-
ested in these matters. All are cordially in-

vited. In case there may be any that cannot
attend, we would be pleased to have their
address, and have them send in questions on
freneral topics. Several members of the
Association have desired us to again call the
attention of our bee-keepers to the Laugs-
troih monument fund. Any who feel able
should throw in their mite to mark the last
resting-place of this the greatest of all Ameri-
can bee-keepers. No one will feel as if It was
labor In vain, who takes a fraternal Interest
in this desirable object.
John B. Fago See.. East Mill Creek. Utah.
E. S. LovESY, Fres., »alt Lake City, Utah.

WHAT
part of a wagon wears out

flrst? The wheels, of course.
Why not buy wheels that

[can't wear out?
When a man huys the

ELECTRIC
WHEELS

ways has good wheels on
wagon. They can't Rot.
arp or become Loose; no

re-settlnp of tires; they fit any
wacon. "NVe also makei^heelg

anything wearinc wheels
for circulars and pri:e3.

Electric Wheel Co.
Box 16 Quinoy. IM«.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

RtJIVIELV
Supply the maximum ofpower

at the minimum of cost
3 for fuel. time, titteiitiuii un«l ri-piilr)*. The fire t^ box is surrounded witti water, iit-iice they are £
"^ quick Hteamers. The tire box is sn consti"UCted C

and of convenient size to afford per- £
I'ei-t combustion of all fuel.

3 This __

^ Tfaction Engine

:3 More all.

from » to 20 h.p

Has Perfect Traction, la a
Good Puller, Fast Traveler,
Easy Steamer, Long Liver,

It an<t our ri.rt.ilde, .StMiii-l'oitnl'lt'

iimple ami t'onipoumi Enj?ines. Threshers. Horjie ^^ Powers, Saw Mills, ete . in our new eataloglie. It's ^3 FREE-Send for It. t
^ M. RUMELY CO.. LA PORTE, IMD. t
anTTmnmmTTmmmmTTTTmTmTmTTnTifi
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

A Good Bicycle Free
Now, then; young men and young

ladies, also boys and girls, take advan-
tage of this offer and get a Wheel
(A THOROUGHLY GOOD ONE) with
a little work. To increase our circula-

tion we have made arrangements with a
first-class concern in this city to furnish
us with their well-known

ALAMO WHEELS
at a price which enables us to give one FREE as a premium for send.ng us

50 Ne'w Subscriptions to the Bee Jouruai at §1.00 each. You can send
them in as taken, and when your list of 50 is complete, we will ship your beautiful
wheel, freight paid, to your nearest depot. This wheel retails in the ordinary way
at $50.00—and it concerns nobody but ourselves how we managed to get in on the
inside cut price. For 40 Subscriptions we will ship a Juvenile of the same make.
Below we give specifications:

Frame—Shelby Seamless Tubing. 1 'a Main Frame. Connections—Steel (selected.) Fort
Crjwn— Oval (drop forged.) Handle Bars -Steel or wood, drop or upturn; cork grips. Wheels—'.'8 inch Pedals—rat trap. Kims—best elm. Tires—Morgan & Wright or Vim. Spokes—
selected piano wire. Bearings—Tool steel (turned by experts.) Gear—6* to 80. Saddle— leather'
(rubber or felt neck.) Weight—23 to 2.5 pounds. Oolor—black, maroon, nicely striped. Special
color by arrangement. Furnifhings—Tool bag oiler, wrench, air pump, etc.

Ladies' model built on same lines with the usual difference bet* een sexes, such as rubber
pedals, etc. Address.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 11§ Michig^an St., CHICAGO, IL.L,.

C^" If yo<i prefer to buy tor oasli, send us $35 tov tlie vrlieel.

We want -

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
.To bave a copy of..

ViAi/ Our 1898 Catalog mki

1^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for tlie Soutiiivest—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Binchjim & Uetbering-
ton Uncapping-

PRICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

Bee-Sniokers aiid Houey- Knives I
Smoke Engine i largest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $i:i.iX>; each, by mail, $1.50
Doctor 3!^ in. stove. Doz. 9.00; "

l.lo
Conqueror 3-in. Btove. Doz. 6.50; " 1.00
l,ar«e 2M-in. stove. Doz. 5.<X);

" .90
PiaiD 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.7o; " .70
Jjittle Wonder (weight 10 ounces)... 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.50;

"
.fio

Honey-Knife Doz, 6.'k); " .80

Bingliam Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knite, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALP CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with its

workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circu-
lar. I do not think the 4 inch Smoke Kngine too large.

January i!7, i-i'?. Truly. W. H. EAGERTY, Cuba, Kansas.

Mr. Bingham. Dear Sir:— Please send per mail a 4-inch Smoke Engine. I have
one of your Smokers; it is too small in time ot trouble.

February i:i. 181im. a. F. Sewaed, Riverside, Calif.

9A0t T. F. BlNGHAin, Farwell, inichigan.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the L,ars:est Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Amerloaa Bee .Touroal. 7Atf
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Two Special Offers.

As explained In former ads., publishers

can afford to put forth extra efforts In

securing new subscribers ; as the major-
ity remain, once they become subscribers

to a good journal. It is from this point

of view that I make the following offers:

OBer No. 1.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Ke-
vlfw who wrlll send
men.OO. 1 win Bend
the Review for 1898
and 1,000 strictly
flrstclass. snow-white
one-piece Sections.
After accepting this
offer If any one wish-
es to buy more sec-
tions, I will furnish
them at the rollowing
priC9s: 1.000. 12.73

:

2,000 for$3.-35; 3,000
for $7.50; ,").000 for
S12 00. Sections will
be shtpt from any
of the (ollowlDK
points: Flint. Mich.;
Chicago, 111.; Medina,
O. ; Jamestown, N. Y.

:

HigglnsvlUe, Mo., or
Omaha, Neb,

Oflcr No. 2.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Re-
view who will send
me $1,50, 1 will send
the Review one year
and a fine, tested
Italian Queen. Pur-
chasers may have
either the brlsrht,
golden strain, or the
dark leather-colored
reared from Imported
mothers. After ac-
cepting this offer, if

any one wishes more
queens, they will be
furnlsht at the fol-
lowing prices: Single
queen, 90 ctfi.; :4 for
$3.65; 6 for $5 00; 12
or more at 75c each.
Orders will be filled

In rotation, and safe
arrival guaranteed.

Unless otherwise ordered subscriptions
will begin with the .January issue ; and
the December, 1897, number will also

be sent, free.

If you are not acquainted with the Re-
view, and wish to see it before subscrib-

ing, send 10 cents for three late but dif-

ferent issues, and the 10 cents may
apply on any subscription sent in during
1898. W. Z. HUTCBINSON.

Flint, Mich.

mmmmmm
WOVEN
WIRE

With our Dup'.ex Aat^matio I

Machine jou cao m&ke ft g' ri- f

^uiDC Rahbit-Proof fence

one that ia also Uorse-high

and liull-Btrong for \CG A QX\t\

ifciinrt&ftock or Chicken fence forl'^oBLFod. Plain, Coilad I

apring and Itarhcd wire to fannerjatwholesaleiiriccs. Catalogue Free.
|

KUSELM.VN EnOTirERS» Bosl38 . Ri.l,5fuIIe, Indiana.

45Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Excelsior Incubator

aiid Brooder Cheap.....
200 eggs capacity. Good as new. Used
for only two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Will s'U it for

X•WE^TY D01.1.AR!., half the rost price.
Address, V. W. UUNNE,

River Purest, Cook Co., III.

"Fixin' Fences"
^^ery eprinfr i« nepdlt'ss. No "top rails" to lay up,
nor need to ctiase down the lane after every storm if

Pane Fence is lined. Send for "spring styles"
and pries. Soeovir;id. in next isMue.

Vk(\\) WOVKN \\n\Y. FEXCK CO., Adrian, Mich.

Texas Queens fMVM\
Best honey-gathering strain in America.

Tested, $1.50, Untested. $1.00. Write for a
Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
-7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

HDNEY and BEESWAX
MARKJBX QUOXATIOI^S.

Chlcasro, Mir. 23.—Very little demand
for honev In tiiecomb, the season being about
over for I'S sale In any quantity beyond acase
or so at a time, many retailers refusing to
carr.v It In stock owing to sales being infre-

quent. Prices askt are 10c for best grade of
white. 8@9c for No. 1 or fair grade of white;
ambers. 7@Sc; dark, same. Extracted, 5@6c
white; amber. 4@5c; and 4c tor dark and
buckwheat. Beeswax, 27c.

K. A Burnett & Co.

Detroit, March 22. — Fancy white is

lower and now quoted at lie. No. 1, 9@10c:
fancy dark. 7ia»c: No. 1 dark. 6(a7c. Ex-
tracted, white, saec; dark. 4©5c. Beeswax
in good demand at 26@27c.
There is considerable dark and undesirable

honey on commission now, and some of it will

be carried over to another season.
M. H. Hunt.

Kansas City, Marcli 21.—Fancy white
I lbs.. '.i@10c; No. 1. white, 9o: amber, 8@9c.
Extracted, white. 5@oWc; amber, 4@4^c;
dark, 4c. Beeswax. 20@i2c.
Supply of comb honey Is large: demand fair.

C. O. Clemons & Co.

Minneapolis. Mar 18 —Honey much more
encouraging. Fancy white clover comb is

selling here now at 10W@llKc. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Kxirae-
led fancy white clover, 5W@6c; amber, 5c;
dark, 4@4Mc.
Outlook for honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Cincinnati, Mar. 21.—Demand fair for ex-
tracted, with insuflicient supplies. Prices
range from 4@6c. according to quality. De-
mand for comb is slow at 10®13c for best
white. Beeswax in good demand at 20@23c
for good to choice ye low.

Chas. F. Muth & Son.

Indianapolis, March 24.—Fancy white.
II to i:ic.; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to

10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 270. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time ot the
year. This Is especially true ot the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax is

In good demand. Walter S. Pouder.

San Francisco, Mar. 16.—White comb. 8@
914c; amber 5@rtc; e.xtracted, white, 4^@5c;
light amber, 4si@4V4c. Beeswax. 24@27c
The firm tone last noted as prevailing In the

market for extracted honey continues to be
experienced, with lignt stocks of all grades.
The same condition is reported as existing In

the East and in Europe. Comb honey Is still

in more than ample supply for current re-

q uirements. having to depend wholly on local

customs.

Milwankee, March 8. — Fancy, 11 to
12o.; A No 1, 10 to lie; No. i, 10 to 10!<c,;

No. 2, 9 to 10c. ; amber and dark. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, in barrels, kegs and cans, white, 5 to

Be: dark, 4^ to 5c. Beeswax, -ib to 27c.
We are able to report an improved demand

for fancy honey during the past few days,
while the medium grades have also sold bet-

ter, yet the surest sale Is on the best. The
supply continues equal to the demand, but
the fancy grades are not In as good supply as

the low and medium, which goes to prove that
the fancy sells best—and the values better

A. V. Bishop & Co.

BoSialo, March 11. — There Is a good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at

10 to lie; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7o.. and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount of honey can be sold at this

range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c,, with
a moderate demand. B.\ttkrson & Co.

New York, Peh. 9. — There has been
a fair demand for comb honey of late, and we
are gradually reducing our stock. Fancy
white Is scarce and finding ready sale at 10 to

lie; off grades white and amber. 8 to9e;
mixt and buckwheat, 6c. Extracted is in

fair demand—Calilornia white, oHc ; light

amber, 5c.; white clover and basswood, 45i to

5c.; buckwheat. 4c.; Southern, 50c. a gallon.

Beeswax is steady at 28 to 27c.

Cleveland, Teb. 22, — Fancy white.

12 to 13c.; No. 1. II to 12e; No. 1 amber,
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 6^0.; amber.
4 to 5c. Beeswax. 22 to 23c.

A. B. WlLLIAJlS & Co.

St. Louis, Peb. 9.—Fancy white comb.
10 to lie ; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to lOc; dark,

8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5H to 6c.: amber,
5 to 5^40.; dark. 4 to4Hc. Beeswax. 20 to 22o.

WestcOtt Com. Co.

$100
Given as Bounties
topurchaser.softhe
improved Danz.
Hives and Sections

9 See schedule in my
bee -book "Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
mouev, Free for 2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio,
or F. Uanzenbaker, Box 466, Washington, D C.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

POULTRY PAPER, illus'd, 20 pages,wwkiiii 2oct3. per year. 4 montha
trial 111 cts. Samplf Free. 64- page practical
poultry book free to yearly subscribers.
Book alone 10 ctl. ( ataloene of poultry

»<-JtsS''J'-'"ks tree. Poultry Advocale,tiyracuae,S.\

lOAGt Please mention the Bee Journal.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens in April and May, Jl.OO. Un-
tested, 75c. Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

8Att

F. A. CROWELL,,
GRANGER, MINN.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee • Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pouder's Honey Jara,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-

. tree. Walter 8. Ponder,
«fi,rnhni/nn>'.» T 312 Mass. Ave.,
'V[iitcnpoVPEB5g, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

TAKE THE BIG Fo¥7
Prize-Winning Golden Italian Queens.
Best Seed Corn In Ohio.
Seed Potatoes at living prices.
Choice Plymouth Rock Eggs.

Catalogue Free.
J. F. miCHAGIi, GreenTille, Obto.

llDtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

HATCH Chickens ^v steam-

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. PtTfert. Sd/- Regiilat-

inij. Thouaaidd in Bucce.'^fol

operation. Lowest priced
llrst-cla«s Hatcher made.

GEO. II. 8TAML.
114 tolgg S. 6lh wt. Qiilney.nt

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEE - KEEPEES' SUPPLIES I

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

.3 Send for Catalog.

FRED A. D.VLTON,
WAt.KBR, Vernon Co., Mo.

C. B. BANKSTON
I.H Rearing: Ctiteens
iu Cameron 'I'exas,

And requests bee-keepers in the United States
to writti him with an order for a GOljDGN
ttlJEEN— Untested, 50c; Tested, 75c. We
breed tlie :! and 5-banded Italians, and Sliver
Gray Carnlolans.

Safe Arrival
13AtC 4jSuaranteed.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Don't miss Vour Xrain.
All passenger trains on Nickel Plate

Road now arrive and depart from Van
Buren Street Station, near Clark Street,

Chicago. Lowest rates to all points East.

Solid trains to New York. City ticket

office, 111 Adams Street. Telephone
Main 33S9. 13Aii (6)
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Talk ahout

....Coinl)FouiidatiDii

WE can now furnish the very best that can
be made from pure wax. Onr Wew^ Pro-

fess of milling enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others in the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Sweet.
It i8 the kind liiat does not sag.
It is the kind you want.

It you once try It you will have no other.
Samples furnisht FKEE. Large illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address.

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
IS the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, a,nythins in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

B^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hlvcs, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

Im dress of every Bee-Keeper In^ America. We supply Deal.
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manafacturini Co.,

HIJOSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when on-iting.

The A. 1. R«iot Co.'s Goods ^*{i"e\t.'.t""

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It wlil nay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted, m. H. HUNT
Cath for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I AEISE
TO SAT to the readers

of tbe

BKE JOURNAL that

I>001ilTTl4E
has concluded to sell

-BKES and QUKKN8—
In thetr eeaBun, durlnK
1898, at the following
prices :

One Colony of ItallanB
on 9 Qallup frames, In
liffhtBhipplng-boi $6 00
Five Coloniefl 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 oo
1 untested queen, l 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 1000
1 teste'l Queen... |i so
S " Queens . 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 oo
3 " " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing . 3 OO

Bxtra Selected for breeding, thk veht best., ^oo
About a Pound of BBKS in a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, 12.0 eztr a.

^SW Circular free-RlTlUR full particulars regard-

InK the Bees and each class of Queens.
Address _ _

G. M, DOOLITTLE,
llA'SBt BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. T.

Year Dadantsjouiulation. yeS

Why Does It SeU So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because I!V 'i\ YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Ueauty, Purity, Firmness, Mo Sa,S'
gins. IVo I^oss. PAXEr«X WEEIk PROCESS SHEETINC}.

It^ Send Name for Our CataloK, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

]L'2ilM@®'rMQ''rM @lf Tmm m^WmY^mWM, Mevieed.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Manutaetured Stock ! Quick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-GASES,
-' AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber is used.

!#" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

Reduced Prices \t/\iAl/\i/Vlif\iAi/\i/\iifii/

On 1896 Style Hives.
In order to make room for stock of New Goods at our Chicago Branch, we

offer the following list of 1S96 Hives at these reduced prices to close out quick :

15 No. 3E
40 No. 1

15 No. IE, P. W....
75No. 1, " ...

55 No. 5E
25 No. 5
15 No. 6E
20 No. 6
30No. 5E
30 No. 5.

6 10 20
.8-frame $5.00 $9.00 $17.00

" 5.00 9.00 17.00
"

. 4.00 7.00 13.00
" 5.00 9.00 17.00
" 5.00 9.00 17.00
" 6.00 11.00 21.00
" 4.00 7.00 13.00
" 5.00 9.00 17.00

10-fr 5.50 10.00 19.OO
" 6.50 12.00 23.00

25 Townsend Section-Presses 50 cts. each.

13 Wakeman &. Crocker Section-Presses $1.00 "

Xote.—TheJ1896 No. 5 Hives include a honey-board as well as foundation start-

ers, and tbe No. 5E have these omitted. The No. 6 have the D section-case

arrangement, complete with sections and starters; and the No. 6E the sane,
without the sections and starters.

Better order at once If you want any of the above list. All are bargains, for they
are exactly as well made In every way as our later hives. Address,

lis micliigair street

m, !• MOOW OO.
CHICAGO, ILL..
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An Uncapping-Box and Apiary Apron.

BY MRS. EFFIE BROWN.

Hitherto I have never ventured far out into the fields of

bee-literature, for, somehow, there are so many able and ex-

perienced hands there that, when I do find out something
which I think is good, just as I get all ready to publish the

facts somebody is sure he knew all about it years ago.

Last summer I made myself an uncapping-box, and this

spring I am making some apiary aprons which I am going to

describe without trying to flud out how many other bee-keep-

ers already have just such articles.

My uncapping-box first came from the grocer— only a

common soap-box, but by taking from and adding to It became
a very handy thing to have In extractlng-tlme.

The first thing I did with it was to clean it, and then wax
it well so that it would not leak where I did not want it to.

cappings. When I had the screen tackt on, I turned the box
bottom upward and nailed a top-bar of a frame across the
edge of the bottom I had just sawed ; then another across the

bottom of the end of the box, from which I had just knockt
the strip. These two strips, when nailed, were about two
Inches apart, and each being nearly an inch wide, I nailed a
piece of half-inch stuff (four inches wide and five inches
longer than the width of the box) down solidly onto the two
pieces of frame just nailed on. I then had a trough under the
screen, and projecting far enough away from the box to run
the honey into a pail.

A narrow strip on the back end of the trough, and one on
each side of the projecting end, was all that was needed ex-

cept the legs.

Now, I can't tell you much about the legs, only that they
were made of good, stout strips of wood, with no two of the
same length. But, anyway, after I had them nailed on, the
corner from which the honey was to drip was the lowest. The
whole box stands tipt slightly cornerwise, with the end of the
trough high enough to set a pall under.

When I am going to extract I tack a narrow strip across
the top of the box to rest the frames on, and then shave away.
The cappings fall into the box, and the honey seeks the lowest
corner where it passes through the screen down into the pail.

The box should be large enough to hold all the cappings of

Mr. Paul Whitebread and His Apiqry, in Luzerne Cowity, Pennsylvania.—See page 217.

Then I turned it over and sawed off a strip of the bottom
about three inches wide and the whole width of the box. Over
this, inside of the box, I tackt a double thickness of common
window-screen through which the honey could drain free from

I one day's extracting. If allowed to drain all night they will

I

be about dry in the morning.
After the box is completed It should have another coat of

I wax so that all the cracks will be well filled.
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I know some of you men who read this will smile at this

description, but J don't care puch if you do. I made the box
all myself, and if it isn't a thing of beauty I am sure it will be
a Joy for a long time.

And now about my aprons. There isn't much to be said

about them which is commendable, except the pockets, and
they are, I am sure, superior to any man's pocket, for I can
carry my dishcloth in them if I want to. Thai's more than a

man can do with his pocket, especially if he uses tobacco !

[Oh, no, Mrs. Brown. Unless you mean the dishcloth would
be the sufferer. Surely, a dishcloth is far cleaner than any
tobacco we ever saw.

—

Editor.]
I used a common butcher's apron for a pattern, and cut a

slit in each side to put the pockets in. These were made of

good oilcloth, and when sewed up each was 8 inches wide and
10 inches deep. I did not set them on the outside, but put
them in like a trouser's pocket. May be you think you would
not like to carry a wet dishcloth in your pocket, but I do. I

take a nice new one that never has washt any dishes yet, and
wet it, then wring it out and put into my pocket. When
working extracting I often feel quite "stuck up," and if I

happen to be out among the bees in the hot sun, the damp
"dishcloth" becomes very acceptable.

The only other things I need In my pockets are a screw-
driver and a cheap jack-knife. If these do get wet and rust

they are not a great loss. If the pockets become sticky, I

turn them inside out, and wipe them off. The aprons should
be made of good dark cloth, and soakt more than rubbed in

washing.
And now if the men cannot understand the uncapping-

box, I hope they will tell the women about the apron.
Eau Claire Co., Wis.

Cabbage Palmetto Houey—Buckwheat Bloom.

BY O. O. POrPLETON.

On page 749 of the Bee Journal for 1897, Mr. Harris
asks me some questions about proper handling of cabbage
palmetto honey when it shows fermentation under the cap-
pings. I have never had the trouble Mr. Harris speaks of

with that kind of honey, but have twice seen the trouble
with a very dark, strong grade of honey that was gathered in

May. This honey was full of air-bubbles under the cappings,
and, after being extracted a little while, it had to be handled
very carefully or it would blow bungs out of barrels, etc. I

have seen it so bad that it was impossible to get more than a
half gallon of honey in a gallon jug, without its foaming so as

to run out of jug and waste. It makes no difference with this

kind whether it Is extracted before or after being sealed.
The fault seems to be inherent with this kind of honey, and
not because of lack of ripening. I know of no method of

handling this honey that will correct the trouble, unless it

might be by use of the sun evaporator. Mr. Mitchell and Mr.
Hart (of Volusia Co., Fla.) have both had much experience
with evaporators, and I presume have had enough of this

kind of honey to test their value in such cases.

No, I don't think that extracting before being sealed over
will remedy this evil. Handling honey in deep cans as I de-
scribed, is an advantage with all kinds of honey, and should
always be practiced, but that Is not thorough enough to en-
tirely cure the evil when honey is bad enough to ferment un-
der the cappings. Fortunately, that kind of honey is not very
common. I have had to contend with it only twice, and not
In large quantities then.

BUCKWHEAT BLOOM—BEES WORKING NEAR HOME.

On page 743 (1897) Mr. Hutchinson is quoted as fol-

lows :

" Forty acres of buckwheat were once sowed early in the
season, three miles from my little apiary It bloomed two
or three weeks before any other buckwheat, and my bees
workt upon it and secured a little more than enough for their
immediate needs, but when the buckwheat bloomed near
home, the combs filled up with a rush."

This was said as proof that bees do not work profitably
except near home, but it proves nothing, owing to a peculiar
habit of buckwheat bloom. I never knew extra-early-bloom-
)ng buckwheat to yield any quantity of honey, altho bees seem
to work on it the same as they do after the yield sets in. This
was probably the real reason for the facts Mr. H. quotes.

CYPRESS LUMBER FOB HIVES.

On page 745 (1897) the question is askt whether cypress
lumber can be used for bee-hives. Yes, I prefer cypress to

any other kind of lumber I have ever used.

BROOD REABINQ IN WINTER.

On page 70 Mr. Doolittle says that " Quinby was correct
in saying that bro.od-reariug would commence in all good col-

onies about Christmas, but that means in colonies wintered
outside." For some reason or othgr my bees in Iowa didn't
follow this rule. Fully nine-tenths of my colonies, as a rule,

would commence brood-rearing between March 15 and April
5. The only reason for this difference that I can think of is

that mine being in chaff hives may have caused the bees to act
differently.

MOVING BEES FBOM ONE LOCATION TO ANOTHER.

On page 134 the point is brought out in discussion that
bees that are removed from one location to another in the
spring will usually do better work than will those colonies
not moved. I noticed this fact when first beginning bee-keep-
ing, nearly 30 years ago, and repeated observations since then
haveconfirmed me in my opinion that such is a fact. I am
not able to give any theory why It is so— I can simply say that
all my experiences in moving bees seem to uphold that
opinion.

PACKING FOR WINTERING BEES.

On page 139, in answering a question about packing bees
for wintering, Dr. Miller says :

" Dry leaves are well liked,

but sawdust is considered too heavy." He is correct, but my
experience taught me that very fine chaff—that from timothy
— Is best of all ; and next to that, I liked, not common saw-
dust, but such as is made by very fine saws while working in

dry pine—such. In fact, as our beehive factories make in

large quantities. I think this will be found better than planer-
shavings. But beware of coarse sawdust, that isn't thoroughly
dry. This last Is probably what Dr. M. referred to.

Dade Co., Fla.

What to Do With Queeuless Colonies in Spring.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A correspondent wishes me to tell in the American Bee
Journal what to do with queeenless colonies in the spring. He
writes as follows :

" I find, on this the first flight of my bees, that I have
several queenless colonies. What had 1 better do with them ?

If it is best to unite them, what is the best method of doing it ?"

What to do with these queenless colonies will depend upon
two things— first, the wants of the correspondent, and, sec-

ond, the condition of the queenless colonies. If the colonies

are strong in bees, and thecorrespondent wishes more colonies

than he already has, then I should give them a frame of brood
from some colony having the same which it can spare, and
send South for a queen for them, or let them roiir a queen
for themselves, just as my means would allow. The colony
will become self-sustalniug sooner if a queen is procured for

them than they will by rearing their own queen ; for most
likely the first lot of cells built will have to be destroyed on
account of not having drones in the apiary thus early. To
rear a queen before there are any drones for her to meet,
often proves a vexatious thing, as an unfertile queen is hard
to find in order to be rid of her; and if not fertilized she will

prove to be a drone-layer, or worse than useless.

If the colonies are to rear their own queens, brood must
be given them once a week till they have a laying queen,
which makes extra work ; still, if anxious for bees, this work is

not to be shunned, for such colonies with their young queens
often prove among the best for honey during the season.

If the colonies are weak, or the owner does not desire

increase, the best thing to do is to unite these queenless colo-

nies with those having queens. To do this uniting, I would
employ one of two plans at this time of year, and, as far as
possible, unite the queenless colonies with the weaker ones
having queens.

The first plan I would use is this-: Select a time just

after the bees have had a flight and become quiet, if the
weather is cool, or wait till near evening if the weather is

warm, and then carry the colony having the queen to the
stand of the queenless one, and shake the bees from the latter

off their combs and from their hive in front of the hive having
the queen now on their own stand. Previous to shaking the
queenless bees off their combs, blow some smoke in at the en-

trance of the one having the queen, till they set up a loud

humming, which shows that the guards are conquered, when
the hum will be interrupted as a call by the queenless bees,

which will run In immediately, and no fighting will result.

After dark take the now united colony to the stand formerly
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occupied by the oue having the queen, and remove the hive

and all pertaining to it from where the queenless colony stoud,

and no bees of any amount will return to be lost.

The other plan is this, and often works nearly or quite as

well as the Grst : Crowd the bees having the queen upon as

few combs as possible with a division-board, having a half-Inch

hole near the center of the same. Having previously taken

the most of the combs away from the queenless colony pre-

paratory to uniting, set the remaining combs with the adher-
ing bees in the space on the opposite side of the division-board,

closing the hive. Have the entrance open only on the side

occupied with the colony having the queen, and the bees will

unite of their own accord in a short time, as they will open up
communication through the hole in the division-board soon

after the queenless bees are placed in the hive. Use the same
precaution about removing the hive, stand, etc., from the

situation occupied by the queenless colony, and the work is

done. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Rich Bee-Keepers and Poor Alfalfa—A Reply.

BY W. A. H. GILSTRAP.

I find the following editorial paragraph on page 104:
" ' If the production of honey is as pro8table as some claim

it to be, why do nearly all who own bees remain in moderate
circumstances?' But there's the fun, Mr. Gilstrap. Besides,

can you name a business in which fewer men have gone into

bankruptcy ?"

Yes, sir, I think so. So far as my information goes, pea-

nut peddlers, tanialla peddlers, and boot-blacks, are examples.
Many more might be given. Many banks, ranches, railroads,

and stores are past on by bankrupt courts, a few apiaries

also, but a boot-black's kit, never !

The article in the January Pacific Bee Journal which you
comment on, applies better to this coast than to my native

State (Illinois). We run more bees than you, possibly make a

bigger pow-wow over it; while you get about as good an aver-

age yield, and make more money than we do.

Our climate admits of more winter work of varied nature.

It Is an unusual occurrence here to have a plow idle till noon
because the ground is frozen too much to plow. In our coldest

winters plowing can be done from daylight till dark most of

the time, thereby enabling the farmer to plow 300 to 600
acres with one team in a season, seeding it to grain with a

seeder which is fastened to his plow. Even more might be

done. Some grain-raisers in this county are reported as mak-
ing $3,000, or even $5,000, last year. One man can super-

intend several hands and do a " big business."

One man can manage 40 to 640 acres of ochard or vine-

yard, or 10,000 sheep. Henry Miller has control of over
13,000,000 acres of land, much of it well improved, besides

many stores, hotels, irrigating ditches, slaughter-houses, etc.

I don't believe he could successfully manage 3,000 colonies

of bees.

Chickens, horses, hogs and mules might be mentioned,
but it would be of no use to introduce more witnesses. If we
manage to get 100 pounds per colony from 300 colonies, we
are told we are doing well. If this honey sells for 2J-2 to '6%

cents per pound from 7 to 40 miles from place of production,
we feel that it is no wonder that no one accumulates much
filthy lucre, while representatives of all occupations that are

more prone to bankruptcy get rich.

Just how much hard cash our best bee-keeper has made
In the last three years I do not khow, but, candidly, I believe

Wisconsin, Illinois or New York offers better inducements
than California. If Mr. G. M. Doolittle can get 80 or 100
pounds of comb honey on an average, and sell at the New
York price, he would better stay there—if he is not afraid of

freezing. Dr. Miller can make more money where he is than
here, much as I would like him for a neighbor.

ALFALFA FOK HAY AND HONEY.

Prof. Cook's remarks on alfalfa (page 97) do not apply to

central California entirely. It is generally regarded as mak-
ing a heavier crop of more nutritious hay if cut after full

bloom is reaeht. Bee-keepers should not discourage this plan.

If left too long it is woody, and not rellsht by horses. When
alfalfa is left for seed It Is generally better for honey than
any other way.

In the driest season of the last five my bees stored about
20 or 25 pounds per colony, while the next driest year they
reaeht 140 pounds average—my best run. Alfalfa is my
main honey source.

This season promises to be very dry, altho spring rains

may help us greatly. Fresno Co., Calif., Feb. 23.

SUCCESSFUL WINTERING.

Three Essential Elements Necessary to Winter
Bees Successfully in House-Apiaries

by the Use of Artificial Heat.

BY JOHN CHRYSOSTOM.

I may remark, by way of preface, that the bees at Notre
Dame are kept in three houses, each differing in warmth and
structure, and that the hives are kept on the same stands

summer and winter.

After removing the surplus honey In the fall, the hives

are prepared for winter and left till apple-blooming. Then
they may need some attention. This management saves the

time and labor that would otherwise be given to packing for

outside wintering or removing to cellars. Besides, the latter

does not always prove satisfactory. In this article I shall

confine my remarks to colonies wintered on the summer stands

in the house by artificial heat.

On this head my observations have been especially ac-

curate on two colonies—a strong colony of 5-banded bees on

16 frames in two stories of the Langstroth-Simplicity hive ;

and a very weak colony of dark Italians. It may be necessary

to explain why the latter colony is so weak.
Last August I took three frames partly filled, with brood

and adhering bees, and put them into an 8-frame hive, filling

it with drawn combs. About the time they had their queen

laying, I removed the young queen and replaced her by an

old one, which injustice the bees resented by balling her for a

day and a night. The following day they put her outside the

hive. Tho I several times liberated her, yet the bees would
not allow her to re-enter the hive until the next day, when
they finally accepted her; but then, she was in bad condition.

When winter came, I found that there were scarcely enough
bees to cover two frames. To these I added eight other frames

containing honey and pollen, making in all 16 frames in two
stories. Thus prepared, they went into winter quarters.

Results: In order to ascertain as nearly as possible the

number of deaths occuring in each hlv-e, I put a wire screen

before each hive so that the bees could not get out. This I

removed from time to time to count the dead in the_portic09.

On Feb. 7 I found 13 dead bees in the portico of the 5-banded

bees, and amongst them a young drone. The total number of

deaths in this colony since Nov. 1, Is 26, and in the weak col-

ony, 36. Most of these died from the effects of cold, as I had
neglected to contract the entrance. When wintered on this

plan, the entrance should be small and protected from direct

winds ; and when the mercury falls much below zero, it is ad-

visable to throw loose snow about the entrance.

On Feb. 10 the mercury stood about 60^ in the shade.

The sun was bright and warm, and the bees were ready for a

flight. On removing the screens, it was a pleasure to look at

the bees issuing from their hives so strong and frisky. I

searcht several times durine the day, and a dead bee was not

to be seen at either hive. Even the weak colony gave me a

pleasant surprise by their numbers and healthy appearance.

When standing near the hives a sweet odor was perceptible.

The three essential elements necessary to winter bees as

above described are sunshine,* imre air fromthc outside, and
artificial heat.

That bees should pass through the winter so strong and
healthy is certainly very gratifying and productive of good
results. As soon as the first pollen and honey appear, there

is a strong and vigorous force to collect It, as there are no

funerals or house-cleaning to prevent them. Such wintering

will do much to confute the idea of bees dying of old age, be-

fore they have lived 60 or 90 days. Such a thing is not In

harmony with the laws of nature. The children may live as

long as their mothers, and we find that the mothur-bee lives

three or four years, or even longer. The worker, or field-

bees, die young, because, like soldiers in active campaigns,
their brave little lives are exposed to innumerable dangers.

The successful wintering of bees in house-aplaries with,

or without, artificial heat depends apparently upon littl&

things. Some of these I shall enumerate :

Bees cannot be wintered successfully in a house-apiary
on the windward. By windward I mean the side against
which the winter storms blow. In this locality the coldest

storms blow from the southwest, west and northwest. The
openings in the walls of our house-aplarles are on the north-

east, east, and southeast. Our success la wintering bees for

four years has been uniform. It is advisable to have good
wind-breaks on the north and southwest. The porticos should

be protected from direct winds.

During the coldest weather this winter, when the mer-
cury fell eight or ten degrees below zero, and the wind blew a

gale from tho northwest, the bees in an orbservatlon hive
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located on the sheltered side of the house were walking over
the combs. On another day, when the wind blew directly

against the portico of the hive, and the thermometer regis-

tered 28^ above zero, the bees In the same hive were more
compactly clustered than on any other this winter. This fact,

I think, is quite significant.

When all the requisites for successful wintering in house-
apiaries, with or without artificial heat, are properly under-
stood and intelligently applied, the house-apiary will become
as popular on account of its great convenience as it will be tor

Its giving the best results in wintering bees. A house large
enough to winter 30 or 40 colonies will also afford space
enough for a honey-room, extracting facilities, a place for

storage of hives, etc., and even a work-shop. The noise of

the work-shop will not disturb the bees if the hives occupy a

separate floor. Those who are interested in this subject may
follow St. Paul's advice: " Prove everything, and hold fast

to what is good."
If these remarks will be Instrumental in making the long,

weary hours of winter more comfortable for " our little sisters,

the bees," and more profitable to their larger brothers who
take care of them, the object of this article will have been
accomplisht. St. Joseph Co., Ind.

*House-aplaries should have many BmaU windows about 18x24
inches. It were well to have the sashes on pivots at lop and bottom.
This is a matter of convenience. The bees that leave the combs when
the hive is opened will settle on the window and it is easy to jret them
out by turning the gash. These windows also admit sunshine on the
hives the same as If they were outside, which tact. I think. Is In more
than one way beneficial. In very hot weather, dark, close-fltting
blinds will keep the house cool.

Report of the Northwestera Bee-Keepers' Con-
vention, Held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and

11, 1897.

BEPOBTED BY A SPECIAL BEE JOUBNAL BEPOETER.

(Continued from page 198.)

SECOND DAY

—

Afternoon Session.

SIMPSON HONET-PLANT OR FIGWORT.

Mr. Dunne—I would like to ask if any one has had any
experience with the Simpson honey-plant or flgwort ?

Pres. Miller—The Simpson honey-plant, or figwort, or

carpenter's square, or heal-all, is before us. Who has had
any experience with it? How many of you have seen it grow ?

Three. What do you know about it as a honey-plant?
Mr. Green—From my experience I should say that it

yielded honey readily enough, but I don't know that it is

practicable to raise it. It may be. I have never tried It.

Mr. Stone—I have seen It along the roadsides ; in some
places a good deal of it, and I have seen bees just swarming
on it every day, and it blooms a long time, but I do not think
It is fit for anything except for a honey-plant. It is a weed.
If we can get a honey-plant that is better I would rather mow
down the Simpson honey-plant and kill It out. I think that is

Just like the spider-plant.

Mr. Whitcomb— I doubt if it is profitable to cultivate any-
thing for honey alone.

Mr. Green— I have seen considerable clumps of it grow-
ing. It grows all through the woods in our neighborhood,
but it doesn't seem to be a very thriving and robust plant. It

doesn't take care of itself very well and establish itself against
other weeds as sweet clover does.

Pres. Miller—When the boom was first on for the Simpson
honey-plant I sent off and bought plants enough to set out an
acre, cultivated it carefully, and had a flourishing field of it.

Bees workt ou it, and they will wherever it is, but a honey-
plant to be of any use must not cost too much, and this field

the next year was not. good for much. I took care of It as

carefully as I would of corn. The plants died out, and I after-

ward found that there were scattered plants of it in my neigh-

borhood that I could have gone and dug up, but I didn't know
the plant in the first place. I think you will find very few
succeed with it. I only knowof oneexception—Mr. Williams,
of Missouri. I think every one else has given It up as a bad

job. But they are still going on in the old countries with
those things, and across the ocean they are still talking about
the Simpson honey-plant, and are distributing seed. But we
have got through with it, and they are now In the heat of the
disease. I don't think it Is worth planting at all.

WHAT TO SOW FOR HONEY ALONE.

" What honey-plant can I profitably sow for honey alone ?"

Mr. Green—You can sow sweet clover if you have any
waste land to sow It on, but not if you have land that is very
valuable for other purposes.

Mr. Stone—I believe that Alsike clover will pay a large
rent to just raise it for a honey-plant.

Mr. Dunne— Is there a difference between the Alsike
clover and other clovers ?

Pres. Miller—The Alsike clover, or Swedish clover. Is

medium in growth, and has smaller stems than the red clover.

Perhaps as It ordinarily grows it doesn't grow quite so high,
and the blossoms are medium between red clover and white
clover, more nearly the size of white clover, and pinkish. If

white clover grows rank It will grow as large as Alsike.

CRIMSON CLOVER, CATNIP, ETC.

Pres. Miller—How many are there present that have had
any experience with crimson clover? 'That Is one of the new
clovers.

Mr. Stone—-I have never grown but one crop, and not
very much of that. It didn't succeed well through the winter.

It grew in little patches and little clusters around, and I re-

sowed It with Alsike in the spring, when I saw that it failed

to be a stand. I learned from the government report at

Washington that a number of animals, both cattle and horses,

had been killed by the eating of crimson clover. The little

hairs that are on the blossoms would accumulate in their

stomachs in balls that were Indigestible, and it would cause
death. A number of cases that were examined and reported

to the government station on examination were found to be

caused by the balling of those little hairs.

Pres. Miller—I had supposed that was on the seed.

Mr. Stone—Yes, on the head. And they said that If the

head matured until it got brown, that then was when the dan-

ger point was ; that if it were cut very early it mist that, but

there would be some heads In any condition of it almost that

would make it possible for the Injury to be caused.

Pres. Miller— I had quite a piece of crimson clover, per-

haps a quarter of an acre, and while I do not believe that it is

likely to be a very successful plant In this climate, not stand-

ing the winter, yet In some places It succeeds, and it may be

well to have it tried more ; but what I want to suggest is that

all of you will do well to have a patch of It near your dwellings

for the beauty of the flower. When in bloom It Is a beautiful

sight, well worth planting If the bees didn't touch It at all.

M. S. Miller— I believe Mr. Green spoke of the Simp-
son honey-plant doing well In a woody district. Is there any
plant that could be sown in such a place that would do well

;

for instance, in a waste piece of woods that would not be fit

for cultivation ?

Pres. Miller—The Simpson honey-plant would come very

well In that category ; and another plant that will do toler-

ably well where it is partially shaded is the common catnip.

Mr. Baxter— I think the aster Is better than either one.

M. S. Miller—Can a person cut catnip so that you can
sow it?

Pres. Miller—You can get catnip seed, plenty of It.

Mr. Stone— It grows very much in hedges.

Mr. Baxter— I think that is from the protection the

hedge gives it ; the cattle don't tramp it.

M. S. Miller—In taking a number of old colonies of

bees, such as a person finds scattered over the country, that

have never been attended to, would it be advisable to try and
use those old hives in connection with anything outside or

using them for fuel ?

Mr. Stone—Use them in the smoker.
Mr. Baxter—They are not good for the smoker, either.

Use them for kindling. That is the best use for them.
Pres. Miller—I don't believe they are of any use for any-

thing but kindling.

SPRAYING FRUIT-TREES—ENGLISH SPARROW.

Mr. Whitcomb— I would like to know how many present

are troubled by having fruit-trees sprayed in the spring.

No hands were shown in response to the question.

Mr. Baxter—They don't use the spray with us very ex-

tensively. Some years we have used as much as a carload of

blue vitriol right near the town In connection with London
purple, but our people down that way havi been educated to

use at the proper lime, altho for a short while there were two
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or three that thought the only time for the curculio was to

spray right in the biossona, but they have gotten over that.

But I think that it wouid be a wise thing for each State to

adopt a law so as to prevent that, because I have knowu of in-

instances where serious damage occurred by spraying at the
wrong time, altho the horticultural societies and newspapers
have taken up the subject so thoroughly that almost ail that
do spray now will spray at the proper time. There are very
few, I suppose, that are still of the opinion they must spray
right in the blossom.

Mr. Whitcomb—All the books say that the coddling-moth
lays its eggs in the calyx of the apple. Some experiments
were made at the experiment station of Nebraska, and Prof.
Card says that is not the case. They made some discoveries
that entirely contradict that.

Mr. Dunne— I would like to ask if the English sparrow is

injurious to the honey-bee?
Pres. Miller— I have never heard of such a thing.
Mr. Baxter^It would be a very great wonder if it wasn't

because it is injurious to almost everything else.

POULTRY OR OTHER BUSINES.S WITH BEES.

M. S. Miller—T would ask whether in a small place
poultry would Interfere with bees. They will not, so far as I
know, except in the case of ducks. Will any other kind of
poultry eat enough bees to do any damage ?

Mr. Whitcomb—No, sir.

Mr. Baxter—Not even ducks. I have ducks running all

through my apiary.
Mr. Whitcomb—They will drink out of the same bowl,

and not interfere with them. I have known chickens to eat
bees, and to follow it up, but it is an acquired habit.

M. S. Miller—We had a few ducks at home, and they
appeared to think that bees were the finest pudding ever
made.

Mr. Karch—We have a great lot of chickens, ducks,
geese and all, and I never noticed that any of the poultry in-
terfered with the bees.

Mr. Baxter— I have chickens that eat bees—just follow
up one hive after another, and eat them. I have watcht those
chickens, and they invariably take the drones.

Pres. Miller—A question closely connected with that is

the question as to what other business can most conveniently
and properly be workt along with bee-keeping, and some
have answered that the poultry business was one of the best
for combining with bee-keeping.

Mr. Whitco-nb- 1 should say horticulture.
Mr. Stone— I would say the same.
Pres. Miller—What kind of horticulture?
Mr. Whitcomb—Fruit and gardening.
Pres. Miller—How many of you know anything about the

combination? Here are a number. Now tell us the advan-
tages and disadvantages.

Mr. Karch—I think it would depend largely upon the
location, whether horticulture would pay—the nature of the
soil. In some places it is perhaps too cold.

Mr. Whitcomb-The honey-bee is one of the greatest
friends of the horticulturist. I have always advocated that
friends stand close together.

Mr. Stone—Mr. Becker, one of the members of our State
Association, keeps a number of colonies, and in the neighbor-
hood is a man who keeps three or four acres of raspberries,
besides fruit, grapes, apples, peaches, and nearly everything
of the kind. Mr. Becker has often had a flow of honey, a
good flow from those raspberries of his neighbor's when the
rest of us didn't have anything that our bees could go upon.
He would have a number of hundred pounds of honey from
those raspberries alone. My bees have workt very strong
through the apple-bloom season. I have a great many apple-
trees. Other fruits I haven't raised very extensively. But I

know that my bees get a great benefit from those apple-trees,
and his bees get a great benefit from those raspberries.

Mr. Baxter—We raised this year and shipt 25 carloads of
strawberries, 6 carloads of blackberries, and 3-1: carloads of
grapes. It is true that two of my brothers are in partnership
with me in the fruit business, but they are not In the bee-
business— that belongs to me exclusively. I have 250 colonies
of bees, and altho during the monih of June I devoted as
much time to the gathering and shipping of strawberries as
my brothers, it did not interfere to prevent my producing some
30 barrels of white clover honey in connection with the fruit.

And I think it would pay well. Besides that, those big fields

of strawberries were a great item in building up my colonies
In the spring. I have seen it said that bees do not gather any-
thing from strawberries. I know better than that, for I have
tried it very extensively. We have something over 80 acres
of strawberries, and we have been in that business now up-

wards of 10 years. The grape business—I can't remember
when we didn't work in that, because it was my father's, and
we grew up into it. The same with apples. We raised apples,

grapes, strawberries, blackberries, and some currants, and we
used to raise a great many raspberries, but it is difficult to

ship them, and of course we have no home market, and have to

ship them away to Minneapolis, St. Paul, Grand Forks and
Denver, and all through the Northwest, and of course we
have to raise such things as we can ship.

Dr. Besse— I don't know what a younger man than I

would do, but for a year like this a man wouldn't want to do

anything more than attend to his bees ; with 125 or 150 col-

onies he doesn't want anythingelsetodo. It takes a great deal

of time to get supers ready, taking off honey and sell it

;

he finds it is about all he wants to do the year around— at

least I do. On a small scale a man mightkeep a few bees and
follow gardening or fruit-raising, or something of that kind.

I think the orchard business, especially for the fruits, would

go well together.
Pres. Miller—That one item should be considered. While

all that is said may be true, It is also true that the busiest

time in the small-fruit business comes at the busiest time in

bee-keeping. I had a number of acres in raspberries and
strawberries, and I found that at the very time when I was
busiest with the berries I was busiest with the bees. So to-

day, while I believe with Mr. Whitcomb that fruit-raisers and
bee-keepers should be close friends and neighbors, I want
them on the opposite side of the fence, so far as it works in

my locality. At least I don't want to be the fruit-raiser if 1

am the bee-keeper, just on account of its coming that way.

The probability is Mr. Baxter is of such executive ability he

can oversee the two trades, but if he does much at directly

overseeing, and doesn't delegate that overseeing to any one

else at the busy time of picking berries, it will take about all

his time, but he probably has some one to help in both de-

partments.
Mr. Baxter— I don't oversee, Mr. President. I do the

work myself. I work for extracted honey. If I workt for

comb honey it would make a big difference. My supers go on

the hive before the strawberries are ripe. I put enough on so

that I don't have to put on more during the season.

Pres. Miller—So the bees don't keep you busy at the time

of the berries ?

Mr. Baxter—No, sir.

Mr. Whitcomb—The year 1892 was very wet with us,

very wet and cold. I had 300 bearing cherry-trees adjacent

to my apiaries, and during the time that the cherries were in

full bloom there were two days in which the colonies workt

profusely on the cherry blossoms. As a result of that we
harvested upwards of 200 bushels of cherries, while my neigh-

bors who had no bees got no cherries, and had to buy their

cherries of me. Their trees were in just as good condition.

Pres. Miller—How far apart ?

Mr. Whitcomb—A mile or two off. Their trees blossomed

as profusely as mine, and I could not attribute it to anything

else than the bees pollenizing the cherry blossoms.

ADULTERATION OF HONEY AND OTHER FOODS.

Miss Kate Will, a lecturer on "Science of Health and
Pure-Food," addrest the meeting as follows :

"I read with great pleasure and interest yesterday in the

newspapers about your resolution to Congress against the

adulteration of honey. I lecture on health foods, and honey

is something I am very much interested in, for I consider it a

health food, and I have contended for quite awhile that it is

useless to get up State laws on adulteration of foods, that we

must go before Congress. We are having a series of meetings

here on the subject of health, and we talk on different lines,

and I tjlk on health food. We had a meeting of that kind

yesterday. I brought it up. I told them there that we would

have to go before Congress for a national law against the

adulteration of foods. Of course you know better than I do

how honey is adulterated, and with such a valuable health

food as it is, I do wish something could be done about it to

keep it pure and healthy. I am so glad you have taken it up,

and I wish you success. Anything I could do through the

woman's organizations I would be glad Indeed to do."

Mr. Whitcomb— I don't think there is one-half of the

adulteration of honey that the honey is given credit for. I

don't believe there is a gentleman in this room that adulterl

ates honey. 1 don't ^7101:1 anything about it. I couldn't tcl

anythiniJ about it. I would like to know how many present

adulterate honey.
Pres. Miller—All those present who adulterate honey

please hold up their hands. (Laughter.)

No one responded, and Pres. Miller said, " We now stand

adjourned."
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CONDUCTED BY

Z>R. O. O. MJLLER. AlAREKGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlrect.l

To Several Inquirers.

One of the unpleasant things for me is to receive a letter con-
taining a postage stamp or a stampt envelop. When I see one on
opening a letter. I'm pretty sure that some one wants an answer
by mail. A number have written me of late asking replies by mail.
Now just stop a half minute and think of the time it has taken to
write the replies you see on this page, and remember that it has to
be done .53 times in the year, and if I answer all of the questions by
mail, it would use up a good many weeks of the year. Probably
there is not one question in twenty askt whose answer the corre-
spondent would not rather receive at once by mail. If I answer at
once by mail in one case I'd have to do so in all. See ? Yuii

wouldn't like it if all the others were answered by mail, for in that
case this department would cease to exist, and I've been led to be-
lieve that several of the readers of this paper were interested in
reading the answers given. Now. if you were in my place, could
you do other than to treat all alike ?

Another thing. Be sure to say alintyx that you want the answer
in this journal, it that's where you want it. no matter if you've
sent questions twenty times before. For altbo I may be familiar
with you and your writing, I may not remember whether I replied
in this or some other paper. C. C. Miller.

Acacia and Acantiia as floncy-Trces.

What kind of a honey-plant is the acacia tree in California ?

also the acanthus, which is of Japanese origin. Last year we had
a good flow from them. Do you know if they secrete honey every
year? Calif.

Answer.—Not being familiar with these trees, it will be a
favor if some Californian will help us out.

-^m—

1

1 ^
Management of Weali Colonies.

I have two weak colonies of bees now, and to judge from ap-
pearances I should say they each contained about 8,000 workers
and a queen. Our honey-flow will be here in about .six weeks.
Would I get more bees in time for it, by (1) uniting the colonies
now. or (2) by leaving them as separate colonies until just before
the commencement of the honey-flow, and then uniting ?

Texas.
Answer.—Perhaps you'd get more honey by uniting now than

by uniting at harvest time, that is, if the colonies are so weak that
they will need uniting at harvest. Possibly a compromise wouldn't
be a bad thing. Take from one of the colonies brood and bees from
time to time, and give to the other till it becomes very strong.
Then if it becomes very strong, a week or two before harvest you
can repay the favor and possibly have the one strong and the other
in fair condition for the harvest, and get more from the two than
from a united one. If, however, you find that can't be done, you
can then give from the weak to the strong at harvest, and make
sure of one strong one.

^ mt

Suspected Honey—Dividing Colonies Early.

Last fall I put into winter quarters in our home yard eight col-
onies, and to-day but three are living—they being weak. I suspect
that dread disease (foul brood) from the appearance of the combs
and cappings, and wish to convert the combs into wax and honey.
and the frames to ashes. Now. I do not know what to do with the
honey after the operation of rendering.

1. What use would you advise me to make of it ?

2. I have about .50 chatf hives, in some of which the suspected
colonies have been; would you risk putting other colonies into
them ? If not, in their present condition, how can I make them flt
for use ?

3. I have 15 colonies in an apiary a few miles from home.
When, without much risk, can I divide (I expect to send for queens
and give queens at once) without risk of chilling the brood ?

I went to a hive this forenoon and cut from one of the combs,
which I suspect infected, a piece of comb which I send you in this
mail. You perceive that it lacks the "ropiness" and the "glue-pot"
smell; therefore I can scarcely believe that it is foul brood.

Illinois.
Answers.— 1. If the honey is of good flavor there is no objec-

tion to using it for table use. Of course not if it is foul and dirty,
but there is no harm comes to the human stomach from swallow-
ing some of the minute plants that are so deadly to the larva of
the bee. If scalded it might be used for feeding, but you better
not use it for feeding except early in the season, tor it wouldn't be
nice to get any of the scalded honey into the surplus combs, and it

wouldn't be wholesome for wintering. Perhaps the best thing
would be to sell it for what it is, and have it used for printers'
rollers or some such manufacturing purpose.

2. Opinions are divided as to whether it's safe to use a hive in
which foul brood has beeu. but you'll do well to be on the safe side
and not use anything in the least suspicious. Boiling-heat kills
the foul brood germs, altho freezing does not. If you can have a
boiler large enough to take in half the hive, scald that, then the
other half. Another plan is to wet the surface of the hive with
kerosene, set it on fire, then before it has time to burn the wood
itself, cover it up so as to smother the fire. Of course you'll take
out the chafl' and burn it.

I doubt whether yours is foul brood, but there's no barm in
being somewhat suspicious.

3. Lots of harm done by dividing too early. Not merely chill-
ing brood, but dividing the force when much more rapid gain
would be made by leaving the force together. You'll hardly gain
anything before about swarming-time—at least not till the colony
gets to its fullest strength.

S'weei Clover.

1. I send a sample of clover. Is it the sweet clover of the
North ? Is bokhara clover the sweet clover ?

2. Where can I get seed of the svfeet clover '.

My bees are doing finely. Fruit-trees are in full bloom here,
now (March 18.) Ind. Ter.

Answers.— 1. As nearly as can be told from the crusht condi-
tion in which it came, the specimen sent is the common sweet
clover of the North. Bokhara clover, sweet clover and melilot are
all one and the same thing.

2. [See the advertising columns of the Bee Journal.

—

Editor.]

Feeding in tlie Spring.

1. I have a good colony of bees which I have to feed. How
much sugar syrup must I feed them till they can gather enough
honey to live on. This is March 24.

2. Would you encourage brood-rearing this early ?

3. I got a colony of bees of a man late last fall. The bees came
to his orchard and settled in a hive with a few frames. They filled

the hive full of honey, leaving no room for brood. Now the hive is

four-fifths full of honey, with combs crosswise and every other
way, and I want to give them room for brood. Would the follow-

ing do ? Put a new hive filled with frames of foundation on the
old stand, put an escape on top of the new one, then turn the old
hive upside down on top of the new one. and drum on the old hive.

If this will not do. what can I do ? Of course the hives are the
same kind, and I will feed the bees afterwards. Iowa.

Answers.—1. Hard to tell just what they'll need, but you'll be
safe to give anywhere from five to ten pounds, then give more
later if they need it.

2. Yes. at least so far as to see there were plenty of stores, and
keep the bees snug and warm.

3. Your plan would be likely to lose a lot of brood when brood
is very valuable. Better set the new hive right under the old one,

and if they're at all crowded for room for brood, there will be no
doubt about their building down and rearing brood. The only
trouble might be in case your hives have fast bottoms, but in that
case you could split the bottom off the old hive.

T Super -Contraction When Hiving Sivaruis-
Candicd Unfinisiit Section«

—

Use of Queen-Trap.

1. If you were to fit out a new apiary, would you use the
T super, or some other one ? Why ?

2. When hiving swarms in a contracted brood-chamber, do
you use the super the full size of the hive, or contract it also ? or
do you practice contraction in hiving swarms ?

3. I have a nice lot of half or two-thirds filled sections that are
uncapt. that have a few cells of fall honey in them that has can-
died. I want them for bait sections iu the spring. Should they be
cleaned out. or should they l>e used as they are, and let the bees
take care of the candied part ?

4. Will a heated plate answer to thin down combs in unfinisht
sections ?

5. How about the use of the queen-trap when one can be pres-

ent only at noon and evenings ? Will the swarm return and re-

main clustered on the trap, or will they enter the hive again ?

Should they remain on the trap, would it not be necessary to give
ventilation from some other source while using the trap ? Or
would you, under the conditions nacOed above, cage the queen as
recommended by some, or practice Doolittle's plan for preventing
swarming in out-apiaries ? Southern Ohio.

Answers—1. With my present knowledge. I should use the T
super, because with it I can get nice sections of honey with less

labor than with any other I've tried. It is entirely possible, how-
ever, that some new arrangement may come up that may be better
than the T super, and if it were possible to wait, 1 would not fully

stock up till I had pretty fully investigated.
2. I have never practiced contracting a super except in case of

a prolonged and very slow harvest. If I hived a swarm on less
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than the full number of frames, I'm inclined to think I should use
a full super, but I do so little at hiving swarms that I really don't
know what I would do.

3. I verj- much doubt whether you can use those sections in

any possible way to produce first class comb honey. Certainly it

wouldn't be flrstclass if you leave candied honey in them—and the
bees will not uncandy it—and you probably can't get the sections
emptied in any way so there will not be granules left, and the least

trace of that kind will affect the fresh honey stored in them. If

you think best to use one of them as a bait in each super, be sure
to keep it out of any honey you may sell as lirst-class.

4. Excellently. Indeed, that's just what the B. Taylor Handy
leveler is, with the very important addition that it automatically
stops the melting when it gets to a certain depth.

.5. In most cases the swarm will return, whether the bees re-
main altogether with the queen, or all go into the hive, or compro-
mise the matter by dividing up and going both places. Ventilation
is important, and additional ventilation will be well unless the trap
be made very large and open. I think it might be well to give Doo-
little's plan a fair trial. It must be remembered, however, that
what seems to work all right at one time may fail another. Also
that a plan may be entirely successful in Doolittle's hands, and in
some other person's hands a failure, just because some little kink
is not followed up in one case as in the other, and the kink may be
so little that Doolittle himself would hardly suspect it would make
any difference. For instance, Doolittle said to put sealed queen-
cells in supers and the young queen would batch out, kill the old
queen and take the reins of government into her own hands. I

tried it on a pretty large scale. The young queens hatcht out all

right, and in at least one case that I watcht closely the young
queen was found on the combs in the brood-chamber a day or two
after emerging from the cell. A day or so later she was gone. In
every single case the old queen remained and the young queen was
removed. I learned later, what perhaps I might have known in
the first place if I bad mere carefully read instructions, that the
work should be done at or near the close of the honey harvest. I

had done it much earlier. So in trying any new thing we must not
condemn the plan as a failure unless we know to a dead certainty
that we have fulfilled every condition.

Spring Feeding—Smarlweed Honey.

1. I had four colonies wintering on the summer stands, and
have lost the strongest one from dysentery. They filled the brood-
combs and 30 one-pound section-boxes of just such honey as I send
you a sample taken from a section. Now, as I have these sections
and the eight frames, of which the outside ones are solid, and the
others more or less filled with this black honey, I would like to
know if it would be safe or advisable to feed it when the weather
permits the bees to work every day. I would like very much to
use the brood-combs, as they are straight and almost free from
drone-comb. They were drawn last season from full sheets of
foundation. My bees are within one-half mile of the city; possibly
they got into an old molasses barrel.

2. What kind of honey does smartweed yield ? We have quite
a lot of it here.

This honey was gathered in September. My three remaining
colonies seem strong, and are flying now almost every day.

New Hami'suiue.

Answers.—1. It is safe to feed almost anything bees will take
when they have frequent flights and are not storing in supers, un-
less it be honey from a foul-broody colony, I should not hesitate
to use such as you have sent.

2. There is a difference in what is called smartweed. What is

perhaps properly called smartweed has an exceedingly acrid taste
when the leaves are chewed. The plant, however, which yields the
most of what is called smartweed honey, if I am rightly informed,
has no smarting taste at all, altho the two plants look very much
alike. Its right name is heart's-ease. Heart's-ease honey, altho
dark, is very much liked, generally, where it abounds, as in the
Mississippi bottoms. The sample you send is probably a mixture
of fall flowers and molasses, as there seems to be present quite a
strong odor of the latter.

M
Starling in Bee-Keeping.

We expect to be novices in the bee-business this spring. We
want to start in )•/(//((. We are located a little south of the center
of the State of Minnesota. Please tell us in plain English what
kind of a hive to get, how made, bow many frames, size of frames,
how many stories, etc. Any other iuformation about hives that
would help a beginner would be thankfully received. Now having
the hive all complete, what kind of bees shall we stock up with ?

We want the standard, the very best for this section. A thumb-
nail full of your experience as a starter. Brotheus.

Answer.— First and foremost, and by all means get a good
textbook. May be you better get two, so you needn't quarrel
about which shall have it first, for it isn't pretty for brothers to
quarrel. There's no harm in having different kinds of books, but
whatever you do, don't have more than one kind of frame. At
least only one size of frame, and probably the nearest to a stand-
ard size is what is called the Langstroth or Simplicity-Lnngstroth
size (in reality every movable frame is a Langstroth) 17"'^' inches
long and y't, deep, outside measure. It doesn't matter so much
just what the hive is if you're all right on the frame. Perhaps the
dovetailed is as good as any.

You say, " how made," darkly hinting that you want instruc-

tions how to make the hive yourselves. Now I'm a good deal of a
coward, and dare not tell you, for if I should, one of you brothers
might sometime meet me with a gun in a lonely place, and a jury
would hardly convict you for shooting any one who should give
you encouragement to build a hive yourself without any expe-
rience, when you can get one all ready to nail together for little

more than the lumber costs, and everything about it made with
more exactness than any good mechanic could make it for double
the money. Even if you think you must make your own hives, get
one for a pattern.

Number of frames—that's a puzzler. I'd like a chart of the
bumps on your heads first. If the bees are not to have very much
intelligent attention, not less than 10 frames, and then they're not
so likely to starve in winter. Even with the best attention it's

possible 10 frames or more are best, certainly for extracted honey.
But if your intention is to put all the brains you can into the busi-

ness (don't forget a good book) perhaps an 8-frame hive run two
stories part or all of the time may be best. With more than eight
frames to the hive, you will hardly want more than one story for

comb honey, and perhaps not more than one story for brood if you
run for extracted.

Now, as a matter of important advice, I must not forget to

mention a good text-book on bees as the very first thing. If you
can't get one in any other way, sell out your right to the American
Bee Journal and invest the money in a book, and then I'm sure
you'll find some way to get the journal afterward, but get the
book in some way, and then study it thoroughly. You'll find some
things then that you'd like to ask questions about, and this depart--
ment is always open for people like yon.

Nearly forgot to answer what kind of bees. I can only answer
for myself. If it was as easy to get one kind as another, I'd have
pure Italian. If there were no other bees within five miles of me,
I'd have pure Italians anyhow. But if common blacks are within
a mile, it doesn't matter so much how you start, for your stock
will be mixt more or less anyhow, and you can get fresh blood
after you start. Expressage on bees costs so much, that in the
latter case you might do well to start with whatever kind you can
easily get right near you, and then you can get a pure queen after-

ward. Better start with the wrong kind of bees than the wrong
kind of frames. You can change the bees better than the frames.
Don't forget the book.

Questions on Size of Krood-Cliambcr.

1. How does G. M. Doolittle's article on page 49, favoring a 10-

frame hive, correspond with your experience in using two 8-frame
bodies for one brood-chamber ?

2. What is the greatest number of frames you have had occu-

pied with brood when the white clover flow began, where the

queen had access to 16 frames ?

3. Suppose we have 12 frames in one body, and reduce to eight

frames at the opening of white clover, as per Mr. Doolittle (re-

moving 1 rood if necessary), and put on a 33-section super, would
you consider such a colony in good condition to gather the greatest

possible amount of surplus ? If not. why ?

4. It a 10-frame body will give the queen all the room needed,
would it not be economy both of time and mjney to use the 10-

frame instead of two S-frame bodies ?

5. Would you recommend other than the 8-frame hive, (one or

two story for the brood-nest) where white and alsike clover gives

the main surplus, and heart's-ease, Spanish-needle and other fall

flowers generally yield until frost ; Iowa.

Answers.— 1. Mr. G. M. Doolittle is well informed, a careful

observer and a conscientious adviser, and you're quite safe in

trusting him. My experience corresponds in the main with his;

whatever of difference there may be you will find in replies to

your other questions and in summing up.

2. I may have had more than 14 frames with brood in them,
but I hardly think I've had more than what would be called 14

frames of brood.
3. One thing I should not like about it is, that a fourth of the

sections would be without any brood-combs under them, and I

never could get bees to work as well in such sections.

4. Decidedly yes, if there is room for the queen and the neces-

sary stores.
5. I don't know.
And now I may say on this whole subject of deciding as to the

size of a hive, it I had to choose and start all afresh. I would have
some difficulty to decide. Many things are to be considered. I

certainly would not think of using an Sframe hive and confining a
colony to that the year round. In some cases a 10-trame hive

wouldn't be big enough, and then it would be convenient to en-

large to 14 or IB frames. Having a space under sections filled with
dummies doesn't work satisfactorily, and on that account the 8-

frame hive would have the preference. Other things being equal,

a strong man would choose a 10 frame hive, and a weak one the

smaller. Having two stories is more trouble than having a larger

hive in one story. It's less trouble to have a large hive well stored

for winter than a small one. The man who uses two stories must
count on giving his bees close attention at the right time. His bees

will take care of themselves better in a large hive. But if I were
obliged to use only one story the year round, 1 suspect I'd want it

larger than 10 frames.

Every Present Sul»scril>er of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on page 2"J3.
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The Pure Food Congress.—Last week we gave

a short report from Kev. E. T. Abbott, who, with Hon.

Eugene Secor, was a delegate to the Pare Food and Drug Con-

gress which met last mouth in Washington, D. C. Now we
have the privilege of presenting an interesting report by Mr.

Secor, General Manager of the United States Bee-Keepers'

Union. It will be read with interest, and is as follows :

REPOET OF DELEGATE TO THE PURE FOOD CONGRESS.

The "Pure Food and Drug Congress" which held a three-

days' session in Washington, beginning March 2, was a nota-

ble and important gathering. Notable in its personnel,
notable in the earnestness exhibited by its ineaibers, and nota-

ble in the fact that not a suspicious breath was detected on
any delegate during the life of the body. This fact alone
marks its lofty purpose and its fealty to a high ideal. Re-
formers need no stimulant to action except a noble aim. The
delegates and visitors were of such character and ability as

to impress one with the idea that some important object was
behind the motive which brought them together.

Altho this was the first national gathering of the kind,

21 States and about 15 organizations were represented by
regularly appointed delegates. From those States whicii

have the best and most efficient pure food laws—notably Ohio,

Pennsylvania, and New York—the largest delegations were
present. These States, having had the most experience in

trying to enforce State laws against adulteration and mis-

branding, feel the necessity of national legislation along the
same lines.

Leading chemists, celebrated physicians, and earnest
educators, were In attendance. Dr. H. W. Wiley, who is at

the head of the Division of Chemistry of the United States
Department of Agriculture, gave a very instructive lecture

before the Congress, Illustrated by samples of food products
most generally adulterated. Secretary Wilson was present
and addrest the body, as well as Congressmen.

The object of this congress was to unite all food and drug

interests on a uniform plan of operation before the Congress
of the United States. Heretofore every specialized interest

was pressing its own claims independent of all other interests.

The M. D.'s thought only of drugs, the dairymen only of but-

ter, the bee-keepers only of honey, etc. If all these and all

other organizations representing people who demand honesty
in the preparation, branding and marketing of all products,

especially those intended for human consumption, could unite

on a common ground, and unitedly present to the Congress of

the United States their combined influence in the interest of

the unprotected consumer, a long stride forward would be
accomplisht.

Competition in business is now so intense that the honest
manufacturer or dealer in food products or medicines has no
show in the market of the country. Adulteration, misbrand-
ing, and imitations, are carried on to such an extent and pro-

duced with such skill, and are prest upon the public with
such persistency and adroitness that the conscientious manu-
facturer of food or drug preparations cannot compete and
prosper. Therefore, in the promotion of the pure-food idea

we have not only the consumer with us, but also all dealers

and manufacturers who would prefer honesty to fraud if they

can be protected in their business.

State laws alone are insufficient. Decisions of the United
States Supreme Court touching the interstate feature of our
commerce renders it necessary to reinforce State laws by
national enactment.

The aim of this convention was to agree on a Bill to pre-

sent to Congress. The Brosius Pure Food Bill, which had
already been introduced in the House, was taken up and care-

fully considered by a committee of 25, representing every

food and drug interest. Mr. Abbott was placed on this com-
mittee. He and I flrst went over the Bill very carefully,

keeping in mind the industry which we represented, and
when it had been considered in committee I noticed it was re-

ported back endorsing the suggestions made.

Thus the Bill ran the gauntlet of every interest repre-

sented in the convention. When reported back it was taken

up section by section in committee of the whole, and almost
unanimously endorst. It will therefore go through Congress
with the united influence of nearly all the Pure Food organi-

zations : all manufacturers of foods, medicines and condi-

ments who are honest ; all dealers who would rather sell a

pure preparation than an adulterated one, and nf! consumers
for it goes without saying, that the great mass of people want
honest dealing—they want to pay for what they buy, and not

pay a high price for a cheap article.

I said that heretofore there has been a great diversity of

opinion regarding the ideal pure-food law. Some wanted
imitation butters prohibited. Some wanted glucose tnxt out of

competition. Some thought that all combinations and mix-

tures should be outlawed. But the sober, second thought of

all the interests brought together at this convention was to

allow the greatest freedom to manufacturer and consumer
consistent with honesty.

If the people prefer glucose to extracted honey, let them
buy it; but they have a right to know what they get, and
ought not to pay for the former when they get the latter. The
bottler has no right to label pure glucose, or any package
containing any portion of it, "Pure White Clover Honey."
This is what they are doing now, and this is what the pro-

ducer of honey has to compete against.

Now let every bee-keeper write a personal letter to his

Representative and Senator, asking them in the interest of fair-

ness to every honest industry to vote and urge the early con-

sideration and adoption of the Brosius Bill, H. R. No. S-i-tl.

Something like the following might do. In writing to your
representative in Congress, if nothing better can be said :

To THE Hon. ,

Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir .—As one of your constituents who is interested in the

subject of food adulteration, and anxious that all preparations of

food and drugs shall be put on the marliet for exactly what tbey
are. I %vrite to ask your support and influence for the Brosius Pure
Food Bill, H. R. No. .5441, now before Congress, which I under-
stand to be in the interest ot honest branding of all preparations

consumed by man.
I represent an industry which is suffering from the unjust and

dishonest competition ot a cheap and inferior adulterant, but I

ask your support of tliis Bill because I believe it will protect all

honest producers and dealers, and discourage fraud and deceit in

the preparation of everything intended lor human food, and will

aid in the enforcement of State laws enacted in the interest of

pure food. Respectfully yours,
, Bee-Keeper.

I have only to add that the delegates of the United States

Bee-Keepers' Union received full recognition at the conven-

tion, being placed on the most important committees, and
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granted equal rank and honor with other organized indus"
tries. They were able to correct some false impressions, and
to place the industry of honey-production on an equal footing
with other rural occupations before the promoters of Pure
Food legislation. Eugene Secor,

Delegate to the Xational Pure Food and Dtmj Congress.

Forest City, Iowa, March 29, 1898.

We give nearly all our editorial space this week to the

above subject, because we believe it is an exceedingly impor-

tant one. We trust that bee-keepers will at once act upon

the suggestion made by Mr. Secor, so that their Congressmen

may be prepared to vote intelligently when the Brosius Bill

comes before them for action.

Judging from the reports made by Messrs. Abbott and

Secor, we blieve that it was one of the wisest things possible

for the United States Bee-Keepers' Union to send its delegates

to the Pure Food Congress. They did their work well, and as

Mr. Secor says in his last paragraph, " placed the industry of

honey-production on an equal footing with other rural occu-

pations before the promoters of Pure Food legislalioa."

Paul 'Whitebread and His Apiary. Mr.

Whitebread, whose apiary is shown on the first page this

week, writes us as follows about himself and his apiary :

I was born Oct. 31, 1869, in Luzerne Co., Pa., where I

have ever since had my home. In 1892 I became interested
in bees and bought a colony in a box-hive at a public sale.

The next spring I sent to Ohio for a colony of Italians in an
8frame dovetailed hive, then I subscribed for a bee-paper
and bought all the best bee-books I could find, and increast
my bees by artificial and natural swarming. I never lost a
swarm by absconding (going to the woods at swarming, or any
other time), but I had heavy winter losses till I filled the upper
stories with chaff, and laid something across the top of the
frames for the bees to pass from one comb to another.

Last spring (1897) I started with 45 colonies, and in-

creast by natural swarming to 65. I got 1,100 pounds of

comb honey. I produce no extracted.

A few years ago but very few bees were kept around here,
but now there are lots of them, and nearly all Italians or
hybrids, and in improved hives. I have tried the different

races of bees, and have settled on the 3-banded leather-col-

ored Italians ; and in hives I find the 8-frame dovetail with
Hoffman frames my choice, but I was thinking the hive and
frames might be a little deeper, so I built 16 hives 2J-4 inches
deeper than the regular dovetail, and had them filled with
swarms. They winter bees most excellently, and I have had
some in use now two seasons, and I could find no difference in

the amount of honey gathered per colony between the stan-
dard and the deep frames.

I have in my apiary 65 colonies—45 in regular dovetailed
hives, 16 in deeper hives, but same width and length as the
regular dovetail, two in hives with frames 13x9, one Ameri-
can, and one box-hive. The hives stand in rows 6 feet apart,
aad 3 feet apart in the rows. All the hives face the south,
and are on stands 4 to 6 inches high.

On the corner of the hive with the cover off, is my " smoke
engine ;" and the frame I hold in my hands is a Hoffman. It

was rather cold, and the bees were clustered on the center of

the combs when the photographer came, it being Nov. 17,
1897, almost too late to open a hive.

They were nearly all packt for winter, with chaff in the
upper story or super. (Myself you can see in the picture, but
my wife you cannot, for I have none.)

Paul Whitebread.

Perhaps by the time Mr. W. has another picture of his

apiary taken, he will have it a little more complete, showing

his wife, who, no doubt, whether or not she is a good baker,

will over after be sure of having good " White bread " in her

house.

A Convention in "Wisconsin.— Mr. N. E.

France, the hustling State Inspector of apiaries for Wiscon-

sin, expects to hold a meeting of bee-keepers at Ft. Atkinson,

April 11. He has already promises of an attandance of 60.

This will be a fine opportunity for bee-keepers in Jefferson

Co., Wis., to meet Inspector B^ance, and also to have a good

bee-convention. Go if you can, and help in the meeting.

To Preserve Combs of Pollen, take them when they are

fresh from the hive; with a dredging-box, powder them with

fine sugar, lightly knock off the superfluous sugar, and then

put them away in a suitably dry place.—Noerdl. Bztg.

Selling Honey—Producing honey is one thing, and sell-

ing it another, in the judgment of Friedemann Greiner (Glean-

ings, page 169), and he thinks it might be well if New York
bee-men had something like a honey-exchange, with some one
like S. A. Niver for salesman.

Slant of Cells.—E. R. Jones says in Southland Queen,
that in transferring brood-combs it doesn't matter which side

up the combs are that were used for brood-rearing when first

built, but those first used for storing honey are built with an
upward slant, and are better right side up.

The Holtermann Hive-Cover, as described in Canadian
Bee Journal, is one which telescopes half an inch, has two
end-pieces, two side-pieces, a bottom-board, galvanized iron

top, with packing of ashes, sand or loam between the boards

and iron. Claims to be cheap—doesn't say how cheap—water-

tight, and a good protection against heat and cold. Surely

aiming in the right direction.

A Longing for Better Spelling crops out in a foot-note

in Gleanings. The editor says :
" I wish both precedent and

custom would permit us to spell by the phonetic method ; that

we might even go as far as Bro. York, in the American Bee
Journal ; but as we do so much printing for other parties,

our printers and proof-readers would be In a snarl of confu-

sion if we attempted to carry on the two systems—can't do it."

Score One for Full Sheets.—American Bee-Keeper quotes

J. A. Green at the Chicago couvontion, on the use of comb
foundation in section honey : "If you have a small strip in

the top the consumer can tell it ; if not, nine times out of ten

he can't detect it ;" and adds that if there is a difference in

the foundation and natural septum, to associate the two in

one section is to invite the attention of the consumer to the

contrast.

Breeding from Good Stock.—Of late considerable has

been said about breeding to improve stock. The editor of

Gleanings has seemed just a wee bit inclined to throw cold

water on some phases of it, but the editor of American Bee-

Keeper says, "Too much cannot be said regarding the im-

provement of our stock." J. B. Case gives a strong illustra-

tion of gain in amount of crops, simply by rearing queens
from colonies that gave largest yields.

Cause of Low Honey Prices.—Ed Jolley, in American
Bee-Keeper, thinks one reason for low price of honey is the

fact that producers rush off the crop to commission-men, and
they being overloaded, each one tries to put the price a little

lower than others to give their shippers first chance, and this

honest effort results in low prices for all. Another factor is

competition with sugar and syrups. Thinks unity among
producers and thorough organization the desideratum.

Working Up the Honey-Trade—J. H. Martin is backt

up by the editor of Review In saying the permanent results of

honey exhibitions at fairs are by no means as great as gen-

erally supposed. People see so much of everything and look

so fast that few permanent customers are made. Much more
efficacious are exhibitions for a day or more at groceries, ex-

plaining to customers and distributing honey-leaflets. The
California Exchange has been doing a good thing by keeping

two hustling agents on the road to drum up trade. •

Effects of Different Honey-Flows.—In Gleanings, R. C.

Aikin gives some of the results of his observations from scale-

colonies. He thinks something lil<e a third of the ingathered

nectar is lost in evaporation. With a daily average of 1}^

pounds, even strong colonies could scarcely be induced to do

anything in sections, the tendency being to lengthen the cells
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in the brood-chamber and crowd the honey in there, rather
than to build comb in a new place. In 189J: he got more ex-

tracted than comb, but a lot of the extracted-honey colonies
starved in winter and the rest had to be fed in spring, making
the advantage over comb honey more apparent than real.

Bait sections were filled, no matter where they were put in the
super, being usually the only ones filled. For good work in

sections, especially in the hands of any but an expert, he
thinks a flow of three to four pounds per day is needed.

A Bobber-Stopper.—A simple and ingenious instrument
to stop robbing is given by M. Pirson, In Rucher Beige. Take
a cigar-box (any similar box will answer, even a paste-board
box) ; remove the lid and one of the sides. At one end make
a hole about }(, inch square, so that oue bee at a time can
pass, and cut out of the bottom a strip perhaps 4 Inches by K-
Place it at the entrance of the hive, closing any part of the
entrance not closed by the robber-stopper, and the robbers are
afraid logo in the large hole. If a single one enters the small
hole it will be dispatcht.

Disturbing Bees in Winter.—Editor Hutchinson copies
C. P. Dadant' article from the Busy Bee, in which he strongly
argues the damage arising from winter disturbance, then
calls up the discussion in the first number of the Review pub-
lisht, in which were given many Instances where bees had
been disturbed during the winter repeatedly, moved from one
part of the country to another, hives opened In cellar, bees
fed, etc., and no harm done. Well, it's some comfort to know
that one doesn't really need to kick 'em around much in wiu-
ter, anyhow.

Sweet Clover.—Prof. Cook is taken to task in Gleanings
for his sweet clover views. The editor says :

" My, oh my !

where has Prof. Cook been these years ?" Mr. Boardman and
a dozen others can show him that stock prefer it to other
fodder ; the Ohio Experiment Station that were once down on
it, favors now Its introduction, and in some parts of the West
hundreds of acres of it are grown, and hundreds of tons of it

cut for fodder. He ends up by saying :
" Where nothing else

grows It is a Godsend. I should almost as soon expect to hear
Prof. Cook say the world Is not round as to argue against
sweet clover."

Cleats vs. Handholes for Hives.—The Straw man of
Gleanings gloats over the fact that two such men as Mr.
Boardman and Mr. Doolittle agree with him In preferring
cleats to handholes for handling hives, to which the editor
replies: "lam half Inclined to believe that you and Mr.
Boardman are right ; but keep this to yourself. We make
the handholes because they are cheaper, take less room in
crating, and because bee-keepers generally are satisfied with
them. I suppose the fact is, the average bee-man does not
lug his bees in and out of the cellar as much as you and Mr.
Boardman do, and that I s why he doesn't complain."

Variation in Bees.—J. E. Crane, In an Interesting article
in Review, declares that variation in bees as to their different
characteristics. Is fully as great as among other domestic ani-
mals, and as valuable. He instances difference In temper,
comb-building, promptness in working In supers, daubing
with propolis, gathering pollen, swarming, etc. He Instances
one colony that had the peculiar trait of tearing down their
brood-combs in spring apparently out of pure cussedness, and
after they had done so for the third spring he knockt out the
trait by changing the queen. The moral of it all Is that there
is a fine field for Intelligent and progressive bee-keepers to
greatly improve their stock by proper selection.

Somewhat Voracious Mosquito-Hawks.—The voraci-
ousness of mosquito-hawks or dragon-flies that fill the air by
tens of thousands around apiaries In localities near the sea in
the South, catching and devouring bees by wholesale is some-
thing frightful according to the editor of the American Bee-
Keeper. On several occasions he caught two that were eat-
ing bees, allowed one to eat all that was eatable of the other

;

" then turning the long, slender posterior of the still eager
gourmand to its head. It would Immediately proceed to con-
sume its own body with the same apparent avidity and relish
that It had shown for its earlier victims, the bees." So those
Florida fellows are not without their own troubles.

Plain and Tall Sections are not favorably considered In
the Canadian Bee Journal. The editor says go slow and look
on for a season. He says " it is unreasonable to suppose that
the bee-space, secured through an attachment to the separator
instead of the section, would give a better-filled section."

Thinks bee-keepers who adopt this style of section will be dis-

appointed and lose money. S. T. Pettit calls the plain section

"a silly fad." If the bees are crowded as he usually crowds
his to get well-finisht sections, the cappings would be fastened
to the fence. "This talk about less peep-holes and better-

finisht sections is all nonsense." He objects to a tall section

that the foundation is more liable to sag and curl out of shape
than In a square one ; may look a little better, but there will

be no more money In It in the end.

Bee-Keeping for Farmers.— D. N. Ritchey is very em-
phatic in the belief that every farmer should keep bees, and
says a farmer who hasn't one or more colonies Is not up to the
times, which is a little rough on T. B. Terry and other leading
agriculturists. He thinks not five per cent, of the farmers
have honey on the table as food, and he probably might have
made the percentage much smaller without distressing the
truth. A notable statement Is this :

" I can show you farm-
ers living by me who had not had a crop of clover seed for 20
years, until I moved here and bred my bees to such a size

that they can work on the red clover ; and now they are get-

ting large yields of the very best of seed."—Busy Bee.

Plain Sections are somewhat discust by Hasty in the Re
view. Apparently taking It for granted that they will be filled

out more plumply than the others, with almost certainly no
collusion with Doolittle he falls into the same line of argu-
ment, picturing the not over-skillful Bridget as with case-

knife In hand, she cuts out the honey. " Half the time the
knife wanders away from the wood. Besides the main square,
several thin slices of comb have to be stackt on one side of the
plate, to the serious detriment of looks." Where the outside
row of cells is not sealed, even a child can see where to cut.

The edges of the cake are all nicely rounded off to start with,

and will remain so. He concludes that plain sections will look
best at grocer's and the other kind on the table, and " good
looks on the table are all our customers are willing to pay for

when once their minds are directed to the matter. And those
of us who sell largely to consumers are likely to do some mis-
sionary work right In that spot."

Plain Sections —A little set-to in Review between Doo-
little and the editor. Referring to that beautiful picture in

the Review of the four plain and four old-style sections, in

which the plain ones were so much better fillet' out next the
wood, Doolittle says he decided at ouce he preferred for his

own use one of the old-style sections because It would cut out
more easily, look better on the plate, and not drip so much.
He thinks also that the two lots of sections were not built by,

the same strain of bees. Hutchinson doesn't know about the
bees that built the two lots, and admits he'd choose for his own
use same as Doolittle, but gets back at him in good style by
saying, "the time when we, as producers and sellers of honey,
wish a section to look the most attractive, is when It sits on
the counter and there is a man with 15 cents in his pocket
standing in front of it and trying to decide whether it Is best

to have the money and the honey change places." He also

considers it very Important that the comb should be well filled

to the wood to secure safety In shipping, and even In handling
after it reaches the grocer.

Cleome Pungens, or Giant Spider-Plant.—Rarely does
one see any notice taken of bee-keepers' interests in seed
catalogs, but here is a notice of one of the novelties in flower
seeds of several years ago. In the catalog of R. Scott & Son

:

"This is one of our native annuals, but little known and
yet well worthy of general cultivation. It Is a robust plant,

growing vigorously four to five feet high, unaffected by wind
or weather, and flowering profusely and continuously for

months. In fact, it \i s, perpetual bloomer ; it begins to flower
when only a small plant, the spikes continuing to increase In

size as the plant grows, until they reach upward of two feet

In length. The flowers are very showy, with long, slender
stamens ; single petals measuring an inch across, and of a
bright rose color. As the spikes grow and the lower flowers

drop off, the curious seed-pods are formed—the plant matur-
ing ripe seed while still In full bloom. These long, slender
seed-pods, reaching out In every direction, are carried upon
still longer stipules, giving the effect of a many-legged spider,

with the bright bunch of flowers as the head. As a back-
ground, in a group or scattered among shrubbery, Cleome
Pungens is very effective ; It grows freely from seed sown in

the open ground, thrives luxuriantly, and blooms all summer,
no matter how unfavorable the season may be. It is also one
of the very best honey-producing plants. The bees delight In

It, and cluster about it constantly while the flowers are open,
which is after 5 o'clock in the afternoon and before 10 a. m.
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DO NOT FAIL
TO WRITE US
KOR PRICKS
ON THE

°pfE't-E SECTION
In both Small and Large
Quantities. . .

.

We have all the up todate Machinery,
and our lumber is as white as snow . .

THE ONE-PIECE SECTION
COMPANY,

Prairie Du Chien, Crawford Co., Wis.
February 10th, 189S. 7Ctf

Please mention Bee Journa l when writing.

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Telle all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
aee and Nectar - Producing- Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fuil.v covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also" tells
you all about Caliroriiia Asrii'Ulture and
Hortlciilliire. $1.00 per Year; Six Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE KIJR.4I. CAI.IFORINIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read what J. I. Parent. o

Charlton, N. Y.. says—"We
cut with one of jour Coiu-
bined Machines, last winter
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racbs. 500 broad
frames, 2.<^X) honey-boxes
and a Rreut deal of other
work. This winter we have
doable the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do it with this Saw.
Itwill do all you say itwlll.
Catalogue and Price -List

Free. Address, W. F. & JOHN BARNKS,
45Ctf No. 99S RubySt.. Rockford. 111.

Farm Bee-KeeDina:.
The only bee-paper io the llDlted
States edited exclusively in the In-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publisht by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for free s-\mple copy now.

The American Poultry Journal,
:i-Ji lJliA.KJHJKN ST.,

CHICAGO, • ILL.

Alniirn:)! ''""' '^ over a quarter of a cent-
tlUllllldl ury old and is still growing must

possess intrinsic merit of its own. and its
field must be a valuable one.

pouury' jJurnti""'^^" 50 cciits a j'car.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

f̂ )fis^^sf^ms^ms:i!m?m^i:-^̂ mi^(

If you want
the BEST... Honey Extractor

Get Williams' Antomatlc ReTerslWe,

M You Have It. Addre««,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

"Fixin' Fences"
every sprinc J-"^ needless. No trails" to lay up,<

' 'top r . _. __,^ ..,..

nor need to chaee down the lane after every storm if

Ps»{re Fence is nsed. Send fnr "spring styles"
and prices. See our ad. in next issue.

PACK M'OVKN WIRK FENCK CO.. Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

©%E^ir 8fe/^$i

Gathering Pollen.

My bees are doing very well here. They
have been g;athering pollen since Feb. 5,

and will soon work on tree blossoms.
Oscar Gessser.

DeKalb Co., Ga., Feb. 25.

Two Seasons' Report.

I started with 5 colonies of bees two
years ago, increast to 13, and lost one. Last
year I increast to 3'2. and removed 700

pounds of nice comb honey in one-pound
sections. Success to the American Bee
Journal. John H. Amos.

Not a Good Season.

I have 22 colonies that seem to be all

riffbt. Last season was not a very good
one with us. I had 14 colonies in the

spring, sold 3 swarms, increast to 22, and
got 300 pound of comb honey. I sold it at
12i-< cents. Wm. M. Milton.
Franklin Co., Kans., March 5.

The Season of 1897.

My bees did very well in 1S!)7. I started

with 17, increast to 31. doubled back to 25

colonies, and got about.500 pounds of honey,

about half comb and half extracted. My
bees seem to be in good condition so far

this winter. Winchester Rickel.
Kosciusko Co., Ind., Feb. 20.

Seem to be Wintering All Right.

I have taken the American Bee Jonrnal
for a good many years, and could not keep
bees without it. I am wintering 143 colo-

nies, and they seem to be wintering per-

fectly. I had about 13.000 pounds of ex-

tracted honey last year from 100 colonies,

spring count. F. B. Fahrinoton.
Winnebago Co., Iowa , Feb. 21.

Hopes for a Good Crop.

Bees are all alive. The sun shines and
the spots don't show much now. I feel

fairly well, and hope for a good honey
crop, and a better market. It has been
weak the past two years. I have quite a

lot of honey on hand, and if I could find

ready sale I would be content to stick to

it, but I expect to stick without the con-

tent, any way, if not any improvement.
Swim or sink. E. H. Stuktevant.
Washington Co., N. Y., March 2.

Several Seasons' Report.

I commenced in lb',>5 with 2 colonies, and
got no honey or swarms that year, but in

1S96 I got about 15 pounds of surplus and
3 swarms. I lost one in wintering, in 181.17.

and had 4 left in the spring. I had 9

swarms, and about 300 pounds of honey,
and to-day all ray bees are having a good
flight—12 colonies iu all. I lost one colony
last fall. It became queenless. I winter
my bees on the summer stands.

B. F. Sturgeon.
Columbiana Co., Ohio, March 7.

That Big Yield of Honey.
I see I have been called up to explain a

mistake; also I received a private letter or

two calling me down.'' something in the

same manner as did Mr. H. F. Baker,
of Florida, for reporting such a large yield

of honey.
In the first place. I did not intend any-

thing should be printed. All I .vi'./ was to

give the editor to understand that I was
getting a great deal of satista'-tion from
the American Bee Journal. I did not have

Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arranirements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,

cash with order'
51b 10ft 25to 501b

Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 »2.25 It.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.23 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, tor cartage, it

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Steel
CSrny Carnlolano. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,

75 cts. each ; June and until October 50 cents
each. Tested $1.00 each. Good Breeders, $3
each. Straight 5-Bauded or "Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hutstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLE. Bee Co, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HI
il »^ HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iUUUl S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Frlces.

Bee-Keeperb' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send for our new catalog.
Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.

lu stamps. Apply to—

Clias. T. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nilD DDIPCC are worth looking
UUri rnlULO at. We are mak-
iQg the new
Champion Cliall-Ili're

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,

and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ $ $

K. H. SCHMIDT A: CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Flease mention Bee Journal when writing.

^- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Fluid more
completely than any other published, send

J1.2o to Prof. A.J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODUDATIOB
Haa No Sag in Brood-Frame*

TliiB Flat-Bottom FoimdatloD
Has Sio FisbboQe in Ibe Sarplas Honef.

BelDt; the cleanest Is asnall? worked
the Qutokost of any Foandatlon made

J. A. VAN DKUSEN,
Sole Maiiafaotnrer,

^. Bpront Brook Montffoniery Co., N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nrc VCCDCD? ! Let me send you my 64-

btt-MlCrunO page catalog tor 18!)8

J. III. Jenkins, Wetnnipka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writins
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any thought of telling a big story. I only
intended to say that we have a little honey
in this State, and that I can divide and get
fome honey. I think from the result I did
obtain, 1 could almost or quite obtain the
results reported, that is, taking it as the
editor explained, by taking the whole in-

crease, as we have a very heavy fall flow.

The statement I intended to make was
that, from a colony artiflcially made, that
is, onf artijicial sivarnt hived on oiih/ .startertt^ I

took off 137 one-pound sections of honey.
Now, how the figure of the 1-pound sec-
tions got fastened on to the 137, Icannot un-
derstand. But I could tell a story much
larger than I intended, but I don't want to
get the reputation for big stories.
Clay Co., S. D. Thos. Chantry.

[It looks as if we got Mr. Chantry's fig-

ures somewhat mixt. We are glad to give

the correction.

—

Editok.]

Results of the Past Season.
We had a good flow of white clover honey

till July 4, and got some of the finest honey
I have seen. But we had dry months of
July and August, and the bees stopt short
carrying in any honey until the first of
September, when we had a good honey-flow
again, but it was of a dark color. Our
average was 75 pounds per colony. We
have had a mild winter so far, and bees are
wintering well, both in the cellar and on
the summer stands. J. G. RiSLOW.
Winnebago Co., Iowa, Feb. 21.

First Flight Since Thanksgiving.
The bees had a good flight here Feb. S—

the first since along about Thanksgiving.
They are afl'ected with dysentery, and have
spotted the hives considerable. I have lost
but one colony, that starved with honey on
the opposite frame, the weather being so
cold that they could not reach it. It was in
a single-walled hive. To-day the weather
is more springlike, and for the bees favor-
able, with no bottom to the roads, the mud
being so deep that it is almost impossible to
get around with a team. J. M. Young.
Cass Co., Nebr., Feb. 14.

Anti-Adulteration—Gathering Pollen.

I am deeply iuterested in the pure food
and drug movement. I think it is one of
the most important subjects now before
the American people. It seems to me that
enough poison has gone down the throats
of the people in adulterated food. The
bees have been confined to the hives but
three or four days at a time this winter.
They have been gathering pollen from
maple and elm for some days. The honey-
flow is not afl'ected here by rainfalls in the
same way it is in California. For instance,
the poplar is the first important flow,
and at that time of year we have sudden
heavy rains which frequently come when
it is in bloom, washing away the nectar.

I could not think of doing without the
American Bee Journal. Jno. M. Kelly.
Jackson Co., Ala., Feb. '22.

Btilcl 'Winter— Manzanita Honey.
I lost one of my colonies last fall by

worms, being unable to attend to them,
but I have 13 colonies left to start with in
the spring. We have had a very mild win-
ter here so far. The bees have been gath-
ering pollen for about two weeks from the
willow and hazel. The peach blossoms are
beginning to open. I am afraid we will
have an early spring, and kill all our fruit
if the weather doesn't change. Our coldest
nights this winter were about the first two
weeks in January. My bees look fine. I
am just able to hobble out to my bee-house.
I have a bee-house with two rows of hives
facing ease and west. I do not think we
can do without a bee-house here, on ac-
count of the long, hot summer.

I have noticed that the manzanita does
not bloom every year. I would like to hear
from some of the others about manzanita

A Good Bicycle Free
Now, then, young men and young

ladies, also boys and girls, take advan-
tage of this offer and get a Wheel
(A THOROTTGHIiY GOOD ONE) with
a little work. To increase our circula-

tion we have made arrangements with a
first-class concern in this city to furnish
us with their well-known 1898 Model

ALAMO WHEELS
at a price wnich enables us to give one FREE as a precnium for sending us
50 Xe'w Subscriptions to the Bee Journal at §1.00 each. You can send
them in as taken, and when your list of 50 is complete, we will ship your beautiful
vihea], freight paid, to your nearest depot. This wheel retails in the ordinary way
at $50.00—and it concerns nobody but ourselves how we managed to get in on the
inside cut price. For 40 Subscriptions we will ship a Juvenile of the same make.
Below we give specifications:

Frame—Shelby Seamless Tubing. l!a Main Frame. Connections—Steel (selected.) Fork
Crown— Oval (drop forged.) Handle Bars—Steel or wood, drop or upturn; cork srips. Wheels—28 inch. Pedals—rat trap. Kims—best elm. Tires—Morgan & Wrlpht or Vim. Spokes-
selected piano wire. Bearings—Tool steel (turned by experts.) Gear—6* to 80. Saddle—leather
(rubber or felt neck.) Weight—23 to 3r> pouuds. Color—black, maroon, nicely striped. Special
color by arrangement. Furnishings—Tool bag oiler, wrench, air pump, etc.

Ladies' model built on same lines with the usual dltference between sexes, such as rubber
pedals, etc. Address.
OEORGE \V. YORK &, CO., 118 iniclii;;aii St., CHICAGO, IL.L,.

15" If yoii preier to buy for casli, send iis $;3o tor tlie wlieel.

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To have a copy of..

x^tiit Our 1898 Catalog \^if\i/

B^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Asent for tlie Soutiiwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

r.iii^'iKv

ton
n ,S; lietliering-
[Itu'iippin;:-

Kiiifi'.

PRICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

Bee -Smokers and Hoiiei]- Knives I
Smoke Engine Uarneatsjaoker made) 4-in. Btove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
Doctor. . . . : 3H in. stove. Doz. 9.00

;

"
1 . 10

Conqueror 3-in. stove. Doz. 6.50;
" 1.00

l.artre '2}4-in. stove. Doz. S.fiO;
" .90

Plain "^-in. stove. Doz. 4.75;
" .70

Little Wonder (weight 10 ounces)... li-in. stove. Doz. 4.5o; " .60

Honey-Knife Doz. 6.o0; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knife, lonk up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALP CENT FOR A MONTH.
l>ear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror L'i ye irs. 1 was always pleased with its

workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, I write for a circu-

lar. 1 do not think the 4 inch Smoke Knuine too large. ^
January UT, 1-97. Truly, W. li. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

Mr. Bingham. Dear Sir:— Please send per mail a 4-inch Smoke Engine. Ihave
one of vour Smokers; it is too small in time of trouble.

February 21, 1H98. A. V. Seward. Riverside, Calif.

9.\9t T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell, Mlelilgan.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the

and most-improved machinery /or the manufacture of

latest-

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material is cut fromjpatterns, by machinery,

and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Amerloaa Bee .Tournal. 7Atf
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO,

Please mention Bee Journal -when nrriting.

WUole«ale
aud Uetail>COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax 'TAirmi A Specialty.

Hives, Sertions, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write tor Catalog,
with prices, and eamples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cutting-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing,
Edging-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Madunery.
Sold on Trial. Catalogoe Free.

SElNEfA FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SKNKOA FALLS. N. T.

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels

of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 280 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it ? If so, address, with the cash,

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLB.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-pag:e Cataloff of my Specialties, and

Root^H OoodN at their priceN. 1 carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Caialogr Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, ITlicIi.

|RST PRIZE WINNERS
FLOur1898 Mammoth Poultry

(iuide of 1()0 pages mailed FKEE.
something entirely new, tells all about
pMultry, how to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIG MONEY. Contains beautiful lithograph
plate of fowls in theirnatui^l <H>lors. Send
I6cts. for JOHNBAUSCHER. Jr.
postage. Box 9i FKEEl'OUX, IXX.

44A2Ut Please mention the Bee Journal.

nilEENQ Untestel, after April 1. $1; Tested
I^ULLIIO SI.50; SeleciTested, *J Imporled
queens, direct Irom Italy. $3 each. The best
of f-tock, either Gold-n or Lenther Cnlored.
Wriie for price-list. H0FFINE & DAVIS.
llA4t Ooitewah, Tenn.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

f!nt'j|<lflr Urc* '*• • l*o"t * ro's Goods
Vitiailfg I ICC lor Missouri and other points.
to be had at factory pi Ices from Jobii Nebel& Son, Hlgli Hill, ITIissoiiri. 9Alt
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

.J.4^.>

PAID FOR

eeswax
For all the Ctood, Pure Yellow^

Bees^wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 26 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send It on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

8EI3t

BEE-SUPPLIES !
We have the beet ecjiiipt factory In the West. Capacity

1 car load a day ; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of everything needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated C'atalos, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal-

vanized steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address,

E. KRETCHnEK, Ked Oak, Iowa.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

honey. Have you ever had a sample of it ?

I thought 1 would be able to send you a
sample of it this year, but I do not tbinli I

can, from the 'Way it is looking. All the
cry around here is for manzanita. It is the
finest honey we get here.

I wish Prof. A. J. Cook could have seen
our cattle eat sweet clover last summer;
they would leave everything else for the
clover. W. A. Pellew.
Nevada Co., Calif., Feb. 27.

[No, we have never seen any manzanita
honey, as we remember. We should be

pleased to taste it.— Editor.]

Wintering in Sheds.

I placed in winter quarters, in December,
1896, 15 colonies. I lost two in wintering,
and to the 13 I added 4 colonies by pur-
chase, making 17 in all. These I increast
to 38, and produced 2,300 pounds of first-

class comb honey. Not having a suitable
cellar, I have wintered my bees in common
board sheds with double horizontal doors
opening toward the south. In warm days
I open the doors and let the bees fly. At
present they seem to be in good condition.

C. A. Stewart.
Kane C«., 111., Feb. 21.

Section-Cleaners—Wintering Well.
Referring to page 147, why does not Mr.

Golden use a continuous belt instead of a
gear ? Gearing always runs harder, and
with more jar and noise.

I think the American Bee Journal is all

right. We were introduced in January,
189S, and I am always at the post-office

Thursday mornings, and have not failed as
yet to get it on that date.

My bees are wintering finely. They have
had two flights this week, and our pros-
pects here are for an early spring and a
good honey-flow. Geo. O. Morris.
Bureau Co., III., March 11.

Another Bachelor Bee-Keeper.

The answer to the question askt by a
bachelor information seeker of Tennessee,
on page 1.5.5, is so good that I think it will

stand referring to once more. We have a
bright-eyed girl in our neighborhood that
soils her slender bands washing lishes. But
a bachelor bee-keeper walks l-'X miles
nearly every evening in the week to help
her. for the sunshine of affection he re-

ceives. Would she wash those dishes in less

time by herself ? Subscriber.
Acton, Calif.

[Certainly, if the bachelor bee-keeper

tried to help her vixh the dishes, the

bright-eyed girl could do it in less time

alone. But if be did nothing else but wipe

them while she vvasht them, of course the

two ought to get through sooner. —Editor.]

Bees Under Snow.
This has been the snowiest winter I have

known here, and bees have had fewer
flights than in any winter before since I

have kept bees. Mine are all on the sum-
mer stands, and were flying freely from
all hives about Feb. 'J and 10..

It may not be out of the way to give
utterance here to a word of caution about
leaving entrances to hives clogged with
snow. I notice that some bee-keepers are
inclined to take considerable risk in this

Excelsior Incubator

and Brooder Cheap
200 eggs capacity. Good as new. Used
for only two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Win sell it for

TWE(\TV D1>I,1,AR«, half the cost price
Address, P. 'W. DUNNE,

River Forest, Cook Co., III.

Texas Queens (0(fy(fMf>
Best honey-gathering strain in America.

Tested, $1.50. Untested, $1.00. Write for a
Circular. J. D, GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7^28t Please mention the Bee Journal.

HATCH Chickens BvsTEAM-

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple, PcT/ect, Self Regulat-
ing. Thouaaijd3 io succesafal
operatioQ. LoweHt priced
first'Clu.a llBtoher made.

JEO. II. STAHL,
114 tnlgg S. 6th tiu OulncT.nt

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

)EE - KEEPEKS' SUPPLIES !

k Largest and Best equipt
L — ijH Factory in the

^ij,.-? Send for Catalog.

FRED A. DALTON,
lA26t WAtKER, Vernon Co , Mo.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

C. B, BANKSTON
Is Rearing' Queens
in Cameron 'I'exas,

And requests bee-keepers in the United States
to writo him with an order for a GOLDENQUEEN— Untested, 50c; Tested, 75e. We
breed the 3 and 5-bandea Italians, and Silver
Gray CarnioUns.

Safe Arrival
13Atf <jrnaranteed.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens in April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 75e Choice Ijreeders. either three or
five-banded Italians, at .$2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5,00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
8Att GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Kee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pouder's Honef . Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

VttC^ PoVOm^* iNmlL^'pOMS^l^NDIANA.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Don't niiss Your Xrain.
All passenger trains on Nickel Plate

Road now arrive aud depart from Van
Buren Street Station, near Clark Street,

Chicago. Lowest rates to all points East.
Solid trains to New York. City ticket

office. 111 Adams Street. Telephone
Main 3389. 13A2 (6)
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ARE RELIABLE.
Everythinj^ grown in Reid's Nurseries is

healthy, well-rooted and true to name. Every effort is

made to save expense to customers. We sell direct and ship
direct, saving fifty per cent, on Trees, Shrubs, Vines. Write for cata-

, ^— logue, estimates or suggestions. Try Star .Strawberry, KIdorado
I'^r Blackberry. REID'S NURSERIES, Bridecport, Ohio"

Listen! Take my Mvice and Buy

^4onr Bee-Snpplies^
FIME F<»i;:\I>AXIO.^
Al\'l> TO.^S OI' ir.
Worbins; Wax Into Fonnda.
tioii a ^ipecialty.

of August Weiss ! s
I PEFY

mpetltlon

Fonndatlon

Millions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides !

!

SATISFACTION GUAKANTEEB on a full line of Supplies. Send tor a Catalogue and
be your own judge. Wax wanted at 26 cents caeh, or 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

BRANCHOF THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
10 VINE STREET .

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
We keep here everything in the Supply line of latest improvement.
Cleated Separators, Improved Smokers, Weed Foundatiou, 1898 Seeds of %\\ kinds.

Business conducted same as at Medina.
Dealers can order here, as well as consumers, at factory prices.

Save freight and get orders filled at once. Also as fine a strain of 3 and 4-banded
Italian Bees as ever gathered honey.

Full 8-frame colonies, $6.00 ; 3-frame nucleus, $2.75.

14Etf These Include Oiiaranlccd Ilalian <tiicen§.

GOLDEN BEAUTIES...
Threp-hand lUllau Queens reared from
Kftol'8 stock. Golden Queens, from the
hest selected stock. Uutested. 50 cents;
Tested. 7.5 cents. Carnlotan Queens at
same price.

E. \. TERRAL &; CO.,
Cameron, Texas.

12Atf Mention the American Bee Jouroal.

RF.F< n>rida Italian (jllFR^ST

Tested Queens, $1.00 each; Uutested. 50c.
2-Frame Nucleus of Bees with pood Queen $2.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing".

Address. E. li. CARKI^OTON,
llAtf De Funiak Spring-s, Fla.

Bee • Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled nromptU.
Send for catalog. MIXRKSOTA BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLY MFfi. CO., Mcollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

*' Bee-Keeping for Beginners,*' price 50 cents,

Imparts the instruction. Price-Llst free.

J. P. H. BUOWN, Aii^UKta, Ga.
Flease mention Bee Journal -when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In slieep In any way
you cannot afford to be witliout the best
and only weelcly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^^^
has a hobby which is thesheepbreederand
bis industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets &. Sheep, - - Chicago.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low irelpht rates obtained by purchas'

log poods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
tlDg a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establl&hi a branch house at 1730 South i;3ih St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies^
the same as we do at Higginsville, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par eicellent. Polisht, snowy-white t-ectlons. beautiful straw-

colored truuotjurent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Kxtractors, and all other flrst-
clas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, leellng sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you willbe
our tustomer in the future.

l^^PitOGrtESsiVE Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25c. Both for 65c.,
postpaid. Sample copy of the Phoqhessive free, and a beautiEul Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Lgjj,,y Mannfactiiriiig Company, V^U'S^^Tiil^^t., ^l».y..,^.t,.

direction. I have bad to clear the en-
trances many times this winter. Once
when there was a snowfall of two days I
cleared them two or three times ; and some-
times found the bees of strong colonies
crowded against the snow at the opening,
as if suffering for want of air.

Decatur Co., Iowa. Edwin Bevins.

A Correction—Wintered Well.
I want to malie a correction: On page

IGG. where it says six years it should have
been 36, when sweet clover was sown in
our town and spread out on the roads.

I have taken the bees out the cellar. All
colonies are good and strong, and have,
worbt two days on the maple blossoms.

Will Co., 111., March 19. C. Schrier.

Honey-Dew.
Bees have been working on willows for

over 40 days, and as the fruit-trees are
commencing to bloom now they ought to
be in good condition for a harvest it this
year is not too dry.

If honey-dew comes from Heaven, it's a
pretty small one, for I have watcht it fall

and saw that it comes from the aphides.
Last summer, on some low willows where I

could see them easily, I saw the aphides in
small clusters on different limbs, and they
exuded (especially if disturbed) small drops
of a clear, sweet liquid. Where it fell on
the limbs it was turned dark and was
gummy. Bees and other insects were work-
ing on it at the time. I have seen bees
working on oak trees the same as on those
willows, but I didn't investigate closely.

Sacramento Co., Calif., Feb. 24.

Money in Doubling-Up Colonies.

Five reasons why I double up.
1. To strengthen the colonies.

3. To get more honey.
3. To do away with old queens.
4. To do away with old combs.
5. To prevent increase.

It is better to double up iu a honey-flow.
Double up late in the evening when all the
bees are at home.
To unite No. 2 and No. 4, take the cover

off of No. 4, smoke them well, then puff some
smoke in at the entrance of No. 3, then pull

No. 3 from the bottom-board and set it on
No. 4, and puff smoke in at the entrance of
No. 4. and they will not fight much. In 5
or 10 minutes give them a little more
smoke. You will find this works like a
charm. Smoke them well.

I do not use any paper between the hives,

nor kill one queen. I let the bees manage
that, unless I want to save one.
No. 2 weak old queen, and old combs;

and No. 4 good combs. Unite them, get rid

of one old queen, old combs strengthen No.
4, and get 30 pounds of extracted honey to
nothing. Good. Or, if No. 2 has good
combs, let it stay on until there is a swarm,
then smoke all the bees down out of the
top hive, take it off and put the swarm in

it. The swarm then has combs, brood
honey and pollen. B. A. Armor.
Murray Co., Ga.

Wedges vs. Blocks for Raising Hives.

On page 123, answering South Africa, Dr.

Miller says; "The only objection I re-

member to have seen urged against this

[setting hives on four blocks, one under
each corner], is that the bees have only the
four corners to climb up." Well, here is

my objection, or rather my objections:

First, I want my bees all to use for going
and coming one side or end of each hive
only. Then you know where to look for

the queen when they swarm; and more,
you have three sides of the hive for pleas-

ure and practical everyday operations, and
you are out of each other's way, and so
may live in peace and harmony together.

Another reason, and a strong one it is in

my mind, why I prefer the wedges to

blocks, is because the wedges afford cHjiibers

that direct the beex In rjvjiist where they are minted

with their loads. Of course, the bees, tho the
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hive be set on four blocks, will get up, but
my bees so fixt fail to go up Jusi wht^ir 1 want
them to go up. There is much in that, tbat
the future will see.

But I cheerfully confess that on very hot
days I would like to have a free passage
right through under the bees.
Years ago I cut a hole of about 20 inches

through the rear end of the floor and cov-
ered it with wire-cloth. This I closed when
necessary with a slide on the underside of
the floor, but the wire-cloth would be so
persistently and completely closed with
propolis, that I gave up that form of ven-
tilation. All considered, I place a high
value upon the use of the wedges. Almost
always they afford ample ventilation with
my hive. S. T. Pettit.
Ontario, Canada.

The "Golden" Management.

I read with much interest the articles by
Mr. Golden, but one thing I don't under-
stand, that is, when he hives a swarm in
supers and places the parent hive on the
supers, does he put a cover on the supers,
and place the old hive on that cover, or
how ? If he uses no cover, what keeps the
bees from going back into the brood-
frames ? Clint Bachtel.
Modoc Co., Calif.

[Mr. Golden sent us the following reply

to the above question.

—

Editor.]

No, no. there must not be anything be-
tween the swarm and the parent hive. Do
not be alarmed about the bees going up to
the parent hive; ouly those that are laden
with pollen enter that department, and de-
posit the pollen where the brood and larvas
are, that I have ever discovered. Others
seem to have had pollen below, u'hile I have
never as yet had a single cell. When bees
swarm naturally they know it, and hived
in a new house they know it, even if the
new and old are joined together they know
it, and they know they have had their say
in the matter, and are contented if plenty
of room is given them; and if the queen-
cells are carefully destroyed success is sure
to be the result. But side-entrances must
be provided, both in the hive and supers.

J. A. Golden*.

PRINTED
Envelopes and Letter-Heads.

Our New Press.
We have put in a new small Job Printing

Press oa which to print our own stationerv.
circulars, eic .and while bi-lng able to do this
we may as well do some work lor our read-rs.
If the.v will favor us with thi ir orders. If you
want Envelopes or Letter Head-, send S-cent
stamp for samples and prices. We will make
right priL'es lor neat, gooi work. All orders
can be filled by express, aterrall charge, as the
weight would dol be great.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

HONEY a^d BEESWAX
niARKET QUOXAXIO.KS.

Chicag'O, M»r. 23.—Very little demand
for honey in the comb, the season beinfc about
over for its sale in any Quantity beyond a case
or BO at a time, many'retaileis refusing to
carry It in stock owing to sales beiog infre-
quent. Prices askt are 10c for best grade of
white. 8@9c for No. 1 or fair grade of white;
ambers, 7@Sc; dark, same. Extracted, 3@6c
white; amber, 4@5c; and 4c tor dark and
buckwheat. Beeswax. 27c.

K. A- Burnett & Co.

Detroit, Uarch 22. — Fancy white is
lower and now nuoted at lie. No.], 9®10c;
fancy darl!. 7@«c: No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white, ."j@Bc; dark. 4@5c. Beeswax
in good demand at 2f>@i2~c.
There is considerable dark and undesirable

honey on commission now, and some of it will
be Cdrried over to another fceason.

M. H, Hunt.
Kansas City, March 21.—Fancy white

I lbs..9@10c; No. 1, white. 9c; amber, 8@9c.
Kxtracted. white. 5(^5Hc; amber, 'l@4i4c;
dark, 4c. Beeswax. 20@i2c.
Supply of comb honey la large: demand fair.

C. C. C'LEMONS Ji Co.

Sllnneapoll;. Mar 18 —Honey much more
encouraging. Fancy white clover comb is
selling here now at 10!4@llHc. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 5!<@6c; amber, oc:
dark, 4@4i4c.
Outlook for honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Cincinnati, Mar. 21.—Demand fair for ex-
tra-.ted. with insuthuicnt suDpliee. Prices
range from 4@6c. a''cording to quality. De-
mand for comb is slow at 10@i;ic for best
white. Beeswax in good demand at 20@25c
for good to choice ye low.

Chas. F. Muth & Son.

Indianapolis, March 24.—Fancy white,
II to i;ic.; No 1, 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. TbU is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax is
in good demand. Walter S. Poudeb.

San Francisco, Mar. 16.—White comb. 8@
9y,c; amber 5@>ic; extracted, white, 4 VSQoc;
light amber, 4Ji@4i4c. Beeswax, 24(a27c
The tirm tone last noted as prevailing in the

market for extracted honey continues to be
experienced, with lignt stocks of all grades.
The same condition is reported as existing In
the East and in Europe. Comb noney Is still

in more than ample supply lor current re-
quirements, having to depend wholly on local
customs.

Mllwankee, March 8. — Fancy, 11 to
12c.; A No 1, 10 to Uc: No, i, 10 to lO^ic;
N 1. 2, 9 to lOc; amber and dark. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, in birieis, kegs and cans, white, 5 to
be: dark, 4^ to 5c. Beeswax, 25 to 27c.
We are able to report an improved demand

for fancy honey during the past few days,
while the medium grades have Hiso sold bet-
ter, yet the surest sale is on the best. The
supply continues equal to the demand, but
the fancy grades are not in as good supply as
the low and medium, which goes to prove that
the fancy sells best—and the values better

A. V. Bishop & Co.

BnSalo, March 11. — There is a good
demand tor strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to lie; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c.. and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount ot honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6o., with
a moderate demand. Battebson & Co.

New York, Peb. 9. — There has been
a lair demand lor comb honey of late, and we
are gradually reducing our stock. Fancy
white is scarce and Boding ready sale at 10 to
lie ; off grades white and amber. 8 to9c.

;

mixt and buckwheat. 6o. Extracted is in
fair demand—California white, h%c ; light
amber. 5c. : white clover and basswood, 4^ to
5c. ; buckwheat. 4c.: Southern. 50c. a gallon.
Beeswax is steady at 2ti to 27c.

Cleveland. Peb. 22. — Fancy white.
12 to 13c.; No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amber,
9 to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to 6!4c. ; amber.
4 to 5c. Beeswax, 22 to 25o.

A. B. Willia.ms & Co,

St. ^onls, Peb. 9.—Fancy white comb.
10 to lie. ; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to 10c. ; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5Hi to 6c.: amber,
5 to 5^0. ; dark,4to4>4c Beeswax, 20 to 22c.

Westcott Com. Co.

$100
Given as Bounties
to purcha.sersofthe
improved Danz.
Hives and Sections

3 See schedule in my
bee -book "Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
money, Free for 2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina. Ohio,
or F. Danzenbaker, Box JbG. Washington, D. C.

POULTRY PAPER, illusd, 20 pages,
,-' .,,*•"' li'^^-ta- Pt^r year. 4 mouiha
Mnal lOct'*. Sample Free. 64 page practical
poultry book free to yparly suhscril.prs
Book alone 10 cts. < ntaln^uo of noiiUrr

^booksfree.i^0K//r3/^(/i'&car€,^yrapn<=p •- \
10 A6t Please mention the Bee Journal.

SEND FOR IT. ^iLlll Queen-Rearing
will be ready April 1. " Queen-Rearinp " is
brought down to 1898. It will tell you how to
rear Queens in a brood-chamber while the
queen has the freedom of the combs. Price,
by mail, 25 cents. Address,

HENRY ALLEY,Wcnliam, Mass.
14E2 1 Please mention the Bee Journal.

I f^ £\ g^ From pure bred, barred P.r 1 1 1 1 Rocks Large and fine plu-i % maged. $1.00 per 15. Also~ I I I « Light Brahmas and BlackH \M %M ^F Langshans, same price. B.
P. Kook Cockerels, $1.25.

UftP SqIa riltign 9° colonies ot Bees in lots
rUI Odltj tllldp to suit; in prime condition
For particulars address, W. Spencer. Bunker
Hill, 111. Box 114. 14A4t

Premium Offers I

Qneen-Clipping Device Free
The Monette Queen-Cllp-

pine device is a fine thing
for use In catching and clip-
ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 30 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for
sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at .$1.00; or for .SI. 10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

A $1.00 Bee-Veil Free.

GlobeBee^eil
By niail for One Dollar.

Five cross-bars are rlvlted In the
'ctntre at the tup. Tliese bend dowa

f iind button to studs on a neck-band.
1 lie bars are best lljibt spring steel,

w T he neck-band Is hard spring brass.
'I be netting is white with face-piece
ol black to see throuf^h.

It Is easily put together and folds
lorapactly in a case, 1x6x7 Inches,
the whole weighing but 5 ounces.

It can be worn river an ordinary bat: fits any bend;
does notobstruut the vision, and can be worn In bed
without discomfort. It Is a boon to any one whon:
flies bother, mosqultos bite, or bees Btlng.

For sending us only TWO NEW sub-
scribers to the Bee .lournal for one year
(at $1.00 each) we will mail to a regu-
lar subscriber one of these Globe Bee-
Veils; or, for $1.75 we will send the
Bee Journal one year and the Veil to

any address.

GEORGE W. VORK & CO..
CHICAGO, ILL&

Colorado.—The spring meeting of the Col-
orado StatH Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held Wednesday, April 13, 1898, In room 3a,
second floor of the Capitol Building, In Den-
ver. Every person Interested in bee-culture
Is cordially invited to be present.

Frank Kauchfuss, Sec, Elyila, Colo.
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Talk about

....CoinhFouiidatioii

WE can now furnish the very beet that can
be marie from pure wax. Our New Pro-

cess of milling enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundatlun.

It i§ al'way§ Pure and Sweet.
It is llie kind that docs not §ag.
It is the kind you want.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples furnlsht FKIiE. Large illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

TBEW.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
^ ^IS the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anything in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

It^" Send (or Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytlilng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-W dress of every Bee-Keeper in^ America. We supply Deal-

ers as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We malie prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manufactnrinff Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

•1

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Goods "*li"e'.r,T.'"

Including- their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mclist of Goods wanted. JW. H. HUNT
Caoh for Heeawax. Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I AEISE
TO SAY to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

I>001«ITT1<E
has ooncladed to sell

-BKE8 and yUKKNS—
In their Beasun, daring
1898, at thefoilowlnK
prices :

One Colony of Italiane
on 9 Qallup frames, In
light shippinK-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 tested Queen ... $ ) so
8 ** Queens . 3 50
1 select tested queen 2 uo
3 " " Queens 4 00

Belecttested queen, previous season's rearing a no
Kztra Selected for breeding, thb very best. . 5 00
About a Pound of BKKS in a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, $3.00 extra.

%m' circular free, giving full particulars regard-

ing the Bees and each class of Queens.
Address

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BOKODINO. Onon. Co., N. T.

Yefr Dadant's Foundation, ^^r

Why Does It SeU So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because Ii\ 31 I'EARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Ueanty. Piirily, Firmness, Mo Sag:-
Sing. JS« Loss. PAXEi^X U'KEI* PROCESS SHEEXII^Ci.

E^" Send Name for Our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
i^mj^^m^mQiTm oif i^^mm rnQmrnY^mwrn^ Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Wdl Maiiuliietured Stock ! (|iikk Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-GASES,
^ AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASSWOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thriftv timber is used.

It#~ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltinir.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Tie Fence anfl Plain Sections.

Weefl New Process Founilation,

Cowan Eitractors,

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest maile,

Specialties .
Dovetailed Hiyes-witli Danz, Patented Coyer and Bottom.

Danzenlialjer Hiyes,

No-Drip Sliimiing-Cases,

GleaninEs in Bee-Cnltnre, Illnstrated, Semi-Montlily,

Catalog or C<ood§ and Sainitie Copy of Gleanings
s>cnt for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Brancli Offices :

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Plain Sections—No-Drip Cases-
Paper.

-Parafflne

BY F. L. THOMPSON.

One is tempted to employ emphatic language on observing
the various changes being contemplated in bee-supplies ; not
because they are changes (that would be narrow-minded), but
because some of them are expensive. Honey has been steadily
going down in price; supplies have not, and will be even
more expensive if one wants to keep up with the times. I

contend that a legitimate and sorely-needed field of Inventive
energy Is in danger of being overlookt, namely. How to keep
the price of supplies in just proportion to the price of honey.

It is stated that a higher price will be obtained for honey
produced by the new methods. This is undoubtedly true In

some few localities, according to reports. That it is In the
majority I am not prepared to admit. Prom what I have ex-
perienced and heard of the Denver market, I should expect to

gain nothing whatever by the use of plain sections. . Even as
far east as Vermont, it appears that plain sections of honey
bring no more in the market, according to the testimony of
Mr. Crane, in the January Review. We are therefore con-
fronted at the start with the probability that the majority of
bee-keepers will gain nothing, in direct cash value, by
changing.

Plain sections require less work in their manufacture ;

therefore, they ought to be sold for less. In fact, Mr. Aspiu-
wall, in the Review, says his plain sections cost him less than
the ordinary kind. But it appears it is not to be so in the
general market, according to a catalog of a large supply firm,
which quotes them at the same prices as the ordinary kind.
This is not right.

Then the " fences" are $1.00 to $1.50 a hundred, ac-
cording to style. Compare such prices with 40 and 60 cents
a hundred, the prices of ordinary separators.

Shipping-oases have not followed honey down in price.
But why not? As long as the exterior is attractive, i. e.,

smooth and accurately cut, I think it would really pay me in
the long run, taking everything Into consideration, to use a
case of workmanship and material no superior than should be
expected for 10 cents, while acknowledging the excellence of
the 1.5-cent ones.

In regard to shipping-cases, one vital point has been over-
lookt. Time is money. It takes more time to nail up several
hundred no-drIp cases than it used to when they were of the
old style. The paper has to be cut and Inserted, and five
little strips nailed in each one. I am not condemning the no-
drip style, but would like to have It without so much expendi-
ture. After all, the old style cases are not so bad, when bot-
tom starters are used, and the honey shipt in such quantities
as to admit of making a regular pile in one end of a car, with
straw all around, and boards in front. It Is a question
whether under such circumstances It really pays to use the
new style at all.

But this Is not all. We are now told that progressive
bee-keepers use thin strips of veneer between the rows of sec-
tions In the shipping-cases. These are $2.00 a thousand

—

another expense.
And perhaps still more. It Is hinted that shipping-cases,

as well as supers, ought to have followers and wedges. Great
Scott ! I

PARAFFINE PAPER AGAIN.

I don't see why this should be made a subject of con-
troversy. It is a question of facts. My bees deposit propolis
on the paper, tho tightly cushioned and warmly packt. If

others' bees don't, I congratulate them, and wish mine
wouldn't. But they do.

There are two other disadvantages of the paper, not men-
tioned before. One Is, that it makes It so undesirable to In-

spect the supers from above, to see when It requires tiering
up or taking off, that one is forced to resort to the compara-
tively clumsy and tiresome method of prying it up. Inspecting

F. L. Thompson.

from below, then setting It down with the care which the
presence of the bees on the edges nearly always necessitates.

The other Is, that the advantage It gives of securing sec-

tions with tops perfectly bright and fresh, only applies to one
super on a hive during the season. The others, having served
to tier up, will have the tops of tho sections as dingy as by the
ordinary plan of a " layer of air."

No doubt It Is a neat and effective aid, tho not an Indls-
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peDsable one in small apiaries; but in large apiaries, if one
wants to accomplish the same objects, it can be done with a

greater saving of time and money by returning to the old plan

of wide frames—single-tier ones, of course—with anything
one wants on top for warmth. Last season I used one set of

double-tier wide frames. The results were all that could be
desired, as far as the sections were concerned.

Montrose Co., Colo.

Some Southern California Notes.

BT PROP. A. J. COOK.

Det Season.—Southern California is experiencing an ex-

ceptionally dry season. This place, which stands higher than
most sections, has had only about eight inches. The season
is now so far advanced that little more can be expected. As
about 15 inches Is necessary for a full honey crop, the outlook
Is not encouraging. Already the bees have stored some from
fruit-bloom, eucalyptus and the early-blooming buckthorns,
which will help to feed the bees, tho unless a goodly supply
was left in the hives last year, many colonies will surely starve
to death.

Intelligence in Bees.—Speaking of intelligence among
bees—is it possible that bees sense the unfavorable seasons,
and are rendered cross by the outlook ? Bees are unusually
cross this spring. A young lady, who has kept bees for three
years with no trouble, finds them so provokingly petulant and
irritable this season that she contemplates disposing of them.
She says that they are too much for both veil and smoker.
She has never had such trouble before ; and this notwithstand-
ing that she has secured considerable honey during the last

weeks.

County Associations.—The Central California Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, consisting of Kern, Kings, Tulare, and
Fresno counties, is likely to break up and each county form a
separate association. As there are enough bee-keepers in

each county for a good association, this seems wise, especially
as the railroad fares are very high in that region.

Storing Honey.—There are reports that considerable
honey has been stored already, notwithstanding the limited
rainfall. The flowers are out very early this season, and the
citrus trees and buckthorns are crowded with bees.

Shipping Honey to England.— It is reported that four
carloads of honey were shipt enroute for London, England,
from San Diego county last month.

Manzanita and Buckthorn.^ —It is reported from San
Diego that the black manzanita and buckthorns are in blos-
som very early this season, and the bees are securing not a
little honey from them. The same is also true of the later
plants and the wild pea all over Southern California.

Los Angeles Co., Calif., March 2V>.

Honey from Pine-Needles—Is It New?
by d. c. leach.

About the first of last October, after the honey-gathering
season was over, I noticed one morning my bees were busily
at work. They came in as heavily laden a3 when the bass-
wood is yielding its rich treasures in greatest abundance.
They would drop on the alighting-board aud on the ground,
and stand for a minute or two panting as if their strength had
been taxt to the utmost in reaching their hives.

I thought it very strange, but as I was very busy I gave
the matter but little attention. I found, however, their ac-
tivity was kept up all day, and renewed early the next morn-
ing. I then concluded that some one had cut a bee-tree in the
woods not very far off, aud my bees were gathering up the
broken and wasted honey.

Tho third morning, however, they were at it as busily as
ever. I knew then that my bee-tree explanation was at fault,
for 20 strong colonies of bees, working as mine then were, in
a few hours would have gathered every drop of honey that
could have been thus spread over the ground. I resolved,
therefore, to follow the course of the bees, and, if possible,
solve the mystery. The rush and roar was so great that they
were easily followed.

After going some 50 or 60 rods I became conscious from
the motion and numbers of the bees I was nearing the solution

of the mystery. A few rods farther on I entered a grove of

young white pines, from 10 to 30 feet high, and then I knew
all about it! The needles of those pines were covered with
thousands of minute globules of as clear, white, sweet nectar
as I ever saw ! They glistened in the sunlight like diamonds.
All the bee had to do was to alight on a pine-needle and drink
her fill I

About four days this unexpected honey harvest continued
and then ended as suddenly as it came.

I have kept bees in the immediate vicinity of pines for
many years, but never knew a case of this kind before. None
of this nectar appeared on the foliage of the Norway or Jack
pines in the vicinity. None of the honey gathered from the
pines was deposited in the sections, so I cannot speak posi-

tively of its quality, but I have no doubt It was as good as the
best— if not better ! The globules were clear as crystal, in

taste the perfection of sweetness, and thicker than first-class

syrup.
Is It something new for bees to gather honey from pine-

needles? I think I have read of a certain kind of pine on
the Pacific Coast that yields a poor quality of honey, but I

have never known it to happen in Michigan.

I will add, in conclusion, that I think my bees must have
Increast their winter stores nearly 200 pounds from that pine
grove. Grand Traverse Co., Mich.

Exhibiting Bees in a Glass Observatory- Hive.

BY A. F. BROWN.

The following bit of experience Is called forth by informa-
tion askt for on page 39, replyiug to which Dr. Miller advises
keeping the observatory hive covered as much as possible.

My experience differs. Nine or ten years ago, when working
for a railroad company, I kept a 3-frame observatory hive
in one of the windows of the passenger waiting-room of the
station at Huntington, Fla., for upwards of three years, and
never during the whole time had the light excluded from the
bees. I put them there to be seen—to study their habits, and
for other people to see, and to do this it was necessary that
the bees and their work be iu sight all the time ; consequently
I had no cover or shutters to exclude the light, nothing but
the glass, and I assure you the bees never " buzzed themselves
to death," but after the first week workt on in their normal
condition as if in a hive as dark as Egypt.

I used the Langstroth size of frame, the entrance was at
the bottom at one end, then through a tube about S feet long,

slanting upwards so the bees came out about 6 feet above
one's head on the outside of the building, there being a
platform or wide veranda, as it were, all around on that side

of the station.

The exit-tube was made of strips of laths, size inside

about %xl;4 inches. I put a small colony of Italian bees
into this hive at first, and later on, by changing the queens,
had several different kinds of bees—blacks, hybrids, Car-
niolans, and Holy Lands; in fact, I did everything with this

colony of bees that one would do with a full size colony, and I

had them right where I could observe all that took place in

the work inside a normal colony.

Often I would have only one full comb in the hive, letting

the bees build new comb in the other two frames to give me
the opportunity to observe the whole work. If allowed to get
strong in bees and brood, which they would soon do, they
would swarm like any other colony ; or if space was given
above {on top) by means of an inch bole, and a tumbler turned
upside down over it— first attaching a bit of comb or founda-
tion to the bottom of the tumbler—the bees would go up and
fill it with honey, and once we got them to work in a bottle
inverted over the hole.

Having no wooden shutter or cloth to cover them up, on&
could watch everything without disturbing the bees in the-

least. When all three frames were in the hive, and the queen
got the inside one filled with brood, she would come over on
the outside comb, and one could watch her in her work of
depositing eggs, and see the bees feeding her, etc.

The two glass sides of the hive were hung on hinges the
same as a door, and often I would open the hive for various
purposes, changing the frames about, removing the frames
the queen was on, so as to be next to the glass, or some other
operation ; in such cases quite a few bees would take wing,
the same as when a hive is opened out in any apiary. i i

Well, the interesting part I wish to] call attention to is,

that when the hive was closed up these bees did not hang-
around buzzing, trying to get in where they came out, but at
once flew out one of the open windows or door, .and up to their
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regular entrance-hole. They knew as well as I did when the
glass door was open, or when it was closed.

And now comes more interesting facts. In the three
years the bees were kept in the station waiting-room, and the
hundreds of times the hive was opened with a dozen or
more people looking on, and even handling the bees, only one
person, to my knowledge, ever got stung.

A dozen trains a day past within 18 feet of the bees— all

the Jarring, hustle and life of a regular railroad station, with
hundreds of passengers going and coming, and yet the bees
lived on peaceably, and increast, prospered, and did well.

At different times, and I might say for the most part of

the time, there were all grades of Italiau-black hybrids and
pure-black bees in that particular observatory hive. But here
I should add that with the exception when first putting the
bees there, all were reared in the hive, and consequently
knew no other life but the one surrounding them. This may
also explain why they did not buzz themselves to death on the
glass.

I should remark here, that in the case of young bees
sometimes starting out for their first flight, they tried at first

to get out of the glass, but it did not last long, and they soon
learnt the right way, and then always followed it. Also, iu

case of their throwing off a swarm, which happened several
times, the bees always went out the tube, and none stopt buz-
zing on the glass inside.

I have found that a single-comb observatory hive is not as

good or as instructive as one having two or three combs, for
the reasons that the number of bees in a single-comb hive are
too small to amount to much in the way of building comb and
storing honey, etc., and when you do get it just nice and
strong, why, it is but a day or so before it is too strong—at

least somehow I never got satisfactory results from them, and
I have had bees in one for a year, and several times for a few
months ; but with a two or three frame hive you have some-
thing that one can gain much information from.

Then don't have shutters or covering of any kind over
the glass. Let the bees be in the light all the while, and then
when you wish to examine them or watch their work you don't
throw tbem in an unnatural condition, as you do when you
have them in a dark hive, and only give them light when you
wish to watch their movements.

Do not put them in a sunny window, unless the hive is

well back Inside, and the ends of the frames face the window
;

and this is the proper way they should face, so that one can
get to examine both sides of the hive inside the room. I

would rather keep them on the north side of the house, or in

a room that had a veranda outside, so that the sun could not
shine on the combs through the glass.

The ideal spot, in my estimation, for an observatory hive,
is on a shady veranda. Then when the hive is opened there
are no bees flying around inside the room. The entrance can
be through. a tube running off near the roof, and thus have
the flying bees out of the way ; and one can sit and watch the
hive for hours. There is much of interest to be noted from a
small colony of bees kept thus. Volusia Co., Pla.

Section-Cleaners—Producing Fancy Honey.
BY .JAMES COKMAC.

There has been considerable publisht in the bee-papers
on the subject of cleaning sections of propolis stains, and on
page 33 is shown a machine offered by J. A. Golden for that
purpose. The half-tone is a good one, and the eyes of the
operator say, "Now, you see, this works like a charm." The
charm of the young lady in the half-tone (to me) is more
charming than the machine, because I think I see in the
illustration a young lady who is not ashamed to allow her
position before the machine to be understood that she is a
helper in the affairs of the household and its income, and not
given to be waited on, while many others pass their time with
yellow-covered novels.

But my admiration does not go far enough to construct a
machine for the purpose shown, because I think I Itnow that
one can produce comb honey without having it daubed with
bee-glue. A bee never ought to be allowed to travel on the
upper side of a section. Something ought to intervene be-
tween the upper surface of the sections and the hive-cover or
another super. I have tried paper, waxt, paraffined, etc.,

which allows the bees to raise the edges thereof, piling up
glue superabundantly at their option, which paper prevents a
free passage to the super or supers.

Four years ago, with pattern-slats (section-holders) of
two inches in width for sections \% wide, laid on top of the
sections and held In place by a 3/16 strip H Inch wide laid

across in the center of the super, the super made '% deeper by

nailing a strip all around the upper edge of the super, would
effectually prevent the smearing of sections unless the weight
of honey therein bent the lower set of section-holders. To
prevent this, another strip the thickness of the space between
the lower holders and brood-frames, placed in the center
across the frames, kept all level and tight. My brood-frames
being % thick, would not bend down and allow the heavy sec-
tions to settle.

You do not need to scrape the sections ; they will come
out of the super as clean as put in, except the edges touching
the separator and the inset.

In cleaning the edges I use a thumb-plane. A narrow box
has a strip four inches wide nailed across it, through which a
hole is bored, also directly under this hole one through the
bottom of the box % inch large. A small box M inch larger
than the section, and Jj inch lower than the section, with in-

set cut out 3^, as the one in the section. Fasten a wooden
pin in the bottom of this last box to go through the hole id
the cross piece of the large box and through the bottom of the
same. This last box will turn on the pin. Lay the section
in, give the plane a curving sweep from the corner of the In-
set up the straight edge to the corner of the other inset. A
thin shaving is removed from the section. Turn the box and
use the other side likewise. This removes all soiled wood. A
knife with a notch % deep on the square end of the blade,
drawn across the inset, cleans that.

In using sand-paper the dust of the section would often
catch the honey in the uncapt cells and injure the appearance.

The production of fancy honey demands as much fineness
as any undertaking I ever engaged in. There are many ways
used to accomplish a certain end, and if others give their ex-
perience one can cull and be greatly helpt.

The " Solomon " of Marengo does the American Bee Jour-
nal " proud," as the boys say. It is a grand addition for the
beginner—the department of " Questions and Answers."

Our winter's snow lying so long on the ground, after being
parcht with drouth and heat last fall, gives token of another
season favorable to a good yield of nectar from white clover,
as it is increasing in rootlets. Should the coming spring be
favorable in temperature, with plenty of ozone In the atmos-
phere, we may expect a good harvest. Polk Co., Iowa.

The Loco-Plant and the Bees.

BY I. W. BECKWITH.

Three years ago I brought several colonies of bees to this
vicinity, and the next spring they workt well on the wild
flowers, which were abundant till about the middle of May,
when they all stopt work entirely, and from that time during
the summer I scarcely saw a loaded bee enter a hive.

In the fall I rendered a quantity of comb that I had on
hand into wax, and to my astonishment not a single bee came
into the house, which I kept open while the wax was cooking.
I encouraged breeding that fall and the next spring as much
as I could, yet they dwindled away till there were but few left.

In the spring they again workt well till the middle of
May, when they " struck " again, taking no notice of exposed
honey or melted wax. I told a neighbor, J. L. S. Jackson,
how my bees had acted, and he said he thought they were
locoed by using honey gathered from the loco-plant, which is

very abundant in the immediate vicinity where I kept my bees.
For the benefit of those who never heard of the loco, I

will say that it is a leguminous plant that grows on the arid
plains of the Western States. When an animal eats leaves or
roots of the plant—some say the root only—the brain becomes
affected so that the animal loses its reason to a greater or less
extent, and in severe cases it perishes, apparently because it

does not have sufficient reason to go to water and otherwise
take care of itself.

I thought Mr. Jackson was mistaken about the cause of
my bees' actions, and having lost all my bees, I bought some
more about a year ago, and they behaved during the past sea-
son just as the others had done—that Is, they workt all right
in the spring till the loco had been In bloom a short time,
when they quit work, were quite irritable, and their conduct
was generally different from other bees. The few young that
they reared on honey that they already had In store (they quit
work before they had stored much loco honey) seem to be all

right.

If anybody else has had similar experience I would be very
glad to have him report through the American Bee Journal.

Weld Co., Colo.

l^~ See " Bee-Eeeper's Guide" offer on page 203.
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American Bee Journal and Spelling Reform.

BY C. P. DADANT.

Friend York :—I wish to digress a little from the bee-

talk to-day to Have my say in regard to the new way of spell-

ing that you have introduced in the columns of the American
Bee Journal, as I notice some comments upon it by your dif-

ferent contributors.
This new spelling is certainly offensive to the eye before

we become accustomed to it. In the beginning, I used to

do as Mr. Jenkins remarks—it used to detract my attention

from the subject In question. But one evidently gets used to

this, for I no longer notice It, altho the American Bee Journal
is, I believe, the only paper that we take which follows this

reform.
The greatest objection to the spelling reforms, such as

this, come from people who are good scholars, and who object

very often on the ground that if we make reforms on this sub-
ject it will become impossible to recognize an educated person
from au uneducated one, since every one can write just as he
talks. This argument is not well founded. If the reform is

brought about in the right way, It will bear only, as with your
method, on such parts of speech as will have been agreed
upon, and It will require rather more of an education than
less for writers to keep Informed upon these changes.

I am free to confess that, altho I approve of the change,
it would be next to impossible for me to follow this orthog-
raphy from mere slavery to habit. I would have to drill my-
self very carefully for quite awhile in order to do away In my
handwriting with the old way of spelling. But because we
are accustomed to a bad way should we discourage those who
are faithfully trying to educate the young generation to better

ways? Let the old fogies, like myself, stick to their old ways
If they cannot do otherwise, but let not any of them ridicule

the progressive man who tries to bring forward something
better. Otherwise we might as well go back to the English
method of spelling labour, neighbour, and borough instead of

neighbor, labor, and boro. "Plow" is surely a progress on
" plough," tho it means the same. If we are a progressive
nation, why should our progress be all material and not edu-
cational and mental ? Why should we cling to the old way of

spelling any more than to the scythe and the cradle ? Is the
man who writes his name " Ztschmldztscli" any brighter or

more successful than plain "Smith." Perhaps you will think
this name is of my own invention, but not so. I believe the
man was a Russian, and I have actually received a letter

signed as above.
It is not only In spelling that we might help the reform

which is so slowly going on in sclentilic circles for the purpose
of making education easier, but in many other lines. We lose

sight of the fact that while our children are overcoming the
dilBouIties of the language, they are uselessly losing precious

time, which, in this age of progress, might be occupied much
more to their benefit. But language is only a small portion of

what has to be learnt by a child to acquire an education.
What about figures ? Why do we so long cling to the ridicu-

lous English system of weights and measures when we have
within our reach the most simple system that may de devised
—the metric system ? Our scientists have long ago decided
that the metric system was the only rational system of weights
and measures, and as far as they have been able they have
drawn us In this direction. But we have too many old fogies

who are afraid that a change might disturb their own equi-

librium. Better have the rods and the ells, Flemish a,ud En-
glish, and the yards and the feet, carefully divided Into 12t)is,

which are themselves divided into eighths a,ad sixteenths so as

to make (so it would seem) computations as difficult as possi-

ble ! Imagine the United States leaving the decimal dollar

to go back to the pound sterling containing 20 shillings, sub-
divided Into 12 pence ! !

All these reforms frighten us. Why ? Because we make
a bugbear of nothing. We have been accustomed to our rut,

and the deeper it Is the better we like it, for we think the

world is all at the bottom of that rut. But with a little effort

we will ascend to the top, and with what profound disgust we
will then look back Into that pit! At any rate, if we have
not the courage to climb out we must not try to discourage
those who are climbing, or to pull back in those who have got
out.

The teacher up-to-date has no hesitancy. He says that

the spelling reform is but a trifle. He does not frighten at

the half-dozen strange words of the metric system, and soon
discovers that those few words contain the key to a method
which is simplicity itself. He quickly decides that it is better

to have the freezing-point at zero than at 32, and boiling

water at 100 than at 212. Progress Is made of little things.

Then let us try to help It. Hancock Co., III.

Report of Vermont Bee-Keepers' Convention.

BY M. F. CKAM.

The 23rd annual convention of the Vermont Bee-Keepers'
Association was held at Burlington, Jan. 26 and 27, 1898.

The meeting was called to order by Pres. H. W. Scott,
prayer offered iDy R. H. Holmes, and then the minutes of last

meeting read and approved. The following committees were
appointed on Resolutions: J. E. Crane, R. H. Holmes and M.
A. Everest ; on Nominations, M. F. Cram, H. L. Leonard,
and 0. J. Lowrey.

The Secretary's and Treasurer's reports were read and
approved, the former's report showing a balance of $5.00 in
favor of the Association.

COMPAKATIVE VALUE OF RACES OF BEES.

Then came an address by Pres. H. W. Scott, after which
R. H. Holmes talkt on the comparative value of the Italian

and black races of bees. He thought not many of the original

black bees were left In the State—they were now Italians and
hybrids ; each colony showed different characteristics, as

much as horses or cattle. The Italians come out ahead on
the following points : Gather honey faster ; better to defend
the combs from moths; better to defend their stores; fly

farther for honey ; in fact, were generally at the front.

Mr. Leonard claimed it was the condition of the colony
more than in the breed of the bees, but thought the Italians
were better for surplus.

Mr. Crane said that in some seasons the Italians outstrlpt

the blacks ; in other seasons it was the reverse.

Mr. Holmes then told of the great value of a good queen.

SPRING MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

Mr. Crane gave his method of spring management. First,

we must save the heat of the hive by contracting, and seeing
that they had plenty of stores ; but to begin with we must get
the best bees. Bees vary in characteristics, and that is the
very best ground we have to make improvements upon, and it

could be done the same as in horticulture. He told how the
sugar-beet had increast from 6 per cent, to 25 per cent, in

productiveness ; what is true of plants is also true of the
larger animals, fowls and bees. He thought the swarming
Instinct could be bred out, in a great measure. The large
draft horse and the little pony had all sprung from one par-
ent-stock. The dairy cow had been improved, and why not
the bee? The Italian had grown much lighter in color since

coming to this country in 1860. One point in our favor, we
can breed a bee and test its merits in less time than we can
our domestic animals, and Mr. Crane thought we could in

time breed them up to nearly twice their present productive-
ness.

A FEW QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

QuES.— If bees have been growing better, why do we get
less honey than 15 years ago? Ans.—Partly on account of

pasturage being cut off, and partly on account of peculiar

seasons.
QuKS.—Is it any advantage to have hlvjs painted ? Ans.—

Yes.
QuES.—How can we secure the whitest comb? Ans.—

Have your sections on only when honey is coming in.

evening SESSION.

Prof. L. R. Jones gave a lecture on the bees and the
flowers. He also showed -by stereopticon views the polleniza-

tion of flowers, and the aid that the bees are to the same,
which was very instructive and well Illustrated. The ques-
tion was askt Prof. Jones, if it was any benefit to spray fruit-

trees while in bloom. He said no authority In the United
States had ever given out that spraying in bloom had ever
given as good results as spraying after the bloom had fallen,

and many bad results had been obtained from spraying while
in bloom.

Cassius R. Peck then gave a report of the work done at

the Experiment Apiary. It was a very concise report, but
owing to some peculiarities in the season some parts of the
work did not reach the desired object, and will be continued
next season.
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The convention then listened to a recitation by Albert M.
Cram, and two songs by Mr. Everest.

THE OOKSTION-BOX.

QuES.—What Is the value of bee-escapes? They were
spoken of favorably by Messrs. Passett, Lowrey, Leonard,
and Holmes.

QuBS.— Is there danger of over-stocking ?

An8.—Apiaries should be from 3 to 5 miles apart, or
farther. Bees will fly from 5 to 7 miles from home, and In

California, where big stories originate, bees have been known
to fly much farther.—[We fear this is mostly a " big story."

—

Editor.]
SECOND DAY.

The commfttee on Nominations reported as follows, which
report was approved :

President, R. H. Holmes ; Vice-Presidents, J. E. Crane,
for Addison Co.; Cassius R. Peck, for Chittenden; Geo. H.
Terrell, for Lamoille; P. W. Smith, for Orange; V. N.
Forbes, for Rutland.

Secretary, M. F. Cram, of West Brookfield ; and Treas-
urer, H. L. Leonard.

The coinmittee on Resolutions reported as follows, which
report was also approved :

Resolved. That we express our thanks to the proprietor

of the Van Ness House for the use of a room for our annual
meeting ; also to the railroads of the State for reduced rates

to members attending this meeting.
Resolved, That we tender our thanks to the Board of Con-

trol of the Vermont Experiment Station, for the interest they
have taken in our pursuit, and also for experiments made at

the station.

Resolved, That we express our thanks to Prof. L. R.

Jones, for his able and interesting lecture upon the agency of

Insects in the fertilization of flowers.

Whekeas, An all-wise Providence has seen fit to remove
our associate, J. W. Smith, from this present life, therefore,
be It

Resolved, That we recognize amid the busy cares ef the
world, the fraility of human life, and the necessity of living

with a wise reference to the life beyond the present.
Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt sympathy to the

family and friends of the deceast in this our loss and their

sad bereavement. J. E. Crane,
)

R. H. Holmes, [ Corn.

M. A. Everest, )

bee-keepers' exchange for VERMONT.

Would it be practical for Vermont bee-keepers to organize
a bee-keepers' exchange ?

Mr. Crane said if apiarists would combine they might do
so, but he did not know as that could be done in a general
way at present. He thought a good trade could be workt up
by a canvas with honey ; that a good agent could sell large
quantities at paying prices.

Mr. Lowrey said if you show the people a nice article they
will buy, but the point Is to sell in large quantities. He
thought Vermont led the world in quality, and we ought to

have the best prices. He also thought it could be sent by the
carload, send a man with It to sell it, and we would get what
It was worth.

Mr. Leonard then spoke of the California Exchange. Mr.
Everest mentioned the building up of a trade, which every
one had got to do.

The following committee was then appointed to confer
with the Board of Control in regard to the work to be done at
the Experiment Apiary the coming year : O. J. Lowrey, H.
L. Leonard, and M. F. Cram.

WEED PROCESS FOtJNDATION WINS.

Then came reports of members who had used new kinds
of foundation. Mr. Lowrey showed three different specimens
which the bees had drawn out and filled with honey, each sec-
tion having a private mark known to Mr. Lowrey. A com-
mittee was then chosen to sample the honey, which they did to

their great satisfaction. Weed's new process carried off the
honors.

MANAGING SWARMING IN OUT-APIABIES.

QuEs.—Can an out-apiary run for comb honey be made
profitable with no one to hive swarms ? Ans.—Yes, if tended
by an experienced man.

Mr. Crane than gave his method. Commence the middle
of May, clip all queens' wings, and go over them once In eight
or nine days, and If preparing two swarms remove the queen
If found. If not cut all queen-cells that would hatch in eight
days. Eight days later cut all queen-cells, and introduce a

virgin queen, and eight days later see that she is laying. Cut-

ting just the eel's sometimes will stop their swarming.
Mr. Lowrey had used traps, and was successful in keep-

ing the bees from absconding. He had used a double hive

and could give ventilation with that. He sometimes took

away the brood and let them re-queen themselves on another
stand.

The new no-bee-way section and fence were then spoken
of by Mr. Leonard, who told of the benefits he thought were
in them. He thought he would prefer the fence with holes

Instead of cleats.

All thought the honey season was a poor one In Vermont
last year.

There was a good attendance at the convention, and two
of the oldest members of the Association said they thought It

was the best meeting they ever attended In the State.

M. F. Cram, Sec.

OONDUCTBD BY

DR. O. O. MILLER. MARENGO. ILL.

[QuestlonB may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Raising the Hive for Ventilation.

In putting blocks under the four corners o£ the hive to give
ventilation in summer, is there not danger of raising the bottom
of the brood-frames too high off the bottom-board, which might be
a detriment ? or do you think that would do no harm ?

Indiana.

Answer.— I have had no trouble from that source. The only
trouble likely to happen is that raised too high the bees would
build comb to 'the bottom-bars, which could easily be trimmed off.

Cyprian Bees, Italians and Blacks.

Are the Cyprian bees any I etter honey-gatherers than the
Italians? Will they sting when one goes into the yard, unless

their hive is opened ? Do you think that black bees are any better

honey-gatherers than the Italians ? Where can I get a Cyprian
queen ? N. H.

Answer.—Cyprians have the reputation of being regular sav-

ages, stinging with or without provocation. Some claim that a
slight admixture of Cyprian blood improves Italians as to work-
ing qualities, while others say it's only because of the introduc-

tion of fresh blood. The fact that Italians are preferred by nearly
all who work chiefly for honey is good evidence that neither blacks

nor Cyprians are as good. It is somewhat doubtful if any one has
Cyprian queens in this country; at any rate I don't know of any.

Combs Breaking; When Extracting^.

In my limited experience in extracting I did almost nothing at
all because the combs would break down so badly. I finally gave
up. and used the honey as "chunk honey." I bad full-depth

Hoffman frames and wired horizontally medium brood founda-
tion. A bee-keeper 35 miles east of me reports the same trouble.

Now then, how can the combs be prevented from breaking down
while extracting ? Oregon.

Answer.—One way is to let the combs get to be ten years old

before extracting from them. Not highly recommended, however.
But that's another way of saying that you must be very careful

with new and tender combs. Tbe heavier they are the more dan-
ger of breaking. So go about it in this way: When you first put
a pair of combs in the extractor, turn no faster than is absolutely
necessary to set the honey to flying out of the cells. When half or

more of the honey is still left in the cells of that side, reverse the
combs and empty most of the honey in the other side. Not much
more than half of it, however. Now extract pretty closely from
the first side, then from the second. In that way you can extract
from very tender combs without breaking. It will take less force

to extract when the combs are warm from the hive than when the

honey has become cool.

moisture in the Hive—Hive-Entrances, Etc.

1. One of my neighbors has a colony of bees in frames smaller
than the Langstroth—and in a box made to fit the frames. This
box has a permanent bottom and an entrance not over four inches
long. Some time ago he noticed honey running out at the en-

trance, and called my attention to it. We lookt into the hive and
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at one side honey seemed to be oozing out of the comb. It did not
seem snur, either. What was the cause of it ? The bees seem to
be wintering all right. I warned him against robber bees.

2. Do you think there is any danger with so small an entrance?
3. Would he not better transfer into a standard frame hive

when fruit-bloom comes ? Iowa.

Answer.— 1. I think it more than likely that what you saw
was the moisture from the bees settling on the sealed combs and
on the sides of the hive. Sometimes it runs in a stream out of the
entrance, especially if the entrance is so small that there is little
chance for the vapor to pass out. It is possible, however, that the
moisture has settled on the unsealed honey to such an extent as to
thin it and make it run out of the combs, and even to work into the
sealed honey so as to make it ooze through the cappings,

3. Probably a larger entrance would have been better, but now
that activity has commenced, it may be well enough to let the en-
trance remain small till the weather gets warmer.

3. If he doesn't intend to handle the frames, or intends to
handle them very little, it may be well enough to leave things as
they are, otherwise he might do well to transfer three weeks after
swarming.

m ^
Qiiecn in Observatory Hive.

I have saved over a young queen. I have had her in an ob-
servatory hive in the bouse all winter, and given an occasional
flight. She has a hundred or so of attendants. If I don't need her
for a queenless colony, can I give her more bees by moving a col-
ony and setting a hive with this queen in its place ? I mean will
they fight her >. Nebraska,

Answer.—If honey is coming in plentifully it will likely work
all right; otherwise not.

Using Combs from a Worm-Killed Colony.

Last fall I lost 3 or 3 weak colonies by starvation, and then
worms After the bees all disappeared I brimstoned the combs
and killed the worms. The combs seem to be all right with the
exception of the webbing left by the worms. Will it do to give
these combs to bees in swarming-time ? Subscriber.

Answer.—Yes, it will be all right, especially if the combs have
been where they were frozen, for freezing kills the wax-worms,
altho possibly the eggs may stand freezing. At any rate, even if

there should be a few worms present, a colony of bees strong and
healthy enough to swarm would make short work of cleaning them
out. I5ut you better k«^ep a little watch, or the worms may use
them up before swarming-time. Either keep them where the moth
will not get at them, shut up tight or in a cool cellar, or brimstone
them as often as you find signs of worms.

Wants to Increase and Italianize.

I have two good colonies of bees with plenty of honey on
Langstroth frames, which I find will fit the dovetailed hives.
These two colonies seem to be doing well, and are quite populous,
having gone through the winter in the cellar without losing as
much as a handful of bees. The stock was said to be Italians, but
from what I can learn they are only blacks or hybrids. I would
like to increase them, and at the same time Italianize them. Would
you advise purchasing Italian queens now for each colony, intro-
duce them at once, and then about swarming-time divide them
into about three colonies ? If so, from whom can I best purchase
good queens at low prices ? Or would you prefer to purchase one
tested queen and then form nuclei from her colony after she has
been in the hive about five or six weeks ? Elmwood.

Answer.—As there is some danger of failure of introduction,
thereby giving a bad set bjck at a time when it is important to
have brood-rearing at its best, perhaps the better plan will be to
get the one queen. Those who o9:er queens in the advertising col-
umns of the Bee Journal are all supposed to be reliable.

A Buneii of Eight Qnestions.

1. What is the width of the 4i,j'-inch section that you use ? and
how much honey does it hold ?

2. How do you prevent swarming ?

3. About how many years are brood-combs fit for use ?

4. Would it be advisable to begin to stimulate bees about April
10, so as to get two lots of brood by June 1 ?

5. Would you think about 70 colonies too many to put in one
yard in the spring ?

6. In wintering your bees in the cellar how do you prevent
the temperature from rising there vehen it gets quite warm outside?

7. Keeping a select tested queen that you purchase in a nucleus
as some advise, is there any danger of them swarming out when
she has filled the combs with eggs ?

8. What other substance besides wax do bees use in building
combs ? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. The sections I've been using tor the past two or
three years are 414x414x1,!^. The amount of honey contained is a
a variable quantity, averaging not far from 15 ounces, but some-

times a section will weigh more than a pound and sometimes less
than 14 ounces.

2. Bless your heart, who told you I prevented swarming ? I
try to, and do about everything you've ever read about in the
books aud papers, but still the bees get the start of me only too
often. Abundance of super room seems to be a help, also raising
the hive on four blocks nearly an inch. Sometimes queen-cells are
carefully cut out, and often that delays swarming. With extract-
ing you can do pretty well at prevention of swarming, but with
comb honey it's a tough problem.

3. I don't know. Some of mine must be perhaps 30 years old.
4. Unless you have a good deal of experience you better let

stimulative feeding alone, farther than to see that the bees have
plenty of stores. Results vary widely, and if you try it at all,

better try only part and see how they compare with others.

5. Not in any fairly good region. In some places 10 would be
enough and in others .500 might do. Probably few places in your
State would stand more than 100.

B. I don't. There isn't any special danger from rise of tem-
perature—the danger is from bad air. At night I open wide the
windows and doors, and leave them open as late as I can in the
morning.

7. I have never had any trouble in that way. There must be a
strong force of bees as well as a crowding of queen to induce
swarming.

S. Perhaps little or nothing else in the actual cell-walls, but
more or less propolis in making the attachments, and in sealing
brood they seem to use bits of pollen and whatever comes handy.

Prcventins Second Sivarms—Carniolan Bees.

On page ISO we find that Mr. Odle kills the queen when a
swarm issues, and at the proper time removes all queen-cells but
one, thus securing large crops of honey and a young queen. On
the same page we learn that it is not safe to trust to a single
queen-cell. Will the following plan work well ?

1. When a colony swarms, hive the bees on the old stand, and
set the parent colony by its side. Give the new colony two or
three frames of brood from the parent hive, and fill up the vacan-
cies in both hives with "dummies." Put on supers and endeavor
to get the full force of working-bees to work in them. Before the
queen-cells batch in the parent colony remove it to a new stand,
thereby causing the working-bees to go to a new hive, and also
preventing a second swarm. After the queen has been fertilized,

you may take your choice of the queens and unite into one colony.
2. From what country do we get Carniolan queens ?

Virginia.

Answers.—That's practically a very common way of prevent-
ing second swarms, and a good way. The after uniting might not
be so satisfactory, but it might be tried.

3. From Carniola, in Austria.

moving Bees.

I have 4 colonies of Italians which I sheltered in an out-house
all winter, facing southeast, and the bees could fly at their will, as
the entrance was open all winter. I put my ear against the hives
and heard the buzz throughout the winter. Now that the weather
has been pretty good, I have seen them fly, seemingly very busy
and in good health. Very few bees I found dead. But the main
point which 1 wish to know at present is this; I intend to move
some '20 miles out, and will have to go by wagon.

1. Can I open the hives without doing any harm, say about
April 14 or 15 ?

2. Shall I take out all frames that are sealed ?

3. Can they be transported as they are at the present time, or
not? Which will be the safest way ? New Jersey.

Answers.— 1. Yes, if it's warm enough so the bees fly freely.
3. It isn't necessary.
3. Unless the roads are very rough they can go all right prob-

ably just as they are. This spring I take nearly 200 colonies to
two out-apiaries without doing anything to them at all. They
have loose-hanging frames, but the bees glued the frames up
pretty well in the fall. The frames are not moved at all to loosen
them before hauling. The wagon has springs, and on a smooth
road one can trot right along, but on a rough road the driving
must be careful. They are loaded so the frames run crosswise of
the wagon.

Pollen or Bee-Bread.

At last we have warm, spring weather, and I could not resist

the temptation to take a peep into some of my hives, and see what
was going on. And I saw—and now I do not see as they have

—

that is, they forcibly imprest me with the feeling that they have
not such a thing as a lost art. In plain English, I " got it in the
neck," also in the eyes, and various other exposed points. I found
that they were breeding but very little, and were almost destitute
of bee-bread. I could not find enough in some hives to fill 20 cells,

but all have an abundance of honey. I found one of my strongest
colonies dead, with about 30 pounds of honey and not one cell of
bee-bread. Could that have caused their death ?

I have noticed that this colony was very uneasy every warm
day this winter—would be flying when other bees were perfectly
quiet. They were scattered all through the hive. I found the
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queen in one of the clusters. I place! a box in the yard with gra-
ham flour (I had no rye flour), and before night they were carry-
ing away large quantities of the finest of it on their legs. Will
that answer in place of bee-bread or pollen '.

Soft ruaple seems to be about two weeks later than last year.
If the bees bad been given rye-flour last fall, would they have
stored it, and used it this spring for brood-rearing ? Mebk.

Answer.—I doubt whether the absence of pollen was the cause
of death? More likely diarrhea. Graham flour is a good substi-

tute for pollen. Probably any of the grains ground, will do well,

and it is all the better to have bran and all—gives a better foot-

hold for the bees. But nothing seems to suit them quite so well as
the natural pollen, and when they can get that you will find them
deserting any substitute you may have given them. They prob-
ably would have stored rye-flour last fall, and yet they were, per-
haps, as well off without it. They still had a little pollen, and some
have reported that rye-flour stored in the cells became hard aud
troublesome.

m I »
Gallicriiig Honey by mooiilislit.

Is there any authority for the statement that bees have been
known to gather honey on moonlight nights ? New Yorker.

Answer.—The testimony on this point is not clear. I have
some recollection of reading that when linden is in full play, bees
will sometimes remain out over night on the trees. This might,
and it might not, be accompanied by night work. Bees certaiuly
work nights in the hive, but it might be difficult to find proof that
on a moonlight night, a bee leaves the hive and gets back with a
load of plunder before the break of day.

Conib§ Melted and Broken Down— Xcw Union.

1. I had some combs to fall down from the heat last summer.
What would you do with such combs ? Would it be better for me
to cut them out and put in full sheets of foundation ?

2. Is there any bee-association ? I want to become a member
if there is such a thing. Iowa.

Answers.— 1. It's probably a toss-up whether you better use
them or cut them out. Where there is less than half the comb left,

as is probably generally the case, it may be more satisfactory to
start with a full sheet of foundation. If the frame is half full of
good comb it may be well to save it. If you don't want the bees to
build drone comb in the vacancy, you can cut comb out of one
frame and fill in the other.

2. Yes, there's an association that's just the thing for you

—

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union. Send a dollar to the editor
of this paper—George W. York—and become a member to help put
down adulteration and to help bee-keepers' interests in general.

Tran^rerrin;;—Queen-Candy.

1. What would be the best way to transfer bees out of five old
hives? I have been advised to wait till the bees swarm, and hive
the swarm in a new hive. Three weeks later transfer the rest of
the bees into another hive. Could I not drive a swarm out of each
hive at the swarming season, and get nearly or quite as good re-
sults as by waiting till each colony swarms ? How do you make
queen-candy ? New Jersey.

Answers.—1. Of course you can do that way, but in the great
majority of cases it will probably not be as well.

2. You probably mean Schulz or Good candy, such as is used
when queens are shipt. aud sometimes used in feeding bees. Take
the very best extracted honey you can get. warm it. but not to any
thing like scalding heat, mix with it fine powdered sugar until it

makes a stiff dough. Kneai in all the sugar you can, working it

thoroughly. Let it stand a day or more before using.

A Beginner's Questions.

1. Is there a patent ou all the hives that are advertised in the
Bee Journal ? If so. what is the price of a patent ?

2. If there is a patent on the hives, would it be breaking any
law to make hives like them for my own use ?

3. What is best to do with bees that have worm-nests on the
sides of the hives ?

4. What is the best plan of handling three or four colonies of
bees ? Beginner.

Answers.— 1. A great many hives have been patented, but not
many of the hives now in use have patents that are now alive.
All movable comb hives come under the Langstroth patent, but
that expired long ago. The price of a patent depends on the seller,
and he puts whatever price he pleases on it.

2. If there is a patent on a hive, it would be an infringement
for you to make a hive coming under that patent, even for your
own use,

3. If the colony is strong it will take care of itself. But it will
be a help to scrape off the nests of worms from the side of the hive
with a knife or something of the kind.

4. As soon as you are a little accustomed to handling bees you
will find it much the best plan to handle them with the bare hands.

Rubber gloves are made for beginners, but they are warm, sticky

and uncomfortable. Some use a cheap, white glove, perhaps made
of hogskin, which has a very rank smell. You ought to have a
good bee-book. The publishers of this paper will be glad to furnish

it if you will write them.

Ventilator in a Bee-Cellar.

I wish to build a bee-cellar to hold 1.50 colonies, with a stone
arch and a work-shop on top. What is the best way to put in a
ventilator? Wisconsin.

Answer.— I have a sub-earth ventilator that runs for several

rods four feet or so under ground, so as to bring in air somewhat
warmed. It gotstopt up, and last winter didn't work at all. The
bees (nearly 300 colonies) wintered well without it. and I'm not
sure I'll have it opened up again, for I'm just a little bit suspicious

of the quality of the air after it has had a chance to take in possi-

ble underground gases. The bees wintered finely, and the only
chance for air to get in was through the walls, but there was plenty
of chance for it to get out through two chimneys that started from
the ground. Probably a chimney or a shaft of any kind to carry
up the air will be all you will need.

A Cily Bee-Keeping Beginner.

I want to begin with one colony. I live in the city, within 900

feet of Brooklyn's largest park, near by a large cemetery, and
within a half mile of the open country. My idea is to set the hive
on a ledge, shaded, and easily reacht from an upper window.

1. How early can I start my colony ?

2. What book or manual goes more into practical details of
bee-keeping than Prof. Cook's book ?

3. Is my plan feasible ?

4. Later on I shall feel perturbed it the bees swarm, which
they doubtless will do. My experiment is for study, observation,

and what the future may develop. I am an expert In poultry
farming or culture, and expect to make the apiary an adjunct to

the business I am planning to begin next year—provided I learn
enough about it this year. Long Island.

Answers.— 1. Any time now will do, as there will be early
flowers for the bees to work on.

2. I should say Prof. Cook's book goes into practical details,

but it's a good thing to have "line upon line," and you will like

Root's " A B C of Bee-Culture," also Dadant's " Langstroth on the

Honey-Bee."
3. Decidedly yes, and you'll have lots of fun at it.

4. If you don't want the bees to swarm you can get the start

of them by dividing.

Tranisferring;—Putting on Sections.

1. Last fall I bought at an auction several colonics of bees in

frame hives, which, being hived without the use of foundation,
the combs are built crosswise of the frames, making all fast to-

gether. The hives, I believe, are called the " Eclectic." The front
and back are 3 inches thick, and fast to the bottom-board; both
sides can be taken off, leaving two division-boards, one on each
side of the frames. I wish to transfer into the light chaff hive.

Can it be done ? If so. how ?

2. Two of the colonies I wish to transfer are weak. Can they
be united at the same time they are transferred ?

3. How soon can sections be put on after transferring ?

New York.

Anwers.— 1. They can be transferred much as your text-book
instructs to transfer from box-hives, but you may have the advan-
tage in this case that possibly one or more of the frames can be
first got out. and if no frame can be got out, then with a long-

bladed knife you cut away all attachments from the walls of the
hive, and then turning the hive upside down dump out the whole
of its contents.

2. Yes, if you transfer at a time when honey is yielding there
will be little trouble about uniting.

3. Put on sections when clover—it that's your first principal

crop—has commenced to yield, or when you see the bees put bits

of white wax along the top-bars and upper parts of the brood-
combs.

Don't Ask Tor a Catalog.

Please send your catalog of sections and bee-supplies.
Bee-Keeper.

Answer.—Perhaps this doesn't fairly come under the head of
"Questions and Answers," and yet as I get a communication like

it quite often, it may save some stationery and postage for me to

say here that I'm not in the supply business—have no catalog, no
hives to sell, no bees, no honey, uo nothing. I'm just an every-day
beekeeper that the editor has hired to stand up and have all sorts
of questions fired at him, and then I guess at the answers. The
only thing I ever have to sell is honey, and it isn't worth while to

ask me about that, for it's generally sold in a lump before it comes
off the hives. Ask me anything you like about bees or bee-keeping
to be answered iu this department, but don't ask me for catalog.

C. C. Miller.
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distinct pronunciation ;" and that the French Academy has
taken steps for the reform of the spelling of many of the

French words, and that Italy, " classic Italy," has made her
language phonetic; and poor Spain, and nearly ail other nations

In Europe are moving in the same direction ? Are the Anglo-
Saxons alone to pay the penalty In orthography of being the

great-grandchildren of blundering ancestors?

We might say that the publishers of the New York Voice

—Messrs. Funk & Wagnalls Co.—are also the publishers of

the great Standard Dictionary. They are the leaders in sev-

eral reform movements, one of which is the spelling reform.

The New Union still continues to grow. It is get-

ting ready^preparing to fullill its great mission of usefulness

to the pursuit of bee-keeping. Of course not much has yet

been done—it has had few opportunities, and less funds. Prof.

Cook, In the April Pacific Bee Journal, has a few words on

"The Unions," from which we quote the following :

" The New Union promises to combat every evil of any
magnitude that attempts the Injury of bee-keepers. As yet it

has only talkt. People seem doubtful if it will grapple with
adulteration, etc., especially the wrongs that the Old Union
resisted so effectually Many hold aloof because of such
doubt. I think we should all unite on one Union, and that the
one that would fight every enemy to the knife."

Well, what have the General Manager and Board of Direc-

tors to say to Prof. Cook's strictures upon the United States

Bee-Keepers' Union ? They are the fighting part of the or-

ganization, and to them bee-keepers must look for the results.

Our own faith in the ultimate value of the work to be

done by the New Union is as strong as ever. It needs only

the funds, and the opportunities to use them. When the

former are ample, the latter will no doubt bo found in suffi-

cient abundance.

Here is what a Kentucky bee-keeper has to say about

joining the New Union :

George W. York & Co —
Dear Sirs :—Enclosed find .$1.00 for membership fee to

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union. I want to put in my
mite to help up that grand organization. It should have the

hearty co-operation of every bee-keeper in the United States.

Why can't we build one of the grandest associations in Amer-
ica? I believe we have the good-will of each other, and a

reasonable amount of intelligence. We may be lacking some
in financial resources, but it seems to me if all bee-keepers
could realize the benefits of a strong and thorough organiza-
tion, built on the broad platform of the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union, they surely would be willing to contribute as

much as $1..00 at least.

I hope the next meeting-place will be at Cincinnati.
W. S. Fekback.

Mb. John W. Wilcox, of Jo Daviess Co., III., writing us

March 28, said :

"Bees have wintered well in this vicinity. I did not lose

a Colony."

Mr Alex. Schroedee, of Austria, writing us March 2b,
said

:

" We had hardly any winter this year, but stilf the vegeta-
tion is very backward, and so are the bees."

Mr. Jacob Oswalt, of Stark Co., Ohio, is writing a series

of articles on his bee-keeping experience for the Alliance,

Ohio, Review—a leading newspaper there. This is a good
idea. No doubt every newspaper in the country would be
glad to publish a few articles on bees and honey. If written by
local bee-keepers. It is a good way to advertise the value of

honey as a daily food. Try it.

Mb. Arthur Miller, of Windham Co., Vc, when sending

the dollar to renew his subscription, added :

" I could not get along without the American Bee Journal."

Now, we were glad to have Mr. Miller say that, for we be-

lieve he means it. We also are often Inclined to think that

there are quite a number that feel the same way—we know
there are many that pay the same way

—

promptly. But there

are, oh, so very many that seem to like to get the Bee Journal

right along, but who seem to forget that we need their sub-

scription dollars in order that we may be able to continue to

send the Bee Journal to them so regularly.

Suppose «(t our good people who are in arrears on their

subscription just look up the matter now, and send in enough
to pay to the end of 1898. If about two thousand should do

that we'd say—well, we believe the " Mrs. Editor " could say

it better then, for lue'tl be "too full for utterance"—full of

joy and thankfulness. And we believe those same subscribers

would be happier, too.

Mr. J. H. Maetin—the California " Rambler-ing" corres-

pondent of Gleanings for years- -seems to have been greatly

affected by the pictures of Mr. Golden's section-cleaners— but

more imprest, evidently, by the two-handed "cleaner," or

operator, than by the machines themselves. Just see how
hard he has been " struck :"

" Mr. Editor, I wish to enter a protest against the method
Mr. Golden uses to Illustrate his machine. I have tried to

find the useful points in the machine, but never get further

than the beautiful young lady in the foreground, who is look-

ing right at a fellow. Take her away so I can study the ma-
chine. Stop my paper." [Didn't think of it before, but Golden

must have had his eye on you. So you've been caught in the

trap? Tired of making flap-jacks and keeping bachelor's

hall, eh?—Ed.]—Gleanings.

Mb. W. F. Marks, of Ontario Co., N. Y., recently visited

The A. I. Root Co. Mr. Marks was ln.«trumental in getting

for his State the enactment of the law against spraying fruit-

trees while in bloom. He has lately been working up the

Apis dorsata business—trying lo get the Government at Wash-
ington to send some one after the big bees of India. He thinks

they would be quite an acquisition to this country. But some
other very good /bee-keepers don't agree with him on that

point. We'd like to see that anti-adulteration law pass in

Congress first, and thus protect the purity of the honey pro-

duced by the bees we already have before getting bigger bees

here to gather more honey to compete with glucose and other

adulterants.

Mb. Gko.'W. Hufstedlee, of Bee Co., Tex., writing us

March 29, said :

"Our bees are gathering honey at a lively pace now, ex-

cept a day now and then when we have a wind from the north.

My advertisement in the Bee Journal brings me lots of busi-

ness."

Mr. Hufstedler evidently knows how to get his share of

business. Some others might do the same who are not now
advertising in the Bee Journal. If you have queens or sup-

plies to sell, the bee-paper is the place in which to let it be

known. Our advertising columns are open to all honest

dealers.

Mr. W. L. Coggshall, of Tompkins Co., N. Y., called on

us, with his young son, April 5, when on their way on busi-

ness further west. Mr. C. has nearly 1,200 colonies of bees

in 13 apiaries. His crop last year was about 50,000 pounds

of extracted honey, and 4,000 In the comb. He and his

brother " D. H." have been in the bee-business since 1862, so

they have had a good opportunity to see how bee-keeping has

grown in all these years. We take it that they have made
some money in the business, tho doubtless less to-day than in

their earlier years in honey-production.

Mr. O. B. Baebows, of Marshalltown, Iowa, died lately.

We do not know the date or particulars of his death. He was
once mayor of Marshalltown, and had been a regular reader

of the Bee Journal for years.

Mb. J. E. Bunker, of Cook Co., III., wrote March 31,
when paying his subscription :

"The American Bee Journal contains too many items of

Interest for one interested in that line to be without."
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T Supers.—R. C. Aikiu stands with Dr. Miller for T
supers in preference to wide frames or section-holders. Doo-
little thinks a properly made wide frame is better than either

of the others.—Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Storing Honey in Cisterns.—Gleanings says R. Wilkin,
of California, has bis houey stored in a fire-proof concrete res-

ervoir. He is holding his 14 tons of extracted for 5 cents,

which he is likely to get if the crop is as poor as anticipated.

Nailed Sections, on account of their solidity, says Doo-
little in Progressive Bee-Keeper, are so much better that he
wouldn't take one-piece or dovetailed sections as a gift if he
could buy material for nailed at three times the price of others.

Another Section-Cleaner.—J. A. Golden comes out in

Gleanings with another section-cleaner—his third, is it ?—this

time the cleaner being a belt running almost horizontally over
two wheels. He claims that the belt will jar a comb much
less than a solid-surface disk or wheel.

Taking Bees Out Early.—J. B. Hall likes to get bees
out of the cellar as early as March I, so as to start early
breeding. R. F. Holtermann has been putting them out ear-

lier and earlier, and wants them out as soon as they can have
a good, safe flight.—Canadian Bee Journal.

Enlarging vs. Contracting.— Hasty in Review refers to

Doolittle's plan of starting in spring with 10 frames and then
at the harvest taking out what the queen doesn't occupy, and
says he works the other way. Starts with seven, then at har-
vest 811s up the extra-prolific ones to 10 or more frames. ;

Big Average Per Colony.—Editor Leahy, in his explora-
tions on Long Island, has discovered a bee-keeper, John
Young, who year after year averages 100 pounds per colony
from 100 colonies, which he sells at 20 cents, making his

average yearly sales !52,000 !—Progressive Bee-Keeper.
j

Bees on Farms.—The editor of the Busy Bee is pushing
with both shoulders to have the time come he would like to

see in this country, " when every farmer and fruit-grower will

keep a few bees, and the value of the honey-bee to the or-

chardist, and of honey as a food product, will be generally
recognized."

Light Sections Selling Best,—G. M. Doolittle says in

Gleanings that last fall he assorted his sections as to weight,
making certain cases of 20 sections each weigh 19, 20 and
2 I pounds, respectively. The 20-pounders brought a cent a
pound more than the 21's, and the 19's 2J^ more than the
21's. Strong argument for lightweight.

Floating Pollen.—Hasty takes Dr. Miller to task for
admitting the possibility of pollen enough In honey to set the
queen to laying. After a good deal of exploration in that
direction himself, he says : "If he will take a microscope
and examine different samples of honey until he has found
even one grain of pollen, he will thenceforth discontinue that
strain of speech."

Moving Bees in Summer.—E. Ruffy reports in Revue
Internationale that he moved an apiary of 22 colonies a dis-

tance of M of a mile, in the evening, taking no special pre-
caution, and there was no trouble. Again, early in September
he moved 92 colonies 1/10 of a mile successfully, taking
them early in the morning. But to be successful one must
move the whole apiary.

Foul Brood.—F. A. Gemmill sounds a note of warning
against putting too much trust in R. L. Taylor's statement,
that it is unnecessary to first place the bees on starters for
four days or so before allowing them to work out foundation
in order to effect a permanent cure. He thinks Mr. Taylor's
plan may have workt with him, but would not be wise in all

cases and under all circumstances.

Bobbing.—F. Chatelain says in L'Abeille that the worst

kind of robbing is what is called quiet or slow robbing. In

which the robbed colony submits without objecting, there

being no fighting in the case, and the robbing going on through
the entire season. His plan of curing is to shut up the robbed

colony for a day or two, then on opening it stir it up by pound-
ing with a stick so as to make it defend Itself. It is to be

hoped that such robbing is not very common. Of the ordinary

cases of robbing he thinks by far the greatest cause is allow-

ing a colony to become so short of stores that it starts to rob-

bing in sheer desperation.

Bee-Space and Brace-Combs.—Dr. Miller says, in Glean-
ings, that with the J^-inch space between top-bars he has more
brace-combs than he likes, and wonders whether it would be

any improvement to have more or less than }i. The editor

thinks it possible less might be better, and says that bees pass

freely through -i that space, altho they "scrooeh" a little.

He tried it by putting over top-bar cleats 2-12 thick, and
placing glass over. The average bee, when walking full

height, stands about 3/16-inch high.

Section-Holders vs. T Supers.—The editor of Gleanings

and the " stray straw " man are at swords' points with regard

to which is better, the latter asking for one case in which one
who has tried both preferred the section-holder. Mr. Root
and his lieutenants said there ware hundreds of them, but they

couldn't recall names, till I. S. Tilt came to the rescue and
said he was the man. Now the editor calls for a show of

hands from those who have tried the two arrangements, ask-

ing their exact preference.

Temperature of Cellars.—Chas. Dadaut says when the

temperature in a cellar surpasses 47'^, the bees desiring to go

out are in continual movement. They leave the hives in great

numbers to lose themselves in following up the least ray of

light that enters through some crack. Dr. C. C. Miller, while

admitting that such experience may be correct, thinks It un-

necessary. With pure air in the cellar, his bees remain tran-

quilly in the hives at 50-2, altho not quite so quiet as at4t)3.

—

Revue Internationale.

Moving Bees.—The Review says when a colony is to be
shipl a long distance it's a good plan to set it on a new stand

for a few hours before shipment, so that the old bees that do

most of the worrying en route may be eliminated. The buyer
might object to getting a less number of bees, but the colony

on arrival will be worth more without the old bees. E. A.

Wander told him bees could be moved a short distance without

stopping the entrance. Just subdue with smoke, then put

them on a wagon.

A Boston Yarn.—The Pacific Bee Journal copies it from
Boston Transcript. At Yarmouthport they had to stop tear-

ing down an old house because the bees had " made a hive "

(doesn't say whether dovetailed) between the walls. "One
whole side of the building is solidly packt with the honey,

and It is expected that hundreds of pounds will be taken out."

Say, Bennett, why didn't you agree to eat (you and Hasty) at

seven sittings, all that " whole side of the building " will be

likely to yield ?

"Strained" Honey is generally spoken of as a some-
what unsavory mess, being mixt with pollen, brood an 1 dead
bees. Doolittle comes to its defence in American Bee-Keeper,
and says when he was a boy strained honey at their house was
all right, and a good deal better than some extracted honey,

taken from the brood-nest, with disgusting-looking iarvoe by
the score, together with their food, floating on the surface.

Great Fall in Price of Sections.—When Doolittle com-
menced bee-keeping, sections cost §20 a thousand. He got

machinery and made them to sell. Soon the price came down
to $L5, then SIO, $8 and $6. At .$6 he gave up making to

sell, but made for his own use till .$3.50 was reacht, when he
concluded It was cheaper to buy. He says the sections at $20
didn't compare in any way with the $3 sections of to-day.

Why Swarms Go West.—Dr. Miller having replied he

didn't know why so many swarms went west. Hasty makes
the guess that the prevailing winds being from the west, a

runaway swarm being in search of better supplies, goes west
on account of the smell of abundance coming from that direc-

tion. That looks more like a reason than a guess, if the west

is the chief direction of runaways.
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Sweet I Clover
And Several Otiier Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

51b 10ft 251b SOB
Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 $J.35 84.00
Aisike Clover 70 1.25 3.00 .5.75

White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .00 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, tor cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

la now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and $)teel
CJruy Carniolano. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each ; June and until OL'tober 50 cents
each. Tested $1.00 eiich. Good Breeders, $2
each. Straight 5-Banded or "Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed,

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEBVILLE, Bee Co, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

IMllfll'(<
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

illllUl !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send for our new catalog.
Practical HintH " will be mailed for 10c.

lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mutli & Sou. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-'OUR PRICES

ing the new
Cliainpion CIialt-Hire

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $$ $ 8

K. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

flease mention Bee Journal when -writing.

t^r IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for hl8

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Iiiberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
Has No Sag in Brood-Frame*

TIiId Flat-Rottom FoundatioD
Has to Fisbbooe la tbe Sorplas Honef,

UeInK the oleaDest Is asaally worked
the qalokeat of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEIISEN.
Sola Manafaotnrer,

Spront Brook Monteomerr Oo.. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

DCC IfCCDCD^ I Let me send you my 64-
OL[.-^LL^[.^0 I pajre Catalog for 18H8

J. n. Jeuklus, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Experience in Retailing Honey.

Query 70.— 1. Hiive jou had any experi-

ence in retailing: honey ?

2, If so, will you name a few of what you
consider tbe needful points In order to make
it a success ?—Honey-Man.

R. L. Taylor— 1. No.

Eugene Secor— 1, No,

Dr. C, C. Miller—I'm no good at it.

Jas, A. Stone—No ; only a little at

home.

C. e. Dibbern— 1. Yes, decidedly. 2.

Produce honey that everybody wants.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1 and 2. I have,
and give results and suggestions in my
"Bee-Keepers' Guide."

W. G. Larrabee— 1, Yes. 2. Repre-
sent your honey just as it is, sell a good
article, and ask the same price from
every one.

E. France— 1. Yes. 2. Get your crop
in flrst-class marKetable shape and neat-

ness. Let it be known that you have
such honey to sell.

G. M. Doolittle— 1 and 2. Leave a free

sample at each house. Then go around
a few days later and you will make sales

at nearly every place where you left a

sample.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1. Yes. 2. a. A
good salesman, b. A pure and whole-
some article, c. Packages of various

sizes and attractive forms, both comb
and extracted, d. Push the goods.

J. E. Pond— 1. Not to any extent, as

I have never produced honey to sell. 2.

I could give my opinion, but with no ex-

perience in the matter such opinion
would be simply a "Yankee guess."

Dr.J.P.H.Brown— 1. Yes. 2. The nicest

and neatest shape. Education of custo-

mers as to what is pure and clean honey.
Talk MP the wholesonieness of your
honey, and talk down the adulterated
commercial syrups.

A. F. Brown— 1 and 2. Yes, extracted
honey in glass jars and tumblers; only
put it into jars and tumblers about as

fast as needed. Use small, plain, neat
labels. Don't be "stingy" with samp-
ling to prospective customers—to every
one.

Rev. M. Mahin— 1. A little. 2. Have
good honey put up in attractive pack-
ages. Give away small samples. I have
retailed more at my house than any-
where else. When people find that I

have a good article at a fair price they
come for it.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. Yes. 2. A fine

quality of honey and a good live sales-

man, who is thoroughly posted in the
bee-buiness, are two things that are very
essential. You cannot tell a man on
paper how to sell goods. He must learn
this by practical experience.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. Yes. 2. Never
consider an order too small to give it

your attention. Show your goods, and

Two Special Offers.

As explained in former ads., publishers

can afford to put forth extra efforts in

securing iiew subscribers ; as the major-
ity remain, once tbey become subscribers

to a rjood journal. It is from this point

of view that I make the following offers:

OHer No. 1.

To any one not a
subscriber to the He-
vUw who rtlil send
me Jl 00. I will send
the Keview lor 1898
and 1,000 strictly
flrstclass, snnw-white
one-piece Sections.
After accepting this
offer If any one wish-
es to buy more sec-
tions, t will furnish
them at the following
prices: 1,000. »2.75:
2,000 for$5.25; :3,000
for $T.50: 5,000 for
112 00. Sections will
be shipt from any
of the following
points: Flint, Mich.;
Chicago, III.; Medina,
O. ; Jamestown, N, Y.

;

HlgglnsvlUe, Mo., or
Omaha, Neb.

Ofler No. 2.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Re-
view who will send
me $1 50. I will send
the Review one year
and a fine, tested
Italian Queen. Pur-
chasers may have
either the bright,
golden strain, or the
dark leather-colored
reared from Imported
mothers. After ac-
cepting this offer. If

any one wishes more
queens, they will be
furnisht at the fol-
lowing prices: Single
queen, 90 cfa.: :i tor
$2.65: 6 for $5.00; 12
or more at 7oc each.
Orders will be filled

in rotation, and sate
arrival guaranteed.

Unless otherwise ordered subscriptions

will begin with the January issue ; and
the December, 1897, number will also

be sent, free.

If you are not acquainted with the Re-
view, and wish to see it before subscrib-

ing, send 10 cents for three late but dif-

ferent issues, and the 10 cents may
apply on any subscription sent in during
1898. W. Z. HUTCHINSON,

Flint, Mich.

mfmmfmm
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

TAKE THE BIG FOUR

!

I'rize-\Vinain>.' (J olden Italian Queens.
Best Seed Corn In Ohio.
Seed Potatoes at living prices.
i;hoice Plymouth Kock Eggs.

Catalogue Free.
J. F. ITIICH.IEE,, Gireenvllle, Ohio.

llDtt Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do uetter than
to call on Dr E. Gallup, Santa Ana. Oalit..

and examine the Bees before purchasing else-

where. Double sets of Combs in Langstroth-
Slmpllcity Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees lor business. Correspodence so-

licited. Dr. E. CALLUP,
Santa Ana, Orange Co.. Cal.

E:iyiGiNE:'S
^ KMHUAOE A t.'i iMPLlOTK I.IN'K i.'K

^ Traction, Portabie, Sentl-Port-
4^ able. Simple and
'> Compound EngineSm
^ Th<'y aro inadi' to supply tfie trrtatest amount '

or jiowi'i- I'niru till- hjji-^t amutnit of fuel with *

tin' li'ast .ittciitioii. Tt-action entrines rantie *.

<^ froiua t") -U li-p- ;>ii<l tht'ir Icjidint: features are

^ Large Tracilon Power, ^^ Fast Travel, Easy Steanters, #
siinplictty, trn^at strcnt^th ami durability.

<* Iloilci-s lire nmilr nfbest steol boiler plate nt r.o.WO

^ lbs. teu^ile streiik'th. Fire box tiurni.ni'ieil with^
A water. Mtike also Thret*herK, llrtr*.c I'owrr-. ^T iuk) Siiw ^^lill-*. All are dewiTibed iiii>r,- fullv in X
2 'Mir ilbi^tnit.d riitur.unie.Send f..rit |TS FREE. X
5 flf. RUMELY CO., LAPORTE, IMD^ ^
^^^^
Please xnexitiou Bee Journal when -writing.
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Only 6jts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish Wlllte Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can. In a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans

In one case, 6X cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-

pany each order.

1^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

"We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To liave a copy of

>iit\\i Our 1898 Catalog \mt

Jt^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Asent lor llie $ouliiive§I

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

^^^^-^^
BeeSmokar

l'.iiii:li;iMi \ Ili-lhPriDg-
toli rruappmg-

Knile.

iJi iJ4 jli iJi Jli ili
VJ» Vj<; vfr TfT^^

PRICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

Bee-Smokers ajid Honey -Knives I
Smoke Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in. Ptove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
Doctor 3}^ in. stove. Doz. 9.W; "

i.io
Conqueror 3Jn. stove. Doz. 6.50;

"
i.oo

Iiarae 2}^-in. stove. Doz. 5.oO; "
.90

Plain 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.75; '*
,70

I^ittle Wonder (weight 10 ounces) ... 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.50; "
.60

Huner-Knife Doz. 6.o0; "
.80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Ivnite, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror lo yeiirs. I was always pleaded with its

workings, but thinkint' 1 wouM need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circu-
lar. I do not think the 4 inch Smoke Kntiine too large.

January ii7, 1^97. Truly, W. II. Eagertv, Cuba. Kansas.
Mr. Bingham, Dear Sir:— Please send per mail a 4-inch Smoke Engine. I have

one of your Smokers; it is too small in time of trouble.
February 21. 1898. A. F. Seward, Riverside, Calif.

9A9t T. F. BIXOHAITI, Farwell, ITlielftigan.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and '^rbitest
BaSS'vrood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Touroal. 7Atf

shade prices to suit quality. Keep
grocerymen continually supplied, and
purchase your family supplies In ex-

change. Favor your customers In every
reasonable way.

G. W. Demaree— 1. I sell at retail at
my apiary store-room. Being located

near a little town my sales are fairly

good. 2. Be honest, liberal, never mis-

represent the quality of honey sold, and
give good weight. When the people
know you, according to their conclusion

will be your success or your failure.

J. A. Green— 1. Yes. 2. Intelligence,

Industry, knowledge of the salesman's
art and human nature, courtesy, tact,

and a thorough knowledge of honey, are
the principal qualifications. There are

many little " tricks of the trade" that
are hard to explain, and impossible In

the limited room of this department.

mySrr^^S^li^mm^iry^igfi^aO^^

A Discouragmg Prospect.

I feel that I cannot get along without the
Bee Journal, althofrom every sign this will

be one of the worst years California has
experienced for a long time. We have had
but very little rain thus far, and can hope
for little from now on, so it looks as if dis-

aster must result to the bee industry here
this year. Albeut Rozell.
Los Angeles Co., Calif.. March.

A Farmer-Bee-Keeper's Report.

I am a farmer and bee-keeper. I com-
menced the spring of 18117 with 3.5 colonies.

During the summer I increast to 40, by
natural swarming, and in July 1 harvested
1,000 pounds of comb honey and 200 pounds
of evaporated honey. I don't use a honey
extractor. 1 separate the honey from un-

capt and unBnisht sections by evaporation.
I have my honey all sold at 12 and 15 cents
per pound. I found a market for it in Alli-

ance. Ohio.
I have my bees all in the Falcon chaff

hive, wiih 10 frames. 1 use the Langstroth
frame, and winter the bees on the summer
stands. They are all in grand condition

—

no signs of dysenterv. Jacob Oswalt.
Stark Co., Ohio, March 31.

Preventing; Swarming—Best Hive.

To prevent swarming, pile on the supers,

5 or (i, before the bees begin to whiten the
tops of the combs. If there is a good nec-

tar flow, you will get lots of honey, tho but
few or no swarms.
The best hive for central Illinois is the

same square as a lO-trame Langstroth, but
12 inches deep. Put the frames crosswise,

or short way of the hive. Telescope all

caps over the hives. Use frames six inches
deep for extracting, and tier up the same
as for comb honey. U.s6 brood-frames for
sections, inset top and bottom the same
depth as sections. Tier up by placing the
new super under the old one.

A machine for pushing the full sections

out of a wide frame is easily made, tho I

have never seen tbem advertised tor sale.

The spring is early. White clover is

abundant, and will bloom in April this

year.
Morgan Co., 111.,

W.M. Camm.
March 29.

Plain Section and Tin Separators.

I have been very niuch interested and
amused at remarks made in the American
Bee Journal on no-bee-eutrance sections

and cleated separators. About 14 years
ago I saw the advantages of the plain sec-

tion, so I made and used several wide
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO,

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Wholesale
and Retail.

Basswood Honey

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax TAo^mi A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalosr.
with prices, and Bamples of Foundation and
SectionB.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WTIS.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^o'-ij.'i,^^""-

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In

Ripping. Cuttlng-ofl, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalo^e Free.

SENE«iA FAl.KiS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T.

FOR
SALE

We have a limited number of barrels

of very best Bass-wood Extrac-

ted Honey, weighing net about 280 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. o. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEOKGB W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog ot my Specialties, and

Root's Goods at tlieir prices. I carry a

full line of Bee-Keepeus' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO, E. HIliTON, Fremont, iTlicli.

IB$T PRIZE WINNERS
Our 1898 Mammoth Poultry
lluide ot loOpat'ts mulled FBEE.

Something entirely new, tells all about
poultry, how to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIO MONEY. Contains beailtiful lithogrraph
plate of fowls in theirnatural coloi-s. Send
ir.ets. for JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.'
postage. Box 94 FKEEPOKl't ILJj.

44.\2Gt Please mention the Bee Journal.

nil ecu? Untested, after April 1, $1 ; Tested
yULLllO $1.50; Select Tested, $2. Imported
queens, direct from Italy, $5 each. The best
of Btock, either Golden or Leather Colored.
Write for price-list. HUFFINE & DAVIS,
llA4t Ooltewah, Tenn.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

ratalnn Upoo *• *• K»ot & Co's Goods
ValrllUg rice lor Missouri and other points,
to be had at factory prices from John Nebel
Sc Son, High Hill, nilssonri. gAtf
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

?MBeeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yellow^

Bees-wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 26 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casli, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

frames and separators to accommodate the
plain section, but finally discarded all in
favor of the frame I am now using, the
cleated separator being among those dis-

carded.
My wide frame is made to accommodate

four sections i^iXi^_i'E.\%\ the top and bot-
tom bars made of pine strips \~"l long by
IJi' wide by '4 thick; the end pieces 4I4'

long by 2 wide by '„ thick, with projection
of I4 inch on one side only. On the side
opposite the projection is nailed a tin sep-
arator, 'd}4 inches wide, leaving a bee-en-
trance of V inch at the top and bottom of
the section, making an unobstructed pas-
sage from one end to the other of the case,
and does away entirely with the necessity
of sections with insets. It also enables the
bees to build their combs flush with the
front side of the sections, while at the side

next to the separator there will be a bee-
space, which is a great advantage in crat-
ing for market, and the bee-passageways in
corners of sections are greatly diminisht. I

have from 100 to 300 colonies run for comb
honey exclusively, and have used nothing
but this frame and section since 1SS.5, and
will continue to do so, as I am satisfied

there is nothing better at present.
Walworth Co., Wis. F. W. Travis.

Bees in Southwest Georgia.

The bee-industry is rather a new business
in this section (southwest Georgia) as to
Italian bees and movable-frame hives. I

have persuaded some of our best farmers to

try the new methods, and none regret it.

The gallberry honey exhibited at our Fair
last fall was pronounced, by competent
judges, "the best in the world."
Thomas Co., Ga. Tnos. Wight.

Wintering Bees in a Cave.

I have had great success in wintering my
bees in a cave well ventilated. One year
ago I prepared the cave by packing in the
bottom about one foot deep of fine flax

straw to keep the moisture down and to

absorb the moisture from the bees. I put
43 colonies into a cave 6x10 feet, and last

spring I took them out all alive and in fine

condition. Last fall I put in about the
same number, and at this writing they are
in fine condition. C. S. Bubley.
Calhoun Co., Iowa, March 7.

Two Queens in a Hive, Etc.

I see so often that some one bints on the
subject of two queens being in the same
hive at one time, and it appears that it is

doubted by many. Of course it is natural
for only one queen to be in a hive, but I

have seen two laying queens in one hive—

a

lO-frame hive. It was a hive that the col-

ony had not yet completely filled the brood-
chamber, and one day while looking
through it I found a new queen, and on the
next frame I found the old queen ; both
were laying, and so I took the old queen
and introduced her to a colony of blacks,

and all was well. I am satisfied that two
queens are sometimes found in one hive,

altho it is not natural to find it so.

I have been in the bee-business for 7 or 8

years, and have started several apiaries,

one of which I am very proud of.

Bees did fairly well last season. I am
with the Dadants on the hive question, as I

have tried four different kinds.
P. W. Stahlman.

Columbiana Co., Ohio.

The Spelling Reform Endorst.

Bravo! Mr. Editor. I quite enjoyed the

vigor with which you kickt back on the

spelling question. A man who is able to

keep right on when he knows he is riijht,

altho not popular, has little need of outside

support, and yet it may be a gratification

to you to know that some of your readers

—

and I am fain to hope they are in the ma-
jority—appreciate your course in the mat-
ter of spelling.

I sometimes feel that I don't do as much
as I ought for the reform, having been

$100
Given as Bounties
to purcha.sersofthe
improved D a n z .

Hives and Sections
3 See schedule in my
bee -book "Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
mouey. Free for 2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina. Ohio,
or F. Danzenbaker, Box -Kiti, Washington, D. C.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

POULTRY J'-****^**^'
'""^'^. 20 patj.j,ruui.mi 2oct3. pt-r year. 4 moiuhs

triulliicti. Uimple Free. 64 -page practical
'poultry book free to yarly subscrihera

<r^' P.ook alone 10 cts. ( atalogiie of ponltrv

10 A6t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Excelsior Ijicubator

aiid Brooder Ctieap .....
200 eggs capacity. Good as new-. Used
for only two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Win sell it for

TWENTY DOliliARS, half the eost price.
Address, P. W. DIJIVNE,

River Forest, Cook Co., III.

Texas Queens fMVM\
DBest ohoney-gathering strain In America^
Tested, $1.50. Untested, 11.00. Write for a

Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

I HATCH Chickens «,T SJ^^S'eZ

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simplr. Perfect, Self Regulat-
ing. Thousands in successral
operation. Lowest priced
flrst-claHS llateher mode.

GEO. II. STAHL.
1 14 toiaa 8. 6th Hu Qulney.m.

44A'26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

B'
fcEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equipt
Factory in the

J^;^
Send for Catalog.

FRED A. DAI^TON,
lA26t Walker, Vernon Co., Mo,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

C. B. BANKSTON
l!!> Rearing' Qi'^^ns
in Cameron Xexas,

And requests bee-keepers in the United States
to write him with an order for a GOLDEN
QUEEN— Untested, 50c; Tested, Too. We
breed the 3 and 5-banded Italians, and Silver
Gray Carniolans.

Sale Arrival
13Atf Uiiaranteed.

Flease mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

•tee - Supplies ! KOOT'S
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars,
iDd every thing used by
nee-keepers Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S Ponder,

%|,.c«poVDtffi
flp' i^oi.lL'Jris^r.oixKA.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Queens, Bees iiiid Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In A|)rll and May, $1.00. Un-
tested, 75c Ctioico lireeders. i-ither three or
flve-biiDded llaltaus, at $-2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5.00. Satlsfactlou guaran-
teed. Send lor Prlce-L\st to

F. A. CROtVELL,
8Att GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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WHERE OTHERS FAIL
theSUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS succeed, why? because they

;

1 [f a are properly constructed and the correct methods for operatingthem are
j

ii3 il
plainly set forth in our 72 page Direction Book. Our machines will

j"
please you. Prices reasonable. All sold under a positive guarantee'
which we ask you to compare with others. Send 6c stamps for 128

J

page catalog and poultrv book combined. It will pay you. Address]

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 78, Des Moines, Iowa.
\

THS HATCHII^®
HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION

and in the prodU'-tionand brooding of chirks she
has l)(.'fii supplanted by the better and everyway

RELIABLE
'^^"«*^o^«
AND BROODERS

' They Hatch and Brood when you are ready.
They don't net lousy. They grow the strongest

. jieksand the most of them. It takes a 224 page book
to tell aliout these machines and our Mammoth Reli-

able Poultry Farms, Sent by mail on reeeiptot 10 cents. Send for it now.

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Quincy, Illinois.

37D17t Please mention tbe American Bee Journal.

Listen! Take my Advice and Buy

FI.^E P«lIi^I>AX101*
AI\I> XO.^iS or IT.
Workins Wax iuto Founda-
tion a Specialty.

m\m Bee-Snppiies**

of Angnst Weiss ! I
I>EFY
mpetition

oiiudatioii

Millions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides !

!

S.\'riSFACTION GUARANTEED on a full line of Supplies. Send for a CataIog:ue and
be your own judge. Wax wanted at 26 cents cash, or 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

GOLDEN BEAUTIES...
Thref'-liand Italian Queens reared from
Koofs stock. Golden Queens, from the
best selected stock. Untested. 50 cents;
Tested. 75 cents. Carnlolan Queens at
same price.

E. H. TERRAL, Sc CO.,
Cameron, Texas.

12Atf Mention the American Bee Journal.

Rm? Flaria.lt;ilii.n ((rFiR\S!

Tested Queens. $1.00 each; Untested. 50o.
2-Frame Nucleus of Bees with Rood Queen $2.

Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. !. CARRlNdTON,
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla,

Bee -Hives. Sections. Shlpping:-
Cases—everythluir used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog. MIKKESOTA BEE-
KEEPERS' SITPLY MFS. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

» ^^ ^^ jfe. From pure bred, barred P.

I 1 1 1 1 S" Kocks Larjre and fine plu-k % ma^ed. .$1.00 per 15. Also

I I g 1^ _^ Light Brabmas and Black
^Jl ^Ji \^ Langshans. same price. B.

P. Kock Cockerels. $1.25.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business,

Smiles at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping tor Beginners,'' price 50 cents,

Imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. RKOWN, Aiia;iista, Ga.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
It you are Interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^^.^
has a hobby which isthesheepbreederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets &. Sheep, • • Chicago>
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

(Jueeii-Reariii
Brought down to 1898. All new Ideas and
methods by one who has had 37 years' expe-
rience In rearing Queens. Address

HENKV ALLEY, Wenliani, Mm.
loAlt Please mention the Bee Journal,

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing poods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establlsht a branch house at 1730 South llilh St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsville. Mo. With tbe quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

colored traupparent Foundation, improved Smokers and Honey Kxtractora. and all other flrst-
clas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer In the future.

^^Progresstve Bee-keeper. 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper." 25c. Roth for 65c.,
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
legally Manufactnriiig Company, f#f•s"o*a\'J.^'37u"-it., o°L.aha, Neb.

brought up to believe in its desirability
from childhood, when I took my first les-

sons in a phonetic reader.
My father, in his younger days, was

clerk—" assistant " he was termed at that
time when he was the only one—to Isaac
Pitman, who gave to tbe world the most
popular system of shorthand, and spent
much of his long and useful lite in the en-
deavor to bring about a reform in the
spelling of English. That Mr. Pitman was
more successful than many in gaining some
appreciation during his lifetime was shown,
by the fact that he was made .Sic Isaac.

I have written phonography since my
tenth year. i (Mrs.) A. L. Amos.
Custer Co., Nebr.

Bees in Good Condition.

My bees are in good condition. I have 30
colonies, and have not lost one in two
years. D. E. Lane.
Washtenaw Co., Mich., March 11.

Little Surplus Honey Produced.

Alfalfa is the principal honey source here,

but owing to numerous hailstorms and
water-spouts but very little surplus honey
was produced in this vicinity during the
season of 1897. I hope for better times this

season, as the bees wintered well, and have
been flying daily for about three weeks.
Spring is about one month earlier than
last year.
We have 50 colonies all active now, and

wintered on the summer stands without^
loss. S. L. Patne.
Malheur Co., Oreg., March 10.

All Wintered Well.

Last fall I put 34 colonies of bees into the-

cellar, all in good condition. March 15 be-

ing a fine day I set them out, and all came
out in No. 1 condition. They have had sev-

eral good flights, and all seem strong and
ready for business. I intend to purchase
25 to .50 colonies this spring, unless my bead
trouble returns again. I have never fully

recovered from it. Whenever I am out in
cold winds my head troubles me. I wish.

the Bee Journal the greatest success.
J. W. Van Allen.

Crawford Co., Wis., March 24.

Bees in Texas.

Bees have been busy at work all during
this month, and were doing well, but they
are frozen in to-day.

I am glad that the American Bee Journal
is tak'ing the stand against fraud and adul-
teration. Give it to 'em ! S. E. Friend.,

Callahan Co., Tex., March 23.

No Loss in Wintering.

Bees wintered well without any loss, and
are in fine condition for spring Work, with
plenty of stores for quite a spring cam-
paign. A. Y. Baldwin.
DeKalb Co., March 26.

All Wintered—The Outlook.

Our 163 colonies of bees wintered without
the loss of a single colony—100 in the cellar

and 63 packt in chafl: out-of-doors.

White clover was badly injured last fall

by the dry weather, but the snow and
timely rains this spring have saved alive

what was not killed out, and it is looking
quite thrifty, so we are expecting some
honey again this year, tho probably not so

much as last year. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.
Warren Co., 111., March 31.

Bees Wintered All Right.

As a rule the bees in the greater part of

this State have come through the winter in

good condition. I have bees in four differ-

ent places, and I have visited three of those
places and found them all alive at each
place. In all my bee-keeping experience
this is only the second time that I have ac-
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complisht so desirable a result. The other
apiary being about 26 miles away, I have
not yet gotten around to it. I find that
many of our bee-keepers smother their bees,

year after year, but owing to the weather
this winter being a steady dry cold most of

the time, the bees were kept more dry, and
thus they came through all right, which is

what they never do if it is damp and they
sweat badly. E. S. Lovest.
Salt Lake Co., Utah, March 19.

Mild Winter—Crop Keports.

Winter has past, and glad sunshine now
welcomes our busy bees. Mine have win-
tered successfully on the summer stands,
without any protection at all. This has
been the mildest winter we have had for
years. I look for a good honey-yield this

season. Basswood failed last year, and so

it will be very apt to come in again this

year. White clover I think is all right.

By all means do not stop publishing
" honey crop prospects," for they are very
interesting reading. Success to the " old
reliable " American Bee Journal.
Cooper Co., Mo. F. N. Blank.

Wintered Nicely.

I started in last spring with 14 colonies,
increast to 32, and got 1.000 pounds of comb
honey in one-pound sections, which I sold

at 18 and 20 cents per pound. My bees
have wintered nicely without any loss so
far. They have been gathering pollen for
the last 10 days. At present everything in-

dicates a good bee-year. The American
Bee Journal has been a great help to me
during the last year. Hiram Messer.
Greene Co., Pa., March 14.

A Good Wagon
begins with good wheels. Unless
the wheels are cood the waeon Is

a fnlliire. IF VOI' BFY T!5E

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEEL
lund'^'toht any watrrm—your warron
\vill always have i^ood wheels. Can't
dry out orrfit. Nnhxise tires. Any
he'iL'-lit. anv wirlthtire. Patalofi free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL C&.
Box 16 QLINCT. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal "when -writing.

I ti^i--l is w h,it iiia,lit3 the KiLselmiin Ftnue fa-

1

W uh Lur Duplex Autouiatii; Machioe jouB
ake li'O 8tjl.9 and CO roiis per day of tlie

"UenWuren Wire Fence on
""

FOR 18!^ PER ROD
Chicken Ifnce 19o. Rabbit-proof I
feu ce 10c. iiiid a good Hog fence I
for ICo. per ro,i. Plain, Colled \
Spring ami Barbed Wire U» farm-

ers at wholesale prices, Catalopio

^FREE for tbe asking. Address, B

lox i:'-!*, Bldceville, IndSnna.

45Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

:^- =
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WTTalk about

MnCombFoujidatioii
WE can now furnish the very best that can

be made from pure wax. Our New Pro-
cess of milling enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It i§ always Pure and Sweet.
It i§ ilie kind that does not §ag.
It is the kind you want.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples furnlsht FKEE. Large Illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address.

THE ff.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK. ^ ,IS the city,

105 Park Place,
IS the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytliing in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy 1

1^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hlvea. Sections, Ship-

ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-

ers as well as consumers, we
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State lanufactmns Co.,

BIJDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wholesale.
Ketail.

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to

send mc list of Goods wanted. BI. H. Hl'NT
Cash for Beeswax. Bei.l Branch, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

The A. 1. Root Co.'s Goods

I AEISE
To SAY to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL thKi

DOOLlTTliE
has concluded to sell

-BKES and QUKENS-
In their season, during
1898, at Ihefollowtns
priCBB :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, In
liahlahlppinK-box $6iX)

Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 unteBted queen. 1 OCi

6 *' queens 5 50
12 " *' 10 00
1 tested Queen... t\ so
3 " Qaeens . 3 50
1 select tested queen 2 uo

_^ 3 " *' Queens 4 00

Selecttested queen, previooB season's rearing 3 00

Bitra Selected for breedlnR, THE VKRT bkst. . t>00

About a Pound of BBK8 In a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen. |2.00 extra.

1^" Circular free, rItIdr full particulars regapd-

IDK the Bees and each class of Queens.
Address

6. M. DOOUTTLE,
llA-36t BOKODINO. Onon, Co., N Y

£ Dadant's Foundation. Year
-^-.-^

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because 1!\ 31 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Fii-niness, I^o Sag-
g^ing. rVo L,oss. PAXEI^iX WEE]> PROCESS SHEEXINC}.

1^" Send Name for Our CataloR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—*' Well Maiuitactnred Stock ! (Jiiiek Sliipmeiits
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-GASES,
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of makint? the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin Is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber is used.

!#" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing-

ROOT'S GOODS.

Tbe Fence and Plain Sections.

Weed New Process Fonuilation.

Cowan Extractors.

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest made,

Specialties: Doyetalled Hifes—witli Danz, Patented Coyer and Bottom,

Danzentiater Hives.

No-Drip Stii0iiin£-Cases,

(ileanings in Bee-Ciiltnre, Illustrated, Senii-MontMy.

Catalog or Ooods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Brancli Offices

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1685 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.

10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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SWEET CLOVER.
A Symposium On Its Value as a Forage Plaut.

Some time ago we called for testimony from those who
had experiecce with sweet clover as a food for stock, that

SWEET CLOVER—AN EARLY FORAGE-PLANT.

I have read Prof. A. J. Cook's article on sweet clover,
publisht on page 97. I do not wish to enter into a controversy
in regard to the use of melilotus as a forage-plant—whether it

is wise to try to use it for such purpose In all parts of our
country can only be settled by fair trial. Sweet clover is not
indigenous to our country, but both species have been brought
from the Eastern World. These grasses were first placed by
early botanists with the true clovers—red and the white. The
Greeks establisht the genus " trifolium," or the three-leaved
plant, under the name " triphullon ;" but later, when the
Latin language was written, it was called "trifolium." Sub-
sequently the two sweet clovers were separated from the
clovers and formed the genus melilotus. The Latin word

A. Luxurious Oroivth of Sweet Clover in Oenesee County, Michigan.—From Bee-Keepers' Revieiv.

having been called in question. We have received several re-

sponses to that request, and herewith give some of them, fol-

lowing them with some extracts from other sources :

" melilotus " was formed of the preflx vicli, honey, and lotus,

some leguminous plant.—Prof. Asa Gray.

One of the explanations of the use of lotos In the Latin Is,
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a plant serving for fodder, mcUlot (Trifolium officinalis). This
settles that the yellow sweet clover was early used for forage.
As Prof. Cook suggests, it is probably an annual. But if it

furnishes a good flow of nectar It may be used to advantage
;

for the white is known to be a biennial, taking the second
year to flower, and after it matures its seed the entire plant
dies. To have sweet clover for the bees the next season we
have only to sow the seed of the yellow in the fall that the
white dies, or early the next spring, and if it Is an annual it

will flower early in June here In Chicago ; a full month before
the white comes into bloom. Or bee-men may have a bloom
of the white sweet clover every year by sowing its seed every
year, and not without. D. S. Heffron, M. A.

Cook Co., III.

cows EAT SWEET CLOVEK IN FRANKLIN CO., MO.

It is Strange indeed to see how widely men's experiences
differ in the same pursuit, with the same thing. Some say
that their stock can be educated to eat sweet clover. Mr.
Lighton, on page 72 declares emphatically, " But I do know
they simply will not eat sweet clover in any form."

Prof. Cook, a bright light who has dispelled the gloom
from the tield of bee-culture to a great measure, and has
illuminated the way, also speaks depreciatively of sweet clover
as a forage plant. I have 55 colonies of bees, and have had
sweet clover growing on my farm for four years. My experi-
ence is that my stock, especially cows, eat it in any form

—

green or dry. I was somewhat surprised a few weeks after
turning a fine Durham milk cow into a pasture where I had
grown sweet clover, to find she had eaten the dry stems down
to six inches of the ground. She did this in January, when
the straw or stems were perfectly dry and apparently void of
nutrition.

In making the above statement I don't want it inferred
that I am casting any reflections on the statement of Mr.
LightOD. I believe he has spoken truly his experience, but
altogether the adverse to what I have experienced here in
Missouri. A. B. Bates.

Franklin Co., Mo., Feb. 7.

stock will not eat sweet clover in salt lake CO., UTAH

There seems to be considerable discussion pro and con in

regard to the merits of sweet clover as a fodder and honey-
plant. Under favorable conditions it is an excellent honey-
producer, but as a fodder-plant, if it has any advo-
cates in Utah, I do not know it. In June, when it is

young and tender, when one would thiuk stock would relish
it, they won't touch it as long as they can get other feed. I

have fed it with lucern and other clovers and grasses, and
they invariably pick out and eat the other feed. If we do not
give them other feed they will pick off a few tender buds and
leaves, but under no condition except sheer starvation will
they eat the stems. But in August and September, where the
stock is allowed to roam among it at will, they appear to eat
considerable of it; but some people tell us that even then it is

because they have nothing better.

Be that as it may, w e find that it causes a profusion of
bloom and honey, small shoots not over six inches high being
covered with blossoms, and under favorable conditions the
bees work on it till frost. But in Utah, to try to make a fod-
der plant of sweet clover, it would not be worth the cutting
and hauling.

Of course, Utah has her lucern or alfalfa, which, we
think, is the best fodder and honey plant on earth. I have
known nine tons to be cut from one acre in one season, and
nearly all living animals will eat it—even pigs and chickens
will thrive on it if fed green ; and under favorable conditions
we think it is one of the finest honey-plants grown. But, like
sweet clover and other honey-plants, it is not much good as a
honey-plant in a rainy, wet climate. Sometimes we have an
abundance of honey from sweet clover, lucern, and Rocky
Mountain honey-plant ; at other times little or none. It is

not because there is no nectar in the blossoms—it is because
the rain washes it out. E. S. LovEsy.

Salt Lake Co., Utah.

STOCK EAT SWEET CLOVER IN WELD CO., COLO.

They are all having a drive at the sweet clover question,
and yet I think they have not got the right end of some of the
points. As to the question whether stock will eat it and -

thrive on it, I have seen enough to know that both horses and
cattle do, and do it readily. It is simply one of those things
that they not like when first tasted, but of which they grow
fond with use.

In South Africa, when they wish to fatten a steer, I have
heard they feed on sweet potatoes, and nothing else, and the
beast won't start on them for about two days, and after hav-

ing them for a time will eat them by preference over anything
else.

Right across the road from me there is a large field, part
hay land, part rough, with Cottonwood and willows; in this
there is a quantity of sweet clover. I saw 70 head of cows,
young steers and calves turned in there after the cleaner parts
v/ere cut last fall, when there was plenty of uncut hay and
after grass, and saw the whole bunch eat the sweet clover
chiefly and voluntarily the moment they were put in. Some
were half Texans from the southern pari of Colorado or New
Mexico, some were natives.

The seedling sweet clover is very small in the early sea-
son, but grows quite heavy in the autumn, but does not flower,
and stays soft, and gave in this case great pasture, and the
stock flourisht. I think it would make a fair crop of hay cut
late in the fall, and the next season it would certainly cut an
early crop of hay, and flower well afterwards for the bees,
and if the land was then cultivated it would be got rid of
pretty effectually. Walter A. Varian.

Weld Co., Colo.

STOCK EAT SWEET CLOVER IN CUWING CO., NEBB.

For the benefit of the American Bee Journal readers I
will give my experience in regard to stock eating sweet clover.
I have on my 160-acre farm about an acre of sandy land
where I never succeeded in getting a satisfactory crop. So
about six years ago I concluded I would have a crop of sweet
clover there, but my experience told me that it would be a
very difficult matter to get a catch by sowing the seed there,
but I had a small patch, probably two or three rods, which
stood very thick with one-year-old plants five or six Inches
high in the first part of May. A part of these—probably
about 200 plants in all—were dug up and transplanted on
that sandhill. They stood quite far apart, but they grew and
bloomed that same year. In the fall, when the seeds were
ripe, I scattered them all over

J
ho ground. The succeeding

summer that hill presented a beautiful green spot; the clover
grew over a foot high, but did not bloom until the year after,
about the first of .fuly. It bloomed the whole summer, and to

my surprise the bees workt on it for two weeks after we had
the first frost.

As I wanted a new pasture, ten acres adjoining this hill

was sown to timothy, orchard grass, and blue grass. The
sweet clover patch being almost in the center was fenced in

with the rest. I really did not think at the time that my cows
would eat the clover— it tasted very bitter. The cows were
not put in the pasture until May of last year. The tame grass
was then six to eight inches high, "but-it did not take long be-
fore they had found my sweet clover, and they kept it eaten
down so low the whole seasoji that only a spray of flowers
here and there could be seen. The pasture was not over-
stockt, as six head of cattle was all that had access to the 10-
acre lot.

I now concluded to sow more sweet clover, so 200 pounds
was ordered, and 150 pounds was sown last October on 10
acres of wheat-stubble, and nothing more done to it. The bal-

ance of 50 pounds will be sown on the same 10 acres the com-
ing fall. This is necessary in order to make it bloom every
year.

You will get a catch of sweet clover best on very poor,
solid ground, but it will grow equally well or better on good
ground, providing that the weeds are cut often the first year.
If left to grow they will kill the sweet clover. As It starts
very slow, it is necessary to sow in the fall so the seeds can be
softened during the winter and start to grow early in the
spring. A zero spell will not kill the plants just coming out of
the ground, if the ground is covered with stubbleor other rub-
bish and dead weeds. Should the ground be clear or loose,

the young plants will heave out and die.

Sweet clover transplants very well, and I have gotten
such a high opinion of its merits, that if there was no other
way of getting a few acres of it started, I would transplant
one-year-old plants about 10 feet apart each way, which
would only take a little over 400 plants to the acre. The
year after I would plant 400 more between the others, and
keep clean around each plant two or three months after they
were planted. That would give them a sure start, and a
growth of clover that would surprise all beholders.

If any one doubts that stock will eat sweet clover in pref-
erence to the best tame grass, he may call at my place in May
or June, or any time while it is green, and 1 will convince him
to his entire satisfaction that at least my stock is very fond
of it. J. F. ROSENFIELD.

Cuming Co., Nebr.

IS SWEET CLOVER A NOXIOUS WEED ?

This question has been up quite often the past few years
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and is pretty well settled by this utterance of the Ohio Experi-

ment Station, recently issued in a newspaper bulletin :

HOW SHALL WE RANK SWEET CLOVER ?

Many portions of Ohio have the roadsides and other sod-

den or " out of tilth " lands occupied by the white sweet clover

plant {MelUotiis alha, L.). Since it has been regarded as a

noxious weed the former Ohio Statute placed it in the same
list of proscribed plants with Canada thistle, common thistle,

oxeye-daisy, wild parsnip, wild carrot, teasel, burdock, and
cockle-burs.

Under the operation of this statute, private lands might
be entered upon to destroy the melilotus growing for any pur-

pose as for bee-pastures. The destruction of bee-pastures in

this manner actually occurred near Delaware.

Rightly, then, it may be askt, " How shall we rank sweet
clover ?" To answer this we must consider where sweet
clover grows, and what is its character. Sweet clover grows
spontaneously along trampt roadsides, even to the wheel-ruts

in abandoned roadways, and in trampt or sodden land any-
where. When found in meadow lands it appears not to occur
except when the ground has been trampt by stock when wet.

It grows by preference in old brick-yards. It may be grown
in fields by proper tillage.

The character of sweet clover may now be determined.
Viewing it in no other light we thus see that sweet clover

grows luxuriantly in places where few or no other plants

flourish. But it belongs to the great class of leguminous
plants which are capable, by the aid of other organisms, of

fixing atmospheric nitrogen, and storing it in the plant-tissue?.

It belongs with the clovers, and it may thus be used to im-
prove the land upon which it grows, and this appears to be its

mission. It occupies lands that have become unfitted for good
growth of other forage-plants. Its rank, then, is as aicsefui
plant, capable of increasing fertility of land.

How shall sweet clover be treated ?

The character determined, the treatment to be accorded
this clover plant is really settled. The plant is the farmer's
friend, to be utilized and not to he outlawed. The plant grows
and spreads rapidly. So do red clover, white clover, timothy,
blue-grass, and other forage plants ; but sweet clover grows
where they do not ; it indicates lack of condition for the
others. Viewed in this way it is to be treated as preparing
unfitted lands for other crops.

It may be mown a short time before coming into bloom,
and cured for hay. Stock vMlthrive upon it if confined to it

until accustomed to it. The roadsides, if taken when free

from dust, may be made almost as profitable as any other area
in clover by cutting the sweet clover and curing for hay. If

this is regularly attended to while stock is kept from other
lands that it invades, sweet clover will be found doing always
the goou' work for which it is adapted.

The italics in the above are ours. We wish that every

one who has been against sweet clover could read that strong

defense of it.

A mississippian's estimate of sweet clover.

The following paragraphs appeared in the Agricultural

Epitomist of last January :

At the North, Melilotus alba is considered a weed and a
pest— not lookt upon with any degree of favor except as a
valuable plant for bee-pasture. In the South, it is one of the
most valuable fertilizing and hay plants we have ; also highly
appreciated for its early spring and late fall pasturage. Stock
are not fond of the plant at first, but soon acquire a taste for

it. For dairy cows the hay is specially valuable, very largely
increasing the flow of milk and the yield of butter, improving
the quality of both, in fact. None of the clovers are superior
to it as a fertiliser. It grows satisfactorily only on land well
supplied with lime. It is distinctively a lime plant, and if

there is but a very small percent of lime in the soil it will not
thrive well, and we advise against sowing on such lands. On
our lime prairie soils of East Mississippi and Central Alabama
this plant is largely grown. It thrives admirably with John-
son grass— in fact, the two supplement each other nicely. The
strong, deep-penetrating roots of the melilotus loosen up the
hard subsoil, and enable the Johnson grass to grow off to bet-
ter advantage.

It matters not how severe the drouth or excessive the
rainfall, melilotus is a certain crop—a sure crop, independent
of any variation of the seasons—a plant that can be depended
on.

As a fertilizing crop it cannot be excelled, if equaled, by
any of the leguminous soil-recuperating plants. On soils

where the highest limit of corn production did not exceed

eight bushels per acre, a few years of melilotus-growing on
the land so enricht the soil that 30 bushels of corn per acre

was easily raised.

Melilotus is a biennial, and reseeds itself every two years.

It stands cold as well as alfalfa and red clover.

We have no seed for sale. We have no personal motive In

speaking so highly of the merits of this plant. Recognizing
these merits that characterize this plant, having personally

witnest the practical values of the plant on our own farm as a
fertilizer, bay, and pasture plant, we feel in a humor to do it

justice by giving greater publicity to its virtues.

Is it not strange that a plant that has proven itself so

meritorious at the South, and growing steadily and continu-

ously in favor here, has no friends in the North to sing its

praises or accord it any worth whatever, save the apiarist

—

the owner and lover of the honey-bee ?

Oktibbeha Co., Miss. Edwin Montgomery.

After copying Mr. Montgomery's high testimonial to the

value of sweet clover, Mr. A. I. Root has this to say in regard

to It in Gleanings :

Please notice the writer is not a bee-keeper, does not sell

seed, and has no interest in any shape in the matter. I would
call special attention to what he says about its value in the
South, and I want to add that we very much doubt whether
there is a place in the North where cows cannot be taught to

eat sweet clover when it is pastured or cut at the right stage

of growth. I am sure there is not a locality anywhere where
it will not prove to be one of the best plants known to enrich
impoverisht soil by plowing It under. Our experiment stations

are pronounced in its favor wherever a test has been made.
Since the matter has been suggested in regard to lime for its

growth, I am inclined to think our friend is right about It.

This thing, at least, is true: It will grow on ground so poor
that no other plant can be made to make a stand. In fact, it

grows with rank luxuriance on soil thrown out from deep
railroad cuts; and such land can be made productive by plow-
ing under a heavy growth of sweet clover, without adding
anything else ; and, astonishing as it may seem, where the

ground is rich, and will grow all sorts of weeds, we oftentimes
fail to get a good stand of sweet clover. A. I. Root.

In the April Bee-Keepers' Review appear several articles

on sweet clover, and also the beautiful illustration which

Editor Hutchinson has very kindly loaned for our use on the

first page this week. From the articles in the Review, we

copy the following, as it all comes in so nicely with the rest of

our symposium on sweet clover :

how to grow sweet clover.

In ray opinion sweet clover can be made to grow upon any
soil by a proper supply of lime applied thereto, artificially.

My plan would be to plant the sweet clover in hills, or drills,

the same as corn, and then use a cup full, a pint, or possibly a
quart of fresh slackt lime to each hill. I would use a hoe to

make a depression to receive the seed, then cover with lime,

and finish with soil. The seed will come up if covered two
inches deep, more or less. No one need be afraid to use even
a quart of slackt lime, if thought best, to each hill, for it is

my belief that the sweet clover plant will grow and thrive in

Itme alone, and without a particle of soil I My experience
along that line seems to corroborate that statement. Three
to five seeds to each hill will be ample, for if but one of them
germinates, the plant will make a stool large enough to shade
the entire plat of ground ; even if not closer than three feet

apart each way. M. M. Baldridge.
Kane Co., 111.

sweet clover makes good pasture—EASILY ERADICATED.

J have sowed sweet clover upon pastures and waste-places
for the last six years, and cau say that it has filled the bill for

stock ; especially in dry seasons when other clovers and
grasses are literally dried up. It is a mistake to say that
stock will not eat it; as, after tasting it a few times, they
give it a preference. Last summer I saw a pasture of 17
acres in which sweet clover was eaten down close to the

ground, while Alsike, timothy, and white clover went to seed
in the same lot. Just over the fence, in another lot, the sweet
clover grew seven feet high, and so thick that one could
scarcely pass through It.

It Is called a weed by some, but this is not the case. Of
course, if sown upon waste lands, such as swamps, open wood-
lands, clearings, etc., it will take the place of thistles and rag-

weed, and hold Its own, but, as It dies root and branch the

second year, there Is no trouble getting rid of It. Not only
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of richness that it has
A. A. Alvekson.

this, but it leaves the ground ful

brought up from the lower depths.
Ottawa Co., Mich.

SOWING SWEET CLOVER—COWS EAT IT.

I have had six years' experience with sweet clover, and
find that it will flourish in any place where Alsike or white
clover will thrive ; but It will not grow on " blow-sand."

I begin sowing it in the fall at the time that the seed is

ripe, and continue until corn-planting time ; sowing on the
high land first and finishing up on low swamp-land. I sow it

In waste-places, old slashings and pasture lots. In the fall of

1894 I seeded down 10 acres of land that had just been
cleared and burned over. I sowed timothy, Alsike, and sweet
clover, and went over it lightly with a drag. The following
year I turned in seven cows. They did not touch the sweet
clover until it was about two feet high, picking out the other
grass that grew ameng it, then, as the hot, dry weather came
on, they took to the sweet clover and ate it to the ground,
allowing the other grass to grow up and blossom. The cows
remained in good health, and gave good messes of rich milk.

Ottawa Co., Mich. David Bertsch.

Well, what more need be said in defense of sweet clover ?

It seems to us about all that is needed is for farmers to get

better acquainted with the various values of sweet clover, and

then take full advantage of all that the plant has to recom-

mend itself.

Against the Plain Section and Tence.

BY .1. S. SCOTT.

I am a subscriber to the American Bee Journal, and my
old partner takes Gleanings. I have read with interest all

that has been said about the old no-bee-way section and (mis-

named) fence separator. I have been anxiously waiting for

something in reference to them from some large honey-pro-
ducer, such as Capt. Hetherington, C. Davenport, and others.

We were persuaded a few years ago, by the "Sage of

Medina," and the "Medicine Man of the Marengoes," that in

the IK two-bee-way section and tin separator we had reacht
the acme of our pursuit, and advised to fall in line, which we
did, and their praise has ever since been on our lips. But,
behold ! we are now advised to stop and turn back to the old
no-bee-way section. This we could do were it not the de-
molishing effect on our bank account, for I feel that we could
place before our customers just as nice a section of honey as

we do now, but no nicer. It would cost—three of us who work
together—at least .S700 to make the change, and at the pres-

ent price of honey we cannot afford to do so.

I believe each individual speaks from his own personal
standpoint, and I would like to ask the "Sage of Medina"
who is to be benefited by the change. Certainly not the
honey-producer, nor yet the consumer, for we now place be-

fore our customers a most attractive section of honey, fit for

the lips of Jupiter.

I read Gleanings from Genesis to Revelation, and see the
change strongly advocated, more so than elsewhere. They
quote Asplnwall, in Review, as saying that the cost in ship-
ping-cases and sections alone will be 51 per cent less. It is

impossible for me to see how any one can believe this. Do the
Roots ask less for the no-bee-way section than for the other ?

Will a shipping-case cost less with veneering between every
two rows of sections together with follower and wedge ? I

think not. To say nothing of the difference in handling the
sections by inexperienced clerks. I am slow to impugn the
motive of any one, but I do not think we will be compelled to

use a search-light to find the only persons who would be bene-
fited by this change. I also believe that to agitate any change
so costly is bad policy, unless it is plainly shown to be a benefit

to the producer and consumer. I acknowledge that I can
see neither in this.

I could say much more on this subject, but I do not wish
to encroach more on your time. Utah Co., Utah.

[We would suggest that Mr. Scott try a few of the new
things this year, and then if he likes them, and feels there is

enough in the change to pay him and his two friends for mak-
ing it, they can go ahead and spend that $700. Otherwise,

they'd better hang on to their bank account.

Be slow to make changes, until you have proven that the

new In your hands is superior to the old.

—

Editor.]

COMB FOUNDATION.
How Mucli to Use in Sections, How to Cut and

How to Fasten It.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

I am requested to tell the readers of the American Bee
Journal how much foundation I would use in the sections,

how I cut the same (without having it stick to the knife, or
breaking it), and how I fasten it in the sections.

The amount to use in each section is governed somewhat
by the state of the " pocket-book," and whether you are going
to hive your increase on full sheets of foundation, or only on
starters in the frames. If you must rob your family of neces-
saries or comforts that you may buy foundation, then I should
use only a triangular piece in each section, each of the three
sides being 1>.2 inches long ; or if I were to fill the brood-
frames full of foundation for the swarm, then I should use
starters in each section as above.

But if I had sufficient money so I could procure the neces-
sary foundation, without a sacrifice to me and mine, then I

should fill each section with extra-thin foundation to within }4

inch of the bottom, and within M of the sides of the section.

This is what is called •' filling the sections with foundation."
And I should thus fill them if I allowed the swarms issuing
from the apiary to build their own comb, which thing very
iiany of our best apiarists consider just the thing to do. Any
prime swarm has wax-secretion well under way when they
leave the parent hive, it often being seen standing out in little

white flakes from the wax-pockets, and if we furnish no place
in which these new colonies can build comb, all of this secre-

tion of wax is wasted (or often worse than wasted) by the bees
using it in thickening the bases of the cells in the sections,

this causing the consumers of our honey to growl about the
" fish-bone " in the center of the honey. For this reason many
of us think it best to let the bees use this wax in building brood-
combs so as to allow no waste, and also because any section
which is filled with foundation presents a much nicer appear-
ance after being finisht, as a rule, than does the one wherein
the cotnb is nearly or wholly built by the bees. And all know
that it is the nice appearance of comb honey which causes it to

sell at fancy prices. When the bees will no longer build
worker-comb below—as many new colonies will not— after
being hived two or more weeks, then it is profitable to fill out
the rest of the brood-chamber with frames filled with comb or
comb foundation.

CUTTING FOUNDATION FOR SECTIONS.

The cutting of foundation was something which used to

bother me as much as any one thing I did about the bee-busi-

ness ; after findingout how to do it, it seems very simple. The
first requisite is a piece of % lumber a little longer than any
foundation which you will ever be likely to have, and as wide
as two widths of the foundation, when two sheets are laid on
it side by side. A l'4-inch nail should be driven near each
end down through this board into the bench or table, or what-
ever you use it on, so as to hold it in place, and still allow of

its easy removal when not in use. Next get out two strips

from the % lumber, two inches wide, and as long as the foun-
dation-board which you have tackt to the table. Stand these
by the side of the table or foundation-board, so they will

nearly touch each edge of it ; when you are to nail to the top

of these strips a board from fcf-inch stuff, which is wide
enough so as to come out even with the outer edge of each
strip, and as long as is the foundation-board, nailed to the
bench or table. Upon lifting it off you will have a shallow
box without top or ends when turned over.

Now with a lead-pencil mark lines across the top at inter-

vals, the distance between the lines being ji'st the same as the

width you wish your foundation after it is out. Now, with
clinch nails, of suitable length, nail strips of the 3-4-inch stuff

across the top between the lines you have drawn, so that your
shallow box need not split and fall to pieces after you have
sawed through where you have markt the lines. Having these
14-inch strips all nailed on, next, with a fine saw, cut through
where each line appears, allowing the saw to cut down on the
side strips to within % inch of their cut-off, and you have the

foundation-cutting form complete, except that I would nail

on to one end of the table or bench board a strip three inches

high, so that when laying the foundation on the board for

cutting, each sheet could be brought up to this strip, thus
"evening " the ends so that all might be exactly alike.

Now lay on sheets of foudatlon till you have from six to

ten sheets deep, according as you find most convenient for you
to cut, and then lay the same number by the side of the first

pile, for you will remember that we are to cut two piles at

once.
Having the two piles of foundation all even and nice on
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the table or bench board, we now carefully place over it (and
out against the guide-strip at the end which evens the foun-
dation) the board having the saw-kerfs through it, when we are
ready for the knife.

For a knife I prefer an old table-knife, such as our grand-
mothers used—one that has been worn till it is very thin,

when the edge is made very sharp on an oil-stone.

Now to prevent the wax sticking to the knife was a prob-
lem on which I workt a long time. 1 was told by some to have
the knife hot by keeping it in hot water; others advised the
use of weak lye, honey, etc., all of which did not please me.
Having a rag moistened with kerosene close by, and passing
the knife over it before each stroke so as to moisten it with
the oil, workt the best of any of these, and this plan was used
until one day when I was in a great hurry I drew the knife
through the foundation as quickly as possible, without both-
ering with any oil, when lo, and behold, the whole sticking
matter was solved, for the friction caused by the rapid motion
of the knife through the wax melted it to a sufficient extent
so it did not stick to the knife at all.

To be sure I was right, I quickly drew the knife to the
middle of the pile and stopt, allowing a few seconds to pass
before I tried to go on again, when I found the knife was
fastened and could not well be moved except by tearing the
foundation. A later trial of several quick strokes with the
knife and then suddenly putting it to the tongue showed that
it was almost too hot to be borne without pain. I now have
no more fussing with hot water, kerosene-oil, or anything of

the kind, but draw the knife through the foundation just as
rapidly as possible, when the cut edge of the foundation is left

as smooth and shiny as though it had been melted in two. It

is best not to bear down too hard in cultiug, usiug two or three
light strokes to cut through a pile of eight or ten sheets,
rather than trying to cut through the whole at one stroke.

FASTENING FOUNDATION IN SECTIONS.

As to fastening into sections, I fornaerly used the brush or
spoon plan of so applying melted wax that was spread on the
foundation and the section at the same time, and in cooling it

adhered to botb. But of late I have used the heated-plate
plan, by way of the " Daisy" foundation fastener, and I am
satisfied there is nothing better. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Proceedings of the Colorado State Convention.

REPORTED BY F. L. THOMPSON.

The ISth annual convention of the Colorado State Bee-
Keepers' Association was held in Denver, Jan. 17 and IS,
1898.

REPORT ON HONEY ANALYSES.

The Committee on Honey Analyses made their report.
Three samples of honey, two put up by a Denver firm, and
one by a St. Joseph firm, had been purchast In the market,
packt in the presence of two of the members, and sent to the
State chemist, who analyzed them, and found that the Denver
samples contained a considerable percentage of cane sugar
syrup, and the St. Joseph sample was probably a solution of
glucose with a piece of comb honey added. As a certain bee-
keeper- -a member of the Denver Bee- Keepers' Association

—

had stoutly asserted that the Denver firm was not guilty of
the charge of adulteration, the Executive Committee, at a
special meeting, decided to purchase a new set of samples and
have them analyzed by another chemist. Accordingly the
committee went together to the same business house where
the previous samples had been purchast, secured another lot
of honey put up tiy the same parties, and had them packt up
ready for shipping by the clerk who sold them. The parcel
was sent by express to an Eastern honey expert, who analyzed
them with practically the same results as the State chemist
had found. The agreement of the two analyses was consid-
ered sufficient evidence by the committee.

ROOM FOR HOLDING MEETINGS.

The committee on securing a room in the Capitol— E.
Milleson—made the following report : "As a committee ap-
pointed to secure a room for the meetings of the State Bee-

Associations, I desire to report that the Capitol building still

remains under the supervision of the superintendent of the
building, and he is disposed to do the best he can in furnishing
a meeting-place for the bee-keepers of the State ; but we
hardly see the way cleared for a room for our exclusive use."

LAW ON SPRAYING FRUIT- TREES.

The committee on securing a spraying law—P. L. Thomp-
son—reported that a law had been formed, and adopted by the

last legislature, so that it is now in force. It is to be found in

Section 15, page 65, of the Session Laws of Colorado for

1897, and reads as follows :

"It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to spray
fruit-trees while in bloom, with any substance injurious to

bees. Any person violating the provisions of this section shall

on conviction before any Justice of the Peace be liable to a

fine of not less than $5 or more than .$50. . . .The proceedings
of the State Bee-Keepers' Annual Convention shall be filed

with the Secretary of the Board of Horticulture, who shall

edit it and file with the Secretary of State, who shall cause
the same to be publisht annually with the report of the Board
of Horticulture."

E. Milleson, who is the fruit inspector of Arapahoe
county, said he thought there would be a revolution in spray-

ing materials, by the use of insecticides harmless to bees, and
also said that the poisons now used were so largely adulterated

as to not even harm the larvas.

S. M. Carlzen stated that a few of the horticulturists on
the western slope, whose names he could not give, were mak-
ing efforts to repeal the spraying law. This was confirmed by

a letter from a western-slope bee-inspector, not read before

the Association, which will appear later in this account of the

proceedings.
SAMPLES OF HONEY-COMBS.

Pres. R. C. Aikin exhibited three sections containing septa
of honey-combs, the rest of the comb and the honey having
been removed, all built in the same super. One had been part
natural comb, and part comb built on extra-thin foundation.

The natural septum lookt much lighter on account of the
color of the wax, but the difference in thicknesses was small.

But chewing showed a difference in quality, that of natural
comb being more brittle. Another section contained a septum
resulting from the use of deep-cell foundation. In eating, no
difference could be perceived between it and ordinary founda-
tion. The third section had contained very heavy brood foun-
dation. This had been much thinned, and the wax used in

building up the side-walls, also some deposited where the cell-

wall joins the base.

H. Eauchfuss also exhibited a septum of comb from deep-
cell foundation, and some flnisht sections in which deep-cell

foundation, ordinary foundation, and Given rolled foundation
had been used. Altho the Given rolled foundation was clumsy,
the septum after completion was not so thick as that of comb
from the deep-cell foundation. The latter was commenced
sooner, but not fiuisht sooner than the other.

SUNFLOWERS FOR SHADING HIVES.

Mr. Varian recommended the Russian sunflower as fur-

nishing shade to the hives just when wanted, and not sooner.
As the seeds stand the frost, they could be planted in the fall.

They will grow on poor soil. About six should be planted
about a foot from the hive, on the south side.

Pres. Aikin then read his annual address as follows :

President's Annual Address.

Fellow Bec-Kccpers and Friends :— It is a pleasure to me
to be with you. A little over one year ago I thought likely I

should never meet with you again, much less to serve you as

president of this association. I am intensely interested in our
pursuit, and as well in the welfare of each of you, financially,

morally and spiritually.

I wonder how many of you are here because you love your
neighbors. I think we may say that most of us are here
through one or both of two general motives—love of self and
love for others. I trust that not one Is here through selfish-

ness only ; at least I hope not. Personally, I feel sure that
these annual gatherings cost me more In labor and thought
than all i can get out of them as a money consideration.

While it is true that we may get value received on a money
basis, there are other ways in which we may get well paid. It

is a pleasure to me to see your faces, to shake the hand, to

talk of each other's welfare, and to try to help each other.

Brethren, try to get all you can that will benefit you finan-

cially and morally, but let your getting be of that kind that
worketh both ways, charitable and full of love. "Give and it

shall be given unto you ; prest down, and shaken together
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and running over, shall men give into your bosom. For with
the same measure ye mete withal it shall be measured to you
again."

Let us help each other. I know there is a large element
in this world who would laugh at such advice and call it fool-

ishness ; but nevertheless the biggest fool of all is he who does
not know the value of such advice. We are here to help each
other—and ourselves. How can we best do this ?

I believe it was two years ago that, in my address, I strongly
urged this Association to a more thorough organization and
co-operation. I again urge it. Trusts, combines, and monop-
olistic organizations are multiplying everywhere. Recently a

trust representing millions of capital was organized to control
one of our worst enemies—glucose. This is not the kind of

organization 1 urge, for such a one is monopolistic, selfish,

unkind, "giving that it may receive again." There is another
kind of organization which is honorable and kind, that re-

ceiiieWi Wiat it mai/ yiiie, and which we may call co-operation.
Fellow bee-keepers, are not our hearts as one in this?

What shall be the work of this convention ? How have
you fared the past year ? Tell us what you have produced,
where and how you have sold it, and the remuneration. I find

the burden of complaint to be "poor markets." We must not
rest till something has been done to better the honey market.
With laborers unemployed or poorly paid, with farmers and
all classes of producers barely making a living, or going be-

hind, there is no use to expect higher prices. Our duties in

sent to you later, I feel that then our organization will be on
a more solid footing. It will then be in order for you to reach
out to greater usefulness. I recommend that this Association
do something toward the support of the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union. I wish that every apiarist in the State were
members of that association. Of course we want your mem-
bership in this Association, too, but you should not neglect the
other. An advance of J-2 cent per pound on 500 pounds of
honey would far more than pay your dues in both organiza-
tions, and I believe that a conscientious support of both would
benefit you several times over all it would cost you.

In order to advance co-operation a better statistical plan
is needed. I therefore recommend that you make arrange-
ments by which our secretary and other officials of the or-
ganization may get into communication with apiarists in all

parts of the State ; and to facilitate this, provision should be
made for printing return cards so that all the apiarists would
have to do would be to fill blanks and mail, this Association
doing the rest. In this and connected directly with it should
be a sort of information bureau whereby apiarists may be in-

formed of crop and market conditions.

I believe that our State should be well represented at the
Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha. Considering the
work that we should do at home, and the very low state of the
Association's financial condition, I cannot recommend that
our funds be applied in that direction. However, I appeal to

Bee-Supply Factory of E. Krctchmer—One of Our Advertisers.

general as citizens have to do with many of the far-reaching
Influences that have to do with general conditions influencing

morals and money, but as members of the Colorado State Bee-
Keepers' Association, and as bee-keepers in general, we have
duties toward each other in the pursuit. We may be able to

concert our action and better pack and market our product,
anil thereby help ourselves in some points at least until such
time as good-wilf shall prevail among all classes to the good
of all.

I desire to point out in specialty some things this Associa-
tion should do at this time. We have a constitution. Its

limitations and regulations have not been properly observed.
We must amend our methods or our constitution— both need
amending. The constitution requires us to hold this, our an-

nual convention, the third Monday in January, beginning at

10 o'clock a.m. This is too ironclad to best serve our inter-

ests. I recommend that this provision be amended giving us

more liberty as to time of meeting, and that it be so modi-
fied as to be largely in the power of the executive to call meet-
ings.

Besides this, there are other amendments needed in both
constitution and by-laws. Sections 4 and 7 of the constitu-

tion need amending. Also sections 3, 5 and 13 of the by-

laws. I will not here detail these matters, but so soon as you
shall be ready to consider the matter I will point out to you
what in my estimation is needed, when you can adopt or reject,

as seems best.

Should you see fit to adopt amendments that I shall pre-

the apiarists of the State to do what they can in that direc-

tion outside of the Association, and should the bee-keepers

rally to the support of the Association, we may also do some-
thing as an Association. Our State produces both quantity

and quality, and we ought to be represented.
I appeal to the apiarists of the State to stand by your

Associatiou in both moral and financial support. Your officials

are willing to execute for you at a cost of both time and means
if you will but give them the proper backing. Stand by this

Association, for in helping it you help yourselves. Co-opera-

tive organization is just, proper, and to be desired for the good

of all.

Defensive organization is a necessity to protect ourselves

against common enemies. Do you not know, fellow apiarists

and all classes of producers, that a large element of mankind
—perhaps I should call them by a less dignified name—are

planning, yes, even deliberately .plotting, in mauy cases, to

induce or compel you to divide your earnings with them?
There are non-producers—many of them—who are abun-
dantly worthy of our support, they are necessary in the social

economy, and we sin if we do not duly support them ; but the

monopolistic and unfair grabbers, and above all the parasites

who feed upon honest productions, must be gotten rid of.

Dear friends, let charity prevail. Do a labor of love, so

loving the right and hating the wrong, that no wrong-doer
can stay among us and continue to do wrong. May our motto

be harmonious and persistent action, acti07i, action.
R. C. AiKiN.
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The Secretary next read his report, as follows :

THE secretary's ANNUAL REPORT.

At the last annual meeting your Secretary was instructed

to request the publishers of Gleanings in Bee-Culture to with-

draw the quotations of a certain firm dealing in honey in this

city. After considerable correspondence, and even after they
were informed of the result of two different analyses, they still

preferred to continue their quotations, saying they wanted
more analyses made. But as this Association is not in a posi-

tion to waste any money for this purpose, it was thought best

to let the matter rest.

During the last session of the legislature a law had been
past to have our report printed with the Horticultural Report.
Accordingly I prepared a very complete report of our proceed-
ings, and had the same turned over to the Secretary of the
State Board of Horticulture, Mrs. Martha A. Shute, but I

have been informed lately that there are no funds available

for the printing of the same.

During the past season communications were received
from Florida and also from the United States Department of

Agriculture for copies of our foul brood law, which were
furnisht.

As there was a glut in our honey market during the latter

part of the summer, I have tried to be of some assistance to

my fellow bee-keepers in linding an outlet for this surplus,

and have met with fair success.

I have also received communications from the ofiScers of

the Trans-M.ississippi and International Exposition in Omaha,
inviting the Association to make an exhibit at that place.

On account of lack of funds certain lines of work, as the
collection of honey statistics, etc., could not be carried out. I

hope the past favorable season will revive the interest in Asso-
ciation matters among bee-keepers, and result in a largely

increast membership. Frank Rauchfuss, Sec.

COMMITTEE ON PERMANENT EXHIBITS.

A committee on permanent exhibits, consisting of R. H.
Rhodes, J. E. Lyou, H. Rauchfuss, J. B. Adams, and Mrs. M.
A. Shute, was appointed, and reported that they had some
assurance of haviug cases furnisht to be placed in the Capi-
tol Building.

A letter dated Jan. 11, from Vice-Pres. W. L. Porter, at

present in Los Angeles, Calif., was read, which is as follows :

CONDITION OF THE DENVER HONEY MARKET, ETC.

I have been requested to write on the condition of our
honey market— its present demand and supply. At the pres-

ent time the demand for honey in Denver is very slow. Dealers
all complain that it is getting very slow. Perhaps this may be

on account of Holiday trade, and it may be' better soon. The
supply seems to be ample. Houses that are dealing in honey
say they have ample stock to last through the year. Dealers
have told me that in the past week, in order to move honey at

all, they were compelled to sell at $2.00 per case, the same
price they paid for the honey.

It is very evident that the demand is too small, or the
supply too great, for bee-keepers to secure a living price for

the product of their apiaries. Through the joint effort of a
few of the leading bee-keepers several carloads of honey have
been shipt East, from the Denver markets; and it Is evident,
if we wish to sustain a fair market, this must be done in the
future. As no one bee-keeper produces honey extensively
enough to ship alone, co-operation is necessary, and It is to be
hoped that the State Association may get In shape to do It for
its members. You may depend on my hearty co-operation.

I have been attending the California association. There
was a good attendance of wide-awake and energetic bee-keep-
ers. The meeting was a very interesting one. Mr. Cowan
was present and gave a talk on bee-keeping In England ; the
remarks were very Instructive. The Association took action
on the uniting of the two Unions. The vote was unanimous
that the New Union should absorb the Old, and the Old should
wind up its business and cease to be. It would seem to me to

be wise for our Association to pass a similar resolution. They
also past a memorial to Congress to give us a pure food law,
and a committee was appointed to draw up a resolution and
present the same to the Secretary of Agriculture.

W. L. Porter.
[Continueci next week.]

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for it. See offers on page 255.

Delayed Laying.—M. Gillet says, in Revue Eclectique'
that he had a queen not fecundated till 29 days old, com-
menced laying three days later, laid only drone-eggs for nine

days, then worker-eggs.

Making One's Own Supplies.— Gleanings' Strawman
says :

" Doolittle advises a good workman with the necessary
tools to make all his needed wares after starting, except sec-

tions. Doolittle! I'm a good workman, and I can borrow
what tools I lack, but if I can get a job of sprouting potatoes

at 10 cents an hour I believe I can save money to buy my
hives and other ' flxins.'

"

Spreading Brood, as usually practiced, by inserting an
empty comb in the center, is condemned by H. W. Brice, in

the British Bee Journal. His plan is to wait till the bees com-
pletely cover the frames on which they are clustered, then
put, only on one side, an empty comb next to the last frame of

brood. In a few days put an empty comb on the other side,

but in no case put an empty comb between two frames of

brood.

Foundation in Sections.—The report of the Ontario ex-

perimental apiary says the results of a very thorough and
extensive test made with different amounts of foundation in

sections, show that it is important that the sections be filled

to sides and bottoms, otherwise there will be more pop-holes

and the comb will not be fastened firmly to sides and bottom.
Foundation running about 12 feet to the pound was most
readily accepted by the bees; when thinner, there was greater

tendency to pop-holes and gnawing down.

Plain Sections in Canada.—Editor Holtermann bluntly

says, "I think that the plain section is a decided humbug."
He says, " We are turning out our new sections this year in

one piece, with the top and bottom-bar cut clean away in the

corners." At the Ontario Convention J. B. Hall objected to

the plain section because of the danger of making the combs
bleed in handling. F. A. Gemmill replied that when you take
hold of a section with a plain top-bar it's all the same as a

plain section, and he thinks a nicer looking section can be pro-

duced with a cleated, perforated separator. Editor Holter-

mann thought it might be practicable to have a bee-space on
one side and not on the other, but when it comes to having it

on either side he predicts failure.

Stimulative Feeding, or "speculative" feeding, as the

Germans call it, is discust by W. Fitzky, in Centralblatt. He
cites the opinions of various authorities, who are by no means
in entire accord. Gravenhorst says with weaklings it does

more harm than good, but judiciously managed by the experi-

enced bee-keeper, it produces profitable results with strong

colonies. Kilchlingsays beginners cannot be warned too earn-
estly against it, for if bad weather comes, the bees, excited by
the feeding, fly out in numbers, and instead of being strength-

ened, the colony Is weakened by means of the bees that are

lost. " Biene und ihre Zucht" says, under certain conditions

of pasturage, the experienced can use it to advantage. Herr
Fitzky adds that stimulative feeding is an art to he learned

by practice.

Killing Old Bees in the Fall.—Mr. Alpaugh moves a

hive iu the fall to a new location, sets a top story on the old

stand to catch the returning old bees, then destroys them. He
thinks the colony winters better for the depletion. The old

bees die in the winter, and he thinks some young bees are lost

in dragging them out. J. B. Hall is somewhat of the same
mind. He doesn't want any more bees In a hive than will

take good care of the queen and be ready to make a good start

in spring. Beyond that he thinks they only consume honey.

If two colonies are to be united in the fall, ho just takes the

combs from one and lets the bees die.—Canadian Bee Journal.

This seems just a little on the line of the practice of—was it

Hosmer ?—a good many years ago, killing off bees so as to

have only a pint or a quart to winter. Quite a bit of talk

about it at the time, but no one else seemed to succeed at it,

and it was given up. Possibly killlug off the old bees Is the

secret of success.
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" A Journal that is bright, wide-awake, vigorous, up-
to-date, aud full of ideas that help arouse the reader to belter

deeds, can be forgiven almost any failing." — Review.
All right, we feel forgiven, for so many of our readers

have told us that they consider the American Bee Journal
just that kind of a journal. Next.

•*-^~*'

Bee-Supply Brandies.—It is surprising to note
how many of the large manufacturers of bee-keepers' supplies
have within a few years establisht branches in various parts
of the country. It seems to be growing as a fad with a firm

that has their big headquarters somewhere, to have a whole
lot of their smaller hindquarters scattered almost everywhere.
We believe the practice will not be so very profitable in the
long run. Some day there will likely be a gathering together

from " all quarters," to the profit of all concerned.

An Unfortunate Bee-Keeper.—We have re-

ceived the following from Mr. C. P. Dadant, in regard to a
bee-keeper and family who are destitute through the recent

awful Shawneetown, III., flood :

Mr. Editor:—Your readers have .undoubtedly all read
about the terrible disaster at Shawneetown. But, like myself,
most of them have probably not thought much farther about
it, and altho quite willing to lend a helping hand, they have
failed to find the opportunity to subscribe to help the suf-
ferers.

It now appears that one of our brother bee-keepers, and
a very deserving one, is among the sufferers, and I take the
liberty to present the facts to the bee-keeping fraternity.

Mr. Thos. McDonald, of Shawneetown, wa? accidentally
paralyzed in the hip and legs by falling from a building in

1895. He has since been unable to work, being confined to a

wheel chair, and his apiary of 200 colonies, and a few milk
cows that he owned, were managed by his wife and daughters.
They were, in this way, making a good living in spite of his

position and inability to work.
The flood of Sunday evening, which destroyed the entire

town, drowning over lUO people, deprived him of all he had.
They lost their home, their cows and their bees, saving only
their lives. Friend bee-keeper, is this not a case deserving of
our help? The bee-keeping fraternity is a sort of free-

masonry, an occupation apart from all others. Let us do as

other brotherhoods do, help our suffering ones, remembering
that our turn may come to suffer. Let no one hold back be-
cause he can give but little. It is the little drops of rain tha',

make the mighty rivers.

If Thos. McDonald can get help enough to buy a few bees
he can keep out of the poor-house. Bee-keepers, let us hear
from you ! C. P. Dadant.

In a private letter Mr. Dadant suggests that the contri-

butions be sent either to us or to Mr. McDonald direct. But
we believe it would be better to forward all to Mr. 0. P.

Dadant, Hamilton, Hancock Co., III., who doubtless will be

glad to turn over the total amount, and see that it is properly

used, as he vouches for Mr. McDonald's worthiness. We for-

ward our own contribution to Mr. Dadant at once, and trust

that all who feel able to do so will send now, so that our suf-

fering brother and family may be able to start with bees again

in time to do something this season, which is now at hand.

All contributors and their amounts will be publish! in the

American Bee Journal later on.

Let as many as can send $1.00 each. More if you can do

so, or less if not able to send so much.
^--*-

Oradiug: or Sorting' Comb Honey. — How
often we have been deceived in honey the past year. We have

bought lot after lot, that was very beautiful next to the

glass, but back of that—well, it was simply fraudulent put-

ting up, that's all. What good excuse can there be for putting

well-filled, white and tempting sections of honey in the outside

row, and then filling up with partly-filled, half-sealed sections ?

We should like to see the practice come into vogue, of tbe

producer putting his navie, county and State, on every case

of honey shipt to a city market. It would be infinitely to the

credit of the ones who were honest in the putting up of their

best grades ; aud the other fellows would suffer by the prac-

tice, as they justly deserve.

There ought to be an advance made this year along the

line of a more honest grading or sorting of comb honey for

market. Dealer and consumer would alike rejoice.

The Langstrotli Monument Fund.—Mr. E.

S. Lovesy, President of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Association,

sends us the following suggestions on the proposed monument

to be erected to the memory of Father Laugstroth :

Friend York:— I have received information that a prop-

osition has been made to erect a Langstroth monument at a

cost of about .§75. As a bee-keeper I do most emphatically

protest. Shame upon us, if 100,000 or more bee-keepers in

the United States cannot do better than this in honor of our

beloved friend—the greatest of all American bee-keepers. The
trouble is not a lack of generosity on the part of our bee-

keepers, but a careless indifference or lack of interest in the

matter. We can aud must do better. Then let us be up and at

it, till the noble work is done.

I move that a committee of five or more bee-keepers be

appointed by the officers of the United States and National

Bee-Keepers' Unions, to find out where the best and most sub-

stantial monument can be had at a cost of about $500; said

committee to also receive inscriptions and select one from

among those received to be placed on the monument; and

that they also be authorized to agitate the matter until the

work is completed in a manner that our bee-keepers will not

be ashamed to visit the last resting-place of our long-to-be-

remembered friend, L. L. Langstroth. E. S. LovEsr.

No doubt many said while they were reading the foregoing,

"Why, I'll second that motion." We believe that .f1,000
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could be raised as easily as $500, if the matter were pusht by

a competent committee.

In order to get it started, we will suggest what we thinlj

would be an excellent committee, to be known as "The Lang-

stroth Monument Committee :"

Hon. Eugene Secor, Forest. City, Iowa, General Manager
of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, chairman.

Thomas G. Newman, San Francisco, Calif., General Man-
ager of the National Bee-Keepers' Union.

Dr. G. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.
Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111.

Now, why isn't that a fine committee? In it are repre-

sented the two Unions, and three of the oldest and best writers

on apiculture, one of them to represent the " dear women "

bee-keepers. What more do you want ?

If this committee shall be the one selected to undertake

the work, and provided they accept, we suggest that they at

once issue an address to bee-keepers, to be publisht in all the

bee-papers, and that hereafter contributors be requested to

forward all moneys to them. Contributions can be sent to any

one of the five members, and all be forwarded finally to Chair-

main Secor, who would be authorized to pay it out when the

monument is selected, placed in position, and the work ap-

proved.

We believe The A. I. Root Co. have in hand about §75
that has been contributed toward to Monument Fund, and we

have $10 lately sent to us. If the matter were taken up at

once and urged as it deserves, we think that by Oct. 1, 1S98,

the desired amount could be raised and the tnonument erected

this year.

Provided this matter is taken hold of and workt as it

ought to be, our own further contribution of $5 will be made.

Produce Only the Best Honey.— High aims

are always to be encouraged everywhere. Why not in the

production of honey, and especially that in the comb? It is

our opinion that too much of the inferior grades are put upon

the markets, and particularly city markets. We have been

greatly surprised at some—yes, a good deal—of the comb

honey we have seeu in the Chicago market the past year. We
truly believe there was but a small percentage that was really

fancy honey.

Now it seems to us that with the experience of added

years, and with all the present-day improvements in bee-keep-

ing appliances, better-appearing honey ought to result. Bee-

keepers should not be satisfied to place before consumers,

year after year, inferior looking honey, ragged-edged, and

with corduroyed sides, but our aim should be to produce as

even and squarely-built sections of honey as we possibly can,

trying to improve as the years come and go. We ought to

make the effort, at least.

Honey for Burns.—A 4-year old boy was badly

scalded, and in despair his parents had recourse to the old

domestic remedy—honey. Six pounds of honey were dis-

solved in warm water, with which the parts were several

times bathed. The pain departed at once, and the boy rap-

idly recovered. This is reported in a German paper. It does

not seem to make much difference whether you put honey on

the inside or the outside of a person, it is alike beneficial.

Bee-Keeping; for Beginners is the title of a

110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year— both to-

gether for .'Sl.-iO; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a year (at iijl.OO), and 10 cents extra.

COWDnCTED BY

UK. O. O. -UtLX-BR, MAttENGO, ILJ,.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Uiipaint«d t§. Painted Hives.

What do you think of unpainted vs. painted hives, as stated by
Mr. Doolittle '. Iowa.

Answer.—Mr. Doolittle says he wouldn't allow his hive-bodies

to he painted if any one would give him a dollar a piece for it, for

it would make a difference of ^I.W each in the development of

brood in spring. I don't know bow exact those figures may be, but

I've so much faith in the general principle that I haven't painted a

hive for many years, except to paint the covers.

Foul-Brood Trcalmeiit.

1. My bees are troubled with foul-brood, and I got Dr. How-
ard's pamphlet with McEvoy's fonl-brood treatment. Is his treat-

ment the best to cure foul-brood, and is it as good or better than

the starving plan ?
. , , . , ^i,

3 Also, could I use the honey that was in the hive where there

was foul-brood, to feed the bees, if I boil it well ? N. Jersey.

Answers.—1. You can probably do nothing better than to fol-

low the plan mentioned, which is practically the same as the starv-

ing plan, as it uses up all the infected honey before any can be fed

to brood.
2. Yes, only such honey will not be fit tor winter.

Crimson Clover as a Honey-Yielder.

We have been having ideal spring weather for about a week

now, and the bees are working like trojans. They are about a

month ahead of what they were last year, and if the weather does

not take a change for the worse, I will have honey in the sections

within a week, which is something unusual for this section. 1

would like to know the honey-producing quality of crimson (not

red) clover, as compared with white clover. There is about lUU

acres of it on all sides of me. and if it yields much nectar. I should

have a good crop of honey. There is also a good lot of white clover

in my vicinity; saw the fir^t blossoms on it yesterday (March 1S>.)

I have a good stand of sweet clover, planted as an experiment, and

will report later how it turns out. Please advise me as to the

crimson clover as early as possible. I might mention that the bees

work on it very freely. Georgia.

Answer.—You are the very man to give something definite

about crimson clover, and it is to be hoped that you will keep your

eyes wide open to tell us all about it as soon as it gets through its

principal blooming. Reports so far say it is a great yielder, and

there can hardly be any doubt on that score in the mind of any one

who has seen the bees at work on it. I do not know whether any

one as yet has had so large a quantity of it in one place as to be

able to say exactly as to the quality, the supposition being that it

is excellent, and on this point you ought to be able to enlighten us.

As it comes earlier than the other clovers, with 100 acres you prob-

ably ought to be able to have it unmixt with other honey. Be sure

to report. _

Question on Transfcrriiifs.

I am a beginner, having only had bees last summer, and getting

out of health during the honey-flow and ever since, I have not done

them the justice that I might. 1 got 24 old hives with bees, and

some empty in addition, increast to over 40, commencing the winter

with 39, which are good now; one was short of " funds," so I to-

day exchanged two empty for two full combs, with another.

1. What I want to know is, your opiuion of the best way to

change the bees from seven or eight hives of odd patterns, in which

the frames are lockt and crooked. I wish to get them into stand-

ard eight or ten-frame dovetailed hives. I have seen several

methods described, and I am not satisfied with any given in books

or papers Could I not set the hives (old and new) one on the

other, and drive the bees into the fresh hive until I knew the queen

was in the upper new story, then put a queen-excluding zinc be-

tween them, and in a few days make the entrance at the upper

story and close the lower, and V)y thus doing induce them to leave

the old hive nearly empty of everything but old comb, and make
one excessively strong colony ? Or. would the bees insist on tilling

the comb In the old hive full of honey as the brood hatcht out ? It

they would not fill the old story tight full, the combs could be cut

out and melted down with little trouble. 1 judge they would when
treated thus, cut out any queen-cells there were in the old story

when the new one was added and the queen sent upstairs. If they

would not do so, the simplest way. of course, to avoid trouble and
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get good results, is to make a ••drive." and put the new hive on the
old siand, and turn the other and shift it a few times; but that will

not turn all the bees into the new hive, so the process will have to
be repeated, and if I repeated it after the new queen was hatcht. [

think the swarm would he too poor to do any good.
3. If they turn to queen-rearing and swarm, which hive would

you leave on the old stand, and which will give the best returns in
comb honey ? Colorado.

Answers.— 1. Your plan might work and it might not. In
several instances I have put an excluder over the hive with brood,
having the queen in the empty story above, and they sulbt a long
while—in one case the queen just wouldn't lay at all, altho ktpt
there tor weeks. If you put a frame of brood from some other hive
in the upper story, you may make the queen lay all right. There
is danger that the bees will fill the combs below with honey, but
you can help the matter by closing the lower entrance. Then you
can gradually increase the opening between the two hives, say
after about a week, and when the opening becomes too large to
suit the bees, they'll not be likely to want to store anything below.
but you must be sure they have abundance of room above. They'll
not be very likely to start queen-cells below.

3. Leave the new hive on the old stand and you'll probably get
more comb honey, tor if you leave the old hive there, they'll be
likely to swarm again.

IVIaiiagiiis; S\varm§.

I will tell you how I would like to manage my bees (all that
will swarm) and see what you think of it. That is, when a swarm
comes out I intend to kill the queen (all dipt) and have the bees
come back again to stay. Is this a good way, or not. for comb
honey? If so, at what date would you cut .queen-cells ? In this
way of managing, say a queen is extra prolific, I would cage her
instead of pinching her head off. Where is it best to keep the
caged queen in the hive, and how long '. Penn.

Answer.—Your plan is a good one (/'. And a good deal hangs
on that if. If you cut out all cells but one before the first one
hatches out, and if you miss no cells, and if you select the best one
of the lot, and if there is no brood in the hive young enough to be
grown into something in the semblance of a queen, you're all right.
Perhaps seven days after the issue of the swarm will hit the first
and the last conditions, and you'll have to run the risk of leaving
the best cell and not missing any. Possibly it might be still better
to listen at night for the first piping, which may be in seven or
eight days, then in the morning before the bees have time to
swarm, cut out all queen-cells. That's safer than to make your
choice of cells, so far as the quality of the queen is concerned." and
you are not likely at that time to have any unsealed brood. The
chief danger is that you may miss a cell.

At that time of year you can keep a caged queen almost any-
where where the bees can get to her to feed her. A handy place is
to stick her in the entrance of the hive. She may be kept caged
for weeks, but after being caged too long she may not be worth
much. Perhaps caging a week or two will not hurt her.

BesI Size of Hive—Spacing Franies-
aiiil Separator.

-Best Section

1. What size of hives do you consider best, and which is the
best brood-frame ?

2. How would you space the brood-frames so as to make them
self-spacing ? Would you advise closed-end frames, or would you
space them with small staples put into the end-bars ? If the latter,
where should the staples be put ?

3. What is the best honey-section to use, and best separator,
the fence, board or tin ? Wisconsin.

Answers.—1. It's a very difficult thing to say what size of
hive is best. For one who expects to give much attention to his
bees. I'm inclined to favor S-lrame bives. as they can be increast
anywhere up to 16 frames by having two stories. If little attention
is to be given to the bees, probably a 10 or 12 frame hive is better,
for there's more danger that with the S-trame hive the bees would
be left in one story with not enough stores tor winter. It isn't any
where nearly so important to have hives of the same kind as it is
to have only one size of frames. You can have S-frame, 10-frame
and 12-frame hives in the same apiary, and find little trouble from
it, and you may have different kindx of frames, but when you have
different aisex of frames, then the trouble begins. The nearest of
anything to a standard frame is ITj, long and 9^« inches deep, out-
side measure. I hal frames by the thousand that were -'^-inch
shorter and i, -inch shallower, and the difference doesn't amount
to anything only that it isn't the standard size, and as fast as I get
new frames they are the standard size.

3. I believe closed-end frames are best for the bees, because
warmer; but they are troublesome about killing bees, and about
being glued together. For spacing, staples are good, and yet I pre-
fer a common wire-nail with a head about Slfl inch across, the nail
being driven in all but I4 inch. That spaces the frames I'V inches
from center to center, top-bars and end-bars as well as bottom-bars
being IJj inches wide. Staples or nails can be driven in the top-
bar near the end-bar. and in the end-bar perhaps 2I3 inches from
the lower end. Only four spacers are needed on a frame, two on
one side at one end, and two on the other side at the other end.
When you hold up a frame before you, there are no spacers at the
right hand end on the side next you, but on the side away from

you, at the left end, the spacers are on the near side. An objection
to nails for spacers, and even to the frames I have described, is that
they are not regular goods, and have to be made specially to order.
But if you start with a frame of the right size, it isn't such a hard
matter to change the kind any time.

3. The standard section at present is the 4'4x4'4Xl% with in-

sets cut tor bee-passages, to be used with plain separators—wood
separators if they are to be used loose as in the T super—tin if to
be nailed fast as in wide-frames or section-holders. The plain sec-
tion and fence are now on trial, and only that trial will determine
whether they should be adopted exclusively or not.

Makius Increase l>y Division.

Of 14 colonies, three died during winter. How would this do,
to get three built up to take their places ? About May 1 (or would
it be safe sooner) if we have an early spring, take a well-popula-
ted colony and divide, leaving the queen and two frames in the
old hive; of the balance of the frames in this hive (sis in number),
put two each in three hives, with adhering bees; at the end of ten
days cut all queen-cells and introduce queens. I want to get some
new blood in. anyway, and would get queens from outside. Of the
old combs left by the dead colonies, I have IS. fairly well-filled with
honey, to give to the nuclei, as they need it. What would you do
different from above ? Omaha.

Answer.—Sorry to disagree, but I just wouldn't do anything
of the kind. Let me explain a little, and then I'll be obliging
enough to let you do as you please. It's the number of bees that
count in a honey harvest rather than the number of colonies.
When the honey harvest comes. I'd rather have an apiary contain-
ing 300.000 bees than one containing 400.000, if the 300.000 are in five

colonies and the 400.000 in twenty. That's a proposition by itself.

Here's another: If you make four colonies out of one May 1. the
probability is that three weeks later you'll not have as many bees
in the four colonies as you would have had in the one, it you had
left it undisturbed. Until the queen gets up to about her limit of
laying, it will be a losing game to divide. For 40.000 can takecare
of more brood in one hive than they can in two. and so long as the
queen can lay more eggs than they can care for, what would you
gain by dividing ? So I believe I'd rather wait till the queens got
to about their limit of laying—perhaps about swarming-time—then
take a frame of brood and bees from each hive, making three fairly
good colonies at the start, and not materially depleting any one of

then.
ii»

Raisins Blives Trom tiic Bottom-Board—Zinc Sep-
aratortt—Corn Syrup for Stimulative Feeding

—

jraakins Wax Slicets—Introducing
Foul Brood Avitli Queens.

1. I read so much about raising hives from the bottom-boards
by means of blocks under the corners for ventilation and to dis-

courage swarming. Is there no danger of robbers by having so
much opening ? and are there not a great many bees lost when the
blocks are taken out, as the bees have been accustomed to enter
from the sides and rear of the hive ?

2. How would separators made of queen-excluding zinc do ?

They would be nicer and more durable than the fence-separator,
and would take up less room.

3. I can buy nice, clear, almost tasteless corn syrup for 18 cents
per gallon. How would that be for spring stimulative feeding, by
adding part sugar or honey ?

4. Is there any other method by which I can make wax sheets
for foundation, than by using dipping-boards ?

5. Is there any danger of introducing foul brood by sending
for queens from any of the advertisers in the Bee Journal ? I am
wintering 43 colonies in the cellar; so far they seem to be all right,
and I am anxiously awaiting spring when I can give them their
liberty, for I love to see them at their work and hear their merry
hum. I am very fond of reading the Bee Journal, and all bee-
literature, of which I have stacks. Wisconsin.

Answers.—1. The hives are not raised till colonies are very
strong, and I never knew of any trouble from robbers on account
of the blocks. Theoretically I should be more afraid of bees being
troubled to find the entrance when the hive is let down, but practi-
cally I've had no trouble. It isn't far. at most, to the front
entrance, the call is there, and it's nearer than to any other hive.

Besides, you may have noticed that wherever bees start to use the
entrance at the beginning of the season, that's the part they'll con-
tinue to use, even when other entrances are given. By the time
the hive is raised, the bees have establisht the habit of using
the front.

2. They wouldn't be bad, but rather expensive, and colder
than wood.

3. Some years ago it was tried, but I think it was finally con-
demned by all.

4. Perhaps none practicable, unless it be sotnething like the
Weed process, which is patented.

5. No honest man would advertise queens whose bees had foul

brood, and I'm sure the Bee Journal would not knowingly accept
such an advertisement, but of course there's no way by which it

can be absolutely certain of all its advertisers.

^" See "Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 205.
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Sweet ! Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrang-ements eo that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5a> \0% Soft 50tt>
Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 J2.2.5 Ji.OO
Alsike Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3 00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.35 4.00
Crimson Clover .55 .90 2.00 .'i.oO

Prices subject to marfeet changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Steel
Gr»y CarniolaniH. More tbau 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race.
75 ct8. each; June and until October 50 ceuta
each. Tested $1.00 each. Good Breeders. $3
each. Straight 6-Banded or "Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each, tiatisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEBVMLLE, Bee Co , TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal -when •writing.

M,»^
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

1 S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Eeepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send for our new catalog.
Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.

In stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mutli & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Flease mention Bee Journal -when writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-OUR PRICES

mg the new
Champion Chalt-IliTe

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
youl$*»

K. H. SCHniDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Flease mention Bee Journal when writing.

Vr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
*1.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOB
Has No Sag in Brood-Frame*

Ttiio Flat-Kottom FoundatioD
Has So Fisbbone in the Serplos Bone;.

BelnK the oleanest la usually workeo
the qulokest of any Foandation made

J. A. VAN OEIJSEIN.
Sole Mannfaotarer.

Bnront Brook Monistomery Co., N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

DEC IfEEDCD^ ! Let me send you my 64-
DLL~NL[.rLnO I page Catalog for i8v»8

J. ITI. JeukiiiM, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writins

Bees at Work.
Bees were working lively yesterday and

to-day on the box-elders. Peaches, pears
and plums are just opening their bloom.
CP .^^ r "' "i ~j .'D, C. McLeod.
t. Christian Co., 111., April 11.

Wintered in Good Condition.

My bees came out of winter quarters in
good condition. The weather is cold and
backward. W. A. Saul.
Crawford Co., Iowa, April 7.

Bees in Fine Condition.

We are having good weatlier now. The
snow is off the fields around here, but it is

raining to-day. My bees are in the cellar
now, and in fine condition.

George H. Porter.
Hamilton Co., N. Y.. March 14.

Cold Weather in Kentucky.
We have been having some very cold

weather the past two weeks. The mercury
has been as low as 32-—something unusual
for old Kentucky. It has been hard on the
bees. But it has the appearance of better
weather now. W. S. Peeback.
Nicholas Co., Ky., April 12.

Midwinter—Not Midnight.
Please correct a typographical error that

crept into my previous article on page 104,

second column, the seventh line from the
bottom, where your typo makes me say:
" I once had a half-barrel of cappings which
had been neglected till midnight. Did I

write " midnight " or " midwinter"? I am
perfectly willing that you should give your
readers the impression that I am fond of
working, whether it is true or not, but don't
let them think that I work till " midnight "

without absolute, urgent necessity.
Hancock Co., 111. C. P. Dadant.

[Yes, you are right, as usual. It must be
our compositor had been out until midnight
the night before putting your article in

type. We have been quite ready to give
you all credit for being industrious, but
would hardly go so far as to think you
would work until midnight in rendering
wax.

—

Editor.]

A Soldier Bee-Keeper's Story.

It is not necessary for me to say that I

appreciate the American Bee Journal—my
subscription money tells that. I am an old
soldier, and have handled bees more or less

all my lite, but I had never gotten right
down to business until within the last three
j'ears. I started with one colony, bought
eight more, and now have 70, all in good
condition.
While X was a soldier in camp near Nash-

ville, Tenn., I was nearly dead with camp
diarrhea. December 25, 1862, we were or-

dered to move on the enemy at Stoney
River. My captain carried my knapsack,
and I trudged along and made out to keep
in sight of the regiment. That evening,
about dark, we went in camp near a resi-

dence of a rich old iplanter on a nice clover
pasture. After stacking arms, I took a
camp kettle and started down through a
cotten patch for water. I had not gone far

when I discovered some soldiers a little way
from me. It was so dark I could not tell

what they were doing, so I paused a mo-
ment to see if I could learn what they were
at. Soon I heard a voice, • Do they sting ?"

This aroused my love for honey, and I went
to them and found they had three old-

fashioned round log hives, the heads knockt
off, and the bees holding the party at bay.
I askt the privilege to join them, and they I

$100
Given as Bounties
topurchasersofthe
improved D a n z .

Hives and Sections
3 See schedule in my
bee - book '

' Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
money, Free for 2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO.. Medina. Ohio,
or F. Danzknbaker. Box •idd, Washington. D. C.

Please mention Bee Journal when writinG;.

Excelsior Incubator

and Brooder Cheap .....
# 200 etrgs capacity. Good as new. Used

for only two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Will shU it for

TWE>TY DOLIi.lR«, half the nost price.
Address, P. W. DUNNE,

River Forest, Cook Co., III.

Texas Queens mmffy
QBest choney-gatherlug strain In America,
Tested, $1.50. Untested, SI. 00, Write for a

Circular. J. D. GIVENS, lilsbon, Tex.
7A26t Please"mentlon the Bep Journal.

EXGELSIOR Inculsator
Simple, Perfect, Self Regulat-
ing. Thousamla in succesaful
operation. I^owe^t priced
flrst-cla^s ISatchcr made.

GEO. II. STAIIL.
ni'i?>. Catalogue. 111114 tolBg S. 6th Kt, Qiilncy.ni.

44A'J6t Please lO'^ntloa tb^^ Fiee JourDai.

B'
EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

L,arge3t and BesC equipt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog.

FRED A. DAI.TON,
lA26t Walker, Vernon Co.. Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

C. B. BANKSTON
s Rearing' <|iteeiis
in fJunierou Xexas,

And requests bee-keepers in the United States
to write hitu with an order for a GOLDEN
terEEN-Untested. 50c; Tested, 75g. We
breed the 3 and o-banded Italians, and Sliver
Gray Carniolans.

Saie ArrtTal
I3At£ Cwuaranteed.

Flease mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

tep - Kup|>lleN ! Root's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder's Hone^ - Jars,
.-ind everv ihlng- u^eii by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

u.riihni/nf-h'^ «^ 512 Mass. Ave.,
Wfli'-"pOVDEii5«. Indianapolis. Indiana,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

(|ueeiis,l{ees and Kce-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May, $1.00. Un-
tested, T."io Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at $-2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. S.5.00. Sutisfactloa guiran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL.,
SAtf GRANGEK, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

All elevated trains on the loop now
stop at Nickel Plate Depot, Van Burea
St. Si^ation, Call up City Ticket Office,

telephone Main 3oS9, for lowest rates

to all poiDts East. (~)
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told me to help myself. I took from my
pocket a long dirk-knife, and soon filled my
kettle with nice poplar honey, and assisted
them in getting what they wanted, as I

soon learnt they were not accustomed to
handling bees. When I returned to tl

camp-fire my orderly sargent bad gone
the house to see if he could get a warm lo,

of bread. I took our canteens and went f i

water, leaving my kettle of honey at tl

camp-fire. When I returned the order
bad gotten back and reported that a cor
meal pone of bread was under way, and i

be returned past the barn he said a gre
big fat hen tried to peck him, so be arrest)
ber. We gave the hen a trial, and decidi
she was guilty, and we broke her neck. Y(
never saw as happy a set of soldiers in your
life, as we were that night, sitting around
our cracker pot-pie. kettle of honey, and
our pone of corn-bread. To tell the truth,
I entirely forgot that I was nearly dead
with camp diarrhea, and I have not had it
since. The honey, fat hen, and corn-bread
made a final cure. I can recommend this
prescription, for I carried my knapsack
after that, went through the battle at
Stoney River, lay on the cold ground,
waded Stoney River to my arm pits several
times, and underwent the privations com-
mon to war, and have never bad tbe camp
diarrhea since.
Pardon me for this lengthy army story

—

my object was to give honey what it merits
as a medicine as well as food.
Kittitas Co., Wash. S. W. Maxet.

Early Spring—Fair Prospects.
I have 1.5 colonies wintered on the sum-

mer stands. All are in good condition,
and are bringing in loads of pollen, gath-
ered from the soft maple. Indications are
that we will have an early spring. Pros-
pects are fair for a boney crop this year.

Albert Ziegler.
Huntington Co., Ind., March 21.

Wintered Well.
My bees wintered well, and have plenty

of hatching brood at the present time. I
enjoy reading the American Bee Journal.

W. Reah Chamberlix.
Johnson Co., Iowa, March 24.

Good Season Expected.
I wintered 40 colonies, and they seem to

come out all right. I had them in the cel-
lar. Last season was a poor one here for
honey, but I think we are going to have a
good season here this year. We have
plenty of basswood, but for some reason or
other we have not had any honey from it
for three years. The best I have done is
127 pounds of honey from a colony, and the
poorest—well, down to nothing. Success
to the " Old Reliable." G.Johnson
Clark Co., Wis., March 2.5

"Divider" in Producing Comb Honey.
I will try to answer Wm. Golden's article

on page 187. He says: 'After quoting
what he says in his article on page 51." I
confess I cannot answer that; I don't un-
derstand it. Then follows a quotation that
is garbled, and the meaning destroyed. I
will not give it here, but ask Mr. Golden to
kindly compare it with the original, on
page 51.

Mr. G. asks: "Why is it that the bees
must be compelled to enter thus ?" An-
swer: Simply because the divider affords
two bee-spaces, and if the bees are allowed
to go outside the follower, if one be used to
fill up space, then there will be three bee-
spaces—one too many, you see.

I may say right here, thatPhave on a
large scale tested two, three, and even four
bee-spaces at the sides of the section-supers,
to my own conviction that while two, prop-
erly provided are of great advantage, any
more than two tend to harm. And that is

my reason for giving the caution with
emphasis.
Mr. Golden's next question—" I have

thought a good deal about it, and can hardly

Only 6 els. per Pound in 4 Can Lois or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans

In one case, 63^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-

pany each order.

I®" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

"We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To bave a copy of.

>iil\\t Our 1898 Catalog \mt

E^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWM, WIS.
Special Ag;ent for llie Soiilliivc^t

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

BiDKbam & llethering-
ton Uncapping-

Knite.

itiitsifc itsiU iti%t 'ii\i. VK 'i/i,i. Vi/K TJf

PKICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

Bee-Smokers and Honey -Knives I
Smoke Engine Uargest amoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
Doctor 3)^ in. stove. Doz. 9.00;

" 1.10
Conqueror 3-in. stove. Doz. 6.50;

" 1.00
Ijartte 2>^-in. stove. Doz. 5.00;

" .90
plain 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.75

;

" .70
Little Wonder (weight 10 ounces) ... 2-in. stove. Dof. 4.5(1;

" .60
Honey-Knife Doz. 6.00;

" .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN TEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Iltive used tbe Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with its

workings, but thinking 1 would nei'd a new one this summer, i write for a circu-
lar. I do not think tbe 4 inch Smoke Knyine tuo large.

January 27, ii^97. Truly, W. II. Eagehty, Cuba. Kansas.

Mr. BinKham, Dear Sir:—Please send per mail a 4-inch Smoke Engine. I bave
one of yi.iur Smokers ; it is too small in time of trouble.

February 21, 1898. A. F. Seward. Riverside, Calif.

9A0t T. F. BINOHAin, Farwell, inicliigan.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. Ne^w London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'wbltest
BasS'WOod is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Wliolesale
and Retail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax 'tCSr^S A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.

The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted tor cash or
trade. _

GUS DITTMER,
AlCUSTA, WIS.

"

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^'^^v^^^^''^
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In

Ripping, Cuttlng-ofl, Mi-
tring, Kabbetlng, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalogue Free.

SENEGA FALIiS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENEGA FALLS, N, T,

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels

of very best Bass-wood Extrac-

ted Honey, weighing net about 2S0 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. o. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEOBGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLR.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's <>oods at their prices. I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HI1.TON, Fremont, ITIlcIi.

IR$T PRIZE WINNERS
Our1898 Mammoth Poultry
i;iiiile of KID pages maUcd FHKK.

Soinellimtr entirely new, tells all about
pnultrv. bow to be a winner, bow to MAKE
BIG MONEY. I'ontains beautiful litbo^-rapb
plate ot fowls in theiriLatni-ai e^iluis. .send
l5ets. for JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr^
postage. Box 94 rUEEPOKT, llA.

44A2tit Please mention the Bee Journal.

nilCCMC Untested, after April 1, $1 ; Tested
yULLllO $1.50; Select Tested, $-2. Imported
queens, direct from Italy. $) each. The best
of stock, either Golden or Leather Colored,
Write for price-list. HUFFINE & DAVIS,
llA4t Ooltewah. Tenn.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -WTiting.

i^afalAtr Wrea *• *• !*"«>* ^ Co's Goods
ValalUg rice for Missouri and other points,
to be had at factory prices from Jolin Nebel
& Son, High HIU, missourl. QAtf
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writiiLg.

!?i!llBeeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yellow^

Beeswrax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 26 cents per
pound, CASH, No commission. Now if

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAOO, LLI..

tell why . . .1 like to have bee-space between
the divider and the super wall," is also

garbled. He stops short and doesn't give

half the sentence. Why did he not give the

whole sentence '. He has entirely destroyed
the purport of what I said, and then starts

out with renewed vigor to kick me for the

changed meaning that the garbling has put
upon it. Will he please turn to page 51 and
compare the original with his garbled

statements ?

Then he goes on to " suspect" that I have
been appropriating some of his valuable

thoughts on producing comb honey. No,
no; I don't think I ever read one of Mr.

Golden's article.s to the end, except the one
in question, and had my name not been in it,

very likely it would have been neglected

also. It may be a great lack of apprecia-

tion on my part. S. T. Pettit.

Ontario, Canada.

Bee-Keeping in 'Virginia—Robbing.

Last year I had some early swarms. I

put them out in the country to look out for

themselves; so sure was 1 that they were
all right that Isealed them up and left them.
Then I went around the country and
bought up all the bees I could, along
through August and September, and some
as late as October, and transferred them to

frame hivSs, taking all of the honey from
them and fed them sugar, I also formed,
and to save some queens. I put them in

hives of 3 frames, with about a pint of bees,

and fed them sugar. They came through
all right except those in the country that

had their own way. and 'SO far I have lost

half of them, so I will bet every time on
sugar.

I have something I wish to give to the
bee-keepers for them to study over, and see

what they think of it—something I tried

when bees began to rob. I put a skylight
in the top of the hive, which doesn't seem
to be noticed by the bees of that hive, but
the robbers will fly to the skylight and try
to get out that way, until they break down,
then make themselves at home and remain
there. What do you think of it ?

I have IS colonies to start with this

spring.
I And I have a hard time in filling orders

for my honey, because the people say they
know my honey to be honey, and what
tbey buy from the store they don't know
about. W. S. Smith.
Henrico Co., Va.. March 16.

A Promising Boy Bee-Keeper.

I received the Bee Journal and I was glad
to get it, tho papa reads it first.

Two years ago papa said if I would plow
corn good he would get me a swarm of bees,

as I had been wanting them for a longtime.
Well, I did my best and got my bees of Mr,
George Reed. They came out in a large
swarm on the Fourth of July, and Mr.Reed
put them in a hive with a strip of founda-
tion. So we went after them as soon as

they had their comb built. Papa said they
were patriotic bees, for they came out in

the form of a swarm to celebrate.

When winter came we made a big crate
with eight inches all around, and filled it up
with prairie hay, and the bees were so warm
that they reared brood all winter, and came
out very strong in the spring.

Mr. Reed came up one day in May and
said: "Goodness! that colony is going to

swarm yet, for if they don't they can't all

get in the hive." And sure enough they did.

I was out playing with my sister when I

heard a big roar, and I lookt out and saw
the air just full of bees. I shouted to my
mother, but she did not believe bees would
swarm in May. They went back into the

hive, and we got a new one down town.
They came again and went back, and papa
thinks the queen was too old and weak
to fly.

Papa was disgusted with this kind of

work, and said he would put a stop to it.

He put on a bee-veil and some gloves and
went into them. He put four frames with
queen-cells on them in the old hive, and the

four he took out of the new hive in the

If you want
the BEST... Honey Extractor

Get filliains' Automatic ReTerslWe,

AM You Have It, Address,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOBtf Barniim, Wisconsin.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

SEND FOR IT.
My New
Book on Queen-Rearing

will lie ready April 1. "Queen-Rearing" is

brought down to 1898. It will tell you how to
rear Queens iu a brood-chamber while the
queen has the freedom of the combs. Price,
by mall. '2,5 cents. Address.

HEXRY ALI.EV,\Vcnliam,raas§.
14E-2t Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Polonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do ipetter than
to call on Dr E. Gallup, Sinta Ana. Calif,,

and examine the Bees before purchasing else-

where. Double sets of Combs In Langstroth-
Slmpllclty Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees for bustne^8. C )rre8podence so-

licited. Br. E. GAI.LIIP,
Santa Ana, Orange Co., Cal,

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
pine device is a fine thing
for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail

it for 30 cents; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at SI.00 ; or for §1,10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device,

GEORGE 'W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa

ViW ^(ilo l^liaon ^^ colonies of Bees in lots
fdl iSdlc l;llCtt|l to suit; In prime condition
For particulars address, W. Spencer. Bunker
Hill. 111. Box 114. 14A4t

PRINTED
Envelojies and Letter-Beads.

We have put In a new small Job Printing
Press oa which to print our own stationery,
circulars, etc, and while b^lng able to do this
we may as well do sotne work for our readers,
if tbey will favor us with their orders. If you

want Envelopes or LctU-r llciiU. ^.tiul li-cent

stamp for samples and prices. We will make
right prices lor neat, good work. All orders
can be tilled by express, atsn^all charge, as the
weight would not be great.

GEORGE "W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa
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Listen! Take my Advice and Buy

s«Yoni' Bee-Snp|)lies*a*».

A3ii^ xo:h» ok IX.
Wurbinti Wux into Fouiida- of Anost Weiss ! %

I>EFY
onipetltion
II

Foundation

Millions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides !

!

SATISFACTION GUARANTEFO on a full line of Suppllee. Seod for a Catalogue and
be your own judge. Wax wanted at 26 cents cash, or 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS. Hortonville, ^Wisconsin.

BRANCH OF THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
10 VINE STREET ==^=___
PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

We keep here everythiug in the Supply line of latest improvement.
Cleated Separators, Improved Smokers, Weed Foundation, 1898 Goods of all kinds.
Busine^s conducted same as at Medina.
Dealers can order here, as well as consumers, at factory prices.

Save freight and gel orders filled at once. Also as fine a strain of 3 and -i-banded
Italian Bees as ever gathered honey.

Full 8-frame colonies, $6.00 ; 3-frame nucleus, $2.75.

14Ktf Tlie§e Include Oiiaranleeil llalian <tiiecii§.

BEE-SUPPLIES

!

We have the bpi-t eijulpt faciory In the West. Capacity
1 cur load a day; and cany the largest stock and ^ref^tfst
variety ot everything- needed in the apiary, asj^u ring- best
goads at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or sral-

vanlzed si eel. all sizes, any foim, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address,

E. KRETCHnEK, Ked Oak, Iowa.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Snuplles at Bottom Prices.

*' Bee-Keeping" for Beginners,'" price 50 cents,

Imparts the inatructloo. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BKOWN, Augusta, Ga.

RF.FXHMa Italian ((IIRFJS!

Tested Queens. *1.00 each: Uutested, 50c.
2-Frame Nucleus of Bees with good Queen $2.

Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. I.. CAKKIINGTON.
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.

Bee -Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everythiug used by bee-
keepers. Orders tilled promptly.
Send for catalog. .lllMESdW BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLY SIKH. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

GOLDEN BEAUTIES...
Three-band Italian Queens reared from
Roofs stock. Golden Queens, from the
best selected stock. Untested. .iO cents;
Tested. 75 cents. Carnlolan Queens at
same price.

E. Y. TERRAL. & CO.,
Cameron, Tcxa§.

12Atf Mention the American Bee Journal.

Bee-lieepers" PliotograpU.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs ot prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for .30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the Vi kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing'
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

iog- goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
tiug: a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting- the freight in half,
we have establl&ht a branch house at 17u0 South 13th 8t., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bte-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods

_ are par escellent. Poiisht, snowy-white fceotions, beautiful straw-
coloied trautpiirent Foundation, improved Smokers and Honey l^xtractora. and all other flrst-
clas sgoods. are what we stll. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these basee, we solicit sn order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

^^Pkoohessive BeeKeepeb, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25c. Both for 65c..
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
^^^^ Maiiiifactiirlng Company, ^im'^rJ^^{l\^.\u. ^«..y.^.^,^.

old hive. A blacker and an angrier colony
ot bees you never saw. They were so thick
on the comb that we could not see it.

After they were divided they swarmed
just the same. After they got done swarm-
ing I had four fair colonies, and one very
weak one. We took off of these small colo-
nies about 75 pounds of fine alfalfa honey.
They have wintered fine this far, and I hope
to have them build up strong.

Leslie Hazen.
Nemaha Co., Kan., March 13.

Bee Keeping in the "Old Dominion."
Bees did tolerably well for me last season.

I had 44 colonies, mostly blacks, in the
spring, and did not increase much, not more
than tour or five colonies. I got about 3,O0U
pounds of comb honey, mostly white clover,
as we had a splendid crop of it last season,
and a very good flow from buckwheat ai^d
fall flowers. I sold most of my honey m
the home market for IS'.j cents—some at 15
cents—but later on iu the season I had to
sell at 10 cents, as honey came in from some
one else and cut the price.

I have now 43 colonies which are, I think,
in very good condition. I do not think bees
wintered very well here, as I hear a great
deal of complaint about them dying. The
winter has been quite open—not much real
cold weather. The temperature has not
been below zero during the winter—then
only for one or two days at that point. I

lost three or four colonies by neglecting to
feed them more last fall.

Bees were flying for several days last
week, and I fed them some while it was
warm.

I am preparing to use all tall sections next
season—only those of the 414 x4i4Xl's which
have starters of foundation in them, and
others that the bees made comb in and did
not get them filled. I have about 5U0 of
them on hand, and will be ready when the
season opens.

I also tried the Pettit system, to get the
bees to the outside sections, and it workt
like a charm; but I got pretty tired of
boring so many holes, as I had no boring
machine, and had to do it with a common
brace.

I will use fence separators next season, as
I tried them sufficiently last season to know
that they are the best.

I would like to thank Mr. Wilcox, of
Pennsylvania, for his kind answer to my
question about the locust bloom. I took
notice and found it just as he said.

P. I. Hdffman.
Rockbridge Co., Va., Feb. 17.

A Hint on Section-Cleaners.

On page 103 " Wisconsin's " suggestion
to Mr. Golden about the felt is business.
May I make a suggestion '. I would not use
any of the glue on any of the sandpaper. It

dries hard and stiff, and you injure the
elasticity of the cushion. In the machine
shops we use the felt on the wheels, and on
the blocks on the bench, and some have
blocks of cu/'A' for hand work. The felt or
cushion under the paper not only does nicer
work, but the sandpaper will wear much
longer than without it. We fasten our
paper this way:
A little glue will keep the felt in place.

Saw across the face of the wheel about
two or more saw-kerfs wide, and Jj or one
inch deep; cut the paper so it will just
draw tightly around the wheel, and each
end turn sharply down so they will just
tuck in the saw-kerf smooth and tight.

Drive a strip of tin or wood between the
ends of the paper a little below the surface
cfear ocrufis. It will not work out, and
when the paper is worn out draw the tin

wedge, and the paper comes right off

readily. You Can renew ttd Uhituiu, with no
bother with the glue, and you always have
a soft, yielding cushion. Now, this is my
plan, and I never use glue to make the
paper hard, and two or more thicknesses
will do it.

Some might say that in this way there
will be a seam where the ends come to-

gether. True, but the ends of the folded
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paper come close together, and in practice
you never know the difference. Our fac-
tories put the paper on in this way. I

always do, and it is perfectly satisfactory,
much better than to use glue. You see,

two or more thicknesses of sandpaper glued
together will make a hard surface, and de-
feat the object of the felt. A. W. Hart.
Stephenson Co., 111.

Introducing Queens, Etc,

I commenced the spring of 1897 with 15
colonies, iucreast to 31 by natural swarm-
ing, reared several fine Italian queens, and
introduced them in the place of hybrids.
Right here I want to give my plan of in-

troducing queens, as I have lost J4 of the
queens that I have introduced in cages.
When I rear a queen in a nucleus and she

stands the test, I go to the hive that I want
to introduce in, hunt out the queen and kill

her, and the next day I take the three
frames out of the nucleus and put them in

a new hive with my young queen, worker
bees and all. I then take two frames out of
the hive that has no queen, and put one on
each side of the three frames that has the
queen, and leave them till the next morn-
ing. I then add two more frames, and the
evening of the same day I finish filling the
hive. I then have three frames of brood,
honey and old bees left to go back to the
nucleus to rear another queen.

I have introduced several queens with the
above plan, and have not lost a single one
while following it, and I think if one would
take two or three frames out of a queenless
hive and- put into a new hive, and then in-

troduce the queen in the cage to a small
amount, there wouldn't be so much danger
of getting her killed. Then after a few bees
get used to her, follow the plan as given
above.

I think my bees are all in fine condition.
We have had several warm days, and I

noticed to-day they were bringing in the
bee-bread by the wholesale. W . W. Beer.
Calloway Co., Ky.. Feb. 10.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
It you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to he without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP S ^ J^

has ,1 hobhy which is thesheep breeder and
his Industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool iVIarkets &. Sheep, - - Chicago>

From pure bred, barred P.
Kocks Large and fine plu-
maged. $1.00 per 15. Afso
Light Brabmas and Black
Langshans, same price. B.
P. Kook Cockerels, $1.25.

EGGS

....
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WP^Talk about

....CoinbFouiidatiDii

WE can now furnish the rery best that can
be marie from pure wax. Our New Pro-

cess of Ifllllln^ enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Sweet.
It i§ llie kind Iliat doe§ not sag.
It is tlie kind you want.

If you once try it you will have no other.
Samples lurnisht FKEE. Laige illustrated
Catalog of ail kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper. sent
upon application. Address.

FHEW.T.FALCOmMFe.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anything in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

1^" Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Uf Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
ami I^verythtug used in the
Bee-lndU8try.

_, We want the name and ad-

E<« dress of every Bee-Keeper In

^^ America. We supply Deal-
— ' crs as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Mer-State Mauiifacturini Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

The A. I. R<iot Co.'s Goods " li^cVl'lT.'*"

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. M. H. tirNT
Cath for Ueeswax. Bell Branch. Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal vrhen "writing.

I AEISE
To SAr to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOIilTTIiK
bas concluded to sell

-BKKS and (JUKENS-
in their season, durlni^
1898, at thefoUowlns
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Qallup frames, in
llKht snipping-boi $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen. 1 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 tested Queen .. . 1 1 50
8 " Queens . 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 uo
S " " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearinK . 3 00
Bxtra Selected for breeding, thk vkrt best. . 6 00
About a Pound of BBK8 in a Two-frame Nucleoa,
with any Queen, $2.00 extra.

i^" Clroolar free, giving full partlonlars reganl-
Ing the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA26t BOHODINO, Onon. Co.,N F

^"^
Dadant's Foundation. YeafYear

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because I^ SI YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thou-

sands of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Bemity, Piii-ity, .Firninet^s, I\o Sag^-
gring. iHo Loss. PAXK:>X n'EEI> l>R04.-KSS SHEETIl^C

8F^° Send Name for Our CataloR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We
sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
I^rMNGSTROTH OP« TTH® KOMEy-BS®, Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Ctilture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

ODR MOTTO—" Well Maimliidured Stock ! (|iiick Sliipiueuts
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

It^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Priee-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing-.

ROOT'S GOODS.

r

Our

Specialties:
.<

The Fence and Plain Sections,

Weefl New Process Fonnilatlon.

Cowan Extractors,

Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest made,

DoTctallefl Hl?es-wltti Danz, Patented Co?er and Bottom.

Danzenl]al[er Hl7es.

No-Drill SMpplni-Cases,

GleanlnEs In Bee-Cnltiire, Illnstrated, Semi-Montlily.

Catalog or Good§ and Sample Cop}- of Gleaiiiiij£§

§ent for j-oiir name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Braneli Offices :

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Bee-Culture in the State of California.

BY PROF. A. .1. COOK.

Despite the numerous "off" seasons, too frequent to

please bee-keepers, California takes first rank as a honey-
producing State. Her product in favorable seasons, of from
100 to 200 pounds of honey per colony, and that In apiaries
with from 200 to 600 colonies, is surely a record that few
localities in any section of the world can equal. Yet if we
can judge the future by the past, not more than one-third of

the seasons can be counted on to give a full crop. Yet, as the
bee-keeper can know far in advance, at the very dawn of the
season, that the failure is to come, he is better off, as " fore-

warned is fore-armed," in that he can seek other employment,
and can avoid expense which would otherwise be incurred,
and would be put by as so much useless capital.

As I have before hinted, the cause of the great honey-flow
here in good seasons is the long blooming period of the most
valuable honey-plants. The sages—source of our white honey
—are in bloom for weeks, and the wild buckwheat, the chief

source of our amber honey, hangs out its profusion of flowers
for months.

The best honey section is undoubtedly Southern California,

with its seven counties, of Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los An-
geles, San Bernardino, Riverside, Orange and San Diego. The
southern central counties—Fresno, Kings, Kern and Tulare

—

are favored in that they are in a great alfalfa region, which is

irrigated and so independent of drouth. These regions have
produced large crops, even in the very dry seasons, like that
of 1894. East of this, over the mountains, is Inyo county,
which, like San Luis Obispo on the west, afford some excel-

lent bee-ranges.

Northern California is not so favorable for honey-produc-
tion, altho they have more rain. They have not the sages, or
other honey-plants, to take their place. There are large
alfalfa areas, and possibly much more honey might be pro-
duced in the great northern sections of our State.

In the great California honey-region—I refer to Southern
California—Santa Barbara county is the least important. The
bush and watered canyons with rich acres of sage are not
common, and there are not many bee-keepers in that section.

Ventura county is the great bean-region, and also pos-
sesses some canyons with a fine growth of white or ball sage.
The famous Sespe region is in Ventura county. Some of our
most successful bee-keepers, like Mclntyre, Richardson,
Touchton and Mendleson, live in this county. The records
from some of these apiaries have been startling. With abun-
dant rain the honey-product from sections In Ventura is enor-
mous. In dry seasons the bean blossoms add materially to

the honey-yield If bee-keepers will avail themselves of this

opportunity.
Los Angeles county ranks among the first, tho the range

of the honey-producing flora is not so extensive as of some of

the other counties. Prom the Newhall Tunnel north, and
skirting the famous Antelope valley, is one of the best bee-

regions of the world. In the seasons of copious rains, the
honey-product in these ranges is exceeding large. There are
also fine producing tracts all along to the south of the moun-
tains from Glendale and La Canada to the eastern boundary
of the coucty. Apiaries situated near the canyons have the
advantage of the early bloom of the valley, and the later nec-
tar-flow of the canjons.

The two counties east of Los Angeles county—San Ber-
nardino and Riverside—are both justly famous for their bee-
keeping ranges. There are no better honey-regions than are
found in some of the canyons of these great counties. Even
in this dry season, the bee-keepers confidently expect some
honey, in some of the sections of this favored section. The
same may be said of limited areas of Los Angeles county.

Orange county, to the south of Los Angeles, tho not large,

has some fine apiaries, and the bee-keepers of this county ex-

pect a small crop even in this season of excessive drouth.

The San Bernardino apiarian tracts are like the great
county—of exceeding extent. About Fallbrook, Escondido,

A Perpendicular-Dish Seetion-Cleaner.—See page 2oH.

and farther south, are canyons rich with honeyed bloom.
Many carloads of the finest honey were produced last year.

This county has one disadvantage, in that the rainfall Is less

than farther north, tho the honey-product of the county has
not been behind other regions. If we take the seasons together.

The fact that honey-plants, like white sage, may bloom
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in profusioc, and yet yield no honey, shows that plants need
water to develop at their best, and should suggest to orchard-
ists that they irrigate liberally in the winter, especially if the

summer supply of water is likely to run short.

Los Angeles Co., Calif., March 25.

More Suggestions on Rendering Beeswax.

Br C. p. DADAJJT.

I have received the following questions to be answered in

the American Bee Journal

:

Mr. Dadant;—Tho I was much interested in your "Sugges-
tions on Rendering Beeswax." on page 1'.I4. there are some things
1 do not fully understand. In previous articles you have recom-
mended the sun extractor; in this you urge heating the wax
slowly with water, but boil a little you say.

1. What I want to know is, whether this is the final process
following the extractor.

2. Or do you boil \t first, then place it in the sun extractor ?

Until last season I was troubled with that •• greenish, grayish.
grainy residue " you spealj of. I then made a sun extractor and
put everything into it the first thing—old comb, scrapings from
the bottoms of supers, etc. The final process being to put the wax
from the extractor into a flour-sacli—thin, slazy cloth—place the
sack in a tin pail, one-third full of water, set the pail into an iron
kettle of water, and the kettle on the stove. After the wax was
thoroughly melted (it did not fc-«V). the sack was raised from the
pail, the wax squeezed out. and the pail set in a n'unn place to cool,
to prevent cracking. With the exception of a thin, grayish-white
substance on the bottom of the cakes, the wax seemed to be of ex-
cellent quality.

3. Do you think my process correct ? A. F. Foote.

Answer.—Your process is all right, and it would be diffi-

cut to recommend a better one. When I recommend the ren-
dering of beeswax over water, it is not to the exclusion of the
sun extractor, but for the benefit of those who have no sun
extractors, or wish to render their beeswax, especially cap-
pings, between the months of August and May, at a time
when the sun extractor has no power. There are really only
four months of usefulness in a sun wax extractor, and when a
bee-keeper has a hundred dollars' worth of beeswax tied up he
does not usually wish to wait till the sun gets high enough in

the sky, especially if there is any process by which he can
render his beeswax and have it clean and good without loss.

The sun extractor is available during the busy months of
the apiary when you are likely at any time to have a few small
pieces of comb, new or old, or a few scraps that would either
be lost or drag about, or be eaten by the moth. With the
sun extractor, usually in close reach of the apiary, it takes
but a minute to put those scraps where they will at once,
mechanically, be rendered into very good beeswax by the rays
of the sun. If the sun extractor is kept, as is the custom with
the careful bee-keeper, with neatness, the beeswax that will

come from it will need no rendering unless residues or dark
combs have been melted. Care must be taken that such resi-

dues as have been rendered up with acid be kept separate, as
these are sure to have some effect upon the metal, and damage
the color of the original beeswax.

Old combs usually are not worth putting into a sun ex-
tractor. They are so thick and loaded with foreign matter
that it absorbs all the wax that would otherwise run out. The
very best process to be followed with these was given years
ago by my father in the American Bee Journal ; these combs
must be crusht as near to a pulp as possible, then put into
water to soak for a week or so, loaded down so as to be under
water, and then melted with plenty of clean water. When
old combs are melted without having been previously crusht,
it usually happens that some of the melting wax runs into the
empty cells which still remain in shape, being held to this
shape by the cast-skins and cocoons of the bee-chrysalis, and
it is next to impossible to remove any of it. The soaking for
a few days ahead thoroughly saturates the cocoons and cast-
skins, as well as other residue of whatever nature, except the
propolis, and the beeswax becomes much more easily liberated
if properly melted.

The cappings, which are gathereJ together generally
about October, are most generally rendered during the winter,
and when the matter is attended to intelligently, the beeswax
is as good as that from the sun extractor. The main advan-
tages of the sun extractor are its availableness at all times
during the summer, as above mentioned, and the slight bleach-
ing of the beeswax which remains a few days in it.

In this connection it is well to mention that it is not ad-
visable to leave the beeswax too long in the sun extractor, un-
less the extractor is so made that the liquid wax runs into a
pan sheltered from the light. Beeswax that has been thor-

oughly bleacht loses its nice bee-smell, and takes up an odor
resembling that of tho old-time wax-candles. This is cer-

tainly not desirable. But the best service of the wax extrac-
tor is to prevent the water damaging of beeswax by inexperi-
enced bee-keepers, or to return such damaged beeswax to its

proper condition.

In any beeswax that is rendered by water, a small amount,
more or less, of this water-damaged beeswax can be found.
But if this is allowed to separate by a slow cooling process, it

will be found that most of the impurities are dragged to the
bottom with this beeswax. What must be avoided is the dam-
aging of the entire mass by careless heating, and as sudden
cooling of the mass. It is a very peculiar fact that water
may be held in suspense in a large amount, and yet not per-

ceptible to the touch. We have seen beeswax that was thus
damaged, and seemingly dry, lose iiO per cent, of its weight
by sun-rendering, which was evidently due to the evaporation
of the water. flancock Co., III.

A Perpendicular-Disk Section-Cleaner.

BY FRANK .J. CLARK.

I send you herewith a photograph of my section-cleaner.

I have read several descriptions of section-cleaners, but I fail

to see any that I should be willing to exchange mine for. The
more I read about other kinds, the more I value my own, and
I believe that on some points it is superior to all others.

I probably should not have thought anything more about
section-cleaners if it had not been spoken of so many times in

the bee-papers. It will readily be seen how mine is con-
structed, by the photograph. Sections to be cleaned on all

sides have only to be turned down on their side to clean their

top, and down on their opposite side to clean the bottom,
where with all other machines you would have to turn the box
bottomslde up to clean the top, which is always the worst side

to be cleaned, and in some cases would cause them to leak,

which would be avoided with my cleaner.

As for cleaning the edges, you can clean all the edges on
one side with one movement against the disk.

The disk is covered with sandpaper. No. 2J-2 or 3.

I cannot say whether this machine will clean sections any
better than any other, as I believe they all clean them well

;

but I do believe this cleaner will clean sections faster, and
with no leakage or breakage.

I have written to patent attorneys in regard to having it

patented, and am about entering into an agreement with a
firm of bee-supply manufacturers to make and place them on
the market. Cayuga Co., N. Y.

The Utah Law on Foul Brood or Bee-Diseases.

BY E. S. L0VE8Y.

I send a copy of Utah's new foul brood law. I have re-

ceived a number of letters of inquiry in regard to this law,
and have sent out some type-written copies, but in order to

accommodate all interested I send it for publication in the
American Bee Journal. While I am aware that no act of this

nature is, or ever has been, perfect, and this law has no excep-
tion, I think that the copy presented to our legislature by our
foul brood committee was an improvement on the one past.

Still, I believe that If our bee-keepers will read and note this

law carefully, they will find it one of the best, if not the very
best, on the subject in the United States.

A great deal has been written, and much praise has been
bestowed, on the Wisconsin law, some writers saying that it

is the best law in force on the subject. While my object is

not to decry the merits of any law, after a careful study of

the Wisconsin law I have to admit that as far as our State is

concerned it would be of very little benefit to us, and I fail to

see where it can be of material benefit to any populous bee-

keeping community, as it only provides for one inspector in

the whole State, while we have single counties that no one
inspector could cover. It will be seen that whether there are
few or many bee-keepers or colonies of bees in any county or
district, or in the entire State, this Utah law is so worded
that it can be made to reach every colony of bees and every
bee-keeper in the State, if necessary. It provides that the in-

spector shall visit all colonies of bees at least once a year,

and as many more times as may be necessary. It is short and
to the point, and it gives our bee-keepers ample authority to

put it into active force. Then if bee-keepers will take an
active interest I see no reason why it should not be a success.

Our foul brood committee have been energetic In this mat-
ter, and they have workt faithfully for years in importuning
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our legislature to improve our foul brood law, and we thank
and congratulate them on the success thus far obtained
through their efforts. Salt Lake Co., Utah.

[The following is a copy of the law referred to by Mr.

Lovesy :

—

Editor.]

LAW OF UTAH FOR THE TROTECTION AND ENCOURAGEMENT OF
THE BEE-INDU.STRY.

1. The board of county commissioners of the several

counties shall, when petitioned by a majority of the bee-keep-
ers thereof, appoint one or more qualified persons inspectors
of bees for their respective counties.

2. Such inspectors shall hold their office for two years,

and until their successors are appointed and qualified. They
shall qualify by taking and subscribing their otificial oath, and
by giving bonds to be approved by their respective boards of

county commissioners, whichoath and bonds shall be filed with
the county clerk.

S. Inspectors shall be paid out of the county treasury for

services actually rendered at such rate per day as the board of

county commissioners may fix. The assessor of each county
is hereby required to assess each colony of bees in this county
in the same manner as other assessments are made. All taxes
shall be assest and collected thereon in the manner provided
by law for the collection and payment of county taxes.

4. All hives of bees in each county shall be carefully in-

spected at least once each year by a county or district inspec-
tor, where such inspector has been appointed, and at any time
upon complaint that disease exists among bees of any person,
the inspector to whom complaint is made shall immediately
inspect the bees said to be infected. The inspector shall have
authority to take charge and control of diseased bees and their

hives, and the tools and implements used in connection there-
with for treatment; or destroy such bees, brood or hives and
their contents or implements as may be infected; provided
that if any owner questions a decision of the inspector he may
appeal to three arbitrators selected from among the bee-keep-
ers of the county, one of whom shall be chosen by the owner,
the second by the inspector, and the third by the two so chosen,
whose decision, concurred in by at least two of their number,
shall be conclusive as to the condition of the bees at the time
of such examination.

5. Any person who shall hinder or obstruct, or attempt
to hinder or obstruct, a duly appointed inspector from the
performance of any duty required by this title shall, on con-
viction thereof before a justice of peace having jurisdiction,
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined for the
first offence not less than five nor more than twenty-five dol-

lars, and for any additional oflences, any sum not exceeding
fifty dollars.

Approved, March 11, 1897. To take effect Jan. 1. 1898.

How to Make Hives and Winter-Cases.

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

I have neither the ability, the inclination, nor the desire
to invade Dr. Miller's province, but at the risk of being deemed
meddlesome by him, and of being shot by the "Brothers"
who dwell in central Minnesota (see page 215), I am going to

tell how to make a bee-hive.
If it is the intention to make hives of the capacity of the

8-frame dovetailed hive, you should get some thoroughly dry
pine-boards planed on one or both sides, 93.J inches in width.
I generally get boards 10 inches wide, and plane down to the
right width after they have been sawed into pieces of the
right lengths. The right lengths are 20 Inches for the sides,
and 12J^ inches for the ends of the hives.

You are probably a little curious to know how I rabbet
these hive-ends without the use of any machinery or power
except a common hand-saw and my good right arm, aided a
little now and then by the left one. Well, I lay the hive-ends
on a work-bench and measure from the upper edge down
3 It) of an inch, and_make a mark with a lead-pencil. Then
with a jack-knife held perpendicularly I cut along the mark as
deep as I can. Then turning the knife towards the top of
the board I cut out a sliver of wood so as to make a groove to
start the saw in. Then I put the board in a vise, measure
7 16 of an inch from its inner edge, make another mark,
and cut another groove as before. With the saw in good order
one can quickly saw to the proper depth. Then lay the board
on the bench, fasten at both ends, and you can quickly com-
plete the job.

Having made the rabbets for 150 hives in this way, I

think I may be believed when I say that the work Is not so

formidable as it may seem before trial. Some of my hives are
two-story hives, and besides rabbeting the hives I have made
and rabbeted the supers for nearly all of them.

Having the rabbets sawed out you may consider the work
of making a hive-body as almost done. The nailing should be
started on a perfectly flat surface. It is best to have a sort

of platform a little larger thau the hive, with a cleat strongly

nailed at one edge for a bumper to nail against, and another
cleat nailed on another edge at right angles to the first one.

The nailing can be flnisht by turning the hive on its sides, and
the hive-corners can be kept at right angles by using a square.

The nails should be cut nails, made so as not to be wedge-
shaped crosswise of the grain of the wood. When the hive is

nailed, nail in the tin rabbets. You do not have to gouge out

any hand-holes to lift the hives by. Make cleats 6, 8 or 10
inches long, plane them so that their upper edges shall slant

outward and downward ; whittle the ends so that they shall

be rounding, and nail one on each side of the hive near the

top. My bees have never kickt on the use of these cleats, and
I like them better than the holes.

For covers and bottom-boards I get lumber a strong 14
inches in width, using the best of it for covers, and the poorer
parts, if not too poor, for bottoms. Sometimes I make the

bottoms of two pieces. All of the covers and bottoms are

sawed exactly two feet long, and have cleats two inches

square nailed under each end. The cleat at the back end of

the bottom-board is nailed about Ji-inch from the end for con-

venience in lifting, but the cleat in front is nailed just even

with the end for the convenience of the bees. The cleats for

the cover should be nailed so as to give a play of about }i-

inch.

For all 8 and 10 frame hives of standard depth I use flat

covers, and have never had but one to twist. This twist can
be taken out by the use of the Dibbern hive-hook, and when
once taken out it will stay out. Lath can generally be found
of the right thickness to make the 9g-lnch strips for the bot-

tom-boards. If too thick it is not much work to reduce them
with a plane.

A word about painting hives : It may be that Mr. Doo-
little's idea that an unpainted hive is just as good, if not a

little better, than a painted one, is correct, but for myself I

prefer to paint. No more expensive paints for me, however,
except for covers. For these I use the best of white paint.

For the other parts of the hive a paint made of sweet skim-
med milk and hydraulic cement looks well, costs nothing, is

quite durable, is odorless, and dries quickly so that it can be
renewed with the bees in the hive without annoyance to them.

And DOW having incurred the liability of being run out of

the country with some guns in the hands of enraged " Broth-
ers," I will proceed to exasperate them some more by telling

them how I make winter-cases for my hives.

For an 8-frame hive, dovetailed size, with super on for

chaff cushion, I get two pieces of 2x4 stuff 19 inches long,

and two pieces 2x2 the same length. These are posts to which
the sides of the case are nailed. The boards for the sides are

sawed 30 inches long. The 2x4 pieces come against the sides

of the hive just even with its front. The 2x2 pieces serve as

cleats to keep the end of the case in the rear of the hive from
being prest outward by the packing. The boards for the end
of the case are sawed 22 inches long, and held together by
cleats so as to slip down between the sides of the case like the
end-board of a wagon.

I prefer to have a bottom-board for the winter-case, and
make it two feet wide and three feet long. This bottom is

placed under the hive, and then the sides of the case are set

up on top of it on each side of the hive, and kept from falling

by a piece of wire bent around nails partly driven in the cen-

ter of the posts. Then the end-piece of the case back of the
hive is put in place and another piece of wire is bent around
nails partly driven in the center of the two posts at the rear.

These two pieces of wire are all the support ueeded by the

case. The case can be quickly and noiselessly set up and as

quickly and noiselessly taken down.

You will see that there are four inches of space on each
side of the hive for packing, and a little more than that at the

rear. The packing is straw and chaff from the straw-pile.

This measure of protection may not be sufficient for the lati-

tude of Minnesota, but it is just right here in southern Iowa.
I have never had the entrance to one of my hives thus pro-

tected clogged with dead bees, and spring dwindling is un-

known. Cellar wintering may be better for Minnesota, or,

perhaps the winter-case may be modified to answer a good
purpose there.

My cover for the winter-case is 3 feet long and 214 wide.

The boards are held together by a 2x4 cleat set up edgewise
and nailed near one end, and a cleat about one inch thick
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nailed near the other end. The 2x4 cleat (rives the cover the
proper slant.

All the parts of this winter-case can be used for shade-
boards in summer, or if piled up they need no great amount of

space. They are made of lumber rough and cheap, but I

think all will agree that they are strong and durable.
What about frames, did you say? For all hives taking

the standard frames the V-edged Hoffman is good enough for

me, and John Doe and Richard Roe. It is a little trouble
sometimes to loosen up the first one so as to remove it, but
when this is done it is an easy matter to do anything you want
to do with the rest of them. But please don't get any of the
bobtailed things that call for end-spacers. They get diago-
nally across the hive and slip down against the bottom-board
so easily that one is made to feel sometimes as if he would
like to shoot the man who invented them.

And, now, my dear "Brothers," let me entreat you to

make some bee-hives. You will be very awkward at first, and
make some mistakes, but after awhile you will acquire a de-

gree of skill and carefulness that will enable you to do your
work with a reasonable degree of accuracy and neatness,
and while you are doing the work the whole subject of hives
and their management will be revolving in your minds, and
your knowledge of, and your interest in, the subject will grow
and deepen to such a degree that you will hardly be persuaded
to take a ready-made hive as a gift. Decatur Co., Iowa.

Managing Bees—Report for 1897.

BY D. B. MAHAN.

I remember reading, when a boy in school, that all Gall is

devided iJi partes frcs. I think, however, in some Individuals,

Instead of being divided it has been greatly multiplied, and in

attempting to write an article for the American Bee Journal
I somehow have a suspicion that I may be one of these same
individuals. Nevertheless, encouraged by the thought that
many valuable lessons have been learnt from the ignorant as

well as from the iutelligent, I shall attempt to give a few
thoughts on my method (?) of handling bees.

As to hives, I have found no better than the dovetailed,
with Hoffman brood-frames, and supers filled with plain sec-

tions and cleated separators.
Altho I keep my bees adjacent to an apple-orchard, I do

not utilize the trees for protection from the sun, but instead
use for that purpose a comb roof 2>2 by 3 feet. To make
this, I use three pieces 2 inches square and nearly 3 feet long ;

two short pieces 1x2 inches, and barrel-staves cut 20 inches
long. I use these because they are so much more substantial
than shingles. When completed, one of the 3-foot pieces is

under the comb, the staves on each side of the roof being
nailed to it. Each of the other two 3-foot pieces to which the
roof is nailed is 16 inches from the comb. To the ends of

these a 1x2 inch piece is nailed to prevent the roof from
spreading. The staves are laid with the concave side down,
and lapt so that the roof forms protection from rain as well as
from the heat of the sun.

I set the hives about 4 inches from the ground, and 7 feet
apart each way, and cover each with the roof above described.
In September or October I set each hive in a store-box suffi-

ciently large to leave a space at least 2 Inches on each side

and end of the hive, and 6 inches on the top. I remove the
hive-cover and instead put one or two thicknesses of some
kind of cloth, and on top of that a chaff cushion. The remain-
ing space is filled with chaff or shavings, and the box-cover
and roof (both of which are water tight) are then put on. The
box is so arranged that the chaff or shavings in the front part
of the hive come within 4 inches of the bottom. Underneath
the box-cover a small space should be left for ventilation.

With this outfit I have been reasonably successful. In the
spring of 1S97 I had nine colonies. During the summer I in-

creast to 26, and secured 800 pounds of nice comb honey,
which I sold at an average of 14 cents per pound. Taking
into consideration the fact that the bees were not fed a pound
of anything during the season, I consider this quite a satis-

factory yield. Two colonies (prime swarms) gave me 140
pounds each of surplus honey. The question now revolving
in my mind is: Had I been thoroughly posted in bee-culture,
and had I given my baes the best of attention, would it have
been possible to take from each of the 26 colonies as much as
from each of these two, and thus have secured instead of 800
pounds 3,640 pounds ? If I had known as much about bees
a year ago even, as I do now, I doubtless could have Increast
the product very materially.

I am reading the American Bee Journal with increast
interest. Champaign Co., Ohio.

Proceedings of the Colorado State Couveutiou.

REPORTED BY F. L. THOMPSON.

LContlnued from page 247.]

Mr. G. G. Liebhardt, of The G. G. Liebhardt Commission
Co., then read the following paper:

Packing, Shipping;, and MarUetiog Honey.

The matter of packing should receive attention as to style
and uniformity of package. It is a subject in itself. The
matter of shipping is immaterial at present, being embodied
in the first and second subjects. The matter of marketing is

at present the most important requiring your consideration.

Without proper compensation for your labor you cannot
continue the business. Competition in all lines and branches
of industry is daily becoming sharper, and those not watchfi;!
of changed conditions and tendency of the times will sooner
or later find themselves battling against the stream and fate.

The most casual observer must notice that the tendency of

the times Is for concentration and centralization. Trusts are
being formed for the purpose of making a profit—an increast
profit—or saving those interested from ruin. Trust goods are
the only ones having a staple market price. Even laboring-
men have trusts in the form of unions for protection, in vari-

ous forms, of their wages. We realized ten years ago that
associations formed in fruit districts were not only a benefit

to the individuals interested, but a decided material advan-
tage to the community where located. We have been instru-

mental in various parts of the country in assisting in the for-

mation and successful operation of such associations. By
forming an association you at once obliterate competition
amongst yourselves. As it is now, you have too many com-
petitors and not enough purchasers. Reverse the situation

and you eliminate your element of weakness. By unity of

action you can stop adulteration and increase the home con-
sumption a hundred-fold.

The production of honey in the United States in 1881
was estimated at 200,000,000 pounds. It is probably not
much more than that to-day. Just think of it, not three
pounds of one of the most wholesome foods known to man-
kind is consumed annually by each of the inhabitants of this

country ! I know of no industry to-day that affords such
favorable opportunity for expansion. It requires only pro-

tecting and educating the public—protecting them against
adulteration, and educating them as to the wholesomeness
and use of honey.

You should not delay in forming a Honey-Producers' Asso-
ciation at once, and the beneficial result will be apparent by
the large and enthusiastic assembly you will find at your next
annual meeting.

The G. G. Liebhardt Commission Co.

H. Rauchfuss—I have talkt on this subject for years, and
can only repeat that we ought to have co-operation. I would
like to hear from others.

Mr. Dudley (Secretary of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion)—What facilities has your firm for handling carload lots

out of the State ?

Mr. Liebhardt—Ourselves, and other firms, too, have
facilities for handling all honey without difficulty. Other
matters require attention. Thete is not one-tenth as much
honey consumed as there ought to be.

Mr. Rhodes— I am in favor of co-operation. We ought to

have an organization to handle all the honey we produce.
This State ought to consume all we have. Any surplus can be
handled better by co-operation than in any other way. The
trade should be placed.on a good business basis.

Mr. Adams—I have listened to Mr. Rauchfuss a good deal.
There are difficulties. We do not produce what we should
consume. Many who own 3 to 10 colonies produce a little,

sometimes pretty nice sections, and don't care what they get
for it.

Mr. Lyon—This is a most vital question. There was no
need of selling our honey as we did last year. A man from
the East offered me 20 cents a case more than we were get-
ting. I did not sell to him, but went East with my honey.
The prices here knockt me out, 2i4 to 3 cents a pound. If it
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was not for that cheap honey here I could have done as well

as in former years. I am selling ten times as much as others
in ray neighborhood, and sell for more (10 cents straight),

simply because my customers cannot have it for less.

Mr. Liebhardt— Uutil a year ago the Rocky Ford melon-
growers realized nothing. Many crates were sold here for

less than the cost of the crate. They finally formed an asso-

ciation, and made a contract with an Eastern firm for 25 car-

loads. The firm used 118 carloads at 75 cents a crate. Last
year they took 300 carloads at 95 cents a crate. Fifty crates

were shipt to London. This year the same firm will probably
have 600 carloads. It does not make so much difference

what the price is, as that the parties cannot buy for le.«s.

Mr. Varian—I'm an Irishman. I came here 20 years ago,

and was recently on a visit home. Hardly any product could
be more easily shipt to the other side of the Atlantic than
honey. They could produce much there, but they do not do
so. They get from a shilling to one and sixpence a pound,
and extracted is higher than comb. There is a quantity of

California and West Indian honey In London, but not in Dub-
lin or other cities. I am sure th^-re is quite a chance for the
sale of our honey in England and Ireland, but it will need
concentration and proper parties on the other side. It is just

the same with honey as with butter and cheese—It Is a matter
of custom. England and Wales consume quantities of cheese ;

in Ireland none eat it at all but the wealthy.
The Secretary then read a letter from Mrs. A. J. Barber,

of Montezuma Co., which follows :

Marketing Honey.

My first extracted honey was put into the home market in

1890. At that time this place had only one store and a meat
market. The store-keeper did not want to bother with honey,
so the meat man agreed to see what he could do. I did not
know anything about the business, and neither did he, but we

Owing to foul brood, I had only 1,000 pounds of honey
that year, but it all went for cash—no trading this time. I

invited all the neighbors to come and see the extractor, and
how it workt ; also gave away lots of comb honey the next
spring, after it granulated.

Since 1893 I have never produced less than 7,000 pounds
of extracted honey, often much more, but have never had any
left unsold when the new honey came on ; and have not had a
complaint for two years about honey granulating.

For the last two years I have sold several thousand pounds
through a commission man in Durango. He ships honey to

all the mining towns in southern Colorado, and as a result of

the advertising given by my labels, I have shipt a lot of 60-

pound cans to places that I never would have had orders had
it not been for my labels on the pails, and stamp on sections.

I have made quite a home trade with the neighbors by
trading honey for hay, wheat, beef or any other commodity.
Many of our neighbors who used to think honey was only a

luxury, now lay in their winter supply of honey as regularly

as they do their flour and meat. For the home trade I buy
coal-oil and gasoline cans, and cut the top out to insure their

being well cleaned. These are filled early in the season, and
a cap of white cloth put on. They granulate in a couple of

weeks, and are ready to take anywhere. These are sold at

$4.50 per can. The large lard-pails sell for 60 cents, and
the small ones for 40.

There has been considerable competition lately, but I

make It a rule to put nothing on the market that is not first-

class. I don't know where we shall end, as prices get lower

almost every year, and as production Increases I am afraid

that we shall be obliged to give up the business. I believe

I have mastered this granulated-honey business, in my neigh-

borhood at least, but I can't control the price. I hope that

other members may be able to tell us how to better that.

Mrs. A. J. Barber.

-a B at !'" ^ -^^^

The Bee-Supply Factory of Page S: Lyon Mfg. Co.—One of Our Advertisers.

tried all I had (500 pounds) in half-pint jelly-glasses. It went
off nicely until it began to granulate, when our customers
thought they knew that that honey had been adulturated. We
had a lot of it to melt over, and then people seemed suspicious
of It. We finally got rid of it, however, at 15 cents a glass,
but I was not satisfied to sell something that people suspected,'
so I made up my mind to produce comb honey.

Before the next season came on, however, I took out some
sections that I had put away in a box, and found them granu-
lated hard. I could see no way out of the difficulty, but pro-
duced both kinds again. This time I traded nearly the entire
crop of 1,500 pounds to the neighbors for anything that I

could use. The meat man sold 300 or 400 pounds in pails ;

but the complaints were so many that if I had not been in

love with the bee-business I should have given it up. I had
that year about 200 unfinisht sections. These I concluded to
devote to the education of my customers, so after they had
granulated they were given away to them as a specimen of
genuine alfalfa honey.

In 1S93 I came to this conclusion : "Honey icill granu-
late, and I can't help it. Now the sooner people know all

about it the better. I am well known here, and if I should
stand back of every pound of honey I sell, perhaps it will

make a difference." I had a lot of labels printed, stating that
all pure honey will granulate, and telling how to liquefy it,

and guaranteeing the purity of all honey under that label,
giving name and address. These labels were put on the tin

pails, and the campaign began.

Pres. Alkin—We might say that co-operation Is intelllgen

operation. If all other lines of business organize, what ca^
an individual do ? Also the vastness of our country Is sue.

that only organized machinery can properly reach It. I mar
keted last year 5,500 pounds of extracted honey nearly all in

our own market. As a rule, when once taken, it is taken
again. The product must be brought before the people. Ex-
tracted honey is the most poorly packt of all syrups. Do you
expect the retail dealer to retail from a wholesale package '?

Just so long as you do we will never have a market. Even E.

R. Root says the public will not take it candied. It is simple.

Mrs. Barber has convinced her customers. I have sold many
three and five pound packages of granulated honey. I tell

my customers that I would have to melt It up, and that they
might as well save me the trouble. Some prefer it thus for

carrying to the mountains.

H. Rauchfuss—We should adopt an original label, regis-

tered, as a guarantee that the honey is pure. It will increase

the consumption. We have given jelly-glasses of honey to

those who never ate it, and afterwards sold them 10-pound
packages. If we could organize and adopt an original pack-

age, we could sell all oux honey.

Mr. Whipple— I had considerable honey left over the first

year I started in. I made it into vinegar. Since then I have
not had enough honey left over to make all the vinegar I can
:lell. A demand for extracted honey has arisen, and I have
bought some.
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Mr. Pease—What is the market price of honey here in

Denver ?

Mr. Liebhardt—There is no market price. There never
will be as long as present conditions continue. Will adulter-
ated honey granulate?

Pres. Aikin— I think not.

Mr. Liebhardt—Then that is one of the main points that
ought to be brought ont, to show the purity of your honey.

F. Rauchfuss—California white-sage honey and some
Cuban honeys will not granulate for a long time. But we have
no honey in Colorado that will not granulate in a short time.

Mr. Brock—As to the market price, I askt 10 cents for
my honey. A mac said he could get honey for 6 cents. But
I sold him 20 pounds at 10 cents.

Mr. Rhodes—I sold 5 to 6 tons per year several years ago
of extracted honey in just one or two streets, by giving away
tastes. The thing is to get honey to the people. Where we
would sell a tint to begin with we would afterward sell much
larger quantities.

Pres. Aikin—As a result of my work, The A. I. Root Co.
say that if no other firm will take up the matter tney will,

providing bee-keepers take carload lots of cans. In the Cana-
dian Bee Journal Mr. Holtermann says he is backt by the
Goold, Shaply & Muir Co., in obtaining a suitable retail pack-
age, which sells itself, and can be packt in a 10-cent flour
barrel, and shipt as granulated honey in barrels at a low rate
of freight. I packt 30 four-pound pails in a 5-cent lime-bar-
rel and shipt it as honey in barrels, at fourth-class freight, to
Kansas at half the cost of former shipments. The Western
Freight classifications of honey, as f urnisht by F. Rauchfuss,
are as follows

:

In pails and cans, double 1st; in cans boxt, 4th ; In glass
jars boxt, 2nd : in tumblers boxt, 1st ; in kegs, 4rth ; in bar-
rels or casks, ith ; in boxes with glass fronts, 1st; granulated
in pails, boxt, 2nd.

Mr. Pease—My sweet clover honey has not granulated.
Suppose our honey does not granulate?

Pres. Aikin—That is why we must adopt a standard pack-
age that is sealed. Alfalfa honey, too, when it has once been
melted, hardly ever gets really solid again, but consists of
granules mixt in the liquid. It stays that way several years.
I sold my extracted honey at a low price. I reasoned this
way: If I pay freight, etc., how much have I left ? About
as much as Cilifornia producers get, and we all know what
that Is. But here are a lot of poor people buying syrups ; my
neighbors have just as good a right to get it cheap as some
commission-man. Granulated sugar makes a good syrup. It

is a matter of cheapness. So I aimed to keep the price some-
where near that of granulated sugar. And advertising pays.
I got more for my honey than if I had shipt it. It we pro-
duced 10, 20, or 100 times as much there would be a market
for it. It would take the place of sugar and glucose.

Mr. Liebhardt, there has been a discussion about the rela-
tive merits of tall and square sections. Here are two sections
of honey, one tall and one square. Which do you prefer ?

Mr. Liebhardt—The square one. If the tall sections were
adopted, we would have to prove they had not been trimmed
off. The eye desires a perfect shape.

[Continued next week.]

The 'Wood Binder for holding a year's numbers of
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends to us 20 cents. It is a very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for
reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
.#-.-.

Tlie Alsike Clover L,eaflet consists of 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-
tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,
are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.

Langstrotli on tbe Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for.SL25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

CONDUCTED BT

DR. O. O. MILLER, OiLAJiEFlGO, ILL,

[Questions may lie mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.l

Formic Acid in Honey.

In what manner does formic acid get into honey ? Can it be
extracted from the honey ' If so, how ? Ontario.

Answer.—The best authorities seem to think it gets into the
honey through the circulation of the bee. Probably there is no
practical way by which you can get it out of the honey, and prob-
ably it wouldn't be a good thing to get it out if you could.

nianagins an Out-Apiary.

I am going to start an out-apiary this season of about 60 colo-
nies, and will run them for comb honey. I want to tend the out-
yard and home-yari alone. Please give the full management.

MiCUIGAN.
Answer.—To give entire management of an out-apiary would

take many times the room allowed in this department. It involves
all that is involved in the management of the home apiary, the
principal points of difference being—at least in your case—that
there is no one at hand at all times to watch for swarms. A queen-
trap In front of each hive or some other plan must be used. Much
information as to management of out-apiaries is given in Root's
• A B C of BeeCultare."

[We mail this book for ?1. 2.5. or club it with the Bee Journal
for one year—both together for .?3.00.—Editor.]

Quu§tions on Siiallow Brood-Cliauibers, Etc.

1. Please give your ideas of the advantages and disadvantages
of the Heddon or double-shallow-brood-chamber.

2. If you were to use double-shallow-brood-chambers, what
kind would you recommend—the Heddon closed-end frames with
screws, or two of our regular supers, Sf^ high with HofTman's half-
depth frames, 5\ ?

3. Could we not use thumb-screws with the Hoffman frames
and invert them if necessary ?

4. Would the bees build brace-combs between the brood-
chambers ?

5. In this section we do not get over 30 pounds of nice honey
from each colony; this we get from sourwood, and is nearly our
last honey plant or tree. Now to change the brood-chambers just
when we wanted the bees to store this sourwood honey in sections,
would they not carry the dark honey already in the brood-chamber
up into the sections, and also the sourwood ? Then, of course, they
would not have anything to winter on. I think it would be all

right to change brood-chambers, invert them if they would not
carry what honey they had in the brood-chambers into the sec-
tions. How is this ?

Ij. How would it do to use two brood-chambers up to the sour-
wood flow, and then put all the bees into one brood-chamber, 5-}{

high, until the sourwood flow is over ; in the meantime keep one or
two colonies, and put the extra brood-frames or hives on these col-
onies, and let them store honey in them, au<i after the flow put
them back on the original colonies for winter ?

I do not think it advisable to scatter these extra brood-frames
over weak colonies, as the original shallow brood-cases would not
have enough to winter on after sourwood flow. It would be very
nice to give the extra frames to weak colonies if the original colo-
nies could store enough to winter on. I have been using the Lang-
stroth S-frame hive, but it's very hard to get bees into the sections.
I cut one of them down to about five or six inches last season, and
got 24 pounds of nice sourwood honey from it, while I got scarcely
nothing from the others, except when I cnt it out of the
brood-frames.

7. What about queen-excluding boards for these shallow hives ?

Do you lay the queen-excluder down flat on the brood-frames, or a
bee-space between the brood-frames and queen-excluder

8. Does inverting these brood-chambers make bees tear down
queen-cells ? If so, this would be one good point.

9. In using a bottom-board '^ high, or a bee-space (X ^s in the
Danzy hive), would the bees not build brace-combs between the
bottom of the hive and brood-frames ? And again, would "5, high
not hinder them from reaching or climbing up to the brood-frames
with a load of honey ?

10. How about the fence-separator and tall sections ?

North Carolina.

Answers.— 1. Not having had practical experience, which you
have had. I can hardly give anything that would be of value to you.

2. I should prefer those that would hang true without any
screwing together.

3. Yes, but if I were going to use thumb-screws, I should much
prefer the Heddon frames. Tbey will go together more solid than
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the Hoffmans, which come together ooly part of their length, and
have one sharp edge that, under the pressure of the thumbscrews,
might cut in more than desirable.

4. Probably to some extent.
5. If they don't carry up the honey from the inverted combs,

what object in inverting '. Probably, however, the honey would
not be carried up in all cases.

6. Concentrating the force of the colony in less space just as a
flow is beginning, will, of course, have a tendency to compel them
to store in the super, and may work all right, providing there is no
trouble about winter stores and the colony being too weak after-
ward. But in the main it is probably better to have colonies pow-
erful enough to work in supers without such cutting down. One
season of failure I had just one colony that gave me a super of
honey, and that was a colony with IG Langstroth frames. If you
have a bait section in a super there is little trouble, but they will

store surplus in it if they are strong enough to store, and there is

anything to store from. The point to aim at is to have colonies as
strong as possible at the time the main flow opens. Possibly your
colonies might be stronger to good advantage. It might be that
you would not do badly to try the plan of John F. C4ates, who gets
good crops of honey by keeping strong colonies in big box-hives.
But he doesn't get a pound of surplus from these colonies. He gets
swarms from them, hives the swarms in small hives, gets his crop
from these small hives, and after he has taken the crop breaks up
the colonies in the small hives, relying on his big hives, or " breed-
ers," as he calls them, to build up for winter and swarm again the
next year.

7. It depends upon the kind of excluder you have. If you have
merely the sheet of zinc, that can lie Hat upon the top-bars. But
you will probably be better satisfied to use an excluder with slats
that will make a bee-space between top-bars and excluder.

8. It cannot be relied on.
9. They are not likely to build brace-combs, but in the course

of the season they will build up little hummocks of propolis here
and there, making it appear as if they were making something to
climb upon. Theoretically they ought to be troubled no little to do
so much climbing. Practically I never could see any bees waiting
for their turn to get up, even when there was no chance to get up
except a block at each corner.

10. As yet they have been tried by comparatively few. I think
no adverse report has come from any one who have tried them, but
some who have not tried them strongly oppose them.

Putting Kces Out Early.

I see by the Bee Journal that you have put your bees out.
Why, what does that mean ? I thought you always kept them in
till they could gather honey and pollen !

I have been in the habit for years of putting my bees out as
early as possible on any fine day so they can have a good flight.

You see, by doing so, they commence to breed and have a lot of
young bees to take the place of old ones when warm weather
comes.

I put mine out on March 14, and since then we have had just
such weather as I like, for it keeps the old bees in and prevents a
good deal of what is called ' spring dwindling."

Kane Co., 111. Geo. Thompson.

Answer.—This year I wanted to try the experiment of copying
you Pox-river bee-keepers, so I put out 20 colonies March 14, the
same day you put out yours, and left the rest to be put out the
usual time—when soft maples bloomed and all things pointed to
the opening of spring. But that time came only two days later,
when maples were blooming, and frogs and meadow-larks singing.
So I began putting out the rest March IT, and the two times of
putting out were so close together that I don't know any more
about the matter than I did before. Maybe I'll live to try it agaiu
next spring.

Experiments with Six-Frame Hives.

In answer to your question on page 76.3 (1897) I would say: I

have wintered from 10 to 25 colonies of bees in six-frame hives for
four years, and I am now begiuning the fifth winter. I have been
doing this as an experiment for the sole purpose of finding out the
best hive for general purpose?, especially for the farmer bee-keeper.
I have been doing this experimenting for over 20 years, along with
other business, and have experimented with all kinds of hives, and
the hive which I shall describe is uot just the exact one that I want,
but I have in my mind's eye to day a hive which I believe will be
perfection for an all-purpose hive. I am going to experiment next
season, and then as soon as I can find a suitable location I will
engage in the bee-business as a business.

The hive which I have used for the last five years is a six-frame
one, size S-^^ inches wide, frame 17 inches long, inside measure, and
eight inches deep; top-bar I'-j inches wide and one inch deep, '4-

inch bee-space with '4 inch to divide in seven parts to space.
I fed one fall (1895), as there was no honey to gather in this

country, and this gave me a splendid chance to experiment. So 1

took one six-frame, one eight, and one nine-frame hive, and gave
them equal amount of sugar, and then did not look at them again
until the last of March, 189(1. Now, how did I find them ? The
eight and nine-frame had not a live bee on them, but the six-frame
was in fair condition, and had some stores yet. So this was good
proof which hive was best for wintering.

Still one more experiment: June '20. 1897, there came out a
nice swarm from an eight-frame hive, and before I had time to

hive it, out came another from a six-frame, and as a matter of

course settled with the first swarm. Now I said to my wife, "Here
is a good chance for an experiment,'' and we hived them in a 12-

frame hive, and the next day another six-frame colony cast a
swarm, and we hived it in a six-frame hive. Now, what did I get
in the way of surplus ', I got 35 pounds of fine honey from the Vi-

frame, and 48 pounds of the same kind from the six-frame. Please
tell me which hive you would rather keep as a business hive, the 12

or the six. I know.
I want double-wall hives, and also want a follower both in the

hive-body and in the surplus arrangement. I do not feed in the
fall—March and April is the proper time to feed.

My colonies get very strong in six-frame hives. Five the past
season averaged 130 pounds each of comb honey : best one 134

pounds, while the best I got from my nine-frame colonies was
70 pounds, and the eight-frame 94 pounds. These are the best.

Now. these are big yields for this part of the county. They proba-
bly do not occur more than once in 10 years, altho I would like to

see them often.
I prefer this hive because it takes less lumber to build it. A

colony will give more surplus of comb honey, and it takes less

honey to winter—three very important points. In five years' use
I have only found the queen in the sections twice. Of course.
Doctor, you are aware that it will take somewhat closer attention
to use a six-frame hive than it will to use a larger one, but I think
I got good pay for my watchfulness. I wish I could see you and
describe to you the kind of hive we need. When I say "hive," I

mean everything complete—hive, supers, frames and all.

If I have done you some good with this scribbling. I am happy
indeed. David N. Ritchey.

Franklin Co., Ohio.

Answer.—Mr. Ritchey, when one can get such results as you
mention, it hardly seems that his practice can be much out of the
way. Still, a question may yet be raised whether you would get
the same results if you used exclusively six-frame hives. There's
John F. Gates (I wonder if John has gone to sleep; I haven't seen
anything from him tor some time) he gets all his honey from very
small hives, and he also has some very large hives from which he
gets no honey, but he counts that his large hives are the most im-
portant, for be gets rousing swarms from them, and these swarms
when hived in the little hives give him good crops, but he doesn't
carry the little ones over winter.

There are certainly advantages in the small hives, and it's a
big advantage to have such little fellows to handle, and altho you
say they need closer watching, I'd be willing to give the closer

watching if they'd give right results. You do not say whether in

any case you have kept the same colony straight along for several
years in a six-frame hive. That would be a better test. Possibly
you have done so. but you don't mention it. For, in a locality

where the main harvest comes directly after swarming-time, if

two swarms are of equal ability, the one put in a six-frame hive
ought to give more surplus than the one in the eight-frame hive,

because it puts less honey in the brood-chamber. But the question
is, how would they compare the following year ? Can you have
as strong a colony with five or six frames of brood as with seven
or eight ?

It will be interesting to know if you have compared the two
hives separately for several years, and can give us results. I should
not expect so strong colonies in six frames as in more, but the
proof from the bees themselves is the most conclusive.

Pestered witli Ant§—Carrying Out Earva*.

1. Here in Southern Indiana, when we take our honey off and
store it away for future use, the ants get into it and carry it off

and desiroy it to such an extent that they are a great nuisance.
What can we do to prevent it ?

2. I have three colonies that are carrying out young brood,
and occasionally I see a moth among the dead larv:i? on the alight-

ing-board. What is the cause ; Indiana.

Answers.— 1. Various means of dealing with the pests have
been suggested, but really the best thing is to have the honey in

ant-tight cases, so the ants can't get at it all. In the meantime you
might try a sponge lightly filled with sweetened water—altho it

will be necessary to exclude them from the honey if you want them
to attack anything less sweet—and then when the sponge is covered
with ants, dip it in boiling water.

2. If the brood is somewhat mature and the number not verj*

great, it may be that wax-worms have injured the brood so it is

carried out. That's not very likely to be the case thus early in the

season. More likely the brood carried out is mostly young and
white, and the brood is destroyed because starvation has come.
Unless stores are obtained from some source the end may not be
far off.

Xhe Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their snbscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

See "Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 205.
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enable him to secure the honey with the least possible labor.

It is not a question of how can I secure the most honey per
colony ; but, of how can I make the greatest profits. This is

the broad sense in which bee-keeping must be viewed if we are
to reach the highest commercial success."

Mr. Hutchinson, in the same editorial from which the

above paragraph Is taken, speaks of a neighbor bee-keeper

who had been to Detroit to sell honey, " and found that the

finest white comb honey could be bought for only 10 cents a

pound." Then he quotes his neighbor as saying :

"Of course, there is a profit in it at that figure; but, I

tell you, a fellow has got to produce a lot at that price to

make anything."

But Is there any necessity for the best comb honey selling

at 10 cents per pound ? We say no. There was no need of

the price of honey going so low In this city the past winter.

As we said some time ago, had It not been for a few unwise

bee-keepers themselves coming In here with their own crops,

and selling at too low a figure, and direct to grocers, we be-

lieve there would have been no necessity for commission-men

to lower the price in order to effect sales. Our own experience

in the honey-business the past winter proves that. And what
applies here will apply In almost every other city. The trouble

is, the whole honey-business is on a wrong basis ; and until

there is some sort of co-operation among beekeepers them-

selves, we fear they never will realize a .iust price for their best

honey in the city markets.

We have found that the majority of honey-consumers are

not so very particular as to the price. If they only are satis-

fied that they are getting the pure article when they buy. And
right here is where a national pure food law would help

amazingly.

There is much more that could be said along this line, but

we will reserve it for future occasions.

The Connecticut Convention.—The seventh

annual meeting of the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association

will be held at the Capitol, at Hartford, Wednesday, May 4,

1898, commencing at 10:30 a.m. The topics for discussion

are as follows :

1. Is it any profit to the ordinary farmer to keep bees'?
2. Which are the best, loose or tight bottom-boards ?

3. Has the plain section and slat or fence separator any
advantages over the section with bee-way?

4. Is it necessary to cover the sections in a super ? If so,

what Is the best covering ?

5. Are the wax-scales that fall to the bottom of the hive
ever used by the bees ?

6. How can queens be easily found ?

7. Is the honey In our State adulterated to any extent ?

8. Is there need of additional State laws for the protec-
tion of the food-consumer ?

9. How can a demand for honey be developt ?

10. Should a colony of bees be left queenless through the
winter?

11. Does any one know of a case of foul brood In this

State?

Mrs. W. E. Riley, 54 Hawkins St., Waterbury, Conn., is

the Secretary, who can be addrest for further information. If

desired.

"Wing-strokes of Bees.—The San Francisco Post

reports that " a captive bee striving to escape has been made
to record as many as 15,540 wing-strokes per minute in a

recent test." That is almost be(e)wilderlng to think of.

Xlie McEvoy Foul Brood Xreatnient is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.

Mr. M. M. Baldridge says in the Bee-Keepers' Review,
that he thinks the great value of sweet clover as a soil-reno-

vator comes chiefly from its dense shade.

Mr. John Newton—a successful young bee-keeper of

Canada— is writing for the American Bee-Keeper. Mr. New-
ton's portrait graces the April number of that paper.

Mr. T. F. .Bingham, of Clare Co., Mich., wrote us Apri
11:

"Bees have wintered well about here. My apiary gath-
ered pollen yesterday and to-day."

Mr. H. Lathrop, of Green Co., Wis., wrote us April 8 :

" The bees are placed on the summer stands. There has
been little or no loss, and I never saw bees stronger or better
supplied with stores at this season of the year."

Prof. Max Muller had this to say along the spelling-

reform line:

" English spelling is a national misfortune ; It Is unintelli-

gible, unhistorical, and unteachable."

Mr. S, T. Pettit, of Ontario, Canada, writlng^us April

IS, said :

"The spring is here again, and all Nature seems to re-

joice. Neither the bees nor the birds seem to carry any bitter

grudges in their loving little hearts. I wish we were as good."

Mr. J. B. Wilhelm, of Seneca Co., Ohio, wrote us April 9 :

"We have so many bee-keepers that are penny wise and
pound foolish. They are so saving that they cannot afford to

take a good bee-paper, and lose more than enough to pay for

a number of them, provided they would follow the instruc-

tions and advice given in the papers from time to time. A
person's life is too short to learn all by experience about the
production of honey."

Just so, Mr. Wilhelm. It is surprising, the number of bee-

keepers there are that seem determined not to learn how to

keep their bees more profitably. But " where ignorance is

bliss," etc. _______

The New York Voice, publisht at 30 Astor Place, New
York, N. Y., is perhaps the most powerful newspaper the
temperance reform ever had. It has lately been investigating

the surroundings of some of the larger colleges and universi-

ties of this country, and the condition of things that it has
disclosed Is enough to congeal the blood In every respectable

man's veins. It has found that in some instances the students
seem to devote more time in an attempt to see how they can
distinguish themselves as drinking hoodlums and bums,
rather than for high morals and Intelligence. We believe

that when parents once really learn that others have been
rearing sons and sending them away to become drunkards,
gamblers and moral lepers, they will be careful to select the

college for their sons that is dead against the saloon, and
bawdy-house accompaniment. What a shame that our Ameri-
can youth should find themselves in institutions of learning

where the president and professors lend their Influence toward
encouraging the drink evil I Send for a free sample copy of

the New York Voice, then subscribe for it, and learn about Its

great work. Price, $1.50 a year.

Bee-Keeping- for Beginners is the title of a
110-page book Just out, from the pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-

bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure

the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for .'51.40 ; or, we will mall it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a year (at Sl.OO), and 10 cents extra.
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Horseradish for Stings is recommended in Le Rucher
Belg?. Apply the crusht leaf to the wound, and soon pain
and swelling will disappear.

Weak Colonies andPropolis —Editor Holtermann thinks
a weak colony, other things being equal, is worse at propo-
lizing than a strong one. If that be true, it is another argu-
ment in favor of strong colonies.

Does Crowding Induce Swarming ?— It is generally be-
lieved that when bees are crowded for room in the brood-
chamber it is an inducement to swarming, but Editor Holter-
mann now thinks that crowding hives in an apiary has effect
in the same line, because of the " many bees humming, flying
and roaring about in a limited space."

To Lessen Brood-Rearing after harvest in places where
there is no late flow, and where rearing a large amount of
brood is not desired, Le Rucher Beige advises contracting the
entrance to the hive, as brood-rearing cannot be carried on
without abundance of fresh air. Possibly there. is a hint here
for those Californians who desire to limit brood-rearing where
there is no harvest.

How to Report Crooked Firms is considered by the editor
of the Review. He thinks there is no use in saying a word un-
less you give the name of the firm, and then give such informa-
tion as will allow reading between the lines that the firm needs
watching. But if the law will not allow a journal to say in
plain terms that a firm should not be trusted, would it not be
equally liable for hinting it?

Carniolan Bees.—R. F. Holtermann, apicullurisl of the
Ontario Experimental Apiary, reports upon 12 colonies of
Carniolan bees. They were very gentle, built up well in the
spring, but the queens being dark were much harder to find
than Italians. Swarms hived on full sheets of foundation did
all right, but those hived on starters built very poor comb,
having a large proportion of drone-comb, and swarmed excess-
ively, without waiting to complete their combs. ._J ._j

Pettit's Divider.—F. A. Gemmill has used and likes it,

and thinks a better name would be " perforated follower."
The only objection is, that it makes just so much additional
furniture, and a super will not hold so many sections, but the
outside row is filled about the same as the center. R. F. Hol-
termann thinks it would be better to use perforated metal for
dividers, as the perforations are exact, and they can easily be
cleaned by throwing them in a weak solution of lye.

IRSJfe', Temperature of Bees in Winter.—The bee- is warrcJ-
blooded. According to some the temperature of a bee's body
under normal conditions is 81. 5-—according to others 95-.
Some bees that were torpid in a temperature of 48-' but
brought to life in a temperature of 59-', showed a body heat of
77-'. The cluster in winter is kept up to 50- to 53- at its

outer part. When the surrounding atmosphere goes down to
zero or lower, the bees in the center of the cluster run the heat
up to 86 or more by means of eating and exercising. This
increast heat in the center of the cluster is necessary so that
the outer part of the cluster may not go below 50-, and ex-
plains how it is that breeding is commenced in colonies out-
doors in winter, but not in cellared colonies. The center of
the cluster in cellar is too cold for breeding, for it doesn't need
to be heated up to keep the outer bees warm enough.—Dr. C. C.
Miller, in Gleanings.

Coggshall's Way of Extracting.—According to the edi-
tor's report in Gleanings, VV. L. Coggshall has a reckless,
slap-dash way of working bees that would drive many a man
wild. He seems to take no precaution against robbers, but
pushes right ahead regardless. The robbers pounce onto the
combs and the hone)', and when a half-day's or a day's ex-
tracting is over there will be two to four inches of dead bees
in the honey. But the honey being drawn off from beneath,
there will be no bees in what leaves the extractor. The build-
ing in which the extracting is done being by no means fire-

proof, when the extracting is ovar "the bees simply have a
glorious old spree cleaning things itp." Before condemning
this plan too severely, it may be well to ask whether the ex-

peditious way in which Mr. Coggshall rushes things through
may not partly account for the fact that he succeeds with
about 1,000 colonies of bees, and makes money at it.

A peculiarity of his extractor is that a pair of combs are
put in each side, being separated by a sheet of tin. When one
side of the combs are emptied, instead of taking out a frame,
turning it around and putting it back in the same place, two
frames are graspt by one hand, two frames by the other, all

four lifted out, and without any turning the frames simply
change places. Sometimes, however, only one frame is lifted

by each hand. In either case, what a saving of time !

Doolittle and Root on Plain Sections.— Doolittle and
editor Root do not agree as to the advisability of adopting
plain sections, as anyone will conclude after seeing the 2X
pages of Gleanings they tramp over in their tussle. Doolittle

estimates that it would cost him .?L00 to make the change in

his apiary, and allowing that only a fourth of the bee-keepers
of the laud should change, and that the average cost would be
to them only a tenth as much, or $10 each, it would make a
total cost of $1,000,000 to make the change to plain sections.

He doesn't value the argument that the plain sections will be
filled fuller, for lighter sections sell best. The extra price ob-
tained for plain sections of honey he thinks is due to special

pushing, without which the plain section would sell for no
more than the other. Thiaks when you come to count neces-
sary cost of veneers for shipping-cases, there will be no saving.

Mr. Root thinks Mr. Doolittle overestimates the cost of the
change, as old supers need not be thrown away, and instead of

•SI.00 per colony, he stipulates to make the necessary change
for Mr. Doolittle for -lO cents per colony, on the basis of 25
wide frames per colony. He says if it is better not to have the
outer row of cells sealed, a slight change in the fence will

effect that, but urges the importance of sealing next the wood
to secure safe shipping. Mr. Root meets the .31,000,000 out-

lay by saying the saving of expense for making bee-ways in

sections, counted at 25 cents a thousand, providing one-fourth
the bee-keepers use 5,000 sections a year, will amount to

.$1,200,000 every year.

It's a neatly fought battle, and the reader will very likely

not have his opinion very much changed after witnessing it.

Facing Comb Honey.—Editor Root and Doolittle have
been winking at the practice of putting the best sections next
the glass in a shipping-case. Oh, but doesn't Hasty go for
them In Review! What he says couldn't all be boiled down
for this department. It wouldn't be safe. It's so hot that if

it were boiled down any more it would set fire to the whole
batch. He refers to Gleanings, page 175, and quotes the fol-

lowing from Doolittle:
" And I also claim that there is nothing out of the way, if

any one chooses to do so, in shipping cases of honey having
XXX faces and XX or X honey inside, on eommission. Yea,
more, I claim that there would be nothing dishonest in filling

the center of the ease with buckwheat honey, the same having
XXX white honey facers, providing it was sltipt on commis-
sion, every case alike, and the producer thought it to his in-

terest to do so."

Hasty thinks when Doolittle said that, he was not laying
at the sleek and wonderful Devil with the sword of the Spirit

— not laying at him with the kick of an honest man—just

gently stroking him down the back. "One almost listens to

hear his majesty purr. Every trickster will feel bolder after

reading that quotation." Referring to the argument that
veneering is common and deceives no one. Hasty says :

" 'AH
our people do so' is the Congo canuibal's argument—does it

prove anything ? The fact that schemes to deceive purchasers
are almost universal is only a peremptory call to arms for all

those who have been listening to the Man of Nazereth . . . .If

we believe in warfare against the world, the flesh and the
Devil, we must not be talking 'armistice' all the while."

This Boiler is not supposed to have ooiuions of his own

—

only a parrot to repeat what others say— but would like to lay

down his stirring-stick long enough to give Hasty a very hearty
grip with both hands.

Bees-wax Wanted.—Until further notice we will

pay 27 cents cash for all the good yellow beeswax delivered

to us. We accept only that which is absoutely pure. If you
want cash, and want it at once, send us your beeswax now.
Be sure to put your own name and address on each package,
when shipping. Then mark it very plainly—George W. York
& Co., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

Georfi:e W. York & Co.,
ChlcnKO» lUs.

Beea and Honey, or Manaseraent of nn Apiary
Tor Pleasnre nnd I'rotit, by TlioiuiiB G.Newman.—
This edition baa been largely rewritten, thoroughly
revised, and is " fully up with the times " In all the
toproveoients and inventions In this rapidly-devel*
Opln^ pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid In tiie successful manage-
ment of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the most honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 250 pages, and 245 Illustrations—is beautifully
printed In tlie highest styie of the art, and bound
in cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

I^ungstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Z^adant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and 1b fully Illustrated. It
treats of everytlilng relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Rev. L. 1.. L,angstroth — th©
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has b'ZH pages;
bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, J1.25.

Bee-fi.e:ri>ers* Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J, Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is nut only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but Is
Interesting and tlioroughly practical and scientlflc.
Itcontains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physloiot'> of bees. 4iiU pages ; bound In cloth and
?ully illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientlflc Qiieen-Kearlns^, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttie.—A method by which
the very best of Queen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. ITi! pages, bound In
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopsedia of 400 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con*
tains ;^UU engraving's. It was written especially foi
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Ciilture, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You sliould read his book. itQ

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts-

Rational Bee-^eeplnqr, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-cuUiire. It has 350 pages; bound
\a paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newnan. .-

This la a German translation of theprlncipfi por-
tion of the book called Bkes of Honey^ 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Hund-Book, for Bee-Keepers. .

"

Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjectsfor
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered- Prlcei 25 cts.

Praotical Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. MUTH. Also contiiins a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Why Eat Honey '?~This Leaflet is Intend-
ed for KKEE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mall, 30 cts.; 500 forSl.2.T; luou, $2.00.

How to K.eep Honey and preserve Its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alftike Clover Ijeaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for 25 cts. ; 100 for 40 cts. ; 200. 7Uc.

Apiary Reslstcr, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. tl.OO; forlOO colonies, $1.25.

Preparation of llone^' for the Market,
'ncludlng the production and care of comb ana
axtracted honey. A chapter from. Bees aX"?
HoxEV. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Pasturage a Necessity.—This book sug-
gests what and liow to plat it is a chapter fron
Bees and Honev, Price, 10 cents.

The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doolittle. It
details his manag-ement of bees, and methods
of producing- comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

I>r. HovFard's Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price. 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A, .T. Cook.—It
fiives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, -Zb cts.

"Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping:, by G,
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

History of Bee-Associations, and Brief Re-
ort of the first 20 conventions. Price, 10 cts

Fonl Brood Treatment^ by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kobnke.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comh or extracted honey." 8)J p.; illustrated. 25c.

Commeroial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1, bound in wate r
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 40 cts. No. 2
in tine artihciai leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green'** Four Boolts, by Chae. A. Green.
—Devoted to. 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd. How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25ct8.

Garden and Orcliard, by Chas. A. Green
-Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage. Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. :i5 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Ijuniber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sugar and the Sug-ar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price. 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Capons and Capouizln;:, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.-Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for market and Poultry for
Protlt. by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural Life.— Bees. Poultry, Fruits, Veg^e-
tables, and Household Matters. HXi pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price. 40 cts,

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Oireetory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Oueen-Rearing, etc. Price. 5oc.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Head Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
boob named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the liooks on this page.
Following is theclubblng-llst:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 82.00
2. A B Cof Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keepere Guide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey (Cloth bound] 1.65
5. Doollttle's Scientific Queen-Hearing. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Bienen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper bound] 1.75
12. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hand-Book 1,15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
IS. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. L 1.25
26. Comme-clal Calculator. No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture.. 1.20
32. Hand-Book ot Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bkb
JouKNAL. Then please call upon them
aai get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

GOLDEN BEAUTIES...
Three-band Italian Queens rea-'ed from
Root's stock. Golden Queens, from the
best selected stock. Untested. 50 cents;
Tested. ITi cents. Carnlolan Queens at
same price.

E. Y. TERRAL & CO.,
Cameron, Texa§«

12Atf Mention the American Bee Journal.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
ping device is a fine thing
for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mall
it for 30 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at SI.00; or for -SI. 10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEOHGE W. iORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL&

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested in sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be witliout the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP^^^
has a hobby which is thesheepbreederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time Are you Interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, • - Chicago^

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

'• Bee-Keeplng for Beginners," price 50 cents.

Imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Aiienxta, Ga.

EGG$
i^yn^iz

From pure bred, barred P.
Rocks Large and fine plu-
maged. $1.00 per 15. Also
Light Brabmas and Black
Langshans, same price. B.
P. Rock Cockerels, $1.'25.

BEES!!ML!Mil!i(jUEEMS!
Tested Queens. $1.00 each; Untested, 50c.
3-Frame Nucleus ot Bees with good Queen J3.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. L. C.lKRI\GTON,
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.

Wlllinniv^ JSelf HIver and Trap.—Some-
tlllUdUlK thing practical and economical.
A combination Queen and Drone-Trap, used
also as a selfhlver of swarms. Illustrated and
described on page i:u. Address for circular,
GeO.W.Wii.m.ims, Humansville, Polk Co. Mo.
16A'3t Please mention the Bee .Tournal,

liee - Hives, E^eciions, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders tilled promptly.
Send for catalog «ll»SESOTA HEE-
KEEPERS' SlIFPLV MFK. 0(1., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

Convention i^'otlfes.

Connecllcut.—The seventh annual meet-
ing of the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Associ-
ation will be held at the Capitol, at Hartford,
Wednesday, May 4, 189S- 10::iO am. Every
bee-keeper in tiio State should take an a':tlve
interest in this meeting. .\11 are cordially
invited. Mrs. W. E. Kii.ev, Sec.

Waterbury, Conn.

Illinois—The spring meeting of the North-
ern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will be
lield at the residence of Ale.xatnler Patterson,
5 miles nortlnvest of Rockforti, Tuesday, May
17, 1898. All are cordially invited.

B IvENNEDY. Sec, New Milford, 111.
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Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arranpements po that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or expreBS. at the following prices,
cash with order-

5tt> lOtti 25ft> 50ft
Sweet Clover (white). .60 »1.00 J2.2.5 »t.00
Alsike Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3 00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. TORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL,

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now readv for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Raiided Italians and Meet
CJrHy €arnlolan«. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each ; June and until October 50 cents
each. Tested $1.00 each. Good Breeders, $3
each, ijtraigbt 5-Banded or "Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLE, Bee Co, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when waiting.

Ulnfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iUUlll !j Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send lor our new catalog.
Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c

in stamps. Apply to—

Clias. 7. Mntli & Sou, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak*'OUR PRICES

ing the new
Champion Cliafl-Hive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ $ 8

K. H. SrH,MIDT A: CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

fiease mention Bee Journal when writinc;.

|»- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A.J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discovmts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOB
Has No Sag in Brood-Framea

Thin Fiat-Bottom Fouiidatiou

Baa So Fishbone in the Sarplns Hooey.

Being the cleanest 1b naually workei
tbe qalokeet of any FoQDdatlon made

J. A. VAN DKl'SEN,
Sole Manufaotnrer,

Bproat Brook MontRomery Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

DCC I^CCDTDC ! Let me send you my 64-
DLL'^LLrLnO I page Catalog tor 18M8

J. m. Jenkiu»4 Wetumpka, 41a.

Please mention Bee Joxinial -when writing

Winter Loss Light.

My bees are in good condition this spring.
The winter loss was light. They have gath-
ered lots of pollen, but not much honey yet.

Hamilton Co., N. Y. Geo, H, Porter.

A Beginner With Bees.

Last fall I bought a colony of bees, and
after I had brought them home the man
told me tbe queen was dipt. I started last

spring with 2 colonies, and got 5 swarms. I

have 7 colonies in the cellar now, that are
wintering finely so far. I have a cellar
built for bees, and nothing else. I keep the
temperature from 2 to 4 degrees above
freezing. I have a cloth over the frames,
and the cover on with a wedge under it at

the back. F. E. Kn'aim'.

Wadena Co., Minn., Jan. 16.

Cold Winter in Arizona,
We are having the coldest and most snow

this winter that we have had in this part
of the country for many years. The mer-
cury runs down 12 degrees below zero.

That is cold for this part of the country.
We are located a little south of the 34th
parallel of latitude, with an altitude of
about 7,000 feet, but still my bees have
been wintered on the summer stands in

single-walled hives, and came out all right
in the spring, but just how they will come
out this spring is hard to tell at this time,
but at)Out 10 days ago they were all right.

But I will not take such desperate chances
another winter.
The honey crop in lSi)7 was very light

here, owing to a dry time the latter part of
May and inrst of June. The alfalfa did not
yield much nectar. The American bee-
plant which grows in great abundance here
was fairly good. We don't have much
sweet clover as yet. We are looking for-

ward to a more profitable season this year.
Joseph A. Lewis.

Navajo Co., Ariz., Jan. 27.

A Report from Florida.

There was a severe drouth in this portion
of Florida last summer, and many colonies
of bees perisht. Their owners say that
"the moths eat 'em up." Lately I visited
an apiary of four colonies; they were very
small, black bees, and very spiteful. I've
never come across any amiable ones here.
One of the colonies was very weak, and
many small, black ants were coming and
going from the entrance. I account for the
loss of the colonies in this way : There is a
small amount of honey gathered during the
winter, which causes them to rear brood,
and in the spring they are very populous. I

was enquiring ot a lady as to how many
colonies of bees she bad. She told me, and
I said, " You had that many seven years
ago." She replied, '• I never save a swarm

;

they all go to the woods, I never know
when they swarm." Bees are allowed to
swarm themselves to death, as black bees
will, and the old colony not able to defend
itself, the moths take possession.
The yellow jessamine has been in bloom

since January, and is blooming still. The
cultivated vines, trained to houses, climb to
the third story, and the wealth ot yellow
bloom is very beautiful. I saw a tall tree
yesterday whose top bent and swayed by
its weight, and bees fairly swarm upon the
bloom.
The bees are holding high carnival now.

The ti-ti is blooming, and the trees are
white with its pretty racemes, redolent
with perfume. Plums are through bloom-
ing, tiut peaches and pears are in all their
glory. The Le Conte pear blooms in clus-

ters, looking like hydrangea blossoms. I've
counted 45 separate blossoms in one cluster.

Dewberries cover the ground like a mat.

$100
Given as Bounties
to purchasers of the
improved D a n z .

Hives and Sections
3 See schedule in my
bee -book "'Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
money. Free for 2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina. Ohio,
or F. Danzenbaker. Box 466. Washington. D, C.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Excelsior Incubator

ajid Brooder Cfieap .....

200 etrgs capacity. Good as new. Used
for only two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Will sell it for

TWE^TV D(H<1.AR*, half the fost price

Address, P. "W. UDNNE,
River Forest, Cook Co., 111.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Texas Queens ^MVWW
Best honey-gathering- strain in America.

Tested, $1,50, Untested, $1,00. Write for a

Circular. J, D. GIVENS, lilsbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

HATCH Chickens B.Y.?7.F.f,f(!7

EXCELSIOR Incubator
SiynpU. PerfttLl. StXf-HtgidaX-

ing. Thousands in succc-^sfol

operation. Lowest priced

r Circalara free-'B 11 flnit-olttiw llatoher made.
-Sendee, for W " GEO. II. KTAIIU

I mnB. Cstalogne. W 1 14 tol 28 S. 6th Wt, Qolncy.IlL

44A26t Please mention tbe Bee Journal.

SrB'
»EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog.

FKED A. D.\IjTON,

lA26t Walker, Vernon Co., MO.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

C. B, BANKSTON
In Kvariiig' 4(ueeiis
in Ciinteron 'I'exas.

And requests bee-lteepers in the United States
to write hira with an order for a GOIjDEN
ttUEEN- Untested, ."jOc; Tested, 75c. We
breed the 3 and o-banded Italians, and Silver

Gray CarnioUns.
Safe Arrival

13Atf iSuaraiiteed.
Please mention Bee Jonmal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee • Supplies ! ROOT'S
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'* Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter 8. Ponder,

,513 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May, SI. 00. Un-
tested, 7bc Choice Breeders, either three or

flve-banded Italians, at S2,00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. J.5. 00. Satisfaction guaran-

teed. Send for Prioe-List to

F. A. CKOWELL,,
SAtf GRANGER, MINN,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Uiir V.i1a riioan -'O colonies of Bees in lots

rOI Sdie vllCllU to suit; in prime condition

For p;irtioulars address, W. Spenceh, Bunker
Hill, Hi. Box 114, 14A4t ,(

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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and are white with bloom, and are favorites
with the bees. Phlox drommondi comes
up in the fall, grows all winter, and is now
in bloom. In some yards it is so thick that
the ground is not visible, and waves in the
wind like a field of grain; it is in all the
colors of the rainbow, and is a lovely sight.

I have planted sweet clover every year,
but have never been rewarded with a sin-

gle plant. Early in January I planted
crimson clover, and it came up in four or
five days, as the weather was warm and
damp. I transplanted some, and it is

growing beautifully Mrs. L. Harrison.
Washington Co.. Pla., March 24.

Dry Winter in Colorado.

We have had a very dry spell, not half
the snow of last season, and a terrible lot

of wind. We had it warm for a time, but
two days this week have been below zero.

I put no work on my bees when starting
into the winter, on their old stands, but the
whole 39 are all right at present. Last
year I set a row of Russian sunflowers on
the southwest side of a number of my hives,
and I think it will prove the best of shade.
The hives face southeast, because most of
our strong winds are from the northwest.
The sunflowers are hardy; the seed can be
put in at any time to come up when it likes.

Walter A. Varian.
Weld Co., Colo., March 33.

dualities of Honey.
We sometimes see the statement that the

Italian bees produce a finer quality of honey
than the blacks or others. If it is a proper
question, I wish to ask the wise ones how it

is, when nU have access to the same forage ?

If, as some say, the bees make the honey,
then we may account for it on the supposi-
tion that the Italians are better mechanics
or chemists, and are endowed with a more
elaborate and perfect mechanism. Or if, as
is said, they have a longer labia, and can
work well on red clover, then we may ac-
count for it that way. I have talkt with
old bee-keepers and all have said they never
saw any honey-bee—red, blue, black or yel-
low—that workt on red clover enough to
cut any figure.

One veteran said he once stood in a large
field of red clover when a mower was at
work, and noticed a big lot of bees follow-
ing the mower, and swarming on the new
cut clover, presumably after the sap, but
not a bee on the standing clover. And how
is it in localities where there is little or no
red clover ? I am not a " kicker," and pick
bones with no one—I simply ask for in-
formation, and when in search of knowl-
edge, where do we go but to the wise ?

And if, on bee-questions at least, they are
not found in the "Bee Journal family,"
where are they ; A. W. Hart.
Stephenson Co., 111.

[Here is a chance for some one to distin-
guish himself.

—

Editor.]

A Mississippi Bee-Man's Experience.

I agreed to let you know how I came out
after the overflow of 1897.

Well. I had about 100 very weak colonies
left. The water staid just seven weeks. I
never saw bees swarm as they did. I saw
as many as 7 swarms go to the woods in
one day. The water was so deep and the
trees so high I could do nothing but let
them go.

I commenced to build them up. I never
saw bees do better. I got over a ton of ex-
tracted honey, and sold over 30 queens, and
wintered 210 good, strong colonies with a
loss of only one. Bees are just booming.
Drones are flying, young bees are having a
jubilee every day, coming out of the hives.
You would almost think they were swarm-
ing. I am going through all of them and
clipping all the queens' wings that I am
keeping for honey-gathering. I am work-
ing about 100 for extracted, about 35 for
comb honey, and the balance lam breaking
up for nuclei. Some of my colonies have
brood in as many as 7 frames.
Willow is just in bloom, and there are

the SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS succeed, why? because they J
are properly constructed and the correct methods for operatingthem are

J
plainly set forth in our 72 page Direction Book. Our machines will J

,,

please you. Prices reasonable. All sold undex a positive guarantee >

2y which we ask you to compare with others. Send 6c stamps for 128%
page catalog and poultry book combined. Xt will pay you. Address \

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 78, Des Moines, Iowa. >

HATCHIPiG HBl^
HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION

in the prodm-tionand brooding' ol eliicks slie

lif.'n supplanted by the l)ett.-r utid everyway

DEI lADI C INCUBATORS
IXCLIADLll AND BROODERS

'^ They Hatch and Brood when you arc ready.
^"= They don't tret lousy. They srow the strongest

- ehioks and the most of them. It takes a 224 page book
to tell ahout these machines and our Manimotn Reli-

able Poultry Fanns, Sent by mail on receipt of 10 cents. Send forit now
Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Quincy, Illinois.

371)171 Please mention the American Bee Journal.

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

.To liave a copy of..

\\i^\k^ Our 1898 Catalog XHtiU

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure iu mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the Soulliwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

.jii its. Jit .ik^iK

,

Bifwt-Bnft f«W
binqhaM

BeeSmoker

Biiiyluuii *.V llt'tliering-

Lon Uricauping-

PRICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

Bee-Smokers and Honey -Knives!
Smoke Engine ( largest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $13. iX); each, by mail, $1.50
Doctor ...3'-^ in. stove. Doz. 9.00; "

i.io
Conqueror 3-in. stove. Doz. 6.50; "

i.oo
),arae 2>i.-in. stove. Doz. 5.(J0;

"
.90

Plain •l-in. stove. Doz, 4.75

;

"
.70

I.,ittle Wonder (weight 10 ounces)... 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.50; "
.60

Houey-Knife Doz. 6.1O; "
.80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN TEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with its

workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circQ-
lar. 1 do not think the 4 inch Smoke Kngine too large.

January M, ihC)?. Truly, W. H. Eagertt, Cuba, Kansas.
Mr. Bineham. Dear Sir:— Please send per mail a 4-tnch Smoke Engine. I have

one of your Smokers; it is too small in time of trouble.
February 21, 1898. A. f . SEWARD. Riverside, Calif.

T. F. BINGHAIU, FarweU, mioUlgan.9A9t

Wliolenale
and Ketail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax 't^°?Sr"mH A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everjtbtDg. Write tor CatalOK.
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
Ali«l'«TA, WIS.

ONE MAN WriH THE

UNION «°"ii::,*^'°-
ran do the work of four
men using band tools. In
Kipping, Cuttlng-ofT, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Ijold on Trial. Catalosne Free,

SEINErA FALLS niFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENKOA FALLS. N, T,

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
the.v will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ling a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establlsht a branch house at 17:i0 South 13th St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Hlgginsviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bne-keepers In the West are already
acnualnted. but to those who are not, we will say that our goods

_ are par ejcellent. Polisht. snnwy-whlte Sections, beautiful straw-
colored tr»L.oHarcnt Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey K.xtractors. and all other flrst-

olas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customei- in the future.

(^"PitonRKSSiVE Bee-keeper, oOc per year. "Amateur Bee-keeper, ' 25o. Both for 65c.,

postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
|^gj|,y Maiiufacturing Company, "'3JsoJ."''V3'.u;it.,omaha,Neb.
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Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
—Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thu?

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of ttie I^argest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut fromjpatterns, by machinery,

and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wliitest
BaSS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Amerioaa Bee .Tourpal. 7Atf

The twbt ia what makts the Kiiselmttn Fcr.co f*-

1

moua. With our Uuplei AutuuLitio Blachine you

can make lo"J sItIl-s oiii Oij t-.Ai ppt day of ttio

jiest \Nuveii "\\ ire Fence on Earth,
I

HtTdt-iiigL. Dull-gtrouff, Pig-tigbtB

FOR18!2PERRODI
Chicken fence 19c. Rabbi t-p rc«jf

fence 16o. md a good Hog fenaej

'for 12c. per rod. I'lain, Coiled!

Spring and Barbed Wire to farm- f

era at whiilesalo prices. CatalotT'e

^^__ _^
tFREE for the asking. .Address,

(

TrrrsVLTl.iNBUOTHKKS. Hex 13(t KidgevlHg._Indlan.

45Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Van Deusen Thin
Foundation...
We liave several 25-pound boxes of Van

Deusen Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation
lor sale, at $12. .50 per box. This Founda-
tion Is preferred by many. As we have only
a few boxes of It. an order for same should be
sent promptly. Address Xlie A. I. Koot Co.
118 Michigan Street.Chlcago. III.

The Largest and Most Complete Stock

or Bee-Keepers' Supplies In the Nortli-
we»t. The very latest up-to-date and best
Hives made, Danzenbaber Hives. Hives lor
Slotted Sections, and a very low-priced Hive,
and carloads of other goods, all in our ware-
house ready to ship.

THE A. I. ROOT COOTPAWY,
H. G. ACKLIN. Manager.

17Att 1024 Mississippi Street. St. Paul. Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Italian Bees For Sale !

!

We have arranged with a large bee-beeper
In Lee County. HI , (about 100 miles west of
Chicago', to All our orders for Italian Bees at
the following prices there, which Include a
good Queen with each colony:

8 L.frames of bees In light 6hlpping-case,$3.75
5 at 83.50 each.

8 L. frames of bees in dovetailed hive, J4.25.
5 at $4.00 each.

Prompt shipment after May 1 . and safe ar-
rival and satisfaction guaranteed. Address

GEOBGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Two Special Offers.

As explained in former ads., publishers
can afford to put forth extra efforts in

securing view subscribers ; as the major-
ity remain, once they become subscriljers
to a good journal. It is from this point
of view that I malie the following offers:

OSer No. 1.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Ke-
view who vvill send
me $3.00. I will send
the Keview for 1898
and 1.000 strictly
firstclass. snow-white
one-piece Sections.
After accepting this
offer If any one wish-
es to buy more sec-
tions. I will furnish
them at the following
prices: 1.000. »2.75:
2,000 for$5.2o: 3,000
for $7.50: 5.000 for
$L2 00. Sections will
be shlpt from any
of the following
points: Flint, Mich,:
Chicago, 111.; Medina,
O. ; Jamestown, N. Y.

:

HlgglnsvlUe, Mo., or
Omaha, Neb.

Unless otherwise ordered subscriptions
will begin with the January issue ; and
the December, 1897, number will also
be sent, free.

If you are not acquainted with the Re-
view, and wish to see it before subscrib-
ing, send 10 cents for three late but dif-

ferent issues, and the 10 cents may
apply on any subscription sent in during
1898. W. Z. HUTCHINSON,

Flint, Mich.

mmmmmm

oarer No. 2,

To any one not a
subscriber to the Ke-
view who will send
me $1.50, I will send
the Review one year
and a fine, tested
Italian Queen. Pur-
chasers may have
either the bright.
Kolden strain, or the
dark leather-colored
reared from imported
mothers. After ac*
ceptiDg this otfer. If

any one wishes more
queens, they will be
furnisht at the fol-
lowing prices: Single
queen, 90 ctp.; ;i lor
$2.65; 6 for $3.00; 12
or more at 75c each.
Orders will be filled
in rotation, and safe
arrival guaranteed.

Listen! Take uiyMvlce and Buy

Fir«K F0i;.>I>AXI03i
a:^i> x<>."\s ok it.
AVorkins Wax luto Fonnda
tion a Speclall}-.

^^Yoiir Bee-Siipi)lies*«

of August Weiss

!

I MEFY
competition
In
Foundation

Millions of Sections — Polisht onuboth Sides !

!

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Catalogue and
be your own judge. Wax wanted at 26 cents cash, or 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUG-UST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

hundreds of acres of it in reach of my
apiary.
While writing this letter my thoughts go

back to one year ago this morning. When
I arose there was just 4 feet of water where
I am now writing, and over one-half of my
bee-hives, and all was floating over the
yard.
Let the American Bee Journal come

along; I got more information from one
copy awhile ago than its cost for five years.
I would not l;eep 5 colonies of bees and do
without the Bee Journal. I ofttimes think
of an old man when I was keeping bees in
Michigan, who Isept a few bees, and would
often visit me. I askt him to send for the
American Bee Journal. He said, "What
for ? I know more about bees than the
man that prints that book." Shortly after
that he came to me and said his bees were
doing nothing, and dwindling down. I told
him I would go down and look at them. I

went, and 2 colonies were queenless. He
said, ' What can I do to save them ?" My
answer was to give me one dollar and I

would send for the American Bee Journal.
He replied. "I will." So he did. and I sent
for the Bee Journal for him. and also flxt

up his bees for him. Less than six months
afterward I was at his place, and he said to
me: " Siple, I did not think the men up at
Chicago knew so much about bees. I would
not be without that little book for five

dollars."
Well, I have two more just like him near

me. who keep bees. Tliey are after me to
fix up their bees, often when I am busy at
home. I have tried to get them to take the
American Bee Journal, but they are like
that Michigan man—they know it all

!

I am working three apiaries besides my
own this season, so I shell have a busy sum-
mer. I get 10 cents per gallon to extract
their honey, and board. Last summer I

left home at sunrise and walkt 6 miles, ex-
tracted 1-11 gallons, and quit at 6 o'clock
and walkt home that night. I had a colored
boy to blow the smoker. How is that for a
man over .nO I One of the apiaries I am
working is 6 miles north. I have 118 colo-

nies. The other is 5 miles south, with 106
colonies. The other 14 miles on the rail-

road south, so I will not have much time to
play this summer. J. H. Siple.
Bolivar Co., Miss., March 30.

A Few Notes and Comments.
I wintered 10 colonies of bees on the sum-

mer stands without loss. They have been
carrying in pollen for the last five days.
To-day it is cold and snowing some.

I can hardly agree with Mr. Stone {see

page 163) that the bees, not the queen, or-

der the walk-out. My experience has
taught me differently, for I have seen the
queen run around at the entrance and then
swarm out. I think the queen is the " boss."

I have kept bees for eight years, and there
is more to learn about them than I thought.

I have drones flying on warm days. I

never before saw drones flying before June.
I have a neighbor across the road who

bought a colony of hees. and he said they
were pure Italians. I went to see his bees.

and to my surprise they were hybrids. I

told him that bees are a deep study, and he
had lots to learn as well as myself.
Last year was a good honey-year. Pros-

pects are good so far, and white clover is

looking fine. Honey is cheap. Comb honey
sells out of the city of Toledo at 10 and 11

cents a pound.
I was greatly surprised when I read that

Dr. Besse lost his sweet-clover lawsuit. I

was hoping that the Doctor would get jus-

tice. What is this world coming to, if a

person can't plant what is valuable to him.
W. M. Daniels.

Wood Co., Ohio, March 23.

Wintering—Alley Trap, Etc.

Bees did fairly well here in Vermont last

year, tho it was a wet and rainy season. I

have been in the habit of contracting the

bee-space entrance from six to eight inches

in cold weather, on the summer stands,

packt with leaves or straw, and the super

of sawdust on top of the frames. I find no
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bad results so far. I look at it as bad econ-
omy for one to leave the doors open the
same as in summer, tho he had a house full

of coal and provisions plenty. Part of the
hives I put into the cellar to winter, using a
sawdust super on top, and a two-inch nar-
row frame between the hive-body and the
bottom-board. I find very little difference
in time of bees building up at swarming
time, in those taken from the cellar or those
left on the summer stands.

I have valued the Alley queen and drone
trap very highly, tho I have had bees disap-
pear that never returned. The traps need
attention early mornings, to rid them of
the drones, kept clear from getting clogged.
I put them on swarms newly hived, and
part of the working season leaving the re-
turn passage clear for return of queen if

she enters the trap. I have this last year,
as a consequence, one dozen empty hives
void of bees, but with frames fairly filled

with honey well preserved.
I have an inquiry as to what is the best

plan to pursue, whether to hive swarms on
full combs, or to use part foundation in the
center of full combs. Would they rather
start queen-cells and move out '.

I have not had very much experimental
practice in this line. I have only been in
the apiary business a few years. I enjoy
being with the bees, and am interested in
the " old reliable' American Bee Journal.
May its banner forever wave.

W. P. Carrier.
Bennington Co., Vt., Jan. 2-t.

%THE r^BKtUaBTK V'l

^ combines tlu^ ttin-oii umt vihmS«>t' \n\i\- ^^ ciple. It threshes fnxt tinfl citatt. Is su ^^ siTiipl'^ tliat i' Infits anti neeiis but fcir ^^ fviKiirs, It's the most modern thintr u\ ^
,
thi tu-r manufacture. It's a grain s€i

E:^ for the farmer and a tnottey maker fur rhr ^3 thresherman. Cataloeue of tiie teimtciy ^3 MAiio. of threshinc maoliinery nfiif />««-. ^
§ M. RUMELY CO., LA PORTE, IND %

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do better than
to call on Dr. E. Gallup, Santa Ana, Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs In Langstroth-
SlmpUclty Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees for business. Correspodence so-
licited. Dr. E. GALLUP,

Santa Ana, Orange Co.. Cal,
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

GOOD WHEELS
MAKE AGOOD WACON.

Unli'ssa wa^'in lia'^ k'l.t.d wlu'.'Uit, ia

"the electric ^"^hVeVs
are^ i ^^ ll.'.-Nandtln \ inak.- « uaL-.<l!
lastiiulL-liiiitL'ly. They are iiiii<le hit,'h .ir
]ow. any width of tire, tu fit any skein.
Thoy can't pet loose, rot or hreiik
down. They lust always.Catalog free,

Electric Wheel Co., Box 16, Quincy, Ills.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

TAKE THE BIG FOUR !

Prize-Winning Golden Italian Queens.
Best Seed Corn In Ohio.
Seed Potatoes at living prices.
Choice Plymouth Rock Eggs.

Catalogue Free.
J. F. MICHAEL, Greenville, Olilo.

llDtt Please mention the Bee Journal.

HONEY and BEESWAX
MARKEX QIJOXAXIO.HS.

Chicago, April 20.—Fancy white comb
honey would bring 11 cents, but there is none
here; other good grades of white at 9 to 10c.

;

dark and amber, 7 to 8c. Extracted, white, ."i

to 6c. ; ambers, 4 i4 to 5c. ; dark and off grades,
4c.. with exception of dark candied and amber
grades. This market is bare of comb, and
while prices have been low the quantity sold
locally has been greater than last season.
Beeswax scarce, and sells at 27c. for average
lots. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Aptil 20. — Fancy white,
9 to 10c; No. 1, white, 9c; amber, 8 to 9c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to5)4c; amber, 5c; dark, ."ii^

to 4c. Beeswax, 30 to l^c.
Comb honey is selling fairly well ,but prices

are low; considerable shows signs of candy-
ing, which makes dealers anxious sellers.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

Cincinnati, April 19.—Demand fair for ex-
tracted. at.3^ fo Cc. according to quality. De-
mand for comb is slow at 10 to 13c. for best
white. Beeswax in good demand at 20 to 25c.
for good to choice ye low.

Chas. F. Muth & Son.

Boston, April 14.—Fancy No. 1, In car-
tons. 13e.; In glass-front cases, 12c.; A No. 1.
lie: No. 1,9 to 10c. ; No. 2, 9c. Extracted,
white 6 to 7c,; light amber, 5 to 6e. Bees-
wax is scarce at 26c.
Our market on comb and extracted honey

has kept active at old prices, and as a result
the stock is well cleaned up. There is very
little call for anything but white in this mar-
ket. Blake, Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, April 14,—Fancy white. 12 to
12V40.: No. 1, lie; No. 1 amber, 9 to lOc;
buckwheat, 8c. Extracted, white, 6c,; amber.
4 to 5c. A, B. Williajis & Co,

San Francisco, April 6.—White comb, 8^
to lOc; amber, BV4 to 7!4c. Extracted, white,
5V4c.; light, amber, 491^ to SJ^c. Beeswax, 24
to 27c
A ship sailing this week for Hamburg took

316 cases. Sellers are not nearly so numerous
as early in the season, and are inclined to be
quite exacting at present In the matter of
pi ices. Market Is strong tor comb and ex-
tracted, with supplies of latter light and
stocks of comb showing steady decrease. The
firmness is based mainly on the poor pros-
pects for coming crop.

Detroit, March 22. — Fancy white is
lower and now quoted at lie. No. 1, 9@10c;
fancy dark. 7©8c; No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@6c; dark. 4@5c. Beeswax
In good demand at 26@27c.
There is considerable dark and undesirable

honey on commission now, and some of It will
be carried over to another season.

M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis. Mar 18 —Honey much more
encouraging. Fancy white clover comb is
selling here now at 10K@ll>4c. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 5!4@6c; amber, 5c;
dark, 4@4S4c.
Outlook tor honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hall &Co.

Indianapolis, March 24.—Fancy white,
11 to 13c.; No 1. 10 to He; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6e. Beeswax, 25
to 27e. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax is
in good demand. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, March 8. — Fancy, 11 to
12c.; A No. 1, 10 to He; No. I, 10 to 10!<c.;
No. 2, 9 to 10c. ; amber and dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, In barrels, kegs and cans, white, 5 to
6c.; dark, 4H to 5c. Beeswax, 25 to 27c.
We are able to report an improved demand

for fancy honey during the past few days,
while the medium grades have also sold bet-
ter, yet the surest sale is on the best. The
supply continues eijual to the demand, but
the fancy grades are not in as good supply as
the low and medium, which goes to prove that
the fancy sells best—and the values better

A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, March H. — There Is a good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to He; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c., and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount of honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. Batterson cSt Co.

DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

JiiMt tlie niaclilne
every bee-keeper
oiif^lit to liave, tlie
Improved nitCart-
iiey Fuiiudatloii
FaNtiier and Sec-
tion Press com-
bined.
rpilEBESTmachlne
-L ever invented for
pressing the sections
together and fascen-
iug in starters. It
cuts tho foundation
any desired length,
and presses it on, all
at one operation. If
you want one this
season order at once.
For further informa-

tion, address G. R. MCCARTNEY,
1215 S. West St., ROCKFORD, III.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bees and Glueens
Queens $1.00: Bees by the round $1.00; Nu-

clei, two frames with Queen, S2.00 ; one-frame
$1.50. Also Barred and While P. Rocits
and Sliver-Laced AVyandotte«. Egga for
Sitting at $1.00 per 15.

i7A8t Mrs, A. A. Silpsoii, Starts, Pa.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's Ctoods at their prices. I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

CEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Iflich.

FIRST PRIZE WINNERS
Our 1898, Mammoth Poultry
(mile ot Il«) pat-ts inHllcd FKKE.

Something entirel.y iit-\v, tells all about
p'liiltrj', liow to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIG MONEY. Contains beautiful lithograph
plate of fowls in theirnatui-al eoloi-s. Send
I5et3. for JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr '
postage. Box 94, FKEEPOKT, ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

TatalAcr Vvac^ •*• *• Koot & Co's Goods
VaiaiUg llCtj for Missouri and other points,
to be had at factory prices from John Nebel
Sc Son, High Hill, missouri. QAtf
Please mention Bee Journal when
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Talk about

....Cojnb Foundation
WK can now furnish the very best that can

be made from pure wax. OurNew^ Pro-
cess ol' ITIiJIiug: enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others in the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It i§ aUvays Pure and SAvect.
It t§ llic kiiKi that does not sag.
It is the kind you ^vant.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples furnieht FUfiE. Large illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies^
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upoQ application. Address.

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytliiiig: in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

^^ Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used in the
Bee-InduBtry.
We want the name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Maunfactnrini Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. 1. R<iot Co.'s Goods "*ii"eV^„^t!''*

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will piiy you to
send m.= list of Goods wanted. IW. H. HUNT
Cash for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

I ARISE
T'O SAY to the readers
1 of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOLiXTLE
bna conclnded to sell

-BKKS and QUKENS-
In their eeason, during
1898, at thetoUowlns
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
lieht 8hippinp-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, l 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 teste'l Queen... |i so
8 " Queens. 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 uo
3 " " QueensiOO

Selecttesied queen, previous season's rearing . 3 00
Bxtra Selected for breedlnR, the very best., soo
About a Pound of BKBS In a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, 13.00 extra.

IV Circular free. dlvlnR full particulars rasand-
(hb the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
lA25t BORODINO. Onon. Co., N. Y.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation. ^^,Year

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because II\ 31 VEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firmness, I\o Sag^-
g'ins:. i^'o Loss.

i»A'rE.'%x tvKEi> i>ro«;ess
SIIJEEI'II^C

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

I^mm^mTmQ-'rm mM TWm K©1«®T=®B-]©, Revised.
^ The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

Fouiidalion aii«l ISeesMsix Prices Advanced.—We quote an advance of
three cents in Foundation, wholesale and retail, on the prices quoted in our Circular.
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HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

OUR MOTTO-" Wdl Manufactured Stock ! (Juick Miipmeuts
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'^TOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thriftv timber is used.

It^" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when 'writing'.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Our

Specialties:

Ttie Fence and Plain Sections,

Weed New Process Foundation.

Cowan Extractors,

Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest made.

Doietailed Hifes-witli Danz. Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzeul]al[or Hives,

No-DriD SliiDBini-Cases,

Gleanings in Bee-Cultnre, Illnstrated, Semi-Montlily.

C'atalo: of Goods and Sample Copy of Oleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Braucb Offices :

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, III.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Spring Management ot Bees—Good Advice.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A correspondent who says he is a reader of the American
Bee Journal, requests that I tell how I manage bees In the
spring from the time they are put from the cellar till swarm-
ing-time arrives, which I will endeavor to do.

As I now feel in the matter there is only one thing which
is really essential to look after as soon as the bees are put
from the cellar, or in early spring, no matter which way the
bees have been wintered ; and that is to see that they have
plenty of honey to last them till pollen becomes plenty, or
steady warm weather arrives.

This part is something that can be done on any cool morn-
ing after a day or two of cool or cold weather, when the bees
will be clustered compactly together, thus drawing off from
much of the comb surface, so that you can peer down the
vacant spaces between the combs, outside the cluster of bees.
To do this, carefully remove the cover to the hive, then as
carefully roll back the quilt or cloth covering over the combs,
beginning at the end or side the farthest from the entrance,
as the cluster is generally formed near the entrance, rather
than next the back side of the hive. If you have been careful
you can roll the covering back to the cluster of bees without
arousing them but little, if any.

Now look down between the combs, noting the sealed
honey they have, and if plenty is seen along the top-bars of
the frames that colony is safe during the next month to come.
If little or none is seen the hive should be markt in some way,
and the very first day (when the bees can fly) should be em-
braced to feed all such colonies. To do this understandingly
the frames should be taken out and examined to see how much
honey they really do have, and enough be fed so that each
colony has at least 10 pounds.

Sometimes we find colonies which do not show any honey
along the top-bars of the frames on account of the bees carry-
ing the honey from this portion of the hive down Into the
cluster during the winter, altho very few colonies do like this,
in which case they may have honey lower down in the combs.
Where this is the case an examination of the combs by lifting
from the hive will reveal the same. When looking at the bees
during the cool morning it is well to note how many spaces
between the combs the bees occupy, and set it down on a piece
of section, which is to be left on the hive, so that we may
know something of what will be needed for this colony when we
commence active operations later on. I write on the section
piece thus :

Supposing it to be April 5, or the fourth month and fifth
day of the year 1898—'98, 4-o, H. P.; S. 6—which tells me
at any time I may look at this piece of section thereafter, that
on April 5, 1898, that hive contained plenty of honey and a
cluster of bees large enough to occupy six spaces between the
combs ; or, in other words, it says that the colony was A No.

1 for that time of the year, and needed no further attention

until the time for general work among the bees.

The markings on the different pieces of sections are
varied to suit what is found in each hive, and are left on the

hives till both sides of the section are completely covered over
with this "brief" regarding the colony it contains. From
this piece of section I can tell regarding the "standing" of

many colonies of bees as far back as four years, and it is a
great help in deciding which queens are best for further
breeding purposes.

In deciding as to the amount of honey each colony should
have it is well to remember that bees consume much more
honey at this time than they do during fall and winter, and
that it is better to err on the side of too much honey than on
the other, which will mean a retrenchment of brood-rearing
a little later on.

Having made sure that all have honey enough there is no
further need of molesting the bees till the weather becomes
generally warm enough for tbera to work in the fields or trees

nearly every day gathering pollen and honey. In fact, I now
believe that further disturbance is positively detrimental, in-

asmuch as it often causes the loss of bees and brood by break-
ing the cracks open about the top of the hive so as to let the
warmth out, as well as a greater consumption of honey, with-
out any proportionate gain to the colony.

Francis Danzenbaker—See parje 276'.

Six weeks is a sufiScient time to build up a fair colony to

one sufficiently strong to store honey to the best advantage,
and as the clover usually begins to yield honey here about
June 20. from May 1st to the 10th is soon enough to begin

working for brood, and it is better not to touch them even
now, unless the weather is warm enough so that the mercury
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reaches from 60- to 75^ during the middle of the day. With
a temperature of less than 60- above zero, brood is liable to
be more or less injured in handling, from which a positive loss

is made rather than the intended gain. If the weather is fine

about this time, the internal condition of each colony is in-

spected by taking the frames out of the hives, cleaning the
dead bees off the bottom-boards should any remain in the bot-
tom corners of the hives, seeing that each colony has a queen,
and that there is honey enough to last at least two weeks.

A good queen is of no more importance at this time than
is this two or three weeks of honey, which now means from
six to ten pounds, for if the bees do not have enough stores so
they need not feel it necessary to economize, a good queen and
all else will not make up the lack, for bees will not rear much
brood if they are obliged to economize for fear of starvation
in the immediate future.

After seeing that all have a good queen and sulficlent

stores they are now left till willow and hard maple bloom,
when, if the weather Is favorable, the combs in the brood-nest
are reverst by putting those frames having the least brood in

them in the center of the cluster, and those having the most
at the outside, thus causing the queen to fill these center
combs with eggs as fully as were those which were in the cen-
ter before, or more so, while the brood in those now on the
outside is not allowed to decrease at all. In this way a great
gain is made, as I have proven by leaving rows of hives in the
apiary untoueht, and by treating others as here given. Un-
derstand X am speaking of the frames whichhave brood in

them, or what is termed the " brood-nest," and not the brood-
chamber. Only the frames having brood in them are reverst
—the rest are left uutoucht.

In about two weeks the brood-nest is reverst again, at
which time all but the very weakest colonies will have brood
in all, or all but one or two combs, after which there is no
gain made in handling the frames, unless you have some spe-
cial object in view, such as taking away the queen, changing
brood from the stronger to the weaker colonies, or something
of that sort. In two or three days after the last reversing is

done the colonies are ready for the sections, if there is any
honey coming In from the fields. If not, it is better to wait
till the hives become a little more populous; yet, if we wait
too long the colony Is apt to contract the swarming fever be-
fore they go to work in the sections, In which case our pros-
pect for a large yield of honey is lessened.

As a rule, the fewer swarms that issue the greater the
yield of honey ; yet where bees get the swarming fever, as
they often will in spite of all precautions, better results will

then be obtained to let them have their own way, using the
Heddon plan of preventing after-swarms, or some other
equally good plan, than to try to keep these "fractious" bees
all In the old hive. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Do Bees Steal Eggs as Well as Honey?
BY "COMMON-SENSE BEE-KEEPING."

Yes, they do, if they are prest'by necessity, and 1 know it,

and this is how I proved it :

I had a few hives built so that after the swarm should
issue I could make nuclei of the old hive without taking the
parts away from the old stand, so that notwithstanding the
separation the brood-nest would remain just as compact as
before to retain the heat of the whole body for a greater pro-
tection against the fluctuations of temperature between cold
nights and hot days. The entrances and approaches thereto
were also duly separated so that the several nuclei could use
the same alighting-board. At first the approaches were not
divldei.' by sufficient means to prevent the bees from seeing
each other In coming aud going. And when it was time for
the young queens to begin to lay, I opened up their domiciles
for examination.

The first queen to the right had begun laying nicely, hav-
ing quite a stock of larvte and eggs, but the "nucleus next to
her showed no signs of a queen, tho her empty cell was there
from which she had emerged, and all the brood was hatcht
except a few scattering cells. I suspected at once that the
young queen had mist her way on returning home after mat-
ing, and on entering the wrong place had been dualized by
her sister. But I said possibly she hatcht late, and I can't
find her among the bees, so I will give her a week or 10 days
to show up signs of business.

When I opened them again the colony was weaker, as a
matter of course, with less honey and nearly all of their combs
empty. But as strange as it may seem, there on one comb
hung five beautiful queen-cells all sealed over, besides about

40 worker-cells capt over, where there were empty cells at my
last call.

Now if they had had a fresh young queen she would not
have suspended work on the first hour of her fertility, which
the condition of things would indicate if they hadn't borrowed
the eggs. Again, if they had had a fertile young queen in
their weak condition, they would have taken the first eggs she
laid to build queen-cells with and fix for swarming.

The only solution I could reach that seemed reasonable
was, that they had gone around the partition to the next
nucleus on either hand, and had helpt themselves to eggs for,

a starting In their misfortune of being queenless.
If any one has a more reasonable solution I should be glad

to hear it.

But the sublimesl thing that I see in this whole case is

the proof that bees have power to reason fully up to the neces-
sities of their case. So they are not altogether creatures of
instinct. See ? Pennsylvania.

How to Prevent After-Swarniing.

BY C. P. DADANT.

I have received the following letter, which I will answer
in the American Bee Journal :

I would like a little advice about keeping my bees from swarm-
ing after the first swarm leaves the hive. In our location they
swarm too much. C.4RL AxoREE.

Cuyahoga Co., Ohio.

It is very difficult, it not impossible, to keep the bees
from swarming when they are in small hives and crowded for

room for the queen to lay. But there are methods by which
the tendency to swarm may be increast, and others by which
it is alleviated to a great extent. Any Impediment to the free
access to all parts of the hives, not only for the passage of the
bees, but for a free circulation of air, will tend to make them
uncomfortable and cause them to get the swarming impulse.
The fact that when they get this desire to swarm it Is almost
Impossible to change it is clearly shown by the appellation of

this condition by old apiarists as " the swarming fever."

Separators, drone-traps, queen-excluders, and the thou-
sand and one contrivances that have been praised from time
to time by enthusiasts, but which hinder or confine the bees,

are sure to help enhance the swarming fever. A much-divided
super cut up into small sections has a tendency In that direc-

tion. It is for this reason that we have always been In favor,

with Oliver Foster and other noted producers, of sections that
were open so as to allow the bees to pass freely from one to

another. The section open three ways has proven a step in

the right direction ; as it can either be used as closed or open
top, and permits of the passage of the bee from one to

another. With closed sections the bees have to descend to

the lower apartment, or rather to the space above it in order
to pass from one super to another. lean only compare this to

a house in which the up-stairs rooms would have no door of

communication with each other, but would have each a stair-

way communicating with the lower apartment—a rather sorry
arrangement. Indeed.

Your question is in regard to preventing all swarms after

the first swarm. There is only one method that I know of to

accomplish this result, and it is not of my own invention, but
I read it years ago In the work of Hamet, a French writer on
bees of " box-hive " fame, and this method has proven quite

successful. I gave it in one of the bee-papers several years
ago, and a number of apiarists reported favorably upon It,

after having given It a thorough trial. It consists In hiving
the swarm and returning it to the parent hive about 48 hours
after swarming. As the reader will see, it does not prevent
swarming, but simply does away with the swarm and the in-

convenience of having too great a number of weakened colo-

nies, and the result is the same (excepting the labor involved)

as If the colony had not swarmed.
This method has been tried on the first swarm. On this

it is not very successful, for It leaves the hives with the same
strength as it originally possest, and otherwise unchanged
conditions. But when practiced on the second, or succeeding
swarms, it has full effect In most instances.

The effect of this measure Is easily reasoned out. When
the colony has cast a large swarm, as the first usually is, the
followingissues are only a result of the feverish or excited

condition of the bees, and of the fact that a number of young
queens are hatcht, or about to. The second, if large, usually

leaves the hive in a depopulated condition, and the fever abates

at once. The remaining bees either destroy, or allow to be

destroyed, by personal combat all the young queens that might
cause another issue. If the swarm is returned in about 4S
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hours the young queen that comes with it, strong and vigor-

ous as she is, t^iug the oldest of the new queens, readily over-
powers the remaining one, and at once begins her regular
duties. This throws the condition of the colony back Into the

normal state, and honey-gathering is no longer interrupted
unless a protracted honey crop of great proportions, or the
neglect of the apiarist to give room should cause another spell

of feverish excitement later. Such conditions are of unusnal
occurrence in this part of the United States.

When hiving a second swarm with the purpose of return-
ing it to the hive, it may be temporarily put into any kind of

a box, a nail-keg, or in fact any vessel that will hold them for

the short time they are expected to remain. As a matter of

course it is well to look to the comfort of the bees otherwise
to give them plenty of room and plenty of air and shade.

Another method to prevent after-swarms consists in re-

moving the hive from its stand at the issue of the first swarm,
and place the swarm in its stead. This removes all the old

bees, and throws the entire working-force on the first swarm,
which then becomes the main colony, and may be lookt to for

the largest yield of honey. Hancock Co., 111.

Producing Only the Very Best Honey.

BY W. W. M'NEAL.

The first honey I ever ate, that I remember distinctly,

was taken from a " cap " worn by one of the old box-hives. I

tell you I thought that honey tasted good; and I believe to

this day it wiis good. I have many times since eaten of honey
that lookt better, but somehow the real delightfulness of my
first experience has never been repeated. When a colony of

bees in a great big box-hive climbs up into the hollow cap and
builds comb and stores honey there, it is of a kind that " tastes

like more." The comb is the real product of the bee, and the
honey the real juice of the flower; and when left on the hive
all summer—say, " haint " it then " real honey ?''

If all the honey sold were so treated there would not be
so much talk of a weakened demand for honey. When the
bees are urged to hasten the completion of their work by the
giving of full sheets of foundation or ready-drawn comb, the
honey is not retained in the honey-sac of the younger bees as
long as it should be, but is stored in the comb and capt pre-
maturely. Such honey, if removed from the hive Immediately,
is almost sure to deteriorate unless special care is bestowed
upon it. Comb honey should be so thick and ripe that when
cut it is waxy, stringy-like. A single pound of it, even, is

almost sure then to bring your customer back for more.
When honey is mentioned in his presence he is almost sure to

say the right word at the right time, and so a demand for
honey is created. But if through carelessness on the part of

the producer the honey failed to give satisfaction, how differ-

ent the result. Not only is the customer himself lost, but
everywhere he goes he hinders the sale of honey.

This state of things is more easly brought about with ex-
tracted honey, which is seldom left on the hive till it is really
fit to eat. The thin, semi-ripened honey soon takes on a sour,
rancid smell, which of itself is enough to drive any one to an
utter dislike for honey. A poor grade of extracted honey is

not so good as newly-made sorghum molasses that sells for a
quarter a gallon.

But the trouble in the honey market is not wholly due to

faulty methods in the production of honey. The unceasing
cry of bee-keepers to use cane-sugar in the apiary has mani-
fested its withering power. There is a boldness in this direc-
tion that bids destruction to the honey-business. Glucose, with
all its contaminating hatefulness, has done no more to hedge
in the sales of pure honey than has the use of cane-sugar. It

is a fact that those who are unacquainted with honey believe
pure honey ought always to remain a liquid. If the agricul-
tural journals were read only by honey-prod u,;ers the trouble
would not be nearly so great; but honey consumers note the
fact that sugar is fed to bees, and so when they are presented
with a few pounds of the genuine article of honey, and the
same sugars on their hands—which it is sure to do—there is

then need of a right, real gilt-edged piece of logic to convince
them that it is not of the sugar-honey kind they read about.
No one who feeds sugar to his bees can long hold the confi-
dence of those about him." The people know of but one pur-
pose for which sugar is fed to bees, and that is to be " made "

into pure honey. They naturally hesitate to pay living or
honey prices for honey itself, so the home trade suffers, and
the honey is thrown upon a distant market.

If it is wrong to use glucose it is also wrong to use cane-
sugar ; and it is surely a mistake to sound it through the
length and breadth of the land that either is used with honey.
Just so long as bee-keepers continue to do this

; just so long

as they continue to put up and offer for sale unripe honey,
will honey go begging a buyer.

Large hives or brood-chambers are the surest and best way
of driving the sugar-barrel from the apiary, and the cutting
down of expenses in general. There is no more trouble for

me to get a strong colony of bees into the supers over a large
and deep frame than It is to get a weaker one there over the
small and shallow frame. The colonies in small hives are
never, it seems, able to care for themselves, but always re-

quire a lot of coddling, which to me has few charms.
In retailing extracted honey I prefer the common tin

pails, such as are used in almost every home. I do not ap-
prove of selling in very large quantities to new customers, for

they are very apt to put the honey in some place where it will

spoil before used up. Of course they then lose their taste for

it, besides refusing to buy a fresh lot so long as there is any of

the old left.

I find the poor, the children of the poor, to be excellent
consumers of honey when given a chance to eat it. Bread
and molasses forms a large part of their bill of fare, so they
well know how to sop. But if the poor are to be made the
receivers of the honey crop, they should be given the very best
for their hard-earned money. I do not see how comb honey
can be brought down to a price within their reach without
selling it at a certain loss to the producer. Then if extracted
honey only enters this broad field in competition with the
many kinds of cheap table-syrups, how necessary it is that
every means known to the fraternity for sustaining the repu-
tation of liquid honey be called into service.

Unfortunately the recent leaflet by our good friend Dr. C.

C. Miller, is telling a good many people (page ti, near the
bottom) "it is a comfort to know that, when one buys comb
honey, he may know without question he is getting the gen-
uine article." The canker .sftouid receive prompt and vigorous
attention, but I cannot see that the public ought to be told we
have it to deal with.

Let all those who produce honey and have the love of the
pursuit at heart, see to it that none but the very choicest of

honey leaves their apiary for any market, and a good deal of

the suspicion and prejudice now existing will dwindle away.
Those who believe there is or can be an overproduction of

honey, need only to visit the homes of the poor and there see

the hungry-looking little tots who would almost give their toes

for all the good honey they could eat, to relieve their minds of

any such delusion. The question with them, then, I think,
would be, is it possible for there to be an overproduction of

Itoney ' Scioto Co., Ohio.

Again a Defense of the Bee-Space.

BY W. C. GATHRIGHT.

I would not have offered my criticism on the article by
the "Common-Sense Bee-Keeper " had he not made these
claims, i. c, that no bee-keeper uses the bee-space for any
other reason than that it is handy ; and that the bee-space is

the cause of all bee-diseases.

By the way, let me say that an attack is generally replied
to with the same spirit in which it is given. Mr. "Common-
Sense Bee-Keeper" made a voluntary attack on the bee-
space in a very aggressive style, and should not complain if

replies are in somewhat the same spirit.

On page 98, Mr. "Common-Sense Bee- Keeper" thinks
that I am much mistaken in saying that the bee-space was
Mr. Langstroth's most important part of the movable-frame
system. The bee-space was not only a convenience but a
necessity. I saw frames in a bee-hive long before I ever saw
or heard of a Langstroth hive, but the frames I saw were
worthless on account of not having the bee-space. The bees
had fastened them securely to the sides of the hive, and the
owner had to tear them to pieces to get them out.

I made the assertion that it was a good thing for the air

to escape from the cluster to the adjoining spaces, for it

allows pure air to take its place. To this my friend takes
exception and says: "If this be true, then wire-screen in the
place of the regular cover and bottom would be better." This
is in exact accord with the idea that if a spoonful of medicine
is good for the patient, a cupful would be better. He is simply
going to the other extreme from his non-bee-space idea.

Bees need pure air to breathe, but it does not require a
strong draft of air through the hive to supply them. Our
friend must certainly know that air once breathed is poison.

There should be a gradual displacement of the warm air

which they have breathed. The bee-space allows this dis-

placement to take place just exactly as it should.

In support of the above theory, I call attention to Dr. E.
Gallup's article, on page 4. He tells of a hive that was crackt
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open from top to bottom, the crack being fully % of an inch

wide. He says he felt sure that colony would freeze, but
"that colony wintered the best in the lot. My bees that I

kept warm nearly all died that winter." This was in Canada.
I have read of a dozen or more instances similar to this.

My own experience with bee-diseases was in Mississippi

some years ago. In that wet climate we had to contend with
all the diseases which bees are liable to. From what I could

learn it was nearly as difficult to winter bees there and have
them come through in Qood condition as it is In the North.
The reason for this perhaps was the climate, which was very

changeable and damp. I give here my opinion that disease is

caused wholly and entirely from dampness, foul air, and bad
food.

Here in New Me.xico disease is unknown. The reason is

plain. The air is so extremely dry that should there be auy
moisture accumulate during a cold night it dries out thor-

oughly during the day, and from the same cause a dry atmos-
phere. Our honey is thoroughly ripened.

Now I am not going to try to tell the bee-keepers in the
North how to winter bees, but if I were keeping bees there I

would fix them up for winter this way :

Stand the Langstroth frames on end, or use some other

plan to provide plenty of stores above the cluster. On top of

the hive (preferably on the outside) put on some protection to

prevent moisture accumulating over the cluster. Give the

proper ventilation, and with a good quality of stores I would
not be uneasy as to the outcome. I believe this plan is the

correct one, for the following reasons :

Bees never freeze. They die only from starvation or dis-

ease. In long, severe winters bees starve with plenty of

honey in the hive. The cause of this is, the frames are shal-

low, and they consume the honey above them, but cannot
reach the sides where there are full frames of honey, the clus-

ter being able to move upwards but not sidewise on account
of the cold.

With plenty of fuel (honey) right in their midst they can
manufacture heat just as needed, and that hea,t \s inside the

cluster, and in a colony in a proper condition the bees are con-
stantly changing places, those inside coming out to get fresh
air, and those outside going to the center for food and
warmth. Dona Ana Co., New Mex.

MR. FRANCIS DAXZE\B.4KER.

The subject of this sketch was born Jan. S, 1S37, near
Bridgeton, N. J., so he is now in his tj2nd year. His great
grandfather came from Germany; his grandfather spoke
German as well as English, and, before " Francis " was born,

owned over 300 colonies of bees. His father also kept bees,

and so he has always been with bees and bee-work as it were
by inheritance.

Mr. Danzenbaker's mother's iujum-tion to her children
always was, " What is worth doing at all is worth doing well,"

It has been his motto, and he has eagerly studied and aimed
to have the best possible appliances for bees. _ This has
brought him to where he may feel that he is well at the front
in the production of comb honey.

Mr. D. has several patents on hives, one issued March 8,

189S, and one now pending ; also one for a paper carton for

comb honey, that he considers the most valuable thing that he
will have contributed to the art of beekeeping.

Mr. Danzenbaker was the first to lead in the use of the
lock-corner hive, or so-called "dovetailed" hive, and has
many features as important improvements of his that are now
made by The A. I. Root Co.

Mr. D. may be clast with all of his ancestors for four gen-
erations, who were farmer bee-keepers.

We had the pleasure of making Mr. Danzenbaker's ac-

quaintance at the Buffalo convention last August, where he
took a very active part in all that came before that meeting.

The '^Tood Binder for holding a year's numbers of

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends to us 20 cents. It is a very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

Proceedings of the Colorado State Convention.

BEPORTED BT F. L. THOMPSON.

LContlnued from page 262.]

A desultory discussion followed, of which a few remarks
are here given :

Mr. Dudley (of Colorado)—I was troubled some years ago
with a persistent ailment, not well understood, which was per-

haps mild erysipelas. I found the homaiopathists had a rem-
edy which helpt me. But in working with the bees I got
stung at times, and found that I did not have to go for medi-
cine. I have not been troubled since.

Mr. Adams—For ants I use equal parts of kerosene and
coal-tar. Five drops of this clean out the biggest ant-hill. It

is equally effectual with all kinds. I drop it on the hill or
around the hives. It does not harm the bees, as I found by
accidentally spilling some In a hive.

Mr. Varian— In the case of the small black ants, one has
to find several holes. They get in the house.

Mr. Whipple—Common mint strewn in the honey-house
will scatter them in 24 hours.

HANDLING CANDIED HONEY IN FRAMES.

QuES.—In the case of honey going over from year to year,

what method do the members follow to prevent the granula-
tion probable, and cause the greatest increase while doing so ?

Mr. Varian—My neighbors lost a quantity of bees last

year by having honey granulated in the hives, when the bees
had no chance to get water. The honey should be replaced or
workt over.

H. Rauchfuss—Those bees were out of condition. No
candied honey will stay in the hive which a normal colony will

not remove in the summer. I believe the bees died from some
other cause. Likely they got wet.

Mr. Thompson— I have read in a foreign journal that one
bee-keeper placed frames of granulated sealed combs in water
just hot enough to liquefy the honey without melting the
combs. I suppose the water buoys up the combs enough so

they do not fall out of the frames.
Mr. Devinney— It won't work.

Hi Rauchfuss— I have uncapt combs and sprinkled them
with water from a Mason jar with a perforated cap It has
to be done several times. The main trouble is, that the bees
are not strong enough in the spring.

Pres. Aikin— I have had a good many colonies that either
starved or petered out. Their hives were heavy, without a
pound of liquid honey in them. My remedy would be to use a
brood-chamber large enough to hold about twice as much as
the colonies want. In spring the colonies could pick out
enough to get along. If the remainder is sealed, and the col-

ony gets strong, it becomes soft enough for the bees to get out.

Then perhaps have a double bottom-board, the upper part
being of coarse wire-cloth, so that when the bees dig the
grains out of the cells they will fall through out of reach of

the bees. I have not tried it, and it would involve some little

expense, but I think it feasible. Then the honey can be lique-

fied in the solar extractor. A solar for rendering wax will

save a large amount of honey. You don't know how much
honey and wax you lose by a plain bottom.

QUEEN-CELLS IN WIRE PBOTECTORS.

QuES.—At what age will it do to put queen-cells In wire
protectors in order to insure them to hatch ?

H. Rauchfuss—The age does not make so much difference

as the handling. If the queen-cells are capt they will hatch
if they are not injured. They are not apt to hatch if handled
too young. So It is best to wait until one day before hatch-
ing, using some artificial means of procuring cells, so as to

know their age. Sometimes the bees thin the wax on the end
of the cell shortly before it hatches, but this sign is not re-

liable.

EFFECT OF SMELTER SMOKE ON BKES.

QuES.—Does smelter smoke injure bees?
F. Rauchfuss—Most assuredly.

Mr. Dudley (of Utah)— For the last 10 years bees could
not be reared in a space of about five by six miles near Salt

Lake. The hay in that region poisons cattle.
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H. Rauchfuss—Some horses died from eating grass near
the smelters here. I believe our loss In bees was caused that
way; not directly by the smoke, but because moisture
absorbed poison from it and deposited it on the blossoms. It

is just when we have a moist spring. It kills all ages, and
only the weak and queenless colonies get through.

HONEY AS A FOOD AND MEDICINE.

QuES.—Is honey recommended as a healthy food? and,
if so, for any particular disease?

Mr. Adams—For all pulmonary diseases and all diseases

of nerves.

Mr. Rhodes—Some of our friends who had Bright's dis-

ease could eat no sweet but honey. It was also good for

stomach troubles, because honey is already partially digested.

This ought be embodied in advertisements of honey.
Pres. Aikin— I have been troubled for years with an acid

condition of the stomach. Most sweets that I eat start fer-

mentation. But I can eat honey when I could not eat sugar.
Pres. Aikin was askt to explain his new hive, which he

did as follows

:

Hive Explanation by the President.

I shall use the fence or cleated separator in the super
with plain sections. With this separator the bees do not
lengthen those cells which are above and below the ordiuary

the eighth day (full 8 days) every cell of the brood in the sec-

tion from which the queen is excluded is sealed. It takes
about two minutes to find which part of the queen is in. The
part with the queen is then set on a new stand, after remov-
ing the queen-cells. The other part is hopelessly queenless. I

then either immediately slip in a cell in a protector, or wait
not more than two days for the cell, or put in a virgin queen
just hatcht (not a laying queen, or they may swarm). Then
all the brood hatches by the time the queen is ready to lay.

The colony is in the same condition as a colony which has
swarmed. If increase is not wanted, I set the parts together
after the honey-flow and let the queens fight it out. By this
method but few colonies become queenless.

The frame-; are spaced 1 and -t,/12 inches. Propolis will
increase this a little. I know from practice that 1 4/12 inches
will work all right, if the combs are true, and do away with
burr-combs. Burr-combs have two chief causes, improper
spacing and a crowded condition ; they are caused also by the
sudden stopping of the flow while wax is being secreted.
(Wax-secretion is neither voluntary nor strictly involuntary. I

hold that we do not lose nearly so much by bees being obliged
to build their own comb as is generally accepted.)

A new brood-comb with sealed worker-brood is % inch
thick. An old comb is one inch. I have my top and bottom
bars exactly the width of the thickness of sealed comb, so that
I can see every part of the surface when they are built down

The Bcc-Siipply Factory of The A. I. Root Cumpany—One of Our Advertisers.

separator. Never make the cleat the full thickness of a bee-
space, 1-4 inch. I think i4 inch is thick enough, tho the Root
Co. are making them 2/l2 of an inch.

I have been favorably imprest with the Heddon princi-
ples. I don't think a shallow frame is any better. I don't
think it is quite as good as a deep one. No general size of
hive is better, all things considered, than that which takes
the American frame, which is square. Its defect is, it has not
enough surface on which to place the surplus receptacle. I

have used it almost constantly for 20 years. I cannot say
positively, but I think that bees will build up faster in con-
tinuous large frames. But we must sometimes sacrifice ad-
vantages to convenience.

My frame, as you see it here, is of the Quinby style, •">

inches deep and 16 inches long. Hitherto we have always
adapted the surplus apartment to the brood-chamber. I be-
lieve in adapting the brood-chamber to the surplus fixtures. I

believe in tall sections. So my frame is as deep as one sec-
tion, and as long as four sections. The brood-chamber is 16
inches long and 15 inches wide, making a large super sur-
face (32 sections). It consists of two or more shallow stories,
or hive sections. When three sections are used it approaches
the cube, being 15% inches deep, making an almost ideal
form of hive.

It is easiest to handle bees when a little honey Is coming
in. Eight days before the main flow I go around and put an
excluder between the sections or apartments of each hive. On

to the bottom-bar ; and when the parts are alternated the
combs will be solid. I have for seven years used frames 13
inches long and 6 inches deep. The top-bars do not need to

be Ji inch deep. That is just for strength.

A section of my hive is a super, a brood-chamber, or an
extracting-super, at will. An inset or empty space back of

the end-bars gives room for the ends of the separators, when
it is a section super, and also for a Z"*haped piece of tin to

support the frames, when a brood-chamber or extracting-
super. Little tin shoulders on the lower ends of the separator-
deals take the place of T tins. Separators without cleats are
used for Ihe extractiug-combs. Deep-cell foundation is still

uncertain, but we know the value of bait-combs, and in this

hive two extracling-combs, one at each side of the super,
serve as bait-combs. It is comprest on all sides by ordinary
stove-bolts, with the burrs inside, moving In slots, so that the
last separator may be inserted Thehive^ is^ not so expensive
as the Hidden hive.

[ cover my sections with an" inner cleated cover'wlth a
bee-space. The wax in sections is sometimes brought almost
to the melting point beneath single board covers.

"

R. C. Aikin.

FIRST DAY—Evening Session.

BEST HIVE FOR THE AVERAQK FARMER.

F. Rauchfuss—What hive Is best for the average farmer
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who wants to know as little as possible about bees? I think
the box-hive. I know several farmers who have a few box-
hives who take up the heaviest and the lightest in the fall.

They get some honey every year. The question of inspecting
for foul brood appears to be a greater difficulty than it is.

They have foul brood in England, and plenty of " skeps." It

Is an easy matter to invert and cut out a piece of comb with a
crooked knife. A frame hive improperly managed is worse
than a box-hive.

Pres. AikiD—At the Farmers' Institutes I tell the farmers
to use boxes 16 or IS inches each way for hives, and to select
not to exceed five for a permanent stock. When these swarm
the swarms are apt to be put in boxes with starters. About
November, when all the brood is hatcht, the bees of the
swarms are to be sulphured and their combs cut out. All
pollen-cells should be cut out. These may be detected by
holding the combs up to the light. Then the combs are to be
masht up and strained in the old-fashioned way. If there is

any disease the inspector would prefer to inspect a plain box-
hive rather than a mismanaged frame-hive. I told them I

was selling supplies, but in the face of my financial interest I

would inform it was perfect foolishness to buy patent hives if

they were not used right. If one has scruples about killing
bees a large box may be put on for a super. But this honey
should not be produced for market.

FOUL BROOD AND HONEY.
Qdes.—In case a colony has foul brood is the section-

honey infected ?

Pres. Aikin—There is danger. It is a doubtful question.
But when the colony is badly infected then the surplus honey
partakes more or less of the odor. But if there are only a few
cells of foul brood iu a hive I would not hesitate aoout eating
the honey.

Mrs. Rhodes—The trouble is, that the wood of section-
honey is usually thrown away after cutting the honey out.

MELTING COMB HONEY—HONEY IN TIN CANS.

A discussion on melting comb honey followed.
Mr. Elliott— I extracted a good deal by heat, using a can

like a coflee-uru with a water-jacket. Altho the honey was
left in a long time it did not change its flavor.

F. Rauchfuss—We use a tank with a double wall, with
two faucets, an inner and an outer one. With this arrange-
ment honey may be spoiled by leaving in too long or heating
too high.

Mr. Elliott — If the honey is drawn off as soon as melted
it is all right; If left a little longer it shows a very little color.

Pres. Aikin—At the melting-point of wax heat has almost
no effect on honey. At 180^ It is colored. High heat is more
effective in coloring it than a long-continued low heat.

QuES.—If honey is left in cans what is the effect on the
tin?

F. Rauchfuss—Unripe honey corrodes the tin ; ripe honey
does not.

[Continued next week.]

Bee-Keepiiig: for Beginners is the title of a
110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-
keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It
claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,
we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-
gether for $1.-10 ; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of
our present subscribers for sendiug us one new subscriber to
the Bee Journal for a year (at §1.00), and 10 cents extra.

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,
are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.

Langstrotti on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for .$1.25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

*-»-*

1W~ See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 284.

CONDUCTED BT

DH. O. O. MILLER, OiAMENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Boiling; and Feeding Foiil-Broodj- Honey.

What can I do with about 60 pounds of honey in Hoffman
frames, from colonies that died of foul-brood last winter?
Could I safely feed it by boiling ? Michigan.

AN.SWER.—Put water with it, bring it to a boil, then after

it comes to a boil keep it boiling for two hours mid a half, and
feed so as to have it used up in brood-rearing.

Hiving Swarms on Frames of Oraniilated Honey.

I have handled bees more or less for many years, but I am
yet not satisfied whether It pays to keep frames of granulated
honey to hive swarms on. Of course, they will remove the
honey from the combs, but does it not cost them as much as
the combs are worth ? Do the bees get any benefit from gran-
ulated honey ? Walton.

Answer.—There is generally more or less of the honey
that is liquid, and very likely this pays the bees well for the
labor of getting it. It is also possible that they liquefy some
of the solid part. Certainly, however, they throw out some of

the solid grains. It might pay to have some arrangement like

setting the hive in a shallow box, so that the granules they
throw out might be saved and melted.

Ilalianizina: Later.

I have a large colony of black and hybrid bees iu a dove-
tail hive. There are two small apiaries each within a mile of

me, of the same kind of bees. Now, I would like to know
whether to introduce an Italian queen now, before the honey
harvest, or wait until afterwards? In the first case laying
would be stopt for a short time ; in the second case, if a swarm
came out I should have to buy two queens. Would it pay to

Italianize at all, being located so near black bees ?

Minnesota.

Answer.—Most surely I should Italianize. At the dis-

tance of a mile you may do very well, and even if you cannot
keep the stock pure—very likely you can't—you will gain by
the change of blood. Likely you will do well to Italianize at

or near the close of the harvest. Not so much harm will come
then from failure in introducing, and queens cost less at that
time than now.

Bees Dying in One Colony.

What is the cause of bees' wings turning a light-brown
color and withering, and in a short time they die ? Can any
thing be done for them ? Since about the middle of February
there has been about a foot of water in the root-house where I

wintered them. But I hardly think that can be the reason, as

of the 10 colonies only one of them is affected in this way, all

the rest being iu a strong, healthy condition. Wisconsin.

Answer.— I don't know. " Wings turning a light-brown
color and withering up " beats me, and I'll be glad if any one
will help out. Wish 1 could see them. It is just possible it is

a case of diarrhea, for sometimes in a bad case the wings get
daubed. If that is the cause they will come out all right of

themselves with this warmer weather, unless already too much
depleted.

Effect of Honey as a Food.

I would like to propound this : In what way does honey
act on the system as food ? If it is to be considered as a food
it must be reckoned among, or one, of the carbonaceous foods.

I have also read that It is heat-giving. One author says that
honey undergoes no process of digestion in the animal system,
but enters the circulation at once, and enters the process of

disintegration and the formation of lactic acid, and at the
same time giving rise to beat, and so in this manner the heat
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is produced; certainly a very valuable aquisition, and so tbe

means for curing so-called colds are acquired. Now, If such is

the case, it should follow that it Is also a preventive to catch-

ing colds, and [ hold a very strong opinion that it does do the
latter, and to this latter I can ascribe the power of the virtues

of honey. I have ample experience with it. I call honey a
prophylactic, to that extent.

Also, I have read that it is a fat-forming element. If this

is true, it cannot be correct as to the lactic-acid theory. This
would be a very interesting question for the scientific doctors
to elucidate.

It is also said that cane-sugar entering the animal system
has to undergo a digestion process, the conversion into glucose,

chemically the equal to honey in its nature. It Is claimed
quite commonly that cane-sugar produces fat in the animal
system. If this is so, then the honey forming a fat cannot be

a paradox. I am inclined to the theory that neither cane-
sugar nor honey are fat-producing elements. Ontario.

Answer.—Yes, honey contains carbon, and like all car-

bonaceous foods, it is heat-producing. It Is also true that it is

a fattener, which does not conflict with the fact that lactic

acid may be produced from it. Honey is much used, singly or
combined, in the treatment of coughs, but I wouldn't like to

place too much dependence upon It as a prophylactic. If you
take the necessary steps to catch cold, such as sitting In a cold

draft, getting the feet wut, etc., a previous feed of honey will

hardly excuse you from the penalty.

Plan to Build Up and Prevent Swarming.

I have two colonies that are pretty strong, and Ave that
are weak. I propose to take most of the sealed brood from tbe
two weakest and distribute among the other three weak ones,
and continue that until near the harvest-time. In the mean-
time give to the two strong and three that I am building up,

a case of half-depth or extracting-combs, on top, to give the
bees a chance to deposit any surplus they may get, so they
may have every chance to fill up the brood-chamber, which is

an 8-frame dovetail.

At about the commencement of the harvest I will put a
super of sections on top of a queen-excluding honey-board
under the extracting-combs, and take the extracting-combs off

when the bees get to work in the sectious. At the same time
of putting on supers, I will also put a half-story of extracting-
combs with full foundation sheets under the brood-chamber,
to try to prevent swarming, after Simmins' plan.

1. What do you think of my plan ?

2. Do you think I will need to use the queen-excluder?
3. If the plan does not please you, will you give your plan

under tbe circumstances ? Oregon.

Answers.— 1. Not bad.
2. I don't believe you will.

3. Taking from the two weakest to give to the other three
weak ones Is good, unless indeed the best two have room for

more brood. At any rate take from the weakest and give to

the strongest till the strongest are full of brood, then these
strongest and the weakest can both be drawn from to make
the next strongest full. In this way you'll not need to put on
extracting-supers before harvest, and may have a larger num-
ber strong. But don't take brood from a strong colony till It

is crowded, or at least full. I've some doubt whether you'll

like the frames of foundation under in harvest. Try only part
that way.

Using Hives Where Bees Died—Painting Hives.

Last winter three of my colonies of bees died, and when I

examined the hives I could find no queens or queen-cells in any
of them.

1. What Is best to be done with the honey that was left ?

Can I put new swarms into the hives just as they are ? (I took
out all the dead bees that were In the combs.)

2. Does it make any difference to have a hive with seven
frames or more ?

3. What color Is best to paint a hive? Is there any ob-

jection to red paint ? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. Put swarms in them just as they are, honey
and all. But look out that worms don't spoil the combs before
swarmlng-tlme. If you keep them in a cool cellar the worms
will not make much headway. If they are In frame hives,

perhaps it may be more profitable to give at least part of the

honey to bees In the other hives, for at this time of year they
use a big lot of honey in rearing young bees, and may need

more than they have. If it's needed In that way that will be
better than to keep it for swarms.

2. Yes, but I'm not entirely certain what the question
means. If you mean to ask whether It will be just as well to

have only seven frames in a hive, that depends on the size of

the hive. In any case yon will put In the frames at regular
distance so they will be l^g or ly, inches from center to center.

If that isn't what you mean, please ask again.

3. If the hive is to stand out in the sun, nothing is better
than white. In the shade It doesn't matter particularly what
color, and red is all right. But I'd rather not have the body
of a hive painted, only the cover. G. M. Doolittle says he
wouldn't let you paint his hives if you paid him a dollar apiece
for the privilege.

The Kind or Hive.

What kind of hives do you prefer? I am a beginner.
Ohio.

Answer.—It doesn't make very much difference to the

bees what kind of a hive you have, the old-fashioned straw
skep being as good as any, and there are different hives that
might suit you equally well, but in beginning it's just as well

and better to have something that's standard, and that is al-

ways kept in stock. That makes it an easy thing to get more
of the same kind at any time, also to get any parts you want,
and being made in large numbers they cost less. Perhaps
nothing comes so near a standard article in the way of hives

as the dovetailed with frames 17?<xVU^'. It doesn't matter so

much whether you have an 8-frame or a 10-frame hive; so

long as the frame Is standard size you can easily change from
one size of hive to another.

Laying Two or ITIore Egg§ in a Cell.

The latter part of February, when examining my hives, in one

I found no sign of a queen, but I linew I had seen one late last fall,

so I closed it up snug on five frames. About three weeks later I

found in tbe same hive a nice yellow queen, but no brood, so I closed

it up again. Yesterday I found a little brood (about two inches)

and a circle of eggs about three days old—a circle about three or

four inches in diameter—but the egg.s were doubled up, as it were,

from one to three in a cell. Having seen nothing in the text-books

to apply to such a case, except a laying worker, I ask if you think

it will be all right ? If so, what is the cause 1 Oregon.

Answek.—The probability is that all is well. The queen is

likely a good one, and ready to do all the laying required of her

and a little more. The space kept warm enough for brood-rearing

is so small that she is obliged to repeat, laying in cells already

occupied.

Bees Vary in Working.—The different reports as to this

or that flower as a honey-plant are sometimes confusing. One
man reports that bees work busily upon a certain flower;

another says it is worthless as a hooey-plant. Both are

honest. A difference in soil or growth may be the explana-

tion, but more likely it arises from the fact that in one case

the bees had something better to work on, and In the other

case not. An article In Australian Bee-Bulletin quoted from
Agricultural Gazette, gives the following striking illustration:

"Some years ago, at Cooma, in a dry season, a bed of

turnips ran to flower. They were sown on a sandy, thirsty

soil. For three or four days they were besieged by bees. Al-

most suddenly the bees ceast to visit the turnip-blooms,

altho they were still expanding. The cause of their forsaking

the turnips became evident. About one-third of a mile away,
on the banks of a creek, a small paddock of lucerne had
flowered, and the bees were bestowing their attention on it,

because it was yielding a greater supply of food. Their

harvest from the lucerne lasted but a day or so. The scythe

stopped the honey-flow, and the boes returned to the turnips.

Was it the dark-blue flower of the lucerne that caused the bees

to forsake the creamy-yellow flower of the turnip, or the supe-

rior quantity of honey contained In the lucerne ? Undoubt-
edly the latter."

Putting Bees Out in Spring.—A. Bridge, In Canadian

Bee Journal, objects to the plan of putting bees out of the

cellar part at a time. He says the first lot will take a cleans-

ing filght, mark their location, and then they are ready for

robbing those set out later. Since adopting the plan of put-

ting all out at once, he has no trouble with robbing.
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Xhos. McDonald Relief Fund.—Mr. C. P.

Dadant, whom we selected on page 248 as the receiver of con-
tributions for Mr. Thos. McDonald—the unfortunate Shawnee-
town bee-keeper—reports the following names and amounts
so far:

Hon. Eugene Secor $5.00 I A. Y. Baldwin $1.00
Todd & Arnold 1.50

|
H. W. McComb 1.00

A. H. Kemman 1.00 H. Lathrop 1.00
Oeorge W. York 1.00

|
G. W. Bistline 50

Chas. Dadant & Son"s contribution was $10. We hope
that others will yet send in what they can to 0. P. Dadant,
Hamilton, 111., and thus help Mr. McDonald get started again
iu the bee-business.

Sweet Clover.—By thorough experiment it has been
proven that sweetclover grows luxuriantly in places where few
or no other plants flourish. Being a legume, it fixes atmos-
pheric nitrogen and stores it, occupies lands that have become
unfitted for growth of other plants, and thus ranks as a use-
ful plant capable of increasing the fertility of land. "The
plant is the farmer's friend, to be utilized and not outlawed,"
says the bulletin issued by the Ohio Experiment Station.

Stock will thrive upon it if confined to it until accustomed to

it. This last statement is one that Prof. Cook might do well

to accede to, or else clearly prove its general falsity.

Langstrotli Monument Committee. — Oj
page 249 we suggested a committee to take iu hand the rais-

ing of the Langstroth Monument Fund. But Mr. Doolittle

offers the following in regard to himself

:

Dear Brother York:—I have just noticed what you say
on page 249, about Doolittle being one of the proposed

"Langstroth Monument Committee." Now, please don't, for
Doolittle is so overworkt with what he has to do now that he
hardly finds time to sleep, and this thing has got to stop some-
where, or Doolittle soon passes to the "beyond." I am up in

the morning at 5 o'clock, and on a continuous " .jump " from
then till 10 or 10:30 at night, without accomplishing all that
should be done, then. I tried hard to get out of writing for

the bee-papers last year, but you all said ?io, so I finally con-
cluded to keep on for another year, as it was thought no one
could take my place in this writing matter. But some one can
take my place on that committee from this State, as we have
very many admirers of Father Langstroth here. Allow me to
suggest that the name of P. H. Elwood take my place. Not
but what we have others equally good, but he is probably the
best known of York State bee-keepers, having been President
of the North American Bee-Keepers' Association, and held
many other important offices among our bee-keepers.

Very truly yours, G. M. Doolittle.

Mr. Doolittle's letter is all right, and so is his suggestion

of Mr. Elwood. It will be remembered that we simply sxuj-

gesteiX five names as the committee, believing that the five

named would make a good committee, and they would. No
doubt the other four would serve, and with Mr. Elwood to

help for the East would be all right so far as we are con-

cerned. But don't forget that we are not runnimj the thing

at all—only trying to help a little. If the committee we offered

meets the approval of the rest of the bee-keepers, well and

good. If not, then it is all right, too.

But we think something definite ought to be done soon, so

that by fall the monument can be erected and paid for.

Xlie Prospects for the Season must be good

among bee-keepers in general, for supply manufacturers com-

plain of being behind orders in spite of running over time.

But J. H. Martin says in Gleanings: "Southern California,

is strictly in it for a short crop of honey again. Ventura

county, where the best quality of honey is produced, is as dry

as a bone You Eastern honey-prod ucers will not have the

California crop to compete with you the coming year."

Disappointed Bee-Keepers will be in abun-

dance a little later on, if the honey season should be a good

one. Already some bee-supply factories have been running

day and night for a month or two, and are still behind in their

orders. It seems to us it would be well for those wanting

supplies to send in their orders at once, so that any delay in

filling may not affect them. Also, when possible, give your

dealer a chance to substitute other goods if they can be used,

in case he is out of the particular kind really desired. Often

by so doing your order can be filled sooner. ,

But above all things don't get impatient and try to blow

your dealer sky-high when he is doing his level best to serve

you and many others who are equally deserving and anxious

to get supplies. When the rush is on don't add to his worries

by dumping on him an over-supply of boiled-down wrath.

Keep cool yourself, and thus if possible try to help your dealer

iu his nerve-straining efforts.

Cost of Apiarian Improvements.—On page

225, Mr. P. L. Thompson had a criticism on the no-drip ship-

ping-cases and some other recent improvements in bee-appli-

ances. In Gleanings for April 15, Editor Root replies to Mr.

T.'s criticism in the following manner :

F. L. Thompson, in the Americau Bee Journal, thinks the

price of honey does not bear a just proportion to the price of

supplies: and then he goes on to give the cost of the fence

and plain sections. In regard to shipping-cases, while he does

not condemn the no-drip style, he would like to have some-
thing simpler, something that requires less labor to fix up. I

grant that there seems to be much of truth iu this. But let

us look into the matter from another standpoint.

Altho we may not at present seem to be doing it, we are
striving to save in every way possible that one big item he re-

fers to—labor—on the part of the bee keeper, and cost of sup-
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plies. Regarding this, compare prices of a few years ago with

those of to-day ; sections especially have fallen. If plain sec-

tions ever eet to be popular, it ought to be patent to any man
who " can see through a ladder," that they can be made
cheaper, and will consequently be sold for less money than the

old-style sections usiny more Umber, and requirinij more liOior

to make them. Plain sections, of course, cost a little more
than they will in the future, because this is really their first

year in the market ; I.e., they have been pusht into promi-
nence. It is hardly fair to compare the cost of these things

with that of other separators and other sections that have met
the competition of the markets for years.

Why, we are working as fast as we can to avoid the ex-

pense of the extra amount of lumber; and, moreover, we hope
these new fads are going to save labor. The old fads have
done so, otherwise they would not be in the market today.
Mr. Thompson would not avoid improvements simply because
they cost money at first. Smokers, foundation, and extrac-

tors, for instance, were costly improvements.

Hoiiej-IWead, Metheglin, Etc.— It seems that

a subscriber to Gleanings decided to stop taking that paper

because it refused " to print a recipe for making mead or

metheglin (intoxicating drinks) of honey." After giving his

idea of such things, Mr. A. I. Root said :

"I should not be very much surprised if all the other good
bee-papers would take the stand that Gleanings does. How is

it, ' brother editors ?' "

Well, we can only speak for this editor and this paper,

and we can't imagine how any one could get us to so far for-

get that we had a conscience as to print a recipe of the kind

referred to. Not much. There is too much of using brandy in

sauces and pies even, and thus begin to cultivate a taste for

something stronger in the children and young people of our

land. Why any one with any kind of a head on him should

want to so debase honey as to make it into mead and metheg-

lin, we can't understand, especially in these days when there

should be great alarm taken at the way strong drink is de-

stroying our people.

We are not personally acquainted with an editor of a bee-

paper that we think would print a recipe for making mead or

metheglin. What decent man would want to be guilty of

teaching people how to gamble? And strong drinking is

worse.

A Course in Bee-Keeping.—American bee-keep-

ers are given to pluming themselves upon their advancement

and the enterprise of their government as compared with

others. That this pride is not always well founded may be

seen by the following notice of a German enterprise :

Course in Bee-Keeping in Ossmannstedt.—This year,

as yearly. Pastor Gerstung will give a course in advanced bee-

keeping at his apiary at Ossmaiinstedt, at Whitsuntide (May
31 to June 4). No charge for attendance, the only expense
being for board and lodging. Those of limited means are in-

formed that so far the government has always willingly af-

forded all necessary support to those who have made applica-

tion for it. Apply direct to Pastor Gerstung, Ossmannstedt,
Thuringen.

* • *•

Oinger Honey-Cookies are made as follows,

according to a writer in Gleanings :

One cup granulated sugar ; 2 cups honey ; 4/5 cup
shortening; 13i!cups sour milk; 1 tablespoonful of soda ; 1

tablespoonful of ginger : 1 teaspoonful of salt, and enough
flour to roll out good. Put the sugar, honey, and shortening
on the stove and stir till all is melted together; then take off

and add milk and all the other ingredients. A. C. L.

We would like to invite our readers to send in any good,

new recipes that call for honey among the ingredients used.

Bee-keepers' families might well use more honey in place of

buying less-wholesome sugars.

Every Present Subscritoer of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it.

Prof. Leuckart, whom the older readers will remember
as the able German scientist who helpt to establish the Dzier-

zon theory, died in January, aged 74.—Gleanings.

Mr. E. T. Flanagan, the veteran migratory specialist of

the Mississippi valley, is at it again. This time Mr. F. has

gone with 300 colonies nearly to the Rio Grande, in southern

Texas, a move of about 1,400 miles from his southern Illinois

home.—American Bee-Keeper.

Hon. Geo. E. Hii.ton'.s Mother died April 19. Had she

lived a few days longer she would have been 7'2 years old.

She was the mother of 10 children, 9 of whom are living. Her
five sons acted as pallbearers. George E. Hilton is the well-

known Michigan bee-keeper and supply dealer, also postmas-

ter at his place in Newaygo county.

Mr. G. M. Doolittle's writings show conclusively that

he is not "carried away" with the plain section, as some
others of the fraternity seem to be. A four-piece nailed sec-

tion is still used in his apiary ; yet we do not know of another

man in the United States who makes a small apiary pay as

big as does Mr. D.—American Bee-Keeper.

Rev. H. Rohrs, of Rock Co., Wis., called on us last week.

Owing to his time being limited, his stay was very short. Mr.

R. is a great reader of the German literature on bee-keeping,

and is much interested in the controversies that arise concern-

ing bees across the water. He is making a success of bee-

keeping, as would naturally be expected of one so interested

as he is.

Mr. Wm. Stolley reports in Busy Bee that his bees have

been trapt and killed by the bushel at a beet-sugar factory,

and asks if the Union can help him out. There's probably no

help for him with present laws; but if proper efforts were

made laws might be secured obliging such bee-traps to screen

out the bees. Bee-keepers, however, are very shy about ask-

ing any legal protection. —A "Straw" in Gleanings.

Mr. Fred L. Craycraft, of Havana, Cuba, we learn, tho

amid the rumblings of war is still extending his business

there by establishing out-apiaries; and that he will extract

from over 1,000 colonies next season. Fred L. is one of the

American boys who have made a success of bee-keeping, and

he knows by years of experience in Cuba just what her capa-

bilities are in the line of houey-production.—American Bee-

Keeper.

Price of Comb Foundation Advanced.—Messrs. Chas.

Dadant & Son and The A. I. Root Co. recently advanced their

prices of comb foundation 3 cents per pound, on account of

the growing scarcity of beeswax. We presume other manu-

facturers of foundation will also raise their prices. Beekeep-

ers should always remember that the prices of comb founda-

tion are liable to variation, according to the shortage or abun-

dance of pure beeswax in the market.

Mr. Ed JOLLEY is one of the jolly kind of bee-keepers.

He has often contributed to the columns of the American Bee

Journal, and also to the American Bee-Keeper, in the April

number of which he gives this paragraph about " Jacob Vet-

terstein ;"

"We have in what is known as the Pennsylvania Dutch

settlement an embryo bee-keeper, who gives promise of mak-

ing a name for himself. According to Mrs. Vetterstein, the

boy's mother, 'Shakey has two leddle poxes of pees, und he

make honey more as a horse could haul. Shakey,' she says,

'is a shmart poy und he learns about pees like nottings. Mr.

Kohlmeyer, who knows effrydings apout pees, tolt Shakey ef

somedimes he dond know nottings apout pees, to come ofer

und he vill told id to him.'"

We hope "Shakey" will found oud somedings alretty,

mebbe, ven he talks mit Hans Kohlmeyer apout doze pees und

der honig.
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Mailing Queen-Bees to England has not been allowed
for years. Now the embargo is taken off, allowing the transit
of queens to and from the British Isles.—Gleanings, page 311.

Plenty of Alighting-Room in front of a hive is supposed
to aid in the matter of white combs, for if the bees drop on the
ground in front, their dirty feet soil the combs.—Gleanings,
page oOit.

Big Pay for Bee-Work.—Gleanings works out that F. S.
Arwine made y 15 per day from his bees in 18SS, counting
his honey from 184 colonies ( 16, 2-±0 pounds) at 10 cents a
pound

; SIS a day for 1889—16,766 pounds from 186
colonies.

Markets for Tall Sections.—Gleanings, page 313, says
the tall section may not be suitable for all markets. It has a
big demand in parts of York State and in other Eastern
States, and is regarded with some favor in California, but
Chicago will none of it.

Time and Place for Drawing Out Foundation are :

Before or after hottest weather ; in an apiary well shaded;
by medium rather than strong colonies ; at the side of the
brood-nest, never in the middle

; preferably between two
flnisht combs.—German Journal.

The Advantage of Big Entrances is shown by the fact
that the bees are quietly at active work, while colonies with
small entrances in hot weather roar like an approaching
storm, some of the workers being thus kept from work to ven-
tilate.—W. B. Ranson, Gleanings, page 308.

Tall Sections as made by the A. I. Root Co., are 3%x5.t-
IX. _0. P. Hyde & Son say, in Southland Queen, they prefer
4^4x514x114. Both are plain sections with fences. Altho the
latter do not ship so well, they think the bees will build them
out quicker, because more nearly the thickness of natural
comb.

Uniting Weak Colonies.—Southland Queen says shaking
bees off the combs into one pile will make them unite with
little fighting, while they would fight if united on the combs.
Cage the best queen, killing the others, shake all the bees into
an empty hive, then give them the frames of brood and put
the caged queen on top of the frames, the cage having candy
in the orthodox way, so the bees will liberate her.

Bi-sulphide of Carbon for Foul Brood.—C. Davenport
(Gleanings, page 296), repeats what he has already said in
this journal about this cure, and the editor requests that those
"given to an experimental turn of mind " whose bees have
foul brood should try the bi-sulphide, calling attention to the
fact that if successful, it is better than the McEvoy treatment
in one respect, for it destroys only the brood, sparing the
combs and frames.

Feeding Wax to Bees may be just as successfully done
as feeding honey when the bees are in want of wax, says J. E.
Crane, in Review, page 113. Scrape some thin shavings from
the top of a cake of bright yellow wax, put them over sections
the bees are capping, and in a day or two look at the mottled
sealing of the sections. But he adds in a postscript, " After
some experiments in feeding wax, I prefer to feed it in thin
sheets—some call it foundation."

Young or Old Beei for Winter.-While in the opinion of
many, late-reared bees form an important factor in wintering,
C. Davenport, in Gleanings, thinks the age of the bees has
little to do with the matter. In 1896 honey-gathering stopt
with white clover, brood-rearing stopt early, and the following
winter he lost only three out of 244. In 1894 a fall flow
kept up breeding late, and the loss in winter was heavy, but
he attributes it mostly to the character of the late honey.
After all, it will be hard to convince many that young bees are
not better. Even if 244 colonies came through with no loss

of a single colony, is it not likely that there was a greater loss

in hces than if the bees had been younger ?

Foul Brood and Foundation — .\s bearing upon the
question whether there is danger from using in foundation
wax from an infected colony, the Ontario Expsriaiental Station
made some experiments. Foul brood germs were incorporated
with wax which was barely melted and at once cooled. Foun-
dation thus made was given in full sheets to six colonies, but
no sign of the disease followed. According to that there is

little to fear from foundation.

To Prevent Brood in Supers, M. I'abbe Pincot says all

that is necessary, is to place the supers so the sections shall
run crosswise, whereas if the sections run in the same direc-
tion as the brood-frames, the queen will go up and lay.

M. Ch. Legrain replies that he placed sections running cross-
wise and had brood galore. Dr. C. C. Miller replies to the
other part of the contention by saying that his sections run in

the same direction as the brood-frames, and he had only two
sections with brood out of 18,000.— L'Apiculteur.

To Stop Robbing, F. Chatelain says, in L'Abeille et sa
Culture, he finds out from which hive or hives the robbers
come, then proceeds as follows : Take a well-loaded smoker,
and smoke the robbers ; after two or three minutes close the
entrance. When the robbers that were outside have gathered
in numbers at the entrance, smoke them away and make an
opening large enough to introduce the nozzle of the smoker,
and give them another dose inside. Open wide the entrance
and allow all outsiders to enter, then smoke heavily till the
bees rush in a stream out of the hive. That ends the robbing.

Ripening of Honey.—0. O. Poppleton had exceptional
opportunity while in Cuba, as he relates in Gleanings, to de-

termine the rate of evaporation of newly-gathered honey in

the hives. The shrinkage from first-gathered to well-ripened
honey was about one-fourth, and that shrinkage took place
almost wholly during the first night, only one-tenth of the en-
tire shrinkage taking place after that time. So he thinks it a
mistaken notion that there is any material gain in any way by
extracting honey before it is ripe. He also found that the bees
gathered just as much honey when they had 50 pounds in the
hive as when they had only five, so there was just room enough
to store what they gathered.

Management with Empty Combs.—A man has a num-
ber of colonies and two-thirds as many combs as those that are
occupied. He asks G. M. Doolittle (Gleanings, page 304) how
to manage for best results, his principal trouble being swarm-
ing during the honey-flow. He is told to have laying queens
ready in advance in nuclei. When a colony is about ready to

swarm, set in its place a hive with eight empty combs, and
brush all the bees into it, giving it the supers. Then move
another strong colony to a new location, set in its place the
hive of brood-combs and brood without bees, and give it a
frame with queen and adhering bees from a nucleus. Do this

at a time when the most bees are flying, and the returning
bees will stock it. Thus you'll have three colonies from two,
and in good shape for work.

Tests of Foundation are reported by R. L. Taylor, in

Review. Drawn foundation was promptly undertaken at once,

and it appeared it would be first finisht, but on the coutrary,

at the end of the honey flow (which was poor) a drawn-founda-
tion section in the center of the case weighed only 70 per cent,

as much as one of plain foundation beside it. If this was be-

cause the bees did not like the foundation and only used it

until something better could be made ready, it condemns
drawn-foundation. But he thinks it might be because the
cells were promptly filled with thin honey which took a long
time to be evaporated, in which case there would be no trouble

if there were a whole super full of drawn-foundation instead

of only six sections. He seems to think it Is hardly a fair test

to try a very few sections of drawn-foundation with others.

Dr. Beal, of the Michigan Agricultural College, measured
the bases after they were workt out by the bees. The base of

natural comb that seemed to be of about usual thickness
measured about .007 of an inch. The others averaged about
11 per cent, less, all but the drawn-foundation, which was 37
per cent, thicker than the natural. The no-wall foundation
was the thinnest of all, averaging .00433. It will be of In-

terest to know how this will compare with the foundation the

A. I. Root Co. are now making, whose base measures only
.003 of an inch!
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DO NOT FAIL
TO WRITE US
K)R PRICES
ON THE

°pFeI-e SECTION
In both. Small and Large
Quantities....

We have all the up loflate Machinery,
and our lumber is as white as snow . .

THE ONE-PIECE SECTION
COBIPANV,

Prairie Du Chien, Crawford Co. , Wis.
February lOth, 1898. 7Ctf

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in Calit'ornla.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
aere and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Kaochea and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you all about Calirornla Aarlcultiire and
Horticulture. $1.00 per Year; Six Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RURAEi CALIFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read what J. I. Parent, of

CHAHLTON,N.Y..Bay8-"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
5u chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racks. 500 broad
frames, 2.(mhj honey-boxes
and a Kreiit deal of other
work. ThiB winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect todo it with this Saw.
It will do all you say It wU I.

Catalofue and Price- List

Free. Address, W. F. & JOHN BARNK8,
45Ctf No. 995 KuDySt.. Kockford. III.

Farm Bee-Keemnar.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclusively in the in-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publisht by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for free sample copy now.

The American Poultry Journal,
:iQ'i liBAHBORX ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
AlAliriinl ^^^^ 's over a quarter of a cent-

JUIll llul ury old and is still growing must
possess intrinsic merit of its own, and Its
field must be a valuable one.

Poultry' Journtl"""'"" 50 CCntS a ^UX

.

PIea.se mention Bee Journal -when writing.
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the BEST.
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' Honey Extractor

Get Williams' Automatic Reyersitile,

Ami You Have It, Addre«.,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOEtf Barnum, WIhcousIu.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Golden Italian Queens Cheap

!

If you want BEES FOU BUSINESS,
eend for mv Cataloy of prices
iSEtf J F. MICHAEL, Greenville, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FOR CASH FOR 1S98...
Italian Bees and Queens and
Koot'a Supplies. Address

OXTO KCEIXOW
122 Military Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 18Etf

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CHEAP

Small Fruits in Bloom, Etc.

Everything favors a good flow of nectar
this season. Apples, peaches, pears and
cherries are in full bloom. This is a poor
place to keep bees, as the honey-flow ceases
on or about the first of June—five weeks
ends the season tor salable honey. One
year ago frost killed all of the flowers, and
I did not get one salable section of honey.
I have been feeding heavily. Bees are in

fine condition. Last fall, in looking them
over. I found three queenless colonies. I

sent for three queens, and they are as fine

as can be. I have '21 colonies.

"New Jersey" wanted to know where
his bees collected that pollen so early in the
spring. It was from tag-alder and a little

from willow. J. H. Allen.
Nansemond Co., Va., AprlJ U.

Report for 20 Years.

My report tor 20 years of keeping bees

and producing honey is as follows:

Year.
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them a flight at any rate. My hives face
the east, so when the snow was melted
enough so that bees would not sink in it

and be frozen, and the air was warm
enough so they would not chill, I began
work. This did not come till about March
4. I began my work after dinner, by tak-
ing the hives out and placing them on the
snow-drifts, behind the chaff hives, facing
the west. Then I scratcht out enough dead
bees so the live ones could get out. How
they did fly 1 The whole apiary was in a
delightful hum. I lost scarcely any bees
that day. Those that lit on the snow
would rest and then take to wing again.
From this time on the queens and bees
went to work. So as to keep the bees
warmed up I soon took out one wall on the
east side of the chaff hive— I put from (i to
8 hives in one long chaff box—so the morn-
ing sun could warm them on fine days.
This spring, so far. my bees are ahead"ot
anything I ever had before. Remember,
after I removed one wall there were two
left—the hive itself and one wall of the
chaff box.
March 14 I began to feed chop to my bees

—ground corn and oats. I called ju^t one
man in to see them work on the chop. He
said it beat anything be ever saw. This
affords a good .'-upply of pollen for begin-
ning brood-rearing. I think this may be
given as soon as they will work on it.

This is the second year that 1 am feeding
ground corn and oats. Fresh chop should
be given every day. Those who are curi-
ous to know something about this should
try it as soon as they read this if pollen is

needed. I had honey beside one box of
chop one day. but the bees did not touch
it. So I took it away. D. J. Blocher.
Stephenson Co., 111., March 2.5.

Wintered Well.
Bees have wintered well, and we have .300

strong colonies to begin the season with.
We are in hopes to have a good season.

F. A. LOCKHART.
Warren Co., N. Y., April 3.

Have Wintered Well.
Bees wintered finely here. I put S3 colo-

nies into winter quarters, and all have
come through in fine condition so far, and
the prospect for a honey crop is good.

A. W. SwAS.
Nemaha Co., Kan., April 7.

Five-Banders Winter Well.
My bees have wintered splendidly, and

are in the best condition that I have ever
had them at this time of the year. Tell
some of the brethren to stand aside a little,

as I might step on their toes in regard to
the 5-banded Italians not wmtering well. I
had 73 colonies of the .>banded. and 2 of
the 3banded Italians, wintered on the
summer stands in single-walled hives, and
lost only one colony, so I don't think ,5-

bands or 3-bands. or no bands, have much
to do with the wintering problem.

W. S. Feeback.
Nicholas Co., Ky., March 31.

Cutting Alfalfa for Honey.
On page ',17. I understood Prof. Cook to

say that alfalfa is better for hay when cut
just before it blooms. This is a sad mis-
stake for both the stock and bee-men. Many
have had the sad experience of dragging
out a lot of their tinest steers, killed by
bloat, or a lot of washy hay by starting
the mower too soon, and attempting to use
it at the stage referred to by Prof. Cook.
About 20,000 head of mountain steers are

brought down from the mountains to feed
on the alfalfa hay put up in the valley each
fall and shipt during the winter and spring.
We also ship out 15 to 20 carloads of honey
annually. I believe every one of our stock-
men—and I know all of our bee-men— will
agree that the experiment stations were
correct in their statements when they
tested the question referred to by weighing
three different lots of steers and cutting

BRANCH OF THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
10 VINE STREET ==^=^=—
PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

We keep here everything in the Supply line of latest improvement.
Cleated Separators, Improved Smokers, Weed Foundation, 1S9S Goods of all kinds.
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Dealers can order here, as well as consumers, at factory prices.

Save freight and gel orders filled at once. Also as fine a strain of 3 and -i-banded
Italian Bees as ever gathered honey.

Full S-frame colonies, S6.00 ; 3-frame nucleus, S'3.75.

14Etf Tliesc InoliKic Guaranteed Italian <liieens.

Fleas^ raention t

BEE-SUPPLIES

!

We have the best equipt fantory in the West. Capacity
1 carload ad;iy; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety o I every Thing needed in the apiary, as'^iningbest
goods at the lowest prices, and prcmtt shipment.

Illustrated Calalos:^ 72 Pages, Free,
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal-

vanized 8' eel. all sizes, any form, and lor all purposes.
Price-list Free. A<idrese,

E:. KRETOHITIEK, Ked Oak, loiva.
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Special Agent for the Southwciiit

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing"
They will appreciate the low trelKht rates outlined by purchas-

ing ^onds from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-lrelght rate, thus cnMIng the freight in half,
we have establisht a Ijranch bouse at ITIIO South 1 ;iih St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will iseeo a complete line of all apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsvile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most b^e-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are n"t, we will S4.y that our goods
Hre par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white .sections, beautiful straw-

coloied traueparent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Houey Kxtraotors. and all other first-
ciap sgoods. are w bat we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
Od these b^see. we solicit an oider. leeling sure that if we sell you one bill ot goods you will be
our ' n--tomer in the future.

ISi^PnoGfttSSiVE Bee- Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Ree-Keeper," 2.5c. fioth for 65c.
postpaid. Sam pie copy of the Punc. RE.'^sivt^ tree, and a Deautit ul Catalog tor the aslvlng.

Address,
j^^yijy jiaiiutaetiiriiig Company, r7fj'"o.a.V*'i3,n-it.,^[„a,.n,Neb.

The Bee-Keeper'sGuide
This lot h and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

m.'ignifleeut book ot 4t>0 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subsoribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the Amt-rican
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully illustrated, and all written m the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to tbc whole bee-world to re-
quire any iutroductlon. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's GtjiDE."

ijiiveii For 2 Xe%v Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and -no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal tor one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with 82.00). and we will mall YOU a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1. '35,

or we club it with lUe Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surely
anybody can get only 'J new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody tty for If
Will you have one '-'

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU.

WHY NOT ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR BEE=KEEPER
To Subscribe for the American Bee Journal?
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Sweet \ Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arranB-ements po that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

SB) 10ft 251b 501b
Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 S2.25 SI.00
Alsike Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3 00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover .55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 23 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Qcekks of
either 3 or 5 Raiided Italians and Mteel
Gray Carnlolan«. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race.
75 cts. each: June and uuiil October 50 cents
each. Tested $1.00 each. Good Breeders. $2
each. Straitrht 5-Banded or "Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEBVILLE, Bee Co, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

1tlllfir«!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

illUlU o Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in g-eneral. etc etr.

Send tor our new catalosr.
Practical HliitH " will be mailed for 10c

lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. P. Mutli & Son, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-OUR PRICES

int; the new
disiinpioD CIiafl-HiTe

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
3'UU $ $ $ $

K. H. SCII.YIIDT A: CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Flease mention Bee Journal when writing.

^ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

liiberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOONDATIOH
Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Kottom Foundation
Has So FisbboDe In Ibe ^Brplas Honef

,

Being the cleaneot 1b nsnatlj workec
the qalokest of any Foandatlon made

J. A. VAN DEIISEN.
Sole .MaDuraotarer,

Sproat Brook MooiBomery Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

RCC IfECPCDC ? Let me send you my 64-
DLL~^LL^LnO i page Catalog tor 18H8

J. m. Jeukiut), Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing

alfalfa hay at three different stages, the
first stage when in bloom, second a week
later, and thirdly after the bloom had
dropt and the seed nearly ripe. The first

mowing was eateu greedily, but was too
washy to fatten satisfactorily; the last

mowing was too ripe and woody, while the
middle stage was far ahead of either of the
others, and was entirely satisfactory, thus
establishing the fact that the All-wise Crea-
tor intended that the bees should get the
benefit of almost the entire bloom before it

is cut or pastured, and has attacht a pen-
alty to those who violate His laws.

My neighbor tried violating this divine
law by turning a fine bunch of three-year-
old steers on his alfalfa before the bees got
their share, and in less than half a day 10

of them were dead from bloat, and many
more were only saved by sticking, to let

the gas escape. Since then 300 colonies of

bees feast on the bloom of his alfalfa before
the mower or the cattle touch it.

Maricopa Co., Ariz. B. A. HongsLL.

All Wintered Well.

I took my 30 colonies out of the cellar

April 'i. after a confinement of just four
months and five days. All are in fine con-
dition, and not a colony perisht. I left 11

colonies on the summer stands, and 10 of

them are all right. A. F. Foote.
Mitchell Co., Iowa, April 5.

Bees Wintered Nicely.

Our bees wintered nicely, and are in fine

condition. I wintered 1.50 colonies in single-

walled hives without any loss. A part of

them were packt on the north and west
sides of the hive, but those that I did not
pack seemed to get through best. I am
more than ever convinced that the princi-

pal thing in wintering is not outside pro-

tection so much as plenty of good, sealed
honey; and that bees fed sugar syrup will

winter as well, if not better, than on honey.
J. L. Gaxdt.

Richardson Co.. Nebr., April 9.

Bees in Florida and Southern Indiana.
While in Tampa, Fla., this winter I made

inquiry to try to find if there were any bee-

keepers in that vicinity, but I could hear of

none, but suppose there must have been
bees not far away for the orange trees were
beginning to bloom, and I saw a few bees
working on them. I found some Mississippi

honey in the stores branded " White
Clover," but it wasn't what our clover
honey is, by any means.

I found my seven colonies in very fine

condition, on my arrival home. I left them
on the summer stands well provided with
stores, and protected with covering over
the frames. It is too early to tell what the
white clover will be this season, but if as

abundant as last season, I shall reap a
bountiful harvest of honey.
The spring in southern Indiana is three

weeks in advance. Peach trees are in

bloom, and some other kinds of fruit-trees.

Fears are entertained that the frosty nights
and cold days will kill or injure fruit of all

kinds. W. C. R. Kemp.
Orange Co., Ind., April 2.

Bee-Keeping in Virginia.

My apiary is located near the center of

the Page Valley on the course of the Shen-
andoah river. I began bee-keeping in the
spring of 18'.t.5, by buying two colonies in

box-hives. The bees were kept in box-hives
until the spring of 1896, as my neighbor
bee-keepers told me they were the best

hives in use. and they said that the frame
hives were not fit to keep bees in. I could
not think so, so I visited a bee-keeper who
had 20 years experience in the bee-business,

and he told me if I wanted to keep bees for

profit I should get the frame hives. I

bought one of his hives, I2xU inch brood-

chamber, the super 5 inches high, which
held six •l-pouud frames. I thought that it

was the very hive that I wanted, so I made
hives and transferred my bees to them. I

$100
Given as Bounties
to purchasersof the
improved D a ii z .

Hives and Sections
J See schedule in my
bee - book "' Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
money, Free for 2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.
or F. Danzenbaker. Box 466. Washington. D. C-

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writine:.

Excelsior Iiicubator

and BroDder Ctieap .....
200 eggs capacity. Good as new. Used
lor only two hatches. Everything com-
nlete. Will s<>ll it for

TWEP>TY n(>LIjAll«, half the cost price
Address, V. W. OUNNE,

Klver Furettt, Coob Co., 111.

Texas Queens fMVM\
Best honey-gathering strain in America.

Tested, .Jl. 30. Untested, SI. 00. Write for a

Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A2lit Please mention the Bee Journal.

HATCH'ChJHkens ,?T.g-^,F.*fg7

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Perfect, Self-Regulat-
ing. Thoaaaiids id successful
oneration. Lowest priced
Orst-clnnn llotoher made.

OE«>. II. ST.4HL.
tniaa s. 6(h nt- «>iilt,cy.Tll.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

,EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Lart'C^t and Best equlpt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog.

FRED A. D.11.TON,
lA26t Watker, Vernon Co, Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies '. Hoot's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'ti Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

1 r,^H"l\ .mpn'^ »' 512 Mass. Ave.,
Iffcl'" poVDtttOfp IndUnapolis. Indiana,

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens in April and May. SI. 00. Un-
tested, 7.5c Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at ii.OQ. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $.5.00. Satislactlon guiran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
8Atf GRANGEK, MINN.

Bee-Keepers' Pliotograpli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-

cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-

ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and 131 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,

mailing from the 131 kind first; then after

they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal offlce.

B"

Illinois—The spring meeiing of the North-
ern Illltiot?: Bee-Keepers' Association w"ill be
held at thi' residence of Ale.viinder Patterson.
5 miles uorilnvest of Kocklord. Tuesday, ilay
17, 1898. All are cordially invited.

B Kennedy. Sec, New Mllford, 111.
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i^oon found that they were no better than
the box-hives, as the honey was in such a

^hape that I could not market it. I sub-

scribed for the American Bee Journal, and
soon found out the hives that were in use.

My neighbor and I sent for a lot of hives
and other supplies, and I transferred my
tiees to the new hives. I now have my bees
all in fine ccndition, waiting for the boney
season when it comes in the spring. I will

Italianize my whole apiary, as I think the
Italian bees are superior to all others.
We have a very good location here for

bees. First comes the maple; fruit and
willow, which starts brood-rearing; then
comes the locust, whitewood, etc., from
which we get a fair crop of boney. Then
our fall crop comes, the aster and golden-
rod, which we generally get a fair crop
from. Last season was a poor one, altho I

got a fair crop of honey in the forepart of

the season, when the drouth set in and I

had to buy sugar and feed my bees to keep
them alive. C. H. Mat.
Page Co., Va., Feb. 24.

Report for 1897.
I commenced in tbe spring with 46 colo-

nies, and increast to 101. I sold 50 colonies.

I have a neighbor that had 16 bee-trees,

and he gave me the bees for cutting the
trees. I gave him the honey. So I filled

up some of my empty hives, and now have
67 colonies all in good condition. They have
lieen gathering pollen this week from elm
in the river-bottom.
Last year I got 3.000 pounds of comb

honey, and sold it for S and 10 cents.

Goliad Co., Tex. W.W.Williams.

Prospects Not Flattering.

Prospects are not very flattering here for

a good honey crop. We have had a very
dry winter and spring up to a few days
ago. We had a good rain, but it has turned
off cool. Flora in this section has been
greatly injured by forest fires. Bees win-
tered in fine condition, and are now very
strong and ready for what flow we may
have.
The Bee Journal is always prompt, and

like a picnic basket—full of good things.

Lee Co., Ga., April ij. R. P. Johnson.

All Wintered.
Last season was a good year with me,

and I had success in wintering, getting my
bees all through without losing a single

queen in cellar-wintering. I took them out
of tbe cellar March 10, and I have been
feeding rye-flour, which I think is a good
thing in earlj' spring, before natural pollen

can be had ; it keeps them from trying to

rob, and I think it stimulates brood-rear-
ing. It is surprising to see how much of it

they will lug off in a day. The way that I

got the bees to work on it was to sprinkle
green sawdust over it. which they were to

work on. C. W. Gerrish.
Strafford Co., N. H., March 29.

Motli-Trap—A Freeze.

I notice on page 183 a bee-keeper com-
plains of the moth devouring his bees. If

he would not leave pieces of combs scat-

tered about, keep his bee-yard nice and
clean, and have good, strong colonies, he
would not be bothered with moths.

I will give a good plan to catch the moth-
millers :

Take a big camp-meeting lamp and set it

in a pan 16 or 20 inches across, and three or
four inches deep. Set the lamp in the
center and pour water in the pan till within
an inch of the top, and put in one pint of

coal-oil. Set the lamp in the bee-yard at
night, and let it burn all night, and you
will catch all the moths that come around.
Now, I don't want bee-keepers to think

that I sit in the back end of a tin-shop, and
want a patent on this moth-trap.
Put one lamp to every :!."> colonies. Catch

all " toad-frogs " in the bee-yard. Confine
them in the garden, and they will catch all

of the insects and cut-worms.
On the morning of March 23 a cold North

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight mlllloa feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of ttae Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery tor the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Ameiloan Bee Journal. 7Atf

Van Densen Thin
Foundation...
We have several 25-pound bo.tes of Van

Deusen Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation
lor sale, at $12. .50 per box. This Founda-
tion Is preferred by many. As we have only
a tew boxes of It. an order for same should be
seut promptly. Address The A. I. Koot Co.
118 Michigan Street, Chicago. 111.

Italian Bees For Sale!!
We have arranged with a large beekeeper

to Lee County, 111, labout 100 miles west of

Chicago', to fill our orders lor Italian Bees at

the foUowlDK prices i here, which Include a
good Queen with each colony:

8 L. frames of bees In light 6hlpplng-case,$3.75
5 at $3.50 each.

8 L. frames of bees in dovetailed hive, $i.25.

5 at J4.00 each.

Prompt shipment after May ] . and safe ar-

rival and satisfaction guaranteed. Address

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO. ILLS.

The Largest and MostComplele Stock

or Bee-Keepers' Siipplles in tlie Nortli-
ive»,l. Tde very latest up-lo date and best
Hives made. Danzenbaker Hives. Hives for
Slotted Sections, and a very low. priced Hive,
and carloads of other goods, all in our ware-
house ready to ship.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPAi^JY,
H. G. ACKT.iN. Manager.

ITAtt 1024 Mississippi Street St. Paul. Minn,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BEES FOR SALE.
About. 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do uetter than
to call on L)r. E. Gallup, rfanta Ana. Calif.,

and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs in Langstroth-
Simplicity Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees for business. Cjrrespodenee so-
licited. Br. E. «Al,l.lJP,

SANT.i An.\. Orange Co.. Cai..

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

WHATDOYOUWAHT?
If it's BujseIcs. Ilarnci
Mac-hlncM* Feed Coo
Pumps, Poultry^
thini; else, \ve
rect from the fac-
what it is, or \vhere
supply it €*»i<l

YOUR WANTS
KNOWN

>udillc«, Bicyt'los, Sewing
t-r-. < hU-r I'tf-wcH, f*prny

MAKK Sn|.i.Iio. or any-
caii -supply It dl-
toiy. No matter
it is made, we can

sai'e i/int ittottey too. Try us.
Write for our illustrated catalotjue, circulars, etc.

Frank B. Barkley Mfg. Co. ^.^^ fin'S:

Please mention Bee Journal "when writmg.

IVliolesale
and Ketail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax [TJoraiS A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples ot Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wiinted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGCSTA, WIS.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION «o"i;,':,^^'°'*

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Hipping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff.
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold ou Trial. Catalo;;ue Free.

SEIXE^A FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENEGA FALLS, N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

iT^5^Xji.iL.iNr

Bees and Queens
Queens $1.00: Bees by the round $1.00; Nu-

clei two frames with Queen. $2.00; one-frame
$1.50. Also Barred and While V. Ro(-k»
and Silver-Laced Wj Hndottes. Eggs for

Sitting at $1.00 per 1.5.

i7A8t Mrs, A. A. SiiiiDSOii, Starts, Pa.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Listen! Take Diy Advice and Buy

s^Yoiir Bee-Supplies**

of August Weiss ! E
Millions of Sections - Polisht on both Sides !

!

SATlSFACTIO> G IJAKANTEED on a full line of Supplies. Send for a C,;italogue and

be your own judge. Wax wanted at 26 ceuts cash, or 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

A.-Nw xo:>s «!' ir.
\Vorbln:£ Whx Into Founds
lion a Specially.

I i>i:f¥
petition

dation
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wind came down on us. The mercury was
at SO degrees, and in 15 minutes it fell to 40

degrees, and on the morning of the 34th
froze out all of the corn and fruit. Bees
were breeding up fine. I saw some chilled
brood, and the bees were pulling it out.
Texas has a great many slips 'twixt the cup
and the lip, and I think this is a big slip.

P. J. R. Davenport.
Ellis Co., Texas, March 20.

Pickled Brood.
My colonies the past year were sorely

troubled with " pickled brood." I observed
this disease in one or two colonies as early
as 1S90 and ISOl. Then and subsequently it

did not spread, and did not prevent the dis-

eased colonies from storing some surplus.
In 1S97 the case was very different. Two
colonies were well-nigh destroyed, while
two others were seriously impeded. Only
one colony escaped the disease altogether.

I tried various remedies without avail. I

went so far in the case of two colonies as to
remove with pincers all diseased brood
every three days or so. After the removal
the combs and bees were generously treated
with germ destroyers. The disease contin-
ued unabated.
The disease appeared in April or early

May, reacht its hight in June, began to
abate in July, and it disappeared in August.
It seemed to flourish in cool, cloudy
weather. The hot, dry weather apparently
killed it.

The two colonies that had the disease the
worst were doubled in July, after all the
old bees were removed. Later on the old
bees were again removed. These old bees
were put with a queen into a new hive with
foundation. The disease did not show itself
in this new hive nor in any swarms from
diseased colonies. Allen Latham.
Norfolk Co., Mass.

Alsike Clover—A Report.
Bees are in fine condition at present. We

are having plenty of rain this spring, which
we were badly in need of. The clover looks
fine now, and the prospect for a crop from
white and Alsike clovers is good, and there
is plenty of it around here. Alsike is the
clover for low land. I have seen water
stand on it for weeks, and it did not injure
it in the least. We have tried red clover,
but it will not do well on low, wet land,
but the Alsike clover will do all right. The
right seeds in the right place and both
clovers are good.
At present I have 6S colonies in fine con-

dition. That is the most that I have ever
started with. Last spring I had 4S, and ex-
tracted about .5.500 pounds of honey, and
had 500 pounds of comb honey besides. If
I have such a crop it will pay to keep bees,
but we will have to take what we get.

I have a fine locality for bees and honey.
We have a fine honey-plant that I call
"flreweed." It grows in the pastures; it

has blue flowers, and blooms for a long
time. It yields honey in abundance, and of
fine quality. Sweet clover is started, and
bees work on it all the afternoon till night.
Hurrah for the American Bee Journal I

Long may it live ! As long as I keep bees
I want the American Bee Journal.

Jacob Wibth.
Henry Co., 111., April H.

Supreme Council of the
Royal Arcanum will hold a meet-
ing in Clevelaiid, Ohio, May 18-25, for
which the Nickel Plate Road is author-
ized to sell tickets at one aud one-third
fare for the round trip, on certificate
plan. Unexcelled dining car service.
Vestibuled sleeping cars. Three through
trains daily from the Van Buren Street
Passenger Station. For full particulars
call up telephone Main 338'.', or address
J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street. (13)

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 284.

HONEY and BEESWAX
.flAKKEX QI)0XAXI03l!$.

Chicago, Ap'il 20.—Fancy white comb
honey would biingr 11 cents, but there le none
here; other good grades of white at9tol0c.:
dark and amber, 7 to 8c. Extracted, white. .5

to 6c.: ambers, 4 V4 to 5e.: dark and off grades,
4c.. with exception of dark candied and amber
grades. This market is bare of comb, and
while prices have been low the quantity sold
locally has been greater than last season.
Beeswax s arce. and sells at '270. tor average
lots. R. A. BnRNETT & Co.

Kansas City, April 20. — Fancy white,
9 to 10c; No. 1, whlte,9c; amber, 8 toOc. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 tooi^c; amber,5c; dark, .1!4

to 4c. Beeswax. 20 to .'5c.

Comb honey is selling talrly well .but prices
are low; con-iderable shows signs of candj--
ing, which makes dealers anxious sellers.

C. (J. Clemons i- Co.

Cincinnati, Auril 19.—Demand fair for ex-
tracted, at Zhi to 8c. according to quality. De-
mand tor comb Is slow at 10 to 13c. for best
white. Beeswax in good demand at 20 to 25c.
for good to choice ye low.

Chas. F. Muth & Son.

Boston, April 14.—Fancy No. 1, In car-
tons. i:ic.: In glass-iront eases. 12c.; A No. 1.

lie; No. 1.9 to lOc; No. 2. 9c. Extracted,
white G to 7c.; light amber, 5 to 6c. Bees-
wax is scarce at 26c.
Our market on comb and extracted honey

has kept active at old prices, and as a result
the stock Is well cleaned up. There is very
little call for anything but white In this mar-
ket. Blake, Scott & Lee,

Cleveland, April 14.—Fancy white. 12 to
12V4C.: No. 1. lie; No. I amber, 9 to 10c.

;

buckwheat, 8c. Extracted, white, 6c, ; amber.
4 to 5c. A. B. WiLLi.iMS & Co,

San Prancisco, Apnl 6.—White comb, 8^4
to 10c; amber. 6^ to 7)4e. Extracted, white.
5^c.; light amber, 4^ to hV^c. Beeswax, 24
to aTc
A ship sailing this week for Hamburg took

316 cases, Sellers are not nearly so numerous
as edrly in the season, and are inclined to be
quite exacting at present In the matter of
p.Ices. Market Is strong for comb and ex-
tracted, with supplies of latter light and
stocks of comb showing steady decrease. The
flrmuesa is based mainly on the poor pros-
pects tor coming crop.

Detroit, March 22. — Fancy white is

lower and now quoted at lie. No. 1, 9@10u;
fancy dare. 7@sc; No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5®6c; dark. 4@5c. Beeswax
In good demand at 26®27c.
There Isconfiderable dark and undesirable

honey on commission now, and some of it will
be Cdrrled over to another season.

M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis, Mar 18.—Honey much more
encouraging. Fancy white clover comb is

selling here now at 10H@lli4c. Not advisa-
ble to ship darter than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 5 K@6c: amber, 5c;
dark. 4(a4Hc.
Outlook lor honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hall A; Co.

Indianapolis, March 24.—Fancy white.
11 to lyc. ; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow lor this time ot the
year. This is especially true ot the amber
and dark grades ot comb honey. Beeswax Is

in good demand. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, March 8. — Fancy, 11 to
13c.; A No 1, 10 to lie: No. i, 10 to lOHc;
No. 2. 9 to 10c. ; amber and dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted. In barrels, kegs and cans, white, 5 to
6c,: dark, 4^ to 5c. Beeswax, 25 to 27c.
We are able to report an improved demand

for fancy honey during the past few days,
while the medium grades have also sold bet-
ter, yet the surest sale is on the best. The
supply continues equal to the demand, but
the fancy grades are not in as good supply as
the low and medium, which goes to prove that
the fancy sells best—and the values better

A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, March 11.— There Is a good
demand lor strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to lie: other grades, however, range from
9 to 7e, and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount oi honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. B.atierson & Co.

DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO,

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels
of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 2S0 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

i. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEOKGE W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLR.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's Goodiii at their prioe». I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, inicli.

FIRST PRIZE WINNERS
Our 1898 Mammoth Poultry
r.niAo of lliO pages mulled KKKK.

s.irricrtiiiiK entirely new, tells all about
pMiiIrr V, how to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIG MOKEV. Contains beautiful lithoBraph
[liate uf fowls in theirnatural oxiloi-s. .Send
tocts. tor JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr<
postage. Box 94 FKEEI'OIIT, lli.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Ppfqliifr Proo '*• •• Koot A: Co's Good!)
VaiaiUg I' ICC lor Missouri and other points,
to be had at factory prices from John Nebel
Sc Son, High UllI, nissourl. 9Atf

:!== =-=
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Talk about

....CombFoujidation
WE can now furnish the very best that can

be marie from pure wax. OurNew Pro-
cei!i« of ITIilliii^ enables us to surpaes the
previous efforts of ourselves and others in the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Sweet.
It is the kind tliat does not sa^.
It is tlie kind you Avant.

If you once try it you will have no other.
Samples furnisht FKl!.E. Large illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address.

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytliing in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

(^~ Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Jo>irnal when writing.

CARLOADS
Ul Bee-lilves, Sections. Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
anil Kverytliing used in the
Bee-lnduslry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
•' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have llry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000

feet ot tloor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MaiuifacturiiiE Co,

HUDSON, St. I'roix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Goods
Wholesale.

Ketall.
Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. M. H. HliNT
Cash for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I AEISE
T'O SAY to the readers
L of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOLITTLK
hns concluded to sell

-BKES and QUKENB-
In their season, durlnfi
1898, at thefollowina
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
light shipping-box $6(X)
Five Colonies 25 oO
Ten Colonies 45 00

1 00
5 50
10 00
$150
3 50

1 untested queen.
6 " queens
12
1 testei Qaeen...
S " Queens

,

1 select tested q ueen 2 u6
S " '* Queens 4 00

Select lesied queen, previous season's rearing, , 3 00
Bxlra Selected for breedlUK, the vert best. . 5 00
About a Pound of BBKS In a Two-frame Nucleus.
with any Queen, $2.00 extra.

Hr* Circular free, RlvlnR full particulars ragamd*
IDR the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
lA'JSt BORODINO. Onon. Co., N. Y.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation. yeSYear

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because ir\ 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firmness, I^o Sagf-
g'ins'. I\'o l>oss.

PAXEi^x wi:ei> process
SlIEEXIiXii.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

I^MK^STTROTK Or« TTH:© H;ar«©T-B]gm, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

Eountlation aud Beeswax Prices Advanced. ^—We quote an advance of
three cents in Foundation, vpholesale and retail, on the prices quoted in our Circular.
BEESWAX WANTED, at advanced prices also.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Manntactured Stock ! ({uick Sliipinents
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-GASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
We make a specialty of makioK the very best Sections on the market.

The BASSMTOOD in this part of Wiseonsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

C^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltiusr.

ROOT'S GOODS.

I Tbe Fence anil Plain Sections.

I
Weefl New Process Founflation,

I

Cowan Extractors,

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest made,

.Specialties: Doietailefl Hives-witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bottom,

Danzenliaker Hives.

No-Drip Sliimiing-Cases.

I

Gleanings in Bee-Cnlture, Illnstrated, Senii-Monttily.

Catalog of Ooods and Sample Copy or Oleaiiings
§cnt for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Brancli Offices

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, III.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1685 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUL BROOD.
Exactly How to Detect It ; and Also Exactly

How to Get Rid of the Disease.

BY HON. B. L. TAYLOR.
Late Siiperinttufhnt of Jfa'hiyau Experiniod Apianj.

Where foul brood exists or where Its existence is suspected
it is of prime importance that one have the ability to distin-

and nose, and Riving attention, need be in any doubt in regard
to its presence.

The one crucial test Is the color and consistency of the
dead larva; affected with the disease before It dries up. At
this stage the matter of the dead larvie Is always viscid or
ropy like mucus. There Is no foul brood without this charac-
teristic, and I may safely say that with this characteristic
there Is always foul brood. This last statement, however, re-
quires explanation.

In my experience of ten years with the disease I conclude
that In a few years It spends Its force and loses its vitality in

a given locality, while It continues to retain In the matter of
the larvae In a considerable degree the viscid character. In
such case there Is likely to be found but few affected larvEC in
any colony, and with a little experience and care the two con-
ditions are readily distlnguisht, and in this way : In the
weakened stage the dead matter is slightly less viscid, but a
better test is that it Is paler in color. The dead matter in the
larvae affected with this disease in Its vigor Is of the color of

A Comb Badly Infected with Foul Brood.^From a Photograph by Thos. Wm. Cowan.

gulsh It with certainty from every other disease or injury.
Some degree of practical experience with the disease will
alone make one adept in discovering and identifying It, yet Its

peculiarities are so pronounced that no one having good eyes

coffee when prepared for drinking by the addition of a mod-
erate amount of milk. In the weakened stage of the disease
the color Is perceptibly lighter. To determine the consitency
of the dead matter of larvEe, Insert a sliver or a straw into it
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and then withdraw it. If the matter pulls out in a string,
adhering to the sliver, and is of the coffee-color described, it

may be set down that foul brood is certainly present; but if

it does not show this decided ropiness it is just as certain that
there is no foul brood in that cell.

I just said there is no foul brood without ropiness, but this
must not be taken loo literally. That was said with reference
to the stage during which the matter remains soft. After a
few weeks the matter of each dead larva? dries down and lies

spread on the lower side—not the bottom—of the cell, a
brownish-black scale of the thickness of a man's thumb-nail.
This peculiarity is of great use in making a diagnosis of the
disease at some seasons of the year, as in the fall or in the
spring, in the combs of a colony which has perisht during the
winter, as colonies affected with foul brood are very liable to

do. Soon after the breeding season is over these scales are
about the only evidence of the disease that remains in a strong
colony, as the cappings of the diseased cells are apt to be
cleared away, but in a weak colony the discolored, defective
cappings largely remain. It seems to be beyond the power of

the bees to remove these scales, so if foul brood has been pres-
ent they remain to reveal it if one will take the proper course
to discover them. This is best done in this way :

Take the comb by the top-bar and hold it so that a good
light falls into the cells at an angle of about 70^ or 80° from
the top of the comb, while the sight falls upon the cells at an
angle of about 45-. The scales if present will be readily dis-

covered lying as already described reaching almost to the mar-
gin of the lower side of the cell. I consider this a very sure
method of diagnosis, tho in one or two cases I have seen simi-

lar scales where the death of the brood resulted from other
causes.

Other characteristics of the disease which ara useful in

aiding in its discovery are the peculiar odor and the appear-
ance of the cappings of diseased cells ; such cappings, while
they vary in color, are generally darker than those of healthy
cells, almost always sunken or flattened, often having irregu-

lar perforations of varying sizes, and the comb containing
much of the disease presents altogether an unprosperous,
sickly appearance. The odor is very unpleasant, and may be
described as an " old smell," and is well said to be like that of

a poor quality of glue when heated. If a colony is badly dis-

eased the odor is sometimes felt on raising the cover of the
hive, and generally on applying the nose to the top of the
brood-combs.

If one handles the combs of his bees frequently, and keeps
the subject of foul brood on his mind, what I have already
said will enable him to discover the disease very soon after its

appearance in his apiary, but if brood-combs are handled but
little it is quite important, if one would insure himself in some
degree against losses from the disease, that a strict watch be
kept on the condition, in respect to disease, of all colonies
that appear from external indications to be lacking in pros-

perity, and especially of colonies to which robbers seem to be
attracted, for the odor of foul brood has an attraction to bees,

seeming to indicate to them that the colony emitting it is

about in a condition to permit its being robbed with impunity.
And this not because colonies wanting in prosperity are more
likely to contract the disease, but because this condition may
be the result of disease. If the disease is once discovered to

be present, then it would be the part of wisdom to examine
each colony carefully under strict regulation against robbing.

The cure of foul brood is difficult only because it is difiS-

cult to discover the disease in its incipient stages in every
colony, and to determine every colony in which are germs of

disease lying dormant ready to develop when favorable condi-
tions are present, it may be after many months. And when
the disease is disseminated among the bees in the neighbor-
hood, especially among wild bees, a final cure may tie the
work of years, but with care, even under the worst circum-
stances, it may be kept in such subjection that the injury
therefrom will not ije great, and under favorable circum-
stances it may be quickly exterminated.

The cure of any particular colony is very simple and cer-

tain, the cautions to be observed having to do with preventing
the access of bees from healthy colonies to the diseased combs,
since such access would almost certainly spread the disease to

other colonies. To preclude this danger all the necessary op-
erations must be performed when no bees are flying, or when
the pasturage offers so much nectar that there is no disposi-

tion to rob. These conditions being secured, take a hive ex-

ternally as nearly like the one containing the diseased colony
as possible, and having moved the hive with the colony to one
side, place the new hive furnisht with foundation or starters

on theold stand, then run the bees into the new hive by shak-
ing or driving. This is all that is necessary for the cure of

the colony if nectar is coming in somewhat freely. If nectar

is scarce or absent, absconding must be guarded against and
feeding resorted to. Without being certain that it is neces-
sary, I advise feeding scantily for four or five days, and after
that as plentifully as desired. From this it will be seen that
it is preferable to attend to the cure during a honey-flow.

The plan insisted on by some that the colony be shaken
out into still another hive after being allowed to build comb
for four days I have proved in a hundred cases without a sin-

gle failure to be entirely unnecessary.
I wish here to put in a word of caution against the plac-

ing of any reliance upon drugs for curing this disease. My
earliest experience was with 30 diseased colonies upon which
I tried the use of drugs thoroughly. I repeated its use upon
other colonies later, sometimes with extreme care, but with
entire failure in every case.

Sometimes when the disease is discovered in its early
stages there are large amounts of healthy brood in colonies
that are to be treated, and the disposal of this is a problem
that deserves consideration. Sometimes such colonies cast
swarms in the swarming season. In such case I hive the
swarm on foundation or on frames with starters, always avoid-

ing combs for that purpose. Then in three weeks I shake out
the bees from the old hive according to the directions already
given.

Other colonies that are fit to swarm during the swarming
season but not disposed to do so I compel to swarm, i. e., I

shake out a swarm and then treat both old colonies and
swarms as in case the swarms were natural ones. With weaker
colonies and at other seasons this course is not always practi-

cal. Under such circumstances, if there are several colonies

it is sometimes convenient to shake out all but one or two and
give all the brood to that one or two, which are to be treated
three weeks later. If there is but one colony it may some-
times be desirable to cage the queen for three weeks—but not
often— it is generally better to sacrifice the brood atid give the
colony a new start.

If colonies have become greatly reduced in strength by
the disease, as the bees are mostly aged under such circum-
stances, it Is advisable either to unite or destroy them, but in

doing this extreme care is necessary to prevent the escape of

any of the bees into hives containing healthy colonies.

I have already intimated that the chief difficulty in effect-

ing a final cure is the existence of the disease among neigh-
boring bees, especially among wild bees. The reason of this

is that the spread of the disease is owing principally, if not
wholly, to the visiting of diseased combs by bees from healthy
colonies—or, in other words, by the robbing of diseased colo-

nies, and if there is any other way of contracting the disease

it is because there are other ways by which the germs of foul

brood may get into hives of healthy bees. If one considers

that diseased colonies in the woods or belonging to careless

neighbors are sure in time to fall a prey to healthy colonies,

the serious nature of the difficulty is readily appreciated. This
consideration also indicates the extreme care that should be
usea to prevent robbing in a locality where the disease is

known to exist, as well as the care that must be given to

secure from bees the combs and honey taken from diseased

colonies. Their immediate and complete destruction by Sre

would be the safest course for many to pursue, but the honey
and wax are sometimes of considerable value, and this extreme
course need not be pursued if one is careful and has proper
conveniences for disposing of the honey and comb.

When there is but little honey in the combs it is best to

boil the combs at once and secure the wax. If there is honey
which it is desired to save, first cut out all parts of the comb
containing brood and boil or burn them, then extract the

honey, which may be used for the table or boiled with one or

two parts of water and used as food for the bees. Boil at least

15 minutes. The comb must then be boiled and the wax
secured. Or if the honey is only desired to feed the bees, the

combs, honey and all may be boiled in just the amount of

water necessary and the bee-food and wax secured at the same
time, and with less labor and trouble. It is to be borne in

mind that all honey from these combs is dangerous for bees

unless it is thoroughly boiled.

Not a few, I fear, will exclaina at my intimation a little

ago, that foul brood could only come from foul-brood germs,

and begin to assert that it can come equally well from brood

that has been chilled to death. In Virgil's time swarms of

bees were bred from the carcass of an ox; when good Izaak
Walton lived the fish called the pike bred from pike-weed ;

lately chess grew from wheat, and now foul brood grows from
something else !

Well, bees, and fish, and chess, have now come to increase

normally, and if foul brood has not yet, it very soon will.

No, It is still true that men do not gather grapes of thorns

nor figs of thistles.—Bee-Keepers' Review.
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Higher or Lower Elevation for an Apiary.

BY PETER J. SCHARTZ.

Oa page 54, " Maiae " asks Dr. Miller if an apiary located

on quite an elevation has as good a chance to secure a crop of

honey as an apiary not elevated. I say yes, for this is exactly
how my apiary is located. My bees are located on the top of

a hill, and I, like "Maine," secure good crops of honey, and
sometimes more than my neighbor beekeepers who are located

on low ground. I will tell as nearly as I can why I have my
bees on high ground.

This hill faces east; directly opposite is another hill fac-

ing west ; between these two hills is a valley where we keep
our stock, and our barns are located there. Our dwelling
houses are built on the hill, and more favorably speaking the
most of Cook county is on the hill.

I see no difference in the bees, nor do I have any trouble
in keeping up the strength of my colonies. In fact, my bees
are better on this elevated ground than they would be on lower
ground, for the reason that the thermometer will register 20-
more in this valley than it will on this elevation, so you see

that it is decidedly in favor of the bees.

Bees never fly out on this high ground when it is too cold
for them, but if they were below the sun would soon warm
them up, and out they come never to return. I tried it once
with a single colony, and will never do so again if it can be
avoided. What a shame to see the poor bees come out of their

hive and scattered everywhere, too much chilled ever to re-

turn again. It made me feel as if I could pick up hive, bees
and all and carry them up these 17 flights of stairs and set

them down alongside their comrades. That settled the experi-
ment for me.

Spring dwindling I know nothing of, nor have I lost more
than two colonies in wintering in all these six years.
They are always wintered on the summer stands with but
scant protection (while the north wind blows them full In the
face), and there they are in the spring safe and sound, unless
they have walkt off with two (in)human legs under them.
Some of the hives have from 12 to 16 Langstroth frames each.

This is my experience, and if "Maine" doubts this, let

him or her try low ground with one colony and be convinced.
Cook Co., III.

Spreading Foul Brood Among Bees.

BY PROF. A. .J. COOK.

Mr. Jas. T. Lisonbee, of Maricopa Co., Ariz., asks me to

answer the following question :

"Is there any danger of spreading foul brood by the use of
the watering-trough as described on pages 204 and 395 of the
American Bee Journal for 1S9T, which is, in short, a plank with
holes bored in it and grooves cut to connect the same ? Cheshire
speaks of bees carrying the disease on their feet from a diseased
colony to a healthy one. If you will answer, you will oblige me
and others." J. T. Lisonbee.

As this is a question of general interest I am giad to reply
through the American Bee Journal.

In case of these microbe or germ diseases, there is so much
yet to be learned that we may not any of us speak with over-
much confidence. Yet no science of to-day is receiving more
close attention and hard study than this one of Bacteriology.
And we are fast becoming acquainted with facts that bid fair

to become of vast practical importance.

It is true that the late Mr. Cheshire believed that foul-

brood germs could be and were carried by the bees. If I re-

member correctly (I have not his work at hand) he also be-
lieved that the germs were not carried in honey. Mr. Cheshire
did excellent service in his study of foul-brood germs, and
discovered important facts, but I think experience and the
consensus of opinion among our most intelligent and best in-

formed bee-keepers would not agree with him in either of the
above positions. Owing to the minute size of these lowest
vegetable or plant germs, it is not easy to demonstrate the
facts regarding their life history.

That bees do not carry the disease-germs to flowers,
watering-troughs, etc., or that if they do the germs are im-
potent to develop seems obvious from the fact that the disease
spreads so slowly from apiary to apiary and from colony to

colony in the same apiary. With a little care on the part of
the apiarist, as shown by Hon. R. L. Taylor, of Michigan,
foul brood may be kept in certain colonies for days and weeks,
and yet no signs of it appear in other colonies close along side.
If the bees of the affected colonies carried the germs as they
went out to flower or pool, surely the disease would be sown

broadcast, and all the bees in the region would very soon show
the malady, and become doomed.

That the germs are in the honey is a generally accepted
theory, as no other seems to explain the spread of the disease,

as it very often occurs. I think Mr. A. I. Root, if my memory
serves me, thinks his bees were inoculated through honey that
leakt out at the depot.

It is now known that many microbes are speedily killed

by exposure to sunlight, while sunshine is almost immediate
death to these minute germs. The germs of consumption or
tuberculosis are said to be quickly killed by sunlight, while
the full blaze of the sun is immediate death to these terrible

microbes. Thus a flood of sunlight, and better, sunshine, is

the best disinfectant of a house that harbors a consumptive.
Even then if Cheshire was correct in the belief that the germs
were carried by the bees, we may have in the sunshine such
an effective fungicide or germicide that the germs are killed

before they are conducted to the hive and placed in a nidus
suitable for their growth, development and multiplication.

The answer, then, which I would give to Mr. Lisonbee,
would be that there is little if any danger of foul brood being
communicated from a watering-trough visited by bees from a
diseased colony. I believe the same would be true regarding
transmission of the germs through the visits of the bees to the
flowers. I think it is generally conceded that foul-brood
germs are not transmitted in wax, and so foundation from
comb that has harbored the disease-germs is entirely safe to

use.

It the sunlight theory of destruction is true, then prob-
ably honey from a foul-broody colony would not be likely to

bear the fatal germs. It may be possible that the immersion
in the honey would protect against the sunlight, or tend to do
so. It is presumable that the visits of robber-bees to diseased
colonies, which are from their very depletion through the
effect of the microbes specially liable to attack, are generally
responsible for the spread of the malady.

I should like very much to hear from Mr. Taylor regard-
ing the spread of the disease. From his long experience and
close and most intelligent observation, I think he would be
be able to give some specially valuable hints.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

The Bee-Industry in Arizona.

BY B. A. HODSELL.

The name Arizona recalls the many blood-thirsty bat-
tles with Apache Indians, the stage-robber, of men dying for
want of water, of cactus and barren desert. Of course, when
a sensational story is written they must locate it some place,

and it appears that Arizona has been imposed upon. It may
be of interest to know that the Salt and Gila valleys alone
shipt 29 carloads of honey to Eastern markets in a single

year, besides a large home consumption.
My experience in bee-keeping commenced back in Ohio,

25 years ago, and many were the losses from drouth and cold
winters. Here it is pleasant to keep bees. There is scarcely
a day that they do not fly. There is no place in the United
States that we look on as competitors, except Southern Cali-

fornia, of which this is an inland valley. First in season are
Cottonwood buds, which furnish an abundance of pollen by
Feb. 10, followed by agua motas, yielding both pollen and
honey. Then come greasewood blossoms and a sea of desert
flowers.

Bees commence swarming by March 15. Next comes the
honey crop from mesquite, catclaw, ironwood, which extends
into the alfalfa season, which begins about April 15, and con-
tinues until about Nov. 1.

In the fall bees gather honey from wild poppies, sun-
flowers and other desert flowers.

The bees here are nearly all hybrids or full Italians.

Nearly all of our bee-keepers are members of two associations,

through which they buy their supplies aud ship their honey in

carload lots.

We produce extracted honey almost exclusively. The
yield ranges from 50 to 200 pounds per colony a year.

The country is thoroughly watcht for bee-locations, and is

generally stockt, averaging about one colony to each acre of

alfalfa. In order to secure suitable locations for a number of

out-apiaries, I have them scattered 40 miles from home.
In my searches for out-apiaries I found a beautiful valley

along the Gila river, near a railroad, surrounded by mesquite
and desert flowers in season. Large herds of fat cattle were
on the range in midwinter. Several farmers have built an
irrigating canal and irrigate about six sections of the very
best of valley land.

A quarrel over a drove of hogs arose between those who
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had the most means. The time spent at law would have filled

the canal with water. Each one declares he will rule or leave,

and the result is, no water in the canal.

Well-improved farms are offered for much less than the

cost of improvements. With proper care the 7,000 acres

might just as well be seeded in alfalfa, which would support
7,000 colonies of bees, and cattle at the rate of two head per

acre a year, and as many more on the range. All that Is

needed is a few farmers with some capital that would get

along better together, as the bee-keepers are doing in the
valley of the Salt.

Bee-keepers of Arizona are up-to-date and wide awake,
using the latest and best hives, extractors and all modern im-

provements. Last, but not least, they read bee-papers and
keep themselves informed. Maricopa Co., Ariz.

Strange Homes Selected by Bees.
BY H. A. FISH.

It is written in bee-books that the honey-bee likes no place

for a home that does not smell " clean and sweet." Just

fancy a swarm taking possession of an empty fish-barrel,

using the bung-hole for an entrance, and doing just as much
business as if they were in a fancy hive !

As queer a case as I ever saw was where they pre-empted
a pigeon-cote that was made from a " Welcome soap-bos." A
roof had been put on it, and two entrances cut in the side,

and over it there was printed " Welcome." The " soap " part

had been obliterated by the use of the saw. Parhaps it was
the sign over the door that caused this swarm to take pos-

session of this place. It could not have been the stnell of

those pigeon-droppings. And as for other visitors, they were
not welcome, as I can testify. They still live in the old home,
and have plenty of ventilation, which may account for their

staying. Runaway swarms can't always choose just the best

hive.

I bought a Carniolan queen and put her Into a nucleus
colony, and she was such a prolific queen that in a very short

time the hive was full of bees. On opening the hive one after-

noon I found no queen, but several queen-cells. I concluded
she had gone back to her former home, but a neighbor told

me that he had a swarm come into one of the chambers of his

home and clustered on the ceiling. I askt him what he did

with them, thinking of my dollar queen. He informed me
that he just got a wide board and " squtcht " the whole busi-

ness.

One of my neighbors had a swarm go into one of the flues

of his chimney, and he got a man to try to get them out, but
he discovered that this particular flue had been stopt up some
time, and the bees had to go down the other flue and go
through a chink to get into the stopt-up flue. The owner of

the house thus discovered w}iy that flue would never draw.
Old box-hives left around in the woods often will be taken

up by runaway swarms. 1 have gotten several that way.
I used to hunt wild bees, and often found them in places

where I did not expect to. An old bee-hunter up in New
Hampshire told me of a swarm he found the past summer in a
tree, and it was markt with the name of the man who first

found it, altho the date was IS years ago. One would sup-
pose that these bees had been in there all these years, but
probably they had died out several times, tho the first man
says those he found were Italians, and the last man says the
ones he found were Italians, too. He believes they have lived

there all these years.

I think this will do for the present. If some one doesn't
try to tell a larger one, I'll tell of some other bee-trees later

on. Plymouth Co., Mass.

Bee-Keeping for Beg^iniiers is the title of a
110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-
keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,
we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for ^l.iO; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a ytar (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

The McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on "Foul Brood; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication
on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.
Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.

Proceedings of the Colorado State Convention.

REPORTED BY F. L. THOMPSON.

[Continued from page 278]

BEES LIQUEFYING GRANULATED HONEY.

'A question on the best method of feeding outside of the
hive was askt, which led to the following remarks:

Mrs. Rhodes—To get the bees to liquefy honey in the
hives I set a pan of water with Cdrncobs in it close to the hive.

I never see granulated honey on the bottom-board when water
is close.

Pres. Aikin—I had thought of feeding very thin honey
for this, so as to get it stored over the granulated honey. I

suspect the bees often liquefy by bringing water; but we lose

a great deal in the granulated honey which is carried away
from the hive by the bees.

Mrs. Rhodes—They liquefy as much as they need.

TRAPPING MOTHS—STIMULATIVE FEEDING.

A question was askt about trapping moths, by a bee-
keeper who had kept bees many years ago in the East.

Pres. Aikin— I have come across a good many Colorado
apiarists who have never seen a wax-moth. There is a grain-
moth here. The larva is nearly like that of a coddling-moth.
It works on pollen or old black combs. It will cut holes in

the comb, but not to eat the wax. The real wax-moth of Iowa
has a larva several times larger than that of the grain-moth.
It has two broods annually, one in April and the other in

August. There is also a dark kind in Iowa, smaller and less

numerous than the gray species, whch works in the same way.
The real wax-moths fairly riddle the combs.

Mr. Foster—Strong Italian colonies take care of them.
F. Rauchfuss—Emphasize lUiUans. I have seen strong

colonies of black bees, brought here from Arkansas, make no
objection to our moths.

QuES,—Will it pay to feed in spring to stimulate ?

Pres. Aikin— I have done a big lot of feeding. I don't
know whether it pays or not. It does if the colonies are short
of stores. A large amount of unsealed honey next the brood
has a great influence in building up. But if the bees gather
enough from the fields feeding is not necessary.

Mrs. Rhodes— I know feeding pays. One spring we fed
several pounds of sugar a week. It proved to be a poor sea-

son, but we got 1,000 pounds when our neighbors got noth-
ing. Our bees built up and theirs did not.

Mr. Foster— I use a bottom-board for feeding, which I

place on top, with the bee-space strips up. In this is bored a

J^ or M inch hole, covered with a lath when not in use, and a
pint of honey is poured on the board. This is covered with
another board. In this way I feed 20 or 30 colonies in a
short time.

BEES RENEWING THE COMBS.

F. Rauchfuss—How many have noticed bees renewing
their old combs in the middle of summer? [Two.]

Mr. Adams— I have seen this in the spring, but not in

summer.
Pres. Aikin— I have seen many colonies renew their brood-

combs. The question how long brood-combs can be used is

sometimes brought up in the bee-papers. If the writers had
observed, they would not have brought it up.

F. Rauchfuss—Have you observed under what conditions
it takes place?

Pres. Aikin—No.
F. Rauchfuss—I once noticed a lot of refuse in front of a

hive, like the refuse which a mouse makes by gnawing the
combs. I inspected, and found the colony queenless. The
bees took advantage of a time when there was no brood in the
way. Since then I have always noticed this in colonies queen-
less or made queenless. A neighbor bee-keeper last summer
noticed it in six colonies at once, all of which he had de-
queened.

Pres. Aikin—So far as I can remember the cases the colo-

nies were always queenless.
F. Rauchfuss—This has never been mentioned in any bee-

literature that I know of. We have two writers for the bee-
papers present. They ought to bring it up.
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WATER-TIGHT HIVE COVERS—SUPER COVER.

Mr. Varian—What is the simplest way to vaaMe bive-

covers water-tight. I have used paint, with a painted cotton-
cloth over the painted cover.

Mr. Adams— It is not reliable. I am ;ising elaterite—

a

white cloth filled with a new Utah mineral.
QuES.—What do you use for a blanljet in covering supers

during the flow?
Mr. Foster— I use nothing but a board.
Mr. Lyon— I lilje an oil-cloth as well as anything.
Pres. Aiitin—How do you keep it down ?

Mr. Lyon—That is a bad feature.
Mrs. Rhodes—On extracting-frames we use burlap. When

it is raised we run a warm smoothiug-iron over it.

Mr. Adams— [ use briclf to hold the oil-cloth down.
Mr. Lyon— I use several thicknesses of burlap over the

oil-cloth. It helps to some extent.
Pres. Aikin— I used much muslin, but the bees stuck in a

great deal of propolis. When I came to Colorado I made 20
Inner board covers for use with Simplicity covers. Ou com-
paring the sections over which they had been used, with the
remainder which had been under muslin, my employer had me
make inner board covers for all the hives the next season.

Mr. Lyon— I have 100 of those inner covers which are all

warpt out of shape. Probably they were not properly cleated.
I used them in winter. Perhaps that warpt them.

Mr. Elliott—Don't the bees discolor the tops of the sec-

tions when there is a bee space above ?

Pres. Alkin—A little discoloration does not hurt for ordi-

nary grades of honey. One is almost obliged to have a double
cover when the hives stand In the sun.

Mr. Elliott— [ used one thiskness of -nuslin. The trouble
was the propolis on top of the sections.

Mr. Thompson— Last season I used a good deal of par-
affine paper. It was applied strictly according to instruction-i,

with several layers of old newspapers, and thin boards over
that. The paper was so well cushioned that no propolis was
deposited on tlic tops of the sections. But thick lines of pro-
polls were deposited on the paper adjoining the junction of

the paper and the wood, thus rendering the paper useless after
being used twice, once on each side ; for I do not know of any
practical way of cleaning It off. Then the application and re-

newal of the paper lu a large apiary is extremely wasteful of

time. I notice that Mr. Danzenbaker says in Gleanings that
nothing but pure wax was deposited on the paper by his bees,
which wax was easily removed by scraping with a piece of

section. Perhaps the reason is, that his localities are In the
South. Another correspondent of Gleanings, who was suc-
cessful with the paralSne paper, lives in North Carolina. Here
in Colorado our nights In the last half of the seison are cold.
But whatever the reason Is, it is certain that propolis, not
wax, is deposited here, even when the paper is well cushioned
and warm. Because of the expense and the fussiness I do not
want to use it again ; but the tops of the sections were cer-
tainly kept bright and fresh by Its use, free from the dlnglness
that Mr. Elliott refers to.

Pres. Aikin—For a strictly fancy grade it may pay to

cover the tops of the sections. But In ordinary grades the
customer doesn't care.

F. Rauchfuss—For ordinary dovetailed hives there is no
provision made for an inner cover, and it involves some ex-

pense to have a proper cover made. With a single cover, even
painted white, I have known sections to be melted down. I

have not known it to happen when an oil-cloth was under the
cover. A single cover alone Is sealed tight; a cover with an
oil-cloth gets ventilation between.

Pres. Aikin—When a shade-board is used sections under
single covers alone do not melt, down.

Mr. Lyon— Isn't there quite a difference between a board
and a blanket In retaining heat, just at the beginning ?

Pres. Aikin— Yes, until the board is sealed all around by
the bees. But if there are enough bees to block the entrance
they will regulate the heat by stopping the draft.

Mr. Lyon- Do you like a small entrance in the breeding-
season ?

Pres. Alkin— Yes, when the colonies are weak.
Mr. Lyon—Do you like an oil-cloth in winter ?

Pres. Aikin—No. Moisture accumulates. When the
temperature Is high it doesn't make any difference.

Mr. Lyon— I know a man whose hive-covers were sealed
tight. The bottom-boards and the combs were damp and
moldy. In just.such weather as we are having now (moderate).
If the colonies had not been examined they would have been
ruined entirely.

Pres. Aikin— I think we lose a great deal by moisture. I

have claimed for years that upward ventilation Is needed to

carry It off. Bees can stand a great deal of cold without

moisture. The majority of those who make a success of cel-

lar-wintering leave off tops or bottoms, or both, or maintain a

high degree of temperature. The great trouble of cellar-win-
tering Is diarrhea. Tell me how to prevent diarrhea and 1

will tell you how to winter bees. Since I came to Colorado I

have formed the opinion that moisture Is one of the principal

factors in causing diarrhea, both directly and also by water
condensing In the honey and souring it. Bees dry themselves
by licking each othir off. Where doas thit g) to, which they
thus take up ?

F. Rauchfuss—We have had diarrhea In a cellar without
moisture. We had two lots of bees In our cellar both alike.

One was from the home yard, and the other brought from
Harman. Our cellar was very dry. The bees from Harman
were pretty nearly gone up in February, and we had to put
them out. Those from the home yard, which had been in the
lower part of the cellar, usually considered the most disadvan-
tageous place, were all right, and were left In until May. The
cause was probably In their food. The Harman bees had only
cleome honey ; the others only alfalfa honey.

Pres. Alkin—Why, you have upset my argument. But I

hold that moisture Is a large element In causing diarrhea.

F. Rauchfuss— The temperature of the cellar was uniform,
not varying more than o--.

SECOND DAY.

THE RIPENING OF EXTRACTED HONEY.

Mr. Foster—I came from Iowa but two months ago. Most
of you have heard of Oliver Foster. He is a brother of mine.
I have workt near him for years. To get a good article we
let the honey get thoroughly ripened before extracting. From
the standpoint of Iowa work, this is when the combs are two-
thirds or three-fourths capt.

Mr. Pease—Do you ever ripen honey after extracting?
Mr. Foster—We never thought it necessary.

F. Rauchfuss—We tried ripening extracted honey once
because we didn't have the extra combs, and had to extract

soon. Otherwise It Is not advisable to practice artificial ripen-

ing because the bees can ripen honey much cheaper than you
can. Last year we had a great many combs, too many in fact,

but they come in handy in good seasons. Practically all our

crop was stored before extracting commenced.
Mr. Geo. W. MIschke, representing the authorities of the

Tran^-Mississippi and International Exhibition at Omaha,
then addrest the convention. The exhibition will be an as-

sured success, as all other Western Slates have made appro-
priations. The Colorado legislature did not make an appro-

priation, but the matter is left with the County Commissioners
of the several counties. A State Commission is responsible for

the return of all exhibits of an Imperishable nature not

donated. The Arkansas valley and Grand Junction districts

are taking active measures for exhibits, so that Colorado will

have a good exhibit.

All present seemed to be heartily In favor of making an
exhibit, providing we get the " wherewith " to do It.

Mr. H, Rauchfuss next read the following paper on

Management of Swarming.

I believe better results can be obtained by preventing

swarming than by allowing natural swarming. With the

latter management some one has to be with the bees most of

the time to hive the swarms. We might use entrance-guards

or queen-traps ; but they do not work as well as one might
think, especially in a large yard. To make bee-keeping on a

large scale profitable, one has to handle bees In more than

one yard with little or no help. Without some sure way to

prevent swarming it cannot be profitably done in this location

at the present low prices of honey.

I have practiced different methods. One was to introduce

young laying queens before swarming-time. This was a suc-

cess in preventing swarming and securing a surplus. I treated

45 colonies In that way. None swarmed that season. But it

Is too expensive to produce good laying queens before swarm-
ing in this locality.

Another plan was to give plenty of room and ventilation.

Before the bees started queen-cells I gave them a brood-cham-
ber with starters below their brood, then an extra super on

top with a queeen excluder between, then raised the hive one

inch from the bottom-board in front. This experiment was a

failure. Most of the colonies swarmed before filling the ex-

tracting super, and with very little comb built below the brood-

chamber. This proved to me that room had very little to do

with swarming. I have seen many colonies swarm when the

outside combs in the brood-chamber were almost empty. I

suppose the strain of the bees, the locality and the season

have much to do with this.

Dividing or artificial swarming I have practiced for a
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number of years. In a prolonged season some of the colonies

with the old queens will swarm late. Unqueeniug I have
practiced on a large scale. The queeus were removed at the

commencement of the honey-flow, and all queen-cells cut out.

Nine days after, all queeen-cells were removed except one.

This stopt all swarming, but many colonies were found queen-
less at the next inspection, and some colonies did not work
satisfactorily as long as they were queenless.

Last year I tried requeening shortly before the honey-
flow. I put the queen with two frames of brood above the

queen-excluder in an extracting-super filled with empty
combs. The vacancy whence I took the two frames was filled

with brood and bees of certain other colonies, which were en-
tirely used up for the purpose, so that I decreast the number
of colonies 20 per cent, at that time. Nine days after I took
the upper story with the old queen to a new stand, then cut
out all the queen-cells of the one on the old stand, gave them
a virgin queen three to six days old, and put on a super. The
object of having the old queen above is to get all the brood in

the lower brood-chamber sealed, and have some honey stored
where the oldest brood has hatcht. This puts the lower part
of the hive in a hopelessly queenless condition, without hav-
ing the colony queenless. To get virgin queens of the proper
age, queen-cells have to be started about one week before the
old queen is put above, and the ripe cells are put in queen-
nurseries, to be taken care of by a few colonies until wanted.
My queen-nurseries are th.f size of a Langstroth frame, and
will accommodate o4 colonies each. The cages can also be
used for introducing-cages.

This management proved the most effective and profitable

one I ever tried. Three operations completed the work of re-

queening. The only attention these colonies required was to

supply supers and remove same when finisht. It will be seen
that by this plan one man can handle several apiaries, as about
one inspection every week during the honey-flow should be all

that is necessary. H. Rauchfuss.
[Continued next week.]

CONDUCTED BY

nn. c. o. AirLLEx. masengo, ill,.

[Questions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

DUacivantage of Painting; Hives.

What are tbe disadvantages of painted hives ? The advantages
are that they look better and last longer. One disadvantage I have
seen stated, of white painting, is that they are more attractive to
tbe moth-miller, and I have sometimes painted my hives other
colors, but I like no other color as well as white. Iowa.

Answer.—Probably the chief disadvantage of paint on hive-
bodies is that the paint does not allow the prompt drying out of
the wood in spring. A large amount of moisture comes from the
bees, and if the hive is painted this stays in the walls. It is per-
haps best to have the cover painted, but not the body. It is hard to
understand why moths should trouble white hives more than
others, and if I should paint my hives at all, white would be the
color.

I »
Placing Hives—Question About <tucen- Breeders.

1. On page 810 (1897) in answering a question concerning spac-
ing hives, you mentioned that your hives were set in pairs; also,

that you advised a questioner before to arrange his hives in that
way. To the uninitiated it would seem that gaining more space
was about the only reason for so doing, but there may be others.
Will you give all the points which caused you to arrange in that
way, and advised others to follow suit ?

3. Queen-breeders, when testing queens, undoubtedly find a
goodly number deficient in mating, one way or another. What do
they do with those queens ! I should like to know, as I am quite
suspicious, and inclined to believe that they unload them on the
unsophisticated buyer for untested ones. What is your opinion ;

Don't say " I don't know." California.

Answers.— 1. If I had 10 acresot ground freely at my disposal,
I think I would set my hives in pairs, and I think I would advise
any one else to do so unless I should find a man that I bated worse
than any one I've met yet, and I'd give him the same advice. I

may not be able to give fully the reasons why 1 like the plan, but
I suspect I can give enough to satisfy a reasonable man like your-
self. In trying to think of an objection, the only one that occurs
to me is that you can get at one side of the hive only, but I'm not
sure that I care to get at more than one side. Yes. I remember a
case in which it was bad to have hives sit so close. One time a

colony was made queenless and broodless (I'm not sure but comb-
less,) and in its desperate condition it mareht straight out of its

own hive into the neighboring one. But in an apiary of 100 colo-

nies I think that would not happen once in 30 years. Now for the
advantages:

If I had 10 acres of ground for an apiary, I wouldn't want to
spread the bees all over it, for I wouldn't want to travel over so
much territory in going from one hive to another. Suppose there
are 40 hives in a straight row. 10 feet to each hive, that is, the hives
measure 10 feet from center to center. I would move them to-

gether in pairs, having the pairs measure 10 feet from center to
center, thus occupying just half the ground they did before, and
they will be just as safe as they were before, so far as concerns
workers or queens getting into the wrong hive. Or, suppose the
40 hives are placed in a row five feet from center to center, I would
leave Nos. 1, 3, 5. etc., right where they were, and I'd move Nos.
3, 4, e, etc.. up to them, thus having the same ground occupied as
before moving, but there would be only half the danger that any
bee would get into the wrong hive.

For bees are familiar with form, and if they're accustomed to

go to a certain part of a hive as their entrance, they persistently

stick to that part. Try this: This spring cover up or close the en-

trance to a hive half its width at the right hand side, and after a
few weeks open that side and close the left. You'll find that it will

trouble the bees no little to find the entrance. They'll persist in

trying to get in at the side that was formerly open, and to which
they are accustomed. Now, in the eyes of the bees it seems as tho
that pair were a single object. They will not make the mistake of

going to the right side when they should go to the left. That is,

they'll not make the mistake of going into No. 15 instead of No. 15.

If they make a mistake at all, it will rather be to go into No. IT in-

stead of No. 15, for No. 17 is at the same side of the pair as No. 15.

By having hives in pairs you need only half the number of
stands. It will take more lumber to make a double stand, but not
twice as much, and it will be less than half the trouble to level the
stands. For it's easier to level a long stand than a short one.

3. I hinted a little while ago that you were a reasonable man.
I take that back. I don't call any man reasonable that will a5k a
question and then bar out the only answer on hand that will fit.

But I will say that an honest man would never sell as an untested
queen one that he had learned was mismated. He would sell it for

what it was, or keep it himself, or destroy it.

Sour Hone}' and 9Ioidy Combs.

I had a colony of bees die about March 10. They left about 15

pounds of honey, and some of it that did not get capt over has
soured, and some of the combs are moldy in spots. There was not
a cell of brood in any of the combs.

1. Would the bees clean the mold and sour honey out of

the combs ?

3. Would the combs do just as they are to hive new swarms on ?

If not, why not ? Michigan.

Answer.—1. Yes, they'll fix them up all right, only don't give
one colony too big a job at a time.

3. If they're pretty bad the swarm might desert. But you can
let the bees clean them up beforehand, and then they'll be all right

for a swarm. One reason against holding them as they are for a
swarm is, that they would probably be getting worse all the time.

A Beginner's I^uughablc Experience in
Wintering Bees.

On page 170 you request " Iowa '' to report as to how he came
out with his top ventilation. Well. I'm •• Iowa," and as my church
advocates an honest confession, I'll obey and try to give facts as
nearly as I can come at them.

First. I'll say we haven't a live bee on the farm. I am a be-

ginner with bees", have made a failure in my first attempt, but I'm
in earnest when I say I will try again, for I'm in love with the bee,

and think probably the next lot will be carried through the first

winter at least. It's an old saying, we never know what a boy will

do. And I will add, 'tis also hard to tell what an older person may
do when he embarks in the bee-business. And I suppose you will

say an old fool is the worst of fools (and I don't care if you do.)

Now, I smelt trouble, hence only one colony would I buy when
the fever struck me. My better-half jokes me about so much bee-

literature about the house, and not a bee alive on the place. I tell

her and the kids that my failure afforded us an early feast of

honey, otherwise we would have waited a long time for it.

Now. Doctor. Joe will give you the particulars in full as to that

colony of bees, then if you can tell which mistake was the fatal

one, I'll treat.

Last fall I gave a neighbor four Bryan dollars for a colony in

an old-fashioned box 16x16 inches, and 34 high. I got them home
all right and set up in the orchard. Well, I've wintered for 30

years on Webster County prairies, and I know something about
the blizzards that this country is subject to. I have seen snow
blockades here us early as October 16. I am a farmer, and ever
since then I have governed myself as much as possible to be in

readiness for winter, and you can judge I had the bees in the cellar

in ample time. If it was the first of November, it wasn't any later.

Now, the women-folks objected to having bees put in the cellar,

but we finally compromised by my agreeing to put screen over the

entrance of the hive. The bottom was nailed tight to the hive.

Our cellar has only entrance from the outside.
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Well, for awhile bees appeared all right, by having the cellar

door open through the day time, but finally it failed to quiet them.
then I. Bowser-like, was ready to relieve them with a fresh idea I

had hit upon. You see, I had my word out with the women that

the bees were not to roam about the cellar. So I got a screen and
screened in a portico from the alighting-board to the hive; I tore

off the screen from the entrance, and let them out in the new
portico, just for an airing! Well, of course you know what they
did— died as fast as tbey rolled out—and I soon became convinced
that at that rate they would soon be all dead—that something else

must be done, and that immediately. So 1 plugged the holes, then
wisht I had been raised with the aid of a father, and one that knew
something about bees.

Well, the kids were all around me in the cellar—watching
" Paw " fix the bees. Then they askt, when I shut the holes, what
I was going to do ; if the bees wouldn't die if kept in the hive, and
all such questions.

Well, I called for a piece of screen, took the nails out of the
top board, and removed the same very carefully, and slipt the screen
over in its stead. My, Mr. Man. what a commotion there was in

that "gum !" Then they got quiet and staid so to their end.

The "gum" was about two-thirds full of comb. Every time
old Bowser (that's me) went in the cellar, he had to take a peek in

to see how the little ones were. The top of the hive was usually
slipt to one side, and a match or two lit to give light to see them.
All appeared O. K. until shortly after the time I sent in for advice
about getting bees out for the early flow of sap from maple trees,

as you remember. Well, from then I noticed they did not gather
as high up in the hive as usual, and I thought maybe they went
below for warmth. Then 1 closed the top a little more, but they
kept sinking.

Finally one sunshiny day the idea struck me they needed some
sunshine. So I slipt them over by the door where the suu shone in

about noon, and took ofl: the top of the bive (now laugh. Doctor,)
and gave them a sun bath for half an hour. But all for "nix;"
they kept going until I soon became aware that Blunkey had
monkeyed the bees, and that soon we would have what honey there
was. So we did. There was 20 or 2.5 pounds in the hive, and I

know they didn't die for the want of something to eat. My ignor-
ance killed them. But I am considerably wiser.

I will buy three or four colonies in good, respectable hives in

the spring, or as soon as they can be had when they are brought
out for spring from the cellar.

I am going to try my best to learn something about bees, for I

have a lot of husky big boys, and I am not needed in the fields,

except occasionally to look after them. The bees will afford me
lots of pleasure, as I believe it's a fine study, and only regret that
I lived 47 years before taking a notion to them.

You can well understand why I was experimenting with top
ventilation. Doctor. I couldn't get around It, as the bottom had
about a dozen 10-penny nails in it.

Now. as I said in the beginning, if you can tell me which move
was the fatal one, I'll treat.

I think the Bee Journal is a fine bee-paper, especially for those
who know something about bees.

Now, I'll pound around, and eventually may get to know some-
thing about bees. Doesn't it beat all how ignorant some people
are, and I one of the worst of the whole crowd I You may tell

the readers of the Bee Journal that " Iowa " has .satisfied himself
that the bottom is the better place to ventilate, and that he will

never—no, never—try the top again.
I would be pleased to know why it's best to have bees in dark-

ness when in the cellar. I notice in my second communication, as
to diarrhea, you advise the room to be dark when taking bees into
the house.

My neighbor, who was seeking advice through me, says his

bees are all right no%v. But say. Doctor, how can he tell ?

Well, you must surely have plenty of patience to be doling out
advice to such ones as I, and I will say I surely don't envy you
your job, no matter what your pay may be.

We are having an unusually early spring. Our wheat was
sowed 12 days ago. We will start the seeder on oats in the morn-
ing. There is ample moisture to start the crop, but the ground is

dry below.
Many thanks for your kind advice. I hope you will lead us for

years to come—at least long enough to see BlunkeyJoe get his eyes
open on bees. Iowa. March 21.

P. S.—If you want to fan me about my ventilation, you are at
liberty to do so.

Answek.—Your question as to which was the fatal mistake is

too hard for me. I don't know. There were so many of them that
you might as well draw cuts to find the fatal one. More likely it

was a composite afi^air, the bees finally laughing themselves to
death at the many different changes.

For your guidance in the future, it may be well to note some
o£ the points that would help to bring about the final outcome.
Nov. 1 might do some years to cellar bees, but hardly last winter.
There was a good chance for them to fly three weeks later, and
they had three weeks unnecessary confinement, and long enough
confinement without anything else is sure death. All the worse if

the weather is warm after they are put in. Supposing they would
have barely come through all right by being cellared three weeks
later (as mine were.) that extra three weeks' confinement would
be enough to kill them.

Screening them in, either with or without the portico, might
make all the difference between success and failure. If a bee wants
to leave the hive, screening it in will only make it stir up a lot of
others, and it would be better to let the one out to die than to have

it die in the hive and a lot more with it. Bees that are all right
will stay quietly in the hive without any screening.

In some cases it may do to have light streaming into the cellar,

when they are all right otherwise and the temperature right, but
generally the admission of light will make them come out of the
hive and die. Your cellar had its door open a number of days, and
that was probably pretty hard on them. If it's necessary to have
the cellar door open, let it be at night.

The frequent disturbance from opening the hive helpt no doubt
to shorten life.

Top ventilation may be just as good as any. Given a cellar at

proper temperature, about 4.5^\ or at whatever temperature the
bees keep perfectly quiet, with air perfectly pure, and it doesn't
matter a pin whether the ventilation is bottom, top or side, so

there's enough of it.

After all, you didn't come out so badly. You got 62 worth of

honey, making the cost of the bees only $2, and if you didn't have
.$2 worth of fun you don't price fun high enough by the pound.

Que»>tions on Qiicen-Rearing.

1. Suppose at the height of the season you took away all brood
except one frame with the queen, inserting in its place empty
combs. Then 48 hours after, take away the remaining frame of

brood, queen and all. What kind of queens would you get ?

3. Or. suppose you inserted in the middle of. say, six different

hives, one empty frame of comb each, and at the end of 48 hours
placed them in a j^opulous colony that had been deprived of its

queen and brood. Nebraska.

Answers.— 1. After scratching my head over that question,

I'm rather inclined to reply that you'd get just about the same
kind of queens you'd get if you took away the queen in the first

place, leaving all the brood and bees. One disadvantage would be
that it would take three or four days longer. Probably your
thought is that you'd be sure of having queens reared from the
egg—and so you would. But I don't believe it would be any better,

if quite as good, to start with an egg laid to-day, as compared with
a larva hatcht out of the egg to-day, and I don't know that a larva
just hatcht has any advantage over one three days old, for the best

authorities tell us that the food given to the worker-larva during
the first three days is just the same as that fed to queen-larva.
When a queen is taken away from a colony in the height of the
season, there are eggs and larvae of all ages present. Now, doesn't

it look rather reasonable to you that the bees will select what will

make the best queens if you leave it entirely to them ?

2. In this case you'd have six different kinds of stock to breed
from, and it would be a little better to breed from the best stock.

Otherwise there would probably be no advantage over the plan
first proposed. But there's no law against your trying it.

Traiisrcrrins Bees—Tlie Albinos.

1. I have a few colonies of bees in nearly as many different

varieties of hives, all movable frames except one, which is a box-

hive. I wish to transfer them into uniform hives. What I wish to

know is, when is the best time to transfer so as to interfere least

with brood-rearing and honey-collecting '.

2. I intend to transfer by the " Heddon method." Does this

method work equally well with movable-frame hives as it does
with box-hives ?

3. Kindly give a brief account of "Albino" bees and their

relative value. Amateur.

Answers.—1. The favorite time for transferring early is when
fruit-trees are in bloom. But many prefer, especially when the

bees are in box-hives, to wait until the bees swarm, then transfer

three weeks later.

2. Just as well. But when bees are to be transferred from one
frame hive to another, it ought not to ba a hard matter—certainly
not a hard matter in some cases—just to cut the combs out of one
frame and put them into another' It is much easier than trans-

ferring from box-hives. In fruit-bloom is a good time for it. If

the new frame is larger than the old one. it's easy to fill in a little

by cutting up one of the combs for that purpose. If the new frame
is smaller, it's easy to cut the comb down to the right size. If the

old frame is smaller than the new one, it may work well to leave a

top, bottom or end bar of the old frame attacht to the comb so as

to make it the right size.

3. An albino bee, like an albino man, is one in which there is

a deficiency of coloring- matter, making them lighter colored. The
general rule is that an albino of any kind is, to say the least, no
stronger tor the change. Of late there has been little said about
albino bees, and perhaps not a great many think them an
improvement.

Lang^strotb on the Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete

work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only §2.00.

Its'" See "Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 300
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Foul Brood.— It is just possible that some may ques-
tion the wisdom of taliiDg up space to copy the article on foul
brood in this number, taken from the Review, and written by
Hon. R. L. Taylor. There Is nothing strikingly original in

the article, and yet it would be diGBcult to find in the same
space anything so instructive and complete that has ever been
written upon the subject of foul brood. Some of the readers
of these pages may not be interested in foul brood. Their
bees are free from the disease, and there is no expectation
that they will ever be affected by it. Therefore, there is no
need of their reading up foul brood until they have practical
need of the knowledge. The bee-keeper who thinks in that
way Is making a serious mistake. If he has no need of that
knowledge now, there is no certainty he may not need it

within a twelvemonth. Every bee-keeper should be familiar
'enough with the matter that he can easily spot the disease on
its first appearance. After it has made headway it is a very
difiScult thing to handle it. Many a case occurs in which the
bee-keeper hardly suspects the presence of the disease until
one or more colonies are rotten past redemptiou, and the seeds
of foul brood have been planted in every colony in the yard.
The proper knowledge in advance might have nipt the thing
in the bud.

Let every beginner, especially, not only read but carefully
study that part of Mr. Taylor's able article which treats of
the detection of the disease.

We wish here to acknowledge our indebtedness to the Re-
view for the use of the splendid illustration on the first page
of this number. It has been said by those who have had
much experience with the foul brood disease, that they could
almost smeH its offensive odor by just looking at that "life-
like " picture of an infected comb.

Crooked Honey-Dealers.—On page 120 we re-

plied to " A Few Kicks and Growls," one of which referred to

the guarded way in which we as publishers point out fraudu-

lent honey-dealers. We replied that on account of certain ex-

isting libel laws we had io be careful, and " cannot publish

all we would, sometimes." After copying a portion of the

editorial in question, Gleanings had this to say in corrobora-

tion of our statement

:

Mr. York has hit the nail on the head. Unfortunately
we as publishers cannot even tell the truth in regard to ivhat

is morally certain Is truth, unless we can prove the truth by
affidavits or other undeniable facts. i"'or instance, I may
know positively, in my own mind, that a saloon-keeper is sell-

ing liquor illegally ; but to prove it would be another thing.

I may be pretty well satisfied that a commission-house is

tricky and dishonest ; but to come out broadly with the state-

ment might render us liable for heavy damages in a libel suit,

for the reason that we might not be able to produce the evi-

dence necessary to satisfy the jury or the court before whom
the ca«e might be tired. So the next best thing we can do is

to " hint at or tell on dishonest commission-men " in a general
way. Aud very often this is all that is necessary. For in-

stance, a snide house may have a very plausible and appar-
ently honest appearance ; but a bee-journal can often uncover
the swindling schemes they are about to launch forth, i. c,
how the wolf has put on sheep's clothing. Whenever the hon-
est (?) old ram comes around, bee-keepers will be able to rec-

ognize at once the " true inwardness " of the " baste," whether
under the name of A, B, C & Co. or X, Y, Z & Co.

Sometimes we get hold of enough proof that is strong
enough to warrant us in giving names and particulars, but
more often not. Most of the dishonest rascals are just " slick

enough " to cover up their tracks far enough so that a pub-
lisher dare not reveal their swindling schemes in connection
with their names.

Facing Comb Honey.—A battle upon this subject

was mentioned on page 266. The scene of conflict has been

transferred to the pages of Gleanings for May, occupying five

of them. Mr. W. M. Whitney says :

" If a lot of poor stuff is put behind prime stock used as

facing, no better evidence of intention to deceive could be
presented, for it would convict the guilty party of an attempt
to defraud, in any court iu the country Every honest
man should put his heel upon every such transaction as he
would upon the head of a viper, and assist in stamping out
the v.hole disreputable business Facing honey, with poorer
honey back of it. . . .is lying, pure and simple."

Mr. G. M. Doolittle replies to Mr. Whitney's very warm
and truthful utterances, as follows:

"I ship a thing on commission, the commission man does

the selling, aud sells the thing for what it proves to be, unless

I tell him he need not open it, as I gunrnntce it to be so

Where no guarantee is made, the looks of auy single article

which Is iu sight speaks only for itself, not for what is out of

sight."

Mr. F. L. Thompson refuses to be satisfied with the argu-

ment that people expect veneering, and says :

" That most people expect sharp practice is no reason
why it is perfectly right to satisfy their expectations. If I

expect to be waylaid iu passing through a back street, never-
theless no one is justified in actually taking my purse."

Umpire Root calls time, and decides against Mr. Doolittle,

which is exactly as we would decide. Mr. Doolittle of course

has had no experience as a commission man, nor in buying

honey from a city dealer, else he would not have written this

paragraph in Gleanings some time ago, which has caused him

to receive such severe whacks as has been given him by

Messrs. Hasty, Whitney, Thompson, etc.:

" And I also claim that there is nothing out of the way,
if any once chooses to do so, in shipping cases of honey having
XXX facers and XX or X honey inside, on commission. Yea,
more, I claim that there would nothing dis}wnest in filling the
center of the case with buckwheat honey, the same having
XXX white honey facers, providing it was shipt on commis-
sio7i, every case alike, and the producer thought it to his In-

terest to do so."

We have had a little experience the past year in buying
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comb honey from commission men, and so know whereof we

speak. Several times—yes, almost every time—the honey was

"faced"— dishonestly so, too, and we did not blame the

dealer, either, but the bee-keeper, who, evidently, as Mr. Doo-

little says, "thought It to his interest to do so." Had the

producers' names been on the various lots, we would delight

in holding them up right here in print, so that all might know
at least a few of the frauds among bee-keepers.

It is very annoying—to say nothing of the sin on the pro-

ducer's part—to get in a lot of honey that looks very pretty

next to the glass, and then when a grocer calls and wishes to

open the eases before buying, to find that much of that back

of the front row is so inferior as to cause the loss of a sale.

In our opinion, Mr. Doolittle can't any too soon reconsider

such " claim " as he sets forth in his paragraph that we
have quoted from Gleanings.

A Xraiiip Swarm-Catcher. — The following

tramp-bee "story " has been going the rounds of the news-

paper press, and as several of our readers have been kind

enough to mail us copies of it, we reproduce it so that all our

subscribers can read it and laugh over it—tho not holding us

responsible for its truthluless :

As I sat on the veranda with the farmer after supper I

askt him if he was not greatly bothered with tramps, and his

reply was :

"Waal, a good many of 'em come along and want a bite

to eat, and some of 'em are pretty sassy, but only one of 'em
ever served me a real mean trick."

" Poison your dog ?" I queried.
" It was meaner than that. We was eatin' dinner one

day in the spring when a hive of bees started to swarm. I'd

been expectin' it and watchin' 'em, and had a new hive ready.
When bees swarm they will light on most anything handy—

a

limb, a bush, or even the pump. Just as the bees began to

pour out of the hive and circle around along comes a tramp
up the path to ask fo'' somethin' to eat. The queen-bee set-

tled down on his old hat and the hull swarm followed her. In
two minlts that tramp's head and shoulders was covered with
bees, and I yells to him for heaven's sake not to try to fight

^em off or he'd be stung to death."
"He must have been terror-stricken," I said.
" Not a bit of it, sir. He was as cool as a cowcumber,

and when I told him he'd have to stand in a smudge till the
bees was killed off he jest laught. When they'd all settled

down on him and I was going te start a smudge he sez :

"Old man, what d'ye consider this swarm of bees wuth in

cold cash ?"

" About So," sez I.

" Are you willing to give §3 ?" sez he.

"What fur ?" sez I.

" Bekase you'll either pay me .^3 or I'll walk off with the
bizness and sell out to somebody else."

" And you had to buy him off '?" I askt.

"That's where the meanness comes in," replied the
farmer. "Them bees was my property, and I wasn't buyin'
what was my own. He offered to take $2, but I couldn't see
how he could git away with 'era, and refused to comedown.
Then he starts off. I reckoned the bees would get angry and
sting him to death, but nothin' happened. He just walkt out
Into the road and down the hill, and he carried them bees
seven miles and sold 'em for a new pair of shoes."

" And he wasn't stung '?"

" Not once, sir. The bees seemed to like the smell of

him, and he paddled along the road as grand as you please."

Getting- Rid of Ants.—Vick's Magazine for May
gives the following methods of getting rid of ants:

Ants in the soil can be destroyed by means of bisulphide
of carbon : Make a hole about six inches deep in the ant-hill

with a round dibble or bar, and into it pour a tablespoonf ul of

the liquid, and immediately close up the hole with soil. The
liquid is very volatile, and will permeate the soil in every
diriection, and destroy all animal life, and not injure vegeta-
tion. It is very inflammable, and must be carefully kept
away from fire. Ants can often be driven away by sprinkling
about their haunts ashes saturated with coal-oil. They can
be trapt and killed by placing sweet-oil where they can have
access to it, as they are very fond of it, but it has the effect tc

close their spiracles and thus kills by asphyxia.

Dr. E. Gallup, of Orange Co., Calif., wro
at for some time he had beeu in ill-health, bu

itter again. Referring to the bees, he said :

th

better aga

rote us May 2
t was getting

" My bees commenced swarming March 2(J, and are keep-

ing it up yet. They are doing well here in the valley."

SUCCB.SS IN Queen Rearing is the title of a small pamph-
let just issued by Henry Alley, of Essex Co., Mass. It contains

32 pages in all, about 14 of them being devoted to queen-

rearing, and the balance to Mr. Alley's catalog of queens,

drone-traps, etc., and advertisements of bee-supply dealers.

The price of the pamphlet Is 25 cents, and can be had at the

office of the American Bee Journal.

Elder Daniel Whit.mer, of St. Joeseph Co., Ind., when
asking us lately to replace a lost copy of the Bee Journal,

added :

" I do not want to miss a single number, for the reason I

cannot rest good. I want to know all that is going on in the

bee-fraternity."

That's right. If you '• want to know alt that is going on

in the bee-fraternitv," of course you want the old American

Bee Journal. We are ready to do our pirt in furnishing a

bee-paper that will cause every bee-keeper in the land to

" rest good." Don't be restless, but subscribe for the Bee

Journal, and be e,i.sy and peaceful.

Mr. Chas. W. Conkli.v, of Logan Co., III., wrote us as

follows May 2 :

" Brother York :— I am very sorry to acknowledire that

I am so far behind with my subscription. But that is the way
—the good-natured editor is always imposed upon. But to

partly redeem myself I will send you a new subscriber here-

with."

We trust Mr. Conklin will pardon us for publishing his

letter, but it serves so well as an illustration that we couldn't

resist the temptation to print it.

Just suppose every one of our subscribers who is in

arrears would pay up to the end of 189S and send a new sub-

scriber for a year, as did Mr. Conklin, what would happen?

Well, in the first place, the Bee Journal would have at least

8,000 subscribers at once ,• and, in the second place, aH the

readers would soon get a paper about 50 per cent, better

than they are now getting.

Guie us the paid in-advance list of eight or ten thousand

subscribers, and we'll guarantee to furnish you the rest. " It

is more blessed to give than to receive." But we can make
the receiDing a blessing to you if you will begin the rjlvliuj part.

Mr. J. C. Armstrong, of Marshall Co., Iowa, writing us

April 30, had this to say:

"
I always read the American Bee Journal with interest.

I have taken it for over 30 years, with the exception of the

last three years. Four years ago [ had the misfortune to have

foul brood among my bees. I got it cured up and saved a

couple of colonies. On moving to this place two years ago I

sold what bees I had, discontinued the Bee Journal, and de-

stroyed a hundred back numbers, thinking I had gone out

of the business forever, but I felt lonesome without them.

Two years ago I bought one colony of our old friend, 0. B.

Barrows. From that one they have increast to seven. If I

could have my way they should not increase any more. But

they will In spite of me. I never had them winter better.

They are booming with bees. The Bee Journal has past

through a good many hands since I first subscribed for it. I

presume I shall keep a few bees as long as I am able to take

care of them."

We think you are mistaken about the Bee Journal passing

through " a good many hands " in the 30 years since you first

began to read it. It has had but two different owners since

1873. That isn't a bad record, surely.
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Buckwheat Sown Early, according to J. T. Van Petten,
in Gleanings, yields honey on hot forenoons that succeed cool,

damp nights. He has had two crops of Japanese in one
season.

Curing Paralysis by Mixing Colonies.—O. O. Poppleton
thinks this would not be satisfactory with him, as he never
had a paralytic colony to cast a swarm. Moreover, many col-

onies, especially those lightly affected, seem to get well of
themselves early enough for late swarming, and he wants a
cure that will act early in the season.—Gleanings, p. 29(3.

The Disk Section-Cleaner.—James Roat (Gleanings, 98)
says it must be run at high speed, 3,000 revolutions a minute
or more, as the sand-paper doesn't clog as soon at high speed.
He thinks a sulBcient speed cannot be attained by toot- power.
One sheet of sand-paper will clean about 70 sections, altho he
has done twice as well. In his locality propolis is very bad.

Spraying Fruit-Trees.—C. P. Dadant says spraying does
no good and may do harm before the blossoms have been off a
week. "The fruit being well formed, the surface retains
more of the poison, which is therefore more effective. It must
be remembered that as the fruit grows, its skin expands, and
a part of its surface is thus deprived of its protecting coat of
poison."—Busy Bee.

Keep Up the Standard of Comb Honey is the cry of
Editor Hutchinson. He says he would give a cent a pound
more for his own eating for comb honey without any founda-
tion, and the greatest blessing that has lately fallen to bee-
keepers was the failure of the deep-cell foundation. He re-
joices in the "change of ha^e. " on the part of the enterprising
Medina folks, who have sent him a sample of their latest pro-
duct, a foundation running 18 feet to the pound.

May Sickness, of which much is said in Europe, and
which is much like, if not identical with, the spring dwindling
of this country, M. CI. Laurent says in Le Progres Apicole, is

not especially confined to May, but may come any time, and is

caused by eating spoiled pollen. For a cure he relies on giving
frames of sealed honey of best quality, and on every fine day
a half-pound of syrup consisting of one-third best honey and
two-thirds sugar with one-half coffee-spoon of wine and a
pinch of salt.

The Prime Thing a Beginner Should Know First is in-
quired for in Gleanings. Mr. Doolittle replies very fully, rec-
ommending two or three times careful reading through a good
text-book, then getting a bee-paper. Then to know his local-
ity, finding what plants give the honey harvest, then planning
to^have laborers ready for that harvest by having the eggs laid
37 days in advance. For that purpose " spreading brood " is

advised 47 to 57 days in advance of the expected harvest,
using the earlier period if weather is warm.

Plain Sections have thoroughly awakened the enthusiasm
of the editor of Gleanings. The man of Straws .says to him
(Gleanings, p. 293,) " Hold your horses, Ernest I Don't put it

quite so strong as to say the plain section ' seems about to rev-
olutionize' (p. 267.) Remember you're right in the storm
center, and 500 miles from Medinathe air seems quite calm."
The editor thinks he is j ustified in his statement in view of the
number of orders for plain sections, and the fact that 10 girls
are kept busy with the latest appliances turning out 700 or
800 fences a day apiece.

Average Yield.—In this Journal for Dec. 23, in reply to
the question, " What would be a fair average honey crop with
an apiary of from 200 to 300 colonies, located in Central or
Northern Illinois ?" Dr. Miller replied it would be 20 pounds
less than nothing. M. A. Gill (Gleanings, p. 303) thinks this
about 20 pounds too little, altho he varies the original ques-
tion by saying in a (joad location, and says he knows many
locations in Wisconsin where 200 or 300 colonies would not
only haverfnade a good living, but given a fair surplus for the
past 20 years, with the possible exception of three years.
Then he tells of Utah and Colorado. Utah County is reported

to have 30,000 colonies of bees. At Payson, in that County,
are 3,000 colonies on less than two miles square. Tbos. M.
Todd, who owns 200 oflhem, last year got an average of 200
pounds of extracted. 500 colonies on one block in the town
of Benjamin averaged 77 pounds of comb honey.

Wants the Place Given.— •

can Bee Journal, p. 87, that it's

into the boiler, but still the Bo
water. I'm going to throw some
him because he doesn't give the
to. I get disgruntled in mind w
nal passage and can't find it."

—

column 1. line 31-39. Bad to

hot water isn't pleasant on one's

at least part of the time.

'It would seem, from Ameri-
all right for hot water to get
ler don't like to get into hot
hot water onto the outside of

page of the passage he refers

hen I try to refer to the origi-

E. E. Hasty, Review, p. 119,
have Hasty disgruntled, and
back. Must try to give page

Hot Water vs. Cold Water for Bee-Stings.—Referring
to Dr. Gallop's advice (American Bee Journal, p. 68) to use a
cold, wet-sheet pack for bad cases of bee-stings, Chalon Fowls
thinks it might do harm and even in some cases result fatally.

He uses hot water. Once a bee stung him In the bare eye-

ball. He groped his way to the house, applied cloths of hot
water, and found the pain alleviated just in proportion to the
heat of the water. In another case his horse and himself were
fearfully stung, and he thinks the hot water saved the life of

the horse.—Gleanings.

Bees Eating Away Upper Honey in Comb.—The editor

of Gleanings said one trouble with deep frames was that bees
sometimes ate away all stores at top where warmest, the bees
starving with honey below them. Dr. Miller asking if there
was DO mistake about it, he replied that Dr. Miller would not
likely have any trouble of that kind because his bees are cel-

lared, but in Medina Co., Ohio, with bees wintering out, the
trouble happens even with frames as shallow as the Lang-
strolh. Now the editor of Busy Bee asks for a picture of such
a comb.

Introducing ftueens.—Busy Bee says there's no need to

have a colony queenless before putting in the new queen.
Here's the plan given :

"When your queen arrives, remove the board covering
from the wire screen which you will find over the top of the
cage. Place the cage wire down on the frames of the colony
where you wish to introduce the queen. Leave the cage here
for two or three days and pay no attention to the old queen.
After the bees in the hive have become thoroughly acquainted
with the new queen, hunt out the old queen and kill her, and
then turn back the wire so the bees in the hive can get at the
candy in the cage and eat it out and release the queen. Close
up the wire and let the bees alone until the next day, when you
can examine the colony and see bow the new queen i.

coming on."

Foundation 18 Feet to the Pound —A report of actual
trial of this exceedingly thin-base foundation is given (Glean-
ings, page 312) by O. 0. Poppleton, of Florida. Sheets four
inches deep were put in the brood-chamber. No stretching
could be observed in the lower part. The upper inch stretcht
from 1-16 to le-'och, and he thinks the stretching of the
whole sheet would not exceed 3-16. This is very promising,
and the editor thinks it possible that hanging the sheet differ-

ently might have given a still more favorable showing, for this

IS-foot foundation is to be hung exactly the reverse of the
usual way. He says it is lighter than the no-wall article, and
the walls will prevent the warping to which the no-wall is sub-
ject. In a trial of thin and extra-thin, that is 11 and 13 feet-

to-the-pound foundation, with the 18-foot, side by side, the
bees accepted the latter quicker, and drew it out farther than
the other two I

Cleats vs. Hand-Holes.—J. H. Martin and Dr. Miller
are having a little bout concerning them in Gleanings, Editor
E. R. Root standing by saying, "Sick him 1" Mr. Martin
says (p. 2-19) Dr. M. ought to know that cleats are a back
number. Their chief use is to carry hives into the cellar, and
when he did that in York State it was more comfortable to

grasp the hive at the bottom. In moving hives the cleat is a
nuisance, taking up the room of 20 hives in such hie loads as

Mr. Meudleson hauls. In reply Dr. Miller asks (p. 292) why
under the sun the California man wants hand-holes If there's

more comfort in grasping the bottom. Says you can take hold
of a cleat where you like best, it is more comfortable than a
hand-hole, and two can handle the same hive. Only the back
cleat takes extra room in a load, and to take up the room of

20 hives he figures out that Mendlesonjmust have had 500
hives in a load.
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Two Special Offers.

As explained in former ads., publishers
can afford to put forth extra efforts in

securing new subscribers ; as the major-
ity remain, once they become subscribers
to a good journal. It is from this point
of view that I make the following offers:

Otter No. I.

To any one not a
subscriber totbe Re-
vlfw who tvill send
me$:! 00. 1 will send
the Keview for 1898
and 1.000 strictly
flrstclass. snow-white
one-piece Sections.
After accepting this
offer if any one wish-
es to buy more sec-
tions. 1 will furnish

Offer No, 2.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Re-
view who wilt send
me SI.50. I will send
the Review one year
and a fine, tested
Italian Queen. Pur-
chasers may have
either the bright,
golden strain, or the
dark leather-colored
reared from imported

them at the foilowmg
}
mothers. After ac
ceptlng this offer. If

any one wishes more
queens, they will be
turnisht at the fol-
lowing-prices: Sing-le
queen, 90 ct".: :i lor
$2.65; 6 forJo.OO; 12
or more at 75c each.
Ordrrs will be filled

in rotation, and safe
arrival guaranteed.

prices: 1.000. »-2.

2,000 for$5.25: ;5.000
for ST.50: 5.000 for
$12 00. Sections will
be shlpt from any
of the following
points: Flint. Mich.;
Chicago, 111.: Medina,
O. ; Jamestown, N.Y.;
HlgglusvUle, Alo.. or
Omaha, Neb.

Unless otherwise ordered subscriptions
will begin with the .lanuary issue ; and
the December, 1S97, number will also
be sent, free.

If you are not acquainted with the Re-
view, and wish to see It before subscrib-
ing, send 10 cents for three late but dif-

ferent issues, and the lU cents may
apply on any subscription sent in during
1898. W. Z. HUTCHIN,SON,

Flint, Mich.

Please mention Eeu Journal whc-n writing.

vwwww
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will prova advantageous ? Cannot every
bee-keeper see that it is for his advan-
tage to join with other bee-lieepers
spread all over the country, in an at-

tempt to better his condition ? Indi-
vidual efforts will cover but a small
territory, while a Union will cover the
whole ground, and take in the whole
brotherhood.

Emerson T. Abbott—I would advise
every man (and woman, too, if she is in-

terested in honey-production) who reads
this to send in a dollar and become a
member of the Union. All the Union
needs is a large membership, and each
individual beekeeper should feel that he
is in duty bound to do his part toward
Increasing that membership. Send in

your dollar now, before you forpet it.

^)(a^ss^tm^^ws!i^>r.?imimm^

©%£ifC #Si^S)
wM^it^mm«^

Swarming and Storing: Honey.
Bees have been swarming since the mid-

dle of March. 'A swarm hived on March
17 and one on the 2Uth now have supers on.
Some old colonies have supers nearly full
of honey, and I have put on the second one.

South Alabama.
Washington Co.. Ala., April 5.

Heavy Freeze Put Things Back.
We bad a fi'eeze here March 22, when

drones were flying and bees preparing to
swarm, but fruit is mostly killed, also corn
and garden vegetables, so it will be brown
and sear for a time at least, but warm
weather will soon cause all Nature to be
herself again. G. W. Bistline.
Titus Co., Tex., April 4.

Wintered Well—Worms.
I have three colonies of bees which are

doing nicely. One is bothered with worm-
nests a little, but as they are in box-hives
we cannot do much with them in the way
of helping them to get rid of the worms.
They wintered nicely, as it was a good win-
ter for bees. They are on the summer
standf'. and had flights off and on all win-
ter. They are doing nicely, as it is warm
enough for them to be able to get pollen.

W. G. Sager.
Venango Co., Pa., April 11.

Cronkleton Escape and Press.

Mr. Geo. W. Blair, of Mason county,
Mich., askt what bad become of E. J.
Cronkleton and his bee-escape. We are out
in Iowa, as usual. I am induced to write
only through respect to Mr Blair, not that I

care so much about my bee-escape, or any
other escape that is in" u.se. I presume the
Porter bee-escape is the best escape on the
market. I use his in my apiary. The dif-
ference is 12 to 1—12 bees go out of my es-
cape while 1 goes out of his. The way to
demonstrate this is to cut out a narrow
strip of the lower edge of the section-case
and insert a strip of glass instead, and then
lie down in the grass and take items.
When 1 invented my escape I had several

things in view, the first being to take ad-
vantage of the natural instinct of the bees,
cheapness and rapidity of work, and venti-
lation. My escape costs but a few pennies.
It frees a case in from one to three hours.

There is a difference in bees leaving the
cases, that I am unable to account for.
Some seem loth to leave, and others seem
very desirous to leave. These things I have
learned through an observatory section-
case. I said before. I take the advantage
of the natural impulse of bees. I have a
large unobstructed outlet; the bees come

^^^^^^
B1NOHAM

BeeSmoker

^G^Q
Binehiim \- Hetberinti-

ton Uncapping-

9.00;
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Sweet \ Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arramremenis so that we can
furnish seed of several ot the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

Sft lOIb 25ft> 501b
Sweet Clover (white). .60 »l.OU %2:2b J4 00
AlslkeClover 70 1.23 3.00 .=.,75

White Clover 80 1.40 3 00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 35 cents to your or ier. for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YOKK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Steel
Oriiy Carnlolans. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each; June and until October 50 cents
each. Tested 11.00 eich. Good Breeders, $2
each, iitraight 5-Banded or "Faultless"
Queens, J5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLE, Bee Co. TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Illlfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

lliUlll iS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send tor our new catalog.
Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c

lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. T. Mnth & Sou, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nilD DDIPCQ are worth looking
UUn rniuCO at. We are mak-
ing the new
Champion CIiall-Hive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
youSSJ*

K. H. SCHniDT A: CO.,
^ - Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

l^lease mention Bee Journal when writins.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif..

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOB
Has IVo Mag In Brood-Framen

ThiD Plat-Bottom Pouiidatiou

Das So PishboDe Id tbe Sarplos Booey.

ifelnti tbe oleaneBt la UBQally worKe
tbe qnlokest of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN.
Sole MBDutaoturer,

epronl Brook Montsoroery Co., N T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

QCC IfCCDCDQ f Let me send you my 64-
Dl.L~^LL^L^O page Catalog for 1898

J* in. Jenkins, Wetampka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing

down into the escape from the sections,
hunting an outlet; as soon as it is found
they set up that joyful hum, swarming
hum, that we are all familiar with. Then
you will observe them pouring down out of
the sections, and take up the line ot march
in a perfect sheet or column, pouring out
upon the brood-frames, 10 or 13 bees going
out at the same instant.

1 am not writing up this little escape for
any purpose in particular—it is no great
invention. It is merely a thought, and any
bee-master ought to get up the seme thing
or a better one in five minutes.
While I am on this subject of inventions,

I wish to say something concerning a small
section-press that I invented, probably six

years ago. I tried to make something out
ot it but failed. I see that it is being very
extensively manufactured now. I suppose
there is no doubt but I invented it. I will

try to describe it. It has a base and two
upright posts 4'4 inches apart; guards and
posts, and lever. Ii is not my place to say
whether this is a good press or a bad one,

but the public has it now. But I ask this

much, that it should bear my name—"The
Cronkleton Section-Press."

E. J. Ckonklbton.
Harrison Co., Iowa.

Wintered Extra Well.

Bees in this section wintered extra well,

and are busy at work every warm day.
Ebwin Gabriel.

Green Co., Wis., April 17.

Wintered in Good Condition.

I put into the cellar 12 colonies Nov. 17,

and took them out April 15, all in No. 1

condition. That is about five months with-

out seeing the light. Geo. A. Lawrence.
St. Croix Co., Wis., April 19.

Cool and Late Spring.

Our spring has been unusually cool, and
probably the bees are like everything else—
late. Peaches have not bloomed, but are
in No. 1 condition. T. F. Bingham.
Clare Co., Mich., May 5.

Bees in Fine Condition.

Out of .54 colonies I lost two since putting
them into winter quarters. The balance
are in fine condition, but the weather is cold

and windy, which holds them back from
working on the soft maple and willow,
which are in full bloom.

Chas. E. Crawford.
Oscoda Co., Mich., April 36.

A Beginner's Report.

I started last spring with one colony ot

bees and increast to three. It is very fasci-

nating to me, and 1 like to read everything
I see on the subject. I moved to this place

from Fremont, Nebr., the first of this

month. 1 believe this will be a good bee-

country. F. M. ROSEMAN.
Crawford Co., Mo., April 19.

Suggestions on Bee-Organizations.

Mr. Editor;—If your patience is not
already exhausted I will try to tell "In-
quirer" (see page 188) what kind of an or-

ganization I would like to see perfected

among bee-keepers.
As most readers ot the Bee Journal know

there are two separate national organiza-

tions already in the field, whose aims and
objects are almost identical. That their

power for good would be multiplied many
times over by being united is self-evident;

and that should be the first step toward lay-

ing the foundation for a great organization.

The Board of Managers or Executive
Committee of the united body should then
invite every State and county bee-keepers'

association in the United States to become
a member of the federation by paying into

the treasury of the executive one-halt, two-
thirds (or whatever proportion is deemed
advisable) of their membership fees. Then,

$100
Given as Bounties
topurchasersof the
improved D a n z .

Hives and Sections
] See schedule in my
bee - book "

' Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
money, Free for 2c in stamps. Addre s

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio,
or F. Danzenbaker, Box 466, Washington, D. C
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Excelsior Incubator

aiid Brooder Cheap .....
200 eifg-s capacity. Good as new. Used
Inronly two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Will spU it tor

TWE^TY DOE.Ii.lR'Ot half the "ost price
Address. »». W. nUlVNK,

River Forest, Cook Co., III.

Texas Queens fmVM\
Best honey-gathering strain In America.

Tested, *1. 50. Untested. $1 .00. Write for a

Circular. J. D. G1VEN!«, I<isiboii,Tex.

TAlifit Please mention the Bee Journal.

HATCH Chickens g.Y.gJJAigr

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Perfect, Self• Regulat-
ing. Thou3a'id3 in successful

(•I'tratiKQ. l>owet4t priced
Orst-i'laMg Hatcher mude.

(JKO. II. PTAIIL,
1 14 tel 2g 8. 6th ^*U Qiiincy.m.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

SiB"
|EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog.

FRED A. D.IlLTON,
lA26t Wat KER, Vernon Co , Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Knpplies! KOOT'8
Goods at Kuot's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jar«,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers Prompt ser-

vice, low freight r-.tte. Cat-
tree. Walter S Ponder,

., / ,H K t.f-w^ *i ol'Z Mass, Ave.,
W^f'" PO\IDcK:)(M» iNDi.\NAPOLis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal -when, -writing.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 7.5c Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at $!.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $.5. on. Satisfaction guiran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,,
8Atf GKANGEK, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Bees for Sale
in Indiana

!

Italian Bees in 8-frame Lmgstroth hives.

Per colony J.^-OO; 5 or more at oue time 14 50
per colony. I have only a limited num l^r for

sale. They are strong colonies, and ready for

business. Address, W. H. \V.4TT.«<,
lllAtf Robs, Lake I'o., .nd.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Please Send Va the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bke
JocBNAL. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and

secure some of the premiums we offer.
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instead of paying 50 cents or a dollar to a
local association, and a dollar each for
membership in the two national ones,
one membership fee would cover the whole.
Our local association would then be the
Minnesota branch of the United States Bee-
Keepers' Association.

It needs no argument to prove that such
an organization is both desirable and pos-
sible, for we have already the material
from which to construct it, in our various
associations. 8ome changes in the consti-
tution of the United States Bee-Keepers'
Union might be necessary in order to allow
the increast membership as above indicated

;

and also some changes in the constitutions
of the associations joining, but in fact they
would have no constitution after being ab-
sorbed by the federation. They would have
to make by-laws in accordance with the
constitution of the executive. However, it

will be time enough to discuss details when
the matter gets underway.

That is simply an outline of the organi-
zation for which I am willing to strive, and
in the meantime I can only afford to be a
member of the two to which I already be-

long. Wm. Russell.
Hennepin Co., Minn.

A Correction—Cold April.

On page *2.")'J I am made to say that I cut
rabbets 3-16 of an inch deep. I said 13-16.

[Right you are.—Editor.]

My colonies are mostly in good condi-
tion, with plenty of stores. April has been
a very cold month, and brood-rearing is

not very well advanced. Plum and peach
trees are beginning to liloom. Apple trees

are not in blossom yet. It was showery
last night and to-day. Edwin Beviss.
Decatur Co., Iowa, April 30.

A Carpenter Bee-Keeper.

I had IT colonies of bees last spring. I got
1,000 pounds of honey from them. This
spring I have 31 colonies. I have had bees
for 10 years, just for my own use, but not
to make a business of it. I work at carpen-
tery, but it is dull at my trade this spring,
so I think I will see what I can do with the
bees this year. O. D. French.
Jones Co., Iowa, April IS.

Profitable Fun with Bees.

I am not a regular bee-keeper, but a loco-

motive engineer, and keep a few bees for
fun; or, you may say, to rest up my head
after many a long run. I have 15 colonies
nicely arranged in the back-yard, and I be-

lieve it rests me up when I am at home to

go out among them and see them work and
caper around. They averaged about 125
pjunds per colony, half comb and half ex-
tracted, last year, so you see, we have a
fairly good location.

Sanford Hartman.
Lincoln Co., Nebr., April 23.

Wintering—Spring Management.
Last fall I prepared '2f> colonies for winter

— six colonies in the cellar and the balance
on the summer stands. Those that were
not already in chaff hives I put outer cases
over, packing the inter-space with fine
planer-shavings, or something similar. On
part of them were " sealed covers." On the
balance was Hill's device, covered with a
thick, porous cushion. The entrances were
left open full width, with a board leaning
against the hive, shading the entrance.
This I remove when warm enough for the
bees to fly.

Last week I examined them, taking out
the frames from every hive. Contrary to a
late writer in the Bee Journal, I believe in

examining them at an early date, thereby
aiding them In "'house-cleaning." In al-

most every hive I find something I can do
to aid them—a moldy piece of comb to re-

move, dead bees and mold on the bottom-
board, a surplus frame of honey to remove,
etc. This examination through, I have
nothing more to do till swarming-time.

I never have occasion to feed in the

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. Ne"w London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Tbey have also one One of ttie Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State, The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and "wbitest
BaSS'WOOd Is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Ful

Please mention the Ameiloan Bee .lournal.

Line of Supplies,

Italian Bees For Sale !!

We have arrang-ed with a large bee-keeper

in Lee County, 111, (about 100 miles west of

Chicago', to BU our orders for Italian Bees at

the followinpr prices there, which Include a

good Queen with each colony:

8 L.frames of bees in light shipping-case.$3. 75
5 at $3.50 each.

8 L. frames of bees in dovetailed hive, $4.23.
5 at $4.00 each.

Prompt shipment after May 1, and safe ar-

rival and satlsfacllon guaranteed. Address

GEORGE W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The Largest and MostOoiiiplelc Stock
or Bee*Keeper8' Supplies in tlie North-
west. Tde very latest up-to-date aod best
Hives made. Danzenbaker Hives, Hives for
Slotted Sections, and a very low-priced Hive,
and carloads of other (roods, all in our ware-
bouse ready to ship.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPAIVY,
H.G.AcivLiN. Mauaerer.

17A5t 1024 Mississippi Street St. Paul. Minn.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nrrjTpXiFi^ir

!?iy!Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello-w^

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 27 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casb, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHAT DO YOU WANT?
If it's Rti;c;gie!4. llariic*-.

Pumps, Pi>ullrv
thins: else, we
rect from the fac

«llt-i, lllcyflei*. Sewing
< ill IT i'Pt'ssej*, ^piiiv

MAKE I
J^uPPiifs or nny-

iVOUR W ANTSl
KNOWN

u supply it di'

K^.iiv™ -tf^iy- No matter
whatiiis, or vvhei-e|^^J^iiii^i|^J it is made, we can
supply it itHtl save y*»ti money too. Try us.
Write for our illustrated eataloi^'ue, circulars, etc.

Frank B. Barkley Mfg. Co. ni^^ ,Su'„"„Y,:

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wliolesale
and Uetail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax [TJorcm A Specialty.

HlTeei, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Calaloff,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGIISXA. TFIS.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^o^i;'!^*^'^''

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, CuttlngofT, Mi-
tring, Kabbetlng, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Kdglng-up, Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalo^ae Free.

SE>EC:A falls IflFG. CO.,
16 Water St SENEGA FALLS, N. T
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Bees and Queens
Queens $1.00: Hecs by the nound *1.00; Nu-

clei, two frames ivith Queen, S'2.GO; one-frame
$1.30. Also Barretl and Wlilte F. Rocks
aud Sllver-Iiaced Wyandottes. Eggs for

Sitting at $1.00 per 15.

iTA8t Mrs, A. A, Sinipsoii, Starts, Pa.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Listen! Take my Advice aud Buy

•«*Yoiir Bee-Supplies**

of August Weiss ! g
Millions of Sections— Folisht on both Sides !

!

SATISFACTION GCARANTEEU on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Catalogue and
be your own j udge. Wax wanted at 26 cents cash, or 28 cents In trade, delivered to me.

AUG-UST WEISS, Hortonville, "Wisconsin.

Fi:\K FOIJI>I>A'I'IO.>
A3fi» xo.^s or ir.
'Workins; Wax into Founda
tlon a Spedalt)'

DEFY
competition
In
Foundation
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spring, as I always in the fall see that they
have sufficient stores for winter and spring,

believing that ample stores in sight a better
inducement for them to build up in the
spring than to live " from hand to mouth,"
depending upon stimulative feeding."

I have now io strong colonies out of the
20. finding one queenless.
Now, after experimenting and careful ob-

servation for several years, I would answer
the ' wintering problem " in these words:

In the fall see that the bees have ample
stores, pack on the summer-stands, in outer
cases, with the inter-space packt with a dry
substance, with a porous cushion over the
frames, and a space between frames and
cushion. This method has given me the
best results. J. P. Smith.
Sullivan Co., N. H,. April 20.

Came Through in Fine Condition.

My bees have come through the winter in
fine condition, excepting the loss of one
strong colony, leaving about 30 pounds of
honey. I think they must have been dis-

turbed in a cold time, as they were scat-
tered through the hive. About a month
ago I commenced giving them rye flour, in
a box covered with glass, as they seemed
to have no beebread. and they have been
breeding up very fast since. Three weeks
ago they commenced to work on soft maple,
but a big freeze put a stop to that, and
they have brought in no natural pollen
since, until the last two or three days.
Everything looks favorable for a good
honey-year. I could not think of trying to
get along without the "old reliable " Amer-
ican Bee Journal. Hurrah for Omaha!

A. B. GiNNis.
Cass Co., Nebr., April 11.

Cold and Rainy Weather.
I am a beginner in bee-culture, and very

often I find in one copy of the American
Bee Journal what is worth the price of a
year's subscription to me.

I had 12 colonies packt in straw on the
summer stands the past winter, and they
all came through in good condition. They
had a good flight March 9, and brought in
the first pollen March 30; then we had cool
weather until April 10, when they began
bringing pollen in quite freely. I saw some
drones flying in the yard also, which an old
bee-keeping friend tells me is something
uncommon in this part of the country so
early. At the present time we are having
bad weather—cold and rainy.

C. H. Field.
Cumberland Co., Maine, April 24.

Wintered Best for Years—Robbing.
The bees in this part of Iowa came

through the winter in the best condition
they have for years. My 141 colonies came
out of the cellar so strong that it is hard to
find weak ones to double the queenless ones
with. No trouble with robbing. I see in
the Bee Journal, to stop robbing, one should
use salt and water. My experience with
salty water is, it doesn't want much salt
in; if you get too much in it will kill the
bees. Clear water is better to spray them
with. I sprayed with salty water once and
killed a colony. With me a sheet is better
to stop robbing. Spread it over the hive
and occasionally turn it.

Chas. Blackburn.
Buchanan Co., Iowa., April 21.

The Divider vs. the Fence.
On page 70 the Boiler turns out the fol-

lowing:
'The A. I.Root Co., in connection with the

fence separator, proposes to make use of
the Pettit plan by having a fence between
the outside rows of sections and the sides of
the supers. S. T. Pettit thinks this will not
be so good as his divider with '^-inch holes,
for with sufficient space between the slats
the sections will be made ridgy."
But a good deal more serious objecion to

the fence as a divider consists in the fact
that the fence provides for a bee-space only

HONEY and BEESWAX

Chicag'O. May 2. — Fancy white comb
houej- would bi iiig: 11 cents, but there is none
here; other good prades of white at 9 to lOc:
dark and amber, 7 to 8c. Rxtracled, white, -">

to 6c.: ambers, 4^ to 5c.; dark and off grades.
4c.. with exception of dark candied and amber
grades. This markei is bare of comb, and
while prices have been low the quantity sold
locally has been greater than last season.
Beeswax s:avce. and sells at '270. for average
lots. R. A Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, May 2. — Fancv white.
9 to 10c; No. 1, white. 9c; amber, 8 to 9c. Rx-
tracted. white. 5 to 5Hc: amber.oc; dark. 3J4
to 4c. Beeswax. 20 to vJoe.

Comb honuy is selling lairly well .but prices
are low; considerable shows sigas of candy-
ing, which makes dealers anxious sellers.

C. 0. Olemons & Co.

Cincinnati, May 2.—Demand fair for ex-
tracted, at 3V4 to 6c. accordinir to qualify. De-
mand for comb is slow at 10 to l3c. for best
white. Beeswax io good demand at 20 to 25c.
for good to choice ye low.

Chas. F. Muth & Son.

Boston, May 2.—Fancy No. 1, in cartons.
1.3c.; In glass-front cases, 12c.; ANo. 1.11c.

;

No. 1, 9 to 10c. ; No. 2. no sale. Extracted,
white. 6(S7c.; light amber. o@6c. Beeswax is

in very light supply, and if pure would readily
bring 27c.
There is nothing new to note in our market

for honey. As usual at this time of year, the
demand has dropt to almost nothing, but as
the supply is light, prices are well maintained
andflrm. Blake, Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, May 2.—Fancy white. 12 to
12V4C.: No. 1. lie; No. I amber. 9 to 10c.

;

buckwheat, 8c. Extracted, white. 6c.; amber.
4 to be. A. B. WiLLi.AMS & Co.

San Francisco, May 2.—White comb, 8i4
to Ibc; amber. 6V4 to 7Vic. Extracted, white.
5^@6c.; iigbc amber, 4^ to 5i4c. Beeswax,
24@26c
Market shows a healthy tone, especially for

extracted, with very little of Ibis class now
remaining. Comb continues obtalfaable at
former rates, with a fair business 3"oing on
local account. There will be little honey the
coming seaoon, and it is probable that values
will lurther harden.

Detroit, May 2. — Fancy white honey is

lower and now quoted at lie. No. 1. OQilOc;
fancy darR, l@t*c: No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white. 5(SGc; dark. 4@5c. Beeswa.x
In good demand at 26@27c.
There Is con-^iderable dark and undesirable

honey on commission now, and some of it will
be Cirried over to another season.

M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis. May 2.—Honey much more
encouragmg. Faucy white clover comb is

selling here now at I0H@lli4c. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancv white clover, 5^@6c: amber, 5c;
dark, 4@4Hc.
Outlook for honey much more eucouraging.

S. H. Hall A; Co.

Indianapolis, My 2. — Fancy white
11 to 13c.; No 1, 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is

In good demand. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, May 5.—Fancy 1-pound sec-
tions, 1 l(ai2c; A No, 1, 10@ll cents; No. 1

8@10c; amoer, SOH^ic: dark. 7@7i4c. White
extracted in barrels and kegs,oV4@6c; amber.
o@5Hc. Beeswax. 2G@28c.
The demand for honey continues very good

indeed, and values lairly sustained. While the
best grades are most salable, the inferior
grades meet attention, and the movements
are cjuite satisfactory. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, May 2. — There Is a very good
demand for strictly fancy 1-poand comb, at
10 to lie; other grades, however, range from

to 7c.. and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount ot honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. Batterson & Co.

St. ]LoniB, Peb. 9.—Fancy white comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to 10c ; dark.
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, Sii to 6c.; amber.
StoS^c; dark, 4 to4V4c Beeswax. 20 to 22c.

Westoott Com. Co.

'3-13 of an inch against the super wall.

Nothing less than '4 inch will give best re-

sults. This season I shall experiment with
a large number of dividers with 5-10 inch
bee-space outside the dividers. Of course,
those who have room to do so can easily
give the '4 inch bee-space. S. T. Pettit.
Ontario, Canada.

DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall, CHICAGO,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^V^^^/«
THE

Ifumely;

; If you are
> thinking about

iTjAcnoN engines:
Wei.resBut "THE NEW RUMEIY" which 13 the cli-

,

max of 44 yaar'H e.xperiHtice ia engine builduig. ^
EmbodvinRallthnbfsr inventions of our own and
many others. IT IS STRONG-SIMPLE-DURABLE '

AND EASILY OPERATED. But thtro is more toil-

<

eiplained in deti-.il in onr new catalotrue

—

FREE,
M. RUtVIELY CO., LAPORTE, IND.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing

Van Deusen Thin
Foundation...
We have several 2o-pound boxes of Van

Deusea Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation
lor sale, at $12.50 per box. This Founda-
tion is preferred by many. As we have only
a few boxes of It, an order for same should be
sent promptly. Address Tlie A. I. Uoot Co.
118 Mlchl^ran Street, Chleapo. III.

WHEEIS
m all sizes and varieties, to fit any
& axle. They last forever. Either
M) direct or stagger spoke. Can*t

breakdown; can't dry out no
etdttinK of tires Good in dry weather

I as in wet weather. Send for catalog &
Iprices. ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,

Box 16 QUINCY, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Cfltllftff PrPP *• '• •*»<>» * Co's Goods
VululUa, I ICC lor Missouri and Other points,
to be had at factory prices from John Nebel
A: Son, Hlgli Hill, nisHouri. gAtf

Convention I^'otices.

Illinois— The soring meeting of the North-
ern Illluols Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at the residence ot Ale.»ander Patterson,
.5 miles northwest of Kooklord. Tuesday, May
17. 1898- All lire cordially invited.

B ICennedv. Sec. New Milford. III.

Central <'iiilforiila.—The ne.vt annual
meeting ot the Central California Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will be held at Hanfoi-d. Cal..
Wednesday, .luiiu 1, 1898. at 10 o'clock a m.
Kleciion ol ollloers and other important busi-
ness to be attended to.
'.i~j ctTj n W. A. H. GiLSTRAP, See.
Caruthcrs. Calif.

Fresno t'o., ralif.—The ne.xt quarterly
meeting- ol the Presno County Ree-Keeoers'
Associtloii will be held at the City Hall, in
Fresno. Calif .Wednesdny. June 8. at 1 o'clock
p. m. Coustitutton and By-Laws are to be
adopted. Marketing honey and other business
la to come up tor consideration.
I 1 - J .:W. A. H. GiLSTRAP. Sec.
Caruthers. Calif.
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PP^Talk about

....CombFouiidatiQii
WR Clin DOW furnish the very best that ran

be raarie from puie wax. OurWew Pro-
cestt of Iflilling enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others in the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is al\vay>i Pure and Sivect.
II IK ilic kind lliat does not sag.
It is tlie kind you want.

If you oDce try IT you will have no other.
Samples lurnlsht FK£E. Large illustrated
Catalog ot all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

And a copy of the American Bee-Keeptr, sent
upon application. Address.

IHKW.T FALlD^MFfi.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anj'tliing in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

t^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Pectlons, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
anu Kverytblng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper in

America. We supply Deal'—j.^ ers as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt eliipraent.

Wiite for Cat.Uogs, Quotations, etc.

Mer-State MauufacturinE Co,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

The A. 1. K( ot Co.'s Goods ''*Il"e'el^?.""

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send m. list of Goods wanted. HI. H. HUNT
Cash for I'.eeswax. Bell Branch. Mich.
Mease mention Bee Journal when writing.

I AEISE
'I'O SAY to ihereaderp
1 of the

BEE JOURNAL thai

UOOI.ITTL.E
n?\B concluded to sell

-BKKS and gUKKNS-
In tbeir season, daring
1898, at IhefoUowins
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gftllup frames, in
liKhtBhipping-box $6i_>0

Five Colonies 25 oo
Ten Colonies 45 uo
1 untested queen. I 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
I tested Queen... ti 5U
8 " Queens. 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 uo
S " " Queens 4 00

delect tested queen, previous season's reariuK 3 ou
Bitra Selected for breedin^.THK vert best, ,

&oo
About a Pound of BBBS In a Two-frame Nucleus.
*uh any Queen. 12.00 extra.

1^" Circular free. Kivind full particulars re^aK-
ms the Bees and eaob class of Queens.

Address

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
lA-35t BORODINO. Onon. Co., N. Y.

^''^ Dadanfs Foundation. y^SYear

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because i:^ 31 V'KARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity. Firmness, I^o Sag-
gins'. -^O I'OSS.

PA'rK:\'X \VEEI> -PROCESS
SHEETI.^Ct.

Send Name for our Catalof?, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

ILrmr«©STROTH ©If TH® Hi0rf®T=®M®, Mevlsed.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

Foundation and Beeswax Prices A«Ivan«>ed.— VFe quote an advance of
three cents in Foundation, wholesale and retail, on the prices quoted in our Circular.
BEESWAX WANTED, at advanced prices also.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

OCR MOTTO—" WMI Mannlaetiired Stock ! (|iikk Shipments
!"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-GASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thriftv timber is used.

It^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-LIst FEEE.

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrllins-.

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Fence and Plain Sections.

Weefl New Process Fonnilation.

Cowan Extractors,

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest made.

Specialties. Dovetailed Hives-witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzenlialer Hives,

No-Drip Sliiiming-Cases,

Gleanings in Bee-Ciiltflre, Illustrated, Senii-Montniy.

Catalog or Goods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Branch Offices :

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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The Apiary of Mr. John Bodeuschatz.

My apiary is situated on the northern slope of a small hill,

and consists of 72 colonies, of which 60 are of pure Italian

blood. I produce both comb and extracted honey, and last

year, from 38 colonies, spring count, I increast to 72, and
produced 5,700 pounds of honey. The best colony which I

run for comb honey produced 190 pounds of very fine white
honey; while 12 colonies which I ran for extracted honey
produced 2,700 pounds.

The hives in the foreground are 16x20, by 12 inches
high, outside measure, and hold 13 brood-frames. These
hives give me the best results, as the bees winter safely on
the summer stands, and the queen has a large brood-chamber,
which a good queen can easily keep filled.

expect to graduate next month. So It keeps me quite busy
this spring attending to my duties.

Last spring, while reading in the " Old Reliable " about
the instinct of bees, a thought came to me that by placing
boxes in the timber, selecting large trees in an open place, I

might capture swarms that were off to the woods from the
surrounding farm places, where bees are kept in a rather rude
fashion, and the honey brought to the market in a very poor
condition, which they offer very cheap, and therefore pull

down the price of the fancy white comb honey that a careful
bee-keeper produces.

Well, I placed four boxes of the Langstroth size in the
trees, about 10 to 15 feet high, aud as I came through the
woods about eight days later, I found them occupied with
thriving colonies of hybrids. I captured seven colonies in this

way without the least trouble. By putting an old section (one
which had comb in) into these boxes, the bees would occupy
them more readily, and as soon as I took them home I trans-
ferred them into regular hives.

My principal honey-flow comes in June, July and August,
from the basswood, white and sweet clover. I think sweet
clover is the best honey-plant for bee-keepers to sow. It

spreads very rapidly, withstands drouth, grows on any ground,
and blossoms when the bees are the strongest.

Cook Co., 111. John Bodbnschatz.

i-rp'*-.* .A -
""TWy^ , •VW"'-,.

Apiary of John Bodenschatz, in Cook County, Illinois.

With me bee-keeping has been a success. Starting in

1892, when but lo years of age, with one colony, and buying
10 more two years later, I have now a fair-sized apiary. I

work at the bees whenever I have a few minutes spare time,
as I am employed In a drugstore, and am now attending the
Korthwestern University School of Pharmacy, from which I

Comb Honey—Leveled-Down and Bait Sections.

BY C. UAVENrOBT.

Some have said, and no doubt there are many more who
think, that there is nothing more that can be profitably writ-

ten about the production of comb honey, but I am not one of
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them, for I have not only read the standard works and most
of the current literature on bees, but I have for many years

produced comb honey by the ton each season, and last season,

altho it was the poorest I have ever known, I lost at least

$3U0 by not understanding the business better than I do ;

and but a few years ago I lost probably $-400 for the same
reason. But this was owing to such a peculiar cause that,

briefly explained, It may be of interest to some.

That year white clover was quite abundant, and blos-

somed luxuriantly ou low land, but it yielded very little honey.

Basswood blossomed in great profusion, aud yielded well. At
that time I was running nearly 400 colonies for comb honey.

They were located in three yards, all of them near basswood.

Sections by the thousand were being (to borrow another's ex-

pression) "filled as if by magic."
I was keeping close watch of the bloom, and in a short

time I noticed the blossoms were beginning to fall off very

rapidly, to such an extent, in fact, that myself and assistants

considered It best not to put on any more empty supers, in

order not to have a large number of unfinlsht sections at the

cessation of this basswood flow, which is the end of the white
honey harvest here. Therefore, everything possible was done
to meet the conditions of a flow which it was believed must
very soon cease.

In a short time the trees were bare of blossoms, but there

was not much, if any, let up in the amount of honey coming
in. Investigating the matter it was seen that the bees were
working on the blossoms which had fallen off and lying on the

ground. But I did not believe that these blossoms would, or

could, yield more than a day or two, but they continued to

yield day after day. Still, I could not believe it was best to

put on more supers until they had about ceast to yield. I be-

lieve there would have been nearly as much gathered after

the blossoms had fallen as while they were on the trees, If

room had been given to store it. But how they could yield

honey after they had fallen the way they did, has always been
a mystery to me. There was no rain while they were yield-

ing on the ground, and if I remember rightly, none for some
time before they commenced to blossom. From what a few
colonies did, on which empty supers had been left, I have no
doubt that a number of thousand pounds of honey was lost by
crowding the colonies the way they were.

I believe the peculiarity of the basswood flow was that

year general over quite an extent of territory, for a number
mentioned the matter at the time in the American Bee Journal.

I am aware that there are many who consider it unwise
to restrict colonies too much as to room in order to get as many
sections as possible completed, even if there are poor prospects
for the flow to continue, for they regard a large number of

sections containing drawn comb as very desirable for use the

next season. I have used many thousand sections containing
full and partly drawn combs, but I have entirely discontinued
their use even for bait sections, for the reason that in this

locality at least first-class comb honey cannot be produced in

sections containing comb drawn out the previous season.

When the comb-leveler is used, and the combs partly

melted down, the honey in such sections may look fully as

well when they are filled and sealed, but the old comb is tough
and hard compared with new comb, and, besides, some sea-

sons, at least, the honey itself, when put in drawn comb, is

not equal to that which is put in fresh-built comb; for the

latter is filled more slowly, and on this account better ripened,

and has a richer and finer flavor.

Of course, if the comb-leveler is used, and the side-walls

entirely removed, there is no material difference between what
is left and so much foundation, but with me bees work the base
thus left less readily than they do fresh foundation, and after

considering all things in regard to this matter carefully, my
practice of late is to render all drawn combs in sections at the
end of the season into wax. But it is undoubtedly a fact that
with drawn, or partly-drawn combs, a good deal more honey
can be secured some seasons, possibly some more any season
when any surplus is produced—honey that may look fully as

well as that built from fresh foundation, but, as I have said,

the quality is inferior, and much more so some seasons than
others.

I will say for the benefit of those who may be intending
to use drawn comb for the first time this season, that it is

necessary, when combs are fully drawn or built out, to melt or
remove in some way at least a small portion of the outside
surface in order to have the honey in such combs appear first-

class.

As to the use of bait sections, I believe their value has
been over-estimated. I have no trouble about work in supers
being commenced soon enough without their use, provided, of

course, the yield is such that surplus work can be done. What
I consider of great importance in order to have bees work

freely and willingly in supers, is to have them so the bees can
easily get into them. With some sections and surplus ar-

rangements sent out it is hard work for loaded bees to get
into the sections. Southern Minnesota.

Streugtheniag Colonies by Exchanging Hives.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

The plan of strengthening weak colonies of bees by ex-

changing the hive containing such colony with one having a
strong colony in it, putting each on the stand formerly occu-
pied by the other, is one which is quite generally adopted with
good results, and I am askt what time of the day is best to do
this exchanging. Some claim that it matters not when the
exchange is made, for if made at midnight the bees come out
In the morning without realizing any change has been made,
aud upon returning from the field go to the old location the
same as if nothing had happened ; hence the weak colony will

receive as many bees in this way as they would if moved when
bees were at full flight.

Perhaps a little looking into this matter would do no
harm. When a colony is in a normal condition the young bees

go out to take their first airing at the age of six days, if the

weather is favorable; and in doing this they mark their loca-

tion to a certain extent, but not to an extent great enough so

but that subsequent flights have a greater impression on their

memory, for we find them taking these markings anew at

every flight till they become field-workers, after which they
take no more markings during the working season unless it

be In the case of a swarm, or some very rude disturbance of

their home.
If the hive is moved at midnight, on the coming morning

all the bees over 16 days old, upon going to the field leave in

a straight line, and having the location establisht in their

memory, and not taking any markings that morning, come
back to the spot where the old entrance used to be ; conse-

quently they go into the hive of the weak colony (If such has
been placed on the old stand) or are lost, if no such provision

has been made.
But suppose we wait till about 2 o'clock p.m., at which

time all of the bees under 16 days old and over six days old

will fly if the weather is fine, and we shall find that these

young bees head toward the hive the same as they did the last

time they were out before, hence notice the change which has
been made, and instead of going to strengthen the weak colo-

ony which has been placed on the old stand, they return to

the spot last markt, hence do nothing toward the desired

strengthening. Now, had we waited about this changing till

these young bees were in full flight, and moved the hives when
the most of these young bees were in the air, we would have
caught these also, in addition to all those which were over 16
days old. Then 10 of these young bees are worth 30 or iO
of the older ones for strenghthening weak colonies, inasmuch
as they are just commencing life instead of being near its

close, as many of the field-bees must of necessity be.

Thus it will be seen that if we wish to secure the best re-

sults from this exchange of colonies, it should be done when
the greatest number of young bees are flying from the hive,

for we shall get the old ones in any event.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

The Plain Section and Fence Separator.

BY G. S. CREGO.

Reading the contribution of J. S. Scott, of Utah (page

224), on the subject of no-bee-way sections, leads me to ask,

as a matter of information, in what particular the plain sec-

tions are an improvement over the old 1% section, open at

top and bottom.
As I understand it, the cross strips on the fence separator

effectually shut up the two sides of the section, leaving only

the ordinary bee-way at top and bottom, with perhaps some
advantage gained by allowing the bees to go freely through
the separator.

For my own use I have adopted the 1% section open on
/oiir sides, which allows the bees to run along the separator

from end to end, as well as from top to bottom.

To give them still further freedom of action in the super

I slot all my separators; that is, with a sharp knife and a
straight-edge I cut out a strip ^s'-inch wide the full length of

the separator with the exception of about IJi inches at each
end. This slot, being in the middle of the separator, allows

the bees to go from section to section through the separator.

As a result, the comb honey put up in such sections last season
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was unusually fine In appearance, sections averaging very

nearly one pound each all through, and many of them show-
ing no "pop-holes" at all. Having an opportunity to go
through the separator the bees seem willing to abandon, to a

great extent, their usual habit of going through the section.

I should like to have some of our prominent bee-men try

this plan, say with a hive or two, and note results.

Cook Co., 111.

[As Dr. Miller is accustomed to having questions of all

kinds "fired" at him, we sent him Mr. Crego's, and in answer

received the following:

—

Editor.]

In answering Mr. Crego's question I may take the oppor-
tunity to refer to the article he mentions, on page 244, writ-

ten by J. S. Scott. One who reads that would be likely to

understand that the "Medicine Man of the Marengoes " had
advised the adoption of the plain section. I cannot imagine
upon what Mr. Scott can base any such idea. I have not de-

cided to adopt the plain section for myself, and would hardly
advise any one else prematurely in such a matter. I don't
know whether such a thing is advisable or not, but I want to

find out. If I think I can make money by adopting the plain

section, you may be sure I'll adopt it, otherwise not. I suspect
there are advatages claimed for it that will not pan out in

actual practice, and on the other hand objections are raised
that have qo foundation in fact.

I am confident that the "Sage of Medina" is entirely
honest in believing that the adoption of the plain separator
a.nd fenoa will lead to material gain ob the part of the comb-
tiODey producer. Whatever may be the price now of an irreg-

ular style of section, there is no question that if the plain sec-

tion becomes one of the standards it wHl cost less than the
old style. The claim is made that fences will cost less in the
long Tun than plain separators. I don^t believe that is true.
On the other hand, 1 don't believe that tyhere is ground for the
objection so persistently urged that Inexperienced clerks will

make such havoc in handling plain sections. I don't believe
there's a man who makes that objection who doesn't handle
his sections by the narrow part at the top, where the comb
comes just as close to the edge as does the comb in the plain
section.

At the same time I believe it's t^fee right thing to discuss
fuHy the advantages and the disadvantages of making any
such change, and I am glad Mr. Scott has spoken his mind.

AH this is a long preliminary to answering Mr. Crego's
question, in what particular the plainsections are an improve-
ment over the old 1% section, open at top and bottom. The
one distinct particular in which they are an improvement is

the fact that in connection with a eieated separator, whether
that separator be plain or fence, the section has the appear-
ance of being better filled, and as a matter of fact is better
filled ; that is, the surface of the comb comes out nearer the
surface of the wood. It may be just a little difficult for those
who have always used nothing but sections with bee-ways and
separators to understand this. The older members of the
craft who remember the introduction of separators will have
no difficulty. An objection to the adoption of separators was
that they gave the section of honey a lean look. No one de-
nied that the section had a less inviting look, but the advan-
tage of having sections that were always straight and would
make no trouble in packing were so great that the lean look
was endured by most, but some have hung out against the use
of separators till the present day. Whether the plain section
will ijring back the desired plumpness of appearance without
costing too much, or bringing some other evil in its train, is a
questioE to be answered by actual trial.

I think Mr. Crego is mistaken in supposing that " the
cross strips on the fence separator effectually shut up the two
sideg of tlse section." In the latest fences the cross strips or
cleats do not come out flush with the edges of the section, but
cut short of that, leaving a passage-way at the corners from
one section to the next one abutting against it.

Sections with openings on four sides, as also separators
with slots made by machinery, have been in use to some ex-
tent for a number of years. C. C. Miller.

Is a Colony au Organism ?—A German Con-
troversy.

BY REV. H. ROHRS.

The American Bee Journal, on page 151, mentions for
the first time of an American bee-paper, so far as I know, the
controversy that is going on in Germany as to whether a col-
ony of bees is an organism or not, and says that Editor Leh-
zen, of the Centralblatt, " seems to think time and ink can be

better spent in matters of practical importance." Now, I do

not coincide with Lehzen, and if the " Beedora Boiler " had

studied the question at issue I think he would have made more
of this important question— Is a colony an organism ?

The old school, with Dzierzon, says : The single parts

are (each for itself) one organism ; the whole can only, there-

fore, be called an organic formation.
The new school, with its champion. Rev. F. Gerstung,

say : A colony of bees is one organism ; the single parts

(comb, queen, workers, drones, brood, supplies) are the or-

ganized members of the whole. Dzierzon replies : That is all

nonsense.
To understand this question better let us first see and

hear what an organism is. Webster says :
" A being consist-

ing of parts of which the functions of each are essential to the

existence of the whole and of each of the parts ; a whole, of

which the parts are reciprocally means and ends." A horse

or a cow is an organism, for it can and does subsist independ-

ently, but that cannot be said of the worker-bee, or queeu, or

drone, or any other part of the colony. EAch one must perish

if taken from the whole, of which they are only parts, being

reciprocally means and ends to the whole.

Every one can see that the new school of Gerstung is

right and Dzierzon and his followers are wrong ;
and all their

ridicule and desperate fighting has been of no avail. From
year to year Gerstung's friends and followers have increast

rapidly. Why? Because whoever has tried his theory and

system had more honey to harvest than the men of the old

school.

Gerstung has publisht several pamphlets and__books—his

bee-journal—Deutsche Bienenzucht—has nearly 7,000 read-

ers. I advise every one that is able to read German to get

Gerstung's books. By his theory many a riddle Is solved con-

cerning the development of the brood, its nourishment, the

building of worker or drone comb (the cause of it), of swarm-

ing, and of successful wintering. I hope to be able ^to say

more of the last thing in the future. Eock Co., Wis.

An Address to All Colorado Bee-keepers.
BV R. C. AIKIN.

Dear Fellow Bee-Keepers :—There comes from all

<5uarters a cry for help. Prices are low, and the questions
confronting many apiarists are, "Shall I cease to keep bees?"
Or, " How and where can I profitably market my product ?"

Suppose you do cease bee-culture what will you engage in
that will better your condition ? Other lines are as full as
ours, and the same story comes from all producers—" too
many already in our line of business."

There is not too much of anything produced, surely not
when thousands are starving and millions have not any of the
luxuries, and millions more have scarcely the uecessities.
Were the products better distributed, and had the people the
money to bxiy, all agricultural products would find ready sale,
and we would be happy and count ourselves prosperous.

Of all products that are poorly marketed honey is about
the worst of all. You have only to compare it with other
things to convince yourselves of the truth of this statement.
Cattle, hogs, sheep, wheat, oats, corn and other grain, as a
rule, have a market— places in nearly all communities where
they can be marketed, and usually for cash. I am not here
discussing whether the price paid is just and profitable

—

almost every one knows of that ; but the fact that they have
markets and market values. Butter, eggs and potatoes also
find a market at almost every grocery, and can be sold at some
price in every city or village ; but honey—well, it usually begs
a buyer everywhere.

In apiculture every man Is a law unto himself—produces,
grades and packs to suit himself, so that there are scarcely
any two lots of honey that are alike—no regularity, either In
quality, appearance, supply or demand. We sell our honey
wherever we can, and take what we can get, as do more or
less all producers. We cannot expect to have full control and
get any price we may demand, for tho all apiarists In the
world were organized In one united company, there are still

the great systems of commerce to deal with, monster combi-
nations and trusts whose objects are to control and manipulate
everything within their reach to their own profit, the Intro-
ducing of our product and getting the people to want it, and
the great multitude of things we have to contend with.

It is just as Impossible for the Individual producer to meet
these contingencies as to swim ashore if dropt in the center of
Pacific Ocean. The individual producer can do much In his or
her own community, produce a good article and introduce It

at home, and in so doing help In a three or four fold way. In
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marketing at home you become more independent of the mid-
dle-men, transportation companies, trusts and combines or

other agencies whose aim is to sit in ease and comfort, and at

the expense of the producer by getting a share of the profits.

You make a demand at home that brings to your pocket a por-

tion of the money that otherwise would be sent elsewhere for

other sweets that your honey takes the place of. In selling

at home you keep that much off the market elsewhere, avoid-
ing in-so-far a glut and deprest prices in general markets.
Your product being introduced into the homes of your neigh-
bor producers in other lines, educates the people to the use of

honey, and so makes a demand that will spread from locality

to locality, thus increasing the general demand.

ORGANIZED METHODS.

There are, however, many localities that produce more
than can be sold at home, hence must ship. The honey-pro-
ducer can no more succeed in individual shipping than can the
grower of a few cattle, hogs, sheep, poultry, eggs, or the many
kinds of grains or farm products. We must sell and ship by
organization, or through those agencies that are in a position

to find out, and whose business it is to know when, where and
how to get the product to the place of demand, to introduce
and make demand where there is none.

The Colorado State Association was organized to aid its

members and our pursuit. It has already been a great help
to many apiarists, and is now at work to accomplish much
more; and If the apiarists of the State will come in at once
they will be surprised at what we can and will do.

While much has been done by the Association, much more
that has been planned has failed for lack of a little help from
all interested. It was through the efforts of the Association
that we got a foul brood law. Part of the State that is the
most thickly populated with bees, and where the disease has
existed for years, through the aid of the law has been saved
from the ruin of its apiaries.

We have now undertaken lo do more than ever before, by
taking hold of the marketing matter. This Association is still

looking after the matter of legislation, and propose to guard
the interests of the apiarists of the State along that line, but
the matter of marketing is a very vital matter just now, and
demands our attention.

Fellow apiarists, it is impossible for us small producers,
shipping independently, to combat the many contingencies
that confront us. Even the largest producers in the State are
almost helpless in the general markets. So gigantic is the
matter of conducting commerce, transportation and distribu-

tion of products and manufactures, that any person or organi-
zation handling or shipping goods in less than car or train lots

is scarcely noticed.

It would take almost volumes to elucidate these matters
in detail. The statements offered ought to show you the need
of doing something, and that quickly. Don't say it is no use
for you to become a member of the State Association because
you live so far away you cannot come to Denver to attend
meetings. It costs you just 50 cents for a year's membership.
There surely are 500 bee-keepers in the State who ought to

toe members, and if they were, we could do much more for

you. Just an advance of one cent per pound on 50 pounds of

honey pays the bill, and if you cannot attend you can vote by
proxy or written ballot. Ladies' membership only 25 cents.

Friends, a few of us have for years kept the organization

alive, paid our annual dues, attended meetings at our own ex-

pense for car-fare and hotel bills, watcht over the interests of

bee-keepers at the cost of time, labor and money. Won't you
now send your name and fee and become members ? The fees

will help us in printing expenses, in hunting out adulterated

goods and having them analyzed—some such work having
already been done. There are postage and stationery bills to

pay.
We are now hard at work trying to get the marketing

done by our own Association where all bee-keepers will have
an equal chance. We propose to fight adulteration and other

evils, and do you good. Help us by your means and your in-

fluence, and thereby help yourselves.

Carefully read this and all matter which we send you, and
sign and return promptly such as is calculated to be so used.

Do not neglect the statistics. We want to know the resources.

of the State, and we want to put our honey in many markets.
Colorado honey sells wherever it is introduced. There is prob-

ably not a State in the Union that has better honey than ours,

and a little push in marketing will sell it wherever it goes.

Your membership in this Association will get your re-

duced rates on supplies. We now have rates that will save
you much more than your membership fee, even tho you
buy but a very few goods.

We propose to do something, and while we are helping

the members of the Association we are helping all apiarists
more or less ; but you ought not to expect others to labor for
your good without helping some, nor can you get nearly so
much good outside the organization as if members.

All moneys are accounted for at each annual meeting, and
each member has the privilege of examining the records, and
may know how the funds are used. Could we afford it—and
we could if all would support the Association—printed state-
ments would be sent out to all members so thatall might know
just what was being done; but as yet we have not had the
means to do this, hence only those In attendance at the annual
meetings hear or see the complete reports.

Again I appeal to every bee-keeper in the State to
promptly send to our Secretary your membership. Write to
him anyway. Ask for information. Send names of every
bee-keeper you know of. Get others to join with you. Col-

orado is a big State, has lots of apiarists, much honey of fine

quality, and can, will, and must show what she can do.

Later.—Since the foregoing was written another meet-
ing of the State Association has been held. At this meeting
there was a unanimous vote to sustain a marketing organiza-
tion. Now a little thought will convince all that a committee
of five or six members will not be able to organize a market-
ing concern without some of " the substantial " in the way of

capital, and since the State Association has not the funds in

the treasury, and the committee have no specific orders from
the Association to so use Association funds, nor as to the form
of the organization, nothing can be done in the way of carry-
ing out this work oflScially as a part of the State Association
work. The lime is ripe for something to be done, the Associa-

tion have unanimously voted to support a move of the kind,

bee-keepers all over the Stale have signified their desire for

something to be done at once, and their willingness to help,

we therefore expect to go ahead and get the matter started.

After the machinery is going the State Association can then
take up the matter at a later convention, and so make it offi-

cially the Association work. As it now stands the committee
only have delegated to them a limited power, and to act to the
full carrying out of the matter must do a considerable part of

it on their own responsibility.

Now, friends, some capital is needed lo start this matter.

Let every member of the Association who will take a few dol-

lars of stock wriie me at once and tell me how much you wish
to put in. Also every Colorado apiarist who reads this write

me even if you are not a member of the Association ; tell me
how much you are willing to put in, either of cash or honey,

or both, lo start the thing. Our committee will soon have a

plan formulated upon which to begin operations, and a copy
will be forwarded to those wo wish to take slock. You are not

askt to pay a cent into the matter till you have seen the plan

in print, and I agree to send the plan to those who will send in

membership fees to the State Association, or lo others who
wish to take stock. Editor York cannot afford to print this,

nor I to send it out, without some compensation in some way,
so be sure when you write to put in at least one stamp. I do
not know what the editor will charge me for putting this in

the American Bee Journal, but I am going to risk it for the

good of the cause, and if I have a bill for advertising to pay

—

it is really an advertisement for Colorado apiarists— I guess I

can pay the bill if the brethren will not help me out.

Now, friends—those of you who read this and are not now
subscribers lo this paper—just send your subscription to Mr.
York, and while he has never said such a thing to me I feel

sure he will let me off without any pay for printing this, tho I

expect to compensate him for its publication. In sending sub-

scriptions say you do it in reply to this appeal. The honey
season is close at hand, and what is done in this marketing
matter must be done quickly, so be prompt in sending your
communications to me. R. C. Aikin,

President of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Association.

Loveland, Colo.

Improving Bees—Foul Brood, Etc.

BY C. A. BUNCH.

The only practical way to improve the working or honey-
gathering qualities of our bees is to breed from colonies that

will store the most honey. If this is followed out we need not

go to the bother to measure their tongues.

For this locality I believe it very essential to have a strain

of bees that will work well on red clover, for last season there

was scarcely any honey gathered about here in the month of

June except red clover honey, of which I took in the extracted

form to the amount of (JOO pounds, one colony storing some
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over 60 pounds of this honey before basswood came into
bloom—being the largest amount of red clover honey gathered
in one season by onu colony of bees that I know of, while the
average of red clover honey per colony was but 80 pounds.

I breed several strains of Italian bees, but I have no
queens for sale. I wintered 89 colonies out of 91 on the sum-
mer stands.

Separators or no separators, fence or no fence, plain sec-
tions or sections with bee-ways—well, it puts my head in a
twirl. The finest comb honey put on this market is produced
by a bee-keeper that never uses separators or fences, but uses
plain sections set a bee-space apart in the super. Bees go
all around the sections except where they rest on the bottom
of super. All the first-class grocerymen here know Deltel's
fine comb honey stored the way I have mentioned.

Query :— Is there a bee-keeper on earth that can use two
8-frame Langstroth hives, one on top of the other, with sec-
tions above, and have anything like success at prodiicingcomb
honey ? If such a one lives, let him tell us how it is done.

Foul brood —a caution : I have never seen foul brood, but
I fear it as something awful, and as a measure of safety when
receiving queens by mail I let the queen out In the shop on
the window, then catch and introduce her with one of my own
cages, and burn the cage I received her in.

Marshall Co., Ind., April 28.

Some Wintering Experiences—Various Notes.

Br O. B. GEIFFIN.

It is with much interest that I always turn to Dr. Miller's
department of the American Bee Journal. It is particularly
helpful to the beginner, and even the veteran must get some
new ideas, and reminders of what they may well know, but
through attention to many cares would neglect but for the
questions askt by those who have just entered the fields they
have already past over. As I class myself with the beginners
(tho I have owned and cared for bees nearly 10 years, never
having over 20 colonies at one time), I hope the Doctor will

not think me presumptuous in attempting to throw light on
questions he has already replied to.

As there is a cause for everything, and also a remedy if

we can but find it, I have always tried to find them when I

have been confronted by anything that was detrimental to the
successful care of bees.

The winter problem has given me more trouble than any
other with which I have had to wrestle. When I was younger,
and knew less about bees than I do now (which is little

enough), I built a repository in which to winter my bees, very
similar to the one described by " Wisconsin," on page 38. I

had it arranged so that it had excellent drainage and ventila-
tion as desired. That winter I placed therein IT colonies of
bees with plenty of stores, but quite a percentage of the
stores was " honey-dew." Only six came through alive. Five
of these were very weak and queenless, so I let them " peter
out."

As I had been to considerable expense, and believing the
honey-dew to be the chief cause of the failure to winter, the
next November I again put in three colonies—one a choice
Italian—and all with plenty of well-capt white honey. During
the winter the mercury in cold spells would drop to 36^—at
times it would reach the freezing point. At such times I

would warm it up to 40° or 45^ with an oil-stove, but in the
spring all were dead.

The winter of 1896-97 I wintered bees in the cellar un-
der the house, and they came out strong. I had five colonies
in the same cellar the past winter, and tho the temperature
remained near 40^ (never below) they wintered finely. I

could lift the cover and hold a lighted lamp near the hive
without disturbing them.

From ray observations I have come to the conclusion that
the wintering problem for uorthern latitudes is solved, if the
following requisites are closely observed :

1st. Healthy bees and plenty of pure white honey, or pure
sugar syrup fed early in the season, if honey is a failure.
From my own experience, which is somewhat limited, I give
honey the preference. I would not extract honey from the
brood-combs and feed sugar unless the honey was of inferior
quality. In such cases I think it best to do so every time.
But syrup should be fed early enough so as to be nearly all

oapt before cold weather sets in.

2nd. A dry cellar, or any other repository where an even
temperature of 40^ to 45-3, or that temperature at which the
bees are quietest can be maintained without the aid of artificial

heat.
3rd. Last, but not least, pure air and quiet.

I do not think " Wisconsin " can be successful with the
repository described, for a term of years. If hq is, I hope he
will report occasionally.

Somewhere— I think in Dr. Miller's department—I saw
the question askt, why bees sometimes store so much pollen
in the sections. I have had several bad cases. They oc-
curred under these conditions:

A prolific queen, with brood-frames crowded with brood
and little honey, with very little pollen. As pollen was
needed they stored in the next nearest available place—the
sections. I have had the most trouble in hives having small
brood-chambers. The remedy would be to give such queens
more room below.

FINDING BLACK (JUEENS, ETC.

I have always had lots of bother in finding black queens
in populous colonies. Last season I hit upon the following
plan, which may help beginners where frame hives are used :

When the weather is warm enough so there is no danger
of brood being chilled, take several hives—or prepared boxes
that frames will fit—and proceed thus :

Move the old colony a short distance from the old stand
and set an empty hive in its place. Set the empty hives near,

and after using a little smoke open the hive and take out all

but two or three frames, one at a time, glancing over them if

you wish, as the queen may be seen. Set two or three frames
in each hive, and cover up. In a few moments there will be
excitement in all the hives except the one containing the
queen, and the bees will be returning to the old stand.

Take the frames from all except the quiet hive and return
them at once to the old stand ; then proceed to find the queen.
There is not much trouble to find " her majesty " when you
know she is on one of two or three frames. This really takes
less time than it does to write it.

I shall agree with the Editor (page 152) that it is a mercy
to " Miss Flora " that her address is not given. Methinks
some who might better be clast with the " old baches" rather

than young bee-keepers, would be sending her flowery notes,

and "hanging around" the postoffice awaiting replies. I am
quite sure that if I lived near J. A. Gulden's, I should be very
much interested in that section-honey cleaner.

Say, Dr. Miller, are you not leading "Youngster" and
"Tennessee" to expect too much of mortal woman, or is there
all that dinerence between the women of Illinois and Maine ?

Why, if there was such a girl living near me I would go to her
at once and ask her to— well, never mind what, but I should
insist upon an answer in the affirmative before I came away.

I hope Editor York will not put the latter part of this

article among the advertisements and send me the bill ; for,

tho like " Bachelor Hasty " and that Whitebread fellow my
hive is "queenless," it is not intended as an advertisement.

Aroostook Co., Maine.

Bee-Keeping for Begfinners is the title of a

110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. II. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year— both to-

gether for .51.40 ; or, we will mall it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a year (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

Xtac '^^ood Binder for holding a year's numbers of

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends to us 20 cents. It is a very simple
arrangement. ITull printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are Invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
.*-•-»'

Langfstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it.
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Proceedings of the Colorado State Couveutlou.

BEPOBTED BY F. L. THOMPSON.

LContlnued from pa^e 294.]

The committee on supplies reported that low prices had
been offered by supply firms. It was voted to refer the mat-
ter to the Executive Committee for action. (The prices quoted
are only made to Association members.)

Mr. F. L. Thompson next read the following paper, en-
titled,

Condilion§ of llic Pursuit in West (Joiorado.

From what I could learu it seems that bees winter better
there than around Denver. This may be due to the less rig-
orous winters, from which our low drops of the thermometer
and northern blizzards are said to be absent ; or it may be due
to a better chance for development at the critical time in
spring, or both. I arrived there too late to judge of the latter
point, but noticed that the bees were busy enough at some-
thing to keep them out of serious mischief from that time un-
til the main flow, which commenced June 11—a week earlier
than at Denver. Fruit-bloom was abundant while it lasted,
and in future years will doubtless greatly increase, as the
neighborhood of Montrose is pre-eminently a fruit countrj'.

A few bee-keepers down the river secured quite a fair
yield from wild flax, which has never before given a surplus
since the country was settled. I was told that the river-bot-
tom gave a better flow of honey during the first half of the
season, and less during the second half, than the mesa, on
which I was, and I found it so last season. A high wind
which prevailed during most of the first crop was exceptional,
I was informed. I sincerely trust it will not occur again ; for
few things are more exasperating to the bee-keeper than a
prolonged wind in the honey-Uow. My average per colony,
spriug count, was 47 pounds of comb honey, which I was told
by some was rather a poor yield, tho as usual in most locali-
ties there was some difference of opinion as to what consti-
tutes an average yield. But I believe it has not gone below
40 pounds.

Swarms were abundant, and the Heddon method of pre-
venting after-swarming but moderately successful with me

—

in fact, souiething of a failure. While the colonies were very
strong at the opening ol the first crop, they had dwindled
rather more when the second crop came than I ever observed
them to do around,Denver. This trait of the Italian bee—of
curtailing brood-rearing— is well enough for a single flow, but
is certainly undesirable for Montrose county.

Foul brood has never existed in the county.
Alfalfa is the main dependence. Some autumn honey-

yielding plants, as here, seem to vary the character of the
honey. A hundred-acre field of Alslke near one bee-keeper
gave him more of a variety. I tasted some comb honey which
seemed to be from that source, and while it was not bad, I

should prefer white clover, which I once tasted. I noticed a
few scattering plants of cleome, and was told that off to the
southwest there was considerable of it, but I do not know that
it figures much in the honey-yield. Sweet clover and scatter-
ing alfalfa, and chico—a very abundant shrub, blooming
throughout the season— bridge over the Interval between the
two crops at the rate of perhaps a pound a day.

The phenomena of the granulation of comb honey are
about the same as here. First-crop honey properly kept does
not, I believe, as a rule, granulate before it is consumed. The
bulk of the second crop can also be sold without any particu-
lar hurry. But the latest honey is strongly inclined to granu-
late quickly. It is intere.ning to note that one bee-keeper
there has observed just what has been observed elsewhere,
namely, that early alfalfa comb honey gathered in damp
weather does not granulate at all, but when gathered in dry
weather is more inclined to do so, tho, as I have said, it does
not as a rule granulate before being consumed.

The first-crop honey is second to none in color. The sec-
ond-crop is so distinct iu appearance that it can be lold at a
glance. It is not dark, but is unmistakably amber. Oue
Montrose bee-keeper says that years ago both were white,
and attributes the change to the weeds which cultivation has
brought. Another thiuks the difference in color of honey is

analogous to the difference in the color of the hay of the two
crops of alfalfa, the second crop being a darker green.

Local freight-rates from Denver to Montrose are $1.10 a
hundred on bee-hives in the flat, and a cent a pound for
honey from Montrose to Denver. Foundation of good quality
can be procured there as cheaply as here, and last year the
same was true of sections. But shipping-cases were 17%
and IS cents, and weighed almost five pounds apiece at that.
Montrose being situated on a narrow-guage railroad, ship-
ments outside of the State have to be reloaded at Salida.

The greater part of the honey appears to go to Kansas.
Those who preach that to sell outside of the home market is a
sin, ought to produce honey at Montrose. They would be
effectually cured of that propensity. Farmers' honey is pro-
duced in quantities sulBcient to more than supply the whole
county, and the teams with farm products which constantly
go up to Ouray and TelUiride keep those towns supplied with
this farm honey. Gunnison is but a small town, and Leadville
and Aspen are more directly controlled by the Grand Junc-
tion district. Salida is much nearer Pueblo than Montrose.
The southern towns—Durango, Rico, Silvertou—are supplied
with honey from southwest Colorado, much of it being farm-
ers' honey.

On account of the inevitable shipments and the high
freights I should not advise any one who owns an apiary in

an ordinary location in eastern Colorado to pull up and change
to the western slope.

I have beeu askt to add to this paper some remarks on the
importance of the honey-industry of Colorado.

F. L. Thompson.

[The " remarks " referred to above will be given next
week.

—

Editor.}
[Continued next weeli]

Does this Mean You?— It does if your subscrip-

tion is in arrears. In the Rural Californian for April we find

the following editorial paragraphs:

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF NEWSPAPEE LIFE.

It may be that the ups and downs of newspaper life nearly
balance each other, but there is considerable evidence that the
"downs" are more frequent than the "ups," as they are
surely more diSicult to bear. Be this as it may, a dispropor-
tion can easily be establisht, and the solution Is largely in the
hands of subscribers. The subscription to a newspaper or

magazine is a very small amount. The usefulness of the peri-

odical is almost invariably far beyond its price. Subscriptions
which are not paid promptly, or on which a percentage must
be paid to cover cost of collection, postage, etc., represent a
very little net income to publishers. The benefit to them, as

well as to readers, would be greatly increast if subscribers
were always to pay promptly in advance and renew without
frequent solicitation.

Life generally has so many "downs" that many people
must walk on their " uppers." The high road to prosperity is

a delightful one to travel, but it is very high and rarely reacht
in these days.

The charm of newspaper life is rather in the editorial

end, not in the business department, for debts are sometimes
pressing the manager while the delinquent reader is forgetful

that his attention might bring relief. The "ups" iu the
newspaper business really belong to the readers; the cares of

the newspaper business do not attach to them.

If there is one thing that we dislike to take up our edi-

torial space with it is the request that subscription arrearages

be paid. And it is hardly fair to those who always do pay in

advance, to occupy that space with calls on those who are

delinquent. Of course we could stop off short every subscrip-

tion when it expires, but very many wouldn't like to have us

do that—they'd think we certainly could trust them for a few

months or a year. But that means a good deal to us when
two or three thousand think the same way, and do not pay.

Again, we could send a personal letter to each delinquent,

say once a quarter, but that means an outlay of from §50 to

$75, which could be so much better spent in getting more

engravings for the Bee Journal, using a better quality of

paper on which to print it, etc. Say, why not all who are be-

hind in their accounts just pay up without a private request,

and thus help make a better paper, and also make it easier for

the publishers ? Geokge W. York & Co.
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CONDDCTED BY

OR. O. O. SdlLLEIt, M.ARE1SGO, ILI..

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Wintering Bees Under a Siiop.

Would it do any barm to winter bees in the cellar under a

shop with a single floor under the shop where there is pound-
ing ? Michigan.

Answer.— It will probably be a good place if the cellar

isn't too cold. ^ I m
Tellow vs. Darker Bees.

I have lots of combs in fair condition, and if I could get a

pound of bees and queen of the yellow kind, would they be as

hardy as the dark Italians so far North ? Maine.

Answer.—Some say they are as hardy as the darker ones.

Others, and perhaps a larger number, say they are more
tender. Very likely they are not all alike.

Queen's Piping, Etc.

1. Does a queen make the piping sound with her wings,

or voice ?

2. I opened a hive and found an empty frame of comb,
and put it by the frame the queen was on so that she would go
on it to lay next. Having a frame like that paid for all the
trouble it made the bees, did it not ? Kansas.

Answer.— 1. With her voice. She'll pipe just as loud
after every vestige of a wing is cut away.

2. Very likely, supposing the empty frame took the place
of one filled with honey and you didn't put the frame between
two frames of brood.

Laying Eggs in Bunches.

I have one colony of bees which was rather weak iu the
fall, and seemed to work all right in March, but it is growing
weaker every day. I lookt into the hive and found only about
100 bees in it. The queen is young, from last summer, but
she lays her eggs in bunches, from 5 to 20 eggs in each cell ;

also, I found some chilled brood. What shall I do with the
queen "? Is she any good, or does she lay her eggs in bunches
because there are not bees enough to take care of all of them ?

Nebraska.

Answer —The queen may be all right, and she may be all

wrong. By the time this reaches you probably some of the
brood will be sealed. If it appears flat, .just like the most of

the sealed brood in the other hives, she's all right. If, on the
other hand, the sealing looks like a lot of little bullets laid to-

gether, the brood is all drone-brood, and the queen worthless.
In any case, if only 100 workers are present It's hardly worth
while to try to keep them, and the best thing will be to unite
them with another colony.

Cleaning T-Tlns.

How do you clean your T-lins ? You seems to have an
easy job of it, and altho we use lye we can't get them clean in

one-flfth the time you do. I like T-tins, but I do not like to

clean them. Colorado.

Answer.—There's very little to tell. The probability is

that failure to succeed perfectly would come from one of two
causes : Either the lye wasn't strong enough, or it wasn't hot
enough. The lye must be boiling hot, and kept boiling hot
while cleaning the tins. We used a metal tub on a gasoline
stove. Filled the tub % full of water, brought it to a boil, put
in three 1-pound cans of concentrated lye, and were ready for

operation. Put in as many T-tins as the tub would hold. In
two or three minutes they were ready to take out. With a

pair of tongs they were stirred a little so the lye would reach
every part, and as soon as they lookt clean they were lifted

out into a tub of clear, cold water. This rinst them off and

they were put into the boxes in which they were to stay, the

boxes being set on end in such a way that the water would
drain off readily. But they were not lifted out of the rinsing

water immediately, for the first thing to do after lifting them
out of the hot lye was to fill up the lye with a fresh lot. This
cleaned 2,200 T-tins and was strong enough to clean more if

we had had them. If they don't lift out of the hot lye per-

fectly clean, you may be sure it isn't strong enough.

Now, I've told nU,, I think, and wish you'd tell us why you
don't use section-holders instead of T-supers. One reason I

like T-supers is because the T-tins are so easily cleaned.

moldy Combs.

I have five colonies of Italian bees, and wintered them all

in the cellar. They were in good condition in the fall when
taken in, and now I find all are doing well with the exception

of one colony, which has mold on one of the outside frames in

patches all through the comb, and in small patches near the

bottom of some of the other frames. There is no brood except

on two or three of the frames. What caused the mold, and
what shall I do with it ? Should I cut off the mold, or put in

new foundation ?

Answer.—No, don't cut out the mold. Just let it alone

and the bees will take care of it all right. The mold came
there just in the usual way because the cellar was not venti-

lated quite enough. The other colonies, being stronger, kept

their hives better ventilated.

Young Bees in the Super—Rag Smoke.

1. I have a colony of bees I would like to know what to do
with. I left the 60-pound super on it all winter, and lookt at

it the other day and found it filled with young bees. What
will have to be done with them ?

2. Is rag smoke injurious to the bees and honey ? If so,

what is the best to use in the bee-smoker ? Nebraska.

Answer — 1. Depends a little on circumstances. If the

super has frames the same as the brood-frames below, then

you can do nothing better than to let the bees continue to oc-

cupy them, taking away ths lower story if you think it has too

much room. If, however, the 60-pound super contains sec-

tions, then you must work the bees out of them. Make sure

that you get the queen into the lower story, put a queen-
excluder between the two stories, and in three weeks all the

worker-brood will be hatcht out, when the super can be

taken away.
2. Rag smoke is all right. Of course it isn't a good thing

for you to smoke them more than is necessary, and if you use

too much smoke on honey it will taste of smoke.

Cage for mating Queen—Jumbled-up Combs.

1. Is there any contrivance for caging a young queen after

she hatches, and while being mated ?

2. I have three colonies in good Langstroth hives (they

are brown bees,) but I used no brood-foundation and they are

all in a jumbled-up condition. It is impossible to get the

frames apart. I want to give them frames this spring with

foundation so as to be able to handle them in a more business-

like manner, also to requeen with Italian queens. In what
manner can I do it to get the best results, and at the same
time get some increase in swarms? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. Surely not, for the queen is not mated in

confinement, but out in the open air. If you can get up any
way to have a queen mated while caged, your reputation, if

not your fortune, will be made.

2. Perhaps as good a way as any Is the following : Wait
till the colony swarms, and then hive it on frames of founda-

tion, setting the swarm in place of the old colony, and setting

the old hive in a new place. It is possible there may be a

second swarm in about eight days after the first. If so, hive

it also on foundation, setting this swarm in a new place.

Twenty-one days after the issue of the first swarm, drum out

all the bees, queen and all, hiving them on foundation, and

then cut out and melt up the combs. It will probably be more

profitable for you to have only the one swarm from each

colony, and if that be your desire, set the first swarm on the

old stand, and put the old hive close beside It. A week later

move the old hive to a new place. Then 21 days after the

time of the swarm, drive the bees out of the old hive into a

new one.
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'
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Sbipping^ Bees by Freight in less than car-
load lots is something greatly desired by many bee-keepers,
and we believe that when the railroad men having In charge
the arranging of freight rates once see the wisdom of permit-
ting bees in hives to be thus shipt, they will speedily grant
the request.

At the last meeting of the Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation, Mr. H. Lathrop was appointed a committee to investi-

gate this matter, and at once wrote us to see what could be
done through the Western Classiflcatlon Committee whose
headquarters are In Chicago. Upon explaining what the bee-
keepers desire along the line indicated, to Mr. G. S. Crego,
who Is a bee-keeper In the employ of the Classification Com-
mittee, he suggested that bee-keepers at once write Mr. J. T.
Ripley, Room 604, Great Northern Hotel, Chicago, 111., the
Chairman of the Committee, telling him just what Is wanted,
and giving as many good reasons therefor as possible.

There Is no more reason why bees should not go by freight
In less than car lots than that live poultry should be limited to

carload shipments. Bees can be safely and securely confined by
the use of wire-cloth ; and of course railroad agents should be
careful to see that they are properly enclosed in the hive be-
fore accepting them as local freight. But we are not at all

fearful that shippers of bees would be careless in this regard.
It will be necessary for bee-keepers to communicate «t

once with Mr. Ripley, as the next meeting of the Western
Classification Committee Is to be held June 14, at Colorado
Springs, Colo. If favorable action is taken upon the subject
there, it may be in time to be of some service to bee-keepers
during the present season.

It will be highly advantageous, we think, to have Mr. R.
C. Aikin, President of the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association,

appear before the Committee at Its meeting, for the purpose

of answering any questions they may wish to ask In reference

to the subject under consideration. ^Ve suggest Mr. Alkln as

he is head oflicer of a large State bee-keepers' organization,

and also because of bis nearness to the place of meeting of

the Committee.

We would also suggest that Hon. Eugene Secor, General

Manager of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union ; General

Manager Newman, of the National Bee- Keepers' Union ; and
the Presidents of all other bee-keepers' societies write Mr.

Ripley at once, so that he may see the desire is general on the

part of bee-keepers to have such action taken by the railroad

companies as shall permit the shippingot bees by freight In less

than carload lots. The transportation lines will gain by the

change, for the high express rates on bees practically prohibit

the doing of much business In the way of shipping full colonies.

We believe that with the proper effort put forth now, bee-

keepers can secure all they desire in this matter. Mr. Ripley,

the chairman, is a broad-minded man, and the Committee itself

we doubt not is composed of men who will be glad to favor

bee-keepers, especially when they see that It will be to the

decided advantage of the railroads to grant the petition

presented.
*~»--^

The McDonald Relief Fund.—On page 280
we gave the first Installment of contributions to this fund.

The list stands now like this :

Roderick McKeuzle. . . .$1.00
S. P., Unlontown, Pa.. 1.00
Relnhold Liebau 1.00
R. 6. Vans (Canada). . . 1.00

Former Amount §22.00
Sent direct to Mr. M. 19.70
Joseph Uebele 1.00
Volstad Bros 1.00
G. S. Carpenter 1.00

This makes a total of $48.70 that we have now reported

in the Bee Journal. Mr. McDonald was a Shawneetown bee-

keeper who lost his all in the great flood there about two

months ago. Contributions are being received by C. P.

Dadant, Hamilton, 111. Send to him what you can afford, if

you wish to help a worthy fellow bee-keeper.

Xhe United States Bee-Keepers' Union.

—

In answer to our question on page 2o3, General Manager
Secor has this to say :

On page 233, Prof. Cook Is quoted as saying :
" I think

we should all unite on o)ic Union, and that the one that would
fight every enemy to the knife " That's just what I think,

too. I have been keeping my ear to the ground listening for

the tramp, tramp, tramp, of the fifty thousand volunteers who
are supposed to be rushing to join this Union army.

Isn't the platform of principles broad enough for all to

stand upon '? Here's the vital clause :

" Its objects shall be to promote and protect the interests of its

members; to defend them in their lawful rights; to enforce laws
against the adulteration of honey; to prosecute dishonest honey
commission-men ; and to advance the pursuit of bee-culture in
general."

It appears to the writer as tho about ninety-nine out of

every one hundred bee-keepers are very willing to let the
other fellow do the hard fighting while they quietly enjoy the
fruits of the victory.

But says some one, "As yet It [meaning the Union] has
only talkt."

What more could you expect it to do, pray ?

In the first place, the infant Is only about a year old. It

is just learning the use of Its legs. If It has learnt to " talk "

before it could walk there are some hopes for the child—only
precocious children do that.

But, really, does any one think that the General Manager
can fight "to the knife" all the enemies of all the bee-keepers
in this country without the "sinews of war?" Or Is It sup-
posed that one bee-keeper Is capable of fighting the battles of

ninety and nine who are safely sheltered In the fold of Inac-

tive security ? Nay, verily. Don't ask us to. Three hundred
Spartans defended the pass at Thermopylse, but there Is no
such narrow defile through which the enemies of the bee-
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keeper are obliged to march. We need outposts on every side.

If we give the adulterators " war to the knife " the dishonest

commissioD-iiieD will form in our rear, and the sweet clover

cranks will attack our right flank.

'Tis a plucky four hundred that have already enliste;,', but
they need more support.

And something has already been accomplisht, altho we
haven't gone about it with the blare of trumpets accompanied
by newspaper reporters.

I have noticed that the best lawyers are not the ones that
talk loudest to the jury, or who try to amuse the spectators.

It is pretty generally believed that the walls of Jericho
would not fall, now, by marching around the city and making
a noise.

It takes powder or dynamite nowadays to reduce the

works of the enemy.
If any one knows of a good lawyer who is devoting his

best energies to his profession "for his health," I shall be
glad to enlist his sympathies in our cause, but I hope no one
will expect me to find such an one " lying around loose."

The United States Bee-Keepers' Union can be made the

strongest defensive bee-keepers' organization in the world if

the intelligent and thrifty bee-keepers of this country will

unite.

An organization with a thousand members is a hundred
fold stronger than one with a hundred.

The letters coming to this otBce develop the fact that
there is need of a " union of hearts and a union of hands."

The Board of Directors is composed of men of experience
and ability, and they are your friends. If they don't turn the
world upside down the first year of their official life, don't lose

your faith in the power of organized effort.

Eugene Secob.
Forest City, Iowa. General Manager.

Those of our readers who have not as yet joined the

United States Bee-Keepers' Union should read over what Mr.

Secor says ab3ve, four times at lease, and then send their fee

of $1.00 to him to help create the defense fund—the " sinews

of war "so often mentioned.

We should be glad to hear from the Board of Directors

now. Have they anything encouraging to say? We believe

in agitation, and think that the New Union should be kept

before the bee-keepers in some form constantly. If its objects

can be successfully carried out it will mean much to the cause

of American apiculture. But to do thit, there must first be

put iji sufficient ammunition to move things when General

Manager Secor wishes to " touch off " the Union's "gattling

gun." If we ever expect Mr. Secor to be a Dewey in the war

to be waged by bee-keepers against their enemies, they must

supply him with the munitions necessary to push the fighting

to the bitter end.

Tbe Apiarian Display at Onialia during the

Trans-Mississippi Exposition promises to be the largest and

best ever witnest. Commissioner Whitcomb wrote us April

28 that the apiary building was then nearing completion. The
building is 128 feet by To feet, and after Swiss architecture,

well lighted on the sides, ends, and from the roof. The cases

for the exhibition of honey are located the full length of the

building on either side, four feet wide, and arranged so that

when the exhibits are in place they can be seen and admired

from the outside as well as from the inside of the building.

To protect them from the rays of the sun, awnings can be let

down as occasion requires. The tops of the exhibition cases

are of glass, so that the light from above will in no wise be

obstructed.

The entire floor-space, exclusive of passage-ways in the

center of the building, will be devoted to the exhibition of bee-

keepers' supplies, and for such exhibitors who desire to erect

their own honey-cases. Sufficient space has already been

taken in this building to insure the grandest and most attrac-

tive honey and supply exhibition the world has ever seen, and

the expectations of its projectors will In no wise fall short.

By the efforts of Commissioner Whitcomb, applications

will be left open to those who desire to secure space to the

shortest possible time prior to the opening, June 1, in order

that no one may bo shut out who desires to participate in this

part of the Exposition.

The buildings and grounds must be seen to be fully appre-

ciated. Douglass county, in which Omaha is located, has

taken 300 feet of space in which to show the wonderful honey

products of that county alone, and Mr. Aug. C. Davidson,

Vice-President of the Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Association, has

been appointed in charge. Every grade of honey, wax, sweets,

and all kinds of supplies have been cataloged for award, so

that any one who has a meritorious article may have a fair

opportunity of securing proper recognition when the jury of

awards make their examination.

Mrs. Whitcomb has devoted considerable time to the

preparation of a wax exhibit, and while we are not at liberty

to state what it is at this time, yet we can safely say from

what we know of Mrs. W.'s ability, that it has never been

equaled, and, like the buildings, must be seen to be fully

appreciated.

In the opinion of many who are prominent in the United

States Bee-Keepers' Union, no time should be lost in locating

the next meeting at Omaha. They feel that as good rates

may be secured td Omaha as can reasonably be expected any-

where, and without the danger of being lost in the hurrah of

war or an old veterans' reunion. At Omaha the bee-keepers

of the East and West can meet on ground accessible to all,

and hold such a session as has never before been held. But It

is only a question of low railroad rates, which we fear cannot

be secured—at least not as low as the Grand Army secures to

Its meetings, and this year they go to Cincinnati, Ohio.

California Notes.—Prof. A. J. Cook sent us the

following. May 4, in reference to the honey crop prospects in

Southern California this year:

The white sage {Ramona polystachyse) and the black sage

(Salvia mellifera) are now in full bloom, but curiously enough

very few bees are seen on the flowers. The light rainfall

makes nectar-secretion very slight. It looks as if there would

be very little honey secured this season, except in places where

alfalfa bloom can be counted on. It is to be hoped that in

Ventura county beans may help the bee-keepers to secure a

crop. •
,

We have just had a nice rain of over one inch. It is too

late to help the grain crop, which is almost a total failure ;

and it is to be feared that it will not help the honey crop. It

seems to be the consensus of opinion among our experienced

bee-keepers that abundant early rains are a sine qua non to a

large honey crop. The bee-keepers are despondent this sea-

son, but they have abundant company. Owing to drouth and

frost, the grain and fruit men are equally unfortunate.
A. J. Cook.

Xlie Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,

with Illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and

telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand

to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ;
or 200

for 60 cents.
--.~»^

The Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted

at .this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The

next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

The McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on "Foul Brood ; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for SI. 10.
^-•-^

t^" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 300.
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H. G. ACKLIN, of Ramsey Co., Minn., wrote us May 10 :

" Bees are doing well, and the prospect for a good honey
crop is good."

Mr. W. B. Chapman, of Orange Co., Calif., writing us
April 24, said

:

"The honey crop will be non est here, and bees will
starve out for a certainty. Give us plenty of news of what
the other fellow is doing, to keep our spirits up."

Mr. John Dotv, of Grundy Co., Mo., who is a 7-i-years-
old bee-keeper, wrote us as follows. May 12 :

"Bees are all right and doing well. I have 70 colonies :

had 38 last sprine, secured 4,000 pounds of surplus honey,
and increast to 75 colonies."

Mrs. Mate L. Williams, of Wadena Co., Minn., reported
May 11:

"My 70 colonies came out of winter quarters in fine con-
dition, and the weather has been very favorable so far.
They are building up very fast. Very many hives are about
full of bees."

9
the

Dr. C. C. Miller spent the night with us Monday, May
when on his way to attend the 40th annual convention of

.„a Illinois State Sunday School Association, which met at
Galesburg. last week, Tho in his 67th year the Doctor is as
light-hearted and jolly as a youngster. But he is a very busy
man. With his nearly 300 colonies of bees, and all the writ-
ing he does for the bee-papers, for the next few months he
will have to work about IS hours a day. We hope he will not
overdo. Bee-keepers can't afford to let him off— not even to
take a well-earned rest.

Mr. L. Kkedtzingeb, of Cook Co., 111., who has two api-
aries near Chicago in charge of Mr. J. T. Hammersmark,
wrote us as follows, May 12 :

" Your kind attention is called to the fact that the 'ob-
servatory' at my apiary, recently built, has been equipt with
the newest improvements and appliances for the purpose of
properly testing any kind of modern inventions pertainine to
apiculture. Any new production, design or improvement of
modern apicultural implements and fixtures will, if sent for
that purpose, be subject to a careful examination and practi-
cal test in order to ascertain and establish their usefulness
and merit."

Should any of our readers desire to send anything as sug-
gested, they can forward it to us, being sure to prepay all
charges.

Mr. H. H. Bdckman, of Bucks Co., Pa., wrote us May 9 :

"My bees commenced swarming this morning, and are in
good condition."

Mr. a. D. Fink, of Jewell Co., Kans., when renewing his
subscription, May y, exprest himself as follows :

"The American Bee Journal is the paper for any person
who eats honey, who is contemplating going into the business
of rearing bees and producing honey, or who is in the busi-
ness, and who loves to study the habits of bees."

Mr. J. H. Martin, of Los Angeles Co., Calif., wrote us
May 3 to send his copy of the Bee Journal to Siskiyou Co.,
and added :

"This is in the extreme northern portion of the State,
near the Oregon line. When we have it dry here in the South
they get some droppings from the Web Foot State ; and there
is a good prospect of a honey crop there, so I am going to look
into the matter."

We will be glad to hear from Mr. Martin again, as to the
outlook in his new field, after he gets there.

Ventilating Cellars.—The editor of Canadian Bee Jour-
nal proposes to supply air to bee-cellars by a clock-work
arrangement that regularly pumps fresh air into the cellar

and forces out an equal amount. When the weather is cold,
the air is to be forced through a compartment having a stove,

and when the air is too warm it is to be forced through a shaft
containing ice. But the question may be raised whether any
pumping is needed except at such times as those when the
temperature outside is just about the same as that in the
cellar.

Do Bees Empty Brood-Combs into Super ?—Ten strong
colonies had their brood-chamber well tilled with brood and
stores, the latter being mostly buckwheat. When clover
bloomed extracting-supers were put on over excluders. Seven
of the ten showed plainly buckwheat honey in the supers,
which goes to show that if there's any objectionable honey in

the brood-chamber, it should be separately extracted as soon
as the bees stop carrying it up, and if sections are to be filled

an extracting-super must first be used till danger is past.

—

Ontario Experimental Apiary Report.

Spacing-Nails in Brood-Frames are supposed to be ob-
jectionable when the frames are to be put in the extractor,
hut actual trial proves that some at least do not find them so.

O. O. Poppleton (Gleanings, p. 296) quotes Dr. Miller and E R.
Root to that effect, and says he has himself used spacing-nails
for 25 years, finding no trouble with the old style of extractor,
but with the reversible extractor the uarrow baskets give less

room for handling the combs, and the nails trouble by catch-
ing. Editor Root replies that the staples they use for spacing
come just outside the wire-cloth, the comb-pockets being made
shorter than a Langstroth frame.

Prof. Cook on Sweet Clover.—A. I. Root, in Gleanings,
quotes Prof. Cook as saying, " I think the plant is worthless
except for bees." Mr. Root cannot believe Prof. Cook meant
to say just that, in view of the amount of testimony that has
been given for years in bee and agricultural journals to the
effect that in some localities farm stock eat it with avidity,

and in view of its unquestioned value in rendering fertile the
unproductive alkali lands of Arizona and Utah, and also in

view of the immense traffic in sweet clover seed among those
who have nothing to do with bees. He expects Prof. Cook to

modify his statement, or say what he means.

Instructions for Handling Comb Honey.—A bright sug-
gestion comes from G. A. Deadman, in Canadian Bee Journal.
Id every crate of honey to be shipt put a slip 5x8 inches (the

editor says 3x4) printed as follows :

COMB HONEY.
HOW TO HANDLE IT.

You must not drop it. Hold it only by the wood, and
when removing it from the crate, or at any other time, do not
break the delicate cappings covering the cells, otherwise the
honey will run out.

WHERE TO KEEP IT.

In a warm, dry room. No place too warm In which a

person can live. Never put it in the cellar, as honey will draw
dampness, and cause the cappings to break and the honey to

leak.

Bee-Space Above Sections.—Editor Holtermann has no
sympathy with the idea that a section not fully filled out all

around is a desirable thing, and insists that a bee-space above
sections helps to get them better filled. J. E. Crane having
exprest an opposite view in Review, Mr. Holtermann proposes
a test. Crane to select 50 colonies and have no bee-space
above sections ; Holtermann to select .jO to be run with the
bee-space. At the close of season each to have photo taken
of best side of 200 sections, then if decision can't be made
from photos, Crane to cross the line or settle it in some way,
the loser to pay all expenses. Some will think that a more
satisfactory test could be made by having all in the same
apiary and at the same time on the same harvest; and some
might think better to make the test without anything that

smacks of betting or gambling.
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Bee3 Doing- Well.

' I have 110 colonies of bees. They
wintered well, and are doing well now.
I have been in the bee-business for about
30 years here. William Fleming.
L St. Croix Co., Wis., May 2.

liOst None in Wintering.

I now have 57 colonies in good condi-
tion. I lost none during the winter.
The poplars are in bloom, and bees are
doing well. The outlook is good. The
first pollen was brought in Feb. l-l, a
little earlier than usual. J. G. Teter.
McMinn Co., Minn., May 5.

Prospects Good.

Mr. Charles Koeppen, for whom I am
now working, has about 32.5 colonies of

bees, and he says the prospects are good
for 10 tons of comb honey. How is that
for Michigan ? Mr. Koeppen produced
about six tons last year with only clover,

basswood being a failure.

E. B. Tyrrell.
Genesee Co., Mich., May 7.

Wintered Well.

My bees wintered well, not losing a
colony. I have a way of preparing my
bees for winter that is different from
any I have heard of. I have thought of

writing it up. B. O. Williams.
Hardin Co., Iowa, May 2.

[We shall he glad to publish your win-

tering plan, Mr. Williams.—Editor.]

War May Interfere.

I am afraid ray report of a honey crop
for 1898 will be poor, as my bees will

be without any attention if the Indiana
National Guard is ordered to Cuba. My
bees are in good condition ; but I am
willing to sacrifice almost everything to

preserve the honors of our grand coun-
try. J. C. Wallenmeyer.
Vanderburgh Co., lud.. May 3.

Some Strange Experiences.

I have helpt to take care of bees ever
since I was old enough to do anything,
and that is about 25 years, so in that
length of time, and steady work with
the bees, I ought to know something
about them ; yet there are times when I

feel that I do not know much about
them after all.

On July 1, 1897, I had a large swarm
issue, and it settled on a cedar limb all

right. I then placed an empty hive on a
table close up to them, and shook them
off on the table. They began to crawl
into the hive, and when nearly all in

they began to rush out. I went and
lookt at them, and on the table was a
bunch of bees about the size of a base-
ball. I began to pull the cluster apart,
and found a nice-looking queen. Just as
I took her in my Angers one of the
worker-bees stung her, and she died in

my hand in a few minutes. I then
pulled her to pieces to find out if she was

BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

Geor£:e W. York & Co.,
Chlcaero. Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
'or Pleasnre and I'rutlt. by Tlioiiias G. Newman.—
This edition has been lar^^ely rewritten, thoroufiihly
^evlsed, and Is " fully up with the times " lu all the
improvements and Inventions In this rapidly-devel-
5plnK pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everythUi;; tlKit can aid In the successful manage-
ment of an apiary, niul at the same time produce
the most iioriey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2jU pages, and 245 Illustrations—la beautifully
Dflnted in the h'ltihest stvie of the art, and bound
'n cloth, gold-lettered. Price. $1.00.

L.ang:8troth on the Houey-Beci revised by
I>adant—Tills classic lu bee-culture, has been
entliely re-written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
ng. No apiarian library Is complete without this
jtandard work by Kev. L. L. l^angstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
Dound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-K.e;i>er8' Oiildea or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
3ultural College.—This book Is nut unly instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but Is
Interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific.
Itcotitnlns a tiitl delineation of the anatomy and
pbyslulng> of bees. 4fiU pages ; bound In cloth and
!ully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.2.5.

Selentlflc Queen- Kearlng, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Duollttle.—A method by which
the very best of Queen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. IVil pages, bound la
sloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclor);edla of 4i'0 pai:os, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con*
•,alns liUJ engravings. It was written especially foi
leglnners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Vlanagenient. by W /.. Hutchinson.—Tiie author
Df this work Is too well known to need further
iescriptlon of his book. He la a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
oages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rntionnl Bee-Ikeeplnar, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This is a translation of his latest German bookoa
>ee-culture. It has 300 pages: bound
D paper covers, $1.00

Bienen-K.iiltur, by Thomas G. Newcian. -
Tills Is a German translation of theprlnclpei por-
tion of the book called BEES OP Honey. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Xlnnd-Book* for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G.Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-ConventlOQS—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
iiscussion, etc- Cloth, gold-lettered Price, 25 cts.

Prai'tiral Hiii1i><« to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Why Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet le intend-
ed for FREE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, hy mail, 3u cts.: 500 for$l.2j; 1000, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and flavor. Price same as Wliy Eat Honey.

Alsike Clover Leaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for 2.'. cts. ; 100 for 4o cts.; 200, 7oc.

Apiary Register, by Thos- G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, tl.oo; for 100 colonies, $1.25.

Preparation or Honey for the Markst^
'ncludlng the production und care of comb ano
sxtracted honey. A chapter from Bees ANr
HOXEY. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Pu.8tura,ffe u Necessity.—This book Bug
^ests what and how to plat u la a chapter fron
3BES AND HoNEV. Prlce. 10 cents.

The Hive I tise, by G. M. Doolittle. It
details his managremeat of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Dr. Howard'tit Rook on Foul Rrood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of otliers. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Sllagr, by Prof. A- .T. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. 2b cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G.
R. Pierce. Result of 2.^> years' experience. 30 cts.

History of Bee-Associations, and Brief Re-
ort of the first 20 conventions. Price, 10 cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cis

FonI Broods by A. R. Kohnke.—Origrln.
Development and Cure. Price lo cts.

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8(j p.; illustrated. 25c.

Comnierolal Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Bnok combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4n cts. No. 2
in One artiticial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-buok. Price. 6u cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd, Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate Fruit-
Plunts, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and ("uliivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book* — 35 pictures.
showing positions of sick borses. and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and Ijo;^-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks: wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Suii:ar and the Supar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting^ up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizlng, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural Ijile.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, "Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. loO pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Healtli, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Book Clubbing Offers.

(Read Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, thai only one book
can be taken lu each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given mtb
the description nf the hooks on this page.
Foliowlnp Is the clubbing-list:

1 Langstroth on the Honey-Bee $2.00
3. A B Cot Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'sGulde 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I Cloth bound] 1.65
5. Doollttle's Scientific Queen-Kearing. i.75
6. Ur. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10

T. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
n. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Katlonal Bee-Keeping [Paper bound] i.75
lo. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hand-Book 1,15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
33. Kural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator, No. 1 1.25
36. Comme-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
37. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.30
32. Hand-Udokof Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. SUo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter I'roblem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Rejilster (for 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00

A «H:i:S'n<»!>I.—Could you not send
one or more new sukscribers with your
own renewal '. You doubtless have neigh-

bor bee-keepers that would be glad to take
the Bee Journal it you would ask them, and
send in their subscription money. You will

find premiums offered by us from week to

week for smh work. We would like to have
you help us roll up a large list of readers for

the old American Bee Journal.
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a laying queen, and as near as I could
tell she was not.

I then went to the old hive to get a
frame of brood, or one with a queen-cell
on, to put into the new hive. I moved
the old one away, put the new one in its

place, and let them come back, but when
I took the frames out of the old hive,

there was not a particle of eggs, larvic,

brood or queen-cells to be found ; in all my
e.xperience I never had anything like it.

Last summer I had 1 colonies; nearly
all the honey they stored soured in the
combs in a short time after it was put
there. They were all strong colonies
and filled the boxes several times, and
every time it would be sour and foam in

the combs. Sometimes they would cap
some of It over and it would burst the
caps and run down through the hive.
When the combs were full of this stuff

I would throw it out with ths extractor,
and make vinegar of it. Now, why was
this? Can any one tell ? If so, I would
be much obliged.

In the last 10 years I have averaged
about 10,000 pounds a year of extracted
honey from 100 colonies, spring count,
and it has sold for about STO a thousand
pounds, making about .S"00 a year.

F. B. Fabkington.
Clayton Co., Iowa.

Keeping Ants Out of Hives.

In a recent issue of the Bee Journal I

notice complaints of ants in bee-hives.
In this warm climate we have more ants
and vermin to the square acre than in

any place in the United States. Try
this : Drive four stakes of old gas-pipe
(wood will do) into the ground the
height you wish the hives to stand.
Put the bottom-boards on them, clean
out all grass or weeds, and tak<) some
candle-wickiug and saturate with coal-
oil and bind around each post so that
the ants cannot ascend without crawling
over it; and I guarantee none will get
into the hive. When the wick gets too
dry saturate again.

.1. H. Hekmance.
Garland Co., Ark.

>V, H'. iV, ii", iV. >V.VK A<W V{>t Vjst VK

Backward Spring.

I put into winter quarters 104 colo-
nies, and took out 104— all alive. This
was March 25, and they had a good
flight March 26. In the afternoon it

rained, and on Sunday morning four or
five inches of snow fell. I took sick, and
for six weeks the bees had to take care
of themselves. When I was so I could
look after them I found five of them all

cleaned out. I think this has been the
poorest spring I ever saw—we have a
fine day, then three or four rainy and
cold. Yesterday was a fine day, and
pollen seemed to be very plentiful, by
the way they brought It in.

John Tuenbull.
Houston Co., Minn., April 20.

Do Bees Move Eggs?

My experieLCe teaches me that bees
do move eggs, providing they need them
badly enough to be moved, and If they
are not put where they want them. Let
us say a colony lost its queen, and has
neither eggs nor honey to rear a queen
from. Will not such a colony do almost
anything in their bereavement, to re-

store them to their former condition ?

Most assuredly they will.

Suppose, now, we take two frames of

tlfwlhinPwftd
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PRICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

Bee-SiTiDkers and Houeij- Knives I
Smoke Engine Clargest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
Diictor 3)-^ in. stove. Doz. 9.00;

" 1.10
Conqueror :Vin. stove. Doz. 6.50;

" 1.00
l.arkfe 2!^-in. stove. Doz. 5.<>0;

*'
.90

Plain 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.75

;

" .70
Jjittle Wonder (weight 10 ounces)... 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.50;

" .60
Honey-Knife Doz. 6.00; " ,80

BinKham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN TEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror Vt years. I was always pleased with its

workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer. 1 write for a circu-
lar. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.

January SI, 1^97. Truly, W. H. EAGERTY, Cuba, Kansas.

Mr. Bingham, Dear Sir:—Please send per mail a 4-inch Smoke Engine. I have
one of your Smokers; it is too small in lime of trouble.

February 21, 1&98. A. F. Seward. Riverside, Calif.

9A0t T. F. BINOUAITI, Farwell, lUlelilgaa.

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To liave a copy of

\h\h Our 1898 Catalog \mi

J^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for llie Soulliwest—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing- poods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-lrelirht rate, thus cutting- the freight in half,
we have eetablisht a branch house at I7:i0 South i;ith St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higg-insviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par escellent. Polisht. snowj'-white :;:=ectlon8, beautiful, straw-

colored trauppurent Foundation, improved Smokers and Honey extractors, and all other flrst-

clae sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our mntto.
On these basee, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our * ustomer In the future.

(^"PROGRtssivE Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25c. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
i^ggiiy Maniifaeturlng Company, VriT^Z\S''iiluht., ^,nai.a,Neb.

BRANCH OF THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
10 VINE STREET _=^_=^=
PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

We keep here everything in the Supply line of latest improvement.
Cleated Separators, Improved Smokers, Weed Foundation, 1898 Goods of all kinds.

Business conducted same as at Medina.
Dealers can order here, as well as consumers, at factory prices.

Save freight and gel orders filled at once. Also as fine a strain of 3 and 4-banded
Italian Bees as ever gathered honey.

Full S-frame colonies, $6.00 ; 3-frame nucleus, ,$2.75.

MEtf These Include Guaranteed Italian <tueen$.

BEE-SUPPLIES !
We have the beet equipt factory In the West. Capacity

1 car toad a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety ot everything needed 1q the apiary, assuring best
Roods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pases. Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal-

vanized steel, all sizes, any form, and lor all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address.

E. KRETCHnEK, Ked Oak, Iowa.
Flease mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

Please mention the American Bee Journal

When writing to Advertisers.
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Sweet \ Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arran^rements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5ft 10ft 25ft 50ft
Sweet Clover (white). .60 Jl.OO J2.25 14.00
Alsike Clover.. 70 1.25 3.00 5.76
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Raiided Italians aud Steel
Gray CariiiolaiiR. More than 300 Tested
Queens to begin with. L^ntested. either race.
75 cts. each; June and until October 50 cents
each. Tested $1.00 each. Good Breeders, $2
each. Straight 5-Banded or " Faultless

"

Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLE. Bee Co., TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

II UK'o HONEY-EXTRACTOR
iUUlll !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc,

Send for our new catalog.
Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.

lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mutli & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-'OUR PRICES

ing the new
C'liainpion CIiaff-Hive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ $ $

K. H. SCHniDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

flease mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Vr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOI
Has No Sag in Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Bus lo Fisbboae in tbe Sorplns Honef.

Belnir the cleanest 1b nsaally workeo
tbe qalokeat of any Fonndatlon made

J. A. VAN DEIJSEN,
Sole ^lannfaotnrer,

Spront Brook MonlKOmery Co., N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

RCf IfEEPERC f
Let me send you my 64-

ULL~^LL^Lno page Catalog for 18H8
J. in. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing

eggs froti) some of the other hives and
exchange thern with the outer frames of

the queenless colony, if there are bees
enough in the hive to give suiiBcient heat
to hatch them where they are, they may,
or may not, move them. But should
they not have that sufficient heat, they
will move them to where they want
them, and the lllveliest place will be, or
is, in the center of the hive where they
can give them the required heat to hatch
them in due time. P. Hbntrick.
Sac Co., Iowa.

Bees Dying from Spraying.

My bees are dying by the hundreds.
This is uncommon for this time of the
year. My neighbors are spraying their
fruit-trees, and poison my bees. I told

them to wait till after the blossoms had
fallen, but they won't I went to town
yesterday to see a lawyer about it, and
he said there could be nothing done
about it. He said they had a right to

spray their fruit-trees. There should
be a law to protect bee-keepers in their

rights. My neighbors' bees are all dying,
too. I am the only bee-keeper in the
neighborhood who takes a bee-paper,

I have 9 colonies at present, swarm-
ing out on the ground and kicking their
heels up. Some are dying and some are
dead. I hope by the next time I write
my bees will be all right. It is discour-
aging at present. W. M. Daniels.
Wood Co., Ohio, May 7.

Mating—Laying Worker—Ventilation

It is generally believed by bee-men
that queen-bees mate up in the air and
come down to the ground while mating.
It is not always the case. Two years
ago this May my nephew, E. D. Shryock,
saw a black queen and black drone mate
on a bunch of black locust bloom ; after
mating both flew away.

The way I manage laying workers is

this: Put a colony with a queen with
them, and let them fight it out.

There is much talk about ventilation.

A bee-keeper in this neighborhood used
to have some 20 colonies of bees in box-
hives, flat on benches. During the win-
ter he plastered all around the bottoms
of the hives with mortar so the bees
could not come out. Why did they not
smother ? J. L. Crutchek.
Franklin Co., Ky.

Fine Spring and Good Prospects.

We are having a very fine spring.
Prospects are good for a good honey sea-

son. Bees are in fine condition. The
past was a mild winter—bees were out
almost every week.

I sent a carload of honey to Belgium,
and would send more but I cannot get
the quality. We could have sold five

cars more if we could have gotten the
honey, and now as the war is on wo will

have to wait awhile before we can ship
again.
My bees in the Puyallup Valley are in

fine condition. I have two apiaries, one
in Puyallup and one in Sumner. I shall

have to put supers on the hives in the
valley soon, if they keep on as they are
going now. Drones are flying, and they
are getting ready for the clover flow,

which may start about May 25 this

year, if the weather continues as it has
been ; but it may turn off and rain

?f$100

B^

Given as Bounties
topurchaser.softhe
improved Da n z .

Hives and Sections
] See schedule in my
bee - book " Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the m.ost
money, Free for 2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina. Ohio,
or F. Danzenbaker, Box 466. Washington, D. C.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Excelsior Iiicubator

and Brooder Cheap
*200 eggs capacity. Good as new. Used
for only two hatches. Everything com-
Dlete. Will sell it for

TWE^TV' DOI.Ii&R!«, half the I'ost price
Address. P. W. DUNNE,

River Forest, Cook Co., III.

Texas Queens fmVM\
Best honey-gathering strain In America.

Tested, $1.50, Untested. $1.00. Write for a

Circular. J. D. GIVENS, lilsboii, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

»EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES I

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

t^end for Catalog.

FRED A. DAIiTON,
lA26t Wat,ker, Vernon Co., Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing,

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. .Jl.OO. Un-
tested, T.^c Choice Breeders, either three or
five-banded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $.^.00. Saiisl'actlon guaran-
teed. Send for Prlce-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
8Att GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Bees for Sale
in Indiana I

Italian Bees 1q 8-frame Langstroth hives.
Per colony J.o.OO ; .i or more at one lime $4.50
per colony. I have only a limited numoer for
sale. They are strong colonies, and ready for
business. Address, W. H. WATTS,
lOAtf KosM, Lake Co., lud.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Poudcr's Houey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-beepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

Ple.^se mention Bee Journal -when writing.

niirrilP Italian stock. Untested. 70c each;
UUCLnO :!ror$;.00 Atter July l. so cents
eacB; tested. $1.00 each. Root's <ioods at
Root's Prices. Prompt sblpment and satis-

faction guaranteed. Catalog free.
THEODORE RENDER,

20Atf Canton, Olito.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Make Your Will SH!"^^^^^^^^^—^^^^M Tlioiisaiids
would do so OLiIy toey disU^e the publicity
and do not know where to obtaio blank forms.
For $1.00. I will mall you uuder unmarkt
cover blank form on tine oaper with directions
how to make a plain, lej^al straiglilfor-
ward Will without expense or assistance.
Send postal order or $1. 00 bill.

:iOAlt J. F. POWELIj, Waukesan, 111.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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steady for three or four weeks, and we
miRht " get left " on our fine prospects

for a good flow. G. D. Littooy.
Pierce Co., Wash., April 28.

A Spring Report.

My bees wintered pretty well. Out of

2-4 colonies I lost 4, leaving 20 in good

condition to build up for the white

clover, which is my main crop of honey.

I have a few colonies that have two
hive-bodies of 8-frames each, which are

nearly full of brood and running over

with bees. From these I expect a large

crop of honey. I have all my queens
dipt, as I can manage them better and

lieep them on my own lot in the city.

They do not bother any of the neighbors,

only to gather nectar from their fruit-

trees. My other apiary, which is located

about eight miles from here, is in good

condition for the coming harvest, and

you will hear from me later.

W. H. Heim.
Lycoming Co., Pa., May 9.

Onion a Bee-Sting Cure.

I find that when I get stung by the bees

an excellent cure is to cut a common onion
in halves, take part of it and rub the skin.

It will not swell nor itch. If some one
laughs at this let him laugh, I don't care.

I am like Mrs. Brown and her wet dish-

cloth.
We had very cold weather in April, many

things frozen.
I like the Bee Journal and could not do

without having it paid in advance, for it

makes me happy, and I feel like giving
three cheers. It not paid in advance I could
not do it. I wonder if the editor will cheer
with us. E. B. Kaiffman.
Lancaster Co., Pa., April IS.

[Yes, lots of paid-in-advance subscribers

ought to make a clierrfii! editor. We'd be

willing to guarantee to be full of cheers if

all our subscribers resolve to be like Mr.

Kauffman in regard to their subscriptions

to the American Bee Journal.

—

Editor.]

If you want
the BEST:^! Honey Extractor

GeUfilliams' Automatic Revcrsilile,

And Yon Have It, Addre««,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOEtf Baruimi, \Vi8i-oiif«lii.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Golden Italian Queens Cheap

!

If you want BEES FOK BI^SllNESS,
Bend for mv Cativjotr of prices
18Etf J. F. MICHAEL, Greenville, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Th© Dogs of War
let loose will increase tae neprt to farm carefully

to "m:\keeLids meet." G.ioii ijnces wave temper,
time, Htock and crops. See oiu' ad. in nest issue.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, IWich.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Please Send TJs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bek
JouKNAL. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe Largfest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wliitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to.enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tbe AmeTlcan Bee Journal. 7Atf

Italian Bees For Sale !!

We have arranged with a large bee-keeper

In Lee County. Ill, (about 100 miles west of

Chicagoi. to All our orders lor Italian Bees at

the following prices there, which Include a

good Queen with each colony:

8 L.framesof bees In light shlpplng-case,$3.75
5 at $3.50 each.

8 L. frames of bees in dovetailed hive, $4.25.
5 at $4.00 each.

Prompt shipment after May 1. and safe ar-

rival and satisfaction guaranteed. Address

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

The Largest and Most Coniplele Stock

Of Bee-Keepers' Supplies in tlie Nortli-
%Kest. Tne very latest up-to-date and best
Hives made, Danzenbaker Hives. Hives for
Slotted Sections, and a very low-prlccd Hive,
and carloads of other goods, all in our ware-
house ready to ship.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
H. G. AcKTjiN. Manager.

17A5t 1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -wlien -writing.

PSl^Jeeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Bees-wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 27 cents per

pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO. ILIi.

WHAT DO YOU WANT7
If it's Buggies, HarneHH. Saddles, BIcyclos, Sowing
Machines, Feed t'ookern. <'ld<T I'rewMeM, Spray
Pumps. Poultry"
lliins else,
rect from the fac-
what it is, or where

MAKE
YOUR WANTSI

KNOWN
I

Sii|»iilu'.«* or any-
laii h^upply it di-

tury. No mattei
itismade, wecaE

atter
can

Try us.

Wholesale
and Ketail.

supply ifc «Hfl save you ttioney too.
Write for our illustratt'd catalogue, circulars, etc.

Frank B. Barkley Mfg. Co. JSu^l iSu^.^

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax lefo^ma A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything:. Write lor Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESn^AX always wanted for cash or

GUS DITTMER,
AlIOUSTA, WIS,

'
ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^"-i;'!,*^'^'*
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cutting-otf, Mi-
tring. Kabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing
Kdging-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. CatnloicDC Free,

SEIIlE<^A FALLS IflFG. CO.,
t6 Water St SKNKOA FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal "when ^writing.

Bees and Glueens
Queens $1.00; liees by the nound $1.00; Nu-

clei, two frames with Queen. $2.00 ; one-frame
$1.50. Also Barred and White P. Kocks
and Silver-Ijaced Wyandottes. Egga for
Sitting at $1.00 per 1.5.

iTAstMrs, A. A. Siiimsoii, Swarts, Pa.

Please mention Bee Journal wlieii writing.

Listen! Take my Advice and Bny

*Jonr Bee-Snpplies-*

of AiBist Weiss ! e
A.^i> 'ro:>s <n' ir.
Workiua; Wax into Founda-
tion a Specialty.

I MEFY
competition
in
Foundation

Millions of Sections— Polisht on both Sides !

!

SATISFACTION OIJARANTEED on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Catalogue and
be your own judge. Wax wanted at 26 cents cash, or 28 cents In trade, dellrered to me.

AUGUST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal -when vrritlng.

GOLDEN BEAUTIES...
Three-band Italian Queens reared from
Root's stock. Golden Queens, from the
best selected stock. Untested. 50 cents;
Tested. 75 cents. Carnlolan Queens at
same price.

E. Y. TERRAL, & CO.,
Cameron, Texa§.

12Att Mention the American Bee Journal.

Qiieeii-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
pine device is a fine thing
for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mall
it for 30 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at SI.00; or foryi.lO we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEOKGE W. YOKE. & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published hi

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^j».^*
has a hobby which is the sheep breederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - • Chicago-
Please mention Bee Journal "when -writing,

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Supplies at Bottom Prices,

"Bee-Keeping- for Beginners,'' price 50 cents,

Imparts the instruction. Price-Llst free.

J. P. H. BKOWN, Augusta, Ga.

i f% f% g^ From pure bred, barred P.r I I I I 1" Kocks Larpe and fine plu-b Ufa ^ maged. Si.00 per 15. Alsor 1^ I I am Light Brabmas and Black
^B ^Jl ^Jl ^0 Langshans, same price. B.

P. Hock Cockerels, $1.25.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

RFFSt Florida Italian ((IIFFM!
Tested Queens. $1.00 each; Untested, 50c.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address. E. I.. CARKINGTON.
llAtf De Funiak Springs, Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog. MUHE.SOTA BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLY MFG. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when writing.

Van Deusen Thin
Foundation...
We have several 25-pound boxes of Van

Deusen Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation
for sale, at $12.50 per box. This Founda-
tion is preferred by many. As we have only
& few boxes of It, an order for same should be
sent promptly. Address Tlie A.I. Koot Co.
118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

Honey aKBEESWAX
51ARKEX QUOXAXIO:^S.

Chicag-o. May 2. — Fancy white comb
honey would bring 11 cents, but there is none
here; other good grades of white at9tol0c. :

dark and amber. 7 to 8c. Extracted, white. 5
to 6c.: am tiers, 4^4 to 5c.: dark and off grades,
4c.. with exception of dark candied and amber
grades. This market is bare of comb, and
while prices have been low the quantity sold
locally has been greater than last season.
Beeswax scarce, and sells at 27c. for average
lots. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, May 10.—The crop of 1807
comb honey In this market Is about all sold,
and we are ready for the new cr >p. The sup-
ply of extracted is fair—the demarid light.
Shipments of new comb honey would bring a
fair price, probably 12c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

Cincinnati, May 12.—Demand is slow for
all kinds of honey, especially comb. Prices
tor best white comb honey. 10 to 13 cents.
Extracted honey brings 3H to 6c. according to
quality. Beeswax in good demand at 25 to
'4Sc for good to choice ve low.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,

Boston, May 2.—Fancy No. 1, In cartons.
13c.; in glass-front cases, 12c.: A No. 1. lie;
No. 1,9 to 10c. : No. 2. no sale. Extracted,
white. 6([57c.; light amber, 5@6c. Beeswax is

In very light supply, audit pure would readily
bring 27c.
There is nothing new to note In our market

for honey. As usual at this time of year, the
demand has dropt to almost nothing, but as
the supply is light, prices are well maintained
and firm. Blake, Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, May 2,—Fancy white. 12 to
12^40.: No. 1, lie; No. I amber, 9 to lOc;
buckwheat, 8c. Extracted, white, 6c.; amber.
4 to 5o. A. B. Williams & Co.

San Francisco, May 2.—White comb. 8V4
to lOc; amber, 6^4 to 7ii4c. Extracted, white,
5^@6c.; light amber, 4-!i to 5^c. Beeswax,
24@26c
Market shows a healthy tone, especially for

extracted, with very little of this class now
remaining. Comb continues obtainable at
former rates, with a fair business doing on
local account. There will be little honey the
coming seaoon. and it Is probable that values
will further liarden.

Detroit, May 10. — Fancy white honey is

lower and now ciuoted at lie. No. 1, OQlOc;
fancy dark. 7@»c; No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5(S6c; dark. 4@5c. Beeswax
27(a28c.
There are no changes in quotations, and

very little desirable honey left. Sales are so
slow that it is dilHcult to quote. The poor lots
are being pusht al what they will bring.

M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis. May 2.—Honey much more
encouraging. Fanc.v white clover comb is

selling here now at lOKOllHc. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 5^@6c: amber, 5c:
dark. 4<a4!4c.
Outlook for honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Indianapolis, My 2. — Fancy white
11 to i:ic.; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber. 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax is

in good demand. Walter S. PoncER.

MU-waukee, May 5.—Fancy Ipound sec-
tions. ll@12c; A No. 1, 10@I1 cents; No. 1

8(ai0c: amber. 8@8V4c; dark. 7@7!4c. White
extracted In barrels and kegs, 5!4@6c; amber,
5@5!<c. Beeswax. 26@28c.
The demand for honey continues very good

Indeed, and values fairly sustained. While the
best grades are most salable, the inferior
grades meet attention, and the movements
are quite satisfactory. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, May 2. — There is a very good
demand lor strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to lie: other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c., and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount ot honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. B.^tterson ,& Co.

St. IfOuis, Feb. 9.—Fancy white comb.
10 to lie: No. 1. 10c. ; amber, 9 to lOe: dark.
8 to 9e Extracted, white. 5H to 6c. : amber,
5 toS^e ; dark, 4 to 4Hc. Beeswax. 20 to 22c.

Westcott Com. Co.

Convention IVotices.

Central California.—The next annua!
meeting of the Central California Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will be held at Hanf'ord. Cal.,
Wednesday. .June 1. 1898, at 10 o'clock a.m.
Election ol oflicers and other Important busi-
ness to be .attended to.

W. A. H. Gilstkap, Sec.
Caruthers, Calif.

Frettno Co., Calif.—The next quarterly
meeting ot the Fresno County Ree-Keeoers'
AssocUtlon will be held at the City Hall, in
Fresno. Calif. .Wednesday. June 8, at 1 o'clock
p. m. Constitution and By-Laws are to be
adopted. Marketing honey and other business
is to come up for consideration,

W. A. H. GiLSTRAp, Sec.
Caruthers. Calif.

PRINTED
Envelopes and Letter-Heads.

We have put In a new small Job Printing

Press on which to print our own stationery,

circulars, etc., and while being able to do this

we may as well do some work tor our readers,

it they will favor us with their orders. If you

want Envelopes or Letter-Heads, send 2-cent

stamp for samples and prices. We will make
right prices for neat, good work. All orders

can be filled by express, at sipall charge, as the

weight would not be great.

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels

of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 2S0 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb,

f. o. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it'? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

READY TO MAIL ^.
My 40-pago Catalog ot my Specialties, and

Root's f-oods at tlieir prices. I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HIKiTON, Fremont, nicli.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

r<itnli>iT Vraa *• *• Root * Co's cioodii
VulilKlii, riCC for Missouri and other points,
to be hail at factorv prices from Jobu Nebel
& Son, llisli Hill, miHHOurl. 9Atf
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.
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Talk ahout

..nCojnbFouiidatiDii
WE can now furnish the very best that can

be made from pure wax. OnrNew Pro-
cess of milling enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Sweet.
It Is the kind that does not sag.
It is the iiind you want.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples lurnlsht FKKE. Large Illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

mEW.T.FALCOKERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytliiug' in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

^W Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblug used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
-' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Liry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MaMfacturiiiE Co.,

flIJDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS,
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Goods "^^"^tiS"."'

Including' their discounts for Goods wanted
for use anottier season. It will pay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. M, H. MIjNT
Cabh for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

I AEISE
fro SAY to the readers
X of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOI4IXTI4E
hns conclnded to sell

—BKKS and QUKEN8—
In their season, darln§;
1898, at thefollowlDK
pnceB :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
light shipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 oo
Ten ColonieB 45 00
1 untested queen, i oo
6 " queens 5 50
12 " *' 10 00
I teste'] Queen... %\ so
8 " Queens . 3 so
1 select tested queen 2 00
S " " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing. . a 00
Bxtra Selected for breeding, thk vert best. . 5 00
About a Pound of BBKS In a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, »3.00 extra.

1^" Circular free, giving full particulars regapd-
Ing the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

6. M, DOOLITTLE,
lA25t BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. r.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation, y^'afYear

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because IIV 31 VEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beanty,

Purity. I'^iminess, No Sag-
g'iii;;. .So I.o<s!S.

PA'rE:\T \vke:i> process
SHEE'l'I.XV.

Send Name for our CataloK, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

FoiindatioD and Bees^vax Prices Advanced.—We quote an advance of
three cents in Foundation, wholesale and retail, on the prices quoted in our Circular.
BEESWAX WANTED, at advanced prices also.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

OUR MOTTO—" Wtll Mamifiictured Stock ! (Juick Sliipineuts
!"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of maklni; the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

It^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD.MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltinir.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Tlie Fence and Plain Sections,

Weeil New Process Foundation,

Cowan Extractors,

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest maile,

Specialties :S Dovetailei! Hifes—wltti Danz, Patented Cofer and Bottom.

Danzeul)al(er Hives.

No-Drip SMpping-Cases.

Gleanings in Bee-Cnltiire; Illustrated, Semi-MontWy.

Catalosr of Ciooil§ and Sample Copy of Cileaniiig;§
§cnt for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Brancli Offices

:

lis Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
MechaDlc Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Loaded Field-Bees in the Sections.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

There is much being said of late about raising hives up
from the bottom-board, and providing the large entrances to

deposit their honey where it is wanted. And the claim is also

put forth that by so doing the bees can more easily enter the
sections, as they do not have to crowd their way up through
the center, or most populous part of the hive, as they do when
only the ordinary entrance is used. Of one thing all the advo-
cates of this plan seem to be sure, which is, that unless the
bees are thus forced to go from the fields to the sections with
their loads of nectar, the same will of necessity be deposited
by these bees in the comb-cells of the brood-chamber.

Now I wish to ask each of the gentlemen thus arguing,
what reasons they have for believing that field-bees ever de-
posit their loads of nectar directly in the cells? Mr. Golden,
1 believe, claims that he knows that they do this, but if he has
told us ivlty or how he knows it, I have failed to see the place.

Mr. R. C. Aikin (ond Famihj), PrcsUlcnt of the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association.—From Oleanings.

those not fully raised, as above, so that' the field-bees, with
their loads of nectar, may be obliged to pass up the sides of
the hive to the surplus receptacles, thus compelling them to

This craze that has come over the people for " high-up " en-
trances reminds me of a similar craze along about 30 years
ago, when it was thought necessary to have from one to four
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entrances direct Into the surplus apartment, beside the lower
or main entrance ; for, In this way, the bees were saved all

the extra travel up through the crowded hive. And then, as

they could fly direct to these upper entrances much time would
be saved, as the bee could fly much faster than It could go on
foot, even tho the lower part of the hive was empty. Thus a
much larger yield of honey could be secured to the owner,
for " time was honey " when the honey harvest was on.

Along about this time E. Gallup, I think it was, made the
discovery and gave it to the world, that the bee which col-

lected the nectar did not deposit it in the comb, but when it

came into the hive with its load it gaive that load to another
bee—usually a bee so young as not to have become a field-

laborer yet—the young bee holding the nectar in its honey-
stomach till It was evaporated to the consistency of prime
honey, when this young bee deposited it in the cells, wherever
it was most needed, whether In the surplus apartment or in

the brood-chamber. A few tried to argue Dr. Gallup down,
but he had the proof ou his side by telling how he saw the
field-bees pass their loads of nectar over to the younger bees,

how the nectar was evaporated, etc. This upset the dlrect-

to-surplus-apartment-entrance plan, and to-day no such en-

trances are seen, except, perhaps, on some old hives which
have been stored away for years.

Being of an Investigating turn of mind, I wisht to prove
which was right—Gallup or the others—so some 23 years ago
I constructed observatory hives, beside which I have watcht
for hours, both day and night, and every observation proved
Gallup to be right. Then the " rightness " of his ideas was
also proved many times over by a change of queens from black
to Italian, and vice versa, when at the proper time, before any
of the new queens' bees became field-laborers, all the workers
from the original queen would be seen coming in with their

loads of nectar, while the sections revealed scarcely a bee but
those fiom the newly-establisht mother.

If Gallup and myself are right, this doctrine now being
put forth is as fallacious as was the old multiplicity-of-en-

trance plan, and if fallacious, it would be well to know it, for

such knowledge will save much work to our bee-keepers when
the little each one does along this line is put into the aggre-
gate. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Ripening Extracted Honey Artificially.

BY E. B. TYRRELL.

I promlst to write concerning the ripening of extracted
honey. I must thank Mr. J. A. Bearden for his article on
page <56, but he mistook my meaning, for I am In favor of
artificial ripening of honey, providing it is practical. Altho I

am not speaking from experience, yet for the sake of drawing
out arguments and opinions of those who have had experience
and getting at the truth of the matter as I wish to ripen arti-

ficially, if I can, and yet do not wish to make a mistake, I

will take the artificial side of the question.
I will take the position that ripened honey is that which

reaches a certain consistency, or thick enough so that a saucer
of it when cold may be turned upside down without running
out, and it doesn't mdkc (Uiy difference whether it reaches this

consistency ichile in the hive or out of it.

Admitting this to be a fact, I will venture the statement
that honey can be brought to this consistency as well arti-

ficially as by the bees, because heat produces evaporation no
matter In what way applied, and if honey is placed in a shal-
low pan with a large surface I can see no reason why it will

not ripen as well as the bees can ripen it. Of course, no doubt
the bees may ripen it faster, as the fresh nectar gathered
each day must be reduced as much as possible during the night
to make room for the next day's harvest.

Many, and in fact nearly all, writers admit that more
honey may be secured if extracted as fast as gathered, and
will not this extra honey pay for any extra labor implied by
extracting during the flow ? I believe that the reason that
more honey is secured by extracting as fast as gathered must
be because It draws from the field-force as well as from the
honey to build the capplngs, and as these cappings are of no
use to the extracted-honey producer (except for beeswax), and
in fact are a nuisance; for who would not rather extract
honey from comb with no cappings, and especially this honey,
than to be bothered with an uncapping-can and an uncapping-
knlfe, making a slow, sticky job out of what would otherwise
be fairly clean ? I believe uncapping takes all the flower
from extracting, and if I can do away with the uncapping cau
and knife I certainly shall do it.

Now, if you don't agree with me (and you certainly all

don't) just jump right up and knock my theories a.U to pieces
with facts ; it certainly will take facts to convince me I am

wrong, and If your facts are good I am willing to be convinced,
but I believe that this talk about artificially ripened honey not
being as good as naturally ripened honey is nearly all preju-
dice, and most of those who extract after the harvest have
not tried the other way, or else did not do their very best in

artificial ripening, and attend to every detail.

Now, I don't wish any one to go Into artifical ripening of

honey on account of what I have said, but I do wish to know
the truth about this matter, as It means dollars to me ; and
any light on this subject through the Bee .Journal will be
gratefully read by me. Genesee Co., Mich.

m
Something More About Section-Cleaners.

BY J. A. GOLDEN.

Upon request I am glad to give my experience as to

propolis sticking and gumming the sandpaper when in a soft

condition, which explanation inadvertently was overlookt in

my former article.

Yes, if a section contains touch propolis upon its surface,
like sections when oilcloth is used over them, or any section
badly gummed up; but as I use. In my method, a bee-space
only, I have but little chunk propolis. In taking sections
from the supers I use an old jack-knife to take off any bulky
surplus propolis as I lift the sections out, consequently what
remains on the sections I do not find any inconvenience In

cleaning every vestige of stain and propolis from the section.

As I am not a large producer, I usually set what honey I want
to dress in the cellar until it is cool—sometimes over night

—

and dress it in the morning.
My experience is that a pretty coarse sandpaper—about

No. 3—would be better than a finer grade. Of course the
polish is not so nice.

On the wheel device, which was illustrated in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, I cleaned over 1,000 sections beautiful and
bright as ever was put on the market by any bee-keeper,before
re-coating the wheel with sandpaper.

To re-coat, take a sponge and saturate thoroughly with
hot water, then strip the old paper off and apply a new
coating.

There is a great difference as to how a section is held to

avoid gumming. If it is held crosswise the grain of the wood
there is but little danger of propolis sticking, but if held the
opposite the paper does not cut the wood so readily. That is

my observation, at least.

There is also another thing, let me here add. If leakage,
honey daubed on the section or propolis, it is sure to stick on
the sandpaper belt or wheel. Of co'jrse, no one would expect
a machine to overcome this, but if wiped off the work will be
complete ; but after propolis becomes hard I did not find a
single section that caused any gumming of the wheel.

Morgan Co., Ohio.

Do Italian Bees Produce Better Honey ?

BY' EDWIN BKVINS.

It is with considerable hesitation that I attempt to answer
the question of Mr. Hart, on page 269, because he confines
the privilege of answering to the wise ones in apiculture, and
I am not one of these. Then an editorial foot-note suggests
that the question affords a chance for some one to distinguish
himself, and I am not writing for distinction. Nevertheless,
I am going to say something in the way of reply to Mr. Hart's
question, as to why the Italian bees produce a better quality

of honey than the blacks or others.

I do not know just how extensive Mr. Hart's reading has
been, but this Is the first time that I have known any bee-

keeper to intimate that the quality of the honey produced by
Italian bees was any way superior to that produced by other
bees. Many times it is claimed that there Is a difference In

the whiteness of the cappings of the honey, but this difference

Is in favor of the blacks and some others, and against the
Italians. As to the honey itself, I have never seen an opinion
that the quality of the honey produced by anyone race of bees
was superior to that produced by the other races where all

had access to the same sources of supply.

Mr. Hart thinks the difference, If there is any, may be
accounted for on the supposition that the Italians are better

mechanics or chemists then other bees, if It is a fact that bees
make honey. Now, I believe that Mr. Hart Is satisfied in his

own mind that bees do not "make" honey. He is giving un-

due deference to the opinions of some who do not know much
about bees, and yet can do considerable talking about them.
The ignorance which leaves one to believe that bees make
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IhoDey may be excusable in the gentiles, but a child of Israel

who has past through the Red Soa and the wilderness, and
arrived at a land flowing with milk and lioney, and still enter-

tains the opinion that bees make honey ought to be ashamed
of himself.

Then Mr. Hart comes at us with another if, which is en-
titled to no more consideration than the first one. // the Ital-

ians have longer tongues than other bees, it is an unquestion-
able fact that not many of them have tongues long enough to

•gather honey enough from red clover to cut any figure. Be-
sides, who is able to say that the honey of red clover is any
better than the honey of white clover ? Has any one compared
the honey from a bumble-bee's nest with the honey stored in

sections in the midst of white clover bloom ?

It looks a good deal as if Mr. Hart was "putting up a
job" on bee-keepers, to get them to account for a difference

which does not exist. I will therefore turn the work over to

some one wiser and more covetous of distinction than I am.
Decatur Co., Iowa.

"Wateriug Bees—Feeding—Cleauiug Hives.

BY MRS. L. HARRISON.

I think watering bees is important. They should be ac-

tiustomed early in the season to find water in the apiary, and
not be frequenting watering-troughs, cistern-i and wells. On
cool mornings the water should be warm. Up to date (May
9) we fill their drinking-vessels with warm water, and are
paid for doing it in preserving the life of many a bee. Wash
them out occasionally, and put in a pinch of salt.

FEEDINC4 BEES.

We keep a regular feeding-ground, and no robbing has
ever been induced thereby. All sticky papers, sections or

cases are put there for the bees to clean up. Any bits, or
odds and ends of comb, the accumulation of the winter, are
put there for the bees. When robbers attack a queeniess col-

ony we let them alone, and when they get all the honey go
home and take the bees along. If the hive and stores are
taken from them they will then try to rob other hives, and
trouble ensues. When they are through, the hive can be
cleaned and be in readiness for a swarm.

CLEANING HIVES WHERE BEES DIED.

Where colonies have died during the winter the bees
•should not be allowed to remain and rot, but pry up the
combs, brush off the dead bees, and scrub out the hive, pour-
ing in boiling water from the spout of a kettle, and turn it up
to dry. Cut off all old queen-cells, and remove the drone or
very thick, undesirable comb. The bees that are in the cells

•can remain and will rattle out out when dry, or when given
to the bees they will remove them, working cheaper than we
can. This hive will then be a bonanza when a swarm issues.

ADULTERATION OF BEESWAX.

Those who sew carpets and manufacture overalls call

frequently for beeswax, saying that what they buy at stores
Is not good—has grea.«e In it. Are there complaints of this
kind elsewhere ?

Bees wintered well in this locality, and the spring has
fceen favorable for the rearing of brood. They did well on
peach and cherry bloom, which has just past; but there was
very little bloom in this Immediate neighborhood. Dandelions
are very abundant, and fill the Interim between fruit-bloom
and clovers. Peoria Co., III.

Matioual Bee-Keepers, Union—13th Annual
Report—for 1897.

BY THOMAS G. NEWMAN.

The appeals for assistance are the largest for any year in

the history of the Union, and cover all phases of trouble

—

briefly reviewed as follows :

PROHIBITING BEK-KEBPING.

As stated In our last Report, the City Council of Clarinda,
Iowa, was petitioned to pass an ordinance prohibiting the
keeping of bees within the corporate limits. The Union for-
warded to the Mayor, City Attorney, and each member of the
City Council, copies of the "Decision of the Supreme Court,"
on the point at issue.

After some delay It came before the District Court. The
Union's attorney was supplied with abundant ammunition to

show that bees do not injure fruit, and the Union was victo-

rious. There were several apiaries there, and the rights of

apiarists were maintained. The chief apiary there belonged
to Mr. J. C. Strong, against whom the suit was brought.

WANTED THE APIARY REMOVED.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son had about 150 colonies of bees
in Fair6eld, Ills., where they owned 32 lots. A neighbor who
owned a lot or two petitioned the City Council to order the
bees removed as a nuisance. We wrote personal letters to the
Mayor and each of the aldermen, .and sent them copies of the
Supreme Court decision, showing that bees are not per se a
nuisance, and could not be legislated against in "omnibus."
We informed them that should they pass such an ordinance
as was prayed for, abridging the rights and privileges of bee-

keepers, it would become the duty of the Union to test It in

the Courts, as it abridged rights guaranteed by the Constitu-
tion of the United States. Our attorney attended the meeting
of the Board, and argued the case as outlined by the General
Manager. That ordinance then and there died a natural
death. Mr. Stanley wrote thus: "We thank you for the
assistance of the Union." Record another victory for the
Union 1

DR. BESSE'S SWEET CLOVER FIELD.

This case was mentioned in our last year's Report. The
Township Trustees, ag'diust this protest, cut down his planted
field of bee-pasturage (three acres of sweet clover), and then
charged him $27.20 as fees for doing the damage. This de-
prived his bees of pasturage, and cut short his honey crop in

consequence. He sued the township and appealed to the
Union for assistance. The case has been postponed from time
to time, and is yet untried. The Union has contributed $75
to aid in taking testimony showing that sweet clover was not
a noxious weed, but a good honey-plant and an excellent bee-
pasturage. The case will come up again for trial at the Jan-
uary term of the Court, and the Union is doing ail in its power
to secure justice for the Doctor.

[This suit came up for trial in January last, as stated, and
was lost by Dr. Besse.

—

Editor. 1

BEES " EATING " FRUIT.

O. W. Stearns, of Selma, Calif., had neighbors who
claimed that his bees ate their fruit, and circulated a petition

last June to have them declared a nuisance, and ordered to

be removed. We sent the Union documents to each of his

neighbors, showing that bees do not puncture the skins of

fruit. We arranged for an attorney to attend the meeting of

the Council, and present the facts in the case, but so far the
petition has not been presented, tho it is six months ago. The
prompt action of the Union doubtless settled the disturbance.

TROUBLE WITH FRUIT-MEN.

Mr. A. Unterklrcher has an apiary at Riverside, Calif.,

and the fruit-men began proceedings to drive him away,
averring that the bees destroyed their fruit. The Union's bat-

teries were opened upon them, and a shower of documents in

that locality proved that bees were incapable of puncturing
the skins of grapes, etc. The Manager gave some points of

law to the interested parties, which soon ended the trouble.

Last January Mr. U. wrote to the Manager that he was proud
of being a member of the Union, which had so completely
silenced all his unreasonable opponents, and added: "No
bee-keeper, great or small, can be at home outside of the
Union. The bare statement that I was a member of the
Union at once silenced all opposition."

AN INHUMAN NEIGHBOR.

John Uphouse, of Sedro, Wash., had an envious neigh-

bor who, when a swarm had settled on his lot, and the son of

Mr. Uphouse had watcht it, and went with a hiving-basket to

bring it home, the neighbor attackt the son and shook the
bees from the basket down over the boy's head, saying he
hoped the bees would sting him to death. He was badly
stung, and the inhuman neighbor was sued by Mr. Uphouse.
The Union posted the attorney in charge as to the rights of

bee-keepers to follow swarms and capture them, and dosed
the neighborhood with decisions of the Supreme Court, and
the pamphlet entitled, " Bees and Flowers." Now peace Is

restored in that neighborhood.

TROUBLE ABOUT A SWARM.

August Bachman, of Seattle, Wash., had a swarm last

July settle in a neighbor's lot. His wife saw the swarm
alight, but was refused permission to enter the premises to

take the swarm away. The neighbor dfd not own the lot, but
had the privilege of keeping chickens there. The owner gave
written permission to Mr. Bachman to take the swarm, but
the occupant refused to let him enter. He got a constable
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and took the bees away, but the neighbor claimed them as his

property, and sued Mr. Bacbman for them ; and the justice de-

cided in Mr. Bachman's favor. Then the neighbor appealed
the case ; and Mr. Bachman appealed to the Union for de-

fense. Being a member of the Union we gave the points of

law in the case to our attorney, who made good use of them,
and the jury decided in favor of the owner, and the pugna-
cious neighbor had to pay the costs—another victory for the
Union.

DECLARING BEES A NUISANCE.

Mr. W. A. Webster, a member In Pylema, Calif., last

March reported that a petition had been circulated there,

asking the Supervisors to prohibit the keeping of bees in that
place by a city ordinance, and askt us for instructions as to

what to do in the matter. We replied with advice, and docu-
ments for circulation. By posting the Board of Supervisors
in advance about the unconstitutionality of such an ordinance
if past, the members were fully prepared to deal with the

matter, and promptly denied the petition. Thus defeated,

they made trouble in Mr. Webster's apiary by overturnine the
hives and stealing the honey at night. We advised Mr. Web-
ster to let it be understood that he was a member of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Union, and that we would make it liot

for any one found meddling with the hives or bees. He did

so, and that trouble also ceast.

CO.MMISSION men's RATES.

In the case of S. T. Fish & Co., mentioned in my last Re-
port, being a disagreement about the rate of commission on
several carloads of honey, amounting to over @200—altho we
have written scores of lettes, the important documentary
proofs have not been produced on which to successfully estab-
lish the claim—several letters having been mislaid or lost.

Until these are found no further progress can be made. We
regret this, because we have already spent so much time,

labor and expense on the case. The Chicago commission men
repudiate the contract made by their representative at 5 per
cent, commission, and claim that the 10 per cent, they de-

ducted is their regular commission. When proof is produced
the case can be continued, but not before.

DEPREDATIONS ON AN APIART.

J. Kendall, of Blodgett's Mills, N. Y., complained that
depredations were made on his apiary in the night, out of

spite. We advised him to put up a sign stating that any one
trespassing on his premises would be prosecuted—then if the
miscreants could be found they would be dealt with according
to law, and the Union would help to do it.

threatens to poison the bees.

Among the cases which are now on the docket is one in

Pennsylvania, where a neighbor refused to allow a bee-keeper
to enter a yard where a swarm had alighted, to capture it and
take it to a hive—one that had a prized queen. Of course it

went to the woods and caused a loss. In this case we have
had a voluminous correspondence, as the neighbor threatened
to poison the bees, and was otherwise pugnacious. We wrote
to this neighbor demanding reparation. What the outcome
will be is yet undetermined. It Is not wise to give any further
particulars in this Report.

dispute about honey sales.

Early in January Thos. C. Stanley & Son, of Fairfield,

III., complained to the Union about the sale of some honey
shipt to C. F. Muth & Son, of Cincinnati, Ohio, proposing that
It be submitted to arbitration. We wrote to C. F. Muth &
Son, and the matter was submitted to the following arbitra-
tors : J. M. Hambaugh, A. I. Root and Eugene Secor.

Liong documents were prepared by each party and sent to

us, we forwarding these statements to each arbitrator, and
having his decision reserved to be mailed to us on a certain
day far enough in advance for all to come at once. These
decisions were collated, summarized and reported to both dis-

putants, who agreed in advance to abide the decision. This
entailed much labor in type-written copies, documents, letters,

etc., amounting to hundreds of pages.

The decision was rendered—then appealed from by C. F.
Muth & Son—and re-submitted, reviewed, re-affirmed, and re-

reported—covering a period of eight months, but the award of

$10 to T. C. Stanley & Son has not yet been paid.

LAWS relative TO APIARIES.

Reports have been circulated stating that the laws of

California compel bee-keepers to remove apiaries from the
vicinity of fruit-drying establishments, and restricted the
location of apiaries to certain distances from such. Hon. J.

M. Hambaugh and others wrote to us inquiring as to the dis-

tances named, if such were legal enactments.
It was also reported that bee-keepers were required to

shut up the bees during fruit-drying periods. Failing to do
so, the bees may legally be enticed by poisoned sweets and
destroyed. We were requested to look up the laws and ascer-
tain what truth there was in such statements.

We went to the law office of a Judge of the Supreme Court,
and made a thorough examination of the laws of California,

but found no law in the Code containing any restriction rela-

tive to the location of apiaries, either specifying nearness to

fruit-drying establishments or anything like it. Neither
could we find any law allowing fruit-men (or any other men)
to entice or. entrap bees, for the purpose of destruction, under
any circumstances.

The Judge who assisted us in this search has one of tha
largest law libraries in the State, and he assured us that there
was absolutely no foundation for any such a report. If any
such laws were enacted they would, be said, be unconstitu-
tional.

This is an important matter, and we therefore mention it

in this Report. Mr. Hambaugh was a member of the legisla-

ture of Illinois, and rightly concluded that if there was any
such law " surely something is needed in the way of legisla-

tion in behalf of the bee-keepers of California." But such a>

law does not exist.

BEES NEAR HIGHWAYS.

Many threatened disturbances about bees being kept near
highways have come up, and we have answered many letters

advising bee-keepers to keep their apiaries far enough away
to prevent the bees from being jarred by passing teams or

Thomas O. Newman.

annoyed by sweating horses, because either of these may cause
trouble ; to erect a high board fence where an apiary is near
neighbors' resideuces, and otherwise to prevent annoyance.
These matters have caused considerable correspondence, but
have prevented many cases of neighborhood troubles.

PUT A BEE-KEEPER IN .JAIL.

Frank S. Buchheim, of Santa Ana, Calif., a member of the
Union, in September, 1897, was arrested, under Sec. 370, of

the Penal Code of California, tor keeping 100 colonies of bees
on his premises, charging him with maintaining a nuisance In

the neighborhood, averring that the bees ate up and destroyed
the fruit belonging to the neighbors, and interfered with
laborers who were engaged In caring for the fruit, etc. His
apiary and premises cover 7K acres. He built a fence 6 feet

high to enclose 24x32 feet. In which he kept the hives of bees
during the fruit-drying season, thus controlling the bees and
preventing annoyance to the neighbors. But they were not
satisfied with these precautions, and demanded that the bees
be moved out of that locality.

Suit was brought against Mr. Buchheim for maintaining
a public nuisance, and he was fined .$50 and costs. As he
was a poor man with a large family to support, he did not pay
the fine, and was committed to jail for 25 days.

After 10 days had elapst an appeal was taken to the Su-
preme Court, and he was releast pending appeal.

The Union being appealed to for assistance, we collated

some points of law upon the case to aid the attorney, and gave
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advice on the course to be pursued, sending the Union's docu-
ments to be scattered among the interested parties. Mean-
while the Advisory Biard decided that the Union should take
part in Mr. Buchheim's defense. It is expected that the ap-

peal to the Supreme Court will be heard in a short time, when
a lively time will be given to the enemies of the pursuit.

ABE BEE.S A NUISANCE ?

F. H. Hunt, of Redlands, Calif., has been sued by W. F.

Whittier for damages, and prays for an injunction restraining

him from keeping bees within one mile of his land, claiming
that the bees befoul the water used for irrigating and domes-
tic purposes, also sting men who work in the adjoining field to

the apiary. Mr. Hunt's apiary was located there before Mr.
Whittier planted his orchard, and should have prior right to

the location—if there is to be any preference.

We have corresponded with the attorney in charge of the
defense, and have given all the aid in our power, stating many
points of law relative to the rights of bee-keepers, and fur-

nlsht him with the Union's ammunition, printed arguments
and decision of the Supreme Court of Arkansas, etc. The
trial is to come off on Jan. 12, 1898, and we hope will be
another victory for the rights of apiarists.

This case is of unusual interest, for many California api-

arists are in danger of similar lawsuits instigated by fruit-men
who are sworn enemies of the pursuit.

Thomas G. Newman, Oeneral Manager.
2096 Market St., Sap Francisco, Calif.

[While we are a little late in publishing the foregoing

report, it nevertheless will be interesting reading, as it shows

what the National Bee-Keepers' Union did during the year

1897. But we are now enabled, by the delay, to show our

readers—many of whom are Mr. Newman's old friends—

a

reproduction of his latest photograph, which, to us, seems to

Indicate that his residence in California has not tended to im-

prove his health very much.

—

Editor.]

Proceedings of the Colorado State Convention.

REPORTED BY F. L. THOMPSON.

IContlnued from page 310 1

Tlic Honey-Industry in Colorado.

It seems that some member of the Horticultural Associa-
tion lately claimed that our spraying law could not be enforced,
and added something to the effect that bee-keeping was of
small importance. I do not know who the man was, except
that he was some Western slope man, and do not know his

exact words.

I will consider his last assertion or implication first. Our
Secretary has fairly reliable data to show that last year's pro-
duct of the Eastern slope alone in comb honey was aljout
1,000,000 pound sections. I learn on good authority that
Orand Junction sent out six carloads, and that the other por-
tions of the Western slope sent out not less than six more,
making 12 in all, or 240,000 pounds. Let us call the net
gain on comb honey 5 cents a pound. That Is surely low
•enough. Then 1,240,000 pounds of comb honey at 5 cents a
pound represents a net gain to the State of .$62,000. I do
not know how much extracted honey was produced ; doubtless
several hundred thousand pounds.

VALUE OF HONEY.

The farm honey of the Western slope is also not included
In the above estimate. All in all, the lowest estimate of the
direct cash value of the honey-industry cannot be less than
$70,000. But this is only half the story. R. L. Taylor, of
Michigan, who was director of the Apicultural Experiment
Station for several years, stated that the benefits arising from
the cross-fertilization of blossoms by bees are worth more to

the people at large than the cash value of the honey itself. He
Js a horticulturist as well as a bee-keeper. I have never seen

that statement contradicted ; and, indeed, I do not suppose it

can be, as many proofs show that such benefits are great, not

only to the fruit-men, but also to gardeners and farmers. We
might, then, modestly place the value of apiculture at .f 140,-

000; but let us be very modest and say $100,000. Perhaps
my intellect is very feeble, but I really am unable to see that

an industry worth .$100,000 is of small importance.

I know nothing of the comparative value of the fruit-

industry ; but we know that It has a Horticultural Board,
whose mileage expenses are paid by the State, a Secretary
with a salary of $1,000, two rooms in the Capitol, a library,

a number of display cases, appropriate furniture, a high
grade typewriter, stationery, etc.; possibly, on the whole, an
annual expense of .$1,500 to the State. Now, if the fruit-in-

dustry is worth $100,000 to the State, why do we not get

$1,500? If it is worth $200,000 to the State, why do we
not get $750? If it is worth $500,000, why do we not get

$300 ? We have a few county inspectors, but the fruit peo-

ple have theirs, too, except for the publication of our annual
report, we get nothing from the State.

SEEMING INJUSTICE.

The truth of the matter seems to be that our legislators

being only disposed to appropriate so much anyhow to indus-

tries benefiting the State, a few conceive it is to the interest

of the industries already represented to keep others out, be-

cause every new sharer means a less share to each one. But
if this is the case, I would recommend to those who discuss

the matter to first recognize statistics to some extent. We
bee-keepers may not be politicians, as some are, but we can
see the sun at noonday ; and If such motives peep out they

put ideas in our heads that otherwise we might not have en-

tertained. Injustice arouses a keener desire for justice.

Judging by what the the fruit-industry receives, what ought
another rural industry, contributing as do all rural pursuits

to the health of the Nation, not only physically, but morally
ae well, to have a State appropriation when it reaches the

value of .$100,000? A room In the Capitol, expenses for dis-

plays both in and out of the State, advertisement of the value

of honey as a far healthier food than cane-sugar or commer-
cial glucose, this feature alone being worth more to the State

than the whole would cost; a library, an executive adminis-

tration, either independently or in connection with the Horti-

cultural Board, and a remuneration for the exceedingly neces-

sary and valuable services of a Secretary, which shall be in

just proportion to that received by similar officials.

VALUELESS LAND USED.

Let us now suppose that the fruit-industry should be said

to be worth some fixt sum of money to the State, such an esti-

mate being based on the net value of the fruit alone. It has
been suggested to me that if that were the only base of calcu-

lation, the result would be incorrect. The industry would
really be worth less. For, as a rule, horticulture takes the

best farming land—land that might have been put in grain,

hay or potatoes ; so that the real value of the horticultural

industry, as such, is not represented by the net value of the

crop, but by the difference in value between the fruit and the

staple which might have been raised on the land the fruit-

trees occupy. This will cut down considerably whatever
figure may be assigned to horticulture, based on the net value

of fruit; and this net value may so-netimes be less than noth-

ing, especially in the case of perishable fruit. Two producers

of peaches at Montrose got back only enough to pay for the

boxes.
On the other hand, estimates of the value of the honey-

industry are influenced by no such_ consideration. Apiaries

occupy an exceedingly small portion of land ; and this land
need not be, and generally is not, of any particular value for

other purposes. Not only so, but the product is a spontaneous
one in the form of floral nectar, which would utterly go to

waste if not for the bees. The value of honey is a clear gain

to the State, and, finally, what is not generally understood,

honey is as valuable an article of diet as fruit, and should be

as plentifully used. Being concentrated, it is one of our
cheapest foods. It is not merely to be regarded from the

chemical point of view as one of the sugars, but from a hy-

gienic standpoint it Is already what the other sugars have to

be reduced to before they can be assimilated, thus saving the

wear and tear of the system and the tendency to Bright's dis-

ease and kindred disorders which the free use of cane-sugar
in modern times is causing. The muscular energy which
science has discovered to be the result of sugar as food can be

obtained in no safer way than by eating honey. It follows

that the Industry of honey-production Is Intrinsically valuable,

as substituting a cheap and wholesome article for other more
or less harmful members for an essential class of foods.
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THE SPRAYING LAW.

About the other question, whether our spraying law can
be enforced, not much need be said. It is a measure which is

highly essential to the well-being of an Industry worth $100,-
000 to the State, cases having already occurred in which
spraying out of season caused direct and great loss to bee-

keepers. It does not In any markt degree interfere with the
welfare of other industries of the State. Unless these two
statements are proved to be false, I do not see that the author
of the assertion has any case. If I understand it rightly, he
said that some trees would be blooming while others were not,

hence the blooming season could not be defined strictly enough
to apply the law. It seems to me this is splitting hairs. There
is nothing to prevent one tree from being sprayed, when it

has finisht blooming, while at the same time another tree is

not sprayed because It is yet In bloom. The spraying law Is

in force In Vermont and Washington and the Province of On-
tario and perhaps elsewhere, and we have heard of no such
objections raised to it.

But it Is not enough for us to show the emptiness of such
strictures. The very fact that they were made causes a sus-

picion that a spirit unfriendly to us exists in certain quarters.
Last spring it was the Grand Junction horticulturists who for

some reason which they did not see fit to impart, opposed the
addition of a clause prohibiting the exposure of poisoned mix-
tures on which bees will work. We gave way to them in

that. Now somebody from the Western slope carries opposi-
tion a little farther. We are justified in asking " Why ?" It

is not enough that some Eastern slope fruit-man tells us he
doesn't know of any reason for discussion among bee and fruit

men. We want to know what is the matter with those West-
ern people.

A PERSONAL STATEMENT.

I have thought that perhaps occurrences in which I was
concerned, in both of which cases certain private letters got in

the papers without knowledge or intention, may have caused
some person or persons who were not acquainted with the
facts to assume that such action was intentional, and that it

was also done with the connivance of the bee-keepers at large ;

and, as an inference, that bee-keepers in general are rather a
grasping set, who need to know their place. Such assump-
tions, if they continue to exist, as they have existed (and, by
the way, I have never received any assurance that they have
ceast to exist, tho I should have expected it), have not an atom
of truth. Further, there Is not the slightest danger that such
assumptions will ever again be even apparently true; for in

consequence of the implied ascription of malicious motives
which has never been removed, and also because I realize that
I have not the necessary business abilities, I have determined
hereafter not to do any work for either of our associations
which involves any business, except in the way of Informal
assistance to committees and ofBcers. That settles that. The
opposition must show other grounds for their hostility than
anything connected with those occurrences, and it would be
well for them to recollect that if bee-keepers can be injured
in the eyes of horticulturists by mistakes which have the ap-
pearance, but not the reality of injustice, horticulturists will

surely be injured in the eye of bee-keepers by the genuine
article.

THE TIME TO SPRAY.

I am glad to state, however, that in spite of my rather
discouraging experience, I suppose that the majority of fruit-

men are disposed to be fair-minded and courteous. Mr. A. F.
Reeves, the fruit-inspector of Montrose county, I think is such
a man. He has made a study of entomology, and appears to

be competent. He told me that the spraying law was all

right, and a good thing ; tho in one respect only It might not
be entirely just in its workings, because once in several years
a peach-louse makes Its appearance, which can only be killed

by spraying during bloom. A provision ought to be made to

meet this exigency. I recommend that the association corres-
pond with Mr. Reeves on the matter. Whatever provision is

made should, of course, do away with the essential part of

the law ; for not only could we 111 afford to have our bees
killed by the bushel just at the critical period of their devel-
opment, but the horticulturists themselves cannot afford to

dispense with the services of the bees in securing cross-ferti-
lization, which means more and better fruit ; nor can they
afford to overlook the fact that, with the small exception
noted, they are simply wasting their spraying material in

spraying out of season, because all the common Insects injuri-

ous to fruit can only be reacht by spraying after bloom.
F. L. Thompson.

Mr. Devinney— No action was taken by the Horticultural
Board on the matter.

Mr. Honnet—While some remarks were made, I cannot
recollect anything of the kind as having taken place.

Mr. Milleson— If anything was said detrimental to our In-
terests, I fail to remember it, with one or two exceptions. As
County Fruit Inspector I have not met more than one or two
who gave any Indication of ignoring the law. Leading fruit-
growers have no oppostion to it. It Is almost univerally con-
ceded that we have rights.

Pres. Aikin—I think that no feeling exists.

On motion of Mr. Devinney, the Association voted that
the paper be given to the press for publication.

A LETTER ON SPRAYING FRUIT-TREES.

In the hurry of business the following letter from a bee-
inspector of the Western slope was not read before the Asso-
ciation. It will be appropriate here :

" I think there will be a strong effort made to repeal the
law that we workt so hard for last winter, with regard to
spraying during fruit-bloom, and many are making threats
now that they will spray while in fruit bloom. I cannot see
why any sensible fruit-grower should want to kill off all pol-

len-bearing insects (bees included) that so greatly assist In the
setting of fruit, and that at a time when they are all he does
kill. We will do all we can by persuasion up till that time,

and then If they insist -on spraying, we (the bee-keepers) will

see that they atone to the offended law."

A LETTER ON TAXING BEES.

The following letter from a bee-keeper was read, which
had been sent to the Secretary of the Denver Bee-Keepers'
Association, who, on account of absence, turned it over to
Secretary Raucbfuss :

" What I am interested In as I suppose we all are. Is the
point as to the \c(jal right of assessors to tax bees. All prop-
erty is taxable unless specially exempted, i. e., all property
recognized as such by law. If I understand the scope of the
decision of the Attorney General, it is clearly that bees are not
property at law in Colorado, and therefore not subject to tax-

ation. It is this phase only of the subject that has practical
Import to bee-keepers, for I cannot conceive how we can pro-
tect at ta it' that which has no standing at law. Of course I
know that we can hold bees, birds, fishes and other wild ani-

mals, and the law will not interfere, but in case of depreda-
tion by others, what is the remedy? What Is their leqnl

value? Can an assessor list for taxation? As I understand
it, the right to assess carries with it the right of legal protec-
tion, and I am of the opinion neither obtains in our State.

Situated as you are where you can in the name of the bee-
keeping Interest have a decision settling these points made, I

conceive it would be of great value as determining what
course bee-keepers ought to pursue in asking such legislation

as may be necessary to surround our interests by the law's
protection. I believe I, in my former letter, stated that It

had been necessary to have dogs made property by enactment.
Surely, they are much more readily held, valued, recognized
and recovered than bees. I know that in many places they
were taxt, but that was in the nature of a license to provide a
fund against their depredations, or for protection."

Mr. Nichols— I am the assessor of Montrose county, and
a heavy bee-keeper. I am not posted on the law. My busi-

ness Is merely to list for taxation. They have never objected
to taxing bees in Montrose county. Yet many bee-keepers get
little or nothing from their bees. The commissioners value
every colony at !$1.00. I think it is wrong, and that the as-

sessor should fix the value. I believe a fixt valuation of colo-

nies is just as unjust as a military tax, which was considered
unjust at the recent assessors' meeting. A year ago I cut
down the valuation of bees and equalized them, calling the
best $1.00, some T.'i cents, and others lower; but the Board
of Equalization said one colony was as good as another, and
placed the value of every one at $1.00.

Several members thought the county had no right to tax
bees.

Mr. Rhodes—The real question is. Are bees property Id

law ? Is there a value that can be recovered ?

Mr. Nicholas was appointed a committee to interview the
Attorney-General on the subject.

Officers were elected for the ensuing year as follows:

President, R. C. Aikin; Vice-President, R. H. Rhodes; Secre-

tary, Frank Rauchfuss, Elyrla ; Treasurer, Mrs. R. H.
Rhodes : Member Executive Committee, B. Honnet.

The Committee on Organization and Marketing, consist-

ing of Messrs. Elliott, Whipple, Pease, and Lyon, submitted a
report which caused considerable discussion. Some favored
the agency plan, some that of a supervision by a Board of
Directors. The committee's report, embodying the latter plan,

was not acted upon, but a resolution by Mr. Tracy was past.
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that the Association agrees to abide by the action of the com-
mittee. This gives the committee time to sound virus and
perfect details. The result of their deliberations is expected
to be made known at the spring meeting.

A complete recasting of the Constitution and By-Laws
was presented by the committee for that purpose, and adopted
by the Association, which it is believed will make the Associa-
tion's work more effective than heretofore.

Mr. Nichols, by request, spoke of his scraping-machine
for separators, which saves him some work and expense. The
essential feature is two knives with springs.

THE BEE-INSPECTORS' REPORTS.

J. B. Adams, Boulder County—Total number of colonies
inspected, 580; number diseased, 32; destroyed, 32.

Thos. A. Riggs, Arapahoe County—Number inspected,
942: diseased, 39; transferred, 26; destroyed, 13.

Peter Kranz, Otero County—Number inspected, 2,738;
diseased, 27.

H. Porter, Jefferson County—Number inspected, 2,294
;

diseased, 15; destroyed, 15.
M. A. Gill, Mesa County—Number inspected, 2,733 ; dis-

eased, 26 ; destroyed. 26.
Chas. Adams, Weld County—Number inspected, 18; dis-

eased, none.
Mrs. A. .T. Barber. Montezuma County—Number in-

spected, 192; diseased, 2; destroyed, 2.

Frank Rauchfuss, Sec.

CONDOCTED BT

DBt. O. O. AULLER, MAREISIGO, ri,L.

[OuBBtlonB may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Trimmings Down Brood-Combs.

When combs are very rough, is it a good plan to cut them
down smooth in the flush of the season ? Conn.

AN.SWER.—You probably refer to irregularities on the sur-
face of brood-combs. It's a good plan to trim down the worst
of these at auy time when convenient.

Laiig^trolli and IIU Invention.

In the Bee Journal I often see a certain Mr. Langstroth
mentioned. I suppose he is the inventor of a kind of hive or
frame very valuable to bee-keepers. I would like to know
something about him, especially the time and place he lived
and died, and about his Invention. WiscoN.siN.

Answer.—Rev. Lorenzo Lorraine Langstroth was born in

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 25, IBKJ. In 1852 he invented the
movable frame, went to Oxford, Ohio, in 1858, and to Dayton,
Ohio, in 1857, dying there Oct. 6, 1895.

Carrying Out Brood—Feeding Bees.

1. What is wrong with my bees ? Two colonies began
gathering pollen the first week in April, and seemed to be
doing well, but now in the morning I find some of the brood
on the alightiug-board, some of which are about nine days old,
I judge, and others have wings and eyes formed, some of which
seem partly torn to pieces. Some of the former are alive when
found. They are in old-fashioned box-hives, so I cannot ex-
amine inside very well. One of these colonies swarmed once
last summer. The other did not.

2. I have another colony that did not swarm, and seemed
to have very few bees all summer. This spring it has gath-
ered no pollen. Are they queenless?

3. What is the best way to feed in box-hives ? I intend to
get rid of them as soon as possible. New York.

Answers.— 1. The probability is that your bees were near
the starving point, hence destroyed brood. Very likely the
coming of fruit-blossoms has corrected the trouble.

2. If they carry no pollen when other colonies are carry-
ing in plenty, they are likely queenless, and should be united
with another colony. Make a hole in the top of the hive if

there is none, then set the hive under another that has a queen.

3. OLe good way is to use the crock-and-plate method •

making a hole in the top of the hive, then covering over s**

that no bee can get in from the outside without going tbrougq
the hive.

Getting Bees oo \ew Combs.

I have 10 colonies of bees in standard hives, the combs of
which are old and have a great deal of drone comb in them. I

want to get the bees on full sheets of foundation and use the
old combs for extracting purposes. I thought of fitting up
other brood-chambers with foundation, and raising up the old
hive, set the new one under with a queen-excluder between
them, with the queen below. Will this do ? If not, how shall
I do It ? Indiana.

Answer.—Sometimes a queen will sulk without laying for
some time if confined on foundation below, with brood above
the excluder. Give her one frame of brood below by way of
encouragement.

Building or Drone-Comb.

1. If a hive-body tilled with frames containing starters be
placed under a colony of bees, will they build as much drone-
comb as they would if it were placed above them ?

2. How would you proceed to have a number of brood-
frames filled with comb and have as little drone-comb as pos-
sible when only starters are used In the frames, and the apiary
run for extracted honey ? New York.

Answers.— 1. It would be more likely used for brood
below, and on that account more likely to be worker ; but if

used for storing honey there might be no difference.

2. Have the comb built in weak colonies, and in colonies
with young queens.

Oalhering Pollen and Honey—Alfalfa.

1. Do bees gather honey and pollen at the same load ?

2. Do bees get much honey from box-elder ?

3. What Is the general length of the alfalfa honey-flow?
4. Is there ever a failure of a honey-flow under irrigation ?

5. We have thousands of acres of alfalfa, but most of It is

kept for seed, and not Irrigated, and that which is cut for hay.
is cut before the first bloom appears. Last year was my first

year here, and I saw the bees working on alfalfa only about a
week, just before frost. Alfalfa produces from 6 to 8 tons of
hay per acre, and from 7 to 15 bushels of seed. Now, if you
or any one else can tell me how to handle It, to get a honey-
crop, I will be very much pleased. Nebraska.

Answers.— 1. They often bring honey without pollen, and
when they bring pollen they may bring honey with It, perhaps
not very often bringing pollen without honey. Possibly that
may not be the rule In all localities.

2. I think they do, but I may be mistaken.
3, 4, 5. I confess ignorance, and will be glad if our alfalfa

friends will help us out.

Sivarming—Ceils of Old Combs.

1. Does the queen, or do the bees, cause swarming ?

2. Do bees swarm after or before queen-cells are built ?

3. Can a queen's wings be dipt with scissors ? If so, how ?

4. When comb Is used for a long time for rearing brood,
do the cells get small enough to make the bees under size (for

each bee leaves a web, I am told) ? Iowa.

Answers— 1. Both work together toward that end, but
the immediate impulse to swarming at the time the swarm is-

sues comes at times and perhaps always from the workers. It

sometimes happens that a swarm issues when there is no queen
in the hive, the queen having been taken away an hour or
more before, the bees not having yet found out their queen-
lessness.

2. Generally queen-cells are prepared and well advanced
before a swarm issues.

3. Yes. Hold the queen by the thorax or body (not by
the soft hinder part) having the tall toward the hand that
holds the scissors. Now cut off as much as you can conven-
iently from the two wings on the side next you (there are two
wings on each side.)

4. Some think a difference in size of bees results. Per-
haps most think there is no difference. I never throw away a
brood-comb because of its age. The change made in cells Is

mostly at the bottom, making the thickness of comb greater,
but not affecting the size of bees.
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Bees by Freight—Important.—Last week we
mentioned the subject of shipping bees by freight in less than
carload lots. The petition has gone in to the Western Classi-

fication Committee, J. T. Ripley, Chairman, Room 60-4, Great
Northern Hotel, Chicago, 111. Now what bee-keepers are to

do is this: Write the Committee at once, urging the granting
of the petition at their next meeting, to be held at Colorado
Springs, Colo., June 14. We trust that several thousand bee-

keepers will write immediately, addressing as above. There
seems good prospects of the petition being granted, if bee-

keepers will but show their interest in the matter. Espe-
cially the prominent bee-keepers should write, but no matter
how few bees you have, your letter will have weight. All

letters should reach the Committee by June 5—?iot later. Bet-

ter write now.
*-»-*

Bee-Keepingf Not a Nuisance.—We have re-

ceived the following, dated May 16, from General Manager
Newman, referring to a case mentioned in his Report, on page
324 of this number :

Friend York :—lam glad to inform you that Mr. Buch-
heim, referred to in my Annual Report as having been put in
jail on the ground that bee-keeping was a nuisance, has,
through the efforts of the National Bee-Keepers' Union, been
fully exonerated, and his bail discharged. This was a case
where the Union appealed from the Justice Court, which found
him guilty of maintaining a nuisance and sent him to jail. I

am just informed this morning of the success of our lawyer in
the case.

This is another victory for the National Bee-Keepers'
Union, which Is fully in keeping with its victorious record in
maintaining the rights of bee-keepers.

Thomas G. Newman,
General Manager.

Facing Cases ot Comb Honey has considerable

attention in the Review. Dr. Miller has a tilt with the editor,

the latter claiming the battle because the former allows it to

be the correct thing to put the best side of a section out, altho

vigorously objecting to the practice of putting the best sec-

tions in sight. Mr. Doolittle stands firm on his former ground,

giving the testimony of a commission man, who says it is his

business to know what is in the middle of the case. Editor

Hutchinson feels sure Mr. Hasty did not understand Mr. Doo-

little, and thinks it well that Mr. Doolittle "has explained

more fully." Whether Mr. Hasty or any one else besides

Editor Hutchinson can see anything different from the explan-

ation, remains to be seen. We stand right where we did on

page 2^7. Wrong is wrong, and no amount of explanation

will make wrong right.

Deatb of Cbas. F. Muth.—The following item

was sent to us by Dr. A. B. Mason, being taken from the

Toledo Blade :

" Cincinnati, Ohio, May 16.—Chas. F. Muth, a prominent
and wealthy merchant of this city, and recently elected mem-
ber of the Board of Control, committed suicide on his farm
near Morristown, Ind. He was found dead with a rifle-ball

through his head. It is supposed to be a case of sudden in-

sanity, as he was heard to complain of his head."

This is very sad. Indeed. We have received no further

particulars at this writing, but hope to have more next week.

"Bienenzucbt und Honiggevrinnungnach
der neuesten Methode. Kurz und klar dargestellt von J. F.

Eggers, praktischer Imker bei Grand Island, Nebr. J. F.

Eggers, Herausgober und Verleger, Grand Island, Nebr." So

reads the title page of a new book of 50 pages In which bee-

keepers from Germany will find in their own loved mother-

tongue in condenst form the principles of bee-keeping as prac-

ticed in this country. It is well up-to-date, and so simply

and plainly written that it may well be recommended as a

text-book to bee-keepers who are striving to master the in-

tricacies of the German language.

The price of the book is 50 cents postpaid. It is bound

in stiff board covers. Orders may be sent to the Bee Journal

office.

Don't Sbip Comb Honey by Express.—
While It may be somewhat early to say anything about ship-

ping honey, we feel that we ought to refer to a case that came

under our observation about two weeks ago.

A prominent Chicago honey-dealer sent for us to come

and see a lot of comb honey that he had just received—from a

bee-keeper about 50 miles from Chicago. The honey was put

up in double-tier out-of-date 24:-pound shipping-cases, and

two of them had been fastened together by nailing pieces of

lath across their ends. There was perhaps 500 pounds of

beautiful honey in the shipment. But it wasn't so beautiful

when the commission man received It. It was the worst

broken up—and broken down—leaky lot of honey we ever saw.

It wa^ shipt by express. That, of course, explained it. We
could scarcely believe it, when we were shown the shipper's

letter, to find that he was an old, experienced bee-keeper, and

yet knew no better than to ship such a lot of honey by ex-

press ! Of course he doesn't read the American Bee Journal.

The producer, in his letter of instructions to the dealer,

was very careful to tell how carefully the honey was graded,

and how well it was put up ; and that he expected a good

price for it, of course. But we wouldn't have given 5 cents

per pound for it. Why, we wouldn't have wanted such a mess

at any price.

It seems strange that after the bee-papers have been so

careful to tell honey-producers just how to prepare and ship

comb honey, those that should know better will simply go on
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in their blindness, and then blame the commission man, very

likely. If anything is wrong, or different from what was ex-

pected. And yet, if some folks think they know it all, and

won't read, they will have to take the consequences, of

course.

Now, don't ship comb honey by express. Put the ship-

ping-cases of honey In large crates holding perhaps 200
pounds each, with several inches of straw in the bottom and

at the sides of the crate. Then nail a 3 or 4 inch board on each

side a third of the way down from the top, letting the boards

extend about eight inches at each end, for handles by which

two men will carry the crate. Honey thus packt will stand

lots of bumping around, and will almost invariably reach its

destination without any breakage whatever.

Pacific Bee Journal Discontinued.—We
have received the following notice, dated May 8, and signed

by Editor Bennett:

The publication of the Pacific Bee Journal has been post-

poned, owing partly to my connection with the National
Guards of California, who daily await orders from the Govern-
ment to take the field; and partly to the lack of support
owing to the unfortunate dry year. I intend to resume the
publication at some fitting time, advancing all paid-up sub-
scriptions. B. S. K. Bennett.

c:^ Money but Pio Names.—We have received two

letters accompanied by a dollar; each, but the senders were

evidently in such a hurry to pay up that they forgot to sign

their names. On the envelop of one the postmark is "Pueblo,

Colo.;" on the other, "North Adams, Mass." Will the guilty

subscribers please write us at once, so that we can credit the

money properly.

A 'War Relief Fund.—We appeal to our readers
to join with us and thousands of other patriotic citizens

throughout the country in raising within the next 30 days a
relief fund of one million dollars to be placed in the hands of

the American National Red Cross and of the Central Cuban
Relief Committee, appointed by President McKinley.

We, with other publishers and merchants throughout the
country, are volunteering to receive donations of .$1.00 each
for the fund. It has been arranged to present every one, who
donates .SI.00, with a copy of a beautiful picture, "The
Accolade." This picture is a beautiful historical souvenir of
this great uprising of the American people to defend and set

free outraged Cuba. Every patriotic American should sub-
scribe at once ! Your help is needed '. Our boys are at the
front! Let us stand by them ! We do not reserve any com-
mission of any kind, and no profit is made by any persons
from this fund.

The souvenir that is given in return for each dollar do-
nated is a work of art fitted to adorn any parlor wall. It is a
large picture, IS by 38 inches in size. It presents Columbia,
the allegorical figure of the United States, bestowing the
Accolade on wounded Cuba. Judge Noah Davis, of New York,
speaks thus of the picture :

"The Accolade is the name of the kiss given as the final

ceremony in the bestowment of Knighthood upon the worthy
heroes of the Age of Chivalry. It was the token of love for
noble deeds—deeds done in the cause of Virtue—in the defense
of innocence and in the rescue of the humble and poor. It

was therefore 'The Kiss of Love "—the tenderest and sweet-
est kiss when given in the cause of suffering and helpless
humanity It is well, then, that in this hour of her awful
agony, America should clasp to her bosom the wretched and
unhappy Cuba and give her 'The Accolade'—the kiss of
charity and love, and the token of hope for peace and happi-
ness, bestowed by a mighty people in the name of God and
Liberty."

c Now let every one of 'our readers send promptly to this

office $1.00 toward ;this Million-Dollar Relief Fund. The
cause will commend Jitself to every liberty-loving humane
American.

Remember no commissions are paid to any one for raising
this fund. The contributions go intact to the Relief Fund.

All help, and help at once-

Mr. Hamilton Piper, of Calcasieu Co., La., writes :

"The American Bee Journal is good. The number for

May 12 is worth a year's subscription to any bee-keeper."

Mr. D. W. Heise—the Ontario bee-keeping chap that

noses around and picks up notes on bees wherever he can find

them, for the Canadian Bee Journal—wrote us May 4 that

his " bees are all right, but the weather unfavorable."

Mr. E. W. Brown, of Erie Co., N. Y., writing May 16,

said :

"I had my first swarm May 13. It was brought down
from the top of an apple-tree by my wife, while 1 was in

Buffalo."

Dr. Peiro is now located at Central Music Hall, Chicago.

Any of our readers contemplating consulting him are informed

that the Doctor will be absent from his office during July.

Appointments to see him should be made by letter in advance

of starting, to insure certainty of personal interview.

Mr. Thomas G. Newman, of San Francisco Co., Calif.,

writing us May 12, reported :

"The weather is cold and disagreeable here this spring.

Fruit is killed, and of honey there will be none to spare, even

If there is enough to keep the bees over."

Mr. J. O. Gkimsley, of Pickett Co., Tenn., writing us on

May 16, said

:

"A very backward spring, but bees are working nicely

now. Poplar is just in bloom."

Mr. Grimsley edits the bee-department of The Ruralist—

a

monthly paper publisht in Maryland.

Mr. Harry S. Howe is the Secretary of the New York
State Association of Bee-Keepers' Societies, organized at

Geneva, N. Y., March 16. Mr. Howe's picture appears In

the May American Bee-Keeper. He has become famous in

his section of the country a? the lightning extractor of honey

and general all-around apiarian hustler. Howe's all right,

"any-Howe."

Rev. W. Anderson, of Bureau Co., 111., called on us May
18, when attending a convention in the interest of his (the

Congregationalist) church held in Chicago at that time. Mr.

Anderson has some 30 colonies, and finds their care both

pleasant and profitable. There doubtless are many preachers

throughout the country that might find it to their advantage,

both physically and financially, to have a few colonies of bees

upon which to spend their leisure hours.

Mr. G. M. Doolittle, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., writing us

May 12, said :

" Since March our spring has been wet and cold—so wet

that farmers are ' blue ' on account of not being able to get in

their crops, and bees have had only two days in which they

could get anything from hard maple and willow—the only

thing in blossom so far. Bees are really in poorer condition

now than they were the middle of March. I will have to feed

soon unless good bee-weather comes."

Editor Hutchinson's father-in-law died May 1, at the

age of 74 years. He was a bee-keeper over half his life. Mr.

Hutchinson says :

" I remember with pleasure the visits that I made him

when scarcely out of my 'teens,' to 'talk bees.' It was during

these visits that I made the acquaintance of the girl who has

since been my good wife."

Y'es, of course Mr. Hutchinson made those visits to "talk

bees" to the father, and finally talkt "honey" to the daugh-

ter. Great scheme that. Favorably impress the parents, and

half the battle is won—sometimes.
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An End-Spacer at the Bottom of the frame is strougly
recommended by the American Bee-Keeper. A staple driven
into the end of the bottom-bar, projecting y-inch, so that in

rapid handling there will be no danger of crushing bees or
queens between the end-bar and wall of hive.

Liime Good for Sweet Clover.—J. E. Crane, in Review,
strongly endorses the idea that lime is needed for sweet clover,
by saying that at the great marble quarries at Rutland, Vt.,
sweet clover grew in great luxuriance on the heaps of waste
where to the depth of 20 feet there was nothing but marble,
or pure lime.

Breeding Out the Swarming Instinct.—" If the desire to
incubate has been so nearly bred out of some breeds of fowls,"
says J. E. Crane, in Review, " why may we not breed out the
disposition in bees to swaroQ ? I believe it can be done ; and
with far less labor and time than the desire in fowls to incu-
bate has been eradicated."

Comb of Buckwheat Heavier than Clover.—"When we
take the same brand of foundation and supply it to bees gath-
ering clover honey, and to bees gathering buckwheat honey,
we find invariably that there is a very much larger amount of
added wax in the case of the buckwheat than in the case of
the clover," says Prof. Shutt, in Canadian Bee Journal.

Strength of Flavor in Honey depends somewhat upon the
yield, according to E. E. Hasty, in Review. The quantity of
essential or flavoring oil seems to be about the same whether
the secretion of honey be much or little. Same with coloring
matter. So in a heavy yield both color and flavor will be light,
and vice versa. Basswood honey is sometimes yellow by scant
secretion, and apple honey over-flavored and bitter.

Section-Cleaners, so far, have generally been of sand-
paper, which soon clogs and demands renewing. .J. E. Crane,
In Gleanings, thinks there might be a solid cylinder of emery,
a cylindrical spring-wire brush, or a cylinder with knives so
set as to wind around it like the threads of a screw, which last
would not be likely to clog, or if it did it could be easily cleaned
with the point of a knife while revolving very slowly.

Cane vs. Beet Sugar.— Dr. Miller asks in British Bee
Journal whether definite experiments have been made as to
relative value of the two for feeding bees. The editor says
although no experiments have been specially made, it is gen-
erally accepted as a proved fact in England that the chemicals
employed in making beet sugar are injurious to bees, and
strongly advises the use of none but refined cane-sugars.

A Conspiracy seems to be hatching in the brain of the
Noter and Picker of the Canadian Bee Journal, who has evi-
dently noted this Boiler as one to be pickt upon, and he is try-
ing to poison the mind of that innocent youth, E. E. Hasty,
Inciting him to deeds of darkness by speaking in some heathen
tongue such words as " exterminateannihilateredueehimtoa-
shadow." Such things in a civilized country are dreadful !

Basswood.—"I find by going over ray diary that my bees
have averaged fully 5(_l pounds per colony from basswood
alone, each year, during the past 25 years I never knew
of but one season when basswood did not furnish some honey,
and that was the last When the secretion is at its best, I

doubt whether there is such a thing as overstocking a good
basswood locality, if 1,1)00 colonies were located all in one
place."—G. M. Doolittle, in American Bee Keeper.

Apple-Bloom is highly valued by G. M. Doolittle. as it is

by many others. It comes at a time when it tells greatly on
the development of the colony, making it ready for the white
clover harvest. As Quinby says: "This season often de-
cides the prosperity of the bees for the summer." The best
year Doolittle ever had for apple-bloom was 1877, and that
year he got his biggest crop of honey, averaging 166 2 3
pounds per colony, spring count, mostly comb honey. One

day in apple-bloom he timed the bees. At 8 o'clock the num-
ber of bees that entered the hive in a minute averaged 43 ; at
10 o'clock, -1:9 ; at 1 o'clock, 51 ; at 5 o'clock, 43. A hive
that was weighed gained 8 pounds 2 ounces through the day,
and lost 3 pounds 2 ounces by evaporation through the follow-

ing night, making a net gain of 5 pounds of honey for the-

day's work, showing that the nectar was very thin.—Bee-
Keepers' Review.

A Little Scrap About the Plain Section takes place in

the Canadian Bee Journal between Editors Root and Holter-
mann. The former doesn't want his firm clast as a swindle by
pushing what Holtermann calls "a decided humbug." Holter-
mann replies he only meant it was "apiece of nonsense or
folly." Root asks the statement to be pointed out where he
said a section without bee-ways would In itself give fatter
combs, or that a tall section is better '.filled out than a square
one. To this request no reply is made.

Do Not Overstock Your Field.— Suppose within range of
your bees throughout the summer there are 4,000 pounds to
be gathered, and 80 pounds per year are necessary for each
colony for their own use. If you have 50 colonies, and there
are no other bees in the neighborhood, your bees will live

through but afford no surplus for you. If, however, you have
only 25 colonies, and these can gather all the honey, there
will be 2.000 pounds of surplus for you. Something to think
about.—Bieuenzucht und Honiggewinnung.

Cane vs. Beet Sugar.—"There have been cases of dysen-
tery in this county during the past winter, the bees were able
to take flights almost daily up to end of January, showing that
either cheap beet sugars are often used in preparing bee-food,

or that, if cane sugar is used, the food is very badly prepared.
I always make my bee-food from cane-sugar, besides feeding
up a number of colonies for procrastinating bee-keepers in

order to save them, and have not had a single case of dysen-
tery," says Wm. Loveday, in British Bee Journal. He thinks
America is just the place to make definite experiments as to
using beet sugar for winter, where bees are confined four or
five months in cellars. Isn't most of the sugar used for win-
tering in this country beet sugar ? and isn't cane better ?

Measurements of Comb-Bases. -The editor of Gleanings

(p. 357) says they have a micrometer that measures " the ten-

thousanth part of an inch as easily as you would measure off

eighths of an inch on a foot-rule," and he has been measuring
septums. He thinks the bees do thin the base of foundation
slightly. Prof. Beal's measurements, as given in Review,
made the base of extra-thin .0056, drawn foundation nearly
.0100, Bingham no-wall .0043, and natural about .0067.
Editor Root's measurements made the base of natural comb
only about half as much, averaging from .0030 to .0036, and
he thinks Prof. Beal must have used comb that was built when
honey was coming in very slowly. Extra-thin Mr. Root found
.0050 to .0061*, about the same as Prof. Beal, and thin foun-
dation running 11 feet to the pound .()i)71. He thinks the
drawn foundation can be made with much thinner base by
using the natural instead of flat base. He liopes they will be
able to make the IS-feet-to-the-pound foundation with base
.00311, which will defy connoisseur or micrometer to detect
the difference between it and the natural product of the bee.

Drawn-Out Combs, or unfinisht sections, to be used over
again, are discust somewhat fully by Dr. C. C. Miller (Glean-
ings, page 342.) While leaving a loop-hole for possible re-

treat by saying that he is ready to change his opinion upon
sufficient evidence, he combats vigorously the idea previously

held by the editor of Gleanings that for good results the cells

must not be more than ?g-inch deep, and challenges proof that
B. Taylor ever intended leveling for any other purpose than
to remove whatever of the edge might be objectionable, and
claims it is a waste to cut down a cell, no matter how deep,
after such objectionable part is removed. "One reason given
for having cells not more than J^-inch deep is that, when
deeper, the comb is tough. If there is any difference, ought
not the part of the comb last made be the most tender ? Then
why cut away that, leaving the toughest part? Another is

that with cells more than 'iinch deep, the honey is not as
thick and of as nice quality. .. .If it is true that a cell ?g' or J£-

deep is better than a deeper one just because of its depth, I

don't for the life of me see how it is possible to get away from
the logical conclusion that the greater the depth the poorer
the honey, and the less the depth the better the honey, the
best honey of all being produced on the Michigan no-wall
foundation."
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Bees Doin^ Well.

I had three swarms last week during
fruit-bloom, and all are doing well. Who
can beat that ? Alfalfa blooms in two
weeks. Kansas is all right.

Silas Hartkr.
McPherson Co., Kan., May 15.

Colonies Short of Stores.

Bees have wintered very well, but we
are having a very backward spell for

them just now, and they are short of
stores. Chas. Alexander.
Onondaga Co., N.Y., May 16.

Too Dry in California.

It is too dry here. No honey in Cali-

fornia this year. Most of the bees will

starve if not fed. I have 75 colonies,
and only two swarms, up to date.

Dan Clubb.
Tulare Co., Cal., May 9.

Looking for Swarms Daily.

My bees have wintered well. I have
80 colonies, losing two in wintering.
The Italians robbed them. I am looking
for swarms every day.

P. E. Camfield.
Shelby Co., 111., May 16.

Beats Previous Records.

The weather has not been very warm
so far this spring, but my winter and
spring loss at the home apiary is only
one colony out of 73, and this present
condition beats all previous records, as
over }i of them have queen-cells, ready
for swarming, and fruit-bloom is only
commencing to open.

Frank McNat.
Columbia Co., Wis., May 10.

Good Indications Now.
Fruit-trees are in full bloom, and the

bees are working heavily on them, but
we were having rain for the last three
days, so they could not work. I put 18
colonies into winter quarters, and did
not lose one— all came out good and
strong. The indications at present are
for a good honey crop this year.

John H. Rupp.
Washington Co., Kan., May 17.

Italian Bees' Honey—Foul Brood.

Mr. A. W. Hart, on page 269, asks
how it is that the Italian bees produce a
finer quality of honey than the blacks or
others, when all have access to the same
forage. The editor thinks here is a
chance for some one to distiuguish him-
self. Let me take that chance.
You know, nature and the breeder's

influence create different constitutions.

For example, take 10 cochins with 10
leghorns. Let all have access to the
same forage and you will have different
quantities, qualities and even colors of

eggs. What's the cause ? You say,
" Well, Asiatic hens are more flesh-pro-

ducing; and Mediterranean hens more
egg-producing." That's right, but that's

not all. Nature and the breeder's influ-

ence did something besides that. It made

BEE-BOOKS
SEX" POSTPAID BY

Georse W. York & Co.,
CblcaEO, Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
'or Pleasnre and Prudt. by Tliomas G.Newman.—
This edition has been lurtrely rewritten, thorouKhly
revised, and is " fully up with the times " lu all the
^provements and Invt'iitluiis lu this rapldly-devel-
^plDR pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything tliat can aid In the successful manaKe-
ment of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the mo>t honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2aO pages, and 243 Illustrations— Is beautifully
orlnted In the hlt-'hest slvie of the art, and bound
'n cloth, gold-lettered. Price. 51.00.

Lanffstroth on the Honey-Bee* revised by
r»atl:t lit—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re-written, and Is fully 11 lustra ted. It
treats of everythlntr relating to bees and bee-keep-
ng. No apiarian library Is complete without this
rtandard work by Kev. L. L. J.,ang8troth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It bas 520 pages;
t>ound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, J1.*J5.

Bee-K.ecper«' Oulde, or xVIanual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. .1 Cook, of the Michigan Agrl-
3ultural College.—This book la not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee keeping, but Is
Interesting and thoroughly practical and sclentlflc,
It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physloiog> of bees. 4t;u pages ; bound In cloth and
•uUy Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Sclentlflc Queen-Kearlnic, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of Queen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. I7f> pages, bound In
3loth. and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

oycloi>iedlft of 400 pages, describing everything
pertalulng to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains HOO engravings. It was written especially tot
:>eglnner8 Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Maiiauement. by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
>f this work Is too well known to need further
iesorlptlon of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Vou should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eeplngr, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
^e-culture. It has 'MAS pages; bound
n paper covers, fl.UO

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -
This Is a German translation of the prtnclppi por-
tion of the book called Bees OS Honey> 10; page
oamphlet. Price. 4U cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers. -

Fhoraas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
ilscusslon. etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. Also coataiag a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Wliy Eat Hoiiey ''—This Leaflet le intend-
ed for KKEE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, Ijy mail. 3n cts.; SiKi for$l.25; KtQO, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eai Honey.

AlMike Clover Leaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for 25 cts.; lOO for 40 cts.; 200, 7uc.

Apiary Reeister, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, f 1.00; for lOO colonies, $1.25.

Preparation of Honey for the Market,
'ncludlng the production and care of comb and
gxtracted honey. A chapter from Bees ANr
HoxEY. Price, 10 cents.

Bee-Pasturaere a Necessity.—This book sug
gests what and huw to plai it Is a chapter froQ'
BEE8 ANo HoNEV. Price. 10 Cents.

The Hive I rse, by G. M. nooUttle. It
details his management of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Di*. Honrard'M Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McBvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, l>5 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Coob.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. 25 cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Keepinpr. by G.
R. Pierce. Result of 2b years' experience. 30 cts.

Htfttory of Bee-Aeaoclations, and Brief Re-
orl of the first 20 conventions. Price, 10 cts

Fonl Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire,—Us Cause and Prevention. Price. 10 cts

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Orlpln.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keeplns for Profit, by Dr. G. L,.

Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the an-
ther's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." Wi p.; illustrated. 25c.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.

—

A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ao-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. Inbound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4<» cts. No. 2
in fine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to. 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd. How to Propagate li'ruit-

Plants. Vines and Trees; 4lh. General b'ruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25ctB.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price, 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on alt

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

liumber and Ijog-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

lYIaple Sugar and the Su?ar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price. 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for castinjr up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizlns, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.- Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.-Everylhing about Poultry Diseases-

and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the-

Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.-All about Turkey-Raisings

64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural Ijife.— Bees. Poultry, Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.-It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.-
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Book Clubbing Otlers.

(Read Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one jear with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each case wltli the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the hooks on this page

Following is the clubblng-llst

:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee »3.00

3 A B O of Bee-Oulture 2.00

3. Bee-Keepers Guide.... .......• 1.7&

4. Beesand Honey [Cloth bound]....-.. 1.6o

5. noolittle'B Scientific Queen-Kearing. 1.-5

6 Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.1

7. Advanced Bee-Culture... }-f9
9 Bienen-Kultur [German] l.^l>

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper toundl l./o

13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.18

14. Convention Hand-Book. l.io

15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10

16. Turkeys lor Market and Profit l.iu

17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10

38. Our Poultry Doctor l-iu

19. Green's Four Books J-lg
21. Garden and Orchard l.J>
33. Rural Lite ...• }}:%
25. Commercial Calculator. No. I i.-jO

36 Comme-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40

27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10

30. Potato Culture J.^O
3-2. Hand-Book of Health ...... 1.10

34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush

—

l..iu

35. Silo and Silage
,:. •

, JJx
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng I..i0

37. Apiary Register llor 50 colonies) l.vo

38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) .
2.00

A <(lIi;S'ri«:^—Could you not send

one or more new scbscribers with your
own renewal ? You doubtless have neigh-

bor beekeepers that would be glad to take

the Bee Journal it you would ask them, and
send in their subscription money. You will

find premiums offered by us from week to

week for such work. We would like to have
you help us roll up a large list of readers for

the old American Bee Journal.

Frank B. Barkloy itll':;. Co., 835 Old
Colony Uliii'.. OhlCMgo. 111., will sell you a bi-

cycle or sewiug machine direct trom factory.
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the leRhorus active, and this activity
made them hardy. So a leghorn hunts
and bunts ; it gets all that makes an egg
fine and rich. With bees it is the same.
Italians are more active and more hardy
than others. You may see them flying
soon in the morning and late in the
evening, when others stay at home. So
they have more chance to produce fine

honey than others. Certainly, the bees
"make" the honey, but first they must
have something to make it from. It is

not red clover they need, but they need
plenty to select the best. Therefore do
not breed from all Italian colonies

—

breed only from the most active. As a
rule, even Italians show exceptions.
Mr. E. S. Lovesy, of Salt Lake Co.,

Utah, gave a copy of Utah's new foul
brood law, providing that an inspector
shall visit all colonies of bees at least
once a year, and as many more times as
may be necessary. Such inspections of
hives without a good education of bee-
keeping is monstrous. Don't call a
State-guard when you may guard your-
self. Perhaps Mr. Lovesy will be kind
enough to tell why Utah's bee-keepers
can't guard themselves as well as an In-

spector can. J. VOLKERT.
Chesterfield Co., Va.

All Wintered.

I have 34 colonies that I wintered out-
doors, and they have come through in

good condition. My wife and I examined
the 24 colonies to-day, and dipt the
queens in all but two, where there were
so many bees I conld not find her. Dur-
ing the past year I have sold $160 worth
of honey, besides using all we wanted,
which is a large quantiiy, as I have a
Jarge family. Luthek Brown.

Litchfield Co., Conn., May iU.

No Lioss in Wintering:.

We wintered 30 colonies of bees with-
out a single loss. All are now very
strong except one. They work well
whenever the weather is warm enough.
There is a little new honey and plenty of
old in the brood-chambers. We expect
a good season and ready market for all

the honey we can get.

The American Bee .Toiirnal is a won-
derful help to rae. F. C. McClain.
Mason Co., Mich., May 12.

Perforated-Tin Section-Cleaner.

Believing that I have solved the diffi-

culty connected with the use of sand-
paper for cleaning sections, I thought
possibly it might interest the readers of
the American Bee Journal to know how.
I have a frame made like the Aspinwall,
having a small roller like his, also a disk
12 inches in diameter, but I believe Mr.
Aspinwall has given us the only correct
principle, as a disk brings the work too
far from the shaft, thus requiring too
much power for a foot lever.

With a 2}2-inch roller I first cover it

with tin tackt on for protecting the
wood from hot water or fire. Next I

•cut another sheet of tin the size to cover
the roller. This sheet I tack on a
smooth, hard board, then with a little

nail filed to a long, tapering point I per-
forate this sheet as closely as can be
done, never driving the nail up to

where it is even sized, thus leaving the
perforations like an inverted cone.
When done, tack this sheet on the roll,

tightly sinking the tack heads with a

^^^^^^
,

Urtrl'DnA toftd

sinQham
BeeSzDokflT

Bintihuiu .i Uethering-
ton Uncapping-

PRICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

Bee-SniDkers aiid Honey -Knives I
Smoke Ecgioe i largest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $13.(X); each, by mail, $1.50
Doctor 3>fi in. stove. Doz. y.<«J;

'"
1.10

Ounqueror 3-in. stove. Doz. 6.50;
" 1.00

l.arKe 2^-in. stove. Doz. S.iiO;
" .90

Plain 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.75;
" .70

l.,ittle Wonder (weieht 10 ounces)... 2-in. stove. Duz. 4.5fi; " .60
lloney-Knife Doz. 6.'t0; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before baying a Smoker
or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEAUS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir;—Have used the Conqueror t.') yenrs. 1 was always pleased with its

workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one thi8 summer, 1 write for a circu-
lar. 1 d»j n<jc think the -tiuch Smoke tCnsine too larjie.

January J7, 1'-yT. Truly, \V. II. Eagertv, Cuba. Kansas.

Mr. Binsrham. Dear Sir:— Please send per mail a 4-inch Smoke Engine. 1 have
one of vour 8nioker:>; it la too small in time ot trouble.

February lii. in^s. a. F. Seward, Riverside. Calif.

9A0t T. F. BIN<;hAITI, ParwelK iTIli-lilgan.

We "want

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
To Iiave a copj' of

\mt Our 1898 Catalog \mi

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure iu mailing you a copy.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Aseni for Uie Soiilli%%'e§t

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

VS we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low frelRht rates obtained by purchas-

ing voods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
. iug a direct through-Irelg-ht rate, thus enttin^ the freight in half,
we have estabUsht a branch house.at 17:J0 South 13lh St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all ^pia^lan Supplies*
the same as we do at Hipg-insvi'le, Mo. With the quality of our
g^orids. we believe most bee-keepers iu the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are n-'t, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht. snowy-white ^ectlon8, beautiful straw-

colored traucpuieut Foundation, improved Smokers and Honey Kxtractors, and all other first-

clas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill ot goods you will be
our fustomer in the future.

j^^PiiOGRtsstvE Bee-Keeper. oOc per year. *'Amateur Bee-Keeper," '25c. ftHh for 65c.
postpaid. Sampie copy of the Hhogressive tree, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address.
|^ggl,j. MailllfaClUrlllg Cdinpany, r7^.T'"::.'i."'l s'.? it., «°;„al.a. Neb.

THE HATCHIIVG HBPi
-ja^^>\.

HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION
in tbe produ'-tionand brooding of chirks slie

t-n suppliiiittd bvthe better and everywtiy

OCI I A Dl C INCUBATORS
itCLlADLt: AND BROODERS

They Hatch and Brood when you are ready.
Tli.-v don't ^'et lousy. They grow the strongest
<-k-. iuid tbe most of them. It takes a 224 page bo -ik

\it the.-e machines and our Mammoth Reli-
able Poultry Farms. Sent hy mail on re'-teipt oflO cents. Send for it now.

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Quincy, Illinois.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This I5th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnlflcent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth bindlngr, we propose to ^tve
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers tor the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, with-
one •• The Bee-Kbeper's Guide."

Given For 2 IVew Subscribers.

The following offer is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to tbe two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with 12.00), and we will mall voo a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for tl.36,
or we club it with the Bee Journal tor a year
—both together for only Jl.To. But surely
anybody can get only '2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo" as a premium. Let everybody try for It'

Will you have one ''

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Btichigan St., Cliicago, Ill.n

Please mention the American Bee Journal
When writing to Advertisers
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Sweet I Clover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangementB so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5J) lOfc 25B) 50Jb
Sweet Clover (white). .60 11.00 J2.25 14.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

OEOBGE W. YORK 8c Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Randed Italians and Steel
Gr»y Carnlolano. More than .'iOO Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each; June and until October 50 cents
each. Tested Sl.OOeieh. Good Breeders, $2
each. Straight 5-Banded or "Faultless"
Queens, $5.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hutstedler Bros ,

3Atf BEEVILLE. Bee Co. TEX.

Uilill'd HONEY-EXTRACTOR
jlUlll IS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers" Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Clias. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio,

.nilD DDIPCQ are worth looking
'UUn rnlULO at. We are mak-
ing the new
Champion Chall-Hive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $$18

K. U. SCHiniDT & CO,,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

I»- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That coTers the whole Aplcultural Field more
oompletely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for tale

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODHDATIOH
A Has No Sag In Brood-Framei

ln|^ Thio Flat-Kottom FonndatioD
IISU Bu lo Fiibbooe Id the Sarplni Hoger.

BelDR the cleanest ! nsaally workeo
the qalokeat of any Foandatlon made

J. A. VAN DEITSEN,
Sole MsDalaotarer,

Bpront Brook MoDtiomerT Co., N. T.

RFF KFFPPR^ ! Let me send you my 64-
UtL IVLLILnO page Catalog for 1898

J. ni. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when -WTiting

Frank B. Barkley Mfg. Co., 835 Old
Colony Building, Chicago. 111., will sell vou a
spiay pump, gas enjiine. or cider press, direct
from factory.

DUDCh. Now run the machine rapidly,
holding a file lightly on these sharp
points, until the work done on sections
is smooth.

I think by following these directions
you will have the very best section-
cleaner that has come to my notice. It

does the work smoothly and rapidly, and
these little cone points show little ten-
dency to clog, but the propolis is

almost entirely removed by holding a
piece of soft wood on, and reversing the
machine ; but It can be cleaned with hot
water or steam, or by holding a blaze
under it may all be burned off.

This has the merit of being cheap.
Any one can make it. It is also durable,
as one will last years; and last, but not
least, I believe it can be made to satisfy
every demand for good work. My large
belt wheel is 21 inches in diameter, the
belt pulley above is IJ-a inches, with '2,yi-

Inch roller. These put on a J-^-inch

shaft giving very high speed.
Montrose Co., Col. Juo. S. Bruce.

Eupatorium Aromaticum.
The plant sent by Mr. Bucy, of Ken-

tucky, Is one of the large genus Eupato-
rium, to which belong the bonesets,
thoroughworts, Joe pye weeds. The
plant In question is probably E. nromat-
Icum.

Prof. Cook says of the Eupatorlums,
speaking of July plants, for honey pur-
poses : "Now commence to bloom the
numerous Eupatorlums, or bonesets and
thoroughworts, which fill all the marshes
of our country, and the hives, as well,

with their rich, golden nectar."
All the Eupatorlums, as 1 have before

stated, are well worth cultivating by
bee-keepers for their superior honey-
producing qualities.

H. S. Pepoon, M. D.

[Dr. Pepoon is the biologist in the

Lake View High School. Flower sam-

ples may be sent to him at 539 Byron

Street, Chicago, 111. He will then report

on them through the Bee Journal, if so

requested.

—

Ed. J

Wintered Well and Bocioin^ Now.
Bees are booming, and swarming since

the first of May. I have some colonies
that are storing honey in the sections,
from fruit-bloom. I have 17 colonies

—

did not lose one during the winter—and
were all on the summer stands. I have
never before had such a strong, clean lot

of bees at this season of the year, and
will say for the benefit of " Iowa," on
page 294, that I gave them top ventila-
tion, too, but with different results.

I started with 12 colonies last season,
which gave me 526 pounds of comb
honey, mostly clover. My bees carried
in pollen on the first day of March, and
on the first day of April drones were fly-

ing. How is that for Western Pennsyl-
vania? T. C. Kkllt.
Butler Co., Pa., May 16.

Honey from Willows, Etc.

My bees did well last season, altho my
neighbors' bees did nothing. I got from
100 to 125 pounds per colony, and we
have good prospects this season, if we
get rain soon enough to keep clover
booming, for that is our main flow. I

got about 24 pounds per colony this

spring from white willow.

1 have to believe our success Is from

$100

B

Given as Bounties
to purchasersofthe
improved Da n z .

Hives and Sections
1 See schedule in ray
bee -book "Facts
About Bees." Tells

how to produce honey that sells for the most
money, Free for 2c in stamps. Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina. Ohio,
or F. Danzenbaker, Box 466, Washington, D. C.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Excelsior Ijicubator

ajid Brooder Cfieap .....
200 efirgs capacity. Good as new. Used
for only two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Will sell it forTWENTY DULIiARS, half the cost price
Address. P. W. DUNNE,

River Forest, Cook Co., III.

Texas Queens fm\fM\
Best honey-gathering strain in America.

Tested, $1.50. Untested. SI .00. Write for a
Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Pleaie mention the Bee Journal.

EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES I

Lar|?e«t and Best equipt
Factory in the

jii Send for Catalog.

FREO A. D.4^1,TON,
lA26t Wat ker. Vernon Co.. Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. SI.00. Un-
tested, 75c Choice Breeders, either three or
flye-banded Italians, at $'2.00, Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROIVELL,
8Atf GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Bees for Sale
in Indiana I

Italian Bees in 8-frame Lingstroth hives.
Per colony 85.00: 5 or more at one tlmeS4 50
per colony. I have only a limited num icr for
sale. They are strung colonies, and ready tor
business. Address, W. H. WATTS,
lOAtf Robs, Lake Co., lud.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pooder's Honey • Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
Iree. Walter S- Ponder,

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indiana.'M»icJi|lOVDtIl'5flj,''

nilCCMQ Italian stocli. Untested. 70c each;
yULLllO .3torJ!00 Alter July 1. oOcents
each; tested. $1.00 each. Root's <>oods at
Root's Prices. Prompt sbipment and satis-
faction guaranteed. Calalng tree

THEODORE BENDER,
SOAtf Canton, Ohio.

First Excursion ofthe Season
to Cleveland

via Nickel Plate Road, June 3 to 6, In-

clusive. .?1.1.35for the round-trip on
certificate plan. Tickets good returning
until June 13, inclusive. Three through
trains dally from Van Buren Street Pas-
senger Station, Chicago. For further
information address J. Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago.
Telephone Main 3389.
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reading the Bee Journal. When I first

took the Bee Journal my wife would
hardly notice it. She said that was the

driest truck she ever tried to read. But
now If I come home Thursday nights

without it, the first thing I hear is,

" Where is the Bee Journal ?" The only

excuse I have is, " 1 haven't been to the

post-office." Then she says to the little

girl, " Won't you go and get it for

papa'" But when it comes, mamma's
hand is ready to receive it, and see the

new items. I got her to read it by ask-

ing her to read aloud to me.
My bees wintered nicely without any

loss whatever, and they came out of the

cellar good, strong colonies.

Nathan Richakdson.
Steele Co., Minn., May 16.

Excursion to Cle-veland.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets

from Chicago to Cleveland and return at

a fare and one-third for the round-trip
on certificate plan, good going June 3,4,
o and 6, and good returning until June
13, inclusive, on occasion of the annual
meeting of the Congregational Home
Missionary Society in that city. This
rate will be .311.35 for the round-trip,
which is somewhat lower than via other
lines. Those desiring space in sleeping-

cars should make early application In

order to secure the best accommodations.
Any further information cheerfully

given by addressing J. Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago.
Telephone Main 3389.

Frank B. Barkley Itirs. Co., 835 Old
Colony Building:. Chicago. 111., will sell you
carts, wagons, buff^lea, carriages and barnees
direct Irom factory. 21 A4t

WHAT
part of a waeon wears out

lirst? The wheels, of course.
^VJiy not buy wheels that

ican't wear out?
en a man buys the

ELECTRIC
WHEELS

e aU\ ays has p^ood wheels on
ill-- wagon. They onn'l Rot,
AA'arp or become Loose; no
re-sHttinK of tires; they fit any
^\ation. "We also makewheels
to tit anything wearingwheela
Send for circulars and prl:e3.

Electric Wheel Co.
Box lt> Qiilncy. IUm.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wliolesale
and Hetall.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax ICSr^li A Specialty.

HlTrs, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write lor Catalog,
with pilcES, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

RKESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

''>»1^''e FENCE
^^iih our Duplex Aiitomfttio :

lean make* cin-

I

r-l'ri.'.f f, nr^e.aod I

that ii bU:. £i..r,e-biK-h

x;;:;;::s^ i6s a rod
rin.l«,Si-:lt or Chicken fencp forlfioart"!. PlB,in,C..lle4 I

Sprliii^ [iri'l r.^rbeil n iri"' to fanatri at tiL..ilc?ilo prices. Catalngiie Free, I

KITSEL31AN BROTHERS, BoxUS . RHgoville, ladlima.

45Dtf Please menliou the Bee Journal.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmtlls that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Eeepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is In the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .lournal. 7Atf

Italian Bees For Sale !!

We have arranged with a large bee-beeper

In Lee County. lU, labout 100 miles west of

Chicago', to fill our orders for Italian Bees at

the following prices there, which Include a

good Queen with each colony:

8 L.framesof bees in light shlpping-case.JS.75
5 at $3.50 each.

8 L. frames of bees in dovetailed hive, $4.25.
5 at S4.00 each.

Prompt shipment after May 1. and safe ar-

rival and satisfaction guaranteed. Address

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Tlie Largest and Most Complete Stock

or Bee-Keepers' Supplies In the North-
west. The very latest upto date and best
Hives made. Danzenbaker Hives. Hives for
Slotted Sections, and a very low priced Hive,
and carloads of other goods, all in our ware-
house ready to ship.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
H. G ACKr.iN. Manager.

17A5t 10-.;4 Mississippi Street St. Paul. Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

p7~iriPAIDFOR~

S5!! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello^r

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 27 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO. ILL.

rr
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall, CHICAGO,

Please mention Bee Journal •when "writing.

Qiieen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
pine device is a fine thing
for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for SO cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for
sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bep Journal

for a year at $1.00; or for .'51. 10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEOEGE W. "iORK & CO..

CHICAGO, 1LL&

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot alTord to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND %m.? ^ J^ J^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, Hrst foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

'Wool Markets &. Sheep, - • Chicago>
Please mention Bee Journal "when wrilmg.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping for Befrlunera,'' price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Prlce-List free.

J. P. H. BKOWN, .\ii^n!<ta, V.a..

i^afalftrr Pre* *• "• Koot & Co's Goods
\;aij|llUg rice lor Missouri and other points,
to be had at factory prices from Jobii Nebel
A- Son, Hlgli UIII, l?li«8ouri. QAtf
Please mention Bee Journal -wlien -writing,

Rm? Florida Italian ((IimST
Tested Queens. $1.00 each; Untested, oOc.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. I,. CARRIINGTON,
ilAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.
Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog. JIUSE.SOTA BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLY IIF«. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Van Deusen Thin
Poundation...
We have several 25-pound boxes of Van

Deusen Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation
lor sale, at $12..30 per box. This Founda-
tion Is preferred by many. As we have only
a few boxes of It, an order for same should be
sent promptly. Address The A. I. Koot Co.
118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

<:ong:reg:ational Home Mis-
sionary Society

meeting will be held in Cleveland, Ohio,
June 7 to 9, inclusive, account of which
the Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets at
$11.35 for the round trip on certificate
plan. Dates of sale June 3, 4, 5 and 6,
inclusive. Tickets good returning until
and including June 13. For further
particulars address J. Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago
•Telephone Main 3389. I

HONEY and BEESWAX
mAKKET QUOXAXIO.-VS.

Chicag'o. May 19. — Very little call for
honey, and the offerings also limited. Prices
without change from late quotations. Cali-
fornia extracted sells well and the stocks
here are light. Weather now warm and pros-
pects generally reported good In the sur-
rounding States. Beetiwax scarce, and '27 to
30e is bid for It. R. A Burnett & Co.

Kansas City. May 19.—The supply of 1807
comb and extracted honey is about all sold.
Considerable Inquiry for new comb. Some-
thing fancy would bring a good price.

C. 0. Olemons & Co.

Cincinnati. May 21.—Demand is slow for
all kinds ol honey, especially comb. Prices
lor best white comb honey. 10 to 13 cents.
Extracted honey brings 3S4 To 6c. according to
qualiry. Beeswax in good demand at 25 to
-8c for good to choice ye low.

Ch.\s. F. Muth & Son.

Boston. May 20.—Fancy No. 1, In cartons.
1.3e.; In glass- IroQt cases, 12c.; ANo. 1.11c.

;

No. l,9to lOc; No. 2, no sale. Extracted,
white. 6'a7o.; light amber, o@6o. Beeswax is

In very 11 ^ht supply, audit pure would readily
bring 27c.
There Is nothing new to note In our market

for honey. As usual at this time of year, the
demand "has dropt to almost nothing, but as
the supply is light, prices are well maintained
and firm. BL.iKE, Scott & Lee.

Cleveland. May 20.—Fancy white. 12 to
12'^c.: No. 1, lie ; No. I amber. 9 to lOc;
buckwheat. Sc. Extracted, white. 6c.; amber.
4 to OC. A. B. WILLI.1M8 & Co.

San rrancisco, May 11.—White comb. Sy,
to lUc; amber, 6V4 to 7!4c. Extracted, white,
5^@6c. ; light amber, 4^ to oj^c. Beeswax,
23@25c
The French birk Alice, sailing Sunday for

London, carried 135 cases of extracted honey.
This will probably be the last shipment to
Europe for some time. Stocks of extracted
are now very light. Comb Is still In fair
supply. Values througnout are being well
sustained. . i

''Detroit, May 21. — Fancy white honey is

lower and now quoted at lie. No. 1. 9®10c;
fancy dark, 7@(*c; No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@6c; dark. 4@5c. Beeswax
27ia28c.
There are no changes In quotations, and

very little desirable honey left. Sales are so
slow that It Is difficult to quote. The poor lots
are being pusht at what they will bring.

M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis. May 20 —Honey much more
encouraging. Fancy white clover comb is

selling here now at lOHOimc. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 5 >4@6c; amber, 5c;
dark. 4(a4Hc.
Outlook for honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Indianapolis, May 21. — Fancy white
11 to 13c.; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 270. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is

In good demand. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, May 20.—Fancy Ipound sec-
tions, ll@12c; A No. 1, 10@11 cents; No. 1

8@10c: amber, 8@8/,c; dark, 7@7'/2C. White
extracted In barrels and kegs, 5V4@6c; amber,
5@5^c. Beeswax. 26@28c.
The demand for honey continues very good

Indeed, and values fairly sustained. While the
best grades are most salable, the inferior
grades meet attention, and the movements
are quite satisfactory. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, May 21. — There Is a very good
demand lor strictly fancy l-pound comb, at
10 to lie; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c., and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount of honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. Batterson & Co.

St. Iiouis, May 20.—Fancy white comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. 10c. ; amber, 9 to 10c. ; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5H to6c. ; amber.
5 to5!4c.; dark, 4 to4>4c. Beeswax, 20 to 22c.

Westcott Com. Go.

Convention Motices.

r Central ('alirornia.—The next annual
meeting of the Central California Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will be held at Hanford. Cal.,
Wednesday. June 1, 1898. at 10 o'clock a.m.
Election ol officers and other important busi-
ness to be attended to.

W. A, H. Gilstbap, Sec.
Caruthers, Calif.

Fresno Co., Calif.—The next quarterly
meeting of the Fresno County Bee-Keeoers'
Association will be held at the City Hall. In
Fresno.Calif.Wednesday. June 8, at 1 o'clock
p. m. Constitution and By-Laws are to be
adopted. Marketing honey and other business
Is to come up for consideration.

W. A. H. Gilstrap. Sec.
Caruthers. Calif.

i ^\ 0\ f^ From pure bred, barred P.

I I ' I m" Hocks Large and fine plu-k % maged. $1.00 per 15. Also
l~ I I I I« Light Braomas and Black

\m \M ^f Langshans. same price. B.
P. Bock Cockerels, $1.23,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's Goods at tlielr prices. I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, nidi.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Two Special Offers.
As explained in former ads., publishers

can afford to put forth extra efforts in
securing nciv subscribers ; as the major-
ity remain, once they become subscrilaers
to a (joofZ Journal. It is from this point
of view that I make the following offers:

Offer No. 2,
To any one not a

subscriber to the Re-
view who will send
me $1.50. 1 will send
the Review one year
and a fine, tested
Italian Queen. Pur-
chasers may have
either the bright,
golden strain, or the
dark leaj^hercolored
reared from Imported
mothers. After ac-
cepting this otter. If
any one wishes more
queens, they will be
furnlsht at the fol-
lowing prices; Single
queen, 90 ct".: 3 tor
$J.65: 6 for*.-|.00; 12
or more at 75c each.
Orders will be filled
In rotation, and sate
arrival guaranteed.

Unless otherwise ordered subscriptions
will begin with the January issue ; and
the December, 1897, number will also
be sent, free.

If you are not acquainted with the Re-
view, and wish to see it before subscrib-
ing, send 10 cents for three late but dif-

ferent issues, and the 10 cents may
apply on any subscription sent in during
1898, W. Z. HUTCHIN.SON,

Flint, Mich.

Please inentioti Bee Journal -w;ir.-n wntins.

Frank B. Biirkley Hlfg, Co.. 83 5 Old
Colony Bldg. Chicago. III., will sell you a
Feed Cooker dinct from the factory.

OHer No. 1.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Re-
vlfw who will send
me $3,00. I will send
the Keview for 1898
and 1,000 strictly
firstclass, snow-white
one-piece Sections.
After accepting this
offer If any one wish-
es to buy more sec-
tions. I will furnish
them at the following
prices: 1.000. «2. 75:
2,0U0 for$5.25; 3,000
for $7.50; 5.000 for
$12 00. Sections will
be shlpt from any
of the lollowlDg
point*: Flint. Mich.;
Chicago, III.; Medina,
O. : Jamestown, N, Y.

;

HlgglnsvlUe, Mo., or
Omaha, Neb.
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i^^Talk about

....CoinbFQUiidatioii
WE can now furnish the very best that can

be made from pure wax. OnrNewr Pro-
cess of milling enables us to surpass the
previous eflorts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It i§ always Pure and Sweet.
It is the kind tiiat does not sag.
It is tlie kind you want.

If you once try it you will have no other.
Samples furnlsht FKIiE, Large illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upoa application. Address,

THE ff.T. FALCONER MFO. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytiiing in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

1^" Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases, Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

i
dress of every Bee-Keeper In

' America. We supply Deal-
.— era as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Maunfacturing Co.

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods ^h^e'tlTi?.'"

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mu list of Goods wanted. OT. H. HUNT
Cath for lleeswax. Bei.l Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

I ARISE
TO BAT to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL. thai

4 i>oolitti.e:
has oonclnded to sel i

—BKBS and QUKBN&-
tn their Beaeon, daring
1898, at thefollowLns
prices :

One Colony of Itallane
on 9 Qallup framee, in
UahtBhipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 oo
Ten Colonies 45 oo
1 untested queen. \ oo
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 tested Queen... |i 50
8 " Queens. 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 uO
S " " Queens 4 IX)

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing- . 3 oo
Bitra Selected forbreedlng. the vkrt best., soo
About a Pound of BBBS in a Two-frame Naoleus,
with any Queen, $3.00 extra.

IW Circular free.RlTlnR full partlcnlars regard-
D ( the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
lA'3tt BOKODINO. Onon. Co.,N r.

Yefr Dadant's Foundation. S
Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 1]^ 31 TEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity. Firinne!)i<«, No Sag*
spin;;. .>'«> I<o»s.

PAXEI^T tVI<:EI>
SHEE'ri.NCi.

PROCIESS

Send Name for our CataloK, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

FoiindatioD an<l BeesMax Prioes AOvanceil.—We quote an advance of
three cents in Foundation, wholesale and retail, on the prices quoted in our Circular.
BEESWAX WANTED, at advanced prices also.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

OUR MOTTO—" WMl Maiiiilhctnred Stock ! (|iikk Sliipraeots
!"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASSWOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thriftv timber is used.

I1I#* Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
PleaBe mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Tie Fence anfl Plain Sections.

Weefl New Process Fonnflatlon.

Cowan Eitractors.

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes- tlie liest made,

SpecialtISS :
^ Dovetallefl Hives- wltli Danz. Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzentiaker Hives.

No-Drill SMpping-Cases.

I

Gleaninffs in Bee-Cultnre, Illnstrated, Seml-Monllily.

Catalog of Goods and Sample Copy of Gleaiiingg
»eiit for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancIicOfflees

:

llSJMIchigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 MississlppiJStreet, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, "^Me.;

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Mr. D. W. Heise and His Apiary.

I was born on a farm in York county, Ontario, 20 miles
north of Toronto, and within three miles of where I now re-

side, 37 years ago. My parents were of German origin, as
the name would readily indicate. As soon as I was able to

lend a helping hand, my time up to the age of 16 was spent
on the farm summers, and attending a country school In the
winter months, which was the extent of my theoretical educa-
tional opportunities; but the practical knowledge that I have
acquired since leaving school I prize most highly.

The farm work became very monotonous, and out of har-
mony with my inclinations, having early in life formed a

country in consequence of having, in a moment of weakness,
agreed with a person so to do. By the way, that is now, and
has been since 1885, my " other half," as might be expected.
And that moment of weakness is one which I have never had
the slightest reason to regret.

At home again, and among friends, and as I thought a
fully-equipt wood butcher, it was only a short time until I

succeeded in working up a good trade In the building business.
For a few years I took in as partner my younger brother, and
together we conducted the business until 1891. During a
term of eight years there were erected under the direct super-
vision of myself or brother, about TO new buildings, includ-
ing dwellings, barns, stores, school-houses, etc. I now look
back with pride upon that record achieved by a stripling.

At the last named date I found the labor too arduous, ani.'

the responsibility too great in connection with the above busi-

ness—for a lazy man ; I therefore decided to retire from the
same, which I did, and engaged In a general mercantile busi-

ness.

I first became Interested in Apis mellifica, to a very lim-

ited extent, when I was about 10 years old. Accompanying
tny father one late September afternoon to a neighbor's place,

we past close along a worm rail-fence which enclosed an Iso-

Aputry ijf Mr. V. W. Hclse, of Ontario, Canada.—Canadian Dec J uurnal.

strong desire to learn a trade. So with the consent of my
parents, at the age of 16, I adopted the carpenter trade as

my choice. After following up this line of work for four
years around my native home, I took Horace Greeley's advice
and went West. I " pulled up " at Hamlin, Brown Co., Kans.,
March 19. 1881. Following my trade for two years more, I

then, at the age of 22, entered Into business on my own re-

sponsibility. One year later (1883) I returned to my native

lated pine grove, and in thus passing I observed what turned
out to be a swarm of bees, which had settled on the corner of
the fence where the rails Intersect each other, and about 18
Inches from the ground, with the sky for their roof, the grove
on one side, and the open plain on the other for their protec-
tion. Here they built their comb in such size and quantity
that when cut loose they completely filled a large straw hive.

Now for a little of my first experience with bees. But be-
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fore relating it, I would just like to say I would give several
Yankee silver dollars if I could find a swarm similarly situ-

ated, just to see how long they could survive in this climate by
only placing a roof over them.

Of course, those bees were mine. My father assisted me,
or I him, in cutting the combs from the rails, and placing
them in the hive. But this was, as I now know, very im-
properly done. However, the work was completed by fasten-

ing small sticks in the bottom of the hive, to hold the combs
from falling out. Everything was now ready to receive the
large cluster of bees, and the marching in of that vast multi-
tude I can assure you was a few moments of extreme delight
to the young enthusiast never to be forgotten. The whole
outfit was then carried home and placed in the bee-shed

—

something which could be found on nearly every farm in those
days. But in the majority of cases it was the shed only ten-

anted with a few empty hives.

My " pets," as I now began to look upon them as being,
appeared to make themselves right at home, and I would lie

on the greensward in front of the hive and watch the little

toilers go in and out about their business. One day, while
thus engaged, a mau past by, and askt where I got the bees.
I forthwith gave him their whole history in detail as far as I

knew. And do you know, that wiseacre of a bee-warrior just
up and smasht all my air-castles intn smithereens, by saying,
"They won't winter; you must feed them," etc. But he
failed to instruct me how to do the feeding. But not to be
outdone, I decided to feed, and for several days a lOyear-old
boy could be seen reclining in front of that hive after having
placed a few spoonfuls of brown sugar (which he had hookt
from his ma) in a saucer at the entrance. Of course, the bees
would have none of it, and all petered out before Christmas.

This ended ray experience with bees at that time, save a
little incident through which myself and brothers learned that
bees carry pins in that end which is not generally called the
front.

Notwithstanding my misfortune with fence-corner bees,
there was a spark of enthusiasm kindled within me which re-

fused to die, and for a number of years my circumstances and
surroundings were such as to prevent me from entering the
pursuit, yet this spark lived.

In 1888, a venerable and generous old bee-master kindly
consented to let me have a colony, which I was to manage on
shares. Think of that—a know-nothing managing bees on
shares! But I did, and that with profit to its owner. Said
colony was the nucleus of my now small apiary, which has
never exceeded 38 colonies. I aim to keep the number about
30. On account of limited room, and limited time, also, I am
prevented from Increasing the number. My experience dur-
ing those nine years has been varied indeed. I have found
myself, as I thought, on the mountain top of success, only to

be hurled over the cliff of ignorance into the valley of disap-
pointment. But by reading everything having the name of
bee-literature that came before my eyes, my knowledge of the
management of bees has increast from year to year, until I am
forced to believe I know at least a little more of their habits
than when I tried to feed them brow u sugar.

Now, Mr. Editor, I am not nearly run down, but lest some
Yankee should run me down unless I stop this nonsense, I beg
to conclude by saying that the hightof my ambition, for which
I have striven, has been fully realized the past season,
namely : An average surplus of 100 pounds of extracted
honey per colony, spring count.

I trust that this bit of personal history may interest at
least some of the readers of the American Bee Journal, as I

have been interested in reading the biographical sketches of
others. D. W. Heise.

Ontario, Canada.

Rendering Beeswax with the Sun Extractor.

BY C. P. DADANT.

The following questions have been sent to me for answer in
the American Bee Journal

:

" Will you please tell us what is the matter with our wax,
which has been rendered by the solar wax-extractor three differ-
ent times '. We send a sample cut from a cake, the dark part of
which gets darker as it nears the center of the cake, and also
deeper. How can we get Hall bright yellow ? and would it be any
advantage when next melting to raise the temperature of the ex-
tractor to about 14(1 or 150 degrees before placing the old combs in,
and then allowing the melted wax to run into a pan that contained
water of about the same temperature ?

—

Alder Bros."

The solar extractor is very efficient to render up combs,
especially new combs or cappings, into beeswax, as It is always

at hand during the busiest season, but it is absolutely useless
in purifying beeswax that has been rendered.

The sample sent with this enquiry is very clear in a por-
tion of it, and darkish and opaque in another portion. This
is not astonishing. When you put combs into the solar ex-
tractor, those parts which contain the most beeswax will be
the first to soften, and therefore the purest beeswax will run
first; when the bulk of it has melted down, the remaining
liquid part comes also, with a portion of the dregs mixt into
it. The cake is thus made to look darker at its center or at
the portion which has last melted down.

It would be of but little use to melt up this beeswax sev-
eral times in succession in the solar extractor, for these dregs
are very fine and are sure to stay with the wax. The only
method to purify the wax further is to melt it with water,
allowing it to cool as slowly as possible. It must be brought
to about the boiling-point of water so that there will be a per-
fect freedom for all the particles of dirt to settle, and as they
are usually heavier than beeswax, the dirty portion will be
found to have settled to the lower edge of the cake, from
whence it may be scraped without difficulty. Several succes-
sive meltings with the sun extractor would only tend to mix
the dregs more thoroughly with the beeswax and render it so
much more difficult to cleanse. The sun, however, has the
faculty of bleaching the wax, and would thus render it of
brighter color. But even in this there is an extreme to be
avoided. Beeswax that has been thoroughly bleacht loses Its

pleasant smell and assumes the disagreeable smell of candles.

The reader will thus see that altho the sun extractor is

very good, in fact better than the water process in many in-

stances, yet it is not sufficient If a prime article is wanted,
thoroughly purified, for commercial uses or for exhibit. But
for comb-foundation making the wax may be shipt to the
manufacturer without further trouble, as it Is more readily
and more easily cleansed of these light remaining impurities
in large lots than in small parcels.

Very old combs will decidedly not do for the sun extrac-
tor. We have again tried them with negative results, for too
much of the wax becomes soakt into the residue. The only
paying method of melting old combs is by the water process
given by me in the last article on this subject.

While 1 am on this question, I wish to cite a suggestion
made to me lately by one of our friends—J. S. Willard, of
Iowa—to put old, broken combs and scraps into a sack which
may be sunk into a kettle of water so as to let the wax rise at
the top. I have never tried this process, but it looks reason-
ably practical.

And, by the way, I was told once by a practical candle-
maker, and have always thought and held without actual
trial, that hard water was injurious to beeswax in the
rendering, and that to the use of this hard water could be
ascribed some of the spoiled beeswax that is made. But I

must to-day acknowledge my error unless the conditions de-
pend on the proportion of mineral in the water, for here is the
reply I had from a man who always sends us the very nicest
beeswax—Mr. Staininger, of Iowa—and of whom I askt his
methods :

"In regard to the wax, I always take hard water and
melt it from two to three times, according to the wax ; use
plenty of water and melt It till the water comes off clean ;

have a new tin can and don't get it too hot." (Italics are mine.)
Now, here is another testimonial : Messrs. Tood & Ar-

nold always have the very finest beeswax. This spring they
sent us a small lot that lookt dark aud gray. We askt them
what was the matter with it. Here is the answer:

"When the cappings were washt they were put into an
Iron kettle for a few days before melting. That was the first

time we ever had a bad lot, and we want it to be the last."

Here Is another : Mr. F., of Babylon, III., sent us the
ugliest cake of water-damaged, blackish beeswax that we had
ever seen. The cake is so abominably ugly and looks so little

like beeswax that we are preserving it for exhibit as an object
lesson. We askt this party about it, and stated that it was
our opinion that it had been overboiled and rendered in iron.

The answer is as follows :

" Probably you are right about the boiling of that bees-
wax, as it was boiled quite awhile in an iron kettle."

Now whether hard water has anything to do with it, as
was held by the candle-maker, or whether some kinds of hard
water have an effect on it, there is no doubt that to make good
beeswax it must be treated as follows :

1. If rendered in the sun melt once, and afterwards either
render it with water or let it alone.

2. If rendered with water it is probably best to use soft
water, but it must be boiled slowly with plenty of wt.ter.

3. A tin, or tinned, vessel must be used. We use copper.
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which Is all right if kept clean. Iron tnaij do if once coated
with ivax and kept from riistlnrj.

4. The wax must be allowed to cool as slowly as possible,

and must not be overboiled.

5. If very clean beeswax is wanted, it should be rendered
till the water comes off clear.

6. Damaged beeswax can only be returned by sun heat,

and must then be puriSed again.
While we are on this subject we might as well give it a

thorough examination, and if any of the readers desire to

make further enquiries they will be welcome
Hancock Co , 111.

First Day of Spring Among Out-Apiaries.
BT HARRY 8. HOWE.

On the morning of March 15, Mr. W. L. Coggshall and
myself were discussing " bee-prospects " by the door of his

shop, when I remarkt: "The unusually early spring has
started the season for out-door work with the bees from two
to three weeks ahead in this locality."

"Yes," said he; " and those south yards should be seen
soon."

"But the bottom has droptout of the roads, almost."
"That is so ; but there is no immediate prospects of their

being any better, so if you want to take Topsy and the old

D. W. Heise.

buggy, go ahead. You can see your own south yards, too,

while you are at it."

"All right."

Getting out a bee-veil I started over the worst possible
kind of roads— roads which are a disgrace to the boasted civi-

lization of the State of New York.
Mr. Coggshall has no home yard, the nearest one being

about one-third of a mile from home. This one, however, had
been visited, so the first stop was at the Brown yard, seven
miles south and east. Here are 50 colonies all alive.

The first work is to see that all of the hives that may
have become tilted during the winter are properly leveled up.
Next, the alighting-boards are put in place. This is very im-
portant at this time. There would be two or three times as
many dead bees in front of the hives where the boards had
got displaced as there would be In front of those having the
boards in place. One good way of fastening them in place is

to drive two staples in the entrance block and then hook two
more through them. These are then driven into the end of
the alighting-boards, the other end of which is allowed to rest
on the ground.

The Brown yard is all in single-story Eclectic chaff hives,
with old style Hoffman closed-end frames. This yard has
given the smallest average loss since it was establisht of any
of the yards.

The next yard south is Etna, where there are 60 colonies.

smooth brick pave-
mud she had waded
is just west of the

all alive. About half are in two-story chaff hives, the rest in

Coggshall's big packing boxes.
The work of cleaning out the entrances with a crooked

wire, and then shutting them down to about 1}4 inches was
repeated. Each colony that did not clearly show its condition
from the entrance was lookt into and its condition noted. This
yard was rather shorter in stores than any of the rest. Many
of them had eaten the honey away from the top-bars, leaving
that below. They seemed to have more brood than was good
for them at this time of year.

There is another of Mr. C.'s yards at Ellis, five miles south
yet, but it is over such a big hill, and the roads are so bad,
that it has to be skipt for the present. This can be done the
more safely, as they are all in packing boxes, and do not have
to have their entrances contracted.

Turning to the west the Varna yard of 120 colonies, all

alive, comes next. This is the yard that the editor of Glean-
ings took such a fancy to, when he was out here last summer.

Next in order is Forest Home, where all were alive a few
days ago, so no stop is made.

Passing through Ithaca, the mile of

ment made Topsy forget the 18 miles of

through to get there. The Ithaca yard
city, where there are 107 colonies, still all alive. On the way
back from this yard to Ithaca, where I put up for the night,
I found a few blossoms of trailing arbutus.

The next two days see the same story repeated, with only
slight changes caused by local conditions at the different
yards, until 700 colonies with a loss of two is the record so
far. There are several hundred colonies yet to see before the
records are all in, but from the sample we can judge the
balance.

" But the end is not yet."
The bees have more brood and less honey than I ever re-

member to have seen on the first trip in spring. This leads
me to take rather a pessimistic view of the future. We can
winter bees all right, but to "spring" them—there is the rub.
It looks now as if we should have to feed to get through the
spring, at least in some of the yards.

Usually we have the honey from the winter loss to brace
up the light ones. Those that go out from now on will not
have enough honey to do much good.

If the weather should turn very cold in April we would be
almost sure to have a heavy spring loss.

Tompkins Co., N. Y., March 20.

[Accompanying Mr. Howe's article came this paragraph

by Mr. Coggshall himself, dated May 14:

—

Editor.]

I have just finisht looking over the out-apiaries, and I find

7 per cent. dead. The balance are in fair condition. I expect
to lose 5 per cent, from old queens, as I do not requeen. When
I had only 300 or 400 colonies, and lookt after them alone, I

requeened every two years and dipt the queens. I do not
know but it would pay to put on extra help and requeen.

W. L. Coggshall.

^
Can Bees Hear ?—How Sound Affects Thera.

BY F. C. KENYON, PH. D.

On page 197, in the report of the meeting of the North-
western Bee-Keepers' Association, I note a question and a few
remarks on the subject of the hearing powers of bees. Any-
one who has handled bees and heard the different tones made
by their wings, the angry buzz, the calling buzz when one lifts

off the hive-cover, and noted the action of other bees must, it

would seem, come to the conclusion that in some way or other
they are affected by sound—and that is the essential part of

hearing. That they have no visible organs of hearing similar,

or rather like those found at the base of the abdomen of
locusts, or ou the legs of certain grasshoppers, is certainly
true, and that is doubtless what Mr. Bruner meant that he
had not been able to find.

The fact is, however, that probably most, if not all, in-

sects hear ; that is, are affected by sound or air waves ; and as
in all animals the nervous system takes part in the hear-
ing. Various beetles make a squeaking noise by rubbing the
abdomen and thorax together. The cricket chirps by rubbing
its wings; some of the thousand-legged animals or millipedes
have certain modified legs the rasping of which one on the
other produces a noise. Some South African spiders have
jaws and palpi so modified that sounds can be produced. In
most of these cases the power of producing sounds appears to

have the effect of letting other insects know of the where-
abouts of the one making the sound. Even the mosquito ap-
parently hears, and an organ has been discovered in the lower
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surface of the abdomen of the ordinary bedbug that, judging
from its structure, must have something to do with mak-
ing a noise. Why not for the purpose of letting other bed-

bugs hear ?

In the case of the mosquito hearing seems to be by means
of the antennsB. These, as every one who will take the
trouble to examine may see, are delicate structures which in

the male are covered with fine hairs—feathered would be a

better expression—and are affected by every little wave of air.

Not many years ago a certain scientist succeeded in cutting
the head and antennic of mosquitoes, and a large number of

other kinds of insects, into fine slices so that they could be
more easily studied by observation through a microscope. He
was able to make out the nerves and the nerve-fibers running
from the brain into the antennae and connecting with the

bases of bristle-like and hair-like structures on the joints of

the antennse. Some of these structures were found to be sit-

uated on the top of the joints of the antennae nearest the bead,
so that when the joint In front moved Its base would strike

against the tips of the structures. This would be equivalent
to a touch, and would be carried through the nerve fiber to

the brain.

As all of our higher senses—hearing, sight, taste, and
smell—are really nothing more than a highly developt or modi-
fied sense of touch, there is little reason for not calling these
hair-like organs of the mosquito's antennas, organs of hear-
ing. Organs very similar to them were found In greater or

less abundance in nearly all the insects studied by the scien-

tist, even in those having what have been called organs of

hearing on the abdomen. They were found In insects closely

related to the honey-bee, and there seems therefore good rea-

son to believe that any person properly trained in the methods
of using the microscope would be able to find similar struc-

tures in the bee's antennas. District of Columbia.

Bees In Relation to Flowers and Fruits.

BY TH08. WM. COWAN.
(Belu'erfd at the Unii'ersity Kttnnerf<' Inftitutt' at Pacific Qrot'c, Valif.)

Most of us know that bees gather both pollen and nectar
from blossoms, but it is not generally known why the wants
of bees are supplied by the floral world. The answer to this

question reveals to us a new meaning to the existence of these
insects. Plants blossom in order that seed may be produced
and perfected, and the race continued. Before the seed can
be produced, pollen borne by anthers must be placed on a cer-

tain special part called the stigma. Should the pollen be of a
suitable kind, and the stigma in a receptive condition, a deli-

cate thread called a pollen-tube is thrown out by the pollen
granule into the seed-vessel, by which the seed becomes ferti-

lized, and, when mature, capable of germination.
Let us examine a flower and bear in mind the arrange-

ment of the different parts. The calyx is the outer green cup,
the cover of the bud, and expands as the flower opens, show-
ing its sepals. In some flowers, as In the fuchsia and lark-

spur, the calyx is colored. Then we see the corrolla made up
of petals. This is the most ornamental and conspicuous part
of the flower.

Just within the corolla are situated the reproductive or-

gans. They consist of stamens and a pistil. The stamens
are slender filaments surmounted by a pouch bearing pollen,
and these are the male organs, while the pistil in the center is

the female organ of the flower. This consists of an ovary con-
taining the ovules or undevelopt seeds, and one or more
thread-like styles arising from it, and each terminating with
a fleshy stigma. The great majority of flowers possess both
anthers and stigmas, thus carrying the two sexes within them-
selves. From this we might suppose that the form of the
flower would be such as to secure the transmission of Its pol-

len to the stigma in order that the end of its being may be
accomplisht. The older scientists thought so, and were puz-
zled to explain the various forms of blossoms they examined.

Very vague ideas prevailed as to how the pollen was car-
ried to the stigmas. It was at first thought that the pollen
simply fell on the pistil; but when it was found that in some
cases the stamens and pistils were on separate plants, the
question arose. How could the pollen be transferred at such
great distances ? It was only toward the close of the last

century that Sprengel, after devoting a long time to patient
investigation, came to the conclusion that the structure of a
large number of blossoms was such as to prevent the flower
being fertilized by its own pollen. Very little attention was
paid to this until within the last half century, when the re-

searches of Hlldebrand, Delpino, Hermann Muller, and, above
all, Charles Darwin, threw new light upon the matter. We
now know that conspicuous flowers, generally speaking, are

especially arranged to prevent, or at any rate impede, fertili-

zation by pollen which they themselves produce, while mar-
velous contrivances are found to secure pollen from some
other plant or flower of the same species. Among those that
have been studied there are a few apparent exceptions, but
these under renewed examination are frequently revealing
unsuspected adaptations to cross-fertilization. The protest
made by nature against continuous in-breeding applies no less

to plants than to animals, to flowers as well as bees. But as

blossoms are fixt, and incapable of locomotion, it may askt,

How is the fertilizing dust carried from one plant to another ?

Insect Agency.—In some instances it is carried by the
wind, and such plants are called anemopliilous. Among them
we find Indian corn, wheat, barley, grasses, hazels, pines and
others. Anemophllous plants, as a rule, bear Inconspicuous
flowers. In the Indian corn the sexes are produced on differ-

ent parts of the plant. The pistils are the threads projecting
from the ear, while the stamens are the tassels at the top.

Such plants produce a very large quantity of pollen so as to

insure each blossom having a sufficient number of granules to

secure fertilization. But Sprengel was able to show that by
far the larger number of flowering plants confide to insects

the duty of bringing about those unions which, without them,
would never be effected. The whole family of apidiv among
insects is found to be most useful for this purpose, and of

these Apis vielliflca—our common houey-bee—stands out par
excellence as the complement of the blossom. It has been
shown that in the spring, when fruit-trees are generally in

bloom, there are 20 bees flying and visiting the flowers to one
of any other kind of insect.

As insects are necessary to the existence of most plants,

the flower secures their visits by offering them pollen and nec-

tar served in the most attractive fashion. Pollen is necessary
for the flowers themselves, but it is produced in such profu-

sion that there is more than enough for their purpose, some of

the surplus going toward the flesh-forming food of the bee.

Nectar, however. In most cases, is yielded solely for the benefit

of the bee, and is the reward for her work. We thus see that
Insects perpetuate flowering plants and flowers continue the
existence of insects, both being vitally dependent upon each
other. The main function of the highly decorative corolla is

to attract insects, but the anthers and stigma are absolutely
necessary to secure the reproduction of the plant.

Character of Pollen.—Pollen contained in the anthers
of various flowers differs greatly in form, color and size. In

wind-fertilized flowers It is dry, but in entomophllous or insect-

fertilized plants the granules are coated with an oily sub-

stance which gives them adhesiveness, and enables them to

stick to the body of the bee. The stigma, when ripe or in a
receptive condition, has a moist surface. When a pollen-

grain comes in contact with this, it receives nourishment and
the exterior coat bursts, while the interior protrudes and de-

velops a tube which passes through the pistil with remarkable
rapidity into the cavity of the ovary, sometimes to great dis-

tances, as In the crocus, in which the style is frequently five

or six inches long. The pollen-tube enters the ovule by an
opening called a micropyle, which It has unerringly found in

the darkness. Every ovule requires a pollen-tube to fertilize

It, but usually many more are produced than can be utilized.

(Continued next weeii.)

Does Bee-Keeplng Pay ?—A 17-Years' Report.

BY WM. STOLLEY-.

On page 33 Mr. C. P. Dadant has a very interesting arti-

cle, showing the outcome for one year in an apiary of 80 colo-

nies, managed by expert bee-keepers, such as the Messrs.
Dadants are. It may interest some " farmer bee-keepers "

how bee-keeping paid me in 17 years, since I did not know
anything at all about bees when I began, but being an enthu-
siast I no doubt spent a great deal more work on my bees

than probably really was required until years of experience
taught me better. And yet, I see that while Mr. Dadant
figures on but 19 '^ days worif with SO colonies of bees during
the entire season, I workt in all about 28 days with only

28 colonies, spring count, in 1897, and I had a boy to help

me at times, besides, when my heavy hives had to be lifted.

I have kept a very accurate account of all money ex-

pended, as well as of the money realized out of bee-keeping in

the 17 years. Before I present my statement, I will say that

I figure all my surplus honey secured at 15 cents per pound,
including what of it was consumed in our household, for that

Is the price I sell for, and for years I sold all I had at even 25
cents per pound. I have, and aim to keep, my customers who
will buy only from me, knowing that they will get the pure
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and unadulterated article, and they are willing to pay me a
fair price for my honey. Thus I care little at what prices

Chicago, Si. Louis, Kansas City or Omaha commission men
quote honey, and I have even a customer in St. Louis as well

as in Kansas City, who pay me 15 cents per pound for ex-

tracted honey, and order annually.
In the summer of 1880 1 began with but two colonies of

bees, which by swarming increast to six colonies. By proper
feeding, and guarded by the advice obtained from the columns
of the "old reliable" American Bee Journal, I was fortunate
enough to winter them well, altho for 105 days in one stretch

they had no flight.

Now, the following is a correct statement for each year
succeeding— 1st, of the number of colonies, spring count ; 2nd,
the surplus honey taken ; and 3rd, the average per colony
secured :

YEAK-
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conclusion can be reached. This work we now have before us.

The educating of the masses in regard to the use of honey,
thereby increasing our home marljet, is a matter deserving
the attention of this Association quite as much as teaching
those who wish to keep bees how to care for them. The pro-

gram which is placed before you will provide an opportunity
for each one present to contribute something to our store of

bee-knowledge. I hope that the friends who lookt forward
after last year's meeting with the expectation that pur meet-
ings in the future would be less turbulent and more harmo-
nious and useful, will not be disappointed.

I thank you for the confidence placed In me a year ago in

elevating me to the position I nowoccupy, and I trust you will

assist me in making these meetings both pleasant and useful
during the few hours I shall remain in my present position.

J. K. Darling.

Referring to the minutes and the President's address, Mr.
Holtermann stated that there was too much unripe honey
placed upon the market, and that we should take steps to

have a limit fixt as to the percentage of water honey should
contain when placed before the public. In the discussion fol-

lowing attention was drawn to the difficulty of fixing a proper
standard, and to the fact that the breed of bees, locality and
season had much to do with the thickness of honey. Prof.

Shutt, analyst from the Dominion Experimental Farm, re-

ferred to the English standard of 18 to 20 per cent., and
that there are cases where the percentage far exceeds 25 per
cent., but he considered the Association safe in putting it at

25 per cent.

Upon motion it was decided that this Association appoint
one or more of its members, and that the Department at

Ottawa, the Dominion Experimental Farm, and the Ontario
Agricultural College at Guelph be requested each to appoint a
man, and that this committee secure samples of honey capt in

the hive, and find the percentage of water contained therein,
and report at our next annual meeting.

Management op Bees in the Spring.—Mr. J. W. Spar-
ling gave a paper on this subject. He emphasized the impor-
tance of commencing spring naanagement In reality the fall

previous. The first care is abundance of stores, and too much
Importance cannot be attacht to young, vigorous queens. He
advocated early putting out, no spring packing, and if stimu-
lative feeding be practiced, that it only be done during the
honey-dearth between fruit-bloom and clover. Mr. Alpaugh
spoke of the desirability of early fall packing, and also stated
that comparatively small colonies of young bees were prefer-
able to large colonies of old ones.

Prof. Shutt gave the results of three years' experiments
with foundation of various weights. The results pointed
toward the use of heavy foundation, the bees seeming to add
less wax when drawing out the foundation, thus making more
use of what was given them.

A considerable discussion took place as to the desirability

of opening up the British market for Canadian honey. It was
stated that the clover honey from Canada was of a better
quality than that from Australia and other foreign countries.
The British market does not demand minty honey, hence it is

a mistake to send basswood honey there. Nothing but the
best clover should be sent to Britain, and many thought that
we could not expect to realize over 7 to S cents net for it.

Outline of Work During the Extracting Sea.son.—
Mr. Newton, in dealing with this subject, stated that he pro-
duces both comb and extracted honey. He selects his best
colonies to work for comb honey, and the remainder for ex-

tracted. He uses queen-excluders and full-depth supers.
When the first super he puts on Is about two-thirds filled, he
raises it up and puts an empty one beneath it and on top of

the hooey-board. Be sure the honey is well ripened before
extracting, and have combs capt over before removing from
the hive. He recommended being scrupulously clean and tidy

while extracting. He renders cappings each day with a solar

wax-extractor. At the close of the season he has the extract-
Ing-combs piled on the hives and cleaned by the bees before
being put away. In the discussion following, the fact was
brought out that the honey obtained from cappings when be-

ing rendered Into wax by a solar wax-extractor would not be

colored by the heat if the pan into which it runs were shaded ;

it was also necessary to keep the extractor clean if the honey
was not to be colored by sediment or other matter in it. It

was contended that it was a loss of time to the bees to give
them extracting-combs during the day ; they should be given
In the evening, and they then will have the night to clean
them up.

"The Production of Comb Honey" was introduced in

a short, comprehensive paper by Mr. J. B. Hall. He stated

as a first requisite a right strain of bees, those that will fill

the brood-chamber with brood, and not refuse to work In the
sections when the lime comes. He did not believe the hive
had much to do with the securing of a large and nice crop of

comb honey. He emphasized the necessity of seeing In Sep-
tember that bees had abundance of stores to last them until

honey came again. He strongly urged the filling of sections
with foundation, and not to use that which is tough. The
apiarist must know about the time his honey-flow begins and
ends, and give supers as soon as needed, and keep a little

ahead of the bees, and remove the honey just as soon as It is

capt.

Mr. W. M. Orr being present at one of the sessions, he
was askt to address the Association. He stated that during
the past year not a single sample of adulterated honey was
traceable to a bee-keeper. Concerning spraying, he asserted
that it was not only useless to do so while fruit-trees were in

bloom, but absolutely injurious. He showed samples of the
San Jose scale on both fruit and wood, and much interest was
shown in the examination of these specimens. In speaking of

it he stated that bee-keepers were interested in It as well as

fruit-growers, inasmuch as the scale would attack any variety

of tree except pine and cedar.
"What is your experience with Carniolao bees?" was

askt. Mr. C. W. Post exprest himself as well pleased with
them, but the majority of those present did not agree concern-
ing their various qualities. In answer to other questions askt,

it was thought advisable to have an opening through the cen-

ter of the brood-combs in order to allow the cluster of bees to

contract and expand during cold weather. In producing comb
honey it was thought best to fill the sections with foundation,

as it not only gave a better quality of honey, but far more of

it. About 70 to 85 per cent, as much comb honey, it was
thought, could be produced as extracted. A majority of those
present advised the clipping of queens in order to control

swarms.
Again referring to the subject of a British market for

Canadian honey, it was moved by W. Couse, seconded by F. A.
Gemmill, and carried, that we heartily endorse the action of

the Government in placing a commissioner In London to look

after the interests of Canadian products, and that we request
honey to be placed on the list, and that we would recommend
to the Government Mr. C. W. Post as an inspector to guaran-
tee any honey which we may export.

Upon motion, Mr. J. Newton was recommended to the
Government as a fit and proper person for Dominion apiarist.

Officers Elected:—President, M. B.Holmes; 1st Vice-

President, W. S. Brown ; 2nd Vice-President, J. D. Evans;
Secretary, W. Couse, Streetsvllle ; Treasurer, M. Bmigh.
Directors, J. K. Darling, C. W. Post, J. W. Sparling, A. Pick-

ett, Jas. Armstrong, J. Newton, F. A. Gemmill, W. A. Chrys-

ler, and A. Wood ; Representative to the Ontario Agricul-
tural College, R. F. Holtermann ; Inspector of Apiaries, Wm.
McEvoy ; Sub-Inspector of Apiaries, F. A. Gemmill ; Repre-
sentatives to the Boards of Management of the Industrial Ex-
hibition, Toronto, A. Pickett; London Fair, R. H. Smith;
Central Fair, Ottawa, J. K. Darling; Auditors, A. E. Hoshal
and Jacob Alpaugh ; Revising Committee, J. D. Evans and D.

W. Heise.
Guelph was selected as the next place for holding the

annual convention.—Farmer's Advocate.

CONDUCTBD BY

DR. O. O. SlTLLBIt, MAXEJSIGO. ILL.

[QuBBtions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlreot.l

What Was tiic matter?

1. I had a swarm of bees last summer settle in a tree over

a large creek. I had the tree cut and drowned a great many
bees, but succeeded In saving the queen. They workt nicely

all summer, but in the fall got weaker. I examined them and
found they had not an egg or young bee. They had a nice lot

of honey and a beautiful, large Italian queen, but she died

with the bees, leaving what honey they had.
2. Also, another colony, very rich, swarmed out in Janu-

ary, leaving a full hive of honey. What was the cause?
3. Also, another had plenty, with a large brood-chamber,

kept coming out and going off, leaving the queen crawling on
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the ground, then would return to the hive in search of the
queen. What was the cause '? North Carolina.

Answers.— 1. There may have been some defect in the
queen, or the trouble may have been merely weakness of the
colony.

2-3. I don't believe I know, unless too weak in bees.

M ^
Telling Carniolaiis from Blacks.

By what particular marks can I tell the Carniolan bees
from the common bees generally known as "blacks?"

Alabama.
Answer.—Rather hard to describe, but perhaps it may be

said that in the Carniolans there is a light or whitish band
that does not appear in the blacks.

Brood-Frames Partly Filled with Comb.

1. I'm a beginner and have at present six colonies, and
the bees seem to be in good condition at present. I placed the
supers filled with sections on all of them May 1-i. I examined
all of the hives and found the frames with comb, but no honey
In them excepting in one. Is this all right?

2. In regard to this one I wish the information. On open-
ing the hive I found the frames partly filled with comb. To
give you an idea you can see by the rough drawing I herewith
send you. What is the cause of this ? One comb has brood
partly capt. New Jersey.

Answers.— 1. It is hardly wise to put on supers before
the bees are ready for them. In your locality they are not
likely to store any surplus before clover, and even then they
would hardly store in sections until the brood-frames were
well filled.

2. The peculiarity in the case seems to be that the frames
are very irregularly filled, all being only partially filled, and
no two combs being alike in size or shape. It hardly seems
that bees, left to their own devices, would ever build combs in

this way. It may be that the combs were put together from
different hives, or it may be that the combs were wormy or
otherwise bad, so that the bees gnawed away the faulty part,
leaving them in this irregular condition. Of course only a
guess can be made, and this guess may be entirely wrong.
You will find nothing about such a case in the books, as no
such case would ever occur under ordinary circumstances

—

only as an accidental thing.

Laying Workers and Foul Brood.

1. I have a colony that I found queenless in the spring,
but found some drone-brood, and what I thought a queen-cell.
I let it alone for two weeks and found no queen. I gave them
two frames of brood and eggs, and they paid no attention to

queen-rearing, but still found drone-brood. Then I gave them
one more frame of brood and eggs, and in a week I found two
queen-cells. Now, it has been 22 days since I gave them the
last frame, and no queen yet, but a little drone-brood. Have
they a laying worker and don't want anything better, or what
is the matter ?

2. I have a colony that I suspect has foul brood. In the
spring of 1S97 I found it weak. I gave it a frame of brood
and discovered some dead brood, and they did not build up
strong in the summer. I gave them two more frames of brood
and they seemed lo build up and clean out the hive nicely, and
were in very good condition by fall, but I never put on a super
at all. This spring I thought they were in good condition,
but they do not get strong, and I find the brood scattering

—

eggs, brood, larv:c, and dead brood all mixt up. The dead
turns brown but does not get ropy or smell offensive. This
evening I set the queenless hive by the other, and in a few
days I aim to double them up and put them into the queenless
hive, and do away with the other. What do you think of that ?

3. I also have a third colony that is strong, but I find

some dead brood, and the brood scattering, but no bad odor.
Kentucky.

Answers — 1. The probability is that they have not only a
laying worker, but a whole lot of them. Better break up the
whole business and give the combs to another colony or divide
them among several.

2. I stopt and studied over this question some time, then
turned to Mr. Cowan, editor of the British Bee Journal (who
was at my house at the time, and who knows ten times as

much about foul brood as I do,) and askt him what he
thought. He thought it might be a pretty safe thing to de-
stroy the suspected colonjr, as the risk was so great. Occasion-

ally it happens that the disagreeable smell is not observed.
The presence of dead brood scattered among the living is very
suspicious. Turn back to page 289 of the American Bee
Journal, and study the picture taken from a photograph by
Mr. Cowan. Burn frames and combs, but the hive may be
saved. Mr. Cowan's pamphlet says :

"The hive is disenfected by being either steamed or

scrubbed with boiling water and soap, and then painted over
with a solution of carbolic acid (one part of Calvert's No. 5
carbolic acid to two parts water,) and when the smell has dis-

appeared it will be ready for use."
3. The dead brood scattered among the living looks very

suspicious, and suggests close watching, at least.

Hives in Wliieli Bees Died-
Swarms.

-IJnitins Second

1. Last year three of my colonies died, and this spring I

put one of the hives on top of another hive of live bees, think-

ing they should get out the honey that was left in them, but
instead of taking the honey out they carried some more in it,

and besides they had two combs filled with brood, and a good
many of the cells were filled with pollen. What is best to be

done with the matter ?

2. Can I put second swarms together without taking one
queen away?

3. I have two hives with honey in them which I put on
top of other hives so that the bees can get the honey out, but
they are very slow at it. Can I leave them stand that way till

after swarming-time ? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. The result would probably have been dif-

ferent if you had put the empty hive under instead of over.

However, nothing very bad has happened. You can at any
time take away the combs that are unoccupied and mass in

one hive the combs of brood. If more than will go in one story

and you don't want to have more than one story filled, it will

be an easy matter to give such combs to colonies needing them,
to nuclei, or to swarms.

2. Yes, if they are united at or near the time of swarm-
ing. A few days later it may be well to make one of them
queenless 24: hours or more before uniting.

3. Better put them under, and it will be safe to leave

them till wanted for swarms, or till later.

Drones in Fruit-Bloom, Swarming, After-Swarms,
Putting on Sections.

1. Is it anything uncommon to have sealed drones in the

hives at this time of the year (Miiy 2U) ? I have seen one live

drone, too. It is fruit-bloom just now.
2. How soon can a swarm be expected from now ? The

colonies with drones are very strong and have plenty of sealed

workers.
3. Please give me a plan or plans (if you know several

give two or three of the best) that you will warrant to prevent

all after-swarms. I have only one empty hive for every colony

of bees.

4. When is the best time to put on sections, and what are

the signs ? I mean, of white clover, if when I see the first

blossom, some of the bees are whiting the top edges of the

comb? Iowa.

Answers.— 1. No. On the other hand it is rather unusual
that you can find only one live drone in fruit-bloom.

2. Hard to say. Depends somewhat on the weather. If

favorable, a strong colony might swarm in fruit-bloom, but
not many colonies are likely to swarm till fruit-bloom is over

and white clover has commenced to yield.

8. If you cut out all queen-cells but one, being sure to

miss none, it's pretty safe to warrant there will be no after-

swarms, but it's pretty safe to warrant that if you treat many
in this way you'll occasionally miss a cell. Perhaps the best

thing for you to do is to take this plan : When a swarm Is-

sues, set the hive with the swarm on the old stand, putting the

old hive close beside it. A week later carry the old hive to a

new place a rod or so away. The field-bees will return to the

swarm, the parent colony will bo reduced in numbers, and all

supernumerary queens be destroyed.

i. You can't go by date. Go by conditions. Generally

when you see bits of white wax put on the upper parts of the

comb, it is time to put on sections. But hardly when this oc-

curs in fruit-bloom. In Iowa, when the very first white clover

blossom Is seen, you may expect bees to be working pretty

well on white clover, so if you are observing enough to note

when the first lone white clover blossom appears, you may be

ready to put on supers in about 10 days.
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" If Bees made glucose some dealers would adulterate
it with pure hooey." So reads an "ironical if" In a daily

newspaper. It expresses the thing about rl(?ht, too.

Rates to Oiuataa.—We have received the fnllowiup,
dated May 25, from Commissioner E. Whitcomb, of the Trans-
Mississippi and International Exposition, now In operation at
Omaha, Nebr.

:

Friend York :—The rates have already been fixt for both
the Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha, as well as for the
G. A. R. reunion to be held at Cincinnati, and there doesn't
appear to be much difference In them.

I have opened up an office in the Apiary building, where I
am to be found at all times. Mrs. Whitcomb will be here to-
morrow with her large display of wax work, which will by far
outstrip anything before placed on exhibition in that linq. We
are a little late In getting the Apiarian Building ready, and
will be able to extend the time for placing exhibits to July 1.
Mr. Stilson is here and engaged In placing Nebraska's ex-
hibit, and it will be a fine one.

The building and its inside arrangements are the finest
ever opened to the bee-industries anywhere, and everything
has been granted that has been askt for ; at this time. If there
Is anything lacking, it is because we haven't askt for it.

Yours truly, E. Whitcomb, Covimissioner.

We may have been misinformed, but we understood some-
time ago that the round-trip rate froin Chicago to Omaha dur-
ing the Exposition would be $20. That Is about double the
Grand Army rate of one cent a mile.

We regretted very much to notice that the Omaha Expo-
sition management had decided to keep it open Sundays. We
were hoping that they would not make the same mistake the

World's Fair people did, and offend those visitors who believe

in observing Sunday in the right way. No doubt many will

remain away from the Omaha Exposition when they learn that

it is to be kept open on Sunday. It might do over in Spain,

where they glory In Sunday bull-fights, but in the United
States—well, when the Sunday of our honored forefathers is

gone we think that our people will realize they have lost a
good deal. We propose to do our part toward holding on to

Sunday as a day of rest and worship.

We hope the Apiarian Building will be kept closed on Sun-

day during the Exposition in Omaha.
"*-*-*.-

Xhe Ne-w Union's 'Worlt..—There are now some-

thing like 400 members of the United States Bee-Keepers'

Union, but there ought to be 4,000. We recently askt the

Board of Directors to offer any suggestions that they felt like

making In reference to the New Union, and here Is what Edi-

tor Root, of Gleanings, has to offer :

Editor York :—I notice on page 233, you would like to

hear from the Board of Directors with regard to the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union. You know, of course, just how I

stand ; but as for complying with your request, I wish to offer

nothing but encouragement ; and the only suggestion I make
Is that General Manager Secor blow his horn a little more

—

that is, tell of some of the things he has done. A recapitula-

tion of his works since he became General Manager would
have good effect, in my judgment. You will see by Gleanings
that he has settled a very difficult case.

Yours truly, Ernest R. Root, Director.

The "difficult case" referred to by Mr. Root is described

as follows in Gleanings for May 15 :

GENERAL MANAGER SECOK AS AN ARBITRATOR.

Some time ago I referred to a difficulty between a bee-

keeper and a commission-house to the Manager of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union. The case was a particularly diffi-

cult one, especially one where collection seemed well nigh out
of the question. As a last resort, and with a feeling, I must
confess, that nobody could do anything, 1 referred the matter
to Manager Secor. The commission-house in question does a
large business in one of our large cities. For certain irregu-

larities we never admitted their quotations. Well, what was
my surprise when I found that Mr. Secor had actually com-
pelled them to pay up I and the bee keeper who, I think, had
also given up his case, was so pleased that he turned In $2.00
to the Union for payment of membership in advance, saying
that, if that was the way the Union was going to champion
the rights of members, he was going to support it.

Manager Secor is a good arbitrator ; and If he could bring
about a satisfactory settlement in a case that seemed practi-

cally hopeless, as was the above, he is a captain.
For years back we have been acting as third party, or

arbitrator, between commission-men and bee-keepers ; but on
many accounts the Union can and should do far better work,
and at the same time bring to bear its moral prestige and
strength; and I would suggest, therefore, that in future all

cases be turned over to General Manager Secor, of Forest City,

Iowa, for I am sure he will handle them with discretion and
ability. But there is one thing you must not forget to do, and
that is to become a member of the Union before you get into

trouble. It is hardly fair to expect that the Union would
come to your support if you are not already a member.

Every one of our subscribers ought to be allied at once to

this organization that stands for the best Interests of the bee-

keeper and the championship of his rights. Do not wait till

you forget about it, but plank down your dollar at once.

It has always been beyond our comprehension why bee-

keepers hold back so from joining an organization like the

United States Bee-Keepers' Union—one that is managed

wholly in their interest. It hardly seems possible that it can

be on account of a financial lack, for the membership fee Is

only .SI.00 a year. That may be the reason (and a good one)

in some instances, but any one who pretends to do anything

at all with bees ought to be able, and very glad, to help in

such a wise effort as Is being made by the New Union in the

interest of its individual members, and thus to the whole bee-

keeping industry itself. If we as bee-keepers will not look

after our own interests we may be sure no one else will, and
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Manager Secor cannot be expected to do very much when

there is but little to do with.

Now, we trust that those readers of the American Bee

Journal who have not as yet joined the New Union, will do so

at once. Why not make it 1,000 strong by the time of the

next annual meeting, sometime next September, probably ?

We will be glad to receive the dollar membership fee from all

who prefer to send it to us, and then forward to General

Manager Secor, who will mail you a receipt therefor. Of

course, you can send direct to Mr. Secor, instead of to us.

Address him thus: Hon. Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa. If

only 50 new members were added per week from now until

the next meeting, there would then be almost the first thou-

sand. Surprise Mr. Secor by rolliug the dollars toward him

for awhile. He's a very cool, quiet, backward sort of man.

Pleasant surprises are always a good thing for such people.

Encourage him to laugh heartily on account of the great num-
ber of dollar membership fees hastening toward them. Begin

now.
*~«-*^

The Queen-Breeders' Union.—We take the

following paragraphs from the Bee-Keepers' Review for May :

This is an era of organizations, and unions, and fraterni-

ties. The latest in this line, in an apicultural way. is the
Queen-Breeders' Union. The idea originated with Mr. J. O.
Grimsley, of Tennessee. The object is to protect and benefit

both queen-breeders and queen-buyers. No breeder will be
admitted who has not a clemi record ; and any case of crook-
edness on the part of a member will cause him to be expelled.

Only honest, straight-forward, reliable breeders will be ad-
mitted, and if it is found that a mistake has been made in

admitting a man, that mistake will be rectified. Expulsion
from the Union would practically ruin any breeder's business,
and no man will be expelled unless his business proves to be
such that it ouglit to be ruined. Of course, not to join the
Union need not necessarily be construed as a reflection upon
a man's honor or integrity, but to join it shows that he is will-

ing and ready to stand with those who intend to do right ; and
to place himself in such a position that he iiutst do right or be
publicly branded as a rogue. If a man buys queens of a mem-
ber of the Union he can rest assured that he will be treated
fairly. If he isn't, he will have in his hands a pretty big club
to hold over the head of the man who has dealt unfairly.

Another object of the U nion will be to protect its members
against dishonest queen-bMj/e?-*. Occasionally there is a man
who starts out with the deliberate purpose of defrauding
queen-breeders. He orders queens and promises to pay at a
certain time; gets all the queens he can on credit of one
breeder, and then proceeds to " work '' some one else. Of
course, a man may not always be able to pay when he has
promist to pay, but the man who deliberately goes to work to

"beat" queen-breeders will soon find out that they are "on to

him," as the saying goes.

The business of organizing this Union has, I believe, been
all conducted by mail, and I am not certain that it is yet com-
plete. It is likely that more particulars can be given later.

Latek.—The officers are as follows:

President, G. W. Hufstedler, of Texas; Vice-President,
J. B. Case, of Florida; General Manager, W. H. Pridgen, of

North Carolina ; Secretary and Treasurer, J. O. Grimsley, of

Tennessee.

.We do not see why such an organization should not be a

good thing for all concerned. We shall be glad to publish free

a list of the names of the members of the Queen-Breeders'

Union, and still gladder to insert continuously in the American
Bee Journal, say an inch advertisement for each, at the usual

rates.

Bee-Keepingf for Begfinners is the title of a
110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-
keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,
we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for $1.-1:0 ; or, we will mall it as a premium to any of
our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to
the Bee Journal for a yciar (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

Mr. S. T. Pettit, of Ontario, Canada, reported his bees

in extraordinarily good condition May 21. That's the general
report this spring.

Mk. M. M. Rice, of Grant Co., Wis., wrote May 20 :

"Bees are in fine condition, and there is a good outlook
for a crop of honey."

Mr. M. M. Baldkidge, of Kane Co., HI., reported two
swarms. May 16 and 17. Another bee-keeper at the same
place wrote us May 23 that he had had 7 swarms up to that

date. Bees began to swarm very early this year.

Miss Flora Fitch—J. A. Golden's fascinating young lady

helper — is pictured In Gleanings for May 15. Poor Rambler ;

he'll be worse upset now, for not even the section-cleaner is

shown with her ; and when Rambler must face her face with-

out a counter attraction, we don't know what will happen !

But then, he's 2,500 miles away, so no one need get uneasy
just yet.

Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan, the noted editor of the British

Bee Journal, was in Chicago last week, and we had the de-

lightful pleasure of making his acquantance, and also that of

his wife, who accompanied him. We regretted exceedingly not

being able to entertain Mr. and Mrs. Cowan at our home, on
account of the ill-health of Mrs. York, who has tor the past

several months suffered from malarial fever. No one who has
been thus alHicted need be told of its very weakening and lin-

gering effect. We hope next week to be able to have more to

say regarding Mr. Cowan's visit to this part of the country.

Mr. 0. 0. PoppLETON, of Dade Co., Fla., writing us May
19, said:

"This is my busy season, running the extractor daytime
and reading war news evenings. The honey crop is a very

light one. I have out so far an average of only 40 pounds
per colony ; ought to have had double that by now. May pos-

sibly double it during the season. The fire was quite a serious

loss to me, not only in bees and one full set of implements,

etc., but almost our entire range is burned over. As penny-
royal takes about three years to recover itself, the loss will

not be confined to this season only."

Mr. Poppleton's fire was thus mentioned in tbe American
Bee-Keeper for May :

" Mr. Poppleton has recently suffered quite a heavy loss

as the result of one of his apiaries being located in the wake of

one of those destructive fires, which, during the spring

mouths, are constantly raging through the woodlands of South
Florida. The bee-house with all its contents, including a new
Cowan extractor, uncapping-can, tank with several hundred
pounds of honey, and numerous other articles of value, was
destroyed. Many hives with bees were damaged, and 11
strong colonies were consumed outright."

We hope Mr. Poppleton will soon recover from the effects

of the fire. It no doubt came in a very bad time for him.

The Gentleman Farmer Magazine is in Its ord vol-

ume. It is gotten up after the style and shape of the Cosmo-
politan and similar magazines—only more beautiful, if that is

possible. The May number has been on our desk for several

weeks, but until now we have been too busy to notice it in this

column. It contains about 100 pages, and is most fully illus-

trated with the finest half-tone engravings. This particular

May number contains an article written by Rev. Emerson T.

Abbott, of Missouri, entitled " Bee-Culture." We believe it is

to be concluded in the June number. It aims to present the

subject of bee-keeping in a popular and entertaining way

—

and Mr. Abbott can do that. Better get the May number.
Price 10 cents ; or one year for .si.00 ; or we will club it with

the American Bee Journal for a year—both together for only

$1.75. Address the Gentleman Farmer Company, Manhat-
tan Building, Chicago, III., for a copy, enclosing 10 cents.

Then after examining it send us your subscription. You will

like the magazine very much.
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Good Wintering.—According to Schweizerische Bienen-
zeitung, colonies bave the fewest deaths in winter that are
well surrounded with honey, sealed being better than unsealed,
itffe feeding is bad. If compelled to feed, crowd the bees on
few frames, give warm feed rapidly, and keep the bees warm.

Moist or Dry Heat in a Hive.—Referring to page 123 of
the Bee Journal, Hasty, in Review, thinks there's a chance
for a fight as to whether the air in a hive is moist or dry. On
the one hand, so much evaporation of nectar must make things
wet, and on the other hand unless the air was pretty dry there
couldn't be evaporation.

Young Queens to Prevent Swarming.—One year Gra-
venhorst, early in May, removed 20 old queens, replacing
them with queens that had just begun to lay ;

1 'J of the 2(i
colonies swarmed. But when the young queen is reared in
the colony, he has never known such young queen to swarm
that year.—Deutsche 111. Bztg.

Finisht Sections—are they Desirable ?—Editor Hill says
this has been developt as a new question in connection with
plain sections—whether sections should be filled and finisht
to the wood on all sides—and he votes yes. But he thinks the
projecting side-pieces of the section are a valuable protection
to the comb in handling.—American Bee-Keeper.

Age of Queens.—Experiments at Flacht showed that in
fall and winter 10 per cent, of two-year-old queens disap-
peared and no one-year-olds. Of colonies with two-year-old
queens, 30 per cent, began breeding early in the last mild
winter, and 60 per cent, of the colonies with one-year-old
queens were already stronger than the preceding October.

—

Centralblatt.

Painting Hives is vetoed by Doolittle, but J. H. Martin
says in Gleanings, that while such a view may be all right for
York State, in hot climates honey will melt down in a hive not
kept well painted and white. To which Doolittle may reply
that the same rule holds in York State if hives have no pro-
tection from the sun, but in the shade a white hive will melt
its honey as quickly as a black one.

Sometliing Against Fall Feeding.—E. E. Hasty, in Re-
view, refers to the interesting report of " Iowa," in American
Bee Journal (page 122) and thinks the colony that lost 24J^
pounds after having been fed, might have lost only four if it

had not been disturbed by feeding. He says :
" In my oppo-

sition to fall feeding, except when absolutely necessary, I have
been pretty lonesome in this generation ; but a hundred years
hence there'll be more of me."

Wintering on Sealed Honey.—F. A. Gem mill united two
normal colonies about Nov. 5, and put them on four Lang-
stroth frames of sealed honey. Tbey remained perfectly quiet
when other colonies flew Feb. 10; and March 11, after :i}.i

months' confinement, they showed no more need of a flight
than if they had only been confined a month. Pretty good evi-
dence that empty cells are not absolutely essential for winter-
ing.—Canadian Bee Journal.

r:' The Ideal Super is the rather imposing name applied to a
super that has won Editor E. R. Root from his loyalty to the
section-holder, and seems to be in a fair way to secure the al-
legiance of Dr. Miller to the abandonment of the T super, )/
fences and plain sections are to be used. The Ideal takes tail
sections, the super having a strip of tin as a support at each
end at the bottom, the same as the T super, but in place of T
tins it has plain wooden bottom-bars running lengthwise, the
sections resting on these bottom-bars. Evidently the doctor
cannot resist the temptation to poke a little fun at Editor
Root, with whom he has for a long time been at sword's points
regarding the matter of supers, and he reaches after him in
the following style :

"And I've thought that, if he'd handle a lot of T supers
for a single season a.s they ought to be tinndlcd, he might change
his tune. First he believed in wide frames—wide frames with
top-bar, bottom-bar, end-bar. For a time, if I'm not mistaken.

he believed in T supers, and then he went back to wide frames
just a step nearer T supers than the old wide frames by leav-
ing off the top-bar, and he called them section-holders. Now
he's gone another step toward the T super, left off the end-
bar, and dubs it Ideal. If he'll go still another step and leave
off the bottom-bar, perhaps he'll stand square in line with
me."—Gleanings, page 386.

Carbon Bisulphide for Fumigating Honey is recom-
mended by J. S. Woodward (National Stockman) in preference
to sulphur, as the latter makes him sick. Put the honey in a
place that can be closed tight—for the size of a flour-barrel
put two tablespoonsfuls of carbon bisulphide in a saucer or flat

dish on top, then cover up. Leave over night, and treat again
in two or three weeks. But be careful in handling it, for its

fumes are poisonous, and it is inflammable and explosive.

Honey vs. Sugar.—In Stray Straws (Gleanings, page
378,) a case is mentioned in which physicians have forbidden
the use of starch and sugar, but allow pure honey. The Stray
Straw man uses honey instead of sugar in hot drink, and likes

it as well as sugar if the honey is of best quality. The editor
is very positive that there is a decided difference in his own
case, as he is able to eat a certain amount of honey without
inconvenience, but cane sugars, maple sugars, candy, and all

such stuff, he is obliged to let alone.

Flights in Wintering.—D. W. Heise, in Canadian Bee
Journal, referring to the statement "that the bees that have
the greatest number of winter flights in cold, hard winters,
are the ones that come out best in the spring," wonders
whether that's the whole truth, and thinks if he could control
the matter he'd have just one flight a month. But there is

probably no conflict of opinion, for remember, Mr. Heise, it's

"cold, hard winters" that are spoken of, and in "cold, hard
winters" the bees are not likely to fly more than once a month.

Bate of Storing Honey.—To many who have been accus-
tomed to hear of the large yields of honey in California, the
natural supposition probably is that more honey is secured
there in a day than farther north and east. But W. A. H.
Gilstrap (Gleanings, page 3t)l) says :

" I am convinced that
it is not common for bees to store honey as rapidly here as in

the east. Your bees store perhaps over half as much in 30
days as ours do in 100. An apiary storing three pounds of

alfalfa honey per day for each colony would be a good run. I

have never been able to extract so much."

Well-Finisht Sections for Shipping.—R. C. Aikin thinks
there would be little trouble about combs breaking out of sec-

tions when shipt if they were well fastened to the wood all

around (Gleanings, page 381.) Poor attachments are likely

to be made in slow flows, with weak colonies, or when too

much super room is given. He is strongly in favor of bottom
starters, and has a large per cent, of sections better fastened
at bottom than at sides. There is trouble with bottom start-

ers curling over when too deep, but he finds they will answer
the purpose nearly as well if only h or ^^-inch deep, and when
thus narrow will not curl over.

Time of Mating and Laying.— Doolittle gives some fig-

ures (Gleanings, page 396.) The first young queen emerges
from her cell in about seven days after the prime swarm is-

sues. Queens which have their own way fly to meet the drone
when about five to seven days old, and begin to lay two or
three days later ; 17 days is the shortest time a young queen
is likely to be laying after the prime swarm issues. But eggs
are so scarce that it is hardly worth while to look for them till

three or four days later. If after-swarms issue, then the time
is lengthened several days. Mr. Doolittle's practice is to look

for brood or eggs the 23rd day from swarming if there are no
after-swarms, and four days later if there are after-swarms.

Getting Big Prices for Honey seems to be a specialty

with Chalon Fowls (Gleanings, page 384.) Last season he got
an average of 12 cents a pound for his comb honey, and 10
cents for extracted, ?( of his crop being extracted. An article

in a former number of the American Bee Journal gives his

plan of selling, but that alone will hardly account for this fact,

which he states :
" It is a significant fact that in the town of

Elyria, a town of about 10,000, every one of the grocers

handles my extracted honey, paying cash on delivery, and
they will not buy of others, even when offered at a lower
price." Perhaps the chief secret lies in this sentence : "The
extracted honey is ripened in the hive, and always weighs 12
pounds or mora to the gallon."
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall, CHICAGO,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
ping device is a fine thing
for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for SO cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for
sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00; or for .SI. 10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEOKGE W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL&

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If yoii are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ J^ ^
lias a hobby which is thesheep breederand
hts industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you Interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, • - Chicago>
Flease mention Bee Journal when writing.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Oiieeiis for Business.

Supplies at Bottoui Prices.

" Bee-Keeping for Beifluners.'' price 50 cents.
Imparts the instruction. Price-X.lst free.

J. P. H. BKOn^N, Augasta, «a.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

TafalAfr PrOO •*• *• K«>ot * Co's Goods
vaiaiUg I ICC lor Missouri and other points,
to be had at factory prices from Joliu Nebel
Si. Son, High Hill, jniHSonri. 9Alf
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

RFKS? Florida Italian (([imst
Tested Queens, 11.00 each; Untested, oOc.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address. E. K.. CARRINGTON,
llAtf De Funiak Springs, Fla.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

,, keepers. Orders filled promptly.
SScnd for catalog. MmfESIITA BEE-
:

KEEPERS' SUPPLY MFC. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Van Deusen Thin
Foundation...
We have several 2.5-pound boxes of Van

Deusen Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation
lor sale, at $13. .50 per box. This Founda-
tion is preferred by many. As we have only
a few boxes of It. an order for same should be
sent promptly. Address Tlie A. I. Koot Co.
118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Cong'reg'ational Home mis-
sionary Society

meeting will he held in Cleveland, Ohio,
June 7 to 9, inclusive, account of which
the Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets at
$11.35 for the round trip on certificate
plan. Dates of sale June 3, -1, 5 and 6,
inclusive. Tickets good returning until
and including June 13. For further
particulars address J. Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago.
Telephone Main 3389.

Buck'wheat in^Bloora.

I had only 3 colonies, and have had 2
swarms so far this year, but I expect 4
more. I am taking no honey from them,
and won't this year, as I will let them
increase. I have J^ acre of Chinese
buckwheat in bloom, and the bees are
working hard. Pierce O'Hurley.
Choctaw Nation, Ind. Ter., May 24.

Keport for 1897.

I produced 2, .500 pounds of comb
honey last season, from 43 colonies,
spring count, and sold it before winter,
at an average of 13 cents per pound, all

within 12 miles of home. I had calls
for more, but I could not furnish it. I

increast to 73 colonies, lost 3 during the
winter, and I am now doubling some of
my hybrids.

I had my first swarm'of this season to-
day—May 26. W. R. Clover.

Vermillion Co., Ind.

'
' Converted " Bees !

Our bees are doing well. Fruit-bloom
is in all its glory. I cannot understand
why so many of my bees have turned
Methodists—they used to be Presby-
terians—but now they swarm on Sun-
day ! Two yesterday—one before 9 a.m.
If I had my choice in the matter I would
rather they would remain united for at
least three weeks longer, as I am a crip-
ple at present, and cannot attend to
swarming. But I expect to be on toe-
path again in a week or so.

D. W. Hkise.
Ontario, Canada, May 23.

Starved in Winter.

I lost quite a number of my bees last
winter through starvation— 5 out of 20.
The weather kept so cold that I didn't
dare to open the hives, but the rest are
in good condition. They swarmed first

May 23. They didn't get much honey
out of the fruit-blossoms this year, as
the weather was so cold, but it is pleas-
ant now. At present they work on the
dandelions, which are plentiful here.
The white clover is in fine condition this
year, and will soon blossom. There is a
great deal of it here. It is the main
honey harvest in this part of the coun-
try. Lewis Harting.
Ida Co., Iowa, May 25.

Bees in Good Condition.

I have 14 colonies of bees all in good
condition but one, which was weak and
queenless. I gave them a frame of
brood from another hive, and they have
reared a queen, or at least there are a
number of empty queen-cells, tho I have
not lookt for the queen. I will give
them another frame of brood soon.
Apples and plums are heavy with

bloom, and bees are working lively. I

have about an acre of strawberries in

bloom, but haven't seen a bee on them
yet, while the dandelions are alive with
them. They have always workt very
lively, however, on the raspberries—es-

pecially the reds—of which I have about

A Book Recommended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEWIeTHOD

By W. E Forest, M. D., 13th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Phtsician, and as

A Ciiiide to Health.
It makes the way from tVea-kness to
$$treiig:ll> so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings <-uiiiiot be !«ick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, 'saving the need of call-
ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a tlrug
treatment.

All (Jlironic Uiseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the '* jVc;' J/ie^//c»(Zx " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
itiiiniptive have been entirely cured.
While for lilienniatiNiii. Indigfes-
tion, >yMi>ei>sia, 4.'o»!<tipatlon,
l»ysentai-y, Liver and Kidney
'I'roiibles, C'atarrli, Emacia-
tion. <i<enei-al l>el»ility, I\erv-
on» l'>xlisiii!>lioii. IMseases I»e-
cnliar to %Voiiien, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A (irnarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Xiie rWew Kdition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was $3.,50, we sell this at $1.00, postpaid.

For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail you the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOKGF W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Bee-lieepers' Hlioto^rapli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 131 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
i3o those who order first will get the most
" faces" for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.

Frank B. Kiirkley nilii;. Co., 8:i5 Old
Colony Buildint'. Chicago. 111., will sell you
carts, wagons, buggies, carriages and harness
direct from factorj'. 21A4t

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels
of very best Bass'wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 280 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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three acres ; but they haven't bloomed
yet.

There is a good prospect for white
clover. There is no basswood near me,
but there is an abundance about five

miles away. Will it pay to move my
bees into the vicinity of the basswood
about the time it begins to bloom, and
then back again after it is over.

I have gotten a good deal of help from
the American Bee Journal.

J. Ridley.
Winneshiek Co., Iowa, May 21.

[It depends very much upon whether
the basswood yields or not, as to moving
the bees so as to work on it. Some years

it has bloomed profusely and still

yielded no nectar. Just why is not

known. But you could try the experi-

ment this year, If not too muoh work,

and report results.

—

Editor.]

Host Colonies Strong.

My 72 colonies of bees have wintered
well In 8 and 10 frame "St. Joe " hives,
on the summer stands with Hill's device,
and from 2 to 4 inches of chaff over
them. I lost one that starved, and have
divided two, thus filling the empty hive
and making a gain of one. Most of my
colonies are remarkably strong for this
time of the year, and will swarm 10
days earlier than last year.

I could not, and will not, keep bees
without the American Bee Journal. I

get valuable help from its reading.
Wm. C. Hudnall.

Fulton Co., 111., May 20.

A Busy Bee-Keeper.

This is a very busy season for me. I

am on a 200-acre "dairy farm, with a
milk route, which I run myself. I have
25 colonies of bees to look after, and am
preparing to build a house, barn and
well on a place of 36 acres which I have
recently bought, and to which I expect
to moVe next spring. I have been put-
ting in small fruit and improving other
ways.
Bees came out of the cellar in fine

condition, and everything has been favor-
able. They are building up splendidly.
I have had one fine, large swarm, and
other colonies are preparing to swarm.
Apple bloom lasted longer than usual,
and yielded well, and then wild crabs
followed. White clover is looking nice,
and there Is every prospect of a prosper-
ous year for the bees.

I like the Bee Journal very much, es-
pecially the editorial comments, which I

read first. S. H. Herrick.
Winnebago Co., 111., May 25.

Sweet Clover—Wintering Queens.
The Bee Journal is always interesting

to me, but sometimes more than usually
so, as this sweet clover number of April
21. There is much in the experience of
J. F. Rosenfeld that is parallel with my
own. I, too, have a litte patch from
which each season I dig plants to put
elsewhere. The maiu object of this is

to spread the clover, but there is a sec-
ondary one, which is, to give the clover
that is left opportunity for development.
It likes abundant roouj, and I have had
it growing as luxuriantly as it is pict-
ured in the illustration, and a beautiful,
fragrant plant It is when in full bloom.
I was glad to be able to read this article.

^^^^^^
31NQHAM

BeeSmokOT

Binghum & llethering-
ton Uncapping-

Knife.

>t< >k M^ M^ >V, »M<
VI«f A<^ VJx VJ* TjT

PRICES OF BINGHAM PERFECT

Bee-SiTiQkers and Honey -Knives I
Smoke Engine i largest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $i:i.0O; each, by mail, $1.50
Doctor 3>^ in. stove. Doz. 9.00; " 1.10
Conqueror 3-in. stove. Doz. G.50; " 1.00
J.arure 2!>'i-in. stove. Doz. 5.00; *' .90
Plain 2-in. stove. Doz. 4.75; " .70
Little Wonder (weight 10 ounces) ... 'l-xn. stove. Doz. 4.50; " .60
Honey-Knife Doz. 6.00; " .80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN VEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:—Have used the Conqueror L") years. I was always pleased with its

wrtrkings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer, i write for a circu-
lar. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.

January li", L-vt". Truly, \V. H. EAGERTT. Cuba. Kansas.
Mr. Bingham, Dear Sir:—Please send per mail a 4-inch Smoke Engine. I have

one of your Smokers; it is too small in time of trouble.
February 21. I8ij8. a. F. SEWARD. Riverside. Calif.

9A9t T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell, iniclilgan.

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To liave a copy of

\mt Our 1898 Catalog \mt

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the Soutliu'e§l—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing'
they will appreciate the low frelprht rates obtained by purchas-

ing poods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
tiugr a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have eatabllsht a branch house at 1730 South i:iih St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all \piarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers iu the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are nni, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw-

colored tinuepurent Foundation, improved Smokers aud Honey Kxtractors. and all other flrat-

clas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure thai if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our (ustomer Id the future.

{^"PuoGRhiSsiVE Bee-Keeper. 50c per year. "Amateur Bee*Keeper," 25c. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
legally Manufacluring Company, rrsif'-Touu^.'sms.., «°.ua..a, Neb.

BEE-SUPPLIES

!

We have the best equipt fantory In the West. Capacity
1 car load a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of everything needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

lIliiBtrated Catalosr, 72 Pases, Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal-

vanized steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address.

E. KRETCHITIEK, Ked Oak, Iowa.
SEUit Please mention the American Bee .Journal when writing.

BRANCH OF THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
10 VINE STREET =^^=^^^=^=^
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Sweet S Clover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5Ib lOB) 251b 50n>
Sweet Clover (white). .60 Jl.OO J2.25 14.00
Alsike Clover 70 1.35 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover...- 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Southern Home
of the Honey-Bee

Is now ready for your orders for Queens of
either 3 or 5 Banded Italians and Steel
Gray CarnlolanH. More than .300 Tested
Queens to begin with. Untested, either race,
75 cts. each; June and until October 50 cents
each. Tested $1.00 each. Good Breeders, $2
each. Straight 5-Banded or " Faultless

"

Queens, 15.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER,
Successor to Hufstedler Bros.,

3Atf BEEVILLE, Bee Co. TKX.

Miiil/ci HONEY-EXTRACTOR
iflUlll iS Square Glass Jars.

Root's (loods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c
In stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

'OUR PRICES nv°ru°°rai?
ing the new
dianipion Ciiafl-Hive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
T0U*$*«

K. H. SCHniDT 6l CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

er- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

tor bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATEST WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOB
Han IVo Sag In Brood-Framea

Thin Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
Has So FisbboDe io tbe Sorplas BoDef,

Being the cleanest la nsnall; wor«ef
the qalokeBt of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEtlSEN.
Sole Mannfaotarer,

Soront Brook Montsomery Co., N. T.

DCC.IfCCpCRC T
Let me send you my 64-

ULL IVLLILIIO I page Catalog for 1898
J. m. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writins

Frank B. Barkley inrg. Co., 8.35 Old
Colony Building, Chicago, 111., will sell you a
spray pump, gas engine, or elder press, direct
from factory.

especially the closing paragraphs, to Mr.
Amos, for he looks upon me as a sort of
crank on the subject of sweet clover.
The paragraph on " Killing old bees

in the fail," suggests a matter on which
I think there is room for experiment and
study—that is, how to keep queens with-
out keeping more bees than are neces-
sary or useful. I tried that in a small
way myself the past winter. I wintered
a young queen, reared late in the sea-
son, in an observatory hive. She came
through in good condition, and is now
laying vigorously, as I needed her for a
queenless colony. Here our main honey-
flow comes after June, so there Is a long
season In which to build up.
The past winter I carried through two

small colonies whose queens began to

lay in August, and were encouraged to
lay as long as they would, so that most
of the bees were young when put into
winter array. They did not seem large
enough to winter alone, so I took one of

my big chaff hives and fitted a division-
board bee-tight, and put a little colony
on each side, seeing that the frames
given them—four and five—were well
filled. They came through the winter In

good condition, and I would be well
pleased to have more such double colo-
nies. (Mrs ) A. L, Amos.
Custer Co., Nebr., May 10.

All to Keep Sweet.

Bees are doing well and are in good
condition. Locusts are in tloom, and
white clover is just beginning to bloom.
The prospect is good for a fair crop of
honey. I hope there will be enough
sweetness to keep us all sweet, and
enough to sell, so that we can keep our
subscriptions paid In advance, and the
editor "sweet" as well.

W. S. Feeback.
Nicholas Co., Ky., May 23.

Prospects in Utah.

The chances for a good honey year
here appear to be good. There has
been an abundance of rain, which seems
to have assured good crops even on the
dry farms, which lie above the irrigat-
ing canals, while everywhere in the irri-

gated districts everything is growing in

abundance. This will Insure lots of
bloom, which in turn will give us. lots of
honey, but of which I will write later.

Success to the American Bee Journal.
The trouble is to get new subscribers ;

it takes care of the old ones itself. It is

like the use of foundation, it needs some
coaxing to get It started, but when once
started it holds its own.

E. S. LovEsr.
Salt Lake Co., Utah, May 23,

P, S.—Since receiving the mail to-day,
I lind that the excessive amount of rain,
and consequently more or less cold
weather, is causing some loss among the
bees In some portions of the State, but
we believe the rainy season will soon be
over, when a good honey-flow will be
assured. E, S. L.

Italians Behind So Far.

I started this spring with six colonies
in 8-frame dovetailed hives, with the
following variety of bees: Two golden
Italians, one grey Carnlolan, and three
hybrids, I bought three box-hives of
black bees, transferred them April 2 to

8-frame hives, I am running for comb

"A dueenlyjeceiver."
"He fools his customers by sending more

than IS expected,"—See page 105. current vol-
ume Bee Journal, and ask for the free pamph-
let referred to. lam now prepared to fill or-
ders promptly with fine yellow-to-the-tip
H'EENS, or d lughters of Imported stock
mated to golden drones, .at 75c each. Purely-
mated Queens reared from the best stock and
by the best method known, is what I furnish,
and will prove It to all who give me a chance.
Money Order Ollice, Warrenton.

Address, W, H. PRIDGEN.
2JAtf Creek, Warren County, N. C,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Excelsior Ijicubator

ajid Brooder Cheap .„..
200 eggs capacity. Good as new. Used
for only two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Will sell it forTWENTY DOI^CARS, half the cost price
Address, P. W. DUNNE,

River Forest, Cook Co., III.

Texas Queens fMVM\
Best honey-gathering strain in America.

Tested, $1.50, Untested. $1,00, Write for a
Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal,

BEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

^' aend for Catalog.

FRED A. DALTON,
lA26t W.\r,KKR, Vernon Co., Mo.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 75c Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
8Att GRANGER, MINN,

Bees for Sale
in Indiana I

Italian Bees in 8-frame Langstroth hives.
Per colony $5.00; 5 or more at one time $4 50
per colony. I have only a limited num >er for
sale. They are strong colonies, and ready for
busine.S3. Address, W. H. WATTS,
lOAtt Rods, Lake Co., Ind.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Honey • Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indiana.U<'^'*fOVD£Ii'5^«

nilCCUC Italian stock. Untested, 70c each;
I^ULLllO .SlorSJ.OO After July 1, 50 cents
eaoti; tested. $1.00 eauh. Root's Goods at
Root^s Prices. Prompt shipment and satis-
faction guaranteed. Catalog tree.

THEODORE BENDER,
20Atf Canton, Ohio.

First Excursion oftlie Season
to Cleveland

via Nickel Plate Road, June 3 to tj, in-

clusive. .SL1.35for the round-trip on
certificate plan. Tickets good returning
until June 13, inclusive. Three through
trains daily from Van Buren Street Pas-
senger Station, Chicago, For further
information address J, Y, Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago,
Telephone Main 3389,
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honey. Up to date (May 18) I have got-

ten from one Carniolan colony, 47
pounds of well filled sections ; from three

Italians, IT pounds—some of it from a

swarm hived March 22. Three black

colonies have furnisht 39 pounds ; the

hybrids nothing, and little prospects of

any. It is a bad showing for the much-
praised Italians and their blood.

Our honey is all gathered from trees

and bushes, only a small quantity from
annuals, even the clovers, excepting the

Japan, which will furnish some later on.

Until that time is past, I will not pass

sentence on the Italians, hoping they

will redeem themselves. They are good

swarmers. L. W. M. Roe.
Washington Co., Ala., May 18.

Wet and Cold Spring.

It is very wet and cold here

spring. Bees are not doing much.
this

Wayne Co.

Luther Bryant.
Pa., May 23.

Cool Weather.

My bees are doing fairly well consid-

ering the cool weather. J. A. Flett.
Hennepin Co., Minn., May 15.

Short Winter.

My bees all came through the winter

on the summer stands without the loss

of a colony. I had my first swarm for

this year May 20. Bees brought in

honey and pollen Nov. 20, 1897 ;

brought me the first this year March 16.

This was a short winter for this section

of country. D. H. Metcalf.
Calhoun Co., Mich., May 22.

White Clover in Bloom.

Bees are doing fairly well now, but

have done nothing all spring until now,

owing to a late freeze and too much
rain. I have been out all week doing

bee-work, for 20 miles around, and find

the bees in fairly good condition. White
clover is now in full bloom, and we look

for quite a little honey from that source.

J. R. Gibson.
Ripley Co., Mo., May 19.

Good Prospect for a Honey Crop.

My bees are in fine condition. They
commenced swarming April 2, but on
May 1, all at once, they were quiet. I

saved 21 swarms.
Myself and boy found a bee-tree in

1895 with Italian bees. We cut it, put

the bees into a box-hive, and in three

years we had -41: good colonies, and lost

some by going to the woods, and some
died In 1896—the hard year for bees in

this country.
We have 78 colonies now. The pros-

pect for a honey crop is good.
A. R. Yandell.

Scott Co., Ark., May 19.

A Very "Swarmy" Swarm.

Bees are doing well, and have been
swarming for some days. They are

very much inclined to want to go to the

woods. Some years ago I had a swarm
hived on a frame of eggs and hatching
brood come out the next day ; hived and
put in another frame of brood, came out

again the next day ; hived again and

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'wllitest
Bass'^rood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .TourDal. 7Atf

Italian Bees For Sale !!

We have arranged with a large bee-keeper

In Lee County. Ill, (about 100 miles west of

ChicagQi, to All our orders lor Italian Bees at

the foUowinE prices there, which Include a

good Queen wltii each colony:

8 L.framesot bees In light 8hlpplng-case,S3.75
5 at 13.50 each.

8 L. frames of bees in dovetailed hive, $4.25.

5 at $4.00 each.

Prompt shipment after May 1, and safe ar-

rival and satisfaction guaranteed. Address

OEOBGE W. TOBK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILLS

Bees and Glueens
Queens $1.00; Bees by the nound $1.00; Nu-

clei, two frames with Queen. $2.00; one-frame
$1.50. Also Barred aud While P. Koc-ks
aud Sllver-l.at'ed Wyandotles. Eggs for

Sitting at $1.00 per 15.

iTA8t Mrs. A. A, Simpson, Swarts, Pa.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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Armed Intervention
is not nt-ceesary to iUf peace of ntnck or safety
of crops ahout which Pase Fence is erected..

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

WHAT DO YOU WANT?
If it's Buggies* Harnc*", Sudiilew
MaihlDee«, Feed too k.r-. < j.lo

Pumps, Poultry
tliiiiK else, we
rect from the fac-
wliatitis, or where
supply it rilMf 9(r<'e ;/<>tf money too.

YOUR wants! ;;';.'J^'

_^kNOttjrj\tisn

ItU'yt'Ies, Sewlnif
I'rt-HweM, Spriiy

SupptieH or any-
supply it <ii-

No matter
it is made, we can

Try us.

Gasho
PAID FOR

Write for our illustrated catalo^e, circulars, etc.

Frank B. Barkley Mfg. Co. ^hfcu*'.'! fnte:
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION <=°«i;,i*-'°-
Can do the work of four
men using band tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Kabbetlng, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Edglng-up, Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. CataloRne Free.

SEKEr!A FAIiliS niFG. CO.,
46 Water St 8BNE0A FALLS, N. Y

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

|r<;t prize winners
Our 1898 Mammoth Ppu It ry
Guide of lUO papes niHlled t Kr-t.

Somettiirii^ entirely new, tells all about
pmiltrv. how to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIG MONEY Contains beautiful lithograph
plate of fowls in theirnatural coloi-s. Send
i5ot3. for JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.^
postage. Box 94 FKEEl'OUX, llX.

please mention Bee Journal when writing.

i!^! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yelloiwr

Beesvrax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 27 cents per

pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casli, promptly, for your

Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St. , CHICAGO, ILL.

Listen! Take my Advice and Bny

mMx Bee-Snpplies^^

of Angnst Weiss ! Err
Millions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides !

!

he /ot^o^^n^*u^Ie^."^"a^tenr7af^TceTts^^a^i.'^

AUGUST WEISS, Hortonville, Wisconsin.

FII^E FOIII^DAXIO]^
A-\l» rO>S OF I'l".

Workin:: Wax Into Fonnda.
tiou a Specialty.
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gave the third frame of brood, and they
came out the fourth time, and I told

them to "go it," and they went. What
was the matter ? Jno. M. Kellt.
Jackson Co., Ala., May 21.

Please Send XJs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
Journal. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

Excursion to Cleveland.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets

from Chicago to Cleveland and return at

a fare and one-third for the round-trip
on certificate plan, good going June 3,4,
5 and 6, and good returning until June
13, inclusive, on occasion of the annual
meeting of the Congregational Home
Missionary Society tn that city. This
rate will be .$11.35 for the round-trip,
which is somewhat lower than via other
lines. Those desiring space in sleeping-
cars should make early application in

order to secure the best accommodations.
Any further information cheerfully

given by addressing J. Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago.
Telephone Main 3389.

Fresno Co., Calif.—The next quarterly
meeting- of the Fresno County Bee-Keepers'
Assoclntlon win be held at the City Hall, in

rre8no,0alif..Wednesday, June 8, at 1 o'clock

p. m. Constitution and By-Laws are to be
adopted. Marketing honey and other business
is to come up for consideration.

W. A. H. GiLSTBAP, Sec.
Caruthers. Calif,

COMB FOUNDATION ^^-a^rrifeta,..

Working Wax l^^ S^^'sh A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write tor Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

BEST OF A DOZEN
STRAINS --

East Sidney, N.y., April 29. 1898.
I had your strain of bees and It was by tar

the best of a dozen strains from other breed-
ers. They w ere *freat workers.—L. C. Judson.
One Queen. $1.00; three Queens, $2.75; six

Queens. $5.50,

HENRV ALLEY, TTenliani, Mass.
22A2t Please mention the Bee Journal.

If you -want
the BEST... Honey Extractor

Get Williams' Antomatic ReversiMe,

Anil Yon Have It, Address,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOEtf Barnum, Wisconsin.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Golden Italian Queens Cheap

!

If you want BEES FOR BUSINESS,
send for my Catalog of prices
18Eif J, F. MICHAEL, Greenville, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

BDNEY and BEESWAX
IVIARKKX QUOXAXIOI^S.

Chicag-o, May 19. — Very little call for
honey, and the otlerings also limited. Prices
without change trom late iiuotatlons, Cali-
fornia extracted sells well and the stocks
here are light. Weather now warm and pros-
pects generally reported good in the sur-
rounding States, Beeswax scarce, and '37 to
.'iOc is bid for It. R, A. Burnett & Co,

Kansas City, May 19.—The supply of 1897
comb and extracted honey is about all sold.
Considerable Inquiry for new comb. Some-
thing fancy would bring a good price.

O. O. Olemons & Co.

Cincinnati, May 21.—Demand is slow for
all kinds of honey, especially comb. Prices
tor best white comb honey. 10 to 13 cents.
Extracted honey brings 3^ to 6c. according to
quality. Beeswax in good demand at 25 to
'.iSc for good to choice ye low.

Chas. V. McTH & Son.

Boston, May 20.—Fancy No. 1, In cartons.
13o.; In glass- Iront cases, 12c,; ANo. 1.11c.

;

No. 1, 9 to lOc. ; No, 2, no sale. Extracted,
white. 6@7c,; light amber, 5@6o. Beeswax Is

In very light supply, and if pure would readily
bring 27c.
There is nothing new to note In our market

for honey. As usual at this time of year, the
demand has dropt to almost nothing, but as
the supply is light, prices are well maintained
and firm. Blake, Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, May 20.—Fancy white. 12 to
ISyic: No. 1, lie; No. 1 amber, 9 to 10c.

;

buckwheat, 8c. Extracted, white. 6c.; amber.
4 to 5c. A. B, Williams & Co.

San Francisco, May 11.—White comb. 8)4
to 10c; amber, BH to 7^c. Extracted, white.
5V4@6c.; light amber, 45^ to 5!4c. Beeswax,
23@25c
The French bark Alice, sailing Sunday for

London, carried 135 cases of extracted honey.
This will probably be the last shipment to
Europe for some time. Stocks of extracted
are now very light. Comb Is still In fair
supply. Values througnout are being well
sustained

Detroit, May 21. — Fancy white honey is

lower and now quoted at lie. No, 1, 9@10c;
fancy dark, 7@8c; No, 1 dark, 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@6c; dark. 4@5c. Beeswax
27(a28c,
There are no changes in quotations, and

very little desirable honey left. Sales are so
slow that It Is dillicult to quote. The poor lots
are being pusht at what they will bring.

M. H. Hunt,

Minneapolis. May 20 —Honey much more
encouraging. Fancy white clover comb is

selling here now at lOHOllHc, Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 6K@6c; amber, 5c;
dark, 4@4Hc,
Outlook for honey much more encouraging,

S, H, Hall 4c Co.

Indianapolis, May 21. — Fancy white
11 to 13c,; No 1, 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c, Extracted, white, 6 to 6c, Beeswax, 25
to 27c, Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is

In good demand, Walter S, Pouder,

Mll-wankee, May 20.—Fancy Ipound sec-
tions, ll(ai2c; A No, 1. 10@11 cents; No, 1

saiOc; amber. 8@8>4o; dark, 7(a7!/jC, White
extracted In barrels and kegs, 5>4@6c; amber,
5@514c, Beeswax, 26@28c.
The demand for honey continues very good

Indeed, and values talrly sustained. While the
best grades are most salable, the Inferior
grades meet attention, and the movements
are quite satisfactory. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, May 21. — There is a very good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to 1 Ic, ; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c,, and even 6c, when poor enough.
Quite an amount of honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. Batterson & Co.

St. Iionis, May 20.—Fancy white comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. 10c, ; amber, 9 to lOc; dark.
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5H to6c. ; amber,
5 to 5V4c, ; dark. 4 to 4i4o, Beeswax, 20 to 22c.

Westcott Com. Co.

Bee-Keepers!
Wc Have a Large Stock oT

One-Piece
Sections on hand,
And are now in line shape to All your orders

promptly. Send us your orders and
we will use you right,

THE ONE-PIECE SECTION
COMPANY,

Prairie Du Chien, Cra-wt'ord Co. , Wis.
June 1, 1898, 7Ctf

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

H f\ 0\ 4% From pure bred, barred P.r I i I I ( Kocks Large and floe plu-k Ibi % maged. $1,00 per 15, Also
l~ 1^ I I •« Light Bra&mas and Black
Ib VI Vi %F Langshans, same price. B.

P. Kock Cockerels. $1.25.

Please mention Bee Journal -w-hen -writing,

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog ot my Specialties, and

Root's Goods at llielr prices. I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free,

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, inicta.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees In California,

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
age and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you all about California Ai>riculture and
Mortlcnllure. $1,00 per Year; Six Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents,

THE BURAli CALIFORNIAN,
218 N, Main St,. - Los Angeles, Calif.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read whatJ. I. Parent. of

Charlton, N.Y., says—"We
cot with one of your Com-
bined Machines, luat winter
50 chaff hives with 7-ln. cap,
100 honey-racks, 500 broad
frames, 2,(hx) honey-boxes
and a ureal deal of other
work. This winter we have
doable the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do It with th is Saw.
It will do all you say ttwUl.
CataloRue and Price - List

Free. Address, W. F. & JOHN BARNES,
45Ctf No. 995 RubySt.. Rockford, lil.

Farm Bee-KeeDinsr.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclusively in the in-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publisbt by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for free 8a.mple copy now.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

The American Poultry Journal,
.•{L'5 /JEARBOJtZV ST.,

CHICAGO, • ILL.
Alniirilill ^^'^^ '^ over a quarter of a cent-

(lUUI llal ury old and is sMIl growing must
possess Intrinsic merit of its own. and Its
field must be a valuable one.

polTt?y'!io*ur^,ti"'^'""'° 50 cents a year.
Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

Frank B. Barkley HIfg. Co., 8:ij Old
Colony Bldg . Chicago. Ill,, will sell you a
Feed Cooker direct trom the factory.
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WP^Talk about

....CojnbFouiidatioii

WE can now furnish the very best that can
be made from pure wax. Oar Ne^r Pro-

ce»»B of iriilling enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It U always Pare and Sweet.
It is llie kind Iliat does not §ag.
It is the kind you want.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples furnlsbt FKbE. Large Illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address.

rHEW.T.FALCOmMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-
tice, anything in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

t^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

^ dress of every Bee-Keeper In
America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln. Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MannfactnrinE Co.

BVDSON, St. CroLx Co., WIS.

Frank B. Barkley illl':;. Co., 835 Old
Colony Bldg.. Chlc»go. III., will sell you a bi-

cycle or sewing machine direct from factory.

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Goods ^^'^"^ti^]"'

IncludlDg- their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. M. H. HIiNT
Cabh for Beeswax. Hell Branch, Mich.

I AEISE
'PO SAY to the readers
1 of the

BEE JOURNAL that

I>OOLITTliK
has conclnded to sell

-BKK8 and yUKENS-
iD their season, during
1898, at thefotlowlns
prices ;

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
light shipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 oo
1 untested queen, i 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 1000
1 testM Queen... |i 50
8 " Queens . 3 5o
1 selecttestedqueen2oo
3 " " Queens 4 00

Selecttested queen, previous season's rearing . 3 00
Bztra Selected for hreedlng, the viery best., doo
About a Pound of BKBS In a Two-frame Nucleus,
iTith any Queen, $3.00 extra.

ffm" Circular free, Klving full particulars pejrawJ-

(the Bees and each olass of Queens.
Address

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
lA25t BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. Y.

^''^
Dadant's Foundation, ^^xYear

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 11% 81 YKARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, l-^iriniiess, No Sag^-
e'iujSf. JVo I.,o»is.

PAXENX «VIi:ii:i> PROCESS
SHEE'l'I.^Ci.

Send Name for our CataloR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

l^mM^^TmO'TM OK TMM m^WST^MMM^ Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

Foundation and Bees'wax Prices Advanced.—We quote an advance of
three cents in Foundation, wholesale and retail, on the prices quoted in our Circular.
BEESWAX WANTED, at advanced prices also.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

OUR MOTTO—" Wdl Manufactured Stock ! ({nick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'^OOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thriftv timber is used.

BS^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrilinp.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Our

The Fence anfl Plain Sections,

Weed New Process Fonnilation.

Cowan Extractors.

Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest maile.

Dovetailefl Hives-witli Danz. Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzenliaker Hiyes,

No-Drip SliiBping-Cases.

Gleanings in Bee-Cultnre, Illustrated, Semi-Montlily.

Catalog of Goods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
§cnt for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancIiEOfflces

:

118'Mlchigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Avoiding Pollen or Bee-Bread in the Sections.

BY C. DAVENPORT.
^

In my last I made mentioo of the fact that the previous
season I lost a large amount— large at least for a bee-
keeper—by not understanding the business of producing
honey better than I do. This loss was caused partly by bee-
bread. A number of thousand sections, when finisht, con-
tained so much of this that they were unsalable, and the
honey In thousands more was so poorly fastened to the wood
that it was almost impossible to haul them to the nearest
towns without breakage, let alone shipping them. In fact, a
great many were broken In handling before they left the api-

ary, as a large part of them were but slightly attacht to the
wood at the top.

With but few exceptions, bee-bread or pollen in sections
has always caused me some loss each season, and to a less ex-
tent sections containing honey imperfectly fastened also, but
never before anything like this. The year before, under the
same management, there was practically no loss from either
cause. The season might, therefore, in some sense, be ac-
counted to blame, but a bee-keeper In order to make a success
of the business at present must be able, and understand how,
to meet the conditions of different seasons, and I have no
doubt this loss I have described might have been avoided if

one had known how ; and while I will admit that I might not
be able to entirely avoid it if the same conditions were to oc-
cur again this season, yet I consider what I did learn in re-

gard to the matter was of more benflt to me than what was
lost ; that Is, that it will, or may, be In the years to come, for
I am a young man yet, and expect to continue to follow bee-
keeping as a business in the future.

As I have said, what I learned last year cost me hundreds
of dollars, and now It Is to be laid before the reader at a cost
to them of but a fraction of a cent. I wonder if many of us
appreciate what benefit a first-class journal like this is to Its

readers. By this I do not necessarily mean that anything
from me may be of value, but there are hundreds of others
who each year, through its columns, tell us their experiences,
and what is constantly being learned that is of value to our
pursuit. There have been in the past, and no doubt there will

be in the future, single copies that are worth much more to

me than the entire numbers cost for a year. But to return to
the matter In band.

I will first say that pollen in this my immediate locality is

very abundant through the entire season, but as this Is used
mainly In brood-rearing, the natural instinct of bees causes
them, when conditions are so they can, to store it in the brood-
chamber, where It will be easily accessible for this purpose.
But the plan I follow with swarms, either natural or artificial,

and one which I believe Is largely practiced. Is to hive them in

a hive with frames containing only starters, when, if the
supers from the parent hives, in which work has already com-
menced. Is put on in a day or two, work will be resumed In

them at once, and a good queen will usually lay in a large
part of the comb below as fast as it is built, so that most of

the honey brought in Is necessarily for sometime stored in the
sections.

I do not believe there is any other method by which as

much honey can be secured in sections, and in a good season,
or during a good flow, a swarm when first hived will not bring
in much pollen for a few days. List year the flow, except
during the first few days, was very scant and irregular, and
as It was those swarms treated the way I have described
that put pollen In the sections, it will be seen that this method
should not be practiced during a poor flow in a locality where
pollen is as abundant as it is here, for when they cannot
secure honey, if pollen is plentiful, they will carry In an ex-
cessive amount of it, and must of necessity store it in the
sections.

Now, I have not much doubt that two, or possibly one,
frame in each hive containing drawn comb, then waiting until

considerable comb was built before putting on the sections,

Bee-Supply Factory of The W. T. Falconer Mfg.
One of our Advertisers.

Co.-

would overcome the dlfificulty, or if no frames containing
combs were on hand, a like number filled with foundation
would probably prove effective.

There is so much pollen here that colonies that did not
swarm would ofttimes carry It Into the sections ; but years
ago I accidentally learned how to almost entirely overcome
this by changing the places of combs In the hive. This was
done to discourage swarming.

My practice was, and is largely yet, at the approach of

the swarming season to replace the two outside combs with
those that contain the most sealed brood, the two from the
outside which usually contain a large proportion of what pol-

len there Is in the hive are then placed in the center. If done
at the right time this has a tendency to check swarming, and
I soon noticed sections over colonies so treated hardly ever
contained any pollen. Such an abundance of pollen right In

the center of the brood-nest may possibly act as a check to

their gathering much more for a time. However this may be,

there would soon be plenty of room for them to store a large

amount again In the two outside combs.

As to sections containing honey but slightly fastened to

the wood, I believe there are means by which this can be
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largely avoided, no matter what the character of the flow is,

and even if ooly small starters are used. But as this article
is already so lone I will have to wait to explain my experi-
ments in regard to this matter until some other time.

Southern Minnesota.

The Influence of Change of Locality, Climate,
Etc., Upon the Qualities of the Honey-Bee.

BY WM. S. BARCLAY.

It is with no small degree of trepidation that I approach
the discussion of the above topic. Not because I think it lacks
in importance or interest to attract the attention of the gen-
eral bee-keeper, but because of my limited Held of observation,
and ray probable inability to bring to bear the important
points which the subject demands.

I have bred the bee with much care since 1855 ; in that
time I have become pretty familiar with the characteristics

of the German, Italian, Syrian, Holy Land, Hungarian and
Carniolan—all, I believe, except the Cyprian. It is needless,
I presume, to say that the Italian has led in all my experi-
ments, if I may except a cross I effected of the Italian with
the Syrian, which, after severe test of years, I still greatly
prefer. But I am not now going into a discussion of the value
of diflferent races, which does not properly belong here, but
which I will reserve for another article.

For a long time it has been my custom to introduce fresh
blood into my apiary every third year, many times producing
great benefits, but at other times, I am sorry to say, greatly
to my injury. When this last result occurred, at one time
nearly ruining my apiary, I was disposed to reflect severely
on queen-breeders. (I have bought queens all over the United
States, and at the same time bred from imported queens.) In
selecting queen-breeders from whom to purchase, I chose
those with whose reputation I was acquainted. After waiting
until the progeny of the queens showed themselves, to find

out after the lapse of a month I had been deceived, you may
well believe I was greatly disappointed.

Of course, when the character of the bees proved ma-
terially different, and perhaps entirely opposite to that prom-
ist, I was disposed to reflect severely upon the queen-breeder,
and this continued for years until I had nearly lost faith in

queen-breeders—in fact, until I saw the result of some of my
own queens sent away. It had never occurred to my mind
that the cause of failure lie in another direction. It had never
occurred to me that climatic influences, difference of locality,

pasturage, water, and other conditions become the principal
factor in the cause of change. We are quick to observe the
effect of this condition in the breeding of other stock, and if

with them, why not with the bee?
For instance, every bee-keeper knows to what great ex-

tent water enters into the composition of the food of the bee.
Let this be materally different, may it not alone effect the
change? What bee-keeper does not know that a very slight
matter will affect the temper and disposition of the colony for

a whole season?
I have as an illustration only mentioned one point, that of

water. It would be natural to suppose that the changes of
climate, and of location, with probably an entire change of
honey resources, would effect still greater change in the dis-

position and characteristics of the bee.

I am loth to believe that those parties with whom I have
dealt are at fault, and have written this not to beget con-
troversy on the subject, but to suggest a reason for the appar-
ently strange variation in the conduct of the bees, and as an
apology for queen-breeders who may be unjustly blamed for
acting unfairly. Beaver Co., Pa.

Slotted or Cleated Separators and Drawn
Comb.

BY' S. A. DEACON.

The late Mr. Allen Pringle, in his essay, read at the To-
ronto convention, said it was a mistake to use wide sections,
and we know that that equally good authority—the late Mr.
B. Taylor—used, and advised others to use, narrow sections

—

I think 7 to the foot

—

together with his slotted and cleated
separators; advice which for the last two years I have very
satisfactorily followed. But as hitherto minute details have
not appeared in the Bee Journal as to the easiest or most con-
venient method of making these cleated separators, I will
venture to give a very simple plan recently adopted by myself.

First obtain a plank fully 4if inches wide, and fully 18
inches long. On this place four folded sections, and with a

pencil make a scribe where theycome together. These pencil
lines will be a guide for tacking down pieces of sections.

In the grooves thus made place the cleats (5/16 inch
bits of section—the two end cleats being half inch wide). Now
take a sawn wooden separator, and lay it over the plank,
when the little cleats, lying loosely in the grooves, will be just
in the right place, ready to be fixt with the wee wire tacks
which are driven in the corresponding cleat lying accurately
above it, i. c, on the upper side of the separator.

Next place a bit of plank 4 inches wide on the bench,
place the separator on it—between the cleats—and with a V-
inch chisel chip out the groove. You have then a rigid, strong
" B. Taylor grooved and cleated separator"—for use with 7
to the foot section.

HOME-MADE DRAWN FOUNDATION.

What a fuss you people over the water made about the
new drawn comb ! Why, it is nothing new at all. I have been
making it for years past ; and shall continue to do so in spite

of Messrs. Weed and Root's patent-rights. I have long had
an extensive factory, employing a vast number of bauds, for

the making of this same drawn comb; and, seeing that my
employes work for nothing and board themselves, I can even
undersell The A. I. Root Co. At this moment of writing I have
four distinct factories going. Each factory has 10 brood-
frames, mostly full of brood, and a super containing 10 shal-

low extracting frames, each frame containing a sheet of
" extra-thin " super foundation. The little workers, by-the-

by, do not altogether board themselves, for I give them a little

syrup every evening, costing say 3 cents, and in return they
draw out, in less than -48 hours, these 10 sheets of " extra-
thin," so that the cells are nearly I4 inch deep. They are
then taken off, cut out of the frame, cut into squares with a

J-2 moon suet chopping-knife (kindly lent by the presiding
goddess of the culinary department), and fixt in the sections.

Weed's process may give a slightly thinner septum, but
as my little experts make it, it is quite good enough, and the
trifle the feed costs is really not worth taking into calculation.

Of course, if the Root Company can supply the Weed comb at

a ver\) small advance in the price of ordinary foundation, and
the extra freight does not materially enhance its cost, it would
serve the convenience of many bee-keepers to buy that in

preference to running their own little dovetailed factories,

but the old way satisfies me.
To have the foundation drawn out expeditiously it is of

course necessary to give a little feed regularly every evening.
South Africa.

Some Experiences of the Season of 1897.

BY GEORGE BEX, .JR.

During a summer's work among the bees one experiences
much that is queer and droll ; and if at the end of the season
our thoughts lead us back to the blunders and mistakes of the
past, we would all be ready to say: If I would have to do
this or that over again I would do better, altho should we live

it over again we likely would do as before. The past can be
criticised, the present is in our hands, and the future is a
blank.

In May, 1897, I had an experience in swarming which
lookt disastrous at first, but later proved profitable. It was
as follows

:

One day a swarm issued from a hive (No. 1), but before it

settled it returned to the parent hive again. Next day No. 1

came out again—they seemed undetermined what to do. The
air and the grass in front of the hive was full of bees. I

donned the veil and lookt for the queen. After looking a con-
siderable time I saw her crawling in front of the hive. Father
at once went for a cage, and I watcht the queen, when all of

a sudden she took wing and flew about 10 feet, and fell down
into the high grass (in front of my bees is a meadow), and
search as we would we found no traces of her.

After a time the swarm returned. They tried it again

—

twice- -but every time returned. Being convinced that swarm-
ing was a failure, they went to work with a will, and pro-

duced for me 104 one-pound sections of honey. Therefore,
you see what first was a failure proved later to be well, and
taught at the same time the lesson that a colony strong in

bees at the proper time is the thing, and, to secure a large

yield, swarming should be prevented as much as possible.

One thing which gave me great pleasure was, early in the
season, when I fed rye chop before any flowers bloomed.
How they hurried and hustled, and workt ! The dust settled

on some, and they lookt like a lot of millers in miniature.
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They would tumble and roll around like clowns, and they
seemed to enjoy it as much as I did to look on.

I have read that some have trouble to start bees on the
meal. I have had no trouble at all. The first time I fed I

sprinkled a little honey on top of the meal, and afterwards
they came without until pollen was to be had elsewhere, when
the meal remained untoucht.

A very queer thing happened of which I have never read
in the papers. During the latter part of August, in taking off

supers, I put the escape on a certain hive, aud in about 2-i

hours I went to take the super off, expecting it to be empty of

bees, but it was the reverse. I waited another day, and still

quite a number of bees were in the super. I thought that
being late In the season was the cause of their not moving
down. I then took the super and emptied it about 10 feet

from the hive, brushing the bees off. Some fell to the ground,
and others flew off and I thought no more about it.

The next day my father chanced to pass where I emptied
the super, saw a small ball of bees there, and on brushing the
bees apart he found the queen. We put her into a cage,
opened the hive from which the super came, and let her run
in, letting her take the consequences. The result was that in

a week's time, on examination, we found her all right, with
frames of eggs and brood, and I concluded the queen was not
a jot the worse for her one day's leave from her prosperous
and large family. Now the question arises in my mind. Why
did the queen stay there and the bees cluster around her ?

Lehigh Co., Pa.

Shall Everybody Keep Bees ?—How it Works
iu Practice.

BY .t. H. MAKTIN.

" Hello, there ! howdy do, neighbor Jones? Say, what
d'ye think about them editors, parsons, and preffessors advis-
ing every rancher to keep bees ? Wonder if they don't know
there's too many bee-keepers now ? And ain't the edge of the
market all knockt off now on that account?"

" Wall, now, neighbor Spink, don'lyou worry about every
rancher keeping bees. Them fellers have got to have some-
thing to write about, and so they take up the universal-every-
body-bee-keeping brotherhood ; it sounds well on paper, but
bow does It work in practice ? You know old Toddlebottom
over on the north fork of the Santa Ana river ? Wall, he
bought a dozzen skeps of bees of Jimmy Ricks, and ha ! ha !

He expected to load a hull car of honey the first year. But he
•didn't; oh, no. Yer see the season was agin him ; it didn't
rain ; there was no honey, and his bees all seemed to be going
to rack when somebody told him that he would have to feed
his bees. Then he went around axing people the cheapest
thing that he could feed. Jim Billcracker—you know Jim ?

Says he, 'Why, Mr. Toddlebottom, why don't you feed 'em on
watermelons ? You know that if you break open a melon how
•alfiredly the bees will work on it.'

"

"That's so," says Toddlebottom, " haddent thought of
that. Why, they dig out the hull inside of a melon in no
time. But, Jim, who's got the watermelons?''

"Why," says Jim Billcracker, " I'v got a snag of them.
Say, now, I'll sell you a whole wagon-load of them for two
dollars ; that orto feed your bees for a whole year."

"Toddlebottom accordingly fed his bees on cheap water-
melon-juice, ha, ha ! And what yer think, neighbor Spink ?"

" Why, I think they all turned up stone dead."
"Yes, dead as a hammer."
"Then there is another case, neighbor Spink. Joe Wind-

sucker, over on Hardscrabble Pint, he thought he'd keep bees,
jest to git enough honey fur the family, yer know. He started
in with 20 skeps, and sot them over by the corral. Every-
thing went along quite lovely till one day they had some
visitors, and Mrs. Windsucker, says she, 'Joe, you jest get
some honey for dinner; it'll be so nice a treat for Sister
Mehitable.'"

" So Joe put on a mosquito-netting veil, and drew onto his
hands a pair of Mrs. Windsucker's long-legged stockings, and
ihe went forth to get the honey."

"Joe had one of them cheap smokers, and in his hurry
and excitement he didn't get up half a smoke ; the bees got
awful mad, and they stung Joe through the stockings, crawled
up his trowsers, and stirred things up lively all around the
ranch. Joe got his honey, but I tell yer that he was mighty
glad to get into the house. He spent about an hour pulling
out beestings and putting saleratus on the wounds. But the
worst thing happened when Joe went out that evening to
milk Dinah, the black cow. She was lying down sort of
reposeful. 'Git up,' says Joe, giving her a kick. But Dinah
didn't stir, and never did any more ; her stripping days were

ore. You see when Joe got out of the way the bees tackled
Dinah."

" And she turned up stone dead, too ?" quoth neighbor
Spink.

" Dead as a hammer," said Jones. That episode cured
Joe's bee-keeping. He sold the bees right off for half the
amount he gave for them. He says he has a cowlicky feeling
every time he sees bees or honey around."

"Then there was Cephas Flitchmyer, he
" Well, well, neighbor Jones, that's enough. I won't be

any further discouraged. Come to think of it I know of sev-

eral cases akin to those you mention. The farmer, the wid-
der, the widder's son, and the parson, nine times out of ten,

will throw up the job. There was widder Spiletuses' son. I

really thought he would make a dexterous bee-keeper with
his nice little apry, but he all at once degenerated into a
lawyer."

" Du, tell, neighbor Spink ; what a pity. But don't you
worry, everybody'll never keep bees."

" Ha, ha ! Good-bye."
" Good-bye. Ha, ha !" Los Angeles Co., Calif.

A Number of Notes and Comments.
BV P. A. NEWCOMER.

I have been a bee-keeper for 17 years, but never want at
it in earnest till seven years ago. I run for comb honey en-
tirely, only using the extractor in case of emergencies and
where some colonies are incined to loaf. This year I will run
mostly for extracted honey.

I started in 1897 with 33 colonies, spring count, and in-

creast to 57
; got 1,500 one-pound sections, and extracted

300 or 400 pounds.
Our early white clover bloom was full of nectar, but after

the first rain the flow was very light. I set the hives with a
spirit-level, and give % inch or % slant to the front. I have
them IS inches apart in rows, the row that runs north and
south faces the east, the ones that runs east are set facing the
northeast. That gives the morning sun and a good view from
the house, as the apiary is west of the house.

One thing I have been bothered with is queenless colo-

nies. Long after swarming-time, in the fall flow, I miss the
queens. It has always been a mystery what becomes of them.
I have made up my mind they enter the wrong hive from
their wedding flight. If not, what is it ?

I winter my bees in the cellar, and have lost only four
colonies in seven years in that way ; but the last two years
they have had dysentery quite badly ; also the past winter. I

keep the room from 42-' to 45^. I would like to hear the
general causes of this disease described; oris it a disease ?

"To-day, while in the bee-cellar, they were very uneasy. All

wanting to fly out to empty themselves. I want to hear from
Dr. Miller on this question.

I often read In the American Bee Journal about golden-
rod honey. I have been told by the oldest bee-men in the
State that the bees gather only pollen from it, and no nectar
whatever. Is this so ? If not, I want to know it. We have
a 25-acre pasture full of it, and I never saw a bee on it—

I

mean the button or flat top—that is the variety they claim as

the honey-plant.
A year ago a Des Moines gentleman and I rode 36 miles

right through a golden-rod district, and not a bee did we see

on it. But the sweet clover by the wayside swarmed with
them.

So it is with alfalfa—not a particle of nectar in it here.

We have sown and tried it with the bees, and also applied it

to a glass, and not a bit of nectar did it contain. But in the
Western States It proves a success.

I have always been told that heart's-ease honey is dark
and heavy—sort of a spicy flavor—while I am also told that it

is light, and has a smarty taste. I should like to send in a

sample of each flora (or honey), aud be informed as to the
plant that produced each variety of honey.

I tell you, we can't educate ourselves too highly on this

subject. When frauds and swindlers surround us on every
hand, we must be able to stand by the truth (I mean honey)
and battle to the end. I had a man in southern Kansas tell

me last fall that manufactured honoy was just as good as what
bees produced. He said that God never did anything but
what man excelled it. He could see no difference between
genuine and imitation. Education did it. Let us educate our
children differently, and may God speed the time.

Another singular thing Is, so many try keeping bees with-
out literature. They talk " gum " or "skep,"and say they
never read a bee-paper. I had a man undertake to tell a couple
of us that he could tell every bit of honey, if It was from a
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youDg or old colony ; he also said it was no use to use separa-
tors, as the honey was just as good, and what was bulged he
could eat. One man safd "honey is honey." " Yes, if It is

ripe," said I.

"Ripe, ripe," he replied; "I kept bees 20 years and
never heard of ripe !"

Now, how can a man talk to such a person ?

Buena Vista Co., Iowa.

What is Bee-Poison?—Opinions Quoted.

BY D. 8 HEFFRON.

Editor American Bee .Journal :—In the number of your
highly instructive journal, issued April 29, 1897, a rather
facetious correspondent, who signed his habitat " South
Africa," describes a personal "attack of toothache in the
legs," and the remedy that he applied to produce an imme-
diate cure. The writer of the article attributes the cure to

formic acid, in which he possibly mistakes. Dr. Robert
Kane, in his Chemistry, edited by Dr. Draper, page 645, says:

"The formic acid derives its name from existing in a very
concentrated form in the common ant (formica rufa), and pro-
duces the pain of its sting on being injected into the punc-
ture which the animal makes. It was formerly prepared by
distilling the ants with a little water."

Dr. Kane says it is not necessary to distill ants, but if

sugar, or starch, or barley, be simply heated with dilute sul-

phuric acid until it becomes brown, a certain quantity of
formic acid is produced. Pure hydrated formic acid is a lim-
pid, colorless liquid, which fumes slightly in the air; its odor
is intensely pungent. In this most concentrated form it is an
absolute caustic if applied to the skin, producing a sore very
difficult to heal. And the formic acid burns and corrodes the
skin after the manner of fluoric acid : it does not produce
swelling as is generally the case with the poison of the bee's
sting, which, tho containing formic acid, must contain an
additional poison.

Under the heading, "The Poison of Bees," the Popular
Science News (in its March, 1898, issue) remarks as follows :

" It is generally assumed that the poison of the bee is

formic acid. Prof. Langler, however, lands that this is only
partly true ; the bee-poison which he examined was a bitter-
tasting liquid with an agreeable odor, which, allho it con-
tained formic acid, when diluted to a one per cent, solution,
so that it no longer gave an acid reaction to litmus, still pos-
sest appreciable physiological action. Moreover, when kept
at a temperature of lOU- for over six weeks, so that all the
formic acid was entirely volatilized, the liquid still produced
hyperaemia of the conjunctiva when introduced into the sac."

Prof. Langler, a chemist, has isolated the active principle,
which he finds gives alkaloidal reactions, is unaffected by heat
or cold, or by acids. Injected into the veius of animals, it

produces effects similar to the venom of serpents.
I suppose Dr. Miller would tell us that hyperasmia is a

collection or effusion of blood In any portion of the body caus-
ing swelling, while the place, conjunctiva, is the outer cover-
ing of the eye and inner of the lid.

It is not a little remarkable that the poison of the bee
contains mixt two dissimilar principles—one is formic acid,
secreted by the ant, the other a distinct poison that seems
commonly to cause swelling, and, so far as I know, it is not
yet named. Cook Co., III.

Thinks He Has Discovered the Control of Sex.

BY C. THEILMANN.

Prof. Schenk, of Vienna, Austria, is reported as having
discovered a way to regulate the process at will in the birth of
a male or female. He says that he has left his secret under
seal with the Scientific Academy, which can prove it, and then
deliver it to the public. But he can give the results of his
discovery and the scientific facts they rest on. The Professor
says, further on, that his aim is the birth of males, and that
he caused the production of males in 14 instances where his
discovery was carried out according to his directions. The
male has not the least influence, all lies on the female, but
the treatment must be in advance of conception, and not after
it. He has done this by proper nourishment of the female, etc.

Some readers will ask what this has to do with bee-keep-
ing. For answer, I will say just this : If Prof. Schenk can reg-
ulate the sexes at will in the higher animals by proper food
and nourishment, what should hinder the bees producing
their different sexes at will by proper food and nourishment
also ?

My experiments convinced me years ago that bees can and
will, if necessary, rear either of their sexes by way of food
and nourishment, if newly-laid eggs are given them.

Some years ago, in swarming-time, I hived a big swarm of
Cyprians which had a very prolific one-year-old queen. The
colony went to work busily, but when I lookt into the hive the
next morning it lookt as If half of the swarm went back to the
old hive, and as I did not want any weak colonies for produc-
ing comb honey, I put another swarm in front of the Cyprians,
after dosing them with diluted peppermint, as I knew their
sensitive and fighting nature ; but they would fight and kill

the new swarm by the hundreds in spite of peppermint. I

then dosed them again, and shook them off the frames In
front of the hive with the new swarm, and dosed them the
third time, so that they were all wet. By this time a number
of other swarms came out, so I shut up the hive and attended
to them, and swarming kept me busy all day until dusk.

The next morning I examined the Cyprians, and there
was not a live bee there—Cyprians and swarm were gone.
Two of the frames had two new combs built as big as a hand,
all worker-cells, one of which was regularly occupied with an
egg in each cell on both sides of the comb, and as far as the
cells were built big enough ; no egg was missing in any cell.

Immediately after examination a swarm issued, which
was hived on these combs. The bees accepted their new
home and workt vigorously.

About a week after I examined the hive and found it built
full of drone-comb, except the two pieces that were built when
they were hived. There were no eggs or brood, except sealed
brood, in the piece where the eggs were, and here were three
capt queen-cells, and about 25 drones in worker-cells scat-
tered among the worker-brood. I am positive there were no
drone-cells built in that piece of comb, and I am thoroughly
convinced that those eggs were all intended for workers wheti
laid by that regular, prolific Cyprian queen, that filled whole
combs of workers without a miss in her old hive.

The swarm that was hived on this comb had undoubtedip
lost their queen in swarming, and their instinct directed them
to produce queens, drones and workers from the worker-eggs
they had on hand, to save their existence. Some of our learned
men will not accept this, but Prof. Schenk's discovery will

bear me out on what I have said here, and years ago in the
"Old Reliable."

By the way, did any bee-keeper ever see drone-comb built
the first day of swarming with a young, prolific queen ? or
drone-brood reared the first two or three days after the
swarms were hived ? If there are any it would interest many
of the readers to hear from them in the American Bee Journal..

Wabasha Co., Minn.

Bees in Relation to Flowers and Fruits.
Br THOS. WM. COWAN.

{Delivered at the Utdveruty Farmers'' IiifilUute at Pacific Orove^ Calif. )i

[Continued from page 340.]

Nectar.—We must now notice the part played by the
nectaries in the process of fertilization. Altho we usually
speak of bees gathering honey it is not strictly accurate, for
the fluid secreted by the flower is unlike honey in many par-
ticulars, and is called nectar, while the part by which it is

yielded is called a nectary. Chemical analysis has shown that
the sugar nectar contains is identical with thatof cane or beet
root, while the sugar of honey is similar to that of the grape.
To those who have studied the physiology of the honey-bee it

will be known that bees, by means of a glandular secretion,
convert the cane sugar into grape sugar, just like the saliva,

does in our own case.

Nectar from different flowers differs in aroma, which is

imparted to the honey, and it is by this means that we are en-
abled to distinguish honey obtained from various sources. In
flowers, nectar is usually furnisht abundantly in the mornings
diminisht till the afternoon, and again Increast towards even-
ing. The position of the nectaries in flowers differs with the
kind of insects to which they are suited, and while some He
almost on the surface, as in the blossoms of carrots, most are
found in deeper recesses, because this position insures the in-

sects coming well into contact with the male and female
parts, and protects the nectar from Injury by dilution with
rain or dew. For the latter purpose we also find wonderful
modifications, as, for instance, the drooping habits of the
fuchsia, or the up-standing water-resisting hairs of the com-
mon nasturtium.

I have already mentioned that the sexes do not always ex-
ist in the same flower, nor always in the same plant, and even
when they do the flowers are so modified as to prevent self-

fertilization and secure cross-fertilization by insects. L Many
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flowers iu which both pistils and authers are present prevent
self-fertilization by maturing these organs one before the
other, so that the two sexes are never present at the same time
in one flower. When the anthers ripen first the plants are
called proterandrous.

If we examine a nasturtium flower we find the nectar
secreted in a long spur. When the flower first opens the style
is short and the stigma immature; the anthers are also un-
ripe, but they soon begin to rise so as to stand in a position,

when ripe, that a bee entering in search of the nectar cannot
fail to get dusted on the breast with pollen. The anthers
mature one after the other, the process occupying from three
to seven days, during which time the flower is in function only
male, altho carrying both sexes in the anthers and pistil. The
anthers now begin to fade and droi, off, but the style has
grown longer, and the pistil with the stigma adhesive and
receptive now assumes the position occupied by the authers,
the flower becoming henceforward female. In this way a bee
going from flower to flower with well-powdered breast carries
the pollen from the younger to the older blossom, and pro-
iluces cross-fertilization, the only one possible, as the two
Renders do not co-exist. It will also be seen that the lower
petals are cut along their edges into narrow strips which are
turned up so as to prevent water reaching the nectary. Then
looking at the petals we find lines which really act as guides,
pointing towards the nectary.

There is another class of plants called proterogenous, in

which the pistils mature before the anthers.
We may take figwort as a representative. Here we find,

as soon as the corolla opens, the stigma, already receptive, is

arranged immediately over the front lip, just in the right posi-
tion for bees coming from older blossoms to deposit the pollen
they carry on their breasts as they reach after the nectar.
Fertilization having been accompllsht the stigma shrinks and
xJles, while the anthers, previously curled and hidden, rise and
take its place. Most flowers are provided with contrivances
so that the nectar can only be reacht in a certain position,
and in the figwort we find the back petal standing at such a
height as to prevent the bee getting at the nectar from that
side and compelling her to come in contact with the anthers
and stigma.

Nature's resources to produce cross-fertilization are end-
less. For instance, we find in the willow-herb that when the
flower first opens the style curves backwards and remains in

this position until all the anthers have shed their pollen, and
only then does it straighten and spread its four stigmatic sur-
faces—which up to this time bad been closed—just in the right
position to receive the pollen brought by the bee.

Then we have another class of plants in which the gen-
ders appear on different parts of the same plant, and these
are called moncescious. Squashes, cucumbers and melons are
examples of such plants, and when the last two are cultivated
under elass, and bees are excluded, the operation of " ferti-

<izing," or "setting," must be undertaken by the gardener.
In dlwseifjus plants the genders are placed on different plants.
This was known even to Herodotus, who describes the process
of " caprification "—the transference of pollen from the male
blossom of one tree to the female blossom of another— by
which dates in Egypt are insured. Being in Tunis one April,
I witnest this operation, and admired the skillful manner in

which the Arabs cllmed the bare stems of the date palms.
Amongst plants of this class we find box-elder, persimmon,
and many varieties of strawberries.

We have another class of plants in which the blossoms be-
come practically diwscmis by differentiating into two or even
three forms. In the primrose or flax we flnd flowers having
Jong and short styles. Thos^ with long styles have the an-
thers placed half way down the corolla-tube, while in those
with the short styles the anthers are placed at the throat, just
In the position occupied by the stigma in the long-styled form.
It is evident that if a bee visits the long-styled form, her
tongue, protuded to reach the nectar, will get dusted with pol-
len upon the center, aud, in passing to the short-styled form,
will deposit the pollen on the stigma. Darwin found that the
best seed and the largest quantity could only be produced by
crossing the different forms. He also found that the pollen
differed iu «ize, and that grown from a different form of blos-
som was prepotent. Occasionally plants present three forms,
as, for instance, in the purule loosestrife (Lythrum salicnrUi).
Here we have flowers on different plants, with long, medium,
and short styles and stamens. We find the long pistil is fer-
tilized by the long stamens of the other two forms, the medium
t)y the medium, and the short by the short, so that, as bees
pass from plant to plant, the pollen finds its proper resting
place.

No order of plants contain more that are useful to the
farmer than the Lcgurnninosa; which all have an irregular

corolla, adapted to insect fertilization. Amongst these we
find peas, beans, alfalfa, clovers, sainfoin, vetches and many
others. So dependent is this order on insect visits, that Dar-
win found that In 100 heads of common purple clover {Trifo-

Hum pratense) protected not a seed was produced, while 100
heads visited by insects produced 2,720 seeds. Similar re-

sults were obtained with white clover. In New Zealand, I

recollect, some years ago, owing to their being no bumble-
bees—the special fertilizers of this species— no seed could be
obtained from purple clover, and it had to be imported every
year from England until these bees were introduced from the
old country.

In the sage family we find some curious modifications to

insure cross-fertilization, and in the order cnwifenr, which
includes cabbage, turnip, radish and mustard, we flnd the
anthers in the young blossom face the style ; but before they
ripen they turn their backs and shed their pollen, which is

thus in the most unlikely position to come in contact with the
stigma, but is most favorably situated for adhering to insects.

LCoQCluded next week]

CONDnCTBD BT

HI*. O. O. XIJKKRH. MARBJSaO. ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee JourQai, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Killing Off Droiie§.

Why are my drones being killed off at this time of the

year—May 26 ? We are having considerable rain this spring,

and perhaps that may, to a certain extent, have something to

do with it. I don't know. Connecticut.

Answer.—A very rainy time, or scarcity of pasturage
from any other cause, would be sufficient reason. Sometimes
a colony that has just reared a young queen will kill off Its

drones when they are left undisturbed in other colonies.

making Wax Sheets for Foundation.

How are wax sheets made ready for the foundation
machine ? Minnesota.

Answer.—Make a dipping-board of straight-grained pine

lumber; soak a few hours in water that has a teacup of salt

to three pails of water ; dip quickly in wax at about 165-, then
dip into cold water. When sufficiently cooled scrape the edge
of the board with a knife, then peel off the sheet. If you want
a heavier sheet dip a second time. To make heavy brood foun-
dation you will need as many as five dips. It takes practice

and skill to make a successful job.

Quc»tion<ii About Sivarms.

1. When is the proper time to put supers on new swarms
— when they are first hived, or afterward?

2. Why is it better to leave the old swarm close to the
new one a week before moving it to a new stand?

3. If a swarm runs away do they know where they are

going to when they start? Querlst.

Answers.— 1. That depends. If the supers contain sec-

tions with starters that have never been toucht by bees, you
can put them on as soon as the swarm is hived. But if the

brood-chamber in which the bees are hived contains only start-

ers or sheets of foundation, and the super is one upon which
bees have already workt, then there is danger that the queen
will go up into the super and lay, unless you wait a day or two
for the bees to make a start in the brood-chamber, or unless

you have a queen-excluder between the brood-chamber and
super. If the super contains extracting-combs, it will not do
at all to put it on at once, and hardly later without an ex-

cluder.

2. The old hive is left close to the swarm and moved a
week later so that the field-bees from the old hive will return

to the swarm, making the swarm stronger for super work, and
weakening the mother colony so much that it will not swarm
again. If you move the olJ hive away to a new place at the

time of hiving the swarm, you will fail of getting this acces-

sion to the swarm, and a sjcoud swarm may be thrown off, If
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not a third and fourth. If you wish after-^warms, by all

means set the mother colony in a new place at the time of

hiving the swarm.
3. Sometimes they may start without knowing their des-

tination, but it is supposed that they generally send out scouts

and know their destination. If you have hives standiog full of

combs without bees, you may often see a small squad of bees

busily engaged iu cleaning out such hives. These are scout

bees, and, if not prevented, a swarm of bees will be found to

occupy such hive within a few days.

Space Between Super and Frames.

I have- some dovetailed hives with section-holders, etc.

There is nothing to hold the section-holders up from the frames
in the hive except the follower and wedge, which seems to me
to be insufficient. If they are allowed to rest directly on the
frames the bee-spaces do not correspond in but a few places.

How shall I manage them ? Iowa.

Answer.—Possibly you may have overlookt the little strips

of tin that are to be nailed on the bottom of each end of the
super. These hold up the section-holders.

Swarm in Sliade-Tree—Sweet Clover.

1. How can I get swarms out of a shade-tree near the
house without cutting the limbs when they are clustered

among the thick limbs?
2. Will robber-bees kill the queen in a hive they are try-

ing to rob ?

3. Will it pay to plant sweet clover for bee-pasture in this

part of the country, on rocky upland that is not valuable for

farming ? Arkansas.

Answers.— 1. Of course, if too many limbs are not under
them they can be shaken down, but probably you mean when
that is not practicable. You may be able to set a hive over
them and have them run into it, or you may have them run
into a box or a basket. You may take a frame with some
brood in it, hold it over the swarm or close beside it, and have
the bees run on that.

2. As a rule, robbers will not kill a queen. A queen may
be left in a hive with a few bees after all the honey and most
of the bees are gone. But bees "do nothing invariably."

3. In all probability it would pay well, and the experi-
ment would cost little. Try to have the seed well trampt in,

either In fall or early spring.

A Beginner's Questions.

1. Do cool nights have any effect on the honey-flow ?

2. How are drones produced ? Does the queen-bee lay the
drone-eggs, or are they laid by laying workers'?

3. I have 10 colonies in standard frame hives. They are
hybrid bees, are good workers, but very cross. My apiary is

located in town, and people are complaining of being stung by
them. Would it be well for me to stock my apiary with .5-

banded Italians ? Are these as profitable and gentle as 3-

banded Italians ?

4. How is the bee-escape used on a super containing one-
pound sections ?

5. Reading over your list of answers to queries this week,
I noticed where you said that queen-cells were generally pre-

pared and well advanced before a swarm issues. I was always
of the opinion that before a swarm issues a young queen was
hatcht. If this is not always true. I suspect I did wrong the
other day, just after a colony had swarmed. I lookt through
the brood-chamber to cut out queen-cells in order to prevent
after-swarms. I lookt first for the young queen, but not being
able to find her, I just believed she was there any way, so I cut
out six (all there were) well ,%dvanced queen-cells. None of

these were capt nor none were empty. Should'nt I have left

one of the largest cells? I didn't, tho, and I suppose the bees
will have to rear another queen before they do anything
farther. The colony seems to send out scarcely any workers.
What Is the cause?

6. Would it be safe for me to put poison on potatoes which
are right in front of my apiary? Southern Indiana.

Answers.— 1. Yes, temperature has much to do with
honey-flow.

2. In a normal colony the queen lays the eggs that pro-
dice drones. When laying workers are present, then drones
only will be reared.

3. Some say 5 banded Italians are very gentle, others say

not. They are probably not all alike. Either 8-banded or 5-

banded bees will probably be an improvement, both as to tem-
per and profit.

4. The usual way is probably to raise the super, put the
escape on the hive or remaining supers, replace the filled super
and leave till next day, or till the super is cleared of bees.

5. You are probably correct in thinking that the bees will

have to start afresh to rear a queen, delaying the laying a
number of days. One reason the bees do not fly much is be-
cause so many of the field-bees went with the swarm.

6. Probably as safe right in front of the hive as if a
quarter of a mile away. It's hardly likely any harm can come,
unless it should happen that the bees were getting water or
dew from the potatoes, a thing that doesn't happen very often.

Management of Swarms.

1. What would the result be If I should put a new swarm
into an old hive from which a swarm had issued a day or two
before, first placing the old hive on the stand that the new
swarm came from, cutting out all queen-cells, and giving
plenty of surplus room ? Would I get more surplus honey this
way than if hived separately?

2. After a swarm issues and is hived on the old stand,
would it be all right to put a bee-trap on the old hive, placing
the hive close beside the new, and leave the trap on six or seven
days, then take the hive away ? Or would it produce a case of
foul brood by excluding all bees carrying pollen ?

3. Would you put on supers this early (two or three weeks
before clover bloom) if the bees hang out for want of room,
and some swarm ? Wlsconsin.

Answers.— 1. If I remember correctly the plan has been
tried, sometimes working all right, in other cases the bees
swarming shortly. If the bees should not swarm you might
get more surplus.

2. It would work all right, probably, but I don't see any
difference (I suppose you mean queen-trap) the trap would
make, for no young queen would likely be ready to leave the
hive in that time. Lack of pollen would hardly occur, and if

it did It would not cause foul brood.
3. If bees are hanging out and swarming for want of

room, I surely would want to give them room, but before clover
bloom it might be better to give them room by setting an addi-
tional brood-chamber under. But a super will be better than
to have them crowded.

Wintering—Putting on Supers—Colony Hangin;
Out—.4del Bees, Etc.

1. In our crates of dovetailed. S-frame supers, we find a
package of five or six pieces which look like sections, but have
no grooves where the corners of the sections would come. I

find no such thing in the supers. Can you tell me the use
of them ?

2. Is it safe to winter bees out-doors in 8-frame hives?
3. When should supers be placed on the hives ? Should

they be put on when the first white clover blossoms appear, or
not until it blooms in profusion and yields considerable honey ?

4. I have a colony that hangs out on swarm days, cover-
ing the front and sometimes part of the sides of the hive. If
I divide them, putting their queen into the new hive (and
leaving them unsealed brood,) about how many days will it be
before they will rear another queen ? Or would you enlarge
the entrance? It is small, only about ,S;x4 inches.

5. Do you consider the Adels superior to the Italians?
Are they practically non-stinging and non-swarming, and as
good honey-gatherers as the Italians?

6. Would bees store more comb-honey in a hive contain-
ing more than eight frames, after the first year? Would they
not be a much larger colony ?

7. In the old frames, where you use your fingers to space
them, can the bees be prevented from building comb across
from one to the other ? Illinois.

Answer.— 1. Probably the bottom-bars of section-holders.

2. Not in Northern Illinois without protection.

3. Usually about 1(1 days after the very first clover blos-

som is seen by one who is on a sharp lookout. I saw the first

blossom May 22, this year, and as you are in about the same
latitude, that would make June 1 about the right time. The
usual rule is to put on supers when you find the bee^ putting
bits of white wax along the upper part of the brood-combs.
A pretty safe rule if you wait till clover blooms, for sometimes,
sucb bits of wax will be found in fruit-bloom.

4. A new queen will probably leave her cell in at out 12
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days after the bees are left queenless, providing no queen-cells
were started previous to the division. Most surely I would en-
large that entrance, if necessary making it extend the whole
size of the hive acd an inch deep.

.5. I never had any Adels. You're not likely to find bees
that are non-stinging or non-swarming.

6. If you limit the brood-chamber to eight frames, you
will hardly have as many bees as with more frames, providing
your queen is prolific. A stronger colony ought to store more
honey. Some who use 8-frame hives use two stories up to the
time of putting on supers.

7. No ; and if you succeed perfectly with any kind of

frame be sure to let us know.

Wormwood to Prevent Stings.— In Muenchener Bztg., it

is rtcomiiieiided to rub wurmwoud uu the hands to prevent
bees stinging.

Variety of Hives in Germany. — "Nowhere in the
world," says Carl Krueger, in Brasiliauische Bieneupflege, "is
there so great a variety of hives as in Germany. Some open
at the side, some at the top, some at the bottom, and some
both at top and bottom.

That Big Texas Yield.— O. O. Poppleton says much has
been said about B. F. Carroll's 1,000-pound yield, but he
thinks the fact is often overlook! that this yield was from a
colony and Us incrc<ise. He says it would have been only play
to have done that in his locality with any of the very best col-

onies in 1894.—American Bee-Keeper.

Old Combs for Brood.— Editor Hill, of the American Bee-
Keeper, had a case in which bees under size were reared in

comb 20 years old. He was inclined to believe it would not do
to leave combs after so many years' use. Later he transferred
combs from a box-hive that had been continuously occupied
for 60 years, and the bees were full size. He concluded the
first case was the exception, and that the bee-keeper could
safely leave to the bees the matter of renewing combs.

Apis Dorsata.—Upon the invitation of the Chairman, Mr.
Haviland narrated his personal experience with bees in India,
especially with regard to Apis dorsata. The worker of that
species, he said, was as large as an English queen. The queen
has a very large thorax, much larger than the worker. He
thought, from the habits of those bees, there would be no pos-

sibility of domesticating them. They always establisht their

home in the open, building their combs either on the boughs of

trees high up in the jungle, or on the rocks. Bears were very
fond of honey, and being good bee-hunters, climbed boldly up
the trees for it; and the object of the Apis dorsata bee appar-
ently was to bulid their combs where bears could not reach
them. It was obvious that building as they did in the open
air, they would be unable to stand a cold climate, and any at-

tempt to introduce them to one would be sure to fail.

These bees also readily deserted their nests when dis-

turbed, but that occurred in India even with bees that could
be induced to build in a hive. But it was far more difficult to

restrain the Apis dorsata, as he had himself proved by expe-
riment, and unless the queen's wings were dipt she would
probably be lost.

In their natural habitat the Apis dorsata build combs 5 or

6 feet in length and 2 or 3 feet in depth. The natives know
the kind of trees and rocks where they may be found, and it

is no uncommon thing—after an hour's climb—to find bears'
" tracks " in the same direction. These bees migrate accord-
ing to the honey-flow. When the honey is there, and the
natives (who, like the bears, are expert tree-climbers) want
to take it, they go after dark, and, with the aid of a torch,

cut down the combs. They always ate the larviB or grubs,
which they relish far better than the honey. In fact, they
usually sold the honey and wax if they could find a buyer.

Askt as to the effect of being stung by this bee, Mr. Havi-
land said fortunately he was never stung by them, but there
was no doubt their sting was very severe : and as the whole of

the comb was exposed in the open air any victim of their

wrath would be attackt not merely by two or three bees, but
by the whole colony. He did not think there was the slightest
possibility of crossing them with European bees. The latter
were closely allied to a species found in Northern India, and
yet these never crost with Apis dorsata.

Mr. Sladen exhibited specimens of Apis dorsata. Apis in-

dica, and many other kinds of bees collected by him during a
recent visit to India, which were past around the audience
and examined with much interest. He also showed a piece of

comb and cappings of brood of Apis florea.

Mr. Weston observed that there must be parts of the
Southern States of America where the objection on the
ground of cold climate did not exist.

Mr. Carr and Mr. Haviland said that the principal ob-
stacle to domestication and crossing was the habits of the
Apis dorsata, not the climate.

Mr. Sladen, while in India, went to Darjeeling and saw
some lieurians there, but he never heard of a cross having
been effected. He believed that a cross might be obtained
with the Himalayan bee. but did not think it possible with
Apis dorsata. He saw 40 or 50 colonies of black Himalayans
at the goal at Darjeeling. The honey-extractor was in use
there, and the whole business was lookt after by the prisoners.

They use wooden frames for the combs, and generally keep
the bees on the modern system. He intended to bring some
bees home from India, and started with three colonies of

Himalayans from Calcutta ; but, before reaching England,
two had died, and in the third the bees had dwindled so much
that it was useless as an effective colony. He therefore united
the queen with a home colony, but she was killed by the British

bees, and so his importation came to naught. He did not
think it possible or desirable that Apis dorsata should be crost
with English bees, for several reasons. He was particularly

struck when catching Apis dorsata on the wing, with the
heaviness of its flight. It flew very much like a drone, flap-

ping its wings comparatively slowly, and making considerable
noise. It was also slow in its general movements, and would
settle on a leaf to rest, as it were, besides visiting flowers in a
heavy and lackadaisical manner. Apis indica, on the other
hand, was very similar to European bees.—British Bee Jour-
nal.

Department of Criticism is a heading that stands on page
150 of Bee-Keepers' Review, the department to be hereafter
a regular feature of Review, conducted by Hon. R. L. Taylor.
So far as can be judged from one number, the department is

somewhat limited in scope, excluding what appears in the col-

umns of the Review, and from the other bee-journals exclud-

ing all that should receive favorable criticism. In other
words, Mr. Taylor confines his efforts to correcting mistakes
found in other bee-journals. He thinks Mr. Aspinwall Is

wrong (page 148) in thinking there is danger that beeswax
will be unwittingly adulterated with propolis, as propolis is

much heavier than wax and melts at a much higher tempera-
ture. Takes the editor of the American Bee Journal to task
for being severe (page 108) against the use of the word
" hive " for " colony," and promises not to be harsh himself

—

unless with editors. Thinks the plan given (page 182) for

fastening foundation in brood-frames by means of a saw-kerf
in the top-bar too slow, and prefers the old-fashioned way of
running on melted wax and rosin with a spoon. Thinks Dr.

Miller is wrong (page 123) in thinking a queen thrusts her
sling In the spiracle of another queen. Thinks same man
wrong (page 149) in saying bees can stand confinement from
Nov. 15, if they have a good flight at that time. Seems to ba
some mistake in reference, as page 149 is wholly occupied
with report of Michigan Convention, and it is just possible

tjere is some mistake as to such a statement being made with-

out qualifications. Mr. Taylor objects to the advice given on
page 183, to stir up a colony that will not fly when warm
enough, possibly overlooking the point that a foot of sawdust
packing lies between the colony and the outside air.

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,

with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.

^-•-•^

E'very Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and ect all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See premium offers on page 362.
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Xelling- Your Experience in the apiary is

always interesiing to a listener—or reader. One reason why
discussions are so entertaining in conventions is on account of

the fact that often much will be drawn out of bee-keepers

who are present, who would likely never write out what
they know. But there are many excellent bee-keepers who
never attend conventions, and hence they keep themselves
" bottled up," as it were, and unless they begin to put on
paper some of their valuable experience, their apiarian

knowledge will surely die with them.

Now, the object of this item is to Invite all who feel that

they can contribute something to the general fund of apicul-

tural information, to write out their ideas and send them in

for publication. For the next few months our columns will

not be quite so crowded as during the past six mouths, so

there will be good opportunity to place on permanent record

much that were it not for this invitation might never be

placed before those who are looking for all the information
about bees that they can find.

Mr. Cohan's Visit to Chicago.—During Mr.
Cowan's visit here we had the great pleasure of getting some-

what acquainted with him ; also with his good wife who ac-

companied him. They had been spending the past nearly IS
months with their son in California, and were so delighted

with their residence there that they anticipate returning next

fall to spend the winter.

Mr. L. Kreutzinger and the writer engaged a two-seated

carriage, and on Thursday afternoon (May 2—a most perfect

day) we took Mr. and Mrs. Cowan for a ride over the north

side of the city. We called at the city water works first, then

drove through beautiful Lincoln Park, which was Just begin-

ning to dress up in its lovely spring green.

After taking in the Park, we drove on up the famous

Sheridan Drive, as far as Ravenswood, where Mr. Kreutzinger

and the writer reside—only a few blocks apart. We stopt a

short time at both places, so that our wives also might have

the pleasure of meeting our distinguisht guests.

We then drove over to Mr. Kreutzinger's main apiary,

where he has about 100 colonies of bees, with Mr. J. T. Ham-
mersmark in charge. We remained there an hour or so in-

specting the many new things Mr. K. had prepared for his

bees. The apiary this year will have an entirely changed

appearance, and with an experienced hand at the helm, in

the person of Mr. Hammersmark, we shall expect great things.

The first swarm of the season had issued that day, and

was safely taken from the tree upon which it settled.

We must not fail to mention the honey-house, workshop,

bee-cellar, etc., that Mr. Kreutzinger has erected in his api-

ary. The cellar was supposed to be water-proof, but at one or

two places it failed to be so the past winter, consequently

about 70 colonies were treated to a severe bath, resulting in

their total loss. There was perhaps a foot of water still In

the cellar the day we were there.

On top of the house Is built a cupola or observatory, with

stands on which to place colonies of bees in glass hives for

observation and experimental purposes. Mr. Kreutzinger is

now getting together several varieties of bees to place in his

observatory.

In this house is a honey-room, a room in which to fumi-

gate combs, a workroom, bedroom for the manager of the api-

ary, and on the second floor a large place to store the neces-

sary stock. We hope soon to have a new picture of this up-

to-date Chicago apiary.

Well, after inspecting all these things, the return drive of

some miles was begun. It was, to us, a very delightful after-

noon, giving fine opportunity to visit with Mr. and Mrs.

Cowan, who are charming conversationalists, having traveled

extensively, and being so highly cultured. Mr. Cowan speaks

.five different languages, and reads eleven. He possesses un-

doubtedly the largest library of apiarian literature in the

world, containing over 1,000 volumes. Mr. Cowan showed

us a small index of the works, which he carries with him. We
had the pleasure of adding at least three new volumes to that

great library, even if they were small ; one of them was Mr.

Egger's latest German book.

Mr. Cowan has been for 25 years chairman of the British

Bee-Keepers' Association ; is the author of a bee-book which

has a regular sale of about 5,000 copies annually—now in its

40th thousand, we believe ; and as is well known, he is also

the editor of the weekly British Bee Journal, which he owns

and runs wholly in the interest of the Association of which he

is chairman.

Mr. and Mrs. Cowan expect to sail for England from New
York June 11. We wish them a safe and happy voyage, and

trust that we shall again be favored by their presence in Chi-

cago next fall when on their way to the sunset clime.

Crimson Clo-ver Honey.—Some time ago Mr. T.

H. Sherman, of Richmond Co., Ga., enquired as to the quality

of crimson clover honey. Dr. Miller replied as usual with his

"I don't know," and askt Mr. Sherman to find out for himself

and report, which he has kindly done, as follows :

Editor American Bee Journal:—! send you a small

vial containing a sample of crimson clover honey. There is

no doubt as to this being from criiEson clover, as there was

nearly L'OO acres of it in my immediate vicinity, and the bees

swarmed on it when in blossom, and ceast gathering the day

after the clover was cut.

There will be an increast acreage every year of this plant

in this section, as it has .just commenced to be appreciated as
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a forage-plant. The fields whea in full blossom present a
lovely picture ; one field of 100 acres, as level as a table,

with clover as high as a man's knees, lookt like a great crim-
son carpet on the field, and the bees were working on It about
one to the square foot.

The cold winds of April held my bees back, and when the
weather settled every colony I had swarmed, so my honey crop
will be very short, but as this honey sells itself at a good
price, I will realize about as much as some of the bee-keepers
who are not so fortunate as to be in a clover neighborhood.
Almost all the honey put on this market is poplar, and after

one gets a taste of clover honey, no more red honey for him.
I think the flavor of this honey could not well be improved

upon. Please advise what your opinion of it is.

All my bees are strong, and will go Into winter quarters
with good queens. I am gradually Italianizing my apiary.

Yours truly. T. H. Sherman.

The sample of crimson clover honey was duly received,

and we can pronounce it exceedingly fine in flavor, tho not

quite so heavy in body as some honey. Crimson clover honey,

like the honey from any of the other clovers, is all right. And
Mr. Sherman should be able to harvest lots of it with such

extensive fields of crimson clover growing In his vicinity.

Relation of Bees to Horticulture—the able

paper prepared by Hon. R. L. Taylor for the Buffalo conven-

tion of last year—we find is copied entire in the 40th Annual
Report of the Missouri Horticultural Society, which has just

•come to our desk. It was read at their winter meeting by J.

W. Rouse, a prominent bee-keeper and apiarian writer in that

tState. It was a wise thing to do. More of the State horti-

•cultural organizations ought to do the sa'ne thing. It con-

tains just such information as horticulturists should know
concerning the value of bees in the pollination of fruit-blos-

soms, and it also answers many interesting questions that

often arise on the subject.

Honey-Recipes.—Mrs. R. C. Aikin—the good wife

of the President of the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association

—

sent the following recipes to Gleanings :

Cherries Canned in Honey —Five pints stoned cherries
and one pint extracted honey. This makes 13^ quarts.

Gooseberries Canned in Honey.—Four pints gooseber-
ries and 2 pinis of cold water. Cook slowly until partly done,
then add 13^ pints of extracted honey, and cook until done.

Honey Nct-Candv.—Use the recipe given in [Honey as
Food] honey-leaflet for honey-caramels, cooking till it hardens
in cold water, then pour over nut-meats. When cold, break
ill pieces.

Grand Rusb for Bee-Supplies.—In a notice

being sent out to its customers by one of the large bee-supply

firms, we find the following, which will serve as a sample of the

busy times now upon the manufacturers of apiarian goods :

We have been running our factory day and night since
March 1, working a force of about 250 people (all we can
make room for). We are turning out 500 to 600 hives, 80,-
000 to 100,000 sections, and 1,000 pounds of foundation
every day, and other goods in like proportion. Shipments
aggregate 1% to 2 carloads in weight every day. We have
bought 10 carloads of two other factories to help us keep
pace with our orders, but all the other factories are behind as

well as we; and, from all the data we can gather, the demand
for bee-keepers' supplies seems to be double that of any pre-

vious year.
You may say we ought to have been better prepared ; but

reflect a little, and think what it mean? to provide for such an
unexpected increase. If we were not shipping constantly wo
should, in less than a mouth's time, fill up all our available
storage capacity, manufacturing at the present rate. Unless
more bee-keepers and dealers are more forehanded, and order
early in the fall and winter what they are likely to need, such
times as we are having now cannot well be avoided in such
seasons as this by any amount of preparation by the manu-
facturers.

We expect to put in a 500 horse-power engine, and build

an addition to our wood-working factory nearly twice the size

of the present one, and will do our part in getuug ri ady fur

another year ; but that does not help us much for the present.

If you cannot wait your turn to have you order filled, let us

know at once and we will cheerfully cancel it and return the

money you have sent with it. If we knew where to refer you,

where you could get more prompt service, we would gladly do

that ; but (as far as we can learn) all factories are behind.

It is hard to discover the reason for such an increast demand

for bee-supplies, unless it is that old bee-keepers are extend-

ing their apiaries, and new recruits are entering the ranks, as

a result of the large honey crop of 1897. Perhaps there are

other causes. But there is no time to huntthem up now. It's

" busy as bees," and then fall behind in the work.

Honey Gingfer Cookies.—A correspondent of the

British Bee Journal sent in a recipe for publication, and also

a sample cooky, upon which the editor of that paper remarkt

:

" After tasting the sample forwarded, we have no hesitation

in saying they are by far the nicest honey-cakes we have yet

tasted." The recipe reads thus :

Flour, 114 lbs.; honey, lib., warmed; cane sugar, 2 oz.;

butter, ^i lb.; ground ginger, 1 oz.; candied peel, 1 oz.; one
good teaspoonful of bicarbonate of soda dissolved in a little

lukewarm milk. Rub the butter into the flour, add the sugar,

ginger, and candied peel (chopt tine) ; then add the honey,

and last of all the bicarbonate of soda, mixt with enough
lukewarm milk to make the mixture into a rather stiff paste.

Roll out, cut into shapes with a small glass, and bake on a tin

sheet in a quick oven.

Editor Leahy, in the Progressive Bee-Keeper for May,
tells about his visit to the home and apiary of Mr. G. M. Djo-

little, of New York, last fall. It makes us want to go there,

too.

Rev. a. B. Mettler, of Will Co., III., dropt into our office

last week one day. He's one of the preachers who find that

Methodist preaching and bees mix very well. But all other

kinds of good gospel preaching ought to.mix'with bees just as

well as the Methodist brand.

Elder Daniel Whitmer, of St. Joseph Co., Ind., made
us a very pleasant call last week. He has about 100 colonies,

and reported the prospects good. We shall expect to hear

from Elder Whitmer through his pen. He has been a reader

of the American Bee Journal about 20j years. Evidently

likes it.

Mr. W. T. Richardson, of Ventura,' Co., Calif , after

disposing of his 60-ton crop of honey, and finding that he

would get no honey this year, has gone East, accompanied by

his wife. He will spend several months with friends in the

New England States. Mr. Richardson is not enjoying good

health ; and it is hoped that the journey and the rest from the

busy cares of a busy life will have a beneficial effect.—Glean-

ings.

Mr. J. H. Martin, In Gleanings, mentions the estiblish-

ment of a " joke department " in the bee-papers. If that

funny thing is ever done we will name Mr. Martin for the

position as editor. One of the jokes he calls attention to, is

the one about Mr. Wilkin's " fire-proof, concreted cistern " in

which he stores his extracted honey. Of course, everybody

thought Mr. Wilkin just poured the honey into the cistern

and pumpt it out as sold. Instead of so doing, he first put

the honey "in five-gallon tin cans and in the good old or-

derly orthodox way." So much for the California "honey-
cistern."

Mb. J. W. OoLKSBY, of Logan Co., Ark., when renewing

his subscription May 23, said:

" Enclosed find the ever needful to pay for the ' ever need

fur to all bee-keepers. I don't know but what I get my
money's worth out of the 'Contributed Articles,' it no other
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way—at least in the consolation that I am not the only ignor-
ant ' cuss ' that is trying to keep bees.

"It does seem to me that Dr.Miller is the modern 'Job' for
patience. What simple questions are sometimes askt. Why
don't they get a book and study some ? Well, ' let her go ;' if

he can stand it, so much the better for the rest of us fools, for
where we don't learn something we get a good laugh at the
other fellow's ignorance; but I must say that I usually learn
something. 1 read that department first.

"My bees came through all right on the summer stands.
No loss. I have had 4 swarms. I have now 22 colonies in

dovetailed hives, and all extra-strong.
"Do soldiers eat honey ? May be we may find the market

somewhat butter on account of the war. But for my part it

makes no difference, as I have a home market for all I can
produce."

Yes, sir, we are quite sure soldiers eat honey

—

when they
can get it .' We think that they ought to be f urnisht honey in

their bill of fare, just as well as beans, hard-tack, etc. It

would help to sweeten them up, and make them feel more like

defending a country that can produce the delicious honey that
this can.

President McKinley is to be given the unique distinc-
tion of having a number of a woman's magazine named for
him and prepared in his honor. The .July Issueof The Ladies'
Home Journal is to be called "The President's Number." It

will show the President on horseback on the cover, with the
President's new " fighting flag " flylneover him ; a new march
by Victor Herbert is called "The President's March;" the
State Department has allowed the magazine to make a direct
photograph of the original parchment of the Declaration of

Independence, while the President's own friends and intimates
have combined to tell some 20 new and unpublisht stories and
anecdotes about him which will show him in a manner not be-
fore done. The cover will be printed in the National colors.

For -SI. 80 we will send the American Bee Journal and The
Ladies' Home Journal one year.

Bee-Keeping for Beginners is the title of a
110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-
keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,
we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year— both to-

gether for $1.40; or, we will mall it as a premium to any of
our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to
the Bee Journal for a year (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

The '^BVood Binder for holding a year's numbers of

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends to us 20 cents. It is a very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for
reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
•* m ^.

Lang-strotli on ttae Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee .Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for .$1.25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

Tlie Names and Addresses of all your bee-
friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,
and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-
scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Xtie mcCfoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational 'Treatment." It is the latest publication
on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.
Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.

•^-•-^

IS'" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer ou page 365.

FOR THE READERS OF THE
ANERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

PROFITABLE BEEKEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of ' Bees and Bee-Keeplng," "Pleasurable Bee-Keeping," etc.

Mr. White is owner of one of the largest apiaries in the
country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-

ject. He is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils in England. He will treat

the subject in a

Series of Miie Illustrated Articles

:

1. General and Introdnclorr. 4. Swarming. 7. SuperlDg.
'i. Been. 5. Hives. 8. DIseasPK.
3. Handliug Beei>. 6. Ponndatlon. 9. Wintering:

This will be a series of practical articles that bee-keepers
of the United States will not want to miss reading. They are
copyrighted by Mr. White, and will appear only in the Amkw-
CAN Bee Journal.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the

last six mouths of isys, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of

this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical

English authority on bee keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

Tlie balance of 1^9§ for only 40 i'enl§

—

To a MEW Subscriber— tiius maliiiig it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be seut in stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber
already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get

their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,

your choice of one of the following list, for each new 40-cent
subscriber you serd

:

For Sending ONE Sew 40-cenl Subscriber:

1 Wood Binder for a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cllpplnc Device
3 Handbook of Health— Dr. Foote
4 Poultry for Market -Fan. Field
3 Turkeys for Market—Ftn Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor— Fan Field
7 Capons and Caponlzlng— Field
8 Kendall's Horse-Book
9 Mullen's Horse- Book

10 Foul Brood—by Dr. Howard
11 Silo and Silage—by Prol. Cook
12 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood -by A R Kohnke
14 Muth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 20 •• Honey as Food " Pamph-

lets
16 Kural Life

For Sending TWO New 40-cent Subscribers :

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four B' oks
3 Kopp'6 rommercial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's BeeKeeping for

Proflt
5 40 "Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Proolem in Bee-Keeplng

—by Pierce

7 Hutclitnson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's 'Bee-Keeplng for
Beginners"

9 Blenen-Kultur—German
10 Bees and Honey—100 pages

—

bv Newman
11 People's Alias of the World

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send in

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a
premium ; but we will begin the subscription just as soon as

it is sent in, which will secure several June numbers in addi-

tion to the last 6 months of this year, provided the subscription

is forwarded to us at once.
If you want your bee-keeping neighbors to be certain of

getting ALL the numbers of the last 6 months of IStiy, you
had better get their subscriptions "in before July I, as we
may run out of copies before the end of that month.

Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest

list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do po.

OEOROE W. YORK & CO.,
lis MIcbisan Street. CHICAGO. ILL.
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"AHueenlyJeceiver."
•He fools his customers by sending more

Iban 18 expected."—See page 105. current vol-

ume Bee Journal, iind ask for tne free pamph-
let referred to. I am now prepare:! to fill or-

ders promptly with fine yellow-to-the-tip
<HIBENS, or daughters or imported stock
mated to golden drones, at 7.jc each Purely-
mated Queens reared from the best stock and
by the best method known, is what I furnish,
and will prove It to all who give me a chance.
Money Ordtr Ollice, Warrenton.

Address, W. H. PRIDGEN.
22Att Creek, Warren County, N. C.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Excelsior Ijicubator

ajid Brooder Cheap
200 eggs capacity. Good as new. Used
for only two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Win sell it for

TTVENTY DOLL.iRK, half the f-ost price
Address, I». \P. OUNNK,

River Forest, Cook Co., III.

Texas Queens fmVM\
Best honej'-gathering strain in America.

Tested, $1.50, Untested, SI. 00. Write for a

Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Rep Journal

EE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES I

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog.

FRED A. DALTOIN,
6t Wat KER, Vernon Co . Mo

(jueens,Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. $1.00. Dn
tested. 75c Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5 00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
8Atf GRANGEK. MINN.

Bees for Sale
in Indiana 1

Italian Bees in 8-frame Lingstroth hives.
Per colony $5.00; 5 or more at one time $4 50
per colony f have only a limited num ifr lor
sale. They are strong colonies, and ready tor
business. Address, W.H. WATTS,
lOAtf Ro.s. Luhe Co., Ind.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Roots
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Poader's Honer • Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cal-
iree. Walter S. Ponder,

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indiana.'WAicJ^POVDtfti,/

nilCCM^ Italian stock. Untested. 70c each;
UULLIIO .•ilor$;00 After July 1. 50 cents
each; tested. $1.00 eath. Root's Goods at
Root's Prices. Prompt shipment and satis-

faction guaranteed. Catalog free
THGOnOKE BENDER,

20Atf Canton, Ohio.

THE I=L^S^CE
TO GET YOLIlt

:2tr: aUEENS ^it
Is or H. G. QUIRIN, of Bellevue, Ohio.
Ten years" exiierlence with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to furnish the
best of Queens—Golden Italian—OoolUtle's
strain—warranted purely mated, 75c each; li

for St. After June, 50c; 6 for $2.75. Leather
Colored same price. Safe arrival. Will run
1.200 Nuclei, so there will be no waiting lor
your Queens. 23AI6t

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov, 11-14.

IlBiid-IIoles or Cleats—Whicli i

Query 72.—Do you prefer hand-holes or
cleats tor hives, supers and shipping-eases V

—Calif.

E. France—Hand-holes.

Eugene Secor— Hand-holes,

Mrs. L. Harrison—Hand-holes.

R. L. Taylor— Hand-holes, decidedly.

Emerson T. Abbott—Hand-holes, al-

ways.

J. A.Stone—For general purposes, the

hand-holes.

E. S. Lovesy—Hand-holes, Cleats are

in the way.

P, H. Elwood—Well-made hand-holes,

as being less in the way.

Prof. A. J. Cook— I think hand-holes,

tho I have no great preference.

Mrs. J. M. Null—Hand-holes for ship-

ping-cases and supers; cleats for heavy
hives.

O. O. Poppleton—Cleats for hives

;

hand-holes for supers and shipping-

cases.

Dr. A. B. Mason—Cleats for hives and
supers, always ; and hand-holes for ship-

ping-cases.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— I prefer cleats

for hives, and hand-holes for supers and
shipping-cases.

Chas. Dadant & Son—Our own hives

have a cleat all around, so we have no
need of hand-holes.

Dr. C. C. Miller—Hand-holes for ship-

ping-cases, either for supers, and cleats,

very decidedly, for hives.

D. W. Heise— 1 do not use single-

walled hives, but for supers give me
cleats every lime ; for shipping-cases, I

don't know.

C. H. Dibbern—Hand-holes every time,

as they answer the purpose just as well,

and are never in the way when piling up
the cases in the honey-room.

Rev. M. Mahin—For hives I prefer

cleats; for supers I do not use either,

and do not see the need of them. I sell

all of my honey at home, and do not use

shipping-cases.

J. E. Pond— It makes no difference,

one is just as handy as the other for

actual use. In packing, the hand-holes

take up no room, and consequently will

store closer than cleats.

G. W. Demaree—I use hand-holes made
with a wobble-saw—they are less In the

way. Cleats just below the lids of the

shipping-cases answer all purposes, and
I prefer them to hand-clefts,

G. M. Doolittle—Cleats for the first

two; hand-holes for the last. Hand-
holes are best where it is necessary to

pack things close in shipping, otherwise

the cleats save time in handling.

S. T. Pettit— Cleats, To save room in

packing or loading, place the cleats on

about one-half of the hives a little lower

than on the other half, so that the cleats

on one hive will slip under those of the

adjoining hive.

DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
ping device is a fine thing
for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail

it for SO cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-

scriber to the Bee Journal
for a year at .$1.00; or for .$1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEOKGE W. "iORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ^ -^

has a hobbv which is the sheep breederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - Chicago.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Bnsiness.

Suplies at Bottom Prices.

' Bee-Keeplng for Beginners,'' price 50 cents,

imparts the instruction. Price-Llst free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Angu>'tii, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

tftl'dlUg free mr Missouri a'udotnHr points,

to be haci at factorr prices from Jo' Nebel
A; Son, HIali Hill. 'II.-.mii-I. b \t,f

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

RTO niTidi Italian (jllKOS!
Tested Queens. JlOO each; Untested, 50e.

Prompt and sati-ifactory dealing.

Address, E. L. CARRINfi rON.
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal when writlnr.

Hee - Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

1 keepers. Orders tilled t)'-omptly.

jSend for catalog JllWtSIPTJ BEE-
KEEfERJC SlirPlV MF6. CO., McoUet
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Van Deusen Thin
Foundation...
We have several 25-pound bo-xes of Van

Deusen Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation
for sale, at *i2..iO per box. This Founda-
tion Is preferred liy many. As we have only

a few boxes of It. an order for same should be
sent promiitlv Address The A. I.Koot Co.
118 MIchlgati Street, Chicago. 111.

BEST OF A DOZEN
STRAINS -

East Sidney, N.y., April 29, 1898.
1 had your strain of bees and it was by far

the best of a dozen strains from other breed-

ers. They were great workers.—L.C.Judson.

One Queen. $1.00; three Queens. S2.T5; six

Queens. J5.r.O.

My new book on Queen-Rearing, with sup-
plement containing new matter, sent to all

customers.
HENK%' ALLEY, Wenliam, Klasii.

22A2t Please mention the Bee Journal.
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1 Book Recommended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEWIeTHOD

By W. E Forest, M. D.. 13th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is
the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Physician, and as

A Cruide to Ileallli.

It makes the way from Weakness to
Mlrt-nj;lli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be siob, and the well who will follow its
teaehings cannot be sic-k. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-
ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a drngf
treatment.

All I'lironic Oiseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
di.sease that has not been helpt by some
of the''»V(«' J/fWwf.s " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
Kiiniitlive have been entirely cured.
While for ISIieiiinalisni. lutlises-
tl«»n. i»y!>|>ei>Kia, <'un«i|i|talion,
It.yseiilary, IJvei- and Kidney
Ti-oiiltles, <'alari-li, Kniacia-
tion, <ji<-nei-al l»el>ility, :>ert'-
ouM I'^xliaiiNlion. I>i!>ea!«e.>>i Pe-
onliai- to ^V'onien, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Cruarantee.

So confldent are the publishers of the
results, that they oflfer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Mpthodc " thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Tlie I^c**- Edition
is Illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains 3U0 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-
though theprice.of the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was Si2 50, we sell this at -SI. 00, postpaid.

PRE.nilJxTI OFFER««.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGF W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

\N\^NW^
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over those which the bees were working,
a small greea parasite, which I thiuk
ejects the substance the bees are getting,

onto the leaves below. Making a fur-

ther investigation, I find in a cherry or-

chard—composed of several hundred
trees—a similar condition, except that
the parasite is black and very much
smaller. Perhaps Dr. Miller can tell us

something interesting In regard to these
parasites, and the effect such honey will

have upoQ the bees.

William M. Whitney.
Kankakee Co., III., May 27.

Bees Not Doing Well,

Bees are not doing well this year in

north California. S. W. Damon.
Tehama Co., Calif., May 21.

Bees Died Away.
A year ago I had about 100 colonies

;

now I have only 2 weak ones left. Last
year was a very poor one for bees in

western Oregon. Almost all the bees
around here have died away. The cause
must have been, I think, old age. The
colonies with plenty of honey died as
well as those that had little. All the
colouies went into winter quarters with
all old bees, too old to live over. They
didn't gather any honey at all the latter

half of the season. C. J. Lindbll.
Clatsop, Co., Greg., May 23.

To Cheat is Too Costly.

The man who cheats another thinks
that he has the best of a bargain, be-

cause the character for honesty and
truth which he sold he valued at less

than the few dollars which he gained.
Yet those few dollars a single day of

honest labor might have given him,
while that lost innocence, that is beyond
price, can never again be recovered.

—

Sunday School TI'mes.

Getting Ready for Wliite Clover.

The weather in this part of Iowa has
been very fine almost all spring for our
bees. I think, as a rule, bees through-
out this part of Iowa came through the
winter in fine condition.

I began 1897 with 14 colonies, aver-
aged 66 pounds per colony, spring count,
and increast to 31 colonies ; four of the
late ones were somewhat light, and I lost

two of these. The rest, as a rule, came
through in good condition, and are now
doing well, getting a good ready for
white clover and basswood, of which
there seems a prospect for a good crop,
especially if we still have rains and warm
weather. J. W. Sanders.

Marshall Co., Iowa, May 27.

House for Wintering, Etc.

The Bee Journal comes in good shape
steadily. It is a great help to me. Some
articles are well worth a year's sub-
scription. In the winter I wrote and got
au answer about keeping bees in Dakota.
But the one answering did not get quite
onto how I built my frame house, and
about letting the bees out for air. I did
not have the entrance through the wall
to the outside; it was through the chafif

packing to the inside. They came out
all right. I gave them a flight about
the middle of March.

I had a visit from an old Canadian bee-
keeper (Mr. James Miller) who, when

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tlie Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material Is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wbitest
BasS'w^ood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Pull Line of Supplies.

Please mention the A merlcau Bee .lonrnal. 7Atf

Two Special Offers.
As explained in former ads., publishers

can afford to put forth extra efforts in

securing new subscribers ; as the major-
ity remain, once they become subscribers

to a Qood journal. It is from this point

of view that I make the following offers:

Offer No. 2.oaer No. I.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Ke-
vlfw who will send
me $'! 00. I will send
the Keview for 1898
and 1,000 strictly
flrstclass, snow-white
one • piece Sections.
After accepting this
offer If any one wish-
es to buy more sec-
tions, I will furnish
them at the following
prices: 1.000. »2.To

:

2,000 for$5.-i5; :i,000

for S7.50: 5,000 for
$12 00. Secllonswlll
be shlpt from any
of the following
points: Flint. Mich.;
Chicago, 111.; Medina,
O. ; Jamestown, N. Y.

;

Hlgglnsvllle, Mo., or
Omaba, Neb.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Re-
view who win send
me *1.50, I will send
the Review one year
and a fine, tested
Italian Queen. Pur-
chasers may have
either liie bright,
golden strain, or the
dark leather-colored
reared from Imported
mothers. After ac-
cepting this offer. If

any one wishes more
queens, they will be
turnisht at the fol-
lowing prices: Single
queen, 90 ct«.: :i for
$3.65; 6 for $5.00; 13
or more at 75c each.
Orders will be filled

la rotation, and safe
arrival guaranteed.

PRINTED
Envelopes and Letter-Heads.

We have put In a new small Job Printing

Press on which to print our own stationery,

circulars, etc.. and while being able to do this

we may as well do some work for our readers,

if they will favor us with their orders. If you

Unless otherwise ordered subscriptions

will begin with the January issue ; and
the December, 1897, number will also

be sent, free.

If you are not acquainted with the Re-
view, and wish to see it before subscrib-

ing, send 10 cents for three late but dif-

ferent issues, and the lO cents may
apply on any subscriotion sent in during
1898. W. Z. HUTCHINSON,

Flint, Mich.

want Envelopes or Letter-Heads, send 2-cent

stamp for samples and prices. We will make
right prices for neat, good work. AU orders

can be filled by express, at sn'ali charge, as the

weight would not be great.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa

Frank B. Barkler niTs- Co., Sib Old
Colony Building Chicago. 111., will sell you
carts, wagons, buggies, carriages and harness
direct Irrim factory. 21A4t

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This I5th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth lilndlng. we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper'8 Guide."

Oiven For 2 New Subscribers.

The following offer is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal lor one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J2.U0). and we will mall you a
copy of Prof Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof, i-'ook's book alone sent forjl.25,
or we club It with t.ne Bee Journal tor a year
-both together tor only J1.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo^ as a premium. Let everybody try for If
will you have one'

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, III.
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looking at the Bee Journal, saw what
was said about paiutiug hives outside as
being an injury, and oaaking the hive
damp inside. He advises painting both
inside and outside, then the hive will

never be damp, the lumber will keep dry,
and the damp will run outside.

Robert McCkadie.
Norman Co., Minn., May 17.

Wet, and Bees Killing; Drones.

It is very wet, and bees are killing

drones. Honey is plentiful on the mar-
ket, as that carload from California is

not exhausted. I hear of a number of

runaway swarms being caught in the
parks. There are plenty of roses and
other flowers for decorating soldiers'

graves to-day. There was a large mili-

tary funeral yesterday over the remains
of a soldier who was reared here and
enlisted in the Spanish war.

Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria Co., 111., May 30.

Double Brood-Chamber Hives.

In a late number of the Bee Journal
some one asks about using double stories

of 8-frames for comb honey. I put the
empty set of combs on top of the brood-
chamber the forepart of the season ; the
queen uses about ',; of the upper frames,
that is, a half circle out of the bottom of
the upper frames for brood. The season
of 1896 I took from one two-story col-

ony 110 pounds of section honey, and
the eight extra frames for extracted

—

about 40 pounds. The sections were on
top of both stories.

For the last year 1 have been using
honey to cure bee-stings. I put It on the
place where I am stung, and with me it

is almost an instant cure. It stops pain
and there is no swelling. This may be an
old remedy.
Bees wintered all right.

F. H. MOLBY.
Washington Co., Kan., May 28.

H 0\ f\ J% From pure bred, barred P.

I I I I I Ka Rocke Larye and floe plu-k % maged $L.O0 per 13. Also
I 1^ I I« Ligbt Braomas and Black

Vi Vi ^V Laugshans. same price. B.
P. Kocli Cockerels. $1.23.

I^03E-^I3LLE, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping. Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalo^e Free.

SEISErA FALIiS lUFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENEGA FALLS. N. Y
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Wholesale
aud Retail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax ICSrata A

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write tor Catalog,
with prices, and samples ol Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
Al GISTA, WIS.

Frank B. Barkley Hlfg. Co., 835 Old
Colony Bldg., Chicago. 111., will sell you a
Feed Cooker direct from the factory.

BRANCHOF THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
10 VINE STREET ========
PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

We keep here everything in the Supply line of latest improvement.
Cleated Separators, Improved Smokers, Weed Foundation, 1898 Goods of all kinds.
Business conducted same as at Medina.
Dealers can order here, as well as consumers, at factory prices.
Save freight and gel orders filled at once. Also as fine a strain of 3 and 4-banded

Italian Bees as ever gathered honey.
Full S-frame colonies, $6.00 ; S-frame nucleus, $2.75.

14£tf Tlic§e Include Guaranteed Italian <tiicens.

RUN^EZUV
Huppljtne maximum otpower

at the minimum of cost
U,e:. 11,1 rfjjuirN. The fire t

uiKled with water, htnce they are t
lift* Htouiiicrs. The fire box is so eonstructed ^

id of cunvciiieiit sizetuallonl per- £
" -t i-uinbuntiitti uf nil tuel. ^

hfL-in-^ witli grood wheels. l'nle«A
Ihc wheeN nre trotxl the wair«ii !*

u t)u!n".-. IF Y«r !5rV THE
ELECTRIC STEEL WHEEL
niH'i'?tntit any watron—yourwa*Ton
will always have ;;ond wheels. Can't
dry nut or rot. No loose tires. Any
hei'Tltt. nny \",-ir)th tire. Cfitnloj; free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO,
Boi 1« UlIMV, ILL.

-iT.^iLji.iL.isr-

Bees and Queens
Queens $1.00 n»es hy the round .}!1,00; Nu-
fl. two frames with Qupen. $'3.00; one-frame
I. .50. Also Bxrred and White P. Rocks

Hiid Kll v>T-l.a('rd WyaiidutteM. Kgga for
Silling at $1,00 per l.i.

:a This
^ Traction Engine is r, i

Has Perfect Traction,
t
t
t
t

3 M. RUMELT CO. , LA PORTE, IMD. £

Please mention Bee Journal when w.itmg.

^ Has Perfect Traction, is a
:3 Good Puller, Fast Traveler,
^ Easy Steamer, Long Liver,—
^Moreahiiur it anil otir I'ortahle. Seini-l'm tahle

^ S^iniple an'l ( 'omTioiiml F.n'„niies, Threshers, U
3 Pnwets, s i,v ills efe . it, ..III- new eatrt I ' .u'lie

^ F?5EE Send for It.

lf> S

I7A8
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HONEY and BEESWAX
KIARKEX <(('OTAXIU.K!$.

ChicaETO- May 19. — Very little call for
boney. and Ibe offering's alco limited. Prices
"Without change Irom late quutatlons. Cali-

fornia extracted sells well ana the (locks
here are light. Weather now warm and pros-
pects genera ly reported good In toe sur-
roundlner States. Beeswax scarce, and il to
.too is bid for it. K. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, May 19.—The supply of 1807
<?omlj and extracted honey Is about all sold.
Considerable inquiry for new comb Some-
thing fancy would bring a good price.

C. C. Olemons & Co.

Cincinnati, May 21.—Demand is slow for
all kinds ot honey, especially comb. Prices
Tor best white comb honej'. 10 to 13 cents.
Extracted honey brings 3i4 to 6c. according to
qualltj'. Beeswax In good demand at 25 to
:iSe for good to choice ye low.

Chas. t". MUTH & Son.

Boston, May 20.—Fancy No. 1, In cartons.
13c.; In glass-lront cases, Vic; A No. 1. lie;
No. 1, y to 10c. ; No. 2. no sale. Extracted,
white, 6®7c.; light amber, o®Gc. Beeswax is

in very light supply, and It pure would readily
bring STc.
There is nothing tiew to note In our market

for Inney. As usual at this time of year, the
demand has dropt to almost nothing, but as
the supply is light, prices are well maintained
and firm. Blake, Scott & Lee. j

Cleveland, May 20,—Fancy white. 12 to
13^c.: No. 1. lie ; No. I amber, 9 to 10c.

;

buckwheat, 8o. Extracted, white. 6c.; amber.
4to5c. A. B Williams & Co.

San rrancisco, May 11.—White comb. 8!4
to luc; amber, 6v4 to 7!4c. Extracted, white,
5ma6c.; light amber. 4=^ to 5!4C. Beeswax,
23@25c
The French bark Alice, sailing Sunday for

London, carried 135 cases of extracted honey.
This will probably be the Ust shipment to
Europe for some time. Stocks of exiracted
are now very light. Comb Is stIU in fair
supply. Values throughout are being well
sustained:

Detroit, May 21. — Fancy white honey is

lower and now quoted at lie. No. 1, 9(ai0u;
fancy dark, TQSc: No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white, acauc; dark. 4@5c. Beeswax
27(a28c.
There are no changes In quotations, and

very little desirable honey left, .-ales are so
slow that it Is difficult to quote. The poor lots
are being pusht at what they will bring.

M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis. May 20 —Honey much more
encouraging. Fa.ncy white clover comb is

selling here now at 10H@llHc. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancv white clover. 5 i4@6c; amber, 5c;
•dark, 4(34 Wc.
Outlook for honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hall &Co.

Indianapolis, May 21. — Fancy white
11 to 13c.; No 1, 10 to He; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 3,5

to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
iind sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is

in good demand. Walter S. PonDER.

Milwaukee, May 20.—Fancy l-pound sec-
tions. ll@12c; A No. 1, 10@11 cents; No. 1

.8@10c; amber, 8@8!4c; dark. 7@7i4c. White
extracted In barrels and kegs, 5H@6c; amber,
o@5!4c. Beeswax, 26@28c.
The demand for honey continues very good

Indeed, and values lalrly sustained. While the
best grades are most salable, the inferior
grades meet attention, and the movements
are quite satisfactory, A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, May 21. — There Is a very good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to He; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c., and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount ot honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. Batterson & Co.

St. Iionis, May 20.—Fancy white comb,
10 to He; No. 1. lOe; amber, 9 to lOe; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white. 5 !4 to6c. ; amber.
5 to 5 ^4c. ; dark, 4 to 4 >4c Beeswax. 20 to 33c.

Westoott Com. Co.

Large New Maps of

KLONDIKE-ALASKA-CUBA
To all ivho order the People's Atlas of us now we ivill send

free maps of Cuba and Alaska, tieirli/ etif/raved from the latest

f/orernnieiifdl siirrei/s and ojjicial inf'oritiatioii. Size of each
niap, 14 bji '42 inches. The Alaska map aeeiiratcli/ locates the

Klondike eoantry and other great, gold-fields in that far-off land,

and the routes by which thei/ are reached. A brief histori/ of

each countrij accompanies the maps. See,our offer beloir:

OVER 200 MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS
THE PEOPLE'S ATLAS contains over 200 l.nrge Mnps and lllustr:itions, and KS

P.i'.?es. eiicli )ii4v II iiy 11 inches. It giv es the PopuiaiioM of each .'Stiiteaiid Terri-
tciry, (if .\ll I'ountles'of the United States, of American Cities, by Last U.S. Census.

HANDSOiVlB MAPS. -The band-
sriuiH iMap^ of all the .State.s and
Territories in the Union are large,

full pai;e, with a number of double-
page maps to represent the most iin-

piirl.anlstat.es of our own ci>untry.
All Countries on the Face of the
Eiirlh are shown. Rivers and
Laltf-s, the Large Cities of the
World, the Railroads, Towns and
Villages of the United States are
accurately located.

SPLENDID PICTURES embellish
ncarlc every page of the reading
inalter. and faithfully depicl
scenes in almost ever.y part of the
world. It contains a vast amount
of historical, physical, educa-
tional, political and statistical
matters, comprising a General De-
scription of the World.

EACH STATE.—This Atlas gives
about each state the Population
for the Past .50 Years, History,
Miles of Railroad, Soil, Climate,
Productions, Industries, Educa-
tional and Religious Interests,
Interest Laws, Etc., Etc.

9>

#

<3S

;<g:"3?y^5£y»^:3a^>gr^ ^

sai
« ,:|ill!ll: JI!J|i[j

Miniature Cut of Atlas. Actual Size, 11 by U Inches.

THE UNITED STATES. — This
Atlas iiives the Popular and Elec-
toral Votes for President in the
vears 1892 and 1S98, by States. List

. „ ,
of All the Presidents, Agricultural Productions, Mineral Products. Homestead
Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, Public Debt for the

Past 100 Ye.-irs, Gold and Silver Statistics, Postal Information, and Other Infor-

mation that should be in evsry Home, Store, Office and School-room.

OUR BARGAIN PREMIUM OFFER

m

#

We will mail this great Atlas for only 50 cts.: or for $1,40 we will send it with

the Bee Journal for one year ; or we will mail the Atlas free as a premium for

sending us one new subscriber (at .$1.00) to the Bee Journal for 1 year.

GEORGE "W. YORK & CO.,
lis Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Italian Beesjor Sale !!

We have arran^red with a large bee-keeper

In Lee County. Ill, (about 100 miles west ot

Chicago', to fill our orders for Italian Bees at

the following prices there, which include a

good Queen with each colony:

8 L.framesof bees in light shlpplng-case,$3,75
5 at S3.oO each.

8 L. framps of bees in dovetailed hive, $4.25.

5 at $4.00 each.

Prompt shipment after May 1, and safe ar-

rival and satisfaction guaranteed. Address

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

S! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello'w

BeeS'wax delivered to our ofBce till

further notice, we will pay 28 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention the American Bee Journal

When writing to Advertisers.
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Talk about

....CojnbFouiidatiaii

WE can now furnish the very best that can
be made from puie wax. OurNe^v Pro-

cess of inilliiig enableB us to surpass the
previous efforts of oursplvee and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Sweet.
It is the kind tiiat does not sag.
It is tbe kind you w^ant.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples furnlsht FKEE. La>ge illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAIiESTOWN, N. Y.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-
tice, anytliing' in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

B^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytbiug used in the
Bee-Industry,
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000
feet of Uoor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inler-State ManufacturinE Co.

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Frank B. Barkley lUI'::. Co., 835 Old
Colony Bid)!., Chlcx^o, 111., will sell you a bl

cycle or sewing machine direct from factory.

The A. 1. Root Co.'s Goods ^li"ell'i?'"

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. M. H. HUNT
Cath for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

I ABISE
1^0 SAY to the readers

. of the

BEE JOURNAL thai

IM>OLlTTl«E
bns conclnded to sell

-BKE9 and QUKEN8—
In their season, daring
1898, at tbe following
prices :

One Colony of ItallanB
on 9 Gallup frames. In
llKhtBhippinB-box $6C»0
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 oo
1 untested queen, i oo
6 *' queens
12
1 teste'l Qaeen...
S " Qaeene

.

1 select tested queen 2 uo
S " " Queens 4 00

tJeleciiesied queen, previous season's rearing , 3 00
aztra Selected for breedins. thk vbbt best. . 6 00
A,bout a Pound of BBB8 in a Two-frame Nucleui,
w^lth any Queen, $3.00 extra.

550
10 00
tl 50
3 50

IV Circular free. RlvlnK full particulars reBand-
(tbe Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
lA25t BORODINO. Onon. Co.,N. Y.

^^'^
Dadanfs Foundation, f^Year

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 11^ 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty^

Purity, Kiriiiness, Wo Sagr*
arinsr. 7<io W^os».

PATENT \VEE» PROCESS
SHEEXIiNO.

Send Name for our CataloR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Cvilture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

I'^ouiidation and Beeswax Prices Adtaneed.—We quote an advance of
live cents in Foundation, wholesale and retail, on the prices quoted in our Circular.
BEESWAX WANTED, at advanced prices also.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

OIR MOTTO—" Wdl Maiuifiidiired Stock ! ((nick Sliipraeuts
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASSWOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

Write for Illustrated Catalog and Prlce-List FEEE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Pleape mention the American Bee Journal when writiDtr.

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Fence anil Plain Sections.

Weefl New Process Founflation.

Cowan Eitractors,

Porter Bee-Escapes- tlie liest made,

Doyetailefl Hiyes-witli Danz. Patented Co7er and Bcttom.
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Cold Water vs. Hot for Bee-Stings.

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

On page 345 (of Gleanings), Mr. Chalon Fowls, also the
editor, goes into spasms about Gallup's cold-water treatment
for bee-stings. Now I propose to show that their conclusions
about cold water driving any disease in, and causing conges-
lion, is entirely wrong. The facts are the reverse. It draws
poison out instead of driving it in.

I once treated 76 cases of measles, in both old and young.
In six weeks. Not one of the cases were sick in bed over
three days, and there was no relapse and no taking cold. All
were put in the cold pack to bring out the measles. So rapid
and quick were the recoveries that the doctors said they could
not be measles. The medical doctors had nine cases at the
same time, and three of their cases died, and the other six

made a slow recovery. Of course their cases were genuine
measles !

Dr. Brandt, of Stettin, Germany, uses cold water for
typhoid fevers, and only has lost about two per cent.; and
they have adopted the Brandt treatment in the hospitals in

Germany and France. Before adopting the Brandt treatment
the death rate was 42 per cent., and since, it only averages 7
per cent., and Dr. Brandt says that the reason why they lose
the 7 per cent., is because they go at it half-hearted, and not
as heroic as they should. I have never lost but three cases in

all my 42 years' practical experience, and those three had
perforation of the bowels before I had anything to do with
them.

Dr. Page, of Boston, has treated successfully patients in
New York, St. Paul, and other places, by telegraph, with the
Brandt method.

I quote from a small pamphlet by Dr. W. E. Forest. He
says : A Dr. Fenwick, reviewing the results of the treatment
of 1,000 cases of pneumonia at the London hospital—the
conclusion he drew was that the best results were obtained by
the use of Ice sponging and packs. Instead of mentioning 28
drugs, as Dr. A. K. Hill, of New York, did, he mentioned only
four, and spoke ill of each of them. Dr. Marion Sims, of Chi-
cago, went to Russia at the time of the Asiatic cholera, and
was admitted to the hospitals there, and saved every case by
the cold-water treatment that he tried it on. A doctor In
Nashville, Tenn., saved every case of yellow fever that he
treated with cold water. I saw his statement in "Brathwait's
Retrospect," one of the foremost medical publications In the
world.

Now we will take any case of cholera morbus, when the
patient is vomiting, purging, and crampt ; even after the med-
ical doctors have given them up, put the patient into a cold,
wet-sheet pack, not hot or even warm. The moment the
patient is envelopt in the sheet all disposition to vomit or
purge or cramp is stopt instantly. Let the patient lie in the
pack 35 or 40 minutes. I have cured any quantity of pa-

tients in one hour, and they are entirely cured. I have cured
cases of inflammatory rheumatism (where they had suffered
for six weeks under medical treatment) In two hours.

We all know that under the drug and hot-water treatment
the great danger is that the disease goes to the heart, and It

never does under the cold-water treatment, either in rheuma-
tism, pneumonia, erysipelas or any other disease. It is always
drawn out instead of driven in.

Years ago I was given up to die by two physicians, with
inflammatory rheumatism. They had drugged me to their
heart's content, and applied hot liniments and hot applica-
tions until I expected to die, and by an accident I was saved
by cold water.

I saw a neighbor carried onto the ferry boat by two men.
He was entirely helpless with iuBimmatory rheumatism. A
fractious team on the boat backt up and threw the mau into

Chili:. F. Mulli.—See page 37G.

the river, and there was ice in the water. He was entirely
cured in an hour.

I saw a man go Into the river to wash sheep ; his feet were
all swollen with rheumatism. The next day he was well. I
might tell you case after case of that kind.

Now allow me to tell you how to treat a sprain. Rub it,

then whether knee, wrist, ankle or foot, wet a sheet in cold
water, wrap up the sprain and put a blanket outside the
sheet. Sleep in it all night, and see how well It will be in the
morning. I have seen the hot applications used and the pa-
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tient a cripple from three to six months, whereas I never
failed to cure one in three days.

My youngest boy, in Iowa,, was stung by a single bee on
the jugular vein. I am satisfied he would have been a corpse

In 30 minutes, as he swelled up, droptover insensible almost
instantly. I pulled off his clothes just as quickly as possible,

put him in a cold-sheet pack, and in '60 minutes he was well.

Now, Mr. Fowl's horse lived in spite of his treatment, and
the poison had to run out in sores, according to his own state-

ment. Suppose he had poured on cold water and wet the
horse thoroughly, then wet a blanket in cold water and eu-

velopt every part that was stung ; then piled on dry blankets
or quilts over all, left the nose so the horse could breathe, left

the horse in the pack an hour, then rubbed him thoroughly

—

is Mr. Fowls sure the horse would not have been entirely well

in two hours, with no poison to run out in sores? I am po.si-

ti-ue about this. Mr. Fowls' and the editor's are theory pure
and simple.

I saw a little boy bitten Jby a rattlesnake. Two doctors
gave him the regulation whiskey and strychnine. Towards
morning they decided the boy was dying. Then I was called

in to see him die, I suppose, and I drew the whiskey, strych-
nine and snake poison all out with the cold-sheet packs, and
the little fellow did not die worth a cent. You say it would
have driven it in ? Facts say not. Orange Co., Calif.

Forming Nuclei—How It is Done.

Br G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Question.—In making nuclei I have always been troubled
by so many bees going back to the parent hive that the pros-
pective nuclei were nearly worthless. Then I wish to intro-

duce virgin queens to the nuclei formed, and in this way 1 am
not very successful. A friend tells me that you have a plan
for making nuclei and introducing virgin queens at the same
time, which you gave in the bee-papers some time ago. Will
you please tell the younger readers about it, and how it works
with you after years of trial ?

Answer.—As it has been some years since I have said
anything regarding the matter of forming nuclei, it may be ex-
cusable with the older members of the fraternity if I say a few
words on this subject for those who have been added to the
ranks of apiculture in recent years, especially as the plan has
always proved successful.

The first requisite to the plan I use is a box made as fol-

lows : Get out two pieces of lumber 8 inches long by 7 wide
by % or % thick ; also two pieces 14 inches long by 7 wide
by K thick. The latter are nailed to the former so as to form
a box about 12 by 7, inside measure, without sides. For sides
I use two pieces of wire-cloth, cut 1-i inches long by S>^ wide.
One of these is nailed on permanently, while the other Is left

so as to be easily removable, by nailing the wire-cloth to a
little frame like a slate-frame, which frame is lightly tackt to

the box, or hinged, according to the wishes of the operator.
In the top of the box is bored a large hole, into which a funnel
is to be inserted. This funnel is to be large enough to allow
one of the brood-frames from your hive being shaken inside
of it, and the hole in the small end should be 2,^< to S inches,
so that the bees will readily roll or pass down through it and
not clog. This funnel is very similar to those used five or ten
years ago in putting up bees, when so many were sold by the
pound. The hole in the box should also have something to
close it, like a large button, made from your Ji-inch stuff, or a
tin slide.

Having a funnel and box ready, go to any hive that can
spare from it from a pint to two quarts of bees, according
to the size of the nuclei desired ; take out a frame or frames
having bees on the combs, and pla3e on the outside of the
hive. If at a time of honey-dearth, so that robber-bees may
be troublesome, hang the frame in an empty hive, and throw
some old bag or blanket over, thus running no risk of creat-
ing a row in the apiary, or having your nuclei robbed out after
made. Give the frames several sharp knocks with your
thumb-nail or a little stick, to cause the bees to fill themselves
with honey, and when so fillej, shake as many bees down
through the funnel into the bos as you wish in your nucleus.
Take out the funnel and close the hole, when you will put the
frames from which you shook the bees back into the hives,
and close them.

In all such operations especial care must be used not to
take the old queen with the bees thus taken ; for if you do the
colony will be greatly injured, and the virgin queen you at-
tempt to introduce will be destroyed. To be sure you do not
get the queen, it is always well to see her, and then set the

frame she is on out of the hive till you have taken all the bees
you wish at that time.

Having the hees in the box, take the same to any room or
shady place, or to the cellar, and throw a blanket, old coat, or
piece of carpet over it, to darken it, where it is to be left for

four to six hours. In an hour the bees will begin to realize

their queenless condition, and tell of it by breaking the clus-

ter they had formed, and running frantically about the cage ;

and, as time goes on, this distress will be more manifest till

they fairly beg for something in the shape of a queen ; and
the longer they are kept without one the more sure you will

be of their accepting the one you give them.
When the time has arrived that I think it proper to give

the queen, which in no case should be in less than four hours
from the times they were shaken into the cage, I go to the
queen-nursery and get a virgin queen and give them. To put
the queen in, set the box down suddenly, so that all the bees
will fall to the bottom, when the hole is opened in the box and
the queen allowed to run in with the bees. The bees will at

once set up a-most joyous hum, thus telling of their new-found
treasure as plainly as if they could talk.

The box is now left as it was before the queen was put in,

for from 5 to 12 hours, just in accord with the time the bees
were put iu. If put in during the early forenoon, then they
are taken out near sunset ; if during the afternoon, then not
till the next morning. When ready to take from the box, a
hive is prepared by placing in it a division-board, a frame con-
taining a little brood, and one having two or three pounds of

honey, all of which are put on the opposite side of the hive
from where you wish the bees.

Now get the box, in which you will find the bees all com-
pactly clustered like a swarm, and carefully remove the wire-
cloth movable side, when, with a quick jerk, the bees can be
dislodged from the box to the bottom of the hive. Now quickly
draw the comb of honey, brood and division-board across the
rabbets of the hive, in the order named, to where the bees are,

and they will be immediately on them. The hive is now
closed, the entrance opened on the side farthest from the
combs; and if all has been rightly conducted, and works as it

should, in a week you will have a nice little colony with a lay-

ing queen, from which a full colony can bs built up, or queens
reared for market.

If you do not wish to make the box and funnel, the bees
can be shaken into a tight hive, some wire-cloth fastened to

the top, the queen run in through a hole in the side, or under
one corner of the wire-cloth, and the hive left bottom up after
the queen is put in, so that the bees will cluster on the bottom.
In hiving, turn the hive right side up, remove the wire-cloth,

set in the combs and division-board, doing all so quickly that
the bees will not have time to crawl up the sides before you
get the combs in. Now close the hive at the top and open the
entrance, when you have the same thing as before, tho the
box plan makes one much more independent of the whims of

ihe bees ; and where many nuclei are to be formed, it amply
pays for all cost in construction.—Gleanings.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

MaHagement of Shallow Brood-Chambers.
BY H. D. EDWARDS.

On page 262, a writer asks a number of questions in re-

gard to shallow brood-chambers. As I have been using a
shallow brood-chamber hive for a number of years I thought
perhaps I might give the enquirer some information in regard
to them.

In regard to his second question—What kind of a hive to
use—I use a hive invented by a Mr. Armstrong some years
ago. It is side-opening, self-locking, and is reversible, either
the case or the frames separately ; it is the best and most con-
venient hive I have ever used, and I have tried almost all the
dififerent hives placed on the market. The brood-frames are
5x17 inches, inside, and are interchangeable with wide frames
that take the -Ix.j section by putting a dummy one inch thick
in the end of the wide frame.

Question 4—They will not build brace-combs between the
brood-chambers to any great extent; sometimes a colony will

build some brace-combs, while other colonies will not build any.
As to Question 6, I do not know that I can answer it any

better than to give my way of managing during the honey
season bere in Illinois, where we have to depend on white
clover for our surplus, having no basswood. What surplus
we get here comes between May 15 and July 1—a period of 5
or 6 weeks, unless we have a fall run of honey, which has not
often occurred of late years. My plan is not new or original,
but seems to succeed better with me than any plan I have tried.

When the colony swarms, I move the old colony away and
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place a shallow brood-chamber where the old hive stood. I

then take off the supers from the old hive and put them on
the new hive, putting a queen-excludinK honey-board between
the supers and the brood-chamber. I then put the swarm into

the new hive, and in a few hours they are at work again in

the sections. As the supers are. tilled I place another shallow
brood-chamber on top of the flrst brood-chamber, and let them
fill up for winter. If the honey-flow slops before the second
brood-chamber is full, and there is no fall run of honey, then
the bees will have to be fed ; or, if I have bees enough, I unite
them with the old colony, which usually has plenty of honey
if the season is good.

I put a shallow brood-chamber on the old colony, and if

the season is good, or there is a fall run of honey, they will

"fill it, which can be extracted. I leave the honey-board on
only 3 or 4 days, or until they get started in the brood-cham-
ber, and I am not troubled with the queen going into the
supers. I use foundation in the brood-chamber as well as in

the sections. Sometimes I use only starters in the brood-
chamber.

I use two brood-chambers to winter the bees in, and think
that bees winter better in them than any hive I have tried.

Jersey Co., 111.

Suggestiotis OH Section-Cleaners, Etc.

BY A. F. FOOTE.

I want to thank Mr. C. P. Dadant for his kind and com-
prehensive answer to my questions about rendering beeswax,
on page 2.58. While I produce hardly a tenth of a " hundred
dollars worth" of wax yearly, I want the best in that as well
as everything else pertaining to bees ; that is why J subscribed
for the "Old Reliable," and I am getting good interest on the
investment all right, my only regret being that I did not begin
before.

HOLDING SECTIONS ON THE CLEANER.

Mr. J. A. Golden gives me a little light (page 322) on
how to hold the sections un the cleaner to keep the sandpaper
from gumming. Thanks to him and the Bee Journal, I have
a section-cleaner, patterned after the one illustrated on page
83, only mine is a combined perpendicular and horizontal
affair, and works nicely. The wheel is 9 inches in diameter,
a sheet of sandpaper being just wide enough to cover the per-
pendicular side, or I would have made it larger. I weighted
the surface of the wheel by filling 14 holes of uniform depth
and distance apart with melted lead, which gives it greater
momentum and a steadier motion. No glue is used to fasten
either the felt or sandpaper, but instead I tackt them on,
close to the edge with small staples, which are not the least in

he way, and can be removed in five seconds to renew the
andpaper.

I want to tell Miss " Flody " that to the end of the shaft
that carried the needle I have attacht a nice, little turning-
lath, by which all sorts of pretty and useful things can be
turned out, and also an arrangement for attaching a drill for
drilling holes through iron.

After getting everything in working order, I invited my
wife to the shop to see what could be done by " Poote "-power,
" properly applied." What does she do—after looking it all

over critically—but to ask mischievously if I couldn't contrive
some way to attach the "barrel churn " to it and do the fam-
ily churning at the same time while cleaning sections, etc.

If that man Clark gets his idea (page 258) of holding a
tool on the side of a grindstone instead of the top, patented, I

hope he will not sue me for infringement, for I had my ma-
chine all contrived before his letter appeared.

My -40 colonies of bees, with two exceptions, are unusually
strong in all respects, and the prospects for a good honey
harvest were never better. Plenty of moisture combined with
warm weather has developt the clovers—white and Alsike—to

a splendid growth, and I expect to see the blossoms within 10
days at farthest.

I have a convenient place fixt up in my shop on purpose
to keep the Bee Journal for easy reference, and I find it a
great help in many a time of need.

After writing the above I pickt up the last Bee Journal
and came across Jno. S. Bruce's description of his section-
cleaner (page 332). The idea struck me so favorably that I

went to work immediately and made one. In less than four
hours I had it ready to attach to the turning-lathe end of my
machine. After cleaning a number of old and very dirty sec-

tions, bottom slats to supers, wedging-boards, etc., I decided
that for rapid work it beats the sandpaper about " 16 to 1."

It cleans out the "scallops " in good shape, and I am not sure
but it would "clean out" the Spanish fleet If Sampson could
find it.

Instead of using a solid roller and extra piece of tin, as
Mr. Bruce suggested, I used only a single tin, fastening each
end to a block of hard wood about an inch long, thus leaving
the space between the blocks hollow ; this lets all fine propo-
lis drop through the holes out of the way, doing away with
the necessity of using "fire and water" to clean it, for it

never clogs. To remove what accumulates on the inside, I

bored a hole in one of the blocks. In perforating the tin, I

used a small awl, first covering it with pieces of leather to

near the point, as a gauge to make the holes of uniform size.

Fitting sections for market, a little extra touching up with
the sandpaper will be a good thing.

Thus, owing to the American Bee Journal and its willing-
to-tell-what-they-know correspondents, I have another val-

uable addition to my apiarian fixtures. I will surely have to

send the editor another §1.00—next year.

Mitchell Co., Iowa, May 30.

%
FACING COIMB HONEY.

Opinions, Suggestions and Advice from the
Commission-Men.

Thinking that those who quote the honey market for the

American Bee Journal, and handle honey extensively every

year, might be able to help bee-keepers somewhat along the

line of packing comb honey for city markets, we sent to them
the following letter:

Chicago, May 81, 1898.
Dear Sirs :—You doubtless have noticed what has ap-

peared lately in the bee-papers regarding the facing of comb-
honey. The hottest part of the discussion was called out upon
the publication of this paragraph, written by one of the most
prominent comb-honey producers in this country:

" And I also claim that there is nothing out of the way, if

any one chooses to do so. in shipping cases of honey having
XXX facers and XX or X honey inside, on comynission. Yea,
more, I claim that there would be nothing dishonest in filling

the center of the case with buckwheat honey, the same hav-
ing XXX white-honey facers, providing it was shipt on com-
mission, every case alike, and the producer thought it to his

Interest to do so."

Will you kindly write us your opinion of the above para-
graph, and also on the general subject of facing or putting up
comb honey for the city markets ? As an experienced honey-
commission man, we feel that your opinion, suggestions and
advice, would be of great value to bee-keepers who desire to

realize the most out of their honey.
We should be pleased to have as prompt a reply as possi-

ble, so that we can publish it in time to be of service this

season.
Thanking you in advance for your kindness, we are

Very truly yours,
George W. York & Co.

We here give all the replies that were received in time for

this issue of the Bee Journal

:

George W. York & Co.

—

Ocntlemcn :— I would not put up honey faced with a nice

article and filled with inferior lots. It cannot but injure the
business, and I think it would be a poor way to build up a
business. I like to have things about what they appear.

Yours truly, M. H. Hunt.
Detroit.

George W. York & Co.

—

Oentlcmen :—Replying to yours, just received. If a
honey-producer desires to establish his reputation and brand
of honey in any market, thus securing the very best results

every year, we believe his only way to do so is to pack his

honey absolutely honest, the front to be a fair sample of the
entire grade. Those desiring to ship a lot of honey and let it

sell for what it will fetch, without any brand or regard for

reputation— it might be well enough to ship it well faced up
without any owner's brand upon it, and thus sell upon its

merits. Atho it is practical, it is hardly policy to advocate.
Buyers, the last few years, seldom buy without opening sev-

eral cases of any lot, and thus decide the question.

Very respectfully, Batterson & Co.

Buffalo.

George W. York & Co.

—

Dear Sirs :—We note your favor, and in regard to pack-
ing comb honey would suggest that the facers should repre-
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sent the kind of honey the case contains. Each grade of

honey should be paokt separately. We expect the facers to

be as good as the case contains, but the difference should be
but slight. It Is a help to the commission-man to be able to

say, "This honey is honestly packt."
In selling, we sell by the way the honey appears. The

buyer. If he finds the honey to run different from what the
face indicates, returns it to us—which he has a perfect right

to do—and we take it back and refund him his money.
All honey put up for Fancy No. 1, or No. 2 White, should

run even in color, and all sections be equally well filled. For
lower grades it does not make so much difference.

We do not want to handle any falsely packt, or adul-

terated, honey. Yours truly,

St. Louis. Westcott Com. Co.

To THE American Bee Journal :

—

Is there ever a time when It Is to the producer's interest

to face his cases of comb honey with fancy white and fill in

the center with dark grades ? To my sorrow I am well aware
that this is frequently done, but when a dealer receives such a

lot he certainly remembers that he wants no more honey from
that man. Suppose a dealer would attempt to establish a

trade with his customers on this plan, how long do you sup-
pose he would remain In business ? The writer has, time and
again, been obliged to recrate large shipments of honey, sort-

ing out the different grades and reweighiug each case so that
he could guarantee It to be all through alike.

I knew of one lot of extracted honey where the cans were
filled nearly full of dark amber honey, which was allowed to

granulate, and then the cans were filled with white clover
honey and sold for white clover ! This was a ridiculous trick,

but not so awfully much worse than fancy white combs next
to the glass with inferior grades in the center. Fortunately
there are numbers of producers who do put up on the honest
plan, and when we know them we are not afraid to offer the
highest market price for their product.

Indianapolis. Walter S. Poddek.

George W. York &, Co.

—

Dear Sirs :—Your letter is just received. We note the
paragraph regarding the facing of comb honey. We cannot
agree with the author of said article. Some time ago we re-

ceived from a well known bee-man two large cakes of beeswax,
to be sold on commission. A few days after receiving the
wax we had an order from a bee-supply man for 100 pounds
of wax. In getting It ready for shipment we had to break
one of the cake? In order to pack properly in the box. Behold
our surprise when we found In the center of the cake a stone
weighing H pounds. We then broke open the other cake,
and found another stone about the same weight. This we
call dishonest, and we think facing cases of comb honey with
white, and filling the center with buckwheat or honey-dew Is

also dishonest. We think these are parallel cases—one is just

as honest as the other. And if we had a shioment of comb
honey put up In the manner described, we would sell it on Its

merits, and would no doubt be sold as dark honey.
We have shippers, not only of honey but of other com-

modities, that we do not have to open a package in order to

sell It if their name is on the package. Why? Because they
are known as honest packers.

We may not be any more honest than the average boney-
men, but we would not knowingly sell a case of honey to a
customer faced up with white honey, for white honey, when
we knew the Inside was all dark. And to say the least. It is

dishonest, and ought not to be encouraged.
Yours truly, C. C. Clemons & Co.

Kansas City.

George W. York & Co.

—

Oentlcmcn

:

—In reference to your letter I would say, first,

I do not handle any honey on commission. I now produce my
own honey by controlling a large number of apiaries. I have
a large fancy trade, and sell more honey than all the other
dealers In this city put together. But your letter In question
is just what drove me out of handling honey on commission
from the producer.

My trade is such that they trust what I say. I never show
samples of comb honey, but just sell it as Fancy, or No. 1, at
one cent difference in price. I had one party who had sent
me his crop to sell for several years. His crop was very
white, but not white clover. One year he had a flow from
some source of amber honey that lasted about four days, and
came right during the white flow. He said nothing about it,

but put four or five sections In the middle of about every third
crate of 24 sections. It was not quite so dark as buckwheat.
I sold several lots of it without opening it, and nearly lost

every customer who received it. It was a hard thing to ex-

plain away, and was considered dishonest. I then sold it for
one cent less on this account ; but about two-thirds of the
trade who handle pure white comb honey have no use for
amber honey at any price. This has to be sold to another
class of trade; therefore, mixing comb honey will ruin any
fine trade. I stopt that year ,(1894), and have never handled
any honey on commission since. I now have control of the
packing of my honey, and know what it is.

Yours truly, Wm. A. Sblser.
Philadelphia.

George W. York & Co.

—

Dear Sirs :—Regarding the discussion about facing honey
and stuffing the centers with Imperfect or lower grade of

honey—It seems too preposterous for argument that such Im-
position or fraud would or could be thought by any one as
hone.st, let alone good business policy, besides being very in-

jurious to the reputation and sale of all comb honey, no mat-
ter how well put up.

If comb honey is even fairly decently packt as to quality
or grade, the buyer Is generally somewhat charitable in his

views, and expects that the honey on the outside of the cases
is somewhat better than the centers, as the proverbial barrel
of apples ; but when combs only poorly filled, and buckwheat
honey, or badly mixt honey. Is packt in the center of the
cases, showing a rank fraud, then the buyer becomes sus-

picious, and gets in the habit of wanting to look at the center
of any crate he may buy, which. If the rule, would require
much more closely grading than has been done before this.

Regarding the sin being less because sent to be sold on
commission, we regret that there Is not a better feeling or
appreciation of the situation on the part of the producers
toward the commission merchant. While there are no doubt
careless commission merchants that do not make proper effort

In showing up, understanding and discriminating in quality,

etc., in selling honey, there are worthy commission mer-
chants, and they are a very "necessary article" in working
off honey to the best advantage. On the other hand, they are
quite often Imposed upon by bee-keepers selecting out all their

best honey, and sending them only the refuse, or what they
can't sell at home.

A commission merchant is practically one and the same
as the consignor. It is much easier for the commission mer-
chant to sell " straight goods " than crooked, and much more
satisfactory all around.

The commisson merchant's buyer is depending on him,
and if the honey "pans out" fraudulently packt, he has
either to take it back, sell over again at less price, or to make
an allowance, which usually is a severe one, and of course has
to be charged back to the consignor.

From our experience and observation we would say to

bee-keepers, by all means grade your honey as evenly as pos-

sible, and If desirable to pack your cull houey, always pack It

by itself, as it then can be sold for what it is, and at much
better ratio of price than if mixt up with the whole crop, and
thereby lowering the grade of the straight honey more than
the entire value of the cull combs. Respectfully,

Albany. H. R. Wright.

George W. York & Co.

—

Dear Sirs

:

—We hardly think that the author of the para-
graph you call our attention to (as shown above) meant that
he would deceive through the commission merciiant, when he
would not. In dealing directly with a purchaser, but rather we
presume he reasoned the commission merchant will look into

the cases, or the parties purchasing will, and consequently be
governed according to the contents. Granting this to be the
fact, It would then be bad judgment on the part of owner or
shipper, as the price obtainable would be little above the value
placed on the poorest grade found in the package, the buyer
arguing that he had no means of ascertaining the true con-

tents without sorting, reboxing, etc.

Then honey of different grades in the same package does
not suit the wants of one person In a hundred, especially is

this so In the larger centres; when white is wanted, dark and
amber grades will not suffice, or I'icc iwrsa. Our experience
(extending over a period of 21 years in this market) is that

honey graded so it is alike in each case or package, sells to

the best advantage, and has the much-sought-for desideratum
of giving the general satisfaction to all concerned. The ex-

posed sections should be just as good as any in the package,
and no better.

We often do things (without Intent to deceive) in such a
way that it has the appearance of deception to others. For
instance, we have called attention to a shipment of honey
that had different grades In the package ; the shipper ex-

plained It by saying that he sent It just as It came off the
hives—white, mixt, partly filled, dark, etc.—and put the white
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on the outside just because it lookt the best, supposioK every-

body would know that all the honey gathered during the sum-
mer would not be alike.

Let the face be a true index, and thus have the satisfac-

tion of knowing that we are not likely to cause discredit to

come upon ourselves or those who may be concerned with our
work. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Chicago.

Geokge W. York & Co.

—

Oentlemcn :—Yes, we have noticed the controversies in

the bee-papers as to the facing of comb honey. WE ARE IN
FAVOR OF EVEN QUALITY IN A CASE. See those capi-

tals ? Firstly, if the sections run uneven in showing the stock
every one must be examined. Secondly, a prospective pur-

chaser sees the inferior portion of the case—not the superior.

That's his business.

We have shippers who turn all their honey over to us,

and, when their goods come in, a thorough examination of

every section is unnecessary, and we can go to our trade and
say, "Here is a lot of honey from , and is like the last

lot received from him. Can you use it?" He can. This ap-
plies to second grade as well as fancy. We know, and the
buyer knows, that that man shows up his goods as they are.

We cannot imagine what advantage could be obtained by any
manipulated packing. This does not imply that a man ship-

ping contrary to the above is dishonest. We are simply de-

bating the question on the ground of the best sale for the

stock.

If such a shipper as we speak of be interviewed, he would
say that he has always received what his honey was worth.
We know this, as we have received just such manifestations
of satisfaction. On the other hand, unsatisfactory deals can
be traced back either to very poor quality in general, or a cer-

tain amount of poor stock that more than counterbalances the
attractiveness of the more desirable quantity. It is not so

hard with the grocer—he sells a section at a time, and gets a
price according to the individual worth. The commission-
man can't say to him, " Now, here is a section that you can
get 10 cents for, and here is one that you can get 11 cents

for, etc." He says, " Here is a lot of honey which I offer you
at 10 cents." He knows he can't boost up a price on a lot

just because there are a few flue combs in, but knows to the
contrary that these few superior sections are very liable to

sacrifice. Irregular packing has taught us in nearly all in-

stances to take three or four sections out of every case before
we render a verdict. Some shippers always send in regular
quality, and those are the men we like to deal with.

Honey shipt on commission direct to the groceryman
could run very irregular and still command full value for

every section, as he sees every one that is sold.

These are our views, not as honesty, but as policy.

Yours truly,
,

S. H. Hall & Co.
Minneapolis. Per F. S. Cady.

George W. York & Co.

—

Oeiitlcmcn:—Yours requesting our opinion in regard to

the paragraph recently publisht in one of the bee-papers rela-

tive to the facing of honey shipt on commission came duly to

hand, and in reply we beg to say that honey can be shipt as

our good friend says, but the question is, Would the shipper
be satisfied with the results financially ? We desire to say
that we have learned in the past 10 years that we have been
engaged in the handling of honey, that it is to the advantage
of producers of honey to grade and put their product up hon-
estly. We think that if the author of that paragraph would
devote about one or two weeks in a commission-house where
honey is sold every day, he would change his ideas.

Very little honey is sold nowadays on the facing of it;

nine out of every ten people who purchase a case of honey
want it opened up, and look into the interior to ascertain its

condition, whether it is broken or leaking, or not, and not one
person in a hundred would pick out the section in front of the

case to learn this information—naturally they will pick it out

in the center or towards the back part of the case. What
would be the result if the case were packt according to our
friend's idea ? The purchaser would refuse to buy that case

of honey, or any of the same lot.

Most of the buyers of honey want some particular kind:
some want only Extra Fancy, while others only No. 1 White,
and others only desire the buckwheat. Were a case mixt it

would be almost useless to them.
It is just as necessary to take as much precaution in the

putting up and grading of honey shipt on commission as that

which the honey-producer may sell himself. A good many
shippers are in the habit of sending their poorest grade of

honey to some commission-man to sell, and keeping their best

at home to dispose of themselves, and expect the same price

for the poorest quality (markt Fancy) as they get for their

genuine Funcy which they sell themselvei.
The sooner bee-keepers learn to put up their honey hon-

estly, and mark the cases just what they contain, and grade
uniformly, the sooner will they realize better prices for their

honey. Very truly yours,

A. B. Williams & Co.

Cleveland. Per W. L. Qeiger.

Bees iu Relation to Flowers and Truits.

Br THOS. WM. COWAN.

{Delivered at the University Farmers' Institute at Pacijic Gruve, Calif.)

[-ontinued from p&ge 357.]

Advantages of Bees.—I am not able In the short space

of time available to go into all the modifications which exist

for securing cross-fertilization of flowers, but I have already

said enough to show the farmer the advantage he derives from
bees. I will now try to show how largely we are dependent
upon bees for the delicious fruit we enjoy.

If we examine an apple-blossom we will find it contains

five stigmas belonging to the five segments of which the core

of the fruit is composed. The stigma comes to maturity be-

fore the anthers. Bees seeking nectar get dusted with pollen

from an older flower and then transfer it to the ripe stigma of

a neighboring flower. The apple is strictly a fusion of five

fruits into one, and requires no less than five separate fertili-

zations for its perfect production. If fertilization does not

take place the fruit, instead of swelling, drops and rots. It

sometime happens that one or more of the stigmas are not

fertilized, and in such a case the fruit develops imperfectly

and becomes deformed. If such an apple be cut open it will

be found that the undevelopt part lies opposite the section

where the pit is shriveled.

The flowers of pears are similar in structure, altho they

are not so dependent upon bees for fertilization. Small fruits,

such as gooseberries and currants, are also dependent upon
insects. Among plums sometimes the pollen of one plant is

impotent upon the pistils of that plant, and fertilization is

only secured by introducing a plant of another variety into

the orchard.
In the raspberry the petals are smaller and placed wit'e

apart. There are about '.)0 anthers, and each of the 60 or 70
drupels carries a stigma, while on the receptacle will be seen

a ring of shining dots consisting of nectar. Here the anthers

ripen before the stigmas, and a bee, on alighting on the

drupels, as she applies her tongue to the dots of nectar gets

dusted with pollen, which she carries to another and older

flower, and in revolving in an opposite direction transfers the

pollen to the ripe stigmas. Each seed thus fertilized develops

into the juicy envelope which protects the seed from injury,

and makes the fruit so palatable. It requires from 60 to 70
fertilizations to perfect each fruit, and should any of the

stigmas escape fertilization the fruit does not develop in that

part and remains green and hard. If we look at the straw-

berry we will find that it required from 200 to 30O distinct

fertilizations for its perfect production, and if any of the stig-

mas do not receive pollen the development of the fruit is ar-

rested in that part and the seed is not produced.

I would here point out that in the strawberry there is a

tendency to a separation of the sexes, and that plants bearing

large blossoms are frequently tending to become male and
produce few fruits, while those of the same variety that pro-

duce small blossoms are tending to become female. These are

abundant bearers, but produce few runners. Care should,

therefore, be exercised in selecting runners, otherwise the

male would in time supplant the female.

Bees and Fruit Should Go Together.— I have shown
the part bees play iu the fertilization of blossoms and the

beneflts we derive from their labors, but I wish to point out

that a danger exists in making a specialty of bee-keeping and
cultivating bees iu large apiaries, as is the practice in Califor-

nia. It is useless increasing the area under fruit cultivation

without at the same time increasing the number of bees kept.

As an instance, I would mention Lord SucJeley's fruit planta-

tion in Gloucestershire, England. About 200 acres of fruit-

trees were first planted, and for some years there was such

poor success that it was a question whether the enterprise

should not be abandoned. Lord Sudeley was, however, ad-

vised to introduce bees, as it was found that not many were
kept in that district. T^fco hundred colonies, in charge of a

practical bee-keeper, were introduced, and the result was
magical. Thenceforward the trees bore fruit properly, and
the former failure was turned into a success. Since then 500
acres have been planted with fruit trees, and a large jam fac-
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tory has been started close by both uudertakinprs, being in a
prosperous condition.

Every farmer should keep bees, with the primary object
of insuring cross-fertilization of his crops, and only look to

the honey-yield as a secondary consideration. We are told

that bees spoil fruit ; but, altho I would show that the struc-
ture of the mandibles is such that they cannot pierce the
skins, we need not rebut the charge, but point out that, while
they gather nectar for themselves, they confer a greater boon
on the fruit-grower, for they really give him his crop in re-

turn.—Pacific Rural Press. Loudon, England.

CONDUOTBD BT

OR. O. O. JillLLER, MAREKGO. ILL.
[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct!

Keeping Wax-Worms rroni Comb none}'.

What is the best way to keep the wax-worms from eating
the cappings off comb honey ? I have about 500 pounds in

shipping-cases stackt up in the second story of my house.
As I am a beginner in the bee-business, and take my honey

out of the hives as it is sealed, I will be very glad to have an
answer to the above question. Last season the worms dam-
aged my honey very badly. Georgia.

Answer.—Formerly I had the same trouble if I failed to
fumigate my comb honey, but of late years it does not seem
necessary. I suspect the reason is that formerly there was
more black blood in my bees than now. Where Italian blood
predominates there is less likelihood of trouble with worms.
In the meantime the question remains what to do in case
worms do trouble your surplus honey.

If you examine closely, after the honey has been off the
hives two or three weeks, you will find places, especially at
the lower edge where the comb is fastened to the wood, where
a fine white powder can be seen. This is the work of the little

wax-worm, as yet so small you can scarcely see it, and it is

well to dispose of it before it gets any larger. Even if you see
nothing of the kind, if you are afraid of worms, fumigate your
surplus honey two or three weeks after taking it off. Fumi-
gate with sulphur, and it matters little how, only so you get
enough of the sulphur fumes to kill. It takes much less fumi-
gation while the worms are small than after they become %-
inch long or more.

Have the honey in a box or room large enough to hold it,

and close enough to confine the fumes. A roll of rags may
have sulphur rolled in it, sulphur may be thrown on burning
coals, or a hot iron can be put iu the sulphur. In any case
you must look out for fire. A safe way is to have a kettle con-
taining ashes or something of that nature, and sitting in this
a smaller kettle that contains the sulphur. You may open up
after 12 hours, or you may find no trouble by leaving closed
entirely. If you want to be sure, you will do well to fumigate
again two or three weeks later, for some of the eggs may hatch
out after the first fumigation. A pound of sulphur may be
used for 100 feet of cubic space, but if the place is so close as
to entirely prevent the escape of the gas, less will do. The
only harm that will come of using too much is that some of the
combs will be colored green.

Small vs. Large Hives.

Dr. Mir.LER :— I will answer as best I can your questions
on page 263.

I have experimented with fi, 8 and 9 frame hives side by
side with the same colonies for six years, and I have got the
best yield every time from the G-frame. This spring my 9 and
12 frame colonies had not five pounds of honey when I exam-
ined them in March, but the 6-frame had 15 to 20 pounds,
and I can surprise you by saying the 6-frame hives in April
had more bees than the tl-frame by half ; and in a hard season
I have got surplus from the 6-frame colony while the U-frame
did not fill their brood-chamber.

You admit that to place two swarms of equal size, one in

a 6-frame and the other in an 8-frame hive, that the 6-frame
would give the most surplus, ^'er\| true indeed. Then please
tell me what are we keeping bees for if not for the greatest
amount of section or surplus honey. I am not speaking of a

warm climate where they get honey the year round, but a cli-

mate such as you and I have. We have no need of large hives
except we have them so arranged as to contract or expand.

You mistook some of my figures. My top-bars are l}g
inches wide instead of lli. You see, I could not gel six

frames 1}4 inches wide and leave bee-space in a 8-°i-inch
space, see ?

I will try several hives this season—the Daozy, Root chaff,

the Champion, the St. Joe, the Hill, and some of my own make ;.

but as I am depending altogether on hired help, I do not ex-
pect to get as good results. I am still unable to attend to any
work on account of erysipelas in my leg. I have had a very
serious time of it; have not done any work since I returned
from the Buffalo Convention, but I hope to cheat the grave
and undertaker for a good while yet. I hope. Doctor, that
you will have another good season. It is very backward here
now. David N. Ritchby.

Franklin Co., Ohio.

Answer —According to Mr. Ritchey's figures he ought to

have no dil'liculty in deciding that 6 frames in a hive are
enough for him. But there comes C. P. Dadant, who says
twice 12 gives none too much room. I hope Mr. Ritchey will

soon recover and be in good working trim, and then it might
be very interesting if he and Mr. Dadant could compare notes.

Trunsrerring with Tight Bottom-Board.

I have a colony which I want to transfer two weeks after
it swarms, but the bottom-board is nailed on so tight that it

is impossible to get it off. Is there any way to drum out the
bees without taking the bottom off ? New Jersey.

Answer.— If there is no chance for the bees to get out ex-

cept at the entrance— top and bottom being nailed on solid

—

you may still succeed in drumming them out. Set the hive so
the opening shall be at the top, that is, if the entrance is at
the bottom, turn the hive upside down, giving them a little

smoke. Then plug up the entrance and hammer on the hive
till you can hear the bees buzzing loudly. Then open the en-
trance and hammer away for dear life, and the bees may rush
out in a stream ready to enter any hive or box placed over.

If, however, they do not come out freely after a lot of drum-
ming, just tear off the bottom in the same way you would if

there were no bees in the hive, for by this time the bees will

not resent anything of the kind, and after taking off the bot-

tom you can proceed in the same way you would have done
had no bottom been nailed on at the start.

Prcveulion or Swarming, Ele.

I am peculiarly situated. A, B, .C, D are the corners of a
flat roof on which I have my bees. A, B and B, C are walls

about 12 feet from A,D, which is the line of my lot. My bees,

when they swarm, have invariably gone across that line on
the adjoining lot. I have tried to prevent them but they will

go. The lady who owns the lot has gotten tired of it, and has
forbidden me to take any more swarms from there. I have
about all the swarms I care for, and would like to prevent
them swarming any more.

1. If I examine them every 12 days during the swarming
season, will that prevent it by destroying all queen-cells '?

2. If I do so, will not the queen crowd the brood-nest so

that the workers could not have room to deposit enough honey
there for winter stores, as most of my hives are S-frame ?

3. Can you suggest any means that would induce them to

alight on my own lot? Iowa.

Answers.— 1. You cannot entirely rely upon killing cells

every 12 days. Once a week will be better, providing you
don't miss any cells, but sometimes they'll swarm without
waiting.

2. It will probably make no difference. There will, per-

haps, be as much crowding of the brood-nest in one case as the

other, altho in any case there may be a little trouble about
scarcity of stores in an S-frame hive.

3. You might succeed in getting them to alight on your
own lot by putting there a decoy hive — that is, an empty hive

with one or more empty combs in it. You might have your
queens dipt, and then no matter where the bees clustered

they would come back of their own accord. You might put a

queen-trap on your hives. You might run for extracted honey
and give your bees so much room they wouldn't care to swarm.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See premium offers on page 877.
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Painting Hives.—W. C. Gathright says it may be all right

in the East to have unpainted hives, but) in New Mexico " iin-

paiuted hives are soon warpt, crackt and ruined."

The German, Austrian and Hungarian Bee-Keepers'
Association—the society which holds such large and enthusi-

astic meetings as American bee keepers never dream of—will

have its 43rd annual convention this year at Salzburg,
Austria, Sept. 4 to 8.

The Comb-Foundation Business is no small affair. In
Revue Internationale Chas. Dadant &, Son report that their

sales of foundation, which in 1S95 had gone down to 30,00<.)

pounds, and in 1S96 to 28,000 pounds, in lb97 rose to

52,1)00 pounds. If it averaged eight feet to the pound, this

would make the output of 1897 cover nearly eight acres of

ground.

Room to Prevent Swarming — Doolittle is very positive,

(Progressive Bee-Keeper) that Quinby was right when he said
" a large amount of room filled with empty combs will entirely
prevent swarming." Doolittle says he has proved It hundreds
of times, but says the room without the empty comb will not do.

Editor Root stipulates that the empty comb must be given
before the bees have contracted the swarming-fever.

Taxing Bees.—In his county in Iowa, O. P. Miller says
bees are put on the tax list and are valued at .S2.0O a colony
if a man has more than 10 colonies. He thinks this inconsis-
tent, for the laws of Iowa say, "All animals over six months
old shall be taxt according to their value, except dogs; they
shall be taxt per capita;" according to which the queen is the
only taxable member of the colony.—Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Time for Sealing Brood—G. M. Doolittle takes R. C.

Aikin to task (in ProgressiveBee-Keeper) for saying that when
a queen is removed "the seventh day will find just about all

the worker-brood sealed." He makes a general appeal to bee-
keepers to make observations on the subject—sure that nine
days will be found to be the correct time—three in the egg and
six in the larval form. Cowan gives three days for the egg
and five for feeding a queen or worker ; six for a drone.

Bees Swelling.—R. C. Aikin asks, in Progressive Bee-
Keeper: "Did you ever notice how a colony seems to swell
when a flow comes on.? How a colony that seemed comforta-
ble In its hive before this, now cannot find room to work, so

plies out of the hive?" Doolittle explains that it is a real

swelling In the size of the bees that stay in the hive, because
they receive from the field-bees the loads of nectar for evapo-
ration, thus becoming so large that two bees now take the
same amount of room that three or four previously did.

Mashing Combs Between Rollers and then separating
the honey and melting the wax, as suggested by R. C. Aikin,
at BulTalo, was spoken of by Gleanings as a rather startling

idea. Bee-Chat reminds Gleanings that the same thing was
reported five or six years ago as being practiced by one of the
correspondents of Gleanings, and adds: " It is well known
that our Scotch friends have for many years used honey-
presses for removing their heather honey, which is so thick
that no extractor can force it from the cells after it has been
stored a few days In the combs."

Prevention of Swarming.— R. C. Aikin (in Progressive
Bee-Keeper) tells how he manages to get the start of the bees,

and then gives a short cut as follows:
"Take two brood-chambers for your colony. Eight or ten

days b(fore the flow, put the brood all in one of the chambers
and the queen In the other with an excluder-zinc between.
The queen will be more contented and lay more promptly after

the change if a comb with a little brood is put in her chamber.
She accepts this as her brood-nest, whereas if removed from
all brood, she labors to pass the zinc to the brood. As pre-

viously explained, the brood in the part from which the queen
was excluded will all be sealed by the eighth day. Now, the

eighth day or after, just make a new colony with the chamber
having the queen and put her on a new stand. This leaves

the old stand with sealed brood only, hence impossible to build

cells. In three or four days a cell or queen, better a ripe cell

or virgin queen, can be introduced to the old stand. If a cell,

your young queen will not lay till all brood is hatcht, just a.s

in natural swarininri. This reduces the labor fully one-half,

and I think just as good in every respect. I expect to practice

this method the present season, 1898."

Box vs. Frame Hives.—A somewhat animated contro-

versy has been taking place in Revue Internationale between
two octogenarian leaders—Messrs. Dadant and Boyer. It is

not probable they will be in entire accord at the close of the

controversy. The showing M. Boyer makes of the cost of a

movable-comb hive with its accompaniments is rather discour-

aging. He gives it as follows:

Hive, §5.40 ; freight, 20 cents ; cushion, 40 cents ;
paint-

ing, 40 cents; foundation, •'?1.00— total, ST. 40.
Certainly hives must cost a good deal more in the French

than in the English language, according to this showing, a

showing that does not, however, agree with the statements of

Mr. Dadant.

Simmins' Direct Fasting Method of introducing queens

is thus given in his paper, Hee-Chat, remembering that the

bees must have been queenless three days:
1. Keep the queen quite alone for not less than 30 min-

utes, without food, but warm.
2. Insert after dark, under quilt, first driving the bees

back with smoke.
3. No further examination is to be made until after 48

hours have expired.

4. Make no division of, or nucleus, from the hive within

three days prior to insertion, unless the original queen is then

left on her own stand.

Caution.—As many queens are ordered for inserting with

a divided half of a colony, it should be pointed out that the

old queen must always be left on her own stand, and the new
queen given to the removed part, unless three days are allowed

to intervene.

Bee-Keeping for Beginners is the title of a

110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-

bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure

the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for .§1.40; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a ytar (at f 1.00), and 10 cents extra.

Xlie 'Wood Binder for holding a year's numbers of

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends to us 20 cents. It is a very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
^-w-*^

Langstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, Is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete

work on bee-culture. It contains o20 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for .$1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

Tlie Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this oflice. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

The McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
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California has been blest of late with two fine rains.

These will be of signal service to the orchardist, in increasing
the water for irrigation, and in thoroughly wetting the earth
twice in late spring. But they are too late to very greatly
help the grain crop, and it is feared the same will be true of

the honey product. It is to be hoped that the bees will pro-

duce enough honey to feed them. So wrote Prof. Cook,
May 30.

Bee-Business Enlarging.—In a letter from one
of the largest dealers in bee-keepers' supplies, written us re-

cently, we find this significant sentence :

" It looks as if there was a general need of enlargement
if the bee-business is going to increase as it has the last two
years."

We presume unless the present manufacturers of supplies
prepare to take care of the increasing demand, others will

engage in that line of business, and to the benefit of all con-
cerned. This country is developing in all its industries, and
there is no good reason why the bee-business should not keep
pace with the rest. The population is already here to con-
sume every pound of honey that possibly can be produced,
and at a fair price.

A Bee-Bed of Flowers.—Mrs. Effie Brown, the
conductor of the apiarian department in the Northwestern
Agriculturist, writes thus about a bee-bed of flowers:

When we plant our posies this spring we are going to
have one bed especially for the bees.

All flowers do not yield nectar, and many that do are
never visited by the bees on account of the depth of the
honey-cups. The rose, lilac, violet and snow-ball are among

the latter class. I think the flower that yields the most nec-
tar to each blossom is the spider-plant. It is a hardy annual,
blossoming in July and August. The blossoms are beautiful,
odd little things with the petals all on one side, and long,
spidery legs on the other, one sometimes containing enough
nectar for two loads for a bee. These seeds we will plant in

the center of our bee-bed because they are taller than the
other plants which we will use. Around the patch of spider-
plants we will sow a good broad band of mignonette. Every
one loves this sweet, old-fashioned flower, and the bees delight
to work on it from morning till night. All around the outside
portulacca, or, as grandmother calls them, " moss-roses" will

be sown. One of the prettiest sights in nature is a bed of

portulacca in full bloom, with dozens of bees hovering above,
or resting in the hearts of the flowers.

i have never been able to discover whether or not they
get very much honey from this plant, but I think 1 never saw
so many bees to the number of blossoms as I have seen on a
" moss-rose " bed.

Every bee-keeper ought to sow one of these bee-beds—not
only for the enjoyment of the bees, but for his own pleasure.

While it requires a good many flowers to be of perceptible

use to bees, still when planting even small garden beds of

them, one may as well plant the varieties that yield nectar,

especially when they are pretty as well.

Bee-Paralysis or tameless Disease.—Prof.

A. J. Cook, of California, writing us May 30, had this to say

about a disease affecting the bees around San Francisco :

A well-known bee-keeper near San Francisco describes a
disease that is affecting his bees quite seriously, but only a

few colonies. It is, without doubt, the " nameless bee-dis-

ease " of some, or " bee-paralysis " of others. Is there any
better way to treat this disease than to introduce a young vig-

orous queen ? I think it would be well for the American Bee
Journal to ask for the experience of all on this disease. It is

not usually very serious, and, so far as I have observed, goes
away of its own accord, before very long. A. J. Cook.

We shall be glad to publish anything relative to the dis-

ease, or diseases, referred to by Prof. Cook. Who can give

something that will help ?

Cbas. F". mutll.—A few weeks ago we announced

the death of Mr. Muth, of Cincinnati, by suicide. Since then

we have learned some of the particulars which we will give

in connection with a few items of interest relating to Mr.

Muth and his career as a bee-keeper and dealer in honey.

From the Cincinnati Commercial Tribune of May 17, we

take the following, mainly relative to the sad death of Mr.

Muth :

The news of the death of Charles F. Muth, for years past
one of the city's prominent business men, came yesterday as a
shock to his personal friends and acquaintances.

He was found dead on his farm near Morristown, Ind.,

under circumstances tending to show that in a spell of mental
depression he had taken his own life.

For some months past he had been feeling unwell, and at

times appeared to be suffering from melancholy. He had suf-

fered two attacks of sunstroke a few years ago, never quite

recovering from the effects, and his family attribute his recent

fits of depression more to that cause than anything else.

Nevertheless, last Saturday, when he informed them that he
intended going to spend a few days on his farm near Morris-
town, they opposed it, and tried to persuade him to remain at

home. He persisted in going, however.
He spent Sunday examining at the grounds and houses on

the farm, a tract of some 600 acres, and when. last seen Sun-
day night by the man in charge of the place, was engaged in

writing, and gave no signs of trouble.

Yesterday morning he did not appear, and at 10 o'clock

the man in charge, tired of waiting for him, went to the little

room he had fixt up as an office in the farm-house. A horrify-

ing sight met the man's eyes as he pusht open the olHce door.

Mr. Muth was seated on a couch with a rifle between his

legs, a gaping bullet hole under the jaw, and another over the

right eye. The rifle had evidently been held under the chin

while the fatal shot was fired, and the bullet had ranged up
through the skull, causing instant death.

Mr. Muth was in his 6-ith year. He was born in Hesse,

Germany. Coming to America in lS.5-t, he engaged in the
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tobacco business at Baltimore with a relative, but after a

short stay there concluded to go further west. His first situa-

tion in Cincinnati was with Henry Franck, the pioneer
grocer. With him he remained a year or two, then went to

the B"'ar West and tried mining and cattle raising. Not meet-
ing with success, he returned to Cincinnati again. In a short
time he was in business for himself as a dealer in honey and
bee-keepers' supplies. For many years he was one of the
largest dealers in the West in that line of trade, and did an
extensive business in the West and South. He was active in

extending it up to the time of his death, tho in the past year
or two he had suffered reverses. This fact, it is believed,

caused in part the melancholy that markt him for some
months past. The losses, however, were not serious, not more
than $12,000, it is said, but it appeared to wear on him.

Mr. Muth was a Mason, and a member of Hanselmann
Lodge. He took an active interest in the German Orphan
Asylum, and served as President of its Board of Managers
for some years.

He was prominent in politics at various times. At the
last election he was elected on the Fusion ticket as a member
of the Board of Control.

Mr. Muth married Miss Caroline Muth, who was his

cousin, and there are six children surviving him with the
widow.

The body was brought to the city last evening, and burial
will take place to-morrow.

The letter which Mr. Muth wrote Sunday night was found
yesterday in the room in which he was found dead. It is as
follows :

If I should die on my farm it is my wish that I be buried in the
same graveyard with August Muller, and in the same simple man-
ner. My family will respect my last wish. My honest debts must
be paid. Chas. F. Muth.

It will thus be seen that he contemplated the act. August
Muller was an uncle, and was buried in a country graveyard
adjoining the Muth farm.

In Gleanings for June 1 we find these paragraphs written

by Mr. A. I. Root, who knew Mr. Muth well

:

Oar friends may remember that, when I first became in-

terested in bee-culture, I very soon made inquiry in regard to
the various bee-journals publisht in the United States or
other parts of the world. I think my first acquaintance with
Mr. C. F Muth came through my desire to know something
of bee-keeping in Germany. He was very willing to give me
all the information in his power, and for many years we offered
the Bienenzeitung to our German readers through Friend
Muth's kind services. We had become quite well acquainted
through correspondence, and I had promist to make him a
call and see his apiary on the roof of his store. One day,
however, I was surprised to meet a tall, fine-looking man who
spoke English quite brokenly. He introduced himself as
" Mr. Moot, of Cincinnati." He told me we had had some
little correspondence, but somehow I did not quite catch on;
but when I saw his name on some circulars, " Muth," then I

knew him at once, and we shook hands over again, and took
another start. He brought along some of his famous honey-
cake. I took him over home and introduced him to Mrs. Root
and the children. Then he sent me a lot of his honey-jars
and tumblers in which he sold the honey in such immense
quantities. Many of our readers, especially the older ones,
remember how ably Friend Muth stood at the head and repre-
sented bee-culture in America among the German people.
AVhen I spoke of making him a visit, or putting the street-
number on his letters, he said everybody knew him in Cincin-
nati, and I guess this was pretty nearly true—at that time,
anyhow.

Mr. Muth was one of the cleverest, most whole-souled and
generous men I ever knew. He tried to be right and fair; but
when he met somebody who wanted to be unfair, or even if

he got it into his head that somebody was trying to get more
than was just, he sometimes showed that his good nature
might give place to somelftiing quite different. Of late years I

have felt that our jolly, whole-souled friend had too much
business on his hands. I have heard him speak a good many
times about that farm, alluded to In the extract above; and I

fear, from what I have heard from those who had sent him
money, that of late his prompt, energetic business habits have
not been quite up to their former standard.

In view of the injury by sunstroke, he should have been
careful about undertaking too much business. I fear our
poor friend brooded over his financial affairs, and imagined
they were worse than they really were. From the statement
given above I infer that, after everything is settle up, there is

a large property still for his wife and children. How gladly

they would have borne his cares and troubles, and let him
take things easier had he permitted them so to do ! The bee-

keepers of our land can remember our departed friend with

grateful feelings for what he has done to bring about the

present advanced state of bee-culture, especially in the way
of selling, and getting it into the regular channels of trade.

Even if some of the friends have suffered somewhat by neg-

lect, they may learn by the above that our old friend had been

for years a sufferer ; and we can afford to let a broad charity

help us to forgive and forget whatever was not exactly as it

should have been. A. I. Root.

We think we can scarcely add anything of interest to the

foregoing. We remember very distinctly meeting Mr. Muth

at the World's Fair convention, and the part he took in some

of the discussions. He was for years one of the American

Bee Journal's best friends, and in his death we feel that we

have lost not a little.

Mr. L. W. Lighty, in American Gardening, says that

"the man who rides hobbies and runs after fads in bee-culture

will have a lean bank account."

Mrs. Mate L. Williams, editor of the department of the

apiary in Farm, Stock and Home, reported, June 2, the severe

illness of her daughter who is her assistant in the apiary. We
trust she may speedily recover.

Mr. J. E. Crane (in Review) thinks the swarming pro-

pensity can be bred out of bees with less labor and time than

it has taken to get non-sitting hens. The simple fact that bees

differ greatly as swarmers makes the case look hopeful.

—

Gleanings.

Mr. George Koenrumpf, of Kinney Co., Texas, wrote us

June 3 :

"I am going to the Puillippine Islands as one of Uncle

Sam's boys. If the Phillippine Islands are a good place to

keep bees, I will likely take the fever."

Mr. E. E. Hasty says, in the Review, that he won't have

his picture taken, because when he did the picture always

lookt sleepy. The idea of a man looking sleepy who;writes so

wide-awake ! Say, Hasty, you'll have to show us the picture

if you don't want your reputation for veracity shattered.—

Gleanings.

Mr. Geo. W. Hufstedler, of Bee Co., Texas, the Presi-

dent of the National Queen-Breeders' Union, writing us June

4, said :

"Bees are booming this season so far here. Mesquite is

just coming Into blossom now, and the prospect for a heavy

flow is fine."

Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary of the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union, wrote us May 30 that he, as Secretary of the

Union, recently effected a settlement with a large city honey-

dealer for over three tons of honey that had been shipt him

last fall by a member of the Union. You see it pays to belong

to the new Union.

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,

with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and

telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand

to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.
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FOR THE READERS OF THE
AmERICAN BEE JOURNAL,.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of •' Beesacd Dee- Keeping'," "Pleasurable Bee-Keeping," etc.

Mr. White is owner of one of the largest apiaries in the
country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-

ject. He is also lecturer, under the Teehnieal Education
Scheme, to several County Councils in Eugland. He will treat

the subject in a

Series of Miie Illustrated Articles

:

1. General and Introduclorj'. 4. Swarmins- '• Superins:.
^> BeeM. 5* Hiveft. S. lliMeaseM.
3. Handling Bees. 6. Poiindatiou. M, WlMterlug

This will be a series of practical articles that bee-keepers
of the United States will not want to miss reading. They are
copyrighted by Mr. White, and will appear only in the Ameei-
CAN Bee Journal, beginning in July.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the
last six months of lS9y, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of

this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical
English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

The balance of I $9$ for only 40 cents

—

To a XEW Snbscriber— tliii'^ making it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent in stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber
already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get

their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,
your choice of one of the following list, for each new -AO-cent
subscriber you send

:

For Sending OXE Xew 40-ccnt Snbscriber:

1 Wood Binder for a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cllpptair Device
3 Handbook of Health— Dr. Fnote
4 Poultry for Mirket -Fan Field
5 Turl;e,vs for .Market—F .n Kielii

6 Our Poultry Uoutor- Fan Field
7 Capons aud CapoDizing:— Field
8 Kendall's Horse- Hook
y Mullen's Horse Bouli

10 Foul Brood—by Dr. Howard
11 Silo and Silag-e—by Prof. Cook
I'J Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
1.3 Fnul Brood-by A R Kohnke
It Moth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Kf cpers
15 "0 • Honey as Food" Pampli-

lets
16 Kural Life

For SciKiing TWO Xew 40-ccnl Subscribers:

1 Potato Culture-by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four B- oks
3 Kopp's Tommercial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee^ Keeping lor

Profit
5 40 "Hotiey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Pi oulem in Bee- Keeping

— by Pierce

7 Hutcliir son's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's '"Bee-Keeping for
Beginners "

n Bleneu-Kultur—Derman
10 Bees and Honey—160 pages—

bv Newman
11 People's Alias of the World

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send in

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a

premium; but we will begin the subscription just as soon as

it is sent in, which will secure several June numbers in addi-

tion to the last 6 months of this year, provided the subscription

is forwarded to us at once.
If you want your bee-keeping neighbors to be certain of

getting ALL the numbers of the last 6 months of 1898, you

had better get their subscriptions in before July I, as we
may run out of copies before the end of that month.

Isow, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest

list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do so.

GEOKGE W. YORK Ik. CO.,
lis Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SoutiiernHomeoftlieHoney-Bee
will cnnlinue to rear none but the BliST
QDECN^. Untested. oO cents; Tested. $1,00.

OEO. W. IlLFSTEDLGR, Prop.,
President of National Qupen-Brppders" ['Dion,
24Alf Beevi]le« 'roxa«.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -wrriting.

—^ ITALIAN &—
AND •

CARNIOLAN QUEENS,
Three or flve-banded— Untested, 50c; Tested,
T5c. Warranted purely mated, Safe arrival
guaranteed. Postoffice Money Orders made
payable at Caldwell, Address.

24Atf ClirK'r»iii jii, Tcxum.

COMB FOUNDATION """a\trire.ai..

Working Wax 'ZV^^tm A Specialty.

Hives, Se('tlon«, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everytblng. Write for Cataioir.
with prices, and samples of foundation and
Sections.

BEESTV.IX always wanted for cash or
trade,

GUS DITTMER,
.H:«USTA, WIS.

(—\ T T T~V T~\ TV T O From ilie best

QUEENSEsr"
I make the rearing of Queens a specialty.

Untested, eitner 3 or o-b nded, 65 cents each.
Tested. 05 cents each. D.VNIEI. WIIRTH,
Falmouth. Kush Co.. Ind. 24A:)t
Please mention Bee Journal when -wTiting.

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Honey Stored in Xcw Foiinila-
tion Coinb« vs. that Storetl in
Comb§ of the Previous

I'ear.

Query 73.— Suppose In anestractinfi-'Super

half the frames are filled with foundation,

and the other half with combs fully built out

and used the year before, but never used Jor

brood. The honey is extracted after all Is

sealed. Which will yield the I est honey, that

starting with full combs, or that starting with

foundation, or wi.I there be no dlBerence?—
Tenn.

J. A. Stone—No difference.

E. S. Lovesy— In our locality no dif-

ference.

Rev. M. Mahin—There would be no
difference.

Chas. Dadant & Son—No difference as

far as we know.

J. M. Hambaugh— I think there will

be no difference.

Dr. A. B. Mason— In experimenting
last season with some of Koot's drawn

Van Deusen Thin
Foundation...
We have several 25-pound boxes of Van

Deusen Thin Clat-Bottom Comb Foundation
lor sale, at $12,50 per box. This Founda-
ttnn is preferred by many. As we have only
a few boxes of it. an order for same should be
sent promptly. Addre*:8 Tlie A. I. Koot Co.
lis Michigan Street, Chicago. 111.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
beepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog. MIWtSOlM BEE-
KEEPERS' .SUfPLV MFB. Id., Nicollet
island. Minneapolis, Minn.

gEES !
l^l"'''''* Italian

Tested Queens. Jl.OO each; Untested, oOo.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. 1,. C.IRKIKGTON.
llAtf De Funiak Springs, Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal "wlien writing,

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Kipping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold OH Trial. Catalosroe Free.

SElVErA FALLS IflFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

UNION

Frank B. Barkley Itlfg. Co., 8'i5 Oki
Colony Kldg, Chicago. III., will sell you a
Feed Cooktr direct from the factory. aiuj
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"AQueenlyDeceiver."
'He fools his customers by Bendln? more

than IS expected."—See page 105. currfiit vol-
ume Bee Journal, and ask lor tne free pamph-
let referred to. 1 am now prepar*^d to till or-

ders promptly with fine yellow-to the-tip
QlTliEiNS, or daughters ot imported stork
mated to golden drones, at 75c each Purely-
mated Queens reared from the best stock :\ud
by the tiest method kuowo, is what I lurnlfeh,
and will prove It to all who give me a chance.
Money OrdtrOlli?e. WarreutOQ.

Address. W. H. PRIDGEN.
2-3 Atf Creek. Warren County, N. C.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bees for Sale
in Indiana I

Italian Bees io S-frame Lang-stroth hives.
Per colony Jo.00: .i or more at one time J4 50
per colony. I have only a limited num rer for
sale. They are stronfr colonies, antl ready for
bnsiness. Address, \V. H. W.VTTS,
lOAtf Ro«s, Lake Co., Iiid.

Excelsior Incubator

ajid Brooder Cheap .....
200 e>rg:8 capacity. Good as new. Used
for only two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Will spU it lor

TWE^TY I>OL.l..lRS, half the fost price
Address. »•. W. IH'iNNK,

River Forest, OooU Co., 111.

Texas Queens 'MVMy
Best honey-gathering strain In America.

Tested, Jl. 50. Untested. $1.00. Write for a

Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbou, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

kEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES I

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

Ij,
^>;;i Send for Catalog.

6K™ FRED A. DALTON,
Waiker, Vernon Co., Mo.

Queens, Dees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. .SI. 00. Un-
tested, 75c Choice Breeders, either three or
five-banded Italians, at .K.OO. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5. on. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
8Atf GRANGER, MINN,

SEE THAT WINK I

Bee • Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. 'Walter S. Pouder,

51".^ Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indiana.Ui"'PoVl'tK'5r»i>''

UUllNo :jlor*;oo After July 1. 50 cents
each; tested. $1.00 each. Root's 4ioods at
Root's Prioes. Prompt shipment and satis-
faction guaranteed. Catalog free

THEODORK BEr«DER,
20Atf Canton, Ohio.

THE IPXj-a-CIE
TCI C.ET VOlIlt

Z^ QUEENS :2l:r:
Is of H. G. QUIRIN, of Bellevue, Ohio,
Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to furnish the
best of Queens—Golden Itallan-Uoollttle's
strain—warranted purely mated, 75c each: 6
forSl. After June. 50c; 6 for .M 75. Leather
Colored same price. Safe arrival. Will run
1,200 Nuclei, so there will be no walling for
your Queens. 23A16t
please mention Bee Journal when writing.

foundation, comparing it with comb
used before, our faiuDy were unable to

discover any difference,

E. France—I don't think there would
be any difference.

Dr. C. C. Miller—There hardly ought
to be any difference.

Eugene Secor— I doubt whether any
one can tell the difference.

P. H. Elwood— I should not expect

any appreciable difference.

O. 0. Poppleton— I don't think any
difference can be detected.

Emerson T. Abbott—A good way to

find out would be to try it.

Prof. A. J. Cook—I do not believe

there would be any difference.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—The best honey
will be in the combs built on foundation,

Mrs. J. M. Null— If excluders are used,

and the kind or source of honey the

same, there will be no difference.

S. T. Pettit— If the combs were dried

by the bees the previous fall, there will

ordinarily be no difference, unless that

starting with fouudation should take up

a soapy flavor.

D. W. Heise—Why, I would expect

the latter to be the best. It is from the

fact that in the latter the honey would

be stored somewhat slower, and there-

fore would be better ripened.

G. W. Demaree— I have never dis-

covered any difference in the quality of

honey gathered at the same time, and
under the same conditions of weather,

no matter what the age of the combs
were.

C. H. Dibbern—There will be some
difference in favor of the foundation, as

it will be better ripened, but I do not

know that the difference is sufficient so

that it could be readily noticed in the

honey.

R. L. Taylor—If the honey-flow is

slight there will be no difference; but if

abundant, that in frames with founda-

tion will be better, because it would not

be as well cured in the comb on account
of its being stored there more rapidly,

J. E. Pond— I can't see where there

can be any difference. The conditions

are so nearly similar that in theory one
might decide either way. Is the matter
of enough importance to make a test

during the coming season? If so, let

some one try it and report, and thus

settle the matter.

G. M. Doolittle^The way you put it,

the last year's combs would have their

cells so lengthened that the foundation
would have little honey io it, if the cells

were drawn out at all. If the cells were
drawn so the noney was deposited in

them, the difference between this and
that in the last year's combs could not

be detected by one not in the secret.

Mrs. L. Harrison— If the comb is very
white there would be but little difference.

One season in preparing extracted honey
to compete for a premium at the State

Fair, I extracted only from white comb.
My honey drew the premium, being
lighter in color. The other exhibitors

thought there was some trick about it,

as theirs was all alike, I explained the
" why." Colored combs will, to some
extent, color the honey.

Sweet \ Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

SB) lOIb 251b 50B>
Sweet Clover (white). .60 »1.00 $2.25 Jt.OO
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover SO 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.'

CHICAGO, ILL,

Young Tested Italian Queens l2c\^.^l

I have a fine lot of them, and can fill orders
promptly. Address,

F, F. MORROW, Wallaceburs. Ark,
24 Alt Please mention the Bee Journal.

Iliifli'ct
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iUUlll S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Trices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send for our new catalog.
Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.

In stamps. Apply to—
Chas, P. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal wlieu writing.

Golden Italian Queens Clieap

!

Two-frame Nucleus, with Queen, $2.25.

It you want BKfcS FOR BIJSINKSS,
send for mv Catalos of prices

18 Elf J. F. MICHAEL, Greenville, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

Frank B. Barklej' Mfg. to., S.S.) Old
Colonv Building, Chicago, 111,, will sell vou a

spray pump, gas engine, or older press, direct

from factory.

For Meeting Baptist Young
People's Union,

At Buffalo, N.Y.,.fuly 14-17, the Nickel

Plate Road will sell tickets at rates lower

than via other lines. The accommoda-
tions are strictly flrst-class in every par-

ticular, and it will be to your advantage

to communicate with the General Agent,

111 Adams Street, Chicago, before pur-

chasing your ticket. Telephone Main
3389. C-^S)

Please Send Us the Names of your

neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
Journal. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and

secure some of the premiums we offer.

Ne-w Train Service to Buffalo
Nickel Plate Road train No. 6, from

the Van Buren Street Passenger Station,

Chicago (on the Loop.) 2:55 p.m., daily,

with Buffalo sleeper, arriving In that

city at 1-AO the following morning.

Through New York sleeper on the same
train, via Lackawanna Road, Buffalo to

New York, arriving early next evening.

Three throuch trains daily, at convenient

hours, to Fort Wayne, Cleveland, Erie,

Buffalo, New York and Boston. Rates

lower than via other lines. City ticket

office. 111 Adams St., and Auditorium
Annex. Tel. Main 8389. (33—24-2)
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
pine device is a fine tiling

for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 30 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEOKGE W. -iORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
It you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^.^.^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - Chicago,

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Snnnlies at Bottom Prices.

*' Bee-Keeping- for Be^luners," price 50 cents,

Imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

K̂ .WiJs^^/iJ^S^S'i^iig^m?^^^:?^^

are worth looking
at. We are mak-'OUR PRICES

Ing the new
Cliampion Cliafl-HiTe

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you$**S

K. H. SCH.mDT A: CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Flease mention Bee Journal -when writing.

^- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

If you want
the BEST ! Honey Extractor

Get Williams' Automatic ReversiMe,

And Yon Hafe It, Addre««,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOEtf
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Dysodia chrysauthemoldes. It is vpry
fully described by both Dr. Asa Gray and
Prof. Wood. The plant seems to differ

slightly only in one particular from the
descriptions of the authors, and I think
the very dried condition of the specimen
was the cause.
The plant is found all the way from

the Southern part of this State to Louis-
iana. It is quite bitter to the taste, and
ill-smelling, which Dr. Gray says gives It

the common name of "fetid marigold."
The bitter principle undoubtedly makes
a good tonic for colds and common bron-
chial coughs. Doubtful if there is any
money in It, unless one has §15,000 or
$20,000 with which to advertise it.

D. S. Heffron.

Rainy During Fruit-Bloom.

It has rained here nearly all the time
for six weeks. Nearly all the apple-
bloom and other flora was lost.

Henry Alley.
Essex Co., Mass., June 3.

Bees Moving- Egg's.

Do bees move eggs ? This question I

find answered in the affirmative to-day.
A comb for seven days separated from
the queen by a queen-excluding honey-
board, shows a queen-cell with an egg
in it. All the other cells have capt
brood, and very large larva?, but no
eggs, H. RoHKS.
Rock Co., Wis., June 3.

No Honey to be Had.
I had three swarms May 16, but there

is no honey to be had, and swarming
is at a standstill. But bees are all right
yet. Charles Lehnus.
Kankakee Co., III., June 6.

White Clover Scarce.

Our 162 colonies of bees are in about
as good a condition now as any year we
have kept bees. All wintered without
loss. Two this spring came up missing.
All but one or two will be strong enough
to gather white clover honey, and store
in the sections, but white clover will be
rather scarce—not quite so much as last
year—and we thought it scarce last year,
it being our principal honey crop.

Mrs. L. C. Axtell.
Warren Co., 111., June -4.

Bees and Poultry.

I make a specialty of bees and poultry.
I have kept bees at this place 33 years,
and produce from 4,000 to 10,000
pounds of comb honey a year. I have
about 2,000 pounds of white honey on
hand now, which is nice and dry, in 12-
section cases.

Clover is very short in this locality.
Plenty of itcame up this spring from the
seed, but will be of no use this season.
No swarms yet. Ourfall bloom is usually
good here, from Spanish-needle, heart's-
ease and golden aster.

Sylvester Page.
Carroll Co., 111., June 4.

Honey in Preference to Swarms.
We have quite a few bee-keepers here,

some having as high as 50 colonies, but
I can beat them all on producing honey
per colony. One neighbor across the
river here had 45 colonies, spring count,
and he had his first swarm May 25, and

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tlie Larg-est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wtaltest
Bass-wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Pull Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

BEE-SUPPLIES !
We have tbe best equipt factory In the West. Capacity

1 car load a day; and carry the largest stocls and greatest
variety of everything needed In the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog, 72 Pases, Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal-

vanized steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address,

E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

We -want

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
To have a copy of.

\lAi/ Our 1898 Catalog \Mi

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agciil for llie Soutliwesl—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

A^.
S we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas'

ng goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
liug a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in halt,

we have establlsht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St.. Omaha
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsviile, -Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not. we will say that our goods
are par escellent. Polisht. snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw-

coloied traucp.ircnt Foundation, Improved Smokers and Honey K.xtractors, and all other flrst-

clas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that it we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

tS^PitooKKSsivE Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper, 25o. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Pkogressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address.
| ...... Mo„„fo.f„ri,.„ r,m.n.„v

"'fo-'Crt'l'^l's^.^-Jt., O^.l.al.a, Neb.Leahy Manufacturing Company,

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, lor the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—it Is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keepek's Guide."

GEORGE W. YORK

Gifen For 2 'Sew Subscrtbcr8.

The following offer Is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year ;

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
JournaUwith J'J.OO), and we will mall YOU a
copy of Prof. Cook's book frke as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book atone sent for 81.25,
or we club It with the Bee Journal tor a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '

& CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.
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,

they have been swarming ever since. It

makes him feel glad to have a swarm
before I do, but I askt him if he had any
honey yet, and he said no. So I told him

to come over and I would show him some
new honey. I have about lUO pounds

of honey stored in the sections. I have

only sis colonies, but I don't let them
swarm. I give them lots of room.

A. WUKFEL.
Marinette Co., Wis., June 5.

Cool Weather.

I came here this morning with 117
pounds of comb honey, and sold it. I drew
it from four hives on the 29th. Our flow

is not as good as last year. Honey-
blooms are limited this year, except sour-

wood, and yellow, or chittim, wood.

Nearly all of April was cool and cold,

four days of cool weather in the full

moon in May. There is very little swarm-
ing this season. By the middle of July

our summer harvest will be over. The
cool weather was our drawback this

spring. John M. Ryan.
Morgan Co., Ala., June 1.

One Fare for the Round Trip
To Buffalo, N. Y., and returu, account

Baptist Young People's Union meeting,

-July 14-17. Rates lower than via other

lines. For full information call on or

address J. Y. Calahan, General Agent,

111 Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone

S389 Main. (30

Frank B. Barkley Mfg. Co., S35 Old
Colony Building Chicago, III., will sell you
carts, wagons, buggies, carriages and harness
direct from factory. 21 A4t

Anotber Improvement in
Xrain Service

On Nickel Plate Road, train No. 6 leav-

ing Van Buren Street Passenger Station,

Chicago (on the Loop,) at 2:55 p. m.

daily, for Buffalo and local stations, with

Buffalo sleeper. Also New York sleeper

via Nickel Plate and Lackawanna Roads.

Rates always the lowest. The excellent

train service to Boston and New York
City, with through day coaches and
sleeping-cars to New York City and
through sleeping-cars to Boston, and the

excellent dining-car service, will con-

tinue as heretofore. (34—24-2)

-IT^f^IL,I^=^3:T-

Bees and Queens
Queens 11.00; Bees by the round $1,00: Nu-

clei two frames with Queen. S2.00 ; one-frame
fl.oO. Also Barred mid White V. Boi-ks
aud SUvpr-Laced W) aiidottes. Eggs for

Sitting at $1.00 per 15.

i7Ast Mrs, A. A, Siumsoii, Swarts, Pa.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Italian Bees For Sale !

!

We have arranged wiih a large bee-keeper

in Lee County. 111., (about 100 miles west of

Chicago', to All our orders lor Italian Bees at

the following prices there, which Include a

good Queen with each colony:

8 L.framesof bees in light shlpplng-case.JS. 75
3 at $:3.50 each.

8 L. frames of bees in dovetailed hive, $1.25.

5 atSl.OO each.

Prompt shipment after May 1. and safe ar-

rival and satisfaction truaranteed. Address

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..
• CHICAGO, ILL&

BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BY

Georfce W. York & Co.,
Cbicngro, Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
'or Pleasure and Pruttt. by Thomas G.Newman.—
This edition has been larfxely rewritten, tlioroutxhly

revised, and is "fully up with the times '* In all the
improvements and InventloTis In this rapldly-devel-
Dplng pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everythlnti that can aid in the successful manage-
ment of an apiary, nntl at the same tlTse produce
the must hunej" la an attractive condition. It con-
tains 200 paees. and ^45 Illustrations— Is beautifully
Drlnted In the highest stvle of the art, and bound
^jx cloth, gold-lettered. Price. Sl.lX).

r-angstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
I^adaut—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re-wrltten, and Is fully Illustrated. It

treats of evervthlnL- relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No aplaflun library Is complete wlthuut this

nandard work by Her. Ij. L. Lancstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 020 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid. $1.25.

Bee-K.e~per8* Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agrl-
cultural College.—This book ts nut only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In beekeeping, but Is

Interesting and thor* Highly practical and sclentlflc.

It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4(J0 pages ; bound In cloth and
tuUy Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Sclentlflc Qiieen-Kearlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
ibe very best of *^>neen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Natures way. lTt5 pages, bound In
3loth, and Illustrated. Price. 51-00.

A H C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

oyclopiedla of 4LiO pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains 3UJ engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
3f this work Is too well known to net'd further
description of his book. He Is a prucalcal and
entertaining writer. Vou should read his book. 90

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Katlonnl Bee-lt-eeplng, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translatlun of his latest German book On
bee-cultnre. It has ;i5U pages; bound
".npaper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newnan. -

This is a German translation of theprlnclpr' por-

tion of the book called BEES of Honey. 10. page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parllr.men-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventlons—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Practioal Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contiiins a Foul Brood
Cure and How to ^S'inter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Wliy Eat Honey !—This Leaflet ts intend-
ed for FREE distribution, to create a Local Market.
lOOcopies. by maU,3u cts.: 500 for $1.12:.; looo, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its

richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alsike Clover Ijeaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for -lb cts. ; lOO for 40 cts. ; 200. "oc.

Apiary Resister, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for so colonies. ti.tXj; for 100 colonies, Si.25.

Preparation of Honey for the Mark.^t,
'ncludlng the piuductlon and care of comb ana
3xtracted honey. A chapter from Bees ax.c
Honey. Price, lU cents

Bee-Pasturage a XeceBslty.—This book suj;

jests what and huw to plat it la a chapter fron
Bees axo Honev Price, 10 cents.

Tlie Hive 1 l>.e, by G. M. Doollttle. It

details hl6 manag-einent of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Dr, Howard's Rook on Foul Brood.
—Gives the MeEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silaiio, by Prof. A. J. Cook.-It
gives the method in operatinn at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Prae. 2d eta.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keepinp. by G.
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

History of Bee-Associations, and Brief Re-
ort of the first 20 conventions. Price, lO cts

Fonl Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, lOcia

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kolinke.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keepins for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8U p. ; illustrated. 25c.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4o cts. No, 2
in fine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,

and accountrbook. Price. 60 cts.

Blenenzuclit und Houisigewinnung;,
nach der neuesten methode (German) by .T. F.

Egg-ers. This book gives the latest, most ap-
proved methols of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit

the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c,

Green'8 Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
-Devoted to. 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture: 3rd, How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-

structor. Nearly I2n pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orcliard, by Chas, A. Green.
-Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage. Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 2o cts.

L.umber and I>og-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 2oc.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar Buslj. by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay. etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizlns, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.-Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ann thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.-Everything about Poultry Diseases

and their Cure. 64 pages. Price. 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for

Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything aboutthe
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for

Profit, by Fanny Field.-All about Turkey-Ralsmg.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural Iilfe.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits. Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, UW pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Haud-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Book Clubbing ORers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. 11 more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page.

Following Is the clubblng-llst

:

1 Langstroth on the Honey-Bee S2.00

2. AB C of Bee-Culture 2-00

3 Bee-Keeper'sGuide -^'I-
4' Bees and Honey I

Cloth bound! 1.6o

5 DooUttle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1..5

e' Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10

t! Advanced Bee-Culture.. I.JO

9. Blenen-Kultur [German! ^.iO

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper toundl i./a

13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1-15

14. Convention Hand-Book.^, 1.15

15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10

16 Turkeysfor Market and Profit 1.10

17. Capons and Caponizing 1-10

3S. Our Poultry Doctor l-l"

19. Green'sFour Books l-lg

31. Garden and Orchard ijo
33. Rural Life J-JO
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 l.-io

26 Commercial Calculator. No.

2

1.40

27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10

30. Potato Culture.. .
1--0

32. Hand-Book of Health „-,! ilr,
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush.... 1.30

35. Silo and Silage I-IO

36 Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng l.JO

37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) l.ro

38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00

A <»1:ESTI<>->-—Could you not send

one or more new subscribers with your

own renewal ? You doubtless have neigh-

bor bee-keepers that would be glad to take

the Bee Journal if you would ask them, and

send in their subscription money. \ ou will

find premiums offered by us from week to

week for such work. We would like to have

you help us roll up a large list of readers for

the old American Bee Journal.
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OUR GREAT PREMIUM OFFER!

Oxford Teacher's Bibles

i

WITH HANDSOME SOFT
LEATHER COVERS,

LARGE CLEAR TYPE, HIGH-
CLASS WORKMANSHIP and
MATERIAL. Containing all the

FAMOUS OXFORD HELPS,
which make Bible reading and
study so DELIGHTFULLY IN-

TERESTING AND EASY.
What the World's Greatest Scholars say of

•'Oxford Teacher's Bibles."

"The very best, i have carefully examined it.'*—

C- H.Spurgeon.
"Superior to any I have seen. I think them per-

fect."

—

Canon Trevor.
" The most valuable edition."— Bishop of Meatii.
"Most superb, complete and usciul edition of tl.e

Holy Scriptures.*'

—

Dr. Parker.
"The essence of fifty expensive volumes."

—

Rev,
Andrew Thompson. L>. D., of Edinburgh.
"1 he most complete work lor its purpose '.viihin our

knowledge."—Rev. J. Bl. BuCiiLEV, D. D., Editor
Christum Advotaii-.

"The invaluable companion for the working teach-
er."

—

Smuiay-tichool 'limes-

"Get the best; therefore get the Oxford."

—

Chris*
tiiin lyiiuc^s.

'* Most perfect editions of the sacred Scriptures.'*—
Bishop J. H. Vincent, oi the M. E Church, and
founder of C. L. S. C

••The best Bible at home or in the class room.''—
National Ba/'iist.

"Compiled by the best scholarship of the age."—
I^kthoiitst Recorder.

[SPECIMEN OF MINION TYPE, 8vo BIBLE.]

J^m appeareth to Mary St. JOHJSr, XX. and to his disciples.

Anno
DOMINI

33

m Is. I'i U

ti ver. 31.

43 '"Thero laid they Jesus therefore
" because of the Jews' preparatiou
da7j : for the sepulchre was nigh at

hand.

CHAPTER XX.
1 itarf eoniHh to t'<e sei"tlcftr! : 3 so do Piter

and i/<W'(i, tgnvranl cf the remrrectitm. II Jtaiia

ai'iearetk to ilayy Magdalene, IS and to iiia

dtnetfUe. S4 The ineretiuiiti/y and eimj'emun <j
Tl'omaa. 30 J'te ecnfjluie la aujicietu to fuha*
tion.

16 Jesus saith uuto lier, Mary. She
turued herself, and saith unto him,
Kabboni ; which is to saj-. Master.
17 Jesus saith uuto her. Touch me

not ; for I ara not yet ascended to my
Father: but ro to *my brethren, and
say uuto them, 'I ascend unto my Fa-
ther, and your Father; and to ""my
G(i(i, and your God.
18 "Mary Masdaleue came and told

Anno
DOMINI

S3.

a Ps.55.ra.

Matt. S8.
10.

Rom. P. 29.

Ik'b.'J.n.

I ch. 16.38.

In this Edition of Teacher's Bibles has been attaitted a high perfection cf typographical
ieanty, accuracy and excellence in workmanship and material.

The Oxford Te.^cher's Bibles are universally acknowledged by the best authorities as
SURPASSING^ ALL OTHERS. Their FAMOUS "HELPS" comf'-ise NEARLY 400 PAGES cf Tables,

Explanations, Concordance, Maps, etc ; in fact, an exhaustive Cyclopaedia of Bible information, full

of vilue to both critical and ordinary students. They are the life work of the most eminent Biblical

s;hoIars of to-day. and consist, in brief, of 12 Beautiful Colored Maps; Concordance (40 oco Refer-

ences); Index to Persons, Places, and Subjects (10.000 References I; Calendar; Dictionary ol Proper
Namesand Pronunciation; Harmony of Gospels, Tables of Parables, Miracles. Prophecies. Money,
Measures*, Exhaustive Articles on Jewish Sects Biblical History. Geography, Ethnology, Animals,
Plants, Geoloi^, Precious Stones. Music, Antiquities and Customs, and thousands of other interest-

ing and valuable subjects, admirably arranj^ed for study and easy reference To Bible readers their

advent and possession is like issuing from r;ropin?; darkness into a glorious and clear sunshine.

These Bibles contain, besides 150 illustrations of the Oxford editions, 3^ ful'-page photo etchings
on copper ot steel engravings and modern photographs of famous scenes in the tloly Land, together
^\ith full description and explanatory text. Something not found in any other TeqchTs* Bible. The
fallowing is a list of these full-page engravings :

——^—^—

—

The Dome of the Rock.
Gethsemane.
Harbor of Rhodes,
Hebron,
The Holy Sepulchre.
Jerusalem,
JafFa Gale.
Jewish Synagogue.

I
We will mall this fine Bible lor only $3.00, postpaid, or will olub It with the

• American Bee Journal for one year, both tos-ether lor only $3.50; or we will
mail the bible FKEK as a premium to any one sending- us Four Neiv Subscribers to the
American Bee Journal lor one vear wiih $t 00 to pav for tne new subscriptions

Address. GEO. W. YOKK tc CO., IIS ITIiclil^itn St., Clilt-ago, III.

Antioch.
Bethlehem.
Beirut,

Church of the Holy Sepul-

chre.

Church of the Nativity.

Damascus.
The Dead Sea.

Jerusalem.
[Monastery of Santa Saba.
Mosque of Omar.
Mount Carmel.
Nazareth,
Nablous or Shecem.
The Nile and Pyramids.
Pool of Hezckiah.

Pool ofSiloam.
River Jordan.
Sidon.
Sea of Galilee,

Samaria.
Tiberias.
Tarsus.
Walls of Jerusalem,

Special Olter

The Baptist Voutig People's
Union

Will be pleased with a ride to Buffalo
and return over the Nickel Plate Road.
Choice of water or rail route between
Cleveland and Buffalo, withiu final limit
of ticket. Call on or address J. Y. Cala-
han. General Agent, 111 Adams Street,
Chicago, for particulars. Telephone
<!38y Main. (29)

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels
of very best Basswood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing ket about 280 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

Geo W. York & Co., 118 Mich St . Chicagclll.

HONEY and BEESWAX
91ARKKX QUOXAXIO.KS.

Cliicagro. June 9. — Very little call for
honey, and the oHerings also limited. Prices
without change from late quotations. Cali-
fornia extracted sells well and the stocks
here are light. Weather now warm and pros-
pects generally reported good in the sur-
rounding Statej. Beeswax scarce, and it to
.'iOc is bid lor It. K. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, June 9.—The supply of 1807
comb and extracted honey is about all sold'
Considerable Inquiry for new comb. Some-
thing fancy would bring a good price.

(J. (J. Clemons & Co.

Cincinnati, June 9.—Demand is slow for
all kluds of hone.v, especially comb. Prices
tor best white comb honey. 10 to 1.3 cents.
Extracted honey brings 'i'A to 6c. according to
quality. Beeswax in good demand at 23 to
-8c for good to choice ye low.

Chas. F. MnTH & Son.

Boston, June 9.—Fancy white in cartons.
13c.; A No. 1 white In glass-front cases, 11 to
12e.; No. 1, 10 to lie: No. 2, 8 to 9c. Ex.
traded, white. to7o; light amber, .5 to 6c.
Beeswax, pure, in good demand with very
light supply, .30o.

At the present time the demand for both
comb and extracted honey is very light with
but little stock on hand.

Blake. Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, June 9.—Fancy white. 12 to
12HC.: No. 1. lie; No. 1 amber. 9 to 10c.

;

buetwheat, 8c. Extracted, white, 6o. ; amber.
4 to oe. A. B. WiLLiAjis & Co.

San Prancisco, June 9.—White comb. 8^4
to luc; amber. UV4 to Ihic. Extracted, white,
5ma6c.; light amber, 43i to 5^c. Beeswax.
23@25c
The market is lightly stockt and in all prob-

ability will remain so throughout the season
now opening, as very little honey will be pro-
duced In this State the current year. Sup-
plies now offering are principally comb.
Values for both comb and extracted are be-
ing well sustained at the prevailing rates.
With no active Inquiry for beeswax from
any quarter, the market Is easy in tone,
despite the light stocks here and In the In-
terior.

Detroit, June 9. — Fancy white honey is
lower and now quoted at lie. No. 1, 9@10o'
laney dark. 7(a8c: No. 1 dark. 6(a7c. Ex-
tracted, white, o@6c; dark. 4@5c. Beeswax
27(a28c.
There are no changes In Quotations, and

very little desirable honey left. Sales are so
slow that It Is dllhcult to quote. The poor lots
are being pusht at what they will brins-.

M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis. June 9.—Honey much more
encouraging. Fancy white clover comb is
selling here now at 10!4@ll^c. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, o^4@6c; amber, 5c;
dark. 4@4^c.
Outlook for honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hali, &C0.

Indianapolis, June 9. — Fancy white
11 to i;ic. ; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27e. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true ot the amber
and dark grades ot comb honey. Beeswax Is
In good demand. Walter S. Poxider.

Milwaukee, June 9.—Fancy Ipound sec-
tions. 1 l@12e; A No. 1, 10@1 1 cents; No 1
SOlOc: amber. S@8>4c; dark. 7@7;4c. White
extracted In barrels and kegs, oHQSc; amber,
5@5S4c. Beeswax. 26@28c.
The demand lor honey continues very good

Indeed, and values fairly sustained. Wlillethe
best grades are most salable, the inferior
grades meet attention, and the movements
are quite satisfactory. A. V. BiSHOf & Co.

Buffalo, June 9. — There Is a very good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to lie; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c., and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount of honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. Batterson ,& Co.

St. Iiouis, Jure 10.—Fancy white comb.
10 to lie: Ni). 1. lOc; amber, 9 to 10c. : dark,
8 to 9c. Extr.irled, white, o!4 to6c. : amber,
5 toSKc; dark. 4 to4i4o Beeswax. 20 to 22c.

Westcott Com. Co.
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Talk about

....CajnbFouiidatiDii
WE can now furnish the very best that can

be made from pure wax. War Nenr Pro-
cess of ITIIIling: enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It Is always Pure and Sweet.
It t§ the kind that does not sag.
It is the kind you ^vant.

If you once try It you will bare no other.
Samples lurnlsht FKEE. Large Illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

TeEW.T.FALCOKERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. T.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J. STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-
tice, anything' in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

Jg^ Send for Catalog, anyway.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytlilng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have liry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MaiiiifactiirinE Co.

HtJDSOlV, St. t'rolx Co., WIS.

Frank B. Barkley Ifll'g. Co., S33 Old
Colony Bldg., Chicago. III., will sell you a bi-

cycle or sewing machine direct from factory.

The A. 1. Riiot Co.'s Goods ^*li"e'.1.\?!^-

Including: their discounts for Goods wanted
for use anotber season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. Hl'NT
Cat,h for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich,

I AEISE
ryo SAY to the readers
L of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOLITTI^E
hae conclnded to sell

—BKES and gUKKNS—
In their season, during
1898, at ihefollowinB
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 GaUup frames, in
lisht shipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, l 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 **

" 10 00
1 tested Queen... $1 50
8 " Queens. 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 00
S " " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearinn. . 3 oo
Hitra Selected for breeding the vekt best. , sOo
About a Pound of BKKS in a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, 12.00 extra.

|^~ Circular free, Rivlnn full particulars regapd-
gthe Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation. YeaJYear

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 1!\ 31 VKARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty.

Purity, f-'irmiiess, IVo Sag*
arinar. i^'u l.o!<>!«.

PAXENX ^VEE1> PROCESS
SHEE'l'l.^Ct.

Send Name for our CatalOR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

Foundation and Becs>vax Prices Advanoed.—We quote an advance of
Jive cents in Foundation, wholesale and retail, on the prices quoted in our Circular.
BEESWAX WANTED, at advanced prices also.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
lA25t BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. Z.

0[]R MOTTO-" Well Manulactured Stock ! (Jiiick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
*N»-

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of makiuR the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sectioiis—selected, young, and
thrifty timber Is used.

It#" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List PEEE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing*.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Tbe Fence and Plain Sections,

Weed New Process Foundation.

Cowan Extractors,

Our ) Porter Bee-Escanes-tlie liest made.

Specialties .1 Dovetailed Hi?es-witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bottom.

I

DanzenMer Hives,

No-Drip Sliipping-Cases.

I (ileanings in Bee-Cultnre; Illustrated, Semi-Montlily.

Catalos of Goods and l^ainple Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancIicOfflces :

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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FACING COMB HONEY.

Opinions, Suggestions and Advice from the
Commission-Men.

[Continued Irom page 373.1

[We have received the following responses to our letter

on page 371, since our last week's issue.

—

Editob.]

George W. York & Co.

—

Dear Sirs :—We are in receipt of your favor requesting
us to give our opinion In regard to the question of facing
comb honey, lately discust in the American Bee Journal. As
the paragraph referred to is certainly one of great importance
to the bee-keepers in general, we cheerfully comply with your
request.

As to the facing of honey, Mr. Doolittle says that he sold
his crop of comb honey one year to a New York party and the
buyer Instructed to have the honey faced. This was a long

the producer thought it would be to his Interest. Whether a
bee-keeper sells his honey outright or sends it on commission,
he naturally expects to realize the highest market value in

either case. The quality or the grade of the honey consti-
tutes its value. White honey is of a higher merchantable
value than the dark, becai;se it can be sold all over, while the
dark honey is objected to by a majority of the people on ac-
count of its color and its strong and pungent flavor.

Again, of the white honey, the whitest commands a better
price than the travel-stained and yellowed combs, because it Is

of nicer appearance to the eye. These facts are generally

Apiary Building at the Trans-Mississippi Exposition.— {See page 392.)

time since—perhaps 20 years ago—and the consumers at that
time were not so much acquainted with comb honey as they
are to-day. It was more of a novelty those days. The party
who bought Mr. Doolittle's honey that year evidently had it

faced to sell it for a better grade than it really was, perhaps
for fancy white, or whatever the facers indicated. We dare
say this party did not give orders to have the honey faced or
mixt a second year. Abraham Lincoln is quoted as saying :

" You can fool some of the people all the time
; you can fool

all the people some of the time ; but you can't fool all the people
all the time." If Mr. Doolittle's buyer succeeded in disposing of
the honey to advantage, and succeeded a second year, his cus-
tomers must have been among the some people that you can
fool all the time.

Mr. Doolittle claims that there is nothing out of the way
in facing honey if shipt on commission, every crate alike, if

Sweet Clover.— (See page

known among the bee-keepers at large, and because they are

facts, the grading and the rules of grading comb honey have
been materially improved of late years, so the producers miglit

be enabled to obtain the highest market value.

How then can It be to the Interest of any bee-keeper to
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face or mix his honey ? Would any man with common sense
think for one moment that he would Rain by such a practice,
whether he shipt his honey on commission or sold it? To the
contrary, it would be the height of folly, and we should con-
sider such a man mentally disarranged. He might just as

well face the crate with buckwheat combs and put the white
honey in the center of the crate, for the result would be the
same ; he would only realize the price of buckwheat, or, in

other words, the lowest merchantable value for all of it.

Pacing or irregular grading will depreciate the value of the
entire shipment. This not only applies to honey but other
products as well. Take California dried fruits for instance.
Carloads of raisins, prunes, apricots, and peaches are rejected
on account of irregular pack.

At the New York State Bee-Keepers' Convention, held in

Albany in 1890, we read an article on " What Our Market
Demands." It was publisht in full afterwards in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal and Gleanings. We called particular atten-
tion to the grading of honey, and as facing and grading are
virtually the same, we desire to reproduce that part of the
article, as follows

:

"We would call your special attention to the grading
of honey, which is as important a question as 'any of the
former ones, and in which too much care cannot be taken.
Very often we receive honey which is not properly graded,
and where o3 grades are mixt in with the first grade and
markt No. 1 white honey. The outside combs will appear all

right, but inside of the crate will be hidden the poorer grades.
We cannot take the trouble to open and examine every crate
and comb, but have to rely on the shipper, and go by the mark
and appearance of the crate. We sell and ship the honey,
and the first thing we know the party to whom we shipt will

write a letter complaining of the hooey, and hold it subject to

our order. We either have to have the honey shipt back to

us, or make a liberal allowance, satisfactory to the buyer.
This is certainly not very pleasant ; it hurts our reputation,
and we are apt to lose that customer. Not alone this, but the
shipper is generally dissatisfied, too, claiming, that the honey
should have sold for more, and refusing to admit that the
honey was improperly graded."

We also noticed Mr. A. Snyder's statement of facing. We
think he was too severe. It gives us pleasure to state that, as
a whole, we have had but very little fault to find of late years
in the grading of honey. Bee-keepers have learned that it is

to their interest to grade properly. Prominent bee-keepers,
i. c, large producers who have to rely on the city markets for

the disposal of their product, generally are careful in grading.
Yes, the vast majority of the smaller producers know how to

grade, and we hope to see the day when careful grading will

be universal.

Of course, when such distinguisht and able writers like

Mr. Doolittle defend facing or improper grading, which, as we
said before, is essentially the same, we fear that day is in the
far future. While we have had no fault to find as a whole,
we admit that there are exceptions, but they are mostly
among the inexperienced bee-keepers or the beginners. They
will crate the honey as the combs may run into their hands.
Here is a case of it

:

Last fall we received quite a shipment of comb honey
from Pennsylvania. The different grades of white, the mixt
and the dark, all mixt together in all the crates. Some of the
crates were faced with fancy white, whi.le others with dark.
We attempted to sort it out, but soon gave it up. After we
carried the honey for a long time we sold it all for the price of
dark honey then ruling—6 to 6J^ cents a pound. If this

honey had been properly graded, the No. 1 white would have
sold for at least 10 to 11 cents a pound, and the off grades
for S to 9 cents a pound. Was it to the interest of this bee-
keeper to face or mix his honey ?

Strange to say, we never heard a word of complaint from
this shipper, which leads us to believe that he was a beginner.
We wonder if he ever read a bee-journal ? Every season we
receive numerous letters from new parties, asking us for in-

formation- -what shape, what size section to use, whether to
glass them or not, or put them \a cartons, how many to put
into a crate, how to ship, when to ship, and what we can
realize them for the honey. While we are always williug to

give all the information we can, it seems to us that if they
would spend a dollar a year they could learn more in one
week in a bee-journa! than we could explain to them in

a year.

We admit that any bee-keeper has the right to crate his
honey, face or mix it just as he chooses ; but in the interest of
the bee-keepers themselves we earnestly hope that they will

ignore the statement (we will not say advice or suggestion) of
Mr. Doolittle, and instead of paying any attention to It what-

ever, not face the honey, but have every case contain the same
quality as shown In the outside row.

Yours very truly.

New York. Hildreth Bros. <fe Segelken.

Editor American Bee Journal—
Dear Sir :—Your favor regarding the facing of honey at

hand, and carefully noted. As large handlers of honey on
commission we have at all times tried to impress on our regu-
lar shippers the absolute necessity of grading their honey
HONESTLY. In this way, and this only, is it possible to secure
results satisfactory to the shipper, and give the purchaser
what he may desire, and what to our mind should be the aim
of every producer—the building up, by careful grading, of a
demand for a brand, because it is always what it is repre-
sented to be, and what it appears to be.

While it might not be dishonest in the strict sense of the
word, to mix fancy. No. 1 and No. 2 comb honey in the same
case, provided it was so understood by the purchaser at the
time of the sale, yet the result would without doubt be disas-

trous to the shipper, for the reason that the purchaser would
at once decide that a large share of the honey was second
grade, and only buy at a very low price.

Then, again, such a practice would most certainly destroy
confidence in brands, and as a result prices would not, and
could not, be such as to equal that realized from honey sold
strictly on its true grade value.

Our opinion, after many years of experience, is to grade
very carefully, marking each case in such a way that we can
keep it separate

;
placing your full name and brand on the

fancy and No. 1 grade, but only initials, or use a different

brand, on the No. 2 and dark. In this way you will be able to
keep your brand A 1 in every respect, where it should be, and
thus create a demand and reputation which will be your best
capital in the future.

For this market we strongly advise the use of paper car-

tons on each comb.
If these directions are carried out, we believe better re-

sults will follow in every case. Very truly yours,
Boston. Blakb, Scott & Lee,

History of the Honey-Bee ; Houey, and Its

Uses in Early Times.

BY F. GREINEB.

It is now an undisputed fact that bees were in existence

long before man. Petrified (or fossil) bees. Apis adamitica,
have been found in numerous instances', here in a stone-

quarry, there in the amber deposits, showing that bees are
not a late production of nature. We have also evidence that,

in prehistoric times, among people that must have been In ex-

istence then (judging from the remains of their work, tools,

etc., found, honey-strainers among other things), bee-keeping
was a branch of theirnndustry. What kind of bees these peo-

ple kept has, however, not been determined. The writers of

later ages, and of times long past, have not made quite the
distinctions between different races that we do to-day, altho
Virgil, Aristotle, and others mention bees of a dark and of a
light or yellow color. It seems to have been the principal aim
of the ancient Germans, and, in fact, of the people in general,
inhabiting North Europe, to produce honey for the purpose of

converting it into a drink, evidently intoxicating. This ten-

dency may be followed, like a red stripe in a carpet, from re-

mote times. In the German mythology this drink, met, is

mentioned a thousand times in the poetry of that time, altho
nothing is said about bees and bee-keeping.

The German bee is common all over the northern part of

Europe. It is of a dark brown, or nearly black color. This
bee is not alike all over the territory named. Evolution has
brought about slight changes according to existing environ-

ments, and so we find a number of different strains. First,

the common brown bee, the same as we have here, the bee
that was imported into America by the immigrants. In the

heath sections of Germany we find the heath bee, resembling
the first-named exactly in outward appearance, but differing

from it in their great disposition to swarm. It may truly be
called a '• swarming bee.'' Vogel claims the heath bee, when
brought into different surroundings, will acclimate itself in a
few years and lose this swarming tendency.

In the mountains of Carniola we find a gray bee with a
possibly slight admixture of yellow blood. It very nearly re-

sembles our common brown bee. This Carniolan bee has been
imported into America.

Going southeast we have the Caucasian bee, so named
from the mountainous region, Caucasus, where it is found. It
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is a dark bee, possibly a cross between an eastern and
western bee.

The Smyrnian bee of Asia may also be a cross with an
oriental race. Greece has a dark bee ; also Hungary and
Austria, and in North Norway. In fact, many other lands or
districts may be named, each having its own peculiar bee.

Genuine black bees may be found in Africa. Mention
may be made of the Tunisian bees, or Funics. They are prob-
ably of oriental origin. In examining the bees of the differ-

ent lands, we lind the blacks predominating in Norway, Swe-
den, Denmark, France, Germany, Russia, Austria, Carnlola,
Switzerland, Tyrol, Greece, Northern Asia, Northern Africa,
etc. All have a dark bee. Yellow bees we find only in Syria,

Southern Spain, Italy, Cyprus, and other islands in the Medi-
terranean Sea.

F. Benton thinks that since some Insects have a way to

protect themselves by assuming the same color as their sur-
roundings, it is not unreasonable to suppose that bees may
have done the same. And, indeed, so it would seem. Cyprus,
on account of so much yellow sand, has a very yellow appear-
ance, and her bees are the most yellow of any. The general
appearance of Africa is black. She has the darkest bees.

Germany, with its mountains and forests, seems dark or
brown. Her bees are brown. Carniola, with her gray rocks
predominating, has the gray bee.

So much about the diflterent bees; and now for some
glimpses of bee-keeping, uses of honey, etc.

Bee-keeping in India may be traced back to the year
2,000 B. C. It was said there that it would "rain honey " in

the spring of the year In certain localities. To these the
shepherds would drive their cows. Having fed on the sweet-
ened grasses their milk would be so sweet as not to need any
other sweetening. A baby boy received, for his first food,
honey from a golden spoon (it might bother us fellows, who
have not been to the Klondike, to find the golden spoons).

Egypt was once the land of knowledge and culture (Moses
received his education there, as will be remembered, 1,500
B. C). It abounded in honey-producing plants. The date-
palm, for one, carried on a single fruit stalk as many as 12,-
000 nectar-yielding blossoms. The Information we have from
this land regarding bee-keeping in those early days. Is princi-

pally gleaned from the hieroglyphics on pyramids, obelisks,
sphinxes, and on remains of temple walls. Honey was used to

embalm the dead ; wax also for the same purpose, and to make
coffins air-tight. Bee-hives were made of cane, and coated
with clay. Others made them wholly of clay, and burned
them. Such hives are being made up to this day. The Egyp-
tians practiced migratory bee-keeping at an early date. It is

recorded iu history that Solon, "the Wise," made a special
trip from Greece to Egypt about 600 B. C. for the purpose of

learning this art of bee-keeping.
Palestine abounded with bees at the time the Israelites

first occupied it. The many cavities In the chalk rocks and
trees furnlsht all the needed shelter for the bees, and the peo-
ple obtained all their honey and wax by simply robbing the
bees. After the advent of Christ, bees were kept in hives and
in apiaries. Even a smoker had come into use, in which well-
dried droppings from the cattle-yard were burned. A law is

recorded forbidding the lighting of the smoker on the Sabbath
day (It might be well for a few of us to make a note of this).

Apiculture In Arabia seems of later origin, the people
having copied from the Greeks and Romans. The first his-

tory we find in the Koran. Mohammed devotes a whole chap-
ter in It to bees and bee-keeping. Mohammed's followers be-
lieved that honey was the principal food in " the happy land
beyond."

Numerous Greek and Roman writers have given us bits of
bee-history here and there. Virgil called the bees repeatedly
" the children of the dead [rottenj ox." According to tradition
bees might be produced at will at any time In this manner:
Take a two-year-old steer [the Latin word for steer is apis,
and so it will be seen that the word opts means steer as well
as bee] ; stuff rags or the like into his nose and mouth, no
matter how much he may object, and now belabor him with a
club until dead, but without breaking his skin. Now let him
lie until decomposed. After a time, it was said, bees would
come forth from the carcass.

It seems incredible that so absurd a story as the above
could have found any believers ; but this is unmistakably so ;

for even Melancthon, the bosom friend of Dr. Martin Luther,
living 1497— 1560, believed it. Yes, even later writers have
recorded it as a fact. However, not all the " smart men "

were as ignorant of the natural history of the bee as that.
Aristotle, living between 400 and 300 years B. C, does not
even mention this steer-story. His knowledge was away be-
yond that of other mortals of his time—yes, even of our times.

When talking with a man of high education but a year or

two ago on the subject of bees, the conversation turned to the
sources of honey. I mentioned that our bees " made the most
of our honey from basswood."

" I had no idea the bees could make honey out of any
kind of wood," was the educated man's reply, and he meant
what he said.

Aristotle was well acquainted with the nature of the bee.

He knew the true sex of the queen, the workers, the drone.
He knew the queen laid all the eggs, knew the time of devel-

opment of the different bees; he was wrong, however, in sup-
posing the old bees to be the nurses, the young the field-work-

ers. It is bard to understand that this knowledge that Aris-

totle po^sest in regard to the life of the bee did not spread
more, and become the property of the people ; but it is a fact

that, during the following 2,000 years, more was forgotten
than added, and this In the face of the fact that a great many
bees were kept.

There was Julius CiBsar, 100—44 B. C. All of his farms
were well stockt up with bees. Others followed his example.
In the eighth century, Karl the Great, i-eigning over a vast
empire, did a great deal to promote the keeping of bees. After
the Roman Catholic church had gained a foothold in Europe,
the monks, in their monasteries especially, made a business of

keeping bees, and induced the people to do the same. During
the eleventh century the church demanded of the people the
tenth of all the honey and wax harvested of wild bees, and
the third from bees kept in hives. In view of this fact, what
bee-keeper of to-day has any reason for complaining of high
taxes ?

For illuminating purposes at these times, the wax candle
was the best thing obtainable, and only the rich could afford

it in a limited way. Others had to be satisfied with the light

of a burning pitch-pine knot. The churches in particular
consumed much wax for candles. Before Luther's time the
principal church in Wittenberg used for this purpose In one
year 35,000 pounds of wax. This demand for wax, and for

an article to sweeten foods and drinks, stimulated the bee-
business to a great extent, and the number of colonies in-

creast. It Is stated that, during the eleventh and twelfth
centuries, whole shiploads of honey and wax were exported
from Germany to Palestine via Constantinople. Regular
honey-markets were held every year in the cities of Augsburg.
Nurnberg, Frankfort and Cologne. Large breweries were
built, in which quantities of honey-beer were made—enough,
it is stated, to subdue large city fires. I take a few items
from a honey-market report, said market being held in Nurn-
burg in 1250.

Comb honey was offered on earthen dishes, strained honey
in pails and tubs; chunks of wax were heaped up in large
piles. The honey (strained) was sold by the "seidel," and,
according to a chronicle of that time, the seidel contained
" 14 mouthfuls and 2 fingers." Druggists were bantering
for wax. Who knows, adds a later reporter, what a mixture
of pulverized toad-eyes and beeswax might be good for '? The
city clerk needs wax for seals, and he is picking out the nicest
pieces. Suddenly the business comes to a standstill, as the
market-master and his crew are making the round to inspect.

Honey harvested before the birthday of the Virgin Mary is

not wholesome, and must not be offered for sale. The mar-
ket-master receives the statement under oath that the honey
is of the proper character.

The honey is also examined as to its purity. The loss of
one hand was the penalty for adulteration. It seems penal-
ties were of a severe nature. I will name another such case.
Any one stealing bees or honey, and caught in the act was,
without trial, delivered to the sheriff to be executed in a most
terrible way. His intestines were first wound around the tree
from which he took the honey, and then he was hung to the
tree.

The hives In use In those times were of a very substantial
nature. Let us watch one of the keepers preparing a hive.

We see him standing on a ladder about 10 or 12 feet above
ground, cutting a cavity from o to 4 feet long in a large bass-
wood tree. Basswood or pine was preferred, and oak rejected.
If a hive was needed for immediate use, the cavity was burned
out with a straw fire ; if not, it was just left to dry out. It

was then rubbed over with wax, an entrance-hole bored in,

and a suitable door fitted against the cavity and fastened.
For centuries after this time the most popular hive in use was
the hollowed-out log, three feet long, and a door fitted against
each end. The honey from these was generally not harvested
until the winter was over. The bee-keeper would then go to

work and cut out all the comb he could, whether filled with
honey or not, just leaving what was occupied with brood.

After the forests had been more and more cleared off in

Germany, and timber became scarce, straw hives came into
use, and many bees are kept In such up to this day. The
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majority of the modern bee-hives are made of the more porous
timbers, like pine, basswood, etc., are double-walled, opening
from one or two sides, cupboard fashion, not from the top,

thus making it practicable to tier up colony upon colony with-
out inconvenience (just the thing for bee-houses). Tenement
hives are much liked. Of late years a few bee-keepers are
commencing to construct their hives after the English and
American pattern, giving access from the top, and also using
pound sections.—Gleanings. Ontario Co., N. Y.

Somethiug About Alfalfa and Sweet Clover.

BY PBOF. A. J. COOK.

There are some subjects which are like Banquo's ghost,

and will not "down," and the ones suggested by the above
heading seem among them. It Is good that they will not be-

take themselves away until they are rightly settled.

Regarding alfalfa, the work of the experiment stations
prove conclusively that It is most valuable if cut while in

bloom.
In Bulletin 48, Utah Station, will be found the following

tables showing the results per acre of analysis :

FIRST CUTTING.

Date. Height.

May 4 6}^ inches.
Junel IS inches.
July 7 Fall flower.

August 10 ^'LTavesdr^-

August 24 Still dryer.

Frotein,Carbo hydrates, J'^ats,

pounih, pounds. pounds.

607 40
697 1.247 103
74.5 2,278 118

644

428

2,298

1,776

116

94

SECOND OOTTING.

Date. Height.

July 7 Budding.
July 20 Medium bloom.
Augusts Full flower.
August 24 Leaves dry.

Protein, Carbo hydrates, Fats,
pounds.

334
519
551
388

pounds.

657
1,140
1,529
1,484

pounds.

50
78
81
SI

THIRD CUTTING.

Protein, Carlio hydrates, Fats.
Date. Height. poimds. pounds. pounds.

August 17 138 317 17
August 31 322 757 33
September 14 298 934 43

From the above the conclusion is apparent that alfalfa
must not be cut earlier than the middle bloom, and not later
than fall bloom, to secure a large yield of dry matter and
albuminoids. This gives two or three weeks after budding,
and several days in which the bees may gather nectar. These
figures are generally accepted, and agree well with what we
know of other similar plants. They may well be publisht
broadcast by bee-keepers, in the hope that farmers of Utah,
Colorado, Arizona, California, etc., may be influenced to delay
the cutting of this valuable forage and honey-plant.

About here the hay is generally cut just as it is coming
into bloom, and so, except that there are always stray plants
or early ones that come into full bloom in any case, the bees
get almost no honey from alfalfa. The reasons that the hay
is cut so early are two, first, it is thought that the less mature
hay Is better for cows, tho many who think this agree that
for horses it is better to wait until it is in full blossom. Most
alfalfa hay here is fed to cows.

Another reason—perhaps more influential, tho rarely
urged— is the greater amount secured by the early cutting.
Alfalfa hay may be cut six, seven or even eight times, while
three, four or five times is all that are possible if uncut until

the bloom begins to fade. The one, two or three extra cut-
tings will give more weight, even tho at the expense of real
nutrition. If we could persuade the farmer that it is to his
interest to tarry in the cutting, then alfalfa would become a
valuable adjunct to bee-culture all over Southern California.
It will take a long time to do this, even if possible to do it at all.

The grower has ready means to test the profit in his own
hands, and as long as he secures more Income, or thinks he
does, by early cutting, just so long will the hum of the mower
precede and preclude the hum of the bees.

MELILOT OR SWEET CLOVER.

J am sincerely glad that I am wrong regarding the value
of sweet clover as a food for stock. It is, however, signifi-

cant that Prof. A. W. Henry, in his admirable work on
" Feeds and Feeding," which all interested In such subjects
should own and study, makes no mention at all of this plant.
The work is very complete and up-to-date.

I am glad, I say, that so many find It valuable for pas-
ture and hay. I still fear that It will long wait general use.

Red clover, east, and alfalfa, west, will, I believe, be too
strong competitors. Of course, any legume is good for green-
manuring, trapping as each does the wary nitrogen from the
air and combining it into available food for the plant. Yet
here again I fear that it will be hard to secure the sweet
clover a place in general practice for such purpose. Red
clover would be better in the east, while lupines and peas
will give better satisfaction west.

The orchardist, in California, wishes to grow his plants
for green manuring during the winter months, and plow un-
der In late February or early March. The white sweet clover
being a biennial would be of no use for bees, if treated in this

way, and so if as good as other plants it would not be avail-

able for honey.
The yellow sweet clover Is an annual here, but so far as I

have observed is not of much excellence for honey; nor Is It

equal to other plants for green manuring. For plants to be of

service to apiculture, they must be generally desirable so as to

be grown in profusion, like white clover in the pasture-fields

of the east, or basswood in the eastern forests, or white and
ball sage in the brushwood or bush of California.

As a wayside plant melilotus may take rank east, and
help the bee-keeper out; but for planting by the general
farmer is it at all probable that it will ever find a place? It

Is so good a bee-plant that I hope it will. I think It will not.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

A Consideration of Our Bee-Keepers' Interests
BY JAMES A. STONE.

{Jiead at an lUiuois Farmers^ Institute.)

It matters not what pursuit we wish to enter in life, the
first question that confronts us is—Will it pay ?

It is an axiom that no business in this world will pay un-
less properly managed ; and even then the time will come
when it will not prove a success financially. We will take
wheat-growing for example, which has not been profitable for

a number of years, and yet in times many a farmer has paid
for his farm out of the profits of wheat-growing. We might
say the same of corn, hogs and cattle, and In fact all the pro-
ducts of the farm.

One of the great faults (we might call it) with farmers is

their great disposition to rush to the same thing and over-
crowd It, like a lot of frightened cattle on a boat—cause it to

be sunk by all rushing to one side. The interests of bee-
keeping are not so, for the reason that all will say the wild
flowers are disappearing, and there are no honey-plants for

bees to work upon as there used to be. And then there are so
many who are afraid of bees. We have had many to tell us

that they wanted to be let alone by the bees, they hurt too

badly, and "their sting swells so on me," and is so pain-

ful y ! They will follow me a mile to get to sting me,"
and all such talk. If a person is not brave enough to stand
an occasional sting, he would better never engage in bee-cul-

ture.

The writer, when a boy, was as badly affected by the
sting of a bee as any one well could be. But by persistence
and a determination not to give it up, he has grown to care
less for their stings ; and on several occasions is positive that
they have (;ured rheumatism.

With Italian bees, a bee-veil, and a smoker, the only stings
received will be on the hands, and by removing the sting im-
mediately, and squeezing out the poison from the place af-

fected, the pain Is soon gone, and but little if any swelling
occurs.

With the many barriers in the way, the interest of bee-
keeping is overlookt, to the loss of everybody.

The first objection offered (that wild flowers are disap-
pearing) can easily be overcome. No sane man ever thinks of

keeping any kind of animals without in some way providing
food for those animals. But when it comes to bees—because
they have wings, their owner will say, " If you can't go and
' sponge ' off my neighbor you can starve." To a certain ex-

tent this is all right, but suppose your neighbor has no pas-
ture for your bees ? Then comes up the original question,

"Will it pay"—to raise some kind of pasturage for them ? I

KNOW It will pay largely. To illustrate :

The writer with his son not long kince, in viewing a 20-
acre piece of Alsike which they have, made this statement :

" Suppose we obtain only 50 pounds of honey per acre, at
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only 10 cents per pound, that would pay the rent at $5 per
acre; then the hay will produce almost as much as red clover,

and of a much better quality, and the seed (which Is in the
first crop) produces more than red clover, and also brings a
higher price. And as a forage-plant we know of no plant
that will attract any kind of stock away from it."

While in charge of the Illinois honey exhibit at the
World's Fair, I was one day conversing with a man who
proved to be a dairyman at Elgin. He said his cows on Alsike
clover pasture gave more milk, and of a better quality, than
did the cows of his neighbors which were on other pastures.
Being suspicious that he was a bee-keeper, or that he had
other interests, I began to quiz him thus :

" Perhaps you have a better strain of milkers than they ?"

He answered, "They are the same cows I had previously
on other pasture, and they did not produce then as now."

Then I askt, " Are you a bee-keeper ?"
" No ; but my neighbor's bees fairly swarm on my pas-

ture."
That satisfied me, for altho I had raised it, I wanted to

hear what others thought of it.

It has no superior as a honey-plant, unless it be sweet
clover, and its quality (of honey) is as good as white clover.

Its growth is like red clover, tho it has not as coarse a stem,
and for that reason is a better plant to mix with timothy, as it

cures as quickly as timothy. It has blossoms resembling
white clover, except they have a purple tinge. Its leaf is solid

green, while those of red and white clover are sprinkled with
white.

In speaking of sweet clover I desire to say a word in its

defense, taking the risk of incurring the ill-will of the com-
missioners of highways throughout the State. It has not got-
ten into our part of the State very extensively as yet—only
here and there a patch on the highways—and everybody on
first observing it, and hearing what the other fellow has to

say of it, seems half frightened out of their senses. Imagining
they are going to be crowded out of existence by it because of
its early and rapid growth.

One of our neighbors, who was thus affected, after he had
been told that it was a biennial, and was very tender the first

year, and did not bear seed till the second year, and then died
root and branch, was seen the next spring digging up plants
to take home and set in his yard.

During the World's Pair I received a very fine sample of
sweet clover honey from Mr. Miller, of Lee county, 85 miles
west of Chicago. I went out to buy it to add to our exhibit,

and found that he had 2,300 pounds of comb, and two barrels
of extracted honey from 35 colonies of bees ; and all the pas-
ture they had was the sweet clover in the adjacent highways,
and 7 acres he had sown on his farm, on land that was too
poor for corn ; and he said thai following sweet clover he had
raised on this kind of land better corn than on his best land.

Why not such a plant as this be allowed to grow on the
roadside instead of noxious weeds? Sweet clover is fast com-
ing into favor as a forage plant, as it is being found out that
all kinds of stock learn to like it.

At the meeting of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion in Chicago, some of the bee-keepers reported that stock
in the highways where they lived, kept it eaten close to the
ground. Yet there are some people still living who are like
the old deacon, who would not support a candidate for an
office because he said he believed that the earth was round,
and you couldn't make him believe such stuff, and he wouldn't
vote for any man who did believe it !

I would not advise every farmer to be a bee-keeper, nor
do I advise the planting of crops especially for honey. But
as to the latter, you can draw your own conclusions from
what 1 have said.

As to every farmer being a bee-keeper, it is not practical,
for the reason that it would be in most cases on so small a scale
that it would not pay him to spend much of his time with the
bees, and to be successful they must have the proper care at

the right time.

It is a fact that when there is no honey for the bees to
gather, they do not need so much time applied to them, but
the colonies will run down and be lost by becoming queenless,
and from other causes that need a watchful eye occasionally,
and an attentive ear to the sound of robbers, even if there is

no honey being stored.

No one who is largely engaged in horticulture can afford
to be very far removed from bees without more or less

loss in his fruits—some seasons when bees are the only ferti-

lizing agent to be had. The writer one year had a large crop
of cherries, and got a good price for them because there were
so few in the market ; and I could see no reason for it unless
It was the bees.

The President of the Missouri State Horticultural Society,

In relating the experience with the large sweet cherry growers
along the Pacific Coast, said they were growing these cherries
in California, and from there they were taken north along the
coast, but the trees which were thrifty and healthy would not
bear any fruit in the northern locality. On investigation they
discovered that the cause was a lack of fertilization. Bees
were introduced into those localities, and they had no more
trouble—the trees produced fine fruit in abundance.

By the mode of procedure I have partially outlined, a
good apiary of 75 or 80 colonies could be had to each 3 miles
square, or 9 square miles, in the State, which would in the
56,000 square miles of Illinois, give us over 6,000 apiaries

of 75 colonies each—450,000 colonies, with, in ordinary
years, 50 pounds of honey per colony, or 22,500,000 pounds
of honey—the purest sweet that the Lord has given to man.
We do not want to discourage the sugar-beet industry, but how
do these figures strike you, gentlemen ? While these figures

may be possible, yet the highest we have ever known— re-

ported by the assessors of the State—was In 1889, when
2,128,060 pounds were reported, at 14 cents per pound, or
about $298,000. It Is certainly possible to improve largely
on these last figures.

Dr. C. C. Miller, of McHenry county, then President of

our State association, last year received from three apiaries of

80 colonies each, over 17,000 pounds of honey ; and C. P.

Dadant, of Hancock county, from one of his apiaries in Brown
county, of 75 colonies, obtained 8,000 pounds.

The beginner in bee-keeping must not think he can
start in the business on the old plan any more than he would
think of beginning to farm this spring, by going into the field

with a hoe to cut corn stalks, or in the harvest time with a
cradle or reap-hook to cut wheat, and his other work on the
same plan, because his forefathers succeeded, and did that
way. Neither must he listen to the advice of the old-timer,

who will say :

"Talk about bee-keeping—why, bless your life, I have
kept bees for 50 years, and I never seen a king-bee in my life.

You needn't tell me that bees don't gather wax, for I have
seen it on their legs. And I don't want you to talk to me
about bees only living six weeks, for I have a stand of bees
that my father gave me 30 years ago. And you had just as
well talk to me about this earth agoin' round the sun once in

a year, as to make me believe that you can cause your bees to

take one of the eggs that it would take 20 days to hatch into

a worker-bee, and change it, as you say, so that in 16 days it

will hatch into a queen. Nonsense I"

But what a beginner in bee-keeping should do, is to get
some good book on bee-keeping and take a good bee-paper.
Then with a small number of colonies of Italian bees, in a few
years you will have all the bees you desire, and the knowledge
needed to care for them. In fact, you will have so many that
you will be ready to fall into line with bee-keepers to get a
race of bees having a non-swarming disposition.

We can claim for the industry of bee-keeping what can
be said of no other, viz.: It does not take from any other
thing that which would make it more valuable in retaining

the same, but on the contrary adds to the value of that
thing.

For example, when bees go into an orchard in full bloom,
to gather what nature has placed there to attract them, or
some other fertilizing agent to the blossoms, they carry the
fertilizing dust from blossom to blossom, causing fruit to grow
where there would be none without some agent to carry the
pollen (as nature seems to abhor self-fertilization), and all

that the busy little bee carries off as a reward for her valua-
ble services is not needed, and is of no use in the growth of

either fruit or tree, as it was placed there by the God of na-

ture/or them, to carry away.
The same may be said of all the other fruit or seed-bear-

ing plants. Red clover was without seed in countries where
the bumble-bee did not exist until it was introduced into those
countries, for the reason that other insects could not reach the
sweets secreted in the cups of the blossoms, and therefore did

not visit them to carry the fertilizing dust.

It has always been said that red clover did not produce
seed in the first crop, but I have observed since I have had
the Italian bees that In seasons that are dry, and the blooms
of red clover not so large, the Italian bees work on them suffi-

ciently to cause a quantity of seed.

Alsike clover, as I have already said, produces seed in

great abundance in the first crop, because bees work so well

upon it. Can this be said of any other industry, that by tak-

ing a part from these things we have named, the remainder is

made greater ? And yet it is so in all cases where our bees
visit our own or our neighbors' blooming orchards or fields

—

they give back a double value for all they take away.
A bee-keeper friend living in the northern part of our
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county said to me as I was viewlnR his alfalfa and Alsike
clover fields, " I am going to get three crops from those fields.

From the alfalfa [of which he had ten acres, and has for sev-

eral years cut three crops] I will get three crops of hay [bees
work very little on it here], and from the Alsike I will get a
crop of honey—a crop of hay, and one of seed. And any one
of the crops will pay the rent of the land."

In view of these facts I have shown that bee-keeping can
be added to any occupation, and cause just that much more
to be saved of what is otherwise goiug to waste, and with no
loss except the time needed for their care. As an evidence of

this, you need only to look at the membership of our Associa-
tion, composed of ministers, lawyers, doctors, tailors, mer-
chants, farmers and all occupations, as well as some who have
retired from busy life, engaging in It for a pastime. The
masses do not realize the value of honey from a hygienic
standpoint, else it would have more than kept pace with
sugar as an article of human consumption. Dr. Vance says:
"Honey is a physiological sweet;" In other words, its consti-

tuents are such that it is absorbed into the blood without un-
dergoing chemical change. " Such Is not the fact in regard
to sugar. Let me name the points of difference in ordinary
sugars and syrups, and their comparative inferiority to honey
as a saccharine food. Honey is an Inverted sugar, consisting
of levulose (fruit-sugar) and dextrose (starch-sugar), and
readily absorbed into the system without being acted upon by
the gastric juice, converting, as it is exprest in chemical lan-

guage, inverting. It into dextrose and levulose before It Is sus-

ceptible of absorption and assimilation into the blood."
Honey Is not only a delicious form of sweet, but Is a very

healthful and nutritious form of food. It aids the natural
functions of the alimentary canal. It is recommended by
those who have used it as a refreshing drink, diluted with
water in the proportion of from 2 to 5 per cent.

Mr. Tefft oflers the following: " Sweeten your tea and
coffee with extracted honey, and if you are troubled with
gravel it will cure you. It is a true brain and nerve food and
tonic. It improves the appetite, tones the system, and has
proven to be of great value in many diseases, producing a
contraction of the muscles, of the digestive organs, and as an
aid to digestion it Is wonderful In building up lost power. It

is a cheap remedy for the consumptive, and. In fact, should
take the place of sugar in many things."

In view of all the facts and possibilities herein stated, is

it wise economy to let the Interests of bee-keepers lag, or
stand in the rear of other things not one-halt as beneficial to

mankind? I would answer No. Our bee-keepers' interests
should be represented in the experimental station (for which
we have sought, so far without avail), and we ought to have
our pure food law enforced In this State, as we are endeavor-
ing to have it. Sangamon Co., 111., Feb. 18.

CONDnCTBD BY

DH. O. O. MILLER, MAJEtBNGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

A Double <iiiartet or Quc§tion$.

1. If a colony has foul brood, will there be any young
bees hatching, and fresh-laid eggs ?

2. Is there any difference between the color of the blacks
and the Italians?

3. If so, have any of the black bees five bands ?

4. About what time does the honey harvest come ?

5. Is the Langstroth frame a self-spacer, or not ?

6. Which would you prefer, if you were a beginner, the
Langstroth or the Hoffman self-spacing frame ?

7. About what time does the honey harvest begin, and
what time does it cease ?

8. Does a colony ever have worms with foul brood ?

Virginia.

Answers.— 1. Yes, the queen will keep right on laying,

and some of the brood may mature, some of It dying.
2. Yes, you'll easily tell the difference when you see the

Italians, which have three yellow bands.
3. No, blacks are not said to have any bands, altho they

have the same rings or joints in the abdomen, but there Isn't

any yellow color about them.
4. The honey harvest comes at different times, owing to

the source. White clover comes In May or June, buckwheat
in August or September, and other plants at different times,
whenever the plants are in full bloom.

5. Properly speaking, every movable frame Is a Lang-
stroth frame, altho the name Is sometimes restricted to the
loose-hanging frame, which is not a self-spacer.

6. If the frames are not to be handled it doesn't make
any difference to the bees which they have. For the bee-
keeper it doesn't make a very great deal of difference. The
Hoffman is a self-spacer, and has the advantage that it will

always be properly spaced, while on the other hand it gets so

badly glued that one might prefer the loose frame.
7. Referring to No. 4, you will see that it depends on cir-

cumstances. White clover, which is the chief crop with me,
commences somewhere about the first to the middle of June,
sometimes closing very early In July, and sometimes contlnu-
tng well along In August.

8. A weak colony suffers more from worms than a strong
one, and as foul brood weakens a colony it invites attacks of

the moth.
^ I »

U§ing; Empty Combs with S%varni$.

What is the best way to use a lot of empty combs ? I have
a fine lot of them, too nice to melt up for wax. If a new
swarm comes from a hive working In a super, and the super is

put over the new swarm at once, giving the new swarm the
place of the old one, will the work be continued in the super
while the lower part is full of empty combs ? How much dif-

ferent would It be from having the room below filled with
foundation ?

It seems that the two could be made much alike if with a

sharp honey-knife the cells were cut down nearly to the base,

and the bees compelled to work out the combs before they could
deposit much honey. Wisconsin.

Answers.—Opinions differ somewhat as to the advisa-
bility of giving full combs to a swarm, some thinking that a
mere starter is better than a full comb, but perhaps more
think it an advantage to have the full combs. Some good
authorities believe it best to have only foundation for the first

half of the combs, adding full combs at the end of ten days or

so. As to the matter of the super, the bees are likely to fill

the combs in the brood-chamber first, but that may not make
any difference in the long run. If at the end there is just as

much honey in the brood-chamber in one case as in the other,

it matters little whether It is put there first or last, so long as

the same amount of surplus may be secured by the end of the
season.

Yes, if you cut down the cells you will have the same as
foundation. Perhaps you will do better to use the combs
without cutting down.

Securing Increase—Other Questions.

One of my friends left three colonies of bees with me to

be taken care of, and only asks that I return him three
colonies. I have never handled bees, but I am anxious to

learn, for I have an idea that if I can learn it and accomplish
the work it will be a better business for me than trying to run
a 200-acre farm. The work now is too hard for me, and I must
try something that will not draw on my vital forces so

strongly.

I purchast five Hilton chaff hives, and have them all ready
for occupation—foundition and all. Now I want to work for

increase as much as I can, and yet have what honey I want
for family use.

1. How many colonies can I make out of the three I have,

and have them strong?
2. I prefer to have the increase come by the latest ap-

proved and successful method, for when I am learning it is

just as easy to learn the new way as the old. So what Is the

best way to obtain my increase? Please describe the process

plainly. If I tier up supers for honey I get no natural

swarms to speak of, so the book says. Is it a good plan to

divide ? And if I take a swarm, and take the frame that has

the queen on, and another one with it, and put it with the

bees into a new hive on the old stand, can I take the remain-

ing six frames and divide it in twp parts, and will they rear

themselves a queeu, or would I have to introduce a queen, or

how would I manage?
3. When should dividing be done. If it is the best way ?

4. When do you put on supers?
If there is any other information you can give me that

will assist me I assure you It will be very thankfully received.

I may not be in as good a location for bee-keeping as I

might be, but I can soon go where it is good, when I learn the
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managemeDt of bees. I am m the Michigan peach belt, and
kave 1,000 trees on my place, besides 800 apple trees. I am
one mile from Lake Michigan. We grow crimson, Alsike and
white clovers. My bees have free access to plenty of bass-
wood, alfalfa, sand vetch, etc., with acres of buckwheat in the
fall. Michigan.

Answers.— 1. If the season should be extra good, you
might close with 9 strong colonies, providing you made no bad
moves ; and if the season should be extra poor, you might not
have more than three.

2. Pages of the text-books are written about the matter
of increasing, and it would hardly be possible to reproduce It

all In this department. Indeed, it is quite possible that you
can do no better than to let the bees swarm naturally. You
are mistaken in supposing that tiering up supers will prevent
swarming. Unless you have very large hives you may tier

up supers all you like and you'll have plenty of swarms.
The plan you mention would do, but it is hardly the best,

for a weak nucleus will not rear as good a queen as a strong
colony. At least during the time a young queen is fed in

the larva state she should be in a strong colony. When you
put the 3-frame nucleus in a new place, all the old bees will

leave it and go back to the old stand, making the nucleus
weak in bees, with no honey coming in for a few days, and in

such a discouraged condition they will not rear the best
queens. Just change your plan a little. Take the two frames
with the queeu and put them in a new hive on a new stand.
Eight or nine days later put the old hive with the six frames
on an entirely new stand. Then put the hive with the old

queen back on the old place. Put an empty hive on the
stand where the queen has been for the past eight days, and
put in this empty hive three frames from the hive that has
the six frames. Of course, you will fill up with frames of

foundation. In this way your young queens will be fed in a
strong colony.

3. Operate as soon as the harvest fairly commences. By
waiting till this time part of your bees may swarm naturally,
saving you the trouble of dividing.

4. The usual rule is to put on supers as soon as the bees
put bits of white wax along the upper parts of the combs. If

you divide in the way mentioned, put supers on the hives that
have the old queens, at the time of making the last change.

Put in a good deal of time In studying faithfully your
text-books. To be successful you should be familiar with the
whole ground, and sometimes failures may come from the
fact that you are not familiar with some principle that you
may have thought had no practical bearing.

Be a little slow about giving up the farm till you know
you can make a go with bees.

A Supposed Queeiile§8 Colony Swarming^.

Do queenless colonies cast swarms ? The following will

be of some interest to the readers of the American Bee Jour-
nal no doubt

:

On May 22 1 had a colony cast a swarm at 1:30 p.m. 1

was at dinner at the time, and was startled to hear some one
call out that the bees were swarming. This being a little un-
expected, I had to get everything in readiness to take the
cluster, hive them, etc., but to my surprise they never clus-

tered, but went straight back to the hive, not having been out
five minutes. Well, they simply covered that hive, and grad-
ually went in. To make a long story short, I examined the
hive carefully for a queen aod for eggs and larvte. There
were a great many sealed brood-cells, and quite a number that

had just been vacated by the young, and which the bees had
begun to store honey in ; some had been almost filled, but
there was not a sign of an egg or small grub to be seen.

Now, Doctor, this is the point: If there was a queen in

that colony at the time of examination, she would have laid

eggs in the cells that the young bees had left, would she not ?

I must mention here that they had three capt queen-cells but
no queen, and no sign of recently having one.

On Wednesday, May 25, this colony cast a swarm again,

and returned for the second time. On examination I found
that the three queen-cells were still closed—no sign of

egg or larva except remaining capt brood. On Saturday, May
28, they swarmed for the third and last time up to dale, and
returned as before. On examination I find as before, except
most of the brood hatcht, and a few large grubs here and
there ready to be sealed. This colony is a very strong one
(Italians), in an 8-frame Langstroth hive, with lots of" honey.
They came out of the cellar, having wintered well, in a strong
and vigorous condition, April 8, and set to cleaning house and
to work immediately.

Now the question is this : Will a colony swarm that has

no queen ? From my experience with this, I am of the opin-

ion that they will, the bees being so numerous and crowded in

a hive that most of them have no chance to ascertain whether
they have a queen or not, as she may have been about only a

week or ten days, and being in a swarmlng-fever, light out,

expecting their queen to accompany them, and discovering

her failure to do so (which would be impossible under the cir-

cumstances), return to the hive.

What is the best thing for me to do with them ?

Toronto.

Answer.—It is hardly necessary to assume that bees with

no queen will swarm, in order to account for the circumstance

you relate. There may have been no laying queen in the hive

for a number of days, but a young queen with defective wings
may have been present. If so, the bees would act just as

yours did.

Very likely there is nothing to do in the case, for by this

time another queen has probably issued from one of the queen-
cells and has commenced laying. If, however, you fail to find

eggs in 10 or 12 days after the young queen has emerged, it

may be necessary to give them a queen, a queen-cell, or a frame
of young brood and eggs from which they can rear a queen.

You hardly give the bees the credit they deserve for find-

ing out the absence of a queen. No matter how many bees

are in the hive, when one bee finds out no queen is present, it

doesn't take 10 minutes for the news logo through the whole
hive, making a general uproar, and you may count on the

matter being fully known long before the expiration of 10
days, or even two.

Is Bee Diarrhea or Dysentery a Disease?—Los-
ing; Queens.

In reply to P. A. Newcomer's request, on page 355, It is

perhaps not entirely clear whether diarrhea, or dysentery, as

he calls it, should be called a disease or not. It is an over-

loaded condition of the Intestines, a flight giving relief. The
confinement long-continued gives occasion for the accumula-
tion of feces, and cold aggravates the matter, for the colder

It is the more food will be eaten, causing more rapid accumu-
lation. The character of the food makes a great difference,

but those who say that food alone makes the trouble are

clearly in error, unless the food be actual poison, for in cases

where the food is bad and the bees suffer from diarrhea there

would be no trouble if the weather was warm, or if the bees

could have daily flights.

Your trouble in losing queens would probably be greatly

lessened, Mr. Newcomer, if you would make just a little

change in the placing of your hives. If I understand you cor-

rectly, your hives stand in rows with a space of 18 inches be-

tween each two hives. Instead of that, move No. 2 to within

two inches of No. 1, No. 4 to within two Inches of No. 3, and
so on, moving each even number, and letting the odd numbers
stand just where they are. That will make them in pairs,

the two hives in each pair being two inches apart, and there

being a space of 34 inches between the pairs. It will take no

more room, but will practically make the hives twice as far

apart, so far as relates to the queens finding their own hives.

C. C. Miller.
^ m

Question About T Supers.

I have a T super with T tins nailed fast. The super is

made of ^u-inch sides and % ends. I never saw any of them
used, but I think they are good, if one knows how. Will I

have to use followers and wedges, or how will I manage it?

As you use the T super, you can tell me how I can use mine
for different widths of sections. Wisconsin.

Answer.—It depends upon the width of the sections.

Some sections will fit in the super all right without any fol-

lower and wedge, altho harder to get out. But if the sections

and separators do not exactly fill the super, a follower must
be used, that is, a board of proper size to shove up against

the sections at one side, whatever space the follower does not

occupy being taken up by a wedge, the wedge being not really

in wedge form, but simply a plain stick to crowd in between

the sections and the side of the super.

The McEvoy Koul Brood Xreatmeut is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
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Hives in Spain are made of cork-bark, and 10 col-

onies can be loaded on a donkey for migratory bee-keeping.

For Sunburn mix a spoonful of honey in a little

lukewarm water and apply this to the sunburnt skin. So says
the British Bee Journal.

Big Yields in Australia.—In the Australian Bee-
Bulletin mention is made of 1,000 pounds of honey taken
from one colony by Mr. Williamson, 1,000 by Mr. Vogel, and
an average of 750 by Mr. Peterson, with 1,200 from his best

colony. Australia seems to lead the world in honey resources.

The Apiarian Building at the Omaha Exposi-
tion is shown on our first page this week. It is of Swiss
architecture, 138x75 feet, and while It is not the largest. It is

admitted to be the best arranged building on the Trans-
Mlsslsslppl Exposition grounds.

The interior arrangement Is of the best possible to give
light from windows aod sky-lights, so that at no time can a

shade be cast over any exhibit In any part of the building.

Five feet from the wall on either side are the honey-cases,

four feet deep, and running the entire length of the main
floor. These are fitted with glass on both sides, and have
glass tops, with ample storage-room for empty packages un-

derneath, which are reacht by movable panels in the bases.

Three aisles running the length of the room give the visitors

easy access to the exhibits of supplies, etc., located there.

On either side of the entrance are located the offices, and
likewise at the exit Is located the two liquefying rooms which

are furnlsht with gasoline stoves, boilers, etc., where exhibi-

tors can rellquefy their honey as often as they please, or when-

ever necessary.

The building is plastered both inside and out, and every

piece of woodwork Inside is painted white. The framework
overhead is decorated with white and yellow, and with " Old

Glory " hanging In each festoon. This will be the home of

the honey-bee and of all bee-keepers during the entire Exposi-

tion, and it is desired that all shall make themselves at home
while there.

Hon. E. Whitcomb is the superintendent of the Apiary

Building, and we believe he expects to be In attendance dur-

ing the Exposition.

Later.—Referring to the foregoing. Editor Abbott, in his

Busy Bee, has this to say, and also expressing a hope that the

next meeting of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union will be

held at Omaha :

The editor visited Omaha a few days ago, and it seems
almost like a miracle the amount of work these people have
done in so short a time towards completing the buildings for

the great Exposition. The Apiary Building is rapidly near-
ing completion, and the exhibit promises to be a fine one. The
management of the Trans-Mississippi have done more for the
industry of bee-keeping than has ever been done before by
any institution of the kind. It Is 3,ife to say that no such a
building was ever before erected for the exclusive display of

apiarian products as Is now nearlng completion at Omaha.
Since I have seen the building and learned what has been

done for our industry, I am thoroughly convinced that Omaha
is the proper and only place to hold the next annual meeting
of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, and that It would be
a serious mistake to think of locating it at any other point.

We will secure more new members by locating the meeting
here than It will be possible to secure in any other way. Here
without a doubt will be one of the largest displays of apiarian
products that was ever before put together in one building,

and it will be worth a great deal to every bee-keeper who can
go and see them, and at the same time join in the deliberations
of the Union. On to Omaha!

Foul Brood Xtirougll the Mails.—The queen-

traffic may be responsible for spreading foul brood, thinks

Editor Hutchinson. Not that the queen herself carries the

disease, but it is carried by the retinue or the food. He thinks

it may not be a useless precaution to burn cage and contents

—bees and all—as suggested by Mr. Bunch on page 309 of

this journal.
*-'-*

Honey-Production of Tunis. — Among the

countries which European bee-keepers have to fear In compe-

tition with their honey, Tunis in Africa Is likely to take a

prominent place. Nectar is abundant In certain regions, and

the quality Is excellent, being derived from the highly

aromatic rosemary and heather. A German beepaper re-

ports this—Gravenhorst's Blenenzeltung.

Facing Comb Honey.—In last week's number of

the Bee Journal, and again this week, we give the testimony

of experienced honey commission men on the subject of pack-

ing and facing comb honey. We believe that this symposium

will result In great good to all concerned if the suggestions

and advice shall be followed by the producers of comb honey.

We cannot understand why anyone should wishto/ace

their cases of honey unless It be for the purpose of deception,

thus hoping that a better price may be secured than If an

honest packing were followed. But buyers or consumers

don't care to be " caught " the second time, so ever after once

being "bitten" they will think it necessary to be on the watch

for faced honey when buying.

It Is hardly necessary for us to repeat that we are wholly

against facing cases of honey. Every honest man should be.

There is altogether too much deception in the world, and just
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because people have been brought up to expect to be defrauded

is no excuse for any one practicing a dishonest thing.

We are pleased to see the unanimity with which the

honey-dealers of the various cities have responded to our re-

quest, and the general agreement existing among them aleng

the lines of packing and grading comb honey. They know

that what is good for the bee-keeper is also good for them-

selves, hence their advice to so grade and put up comb

honey for market that a reputation for honest packing and

good quality may be establisht.

We trust that our readers may profit by the discussion of

the questionable practice of " facing comb honey."

Dr. a. B. Mason, of Lucas Co., Ohio, writing us June
13, said : "White clover is in full bloom, but bees are get-

ting very little surplus."

Mr. M. Woodabd, of Mecosta Co., Mich., wrote us

June 14

:

" Bees are doing fine at present. Prospects are good.

The ' Old Reliable ' is ' out of sight.' "

Mr. O. L. Perdew, of Marshall Co., III., wrote us June
10:

" I like the American Bee Journal very much, and would
not be without it for ten times its cost."

Messrs. Van Allen & Williams, of Crawford Co., Wis.,

writing us June 14, reported their bees doing remarkably
well at that time. They are the manufacturers of the Wil-

liams' Automatic Honey Extractor, and also dealers in queen-
bees. See their advertisement in another column.

Mr. Wm. p. Collins, of Lincoln Co., Nebr., called on

us last Friday, June 17. He is a railroad man, but finds time

to do quite a good deal with bees. He says they have a great

country out there for bees, with simply miles of alfalfa and
sweet clover. Mr. Collins has traveled quite extensively in

this country, but seems to think " there's no place like home."

Dr. C. C. Miller, of McHenry Co., 111., wrote us as fol-

lows last week :

" More than three weeks ago" the first clover blossom ap-

peared, but there's less honey in the hives now than at that

time. For days it has been rainy and cloudy, sometimes hot,

but always wet and cloudy. Yesterday was the first day for

some time that was clear, and the bees improved it by busily

driving out the drones. To-day (June 15) it is cold enough
for winter clothing. White clover bloom is fairly plenty, but

it's a question whether there's honey in it. The market price

of granulated sugar begins to interest me."

Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan, a few days before sailing from
Kew York for England, June 11, dropt us a few lines, ex-

pressing their appreciation and enjoyment of the afternoon

drive Mr. Kreutzinger and the writer gave them (Mr. and Mrs.
Cowan) Mny 2(), when they were in Chicago. (By the way,
that date was wrongly printed " May 2 " on page 360.) Mr.

Cowan also wrote that they had a pleasant visit with Dr.

Mason, at Toledo, and with the Roots, and regretted not being
able to prolong their stay so as to take in Mr. Hutchinson as

well. We shall always remember with much pleasure meet-

ing Mr. and Mrs. Cowan. '

Xlie Xanies and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscription.^,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Honey for Cooking.—Cynthia E. Tayne thinks honey is

better than sugar for canning fruit, and especially in black-

raspberry pies. For apple-pies and for cake she uses part

honey.—Gleanings.

Pollen in Winter is consumed by bees, as shown by the

investigations of Dr. Ciesielski, who found pollen-hulls in

winter feces; but he agrees with the general view that they

may be wintered without pollen.

To Increase Brood-Rearing, it is said many bee-keepers

slide under the combs a slice of black bread soakt in honey,

the bees not only taking the honey but bread as well, being

thereby stimulated to greater energy in brood-rearing.

—

Centralblatt.

Immunity from Snake-Poison.—Th. Weippl, editor of

Bienen-Vater, quotes from an Austrian paper, without vouch-

ing for its truth, the statement that a French chemist inocu-

lated dogs with poison extracted from bees, and the dogs were
then unharmed by the bite of deadly snakes.

Early Taking Out.—C. W. Post took out the first 66 col-

onies Feb. 11, leaving the balance in the cellar till March 5
to 12. He thinks if there was any difference it was in favor

of those first taken out. They were packt after being taken

out of the cellar, and for top packing he likes another colony.

—Canadian Bee Journal.

Bearing the Market.—The sleepy writer that hails from

Naptown, in Progressive Bee-Keeper, enters a very wide-

awake protest against the custom of bringing down prices by

making big reports in advance as to the crop. Some large

dealers send out letters of inquiry in advance, and bee-keepers

report great expectations, thus pulling down prices.

Preparation for Winter.— " Some of our forehanded bee-

keepers begin preparations this month for the coming winter

by securing extra combs of sealed honey for winter stores."

—

Editorial in American Bee-Keeper. Nothing particularly orig-

inal in that, Mr. Hill, but all the same it is one of those things

that needs to be thrust in the faces of many a veteran as well

as novice.

Objections to Separator3.—"Not only are sections less

plump in appearance when built with separators," says Adrian

Getaz, in Revie.w, " but they are in some cases a hindrance to

the bees, as when the temperature is so low in the supers that

the bees must cluster in large bunches to produce the wax.

He thinks it possible that the fence separator may not be thus

objectionable."

Contraction.-Editor Hutchinson is very emphatic that

contraction of the brood-nest is never practiced with an estab-

lisht colony, only at time of hiving a swarm. At such time to

give full room in the brood-chamber would retard work in the-

super, hence the custom of giving a swarm only part of its

complement of frames at hiving. He objects to Editor Roofs

calling contraction a fad.

Laying Workers Using Worker-Cells.- -M. Devauchelle

having said that laying workers deposit eggs only in drone-

cells. Dr. C. C. Miller replies, in I'Apiculteur, that such is the

fact when drone-cells are present, but in the absence of drone-

cells they use worker-cells, in that case laying one egg in a

cell regularly, so that the work cannot be distinguisht from

that of a fertile queen until the brood is sealed.

The Bee-Master Roof —A roof for bee hives is given in

The Bee-Master, that the editor warrants rain-proof, although

it maybe full of cracks of any size up to one-fourth inch.

Make a roof sloping from the top both ways at an angle of 45
degrees, letting the boards run up and down, and making sure

that the eaves project over the hive. The editor says the rain

will run down the cracks, but will not drop into the hive.

Specific Gravity of Honey seems a rather unsettled prob-

lem. Delos Wood, of California, in Gleanings, says he has
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never sold a can of extracted honey that didn't weigh 12
pounds or more to the gallon. He thinlcs the ones who sell un-
ripened honey are those who wait till it is sealed. When
sealed it ripens very slowly, and when honey is coming with a
rush the bees will not wait till it is thoroughly ripened before
sealing. Editor Root thinks conditions In California may be
different from those of the ea=t..

Systematic Pilfering.—The editor of the Canadian Bee
Journal complains that the practice of appropriating good
446a'S without giving proper credit Is getting quite too com-
m5la. As a good deal has been said about publishing names
of dishonest honey-dealers, why not publish names of dishonest
editors as well ? But by all means, Mr. Holtermann, be sure
you first follow the instruction given by the Great Teacher, in

Matthew XVIII, IS.

The Schenk Theory of Controlling Sex by the nutri-
ment given the mother before conception, which has stirred
up some little dust among bee-keepers, has been characterized
by scientific men at its true worth, to use Haeckel's words, as
"Much ado obout nothing." The secret of the whole thing
lies in one word—business. In one week 150,000 copies of
the book containing Schenk's theory have been sold at 75
cents each.—Bienen-Vater.

Poisoned Honey.—A writer in Australian Bee-Bulletin
says: "The public need not fear eating honey on the score
that it may contain Paris green as an ingredient, because the
Paris green will poison the bees before they can bring it home
to have it stored in the cell.... In brief, no danger from
poisoned honey is possible, because what will poison a human
being will effectually poison a bee, and prevent it from storing
the honey containing the poison."

Burn Foul-Broody Combs.—Not only should they be
burnt, but burnt in such way that no remains can be workt
upon by the bees. N. E. France reports, in Review, that he
has seen a large pile of refuse from a solar extractor where
diseased combs were melted, and bees were working freely on
the pile ; and he had seen cases of disease that had come from
the same. His plan is to build a fire in a hole on level ground,
burn all diseased material on the coals, then fill up the hole.

"Why is Honey so Low in Price P is a question discust in
the American Bee-Keeper, by G. M. Doolittle and Ed. .ToUey,
a picture of the latter on page 101 making it seem that said
Jolley might with entire propriety leave the "e"out of his
name. As nearly as can be made out by everyday bee-keepers,
Mr. Doolittle ascribes low prices to trusts and the accumula-
tion of capital in the hands of the few, while he of the jovial
name thinks bee-keepers are to blame for lack of co-operation.

Equalizing Colonies.—L. Wolff says he has experienced
no loss of queens by making a weak colony exchange places
with a strong one, provided he made the exchange at the be-
ginning of a honey-flow and in the middle of the day when
most bees were in flight. Another means he has employed to
equalize colonies is to put a feed dish under a strong colony,
and when well covered with bees take it to a weak colony, re-
peating as often as necessary. But with movable combs the
object is more easily accomplisht by giving combs of sealed
brood.—Central blatt.

Suspicious of Too Clean Sections.—W. H. RItter reports
in the Progressive Bee-Keeper that he sells sections better
without cleaning. On his market the beautifully cleaned sec-
tions are lookt upon with suspicion. All artificial I Made at
a factory at St. Louis. He says, " When I begin to open up a
case of my honey at the hotel or on a groceryman's counter,
taking out a row of sections, then a division-board, all stuck
up with bee-glue, then you will hear the bystanders talk :

'O, there's the sure-enough honey. No bogus honey about
that.' " So he isn't interested in section-cleaners.

Two Stray Straws from Gleanings.—When trying to ex-
plain how a queen can see to lay in the right place on the
opposite side of the comb, why not decide that she simply
takes the warmest spot for her laying ? [There may be some-
thing in this.

—

Ed.]
A screwdriver is too thick and blunt to take off supers. I

had one ground sharp, the bevel running back more than an
inch, and it is tip-top But I'm ready for a better general tool.
[Such a screwdriver would be far better than one with the
regulation point, I am very sure.

—

Ed.]

FOR THE READERS OF THE
AMERICAX BEE JOURNAL.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of • Bees and Bee-Keeping-," " Pleasurable Bee-Keeplng," etc.

Mr. White is owner of one of the largest apiaries in the
country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-

ject. He is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils in England. He will treat

the subject in a

Series of Miie Illustrated Articles

:

1. General and lutroductory. 4. Swarming:. 7. Superlng.
Z. BeeH. 5. Hives. 8. Dlseaseti.
3. Handliug Bees. 6. Foundation. 9. Wintering

This will be a series of practical articles that bee-keepers
of the United States will not want to miss reading. They are
copyrighted by Mr. White, and will appear only in the Ameri-
can Bee Jourkal, beginning in July.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the
last six months of 1S98, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of

this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical

English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

The balance of 1§9S for only 40 cents

—

To a KEW Subscriber—thus making it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent in stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber
already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get
their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,

your choice ofJoNE of the following list, for each new 40-cent
subscriber you send:

For Sending ONE 'Sew 40-cent Subscriber:

10 Foul Brood—by Dr. Howard
11 Silo and Silage—by Prof. Cook
13 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood—by A. K. Kohnke
14 Muth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 20 • Honey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 Kural Life

1 Wood Binder for a Tear's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-CUpplnir Device
3 Handbook of Health—Dr.Foote
4 Poultry for Market—Fan. Field
5 Turkeys for Market—Fan. Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor—Fan. Field
7 Capons and Caponlzlng—Field
8 Kendall's Horse-Book
9 Mullen's Horse-Book

For Sending TWO IVew 40-cent Subscribers:

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four Books
3 Kopp's Commercial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeplng for

Profit
5 40 "Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Problem In Bee-Keeplng

—by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's "Bee-Keeplng for
Beginners "

9 Blenen-Kultur—German
10 Bees and Honey—160 pages—

by Newman
11 People's Atlas of the World

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send In

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a
premium ; but we will begin the subscription just as soon as

it is sent in, which will secure several June numbers in addi-

tion to the last 6 months of this year, provided the subscription

is forwarded to us at once.
If you want your bee-keeping neighbors to be certain of

getting all the numbers of the last 6 months of 1898, you
had better get their subscriptions in before July i, as we
may run out of copies before the end of that month.

Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest

list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do so.

GEOROE W. YORK &, CO.,
lis Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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*^A Ejueeply Deceiver/^
"He fools his customers by sendlD? more

Ihan is expected."—See page 103. current vol-
ume Bee Journal, and ask lor the free pamph-
let referred to. I am now prepared to flU or-
ders promptly with fine yellow-to-the-tip
QUEENS, or daughters of Imported stock
mated to golden drones, at 'loc each. Purely-
mated Queens reared from the best stock and
by the best method known, is what I furnish,
and will prove It to all who give me a chance.
Money Order OfiBce, WarrentOQ.

Address. W. H. PRIDGEN.
2-3Atf Creek, Warren County, N. C.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Bees for Sale
in Indiana I

Italian Bees ia 8-frame Langrstroth hives.
Per colony $5.00; 5 or more at one time J4..'30
per colony. I bave only a limited numoer for
sale. They are strong colonies, and ready for
business. Address, W. H. WATTS,
19Atf Rods, l^ake Co., Ind.

Excelsior Iiicubator

aiid Broader Cheap
200 eggs capacity. Good as new. Used
for only two hatches. Everything com-
plete. Will sell it forTWENTY DOI.1.ARS, half the cost price
Address, P. 'W. DUNNE,

River Forest, Cook Co., III.

Texas Queens fmVM\
Best honey-gathering strain In America.

Tested, $1.50. Untested, $1.00. Write for a
Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEE - KEEPEKS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory in the

Send for Catalog.

FRED A. DALTON,
Wat,ker, Vernon Co., Mo.lA26t

SAtf

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens in April and May, $1.00. Un-
tested, 75c. Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,,
GRANGER, MINN.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Hone}' - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indiana.V'J^fOVDtftij,'

nilCCMQ Italian stock. Untested. 70c each;
^ULLIIO 3 tor $2.00. After July 1. 50 cents
each; tested, $1.00 each. Root's Ooods at
Root's Prices. Prompt shipment and satis-
faction guaranteed. Catalog free.
^ THEODORE BENDER,
20Atf Canton, Ohio.

t:e3:e i=Ij^2^ce
TO GET YOnR

ZtZ: QUEENS r^r:
Is or H. G. QVIRIN, of Bellevae, Obio.
Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to furnish the
best of Queens—Golden Italian — Doollttle's
strain—warranted purely mated, 7.^c each ; 6
for$t. After June. 50c; 6 for $2.75. Leather
Colored same price. Safe arrival. Will run
1.200 Nuclei, so there will be no waiting for
your Queens. 23A16t
Please mention Bee Journal when •writing.

m>)ai^^^rm^i^.^m^yiTmni^li'j^\i

Bees Doing Well.

Bees are doinK splendidly In this sec-

tion. There are indications of a great
honey crop this year. All we want is for

the weather to continue favorable.
White clover is very abundant. They
say there has not been anything lilfe it

for years—it is simply clover everywhere.
Sweet clover also is of great promise. I

will write later. H. A. Small.
Ontario, Canada, June 9.

Bees Help the Peach Crop.

Our bees have not as much honey as

they had a month ago. It is so showery.
The flow here from fruit-bloom was very
light. I have had only one swarm to

date. Our peach-trees are very full of

fruit, while those of our neighbors fiave

but few, owing, no doubt, in part, to the
close proximity of the bees. ^^

Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria Co., 111., .Tune 11.

Wet Weather—Loss by Old Q,ueens.

I am very much pleased with the Bee
Journal ; it has been of practical val'je

to me, and that is what counts. My
winter and spring loss in bees this year
has been the heaviest since I have been
ifeeping bees—six years—nearly 40 per
cent. Old queens were mostly the cause.
What bees I have left are all strong, and
doing as well as the wet spring weather
will let them. P. E. Henry.
Harrison Co., Iowa, June 11.

Utah's Foul Brood Law.
On page 332, Mr.Volkert, of Virginia,

after offering a few comments on the
above law, asks if I would tell why
Utah's bee-keepers can't guard them-
selves as well as an inspector.

In the first place I would ask Mr. V.
how the bee-keepers of any State could
interfere with the bees of any person, no
matter how desperate the case, or how
much his own bees might need protec-
tion ? What could be done without some
law for their protection and guidance ?

If all bee-keepers were educated or in-

formed in regard to this matter there
would be no trouble, but unfortunately
they are not, and to think that they will

be is too much to expect in the near
future. We know of too many instances
where bee-keepers, or rather bee-owners,
having bees in box-hives, that became
diseased and spread the same through-
out the neighborhood, causing much
trouble and loss; hence the necessity, at
least as far as Utah's bee-keepers are
concerned, of having a law that will pro-
tect the bee-industry,

I called on a bee-keeper having a large
apiary, who came from a State less than
a thousand miles from where Mr. V.
lives, and altho he Is a bee-keeper of -10

years' experience, I found him actually
dividing foul-broody colonies. The re-

sult was that I received the thanks of

the bee-keeper in question, and others in

the neighborhood.
As the Utah law requires that all the

inspectors shall bo nominated or peti-

tioned for by the bee-keepers them-
selves, there is not much danger of an

Sweet I Clover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

59) lOIb 258) 50Ib
Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 $2.25 $4.00
Alslke Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 6.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Young Tested Italian Qncens fach!.!.!

I have a fine lot of them, and can fill orders
promptly. Address.

F. F. MORROW, Wallaceburff, Ark,
34Alf Please mention the Bee Journal.

IHllfl/(!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'lUlU tS Square mass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepebs' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
iu stamps. Apply to~

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

ITALIAN QUEENS bred for lioney-Kathering by
the best methods, with no blicfe bees in my apiary;
niismiiteil Queens are rare. Untested, .'>iic each; $5
doz. After July 1, 45c. or $4.50 duz. Tested, 75c each
or 3 for $2. Send for circular. Safe arrival.

W. J, FOREHAND.
25A8t Fort Deposit, Ala.

Goldenlltalian^Queens Cheap

!

Two-frame Nucleus, with Queen, $2.25.
If you want BliES FOR BUSINESS,
send for my Catalog of prices
l8Ett j F. MICHAEL, Greenville, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

For nieetingr Baptist Voung:
People's Union,

AtBuflalo, N.Y., July 14-17, the Nickel

Plate Road will sell tickets at rates lower

than via other lines. The accommoda-
tions are strictly first-class in every par-

ticular, and it will be to your advantage
to communicate with the General Agent,
111 Adams Street, Chicago, before pur-

chasing your ticket. Telephone Main
3389. (28)

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bek
JouBNAi,. Then please call upon them
ind get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

Ne-w Train Service to Buftalo
Nickel Plate Road train No. 6, from

the Van Buren Street Passenger Station,

Chicago (on the Loop,) 2:55 p.m., daily,

with Buffalo sleeper, arriving in that

city at 7:-l:() the following morning.
Through New York sleeper on the same
train, via Lickawanna Road, Buffalo to

New York, arriving early next evening.

Three through trains daily, at convenient
hours, to Fort Wayne, Cleveland, Erie,

Buffalo, New York and Boston. Rates
lower than via other lines. City ticket

office. Ill Adams St., and Auditorium
Annex. Tel. Main 8389. (33—24-2)
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Qiieen-Clipping Device Free

The MoQette Qiieen-Clip-

pine device is a fine thing
for use in catching and cllp-

piog queens' wings. We mail

it for SO cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00 ; or for Sl-lO we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEOBGE W. "iORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best

and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^^^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - • Chicago>

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Suplies at Bottom Prices.

'• Bee-Keeping for BepriiiDera.'' price 50 cents,

imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Augnsta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-OUR PRICES

ing the new
Champion Cliall-Hive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you *$**

K. H. SCHniDT k CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

I»" IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his
,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

liberal Discounts to the Trade.

fnt 7 T T
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Be It Known
To all inen, we are prepared
to fill orders promptly lor

CHOICE QUEENS ^t^.'^L^^of

Oolden or I^eatber-Colored Italians....

Tested $1 00: Untested—one. 75c; three,
$1.50. After July 1, 50c eaih. Remit by Ex-
press Money Order, payable at Barnum. Wis.
One and two-cent stamps taken. Address.

"Wmm, Mllen €• WllllaEnte,
25Atf BARNUM, WIS.
Ple.ise mention Bee Journal when writing.

ILe tvi-st la * but makes tl.e KiUitlmna Fi'nce

nous. With our Duploi Automatio Macbinojoul
can make 100 atjlea aud 60 rii.li por day of the I

B«l WoTPD WiroFpnceon Enrth.l
Hor3.^high. null-'lri.ns. P1c-ti?ht

F0R18<^PER ROD
Chicken fi-nre 10c. aalitiilrproor|

fence ICc. and a guod Hug frnce

for 12o. per tod. IMain, Coiled

Spring and Earl)e<l Wire to farm-

ers M wholesftlo prices. Catalotruo

FREE for the wking. Address.
|

45Dtf Pleaae mention the Bee Journal.

Two Special Offers.

As explained in former ads., publishers

can afford to put forth extra efforts in

securing new subscribers ; as the major-

ity remain, once they become subscribers

to a good journal. It is from this point

of view that I make the following offers:

Ofler No. 1.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Re-
view who will send
me $3.00. 1 will send
the Review one Year
and 1,000 strictly
flrstclass. snow-white
one-piece Sections.
After accepting this
offer If any one wish-
es to buy more sec-
tions, I will furnish
them at the following
prices: 1.000. J"?.75:
2,000 for$5.-25; 3,000
for $7.50: 5,000 for
$12 00. Sections will
be shlpt from any
of the following
points: Flint, Mich.;
Chicago, 111.; Medina,
O. ; Jamestown, N. Y.

;

HlgglnsviUe, Mo., or
Omaha, Neb.

Offer No. 2.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Re-
view who will send
me $1.50, 1 win send
the Review one year
and a fine, tested
Italian Queen. Pur-
chasers may have
either the bright,
golden strain, or the
dark leather-colored
reared from imported
mothers. After ac-
cepting this offer, if

any one wishes more
queens, they will be
furnisht at the fol-
lowing prices: Single
queen, 90 cto.; :i tor
$2.65; 6 for$5.00; 12
or more at 7.-3C each.
Orders will be filled

In rotation, and sate
arrival guaranteed.

If you are not acquainted with the Re-

view, and wish to see it before subscrib-

ing, send 10 cents for three late but dif-

ferent issues, and the 10 cents may
apply on any subscription sent in during

1898. W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
Flint, Mich.

fmmmfmm
My KetuFEi Mail.

strictly 5 band or Golden Beauties. Untested,
50 cents. Te8tei>. $1.00.

25A8t TERRAL BROS., Lampasas, Texas.

One Fare for the Round Xrip
To Buffalo, N. Y., and return, account
Baptist Young People's Uuion meeting,
July 14-17. Rates lower than via other
lines. For full information call on or
address J. Y'. Calahan, General Agent,
111 Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone
3389 Main. (30

up the feed that is given them, and
liquid feed only makes the matter worse.

What is the use of rearing bees to eat

what you have given them ? The smaller

a colony of bees can be kept the better,

in a dry season like this, providing they

can sustain life until a honey season
comes. It has not been as dry here for

25 years, old settlers say.

Cybus C. Aldeich.
Riverside Co., Calif., June 8,

Unfavorable Season.

I have 18 colonies of Italians, but the

season is very unfavorable.
H. RiSHER,

Ouachita Co., La., June 13.

Artificial Q,ueen-CeUs by Kersten.

I always believed that Doolittle was
the inventor and first maker of artificial

queen-cells, but the Nordl. Bztg. declares

that a blacksmith by the name of Kers-

ten, in Biegen, Brandenburg, Germany,
was the first. He exhibited his cells 26
years ago in Halle. But little notice

was given him. H. Rohes.
Rock Co., Wis.

Outlook Not Encouraginpr.

It looks as if we were not going to get

any honey harvest. The bees are only

making a living now, and I had to feed

during May, some little, to keep starva-

tion down. It is too wet and cool. The
small red clover did not bloom, and my
Alsike is not hurting itself in blooming,
and the bees didn't visit it very strong.

The only thing we can depend upon now
is the second crop of small red clover

and the first blooming of sappling or pea-

vine clover. I have 30 acres for my bees

to visit, with blue thistle along the Poto-

mac river and the mountain. About lOO
to 125 acres of Alsike was sowed by
neighbor farmers. I got the leaflets on
Alsike, and gave them out to the neigh-

bors last summer at picnics, and my
brother, S. J. Hammond, raised about
17 bushels of seed and sold It to our
neighbors.

I am not discouraged in the least, as I

was so lucky as to hold my wheat crop
of 1897—over 1,100 bushels—and got

SI. 25 per bushel; and sold my last

year's crop of honey in Washington,
D. C, for 15 cents a section. It netted

me almost fourteen cents.

L. A. Hammond.
Washington Co., Md., June 7.

Young Queens Swarming—Carniolans

Page 346, June 2, says :
" But when

a young queen is reared in a colony, he
(Gravenhorst) has never known such
young queen to swarm that year." I

have just had such instance. May 19 I

divided a colony, making three. I put

one of the new ones In the old stand, and
removed the old queen and colony some
distance. The one on the old stand be-

came very strong through desertions

from the other two hives, and June 4
swarmed, thus making a third colony

from one old colony, each of the three

new colonies now having queens just

reared.
Perhaps Dr. Miller can tell me why

the new queens are dark when the

mother is very yellow (leather-colored),

and rears yellow hees.

Apropos of Carniolans (page 342), my
experience so far Is not satisfactory. I

have one colony that has not workt a

\ Book Reeomniended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEWIeTHOD
Its Mealtb aad IDfsease.
By W. E Forest, M. D., 13th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Putsician, and as

A Ouide to Health.
It makes the way from Weakness to
Strength so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings osinnot be siclc. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a drng
treatment.

All Ciironlc Diseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the '^ Xtv/' J/ei7(o(/.s " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
sumptive have been entirely cured.
While for Rhenmatism, Indig'es-
tion, OyKpepsia, Constipation,
>ysentary, I/iver and Kidney
'I'roiibles, Catarrli. Emacia-
tion, General Oehllity, Nerv-
ous Exhaustion, IHseases Pe-
culiar to Women, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A <3iuarantee.

So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods" thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Xhe IVevv Edition

is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 300 pages^
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was $3..50, we sell this at $1.00, postpaid.

PREx1IIU:VI OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOBGr W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing
Kdglng-up, Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Bold OD Trial. Catalo^ne Free.

SENE:r!A FALLS nPG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

—.^ ITALIAN ^—
AND

CARNIOLAN QUEENS,
Three or fivobanded—Untested, 50c: Tested,
75c. Warranted purely mated. Safe arrival
guaranteed. Postoffice Money Orders made
payable at Caldwell. Address,

24Atf Clirle»iuan, Texas.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

UNION
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lick in the supers—has not even drawn
out several sheets of foundation given
them, but has reared drones and queens-
galore, and had almost swarmed itself

10 death till I got in and cut out about
15 queen-cells. The swarms cluster in

the hive for a week or more before
breaking and going to work.

Geo. H. Stipp.

Santa Clara Co., Calif.

Killed Off Drones—Italianizing.

We have had too much rain for the

bees in this locality. Some had a few
swarms in May, but most of the colonies

have killed their droues, which we think
says " honey is scarce." But if we get

some fair weather soon, we may get some
surplus from white clover. If that
should get washt out as much as the
fruit-bloom did, the bees will have to

hustle to live. But what is our loss may
be somebody else's gain, by way of a
better price.

1 am a beginner in the late style of

handling bees, but was reared with bees
in the old log and box-hive style, but by
the help I could gather from the Ameri-
can Bee .Tournal and its contributors, I

have learned to rear some queens, and
have been successful in introducing the

most of them. I had an imported Italian

queen and am rearing my own from her
for my little apiary. I think I can soon
raise up my stock to a better grade.

A. A. HousER.
McDonough Co., III., June 13.

Bees Barely Making a Living.

White clover has been in full bloom
for the two past weeks, and yet bees
were barely making a living.

Wm. Russell.
Hennepin Co., Minn., June 15.

Working in th.e Supers.

I am having some fun with the bees at
present— swarming, etc. They are work-
ing in the supers nicely now. We are
having lots of rain. A. J. Freeman.
Neosho Co., Kan., June 13.

Bisulplxide of Carbon—Paralysis.

I have been conducting some experi-
ments in the use of bisulphide of carbon
in relation to bee-keeping. Even strong
colonies in this climate will harbor the
egg of the wax-moth, and this makes an
item worth studying—how to preserve
the frames of comb and honey other
than allowing the beps to care for them.

I have found that 1 could tier the ex-
tra supers eight high with a close-fitting

bottom, and a 3-inch rim between the
top and the last super, place a saucer
with four ounces of the liquid on the
top of the frames of the top super, first

sprinkling two ounces of naptbaline
among the frames, and that pile of 80
frames was safe for two months, when
it is necessary to renew the bisulphide
of carbon.
A word of caution is necessary in re-

gard to the return of the combs to the
bees. I found that altho only a slight

trace of the foul-smelling stuli hung to

the combs, it was enough to kill many of

the bees in a colony. I gave two frames
to them without first giving the frames
a thorough airing.

A colony having developt paralysis so

as to cease to be of value, I shook onto
frames of foundation, introduced a new

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Eeepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tlie Largest Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material Is cut from^patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'wbitest
BasS'wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

We want —
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To have a copy of.

VlAli Our 1898 Catalog \\it\h

I^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Aeeut for the Soiitiiwesl

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believlog^
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas

lag goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get
tlDg a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,

we have establlsht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St.. Omaha
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Hlgginsviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

colored trauPi^arent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other first-

clas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

^^"Progressive Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25o. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address.
^^^^ MannfactBrliig Company, ^^mXl\!till^%t.,SL.x..,^.^..

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is Simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully lUusirated. and all written In the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to t be whole bee-world to re-

quire any introduction. No bee-keeper Is

fully equipped, or Ills library complete, with-
out" The Bee-Keeper's Guide,"

GEORGE W. YORK &

Given For 2 New Subscribers.

The following offer is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to ttie two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J'J.uoi, and we will mall YOn a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forjl.25,
or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only J1.7o. But surely
anybody can get only '2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo" as a premium. Let everybody try for if
Will you have one ''

CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.

Xtie Baptist Voungf People's
Union

Will be pleased with a ride to Buffalo
and return over the Nickel Plate Road.
Choice of water or rail route between
Cleveland and Buffalo, within final limit

of ticket. Call on or address J. Y. Cala-

han, General Agent, 111 Adams Street,

Chicago, for particulars. Telephone
a389 Main, (29)

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels

of very best Bass-wood Extrac-

ted Honey, weighinf; net about 280 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

Geo. W. York & Co., 118 Mich. St . Chicago.Ill.
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PRINTED
Envelopes and Letter-Heads.

We have put In a new small Job Printing
Frees on which to print our own stationer}',

circulars, etc., and while being- able to do this

we may as well do some work for our readers,
It thev will favor us with their orders. If you
want Envelopes or Letter-Heads, send 2-cent
stamp for samples and prices. We will matte
right prices for neat, good work. All orders
ca.n be filled by express, atsirall charge, as the
weight would noi be great.

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

Southern Home Of the Honey-Bee
win continue to rear none but the BEST
QUEENS. Untested, 50 cents; Tested, $1.00.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER, Prop.,
President of National Queen-Breeders' Union,
24Atf Beevllle, Texas.

Wliolesale
and Retail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax TJtlrmi A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEES1VAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AlKJUSTA, WIS.

tlie best
us of bees

Ibis
tryQUEENSti

I make the rearing of Queens a specialty.
Untested, either 3 or o-bwnded, 65 cents each.
Tested. 9.-) cents each. DAMEL WURTH,
Falmouth. Rush Co., Ind. 24A:it

riease mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog. MI.VSESOTA BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLY .MFC. 0(1„ Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

RF.F\f Florida Italian ((IIFFJST

Tested Queens. $1 .00 each ; Untested, 50c.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. £.. CARRIINGTON,
llAtf De Funiak Springs, Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Van Deusen Thin
Foundation...
We have several 25-pound boxes of Van

Deusen Thin Plat-Bottom Comb Foundation
for sale, at $12.50 per box. This Founda-
tion Is preferred by many. As we have only
a few boxes of It, an order for same should be
sent promptly. Address Tlie A. I. Root Co.
118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

queen, and after fumigating the old

combs of brood and honey, returned

them, and have not seen any signs as

yet of the return of the disease. The
bisulphide of carbon seems to destroy the

germ even in its early stages.

I could not detect that the fumigation

of comb honey injured It in any way,

unless there was a slight shrinking of

the air-cells under the cappings, while

one such fumigation is sufBcient, de-

stroying even the eggs of the moth as

sulphur will not do.

I wish to call the attention of bee-

keepers to the use of bisulphide of car-

bon, thinking that some one of the fra-

ternity will find that foul-broody combs
will be cleansed by fumigation with it,

since it would appear that It is a cure

for paralysis. W. B. Chapman.
Orange Co., Calif,, June 11,

Very 'Wet 'Weather.

Our bees have wintered well, but so

far we have had it very wet, and they

could not get out much, making it nec-

essary to feed them to keep up brood-

rearing. I had one swarm June S, and
had to feed them the next day.

Sandfokd Hartman.
Lincoln Co., Neb., June 12.

Southern Honey-Plants.

Please give me the names and honey
qualities of the enclosed flower. The
first grows very thick in the pine mead-
ows and looks at a distance like immense
fields of grain, but I have been unable
to find bees upon it, tho the long drouth
may account for that.

The second is the blossom of a tree

that grows in low, swampy places, along
branches or ravines, and is quite eagerly

sought by the bees. I do not think it is

ti-ti, as that bloomed here over a month
ago, tho it may belong to the same
family. Ernest W, Halstead.
Ocean Co., Miss,, June 6.

Plant No. 1 has, so far as I can deter-

mine, no common name. In scientific

language it is known as Lophiola Ameri-
cana and belongs to the Amaryllis fam-
ily—a family nearly allied to the lilies,

and is without honey value, so far as I

am able to find out, altho possibly fur-

nishing nectar.

No. 2 is the Southern " leatherwood "

or "ironwood," (Cyrilla racemiflora), a,

very near relative of the sumacs, and
hence doubtless a good honey-plant, as

are the sumacs themselves. It also has,

on the other hand, a near kinship to the

hoUys common in the South. I can find

no reference to it in any honey authority

I have, and hence it Is doubtless an un-

tested plant. H. S. Pepoon.

Another Iiuprovemeiit in
Xraiti Ser'vice

On Nickel Plate Road, train No. 6 leav-

ing Van Buren Street PassengerStation,
Chicago (on the Loop,) at 2:'o5 p. m.

daily, for Buffalo and local stations, with

Buffalo sleeper. Also New York sleeper

via Nickel Plate and Lackawanna Roads.
Rates always the lowest. The excellent

train service to Boston and New York
City, with through day coaches and
sleeping-cars to New York City and
through sleeping-cars to Boston, and the

excellent dining-car service, will con-

tinue as heretofore. (34—24-2)

HONEY and BEESWAX
IVIARKET QUOXAXIOWS.

Chicag'o, June 18.—Not any new honey
here, and the old stock Is about exhausted.
Market values about as last quoted for what
little is being done. K. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, June 9.—Fancy white comb.
12c. No. 1 while comb lie; No. 2 white and
amber, 10c: dark, 9o. Extracted, white. 5^4®
6c: amber, 5@5!4c; dark, 4@4)4c. Beeswax,
20@25c.
Stock of 189* comb and extracted honey all

sold. We have just received a shipment of
white comb from Florida, the first of the
season. O. C Olemons & Co.

Cincinnati, June 9.—Demand is slow for
all kinds ot honey, especially comb. Prices
for best white comb honey. 10 to 13 cents.
Extracted honey brings 3V4 to 6c, according to
quality. Beeswax in good demand at 25 to
•-iSc lor good to choice ye low.

Chas. F. MniH & SON.

Boston, Jane 9.—Fancy white In cartons.
13c. : A No. 1 white in glass-front cases, 11 to
12c.: No. 1, 10 to lie: No. 2, 8 to 9o. Ex-
tracted, white. 6 to 7c: light amber, 5 to 6c.
Beeswax, pure, in good demand with very
light supply, 30c.
At the present time the demand for both

comb and extracted honey is very light with
but little stock on hand.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, June 9.—Fancy white. 12 to
12)40.: No. 1, lie; No. 1 amber, 9 to lOc;
buckwheat, 8c. Extracted, white, 6o. ; amber.
4 to 5c. A. B. Williams & Co,

San Francisco, June 9.—White comb, 8V4
to lOc; amber, 6^ to 7i4c. Extracted, white,
5H@6c. ; light amber, 4=^ to 5>4c. Beeswax,
23@25c
The market is lightly stockt and in all prob-

ability will remain so throughout the season
now opening, as very little honey will be pro-
duced In this State the current year. Sup-
plies now offering are principally comb.
Values for both comb and extracted are be-
ing well sustained at the prevailing rates.
With no active Inquiry for beeswax from
any quarter, the market Is easy in tone,
despite the light stocks here and in the In-

terior.

Detroit, June 9. — Fancy white honey is

lower and now quoted at He. No. 1, 9@10c;
fancy dark, 7@8c; No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@6c; dark. 4(a5c. Beeswax
27(a38c.
There are no changes in quotations, and

very little desirable honey left. Sales are so
slow that it Is ditlicult to quote. The poor lots
are being pusht at what they will bring.

M. H. Hunt.

Uinneapolis. June 9 —Honey much more
encouraging. Fa.ncy white clover comb is

selling here now at 10)4@ll>4c. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 5 >4@6c; amber, 5c;
dark. 4@4!4c.
Outlook tor honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hall &C0.

Indianapolis, June 9. — Fancy white
11 to 13c.; No 1. 10 to He; fancy amber. 9 to
lOc. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is

In good demand. Walter S. PonDER.

Milwaukee, June 9.—Fancy Ipound sec-
tions. ll@12c; A No. 1, 10@H cents; No. 1

8@10c; amber. 8@8>4c; dark. 7@7^o. White
extracted In barrels and kegs, 5H@6c; amber,
5@5!4c. Beeswax, 26@28o. 113
The demand lor honey continues very good

Indeed, and values fairly sustained. While the
best grades are most salable, the inferior
grades meet attention, and the movements
are quite satisfactory. A. 'V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, June 9. — There is a very good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to He: other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c.. and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount of honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. Batterson & Co.

St. Louis, JuDe 10.—Fancy white comb.
10 to He: No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to lOc; dark,
8 to 9e Extracted, white. 5 Vi to6c. : amber,
5to6!4c.: dark,4to4Hc. Beeswax, 20 to 22o.

Westcott Com. Co,
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i^^Talk about

.... Coinb FouIldatio^
WE can now furnish the very best that can

be made from pure wax. OnrNeTr Pro-
cess of Milling; enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Sweet.
It i§ the kind that does not sag.
It is the kind you want.
If you once try It you will have no other.

Samples lurnlsht FKKE. Large Illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

jauestown, n. y.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-
tice, anything; in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

1^" Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Elverytlilng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In

W' America. We supply Deal-
_ ' ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Mer-State Manufacturins Co.

B<;DS0N, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods ^*Ii"e'.l1?.'''-

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
tor use another season. It will va,y you to
send mi3 list of Goods wanted. M. H. HUNT
Cash for Beeswax. Bei.l Branch. Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I AEISE
TO SAY to the reaaers
L of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOIilTTIiE
has concluded to sell

—BBBS and gUKBNB—
In tbetr eeason, during
1898, at the followlnR
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Qallup frames, in
light BhippiDB-box $6 00
Five Colonies 2500
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen. 1 00
6 " queens
12
1 tested Queen...
8 " Queens

.

1 select tested q ueen 2 o6
S " " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's reartng. . 3 00

Hztra Selected tor breeding, the vbrt best. . 6 00
About a Pound of BBK8 In a TWO-lrame Nucleu»,
with any Queen, 12.00 extra.

Vr Clronlar tree, giving full particulars regapd-

the Bees and each class of Queens.

5 50
10 00
(150
3 50

Address

6. M, DOOLITTLE,
lA26t BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. Y.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation. YwfYear

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because I]^ 31 VKARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity. Firmness, Wo Sa.^'
Kins. jSio I^oss.

pateStx weei* rocess
SHEETIiWCi.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

i^mM^mTm®Tm Q'K Twm m@mwT^m'mmt Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

Poundation and Beesnax Prices Advanced.—We quote an advance of
tliree cents in Foundation, wholesale and retail, on the prices quoted in our Circular.
BEESWAX WANTED, at advanced prices also.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

ODR MOTTO—" Well Maimtiaetiired Stock ! (|iiick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-GASES,
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We makfi a specialty of maklne the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

II#" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Feuce and Plain Sections.

Weed New Process Fonnflation,

Cowan Extractors,

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes- tlie liest made.

Specialties .
Do?etailed Hives- witli Danz. Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzenliaker Hives,

No-Drip Sliipping-Cases.

&leanin£s in Bee-Culture, Illustrated, Semi-Montlily.

Catalos of Goods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Branch::Offlce8

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Divider and Wedges in Houey-Production.
BY S. T. PETTIT.

On page 321 appears an article from Mr. G. M. Doolittle,

which seems to aim a huge stroke at my system of taking
comb honey. Some of the article is based upon fact, some
upon theory, and some of it upon nothing at all. He says :

"Of one thing all the advocates of this plan seem to be
sure, which is, that unless the bees are forced to go from the
fields to the sections with their loads of nectar, the same will

of necessity be deposited by the bees in the comb-cells of the
brood-chamber."

That assertion is based upon nothing at all. Respectfully,
Mr. Doolittle, but you are mistaken. I never said so, nor
even insinuate so much. I am not arguing the point whether
the field-bees go direct to the cells with their loads, or whether
they hand it over to young bees. The fact that the field-bees
do pass over to the young bees a good deal, if not all, the nec-
tar, is a very Important factor in the success of my system.
All who have made careful experimentations in that line know
that where the field-bees go up the young bees will meet them.
Now, if the field-bees go up at the center, the young bees will
draw away from the outside and congregate at the center;
but if the field bees go up at the sides and rear end of the
hive, the young bees will distribute themselves to meet the
field-bees where they go up, and thus the bees are placed just
where wanted with their loads ; and now, with a good divider
placed at each side of the super to hold a lot of bees at the
sides, the work will progress pretty evenly from side to side
of the super.

All right, Mr. Doolittle, just in proportion as you press
the point that the field-bees pass over their loads of nectar to
young bees, you help my system of taking comb honey. I

want something to induce the young bees to go to the outside
of the outside sections and remain there, and your contention
throws light upon and helps to understand the reason of the
success of the system. I see that point more clearly than I

did a year ago. I thank you for that article, as it helps to
bring out and emphasize a very important point.

And now, Mr. Doolittle, if you will try the large entrance
recommended, I believe your condemnation will be turned
into praise. Yesterday many hives had large quantities of
bees hanging out. I went around and slipt the wedges under,
thus giving large entrances, and to-day, tho warm as yester-
day, there are no bees hanging out. Before I raised them
their entrances were %xl7 inches.

Since the beginning I believe nearly every step in the ad-
vance of the arts and sciences has been opposed by some one,
and I feel flattered to have so able an opponent as Mr. Doolit-
tle. I have no anxiety about the future of my system—its

success is certain. Ontario, Canada, June 4.

Profitable Bee-Keeping:, with Hints to Begin-
ners"—a series of nine articles by Mr. C. W. White, of Eng-
land, will begin in the Bee Journal next week. See offers on
page 410.

After-Swarming—How to Prevent It.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Probably there is nothing so perplexing to the farmer who
keeps a few colonies of bees, or the novice with his decade or
score of hives, nor. In fact, to the apiarist with his hundreds
of colonies, as after-swarms. They are rarely wanted by any
one, but are generally ever present to annoy, unless they are
prevented from issuing by the apiarist. With box-hives and
log-gums, coupled with the knowledge of 30 or 40 years ago,
very few could do little else than let them issue at will. They
were often returned, only to issue the next day, and often
again on the same day. where they came out during the fore-
noon. The cry of "Bees swarming !" about as soon as we
would get into the hayfield on some hot July morning during
the fifties, and " Bees swarming " all through the day, decided
my father to let this branch of agriculture alone, and as four-

O. M.,DoolUUe.

fifths of these bees were after-swarms, and not being wanted,
they were the ones which gave the verdict, or caused it to be
given.

But since the frame hives came into general use, this

after-swarming nuisance can be prevented, but in order to do
this we must know the conditions causing their issue, and
when they are to be expected. One of our oldest bee-keepers,
and one who has had years of experience, was heard not long
ago to give expression to these words :

" A queen usually hatches on the eighth day after the
first swarm Issues, and it is on that day that the second swarm
will come off." This I consider a mistake, and I am led to

reason that if our oldest bee-keepers do not fully understand
under what circumstances after-swarms issue, a few words to
the novice, and those not professing to be informed on this

subject, might not be amiss.
After years of study on this point and most careful watch-
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Ing, I find that where thecolony casting swarms is in a normal
condition, the egg intended for a queen is deposited in the
embryo queen-cell from 3 to o}i days before it hatches into a
larva. This larva is in the larval form from 5>i to 6 days, at

which time the cell containing it is sealed. After the cell is

sealed it is in the chrysalis form 7 days, making a period of

about 16 days from the time the egg was deposited in the cell

to the time the queen hatches.
When the queen first emerges from the cell she is a white,

weak thing, unless kept in her cell after maturity by the
workers, as all who have handled queens well know, and is no
more fit for leading out a swarm than she is for egg-laying;
but during the next 48 hours she gains strength rapidly, so

that when she is about 30 to 36 hours old she begins to " pipe "

or "peep," as it is termed ; and when she is from 48 to 60
hours old she is ready to lead out a swarm, where there are
rival queens in other queen-cells.

Prom the above it will be seen that the second swarm does
not issue on the day the young queen hatches, but about two
days afterward, if the weather is propitious. This, I believe.

Is according to M. Quinby in his " Mysteries of Bee-Keeping
Explained," which I have always found to be very nearly cor-

rect on all topics on which it treats.

Some may object to the term " leads out a swarm," and
if it were applied to the first or prime swarui it would not be
correct, for with a colony having an old or laying queen the
bees seem to be the leaders in the swarming movement, but
with all atter-swarms the case is different, for with these we
find the young queen first, or among the first, to leave the hive.

When a colony is in a normal condition, or when an apiary
is not afl'ected with the swarming mania, the first swarm
issues with the sealing of the first queen-cell, unless kept back
by unfavorable weather or circumstances. By issuing upon
the sealing of the first queen-cell I mean this : If the cell is

sealed at sometime during the hours of 8 to 12 a.m., the

swarm is likely to issue from 12 m. to 3 p.m. of thesame day;
but if sealed from 2 p.m. to 8 a.m., then the swarm will

doubtless issue during the forenoon, so that In the latter case,

which is the usual one, the cell will be sealed anywhere from
one to 18 hours before the swarm Issues.

I have been particular in this matter, so that we could
know just when to cut off the queen-cells to prevent these
after-swarras. If we cut off all the cells but one on the fifth

or sixth day after the Issuing of the swarm, as has been rec-

ommended many times, we are not sure that the cell left will

hatch ; and, furthermore, the bees still have larv» young
enough to convert Into queens, which they are almost sure to

do, and in this case they will often kill the queen which
hatches first instead of allowing her to destroy these later-

started cells, when we not only have as many after-swarms as

we should have had had we not cut the cells, but we have also

the disadvantage of having queens reared from old larva;,

which all concede gives inferior queens.
Now, if we wait about this cutting of cells till the eighth

day we shall run no risk of thecolony swarming; where the
first swarm was not kept back by foul weather there will be
no larvae young enough to convert into queens, and, as a rule,

the first young queen will be hatcht, and thus we can make a
sure thing of the matter, if we are sure we cut off all the
queen-cells there are in the hive. For these reasons I now
wait till the morning of the eighth day after a prime swarm
has issued, when I open the hive, take out the first frame and
hastily glance over it for nearly-ripe queen-cells, and if none
are found I shake the most of the bees off near the entrance
of the hive, into which they will immediately run, when the
frame is closely inspected for queen-cells, peering into every
nook and corner for them ; for, should some small, crooked
one be mist, swarming would surely result.

All cells are cut off after a frame has been shaken to rid

it of bees, for this shaking of the young queens in their cells

is likely to cause them to be deformed, if not killed outright.

The next frame is treated in the same way unless ripe cells

are found, in which case it is set outside of the hive awaiting
the finding of a cell from which the queen has hatcht, when
all are cut off. Should none have hatcht, then the best one of

the ripe cells on the frame set out is saved and put back into

the hive.

In this way we can make sure that no after-swarm will

issue from this hive, and it is the only certain plan that I

know of, and this I say after having tried nearly all of the

plans ever given to the public, and quite a few that were
given privately to myself. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it. See premium offers on page 410.

A Few California Notes and Comments.
BY W. A. PKYAL.

I notice that many, yes, all the California correspondents
in the American Bee Journal mention the dry year in this

State, and the failure of the honey crop. This may be all

right for the southern and the greater portion of the central
portion of the State, but I am having the best honey crop I

have had in five years. I will get over 60 pounds per colony.

If I had known the year was going to be so propitious here, I

should have managed to work the whole apiary for honey.

Do you know, I have not so much faith in the honey-
gathering propensities of the Italians as I used to have—have
had 20 years' experience now. This is a good year as a test.

I find that my darkest bees are as good as any Italians, and
they are just as gentle, too. One or two colonies of them have
beaten the best "Dago" blood in the yard. I have been run-
ning for extracted honey. Still, as I like the looks of the
"Dagoes" the best, and as the queens are far the easiest to

find, I am going to bring, as nearly as possible, all the dark
bees to pure Italian blood. I am requeening all dark colonies

this summer.

So Mr. Newman complains of the cold winds in San Fran-
cisco. Well, he should come to this side of the bay, where
there is a decent climate. I pity the poor soldiers who are
encampt on the Pacific side of San Francisco. 'Tis mighty
cold and desolate there. Uncle Sam should look after the
"boys" better than he seems to be doing. I saw Gen. Merritt
in San Francisco to-day on Market street; I had a mind to

stop him and command him to remove his troops to a
milder climate—to Oakland, for instance ; but I was afraid
that he would tell me to mind my own business ; or, perhaps,
he might have said, "Just wait awhile and I will give them
plenty of warm climate in Manila." Perhaps that would be a
good climate for Gen. -(Manager) Thomas G. Newman, too.

The next time I see him I will suggest that he take his Philo-

sophical Journal to "pastures new and fresh"—in Manila.

I notice in the American Bee Journal recently that my
friend, J. H. Rambler Martin, intended to run an apiary in

the northern portion of the State. Those southern California
folks only have to live long enough to find that if they want
to get a living off the earth in this State they have to move up
north. That is what sheep and cattle, even, are doing this

year. 'Tis dry as a bone, so I'm told, down below.

I might remark that the rains that we should have had in

April have been falling during the past two weeks, and the
prospects are that they will continue to do so at intervals dur-
ing June. Of course, rain at this time is bad for the fruit

crop and hay that has been cut, or that is ready to cut. But
it has been invaluable for late-sown grain, vegetables, and
pasturage on the lowlands. Hay had run up to $27 per ton

before the late rains ; now it is between .SI 5 and .$20. The
usual price at this time is from .$8 to .'pl2 per ton. If we had
not had this recent rain, thousands of head of horses, cattle

and sheep would have to be wantonly killed—just for their

hides and tallow.

I hope honey goes up In price—I have a lot for sale. What
has the war done for honey, so far ? No Cuba honey now, I

guess. Alameda Co., Calif,, May 31.

FACING COMB HONEY.
Opinions, Suggestions and Advice from the

Commission-Men.
[Continued Irom page 386.1

[We have received the following response to our letter

on page 371, since our last week's issue.

—

Editor.]

George W. York & Co.—
Oentlernen :—Replying to your kind favor, we will say that

we have read the letter on the " facing comb honey " question,

and also remarks by other dealers regarding the matter; we
are also much interested in the subject, and wish to bear
record that we are emp?iaftcrtU!/ and always In favor of comb
honey in sections being placed in the cases so that when the

face or glass side of the case is presented, the seller and the

buyer will Itnow that all the sections in the case are fairly and
truly represented by the front or face. While in all the rela-

tions with each other a good appearance is very desirable and
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pleasing, it also augments our pleasure, and prevents misun-
derstandings and unicindness, and ill-will, to know that we
are not subjects of deception by appearances.

We are in favor of conducting business on the principle of

right, and in a way that will increase confidence and faith in

each with the other ; we believe that there should be friend-

shiD in trade, and are sure it cannot come through the prac-
tice of selling an appearance of good and then deliver in fact

that which is not good. We have talkt and written many
volumes to our honey-shippers to encourage the idea that we
desire our shippers to be of that character that it would not
be necessary for us to open a case of honey to prove that the
back sections in a case were not, just as good as the first or

face sections, and we are pleased to report that we have many
shippers for whom we have sold honey, and when the ques-
tion came up, as it always will from the customer, about how
it will run, and if the quality is as good all through the cases
as represented by the face of the cases, we at once reply and
assure our customer that it will, and then go farther and say
if there is one section in the case that they can find which is

of a poorer or inferior grade than represented by the face, we
will give them two sections for every one of such found.

It seems to us a matter of no small consequence, and in-

volves a very important question in business relations. Ask
your correspondent how he would like to send an order for a
case of fresh eggs, receive a case, and find a layer on top of

choice, sweet, fresh eggs, and all the rest of the eggs in the
case old and rotten ! What sort of an opinion would he have
of the merchant who sent him the eggs'? And when he
wanted another case of eggs, would he send the order to the
same merchant ?

The relation of the commission-man to the producer Is a
vital one, and the shipper should encourage honesty, and
place himself with the commission merchant in the relation of

a partner, and not as a tool or an inferior being who is ex-
pected to lie and cheat, and get just as much value and make
as quick returns and realize just as much money for a shipper
who sends in goods falsely packt or carelessly handled, as for
one who puts up his goods—honey if you please—truly repre-
sented in quality and weight, showing honest care for the
good name of himself and the commission merchant whom he
employs, or with whom he has formed a co-partnership to

handle his shipment ; also a kind consideration for the custo-
mers whom the merchant invites to buy, and recommends the
goods to be as represented.

After a long experience in selling property for others, we
find the most diCBculty in giving satisfaction to the shippers of
Inferior quality of goods, and it comes from the vicious princi-
ple of trying to work off through the agency of the commis-
sion merchant property which the shippers find difficulty in

disposing of at home, and expect through this agency to ob-
tain as much as for a good, salable quality.

Much more might be written on this subject, but time and
space forbid. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Milwaukee. vw

Contraction of the Brood-Nest—A Reply.

BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

In a late issue of Gleanings the editor referred to the con-
traction of the brood-nest as a "fad;" classing it with self-

hivers, etc. From the tone of Mr. Root's remarks it is evident
that he has misunderstood the time and manner in which con-
traction of the brood-nest has been practiced. For instance,
ho says :

" But, oh, how the bees did swarm, and no wonder ! The
whole trouble was that queen did not have brooding space
enough ; and the bees were quick to catch on to the fact ; and
the result was the queen and bees connived together for
larger quarters."

Mr. Root, so far as I know, do one has practiced contrac-
tion of old establisht colonies, those that had their brood-nests
filled with bees, brood and honey— it was only in hiving
swarms that contraction was practiced. It is possible that
some practiced contraction with establisht colonies ; it seems
that you have understood it that way, but you are the first

man that I have ever met who so understood it or pra3ticed it.

I have corresponded with many of the prominent bee-keepers
who practice contraction of the brood-nest, have met many of
them, and visited the apiaries of many of them, especially
here in Michigan, where, as you say, contraction is practiced
most extensively, and I have yet to know of a bee-keeper who
contracts his brood-nests except in hiving swarms. If there
are those who contract the brood-nest of establisht colonies,
do it in the spring, or just before putting on the sections, or
if there are those who have practiced it and abandoned it, I

hope they will speak out, for it will be news to me. Accord-
ing to my views and experience, it would be a most unwise
course to pursue.

In the first place, we need to rear all the bees possible be-
fore the opening of the main honey harvest. We must have
the workers or the harvest will be in vain. To rear them
there must be cells in which to cradle them while babies. We
need all of the cells that an ordinary queen will keep full of
brood; and enough other cells for the storing of the honey
and pollen to be used in caring for the brood. When the com-
ing of the harvest finds these combs all filled with brood,
honey and pollen, there is nothing to be gained in taking out
some of these combs and putting in dummies. If the brood-
nest is full when the honey comes, the surplus must go into
the supers.

I am at a loss to conceive where, how or why there could
have been conjured up the idea of contracting the Drood-nest
of an establisht colony in the spring or before the opening of
the harvest. There is only one instance in which I could
think it advisable. If a colony were weak in numbers, and
the harvest already present, and it was thought advisable to

secure some comb honey from that colony at all hazards, then
a taking out of the occupied, or partly-occupied, combs and
putting dummies in their places would force the bees into the
sections ; but with colonies in which the brood-nest is full of
bees, honey and brood, contraction of the brood-nest is wholly
unnecessary.

Contraction of the brood-nest in hiving swarms when
working for comb honey is an entirely different thing ; and
when practiced Intelligently in the right locality is a most im-
portant factor in securing a crop of honey. Here In Michi-
gan, and similar localities, the surplus white honey is gath-
ered in a short period—never extending over six weeks;
usually lasting only a month ; and sometimes the main harvest
is all gathered inside of two weeks. Then comes a period of a
month or six weeks in which no honey is gathered ; this being
followed by buckwheat or fall flowers In some localities. In
some localities, like the one in which I am now situated, white
clover furnishes the only surplus. Years ago, in localities

similar to mine, when contraction of the brood-nest in hiving
swarms, and several other " wrinkles," were unknown, how
often we heard even the veterans lamenting the issuing of
swarms, because, they said, with the swarm went all hopes of
surplus. As the business was then conducted there were good
grounds for lamentations. The management was about as
follows

:

The swarm would be put into a 10-frame hive, and no
supers put on until the hive was filled. If they were put on they
would not be occupied until the lower hive was filled, and by
the time this was accomplisht it usually happened that the
white honey harvest was past. If the old colony did not
swarm (usually it did) some return might be expected from
that, unless the season was nearly over. If a colony is in con-
dition to begin work in the supers ai the opening of the white
honey harvest, and continues faithfully at work without
swarming, as I have already said, no contraction is needed;
but, suppose the harvest is half over, the bees working nicely
in the supers, there may be one case of sections nearly ready
to come off, another two-thirds finisht, and a third in which
the work has only nicely commenced ; now the colony swarms.
What shall be done ? By hiving the swarm in a contracted
brood-chamber, upon the old stand, transferring the supers to

the newly-hived swarm, and practicing the Heddon method of
preventing after-swarming, work will be resumed and con-
tinued in the supers without interruption, and the surplus
will be nearly as great as tho no swarming had taken place.

In brief, contraction of the brood-nest, coupled with the
plan of putting the swarm on the old stand and practicing the
Heddon method of preventing after-swarming, enables us to
throw the whole working-force into the super just at the criti-

cal time, and secure a crop of white honey that would other-
wise have been stored in the brood-nest or used in the rearing
of bees that would have come upon the stage of action when
about the only thing that they could do would be hang on the
shady side of the hive.

We all know that white honey brings a higher price than
does the dark honey gathered in tho fall; while the latter,

unless it may be in some few special instances, is equally as

good for winter stores. The contraction of the brood-nest in

hiving swarms puts this white honey In the market and the
cheaper grades in the hive for winter.

It has been urged against contraction that it results in

small colonies at the end of the season. If it is carried to too

great an extent, or too long-continued, it certainly does. If a
.man wishes to turn bees into honey, contraction will enable
him to accomplish his object. If colonies are too weak in the
fall as the result of severe contraction, they must be united ;
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but the course pursued by nearly all who practice coutraction
is to enlarge the brood-nest again in time for the colony to

build up for winter.

If the locality is such that there is a continuous flow

through the whole season, or If the main flow comes in the
fall, as is the case in many localities, it will be readily seen
that little or nothing would be gained by contracting the

brood-chamber of swarms. There would be time in which to

fill the brood-chamber and be all ready for the fall flow when
it came.

Mr. Root speaks about the small crops of honey that have
been secured, that perhaps 25 or 30 pounds were the average,
and that some Michigan bee-keepers thought that they were
doing well if they got 10 pounds to the colony, and he rather
intimates that these are the results of coutraction. He well

knows that we have been having some very poor seasons of

late, with the exception of the last year or two, and it seems
scarcely fair to attribute them to contraction of the brood-

nest. I have been practicing it now for at least 15 years.

One year I got no surplus, and neither did those who did not
practice contraction. By the way, I did not practice it that

year, as there were no swarms to practice it on. Other years
my surplus has varied from 10 pounds a colony to over 100
pounds. Perhaps the average would be about 60 pounds.
Both Mr. Heddon and Mr. Taylor have practiced contraction
for years ; and it does not seem as tho bright men like these

would continue a practice that they did not find advantageous.

But let us not forget in this discussion that there is a dif-

ference in localities, as I have mentioned. This is really very
important. It is so difficult for us, sometimes, to comprehend
conditions with which we are not personally familiar. Mr. 0.

P. Dadant and myself used to have arguments over the size of

hives; and I can see now that we were both right, according
to our localities and methods.

Since the foregoing was written. Gleanings for June 1

has put in an appearance, and I notice that Mr. E. R. Root, in

his advocacy of large brood-nests, says that some one else says,

"Oh, yes, every one believes in two or more stories when run-
ning for extracted." Then Mr. Root says, "Well, try it for

cumb honey ; it will cost you nothing." Suppose, Mr. R., that
you try a few colonies with two or more stories for a brood-
nest in working for comb honey, and see what it will cost you.

As I have said so many times In reference to these " fads,"

if you must try them, do it on a small scale first. If you And
it is profitable to double or triple the size of your brood-nests
do it by all means, but first find out that it does.

Just one more word : If many, or any, of the experts
who formerly practiced contraction as I have explained it,

have "gone back on it," as Mr. Root says he believes they
have, let us hear from them, with the reason wliy. It matters
little which of us, Mr. Root or myself, is right, if we only get
at the truth.—Review.

"California Squalls," for a Change.

BY SKYLABK.

Mk. Editor:—We have "California Notes," "California
Echoes," and why not " California Squalls ?"

TO FACE OR NOT TO «"ACF. ?

I am now squalling for Mr. Doolittle. Altho they have
wallopt him unmercifully; altho they have torn his shirt,

pants and vest to tatters ; altho his face and hands are be-

grimed with mud and dirt; altho his foes have wiped up the
whole country with him, I will not desert him. Never, never !

Come over here, Mr. D., and see how beautifully your excel-

lent doctrine pans out. Here is a sack of potatoes. The com-
mission man has never opened it, and won't, if he can help it.

Large, smooth, and beautiful, they bulge out of the sack

—

hardly held in by the strings. Bottom and top and sides are
alike—XXX. But throw off 6 inches from the top—do you
suppose you will find XX ? Not much. The whole center of

the sack is filled with the merest scrubs—away down to z—ero—buckwheat honey ! Is this honest? Of course it is—they
are shipt by the thousand sacks on commission !—and the un-
suspicious tenderfoot is beguiled.

No. Let us be honest. I was raised and have been in

commercial pursuits nearly all my life. I have not the least

hesitation in saying that Mr. D.'s way of packing honey—or
anything else—would be lookt upon as an intentional fraud.
I am sorry— no, glad—very glad, Mr. D., that you have come
out of this battle with your masts shot away, your engines
disabled, and your hull torn into smithereens. It was only a
slip of the tongue—or pen I Come to my arms ! Poor boy !

THE NATIONAL PURE FOOD LAW.
The sending of Secor and Abbott to the Pure Food Con-

gress was a master stroke of policy. It is fraught with
greater good to bee-keepers than any act performed by any
association since apiculture became a regular pursuit. It will

be recognized, in the coming pure food law, as an industry to

be fostered and protected by National law. National protec-
tion is very different from that of the State—no matter which
one. Evil doers are much more afraid of National law than
any other. The Government does not give up the hunt for a
criminal just because he is not at home, or that he has gone
around the corner to sharpen his crowbar, to break open
another mallbag. The United States Is not a boy of that
kind. Here Is a case in point

:

On a stage-route from my native city to a little country
village the stage was held up and the mall robbed three suc-
cessive nights. A detective was put on, and found out the
robber only got altogether $15, and that it was a boy 18
years old ; out he followed him—followed him from city to

city, and from State to State ; followed him for three years!
Finally he treed him in Florida and brought him home to

Pennsylvania. He got 15 years in the penitentiary. Fifteen
years for the paltry sum of $15! This was the most out-
rageous time-card I ever got. Fifteen dollars!

Now, Mr. Editor, I don't want any of your suspicions,

innuendoes, or insinuations. I never was in the penitentiary
in my life—but once—and then I went to collect a bill for

$34, which was paid on sight. There, now.
But this is the way the United States executes her laws.

No expense is spared to detect the criminal, and his punish-
ment is sure. Therefore, if we can get a National law against
the adulteration of honey, it will settle the price of it, as dis-

tinguisht from glucose. I have no doubt that the extracted
honey of the whole country is just doubled by glucose. Now
cut off the glucose, and honey must and will go up. The most
astonishing thing to me is, that bee-keepers should be so blind,

heedless and penurious as not to see this and join the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union. It has now more members than
the other Union, but it has a wider range of usefulness, and a
greater mission to accomplish.

The bee-papers should all make a rule to exclude the
articles of all writers who are not members of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union. This would more then treble the
membership, for what won't a man do to hear himself howl ?

I know this proposition will bring down an avalanche of in-

verted applause. But let it come ! I have 300 battleships,

600 gunboats, and 900 torpedo boats and destroyers ; and I

can whip the united world—on this subject.

Squalltown, Tenderfootland.

A Bee-Keeper In Bad Luck-
Incident.

-A Laughable

[A German bee-journal. Blaster fur Bienenzucht, has the

following story which has been translated into the French

Revue, and is good enough, I think, to have an English set-

ting.

—

Dr. C. C. Miller, in Gleanings :]

At the apicultural exposition at B., Antony Bumke be-

came the happy possessor of an Italian queen. How he ad-

mired it with its eyes of gold, and its abdomen of yellow and
black rings ! In order to take it to his hive he made a box like

a Swedish match-box, only, instead of a wooden cover he used
a cover of paper pierced full of little holes. With the queen
he Imprisoned four workers. "She'll not be so lonesome,"
said this sensible young man.

What fine things he promist himself with the progeny of
this queen, and with what joy he felt the little box in his

trousers pocket ! But he must, before taking the train for

home, send a telegram to his betrotht and his future mother-
in-law, whom he expects to greet for a few moments as the
train passes the second station. Time presses, the train is

about to start. The engine whistles, Antony makes rapid
strides across the platform, and jumps into the first coach he
comes to, the coaches being still of the ancient pattern that
contain only a few passengers, these few being lockt in by the
guard, like so many prisoners. In his headlong haste he
stumbles over the extended legs of an old gentleman, and his

head strikes forcibly against the sharp knees of a precise-

looking spinster, whose fright is exprest by loud cries. With
a thousand apologies he succeeded in seating himself, when
he overhears the hardly surprest remark, "The fellow Is

drunk," a remark which only deepens the blushes of the bash-
ful young man.

He seeks, by his tranquility and upright bearing, to efface
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this unjust opinion, but, unfortunately, he feels a strong
tickling on his right leg. Furtively, Antony feels over
the affected part, and in so doing brushes against his next
neighbor, a big, Jewish butcher's wife.

"Don't let that happen again," she snapt out.

Antony reddened to the ears anew ; but the next Instant,
with a wild look, he sprang into the air.

" You ought to be ashamed of yourself, to come among
decent people in your present condition," said the old gentle-
man with threatening looks. "Such things ought not to be
tolerated. It's an outrage !" he growled from his corner.
At this moment Antony feels anew a violent stinging. Sum-

moning all his courage he bravely plunges his hand into his

pocket. Mercy ! he is not mistalsen ; the box was broken,
and the cover crusht at the time of his fall when entering the
coach, and there is no trace of either queen or workers.

And now that sting in two places ! Antony utters a sav-
age cry and leaps anew into the air.

" Mercy on us ! He's going crazy," says the butcher's
wife.

"Conductor ! Conductor ! let us out. There's a madman
here," cry all the passengers.

Antony Bumke emits piercing yells.
" In the name of heaven ! he's going into a furious de-

lirium !" says the spinster.

"Silence! silence!" commands the old gentleman. Then
turning to Antony, he says, " What's the matter? Tell us."

"I can't stand it any longer," cries Antony, " they are
gone—every one of them I they sting— I am stung already 1

Leave the coach ! It is very important that I should be left

alone. Otherwise you may all be stung."
" He is mad I An escaped madman! Conductor!" cry

all the passengers, beside themselves.
The conductor appears at the window. " Presently, ladies

and gentlemen ; the train is just going to stop. What! An
escaped lunatic ? The matter shall be lookt into immediately."

The eugine shrieks—station N. Full of affright they all

precipitate themselves from the coach ; and the station-mas-
ter, informed by the conductor, slowly approaches; and when
the passengers are all out but Antony, he carefully closes the
door, posts himself before the open window, and commences
his examination. " So this is an escape. You acknowledge it.''

"Without doubt—certainly; they've all escaped," de-
clares Antony, very much agitated.

"All?" says the station-master. "How many of them
were there ?"

"Five," says Antony, groaning; "four workers—their
loss wasn't much— but the queen is gone, too.

" What ? A queen ? What was she like ?" said the station-
master in a bantering tone.

" Oh ! she had eyes of gold, and the back part of her body
was covered with rings of yellow and black."

"Beautiful queen!" said the station-master, laughing.
"And what were the others like?"

"Why, just like all workers. One bee is just like
another."

"Come, now, keep your thouehts together, young man,
and don't go to getting bees in your head again," said the
station-master severely.

" I haven't them in my head," said Antony, groaning,
"but in—"

"And where then?" said the station-master, laughing.
"In my— in my

—

pants!" This last word Antony whis-
pered in the ear of his interlocutor. "I had a hole in my
pocket—they slipt through it."

"What slipt through?" askt the confused station-master.
"Why, the queen and the four workers."
" Ha ! ha ! ha ! a queen and four workmen in his—ha !

ha! ha!" laught the station-master. " Come, be quiet. What
are you crying about still ?"

" Oh ! oh !" cried Antony ;
" I can't stand it any longer."

The bell rings. Laughing as he goes, the station-master
directs his steps to the telegraph operator to give orders to

the next station concerning " the lunatic."
The train is in motion. Antony is alone. He can no

longer stand those stings. Rapidly taking his determination,
he takes off his pantaloons and approaches the window.
Three bees gaily soar aluft into the air, but two stick tightly
to the pantaloons. However, they must be got off, and Antony
shake his pantaloons out of the window. "A pleasant jour-
ney to you, miserable queen," said he dolorously, when, at

that instant, whiz ! went the express train by on the other
track. It seemed to the poor fellow, more dead than alive,

that his head was torn away, but it was only his pantaloons
that the express train had carried away triumphantly, and
for good.

Antony Bumke stood petrified. It was night in his soul.

He remained some time without thought and without .

The muse itself, horrified, veils Its face.

Again a whistle, piercing, to make one shiver to the mar-
row. To Antony it sounds like a funeral-knell. The train

stops boldly before a platform filled with people. They are
there, his intended, his future mother-in-law, with many of

their acquaintances. Ashamed, he hides himself, for the door
has just been opened. The conductor appears ; he makes a
sign, and the station-master approaches with two officers.

They seize him.
"He has drest himself up now," said the conductor,

laughing.
"Silence!" said the officer. " Bring a cloak." The sec-

ond officer takes off his cloak and puts it on Antony. A strug-
gle ensues, and the miserable youth succeeds in jumping out
of the coach. The officer seizes him ; he tears away, and the
cloak remains in the hands of the officers. A cry escapes
from two mouths. Blushing with shame, his intended turns
away her head ; the future mother-in-law is turned into a
pillar of salt. Before their eyes Antony is again seized by his

persecutors, and shut in with them in a charitably closed
carriage.

By mall the thing ought to have been explained away at a
later date. But Antony Bumke never had any further desire
to try new races of bees, nor to attend bee-shows, and equally
he never revisited his enamorata, for she wrote him that she
had no desire to marry a sans-culotte.

Ah, yes ; he was a bee-keeper in bad luck.

CONDUCTBD By

DR. O. O. Mn^LBR. MARENGO. ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.l

What Cau§cd Tlieir Actions t

1. One of my colonies of bees came rushing out of the
hive one morning about eight o'clock, on the alighting-board,

and there were enough bees for a swarm, but it did not swarm,
and went back into the hive at night. It has been 10 days
ago, and they have not shown any more sign of swarming.
What is the trouble?

2. Another colony laid out around the hive for !<• days
and went back, but the hive is full of bees. I put supers on
both hives to-day, as they did not seem to be working to suit

tne. Did they kill the queen, or what is the trouble ?

Missouri.
Answers — 1. I don't know. If they didn't get any farther

than the alighting-board, it hardly looks like swarming.
2. It is possible that they prepared to swarm, and then

the weather or the honey-flow was so unfavorable that they
gave it up.

—^

—

'—
Two Queens in a Hive—Cell-Protector§—Trans-

ferring;.

1. I sent for some queen-cell protectors awhile ago, but I

got uo instructions for using them. How are they used ?

2. Some, time after getting the protectors I had a capt
cell, but did not know just the age of it, and waited for some
days to see about it, and when, sometime later, I went to ex-

amine it, it was broken open, and I thought it was done by
the bees, but judge of my surprise when some 10 days later I

lookt again, and there were two queens walking around on
one frame, and the young one laying eggs before my eyes. I

did not know what to do with them, as none of ray colonies

were strong enough to take any brood away to start a nucleus,

so I concluded to leave both in the hive, where they still are.

The young queen must be now about 15 days old, if not more.
The old queen has her wings dipt, and the young one has
her flying gear all right.

3. I askt some time ago about the best time to transfer

bees. Mine were not strong enough in fruit-bloom, and as the

weather was very bad at the time I did not attend to it. If I

I do not want any increase, would It be safe to do it now ?

Would the young brood remaining in the old hive be safe after

drumming out the queen and bees? Illinois, June 2.

Answers.— 1. You will hardly need any special instruc-

tions for use of cell-protectors, after understanding the
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special object they have in view. It is to protect the sides of

the cells so that the bees cannot bite into thera, at the same
time leaving the end of the cell free so that the queen may
make her way out whenever she desires. For it is a curious
fact that bees do not tear open a queen-cell at the end when
they wish to destroy the occupant, but at the side. When a

queen is taken away from a colony, or when a nucleus is

formed by taking bees and brood from a colony with a laying
queen, if a cell is given at once it will invariably be torn
down. Put it in a cell-protector, point foremost, so that the
tip of the cell will project a trifle through the opening, twist
up the four ends of the wire cloth so the bees cannot enter the
protector, then put it in the colony or nucleus where you want
it to hatch. You can put it between two brood-combs which
will press together just enough to hold it, or you may tie a
fine wire to the twisted part, tie the end of the wire to a small
wire nail % to IM inches long, and lay the nail across two
top-bars, letting the nail support the protector.

2. It is not a very unusual occurence to find a mother
and daughter laying side by side, but usually the mother is

about exhausted and will soon be missing.
3. Yes, it is safer to transfer at any time when honey is

coming in. The chief reason for taking the time of fruit-

bloom is because at that time there is so little honey in the
hive. If your bees have swarmed, you will find the best time
to transfer is three weeks after swarming, as at that time
there will be no brood present except perhaps a little drone-
brood that you don't care to save. If you drum out when the
queen is present you must leave enough bees to take care of

the brood, altho it will take no more bees to do so now than in

fruit-bloom.

The <liieen-Trap in Swarming:.

Will you please let me know to what extent the Alley trap
has been used, to your knowledge, and with what success in

controlling swarming? What per cent, of queens will enter
the trap, and how many of them will crawl back through the
cone ? I have had no experience with them, but have tried, or
studied, about all other methods to prevent and control
swarms ; and to produce comb honey contraction proved a fail-

ure—success lies in the opposite extreme. The bees have been
repeating this lesson day after day, in season and out, and at
last I comprehend. I think I can control swarming and pre-
vent increase in the out-yard as well as at home.

Illinois.

Answer.—I cannot give you a satisfactory answer from
much experience, for I've had very little experience in that
line. I have an impression that a good many of the Alley
queen-traps are in use, perhaps not so largely by those who
have large numbers of colonies, and that you may quite safely
rely on the queen going up through the cone and staying up.
Possibly some of those who have had experience will tell us
what per cent, of the queens, if any, fail to go up into the
trap, and what per cent, go back through the cone.

Hcatcd-Platc Plan of Fastening Foundation in
Sections.

What is the " heated-plate plan " for fastening foundation
recommended by 6. M. Doolittle, on page 245 ?

New Jersey.

Answer.—The Daisy fastener, of which Mr. Doolittle
speaks none too highly, has a metal plate that has a lamp
placed under. The section is put in place, the starter is

allowed to slide down with its edge resting against the hot
plate, and the hot plate is immediately slipt out from under
the starter, letting it come in its proper place on the section,
where it quickly cools, making a secure attachment.

m m

A Whole Lot of Questions.

I was so late in getting my supplies that it has ruined my
honey crop. I put my largest colonies into hives with 13
frames, and they filled them ; then I put on another story the
same size. My frames are 12x12, and they would not go up.
Then I took two frames of brood out of the bottom story and
put them into the upper. Some of them reared the brood, and
others came down, and one of them sent out a swarm. Another
went to work in the upper story.

1. What will stop them ?

2. If I put the bottom story on top, will that make the
honey too dark to sell ?

3. I have eight colonies in 11-frame hives, frames 12x12 ;

they filled them before I got the sections. I have smoked some
of them up, and with all I can do they will not go up.

4. To-day (June 10) I put the super of sections under the
brood until they started in them. How do you think that
will work ?

5. Last night I put queen-traps in front of some that I am
sure would have swarmed if I had not done so, but they are
packt close in the trap. Will the trap prevent them from
working ?

6. If I can save the queens when they swarm with about
a quart of bees, and build up with brood after the honey season
is over, will that be a cheap way to get a stock for next year ?

7. In one colony the bees seem to be so large that they can
hardly get through the Root zinc. Have you ever heard of

such a thing ? Some stay out all night on account of being so
hard to get through. What is the best to do ?

8. Is it necessary to put a mat on top of the frames or
sections in summer, if the bees do not go above it? If so,

ought not the mat go on flat, or have a bee-space under it ?

9. Ought the bees be disturbed in the honey season, to cut
out queen-cells ?

10. I cut drone-comb out of only one hive this year, and
there are not as many drones this year in 15 hives as there
were last year in one. Do they ever swarm without rear-
ing drones?

11. My bees put comb and honey between sections and
brood. Do all do that ?

12. Can you tell the day before a colony sends out a
swarm ? If so, how ?

13. Ought the bees to have ventilation on top in summer?
1-4. What will keep bee-stings from swelling? I don't

mind the hurt, but I have to stay from church on account of a
swelled face.

15. I had a swarm Monday, and hived them, and late in

the evening they came out and settled on a limb, then left the
limb so slowly that I could not tell where they went. Did they
go away, or Into some other hive ? Virginia.

Answers.— 1. You would have pretty certainly stopt them
from swarming if you had done a little more mixing of the
brood with the empty frames. Take two or three frames of
brood from the full story and put in the empty story, and put
the empty story under the full story, alternating the full

frames with empty ones. If they have not already started
queen-cells, they will not be likely to do so, and if they have,
cutting out the cells may stop them, after you have them scat-
tered through the two stories. It will help the matter no little

if you have an entrance to each story, or in some way ventila-

tion between the two stories, and even ventilation at the top.

2. If you mean to cut the honey out of the frames, it would
not do very well. More likely you mean to extract, and in

that case it will be all right. Honey in new combs is a little

whiter after being extracted, but there isn't a big difference,

and generally it would not be noticed.

3. Don't try to smoke bees into sections. Even if you
forced them up with smoke they wouldn't stay there. Don't
try to drive them ; coax them. Put in the super a section that
has been already partly filled. If you have none of that kind,
cut out a piece of comb from a brood-frame and fasten in the
section. A piece of drone-comb will do, and if it has drone-
brood in it they'll be more sure to go at once.

4. Better do the other way.
5. Of course it will hinder a little, but with plenty of room

inside they may stand it all right.

6. I'm a little afraid you're fixing to get into trouble, with
the idea that after you've taken away the old queen with a
quart of bees the colony will not try to swarm again. They
surely will, and with a young queen. Better not try your plan
on more than one colony, for you'll not be likely to like it.

7. Yes, Dr. J. P. Murdock has a strain of bees that are
larger than common, and I think it is in Cuba they complain
that bees get too large for ordinary perforated zinc. If I had
that colony, I think I'd manage to let them get along without
perforated zinc, giving them abundance of room.

8. It depends on what your arrangements are. If you
have board covers like many others, that leave only a quarter
of an inch or so between the section and the cover, there's no
need of any mat. If there's an inch or so of space between
the sections and the cover, the mat will probably be necessary,
but in some cases they might do all right without it.

9. It is well not to disturb bees unnecessarily, but some
of our best bee-keepers think it pays well to disturb enough to

cut out queen-cells.

10. They may.
11. Probably they do, if there's room enough. There

ought to be only J^-inch between top-bar and sections, and
even then they may build some.

12. There's no sure way. If they hang out and are Idle
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when other bees are busy, it looks suspicious, and if you find

sealed queeu-celis present that's also a sign, but you can't be

sure. Sometimes they have queen-ceils and don't swarm ;

sometimes they swarm and have no queen-cells. Sometimes
they hang out without swarming, and sometimes they swarm
without hanging out.

13. They seem to like it, but it hinders the finishing of

the sections that come nearest the opening.
14. There are cures by the hundred, but likely you'll

swell in spite of them. After you've been stung a good many
times the stings will not swell much.

15. They probably went back to their own hive, or into

some other hive in the apiary.

Trying to Prevent Swarming.

It was very cold and rainy here all the month of May, but

my bees have filled their hives on willow and apple-bloom, and
are very strong in numbers, so that I have put hives filled with
old comb on top to keep them from swarming. I shall leave

them on until raspberry blooms, then move the bottom hive to

a new stand, keeping the queen in the bottom hive, giving
frames of eggs to the upper hive on the old stand, and put on
the super for comb honey. Do you think that will do, or would
I better put the queen into the upper hive and let the bottom
colony rear a queen ? They will have all the brood and eggs.

I do not use a honey-board, but I never have had the queen go
into the upper hive. Massachusetts.

Answer.—Better leave the queen on the old stand with
the story that has no brood, shaking off part of the bees from
the brood before setting it on a new stand. But don't shake
off more than half the frames, for all the field-bees will go
back to the old stand anyhow.

Separators Necessary.— R. C. Aikin says weak colonies
that build slowly must have separators or they will make
combs bulged and uneven, as will strong colonies in a very
weak flow.— Progressive Bee-Keeper.

and glass. We afterwards found the split top-bar answers our

purpose more satisfactorily; and later, the section split on

three sides; while finally we divided the section entirely in

two, placing a long sheet of foundation right across the three

sections at one operation.— Bee-Chat, of England.

Smoker Fuel.—Mix a little rotten wood with planer
shavings, and your fire will hold better. Take a dead limb of

a tree, bone-dry, break it into proper lengths, and four or five

of these mixt with the shavings will make a smoke to bombard
Dewey fashion.—Gleanings.

Viciousness in Bees may be a result of rough handling,
and it may be because they are seldom visited. We got some
bees from an apiary whose proprietor was practically never
seen by the bees. At first they could only be approach! well
veiled, but after a few weeks they were as gentle as the others.
—Le Progres Apicole.

Sitting at Work, while in the apiary, is strongly defended
by Mrs. Harrison, in Gleanings. Sitting, she takes things more
leisurely, doesn't get nervous and stir up the bees, and so does
not get into trouble with the neighbors. Some prefer stand-
ing, some sitting, but those who change their minds seem to go
all one way— to the sitters.

United States Bee-Keepers' Union.—The American Bee-

Keeper quotes the reply of R. L. Taylor to the effect that its

membership will be increast by making it the greatest possible

good to its membership, and propounds the supplemental ques-

tion :
" How can the Union be made of any possible good to

its members without an increast membership ?"

Unqueening.—In Progressive Bee-Keeper, R. C. Aikin

thinks unqueening is more labor than to allow swarming, but

it allows the work to be more methodical, and better kept

under control. He can unqueen 25 colonies in a day, or cut

out cells from an equal number nine days after unqueening,

besides doing the necessary work with supers, making a total

of eight days' work for an apiary of 100 colonies, and he

thinks he would have to spend as much time with swarms, be-

sides being badly interrupted about super work.

Prof. Cook on Sweet Clover— Prof. Cook says : "I gave,

as the result of my own experience, the opinion that sweet

clover, while a very excellent honey-plant, was of little worth

for hay or pasturage That it has great value for green

manuring there can be no question. There is no quicker

method to restore lost fertility than to plow under a rich, vig-

orous clover crop, and surely melilot is just that. .
.
.1 am very

glad that so many report McUUAus alba, or the white sweet

clover, as furnishing appetizing food for cattle and horses."

—

Gleanings.

Facing Apples and Honey.—The replies in this paper

from commission-men lead to the conclusion that they are a

unit aqainst facing. But according to an article in Gleanings,

from W. S. Fultz, there are exceptions, the commission-men

of Saint Paul practically obliging shippers to veneer. Mr.

Fultz says :

"Last summer apples were so plentiful here that they

went begging at 15 cents a bushel, and as I had over 400
bushels, I knew that 1 should have to find a market some-

where else, or my apples would go to loss. I sent^ trial ship-

ment by sf?amboat to St. Paul, and realized 47 cents per

bushel net. During the summer I sent 120 barrels to St.Paul,

and ihey averaged me $1.20 per barrel net. All of those

apples were faced with the nicest, and the only trouble was

that I could not supply the demand that I had for apples.

When I was sending my Dutchess apples, one of my neighbors

askt me to allow him to put five barrels of the same kind of

apples with mine. This 1 would not do, but I allowed him to

ship his when I shipt mine, making two consignments. When
the returns came I had $1.20 net per barrel, and was askt to

send more. My neighbor had 40 cents net per barrel, and was

told that his apples did not sell well because they were not

faced. His apples were just as nice as mine. I got well paid

for all my labor and trouble, and be nearly gave his apples

away, just because they were not faced.

A Iioad of Honey.— Loading a bee with honey adds to its

weight a trifle more than one-half, according to some experi-

ments made by Prof. C. P. Gillette, of the Colorado college.

A pound of empty workers contains, on the average, about
5,500 bees.— Bee- Keepers' Review.—But is it cot true that
loads vary as the pasture varies?

Fastening Foundation in Sections. — Our American
friends appear to think bee-keepers in England can know
nothing of their foundation fastening machines, because we
go in so much for split and grooved sections. Fact is, we can
assure our cousins across the water that, with us, such
machines have "been and gone." It is nearly 20 years since

our starters were secured by machines of our own make, both

by heat and by simple pressure, without heat, on both wood

Large vs. Small Entrances.— Instigated by Editor Root,

Messrs. Doolittle and Miller have lockt horns with regard to

the amount of entrance-room given under hives, and especially

its relation to swarming. Dr. Miller says, in Gleanings, that

years ago, following the lead of Adam Grimm, he shoved for-

ward his super of wide frames, allowing an opening of k' to ^
inch at the rear end between the two stories. When he ceast

the practice there was a notable increase in swarming.

Mr. Doolittle says that in the days of box-hives there was

plenty of swarming when all hives were raised. To which Dr.

Miller replies that there were abundant reasons for swarming

in spite of large entrances, and he thinks box-hives thus raised

were not so entirely given up to swarming as at the present

day. Surplus room was not given then as now. .

To the argument that when bees hang out in hot weather

and then all go in when the hive is raised on four blocks, Mr.

Doolittle says the only difference is that in the latter case the

bees have plenty of room to loaf under the frames, and bed

just as soon they'd loaf outside. But Dr. Miller insists that It

cannot be so warm with all four sides open as with only one.

But he admits it isn't pleasant to have the hives open at the

sides so the bees may sting one's ankles, and hives raised on

blocks are a little unstable.

The editor occupies middle ground, wanting an opening

front and rear, with some appearance of favoring the big en-

trance on all four sides.
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The Awful Rush for bee-supplies is about over for

this year. It is strange that so mauy will wait until they

really need the goods, and then send in their orders and expect
them to be filled " by return mail." Then if the goods don't

come as expected, some at once begin to berate the dealer,

when perhaps he had several hundred orders in ahead, and
may also be entirely out of goods on account of the factories

not being able to supply them as fast as he and other dealers

had ordered.

The way to do is to order enough goods early—say in

March or April—so that should they even then be delayed
there would be no doubt about their arriving in plenty time

for use when needed. We gave this advice in these columns
very early In the season, but It seems quite a number failed to

heed it, and consequently suffered severe disappointment.

We have had e.xperience enough in the bee-supply busi-

ness to have genuine sympathy for the overcrowded and over-

workt dealers when the grand rush for goods arrives. It is a

terrible strain, and we wonder that many of them are not

found in the insane asylums after an experience of a year or

two.

National Pure Food Law. -The Ohio Farmer,
in a recent issue, referred thus to the Pure Pood Bill which
was introduced in Congress some time ago :

We have lookt over the Pure Food Bill introduced in Con-
gress—a modification of the original measure prepared by the
recent pure food convention in Washington. It is lengthy,
and relates largely to drugs. In so far as it will aid State
pure food authorities to enforce their laws we commend It.

Of course, it can only apply to interstate traffic. Adulterated
goods sold in the State where made do not come under its

jurisdiction.

It organizes a section in the chemical division of the De-
partment of Agriculture for analysis and investigation of sam-
ples of goods offered for sale anywhere in the United States.
If any article under its jurisdiction is found to be adulterated,
the Secretary of Agriculture informs the United States district

attorney where the sale was made, and he must prosecute.
As we understand it, such sales must be referred to the De-
partment of Agriculture, or, in other words, are taken out
from the State authorities' hands. If so, the Bill should be
revised in this particular, as State laws should in no case be
interfered with.

Section 2 of the proposed law provides a fine of $200 for
introducing any adulterated goods into any State from out-
side, and .':530U for each subsequent offense, or imprisoment
tot to exceed one year, or both.

Section 9 requires all manufacturers and dealers to fur-

nish samples to any one authorized by the Secretary of Agri-
culture, with a fine of $10 to $100, or imprisonment, or both,
for refusal.

Another section provides for the confiscation and sale of
adulterated goods carried from one State to another, the pro-

ceeds to be turned into the United States treasury. Other
sections define what adulterations consist in, the fixing of

standards, and providing for enforcement of the law.

On the whole we think the Bill is a good one, and we
trust that Congress will find time, amidst the war excitement,
to pass it. It is as good as we can expect, with our present
constitutional limits to the Jurisdiction of the national govern-
ment. We shall never be able to control the production and
sale of adulterated goods until Congress has complete jurisdic-

tion, or laws of all the States are uniform and uniformly en-
forced.

It will be remembered that Messrs. Secor and Abbott, of

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union had a hand (or two) in

the work done by the pure food congress last March in con-

nection with the Bill referred to. We hope it will soon be

past by Congress. We are glad to notice that the large and in-

fluential agricultural papers of the country are lending their

influence in the right direction. We trust that more of them

will fall into line in defense of a measure so closely in the in-

terest of public health by way of honest preparation of food

products.
^ . »-

Drawn Foundation witb Natural Bases.
— It turned out last year, that In some cases the bees would

not perform satisfactorily with drawn foundation having a flat

base. The A. I. Root Co. now announce that they have com-

pleted machinery to turn out drawn foundation with natural

base. They will make the cell-walls only about }4 inch deep,

about twice the natural thickness, and the base as thin as the

bees make the natural base. This will make it run about the

same number of feet to the pound as the ordinary thin super

foundation. As yet it is only made in pieces 39gx4 inches. A
half-pound costs a dollar, postpaid. Here is what Editor Root

has to say about this new natural-base deep-cell foundation,

In Gleanings for June 15 :

Several have written of late, asking why we had nothing
to say about drawn foundation. I will explain : It will be
remembered that the dies that were made last season at so

great an expense (nearly §1,000) turned out a product with

flat bases. Our early experiments seemed to show that, when
cells were deep, the bees would accept such a base as readily

as the other. But the developments of the season went to

show that the bees did not In all cases take kindly to it. In

some instances, at least, they thickened the midrib in their

effort to make concave cell-bottoms. While they did not do

so in all cases, the fact that the bees did so at all in a few in-

stances was sulficient reason to induce us to abandon the dies,

as much as they cost, and go to work on a set that would pro-

duce natural bases.

Mr. Weed thought the problem would be easily solved
;

but altho he has been working on it for nearly a year, meet-

ing with repeated failure, he has only just succeeded in hav-

ing a set made that makes drawn foundation with natural

bases a success in every way—at least so far as the mechani-
cal construction of it is concerned. In the mean time, while

he was experimenting, we feared that he might not be able to

perfect his dies, and it seemed wise to say nothing about the

new product until we were sure of what we could do.

I am now glad to report that the new dies are in opera-
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tiOD, and making a superb drawn foundation with natural
bases. This product differs from the old in two quite impor-
tant respects. First, it has the natural bases already referred

to, and, second, the cells are only 't inch deep. I suppose we
could make them deeper; but a few of our friends, fearing
that deep walls will either give rise to the comb-honey canard,
or else make thick cell-walls in comb honey, we refrain. With
the cell-walls only ij inch deep, it will run almost as many
feet to the pound as the ordinary super foundation. It is

nothing more nor less than a beautiful transparent foundation
having bases as thin as the bees make them, with cell-walls

about twice as thick as we find them in nature. Indeed, it

looks very much like common foundation, except that the

walls are nicely started for the bees, and the bases are much
thinner.

Mr. Weed is very conBdent that they will not remodel the
bases, nor will they stick in an accumulation of wax as they
did do with the old flat-base drawn foundation. From the
tests he has made in the hive, it appears the bees have a de-

cided preference for it. Samples of ordinary foundation and
the natural-base drawn foundation were placed side by side.

The bees immediately accepted the onetdeep-cell) and Ignored
the other; that is to say, I have myself seen the drawn-foun-
dation piece thickly covered over with bees while the ordinary
article had not a bee on It.

I make no predictions as to what the new product will

accomplish ; but I feel reasonably confident that It will give
rise to no thick midrib in honey-comb as did the old-fashioned
flat-bottom drawn foundation; and as the cell-walls are only

}4 inch deep, there should be no occasion for fearing that it

will give rise to canards about manufactured comb honey.

A moment ago I said the cell-walls of the new drawn foun-
dation were twice as thick as we And them in nature. It

would be possible to make them just as thin as the bees con-
struct them ; but Mr. Weed is satisfied that the bees will thin

the walls when they will do little or nothing with the bases.

The extensive experiments we have made in the past satisfy

us that this is correct.

Universal testimony (with, perhaps, one or two excep-
tions) went to show that drawn foundation, imperfect as it

was last season, was readily accepted by the bees ; but owing
to the fact that the base was flat, they did not seem to like it

after they had further acquaintance with it; and in some
cases, at least, comb honey was not completed from it any
sooner, if as soon, as from common foundation. But now
that we have given the bees the same article with a natural
base, we expect different results. But if. however, the bees

make from It a " gobby'' article of comb honey, no one will be
quicker to drop it than the Root Co. The fact that we aban-
doned the flat-base foundation last season because of this de-

fect is pretty good evidence that we will do as we agree. But
neither Mr. Weed nor ourselves would have put a lot more
money into the new. dies if we had not felt reasonably sure
that the article we are now offering to the public would be
free from the objections found against that which we put out
last season.

We have received a sample of this new drawn foundation

to experiment with, and it is beautiful Indeed. We shall give

it a trial, and hope to furnish a favorable report later on.

Sellingf Extracted Honey.— In a recent issue of

the Northwestern Agriculturist, Mr. Ernest E. Conner, of St.

Croix Co., Wis., gives his experience as follows in working up

a market for extracted honey :

When I first began to extract honey I had to literally

give it away. People told me it was half sugar, or that
" strained honey " wasn't fit to eat. I then had to explain the
difference between extracted and strained honey, and by fol-

lowing it up, by always putting the pure article before my
customers, I have, to-day, a demand that always exceeds the
supply, for my extracted as well as ray comb honey.

Every bee-keeper should make it a point to build up a

permanent trade, whether it be private or wholesale.
Put your honey up in an attractive manner so that it will

be pleasing to the eye, and it is then half sold. Have some
labels printed, and on each package, whether large or small,
have your name and address and the kind of honey the pack-
age contains. Distribute small samples, so markt, among
people who like honey, and are willing to pay for a first-class

article.

You may think this is throwing honey away, but you will

make it up in the end by increast demand; at least I have
found it so.

If your honey is very fine, put your name on it and sell it.

If it is dark and will grade second or third, put your name on
it and sell it for just what it is, and make the price to match.

There are plenty of people who will buy a cheap article if

they know it Is pure and clean.

As the time will very soon be at hand when bee-keepers

will have honey to sell, we will be glad to have any of our

readers who have been successful in retail marketing tell how

they did it. It may help some one as you have been helpt by

reading the methods of others. We all should be as willing

to give out information as to receive It.

" Profitable Bee-Keeping, with Hints to Be-

ginners "—the nine articles by Mr. C. N. White, of England,

will begin next week in the Bee Journal, as we have received

the first two of the nine. See page 410 of this number for

further information concerning these articles, and also the

premium offers for getting new subscribers for the last six

months of 1898.

We would like to have all our readers, if possible, get and

send In the subscriptions of their neighbor bee-keepers. The

way to get rid of slipshod, old-fogy bee-keepers is to place

under them the jack-screw of good bee-literature and raise

them up to the level of those who are striving to keep bees in

the modern and proper way. By so doing all will be helpt.

Many of our subscribers have already sent in new sub-

scribers on the offers made on page 410, but there is room

for many more. Before Aug. 1 we hope to add 1,000 new

subscribers to our list. It can be done if every one will do

only half as well as some others have already done.

Send for free sample copies to work with, or send us the

names of non-subscribers, and we will mail the sample copies

to them.

Me. Cheslet Pbesswood, of Bradley Co., Tenn., wrote

us June IS : "My bees are doing splendidly .so far this year."

Mrs. Effie Brown, of Eiu Claire Co., Wis., writing us

.Tune 12, said

:

" Bees here are unusually forward this year. I CH,n take

off some comb and begin extracting June 15."

Mr H. H. Page, of the Page & Lyon Mfg. Co., died May
23, aged SO years. So reports Gleanings and al^o the Pro-

gressive Bee-Keeper. We have not learned any of the par-

ticulars, but understand that the firm will go right on in their

large lumber business and as manufacturers of bee-keepers'

supplies. Their advertisement appears regularly in these

columns.

Mr. G. Stout, of Hennepin Co., Minn., sent us a picture

showing a disk section-cleaner on the Golden plan, attacht to

a grindstone axis. He says he has cleaned about .500 sections

with the disk, and it is good for half as many more without

renewing the sandpaper. Mr. Stout runs his grindstone with

a treadle, so he can sit down and clean sections or grind the

butcher-knife. Of course he's a very " Stout " man.

Mr. Edgar B. Whipple, of Hillsboro Co., N. H., wrote

us as follows, June 20 :

"Friend York :—No. 23 of the 'Old Reliable' failed to

reach me—the first copy I ever mist in all the years I have

been a subscriber. Please send ine No. 23, and oblige.

'• I have borne a great deal from the ' Old Reliable,' and

never kickt. Gave up the old editor (Newman), and learned

to love the new. Gave up with regret the neat, little booklike

pages, and learned to look for the long wrapper and broad

leaves. Endured the horrid spelling, and learned to like it.
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Noticed the leaving off of the post-office address of all corres-
pondents, and blamed not the editor, but our miserable com-
petitive system, that almost compels us lo do all sorts of mean
things we would never do under an up-to-date system.

" No. I have not kickt, and I don't now ; but when you
print as good an article as Mr. Cowan's, and I get it with the
middle dropt out, I can't stand it.

" Please send me No. 23, current volume."

We are always glad to replace lost copies if notified in

time, before the edition is all gone.

Dr. Miller, after being favored with a visit by Mr. and
Mrs. Cowan, of England, sent this " straw" to Gleanings :

"I can sing 'God Save the Queen ' more heartily than
ever, after a visit from Mr. and Mrs. T. \V. Cowan. They
are delightful people, and, above all, they're good."

Right you are. Doctor. We wish that they could attend
the next meeting of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union,
where many of our bee-keepers could get acquainted with
them. It would be well worth going a long way in order to
meet them—among " the Queen's best."

Mr. R. C. Aikin, President of the Colorado State Bee-
Keepers' Association, writing us June 20, said :

" My honey-flnw is just starting, with everything appar-
ently favorable. I will probably be exceedingly busy for the
next few weeks."

Mr. Aikin appeared before the Western Classification
Committee at its meeting in Manitou Springs, Colo., June 14,
in the interest of the less than carload rates on bees by
freight. As yet nothing is known about the result of their
deliberations. But we hope to learn soon that the petition of
the bee-keepers was granted.

Editor E. R. Root, in Gleanings for June 15, copies
entire our editorial on " Shipping Comb Honey by Express,"
found on page 328 of the Bee Journal. He then followed it

with this paragraph :

" It is almost unnecessary for us to state that our experi-
ence in handling comb honey leads us to endorse every word.
Indeed, I should like to underscore every line of it in red ink
if I could."

It is not often that an editorial in these columns receives
such a "red-hot" endorsement as that, and from such an able
source.

In a letter to us dated June 18, Mr. Root had this to say
about the honey prospects in his locality in Medina Co., Ohio :

"There is no clover honey here of any consequence. Bees
are being fed, altho the prospects from basswood Is very good ;

but we may be disappointed in this also."

A Western BEE-SurPLv Firm, that had been written to
In a joking manner, tho at the same time being urged to rush
on a carload of goods at once— if not sooner—replied in the
following manner—we omit, of course, all names :

"Dear Sir:—Referring to your communication we beg
leave to advise that we promist we would ship the car on or
before June 30. This is the very earliest that we could
promise it.

" We certainly do not wish to see you go to the insane
asylum for a good many years to come, altho we do not doubt
but what you and all of the rest of us will ultimately land
there, for of all the impatient, unreasonable people on the
face of the earth, the bee-keepers are the worst—when
swarming-time comes around.

" We will do our very best to get the car there as many
days before the 30th as we possibly can, as we wish Mrs.
to have her husband with her as long as possible.

"You say you have a mail full of kicks. That is nothing.
Get hardened to it the same as we are. Before you have many
more gray hairs on your head you will find that the bee-supply
business is not all that it is crackt up to be."

Lang^stroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club It with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

FOR THE READERS OF THE
AltlERICA\ BEE JOURIVAL.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
—WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of ' Bees and Bee-Keeping," " Pleasurable Bee-Keeping," etc.

Mr. White is owner of one of the largest apiaries in the
country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-
ject. He is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils in England. He will treat
the subject in a

Series of Miie Illustrated Articles

:

1. General and lutrodiictor}'. 4. Sivariuiug. 7. Suprrlng.
t£. BecN. 5. Hives. 8. l>i!iiea»<>N.

3. Haudliiig Bees. G. Foundation. !). Wluleriug

This will be a series of practical articles that bee-keepers
of the United States will not want to miss reading. They are
copyrighted by Mr. White, and will appear only in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, beginning in July.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the
last six months of 1898, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of

this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical
English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

The balance of 1§9§ for 011I3' 40 eenis—
To a NEW Subscriber—thus makiui; it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent in stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber
already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get
their subscriptions, and we will give yon, for your trouble,
your choice ofJoNE of the following list, for each new •lOcent
subscriber you send

:

For Sending ONE Neiv 40-cent Subscriber :

10 Foul Broort—by Dr. Howard
11 Silo and Silage— by Prol. Cook
12 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood -by A R Kohnke
14 Muth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 20 •• Honey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 Rural Lile

1 Wood Binder for a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cllppinfir Device
3 Handbook of Health—Dr.Foote
4 Poultry for Market—Fan. Field
5 Turkeys for Market—F<n Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor— Fan Field
7 Capons and Caponlzlng—Field
8 Kerdall's Horse-Book
9 Mullen's Horse Book

For Sendius TWO Nciv 40-ceiit Subscribers:

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four Bt^oks
3 Ropp's Commercial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeping lor

Proat
5 40 "Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Problem In Bee-Keeping

—by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's 'Bee-Keeping for
Beginners "

9 Blenen-Kultur—German
10 Bees and Honey—160 pages—

by Newman
11 People's Alias of the World

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send in

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a
premium ; but we will begin the subscription just as soon as
it is sent in, which will secure several June numbers in addi-

tion to the last 6 months of this year, provided the subscription

is forwarded to us at once.
If you want your bee-keeping neighbors to be certain of

getting ALL the numbers of the last 6 months of 1898, you
had better get their subscriptions in before July I, as we
may run out of copies before the end of that month.

Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest

list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do so.

OEOROE W. YORK &, CO.,
118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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"He fools bis customers by sendlnjr more
than is expected."—See pap:e 10.5 current vol-

ume Bee Jourual.and ask forttie free pamph-
let referred to. 1 am now preparei to All or-

ders promptly with fine yei.low-to-the-tip
QIIKENS, or diuchters of impo-'teri stock
mated to jrolden dronfs. .at 7r)0 eacb. Purely-
mated Queens reared from the best stock and
by the best method known, is wbat I furnish,
and win prove it to all who Rive me a chance.
Money Ordtr Office, Warrenton.

Address, W. H. PRIDGEN.
22Atf Creek, Warren County, N. C.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Texas Queens fMVM\
Best honey-g-atheriag- strata in America.

Tested, $1.50. Untested. $1.00. Write for a

Circular. J. D. GIVENS, I^Ubon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

SiBEE - KEEPERS' SUPPLIES !

Largest and Best equlpt
Factory In the

Send for Catalog.

FRED A. DAE.TOIN,
lA26t Wat KER, Vernon Co., Mo.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 75c. Cboice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at $'3.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5.00, Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
8Atf GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writins.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Kiip|>]lo« ! Root's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Pouder'8 Honey - Jars.
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
Iree. Walter S Pouder,

1 f ./-ii !\ .inf-n"^ »> ^1'- Mass. Ave.,
1^1'° powtlOpI) Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when vrriting.

nilCCMQ Italian stock. Untested. 70c each;
UUlLIIO :iror*;00 Afier July l. 50 cents
each; tested. $1.00 each. Root's <>oodB al
Root's Prices. Prompt shipment and satis-

faction guaranteed. Catalog Iree
THEOUORK BENDER,

20Atf Canton, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

THE I=Xj^5^CE
Tl) GET YOUR

:2:i:r QUEENS^^
Is or H. a. Ul IRIN, of Bellevae, Obio.
Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to furnish the
best of Queens—Golden Italian — UooUttle's
strain—warranted purely mated, 7.tc each; 6
for St. After June. 50c: 6 for $-3 75. Leather
Colored same price. Safe arrival. Will run
1,200 Nuclei, so there will be no waiting for
your Queens. 23Al6t

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Golden Italian Queens Cheap

!

Two-frame Nucleus, with Queen. $2.2.=i.

If you want BUbS FOR BIJ!!ilINE$<l,
send for mv Catalntr rif prices
18Elf J F. MICHAEL, Greenville, Ohio

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

One Fare Tor tbe Round Trip
To Buffalo, N. Y., and return, account

Baptist Young People's Union meeting,

July 14-17. Rates lower than via other

lines. For full information call on or

address J. Y. Calahan, General Agent,

111 Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone
3389 Main. (30

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Tlie Progress of a Colony.

tliiery 74.—Suppose a colony has. on March
21, two frames of brood with bees enough to

cover them
1. Given the best care as to protection, and

in every way, and setting them over a strong

colony so as to get the heat from that, how
many frames of brood will there be bees

enough to cover three weeks later ?

2. How long after March 21 will it take to

reach the queen's capacity, supposing that is

10 frames?—Illinois.

Mrs. L. Harrison— I don't know.

Emerson T. Abbott— I do not know.

J. A. Stone— 1 and 2. I don't know.

J. M. Hambaugh—This is too knotty
for me.

E. France— It would depend very

much upon the weather.

Chas. Dadant & Son—Too much guess-

work about that to reply knowingly.

Rev. M. Mahin—I could only guess,

and my guess might be wide of the

mark.

Eugene Secor— 1. There ought to be

bees enough to cover five frames. 2.

Eight weeks.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. I don't know.
Perhaps two and a half. 2. Maybe two
or three months.

Prof. A. J. Cook—So much depends
upon queen, season, and other condi-

tions that a positive answer is not pos-

sible.

R. C. Alkln— 1. Two combs (full) of

brood should hatch enough bees to cover

all of five. 2. Five weeks. These an-

swers approximate.

C. H. DIbbern— 1. That depends upon
many things, and cannot be answered
with any certainty. 2. That would be

about as uncertain as the first question.

S. T. Pettit—There are too many con-

ditions to be considered in this problem
to answer with anything more than a

guess. Not knowing the age of the

brood March 21 adds to the difficulty.

R. L. Taylor— 1. On account of the

dying off of the bees no more brood can
be covered April 21 than March 21. 2.

If everything is favorable, and the queen
is excellent, three months and a half

might answer.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— 1. About four

frames. 2. "How long" will depend
altogether upon the conditions of the

weather. If these are favorable, I would
say the " capacity " would be about the

middle of May.

Dr. A. B. Masou— 1. That will depend
upon the locality. In this locality (Lucas
Co., Ohio) a colony that hasn't bees

enough to cover more than two combs
of brood Is a poor colony, and would
breed very slowly.

J. A. Green— 1. There could not be

more bees than would hatch from the

first two frames, added to the original

number. As a large proportion of the

latter would die, you could not count on

Sweet I Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5ft lOIb 25Ib 50ft
Sweet Clover (white). .60 $1.00 $2.25 Jt.OO
Alsike Clover.. 70 1.25 3.00 3.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Four orders are solicited.

GEORGE 'W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

For 75c
eaoliYoung Tested Italian Queens

I have a fine lot of them, and can fill orders
promptly. Address.

F. F. MORROW, 'WaUaceburff, Ark,
24Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

il UKV HONEY-EXTRACTOR
I'lUUl Is Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Sopplies in general, etc etc.

Send for our new catalog.
Practical Hiuts " will be mailed for lOo.

in stamps. Apply to—
Chas. T. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ITALI.VN QUEENS bred for honey-Kathering by
the best raelhiia.i. with no bl icli bees iu my apiary;
mism.ated Queens are rare. Untested, .^^c each; $5
doz. After July 1,45c. or $4..'iiidiiz. Tested. 75c each
or 3 for $2. Send for -ircular. Safe arrival.

W. J. KOREIUND.
25Ast Fort Deposit, Ala.

"Lr^^s^. Honey Extractor

Get WilliaiEs' Automatic Reversitile,

Anil You Hafe It. Addre«.,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOEtf Barnum, Wisconsin.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Be It Known
To Mli Men, we are prepared
to All order* promptly for

CHOICE aUEENS^fr'ir.nrof
<>oIden or Ijcatlier-Colored Itallanv....

Tested $100: Untested—one. 75c; three,

$1.50. After July 1, 50e each. Remit by Ex-
press Money Order, payable at Barnum. Wis.

One and two-ceut stamps taken. Address.

Vam Sllen & "Williarn,®,
25Att BAKNU.M, WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

By Returts B^Iatl.
Queens.

strictly 5-band or Uolden Beauties. Untested,
oOcenls. Teste '. $1.00.

25A8t TEKKAL BKOS., Lampasas. Texas.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Spend the Glorious Fourth
with your friends, along the Hue of the

Nickel Plate Road. Tickets on sale July

2, 3 and 4, good to return July o, at one

fare for the round trip within a radius

of 200 miles from starting point. Van
Buren Street Passenger Station, Chicago.

City ticket oilice. 111 Adams St. Tele-

phone Main oMS'J. (38-26-1)
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Qiieeii-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
pine device is a iine thing
for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for SO cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for
sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00 ; or for §1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. ^ORK & CO.,

CHICAGO. ILLS

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Qfleeiis for Bnsiness.

Sulies at Bottom Prices.
'• Bee-Keeplng for Beprinnere,'' price 50 cents,

Imparts the InBtructlon. Price-Llst free.

J. P. H. BKOWN, Augusta, Ca.

nilD DDIPC9 are worth looking
UUn rniULO at. we are mak-
ing the new
Champion Cliail-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
aud we are selling: them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
youSSJS

K. II. SCH.yilOT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Iiiberal Discounts to the Trade.

t kWAR IS HELL,"
Bays John Sliermnn — buL men joke of wiir. To eee
yon chase stock from cro|>s nia.v amuse others, but
it's—well, no joke. We 6ut,'i:est Pj»s*? leiiee.

PAGE UOVEX WIRE FEN( E CO.. Adrian, Mirli.

"Please mention Bee Journal wiien writin.^.

The Very Best Queens
at tlie Lowest Prices....
iteantlt'ul Goldeu Ilullau Queens bred
trom the best honey-gai bet lug siralu, reared
by Ibe best known methods—50 itnts each.
Select Tested, $1.00. No black bees Iiere.

W. G. GATHRIGHT,
25A3t DONA ANA. NKW MEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

First Excursion of the Sea-
son to ButTalo

Via Nickel Plate Road, July 14:-17, at
one fare for the round trip. Choice of
water or rail between Cleveland and
Buffalo within fiual limit of ticket. For
further information call on or address
J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone Main
3389. (31)

more bees than would cover three to five"

frames, depending upon the weather. 2.

No definite answer can be given to this.

It would depend very much upon circum-
stances. Somewhere between May 15
and June 30.

E. S. Lovesy— 1 and 2. This would
depend upon conditions, such as loca-
tion, weather, honey-flow, etc. Here in

Utah we do not experiment with the
bees in March, only to see that they
have sufficient stores.

W. G. Larrabee— I have never experi-
mented on this, but should say a colony
with two good frames of brood March
21 would make a good colony by June
10, or the beginning of the honey-flow
in this locality (Vermont).

Mrs. J. M. Null—I have no experience
in placing over a strong colony to secure
heat, and by using a division-board
without this extra precaution, the
queen's capacity may be reacht by the
last of May or first of June.

O. O. Poppleton— 1 and 2. No definite
answer can be given to these questions.
Seasons vary too much as regards
weather and honey-flow. Some years
such a colony would build up in half the
time it would other seasons.

G. M. Doolittle— It depends upon the
season and size of frame. As a rule,
such " fussing " does not pay the practi-
cal apiarist. Some seasons bees build
up rapidly. Often it Is June 15 in

this locality before there are 10 frames
having brood in them in any hive.

D. W. Heise— 1. In the absence of
more data as to the amount of comb
space occupied with larvfe and eggs in
addition to the brood mentioned, my
guess would be aboutdouble the number.
2. All depends on circumstances.

J. E. Pond— 1 and 2. The above
questions are of such a nature that no
intelligent answer can be given. It is

something like asking, "How big is a
piece of chalk '?" No data is given as to

locality and general climatic conditions,
consequently " I pass."

G. W. Demaree 0, my friend, there
are too many •' ifs " about your ques-
tions. How about the weather? How
about the honey and pollen resources?
Such a nucleus as you describe, in my
climate (Kentucky), usually would get
ready for the white clover harvest in

about eight weeks from March 21.

P. H. Elwood—This is too deep a
question for me. It will depend upon
the weather, the amount of stores in the
hive, etc. Here (New York) there was
not a large increase of brood during the
three weeks following March 21. That
amount of maturing brood May 21 would
usually be followed in three weeks by a
hive full.

Xlie Nickel Plate Road
has authorized its agents to sell excur-
sion tickets July 2, 3, 4, good returning
July 5, within a radius of 200 miles
fro-?) starting point, at one fare, for the
round trip, account of Fourth of July.
City ticket office. 111 Adams St. Van
Buren St. Passenger Station, Chicaeo.
Telephone Main 33S9. (3S-26-1)

Please Send XJs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
JouRNAX. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

California
If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Paciflc Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paciflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated 13.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOI

kHaa
No Sag In Brood-Frame*

This Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has So FtsbboDe in the Sorplas Booef

.

Belnff the oleaneBt Is nsnally worked
the qnlokeet of any Fonndatlon made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
Sole Mannfaotarer.

Bpront Brook MontKomery Co., N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP j» ^ <^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - Chicago>
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

QCC I^CCDCD? ! Let me send you my 64-
DLC-NLLrLnO page Catalog for 1898

J. Ifl. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing

COMB FOUNDATION """a^rnVu.

WorkJDs; Wax '^^\^tm A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted tor cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUOUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal "when writing.

SlBeeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Beesirax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan at. , CHICAGO, ILL.

Excursion to Chautauqua
Lake

over Nickel Plate Road, July 3, at one
fare for the round trip. By depositing
tickets with Secretary of Chautauqua
Assembly, same are available for return
passage 3< I days from date of sale. City

ticket office, 111 Adams St.. Van Buren
Street Passenger Station, Chicago, on
the loop. Tel. Main 3389, (40-26-2)
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PRINTED
Envelopes and Letter-Heads.

We have put In a new small Job Printing
Press on which to print our own stationery,
circulars, etc.. and while being able to do this

we may as weii do some work for our readers,

if they will favor us with their orders. If you
want 'Envelopes or Letter-Heads, send 2-cent
stamp for samples and prices. We will make
right prices for neat, good work. All orders
can be filled by express, at small charge, as the
weight would not be great.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO. ILLS

^ kmi'.h.mf; a 1 iimi'1.i-:tk link of ^
^ TracSion, Portable, Seens-Port" ^

abie. Simple and ^
^ Compound Engines, ^

Thf^y arpmiido t jsupi>ly the giuutei^t amount T
of pnwri- irinn Wrt Ua-*t amount of fuel with
tlie k'ast atteiitinn. Traction ene^ines raneje
froma til 20 h.p. ;Mui tli'-ir U-adiiiLr ieatures are

Large Trae^fion Power,
^ Fast Travel, £asy Steafners, ^

siiuiilicity, j^reat stix'ir^th ami durubility.
Boilers are made (if best steel boiler plate of 60,000

^ lbs. teasile strength, p'ire box surro'andecl « ith ^
^ water. Make also Threshers, llorne I'ower*,
^ iitnl Stiw _Mill«. All are der^eribed moiefullvin ^
T nui' illustmti-a catal i'.ue.Senti for it— (T'S FREE. X
X Af. nUMELY CO., LAPORTE, IND, 4

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

GOOD WHEELS
MAKE A GOOD WAGON.

Unless a watron has pond wheeN it is

"the electric wheels
are^^iiud \vheelsand they make a \vai;ron
last iiuletinitely. They are made hi(;h or
low, any width of tire, to fit any skein.
They tan'tcet loote, rot op breok
down. They lastalways-Catalogfree.

Electric Wheel Co., Box 16, Quincy. Ills.

Anyone Interested
in AURICI-LTI'RAL Pl'RSIlTS Can't

afford to be witliouttln^

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST.
Sample copy free to A.v Y addrkss
upon receipt of name and addre.ss

luinly written on po.stal card naming
papcrin which vou saw this ad. A^h^re^^a

AGUICL'LTL'KAL El'lTOMlST, Indianauolis, Indiana.

26E26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

For Meeting: Baptist Voung
People's Union,

AtBuffalo, N.Y.,.July 14-17, theNickel
Plate Road will sell tickets at rates lower
than via other lines. The accommoda-
tions are strictly first-class in every par-
ticular, and it will be to your advantage
to communicate with the General Agent,
111 Adams Street, Chicago, before pur-
chasing your ticket. Telephone Main
3389. (28)

Clover Contains No Nectar.

We had a heavy rain last night and it

still continues. Bees have barely made
a living so far. I noticed a large colony
yesterday that was starving, and I fed
them immediately.
The heads of white clover are large

and quite plentiful, but contain no
nectar. I seldom see a bee at work upon
it. Yellow sweet clover is blooming
nicely, but does not attract the bees, and
the white variety is just beginning to

open. Basswood is full of buds, and will

soon be in bloom. Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria Co., 111., June 23.

Catclaw their Hope.

We have had fine rains lately, and are
hoping for a crop of honey from the
second flowering of the catclaw in July.

Our spring crop from "guajilla" was
nearly a failure, owing to atmospheric
conditions, so we will be doubly pleased

to reap a harvest next month.
Claude Steet.

Uvalde Co., Texas, June 15.

Outlook Not Encouraging.

White clover is a failure here this year.

I have just moved the home apiary out
In the country, where they are now rev-

elling in Alsike '• up to their eyes." The
"tent-caterpillars" or " army worms "

have also stript every leaf from the bass-

wood in this vicinity, so that the outlook
is not very encouraging.

John Atkinson.
Crow Wing Co., Minn., Juno 21.

Too Rainy and Cold.

'Tls rather a hard season for bees ; too

much rain and cold weather. The fields

are white with white clover blossoms,
but the bees can do nothing on them.
The season will close in 10 days, as the
farmers have commenced to cut the
grass. Henry Alley.
Essex Co., Mass., June 21.

Starving—What Ailed the Bees P

On account of so much cold rain here
this spring the bees got but very little

good of the fruit-bloom. In this locality

the bees, as far as I can learn, are al-

most in a starving condition, and there
has been but very little swarming here
so far this season. Out of 26 colonies I

have had only two swarms, and they
were put on empty combs. I have been
feeding for the last two weeks. The
sweet clover is besinning to put out, but
this is the off year for it, and we won't
have a very heavy crop. The white
clover is not what we expected it would
be after so much rain.

Now I'm going to tell what happened
here this spring in a neighbor's apiary
of some 40 colonies. They acted about
the same as bees with the dysentery,
with the exception that they came out
and died outside of their hives. Proba-
bly this was owing to the warm weather
so they could get out. When they would
come out they would be bloated or
swollen so that they were almost twice
their usual size. They were purged,

A Book Recoiuniended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NE¥mETHOD
Im Mealthi and Dil&ease.
By W. E Forest, M. D., 12th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Putsician, and as

A diide to Healths
It makes the way from Wealcness to
S^trengtlt so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings oiiiinot l>e siclc. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a drug
treatment.

All Clironic I>iseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " ^Vc«' J/(?Mo(Z.s- " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
!!>iini]>tive have been entirely cured.
While for Klieiiniatiisni, Iu4lig;es-
tion, l>.y!>|>ei>!>ia, <'onNlipsilion.
>y!!ienlai-y, Liver and Kidney
'I'ronhleM, Catarrli, Kniacia-
tion. <jieneral Mebllity, TVerv-
on*i I'iXliaiiKtIon, Ikiseases Pe-
cniiar to >Vunien, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A liruarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods" thoroughly, it the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Xlie :\ew Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was 13.50, we sell this at $1.00, postpaid.

PRKMIUill OFFKRS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail you the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOBGr W. YOBK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Klppinsr. Cutting-otf, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Gataioi-ne Free.

SEIVErA FALLS IflFR. CO.,
46 Water St SENKOA FALLS. N. T

The Nickel Plate Road
will sell excursion tickets to Chautauc^ua
Lake and return on July .S, at one fare
for the round trip, with return limit of

30 days from date of sale by depositing
tickets with Secretary of Chautauqua
Assembly. Tickets good on any of our
through express trains. Cheap rates to

many other points East. Communicate
with this oflice. 111 Adams St., Chicago,
for any further information desired.

Van Bureii Street Passenger Station,

Chicago. Tel. Main 3389. (41-26-2
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and their discharges were yellow, just
like the dandelion bloom, but there was
no bad smell about or in their hives.

They would come out of the hives and
tumble and roll over the ground and die
by the thousands, until there were
scarcely enough bees left in the hives to

take care of what little brood they had.
There were three or four colonies that
died outright.
This circumstance occurred during the

time the dandelion was in bloom, and I

thought that the dandelion was proba-
bly the cause of the trouble, as the dis-

charges were so yellow, but if that was
the cause, why did it not affect other
bees in the same vicinity ? These bees
were the only ones that had the disease.
Some thought they were poisoned, and
that theory would hardly hold out, for
other bees would be apt to get the same
thing.

I have handled bees for over 40 years,
and I have never seen or heard of such
a thing before. Now, we should like to

hear through the "Old Reliable," the
opinions of some of our best and most
practical bee-keepers in regard to what
I have written about our neighbor's bees.
He would also like to hear, as he is quite
an apiarist. We would like to hear from
Dr. Miller and others. J. S. Sleeth.
Livingston Co., 111., June 18.

"The Goose Hangs High,"
My bees are in fine condition. J did

not lose any last winter. They were on
the summer stands, and came through
In fine condition. I had my first swarm
May i!4. I was not looking for them to
swarm, so they got the startof me while
I was away from home. They left for
parts unknown to me. I soon put a stop
to such nonsense. They are full In the
supers now, and I shall extract this
week. I am waiting for it to cure.
Everything is lovely, and "the goose
hangs high," as the old saying goes.

S. T. Cbandall.
Washington Co., Wis., June 22.

Season a Failure.

The honey season here is a failure.
Clover is over, linden is passing, and yet
the combs are dry. Jacob Tate.
Miami Co., Ind., June 20.

Bees Doing Well.

Bees are doing well. Horse-mint is in

full bloom. 1 have taken 30 pounds
per colon v already. J. C. Beaver.
Dallas Co., Tex., June 20.

An Unfortunate Bee-Keeper.

While nailingshingles on an out-build-
ing the scaffolding fell when we were
putting on the last course of shingles,
and I fell to the ground, head foremost,
and unjointed both hands and broke
both arms just above the wrists, and
stove the left shoulder up quite badly,
and I had to be helpt like an infant for
a long time, being unable to write or
help myself. I am old and my hands are
both stiff. My object was to sit under
my own vine and shade-tree in my old
days and see a few nice Italian bees
work, as it greatly delights me.
While I was lying on my sick bed I

would use the splints that my broken
bones were bound up in, and turn the
pages of the Bee Journal and read it in

preference to any paper we take. And,
O, how I would like to shake the hand

Select-Tested Golden Adel Queens.
26Atl'

Each, $1 00. A non-awarming and non-stinKinfr strain of polrieQ bee^. " How to Prevent
Honey Candjing " given to each customer. Tested Queens, each 7.5 cents.""" HiiNRY AL,l,Ky, Wenliam, Iflass.

BEE-SUPPLIES !
We have the beet equipt factory In the West. Capacity

1 carload a day; and carry the larg-est stock and grreatest
variety ot everything: needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, aud prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalosr, 73 Pase^, Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal-

vanized BTeel. all sizes, any form, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address,

E. KRETCHiVIEH, Ked Oak, Iowa.
8Elot Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing'.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the I^argest Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and vrhitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .lourDal. 7Atf

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To bave a copy of.

\»/\i/ Our 1898 Catalog viAi;

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Ageut for tiie Soutliwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

A^.
S we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing

^ they will appreciate the low freight rates obtMned by purchas-
ing' goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. g-et-

tiug a direct through-lretght rate, thus cutting- the freight in half,
we have establlsht a branch house at 1730 South i:iih St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsvide, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not. we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-while c>eL*tlon8, beautiful straw-

colored tiiiuc-H-Licnt Foundation, improved Smokers and Honey Kxtractors, and all other first-

das sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our fustomer in the future.

l^^pKOGRESsiVE Bee-Keeper. 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25o. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Lg^iiy Maniiliieturiiig Company, ^73=o^'s"''J,'i'*','37.?-Jt.,o°^ai.a,Neb.

Xbe Baptist Voung People's
Union

Will be pleased with a ride to Buffalo
and return over the Nickel Plate Road.
Choice of water or rail route between
Cleveland and Buffalo, within final limit

of ticket. Call on or address J. Y. Cala-
han, General Agent, 111 Adams Street,
Chicago, for particulars. Telephone
^389 Main. (29)

FOR
SALEBasswood Houey

We have a limited number of barrels

of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about '280 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

Geo. W. York & Co., 118 Mich. St., Chicago,Ill.
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of a certain class of men that are writing

for the American Bee Journal. Some of

these men are the great head-lights, and
are building for themselves a monument
perhaps more lasting than granite. I

keep a scrap-book and when I see arti-

cles by certain men into the book they

go— except one man. We can't spare

paper enough to put down all he says.

He must be the most patient man of his

day. [This last man must be Dr. Miller.
—Editor ]

W. J. Morrison.
Dade Co., Mo., June 15.

Prospects Never Better.

Bees are doing fine in this locality.

Prospects for a honey crop never were
better. I have SO colonies hard at work.
I run expressly for comb honey.

Frank Cole.
Mecosta Co., Mich., June 15.

Doing but Little Good.

Bees are doing but litti^ good here on
account of the wet weather this summer.

S. B. Day.
Richardson Co., Nebr., June 18.

Paper Bags for Extracted Honey.
I have used paper bags like I enclose

for putting up extracted honey for the
last four months for customers that will

take honey if I have anything to put it

in. I have had syrup in one for six

months, and it has not leakt a drop yet.

Fill these bags with honey, and tie a
. string around the top and see how much
hard usage you can give them before
they leak. Let me know what you think
of the idea. I sent a few to a bee-sup-
ply firm, and they say they are quite in-

terested In them, and believe it to be

a good idea. I would like to hear from
you. The bags certainly are not expen-
sive. A New York firm is trying to

secure a United States patent for me.
Quebec, Canada. T. R. Woodard.

[We were quite pleased with the two
sample bags sent us by Mr. Woodard.
They seem to be made of stout paraffined

paper. We think they would be just

the thing to be filled with liquid honey,
and then let it granulate, and sell it in

that form. We do not know the price

of the little paper bags, but we should
think they would be quite cheap. They
could be made to hold from half a pound
up to any size desired. We should like

to try a few of the "baglets," to see

how they would go in our local market.
—Editor 1

Bees Not Boing Much.
Bees do not seem to be doing much at

present. The white clover doesn't seem
to have any honey in it. I took a stroll

over a quarter-section to-day, and did

not see or hear a bee. We have had a
good deal of rain of late, and I thought
when it cleared up the nectar would
come in it, but we have had several days
of fair weather, but it does not seem to

come J. C. Armstrong.
Marshall Co., Iowa, June 20.

Fourtli of July Excursion
over Nickel Plate Road, at one fare for

the round trip, between points on that

line within a radius of 200 miles from
starting point. All particulars furnisht

at 111 Adams St., Chicago. Van Buren
St. Passenger Station, on the loop. Tel-

ephone Main 33S9. (36-26-1)

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This loth and latest edition of Prof . Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—it 1b simply the most complete scl-
entlflc and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?ulre any introduction. No bee-keeper Is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Given For 3 Neiv Subscribers.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Sabscribers to the Bee
Journal (with S'2.001, and we will mall YOO a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 81.25,
or we club It with xhe Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo" as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Win you have one ^

GEORQE W. YORK & CO., 118 Micliigan St., Chicago, 111.

SoutliernHonieoftlieHoney-Bee
win continue to rear i!one but the BEST
•QUKEIVS. Untested. 50 cents; Tested, $1.00.

«EO. W. HUFSTEDLER, Prop.,
President of National Queen-Brpeders' Union.
24Atf Beevllle, Texas.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

X keepers. Orders filled promptly,
tSend for catalog. MIS.VESOTl BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLY MFD. CO., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

r^ T T T~\ T~\ TV T O From the best

IJUEENSiS-r"
I make the rearing of Queens a specialty.

Untested, either 3 or 5-b-nded, 65 cents each.
Tested. 95 cents each. DANIEL WURTH,
Falmouth, Rush Co.. Ind. 24Aat

—^ ITALIAN^—
AND

CARNIOLAN QUEENS,
Three or flve-banded—Untested, 50c; Tested,
75c. Warranted purely mated. Safe arrival
guaranteed. Postotiice Money Orders made
payable at Caldwell. Address,

24Atf Olirlesiiinu, Texas.

RRFn; nWi(U Italian ((IIFF^St

Tested Queens, $1,00 each; Untested, 50c.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. I.. CARKINGTON,
llAtt De Funiak Springs. Fla.

July 8
the Nickel Plate Road will run an excur-
sion to Chautauqua Lake, at one fare for

the round trip. Write to J. Y. Calahan,
111 Adams Street, Chicago, for particu-
lars. Tel. Main 3389. (39-26-2)

HDNEY and BEESWAX
niAKKEX QUOXAXIO^rS.

Chicago, Jun'3 18.—Not any new honey
here, and the old stock is about exhausted.
Market values about as last quoted for what
little is being done. R, A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, June 21.—We hiive several
shipments of new comb honey from Florida,
the first to our market this season. The de-
mand is fair at II to i2c. The demand for
extracted will be light until September,

C. 0. Clemons & Co.

New York, June 20.—Comb honey: We
closed out all of our old crop some time ago.
We hive received several lots ot new crop
from the South, good. No, 1 white, wnlch sells
readily at lie per pound.
Extracted: Kecelpts of new crop from the

South are large. We quote: Common, 4 8 to
.sQc a gdllon; good. 52 to 55c a gallon; choice,
5 to 5v4c pouuJ, Demand is good, especially
for the petter grades Beeswax remains Arm
at28to29c. Hilureth Bros. & segelken.

Cincinnati, Jutie 9.—Demand is slow for
all kinds of honey, especially comb. Prices
Tor best white comb honey. 10 to 13 cents.
Extracted honey brings 3H to 6c. according to
quality. Beeswax in good demand at 25 to
•-8c for good to choice ye low,

Chas. if. MUTH & Son.

Boston, June 9.—Fancy white In cartons,
13c.; A No. 1 white In glass-front cases, 11 to
12c,; No, 1. 10 to lie; No. 2, S to 9c. Ex-
tracted, white. 6 to 7c; light amber, 5 to 6c.
Beeswax, pure. In good demand with very
light supply, 30o.
At the present time the demand for both

comb and extracted honey is very light with
but little stock on hand.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, June 9,—Fancy white. 12 to
12!4c.; No. 1. lie; No. I amber, 9 to IQc;
buckwheat, 8c. Extracted, white. 6c.; amber.
4 to 5o. A. B. Williams & Co.

San Francisco, Junes.-White comb. 9%
to 10c; amber, 6V4 to 7i4c. Extracted, white,
5S@6c.; light amber, 4=^ to o!4c. Beeswax,
23@25c
Not much now coming forward from any

quarter. Supplies will doubtless be light
throughout the season, admitting of little
other than small local trade. Former quota-
tions remain in force, with tendency on best
qualities to higher figures.

Detroit, June 9. — Fancy white honey is
lower and now quoted at lie. No. 1, 9@10c;
fancy dark, 7@8o: No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@6c; dark. 4@5c. Beeswax
27ia2Sc.
There are no changes In quotations, and

very little desirable honey left. Sales are so
slow that it is difficult to quote. The poor lots
are being pusht at what they will bring.

M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis. June 9.—Honey much more
encour:Lgifi«'. Fancy white clover comb is
selling here now at lOKOllJic, Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 5^@6c; amber, 5c;
dark. 4@4Hc.
Outlook for honey much more encouraging.

S, H. Hall Jc Co.

Indianapolis, June 9. — Fancy white
11 to i:ic,; No 1, 10 to lie. i fancy amber. 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This is especially true ot the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is

In good demand. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, June 9.—Fancy 1-pound sec-
tions. ll@12c; A No. 1, 10@H cents; No, 1
8@10c; auner, 8@8^c; dark. 7@7!4c, White
extracted in barrels and kegs, 5>4@6o; amber,
o&aVtC. Beeswax, 26328c.
The demand for honey continues very good

Indeed, and values fairly sustained. While the
best grades are most salable, the inferior
grades meet attention, and the movements
are quite satisfactory. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, June 9. — There is a very good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to lie: other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c.. and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount of honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6o,, with
a moderate demand. B.atterson & Co.

St. ^ouis, June 10.—Fancy white comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. 10c. ; amber, 9 to 10c. ; dark,
8 to 9c, Extracted, white. oH to6c. : amber.
5 to b'Ac. ; dark, 4 to 4i4c Beeswax. 20 to 22c.

Westcott Com. Co.
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i^^Talk about

.M.CoinbFouiidatiQii
WE can now furnish the very best that can

be made from pure wax. Our Neiv Pro-
cess of ITIIIIIug enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Siveet.
It is liie kind that does not sag^.

It is tiie kind you «vant.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples furnlsht FKEE. Large Illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address.

THEff.T.FALCOMERMFG.CO,
JASCESTOWN, N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-
tice, anything: in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

|^~ Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used 'in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
l?* America. We supply Deal-

ers as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mannfactnrins Co.,

HUDSON, »«t. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

The A. 1. Root Co.'s Goods '*
Ji»Va\t.'"

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HINT
Cash for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I AEISE
'po SAY to the readers
L of the

BEE JOURNAL that

I>001jl'rTLE
has concluded to sell

—EBBS and QUKKN8—
In their season, darlns
1898, at thefoUowlnB
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, In
light BhippinK-bOl $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 4SU0
1 untested queen, i oo
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10(10
1 tested Queen ... |i su
8 " Queens. 3 50
1 select tested queen 2 uo
5 " •' Queens 4 w

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing . 300
Jflxtra Selected for breedtna- the veht beht. . a on
About a Pound of BKES In a Two-frame Nucleas.
with any Queen, fa.oo extra.

1^" Circular free. kItIuk full partloalarfl regapd-
ing the Bees and each class of Queens.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation, ^l^Year

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 11% 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, I-^irmness, Mo Sag-
ging. iHo I>oss.

PAXENX n'EEM PROCESS
SHEEXII^Ci.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

6. M. DOOLITTLE
llA26t

I

BOKODINO, Onon. Co., N. Y

.

Foundation and Beestvax Prices Advanced.—We quote an advance of
tliree cents in Foundation, wholesale and retail, on the prices quoted in our Circular.
BEESWAX WANTED, at advanced prices also.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal.

OUR MOTTO—" Well MaDiifiietured Stock ! (Juick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thriftv timber is used.

ISF' Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltintr.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Tie Fence and Plain Sections,

Weefl New Process Fonnflation.

Cowan Extractors,

Our } Porter Bee-Escanes-tlie liest made.

Specialties ;
Doyetailed Hives-witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bottom.

DanzenMerHiyes.

No-Drii! Sliipping-Cases,

GleaninEs in Bee-Culture, Illustrated, Semi-Montlily,

Catalog of Ooods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Braneb:OfflceH :

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
163.5 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Palls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,

HINTS TO BEGINNERS,

C. iT. V^^^I^IITE, OI^ ElNrC3-Xj^=^:N"ID.

Author uf Jlees and Jlee-Keepiiiy,'' •• Phasumble Bee-Keepiiig." etc.

No. 1.—INTRODUCTORY.

No one wlio lias si veil tlie subject of bee-culture, or the
relationship oJ bees to flowers, the least consideration will
deny that bees play a most important part in the economy of
nature, and it is not too much to say that without bees our
fruit and seed supply would, to say the least, be extremely
limited. Bees are as necessary to flowers as flowers are to
bees. The flowers by their lieauty and the delicate perfume
they give off, attract the busy bee to the nectaries from which
they extract the honey there secreted ; but while busy upon
this work they at the same time become dusted with pollen-
grains releast by the anthers when in a state of ripeness. This
pollen, or fertilizing dust of the flower must be carried from
the male to the female flower, or to the stigmata, the female
organs of the flower of the same species, otherwise fructifica-
tion cannot take place, and fruit and seed would be impossi-
ble. This is irequently noticed to be the case when, owing to
continual bad weather during tlie time that fruit-tree?, foi'in-
stance. are in bloom, the flowers are not fertilized, and conse-
quently there is a failure of tlie crop. The important work of
fertilization Is tlius unconsciously being carried on by the
busy bee, while it robs the nectaries of their sweet secretion.
The peculiar formation of the flowers in many instances
proves that the bee, or other insect, is intended to be the agent
in the fertilization of bloom.

Cross-fertilization is also evidently intended, for those
flowers upon which both the anthers and stigmata are found
are not both at the same period in a state to effect fertiliza-
tion ; that is to say, when the anthers of a flower, also bear-
ing stamens, are scattering their pollen, the stigmata are not
in a condition to receive it ; hence, it must be carried to, and
used by, that or those flowers on which the stigmata are in a
receptive condition. Thus cross-fertilization is efi'ected, and
vigor transmitted instead of feebleness—tlie usual result of
self-fertilization. From this point of view alone it is most de-
sirable that bee-culture on modern principles should be taken
up more generally in rural districts.

BEE-KEEPING PAYS.

Then, again, the direct pecuniary result of careful and
systematic management is so encouraging that it is surprising
apiaries are not met with on every farm and in every cottage
garden. The number of colonies kept would of course be deter
mined by the interest taken in the work and by the extent of
bee-pasturage in the immediate neighborhood, but certainly a
few hives might be stood in almost every garden if only as a
source of interest and a means of providing a valuable and
pleasant food.

For many years the effects of agricultural depression have
been felt throughout the country ; at the same time prices of
agricultural produce have fallen until it is difficult, sometimes
impossible, to make both ends meet. Various means have
been suggested by those interested in the prosperity of agri-
culture, the oldest of our national industries, to minimize the
effects of the general downward tendency— for instance, im-
proved systems of dairying; more extensive and better man-
agement of poultry ; fruit-culture ; and the manufacture of
.jam. But important and valuable tho such occupations may
become as a means adojited to add to the profitableness of
farming, there is a most interesting, intellectual, and at thi'

same time exceedingly profitable, rural occupation

—

bee-keep-
iny—which, if properly, that is, intelligently, pursued would
prove of great value to the agriculturist.

The extension of bee-culture as a means of adding to the
income has been rapidly going on since it was demonstrated
that bees could be managed without discomfort to the opera-
tor, and that a profit of 50 per cent.. 100 per cent., and even
more was easily procurable.

Some countries or districts are well known for the e.xtent

of the honey-producing crops grown. Flowers alone, unac-

A Piece of Onnb.

companied by fine weather, are useless ; but usually when the
weather is favorable to the blooming of flowers, it is equally
so to the ingatlieriiig of nectar by the bees.

It is at such times when both the crojis and the weather
are in favor of the apiarist, that the large returns iier hive re-

corded are obtained. No one need despair of making bee-

keeping a success, for it seldom happens that two bad seasons
come together, and generally during any season, if one crop is

mist through unfavorable weather, advantage may be taken
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of another that succeeds it ; but then it is only tlie intelligent

bee-keeper who, like the successful man of business, having
laid his plans works them out and receives the due reward of

forethought and energy.

ONE SEASON'S WORK.

It may reasonably be askt: " What will an ordinary col-

ony of bees gather in one season ?'"

•• Bees do nothing invariably " is a trite saying. It is not

only in what may be termed poor honey-producing districts

that the returns are the worst, for I call to mind a parish

where one bee-keeper took over 100 pounds per hive, another
over 90 pounds, and another not 10 i)0unds per hive, tho all

were working on the same system. The difference was un-
doubtedly due to forethought and energy in the first two
cases, and lack of these desirable qualities in the third.

The best e.xample of continued success I know of is that

afforded by Mr. A. Abraham in the management of his three

colonies. He is a farmer's son, and attends to his bees in the

odd hours he can get after the ordinary work on the farm is

over.

In 1802 he took 120, 105, and 103 pounds of honey, or

an average of 109 pounds per hive : in J 898, 1 75, 167, and
I2(i pounds, average 1 5fj pounds; in 1894, 205, 208. and
156 pounds, average 1M8 pounds: and in 1895, 185. 180.
and 154 pounds, average 17;!. These three colonies have
yielded honey that has produced on an average £3. 10s. per
hive for tiie past four years.

A farmer living at Dowuham. near Ely, commenced bee-

keeping with one fully equipt colony, in the spring of 1894,
after attending a course of lectures in his village. At the end
of the first season his balance sheet showed an expenditure of

42s. 6d., and income by the sale of honey of 101 s. od., a profit

of over 1 20 per cent. This year's return was better still. In
many parts of the country, this year, the return of over 10(,)

pounds per hive is by no means uncommon. One bee-keeper
in Cambridgeshire, with 26 hives, took an average of 75
pounds per hive.

These are a few examples that might be multiplied, but
they are sufficient to show that if situated in a good district

and favored with genial weather, the bee-keeper must be to

blame if. carrying out a few simple rules, he does not make
bee-keeping a iirofitalile undertaking.

CONTENTS OF THE HIVE.

In addition to the bees an examination of any hive of bees
will reveal the presence of combs, composed of wax and con-
taining honey and jiolleu. There will also be found, very
frequently in undesirable quantities, propolis—a product val-

uable to the bees, but a iiuisance to the bee-keeper.
The combs are made from wax, secreted iu the body of

the bee. from honey or syrup it has consumed. They consist

of cells not quite half an inch in depth on each side of a mid-
rib. The cells are built horizontally, and from the mouths of

those on one side to thi' mouths of those on the opposite side of

the mid-rib. measure % inch. The distance from the mid-rib
of the comb to that of the next is 13< inches barely : there-
fore, the space between the faces of the combs is about J^

inch. The great majority of the horizontal cells are, or ought
to be, worker size, measuring across the mouths of the cells 5
to the inch ; but upon the bottom edges of the combs, and
often iu larger quantities as the result of bad management,
there are found largiu- horizontal cells measuring 4 to the
inch. These are drone-cells.

There is still another kind of cell, acorn-shaped, built

upon the bottom edges of the combs, and sometimes on the
face of the combs among the worker-cells, termed queen-
cells, but they are only built when the hive is becoming too
crowded with bees, and they decide to send out a portion of

the colony— a swarm—to found another colony. The building
of combs not only represents the loss of much energy by the
bees, but it also means the loss of a large quantity of honey
and much valuable time.

Various calculations have been made as to the amount of
honey the bees consume in order to secrete one pound of wax.
some putting it as high as 20, and others as low as 10 pounds.
But whatever the bees really use it is an amount we cannot,
with a view to profit, afford to lose. At the same time, by
preventing the bees building their combs from the wax thi-y

secrete, we have their energies for several days directed to tin'

gathering and storing of honey, when they would otherwise
be comb-building. The immense importance of this saving of

time will be rightly understood when we consider that it may
make a difference of 20, 30, or more pounds of 'noney in favor
of the bee-keeper. It was recorded in the T5ritish Bee Jour-
nal in 1888, that one colony gathered 40 pounds in less than
three days, and anotlicr 58 pounds in six days. The late Rev.

G. Rayuor stated, in 1889, that on June 15 his best hive
gained 9 pounds in weight.

In the cells of the combs the bees store their two kinds of

food—honey and pollen. Honey is the carboiuvceous heat-
giving and fat-forming food, and alone forms the food of the
bees iu winter, but at other times it is \ised by the bees in con-
junction with pollen, the nitrogenous or muscle-forming food,

as a perfect food for themselves when working, and for the
rearing of grubs. The two foods together form a food without
which brood-roaring is impossible; hence, tho advisability of

giving a supply of artificial pollen when the supply from nat-
ural sources fails.

The best substitute is pea-flour, which may be scattered
on shavings in a straw-skep or box. The bees must be enticed
to it by a little honey : then, when they have once found it,

they will not cease to carry it into the hive until they can ob-
tain the genuine article from flowers. Honey is also one of
the choicest foods for man, and not the least valuable, as it

is the only food that, having undergone chemical change in

the body of the bee. can be taken directly into the system and
used as a force-producer witliout having to pass through the
ordinary digestive process. Certain flowers produce pollen in

great profusion, and then it often happens that there is a
superabundance stored in the combs. In movable-comb hives
this is not a serious disadvantage unless all the hives are in a
similar condition. If there are only a few hives iu which the
combs are overloaded with pollen, some such combs may be
given to other colonies requiring a more liberal supply of this

kind of food.

Propolis is a resinous substance found oozing from the
trunks of certain trees, and is gathered by the bees for the
purpose of filling up cracks and crevices, as well as covering
intruders, such as snails, that enter the hive and cannot be
removed. To the bee-keeper propolis is a great annoyance,
as it makes sucli a sticky mess of the fingers and other things
toucht during manipulations. Some bi-es gather more propolis

than others ; thi»refore, those who aim at perpetuating any
particular strain of bees should endeavor in the breeding to

eliminate this and other undesirable traits.

[Continued next week.l

Loaded Bees iu the Sections, Etc.

BY .J. A. GOLDEN.

In the February Review, I said Mr. Doolittle and others
have told how the field-bees give the honey to the nurse-bees,

and the latter store it in the cells. My bees, as a rule, do not
follow that practice. I know this to be true, as I have spent
a great deal of time sprinkling bees with flour and then watch-
ing them through the glass as they pass up and deposit their

loads of nectar in the sections.

Now, in calling attention to my observation as to the
above statement, I did not wish to be understood that fleld-

bees did not transmit their load of nectar to other bees on re-

turn as well, but to show that bees also deposited direct in the
cells.

Having read Mr. Doolittle's article on page 321, I doubt
not he has reference to my article, having overlookt how I was
convinced. He says :

" Mr. Oolden, I believe, claims that he
knows that they do this ; but if he has told us why, or how he
knows it, I have failed to see the place." But as Mr. Doolit-

tle seems to intimate in his concluding paragraph that if E.
Gallup and himself are right, all other observations are noth-

ing but fallacious, and if deceptive, It would be well to know it.

Now, for the benefit of the readers of the American Bee
Journal I will here give my observations more fully, and I

want it distinctly understood that my evidence for believing

as previously stated, is seeing, which is in itself believing.

Therefore, it has been a fixt rule (with me) in the study of

bees and their manipulation, to make careful and painstaking
observations upon every subject relating to them, their habits
and their work coming under my observation, and thus I have
found much convincing evidence that greatly conflicts with
others upon the same subject, work or habits of the honey-bee,
regarding which they have been equally vigilant in their ob-
servations. Now, this being true, it does not prove, to my
mind at least, that one observer has given facts and the other
falsity.

In regard to the question of where and how field-bees de-

posit their load of nectar on returning from the field, I had
learned long before reading Mr, Doolittle's observation, by the
aid of two observatory hives, and at a time when bees were
working in the height of the flow. My plan was this : When
bees were dropping by the hundreds upon the alghtlng-board,

I would sift flour over them, see them pass in, then care-
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fully lift the frame and would find floured bees passing here
and there. Keeping a close watch, I would see one enter a

cell, deposit her load, then withdraw therefrom, brush herself,

and fly from the comb in search of another load. Others, as I

also observed, would pass here and there over the combs
seeming somewhat bothered. I supposed from this that they
were depositing their day's gathering in some other comb, and
were hunting for it. But other bees could be seen giving up
to those which we designate as house or nurse bees.

Continuing my observation, I fitted up supers, glassing

the sides, thus showing the sections, and continuing the dust-

ing process, I found the same convincing evidence, that the
markt bees were seen depositing nectar in the section-combs.
Thus, I was theoretically led to devise the side-entrance from
the bottom of the hive, intersecting the same in supers, keep-
ing the entire force of the colony together during the season,
as per my method previously given in the bee-papers. I

greatly enjoy this manipulating, and not only so, but, as I

have previously stated, it has been the means by which I was
enabled to satisfy every claim, financially, that stood against
me, both just and unjust, from the fact that it reduced the ex-

penses for hives, frames, comb foundation, and other expenses
in wintering, etc., besides giving greater yields, nearly doub-
ling in comb honey the amount by that of the increase method.
Now, please remember, I am speaking only for my locality.

In regard to the entrances that Mr. Doolittle speaks of, I

know nothing about that, but I do remember the kind of en-

trance my father gave for his bees, over 50 years ago. It

was so large that one day in whsat harvest an old neighbor
who, having Imbibed the contents of an old, long-neck wine-
bottle, came for some honey. No one was at home but mother
and myself, and as no honey had been taken, mother could
not fill his order, so the old man swore he must have some
honey, and staggered out to the apiary of a hundred colonies.

Selecting one of the largest hives, he laid down and rolled

himself under the hive, thrusting his hand and arm up Into

the hive, drawing down a great bunch of comb and bees, and,
as mother and I rusht to the rescue of the old man, we were
badly stung, but not in comparison to the old man, who did

not appreciate eating his honey after getting it, but was taken
home and a physician called. But In three months the old

man died. So you see large entrances were used in those
days, and my father used to say that bees would not swarm
so much when no bottoms were used ; and many times the
combs were built clear down to the ground from those great
big hives, and whether hereditary or not, I surely advocate a
large entrance.

As to the side passage-way, as I use in my method, it is as
eagerly accepted and used by the bees as a pedestrian with a
crate of honey on his shoulder would seek the unobstructed
sidewalk in Chicago to avoid delay. Morgan Co., Ohio.

Home Marketing of Honey—An Experience.

BY F. L. THOMP.SON.

Three years ago I tried to get up a home market for ex-
tracted honey by soliciting from house to house. In this way
I sold from perhaps 700 to 1,000 pounds— I have forgotten
the exact amount. I concluded, however, that it did not pay.
By intense application I could make good daily wages, but
that was all. The work was not at all what I was fitted for,

and the perpetual feeling of being a round bolt in a square
hole was wearing, to say the least, without mentioning the
time thus wasted for a mere pittance (the difference between
the wholesale and retail price, with the expenses of retailing)
which might have been far more profitably employed, men-
tally, if not financially. At that time my plan was simply to

show people the honey, letting them taste if they wanted to
(but very few did).

The past winter I concluded to try it again, on a some-
what different plan. I had read of the wonderful success
attending the plan of giving away samples, together with
honey leaflets. I accordingly provided myself with a number
of these leaflets, and printed some of my own, giving the gist

of the matter in a very few words, so that it could be read
through in half a minute or so. I gave away samples of my
honey (a good quality), pouring it out of a nice, little majolica
pitcher, holding about a quart and a half ; and also at the
same time samples of granulated honey, wrapt in little squares
of parchment paper. In this way I called at about 500
houses, distributing my leaflets and circulars at each place.

Quite a number, perhaps 5 to 10 per cent., refused to
take the samples at all. Perhaps about half of those that did
take samples would take a quarter's worth of honey when I

made my second call. Some took 10 cents' worth, and a few

5 cents' worth. A very few took a dollar's worth. I sold in

all about 500 pounds. Not more than about one-third of

those who had bought the first time did so again, when I made
my third call. At many places I had to make three, four and
five calls—they " hadn't the money " just then, or " had com-
pany," or something. I had learned by my former experience
that when any one said " not to day," he or she (generally

she) meant " not at all." Sometimes they would say, " Perhaps
some other time." I made second calls at such places, but
might have spared myself the trouble. Almost invariably it

turned out that the above formula had been a mere evasion.

In giving away the samples, I took occasion to remark that
the granulated sample was a proof of purity; that many
would buy extracted honey if they thought they could get it

pure ; that I was a bee-keeper trying to get enough customers
to take all my own honey ; that the circulars told just why
honey was a healthier food than sugar, and contained a num-
ber of recipes for cooking with honey ; and more talk, if the

opportunity afforded. I was generally well treated, perhaps
more civilly than when I did not give away samples. But I

met all the mean people I wanted to see, and a few more.
It will be seen that the sample-and-circular plan was not

even as successful as my former one, which was poor enough.
I do not know why that was ; but I want to offer both these
experiences as a solemn example to those who are enchanted
by the siren voices of those who sing that the home market of

the individual Is the remedy for all ills. I have proved by
two actual, prolonged trials that, for me, it is not; hence, it

is reasonable to infer that the experience of some others may
be like mine.

Of course, explanations may be given for my want of

success. I know one or two who have had good success in

selling honey from house to house. I think the appearance of

their rigs and outfits " gave them away " as coming from the
country. Result, confidence. Unfortunately, I couldn't fall

back on that. When 1 put on poor clothes, or rather when I

don't put on good ones, people take me—not for a farmer

—

but for a " sheeny " of the rag-buying or tin-peddling variety.

My conscience wouldn't let me hire a female in a calico dress
to sit in the wagon and personate the "old woman," and I

couldn't afford a horse and wagon anyhow, just for that.

Then, as intimated, I am a poor hand at the work. I can't

think of the right thing to say, or the right words to express
what thoughts I do have, until the opportunity has past.

Another bee-keeping friend sells a great deal of honey

—

always 10 pounds at a time—through his friends. When 1

started out in the work, he thought of course J could sell 10
or 15 buckets a day. I venture to say that if he had tried my
plan, he would not have sold much more than I ; while I can't
try his because I haven't a wide circle of acquaintances, nor
any who are apt to take orders from others for me. So it goes.

In every case, if instances of success in selling honey were
analyzed, I believe it would be found that those who advocate
the general plan of home marketing fail to take account of

peculiar favoring circumstances in their own case. A man
with a wide circle of acquaintances, in a thickly settled rural

district, where he has lived 15 or 20 years, sells all his ex-

tracted honey without any trouble. He thinks, of course,
anybody can do likewise. What nonsense!

Another, having all the peculiar qualifications of a sales-

man, has the luck to live not far from several unsophisticated
rural towns, the inhabitants of which hang on his honied
words, and tumble over each other in their efforts to con-
tribute boodle to him. He writes an article telling of his fab-
ulous successes. Very naturally; I would, too, in his place.

Only, his experience is not representative. I fear mine Is, to

some extent—on the principle that fools are commoner than
geniuses.

Some other results of my experience run counter to ac-
cepted ideas ; especially the idea, that once get a person to
taste good honey, and you have a customer. The saying that
if a person once buys good honey, he will keep on buying, was
also knockt into flinders. Now, I have a theory to account
for the latter fact. The stomach craves just so much of each
class of foods. More than that, it does not care for, except
occasionally, as a tidbit or luxury for the palate. Now, usually,
when people buy honey, and eat it, they eat just as much
sugar and fruits, and so forth, as they ever did ; consequently
they don't feel the need of any stomach room for the honey.
See?

Again, It would astonish the advocates of home individual
marketing to ascertain how many people there are who don't
like honey. Yes, I mean what I say. They don't like it. Does
that sound heretical ? It is so, the. I can appreciate this

attitude, because I am one of that class myself. After eating
honey for years, under, all circumstances, I am forced to the
conclusion that I don't like honey, and never will. Neverthe-
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less, I shall keep on eating It, for the considerations in Prof.

Cook's article on honey as food, a year ago, aflfect me power-
fully. But it goes without saying that the vast majority of

those who don't like a thing, won't have It, and that settles it.

And yet, in spite of my poor success, I am of the opinion
that all those who would like honey well enough to buy it con-
tinuously, if it was brought to their notice, are numerous
enough to take all our honey at a good price. My point is,

that they are not numerous enough to make the attempt of

the average bee-keeper, and average salesman, to reach them,
a paying job.

I think that those who advocate home marketing in gen-
eral terms without qualification, are making a mistake. They
are advocating something that it will not pay the average man
to undertake.

All the foregoing is an argument for organization, as the
one thing left. I need not enlarge on the familiar topic. But
two thoughts occur to me that I have not elsewhere seen men-
tioned, except a hint or two in foreign papers. One Is, that
advertising by means of honey leaflets does not hit just the
right spot. Do we generally read the printed matter that
comes with " Rough on Rats," or " Hood's Sarsaparilla ?" If

we depended on that, we wouldn't have much idea of those
articles, or any other proprietary drug or food. But we have
a pretty vivid Idea of many such things—Ivory Soap, and
Scott's Emulsion, and Llebig's Extract, etc. How did we get

that idea ? From newspaper advertisements, of course. That
is my second thought—that it is possible to properly advertise
honey. But only a powerful oroanization can ever do it. Bar-
gain store grocery advertisements show that common foods,

also, come under advertising with profit. "The newspaper
habit" is a bad one ; but It is an ill wind that blows no one
any good, and we might as well take a pecuniary advantage
of the fact that the average American citizen does depend for

his mental sustenance on that species of literature. There is

no question that it would pay if once consistently carried out.

It is what all successful firmsdo. Montrose Co., Colo.

Feeding Back Extracted Honey to Produce
Comb Honey.

BY HON. R. L. TiYLOR.

It has been thought worth while to repeat the experiment
in feeding back extracted honey for the completion of un-
finisht sections. It has also been found more convenient and
desirable) to do so owing to the fact that the character of the
season has been such that the percentage of partially-filled

sections has been greater during the past season (1896) than
ever before. This was owing to the shortness of the honey
season and the slender character of the honey-flow. The ex-

tent of this was such that but now and then a colony com-
pleted even one case.

For the purposes of the experiment four colonies were
selected. All were hybrid bees, so-called, and very strong.
For a brood-chamber, each colony was given a single section
of the Heddon hive, containing frames equal to five Lang-
stroth frames. Doubtless a brood-chamber even smaller

—

perhaps as small as 'Z'i Laugstroth frames—would have been
better, and this for two reasons:

First, much less of the honey would have been required
for the rearing of brood, as the extent of that would have been
reduced by one-half. I have heretofore given reasons tending
to show that it requires two pounds of honey for the produc-
tion of one pound of brood, and that a section of the Heddou
hive, if almost entirely devoted to brood, would contain about
ten pounds of it. If this is substantially correct, it will be
seen by consulting the table presented herewith, that 20
pounds of honey would be required every three weeks to pro-
duce the brood of each of the colonies used in this experiment.
This amount of brood might have been reduced by one-half
without detriment to the well-being of the colony, and one-
half the colony saved.

Second, what I have just said appropriately introduces
this point. The number of bees continually hatching from
five Langstroth frames full of brood constantly increases the
strength of the colony so that if feeding is continued any
length of time, with the crowding necessary for the produc-
tion of comb honey, swarming is induced. This would be
detrimental to the highest success of the work. With about
half that amount of brood the strength of the colony would be
kept good, and swarming avoided, for it must not be too read-
ily accepted that a small brood-chamber without reference to

the degree of smallness conduces to swarming.
The feeding was begun July 15, sqon after the closing of

the flow from clover and basswood. Two or more cases of

sections were kept upon each colony, and the honey given as

rapidly as the be'is would take it. The honey was prepared
for feeding by thoroughly Incorporating with it about one-
half its own weight of water, on the supposition that in this

condition the bees would handle it more rapidly.

The work with colonies 2, 3 and 4 was closed Aug. 0, one
day more than three weeks, owing to the fact that on that
date, or shortly before, they had cast swarms, rendering it un-
desirable to continue them in the work. Colony No. 1 was re-

tained in the experiment until Aug. 2',i, nearly 6ii weeks.
This colony was particularly adapted to comb-building, and
showed that, during the first half of the period, but later

owing probably in part to the low temperature which pre-
vailed during August, its work was less satisfactory.

Up to Aug. 10 there was no noticeable amount of honey
coming from the fields, but later there was some considerable
being gathered, tho colony No. 1, being fed, seemed to partici-

pate to a very small extent in it, not bringing enough to tinge
the color of the comb honey in process of construction, and so

I judge not sufSclent to make it an appreciable element in the
problem under consideration.

Turning now to the table, we find some questions pre-
sented which are not altogether easy to answer. We find

there so striking a difference between the work of colonies as

that one requires more than two pounds of honey to enable it

to add one pound to its store of comb honey, while another re-

quired but a trifle more than a pound and a third. It might
be surmised that the one requiring the larger amount had ex-
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Making Improvements in the. Race of Bees.

BY A. BEAMAN.

In looking over the pages of the American Bee Journal

for this year, I find two communications and several references

to the improvement of the race of bees. It Is to be regretted

that In one or two instances the thoughts of the writers ran

off on the side line of creation—away from the fact that, as

every observant bee-keeper knows, bees vary in many
particulars as to size, prolificness of queen, hardiness, dispo-

sition, etc.—and come to the conclusion that bees are now as

perfect as they were in the beginning. Such a conclusion in-

volves a very nice distinction as to what is meant by " per-

fect." Surely, the writer could not have meant precisely

what large numbers of people might think him to mean,
namely, that bees have now the same form, and do the same
things in exactly the same way as they did a', first, rather

than that when bees were created they were created perfect

in accordance with the conditions that would surround them,

and that as they were In perfect accord with their surround-

ing conditions then, so they are now in accord with present

conditions. But conditions have greatly changed, and con-

sequently so must have the bees.

When one tries to change the form or the honey-produc-

ing qualities of bees, or the prolificness of queens, or do what
we ordinarily call " improving our stock," we change the con-

ditions under which the bees generally live. Rev. Templin
mentioned how Mr. Darwin changed the form of his pigeons

and produced new breeds. Mr. Darwin, by selecting out some
pigeons for breeding together and rejecting others, made a

new condition that had the effect of making a new breed. The
breeding of pigeons, of chickens, of cats, dogs, horses, sheep,

hogs and cattle, to obtain a better quality or kind of stock ;

the selection of seed corn, of seed oats or wheat having cer-

tain characters that are thought to be the best for the pur-

poses in view, is more or less familiar to every one.

If any one has doubted that bees or insects can be

changed in form, or in disposition, or Improved, it must be

because the person has not observed closely enough, and has

consequently always thought of these small creatures always
the same, each bee exactly like every other—of course forget-

ting the old saying that there are no two things alike under
the sun. Really, the creatures have been too small for him

—

beneath his notice. But observant bee-keepers, those that

love their bees, and are to be found working over and about or

among them at every spare moment, or to the neglect of other

work, as already mentioned, have found differences between
bee and bee, and hive and hive. Beyond a doubt, many dif-

ferences not found by them can be found by one properly

trained in powers of observation, and with proper aids to his

five senses, who looks for variations.

Some of our common flowers have only five petals, so far

as the most of us know, but some scientists have lookt into

the matter and have found that once in awhile one can find a

flower with six petals. All of us are aware that four and five

leaved clovers can be found in white clover, and less often in

red clover.

In the Scientific American, or in the Scientific American
Supplement, last spring there was an account of a scientist

having produced monsters in moths, by grafting pieces of the

pupse of several moths together and holding them in place

with parafHne, very much as one does the bark in grafting

trees. One of the illustrations showed a moth with two bodies.

The Chinese make monster gold fish by performing cer-

tain surgical operations upon them when they are very young.
Certain scientists have made monster animals develop under
peculiar conditions.

It seems, then, that those who know how to go about the

work can do much more with animals than most people sup-

pose, and it looks very probable, therefore, that the proper
person could produce new races of bees that might be much
better than those we have at present.

The lengthening of the tongues mentioned by Rev. Tem-
lin is a case In point. Certainly if the stores of honey that

from a human standpoint now go to waste every year in the

corollas of red clover and other flowers with long clovers could

be added to the stores that are obtained from the bees from
other sources, there would be a gain for the bee-keeper. So
there would also, If, as suggested by Mr. Getaz, bees were
larger and could carry larger loads. Many other points might
be brought forth, In many of which the scientists would be

deeply Interested. There is then no doubt that bees can be

Improved by those that know how and have the opportunity,

or that such improvement is desired.

The question is. How to go about the work. Mr. Getaz
Informs us that we cannot, like the breeders of cattle and
horses, make note of the points of bees and keep them re-

corded in a book. Here I think he makes a mistake, and that

there Is not an animal living, large or small, that cannot have

its qualities good, bad, or indifferent, written down on paper.

True, the workers do not lay the eggs that keep the colony

alive. But whatever qualities they may have can be charged

up to the queen. The real dlQiculty is the time that would be

necessary to obtain small results. But time is required In the

breeding of all animals, and it is not probable that any one

can be found who regrets the time spent in breeding up our

best Jerseys, Durhams, our Percherons, Clydesdales, our

Chester Whites, Poland Chinas, Essex, or Berkshire, our South-

downs, or our Merinos, or our Plymouth Rocks, or White
Leghorns. All of these were once nothing more than ordinary

wild animals.
There is also the item of expense, if a single bee-keeper

should undertake all the improvements that might be made.

To a considerable extent he would be obliged to sacrifice

profit from annual crops of honey and wax, or colonies of

bees, for improvements the good results of which he might not

be able to realize for some 20 years, or perhaps he might be

obliged to pass some of them on to his children, and never

realize them himself at all.

If the single bee-keeper is not likely to undertake the

work of improvement, who will '? If the improvements are

wanted, as all improvements are, and the necessary time and
consequent expense makes It practically impossible for the

individual bee-keeper to undertake it, who can ?

District of Columbia.

Marketing Honey—Some Excellent Advice.

BY A. E. HOSHAL.

The first rquisite in the marketing of extracted honey for

table use is quality. Nothing but an absolutely first-class

article should ever be placed upon the market for this purpose.

Good extracted honey will cultivate a taste and sustain a de-

mand for itself, while that which is a little off in quality will

destroy such a taste, and consequently with it the demand for

extracted honey. A bee-keeper who may happen to have some
off-grade extracted honey on hand would better use it for stim-

ulative or winter feeding, make vinegar of It, sell it for manu-
facturing purposes, or, if the worst must be done, throw it

away, rather than place it upon the market for table use.

And so long as bee-keepers persist in extracting their honey

before it Is well capt and thoroughly ripened on the hive, just

so long will they have some of this kind of article to dispose of.

Comb honey in sections should never be marketed in the

cases In which it was stored by the bees, but should be re-

moved from these, the sections scraped clean of propolis, and,

unlike extracted honey, graded into about three grades. Each
grade should be crated by Itself in new, clean, fresh-looking

shipping-cases, and the honey which Is seen through the glass

in the side of each crate should be a fair sample of that with-

in. These cases can be obtained from any apiarian supply-

dealer, and those holding 12 sections each usually take the

best on the market.
For marketing extracted honey in bulk, we have nothing

better than the 60-pound square tin can encased in wood.

With these, extracted honey can be shipt anywhere with

safety, and is In convenient shape. For retail purposes neat

packages holding 1, 2, 8, 5 or 10 pounds would be required.

If the honey be peddled or sold at home, a o or 10 pound tin

pail will be much in demand, but if placed in a grocery or

other store, packages holding 1, 2 or 3 pounds will sell de-

cidedly the best.

I know of no article where cleanliness, neatness and taste

count for more in marketing than with honey. Let it once

get daubed about, or on the outside of the package, and it is a

sticky mess, attracting flies and other Insects, and retaining

whatever dust or dirt comes In contact with it, making of

it the repulsive rather than the attractive sweet of nature.

Comb honey which may have become daubed should be re-

turned to the bees for a half hour or so to be cleaned up again.

All shipping-cases for comb honey should have their bottoms

covered on the inside with a loose paper, the edges being

turned up about % of an inch, so as to form a kind of shallow

paper tray, and In this tray small cleats so placed as to sup-

port the sections when placed In the crate. The paper trays

will catch all drippings from the honey, and prevent it get-

ting outside of the case, while the cleats supporting the sec-

tions will prevent them becoming daubed, as they otherwise

would If allowed to rest on the bottoms of these trays.

It is best, usually, that extracted honey reach the con-

sumer in liquid form ; also, In placing it In grocery or other

stores for the retail trade It should be In such packages that It

it will be Impossible for it to spill or slop out, even tho it
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should be turned upside down. Each package should have
upon it full directions for liquefying the honey it contains
should it granulate in the consumer's hands; also be neatly
and tastefully labeled, and bearing the bee-keeper's name ana
address.

Be willing to pay a fair wage to those who will undertake
to sell for you, and don't expect them to be able to sell your
honey at a higher price than what you can yourself, unless
they have a better article. Possibly the best way to arrange
all this—and it is done and recognized in about all kinds of
commerce—is to fix the selling price, and then allow a certain
percentage off to the trade, or those who sell our goods for us.

If a grocer or other merchant will undertake to handle your
honey then don't go and retail to those who might otherwise
become his customers, nor peddle it throughout his market
field at the same price which you charged him for it. This
would be refusing to pay an honest wage to those who work
for you, besides cutting the price of honey and doing much to

drive your own product out of the market. Yet, how many
bee-keepers there are who do not recognize this.—Farmer's
Advocate.

" Profitable Bee-Keepins:, with Hints to Be-
ginners"—the nine articles by Mr. C. N. White, of England,
begin this week in the Bee Journal, as we have received
the first two of the nine. See page 426 of this number for
further information concerning these articles, and also the
premium offers for getting new subscribers for the last six

months of 1898.
We would like to have all our readers, if possible, get and

send in the subscriptions of their neighbor bee-keepers. The
way to get rid of slipshod, old-fogy bee-keepers is to place
under them the jack-screw of good bee-literature and raise
them up to the level of those who are striving to keep bees in

the modern and proper way. By so doing all will be helpt.
c:: Many of our subscribers have already sent in new sub-
scribers on the offers made on page 426. but there is room
for many more. Before Aug. 1 we hope to add 1,000 new
subscribers to our list. It can be done if every one will do
only half as well as some others have already done.
ci_ Send for free sample copies to work with, or send us the
names of non-subscribers, and we will mail the sample copies
to them.

Bee-Keepingf for Begfinners is the title of a
110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-
keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,
we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for $1.40; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of
our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the isee Journal for a year (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

The "Wood Binder for holding a year's numbers of

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends to us 20 cents. It is a very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for
reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,
are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.

.*-•--

LangfStrotli on tlie Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for SI. 25, or club It with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only §2.00.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it. See premium offers on page 426.

CONDUCTKD BT

r>H. O. O. aULLER, MAREVIGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlreot.1

Difference in Queen-Progeny—Swarming.
In reply to Geo. H. Stlpp (page 397,) I don't know why it

is that the queen progeny of a pure queen differs so much
from the mother and from each other; I only know the fact.

Some pure imported queens are very dark, and their queen
progeny will be varied, altho they all will be uniform as
to their worker progeny.

Mr. Stlpp is right in thinking a young queen may swarm
in her first year, when reared in the same hive. Such cases
occur by the thousand. But they are virgin queens, and Mr.
Gravenhorst was probably talking about laying queens. If a
colony rears a young queen on its own account, and that
queen swarms after commencing to lay, it will be a very nota-
ble exception to the rule. C. C. Miller.

Trying \o Keep DoAvn Swarming.

I am running for comb honey. Now, if I should keep
three or four supers of sections on my hives, giving them an
abundance of room, would they be so apt to swarm ? Would
they fill the sections as nicely as they would if they were more
crowded?

Two of the nuclei I bought last year (1897) did not swarm
last year, and they are just rolling in the honey, and if I can
keep them from swarming I am sure they will give me sur-

prising results. Central Wisconsin.

Answer.—No amount of super room will make sure work
in keeping down swarming. Pile them up 10 high, and your
bees will be likely to swarm. But plenty of super room will

do something toward prevention of swarming. A colony
crowded for want of enough super room may be forced into

swarming that otherwise would not have thought of swarming
so soon, if indeed it would have swarmed at all. So it may do
a good deal to prevent swarming if you have three or four
supers on at a time. But it's running a good bit of risk. If

the season should suddenly close, there you would be, with
three or four supers full of unfinlsht sections, when if you had
been satisfied with one or two supers less on a hive, you might
have had nearly all finisht. Sometimes, however, it may be
well to run some risk. Last year f did it, and it came out all

right, but it made the cold chills run down my back sometimes
when the question came to my mind, "What if the flow should
suddenly stop and the 15,000 pounds of honey or more, scat-

tered among the sections, should be left unsealed ?" So, un-
less there's a big flood of honey coming, with every appear-
ance of continuing, don't take too much risk.

Raise up your hives by putting a block under each corner ;

%-inch to an inch will be none too high to block up.

Section-Holders and T Supers.

1. I use the section-holder and one-pound section. 1 find

that between the first section-holder and the side of the super
there Is not space enough for a good bee-passage. How shall

I manage to secure the necessary space ?

2. When using full-width wood-separators, the upper edge
of the separator comes up even with the tops of the sections

and divides the passage between the sections, practically

closing the spaces. How can I tier up with such arrangement '?

3. I have only 20 supers. What will have to be done to

them to change them from the section-holder super to the

T super ?

4. What do you think of tin separators If made from per-

forated tin and zinc? And what would be the probable cost

per hundred ? Arkansas.

Answers.— 1. There is probably no good way to make the

passage greater; but are you sure it's a matter of any im-

portance ? A sixth of an inch is all the passage needed, and
the bees will go up in the next passage if they can't get up at

the side.

2. If your section-holders and supers are made the usual

way, the super is deeper by a bee-space than the depth of sep-
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arators and sections, making a full bee-space between the
contents of one super and the next one above It, in which case
there is no difficulty about tiering up.

3. Plane down the super so as to be 4}^ inches deep. Put
a board inside at one end so as to make the Inside length

17?8i and nail on this a strip of tin, the same as at the other
end. Drive in at the proper places the six staples of the par-
ticular kind used for supporting the T tins.

i. That's a thing that seems naturally to suggest Itself to

a great many, but I don't know of any one who has continued
using anything of the kind, and it's doubtful If you'll like it.

Cost, probably $3.00 or $i.00 a hundred.

Wintering—Snn and Shade, Etc.

1. Which is the better way for wintering out-doors, a 2-

story S-frame hive, or a single-story 8 or lO-frame hive ? If

wintered In a 2-story 8-frame hive, Is there not too much
room ? Aud if it is the better way, will the bees commence to

rear brood earlier than in a single-story hive? Are there any
other reasons ?

2. Is it best to leave the bees packt summer and winter
In chaff-hives or winter-cases ?

3. Does it make any difference for brood-rearing if the
cells are '4 of an inch longer than they need be?

4. Is it better if the hives get the sun at morning and
night, than if they stand always in the shade ?

5. Will the bees winter well in a 2-story hive of five or six

frames each ? Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. If a colony is strong, there is probably an
advantage in having the two stories, and possibly even if it is

weak. I don't know that they'll commence rearing brood any
earlier in the double story, but they are a little more remote
from the outside air in the upper story, and If they are strong
enough they will need some of the room in the lower story for
stores and brood.

2. It is probably best to remove winter-eases. Chaff-hives
are left the same winter and summer, as they cannot well be
changed.

3. The bees will cut the cells down to the proper depth,
but of course it makes just so much extra work.

4. It is probably better.

5. Yes; but if a colony is very strong It would be better
to have larger hives.

Preparing Bees for \Vinler~Aflcr-S\varm§, Elf.

1. I live on the northern shore of Lake Ontario; the
mercury frequently falls anywhere from 20^ to 30^ below
zero, and we have a great deal of north wind. Would It not
be a good plan to line the winter case for single-wall hive with
building-paper, filling the space between the paper and the
winter-case with chaff ?

2. Which would be warmer, to leave the summer cover on
the hive, or chaff-cushion ? and will I need to remove some
frames and put in chaff division-boards ?

3. Would it be best to have all hives face the south, in

this locality, or will it make no difference ?

4. Would you contract the entrance In winter, or leave
full width?

5. When you transfer from box-hives by placing a new
one filled with foundation over it, do you close the entrance of

the old hive ? and would the bees work up through a couple of

small holes, perhaps two or three inches long, or would I have
to remove the top of the old hive ?

6. Can I unite several small after-swarras until I have
one good, strong colony, by shaking some of the bees from the
frames, with the new swarm, and allowing all to run in

together ?

7. Has the A. I. Root Company a branch office In Canada?
New York.

Answers.— 1. It would probably be a good thing.
2. The chaff-cusblon is likely best on top, but it's hardly

necessary to take out any frames to replace with cushion.
3. It isn't likely there's much difference, some favoring

one direction and some another.
4. Leave open full width.
5. Transferring by putting the empty hive over isn't

much practiced, and you might not like the plan so well as to

drum out 21 days after swarming. If you have only small
holes for the bees to go up, the queen would be a long time
going up, and she might not go up at all, but they might be
drummed up, and if there was a frame of hrood above they
would stay there. In any case it would be a big help to put

a frame of brood In the new hive. If the bottom of the old

hive is not nailed on, you can turn It upside down and set the
new hive over It. It will be at least as well if the entrance Is

only to the new hive.

6. Yes, and It will be much better than to have a lot of
weaklings. But why not prevent all after-swarms in the way
already directed several times? Set the swarm on the place

of the old colony, putting the old colony close beside it, and a
week later move the old colony to a new location. That's
better than to have the trouble of hiving after-swarms and
then uniting them. 7. No.

Pollen in Sections—Oilier Questions.

1. How can bees be prevented from putting pollen in the

sections. If at all ? Will a greater number of frames in the
brood-chamber help to prevent this ?

2. Will bees store honey enough In an 8-frame hive to

winter out-doors, with protection ?

3. Can I use Hoffman frames in two Ideal supers, for ex-

tracted honey ?

4. flow much more extracted than comb honey will a
colony produce, provided they have comb built for extracted
honey, and are allowed to cap it? Authorities differ.

Illinois.

Answers.— 1. I don't know. Sometimes bees put pollen

In sections when there seems to be no special reason for It. I

suspect they are more likely to do so if the sections are very

close to the brood-combs. Yes, it is quite possible that plenty

of room in the brood-chamber may make a difference.

2. Sometimes, and sometimes not. It may happen that

the room is so largely taken up with brood when sections are

taken off that very little honey is in the brood-chamber, and if

DO late honey comes in the bees may starve.

0. They would be quite too deep.

4. I'm very much like the authorities—I differ too. And
seasons and conditions differ. In my locality I don't think

there is such a great difference, while in Nebraska some say

they can get three times as much extracted as comb, where
heart's-ease abounds.

Wiiy Don't tiiej Swarm f—Opening Hives.

1. I have a colony of bees that I put into a new hive. I

dipt the queen's wing and she went to work all right for a few
days, and she has young bees in the combs. Now I can hardly

keep her in the hive. What can I do?
2. I have four other good colonies, and they have not

swarmed yet. What is the matter with them?
3. How often can I look into the hives without doing any

damage to the bees ? Ind. Ter.

Answers.— 1. You don't say whether the queen leaves

the hive alone or with the bees as a swarm. If she leaves It

alone, it's a crazy streak, and the only thing you can probably

do is to confine her with perforated zinc. If she leaves with a

swarm, then the case is to be treated as any case of swarming
bees. If the queen was regularly reared In the hive, accord-

ing to all rules she ought not to swarm this year.

2. Thai's a good deal like saying, " My neighbor is sick ;

what's the matter with him ?" It is possible that they have
all the room needed for a brood-nest, and on that account have
no desire to swarm, for no matter how strong a colony may be,

it is not likely to swarm if all the right sort of room is present.

Again, it may be that forage is not plenty enough to warrant
swarming.

8. Probably if you should open a hive for a short time

every day when warm enough, you might not notice any par-

ticular harm from it, yet every time a hive is opened it must
hinder somewhat. Better not disturb the bees unless there is

some fair reason for it.

Bec-Space Above Frames and Sections.

Is it necessary, to Insure the best results, to have a bee-

space above the frames and sections? Toronto.

Answer.—The bees will do just as good work without the

bee-space, but if you try both ways you will probably decide

that you want the beespace for other reasons. If there is no

bee-space you are likely to kill a lot of bees every time you set

the sections over the frames, and with the bee-st,ace there is

not the same gluing.

IW See "Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 415.
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a much better net result could be secured. Each city should

have in it, from Sept. 1 until April 1, a honey depot in charge

of an able bee-keeper or two, whose business it should be to see

that the retail groceries are supplied with honey, and that

only pure honey is put on the market. The bee-keepers

should in a way control the market—have a monopoly In the

honey line, if you wish to call it that—and wholesale to the

grocers all the honey that Is sold In the town where they have

their headquarters, so far as is possible for them to do.

We should like to see this plan tried first in a town of say

10,000 population. A city like Chicago would be almost too

large to begin on.
*-•-»

Ship Surrendered to Bees.—This was not one

of Dewey's or Sampson's squadron—theirs is not of the sur-

rendering kind. A newspaper correspondent in Tacoma,

Wash., reported that the bark Shirley, which has carried

millions of feet of lumber on that coast, is now said to have

aboard a small cargo of honey. Her owners recently decided

to put her in the Klondike service, and Mr. L. B. Mitchell

was sent to Quartermaster Harbor with men to get her ready

for repairs. Mr. Mitchell says:

"We found that she had been taken possession of by
honey-bees, and in going into her we found every passage and
room was apparently full of bees. We shut the hatchway
and thought we had them imprisoned, but we found a steady
stream going and coming through the hole left for a stove-

pipe lu the cabin. We were on board 30 minutes, and in that

time the column of bees continued to move, making a noise like

escaping steam. We were unable to work on board until

something should be done. We lowered into the hull a plank
of burning cedar bark, and closed up everything. A great

many of the bees were killed, but we were unable to go Into

the bark the next day. Some think she may contain a ton of

honey, or even more."
^-•-*^

Bees at the North Pole.—The man who gleans

the "Stray Straws " for Gleanings—why not call him the

"Straw-carrier?"—finds in Le Rucher Beige that "the ex-

plorer Ejrind Asrup found many bees in latitude 83^ north.

He thinks they may be at the North Pole, as the remaining 7-

would make no great change in flora. Tbera's only three

months summer; but as the sun doesn't set In that time it's as

good as six months here, and plants develop with astonishing

rapidity and vigor, and the flora Is of extreme richness."

We wonder If some enterprising bee-supply dealer won't

establish a branch house next door to the North Pole now.

Talk about hardy bees—why not get a few queens from that

semi-sunless land. They ought to be tough enough to extract

sweetness from the "snow-ball " bush !

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet

especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the

pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-

sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a

home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these

prices: A sample for a stamp ; 25 copies for 'SO cents; 50

for 50 cents; 100 for .$100; 250 for $2.00; 500 for

$3.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.
^~*-».

The Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted

at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Hon. Eugene Secor, of Winnebago Co., Iowa, reported

as follows, June 27 :

"Basswood will open in about a week. But little honey
has been stored so far."

Mb. A. W. Smith, of Sullivan Co., N. Y., wrote us June
23:

"The weather has been too wet and cold for the bees to

get a large crop of white honey here."

Rev. H. H. Flick, of Lycoming Co., Pa., wrote us June
24:

" It is a poor season for bees here so far—cold and rainy,

tho the weather is good to-day. We hope for a better honey-

flow."

Dr. a. B. Mason, of Lucas Co., Ohio, writing us June
30, reported :

" Sweet clover began blossoming a week ago, and the bees

are quite busy. I've been so busy for a few days that I haven't

lookt to see what the bees are accomplishing In honey yield-

ing."

Prof. A. J. Cook, of Los Angeles Co., Calif., wrote us

June 24 :

"We have vacation now, and I am going to rest, as I

need it. I shall work at institutes. Shall hold two in the re-

gion of Ramona, and hope to see bees and honey booming."

Prof. Cook is a very active man, and evidently does not

believe in trying to rust out In the sunny clime of California.

The world needs the busy workers—both men and bees.

Hon. R. L. Taylor, In the Review, seems to have started

In to reform the grammar used by some of the correspondents

of bee-papers, and also that of the editors thereof. He will

have a large job—and likely his trouble for his pains; and,

judging from some of his " criticisms " so far, a lot of painful

trouble (to him). We are perfectly willing that he shall waste

all the space the Review will allow him. In trying to reform

the language printed In the American Bee Journal. But lest

he forget, and devote more time to criticising the literary

than the apiarian part of this journal, we will say that this is

neither a grammar nor a rhetoric, but a paper devoted to tell-

ing In a simple, plain way how to keep bees.

By the way, as a criticism on Mr. Taylor's writing for the

Review, we wish to say that we do not authorize the use of

the letters " A. B. J. "'for " American Bee Journal " in public

print. As we are the highest authority on this particular

case, we would suggest that Mr. Taylor either discontinue re-

ferring to this paper as " A. B. J.," or else be consistent and

use "A. B. K." for " American Bee-Keeper," " B. K. R." for

" Bee-Keepers' Review," etc.

The Largest Apiary in England is claimed to be that of

T. B. Blow & Co., at Welwyn, Herts, consisting of more than

200 colonies.—British Bee Journal.

Age of Hives.— I have hives that I made more than 30
years ago that have never needed repairs, except a second

coat of paint.—C. Dadant, in Revue Internationale.

"Wintering Without Pollen.— Gilbert WIntle had nine

colonies of bees given him late in September—just the bees

with no stores. He put the nine lots in three hives, either on

foundation or empty combs, and fed up with sugar syrup.
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They came through in fine condition, and he thinks it good
proof that bees have no need of pollen for wintering, as the
latter part of September was too late for gathering pollen.

—

Canadian Bee Journal.

The Yield of a Linden Tree is equal to that of a whole
acre of buckwheat, according to A. Sonsiedsky, in Revue In-
ternationale. Would York State men agree to that ?

Improvement in Extractors.—Rambler, In Gleanings,
has continued after a long vacation his series of rambles. He
mentions an improvement in G. W. Brodbeck's extractor.
There is a deep receptacle at the end for the wax and honey
to collect, and this saves the honey from being so much colored
by the heat.

The Mosquito-Hawk and Bees.—This insect, which is

also called dragon-fly and darning-needle, has been accused of
destroying bees. A. .T. Wright says, in Gleanings, that what-
ever it may be in other localities, he considers it a friend. In
the day-time it makes havoc among gnats and mosquitoes, and
at night it devours bee-moths.

Honey-Vinegar.—Boil 25 quarts of rain-water with two
quarts of honey, skimming frequently for about an hour.
When cool put into a 30-quart vessel, and fill full with strong
vinegar. Put it In a warm place with the bung open, to fer-
ment for 9 or 10 weeks. If too weak, add strong vinegar.
Draw off half to bottle, then fill afresh with honey-water.

Wintering Bees in Cellars.—Henry Alley doesn't believe
in keeping the temperature of the cellar continuously as high
as 40- to 50-—too much hot-bed plan. His bees were con-
fined from the middle of December till March 9, the tempera-
ture varying with the weather. When at zero outside the
thermometer stood at 20^ inside, and it never went above 45 .

His bees came through in fine condition.—Gleanings.

Transferring.—The question being askt in Canadian Bee
Journal as to the best time and way to transfer from box
hives, all agree upon the time of fruit-bloom except A. D.
Allan, who replies as follows:

"Wait till they are strong, nearly ready to swarm. Oper-
ate as follows : Reverse the hive and set an empty box on it,

drive the bees up, divide about equal, put one part with queen
in the new hive on the old stand, the other part put back in
the old hive and move to a new stand. In 21 days repeat the
operation, only put all the bees in the new hive, set the old
hive at the side of your apiary until the bees have removed
the honey, theo cut out the old combs and put them into the
wax-extractor."

Eight or Ten Frames—Which ?—Editor Root has been
advocating large brood-nests, and a correspondent rather
accuses him of inconsistency in advocating 8-frame hives.
Mr. Root replies

:

"I do not know but I am like Dr. Miller— I don't know
which is better—the 8 or 10-frame. I know this : That the
8-frame with single brood-chamber is not nearly large enough.
I am pretty well satisfied, also, that the 10-frame is too small.
I am not sure that a 12-frame Langstroth brood-nest is large
enough. An 8-frame body is plenty heavy enough to lift when
it is full of honey; and I am almost inclined to believe that
two 8's—that is, 16 frames in all—are none too big for a
brood-nest; but 10-framers would be too large. No, I prefer
an 8-frame to a 10-frame; and I think I should prefer a 12-
frame to a lo-frame ; but if a 12-frame is too small, then I
should rather have two S-frames."

Leveling Unfinisht Sections.—C. Theilmann gives an in-
teresting bit of history regarding B. Taylor's comb-leveler, in
Gleanings. Mr. Taylor opposed the use of drawn combs, but
after seeing what beautiful sections Mr. Theilmann got by
means of them, he repented, and the next year he brought to
the convention his comb-leveler. Mr. Theilmann says the
whole secret of getting as nice sections of honey from these
drawn combs as from foundation is In getting rid of "the big
rim around the cells, which is generally soiled more or less

;

and if not taken away, the bees will use part of it for capping
the honey, which gives it a yellow tint." Eiitor Root—who
has stoutly maintained that it was necessary to reduce the
depth of the cells to 3,-inch—now says :

" I think we can as-
sume that the whole purpose of leveling, as was once advo-
cated by the late B. Taylor, was to get rid of the thickened,
soiled edges of the cells as they are ordinarily left by the
bees."

FOR THE READERS OF THE
AmERICAK BEE JOUR\AE.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of •' Bees and Bee-Keeplng," "Pleasurable Bee-Keeping." etc.

Mr. White is owner of one of the largest apiaries In the
country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-
ject. He is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils in England. He will treat

the subject in a

Series of Miie Illustrated Articles

:

1. General and lutroductory. 4. Swarming. 7. Snperlng.
'I, BeeH. 5. Hives. 8. Diseases.
3. Handling Bees. 6. Foundation. 9. Wintering

This will be a series of practical articles that bee-keepers
of the United States will not want to miss reading. They are
copyrighted by Mr. White, and will appear only in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the
last six months of 1898, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of

this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical

English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

The balance of 1§9§ for only 40 cenl§—
To a NEW Subscriber—llius making it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent in stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber
already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get
their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,

your choice of one of the following list, for each new 40-cent
subscriber you send:

For Sending ONE New 40-cent Subscriber :

1 Wood Binder lor a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cllpplnir Device
3 Handbooli of Health—Dr.Foote
4 Poultry for Market-Fan. Field
5 Turfee3"s for Market—Fan. Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor—Fan. Field
7 Capons and Caponlzing—Field
8 Kendall's Horse- Book
9 Mullen's Horse Book

10 Foul Brood—by Dr. Howard
11 Silo and Silage—by Prof. Cook
13 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood -by A R. Kohnke
14 Moth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 20 • Honey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 Rural Life

For Sending TWO New 40-cent Subscribers :

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four Books
3 Ropps Commercial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeping for

Profit
5 40 "Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Problem In Bee-Keeplng

—by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
(Julture

8 Dr Brown's "Bee-Keeplng for
Beginners "

9 Blenen-Kultur-German
10 Bees and Honey—100 pages—

by Newman
11 People's Atlas of the World

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send In

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a

premium.
Kow, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest

list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do so.

OEORGE W. YORK &. CO.,
lis Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Southern Home Of the Honey-Bee
will continue to rear none but the BEST
aUEENS. Untested. 50 cents; Tested, $1,00.

GEO. \V. HUFSTEDLER, Prop.,
President of National Queen-Breeders' Union.
24Atf Beeville, Texas.
Please mention Bee Journal when writine.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Sbipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers, Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalop. UI.VYESOT.A BEE-
KEEPERS' SIPPLY MFIi. Cd.. Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

tbe best
of bees

1^ U JLJ J_/iN O <?iuiitry.. ..

I make the rearing- of Queens a specialty.
Untested, either 3 or 5-h.nded. 65 cents each.
Tested. 95 cents each, DAMEL WUKTH,
Falmouth. Rush Co.. Ind. 24A:it

—.^ ITALIAN ^—
AND

CARNIOLAN QUEENS,
Three or flve-banded—Untested. 50c: Tested,
75c. Warranted purely mated. Safe arrival
guaranteed. Postofflce Money Orders made
payable at Caldwell, Address,

24Atf Chrlesiuan. Texas.

RFFS nMaUalian fjflFH^S?

Tested Queens. 11,00 each; Untested, 50c.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. I.. ClRRII>KTON,
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.

GOOD WHEELS
MAKE A GOOD WAGON.

I nlessa waL'-on has Lr.-ui \viiriNit is

ELECTRiC ^^^^J-
, , ,„ WHEELS

.vlieels and they niakf a wagon
THE

aretriK.il
last imioliiiitely. Thev are made liitrh or
low, any width of tire, t<i fit any skein.
They <'nn't iret lonMc, rot or break
do« n. Tlit-y lu«tulwuj».Cataloj,'free.

Electric Wheel Co., Box 16, Quincy, Ills.

Tbc twist iflwhal makes tlicjKitaelnjan Focco fa-

1

mouB. IVithour Duplex Aut.jmiUo Machine tou I
can make IW dijl.^3 ana CU m.is per day of the I

-=rrrf^ li^-^t Woven W ir^Fencooa Earth,!
Inljlr/) UiTse-high, Bull-atronR, I'ip-ii^htl

F0R18!^PERR0D[
Chicken fence Vic. RaMiit-proof |
fence IGo, and a guoil \{<.-e, ("i^ncf

for lec. per r-i,}. PUin, Coiled |
Spring and Bnrhed Wire to farm-
ers at wholesale prices. Cataloa^ue |
FREE fur the Mking. Aidreaa.

(KITSBLMAS BROTHEKS. Box 138 RMectUlf, Indiana

45Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Anyone Interested
in AuHH i-LTrif.\L I'THsiiTH Can't

iUlord tu he witliniii tlH'

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST.
,S.imi)lf (.-Opj- FREK to AN V ADI)RE,SS
upon receipt of name and address

plainly written on postal card naming
paperin wliicli yoiisawtliiaad. Address

AGKICILTL'K.\L EI>IT0.>11ST. Inaianapolis, Iniliana.

26E26t Please mention the Bee Journal,

My Heturn Mail.
Queens.

strictly 5-band or Golden Beauties. Untested,
50 cents. Teste. i. .$1.00,

25A8t TERKAL BKOS,. Lampasas. Texas.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

For meeting- Baptist Young-
People's Union,

At Buffalo, N.Y.,.ruly 14-17, the Nickel
Plate Road will sell tickets at rates lower
than via other lines. The accommoda-
tioDS are strictly first-class iu every par-
ticular, aud it will be to your advantage
to communicate with the General Agent,
111 Adams Street, ChicaKO, before pur-
chasing your ticket. Telephone Main
3389. (28)

In the multitude of counsellors there ia

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

The Queen and Her Mating.

Query 75.—Under favorable conditions-
1

.

How many days ^111 elapse after the queen
hatches from the cell before she takes her
flight ?

2. How many days after batching before she
commences laying ?

3. Is it true that the mating of the queen and
drone always causes the death of the latter ?

—Utah,

Emerson T. Abbott—I do not know.

J. A. Stone— 1. Prom 1 to 5. 2. From
8 fol5. 3. Yes.

J. A. Green— 1. 6 or 7 days. 2. 10
days. 3. I do not know.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. 5 days or more.
2. Something like 10. 3. Probably.

Chas. Dadant & Son— 1. About 6
days, never short of 5 days. 2. 2 to 4.
3. Yes.

Mrs. J. M. Null— 1. 5 to 11 days. 2.

10 to 16 days. 3. Death is a physical
necessity.

R. L. Taylor— 1. Prom 4 to 8 days.
2. From Q to 15. 3. I think so, of
necessity.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown —1. Usually in 4 or
5 days. 2. On an average, In 10 days. 3.

'Tis true, I believe.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1. 3 to 6—usi.ally

5, with suitable weather. 2. 3 ; occa-
sionally 2. 3. Yes.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1. From 3 to 7
days. 2. 6 to 10. 3. Yes, according
to our best authority.

E. France— 1. I don't know. 2. A
week to 10 days. 3. I don't know, and
don't think auy one knows.

0. 0. Poppleton— 1. Prom 6 to 9 days
usually ; but there are many exceptions.
2. Add a couple of days to above figures.
3. I don't know, but think yes.

D. W. Heise— 1 and 2. That will vary
greatly, depending much upon the
weather, and other conditions. 3. I

give it up ; ask them that know.

W. G. Larrabee— 1 and 2. I never saw
a queen take her flight, but she will
commence laying from 3 days to a week
after hatching. 3. I don't know.

J. E. Pond— 1. Usually 2 or 3 days.
2. 5 or 6 days. 3. Yes, the drone loses
the male organ at the time of mating,
and death, as a rule, immediately results.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1 and 2. It will de-
pend upon the weather as to the time of
flights and the laying of the queen. 3.
I don't know. What is the difference,
anyhow, whether he lives or dies ?

C. H. Dibbern— 1. Prom 12 to 16
days. 2. I am not sure about this, but
I think the time varies somewhat. 3.
That is the common understanding, but
there may be exceptions.

E. S. Lovesy— 1. About 5 days. 2. S
to 9 days. 3. I would very much like
to know. 1 have many times seen a
young queen come out of the hive with
the bees, circle in the air, and usually
return and enter the hive in about 10

Sweet \ Clover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5B) lOB) 251b 501b
Sweet Clover (white). .60 11.00 J-2,25 14.00
Alsike Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2,25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3,60

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

QEORQE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL,

Yonng Tested Italian Queens
For 75c
each

I have a fine lot of them, and can fill orders
promptly. Address.

F. F. MORROW, Wallaceburgr, Ark,
24Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

IHilil/d HONEY-EXTRACTOR
lUUlll !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prkes.

Bee-Kbeper9* Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Cbas. F. Muth & Son, Cmcinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

ITALIAN yUEEXS bred for boney-sathering by
the best metbocls, with no blacte bees in my apiary;
mismated (Queens are rare. Untested, .5t'c eaeii; %^
doz. After July 1, 45c, or $4.50 doz. Tested, 75c each
or 3 for $2. Send for ^;ircular. Safe arrival.

W. J. FOREHAND.
25Ast Fort Deposit, Ala.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinerjf.
Head whatJ. I. Parent, of

Ch a rlton, N. Y., saya— *'W e
cat with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
10(.) honey-racks, 500 broad
frames, a.iXMt honey-boxes
and a (rreat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do it with this Saw.
Itwill do an you say it will.
Catalogue and Price - Ijist

Free. Address, W. F. & JOHN BARNKS.
45Ctf No. 995 RnbySt.. Rockford, III.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

Farm Bee-Keemna:.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclusively in the in-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publisht by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, SIo.

Write for free SAMPr,E copy now.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

The American Poultry Journal,
.!}!.»> />/;ARK0KA' ST.,

CHICACO, - ILL,.

AlAliriial ''''''' '^ over a quarter of a cent-
JUIil lldl ury old and Is still growing must

possess Intrinsic merit of its own. and Its

field must be a valuable one.

Such Is the American KA iionts q vnap
Poultry Journal. wW IClllS ll Jldl

.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

July 8
the Nickel Plate Road will run an excur-
sion to Chautauqua Lake, at one fare for

the round trip. Write to J. Y. Calahan,
111 Adams Street, Chicago, for particu-
lars. Tel. Main 3389. (39-26-2)
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal Twhen writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Qiieen-Clip-

pinB device is a fine thing
for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 30 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00; or for .$1. 10 we
will mall the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEOBGE W. "iORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Qneens for Business.

Supplies at Bottom Prices.
* Bee-Keeping for Befrlnnere,*' price 50 cents,

Imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Ansnsta, Ga.

nilD DDIPCC are worth looking
UUn rnlULO at. we are mak-
ing the new
Champion Cliafi-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent tor a price-list may save
you *$*»

K. H. SCHniDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
forfalB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

laiberal Discounts to the Trade.

n'TTTTirTiTiilrirn*

The New War Bonds
will fli>Mt wilhout (liO iii(i (,f ii i.r'im.itfl-. Full
yahie iitid kept fiiith t'stablish a market, as tbey
have done, for Fage fence.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The "Very Best Queens
at the Lowest Prices...,
Beautiful eoldeu Italian Queens bred
from the best honey-gathering strain, reared
by the best known methods—50 cents each.
Select Tested, SI. 00. No black bees here.

W. G. GATHRIGHT,
25A:Jt DONA ANA. NEW MEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

First Excursion of tlie Sea-
son to BuflTalo

Via Nickel Plate Road, July 14-17, at
one fare for the round trip. Choice of
water or rail between Cleveland and
Buffalo within final limit of ticket. For
further information call on or address
J Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone Main
3389. (31)

minutes. I have seen her settle with the
bees as If tired, and I have seen them
hived as a swarm, but they always rush
out and enter their own hive. But I have
never seen anything that would shed
any light on this question.

Dr. A. B. Mason— 1. The time varies.
1 have had them fly in 5 days, and also
not for 8 days, under the conditions
named. 2. From 2 to 4 days. 3. I

don't know, but our leading writers say
it does.

Eugene Secor— 1. Prof. Cook says 5
to 6 days ; Cheshire, b ; Cowan, 3 to 5 ;

LangstrothDadant, 6 to 7 ; Root, 5 to
7. 2. Prof. Cook. 2 to 3 days ; Che-
shire, 2 ; Cowan, 2 ; Langstroth-Dadant,
2 ; Root, 2. 3. I don't know.

P. H. Elwood— 1. Cowan says from 3
to 5 ; Cheshire says 6 days. 2. Cheshire
says 2 days. We believe it takes with
us nearly 10 days on the average, from
hatching to laying. 3. I do not knnw
that it ever causes death, but suppose it

is so.

R. C. Aikin— I believe 3 to 4. 2. All
favorable, 9; some 8; some 10 to 12.
3. I never saw the mating act, but have
seen a number of queens evidently very
soon after mating, a string trailing after
them '4 to % inch long—supposed to be
a part of the drone.

Rev. M. Mahin— 1. Usually about 5,
if the circumstances are very favorable.
2. Under very favorable circumstances
in 7 days, but that is much under the
average. 3. I suppose it is. I dis-

covered in my boyhood that the extru-
sion of the male organs produced instant
death.

G. M. Doolittle— 1. If the bees allow
her to emerge (not hatch ; the larvai
hatch)^ from the cell as soon as mature,
from o to 7, as a rule. If held in the
cell by the bees, then from 24 to 72
hours after allowed her liberty. 2. A
queen commences laying about 2 days
after successfully meeting the drone. 3.

Gently press a " ripe" drone till the sex-
organs protrude, and the drone expires
at once. See?

G. W. Demaree— 1. It depends upon
the weather, and to some extent on the
time of year. About 18 years ago I spent
nearly a whole breeding season to test

all these questions, and have observed
closely ever since. To put it definitely,

she will commence her wedding flights

—

she makes not less than three—on the
evening of the 7th day of her age. 2.

She begins to lay In 2 or 3 days. 3.

I believe It is.

>!^)B^:^sfms&=sim!l?^iii;^!i:i'?^sm^

m: ^^^i
M^^^^^r. w^fi^firmmi^.

Report from an Old Bee-Keeper.

I have kept bees for 50 years, and
have experimented in several ways to get
the most honey. Some 14 or 1.5 years
ago I got the Simplicity hive. I have
lots of neighbors thatare wondering how
I get so much nice comb honey. They
can't do it with their hives and supers.
I got more than 2,000 pounds of as fine

comb honey last year as could be wisht
for, from 14 colonies. My hives are all

alike, each super holding 56 sections. I

just pile up in the spring say 112 sec-
tions at first, In April ; in May I put on
one more super, and when the bees get

California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Oopy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St., - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOI
A Ha« No Sag In Brood-Frames

fOx^ Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
I IS^f Has So FisbbODe in tbe Sorplos Bonej.

\^^B BelnK ttae oleanest Is uanally worked
\ ^^H the qalokest of any Foandatlon made

£^^^ J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
^^^^H Sole Mannfaotnrer,^^^^^ SDrout Brook Montaomerr Co., N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published In

the United states.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ j^ ^
has a hobby which Is the sheep breederand
ills industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, • - Chicagoo

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

QCC VCCDCD^ I Let me send you my 64-
DLL'NLCrLno pa^e Catalog- for 18s)8

J. M. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -wlien writing

COMB FOUNDATION ^^n^-ifcau.

Working Wax iC to°rmB A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

l:i51! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello-w

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any pric&. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Ilichigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

Texas Queens fmVM\
Best honey-fathering strain In America.

Tested, $1.50, Untested. $1.00. Write for a

Circular. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

ITALIAN'
BEES AND QUEENS
FOR SALE...

Queens, $1.00; after August. 50 cents. Mrs.
A. A. Simpson, Swarts. Pa. aTA6t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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to work on it I put on one more, so I

pive all the room they can fill, and keep
ahead of them all summer. I got from
200 pounds down to 56 from them last

year, according to the size of colony.
Last year I got from 5<» to 100 pounds
each from the npw swarms, all from
natural swarming. Give me natural
swarming, by all means. I now have 2il:

good colonies, with over 2,800 sections

on them. I have lost two swarms.
E. D. Bacon.

Shelby Co., III., June 20.

Very Little Honey So Far.

Bees are strong, but no swarms, and
very little honey yet, tho plenty of

bloom. Red clover seems to be the only
thing that will furnish honey, but the
bloom is so deep that it is hard for the
bees to work. Albert Holladay.

Clinton Co., Ind., June 22.

Threatened with Foul Brood.

My 27 colonies are in fine condition at
present, but as foul brood has gotten
into an apiary '&% miles south of here,
it is hard to tell how things will come
out.

Is there any law in Michigan to com-
pel the apiarist to try to get rid of the
disease ? The disease was brought
about through his carelessness.

I. D. Babtlett.
Charlevoix Co., Mich., June 27.

[Yes, Michigan has au old law on foul
brood, which was publisht in the Bee
Journal last year. Some suggestion was
made at the last Michigan State conven-
tion looking toward Its revision, we be-
lieve.

—

Editor.]

Wet Spring, Sweet Clover, Etc.

I had intended to send a few apiarian
notes some time before this, but the
weather was so very hard on the bees
that it took all my spare time to give
them a little courage and consolation in

order to keep them from deserting their
hives. The spring was very wet, and
bees could not make a living in this part
of the country before the first of June;
since then they have been working on
white and Alsike clover enough to breed
up well. However, they are now ready
for that flow we long have waited for,
but it has not yet appeared.
My experience with sweet clover is

just opposite to some that are having a
world of trouble trying to get rid of that
"notorious weed." The spring of 1896
I got some seed from a reliable source,
sowed some of it on wheat ground, the
same as red clover seed, and the rest I
scattered around in fence corners, on
good ground, where I was sure it would
grow. Of that lot of seed I found one
small plant. I staked it up so nothing
could hurt it, and the second year it

grew to about 1-i inches in height and
bloomed some, but I never saw a single
bee near it. That stalk was in a fence-
corner in the best of soil. This spring
there is not a plant to be found in that
vicinity.

Last spring I gave It another trial,
sowing some with oats on good, mellow
ground ; some along a spring run (on its
banks, where there was washt ground,)
but so far I have been unable to find a
single plant, and I came to the conclu-
sion that I could get along very well
without sweet clover.

I had a very curious experience with a

Be It Known
To all ITIeu, we are prepared
to fill orders promptly fur

CHOICE QUEENS ?trl^.ns^of

Golden or Leather-Colored Italians, ...

Tested $1 00: Untested—one. Toe; three,
$1.50. After July 1, 50c each. Remit by Ex-
press Money Order, payable at Barnum. Wis.
One and two-cent stamps taken. Address.

Vaa Mllen g» "W^flllame,
35Atf BAKMJin, WIS.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalo^e Free.

SENEGA FAIiI.S ItlFG. CO.,
16 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T

Two Special Offers.

As explained in former ads., publishers

can afford to put forth extra efforts in

securing new subscribers ; as the major-

ity remain, once they become subscribers

to a qood journal. It is from this point

of view that I make the following offers:

oaer No. 1.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Re-
view who will send
mel^.OO. I will send
the Review one ye-ir
and 1.000 strictly
flrstclass. snow-white
one - piece Sections.
After accepting this
offer if any one wish-
es to buy more sec-
tions. I will furnish
them at the following
prices: 1.000. J";.75:
2,000 for$5.25; 3,000
for 17.50: 5.000 for
.*12 00. Sections will
be shlpt from any
of the followlo);
points: Flint. Mich;
Chicago, 111.; Medina.
O.; Jamestown, N.Y.;
HlgglnsvlUe, Mo., or
Omaha, Neb.

Offer No. 2.

To any one not a
subscriber to the Re-
view who will send
me $1.50, I will send
the Review one year
and a fine, tested
Italian Queen. Pur-
chasers may have
either the bright,
golden strain, or the
dark leather-colored
reared from Imported
mothers. After ac-
cepting this offer. If

any one wishes more
queens, they will be
furnisht at the fol-
lowing prices: Single
queen, 90 ct".: :i tor
J2.65: 6 for $5.00; 12
or more at 75c each.
Orders will be filled
in rotation, and safe
arrival guaranteed.

If you are not acquainted with the Re-

view, and wish to see it before subscrib-

ing, send 10 cents for three late but dif-

ferent issues, and the 10 cents may
apply on any subscription sent in during

1898. W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
Flint, Mich.

Xlie ]Kickel Plate Road
will sell excursion tickets to Chautauc,ua
Lake and return on July 8, at one fare
for the round trip, with return limit of
30 days from date of sale by depositing
tickets with Secretary of Chautauqua
Assembly. Tickets good on any of our
through express trains. Cheap rates to

many other points East. Communicate
with this office. 111 Adams St., Chicago,
for any further information desired.
Van Buren Street Passenger Station,
Chicago. Tel. Main 3389. (-11-26-2

colony of my bees this spring. Along
the first of June I opened hive No. 38 to

see how they were getting along. Well,
I found two capt queen-cells and some
not yet capt. Thinking they were about
ready to swarm, I closed the hive and
gave orders to watch for a swarm the
next day from No. 38. The next day
came, but the swarm did not. The
second day and no swarm. So I waited
five days and not an (external) sign of a
swarm. Then I opened the hive again,
and on the first frame I found a ball of
bees. Says I to myself: "You are
going to supersede your queen, and are
killing your mother." So thinks I, " I'll

save her"—a young tested queen one
year old. I caught hold of her wing,
and, to my astonishment, it was a young
queen instead of the old one. Then the
other frames were examined and the old
queen was found to be all right.
The virgin that had been balled

hatcht out of one of the cells that were
found capt on the first examination. A
few days later another virgin was found
dead in front of that hive. Now, why
did they allow those cells to hatch if

they did not want any of the queens?
The weather was warm and fair at that
time. Or, why did they not swarm ?

Paul Whitebkead.
Luzerne Co., Pa., June 22.

The Foul Brood Inspector.

On page 032 I askt Mr. Lovesy, of
Utah, why Utah's bee-keepers can't
guard themselves against foul brood as
well as an inspector? In reply I am
askt how the bee-keepers could interfere
with the bees of any person without an
inspector who shall visit every apiary in

his district at least once a year to eradi-
cate all foul brood and kindred disease.

Mr. L. says whether this is satisfac-
tory to me or not he fails to see any-
thing so very monstrous in this law.
Don't be mistaken. I want to encourage
and protect the bee-industry, like you,
but we differ in the means. I want a
law against all that's foul—not foul
brood only; but I don't want so many
inspectors. There are more officers than
bee-hives already ; decrease them and
increase the bee-hives—that makes less

burden and more honey, and therefore
it Is better.

About foul brood, every bee-keeper
can learn as much as an inspector. Let
each one learn by distributing good per-
iodicals like the American Bee Journal

;

teach him to observe, and to act, and by
law compel him to restrain from every
harm towards the community. By cre-

ating inspectors you make everybody
pay for a few neglectful persons. Make
these persons pay for their neglect

—

that's enough.
If you have fire on your place you will

have to guard, and not an inspector;
and if you do harm to your neighbors
you must bear the consequences. Every
person is cautioned under the penalties
of law to watch his apiary, that disas-

trous thing called foul brood, that de-
stroys so many colonies only by neglect.
This is a correct way to protect the bee-
industry.

An inspector visiting every hive at
least once a year Is a monstrous thing.

I am going to show you it Is. You know
small-pox, cattle-fever, hog-cholera, and
San Jose scale are things as bad as a
mad dog. Have you an inspector visit-

ing at least once every year your family
to find out If there Is small-pox, or visit-
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ins your stables to find out about cattle-

fever, visiting your hog-peDs to find out
about cholera ; visiting your orchard to

find out about the pernicious scale, or
visiting your dog about his madness ?

Oh, no ! If you would need an inspector
for this you vpould better have no child-

ren, no cows, no hogs, no fruit-trees,

and no dog. If you need an inspector
for foul brood you would better have no
bees. That inspector can't help you
among so many—help yourself ! This is

and ought to be the first axiom. The
inspector might visit you one week, and
the disease the next, therefore such an
inspection without a good education is

monstrous. Anyhow, Utah's foul brood
law can be dissatisfactory only for those
who are tast for it. In this respect I

don't care for it as I would'nt care for it

if there would be a face in Utah with an
unusually long-pointed nose. But if the
man with that nose would say: "There
is a nose finer than any nose in Wiscon-
sin ;" then he must allow being told,
" Your nose is very satisfactory, but you
could do with half an inch less."

You criticised Wisconsin's foul brood
law and called yours better because it

provides an inspector for every district.

Now, let me tell you, you might do better

yet. Put an inspector on every bee-hive.

That's probably an advantage over Wis-
consin. But I think all these inspec-

tions could be done with half an inch
less. J. V01.KEET.

Chesterfield Co., Va.

[Mr. Volkerfs ideas may be very good

in theory, but they are quite impractical

at the present time. It Is one thing to

say that all bee-keepers should be as

well-informed on the subject of foul

brood and its treatment as is Mr.

McEvoy, the foul brood inspector of On-

tario, Cauada, but it would be quite

another matter to do the educating or

get the rank and file to take the interest

in it that they should. We must take

things as we find them, and then gradu-

ally improve them, but not try to do the

impossible at first.

—

Editor.!

A Young Bee-Keepers' Experience.

I have but 5 colonies now, numbered
1, 2 3, 4, 5— 1 and 5 in 10-frame hives,

and 2, 3 and 4 in 8-frame. No. 5 is a
swarm that came out May 28. No. 4
was a last year's late swarm ; 1, 2 and
3 are 2 years old.

Last year my bees did no good. I had
5 colonies, and got only about 75 pounds
of honey, and one swarm ; and all the
bee-men say that the bees would not
work last year on the little white clover,

while we had a very good crop of it ;

consequently there had to be a great deal
of failing.

This year the prospect was better at
the start, but got nipt in the bud. In
March we had very fine weather, and
the brood-combs were well-filled with
brood, but there were few bees. In April
we had some very cold weather, and the
bees could not protect the young bees
and larvae, consequently it died in the
cell except in the strong colonies. The
weak ones have not yet recovered from
the setback.
Another thing I do not understand :

I have sat at my hives for two hours at

a time watching for drones, and have
taken out all the frames, and I do not

''/Llueenla^eceiver."
"He fools his customers by sending more

than 18 expected."—See page 105. current vol-
ume Bee Journal, and ask for tne free pampti-
let referred to. I am now prepared to fill or-
ders promptly with fine vellow-to-the-tip
QUEENS, or daughters of imported stock
mated to golden drones, at V.'ie each. Purely-
mated Queens reared from the best stock and
by the best method kuown, is what I furnish,
and win prove it to all who give me a chance.
Money Order OfiBce, Warrenton.

Address, AV. H. PRIDGEN.
22Att Creek, Warren County, N. C.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 75c. Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5,00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price- List to

F. A. CRO%VELL,,
SAtf GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'H Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
iree. Walter S Ponder,

%,a^\mm «,' i^„?lLTo."s^rKmANA.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

nilECMQ Italian stock. Untested. 70c each;
yULLllO 3 for $2.00 After July 1. 50 cents
each; tested. $1.00 each. Root's C>oods at
Root's Prices. Prompt shipment and satis-
faction guaranteed. Catalog free.

THEODORE RENDER,
20Atf Canton, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

THE :e=l^5^ce;
TO riET YOUR

::;::: QUEENS :2:^r
Is of H. G. QUIRIN, of Rellevue, Olilo.
Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables blm to furnish the
best of Queens—Golden Italian— UooUttle's
strain—warranted purely mated, 75c each; 6
forjl. After June. 50c; 6 for $2.75. Leather
Colored same price. Safe arrival. Will run
1,200 Nuclei, so there win be no walling for
your Queens. 23A16t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's Goods at tlieir prices. I carry a
full line of Bee-Keei'ers' Supplies, andean
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, nicli.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey ; the Pastur-
age and Nectar - Producing Plants: the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you all about Callloriila Agriculture and
Horticulture. $1.00 per Year; S1.X Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RURAL, CAlilFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

One Fare for tbe Round Trip
To Buffalo, N. Y., and return, account
Baptist Young People's Union meeting,
July 14-17. Rates lower thau via other
lines. For full Information call on or
address J. Y. Calahan, General Agent,
111 Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone
3389 Main. (30

think I have seen a half dozen drones in

my apiary. June 22 I weighed my bees,
and No. 1 was 4.5 pounds net, or deduct-
ing the weight of the hive; No. 2, 15
pounds ; No. 3, 11 pounds ; No. 4, 24;
and No. 5, only 2.5 days old, weighed 56
pounds net, or S8 pounds gross ; this is

over 2 '4 pounds per day gain of honey,
and yet none of my bees are working in

the supers yet.

I gave them all good, clean supers,
with new sections and starters. They
all seem to be very busy, working nicely,
but are neither swarming nor putting
honey into the supers.

I am young in the bee-business, and I

am going to experiment some on those
two weak colonies. If I lose them it

will not be much loss, and if I gain it

will be so much ahead.
I was told by old bee-men that I could

not rear bees on sugar, but all the same
I did. I caught a nice swarm some years
ago in August, about the 20th, and on
the first of November they had about S
pounds of honey and about a half gallon
of bees. I fed them sugar, about 25
pounds, during the fall and spring, and
the same colony gave me in return for
my kindness 24 pounds of section honey,
and 2 good swarms, the next year.

On page 869, is given cold water vs.

hot for beestings. A few years ago I

undertook to capture a runaway swarm
of bees, and did capture them. I got the
bees to settle all right, but when I went
to hive them it seemed to me they just
all let go of the cluster and began to

sting me. I did not put on any protec-
tion, and I was stung all over the hands,
arms, legs, face and neck, and then they
were not satisfied, but they crawled
down my back and stung my body. In
trying to get away from them I got one
hand in the mud, and it seemed to ease
me, so that I just plastered myself with
a thin mud, of clay and water, and there
was scarcely any swelling, and it did not
make me the least bit sick or sore. Since
then this is the only remedy I have for

bee-stings. S. R. Guseman.
Preston Co., W. Va., June 26. .

Kendering Combs in Iron Kettles.

I send you sample of wax which has
been boiled in an Iron kettle, and I will

tell the best I can how It was made. I

first put the combs into the kettle and
then put wire-cloth over them and
weighed them down to keep them in the

bottom of the kettle, and then filled it

with soft water. I do not boil any after

all the combs are melted. I took a dip-

ping-board and dipt the wax out of the

kettle while hot, the same as dipping

for foundation sheets. Allowing wax to

cool in the kettle will darken It.

Reuben Palmer.
Jefferson Co., Mo.

[The sample of sheeted wax has a

beautiful golden color, and is quite clean

and nice. From all that has been said

against rendering combs in iron kettles,

one would hardly believe that the sample

sent was so rendered. But it may be all

the trouble comes from allowing the wax

to cool in the kettle, and thus darken it.

—Editor.]

Basswood the Only Hope.
Bees have not done much since locust

bloom, when they commenced working
in the supers. White clover is in bloom,
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but not as profusely as last year, and I

think bees do not gather so much honey
from it as last year. We can only hope
yet for basswood, which is going to

bloom soou. August Buchhagen.
Jefferson Co., Ohio, June 27.

Everything Looks Favorable.

My 350 colonies of bees are in fine

condition, working now on white clover.

Basswood will begin to bloom about
July 1. At present everything looks

favorable for a large honey crop.

A. G. Wilson.
Vernon Co., Wis., Jane 27.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
Journal. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels

of very best BasS'wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 280 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Tbe Baptist Young: People's
Union

Will be pleased with a ride to Buffalo

and return over the Nickel Plate Road.
Choice of water or rail route between
Cleveland and Buffalo, within final limit

of ticket. Call on or address J. Y. Cala-

han. General Agent, 111 Adams Street,

Chicago, for particulars. Telephone
y389 Main. (29)

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supt)lies.
They have also one One of tbe L,arg;est Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
Bassvrood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low frelfrht rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establlaht a branch house at 17130 South 13th St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Hlgginsvide, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

colored tiauoHarent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
clas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer In the future.

ll^"PKOGiiEssiVE Bee-keeper. 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 2oc. Both for 6oc.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

sville, ITIo., or
lutlt 13tli St., Omalia, Neb.

Address,
|^gjj|,y Manufacturiiig Company, J'tWC'"*'--"-'

"^

"We "want

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
To have a copy of

\Mt Our 1898 Catalog VlAi/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure iu mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special A&ciit for tiie Soiitiiwcit

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Select-Tested Golden Adel Queens.
Each, $1.00. A non-swarmlng and non-stinging strain of golden bee3. " How to Prevent

Honey Candjing " given to each customer. Tested Queens, each. 7.5 cents.
36Atr He;iNRV ALLUV, Wenliam, Itlasa.

HONEY and BEESWAX
VIAKKKX QUOTATIONS.

Chlcag'O, June 18.—Not any new honey
here, and the old stock Is about exhausted.
Market values about as last quoted for what
little is being done. K. A. Burnett .& Co.

Kansas City, June 21.—We have several
shipments of new comb honey from Florida,
the first to our market this season. The de-
mand Is fair at 11 to i2o. The demand for
extracted will be light until September.

O. O. Clemons & Co.

New York, June 20.—Comb honey: We
closed out all of our old crop some time ago.
We have received several lots of new crop
from the South, good. No. 1 white, which sells
readily at 1 Ic per pound.
Extracted: Kecelpts of new crop from the

South are large. We quote: Common. 48 to
.SOc a gallon; good. .t2 to 55c a gallon; choice,
5 to 5v4c pound. Demand is good, especially
for the better grades Beeswax remains firm
at 28 to 29c. HiLDRETH Bros. & SEGELKEN.

Cincinnati, June 9.—Demand is slow for
all kinds ot honey, especially comb. Prices
for best white comb honey. 10 to 13 cents.
Extracted honey brings 3^ to 6c. according to
quality. Beeswax in good demand at 25 to
t;8c for good to choice ye low.

Chas. F. Mdth & Son.

Boston, Jnne 9.—Fancy white In cartons,
13c.; A No. 1 white In glass-front cases, 11 to
12c.; No. 1. 10 to He; No. 2, 8 to 9o. Ex-
tracted, white. 6 to 7c; light amber, 5 to 6o.
Beeswax, pure, in good demand with very
light supply, 'Wq..

At the pre!?ent time the demand for both
comb and extracted honey is very light with
but little stock on hand.

Blake. Scott Sc Lee.

Cleveland, June 9.—Fancy white. 12 to
12^0.; No. 1, lie; No. 1 amber, 9 to lOc;
buckwheat, 8c. Extracted, white. 6c.; amber.
4to5c. A. B. Williams & Co.

San Francisco, June 8.—White comb. S%
to 10c; amber, 6^ to IVtC. Extracted, white,
5W(a6c. ; light amber, 454 to 514c. Beeswax,
23®25c
Not much now coming forward from any

quarter. Supplies will doubtless be light
throughout the season, admitting of little
other than small local trade. Former quota-
tions remain In force, with tendency on best
qualities to higher figures.

Detroit, June 9. — Fancy white honey is
lower and now quoted at lie. No. 1, 9@l0c;
fancy darfc. TQSc; No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white, .o@6c; dark. 4©5c. Beeswax
27a28c.
There are no changes In quotations, and

very little desirable honey left. Sales are so
slow that It Is dltllcult to quote. The poor lots
are being pushc at what they will bring.

M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis. June 9 —Honey much more
encouraging. Fancy white clover comb Is
selling here now at 10)4@tli<c. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 5 >4@6c; amber, 5c:
dark, 4®4!4c.
Outlook for honey much more Pneouraglng.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Indianapolis, June 9. — Fancy white
11 to 13c.; No 1. 10 to He; fancy amber. 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax is
In good demand. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, June 9.—Fancy Ipound sec-
tions. ll@12c; A No. 1, lOail cents; No. 1

8@10c; amber, 8@8Ko; dark. 7@7'/jC. White
extracted in barrels and kegs, oH@6c; amber,
5(a5!4c. Beeswax. 26a28c.
The demand lor honey continues very good

Indeed, and values fairly sustained. Whllethe
best grades are most salable, the inferior
grades meet attention, and the movements,
are (luite satisfactory. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, June 9. — There Is a very good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to He; other grades, however, range from

to 7c., and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount of honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. Batterson & Co.

St. Louis, June 10.—Fancy white comb.
10 to lie.; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to lOc; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5 >4 to 6c. : amber,
5 to 5^4c. ; dark. 4 to 4Hc. Beeswax. 20 to 22o.

Westcott Com. Co.
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WF^Talk about

....CoinbFouiidatioii
WE can now furnish the very best that can

be made from pure wax. Our Mew Pro-
cess or millng enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It Is always Pure and Sweet.
It is llie kind lliat does not sag.
It is the kind you want.

If you once try it you will have no other.
Samples furntsht FKE.E. Large illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

1 HE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JASEESTOWN, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-
tice, anything; in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

^g" Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytliing used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write tor Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mauufactnring Co.,

aUDSON, St. Crotx Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wholesale.
Hetail.

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. MUNT
Cabh for Beeswax. Bei.l Branch. Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Goods

I AEISE
TO SAY to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

I>OOE.ITTI«K
has conclnded to sell

—BKE8 and QUKKNS—
In their seaeun, during
1898, at thefollowlnK
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames. In
liKht shipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 1000
1 teste'l Queen... $i so
S " Queens. S5o
1 select tested queen 2 uo
S '* " Queens4 00

Selecttested queen, previous season's rearing. . 3 oo
ztra Selected for breeding, the vbhy best.. &00
About a Pound of BBK8 la a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen. $3.00 extra.

mr" Circular free, giving fait pftrtloulars regapd-
tbe Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. F

.

^^'*
Dadant's Foundation, y^fYear

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 11^ 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity. Firmness, I^o Sag-
Sfins:. .>[o I.OSS.

paxeSx weeu i>rocess
SHEETIIVCi.

Send Name for our CataloR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by maU.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Manufactured Stock ! (Jiiick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-GASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of makins; the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS-WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie Oiie-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

I^" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing-.

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Fence and Plain Sections.

Weed New Process Fonnflation.

Cowan Extractors,

Our ) Porter Bee-Escanes-tlie liest made,

Specialties .
Doyetailei Hives- witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bottom.

I]ai]Z[iil]al(er Hives.

No-Drip Sliiping-Cases,

Gleanings in Bee-Cnltnre, Hlustrated, Semi-Montniy,

Catalos of Goods and Sample Copy of Oleanings
sent for your name on a poi^tal.

THE A. I. BOOT CO.
BrancU Offices :

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, III.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
HINTS TO BEGINNERS,

BY

Author of "Bees and See- Keeping,'' "' Pleasurable Bee-Keeping,'' etc.

No. 2. — BEES.
As it is necessary to the successful management of the

apiary that the occupants of the hives, their ways, wants, and
peculiarities should be understood, it is advisable that we
should now give our attention to the bees.

In every colony of bees, whether it be located in a skep,
the hollow of a tree, or in a modern hive, there will be found
at some time of the year three kinds of bees—queen, drones,
.and workers. It is only, however, during the summer that
the three kinds are found at the same time in any hive, for
•only when honey is being brought into the hive freely are
•drones brought into existence, or being in existence are allowed
to remain alive.

THE QUEEN.

The queen, as the most important bee in the hive, first

•claims our attention. She is the egg-layer, and as such is the
mother of the bees in the hive, whether they are workers,
drones or queens. Only one queen is, under ordinary circum-
stances, found in a hive, but occasionally two—mother and
daughter—are for a time living together. The queen's sole
duty being to lay eggs, she has no other cares to claim her
.attention, in fact she does not even attend to her own food
supply. The nourishment needed to keep up the extraordi-
nary egg-laying power she possesses, is supplied by thi>

worker-bees which are for the first fortnight of their existence
what may be termed nurse-bees. If a comb be taken out of a
movable-comb hive quietly, and without disturbing the bees,
the queen may be seen surrounded by a cluster of workers.
This interesting spectacle has given rise to the idea tliat the
queen, as such, is in a position of authority, and is being at-
tended by her respectful followers. This is far from the
truth of the matter.

A queen has been known to lay more than her own weight
in eggs in 24 hours ; and as this work, and the taking and
•digesting of food could not be carried on by the queen, the
latter important function is discharged by the workers—the
nurse-bees—that are ever ready to supply her wants witli
food that has already undergone the necessary digestive |>ri>-

•cesses in their bodies. Thus it is that the queen is enabled
to do that enormous amount of egg-laying which we know she

performs. The eggs that the queen lays are fertilized and
unfertilized. The former, if placed in the small worker-cells,

produce in 21 days a worker or immature female ; or if placed
in a queen-cell they produce afully-developtqueen in 16 days.
Unfertilized eggs deposited in the drone-cells produce drones
in 25 days.

The remarkable fact that the same egg may under altered
circumstances produce either workers or drones proves of
great value, for if the queen should be lost or killed during
the summer while there are such eggs in the hive, the bees
quickly set to work to produce from them queens. This they
do by cutting down the cell walls around them, and giving the
grubs a food greater in quantity and richer in nitrogen ; that
is, it contains a greater proportion of pollen than the ordinary
bee-food.

The number of eggs laid daily varies with the season and
the income of food ; but even then depends almost entirely

upon the quality of the queen. Early in the new year small
patches of brood will be found in the very center, the warmest
part of the hive, giving evidence that only a few eggs are laid

daily. Subsequently, as prospects brighten the queen in-

creases the number of eggs laid daily until, during the sum-
mer, when there is the greatest income of honey, and conse-
quently the greatest inducement to the queen to put forth her
energies, she lays over 2,000 eggs a day.

Her length of life depends upon surrounding circum-
stances. The bees themselves re-queen their hives when
through feebleness or otherwise of the queen, they deem a
a successor necessary. The bee-keeper who has a desire to

make bee-keeping a really profitable occupation for spare

0B0N5 QUEEH iNOiJtES

hours, will see that the length of life of a queen is determined
by her usefulness, which means that as soon as, from an egg-
laying point of view, she becomes unprofitable, she must make
way for a successor.

The queen mates with the drone, or male bee, only once
during her existence, generally before she is a week old, and
then she does not again leave the hive except with a swarm,
for the rest of her life.

As the result in honey returns depends upon the strength

of the colony at the commencement of the honey-flow, the

bee-keeper must urge on the queen to lay eggs in greater num-
ber early in the season. By so doing he will obtain strong

colonies earlier, but he will much quicker wear out the queens.

It is generally believed that queens are at their best in their

second season ; therefore, queens bred in 1897 will be of the

greatest service in 1898. Consequently all colonies should be

headed as far as possible each year with queens in their sec-

ond season.
THE DRONE.

The drones are the large, bulky and noisy humming bees

that appear about April, earlier or later according to the sea-

son. When drones appear swarming-time is at hand. But no
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bpe-kopppr with an eye to profit will allow unlimited swarm-
ing : in fact, he will endeavor to prevent swarming altogether,

nor will he allow the over-production of drones. The drones
have apparently only one object in life, and short work is

made of them by the workers at the close of the honey-fiow, or

when there is, through bad weather, a probability of stores

running short. They are then turned out to die, so that the

remaining part of the community may remain alive and con-

tinue the life of the colony. The length of life of the drones
is very uncertain, but it really only extends through the sea-

son of plenty. The presence of drones in any hive after the

honey-flow has closed, while those of other colonies have been
massacred, is usually a sign of queenlessness. If a fertile

queen be introduced, the bees quickly settle down to the work
of turning out of the hive the drones that are then left.

THE WORKER.

Workers, the smallest of the three kinds of bees found in

the hive, are, as their name indicates, the bees that do the

work of the hive. They act as iturse-bees in preparing and
administering food to the queen and grubs ; then they gather
honey and pollen, sec-reto wax, build combs, and carry on all

the other little duties that fall to work(>rs in such a well-

arranged hive of industry, until worn out, as they usually are

at the end of a few weeks' work. If it were not that the life

of a worker-bee was short, there would be enormous popula-
tions, far beyond the capacity of modern hives. The length

of life of a worker-bee is determined by the amount of

work it performs. Those brought into existence, say in

May, have before them a period of the greatest activity, and
consequently their lives are short, only six weeks at the most

;

while those hatcht in .September, having little work to do,

may get through the winter, only to be quickly worn out with
the hard work that then falls to their lot. The average
length of life of a worker-bee is said to be -46 days. Quite
recently a noted American bee-keeper, who has been carefully

testing the matter, finds the average length of life to be 47
days. This shows that those who gave the former number
evidently gave considerable and painstaking attention to the

solving of such an interesting question.

LAYING WORKERS.

Occasionally when a queen is lost or killed a worker de-

velops the power of egg-laying, but the eggs only produce
drones. The presence of a laying worker is known by the
irregular manner in which the eggs are deposited, and later

on by the bulky and protruding cappings which are the char-
acteristic covering of drone-brood.

As laying workers are not only useless, but a nuisance in

an apiary, they should be got rid of as soon as their presence
in the hive is known. The introduction of a fertile queen will

have the desired effect, as bees do nottoh-rate a laying w<irki'r

when they have a fertile or ordinary laying queen : or without
the introduction of a queen, the hive may be freed of the lay-

ing worker by taking it some distance from its stand and
shaking all the bees off the combs. A laying worker only be-

ing found in queenless colonies, the bees would be all adults,

and would therefore at once fly to their own stand : but not so

the laying worker, as it is supposed that she obtains this ex-

traordinary power through having been bred near the queen-
cells, and received some of the royal .lelly. Be this as it may,
this bee is not accustomed to flying abroad, and consequently
will not return to the hive on the old stand ; and if should
endeavor to enter another hive it will at once be killed.

VARIETIES.

In addition to the well-known English bee there are other
races that have been imported with a view to improving our
own bee and establishing a better strain for general purposes.
The foreign races that have most generally been imported are
Ligurian, Carniolan and Cyprian.

The Ligurian, or Italian bee. is a handsome bee, having
yellow bands across the abdomen, three being distinctly markt.
In America many bee-masters have produced by selection and
propogated a strain of Ligurian showing five yellow bands, but
the majority of reports on this production are by no means in

its favor. In England the Ligurian is favored, but tho the
queens arc more prolific than the English, and the bees better
workers, this race can only be used for the production of ex-

tracted honey, as the workers cap the honey-cells so that the
comb presents a damp and unattractive appearance.

The Carniolan. from southwest Austria, is a silver-banded
bee, and in appearance most nearly approaches the English.
but the queens arc wonderfully prolific, and the bees good
workers. Still, tlio such bees on account of these two quali-

ties, are apparently desirable, they are inveterate swarmers. a
colony sending out snmetinies swarm after swarm until it is

only the size of a small' cast itself. This swarming is a most

undesirable trait, and one that bee-keepers are anxious to
control : therefore, the keeping of this race has by no means
become general.

The Cyprian is the handsomest bee known, being a little

like an insect of gold. It is, as may be inferred from its name,
imported from the island of Cyprus. I have had these bees in

my apiary at a time when they were really golden bees, the
price of the queens being 22s., but their stay with me was of
short duration. At times they were as harmless as flies, and
could be manii)ulated without either veil or smoke, but on
other occasions they were veritable demons, and not to be sub-
dued. At stinging, these bees can, in the'words of " Brother
Jonathan," " lick creation." .Such vicious bees are best left

alone, or, at any rate, by any but the most expert in bee-man-
agement. It is stated that one colony of Cyprians owned by
an American bee-keeper stored in one season 1,000 pounds of
honey. It is, however, certain that if the wonderful egg-lay-
ing power of the queen be properly directed, a truly immense
population might be obtained for the honey-flow, and an
abnormal quantity of honey stored. One colony of Cyprians,
in my apiary several years ago, was expected to give over a
hundred pounds of honey, but when it was taken to pieces (a

task I never desire to repeat) only about a dozen pounds of
honey were taken. The honey gathered by this colony had
been used in feeding the grubs, and to such an extent was
breeding carried that when this examination was made the 31
standard frames in the three stories of which the hive was
composed, were almost entirely sheets of brood. Other colo-

nies then had little brood, and many full supers.

The Syrian and other Eastern races bear much the same
character as the Cyprian, and have found little favor in this

country. If any imported race is introduced into any apiary,

it should be pure specimens of either the Ligurian or Carnio-
lan, but as an all-round bee our English bee is not to be beaten.

LContiQued next week]

Prevention of Swarming and Grass Growing.

BT MRS. EPFIE BROWN.

Of late we see a great deal in the bee-papers about pre-

vention of swarming and hive ventilation. Every one seems
interested in the subject from the " Marengo medicioe man '*

to the beginner, and as so many are talking about it I will

tell how I manage my bees. I am not quite certain, but I

think the Roots follow the same plan, to some extent. Prob-
ably many others do also.

Five years ago I partially gave np comb honey producing-

and began extracting, and from that time until now I have
had but very few swarms that I did not expect and want. My
hives are all lO-frame, and nearly all have cleats. I agree
with Dr. Miller on the cleat question, and even if they are
going out-of-date, I like them better than those havinff

hand-holes. I am also a very "strong lO-frame man." I

would rather have a 12 than an 8 frame hive.

Our last Important honey-flow is from buckwheat, and
when this begins to fail I see that every hive contains at least

6 frames sealed to the bottom-bar. Of course there will be
some honey in the center combs also, and the more the better;

but if the required 6 is not in each hive, I exchange the
partly-filled combs for full ones from an extracting story. By
doing this I never have to feed In the spring, and the colonies

all build up very rapidly.

When there is brood in 8 frames, I raise the 2 middle
ones to the upper story and fill both up with extracting-combs.

As soon as the combs begin to look " frosty," I either put ott

another story or extract. Some colonies are used to build

comb, and these are sometimes tiered up to five stories.

When the bees begin to get interested in clover, I raise

the cover of the hive about M of an inch at the back end, and
put a stick under so as to keep it so. The cloth over the
frames is also taken away at the same time. About the mid-

dle of July I raise it np a good inch, and tho some may doubt
it, I can say I have never had any trouble with robber-bees
except in case of queenless colonies. This is better, I think,

than raising the hive on blocks, for it insures a freer circula-

tion of air. I wouldn't think of opening my front door for

cool air without opening the back door also. I have an idea

that the bees can ripen their honey faster with both " doors '*

open. I know that my kitchen floor, that has just been
scrubbed, dries faster with the wind blowing through the

room. Then with plenty of ventilation the bees never cluster

outside unless I forget to leave the cover up, and, when I do,

I can send them all In to work again by raising it and puffing

a little smoke among them.
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THE WEEDS AND GRASS THAT ANNOY.

When I began with bees the weeds and grass used to an-
noy me so that I felt like setting the hives on top of the
house. Ali around our house the ground is so rich that
angle-worms have come to stay, and every spring my chickens
make such holes hunting for them that it is impossible to run
a lawn-mower. If I put my hives on plowed ground the weeds
would grow. Now, I can almost build a house with a ham-
mer and a screw-driver (if it is all cut out like hives are), but
I can't handle a scyttie without running the point into the
ground, so I just couldn't keep the stuff down myself, and my
husband and the hired men were always afraid to go near a
bee-hive unless I first went and blockt the entrance.

I tried sawdust and chip-dirt, but with the wind
and chickens neither would stay. But like a great many
other difficulties I have met I kept at it till, unlike the ghost,
it did down. Mr. Brown happened, one spring, to get a lot

of cheap cull lumber for making fences, and among it were a
good many boards a foot wide and over, and all about 16 feet

long. I took some of these and laid them down "three
abreast " until I had a " sidewalk " as long as my bees would
need, each hive set in a row about 18 inches apart. The
front end of the alighting-board rested on the edge of the
" sidewalk," and the back end was raised up and a block put
under to make it level. When the grass began to come up be-
tween the cracks, I turned the boards over, turning it all

down under. With one of my little boys (the children are not
afraid of the bees) at the opposite end I could turn the boards
all over in a little while.

I am still using these boards, not having found anything
better. They give a strip the whole length of a row of hives,

and over 3 feet wide entirely free from weeds and grass. They
make a very good alighting-board, and in swarming-time the
dipt queens from the comb-honey hives can be found very
easily. Eau Claire Co., Wis.

Does All the Honey in a Foul-Broody Colony
Contain the Disease-Germs ?

B\- HON. R. L. TAYLOR.

Two cases of foul brood were discovered during the sea-
son of 1896. These were treated as heretofore by putting the
bees Into clean hives furnisht with foundation, and the dis-

eased hives with their combs disinfected with heat. The
treatment was completely successful, as has uniformly been
the case heretofore. The two all-important considerations in

the operation are that the management be so careful and
guarded that no bees from the diseased colony be driven to
other colonies, and that no bees from healthy colonies be per-
mitted to visit the combs of the diseased colony.

The reason upon which this caution is founded is that the
germs of the disease are liable to be carried from the diseased
colony to healthy ones in its honey—at least it is the supposi-
tion that there is such liability. We know certainly that rob-
ber-bees, when engaged in robbing a diseased colony, carry
the infection to their own hive. We are certain also that
honey extracted from combs which have contained the dis-
eased larvfe convey the disease to colonies that use it. But to
have this effect it is not necessary to suppose that every cell
of honey contains germs, and when we consider how small
a proportion of the larvae are freshly affected with the disease
at any one time, and that the progress of the disease in a col-
ony Is generally quite slow, it is rational to suppose that but a
small proportion of the cells of honey contains the germs.
There would perhaps be an exception to this if a strong
colony became badly affected with the disease towards fall,

say in August, when its hive was well filled with brood, and
when a good flow of honey occurred in September, for, in that
case, in the ordinary course of things, as the dead matter of
the larvae dried down, the cells containing it would be filled

with honey. It would seem inevitable, then, that a large pro-
portion of the cells of honey should contain floating germs so
soon as sulficient time were given to allow the honey to soften
the dried matter. After this the cells containing affected
honey may be largely increast in numbers by the removal of
the honey from cell to cell as in the spring when brood-rearing
is resumed.

Cowan, in his celebrated work, laid it down as a scientific
fact that the germs of foul brood were not to be found in the
honey. This conclusion was not accepted in this country be-
cause it was found that practically at least It was not true. I

doubt if Cowan himself would deny that the germs could be
mingled with honey by the hand of man, and if they could

then they also could in the ways I have hereinbefore indicated
by the bees. With these exceptions was not Cowan correct ?

This is a matter of considerable Importance, because a
true answer to the question would give us a pretty clear in-

sight into the methods by which the disease in question may
be disseminated. If Cowan is correct, with the limitations
suggested, then the disease cannot be conveyed by germs float-

ing in the air or carried about on the bodies of the bees,
otherwise they must certainly be carried to the honey in open
cells throughout the hive.

With these thoughts in mind I made an experiment with
honey taken from one of the colonies operated on. The col-

ony was quite badly affected, there being in the space occu-
pied by the queen from one-fourth to one-third of the cells

that contained dead brood. The honey was contained in the
two outside combs of the upper section of the Heddon hive.
The combs contained five or six pounds of honey, and had
apparently never contained any brood. The honey was fed to

a colony of moderate strength, and very short of stores, but
actively engaged in the rearingof brood, by placing the combs
in a story above the honey-board through which the bees
came and carried the honey below until it was all gone, and
evidently all, or nearly all, used in nourishing the growing
larvie.

In ihis experiment the thought was that if the honey con-
tained the germs that fact would certainly be revealed by the
appearance of the disease among the brood below, and that
the continued absence of the disease would be pretty satis-

factory evidence that that honey contained no germs, and,
consequently, in so far as one experiment goes, that they are
not carried about by the action of the air, nor upon the bodies
of the bees. Several examinations were made of the colony
during the latter part of the summer and early fall to dis-

cover the existence of foul brood, if such were the fact, but
no trace of the disease was found.

If enough further experiments give the same results, a
decided relief will often be experienced in dealing with the
disease, as where there are considerable amounts of surplus
honey above the honey-boards.

Continued observations have been made in the cases of
two experiments which have been heretofore reported ; one of
these was the immediate introduction to a healthy colony of a
queen taken from a colony so badly affected with foul brood
as to be about worthless. Examinations the last season show
that the colony to which the queen was introduced remained
healthy, as had been anticipated from the fact that it had re-

vealed no signs of disease the previous season. This seems to
show pretty conclusively that a queen is not necessarily dis-

eased herself, tho she has been for a long time in a badly dis-

eased colony.
The other one was the case of a colony of which mention

has been made several times heretofore, in which what to all

appearance was foul brood showed itself without making ap-
parent progress, disappearing altogether at times and reap-
pearing again to the extent of a few cells only. During the
last season it did not show itself in the colony at all. It would
be of interest to know certainly whether this was a case of
true foul brood, and if it reappears an effort will be made to
have the point determined by a competent microscopist.—Re-
view. Lapeer Co., Mich.

Apis Dorsata and Bee-Improvement.
BY W. A. VAKIAN.

There has been much said for and against the government
going to the expense of arrangements for the introduction of
Apis dorsata. It seems to me that the coming occupation of
Manila and the Philipine Islands by the United States may
prove a good chance in this matter. If any one will look at
the maps and descriptions given in Alfred R. Wallace's " Is-

land Faunas and Floras," it will be found that these islands
have almost the whole fauna and flora of the East Indies, part
of that of China and Japan—" temperate Asia "—and part of
that of Australia and the Pacific, thus being about the richest
in this respect of any place on the globe.

I think it almost certain that there will be among the vol-
unteer troops going there (who are not, it seems, likely to be
workt to death) bee-keepers enough to make a pretty strong
committee, who, with very little aid in the shape of material
from the agricultural departmeut, if the great bee, or a closely
allied variety, inhabits the region, can test them there, and
If they prove adapted to hiving, introduce them. There will

be such chances in natural history out there that each regi-
ment should have Its Scientific Society, and the boys, in those
cases where they have time before leaving San Francisco,
should buy and carry along a small library of the latest works
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on natural history and sciences. Garrison societies for special

study of the particular branches can be afterwards formed
when there.

IMPROVING OUR BEES.

There have been several methods and principles of selec-

tion for the Improvement of the bee publlsht since I began to

read on the subject, but I do not think the simplest, most
rapid and effective has been mentioned. That Is, to requeen
one-half of the apiary from the young queen of the best colony
In the other half the year before, and repeat back. Each sea-

son Is a double selection by the honey record of one-half of

the apiary. Of course, It may be necessary to keep a few
yellow out-cross queens In places where the wild stock Is

black. Weld Co., Colo.

A "Six-Year-Old" Tells Some Experiences.

BY OLIVER P. JOHNSON.

As I have had six years' experience as a local newspaper
correspondent, with various other experiences, I will endeavor
to "do a few" for the " tormentation " of the readers of the
valuable Bee Journal. I am a natural-born lover of bees. I

do not keep a very large apiary, Just enough to be experi-
menting some in that line. My principal occupation is farm-
ing (tilling the soil), and as it Is on the medium Iowa scale,
one has not time to Indulge very largely In apiculture.

When I was but a " kid " I would make dally visits to the
old box-hives in my father's garden. Tho 1 was often advised
to give them plenty of room, I would often venture too near
and get a genuine reception, which, very often, would result
as "Paddy O'Brien's Picnic."

But even this did not satisfy my desire. I continued to be
inquisitive about the "critters," visiting the most learned
bee-keepers near me, and asking all sorts of questions, some
of which, no doubt, sounded very queer to them.

Through an immediate neighbor I received a copy of the
Bee Journal, and thereupon subscribed for it, and the book
" Bees and Honey," and since then I have learned many
things in regard to bees, by reading them and everything else
In that line that came to hand, and experimenting In their
teachings.

I learned to do away with the box-hive by transferring to
the movable-frame hive—one of my own make, which acci-
dentally happened to be the same size as the original 8-frame
Langstroth, but was so imperfect in Its construction that It

turned out to be a fraud, being more of an Injury to the Indus-
try than anything else.

The hive I now use is the most substantial, and produces
the best results of any that I have yet seen. It contains nine
frames, and Is both longer and deeper than the Langstroth.
It Is used and manufactured in the nearest apiary to me. I
think that it was originated by one Beldin. The hive com-
pleted with foundation Is worth $2.50 or $3.00. I thought
It a little expensive for a novice, but have since discovered
that the dearest Is sometimes the cheapest.

A liUEEN-STINGING EXPERIENCE.

During the swarming season of 1897 an after-swarm
Issued, and desiring to return them Mr. B. O. Cook caught
the queen and proceeded to press her to death with his thumb,
whereupon the queen stung him In the hand, but it did not
appear to be so severe as the sting of a worker. I mention
this because I have read of some that claim queens will sting
nothing but royalty, but perhaps the writer of the article I

read accidentally inserted the word "queen," and really
meant to say "drone !"

RHEUMATICS AND FORMIC ACID.

July 20, 1893, I was seized with a slight headache and
other pains in all parts of my body. Thinking that I might
feel relieved I went to the creek, took a bath, and came ba^k
completely exhausted. The next day found me no better

—

just able to be about.
The pain halted in my neck for a short time on the 2:jrd.

In a week I was worse. I thought that I was getting the
typhoid fever. I called the family physician, and after a care-
ful examination he pronounced It acute rheumatism.

Pains would be In my neck, then In my shoulders ; then a
lively game of hide-and-go-seek about the hands and arms.
The physician did me no good. Various patent medicines
proved to be worthless. I heard that one might be cured by
the sting of a bee, so I resolved to try. I would go to the hive-
entrance and catch them and force them to sting me, but I

could not feel the sting at all. Finally I gave It up.
Some days I would be bedfast. The affliction then would

be In one knee until It had swollen as full as the skin would
bold. It would then pass Instantaneously to the other knee,
the swelling gradually following.

I continued to love the bees, and when I was able I would
be examining some of them. I had a very quiet swarm that
" knew me," and I thought they wouldn't sting, so without
veil or smoker 1 opened the hive, and, In so doing, accidentally
prest one of them, which raised the scent usually accompany-
ing the expulsion of formic acid. This enraged one of the
"critters," which immediately rose up and proceded to drive
Its awl into my face, (it is needless to say that I felt It.)

The rheumatic pains were then in my feet. In less than
ten minutes the pain of the sting was In my feet also. (My
feet are very large, consequently they can contain lots of

pain.) I was on my back In the middle of the floor, and,
" suffering Isaac I" such pains as I did have In those feet ! I

might have died, but I bad so much pain that I couldn't. I

took nothing to counteract the sting, but just let it take its

course. In three hours the pains had all left. I was a new
man, and the happiest fellow to be seen.

I have not had a rheumatic pain since, and hope that I

never shall have.

COURSE TAKEN BY AN ABSCONDING SWARM.
I xaw an article in the Bee Journal on absconding

swarms, and why they "go out west." This was a fact which
I had always observed when swarms escaped from my father's

garden—they invariably flew west. My present location Is in

the edge of a 200acre linden grove that might well be clast

as a forest, it being quite aged, and containing very many
large trees, hundreds of which are hollow. West of me, two
miles, Is a very large oak grove. A neighbor joins farms with
me on the west. He has quite a number of colonies, and I be-

lieve that from 20 to 50 swarms escape from there every
year. I have seen very many of them go. He will not sell

them, and I have never seen one swarm that left In any other
direction than west, tho some claim that they occasionally do.

Cedar Co., Iowa.

^
Rearing Early Queens—A Good Point.

BY C. P. DADANT.

I have received the following letter, with the request that
I answer In the American Bee Journal :

" In ' Langstroth Revised ' we are told (page 513) that in April
queenless colonies should be given a frame of young brood to rear
,a new queen. We are told in another place that queenless bees
will most likely select a larva three days old from which to rear
a queen. In that case the hees will have a new queen in about 13

days from the time the frame is given. Even if the queen should
be reared from the egg, is it not likely that the bees will have a
virgin queeu long before there will be any drones in the apiary to
mate with her ? Is it not likely that before there will be any
drones we shall have some pretty old virgin queens on hand ?

Will these old virgins make as good queens as those reared later ?

I found one or two queenless colonies and hesitated about giving
frames of brood for reasons above indicated, preferring to send
South for queens.—EiiwiN Bevins."

There is certainly a very good point raised by Mr. Bevins.
We must say that in very early or sudden seasons we have
found quite a little difficulty in rearing queens too soon. But
this is not a rule. It Is an exception. Generally spring opens
slowly, with only occasional warm days and many a reverse.

In the average season the best colonies will have drones ready
to hatch by the time our queenless colonies can be prepared
to hatch their queens.

Our drones should be reared In the best colonies, always.
It seems to be an undisputed fact, accepted by all physiolo-

gists, that the characteristics of a race are best perpetuated
through the male. If this be correct, our drones are of more
importance than our queens. That Is, we should take more
pains to mate our queens with drones of a prolific mother
than to rear these queens from a prolific queen. I know many
of our bee-keepers will say that this Is Impossible since we
cannot control the fertilization of the queen, but it Is equally
evident that we can to a very great extent encourage the pro-

duction of drones In the best colonies, which are already

—

mark this—more prone to rear drones than the others, from
the very fact of their strength and greater proliflcness. We
can also, and to a still greater extent, discourage the rearing
of drones In indifferent or weak colonies, by removing the
drone-comb and replacing It with worker-comb whenever
opportunity offers. This point I have been fighting for, for a
number of years, and I am glad to see that it has not all been
in vain.

We have queenless colonies every spring, and also every
spring we follow the Instructions given In Langstroth, and
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usually succeed In rearing good queens In fully three-fourths

of the cases. Yet we can say that we take particular pains

to Induce the rearing of early drones, which could be done by
a little stimulative feeding of the selected colonies. If queen-
rearing is contemplated to any extent during the year, it be-

comes almost Indispensable to resort to stimulative feeding,

for there are many seasons when the drones are killed by the

bees of nearly all the hives only because the crop does not

happen to come when expected by them. The present season

is one of this sort, and the drones were nearly all killed late

in May, In our apiaries.

To get bees from the South Is certainly a very good
method, and our Southern brethren are very reasonable in

their prices, for they sell them at rates for which we do not

think we could rear them profitably. Yet, an apiarist will

often hesitate to spend three or four dollars to save several

queenless colonies. Then it sometimes takes longer to get the

queens, when ordering them early, than It will take to rear

them in your apiary. No one but a novice will send an order

for a queen In April with the expectation of receiving her by
return mail in every instance.

If you feed up one or two strong colonies about April 1,

they will have drones by May 1 to 10. Then you may begin

your queen-rearing April 15 with but little fear of their being

unable to find drones during the first two weeks of their life.

Should a young queen get lost from having to take too many
flights, the colony which reared her is much better prepared
to rear another than a colony that would have been left all

this time queenless. The only thing that renders a colony

unfit to rear a queen is the presence of an old, barren queen,
or of one or more laying workers. In either case, the bees

seem to be satisfied that they have all they need, and it is a

hopeless task to try to save them unless a number of fresh

bees are added.
There Is a method by which we can be sure of having

early drones. It is to rear young queens from good stock and
in full colonies late in October. Such queens do not become
impregnated, because the drones are no longer alive, and by
the end of winter they have become drone-layers. They are

prolific, being young, and rear a hive full of drones. The only

trouble is that they must be killed promptly and replaced or

the colony would soon die. We had an experience of this kind
very involuntarily one year—about 1870 or 1872—on six or

seven colonies, the mother queens of which had been sold by
us very late in the season. These young queens were all

magnificent drone-layers the following spring, and gave us a

very good opportunity of rearing a lot of queens. This is a

method which it Is hardly advisable to follow, however, and
we would much prefer to trust to natural conditions for our
supply of early drones. Hancock Co., III.

COirDUCTED BY

DR. C O. MILI.ER, MARENGO. ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlreot.l

Alfalfa in Texas—Oilier Questions.

1. While talking to Mr. Davenport, of this county, a few
days ago, I said that next year I Intended to sow about 12
acres of alfalfa, and cut three acres early in the spring, in a

short while three more, and so on, the last being cut when
ripe would do for hay, and by the time it was cut the first

three acres would be ready to bloom. Thus I would have con-
tinual bloom of alfalfa. But he (the barbarian) with ruthless

hand hurled his missile at my air-castle, and It disappeared.
He says that alfalfa yields very little honey in this climate.

How about that ?

2. I have 15 colonies of bees, six of which I transferred
this spring, four are still in box-hives, and four, which I

bought, in home-made, movable-frame hives. One of the latter

which was very strong and active in early spring, is not doing
well. About three weeks ago I examined it, and finding it al-

most full, I gave them a super. I examined this from time to

time and never found a bee in It. A few days ago I took off

the super and lookt into the brood-chamber, and it seems to

me they are not as full as when I put the super on. While the

other bees are working thickly in and out, these lie about the

entrance and do nothing. I have never been able to find a

queen in this or any other hive, so I don't know whether they

are queenless or not? Is It probable ?

3. In the early mornings I notice from one to five or six

young bees, still white, dead In front of the hives. What is

the cause ? I notice no disagreeable smell as of foul brood.

4. I notice a great deal said in the Bee Journal about

"preventing swarming." Now, not to show my ignorance but

to get information, I would like to know what would be the

effect on the bees If all queen-cells were kept pincht off at the

time when it is desired that they do not swarm ?

5. How does Alsike clover do in this climate? Texas.

Answers.— 1. If he has kept close watch of the matter

his word is worth more than mine. I know that not long ago

a report came—I think it was from west of here, perhaps Iowa
—that alfalfa yielded no honey, and the only field of alfalfa I

ever examined when in full bloom in my own county had not

a bee on it.

2. It is very probable that they are queenless. If so, you
will find no unsealed brood present, unless they have been

queenless so long that laying workers have set up business. In

which case you will find sealed brood in worker-cells that has

not the usual flat sealing, but round, like little marbles close

together.
3. It Isn't foul brood, for in that case the brood Is left in

the cell and it isn't white. It may be drone brood that is

thrown out because the bees don't want drones, or it may be

from some other cause, but it need cause no uneasiness unless

there is a good deal of it, in which case It may point to starva-

tion. But if there's honey in the hive it isn't starvation.

4. It doesn't always work the same. Sometimes the bees

will give up swarming if you destroy the queen-cells, but gen-

erally they will start others, and in some cases may swarm
with only eggs in queen-cells, If indeed they have that much.
If you don't die till you find out how to prevent swarming
without in any way interfering with a good crop of comb
honey, you'll probably be gathered to your fathers at a very

ripe old age.
5. It probably does well, as I don't remember seeing any

unfavorable reports from Texas.

Building Irregular Combs.

I wired all my brood-frames and used strips of foundation

about an inch wide on the top-bars. I now find the bees are

building comb about 2}4 inches thick on one frame, and about

one inch thick on the next, aud so on alternately across the

hive. Why is this, and is there any remedy for it ?

Minnesota.
Answek.—The only thing I can think of to account for

such irregular work is the irregular spacing of the frames. If

you have the foundation In the middle of each frame and have

the frames all spaced at equal distances, it is hardly possible

there will be any such trouble.

Feeding Back Extracted Honey.

1. We wish to buy some pure extracted honey, to feed

back in order to get comb honey in one-pound sections. Will

it pay us to do this ?

2. What per cent, would the bees use in converting ex-

tracted honey into section comb honey? Or, how many
pounds of flnisht comb honey would the bees produce from

100 pounds of the fed extracted honey? Virginia.

Answers.—Very, very doubtful.

2. That depends. You might not get 10 pounds of comb
honey from 100 of extracted, and you might get a good deal

more. If you feed the 100 pounds of extracted to one colony

you'll get a good deal more comb honey than if you feed it to

five colonies. But whether you feed it to one or five, there

seems to be a shrinkage that can hardly be accounted for. At
a rough guess, from what I have read and from some little ex-

perimenting in that line, I should say that if you get 40
pounds of section honey by feeding 100 of extracted honey,

you'll do well. I know that some claim they can do It at a

profit, but J don't believe you or I could.

Use of the Division-Board—Hanging Out.

1. I have the dovetail hive and have put the division-

board lu the middle of the frames. Is that the right place for

it? If not, where does it belong? and of what use is the

division-board ?

2. I caught a swarm about two weeks ago and put them
into an S-frame two-story Langstroth hive, and last Tuesday
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the weather was very close and warm, and the bees came out
and hung on the front of the hive in a large bunch. Did they
do that on account of the hot weather, or on account of lack
of room ? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. What you call a division-board isn't intended
to be used as such, but as a dummy. It is to be used, not in
the middle, but at one side. Put in all the frames, crowd
them all close to one side, then put the dummy close up
against the last frame. If the hive were made just wide
enough to take in the frames, you would find it almost impos-
sible to get out a frame after the bees have filled and glued
them. But there will be a space between the du-nmy and the
side of the hive which the bees will always leave clear. That
gives play enough for the dummy so it can easily be taken out,
and after the dummy Is out there is plenty of play to get out
the frames.

2. Very likely it was only because the weather was very
hot and the hive close. You can easily find out whether they
are crowded for room by taking out the combs and seeing
whether the cells are all filled with honey that do not contain
eggs or brood. If you raise the hive on four blocks about %-
inch, it will give them enough air so they will not be likely to
hang out.

The Best Hive—IVumbcr of Frames.

1. What make of hive is the best for bees ?
2. What number of frames is the best, 8 or 10-frame ?
3. What make of hive does Dr. Miller use ? Are they S-

frame or 10 frame? Iowa.

Answers.— 1. Probably if the bees were consulted in the
matter they would tell you that there is no better hive for bees
than the old straw skep our forefathers used. But this has
been displaced by the movable-frame hive, not because the
frame hive is better for the bees, but because it is more con-
venient for the bee-keeper when he wants to take out
the combs.

2. For extracted honey it Is likely 10 Langstroth frames
in a hive are best. For comb honey, if the bees are to be left
without much attention the year round, likely 10 frames are
also best. If they are used with two stories when supers are
not on, perhaps eight frames to each story are best.

3. The majority of my hives are very old, and were origi-
nally lO-framers, afterward reduced In size to take 8 frames.
As fast as I am changing into new hives I use S-frame dove-
tailed hives, allowing the bees all the room they will use up to
16 frames, except when supers are on, when all are reduced
to one story except a few for experiment. As yet I have only
about 50 dovetails in use, but hope to close the season with a
good many more.

M I

—

^m-

Signs of Swarming—Hanging Out,

1. If a colony in a box-hive is about to swarm, will there
be any particular signs by which I can tell ?

2. What is the matter with some of my bees? They
gather in large bunches and hang down in front of the hives
the biggest part of the day, fanning with their wings ; while
others are busy they make a great uoise at night. Ohio.

Answers.— 1. None that you can be sure of. They gen-
erally hang out, but sometimes they hang out with no thought
of swarming. They work less actively, but neither Is that a
sure sign.

2. It may be they are preparing to swarm, or it may
simply be that it's too hot in the hive and they prefer to stay
where it's cooler. It may be that they are crowded for room.
See that they have room enough, either in the hive or in
supers, and raise the hives by blocks at the four corners, and
they will not be likely to hang out very long.

Don't Worli on White Clover or in Supers-
Placing Hives.

1. Why did the bees not work on white clover in 1897,
which is the best honey-pasture we have ?

2. Why do my bees not work in the supers ?

3. Why are there no drones this year ?

4. Do you advise setting the hive on the ground when it

can be done, or would you set it on a platform two or three
feet high ? West Virginia.

Answers.— 1. I don't know. It happens some years in
this locality (this is one of the years) when white clover blooms
abundantly but bees don't store any honey from it. I don't I

know why. I only know that white clover is very plenty, but
there seems to be no honey in it.

2. Very likely they haven't anything to put in the supers,
or else there is room not yet filled in the brood-nest. They'll
not commence work in the supers while there Is plenty of room
in the brood-nest. But you may hurry up matters by putting
bait sections in the super, that is, sections that have been
partly drawn out the previous year. Or, you may put a small
piece of brood In the super.

3. If you watch closely you will probably find drones this

year. There are plenty in my hives, but not as many as in

some years, because the bees have been driving them out in the
montii of June and in the first of July, on account of the scar-
city of honey.

4. I wouldn't do either, but set the hive on a stand some-
where from two to six inches high. That makes it better for
bees to get Into the hive than when it is two or three feet high,
and you can sit on a seat to work at the hives.

^ —^
Sowing Buckwiieat— Hybrid Queen's Progeny.

1. What time should buckwheat be planted in Southern
Mississippi to produce the most honey ?

2. If a half-breed queen meets an Italian drone, what
would the progeny be ?

8. I had a trial with laying workers in one hive this

spring. They refused to rear a queen ; several times I gave
them brood, but no queen-cells were built, so I gave them a
black queen, as I did not care to risk an Italian, and sure
enough they balled her to death. So I got a frame with two
ripe queen-cells on it, and gave to them ; 12 days later I found
plenty of fresh eggs in regular form, so I closed the hive, and
I see they are getting strong in bees. They were very ill-

natured (?) until they reared a queen. Mississippi.

Answers.— 1. In the North, as early in July as possible,

and I suspect the same time would be all right in Southern
Mississippi.

2. Her worker progeny will be "i Italian blood, and her
drone progeny the same blood as berself, only it must be
added that, theoretically, her drone progeny will be slightly

tinged by the blood of the drone with which she mates.

Drones and Ess-Fertilization.

1. Is the drone hatcht from an unfertilized egg ?

2. After the queen meets the drone, is the process of fer-

tilizing the egg at the pleasure of herself?
I discovered a superabundance of drones in one hive, and

upon examination I found nothing but drone-eggs in it, hence
the above questions. Ohio.

Answers.— 1. Some believe that the fertilization of the

egg is at the will of the queen, and some believe her volition

has nothing to do with it, but the kind of cell controls the
matter.

2. You can hardly tell by looking at an egg whether it

will produce a drone or a worker, but you can easily tell when
the brood is sealed whether it is drone or worker, and that Is

probably what you mean. In your colony which had so many
drones, the queen may have commenced laying without having
been fertilized (a very unusual thing! aud in that case would
produce only drones; or she may have been a played-out
queen, producing mainly or entirely drones, or there may have
been no queen present and laying workers were at work.

J
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appearance wherever its habitat ; (3) Has never been known
to build its nest under shelter, but mostly on the most Isolated

and lofty trees and overhansing rocks
; (4) When they desert

trees and combs of the season they frequently travel for a

week or ten days, to distances over 100 miles, even crossing

such mountains as the Ullgiris in their migration ; (5) Build
single combs; (6) Are used to approach from north, south,

east and west; (7) Rarely remain in the same locality for

more than three months at a time ; and (8) Emigrate when
flowers become scarce.—British Bee Journal.

Top Ventilation in hot weather is considered in Glean-
ings. One man proposes a special device for it. Dr. Miller

believes six square inches of entrance at the bottom and six

more at the top gives more ventilation than 24 inches all at

the bottom, because the two entrances allow the air to pass
throuiih the hive. But bees are slow to seal sections if an
opening is too close to the sections.

Wholesale Feeding.— VV. H. Pridgen does it this way :

Nail 3-iach strips to the edges and ends of an inch board.

Tack strips across the bottom an inch apart, give the board
a little incline, turn on a little sweetened water from a faucet
in a barrel at the higher end, graduating the supply according
to the demand, and when the bees all get to work make it the
full strength of syrup wanted. A point that demands special

attention is the manner of closing the work of feeding without
starting robbing. Instead of simply stopping the supply,
water is gradually added till there is so little sweet that the
bees do not care for it.—Southland Queen.

Management of Pollen-Filled Combs.—G. M. Doolittle

says he lives In a region where the bees probably store as
much pollen as anywhere In the United States, but he has
never aielted a comb of pollen, and he wouldn't give a cent for

a means of extracting it. He has never known bees to throw
out pollen unless it was mouldy. His bees store an excess of

pollen during hard maple bloom, and again during white
clover. During hard maple when the pollen begins to crowd
the queen, he moves the frame of pollen back from the brood-
nest, putting between the brood and pollen a frame of honey.
This stimulates the laying of the queen. When the hive is

too full for this proceeding, he removes a frame of pollen for
future use. After apple-bloom it is returned, the bees having
used up their store.

The maple pollen has no honey stored over it, but white
clover pollen has. Combs of the latter are stored away for the
following spring, care being taken as to worms. Placed near
the brood-nest in spring, it stimulates to laying better than
the feeding of rye-meal or other substitutes.—Gleanings.

British View of Facing Honey.—W. Woodley, a valued
contributor of the Briiish Bee Journal, says he has been sur-
prised at the "points" that have been brought forward in

America in favor of facing, and gives his own views as follows :

"If all the sections are equal in quality throughout the
crate, there is surely no harm in placing the sections best side
out. Anyone with experience in working for comb honey
knows that one side of a section is generally better or more
evenly capt than the other side ; and if the inside rows of sec-
tions are equal to the outside ones, no injustice is done, and
no deception practiced. If, on the other hand, the outside
row are superior as sections to the inside ones in the same
crate, they are not a fair sample, and in my opinion there is

fraudulent intention to deceive the purchaser on the part of
the seller. Moreover, this method of doing business must in
the long run recoil on the head of the man who practices it.

I think that every bee-keeper who has honey to sell should
take care that every section or jar of honey is equal to the
sample, and sell those not up to the mark at a lower price, or
at a fair value compared with the price charged for the first

selection or quality."

Selling Honey to Grocers.— Like a good many others,
G. K. Hubbard advises against the practice of crowding so
much honey upon the markets of the large cities, seemingly
preferring, however, those places that are some little distance
from home. The large producers of California must of neces-
sity ship to the large markets, but the smaller cities should be
supplied by bee-keepers not far distant, without the grocers
having It shipt from the wholesale cities.

Start with a load of 10 to 20 cases, according to the size
of the place you are going to visit. Make a special point to be
neat and gentlemanly in appearance—best suit, collar, neck-
tie, boots blackt. Fix prices on different grades, and stick to
them, treating all alike. Better miss a sale occasionally by

sticking to price, as.it wilt save time In the future. Be pleas-

ant, polite, and make known your business at once ; or, if the
proprietor is busy, leave and come back again later. If a
grocer doesn't seem ready to buy, don't press unpleasantly,

but take leave pleasantly, promising to call some other time
when he may be ready to buy. Don't start by offering to sell

a single case, but offer to sell a number of cases, or the whole
lot. It's easier to come down on the amount than to go up.

If the grocer says he can get honey for less money from Blank
City, call attention to freight, breakage, quality of honey, and
also to the fact that you will take off his hands every section

that is not just as represented, and that you will call again in

60 days or so and will pay him 10 cents each for the empty
cases if in good condition.—Gleanings.

" Profitable Bee-Keeping:, with Hints to Be-
ginners "—the nine articles by Mr. C. N. White, of England,
began last week in the Bee Journal. See page 442 for

further information concerning these articles, and also the

premium offers for getting new subscribers for the last six

months of 1898.
We would like to have all our readers, if possible, get and

send in the subscriptions of their neighbor bee-keepers. The
way to get rid of slipshod, old-fogy bee-keepers is to place

under them the jack-screw of good bee-literature and raise

them up to the level of those who are striving to keep bees In

the modern and proper way. By so doing all will be helpt.

Many of our subscribers have already sent in new sub-

scribers on the offers made on page 442, but there is room
for many more. Before Aug. 1 we hope to add 1,000 new
subscribers to our list. It can be done if every one will do
only half as well as some others have already done.

Send for free sample copies to work with, or send us the

names of non-subscribers, and we will mail the sample copies

to them.

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet
especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the

pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to

general Information concerning honey. The latter part con-

sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a
home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these

prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for oO cents; 50
for 50 cents; 100 for -SI 00; 250 for $2.00: 500 for

$3.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.
^-•-»

Bee-Keeping' for Beginners is the title of a

110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management In order to secure

the most profit." Price of the book* postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for $1.40; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a ytar (at §1.00), and 10 cents extra.

The 'Wood Binder for holding a year's numbers of

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends to us 20 cents. It is a very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
< »

Langstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

The McETOy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
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a change for the better. Basswoods were never more prom-
ising than this year ; and by the way the bees are roaring on
the trees, and tumbling in at the entrances, it begins to make
it look as if we might get our usual quota of honey. But the
season has been so peculiar that we do not propose to count
our chickens before they are hatcht. But as I sit here I can
see great droves of bees flying past the window and over fac-

tory buildings; and our men in the yards tell us that it begins
to look like business now.

In the last few days we have received some very encour-
aging reports. In some cases clover seemed to be the source,

and others basswood. Rains have been frequent, and copious
at times ; and altho clover has been out some six weeks,
there are still vast areas of it on the hills and pasture lands.

Perhaps we shall have a second crop. An Immense quantity
of clover will go to seed this year, and this augurs well for

next season's clover.

I have deferred the writing of this till the very last min-
ute, so that I might be able to present to you as exact an idea

of the situation as possible. Taking everything into consid-

eration, honey ought not to sell as low as it did last season ;

for I am morally sure that there will be less of It; and do not
be in a hurry to rush It off to the commislon men, even if you
do get a little crop. As the output will be limited, prices

should rule higher.
White clover, at least in the northern and middle States,

is the main dependence for honey ; and even tho basswood
may yield well, it is confined mainly to particular localities,

and would not, therefore, greatly affect the general market.

No doubt Mr. Root is right in saying that the prices of

honey this year should rule higher than last year. But will

they? So far as we have noticed, the prices quoted by commis-

sion men are about the same as in 1897. We fear it will be

a very difficult matter to raise prices. It is easy enough to

come down, but when you try to raise prices it is a different

matter.

Perhaps in the local or home markets it will be easier to

get the price of honey up a little this year, and if bee-keepers

will just hold back their honey a little from the city markets,

it may help to raise the prices there, too.

Xlie United States Bee-Keepers' Union
continues to grow. We have received a number of new mem-
berships lately, and so has Secretary Mason, If we may judge

from the following, dated June 30 :

Editor York:—On the 25th I received a llstof 17 names
(with $17) from J. Webster Johnson, Secretary of the Salt
River Valley Honey-Producers' Association, of Arizona, with
the request that they be placed on the list of members of the
United States Bee-Keepers' Union. Perhaps you'll remember
that last year Mr. Johnson sent a list of 24 names of members
of that Association. He writes now that some have already
sent in their names, and others will send theirs later.

I don't know but we now have a thousand or more mem-
bers, but I think as Editor Hill, of the American Bee-Keeper,
writes me—that " we ought to have ten thousand."

A. B. Mason.

General-Manager Secor, writing us also June 30, said :

" We shall have a very respectable membership to report
at the close of the year."

We have been hoping all the past year that in some way
bee-keepers might become sufficiently interested in their own
welfare to help roll up a membership of 1,000 by the time of

the annual meeting at Omaha. It could be done so quickly

and easily, If only the many who are abundantly able to send

n their dues of .$1.00 would only do so. Dues may be sent

to the office of the American Bee Journal, to the Secretary,

Dr. A. B. Mason, Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, or to the General-

Manager, Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.

Now, we trust that every reader of the Bee Journal who
can possibly spare the dollar, and who desires to have a part

in an organization establisht solely in the interest of bee-

keepers, will at once forward that dollar to one of the three

places mentioned above, and receive a receipt therefor.

If any one, before becoming a member, desires to see a

copy of the Union's constitution, write to Mr. Secor for it. He

will be glad to send out any number of free copies, and then

receive the membership fees as fast as the malls can carry

them to him.

Why not roll up that 1,000 membership by the tjme of

the Omaha meeting? Then our presidential successor could

feel that a responsibility more than ten times greater rested

upon his shoulders than came upon ours when we accepted

the office at the Lincoln convention, nearly two years ago.

^-•-^

Special Premiums at Omaba Exposition.
—The following special premiums are offered in advertising

by the Nebraska Farmer in the Apiary Department of the-

Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition :

1. Best, largest and most complete display of apiary

goods and supplies $10'

2. Best and largest display covering the greatest num-
ber of varieties of comb honey, quality and market-
able shape to be taken into consideration 5

8. Best and largest display covering the greatest num-
ber of varieties of extracted honey, quality and
marketable shape to be taken into consideration. .

. 5
4. Largest and best display of designs of beeswax work 3

5. Largest and best display in unrefined beeswax. .. . 2
6. Largest and best display of bees and queens 3
7. Largest and best display of honey-producing

plants, mounted and with their botanical and com-
mon names attacht 2

8. To the person giving the best exhibition on Trans-
Mississippi Honey-Day of handling bees and ex-

tracting honey ij

9. To the State making the best display of honey,

supplies, bees and queens on Trans-Mississippi

Honey-Day 5
10. To the person making the best display of honey,

supplies, bees and queens on Trans-Misslsslppl

Honey-Day 5
11. Best and largest display of culinary products,

in which honey is used instead of sugar 3

The above special premiums are opened to the world, and

will not in any manner Interfere with the awards to be given

by the Exposition.

The bee-papers of the United States and Canada are re-

quested to copy the above list of premiums.

Mr. Geo. W. Brodbeck, of California, is shown in Glean-

ings for July 1, in a fine half-toue engraving. Rambler has
been visiting him, and writes about Mr. B. and his apiary.

The Leahy Mfg. Co. report business still good. For
nearly six months previous to June 23 they had run their

factory day and night.

Mr. E. C. Campbell, of Ontario, Canada, gave us a short

call last week, when in Chicago visiting his son. Mr. Camp-
bell has been for years Secretary of the Haldimand Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, and quite an extensive bee-keeper. He is a

publisher of a newspaper where he lives.

Mr. A. I. Root is planning to take a trip through Yellow-

stone Park on his bicycle some time this month or next. He
wants to get some others to go with him lest he become lone-

some. Perhaps he fears getting lost if all alone! But when
" A. I." is lost anywhere he'll be a good deal older than he is

now. He has been around this country too long not to know
"where he is at," no matter in what corner he finds himself.

Mr. O. O. Popplbton, now in Brevard Co., Fla., wrote us

as follows July 2 :

" I moved about two-thirds of my apiary up to this place,

some 30 miles north of Stuart, Dade Co., early in June, to ob-

tain the small amount of honey given by the black mangrove
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on the Islands here. We are having a slow but steady yield,
which looks like continuing a couple of weeks longer. If it

does, I will get a crop of about 100 pounds average per col-
ony for the year, which, altho small, is as good, if not better,
than any season since the big freeze. I will return the bees
home early in August.

"I am living with the Keeper of the House of Refuge,
United States Life Saving Service, on the ocean beach. When
not busy with the bees I can go bathing in the surf, fishing,
hunting shells or turtle eggs. I have found four nests, about
600 eggs, since being here, besides turning one turtle that
weighed over 200 pounds. I wish you could be here for a
few days. I think I could show you many curiosities, and help
you to a pleasant time."

Yes, Mr. Poppleton, we, too, wish that we could be with
you awhile and rest up after one of the busiest summers of
our life. But we must stay here and keep on grinding out the
American Bee Journal week after week. We are glad you are
having a pleasant time, and also getting something of a
honey crop besides!

Mr. Thcs. Wm. Cowan and wife have arrived at their
home again across the Atlantic. In a letter dated June 27,
Mr. Cowan says :

" We have now returned home after a very enjoyable
journey and visit to bee-keeping friends I send you a
copy of the new edition of my ' British Bee-Keepers' Guide-
Book,' just out, which will give you some idea of our methods
of bee-keeping in this country."

We are glad to note the safe homeward voyage of our
good English friends, and wish to thank Mr. Cowan for the
copy of his book. It is what its name indicates—a bee-keep-
er's guide-book. It is in Its 15th edition and 35th thousand ;

bound in cloth, gilt-lettered, and contains about 200 pages.
Any of our readers desiring It, we can have their orders filled
on receipt of 75 cents. The book is fully illustrated.

Mr. Cowan also has another book entitled, "The Honey-
Bee

:
Its Natural History, Anatomy and Physiology." It is

the most recent work on the subject, and the one used for all
examinations of e.xperts in England. The price is the same
as the "Guide-Book." To any one desiring both books, we
will have them mailed for .51.4:0. All orders may be sent to
this office.

Mb. Poktek a. M. Feathers Is the somewhat long,
tho apparently light and downy, name of a correspondent of
the July Progressive Bee-Keeper. He starts off thus :

" Say, did you know the Progressive Is a ' daisy ?' Why,
I did not know it until I subscribed for it Really, there
Is no journal In my estimation which Is any more full up to
the brim with business and good, sound bee-advice than the
Progressive."

The above testimonial will be valued more correctly per-
haps when it is known that this same Feathers has for over
two years owed us .S2.25 on hi.* subscription to the American
Bee Journal previous to that time. He promist a year or so
ago to pay up, but we presume he found it cheaper to sub-
scribe for another bee-paper than to first fulfill his promise
to us.

It might be a good plan for publishers of bee-papers to
exchange lists of those who will take a paper for several years
and then fail to pay for it. Mr. Newman, who publlsht the
American Bee Journal for some 18 years, had lists upon lists
of bee-keepers who failed lo pay their subscription, amount-
ing to fully .§10,000. During the six years since we have
had the Bee Journal, we have accumulated several thousand
dollars of what might be called bad subscription debts.

We cannot understand how any honest man will continue
to take and read a paper and then refuse to pay for it.

We would be willing to unite with the other bee-papers in
an agreement to send only to paid-in-advance subscribers.
Dare the other papers agree to that ?

Xlie Names and Addresses of all your bee-
friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this ofifice. Send them in, please, when sample copies will
be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,
and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-
scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

*-*-~^

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-
ble to subscribe for it. See premium offers on this page.

FOR THE READERS OF THE
ANERICAX BEE JOVRKAL.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of ' Bees and Bee-Keeping," " Pleasurable Bee-Keeping," etc.

Mr. White Is owner of one of the largest apiaries in the
country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-
ject. He Is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils in England. He will treat
the subject in a

Series of Nine Illustrated Articles

:

!• Creneral and Iiitrodnctorj^* 4. Swarming. 7. Siiperlng.
ti. Beew. 5. Hive^. 8. Dit^eascM.
3. Uandlius Bees. 6. foundation. ». U'luteriug

This is a series of practical articles that bee-keepers of
the United States will not want to miss reading. They will

appear only In the American Bee Journal.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their
neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the
last six months of 1^98, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of
this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical
English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

Tlie balance of 1§9§ for only 40 cents—
To a NEW Subscriber—liiu§ iiiakiiig it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent In stamps or sliver. If you are a subscriber
already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get
their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,
your choice of one of the following list, for each new -iO-cent
subscriber you send:

For Sendins ONE New 40-cent Subscriber:

1 Wood Binder for a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-CUpplnir Device
3 Handbook of Health— Dr.Foote
4 Poultry for Market-Fan. Field
5 Turkeys tor Market—F.in Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor—Fan. Field
7 Capons and Caponlzlng— Field
8 Kendall's Horse- Book
9 Mullen's Horse Book

10 Foul Brood-by Dr. Howard
H Silo and Silage— by Prol. Cook
12 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood -by A. R. Kohnke
14 Muth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 20 •• Honey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 Rural Life

For Sendius TWO New 40-cent Subscribers;

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four Books
3 Hopps rommercial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeping tor

Proflt
5 40 "Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Problem In Bee-Keeplng

—by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's "Bee-Keeping for
Beginners "

9 Blenen-Kultur-German
10 Bees and Honey-160 pages

—

by Newman
11 People's Atlas of the World

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send In

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a
premium.

Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest
list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do so.

OEORGE W. YORK &, CO.,
118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Be It Known
To all IQen, we are prepared
to flII orders proniptif fur

of the beet
strains ofCHOICE QUEENS

<<<>ldeii ur Leatlier-l olored Italian^....

Tested $1.00; Untested—one. 75c; ibree,
$1.50. After J uly 1. 50c each. Remit by Ex-
press Money Order, payable at Barnum. Wis.
One and two-cent stamps taken. Address.

Van Mllen &• vrilliams,
25Att BARMJiTI, WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Rm? FloridUtalian ((|IFFMT
Tested Queens. $1.00 each; Untested, 50e.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. L.. C.\RRINGTON,
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Sblpping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

,
keepers. Orders filled Dromptlv.

J Send for catalog .MI.VJESOTA BEE-
KEEPERS' SIPPLT MFS. CO., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writine:.

BEES AND QUEENS
FOR SALE...

Queens, 1 1.00: alter August. 50 cents. Mrs.
A. A. SiMPsij.v, Swarts. Pa. 27A6t
Please mention Bee Jotimal -when writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION <=°^|;'i^T.ON

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cutting-otf, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining. Dadoing
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold OD Trial. Catalogue Free.

SE^Ef'A FALLS inFG. CO.,
46 Water Si SENECA FA LL.S. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

ITALIAN

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels
of -very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 2S0 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEOBGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Anyone Interested
in Auitn ri,Ti-RAL PiR.'^riTs ciin't

atforil to be witlniut tbe

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST.
Sum pit' COp\-FREEtO .\Ny ADDRE.SS
upon receipt of name and addre.'^s

plainly written on poptiil card namins:
papiTin whieli vousawthisad. Addn-^f*

AGK1CCLTLR.\L EmOJIlST, Indianajolis, Indiana.

26E26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

By Return Mail.
" Queens.

strictly oband or Golden Beauties. Untested,
accents. Teste. I. $100.

2oA8t TERKAL BROS., Lampasas. Te-tae.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

For meeting- Baptist Young:
People's Union,

AtBuflalo, N.Y., .luly 14-17, the Nickel
Plate Road will sell tickets at rates lower
than via other lines. The accommoda-
tions are strictly first-class in every par-
ticular, and it will be to your advantage
to communicate with the General Agent,
111 Adams Street, Chicago, before pur-
chasing your ticket. Telephone Main
3389. (28)

In tbe multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Average Casli Value of Taxable
Colonies.

ftuery 76.—In Iowa 10 colonies of bees In

the bands of any one owner are exempt from
taxation, and the cash value of all his other

colonies, as given by him, is divided by four,

and the quotient becomes their assest value.

If a similar law was In force in your Stale,

what Is the average cash value you would
place on each of your taxable colonies?—Iowa.

Ei-.gene Secor—§4.

R. L. Taylor—§2.50.

Mrs. L. Harrison—S6.

Chas. Dadant ^t Son—$2 to $8.

0. 0. Poppleton—Not less than $5.

J. M. Hambaugh—About 75 cents.

Dr. A. B. Mason—$6 in my locality.

-W. G. Larrabee—About.'$5 per colony.

Mrs. M. J. Null—50 cents per colony.

Prof. A. J. Cook—I suppose $5 would
be about correct.

G. M. Doolittle—No ; bees are not as-

sest in these parts.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—I would place the

cash value, on an average, at .S6.

Dr. C. C. Miller—It would hardly make
any difference on the market value.

E. S. Lovesy— .SI, for the reason that

I would not sell at, even those figures.

P. H. Elwood—We could not replace

our bees in our hives and furniture for

less than .S6.

E. France— Under those conditions I

would put them in at the price that they
would sell for.

R. C. Aikln—$3 or .§4. Taxes here
amount to about 8 to 5 cents a colony;
valuation about .SI.

Emerson T. Abbott— I should leave

that to the meu who fix value. Most
people pay as little tax as they can.

Rev. M. Mahin— If by " cash value"
you mean the amount for which they
could be sold, S5 would be the highest
limit.

Jas. A. Stone— If the colonies were
heavy, I would say the first of May
when values are assest—§3 for blacks,

and $5 for Italians.

J. E. Pond—Circumstances would de-

termine the matter, but in this State
(Massachusetts) bees are worth in

March, as an average, assuming they
are in good condition, $5 or more per
colony, includmg a plain 8 or 10 frame
Laugstroth hive.

C. H. Dibbern—The cash value placed
on personal property of various kinds
by most assessors Is very low. My bees
are taxt at $1 per hive, which would
make the cash valuation .54, but I con-
sider them worth at least .§5 just before
swarming, when usually assest.

J. A. Green—As I understand the

question, the details of the law have
nothing to do with it. The question is,

" What Is the cash value of a colony of

bees at the time of assessment?" As
this would depend on locality, kind of

Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements eo that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5B> lOft 25fb 501b
Sweet Clover (white). .60 Jl.OO «2.25 »1.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Tour orders are solicited.

QEOBGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Young Tested Italian Queens f^^V.r.?.

I have a fine lot of them, and can fill orders
pronipily. Address,

F. F. MORROW, Wallaceburg-, Ark.
24Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Ulnfll'c*
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'lUlll iS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Kbepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send for our new catalog.
Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.

lu stamps. Apply to—
Chas. T. ninth 8c Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Golden Italian Queens Cheap

!

Two-frame Nucleus, with Queen, $2.25.

It you want BKKS FOR BUSINESS,
send for mv Catalog of prices
iSEit J F. MICHAEL, Greenville, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal q.-hen writing.

Sj°bS:^' Honey Extractor

Get Williams' Automatic Reversitile,

AM You Have It. Addres.,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOEtf Barnum, Wisconsin.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nilCCMQ Pure Italian—3 or 5-banded. Un-
UULLIiO tested, 50c each. Parties wanting
ij dozen or dozen lots will do well In writing
for wholesale prices. I have 700. Can send by
return mall. DANIEI^ WURTH,
28E.3t Falmouth, Rush Co., Ind.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Southern Home Of the Honey-Bee
win continue to rear none but the BEST
QUEENS. Untested. 50 cents; Tested, $1.00.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER, Prop.,
President of National Queen-Breeders' Dnlon,
•j4Att Beevllle, Texas.
Flease mention Bee Journal when writing.

The Nickel Plate Road
will sell excursion tickets to Chautauqua
Lake and return on July 29 at one fare

for the round trip, with return limit of

30 days from date of sale by depositInK

tickets with Secretary of Chautauqua
Assembly. Tickets good on any of our

through express trains. Cheap rates to

many other [joints East. Communicate
with this oflice, ill Adams St., Chicago,

for any further Information desired.

Van Buren Street Passenger Station,

Chicago (on tha loop.) Telephone Main
3389. i4i-2S-3)
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall, CHICAGO,

Please mention Bee Journal when "wrritlng.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
ping device is a fine tblDg
for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
It for 80 cents ; or will send
It FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber- to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00 ; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. VOBK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Snpiilies at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping for Beginners," price 50 cents,

Imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Angusta, Ga.

are worth looking
at. We are mai-OUR PRICES

ing the new
Champion Ctaafl-HiTe

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you$$*«

K. U. SCHniDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboyqan, Wis.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof, A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for b is

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

—
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the long way of the holes parallel with
the roller. With a strip of wood Id one
of the alleys to nail the tin to, the roller

is covered, and when properly put on
and filled, sand-paper can't approach it

for smooth, fine polish.

We produce honey In beeway sections,
so I made the main sheet just 4 inches
long, and raised the T tins at the ends
Js-inch, put on a strip of tin with one
row punched with the chisel, then with
platform and two guides just 4?4' inches
apart, I clean the beeways. I believe
anyone who will try this will abandon
sand-paper in any form.
There are two things essential to suc-

cess—a perfectly round roller after the
tin is on, and even, regular work in

punching the tin. John S. Bruce.
Montrose Co., Colo. June 28.

Yellow Sweet Clover.

The plant that Mr. Hall, of Hardin
Co., Iowa, sends, is yellow melilot or
sweet clover, and has all the good boney-
producing qualities of the common white
sweet clover. It is a much rarer plant
here in the West, only found occasion-
ally, but more common eastward. It

bears the euphonious botanical name of
MelUotus offichiaiis. The first part of
the word " melilotus "—" mel "—attests
its honey value. It is a plant well worth
cultivation by bee-men, if you are not
troubled with the bugaboo notion that it

will become a weed, as some claim for Its

near relation the Melilotus alba, or com-
mon sweet clover. H. S. Pepoon.

Beard-Tonguo or Foxglove.
I enclose two samples of flowers which

I think belong to the same family. The
larger one is more abundant and is a fine

honey-yielder. It began blooming about
May SO, and somewhat resembles snap-
dragon, but the mouth of the flower is

open, and the color is light blue.

Frank Adelbert.
Flathead Co., Mont.

[The two plants sent by Mr. Adelbert
are members of the great figwort family

that furnishes many fine honey-plants.

The plants in question are known botan-

ically as Pentstemon, and in common
language "beard-tongue," or occasion-

ally "foxglove." There are a great
many different kinds found in the United
States, and they are particularly numer-
ous in the far Northwest—Montana,
Idaho, Oregon, etc. Doubtless all the
varieties are good honey-plants, as the
family to which they belong furnishes
many that are of much use to the bee-

keeper. The common figwort, especially,

is rich in honey, and Is one of the plants
•figured by Prof. Cook In his Manual, and
praised by him for its value as a nectar-

producer.—H. S. Pepoon.J

:racmg Honey—Gathering Slowly.
Mr. Editor:—I am glad that it oc-

curred to you to get the opinions of the
commission men on the subject of facing
comb honey. These opinions are just
what might have been expected, and will
be of value to honey-producers. It is

quite possible for a man to face his honey
without the intention to deceive, but
that some one will be deceived is more

"A dueeply Deceiver.^^
**He fools his customers by sending' more

than is expected."—See page 105. current vol-
ume Bee Journal, and ask for tbe free pamph-
let referred to. I am now prepared to fill or-
ders promptly with fine yellow-tothe-tip
QUEENS, or daughters ot imported stock
mated to golden drones, at 75c each. Purely-
mated Queens reared from the best stock and
by the best method known, is what I furnish,
and will prove It to all who give me a chance.
Money Ordtr Office, Warrenton,

Address, W. H. PRIDGEN.
22Atf Creek, Warren County, N. C.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 75c. Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italland, at $'3.00. uholoe Im-
ported Breeders. $.5.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
SAtt GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies I Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'o Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
free. _ Walter S. Ponder,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nilCCM? Italian stock. Untested. TOc each;
^UCCnO 3 for*! 00 After July 1. 50 cents
each; tested. $1.00 eauh. Root's Ooods at
Root's Prices. Prompt shipment and satis-
faction guaranteed. Catalotr free.

THEODORE BENDER,
20Atf Cauton, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

TO GET YOUR

:Ztt aUEENS :^t
Is of H. G. QUIRIN, of Bellevne, Ohio.
Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to furnish the
best of Queens—Golden lt.ilian— Doolittle's
strain—warranted purely mated, 75c each : 6
for$t. After June. 50c; 6 for $3,75. Leather
Colored same price. Safe arrival. Will run
1,200 Nuclei, so there will be no waiting for
your Queens. 23A16t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's Goods at their prices. I carry a
full line ot Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremout, inich.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when writing,

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey ; the Pastur-
age and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you all about Calil'oruia Asrlcultiire and
Horticulture. SI.00 per Year; Six Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RCJRAEi CALIFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St.. - Los Angeles, Calif.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

One Fare for the Round Trip
To Buffalo, N. Y., and return, account
Baptist Young People's Union meeting,
July 14-17. Rates lower than via other
lines. For full information call on or
address J. Y. Calahan, General Agent,
111 Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone
3389 Main. (30

than probable, and the honey-producer
ought not to take the risk.

Bees are gathering slowly now, and I
have put the second super on a few of
the strongest colonies. During the first
half of June almost all colonies got very
short of stores, and many were on the
point of starvation. White clover bloom
is scantier than I ever observed it to be
before at this time of year, but there is

a great abundance of white clover plants.
Last week was quite a hot week and

some swarming took place, but I am not
looking for much of it this season.
There was a heavy rain Saturday after-
noon and night, and I look for a steady
but not very abundant flow of honey.

Edwin Bevins.
Decatur Co., Iowa, July 4.

White Clover Prospects Blighted.
As the rain Is again pouring, and all

prospects for white clover honey now
laid In the dust, I think this report will
not come amiss, as those more fortunate
bee-keepers may quiet themselves ac-
cordingly, and hold their crops for good
prices. I have gathered Information
from a number of bee-keepers as to the
white clover crop, and so far not an
ounce has been stored In the supers. We
have at this date 250 colonies In fine
condition, and the clover never lookt
better, but no honey. The number of
colonies that I report from is about 500.
We are now looking for basswood, and If

it fails, then we have not white honey-
yielding flowers enough to make a sur-
plus, unless it be the willow-herb, which,
If it yields, makes very white honey.

August Babtz.
Chippewa Co., Wis., June 30.

Prospects Good for a Honey Crop.
I have 40 colonies of Italian bees in

Langstroth and dovetail hives, all doing
well. The prospect for a good honey
crop has never been better. The white
clover crop is good, and a heavy honey-
dew falls every night; when morning
comes the leaves on the timber are covered
with honey-dew. The bees get honey
from this In quantities. We are having
a fine fanning season—a good prospect
for a good crop. A good farming season
is generally a good honey season. What
causes the honey-dew ?

M. W. McPhekson.
Giles Co., Va., June 30.

Too Much Kain.

The honey crop will be light here this
season. There has been too much rain.

Jacob Fbame.
Braxton Co., W. Va., July 5.

A Gratifying Depression.

A well known commercial authority
In reviewing the liquor trade says :

" Wine and liquor merchants think the
times are out of joint. All sorts of liquor
they say, except perhaps beer, seem to
have lost a large part of their charm for
the public, and some fear is entertained
that with New Englanders the days of
convivial habits have gone never to re-
turn. The man who before the hard
times began, some five years ago, slacked
his thirst with brandy and soda In the
company of a friend, to-day contents
himself with a modest glass of beer
alone, having learned during the period
of depression that stimulants are not
positively essential, and that hospitality
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may be carried too far." Very few re-

ports of stagnation in business can be

read with satisfaction, but this is one of

the few. We cannot help rejoicing over

some of the things that are interfering

with the prosperity of this business, viz.:

liquors are "losing their charm," are
" not essential," convivial habits "gone
never to return." We hope to hear of

continued depression in the market for

the same good reasons, and wish both

consumers and producers of liquors "a
safer and honester trade."—National

Stockman.

Poor Honey-Flow.

It has been a poor honey-flow in this

section of country this spring until last

week, as it has been so very wet.

H. C. Gorton.
Bureau Co., 111., July 4.

Bain Lessens the Honey Crop.

I will begin marketing my honey this

week, if it will only stop raining. I took

off a few cases last week. We have had

too much rain, and it is raining now.

The honey crop will be cut in half by

the rainy weather. J. D. Givkns.

Dallas Co., Texas.

A Keport from Vermont.

I put into winter quarters 84 colonies,

and S6 came out in the spring. I think

this is the best report I have seen yet. I

supposed one colony did not have a

queen, which accounted for one ; and I

made a mistake of one in counting.

Spring opened up early, and has con-

tinued cold up to the present time, the

thermometer registering from 40^ to 80^

this month. Bees have gained steadily

now every day for a week. Yesterday
and to-day were very good days. Pros-

pects were never better, if the weather
would continue good. Red raspberry

bloom is in its prime. I counted -225

loaded bees that entered one hive in a

minute, about 6 o'clock a.m.

I saw by the Bee Journal that the

caterpillars were making sad havoc with

the basswood in some places in Minne-
sota and Wisconsin, one and two years

ago. I would like to have members of

the bee-fraternity report through the

Bee Journal if there was any place

where they killed the trees, and whether
they still continue their depredations, or

are they gone ? Some maples were
killed by them in this State, and this

County, last year. I rode past a sugar-

orchard last week that lookt as if the fire

had been over it. M. F. Ckam.
Orange Co., Vt., June 30.

Illinois.—The annual mpetingnf Northern
lllinoie Bee Keepers' Association, will beheld
at the Court House. In Freeport, III.. Tuesday
and Wednesday, August HJ and IT, 1898. All
Inlerested in bees are invlied to attend.

B. Kennedy, Sec. New MUford, lU.

Excursion to Chautauqua
Lake

over Nickel Plate Road July 29 at one
fare for the round trip. By depositing

tickets with Secretary of Chautauqua
Assembly, same are available for return

passage within 30 days from date of

sale. City ticket office. 111 Adams St.,

Chicago, Van Buren Street Passenger
Station (on the loop.) Telephone Main
3389. (43-28-3)

BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID BV

Georfi:e W. York & Co.,
Chicago, Ills.

Bees ttnd Honey, or Management of an Apiary
Tor Pleasure and Protlt. by Tiioiuas G.Newman.—
rWs edition has been lamely rewritten, thoroughly
:evlaed, and Is " fully up with the times " In all the
(Improvements and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
Oplng pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid In the successful manage-
ment of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the most honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 250 pages, and 245 Illustrations— Is beautifully
printed in the highest etvio of the art, and bound
!n cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

l.ang8troth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully illustrated. It

treats of everything relutlng to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Kev. L. L. I^nnestroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, 81.*25.

Bee-K.ecper9* Oulde* or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cuuk, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In beekeeping, but la

Interesting and thoroughly practical and sclentlflc.

It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physlologv of bees- 4iiU pages ; bound in cloth and
?ully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Sclentlflc Queen-Kearlnst as Practlcallv
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of yueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. 17f> pages, bound la
Sloth, and illustrated. Price. $1-00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopedia of 4U0 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains ;wiJ engravings. It was written especially foi
beginners Bound in clutb. Price, $1.33.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Manngemeot. by W Z. ilutchlnson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
iescrlption of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
pages, bound in paper, and illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eepIng, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German bookoa
bee-cultiire. It has o50 pages; bound
"Ji paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-K.ultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. '

This is a German translation of theprlnclpr' por-
tion of the book called Bkes of Uonsy. 10- page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers. ,

-

Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Prartioal Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. MuTH. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

AVliy Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet ie Intend-
ed for FREE distribution, to create a Local Market.
lOOcopies, by mail. 30ct8.: 500 for$l.25; 1000, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its

richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alsike Clover Leaflet—Full directions
for growing. 50 for 25 cts. ; 100 for -Hi cts. ; 200, 7uc.

Apiary Reeisler, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, t l.a); for lOO colonies, $1.25.

Preparation of Honey for the Market,
'Deluding the production and care of comb and
axtracted honey. A chapter from Bees ANr
Honey. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Pasturage a XeecMlty.—This book sug
gests what and how to phii it Is a chapter front

Bees and Hone v. Price. 10 ceDte.

The Hive 1 Use, by G. M. Doolittle. It

details his management of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Dr. Howard's Book on Font Brood*
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Coob.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 2.j cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Keeping, by G,
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

History of Bee-Aseociatlons. and Brief Re-
ort of the first 20 conventions. Price, 10 cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F, R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, lu cis

Foni Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keeping lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p., illustrated. 25c,

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4o cts. No. 2
in fine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Bienenzuclit und Houisgewlnnang,
nach der neuesten methode (German) by .T. F.
Epgers. This booli gives the latest, most ap-
proved methoJs of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c,

Green's Four Boolis, by Chas, A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture: yrd, Ilow to Propagate li'ruit*

Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. Genera) Fruit In-

structor. Nearly 120 panes. Fully illustrated. 25 eta.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green,
—Gives full inatructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-^Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price. 3.t cts.

Grain Tables, lor casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Capons and Capouizlng, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the moat
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doetor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowla, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3U cts.

Poultry for market and Poultry for
Profit by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turiteys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.-All about Turkey-Raising.

64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural I-ife.-Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, I'X) pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Book Clubbing Offers.

(Bead Carefully)

The following clubbing prices include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only ONB book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this page.

Following is the clubbing-list:

1 Langstrothon the Honey-Bee 12.00

2 A B O of Bee-Culture 2.00

3. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75

4 Bees and Honey 1 Cloth bound! 1.65

5 Doollttle's Sclentlflc Queen-Kearlng. 1.75

6 Dr Howard's Foul Brood Book 1,10

7! Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30

9. Bienen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-KeepingLPapertound] 1.75

13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15

14. Convention Hand-Book 1.16

15. Poultry for Market and Profit i.lO

18. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10

IT. Capons and Caponizing 1.10

IS. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10

19. Green's Four Books l.lo

21. Garden and Orchard 1.15

23. Rural Life 1 10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. I l.-:5

26 Comme-clai Calculator, No. 2 1.40

27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10

30. Potato Culture l.fO
3-2. Hand-Bookot Health 1.10

34 Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush.... 1.30

35. Silo and Silage 1.10

36 Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplug I.JO

37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) 1.7o

38. Apiary Register (for 1 00 colonies) . 3.00

Xbe Baptist Young People's
Union

Will be pleased with a ri(Je to Buffalo

and return over the Nickel Plate Road.

Choice of water or rail route between

Cleveland and Buffalo, within final limit

of ticket. Call on or address J. Y. Cala-

han, General Agent, 111 Adams Street,

Chicago, for particulars. Telephone

aS89 Main. (29)
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Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and ^vllitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

BEE-SUPPLIES !
W e have the best eijulpt factory in the West. Capacity

1 car load a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of everything needed In theapiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illastrated Catalosr, 73 Pages, Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal-

vanized steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Arirtress,

E. KRETCHIfIEK, Ked Oak, Iowa.
8E13t Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

An Italian Queen-Bee Free

!

TJNTESTED OR TESTED. AN OFFER XO
REGULAR SUBSCRIBERS.

FOR getting and sending us ONE NEW Subscriber to the Bee Journal for one year
(with Si.00 to pay for the same) we will mail you, as a premium, one Untested
Italian Queen. For TWO new subscribers (with $2.00) we will mail one Tested

Italian Queen. These Queens are reared near Chicago, 111., and are fine ones. Will
YOU have one ? Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Midiiffiin St.. Cliicago, 111.

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To bave a copy of.
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i^P^Talk about

....CojnbFouiidatioii
WK can now furnieh the rery best that can

be made from pure wax. OurNew Pro-
cess of Itlilllng enables us to surpass the
previous effortsof ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It i§ alwa3'8 Pure and Sweet.
It i§ llie kind that does not sag.
it is the kind you want.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples f urnisht FKbE. Large illustrated
Catalog ot all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-
tice, anytliingf in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

U^" Send for Catalog, anyway.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

! dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-

.- era as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000

leet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manafactnrini Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

The A. i. Root Co.'s Goods ^*li"e'.riT!"

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HUNT
Cath for Beeswax. Bkll Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I AEISE
To BAT to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOIiITTLE
has concluded to iell

-BKK8 and yUKBNS—
tn tbelr 0ea8(.>n, during
1898, »l the following
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
llKht shipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ton Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen. 1 00
6 " queens
12
1 teste4 Oaeen...
t " Queens

.

I select tested queen 2 ud
1 " " Queens 4 00

Belecttesied queen, previous season's rearing. . 3 00
axtra Selected for breeding, th« vkbt bust. . 6 00
About a Pound of BBK8 In a Two-lrame Nooleoi,
with any Queen, »2.oo extra.

$m- circular free, giving mil partlonlars regsud-
the Bees and each class of Queens.

550
10 00
11 50
3 50

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA26t BOBODINO, Onon. Co., M. Y.

xm Dadant's Foundation, real

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because IN 31 VKARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity. Firmness, Ifio Sag^>
Kins'. I\o Lioss.

jpaxkSx weew process
SHEE'I'II^Ci.

Send Name for our CataloR, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.26, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HailCOCk Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Manufactured Stock ! ({nick Shipraeots
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND -'

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber is used.

lt#" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Llst FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltlnp:.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Tie Fence and Plain Sections,

Weed New Process Fonndation.

Cowan Extractors.

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes- tlie liest made.

Specialties ; S Dovetailed Hives-witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bottom.

Daiztnliaker Hives.

No-Drill Sliipiiing-Cases.

I

GleaninEs in Bee-Cnltnre, Illnstrated, Semi-MontMy.

Catalog or Ooods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a po§tal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancU. offices

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024: Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.

(jOJ^M
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PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
HINTS TO BEG-INNERS,

(BT

Author of '• Bees mid Bee-Keeping," "Pleasurable Bee-Keeping," eti-

No. 3.—HANDLING BEES.

If it wero not that the bee is so apt to use what Josh Bil-

lings appropriately terms its " business end " too freely,

.doubtless many more would embark in such an interesting
,and profitable hobby.

Tho bees are provided with a means of defense, which
they sometimes use iu the most provoking fashion, by a better
knowledge of how and when to work in the apiary, stinging
may be reduced to a minimum. It is no uncommon thing for
a bee-keeper, who is by no means expert in bee-management,
to examine his hives and take off full supers without a single
sting. Bees differ in temperament as much as we do, some
being almost as tame as flies, while others are quite the re-
verse. If any particular colony is found to contain bees that
are in the habit of attacking one without provocation, tlicy
mujit be got rid of, not by destroying the whole colony, but by
killing the queen and replacing her with another that is

known to produce more amiable workers.
The spectacle of an expert at the various bee-exhibitions

held in connection with the Agricultural or Horticultural
shows, driving bees and handling them like so many flies, is

familiar to most people who have taken any interest in this
part of, tho show. But easy as it all seems to the onlooker,
even at a show a different state of things sometimes jirevails.

Robbing, when more than one colony is used, or wiien bees
are kept near by, may be commenced, particularly if the
manipulations take place at the end of the season ; and th(^n,

except for his skill in bee-management, the expert would fare
little better than the novice.

It must not be supposed that colonies of bees can at all

times be managed with the same ease as in a bee-tent ; but
by increast knowledge of bee-keeping, and particularly of
what, to the bees, are disturbing influences, we shall know
the proper methods to adopt under the varying conditions in

which we may find the bees, and become able to conduct all

ordinary manipulations without discomfort. Still, as there is

neither hobby nor business that does not, along with pleasure,
at times cause inconvenience, and it may be, pain, we must
not expect to reap the great advantages of successful bee-
keeping without an occasional sting. Quietness and couli-

dence are most essential in managing an apiary ; and neither
can be obtained without practice. Any one who determines
to succeed will do well to arrange with a friend or neighbor,
or an expert if one is near, for a course of practical instruc-
tion in the ordinary work in an apiary workt for profit. The
information obtained by such a course of practical instruction
would doubtless prevent much waste and loss by experiments.

It is well-known that old bee-beepers often boast of their
ability to hive swarms without protecting either face or
hands. They may double up their sleeves, and better for

them if they do, and hive the bees without a single sting being
received ; but that proves nothing in favor of the old, and
nothing against the new system of bee-keeping. It must,
however, be inferred by any casual observer of such perform-
ances that tliere are times when bees may be managed with-
out much fear of the operator being stung. That is exactly
what teachers of the modern system wish to become generally
known, viz.: that if bees are only interfered with when they
are in that amiable mood exhibited by them when swarming,
bee-keeping will lose much of its terror. Previous to leaving
the hive as a swarm, bees fill their honey-sacs, and it has been
found that they will also do this when frightened. Now, tho
it appears strange to talk of frightening bees, it is really an
easy thing to do, for a little smoke driven into the hive-en-
trance has the desired effect. The bees at once rush off to
their honey-cells and commence gorging, that is, filling their
honey-sacs, and it fs while they are thus busying themselves
that combs may be examined. If any of the bees show any
disposition to attack the operator, a little more smoke must be

Direct-Draft Perfect

BINGHAM
BeeSmoker

given, but it should be borne in mind that a largo amount of
smoke is harmful, and may not have the soothing influence
desired. At all times when there are in the hive cells contain-
ing unsealed honey, an occasional puff from the smoker will

be ample to subdue any even-tempered colony.
The proper time to open hives is in warm, sunny weather

when the bees are working merrily. If they appear restless,
and run about the alighting-board, there is, probably, a dearth
of honey, and consequently manipulations are not advisable.

HOW TO PROCKKD.

To be quite prepared for easy and thorough examination
of any hive we must provide ourselves with veil and intimi-
dant. The veil should be made of white mosquito net, with a
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front of black silk not. Round the top an elastic band should
be run in a hem, so that it may te fastened around the hat,
while the bottom of the veil is tucked inside the coat.

The intimidant. or frightener, may be smoke or carbolic
acid ; if smoke, it will be produ<;ed by burning coarse brown
paper, fustian or rotten wood in the tube of a specially made
•' smoker." In preparing the smoker, the lighted end of the
substance used should be put into the tube first : then upon
the tube is fixt a funnel. At the bottom of the tube there is a
hole : therefore, while the tube is in an upright position
smoldering of the contents continues. To produce smoke in
volumes, a small pair of bellows is fixt to the tube, the air
being forced through the hole at the bottom. If the smoker
is no longer required, the fire will go out by laying it in a hori-
zontal position.

The fumes of carbolic acid are used either by saturating a
sponge and placing it in the barrel of a smoker, or by dipping
a cloth in a solution, and after wringing it dry, laying it up
on the frames as the quilt is removed. The solution is pre-
pared by putting 1 K ounces of Calvert's No. 5 carbolic acid
and 1}^ ounces of glycerine into an ordinary wine or spirit
bottle, and sbakiiv them until they unite. If then the bottle
is filled with water a proper solution is obtained. If the
glycerine is om'tted, the contents must be well shaken before
being used.

Having made all nece.»\ary preparations, first frighten
the bees at the entrance, then remove the roof and lift and
turn back the qnilts from the outside frames. As they are
being removed drive down the bees with a gentle puff of smoke
along the tops of the frames. If the carbolic cloth is used it

should be laid upon the frames as the quilts are removed.
Almost at once the frames may be moved gently, and without
jarring, so that the bees are not disturbed. If the hive is a
tiering hive accommodating ten standard frames, the outside
comb next to the operator should lirst be taken out of the
hive so that the others may be removed with less inconven-
ience, and witli less fear of crushing the bees. All examina-
tions of the brood-chamber should be conducted with particu-
lar care, and as seldom as possible. By practice a thorough
knowledge of the condition of each colony will be known :

then from the time that supers are put on until the close of
the season, it is seldom that further interference will be cither
necessary or desirable.

RE-HIVING .SWARMS.

The method of hiving swarms into tlie straw-skep will be
fully explained in a future article, but inasmuch as the skep
should only be a temporary home, that Is, until the evening of
the day the swarm issued, how to get bees to change hives
remains to be explained.

In the first place, the hive should be well painted and
thoroughly dry. To get a swarm to take possession of a

movable-comb hive is by no means a difficult matter, but the
operation must be carefully conducted, otherwise among
crusht bees may be the queen upon whose presence inside the
hive success in hiving and afterwards depends.

First prepare the hive with frames, each containing a full

sheet of foundation. But if the combs are to be evenly built
in the center of the frames, the foundation must be wired into
the frames, or only a few loose sheets be given when first

hiving the swarm.
vStarting with unwired frames, as the great majority of

bee-keepers do, each sheet must be fixt in the saw-cut which
runs through the middle and nearly from end to end of the
top-bar. The foundation is quickly inserted by placing a
small screw-driver in the middle of the saw-cut, and turning
it around at right angles. While the sides of the bar are thus
held apart the top of the sheet is placed between them and
raised until it is level with the top of the bar. Being thus
held, the screw-driver is removed, and the sides of the bar re-
turn towards their former position, thus holding the top of
the sheet of foundation securely. The sheet thus hangs down
from the top bar. If then the hive is set perfectly level, the
sheets of foundation will hang in the center of each frame.

Now in order to get these loose sheets of foundation prop-
erly and evenly built into combs in the center of the frames,
the following rule must be observed: Place in the hive one
more frame than the number of pounds the swarm weighs.
For instance, if the swarm weighs four pounds give five

frames. See that they are kept the proper distance apart by
metal ends or other devices ; then place at the side a plain
board or dummy, so that the bees when in the hive will be kept
compactly in the part occupied by the five frames. The bees
^hould be confined to this number so that they will be com-
pelled to spread out evenly on both sides of each sheet of
foundation. Then being evenly balanced by the weight of
bees on both side, the sheets hang in the center of the frames.

and remain there until the bees have attacht them to the end-
bars of the frames. .

The following evening a slight examination of the frames
may be made, but only by gently drawing them apart : then it

must be only to see if any of the sheets have broken down. In
a couple of days another sheet of foundation may be inserted
between the outer frame and the nest, and so on every three
or four days, more or less according to the weather and the
quantity of bees. ]5y no means give more frames than they
can well cover, but rather keep a moderate sized brood-nest, •

particularly if the swarm issues about the middle of the honey-
flow. If the swarm be confined to six or seven frames, a small
super may be given. Then, when the honey-flow is over, the
super may be removed and the brood-nest enlarged by addi-
tional frames, but if breeding is to be continued, feeding will

bo necessary. Date swarms thus treated often give a nice
super of honey, and are afterwards built up into magnificent
colonies by Oct. 1, when all colonies should be closed up for
the winter.

tContlnued next week.j

Rendering Beeswax with the Solar Extractor.
BY O. O. POPPLETON.

On page 3.38 Mr. C. P. Dadant writes quite an article un-
der the above caption, at the close of which he suggests that
it mieht be well to give the subject a thorough examination.

My experience with purifying beeswax in the sun ex-

tractor has been exactly opposite to what Mr. Dadant's seems
to have been. When I first read his article I was almost lost

in amazement to understand how it was possible for two such
experienced men as we are, to have had such directly different
experience. A careful rereading of what he wrote explains
it, I think, and if I have misunderstood him he can set me
right

The details of our extractors, as well as our methods of

using them, must be quite different, he only getting from his

the one result of melting the comb, while I get both melting
and the best results in purifying the wax of any method I have
ever tried. It seems that Mr. Dadant allows the wax, as it

drips from the comb-pan in his extractor, to cool and harden
as it drips. This works exactly as he explains in his second
paragraph, and more or less dregs and dirt comes off and is

mixt all through the wax, and remelting in the extractor Is

only doing over again the same process with the same results.

Mr. Dadant has fully explained in the next paragraph the
method and principle of purifying wax by allowing it to re-

main for several hours at a temperature between its melting
and the boiling points, giving a chance for all impurities to

settle to the bottom. This is exactly what can be done in the
sun extractor just as easy as not to do it, and I had no idea
that any one was using an extractor any other way. All one
has to do to secure this in an extractor is to have it made
enough larger to allow the dish which receives the melted
wax from the comb-pan to be in the sun under glass, which
keeps it in a melted condition for hours.

The extractors I use are of a size to take glasses 30x40
Inches in size. The comb-pans are made from 20x28 inch
sheets of tin, thus allowing ample room Inside of the extractor
for both comb and melted wax pans to remain in the sun.

When the melted wax is iu the right condition, that is,

just before the sun sinks low enough so the wax commences to

cool, I dip off the wax into molds, using oblong square-cor-
nered bread-pans for molds, and a small flat-sided dipper.

Empty square cans, such as those used for cocoa or corned
beef, one-pound size, are good. With care, nearly all the wax
can be dipt off in an absolutely pure condition, leaving all the
dirt and a thin layer of wax. These last thin cakes of wax,
with such dirt as adheres to them, are allowed to accumulate
until there is enough to make a charge for the extractor,

when they are re-melted and treated the same as were the
original combs.

Of course, if one doesn't wish to take the trouble of dip-

ping off the wax into molds, he can, after it has hardened,
scrape off the adhering dirt, as suggested by Mr. Dadant, but
I greatly prefer the dipping process.

In either rendering wax, otherwise than caps that con-
tain more or less honey, or puiifylng any that has already
been rendered, I use water in the wax dish, substantially as
suggested by Alder Bros., except that it is unnecessary to

heat either extractor or water before placing combs in it, as
the same heat that melts the wax will heat the other things.

I use about an inch of water in the wax dish for two purposes
— to keep wax from sticking to the dish, and having water in

the dish makes it much easier to dip off the melted wax.
In one of the numbers of Gleanings (Aug, 15, I think) in
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1S83 appears the original article describing solar wax ex-

tractors, which article was the starting-point of all the ex-
tractors now In nse, east of the Rocky Mountains, at least.

Attention was especially called to this point, of the advan-
tages of these extractors for the purifying of wax. I was at

first tuuch puzzled lo understand how such an able, practical
man as Mr. Dadant could have overlookt this feature of the
sun extractor, until I thought of the fact that his estab-
lishnaent Is equipt with as good a steam purifying apparatus
as exists, and It Is much easier for hloi to use this than to fuss
any other way with small lots. To the ordinary bee-keepers,
however, who are the real users of these extractors, my
method of using them will, I think, be much the best.

Dade Co., Fla.

[Accompanying the foregoing article by Mr. Poppleton,

was the request that a proof of it be forwarded to Mr. Dadant
before publication, so that Mr. D.'s comments might appear

in the same number with it. Here Is what Mr. Didant has to

say further:

—

Editor.1

This article of Mr. Poppleton's is excellent, and I can add
nothing to it except the advice to those who use solar extract-
ors to follow the Instructions he gives.

1 will say, however, that In rendering up residues, as we
do here, where the beeswax rendered has been water-damaged,
and has carried with it the very lightest of the impurities, it

is necessary to still purify It with water, as the water becomes
loaded with much of the coloring-matter which would other-
wise remain in the wax, and we ean obtain a better result
than from the sun melting alone.

Allow me here, if I have not done It before, to criticise
our manufacturers of sun extractors who use iroji pmis. The
iron discolors a great deal of beeswax before it becomes suffi-

ciently coated with it to cease damaging it. We have been
several times enabled to test this to our entire satisfaction.
The rust darkens the wax, and no amount of sun melting
would remove this stain. Water alone can help It.

C. P. Dadant.

Do Italian Bees Produce Better Honey ?

BY A. W. HART.

Will you permit me to briefly review Mr. Bevlns' " an-
swer " (page 322) to ray question on page 269 ? It seems to
me only an unfair, unjust crliicism, and no answer at all. I

prefer to appear fairly before the bee-keepers on whom he is

pleased to intimate I am "putting up a job." He says he
hesitated considerable about answering, etc. He need have
had no hesitation, trepidation, perturbation, or any other
'ation, from his own admission. My Question, clearly, was not
intended (or him, and was " confined " to no one, but for those
who were wise and could answer, and he said he was not one
of these. He said he was not writing for distinction, etc., yet
he must have been, for he said he was not one of the " wise "

—did not answer my question, and at the last left it to others.

He does " not know how extensive Mr. Hart's reading has
been." Of course he doesn't. Isn't expected to, and I pre-
sume the limit of a short bee-article Is rather poor data from
which to find out ; but is there not a sort of covert intimation
that he does not think it very extensive, or at least not so
much so as his? for he proceeds to say: "This Is the first
time I have knowu any bee-keeper to intimate that the quality
of the honey produced by the Italian bees was any way supe-
rior to that produced by other bees."

Again, he says :
" I have never seen an opinion that the

quality of the honey produced by any one race of bees was
superior to that produced by the other races," etc. Now, I

have seen jusi that opinion, and so have hundreds of the Bee
Journal readers. He says :

" Mr. Hart thinks the difference,
etc., if there is any." Mr. Hart does not think there Is a dif-
ference, did not intimate it, only intimated the only way he
could account for it, and is a skeptic In that theory ; hence
the " question." Had Mr. B.'s reading been a little more ex-
tensive he would have " hesitated " a little longer before he
called in question, criticised, and disparaged mine, for have I

ever held the Idea that bees make honey ? It seems to me any
fair, candid, careful reader could have seen my sentiments all

the way through my " piece." I askt the question in good
faith, because some do hold those Ideas.

Mr. B. says :
" He is giving undue deference to the opin-

ions of some who do not know much about bees, yet can do
considerable talking." Well, that's good. I wonder if some
of the Bee Journal readers with whom I have compared notes
will feel complimented when they are Informed by Mr. B.

that they can do considerable talking, but know little of bees.
The only ones I have ever consulted with have been old, ex-
perienced, practical bee-keepers—some older than I am (and
I have almost reacht " the allotted age of man ")—clergymen,
doctors, professors, scientific farmers, etc. I wonder If they
will smile, for some of tbem read the Bee Journal.

He says I " came at them with another if which is en-
titled to no more consideration than the other," plainly Imply-
ing that neither was entitled to any. Why, then, did Mr. B.
go to the trouble, after so much hesitation, to notice either of
the ifs, if it was not for distinction?

" Who is able to say the honey from red clover is any bet-
ter than that from white," etc. Has any one compared ? Now
on this point there may be opinions and Intimations Mr. B.
has not read, tho they may be from men who can "do talking
but know little about bees." As to his reference about the
" ignorant " and " ought to be ashamed," etc., I will pass by

—

there is no point.

It was from the opinions and statements exprest on pages
133 and 13i that I was led to ask my question. May be my
question was entitled to no consideration, but the same ques-
tion it seems came up in open convention, and was discust by
men perhaps of extensive reading, experience and wisdom,
and whose opinions Mr. B. has never seen.

I submit to the bee-keepers if my question was fair and
legitimate, and with no thought of putting up a job on them.

Stephenson Co., 111.

Comb Foundation—Is Its Use Profitable ?

BY E. 8. L0VE8Y.

After reading what Messrs. Deacon and "Sage-Brush"
had to say on this subject (see pages 599 and 708. 1897). I

send a little of my own and other bee-keepers' experience.
There are considerable sound, practical comments, and some
reasonable conclusions drawn by Mr. Deacon, and while I

agree with him to a considerable extent, my experience in this

matter is such that some of my conclusions differ from his,

and my object in this article will be to show wherein and why
my experience does not agree with his.

He admits that there is an advantage in the use of foun-
dation in excluding an excessive amount of drone cells, but
there Is one point I might name here in favor of foundation,
which neither Mr. D. nor "Sage-Brush" mentions, namely,
that a plentiful use of foundation In the brood-chamber will

Insure not only nice, straight worker-combs, but it gives the
queen ample laying-room, which in turn gives strong colonies,
and without strong colonies no one can succeed in the bee-
industry.

I might give considerable of my personal experience. The
season of 1897, in the spring and early summer, our bees did
not gather much honey, as a rule. There were a few excep-
tions, but soon after the middle of July, in many localities, a
heavy honey-flow set in, and in many instances the bees
brought the honey In so rapidly that as fast as the brood
hatcht the bees filled every possible space with honey, thus
crowding the queen out of laying space. In traveling through
this county I found hundreds in this condition, some with a
few cells of brood, some with none, and some that were weak
from this cause. But In every instance where the bees
were not weakened down too much by taklngout three or four
combs of honey, and by replacing with sheets of foundation,
the bees went to work drawing out tho combs Immediately,
and In a few days the queen had these pew combs full of eggs,
even by the time the combs were half drawn out, keeping the
bees busy finishing the combs and sealing the brood. Under
those conditions the foundation was more preferable than to

extract those combs and replace them, because in that case
the bees, instead of cleaning out the cells for the queen to lay,

would have filled them with honey again, but by using the
foundation, and by extracting those combs and putting on
another story with more foundation, the bees build up fast
both in honey and numbers ; but many of those not so treated
proved a flat failure.

I also found hundreds of strong colonies with empty boxes,
or boxes with empty frames, and bees would not work in them,
but they would hang on the outside of the hive, while new
colonies with frames of comb and foundation, with less than
half the number of bees, filled their hives full of honey, gath-
ering five or more pounds per day.

In the saving of time, by the use of foundation, Mr. D.
asks, " Is this as great as is generally assumed?" He says :

" Take two exactly strong colonies at the commencement of a
good honey-flow, give to the one '4 inch starters, and to the
other full sheets of foundation. Would there be any appre-
ciable difference In the time the hives would be furnlsht with
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completed combs ? And even should there be a slight saving
in time, would it be proportionate to the extra cost?"

According to mine, and the experience of many other bee-

keepers here, I answer yes. I will give some illustrations of

the season of 1897.
I divided some bees for a bee-keeper who would not use

much foundation because of the cost. I took one of the new
swarms, but when it came to putting on the surplus boxes
mine were the weakest, owing to the hive being new and of a
different shape from the others. The bees did not take to it

as readily, but I put in four drawn combs and five sheets of

foundation; in 16 days those nine Langstroth frames were
full, tilling a 10-frame hive, and weighing 72 pounds. I put
surplus boxes on the 11 remaining hives at the same time,

putting small starters on about half of the frames ; three of

them had no starters, and two had empty boxes and no frames,
and while nearly all those colonies were strong, some of them
did not gather 15 pounds in the 16 days, and the best one of

the lot did not produce 33 pounds in the same given time.

I also sacrificed one of my own colonies in thus experi-

menting. I had 10 colonies in 10-frame Langstroth hives,

three stories ; those colonies were so strong that they past Id

and out of the hives 40 or 50 bees in a cluster. I took one of

the strongest of them and put small starters on half the
frames, with the rest of the frames empty. Ou the other
hives I put half drawn combs, and half with sheets of founda-
tion. In 10 days the best of those colonies produced 98
pounds of honey, and the others ranged from 50 to 75 pounds,
except the one with the starters and empty frames— it man-
aged to partly build out the combs, and produced 32 pounds.

I might go on and give a hundred illustrations of this

kind, but it is not necessary.
Mr. Deacon says the secretion of wax goes on, and by the

use of foundation the scales fall wastefully to the floor of the
hive. This is not my experience. In the use of foundation
the wax that the bees produce Is needed to draw out the
combs, and the more we use of It, and the more drawn combs
we have, the more honey we get, and the wax Is needed for

capping. Thus, while we use an abundance of foundation,
we always use it for profit. But when It comes to the use of

heavy brood foundation, five or six feet to the pound, I fully

agree with Mr. Deacon. This building-out or pulling-out pro-

cess never did give me any satisfaction. My experience has
been that instead of saving time In pulling out heavy founda-
tion the bees lost time thinning it down ; besides, this objec-
tionable feature, to have to pay 8 to 10 cents a surface foot

for it, makes It much moreexpensive than the thinner variety.

I am aware that many bee-keepers think that heavy foun-
dation is all right; under those conditions I would say, let all

those buy it that want to, but for my part I don't want to.

The following report, from a Salt Lake county bee-keeper,
speaks for itself. These results were obtained by proper
management, and by a liberal use of foundation and drawn
combs. I can vouch for this report, for I divided the bees,

and I saw the crop of honey put up in 60-pound cans :

Salt Lake County, Nov. 19, 1897.
Mr. Lovesy :—I send you a report of my honey crop from

16 colonies of bees, spring count, taken off as follows the
past season, extracted on the dates named :

July 2, 96 pounds; July 13, 206 ; July 23, 31 3; July
31,432; Aug. 10, 513; Aug. 17, 510; Aug. 24, 630;
Aug. 31, 635 ; Sept. 7,550; Sept. 14, 537; Sept. 22, 690;
Oct. 12, 688. Total, 5,800 pounds.

I have also taken off 100 frames from the top boxes con-
taining from one to three pounds of honey, that I will use in

the spring in building up. I also had an increase of 19 colo-

nies, making 35 in the fall.

All of the above facts I'm willing to swear to if necessary.
I thank Mr. Lovesy, our county bee-inspector, for his

timely advice and assistance in the management of my apiary,
and especially his method of increase by dividing pleased me
very much. To him I owe, perhaps, my success.

William.

This gentleman has personal reasons for not giving his full

name and address. One reason for this bee-keeper's success
was this : Through unwise counsel he packt his bees air-tight

the previous winter, and smothered more than half of them,
leaving an abundance of drawn combs, many of them partly
filled with honey. Those frames and foundation were one of

the main causes for the success obtained, because with them,
and by exercising caution and wisdom in dividing, in a few
days we had the new colonies working in the supers. This
materially helpt to produce the above results, as 3,000 bees
can work on a sheet of foundation as easily as 300 can work
on a bare top-bar.

In regard to the article by " Sage Brush," after asking.

" Is the use of comb foundation profitable when used in large
quantities?" and after giving an emphatic No, he fails to give
us one sentence in favor of his side, or the negative side of the
question, and altho living in the wonderful honey-producing
State of California, and in a locality, as he says, where the
bees gather honey more or less all the year, thus making it

possible to succeed better In experiments—yet, with all those
experiments, and after getting such an abundance of nice
worker-combs, he reports two good exlractings from them the
same season, while our Salt Lake bee-keeper got 12 extract-
Ings In '6)4 months.

Still, " Sage Brush " must live in a good bee-country,
for he says that after the honey or extracting season was over,
he took all the frames except three from a number of colonies
and started them to building worker-combs till he had all the
combs he needed. But to adopt this method in some localities

after the honey season Is over, would be equivalent to killing

the bees, but if he lives in a locality where the bees gather
honey more or less all the year, why punish them by making
them build combs instead of gathering honey ? I think if

" Sage Brush " will use plenty of foundation next time, he will

have more profits and a better report.

Salt Lake Co., Utah.

Laws of Heredity—How Honey-Producers and
Queen-Breeders Working Together May

Profit by Thera.

BY J. E. CRANE.

In previous issues of the Review I have given a number of
illustrations showing the great changes in plant and animal
life brought about by the agency of man. It may be briefly

noted that such changes have been made as are most useful
to man, or have most pleased his fancy. Thus we see that
the blossoms of different varieties of cabbages or potatoes re-

main quite unchanged, as man has taken no special interest

In them ; while in plants cultivated for the beauty of their

flowers, we find the greatest changes made in these parts.

There is really very little that is new in knowledge re-

garding the laws of heredity ; as in an ancient Chinese ency-
clopedia, the principles of selection are fully given. Explicit

rules are laid down by some of the Roman classical writers ;

and we find Jacob, nearly 4,000 years ago, breeding for color.

In early English history, laws were made prohibiting the ex-

portation of choice animals, and also for the destruction of

horses that were undesirable.
The most eminent breeders do not favor the crossing of

different breeds, but rather that of taking that breed that
most nearly approaches their ideal, and then, by the most
careful selection, breed out defects and up to their standard.
To do this the greatest skill is required ; as the law of rever-

sion comes in which all Improved varieties tend to revert back
to their former type. Charles Darwin says :

"What English breeders have actually effected is proved
by the enormous prices given for animals with a good pedi-

gree ; and these have been exported to almost every quarter

of the world. The improvement is by no means generally due
to crossing different breeds ; all the best breeders are strongly

opposed to this practice except sometimes among closely allied

sub-breeds. And when a cross has been made, the closest

selection is far more indispensable even than in ordinary
cases. If selection consisted merely in separating some very
distinct variety, and breeding from it, the principle would be

so obvious as hardly to be worth notice ; but its importance
consists in the great effect produced by the accumulation in

one direction, during successive generations, of differences

absolutely inappreciable by an uneducated eye—differences

which I for one have vainly attempted to appreciate. Not
one man in a thousand has accuracy of eye and .judgment suf-

ficient to become an eminent breeder. If gifted with these

qualities, and he studies his subject for years, and devotes his

lifetime to it with Indomitable perseverance, he will succeed ;

If he lacks any of these qualities he will assuredly fail. Few
would readily believe In the natural capacity and years of

practice requisite to become even a skillful pigeon-fancier."

It may be objected that the breeder of bees cannot control

his male bees, consequently his work is largely one of chance;
and there is some ground for this objection, but, on the other

hand, the queen-breeder can rear several generations in a
single season, or rear and thoroughly test two or three gener-

ations, while the breeder of domestic animals can rear only

one ; which will largely compeosate for his inability to control

the mating of his queens.
Before the advent of movable combs the breeding of bees,

or the improvement of bees, was attended with far greater
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difficulties than at present ; aud we are not surprised that

they have changed less than other animal life under domesti-

cation ; but now with the Improvements of the last 50 years,

and the liffbt these Improvements have given us, may we not

expect that future improvement will be rapid ?

The separation of bees Into several well-known breeds,

and the tendency of these breeds to vary, aided by the sljlil of

some of our queen-breeders, leads me to believe that we may
some day have a distinctively American breed adapted to our
hot summers and cold winters, and great variety of fJowers.

Already I believe we have much lighter-colored bees than
may be found in Europe. As there has been a demand for

light-colored bees, the change in this direction has been more
markt than in any other, but we must not forget that the

amount of honey gathered by a colony of bees does not depend
upon their color, but rather upon other and more valuable

points of excellence.

I do not object to color, for bright-colored bees give

pleasure to our love of the beautiful, and our climate and
flora seem well adapted to such a race of bees, but I believe

this matter of color has been carried far enough for the pres-

ent. Let us rather select for queen-breeding those varieties

the workers of which show the greatest ability to gather
honey—white honey it it is to be had, and if not, can gather
that which Is darker ; and those in which the swarming-im-
pulse is but feebly developt.

Strength of constitution, gentleness, comb-building, pro-

lificness and other qualities should not be neglected In making
up the scale of points. A stream cannot rise above its foun-

tain. Let our ideal bees be far in advance of our present
breeds, aud let us do what we can to bring our bees up to our
Ideal standard. " Bring the flag back to the ranks," was the
command of the captain to his color-bearer, who had planted
his flag in advance of his company. "Bring your ranks up
to the flag," was his heroic reply. How shall we reach our
ideal? Says a popular writer:

"The key is man's power of cumulative selection ; nature
gives successive variations; man adds them up in certain
directions useful to himself. In this sense he may be said to

have made for himself useful breeds."

Doubtless honey-producers must depend to a considerable
extent upon the queen-breeder for these improvements. His
experience, the time at his command, and the skill he has
acquired, gives him greatly the advantage of those who are
working for honey alone. The efforts of the queen-breeder
may also be greatly aided by the honey-producer. Both must
work together for a common object. The honey-producer
from his larger number of colonies has a better chance to test

the value of queens than has the queen-breeder; while the
latter can do more to multiply and make valuable qualities

permanent.
Sometimes a single colony will be very markt In almost

every good quality, in a yard of 100 colonies. Such a colony
came under my observation some years ago in one of my yards.
Quiet, gentle, businesslike in breeding and comb-building,
without any disposition to swarm, it workt on year after year
for three years, when I moved it home to obtain brood from It

to Improve my home yard. Here it remained two years more
with the same queen, always maintaining the same character.
If I could have every queen as good as the one in this colony,
the proflts of my bees would be largely Increast— I believe
twice what they now are. But a long series of years and
many generations with the most careful selection will be re-

quired to make such traits permanent, so they will " come
true."

Already the outlook Is hopeful. Already there is reason
to believe that some of the queen-breeders are working along
these lines, and If these papers shall stimulate others In the
same work, I shall feel that they have not been written in

vain.—Review. Addison Co., Vt.

Selling Granulated Extracted Honey.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Selling extracted honey in the granulated state, according
to my views, is the only real, practical way of selling such
honey. If you sell it in the liquid state, and It Is not con-
sumed soou, it will granulate, and in that case requires more
explanation to convince your customer that he has not been
defrauded through a spurious article, then It does to tell him
how he can liquify that In a granulated state. Then honey in

the granulated state can be handled quite roughly without
any leakage, while when in the liquid form there is nothing
<iuite so easy as having everything all daubed with the stuff.

for customers seem bound not to keep It " right side up with

care."
But there Is one way of marketing honey, which is the

"selling by sample." In all of my building up a trade for

honey, I have found this the easiest. Go on every street in

country, town or city and leave a sample of your product at

every house, with the slip telling how to liquify It, or, if comb
honey, cut off a "chunk" according to the number in the

family, and then go around with what you have for sale two
or three days later, and the houses where you do not make a

sale, especially if you are willing to exchange the honey for

the product of others, will be few and far between. This
sample causes the " mouth to water," and the " good wife "

and children prevail along the " honey line."

Then there is another way of marketing, applying wholly
to extracted honey. When the honey has so granulated that

it will but just run, pour it into light basswood boxes, holding

5, 10, 25 or 50 pounds, the same having been prepared dur-

ing the leisure winter months, and having the inside corners

paraffined, when it is to be set away till candied hard. Now
put paraffine paper over the top, on this the slip about liquify-

ing, and nail on the covers.

Next, from some of the same honey, cut out chunks
weighing about two ounces, putting the same in a block of

wood, having a suitable hole bore in it, or in a little box of

suitable size, and mail the same to different parties in differ-

ent towns, In regions where honey is not produced to any ex-

tent, putting in the slip about liquifying and telling of price,

etc., when you will find orders coming in from fields rarely

canvast for honey.
It Is a good idea to mall such packages to postmasters,

offering them wholesale figures on the honey, or offering a five

or ten pound box at sample rates for introduction, and after

once introduced, you will find a permanent market at such
places. Such boxes of honey go at a low rate by freight, and
as the honey is solid within there is little or no danger from
breakage, even tho the boxes be made of one-fourth inch stuff.

Years ago I shipt considerable honey in boxes this way, and
never had a complaint from breakage.—Progressive Bee-
Keeper. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Too Much Honey in the Hive.

BY HARRY LATHBOP.

As a rule bee-keepers are not troubled with too much
honey; but there are times when the brood-chamber may
have too much for the best Interests of the colony. In the

earlier days of the extractor some writer advised to " keep the

extractor going," and added that it would even pay to extract

from the brood-chamber, and throw the honey away in order

to give the queen room. If bees are properly handled there

will be very little extracting from the brood-chamber. The
ideal condition for colonies in the spring in this climate is to

have them as my Browutown yard was this year; that Is,

come out of wiuter quarters quite heavy in stores, breed up
rapidly, consume the honey in the combs, and replace it with

brood, all stores to be consumed, and hive completely full of

brood at the time honey begins to yield in excess of the daily

consumption, at which time supers are added.

There is another condition I do not like, but one which I

find in my Monroe apiary—a condition In which the colonies

come out heavy with honey but rather weik in bees. Colonies

build up slowly, and, instead of reducing the amount of honey
In the combs, add to it from early sources. In such cases

this honey must be promptly removed, or the colony will not

amount to much.
My plan is to remove full combs and insert sheets of

foundation in the center of the brood-chamber. The full

combs removed, I sometimes use to contract brood-chambers
in which I hive colonies to be run for comb honey. A full

comb of honey is as good as a dummy for that purpose.

I was quite interested a few years ago In Mr. Boardman's
plan of feedlng-up in the spring, and two years ago last win-

ter I spent a very pleasant day visiting at his home, and con-

ferring with him in regard to it. I expected to try his

method, aud got a lot of feeders ready, but I have to confess

that at this time I have had no chance to do any spring feed-

ing since then, for the reason that I got all the honey I

wanted, and sometimes a little more than necessary, from the

fields. For my part I am glad of a condition which enables

me to dispense with all feeding.—Oleanlngs.
Green Co., Wis.

IW See "Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 415
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OONBTICTED BY

r>K. O. O. aULLEIt, MJLBtBTiGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miiler direct.1

meltinj^ Down or LieTclling Unflnisht Sections.

Has it proved a success to melt off the face of unfinisht
sections in order to make thena even, or would an uncapping-
knife be better? What should be done when the melter forms
a cap over the comb? About how many sections can be
melted to their proper shape in an hour? Iowa.

Answers.—Melting down the surface of sections by means
of the Taylor handy comb-leveler is a decided success, doing
the work more rapidly and more satisfactorily than it can be
done with a knife, for the combs being tender, unless the knife
is exceedingly sharp, there is danger of breaking down the
cell-walls. It is a very unusual thing, I think, for the melted
wax to form a cap over the comb. If any such ever did form,
I always left it to the care of the bees. I never timed the
work of the leveler, but at a guess I should say 200 might be
done in an hour.

As I never had experience with very large quantities (I

try not to have many sections that need leveling down), I leave
the way open for others to answer.

Questions on Conlraclion and Reversins

1. In contraction of the brood-nest, as W. Z. Hutchinson
advises on page 403, how many Danzy brood-frames with only
1-Inch starters would you give a new swarm ? Also, how soon
would you put on the super ?

2. What would be the effect if the brood-frames were re-
verst containing both sealed and unsealed honey, just as a
super Is put on ?

3. What would be the effect on sealed and unsealed brood
in reversing ?

4. How many frames should be reverst at a time ? And
how soon should they be changed back to the proper position ?

5. In using a deep-entrance bottom-board, are the bees
liable to build comb between the bottom of the frames and the
top of the board. If there is an inch space ? Ohio.

Answers.— 1. Give half of the 10 frames at the start.
Put on the super at once if a queen-excluder is used under the
super, otherwise wait two or three days.

2. If there was no brood in the comb it would probably
have DO effect at all. If brood were In part of the comb it

might force some of the honey into the super. At one time
such practice was considerably discust, but at present it is

hardly considered advisable.
3. Nothing, unless In a case where It might throw it out

of place In a rather weak colony, running the risk of chilling
if the weather should be cold.

4. Reverse the frames of only one hive, Just enough to
satisfy yourself that you don't want to follow up the practice.
I don't know when Is the best time to reverse back, but should
think it might be in about two minutes.

5. With only an inch space It will be a rare thing to find
any comb built down.

^ —^
Do Not Work in Sections, Etc.

I started in the bee-business last year with seven colonies,
and now have 65. I could have had many more but could not
handle them.

1. My bees don't seem to work, but want to swarm all the
time. Some of them will start and build comb In the super,
and then quit. But few bees stay, and perhaps they will till

two or three sections. They have plenty of alfalfa, button-
willow and white willow to work on. I am located on the San
Joaquin river where there is plenty of bee-feed. Then they
are very cross and will fight me at all times. Some of my new
swarms have workt well, and had the supers filled In a few
days, but the majority of them will go Into the super and seem
to work, and then quit. I could find no moths or anything
bothering them, so could not decide what Is the matter. The
hives and supers are all nice and clean, as I always wash them
out in strong salt water. They have become so bad that I

lose about one-half of them by their losing their stingers.
They even go after the chickens and ducks. My neighbor's
bees across the river are just as bad as mine.

2. I use the common box-hive 16x20 inches, with V-top
brood-frames. What Is the best hive to use ?

3. What is the right way to handle beeswax for market ?

4. What about straining honey ? California.

Answers.— 1. As nearly as a guess can be made from the
particulars given, the trouble is that your bees always swarm
about the time they get fairly started in the surplus apart-
ment, and after swarming they are left so weak that they stop
working above. The thing for you to do is to throw all the
strength possible into the swarms, and depend upon them for
your surplus. When a colony sends out its first swarm, set the
swarm In the place of the old hive, setting the old hive close
beside the swarm. A week later take the old hive away, set-

ting it in an entirely new place. By that means you weaken
the old colony so much that it will swarm no more, and you
also strengthen the swarm so much that it will be strong to

work In the supers. The super may be put on the swarm two
or three days after hiving, unless you have a queen-excluder
under the super, in which case the super may be put on
at once.

I hardly know what you mean by half of your bees losing
their stingers, but perhaps if you should make a careful count
you would find that a very small number have lost that useful
appendage.

2. The term "box-hive" is used as applying to a box or
hive in which there are no movable frames. As you have V
brood-frames, you must have frame hives. It is quite possible
that the hive you have is as good as any, an objection, how-
ever, being that It has a frame of an odd size. If you make a
change, you will probably do well to adopt the frame that
comes nearest standard in size, that which is commonly called
the Langstroth frame, ITJ^ inches long and 9}s deep, outside
measure.

3. If you should see the beeswax that is thrown on the
market, you would probably conclude that there is no wrong
way. But the brightest, cleanest wax brings the highest
price. If you will get a solar extractor you will probably be
all right as to the quality of your wax.

4. About the only way in which honey Is strained, nowa-
days, is the straining of extracted honey, and all that is neces-
sary is to let it pass through cheese-cloth, or some thin stuff,

to take out the small quantity of bits of wax, or other objec-
tionable parts that may be present.

When to Remove Surplus Honey.

When shall I take off the sections ? A bee-keeper friend
advises doing it when every one is filled and capt. Another,
take off every box you can find in your super properly capt,
and not wait until all are full. I never put on but one story
of one-pound sections, and on a box-hive. I noticed the last

row of 3 out of 18 in all remained uncapt over a week after
others were all capt, so I removed 15 and put back the 3, and
it would seem there would be a period of idleness unless this

was done, as the whole colony could not work in 3 sections.

Yesterday I took off 15 sections completely capt, from an
early swarm in a 10-frame Langstroth hive, and put back 12
sections, about ?f of the cells being capt, with 3 of the sec-

tions (in the outside row) the comb not extended. Now I

could have waited longer, without doubt, in this case. Is it

any damage to disturb the super ? A few bees will get hurt.
Will this white honey (stored from white clover) change color

any for a difference of two or perhaps three weeks In time of

removal ? Massachusetts.

Answers. — Answering your questions in their spirit

rather than in their order, it may be said that any harm re-

sulting from the disturbance of the colony in taking off supers
is hardly enough to be taken Into account. If a section of

honey Is left on three weeks after it is sealed over, the cap-
pings will become darker, and such section will not be quite so

good for the market as if taken off just as soon as sealed, for

the market demands the very whitest. As to the quality of

the honey in the cells, it will not become any darker in color,

but will become riper, as It is called, that is, it will become
thicker and better. So if you want the sections for your own
use, and don't care so much for looks as you do for eating
qualities, you will do well to leave the sections on some time
after they are sealed.

If you leave a super of sections on the hive till the last

section Is sealed, not giving any additional room, the bees will

be crowded for room while sealing up the last, if honey is

coming In. Better give additional room by putting a second
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super under the first when the first is perhaps half filled. If

yon want sections very white, don't wait till the outside sec-

tions are all sealed. Some advocate taking out the sections

singly as fast as each one is sealed. You'll hardly keep that

up very long on a large scale. Too much work. Take off the

whole super as soon as all are sealed except the four corner

sections, and perhaps a few others. Then take out of the

filled supers all that are not fully sealed, put them together in

a super, filling up with empty sections, if necessary, and put

back on the hive to be flnisht.

Getting Honey When Others Do Not.—Gleanings re-

ports Vernon Burt as getting honey when others in his region

were getting none, the secret being that Mr. Burt had fol-

lowed the Boardman plan of feeding in advance so as to have
the brood-nest full, which otherwise would have had to be

filled with the houey that was put in the supers.

Hive-Tool.—For prying loose frames, supers, etc., a

screw-driver is quite commonly used. The editor of Glean-
ings is on the hunt for a better tool, and the fraternity, as

usual, are prompt to give help, so it is to be hoped that a good
tool of the sort will shortly be on the market. Fred S. Thor-
ington says, in the Progressive Bee-Keeper, that he takes the
top layer of a buggy-spring.

Comb vs. Extracted Honey.— R. C. Aikin seems to think

there is not such a very big difference between the amount
produced by a colony, whether comb or extracted ; while G.

M. Doolitlle says he has repeatedly proved that the average
yield of extracted will double that of comb. But he says that

with the same labor he can sell oouble the amount of comb,
and generally get double the price.—Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Weight of Sections.— F. Greiner says, in Gleanings, that
the wood in sections should not be less than 'H-iuch thick ;

1,000 sections weigh about 60 pounds. When they are

enough thinner to weigh ouly 50 pounds, the bee-keeper loses

$3.5<_) on a thousand sections, because the wood is sold with
the honey at 10 cents a pound, bringing $6.00 a thousand or

$3.50 more than the cost. The editor says many western bee-

keepers prefer sections nine to the inch, because the freight is

less. But it would have to be a long haul to make the freight

on 10 pounds equal $3.50.

Improvements in Section-Cleaners still continue. In

Gleanings, Arthur Howe describes a cleaner he has made,
using an old bicycle as the power, geared so that one pedal
revolution equals a wheel 66 inches in diameter. Above is a

master-wheel of an old sewing machine, connected with a pul-

ley on the pollsbing-lathe, which has two polishing-wheels,

one covered with No. 1)4 sand-paper for the rough work, and
the other with emory-cloth to finish with.

In the same paper, H. Perry's suggestion is to have a disk
fitted out with rasps next the periphery, and with sand-paper
in the center. The rasps are to take off the bulk of the prop-

olis ; then by sliding the section to the center of the disk the

sand-paper Is to finish the job.

Contraction of Colonies.—Messrs. Hutchinson and Taylor
are in controversy with the editor of Gleanings. The latter

referred to the contraction of the brood-nest as a fad that had
perhaps past away. Editor Hutchinson replies :

"So far as I know, no one has practiced contraction of

old establisht colonies—those that had their broodnests tilled

with bees, brood and honey— it was only in hiving swarms that

contraction was practiced. It is possible that some practiced

contraction with establisht colonies ; it seems that you have
understood it that way, but you are the first man I have ever

met who so understood it or practiced it."

Mr. Root says contraction of establisht brood-nests is re-

ferred to in •' Langstroth-Revised," and in Root's "ABC of

Bee-Culture." After consulting back volumes of the Review,
American Bee Journal, and Gleanings, he confesses that there

were more cases than he had supposed of contraction at time

of swarming, but still thinks the majority were of the other

kind, and gives the following from Miller's " Year Among the

Bees "
:

" Up to the time of putting on supers, the desire has been

to have the bees occupy as many combs as possible. . . .When
It comes time to put on supers they are reduced to four or five

frames."
Bringing the matter down to recent date, he gives the fol-

lowing quotation from the Belgian L'Abeille for June, 1898,
In its regular department of instruction for the month :

" In order to force the bees to occupy them Immediately,

it is advisable to limit at the same time the space which the

colony occupies to about -;; of its capacity. If this practice

brings the colony to the swarming point, the swarm is put

upon a few frames."
It is very evident that the two gentlemen have been look-

ing at opposite sides of the shield, if indeed they have not been

looking at two different shields.

Marketing Honey.—R. C. Aikin gives, in Progressive,

the general principles upon which he proceeds, as follows :

"Having studied out the situation I try to do what is

right, and what I can do. If the city and general markets
will not pay good prices, I decide that the poor at home have

a better right to cheap eating than has the man with capital.

It costs me a little more to sell out in small lots than to sell at

wholesale, so I charge a little above the wholesale price, and
let my neighbors have my honey. The poor man's 50 cents

will buy just as many pounds as the rich man's, one price to

all— no cut for quantity. I try to make my extracted take the

place of foreign sweets—sugar, syrups and glucose. My comb
honey I hold higher, because it requires more skill, which
means more preparation on my part to be able to do it well

—

to produce it. I take trade whenever my neighbor has what
I need, and would buy."

Bee-Q,uilts.—Those who still use sheets or quilts over

their frames may be interested to know how Fred S. Thoring-

ton manages it, as given in the Progressive Bee-Keeper.

He says:
" For a cloth cover over frames, sections, etc., I use heavy,

unbleacht sheeting boiled in linseed oil, in which some rubber

cut in small pieces has been thrown, the oil and rubber boiled

together for a few moments before the cloth is put in. The
cloth should be held upon a stick in the air occasionally, and
be kept well stirred while being boiled. When done, hang to

dry a short time before being folded or cut into blankets to fit

the hive. Rubber from the soles of shoes or boots, if good,

will do to use. I have used blankets made as above mentioned

for years, and find the bees do not gnaw them much. Oil

enough to cover the cloth when boiling is all that is wanted."

Selling Granulated Honey.— R. C. Aikin says he has

changed his practice, and now does not try to keep his ex-

tracted honey liquid, but sells it in the granulated state. He
thinks there is no trouble about it when people get to under-

stand it. Of course he gives printed Instructions for the man-
agement of granulated honey. G. M. Dooiittle thinks it is the

only really practical way to sell extracted honey. If sold in

the liquid form, the customer thinks he has been imposed upon

when the honey granulates. Grocers have less " daub " with

granulated than with liquid. Another very important point,

if correct, has perhaps not been given In print before. Mr.

Dooiittle says :

"Then every time granulated honey Is liquefied, there

comes to it that nice aroma, so inviting to the smell and taste,

which it had when fresh from the combs, while that long

standing in the lic.uid state, loses this aroma, to a certain ex-

tent."— Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet

especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the

pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-

sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper In working up a

home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these

prices: A sample for a stamp ; li5 copies for 20 cents; 50
for 35 cents; 100 for 65 cents; 250 for $1.50; 500 for

$2.75. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices. ^
Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for It. See premium offers on page -tSS.
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approved. We urged bee-keepers to write letters to the Clas-

sificatiOQ Committee, calling their attention to the justice of

the petition, and that it be favorably acted upon. And yet

we learn that only Iwo or three letters were received by the

Committee ! How is that for apathy and general indifference

on the part of bee-keepers? And that, too, when it comes to

a matter that is wholly in their Interest.

It seems strange that it is so bard to get bee-keepers

united on one thing. Nothing can be accomplisht in any

other way. " In union is strength" is as true to-day as ever.

Bee-keepers need to learn that truth, and then whenever there

Is an Important object to be gained, all pull together and win.

Wortman's Handy Tool.—A short time ago we

received the following from Mr. A. Wortman, of White Co.,

Ind.:

I send you a rough sketch of a combination tool I had
made out of a heavy file. It is just the thing for lifting

Knife Edije

(0 'Inches hng

' iiiii.MnLiiiLiiii 1 iiiiiLiniiniiiiinimiLB

Be^-e/ Bd^t

frames and supers, and cleaning off any wax on supers,

covers, etc. I will give it to the bee-keeping fraternity.

A. Wortman.

The illustration shows the tool very well. Mr. W. calls

it, "Wortman's handy tool for bee-keepers, being a hammer,

tack-puller, frame-lifter, super-lifter, knife for cutting burr-

combs, scraper for cleaning propolis from hives, etc."

Sugar-Honey in Germany. — The following

paragraph appeared in the Chicago Inter-Ocean for July 13 :

SuGAR-HoNET.—A Substitute for honey has been intro-

duced In Germany under the name of "sugar-honey," and
consists of sugar, water, minute amounts of mineral sub-

stances, and free acid.

We can see clearly enough where the " sugar " part comes

in, but fail to find any "honey" about it. But perhaps some

of that " free add " is formic acid! There's lots of it to be

had " free " around our hives. You needn't evsn go to the

trouble of asking for it

!

But, seriously, why should any one want a substitute for

pure honey when there is plenty of the latter to be had, and

at a low price, too? Simply another fraudulent scheme to

get money under false pretenses. But Germany is not alone

In that business.

Mr. N. E. France, of Grant Co., Wis., State inspector
of apiaries, writing us July 12, said :

"Basswood is doing well at this date, but is not going to

last many days longer. We have extracted 20,00(.> pounds of

honey to date."

Mr. Edwin Bevins, of Decatur Cj., Iowa, sends us the
following paragraph :

" I notice that Editor Hutchinson has engaged R. L. Tay-
lor to be general critic for the Review. I hope Mr. Taylor
will turn to page 152 of that paper for May, and see If there
is anything to find fault with in that paragraph which relates

to the "curling of comb foundation." My school-teachers did

not allow me to use adjectives for adverbs."

The sentence to which Mr. Bevins refers, we think, is

this :

" In their troubles the lower edge of the foundation turns

invarinble out, away from the center of the super, etc."

Of course Mr. Taylor should have used the word "in-

variably " instead of " invariable," In theseotence referred to.

"People who live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones,"

Is pretty good advice— unless they are willing to take a few

smashes themselves In return.

Mr. J. F. Egsers, of Hall Co., Nebr., wrote us July 11 :

" White and sweet clovers are booming, and so are the

bees.'

Mr. Eggers is the author of that latest German bee-book—
"Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung." It is up-to-date, and is

sent postpaid for 50 cents. Orders may be sent to this office.

Mr. Louis R. Lighton, of Omaha, referring to the

meeting of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union there this

year, said in a letter to us :

"I can assure you that Omaha will appreciate a conven-

tion of this kind ; and you may have no fears but what you

will have a royal good time."

No doubt Nebraska bee-Keepers will do grandly by the

convention this year, as they did when It was held at Lincoln,

In 1896.

Editor R. F. Holtermann, of the Canadian Bee Jour-

nal, will have charge of the apiarian exhibit at the Exposition

and Industrial Fair to be held in Toronto, Oat., Aug. 29 to

Sept. 10. Our esteemed contemporary says :

"It will show the natural history of the bee, and how
honey is produced ft will be one of the most attractive

exhibits on the grounds."

We don't doubt it at all, for those Cinadians know how to

put up a good apiarian show. And Editor Holtermann will

supervise it all right.

Mr. H. H. Knapp, of Fairfield Co., Conn., wrote us

June 27 :

"Please discontinue the American Bee Journal to me
after my subscription expires, July 1, 1898. I will not re-

new again, as I am now nearly 80 years old, and cannot at-

tend my bees as I used to, so give up the Journal. I wish you

every success for the future of your paper."

Quite frequently we receive letters like the above. There

is a sadness about it, as we must all come to the evening

of lite some time, and lay down all earthly cares. The bees

must be left behind, and the papers as well. It is sad to part

with the old friends who have been with us long, who know
us well, and whom we know. But there is comfort in the

thought that when we have grown old in our work here,

"over yonder," in that better home, we'll all be young again,

and begin anew that higher lif?. So while we may feel sad-

dened when the old friends leave us, yet we can rejoice with

them in the thought that shortly they'll be where cares come
no more—where there is no more sickness and pain—where

there's rest.

There is also encouragement in the thought that while

some are giving up the work others are coming on the stage

of action, and will take up their share of the world's burdens.

And so it ever goes on—some are going, others coming, and

all marching "onward and upward."

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,

with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and

telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand

to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ;
or 200

for 60 cents.
*-.-»

The Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted

at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.
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FOR THE READERS OF THE
AlflERICAlV BEE JOURNAL,.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of " Bees and UeeKeeplng," " Pleasurable Bee-Keeping," etc.

Mr. White Is owner of one of the largest apiaries In the

country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-

ject. He Is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils In England. He will treat

the subject in a

Series of Sine Illustrated Articles

:

I. General and Introdiiclor}'. 4. Swarming.
t.. Bees. 5. Hives.
3. Handling Bees. 6. Foundation.

7. Snpprlng.
S. Diseases.
9. Wintering

This is a series of practical articles that bee-keepers of

the United States will not want to miss reading. They will

appear only In the American Bee Journal.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the

last six months of 1898, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of

this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical
English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

Tlie balance of IS9§ for only 40 cents

—

To a iKEW Subscriber—Ilius making it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent in stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber
already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get
their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your troub'e,
your choice of one of the following list, for each new 40-c(nt
subscriber you send

:

For Sending ONE New 40-ccnt Subscriber:

1 Wood Binder for a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cllppln^ Device
3 Handbook of Health—Dr.Foote
4 Poultry for Market—Fan. Field
5 Turkeys lor Market—F-in Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor—Fan. Field
7 Capons and Caponlzing— Field
8 Kendall's Horse-Book
9 Mullen's Horse Book

10 Foul Brood—by Dr. Howard
11 Silo and Silage—by Prof. Cook
12 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood -by A R. Kohnke
14 Muth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 l.'> Honey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 Kural Life

For Sending TWO New 40-ccnt Subscribers:

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four B( oks
3 Ropp's Commercial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeping lor

ProBt
5 40 "Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Pi oolem In Bee-Keeplng

—by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Bro» n's 'Bee-Keeping for
Beginners "

9 Blenen-Kultur-German
10 Bees and Honey—160 pages

—

by Newman
11 People's Atlas of the World

All New Subscriptions Begin July 1.

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send In

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a
premium.

Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest
list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do so.

OEORGE W. YOKK St. CO.,
118 Michigan Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

Be It Known
To hII ITIen, ^ve are prepared
to lill orders proitiptly lor

of IbebPPt
strains ofCHOICE aUEENS

Golden or Lealher-Colored Italian'....

UNION

Tested $100: Untested-one. 75c; three,
SI. 50. After July 1. 50c each. Remit by Ex-
press Money Order, payable at Barnum. Wis.
One and two-cent stamps taken. Address,

Van Milen ^ 'Williams,
25Atr BARMI.U, WIM.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

)
keepers. Orders filled nromptly.
iSend for catalog JliliSESOTA BEE-
KEEFEKS' SirPLV IIIF«. CO., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal when writine.

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of foui
men using hand tools, in
Kipping. Cutting-oll, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining. Dadoing
Ed^lng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Cattlogne Free,

SEKEf^A FALLS IHFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

RFR^? Florida Italian (jllRmt
Tested Queens. $1.00 each; Untested, oOo.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. L. CARRINR TON,
llAtf De Funiak Springs, Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Sliould Everybody, or Every
Farmer, Keep Bce§?

Query 77.— Is it to the interest of the

honey- producers of America to advocate that

everybody, or every farmer, should keep a

few colonies of bees ?—Calif.

E. Prance—A'o.

W. G. Larrabee—No.

A. B. Mason

—

'So, sir.

D. W. Heise— I think not.

Rev. M. Mahin— Of course not.

Prof. A. J. Cook—I do not think it

true, and so not for the Interest of any-
body.

0. O. Poppleton—I doubt whether
honey-producers will be very much af-

fected either way.

Jas. A. Stone— If it would encourage
them in producing honey-plants I would
say yes. If not, I would say no.

Emerson T. Abbott—It is to the inter-

est of the farmer, and. If he follows my
advice, he will be a honey-producer.

J. A. Green— 1 think that it is very
decidedly against their interests finan-

cially. If we had only one-half or one-

SOc^TestejUJiieens^SOc
For tlie next 30 da>s I will sell Tested Queens

reared from the best Italian stock at

50c each—or $5.50 per dozen.
Untested, 40c.-or;i for $1.00. Safe arrival.

W.J. FOREHAND, Fort Deposit, Alatiama.
aSAfit Hease mention the Bee Journal.

FOR
SALEBasswood Honey

We have a limited number of barrels

of -very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 280 lbs.

which we are offering at 6 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Alllil/C!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

lilUUl A Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Kbepebs' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Uuth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

ITALIAN
BEES AND QUEENS
FOR SALE...

Queens, $1,110; alter August. 50 cents. Mrs.
A. A. SlMl'SoN. Swarts, Pa. 27A6t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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"A Queenly Deceiver.^^

*'He fools his customers by sending more
than 18 expected."—See pagre 105. current vol-
ume Bee Jouroal. and ask for tae free pamph-
let referred to. I am now prepared to fill or-
ders promptly with fine yellow-to-thR'TIP
QUEENS, at Trjceaeh; 3 for 8^00, or 6 for
SJ.50. Purely-mated Queens reared from the
best stock and by the best method kuown, is

what I lurnieh, and will prove it lo all who
give me a chance. Money Urd< r Office, War-
renton.

Address. W. H. FRIDGEN.
2-2Atf Creek, Warren County, N. C.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing,

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens in April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested. 75c. Choice Breeders, tither three or
flve-banded Italians, at $3.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. 85,00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROiVELL,
8Atf GRANGER. MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Be« - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Poiidrr's Honey - Jars.
and every thing used by
hee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rute. Cat-
tree. Walter S Ponder,

'1,1 ,( ft hnl/nH)''i •" ,Tl-.i Mass. Ave.,
W«i'-"pOVI)CR3^(i Indianapolis, Indiana,

PleaSB mention Bee Journal -when writing,

THE I=Ij^5^CE
to get your

z^ auEENs ::tr
l8 Of H. G. QUIRIN, or Bellevue, Ohio.
Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to furnish the
best of Queens—Goldea Italian — Doollttle's
strain—warranted purely muted, 50c: 6 for
$2 75. Leather Cnlored same price. Safe arri-

val. Will run 1,'200 Nuclei, so there will be no
waiting for your Queens. No postage stamps
wanted. 23A16t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My40-rage Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's Goods at llielr prices. 1 carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free,

GEO. E. HILTON, Freiuout, iniota.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

GOOD WHEELS
MAKE A GOOD WAGON.

Vn]f>sa waL'on ha?* ^c\c\fl vhcel-; it is

useks^. PI CpTDPp STEEL
THE CL^IllntU WHEELS

aregroorl w lK->-lsaiiii tln-v iiiakf a wairun
last indefinitely. Tliev art- inaiJt- hit:ii or
low. any wiilth of tire, lo fit any skein.
Tlicy cnn'tiret Ioo«>c, rot or break
down. They last ulways.Catalog' free.

Electric Wheel Co., Box \6, Qtiincy. Ills.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

"(^^E FENCE
With our Duplex Aut-nn:

Machine y"iic:in m^Ute^ j

uine l:>l'i.u-!-r..of f. ncr.i

llor

..wirESiesAROD,
nn.laSiwk or Chicken fence forl>loarod. Plain, Cr.lled I

Sprlni! Qri'l ll^rtiod wir.> lo fanniTafttwholcsale vri'.-ta. Catalogue Free. |

EITSEL3IAN BROTHEBS, BoslSS.BMgcMlle, Indiana.

45Dtf i'lease meotlon the Bee Journal.

Southern Home of the Honey-Bee
win continue to rear none but the BEST
QUEENS. Untested, 50 cents; Tested, «1. 00.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER, Prop.,
Presldentof National Queen- lireeders' Union,
'J4Alf BeevIIIe. Texas.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

fourth the present number of honey-
producers we would Ret much better

prices for honey, and it is the small pro-

ducers who damage the markets most,

R. C, Aikin—Everybody should not
keep bees, but the majority of farmers
should produce their own honey. That
Is my advice.

J, E. Pond—No, not in my opinion.

Reasons are ample for my opinion, but
as they are not askt for, I will not take
space to give them,

J. M. Hambaugh—While I believe it

would be to the best interest of human-
ity in general, it might not be to the best

interest of the specialist.

Mrs. L. Harrison—No; but it is for

the good of the land in which we dwell.

Plenty of bees to fertilize the fioweis

—

more fruit, clover, vegetables, etc.

Dr. C. C, Miller—I don't know. What-
ever is the thing that will be the great-

est good to the greatest number is the

thing that ought to be done.

Eugene Secor—Perhaps not to the in-

terest of the specialist, but I think it to

the interest of the people if said farmer
will sn inform himself as to produce
what his family needs.

R. L. Taylor—No, it's not to the in-

terest of honey-producers. The inter-

ests of the public and the interests of

the followers of any occupation are

very liable to clash.

C. H. Dibbern—No. I am a merchant
as well as a bee-keeper, and I should
consider it a very foolish, as well as

suicidal proceeding, to preach to every-

body to go into my line of business.

Mrs. J. M. Null—No. Most generally

the breaking down or ruin of markets is

directly attributable to this class of bee-

keepers, and they succeed equally as

well in the line of overstocking a

locality.

Chas, Dadant & Son—It matters but
little, for no matter what you say or ad-

vise, there will only be a small propor-

tion of successful apiarists among our
farmers. Only those who like the pur-

suit will stay with it.

P. H. Elwood— No. There can be an
over-production of honey as with every-

thing else. Aad it is the observation of

bee-keepers that those who keep but a

few colonies are more liable to cut prices

than those who keep many, or are more
dependent upon their bees for a living.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— I am not so sel-

fish as to believe that the interests of

the specialist honey-producer would
suffer. There are too many mouths in

America to take in the honey if the taste

is cultwatcd. Each producer must do
his part toward developing the taste.

G. W, Deraaree—There is mighty little

to trouble intelligent bee-keepers along
this line. People who keep a few colo-

nies of bees don't know enough about
bees to hurt the honey-trade. Sometimes
they have them and sometimes they
don't. Bees are not like weeds ! Don't
be disturbed. It requires knowledge,
and work, too, to succeed with bees,

G. M. Doolittle— Is it to the interest

of the producers of poultry, hogs, sheep,

cattle and grain to advocate that every-

body, or every farmer, should keep or
raise a few or as many of the above as

he pleases ? It is not well to get little

and mean in our ideas regarding keep-
ing others out of the business we are in.

The world is broad enough for all who
are willing to work, but should have no

A Book Recoiuraended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEW METHOD

By W. E Forest, M, D., I'^th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Physician, and as

A (jiiiide to Ilealtli.

It makes the way from Weakness to
S^trengtli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings «'uiiuot be sick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Natures remedies, uot a drug
trealnient.

All Clironic Diseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the '• Xf '/' ^l/e?//o(/.s " given here; even
those who have been pronounced 4Joii-
suiiiptive have been entirely cured.
While for Rlieiiiualisin, Indices-
lion, lkysi>ep!>ia. Constipation,
>ysentary, l..ivev and Kidney
'I'l-oiibles, C'atari-li. Emacia-
tion. <>enei-ul l>el>ility, TVei-v-
ons Exiiaiislion, IHseases Pe-
cnliai* to Women, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Ciuaranlee.

So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

The IVeM- Edition

is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly tor this work; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the pricejof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was $2.50, we sell this at $1.00, postpaid.

PRE.WUM OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will

mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOKGI" W. TOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

LARGE
Yellow Untested Italian

({iieeiis, 65 cents Each.
Sure to please, T. N. BKIGGS, Marlon, Mass.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Xlie ?Jick.el Plate Road
will sell excursion tickets to Chautauqua
Lake and return on July 29 at one fare

for the round trip, with return limit of

30 days from date of sale by depositing

tickets with Secretary of Chautauqua
Assembly. Tickets good on any of our

through e-xpress trains. Cheap rates to

many other points East. Communicate
with this ortuo, l.H Adams St. .Chicago,

for any further Information desired.

Van Bureu Street Passenger Station,

Chicago (on the loop.) Telephone Main
3389. (44-28-3)
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California
II you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 13.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St., - SAN FHANCISCO, OAL.

PATENT WIIIED COfflB FOUNDATIOH
Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

BjH^ Thifl Flat-Kottom FoundatioD
1 IBEc Hsi io Fisbbone in tbe SuplDS Boner.

\^^B BelDK tbe cleanest Is nsnally worker
\^^H the qalokest of any Fonndatlon made
§^^a 3. A. VAN DECSEN,
^^^^^1 Bole Manafactarer,^^^^* Bpront Brook MontKomery Co., N. T,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published In
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP jt^^
has a hobby which Is the sheep breederand
his Industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool MarUcts & Sheep, • - Chicago>
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

DCC IfCCDCD^ ! Let me send you my 64-
OLL*^LL^Lno I page Catalog for 18H8

J. in. Jenkins, Wetampka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Jonrnal when -writing

COMB FOUNDATION "-"a'„Tife.au.

Working Wax l^°?o°ra A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everythlog SVrlte tor Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.

BEESWAX always wanted for cash or
trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

i!£^l Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello-w

BeeS'Wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

Texas Queens ^mvm^
Best honey-gathering strain In America.

Untested. 75c. Write for a Circular.

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

July 29
the Nickel Plate road will run an excur-
sion to Chautauqua Lake at one fare for
the round trip. Write to J. Y. Calahan,
III Adams St., Chicago, for particulars.
Telephone Main 3389. 42-28-3)

place for the "sponge" who does noth-
ing but appropriate from the labor of
others.

E. S. Lovesy—No, not unless they are
more or less practical bee-keepers. Be-
cause they often through ignorance in-

jure the industry by their bees becoming
diseased, and by scattering the same.
And they too often entirely demoralize
the home market by offering a mixture
strained from melted wax, pollen and
honey, for any price, and, as with some
people, everything is "honey" that Is

called by that name. Thus, when the
bee-keeper comes along with the best
that the market affords, he is expected
to sell it for the same price as the in-

ferior article.

Ttae Honey-HarTest morn.
BY MRS. J. W. SUTTON.

When the frosty winds have left us,

And green foliage decks our land,
And the countless million blossoms
Greet us like a fairy band

—

Then with joy we greet the dawning
Of the honey-harvest morn

;

And we hail the sweet alfalfa.
And the blossom on the corn.

For to us 'tis sweeter music,
Than the sweetest voice can sing.

Just to listen to the humming
Of the bees upon the wing.

As they gather in the nectar.
Tuck it safe for winter store.

And we do not blush to steal it.

If a dozen times or more
They with toil should fill the supers.
With the sections smooth and clear.

We appropriate their earnings
With a conscience void of fear.

Fear of law, but not of stingers.
For the plucky little bee

Can with stings defend its treasure,
That is very plain to see.

But when taken in the summer,
"Take it, hogi" they seem to say,

" We will work again the harder.
After the next rainy day.

"And will fill again our'supers,
So that when the frost winds blow,

If you then would steal our treasure,
We stand guard all in a row.

And we'll sting with all our fury,
For it is our winter's store.

And if you should rudely take it.

We would search in vain for more."
- Progresxive Hee-Keepef.

Bees Doing Nothing.
Bees are doing nothing so far this

year. We had a terrible freeze here
March 24, everything being killed.

There was not a drop of honey till May
15. I had to feed a number of colonies.

I have not had a swarm yet. The'bees
are working in a few of the sections
now. A. BiSHER.
Callahan Co., Tex., July 2.

Poorest Season of All.

We have had several poor seasons
since 189U, but this season beats them
all, as from nearly 100 colonies we have
not had a single swarm up to date, while
bees are driving out drones as fast as
they hatch. We had almost constant
rain in April, May, and part of June,

DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Joxirnal -when writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
ping device is a fine thing
for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 30 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW- sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00 ; or for $1. 10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. VOBK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

" Bee-Keeping for Beginners.'' price 50 cents,

imparts the instruction. Price-Ltst free.

J, P. H. BKOWN, Augusta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

nilD DDIPC9 are worth looking
UUn rnillLO at. We are mak-
ing the new
Cbampion Cliall-IIi^re

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ 8 8

K. H. SCH.TIIDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

er- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
il.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

iT—1—T—f—T—T—T—I—T
T—T—I— JM

Whether Uncle Sam
sLmiki acquire new territory, we don' t know—
but WE snek conquests for I'aEe feuce in every
zone. It is OUR POLICV, you know.

PA(iE WOVE.N VilHK KENt'E CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

By Keturn B^atl.
Queens.

strictly 5-band or Golden Beauties. Untested,
50 cents. Teste. 1. SI. 00.

25A8t TEKKAL BKOS., Lampasas. Texas.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Excursion to Chautauqua
Lake

over Nickel Plate Road July 29 at one
fare for the round trip. By depositing
tickets with Secretary of Chautauqua
Assembly, same are available for return
passage within 80 days from date of

sale. City ticket olBce, 111 Adams St.,

Chicago, Van Biiren Street Passenger
Station (on the loop.) Telephone Main
3389. (43-28-3)
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and bees quit breeding during that time.

There is no sign of their working in the

supers as yet. If the fall flow is no
better, we may have to feed to take the

bees through the winter.
Max Zahner.

Johnson Co., Kans., July 12.

Slow to Go into Supers.

I have 30 colonies In 16x20 hives,

and think they are about the right thing

In this climate. I have a few colonies

that are doing finely, and some that are

slow to go into the supers. I wish I

could learn how to get them to start In

the supers. I am working for comb
honey, mostly ; am also getting ready
for extracted, as soon as I get enough
to work in the top stories.

Geo. H. Lawrence.
Juneau Co., Wis., July 9.

Very Dry Time.

The season has been a very poor one
for honey so far. White clover is all

gone—mostly dried up, bees working but
three days on it while it was in blossom.
Sweet clover is drying up, and unless we
get rain soon that, too, will soon be gone.
Catnip seems to thrive in spite of the dry
weather, but even that would do better

If It had rain. H. G. Qdirin.
Huron Co., Ohio, July 14.

Bees Did Well.

Bees did well until a few days
Basswood is not yet in bloom.

Chas. E. Crawford.
Oscoda Co., Mich., July 10.

ago.

White Clover Scarce.

I have 12 colonies, which I will run
for comb honey. I got but little honey
from white clover, as It Is very scarce.

Basswood Is just beginning to blossom,
and 1 expect a good flow from that
source. John V. Barker.
Miami Co., Ohio, July 3.

Honey-Dew.
There is plenty of white clover here,

but no honey. My bees are very strong.
I had several swarms. I examined the
bees last week, and took off about 100
pounds of " honey." my ! the black-
est, nastiest stuff you ever saw— honey-
dew of the very worst kind. But I will

try again for a fall crop. I gave them a
fresh supply of nice, new sections, and I

do hope the next take-off will be nice
honey, for lam fond of honey; but I

can't go the honey-dew. C. V. Mann.
Sangamon Co., III., July 10.

IIee-Keeper!«' Pliotogr-aph.—We
have now on band a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of tliem are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders, to
the Bee Journal ofSce.

Illinois.—The annual meetingnf Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association, will beheld
at ihe Court House. In Freeport, 111., Tuesday
and Wednesday, August 16 and 17, 1898. All
Interested in bees are Invited to attend.

B. Kennedy, Sec. New MUford, 111.

Large New Maps of CDCC
KLONDIKE-AUSKA-CUBA rKCC

To
free

#

(JS

all ivho order the People's Atlas of »« noiv ive irill send

y,cc ma2:>s of Cuba and Alaska, neirli/ eiifftined from the latest

qovevnineiital surveys and oijicial hiforiiuition. Size of each
map, 14: by 22 inches. The Alaska map aceurately locates the

Klondike eountry and other great gold-fields in that far-off land,

and the routes by which they are reached. A brief history oj

each country accompanies the maps. See our offer belou-

:

OVER 200 MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS

^

#

#
^
^

%

#

THE PEOPLE'S ATLAS eontiins over
Pases, eacU yy-v^f U by H inches. It giv
tory, of AH C'oiinties of the United State:

HANDSOME MAPS.-The hand-
some Maps of all the States and
Territories in the Union are large,

full pas;e, with a number of double-

pngp maps to represent the mo.st i m-
poitaiit states of our own country.
All Countries on the Face of the
Earth are shown. Rivers a.id

Lakes, the Large Cltifis ot the
World, the Railroads, Towns and
Villages ot the United States are
accurately located.

SPLENDID PICTURES embellish
nearly every page of the reading
matter, and faithfully depict
scenes in almost every part of the
world, it contains a vast amount
of historical, physical, educa-
tional, political and statistical
matters, comprising a General De-
scription of the World.

EACH STATE.—This Atlas gives
about each state the Population
for the Past .50 Years, History,
Miles of Railroad, Soil, Climate,
Productions, Industries, Educa-
tional and Religious Interests,
Interest Laws, Etc., Etc.

200 large JIaps and Illustrations, and 132

es llie Population of each State and Terri-

s, of American Cilies, by Last V. S. Census. ^

PEQPbE:'S

Z%

^^':?r»NO/'»=32)»g'>g3
,

IB€I

Miniature Cut (.f Atlas. Actual Size, 11 by 14 Inches.
THE UNITED STATES. — This

Atlas gives the Popular and Elec-
toral Votes for President in the

;^;rSl'TtrPres?^enls^kTriiuUural Productions, Mineral Products Homeste.,d

Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, Public Debt for the

Past 100 Years, Gold and Silver Statistics, Postal Information and Uther Infor-

mation that should be in every Home, Store, Office and School-room.

OUR BARGAIN PREMIUM OFFER ft

We will mail this great Atlas for only 50 cts.: or for $l.-tO we will send it with

the Bee Journal for one year ; or we will mail the Atlas free as a premium for

sending us one new subscriber (at .$1.00) to the Bee Journal for 1 year,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
lis Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Only 6 ek per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wbite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, In a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans

in one case, 6K cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-

pany each order.

I^~ A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8.

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE ff. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,

cash with order- _„_
5fi) lOIb 25B> 50tt>

Sweet Clover (white). .60 »1.00 $2.25 14.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

QEOBOE W. YOKK & CO .

118 Michigan Street. - CHICAGO. ILL.

The BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW has

added a new feature. It is called the

Department
of Criticism.

It is conducted by Mr. K. L. Taj lor. of La-

peer, Mkh'Rin. who Is a fair minded man and

a broad thinker. To this may be added years

of experience in a large apiary. He also, for

several years, had charge of the Michlttan

State Experiment Apiary, and made some of

the most practical experiments ever made

with bees.

Attempts at erltlclsm are often coucht In

language so apologetic and 'mealy-mouthed"

as to nearly rob them of all force; but Mr.

Taylor's criticisms are most vigorous in style.

and, thus far, his main shafts have been aimed

at the views and teachings of some of the

most prominent writers. It is my honest be-

lief that this department Is to result in un-

told good by warning bee keepers against the

fallacies that will creep into the Journals in

spite of the best of Intentions.

The editor of the "American Bee-Keeper,"

a man who has had years of practical expe-

rience with bees, writes me that "That new

Department of Criticism is a rare morsel." In

his journal he gives It the following public

notice

:

"In addition to its intensely critical con-

denst view of bee-writings, by E. E. Hasty, to-

gether with other markt improvements, the
Uee-Keepers' Heview has introduced a new
• Department of Criticism.' The initial C of

the department headlna: incloses a miniature
medallion half-tone of Hon. K. L. 'J ay lor, of

the Michigan State Agricultural College LHe
is not connected witu the College now.— Ed.

KeviewI. by whose very able pen the criti-

cisms are conducted. The Keview Is indeed

a unique publication— a credit to its editor

and an honor to Its supporters; and. la point

of interest to advanced apiarists, its new de-
partment is second to noneof tnose previously
establibht. We are prouJ of our sprightly,

artistic, and edifying exchange."

SPECIAL OFFERS.

The Review is $1.00 a year, but I am put-

ting forth extra efforts tor the sake of getting

new subscribers, and to any one not now a

subscriber I will, for only 11.50, send the Kk-

viEW one year and a fine tested Italian queen;

or for $:i.00 1 will send the Review one year

and 1.000 flrst-class one piece sections. The

sections will be shipt from any of the follow-

ing points: Flint, Mich.; Cliicago.Ill.; James-

town, N.Y.; Higginsvllle. Mo; Omaha, Neb,

or Medina. Ohio.

W. Z. HUTCIIIXSOX,
FLINT, MICH.

BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BY

G-eoree "W. York & Co.,
Chicago, Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Management nf an Apiary
'or Pleasure and Fruttt, by Thomas G.Newman.—
This edition has been largely rewritten, thoroughly
revised, and la " fully up with the times " In all the
taiprovements and inventions In this rapldly-devel-

oplng pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the successful manage-
ment of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the most honey in an attractive condition. It con'
tains 250 pages, and 245 Illustrations—Is beautifully

orlntedln thehlKhesiBtyie of the art, and bound
<ii cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

Lanerstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
I^adant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re-wrltteu, and Is fully illustrated. It

treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
ng. No apiarian library is complete without this

standard work by Kev. L. 1.. L-angstroth — the
Fatlier of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid. 81.25.

Bee-Recpers* Oultle, or Manual of the
Aplarv, by Prof A. J Couk, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book !s nut only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In beekeeping, but Is

interesting and ihorouulily practical and scientific,

it contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physloloK> of bees. 4tlU pages ; bound In cloth and
'ully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

i^clentlflc Qtieen-Kearlnar, as Practically
Appllfd, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
^be very best of V'leen-Bees are reared In perfect

accord with Nature's way. ITt! pages, bound la

Sloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

oyclnp:fdla of 4U0 pat:es. describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains 900 engravlnt-'S. It was written especially for

jegluners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z Ilutchlnson.—The author
>f tills work Is too well known to need further
lescrlptlun of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Yuu should read his book. 9(J

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated, Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-1&.eepln», by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is ft translation of his latest German bookoa
bee-culture. It has S50 pages; bound
^,D paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This Is a Germau translation of theprlnclpf' por-

tion of the book called litJKS OF HoNEV. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Hand-Boofe, for Bee-Keepers,
Thomas G.Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and Bv-Laws. with subjects for
Jlscusslon. etc. Cloth, gold-lettered Price, 25 cts.

Prartioal ITInt« to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How lo Winter Beee. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Why Kat Honey ?—This Leaflet te intend-
ed for FKRE distribution, to create a Local Market.
lOOcopies, by mail. 30ct8.-. 500 for $1.25; looo, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its

richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alsike Clover Leaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for 25 cts. ; 100 for 4U cts.; 200, 7Uc.

Apiary Keeister, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.

Price, for 50 colonies. 1 1.1 Kj; forioo colonies, $1.25.

f reparation of Honey for the Afarket.
'Deluding tiie proauctlun and care of comb and
sxtraeted huney. A chapter from Bees ANr
HuXEV. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Pasturaffe a Nece»»lty.—This book sug
^ests what and how lu plai 11 Is a chapter froc
3EES AND lloXEV. Price. 10 cents.

The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doollttle. It

details his management of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

>r. How^ard's Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McBvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof . A J.Coofe.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 2.) cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keepinp. by G,
R. Pierce. Result of 2r> years' experience. 30 cts.

HlHtory of Bee-AeBociallons, and Brief Re-
ort of the first 20 conventions. Price, 10 cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and prevention. Price, lOcia

Foal Brood, by A. R. Kobnke.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keeplns for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p . .illustrated. 25c.

Commercial Caleiilator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count'Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. *> cts. No. 2
in One artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-»boofc. Price. 6U cts.

Bienenzucht und Houls:gewinunng,
nach der neuesten methode (Germani by .7, F.

Eggers. This booli gives the latest, most ap-
proved metho is of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive style with illubtrations to suit

the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c.

Green'fit Fonr Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to. ist. How We Made the Old Farm Pay

;

2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate Kruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4lh, Genera) Fruit In-

etructur. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green.
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 04 pages, Illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kendall's Horne-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. Enghah or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and I*og-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

IVIaple Sagar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof.

A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, tor casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponlzing, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponlzing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Onr Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,-EveryLhing about Poultry Diseases

and their Cure. 64 pages. Price. 3o cts.

Poultry for ITIarket and Poultry for

Profit, by Fanny Fieid.-Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for

Profit, by Fanny Field.-All about Turkey-Raising.

64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Knral lilfe.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.-It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 els.

Haud-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Book Clubbing Oders.

(Bead Carefully.)

The tollowlng clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only ONE book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. It more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page

Following Is the clubblng-Ust:

1 Langstrothon the Honey-Bee 13.00

2 A B O of Bee-Culture 2.00

3. Bee-Keeper'sGulde.. 1.76

4. Bees and Honey I
Cloth bound!.... ... 1.6o

5 DooUttle's Scientific Queen-Rearing. l.<5

6 Ur. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10

t! Advanced Bee-Culture.. !;«
9. Blenen-KuUur [German! l.-O

11 Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper touudl 1.7o

13. Bee-Keepiug for Profit l.lo

14. Convention Hard-Book. l.lo

15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10

16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10

17. Capons and Caponlzing I-IO

1 8. Our Poultry Doctor l.iu

19. Green'sFour Books i-Jg
31. Garden and Orchard JJo
33. Rural Life • • JIO
25. Commercial Calculator. No. I l-jo

36 CommP'Clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40

27. Kendall's Horse-Book l-lO

30. Potato Culture {--o

2,1. Hand-Bookof Health ....... 1.10

34 Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush.... 1.^0

35. SUo and Silage .
1.10

36 Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng I..i0

37 Apiary Register dor 50 colonies)..

38 Apiary Register itor 100 colonlesl
1.75
2.00

The American Institulo of

Phrenology

Opens its next sl-ssicpii

SEPTEMBER^TMjJIjga.

Kor further particulars apply

Fowler & Wells Co.,

27 E. 21st St.. New York.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the L,arg:est Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,

and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wtlltest
BasS'WOod is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .TourDal. 7Atf

An Italian Queen-Bee Free

!

UNTESTED OR TESTED. AN OFFER TO
REGULAR SUBSCRIBERS.

FOR getting and sending us ONE NEW Subscriber to the Bee Journal for one year
(with $1.00 lo pay for the same) we will mall you, as a premium, one Untested
Italian Queen. For TWO new subscribers (with $2.00) we will mall one Tested

Italian Queen. These Queens are reared near Chicago, III., and are fine ones. Will

YOU have one ? Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Cliicago, 111.

"We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To Iiave a copy of

\i/\t/ Our 1898 Catalog iHtxiii

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
ISpccial Agent for Ibe Southwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low frelj?bt rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them tban we are. get-
Hag a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have esiabllsht a branch house at 17:30 South 13th St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not. we wilt say that our goods

, , ,
are par excellent. Pollsht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

colored trauDpurent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Hooey Kxtractors. and all other flrst-
clas sgoods. are wha-t we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto,un these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will beour customer In the future,

^Progressive Bee-Keeper. 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 2oo. Both for 65c.postpaid, hample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking
Address.

^^^^^ Mannfacturing Company, ^s^^^^ii^k., o°™a..a,Ncb.

Select-Tested Golden Adel Queens.
Each, $1.00. A practically non-swarming and non-stinging strain of golden bees. "Howto Prevent Honey Candjing " given to each customer. Tested Queen-;, each. 75 cents
^B^tf HENKV ALL.KV. Wenhain, Iflass.

HDNEY and BEESWAX
91ARKET QU0TAXI03IS.

Chicag'o, Jw y 7.—A little of the new crop
Is coming, and It sells at 11 to 12c for the best
grades of white comb. No ambers at present
on the market. Extracted is coming freely
from the South, and a little from the West;
white brings.") lo 7c; ambers, 5 to 6c. Bees-
wax, 27 to 30c
We do not look for a settled price on honey

before September; meantime the offerings
and demand will be limited to Immediate
wants. K. A Burnett & Co,

Kansas City, July 9.— New comb. No. 1,

white, ll@12c; amber, 10®llc. Extracted,
white. o@5^c; amber, •l@4Hc. Beeswax. 22
to 25c.
Old stock of honey all cleaned up. Few

shipments of new In market.
C. 0. Olemons & Co.

New Tork, July 9.—Comb honey : We
closed out all of our old crop some time ago.
We have received several lots of new crop
from the Soul h. good. No, 1 white, which sells
readily at lie per pound.
Extracted: Kecelpts of new crop from the

South are large. We quote: Common. 48 to
.hOc a gallon; gjod. 52 to 55c a gallon; choice,
5 to 5V4c pounJ, Demand is good, especially
for the better grades Beeswax remains firm
at 28 to 29c. Hilureth Bros. & segelken.

Boston, July 9.—Fancy white in cartons.
13c.; A No. 1 white in glass-front cases, 11 to
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie; No. 2, 8 to 9c. Ex-
tracted, white. 6 to 7c; light amber, 5 to 6c.
Beeswax, pure, in good demand with very
light supply, ;iOc.

At the present time the demand for both
comb and extracted honey is very light with
but little stock on hand.

BI.AKE. Scott & Lee.

San Francisco, July 9.—White comb, 814
to 10c; amber, 6H to 7!4c. Extracted, white,
5H@6c.; light amber, 43^ to 5!4c. Beeswax,
23(a25c
Small quantii ies of the new crop have been

oflered by sample, but uothlngof consequence
has been yet done In the same. There will be
very little white sage honey this season, but
a moderate amount from the alfalfa and tule
districts. Values remain as previously noted.

Detroit, July 9. — Fancy white honey is
lower and now quoted at lie. No. 1. acaiOc;
fancy darn. 7@8c: No. 1 dark. 6@7c. Ex-
tracted, white. 5@6c; dark. 4@5c. Beeswax
27(a28c.
There are no changes In quotations, and

very little desirable honey left, t^ales are so
slow that it Is dlllicult to quote. The poor lots
are being pusht at what they will bring.

M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis. July 9 —Honey much more
encouraging. Fancy white clover comb is
selling here now at 10H@ll>4c. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 5H@t)c; amber, 5c;
dark, 4@4V4c.
Outlook tor honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hall i Co.

Indianapolis, July 9.—Fancy white honey
11 to lac; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber. 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25
to 27c. Market appears to be well supplied
and sales are rather slow for this time of the
year. This Is especially true of the amber
and dark grades of comb honey. Beeswax Is
In good demand. Wal,ter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, July 14.—Fancy 1-pound sec-
tions. 1 l@l2c; .\ No. 1. 10@11 cent-j; No. 1
8(ai0c: amrier. 7@7>4c; dark and old. 6@7c.
Extracted, in barrels, kegs or pads, white, 6@
6'/4c; dark and amber. 4(a5c. Beeswax, 26®
28c.
Since our last the sales of honey have not

been large, altho a fair demand has ex-
isted and continues, altho the fruit consump-
tion makes .some difference' wltn eaters of
honey. There is not a very large supply of
old stock left, and we shall be In good order
for new crop tiiith extracted and comb. The
outlook is good, A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, July 9. — There is a very good
demand for strictly fancy 1.pound comb, at
10 to lie; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c.. and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount ot honey can be sold at this
range. Extract t"*! ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. B.\tterson & Co.

St. ^onis, July 9. — Fancy white comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to 10c. ; dark,
8 to 9c, Extracted, white. 5 S to6c. ; amber,
5 toSlFic.; dark, 4 to4Ho. Beeswax. 20 to 22o.

Westcott Com. Co.
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Talk about

....CombFouiidatioii
WE can now furnish the very best tbut can

be made from pure wax. Our Nenr Pro-
cess of inilllng enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It Is alway§ Pure and Sweet.
It is the kind that does not sag.
It is tlie kind you want.
If you once try it you will have no other.

Samples furnlsht FUKE. Large Illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FtTLL LINE OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
l-pouDd Square Jars, $4.60 gro«s.
liabels, <>0o sross; disc, on qaaulitles.
Italian ((iieens, 65c eacb.
Catalog PRUE.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases, Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

! dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MaunfactnriiiE Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Goods ^Ii"elr.?'''-

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
Bend mc list of Goods wanted. M. H, HUNT
Gabh for lleeswax. Bell Branch. Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "WTiting.

I AEISE
n^O 8AY to the readers
X of the

BEE JOURNALthat
DOOI4ITTLE

bas oonclnded to sell
-BKBa and QUKEN8-
In their season, during
1898, at thefoHowinR
prices :

One Colony of Itallana
on 9 Gallup frames, in
liKht Bbipping-boi $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 4500
1 untested queen, i oo
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 teste'l Queen... |i so
8 " Queens . 3 so
1 select tested queen 2 .o

S " " Queens 4 (X)

SeleclteBieU queen, previous season's rearing . 3 00
xtra Selected for breeding, thk vbry best. . ooo
About a Pound of BBB8 In a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, la.oo extra.

|V~ Circular free. ffiTing full particulars resam-
tbe Bees and each class of Queens.

Address ___ _

6. M. DOOUTTLE,
llA35t BORODINO. Onon. Co., N. r.

^Year Dadant s Foundation, y^e^ar

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because i:^ 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty.

Purity. JPirmness, I\o Sag>
crin;;. J\o I.,oss.

PAXKNX n'EEM PROCESS
SHEEXI.^Ci.

Send Name for our CataloK, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

ILKIfG^lfROTM @lf XHIS H@Tf]S7^^1EB, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by madl.

mT mLt%, TIMES.
CHAS. DADANT & SON,

Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaOCOCk Co., ILL*

OUR MOTTO-" Well Mannfaetiired Stock ! ({nick Shipmeots
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND ^

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of maklnR the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber Is used.

|#" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltlnsr.

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Fence and Plain Sections.

Weed New Process Fonnilation,

Cowan Eitractors.

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest matle,

Specialties . Doyetailed Hives-witli Danz. Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzenliater Hiyes.

No-Drill SMpping-Cases.

I

Gleanings in Bee-Cnltnre, Illustrated, Semi-MontMy.

Catalog of Ooods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
icnt for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BranelicOflStes

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
HINTS TO BEGINNERS,

BY

Author of "Bees and Bee-Keeping," "Pleasurable Bee-Keeping," etc.

No. 4.—SWARMING.
During the months of May. June and July the bees in all

properly-managed hives become, very numerous, and so

crowded, particularly in hot weather, that they cluster around
outside the hive, and hang in a large bunch from the en-

trance, unless more room is given by means of supers or by
enlarging the brood-nest. This clustering outside is the
usual and almost certain sign of swarming-time being near.

A swarm, composed of the queen and a few thousand
workers and drones, leaves the hive, and, after filling the air

for a few minutes generally forms a pear-shaped mass on the
branch of a tree close by. Unless the bee-keeper happens to

be at hand, the swarm may be lost to him, for in all probability
scouts sent out previous to the swarm, lead the merry throng
to a new home which they have prepared in a hollow of a tree

or elsewhere. Should that be the case, if they do not go direct

without clustering, they are almost certain to do so after be-

coming settled, unless they are quickly hived into a clean
straw skep, preparatory to being put into a hive of more
modern pattern. If the swarm is allowed to remain cluster-

ing for some hours, hiving becomes a difficult operation ; for,

altho when swarming, bees are good-tempered, they soon be-

come irritable if left in the sun ; therefore, hiving should take
place as soon as possible after the cluster has been formed.
Many bee-keepers suggest the advisability of hiving swarms
in the evening : this advice must refer to the re-hiving, be-

cause unless the swarm is secured as advised above, it may,
and most likely will, decamp. After it is safely hived it is

immaterial whether it is put into a modern hive then or in tin-

evening ; but certainly to ensure success the latter is advisable
as during a hot summer day the swarm, after being disturbed,
is more likely to take to flight than it is when hived, or ratler
re-hived in the evening.

Swarms leave the hive into which they are first placid
either because they have chosen another home, because tlii-y

are left in the hot sun, or because the hive is daubed inside

with some vile concoction with the idea of inducing the bees to

accept their new home. If a swarm leaves the hive into whiih
it is placed in the evening, it must be from one or the other
of the above-mentioned reasons, or it may, and most probably

is, due to the fact that it is a second swarm or cast. Casts are

headed or accompanied by virgin queens, which must leave

the hive to meet with the drone, and when they issue the bees

often accompany them. Sometimes they all return with the

queen from her wedding-trip, but it rarely happens that once
a cast leaves the new hive it again returns to found a colony.

The only satisfactory method of preventing this exodus and
frequent loss of the swarm is to put into the hive, when in-

troducing the bees, a frame of brood from another hive. Bees
very rarely desert brood, and the presence in the hive of such

a frame would doubtless keep the bulk of the bees at home
when the queen left the hive.

NATURAL INCREASE.

As soon as the flowers begin to bloom early in the new
year activity in the hive commences; and a slight examination
of the center combs on a warm day will reveal patches of

brood in the center of the combs. The queen commences lay-

ing slowly at first, but if the brood-chamber is not too large

—

that is, if there are not too many combs in it, and it is well

protected from changes of outside temperature—a gradual in-

crease in the number of eggs laid daily will be maintained.

But if there is a scarcity of food, only a regular supply given

by the bee-keeper will have this desirable effect.

The queen lays eggs for the first few months that produce
workers only ; then, as soon as the hive is becoming crowded,

she lays eggs in the larger, or drone, cells from which issue in

25 days drones. The appearance of drones is the first sign of

Section Fitted with Foundation.

the busy season, and should be taken as the guide for the time
when hives for swarms and supers for honey should be pre-

pared.
When the bees in the hives have become so strong in num-

bers, it is almost certain ttiat honey is coming in freely, and
therefore, if it is honey and not swarms that is required, some
kind of receptacle, that is, a super, must be put above the
brood-chamber in which the surplus honey may be placed. If,

however, room for the surplus honey gathered is not provided
by giving extra chambers, the cells of the combs in the brood-

chamber will be tilled with honey instead of being used almost
solely for brood-rearing. The effect of this is that if swarm-
ing Is not thus caused the colony is spoiled, as tlie empty cells

become less and less in number uniil the queen is "crowded
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out " altogether ; that is, she has really hardly any cells in

whioh to deposit her eggs. At the end of the season such a

colony will contain a large quantity of honey, and a small lot

of bees, most of them being then too old for many to be left

for spring work. It is therefore of great advantage to give
supers, for tho they do not at all times prevent swarming, the
carrying of surplus above ensures that the combs in the brood-
chamber are left for the use of the queen ; consequently, the
conditions enumerated above are reverst. The brood-chamber
contains little honey, but a large colony of bees, most of which
will be young ones, and just what are required for successful
wintering and satisfactory work in the spring.

It is most desirable, if swarming is to be prevented, that
laying-room should always be provided for the queen. This
is usually secured by the giving of supers at the commence-
ment of the honey-flow, so that the surplus honey is not stored
in the brood-combs below. But if, after this precaution,
swarms do issue, it is invariably due to the fact either that the
formation of queen-cells in preparation for swarming luid

been commenced before the super was given ; or that, tho the
bees may have commenced to store honey in the super, they
have been compelled hy a change of weather to leave the super
and crowd in the brood-chamber, thus producing the generally
acknowledged cause of swarming. Certain it is that if from
either of these causes crowding in the brood-chamber occurs
either before or after the super has been given, the issue of

the swarm is seldom prevented. If an increase of colonies is

not desired, a thorough examination of the combs should be
made, and the queen-cells, if any, removed. At the same time
the exchange of combs for sheets of foundation may stop the
inclination to swarm while the honey-flow commences, or until
there is a recurrence of fine weather.

When an undesirable swarm has issued it should be hived
and left until the evening, and then returned to the hive
where, during the interval, a rearrangement of the brood-
chami^er has taken place, and additional supers if necessary
have been added.

HIVING SWARMS.

Swarms settle in various places from which they are some-
times with ease dislodged, while on other occasions a little

skill and some ingenuity must be exercised before they are
safely settled in the hive.

All swarms should first be put into a clean straw skep. H
a swarm has settled on the branch of a tree a sharp jerk will
be sufificient to cause the cluster to fall into a skep held be-
neath. The bulk of the bees will fall into the skep, which
must then be turned gently over and set on tbe ground, one
side being raised by a brick, or something about that size. A
good entrance will thus be given, and it is necessary, because
at swarming-time the heat of the cluster is very great, and
ample ventilation is essential.

Great care must be exercised in hiving, so as to avoid
crushing a bee, for if the queen be killed the bees will return
to the hive from which they issued, while if a worker be
crusht, and the poison-bag ruptured, the smell of the poison
will irritate the other bees, and cause them to sting. Some-
times after being put in the skep the bees again leave and re-

turn to the spot where they had clustered. In all probability
this is due to the queen not being shaken with the bees into
the skep. She may be remaining behind, or have dropt on
the ground; if the latter, her presence will soon be ascer-
tained by several bees clustering on the ground around her.
If she is not on the ground, hiving must be repeated. Another
reason for swarms deserting hives is that they are left in the
sun. Being naturally in a high temperature, when under
such excitement, they are unable to bear the great heat their
exposure to the sun causes.

When a swarm has been hived the skep should be set
down on the shady side of the tree upon which the hive clus-
tered, or if that is not possible a white sheet should be thrown
over it.

The hive may be moved as soon as the bees have clustered
inside, to the spot where the swarm will remain for the rest of
the season. Re-hiving—that is. the turning out of the swarm
from the skep and running the bees into the hive they are
permanently to occupy—had better take place later in the
day ; because if disturbed while the sun is hot they may refuse
to enter the other hive, and fly away altogether.

Old-fashioned bee-keepers daub the inside of the skep, be-
fore hiving the swarm, with a vile concoction of beer and
sugar, or some other sweet, sticky substance, with the idea of
keeping the bees in the hive. Such an uncomfortable plan is

more likely to cause the bees to desert the hive, as when
they are shaken in their wings become sticky and many lives
are sacrificed. Such a practice should be discontinued.

IContinued next week.]

Bee-Paralysis—Attempts at Curing It.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

In answer to Prof. Cook's Inquiry on page 3TG, I will give
a brief description of the result of my attempts at curing bee-
paralysis.

In the first place, I want to state some of the peculiarities
of the disease. Considering the individual bees, the disease
develops very slowly ; the first symptoms are the peculiar
twitching so often mentioned, then a sort of slowness of
movements. This increases gradually. By that time the
affected bee begins to lose its hair, and finally becomes com-
pletely hairless and shiny, the stiffness gradually increasing
until the affected bee leaves the hive, to drag itself on the
ground until death terminates its existence. I will add that
the twitching ceases about the time the falling of the hair be-
gins. As to the duration of the disease, I cannot tell, it depends
how badly the bee may be affected, and at what time of its

life the disease was contracted. We may say, however, that
several weeks elapse during the evolution of the disease.

As to tbe colony itself, it also depends how badly It is

affected. The disease develops worse during the winter, and
when the spring comes the majority of the bees composing the
colony will have reacht the hairless stage. In consequence of
the weakness of the diseased bees, more or less spring dwind-
ling follows. Nevertheless, In most cases a start at brood-
rearing Is made, and by and by young, healthy, or at least
comparatively healthy, young bees appear In the hive and
gradually take charge of the institution. Eventually they see
that something Is wrong with the old bees, and expel them.
By that time the apiarist, not seeing any more shiny bees,
thinks the disease is cured. Nevertheless it is not. A close
inspection will reveal here and there a twitching bee, and
now and then some sick bees expelled by the others. These
are Invariably thought to be robbers, unless the apiarist Is

fully posted. There is, however, a difference between the ap-
pearance and the quick movements of a robber-bee and those
of a diseased bee.

During the summer very few bees, if any at all, reach the
hairless stage, either because they are expelled before reach-
ing that stage of the disease, or because they die of natural
causes before the disease has fully developt.

In badly affected colonies it may happen that the young
bees contract the disease so rapidly that they fail to expel the
old ones, and carry out brood-rearing and other work. Such
colony, as a rule, dies in the course of the year or during the
following winter.

The queen does not seem to contract the disease very
early in her life. The first effect seems to be a diminution of
her laying powers ; this leads to her superseding, which
almost invariably occurs during the second year of her laying.
If, however, the season is bad, and very little brood can be
reared, she may become so diseased as to lay infected eggs. In
such case trembling and twitching bees can be seen hardly
more than a few days old. In the absence of a microscopic
Investigation, I cannot prove that the queen lays infected
eggs, but the following case seem? to show It conclusively :

I had a colony in that fix, that is, showing the disease in

very young bees. The colony was pretty strong yet, the
honey-flow and temperature favorable, so, as an experiment,
I replaced the queen. Nothing else was done. By and by
the progeny of the new queen hatcht, but did not show the
disease at all at the beginning. Eventually the young bees
were numerous enough to expel all the old ones, and now the
colony is neither worse nor better than the others.

I first tried to feed salicylic acid, but I could not feed it

long enough to get satisfactory results. During a honey-flow
the bees will not take it ; during a dearth it Is difficult to feed
without starting robbing. I did not want any to go in the
surplus. I thought of fumigating, and then of putting some
medicated substances easily evaporated in the hive, so as to
make the fumigation automatic.

I tried carbolic acid and camphor. I put them in the
hives In the fall, and renewed them two or three times during
the winter. The effect was marvelous. When the spring
came not a shiny bee could be seen, and the colonies were
strong and healthy. The diseased bees that went Into winter
quarters were probably dead. But to my sorrow, the diseased,
twitching bees began to reappear about six or eight weeks
after the use of the camphor or carbolic acid was discontinued.
Applied in summer time the effect was the same. While the
camphor is there the disease will not show Itself, but will in-

variably reappear six or eight weeks after Its use is discon-
tinued. The Inference is natural, that the fumes of the cam-
phor or carbolic acid are strong enough to prevent the devel-
opment of the spores of the disease, but not to destroy them.

During the last five years I have used camphor every win-
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ter, and Invariably with the above results. As a rule, I do not

use It in the summer, because it gives the honey a sHght taste

and odor, enough to spoil the sale of it.

Sulphur is not good. In light doses it has no effect ; In

strong doses it kills a number of beei. The sick ones being
the weakest are sure to die, and then the operator not seeing

any more shiny bees. Imagines that he has cured the disease.

Changing queens, introducing young bees, etc., all have
the eflfect of increasing the number of young and compara-
tively healthy bees, and hastening the expelling of the old

ones. At any rate, no queen should be allowed to get old

enough to become seriously diseased herself, and a yearly re-

queening is considerable advantage.
It is not necessary to send for outside queens. The queen

bought elsewhere will contract the disease before long, and
will be disabled nearly as soon as one reared in the apiary.

Knox Co., Tenn.

Tobacco Smoke for Bee-Paralysis.
BY D. W. LIGHT.

On page 376 apiarists are askt to give their experience
with bee-paralysis. I divided a colony about the last of May,
last year, and in about two weeks afterward they began to

die— first the old bees and then the younger ones, until in

front of the hive there would be a handful or more every day.
Finally I called an old bee-keeper's attention to them, who
said It was the worst case he ever saw, and advised me to

sprinkle the bees and comb with salt water. I applied the
salt water about 4 o'clock in the afternoon. That night they
were all over the ground for a rod or more around the hive,

making a terrible noise. The next morning it lookt as if they
were all dead. The queens were very prolific, and there was
plenty of nectar.

I waited two or three days, and the disease did not abate.
Then I thought to experiment. I fixt up the smoker, put in

plenty of leaf tobacco, and took out the frames one at a time,
and held them in the air and sun for one minute each, and
smoked them thoroughly once a day for a week, when it had
entirely disappeared.

This last treatment began to check the disease from the
start. I do not know which one did the work, or whether all

were necessary. The next time I will try each one separately
and be satisfied as to which to ascribe the curative properties.

I have noticed in the Bee .Journal that the only remedy
bee-men mention for the disease is to give a new queen. I

think it would be wrong, as you would weaken the colony,
and the queens never show any symptoms of the disease. The
two cases I treated are as strong colonies as I have in my yard
of 11 ; they are all doing finely, with a good flow of honey.

Neosho Co., Kan., June 16.

Lime and Salt-Water Cure for Bee-Paralysis.

BY J. A. GOLDEN.

On page 376 Prof. Cook asks for information on the
treatment of bee-paralysis.

A few years ago I had an experience with the so-called
" bee-paralysis " which I will never forget. That experience
was publisht in Gleanings in 1893. I predicted that the time
was near at hand, if the disease were not checkt in its spread,
bee-keepers would have cause to look for other occupations.
That prediction is being verified throughout the milder cli-

mates, and Is experienced to some extent in the colder as well.
I have never been able to give more than a guess, or sup-

position, as to the cause of the so-called bee-paralysis, and I

have been successful in curing every colony treated by the
chloride of sodium method, while others report a failure by this

method. As it happens, I have two cases in hand that may
have some bearing on the question, and for the information of

others, I will give it here.
Having a queenless colony early In the spring, I sent

South and procured a queen. Introduced her, and in due time
the colony became strong numerically. It may seem strange
to the reader, but nevertheless true. I was glad to find those
bees badly Infected with bee-paralysis, many of the bees hav-
ing a dirty, black, greasy, starved look. (What next?) Well,
I just let them alone till hundreds were being dragged out of

the hive by the bees, and then what did I do ? Well, I want
to say to Prof. Cook, that I lifted all those frames out and
gave that hive a complete scrubbing with a strong brine ;

then, while damp, I put a handful of air-slackt lime in the
smoker and gave the inside of that hive a complete dusting.
I then took the atomizer and thoroughly sprayed the bees,

combs and all with a solution of salt water, tasting quite a
little salty. I replaced the combs and bees, and in three days
gave them another spraying, this time by lifting off the cover
and spraying down between the combs. In five days I gave
another spraying, this being June 18. That colony now has
a super of 2-4 sections of honey nearly ready to come off, and
1 defy any bee-critic in this broad land to discover a bee in

that colony Infected with paralysis, or any signs that it ever
had been infected.

The other case was a colony placed next to the colony
above described, which was treated likewise, and bears the
same recommendations. Those are the only cases in which
the lime was used in connection with the brine—that is why I

was glad, so as to test the lime In connection with the brine.

Morgan Co., Ohio, June 20.

A Rejoinder on Facing Comb Honey.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

I have been much amused and somewhat surprised at the
apparent general desire to " roast " Doollttle on the " gridiron

of Christian opinion " regarding what he said on pages 174
and 175 of Gleanings for March 1, 1898, relative to facing
comb honey. I have askt myself over and over again, why
those quoting from that article withheld from the public the
way Doolittle did crate honey, and advised others to crate it;

also what he said or intimated would be the result if I crated
in any other way, or by any other plan than the one given in

that article.

It would be as easy to prove by the Bible that any and all

men and women should hang themselves, as it was to prove
that Doolittle believed in facing cases with fancy honey, white
honey, and then fill up the center of each case with off grades
of white or buckwheat honey. And yet the way it was put to

the commission-men, and the way the quotation has been sent
out before the world, would lead any reader of the matter
who had not read the article in which it appeared in Glean-
ings, to think that Doolittle really did advise putting up comb
honey in accord with the quotation, when the whole import of

the article shows otherwise.
To be sure, I said it would not be '^ dishonest" to put up

honey where it was sent on commission, with white facers and
dark inside, and I note that only two out of the twelve com-
mission-men who reply, attempt to make any claim to dis-

honesty, and one of the two does not say that he thinks such
would be dishonest, but that some of his customers to whom
he sold such honey as m/tite honey " considered it dishonest,"

and that is Just the claim I have made under like circum-
stances. Some of the commission-men took pains to say that
such packing as the paragraph quoted allows, would be
" right," and could not be considered " dishonest," thus per-

fectly agreeing with the position 1 took, and in ail the discus-

sion brought forth I have failed to find a single word of proof
that would shake the position I took. Hildreth Bros. & Segel-

ken come out frankly and say, "We admit that any bee-

keeper has the right to crate his honey, face or mix it, just as

he chooses," and it is conceded by all, that what any person
has a riflht to do, cannot be dishonest, lor there is nothing
right in dishonesty.

Then these same commlsslon-men hint at the great under-
lying point in the whole matter, where they say that people
were not so much acquainted with comb honey a quarter of a
century ago as they are to-day, in which they really admit that
what might be considered by some dishonest to-day might not
have been so considered when the older bee-keepers first be-

gan the pursuit and sold their crop as 3.iohole,ox just as it

" came off the hives," as is so aptly put by R. A. Burnett «fe

Co. And if it was not dishonest to put up honey just as it

came from the hives 20 to 25 years ago, when did It cease to

be honest and begin to be dishonest ? This reminds me of

some saintly persons who think it perfectly right to play cro-

quet, but hold up their hands In holy horror where the same
parties engage in a game of cards.

But on one point we all agree, and had the very next sen-

tence of my Gleanings article been quoted there would have
been no discussion, for immediately following the last words
of the quotation—"and the producer thought it to his interest

to do." As found on page 371, American Bee Journal, I tell

every reader of that article that '
1 should doubt the wisdom

of such a course ;" which was tho same as saying that It

would not be desirable, financially or otherwise, for a man to

ship his honey with No. 1 facers, and fill in the center with
dark honey. In no way, except along the lines of honesty,
when sent on commission, did I "defend facing or improper
grading," as one party claims I did, and should never have
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written the paragraph going the rounds of the press, only to

combat the idea put forth by Mr. Snyder, that Improper grad-
ing was the cause of the low prices of honey as compared
with former years, during which years hocey was rarely

graded at all by the majority of bee-keepers.
My saying that I should doubt the wisdom of facing or

improper grading of honey ought to have stopt all cavil at

once. But, on the whole, I am very glad I wrote as I did,

and that this discussion has followed ; for, through the dis-

cussion, very much along the line of education regarding the
crating of honey has been brought out which otherwise would
never have seen the light. My shoulders are broad and strong,

and If the pounding of me (or even vituperation, as indulged
In by "Skylark") will bring out something of use to the
world, I can but rejoice. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

[We notice In the foregoing that Mr. Dooliitle thinks that

If we had quoted all he wrote for Gleanings on the subject of

facing comb honey, "there would have been ?io discussion."

Then we wonder how it comes that in the very same paper

where Mr. Doollttle's article appeared in full, there was such

a hot discussion, and "roasting " of Doolittle, that the editor

of Gleanings cut off discussion In that paper.

The weak point In Mr. Djolittle's defense Is where he

emphasizes the words " sent on comniission," just as If that

made any difference as to the honesty of the action. To our

mind that makes it so much worse, for then the commission-

man is made the scapegoat

To face comb honey for market is wrong, every time and

everywhere.

—

Editor. 1

Management for Extracted Honey.

BY JOHN NEWTON.

In running an apiary as I do, partly for comb and partly
for extracted honey, I usually select the strongest and best
colonies for comb honey, and the rest are run for " extracted."
When the spring work has been done—such as clipping
queens' wings, etc, and before the honey season opens— I see
that my extractlng-combs and supers are clean and in proper
condition for the honey season. My supers are the same size

as the brood-chambers, only one comb less is used ; eight
combs 8J4X16'4 comprising my extracting super.

As the season opens, my supers and queen-excluders are
brought from the store-room, the smoker is lighted, and the
bees smoked, the excluder placed over the brood-chamber, and
one super is put over the excluder on all colonies to be run for
extracting honey, aud are strong enough to need room. After
the honey-flow fairly opens I make It a rule to see what is

being done in the supers, or colonies not yet having extra
room, so that If more room Is needed it may be given at once.
1 never allow a shortage of room for storing. In doing so,

two objects are sought : One is to discourage swarming from
over-loading, and the other Is to receive the greatest amount
of surplus honey. I run all colonies two stories high. When
super No. 1 is about two-thirds full, It Is raised and super No.
2 placed under it.

I might here say for those who have not so many spare
combs, that It can be workt by extracting one-half of the
combs at a time, always placing the combs with the most
honey to the center of the hives. By doing this, you will get
well-ripened honey, and It does not allow the bees to be over-
crowded or in need of store-room.

As the season advances, and In four or five days after you
have placed on the second super, super No. 1 will be ready for
extracting, but here let us be sure that our honey is well
ripened before extracting. We all know that nectar which
the bees collect from the flowers Is thin and watery, and must
be fully evaporated to make the best honey. The bee-keeper
should be equally wise and not extract his honey until it is

capt over. This requires a little more labor of uncapping, but
then we get honey far superior, and the wax for our trouble.
We do not want honey that has been ripened artificially. All
honey should be allowed to ripen In the hives ; the honey will
have a better body, and Is superior In flavor.

Now we must see that our extracting and store rooms are
in good order—everything clean and tidy. When visitors

come to see me I never feel ashamed to show them into my
extractlng-room ; I know they will not be disgusted and depart
saying, " I do not want to eat any extracted honey If every
bee-keeper is as dirty as Newton ; It Is not fit to eat."

I have seen extractlng-rooms all daubed and sticky, and
the bee-keeper also. Let us put a good, clean article on the

market and command a good price. Have our extracting and
store-rooms In good order, the extractor placed In position on
a box or bench in good order, and high enough to let a pall
under the tap ; the honey-cans the same In the store-room
with the strainer secured around the top; uncapplng-can
placed In position, knife sharp, dish of warm water to place
the knife in when not In use uncapping, which will assist
much in the work.

My uncapping-can is just an oblong box with a bent tin so
as to drain the honey to one end and run It In a dish. My
screen for holding the cappings Is one of the screens of my
solar wax extractor. When the screen is full It Is placed in

the solar, and another one put In its place, and If it is a nice,

sunny day the same night we will have no cappings to wash
for vinegar, but they will be Into nice yellow wax, and th©
honey which was in them can be placed In the store-can none
the worse for going through the solar.

Now, when everything Is ready—the comb-box, wheelbar-
row, and the smoker going good—I proceed to the bee-yard
and go around to those hives from which I wish to extract,
placing the entrance-blocks on, and giving a few puffs of
smoke. This will cause an excitement, and warm up the
honey, and will greatly aid in extracting. We must be cau-
tious not to give too much smoke, which Injures the flavor of
the honey. Now proceed to that part of the yard at which
you wish to start, and after giving a few more puffs of smoke
in the top, tear off the quilt and take out one comb, placing it

at the entrance so as to give more room In the hive to shake
and brush the bees from the combs, and prevent killing and
making the bees angry, placing each comb as the bees are
cleaned from them into the comb-box. After all combs are
out, close down the hive, remove the entrance-blocks, and pro-
ceed to the extracting-room. Uncap and extract.

A little caution must be taken in turning the extractor:
Start slow, gradually getting up speed, and there Is not much
danger of breaking the combs. After extracting, place the
combs to one side until evening, then replace them on the
hives. If I was working, as I mentioned before, extracting
the half super at a time, I would carry a set of combs with me
and replace them as soon as the full ones are taken out. After
the day's extracting Is over, and all honey Is run Into store-

cans, cover up the extractor, uncapplng-dlsh, etc., so as to

keep them clean until needed again; and thus I work on un-
til the honey season Is over. During the last extracting the
bee-tent is usually brought into use to prevent robbing.

After the extracting season Is finally over, and all combs
extracted, they are piled three high on hives, with a quilt be-

tween the brood-chamber and supers, with a corner turned
back to allow the bees to clean them up, or, if placed In the
yard some distance from the bees, tiered up, the combs spaced
to allow bees access to them, they will soon clean them up.

But I prefer the former way, as it does not cause the same ex-

citement. After combs are clean and sweet, they are again
placed In the store-room with a sheet of paper between each,
until they are wanted again the following spring.—American
Bee-Keeper. Ontario, Canada.

Shallow-Scallopt Sections in Tiering-Up.

BY EDWIN BEVIN8.

Allow me to say to "Arkansas" (page 422) that his

trouble about tierlng-up arises from the fact that he uses sec-

tions which are not scallopt deep enough. When two sections

such as I use are placed side by side, the scallops make an
opening of H Inch. If separators are used that come up even
with the tops of the sections and divide this passage there Is,

of course, a Ji inch bee-space on each side of the separators;
and this Is ample for the bees to work through. With shal-

lower scallops I have had some of the trouble that "Arkan-
sas " complains of.

I cannot quite agree with Dr. Miller that it Is no great
matter if the bees cannot go up freely between the outside

sections and the side of the super. It Is a waste of time for

bees to travel around to the other side of the section In order
to get above, and there are times when time Is honey as well

as money. With a }-4-inch space at the sides the bees seem to

go up freely.

The Doctor's answer to "Arkansas'" second question
shows that he misapprehended his meaning. It was not the
space between supers that bothered "Arkansas," but the
space between the upper edges of the separators and the
scallopt edge of the section. " Arkansas " can get around his

trouble by using sections with deeper scallops, and also by
using separators scallopt on their upper edges.

Decatur Co., Iowa.
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How to Prevent Swarming—And at the Same
Time Get the Largest Yield

of Honey.

BY J. E. CRANE.

Well, now! That heading looks like a good one. The
only difficulty, so far as I am concerned, is that I do not know
just how to do it ; i. e., with every colony. To be sure, I can

remove the queen from every colony that I find preparing to

swarm, remove queen-cells, etc., to the end, but I may not in

this way get the largest yield of honey ; besides, how about

such colonies as swarm without so much as an egg in a queen^-

•cell, and evidently without thinking about it more than 15
minutes?

Again, we may shake a colony from its combs and give it

an empty hive ; but this does not always work, as I have had
them swarm under exactly these conditions ; besides, our

vision of finlsht surplus grows less very rapidly with this

treatment.
Another way is to produce a non-swarming strain, or

breed, that we can depend upon, that will keep right on stor-

ing honey to the close of the season without a thought of

swarming ; but as It may take from 50 to 100 years, or per-

haps much longer, to produce such a breed, it does not seem
altogether practical, especially to us whose locks are turning

gray. But this does not prevent us from doing what we can
to develop such a strain of bees. If but partially developt, it

would help in a degree. That some method is necessary is

•evident from the short time in which bees can gather surplus

honey. In this section of country about four weeks Is a full

average. Now, If the brood-chamber is filled with honey at

the end of the first week, and during the second week a swarm
issues, it will be well on to the fourth week before this colony

will be strong enough to go into boxes again to much purpose,

and this leaves only a few days for filling our clean white sec-

tions. Our new swarm will require from one to two weeks to

fill Its hive; and will be ready to go into the surplus depart-

ment just In time to start its combs, and then, as the flow Is

over, coat its sections with propolis.

There are some non-swarming devices, but as they have
not seemed to me practical, I shall not speak of them. But
what is to be done? Something must be done, or, In most
seasons we shall get little surplus honey and much Increase.

We have all observed, or mostof us have, that what will break
up one " broody " hen will not another. You can frighten

one from her nest and she will scarcely return to it again ;

while with others you can take them off and they will " set
"

on a board or on the floor, or even on their roost. You may
imprison them for several days, and when you liberate them
they will go back to "sitting " on sticks or stones with the

most provoking stupidity. It is thus with our bees ; what will

cure the swarmlng-fever In one colony will have but little

effect upon others. With one you can cut out the queen-cells

nearly ready to seal and they will give it up ; with another
colony It Is of no use whatever.

The presence of a large amount of brood in the hive ap-

pears to be the most exciting cause of swarming. This leads

me to the first method of preventing swarming. I remove
<every brood-comb and replace them with empty combs, or at

least those having no brood. While a little honey seems to do
no harm, a little brood given them or left in their hive may
upset our best Intentions ; for the colony Is apt to start queen-
cells upon it and then swarm. The brood-combs that are re-

moved can be given early in the season to any weak colonies,

and thus quickly bring them Into a profitable condition, while

the colony that would have swarmed, finding its brood gone,

usually gives up swarming at once and goes to work with a

will, quickly filling the brood-chamber with honey, and a mod-
erate amount of brood, and is again at work in the boxes. This
plan works well about nine times in ten, when perhaps the

tenth time they will start brood and queen-cells at once, and
out they swarm. This tenth time is apt to be where a swarm,
or part of one, has gone into our colony before we operated
on them. Strong colonies only should be treated in this way,
as having no hatching brood in their hive they soon become
weakened.

Another class of colonies, such as have a very moderate
amount of brood, or an old queen, or one we wish to supersede-,

we open their hive and remove the queen. If we can find her,

and cut out the queen-cells. Eight days later we again cut

out queen-cells ; and in from four to eight days more give

them a young virgin queen. If she is young enough, she Is

usually accepted and soon laying, and as the brood from the

old queen keeps hatching until near the close of the season, it

remains strong and does quite a fair business. If we fail to

find the queen we cut out all queen-cells every eight days to

the end of the season, and the queen usually disappears be-

fore that time, so we can give them a virgin queen.

But there are many colonies that have young, vigorous

queens of the previous season that we do not wish to destroy,

and we have not a sufficient number of dry combs to give

them. These we treat In another way. Finding the queen,

we remove her with a brood-comb, one from which the young

bees are just hatching, if possible, and place the comb with

another having considerable honey and one having a little

honey and no brood in a new hive, and after shaking off bees

enough from the combs of the hive from which the queen was
removed to make a good nucleus, when the old bees have re-

turned to the parent hive, we close It up, after making sure

the comb of brood we gave it has no queen-cells. We remove

all queen-cells from the hive from which we removed the

queen, that are likely to hatch within eight days. Of course

we return the partly-filled sections, and in eight or nine days

we again cut out all queen-cells, and later give a virgiu queen,

the same as we did to the colonies whose queens we destroyed.

This plan keeps us very well supplied with young queens.

In eight days we again go over our colonies, giving the

strongest ones preparing to swarm a full set of dry combs In

place of their brood-combs, and give these brood-combs to the

nuclei formed the previous week, thus quickly building them

up into profitable colonies that will sometimes give as much
surplus as the colony from which they were started. Italian

bees are at their best when placed In small nuclei ; they give

up all thoughts of swarming, and seem to store two or three

times as fast in proportion to their numbers as when in full

colonies.

I am apt to find some queenless colonies near the close of

the season. My young queens are frequently several days old

before I get around to Introduce them, as I have several yards

to look after. Then there are some that get mixt, and a part

of the bees appear to want an old queen and a part a young

virgin, and so, like some families that pull in different direc-

tions, neither get what they want. These I give two or three

brood-combs, and they usually come out all right. Some api-

arists return old queens to hives that have been unqueened,

but I have never succeeded in returning them satisfactorily.

In removing queen-cells I select the best and place in

nurseries to hatch, and thus keep myself well supplied with

virgin queens of good quality.

While the plan above outlined does not wholly prevent

swarming, it does prevent very much Increase—enough to use

all my old combs and keep my stock good ; and while I do not

get nearly as much honey as I believe I should if the bees

would give up the foolish habit of swarming, I have reason to

believe that I get more than I should by any other system with

the same expense. Of course, it will be understood that I am
working wholly for comb honey. Where a yard of bees is run

for extracted honey, a modification of this view should be

used.—Bee-Keepers' Review. Addison Co., Vt.

CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. SULLBR, OJLARENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. MLler dlreot.l

Several Que8tion§ by a Beginner.

1. I transferred a colony during apple-blossoming, from a

box-hive to a dovetail. I became over-zealous and fixt up

three frames with the old comb which had brood in and re-

placed In the hive. I find that the comb has sagged and sticks

to one or two other frames. Would you cut them apart?

2. Will the bees be likely to swarm after transferring?

They have not done so as yet.

3. I hived a swarm In what we call the "Lumber Dis-

trict," at Albany, some time ago. I lookt for the queen but

could not find one. I then took the hive with foundation

comb, turned the bottom up, sw^pt some of the bees into the

hive, then turned it right side up and placed the edge above

the remainder of the bees. They immediately began to run up

in the hive, and I now have them here In the yard. They seem

quite contented, and are working all right. Do you suppose

the queen is among them ?

1. From this same swarm I notice one drone-bee that goes
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in the same as the workers. Does he carry nectar the same?
If not, wliy should he act as he does, and remain away as iong
as if he were at worli ? And when he returns he remains in

the hive about the same length of time as the worlcprs do.

New York.

Answers.— 1. Yes, I'd cut them apart and straiRhten the

combs in the frames. Don't have any frame that you can't

lift out separate from every other frame.

2. They will do just about the same as if they had not

been transferred, altho in some cases the transferring would

have some eflect toward preventing swarming.

3. The great probability is that the queen is in the hive

with the bees. In hiving natural swarms, the queen is allowed

to run in with the rest, and it is a rare thing that the queen is

seen, and also a rare thing that she is lost.

3. A drone never gathers nectar from the flowers. He
goes out and exercises to work up an appetite, then goes into

the hive and takes a lunch. I don't know why that drone
times his trips like a worker.

Sliiny Bce§—Uoncy-Deiv for Winter.

1. I notice in two of my colonies a good many sleek, shiny-
looking bees, usually about eight or ten about the entrance,
and on lifting out the frames I find a good many on them.
The healthy bees are hard at work all the time endeavoring to
force these sleek looking ones out of the hive. They look as
if they might have been dipt in oil, and seem to be smaller
than other bees. I can detect nothing wrong Inside of the hive.

2. Our crop so far has been almost altogether honey-dew,
making a very dark honey of a disagreeable flavor. My crop
will not exceed 800 pounds from 56 colonies, unless a good
fall flow helps us out. The brood-chambers are full of this
honey-dew. Will the bees winter well on It ? Virginia.

Answers.— 1. Occasionally one or more such bees as you
describe may be found In different colonies, and no special im-

portance need be attacht to the fact. They have lost their

plumage, and that makes them look black, and also smaller.

A chicken looks smaller when all its feathers are pluckt. If

the number is large in a colony, and if the diseased bees have
a tremulous motion. It Is probably bee-paralysis. In the North
this seldom amounts to much, but it becomes a very serious

matter in the South. Very many remedies have been offered,

each one saying his own remedy succeeds while the others fail,

and that's about equivalent to saying that, as yet, no certain

remedy has been found.

2. Some kinds of honey-dew will do well for wintering,

but perhaps in most cases it is rather bad, especially if It is

very dark.

Cro^l and Crooked Combs.

I have several colonies of bees in dovetail hives that have
badly crost and crooked combs. Would you advise me to pre-
pare new hives, by fllliug self-spacing frames with full sheets
of foundation, and transfer all such colonies into new hives,
and then put a queen-excluding zinc sheet on top of the new
hive, and set the old hive with its unhatcht brood on top of the
new, In order that all the young bees may be hatcht and
reared, and not be destroyed ?

Or, would it be best to place the old hive at the bottom,
after the queen is secured in the new top hive, as then the
bees might still hatch the young brood out. and remove all the
honey in these crooked combs Into the top story ? and then,
after all the brood Is hatcht in the lower story, and no eggs be
deposited In it (the queen being at the top) I could remove the
old lower story, and melt the crooked combs. Virginia.

Answer.—The first question is, whether it may not be

possible with a little cutting to get the combs, or at least part

of them, separate and straightened in the frames. If the case

is so bad that this is not possible, then perhaps you will find

very little difference In the two ways you mention. If you put

the old combs above, you'll find more hooey In them. If you
put them below, you'll find more pollen In them. If you don't

object to having the honey in the old combs, perhaps it will

suit the bees better to have the old combs above.

1.^ v^
fhTrTniiiiinTrrrTmnTT
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the center again at midnight. The next day she does the

same thing again, only going in an opposite direction, or

toward the opposite side of the hive, which brings her on one
of the two outside combs of brood, between the hours above
mentioned.

" Very early in the morning or late at night I rarely find

a queen on either of the outside combs of brood, but midway
between them and the center of the brood-nest, while at from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 1 find a queen on one of the outside combs
of brood, nine times out of ten, providing the brood-nest is in

a normal condition. If an empty comb is inserted anywhere
in the brood-nest, the queen will be quite likely to be found
on this comb 24 hours later ; but in such a case the brood-nest
would not be in a normal condition."

Consumption During Season of Repose.—M. Leon Du-
four says that in his part of France this season lasts eight
months—from Sept. 15 to May 15—and may be divided into

three periods

:

The first period is from Sept. 15 till Oct. 15. During this

period there is still activity, brood is present, and altho there
are some days when nectar Is gathered, the consumption is

considerable, varying from three to five pounds.
The second period Is of four months, from about the mid-

dle of October till the middle of February. During this time
there is no brood, no work, and the daily consumption is light,

amounting to 11 to 13 pounds for the four months.
The third period includes the end of winter and the be-

ginning of spring, the three months from Feb. 15 till May 15.
Activity returns, flowers become increasingly abundant; some
days the hives increase in weight ; but the weather Is very
variable, the activity of the bees and the feeding of brood re-

quires abundant nourishment, so on the whole there is heavy
consumption, the loss in weight varying according to the
colony from 16 to 20 pounds.

At least 'i'i pounds must be left for winter stores.

—

L'Aplculteur.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co., of New York State, for
three months this season had an unprecedented rush of bee-
supply orders. But it seems they were able to give their cus-
tomers more prompt service than many of their competitors.

Dr. a. B. Mason, of Lucas Co., Ohio, Secretary of the
United States Bee-Keepers' Union, wrote us July 18 :

" I never saw bees so busy on sweet clover, and still they
are getting very little surplus honey."

Mb. W. Bowling, of Ontario, Canada, wrote us recently :

"The Bee Journal is a first-class bee-paper, that tells one
where to get first-class bees and first-class honey ; and also is

a first-class kicker against adulterators. I wish you every
success."

Mr. O. O. Poppleton, now in Brevard Co., Fla., writing
us July IS, said :

"We are having another little spurt of honey-gathering,
which may increase my average yield from lU to 20 pounds
over former estimate of 80 pounds (on page 4-11)—a good way
to be disappointed ; and I have, besides, 25 per cent, increase
—a little the best I have done since the big freeze In 1895.
Things are partially recovering from the effects of that freeze,

but it will be many years before the phenomenal yield of Ib'Jl
can be repeated."

Mb. W. a. Pryal, of Alameda Co., Calif., writing us on
July 14, reported :

" We did not have any rain to speak of since I wrote you
previously. The rains then helpt out some, but not enough to

do any great amount of good. Aside from the diy weather
the season is a nice one, tho it could be improved In a few par-

ticulars. But as man cannot improve the weather any, wh;ii

is the use of complaining?
"This city has had Its wish gratified. We have a camp of

soldiers on this side of the bay. They are at Frultvale, a sub-
urb of the city, four miles to the Ea.'Jt. I am four miles to the

North, opposite the Golden Gate. So 'soger boys' are a com-
mon sight on the streets of Oakland. They are members of

some of the California regiments, and we wanted some of the
Eastern boys so as to show them some of the nice things here-

abouts."

Mb. W. L. Coggshall, of Tompkins Co., N. Y., writing

us July 17, reported:

"A frost July 11th and 12th, when basswood is In full

bloom, and no rain since, with North winds and cool nights,

has the effect to make bee-keepers blue. We'll have the

shortest white honey crop In eight years ; so I helpt the men
(4 of us and a boy) put up 100 tons of hay in just 15 days."

Mr. Thos. G. Newman, of San Francisco, Calif., General

Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Union, writing us July

16, said :

"The high winds here, about nine out of the twelve

months of the year, make bee-keeping almost impossible in,

around and about San Francisco. It Is all that the bees can

do to gather enough to live on, altho we have pasturage

for them In abundance. Further south and east they often do

well, but here, never. The great drouth all over the southern

part of the State will make this year's crop of honey very

short."

Mb. E. B. Gladish, Secretary of the Leahy Mfg. Co., of

Missouri, called on us July 21. He had been on a two weeks'

vacation to Niagara Falls and then back again, calling on the

A. I. Root Co., of Ohio, after which he crost the State of Mich-

igan, and Lake Michigan, and then visited several manufac-
turers of bee-supplies in Wisconsin.

It is surprising how some of the bee-supply manufacturers
travel around. It almost tempts us to go into that line of bus-

iness, for we have always had a great desire to travel, but are

simply held down In our office all the time trying to get out a

bee-paper every week. But " what can't be cured must be

endured," we presume, and so we will have to be content to

remain at home, and let others do the traveling around.

"H. E. Hill is now editor of the American Bee Journal,''

is the way the Australian Bee-Bulletin announced it when Mr.

Hill took the tripod of the American Bee-ivecjjc?'. Editor Hill

comments on the excusable error as follows :

"The similarity of names is doubtless responsible for the

antipodal confusion. But we can stand it If Bro. York can."

that
Why, certainly, we can stand It. It's the truth generally

J hurts. Whatever anyone says of or against us that Isn't

true always hurts the sayer more than it does us. Of course

It is a little unfortunate that the American Bee-Keeper wasn't

called by some other name, for, like the rose, if called by a

different name it would be "just as sweet."

Mr. Paul Van Stckle, of Porto Rico, has just lately been

visiting Editor Hill, of the American Bee-Keeper, who says :

" Mr. Van Syckle was for a number of years located in

Cuba, where we made his acquaintance and enjoyed his hospi-

talities. An apiary at San Juan, Porto Rico, constitutes a

part of his present industrial interests, of which he expects to

soon be in charge again. He relates a story of home markets,

good prices, profusion of nectar-ylelding flowers, and general

favorable conditions, that makes us fairly 'homesick' for a

Porto Rican bee-ranch."

Very likely by the time this number of the Bee Journal

reaches its readers, Porto Rico will be under the flag of the

United States.

Mr. W. S. PouDi B, of Marlon Co., Ind., wrote us as fol-

I)ws July 18

:

" I start for Atlantic City to-morrow morning for 10 days'

rest. I never workt so hard in my life as I have this season,

and I know you have workt hard, tjo. I wl^h you could join

me on the trip."

Thank you, Mr. Ponder. Indoi'd we would like to go with

you, but we couldn't possibly get away, for the Bee Journal

requires our constant attention. A weekly bee paper, and no

helper that can bear the brunt of the work, ties us down pretty

closely. Others will have to take the vacations, and we will

remain home and report them.
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"Geo.," I don'tfeel badly about It. I look upon it as a mark of

Rood fellowship, or comradeship or friendship. It's only to

the fellow to whom you feel "chummy" that you ever give a
nickname, or cut his name down to an abbreviation. Ameri-
can Bee Journal is a long name. It's almost as bad as William
Zenas Hutchinson. Its editor may request us to spell it all

out every time we write it, and we may do It because we like

him and wish to please him, but when we get to talking one
with another, It will slip out "A. B. J." in spite of all we can
do. Wherever I go I always hear it referred to as "A. B. J."
All orders and correspondence that come to me in reference
to the American Bee Journal, call it the " A. B. J." Bro.
York, himself, in his letters to me always uses this abbrevia-
tion. If we could simply contract it to the one word "Jour-
nal," as we can " Bee-Keepers' Review " to simply " Review,"
or "Gleanings in Bee-Culture" to "Gleanings," it wouldn't
be so bad ; but to have to write it all out each time—well, it

shows that we have some regard for the feelings of its editor,

and that is all It does show— in the Review. Of course, if I

were writing an article for some paper outside of our special
class organs, I should most assuredly refer to it as the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, and do it it with pride, too, but right in our
own family, where every one will know exactly which journal
is meant, it seems as tho we might be indulged that much.
Bro. York, won't you reconsider, and allow us, right here at
home, when there isn't company, to use that short, chummy
abbreviation that has slipt off our tongues and the points of

our pens so many times—A. B. J.?

W. Z. Hutchinson.

Had Mr. Huchinson read our remarks on page 425 mare
careftdly, he wouldn't have writtett one-quarter of the above

extract, for we plainly said that we objected to the use of the

letters "A. B. J.," when meaning the American Bee Journal,

i7i public 2)rint. What do we care what people call it In their

private correspondence or conversation ? Why, they can call

it " A. B. J.," " B. A. J.," " J. A. B.," or anything else they

please, outside of public print, and we won't object at all.

Really, it is the editors of some of the bee-papers that

need to learn that giving Jthe initials of a paper from which

they copy is no credit at all—neither to themselves nor to the

papers they copy from.
" William Zenas Hutchinson " is not a parallel illustration

at all, so need not be noticed further than to say that of

course no editor would be guilty of copying an article that was
vfritten by Mr. Hutchinson, and then sign it " W. Z.," or " W.
Z. H.," and call that a proper credit. But we are now talk-

ing about publications, and not about "chummy" names.

We said ive were the highest authority as to how our

journal should be referred to t?i public print. To this state-

ment Mr. Hutchinson says : "I suppose that is true"—he
isn't quite sure of it. II that isn't "cool" we don't know
what Is. If we are iiot the highest authority in this matter we
think It is time we are finding out who is. Surely, not a

man who hasn't a cent invested in the American Bee Journal.

Now, we don't want'any editor to print in full the words
•' American Bee Journal " just because he regards our feel-

ings, nor because he wishes to please us—those reasons are

too weak to consider at all. We want him to do it because it

is only simple Justice so to do—because he has no rig?iJ to copy
original articles or ideas, and then not give full and intelli-

4;ent credit for them.

On page 208j of the July Review, second column, after

referring to something Mr. Dadant said in this paper about
feeding, Mr. Hutchinson has " A. ^. J., 162." That might
mean " American Ayit Journal," If there were one by that

name; but of course he meant the American Bee Journal.

Then why not say so, if Mr. Dadant's remark was worth
mentioning in the Review '?

We stand ready—as we have always stood—to credit

other bee-papers for what we take from their columns in just

the way their editors wish us to credit them ; and we have a

right to expect that the editors of the other papers will recip-

rocate that readiness.

In reply to Mr. Huchlnson's final question, we must say

firmly, but kindly, ?io—if he refers to public print. And we

weuld say to any and all editors, whether of the apiarian or

agricultural press, if you are not willing to give the Ameri-

can Bee Journal proper credit for what you consider worth

taking from its columns, then don't take it. We are not beg-

ging editors to copy from our columns, but we are perfectly

willing they shall take all they want, provided they always

give credit therefor as they should—to the American Bee

Journal.

The United States Bee-Keepers' Union
has a very nice bit of attention given it by way of a full-page

engraving in the American Bee-Keeper, showing the nine

officers, each one ingeniously set in a honey-comb cell. The
likenesses are excellent. Two editorial articles, together with

an article on " The Power of Association," by General Mana-

ger Secor, set forth the value of the organization and the wis-

dom of securing^membership therein. The editor thus men-

tions the case of a Pennsylvania bee-keeper for whom trouble

is brewing

:

" He has kept bees for 15 years without a thought of any
unpleasantness; but, like hundreds of others, his hour has
come, and we regret sincerely to state he has no claim upon
the Union's protection."

It is a good plan to ^get under shelter before the storm

comes. Besser you jines der Union righd avay qvick !

-.-»

Asking; Questions.—A subscriber in Jamaica wants

to know whether he can ask questions to be answered in the

Bee Journal. Certainly. Any regular subscriber to this

journal has the right, and is invited, to ask questions, which

will be answered in print, unless they are such simple ques-

tions as can be answered by reading any of the many books

devoted to bee-keeping. Of course, no one would begin to

keep bees without getting a good book in addition to the

American Bee Journal, or some other good bee-paper.

Actually, a year or two ago a subscriber askt If the queen

lays her eggs in empty cells, or in those first filled with honey !

Think of taking time and space to answer such a question In

print !

After referring to your text-book on bees, and you find you

are unable to solve any problem relating to your case, then

send in your question, and our " special nut-cracker," Dr. C.

C. Miller, will do his best to help you out of your difficulties.

The Xames and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Xlie Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,

with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.

^-.-•^

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-paKe pamphlet
especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the

pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-

sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper In working up a

home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these

prices: A sample for a stamp ; 25 copies for 20 cents; 50
for o5 cents; 100 for 65 cents; 250 for $1.50; 500 for

$2.75. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.
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FOR THE READERS OF THE
AITIERICAX BEE JOURNAL.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of ' Bees and EeeKeeplng," " Pleasurable Bee-Keeping," etc.

Mr. White Is owner of one of the largest apiaries in the
country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-

ject. He Is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils in England. He will treat

the subject in a

Series of Mue Illustrated Articles

:

1. General and Introdactory. 4. Sn'arming.
2. Bees. 5. Hiveii.
3. Handling Bees. 6. Foundation.

7. Superlng.
8. Diseases.
9. Wiuterlug

This is a series of practical articles that bee-keepers of

the United States will not want to miss reading. They will

appear only in the American Bee Journal.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the
last six months of 1S98, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of

this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical
English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

The balance of l§9§ for only 40 cenfs—
To a KEW Subscriber—Ibuo making it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent In stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber

already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get

their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,

your choice of one of the following list, for each new 40-cent
subscriber you send:

For Sending OXE Bfew 40-cent Subscriber :

1 Wood Binder for a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cilpplnir Device
3 Handboot of Health—Dr.Foote
4 Poultry for Market—Fan. Field
5 Turkeys for Market—Fan. Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor—Fan Field
7 Capons and Caponlzlng—Field
8 Kendall's Horse-Book
9 Mullen's Horse Book

10 Foul Brood—by Dr. Howard
11 SUo and Silage—by Prof. Cook
12 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood—by A. R. Kohnke
14 Muth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 15 •• Honey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 Kural Life

For Sending TWO Kew 40-cent Subscribers :

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four Books
3 Kopps Commercial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeplng tor

Profit
5 40 "Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Problem In Bee-Keeplng

—by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's "Bee-Keeplng for
Beginners"

9 Blenen-Kultur—German
10 Bees and Honey—160 pages

—

by Newman
11 People's Atlas of the World

All Kew Subscriptions Begin July 1.

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send In

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a
premium.

Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest

list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few nev»

subscribers will kindly do so.

OEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

Be It Known
To all men, we are prepared
to fill orderH promptly tor

CHOICE QUEENS stV^nro?
Golden or l>eather-Colored Italians. ...

Tested $1 00: Untested—one. 7.ic; three,
$1.50. After July 1, 50c each. Kemlt by Ex-
press Money Order, payable at Barnum. Wis.
One and two-cent stamps taken. Address.

ATaBi MMmm S- "Wllllanas,
25Atf BAKNUlfl, WI»i.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog. MlliSESOTA BEE-
KEEPERS' StrPLV MPS. CO., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION °o"|l,''^*T'°''

Can do the work of four
men using band tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Kabbetlng, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalo^ae Free.

SEMSnA FALLS inFG. CO.,
*6 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

RFFS? Florida l(aliait ((rFm?
Tested Queens, 81.00 each; Untested, 50c.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. L. CARRIKGTON,
llAtt De Funlak Springs, Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

m>)f,»frS!<^m,-im:&s.^m^sii^*f^SA^

Whooping' Up on Basswood.

Bees are booming. I have taken
4,000 pounds to date, and I am In the
midst of the basswood flow. I have
taken off 2,000 pounds the last 7 days
from 100 colonies. .1. Messisger.
Juneau Co., Wis., July 16.

Too Wet for Honey.
The honey crop so far is short. Like

In all other localities, there was a pro-

fusion of white clover, but too wet to

secrete nectar. We had a copious rain

last night which will help the fall crop.

B. Frank Hoover.
Whiteside Co., 111.. July 20.

Working on Acorns.

Clover bloomed well but did not yield

much honey. I think It was too wet in

the spring, and it is too dry at present,

but there Is still some white clover In

bloom in the low places. Bees did not

swarm much in this locality—had only

six natural swarms from ti5 colonies,

spring count. They are storing some
honey in the surplus departments, but It

is dark lu color. This dark honey must
come from the acorns. Five years ago I

got some dark honey that I thought
came from flax. But it was awfully

dark, and of peculiar flavor. Corn Is

50c^TestedQiieeus^50c
For tbe next 30 days I will sell Tested Queens

reared from the best Italian stock at

50c each—or $5.50 per dozeu.^
Untested, 40c.-or 3 for $1.00. Safe arrival.

f. J, FOREHAND, Fort Deposit, AlaUaina.
J8A3t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Best Basswood

Honey in

Barrels ^
We have a limited number of barrels-

of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 280 lbs.

which we are ofl'ering at 7 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEOBGE W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

]II,,AK»™ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
mum !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.
In stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mntb & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
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'^AHueeplyDeceiver.^^

"He fools his customers by sending more
than 18 expected."—See page 105. current vol-
ume Bee Journal, and ask for tne free pamph-
let referred to. I am now prepared to fill or-
ders promptly with fine yelldw-to-the-tip
QUEENS, at Toceach; 3 for «i 00, or 6 for
$3.50. Purely-mated Queens reared from the
best stock and by the beet method known, is

what I furnish, and will prove It lo all who
give me a chance. Money Ordtr Office, War-
renton.

Address, W. H. PRIDGEN.
23Atf Creek, Warren County, N. C.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing,

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. 81.00. Un-
tested, 75c Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at J2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5.00. Satlal'actlon guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
8Att GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Snpplles ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter 8. Ponder,

'i.i */ r\ h/rt/ftM^X
*" 51'.i Mass. Ave.,

W/,i(Jip0VDt.a5«) Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

TO GET YOUR

^Z^ QUEENS ZXt
Is of H. G. QCJlRliN, of Bellevae, Ohio.
Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables hltn to furnish the
best of Queens—Golden Italian— Doolittle's
ptrain—warranted purely mated, 50c: 6 for
$2 75. Leather Colored same price. Safe arri-
val. Will run 1.200 Nuclei, so there wlit be no
wall ing: for your Queens. No postage stamps
wanted. 23Al6t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's Goods at Iheir prioen. I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremout, Iflicli.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Southern Home of the Honey-Bee
will continue to rear none but the BEST
QUEENS. Untested. 50 cents; Tested, Jl.OO.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDLER, Prop.,
President of National Queen-Breeders' Union,
^4Atf Beeville. Texam.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BEES AND QUEENS
FOR SALE...

Queens, $1.00; alter August. 50 cents. Mrs.
A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa. 27A6t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

Excursion to Saratogfa, K.Y.,
and Return

via Nickel Plate Road, account Youdr
People's Christian Union of United Pres-

byterian Church. Tickets to be sold

Aug. 1 and 2, with return limit of Aug.
81, by depositing them with .Joint Agent
at Saratoga, E.tcellent dining-car serv-

ice, smooth road-bed and luxurious sleep-

ing cars. For full particulars address
J. Y. Calaban, Gen'l Agent, lit Adams
St., Chicago. Van Buren St. Passenger
Station. (54-30-1)

ITALIAN

just beginning to bloom, and I think I

will get better-looking honey from corn
and black-heart weeds, which are very
plentiful in this locality, and have not
failed to yield nectar In six years.

Golden-rod and Spanish-needle are very
plentiful here, and always yields some
honey. Will some one tell me something
about honey from acorns?

I became interested In bees about a

year ago, and have been attending to

Jacob P. Wirth's bee-ranch. I like to

work with bees. I have seven colonies

of my own In fine condition.
Anna Messier.

Henry Co., 111., July 16.

Bass^nrood Good While it Lasted.

Our honey harvest is over for this year,

I think. Basswood opened July 2, and
closed July 18. It was good while It

lasted, and the honey secured will prob-

ably pay expenses and leave a margin of

profit, especially If we get the better

prices that we look for.

Habry Lathrop.
Green Co., Wis., July 21.

No Swarms and No Honey.
There have been no swarms In this

locality, and I have been examining my
hives and find them all full of bees and
sheets of brood, but no honey.

John Craig.
Macoupin Co., III., July 18.

Seeded to White Clover.

Mr. Messlnger, my neighbor, has taken
over five barrels of honey, mostly white
clover. Our country has come In freely

to white clover this year; one would
think the whole had been well seeded by
some one. My bees are doing finely.

Mr. Messlnger never extracts any from
the lower story. He wintered about 100
colonies. Geo. H, Lawrence.
Juneau Co., Wis., July 12.

He Keeps in the Lead.

I have mailed a picture of my small

apiary, which Includes eight colonies, of

which I am very proud, and hold the

lead of all in my neighborhood for getting

the largest quantity of honey, altho all

the bees around have the same chance
to gather It. All there is to gather from
grows wild, and when the white clover

is gone we take off the sections and
apron them down. I believe I am the

only one here who takes the Bee Jour-
nal, and that Is what helps me to keep
in the lead. This Is only my second
season with bees. Chas. S. Cocuran.
Baltimore Co., Md., July 19,

[Thanks for the picture, Mr. C.

—

Ed.]

Not an Ounce of Surplus.

I began wlth5ii colonies In the spring,

and up to date they have not stored an
ounce of surplus honey. Too much rain,

A. B. Bates.
Franklin Co., Mo., July 16.

Failure of Alfalfa to Yield.

I see it stated that alfalfa does not

produce any neotar In Iowa. Perhaps
the land on which it is grown may have
something to do with Its failure to give

out the nectar. I have In mind two
pieces of alfalfa— the one is on first bot-

tom land, and tho a creek runs along one
side of the alfalfa and there is good

A Book Reeomiuended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEW METHOD
Ira Mealth aradl Disease.
By W. E Forest. M. D., 12th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This ia

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Phtsician, and as

A <jiiiide to Healths
It makes the way from WeaUness to^

Streng^tli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
l>e sick, and the well who will follow ita

teachings cannot l>e sick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the us&
of Nature's remedies, not a drug^
treatment.

All Clironic Diseases

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the ' -V('«' J/fWod.s " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con>
siiniptire have been entirely cured.
While for ICiieumatisni. Indlg'es-
tion, Ikyjspepsia, ConKtipiilion,
Uysenliiry, Liver and l^i«lney
XroiibleN. Catarrli. Kniacia-
tion. <jreneral l>cl>illtj', Nerv--
ous I'>xliaii!«tion, Ikiseaisies Pe»
culiar to Women, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Ciiiarantee.

So confident are the publishers of the-

results, that they offer to refund the
moiley to any one who will try " New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Xlie I\eM- Edition

is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was $2.50, we sell this at $1.00, postpaid;
or club it with the Bee Journal for one
year—both together for -Sl.OO.

PRE.UIIJM OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to

the Bee Journal for one year, we will

mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-

vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOBGF W. TOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Yellow liitested UiiliaR

(|iieeiis, 65 cents Eiich.

Sure to please. T. N. BKIGGS, Marlon, Mass.
LARGE
Please mention the Bee Journal. 28A4t

The Nickel Plate Road
will sell excursion tickets to Chautauqua
Lake and return on July 29 at one fare

for the round trip, with return limit of

30 days from date of sale by depositing

tickets with Secretary of Chautauqua
Assembly. Tickets good on any of our
through express trains. Cheap rates to

many other points East. Communicate
with this office, 111 Adams St., Chicago,

for any further information desired.

Van Buren Street Passenger Station,

Chicago (on the loop,) Telephone Main,

3389, (44:-28-3)
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

diieen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
pine device is a fine thing
for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for SO cents; or will send
it FREE as a premium for
sending us ONE NEW sub-

<^'' "^ scriber to the Bee Journal
for a year at $1.00; or for §1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. VORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILL&

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Oneens for Business,

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping for Beginners," price 50 cents,

Imparts the instruction. Prlce-Llst free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Augnsta, «a.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-OUR PRICES

ing the new
Champion CIiali-HiTe

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you S J»»

K. H. SCHniDT A: CO.,
Boz 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
oompletely than any other published, send
41.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
tor bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

liiberal Discounts to the Trade.
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TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written In the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Bkk-Keeper's Guide."

Given For 2 New Subscribers.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium Is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two Kew Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with »2. 00), and we will mall you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book fkee as a premi-
um. Prof . Cook's book alone sent for II. '35,

or we club It with tde Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 3 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for It'

Will you have one '

8E13t

GEORGE Vr. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, HI.

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We have the best equlpt factory In the West. Capacity

1 car load a day ; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety of everything needed In the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illiititrated Catalog:, Ti Pases, Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal-

vanized steel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address,

E. KRETCHIfIEK, Ked Oak, Iowa.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

Golden Italian Queens Cheap

!

Two-frame Nucleus, with Queen, $2.25

.

If you want BUKS FOR Bf]SIINES!«,
send for mv Calaloff of prices
18Elt J. F. MICHAEL, Greenville, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal ^vhen writing.

nilCCMQ Italian stock. Untested. 70c each;
UUlCIIO .3 fori!. 00 After July 1. 50 cents
eacb; tested, $1.00 each. Root's Goods at
Root's Prices. Prompt shipment and satis-

faction guaranteed. Catalog tree.
THEODORE BENDER,

30Atf Canton, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

.Anyone Interested
^^ in Agrh TLTrHAi. I'trs^i-its can't

f
AVX* '^\ atlnrd to be wiLtioiit tlif

iSsm AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST.
A ^A33l ^.iilliple copy PREK to ANY ADDRKSS

Upon receipt of numeand address
plainly written on postal card naming

paper in whiehj-ousawthisad. Address
AGK1CILTLK.\L EFIT031IST. Indianapolis, Indiana.

26E'26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

niipCM^ Pure Italian—3 or 5-banded. Un-
yULLllO tested, oOc each. Parties wanting
V% dozen or dozen lots will do well in wntinK-
for wholesale prices. I have 700. Can send by
return mall. DANIEL WUK'rH,
28E-3t Falmouth, Rush Co.. Ind,

Please m.ention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Sweet I Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

51b lOIb 25tt) 501b
Sweet Clover (white) . .60 II. OO J2.25 14.00
Alslke Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO ,

118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

'lit^ir. Honey Extractor

Get Williais' Aiitoinatic ReversiWe,

And Yon Have It, Address,

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOEtf BarnmUf WiseoiKdii.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Only 6 «ts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wtlite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars lu Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6K cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash most accom-
pany each order.

lldS" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL

viewed from another standpoint, noth-
ing less than the colony can be consid-
ered an organism. In much the same
sense the family, or In modern life tha
community, Is required for a complete
organism. 3. Tell us what you mean.
4. By means of the instinct which God
has given them.

0. O. Poppleton— 1. Several reasons t

An old queen, a heavy flow of honey, a
strong colony, etc., and sometimes pure
contrariness. 2, 3 and 4. These are fine

questions to theorize about.

R. C. Alkln— 1. Conditions favoring
prospective swarming or supersedure
while the combs are being built on
urgent need of store comb. Last sen-
tence—need of drones, need of workers.
2, 3 and 4. I leave these to the scien-

tists.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. Where there are
young queens more worker-comb will be
built ; If an old one, drone, as she con-
templates abdicating the throne. 2.
Crowd of organs. 3. I don't think. 4.
By Instinct; Instructed by the God of
nature.

D. W. Heise— X. Some strains of bees
have far stronger Inclinations In that
direction than others. Much dependa
upon the rush with which a honey-flow
may come, and the prolificness of a
queen. 2, 3 and 4. I don't know. Ask
Prof. Cook.

Eugene Secor— 1. The age of the
queen probably has some effect on
drone-comb building. Bees also prefer
drone-comb for storing honey, hence the
outside frames In the brood-chamber are
often filled with drone-comb. 2, 3 and
4. Excuse me, please.

G. M. Doolittle— 1. An old or failing

queen tends toward the building of
drone-comb. 2. I Incline to think one
bee cannot " make a colony." 4. In-

stinct implanted in them tells the bees
just how to accomplish the best results

for the colony.

E. S. Lovesy— 1. This Is governed
generally by the strength of the colony
and the swarming impulse. 2. As I view
it, a crowd of organs. 8. One of Na-
ture's wonderful conceptions. 4. Bees,
like other Insect life, seem to know when
and what to do in the matter of repro-
duction.

Mrs. J. M. Null— 1. Age of queen
and size of hive materially affect the
building of drone-comb. 2. Of one
organism when seized by the swarming-
impulse (apparently) ; at all other times
each self-sufficient for Its mission. 3
and 4. Beyond my reach. "Sour
grapes," any way; don't want 'em.

Rev. M. Mahin—Several things have
influence in this. The age of the queen
has something to do with it. A stron?
colony will build more drone-comb In a^

large hive than in a small one. They
will also build more drone-comb when,
forage is abundant. 2, 3 and 4. I can-
not undertake to answer these questions
here.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—These questions
more particularly concern the ethereal
biological, metaphysical and theosophl-

cal minded bee-keeper than the real
honey-producer. The latter is so held
down to old mother earth by the " things
of time and sense " that he has no time to

give to the "ethereal" part of the busi-

ness.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1. The notion of
swarming will strike one colony and the
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BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID BY

Gedrfi:e W. York & Co.,
ChlcaKo, Ills.

Beea and Hones'* or Management of an Apiary
Tor Pleasnreand Protit. by Thomas G.Newman.—
Fhls edition has been largi.'ly re-written, thoroutrhly
revised, and Is "fully up wltli the times " in ail tbe
improvements and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
Oping pursuit, and presents tlie apiarist with
©Terytliluf^ that can aid In tiie successful manage-
ment of an apiary, and at tlie same time produce
themost iioney In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2.'>0 pa^es, and 243 lilustrations—is beautifully
Srlntedln the h'.tihest etvie of the art, and bound

I cloth, gold-lettered. Price. $1.00.

l.anK8troth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
2>adant—This classic in bee-culture, bas been
entirely re-wrltten. and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everytiiint; reintlnK to bees and bee-keep-
inff. No apiarian library Is complete without this
Standard work by Rev. L. L. Jjanestroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.'25.

Bee-Ke;i>er»» Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan AkfI-
cultural CoiieKe-—This book Is not only instructive
and helpful as a Kulde In beekeeplnt:. but Is
Interestinjj and thoroii^lily practical and sclentlflc.
Itcontalns a full delineation of theanatomy and
?'hyslolot;> of bees. 4i;0 pases ; bound in cloth and
ully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Sclentlflc Qiieen-Kearlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Uoollttle.—A method by which
the very best of (^neen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way Kit pages, bound Id
doth, and illustrated. Price. $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

Oyclopiedia of 4UU payes. describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains ;>0U engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound in cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. liiitchinson.—Tlie author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his twok. Ue Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Tou should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-I^eepln^, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This la a translation of his latest German book on
t>ee-culture. It has lioO pages: bound
'Ji paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -
This Is a German translation of theprlncipF^ por-
tion of the book called Bees op Honey. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.—It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-letteredc Price, 25 cts.

Prarllral Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. AleocontHiQS a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

WliF Kat Honey ?-This Leaflet Is intend-
ed for FREE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail, 30 cts.: SW for$l.25; luoo, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve Its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alslke Clover I-eaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for 25 cts.; lOO for40ct8.: 200, 7oc.

Apiary Resloter, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. 1 1.00; for lOO colonies. $1.25.

Preparation of Uouey Tor the Market,
fncludintj: cue production and care of comb and
Bxtracted iioney. A chapter from Bees ANr
Hu>EV. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Pasturaffe a NecesBlty*—This book sug
Seats what and how to pluL it Is a chapter froii'
lEES AND HoNEV. Price. 10 cents.

The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details his management of bees, and methods
Of producing comb houey. Price, 5 cents.

I>r* Howard's Book on Fonl Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 2o cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cnllural College. Price. 2j cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Keeping, by G.
B. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

History of Bee-Aseociatlons, and Brief Re-
ort of the first 20 conventions. Price, 10 cts

Fonl Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, lOcia

Fonl Brood, by A. R. Kohnbe,—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It d'etails the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get tbe largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p . .illustrated. 25c.

Commercial Calonlator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 4' ' cts. No. 2
in fine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Bienenzuclit iind HoDis:ge\Tlnnting,
nach der neuesten metbode (Germany by ,1. F.
Epgere. This book gives the latest, most ap-
proved meiboJs of bee-keeping. In an easy,
comprehensive style, with Illustrations to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
-Devoted to, isl. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture: 3rd, How to Propagate Erait-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinninp and Marketing
FYuits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. y4 pages, illue-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse«Book> — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick borses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

I^nmber and liOg-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

JUaple Sngar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof.
A.J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponlzing, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.-Illustrated. All about
caponlzing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, ao cts.

Onr Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3u cts.

Poultry for market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising,
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural liife.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, luo pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them prodtably. Price, 4o cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Book Clubbing OQers.

(Bead Carefully.

)

The following clubbing: prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this pa^re.
FoUowlnirls the clubblng-llst:

00
00
.75
.65
75
10
30
•20

1. Langetrpth on the Honey-Bee 12
2. A B C of Bee-Culture 2
3. Bee-Keeper'B Guide 1

4. Bees and Honey I Cloth bound] 1

5. Doollttle's ScientlflcQueen-Rearlng. 1

6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1

7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1

9. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper touudl i

13. Bee-Keeplng for Profit 1

14. Convention Hand-Book 1

15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1

16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1

17. Capons and Caponizing 1
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1

19. Green's Four Books 1

21. Garden and Orchard 1

23. Rural Life 1

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1
26. Commercial Calculator, No, 2 1
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1

30. Potato Culture 1

33. Hand-Bookof Health 1
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1

35. SUo and SUage 1
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1

37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies). .... 1

38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies)

.15
15
.10
10
10
10
15
15
,10
25
40
10
30
10
20
10
30
75

2.00

Illinois,—The annual meetingof Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held

at the Court House. In Freeport, III., Tuesday
and Wednesday, August 16 and 17, 1898. All

Interested in bees are Invited to attend.

B. Kennedy. Sec., New Mllford, 111.

Instinct of nature prompts them to rear
some of the opposite sex, while others
are not so smitten. 2. I can't catch
on, but It seems to me they are a crowd
of organs, dependent upon one another.
3. Here I'm lost. Ask Dr. Miller. 4.
That is their trade. Nature provided
the instinct.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. What makes
one man use tobacco and another let it

alone ? 2. Perhaps. Are two mud-
turtles one? 8. I should like to have
the writer explain what he means. 4.
How does a plifeon kuow how to prepare
the food for her young, and when to
give it to them ? How do you know
anything ?

S. T. Pettit— 1. Various causes. Old
or poor queens ; dissatisfaction with
their quarters ; the thought of swarm-
ing. The opposite conditions conduce
to the building of worker-comb. A
strong colony will build proportionately
more drone-comb than a weak one. 2.

Yes, one organism. 3. I don't under-
stand the question. 4. I don't know.

Dr. A. B. Mason— 1. There are sev-
eral reasons. A colony with an old
queen Is more liable to build drone-comb
than is one with a youngqueen, and also
more liable to do it under a strong
honey-flow than when there Is a moder-
ate flow. 2. A crowd of organs. 3. I

think it shows the wisdom of the Being
who created it. 4. Perhaps Dr. Miller
will tell you.

J. E. Pond— 1. Who can tell ? I can't.

2. A colony of bees consists of three
parts, queen, drones, workers, all form-
ing one distinct whole. 3. It would take
pages to state an Intelligent answer to

the question, and then we could only
theorize. Certain facts have been
proved, why they are so is a guess. 4.

Who can answer? I can't. We must
fall back upon the idea that Nature
governs well.

G. W. Demaree— 1. "German" has
askt a whole book. All close observers
know that very old queens induce large
numbers of drones—it Is a matter of In-

stinct with the bees. A good season and
too much drone-comb will usually give a
big output of drones. 2. The honey-bee
lives in colonies, and that condition with
them Is essential to existence. Is this

true? 4. Don't have to make any
change ; Nature does that.

R. L. Taylor— 1. Thebetterthe queen
the greater the inclination to build

worker-cooab ; the poorer or the older

the queen the greater the Inclination to

build drone-comb. When a colony re-

alizes that It may soon be necessary to

rear a new queen. It Is anxious flrst to

provide drones and so build drone-comb.
There Is a limit to this, when comb is

not needed for brood of any kind, but
for honey only they are apt to build

drone-comb because It Is more economi-
cal. 2. Both

—

E. pluribus unum. 3.

It's marvelous. 4. Instinct, I suppose.

One Fare to Saratoga, K. Y.,
and Return

via Nickel Plate Road, on Aug. 1 and 2,

account of Young People's Christian

Union of United Presbyterian Church,

with return limit of Aug. 31, by deposit-

ing tickets with Joint Agent at Sara-

toga. Cheap rates to many other East-

ern points. Communicate with this

office. 111 Adams Street, Chicago, for

further Information. Van Buren Street

Passenger Station, Chicago. (03-30-1)
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Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. ^«^"lI^^1?bonsm,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is In the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,

and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .TourDal. 7Atf

An Italian Queen-Bee Free

!

UNTESTED OR TESTED. AN OFFER TO
REGULAR SUBSCRIBERS.

FOR getting and sending us ONE NEW Subscriber to the Bee Journal for one year

(with $1.00 to pay for the same) we will mail you, as a premium, one Untested

Italian Queen. For TWO new subscribers (with $2.00) we will mall one Tested

Italian Queen. These Queens are reared near Chicago, 111., and are fine ones. Will

YOU have one ?

CASH PRICES :

XTntested, 50 cents Each. Tested, 75 cents Each.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CJiicago, 111.

"We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To have a copy of

\\ii\h Our 1898 Catalog \i/\i/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Asent for the Southwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freljrht rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establisht a branch bouse at 1730 South 13lh St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsviiie, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

colored trauoijarent Foundation, Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
claa sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future,

^^Pkoqkessive Bee-Keeper. 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25o. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Proqbessivk free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address.
i^gjj,,j, Manufacturiiig Company, '^^M'^^^TiZT'^t.^^L.u.,^^,..

Select-Tested Golden Adel Queens.
Each, $1.00. A practically non-swarmlng and non-stinging strain of golden bee^. • How

to Prevent Honey Candj ing " given to each customor. Tested Queens, each. 75 cents.
26Atf HENRV ALLEY, Wenliani, ITIass.

BDKEY and BEESWAX
IVlARKUr QU0TAXI03(S.

Chicag'o. Ju y 20.—Not any of the new
crop of comb honey on the market this week;
what little has come sold at ll®lic. Ex-
tracted brings SSic for the white, according
to quality; ambers, .'>@6c. Southern, fair to
good grades, 4@.5c. Beeswax. '.^70.

Market Is In good shape lor disposing of
honey of all kinds. K. A. Burnett & Co,

Kansas City, July 9.— New comb. No. 1,

white, ll@l'.!c; amber, 10@llc, Extracted,
white. 5@oi4c; amber, 4a4)4c, Beeswax, 22
to 25c.
Old stock of honey all cleaned up. Few

shipments of new in market.
C. O. Olemons & Co.

New York, July 9.—Comb honey ; We
closed out all of our old crop some time ago.
We have received several lots of new crop
from the South, good. No. 1 white, which sells
readily at He per pound.
Extracted: Kecelpts of new crop from the

South are large. We quote: Common. 48 to
hOc a gallon; good, 52 lo 55c a gallon; choice,
5 to 5S4c pounJ. Demand is good, especially
for the better grades. Beeswax remains firm
at 28 to 29c. Hiloreth Bros. & Seqelken.

Boston, July 9.—Fancy white in cartons,
13c.; A No. 1 white in glass-front cases, 11 to
12c.; No. 1. 10 to Ho; No. 2, 8 to 9o. Ex-
tracted, white. 6 to 7c; light amber, 5 to 6c.
Beeswax, pure, in good demand with very
light supply, 30c,
At the present time the demand for both

comb and extracted honey is very light with
l]ut little stock on hand.

Blake, Scott & Lee,

San Francisco, July 9.—White comb, S%
to 10c; amber, 6V4 to 7^c. Extracted, white,
5i4®6c.; light amber, 43^ to 5!4c, Beeswax,
23@25c
Small quantities of the new crop have been

offered b3' sample, but nothlngof consequence
has been yet done in the same. There will be
very little white sage honey this season, but
a moderate amount from the alfalfa and tule
districts. Values remain as previously noted.

Detroit, July 21—Fancy white, liai2c;
No. 1, white, 10(dllc, Extracted,white, 5@8c;
dark. 4®5o. Beeswax, 25@26c.
New honey is arriving, but prices are hardly

establisht. M, H. Hunt,

ISinneapollB, July 9 —Honey much more
encouraging. Fancy white clover comb is

selling here now at 10!4@liy4c. Not advisa-
ble to ship darker than amber. Extrac-
ted fancy white clover, 5H@6c; amber, 5c:
dark. 4(a4Hc.
Outlook for honey much more encouraging.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Indianapolis, July 18.—Fancy white comb
honey. l2®12He; No 1, 10@llc. Extracted,
white. 6@7c. Beeswax, 25@27c.
Only a few arrivals of fancy white comb;

market almost bare, and demand good. Quite
a little comb honey from honey-dew Is being
offered, but there Is simply no demand for the
stuff. Walter S. Pocder.

MUwankee, July 14.—Fancy 1-pound sec-
tions, ll®12c; A No, 1, 10@11 cents; Nol
8@10c; am er, 7@7V4c; dark and old. 6®7e.
Extracted, in barrels, kegs or palls, white, 6®
6!4c; dark and amber, 4@5c, Beeswax, 263
28e.
Since our last the sales of honey have not

been large, altbo a fair demand has ex-
isted and continues, altho the fruit consump-
tion makes some difference with eaterd of
honey. There is not a very large supply of
old stock left, and we shall be In good order
for new crop both extracted and comb. The
outlook is good, A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, July 9. — There is a very good
demand lor strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to 1 Ic. ; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c,, and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount of honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted! ranges from 4 to 6o., with
a moderate demand. Batterson & Co.

St. Iionis, July 9. — Fancy white comb,
10 lo He; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to lOc; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white. 5 vi 'to 6c. : amber,
5 toSi^c; dark, 4 to4>4c. Beeswax. 20 to 22o.

Westcott Com, Co.

Cincinnati, July 9.—Demand Is slow for
all kinds ot honey, especially comb. Prices
tor best white comb honey. lOlo 13 cents.
Extracted honey brings 3>4 to 6c. according to
quality. Beeswax in good demand at 25 to
•48c for good to choice ye low.

Chas. F, Mdth &Son,
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Talk about

....CoinbFDUiidatioii
WE can now furnieh the very best that can

be made from pure wax. Onr Wew Pro-
cess of raUIIng enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Sweet.
It is tiie liind tliat does not sag.
It is tiie kind you Avant.

If you once try it you will have no other.
Samples furnlsht FKEE. Large Illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address.

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWK, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FIT.T, LINE OP

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
l-pound Square Jar«, $4.60 grotts.
Labels. 60c sross; dUr. uu quantities.
Italian Queens, 65e eavb.
Catalog FKI<.E.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used io the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

I
dress of every Bee-Keeper in

America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000

leet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State ManafactnriiiE Co.,

aUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. 1. Root Co.'s Goods ^^e'tl^t.'"
Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HUNT
Cath for Beeswax. Bell Branch. Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

I AEISE
TO SAY to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

IM>OLlTTLB
has coDolnded to sell

-BKBS and yUKKNB—
In their season, daring
I8Q8fat the following
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames. In
light shipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 2500
Ten Colonies 4500
1 untested queen, i oo
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 tested Queen... $150
S " Queens . 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 uo
S " " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing. . 3 00
Bztra Selected for breeding, th« tbrt best.. 5 00
About a Pound of BKBS In a Two-frame Nucleui,
with any Queen, $3.00 extra.

1^" Clronlar free, giving full particulars regand-
the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA2Bt BORODINO. Onon. Co., N. Y.

Year Datlant's Foundation. ^H
Why does it sell f

Well ?so
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 11^ 31 TEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, I-'irniness, I\o Sag>
srina:. .>«> I^oss.

paxkHt wkku pkocess
SIIEEI'li^Ci.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We se)
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by maiil.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Pleasementlon the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk CO., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Mainitiietiired Stock ! ((uick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND ^

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

B^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Llst FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Fence anfl Plain Sections.

Weed New Process Fonnflation.

Cowan Extractors.

Our J Porter Bee-Escanes-tlie liest made,

Specialties : S Do?etailed Hifes-witli Danz. Patented Co7er and Bottom.

Danzeuliaker Hiyes,

No-Drin Sliinpini-Cases.

GleaninES in Bee-Cnltnre, Illnstrated, Semi-Montlily.

Catalog of Goods and iSainple Copy of Gleanings
scut for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancbcOffices

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, III

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
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PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
HINTS TO BEGINNERS,

BT

Author of ^^ Bees and Be^-Keeping,''^ ^^Pleasurable Bee-keeping ^^^ etc.

No. 5.—HIVES.

Therp is no royal road to success in bee-keeping any
more than there is in any other industry ; and as the time and
attention given to bee-management must of necessity vary, it

is only natural to e.xpect that while some are successful others
for want of success will give up bee-keeping in disgust. It is

not always, however, the fault of the bee-keeper that success
docs not attend his efforts. He may have commenced with a
style of hive that demands more time and attention to work
successfully than he is in a position to give. Now, in endeav-
oring to give directions for managing the apiary properly
there is one blot I must first notice. That the most improved
system of bee-keeping should be extended to its fullest limits
no one will deny to be an object worthy of every effort ; but to
the one bee-keeper who can manage the movable-comb system
properly, there are, as far as my experience goes, at least ten
who cannot, or at any rate do not. It is this latter class for
wliom I must write.

The fist-comb principle is objected to simply because the
combs cannot be moved about at the wish of the bee-keeper.
If. however, a hive is adopted with lixt combs, but in which
foundation can be used, that system will not be far behind the
movable-comb system in point of honey returns, and it will be
simplicity itself as far as management is concerned.

Year? ago a hive, certainly in advance of the skep, termed
the "Stewarton," and afterwards the " Carr-Stewarton,''
came much into favor among those bee-keepers who had not
the time necessary to devote to bee-keeping on the movable-
comb principle. .Since the latter hive was introduced little or
no effort has been made to bridge the gulf between the skep
and the movable-comb systems, until the writer designed the
hive now to be described.

This hive is known as the " Ivo " bar hive, and in appear-
ance is very similar to the movable-comb or frame hive. The
brood-chamber is simply four walls of substantial material,
the front and back walls being rabetted to receive the ends
of the bars, which are % inch thick and one and nine-twen-
tieths inch wide at the ends, while out of each side a piece }>,

inch wide and 9 inches lon^' is cut in order that when the ends
are close together there will be a space of }i inch between the

combs. The width of the hive is such as will allow of 9 of

these bars being placed close together side by side.

The supers are in all respects except depth like the brood-
chamber, for while the latter is 7X inches deep the supers
are only 4J^ inches in depth. This shallow depth is allowed
for two reasons : First, because bees take much more readily

to a shallow than to a deep super, and secondly because it

may be used with slight alteration as a section-crate. The
super is ordinarily fitted with wide bars about 2 inches in

width, so that 7 bars occupy the space tliat accommodates 9
narrow bars.

If a start is to be made with a hive of this description, at
least 1}4 pounds of brood foundation should be procured. The
sheets of foundation are 7?i inches in depth, and they should
be cut so that one piece is i% and the other 3% in depth.
The top corners must next be cut oft', also a small triangular
piece out of the center of the top. Then open the saw-cut in

the center of the bar with a small screw-driver and put in the
sheet of foundation. The 4:% sheets must be put into the nar-
row bars for the brood-chamber, and the 'S% into the wide
bars for the super.

When the bars are thus prepared and placed in position

the hive is ready for the swarm. No swarm of less weight
than 4 pounds should be expected to do much good the first''

season ; therefore, a 4 or 5 pound swarm should always be
secured whenever possible, the extra cost being trifling when
the increast amount of surplus over what may be obtained
from one of less weight is considered.

MOVABLE-COMB HIVES.

A movable-comb hive is the only shape that a bee-keeper
who goes into the work of the apiary thoroughly can tolerate.

By using such hives he has the bees and all parts of the hive

Super for Blvc.

under complete control ; but it is useless attempting this sys-

tem unless with a determination to make it a success.

Accuracy in all its parts is esscuitial in this hive if the
liees are not to make movable parts immovable. A space of

'i inch bees respect, but if any larger space is given (for in-

stance between the two chambers wlien supering, or between
tiie frame ends and the hive sides) it is almost certain that
tlie bees will fill it with coml).

Those who construct their own hives will find the follow-

ing instructions, if carefully kept to. all that is necessary in
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making a good tiering hive of the style used most generally in

England, and in America whore bee-keeping on a large scale

is carried on.

The hive consists of floor-board, brood-chamber, supers,

lift and roof. The floor-board, with a slanting board in front,

must be made to fit the brood-chamber, whose width will be

determined by the thickness of the wood. The brood-chamber
should be made of %-inch wood, the outer walls 8% inche-

deep, and the inner front and back wall S^^ inches. The in-

ner dimensions are as follows : Wide to side 15 inches to take

10 frames, 14J-2 tetween the inner front and back walls, and
17 inches between the outer front walls, so that the 17-inch

top-bar of the frame may rest on the inner walls and just fit

in between the outer walls. When the frames are in the hive

they will be level with the tops of the outer walls.

The supers may either contain frames or sections ; if the

former, they should be exactly like the brood-chamber except
being 3 inches shorter, bocause sui)er frames should be 5X
instead of S% inches in deptli.

A ' lift is simply four walls with outer dimensions the

same as the brood-chamber, and around the bottom to keep it

in position are what are termed plinths. These plinths are

also placed around the frame supers and around the brood-

chamber except in front. The "lift" is for use upon the
brood-chamber so that the frames may be better covered with
quilts, but as supers are given the " lift" is raised so that it is

always at the top. Over the " lift" is placed the roof, which
should at all times te waterproof, and have a half or three-

quarter inch hole in the middle of front and back for ventila-

tion, and as a means of egress for bees through a cone escape.

FBAMES.

The size of the frame used is a very important matter ;

and as the sale of colonies may be one means of making the

apiary a source of ]irofit, it is absolutely necessary that the

frame adopted should be of the British standard size, and
therefore interchangeaMe with any hive in the same apiary,

or in any part of the country, built to accommodate standard
frames. [Of course in America the Langstroth frame, outside

measure 9 JsX 17?^ inches, has practically become the stan-

dard.

—

Editor.] This frame in outward dimensions is l-t

inches wide and 8>^ inches deep, but the top-bar, which is

?^-inch thick, projects on each side \]4 inches. The side-

walls are % inch, and the bottom-bar % inch. The width of

the frame is % inch. If frames are made at home (which is

not advisable), the ontside dimensions and the thickness of

the top-bar are imperative. This frame is intended to be used
only in the brood-chamber where the production of bees is

being carried on.

Shallow supers are at all times to be preferred to deep
ones. As they are more readily entered by the bees, they are

easier to handle when full, and shallow frames are more
convenient than standard frames for extracting.

The shallow frame for extracting-supers is 3 inches shal-

lower than the standard frame, and like it in every other re-

spect.
SECTIONAL SUPERS.

JIany people who eat honey prefer it in the comb, there-

fore it must be produced in a marketable form so as to be
packt for transit. Big straw or wooden supers are altogether

too bulky and too unsafe for traveling; consequently square
or oblong boxes of thin wood have been devised to hold a cer-

tain weiglit of honey These boxes are generally 2 pound
and 1-pound sizes, but the latter are now almost universally

used. The 1-ponnd section is imported, in the flat, from
America, where suitable wood for its manufacture, soft and
while, is grown. The section is grooved so th'at when bent at

the grooves a square of -IK inches and 1% wide is obtained.
The ends of the section are rabettcd so that when folded and
tapt at the joint they become fairly rigid.

Before teing used in crates or oblong boxes that hold l21,

standing in 7 rows of 3 each, end to end, each section must
have fitted in the center a piece or a full sheet of foundation.
If only a piece called a "starter" is given, it should he fast-

ened by heat or pr<>ssure to the middle of the top of the sec-

tion to afford the bees a guide in building their comb, other-
wise they might, and probably would, build it in any but
what the bee-keeper considers the right way. The sections
put in the crates without starters or foundation cannot be re-

moved from the crate without much trouble and mess, as in

liberating the section the comb is broken and the honey made
to run. •

After the sections have Veen properly prepared and placed
in the crate, a thin piece of wood known as the "separator"
is placed between the rows of sections. The bees are thus
compelled to keep their work confined to the space affoi-ded

by the section, and they usually finish oft' each side with a

nice, even surface, so that they may te packt without fear of

damage.
How to get well filled sections and plenty of them will be

fully dealt with under the heading of .Supering," and there-
fore it will be only necessary to say here that every hive
should have supcring capacity for 75 to 100 pounds of honey.
If the hive is being workt for extracted honey, there certainly
should be a brood chamber of standard frames, and three
shallow-frame supers to form a complete and satisfactory
outfit.

A hive workt for sectional honey will require different

super arrangements. There should be in addition to the
brood-chamber two lifts 9 inches depth, or one of 11 inches
and another of 6 inches. The lifts will be taken off the hive
when the section crate is about to be placed upon the frames
so that any openings around the crate, through which heat
from the brood-chamber might escape, may be stopt with
pieces of rag. The lift—only one will be required at first—is

then placed again in position, the quilts are put upon the crate
and packt around in the space between the crate and the sides
of the lift so that when once the bees begin to work in the
super they may not be driven down by cold nights lowering
the temperature in this chamber. Each super crate should
have a sijuare of glass fitted in one end : the progress of the
work can then be noticed without disturbing the colony. This
is of great advantage, inasmuch as additional supers may be
given at the right time which may not only be the means of
preventing the issue of a swarm, but of the bee-keeper adding
very considerably to the surplus from that hive, which would
have been lost to him but for the additional room given. Bees
invariably build combs from the brood-frames to the bottoms
of the sections in the crate simply because there is a space of

yi inch between the top-bars, and an additional )4, inch be-
neath the sections, the rule of not giving a space of more than
a K iuch is thus violated with the result that crates are
moved with difficulty, and many sections spoilt. To obviate
this nuisance, either an adapting-board must be used as a
stand for the crate, or the frames must be made wider so that
while the combs will be lH inches barely from center to cen-
ter, the frames will be only U, inch apart. All my hives in

the future will be fitted with standard-sized frames made
1 1/5 inches wide instead of %. To keep the frames steady
and at the correct distance apart, bell-staples will be driven
into the shoulder, and a third down alternate ends of the
frame.

[Continued next week ]

No. 1.—The A B C of Marketing Honey.

BY HERMAN F. MOORE.

Twelve years ago the writer began at " A " in the above
subject, and, while his advancement has been more or less

rapid, he has not yet reacht " Z " by a long shot.

It is undoubtedly true that the solution of the question of
marketing honey, is for every bee-keeper who can to supply
families within easy reach of his home. In this way vast
amounts of honey can be kept from the city markets, and
from overloading them. This matter of glutting the great
centers of business with any produce is now well understood
to be the cause of ruinous reduction in price, and not only of
the particular lots of honey that happen to be sent to them,
but in some degree reduces the price of all the honey in the
land when offered for sale. Therefore, it should be strongly
urged upon every producer of honey, to sell his product as
near home as possible in actual miles.

There will be seen to be several cogent reasons for this,

apart from the reason that heads this article. One reason for
selling your honey near home is that strangers feel more con-
fidence in you If you can say to them, "My county joins
yours," or " Come over any day and I will give you a good
time ;" or any of the many friendly expressions that rise to

the lips when meeting a fellow citizen of the same State, even
tho 50 miles may separate your respective homes.

But you say, " I can't sell honey," " I am not built that
way," " I haven't the gift of gab," etc. Now, with all respect
to your opinion of your inability to sell honey, or to learn to

sell honey, let me suggest that the main trouble with 75 per
cent, of you is that you want to pronounce vwxyz the first day
at school, forgetting that you started a-b, ab not many years
ago. Of course, I mean by that you must learn to sell honey,
and be satisfied with small profits at first, and small day's
sales. Rome was not built In a d^y, neither can any man
learn in one year all there is to learh about approaching the
great public and finding the way to'their pockets.

As we have decided to sell h(jney to our neighbors and
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friends within 50 miles of the home apiary, let us not forget

to start right. First, decide upon your package for your

family trade, for I am proceeding on the supposition that

catering to private families means the most in permanent re-

sults to the producers of honey.
By all means, adopt a sizeof package that sells for $1.0(1,

$1.50, or .$2.00, and, if possible, have only one size of pack-

age, for that will greatly reduce your work and simplify your
delivering. If any one desires more than your package, sell

them two ; and any person short of money, or for any reason

wanting less, sell them half of your standard package, and
this will be within reach of every one.

Be sure you know the exact net weight in pound.s and
ounces; also the capacity in pints and quarts, and when askt

the weight or size answer freely, with no attempt to conceal

or deceive. I want to bear down heavy on this point. Be ab-

solutely open with your customers, for it is the best policy,

and leads to the most lasting success—in fact, auy other

course leads to certain failure.

It seems to be a fact that the majority of men in trade in

our great centers of business are not entirely candid with
their trade. This causes an earnest seeking on the part of

the customers for those whose word can be absolutely relied

upon always, in quantity, quality and price; whose goods are

always "all wool and a yard wide."
I feel sure that one of the greatest causes of the almost

wholesale failures in business has been business dishonesty.
There is no use trying to dodge the issue^it is dishonest to

have on your shelves for sale to your customers, " pure black
pepper," when you know, in fact were told by the drummer
who sold it to you, that " it is half ground cocoanut-shells, so

as to make the price more reasonable, and meet competition."
In practice you will readily see the application—avoid even
the appearance of evil.

There never was a time when dishonesty was more con-
demned than now, and fair dealing better or more liberally

rewarded.
(Continued next week.)

Divider and Wedges in Honey- Production.
BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

On page 401, I see Mr. Pettit has put a "coat" on that
was not intended for him at all, and I am not even going to

throw at him the old adage, " If the coat fits let him wear it,"

for when I wrote what I did on page 321, I did not have Mr.
Pettit or his system in mind at all, for there are still scores of

people who keep bees, some of whom live within 10 miles of

me, who will believe nothing else, except that every bee which
comes in from the field deposits her load of nectar directly in-

to the cells, and unless forced in some way to go Into the sur-

plus apartment, they will deposit their loads in the brood-
chamber. Therefore, Mr. Pettit will see that he failed to use
the " charity which covereth a multitude of sins," when be
said, regarding a sentence in my former article, "That asser-

tion Is based upon nothing at all."

No, Mr. P., that article was not intended for you at all ;

but since you call my attention to the matter I have something
to tell you and the readers of the American Bee Journal,
which I will try to make so plain that you will not call it even
theory.

I took your case right out to the bees to decide. During
the winter of 1S96 I used my machinery in getting out some
wedges according to your description of them, for the large
entrance you were recommending at that time struck me very
favorably. During 1897 there seemed no need for them, so

they were allowed to remain stored away. But this season
we have had extreme heat during the past three weeks, so the
wedges were brought into effective use, under 25 hives.

Now I wish to say that you are just right in saying that
where the bees hung out the day before the wedges were put
under, after they were under they did not so hang out, even
tho the next day was warmer than the first. But when tak-
ing the matter to the bees for settlement, and lying down right

in front of the hives thus fixt, so I could ask them all about it,

they thankt me for raising their hive up from the bottom-
board, for said they, "It is much more pleasant to cluster in

the shade than out in the sun, as we had to do before you
raised our hive."

Yes, I found about the same amount of bees hanging be-

low the frames that there was clustered out on the hive the
day before It was raised ; and while thus looking at them and
talking with them about Mr. Pettit's system, those from tho
field kept coming in right over my head. So I watcht to see

them pass up at the " sides and rear end of the hive," as all

good bees should do when this system is used, but four-fifths

of them did nothing of the kind. Just what they did do was
to fly and alight right on the cluster hanging below the frames,
or drop short of this cluster, when they would run till they
reacht it, then climb up and into it, while only the few that
happened to come close to the sides of the hive would run
along there till they reacht the cluster. In no case did a sin-

gle bee reach the " rear end " of the hive, for she could not do
this except to crowd her way through 16 to 18 inches of

clustered bees.

When we think of it, it seems very much more comfort-
able to the bees with these large entrances, but when we come
to tbe practical part of the matter. It looks much as if we had
the trouble and material for the wedges, for our thoughts and
visions, with not a pound more honey.

The dividers I believe to be a good thing, that is, unless
a few partly-filled sections, for " bait " sections the next year,

are really of more value to us than to have all fully com-
pleted, as we are inclined to think is for "our best and
highest good." Onondaga Co., N. Y.

The Golden Method of Producing Comb Honey.

BY S. A. DEACON.

It goes without saying that altho an abundance of nectar-
secreting flowers and strong colonies are the main requisites

for securing a good honey harvest, unless these be supple-
mented by intellisent manipulation we can hardly expect to

get the best results. And as we all know that (even as " trifles

make the sum of human bliss") a few apparently very insig-

nificant matters of detail in the management of colonies may
favorably affect the "sum tottle" at the cessation of the flow,

so we are not justified in lightly or contemptuously ignoring
(my suggestions calculated to work to the desired end which
may, from time to time, be presented to our notice through
the medium of these, or other bee-papers' columns ; and the
older and more experienced the propounder of any new sug-

gestion, the more ready we should be to receive it with re-

spect, and, analyzing it, endeavor to ascertain whether there
may not perchance be something in it, or whether it be only
fit to be past over with the laconic, and perhaps too frequently
deserved comment— " only another fad !"

The aforegoing rigmarole about represents the train of

reflection that flitted through my cerebrum after reading
{page 712, 1897) Mr. Hartzell's article on "Managing
Swarms," in which he speaks very approvingly of the Golden
method of producing comb honey, as set forth by Mr. Golden
on pages 481 and 883 of 1896. I had read these articles

cursorily at the time they appeared, but deeming the plan

rather complex and fussy—incommensurately so with the
probable extra gain— I past them out of mind ; but Mr. Hart-
zell's commendatory statements thereanent have caused me to

go carefully over them again, with the result that, I cannot
for the life of me see wherein Mr. Golden adduces the least

proof of his system of management having any particular pull

over the method or methods hitherto commonly adopted of

returning swarms. Either Mr. Golden's style is not sufficiently

explicit, or the obtuseness of my intellect makes me inaccessi-

ble to the obvious; and so, like the woman mentioned by Dr.

Brown, who preferred the old-time process of getting babies

to any new-fangled plan, Mr. Golden will need to adduce far

more perspicuous proof of the superiority of his method ere I,

with my limited intelligence, can see my way to admitting a
preference for it over the old style of doing things.

Neither he nor Mr. Hartzell, as far as I can see, make any
comparison between swarms treated on the Golden plan and
by any of the older or ordinary methods ; they only contrast
the results of the swarmed colonies treated by Mr. Golden's
method with such as did not swarm. All they have seemingly
attempted to prove, and of which every bee-keeper is well
aware, is, that a swarmed colony, intelligently managed, can
be made to produce more honey than a colony which has not
swarmed ; but nothing which either of these gentlemen have
stated tends to prove that Mr. Goldeu's method of manipula-
tion is superior to that generally in use under the same condi-
tion of things. Perhaps a further article from Mr. Golden's,
or from Mr. Hartzell's, pen on this decidedly interesting mat-
ter may help to dispel the fog, and " make me sensible," as
Paddy says, and enable me to see that there's more in it than
I have so far been able to discover. c;n

The way the matter presents itself to my sensorlum is as
follows : Mr. Golden claims that by hiving a swarm on his
system, viz.: In a super of sections placed under the brood-
chamber, he gets these sections rapidly filled with honey, and
which would, he asserts, under the old order of management,
" have gone into the brood-combs." Surely not, if tho swarm
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were hived on starters, and the supers put where their name
plainly indicates they should be put—a-top, he would then
have liad the same results, or I am greatly mistaken.

I have never tried Mr. Golden's plan, for the reason that
I feel thoroughly convinced that were I to do so the result

with me viou\d be about as much pollen in the sections as

honey. How Mr. Golden manages to keep pollen out of his

sections is " a huckleberry quite beyond my persimmon;" I

am sure I could not do it, nor will I attempt to guess how he
does it. I am sorry he is so reserved on this rather important
point.

Mr. Golden's plan, we are seemingly told, can only be
adopted provided a colony swarms. But why not treat every
colony in the same way, swarm or no swarm ? All one would
suppose to be necessary would be to cage the queen among the
sections, as directed, and put the super underneath the brood
body. But the pollen, Mr. Golden—pray what about the pol-

len ? Will the bees go upstairs with that while leaving the
honey down below ?

Mr. Golden's statement that colonies manipulated by his

method averaged 119 pounds as against 53 pounds obtained
from those which did not sivarm, furnishes no proof, that I

can see, of the superiority of his system of returning and
treating swarms over those long in vogue. I, for one, would
esteem it a favor if Mr. Golden would kindly furnish us with
comparisons between returned swarms managed by his

method and a like number treated in the old way, setting
forth clearly and seriatim each and every detail and operation,
and not omitting to state how he overcomes the difficulty of

the pollen ; and if he succeeds in convincing me of the superi-
ority of his plan I shall not hesitate to adopt it (if ever a
honey-flow shoiU(7 by chance come my way—a thing I have
not seen for the past four years !) and that with a feeling of

gratitude towards its originator.

At the same time let me tell Mr. Golden right here that
tho I may be induced upon clearer proof of its superiority
thau has been so far advanced to adopt his swarm-returning
plan, I'll see him hang—I mean bothered, before I'll have any
truck with that fussy old feeding arrangement of his ; for I

consider that my simple " Rapid Drawer Feeder " beats his all

to fits—knocks it clean into a cockt hat I I hope he will try
It and be convinced.

But as I am getting into "the sere and yellow"—verging
on three score—and Mr. Golden's " picter " doesn't show that
he can give me any points in this respect, I think it is time
we old boys gave our inventive faculties a rest, and let the
youngsters run the " Advance " department of the Show ; and
who, I am afraid, will only be poking fun at us old fogies,

and at what they will conceitedly call our " funny fads ;" and,
what with my chest of drawers in the basement, Mr. Golden's
topsy-turvy ideas, so alarmingly subversive of the old order of
things, they will be setting us down as getting doty. Well,
it's a perplexing, bewildering, intellect-confusing pursuit, cal-
culated to drive any one embarking in it crazy, and I am seri-

ously thinking of leaving the bees to their own rude, primi-
tive and senseless devices, and let 'em see how they get on,
relinquishing all further attempts to reform them, and going
on with that nap where Mr. Bevins' left off !

South Africa.

The Power of Association or Combination.

BT HON. EUGENE SECOR.

It ought not to be necessary, at this late date in the nine-

teenth century, to offer an extended argument to prove the

power and value of organized effort.

There was a time in the history of mankind when the
individual seemed to be a more potent factor in society and
business than at present. There was a time when every man
builded his own home and defended it by his own right arm.
There was a time when every successful enterprise was pro-

jected and carried to completion by personal enterprise, per-

sonal valor, or personal wealth.
Even after tribal relations had been establisht and tribal

protection guaranteed, success depended almost entirely on
individual exertion. Cities were built, large mechanical
transactions attempted, and cattle ranches establisht all with-

out syndicates.
But the world is a little older than it was. Society has

changed in some respects. Almost everything is done differ-

ently from what it used to be. Now, instead of every man
being his own banker, and carrying his money in the sack
when he goes down to Egypt to buy corn, he writes his check
on New York or London. Business methods have so improved
that a dollar goes farther in transacting the world's business

than it did in the old time. This has been brought about

through organization and combination. A great many indi-

vidual dollars brought together through associated effort may
,be made to produce effects which never could have been
brought about by the same Individuals acting each for him-
self and independently.

Organization has become the great fact of the age. No
railroads are built by individual capital. No steamship lines

are owned and controlled by one man. Great commercial en-
terprises are launcht and sustained by combined capital and
organized effort. Corporations have taken the place of the
once single-handed manufacturer until it is hardly possible
for one man, without capital, to compete with corporate
wealth.

Since the business of the world is largely done by great
corporations, the trade guilds have been a natural outgrowth,
because the only way to meet organization is by counter or-

ganization. Men lay their heads together, form alliances for

mutual protection, and thereby gain strength impossible to

the single worker.
Men interested in a common purpose are enabled to unite

on a common plan of action, and work to some effect. For
instance, it is too large a job for one bee-keeper to attempt to

fight adulteration of honey, but if he can combine bis efforts

with that of ten thousand other bee-keepers, all acting in

unison, and that organization acting with other association.o

interested in the subject of pure food, together they may ac-

complish something.
As government in this country is constituted, the powers

that be are ready to listen to any one who represents a con-
siderable body of voters, if the said voters "mean business."

When a politician is askt to support a measure, he wants
to know how many of his constituents are anxious about it.

All other trades and professions are organized for mutual
help and protection. Bee-keepers should have one organiza-
tion so strong in numbers and influence that their rights shall

be respected. The object of the United States Bee-Keepers'
Union is to fill this long-felt want. Its purpose is two-fold

—

to promote legislation helpful to bee-keepers, and to act as

the guardian of their legal rights.—American Bee-Keeper.
Winnebago Co., Iowa.

Suggestions on Apiarian Exhibits at

State Fairs.

BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

For at least a dozen years I have been making exhibitions

of bees and honey at my own State Fairs, and this year (1897)
I exhibited bees and honey at five State Fairs. It is from
this experience that I wish to criticise some of the premium
lists and to make some suggestions.

Perhaps I cannot begin better than by giving such a pre-

mium list as I would approve, and then proceeding to compare
it with the lists of some of the State Fairs, and show why I

would make the changes suggested :

l8t. 2nd.
Single-comb nucleus Italian bees -*U1 $5
Single-comb nucleus black bees 10 5

Single-comb nucleus Carniolan bees 10 5

Sweepstakes on bees, greatest number of different races

of bees. In single-comb nuclei 10 5

Comb honey, most attractive display of 250 pounds, no
more and no less . . . , 25 15

Sample case of comb honey, not less than 10 pounds,
quality and manner of putting up for market considered 5 3

Extracted honey, most attractive display of 2,50 pounds,
no more and no less 20 10

Specimen of extracted honey, not less than 10 pounds.
quality and manner of putting up for market considered 5 8

Beeswax, most attractive display of 10 pounds, no more
and no less, bright yellow wax to have preference 10 5

Largest and most attractive display of honey-producing
plants, prest and mounted 15 8

Largest and best display of apiarian implements 15 8

Sweepstakes, the largest, best, most interesting and in-

structive exhibit, all things considered 25 10

The foregoing foots up §242, and it could be adopted by

any Fair association by simply changing the amounts of the

premiums, keeping the proportions between the sums the

same,
I will now proceed with my criticisms, keeping in mind

the fact that the object of a Fair is to encourage, stimulate

and educate.
Turning to the premium list of the New York State Fair,

I find that premiums are offered on the same kinds of bees as

are mentioned in the foregoing list, but, while it says " in ob-

servatory hives," it does not specify that they shall be "single-

comb hives," and the premiums are not liberal.

When I first began exhibiting bees they were always
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shown as full colonies, and " numerical strength " was made
one of the competing points. A populous colony bears con-
finement very poorly—practically it is ruined by the confine-

ment of a week or ten days. The bees are quite likely to

smother, and the combs to melt down from the heat. Beside
this, a full colony does not really show so much as can be seen
in a single-comb nucleus. The brood and queen are always
in the center of the colony where they are out of sight. How
often at Fairs we hear the expression, " I would like to see a

queen-bee ! I have never seen one, and I would be obliged If

you would point her out to me." With a single comb this can
always bo done, as the queen can be found upon one side or

the other. The few bees bear confinement very well, espe-

daily if they are young bees and given abundant room. There
is nothing about an apiarian exhibit that attracts attention
quicker than bees under glass. People will exclaim, " Oh, see

the bees !"—and then rush up, and then rush off after others
to bring them up. Bees always draw a crowd, and this allows
the exhibitor to explain to an interested audience the wonders
of bee-keeping, and the healthf ulness and value of honey as a

food.

Taking bees to a Fair is risky, laborious and expensive ;

they are something that requires much care in handling and
in looking after, and for this reason the premiums ought to be
liberal. I do not approve of offering premiums upon all of

the different varieties of bees, as there are some varieties that
are of no great value in this country, and in regard to which
there are many different opinions. The three varieties men-
tioned might be called the standard varieties, and are recog-
nized as such. If exhibitors have other varieties and wish to

exhibit them, the "sweepstakes" offer will cover such
displays.

In one respect the New York premium list is ahead of

any list I have seen. In both comb and extracted honey, it

specifies the quantity of honey that shall be shown. I have
only one criticism to make. It says " ficst display." I would
say " the mo.st o/tracliuc display." Perhaps this is hypercriti-
cal, but there cannot be too much attention given to the word-
ing of the list—have it so worded that it is impossible to be
misunderstood.

The matter of quantity ought to be explicitly mentioned.
The Indiana list simply says, "Comb honey, quality and man-
ner of putting up for market to be considered." Not one
word about the quantity. Had it said the " most attractive
display" that would have been better, as quantity might have
been considered one factor in attractiveness. As it was, one
exhibitor went to the trouble to build up a pyramid of honey
that reacht to the roof, assuming that, if the honey was all

equally good so far as " quality and mapner of putting up for
market was considered," the largest quantity would carry off

the palm. The judge decided solely upon "quality and man-
ner of putting up for market," in both comb and extracted
honey, quantity cutting no figure whatever.

Hitherto, most of the premium lists have offered premiums
for " the best display " of comb honey. Lately some of them
have changed it to read the " most attractive." These offers

are pretty good, but the objection is that the first prize
usually goes to the largest display. Of course, size is one at-

traction, but it is not the only ona by any means. As it is,

most of the exhibitors bring in their honey in the regular
shipping-cases and stack it up, and the largest pile gets the
first premium. There Is not much encouragement to make
the exhibit attractive in other ways, such as by arrangement
or ornamentation. This is why I recommend most heartily
the New York premium list in this respect. It limits the
quantity to 2.50 pounds, it must be that much, no more and
no less. Now then, the exhibitor who can put up that amount
of honey in the most attractive shape wHl win the prize.

There is a premium offered on tasteful arrangement and
skillful display rather than upon quantity ; 250 pounds of

honey is really enough, if properly displayed ; when we have
seen that much, it is no great sight to see twice as much.
Comb honey is fragile stuff, and the carting around of large
quantities of it, and paying freight upon it, when better ends
can be gained by working on different lines, is unwise. As
there is a greater risk and expense in shipping and exhibiting
comb honey than is the case with extracted, the premiums
should be greater on the comb honey. Aside from the pre-
mium on the most attractive display, there ought to be a pre-

mium on a small quantity, so small that it can be furnisht by
(my bee-keeper, and the offer should be for the best honey,
that is, for "quality and manner of putting up for market."

Referring again to the matter of bees, I see that some of

the Fair associations still offer premiums upon queen-bees
caged. There is no place in which a queen can be shown to

so good an advantage as in a single-comb nucleus, and the
only judgment that can be pronounced upon a queen is that

made by looking at her workers. I have reference to purity

of race, and that is the only point that can be decided at a

Fair. Queens kept in cages in the cool weather that fre-

quently comes during the fall are often chilled and die.

At the Illinois State Fair last year there was a premium
offered on caged queens, and one of the competing points was
that of quantity. The nights were cool, and one exhibitor

lost nearly 20 queens (worth twice the premium offered).

Another had 28 queens on exhibition. He took great pains

to keep them as warm as he could nights, but many of them
were worthless at the end of the Fair. The first premium
was only $10, and the exhibitor who won it had on exhibition

35 queens, and lost probably half of them after the Fair was
over. Queen-bees ought to have no place on a premium list.

The place for them to be shown is in the single-comb nuclei,

where they can be kept warm and cared for.

There is one other premium that ought never be offered,

and that is for the greatest number of samples of different

kinds of honey. This offer would be all right if all men were
honest, but. unfortunately, they are not, and the "manufac-
ture" of different samples by mixing is so easy and so difficult

of detection that many cannot withstand the temptation.

There ought to be nothinrj for which the judge must take the

exhibitor's word. Some lists contain such provisos as the fol-

lowing :
" Honey must be of the present year's crop," " Must

be the product of the exhibitor," etc. Such things are fool-

ish, as there is no way of proving that they are lived up to.

While I am discussing the things that ought to be left out

of a list, I may mention the offering of a premium on "honey
extracted on the grounds ;" also " comb foundation made on

the grounds." These offers came about in this way : The
managers of Fairs have about discontinued the offer of pre-

miums on all kinds of implements and machines. When bee-

keepers could no longer get a premium on a honey-extractor,

they induced the managers to offer one on "honey extracted

on the grounds," thus bringing in the honey-extractor. But
this is no premium on the extractor, as the honey shows no

characteristic of the machine that is used. It has been urged

that the use of the machine on the grounds educates the pub-

lic. As a rule, not two dozen people will see this operation

—

often it is done toward night, when the crowd is off out of the

way. It is a mus^y, disagreeable task when attempted away
from the accessories of the honey-house.

The same objections apply to the manufacture of comb
foundation on the grounds, with the exception that in this

case the foundation 7)u'!;/it show the superiority of the ma-
chine in a slight degree, but it might also be a greater indi-

cation of the skill of the operator. I don't wonder that the

managers have discontinued the offering of premiums on im-

plements and machinery—that is, in the way of pitting one

implement against another, as each implement is usually ex-

hibited by the manufacturer or his agent, and the awarding
of the premiums is very difficult, and the awards unsatisfac-

tory. But there are premiums offered at many Fairs for the

best display of furniture, clothing, musical merchandise,

stoves, etc., and in this sense there might be a premium of-

fered for the best display of apiarian implements that would

bring no unpleasantness. The display of implements is of In-

terest to bee-keepers, and aids them in giving information to

the general public.

The display of honey-producing plants makes one of the

most handsome backgrounds that can be used in connection

with an apiarian exhibition, and interests and instructs the

public.

A general sweepstake premium for the largest and best

exhibition is a powerful incentive to the making of a large

and attractive exhibition, and ought not to be omitted. Diplo-

mas are " no good."

In all of the other departments of the different premium
lists there is something approaching uniformity— that is, the

horse department of the Michigan premium list does not dif-

fer materially from that department in the premium lists of

other Fairs, and there is no reason why the same uniformity

might not exist in the apiarian department of the different

lists. I shall send a copy of this paper to the secretaries of

the different Fairs, and to the premium-list committees when
I can learn of them ; also to those bee-keepers in each State

who are interested and attend their State conventions. There
is probably not a State Fair association that would not adopt

the premium list recommended by their State association of

bee-keepers. The managers have no interest in the matter

except to please the bee-keepers ; that is, if there Is a given

sum that can be used in the bee-keepers' department, the

managers are perfectly willing that the bee-keepers shall

make up their own list.—Country (ieiilleman.

Genesee Co., Mich.
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OONDUCTBD BT

DR. O. O. JMZLtEH, atAJCEKGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlrect.1

Using Two-Slory Brood-Cliambers.

You advise for comb honey two-story S-frame dovetailed
hives, or 16 frames, until the time to put on supers, then one
story is to be taken off, reducing them to one story or eight
frames. My experience is that in this locality the honey har-
vest opens and supers are to be put on somewhere near May
15 ; and up to that time the queen never occupies or fills more
than eight frames with brood. In that case I should think it

would not be necessary or practicable to put on the second
story. Am I correct, or not ? Indiana.

Answek.— I don't know. If a single story gives all the
room the queen will occupy, and if no more room is needed,
then there can hardly be any advantage in giving a second
story. But you can hardly be very sure about this if you've
never tried it. Are you sure none of your queens, will occupy
more than eight frames if they have a chance? I think you'll
find it true that, as a rule, bees don't like to use either of the
two outside combs for brood, using them only for honey and
pollen. If you find brood in either of the outside combs (and
you may find it In both) you may feel pretty sure that they are
somewhat crowded for brood-room ; and if you find eight
combs occupied with brood in an 8-frame hive, the probability
is that more than eight combs would be used if the bees had
two stories. Keep a strong colony in one story of eight frames
and it will have brood in not more than eight frames, if in-

deed it has more than six, whereas the same colony iu two
stories may have 9 to 1-i frames with brood. Some colonies
don't need the second story ; some do. If you practice using
two stories, you'll find a good many more of your colonies
needing them than if you kept all of them constantly confined
to one story. That is, by giving always all the room needed,
you'll have stronger colonies.

A Quintet of Que§lion§.

1. Do the bees store as mnch honey in the sections where
only 21 are put on a hive as where there are 32 ?

2. Dr. Gallup told in this Journal of a man who made lOS
colonies of bees out of one in two seasons. How did he get
enough queens ? aud how did he get the colonies strong enough
for winter ?

3. How long should a good queen-cell be ? Are natural
queen-cells better than others?

4. Can you give me the address of a few bee-keepers that
use the Quinby closed-end-frame hive, as shown in Benton's'
book on bee-keeping ? Are they better for wintering than the
loose-frame hives ?

5. Do Doolittle and Gallup answer questions in the Amer-
ican Bee Journal ? Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. That depends somewhat upon how the
matter is managed. If you put on one super at a time, and
wait till all the sections are sealed before giving a second
super, you'll probably get quite a little more honey by using
the larger supers. If you use better management, and give
room as fast as needed, never allowing the bees to be crowded
for super room, you'll probably find no difference.

2. I don't know the particulars of the case, but he could
follow the nucleus plan, rearing a queen in the nucleus, and
then building up the nucleus. With a sufBeiently long and
good honey season, there would be no trouble in having the
colonies stored for winter, the latest formed receiving aid from
the earlier ones. Feeding might also be resorted to.

o. Perhaps something like 1,V or IJ^ inches. But there
are so many exceptions to the rule that it makes the rule of
little account. Sometimes a cell two inches long will be a very
poor affair, and sometimes a good queen will come out of a ceil
that hardly shows above the surface of the comb. So far as
you can judge from appearances, the length of a cell is hardly
so important as its appearance otherwise. A cell that is

deeply pitted is more likely to be good than one that is smooth.
That is true in the case of cells reared for natural swarming.
If you take away the queen, aud a cell is reared right in the
middle of a comb with brood in every cell about It, the cell

may be perfectly smooth and of so little prominence as not to

be noticed at a careless glance, and yet it may produce an ex-

cellent queen.
The average natural queen-cell is better than the average

cell reared when the bees had no previous thought of swarm-
ing or superseding. For in making up the average, you must
take into account a lot of very poor cells reared in weak and
dispirited nuclei. Rightly managed, however, and reared in a
strong colony—at least left in a strong colony till sealed—

a

cell reared artificially may be as good as the very best.

•4. I'm not entirely sure of the address of a single bee-
keeper who uses that frame, for altho many Quinby frames
are used, I don't know which are closed-end. If any of the
fraternity who use this particular kind of frame care to answer
any questions that may be askt about them, perhaps they will

make it known. As a rule, there is no other class of men
more willing to divide their knowledge. Closed-end frames
ought to be warmer for winter than others.

5. All the answers that appear in this particular depart-
ment are written by the same person. When a question comes
in, it goes into the general hopper, and is answered in this de-

partment. But both of the gentlemen named have answered
many questions iu this paper, and probably would do so at any
time if so requested.

Honey in mason Jars—Smotlicred Colony.

1. I have some extracted honey in Mason fruit jars.

Would you advise one to put the covers on tight, the same as
when canning fruit? About >8 of it was unsealed when ex-
tracted. It is not for sale, but for my own use.

2. I was obliged to move a colony that was queenless, but
had some sealed queen-cells. In the morning I stopt the en-
trance with wire-cloth before moving It, and at night on re-

moving the cloth I found most of the bees smothered, and the
two outside combs (heavy with honey) a little broken down,
and some melted. The bees had turned almost black, and
most of the brood was dead. What would you do with the
combs having the dead brood ?

For information, I would say that I found enough live

bees to form a nucleus, and to sting (in fact, the sharpest and
worst-feeling sting I ever received). I gave them some eggs
from another colony in case the queen-cells did not hatch out,

all in the same hive, and smoked them in after cleaning it

out. I also extracted the two broken combs and have the
honey in a jar by itself to find out how it acts. Oregon.

Answers.— 1. If you heat the honey as In putting up
fruit, then seal It up tight. It is said to keep well and not
granulate. But it's rather a dangerous thing to heat honey,
for if you run It above 160^ you are likely to darken it and
hurt the flavor. If you leave the covers loose or entirely off,

so as to give chance for evaporation, and then keep it in an
airy place, a place where salt will keep dry, you will find It

will keep well, altho it may granulate.
2. I would give the combs of dead brood to other colonies

to clean up and take care of. It's only fair to say that some
good authorities say there is danger of foul brood from rotting
brood. I agree with those who think that if there is no foul

brood present in any other hive you can't start foul brood
without the seeds of foul brood, but knowing the two views
you can act on your own judgment. If you are afraid the de-

cayed brood will start foul brood, by all means burn it up.

But if it was In my own apiary, I would give it to a strong
colony, or to more than one colony.

You will very likely find that the honey extracted is not
different from other honey.

Bee-Range, Shading Hives, Etc.

Being a new subscriber, I am not aware that the question
of bee-range has been discust before. Now that nectar is none
too plentiful, the question of how far bees will range In search
of food, might be taken up with profit. Also, the most i-a-

proved manner of shading hives, which may be termed a burn-
ing question. Illinois.

Answer —At different times the question has been askt,
"If I can have only one, shall I get a bee-paper or a bee-
book ?" I'm not sure but I have said a paper first, or at least
have put them on equal footing. I wouldn't answer that way
now. I'm older, aud know more. By all means get the bee-
book first. There are certain points that every bee-keeper

—

every beginner in bee-keeping— will need to know, aud that
he will be likely to want to ask about. These points are pretty
well known to every experienced bee-keeper, and the text-
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books take them up and answer them, id most cases more fully

than they can be answered in a department like this. It Is

much better for the begiuner to have all these questions an-

swered in bulk in a book, available at any time, and more
easily referred to than if scattered in the pages of a bee-paper,

and after you've well mastered the contents of any or all of

the best text-books, you will still find plenty of things to

ask about.
The matter of the distance bees will go for stores has been

very thoroughly discust, and it would be space wasted to have
much room taken up with its discussion ; but that you may
cot have to wait till you get your bee-book, I'll say that there

are some differences of opinion as to the distance bees will go
to gather stores. Some think that bees will go from choice

three miles or more. Some think they do not often go more
than IK or two miles. There are cases on record in which
bees have been known to go seven miles under favorable cir-

cumstances. So you see there is some chance for difference of

opinion, and while the matter has been fully discust in the

past, it is quite possible you may gel some new light, and any
facts that may come to your knowledge as helping to settle

the question will be gladly welcomed. If you consult the act-

ual practice of those who have out-apiaries, you will probably
find that they are pretty well content to have their apiaries

three or four miles apart, in which case they seem to think
that bees do not work generally much more than two or three

miles from their hives.

Looking at a text-book, I find that the question of shade
and ventilation (it's hardly a "burning question," rather a

cooling one), occupies as much as perhaps two pages like this.

I may say in a nutshell that If you have trees for shade, you
have the very best kind. If you have no trees, and must have
shade without time to grow anything, one of the ways is to

have any kind of a covering of boards with a space between
the covering and the cover of the hive, and a big stone or

something else by way of anchorage. An easy way, if tall

grass is easily obtainable, is to put on top of a hive an armfull
of green-cut slough grass or other tall-growing grass, and lay

upon it two or three sticks of fire-wood. It dries to its place

nicely, and will last throughout the season.

Use of Acid in Rendering Wax.

1. What kind of acid is sometimes used in rendering wax,
and what is the process?

2. Is wax rendered with acid just as good for foundation-
making?

3. Can acid be used to any advantage on residue from
rendering old combs in a sun extractor ?

4. Can any more wax be obtained from such combs by the

use of acid ? Arkansas.

Ansvpees.--!. Sulphuric acid is the kind used. I have no
practical knowledge of the process, having never used acid in

that way, but I believe the plan is to mix the acid with the

wax while hot.

2. There seems to be a difference of opinion. Probably
the wax does not have quite so much of its peculiar, agreeable
odor after being subjected to the acid.

3. Yes, it is on that sort that it is used to the best

advantage.
i. Yes, if I am not mistalien, you can get wax from re-

mains that otherwise would be thrown away.

Keeping Down Increase.

If I do not desire any more increase of my apiary, and my
bees are swarming, is it not a good way to prevent increase of

colonies by returning the swarm to the old hive, provided I

take all frames with sealed brood out of it, and divide this

among weak colonies in the apiary, and give the new swarm
empty combs or frames with full foundation ? My idea is that

I could leave the old queen with it, or if I do not want her,

kill her, and leave one old comb with one or two sealed queen-

cells in it. Of course, when I give the old combs with sealed

brood to other colonies, I brush off all the bees to the old stand.

What do you think about it ? Louisiana.

Answer —Your plan will work all right. Leave the old

queen with the colony, and you have the same as any natural

swarm, with the added advantage that It is consideral)ly

stronger than when managed the usual way. You will hardly

be so well satisfied with leaving them a comb with queen-cells.

If you leave more than one cell they may trouble you with

swarming. If you leave only one, that one may not be the

very best one, and there is more possibility of its entire failure

than where the bees have several to choose from. Moreover,

if there is only a queen-cell left, it will be, perhaps, two or

three weeks longer before young workers will be emerging,

than if you had left the old queen. Your colony will be badly

depleted before recruits come on the field of action.

Uniting Colonies.

How would you unite two colonies without their fighting?

I tried it and did not succeed very well, as they did a great

deal of fighting. Pennsylvania.

Answer.—There isn't room in this department to give all

that should be known and is given in the text-books. In gen-

eral, It may be said that much depends upon the condition of

the bees, pasturage, etc. If one of the colonies to be united

has its queen removed a day or more before uniting, there will

be less trouble. Bees unite more peaceably at a time when
pasturage is plentiful. If you shake all the bees off the combs,

letting them run into an empty hive thoroughly mixt up, and
afterward give them their combs, there will be little trouble.

If you alternate the frames, putting into an empty hive a comb
from one of the hives with its adhering bees, then a comb with

its bees from the other hive, thus alternating throughout,

there will generally be no trouble. If the colonies are so small

that one of them can be put in one side of a hive and the other

In the other side, with an empty comb between, they will gen-

erally unite peaceably.

Bees and Horticulture.—G. Kimbrell planted musk-

melons close to his bees, and also ?! mile distant, surrounded

by timber, where no bee was ever seen to visit them. They
grew alike, bloomed alilte, but the vines near the bees set four

melons to every one on the other vines.—Busy Bee.

Removing Honey from Hives.—Don't use much smoke

in this process, as honey often has a slight, smoky tinge from

injudicious smoking, says C. P. Dadant, in Busy Bee. An es-

cape is a good thing, either for comb or extracted honey, but

if the weather is very hot the combs may break down for lack

of free ventilation if an escape is used.

Space Between Two Surfaces of Sealed Honey is a mat-

ter of dispute between J. E. Crane and the editor of Glean-

ings. The latter says he measured a number of lots coming

from different parts of the country, and nine out of ten of the

spaces would measure 14-lnch. Some went 1 H-t under, some

1/16 over. Mr. Crane found the spaces varying from 3/16
to M. the average being somewhere from 20/U6 to 21/96.
Mr. Root thinks it may be that blacks make closer spacing, as

Mr. Crane's honey was from blacks.

Specific Gravity of Different Honeys.—R. Wilkin had a

glass tumbler I4 full of white honey. He filled it with dark

amber sun-extracted honey. In a few hours the white honey

was on top. Then he filled the tumbler '}i full of white

honey, and put two tablespoonfuls of dark on top. The next

morning the dark was In a distinct stratum at the bottom.

He suggests having 12 pounds of honey specially colored, then

a small quantity, by staying on top or sinking to the bottom,

would show whether a lot of honey was above or below the

12-pound mark.—Gleanings.

Some Bee-Lore.—Editor Abbott quotes a paragraph from

the Youth's Instructor, but some remarks he makes rather im-

ply that he does not fully endorse It. The paragraph is as

follows :

"After a time the grubs shut in the big cells turn into

queen-bees, and they begin to sing a song. The queen-bee

hears it, and she knows that more queen-bees will come out.

That makes her angry. She runs at the cells to try to kill the

new queens. The workers prevent her. But there can be

only one queen In a hive at a time. So the old queen says,

'Come ! I will go away !' Many of the old bees say, 'We will

go with our queen.' Then with her they seek a new home."
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The Langfstroth Monument Fund is again
brought up In Gleanings for July 15. It seems very strange
that all the bee-keepers in America are unable to get together
even $200 for the purchase of a monument for Father Lang-
stroth. Only about $100 is now in sight for the purpose. We
were hoping that by next fall the monument might be bought
and erected.

Mr. P. H. Elwood, one of New York's greatest bee-keep-
ers, says that he has just been buying a family monument for

$100, and thinks it good enough. Editor E. R. Root says
that his Idea is about a $200 one for Langstroth. Well, sup-
pose we all call it $200, then, and go to work now in good
earnest and raise the balance of about $100 during the
month of August. It can be done In one month just as well

as in two years if bee-keepers will only think so.

Why not have four or five hundred 25 or 50 cent sub-
scriptions right away? Send them in to us, if you prefer,

and we will publish the list of names of contributors, and for-

ward the money to the proper place.

Roug:h on Chicag:o Honey.—Mr. Stephen J.

Harmeling, of South Dakota, recently had an article in the

Northwestern Agriculturist, on "South Dakota as a Bee-
Country," in which we fiud this paragraph :

"The home market for honey is good. There Is no trouble
in getting 12 to 15 cents for extracted. The flavor of Dakota
honey is superior. That of wild mustard is delicious. Chicago
has sent too much 'Rose Honey' and ' Bumble-Bee Honey '

Into these markets. Chicago is really the meanest hole of a
city on the face of the earth. We expect all that comes from
Chicago to be adulterated. It Is so notorious here that people
who have ever tasted real honey can notice something wrong,

and now they suspect everything that comes from the East,
and will pay a good price for the home product, which they
know to be pure."

We have shipt honey into South Dakota, and never sent

any that was impure. There is plenty of pure honey in Chi-

cago, or else the bee-keepers themselves are rank adulterators.

And that we don't believe. The idea of any one saying that

South Dakota people " expect all that comes from Chicago to

be adulterated !" We don't swallow that at all. Any one
with just ordinary sense ought to know that there Is plenty of

pure honey sent to Chicago—both comb and extracted—and
that that same honey Is often reshlpt to purchasers in other

parts of the country.

Goodness knows Chicago is not very Heavenly in many
things, but we know there are lots of good people here, and

pure honey, too. Mr. Harmeling will only harm himself by
writing in the style Indicated by the above quoted paragraph.

Orgfanization for properly conducted self-defense

seems to be necessary everywhere. The latest thing ot the

kind occurred among the dally papers of Chicago. At a time

when every one was eager for war news, and immense num-
bers of papers were sold, the Stereotypers' Union made a per-

emptory demand for a very material increase of pay under

threat that no papers could be issued unless their demands
were granted. The dailies saw they were in a tight place,

but concluded to meet organization with organization, deem-

ing the demands entirely unwarranted, and entered into an

organization agreeing to stand by each other. The great

reading public were greatly surprised to receive no papers for

a few days, then a small-sized paper rapidly Increasing to its

normal size, and the supposition is that the Stereotypers*

Union has been left out in the cold.

If bee-keepers would have their rights defended, they,

too, must organize.
'*-•-»

Con-vention at Otnaba, Sept. 13-15.—Finally
the date of holding the next annual meeting of the United

States Bee-Keepers' Union has been fixt for Sept. 13, 14 and

15. The place—Omaha— was decided upon several weeks

ago. Here Is a notice from Secretary Mason :

Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, July 23, 1898.
Editor American Bee Journal :— I have just received

from Mr. Whitcomb the following letter in regard to rates,

etc., for the convention of the United States Bee-Keepers'
Union, which will explain Itself:

Omaha, Nebr., July 18, 1898.
Mr. E. Whitco.mb—Dear Sir : Confirming our talk this

afternoon, I wish to advise that the Western Passenger Asso-
ciation has put in a rate for the Annual National Encampment
Sons of Veterans United States of America, Sept. 12 to 16,

as follows :

One lowest first-class normal tariff fare for the round-trip,

"plus .$2. (.10, from Western Passenger Association territory,

east of and Including Utah, except that from points within a
radius of 15() miles of Omaha rate of one fare for the round-
trip will apply.

The following rates apply from the extreme terminals on
the east : Chicago, .$14.75, Peoria, $13.25, and St. Louis,

$13.50. Tickets on sale Sept. 10 and 11, and from points

west of Colorado and Wyoming State lines, Sept. 9. From
points withiu a radius of 150 miles of Omaha, Sept. 12.
Tickets good to return Sept. 21.

We will endeavor to have these rates extended to cover all

the United States, and would suggest that it would be a very
good rate for the bee-keepers' meeting.

Yours truly, W. N. Babcock,
Mttnager Deparliiwnt of TraiisportatioH.

It will be .seen that the above rates are lower than those
given in my previous notice of rates. Mr. Whitcomb writes :

" The above rate is the best in sight Hotel rates and
place of meeting will be arranged a little later on, but it is

thought that the members can be quartered in private families

at $1.00 per day, and that hotel rates can be secured at

about .$2.00 per day."
This allows the Executive Committee to fix on Sept. 13,
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14 and 15 as the time for holding the convention, commenc-
ing on the 13th at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, and closing the

evening of the 15th.
The program for the convention is not yet quite com-

pleted, and will not be in time to be put In the monthly bee-

papers before September, but will be In the American Bee
Journal and Gleanings by Aug. 15. The program will be
similar to the one prepared for the Buffalo convention last

year, containing bee-keepers' music, and the first page of the

cover will be occupied by an illustration containing the photo-

graphs of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee,
with an appropriate background. Any one desiring one or

more copies of the program can obtain the same by sending
five cents In stamps to the Secretary, for each copy wanted.

If the place of meeting, hotel rates, etc., are not given in

the bee-papers in time, those attending the convention will

find a printed notice posted in each railroad depot in Omaha,
on the days of the meeting.

Any one not a member of the United States Bee-Keepers'
Union may become such by sending a dollar to the Secretary,

or General Manager Secor, or the editor of any of the bee-

papers. Don't send a dollar bill unless in a registered letter

;

and if you remit to me by post-office money order, have it

drawn on Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio.
A. B. Mason, Secretary.

Now that the date of the convention is settled, everybody

can begin to make plans for being present.

Remember the date—Sept. 13 to 15. And the place—
Omaha, Nebr.

Later.—Since the foregoing was put in type we have re-

ceived the following letter that Mr. Whitcomb sent to Dr.

Mason :

Omaha, Nkbr., July 22, 1898.
Friend Mason:—The Delone Hotel, corner of 14th street

and Capitol avenue, is where the convention will be held, and
which will also be the headquarters of the Union. Rates for

rooms, on the European plan, .SL.OO a day ; board §1.00 a

day. No one will be askt to double up, but each person will

be given a bed, and be taken care of at this rate as long as
there is a room in the bouse, even if it takes rooms that cost
§±.00 a day.

In order to reach the hotel from the Union Depot, take
the Dodge street car and transfer at l-4th street for the Sher-
man avenue line ; 5 cents pays the entire bill for carfare.

Those who desire to take rooms and secure meals outside
will be at liberty to do so. Rates for meals at restaurants
and chop-houses from 10 to 50 cents.

The limit of tickets will give 10 days in which to see the
Exposition and attend the meeting. E. Whitcomb.

Getting Ne-w Subscribers.—Many of our regu-

lar subscribers have done good work lu getting new sub-

scribers for the American Bee Journal. We appreciate their

efforts, and thank them besides sending them the premiums
we have offered and they have earned.

But we want 1,000 more new subscribers by October 1—
during August and September. That ought not to be a hard

job when you consider the premiums we offer regular sub-

scribers, on page 490, for the work of getting the new ones.

We are beginning all new subscriptions with July 1, as

we have plenty of back numbers since that date, and as we
want all the new readers to have a complete set of Mr.

White's nine articles on "Profitable Bee-Keeping."

Perhaps some of our present subscribers would prefer to

pay their own subscriptions instead of taking premiums for

sending new subscribers. Well, we can accommodate them

all right. Send us three new subscribers for a year, at $1.00
each, or seven new subscribers for the last six months of

1898, at 40 cents each, and we will credit your subscription

for one year ; or send as four new six-months' subscriptions at

40 cents each, and we will credit your own subscription for

six months.

Now it seems that with all the offers we are making in

various places in thjs number of the Bee Journal, the 1,000
new subscribers ought to come very easily in the next two
months.

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 477.

Editor Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, in Gen-

esee Co., Mich., reports the best honey-flow in years in his

locality.

Mr. J. W. KuHN, of Republic Co., Kan., has sent us a copy

of his very neat catalog for 1S9S, offering improved golden

Italian queens and bees for sale.

This Interesting (?) Editorial paragraph we find in one

of our apiarian exchanges :

" We are now out of Mason's fruit-jars, and as the price

is nearly double what it was formerly, we will not purchase

any more until they are lower."

Mr. S. a. Niver, of Tompkins Co., N. Y., writing us July

2, said :

"Clover was fine in looks, but yielded no honey. Bass-

wood bloomed in great shape, but gives up but little surplus.

Five pounds surplus per colony would be about my estimate.

Buckwheat is our old stand-by."

Mr. a. I. Root, of Gleanings in Bee-Culture, called on us

last Friday, when on his way to Yellowstone Park, and other

places in the great Northwest. Mr. Root seemed well and

cheerful, and spent the day riding all over Chicago on our

bicycle. We were glad we could furnish the "horse" for him

to ride and put in a pleasant day. He rides like a boy and ap-

pears to enjoy life hugely.

Mr. J. T. Calvert, of the A. I. Root Co., spent about a

half day with us July 22. He had been maklnga several-days'

tour among some of the supply dealers in Michigan and Wis-

consin, and found that they, like his own firm, had past

through a very busy season. Mr. Calvert was looking well,

and seemed to be ready for another grand rush in the bee-

supply business. They are contemplating the making of ex-

tensive improvements and additions to their present capacity

for turning out implements for bee-keepers.

Mr. E. M. Storer, who has 200 colonies in the vicinity

of the great Okefinokee swamp of Southern Georgia, writes

that while he has considerable stock of extracted honey of

this year's crop on hand in 60-pound cans and 500-pound

barrels, destructive forest fires are responsible for a much
shorter crop than would otherwise have been obtained. Our

Southern friends seem to be " catching it " all around from

fires this year. Our own apiary in South Florida has been no

exception.—Editorial in American Bee-Keeper.

Ye Editor spent two most enjoyable days at the home of

Dr. C. C. Miller last week—Wednesday and Thursday. It

was 90- above zero while there, but pleasant nevertheless,

for that home is in a cool place—" set on a hill, and can't be

hid"—and is very restful and refreshing. At least we found

it so. Next week we hope to tell more about our visit to the

"Medicine Man of the Marengoes." We returned just about

an hour ago (Thursday evening, July 28), and will not have

room in this week's number of the American Bee Journal to

speak further of our trip.

The a. I. Root Co. give a few statistics in Gleanings for

July 15, as follows :

"In the year beginning July 1, 1897, and ending June

30, 1898, we have made about 1(3 nilllion sections of all kinds

and sizes, besides buying about four million from other manu-
facturers, and turning away orders for many more. Our out-

put of Weed process foundation In the same time was 55 tons,

while Chas. Dadant & Son made o:> tons, or 88 tons in all, or

176,000 pounds of Weed process foundation sold in the

United States within the 12 months. Several tons of what we
made was exported. Since we have been making fences we
have turned out half a million of the various styles."

We will be glad to give statistics from our other adver-

tisers if they will forward them to us for publication.
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FOR THE READERS OF THE
AMERICAiy BEE JOURNAL.

PROFITABLE BEEKEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of •• Bees and Bee-Keeping," " Pleasurable Bee-Keeplng," etc.

Mr. White Is owner of one of the largest apiaries In the
country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-
ject. He Is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils In England. He will treat
the subject in a

Series of Mue Illustrated Articles

:

1. General and Introdnctorr. 4. Snrarming.
SI. Bees. 5. Hives.
3. HaudllDg Bees. 6, l^ouudation.

7. Siiperlng.
8. Diseases.
9. Wintering

This is a series of practical articles that bee-keepers of
the United States will not want to miss reading. They will
appear only In the American Bee Journal.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their
neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the
last six months of 1898, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of
this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical
English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

Tlie balance of l§9§ for only 40 cent§—
To a NEW Subscriber—tliu§ making it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent In stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber
already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get
their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,

your choice of one of the following list, for each new 40-cent
subscriber you sard:

For Sending ONE IWew 40-cent Subscriber:

1 Wood Binder for a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cllpplncr Device
3 Handbook of Health—Dr.Foote
4 Poultry for Market-Fan Field
3 Turkeys lor Market—Fin Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor—Fan Field
7 Capons and Caponizing— Field
8 Kendall's Horse-Book
9 Mullen's Horse- Book

10 Foul Brood—by Dr. Howard
11 SUo and Silage—by Prof. Cook
12 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood -by A R Kohnke
14 Muth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 15 • Honey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 KuralLite

For Sending TWO Neiv 40-cent Subscribers:

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four Books
3 Ropp's Commercial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeplng for

Profit
5 40 "Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng

—by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's 'Bee-Keeping for
Beginners"

9 Blenen-Kultur—German
10 Bees and Honey—160 pages—

by Newman
11 People's Alias of the World

All Kew Subscriptions Begin July 1.

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send in

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a
premium.

Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest
list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few nev?
subscribers will kindly do so.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Be It Known
To all Ifloii, we are prepared
lo fill orders proiuplly lor

CHOICE QUEENS si^^.ns^^of
Oolden or Eieatlier-I'olured Italianx....

Tested $1 00: Untested-one. 75c; three,
$1.50. After July 1, 50c each. Remit by Ex-
press Monev Order, paj able at Barnum. Wis,
One and two-cent stamps taken. Address.

Van Sllen B- "Wllliana®,
25Att BAKMJ.1I, WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Bee - Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

)
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
tSend for catalog. MIlliE.SOTJ IIEE-
KEKPERS' SITPIY MFS. CO., Nicollet
Island. Miuneapolis. Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION '=o'-|;i„*^'ON

Can do the work of four
men using band tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Kd^ring-up. Jointing StutT,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. CatalOKoe Free.

SE>K«"A FALLS niFG. CO.,
46 Water St SBNEOA FALLS. N. Y
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

RFF!;? Florida Kalian (jIlFFMt
Tested Queens. $1.00 each; Untested, 50o.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. L,. TARRII^JnTOIV,
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Bec8 IltvccI on All Drone-Couibs

Query 79.— 1. Suppose a prime swarm ia

hived on all fully-built frames of drone-comb,
what kind of bees will they re-.^r, drones or

workers?
2. If worker-bees were the result, would

this not be a good plan to follow to secure
larger bees, and consequently longer tongues?
—Illinois.

0. 0. Poppleton—I don't know.

W. G. Larrabee— 1. I should say they
would rear drones.

E. France— 1. I never tried It. 2.

You try it and report.

K. L. Taylor— 1. Both. 2. No, you
can't fool Nature that way.

P. H. Elwood— I haven't observed any
worker-bees reared in drone-comb.

R. C. Alkln — 1. Drones, drones,
drones. 2. I don't think it will work
one bit.

Dr. A. B. Ma?on— 1. Both drones and
workers, but more workers than drones.
2. I think not.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. Workers. When
the levee broke in the South, and the
water drove the bees into the surplus

Southern Home of the Honey-Bee
will continue to rear none but the BEST
QUEENS. Untested. 50 cents; Tested, $1.00.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDEER, Prop.,
President of National Queen-Breeders' Union,

i.'4Atr Beeville, Texas.
Flease mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

The RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
asre and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Kanches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells

you all aboutOalilornla Asrirultnre and
HortlcuHure. $1.00 per Year; Six Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RIJK.4I4 CALIFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calip.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read what.]. I. PARENT, of

CHARLT0N.N.Y.,8ayB—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
.^1) chaff hives with 7-ln. cap,
KM.) honey-racks, 5iW broad
frames, 2,tM>i_) honey-boxes
and a ereat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
htvea, etc., to make and we
expect to do it with this Saw.
It will do all you say It will.
Catalogue and Price - bist

Free. Addreis, W. K, & JOHN BARNES,
4.'>Clf No. 99.^^ RubyBt., Rockford, 111.

nilCCM9 Italkia stock. Untested. 70c each;
UUlLIiO 3 for $ : 00 After July 1. 30 cents
eatli; tested. $1.00 eauh. Koot'» Ouods at
Houl''» Prices. Prompt shipment and satis-

faction g-uarauteed. Catalog tree
XHEOUORE BENDER,

20Atf Canton, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "ssn-itlng.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Qneen-Clip-
pine device is a fioe thing
for use in catching and ciip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 80 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00 ; or for $1.10 we
will mall the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa

nilD DDIPCQ are wortb looking
UUn rniULO at. We are mak-
ing the new
Champion Oliaff-Hive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling thorn cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you$$ J»

K. H. SCHraiOT A: CO.,
Box 187 Sheboyoan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FBRST TO FRONT.
W'iH-ii ilic s^ikliers ri';iL-tn_^d ChicUamauga, there

wro Pau'O tence—first in tbe field. L;nided in Cuba
—thcr j' s the Pajre. It' s a ' 'path-fluder. '

'

PAGE WOVEN WIKK FENCE CO., Adrian, Midi.

please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

GOOD WHEELS
MAKE A GOOD WAGON.

Vnlf^s a \vnL:i>n lia- l"|'ii1 wliPf-ls it 13

""t-he ELECTF[C wheels
aretro. < I wheels anilthey make a wui^.m
last inrlflinitely, Tliey are made hitrii or
low. any wirJth of tire, to fit any skein.
They e:in*tcct loo-^c, rot or break
down. 1 hey last alwuy8.L'atalog free.

Electric Wheel Co., Box 16. Quincy, Ills.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

lutmakea tIjL- hiuclman ttiice

Duplex Aulamatio Macbine you I
lake liiO fHi\K3 and 60 rods per dar of tbel

Bwt Worcn ^VirP Fence o"d Earth, f
Ilur'.e-hiL'ti. Iliill-.'tr'.n?. PiR-ti

FOR 18P. PER ROD I

Cliirken f.-ni'O l^'a, Rribhit-iiroof |
fence lOo. and a good Hog fence

for ICc. per rod. I'lnln. Colled

.'Spring and Barbed Wire to fann-

ers at wholesale prices. CataloRUO

^ .,„, ,FREE for llie n.'.kiiii;;. Address.

ROTHKRSTltox i:'-S. RKrg'^nlp. Indiana.

4oUif I'lease mention tbe Bee Journal.

W IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Pror. A.J. Cook, Claremont, Calif,.

for hie

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

My Mefurn, Mall.
Queens.

strictly 5-band or Golden Beauties. Untested,
50 cents. Teste '. $1,00.

25A8t TERRAL BROS., Lampasas, Te.\a8.

Please mention Bee Journal when w^riting.

arrangement, bees reared workers in

drone-comb. 2. The workers would not

be any larger.

G. M. Doolittle— 1. Both. 2. Worker-
bees from drone-comb are no larger than
other workers, according to my observa-

tion.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1. Oh, goodness;
try and see. I don't know. 2. This
would be a broad stride. Let us hear
the result.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. Workers, if

they wish ; if not, drones. 2. It is not
always the largest egg that produces
the biggest chicken.

C. H. Dibbern— 1. I think they would
be mostly drones. 2. Yes, but would
the workers produced in drone-cells, if

any, be really larger ?

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. The only time I

ever tried it they didn't do either. They
left. 2. Perhaps, but if I wanted to try

anything of the kind I'd go at It grad-
ually.

D. W. Heise— 1. If the swarm will re-

main I would expect them to rear drones
until they had time to reconstruct the

cells Into worker, which I think they
would do.

Jas. A. Stone— 1 and 2. I think they
would change the cells to worker-cells

as far as necessary, so the result would
be a loss of that much time in making
the change.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—Both these ques-

tions are preniist upon a violation of the

bee-" constitution." Before they could

be carried out the constitution would
have to be "amended."

J. E. Pond— 1. Drones and workers
both, In my opinion. 2. No; for many
tests have been made In this direction,

without making any perceptible Increase

In the size of the workers.

E. S. Lovesy— 1. Both. With us as a

rule the majority will be workers. 2. I

doubt it. I have never perceived any
difference. But I have never made any
experiments along this line.

Prof. A. J. Conk— 1. I don't know.
Who would hive them thus except for

experiment? Try it, and you will know.
2. I doubt If it would work that way.
May be they would leave in disgust.

Mrs. J. M. Null— 1 and 2. I don't

know. Personally speaking the boun-
dary lines of practical, everyday bee-

keeping are sufficiently extensive.
" Might-be's " soar to inaccessible hights.

S. T. Pettit— 1. Usually they will rear

a fair proportiim of both. 2. I could

never see any difference in bees so reared

from those bred in worker-combs. It

might possibly add a little to the length

of their tongues, but I doubt it.

Eugene Secor— 1. They might try to

rc.onstruct the cells so that workers
could be reared, but I would not be sur-

prised if they desprted the hive in dis-

gust. 2. Do you think that the size of

the cradle detprmines the size of the

grown-up baby ?

Chas. Dadant it Son—They will rear

diones till they tiiive managed to narrow
down some of the cells. This experi-

ment was tried by Drory, of Bordeaux,
France, some 15 years ago, and tbe re-

sult was only a few eggs were laid that

hatcht as v.orkprs.

Rev. M. Mahiu— 1. I have never seen

it tried, and do not know. It has been
said that under some conditions qJeens
will lay worker-eggs In drone-cells, but

Sweet I Clover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

SB) IGB) 25Ib 50tt(

Sweet Clover (white). .60 11.00 »3.25 »4.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.23 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5,00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2,25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, tor cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Tour orders are soUclted.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
118 Michigan street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

''A Queenly Deceiver/^
"He fools his customers by sending more

than is expected,"—See page 105. current vol-
ume Bee .louroal. and ask for toe free pamph-
let referred to. lam now prepared to fill or-

ders promptly with fi'^e yellow-to-thb-tip
QUKENS, iit T.-jceach; 3for«i00, or 6 for
$:i.oO. Purely-mated Queens reared from the
best stock and by the best method known, is

what I iurnlsh. and will prove it to all who
give me a chance. Money Order Office, War-
renton.

Address, W. H. PRIDGEN.
2-3A10t Creek. Warren County, N. C.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May, $1,00, Un-
tested. 75c Choice Breeders, either three or
five-banded Italians, at S'2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders, $o.0n. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-Llst to

F. A. CROWELL,,
8Att GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

SEE THAT WINK!
Bee - Supplier! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S Ponder,

-\f.rrt1\ rnf-n'^ *J 512 Mass. Ave,,
W^It-" [JoVDtKj (U> Indianapolis. INDIANA.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

TUB I=Ilj^fi^CB
TO GET YOait

^Z QUEENS :2tr
l8 Of H. G. QUIRIN, of BiUcvue, Olilo.

Ten years' experience with thn best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to Iurnlsh the
best of Queens—Goldeu It.ilian-Doollttle's
strain—warranted purely mated, oOc: ti for
$2 75. Leather Colored same price. Safe arri-

val. Will run 1,'JOO Nuclei. so there will be no
WHlting lor your Queens, No postage stamps
wanted, -i3Al6t

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root'd Goodx at Ilieir p>"ii-e". l carry a
full line of Bee-Keepebs' c*upplies, andean
ship promptly. Catalog Kree.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremout, inu-li.

Please mention Bee Journal when writine.

Illlil/o
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iUUlU Is Square Glass Jars.

Root's (joods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepeks' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send tor our new catalog.

Practical Hints" will be mulled for lOo.

la stamps. Apply to —

Chas. F. Mnth tc Son, Cincinnati, Olilo.
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A Book Recommended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NE¥mETHOD

By W. E Forest. M. D., 12th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best worli ever publisht
as a Home Phtsiciam, and as

A. Oiiide to Healths
It makes the way from Weakness to
Strength so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be siclc. and the well who will follow its

teachings cannot l»e sick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-
ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a drug
treatment.

All Chronic Diseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the '' J\>w J/f^/iof/.s '' given here; even
those who have been pronounced I'on-
snniptive have been entirely cured.
While for Riieiiniatisin, Indiges-
tion, l>yspe]>sia. Conslipalion,
I>jsenlarj-, I>iver and liUliiey
'I'roiikles, Catarrh, Ii^niacia-
tion, (jieneral Debility, I^erv-
ous Exliauslion. IHseases Pe-
culiar to Women, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A <jiuarantec

So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods" thoroughly, it the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Xhe ^cw Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was ?2.50, we sell this at $1.00, postpaid

;

or club it with the Bee Journal for one
year—both together for ¥1.00.

PRE.mi;:vi OFruRs.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOROr W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL8.

The American Poultry Journal,
:}•>-> IJEA-RBORJi ST.,

CHICAGO, - ILL.
A1ik|ll*|inl that is over a quarter of a cent-

JUlUlldl ury old and Is silll growing must
possess Intrinsic merit ot its own, and its
field must be a valuable one.

Such Is the American KA pAnftf o Vftor
Poultry Journal. JV ICIIIN d Ji'dl.

Please mention Bee Journal when ^v^iting.

Farm Bee-KeeDinar.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclusively in the in-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publisht by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for fhee S-\mpi,e copy now.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I do not know that tbey will. 2. The
size of the cell has very little influence,
if any, on the size of the bee.

G. W. Demaree— 1. Would they stay
in a hive filled exclusively with drone-
comb ? Have you tried the experiment ?

I have not. If they could be induced to

stay on drone-combs, no doubt but they
would cut away at least a part of the
drone-comb and build worker-comb in

its place. 2. I have little faith in rear-
ing big bees by any other process than
that of selection in breeding.

J. A. Green— 1. While I have never
tried such a thing, I should suppose that
both workers and drones would be
reared, tho a larger percentage of drones
than usual. 2. How could it have any
effect on the succeeding generation?
The queens would not be reared in

larger cells than usual, neither would
the drones. What have the workers to

do with the succeeding generation
further than to feed it and care for it,

and what difference would their size

malie in these respects ?

^te^i^stf^^jasOife^^iafeg^;^.^

©%E^C£^>^$
^r^sy^^ft>mm«^m

Grand Honey Season.

We have had a grand honey season in

this locality this year—the best I ever
knew. I like the old American Bee
Journal. Wm. Aiken.

Ontario, Canada, July 23.

Wortman's Handy Tool.

The illustration of Wortman's handy
tool. for bee-keepers on page 451, makes
it show the hammer on the edge. It Is

intended to be underneath to make it

handy, as in raising brood-frames the
hammer rests against a frame, answer-
ing for a fulcrum or stop. Otherwise
the illustration is very good.

A. WORTMAN.

Bought Foul Brood.

I must tell what kind of a job a" bee-

keeper here has gotten into, only "i

mile from my apiary, by not taking a
bee-paper and keeping informed. He
had about 40 colonies of bees, then
bought 60 colonies the past spring that
had foul brood iii the worst form. I

tried to get him to subscribe for the
American Bee Journal, but he said he
could get along just as well without a
journal. My bees show no signs of the
disease as yet. E. E. Smith.
Lenawee Co., Mich., July 22.

Some Blunders—Bees Doing Nicely.

As usual, I have made a great many
blunders this season, the greatest of

which was to hive large swarms on
starters. Heretofore I had used full

sheets of wired foundation, and this sea-

son I wired my frames and put in a
starter and hived large swarms. The
result was drone-comb mixt in nearly all

my frames. It is all right for young
queens with a few bees, but it won't do
in this locality.

I am becoming more convinced every
season that large hives are the thing. I

use from one to four 8-frame hive-bodies

to each colony. I supersede all worth-

HONEY«»
If you want Colorado Alfalfa. Sweet
Clover and Cleomn honey—comb or
extracted—correspond with

The Colorado State A§»oeiation.
Our Honey ranks high In quality.
Cars lots a specialty.

Address F. RAUCHFUSS, Elyria, Colo.
31Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

SupDlies at Bottom Prices.

*' Bee-Keeping' for Beginners,'' price 50 cents,
imparts the instruction. Price-Ltst free.

J. P. H. BKOWN, Ati^asta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Best Basswood

Honey in

Barrels ^^^^
We have a limited number of barrels

of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 280 lbs.

which we are offering at 7 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel

or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are Interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^^^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nrr VCCDCDt ? Let me send you my 64-
ULL-NLLrLnO I page Catalog lor 1898

J. m. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing

n~7r"TAiFFOR~

S! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello'wr

Bees'"wrax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casb, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at atfy price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL&

COMB FOUNDATION ^^^'nTifetaii.

Working Wax [Tn?or"m A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalopr,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BfeESWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AlICtlSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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THE BIGGEST OFFER YET

!

Last year only about one per cent —only one
subscriber In 100—ordered his Review discon-
tinued. It the Review could secure 1,000
new subscribers the present year, there is an
almost absolute certainty that at least 900 of
them would remain; not only next year, but
lor several years—as long as they are Inter-
ested In bees. Once a really aooD bee-jour-
nal visits a bee-keeper a whole year it usually
becomes a permanent member of his family.

I would have no dlfflculty whatever in sret-

tlng twice 1,000 new subscribers this year, 11

all of the bee-keepers in this country had
read the Kevlew the past year. I have some-
times thought that it might pay a publisher
to give away his journal one year, simply for
the sake of getting it into new hands. There
are. of course, decided objections to such a
course: but I am going to come as near to it

as 1 dare. Here is my offer:
If you are not a subscriber to the Review,

send me $1.00, and 1 will send you twelve
back numbers, the Review the rest ol this
year and all of next year.

Each issue of the Review, especially if de-

voted to the discussion of some special topic,

is really a pamphlet containing the best
thoughts and experience of the best men
upon the topic under discussion. Twelve
back numbers of the Review are, to a certain
extent, so many little books devoted to as
many different phases of bee-keeping. Some
issues of the Review are now out of print; ol
others only a few are left; while ol others
there are several hundred. 01 course. I shall

send those ot which I have the most, but no
two alike.
Most people subscribe for a journal at the

beginning of the year. In this case there is

no use ol waiting, as you will get the Review
for next year just the same as tho you
waited until next January to subscribe, and
you get all the rest of the numbers for this
year fheb. The sooner you subscribe, the
more free issues will you receive.
Let me tell it over once more. For $1.00

you get twelve back numbers, the Review the
rest ol this year, and tor all of 1899.

31Utl W. Z. HUTCHINSON, riint, Mich.

Only 6 cts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6}^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order,

J^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Texas Queens fMVMy
Best honey-gatberlng strain In America.

Untested, 75c. Write for a Circular.

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

ITALIAN
BEES AND QUEENS
FOR SALE...

Queens, $1.00; alter August. 50 cents. Mrs.
A. A. Simpson, Swiirts, Pa. 27A6t
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

'^t^#ELECTRIC, .,„

IWHEELCO.' "

How About Your Wagon ?
= Does it stnnd up to the vork? Dun't the wheel.s u*it lui.se, th'- ^puk.s rattle and the ^
s tires come off when the weather is hut? Don't tlie fcllues ami huli-^ rut and re^iaire ^= much repair to keep tlie ohl thing in order durint^ %vct vcatlurr' '1 liese thiUL;-* are ^
% tniH ;it liast, nf most wood wheel w.igons. St*»p //*«• i.>in'n^iv*' ripaits. Jiuij ^
g <e tftit/tm that lasts. There are two Wa\'.s of dnin;,' tlii-^, <;rii' way is to buy ^

THE ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON
I :;:.; "irt^f; The Electric LowSteel Wheels r.'.'.u'o.'d'lfa'S.rn'! |
= The Klet-tric Ilnndv AVajTon will stand upinuleranyh-ad vniir t>\ini <rtn ha\il. No nit- ^
= tiiik'— li;:litdnilt. l;._-iTx.ir low it is eusv t" l"!ul and saves mui'U lifjivyUrtinp:. =
= The KlcctricStffl WhecUwdi leni^hen the life of y -ur Did wa^'Mii iiuletiiiitely. They ^
^ lit any slitin. C'-avi rC yuiir old hii:li wnyrna into a liiu'-<l.i\vn-f;i-- * -ty-lood fanu wayon. =
= Write" lor "urFrce liook. **FarmSuviiig»" It tells the whole stuiv. =

I ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., Box 16, Qu/ncy, llllaots. |
'//,wiiiiiiiiiiiii{iii!liiliiHiiiiiiiwiliiin{liiii>iiiiiiiaiiiiliilluiiiiiiiiiliini!iiiiuiiiiLUiiiiiiiii{iiiiiiiiiwiii;iu^ ii>iiiiii;;i.! i iiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiii.iinmiliimvx^

less queens. I have some that keep 12
to 14 frames of brood through the
spring and summer.

I give plenty of ventilation by raising

the front of the hive on blocks, if

needed. I never suffer the bees to hang
out.

My bees are doing nicely this season.

I have increast from 34 to S2, and have
taken off some nice comb honey, and a

lot on the hives now. We have a nice

prospect for a fall flow.

J. T. Hairston.
Cherokee Nation, Ind. T., July 20.

Comb Honey Breaking Down.
There has been some complaint of

honey breaking down in the sections in

shipment. I think it may be of some
use to try the following plan :

In folding the sections, place them so

that the part where they are matcht to-

gether will be on top, and in that end or

side put the long sheet of foundation,
and put the bottom starter In the other
end. Now, when the bees fill the box
with honey, reverse it, and have the
matcht side or end down, so that the
great weight of the honey will rest on
the bottom of the box. The top of the
box as it then stands will be smooth for

any marking which one may wish to

make on the box, and there will be very
little breakdown. Wm. H. Eagkbtt.
Republic Co., Kan., July IS.

Another Hive Tool,

Take an old horse-rasp, and draw it

out wedge-.«hape 3 inches long by li-i

inches wide. Make the handle % inches
wide by % Inch thick, and bend it to an
angle of 15 degrees. This will be found
to be a very handy tool for prying supers
loose, and also for loosening frames.
The angle of 15 degrees makes the
handiest part of the tool. It may also

be used for a chisel, and will stand all

the pry you wish to give it.

Kendall Co., 111. H. C. Gorton.

Crop Will be Light.

I had 14 colonies of bees in the spring,

and have increast to 26. I lost one on
a Sunday while at church; but oue
came to me from one of our neighbors.
I would have more colonies but I doubled
up some of the late swarms. The bees
have been storing some surplus honey,
but not a great deal. The crop will be
light. J. Ridley.
Winneshiek Co., Iowa, July 23.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Putty-Knife as a Hive Tool.

I frequently see in the Bee Journal
something said about tools. I have been
a bee-keeper for 10 years, and I have
never found anything so handy as a
common square-point putty knife. I

don't think anything would take its

place for cleaning supers, sections,

scraping bottoms of hives, and hundreds
of other things. If my bee-keeping
friends have never used one, they should
by all means get one and try It.

Mason Co., Ky. C. N. Bolinger.

Illinois.—The annual meeting of Northern
Illinois Bee- Keepers' Association, will be held

at the Court House, In Freeport, 111., Tuesday
and Wednesilny, August 16 and 17, 1898, All

Interested in bees are Invited to attend.

B. Kennedy, Sec, New MUford, 111.
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California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Olimate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated 82.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St., - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

i

•-THIS-*

Wood Binder
will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Jol"rn'.4l
and will be sent by mail for
SO cents. Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-
ence in book form.
By payine for a year's sub-

scription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

CADDKESS,

4>iEO. W. YORK 4^ CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago, 111.

PATEHT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOB

§^^3 J. A. VAN DEUSEN
^^^^^1 Sole Mannfaotarer,^^^^^ Bpront Brook Moniuomery Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

Has No Sag in Brood-Framet

Thin Flat-Kottom FoundatioD
Has Bo PisbboDe io the SsrplQB HoDey.

Being the oleanest 1b nsnsUy worker
the qnlokest of any Foundation made

J. A.

LARGE
Yellow Untested Italian

(|ueens, 65 cents Each.
Sure to please. T. N. BLUG6S, Marlon, Mass.
Please mention the Bee Journal. 28A4t

GlobeBe^^^il
By mail for One Dollar.

Five croas-bnra are rlvlted in tho
'centre at the top. These bend down

Y f and button to studs on a neck-band.
.The bars are best U^ht sprlnu steel
The neck-hand is hard sprlny brass.

The netting is white with face-piece
of black to see througli.

= It is easily put topether aod folds
§conipactlr in a case, lxB.\7 Inches.

_ i— the whole weigiiing but 5 ounces.

It can be worn over an ordinary hat; fits any head;
does notobstructthevlsi'»ii. and can be worn in bed
without discomfort. It Is a boon to any one whoD'
flies bother, mosqultoa bite, or beea sting.

For sending us only TWO NEW sub-
scribers to the Bee Journal for one year
(at $1.00 each) we will mail to a regu-
lar subscriber one of these Globe Bee-
Veils ; or, for .Si. 75 we will send the
Bee Journal one year and the Veil to

any address.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID BY

George W. York &c Co.,
Chicago, Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
for Pleasnre and Protlt. by Thomas G. Newman.—
This edition has been larf^ely rewritten, thoroughly
.eviaed, and la '* fully up with the times " lo nil the
•mprovements and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
Oplng pursuit, and presents the ai»lnrlst with
everything tlKit can aid In the successful manage-
ment of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the most honey In an attractive condlilun. It con-
tains 2,jl) pages, and 245 Illustrations—la beautifully
printed In the highest stvle of the art, and bound
!ii cloth, gold-lettered. Frlce, Jl.OO.

l^angstroth on the Honey-Beet revised by
I>adant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and beekeep-
ng. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Rev. L. L. Jjangstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Bee-Re cpers' Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but Is
Entercbtlng and thoroughly practical and sclenilflc.
It contains a full dellnojitlOD of the anatomy and
physli>log> of bees. 4(;u pages ; bound In cloth and
!ully illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Scientific Queen- Kearlnfft as Practically
Applied, by G. M. DooUttle.—A method by which
the very best of t^ueen-Beea are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. IT'i pages, bound Id
sloth, and Illustrated. Price. ll-OO.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopiedia of 4U0 pages, describing everything
pertulnliig to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains oUJ engravings. It was written especially foi
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

national Bee-K.eeplngr, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German bookoa
bee-culture, it has o.'tO pages; bcand
'n paper covers, JI.OO

Bleuen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -
This Is a German translation of the princlpf ' por-
tion of the book called Bees OP Honey, 10^ page
pamphlet. Price, 4(J cents.

Convention HandBook, for Bee Keepers, -

Fhonias G. Newman.— It contains the parllcmen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
ilscusslon, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Prarlical Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

WliF Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet is Intend-
ed for FRKE distributKm. to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail, 30 cts.: 500 lor$i.:^.j; iooi_i, $2.00.

Honr to Keep Honey and preserve Its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

AlNike Clover Ijeaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for 25 cts.; 100 for 40 cts.; liOO, 70c.

Apiary Regrister, by Thos. G. Newman.

—

Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, tl.iX*; for lOO colonies, $1.25.

Preparation or Honey for the Market,
Jncludlug the production and care of comb and
Bxtracted honey. A chapter from Bees ANr
Honey. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Pasturagre a XeceB»lty.—This book sug
seats what and how to plat it Is a chapter froc
Bees and Uonev. Price. 10 cents.

The Hive I rse, by G. M. DooUttle. It
details his management of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Dr. Howard's Boolt on Fonl Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silag:e, by Prof. A. J. Coofe.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. 25 cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Keeping, by G,
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

History of Bee-Aesociatlons. and Brief Re-
ort of the first 20 conventions. Price, 10 cts

Fonl Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.-Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price JO eta.

Bep-Keeplns for Beg:lnner»«, by Dr. J.
P. H. Brown, of Geortiirt. A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, givinn the best modes of
management in order ti> secure the most prtiflt. HO
panes, bound in i-aper. Price. 50 cents.

Bee-Keeplnc: *or Profit, by Dr. 6. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, tir how to gel the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8U p .,iilustruted. 25c.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1 , bound in water
proof leatherette, call finish. Price. 4i i cts. No. 2
in fine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Bleneuzacht und HoDis:sewinnnng:,
nach der neuesten methode (German) by J. F.
E^'gers. This book gives the latest, most ap-
pioved metbols of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive style. with illustrations to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50e,

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, Ist, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture: 3rd. How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th, General Fruit in-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green.
—Gives full instructicms In Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price, 25 cts.

Kendall'ti Horive-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on alj
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

lUaple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Capoiiizing, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizlnK fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price. 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about tb»
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising,
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural liife.— Bees, Poultry, Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. iiX> pages. 25 eta.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It telU
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Healtli. by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinkmg, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Book Clubbing OQers.

(Bead Carefally)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each,

book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more book»
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this page.
Followlngls the clubblng-llst:

1 Langstrothon the Honey-Bee 12.00

2! A B Oof Bee-Culture 2.00'

3. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75

4 Bees and Honey I
Cloth bound] 1.65-

5 Doollttle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1.75-

6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book I.IO'

7! Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30

9. Btenen-Kultur [German] 1.20-

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper fcoundl 1.7o

13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15

14. Convention Hand-Book 1.15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10

16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10

17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10

18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10

19. Green's Four Books l.lo

21 Garden and Orchard 1.16-

33. Rural Lite l.lj-

25. Comnrerolal Calculator, No. 1 1.-5

26. Commercial Calculator, No. 2 1.40

37. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10

30. Potato Culture 1-20

33. Hand-Book of Health 1.10

34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush.... 1.20

33. Silo and Silage ^. h\9.
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30

37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) 1.75

38 Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) -. .
2.00'
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Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the Clearest and whitest
Bass'wood Is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, ail combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

An Italian Qneen-Bee Free

!

UNTESTED OB TESTED. AIV OFFER TO
REGVLAR SUBSCRIBERS.

FOR getting and sending us ONE NEW Subscriber to the Bee Journal for one year
(with $1.00 to pay for the same) we will mail you, as a premium, one Untested
Italian Queen. For TWO new subscribers (with $2.00) we will mail one Tested

Italian Queen. These Queens are reared near Chicago, III., and are fine ones. Will
YOU have one ?

CASH PRICES :

Untested, 50 cents Each. Tested, 75 cents Eacli.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Cliicago, 111.

We want
EVEKY BEE-KEEPER

To have a copy of

XiAli Our 1898 Catalog \Mi

Send us your name and address and we will talie pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the Southwest^

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate tha low freljrht rates ot)talned by purchas'

Iqjt goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
tlDg a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have eatabllsht a branch house at 1730 South l-'ith St.. Omaha
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Hiiiginsvi'le. Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most b>-e-keepers iu the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not. we will say that our goods
are par excellent, Polisht, snowy-white ^eollons, beautiful, straw-

coloied ii».,oH.irent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Kxtractora. and all other flrst-
claa sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure thai if we sell you one bill of goods you will beour customer In the future,

^"Pkogbessivk Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper." 23o. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the PbOORessive free, and a beautiful Catalog tor the asking

^<'<^™«^-
Leahy Maniiliieturing Company, IV^^ruT^is^ir-Jt., o";.a..a,Neb.

Select-Tested Golden Adel Q,ueens.
Each, $1.00. A practically non-swarmlng and non-stinging strain of golden bees. "How

to Prevent Honey Candying " given to each customer Tested Queens, each. 75 cents.
36Atf HENRV AliLEV, Wenbain, ITIass.

HDNEY and BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTAXIOnrS.

Chicago, Jii y 20.—Not any of the new-
crop of comb honey on the market this week;
what little has come sold at ll@fic. Ex-
tracted brings 5(370 for the white, according
to quality; ambers, 5@6c. Southern, fair to
good grades, 4@5c. Beeswax. '^7c.
Market is In good shape for disposing of

honey of all kinds. H. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, July 9. — New comb, No. 1,
white, ll(ai'-!c; amber, lOOllc. Extracted,
white, 5@5i4c; amber, 4@4^c. Beeswax. 22
to 25c.
Old stock of honey all cleaned up. Few

shipments of new in market.
0. C. Olemons & Co.

New York, July 30.—There is some little
new Southern comb honey on the market,
mostly Irregular quality and selling at from
9 to lie. Extracted of all kinds is In good
demand. Common grade Southern, 50 to o2c
per gallon; good. 55 to57c.; choice. 5 to 5>4c.
per pound; some axceptionally fine lots sell
at 6c. Beeswax is very quiet at 26 to 27c.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken.

Boston, July 9.—Fancy white in cartons,
13c.; A No. 1 white In glass-front cases, 11 to
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie; No. 2. 8 to 9c. Ex-
tracted, white. 6 to 7e; light amber, 5 to 6o.
Beeswax, pure, in good demand with very
light supply, .'SOo.

At the present time the demand for both
comb and extracted honey is very light with
but little stock on hand.

Blake. Scott & Lee.

San Prancisco, July 20.—White comb. 8V4
to 10c; amber, 6H to T/,c. Extracted, white,
5V4@6c.; light amber, 43i to 5)4c. Beeswax,
2aa25c
The ship Roanoke, clearing from this port

for New Vork on the 16th inst, carried 179
cases of extracted honey of 1897 crop. There
Is some new crop honey on the market, both
comb and extracted, but no large quantity of
either. New comb of fairly choice quality is
offering in 1-pound sections, and In a small
jobbing way »t 10c. per pound. Quotable
values for extracted show no change.

Detroit, July 21—Fancy white. ll@12c;
No. 1. white, Hi;ailc. Extracted.white, 5@6c;
dark. 4@5c. Beeswax, 25^260
New honey Is arriving, but prices are hardly

establisht. M. H. Hunt.
Minueapolio. July 26.—Fancy white clo-

ver comb is now selling at ll@12c.; amber,
lOi^c. Extracted fancy white clover. SHc:
amber, 4?Si@5c. Dark grades, both comb and
extracted, not wanted at low prices.

S. H. Uall&CO.
Indianapolis, July 18.—Fancy white comb

honey, l24812Hc; No 1. 10@Ilc. Extracted,
white, 6@7c. Beeswax, 25@27c.
Only a few arrivals of fancy white comb;

market almost bare, and demand good. Quite
a little comb honey from honey-dew is being
offered, but there Is simply no demand for the
stuff. Walter S. Poddee.

Milwaukee, July 14.—Fancy 1-pound sec-
tions. ll@12c; A No. 1. 10@11 cents; No. 1
8@10c; amber. 7@7^c; dark and old. 6@7c.
Extracted, in barrels, kegs or palls, white, 6@-
6S4c; dark and amber. 4@5c. Beeswax, 26®
28c.
Since our last the sales of honey have not

been large, altho a fair demand has ex-
isted and continues, altho the fruit consump-
tion makes some difference with eaterd of
honey. There is not a very large supply of
old stock left, and we shall be in good order
for new crop both extracted and comb. The
outlook is good, A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, July 9. — There is a very good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to lie; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c., and even 6c. when poor enough.
Quite an amount o( honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. Batterson & Co.

St. I.ouis, July 9. — Fancy white comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to lOc; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white. 5H to 6c. ; amber,
5 to6H|c.; dark, 4 to4He. Beeswax. 20 to 22o.

Westcott Com. Oo.

Cincinnati, July 9.-Demand is slow for
all kinds ot boney, especially comb. Prices
for best wlilto comb honey. 10 to 13 cents.
Extracted hnney brings 3^4 to 6c. according to
quality. Beeswax in good demand at 25 to-
28c for good to choice yelow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
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i^^Talk about

....CoinbFoujidatioji

WE can now furnish the very best that can
be made from pure wax. Our New Pro-

cess of Milling; enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It i§ alwayi Pure and Sweet.
It is the kind tliat does not sag.
It is the kind you Avant.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples furnlsht FKEE. Large Illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

THEW.T.FALCOMERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A VV\A. LINK OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
l-poiind Square Jars, $4.60 gross.
Isabels, 60c cross; di»c. on quaulltles.
Italian Queens, 65c eacb.
Catalog FKl!:E.
Please mention Bee Journal when -viTiting.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Ulves, Sections, Shlp-
ping-Casee. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

[ dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery. 40.000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mannfactnrini Co.,

HUDSON, St. CroLx Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods ^li^e'tl',?.'"-

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will nay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HUNT
Cabh for Beeswax. Beli, Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

I AEISE
1^0 SAY to the readers

. of the

BEE JOXTRNALthat
IM>OI^lTTLE

has oonoladed to sel I

-BKB8 and QUKKN8—
In their BeaBon, during
1898, at thefollowlnK
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
light BhippinK-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i 00
6 " - queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 tested Queen... fi so
8 " Queens. 3 50
1 select tested queen 2 oo
S " " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing. . 3 00
Hxtra Selected for breeding, the vbry best.. 5 00
About a Pound of BBB8 in a Two-frame Nuclens,
with any Queen, la.oo extra.

I^" Circular free, giving full partlonlarB regand-
the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA35t BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. ?.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation. ybIYear

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because ITS SI YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity. I'iriiiness, I\o Sag-
Spins;. lV<> IjOmk.

rAXENT WEEI> PROCESS
SIIEE1'ir«C}.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by me^il.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk CO., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Wdl Mamifactnred Stock ! Quick Shipments
!"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thriftv timber is used.

H^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Tk Fence and Plain Sections.

Weed New Process Founilatlon.

Cowan Extractors,

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest made,

Specialties : S Doyetalled Hl?es-witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzenliaker Hives,

No-Drip SMping-Cases.

(jleauings in Bee-Culture, Illustrated, Semi-IontMy.

Calalos of Ooods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancIi'Offlces

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn,
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Mr. and Mrs. Thds. Wm. Cowau.

It will be remembered by our readers that Mr. and Mrs.

Cowan called on us last May, when on their way back to Eng-

land from California, where they had spent the previous 18
months. Id Gleanings for July 15 appeared the picture

which wo show on this page, and which that paper has kindly

loaned us.

As our opinion of Mr. and Mrs. Cowan is so well echoed

in an editorial written by Ernest R. Root, that was printed in

the same number of Gleanings in which the picture was
shown, we reproduce it almost entire, as follows :

Some of our readers will remember that Mr. Thomas Wm.
Cowan, Mrs. Cowan, and their son, an electrical engineer,
have been sojourning in California for several months past
for their health. The condition of all three has greatly Im-
proved. While Mr. Cowan, Jr., remains, Mr. and Mrs. Cowan
left there a few weeks ago, stopping on their way at the
homes of some of the bee-keepers of the United States. They
called on Mr. York, of the American Bee Journal, and on Dr
C. C. Miller. In writing to Dr. Miller recently, I mentioned

Mr. and Mrs. Cowan, and Mrs. E. R. and Master Leland Root.
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the fact that I was enjoying a visit from Mr. and Mrs. Cowan,
and In reply he writes this, which I give to our readers :

Dear Ernest :—I congratulate you heartily on the oppor-
tunity of a visit from Mr. Cowan and his wife. I do so with some
intelligence after having enjoyed the treat myself. They came
just at a time when work was in such shape that I couldn't stop
tor anybody—just couldn't stop. But I did stop for three days,
and gave myself up to the abandon of thinking there was no work
tp be done while they were here; and altho it may take two weeks
to catch up. I'm not worrying over it.

Along with a strong desire there was also just a shade of dread
of the coming of two such prominent people; but they brought
with them a large stock of common sense and loving kindness,
and immediately we were at ease. Mr. Cowan impresses one as a
man with a wonderful fund of information, but who has hardly
discovered yet that he is any better off in that respect than the
ordinary mortal. It so happened that while he was here I had
sent me a letter and a newspaper clipping in a foreign language.
[ didn't even know what was the language—thought by the looks
of the printed part that possibly it might be modern Greek. But
Mr. Cowan read it off at sight. It was Russian. It made me feel

I'd like to begin life over again and be a linguist.

Mrs. Cowan is so simple and unassuming in her manners that
just at first one is hardly ready to recognize in her a woman of
unusual intellectual attainments ; but gradually the fact appears,
and, along with very clear perceptions of the truth, she is possest
with an intense zeal that others shall see the truth as she has
learned to see it. My wife, who had more opportunity than I to
become acquainted with her, gave as her verdict, * Mrs. Cowan is

a woman that lives to do good."
The present war seems bringing closer together a good many

people. At the close there will be no gap between the North and
the South ; and England and America, mother and daughter, will

be closer than ever before. " We be brethren."
C. C. Miller.

The Doctor's Impressions of the two were exactly my own
—in fact, of all Rootdom. Notwithstanding Mr. Cowan Is the
most talented and best informed bee-keeper living to-day, I

believe, having traveled over nearly all of the civilized world ;

notwithstanding he reads eleven different languages, and
speaks perhaps half as many; notwithstanding honors of

various kinds have been conferred upon him by different

societies for the advancement of science; notwithstanding he
is editor of the British Bee Journal, and president of the
British Bee-Keepers' Association, he is one of the most modest
men I ever met. Unassuming and quiet in his manner, one
cannot fall to be imprest that he is in the presence of a master
of our pursuit.

Without doubt he has the most extensive library relating

to bees of any man in the world. He has been all his life

gathering together rare and old volumes pertaining to bees ;

and It does not make any difference what language they are
printed in, he reads them just the same. He pronounced some
of the bee-books we have, dating back two and three cen-
turies, as being exceedingly rare and valuable—such as, for

instance, Butler's Feminine Monarchy, printed In 1609, or
two years before the publication of the common version of

the Bible; also Hill's treatise on bees, printed in London In

1608.
When Mr. Cowan was here in 1887 he had with him his

big microscope with which he has made some of his exhaus-
tive researches. This instrument is one of the finest in the
world, and was made by Mr. Cowan himself. Father once
pronounced it the finest piece of handwork he ever saw.

I found Mr. Cowan to be well verst in all the modern and
ancient practices of bee-keeping. It seemed to amuse him
that so many Ideas were being discovered in these latter days
that have been fully described in former works. For instance,
the modern starvation cure for foul brood Is fully described In

Delia Rocca's works, written over a century ago, and printed
in 1790. He was also amused at the way we Yankees have
of inventinir things th.'vt his countrymen invented and after-

ward discarded.
On the afternoon of one of the days he was here, Mr. and

Mrs. Cowan, Mrs. Root, Master Leiand, and myself, took a
drive down to our basswood apiary. I felt that when so dis-

tlngulsht a personage was here I must not fail to take along
my camera, and so I requested the privilege of a "shot "or
two, which was kindly granted; and I also askt if I might
present the result of that shot to our readers. With some
reservation this privilege was also granted. Mrs. Cowan is

shown in the back of the buggy, Mrs. Root In front holding
the dog Trix, and Master Leiand in front of Mrs. R. From
the picture one would think It impossible to go between the
trees, but such is not the case. Of course, we do not need to

point out Mr. Cowan.

Mrs. Cowan is as simple and unassuming in her manners
as her husband ; and the fact gradually begins to dawn on
one, when he begins to know her better, that she is a woman
of more than usual Intellectual attainments, as Dr. Miller well

says. She Is a very earnest and able advocate of the doctrine
that the ten tribes of Israel, after their carrying away to
Assyria, 133 years before the sacking of Jerusalem (when
Judah and Benjamin were taken to Babylon) were not lost by
absorption into other nations. She claims that the Bible
justifies us in believing that those Israelites migrated to Central
Europe and became the Anglo-Saxon nation ; that England
is Eohraim in prophecy, and the United States represents
Manasseh ; that the religion and principles of these two na-
tions will spread all over the world and become dominant.

It is not necessary for me to refer to the members of my
own family, unless it is to the dog Trix (I count her) that eats
more honey than any other canine living. The other day she
showed she was very fond of raw bananas and raw tomatoes ;

and for taffy she has a " sweet tooth." I have not tried her
yet on a chunk of comb honey, but I have no doubt she would
whine for that as she does for everything el!>e in the sweet
line. Eknkst R. Root.

Mr. and Mrs. Cowan anticipate returning to this country

the coming fall, as their health is much better when on the

Pacific Coast. We shall hope at that time to have more time

to spend with them. Like Dr. Miller, when they came here,

it was In the busiest time of the year— it required all our time

to look after the mail orders for bee-supplies, so that we were

really ashamed that we could not devote more time to our dis-

tinguisht visitors. But being a wise man, and acquainted

with the requirements of bee-keepers at that particular time

of the year, of course Mr. Cowan was able to take in the sit-

uation, and we hope he made due allowance for our apparent

inappreclallon of our English friends.

Neither Dr. Miller nor Mr. Root have spoken too highly

of Mr. and Mrs. Cowan. Wo feel that they indeed merit

every good word that has been said concerning them.

(AH rights reserved by the Xorthern Xewspaper Syndicate,

of Kendal. England.)

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS,
BY

Author of ''Bees and Bee-Keeping.'''' ^^Pleasurable Bee-Keeping." etc.

No. 6.—FOUNDATION.
Tlidse wlio keep bees in skcps :uh1 hoses arc at a serious

disadvLuitage when compared with their more fortunate
brethren in the craft who use a modern style of hive. The
latter are aids to success which prove of very great impor-
tance. If we compare two swarms, one in a skcp or box and
the other in a modorn pattern hive in which Is a provision for
saving the bees many days' labor, we ean't fail to see that for
several days the bees in the skep are busy making combs of
wax which they secrete from the honey they are gathering-
daily, while bees in the wooden hive, if of the same capacity,
will have converted the sheets of foundation into combs in

from 2-i to -18 hours, and during the remainder of the time
the other bees are laboriously building combs below, they are
rapidly filling their supers. In many cases, owing to the
wane of the honey-flow, or change of weather, the days thus-

saved make the difference between full and empty supers.

The foundation referred to as an aid to success is wax in

sheets that have been past through a machine somewhat like

a small mangle, the rollers of which have been cut in such a
manner that they impress on both sidesof the sheet the shapes
of worker-i'clls. Foundation is undoubtedly one. if not the
most valuable, of the many devices the modern tee-keeper
makes use of in the profitable management of the apiary. A
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frame fitted with a full sheet of foundation and put into a

good eolony during the summer will on the following day not
only contain a partly-workt-ont eonib, but the newly-built cells

will in all jjrobability each contain a tiny egg. The great
value of foundation cannot well be over-estimated, and there-

fore I strongly advise its use on all occasions when practica-
ble. The cost—2s. per pound (less in quantity)— is a really

small item when the amount of extra surplus resulting from
its use in the brood-chamber, as well as supers, is taken iuto

consideration.
As generally made there are about six sheets the size of

standard frames to the pound, tho seven to ton for wiring are
sold. It is not. however,, advisable to have a sheet of less

thickness than seven sheets, at the most, to the pound will

give, even for wiring ; as thin sheets are apt to sag and spoil

the appearance and usefulness of tho combs.

The flsing of the sheets of foundation in the saw-cut of

top-bars of frames has been explained in a previous article,

but tho tlio foundation is by this method expeditiously Hxt in

tho frames, tho latter must be handled very carefully, other-
wise the now combs will fall out. Then again the least move
of the hive from a horizontal position by accident, or the set-

tling of the ground after rain, will throw the combs, which
are beiug built together, out of the frames ; neither can colo-

nies with such combs be moved without fear of the combs col-

lapsing, except when they become tough by usage.
All these disadvantages disappear by wiring the sheet

of foundation into the middle of the frame. The foundation

Fixing Foundation in Frames.

is not only placed in tlie right place and kept there, but the
saw-cut in wliich the wax-grub is often found may te done
away with, by using a plain top-bar.

To wire a sheet of foundation into a frame proceed as
follows : Put through the side-bars towards the inside of tho
frame, a thin French nail about an incli in length, half an
inch from the top, and an inch from tho bottom, and turn the
ends with a pair of small pliers to form hooks ; then lay the
frame down to be better able to follow the instructions. Let
the bottom-bar be near and the top-bar away from the opera-
tor. Now take about two yards of No. 30 tinned wire, make
a noose on one end and hook it on the nail near the bottom of
the side-bar on the left hand, run it across to the other bottom
nail, pass it through the loop, and thence through the hook at
the top of tho same side-bar ; then carry it across under tho
top-bar and pass it through the top hook on the other side-
bar. Tho nails, as we have come to them so far, we will num-
ber from starting, 1 , 2, 3, 4. We have now to run the wire
along near the bottom of the frame up to the top and across
under the top-bar to the loft hand side. Now draw the wire
tightly and take it back to No. 3, whicli gives two wires un-
der tho top-bar. From 3 pass the wire under the middle of
tho bottom strand that rujis fi'om 1 to 2 ; pull tiglit and carry
it over No. 4, and then down tho loft hand side to No. 1.

From No. 1 pass it over tho middle of the lower of the two
strands under the top-bar, finally drawing it tightly and fast-
ening it off at No. 2. It the wire has been drawn taut during
the process of wiring the bottom strand, one of the top
strands will be drawn inwards, and by the crossing of tho
wires a diamond will be formed in the center of tho frame.

Next procure a piece of board to just fit inside the framo
while being only half as thick. Tack onto the back of this
board laths top and bottom to project beyond tho side-bars, so
that when a wired frame is laid upon tho board these projec-
tions hold tho frame with the wires just resting upon tlio

board. Tlie framo is tlion raised while a sheet of foundati«ni
is placed upon the board and then returned. Tho wires,
which are now lying upon tho foundation, are ready for em-
bedding. Tho next step is to press the wires down until they
are embedded in the middle of the sheet of foundation. Vari-
ous devices are employed to do this work properly, but then-
is not one worthy of mention save tlie " Woiblot " spur em-
bedder. This is a tootht wheel, and if it is placed in hot water,
and when hot run along the wires, they will sink down and
remain in the foundation, while the bees build their comb

upon it. When the combs are completed the wires will be
seen running along the mid-rib at the bottoms of the cells.

Tho the saw-cnt in the top-bar of the brood-frames may be
dispeust with, it should be retained in the shallow frame top-
bar, for wiring in this frame is not necessary, and the use of a
saw-cut for fixing the foundation will be simple and effective.

The foundation to be used iii sections must, as the honey
therein stored is eaten with the wax, be very thin and irre-

proachable as regards color. In dipping the boards in the
wax-tank only thin sheets are taken, and these when set are
past through the rollers of tho foundation-mill adjusted so
that the thinnest sheet possible maybe produced. The best
super foundation will give nearly 100 sheets, four Indies
square, to the pound : therefore the sections in five crates may
be fitted with full sheets of foundation for 3s., the price of a
pouncl of super foundation. Full sheets are not really neces-
sary, tho they are an advantage, and consequently triangular
pieces may be used. Whether full sheets or "starters"—as
small pieces are called—are us(>d, they must bo fixt in tho
middle of the section and firmly attacht to the top. This may
bo done by bending the edge of the sheet or starter and press-
ing it firmly upon tho part to which it is to be fixt ; or while
held in position a little melted wax should be run along the
edge of the shoot which will attach it secui'ely to the middle
of the top of the section.

A simpler and most satisfactory way of fixing is to pro-
cure sections tliat have a slanting saw-cut through the middle
of the end which, when the section is placed in the crate, will

be the top. In putting the section together it is completed
except that the halt of the top is loft unfastened until the edge
of the foundation is placed upon the level, when it Is closed,
thus completing the section and holding the foundation
securely in the middle.

FKEDING BEES.

The second, and by no means the least in importance of
the aids to success is feeding. Food given judiciously is of
immense advantage, for without it many bee-keepers would
undoubtedly have empty instead of full supers. Food in some
form may be required in the spring to help on a colony to its

full strength in readiness for the honey-flow ; it is none the
less needful during the summer, when through a continuance
of unfavorable weather loss by death is otherwise inevitable

;

but it is often of supreme importance at the end of the season,
so that there shall ^e surrounding the bees food enough to
serve not only for the dally wants but also through the eaj'ly

part of the year, when tho new honey Is not being gathered
the stores are drawn upon largely for iDrood-rearing.

The best I'ce-food at all times, if it could bo given, is cer-
tainly honey, but in its place the only substitute admissible is

pure cnnc-sugiir either in its dry sta|e or in the form of syrup.
Syrup is best used when a supply must- be given quickly,

as in the case of a colony on the verge of starvation, or at the
end of the season when making up the necessary quantity of
food for wintering. There must, however, be a ditferenco in

the consistency in the spring and autumn syrups— in fact the
latter should bo arout twice that of the former. The reason
for this difference is that in the spring the bees leave the hive
for water with which to thin tho food they, in their capacity
of nurse-bees, prepare for the qucou and grubs; and when
syrup is given witli a good proportion of water, those journeys
to the pump or drains are rendered unnecessary, while In the
autumn, unless syrup about the (-(uisistency of honey is sup-
plied, the bees will have considerable trouble in getting rid of
the superfluous moisture in order to seal It over ; and if they
could not do this the syrup remaining exposed might, and
probably would ferment and cause dysentery.

Syrup is made by molting (boiling is not necessary) three
pounds of cane loaf or wliito crystallized sugar in a quart of
hot water, for spring food ; and six pounds to the quart of
water for autumn feeding.

If syrup is given from the close of the honey-flow to in-

duce a continuance of egg-laying, much of It will be stored in

the cells. To prevent this and at tlie same time save trouble,
dry sugar feeding may be adopted. For this i)urpos(^ tho best
kind of sugar is I'orto Rico, because it Is a fine-grained, pure
cane-sugar. Demarara is not rocouimendod, for two reasons :

chemicals are used in tlio manufactiiro of some samples, and
the grains are too large for satisfactory work. The Porto
Rico may bo given in any manner so that it does not get
wasted, and is in a position to receive the moisture from the
brood-nest.

A simple method is to fill a basin with the sugar ami tress
it level ; then place upon it a thin board, in the middle of

which two or three holes have been bored or burnl< with a red-
hot poker, about the size of a fingor-end. If then the basin
with tho board under it bo inverted, and placed <in a hive im-
mediately over a hole in the center of the brood uest—that is
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over a hole in the qiiilts—the moisture arising from the brood-
chamber felow would be absorbed l.y the sugar and thus pro-
vide a food that tlio beos vi'ould be able to take. But it would
be exactly what they require for brood-rearing, a slow but
continual supply. If this simp'le method of feeding is used
up to the middle of September, an examination of the hive
then will reveal au extensive brood-nest, a large quantity of
bees, but most likely, as must be expected, not sufficient food
stored to carry the colony through the winter. Then is the
time when there are plenty of bees, young and old, and mild
weather, to give quickly as much syrup as will make their
future safe. The bees will have time to ripen and seal it over,
and will then go into winter quarters in a thoroughly
satisfactory condition.

[Continued next week ]

No. 2.—The A B C of Marketing Honey.
BY HERMAN F. MOOBE.

[Continued from page 483-1

Before going any further in this ABC school, let me ex-
hort you all to remember that this is no play school ; that the
walls of our school-room are decorated with pictures of the
Patriarch Jacob (Gen. 43-11), Solomon (Prov. 24-13), Aris-
tomachus, the celebrated Sicilian apiarist; Dzlerzon, Von
Berlepscb, Adam Grioitn, Samuel Wagner, L. L. Langstroth

—

men of deepest, broadest thought and culture—men who gave
their lives to work and study and scientific Investigation
among their beloved bees—men who found a long, peaceful
life among the hives all too short to fathom all the mysteries,
to solve all the problems.

In the spirit of deepest seriousness, then, let us approach
our study, realizing that only by years of constant applica-
tion can we hope to approach perfection, in even the simplest
forms of human industry.

Look at shoes, dry goods, cloaks, hats, woolens, etc.; in

all these lines men are required to put in two to five years'
work in the factory or counting-house before they are consid-
ered worthy to sell a dollar's worth of goods from a grip or
sample trunk. Why ? Because an inexperienced man, ever
so innocently, might damage their business thousands of dol-
lars. Let us learn from these great lines of merchandise, that
control the world's business, that it is no slight thing to go
among the people and ask for their trade; that no amount of
education, investigation, culture and labor is too great to
bring to your aid In this work.

In order to succeed you must be everlastingly at it. Don't
go at It by fits and starts, for remember the people eat three
times a day, and 3.65 days in the year, and sometimes more.

Don't be satisfied with anything less than calling on every
family in your county, and if possible in every adjoining
county.

Now as to the kind of honey we are going to sell. Decide
on the start always to sell the best only; we need not dwell
on the question of purity, for I take it for granted that no
bee-keeper will ever sell anything but pure honey.

Let me beseech you, if any case of adulteration comes to
your notice, when a bee-keeper Is guilty of such practices, go
to him first in private, taking with you a neighbor who is also
a beekeeper; ask him to "quit his meanness" at once and
forever. If he goes on doing wrong, and injuring our voca-
tion—one of the most honorable— prosecute him without fear
or favor, and call down upon his head, by legal process, the
utmost penalties of the law.

By the best honey is meant clear, well-ripened honey, of
flavor agreeable to the trade that will consume it. This is, of
course, a relative term. In the Middle States white clover and
basswood are the best, tho they allow of a small percent of
honey from golden-rod and buckwheat without detracting
from the fine flavor that most pleases the people. In the rain-
less, irrigated districts of the West and Southwest, honey
from the alfalfa clover takes first place, tho a small mixture
of say 5 per cent, of cleome or other honey will not condemn
it If otherwise good.

In California black and white sage lead, very likely more
or less mixt with other flowers that happen to bloom at the
same time. Now here is the point: Use the greatest care in
importing honey from one of these districts to another. Peo-
ple were never more suspicious of anything they don't under-
stand than at the present day, and if you follow your own fine
clover product of one year with sage or alfalfa the next year
you may need to be deep in the confidence of your customers,
or use lots of persuasion and explanation to avoid having the
cry of adulteration raised against you.

The writer has been all through this experience. In the

80's he sold thousands of pounds of California honey in Toledo
and Cleveland, Ohio, under its proper name, and a fairly good
grade as well. At first the name was popular, no doubt from
the well known excellence of California fruits. But the dif-

ference between Ohio white clover, and sage from California
was so roarkt that no permanent demand for the sage could
be workt up among people accustomed from childhood to

clover honey ; and even to this day, in certain localities, Cali-

fornia honey is considered another name for adulterated
honey.

Any of the very mild flavors of honey must be condemned
for use in any other locality than their own. The majority of

consumers desire a deep, strong honey-flavor, and one-third
buckwheat or golden-rod will often correct a too-mild flavor.

I go into this matter because if you have a good trade in

honey you must sell them honey 12 months in the year, and
you will have good years and poor years for honey-production,
and in poor years you must of necessity buy some honey of

your near and far neighbors, and even from friends in other
States.

Be sure to keep the qualliy of your liquid honey right up
to the top, for by so doing you will find that your sales of ex-
tracted honey will be far greater than in comb honey, your
profit will be the greater, and the certainty of your making a
lasting success of selling honey will be all the more sure.

Remember that any lasting success always must mean good
profits and increasing sales.

The matter of deciding upon the size of package and price
per pound of comb and extracted honey is one that must re-

ceive our careful attention. If you are able to call upon each
customer In your route, once in three months, your standard
size of package should be such that it will last an average
family of five persons for two months, leaving them some
time to get hungry for more before you call again. The aver-
age family will buy honey only four times a year, if you can
sell them 5 to 15 pounds at each sale. This manner of selling

will add greatly to your profits by lessening the expense of

handling, for it will cost you as much to sell one pound to a
private family on your route as 10 pounds.

Some may say, "My trade will not buy 5 to 15 pounds at

a time." In this you are in error. The average customer will

buy anything that is oifered to him, if he Is satisfied about
quality and price. The quantity is entirely secondary. To
prove this, the writer has sold honey in large-sized packages
($1.00 to $2.50) for years, when at the same time people
could go to a grocery and buy one pound or less almost every-

where. This may seem like a puzzle, but the reason is near.

Families everywhere are always glad to buy their produce of

whatever kind from the one who raises it, because they get
fresher stuff and better quality than when purchast of the or-

dinary dealer. Instances: A friend once purchast 12 dozen
fresh- laid eggs of the writer, that his brother had sent him,
with no objection, when six eggs could have been purchast at

any grocery. Many families, that are favorably situated, are
accustomed to buying Ave to twenty dollars worth at a time,

especially in the fall, of potatoes, apples, meat— in fact any-
thing that the farmers raise and offer for sale from their

wagons.
In deciding upon the price per pound to ask for our

honey, several things must be considered. Your expenses in

any iDusiness are usually two times as much as you have esti-

mated that they will be. You must pay expenses and have a
small or large profit for yourself out of every pound of honey
you sell. This is the way business Is conducted all over the
world. Any other method leads to certain failure.

In selling to the consumer we are entitled to the highest
market price in our locality, for our labor and expense is

much greater in proportion than when selling the same goods
at wholesale.

In determining the price in your locality, go to the best
and highest-priced retail grocery-houses and inquire their sell-

ing price without letting them know you are a producer of

honey. "You are sure then to receive a truthful answer. If

you sell to families in their town, do not cut their price, for

people who want the best goods will be more certain to buy if

you charge a good price. Of course, you must use your judg-
ment about small fractions of difference, but this is a good
general rule.

'

If you should begin by cutting prices you can't afford to

keep it up, and you will wish you never had sold your honey
too low when you undertake the task of putting back the
price up to where it should have started. If you don't lose

half or more of your customers I miss my guess. One of the
greatest advantages you will find in selling to the consumer is

that the quality and not so much the price is his great desid-

eratum.
[Continued next week.l
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Selling Comb Honey to the Grocery Trade.

BY G. K. HUBBAKD.

Altho there have been publisht a number of articles on
the subject of selling honey, I thought it possible that I could
contribute something on this that would be helpful, and that
might encourage some one to make an effort in this line who
has dreaded to undertake it. The object of this article is to

encourage those who have a crop of honey to dispose of to

sell it at the groceries in neighboring towns, thus accomplish-
ing the desired result of getting better prices and keeping the
small shipments from going to the city commission-men.

We Californians are doubly interested in keeping honey
from going into the city markets, for the reason that we are
compelled to sell our product there. There is no escape from
it except for those who have small amounts to sell. Our honey
must of necessity go to market in carload lots of 1,000 or
more cases, and it is only the large cities that can handle it In

such quantities. The smaller cities and flourishing towns oS'er

a splendid market at fair prices, and ought, in nearly every
case, to be supplied without the grocers having it shipt In

from the wholesale cities. The cost of getting a pound of
comb honey to the Eastern market, counting the loss from
having to pay the freight on the cases, is about 2]4 cents for
freight, if shipt in car lots. Less carload, if we care to take
the risk of breakage, the cost per pound, with the extra crat-
ing necessary, is 43^ cents. This extra 2 cents, with the
accompanying risk, shuts us out of any markets except ihose
that can handle honey in car lots, and this leads me to em-
phasize the point that the smaller cities should be supplied
from the surrounding territory, and the city markets largely
left to those who are of necessity compelled to use them.

Now, my reader, if you have a crop of comb honey of from
20 cases anywhere up to 200 or so, I suggest that you sell it

to the grocers in your surrounding territory. You may an-
swer that you are not a salesman ; that it takes time and
ability to push off your crop a few cases at a time ; that you
would prefer to take less for it and see it all go at once than
to get more in smaller sales. Of course, you would If the dif-

ference were not too great ; but the difference is too great for
you to afford if you wish to make the best success from your
pursuit. Suppose it does take time to sell a crop; if it pays
you well for your time, can you not afford to take It ? I wish
to urge you strenuously to make a brave trial and see if you
do not get along better than you expected.

I am going to give some experiences and suggestions, and
will say at first that you might make a score of calls and not
use many of the Ideas ; but if I give you the idea of how it

can be done, your tact and good sense will suit your talk to

the right person. I cannot map out a minute program for
you, but I can give you some Insight of a plan that has proved
very profitable to me, and incidentally you will learn some-
thing about my ideas of having a crop in such readiness for
market that it will command the highest price the grade will
bring.

You probably know all that Is to be known about your
own home market. You often go to town to do your trading,
and know as well as any man in the community about how
much honey your grocers have on hand, and what the possi-
bilities are for business. As an almost invariable rule you will
never make a large sale in the town you are best acquainted.
Your merchant will say, "I might take one case of you. You
are in town often, and I can get more of you almost any
time." Therefore, I urge you to make a longer drive, get out
of your own immediate community, where you will have a
fighting chance of selling several cases to one customer.

Start with a load of 10 to 20 cases, according to the size
of the place you are going to visit. Put on the best suit you
have; collar and necktie; if you ever wear cuffs, do not leave
them off this time; give your shoes an extra good shine, and
look just as neat as possible. You are not a farmer or bee-
keeper now; you are a business man, and are going out to do
business in a businesslike way. Take along your horse-feed

. if you wish ; but go to a modest hotel where you can get a
meal for 25 cents, and have the almost as desirable point of
being able to wash and to brush the dust thoroughly from
you, from hat to shoe-sole. I do not think I overestimate the
value of your personal appearance. While clothes do not
make the man, they do, very largely, make the estimate that
people place upon you, especially among strangers. You will

walk with a firmer tread, and feel more like business, if your
appearance Is not being criticised, but, instead, is helping you
to appear as if you meant business. I trust my reader's good
sense to understand me aright, and do not think I advocate
unreasonable extremes.

You know what your honey is worth, and the price you
ought to get, which should be enough above the price at which

you hold the entire crop to pay for the time you put in dis-

tributing it. Adopt your prices for your different grades, and
stick to them, treating all alike. It is all right to miss a sale
occasionally on this account, as it will save you so much time,
and be such a help in making sales to these parties in the
future.

Being all in readiness to be your own " drummer," go to

the leading grocer, and be as pleasant and polite as possible.

Make your business known at once, for busy men do not care
to talk much with strangers about the weather, crops, condi-
tion of roads, etc.

" I have driven over from Blankville with comb honey,
and this case is a fair sample of my best grade. I take a
great deal of care in producing a good article, and casing it

up fair, and I think, If I could sell my load to you, you would
find it to give good satisfaction to yourself and to your cus-
tomers."

Of course, he will look at the honey, and likely pass his
opinion upon it, comparing it with the honey he has handled.
You will soon know whether he is at all interested or not,

whether he is well stockt, whether or not he is supplied regu-
larly, as his trade demands, by some home bee-keeper who is

his regular customer, and who may put an article on the mar-
ket that compares favorably with yours. If there is no
chance at all for a sale, bid him a pleasant good-day, and tell

him you will probably see him again some time when he is

nearer ready to buy. Then if he wants to visit a little with
you, and start an acquaintance, meet him half way, letting

him make the advances ; but ma'ke it short, and leave him
with the impression that you are out for business, and that
your business is just as important to you as any other man's
business can possibly be to him. The next grocery you call

at the man you take to be the proprietor is busy. After wait-

ing a little, and you see he is not apt to be through with his

customer very soon, you start out. Likely he or one of the
clerks will inquire if you wish to get anything ; but you reply
that you have a little business with the proprietor, and that
you will call again in a little while. Thus you save your own
time, and impress the grocer that you are a man of business,

and too much of a hustler to waste your time waiting for some
independent chap to give you a little of the time ho wants you
to think is so extremely precious.

At another grocery you see at once that the proprietor is

Interested in what you have. He has but little honey, or none
at all ; and when you see there is probably a chance to sell

him some you say, "I have just come to town, and have talkti

to but one man. I am very sure you could do well with the

honey I have if I could sell it to you. I have only 15 cases
with me—7 of the fancy grade and 8 of the dark ; and if I

could sell you my load, I am confident you would realize well

on the purchase."
He looks at you with eyes wide open ; he thinks to him-

self, "Fifteen cases of honey at one purchase? Gracious!
wonder if he thinks I sell all the groceries used in this

county." But all the same you have made a favorable impres-
sion. You have flattered him by assuming that he is one
great big merchant, and you have imprest him with the idea

you are to do business on a big scale.
" Fifteen cases ? oh! I couldn't usa that much. You see,

the grocery business is terribly cut up here. There are many
stores, and of course every man has bis friends. We never
buy very heavily. We keep pretty close to the shore, as the
saying is ; but then I don't mind buying a few cases of you if

I can get it right."

If you had taken in a case and askt him to buy it he
would hardly have thought of asking for more; but now that
you put the idea into his hea'd of buying the load, he feels

safe in risking a few cases. Likely you sell him three of each
grade. You set the cases in a conspicuous place, and he re-

marks that it looks like enough to run his trade for three
months ; but you thank him for the money, and wish him bet-

ter luck in moving it than he imagines. You certainly would
not have sold him six cases if you had tried to sell him one,

and it is almost as certain you would not have sold him six If

you had not first talkt up the sale of your load.

Now, you go back to the mau who was too busy at your
first call. You tell him your business, and where you are
from, and that, as he will be soon out of honey, he Is Inter-

ested In what you have to say; but he Is one of those men
who always wants to cut and slash prices; and to do this he
begins to talk hard times and low prices.

" I have only nine cases of this left, and I should like to

sell you the lot."

"But your price is too high."
" I do not think so, considering the quality I furnish."
" But I can get it shipt in from the wholesale houses and

commission-men in Blank City for at least a cent, and likely a
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cent and a half, less than your prices, and get my business
discounts besides."

" It is barely possible that you can do as well ; but I very
much doubt about your getting as good value for the money as

I offer you. There is the rislf of your not Retting as good an
article as you expect when you place an order, and also risk

of breakage in transit. I am right here with the honey ;

every section of it is in first-class condition; you can see ex-

actly what you are buying, and If any case I sell you is not as

represented I will take it ofl your hands next time I come
over, without any hard feelings on the part of any one, or a
lot of unpleasant correspondence over such a matter. I sell

to every one alike ; and while it is natural for every buyer to

want to do a little better, and have a small advantage over
his competitor (and I do not blame you for it), at the same
time I know by experience that it is more satisfactory all

around to treat all alike. You can make 25 percent easily
enough on my honey at the prices I offer ; and the rebate of

the cases when empty, if you will let me have them back in

good condition, will more than equal the business discount
you mention. If you had these nine cases standing up front
here, I do not doubt it would attract as much attention, and
make as fine a show as any lot of honey you ever handled."

He tries to beat you down on the price, but you are firm,

tho very gentlemanly, and, as a result, he concludes to take
two cases of fancy and two of dark, after you have reassured
him that you will be over again in 60 days or so, and will pay
him 10 cents each for the empty cases if he keeps them In

good condition.—Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

I Concluded nezt week.l

Foul Brood in the San Joaquin Valley, Calif.

Some pertinent and interesting fasts are brought out by
the county inspection for the purpose of stamping out foul

brood, a bacterial disease of great virulence and destructive
ability.

In Fresno County.—J. A. Roberts workt at inspection
from April 1 1 to May 28. He lost his first two weeks' rec-

ord, but in five weeks he visited 150 places, inspected 2,038
colonies, and found VJ6 infected with foul brood. He says he
found none of the disease west of the West Park colony, but
two north of Fresno, and they had been moved from a diseased
district. He found nothing east of Malaga, north or south of
Easton. He confined his work principally to that section of
the country where the disease existed.

Notes on the Disease.—Foul brood Is a disease that
kills the young bee in tbe larva state, after it has been capt
over. The dead larva becomes a shapeless mass, of a coffee
color, and, by running a straw into it, you will find It thick
and stringy. It will stretch out, and, when it pulls in two,
will fly back like rubber. Brood that dies from any other
cause is watery and generally of a lighter color. The young
bee retains its shape, and will not string out, as in foul

brood. Any one who will watch can soon learn to take care
of his bees and stop the disease should it get started.

How THE Disease Spreads.—He finds a great many peo-
ple who have only a few colonies, who take no care of them,
and do not see the brood, and when one colony dies from the
disease the other bees in the neighborhood carry off the honey,
and so the disease is scattered ; and it goes on until it will de-
stroy the bee-industry if not checkt. He is confident that a
good bee-inspector can eradicate the disease in two years more
by working two or three months each year. It has been done
in other places, and can be done here. He thinks, as he has
quit the work, that the disease will not spread much before
next spring, when he thinks some one ought to be appointed
to look after it as soon as the spring will justify.

In Tulare CouNTr.—Joslah Gregg was inspector, and
he workt from April IS to June -1. He inspected •i,478 col-

onies—an average of 127 colonies per day. He found nine
colonies infected with foul brood, and took the proper meas-
ures to have them properly attended to.

The Countv Bee Interest.—There are about 10,000
colonies of bees in Tulare county. Among the larger apiaries
are the following : J. F. Boldan, -130 colonies ; R. H. Fray,
343 ; Richard Hyde, 233 ; J. C. McGubbin, 278 ; S. B. Hal-
ton, 180; Henry Miles, 150; Carmichael & Thompson, 175;
Hunsaker & Nelson, 140; William Wilkinson, 126; Clark
Decker, 104. The average amount of honey extracted from
each colony for the year 1897 he finds to be about 100
pounds.

Instances of Honey-Yield.—Clark Decker, who lives

near the Lamberson ranch on the west edge of the county.

near Waukena, had 84 colonies last year. From these he got
six tons of extracted honey, and one ton of comb honey, or
14,000 pounds altogether. This year he has 104 colonies,

an increase of 20. Most of this large amount of honey is

ihipt away to San Francisco and eastern points. Some of it

realized 5 cents a pound the past spring, tho most of it sold at

less than 4 cents—Pacific Rural Press.

Report of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Convention.

The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association held their semi-annual
meeting April 5, 1898, in Salt Lake City.

Pres. Lovesy called the meeting to order, the minutes of

the October meeting were read and approved, and also the
financial report.

The election of officers resulted as follows: President,
E. S. Lovesy; Vice-President-at-large, George Hone; Secre-
tary and Treasurer, John B. Fagg, of East Mill ; Assistant
Secretary, G. E. Garrett.

The following county vice-presidents were chosen : Salt

Lake county, Frederick Schach ; Utah, William Peay

;

Wasatch, J. A. Smith; Davis, Wm. C. Smith; Boxelder, J.

Hansen; Weber, C. O. Falkman ; Juab, Thomas Bilston ;

Sevier, C. Canutesen ; Washington, Mrs. Woodbury; Tooele,
Benjamin Barrows ; Cache, Henry Bullock, and Morgan, T.
R. G. Welch.

Pres. Lovesy spoke in part as follows :

" I can congratulate our bee-keepers that in some respects

we meet under more favorable conditions ; still there are
other conditions that we would very much like to see im-
proved. We now have a good foul brood law, and we should
get it in force all over the State, especially where there Is

any danger of disease. This law can be made a practical suc-

cess for the benefit of our bee-keepers and for the protection

of the bee-industry, so that if there is any failure in the mat-
ter the fault will lie with the bee-keepers.

"The Langstroth monument fund—some of our bee-

keepers are interested in this matter. Out of 100,000 or

more bee-keepers in the United States, one would think that
something handsome should be done to mark the last resting

place of our departed friend, the greatest of all American bee-

keepers.
"Cooperation in the purchasing of supplies and in the

marketing of our products are questions which I hope this

convention will take into consideration.

"Adulteration by middle-men, and the getting of our
products on the markets at a reasonable price, are the most
interesting and difficult problems that confront the whole of

the agricultural pursuits of the United States to-day. Some
claim that over-production is the cause of the trouble ; while
I admit this to be true to some extent, there are other vital

questions that seem to be lying out beyoud this in obscurity,

which the people seem slow to grasp or grapple with.
" For the general benefit of the bee-industry of our State

I hope to see a good exhibit of j)ur products sent to the Trans-
Mlssisslppi Exposlion at Omaha."

Mr. Welch said that foul brood inspectors were needed to

look after the bees of those that do not make a business of

bee-keeping. He cited a case through which the disease was
scattered all over a neighborhood. Messrs. Butler, Corwall
and Johnson also discust this question at length.

Mr. Smith spoke in regard to buying sections and other
supplies. He said that bee-keepers should buy them in car-

load lots. The subject of supplies in general were discust by
Messrs. Peay, Woodmansee and Schach, the prevailing opin-

ion being that nearly all supplies except sections are as good
and cheaper at home.

J. B. Fagg spoke on the adulteration of honey, and said

that all packages should be labeled exactly what they con-

tained ; that an effort was now being made to get a National
law past on this subject. Mr. Lovesy and others also spoke
on this subject. It was shown that a law of this kind would
be of much benefit to the bee-industry, as the practice of mix-

ing glucose with the best grades of honey was carried on In

Eastern cities.

Mr. Terry spoke on the marketing of our bee-products.

A general discussion followed, and while it was shown that
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much good could be accoinplisht in this matter if a strong
combination In the Interest of bee-ljeepers could be formed,
no definite conclusions were reacht.

J. B. Fagg, Reporter.

CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. aHLLER, 4tAK£NGO. ILL,

(Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlreot.l

Octlins Bees Into the Section§.

My bees are doing very poorly this season. I have taken
but 10 pounds of honey from 4 of them so far. I also have
one colony that does not go Into the super—only sit around
and will not worli in it. What can I do about it? Would It

be a good plan to take *out brood-frames to extract, and give
them empty ones in such a case ? Illinois.

Answer.—Thousands of bee-keepers are in the same pre-

dicament. The season is a poor one, and altho there may be
plenty of flowers, the flowers do not yield honey. There's
nothing in the world for you to do but to bear it patiently and
hope for a better season next year—unless, indeed, the situa-

tion is so desperate that you must feed to get them through
the winter. Of course, in some localities, the season is excel-

lent, but according to reports in general, this is probably as

poor a season all over the country as was ever known.

Rearing Drones in the Fail.

How can I rear drones in the fall to mate with late

queens ? Subscriber.

Answer.—After the close of the harvest, the workers
usually set earnestly to work to kill off all useless consumers,
and it's a difficult thing to get them to start a fresh lot. You
may do something toward it by feeding a colony regularly for
some time, thus inducing them to believe a harvest is on again.
An old queen In a strong colony promises more of success than
a young queen, or an old queen in a weak colony. An unusual
amount of drone-comb in the center of the brood-nest will be
an additional Inducement.

Better not depend on rearing late drones, but rather de-
pend on saving the lives of those now on hand. Thai's a com-
paratively easy matter. Give any drone-brood you may now
find in any hive to a queenless colony, and the drones will be
respected till they have a fertilized queen. Postpone that
time by taking away from them their queen-cells, giving them
a fresh frame of unsealed brood once a week.

Wintering in a Building—Wax In a Brood-
Cliambcr—Value of Foundation, Etc.

1. Would you advise putting 19 colonies of bees (for

•winter) in a frame building 8x10x7 feet high, built of stock
boards and battened, with a tight floor six inches from the
ground? Chaft' cushions to be put over the bees and straw
packt between the hives; ventilation to be provided at

the roof.

2. Or, would it be better to fill up with earth to the floor?

3. Is it a good plan to bore a small hole in the end of the
telescope-cover to provide ventilation ?

4. In melting up the combs of the brood-chamber, how
much wax ought there to be?

5. How much do you consider foundation in full sheets

worth in the brood-chamber? That is, in time and honey.
6. The bees have stored something in with the clover

honey this year, that is as dark as buckwheat. Is it honey-
dew ? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. Buildings above ground for wintering bees
have not generally been very successful. For your locality, if

a good cellar can be had, you may do well to try that.

2. Probably it would make little difference.

S. Yps, altho generally the fit Is uot so close as to make it

necessary.
4. That depends something on the manner of melting. If

the combs are very old, the cocoons in the cells are like so

many little sponges, and will soak up a large part of the wax.

If the combs are broken up fine and thoroughly soakt with
water, you will get out most of the wax. At a guess, I should
say that an average brood-chamber might yield a pound or a
pound and a half of wax. But I really know nothing posi-

tive about it, and will be glad if any one who has positive

knowledge from experience would correct my figures.

5. I don't know. Probably the chief value is in getting
straight combs with no drone-cells. Good authorities tell us
that there is very much more gain In having foundation for

the last half of the combs built by a swarm than for the first

half. That is, that they will build the first half of their combs
very nearly as soon without foundation as with it, and yet it is

so important to have combs that are to last a life-time just

right, that it may be better to use foundation for all.

6. Most likely. It seems to be a somewhat general
complaint.

Feeding to Finish Sections.

I would like to know how to feed bees to finish the sec-

tions? Iowa.

Answer —Use a strong colony with a young queen, pref-

erably of black blood, dilute the honey to be fed— I think those

are the principal points to be lookt after—using a feeder that
contains a goodly amount. W. Z. Hutchinson is one of the
few who say they can practice it profitably. I confess I can't,

and I very much doubt if you will find it advisable.

Candy for Queen-Cages.

How is the candy made that is used In queen-cages ?

Texas.
Answer.—The Schultz or Good candy, such as is used in

queen-cages, is not difficult to make. The materials used are

powdered sugar and the best quality of liquid honey. Better
have the honey heated— perhaps it is better to say warmed

—

for if you scorch it the candy will be bad. It can be more
quickly made if well warmed. Start with very little honey
mixt In with the sugar, for if you're not careful you'll have it

so soft that you'll have to mix in so much more sugar to get it

stiff enough that you'll have a larger batch of candy than you
desire. Add a little sugar at a time, stirring it and kneading
it, till you get it into a stiff dough. After it stands a day or

so, you may find it thinner than you supposed, and you can
knead in more sugar. When you get it stiff enough so it will

lie for a day in a dough-like lump without running, it's all

right for use.

W^hy Did the Colony Leave?

How can I manage a colony of bees when they will not

stay in the hive with plenty of honey and young brood ? I had
a colony that would leave the hive and go off. It first went to

a neighbor's bees, in with a colony, then came out and settled

on an apple tree. Then I brought them back and dipt the

queen's wings. They then would come out every day and go
back and leave the queen crawling around on the ground.
They kept on for several weeks, going out and staying

about % of an hour every day, then I would get the queen,

and when they were returning I would let her out and she

would go in. What was the trouble ? North Carolina.

Answers.—Altho you don't say so, the fair supposition is

that this was a swarm that refused to stay in the comfortable

quarters provided for it. You say there was plenty of honey
and brood. That was probably what made the whole trouble.

When a colony swarms. If you return it to its own hive it will

swarm out again. The bees want a place to commence house-

keeping afresh. You gave them "plenty of honey and young
brood," and they thought it was just about the same as they

had left, so they would have none of it. If the supposition is

correct, the remedy is plain. Don't, give them a " hive full of

honey." Give them a clean empty hive. Bees are freaky

creatures. Sometimes they might not object to quite an
amount of honey and brood, and again they may object seri-

ously, and the more times you put them back the more deter-

mined they are not to stay. If the hive Is In a hot place, that

makes it all the worse.

The McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " i^ul Brood ; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
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has saved these books for the past 25 years, and they form

an interesting library of themselves.

Miss Emma Wilson, the Doctor's sister-in-la"v, has been

his chief helper in the apiary for many years. She was form-

erly a school-teacher, is thoroughly informed on all matters

pertaining to bees and their management, and could write

most helpfully out of her large experience— if only she could

be induced to take up her pen.

Mrs. Miller is in every way the Doctor's equal in good-

nature and general goodness. But we almost incurred her

displeasure by suggesting that she allow us to put her picture

in the Bee Journal with that of the Doctor, as they appeared

one day when Editor E. R. Root was there and took several

snap shots at them.

We might write further of our pleasant two days' stay at

the home of the apiarian "Sage of Marengo," but will close

with a reference to one of the worst cases of robbing the Doc-

tor ever had, and of which he was heartily ashamed.

It occurred the first day we were there. We had helpt

the Doctor put more hive-bodies with combs containing some

brood and honey on a pile that he had already placed in the

care of a colony—perhaps six stories high. But the colony

was not sufficiently strong to care for so many combs, espe-

cially when some of the old hives had ample cracks and holes

that it was somewhat difficult to close up.

Well, the robbing began about noon, and it was a sight.

From top to bottom of the pile the robber-bees just swarmed.

The Doctor soon got a sprinkling-can and several palls of

water and began to put It on the pile of hives and the robbers

most thoroughly. They had a complete and continuous bath

for quite awhile. Then a large armful of straw was brought,

and thrown on the hive-entrance and wet down.

Well, the shower-bath was kept up almost all the after-

noon, and by night the insurrection was pretty well put down.

The next morning all was lovely again.

Strange as It may seem, tho all the other hives in the api-

ary were raised up on inch blocks, not one of them was at-

tackt by the persistent robber-bees, and that with no honey

coming in.

'Wbat tbe Union Ought to Do?—Sometime
ago this question was askt in the Question-Box department of

this journal

:

" What would you advise in order that the membership
in the United States Bee-Keepers' Union may be so increast
as to make it of the greatest possible good to the bee-keeping
pursuit ?"

In reply to the foregoing, Hon. R. L. Taylor said :

"You have the cart before the horse. 'Make It the
greatest possible good ' to its membership, then its member-
ship will be sufficiently increast."

Editor Hill, In the American Bee-Keeper, in referring to

Mr. Taylor's answer, wrote thus :

"Mr. Taylor is not in the habit of vocalizing his thoughts
without due consideration, and we are, therefore, led to

cherish the hope that his full Ideas In this connection were
not exprest in the Bee .Journal. Hence we beg to propound a
supplemental question : How can the Union be made of any
possible good (not to say ' the greatest ') to its members with-
out an Increast membership?"

Whereupon Mr. Taylor replies to Mr. Hill's "supplemen-
tal question" as follows. In the Bee-Keepers' Review :

"I answer, the membership of the Union is already large,

and Its resources abundant. Let Its officers make a deter-
mined and effective campaign, offensive and defensive, against
the evils and dangers that threaten bee-keepers and bee-keep-
ing, and doubters will fall In rapidly enough."

We beg to correct Mr. Taylor in his first sentence

above. The Union's membership is not large, nor has it

abundant resources. There are not yet 500 members, so

there can't be $500 in the treasury. As one of the Union's

officers, we do not think it worth while to begin much warfare

with so little ammunition on hand. Adulteration of honey is

the great evil threatening bee-keepers most, and that should

be attackt next, but surely Mr. Taylor would hardly begin a

fight against such an enemy without more than $5500 In the

treasury. In our opinion there should be §1,000 to begin

with, and a possible $1,000 more to draw upon when needed.

Mr. Taylor is an able lawyer. He knows how expensive

is efficient legal talent. We think he would hardly want ta

commence the prosecution of even one big adulterator here in

Chicago, and expect to win, with less than $500 at his com-

mand. Why, we could name several large honey-adulterating

firms here that would simply laugh at the presumption of an

organization that numbers only a few hundred members, with

an equal number of dollars, attempting to fight their millions

of dollars !

" A determined and effective campaign" can hardly be

waged "against the evils and dangers that threaten bee-keep-

ers and bee-keeping " until the United States Bee-Keepers'

Union is In a position to back up Its efforts with the same kind

of shot and shells as the toe can hurl—dollars, dollars, dollars.

It takes money to conduct a war, as the United States Is find-

ing out very fast these days. The Union might as well learn

that from observation, as it would be compelled to learn it by-

actual experience.

As Mr. Taylor Is not a member of the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union, we must conclude that he is one of the

"doubters" he mentions In his last sentence. It seems

to us that it would be far better for him to " fall in " and help

increase the membership and treasury by sending his dollar

to General Manager Secor, Instead of staying on the outside

and " doubting."

Against Ants in Hives, Le Progres Aplcole advises the

use of chloride of lime In little dishes in which stand the feet

of the bench that supports the hives.

Tlie Department of Criticism In the Bee-Keepers' Review

seems to be given up almost entirely to controversy between

the critic and Dr. Miller. Both the men might be better em-

ployed.

Do Bees Move Bgss ?— H. Rohrs, on page 381, thinks he

has a case that proves they do, but R. L. Taylor, In the Bee-

Keepers' Review, thinks the eggs found in that case were the

work of an enterprising worker.

Guarding Against Foul Brood.—Editor Holtermann

thinks there is no danger of getting foul brood through a

queen, but that there may be danger through the food that

comes in the queen-cage. So he would not let the bees have

the food that comes with a queen.—Canadian Bee Journal.

Contraction of the Brood-Nest.—The editor of the Bee-

Keepers' Review, with characteristic frankness, says he was

wrong In thinking contraction of the brood-nest had never

been practiced with establisht colonies at the time of putting

on supers. He doesn't believe lu such contraction, but he does

believe, as do many others, in contraction at the time of hiving

swarms.

A Conundrum.—The July Canadian Bee Journal quote*

the item from page 3oO in " Beedom Boiled Down," and re-

marks, "Friend York is attacking a man of straw. Where
did Holtermann ever say that Root said so ? In reply to that

conundrum another may be askt :
" Where did York ever say

that Holtermann ever said that Root said so ?" And how can

York be attacking a man of straw, when no attack whatever
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is made? If Mr. Holtermann will again read carefully the
Item he has quoted, he will fiud that it is not an attack, but
merely an effort briefly to chronicle some of the thrusts and
parries in the engagement between Messrs. Holtermann
and Root.

Winteringf Bees on Solid Combs of Honey, D, W. Heise
says, in the Canadian Bee Journal, he has seen practiced with
entire success, altho formerly he was an utter disbeliever In

the practice. In that connection he takes occasion to call this

department of this paper " Bee-Doom." If that young man
finds this Boiler after him with his little stirring-stick, he will

think it will "Bee-Doom " enough for him.

Haking Bees Fly in Winter.—D. W. Heise says it some-
times happens that on a day In winter when the temperature
rises to 5U^, one colony will rush out and have a good flight,

while another sitting beside it, apparently like it in every re-

spect, remains dormant. In such case he thinks it good prac-
tice to stir the latter to action by removing the cap and top
packing, letting the sun shine directly on the quilt.—Canadian
Bee Journal.

Systematic Pilfering.—The Item under that head on page
394 of this journal is quoted by Editor Holtermann, of the
Canadian Bee Journal, the item ending by saying, "But by
all means, Mr. Holtermann, be sure you first follow the in-

struction given by the Great Teacher, in Matthew xviii, 18."
To this the editor replies:

" Did it hit. When thq editor of the Canadian Bee Jour-
nal transgresses as per above, he will be obliged if. you will let
him know it."

No wonder Editor Holtermann felt guiltless of any charge
on reading Matthew xviii, 18, but if he had read the verse in-
tended—the I'Ah verse of the same chapter—he would have
found these words :

" Moreover, if thy brother shall tresspass against thee, go
and tell him his fault between thee and him alone : if he shall
hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother."

That remark, "Did it hit," (by the way, Mr. Holtermann,
you ought to use an interrogation point after "Did it hit,"
also after another question in the same column)—that remark
makes this Boiler feel sure he is the guilty party. He con-
fesses the crime, is sorry for it, promises never to do so again,
asks pardon of the editor of the Canadian Bee Journal, and
will anxiously watch the editorial columns of that paper to
see that pardon duly proclaimed.

Ho^. Eugene Secor, of Winnebago Co., Iowa, wrote us
July 27 : " Honey is going to be a light crop."

Hahnemann, a German tailor still living in South Amer-
ica, was the inventor of the queen-excluder.—Gleanings.

Messrs. R. H. Schmidt & Co. wrote as follows, Aug. 4,
regarding their trade this year :

" We have had a very large rush of business this season,
exceeding that of previous years, and we are now making
plans for enlarging our plant."

Mr. John Cline, of Lafayette Co., Wis., is an old bee-
keeper. He wrote us thus when sending in a new subscriber
lately :

" I am taking the Bee Journal—can't do without it. I
have been tending bees for 66 years, and think I know some-
thing about how to get along with them, but I find something
new and valuable in the Bee Journal."

Dr. Peiro, as we announced his intention some time ago,
started for the Pacific Coast last month. After reaching Salt
Lake City, Qtah, and seeing Mr. E. S. Lovesy, the President
of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Association, he wrote us from there
as follows, July ii8 :

Dear Friend York :—You see where I've come to. Just
arrived this afternoon. I lookt much like the chimney sweeps

of old, so begrimed with the sweat and dust of travel.

But a fine bath and fresh linen soon improved my personal
feelings. It was after so exhilerating a performance that I

called on Mr. Lovesy. I found him very cordial and up to his

ears in honey. He states the flow has been very good, and
the evidence shown me quite proves the statement. I never
saw nicer, whiter alfalfa comb honey anywhere. I got a
pointer or two regarding the prevention of swarming, which I

will tell you about when we meet again.
I am glad to have met Mr. Lovesy, and only regret I could

not avail myself of his generous invitation to visit his apiary,

some 15 miles distant, among fields of sweet clover and
alfalfa.

So far on my journey I have had a fine trip, but I have
reasons to believe that henceforth I'll strike it dry and hot.

Kindest regards to you, Mrs. Y., and office force.

Fraternally yours, Peiro.

As many of our readers know. Dr. Peiro is a good neigh-
bor of ours. He expects to be gone about a month, and will

likely call on other bee-keepers. We shall expect quite an
interesting report from him wheu he gets back from his

"tower" through the great Western country.

Mr. a. I. Root's Chicago Visit we mentioned last week.
The foliowi-ng is a little description of what he saw in one or
two places in this great city :

On account of the rain when arriving I stopt at the Great
Northern Hotel, near the depot. It is 18 stories high, and
things are in flue style, I tell you. I should like to show you
an electrical device that turns out the electrical lamps when
you take the key out of the door of your room. If you remove
the key from the door when you are on the i?isi(i6, the lights

don't go out.

When you go Into the bathroom It is lighted up and stays
lighted until you go out ; as soon as you go out and shut the
door the lights are out. This modern hotel has many similar
surprises.

I am writing these notes on a shady seat in Lincoln Park,
close beside the Aquatic Garden. Water-lilies of gorgeous
hues, and as large as dinner-plate.^, are all about me. Yes,
and the celebrated Victoria Regia Is near, and in full bloom,
too. Almost all the water-plants are In bloom. The water-
poppy Is a pretty plant, and seems to thrive at common tem-
perature. Some water hyacinths of immense size, far larger
than those in Florida, are making a beautiful show just now.

I came over here on a wheel that the editor of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal was kind enough to loan me. Very early in

the day I askt a policeman (near the big hotel) If he could tell

me where I could rent a wheel this early. He thought awhile
and then said, "Oh, yes I I can fix you out exactly; there is

a fellow that sleeps in that place right over there, just to

catch such trade, but you will have to make a of a racket
to get him up." Now this policeman was very kind and gen-
tlemanly with the exception of that blank word. Would it be
too great a thing to expect of the Chicago police, or would it

be too great a task for them to consider that the stranger ask-
ing for information miy}it be a christian, and that he mhjht be
greatly pained to hear talk like that?

I am afraid I have said it before, but I must say it again,
never before In my life have I seen such entrancing, gorgeous
beauty as the scene before my eyes, as I sit contemplating an
acre or two of bedding plants in Lincoln Park, The flowers

and plants are not new, but their grouping and contrast form
a harmony of colors that I did not before know was possible.

Several things perhaps combine to give me this thrill of joy

and pleasure.
You see it rained last night, and the warm rain was just

what the plants "thirsted" for. I have had a wheel ride and
then a delicious nap here in the shade of a tree, with the lake
breezes " fanning my brow." Then there are boys and girls

all about me. Little ones are trudging along delightedly with
their pas and mas, lunch baskets, tin pails, etc., for they have
come out on the street cars and are to have a picnic in this

beautiful place. Besides the flowers there are animals and
birds ; birds of plumage that rivals the flowers, and beautiful

fountains are playing and splashing on this warm July day.

I don't know what this great and beautiful park cost, but
say what you choose of Chicago she has done a grand and
noble thing for her people, especially for her children, in mak-
ing this beautiful spot where they can get pure air, exercise

and health. I have visited the parks of nearly all of our
great cities, and I would put Chicago ahead of them all.

A. I. Root.

I^" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 477.
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FOR THE READERS OF THE
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of ' Bees and Bee- Keeping," •' Pleasurable Bee-Keeplng," etc.

Mr. White Is owner of one of the largest apiaries In the

country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-

ject. He Is also lecturer, under the Technical Education

Scheme, to several County Councils in England. He will treat

the subject in a

Series of Mue Illustrated Articles

:

1. General and lutrodnctorf. 4. Stvarming.
a. Bees. 5. Hives.
3. HaudliDS Bees. 6. foundation.

7. Siiperin^.
8. Diseases.
9. Wintering

This Is a series of practical articles that bee-keepers of

the United States will not want to miss reading. They will

appear only In the American Bee Journal.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the

last six months of 1898, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of

this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical

English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

Tlie balance of l§98 for only 40 cents

—

To a NEW Subscriber—tliuti making it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent In stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber

already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get

their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,

your choice of one of the following list, for each new 40-cent

subscriber you send

:

For Sending ONE New 40-cent Subscriber:

1 Wood Binder for a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cllpplnff Device
3 Handbook of Health—Dr.Foote
4 Poultry for Market-Fan. Field
5 Turkeys lor Market— F-in Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor— Fan Field
7 (Japons and Caponlzlng—Field
8 Kecdall's Horse-Book
9 Mullen's Horse-Book

10 Foul Brood—by Dr. Howard
11 Silo and Silage—by Prof. Cook
12 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood -by A. R. Kohnke
H Math's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 15 •• Honey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 Rural Life

For Sending TWO New 40-cenl Subscribers:

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four Books
3 Ropps l^ommercial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeping for

Proflt
5 40 'Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Proolem in Bee-Keeping

— by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's "Bee-Keeplng for
Beginners"

9 Blenen-Kultur—German
10 Bees and Honey—160 pages—

by Newman
11 People's Atlas of the World

All New Subscriptions Begin July 1.

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send in

new ones. A new subscriber at 4U cents cannot also claim a

premium.
Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest

list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done If all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do so.

OEORGE W. YORK &, CO.,
118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

Be It Known
To all men, we are prepared
to nil orders proiuptly fur

CHOICE aUEENS^tr'a^iurof*
doldeu or Leatlier.Colured Italians....

Tested $100: Untested—one. 75c; three,
$1.50. Afler July 1, oOo each. Remit by Ex-
press Money Order, payable at Barnum. Wis.
One and two-cent stamps taken. Address,

25Atf BAKNtJOT, WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

, keepers. Orders filled promptly.
SSend for catalog MUSESOTi BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPIV MF«. (JO., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writinK,

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION °°~'|i,i,*^'°'«
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining. Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalogue Free.

SBISErA FALLS MFO. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

RF.FX ninrida Italian ((lIRm!
Tested Queens. $1.00 each; Untested, 50c.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address. E. L. €ARRI\GTON,
llAtf De Funiak Springs, Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

'^)ii^^^^ri!^&^mMi^!3^^Som^

Short Crop of Honey.

The honey crop will be short here this

year—not half as much as last. Rees
are In good condition, very little swarm-
ing this year, as well as little honey.
What honey I have taken is very fine,

all white clover. We may get some
honey in September and October from
asters, but it will be dark.

W. S. Feeback.
Nicholas Co., Ky., July 26.

Clipping Device—Wired Frames.

The Monette queen-cllpping device is

a good thing for catching and clipping

queens. At times, however, a number
of bees are caged with the queen, which
often go up the cone before the queen,
and delay work somewhat. The wooden
stopper could not be pulled out to let

those bees out, as the tin strips coming
from the tin bottom are fastened to it.

I therefore made an Improvement on
mine. I unwound some of the top of the

cone and bent It on two sides at right

angles with the cone, forming a T ; to

these I fastened the strips of tin. In

this way the wooden stopper Is free to be

removed when letting out bees that run
up the cone before the queen. If the de-

vice Is made this way I think it is twice

as good.
When wiring frames having somewhat

Southern Home of the Honey-Bee
will continue to rear none but the BEST
QUKEN^i. Untested. 50 cents; Tested, $1.00.

GEO. W^. liUFSTEDLER, Prop.,
President of National Queen- Breeders' Union,
24Alt Beeville, Texas.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nilCCM? Italian stock. Untested. 70o each;
UULCnO :i tori;. 00 Afier July 1. 50 cents
^ch; tested. $1.00 each. Koot's Woods at
Koot's Prices. Prompt shipment and satis-

faction guaranteed. Cataliig free
THEUnOKK BENDER,

20Atf rautoii, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

»" IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

torhlB « . 1

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I^ickel Plate Excursion to
Boston.

Tickets on sale for trains leaving Chi-

cago Sept. K; to 18, inclusive, at rate of

iglU.OO for the round-trip, and good re-

turning until Sept. 30. Also cheap rates

to all points East. Vestibuled sleeping-

cars to Boston, and solid train to New
York. Rates lower than via other lines.

For further information call on or ad-

dress, J. Y. Calahan, General Agent,

111 Adams Street, Chicago. Teiephonis

Main 3389. (60-32-6)
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal when wrritlng.

Qneen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Cllp-
pine device is a fine thing
for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
It for 25 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for
sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEOBGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa

nilD DDIPCQ are worth looking
UUn rniuLO at. we are mak-
ing tbe new
Cliampion Chait-Hive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you$$S*

K. H. SCH.TIIDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

If you want
the BEST... Honey Extractor

Get Williams' Automatic ReyersiWe,

And Yon Have It, Addre«„

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOGtf Bariiuin, Wltirouxln.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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and DOW have hundreds of them partly
filled, or justbeKun, and I am about dis-

gusted with that feature of the business.
To prevent after-swarmins:, I cut out

the queen-cells S days after the swarm
issued, and now find the majority of

these colonies queenless.
The demand for honey here is very

limited, and is difficult of sale at 8 cents
for extracted and 123.2 cents for comb.

A. BOOMEB.
Ontario, Canada, Aug. 1.

Zieveling Unfinisht Sections, Etc.

Will you allow me to help Dr. Miller
to answer "Iowa," on page 454?
" What should be done when the melter
forms a cap over the comb ?" I answer,
make it hotter, so it will melt the comb
on touching It, then lift It up quickly.

Also " Arkansas," on page 422. To
his first question, it seems to me that Dr.
Miller doesn't "catch on." I was in the
same trouble, provided I am right. Cut
strips of sections ^b' of an Inch wide

—

tack them on the side of the super where
the sections meet; tack them on to stay,
which will give more bee-space.

.T. H. Stephens.
Fremont Co., Iowa.

Sasswood and Sweet Clover Tield.

Our yield from basswood and sweet
clover has been quite heavy. In fact
somewhat beyond expectations. Sweet
clover Is still yielding, but the honey is

colored quite dark with wild verbena
(V. strlcta), so much so as to render It

unfit for sale. The sweet clover taste
has been killed in It, leaving only a
heavy, dead, sweet taste.

Fall flowers are blooming quite plenti-
fully, even though it is early in the
season.

I have had but twoswarms this season,
and feel confident the roason is because
I gave every colony plenty of room and
kept the hives well ventilated.

I sold all of my honey to the Douglas
County and State Exhibits in connection
with the Trans-Mississippi and Inter-
national Exposition.

Lewis R. Lighton.
Florence Co., Neb., July 26.

Beport for 1897.
Last year I had 8 colonies, and got

something over 400 pounds of comb
honey. I had lUO pounds from my best
colony. This year I have 10 colonies,
and they are working In the supers.

W, H. DUNLAP.
Crawford Co., Ark., July 25.

Sees Doing Little—Swarming'.

1 have eight colonies of bees which
were wintered on the summer stands.
They came through the winter all right.
Bees are doing but very little here this
summer. During fruit-bloom It was too
wet and cold ; then after the white clover
came it turned so dry and hot that the
clover all burned out. There was not
very much basswood bloom. There was
a week or ten days during which the
bees did not do anything but loaf. The
last few days since the rains began to
come they have been bringing In some
pollen during the forepart of the day.
On page 3, G. M. Doolittle says: "If

more swarms are allowed, they come
forth two days after, or from the 8th to
the 9th day after the first, and never
later than the 16th." Now, I do not

HONEY***
Hyoii want Colorado Alfalfa. Sweet
Clover and Cleome honey—comb or
extracted—correspond wkh

Tlie Colorado State A§>ociation.
Our Honey ranks hig-h in quality.
Cars lots a specialty.

Address F. RAiriHPKJSS, Elyrla, Colo.
3 1 Atf Please mentloD the Bee Journal.

Best Basswood

Honey in

Barrels ^^^^
We have a limited number of barrels

of very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 280 lbs.

which we are ofTering at 7 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Snplies at Bottom Prices.
• Bee-KeeplDg- for Beginners," price 50 cents.
Imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN, An^nsta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal -when Tjpriting.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published In
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ o» .^t

has a hobby which Is the sheep breederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets Sl Sheep, • - Chicago.

DEC VCCDCQQ ? Let me send you my 64-
DLL~^LL^L^O pa^e Catalog for 18M8

J. in. Jenkins. Wetnmpka, 4Ia.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing

pQch f^^^
^^^

UCIOll RPDCIAIQY
For all the Good, Pure Yello^r

Bees^rax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send It on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..
- CHICAGO, ILLS

Excursion to Boston.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell excur-

sion tickets from Chicago to Boston and
return for trains of Sept. 16, 17 and 18,
at rate of Sit'.00 for the round trip.

Tickets will be valid returning until
Sept. 30, Inclusive. On account of heavy
travel at this particular time, those
desiring sleeping-car accommodations
should apply early to J. Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
Telephone Main 3389. (58-32-6)

know whether I understand him or not,
but I will give my experience with one
colony last year. In the early part of
June, 1897, a colony sent out a swarm,
and on the 16th day afterwards they
sent out a second swarm, which returned
to the parent colony without clustering.

Then on the morning of the 17th they
came out again, clustered, were hived,
and went to work all right. And then
on the l^th day after the first swarm,
there came off a third swarm from the
same colony from which the first and
second swarms came. That is, the third
swarm came off on the 18th after the
first swarm. A. J. Johnson.
Logan Co., Ohio, July 26.

Poor Season—Brown Honey.

There is no honey here this season

—

the poorest season In my experience. I

have had only 34 one-pound sections of
honey from 24 colonies. I had no
trouble to get them In the supers. There
was no honey to be had, and what they
did gather was very poor quality—the
comb and honey being very brown. I

hope next season will be better Honey
like what I have this year will hurt one's
trade. C. C. Yost.
Berks Co., Pa., July 25.

Scheme for Ventilating Hives.

We see a good deal now in the bee-
papers about ventilation. There are a
great many people who use blocks of
wood under each corner of the hive.

That Is all very well In a strong flow, but
If it slacks up suddenly, what about
robber-bees ?

Now, we give permanent ventilation,

and have no fear of robbers. It is not
our Idea, but that of Mr. Digby Roberts,
of this State, and he told us we could
make use of it, and also give it to the
rest of the fraternity.

We take two pieces of drest white
pine 14x1 Kxl, and at each end of the 2
pieces cut down on each side to }4 inch
by 1 by IM; also in one bore one-Inch
holes about IJ^ inches from each
shoulder, and cut out the part between.
Now, take four pieces of drest white

pine, 20x 1 ,^axK> and nail on to the other
pieces at the shoulder so as to make an
oblong frame. Cover the open sides and
rear end with wire gauze, inside and out-
side, and if you have made it right you
will have lots of ventilation on two sides

and the rear of the hive, while the en-
trance is just exactly the same as it was
before.

We found that gauze just on the out-
side was no protection against robbers,
as they would get Inside and then pass
the honey through the gauze to their
chums outside.

Bees here have only been making
a living, up to within the last week, as
mesquite was an utter failure, but now
as cotton has started to open, they are
beginning to put white frills on top of

the brood-nest. Alder Bros.
Callahan Co., Tex., July 15.

[We took the foregoing letter to Dr.

Miller when we went to visit him, and

askt him what he thought of that plan

of ventilating hives ? He said he pre-

ferred a one-Inch block at each corner of

the hive, as he had, perhaps, 100 hives

so ventilated at the time we were there.

And there wasn't a bit of robbing going
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w£r>g5:h

ElEGTRIC WHEEL CO
The Farmer's
Wagon.mwmm

If any man need'^ a reliable wap;on
more tliiin ftiicitlH-r it is the farmer. He does not use a wa^un eveiy (i;iy. but when he
dues usfL- it lir want'^ its use badly. At such times it is a great mistoitiine to have a tire

lime nil", a huh split, a t'eik>e break and the wheel "j-'O to spi.ikes"—a ;j:eneral break down.
The disuse ot a wa^-^'n for a feiv days may mean the loss of a erop. THE REMEDY ?
Buy a wagon that won't break down- The wheel is the vital part of a wa^'on

THE ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON
%vith it.-; l.i-.. lid raced. ^.tiiKger fiioLe, low. wleel wheel- is .leaiiy the >^afe

thintr forth'- tarnierto \m\. It is h^w and e^isv to load — n.i hi^-h lift. Will stand
any luad \-<\\ « i^h t.) hanl. r>'irrt rut in or rnt in theliehi^ m- nu the mad-i-uus
ea;y. ELECTRIC LOW STEEL WHEELS maketlie old wa;;on new . ,^^
Fitany tJki.'ii, Staml anytliinLr aiid last ind.-rinitely. Cet onr FREE iSOOb.,

| \y^^:
Fttn and lea.l ull nnout them :,iid '.iher thi;i-> of inte

Electric Wheel Co., Box 16, Ouincy, Ills,

Flease mention. Bee Journal -when writing

^
^¥California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Resources, send for a Sample Oopj
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated tS.OO per annum
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

THIS-

Wood Binder
will hold one year's numbers
of the Amekk AN Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for
'20 eenlM. Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Jouknal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer
enee in book form.
By payins; for a year's sub-

scription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS,

CiEO. IV. TOKK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago. III.

PATEHT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOB

C^^ J. A. VAN DEUSEN.
^^^^H Sole ManufBOtnrer,^^^^^ Sprout Brook MontHomery ro.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Has No Sag lu Brood-Framet

Thin Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
Has So Fishbone id tbe Sorplos Hoaef.

BelnR the cleanest Is nsnally workec
tbe qalokest of any Fotmdatlon made

Texas Queens fMVim
Best honey-gatherlnir strain in America.

Untested. 73c. Write for a Circular.

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

A Special Booiilet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a 6pe<-ial offer on booklets on Bees,
Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mall any 6 of the list below:
and lor $1.25 we will mall the wbole
dozen

'

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor .'30c

5. Capons and Caooniz ng 30c
«. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke ... 10c
11. .silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
13. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

Geo W. York & Co . 118 Mich. St., Chicago.Ill.

COMB FOUNDATION ""'"a'-Xifetaii.

Working Wax i^^S forata A Specialty.

Hives^ Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everythingr. Write for Catalog,
f'itb prices, and Bamples of Foundation and
Sections.
BUESliVAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGU'STA, WIS,

iTAlIANliS^
Queens, 1 1 OU: alter August 50 cenis. Mrs.
A. A. Simpson. Swa-ts, Pa 27A6t

Tills Emerson stiffclothboard Binder
for the American Bee Journal we mall for 60
cents; or will send It with the Journal for one
year—both logetht-r for II. It is a fine

thing to preserve the copies of tbe Bee Jour-
nal as last as they are received. II you have
the "Emerson." no further binding is neces-

^ ^^' GEORGE W. YORK & CO...
118 Michigan Street. - CHICAGO, ILL.

on at any of the hives so elevated, not-

withstanding there was a great honey-

dearth existing at the time, and not a

super on the hives.

The idea of robber-bees getting inside

and "handing out" honey to their

"pals" through the single wire-cloth

didn't strilse the Doctor as being any-

thing very serious, for if the robbers

were allowed to pass into the hives, they

certainly would get out again with their

loads, especially as the plan of ventila-

tion as proposed by Alder Brothers does

not contemplate much reduction of the

ordinary hive-entrance.

—

Editor.]

Bees Doing Well.

Bees are doing well in this locality,

especially those that did not swarm. But
the new swarms are very slow, as I have
10 or 12 that are not up in the supers
as yet. H. S. Hubbard.
Arapahoe Co., Colo., July 30.

Another Hive-Tool.

I see a tool is called for that will beat
the screw-driver in prying off hive-

covers, supers, etc. I will send you one
of the kind that I have used for years.

It Is made of steel. A blacksmith can
make one for 10 cents, except the han-
dle. If you have use for it, keep it. If

not, pass it on to Dr. C. C. Miller.

Olmsted Co., Minn. N. Staplk.

[Thank you, Mr. Staple. The sample

tool came all right, and we took it along

out to Dr. Miller's to give it a good

trial, which was done. It works very

well, tho in some respects we prefer aa

ordinary screw-driver.

Mr. Staple's tool is about %-inch wide

and 4 inches long, with a wooden handle.

About an inch from the end it is bent to

an angle of perhaps 45 degrees. The
end is 5hen made quite sharp and tapered

back to the bend. It is a handy tool.

But Dr. Miller thinks the ideal tool will

have one end made for loosening frames,

and the other end for prying up the

hive, supers, etc.— Editob.]

Short Crop of Honey.
Bees have not done much in this part

of the country. There was white clover

in abundance, but it did not seem to

yield much nectar. They did pretty

well while the basswood was in Dloom,

but that did not last long. I have taken

off only about 40O pounds of comb
honey from about 30 colonies. Unless

the fall season turns out pretty good
there will not be honey enough to supply

the home market. Samuel Florv.
Keokuk Co., Iowa, July 30.

Don't Forget
the excursion to Boston over the Nickel

Plate Road, Sept. 1(1 to 18, inclusive,

at rateoffiy.OO for the round trip.

Good returning until Sept. 30, 1898,
inclusive. Tel. Main 3389. (61-32-6)

Illinois.—The annual meeting if Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association, will beheld.

at the Court House, m Freeport, 111., Tuesday
and Wednesday, August 16 and 17, 1898. All.

Interested in bees are Invited to attend.

B. Kennedy, Sec, New Mlltord, IlL
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Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of tlie Largest Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from "patterns, by machinery,

and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -^rtaitest

BaSS'WOOd is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

BEE-SUPPLIE S!
W e have the best equi ot factory In the West. Capacity

1 car load a day ; and carry the largest stock and greatest
variety ot everything needed in the apiary, assuring best
goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

lUufstrated Catalos, 72 Pases^ Free.
We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or gal

vanlzed sieel, all sizes, any form, and for all purposes.
Price-list Free. Address,

E. KRETCHITIBK, Ked Oak, Iowa.

3E13t Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

.To liave a copy of..

xMi Our 1898 Catalog ikm

I^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy:

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for llie Southwest—

.

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

?^ A^S we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get
tlDg a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have eetablibht a branch house at 1 730 South loth St . Omaha,
Neb., where we will Iseeo a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsvi le, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most b'-e-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are nut, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw*

colored ii .*„.
,

... ^ut Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Kxtractors. and ail other flrst-
clas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill ot goods you will be
our 1 ustcmer in the future.

E^Pkogrhssive Bee-Keepbr. 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-ICoeper." 25e. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
i^gjjiiy Manufacturing Company, Vris'^^^l\^'ii}^l,t., ^U^.,^.^,.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Select-Tested Golden Adel Queens.
A practically non-swarming and non-stinging strain of golden bees. " How
Cand} ing " given to each customer. Tested Queens, each 75 cents.HENKV AL.L,hV, Wenbani, Iflass.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Each, $1 00.
revent

I

26Atr

PLEASE MENTION THE
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

HONEY and BEESWAX
niARKBT QUOXAXIOI^S.

Chicago. Ju'y 20.—Not any of the new
crop of comb honey on the market this week;
what little has come sold at ll@lic. Ex-
tracted brings 5@7c for the white, according
to quality; ambers, 5^6c. Southern, fair to
good grades. 4@.tc. Beeswax. '37c.

Market is in good shape lor disposing of
honey of all kinds. R. A Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, July 9. — New comb. No. 1.
white, ll@r3c; amber, 10@llc. Extracted,
white, 5@5^c; amber, 4ia4>4c. Beeswax. 23
to 25c.
Old stock of honey all cleaned up. Few

shipments of new in market.
,

C. IJ. Clemons & Co.

ITew Tork, July 30.—There is some little
new Southern cumb honey on the market,
mostly Irregular quality and selling at from
9 to lie. Extracted of all kinds is In good
demand. Common grade Southern, 50 to 5'2c
per gallon; good, .t 5 to 57c. : choice. 5 to 5^c.
per pound; some exceptionally fine lots sell
at 6c. Beeswax is very quiet at -,'6 to 27c.

Hildreth Bros. & segelken.

Boston, July 9.—Fancy white in cartons,
13c. ; A No. 1 white in glass-front cases, 11 to
12c.; No. 1, 10 to lie: No. 3, 8 to 9o. Ex-
tracted, white. 6 to 7c; light amber, 5 to 6o.
Beeswax, pure, in good demand with very
light supply, >30e.

At the present time the demand for both
comb and extracted honey is very light with
but little stock on hand.

Blake. Scott & Lee.

San Francisco, July 20.—White comb. 8>4
to 10c; amber, 6V4 to 7!4c. Extracted, white,
5W@6c.; light amber, 45i to 5J4C. Beeswax,
23@25c
The ship Roanoke, clearing from this port

for New ^ork (m the 16th inst, carried 179
oases ot extracted honey of 1«97 crop. There
Is some new crop honey on the market, both
comb and extracted, but no large quantity of
either. New comb ot lairly choice quality is
offering in 1-pound secilons. and In a small
jobbing way i-t lOo. per pound. Quotable
values for extracted show no change.

Detroit. July 21—Fancy white, ll@l2c;
No. 1, white, lOijillc. Extracted,white, 5@6c;
dark. 4050. Beeswax, 25a26c
New honey is arriving, but prices are hardlr

establisht. M. H. Hunt.
Uinneapolis. July 26.—Fancy white clo-

ver comb Is now selling at ll@12c. ; amber,
lOKc. Extracted fancy white clover, b%c.;
amber, 4?i®5c. Dark grades, both comb and
extracted, not wanted at low prices.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Indianapolis, July 18.—Fancy white comb
honey. I2(ai2^c; No 1. 10@llc. Extracted,
white, 6@7c. Beeswax, 25@27o.
Only a few arrivals of fancy white comb;

market almost bare, and demand good. Quite
a little comb honey from honey-dew Is being
offered, but there Is simply no demand for the
stuff. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, July 14.—Fancy 1-pound sec-
tions. ll@12c; A No. 1, 10@11 cents; No. 1
8@10c: am-er. 7@7>4c: dark and old. 6@7c.
Extracted, in barrels, kegs or pails, white. 6®
6!4c; dark and amber. 4@oc. Beeswax, 26a
28c.
Since our last the sales of honey have not

been large, altho a fair demand has ex-
isted and continues, all ho the fruit consump-
tion makes some dltference with eaters of
honey. There is not a very large supply ot
old stock left, and we shall be In good order
for new crop bolh extracted and comb The
outlook is good. A. V. Bishop ,fe Co.

Bnffalo, July 9. — There is a very good
demand for strictly fancy 1-pound comb, at
10 to lie; other grades, however, range from
9 to 7c.. and even Be. when poor enough.
Quite an amount ot honey can be sold at this
range. Extracted ranges from 4 to 6c., with
a moderate demand. Batterson & Co.

St. Iionls, July 9. — Fancy white comb.
10 to lie; No. 1. lOc: amber. 9 to lOc; dark.
8 to 9c. Extracted, white. 5V4 to 6o.: amber,
5 to 5 ^0. ; dark. 4 to 4 He Beeswax. 20 to 22c.

Westcott Com. Co.

Cleveland. An?. 3.—Fancy white. 13® 1 4e:
No. 1. white. 12i(»12V4c: light amber, lie;
buckwheat, 9c. Extracted, white, 7c.; light
amber. 6c.
The demand for honey is exceptionally

good, owing to the crop in this vicinity being
very light. A. B. Williams & Co.
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Talk about

):. ....CoinliFouiidatiDii

WE can now furnish the very best that can
be made from pure wax. OarNew Pro-

cess of milllui: enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It is always Pure and Sweet.
It is liie kind that does not §ag.
It is the kind you want.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples lurnlsht FKEE. Large illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper. sent
upon application. Address,

THEW.T.FALCOMERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FUI.t, LINK OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
l-ponnd Square Jars, $4.60 gross.
Ijabels, 60c sross; ditc. on quantities.
Italian Queens, 65c eacb.
Catalog KKKE.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used In the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln. Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write tor Catftlogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manufacturing Co.,

HCJDSONf St. Croix Co., WIS,
Please mention Bee Journal "when ^wTiting.

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Goods ^re'.l'i?.'"-

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HIINT
Cabh for I'.eeswax. Beli> Branch. Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I ARISE
TO SAY to the readers

of tbe

BEE JOURNAL that

I>OOIiITTl4E
has concladed to sell

-BKB8 and QUKEN8-
In their eeaBon, daring
1898, at thefoIlowlnK
prices :

One Colony of Italiana
on 9 Gallup frames, In
light Bhlpping-boi $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i 00
6 " queens
12
1 tested Queen...
I " Queens .

1 selecttestedgueensuo
S " " Queens 4 00

Selecttested queen, previous season's rearing. . 3 00
Bitra Selected for breeding, thk vkrt best. . 6 00
About a Pound of BBBS In a Two-frame Nnoleui,
with any Queen, |3.00 extra.

IV Clronlar free, giving full partlonlars regard*
the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

5 50
1000
tiso
3 50

^''^
Dadant's Foundation. YearYear

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 11% 31 VEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firmiies!!*, No Sag-
grins:. I^o I.O!«S.

PAXKMX WEEIk I^ROCESS
SHGEXII^Ci.

Send Name for our CataloK, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA^St BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. Y.

]LHIf@@'rM@XM @K ITHE!^ MOfflDf^SM^, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by ma^.

mT Jl^trEr TIMES.
CHAS. DADANT & SON,

Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HatlCOCk Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Will Maiiiiliietiired Stock ! (|uick Shipments
!"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD In this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for makiug tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber is used.

I^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Tlie Fence anil Plain Sections.

Weefl New Process Fonnflation,

Cowan Extractors,

Our J Porter Bee-Escapes- tlie liest made.

Specialties :i Dovetailefl Hives- witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bettoffl.

Danzenlialer Hives.

No-Drip SMppiHE-Cases,

Gleanings in Bee-Cultnre, Illustrated, Semi-MontMy.

Catalog of Goods and Sample Copy of Oleauinss
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancIi'.Offices

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS,
. BY

Author of "Bees atiil Bee-Eeeping," ^^Pleasurable See-Keeping," etc.

No. 7.—SUPERING.

The amount of success that a bee-keeper achieves de-

pends, as has already been stated, upon surrounding eiriuun-

stauces, such as nearness of honey-producing crops to the api-

ary, and thi^ state of the weather during the time tliey are in

bloom : but with these necessary conditions in his favor, tlicre

remains another item without which tlie fullest advantage
possible cannot be obtained ; his energies must be directed hy
thought and applied to the work of the apiary at the riglit

time.
It is utterly useless expecting full supers if bees are left

to themselves ; it is equally foolish not to give supers when
colonies are strong and honey is being gathered rapidly. I

have known many cases where, for want of supers, 4<) or 50
pounds of honey per hive have been lost. For instance, in my
own apiary I had three swarms as nearly as possible of the
same weight, I hived ihem on the same day in exactly similar
hives, and gave exactly the same treatment to all except in

one respect. Two were supered a few days after hiving, th.'

other was left entirely alone, the consequence being that while
the bees of the two supered lots were working vigorously day
after day lilling their supers, the bees in the third hive were
lounging about tlie entrance doing nothing simply because
they had nowhere to put the honey if they gathered it. This
resulted in a positive loss of over 20s., as the other two lots
stored honey to more than that value.

It may be askt, "What is supering ?" This term, tho
sometimes wrongly applied, is understood to mean the giving

. of bell-glasses, sections, shallow-frames, or, in fact, any re-

ceptacle in which tlie bees may store their honey when they
are gathering considerably more than is required for the daily
wants of the colony.

Supering really should be applied only to the giving of
room for surplus honey above the brood-chamber, as must be
the case when the tiering hive is used. This is the style of
hive recommended, and the supers used in connection with
them may be either Ivo bar supers, shallow-frame, or sec-
tional supers.

The style of super adopted should be determined by the
market for honey, and the time that can be spared for the

work. Being a busy man I have used some Ivo bar supers on
several movable-comb hives for some years past, and I find I

can get as much honey, if not more, by using such supers
than I can by using either shallow frames or sections, and by
spending not a quarter of the time. Sheets of foundation,
three inches in depth, are put into the bars, and then the
super is ready, but between this or the shallow-frame super
and the brood-chamber there should always be placed a sheet
of queen-excukiing zinc.

When full of honey the super must be cleared of bees by
one of the methods given in this article. The combs are at-

tacht to the front and back walls of the hive, and therefore
before they can be moved the attachments must be cut by rais-

ing each end of the super alternately and running a knife
from end to end close to the inside walls. The combs will

then hang from the bars, and are removed by raising the lat-

ter. The combs are next cut from the bars and allowed to

,drop into a pan, to be afterwards sliced so that vvhen put into

Dr. H. Besse—Sec inuje 'lUi.

some kind of a strainer or honey cistern the honey may drain
away free from any contamination wliatever. Before the bars

can be used again fresh pieces of fcnindatiou must be fitted in

tliem, but this need not te lookt upon as an expense, as the
wax produced by melting the slici'il loinbs will more tlian com-
pensate for the outlay.

EXTRACTING FROM SIlAI.I.oW-FRA.ME SUPERS.

Extracting honey from the combs is now a very general
practice, and one that is to be strongly recommended in work-
ing colonies for large returns, for much work is saved the
bees, and more honey is obtained seeing that much that would
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otherwise be used in the production of wax for building the
combs, is carried up into the super, thus adding con iderably

to the surplus.
The 5X-inch shallow-frame super should in all cases be

used if the object is extracted honey, for not only is it more
convenient in handling, but the bees enter it more readily

than they do the larger, and, for extracting purposes rather
unwieldy standard-frame super.

On removing the super it should be placed in a warm
room, and if the work of extracting can be carried on at once,

while the honey is warm, it will fe an advantage, as it will

flow more freely than if allowed to get cold by standing a day
or two in a cold room. The cappings, or cell-covers, should be
shaved bff with a sharp knife, warmed by standing it in a

pitcher of hot water, and if cut from the bottom with a saw-
like motion while the top of the frame is held forward, the
cappings will remain in a sheet and fall into the pan held be-

low. When the uncapt combs are put into the cages of the
extractor, they should be so placed that the bottom-bars go
around first, for thus the honey is more easily thrown out as

it leaves the cells in the direction of the pitch given to them
by the bees when they are building their combs. The drip-

ping combs should be allowed to stand to drain for a ifv/

hours : otherwise honey might be dropt about in the apiary
and cause robhing.

It is always advisable to return combs wet with honey in

the evening so that the excitement they cause may be over by
the morning. Returning such combs at unsuitable times, and
placing scraps of comb about for the bees to clean, are un-
doubtedly the cause of much robbing, and, if in a foul broody
district, the spread of the disease.

SECTIONAL SUPERS.

The style of sectional super to be chosen, and the mode of

preparation, have already ( een explained under "Hives,"
and therefore advice will only now be needed in order that
good sectional work may be produced. It is by no means an
easy task to obtain really well-filled sections, tho if the sec-

tions are properly prepared and placed upon strong colonies or
swarms standing near fields of white or Alsike clover, or simi-

larly good honey-producing crop, the bulk of the sections will

generally be well finisht.

The great secret of obtaining well filled sections is to

crowd the bees. This is done in two ways, either by remov-
ing the outer frames from a strong colony and substituting
dummies at the commencement of the honey-flow, or by giving
a very strong swarm limited room in the brood-chamber when
hived. By adopting tho former method, the crowding has a
tendency to cause swarming, but so long as fine weather con-
tinues, and the tecs have ample, but not too much, super
room, so long will swarming, as a rule, be averted. It is when
there comes a change in the weather, compelling the bees to

leave the super and further crowd in the brood chamber that
swarming is practically certain, unless during the time they
are so crowded, work in the form of comb-building is given
by substituting empty for full frames in the brood-chamber.
To succeed in the production and sale of sections roQuires
much more skill and patience than many bee-keepers are in a
position to give ; it is therefore advisable that they should
adopt either tfie shallow-frame or the " Ivo '' supers.

KEMOVING SUPERS.

Until very recently the most difficult and not the least

dangerous of operations in the apiary was the removal of

supers : hut with accurately fitting parts, and the avoidance
of all incentive to the building of brace-combs, the difficulty is

removed, while, by the use of bee-escapes, the bees leave the
supers without disturbance.

The two super-clearers in most general use are the cone
aud " Porter " escape. Tho cone is made of finely-perforated
zinc: it is 3 inches long. 2 inches wide at the end attacht to

the hive, and 14, inch at the narrow end. It is fastened over
a hole in the front of the roof, or fixt on the side of a box to be
used for clearing of bees all kinds of supers after removing
them from the hives. If the cone is fixt on the roof the super
to be moved is gently raised while a cloth or newspaper is

placed beneath it to imprison the bees in thesuper. The quilts

are next removed, so that when the bee.'^ leave the super,
which they will do as soon as they find they are cut off from
the brood chamber, they can get into the roof, from which, if

bee-proof all around, they can leave only by the cone.
The box clearer must be of a size to allow the super to rest

evenly upon it. The straw, box, or other super is then gently
raised, lifted across to the box, and placed in the same posi-

tion upon the top of the box in which a hole 6 or 9 inches in

diameter is made. The bees are in this case prevented from
leaving the super except by passing down Into the box below.

and then, being attracted by the light, they pass through the
cone lixt over an inch hole in the side. If the supers do not fit

evenly upon the top of the box, any holes through which bees
can pass should be stopt with rag or paper, otherwise the
sweets will be found by bees of other hives, and carried off

rapidly, so that in a few hours a grand super may contain
nothing but empty combs.

By using the cone escape the bees are comtelled to pass
through the air on their way back to the brood chamber, and
this fact no doubt, inasmuch as it may lead to a disturbance
in the apiary, led the inventive mind to seek for a more satis-

factory method of emptying supers of bees. The best e»er
designed is known as the "Porter" escape, named after th&
inventor, an American bee keeper. It is fixt in the center of

a board made the same size as the super. If all sucers, there-
fore, are of the same pattern, one or two boards will be ample
for most apiaries. When the super is raised this board is

placed beneath it and both are then returned: but in order to
prevent the crusliing of bees, when replacing the super, the
board is fitted with a '% inch ledge running around above. By
placing this clearer beneath the super to be removed, the bees

Hoiicy-Exlractor. Quccn-E.rcluding Zinc.

are prisoners until they find connection with the brood-cham-
ber. There is then some commotion until a passage through
the escape or trap in the center of the board is found. By-
listening at the side of the super for a few minutes a continual
clicking of the fine brass springs which form the trap will be
distinctly heard, and it will tell of the stream of Lees passing
down into brood-cliamter or super below.

This method of clearing supers of bees is strongly recom-
mended because the bees simply pass downwards from the top
super or sui ers leaving the super work there intact. If the
clearer has been put into position with care and without jar-

ring the hiie, there is no disturbance caused, as the bees do.

not leave the hive, and the super maybe left on the hive a.

few hours, or longer if desired without the bee-keeper being
anxious as to the safety of the contents. This clearer is really

indispensable if show sections are bi'ing removed, for on the
least disturbance of the super crates the bees, according to
their natural inclination, commence uncapping the sealed
comb. If the sections are thus treated by the bees, they are
not only spoilt for the show table, but weep and become sticky
and therefore unfit for market.

(Continued next week.)

The Eucalyptus—Varieties and Value,
BV PROF. A. .1. COOK.

The attention of all visitors to California is at once at-

tracted to the numerous groves of eucalyptus which form a>

most conspicuous feature of our landscape. Their habit of

growth, reaching as they do away up to cloud regions, gives
them special prominence. As is well known, they are natives
of arid Australia, and so are peculiarly well fitted to our owo
arid clime of Southern California. When I say that there are
well toward 200 species of eucalyptus, it need hardly be
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added that one can find attractive variety for tree-planting

and not go beyond this single species. The common blue-gum
—eucalyptus globulus—the oneso generally seen in California,

is very tall and slender, while some of the red-gums, like

eucalyptus cltriodora and eucalyptus robusta, have a fine

spreading habit, and are very graceful in habit and form.

The bloom of all is attractive and beautiful, and the deep
crimson blossoms of eucalyptus ficifolia always elicit praise

and admiration. While the most common period of bloom is

from September to May, there is no month in the year that
bloom may not be found in a park of eucalyptus trees, with
well selected varieties. The top-shape fruit of all species is

interesting, while the peculiar form and habit of bloom of

such species as eucalyptus corynocalyx must ever win admira-
tion, and create interest.

The oil of eucalyptus is so peculiar that crusht leaves give

a very markt odor, and the air near a grove gives unmistak-
able evidence of the near proximity of the trees. Eucalyptus
essence and oil is used not a little in pharmacy.

Of late I have secured some honey which undoubtedly is

eucalyptus. Of course there is no reason to suspect that the
peculiar flavor of the juice would be reproduced in the honey.
The nectar-glands make or form nectar from elements ob-

tained from the juice, and do not draw it all formed from the
juice. I was glad to find that this honey was light in color

and delicious of flavor. To be sure, this huney will always be
secured in the season when it will be useful for stimulation
and food of bees, yet in favorable seasons it may come in such
profusion as to be a generous supplement to the season's crop,

and it is good to know that in such case no harm will result.

Indeed, the common planting of these trees will add another
point to California's fame as the great honey-region of the
world.

That the range of bloom makes the tree more desirable
will appear from the following data of a few species now most
in favor :

The common blue-gum, E. globulus, is in bloom from
December to February; E. robusta, which is also much in

favor, has the same period of bloom. The honey I have came
from these species, I think. E. rostrata blooms in April and
May; E. cltriodora from August to December; the curious-
blossomed E. corynocalyx, from June to September; the bril-

liant ficifolia blooms In August and September.
Mr. Barber, foreman of the Forestry Experiment Station,

at Santa Monica, speaks in special praise of the following
species for honey, which he says are swarming with bees on
all pleasant days while in blossom : E. calophylla, July to

October; E. corymbosa, August to December: E. globulus,
December to February ; E. robusta, December to February ;

E. polyanthemos, December to April. He also praises the
dwarf E. alpina, September to November, which will endure
some considerable frost, and has a peculiar habit of growth
which will make it more attractive.

The bee-keeper may well rejoice, as the vigor, beauty,
fragrance, and long-continued bloom of these trees Insure
that they will be more and more extensively planted in our
State. The last feature makes them of special value to bee-
keepers. Abundant nectar-secretion in late summer, fall and
winter, makes them of much value for stimulative breeding.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

No. 3.—The A B C of Marketing Houey.

BY HERMAN F. MOORE.

[Continued from page 500.]

If you leave the town and call at the farm houses, you
may think best to reduce your price two or three cents a
pound from your town price; but if you do so, by all means
double your size of package, or you will be placed, oftentimes,
in an embarrassing position, when your town customer meets
your farmer patron, and they compare notes on your price-
list. It is perfectly legitimate for you to take a smaller price
if you can thereby double the sale. This is simply wholesale
dealing applied to small transactions.

Let me urge you to put the same price on liquid honey as
on comb, when both are of the best quality. Many, many
times I have been askt the question, " How does it come that
extracted honey can be bought for less than comb honey? I

should think it would be worth more?" The thought in their
minds is, that if pure it must, and should, bring more, as there
Is more actual honey in a pound of liquid honey than in a
pound of comb, the difference being, of course, the percent of
loss in wood and wax. My answer has been, "It is really
worth more to eat, and I get about the same price. You see,

we can produce more liquid honey from a colony of bees than

comb, consequently our profit is greater on the clear than on
the comb honey, on account of more scientific and improved
methods of caring for our bees."

I contend that there is no good reason why we should ac-

cept half the price of comb for houey without comb, if equally
good, well ripened and delicious. That the price is less in the
wholesale markets in the cities is no answer ; we are selling

In the retail markets exclusively. We care nothiug for the
wholesale markets, except as information. The wholesale
price of liquid honey has no claim to bind us ; our customers
would not touch it in those markets. When they buy our
honey they receive ojtryuara?iicc that the honey is pure and
delicious. That of itself is worth money. Liquid honey in

the cities goes to families at 20 to 25 cents a pound bottle,

and 12 to 15 cents for a half pound. The difference between
the so-called wholesale price of liquid honey and these retail

prices, make the profits of the commission merchant, the re-

tail grocer, the honey-bottler, the adulterator. In any case,

the producer of fine honey—either comb or clear— is rightfully
entitled to the profit of these middlemen, when he sells his

crop to the consumer.
The most potent factor in all sales of goods is personal

acquaintance. Job lots of fancy-colored shirts sell for 59
cents each in the big department stores, and the fancy haber-
dasher gets two dollars apiece for a shirt that to the unini-
tiated looks very like, only the latter is made to measure, of

the best material, well stitcht, and neatly fashioned.

An old customer and schoolmate of the writer, on his

death-bed, being almost unable to take any food, askt for

honey. The family sent to the nearest grocery for some, but
on finding whence it came, the sick man refused to touch it,

saying he wanted some of mine (I had supplied them honey
for years). The sick man's sister wrote me at once, 13 miles
away, to bring them a pail of houey quick, as her brother was
very ill, and wanted it.

Honey has not come down so much in price as it seems to

the producer, who markets his crop through the commission
merchant and retail grocer. The commission man gets 10
percent, and the shipper pays freight and drayage. The re-

tall grocer gets 40, 50, or 75 percent on his purchase of your
fine comb honey ; you get 11 to 12 cents a pound, and the
consumer pays IS to 20 cents a pound. I knew of one store
that sold gilt-edged Wisconsin honey in one-pound sections for
25 cents a pound, within the past two years.

For a package of comb honey the most succeesf ul I find is

the 12-pound, two-row case. You can sell this from S1.80
to $2.40 a case, and will find hundreds of families that will

take from one to five of them in a year's business. I think we
should all aim to get as near 20 cents a pound for our honey
as possible. That is low enough for fine, delicious honey, and
five cents cheaper than the old-time price when I was a boy.

The no-drip shipping-case is more work, and unnecessary,
if you hand your honey directly to consumers.

How best to advertise your honey and yourself to your
trade will always be one of the burning questions. You can't
avoid a certain amount of advertising of yourself along with
your goods. People seem to desire a personal acquaintance
with those they patronize, no doubt rightfully concluding that
a man of high aims and broad thought is a good man to de-
pend upon for pure food.

To always sell the best goods Is the first and most impor-
tant way to advertise.

By all means limit yourself to 12 pounds to the gallon for
extracted honey, never less in weight. Twelve-pound extracted
honey will almost run comb out of the market at the same
price per pound. Most people buying thin, unripe honey, de-

cide at once that it is half glucose. This, of course, works
dead against the man who sells such stuff, and it has usually
been the retail grocer who has suffered for a fault that be-

longed to the producer who rusht the thin stuff to market
through the commission merchant.

As to comb honey, too much scraping of the sections is no
advantage when selling to your family trade. The fine, de-
licious flavor is the main thing, and must be secured even at
the expense of looks. People are so used to having goods of
all kinds look pretty, and then utterly fail on the table, that
I have felt as if too great beauty and attractiveness were a
disadvantage rather than otherwise. For example: One-
pound combs, so pretty that the customer instantly decides
" no bee made that." Attract the eye, by all means if you
can, but be sure you charm the palate first and foremost.

In starting out to get orders, take a fair sample of your
comb (one section) and one of your pails half full of liquid

honey. Never try to sell extracted honey alone. People will

go for you like this :
" You haven't got comb honey ?" " You

are selling this manufactured honey ?" "How much glucose do
you use ?" etc. The presence of some comb honev shuts their
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mouths, and gives more tone to your business than you can
imagine.

It is surprising how interested people are in the story of

how yon manage your bees, and a personal knowledge of bees
and constant practice in handling them you will find essential

to the greatest success in selling honey. Tell them about the
three kinds of bees and the three kinds of cells. Take a

brood-comb out of a hive, shake off the bees, and take It with
you on your next trip. Choose a comb having worker-cells,
drone-cells, and, if possible, a queen-cell or two along the
edge. People are perfectly fascinated with the explanation of

the six-sided construction, the grouping of six cells around
each central one, and looking down the corn rows in the rows
of cells. A sheet of comb foundation half drawn out is the
best for this exhibition.

Have everybody taste your liquid honey, by all means.
Many a person will say, " No, I don't care for honey;" and
after tasting a few drops of your delicious clover or basswood
will buy, " if what you bring is like that."

Toothpicks are sometimes used to give a taste of honey.
You can't carry a teaspoon along, for people will not like to

eat after another. If you are calling at private houses, you
can ask each lady to bring a teaspoon, but even then it is best

to have a small stick along in case she don't want to bother.

The nicest thing I know of is sold under the name of
" cigar lighters." They are pieces of soft wood 4J^ inches
long, '4 inch wide, and 1/16 inch thick. They are sold very
cheap. Stick one of them one to two inches into the liquid

honey, and by rolling It up like a string you can give any one
almost a teaspoonful of honey, if you and the other person are
dextrous. The lady who won't go after a spoon, will be
pleased with your ingenuity, and will taste your honey just
for fun, and you have made a sale.

It may be useful to provide some jelly-glasses full of your
finest honey, to leave for a free sample with families whose
trade you are real anxious to secure, and who are hard to

reach. The first order is oftentimes the sticker. The writer
has chatted with certain people as long as three years before
getting their first order, and after that permanent customers.

In advertising your business, remember you are in this

for the remainder of your !''». and nothing but a straight-
forward course will avail.

Always provide yourself with a certain amount of printed
matter, so that you can leave your address with every person
you ask for trade. Cards and circulars are both rather neces-
sary in this day of advertising. In writing your circular,

give your location, average number of colonies kept ; largest
crop produced in one year, and names of flowers your bees
pasture upon. Write a clause about candied honey, and the
method of making it liquid again. Give a short history of

yourself or family as bee-keepers, and a few things that would
be of interest to the general public about bee-keeping. A cut
of a honey-extractor is always a curiosity to the non-bee-keep-
ing public. Cuts of queen-bee, drone, worker, bee-hive, etc.,

can often be used to advantage. A pictorial circular will be
more likely read than any other kind. Somewhere in your
circular say, " We sell only pure honey to every one." Come
out as Qatfooted and decided as possible. You will find that
people will believe you, for adulterators do not usually use
such terms.

Every package of honey sold must have a label, giving
your name and address. A rubber stamp to put the same on
every comb of honey sold is also a good plan. You will even
find that a copy of Gray's Botany is a valuable ally in selling

honey. In the front of my order book I have written a list

of the 30 or so different kinds of clover. Look up and name
the different kinds of clover in your county and adjoining
counties, and be able to talk Intelligently upon them. Nowa-
days botany is taught and studied in nearly all our good
schools, and this may be a valuable means of interesting young
and old.

Write for your local paper bee and honey notes, under
your own proper name and address. This may be a most
valuable means of acquainting the people with your name and
business. No great amount of originality will be required.
If you take the three or four best bee-papers you can almost
clip enough matter to fill your column once a week.

But, after all is said and done, nothing In the way of ad-
vertising Is so good as personal conversation with prospective
customers; and if both you and your goods are "all wool and
a yard wide," they will soon satisfy themselves of that fact,

and your golden reward will follow.

1^" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 527.

Plain Sections and Fence Separator.
BY S. A. DEACON.

I see It stated (page 726, 1897) that Mr. Root, Sr.,

"claims no new feature " for the plain box-like section and
cleated separator combination, but we are told that his firm

has "just awaked to the proper appreciation of the combina-
tion." This is a rather humiliating confession, and certainly
very slow-moving on the part of the leaders of our industry !

for, as stated in my last contribution to your columns, the said

combination is nothing new in this out-of-the-way semi-civilized

corner of the world. Mr. Root's admission hardly justifies Mr.
C. P. Dadant's assertion, or, at least, implication, that you
United Staters are about the smartest and most practical men
on the face of the earth ! It strikes me there are imitators of

Old Rip at Medina, as well as in Decatur Co., Iowa.
In my opinion a perfect 7-to-the-foot section, to be used

with the cleated and slotted separator, is made by reducing
two-inch sections, having four scallops, to 1 11/16; i. e., 7-

to-the-foot width. This does not do away entirely with the
scallops, but leaves just so much of them as to afford a full

bee-way on all four sides when two sections are placed to-

gether, giving the bees ample access from all sides; this is

how I and others here have used them, with a separator 'twixt

every two rows. Of course this does not give us a section

having, as Mr. Root says, "four plain sides of equal width
throughout," but very nearly so; and the slight scallop left

gives the section a far more pleasing appearance, I think,

than the severe, inartistic " dry-goods-box arrangement," as

one of your contributors terms the pattern so greatly admired
by Mr. Root, and which, it must be borne in mind, necessitates

a separator m inch thick, including the cleats) for each row
of sections, instead of between every two rows (as used by Its

originator, the late Mr. B. Taylor).
This will necessarily reduce the capacity of the dovetailed

8-frame hive super from 24 to 20 sections. Of course the
sides of the Root super can be made of J-j-inch stuff, a change
greatly to be desired : for, as I mentioned in a former com-
muuication, the present dovetailed supers are quite unneces-
sarily lumbersome and heavy. Even then the cleated separa-
tors will have to be made, not of ?8-inch stuff, but, as I make
them, of sawn wood separators, the slots being cut with a K-
Inch chisel. Then, with the sides made of i.<-inch stuft, 24
sections 7-to-the-foot, and 7 cleated separators may be got
comfortably in ; tho, by rights, the two outside separators,
should have '^i-inch cleats on their outer sides, and be puncht
chock-full of holes, a lu Pettit.

I make my super sides of 7/'16-inch stuff, and I reckon
that's good enough for anything ; and if the senior Root's
awakening to the advantage of using narrow sections and
cleated separators will prove the death-knell of the clumsy,
unnecessarily heavy dovetailed super, he will not have opened
his blinkers by any means in vain. South Africa.

[We think Mr. Deacon does not know that 24 of the

plain 4^4x4JixlJ^ sections (the same as with IK sections and

plain separators) are used in the regular S-frame %-inch

super with the fences or cleated separators, and not 20, as he

says.

—

Editor. J

Selling Comb Honey to the Grocery Trade.
BV G. K. HUBBARD.

[Continued Irom page oOli.l

At your next call you find a man who hardly ever keeps
any honey unless he gets a little occasionally from a customer.

" The times are too hard. It won't sell."

"But sometimes people buy honey because times arc hard."
" How so ?"

" I see you have some high-priced preserves and jams on
your shelves here. The trade that has been getting such
goods is apt to buy 15 cents' worth of honey just because it

does not feel flush enough to buy something more expensive.
Or, instead of going home without candy or something that
the children want and expect, a man will take home a few
sections of honey and tell the children that these hard times
they will have to get their sweetmeats at the table with their

meals. In such cases you would sell the honey. If you had it,

when you would not sell either the expensive preserves or
confectionery. You are not paying store rent, and putting in

your time for amusement, but you are here to sell goods; and
If the people do not find what they want here they will buy
elsewhere."

" I don't think my trade would pay the price for the
fancy honey, and I do not like the cheaper grade."

Removing the contrast by turning the fancy case so that
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the honey in it cannot be seen, you reply, " This is a better

grade of honey than you think. The only possiblti objection

to it is that of color. It is just as pure and healthful, is well

filled, and Is in every way as good an article as the bees can
make frona the flowers it was gathered from. You would be

surprised at the ease with which you can sell this grade of

honey by mentioning its purity and flavor if any one remarks
about its color. I have only three cases of this dark grade
left, and I can't see how you would regret it if you would let

me bring iu the lot."
" I could not use three cases of it, but I believe I will try

one case and see how it goes."'

At your next call where you find any prospect of a sale

the proprietor says, " Yes, that is fine looking honey ; but I

have had it here as nice, or nicer ; and when I took it home to

eat I found so much filler iu it that it was tough inside."

" You mean the comb foundation used in the middle, I

suppose. Yes, I know some bee-keepers are very careless

about this. They use an inferior grade of homemade foun-
dation which cannot be detected until the honey is cut, and it

is bound to give anything but satisfaction. We all use some
foundation in order to get the combs built straight in the sec-

tions ; but I am very careful to use only the best article that
can be made. The foundation I use runs 12 square feet to

the pound, is the purest and best to be had, and is actually
thinner than much naturally-built comb. In all the little

points in honey-production I try to keep posted, and put out
as fine an article for Its graie as any bee keeper I know. If I

sell you the four cases I have left, and you do not find them to

be strictly all right I will take them off your hands and re-

fund the money the first time I am over ; or if you write me a
line I will come promptly and get them. I am not here to-

day merely to sell what honey is now needed, but to build up
a trade and make an outlet for my large crop this season, and
probably for other seasons."

"We always sell our honey by the frame, and we some-
times get it that is every weight and thickness, which results

in a lot of culling over, and then having to sell the last few
frames at a discount, may be below cost. I see this case is

pretty much all one thing, but you have irregular or partly
filled frames sometimes, don't you ?"

" Yes, sir ; but when you buy regular-grade honey of me,
that is exactly what you get. I dispose of extra thick and
thin combs at some boarding-houses near home. The honey I

put on the general market is cased up with the wishes of the
grocer in view. Well capt sections that will not weigh 12
ounces are cased by themselves and sold together. There are
some grocers who prefer these light-weight sections because
they cost less, and they prefer to sell something that goes at
a small price. By having the honey in a case somewhat uni-

form in weight it saves the picking over that is apt to happen
when there is a great difference in either color or weight in

the sections in a given case."
"But I wouldn't want to buy four cases. You would sell

me one of your best grade, wouldn't you V
"Yes; but surely one case of honey is a small matter for

a man with the trade you appear to have. I should like to

sell you enough to last until I come over again. Better take
one case of each grade, at least."

" My trade does not go much on a poor article."

"But my dark honey is not a poor article; in fact, many
bee-keepers who are not so careful with their honey would
call this their best. It is a good idea to let a customer have
his choice in such matters, and theu you will not have people
saying they can buy for a cent or two less elsewhere. It Is

easy for them to be deceived in quality while remembering
the price'. To illustrate, you probably have a great variety in

price in the same kind of canned goods, and your customers
make their selection. Why not give them the same chance on
honey ?"

He objects to the price, and wants a liberal discount if

he takes two cases ; but you emphasize the rebate on the
cases if in good condition ; tell him the last section in a case
will sell as readily as the others, and that you warrant satis-

faction.

You get your money, and go back to your wagon with
two cases yet to dispose of. You have been to all the grocer-
ies, and are not sold out. Now you try the bakeries.

" I see you do not have any hooey on sale here, yet some
of the bakeries over our way sell more than some of the
groceries."

" We never have any call for it."

You smile, and say, " Yet that does not prove you could
not sell it. You do not have call for strawberries at this time
of the year, either ; but they would surely sell if you had them
in sieht. Probably half the comb honey that is sold is carried
home because the customers are in the store on other business,

and, seeing the honey, take a fancy to it and buy it. If you
had this case of honey on the shelf back of you, right here in

plain sight, it would not be long before some customer, taking
home some fresh bread or rolls, would want to take along a
section or two of honey also."

" But we buy some strained honey for use in our baking,
and we have some Mason jars of it on the shelf up there, you
see, and it does not pay for the bother of fussing with it, for

we hardly ever sell any."
"Well, I'm not much surprised, because it is not labeled,

and people do not know what it is. When you strain your
honey the ' poetry ' is all taken out of it, as a lawyer friend

of mine says. Comb honey is always attractive, will sell itself,

and if other bakers do well with it, I don't see how you would
miss it. You can make 25 percent on it, and whatever you
make will be just that much extra to help pay rent and keep
business on the move. You can rest assured that if you had
these two cases here in sight the people would buy it. Besides
it is attractive, and helps give your place a neat and filled-up

appearance."
" If you want to leave one case here and let me try it I

will pay you for it if it sells, and if not you can get it again
some time."

" I thank you for the offer, but I can't accept it. If I

should do business that way I should have to raise my prices

to cover an occasional loss from failure or fire, or something
else. My prices are as low as they can be for a good article,

and I have to sell for cash."
" Another sale made ; but the other bakeries do not care

to take the remaining case, and so you go to the hustling
yomg fellow who runs a fruit and confectionery store in a
little 7x9 room under a stairway a few feet from the leading
business corner of the place."

" You occasionally have quite a loss by your fruit spoiling

on your hands. Here is an article that will make you a good
percentage, and will last for years, so far as its keeping
qualities is concerned. The investment is absolutely a safe

one because it is sure to sell, even if it does not go off with a
rush."

He likes the idea first rate, and your purse is heavier and
your wagon empty.

Now, do you think I have made this appear too easy ?

Not a bit of it, unless the market is actually glutted with an
enormous crop. In that case my advice would be, that if you
cannot make sales after trying various places within your
reach, wait a few months and try it over. You would better

borrow money and hold your crop than to sacrifice it. I am
sure, however, that some earnest work along this line will

give you good results under almost any circumstances that
you are apt to find, for conditions vary greatly in towns within
a few miles of each other. I know of two cities nine miles
apart where the retail price of honey has been different by 25
to 40 percent. You will find a good many things that are
new to you if you will do some exploring along this line.

If you are fortunate enough to have a crop of honey that

averages very high, you will be surprised to see how easy it

is to interest people ; but your lower grades should be pusht
along in proportion to what you have. You do not want a lot

of low-grade honey on hand, with the best all gone. The
price-mark is the safety valve. You can sell anything if the

price is right ; but have your price high enough so you will

have to talk it up to sell it.

One party said to me, "Your honey gives good satisfac-

tion, and I have made a good profit on it ; and any time you
are over come in and see how I am stockt."

No wonder he was pleased, for he had sold lots of it, and
at prices from 20 to 25 percent higher than I supposed he
was getting, and higher than the other grocers in town were
getting. He had a large and fancy trade, and was actually
clearing 40 to 45 percent on my honey.

Give your customer a square deal on grading, etc., and
you will often be pleased to hear such expressions as: "Just
set it right on the counter; here is your money. I am too

busy to open it and look at it. The other was all right, and I

will risk this being the same." " How many have you ? Two
cases of fancy and three of amber? All right; carry it to

the back of the store ; I'll take your word for it." " I don't

know but your price is a little high ; but I like the way you
put It up, and it sells as well as any honey I ever bought."

You will soon get acquainted with your trade, and if you
do your part you will get a top-notch price, will not bear any-
thing about " trade it out," will not be badgered about cutting
prices, and will be treated in a frieudiy and businesslike way
on every trip, with numerous invitations to " call again when
you are over."

Once on my first call, as I set a beautiful case of honey
with a three-inch glass front on a gentleman's counter, and
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removed the covering, he read aloud the 14-iDch label on the
front of the case, "Gathered fiom Orange Blossoms;" and
then as he saw the 28 neat labels printed in red ink, pasted
on the sections, with the snow-white honey smiling up at him
from between, he slapt his hands together and exclaimed,
" By jolly I" I need not tell you he has been my steady cus-
tomer since, altho he thought my price was high, and I kuew
It was high enough.

With the finest honey from clover, orange, willow-herb,
sage, etc., you need not be doubtful about placing it to advan-
tage in almost any market; and while I know that the ma-
jority of readers will not take the pains with their crops that
I do, nevertheless if you will take the honey you have, and
make a businesslike effort something like the one above, you
will find that you can dispose of it, even if that supplied by
more expert apiarists does surpass yours in quality. With a
first-class article you will find yourself taking too small a
load to market oftener than too large.

I do not label all my honey, but I think I shall do more of
it in the future. I have observed that it gives the honey a
finish, and pleases the customer well enough so that I am
pretty safe in counting it to bring 25 cents per case extra.

The labels cost less than three cents, and a boy will stick
them for one cent per case. The cost of this is offset by using
second-grade sections. I get my finest honey that I expect to
label in the cheapest sections. In fact, the only advantage
worth mentioning that I know of in using snow-white sec-
tions, is in the clean appearance when the cover is removed.
The labels do the same ; and while I have had scores of mer-
chants take out the sections and examine my labeled honey I

never heard one remark that the sections were not the whitest.
They look at the honey and not at the frame it is in. There
is too much straining after "snow-white," "extra polisht,"
etc., according to my way of thinking.

There are a good many ideas in the above that may be
helpful to those who sell their crops by peddling from house
to house; but in such cases the point J would emphasize is to
first quote the price per case, or so many sections for a dollar.
If there is to be any talk about your selling just a few sec-
tions, let the other party start it, or you can make the offer
after your first proposition has been refused. You will never
sell a case to one party by trying hard to sell 25 cents' worth.
Work for large sales, and expect to make them.— Gleanings.

Do Italian Bees Produce Better Honey ?

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

Referring once more to a matter which does not seem
worthy of much space in the American Bee Journal, I wish to
say to Mr. Hart (see page 451) that I am sorry that he took
my little squib on page 322 so seriously. I did not mean to
be offensive. As what I said was not an answer, nor intended
to be an answer to Mr. Hart's question, it is probable that I

ought not to have said anything about it. But unfortunately,
perhaps, I did, and now 1 am willing to take the consequences.

I would like, as well as Mr. Hart, to ktiow why Italian
bees store a better quality of honey than other bees when all

have access to the sources of supply.
Looking at pages 133 and 13-i of the American Bee Jour-

nal for the "opinions and statements" that led Mr. Hart to
ask the question, I find that Mr. Baxter exprest the opinion,
or made the statement, that the quality of the honey stored by
the Italians is better than the quality of that stored by blacks
or hybrids. He gave no reason for this superiority, but did
give a reason for the better appearance of the honey stored
by blacks and hybrids.

Dr. Besse thought the reason why Italians store honey of
better quality than blacks and hybrids is that the Italians
work more industriously on red clover. But that opinion
"cuts no figure," as Mr. Hart wanted to know why Italians
store a better quality where all have access to the same
sources of supply. Dr. Besse goes on to say that blacks and
hybrids do not work on red clover, so their source of supply
must necessarily be something else.

Mr. Hart mistakes ; I did not say or intimate that his
question was entitled to no consideration. But for the two
hypotheses which he made use of to explain the difference in

question, I had a very poor opinion ; and, from his own admis-
sions, I am led to believe that he did not think them worth
much himself. The only reason (?) thus far elicited for the
difference under consideration is that given by Mr. Volkert.
He says that it is because the Italians are more active than
other bees. Is Mr. Hart satisfied with that? My belief still

Is that there is no difference under the conditions named, and
that Mr. Hart has started bee-keepers in the pursuit of an
ignus fatuus. But let us have peace. Decatur Co., Iowa.

CONDUCTED BY

r>K. o. o. anxtEH, at42tEKGO,.n:x,.
[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

What Caused the Inverted Brood ?

Before the larvas gets large enough to cap over, it turns
in the cell with the head downward and dies thus. About }4

of the brood is that way— not all in one place but scattered
through the hive. Iowa.

Answer.—Just as you put it, I don't know that I ever
heard of the like before. Up to the time of sealing, the brood,
I think you will find, is coiled in a circle. But after it is sealed
over it may finally get wrong-end-to, and that same thing has
been reported in a few cases, the young bee being found dead
in the cell with its head toward the bottom. It may result

from weakness on the part of the bees.

molhy Foundation.

We have a lot of brood-foundation which has been used
and is dark in color; something has gotten into it like moth,
and weaves a web over portions, and it looks like eggs under
the web in the cells. How would you advise me to get rid of

this? Can the bees work where this is ? Is it not rather ex-

travagant to cut It out and throw it away ?

Netf Mexico.

Answer.—Try giving it to the bees just as it is, and see if

they'll not clean it up ail right.

Cessation of Honey-Flow §loi>$ Work.

I raised the section up and put another case on when
the first was about half full. The bees immediately stopt
work in the sections. What was the cause? Some colonies
stopt work when I took a few full sections off the hive ; they
had only one super on.

The bees would draw out the foundation in sections and
not complete them. Why ? California.

Answer.—You have in all probability given the answer
yourself to both questions when you say, "This is a poor year
with me." Raising up a partly-filled super and putting an
empty one under had nothing to do with the bees stopping
work. About that time the honey-flow let up, and the bees
would have stopt work in the super if you hadn't toucht it.

The same is true as to your taking out the filled sections. It

the honey-flow had kept up they would have gone right on in

both cases.

Examining for Filled Sections, Etc.

1. Can bees be disturbed too often in examining through
the sections to hinder them from working in them ?

2. How often ought they to be lookt after to see if the
sections need removing?

3. One of my colonies came out three or four times'in June
and went back. The last time it staid out, and on examining
I found it had two queens. I put the finest one in, and it

seemed to do well for about six days, when it came out, flew

around, and went back into the hive. On examining It I

found it had no brood and no queen. What became of the
queen ? I gave it a frame of brood, and in 12 days lookt and
it had failed to rear a queen. Why did it not rear a queen ?

4. Are not some bees better workers than others ?

Ohio.
Answers.— 1. No doubt they could be disturbed too much,

but it isn't at all likely you need be anxious about it. It isn't

necessary to look once a day to see how the sections are pro-

gressing, but a daily visit would hardly do any harm.
2. Perhaps every 5 to 10 days. If honey is coming In

rapidly, they need closer attention than when it is coming
in slowly.

3. 'The first time it came out, the probability is that the
old queen was present, but she couldu't fly or was killed in

some way. A week or more after the first time they came out,

the young queens had emerged from their cells, and then when
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the swarm came out you found two of the queens. Five or six

days later you saw the swarm come out, fly around and re-

turn. That was at the time of the queen's wedding-flight.
You examined it and found no brood, because the old queen
had been gone so long there was no unsealed brood in the hive
-(there was probably sealed brood present) and the young queen
had not commenced to lay. You found no queen, but that's

very far from proof there was no queen present, for the most
experienced fail sometimes to find a queen that is not yet lay-

ing. They probably refused to rear a queen from the brood
you gave them because they already had a queen. If nothing
has happened to the queen you probably will find there is

plenty of brood In the hive now. The study of a bee-book will

be of great benefit to you in clearing up this and many other
points.

4. Yes, indeed, there's a big difference in bees. One colony
•will store up quite a surplus, while another standing right be-
side it, and apparently just as strong, will not more than make
its own living.

Chickens in the Apiary—Sowing Alfalfa.

1. Would it do to put enough old hens or young chicks in
the apiary to keep down the grass ? Would that be a proper
place for bees ?

2. When is the best time to sow alfalfa ? Could It be sown
in the fall after taking off a potato crop ? Maryland.

Answers.— 1. It would be all right so far as the bees are
concerned. The only question is whether you care to have the
filth the poultry would make. Sometimes I get so tired that
I want to stretch myself out on the ground for a few minutes
<altho this is more especially so In the out-apiaries), and then
I want to have a perfectly clean place.

2. Inquire of the farmers in your neighborhood as to the
best time to sow.

Something for an Entomologist.

I send a sample bee. I find a great many of them in my
meighborhood. What species is it ? Cincinnati.

Answer.—I'm not entomologist enough to tell what kind
of a bee it is, if Indeed it is a bee at all. Send a specimen to
your State entomologist, but don't simply put it in a letter, for
it gets so masht in the mails as to be beyond recognition.
Bore a hole in a little block of wood, and it will go safely
in that.

Mot Working in the Super—Ants in Hives.

1. I have a colony of bees in a Langstroth hive, and about
a week ago I put the super on, but it seems they don't want
to work in It. What shall I do about it ?

2. I have a mother colony in an old-fashioned hive which
has only seven frames, and a small honey-board over them,
and under the honey-board is a whole pile of ants ; they seem
to be bothering the bees a great deal. How can I get rid of
them without disturbing the bees '?

3. Do ants eat honey?
4. How much space should there be between the brood-

frames and the super ? . Illinois.

Answers.— 1. Put in the super a section that has had the
•comb drawn out in it. It may be a section that had some
honey in It last year and was emptied out by the bees, or it

may be a section taken from another colony that is working in
its super. If you have neither of these, put a piece of droue-
brood from the hive in one of the sections, and you may be
sure the bees will go up and take care of it. It is quite possi-
ble, however, that your bees are like a great many others

—

they are not working in the supers because they are not able
to get any more stores than will easily be used in the brood-
chamber. Bees cannot store when there is no harvest, and
when the harvest is poor only the strongest can store.

2. If, as appears to be the case, the ants are under the
honey-board and over the frames, they are in a place where
the bees have free access, and the colony must be very weak
to allow them there. The remedy is to strengthen the colony,
or wait till it gets stronger. You may, however, outwit the
ants by having the hive set on four feet, each foot resting in
an old can or dish of some kind containing oil.

3. Ants probably eat honey when they get a chance, but
perhaps that's not their usual aim in settling over a colony of
bees. They settle there because It is a warm, comfortable
place. When I used sheets or quilts over my brood-frames,

and covers over these, the ants troubled greatly by making
their nests over the quilts. Since board covers have been used
with no quilt between the top-bars and the board cover, there

has never been the least trouble from ants. The bees take
care of them.

4. About '4 of an inch.

DR. II. BE«SE.

The following sketch of Dr. Besse, of Delaware Co., Ohio,

Is kindly furuisht us by himself

:

I was born in Licking Co., Ohio, May 12, 1823. My
father, with his parents, settled there in ISI'2, and were the
first settlers in the township of Lima.

Prom my earliest recollection there were many wild bees

in the woods, and men that knew how to handle them. I will

give one instance :

I had an uncle for whom I was named—Henry Besse

—

who was out hunting one day, and came across a large swarm
of bees clustered on a bush, I33 miles from his home, yet he
was bound to take them home. So he took off his shirt, a
home-made linen one, and the only one he had on. He was
also bare-footed. This left him with nothing on except a pair

of linen trousers and a straw hat. He tied a knot in each
sleeve of the shirt, then took thorns and pinned the bosom
and neck securely. He then took hold of the lower part of

the Improvised sack and shook the bees into it, and tied it

securely with bark. He put his gun through a loop in the

bark string, and shouldered his gun and bees, marching
proudly home without receiving a sting. He used to keep 25
to 30 colonies all in the old gum hives. When I was a small

boy I used to accompany this uncle on his bee-hunts. This, I

suppose, Is where I got my first inspiration for bee-culture.

The first money I ever earned for myself when 12 years

old was for dropping corn for a farmer, who had five or six

colonies. When he came to pay me I took one of his colonies

instead of three silver dollars, and have had bees ever

since, except a short time during the Civil War, when I was a

surgeon of the 45th O. V. I., and also surgeon of the 145th
0. V. I.

I have practiced medicine and surgery since 1S47, but

have almost given it up for the last 10 years on account of

disability contracted in the army.
I have now (July 29) over 100 colonies of bees, but the

honey crop in this locality is almost an entire failure. If we
do not get a fall flow of honey I shall have to feed my bees or

let them starve.

I have taken the old American Bee Journal ever since Its

birth, and should feel lost without it. H. Besse.

It will be remembered by maoy of our readers that Dr.

Besse is the man who had a field of sweet clover mowed down

by the township trustees about two years ago, they thinking

that the law was still in force including sweet clover as a

noxious weed in that State. The Doctor lost his case in the

local court, and we do not know whether an appeal was taken.

Dr. Besse is one of the very few who have taken the

American Bee Journal continuously from Its birth—January,

1861. In former years he used to write for it. But when a

man gets to be 75 years old he isn't expected to do as much

as when a score or more of years younger.

We have had the pleasure of meeting Dr. B. at several of

the annual bee-keepers' conventions, in which he takes great

interest, and gets in his share of bee-talk.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it. See premium offers on page 523.
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The " C. B. & f}."—Chi-
caso, Burlington & Qulocy—is one

of the greatest railroads In all this

western country. It Is the direct

route from Chicago to Omaha

—

where the United States Bee-Keep-

ers' Union will hold its annual

meeting Sept. 13, 14 and 15.

Only about a month yet, and then

there should be assembled the largest convention of bee-keep-

ers ever held on this continent.

On the "Burlington Route" the round-trip fare from Chi-

cago will be only $14 75. The editor of the American Bee

Journal, and President of the Union, expects to go to Omaha
on the O. B. & Q. The train will leave here at 5:50 p. m.,

Monday, Sept. 11, and arrive in Omaha at 8:10 a.m., Tues-

day—about two hours before the convention opens.

Why cannot a large company from the East and around

Chicago arrange to go on that train ? We will see to it that

splendid accommodations are secured, If all will notify us in

time, that they have purchast their tickets over the "Burling-

ton Route" from Chicago to Omaha.

Please let us know If you can join the company that will

leave Chicago as mentioDed above.

Farmer's Institutes—Eucalyptus.— Prof. A.

J. Cook Is still working in the farmer's institutes of Southern

California. August 1 he wrote us as follows :

Last week I conducted three large, enthusiastic farmer's
institutes in San Diego county—the greatest bee-county, I be-

lieve, in the world. The institutes were held at Fallbrook,
Lemon Grove, and Ramona. All these places—especially the
first and the last—are in close proximity to the mountains,
indeed are nestled right in the mountains, and are famous for

the honey product secured. At Ramona and on up to Julian
the rains have been exceptionally copious this season, and so

a honey crop has been secured, which in some cases has been
quite satisfactory.

At the Fallbrook institute a Mr. H. M. Peters gave a fine

paper on honey-production. Mr. Peters urges that in off

years, like the present In his section, bee-keepers study to re-

strain breeding so as to conserve the honey stores. A Mr.
Gunn—a very intelligent bee-keeper of Julian—said honey in

that region is as near a free gift as is anything that the farmer
produces.

The male pepper-trees are now ringing with the hum of
the bees. Of course, the bees are there for pollen. There are
some bees visiting the pistllate bloom, but comparatively few.

The brilliant red eucalyptus is now in full bloom. The
beautiful scarlet flowers are sparkling with nectar-drops,
and are favorites with the bees, as they are with all lovers of

grace and beauty. Others of the eucalyptus are also in bloom,
but the flowers are white. These have been throwing out
their showy tassels for weeks, and as I pass under the trees In

the early morning—5:30 each day— I am greeted with the
music which Is so enjoyed by all apiarists. I believe that the
eucalyptus will be a very valuable adjunct to honey-produc-
tion in this region, as the many species now being set out
come into bloom. A. J. Cook.

Los Angeles Co., Calif., Aug. 1.

Bees Destroy 300 Cattle.—The following report

was publlsht In the Chicago llecord of Aug. 1 :

Bancroft, Nebr., July 31.—J. McKeegan's famous bunch
of short-horned cattle, numbering 3o0 head, was totally lost

yesterday in a singular manner. The stock was pasturing In

the reservation on a high bluff overlooking the Missouri river.

The cattle were suddenly attackt by several swarms of wild
bees, which occupy trees on the bluffs. In their terror and
pain the whole herd jumpt over the bluffs Into the river and
were either dasht to pieces or drowned before assistance could
reach them.

As in most cases of this kind, 'later reports may consider-

ably modify the account.

Mr. James T. Kellie, of Kearney Co., Neb., called on us

last week, when on his way home from Canada, where he had
been to attend the funeral of his aged father. Mr. K. has

about 40 colonies of bees.

Mr. John S. Fisakks, of Perry Co., Indiana, writing us

July 18, said :

"I read everything contained in the American Bee Jour-

nal, and would not be without it for five times its cost. If I

had only one colony of bees I would want it."

Mr. W. J. Forehand, of Lowndes Co., Al^., wrote us

Aug. 9:
"Enclosed find 25 cents for the Langstroth Monument

Fund from Lorain Langstroth Forehand—my little boy whom
I named for Father Langstroth. Also 25 cents from myself for

the same purpose.

Mr. Wm. a. Selser, of Philadelphia, is reported by the

Bee-Keepers' Review, to have bottled and sold 30 tons of honey

last year. That shows what push and enterprise will do.

Suppose every large city were thus to be supplied. What an

enormous outlet for honey that would be. Where are the Sel-

sers of other cities '?

Messrs. Chas. and C. P. Dadant—father and son—the
great comb foundation makers, gave us a very pleasant call

Aug. 11. The senior Dadant will spend six weeks or so in

Wisconsin, and " C. P." will make a two or three weeks' trip

on the lakes. They report a good foundation buslpess this

season, but no honey crop worth mentioning.

Mr. a. I. Root—that man of hobbies—has given up his

market wagon that he has been running for a dozen years,

and is also giving up the department store that has been run-

ning many years longer. He is tapering off on wheat and

potatoes, with electricity as a side-dish. But he won't get

through " hobbying," until, like Alexander the Great, there

are no more worlds for him to conquer, or explore.

Mr. W. a. Gridley, of Douglas Co., Oregon, when renew-

ing his subscription July 23, and also taking the book,
" Langstroth on the floney-Bee," said :

" I love the American Bee Journal—yes, I do. I have the

'ABC of Bee-Culture,' ' Bee Keepers' Guide,' 'Advanced Bee-

Culture,' and ' Success in Bee-Culture,' and could not spare

any one of these—they are all very useful to me; and now I

want to see what ' Pap ' has to say."

Mr. G. M. Doolittle, of Onondaga Co., N.Y., writing us

Aug. 5, gave this report

:

"I have about 25 pounds to the colony of white comb
honey here, and 50 pounds at the out-aplary, while neighbors

have little or nothing. A poor year shows that proper manip-

ulation of bees counts, while In a good year even the novice

may succeed."

The foregoing shows the estimate Mr. Djolittle places ou

"proper manipulation of bees." Knowing how is a great

thing—the difference between success and failure.

Hon. R. L. Taylor, in the August Bee-Keepers' Review,

referring to our criticism of his attempt to reform the gram-
mar used by correspondents of the bee-papers, thinks that we
have a poor opinion of the literary ability of bee-keepers. He
closes with this good comment on us :

" An editor who so lately ' started out to reform ' spelling

should not so suddenly despair on the point of grammar."

That does take out a little of the Inflation in our sails.

But, Mr. Taylor, let us whisper in your ear that the editor is

to blame if he permits anything ungrammatical to appear In his

paper. It Is his business to " edit " the copy before it Is put in

type. It is not supposed that all who write for the public

press are experts In a literary way. They do the best they

can, and then It Is the editor's duty to see that errors of all
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kinds are corrected before It is flnally printed. So when Mr.
Taylor criticises the grammar or language used In the bee-

papers, he Is really hitting "ye editors." And we all need it,

occasionally, for some of us get careless betimes. Even Critic

Taylor himself has his lapses occasionally, but we'll not take
the space to refer to more of them now. But he's a bright

man, and knows it. However, the best of us do err sometiaies.

None Is perfect.

A Queen-Bee Advertiser from the South wrote us
last week :

"My advertisement In the American Bee Journal has
panned out very well. I have sold over 50 queens from the
last three insertions, and a lot more prospective orders from
them. When 1 want to do some more business quick, I will

try the American Bee Journal again."

There are many more queen-dealers who might increase
their business if they would advertise in this paper. Let peo-
ple know where you are and what you have to sell, if you wish
to do business.

Mr. J. S. Hartzell, of Somerset Co., Pa., has sent an
article for publication on the " Golden " method of comb honey
production, which we will try to give next week. In an ac-
companying letter, Mr. H. says :

" Enclosed is a reply to Mr. S. A. Deacon's inquiry on page
483, in which my name appears as an advocate of the Golden
method of producing comb honey, and being such I am not
ashamed of the cause espoused, by any means ; and much more
jubilant this year than last, as I have more colonies running
on the Golden plan, and results will be more satisfactory in re-
gard to the financial part of the remainder of the story when
told."

The Price of Bees in movable-frame hives, says G. M.
Dooliltle, in Gleanings, should be, in lots of 10 or more, $3.50
a colony in the fall, and iJo.OO in the spring.

Raising Hives on Four Blocks, while it reduces swarm-
ing and prevents hanging out, according to Mr. Burt, in Glean-
ings, is a big nuisance in swarming-time, for a dipt queen may
go out at any one of the four sides, and the bee-keeper doesn''t
know where to look for her.

Bees Hanging Out is credited by M. H. Dunn (In Glean-
ings) in large measure to the presence of drones. So he pre-
vents it by keeping out drones. At the same time he gives
plenty of room and ventilation, which alone might prevent
hanging out without involving the drones.

The Average Annual Yield of Honey for an Italian col-
ony throughout the United States among specialists is 50
pounds, says Doolittle. His own annual average for nearly
20 years, up to the time he went lareely Into queen-rearing,
was SO pounds, ranging from 30 in his poorest year to 166
in his best year.—Gleanings.

Getting Sections Filled Out to the Wood.—At the con-
vention at Buffalo, Mr. Danzenbaker showed some sections
that were greatly admired, the cells being filled and capt clear
out to the wood. One secret of it, according to Mr. Weed, in
Gleanings, is in having full sheets of foundation, the sheets
reaching out clear to the sides and touching the wood. If it

reaches only to within S inch of the sides, pop-holes are sure
to result.

Rearing Queen-Cells a la Doolittle.—Gleanings reports
that their Mr. Wardell is now very successful in rearing
queens according to the plans given In " Doolittle on Queen-
Rearing." He obtains the best results by giving the artificial
cell-cups to colonies about to supersede their queens. From
one colony he has taken three batches and has given them the
fourth. As they have a queen they don't get discouraged, but
go right on starting ceils afresh. After the cells are sealed
they are put in a queenless colony, and about the ninth day
are put in West's protectors, the protector-cage is put into a

hatching-cage at the bottom of which is honey for the young
(;ueen when she hatches, and she can wait there two or three
days to be introduced where desired. Editor Root says

:

"One great feature of the Doolittle system Is that It enables
one to rear all or nearly all the queens from one selected

mother."

The First Successful Shipment of Bees to New Zealand
was made by Judge Noah Levering, says Rambler, In Glean-
ings. Previous efforts to obtain Italian bees had failed, but
in 1880 Mr. Levering shipt two colonies which made safely
the sea voyage of 7,000 miles. Ample ventilation was given,

the combs were old and strong, natural stores were used, and
a sponge provided water which was renewed as needed. He
made many subsequent shipments without a single loss.

Apis Dorsata.— Rev. W. E. Rambo, the missionary in

India who is trying to get Apis dorsata for the A. I. Root Co.,

reports that he hears big stories about them, but can't get
hold of any, as yet. He says :

"Everything seems to point to their being migratory.
However, the fact that the government lets out the gathering
of honey and wax to a contractor whose business it is to make
his profit by seizing every colony he can find at its highest de-

velopment, may indicate a habit which, if the bees were un-
disturbed, would not exist."

Foundation in Sections.—R. C. Aikin thinks foundation
does not differ from natural comb in taste, but is tougher.
The main object he has in using foundation in sections is to

start the bees in the right place, a narrow strip at the top and
one at the bottom being suffi'Ment. But a full sheet has a good
effect in the way of bait. He does not value full sheets to

prevent drone-comb in sections, believing that drone-comb in

sections looks just as well as worker comb. The editor of

Gleanings differs from him in this last view. Moreover, he
has shown that nature-built drone-comb is considerably gob-
bler than worker-comb built on ordinary thin foundation.

A Recipe for Starting Foul Brood is thus given by J. F.

Teel, in Gleanings :

"Cut out about three gallons of brood, both drone and
worker. Put It between Ice, so It will freeze to death, then
put it out in some warm place, about 70 or 80 degrees. Keep
Itin buU,and moist aU the time for 10 or 12 days; then put it

In water, and make i ha bees sip at it a few days, and that will

be sufficient."

Some people would prefer to go without foul brood rather
than to go to ail that trouble. The editor agrees with many
others that no foul biood can be started without the seed, that
is, the spores of ba(illus alvei. Mr. Teel believing, however,
that the seed is present In every larva, only developing under
proper conditions.

Honey as Food Is a neat little 24-page pamphlet
especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the
pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-
sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a
home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these
prices: A sample for a stamp ; 25 copies for 20 cents; 50
for 35 cents; 100 for 65 cents; 250 for $1.50; 500 for

$2.75. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-
dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at
these prices.

-•-—*'

Bee-Keeping for Beg'inners Is the title of a
110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-
keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,
we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for .S1.40; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a year (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

The IVIcEToy Foul Brood Xreatment la

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.
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rOR THE READERS OF THE
AMERICAX BEE JOUR.>IAL.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of •' Bees and Bee-Keeping," " Pleasurable Bee-Keeplng," etc.

Mr. White is owner of one of the largest apiaries In the

country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-

ject. He is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils in Eugland. He will treat

the subject in a

Series of Miie Illustrated Articles

:

1. General and Iiitrodnctorj'. 4. Swarming. 7. Suprrlng.
ii. Bees. 5. Hives. 8. Dlseattew.
3. Haudllug Bees. 6. Ifoandatlon. U. Wluteriug

This is a series of practical articles that bee-keepers of

the United States will not want to miss reading. They will

appear only in the American Bee Journal.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the

last six months of 1898, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of

this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical

English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

The balance of 1§9§ for only 40 cents—
To a KEW Subscriber—tiius making it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent in stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber

already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get

their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,

your choice of one of the following list, for each new 40-cent

subscriber you send:

For Sending OXE Xew 40-cent Subscriber:

1 Wood Binder for a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cllpplns Device
3 Handbook of Health—Dr.Foote
4 Poultry for Market-Fan Field
5 Turkeys for Market—Fin Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor- Fan Field
7 Capons and Caponlzlng— Field
8 Kendall's Horse-Book
9 Mullen's Horse Book

10 Foul Brood—by Dr. Howard
11 Silo aad tillHge—by Prol. Cook
12 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood -by A R, Kohnke
It Muth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 \:> • Hooey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 KuralLife

For Sending TWO New 40-cent Subscribers:

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four Broks
3 Kopp's rommerclal Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeplng lor

Proat
5 40 ••Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Proolem In Bee-Keeplng

—by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's 'Bee-Keeplng for
Beginners"

9 Blenen-Kultur-Oerman
10 Bees and Honey—160 pages—

by Newman
11 People's Atlas of the World

Ail Kew Subscriptions Begin July 1.

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send In

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a

premium.
Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest

list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do so.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Be It Known
To all ITlen, we are prepared
to till orders promptly lor

CHOICE aUEENS
Oolden or Iieather-Colored Italian*....

of the beet
strains of

Tested $1 00: Untested—one. 7.^c: three,
«1.50. After July 1, 50c each. Remit by Ex-
press Money Order, payable at Batnum. Wis.
One and two-cent stamps taken. Address,

'Y^mtk Mllem g* "Wllliaixji®,
25Atf BAKNUm, WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly,
Send for catalog. JllJliliSOTA BEE-
KEKFERS' SIPPIT SF6. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writins,

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION
^o""!),-:*^'*"-

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cuttlng-oflf, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalogae Free,

SEMECA FAIiI^S MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SKNBOA FALLS. N. Y
Please mention Bee Journal \^'hen writing.

Rm? Florida Italuin ((iIRF.\S!

Tested Queens. $1.00 each; Untested, oOc.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. I^. CARRI^GTON.
llAtt De Funiak Springs, Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal -s^'hen -writing.

mmns'mr'rî ^m'Wm^iii^^iî mH

Expect Better Honey-Flo-w.

Bees are in fine condition. I have 93
colonies now, and I had 41 last spring.

We have had good rains, so the honey-
flow will be better in a week from now.

C. G. Matson.
Chisago Co., Minn., Aug. 4.

Had a Good Honey-Flo-w.

We have had a good flow of honey for

the last 30 days. I keep nothing but
the best Italian bees, and they will aver-

age 75 pounds to the colony, of comb
honey. Our main flow is from cotton.

We have had a heavy honey-dew, but
my bees do not work on it.

J. B. SCOGGIN.
Red River Co., Texas, Aug. 8.

Side or Top Storing.

Mr. Frank Benton says In Farmers'
Bulletin, No. 59 : "A construction (of

bee-hives) which readily admits of ex-

pansion and of contraction is desirable."

Why do bee-keepers most generally pre-

fer to have the honey stored on top of

the brood-frames Instead of at their

side? Does a construction with all

combs in one long hive not admit uiore

expansion and contraction than a hive

with stories ? German bee-keepers of

long experience say the first arrange-

Southern Home of the Honey-Bee
Will continue to rear none but the BEST
QUEENS. Untested. 50 cents; Tested, $1.00.

GEO. W. HUFSTEDEER, Prop.,
President of National Queen-Breeders' Union,
HAlt Beeville, Texas.
Please mention B^e Journal -when -writins.

nilCCM? Italian stock. Untested. 70c each;
UUllIiO 31or$!00 Alter July 1. 50 cents
each; tested. $1.00 each. Kool's Goodii at
Hoot's Prices. Prompt sulpment and satis-

faction guaranteed. Catalog Iree.
THEOUOKE BENDER,

aOAtf {'antou, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writinj.

lar IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discotints to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Nickel Plate Excursion to
Boston.

Tickets on sale for trains leaving Chi-

cago Sept. 16 to IS, inclusive, at rate of

,$19.00 for the round-trip, and good re-

turning until Sept. 30. Also cheap rates

to all points East. Vestibuled sleeping-

cars to Boston, and solid train to New
York. Rates lower than via other lines.

For further information call ou or ad-

dress, J. Y. Calahan, General Agent,

111 Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone
Main 33ay. (60-32-6)
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO,

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
ping device is a fine thing
tor use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 25 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00 ; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

SPECIAL
OFFER ^^^
For the next fiO days we will sell warranted

purely mated ITALIAN QUEENS at .^O cts.
ea<-h; halt dozen. $-2.50; tested. 60 cts. each;
half dozen. $.i. 00. Sale arrival guarantetd.
Fifteen ytHrd' experience In queen-rearlog.

LEININGER BEOS , Fort Jennings, Ohio.
Please mention the Bee Journal. 33Dtt

are worth looking
at. We are mak-OUR PRICES

ing the new
Cliampion Cliafi-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ » »

K. H. SCH.TIIDT A: CO.,
Box 187 Sheboyqan, Wis.

j-4-f4-|dr4zJ=4r]-^^

"FOR HUMANITY'S SAKE"
we flpht, we win. we mark new boundaries. It*«
hamane to mark your linen with Patre Fence. A
marker that hurts nnthinur. holds everythlnt;.

PA«E WOVEN WIRE FEME CO., Adrian, Mkli.

T»lease mention Bee JournaV wtien writing.

ELECTRICH
MADE TO LAST ALWAYS.

Oar perfect knowledtre of this wapon and the quality oC
material used In its oonstruction leads us to declare It

tobethe NEATEST, HiTRONGEST, MOST DUR-
ABLE, LONGEST XIVEO, EASIEST TO LOAD
watronmade. lias our famous straight or stat?frer spoke

Electric Steel Wheels
Vheela have nnv width of lire, from 2 to 8 inches;

anj hcii-ht. from 24 to 60 inches. ImPi'""^??'!, '"

heat or cold; cnn't drv out, get loose or rot: >0 Kfc.-

SETTING TIRES and repiilra. Best anul steel

Se'liS^xVi* All F. 0. B. For $25.00
It has crlven universal satisfaction and will Hf y^'^T *!£;

quests exactly. Pon't buy until you get our t KfJS
cataloifue and prices. Write fur them at once.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO. BOX 1 6, QUINCV, ILU>

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you caDDOt afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ -^ ^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, • • Chicagc,

ment gives more honey than the latter;

why, then, should it not be preferred,

provided with good care for wintering ?

Would bees rather enter a super above
the brood-chamber than one at the side?

Virginia.

Bees Doing Poorly.

Bees are doing poorly. It was too wet
in the spring, and too dry and cold now.
I have 29 colonies, and will get about
200 pounds of honey.

S. W. Cleland.
Wabaunsee Co., Kan., Aug. 2.

Not Half a Crop.

The bee and honey business is under a
cloud in this vicinity this season. After
the abundant rains we were expecting a
good crop, as we have white and sweet
clover in abundance. But so far there
has been but little swarming, and many
bee-men report no surplus honey. We
have bad good rains and may yet get a
fair crop from fall flowers and buck-
wheat. It is now safe to say, tho, that
the crop in this county will not be one-
half of last year's. Kankakee.
Kankakee Co., III., Aug. 1.

Honey Crop Very Good.

The honey crop is very good, with re-

spect to both quantity and quality. We
dispose of our surplus atour door—comb,
12>-2 cents ; extracted, 10 cents per
pound. Our prices, like the laws of the
Medes and Persians, are unchangeable,
wet or dry, hot or cold.

Wm. J. DURBIS.
Fayette Co., Ind., Aug. 2.

Wet Season.

The season was so wet here that the
bees did not do much in apple-bloom,
but white alover and basswood were
good. There is a dry time now that
seems to have stopt the honey-flow, but
bees seem to be busy carrying pollen

from corn and hemp. W. A. Savage.
Sauk Co., Wis., July 27.

Poor Honey Crop.

The honey crop In this locality has
been poor— very little surplus—tho bees

are in fine condition, and the conditions

have been fine for queen-rearing, that

being a small amount of honey coming
In all the time, sufHcient to lieep up the

proper excitement, and no inclination

to want to rob, tho we are having a

great deal of rain. I can leave honey
exposed in my apiary of 150 colonies

without any trouble.

W. J. Forehand.
Lowndes Co., Ala., Aug. 9.

Top Ventilation of Hives.

In nearly every edition of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal some reference is made
to the ventilation of the hives. Many of

the bee-keepers say they wedge the
cover of the hive up on sticks.

I have edgewise cleats across the ends
of my hive-covers, and to give ventila-

tion the rear end of the cover is raised a

little and shoved forward until the rear

cleat rests on the hive. This gives an
abundant amount of ventilation, and one
does not have to be bothered with carry-

ing around a handful of wedges, and
which are eternally being misplaced.
In the event of a storm, and the bee-

Sweet ; Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order*

51b 10ft 25fti 50U>
Sweet Clover (white). .60 11.00 »'3.25 11.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover. 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO .

118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens in April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 75o Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at S2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. Jo.On. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,,
8Atf GRANGER, MINN. "

Please mention Bee Journal -wlieu writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! ROOT'S
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

_ , ,.-Y. .-tn-, 7, 512 Mass. Ave.,
W'" poVDtKijiK Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Joxirnal when writing.

TO GET YOUR

^ZXt QUEENS ZVt
Is of H. G. QCIKIN, of Bellevue, Oblo.

Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to lurnlsh the

best of Queens—Golden Italian— IJooUttle's

strain—warranted purely mated, 50c; 6 for

$2 75. Leather Colored same price. Safe arri-

val. No postage stamps wanted. 23A16t

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40.page Catalog of my Specialties, ana

Root's Woods al lliclr prices. I carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' SUPPLIES, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Kree.

GEO. B. HlEiTON, Fremout, IWlcli.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

11^1 » HONEY-EXTRACTOR
iUUlll Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.

lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Math & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

meeting: of Sovereigrn Grand
Lodge, I.O.O.F., Boston,

Mass., Sept. 19 to 24,
Inclusive.

For this occasion the Nickel Plate

Road will sell tickets at rate of one fare

for the round-trip. Tickets on sale Sept.

16 to 18, Inclusive, good returning until

Sept. 30, inclusive. For particulars, ad-

dress J. Y. Calahan, General Aeent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago, 111. Telephone
Main 3389. (59-32-6)
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keeper desires to close the top, just slide

the cover back, and there you are. This
is one of those " little thiiigs."

Louis R. Lighton.
Douglas Co., Nebr., July 26.

Good Prospect for Dark Honey.
The honey crop here from clover and

basswood was very light, but there is a
good prospect for dark honey.

A. W. Smith.
Sullivan Co., N. Y., Aug. 5.

Tco Wet and then Too Dry.
I bought a colony of bees and increast

one more. It was too wet last spring for

a good flow of honey, and now it is too

dry ; the bees do not show much surplus
yet, but I hope they soon can, for there
is good prospect of golden-rod and many
other wild flowers coming into bloom.

R. C. SUPPE.
Woodson Co., Kans., Aug. 5.

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Ciatlierins Propolis—Can it Be
Lessened by Hive Construc-

tion i

Query 80. — Do bees gather a certain

amount of propolia without rejrard to their

needs, or do they gather only as they find

places to put it? In other words, can one
lessen the gathering of propolis by proper
construction of hive and contents ?—Ohio.

Dr. A. B. Mason—Yes.

J. M. Hambaugh—"I don't know."
Mrs. L. Harrison—They may gather

more to stop up cracks.

E. France— I don't think we can do
anything to change the outcome.

P. H. Elwood—The gathering of prop-
olis is somewhat, but not altogether, the
result of necessity.

Dr. C. C. Miller—They'll gather some,
whether they need it or not, and perhaps
they'll gather more if they need it.

Prof. A. J. Cook— I believe they gather
what they need. Some would feel

greater need than others, no doubt.

E. S. Lovesy—The same as with
honey; as a rule they gather an abun-
dance without any regard as to their
needs.

R. L. Taylor—The amount of propolis
gathered is owing more to the peculiari-
ties of the colony than to the character
of the hive.

Emerson T. Abbott— I think some col-
onies gather propolis just for the fun of
it, and the construction of the hive has
nothing to do with it.

G. M. Doolittle—Some colonies gather
many times the propolis that others do.
With the former the construction of
hives would have little Influence.

D. W. Heise—Some colonies are much
worse propolizers than others, and the
proper construction of hives cuts very
little figure with some bees, as they will

HONEY***
It you want Colorado Alfalfa, Sweet Clover

and Cleome honey —comb or extracted—corre-

spond with the Secretary of the Colorado
State Bee-Keepers' Association. Our Honey
ranks high in quality. Car lots a specialty.

Address F. RAtTCHFUSS, Elyrla, Colo.
31Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Best Basswood

Honey in

Barrels ^^^^
We have a limited number of barrels

of -very best Bass-wood Extrac-
ted Honey, weighing net about 2S0 lbs.

which we are offering at 7 cents per lb.

f. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE "W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Qneens for Business.

SupBlles at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping for Beginners." price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Prlce-Llst free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, Oa.
Please mention Bee Jotimal -when writing.

FOR SALE.
The Midland Central Apiary and fixtm-fs

to be snld. This season's honey crop—just
taken cff- is 25.700 pounds, or nearly 13 tons.
Satisfactory reason^t given lor selling. For
further particulars apply to

33A2t Inverary, Frontenac Co., Ont.

DEC IfCCDrDQ ? Let me send you my 64-
DLL'NLLr LnO I page Catalog for 18H8

J. m. Jeuklus, n^etumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -WTitings

!!i?i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure 'Vello-w

Bees-wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEORGE Vf. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

Excursion to Boston.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell excur-

sion tickets from Chicago to Boston and
return for trains of Sept. Itj, 17 and IS,
at rate of .$19. UO for the round trip.

Tickets will be valid returning until

Sept. 30, inclusive. On account of heavy
travel at this particular time, those
desiring sleeping-car accommodations
should apply early to J. Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
Telephone Main 3389. (58-32-6)

lavishly daub propolis on a smooth sur-
face of the hive Interior. But, generally
speaking, the absence of rough surface,
cracks and corners, will greatly lessen
the desire to propolize.

Eugene Secor—I think bees gather
propolis largely because of lack of nec-
tar. I have noticed that during a gen-
erous honey-flow but little propolis is

gathered.

Mrs. J. M. Null—Regardless of their
needs, some localities exceed others in

the production of propolis. Reduction
is possible through construction of hive
and fixtures.

O. O. Poppleton—Yes. I think bees
gather propolis with some regard to
needs, and that the amount of gathered
propolis can be lessened some by the
means suggested.

Rev. M. Mahin— I think that the
quantity is governed largely by their
feeling of need. There will be much less

propolis in a hive that is smooth inside
than in a rough one.

W. G. Larrabae — Sometimes bees
gather propolis when they have no place
to put it, and consequently they daub it

anywhere it happens. I think they
gather about so much, anyway.

J. E. Pond—Bees follow their own
sweet will in the matter, but it may be
assumed that the closer tbe .joints in the
hive, and the less space given generally
for air to circulate, the less propolis will

be used.

C. H. Dibbern—At certain times bees
seem to gather propolis, tho there is no
apparent use for it. I p'resume if the
inside of the hive is smooth and tight
this propensity will be somewhat les-

sended.
Chas. Dadant & Son — They often

gather more than they need. (Witness
queenless colonies whose combs become
overladen with pollen.) But they often
do not find enough, and it depends upon
the season.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— In seasons with
a good honey-flow they generally propo-
lize in proportion to their needs. But
when the bees have a long spell of idle-

ness they are more prone to deposit
propolis to excess.

Jas. A. Stone—I think they gather it

just as they happen to be disposed, for
I have had some hives all stuck up with
it, when at the same time other hives
would have very little of it, and of a
great difference as to stickiness.

R. C. Aikin—Very little is gathered
during a good honey-flow. When noth-
ing else to do, a scant or abundant sup-
ply as it may be found in the fields,

much as pollen supply Is governed by
the field supply. We do not have a sur-
plus of either in my present field.

S. T. Pettit—Yes, one may in a meas-
use lessen the quantity gathered by good
workmanship and careful adjustment of
appliances in all their parts. But, after
all, where propolis is plentiful bees will

usually gather more than they can find

use for, and they will daub it somewhere.

G. W. Demaree—The honey-bees in a
state of nature needed some substance

—

propolis— to fix up their rough homes,
and the instinct to gather propolis is

deeply seated in the bee. How long it

will take to change the habit and abate
the nuisance of much bee-glue in the
cleanly constructed modern hive— well,

who can answer '?

J. A. Green—Some colonies gather a
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THE BIGGEST OFFER YET

!

Last year only about one percent —only one
subscriber In 100—ordered his Review discon-
tinued. If tiie Review could secure 1.000
new subscribers the present year, there is an
almost absolute certainty that at least 900 of
them would remain; not only next year, but
for several years— as long' as they are inter-
ested In bees. Once a really good bee- jour-
nal visits a bee-keeper a whole year It usually
becomes a permanent member ot his family.

I would have no difficulty whatever in get-
ting twice 1,000 new subscribers this year. If

all of the bee-keepers in this couolry had
read the review the past year. 1 have some-
times thought that it might pay a publisher
to give away his journal one year, simply for
the sake of getting it into new hands. There
are. of course, decided objections to such a
course; but I am goinir to come as near to it

as 1 dare. Here Is my offer:
If you are not a subscriber to the Review,

send me $1.00. and I will send you twelve
back numbers, the Review the rest of this
year and all of next year.

Each issue of the Review, especially if de-
voted to the discussion of some special topic,
is really a pamphlet containing the best
thoughts and experience of the best men
upon the topic under discussion. Twelve
back numbers of the Review are, to a certain
extent, so many little books devoted to as
many different phases of bee-keeping. Some
issues ot the Review are now out of print; of
others only a few are left; while of others
there are several hundred. Of course. I shall
send those ot which 1 have the most, but no
two alike.
Most people subscribe for a journal at the

beginning of the year. In this cuse there is

no useof'waltiQjEr. as you will get the Review
tor nest year just the same as tho you
waited until next January to subscribe, and
you get all thp rest of the numbers for this
year FREd:. The sooner you subscribe, the
more free issues will you receive.
Let me tell it over once more. For $1.00

you get twelve back numbers, the Review the
rest of this year, and lor all of 1S90.

31Dtf W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

Only 6 cts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wbite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : lean, in a case, T cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6K cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

1^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Nichigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

HORSE-HIGH^
Laj'inp aside all 6pe<nlrilioti Ihese remain «s the

j requisites of a perfect fence. Our Duplex Automatic
1 MaL.hiDe makes just such a fence in 100 slj'lts at the

I
rate of sixty rwis per dav, at a cost for wire of only

BULL-STRONG
V^ ISc.foT a e<»A farm fence; li'c. for ptiullry fence; 16c. '

•« for a r.Hbbit-protif fence and 1 i'c. for a eoo.l hog fence. I

I We will sell you plain, coiled spring or barb wire direct J

J
at wholesale prices. Get our catalogue before buying,

i

I KlUelman Bros., Box 138, Ridgeville, lad.

^=^ PIG-TIGHT

FitT'ase mention the Bee Journal,

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax

\Vliole»ale
and Kotall.

Into Founda- |
tion for CASH A

Hivei*. Sections, and a full line of Supplips.
Tbe best of ever>ihing. Write for OatalOK.
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BK,E$iWAX always wanted for cash or

GUS DITTMER,
AlIGtJSTA, WIS,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Tills Eiuerson stlff-cloth-board Binder

for the American Hi>e Journal we mall for 60

cents; or will send It with the Journal for one
year—both together for Jl.oO. It is a line

thing to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-

nal as fast as they are received. If you have
the " Emerson," no further l)lnding is neces-

GEORGE W. YORK A: CO.,
118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

great deal more propolis than they need,
judged by our standards at least. Others
gather a much smaller quantity. At a
time when bees are gathering honey
very freely they gather comparatively
little propolis. We can certainly greatly
lessen the quantity of propolis gathered
and its deposit in the hive by a proper
construction of the hive and fixtures.

Don't Forg^et
the excursion to Boston over the Nickel'

Plate Road, Sept. 16 to 18, inclusive,

at rate of $19.00 for the round trip.

Good returning until Sept. 30, 1898,
inclusive. Tel. Main 3389. (61-32-6>

New York.—The 31 st semiannual meet-
ing and Ptciilc of the Seneca CountF Bee-
Keepers' Association will be held at Elm
Beach, three miles east ot Hayt's Corners, on
Cayuga Lake, Tuesday. Aug. 23, 1898. Speak-
ers from Cornell University. Ithaca, and
others will be present and address the meet-
ing. The program will begin promptly at 10'

o'clork a.m. Come prepared with questions
for the question-box. and for a table plcnie.
A pleasure yacht will be in attendance in the
afternoon. C. B. Howard, Sec.
Romulus, N. Y,

California.—The next meeting of the Fres-
no County Biee-Keepers' Association is to be
held Id the City Hall, Fresno, Calif.. Wednes-
day. Sent. 14. at 10 o'clock a m. All honey-
producers are requested to attend.
Caruthers, Calif. W. A. H. Gilstkap, Sec,

*.
California
If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
ot California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St„ • SAN FRANCISCO, OAL,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

GlobeBeeVeil
By Mail for One Dollar.

Five cross-bars are rlvlted In the
•centre at the top. These bend down

f and l>utton to studs on a neck-band.
The bars are best llKlitsprlni; steel.

• The neck-band Is hard spring brass.

Tbe netting is white with face-piece

of black to see thrsuKli.

a 11 Is easily put toKctber and folds

tcompiictly in a case, 1x0x7 Inches,

Mill mi i«™1 llii whole weiEhIng but 6 ounces.

It can be worn over an ordinary hat; fits any head;

dues iKPt obstruct tbe vision, and can be worn In Deo

wltbout discomfort. It Is a boon to any one when.'

flies bother, mosqultos bite, or bees Btlng.

For sending us only TWO NEW sub-

scribers to the Bee .Journal for one year

(at SI.00 each) we will mail to a regu-

lar subscriber one of these Globe Bee-

Veils; or, for $1.75 we will send the

Bee Journal one year and the Veil to

any address.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

- CHICAGO, ILLS.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOI
A Ha* No Sag In Brood-Frames

bLk This Plat-Bottom Foundation
lIuM Hu lo Fisbbone in tbe Sirplm Honef.

\ l^H Belnfi the cleanest 1b nBaalty worked
\ ^^1 the qnlokest of any Fonndatlon made

S^^S J. A. VAN DKHSKN,
^^^1 SoleManufaotnrer,^iWB Bvroct Brook MontKomery Co,, N, T.
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A SELECTED MOTHER .:.

Editorial on page 589 •Gleanings" says; "We are rearing queens from an Alley queen,
whose queen-daughters are beautiful as well a i her bees Thev are hardy. proUflc, and hold their

own with any colony for honey." Queens, $1 each. HE.\KV AliLUY, Wentaani, Mass.

33Atf Please mention the American Bee Journal.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's GniDE."

Given For 12 New Subscribers.

The following offer is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J'J.OOi, and we will mail you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 81. '25,

or we club It with me Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only $1.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for it*

Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Cliicago, lU.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of the Larg-est Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from"patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wtlitest
Bass'w^ood Is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Pull Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To Iiave a copy of.

\A/\t/ Our 1898 Catalog \Mt

Jt^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy:

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent Tor the Southwest^

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers la the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low Ireljrht rates obtained by purchas-

ing: poods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting- a direct throngb-lreight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establltht a branch house at I7:J0 South i;ith St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete Hue of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsvile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most b''e,-keepera In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are nnt, we will say that our goods

_ are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white t^ections, beautiful straw-
colored tiuuojjaient Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Kxtractors. and all other first-
clae sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer In the future.

^^Progressive Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. *'Amateur Bee-Keeper,*' 2oc. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautitul Catalog for the asking.

Address.
Lgjj|,y Manufacturliig Company, r7jo"'^"o''„\'i"','37u"-i,.,o°^aha,Neb.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

BDNEY and BEESWAX
niAKKKX QtJOXAXIUi^S.

Chicago, Aug-, 10.—Some shipments of the
new fooib honey are coming: forward: white,
in ^ood order, sells at 12c. Extracte i is very
steady at unclianged prices with fair arrivals.
Beeswax, steady at 27c.

K. A Burnett & Co.
Kansas City, Aug', 11.—Fancy white comb,

i:!(anc; N(i. 1, l-JOiSc; amber, 10@l-2c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5y4@6c; amber, 4^@5c. Bees-
wax '2'2^27Mi.

The receipts of new honey are very light;
demand fair. C. O. Clemons & Co.

Kew York, July 30.—There is some little
new Southern comb honey on the market,
mostly Irregrular quality and selling at from
9 to lie. Extracted of all kinds is In good
demand. Common grade Southern. 50 to 52c
per gallon; good. 55 to 57c. ; choice, 5 to 5>4c.
per pound; some exceptionally fine lots sell
at 6c. Beeswax is very quiet at '.^6 to 27c.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken.

Boston, July 9.—Fancy white In cartons.
13c.; A No. 1 white in glass-front cases, 11 to
12c.; No. 1, 10 to lie; No. 2, 8 to 9o. Ex-
tracted, white, 6 to 7c; light amber, 5 to 6c.
Beeswax, pure, in good demand with very
light supply, .30o.

At the present time the demand for both
coiuh and extracted honey is very light with
but little stock on band.

BbAKE. Scott & Lee.
San Prancisco, Aug, 3.—White comb. 8^4

to 10c; amber, 6V4 to T/tC. Extracted, white,
5^060.; light amber, 4^ to 5)4c. Beeswax,
23@25c
Market is lightly stockt, and must so con-

tinue the current season, as the yield this
year is very small While tolerably stiff val-
ues are ruling, not much h -ney is required to
satisfy the demand at prevailing figures. Very
iiltle beeswax Is offering. Quotable rates are
uuchanired, but values are more apt to go
higher than lower before the season closes,

Detroit, July 21—Fancy white. ll©12c;
No. I, white, Ul.ailc. Extracted, white, 5@6c;
dark. 4(a5o. Beeswax, 25!a.26c.
New honey is arriving, but prices are hardly

establisht. M. H. Hunt.

Minneapoli'>. July 26.—Fancy white clo-
ver comb is now selling at ll@l2c.; amber,
lOHc. Extracted fancy white clover, b%c.;
amber, 4?i@5c. Dark grades, both comb and
extracted, not wanted at low prices.

S. H. Hall & Co.
Indianapolis, July 18,— Fancy white comb

honey. l2(ai2Hc; No 1, 10@llc. Extracted,
white, 6@7c. Beeswax, 25@27o.
Only a few arrivals of fancy white comb;

market almost bare, and demand good. Quite
a little comb honey from honey-dew is being'
ottered, but there Is simply no demand for the
stutf. Walter S. Pooder.
Milwaukee, July 14.—Fancy Ipound sec-

tions. ll@12c; A No. 1. 1U®11 cents; No. 1
8@10c; amber. 7@7^4c; dark and old. 6(a7c.
Extracted, in barrels, kegs or palls, white, 6®
6'/4c; dark and amber, 4@5c. Beeswax, 26®
28c.
Since our last the sales of honey have not

been large, altho a fair demand has ex-
isted and continues, allho the fruit consump-
tion makes some difference with eaters of
honey. There is not a very large supply of
old stock left, and we shall be in good order
for new crop boLh extracted and comb. The
outlook is good, A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, Aug. 12.—Fruit prevents a large
demand lor any kind of honey at present. A
few cases of fancy one-pound new comb can
be sold dally at 11® 12c ; but any grade below
must be urged at proportionately lower
prices. Would advise wriiing us before ship-
ping here. Tnere is no demand yet for ex-
tracted. Batterson & Co.
St. Iionis, July 9. — Fancy white comb.

10 to lie; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to lOc ; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white. 5 H to 6c.; amber,
5 to 6HC. ; dark, 4 to 4Hc. Beeswax. 30 to 22o,

Westcott Co.m. Co.
Cleveland, Aug. 3.—Fancy white. 13@14c:

No. 1, white, 12w»12>4c: light amber, lie;
buckwheat, 9c. Extracted, white, 7c. ; light
amber, 6c.
The demand for honey is exceptionally

good, owing to the crop In Ihls vicinity being
very light. A. B. Wili.ia.ms & Co.

Cincinnati, July 9.—Demand is slow for
all kinds ot honey, especially comb. Prices
tor best white comb honey. 10 to 13 cents.
Extracted honey brings 3!4 to 6e. according to
quality. Beeswax in good demand at 25 to-
;i8c for good to choice ye low.

Chas. I*'. Muth & Son,
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Talk about

....ComhFQUjidatioii
WE can now furnish the very best that can

be made from pure wax. Our Mew Pro-
cess of Milling: enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It i§ al\vay§ Pure and Sweet.
It is llie kind that does not §ag.
It is the kind you want.
If you once try It you will have no other.

Samples furnlsht FKCE. Large illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address,

THEW.T.FALCOmMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FULL LINE OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
l-pouod Square Jars, $4.60 groxs.
liabels. 60c Krotis; dUc. on quantities.
Italian Qoceus, 65c eacb.
Catalog FRl!.E.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have IJry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

IInter-State Mannfacturini Co.,

HUDSON, St. Crotx Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. 1. Root Co.'s Goods ^Ji^e'tlTif!^*

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HliNT
Cash for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I AEISE
TO SAY to the readers

of tbe

BEE JOURNAL that

I>OOI^lTTliE
hns concluded to sell

—BKK8 and yUKKNB—
In their seasun, during
1898, at thefollowlng
prices :

One Colon y of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
licht shipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 oo
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i oo
6 " queens 5 so
12 " " 10 00
1 teste'l Qneen ... |i 50
s " Queens . s so
1 select tested queen 2 oo
s *' " Queens 4 00

BeleclleBied queen, previous Beason's rearing. . 3 00
Hitra Selected for breeding. THE VBRT best.. 6 00
About a Pound of BKK8 In a Two-frame Nucleaa,
with any Queen, f2.00 extra.

IV Circular free, glvinR full partloalars reganl-
the Bees and each class of Queens.

llA25t
6. M. DOOLITTLE,

BOBODINO, Onon. Co., N.

?^a'r Dadant's Foundation.
^^'^

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because I.^ 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

Year

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody dol Beauty,

Purity, Firmness, No Sag-
;;ins:. PVo l^osiis.

PATK.^X \rKEI> PROCESS
SHEEXI.^O.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

lLffirf©©irR@TH ©r« this HOKBY^KE®, Mevtsed.
The Classic in Bee-Culttire—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCli Co., ILL.

OIR MOTTO—" Wdl Manufactured Stoek ! Quick Shipmeots
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
— AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

Ill#~ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, 'Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltinif.

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Fence and Plain Sections,

Weed New Process Fonndation.

Cowan Extractors.

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes- tlie liest made,

Specialties .
Dovetailed Hives- witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bottom.

Daizectaler Hives.

No-Drill SMping-Cases,

I

Gleanings in Bee-Cnltnre; Illnslrated, Semi-Montlily.

Catalog of Goods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
»ent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Branch Offices

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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No. 8.—lytABXETIIfa AND DISEASES.

Having learnt, and boconiP able to carry into practice the
principles of success that have been enunciated in these arti-

cles, there would appear to be no difficulty presenting itself to

the enthusiastic bee keeper. Hut this is not so, for there are
many successful producers of honey who are unsuccessful in

disposing of it. " What arc we to do with our honey '?"'
is a

frequent cry. The genera) reply. Sell it," will not be a sufd-
cient answer to that question here, and therefore I will give a
few hints on the preparation of honey for the market and the
means of its disposal.

It is an undoubted fact that, as a rule, those who cry out
most for markets are those who do the least to find them, or
when they have got them, to keep them.

Honey, unlike many other commodities, will keep good
almost indefinitely, if properly taken and stored. Queries
forwarded to editors of bee-papers frequently have reference
to the disposal of honey that is fussy and almost bursts the
vegetable parchment covers. The best thing to do with such
stuff is to throw it away, because it is useless as a food to the
bees or the bee-keeper. Fermentation and the consequent
spoiling of honey should be avoided by making sure that all

honey, when taken from the hive, is ripe. If it is allowed to

remain on the hive until there is no doubt of its ripeness, there
need be little fear of fermentation. Fermentation is said to

be caused in some instances by the presence in the honey of
pollen-grains, but if the brood-nests are properly managed,
it is seldom that pollen will be found at all in the supers.

When the heat in the brood-chamber, generated by the
bees, has extracted the superfluous water from the honey by
evaporation, the sealing of the cells takes place because the
honey is then in a condition which the bee-keeper terms ripe-
ness. After being extracted the honey should be put into a

deep cistern at the bottom of which is fitted a treacle-tap. A
convenient size would be about a foot in diameter, and 2 J^
feet deep, unless large quantities are dealt with. The cistern
should be allowed to stand in a warm room two or three days ;

then the ripest honey will be in the lower part, and may be
drawn off into one-pound glass bottles or into 7, 1-t, or 2S-
pound tins with lever-opening lids. The bottles may be either

screw-capt or covered with vegetable parchment ; but the
former will cost nearly twice as much as the latter. After
being securely covered a nice, attractive label should be afifixt

on the side, giving, if possible, the source of the honey and
the name of the honey-producer.

Honey sets, or candies, early or late, according to the
source from which it is gathered. That from mustard and the
Brassica tribe generally candies quickly, while that from
clover and sainfoin usually remains liquid some considerable
time, particularly if kept in a dry, warm cupboard and pro-

tected from the atmosphere. If customers prefer the honey
in a liquid form it may, whether in bottles or cans, be lique-

fied by placing it in hot water, but it must not be boiled or it

will lose the flavor and aroma distinctive of good samples of

honey, and become dark and objectionable.

Sections require much care to keep them in good condi-
tion, and therefore, unless there is a good demand for honey
in this form at remunerative prices, it is *~est to devote atten-

tion almost solely to the production of extracted honey. The
removal of sections from the super is a very delicate operation
as they are frequently cemented to the bars upon which they
stand by propolis or bee-glue. If, by careless handling, the
sections are pulled the least out of shape, the surface of the
comb will be crackt and the honey will gradually ooze out,

giving the eappings a damp and unattractive appearance. To
command the best prices sections should be glazed—that is, a
square of glass should be pasted with ornamental paper on
each side. This, of course, adds to the trouble, but it pays if

a good market is secured. Sections may be kept in good con-

Honey-Cistem. Honey-Jar.

ditiou if they are wrapt in paper and then packt in an air-

tight case such as a tin biscuit-box. When a good market
cannot be secured at the close of the season on account of the

rush of new honey, it should be packt away for filling orders

later in the year when there is sure to be a market for high-

class honey.
As honey varies much both in culor and flavor. It is advis-

able to grade both kinds of honey immediately they are pre-
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pared for market. The best sections will be those in which
the comb is built up to the sides and filled with honey. Such
sections, if also evenly and rather thickly capt, will not only
bd the most attractive, but they will also keep and travel best.

Markets near home are desirable, and generally friends
and neighbors become ready purchasers when they find they
can depend upon tlie quality of the honey. The next custo-

mers to whom we must turn are the middlemen in the form of

shop-keepers, but all bee keepers would act wisely in joining
a county association, for they would then be able to assist in

the establisliment of depots for the sale of members" honey. In
tills case it is usual to liave a county label, and as each one
bears a number it is an easy matter to check any attempt to

lower the reputation of the county honey. Many associations

have lately followed the lead of the Berkshire Bee-Keepers'
Association, and been most successful in a work that is of the
utmost importance to those members at least who reside some
distance from towns, or fail to find a market for their produce
near home.

DISEASES—DYSENTERY.

In dealing with feeding, one disease—dysentery—has
already been referred to as likely to be caused by leaving in

the hive a large quantity of thin, unsealed food when the col-

ony is being closed up for winter. The disease being caused
by improper food and damp surroundings need not exist ex-

cept in apiaries carelessly managed. The food the bees take
during their confinement acts injuriously upon them, and in-

stead of t-eing able almost wholly to remain in a state of com-
fort until fine weather gives the opportunity for a cleansing
flight, they void the excrement on the combs and create sur-
roundings that ultimately cause the loss of the colony. If found
ont in time the hive might be moved into a warm room so that
a re-arrangement of the brood-nest might be effected. The
worst combs should be taken away and destroyed, or cleansed
if others cannot be supplied ; then, having made their home
as sweet and clean as possible, a pint of warm syrup may be
given, to be followed by a good cake of candy. If kept in a
warm room for the night the bees would be able to arrange
their food and themselves for the out-door temperature, what-
ever it might then be.

FOUI. BROOD.

There is, unfortunately, one disease to which bees are
subject, and if it once finds lodgment in an apiary it is liable,

and almost certain, to spread like wild-tire throughout the
apiaries of the whole neighborhood. Foul brood (Bacillus
nlvei) is a germ disease—that Is, like the diseases to which
human beings are liable, it is caused by the presence and
growth of a germ or seed of minute proportions. The disease
is spread from apiary to apiary chiefly, if not wliolly, by care-
lessness or ignorance In introducing colonies standing in a dis-

eased apiary or in an infected district, that are either diseased
or have in them germs that subsequently find a suitable
medium in whicli to germinate. In those districts where the
disease has not yet shown Itself bee-keepers cannot be too
careful in obtaining fresh swarms or colonies from districts

that are known to be quite free from the disease.

The first symptoms of foul brood are only noticeable to

the expert on examining the combs in the brood-chamfer.
The grubs, when attackt, turn a yellowish color and stretcli

out in their cells instead of being a pearly white and curh'd
up at the bottom. They are then a prey to the multitude uf
bacilli produced from the germs,and when the nutrient matter
is all consumed the bacilli die, leaving behind them Innumer-
able germs to spread the disease whenever they fall into a
proper medium.

A bad case is easily recognized by the stench arising from
the hive and given off by the state of rottenness within. On
examining the combs the open cells will be found to contain a
dark coffee-colored substance of a stringy and sticky nature,
while those sealed over will be pierced with irregular-shai»-d
holes, and appear sunken instead of exhibiting the prominent
and rounded appearance so characteristic of liealthy capt
brood.

With these instructions as a guide the novice should have
no difficulty in detecting a case of foul brood in any of its

stages. Whenever a case is found, the hive should be in-

stantly closed and every precaution taken to prevent other
colonies robbing it. At the close of the day, when the bees
have about ceast work, it should be thoroughly overhauled.
The best plan to adopt would be to obtain a clean hive, place
in it fresh combs. If there are any on hand, then shake the
bees from their frames on the alighting-board of the clean
hive which should stand in the place of the affected colony.
Let the bees run in, and then, if there are not sufficient

frames, add to the number from another hive as many, free
from signs of disease, as will compel the bees to be crowded,

for under such conditions remedial measures are more likely

to have a proper effect.

When the bees have settled themselves among the combs,
syrup should be given which has been medicateid with naphthol
beta or izal. A shilling's worth of the former will be sufficient

to medicate a' out l-i'l pounds of syrup. Izal should be given
in the proportion of a quarter of an ounce (fluid) to 15 pounds
of honey or syrup. This treatment must be carried on thor-

oughly in the case of every affeyJ,ecl;*^filony, and the result will

doubtless be that In a season, the apiary will be quite rid of

the pest. Absolute cleanliness in the apiary is imperative.
The hives from which the bees have been removed must not be
allowed to stand about while they are holding diseased combs
and harboring germs. The frames, comi.s, quilts, and other
movable parts of the hives should the same evening be put
upon a bonfire and not left until- every scrap is consumed.

As a means of precaution against the Introduction of the
disease, and also to stop its progress when once it appears in

a hive, an antiseptic should always be used. The best for the
purpose is naphthaline—albo-carbon—usually sold in Ijalls

about the size of marbles. Two, split and dropt between the
combs at the < ack of the hive, on the floor-board, constitute a
proper quantity to be given at one time. As they disappear,
which they do like camphor, tliey should be replaced with a
fresh supply, but one dose will last a long time. The fumes
given off i y the uaphthallne are deadly to the bacilli : there-
fore, if only this treatment is continued and the hives are kept
scrupulously clean, the disease may be kept in check.

IConcIuded next weekl

" Pickled Brood " and •« Bee-Paralysis."

BY DK. WM. B. HOWARD.

These maladies have for years haunted the bee-keepers
with their mysterious appearance, and ghost-like disappear-
ance. "Pickled brood" has only recently been separated
from " foul brood," and " paralysis," for years the destroyer
of apiaries, remains to-day one of the unsolved problems In

the way of successful and progressive apiculture. For nat-
ural reasons these diseases are not so extensive In the South
as In the North.

About four years ago I kept a few colonies in my own
yard, and had my first experience with " pickled brood," and
In the American Bee Journal for Sept. 10, 1896, the first

account of this disease was publlsht. In this contribution a
full natural history, including the differences between " pick-
led brood " and " foul brood," with illustrations and details

was given. Since this was written I have carefully Investi-

gated the subsequent cases coming under my observation, and
have developt, or rather discovered, other Interesting and
valuable facts. I find that not only the larvfe and pupaj are
affected, but that many young bees hatching and crawling
about for some time become aftilcted and die by the thousands ;

and many are carried from the hive while yet alive.

Again, I have examined hundreds of old bees from the
same yard and from the same hive, when there appeared to be
an epidemic of destruction prevailing in certain Isolated colo-

nies—not only In the yard affected—and have found, after the
most careful research (using the same strict laboratory
technique practiced in bacteriological experiments), that these
old bees were suffering from the same disease, so far as could
be definitely determined. The spores producing the same
fungus were found, and no other disease-producing element
was developt. Now, that old bees suffering from this trouble
has been taken for paralysis, I have not a doubt, and that
many of the symptoms ascribed to paralysis by some of the
writers, are so nearly In accord with those I have noticed In

these cases, further evidences the fact that they have been
considered Identical. There Is one symptom always noticed
in this trouble with perfect or old bees, that Is, they appear as

If they had been frozen and were just able to move a foot or

leg when disturbed : even young bees just hatching fall to the
bottom-board unable to crawl.

There are certain conditions, In common, present, which
aid In the production or development and maintenance of these
diseases

:

1. Old, moldy pollen In the hive.

2. The absence of fresh pollen.

3. The proper amount of heat and moisture, which always
obtains in a prosperous colony.

i. Brood-rearing actively going on.

5. Cold or rainy weather, which prevents the bees from
flying out.

6. A dearth of natural pollen In the fields, from late frosts

or continued heavy rains.
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Again, there are conditions in common conducive to

health and the prevention of these troubles :

1. Clean combs, with plenty of fresh pollen In the hive.

2. Continued fine weather, with both honey and natural
pollen coming in.

3. The absence of brood-rearing—a queenless colony.
These latter conditions present no pickled brood will oc-

cur, and In only extreme cases will paralysis continue. The
former conditions present whole colonies will be depopulated
in a few hours with either disease before anything can be
done to relieve them.

In the treatment of " pickled brood" I have recommended,
with the best of success, the removal of all old pollen, and if

no new natural pollen were coming in, giving the bees access
to sterilized artificial pollen. Unbolted wheat or rye flour
thoroughly heated—not baked—makes a good substitute for
pollen.

Another point worthy of special attention is access to
plenty of pure water; even when brood-rearing is going on in

such weather as bees are temporarily unable to leave the hive
pure water will be eagerly taken from feeders, and with a
sanitary benefit.

Last spring several bee-keepers wrote to me and consulted
me personally in regard to paralysis ; in all cases I askt that
dying and dead bees be sent to me for examination. A careful
study, and experiments made by removing the alimentary
tract and cultivating the contents in a moist chamber, have in

all cases developt the white fungus {aspenjULus polHni) of
pickled brood ; and in all cases several of the above-mentioned
conditions favorable to the disease were present. The re-
moval of the old pollen, and the substitution of artificial pol-
len, have yielded satisfactory results.

In many cases where it was advisable to open the hives,
the access to artificial pollen until natural pollen could be ob-
tained had the desired effect. The most common cause here,
last spring, was that in the very height of brood-rearing, when
bees were nearly ready to swarm, a heavy frost came, killing
everything green, which caused a cessation of natural pollen
for ten days, in which case all the pollen in the hive was con-
sumed ; this, with a few days' confinement on account of daily
rains, brought about very unsanitary conditions, causing the
diseases to develop.

If any one having a case of paralysis will send me a few
bees placed in a sterilized bottle, well corkt, I will gladly in-
vestigate and report the results.

502 Main St., Ft. Worth., Tex.

[We trust that our readers will avail themselves of the

kindly offer made by Dr. Howard in his last paragraph, and
send him samples not only of paralysis, but of any other dis-

ease that they fear their bees may be suffering from. We
shall be very pleased to publish the Doctor's reports thereon.

With every copy of Dr. Howard's book on " Foul Brood " that
we mall at 25 cents, we also mail free a leaflet on " Pickled

Brood."

—

Editor. ]

No. 4.—The A B C of Marketiug Honey.
BY HERMAN F. MOORE.

[Continued from page 516.1

In conversing with the people, you must avoid certain
subjects. Never mention sugar syrup, for the people are all

too ready to believe that many bee-keepers feed sugar syrup
and sell it for honey. My answer always is, "No bee-keeper
practices that." But this same thought is fired at me nearly
every day.

In all trades and vocations there are things and methods
that need not be given to the public. In our pursuit, the feed-
ing of bees for winter stores, or stimulative feeding of sugar
syrup in spring, and the wholesale price of extracted honey
should be kept from the general honey-eating public. All the
great lines of business and manufacture guard most zealously
their cost prices, cost of manufacture, wholesale prices to
dealers, etc. One principal reason is that the consumer can't,
or won't, understand how much profit one must have to pay
expenses and leave a margin. If he knows your profit he
won't buy of you, for he thinks you are making too much
money out of him.

The line, " I will feed you sugar syrup," that occurred in

a poem in a bee-paper, never could get into a paper that I

controlled.

Now for actual work among the people : Early in 1887
the writer hitcht the bay colt to the family carriage and
started on his first trip selling honey to the farmers of Seneca

county, Ohio. Two or three dozen jars of honey were loaded
Into the carriage, being packtin boxes to prevent breakage.

My first start was made by sending for a 60-pound can of
the best white clover honey. This came duly to hand, and
was emptied out into the jars and other dishes, by tipping up
the can. and, when full, cutting off the stream of honey with a
case-knife, that being, I believe, before the day of the honey-
gate, or at least before I had one.

Many families were visited in this way through the farm
country, and more or less sales made. I suppose the colt and
I were both somewhat fractious, for I can well remember when
I slapt her hard for not agreeing with me on some subject,
she gave a sudden jump, lifting the front wheels of the
carriage and knocking out the bottoms of several of my glass
jars. That was my first big daub; but it has been continued
with variations ever since, so that a dish of water and a rag
are my constant companions. I mention this now, when it

occurs to me, for I heartily recommend the rag and water. If
you wish to live in peace with your better half and the neigh-
bors, and if you don't wish to accumulate your neighbors'
stocks of flies, don't try to do your cleaning up of honey-spills
once a week, but instantly apply the rag-and-water cure when
first discovered.

After following this plan for some time I became dissatis-
fied with it, for farm houses are too far apart, and farmers
are too thrifty, and spend their money too sparingly to make
good trade. Then, I was compelled to sell for a price that
did not pay, owing to many farmers keeping their own bees.

By going to my county towns 10 miles away I could get 3
to 5 cents a pound more for my honey. Then instead of a
quarter mile between prospective customers, I made calls
almost every 20 feet. Of course, I could not well carry a load
with me in the carriage and stop so often, so I naturally fell
Into the drummer's way of selling by sample.

Taking a quart Mason fruit-jar half full of delicious
clover honey under my arm, I " made a break" for the little
city of TiflSn—determined to win, or die in the attempt. My
report read like the Roman's—" Veni, vidi, vici "—" I came,
I saw, I conquered"—for in a very short time 800 pounds of
liquid honey were sold and delivered to Tiffin families. I be-
lieve the price was 15 cents a pound, and 10 cents extra for
the jar. Those were the days when Mason jars cost us $12
for 12 dozen, and were well worth 10 cents to any family.

How did I do it? Well, I took my sample jar and order-
book and pencil, and started down the first street I came to,
calling at every bouse. Then I took every street in town run-
ning that way ; then, every street crossing the first lot of
streets, taking every street in order. Sometimes I would
make a nice sale in the last house In a row, when the tempta-
tion was to skip those, "for they won't buy anyway."

Taking the first house I came to, I went to the front door
and rapt, or rang the doorbell. My mother had taught me
always to be neat and clean, and I have never been mistaken
for a tramp or a disreputable person. You will find, if you
circulate at all extensively, that even such a thing as this may
count heavily in your favor when among strangers. They
must of necessity judge you at a glance by your appearance.

When the lady came to the door I said, " Good morning.
Are you fond of honey ? I have some here In the jar "—(hold-
ing It up and rolling It so as to show the body and clearness).
"Will you please get a teaspoon and try it?"

This method of approach seemed to take a good many off
their guard, so much so that some would even ask, "Are you
selling it ?" If I had said in the start, " Do you want to buy
some honey?" 99 out of 100 would answer, "No\" with an
emphasis.

The lady went for the teaspoon. I dipt it in the honey
and gave her a liberal taste. If there were others—children,
neighbors, relatives, present— I saw that each and every one
had a taste of the honey. The little boy or girl saying— "Oh,
mamma, ain't that nice? Get some"—has often made a sale.

Some people are skeptical, and you will find those who
know least or nothing about bees and honey, are most so.
Those who have had bees, or who have had honey from friends
who had bees, are easy to handle. Ordinarily they are satis-
fied by the smell and taste as to the purity of your honey.

You will find the best argument in the whole catalog to
,

use with skeptical people is, "My honey Is pure houey. I

never sell anything else. I keep bees over In Melville, 100
colonies. I take honey in July out of my own bee-hives.
Come over any time and I will show you my bees, and how I

get the honey away from them."
This Is the best course, when you will find again and

ag,i,ln that no words you can use will change their idea that
" there is lots of manufactured honey on the market." "All
liquid honey is mixt." Arguing with a mac has very often
had the same effect as I am told it has to argue with a man
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about religion—only makes him the more firm in his own be-

lief, or unbelief.

When you start in on a town malce a thorough canvass,

for you may make sales when you least expect. By leaving

your circulars with every one, you will make friends and ac-

quaintances who will buy at your second or third trip.

On covering the same ground awhile after my first trip, I

called where I had sold a lady some honey, expecting another

order. She brought out my honey, nearly unused, and candled

solid, and said, "Sugar! You cheated me; no honey." Of

course I delivered a lecture on the nature and properties of

candied honey, but I fear she thought I was lying, for she

never made her second purchase. By all means, put in some
explanations in your circulars about the nature of honey,
temperature to keep It, etc.

Now here is something for you to try ; After canvassing

a town carefully, calling at every house, turn right around
and go over the same ground the second time. My brother

went over my ground after me In this way, and he said, " I

can sell more honey than you can on the same ground." My
answer was, "That Is nothing ; I got the people in the notion,

and you happened along and got the order." I have repeat-

edly gotten orders where I supposed I had fooled my time

away, when I happened to call back for some reason or

another.
Right there in Tiffin, at the very start, the pretty girl

told me I was " sweet enough without honey;" and another
said, "It takes money to buy honey; isn't that funny?" and
the same jokes have followed along all these years, even down
to the present day.

To me, the work of selling honey Is most fascinating.

Meeting so many people, hearing their crude remarks on bees,

honey, etc., giving them tastes of honey, and hearing their ex-

clamations of delight—"Isn't that fine? That is honey.

That is bee honey. My, but don't that take me back to the

old farm in Pennsylvania? My uncle kept a bee out In Illinois

when I was a child," etc. I often say, "Iget my money's
worth in the fun I have, and what I make is clear gain."

The only drawback of consequence In the honey-trade Is,

the people who eat honey are too small a percent of the whole
number, and those who eat honey don't eat enouQh. This
necessitates covering a wide range of territory so as not to

call on the same family oftener than once in three or four

months.
Those who like your honey and want more can call at

your house or drop you a postal card. Perhaps It would be
wise to say In your circular, " Mail orders promptly attended
to."

LContlnued next week.l

Queen-Rearing—Some of the Ingenious Plans
and Devices Now Employed in the

Business.
BY W. H. PBIDGEN.

This article will not treat of all the ways by which queens
can be reared ; nor of such as work well under the most favor-
able circumstances, with the least labor, but, at other times,

are attended with a partial or total failure. Instead, it will

give a sure way of securing good ones and having cell-cups In-

variably accepted, whether the honey-flow is continuous, or
feeding has to be resorted to, and It is suited to the rearing of

a few or to queen-rearing on an extensive scale.

The preparation of the cell-builders Is an important fac-

tor. To begin with, we will fill a hive with combs of brood,
without bees, taking from the colonies that can best spare
them, substituting empty combs or frames filled with founda-
tion. Place this brood over a populous colony with a queen-
excluder between. Ten days later remove all queen-cells, If

any; give the hive-body a top and bottom, set the lower hive
containing the queen off a few feet, and the other in its place.

If the bees are flying freely, the queenless half will be ready
to accept a batch of cells in four or five hours.

This plan has the advantage of having young bees added
to the cell-builders, for a day or two, from the part containing
the queen and brood, and adds much to the quality of the
young queens.

When the batch cf queen-cells are removed, select the
next colony for cell-bullding; find the queen and hang the comb
she Is on In an empty hive near by. Set her hive off its stand,
and the former cell-builders on it with an empty body over the
latter. Now shake the bees from nearly all the combs In

among the queenless bees ; return the comb and queen, and
place her hive where the queenless one stood. In a few hours,
or as soon as the bees become restless, or show the queenless

sign, they will be ready for cell-building. As they have no
brood, we must not forget to place a comb on each side of the
cells as soon as they are sealed ; as it has a good effect gen-
erally and prevents the bees from gnawing off the points of

the cells too soon. Besides, If this is not done, this operation
cannot be repeated more than twice before laying workers
will appear, and then we will have to start with a new set of

combs. In fact, when the second batch is removed, the queen
from the next colony to be prepared should be given to them,
the bees to build the next cells shaken off on combs free from
unsealed brood, and the brood placed over an excluder, as in

the first case, to be used ten days later for cell-building. If

one is in so much of a hurry that ten days is too long to wait,

the first batch can be built by bees prepared as in the last

case by forming a nucleus with the queen, or otherwise dis-

posing of her.

Whenever the combs are to be used the second time, by
exchanging places and shaking bees into the hive so as to get
young ones, the brood given about the time the cells are
sealed should be from over an excluder or from bees long
enough queenless so that all the brood will be sealed by the
time the first batch of cells mature, then it will not have to be
removed. The main Idea Is to have bees just deprived of their

queen and of unsealed brood. The cups can be given in an
hour or so when they have some sealed brood.

Those who do not desire increase, but wish to rear a few
queens, cau hive the swarm on empty combs on the old stand,
cage the queen and place her on the frames and return her to

the parent colony at night.

The cells should be given as soon as they can be prepared
after the swarm is hived ; and when they are mature the par-
ent colony returned to Its former position, having been set

back a few feet, at the time of swarming, and the swarm
shaken from the combs.

No one can tell. In one article, of all of the little things
connected with the manipulation of the bees or anything else

about queen-rearing, but It Is hoped that some Ideas will be
advanced that will aid others in properly varying matters ac-

cording to circumstances, for no one can make a success of It

unless he can do some planning and thinking for himself.

The dipping-stick should be made as shown in the illus-

tration, and not larger than 5/16 of an inch In diameter.
The tapering part should be 5/16 of an inch long ; reduced
rapidly for the first ^' of an inch and then gradually reduced
to the end. It should slip Into a worker-cell ^g of an inch be-

fore filling the mouth of the cell, form a sink in the wax-cup
that will bear sufficient pressure to make the cocoon fit snugly
without touchiug the bottom.

The stick should be dipt rather less than H' of an inch
deep into the wax, and four dips complete a cup and attach It

to the bar. For the first three times hold the stick so that
the drops wlil form and set on first one side and then the
other, and thus form a foot to fit in the notches, as shown in

bar with cells attacht. [See the cut on page 535.] Then
loosen it up on the stick, dip again, place in the notch, and it

will adhere, and not snap off when when the transferor cocoon
is made. The notches are exactly '» of an Inch apart from
center to center, and the tin divisions In the nursery the same,
so that a whole batch can be placed Into it without detaching
the cells.

Some may imagine that the notches in the bar interfere

with the cutting off the cells when It is desirable to do so, but
such is not the case, as a table-knife inserted at one side of a

cell will easily pry it out. After a bar Is notcht it should be
mopt with melted wax, especially in the notches, before the
cups are attacht. During a honey-flow the cells are joined

together by the bees building wax between, but they ran be
easily separated with a hot knife. Any number of cups de-

sired can be used. I usually have IS, and out of five batches
built within the last few days there were only three cups re-

jected.

Cut out the lower half of a comb and notch the end-bars
of the brood-frame even with the part left, and by having the
slat or bar (I use bars Kx?< of an Inch) just the right length
they can be sllptin and out very handily.

Instead of alternating the cells, I now have them built In

one straight row, so as to be convenient to Insert in the nur-
sery. If it is not desirable to remove and Introduce the young
queens as fast as they hatch, which I prefer doing, so as to

discard such as I do not like, it will be found that the cells

win be be more readily accepted if protected by the nursery
until the first queen emerges.

I have not yet determined how many days in advance of

hatching It will do to protect the cells with the nursery, and
thus reduce the number of days of queenlessness by the cell-

builders.

The comb should be quite old, such as has been used for
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many generations of brood ; so that the cocoons that are to be
transferred from will be thick and heavy, and then shaven
down with a thin, sharp knife, slightly heated, so that the

cells are barely % of an inch deep. It should be cut very
smoothly so that there will be no ragged edges ; and when
bent back and forth the cocoons will loosen up, and can easily

be removed. Some allow them to fall out on a piece of flan-

nel, and then take them up, but with a properly-made trans-

fer-stick, such as shown at the small end of the forming stick,

made a little tapering, so as to stretch the cocoon a little just

above the hollowed-out point, I have no trouble in taking the
cocoons right out of the comb. By having cups warm (at a
temperature of 90-^) they stretch when the cocoon is prest in,

and then a little twist of the stick makes all smooth and nice.

This plan is objected to by some because the combs have
to be cut, but practice will prove that the advantages In being

Dipping -Stick. Chister of Queen-Cells.

able to use larva; too small to transfer otherwise, surrounded
by food supplied by the bees to suit its age, will more than
counterbalance the damage to combs. Besides, old ones that

have been in use until they need removing can be used re-

peatedly during a season.

In selecting the larvae, that used in the different sets of

cups should all be of the same age, if it is expected that all

will be accepted, fed alike and hatch the same day. For the

best results it should not be larger than can be just seen easily

with the natural eye ; and many times I use it when only a

tiny wet spot can be seen in the bottom of the cell. It is best

after a comb is filled with eggs to give it to queenless bees, as

the larvas is fed more abundantly ; especially is this the case

during a honey-dearth. My experience is that there is not as

much difference in the hatching of the queens as there Is in

the age of the larvK used ; and unless surrounded with an
abundance of food, one larger than the head of an ordinary

pin produces a black-tipt, runty queen.

If it be desirable to form nuclei, a hive can be filled with

combs of brood (sealed and hatching preferred) and placed

under the cell-builders when the cells are sealed. In any of

the cases mentioned, when the cells mature slip them in the

nursery described on page 535, or any nursery you have con-

venient, and as soon as enough young queens hatch, form
nuclei by using a comb'bf honey and one of brood, giving each

a queen. Place them in a dark room one day for them to be-

come accustomed to their changed condition, when most of the

bees will remain, when the nuclei are set out ; especially so if

the weather or conditions have been such that they have not

flown freely for several days.

If only one batch of cells la to be built, and the first ar-

rangement be used, when the nuclei are formed as described

above, the hive over which the first brood was placed can be

set in Its former position, and it will be seen that a batch of

cells has been built, and a number of nuclei formed without
stopping a queen from laying or removing her from her hive.

—Bee-Keepers' Review. Warren Co., N.C., June 22.

CONDUCTED BT

DR. O. C aHLLER. aULEtENGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Wliy the Brood Was Present.

We had a small colony of bees in a soap-box and wanted
to transfer them. July 11 and July 14 they swarmed ; 21
days after the first swarm issued we transferred them, but on
opening the soap-box we found about a dozen small queen-

cells, and also brood from the eggs to be sealed. What is the

reason of all the brood being in the hive at the time ?

" Pked."

Ansvper.—Twenty-one days after a prime swarm issues,

there will be found no worker-brood present, as a rule. But
it is quite possible that the swarm which issued July 11 was
not a prime swarm. One thing that looks like it is that a

swarm issued only three days later, and generally a second

swarm is at least a week after the prime swarm. It is quite

possible that a prime swarm issued about July 3, and the two
swarms you report both had young queens. In any case, there

was probably left in the hive a young queen of about the same
age as the one that left July 14, and if she began laying any
time before July 24, there would be eggs to sealed brood

present Aug. 1, or 21 days after the first swarm you report.

The small " queen-cells " present were probably the remains

of cells in which the young queens had been reared, which

cells are not entirely removed at once, if indeed over.

Pickled Brood—Ventilating a Bce-Cellar-
Wintering, Etc.

1. Will you please give me some information on a disease

called pickled brood ? I have several colonies that have the

disease. I treated one colony as follows:

I shook the bees oflf of their frames into a hive containing

frames with starters, and melted up their former combs into

wax. I have several colonies that have only a very few cells

affected with the disease. Is there any way to cure the dis-

ease without destroying their combs? A colony that has the

disease seems to do nothing— only just live—that is, if it is af-

fected very badly. In strong colonies it seems to disappear by

spells, and then reappear again.

I noticed the disease first In the spring. I thought per-

haps it was neglected brood, or chilled brood, as we had a cold,

backward, rainy spring. But clover bloom was good and bees

did well. Basswood bloom was good, and buckwheat now is

first-class.

Perhaps, Doctor, you have not had any experience with

the disease called " pickled brood." I will explain how it

works in my apiary: The larvK dlo in the cell usually after

they are full grown. Then they gradually shrivel up and dry

down in the cell, and the bees clean them out.

2. I am thinking of putting in some ventilaiing-tubes to

my bee-cellar. Would you ventilate from the top or bottom of

the cellar ? My reason'is this : The combs mold some on the

lower side. I thought perhaps I could ventilate so as to take

out the dampness.

8. Do you think that, as a rule, a queen ought to lay the

eggs for a colony over two seasons? Or is it best to let the

bees attend to their own business about queens and replacing

them ?

4. How would it do to clean the bees all out of honey as

soon as the buckwheat flow Is over, and feed them up for
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winter on granulated sugar—say 25 pounds of sugar to each
and water according to rule—and do the feeding about Sept.
1, for Inside wintering?

5. How Is buckwheat honey for inside wintering of bees ?

White honey granulates in the comb quicker than buckwheat.
6. There Is a bee-keeper a short distance from me that

says It is foolish to have bees go into winter quarters with so
many bees In a hive. He says he wants only 2,000 bees and
a queen In the hive when winter comes, as they consume less

honey. I dumpt five colonies into one hive and saved the best
queen last fall, and they did not consume any more honey
than the rest of my other colonies, and they did the business
this season, you may be sure. What do you think about a few
bees In a hive, and the queen, to go Into winter quarters ?

Nevp York.
Answers.— 1. The only knowledge I have of pickled

brood is what I have read. On page 419 of the American Bee
Journal for 1897, E S. Lovesy says he has treated the dis-

ease by sprinkling a good handful of salt on the bees.—[See
page 530.

—

Editor].
2. Probably It doesn't make any great difference whether

the ventilator works from the top or bottom of the cellar, only
so the air of the cellar is changed. If convenient, let the ven-
tilating-tube start from the bottom of the cellar. It should go
into a chimney or be In some way arranged that there will be
a draft. In perhaps all cases there Is enough Inlet for fresh
air through the cracks and crevices of the wall without
making any special provision for entrance of air. If only there
is draft enough to take It out. The worst time to get up ven-
tilation is on warm days and nights In spring, when the tem-
perature of the cellar is the same as that of the outer air. At
such times the only thing—or perhaps the best thing— is to
open doors and windows wide at night, closing them up next
day as soon as the bees show signs of flying out.

3. Opinions are divided. If you kill all your queens when
two years old, replacing them with queens equally good, your
bees will probably do well. And perhaps they will do just as
well if you leave the matter In their own hands. The latter
plan Is certainly the least trouble.

4 and 5. Buckwheat honey Is very good for wintering
and so Is granulated sugar, and It's doubtful if you would get
any pay for your labor if you empty out the buckwheat and
feed sugar.

6. Some years ago there was something of a sensation
made by a Mr. Hosmer about killing off all but a small num-
ber of bees in a colony, but the matter died out, and little has
been said about It lately. I thiak the theory was that the
older bees died before spring any way, and there was no use
putting them into winter quarters. You can easily try the ex-
periment. About the first of September on a warm day move
a colony to an entirely new location. The old bees that fly out
will not return to the hive, and thus you will have only the
younger bees. It's a good plan to unite several weak colo-
nies. In the fall, but you may overdo it, for no matter how
strong the resulting colony, when the harvest comes you will
have only the progeny of the one q ueen. If you unite three
weak ones, making one strong one, that one strong one may
do more than the three weak ones would have done. If, how-
ever, you unite six, making twice as strong a colony In the
fall, you will have no stronger colony for the next harvest
than you would from uniting the three.

Bees Playing—Comb or Extracted.

1. My bees come out and fly around in front of the hive,
go back In and make lots of noise as If something was wrong.
Oftentimes when one colony quits another one begins. What
is the cause?

2. Which Is the most profitable, super for comb honey ?

or two and three-story hives for extracted honey ?

3. Which will the bees work In the best, two-story frame
hives or pound boxes ? My wife wants pound boxes, and I

want twostory hives. Idaho.

Answers.— 1. If the weather is fair enough, you will
probably find that each colony has a dally play-spell, when the
young bees that fly for the first time and the house-keeping
bees take a fly for exercise. They will be flying very busily at
one hive, the bees flying much of the time with their heads
toward the hive, taking little circles close to the hive and
gradually getting farther away ; then after a time they will
quiet down and other colonies will be at It.

2. For some places and for some bee-keepers comb honey
is best. For others extracted. If that were not so, you would
hardly find one man working entirely for comb honey and
another for extracted, as is the case at present.

3. It is easier to get bees to work in extracting supers than

in sections or pound boxes. It is generally believed that you
can get considerably more extracted honey than comb, but
comb generally brings a better price. It Is considered a mat-
ter that requires more skill and experience to get comb than
extracted. If you are not certain which Is best for you. It may
not be a bad plan for you to try both. Indeed, some of the
best bee-keepers think It's a good plan to combine and work
for both. Moreover, It is not to be wondered at that a good
house-keeper should want some nice section-honey to grace
her table, considering the difference in looks between that and
extracted. ^
Unfavorable Experience witli the Bee-Escape.

I got a Porter bee-escape and fixt the escape-board accord-
ing to directions. Somehow the bees uncap the honey before
they pass through the escape. As I tried the escape-board on
two hives, with the same result, I put it under a super In the
evening, and took the super off the next morning. The bees
were all out of the super, but the capping was gnawed off.

Please let me know what's the reason, and If such honey is fit

for sale. Illinois.

Answer.— It is possible that your bees have a large pro-

portion of black blood in them, for when black bees are fright-
ened they seem to attack the first spot they come to on the
combs to fill themselves with honey, tearing holes in many
places of the capping, while the Italians are more deliberate,

and hunt around for unsealed cells from which to load up.

Even with black bees there ought to be no uncapping unless
the bees get too much frightened. The remedy, of course, is

to put on the escape without exciting the bees, and, as soon as
you can, get Italian blood.

It Is not often that bees, on leaving the super, gnaw holes
enough In the capping to materially hurt the sale. Of course
It is mainly a matter of looks, and the more nearly perfect a
section is the better it will sell.

Bees Affected with Some Disease.

I bought 10 colonies last spring In a good, healthy condi-
tion, apparently, as they were handled by an experienced bee-

man last season, and I got a man of some experience to take
them and care for them. They did splendidly during the fore-

part of the season, putting out some good, strong swarms.
After they had ceast to work on basswood, he took two frames
of old comb out, and put in two frames of foundation, think-

ing to get them all on foundation. He then placed the combs
In the top of the hive, to feed back to them, and he thought
they had begun robbing, and thought he had traced it to one
swarm : so he closed the entrance to the hive with wire screen
(a chaff hive) during the day, and at night they had all

smothered, and the combs all melted down. We moved the

hive some distance away, and let the bees have free access to

it. Now he thinks two colonies have foul brood, as there
seems to be dead brood in the combs.

What is It? and what was likely the cause ? Also, how
should we treat it ? Could they have contracted any disease

from the dead brood of the smothered colony ? Or, if It Is

foul brood, could they contract the disease from bees In the
vicinity ? Michigan.

Answer.—Foul brood is such a terrible disease, and the
risk of danger from it so great that it will well pay every bee-

keeper to be thoroughly informed upon it. Get Dr. Howard's
book and fully post up. The expense Is trifling, and may save
much. What can be given in the small space here allowed
must be very unsatisfactory compared with the Information
given in a book wholly devoted to it. Foul brood might easily

be contracted from affected colonies in the neighborhood, in-

deed. Just as far distant as bees would fly to rob. It is hardly
likely the bees contracted any disease from robbing, unless It

was foul brood. [We mail Dr. Howard's booklet on foul brood
for 25 cents.

—

Editor ]

Bees Have Foul Brood.

I have about 20 colonies of bees, and almost all. If not
all, have foul brood. I have had bees 21 years, and never saw
any foul brood before. What would you recommend for a

cure ? Wind.sor.

Answer.—You probably can do no better than to use the
McEvoy treatment as recommended and described In Dr. How-
ard's book on foul brood. If you have not the book, by all

means get It at once. In a matter of so much consequence it

pays to be as fully informed as possible.
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Modera Queen-Rearing.

By W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

«,

Queen-rearing has kept pace
with the other strides made in the

apicultural line ; and It is doubtful
if any queen-breeder uses any more
advanced methods than those em-
ployed by Mr. W. H. Prldgen, of

North Carolina. He also fur-

nisht the originals from which
the accompanying engraving was
made. The process of dipping the
cell-cups is described on page
532.
After the cups are attacht to a

stick, as shown in the illustration,

they are supplied with just-hatcht

larvae, using the small, concaved
end of the forming-stick, whereby
the larva can be pickt up, cocoon
and all, and deftly transferred to

the bottom of the cell-cup. This
is " taking up the baby without
waking it up," as somebody
called it.

After the cells are supplied with
larvffi, the stick is fitted into a
frame from the lower half of

which the comb has been cut

away, and given to a queenless
colony. How these cells appear
after the bees are through with
them is well shown in the engrav-
ing. Isn't this away ahead of the

old way, where the bees went at it

to suit themselves fas shown on
page 5:53], where it is almost im-

possible to save all of the cells ?

Before the cells are ready to

hatch they are placed in the nur-

sery. This is done without so

much as detaching them from the

stick. They are all an even dis-

tance apart, and this distance just

equals the distance between the

tin divisions in the nursery, so

that the cells can be lowered all at

once into the nursery, and each
cell has a little apartment all by
itself. If a queen hatches it can
do no damage, and it can find food

in the shape of soft candy placed

in a depression or cavity in the

top of the wooden plug that closes

the lower part of each little cage.

The queens are safe and well cared

for here until needed to put In

nuclei.

It would seem that so far as se-

curing virgin queens is concerned,

we had pretty nearly reacht per-

fection. The great cost, however,
of rearing queens, is in getting

them fertilized and laying—the

nuclei and bees cost much more
than the queens.

When this part of the business is

cheapened and simplified to the

same extent as has been done with
that of cell-building and queen-
hatching, queens may be sold for a

"quarter"— I ^uess. Some at-

tempts have been made in this di-

rection by having small frames,

section honey-boxes, for instance,

for nuclei, and massing them on

top of a colony of bees so that they

may derive warmth from the

colony ; but such methods have
never come into general use. It

is clear to me that there would be

some disadvantages.—Editorial in

Bee-Keepers' Review.
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number of points shall receive the premiums iu their respec-

tive order.
Rule V.—The awardiug judge shall marlj all scores ou

the score cards f urnisht for the purpose, and shall leave the
said score cards with the said scores markt upon them, with
the Secretary of the State Pair Association.

Rule VI.- -The standard package for comb honey shall

be sections holding about one pound.
Rule VII.—The standard color for beeswax shall be a

pale yellow.

Rule VIII.—Every exhibitor who enters honey-plants
shall furnish a correct list of their common names to the

awarding Judge.
Rule IX.—All nuclei which do not contain queens shall

be barred.
Rule X.—All plants that are not recognized honey-plants

shall be barred from the exhibit.
Rule XI.—All bees and queens shall be on public exhibi-

tion from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. each day of the Fair, and failure

to comply wl;h this rule shall bar the exhibit from competi-
tion, or shall cause the exhibitor to forfeit the premium.

Rule XII.—Upon the affidavit of two or more exhibitors
the Superintendent of this department shall order the with-
holding of any premium which has been forfeited according
to these rules.

Rule XIII.—The standard marking for bees shall be as

follows :

1. Dark Italian bees shall show three distinct yellow
bands.

2. Golden Italian bees shall show four or more yellow
bands.

3. Carniolan bees shall show rings of gray hairs on the
abdomen.

4. Cyprian bees shall show at least three yellow bands,
and an orange-colored spot on the thorax.

5. Albino bees shall show atleast three light yellow bands
and a ring of white hair on the abdomen.

6. Black bees shall show plain black abdomens.

SCORE CARD.

Class

Premium No.-

Lot- Bees and Honey

-

Entry No
COMB HONEY.

Quantity [poundBI 40
Dlsolay—arrangement and attractiveness 20
Flavor 10
Condition of the capping [free from travel-stain and water-

soakt appearancel 15
Completeness of the capping 5

filling 5
Uniformity of the comb

.,
5

EXTRACTED HONEV.

Quantity [pounds! 40
Display—arranitement and attractiveness 20
Flavor 10
Variety of kinds of honey 5
Clearness of color 5
Body .5

Style of package 5
Variety " o
Finish •• 5

GRANULATED HONEY.

Quantity [poundsl 40
Display—arrangement and attractiveness 20
Flavor 10
Solidity 5
Variety of Sinds of honey 5
Fineness of grain 5
Style of package .' 5
Variety • 5
Finish 5

BEESWA.t.

Quantity Lpoundsl 40
Display-arrangement and attractiveness 20
Purily 20
Color [pale yellow! 20

Nl'CLEI OF BEES.

Color and markings 60
Condition 10
Brood—all stages 10
Neatness of hive 10

comb. 10

yUEEN-CELLS.

Quantity [number] 40
Markings 30
Condition 10
Variety of strains 10
Display-arrangement and attractiveness 10

HONEY-PLANTS.

Quantity [number] 60
Display—arrangement and attractiveness 20
Mounting 20

BurlinOton

This Route Is the one to

take when attending the conven-

tion of the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union, to be held at

Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13, 14 and

15. The editor of the American

Bee Journal will go on this road

—

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

—leaving Chicago at 5:50 p.m.,

Monday, Sept. 12, and arriving in Omaha at 8:10 o'clock the

following morning—two hours before the opening session of

the convention.

We would be glad to have as many as possible go with us

on that trip from Chicago, and all along the line of the "Bur-

lington Route." If desired, we will reserve sleeping car ac-

commodations for all who will notify us in advance, and make

such other arrangements as you may wish.

It would be pleasant to go iu a special car from Chicago,

and that can be secured if there are a sufficient number that

can get together so as to start from or near Chicago. The

round-trip rate will not be more than $14.75 from here to

Omaha.
Don't forget that the " Burlington Route " is the one to

take to Omaha if you possibly can.

Buying: Honey for Home Demand.—On ac-

count of the short honey crop In many localities this year, in

order to keep the home demand well supplied many bee-keep-

ers will have to purchase honey from some other part of the

country, where they have been fortunate enough to have a

surplus for sale.

During the past year or two we have been trying to

furnish bee-keepers with extracted honey—both alfalfa and

basswood—and many have availed themselves of the oppor-

tunity to purchase for their home trade when they failed to

secure a crop, or after having disposed of all their own surplus.

We do not see why such an arrangement is not only a

good thing for those getting their supply from us, but also for

the bee-keepers from whom we have bought. Being a cash

deal all around, there is no dissatisfaction on that score, as is

often the case when honey is sold on commission. More and

more we are coming to believe that the cash business is the

only proper thing. Then each party to the transaction knows

exactly where he stands, and just what he is to get for his

money or honey.

We shall be glad to furnish extracted honey to those in

need of it, and would refer them to the advertising columns

for prices, etc.

Dr. Miller's Hive-Cover—that we mentioned on page
504— Is not a "ventilated" one, as we unintentionally called

it. It has a dead air space—at least, that is the Doctor's aim.

Mr. R. C. Aikin, of Larimer Co., Colo., reported thus,

Aug. 11 :

" Bees are still gathering honey, and I think now I wil

have at least 15,000 pounds. That would be an average of

about 50 pounds.

Mrs. Wm. Dunn Is a prominent and wealthy Chicago lady

who owns one of the most ideal country places and ranches

Imaginable, near Tacoma, Wash. The Daily Ledger of that

city for May 15 contained a very Interesting description of it,

mentioning the Hue young orchard with its 1,500 Italian
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prune trees, 250 apple trees, 70 pear, 70 cherry, etc. Mrs.
Dunn has 15 colonies of bees there, and she tells us that their
" honey from white clover is most delicious." We haven't a
doubt about it. Mr. Thos. Topping is the experienced English
gardener and bee-keeper who has the care of Mrs. Dunn's ex-
tensive interests near far-away Tacoma.

Mr. W. H. Pribgen, of Warren Co., N. C, has been called
"A Queenly Deceiver." This will be no surprise to any who
see the kind of queens he sends out. We have a sample be-
fore us, and she is a beauty in appearance— a rich, golden
yellow. And the bees accompanying her are just as sunny
looking.

Mr. M. p. Pichtenmayer, of Bristol Co., Mass., who has
sent us several new subscribers, wrote us Aug. 13 :

"I don't recommend the American Bee Journal in order
to get the premiums you offer, but for what it is worth to any
bee-keeper, which is more than just the dollar it costs for a
whole year. It saved rae more than that besides other infor-
mation I have out of it."

Ontario Agricultural College.—The following is the
report of the Department of Apiculture, kindly sent us by a
subscriber in Toronto :

"The Apiarv.—The season has been a good one for
honey, bees swarming early, and in some neighborhoods ex-
cessively. The supply of nectar was profuse, especially from
clover, but basswood yielded little, and latterly there has been
a scarcity by reason of the dry weather. The average yield
will be nearly 50 pounds per colony, and there has been a
good increase in colonies."

Page Fence Age is the name of a monthly -t-page paper
issued by the Page Woven Wire Pence Co.. of Adrian, Mich,
It is sent free to any farmer asking its publishers to place his
name on their mailing list. The Page fence has been adver-
tised in the Bee Journal regularly now for about two years.
We presume many of our readers have that fence on their
farms or places of residence.

By the way, should you ever write to the Page Woven
Wire Fence Co , please tell them you saw their name in the
American Bee Journal.

Joint Meeting— Wis., Iowa, Minn.—Mr. Harry Lathrop,
of Browntown, Wis., sent us the following, Aug. 13 :

Friend York :—At the last convention of the South-
western Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association a committee was
appointed to arrange for the next annual meeting, and it was
suggested that we arrange to hold a joint meeting of our asso-
ciation and those nearest to us in Iowa and Minnesota. North
McGregor, Iowa, was mentioned as a good place for holding
the meeting. As I do not know the names and addresses of
the officers of those Associations—in Iowa and Minnesota—

I

would like to have them write to me.
Our people think it would be real nice to hold such a joint

meeting, and we would like to know what the others think
about it. If you will kindly publish this letter In the Bee
Journal it may aid us in getting together.

Yours truly, Harry Lathrop.

Bees Carrying a Queen.— G. Gross reports in Gleanings
that he found a swarm on the ground with a dipt queen. As
the nearest bees were 200 yards distant, he thinks the bees
must have carried her there. The wary editor doesn't commit
himself as to his opinion in a foot-note, but it is probable that
he is responsible for the heading, which reads, "Do bees
carry the queen when swarming?"

The Market Problem.—Under this title a discussion has
been started in the American Bee-Keeper that bids fair to oc-
cupy considerable space. Messrs. Jolley and Doolittle are dis-
putants-in-chief, and wheat, leather trust, speculator Leiter,
unearned charge,', and other things are thrown into the dis-
cussion with a lavishness bewildering to a common bee-keeper.

Evidently the editor has some fear that some of the every-day
bee-keepers may not understand all the talk, and may object
to taking up room with it, for he commences a foot-note by
saying, "So far from introducing a foreign subject, we regard
this discussion as dealing directly with fundamental princi-

ples," and he promises If the brethren express their minds
freely on the subject he'll put in some extra pages for practi-
cal bee-talk while the discussion is on.

Clipping: Queens.—With a pair of very small scissors

Mr. Aikin follows the queen as she walks on the comb, and
when he gets one of the blades under the wing he snips. Doo-
little catches the queen by the wings, holds her an inch or so

above the frames, and with the small blade of a pocket-knife,
made very sharp, cuts off the wing, letting her drop on the
frames.— Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Bee-Spaces of Italians and Blacks. —Some difiference of

opinion has developt in Gleanings as to the space bees will

leave between two opposing surfaces of sealed honey, or be-
tween the comb and an adjoining surface of wood. The
editor says '^ and J. E. Crane says 3^' 10. It transpires that
the difference of opinion niay be caused by the difference in

bees, Italians having the larger space, and blacks 3/16.

Prevention of Increase.—Here's C. TheiUnann's plan as
given in the American Bee-Keeper: Let the bees swarm
naturally; when a swarm Issues, cage the queen, lay her at
the entrance, and let the swarm return. The queen may be
left at the entrance a week or more. Usually a young queen
will have hatcht by the seventh day, but whether she has or
not, all queen-cells are cut out and some of the ripest laid at

the entrance, for the bees to care for, and the first one hatcht
will reign, the others being killed. The old queens are killed

if not needed elsewhere.

Introducing' Valuable Queens.—G. M. Doolittle says. Id

the American Bee-Keeper, that he doesn't lose one queen in

50 by following the instructions for introduction that are sent
out by queen-breeders when they mail queens, but that one in

50 may happen to be one of most value, so when he has a val-

uable queen to introduce he takes another plan, a plan he has
now followed for more than 15 years without a single failure.

With wirecloth he makes a cage that will hold a brood-comb,
at each end the cage having a piece of wood 2 inches wide,
3/16 thick, and 'e inch longer than the depth of the frame.
A cover is made so that when a brood-comb is fastened in it

no bee can get in. Into this cage is put a frame of hatching
brood with no unsealed brood, the queen and her escort are
put in, and the frame thus caged is put in the middle of any
colony strong enough to keep it warm, the caged frame taking
the place of two frames. In five or six days, when the cage
has plenty of young bees, the frame is put into an empty hive
in a new place with a frame of honey, as a nucleus. B>ames
of hatching brood may be given to hurry matters.

Large vs. Small Entrances.—The editor of Gleanings
has been fomenting a quarrel between G. M. Doolittle and Dr.
Miller as to the size of entrances. Dr. Miller maintaining that
a colony in a hive raised half an inch or more on four blocks
is less likely to swarm because cooler. Dr. Miller had his

inning in the number for June 1, and no reply came till

August 1. But Mr. Doolittle was not keeping still for noth-
ing, and now comes with testimony gathered direct from the
bees, and plainly says he expects to drive the Doctor from the
" arena," and then annihilate the arena itself. He had 10
colonies with usual entrances and 10 others of equal strength
with the entrance enlarged after the Pettit plan, measuring
15x1}^. Three of the colonies with large entrances swarmed
before any with the common entrance did.

He says that not only does the large entrance all around
do no good, but it does harm, for the bees can easily keep the
hive cool with a ISxJ-a entrance. With the large entrance all

around, aggregating fiO square inches, the fanners have no
power to send the heated air circulating all about the combs
and hives, while they do have such power with the J<-inch
entrance. "And why the bees come out of the hive on hot
days is so that they will not be so much in the way of the cir-

culation of the air caused by the fanners, and not because it

is cooler outside, for in reality it is cooler inside."

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it. See premium offers on page 539.
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FOR THE READERS OF THE
AMERICAIV BEE JOURNAL.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

By Mr. C. N. Wliite, of England,
Author of •' Bees and Bee-Keeplng," " Pleasurable Bee-Keeping," etc.

Mr. White Is owner of one of the largest apiaries In the

country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-

ject. He is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils in England. He will treut

the subject in a

Series of Mue Illustrated Articles

:

1. General and Introductory. 4. ^warming.
2. Bpch. 5. Hives.
3. Haudliiis Bees. 6. foundation.

7. Supprln^.
8. DlseaspM.
!>. Wintering

This is a series of practical articles that bee-keepers of

the United States will not want to miss reading. They will

appear only in the American Bee Journal.

We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the

last six months of 1898, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of

this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical

English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

Tlie balance of l§9S for only 40 cents—
To a NEW Subscriber—tliu« making it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent in stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber

already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get

their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,

your choice of one of the following list, for each new 40-cent
subscriber you send

:

For Sending OXE New 40-cent Subscriber:

1 Wood Binder for a Tear's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cllpplnir Device
3 Handbook of Health—Dr.Foote
4 Poultry for M-irket-Fan. Field
5 Turkeys for Market^Fin Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor—Fan Field
7 Capons and Caponizlng— Field
8 Kendall's Horse-Book
9 Mullen's Horse- Book

10 Foul Brood—by Dr. Howard
11 SUoand tillage—by Prof. Cook
12 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
13 Foul Brood -by A R Kohnke
14 Muth'B Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
1.") 1.') Honey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 KuralLife

For Sending TWO Ketv 40-cent Subscribers:

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's Four Books
3 Repp's Oommercial Calculator
4 Dr Tinker's Bee-Keeping for

Profit
5 40 "Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 Winter Problem In Bee-Keeping

—by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's "Bee-Keeping for
Beginners"

9 Blenon-Kultur-German
10 Bees and Honey— 160 pages—

by Newman
1

1

People's Atlas of the World

All Ne'w Subscriptions Begin July 1.

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send in

new ones. A new subscriber at 40 cents cannot also claim a

premium.
Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest

list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do so.

GEORGE W. YORK Sl CO.,
lis Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL

Be It Known
To all ITIeii, we are prepared
to fill orders promptly for

of thebeet
straiQs ofCHOICE aUEENS

Golden or Leather-Colored Italian)..

UNION

Tested IIOO: Untested-one. 75c; three,
$1.50. Afler July '., 50c each Remit by Ex-
press Mone.v Ordfi', pajahle at Bainum. Wis.
One and two-cent stamps taken. Address.

"Van Wklmxk ©• \f»irilllamiS,
25Atr BARNIMI, UIK.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

Bee - Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

j
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
tSend for catalog SIISIVESUTJ BEE-
KKKPKRS' Si;pri,V MFfi. CO., Meollet
Island. Minneapolis. Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
('an do the work of foui
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mf
trlng. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold m Trial, tatalogoe Free.

SE>B*^A FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SKNEOA FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

RFFy;? Fli.ri.la Italian ((llFm!
Tested Queens. *1.00 each; Untested, 50o.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address. E. L. CARRING TON.
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

^)fsi^sm^im^s^m!^^^^Si^^

Harvested a Fair Crop.

I have had a very busy summer with
my bees. They have harvested a fair

crop of white honey, but unless we have
rain soon, there will be no fall honey
here. I have some very fine white honey
but it is selling slowly.

I am much interested in the new
Union, and will send Mr. Secor my dol-

lar for membership fee as soon as honey
gets to selliuK a little faster.

I will give the report of my honey har-
vest later. The Bee .Journal comes
promptly every Thursday, and is ever
welcome. Mn.s. Paul Barrette.
Crawford Co., Wis., Aug. 11.

Not a Bad Report.

My bees have retrieved themselves
somewhat this year. I have taken off

lOy pounds from three colonies so far,

which is not bad, considering the num-
ber of bees in this locality.

L. T. Churchill.
Cheboygan Co., Mich., Aug. 11.

Very Light Crop.

I am located in a good honey-produc-
ing locality, and generally the bees find

plenty of forage, but this year I will

have to mingle my voice with the com-
plaining, for the honey-crop has been

California
£f you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

^ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calft.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Nickel Plate ISxcursion to
Boston.

Tickets on sale for trains leaving Chi-

cago Sept. l<i to IS, inclusive, at rate of

$19.1)0 for the round-trip, and good re-

turning until Sept. 30. Also cheap rates

to all points Kist. Vestibuled sleeping-

cars to Boston, and solid train to New
York. Rates lower than via other lines.

For further information call on or ad-

dress, .1. Y. Calahan, General Agent,
111 Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone
Main 3389. (60-32-6)
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DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Haul, CHICAGO,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-

ping device Is a fine thing

for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail

It for 25 cents; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-

scriber to the Bee Journal
for a year at $1.00 ; or for $1.10 we
will mall the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

Geo.W. York & Co.. 118 Mich. St.. Chicago.Ill.

nilD DDIPEQ are worth looking
UUn rniULO at. We are mak-
ing the new
Cliampion Chail-Ilive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling thom cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you$*S»

K. H. SCHMIDT ic CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

A LONG SIEGE.
After thirteen vears of continuous assault by all

kinds of stock, the first Pase fences we built are stlU

Impregnable against "land forces.'*

PAOK WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ElIctMw

MADE TO LAST ALWAYS.

Oar pe"?Gct knowledge of this wapon and the quality of
material used in its construction leads us to declare it

to be the NEATEST. STRONOKST, MOST DIR.
ABLE, LOXiJEST I.IVEII, TAJIKS I 1 LOAD
waironmade. Has our fam"u^. ^-tiai^zlit "V ^tatif-'tT spote

Eieciric Sieei Wheels
Wheels liave any width of tire, from 2 to « inches;

any hclcht, irom U to 60 inches, imperious to

heat or cold; cnn'l dry out, net loose or rot; JNW '*."

SETTIXC TIKES "nnd rcnair*. Best anfl steel

ErTe'li.^o^^^rL^-'AII F. 0. B. For $25.00
It has piven universal satisfaction and vnW At ^^^J,™
quests exactly. Don't buy until you get our r it£.il«

catslo^ue aad prices. Write for t bem at once.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO. BOX ! 6, QUINGV, IllS^

small so far. During the basswood sea-

son the flow of honey was good, but

since then the bees have not stored as

much as they have consumed.
From 175 colonies I have taken some

1,500 pounds this season, and It Is all

nice honey, but many of the colonies are

light, and will need much more honey to

wiuter on. They swarmed freely this

season, sending out big swarms which
gained in weight rapidly, but everything

has come to a standstill all atonce. We
have had plenty of rain and there seems
to be a great many wild flowers In blos-

som. B. M. BULLARD.
Clark Co., Wis., Aug. 11.

Wliolef^al.*
aud Kelail.

Has Been a Poor Season.

The season has been a poor one thus

far, but if the weather and rains con-

tinue during the summer the next sea-

son will be a good one, as white clover is

coming up everywhere.
Lf.iningeb Beds.

Putnam Co., Ohio, Aug. 11.

Extremely Poor Season.

The season for honey has been ex-

tremely poor In this locality. I was
obliged to feed the bees just at the time
that white clover ought to have been
doing Its best. H. G. Quikin.
Huron Co., Ohio, Aug. 12.

Honey liike Iiubricating Oil.

I have taken ofif a small quantity of

hooey—a mixture of white clover, bass-

wood and honey-dew—looking more like

oil that has been used for lubricating

Iron shafting than anything else I can
think of ; and of course totally unsal-

able. Very poor season this, yet I feel

satisfied, for I'm paid as the days pass.

i look with Interest fpr the arrival of

the American Bee Journal each week and
usually finish reading It at a sitting. I

am anxious to know, you know, what
the "old bee-cranks" have to say, even
if I don't believe it all.

Wm. M. Whitney.
Kankakee, III., Aug. 12.

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax iSJ^fSrasB A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalofr,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BEES'WAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are Interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best

and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ o» .5*

has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you Interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, • • Chicagox

About Drowned Out.

Bad weather. All rain—three inches
the last 24 hours. We were about
drowned out before then.

Henry Alley.
Essex Co., Mass., Aug. 12.

A liight Honey Crop

The honey crop in this locality is light

and quality not very good— no distinctly

white clover or basswood, but a mixture
of almost everything. S. H. Hekrick.
Winnebago Co.. 111., Aug. 12.

Sweet ; Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangrements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,

cash with order'
_, ^ ^„^

51b lOB) 2511) 508)

Sweet Clover (white). .60 11.00 »2.2o 14.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

lis Michigan Street, - CHICAGO.ILL.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 75c Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at S2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
8Atf GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! ROOT'S
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'8 Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-

tree. Walter S. Ponder,
51'2 Mass. Ave.,

Indianapolis. Indiana.

Bees Doing Well, Etc.

My bees are doing well this year. I

have taken 60 pounds of surplus honey
to the hive, up to date. Our honey crop
doesn't come in till July. We get our
most and best honey, alfalfa, as sweet
clover has but just got started in this

part of the country. We also have the
American bee-weed here, but the bees

do not work on that much this year.

There are quite a number of bee-

keepers here, but they do not want to

take any bee-paper. They expect to

make a success in the business by the
experience and knowledge of their

neighbors, and if one doesn't come up to

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

THE I=X-i-i5^CE
TO GET YOUR

Z^ QUEENS ZXt
Is of H. G. QUIRIIS, of Bellevae, Olilo.

Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to furnish the

best of Queens—Goldea Itallan-Uoollttle s

strain—warranted purely mated, 50c,' 6 for

$3 75. Leather Colored same price. Safe arri-

val. No postage stamps wanted. 23A16t

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My40.page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's Woods al llielr priees. I carry a

full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. Hll.'1'ON, Premout, MlcU.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

lln^Vi'd HONEY-EXTRACTOR
lllUlll S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepebb' Supplies in general, etc etc,

Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c
In stamps. Apply to—

Chas. P. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

meeting: of Sovereign Grand
Lodge, I.O.O.F., Boston,

Mass., Sept. 19 to 24,
Inclusive.

For this occasion the Nickel Plate

Road will sell tickets at rate of one fare

for the round-trip. Tickets on sale Sept.

l(i to 18, inclusive, good returning until

Sept. 30, inclusive. For particulars, ad-

dress J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago, 111. Telephone

Main 3389. (59-32-6)
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Only 6 cts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, In a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6J^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

IS" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

I

^

•-THIS-*

Wood Bioder
will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for
30 <-ent!$. Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-
ence in book form.
By paying for a year's sub-

scription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS,

CJEO. ^V. YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St.. Chicago. Ill,

niipCMP Pure Italian—« or 5-haoded. Un-
IjULLliO tested, oOe each. Parties wanting
V% dozen or dozen lots will do well in writing
for whoU sale prices. T have 700. Can send by
return mall. f> tNIBl. WURTH,
28E.5t Falmouth, Eush Co., Ind.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writinK,

If you want
the BEST...

"1

Honey Extractor

Get Williams' Automatic ReyerslWe,

And Yon Have It. Addre«„

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOBtf Barnum, Wisconsin.

Anyone Interested
in AoRicrLTrnAL Ptrsiits can't

afford to hi- without the

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST.
>^;iinpip copy FHEE to ANY ADOIIK.'^S
Upon rfccipt of name and addrpHs

pkiinly written on postal card naming
paperiri whicli you saw thin iid. Adiiress

AGRICL'LTL'KAL El'lTOMIST. Indianapulis, Indiana.

26E26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Golden Italian Queens Cheap

!

Two-frame Nucleus, with Queen, $2.25.
If you want BKKS FOR BUSINESS,
Bend for mv Catalog- of prices
ISElf J F. MICHAEL, Greenville, Ohio,
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

This Emerson stlff-cloth-board Binder
for the American Bee Journal we mall for 60
cents; or will send It wltb the Journal for one
year—both together for tl..-0. It is a fine
thing to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-
nal as fast as they are received. If you have
the " Emerson," no further bludlng Is neces-
sary.

GEORGE W. YORK A: CO.,
118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a spei-lal offfer on booklets on Bees,
Poultry. Health, etc. Dpon receipt of 75
cents we will mall any 6 of the list below:
and lor $1.25 we will mail the nrbole
dozen

'

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 23c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit .. 2oc
4. Our Ponltry Doctor 30o
5. Capons and Caponlz'ng 30c
a. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr, Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 23c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUIIDATIOI
A Has No SaK in Brood-Frames

ln|^ Thio Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
IIQu Has So FItbbone Id the SDrplDS Hooef.

\^^H BelnK the cleanest Is nsnany workeo
\^^l the qalokest of any Foandatlon made
C^^ J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
^^^^H Bole Manafaotarer,
^^^^^m Spront Brook MontffoTrery Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

their Ignorant Ideas they will drop him
quick and run after me, and stop me In
my work. But It Is very provoking to
have such neighbors. You mention
paper to them and they will tell you
that If they can't make a success with-
out a paper they will quit the business.

Joseph A. Lewis.
Navajo Co., Ariz, T., Aug, 12,

Too Dry—No Nectar.

No nectar here, I have five colonies—one with three supers, one with the
second, and three with supers untoucht.
It has been too dry, but It is better now.

J, P, Blunck.
Webster Co,, Iowa, Aug, 14.

Rather Discouraging.
We are having the poorest honey year

In this vicinity that was ever known, so
old bee-keepers tell me. I have not had
five pounds of honey in one of my hives
since before June 1. It Is rather dis-
couraging to a beginner like myself, but
I will hope for a better season next year.
It Is so dry that no hooey was In the
flowers. H. F. Strang.
Van Buren Co., Mich., Aug. 10.

Has Very Little Honey.
Honey of any kind Is very scarce in

this part of the country. I have 175
colonies of bees, but have very little

honey. w. C. Nutt.
Hardin Co., Iowa, Aug. 15.

Don't Forget
the excursion to Boston over the Nickel
Plate Road, Sept. 16 to 18, inclusive,
at rate of $19.00 for the round trip.
Good returning until Sept. 30, 1898,
Inclusive. Tel. Main 3389. (61-32-6)

ninnesota.—The adjourned meeting- of
the Minoesota Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held on Wednesday forenoon durlnjf State
Pair week, at the place where the honey ex-
hibit Is made on the fair grounds. Make an
effort to be there, and Invite other bee-keep-
ers who are not members to come and join the
Association. L. D. Leon.-iud. Sec.
Minneapolis, Minn.

California.—The next meetingof the Fres-
no County Bee-Keepers' Association is to be
heldlntne City Hall, Fresno, Calif.. Wednes-
day, Sent. 14. at 10 o'clock a m. All honey-
producers are requestei to attend.
Caruthers. Calif, W. A. H. Gilstrap, Sec

Globi^BeeV'eil
IVIail for One Dollar.

Five cross-bars are rlvlted In the
'centre at the top. These bend down

f and button to studs on a neck-band.
The bnrs art- Itf.nt lli,'lit sprliijf steel-

• Theneckbuiul In hiird sprints brass.
The netting tn whlto with face-piece
t black to see thrwiigh.
It Is easily put together and folds
oiupactly in a case. 1x6x7 inches.
the whole welKhlng but 5 ounces.

ItCftD be worn over an ordinary hat; fits any head;
does notot "II net the vlshm.nndcan be worn in bed
without dltici'itifort. It Is a boon to any one whon.-

flies bother, mosqultos bite, or bees sting.

For sending us only TWO NEW sub-
scribers to the Bee Journal for one year
(at $1.00 Bach) we will mail to a regu-
lar subscriber one of these Globe Bee-
Veils; or, for $1.75 we will send the
Bee Journal one year and the Veil to

any address.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.
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HONEY ««*
If you want Colorado Alfalfa, Sweet Clover

and Cleome honey—comb or extracted—corre-
spond with the Secretary of the Colorado
State Bee-Keepers' Association. Our Honey
ranks hig-h in quality. Car lots a specialty.

Address F. RAUGHFII!I«$, Elyrla, Colo.
31Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Best Basswood

Houey in

Barrels ^^^^
We have a limited number of barrels

of very best Bassvrood Extrac-
ted Honey, weiphing net about 280 lbs.

which we are offering at 7 cents per lb.

i. 0. b. Chicago. Do you want a barrel
or so of it? If so, address, with the cash,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILLS

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Qneens for Business.

Suimlles at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping for Bepinners." price 50 cents,
imparts the instruction. Price-Llst tree.

J. P. H. BKOWN, Augusta, Oa.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FOR SALE.
The Midland Central Apiary and fixtures

to be sold. This season's honey crop—just
taken off— is 25.700 pounds, or nearly 13 tons.
Satisfactory reasons given lor selling. For
further particulars apply to

T^. .£^. nvi:.£wX^:RisoiT,
n3A2t Inverary, Frontenac Co., Out.

DEC IfCCDEDC I Let me send you my 64-
DLL'KLLrLnO page Catalog for 18H8

J. m. Jenkins, Wetumpka, 41a.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing

uaSn Rddouiciy
^.^.^•..j. DCCO If CIA
For all the Good, Pure VeIlo>?

BeeS'^rax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..
CHICAGO, ILLS

Excursion to Boston.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell excur-

sion tickets from Chicago to Boston and
return for trains of Sept. 16, 17 and IS,
at rate of $19.00 for the round trip.

Tickets will be valid returning until

Sept. 30, inclusive. On account of heavy
travel at this particular time, those
desiring sleeping-car accommodations
should apply early to J. Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
Telephone Main 3389. (58-32-6)

BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID BV

Georfi:e W. York & Co.,
Chicago, lUs.

Bee« and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
:or Pleasnreand ProllL. by Thomas G.Newman.—
This edition has been largely rewritten, thoroughly
."CTlsed, and is "fully up with the times "' In all the
improvements and inventions in this rapldJy-devel-
!)ping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid In the successful manage-
ment of an ajilary, and at the same lime produce
the most honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2;')0 pages, and 24;') Illustrations—Is beautifully
printed In the highest stv.e of the art, and bound
'.D cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

r<anf;8troth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—This classic in bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
ng. No apiarian library is complete without this
standard work by Kev. L. L. LauEstroth — the
Father of American Bee Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-Kecper»' Guide* or Manual of the
iplary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agrl-
3ultural College.—This book Is nut only Instructivemd helpful as a guide In beekeeping, but Is
Interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific.
Itcontalns a full delineation of the anatomy and
physlologj of bees. 4iiu pages ; bound In cloth and
!ully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Sclentlflc Qiieen-Kearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. DoolUtle.—A method by which
the very best of Vueen-Bees are reared in perfect
accord with Nature's way ITf! pages, bound In
::loth, and Illustrated- Price, tl.OO.

^ B C or Bee-€u1ture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopjedla of 4tK) pages, describing evervthlnR
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees, It con-
tains yuij engravings. It was written especially foi
^eglnners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culturej Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. llutchlnson.—The author
Df this work Is too well known to need further
lescrlptlon of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Tou should read his book. 90
gages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-K-eeplngr, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German bookoc
bee-culture. It has 850 pages: bound
''n paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kiiltur, by Thomas G. Newman. -
This Is a German translation of theprlnclppi por-
tion of the book cnlied BF;t;s of Honkv. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. JU cents

Conventloo Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and Bv-Laws, with subjects for
llscuaslon. etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 26 cts.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

YVby Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for FREE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail. 30 cts.: 500 for$1.25; 1000, $2.00.

Honr to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alstke Clover Leaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for 25 cts. ; 100 for 40 cts. ; 200, 70c.

Apiary Rescister, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. tl.O(.i; for 100 colonies. $1.25.

Freparatloiv of Houey Tor the Markety
'ncludlng the proUuctlou and care of comb and
axtracted honey. A chapter from. Bbgs ANr
aoNEV Price, 10 cents

Bee-Pasturasre a Necessity.—This book sug
jtests what and how to plai it Is a chapter froii
Bees and Honey. Price, 10 cents.

Tlie Hive I ITge, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details his manag-emeut of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Dr. Hoiivard'H Bool( on FonI Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 2.> cts.

IVinter Problem In Bee-Keepinjr. by G,
R. Pierce, Result of 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

History of Bee-Aseoclatlons, and Brief Re-
ort of the flrst 20 conventions. Price, 10 cts

Ponl Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—IlB Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Be^-Kf'epins for Brglimern, by Dr J.
P. 11. Brown, of Geortiia. A practical and eondenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes of
mana^iement in order to secure the most profit. 110
pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to gel the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p .liUustrated. 25c.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4o cts. No. 2
in Qne artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price, 60 cts.

Bleuenzucht und Honiggewinnnng,
nach der neuesten methode (Germanj by J. F.
Epgers, This book gives the latest, most ap-
proved methois of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive style, with Illustrations to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c.

Green's Four Boolts, by Chas. A, Green.
—Devoted to, 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate Fruit-
Planta, Vines and Trees; 4th. Genera) Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25ctB.

Garden and Orchard, by Cbas. A. Green.
-Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions ol sick borses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

liumber and l^og-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry DiseaseB
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price. 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural liife.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. 100 pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Healtb, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Book Clubbing Offers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only ONE book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this page.
Following Is the olubblng-Ust:

1 Langstrothon the Honey-Bee 13.00

2 A B C of Bee-Culture 2.00

3. Bee-Keeper'sGuide 1.75

4 Bees and Honey 1 Cloth bound] 1.65

5 nooUttie's Scientific Queen-Rearing. 1.75

6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1,10
7' Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30

9. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper bound] 1.75

13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15

14 Convention HandBook 1.15

15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10

16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10

17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10

19. Green'sFour Books 1.15

21. Garden and Orchard 1.15

33. Rural Life 1.10

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.36

26. CommerclalCalculator, No. 3 1.40

27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10

30. Potato Culture 1.30

32. H:i,nd-Book of Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20

35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping 1.30

37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) 1.75

38 Apiary Register (for 100 colonlesl*. 2.00
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A SEI.ECTED MOTHER .:.

Editorial on page 589 Gleanlnsra " says: " We are rearing queena from an Alley queen.
whose queen-daughters are beautiful as well as her bees Thev are hardy, prollflc, and hold their
own with any colony for honey." Queens. $L each. HENRV AliLElf, Wenbam, mass.

33Atf Please mention the American Bee Journal.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This I5th and latest edition of Prof . Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

uUy equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Bee-Keeper'b Guide."

CiiTen For 2 New Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J2.00). and we will mail yon a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 11.35,
or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for It

Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Cliicago, lU.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supvlies.
The; have also one One of the Larg^est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from patterns, by machluery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wtaitest
BasS'w^ood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee Journal. 7Atf

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To liave a copy of

\»Ai/ Our 1898 Catalog am
J^" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy'

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the Southwest—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

A^.
S we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing

L they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-
ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establlsht a branch house at 17.'!0 South lath St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsvide, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

colored iiauopurent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
claB sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer In the future.

^^Pkooressive Bee-keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 23o. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog tor the asking.

Address,
|^g^,,y Manufacturmg Company, r,'f«^'s"o*'u\'.'^i3Vh"-i,., o°^a..a. Neb.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BDNEY and BEESWAX
lUARKKT QIJOXAXIO.liS.

Chicago, Aug. 18.—The new crop Is now
coming forward and meets with a fair de-
mand. Best grade of white comb honey In 12
to 24 section cases, 12c; that which Is faulty,
10 to lie; ambers, 8 to 10c; dark. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, .5 to 7c for white; 5 to 6c lor amber;
4 to 5c tor dark. Beeswax. 27c.

K. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Axig. 11.—Fancy white comb,
i:j@14c; No. 1, 12®13c; amber, 10@12c. Ex-
tracted, white. 5i4®6c; amber, 4i4@oc. Bees-
wax. 22®2.")C.
The receipts of new honey are very 'i

demand fair. C. O. Olemons & Co.

New York, July 30.—There is some little
new Southern comb honey on the market,
mostly irregular quality and selling at from
9 to lie. Extracted of all kinds is In good
demand. Common grade Southern. 30 to 52c
per gallon; good. 55 to 57c.; choice, 5 to 5>4c.
per pound; some exceptionally fine lots sell
at 6c. Beeswax Is very quiet at 26 to 27c.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken.

Boston, July 9.-Fancy white In cartons
13c. ; A No. 1 white in glass-front cases, 11 to
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie; No. 2, 8 to 9c. Ex-
tracted, white. 6 to 7c; light amber, 5 to 6c
Beeswax, pure, in good demand with verv
light supply, 30c.

•'

At the present time the demand for both
comb and extracted honey is very light with
but little stock on hand.

Blake. Scott & Lee.

San Francisco, Auff. 10.—White comb 9
to 10c; amber, 7 to 8!4c. Extracted, white
6@6i4c. ; light amber, 5H to 6c. Beeswax
23@25c
Although stocks are very light, the quality

of this year's crop Is of a much higher average
than was generally expected, considering the
dry season. There is some of this year's pro-
duct which is of exceptionally fine quality.
Market is llrm at quotations.

Detroit, July 21—Fancy white. Iiai2c-
No. 1, white, loauc. Extracted.white, 5@6c'
dark. 4®5c. Beeswax, 25@26c.
New honey is arriving, but prices are hardly

estabiisht. M. H. Hunt.
Minneapolis. July 26.—Fancy white clo-

ver comb is now selling at ll@l2c.; amber
lOHc. Extracted fancy white clover, SHc;
amber, i%,(S>oc. Dark grades, both comb and
extracted, not wanted at low prices.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Indianapolis, July 18.—Fancy white comb
honey, 12ffll2Ho; No 1. 10(ailc. Extracted
white. 6@7c. Beeswax, 25@27c.
Only a few arrivals of fancy white comb;

market almost bare, and demand good. Quite
a little comb honey from honey-dew is being
offered, but there Is simpiv no demand for the
stuff. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, Angr. 18.—Fancy comb. 11 to
12c; A No. 1, 10 to 1 Ic; No. 1, 9 to 10c; am-
ber. 7 to 8c; old and dark, 5 to 6c. Extracted
while, in barrels or kegs. 5 to 6c ; dark, 4 to 5c!
Beeswax. 25 to 26c.
The market for honey is In very good condi-

tion ;
while there is yet a little of the old crop

on hand, it is In very good order, and some de-
mand, which will clear off everything before
the new crop will arrive, very plentifully.
There is already some receipts of new, but
mostly extracted, and some very good qual-
ity, yet we fear the danger Is In extracting
too early, belore the honey is fairly ripened
We anticip;ite agood demand a little later,
and think values will remain about the same
as present guiitatlons. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Bnffolo, Aug'. 12.—Fruit prevents a large
demand for any kind of honey at present. A
few cases of fancy one-pound new comb can
be sold dally at ll@l2c.

; but any grade below
must be urged at proportionately lower
prices. Woulil advise writing us before ship-
ping here. Tnere is no demand yet for ex-
tracted Batterson & Co.

St. £oais, July 9. — Fancy white comb.
10 to lie: No. 1. 10c. ; amber, 9 to 10c. ; dark
8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5 K to6c. : amber!
6to5>4C-; dark, 4to4Hc Beeswax. 20 to 22o.

Westcott Com. Co.

Cleveland, Aug. 3.—Fancy white. 13® 14c-
No. 1, white. l2(ai2Hc; light amber, lie;
buckwheat, De Extracted, white. 7c. ; light
amber, 'lo.

The demand for honey is exceptionally
good, owing to the crop In this vicinity being
very light. A. B. Williams & Co.
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Talk about

....CambFauiidatioii
WK can now furnish the very best that can

be made from pure wax. Onr Nenr Pro-
cesa of milling enables us to surpass the
previous efforts of ourselves and others In the
manufacture of Comb Foundation.

It Is always Pure and Siveet.
It is the kind tiiat does not sag.
It is the lilnd you ^vant.

If you once try It you will have no other.
Samples furnlsht FKEE. Large Illustrated
Catalog of all kinds of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
And a copy of the American Bee-Keeper, sent
upon application. Address.

THE W.T. FALCONER MF6. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FULL LINE OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
1-pound !«qnare Jars, $4.60 gross.
Labels, 60r sross; dUc. on quantities.
Italian Queeus, 65c eacta.
Catalog FRKB.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

I dress of every Bee-Keeper In
1 America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mauiifactnring Co,,

HUDSON, St. CroiJC Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

The A. I. Root Co.'s Goods ^li^ell'i?!"

including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will nay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. M. H, HUNT
Cath for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I AEISE
TO SA7 to the readers

of the

BEE JOlTRNALttaat

DOOLITTLE
bas oonolnded to sell

-BUBS and QUEBNB—
In their season, daring
1898) at the foIIowIhk
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
light sbtppiDg-boz $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 tested Queen ... 1 1 50
S " Queens . 3 50
1 selecttestedqueenaoo
S " " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing. . 3 00
ztra Selected for breeding, tbktert best.. 5 00
About a Pound of BBBS In a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, »a.00 extra.

IV Circular free, giring full particulars re^pd-
the Bees and eaob class of Queens.

Address

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA26t BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. F

.

Ye?r Dadant's Foundation. ^^,

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 11% 31 VEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Parity, Firmness, No Sag-

PAXEWT «VEEU
SHEEXIIV«t.

PROCESS

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

JEX Mlrl* TIM®©.
CHAS. DADANT & SON,

Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Manufaetured Stoek ! Qoick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD In this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

IW Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Llst FEEE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please meDtlon tbe American Bee Journal when writinj?,

ROOT'S GOODS.
~

The Fence anfl Plain Sections.

Weefl New Process Fonnilation.

Cowan Extractors,

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest maile.

Specialties : i
Doyetailea Hiyes-wttli Danz. Patented Coyer and Bottom.

j

Danzenliaker Hiyes.

No-Drip SliiDping-Cases.

(jleanings in Bee-Cultnre, Illnstratefl, Semi-Montlily.

Catalog of Ooods and Sample Copy of Oleaniiig§
§cnt for your name on a po§tal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancbcOffices :

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Palls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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BurlinOton

I'liiiii Oirantl Route (Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy) to Omaha and
the great West, is almost too well
known to need any explanation from
us. But we wish our readers to know
that it is the roafj that bee-keepers
east of Omaha will be pleased to take
when attending the annual conven-
tion of the United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Union, Sept. 13, 14 and 15, at
Omaha. The editor of the American
Bee Journal, with all that can join

him, will leave Chicago over the C. B. & Q. at oi.iO o'clock p.m.,
Monday evening, Sept. 12, and arrive in Omaha at !S:10 o'clock the
next morning— about two hours before the opening session of the
convention. We wish that the bee-keepers from here might fill a
special car. It can be arranged if all who will accompany us will
notify us in advance. The round-trip rate on the C. B. & Q. will
not be over .¥14.7.5 from Chicago.

While Omaha already has been exceedingly well advertised,
we may say that it is the metropolis of half a dozen States. The
population tributary to it in Nebraska and the States which touch
her borders, exceeds 9,000,000 all told. This is called the Trans-
Mississippi area, and gives name to the exposition. Omaha has a

of every one. The mighty arch, suggestive of the 24 participating
States, fronts the collection of massive buildings and forms a most
imposing gateway. It is modeled upon the design of the great
arches of Paris and Milan and crowned by a colossal shield, sup-
ported by two stalwart genii, with the nation's eagle percht
aloft.

Within, the scene necessarily reminds one of the Court of
Honor at the Chicago Exposition of 1893. An artificial canal or
lagoon stretch t for half a mile between two rows of majestic edi-
fices. At its western end this canal widens out into a lake, the
sides of which describe a perfect trefoil. This has been well named
"The Mirror," and facing it. looking down along the lagoon,
stands the great Government Building, capt by an heroic figure of
Liberty Enlightening the World. From the Government Building,
reaching along either side of the lagoon, and all connected, are the
buildings devoted to Agriculture, Administration. Mines, Machin-
ery, Arts and Liberal Arts and Manufactures. Across Sherman
Avenue, and reacht by a viaduct, are the individual buildings of
the States, the Horticultural Building and the streets of foreign
villages.

An interesting feature of the exposition is the American In-
dian Department, under the direction of the United States Indian
Commission. Representatives of almost all the tribes in the coun-
try are campt on the broad piece of prairie apportioned them.

AyricuUural BuUdma at the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition, at Oinnlia, Nebr.

population of 145.000, chiefly American born. It lies on a hig'n
plateau, overlooking the valley of the Missouri River, which nt
this point is over two miles wide. The view of the river valley
from Omaha is most impressive. The city proper is on a gently
undulating plane, which at the north end develops into a stretch of
prairie as level as a kitchen floor. Here is the site of the Trans
Mississippi Exposition. It is approacht by three wide sweeping,'
avenues, with an extensive system of steam and trolley lines, quite
adequate to any demand that is likely to be made for transporta-
tion. The scene which greets the visitor challenges the admiration

There they have pitcht their tents, built their fires, and live their
wild life for the benefit of the multitude.

Realizing that visitors come to tlie exposition for pleasure as
well as instruction, the management have been very active in de-
veloping the amusement section. Attractions of all kinds have
been gathered together, surpassing in some respects the famous
"Midway" itself. Moorish, Irish, Tyrolean and Chinese villages
have been establisht, and Old Vienna, Old English Country Fair,
Hagenbeck's Animal Show, Wild West, etc., are some of the many
features.
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PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEG-INNERS,
BT

Autfior of • Bees and Bee-Keeping," '' Fleasurnble Bee-Keeping," etc.

No. 9.—WINTERING.

Every spring reports from all parts of the country deal

with extensive losses of eolonles. The ordinary observer may

be excused if he infer from such accounts that as losses

usually occur early in the spring wintering is a subject of dif-

ficulty, and a great stumbling block to the great majority of

bee-keepers. As a matter of fact, the losses are, I venture to

assert, due in nine casi^s out of ten to absolute carelessness or

neglect, tho oftentimes the result of ignorance as to the bees'

requirements in the shate offood. It is not so much that bees

require in the winter proper, as tho consumption of food then

by a strong and well protected colony is comparatively small :

but it is rather when breeding has commenced in earnest that

stores rapidly diminish : and this is in March and April, just

before new honey is brought into the hive in quantity suffi-

cient to supply the daily wants of the bees and the ever-in-

creasing number of hungry grubs.

To winter bees successfully is not a difficult matter in the

British Isles, but it is one of the most important problems that

the bee-keeper has to face, and if he can solve it, as he may
and should without difficulty or expense in time or money, he

will have got one step, and a big one, too, nearer that success

in bee-keeping we hear much about but seldom realize in our

own apiaries.

A colony properly wintered should come out in the spring

stronger in bees than it was when closed up early in October

the previous autumn, instead of being, as colonies too often

are, weakly and thin in numbers throughout the spring.

Scaled stores should also remain in such quantity as will en-

sure the colony having a sufficient supply to carry it well on

to the time when the new hooey comes in abundantly. The
requiremenis of success are : (

I ), a (jood, substantially-made

and weather-proof hive; (2), a good colony of bees, by which

must be understood that there are several seams of bees be-

tween the combs instead of two or three, and that the bulk of

them are bees that have done little work, being in fact such as

have been brought into existence by the system of feeding re-

sorted to from the close of the honey-flow. Some lots are per-

missible sometimes, but only when young queens are being

preserved to take the place of any that for any reason have

died during the winter. If these small lots are confined to

about three frames, and are well packt, they may in case the

queens are not required for other colonies, to built up into

really good colonics in time to take advantage of a late honey-

flow ; (3). combs well stored with honey or syrup, and sealed :

(4), winter passages and abundanceof covering to the frames.

If colonies are carefully tended from the close of the

honey-flow to Oct. ], and the above conditions observed,

strong, vigorous colonies may be assured the following season.

THE HIVE.

Dealing with each point in order, we must first consider

the hive. It is a fact that a single-walled hive costs less than

one with double-walls, but it certainly is not more economical.

By using hives with double walls all around we shall find the

colony better protected both from winter cold and summer

heat than would be possible with single-walled hives. We can

regulate the temperature in summer by ventilation, but with-

out double walls we cannot give that protection in winter

which is of the first importance when we deal with the con-

sumption of stores. The novice or beginner in bee keeping

should theref6re seore one point in successful wintering by

starting with doubU-walled hives. The wood should be pine

or red deal well seasoned and thoroughly painted. In winter

color is of little importance, but in summer a reflection, not

absorption, of heat Is required. Mr. A. I. Root, the noted

American bee-koejer, said some years ago that he had stopt

the melting and falling of combs, and in some cases the con-

sequent loss of bees, by paintingall his hives white. I strongly

advise white, or a light stone-color paint for the hives.

THE BEES.

As at the beginning of the honey-flow a large quantity of

worker-bees is necessary if full supers arc to be oMajned. so

at the commencement of winter we must make a point ol get-

ting and then keeping all colonies strong.

If there are weak lots unite two or more together alter

removing the least valuable ciueen. To unite, shake both or

all lots on a cloth and let them run together into an empty

skep where they had better remain until evening. Ihen

shake them in front of a hive that has been properly prepared

for wintering. The bees of two lots may b.^ united peaceably

by sprinkling them thinly with flour from a dredger and then

piacing the frames with adhering bees alternately in a fresh

hive The stronger the colony in bees the less is the honey

consumed. This appears strange, but it is quite true ;
a small

lot of bees in a hive containing several combs are restless,

with the consequence that they consume honey to raise the-

temperature lowered by the cool air surrounding them.

The food supply may be ample owing to a particularly

favorable season after the supers have been removed, but even

if feedin" has to be resorted to very little time will be needed

to perform this part of the work. In order to obtain young-

bees for wintering a supply of Puerto Kico sugar given at-

the close of the honey-flow, will probably be all that is neces-

sary to continue breeding up to the middle of September,

when whatever further supply is needed to make the colony

safe for the winter can be given in the form of syrup in one or

two doses. No colony should be considered safe unless it has

stored in the combs at least 20 pounds of honey or syrup and

sealed most of it over. The arrangement of this food is a

matter of some importance, for if the bees are crowded upon a.

few frames and fed liberally they will fill e^ery available cell

with syrup, and then thev will te compelled to cluster during-

the winter upon sealed combs instead of upon empty cells, as

is more natural, and having stores above and around VVitb

the movable-comb hive the arrangement of the combs for win-

tering is. in the hands of a good bee-keeper, a simple matter ;

but if feeding is continued up to the middle of September, and

the propev amount of food is then given, the bees will arrange

it around the brood, which gradually diminishes by the bees

hatching, conveniently for their comfort and convenience. It
.

the combs are arranged by the bee-keeper, the center ones

should have scaled stores about half-way down, the amount of

stores increasing to the outside of the brood-nest.

WINTER PASSAGES.

Bees often starve in the midst of plenty. They winter in

lots called "seams" between the combs, and may be seen

packt like slates upon a honse-roof, the top row removing the

food from the cells atove them to feed themselves, and by

passing ii, down, those below. While the weather remains

mild the bees are able to move about from comb to comb in

search of food, or with the onject of bringing to the center

combs food stored in the outer frames: but this activity ceases

as soon as really cold weather sets in and they thou pack

themselves clo^e together for mutual warmth. Then, as the

food around them is consumed, they die sinnily on account of

the cold air by which they are surrounded : they cannot pass

around or under the frames to a probable abundant supply

close by. Tho they are prevented going around or under the

frames a provision may be made for allowing them to pass

over the top-bar in the warmest part of the hive. This is

done by giving what are known as "winter passages. Ihe

old method, now almost discarded, was to cut a hole through

the comb in each frame near the top-bar. A more effective

passage could hardly be devised, but apart from si oiling the-

combs it is a tiresome and troublesomi> operation, and is there-

fore not recommended. A simple plan is to lay across the-

top-bars four pieces of wood half incli square and about six

inches long, half inch apart. If the quilts are then laid e\^n\r

across, effective passages for the bees will be provided. Then

again a cake of candy laid 6pon the frames when closing up-

the hives in October will te equally satisfactory, for passages

will be formed as the candy is consumed over the bars.

QUILTS.

Quilts are the coverings which the bee keeper places upon

the frames in order that the heat generated in the brood-

chamber may be there confined. The less bees are disturbed

the better are they likely to succeed, but at no time is it more:
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necessary to protect them from disturbing influences tlian

tluriusj winter. This maiter may be tested by placing under
observation two colonies as nearly equal as possible on Oct. 1.

No. 1 being iu a single-walled hive, and the frames covered
with a single thickness of calico or ticking : while No. li is

placed in a double-walled hive and covered with an abundance
(if woollen wraps or chaff cushions, in addition to the first

quilt of calico or ticking. Presuming both colonies to be alive

on Feb. 1, the following year, a great difference in their con-
dition will then be perceptible. No. 1. which has been scantily

protected from low winter temperature, will show stores

greatly diniinisht. which, if the bees are owned by a careless

bee-kee|)er, might cause the loss of the colony altogether later

on when breeding is in progress. No. 2, on the contrary,
owing to the protection of the brood-nest, would be little dis-

turbed by weather, and consequently the bulk of the food
stored the previous autumn would remain for use in brood-
rearing. Under ordinary circumstances the bees of a colony
in a normal condition are said by an eminent authority to con-
sume only about 1 }4 ounces of food per day during their

period of inactivity.

The necessity, therefore, for conserving the heat in the
brood-chamoer is evident: and the importance of double-
walls and coverings of non-conductive materials is recognized.
But as a preliminary to packing the bees up snugly for their

winter rest, the size of the brood-nest should be limited to the
size of the cluster ; for instance, if there are only bees to

cover six frames in September, it is folly to allow them nine
or ten, or even more. It is seldom that more than seven or

eight frames are necessary for an ordinary colony, and tlie

removal of superfluous frames should be the first step to suc-

cessful wintering, so that the space in which cold air can cir-

culate may be reduced as much as possible, with a view to

lessening the activity of the bees, and the consequent con-
sumption of stores. It is from all points of view better to

unite two or more weak colonies in the autumn than to allow
each to stand and take its chance with or without a lot of

coddling, unless it is to preserve valuable queens.
The first quilt should be of ticking, fecause it is a stout

substance not easily bitten through by the bees. Upon the
first quilt two or three pieces of felt or carpet must next be

placed ; and then, to make doubly sure, a chaff cushion might
be added.

Any colony prepared according to the directions here
given will, as a rule, pass satisfactorily thrcfugh the winter
and be in an encouraging condition when taken in hand the
following season. (the end.)

Wax-Spoon for Fasteaiag Foundation, Etc.

BY DB. C. C. MILLER.

Some time ago I received a letter containing a spoon used
for putting foundation in sections and frames. Before reply-
ing to It I waited until I had given it a fair trial, not that I

think I can afford to try every new thing that appears, but
this spoon— if an almost Hat piece of tin can be called a
spoon—lookt rather promising. It is a very simple affair. A
piece of tin 6 or 8 inches long and an inch or more wide has
one end cut off at an angle of 45-, and commencing perhaps
% inch from the point each side has a little curve cut out,
making it look just a little after the shape of a steel pen. It

Is folded or bent a little for holding the wax. But let roe give
the letter :

Mt Dear Dr. Miller :— I have read your valuable sugges-
tions now Qiore than three years with much profit. I now feel
that a small return should be made, and I enclose you a wax spoon
for fastening foundation in sections. Some time ago my plan of
putting in foundation was illustrated in the American Bee Jour-
nal. You suggested at that time that too much wax might be
used in attaching; the enclosed spoon will hold enough melted
wax (which must be quite liquid) for two sections. With skillful
manipulations 200 an hour can be filled with top and bottom pieces
—never a top piece drops down or bottom ('„) one curls down.

Really you must excuse me, but I have been much concerned
about you as twice I have seen you advise neophytes (when they
askt how to fasten foundation) to take fragments of wax and
make a candle with a piece o£ cord (how mussy that must be), and
so make bold to send you my device. To complete the equipment
a small oil or alcohol lamp and a -1 inch tin pan in which to melt
the wax. are necessary. One pound will do two or three thousand
sections and brood-frames for 20 hives. My top-bars have ',.,-inch

saw-kerf instead of 5-16 I see you recommend in one of your arti-
cles. Why 5-10 ?

Can't we do something for Editor York ? His reform spelling
will surely ruin the " Old Reliable." After reading the American
Bee Journal I am all " masht" up when reading other papers. I

have not " learnt " (Webster learned) to tolerate it, and will be
obliged to give up the paper with all your valuable pointers. Can't

you prevail on him to give up attempting to reform the language
orthography ?

This has been a bad month tor bees ; my colonies, which were
booming, are now dying off rapidly, and the first white clover
blooms in sight. Fraternally yours,

Passaic Co., N. J., May '27. B. F. On'derdonk.

The first opportunity I had of trying the spoon was when
putting foundation in a lot of brood-frames. I had used for

the same purpose a spoon, and also a tin cup with a specially

constructed spout, and latterly a wax candle. I may say to

you, Mr. Onderdonk, that you can't always tell till you try a
thing just how it will work. I couldn't be sure just how your
spoon would work, just by looking at it, and althoyou say of

the candle, " How mussy that must be," if you were expert at

using it you would not find it very mussy. I think it was
rather less so than either of the plans I had previously used.
Only one drop falls at a time, the temperature is always just

at the right point, but unless you are careful the one drop
may not fall just in the right place. It has the advantage
that it takes little time to get ready. Simply light your can-
dle, and it's ready for work, and if there's only a short job to

do, I'll be all through with the candle while you're heating the
wax for the spoon.

I bad some 200 brood-frames in which to fasten founda-
tion, and I thought I would be polite to the stranger—the new-
fangled spoon—by giving it the first chance. I found that
sharp point would enter an angle nicely, it could beheld much
closer in the angle than an ordinary spoon, giving a chance to

send it to the right place every time. Indeed, it workt so well

that I went right over to the enemy and finlsht up the whole
lot without lighting the candle. I doubt if ever I shall use a
candle again. The Onderdonk spoon ought to be on the list

of bee-keepers' supplies.

As to using it for fastening foundation in sections, that's

another thing. If you should put in a few thousand starters

with the Daisy foundation fastener, I doubt if you would go
back to the spoon. Aside from anything else, the spoon plan
is more expensive. A lamp is burning in either case, so the
expense is alike in that respect. A Daisy fastener will last

long enough so that a cent a thousand sections for cost of

machine will be an extravagant estimate. To offset that you
have about 10 cents a thousand for wax with the spoon plan.

But if melted wax is to be used at all, the Onderdonk spoon
will be a great help.

AGAIN THE REFOR.M IN SPELLING.

With regard to reforming Editor York in the matter of

spelling, I'm afraid you're going at it in the wrong way. It's

only a very mild form of insanity at most, but don't you know
that you only make such cases worse by threatening pecuniary
loss ? Once get it Into the head of a fanatic of that sort that
he is suffering loss for what he believes is right, he at once
feels the thrill of a martyr for the truth, and the case is hope-
less. I, too, should be sorry to witness the ruin of the "Old
Reliable," but he will glory in it and take a pride in telling

how much smaller is his subscription list now than when he
began the spelling reform.*

After all, I doubt whether there will be any very large
number whose prejudices are so strong that they will forego
the knowled(?e they can gain for the sake of a little matter of

looks. If you and I met a man who was well Informed in some
particular of bee-culture, we wouldn't refuse to listen to him
because one word in 50 was mispronounced. And if we could
get him to write to us, I think we would hardly refuse to read
his letter because he told how he "workt" his bees instead of

how he " worked " them. I doubt whether there cau be found
a large number of bee-keepers so given up to blind prejudice
that they would seriously object to having one word in a thou-
sand spelled as it sounds rather than as they have been accus-
tomed to see it.

If you and I object to changing a spelling to which we
are accustomed, then some older man will object to some
earlier change, and if the rule works in one case it ought to

in another, resulting finally in going back to an old spelling
that would land you and me where we couldn't read a sentence
of the English language.

We may as well give up to the inevitable. It's only a
question of time when " workt " Instead of " worked " will be
used by all. It Is reasonable to suppose It will be so, from the
history of the past. I don't recall a single change in the way
of Improved spelling tut has become permanent. Only a short
time ago a few began to write "program" instead of "pro-
gramme," but gradually all are falling Into line with the new
spelling. Many now living remember when honour, labour,
Atlantick and Paclflck appeared In the spelling here given.
Of course there were those who opposed any change in the
spelling, Just as there are some who object now to putting
" t" in place of " ed ' when the spoken sound Is " t." But It
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would be hard to find one now who would " favour " the old
spelling. And so we may as well give up first as last and
write " workt." It maybe a little roughen our prejudices
for a time, but it will be a fine thing for the coming generation.

McHenry Co., III.

L*We believe that the whole of three subscribers have or-

dered their copies of the American Bee Journal discontinued

on account of our effort to help bring about a sensible and

much-needed reform in spelling. As to our subscription list,

we can say It has increast very much since we began to use

"t" in certain words ending in "ed" and pronounced " t."

But of course we do not attribute the increase to the stand we
have taken in the spel'ing reform.

There are many things that we can't understand, and,

one of them is, that any really Intelligent man would stop his

paper just because it did not spell one word in 50 or so to suit

fiirn.— Editor]

Pollen iu Sections and the «' Golden " Method.
BT J. A. GOLDEN.

After reading S. A. Deacon's criticism on page iSi, I

could not help thinking he is quite a little inconsistent, after
contrasting his preliminary reflections. It is an old saying,
yet true, that the wise practice what they preach. Mr. Dea-
con starts out by saying :

"It goes without saying that altho an abundance of nec-
tar secreting flowers and strong colonies are the main re-

quisites for securing a good honey harvest, unless this be sup-
plemented by intelligent manipulation we cannot expect to

get the best results."

Such reasoning as this is both intelligent and wise, and is

the result of practical information. Then further on, in the
same paragraph, he says:

" A few apparently very insignlBcant matters of detail in

the management of colonies may favorably affect the 'sum
tottle' at the cessation of the flow, so we are not justified in

lightly or contemptuously ignoring any suggestions calculated
to work to the desired end and the older and more ex-
perienced the propounder of any new suggestion, the more
ready we should be to receive it with respect, and analyze, etc."

This also Is practicable and commendable, and ought to

be recognized to the very letter in the life of all mankind,
and more especially by the noble and good.

But it seems that Mr. Deacon, after reading of my method
of producing comb honey, back in 1896, did not recognize my
practical observations, as I found them, with the least shadow
of respect, more than to consider it complex and fussy, until

he read Mr. tiarizell's article in 1S97, which seems to have
waked him up from his unimproved hours of practical slum-
ber, and then he reviews the whole formula, theoretically,

and concludes that for his life he can't see that I have ad-
duced the least proof that my method was any better than
other methods. Let this be as it may, I canpot see how I

could give a more explicit explanation of the method in detail

from beginning to end than I did in the various articles in the
several bee-papers ; and if Mr. Deacon has not read them I

can't help it, and ought not to be censured as being reserved.

In presenting my method to the bee-keeping fraternity, I

endeavored honestly and truthfully to present every feature
of the system In as clear and distinct a manner as It was pos-
sible from a practical knowledge, giving accurate results by
the two methods, for the reason that the majority of apiarists
hold that more honey can be produced by the non-swarming
colonies. Mr. Harlzell also gave a statement of practical
evidence in manipulating bees by my method— that he found
it more advisable than any other method, which ought to be
proof enough for the apiarist to test the method with one col-

ony, at least, as recommended in former articles, and not
theoretically assail a system which has proved satisfactory in

practice.

But as the years roll on, and apiarists are reaping profit

by manipulating my hiving-baek method, Mr. Deacon says he
never tried Mr. Gulden's plan—and why ? for the reason that
he is thoroughly convince J (theoretically) that he would get as
much pollen as honey in the sections. He says he is sure he
could not keep it (the pollen) out, and breathes forth a little

prayer, saying, " What about the pollen ?" after previously
stating that it was beyond those new and peculiar traits of his

thinking qualities that he speaks of, how I manage to keep
pollen out of the sections. This seems to be a sticker.

I answer that, as a rule, bees deposit pollen in as close

proximity to the brood, lar\<e or eggs, as it is possible, and as
my method has neither where the caged queen remains for the
five days, neither does she deposit eggs during confinement,
the bees take the side passage and deposit their pollen in the
brood-combs, or that has been my observation, at least. How-
ever, there are exceptions to all rules—some apiarists have
found pollen deposits in sections, but I have never as yet dis-

covered one cell, in all of my experience. If sections of drawn
or partly drawn comb were placed in the supers, be^s might
deposit a few cells during a brisk gathering of pollen, for it is

a fact that bees at such a time do deposit occasional cells of

pollen above the brood in section honey.
Again, sometimes loaded bees with pollen are frequently

caught in a swarm when issuing, and they may deposit their
load at their first opportunity after hiving under the excite-
ment of the swarming-fever. I don't know that such is the
case, and the most convincing evidence that I can suggest to

Mr. Deacon is for him to practically test the method by ma-
nipulating one colony, at least, as recommended, for I don't
know how I could state facts any more convincing than I have
in previous articles.

In his closing paragraph Mr. Deacon thinks it is time we
old boys gave our inventive faculties a rest, etc. Altho I am
four years his senior, I shall not agree to his proposition, but
so long as I have the power to think, reason and work, I'll

improve the allotted time God has given me, to the good of

my fellow creature, man, and the little honey-bee. I hope that
Mr. Deacon will not become doty, and refuse to supply the
wants of his South African bees. Morgan Co., Ohio.

No. 5.—The A B C of Marketing Honey.

BY HERMAN F. MOORE.

[Continued from page 532 1

I filled Tiffin full of honey in short order, and departed
for pastures new In Fostoria, a near-by town of 5,000. Trade
was not good there, owing to abundant honey crop in the
near-by townships. Farmers brought in their honey and sold

it for anything to get tobacco money.
From there, after a short rest at home, and some recrea-

tion with the bees, I went to Toledo, the third in size in the
State. I took a young cousin with me, and together we
drummed the capital of Lucas county from one end to the
other. Here we were in a city, and as expenses were heavier
we raised our price on honey to 18 cents a pound, and pack-
ages extra. We had been selling pints or quarts, as desired,

and a large percent of our sales were pints. This was a los-

ing business, as the expense of handling so small a sale to a
family ate up the gain. We stumbled outo this fact wholly by
accident—that people buy, as a rule, whatever you offer them.

There were five of us drumming up one territory, and
most of the boys were using pint Mason jars for samples, as

they were small and convenient. One day one of the boys
(salesmen) had no pint, and of necessity took a quart Mason
Instead. He made a good day's sales, and all quarts. That
settled me ; everybody used quart samples after that, and we
quit selling pints entirely. We sold half a quart jar as a last

resort, but no mure pints. This was a considerable saving in

expense, for we had only one size of package to keep in stock.

In getting our trade we made a clean sweep of residences,
business houses, depots, elevators. In those days calling at

houses did not seem to be so overdone as now. Nearly every-
one gave us a pleasant reception at their homes. We had
good honey to sell, and most of us were clean, wholesome
young fellows.

But there are plenty of towns and cities nowadays where
an attempt to solicit from house to house will cause certain
failure. To any one meeting this condition let me say, "There
are more ways of killing a cat than by choking him with but-
ter," as grandpa used to say.

You will observe that honey is somewhat different from
other family supplies. It is not used with any degree of reg-
ularity, like potatoes or butter, consequently, the father of

the family can, and will, buy honey as readily as the lady of

the house, and, what is more to the point, is more liberal in

buying. He has the pocket-book, as a rule, and feels a nat-
ural pride In making a liberal provision. The lady too fre-

quently Is limited to just .so many dollars a week to feed the
family, and can't spare any for honey. So when such condi-
tions arise, go to the offices and business houses, ask the men
for their orders, and when they say " see my wife," explain to

them why you don't call at the houses, and they will think all

the more of you for It, and will usually give you kind atten-
tion and liberal patronage.

We made quite a little profit on beeswax. We moulded
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two-ounce cakes of nice, pure yellow beeswax, and they sold

well at 10 cents a cake. We filled our pockets with them,
and often sold 1(^> or more a day. This was 8U cents a pound,
which made a good profit.

I was much amused by a letter written to my cousin by
his father, saying that " he would better come home, as I would
be out of honey soon." That reminds me of what a policeman
said to me. Said he: "Now you know very well that nearly
all the honey here is manufactured honey " (and tried to have
me admit it). " You know it is a fact that ttiere is not enough
honey in the whole United States to supply Chicago alone."
What answer can you make to such a man ? He was almost
ready to hit me between the eyes if I did not agree with him.
I said :

" My supply of honey lasts pretty well, as I am only
selling to private families, and they only buy five or ten

pounds at a time. I never sell anything but pure honey to

my trade." The Book says: "Answer a fool according to

his folly," and you may find the best way often is to ignore
his remarks, and branch off into something interesting or in-

structive.

Recurring to the question of sending to another State for

part of your honey, 1 had several experiences in Toledo that
were somewhat interesting. I happened to run up to Chicago,
and needing some honey I dropt Into the commission-house
and lookt at two barrels of fine, white honey. I spoke for

them to be shipt to me at Toledo. When they came they were
red. It must have been Southern honey, or possibly golden-
rod. They attacht the bill of lading to a draft, so 1 paid for

the honey before seeing it. Of course I protested, and they
stood a small reduction, but that did notchange my red honey
to clover or basswood. It is a mystery how I ever got rid of

that lot of honey ; but one thing helpt me—the fact that peo-
ple prefer a honey that has a deep, strong honey flavor ; they
think they are surely getting pure honey.

Another lot of honey was sent to me by a prominent
Michigan bee-keeper. This was the strangest lot of honey I

ever saw. It was 200 pounds of comb honey in one-pound
sections. At first I thought it was extra nice and thick; it

was so thick that when broken the honey would not run out.
I took a cake of it home when I went to spend Sunday, and
our folks would not touch it; they threw it away. I sold sev-

eral cases to a grocery firm, and when they saw me (or I believe
they wrote me) they told me to take It away. I am uncertain
to this day what was the matter with that honey. It was
most beautiful in appearance, but entirely lacking In honey
smell or taste. My first thought was that it had boen kept in

a hot, dry place, and was more ripened than honey usually is.

Some of my friends said the man had fed glucose to his bees.

But I am told that bees will not store glucose.
I only go Into these matters to emphasize the importance

of greatest care In getting the honey you offer your trade.
When you sell them something they don't like, they never for-
get or forgive. One of my customers kept telling me for three
or four years that I had sold him molasses. The honey I sold
him was, I believe, Utah or Colorado alfalfa, with perhaps
half cleome or some other weed honey.

Very many people put the case thus: If you are a pro-
ducer of honey, and if you are honest, your honey must always
be good and always alike.

One of the things we must expect to do is. to educate the
people. Tell them about the different kinds of clovers, nam-
ing in particular the varieties in their immediate vicinage.
Explain to them that even the different clovers ("cousins '

I call them) give us honey with different colors, odors, flavors ;

that while there is a general similarity In different kinds of

honey, there is also a dissimilarity as between different varie-
ties of peaches, etc.

Some writers advocate selling candied honey to the public.
I believe It will never succeed on a large scale. The easiest
way, and perhaps the best, is to sell people what they want,
and not what you think would be just as well for them, and
save you some work.

The consumer judges our extracted honey by the comb
honey that suits him, naturally enough. And comb honey is

condemned by everybody when candied. Candying indicates
age at least, and a good deal of the clean-cut, strong honey-
flavor is gone when honey is In the crystallized form.

When a man takes home his purchase of honey he expects
to enjoy a few meals of it with the zest of hunger for It. Now
it must be in perfect honey condition to perfectly please his

family these first meals from the new purchase.
I think no one will claim, from the consumer's standpoint,

that honey is in perfect condition when candled. Many peo-
ple have remarkt to me that candied honey " had no taste,"
" did not taste like honey." After having the honey for a
time, the consumer is prepared for some change or other.
Nearly every article of food is subject to some material

change, usually souring or spoiling; and often when asking
a customer for another order he has said, " That honey spoilt

before I got it used up." Then I questioned him and brought
out the candied honey condition, and explanations followed.

In melting candied honey care must be taken not to over-

heat It, and always strain it through two thicknesses of

cheese-cloth. If stored In barrels slivers are often found In

honey, and occasionally a bee or ant. Nothing of this kind
should be allowed to reach your customer, as the effect Is

much like "settlings" in milk.

[To be continued.]

"Golden" Method of Producing Comb Honey.

BY .J. 8. HARTZELL.

In answer to, and for the benefit of Mr. S. A. Deacon
(whose article appeared on page 483), or any others desiring

In like manner to know of the merits of the Golden plan of

producing comb honey, I will endeavor to set forth my find-

ings in regard to the plan.

But before doing so, let me say that I had fully deter-

mined that I would not be entangled with the bees this sum-
mer on any plan, but my Intentions were thwarted, and I now
have 40 colonies on the Golden plan, and 21. colonies on the

ordinary or orthodox plan. Each method has been treated to

the best of my ability, and I have been able to hold all within

the bounds of increase.

Mr. Deacon says that neither Golden nor Hartzell, as far as

he can see, makes any comparison between swarms treated on

the Golden plan and by any of the older or ordinary methods.

Please, Mr. Deacon, read my article again. Did I not give

the amount of surplus honey obtained from my apiary, with

the number of colonies in all, and of the six on the Golden

plan at that time—what did I say concerning the one that did

the best, and also of the one doing the least? Had all colo-

nies in the yard done equal to the poorest on the Golden plan,

the surplus would almost have trebbled In the amount ob-

tained. Is that not sufficient evidence, or enough in favor of

the Golden method ?

This season will soon close, and I propose again to give

my experience for the season, and results as to surplus honey

from both the Golden and the older or orthodox plans, which
will be a final settlement with me on the plans as now In

vogue, and with only one eye open I can plainly see at present

where the most favorable results will come from.

Mr. Deacon appears to think that a swarm hived on

starters with supers placed where their name indicates— viz.:

on top—would equal a returned swarm on the Golden plan.

This is a great error, misleads, and is calculated to determine

to hold fast to the old taught theories. Practically, a swarm
returned, remember, is not going to lessen In number, but In-

crease, whilst from being hived on starters before any gain in

numbers could be produced, there would be a loss in force,

and comb to build in the brood-chamber, necessitating a loss

In honey. Then, too, hives must be bought and got In readi-

ness, and if at the beginning of the season we have as many
colonies as desired, at the " winding up" we can safely count

on twice as many.
This theory of hiving swarms on starters, and honey

going upstairs, is only partially true. Bees will have honey
and pollen In the brood-chamber, and If worker-comb cannot
be prepared fast enough for the queen to lay in, and for stor-

ing honey and pollen, the result Is drone-comb will be built

and used first for storing honey, then for rearing drones, and
I have my doubts whether drone-comb would be built to any
great extent when bees are merely securing a living from the

fields.

Mr. Deacon seems to think the Golden method can be

used only with a swarming colony. He certainly misunder-

stands. But, lyrefcriibly, I Wdnt the colony to sivarin.

In regard to pollen in sections, let me say more will ap-

pear In the sections where a single section or half-story supers

are used. Is my experience. 1 have used, this summer, several

double-tier or full-story supers, and found In one, at the time

of liberating the queen, a few cells of pollen In three sections,

and none In any others, and I attribute pollen in the sections

named to the queen being caged in the lower tier of sections,

therefore too far from the brood; but with a half-story or

single-tier supers no pollen In sections, owing, presumably, to

the cage being near the brood-nest, and the bees knowing by
instinct that there is where the pollen and the queen both

belong.
To sum up : According to my views, as experienced by

using the Golden and old or orthodox^plans this season In my
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apiary, I anticipate from the Golden plan far the best results
in securing honey.

Then, in regard to wintering, no winter-cases are needed,
no ticks or chaff cushions to be prepared and kept in order,
housed and stored during the summer. The feeder, when
needed, is always in a safe and convenient place for use, and
if the queens are to be superseded that is easily accomplisht

;

and once the hives are prepared and the number of colonies in

stock wanted, you need not fear of being tied up by not being
able to have your order for hives filled, as was the case the
past summer.

Mr. Deacon appears to appreciate, or realize, that he is

growing old, approximating three score years, and thinks Mr.
Golden nearing the same ; and that both should cast aside iu-

ventive ideas, letting the younger ones run the advance de-
partment. Can Mr. Deacon, or any one with a mind, cease
thinking? And as new ideas or thoughts enter the cranium,
our desire is, if after due deliberation they appear feasible, to
put them into practice, which tests or proves whether practical
and of value. This I deem right, and Mr. Deacon coincides
with me, for he has concluded, and I presume fully tested to
his own satisfaction at least, that his " Rapid Drawer Feeder "

is not only superior to Golden's, but any other feeder. Now,
Mr. Deacon, lay aside the various ideas that may enter your
cranium ; don't think on bettering that feeder in any way or
to improve on any of your methods in managing your apiary,
for many perplexing things present themselves daily, and our
minds must be fully at rest. Or, we must endeavor to fathom
the problem' before us. Which are we most likely to do?

Somerset Co., Pa., Aug. S.

Question on Italianizing;.

I live on the outskirts of the city, and keep bees for fun.
I have seven colonies, six on frames and one in a box. Also
three colonies six miles from here with a man to keep on
shares— >2- What I wish to find out is this :

June 5 hive No. 3 cast a big swarm. I hived them, moved
hive No. 3 to a new place, and set the new swarm on the old
stand. June 6 No. 1 cast a very large swarm. I hived and
set it in a new place, and left old hive in its old place. The
same day I sent for a queen and cut out all queen-cells In No.
1. The new queen was promist in two or three days; I

waited till the 1 1th, and no queen received, so I counter-
manded the order. I had ordered another queen which I re-
ceived June 11. I cut out the queen-cells in No. 3, and put a
cage on top of the frames ; opened it the 13th, and found they
had liberated the queen. July 15 I saw the first Italian bees'.

Since then they have iiicreast until they are nearly ali Italians.
Now we will go back to hive No. 1. I had cut out cells in

No. 1 June 6 ; June 16 I received another queen and put her
on the frames; the 18th I opened No. 1 and found the queen
liberated. I waited ever since to see Italian bees, and three
or four days ago I saw four, and none since, until to-day (Aug.
2) at noon I saw perhaps 100 out, but did not stay long. I
also saw a few yellow drones. I thought the queen must be
killed, and sent for another which I received to-day.

Why is it that no yellow bees showed up before? What
has the queen been doing all this time ? The hive should be
full of Italian bees by this time.

There is plenty of white clover all about me in fields and
by the roadside. I have lookt for bees on it 50 times, and
have never seen but two bees on white clover.

I do not know what to do with my new queen. I have a
12-story hive nearly full. I suppose I might take it o£f and
give the queen and make a new colony, but I have more than
I want now. Massachusetts.

Answer.—No. 1 swarmed June 6, and on that same day
you cut out the queen-cells. The probability is that there
were plenty of eggs present, as also brood in all stages. That
would allow the bees to rear a young queen, and the young
queen would depose the queen introduced and assume the
reins of government. That is what one would most naturally
expect. It may be, however, that the color of the young bees
showed clearly that they were the progeny of the queen you

introduced. In that case the probability is that for some time
the bees kept the new queen balled /or a time, and then she
may not have begun laying for a number of days. Such delay
on the part of a queen introduced is not so very unusual.

It is quite possible that eggs were laid earlier than you
suppose. From what you say, it appears that you depended
on seeing the young bees outside, without looking into the
hive. Young bees do not commence field- work till about 16
days old, so you would not see any of the new bees outside for
two weeks after plenty of them may have been inside, unless
you happened to be at the hive when they were having their

play-spell.

Perliapi " Barc-IIeadcd " Bees.

I have 30 colonies in modern hives, all in good condition,
only in looking through them I found in a few of them some
unsealed brood that seemed to be dead. Some of It was turned
wrong end out, and that that was right end out (head) had
pink eyes. It is all full size, and very tender. What can be
the matter with them ? I never had any experience with foul
brood, and do not want any.

There has been no surplus honey in this part of the coun-
try this season— too much rain. We look for a fine honey-flow
this fail when the yellow blossom and smart-weed bloom. The
nights are too cool now for anything but sickness.

I get a great deal of information out of the American Bee
Journal. Missouri.

AN.SWER.—Probably yours is a case of what is called
'bare-headed bees." If so, the brood is all right, altho It may
appear dead. It Is motionless but not dead, and you will find

that in due time it will hatch all right. Just why it is thai
sometimes patches of these bare-headed bees occur, bee-keep-
ers are not agreed. I feel pretty sure, however, that the wax-
worm has something to do with it. Ofts'n I have seen a row
of these unsealed larv;e in just such shape as one would ex-

pect where the gallery of a worm had been run through the
cappings, and you will probibly find that bare-headed bees are
much more common with blacks than Italians, as Italians do
not allow the presence of worms to the same extent as blacks.

Closed-End Frames—Enameled Cloth

—

Long-Idea Hive, Ete.

1. If I understand correctly, "Common Sense Bee-Keep-
ing " condemns the bee-space between the frame end-bars and
the hive wall, so as to have the frames close to the latter.

Wouldn't there be great danger of crushing bees aud queens
in handling such frames, besides the general dilBculty to get
them in and out ?

2. Do you use an enameled cloth on top of the sections,

also frames in hives ? and do you think it such an essential

and necessary attribute to the bees' comfort ?

3. What kind of a hive is the " Long Idea Hive "? and
how is it constructed? Where did it originate? I never
found it mentioned in any of the catalogs.

4. On page 139, the " Lareese escape " is recomm3nded
for getting the bees out of supers. In what way is this one
different from the Porter escape ? Is it preferable ?

5. Which is the better, tin or zinc rabbets? Prank
Benton, in Gov. Bui. No. 1, "The Honey-Bee," a manual of

instruction in apiculture, gives preference to tin rabbets with-
out giving any reason for his assertion. Are they one
chemically ?

6. How are observation hives constructed, generally, with
one or more frames? with glass on one or both sides? I do
not recollect having seen one.

7. What color is borage honey— white or amber ? Bees
are working on it from morn to night.

8. You certainly have some knowledge about the fuchsia
flowers. Do they contain sufficient nectar to guarantee some
bee-pasturage ? Which is preferred, the single or the double ?

9. J. S. Sleeth, on page 414, askt what caused the bees
to discharge feces of the color of dandelions in large blotches,

etc. As I had the same occurrence last fall, aud again lately

just after dividing, that the bees of the newly-made colony
were bespattering the front of the hive when coming out

—

(but my bees didn't roll over and die)— I accounted for it as a
usual happening after overfilling with honey to follow it up
with some diarrhea ; or that it was the cause of robber bees.

Can you give me more light on it? California.

Answers.— 1. Yes, they require care in handling.
2. Since using flat board covers I have used no enameled

cloth, or cloth of any kiud. It is warmer in cold weather with
the cloth, and it is a protection in hot weather against the sun,
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but the advantages are overbalanced b; the trouble and the
daubing with beeglue.

3. The " long-idea hive " is what may be called a horizon-

tal hive, like the lager hive of the Germans or the Layens hive

of the French. Simply make any hive large enough to con-
tain 20 frames, more or less, and you have a long-Idea hive.

No second story is used, and the surplus frames are at one or

both sides of the brood-frames. It was first advocated in this

country some years ago by a bee-keeper in Kentucky, and I

think Is not listed in catalogs.
4. J. S. Reese perhaps deserves chief credit for bringing

to the notice of the public the bee-escape for clearing supers.

He used a cone escape. W. G. Larrabee improved it by making
a series of horizontal cones, somewhat after the manner of a

set-net for fishing. The editor of Gleanings, desiring to give
credit to both men, combined their names, calling it the La-
Keese or "Lareese" escape. I don't find it now in the Root
catalog. For use under or over a pile of supers it is better, In

my opinion, than the ordinary Porter escape, but it may be
that the honey-house Porter escape is just as good.

5. Tin Is generally used, perhaps because cheaper. I don't
know that there's any other diflference.

6. You will find an observatory hive Illustrated in Root's
A B C of Bee-Culture, and in Langstroth's book. Simply make
a hive of one frame with glass on two sides.

7. I don't remember to have seen the color of borage honey
given. Unless a honey-plant is so abundant that bees work on
it almost exclusively, it is very hard to tell -auch about the
honey. There are a good many plants that are csnsidered
good honey-plants from the fact that bees are seen busily

working on them, but no one knows just what the honey is

like, because it has not been obtained unmixt with other honey.
if your bees have much of It to work on possibly you may be
able to tell us about it.

8. Practically I know nothing about the fuchsia as a
honey-plant. I have a plant some six feet high with hundreds
of blossoms on It, and altho while in the house in the winter
I've seen drops of honey falling from it, I have never seen a
bee on it outdoors. What it might do in your California if

present on a large scale is another question. At a guess I

should say it would be a good hooey-plant, but would not pay
for cultivation. Very likely the single variety would be better

than the double. Thai's the general rule with any plant.

9. The bees discharge their excrement In the way men-
tioned after being confined for some time, and also sometimes
under unusual excitement, the latter probably in the case you
mention.

Demented willi Bee-Fever.

I have the bee-fever real bad, from hearing my mother-
in-law talk about some bees which were once kept by her
father, down in Georgia. She says there is money in it, and
talkt so about It I soon took the fever, and nothing must do
but I must go bee-keeping, for she is awfully fond of all kinds
•of sweet things, when ihey are not too sour, like jams and
syrups, so I know she will like to eat the honey if I take the
fever—and don't get stung up too much by the "king-bee"
when the time comes to take the honey off the " gum," so that
I won't quit the business from being stung and give up trying
to produce honey before I make a success of the business.

And so, to know a little more before I embark, I want to ask
some questions

:

1. How can I knock out the moth from killing the bees
and eating up all the honey before I can get some for my
mother-in-law and the balance of the family, and also some to

sell at the store ?

\i. Also, If I wear a red shirt (which I almost always do),

will it act on the " king-bee " like a red rag does on a bull, and
makes him mad so he will come out and go to fighting and
stinging me ?

8. Mr. Johnson, who is a carpenter and wheelwright, has
some bees about three miles from here, and says there Is only
one " king " in a "gum," and he starts the fuss and the others
follow up, and that's how a person gets stung all up while
.taking honey, unless he kills ihem all with sulphur, which 1

don't want to do if I can help it. 1 know there are two kinds
of honey in a gum—one comb honey and tje other extracted
honey. I will try to produce comb honey, as it looks more as

if bees made It. But Mr. Johnson says comb honey is apt to

break down unless you stick wires through it.

3. How do you stick the wires throuifh the comb honey
before you sell it? And must It be galvanized wire ? What
is the right size to stick through ?

4. I heard there are two kinds of bees—the honoy-bee and
the Italian bee—which Is the best kind forstoring sweethoney
from the flowers ?

I will wear heavy gloves and thick overcoat, and a wire
hat over my face, when I take the honey in the fall of the
year, so the "king-bee" can't get his stinger through and
start a fuss in the " gum." I am very anxious to start bee-
keeping, but want to know how to manage the bee-moth be-

fore he eats up the honey and I get ready to take it.

Virginia.
Answers.— 1. One way Is to catch the moths, cut off all

their wings on one side, carry them three miles from the
apiary, and then they can't find the way back. But that's too
much trouble. A better way is to have very strong colonies.

It's the weak colonies that give a foot-hold for moths. If you
have Italian bees, even a rather weak colony will keep the
moth at bay. I've seen woolen cloth that was moth-eaten, but
never honey. I think the larvae of the bee-moth never eat
honey, only wax.

2. I wouldn't advise you to take off your red shirt. The
bees might sting you a good deal worse If you had no shirt on.

I think a white shirt would be better than a red one, and black
is the worst.

3. Mr. Johnson has got mixt up about sticking wires
through honey. Its rock candy he's thinking of, which
doesn't have wire, but thread stuck through It. I wouldn't
stick wire in the honey, but try to find some other way to kill

off the mother-in-law without feeding her on wire. If yoii

must use wire, pieces an inch long would be about the right

size. She's more likely to strangle on them than on pieces of

smaller size.

4. Get the combined article, the Italian honey-bee.
If there's anything more I can do to help you, don't hesi-

tate to write.

Bee-Keeping in Puerto Rieo.

We will have scarcely any surplus honey here this year,
but bees are in good condition.

Can you give any information in regard to bee-keeping in

Puerto Rico ? I see it stated that there Is exported from there
one million dollars' worth of honey per year. What effect will

it have on our market if Puerto Rico becomes a part of the
United States ? Would their honey come to the United States

free of duty ? Virginia.

Answer.— I know nothing about bee-keeping in Puerto
Rico, but it is likely somewhat the same as in Cuba. When
Puerto Rico becomes a part of the Uuited States, undoubtedly
the rest of the United States must stand the competition of its

honey without any duty. If honey can be produced there
cheaper than elsewhere, by all means that production should
be encouraged, just as we should encourage its production in

Wisconsin or California. If Puerto Rico becomes part of the

United States, it will be because we started out to give Spain
a thrashing for bullying Cuba, and we mustn't go back on that

unselfish spirit by doing anything to handicap Puerto Rico.

Colony on Crost Combs.

What shall a beginner do with a colony of bees that is in

a frame-hive, but the combs crost and warpt every way, only
one straight comb in the whole hive. Should I transfer them ?

1 have a new hive on top with three good frames of honey ;

the five I took out and put in empty frames with starters, and
they have them workt almost down. I had them last year but
didn't have the American Bee Journal, and so didn't get a
pound of surplus honey. This year I got 100 pounds. Since

I have the Bee Journal I am learning more than I did last

year. Beginner.

Answer.—Better leave them right where they are till next
year. It is possible that if transferred now they might come
out all right, but if there's little fall honey they would per-

haps not be in good shape to stand the winter, and in any case
they will likely winter better where they are than to be
changed so late In the season. Very likely you did better for

having the Bee Journal, but the season may have had some-
thing to do with your getting 100 pounds more than last year.

You are fortunate, as most bee-keepers are complaining of

poor yields this year.

Tlie Xanies and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now fikiug the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the lime to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.
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sity. He is the only man who taught us how to keep bees
after some developt manner. He wrote a work on bee cul-
ture, and I am very glad to announce that I am the publisher,
and have the honor to distribute this valuable book. Iths
now reacht the third edition, and you can guess how eager
people are to grasp Western knowledge on this subject

Our Agricultural Department imported some Italian bees,
but we are sorry to say that It Is not a success, except in

Ogasawara—a remote island In Japan. If we put two hives,

one with Italian and the other Japanese native bees, the
former is stronger and steals honey from the Japanese hive,
and at last the Italian kills the latter. But the latter endures
the winter season best, and the failure comes from this fact.

We are told that we would better cross the Italian with Jap-
anese bees, and we are going to try it this or next season. VVe
have some native bees, and wish to let apiculture become more
prosperous.

We have an agricultural magazine called the Popular
Agriculturist, and will try to do something on this line. We
mail you in a separate package a copy of Prof. Tamari's
work, and a copy of our poor journal.

Yours truly, J. Ikeda.

J. Ikeda & Co. are seed growers and publishers of books

for the farm and garden In Japan. They issue a work in four

volumes, called "Useful Plants of Japan," containing descrip-

tions of over 1,000 plants with names in Latin, Japanese
and Chinese, and carefully Illustrated in proper colors. Ikeda

& Co. must be an enterprising firm.

Honey-De^ is reported by many this year as being

unusually plentiful, in someeases sectlonsof white honey being

more or less tainted by It. Regarding the danger of having it

for winter bee-food, the editor of Gleanings says :

But perhaps some of you may say, " What am I going to

do if I find some of the stuff In the brood-frames ?" I would do
nothing about it at all—just leave it there. Our knowledge
of wintering has progrest so far since 188.5 that I believe
the majority of bee-keepers will be able to winter their bees
on this food almost as successfully, perhaps, as on the best
sugar syrup. Indeed, I am coming to believe that the food
has less to do with successful wintering than we formerly
supposed it had ; for we have for years wintered our bees suc-
cessfully on all sorts of stuff, even including the vile " bug-
juice" of which we had so much in our hives during the win-
ter of 1884. The loss that year was only 5 percent, and
there were heavier losses that year, attributed to honey-dew,
than any year since 1881.

On the origin of honey-dew. Editor Root has this to say

for the benefit of the newer readers :

It Is a secretion or excretion usually found on the leaves
of trees ; and in most cases it is the product of an insect. This
saccharine matter sooietimes dries on the leaves. After a
light rain it is moistened, and then the bees will roar around
the trees and tumble Into the entrances as if they were work-
ing on basswood. If the storm continues the sticky stuff will

be washt off the leaves, and the poor bees will be humming
around for that which has suddenly disappeared ; and thou,
my, oh my ! how they will sting ! ji.st as if you and I were to
blame !

This peculiar secretion is usually found on the leaves of
maple-trees. In such cases It comes from the maple-bark
louse. Sometimes It is present on the leaves of hickory, and
then, again, on low-spreading bushes. Whether the Insects
deposit It or not, this peculiar kind of "dew " sometimes fall

in the form of spray, and many and many a time the sidewalk
under the trees will be markt or spotted with the "juice."

Honey-dew was formerly supposed to be a real dew from
heaven, hence Its name ; but it is now known that the greater
part of it is the product (or, more properly speaking, perhaps,
excreta) of insects. But there Is a kind of honey-dew that is

a secretion from certain fungi, and also the leaves of certain
plants. That this Is true is proven without doubt.

Side-issues In Class-Journals.—The editor of

the Bee-Keepers' Review, speaking of matters other than bee-

matters in bee-papers, says : "A little touch of them occa-

sionally, like pepper In our food, may be all right, but the

less the better." Which probably expresses the views of most

readers.

Mr. M. H. Hunt, one of Michigan's bee-supply dealers,
In Wayne Co., wrote us Aug. 17 :

"The season has been a good one with us In the supply
business, but the honey croj) Is short."

Mr. E. Kretchmer, of Montgomery Co., Iowa, writing us
Aug. 11, said: " Bees have done nothing in this part of the
country." That seems to be the report from quite a number
of localities this year. Too bad, but " what can"t be cured
must be endured," and trust that a better season may follow.

Mr. L. Kreutzinger, of Chicago, had his annual " honey
harvest gathering" at his home apiary last Saturday after-

noon, Aug. 27. He has about 125 colonies in this apiary,
and about 100 in an out-apiary. Next week we hope to have
more to say about Mr. Kreutzlnger's " honey harvest " and
crop.

Mr. W. H. Lewis, of British Columbia, writing us July
26, said:

"There are not a greatmany bee-keepers In this Province.
Last year there was no surplus honey ; this year every one
has a little. J don't think it much of a bee-country on account
of cold, wet springs."

The Leahy Mfg. Co. report that during the past year
they have sold " 22,000 hives, counting l}^ stories to each ;

500,000 frames of all descriptions ; 3,000 smokers, and a
little over 3,000,000 sections." They are planning to en-
large for another year, by adding about $2,000 worth of

machinery, and doubling their present factory capacity. They
will thus try to avoid working more than 10 hours a day In

the busiest part of the season.

General Greely's 278 Days of Death.—The true
story of those 278 days of suffering by Greely's heroic little

band of explorers In the arctic regioij has been told by Gen.
Greely himself, for the first time, for the October Ladies'

Home Journal. For years Gen. Greely has kept an unbroken
silence about his fearful experience and that of his compan-
ions, as they dropt dead one by one at his side, and it was
only after the greatest persuasion that the famous explorer
was induced to write the story.

Mrs. L. Harrison, of Peoria Co., 111., writes thus for

Gleanings on the subject of " facing goods :"

" Let's have none, be It apples, potatoes or honey. I

bought fancy Ben Davis apples for a Christmas-tree in the
South, and was chagrined to find that they were only ' faced.'

I was willing to pay the price for ' fancy ' for the whole pack-
age."

Heaven must be a nice place. There'll be no deception
there. But why not have a foretaste of Heaven here :'

Mr. M. P. Fichtenmay'er, of Bristol Co., Mass., wrote us

as follows July 20, when sending a new subscriber for a year :

" Knowing well your efforts in apiculture, I will try to

send you one new subscriber every year, as I know they will

be satisfied with your journal as well as 1 am. I hope every
one will help you along."

Thank you, Mr. F. Just think what a list we would have
if eutri/ reader would do as you are doing ! Why, the number
of the Bee Journal readers would just double every year.

Wouldn't that be splendid ?

Mr. H. Galloway, of Skagit Co., Wash., Is one of the

hustling kind of bee-keepers. When sending another new
subscriber lately, he said :

" I think this makes four new subscribers that I have
sent you. If the rest of the readers would do as well I think

you would have the required number the old American Bee
Journal Is worthy of. Let every reader of the American Bee
Journal send Editor York four new subscribers before Jan. 1,
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and see what a smile he will have on his face when he goes
home to that wife of his."

Yes, Mr. Galloway, that would be a great smile-producer.
If we had four or five times the present number of regular
subscribers, we would—well, we would do a number of the
things we have been aching to do iu connection with the
American Bee Journal. But if each one can't send four yearly
subscribers, then send two besides your own renewal. That
would make three times our present list—enough to put in at
least two of the biggest improvements in the old American
Bee Journal that we have had in mind for several years.

Two-Pound Plain Sections are made by Geo. O. Morris
by taking two one-pound sections, putting a sheet of founda-
tion between them, and then pressing together.— Gleanings.

Snow-White" or Cream-Colored. Sections.— G. K. Hub-
bard is endorst by Review and Gleanings in saying that It is

not consumers but bee-keepers that demand such white sec-
tions, honey looking nicer and whiter in the darker wood.

Arranging the Brood-Nest for Winter.—When the four
central combs contain little honey, the outer combs on each
side having the bulk of it, Mr. Doolittle often puts the four
central ones at one side and the combs with honey at the
other. That prevents the bees being stranded in winter atone
side while there is plenty of honey at the other.— Progressive
Bee-Keeper.

Pacific Bee-Papers.—They never live long. The Fresno
County Bee-Keepers' Association voted money out of its treas-
ury to pay for "our California newspaper " on the generous
terms offered by the publisher. Months have past, and no
publisher, paper, nor money has been located yet. J guess
California soil or climate is not good for such literature.—
W. A. H. Gllstrap, in Gleanings.

Must Read the Bee-Papers.—The editor of American
Bee-Keeper has a distinct conviction that a bee-keeper must
take one or more bee-papers If he would keep up with the pro-
cession. He says

:
" In conversation with an up-to-date man,

a bee-keeper who neglects to read the journals devoted to his
interests, will invariably ' give himself away ' in the opening
sentence. There is no disguising a ' back number." "

Drone-Rearing in Swarms with Young Queens.—Re-
ferring to a question by C. Theilmann in this paper, asking
whether any one had ever known drone-comb built the first
day of swarming wlih a young prolific queen, or drone-brood
reared the first two or three days. Editor Hill, of the Ameri-
can Bee-Keeper, is anxious to hear whether such a thing ever
occurred under the conditions named, within three weeks
after hiving.

Prevention of Swarming.— " With the Heddon hive you
can have the lower story on the bottom-board all the season,
and put another story of combsor foundation on this one when
the hive becomes sufficiently crowded, and you will have prac-
tically no swarming," says W. A. H. Gilstrap in Gleanings.
" After the swarming fever commences the only way I know
of to stop it at once is to kill the bees or close the hive so they
cannot fly. . . .My bees will not carry honey up-stairs a la Hed-
don wheu the cases of the brood-chamber are alternated."

Shall AH Farmers Keep Bees?—Somnambulist, in the
Progressive Bee-Keeper, refers to the question on this point
in the Question-Box of this paper, and quotes "We will be
what we icWt to be." " Caji every one be a bee-keeper ? Just
as well ask. Can every one be a doctor, lawyer, minister, mer-
chant, or any other thing he might desire ?" Referring to the
importance of bees as fertilizers, Somnambulist says :

"Will not the same bees, in the hands of a specialist, ac-
complish as much in the way of fertilization, as tho they be-
longed to the separate farmers of the neighborhood ?

Then why not relegate the whole business to the skilled hands
of the apiarist, who will not only make the most of the re-

sources, but will many times save to the neighborhood whole
apiaries that would have died of starvation had they been sit-

ting around in out-of-the-way corners waiting for the over-
crowded farmer to think of them and their needs."

Some Rich Advice.—The American Bee-Keeper gives a
clipping from an agricultural journal as a sample of the bee-
lore therein contained, and follows it with some remarks
about " visionary amateur " and " delirium tremens." It will

bear reading more than once :
" Iu the spring and summer

provide the bees with plenty of hoaey-makiug food and pure
water, and do not keep them near orchards on which insecti-
cides are used. A field of Alsike, white or crimson clover,
with a flower garden near by, will remove all necessity for the
bees seeking the orchards for nectar."

A Pretty Picture of an Evening in Cuba, with a refer-

ence to the music of an apiary at night which will thrill every
uenuine bee-keeper, is thus given in an editorial in American
Bee-Keeper:

" When the brilliant hues of sunset had faded from the
mountain peaks, and in their stead a craggy outline of the
southern horizon was dimly seen through the shades of night,

and the doleful sounds of the tom-tom from the slave quarters
of a distant plantation came faintly upon a zephyr from the
sea, gently rustling the coarse leaves of the towering palms,
then it was, after a day of active work in the apiary, we re-

turned again, to hear the one familiar sound—that of an
apiary at night. No sweeter music ever fell upon more ap-
preciative ears. There is something akin to magic in the in-

fluence of this sound ' like rushing waters '— the rapid vibra-
tions of a million wings—and the odor of nectar upon the air,

by which a bee-keeper is instantly translated from this ordi-

nary old world of ours, through spontaneous meditation, to

another realm. It is the voice of success— the hum of pros-
perity—which captivates the mind, and he becomes for the
time monarch of the municipalities represented."

Finding the Queen.—The Progressive Bee-Keeper has
some good hints from Messrs. Aikin and Doolittle. Aikin says
avoid much smoke, jarring, or anything to make bees run or
leave the combs. Commence lifting out the combs next to

yon, and before looking at the comb you lift out, look first

over the face of the next comb. Often you'll see the queen on
that, when you can quickly put down the comb you have and
secure the queen. Doolittle says take an empty hive, or pref-

erably a light box, and set the frames In this as you take them
out, setting the first frame on the further side from you, next
close to it, and so on. That gives a chance to see if the queen
has been left In the hive, and the order of placing gives a
chance to glance over the sides of the frames in the box before
lifting out, as you give them a second search in putting back
into the hive. Hold the frame well from you, so as to be able

to glance over the whole of the comb at one glance. Holding
the comb obliquely will also help, a larger part of the comb
coming In the field of vision, and the abdomen of the queen
showing better at a side glance that if you look square upon
her back.

Nature's Plan of Enlarging the Brood-Nest —Advis-
ing a beginner how he might become a successful bee-keeper,
G. M. Doolittle, in Gleanings, instructs to shut off with a
division-board as many brood-combs as the bees can cover,

and when these are filled with eggs part them in the middle,
and insert a comb of honey with the sealing broken, and in a
few days this will be filled. "Thus it will be seen that. In-

stead of the queen laying her eggs ou the outside of the clus-

ter, she lays them in the center of the brood-nest, where they
should be." A Stray Straw (July 15) says: "That 'where
they should be ' raises the question whether Nature's plan of
enlarging the brood-nest in spring is all wrong. To this Mr.
Doolittle replies

:

"Say, Doctor, what is Nature's plan of brood-rearing?
Where are the first eggs deposited— in the center of the clus-

ter, or on the outside of it ? ' Ah !' I hear you saying, ' in the
center, always.' Then that's Nature's way, is it not? And
the queen would lay all of her eggs there every time were it not
that, as the brood increases, she is obliged to lay her eggs in

the next nearest cells to those in which she laid the first, and
so on and on, keeping just as near the center at all times as
possible, consistent with those already iu the cells. To prove
your point. Doctor, you must show that the queen would
naturally lay the very first eggs of the season on the outside
of the cluster or brood-nest. Can you so prove?"
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'FOR THE READERS OF THE
AiniERICAIV BEE JOURIMAL.

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING,
WITH

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
By Mr. C. N. White, of England,
Author of Bees and BeeKeeplng," " Pleasurable Bee-Keeping. " etc.

Mr. White Is owner of one of the largest apiaries In the
country where he lives, and has made a life study of the sub-
ject. He is also lecturer, under the Technical Education
Scheme, to several County Councils in England. He will treat

the subject in a

Series of Mue Illustrated Articles

:

I. General and Introdiictor}'. 4. ^iTarniins.
2* Bees. 5. Hlveti.
3. Handling Bees. 6. Kouudation.

7. Snpprlns;.
8. DlseawpN.
». Wlnlerlng

This Is a series of practical articles that bee-keepers of
the United States will not want to miss reading. They will

appear only In the American Bee Journal.
We want our present readers to begin at once to get their

neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the Bee Journal for the
last six months of 1898, and thus read the articles by Mr.
White. In order that all may be able to take advantage of
this rare opportunity to learn from a successful and practical
English authority on bee-keeping, we will send the American
Bee Journal for

The balance of l§9S for only 40 cents—
To a NEW Subscriber—thus making it

SIX MONTHS FOR ONLY
FORTY CENTS-

Which can be sent in stamps or silver. If you are a subscriber
already, show the offer to your bee-keeping neighbors, or get
their subscriptions, and we will give you, for your trouble,

your choice of one of the following list, for each new 40-cent
subscriber you send

:

For Sending ONE New 40-cent Sub§cribcr:

1 Wood Binder for a Year's Bee
Journals

2 Queen-Cllpplnir Device
3 HaDdbook of Health— Dr. Foote
4 Poultry for Market -Fan, Field
5 Turkeys lor Market—Fin Field
6 Our Poultry Doctor— Fan Field
7 Capons and Caponiziiig— Field
8 Kendall's Horse-Hook
9 Mullen's Horse- Book

10 Foul Brood-by Dr. Howard
11 Silo and Silage—by Prot. Cook
12 Foul Brood Treatment — by

Prof. Cheshire
1.3 Foul Brood -by A R Kohnke
11 Muth's Practical Hints to Bee-

Keepers
15 15 Honey as Food" Pamph-

lets
16 Rural Life

For Sending TWO New 40-cent Subscribers:

1 Potato Culture—by T. B. Terry
2 Green's F^our B'-'oks
3 Ropp's f^ommereial Calculator
4 Dr. Tinker's Bee- Keeping for

Profit
5 40 "Honey as Food" Pamphlets
6 WlnterPr'oolemln Bee-Keeplng

—by Pierce

7 Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee-
Culture

8 Dr Brown's 'Bee-Keeplng for
Beginners"

9 Blencn Kullur—German
10 Bees and Honey-160 pages—

by Newman
11 People's Atlas of the World

All New Subscriptions Begin Jul}- I.

Please remember that all the above premiums are offered

only to those who are now subscribers, and who will send in

new ones. A new subscriber at -iO cents cannot also claim a
premium.

Now, let every one go to work, and help roll up the largest

list of subscribers the old American Bee Journal ever had. It

can easily be done if all who possibly can get a few new
subscribers will kindly do so.

CEORGE W. YORK &, CO.,
118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL

Be It Known
To all ITIeii, we are prepared
to lill orders promptly lor

CHOICE QUEENS ^tA?.ns^o^
Oolden or Leatlier-Colured Italian^....

Tested $1 00: Untested—one. 75o; three,
$1.50. After July 1, 50e each. Remit by Ex-
press Money Order, payable at Barnum. Wis.
One and two-cent stamps taken. Address.

25Atf BARNUiTI, WIN.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Sblpplng-
Cases-everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled nromptly.
Send for catalog Jll^\tSllTA BEB-
KEEPERS' SITPLY MF«. Cd., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^°'-i:!^^^'>^
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Kipping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining. Dadoing
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalogroe Free.

SElSBriA FALIiS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St 8BNE0A FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

RFF.?^? Florida ltalm„ ((llFF^ST

Tested Queens, $1.00 each; Untested, oOc.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. L. CARRI^GTO^,
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

In the multitude of counsellors there' is

safety.—Prov. U-14.

An Average Crop of Honey.

f'

r Query 81.— 1. What do you consider an
average crop of honey In your locality lor the
past 25 years ';

2. What would be an average honey crop in

your locality tor an apiary of 250 colonies ':'—

N. Y.

E. S. Lovesy (Utah)— 1 and 2. From
60 to 70 pounds.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)— 1 and 2.

About 30 pounds.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. 50 pounds per col-

ony. 2. About one-half that much.

W. G. Larrabee (Vt.)— 1. 40 pounds
per colony. 2. Probably a little less.

Emerson T. Abbott (Mo.)— 1 and 2. I

am not posted with regard to the matter.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)— 1. 40 pounds,
and growing less yearly. 2. I don't
know.

R. C. Aikin (Colo.)— 1. This country
has not been settled so long. 2. Prob-
ably 40 pounds.

G. W. Ddmarre (Ky.)— 1. It is only a
guess—a gues> with me—40 or 50
pounds to the full colony. 2. I think

California
If you care to know of Ita Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, cend for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL,

^ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplnultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
for bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Piickel Plate Kxcursion to
Boston.

Tickets on sale for trains leaving Chi-
cago .Sept. 1 to 18, inclusive, at rate of

.•SlH.dO for the round-trip, and good re-

turning until Sept. 30. Also cheap rates

to all points East. Vestibuled sleeping-

cars to Boston, and solid train to New
York. Rales lower than via other lines.

For further information call on or ad-
dress, J. Y. Calahan, General Agent,
111 Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone
Main 33 ^i'. 60-32-6)
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Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements po that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5Ib lOIb 251b 50ft
Sweet Clover 60 11.00 12.25 Jl.OO
Alsike Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by freight.
Tour orders are solicited.

QEOBOB W. YORK & CO ,

118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

Qneens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens in April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested, 75c. Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at J2 00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5. on. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROWELL,
8Att GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
iree. Walter 8. Ponder,

"Vtf'^' ])oVDttt'5 fuf ' iNDiANApoms, Indiana,
Please mention Bee Journal when -WTiting.

THE :PXj-i5^CE
TO GET YOUR

ZVt QUEENS ZXt
le of H. G. QCIRIN, of Bellevue, Ohio.

Ten years' experience with the best of metb-
ods aDd breeders enables bltn to furnish the
best of Queens—GoldcQ Italian— Dooilttle's
Btrain—warranted purely mated, 50c; 6 for
83 75. Leather Colored same price. Safe arri-
val. No postage stamps wanted. 23A16t
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-page Catalog of my Specialties, and

Root's Goods at their prices. 1 carry a
full line of Bee-Keepers' mpplies, and can
ship promptly. Catalog Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Premont, Rlicli.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

ltlllf1/(!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'lUlll IS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas, F. Math & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when \vr)ting.

Meeting: of Sovereign Grand
Lodge, I.O.O.F., Boston,

Mass., Sept. 19 to 24,
Inclusive.

For this occasion the Nickel Plate
Road will sell tickets at rate of one fare
for the round-trip. Tickets on sale Sept,
16 to 18, Inclusive, good returning until

Sept. 30, inclusive. For particulars, ad-
dress J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago, III. Telephone
Main 3389. (59-32-6)

250 colonies are too many for my
locality in one apiary ; I don't know
how they would succeed.

E. France (Wis.)— 1. About 50 pounds
of extracted. 2. I never tried so many
in one apiary.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)— 1. 50 pounds,
if properly managed. 2. If kept In one
apiary, 10 pounds.

Mrs. L. Harrison (III.)— 2. In this
locality there should never be more than
100 colonies in one place.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)— I think it is

put, for the time bees have been kept
here, at about 75 pounds.

Dr. C. C. Miller (III.)— 1. At a guess
somewhere from 25 to 30 pounds. 2.

Considerably less than nothing.

R. L. Tayl()r(Mich)— 1. 40 pounds of
comb honey for good colonies. 2. 40
pounds a colony if they were good colo-
nies.

Mrs. J. M. Null (Mo.)— 1. Extracted,
60 to 100 pounds ; comb, 35 to 60
pounds. 2. A distance of a few miles
sometimes doubles the crop,

Chas. Dadant & Son (III.)— 1. 50
pounds per colony, or thereabout, of ex-
tracted honey. 2. We would not think
of keeping 250 colonies in one apiary.

J. E. Pond (Mass.)— 1 and 2. I have
given no attention to the matter, and
don't know; but not enough bees are
kept within miles of myself to make an
answer of any value.

J. A. Green (III.)— 1. At a guess I

should say 25 pounds. 2. In an apiary
of that size I should not expect the aver-
age to go any higher than the general
average of the locality, perhaps less.

G. M. Doollttle (N. Y.)— 1. -75 to 90
pounds. My average has been not far
from SO pounds for the past 80 years.
2. 250 colonies would be likely to over-
stock any locality, if placed all together.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)— 1. In accord
with best information I can obtain, 100
pounds per colony where bees are in the
hands of practical beekeepers. 2. 250
colonies would be 25,000 pounds an-
nually.

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)— 1. Where the bees
are properly handled, 75 poundsof comb,
or 125 pounds of extracted. But the
number who attain to those figures, on
an average, are exceedingly few. 2. I

don't know, but it would usually made a
big difference.

O. O. Poppleton (Fla.)— 1. I cannot
answer, as my locality has not been set-

tled by white men anywhere near 25
years—not long enough to make an esti-

mate, but not to exceed 100 pounds. 2.

I do not know. No such size of apiaries
has ever been kept in this section.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)— 1. That is a
poser. Taking bee-keepers as they are,
with the methods that have been fol-

lowed, I think that the average has not
been more than 25 pounds. Yet I have
sometimes gotten more than 100
pounds. 2. I think an apiary of 250
colonies would starve.

C. H. Dibbern (III.)—My average has
been about 40 pounds of comb honey

;

some seasons a good deal more, but some
seasons none at all. 2. 250 colonies
would overstock my locality, as I have
found by experience, and that would
likely bring the average down to 10
pounds.

D. W. Heise (Ont.)— 1. The average
with me for the past five years Is 69

DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
ping device is a fine thing
for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 25 cents; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

Li^^^ sending us ONE NEW sub-
S^^^s' scriber to the Bee Journal
for a year at .$1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

Geo. W. York & Co., 118 Mich. St.. Chicago.IU.

are worth looking:
at. We are mak-'OUR PRICES

mg the new
Champion Cliatt-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
youS$»»

K. H. SCH-IIIDT & CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when ^VTiting.

The American Poultry Journal,
325 DE-lRiSORA' ST..

CHICAGO, - ILL.

Aliiiirnal '''*' '* over a quarter of a cent-
JUIIl lldl ury old and is still growing must

possess Intrinsic merit of its ovvn, and Its

field must he a valuable one.

Such Is the American KA i>niit« n vftar
Poultry Journal. wV ICIIIS A Jtdl.

Farm Bee-KeeDina:.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclusively in the in-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publisht by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for kree s.4Mpi,e copy now.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read what J. I. PARENT.of

Ch a rlton. N. Y.. Bays—"W e
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
5U chaff hives with 7-ln. cap,
l<Xi honey-raclis, SKt broad
frames, 2,(«hj honey-boies
and a Kreat deal of other
work. This winter we have
doable the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do It with this Saw.
It will do all you say it will.
Catalogue and Price - Jjist

Free. Address, W. F. &, JOHN BARNES,
4.sCtf No. 99.'i Ruby St.. Rocbford. III.

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
asre and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is full.y covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells

you all about Oaliroriiia Aarlcultiire and
Hortlculiiire. 11.00 per Year; SU Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RURAI. CALIFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, CALir.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are Intere.sted In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published In

the tJnlted States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^^^
has a hobby which is the sheep breederand
Ills Industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, • • Chicago
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HONEY***
It you want Colorado Alfalfa. Sweet Clover

and Cleomehoney —comb or extracted—corre-

spond wlih the Secretary of the Colorado

State BeeKeeperB' Association. Our Honey
ranks hi^h in quaUly. Car lots a specialty.

Address F. KAIICHFUSS, Elyrla, Colo.

31Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Laying aside all spt.'(iil:ition these remaia aa tbe ^^
J retpisites of a perfect fence. Our Duplex Automatic!
1 Machine makes jiistsuch a fence in lUO styles at the I

I rate of sixty rods per dav, at a cost for wtre of only I

BULL-STRONG
1 18c. for a tr'"-l IJ'i" IfOtL-; r.u-. for poultry fence; 16c. 1

5 fnr a r.'ilil.it-prni.if iViict- au.l r.'c, for a good hog fence. I

I
We will .«.-ll yi'U iijitiu, coiled sjirinir or b;irl. wire direct J
l whitl.-sale prires. Get tmr calalu;:ue before huying.

Kltselman Bros., Box US, Ridgevllle, led.

PIG-TIGHT

4oi>Li fK-aat; meuilou tde Bee Journal,

PATEST WIRED COMB FODNDATIOI

kHas
No Sag In Brood-Framea

Thin Flat-Kottom FoandatioD
flas So Fishbooe in tbe Sarplos Hoaef.

Beinp tbe cleanest la asnallr worked
the qalokeBt of any Foandatton made

J. A. VAN DEITSEN,
Sole Mannfactnrer,

Bproat Brook MoDteoiDery Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
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THE BIGGEST OFFER YET!
Last year only about one percent —only one

subscriber tn 100—ordered bis Review discon-
tinued. If the Review could secure 1.000
new subscribers the present year, there is ;in

almost absolute certainty that at least 000 of
them would remain; not only next year, but
for several years—as long- as they are inter-
ested In bees. Once a really good bee- jour-
nal visits a bee-keeper a whole year It usually
becomes a permanent member of his family.

I would have no difficulty whatever in g:et-

ting twice J .000 new subscribers this year, if

all of the bee-keepers in tliis country had
read the Review the pas-t \ear. 1 have some-
times thought that it might pay a publisher
to give away bis journal one year, simply for
the sake of gettiugit into ne^v hands. There
are. of course, decided objections to such a
course: but I am goinc to come as near to it

as 1 dare. Here Is my offer:
If you are not a gubscriiter to the Review,

send me $1.00, and I will send you twelve
back numbers, the Review the rest of this
year and all of next year.

Each issue of the Review, especially if de-
voted to the discussion of some special topic,
is really a pamphlet containing the best
thoughts and experience of the best men
upon the topic under discussion. Twelve
back numbers of the Review are. to a certain
extent, so many little books devoted to as
many ditlerent. phases of bee-keeping. Some
issues ot the Re^ iew are now out of print; of
others only a few are left; while of others
there are several hundred. Of course. I ?hall
send those 01 which 1 have the most, but no
two alike.
Most people subscribe for a journal at the

beginning of the year. Tn this cHse there is

no use of waiting, as you will get the Review
fcr next year just the same as tho you
waited until next January tosubscribe, and
you get all the rest of the numbers for this
year frer:. The sooner j-ou subscribe, the
more free issues will you receive.

Lt-t me tell it over once more. For $1.00
you get twelve back numbers, the Review the
rest of this year, and for all of 1899.

31Dlf "W. Z. HUTCHINSON. Flint, Mich.

DOING
DOUBLE WORK.

With ail nrdiii.ary high wheelt- cl, narrow-tired wafcon, on the average
country road a man witli a single team of horses can haul a

load of a ton or a ton and a half of produce. When an

...ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON...
etiuipped witli our Lotr Sleel Wheels, with Wide Tires is used, the load
may be increased to two or three tons, and it will be drawn nioiv easily by the
same team tor the same driver. Just stop and figure up the proiit "f thus'in

creasing tlieworking capacity o( both man and team. It will ainoiiutto
snug sum at the end of the year. ELECTRIC LOW STEELWHEELS FITAMY WAGCM and last, indetinitely. Our free

booK, Farni Savings" contains much of value. Send fur it.

ELEGTRIG WHEEL GO.
Box IB, Quincy, His.

SPECIAL
OFFER ^^^
For the next tiO days we will sell w^.rranted

purely mated ITALIAN QIJEFNS at .30 cts.
each; half dozen. $;.,50; tested. 60 cts. each;
half dozen, $3.00. Sale arrival guaranteid.
Fifteen yt ars' f xperlence In iiueen-rearlng.

LEININOER BEOS , Fort Jennings, Ohio.

Please mention the Bee Journal. 33Dtf

$26.00 to Boston and Return
on cerliticate plan, via the Nickel Plate
Road, account of meetlnR of Street
Railway Association of America, Sept.
6-9, 189S. For further information,
write J. Y. Calahan, 111 Adams Street,
Chicago Depot, Van Buren Street Pas-
senger Station, on the loop. Telephone
Main 3^89. (63-35-1)

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wblte Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can. In a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6X cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

t^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEOKGE W. YOKK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

than that I lift the cover of the second
story at the rctir about '4 inch, and In

the middle I insert a common nail be-
tween the hive and the cover. This
gives about 'i inch air space In the rear
of the hive ; there is therefore a contin-
ual current of air from tho entrance to

the upper story in the rear, and no bees
will hang out. I never have seen any
robber bees going in there—even the
bees do not work through this opening.
By looking in, you see only guards all

around the opening. I take a nail, as
metal the bees will not attach to the
wooden hive; and to keep the hive-
cover in this position on the hive I only
lay one brickbat on the middle of each
cover. J. H. Hkmpbl.

Tricksters at Agricultural Fairs.

Wherever large numbers of people
gather, a class of persons Is usually
found who make a living by deceiving
the public. They have schemes and
tricks innumerable that appear to be
easy and simple ; but in reality they are
quite diCBcult, and in some ca.^es impos-
sible to successfuly perform. They have
wheels and machines that are doctored
to turn as the proprietor may wish to

make them. They have cocoanut-
headed negro dodgers to arouse the
brutaility in men and boys. They have
tented shows which are disgusting Id

coarseness and vulgarity.

Among the throngs at Agricultura)
Fairs these leeches are out of place.

They contribute nothing helpful or
good. Tbey do not add to the attraction
of the fair. They do not bring desirable
patrons. They do not swell the gate re-

ceipts.

They are not patronized by Intelligent

patrons of the fair. They are not
wanted by honest farmers. They are
shunned with fear by thoughtful par-
ents. Because of their presence, even
the fair is not patronized by many of our
best citizens' families.

The harm accompllsht by these self-

invited fakirs would doubtless surprise
us, were it possible to gather and trace
back to their door all the results of their

work. They distract the thought, they
divert the attention, they destroy the
interest In the real work of the fair.

The competitive exhibitions, the merito-
rious displays, the awarding of prizes, are
all robbed of the undivided interest that
belongs to them, and which the proprie-

tors have labored day and night to de-
velop.

The morals of the country suffer

seriously, we believe, from actions and
words that, without warning, are sprung
upon inquisitive audiences In the tent
shows.
We are glad to see that a strong effort

is being put forth this season to keep
these objectionable features out of the

grounds, and the attitude of manaaers
is encouraging. E. B.

Wiiinesota.—The adjourned meeting of
the Minnesota Bee-Keepers' AsBoclatlou will

be held on Wednesday forenooadurlng State
Fair week, at the place where tue honey ex-
hiitit is made on the fair grounds. Make an
elTort 10 be there, and invite other hee-keep-
ers who are not members to come and join the
Association. L. D. LEON.iitD, Sec.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Don't Forget
the excursion to Boston over the Nickel
Plate Road, Sept. 10 to 18, inclusive,

at rate of $19.00 for the round trip.

Good returning until Sept. 30, 1898,
Inclusive. Tel. Main 3389. (61-32-6)
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A SELECTED MOTHER .:.

Editorial on paee 589 • Gleaning?" says: " We are rearing queens from an Alley queen,

whose nueen-daiiphlers are beautiful as well a) her bees. Thev are hardy, nroliflc, and hold their

own with any colony for honey." Queene.Sl each. HE1>KV ALLEY, Wenhani, Mass.

.3.3Atf Please mention the American Bee Journal.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—It is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Bee-Keepee*s Guide."

Given For 2 New Sub§criber8.

The following offer is made to phesent sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
.Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
JournaUwith J'2. 001, and we will mall Yon a

copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forJl.'35,
or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only J1.73. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YOBK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, HI.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood Is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Pull Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee Journal. 7Atf

We -want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To liave a copy of

\l/\i> Our 1898 Catalog \mi

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copyj]

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Affeiit for the Soulliwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing^r^M they will appreciate the low freiifht i ;iti s outlined by purchas-
IIMn?nB i.^i Iff:1 :TW3m ing KOods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, gel-
l™.ii7^ j^^'-^m ting a direct through-freight rate, thus otting the freight in half,

we have est»blL-hr a branch house at 17;J0 South i;3ih .St . Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete lint- of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsvi le. Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most b.-e-iieepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not. we will say that our goods

_ are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white .-<'utlons, beautiful straw-
colojed Lrttue.^<arent Foundation. Improved Smoiters and Honey Kxtniclors. and all other flrst-
clas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our custonier in the future.

^^Pkooressive Bee-Keepkr. 50c per year. "Amateur BeeK.eper," 25o. Both for 65c.
postpaid, ciampie copy of the Pkughessive free, and a beautilul Cjiialog for the asking.

Address,
^^^^ ManufaclHriiig Company, r7'?o^'Cr.'.V^i:r.'.rs.., o°^a,.a, Neb.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing-.

HOllEY and BEESWAX
]MARke:x qijoxaxio.hs.

CUicag-o, Ang'. 18.—The new crop is now
coming forward and meets with a fair de-
mand. Best grade of white comb honey in 13
to 24 section cases, 12c: that which is faulty.
10 to lie: ambers, 8 to 10c: darls. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, 5 to 7c lor white; 5 to Gc lor amber:
4 to 5c lor darlj. Beeswax, 27c.

K. A. Burnett Sc Co.

Kansas City, Aug, 23.—Fancy white cotnb,
i:i@Hc; No. 1, 12(aii:ic, amber, ll@l2c. Ex-
tracted, white. 5!4@6c; amber, -tXQoc. Bees-
wax. 22@25c.
We are receiving few shipments of new

comb and extracted honey. The demand is
good for thii time of the year.

C. 0. Glemons & Co.

New York, Aug-. 26,—We have a good de-
mand for new crop comb honey, and it is be-
ginning to arrive. Have sold some shipmentu
at 14 to loc f jr fancy white, 12 to 13c for No.
1 white, and 10 to He for fair white. We
think these will he about the ruling prices
this f.ill: exceptional fine lots ma3' sell at a
little more. Extracted is In good demani at
unchanged prices. Beeswax dull at 26 to 27c.

HiLURETH Bros. & seoelken.

Boston, Aug. 19.—Fancy In cartons. 13o:
A No. 1. Il(ai2c: No. 1, lOcailc; No. 2, Oo.
New comb honey Is now coming in, and

while the demand is light owing to the warm
weather, yet it is being well taken. Extrac-
ted, very little California on hand, and selling
readily at 6V4<a74o. Florida now arriving
and selling at 5@6c. White clover scarce and
wanted. Blake. Scott & Lee.

San Francisco, Aug. 10.—White comb. »
to lOc: amber, 7 to 8!.4c. Extracted, white
6(a6^c. : light amber, 5>4 to 6c. Beeswax.
23@25c
Although stocks are very light, the quality

of this year's crop Is of a much higher average
than was generally expected, considering the
dry season. There is some of this year's pi-o-
duct which is of exceptionally fine quality.
Market is firm at quotations.

Detroit, July 21—Fancy white. Iiai2c;
No. 1, white, 10®llc. Extracted,white, 5@6c'
dark. 4©5c. Beeswax, 25(a26c.

'

New honey is arriving, but prices are hardly
establisht. M. H. Hunt.
Uinneapoliv. July 26.—Fancy white clo-

ver comb is now selling at ll@12c.; amber
10V4C. Extracted fancy white clover. 5Hc.;
amber, 4-!i@5c. Dark grades, both comb and
extracted, not wanted at low prices.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Indianapolis, July 18.—Fancy white comb
honey, l2fal2Hc: No 1, lOOUc. Extracted
white. 6@7c. Beeswax, 25@27o.
Only a tew arrivals of fancy white comb-

market almost bare, and demand good. Quite
a little comb honey from honey-dew is being
offered, but there is simply no demand for the
stuff. Walter S. Pouder.
Milwaukee, Aug. 18.—Fancy comb. 11 to

12c; A No. 1, 10 to 1 ic: No. 1, 9 to lOc; am-
ber. 7 to 8c; old and dark, 5 to Oc. Extracted
white, in barrels nr kegs, 5 to 6c; dark, 4 to 5c!
Beeswax. 25 to 26c.
The market for honey is in very good condi-

tion; while there is yet a little of the old crop
on hand. It Is In very good order, and some de-
mand, which will clear off everything before
the new crop will arrive, very plentifully
There Is already some receipts of new, but
mostly extracted, and some very good qual-
ity, yet we leur the danger Is In extracting
too early, belore the honey Is fairly ripened
We anticlpnte a good demand a little later
and think values will remain about the same
as present quotations. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, Aug. 12.—Fruit prevents a large
demand lor any kind of honey at present. A
few cases of laney one-pound new comb can
be sold dally at U(ai2c ; but any grade below
must be urged at proportionately lower
prices. Would advise writing us before ship-
ping here. Tnere is no demand yet for ex-
tracted Battebson & Co.

St. Iionis, July 9. — Fancy white comb
10 to He; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to lOc; dark
8 to 9c. Extracted, white. 5^ to 6c. ; amber
5 to5!4o.; dark, 4 to4Kc Beeswax. 20 to 23c!

WESTCOTr Com. Co.

• Cleveland. Aug. 3.—Fancy white. ISauc:
No. 1. white. 12ii«12Hc: light amber. Ho;
buckwheat, 9o. Extracted, white, 7o.; light
amber. 6c.
The demand for honey is exceptionally

good, owing to the crop in this vicinity being
very light. A. B. Wii.lia.'ms ifc Co.
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The Usual Fall
^^ ^^Discount

Is Now Allowecl on Orders.

If yon want

Stiippinfl Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anylliln^ else, write to iis. Catalog

Free. Sample Copy

Mnaerican Bee = Keeper,
(Monthly, oOc a year) fkee. Address,

THE W.T.FALCOm MFG. COMPAQ
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FULL LINE OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
l-poiiDd Square Jars. !t:4.60 groHS.
I/abels, (iUr !:ro6s; di»c. on quantities.
Italian Queens, 6dc eacb.
Catalog FltbE.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytbiug used In the
Bee-IndUBlry.
We want the name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have liry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of Boor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mannfactnrini Co.

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Goods ^^re'taiK"*
Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. IM. H. HUNT
Cath for Beeswai. Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I AEISE
TO SAY to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

I>OOLITTLiE
has concluded to sell
-BKK8 and QUKKNS—
In their Beason, durliiK
1898, at thefoUowlnK
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
light Bhipping-boz $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
I untested queen, i oo
6 ** queens 5 50
12 " " 1000
1 tested Queen... tl so
8 " Queens . 3 50
I select tested queen 2 uo
% *' " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing. . 3 00
Bxtra Selected forbreedlng.THB vert best.. 6 00
About a Pound of BBBS In a Two-frame Nacleai,
with any Queen, |3.00 extra.

Hr Circular free, giving full particulars regapd-
the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address _

6. M, DOOUTTLE,
llASSt BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. r.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation

^^'^

Year

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 1!^ 31 VKARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

Year

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Pirninesiii, Wo Sagf-
Cfins:. iVo l.o<«s.

I»ATKI\X WKEI> I>ROC'ESS

Send Name for our Cataloft, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

IrKKQSTRQirM ^M fwm MOr^ST^SBlt, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk Co., ILL.

Ol]R MOTTO—" Wtll Manufactured Stock ! (Juick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of maklni? the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD In this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber is used.

Ill#" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Llst FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mentioD the American Bee Journal when writing*.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Our

Specialties:

Tlie Fence and Plain Sections.

Weeii New Process Fonndation,

Cowan Extractors,

Porter Bee-Escapes- tlie liest mafle,

DoTctaileil HiFcs-witli Danz. Patented Coyer and Bottom,

Danzenliakcr Hires,

No-Drip SMpping-Cases.

Gleaninffs in Bee-Cnltnre, Illustrated, Senii-Montlily.

Catalog of Goods and Sample Copj- of Gleanings
§enl for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BraneliiOffices

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, HI.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.

10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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No. 6.—The A B C of Marketing Honey.

[Continued from page 549.1

While we were In Toledo we took occasion to run out to

see Dr. A. B. Mason, well known to all bee-keepers. I had
some misgivings lest the genial Doctor would think I was in-

truding upon his " preserves," but he assured me that my sys-

tematic drumming up of the honey consumers of Toledo
would inure to his benefit, for I would, no doubt, get many
people to using honey who never had before, and when I was
gone they would come to him for further supply.

I think in general the producers of honey need feel no
jealousy of each other for the " harvest [of buyers] is great
and the laborers are few," speaking generally.

In almost any part of the country you will dnd unoccupied
territory, if you look for It, and where your work will bring a
good return.

If by chance two or more of you are occupying ground so

near that your interests seem to conflict, get together and
agree upon your shares of the territory, and also on prices
alike as nearly as possible.

In case you are unable to agree, never try to injure a com-
petitor, but compete in an honorable manner, charging fair

prices, and giving better stuff than any one else, if possible.
Never slander your rivals in business, and a good business

man has said, '* Don't advertise them In any way." If you cut
prices or abuse your competitors, you will injure yourself
more than them.

There is an advantage you will find in working the large
towns in your locality more closely than the small ones. You
can generally get more per pound for your honey, and can
deliver larger amounts at a time with less travel. Also, you
will be more likely to find in large towns and small cities

wholesale dealers in everything you may need in glass or tin

ware, and they will usually give you the same low prices
they give to grocers and tradesmen. You will need to intro-

duce yourself, and explain that you are buying to sell again,
and as a rule you will have no trouble In getting almost the
lowest wholesale prices on everything. This matter of buying
such things as you need as cheap as possible is very important.

In the cities the great stores pay large salaries to their
buyers, and can well afford to do so, for a good buyer can save
several times his pay In a single year.

If possible buy 100 or more at a time, of any article you
may need, as by so doing you are more likely to get a low
price. Business men and dealers don't always tell the truth
about articles they sell, but you can call upon different dealers
in the same line, and you will very soon find out the facts in

any case where you are interested.

After several months of pretty thorough work In Toledo,
we began to feel as if pastures new might pay better for a
time. So trips were made to Zanesville, Columbus, Canton,
Akron, Massillon, Cleveland, and later on Ft. Wayne, Lafay-

ette, Logansport, Indianapolis, in Indiana. I believe In Ft.

Wayne was the only place that I was requested to pay a
license. You will remember our method of selling honey
could not be correctly described as peddling, but selling by
sample for future delivery, usually called soliciting. Under
the laws of most of the States those who sell by sample are ex-
empt from license charges, but Ft. Wayne was a law unto
itself in this case, I believe.

The best course in such cases is to pay the license. You
cannot afford to spend your time and money contesting their
right to tax you ; and you can rest assured that no great time
will pass before some one with plenty of money and fighting
qualities will test such a law if there is an opportunity to do so.

Right here it may occur to you to ask, " What shall I do
about adulterated honey found In retail grocery stores ?" If

your own good only is in view — I mean your own selfish in-

terest—I say, do nothing ; for the more poor stuff the grocers
sell under the name of honey, the better your trade will be,

and the more sure you are of lastiug success.
I think three-fourths of my trade has been from people

who were afraid of buying impure honey from the store.

You may ask, "What is best for the producers of honey
as a class in regard to this matter of selling impure honey by
the dealers ?" My judgment is that if it were possible to sup-

Heriiuiti F. Muurc.

ply all honey for use on the table directly from the producer
to the consumer, that there seems no doubt but that the adul-
teration of honey must cease entirely. There seems no doubt
but the poor quality of store honey as a rule works directly
Into your hands as producers, if you sell your crop to the
family trade alone.

In your travels selling honey It will be a constant surprise
to you how much you have to learn. When you start out
your bump of self-esteem may be quite well developt, but the
longer you deal with the great public the more modest you
will become if you are the right sort. In fact, you will find

that a teachable disposition and a willing mind are necessary
to success in this as in many other undertakings. If on
searching yourself you are unable to find these qualities, there
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is no need to begin. The old ideas that " anybody can farm,"
" anybody can Iteep bees," " anybody can sell honey," have been
long since exploded. Constant study, constant vigilance, con-
stant work, are necessary in order to the greatest success in

anything, and no less so in selling honey than in any other
department of human industry.

It may be a hard question to answer why "Do you want
to buy some honey?" won't sell much honey for you in any
place on earth, but it won't. Oue reason is the constant
variety of ways in which the wholesale dealers approach their
trade. People get used to being amused and expect it, and if

you intend to make a success where another man made a fail-

ure, you must study up new ways to amuse and instruct and
educate the people. There is no business which affords greater
opportunities for this than selling honey. Your bee-hives,
your apiary, your honey-house, are chock-full of things about
which the general public knows almost nothing. You will

find that the head of a great business house will listen, like

unto a fairy tale, to your account of rearing a queen-bee in a
hive, especially when illustrated by a queen-cell in your hand.

When you start out to-morrow morning, take along with
you a brood-frame selected from one of your hives. You will

need one that has no larv;e or sealed brood in it. Also take one
that has some drone-comb on the lower edge, also one or two
queen-cells that have been used, that is, that have hatcht
queens. You can get a very nice comb by inserting in a
strong colony a brood-frame with half sheet of foundation
and leave in two days and then remove it.

People are very curious about the " manufactured comb,"
as they call it. If you put in a half sheet of starter, as sug-
gested, a good way would be to protect one-fourth the length
by thin pieces of boards, so as to keep the bees from drawing
it out. Then people can see just what you give the bees and
just what work they do upon it. This will save you lots of
words of esplantions that would otherwise be necessary.

My first call is on a mau in the leather business I have
known for years. A salesman sitting at his elbow greets me
with, "Oh, that is some of the manufactured honey, is it?" I

hold up the brood-frame fresh from my bee-hive, covered
with propolis in spots and adorned with burr-combs of greater
or less size. I say, "Would you accuse a man of fooling his

time away sticking beeswax all over on the edges of the
wood? What do you think of this red, sticky stuff ? Do you
think that adds to the beauty? That we call bee-glue, and a
nasty stuflf it is. This frame is just as the bees built it in my
bee-hive, except the nails and wood and wire. We make them
very strong, as they are part of our capital. We use these
frames 15 or 20 years in our hives if we chance to keep bees
so long. Just look at this red, yellow, blue and green stuff in

the cells of comb. That is bee-bread. The bees store that in

the combs to feed their young. Why, my dear sir, this frame
of honey-comb bears upon its face the impress of the insects'

work, just as much as the spider's web; and you might just

as well say, 'Oh, that is a manufactured spider's web,' as to say
so about this honey-comb. Just notice the bridge or trestle

work construction where the honey-comb is fastened to the
wood. A man can't fasten wax to wood in any such way.
Look at the six-sided shape of the little wax-buckets the bees
have built to hold their winter's supply of honey. Did you
notice these big cells on the lower edge of the frame ?"

" What are those?"
" Those are cells to rear the male bees in the bee-hive.

Poor fellows, they have no sting to fight with, no honey-sac to

gather honey—they don't know how to work wax or feed
young bees or gather pollen ; and just as soon as the honey-
flow in the flowers stops, they are all put to death without
remorse."

"What is this funny looking thing on the edge of the
comb ?"

" That is a queen-cell. The bees take any worker-egg,
build around it one of these big black cells, and feed it five

times as much as it can eat, and it hatches in 16 days into a
perfect female, capable of laying 2,000 to 3,000 eggs a day
in the busy season of two or three years of her life. It would
have taken 21 days for this same egg to hatch in the little

cell when fed less bountifully."
" Isn't that wonderful ?"

"Yes, sir, that is truly strange even to us who work with
the bees constantly, and handle them fearlessly. The study
of the bees brings forward new things unlimited in number,
even tho you spend your life among the bees."

" Then, do you mean to say that men don't make comb
honey, fill it with glucose, and wax the cells shut with a hot
iron, as I have read it in the papers ?"

" Yes, sir, I say it can't be done. Men are mean enough
to do anything, but they can't put the wax together that way
at all, and even if they could the cost would be too great.

CouW you make a honey-comb like this for one dollar, labor
and material ? I think not ; but my bees made it for 20 cents
or less. Can even the cheap Chinese or Japanese compete
with that? I think not. And as to capping wax with a hot
iron, that is too ridiculous. Try your hot poker near some
honey-comb; it will melt away like frost under the sun."

IContlnued next week,!

The Thumb-Tack Method of Keeping a Record
of the Operations in the Apiary.

BY JOHN ATKINSON.

Several years ago D. D. Palmer, in the American Bee
Journal, advocated the use of small slates with holes drilled

In one end to hang them on a nail or screw on the back of the
hive for this purpose. I myself use wooden tags in the same
way, planing them off w hen they get full of writing ; and vari-

ous other devices, such as Root's queen-registering cards,
have been and are being used for recording purposes.

But we often wish to mark frames as well as hives, espe-
cially in queen-rearing operations. I^or this purpose Mr.
Doolittle and Mr. Alley, in their books on queen-rearing, tell

us to scrape off the wax and propolis from the top-bar of a
frame, or take off a shaving and write dates, etc., on the top-

bar. You scrape a bar or two and your knife becomes so dull

it won't scrape worth a cent. If the bar is not well scraped
you can't write on it worth a cent. (Did you ever try it, and
refrain from profanity? Then you are a daisy.) You think
you will " take off a shaving." The top-bar is a little cross-

grained, and, of course, you happen to start the knife the
wrong way of the grain, and it's a cold day if you do not split

the top-bar in two. Then, at the next operation this all has
to be done over again, and finally you have taken off so many
shavings that the frame is practically spoiled, and, of course,

contains a nice, straight, worker-comb which you don't want
to lose or transfer into another frame. In short, there is no
satisfaction, but lots of disappointments and heart-burnings
in this method of keeping a record.

•Palmer's slates for the outside of the hive were well

enough as far as they went, but he had to make them by re-

moving the frames from school slates and sawing the slates

into small pieces and drilling the holes, thus paying for

frames only to throw them away, besides probably spoiling

saws and breaking slates in drilling.

Root's queen-registering cards are probably very handy
for keeping a record of the transactions on queen-rearing
nuclei, but the pins may easily be moved by accident, thus
knocking your record into a " cockt hat," and any cards are
easily spoilt by the action of the sun and rain.

Doolittle keeps some kind of a record with small stones
placed in certain positions on the hive-cover. So do I. I open
a hive ; in doing so I tip the cover a little, off roll the
stones. (Don't talk to me about flat stones—we haven't got
'em in this " neck of the woods"), and unless I can remember
how they were placed, my record is again gone to the "demni-
tion bow-wows." Anyhow, I have to pick them up and re-

place them.
What am I going to do about it? Well, I can't do any-

thing but make a suggestion, which is this : That some of the
manufacturers of apiarian supplies get us up a set of thumb-
tacks similar to those used by draughtsmen to hold their paper
on the draught-board, with numbers from 1 to SI, for the
days of the month, or more if hives are to be numbered with
them, and all the letters of the alphabet stampt or cast in the
metal of the tack-heads, put up in boxes or " fonts " contain-

ing each several alphabets and several sets of numbers, the
box to have a convenlect handle attacht so that it can be
easily carried in one hand from hive to hive.

These thumb-tacks can be easily placed upon a hive-body,

the top-bar of a frame, or anything else, and as easily pickt

off with the thumb-nail and dropt into their proper compart-
ment of the box, and this can be done much quicker than any
writing, either on slate, wood, or pasteboard ; would be Imper-
vious to the action of the weather ; where used on top-bars of

frames it could be easily cleaned of propolis by soaking for a
short time in gasolene ; would last a life time if properly cared
for— in short they would, in my humble opinion, " take the

bakery."
On page 489, our Boiler gives a quotation from Glean-

ings, of Mr. Doolittle's management of pollen-filled combs;
says white clover pollen has honey stored over it, and is saved
till spring, " care being taken as to worms." I have lots of

such combs now in which the bees are just covering the pollen

with honey. They will be sealed over after awhile, and if in

new comb the pollen may be seen by holding the combs up to
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the light; but if in old, blaclj combs it cannot be detected
after the cells are sealed. Now, if I had a lot of thumb-taclfs
with the letter P on their heads, I could stick one on the top-

bar of each such frame and let it remain there till spring,

leaving the comb in the hive without any " care as to worms,"
and next spring I could put my hand right on it when wanted.
See!

Like Dr. Miller, I keep a "queen-book" in which is re-

corded the age, race, strain, etc., of queens, but in order to

keep track of tbem it is necessary to know " where they are
at." I don't like numbering the hive-bodies, as it is an odd
trick of mine, when handling a colony, to move it off the
stand, placing an empty body on the stand, and handling the
frames over into it ; and my numbers would have to be con-
stantly changed ; therefore I number the standby driving a
flat stake of hard wood into the ground at the back of the
stand. I number these stakes with a hammer and cold-chisel,

using the Roman notation. When it comes to, say, XXXIX,
there is considerable chiseling to be done. Oh ! for a thumb-
tack to stick on the bead of that stake, and save all that
" monkey work !"

When the hives are placed in the cellar for winter, a cor-

responding number on a thumb-tack could be stuck on the
hive-body, and every hive placed on itsoldstandin the apiary,
if desired, with just no bother at all. And there are a thou-
sand and one other places where they could be used with
pleasure and profit to the apiarist.

Words, instead of single letters, could be used to desig-
nate certain operations, abbreviating the longer words. For
instance, when a queen commences to lay, a tack with the
word " eggs " on it, in connection with another containing the
date, would be suBicient. "Q'l's" would auswer as well as
the word " queenless " in full, and so on, ad infinUum.

The boiiy of the tack ought to be short, perhaps not more
than H of an inch, while the head could be from % to 'H of
an inch in diameter, the latter size, perhaps, the best.

Hi, there, you " Rootvillians !" You windy fellows who
stamp " A. I. R." on everything you make, here's the " root" of
an idea which I should like to see you make

' Bravely to burgeon, and broadly to grow,"

till we should have a system of keeping records of operations
in the apiary easier, quicker, and more effective than any I

have yet seen. Will you help us out? Or, if you won't, will

some one else "? Perhaps you think I have " thumbtacks " on
the brain. Well, I haven't got them any more than I have
" bees in my bonnet." If you object to thumb-tacks "on the
brain," please give them to us in a box, as outlined above.
The old Scotchman's advice to his son, "Be aye sticking in a
tree, Jock; it'll be growing while ye're sleeping." I would
modify thus: Be aye sticking in a thumb-tack, Jock, it'll

save ye lots of heart-burnings.
At any rate, for all kinds of records which are kept on

the frames, these tacks would be invaluable, as it is almost
impossible to make a legible mark with a lead-pencil on wood
which has the least bit of wax or propolis on it ; and constant
cutting or shaving off .the frames is, to say the least, bad prac-
tice ; and lots ot time can be saved by being able to put your
hand on the frame you wantat once, without havijig to handle
a number of frames to find it; while the time saved over
scraping and writing is no small item of itself.

Crow Wing Co., Minn.

A Consideration of Extractiug-Frames.

BT S. A. DEACON.

" Who shall decide when doctors disagree ?"

That great English bee-master—Mr. S. J. Baldwin—says
In his " Bee-Keepers' Instructor:"

" Shallow frames for supers are recommended by some as

the best for extracting purposes, and they would have you be-

lieve that by their use an increast harvest of honey may be
secured. That the bees can fill a 5-inch comb quicker than
one of 8 inches is, of course, undeniable, but I fail to see the
advantage of having a given number of the former filled in,

say five days, if the same number of the latter are filled in

eight days. My experience has proved that this is the case,

and, therefore, I contend that there is an immense advantage
in using one size of frame only for all purposes. The neces-
sity for extracting and interference is less frequent, vexatious
complications are prevented, and, above all, swarming may
be more easily controlled, as the combs from the top hives,

after extracting, can be exchanged for those below, and thus
the cause of swarming removed."

It would not appear to have occurred to Mr. Baldwin that
there is not likely to be much. If any, swarming after the sea-

son's honey is extracted ! And tho I do not profess to
know much about it—my object in penning these remarks
being, in fact, to elicit information from those far more ex-
perienced than myself in the production of extracted honey

—

still, I should think that to remove two or three hundred of
Mr. Baldwin's 10-deep-frame supers full of honey, from api-
ary to bee-house, would necessitate the laying down of a tram
along the rows of hives, and the erection of a traveling crane !

Is it to this weighty objection that we owe the universal use of
shallow extracting-frames in the United States ? Or, on what
ground have they the preference ? Be the cause what it may,
what I particularly wish to know is, what decided A. I. Root,
for instance, to make the dovetailed hive's extracting-frames
only -iJ-2 inches in depth ; and the Dadants, for instance, to

make theirs 6 inches ? I suppose there is some intelligent ex-
planation ; if so, will Mr. E. R. Root or Mr. C. P. Dadant
kindly furnish it—and obligingly reply to this, as also to what
follows, in the columns of the American Bee Journal ?

In anticipation of their reply I may say that I have in my
mind a very humorous picture which appeared some years ago
in the London Punch. An amiable-looking old geutleman is

seen at the door of a marquee greatly interested evidently in

the cricket match being played. He seeks information from'
an athletic but not highly intelligent looking cricketer as to

the meaning, or origin, or cause of use of a certain term used
by the players, thus :

Old Gent— " Why is a ball like that called a ' Yorker,'
sir?"

Professional Player—"A 'Yorker,' sir? Oh, when
the ball's pitcht right up to the block,''

—

Old Gent— " Yes, yes—I didn't ask you what a ' Yorker '

is"— (with dignity)—"I know that as well as you do. But
why is it called a ' Yorker ?' "

Professional Plater—"Well, I can't say, sir. 1 don't
know what else you could call it."

It may not be very complimentary to either Mr. Dadant
or Mr. Root to say that I expect no more intelligent an answer
to my query than, " Well, I don't know what else depth you
could make them ;" but, really, I find it impossible to con-
ceive any intelligent reason for fixing upon either of these

two greatly-varying sizes. If the frame used by such veter-

ans in the pursuit as the Messrs. Dadant is the besf size, what
defence can the A. I. Root Co. offer for giving us those e.r-

tremefy shallow frames ? What has governed the choice of

these particular sizes in either case? Is it due to the fact

that in the case of Root's dovetailed hive two supers are just

equal in size to one brood-body ? I fail to see any advantage
in that—whatever it may have for the supply manufacturer

—

and think it would have been more sensible to have made the
frames b}4 in place of 43^ inches, so that two would go easily

into the extractor-basket—Cowan's. Dadant's frames, again,

are a trifle too deep to admit two in this basket, which I find

measures 11 H' inches— thus taking comfortably two of the
Heddon frames, and which are of the sensible depth of b%
inches. Root's— i. c the dovetailed hive's extracting-frames
—are absurdly shallow.

Another matter in connection with extracting-frames :

An important consideration in the construction of an extract-

ing-super and its frames is, one would think, bulk and weight ;

that it should be as light and handy as possible, commensurate
with the requisite strength. Those obtained from the supply
dealers are unnecessarily heavy, with their %-inch sides ; %
inch being thick enough for anything, the ends only being %
thick, and cleated with perpendicular pieces ^k2 at each
corner. That is how I make mine; and put together with 2-

inch wire-nails, they will last quite as long as the unnecessarily

heavy, clumsy dovetailed Root super. The cleats afford so

much surface, or such a thickness for nailing, that they are

less liable to warp than are even the thick sides of the dove-
tailed super.

These thin sides allow, moreover, of 9 frames In thesuper.
In place of the now too loosely fitting 8 ; and it would allow of

UDother very necessary improvement, viz.: increast width of

the shallow extracting-frames by 1/16 of an inch each. As
It is, these extracting-frames are the same width as the brood-

frames, whereas they should, or might with advantage, be

fully 'g inch wider; for the veriest tyro at bee-keeping knows
that the honey-combs are always built thicker than the brood-

combs. This extra width would, moreover, save 10 percent of

the labor of capping and putting in and taking out frames In

process of extracting.

Another fault with the dovetailed super is, that the side

frame lies close against the side-wall of the super ; whereas
two little cleats, or offsets, '6 16 inch thick, should be tackt

snugly into the corners, keeping the side or end frame that

distance away from the sides of the hive, and allowing
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space for the bees to fill that frame as plump full as the others.
In short, the whole thing is as slipshod and faulty an arrange-
ment as can well be; unnecessarily heavy, frames too shallow
and too narrow, and these offsets wanting.

Altho it would be the very height of presumption for me
to call In question the wisdom and correctness of such experi-
enced veterans as the Messrs. Dadant in the construction of

their appliances and fixtures, still I am puzzled exceedingly to

know why they make the top-bar of their shallow extracting-
frames as heavy as those of their very deep brood-frames,
viz.: 1 'g inches square. Does not this add unnecessary size,

and consequently weight, to the super ? If Messrs. Dadant
can assign good reason for having these top-bars so enormously
thick and heavy, then Root again must be wrong ; for in pro-
portion to the depth of the " dovetailed's " extractlng-frame
its top-bar should be nearly an Inch thick in place of J-4 of an
inch, as now made.

Nor is It easy to understand why the Dadants use such a
thick bottom-bar— both for brood and extracting frames

—

viz.: K inch square, where Root's bottom-bars are only half
that thickness, or '4 inch. We may be assured that were
there not good and sufficient reason for the use of these seem-
i?igjy unnecessarily thick bars the Messrs. Dadant would not
increase the size and weight of their supers by using them ;

hence Messrs. Root are here, we must assume, again wrong.
There is no gainsaying the experience and the intelligence
which guides and directs the Dadants in even the minutest
particular connected with their system of honey-production;
and we must admit them to be standing authorities in the
matter of producing extracted honey ; hence, more satisfaction
would be given to their customers were supply manufacturers
to take their cue from such men, and make their goods in ac-
cordance with what the very many years of intelligent prac-
tice have decided to be best. As it is, this divergence of opin-
ion (in many small, yet important details) among our recog-
nized experts is, to say the least, confusing to the intellect of
the average bee-keeper who is anxious to conduct his busintss
aright, and in accordance with the methods most approved by
men of long experience, and who have brought a high order
of Intelligence to bear upon their, and our, pursuit.

South Africa.

The Use of Comb Foundation.

BY E. B. MAQOON.

I should like to reply to S. A. Deacon's article, on page
579 (1897), headed, "Comb Foundation—Is its Use Profit-
able ?" If the author of that article Is a practical and experi-
enced bee-keeper he must know from observation and experi-
ence that the use of comb foundation is very profitable for
the bee-keeper, both in the brood-chamber and super.

As to whether it will take 20, or even 6, pounds of honey
to make one pound of couib or wax, I shall not say, but I am
of the opinion that we lose, or fail to get, more than six pounds
of honey by the bees having to produceone pound of wax. To
help prove my assertion I will mention a little experience I

had last season (I had the same experience many seasons
before).

I hived a large swarm in a 10-frame hive, each frame
being filled with nice, clean comb. I placed the hive on
scales, and balanced the scales early the next morning. At
night they tipt the beam at I21.4 pounds gain, and 7K the
next day. Now I am of the opinion that had the same swarm
been put in an empty hive the gain would have been 2J^ to 3
pounds. That had been my experience in previous tests.

Another assertion that I consider altogether misleading,
and as far from the truth as the east is from the west— " That
the bees go on producing wax whether they need it or not;
and if we furnish them foundation the wax-scales are dropt
on the floor of the hive, etc."

Now I know from personal observation that the bees do
not produce wax (to amount to anything) unless it is needed
for comb-building or filling cracks. Also, that the bees do
draw out the extra wax in the sidewalls of foundation and
build it into the comb, so that not one particle is wasted; I

have watcht the process by frequently examining foundation
of bright yellow wax, that the bees were building into comb,
and I could see just how far the wax extended in the comb

;

and in some cases there was wax enough to nearly finish the
comb. I nor any other manufacturer of or dealer in comb
foundation ever claimed that the foundation furnisht all the
wax nepessary for the completion of the comb.

Mr. D. wants to know if the use of foundation is as ad-
vantageous as it is supposed to be. I answer yes, and even
more than it is popularly supposed to be, or there would be

more used, or it would be more generally used. I believe we
get enough more honey to pay the extra cost of foundation,
and get nice, straight worker brood-combs to boot.

Athens Co., Ohio.

Improving Stock—Methods of Selection.

BY W. A. VABIAN.

Improvement of stock and methods of selection are sub-
jects in which there seems to be a little burst of interest at
present. I am just through my swarming season, and while
it has been going on I have been reasoning on the occurrences
as they went. I have been running by the natural-swarm
system, commencing with 38 colonies and Increasing to 66. I

lost seven swarms that I knew of, and some more that I did
not see go. Before the season was nearly over I saw I should
not have hives enough for near all the swarms cast, so I began
to double in nearly every case ; in two or three cases where
the bunches were small I put in three, and even turned the
hive on double swarms when I knew where the last one came
from ; and with all this doubling I have as yet to find a colony
that is queenless among them.

What has Imprest itself on my mind is the quantity and
thoroughness of forced natural selection put through in run-
ning an apiary in this fashion. Of course the contests of the
queens are but seldom on even terms, so the work done in

selection for vigor is not as great as it looks at first. I should
expect that where an old queen and a virgin were hived to-

gether the young one is killed. But in all cases where two
laying queens, or two virgins, are hived together, the most
active and strongest is the one that survives.

Then there is the natural selection of wintering (which
paralyzes weakness). Of course this applies to all apiaries
whatever way the bees are managed.

It appears to me that the selection for vigor that goes on
in hives under this system must be very great. This safe-

guard against degeneracy Is totally absent in all kinds of arti-

ficial increase and non-swarming systems ; therefore, some
form of artificial selection should be practiced. I suppose
that a nucleus is a requisite In nearly every apiary (at least

where they de-wing the queens and cut queen-cells), and the
eggs, brood and bees used in forming the nucleus we can gen-
erally count on being taken from some of the stronger colo-

nies, and give part of the improvement or maintenance of

vigor, but I do not think tu as great an extent as in the nat-
ural system, so they ought to be requeened from specially

selected stock once in awhile.

I think the improvement caused by natural selection in

the stock of some of the old-timers who have, and still follow,

the natural-swarming plan is the chief cause of the great crops
of honey they sometimes produce. At least that, and being
rapid, easy workers in the apiary themselves.

The preceding paragraphs were written before I received
and read the Bee Journal for July 21, and Mr. Crane's arti-

cle, which pleased me greatly. I look on It that the producers
of the honey crop should be able to weave into their systems
of management, automatic selection for honey crop—or pro-
ductiveness—by rearing all extra queens from those colonies
which till the supers and work the extractor. And that the
other selection for vigor will be attained by the better win-
tering of the stronger, and the occasional doubling of

swarms. All special variations, such as color, length of

tongue, size, quietness, and such things, are in the domain of

the queen-breeder, and to be introduced by purchase when
produced. Weld Co., Colo.

The Golden Method—A Swarm-Hiver.
BY L. A. SYVERUD.

On page 483, Mr. S. A. Deacon seems to ridicule Golden's
method of producing comb honey, and further says he cannot
see how there can be any difference between this and the old
method of putting back swarms. I think there is a wide dif-

ference between the two. First, it will be the same as to pro-
vide the bees with a new home, to hive them in the supers, as
they will be settled down and have begun work by evening of
the same day as hived, when the brood-chamber Is set on top.
By the old way of putting the swarm back they will only try
the same thing over again, or else hang around and do noth-
ing, as a rule.

Secondly, you will save the expense of an extra hive; and
taking into consideration the extra labor to tend to the larger
number of colonies with a greater amount of winter stores re-
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quired for the two, this must be economized as much as possi-
ble in order to get the most out of poor pasturage.

It Is, however, somewhat difficult to manage to get the
bees to swarm at the proper time, which is right in the begin-
ning or during a honey-flow. If no honey is coming in it will

prove a failure ; and I came very near abandoning the method
last season before giving it a second trial, as the few I tried

swarmed two weeks before the main flow, during which time
they gathered no honey. Besides I was not prepared for the
trial—did not have a decent hive, nor a single queen's wing
dipt.

This season I was better prepared, and as a comment on
Golden's method I will say that hereafter I expect to follow it

altogether, when possible, as this season I gave it a second
trial and found it entirely satisfactory.

I cannot give the number of pounds obtained by the above
method over those hived in brood-chambers (as I kept no rec-

ord), but I am satisfied they gave me one-half greater yield
than the others.

Mr. Deacon says he expects as much pollen in the sections
as honey. I wish to say that in not a single section could I

detect the least speck of pollen, and the comb and honey was
as nice as you could wish for. Mr. D. should try a couple or
half dozen colonies next season ; I am sure he will be pleased
with the results.

Mr. Golden says he never saw an egg in a section cage
after her five days' confinement. In two cases out of three I

*/ound them literally filled with eggs—two to four in a cell.

I do not like the double super. I use two supers of the
ordinary size, and next to the cage I remove the one separator
on each side of the cage, and replace them the fifth day. If a
super holding 35 tall sections is used on a medium swarm, I

think one super is sufficient, especially if honey is not coming
In very fast.

A HOME-MADE .SWABM HIVKR.

As I live in the timber I had to devise something to get
down the swarms which clustered high in the trees. For this
purpose I found a crotch of wood large enough to spread wide
open a large bran sack, which I secured to the outer ends of
the crotch, with rings for the other side of the sack to slide
up and down the arms of the crotch. When I wanted to catch
a swarm I pulled the sack wide open with a string, held it un-
der the cluster and shook the bees into it. I then let go of the
string and the sack closed on them, when I let them down to
the ground by the aid of a heavy twine.

If this should be of service to any one I shall feel repaid
for writing these lines. Lincoln Co., S. Dak.

Out-Apiaries—How a New Yorker Manages.
BY W. L. COGGSHALL.

My first out-yard was establisht In 1878. I have now
three, ranging from three to 26 miles from home. I take en-
tire charge of them myself from home, with the help of a
man and my 13-year-old boy, except during the extracting
season when I have more.

To accomplish this I get everything ready at home when
there is no work to be done at the out-yards, then the first

trip In the spring sees every yard supplied with their supplies
for the season. These include fuel for smokers, and even the
matches to light them with. The kegs for the honey are
taken direct from the factory to each of the yards just before
the season opens. Of course I sometimes make a mistake in
estimating the amount of store-room required, but it is an
easy matter to equalize them when occasion requires.

Each yard also has its regular lot of tools and furniture
which stays there the year through. This includes the ex-
tractor, store-can, uncapping-dish and knife, strainer, and
plenty of tin pails for water, etc. There is a supply of nails,
screws, racks, wire-cloth, and of course the hammer and
screw-driver, two bellows, one automatic smoker, long wisp
brooms and a wheelbarrow make up partof the outdoor equip-
ment. In fact, each yard has about everything that is likely
to be needed there except the bee-veils, which always go with
the man who does the work. The spring locks which are on
the houses are all alike, so that one key fits them all.

I always try to get as protected a location as possible
when locating a new yard. This is usually In the edge of a
piece of woods where a space can be cleared ofl and leveled
down sufficiently for the purpose. I always try to get them
at least 20 rods from the road, so as to have no trouble with
passing teams.

When I make the lease for the location I include the right
of way to and from It, and the right to move off the building,
which I put up, when I go away. This building is usually

12x16 feet, and 8 feet high at the eaves. This will accom-
modate from 80 to 100 colonies, which is as many as the loca-
tion will support in this section of New York. The bees are
all wintered out-of-doors, either in chaff-packt hives or In

large packing-boxes holding eight colonies. Those in the
chaiJ hives remain packt the year round, but those In the
boxes are unpackt at the time of apple-bloom, and are used as
single-walled hives during the summer, being packt again in
October for the winter.—Canadian Bee Journal.

Tompkins Co., N. Y.

Report of the Northern Illinois Convention.

The annual meeting of the Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association was held at Freeport Aug. 16 and 17. The local

papers, by mistake, advertised the meeting for Wednesday
and Thursday instead of Tuesday and Wednesday, as it should
have been, consequently only those who take the American
Bee Journal were in attendance.

In the absence of the President, the convention was called
to order by Vice-President Herrick, at 1:30 p.m., Aug. 16.
The attendance was rather light, but the time was fully oc-

cupied in the discussion of questions, among which were the
following :

QUEEN-BEARING—WINTERING—WAX-RENDERING.

"Shall we rear our own queens, or shall we buy them of
the breeders ?" The general opinion was that the best way
was to select the best colony in the yard and rear our own
queens.

" How do you winter your bees?" Mr. France, of Wis-
consin, winters his in chaff hives on the summer stands.
Nearly all in the vicinity, however, winter them in the cellars,

some giving top ventilation and others only bottom ventila-
tion. All agreed that the cellar must be well ventilated.

"What shall we render our wax in? and how?" The
larger bee-keepers should render by steam or hot water. The
smaller by the use of a sun extractor. Old combs, however,
will yield a much larger amount of wax if rendered in water.

As nearly all present came from other points, and would
stop over to the next day's session, it was voted to have an
evening session.

Nearly all present at the afternoon session put in an early
appearance, and an animated session was held, and the hour
for closing came all too soon. Very much of the Interest was
occasioned by the presence of one of Wisconsin's most noted
apiarists, Mr. N. E. France, who is State inspector of apiaries
for his State, where they have a most excellent law in regard
to foul brood among bees, and appropriate an abundance of
money for putting the law into effect, inconsequence of which
the dread disease will soon be stampt out in that State. This
question was discust to quite an extent in both afternoon and
evening sessions, and consumed considerable time the second
day.

No ladles graced the sessions on the first day, but Mrs.
Stewart—the aged wife of one of Freeport's pioneer bee-keep-
ers—sent in a beautiful boquet of gladiolas, which graced the
President's desk, and was highly appreciated by all.

The second day's session began promptly at 9:30 a.m.,
with Vice-President Herrick in the chair. A large number of
questions were in the box, and kept the meeting going at a
lively pace, a few of which were as follows

:

FOUL BROOD—JOINING THE UNION.

" Are the bee-keepers of Northern Illinois interested in

the subject of foul brood ? Do they want any laws on this

subject, as a protection to their business?" This brought out
a lively discussion, but was finally deferred till the afternooD
session.

" What good can we expect by Joining the Bee-Keepers'
Union ?" The objects of the United States Bee-Keepers'
Union were ably set forth by Mr. France. Among others, the
suppression of dishonest honey commission men, and the sup-
pression of the sale and manufacture of adulterated honey.
All agreed that It was a good thlnir, and all it needed was a
large membership and a full treasury with which to prosecute
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the rascals. The laws of this State for the purpose are all-

sufficient. As a result of the discussion eight gave in their

names and dollars, which the Secretary was instructed to for-

ward to General Manager Secor.
" Has this Association paid anything towards the Lang-

stroth Monument Fund ?" Mr. Herrick reminded the Associa-
tion of the debt due the late Rev. L. L. Langstroth in the in-

vention of a movable-frame hive from which he received no
benefit, on account of a horde of unprincipled men who stole

his patent to such an extent that he was unable to prosecute
them. He died poor, and it is now proposed by the bee-keep-
ers of this country to raise $200 to buy a suitable monument
to place over his grave. The result was a collection of $3.50
toward the fund, which the Secretary was instructed to send
Mr. George W. York, to be forwarded to the proper person.
The following are the names of those contributing :

H. W. Lee, M. K. Bliss, Lewis Schmertman. N. A. Kluck,
Wm. Glasser, George Frei, Geo. H. Weed, A. W. Hart, S. H.
Herrick, B. Kennedy.

PREACHERS AND BBE KEEPING.

By request of one of the reverend geDtlemen of Freeport,
the following question was handed in :

" Would it be advisable for a preacher to keep bees for
rest and recreation ?" It was unanimously agreed that if he
was Interested in the study of iasect life it would most assur-
edly be advisable, and would prove one of the most fascinating
as well as interesting studies that he could take up.

The afternoon session was called to order at 1:30 p.m.,
when the following officers were elected :

Presidents. H. Herrick; Vice-President, Jonathan Stew-
art ; Secretary, B. Kennedy, of New Milford; and Treasurer,
0. G. Cummings.

It was decided to hold the next annual meeting at Rock-
ford, and hereafter alternate between Rockford and Freeport.
It was also decided to have two meetings on the third Tuesday
In May, each year, one in the vicinity of Rockford, and the
other near Freeport, the latter to be in charge of Vice-Presi-
dent Stewart.

AN ADDRESS ON FOUL BROOD.

Mr. N. E. France then gave an Interesting address on the
subject of foul brood among bees, which was listened to with
close attention. He exhioited specimens of comb filled with
foul brood, and explained how it was carried from one apiary
to another. He also told how nearly it was stampt out in Wis-
consin by the excellent law provided for its suppression. He
said that there is foul brood in quite a number of localities in
this State.

A resolution was unanimously adopted in favor of a law in

Illinois, similar to the Wisconsin law, and urging the Illinois

State Bee-Keepers' Association to do all in its power to secure
the passage of such a law by our next legislature.

While the attendance was somewhat limited, there was a
lively interest maintained all through, and the convention ad-
journed only when it became necessary for members to reach
their trains for home. This was rather surprising, since this
is a very poor year for honey.

The number of colonies represented was: Spring count,
865; fall count, 1,104; amount of honey, 26,452 pounds.
Of this amount 21,000 pounds belongs to Mr. France, and
also 500 colonies, fall count.

Mr. France sang a number of bee-songs which enlivened
the meeting. He also helpt very materially all through, for
which a vote of thanks was extended him.

S. H. Herrick, Pres.

CONDUCTED By

DR. C. O. atCtX-EK, AtAKEJWGO, ILL.
[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Feeding for W^inler Store§.

I have 48 colonies of bees, and they have not done any
good this summer. It was too cold and wet in the spring, so

they did not breed up until late in the season. I put supers
on and took them off empty. They have not enough honey
to winter. There is not one solid frame in the whole lot. Some
have sealed honey along the top-bars and in the corners, and
some have no sealed honey at all. Honey is coming In from

wild flowers just fast enough to keep them breeding. We do
not get any flow here after basswood. They are rearing
another crop of drones. The hives are full of bees and brood
—not much room for honey.

Now I want to know how to get the bees over winter as
cheap as I can. I have only 16 feeders—one feeder for three
hives. My feeder is a thin board with a hole in it, and a small
box on top a wire-cloth lid. In it I place two Simplicity
feeders.

When shall I commence feeding? If I commence now,
will they not keep on breeding so there will be no room for

stores, and waste the sugar ? Will one barrel do, or must I

get two? Can I feed twice a day—morning and evening?
When must I commence? Ohio.

Answer.—If you're sure your chance of a harvest is all

over for the season, you may as well commence feeding at
once and crowd the work through as fast as possible. You
can feed so as to have the feed used up to a greater or less ex-

tent by feeding regularly and slowly, but if you give them a
big lot at a time it will be stored in the combs. If I under-
stand you correctly, you put two Simplicity feeders on a hive,

each feeder holding about a pound of feed. That makes slow
work, the best you can do. It's doubtful if two barrels of

sugar will be enough, considering the description yen give of

the condition of the brood-chambers. Better get at least a few
feeders large enough to take at once all you want to give to a
colony. Y'ou can put a Miller feeder on a hive, put in 10 or

-

15 pounds of sugar, till up with water, and the job is done.
In a day or two they will take it all down, and if you don't get
in quite enough water first time you can fill in more next day.

Then you can move the feeder to another hive. If you don't
care to be at any expense for feeders, you can use the crock-
and-plate plan so often described in these columns. Put sugar
in a stone crock, then as many pints of water as sugar, put a
piece of woolen cloth or flannel over the crock (two pieces if

thin), or five or six thicknesses of cheese-cloth, put a plate

over this, with one hand under and one hand over, shake
around pretty well, and then suddenly turn the whole thing
upside down. Set this over your frames with an empty hive-

body over it, well covered up so no robbers can get in. When
you commence feeding a colony, crowd it right through, then
tackle another colony. Get all fed as early as you can.

What to Do with Broocl-Fraine<i.

What am I to do with the brood-frames that are about
half full of honey and the remainder full of young bees ?

Pennsylvania.

Answer.—I've studied over your question and can't think
of a thing you ought to do only to let such frames alone. If

the brood-frames are half full of honey and the balance con-

tains brood, you can hardly desire anything belter. If there's

anything I don't have straight in my understanding of your
question, let me know and I'll be glad to try again.

Eight-Frame Iiive§—Supers in Winter.

1. Why do you recommend 8-frame hives to beginners
when they are inadequate ? I find one of my hives overflow-

ing with bees. They hung out, so I put on the second super
with sections, which helpt things considerably.

2. What will they do when I take the supers off to pack
them in chaff for the winter?

3. Could I leave on one of the supers with partly-filled

sections without any material damage to the bees, then trans-

fer them to a larger hive in the spring? New York.

Answers.— 1. I have more than once said that an S-frame
hive was not as good as a larger one for any one who does not

pay considerable attention to his bees. But there is no reason
why the largest number of bees possible as the progeny of one
queen may not find plenty of room by the use of 8-frame
hives. If one story will not accommodate them, additional

room can be given either by giving a second story of eight

frames, or else by giving sufficient super room. You say your
bees hung out with only one super on. I should be very sorry

to have many colonies so weak that they could be contained In

an 8-frame hive and a single super during the honey harvest.

Last year (there has been no harvest this year) I had many
colonies that filled an 8frame hive and as many as five supers
at the same time. Some had more than that.

2. Those colonies of mine that filled the hive and five or

more supers had no trouble in being confined to an 8-frame
hive when fall came. Just wait, and you'll find your hive is

large enough for fall and winter.

3. Yes, that will be a good thing for the bees, but It will
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be rough on the sections. But you can take off the the sec-

tions and I think you'll find there will bs no difficulty about
there being room enough in the hives. If proper attention is

given to the bees, so that they will not be allowed to get short
of stores, an S-frame hive serves a very good purpose. I'm in-

clined to think I shall use that size of hive iu the future as I

have for a number of years past. If the eight frames do not
give the bees room enough, I can give them another story at
any other than harvest time, and at harvest time I can give
enough supers to hold all the bees. But for any one who leaves
his bees to themselves, merely hiving them when they swarm,
and taking away the surplus in the fall, a larger hive is de-
cidedly safer and better.

Rcariiis Queens and Drones—Purcly-lMalecl
(tuccns.

1. I examined my bees to-day (Aug. 16) and found queen-
cells with eggs in them. Why are there eggs iu queen-cells at
this season of the year"? The hives are full of brood, but there
is little honey coming in. The prospect for a fall flow is good.

2. Why are my bees rearing so many drones ? There is

more drone-brood in the hive now than in the spring.
3. Can I rear purely-mated queens where there are no

black bees within two miles of me? Virginia.

Answers.— 1. It is possible the bees contemplate swarm-
ing. A colony strong in bees is as likely to swarm in a par-
tial honey-flow as when the flow is unusually strong. More
likely, however, the eggs in queen-cells mean the supersedure
of the queen. Remember that about one-third of your queens
must be superseded annually, and this supersedure generally
takes place after the time of swarming.

2. The same reason that would make them have eggs in
queen-cells would account for the drones, as there would be no
use in rearing queens if there were no drones.

3. Taking that (question as an everyday, common-sense
question, I should say no. For it's pretty nearly certain that
black drones are not very far away. If there are no black
bees anywhere within two or three miles—nothing but pure
Italians—then you may be pretty safe in expecting your
queens to be purely mated.

A Too-Prolific' Queen.

I have a queen that is too prolific for ray management. If
I reduce the brood-chamber she swarms out, and if given room
she will keep all the colony busy rearing brood. What can I
do to secure surplus ? I got no surplus from her colony this
year, and a colony by its side gave me 40 pounds of comb
honey in 1-pound sections. I workt her on the Heddon plan.

Oregon.

Answer.—It's difficult to say what may be best. The
first question is whether the bees are such poor gatherers that
they yield no surplus, no matter how strong. If that is the
case the evident remedy is to change their queen for a better
one. If the character of the bees is all right, and the only
trouble is that they are strong and swarm, put the swarm
on the old stand, and give them the supers they had on, and
you ought to get a good report in surplus. You say if given
room the queen keeps all the colony rearing brood. If that is

early enough, so that the colony comes to about Its fullest de-
velopment about the beginning of the honey-flow, unless there
is something radically wrong iu the character of the bees you
ought to have fair results. If she has all the room needed for
brood, and the additional room is in the super, such a strong
force of bees ought to be able to do something unless swarm-
ing takes place, in which case the result ought to be as pre-
viously mentioned. It is possible that it might have belpt
somewhat toward a decision if you had told more particularly
what you mean by reducing the brood-chamber, how many
frames you use for the colony, and the size of frames.

Preserving Extracling-C'ombs.

On page 46S, John Newton writes that "after the ex-
tracting season is over he places the combs three high with a
quilt between the brood-chamber and supers, .with a corner
turned back to allow the bees to clean them up."

1. Which do you think is the better way to place them

—

as above stated, or to put them under a colony ?

Again, he says : "After combs are clean they are again
placed in the store-room, with a sheet of paper between each,
until they are wanted again the following spring." He does

not say if they are hung up or piled close together with paper
between, nor what kind of paper.

2. Could I not put the cleaned combs in a box made of
wire-screen to keep out moths ?

3. Please give what you think is the best way to preserve
extracting-combs from now until next spring.

Minnesota.
Answers — 1. Probably there isn't a great deal of differ-

ence. Until lately I have put extra combs (much the same as
extracting-combs) under the brood-chamber, but on some ac-
counts it is better to put them above. In either case, if the
brood-chamber is crammed full of honey, except what is occu-
pied with brood, the bees will be slow to empty out the ex-
tracting-combs. They will clean them up nicely, but the honey
got in the cleaning up will be put in the extracting-combs.
But late enough in the season there will usually be enough
room in the brood-chamber for all purposes. One objection to

putting combs under, in case they are to be cleaned up to be
put away, is that if they are put there early enough and the
bees still do some gathering, they are likely to put pollen iu

them iustead of in the brood-chamber. Another reason for

putting them over instead of under, is that it is easier to put
them there, and also easier to take ihem away.

2. That will work very well, providing you are sure the
combs are entirely clear of eggs and worms when stored, or

providing they are brimstoned, if needed.
3. On the .whole, it is perhaps as easy and safe a plan as

any to let the bees take care of the combs till too late for the
moths to do any harm. If they are taken from the bees
toward the end of November in Northern States, there will be
no further trouble about worms till next spring, and none then
if the combs are well frozen in the winter. If fastened in the
hives away from the bees— I mean fastened so no mice can get
in through the winter—they can be left out-doors with safety.

The Queen in Maliing Increase-
Frames,

-Extracting

1. In forming a new colony by taking a frame of brood
with adhering bees and queen from hive No. 1, and placing It

in empty hive No. 2, and placing No. 2 on the stand of a

strong colony. No. 3, just moved to a new location, would it

be best to cage the queen until the field-bees of No. 3 became
acquainted with her, she being a valuable queen ?

2. I use Hoffman frames in the brood-chamber. Would
you use them In extrac ting-supers, or shallow ones, half depth?

3. If shallow frames, would thin surplus foundation do?
4. If full size, would you advise them to be wired?

Georgia.
Answers.— 1. If honey is coming in well it is hardly nec-

essary, still it might be well as an extra precaution with a

valuable queen. I once removed a strong colony from its

stand, set in its place a hive filled with empty combs, putting

in a queen without a single worker attendant, and it was an
entire success. At another time the queen was killed.

2. That's a hard question to answer. The regular brood-

frames have the advantage that they maybe used either place

interchangeably. The shallow frames have the advantage
that they are a little better for extracting purposes on account

of size, being easier to uncap, and the honey being more
uniformly ripened, for it often happens that the upper part of

a large frame will be sealed some time before the lower part.

It is also urged that a comb that has been used for brood

should not be used for extracting purposes, as a slight dark-

ening of the honey will occur from using dark combs. If you .

have shallow extracting-frames, there is not much danger
they will be used for any other purpose. On the whole. It

might be a good plan to use full-sized frames for extracting

until you have all the frames of that kind you want as brood-

combs, then confine yourself to shallow combs for extracting.

The fact that such able men as the Dadants use shallow

frames for extracting Is a strong argument in their favor.

F'or one thing, they say a queen is less likely to lay in the

shallow combs.
3. It might. Certainly thinner foundation will do in shal-

low than in deep frames, and it would not be quite so bad to

have foundation stretch in extracting as in brood-combs.

4. Yes.

Langrstrotb on the Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete

work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and Is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee .lournal should

have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.
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^-.-»^

From Ctaicago to Oiuaba we expect to have a
very pleasant time. IVIr. A. I. Root wrote us Aug. SO that he
and Ernest R. Root expect to be with us next Monday evening
to start over the C. B. & Q. road at 5:.50 o'clock. Mr. Root
said he would make the announcement in Gleanings for Sept.

. 1, and that they wanted " Dr. Millerto be in thecrowd, sure."
Of course the Doctor will be along, and we hope that many
more will join us.

Remember that we will reserve sleeping car accommoda-
tions in the same car with us if we receive instructions in

time. We ought to know by Saturday of this week, if any
more wish us to reserve berths for them.

IIoney-I>e\%' for "Winter Stores.—The Bee-
Keepers' Review gives the following as its opinion on the use
of honey-dew for winter stores for bees:

"Quite a number have. written me that their bees have
gathered honey-dew this year. .In some localities the bees
have filled their hives with it there is a difference in
honey dew ; some is almost black, and sickening in flavor,
while some is light in color and rather pleasant in taste. I
remember that Prof. Cook used to tell us of these two kinds of
honey-dew, and explain that one came from one source and
the other frojn some other source, but I have forgotten now

what was the exact difiference in the sources. He used also to

tell us that he considered the light-colored wholesome, and
that with the right conditions it might be safe for winter-food
for the bees ; but he most emphatically condemned the dark,
ill-flavored variety. It is quite likely that in Southern locali-

ties, where it Is not so cold, and where bees may enjoy an oc-

casional flight during the winter, honey-dew maybe all right
for winter-stores, but there have been too many heavy losses

from this source, where the winter is long and cold, to trust it

for winter-stores."
*-»-^.

Xbe Omalia ConTention will be held next week
—Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 13, 14 and 15,

at the Delone Hotel, Cor. 14th St. and Capitol Ave.

Are you going to be there "? Better go If you can. It

should be the best and largest convention of bee-keepers ever

held in this country. It can be, if every bee-keeper will make
a big effort to attend.

Some may say it costs too much to go. lu one hundred

years from now you won't miss the amount you spent in at-

tending conventions. And you will never realize how much
you miss if you stay away.

Of course you will be at Omaha next week, i/ot oJtpos-

sible.

Tlie Cbicagfo Bee Keepers' Association is

the newest organization among bee-keepers. It was started

here Sept. 1, at the Briggs House. The intention is to build

up a strong society among the bee-keepers residing in Cook

county, which practically is Chicago. There are over 100 of

them in this county. A constitution was adopted, fixing the

annual dues at 50 cents, the meetings to be held quarterly,

the first Thursday of December, March, June and September.

The officers elected are—President, C. Beers; Vice-President,

Mrs. Fannie Horstmann ; and Secretary and Treasurer, H. F.

Moore.

Of course, all bee-keepers In Chicago and Cook county

will wish to become members of this association. If it Is more

convenient to send your dues to the Bee Journal office, do so,

and we will hand it to Mr. Moore, who will mail you a receipt.

Using PJarro'w-'Widtli Sections.—In a recent

issue of the Bee-Keepers' Review, Editor Hutchinson gave this

paragraph on the width of sections :

" The width of sections that I used this year is only 13>^

inches. Several years ago, when I lived at Rogersville, I used
several thousands of sections of this width. This is the width
that bees naturally build thelrcomb, and they build this width
of combs more even and straight without separators than
they do the thicker combs. They complete and cap the combs
quicker. Fourteen sections weigh about 12 pounds. I like

sections of this width."

Editor Root, after copying the foregoing, has this to say

on the subject :

" If I can read the signs of the times the trade will grad-

ually work toward lighter-weight section honey-boxes— not

for the purpose of deception, but because the wholesale price

of honey has got down so low that one or two things must
happen : The price must go up or quantity decrease. In

good years the former is out of the question."

While no doubt many grocers who retail comb honey by

the section, and not by weigh;, would prefer the lighter-

weight sections, still the consumers, we think, would prefer

to have the heavier section, and pay a little more for it. It

will be a hard matter to get the bees to put 14 ounces of

honey in the I'.jinch sections oftener than—well, it will not

be their rule, we think.

Honey" Cherry-Pliospliate.—A "straw" in

Gleanings says that a Mrs. Collins recommends, for a hot

weather drink, cherry phosphate sweetened with honey. It

can always be on hand, even when lemons cannot, and a set

of threshers gave coffee the go-by for this drink.
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ride on the

Yes, the " B(ee)-Iloute"
is theChicago.Burliuftton&Quincy

for Omaha next week, when at-

tending the annual convention of

the United States Bee-Keepers'

Union. Be sure to see that your

ticket takes you over the great

"Burlington Route." If you are

east of Chicago, and can do so,

'Nickel Plate" road, then from here ou take the

"C. B. & Q." right to Omaha.

The editor of the American Bee Journal, with others, ex-

pects to leave Chicago via the " Burlington Route " next

Monday, Sept. 12, at 5:50 p.m., arriving in Omaha at 8:10

o'clock the next morning In ample time to be at the opening

session of the convention at 10 o'clock.

We learn that beekeepers from all over this great country

are expecting to be at Omaha next week. It will be a fine op-

portunity to meet many that you have read about In the bee-

papers, and whose writings you have enjoyed. And then, the

program—gotten up according to Dr. Mason's very best pre-

scription— that will be a treat long to be remembered.

Last year it was, " Put me ofif at Buffalo." This year the

" Burlington " conductor will " Put me ofif at Omaha!"

Xhe Oniaba Convention Program.—On the

program built by the Secretary, Dr. A. B. Mason, for the

Omaha convention next week, appear the following subjects

and essayists :

General Advice to Bee-Keepers—Rev. Emerson T. Abbott, St.

Joseph, Mo.
Bee-Keeping in Cuba and Porto Rico—0. 0. Poppleton,

Stuart, Fla.

Co-operation Among Bee-Keepers—^P. H. Elwood, Starkvllle,

N. Y.
Organization Among Bee-Keepers—W. F. Marks, Chaplnville,

N. Y.
Bees In America—Prof. Lawrence Bruner, Lincoln, Nebr.
Recent Progress In Apiculture—E. R. Root, Medina, Ohio.
Feeding Bees for Best Results—W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.
President's Address—George W. York, Chicago, III.

Bee-Keepers and Supply Manufacturers—Dr. C. C. Miller,

Marengo, 111.

Foul Brood in the Apiary—Wm. McEvoy, Woodburn, Ont.
Advanced Methods of Comb Honey Production—S. T. Pettlt,

Belmont, Ont.
Experiences and Suggestions In Marketing Honey—S. A.

Niver, Groton, N. Y.
Best Method for Creating and Maintaining a Market for

Honey—Herman F. Moore, Chicago, III.

Migratory Bee-Keeping— H. E. Hill, Titusvllle, Pa.
Honey-Producing Plants—Prof. Charles E. Bessey, Lincoln,

Nebr.
The Scientific Side of Apiculture—C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

A Half Century of Bee-Keeping in America.—Hon. Eugene
Secor, Forest City, Iowa.

Best Size of Hives to Use in the Apiary—J. F. Mclntyre,
Sespe, Calif.

Report of Secretary—Dr. A. B. Mason, Sta. B., Toledo, Ohio.
Report of General Manager—Hon. Eugene Secor, Forest City,

Iowa.
The Relation Existing Between.the Apiary and the Successful

Production of Fruit—G. M. Whitford, Arlington, Nebr.
The Apiary on the Farm and In the Orchard—E. Wbitcomb,

Friend, Nebr.
Needs of Bee-Culture in the South— Dr. J. P. H. Brown,

Augusta, Ga.

Besides a list of the various features of the convention,

the program contains a number of bee-keepers' songs, the

pictures of the nine ofiBcers, etc. Send 5 cents to the Secre-

tary, Dr. A. B. Mason, Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, and get a copy of

it. The music is worth fifty times the price askt for the

program.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for It, and get all other bee-keepers possi-
ble to subscribe for it.

Honey Crop Poorest in Years.— Editor Root,

in Gleanings for Aug. 15, says this when referring to the

honey crop of the United States for 1898 :

Later reports seem to confirm previous reports to the

efifect that the season this year comes as near being a failure,

so far as honey Is concerned, as any year bee-keepers have
had for many a year back. A few have been fortunate enough
to secure good crops, and market quotations, owing to scarcity,

Indicate an advance In both comb and extracted. The season

seems to have been the poorest In our own State of Ohio. In

sections of West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin and Minnesota, good crops are reported ; the sea-

son In Vermont seems to have been exceptionally good ; and
reports indicate fair honey-flows in other portions of New
England. Of course, the season in central and southern Cali-

fornia was a complete failure, owing to a lack of rain. In

northern California some honey was gathered. Colorado is

the one State out of all the rest that will be the banner honey
State this year, for the season was considerably ahead of last

year. Very flattering reports have come from Florida.

Xo Organize a Bee-Association.—Rev. L.

Allen, of Clark Co., Wis., sends us the following, looking

toward the starting of a local bee-keepers' association :

Editor York:—Please give notice through the "Old
Reliable " that the bee-keepers, and all others that may be

interested in apiculture, are requested to meet in Greenwood,
Clark Co., Wis., Saturday, Sept. 10, 1898, for the purpose of

organizing a bee-keepers' association. The Invitation is ex-

tended to the ladies as well as gentlemen, the young as well

as the old. Come one, come all. Come expecting to bear

some humble part in the gathering and its doings.

We don't know just exactly the nature the meeting will

assume—probably will open by way of relating experiences. I

am inclined to the opinion we will have a good time and profit-

able. By order of committee.
L. Allen

We trust that all who can arrange to be present next Sat-

urday will not fail to attend and aid in getting the association

organized.
-.-».

Beet vs. Cane Sugar.—Now and then the ques-

tion comes up as to whether beet sugar is as good for winter-

ing as cane sugar. Across the water opinion seems to be

nearly unanimous that it is not. On this side bee-keepers in

general do not concern themselves about it. R. L. Taylor says

In Review, " The highest chemical authority at the Michigan

State Agricultural College says they are identical—beet sugar

is cane sugar." Editor Root says that equally diamond and

charcoal are chemically the same, but for all that there Is a

vast difference in them. He says that years ago their bees

didn't winter as well on cane sugar as now when they are sup-

posed to have nothing but beet sugar, but the sugar may have

had nothing to do with the difference, aud he has much re-

spect for the opinion of such a man as T. W. Cowan, who rec-

ommends cane in preference to beet.

•*-'-*

Why Eat Honey?—the leaflet heretofore used to

some extent— is now out of print, and we do not now expect

to have any more of them. The "Ji-page pamphlet, " Honey

as Food," is so much superior, and more effective and helpful

in creating a demand for honey. See prices on another page,

also In the book columns.

Cream-Colored vs. Snow-'White Sections.
—Referring to this subject in Gleanings for Aug. 15, Editor

Root says;

The editor of the Bee-Keepers' Review quite agrees with

Mr. G. K. Hubbard, that it Is only the beekeepers who demand
snow-white sections ; that neither the merchant nor consumer
asks for them. And In turn I quite agree with Mr. Hutchin-

son, that it is poor business management to pay for extra

whiteness. In our catalog for the last two years we have

tried to educate our fraternity up to this sort of doctrine, but

somehow bee-keepers will insist on white goods. In spite of

the fact that white honey would show ofif to better advantage
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in the darker or cream-colored box. Put a cake of nice white
honey, for instance, down on some clean snow and it will ap-
pear dark by contrast. Of course, snow is whiter than the
whitest basswood ; but there is a great deal of this wood that
is much whiter than the average of white honey, and I cannot
ana never could see the sense of payina more money for the
so-called snow-white when it is quite liable to make the honey
it incloses appear darker by contrast.

The supply dealer is perfectly willing to give his custo-
mers their choice, and if they are determined lo pay more
money for the white sections, he has no fault to find.

All the same, toe prefer the white sections. Not neces-

sarily " snow-white," but fairly white. And at the price of

sections, were we using a great quantity of them, we would
prefer to pay a little more and get the whiter sections. For
marketing purposes, we certainly like to have the white sec-

tions, and of course want the white comb honey in It. Here
in the city appearanoa goes a long way whea it comes to

comb honey. Only the very whitest—both of comb and sec-

tion— will bring the highest price. And, after all, isn't it

advisable to aim always at producing the very best honey in

appearance as well as in flavor? Do the very best you can,

there will still be plenty of the lower grades produced.

Folding: Paper^Xrays for SIiipping:-Cases.
—Editor Hutchinson gives this method in the August Bee-
Keepers' Review, being the same as was described in that

paper a year ago :

" If any one experiences any trouble in folding up the
paper-tray that goes in the bottom, let him make a board
about one-eighth of an inch, or a trifle more, smaller than the
inside of the case. Place the sheet of paper on top of the
case, lay on the board, and then gently press down upon the
board, forcing the paper to the bottom of the case. A nail
driven in the upper end of the board will furnish a handle for
removing the board. The lower corners of the board may
need rounding off to prevent their puncturing the paper. It
may require a little patience and practice to get the board
just right, and to learu how to use it, but the neatness and
dispatch that follow will amply repay the trouble."

A Floi^-ing: Honey-Stream.—This occurred in

the Episcopal church in Tulare county, Calif., it is said. A
swarm of vagrant bees, while in search of a suitable home,
found an admirable location in the loft of that church, where,
having an abundance of space, they increast and multiplied,

and at the same time laid up a large store of honey.
Great white combs were attacht to the rafters overhead,

and added to until hundreds of pounds of honey were hidden
away in the waxen cells. One hot day the wax gave way,
and down rafters, scantlings and joist began to flow streams
of liquid sweetness. Through every crevice it pourfd, and
soon altar, pulpit, chancel and pews of the sacred edifice were
treated to such a flood of honey as had never been witnest
before.

31:
Mr. Evan J. Davis, of Lyon Co., Minn., wrote us Aug.

" I have 15 colonies of bees, but not much honey. Long
live the American Bee Journal."

C. J. H. Gravknhorst, the much esteemed editor of
Deutsche Illustriene Bienenzeitung, has been very sick since
the beginning of the year, and is still confined to his bed.
Altho past his threescore years and ten, he is a man of re-
markable vigor, and it is to be hoped that he maybe yet

spared long years for the benefit of bee-culture in Germany
and throughout the world. [Friend Gravenhorst, despite his

age, seems to be one of the most progressive bee-keepers in

Germany. All that he has written on the subject of bees, so
far as I know, seems to sparkle from the fountain of eternal
youth.

—

Ed ]--Gleanings.

Miss Mathilda Candler, of Grant Co., Wis., writing us
Sept. 1, said :

"My bees have done fairly well so far, on basswood, and
are now busily working on fall flowers."

My Neighbor Koeppkn, who has six apiaries, will have
at least 20,000 pounds of white comb honey. From some of

his apiaries he may get some fall honey. He had a yciung
man help him about three months this season.—Editorial
paragraph in Bee-Keepers' Review.

Mr. W. J. PicKAKD, of Richland Co., Wis., called on us'

last week, and reported their crop as beiug 50,000 pounds of
extracted basswood hooey this year, from about 400 colonies
in four apiaries. It was a great season at his place, and the
honey is fine. Mr. Pickard's wife and daughter seem to man-
age the bees. And judging from the yield they know how.

Yk Editor and Wife spent a very pleasant week in

northeastern Ohio—from Aug. 19th to the 27th—visiting

among the former's parents, brothers, sisters, and old friends.

It is over 14 years since we left our boyhood home for

Chicago, and during that time many are the changes that
have taken place. Some of the then older friends have past
on to the "other shore," and others begin to show the wear
of years. Yes, we are all fast hastening to that long home
whence none return.

Mr. C. a. Hatch is now in Colorado, engineering an api-

ary, and hobnobbing with R. C. Aikin and others. Mr. Hatch
should not have been discouraged at the failure of the honey
crop in Southern California, for there are many places where
the bees will roll in quite a honey crop, even in California.
Here am I, where the alfalfa is yielding honey quite rapidly,

and the conditions ace so nice the ranchers believe it makes
better hay to stand awhile in bloom, and that is just pleasing
to the bee men.—J. H. Martin, in Gleanings.

Mr. Harry E. Hill—the new editor of the American Bee-
Keeper— is going to give us all warm competition. His experi-
ence in keeping bees is probably more varied than that of any
other apicultural editor in the United States. He has seen
and kept bees from New York to California, from California
to Florida, and from Florida to Cuba. He, if any one, ought
to know the influence of locality and its effect upon bees. The
American Bee-Keeper, under his editorial management, fairly

bristles with'good things.— Gleanings.

Mrs. E. a. Starr, editress of the Philadelphia Public
Ledger's apiarian department, has kept a colony of bees on
the window-ledge outside of her room, on the fourth floor of

the Ledger ofBce, for the past four years. A covering of

newspapers over the frames is the only protection given the
colony during t.he winter seasons. " The bees " says M. F.
Reeve, " come and go at their pleasure, and gather a great
deal of sweetness from Independence and Washington Squares
—the former directly across the street, and the latter about a
block away." The Quaker City has another lady bee-keeper
who keeps 18 colonies in a third-story window up town.
These are located inside, and the laden workers have for an
alighting-board the window-sill, while an opening is left at

the top for the exit of the outbound force.—American Bee-
Keeper.

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet
especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the
pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-
sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a
home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these
prices: A sample for a stamp ; 25 copies for 30 cents; 50
for 50 cents; 100 for 90 cents; 250 for $2.00; 500 for

$3.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.
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BEST
EXTRACTED HONEY FOR SALE

ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

ALFALFA
HONEY

This is the famous white extracted hooey
gathered in the great Alfalfa regions of the

Central West. It is a splendid honey, and
nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can't get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

IE'

BASSWOOD
HONEY =»='=»==«==«==«°=»=~*-*'

This is the well-known light-colored honey
gathered from the rich, nectar-laden basswood
blossoms in Wisconsin. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by
those who like a distinct flavor in their honey.

PRICES OF EITHER ALFALFA OR BASSWOOD HONEY :

A sample of either, by mail, Scents; samples of both, 15 cents—to pay for package and postagp_.

By freight—One 60-poiind can, 7^ cents a pound ; 'I cans, 7U cents per pound ; -i or more cans, 7

cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans yon can have half

of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This honey is aU

Absolutely Pure Bees' Honey
the finest of their kinds produced in this country.

We would suggest that those beekeepers who did not produce any honey for their home demand this

year, ju.-t order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get

this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. The pamphlet, " Honey as Food," will be

a great help in creating customers for honey. See prices on another page.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., - 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

WW-

Be It Known
To all ITIeii, we are prepared
to fill orders proiuiXly lor

CHOICE aUEENS^tr'^n^o^/
Croldeu or ljeaCber><'olored Italians....

Tested $100; ITnteeted—one. T5c; three,
$1.50. After July 1, 50c each. Remit by Ex-
press Money Order, payable at Barnum. Wis.
Pne and two-ceut stamps taken. Address.

"Vaa Mlleii ©^ 'Williartss,
25Atf BARNCJ.TI, WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -wben writing.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog- MISKESOTi BEE-
KEEPERS' SIFPLY MFG. CO., Nicollet
Islfind, Minneapolis, Minn.

rr^fi^d^mi^M^

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of foul
moD using hand tools, In
Klpptng, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Bdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Kold on Trial. Catalo^ae Free.

SENU'^A FALIiS IflFG. CO.,
46 Water St 8KNK0A FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

IVIiolesale
and Uetall.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax 'S^^lll^mi A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
Th» best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and bamples of Foundation and
Sections.
BKEMVAX always wanted for cash or

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

tlease mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bees Are Doing Well.

Blackhart and buckwheat have come
icto bloom again, and they are yielding

honey in abundance. Bees have been
swarming some in this locality. I can
extract ;;about l.UOO pounds a week.
We did not get any clover honey. I

think it was too wet in the spring and
too dry in the summer, but clover never
bloomed better than it did the past sum-
mer. I have extracted about 2,100
pounds already, and am going to ex-

tract to-morrow. I use the 7 two-frame
Novice honey-extractor, and with some
help can extract 1,000 pounds in a day.

I do not do much with my bees in the

summer, as I have so much other work
to do, but I always have them watcht in

swarming-tlme. The one who hived the

swarms helps nie extract the honey.
She wrote a little for the Bee .Journal

some time ago, and Is much Interested

in bees. J. F. Wirth.
Henry Co., 111., Aug. 30.

Poorest Year of All.

This Is the poorest year I have had
yet. Bees were never as strong in num-
bers before, and plenty of blossoms, but
little honey. I hope they will have some
soon. There is a good show now, but It

was so wet in the spring, and then so

dry, but lots of rain lately. I have had
but few swarms, only 7 out of 20 very

strong colonies. Last year 1 had only 5

swarms from 20 colonies. I have taken

California
If you care to know of Ita Fruits, Flowers
Olimate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated J2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN PRANCTSOO. OAL.

QUEENS.
Now Is the time to requeen. and the place

to fret them is Irom D.^niki. Wuhth. He fur-

nishes good Queens by return mail for 45
cents each; 6forj;7U; or *.i 00 per dozen.

DAIMIGI. WUK'I'H,
SBAlt Falmouth. Kush Co.. Ind.

Fiease mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEND
Your Address...
on postal cant lor a free copy
of my book on Queen-Rearing.

HEKRV ALLEY,Weiiliam, Nasi.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Nickel Plate Excursion to
Boston.

Tickets on sale for trains leaving Chi-

cago Sept. 16 to IS, Inclusive, at rate of

.$19.00 for the round-trip, and good re-

turning until Sept. 30. Also cheap rates

to all points East. Vestibuled sleeping-

cars to Boston, and solid train to New
York. Rates lower than via other lines.

For further information call on or ad-

dress, J. Y. Calahan, General Agent,

111 Adams Street, Chicago. Telephone
Main 33St). 60-32-6) j
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Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements bo that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5ft lOB) 25ft 50Ib
Sweet Clover 60 $1.00 12.25 14.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

OEOKGE W. YOKK & CO ,

118 Michigan street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested. 75c. Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-Llst to

F. A. CROWELL,,
8Atf GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal -wheu "writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! ROOT'S
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

TO GET YOtJR

ZVt QUEENS ZVt
Is of H. G. QUIRIN, of Bellevne, Ohio.

Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to furnish the
best of Queens—Golden Italian— Uoollttle's
strain—warranted purely mated, 50c; 6 for
$2 75. Leather Colored same price. Safe arri-

val. No postage stamps wantfd. 23A16t
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

READY TO MAIL ^
My 40-pag:e Catalog: of my Specialties, and

Root's Goods at tlieir prices. I carry a
lull line of Bee-Keepeks' :^UPPLIES, and can
flhlp promptly. Catalog- Free.

GEO. E. HILTON, Premout, mieli.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

llllfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iUUlIl N Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bek-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.

Send tor our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

meeting: of So-cereigti Grand
Lodge, I.O.O.F., Boston,

Mass., Sept. 19 to 24,
Inclusive.

For this occasion the Nickel Plate

Road will sell tickets at rate of one fare

for the round-trip. Tickets on sale Sept.

16 to 18, inclusive, good returning until

Sept. 30, inclusive. For particulars, ad-

dress J. Y. Calahau, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago, 111. Telephone
Main 3389. (59-32-6)

off only about 60 sections of honey as

yet, but they are all Ailing up now with
all kinds of mixt colors. I never keep
over 20 colonies. My bees are all fine

Italians, and extra-strong colonies.

I am 75 years old, and 53 years ago
we were married. I can see as well as I

could when a boy. I can take dog and
gun and walk from daylight till dark
and be not much the worse for wear.
We have reared 15 children, and my
wife is quite young-looking yet, and
nimble—71 years old. I have been used
to bees ever since a boy, off and on. I

was born in Sussex, England ; lived in

Canada 27 years, and 1 have been here
17 years. Henry White.
Humboldt Co., Iowa, Aug. 26.

Short Honey Crop.

Our honey crop will be short this year,

with 10 swarms to our credit—the first

May 2i, and the last Aug. 24:. Not
very encouraging for an apiary of 50
colonies. Paul Whitebread.
Luzerne Co., Pa., Aug. 29.

Prospects Not Good.

The prospects for a honey crop here
are not good. It was too wet in forep'art

of the season, and when locust came into

bloom it was so hot that the bees did not
gather much honey. It is too wet to ex-

pect much from the buckwheat crop also.

Clinton Co., Pa. John Suter.

Bees Not Doing Well.

Bees are not doing well here this sea-

son, altho mine have for some reason

done well. From nine colonies in the
spring, up to date I have taken off 300
pounds of comb honey, while other bee-

keepers have no honey at all. I had an
increase of only three colonies this sea-

son. C. M. Chase.
Wood Co., Wis., Aug. 23.

A Report for 1897.

Last year I began in the spring with

12 colonies, and had 8 swarms. The
strongest one took nature's flitting on
me when gone to see a patient. I made
one colony from a nucleus, thus ending
the season with 20 colonies. My bees

stored 3,160 poundsuof honey in 1897.
I believe this to be the greatest bee-

record ever made in the United States.

Albert Sayler, M. D.

Clermont Co., Ohio, Aug. 27.

Disappointing Season.

The season here has been very disap-

pointing. There was an abundance of

clover and other bloom, but the bees did

not work on it. The honey crop is very

short— I have only about one-third of a

crop. Bees are in good condition for a

fall crop : the prospect is good, and I

hope to get some honey this fall. The
late rains have brought out the aster

and golden-rod.
I have had very bad luck this season.

On the night of Aug. 4 we had a terrible

flood which destroyed everything in its

course. The water came down in the

hollow which I live like a river ; it came-
within one inch of the floor of my dwell

ing-house. It was 10 Inches deep in

my apiary, and drowned many bees. I

am preparing to move my house, as I

cannot live and be contented in the

place I am. There are a good many
bee-keepers around here, but very few

DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Qneen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-

ping device is a fine thing

for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail

It for 25 cents; or will send

it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-

scrlber to the Bee Journal
for a year at .SI.00; or for §1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

Geo. W. York & Co., 118 Mich. St.. Chicago.Ill.

are worth looking
at. We are mak->OUR PRICES

ing the new
Cliamplon Chafi-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent tor a price-list may save
you i%%%

K. H. SCBniDT Sc CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mentiOl^ Bee Journal when writing.

DEC VCCDCD? I Let me send you my 64-

ULL'NuLr LMO i page Catalog for 18H8

J. m. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, \la.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing

TliiM Enierson stiff-clothboard Binder
for the American Bee Journal we mail for 60

cents; or will send It wttn the Journal for one
year — both for Jl.oO. It is a very fine

thing to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-
nal as fast as thev are received. If you have
the " Emerson." no further binding is neces-

sary.
CiEOKGE W. VOBK A: CO.,

118 Michigan Sireet, - CHICAGO, ILL.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A.J. Cook, claremont, Calif.,

for hie

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

pTO Hlorida Italian ((IIF.FJS!

Tested Queens, $1.00 each: Untested, .)0c.

Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. I.. CAKKI\e TON.
llAtf De Funiak Springs. Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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HONEY***
If you want Colorado Alfalfa. Sweet Clover

and Cleome honey -comb or extracted—corre-

spond with the Secretary of the Colorado

State Bee-Keepers' Association. Our Honey
ranks high in quality. Car lots a specialty.

Address F. KAIICHFUSS, Elyria, Colo.

31Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUUDATIOB
Ha* No Sag in Brood-Framei

Thill Flat-Buttuni Puuudatioii

Btts Ho Fisbbone in tbe Serphig Boba}

ttetDK ide cleanesi Lb aBaatly worae
tbe qalckest of any Fotrndatlon oi»a^

J. A. V 4N Uh.\ ^E^.
9ole MaDDfaoturer

spruat Hroofc MontBon ery )'o. N \

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

l!3?J!Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure VelloiKr

BeeS'wax delivered to our ofiBce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH. No commission. Now If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send It on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO. ILLS
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

George W. York & Co.,
Chicaeo* Ills.

Bees and Jlouey . or Management of an Apiary
^Or Pleasure and Prodi, by Thomae G. Newman.

—

fhlB edition has been lar^^ely re-wrltten. tlioruuKhly
revised, and Is *• fully up with the times " in all the
improvements and Inventiuns In this rapldly-devel-
ipiD? pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everythlut; that can aid in the successful manage-
ment of an apiary, and at llie same time produce
themost Iiuney In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 250 patres, and 24oliiustration8— Is beautifully
Drlnted in tlie hitrheststyie of tlie art, and twund
'n Cloth, gold-lettered. Price. $1.00.

I^angstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
I*adant—Tills classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated, It
treats of everythinfj relating to bees and bee-keep-
ng. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard woik by Rev. L. L. I^-angstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, J1.25.

Bee-K.e~per8' Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is nut only instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keepint;. but Is

!!DterestlnK and thoroughly practical and scientific,
It contains a full delineation of tlie anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4(10 pages ; bound la cloth and
Tully illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientific Queen- Kearlng, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
ihe very best of (^ueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way ITU pages, bound In
cloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1-00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclop;edla of 4U0 pases, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains liUJ engravings. It was written especially foi
'>eglnners Bound In cloth. Price, $1-26.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre-, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Uutchlnson.—The author
of tills work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Tou should read his book. SH]

oages, bound In paper, and Illustrated, Price, 50 cts.

Katlonal Bee-1fc.eei»ln«:. by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This is a transiatlnn of his latest German book on
bee-cultiire. U has ^50 pages; bcand
'n paper covers. $1.00

Bleneu-Kultur, by Thomas G.- Newrian. -

This Is a German translation of the principal por-
tion of the book called Beks of Hoxey. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Bieneiizuclit iind HonSsgewinnung;*
nach der ueuesten methode (Germant by .T. F.

Eggers. This book gives the latest, most ap-
proved metbols of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive style.with illustraiions to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c.

Bee-Keepins: Tor Beginners, by Dr J.
P. H- Brown, of Georgia. A practical and eondenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes of
management in order to secure the most profit. 1 10
pages, bound in paper. Price, 5U cents.

Bee-Keepins: lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's "new system, or hiiw to gel the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8o p . illustrated. 25c.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G, Newman.— It contains the parilnmen-
t«ry law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
aiscusslon. etc. Cloth, gold-lettered- Price, 25 els.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Apiary ResiMter, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. $1.00; for lOO colonies, $1.25.

Preparutlou of Houey Tor the Market.
^including the production and care of comb and
axtracted honey. A chapter from Bees an?:
Honey Price. 10 cents

Bee-Pasturase a NeceBslty.—This book sug
gests what and how to plat it Is a chapter fron
'BSES AND Honey. Price. lO cents.

Dr. Howard'6 Book on Font Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, :i5 cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Keepinp:. by G,
£L Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

Fonl Brood Treatment, hy Prof, F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cis

Fonl Brood* by A. R. Kobnke.—Orig"in.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Honey as Food la a neat little *34-page
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to creat-
ing a demand for lumey among should-be consum-
ers. The torepart of the pamphlet was written by
Dr, C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general intorma-
tion conccrnint: honey. The latter part consists of
recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It
will be found to be a very effective helper in work-
ing up a home market for honey. We furnish tliem,
postpaid, at these prices : A sample for a stamp; 2,'}

copies for 30 cents: -^^^ lor 50 cents; IfiO for yo cents;
250 for $2.00; 500 for ^a.-'iO. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page,
when ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count*Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 4h cts. No. 2
in tine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Greeu.
—Devoted to. 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay

;

2nd. Peach Culture: 3rd, How to Propagate Frnlt-
Plants. Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Cbas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price, 25 cts.

The Hive I Use, by G. M, Doolittle. It
details hie manag:ement of bees, and methods
of producing: comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A J. Coot.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. 2a cts.

I«nmber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

JUaple Sngar and the Sup"ar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price. 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.-Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Onr Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price. 3o cts.

Poultry for ITIarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry SuBiness. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Tnrkeys for IVIarket and Turlieys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

nnral I-ife.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells

how to grow them protitably. Price. 40 cts.

Book Clubbing Offers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The followlDir clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named, if more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this pa>fe

FoUowlDK Is the clubbln)ir-llst

:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 12.00
2. A B C of Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Eeeper'sGulde 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I Cloth bound] 1.66
5. DooUttle's Scientific Queen-Hearing. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Blenen-KuHur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng[Paper bound] 1.75
13. Bee-Keeping lor Profit 1.15

14. Convention Hand-Book 1,15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
IS. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
31. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
36. Commercial Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book ol Health...; 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush— 1.20
35. SUo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonlesi - . 2.00

work on the second, while the smallest
and latest swarms are now in a fair way
to store enough honey to winter od.
Like almost all bee-keepers I would pre-
fer more honey and fewer swarms of
bees. Now for a question :

I sowed, last sprins;, about IK acres
of buckwheat, and i^ acre of mignonette.
It seems to be the opinion of most bee-
keepers that it does not pay to sow any-
thing especially for bee-feed, but in my
opinion the mignonette certainly pays,
and I shall sow more of it next year.

J. A. Watkins.
Latah Co., Idaho, Aug. 16.

May Have a Fall Crop.

My bees did nothing more than make
a living all season, until Aug. 20, when
they started in the sectious, and if the
frost holds off until late in September I

will have a fair crop of smart-weed
honey. I have 62 colonies.

J. Q. Smith.
Logan Co., III., Aug. 26.

Bees Have Done 'Well.

I could ill afford to keep bees without
the American Bee Journal. My bees
have done well this spring, aud recent
rains give promise of a good fall honey-
flow. Mr.s. M. M. Dunnegan.
San Patricio Co.,-Tex., Aug. 26.

Small Yield Per Colony.

I have 45 colonies, and got no
swarms, but have about 20 pounds per
colony of comb honey. I never could do
much with extracted honey, tbo I would
like to try some. I haven't extracted any
for three years. Wm. A. Ridenoub.

Allen Co., 0., Aug. 27.

A Cooling: Weil-Spring.

A little spring had lost its way amid the grass
and lern;

A passing stranger snoopt a well, where
weary men might turn:

He walled it In and bung with care a ladle at
the brink:

He thought not of the deed he did, but judged
that toll might drink.

He passed again, and, lo! the well by sum-
mers never dried

Had cooled ten thousand parching throats,
and saved a lile besides.—Farm Journal.

Convention l^otices.

Minnesota,—The adjourned meeting of
the Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Association will

be held on Wednesday forenoon during State
Fair week, at the place where the honey ex-
hibit Is made on the fair grounds. Make an
effort to be there, and invite other bee-keep-
ers who are not members to come and join the
Association. L. D. 1.eon.\rd, Sec.
Minneapolis, Minn.

California.—The next meeting of the Fres-

no County Bee-Keepers' Association is to be
held In tne City Hall. Fresno. Calif.. Wednes-
day, Sent. 14. at 10 o'clock a m. All honey-
producers are requesiel to attend.
Caruthers. CalU. W. A. H. Gilstrap, Sec.

Excursion to Boston.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell excur-

sion tickets from Chicago to Boston and

return for trains of Sept. 16, 17 and IS,

at rateof$iy.OO for the round trip.

Tickets will be valid returning until

Sept. 30, inclusive. On account of heavy

travel at this particular time, those

desiring sleeping-car accommodations
should apply early to J. Y. Calahan,

General Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.

Telephone Main 3389. (58-32-6)
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The Bee-Keeper'sGuide
This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent boot of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

uUy equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Bee-Keeper'8 Goide."

Oiven For 2 New Sub§crlbers.

The following offer Is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J2.U0), and we will mall von a
copy of Prof. Cook's book tree as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for II. '25,

or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for it

Win you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
^Wisoonsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight mlllloD feet of lumber, thu-

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of the Larg-est factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from patterns, by machluery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'wbitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee.TourDal. 7Atf

We -want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To bave a copy of

\iA«/ Our 1898 Catalog U/U/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy"

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the SoutIiu'e§t

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low frelfrhl rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in halt,
we have establlsht a branch house at 17:i0 South 13lh St . Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at aigginsvile. Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bne-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods_ are par ejcel lent. Polisht, snowy-white Seotlons, beaulltul straw-

colored ti »uoHi''cnt Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
clas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer In the future.

I^ITrogressive Bee-KeepeR, 50e per year. '•Amateur Bee-Keeper," '23o. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
i^gjjiiy Maiiufadnrlng Company, r^^o^s"'""'"

"'"•' '"'
South 13tlK St., Omaba, Neb.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writinc;.

See Honey Offer on page 571.

BDNEY and BEESWAX
NA^RKET QUOXAXIOI^S.

Chicago, Sept> 1.—The new crop is now
coming forward and meets with a fair de-
mand. Best grade of whire comb honey in 12
to 24 section cases, 12c; that which is faulty,
to to lie; ambers, 8 to 10c; dark. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, 5 to 7c lor white; 5 to 6c lor amber;
4 to 5c tor dark. Beeswax. 27c.

K. A Burnett & Co.

Columbus, O., ADS'. 30.—The present de-
mand for honey is rather limited, owing to
the large quantity of cheap peaches now ar-
riving. It is also a little early for this market
to take a large amount. Receipts are ample
but little now arriving that ran be callecT
fancy. The greater part of It will grade No.
1 and No. 2. We quote: Fancy, 14 to 15c;
No. 1. 12 to i:!c; No. 2. 10 to lie.

COLi'.MBus Com. and Storage Co.

Kansas City, Sept, 1.—Fancy white comb,
i:!@14c; No. 1, riiaiSo; amber, ll@12o. Ex-
tracted, white. 5^4@6c; amber, 4^4@5c. Bees-
wax. 22@25c.
We are receiving few shipments of new

comb and extracted honey. The demand is
good tor this time of the year.

0. 0. Clemons & Co.

New York, Sept. 1.—We have a good de-
mand for new crop comb honey, and It is be-
ginning to arrive. Have sold some shipments
at 14 to l.'io t r fancy white, 12 to l.'ic for No.
1 white, and 10 to lie for fair white We
think these will be about the ruling prices
this fall: exceptional fine lots may sell at a
little more. Extracted Is In good demani at
unchanged prices Beeswa.Y dall at 26 to 27c.

Hildreth Bros, i Segelken.

Boston, Sept. 1.—Fancy In cartons. 13c;
A No. 1, ll@i2c; No. 1, lOOllc; No. 2. 9c.
New comb honey Is now coming in, and

while the demand is light owing to the warm
weather, yet It la being well taken. Extrac-
ted, very little California on hand, and selling
readily at 6H(a7i4c. Florida now arriving
and selling at o@6c. White clover scarce and
wanted. Bt,AKE. Scott & Lee.

Indianapolis, Sept. 1.—Fancy white comb
honey, 12(ai2Hc; No 1, 10@llc. Extracted,
white, 6@7c. Beeswax, 25@27c.
Only a few arrivals of fancy white comb;

market almost bare, and demand good. Quite
a little comb honey from honey-dew is being
ottered, but there is simply no demand for the
stutr. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, Sept. 1.—Fancy comb. 11 to
12c; A No. 1. 10 to I Ic; No. 1, 9 to lOc; am-
ber. 7 to 8e; old and dark. 5 to 6c. Extracted,
while, in barrels or kegs, 5 to 6c; dark, 4 to5o.
Beeswax. 23 to 26c.
The market tor honey is In very good condi-

tion; while thpre is yet a little of the old crop
on hand, it is in very good order, and some de-
mand, which will clear off everything before
the new crop will arrive, very plentifully.
There is already some receipts of new. but
mostly extracted, and some very good qual-
ity, yet we fear the dang.-r is in exti-acting
too early, betore the honey is fairly ripened.
We anticipate a good demand a little later,
and tiiink values will remain about the same
as present quotations. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, Sept. 1.—Fruit prevents a large
demand for any kind of honey at present. A
few cases of fancy one-pound new cotnb can
be sold dally at 11® 12c.; but any grade below
must be urged at proportionately lower
prices. Would advise writing us before ship-
ping here. There is no demand yet for ex-
tracted Batterson i; Co.

St. Iionis, Sept. 1.— Fancy white comb,
10 to lie; No. 1. lOc; amber, 9 to 10c. ; dark,
8 to 9c. Extracted, white. 5^ to 6c. : amber,
5 to5!4c.; dark,* to4Hc Beeswax, 20 to 22c.

Westcott Com. Co.

San Francisco, Aug-. 24,—White comb, 9
to lOo; amber. 7 to 8V4o. Extracted, white,
6@6Hc.; light amber, o>4 to 6e. Beeswax,
24@2lic
Stocks are of very moderate volume, both

of comb and extracted, and market remains
firm at ruling rates, especially forwater white
or light amber of desirable flavor. There Is a
fair local detnaud and some business on for-
eign account. The bark J. C. Glade, clearing
Monday for Europe, took 808 cases, valued at
13,250.

Cleveland. Sept. I,—Fancy white. 13(ai4e;
No. 1. white. 12iai2^4c: light amber. He;
buckwheat, 9c. Extracted, white. 7c. ; light
amber. 6c.
The demand for honey is exceptionally

good, owing to the crop in this vicinity being
very light. A. B. Williams & Co.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^

Is Not Allwed on Orders.

If yon want

StiippiJifl Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anfllilDg; else, write to ns. Catalog

Free. Sample Copy

(Monthly, 50c a year) free. Address,

THE W.T.FALCOm MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A VVIA, LINE OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
1-poiiud Square JarN, :t;4,60 grof>»8.

Labels* GOi* i£ro»»t; di»<'. ou quantities.
Italian Queens^ 65c eai-b*
Catalog FRbE.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

I

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Maunfactnring Co.

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

ELECTRIC
HANDY
WAGON

Out pe"tect knowledge of this wagon and the quality of
material used in it.'^ construction leads us to deciarelt
to be the XEATE8T, STRONGEST, MOST DUR-
ABLE, LONGEST LIVE!>, E.\SIE8T TO LOAD
wapon made. Has our famous straitrht or stagger spoke

Electric Steei Wheels
Wheels have any width of tire, from 2 to 8 inches;
any hclsrht. from 24 to 60 inches. Impervious to
heat or cold; enn'l dry out, ect loose or rot; NO R&
SETTING TIRES and repairs. Best angl steel

&e''&.Kt'i';^^AII F. 0. B. For $25.00
It has piven universal satisfaction and ^vill fit yo^f r&.

Quests exactly. Don't buy until you get our FREK
CBtaloeue and prices. Write for them at once.

ELEGTRie WHEEL CO. BOX 1 6, QUINCV, lUt^
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP .^» ^ ^
has a hobby which Is the sheep breeder and
his Industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markats& Sheep, - • ChicagCo

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation, yiafYear

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because I.K 31 TEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Parity. Firmness, I\o Sag*
srinsT. I^o l>oss.

PAXENX \VEEI> PROCESS
SHEEXINCi.

Send Name for our CataloK, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material, We sel

the best Veils, cotton or sflk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

IL'Mff^S'rMOTM @lf ITMS MOMmT^mmm, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HanCOCk CO., ILL.

ODR MOTTO—" Well Maunlaetnred Stock ! Quick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
AND '

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsih is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
Ihriftv timber is used.

J®^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFQ. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writlnR--

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Fence and Plain Sections.

Weed New Process Fonnflation.

Cowan Extractors.

Our ) Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest made,

Specialties : i
Dovetailefl Hives-witli Danz. Patented Cover and BcttoE

Danzenliater Hives.

No-Drill SMppini-Cases.

Gleanings in Bee-Cultnre, Illustrated, Semi-Montlily.

Catalog of Oood« and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancIicOflBces :

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mechanic Falls, Me,

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Is Bee-Keeplag Overdone ?—How About It ?

BY C. P. DADANT.

Once In awhile we come across a bee-keeper who thinks
the business is overdone, that there Is too much honey pro-

duced, and that the editors of the bee-papers are to blame for

inducing people to enter into an already overcrowded pursuit.

Are there really too many bee-keepers? or is so much honey
produced that there is more than the world can consume ?

To answer the first of these questions it is only neces-
sary to travel over the country a little. I have lately taken
a trip to Omaha, to see the Exposition, and have stopt with
friends at different places on the way. Nearly everywhere I

was struck by the almost entire absence of bees in spots where
hundreds of colonies could be kept profitably. In fact, one
would almost think there were no bees in the United States if

one did not know just where to find the bee-keepers. As you
pass by the villages on the train you can see plenty of chick-

ens, pigs, horses, cows, and even sheep ; fields of all kinds
and meadows covered with bloom, and often an endless waste
of lowlands where nothing is produced but wild blossoms, the
honey of which is wasted one year after another ; but the api-

ary is an exceptional sight. Does one farmer out of every 20
keep bees ? I much doubt it. And in many instances when

The Great Willow-Herb in Full Bloom {See page S80)—From the Bee-Keepers' Review.
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the farmer has bees, he has only just about enough to supply
his own family with the honey they need, and, if he sells any,
must deprive his children of it.

It is true that in a few favored spots—in the basswood re-

gions of Wisconsin, or on the lowlands of the Mississippi, or
of the Missouri—bee-keepers are more numerous, as also in

some districts of Southern California ; but, after all, these are
exceptional spots, favored districts, which are as grains of

sand to the sea. It is nevertheless a fact that the greatest
portion of the land does not have one-twentieth of the bees it

could support, and millions of pounds of honey go to waste
for want of harvesters. Yet perhaps some crank may be
found who will say that the bees occupy every foot of terri-

tory in the United States. Did I not just read in the Chicago
Record the opinion of a noted man who claims that the United
States should hold Cuba. " and everything else we can get,"

because we need "room to spread," as there is, according to

him, " no place now for a young man to go 1" This fellow
would surely consider the United States overstockt with bees,

if there was one colony to every one hundred square miles.

His name is Chas. E. Hay, of Springfield. Pass it to posterity.

•' Many men of many minds, many birds of many kinds."

I believe there is plenty of room, for centuries to come,
on our own soil, for both our young men and for our bees ; and
I sincerely hope that we will not try to spread over foreign
lands and give our enemies a chance to prove true the shame-
ful assertion that has so repeatedly been made by some Euro-
peans, that " America is fighting under the hypocritical plea
of humanity, but in reality only for gain and conquest."

But I must not digress too far and forget that I am talk-

ing " honey " and not " war."
Now, if there are not too many bees, or bee-keepers, in

the country, is there too much honey ? Is honey so plentiful

that every person in the land has all of it that he or she may
wish and to spare ? No, certainly not ; but for all that, honey
is too cheap, and It does not pay. So our critics will say.

Does wheat growing pay? Does hog-raising pay ? Does cat-

tle-raising pay ? Is either of these lines of farming overdone ?

Yes, in one way. The farmer does not get enough for what
he sells. But does everybody get all the beef to eat that he
wants? It seems to me this question is very much like the
question of labor.

A few years ago we had a young German working for us,

who was fresh from the Fatherland. He could speak but
broken English, and I used to ask him many questions about
his former home. He liked America much better than Ger-
many, and said it was easier to make a living here.

I said to him : "It is your standing army that causes
the hard times over there. You have to feed nearly a million

men and keep them idle during the best years of their life.

That is what drains your country."
At this he protested. "No, sir; it is just the other way ;

if we did not have a standing army there would be just so

many more men seeking work, and the poor fellow who has
nothing but his labor would have to starve, as he surely could
not find anything to do. There are too many laborers there
already."

What do you think of this, friend bee-keeper ? Have we
too many men, too many bees, too much wheat, and too much
cattle ? Would it be better to have less honey, less bread,
less meat, and less men ? Has the old adage—that he who
makes two blades of grass grow where only one grew before is

a public benefactor—become a falsehood, and should we now
consider that he is a public benefactor who will teach us how
to decrease production so as to enhance prices?

No, I do not believe too much honey is produced. I be-

lieve that ten times as much honey could be consumed as is

now produced if we had made as much improvement in the
distribution of food as we have made in its production. I be-
lieve that if we could kill the adulteration of honey, and the
fear of this adulteration, which is yet the greater of these two
evils, we would have a ready sale of all the honey that all the
bee-keepers could produce, and that there would be no longer
any fault-finding with our editors, because they try to en-
courage the pursuit which gives them their living.

Hancock Co., 111.

Queens Laying in Queen-Cells—Moving Larvae
BT G. M. DOOLITTLK.

By what I read I see that there are still some who claim
that the queen never lays eggs directly In the embryo queen-
cells found in the hive during times of natural swarming and
when the bees supersede their queen. This is only in accord
with what was claimed years ago, it being put forth, at that

time, that the queen had such an antipathy toward rival

queens that it would be impossible for her to lay eggs in the
cells prepared for her rival in the hive. But as eggs were
found in these rudimentary cells by all, something must be put
forth to account for their being there, so it was claimed that
the workers carried the eggs found in these cells and deposited
them there, keeping the queen from removing or destroying
these eggs, and the larva; which might hatch from them by
clustering about the cells.

Right here I wish to place myself on the side with those
who claim that bees never remove eggs, for in all of my ex-

perience of nearly oO years I have never known of a single

egg being conveyed from one cell to another, but in scores of

cases have I known larvaj to be transferred by the bees to dif-

ferent combs and queen-cells. On this point I have been
more particular than on most others—so much so that I have
often found myself wondering whether those who told about
bees removing eggs did not really mean larvse. I call to mind
one particular case, where larvae were removed by the hun-
dred, as it were, but only the eggs were found in embryo
queen-cells, altho the bees had a laying queen. The circum-
stances were these :

A swarm came out one day when I was away from home,
and as the queen had her wings dipt they returned. Not de-
siring them to swarm, the hive was opened in the afternoon
and all queen-cells cut off. The next day this colony swarmed
again, and before I had a chance to pick up the queen (she
having run under the bottom-board of the hive) the bees com-
menced to return ; and while they were doing so another
swarm came out, and, without stopping to circle, as they
usually do in the air, went directly in with the returning
swarm.

Before things became settled another swarm issued from
still another hive, and, almost immediately, another, or the
fourth, came out and went in with those already returning,

so that I had four prime or first swarms in and on that one
hive ; the queen in the meantime crawling out from under the
bottona-board and going in with them.

As the three queens belonging to the other hives had
their wings dipt they could not go with the bees, but were
returned to their respective hives and the bees allowed to re-

main to see what would become of the matter. The next day
the four swarms came out as one and were hived in an espe-
cially prepared hive, from which I secured more than lUO
pounds of comb honey inside of two weeks.

An examination of the old hive showed hundreds of queen-
cells started all over the combs ; and, as I now remember it,

nearly 200 of these cells had larva; in them, swimming in

royal jelly, while only two had eggs in them. As a number of

these cells were built on the sides of the frames it would have
been impossible for larva; to have gotten in them (or the cells

built over larva;) other than by the bees carrying them there.

About this time such men as Gallup, Grimm, and others,

began to advocate that the queen deposited In the queen-cells

the eggs for all q-jeens that were started while the old queen
was in the hive, and, if my memory serves me rightly, Mr.
Grimm saw a queen laying in a queen-cell, while Mr. Gallup
believed they did so by the position of the egg in the cell.

Later on, a hired man whom I had work with me in the api-

ary witnest the whole act of a queen laying in a queen-cell
while I held the frame in my hand, and I have a letter in my
possession from J. E. Ginn, of Ellsworth, Maine, which reads

as follows

:

"I have just seen [date June 22, 1893] the queen lay an
egg in a queen-cell, the same being not more than 10 minutes
ago. I thought I would write you at once so I could give all the
details correctly. There is a one-inch space between the
frames and the glass [Mr. E. has a glass in the back of a part
of his hives], and the bees built a piece of drone-comb in this

space, the same having drone-brood in it. Looking in to-day
I saw a queen-cell half built on the edge of this in plain view.

The queen was about an inch from this cell, and one of the
bees was feeding her. After a moment she past in between
the frames for a second or so, when she came back and went
directly to the queen-cell, put her head up Into the cell, then
curving her abdomen, she inserted it well up in the cell and
deposited the egg. After laying the egg she again examined
the cell, remaining in it with her head perhaps 10 seconds. I

have written at some length, for the queen seemed to be so
particular. I have seen queens lay in worker-comb many
times; and while they would examine the cells before laying
in them, yet I never saw one look into a cell after she had
laid an egg in it, as did this queen in the queen-cell she had
laid in."

It will be noted that the correspondent says that the
queen Inserted her abdomen "well up In the cell," thus as-

suming the position she does in laying In a worker-cell, as far
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as the cell is concerned. I touch on this matter as one of the

strong points brought up by the doubting ones is the ridicu-

lous position the queen must occupy when laying in a queen-
cell. But why should not a queen lay in a queen-cell as well

as in any of the other cells in the hive? None of the eggs
laid in queen-cells, produced during natural swarming, can
possibly grow into rival queens to the old one, for she has
either departed from the hive before any of the young queens
hatch, or the cells are torn down by the workers on account of

a scarcity of honey or unpropitious weather, whereby swarm-
ing is postponed indefinitely.

When the issue went forth by the Creator of all things

—

" Go forth, multiply and replenish the earth "—it became just

the thing all animate creation desired to do, and hence the

queen has just as much desire to do her part toward the re-

plenishing of the earth wiih colonies of bees as have the

workers, all working together in harmony, as far as the issu-

ing of a prime swarm Is concerned, and the leaving behind of

that which shall Insure the perpetuation of the old or

parent colony.

Of late years I have often wisht there was no such thing
as swarming, but God has so ordered it, and I am faithless in

regard to non-swarming bees, for what God has ordered the
puny arm of man cannot well set aside.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Laying Workers—How to Get Rid of Them.
BY EDWIN BEVINS.

It was, I presume, not the Intention of Mr. C. N. White,
whose series of articles have been publisht in the American
Bee Journal, to treat exhaustively or even largely any one
topic relating to apiarian practice ; but particularly unsatis-

fying was his reference to the subject of laying workers. Kot
more so, however, than has been the references to It of all the
other writers whose writings I have read.

The question, " What shall I do with a colony having a
laying worker ?" is one that is often found in the bee-papers.
The questioner is sometimes told to break up the colony by
distributing Its combs among .other colonies; sometimes he is

told to introduce a fertile queen, and again he Is told to carry
the colony away to a distance from Its old stand and shake all

the bees off the combs—this In the hope and expectation that
the laying worker or workers will get lost in the operation.

The two methods last named are the ones advised by Mr.
White. Now, It Is my experience that If one gives a fertile

queen by any of the direct methods in common use, he will as

a general thing have his labor for his pains. The other
method mentioned by Mr. White Is more laborious and equally
uncertain in its results.

Distributing the combs of the laying-worker colony among
the other colonies Is less satisfactory to me than any other
method yet named. When one is building up an apiary he
does not like to suffer any diminution of the number of his

colonies. Again, In a small apiary, one may not have the
other colonies In condition to take the frames of the laying-
worker colony. In a large apiary there would probably be no
trouble of this kind, but the distribution might be found nec-
essary at a time when it might be better to leave the other
colonies undisturbed. In any event the distribution is a labori-
ous and disagreeable work. Even if distributed the bees
would not be of any great advantage to the colonies thus
strengthened, as it Is likely they are bees pretty well ad-
vanced In life.

There are two easy and sure ways of disposing of laylng-
wotker colonies so as to get all the service out of the bees
that they are capable of rendering, and at the same time keep
the number of your colonies up to what it was before.

The first way is to place the hive having the laying
worker over a strong colony with a fertile queen, placing a
newspaper with a small hole in it between the two hives. The
bees will unite peaceably, and when considerable worker-
brood appears In the upper hive the hive can be placed on
another stand, and the bees will rear a queen from the brood
if you leave the old queen in the lower hive ; or, you can In-

troduce a fertile queen after about three days from the time
of the removal.

The other plan contemplates the taking of a couple of

frames of hatching brood from some of your hives and placing
them In another hive over a strong colony with a frame hav-
ing wire-cloth nailed to both sides of It between the two hives.

Then release a fertile queen and her escort on these two
combs, and In a few days you will have a nucleus strong
enough to take care of your queen. Then set this hive with
the nucleus down by the side of the hive holding your laying
worker. Then every two or three days transfer a frame with

its bees from the laying-worker hive to the nucleus. By the

time that all but two of the frames are placed in the new hive

your queen Is doing business there, and all is harmony in the
hive.

No suggestions are needed as to the disposal of the two
frames taken to form the nucleus, but I will just say that they
can be returned to the places from which they were taken, or

these places can be filled by the frames remaining in the lay-

ing-worker hive.

I will add, too, in this connection, that a laying-worker
colony. If strong enough, can, at the proper seasons of the

year, be utilized for the building up of two or three new colo-

nics just as well as for the building upof one. Keeping brood
warm is about all these lay log-worker bees are good for, anyhow.

By taking a couple of frames of hatching-brood and treat-

ing as I have mentioned, you have an absolutely safe way of

introducing any queen, no matter what may be her value.

These laying-worker bees, if discovered at the right season,

instead of being a bugbear may be turned to good account as

an aid in the improvement of your stock.

Decatur Co., Iowa.

No. 7 The A B C of Marketing Honey.
BY HEBMA.N F. MOORE.

[Continued from page 56i.j

You will notice that some writers on selling honey say,

"Always sell for spot cash." Another says, " I let them have
the goods and collect on my next trip." The writer may be
excused for saying a few words on this seemingly threadbare
subject.

Almost any one will agree that farmers as a class are
more apt to fall into a slipshod method of business than
tradesmen. Also, that in the big lines of trade In the great
cities, correct business methods are more sure to prevail than
elsewhere. Let us learn a little from the methods of the

great business houses. Take for instance the business of a
large wholesale grocery house having trade In four or five

States. The credit department Is one of the most Important
in their business. A man is selected to run this department
that has been in their employ for many years, often since

childhood. This great care Is used in selecting the credit

man because no department has more to do with the perma-
nent success or speedy failure of the business than this.

Let us suppose a letter Is received from a prospective cus-

tomer, containing a list of goods he wishes to buy to the
amount of $1,000. Now, on general trade the wholesale
houses are accustomed to allowing 30, 60 or 90 days as credit

to those in whom they have confidence. You can see at once
the Importance of deciding rightly as to whether this man is

entitled to the customary credit or not. Great volumes of

Dun's and Bradstreet's commercial reports are examined, also

any special reports that may have been f urnisht from the
customer's town. If the credit man Is on friendly terms with
John Smith, credit man for a rival house in the same line, he
steps over to see whether the customer has owed them a bill

and not paid it, or whether they have special reports on him,
favorable or otherwise. If after all this labor the report on
his case seems unfavorable, a trip may be made to the custo-

mer's home town, if not too distant, to see him personally and
talk with him face to face. Or, the telegraph may be used to

ask some trusted attorney to look over the ground and the
probabilities In the case. There are without doubt millions

of money lost every year In our large cities by reason of too

great competition in business, and lack of care in selecting

customers.
A personal friend of the writer, in the woolen trade, was

wiped off the earth financially by a matter of about $50,000
of uncoUectable bills. Hundreds of business houses are added
to the long list of failures every year by giving too much
credit. In these lines of wholesale business they are obliged

to give credits. If you take the broadest view of general
business you will see that business would be paralyzed with-
out credits.

Why all this care and labor ? This Is the way they rea-

son : Once a rogue always a rogue. If your father was a
good business man, and successful, and paid his debts
promptly, they reason that the son will do likewise. If a big

business has teen run for 5, 10 or 15 years successfully, they
reason that success will be theirs for as many more years, in

all human probability. But, alas, " the best laid plans of

mice and men gang aft aglee."
It has been said that "misfortune makes men rascals." I

think this Is an error, but the effect seems the same as far as
their creditors are concerned.

Take the case of the hardware man selling plows and
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tools of all kinds to the farmers, and waiting till after harvest
or husking for his money. In his case about all he cares for
is whether the customer is honest. Often his problem is a
hard one, for he must refuse credit if he follows his best judg-
ment, to a neighbor, one who will be his enemy if credit is

denied.
Let it be clearly understood that only strict business must

govern. Your duty to your family requires that each case be
settled upon its merits regardless of friendship or nearness of

residence. It is always harder to draw the lines of business
strictly with neighbors and friends than with strangers.

In the great business houses some require the credit man
to stand any losses that are caused by his act. Other houses
are more liberal, and only require losses made good where a
fault or negligence has been committed. Long service as a
credit man in a large, wealthy house oftentimes will cause the
ifirm to overlook losses that would be fatal, in a small business,
tooth to the firm and the credit man himself.

A few rules can be gathered from the foregoing. You
must of necessity be your own credit man. You must stand
all the losses, both small and great, yourself. Your consola-
tion must be that no one can discharge you. Remember that
honey is a luxury, and that ordinarily any one who has not
one or two dollars to pay for a small purchase of hooey should
do without it. But there are many exceptions to this. Farm-
ers sell produce at certain periods. Men are paid by the
month. If you set your foot down, that you will not sell ex-

cept for spot 3ash, you will certainly suffer a reduction of 15
to 20 percent in your year's business. But use your brains in

every case, and where you are in doubt (?o?i't give credit.

Every man, every business, bears certain ear-marks that
speak to the intelligent observer a clear language as to pros-

perity and permanence. A nice barn, comfortable house,
owns the place, sleek horses, fine flocks of poultry, neat wife,

clean children, etc., will tell you plainly If you ask whether
you will seek in vain for your two dollars on your next trip.

Such cases as this will come to you :
" I have been hard

up lately ; had a good deal of sickness ; would like some
honey, but haven't got the money." Don't put this case as a
business problem at all. Figure this as almost a certain loss.

Call it charity, and if your duty to your family and your own
obligations allow the donation, why, make it freely, if you
think it is a proper case. It is very often a proper case to re-

fuse. There is a great difference between asking credit for

honey and trying to buy a barrel of flour on time. In general,
any one who asks credit of a stranger for a plain luxury—
something he can get along without—should rightly be an
object of suspicion. An honorable man will be more ready to

ask favors of one who knows him and his reputation, than
from strangers.

Look your ground over carefully. Note how other busi-

ness men give credit. If you know a good business man near
by, go to him and put certain questions to him that bear on
your case and trade. You will learn many valuable principles
by talking with one who has made business and credits a life

study. In case of doubt about any particular person, go to

his postmaster or to his grocer. Tell them in confidence that
you expect to have some business with Blank, and ask if he is

a safe man to trust. You will in many cases get an entirely
candid answer. Remember a bad debt means loss of your
honey, loss of the customer, loss of the time consumed in

making the sale and in trying to collect.

Many of you will find that spot cash is the best rule for

the honey-trade, even where it might not be possible for the
hardware.

After looking over the ground carefully and conscien-
tiously, make a set of rules by which to govern yourself.
Then when askt for credit say, "That is contrary to my rule
in this case. I should like to oblige you, but I will be unable
to do so 710111."

Such an answer will convince the customer you wish to
treat all alike, and may turn aside any feelings of resentment
that might arise on being refused a favor. Cook Co., 111.

Great Willow-Herb—Its Home, Habits and
Honey.

BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

Years ago, when I lived at Rogersville, I for several years
made anmal trips to the home of two ladies living in North-
ern Michigan, near Farwell, and bought and brought home a
portion of their bees. I well remember that among other
dainty viands appearing upon their tea-table was a comb of
the whitest, sweetest honey I had ever tasted. The flavor
was not very pronounced, but contained a suggestion of splci-

ness. Upon inquiry I was told that this honey was from the
great willow-herb. It is known under various names, such as
fire-weed, Indian pink, rose bay, etc. Its scientific name is

Angustifolium epilobium. Later, when collecting samples of
different kinds of honey to exhibit at fairs, I sent for a bottle
of this honey. When it came and I held it up to the light, I

could compare it with nothing else than a bottle of spring
water— it was so clear. It certainly has no more color than so

much water.
This plant grows from two to six feet in height, and, as a

rule, inclines to a single stalk. The blossoms are a dark pink
and arranged in a cluster around the central stalk. In fact,

they remind me of the phlox of the flower-garden. One pecu-
liarity of tho bloom is that it continues from July until frost.

So long as it is in bloom there seems to be a cluster of buds
pushing themselves up from the center of the bloom. As
these buds unfold, others take their place, and so the stalk
pushes up and up, always tipt with a sprig of buds, below
which is a cluster of bloom that in time gives way to seed-
pods. Thus we have, on the same stalk, buds, blossoms and
seed-pods, and, in many instances, the oldest pods have burst,

and winds are scattering the downy seeds far and near. I

think such seeds might be carried in great numbers—well,

possibly hundreds of miles. Perhaps this explains why it

springs up, apparently in a spontaneous manner, after the
ground has been burned over by fires; whereas the fire simply
burns the turf and furnishes a seed-bed for the wandering
seed. It grows most profusely among the stumps and burned
forest districts of Wisconsin, Northern Michigan and Canada.

Two or three years ago, in the month of June, while on
my way to visit my father and brother in an adjoining county
(Tuscola), I noticed a few stalks of what I took to be this

plant growing by the roadside. I had never seen any of it be-
fore, but I had read descriptions of it. In August my brother
wrote me that the highways and byways, hedges and swamps,
old clearings and "slashings" were fairly purple with the
bloom of the willow-herb, and the hives were filling up with
honey to beat all. I packt up my camera and took another
trip expressly to get a characteristic view of this plant on its

native heath. The result is the picture which shows the
willow-herb right in its glory. The splashes of white are seed-
pods that have burst and are scattering their contents to the
four winds.

As a rule, willow-herb yields honey every year. In my
knowledge of the matter it has failed once in a dozen years.
For two years in succession our Michigan bee-keepers have
met at Mt. Pleasant, which is the region of country where the
willow-herb fiourishes at its best; and it really makes us out-

siders feel just a bit envious to hear those folks talk about
their 100 and 125 pounds of surplus honey, per colony, each
year.

There are thousands and thousands and thousands of

acres of this plant in Northern Michigan that actually waste
their sweetness on the desert air. If I were going Into the
business of honey-production as a specialty, I should go to

Northern Michigan where I could have the benefit of wild
raspberries, clover, basswood, and willow-herb. There are
locations in that part of the State that are veritable bee-keep-
ers' paradises ; and ihey can be found by patient search.

—

Bee-Keepers" Review. Genesee Co., Mich.

Facing Comb Honey—Price of Honey.

BV PROF. A. -J. COOK.

A few weeks since I was visiting Lemon Grove, San
Diego Co., arranging for a Farmers' Institute. Lemon Grove
is one of the famous strawberry regions. I was invited to

tea, and as my host was in the midst of the strawberry har-
vest, and much driven to fill his orders, I volunteered to be-
come for the nonce one of the army of pickers. I take nat-
urally to work in a fine strawberry-field. I showed very soon
that I was a novice, for I removed all the stems, whereas the
market wisht stems and all. But my chiefest blunder was in

filling the box evenly, so that one, as he delved to the bottom
of my boxes, would find all alike from top to bottom. I was
shown that I must place smaller berries below, and reserve a
goodly number to face the box at the top with large, even
highly-colored berries. I said, "Is that quite honest?"

The answer was, "Yes; everybody does that, so it is ex-
pected."

I said, " Is it wisdom? Would not an even, honest pack
beget a reputation, sell more berries, and secure a better
price ?" Of course the berry-grower thought not, else his

practice would change.
Forty tons of berries were shipt from Lemon Grove into

San Diego the past season. I presume my friend was correct.
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All are faced with superior fruit, which is no indication of

what lies beneath.
A few days afterward I was in San Diego, and took pains

to examine the berries at the fruit stands. I found all paclit

as my friend had stated—the best to the/ro7i(.

One of the hucksters that comes to our door to sell fruit

here at Claremont, has the same theory. His boxes always
wear a smiling face, but he who digs beneath finds a different

aspect. Mrs. Cook only patronizes him when our necessities

or convenience would otherwise be ill served, or not served
at all.

I know of several fruit-growers that have stemmed this

temptation to deception and pretense, who always pack evenly
and honestly. These men have that "peace within that
passeth all earthly dignities, a clear and quiet conscience."
These men sleep well of nights ; they may stand by and see
their boxes emptied with no sense of shame and no disquiet.

And tho the best, this is not all their gain ; they are trusted,

their fruit is purchast at the top figures, and always taken
without question. Their practice has earned them a reputa-
tion which is as excellent as theirfruit—as good as their pack.

I believe the same holds true of honey. Facing with
white or better-filled sections may deceive once, and secure a
little more of " that which we may grasp thus," but soon our
habit will be understood, our business methods will be ques-
tioned, distrust will dog our footsteps, sales will be slow and
labored, and, worst of all, the best fun of it will be lost to us

—

the fun of doing a genuine, square, honest business.
The fact that a fine appearance always attracts attention

and wins favor, places a tremendous temptation in the way of

the ambitious man. But the true Christian course, and in the
end the politic, business course, will push aside all thought of

such action, and make things just what they seem. The wisest
honey-producer will so pack his honey that the outside tier of

sections will truly label the whole case.

HOLD FOR HIGH PRICES.

I was askt a few days since, by a gentleman who has
secured a good crop of honey even in this season of general
scarcity, whether I would advise him to hold on to his honey.
So far as I can determine, the crop throughout the country
this season is light. Very few localities have a full crop,
while in most sections, like Southern California, the crop is

very light indeed. Altho honey is not so much a staple article

as to be governed in price by the law of supply and demand,
as are many of our agricultural productions, yet it does fol-

low the law in some degree, enough so so that all should hold
for a reasonable price.

Had I first-class extracted honey, here in Southern Cali-

fornia, I should hold it for 6 cents, and an equal grade of

comb honey should command at least 10 cents.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Houey-Dew, What is It?—An English View.

{All FiVttorial in Bi'lilah Utr Juuriutl.)

It is more than probable that 1898 will be set down in

bee-history as a record-year for the production of what is

known as "honey-dew." Anyway, with over 'SO years of

active bee-experience behind us—and an intimate knowledge
of current bee-literature during 25 of those years—we ven-
ture to say that nothing so remarkable in the way of honey-
seasons, so far as the extent of the areacovered by the plague,
has occurred within living memory. Honey-dew has, no
doubt, been abundant enough in bygone years, at rare inter-

vals and in scattered district? wide apart, quite enough to

spoil or seriously damage the crop of many a bee-keeper; but
none will remember when the mischief was so generally preva-
lent as this year. From all parts of the kingdom we have re-

ports, accompanied by scores of "samples" wherewith to

verify the same, declaring that the like of it has never been
seen before; a proposition with which we entirely agree. Since
we briefly referred to the matter last week, it has been dem-
onstrated, to our satisfaction at least, that honey-dew has
" fallen " not in equal abundance everywhere, but quite plen-
tiful enough to cause a serious monetary loss in the value of

their crop of honey to a large number of our readers.
The varying nature of the complaints just received as to

the extent of the evil, and the numerous enquiries regarding
the nature and real cause of it, render it incumbent on us to

say a word or two on the broad question, What is "honey-
dew?" so-called from its being supposed by the ancients to

descend from above, as does the "dew" known to us all.

That it is not "sent from heaven like the manna in the wilder-
ness," most bee-keepers will agree; but, let us add, neither is

it quite so bad as to warrant its connection with the "other

place," dominated by " Beelzebub, the lord of flies," as is,

again jocosely, added by a reverend friend. That is to say,

not in the exact sense in which some regard thejsimile ; and
especially those who claim the title of bee-experts.

To be very plain then, and to remove a false impression

—

where such exists—in regard to honey-dew, let us say it is not
" the excreta of the aphis, or green-fly," as some suppose.
" Excreta " is the refuse, or waste matter from food which is,

perforce, discharged from the animal body after all the

nourishing material has been extracted. " Honey-dew," on
the contrary, is a saccharine substance, or sweet juice which
at times, and under certain atmospheric conditions, exudes
from the surface of the leaves of trees and plants. Conse-
quently, there is no real analogy between the two substances.

The connection of the aphidse with the matter no doubt arises

from the fact of bees visiting trees where the so-called honey-
dew abounds, and carrying off the saccharine substance to

their hives. Now, when we state that in some seasons (hap-

pily rare)—of which we may quote the present one as a model
for enforcing our argument—so abundant is honey-dew that

it is discharged by the aphidte in the form of a fine liquid

spray on to the surrounding leaves, and, after accumulating
there, it drops from the leaves in such quantity as to wet the

ground beneath. This being so, it will be readily understood

by readers what an amount of damage will thus be done so

far as the quality of honey already stored in the hives.

But we must go still further in differentiating between
aphidian honey and the nectar gathered by bees from flowers,

in order to account for the very objectionable error regarding

the nature of honey-dew. It is generally known to bee-keep-

ers that the bee regurgitates the contents of its honey-sac
directly into the store cells by means of the long proboscis-

like tongue with which it gathers the nectar. On the other

hand, the sweet juice referred to above is ejected by the

aphidffi through two straight tubes, which project beyond the

body of the insect above the ordinary orifice. This fact, no
doubt, gave rise to the "excreta" notion, which is an entirely

erroneous one. It is bad enough to acknowledge the exis-

tence of aphidian honey as a veritable transformer of good
honey into bad, but there is no reason why we should make
bad worse by propagating errors of this kind.

So much, then, for honey-dew, which it must be admitted
has spoiled a good part of the crop gathered during the past

month, and operated very adversely against the success of

honey shows so far held this season. It was hoped, however,
that Scotland and Ireland would have been spared from the

blight which has fallen on England, and, we fear, Wales ;

but, judging from reports to hand, our Scotch and Irish

friends have fared little better than our own northern coun-

ties of Yorkshire, Cumberland, and Durham, while the latest

news we have from Ireland refers to a honey show held at

Ennis, Clare county, where we learn that "the remarkably
large amount of honey-dew that showed itself In both comb
and extracted honey served to disqualify many otherwise fine

exhibits."

The question then arises. Will honey of good quality have
already been secured, or is it likely to be got this year in sulB-

cient quantity to meet the demand for such ? We are led to

make this inquiry because of our having only two or three

days ago received a couple of samples which were to us a rev-

elation for honey of 1S98 : One of the two is simply perfect

in color ; good in consistency and aroma, and of capital

flavor; In fact, an excellent honey for any year. The second
is far behind on all points, but still a good honey compared
with what we expected to see, bearing in mind what had gone
before. If, however, there are even a few districts where bees

are kept in quantity and where honey such as we are refer-

ring to has been obtainable, tho inevitable conclusion follows

that the blight has not extended entirely over the three king-

doms. It is also just possible that the recent heavy rain

(which has gone along way towards exterminating the aphidaj

in our own district of the south) may be more helpful in sav-

ing the crop further northward. Therefore, as good honey
this year will doubtless fetch full value, those who are fortu-

nate enough to secure it should take the hint and act in ac-

cordance therewith in fixing prices.

We fear, however, that the bulk of our readers will have
to consider a large proportion of the dark honey gathered this

season as food for bees only.

Lang'strotli on tlie Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.
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[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct!

Cross Bees—Feeding for Winter.

1. I have a colony of bees which is very cross. If I take
a frame out of the hive they vpill eomeout aad sting iilje angry
hornets. What is the matter with them? and what am I to

do with them ?

2. What is the best to feed for winter '? How would you
feed it, and where ?

3. What is the best to do, to feed the bees in winter, or
feed them now for winter? Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. There's no little difference in the tempers
of bees, just as there is among people. When a colony shows
such a vindictive disposition, it's a good plan to give them a
queen of better blood. Very likely the flow of honey has stopt,
and that makes matters a good deal worse. If robbers have
been auuoying them, they may take out their spite on you.
Be careful not to do anything to excite robbing. Do your
work in the forenoon, if you must handle them, for generally
there will be a little gathering In the forenoon. Don't leave
combs of honey or brood exposed to robbers, but keep every-
thing covered up.

2. There's nothing better than sealed combs of honey.
Get in the way of looking out for this, and always have some
on hand. If you have nothing of the kind, feed granulated
sugar, best quality. If you have no feeders, you can use the
crock-and-plate plan lately described in these columns.

3. By all means don't think of waiting till winter. Don't
wait a day. Go at it right straight. If you have no fall flow,
August Is a good time to feed, or as early in September as jou
can accomplish it.

Robbing—Bees Drawing Out Conib-
Weil-Fcedcr.

Rapid

1. I rather injudiciously opened a number of hives late
one afternoon, two or three weeks after a flow had ceast, in

order to remove some dark honey from strong colonies, where-
with to feed weak ones. This resulted in wholesale robbing,
and at 8 a.m. the next morning I found a battle royal going
on at every one of the hives which I had opened. My first

thought was to try a remedy I have more than once success-
fully used, viz : painting about the flight-holes ; but it is messy
and troublesome, and I concluded I would give each and every
hive attacht a good shower-bath, and which I have found to
answer sometimes.

It was a very close, sultry morning, with not a breath of
air stirring, but before I got back to the bee-yard with the
garden watering-pot, a deliclously cool breeze from the sea
had suddenly sprung up. I doubt If I was away 15 minutes,
but during my short absence robbing had greatly dimlnlsht,
the invading forces being quite withdrawn from some of the
hives ; and I put it down to the sudden change of atmosphere

;

for I have often observed that when a cool, fresh breeze is

blowing, hives may be handled with impunity, where other-
wise it would be dangerous to even lift a cover.

But I must also tell you that just before going to the yard
that morning I had uncovered some cases of sections in my
workshop, which I had taken off the previous evening, and
which, containing a mere sprinkling of honey (too little to ex-
tract), I wanted the bees to clean up, leaving the window open
to give the bees access to them. On returning from the yard
I found my workshop full of bees, going for these partially-
filled sections in grand style. I then began to reason that this
counter attraction was the cause of the siege being raised at
the hives, and that atmospheric conditions had nothing what-
ever to do with it. If this conclusion is correct, then how
would It answer, in your opinion, should robbing and fighting
be, through carelessness or accident, set up on a large scale,
to at once place a shallow tray or two of diluted honey outside
the apiary, but within easy smell and reach of the robbers

—

as a counter-attraction ? If the remedy Is as good and as cer-
tain as I have reason to believe It to be—and It was permanent— it is worth knowing, and as one of those things which every—even the most careful—apiarist would do well to make a
note of. What may be your opinion of the matter? Have

you ever had alike experience? It seems to offer a very
simple means of curing an occasionally (in the best regulated
apiaries) very troublesome disorder.

Could not, on the same principle, the horrors of war be
in a measure averted ? Just when a battle begins, have a
special corps hovering about the flanks and rear of the com-
batants, with wagon-loads of delicious honey-jumbles—coun-
ter-attraction !

2. As freight, etc., on the new Weed " drawn foundation "

would come too costly for me, I have to set my own little

workmen to make it, feeding strong colonies " during the re-

cess," and making them draw out super foundation. In fill-

ing frames for that purpose with the ordinary super founda-
tion, I came across a couple of sheets of " extra thin." I had
had it by me two or three years, but I think the other was
just as old. Anyhow, tho I put this "extra thin" right in the
center of the super, the bees, while drawing out the other to

my greatest satisfaction, would have none of it ; they wouldn't
look at it. I have had it on now 14 days, but ne'er a draw

—

it remains just as when I put it on. Why is this ? Have you
ever noticed this with sections, viz: that the bees will neglect
the " extra thin " in favor of the ordinary super foundation,
or be more dilatory in getting to work on it?

3. I have a big roll of queen-excluder zinc, and no use for

it. How would it be to use it for separators ? Would it an-
swer, think you? If free passage is of any advantage, that
ought to give It. Mr. Pettit's suggestion of ventilating with
wedges, and followers jabbed full of holes on either side of the
sections, with '-4 inch space between such perforated followers
and the super's walls, is, I should say, excellent. But instead
of taking the pains to bore countless holes in these wooden
side-separators, dont you think he might preferably make
them of excluder- zinc?

4. I forwarded Editor York a description and a sketch of

my rapid well or "climax " feeder. May I ask you to be so

good as to give your opinion of it? I began very cautiously
with its use, first trying it on only two hives, for I thought it

was too simple and too convenient and easy not to have some
great objection lurking about It somewhere, but everything
having workt smoothly and nicely so far, and no objections
having revealed themselves, I set to work and made more, and
am now using them on several of my hives, and that with the
most intense satisfaction. I can feed half a dozen of the colo-

nies having this feeder while my mate is feeding one with a
" Boardman," and with less trouble, too ! There must surely
be some objection to it which I have not yet discovered, or
how is it possible that so simple, safe, rapid and really pleas-

ant a method of feeding has not been long since generally
adopted. In preference to all and every oue of the numerous
other messy, irritating (both to bee-keeper and bees) and
troublesome contrivances whose praises are so loudly sounded
in the papers and bee- books.

With these simple "Drawer " or " Well " feeders, a mere
child could be trusted to feed a large apiary ; and I will chal-

lenge anybody to produce a better or more satisfactory feeder,

better in any way ! If you can see any fault to find with it

will you please say ? Personally I am so delighted with it thai
I consider no floor-board complete without one; and would
have, had I my way, no floor-board (unless specially ordered
otherwise) sent out from the factory without this attachment,
as essentially part and parcel of a hive. South Africa.

Answers.— 1. If robbing commences, and you set out
some feed at a short distance from the hives, the bees will be
very likely to go right on with their robbing if they have never
before had feed in the same place. But if some days before,

they have had feed given them at a certain place, and it Is set

out again at the same plase as soon as the attempt to rob be-

gins, the attention of the robbers would very likely be diverted
providing some weak or queenless colony had not been attackt
and partly overcome. Of course there's a big difference be-

tween a genuine case of successful robbing and the attempt to

rob from strong colonies able to protect themselves. Not long
ago, in a European journal a kindred idea was presented, the
advice being that in case one wanted to work at hives in a
time of scarcity, it could be made safe by first getting the bees
to work on some feed at a little distance from the hives.

2. Your question is rather too much for me. If the foun-
dation was as fresh as the thicker, and both kinds put on at
the same time, I see no reason why they ought not to work
one as well as the other. If the foundation had previously
been on the hive and not drawn out, or if it was left on the
hive for some time whether partly drawn out or not, so as to

have a very slight coating of propolis, then the bees might be
expected to leave it uutoucht, or at least to be very slow about
commencing upon it. I have used extra thin so little that I

hardly know how it does compare with thin. I know that
when it is left on the hives and not used, the bees seem more
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inclined to gnaw the extra thin than the thin. I can hardly
think age was the trouble. I used a good deal of brood foun-
dation this year that was six years old, and I could not see but
the bees accepted and workt it as well as any.

,

3. Excluder-zinc will probably be all right for separators.
Very likely Mr. Pettit would tell you that he objected to the
cost of the perforated zinc, altho it is just possible that he pre-

ferred larger perforations than were to be found in the zinc.

Even altho he might make a few of perforated zinc cheaper
than he could make the wood ones by hand, he was no doubt
lookiDg out for the general future, and with proper machinery
no doubt the wood separators could be furnisht at lower price
than the zinc.

4. That's a dangerous question to answer. When a woman
holds up her baby before you and says, "Isn't he sweet ?"'

you're in a bad box if you can't honestly answer " Yes." How-
ever, Africa's a long way from here, so I venture to say that
it needs only one reason to make your feeder objectionable,
and that is that it requires syrup to be made. The day of feed-

ing syrup is past with me and with many others. I have given
my bees a little more than TOO pounds of sugar so far this

season, but it was given to them as dry sugar and water added
afterward. That's less trouble than to make syrup. When
the dry sugar is put In, there's no danger from robbers, even
if the feeder is left standing open, as dry sugar doesu't te-npt

the robbers. Then water is poured in, and if any of the water
is spilled it does no harm. If syrup is spilled there may be
trouble.

Another reason why your feeder could not be used in many
apiaries, is that the hives stand back to back, in groups of

four, an arrangement that would not be readily given up, even
if it caused a good deal of inconvenience in feeding. Feeding
is a thing that comes only occasionally, and the convenience
of arrangement is a thing of permanency.

You can hardly draw out the drawer-feeder in less time
than you can lift a cover off a Miller feeder, and there are
times when a colony will work in a feeder on top when you
could not get them to go down cellar. But perhaps the dis-

tance to Africa is not sufBcient to make it safe to sav more.

The "Illick" HiTe-Tool.

The tool I use to raise supers, scrape propolis, take out
frames, etc., is made out of the back half of an old file. The
wide end is drawn out and ground to a chisel edge. The small
end is bent down about an inch, and also thinned down—the
heel or fulcrum is rested on top of the frame towards me and
the sharp point under the frame to be raised. The frame
comes every time, no slipping. J. F. Illick.

Answer.—Mr. Illick has gotten hold of two important
points in the construction of a hive-tool. One end must be a
straight chisel edge for raising supers, etc., and the other end
must be crookt for moving frames. One trouble in getting a
tool to suit every one is that all do not use frames alike. Mr.
Illick rests the tool on the frame toward him, evidently push-
ing the frames from him as he loosens them. That wouldn't
work in my hives with frames at flxt distances. The dummy
is next me, and the frames must be loosened toward me. But
the same tool would work. It is desirable that the corners of
the chisel edge be quite rounding. Then they will not catch
in the wood when you crowd between hive and super.

Conlracliii^ Foul Brood—Preparing Bees
for Winter.

1. Is there any danger of bees contracting foul brood, if

allowed to eat honey from a frame containing also larvM which
have been killed by chilling them ?

2. Is it positively necessary to have chaff below the brood-
nest in a chaff hive ?

3. What is the latest time in the season that bees swarm ?

4. When would you begin to put bees up for winter '?

Iowa.
Answers.— 1. If there was no foul brood in the combs, I

should have no fear.

2. While it may be better to have chaff below, it is not
nearly of so much consequence as at the top and sides.

3. I don't know. It depends upou the season. They may
swarm any time when warm enough and gathering enough.
Probably in Iowa they might swarm as late as the first or
middle of September. But the general swarming business
will probably be through In July, with occasional cases in

August.
4. In August. See to the important part of having plenty

—not only plenty but abundant—stores for winter, unless

pretty sure you'll have a fall flow. See that each colony has
a good laying queen. Other things may come on later, but
get everything done a little before you think it necessary.
From your second question you seem to have chaff hives.

With them you can't be any too early getting ready, after this

time, unless bees are storing so much that you must see to

giving them room.

Number or Bees in a Colony—Tiering IJp.

1. About what number of bees do you suppose it would
take to make a strong colony? I am working mostly for

increase.

2. How high would you advise tiering up on the brood-
chamber ?

3. I have two brood-chambers with eight frames in each,
and the bees occupy all the frames. Will they winter safely ?

Virginia.
Answers.— 1. When you reach 50,000 you have a strong

colony. You are not likely to have that number as the pro-
geny of a single queen until the season is well advanced. It

is possible that you might reach double that number. In the
spring you'll do well if you have 10,000.

2. I'd pile on just as long as the bees showed they needed
more room. They may need two or three stories, and if they
have much honey they may need a good deal more. You're
not likely to do any harm by giving too much room after the
weather gets hot, but you may do harm by crowding.

3. You will probably find they winter just as well with
two stories as one, and possibly better.

lUilkweed Pollen-Masses.

There are some bees in two of my colonies that have many
feet or claws to their legs, also on their antennas. They are
smaller than the workers, do not seem to work any. The
workers take them by the collar and walk them out, police

fashion. What are they ? and will they do any harm ?

Indiana.
Answer.—From the masht specimens enclosed in your

letter, I should say your bees have been working on milkweed
and the pollen-masses cling to them to such extent that they
can hardly get about, and the other bees expel them. As soon
as the milkweed is through blooming the trouble will disap-
pear. A few bees are lost in this way, but perhaps the bees
gather enough from milkweed to pay for the loss.

Sealed Empty Ceils.

Why do bees seal up empty cells in the supers? In uncap-
ping some extracting-frames I found the bees had sealed up
some of the empty cells ? Arizona.

Answer.— I have been very much puzzled sometimes to

understand what it meant to find a sealed cell entirely empty.
It hardly seems the bees would take the trouble to seal up a
cell containing nothing but air, and I've thought it just possi-

ble the cells may have been filled with honey and sealed, and
then the, cell may have been opened through one of the walls
from an adjoining cell.

M I W
Referred to the Slate Botanist.

Within find a few samples of a shrub for name. They will

show you blossoms, undevelopt berries, and some berries about
fully developt. The latter one is very small this year on ac-

count of the great dryness; they were twice as large in years
gone by, as I can recollect. California.

An-swer.—The shrub is one I am not acquainted with.
Your State botanist will be able to tell you what it Is.

Honey as Pood is a neat little 24-page pamphlet
especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the
pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and Is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-
sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a
home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these
prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 30 cents; 50
for 50 cents; 100 for 90 cents; 250 for $2.00; 500 for

$3.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-
dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at
these prices.
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NOTE.-lhe American Bee Journal adopts the OrthOBraphy of the following
Bule, recommenned by the joint action of the American Philological Assu-
ciation and the Philological Society of England:—Change "d" or "ed" flnal
to 't when so pronounced, except when the "e" affects a preceding sound.

The Omaha Convention will have reacht its

closing sessions wlien the majority of our readers receive this

number of the Bee Journal. Week after ne.xt we e.xpect to

begin publishing the full report of the convention proceedings.
This should make interesting reading for many weeks. All
who were not fortunate enough to attend the convention will

thus be able to get it "second hand," which is next best thing
to being present in person.

Honex Imported from Puerto Rico.—In a
pamphlet recently issued by the United States Department of

Agriculture, on the " Trade of Puerto Rico "—our lately ac-

quired possession—we find that in 1897 there was Imported
into the United States from there, 225 gallons of honey and
80 pounds of beeswax. Not a very sweet Island, if that was
all they had to export. But if it is anything like Cuba as a
paradise for bee-keepers, In a few years we may expect the
production of great honey crops in Puerto Rico.

A "Warning to Honey-Sbippers. — For the
benefit of the newer honey-producers we wish to say that
about three years ago there were a number of fraudulent com-
mission firms who handled honey. Some of them were actually
in business for just what they could defraud bee-keepers out
of, by sending out circular letters in which they over-quoted
the market. Many bee-keepers were caught in the net, and
some lost very heavily.

The scheme was to get in a lot of honey by offering a
much higher price than the market warranted, then afterward

claiming the price had dropt, and the bee-keeper would get

just about what the crooked dealer felt like sending liim.

Now, we hope that no honey-producers will fall into that

trap this year. Be sure you know something about the firm

you ship to. Don't take much risk, for what use is there ia

working to get a crop of honey, and then lose it through some
scheming commission firm ? Better a thousand times sell it

for less nearer home, or rjive it to your neighbors and friends.

Right in line with this is the following paragraph taken

from the Orange Judd Farmer—one of the best farm papers

printed to-day :

Responsible Commission Merchants.—We again cau-
tion our people in the Interior who ship to the city markets
against consigning goods to irresponsible firms. A favorite
trick of these concerns is to over-quote the market in sending
out circular letters, in some instances pledging themselves to
make returns at a little above the market, or perhaps claim-
ing to have a special outlet for goods, thus enjoying better ad-
vantages than the average commission merchant. We have
recently had called to our attention soliciting letters of this

character, which have some of the outward appearance of

frauds, and all such should be promptly Ignored. Many of
these shady people go just as far as the law will allow, taking
advantage of innocent shippers who have scant recourse.
Something more than a fair bank rating is necessary to insure
satisfactory returns. Do not ship to strangers unless you
have every reason to know they are all right.

Are there Too many Bee-Keepers ?—Mr. C.

P. Dadant has a very interesting article on page 577, showing

that bee-keeping in this country is far from being overdone.

In our recent trip to Ohio we think we saw only two or three

small apiaries along the route of over 400 miles, tho we past

hundreds of farm-houses all along the way.

We think we have encouraged very few people to go into

bee-keeping. But what we have endeavored to do is, to get

all who are already keeping bees, to take the American Bee

Journal, and thus learn how to manage them more success-

fully. This surely is a legitimate effort, and so would be an

attempt to induce more of those who are favorably situated

to begin to keep bees and produce at least what honey their

families could eat.

But everybody will never keep bees any more than every-

body will grow strawberries or other fruit that requires more

than ordinary care and intelligence to make a success of it.

Bee-keeping can never be overdone, especially iu view of

the ever-recurring failure of the honey crop to materialize.

Of course, there will always be some part of the country that

will produce a crop of honey, no matter if there be a total

failure in almost every other place. And even when there is

a good crop practically all over the country, honey need not

be a drug on the market if properly distributed. There always

will be plenty of people who will never learn the value of

honey as a food, but who, once they learned It, would use it

more and more.
•* % m^

Attending: Bee-Conventions Pays. — Mr.

Harry S. Howe, one of the expert handlers of bees in the State

of New York, in the American Bee-Keeper says this about the

value of attending bee-conventions :

"Take time to go to your bee-convention, even if you
have to hire a man to work In your place while you are gone.
I got an idea at the last Cortland county convention that has
been worth all I ever paid for conventions, so far this season.

Even if there are no new ideas, it is worth the price to get the
' bee-fever' up to a higher temperature."

There are but very few conventions of bee-keepers that

are unprofitable to those who attend. And we have never

gone to one that was not abundantly helpful to those present.

Especially has this been true of the national meetings of bee-

keepers. Of course, we hardly think It would pay to go from

California to Maine just to attend a convention, but within

any reasonable distance wefeel itcannot fail to be exceedingly
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valuable. Why, just to meet and get acquainted with some of

the grand men of the pursuit ought to be woilh much to any

one.

It was somewhat expensive for us to attend the national

convention held in Toronto, Ont., in 1895, but we felt it paid

us well, because there we met Father Langstroth (who in

a month after died), G. M. Doolittle, J. B. Hall, S. T. Pettit,

Wm. McEvoy, D. W. Heise, Wm. Couse, and others that we

might name, whom it was an exceedingly great pleasure to

see, especially as it was the first time we had met them.

And then the World's Fair convention, where we met for

the first lime Prof. Cook, G. W. Deraaree, Chas. F. Muth, E.

S. Lovesy, Mrs. L Harrison, Mrs. J. N. Heater, Mrs. J. M.

Null, Mrs. Sherman, Rev. E. T. Abbott, and hosts of others

equally pleasant to meet. Did it pay us ? Did it pay yoM,

reader, if you were there ? Of course it did.

Southern California is kept track of pretty well

by Prof. Cook, who quite regularly reports as to the apiarian

conditions in that region. Writing us Aug. ol, he reported

as follows :

While in most sections of Southern California the drouth
remains unbroken, up in the mountains of parts of San Ber-
nardino county there have been heavy rains, so that the rail-

roads have been washt away. The Indians say this promises
a wet winter. It is to be hoped that the Indian knows. At
least these rains help lio wet the earth, and give promise of a

harvest in 1899.

In passing apiaries of late, I find already many empty
hives. Unwisdom permitted too free extracting last season.
The extreme drouth this year, and consequent honey famine
has brought on starvation. Deserted hives will attract moths,
and general starvation is threatened. It would seem the wise
thing in such countries—and all countries are uncertain—to

have a generous supply in the hive each season—enough to

bridgeover one year of famine, at least ; and also wise in case
this precaution was neg!ected,i to find enough to prevent star-
vation. Our own good, no less than the good of the cause, de-

mands such action.

The extreme drouth this year in Southern California has
paralyzed bean-production, so that source for honey is want-
ing. The alfalfa fields, and a very limited area of more
abundant rainfall, are the only bright spots in the apicultural
sky of 1898. A. J. Cook.

*-»-»-

Summer Houey-Drinks.— Dr. Miller, in Glean-

ings for Sept. 1, says British B. Mann sent him the following

summer drinks ;

Honeyed Biitter.milk.—One spoonful of honey to %
glass of buttermilk. Stir well, then add as much soda as will

lie on a dime.

Honey Pick-me-up.—One egg well beaten in a pint of
cold milk, with one tablespoonful of honey added.

We should think that either of these " honeyed-pick-me-

buttermilk-ups " would be good. We'll have to try them the

next time we " take a drink."

Tlie Past Season's Experiences in the apiary

are quite fit subjects for discussion in the columns of the Bee
Journal. You are invited to tell about them, and what you

have learned in connection with them. Perhaps many of you

never wrote a line for publication. But that won't make any

difference at all. Just write us about your work as you would

in a private letter, and we will attend to putting it in proper

shape for printing.
# »

A Correction.—In the second paragraph from the

bottom o( the second column on page 549, and in the firs

line, it should read " Jiojic" instead of " more," where it says :

"In regard to pollen in sections, let me say iwnc will appear,"

etc. We regret the error, as It conveyed an entirely different

idea than was intended by Mr. Hartzell, who so greatly appre-

ciates Mr. Golden's method of producing comb honey.

W. S. Yeaton, of Woodbury Co., Iowa, writing Sept. 3,

said : " Bees are booming on golden-rod."

Frank RuFFNBR, of Shelby Co., 111., wrote us Sept. 5 :

We are having quite a fall flow of honey."

The Proprietor of what is believed to be the oldest api-

ary in Alameda county, Calif., writes us that he has taken 80
pounds of extracted honey from each of his colonies this sea-

son. This is the average ; some colonies yielded 120 pounds.

Senor T. Estrada DE Palma, of the Cuban junta, it is

said, has received, during his day of peaceful residence In his

native land, in one year from bee-hunters $8uO for the privi-

lege of removing the honey and beeswax from his estate in

Santiago province.—American Bee-Keeper.

Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan, editor of the British Bee Journal,

writing us Aug. 16, reported that Mrs. Cowan was then with

their two daughters in Scotland, and that he had returned

from Switzerland a couple of days before where he had met
the leading bee-keepers.

Mr. 6. M. Doolittle, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., writing as

Sept. 3, said :

" It is awfully hot here, and has been for four days ; but

I am driven to work from 5 a.m. to 9:30 p.m., out in the hot

sun the larger part of the time."

Mr. Thomas Evans, a bee-keeper of Lansing, Iowa, died

Aug. 12, 1898, after a lingering illness of many months, at

the age of 52 years. He claimed to be the inventor of a new
process of sheeting wax for making comb foundation, which
we think is used by some of the smaller comb foundation

makers.

Mr. H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., an ex-president of

the United States Bee Keepers' Union, and for years one of

the corps of experts who answer questions in our "Question-

Box " department, still continues to suffer from almost total

blindness. We were hoping that he would recover ere this.

He will have the sincere symoathy of his many old-time bee-

keeping friends in his sore affliction.

Mr. C. M. Martenson, the business manager of the well-

known firm of G. B. Lewis Co., bee-supply manufacturers,

called on us last week, when in Chicago. Mr. M. reports a

busy year—the like of which he doesn't care soon to pass

through again. You see, he doesn't want to leave this world

just yet. His firm expects to make up a large amount of stock

before next season, so as to be prepared for any emergency.

Mr. J. H. Martin is about to get a bicycle and travel

over California awheel, so as to get a store of material for his

Rambles. He hopes, by this means, to make more side-trips

than he was able to do when using a team. He expects to

purchase a " Cleveland " wheel ; wouldn't a "Rambler " make
be more appropriate for the Rambler ? The " Rambler" folks

could not do better then to send one of their wheels to the

well-known correspondent, for it would be a big advertise-

ment for them.

Mr. E. Tipper, editor of the Australian Bee-BuUelln,

writing us July 18, said :

" We are having what we may call a nice winter—a fair

amount of rain, with bright, sunny days between. On the

ridges above my apiary the white box-trees are laden with

bloom, but the days are too short, and the weather too cold

(it is our winter here) for the bees to gather much. The yel-

low box is also well in bud. We had a good convention in

Sydney, the beginning of this month. It was a gathering of

practical bee-keepers, and good practical work was done."

When we received Mr. Tipper's letter (Sept. 3), we were

having our hottest days of summer—90^ above zero. And ia

Australia it was winter.
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Does His Full Share.—"The editor of the American Bee
Journal does his full share to help the honey market. I've

just had the pleasure of a two-days' visit from him, and I think

he ate honey at every meal."— Dr. Miller, in Gleanings.

Tall Plain Sections are reported a success by C. E. Ham-
mond, in Gleanings. Wherever the bees workt on them at all,

they finisht the greater part of those they began on, instead

of beginning on all and finishing none as they had generally

done with the ordinary 4 '4 sections in T supers without sepa"
rators.

Are Separators Needed ?—Dr. S. H. Hurst says in Glean-
ings, "He who produces honey without a separator of some
kind is just a little too slow to keep abreast of the times."
Per contra. Editor Hill says he had no idea that the majority
of bee-keepers used separators, never used them himself ex-
cept iOO or 500 as an experiment, and doubts their
advantage.

Naphthalin in Place of Sulphur has been used for some
years by Ulr. Gubler, and he finds it just as effective [against
the bee-moth, and less objected to by the bees. Powder the
combs with naphthalin, or else put small pieces in the closets
where combs are kept, renewing when evaporated.—Revue
Internationale.

Why are Hybrids in the Majority ?—Gleanings thinks
"the majority of progressive bee-keepers use hybrids, because
they secure as much honey as Italians, and more than blacks."
American Bee-Keeper thinks that is not the true reason why
hybrids are in the majority, but does not say what the true
reason is. Don't they have hybrids just because it is too much
trouble to keep pure Italians ?

Width of Bottom Starters.—The editor of Gleanings says
he has had trouble with bottom starters toppling over when as
wide as half an inch. Dr. Miller says when too narrow the
bees seem inclined to gnaw them down. He uses them deeper
than half an inch, but has the top starter come within less
than >4 inch of the lower. Then the bees tack the two start-
ers together before they have time to topple over.

Bees and Horses.—Edwin Wide reports in the British
Bee Journal that he had a meadow mowed without having a
horse stung, the nigh horse going within a yard of the en-
trances of 17 colonies. Prior to the horses being taken to
work, he made a solution of carbolic acid and water, and, with
a cloth dipt in the solution and ihen wrung out, carefully
wiped the horses all over their bodies and limbs.

Swarms Deserting.— D. W. Helse complains in Canadian
Bee Journal that nearly 50 percent of his swarms, after
having been hived in new, well-made hives, with new frames
and full sheets of foundation, deserted, some the second, third,
and even the fourth day. Hives were well shaded. He wants
some one to tell him what was the trouble. The editor says
desertion has given much trouble to every one this season.

Cutting- aueen-Cells to Prevent Swarming.—The prac-
tice of cutting queen-cells to prevent prime swarms, Doolittle
says In American Bee-Keeper he believes often results in loss
of honey, throwing the bees out of balance and making them
swarm right in the harvest. For after-swarms, the usual plan

of cutting cells six days after the prime swarm may only make
matters worse. Makes after-swarms later, but that's all.

Wait till eight days after the prime swarm, then cut all cells

and give a choice cell, and you have a sure thing. His favorite

plan is to listen the evening of the 8th day for piping, and if

no piping is heard, to listen each night till the 16th, after

which there will be no swarming. When piping is heard, he
cuts out all cells the next morning, knowing for sure that

there is a free queen lu the hive.

Size of Worker-Cells.—In France some attempt to rear

larger bees has been made, and partly at least through using

foundation with cells of larger size than natural. M. Sergent,

writing in L'Aplculteur, says if the size of cells controls the

size of bees, his bees should all be of the same size, as he has

used the same foundation for all. But he finds his Cyprians

and Carniolans perceptibly smaller to the eye than the blacks.

Plain Sections Without Separators.—A conspiracy is

being hatcht in Canadian and American Bee Journals and

American Bee-Keeper, to make bee-keepers crazy guessing.

C. A. Bunch, supported by D. W. Heise, and Editor Hill,

darkly hints at a plan for having plain sections bee-space

apart with no separators. In the interest of common human-
ity, let Mr. Bunch tell us how he manages to keep plain sec-

tions spaced apart.

Swarms Losing Weight in Transit —Trouble has been

reported n the British Bee Journal between sellers and buy-

ers, the buyer complaining that the colony sent by rail was

not up to the agreed weight. The trouble comes from the fact

that the journey by rail, with its accompauying jolting and

excitement, causes a loss in weight. Even without any jour-

ney there is a serious loss in weight. One man reports that a

swarm hived at noon lost 5 ounces in tOK hours, and 14
ounces in the first 24 hours. Another swarm sent by rail lost

27 ounces from one day to the next.

Peanut ftueen-Cells.—Those big peanut queen-cells on a

stick, a la Doolittle, give larger and better queens, according

to our Mr. Wardell, than by the old method. I supposed this

was true, but there is some satisfaction in having it proved

before our eyes. I have just received a line from Mr. Alley,

Inquiring why we fuss with artificial Doolittle cups when the

natural ones can be reared more cheaply by the bees, as per

directions in his book. But there is one great advantage in

artificial cups ; viz., they stiffen the base of the cells so that

one can mash them right into the side of a comb, without

crushing the cell itself. The natural cell-cups are frail things,

and require to be handled like eggs.—Gleanings.

Why Frame Hives are Better is a topic handled by 6. M.
Doolittle in the Canadian Bee Journal. With movable frames

we can lift out the frames and actually see how much honey

is present in spring, and If needed an extra frame of honey can

be given, whereas only a guess can be made at the honey in

a box-hive, and If too cold for the bees to work on a feeder

there is no help for them in case of scarcity.

If a colony Is overstock! with houey, the queen being

thereby crowded, an empty frame can be given for a full one.

Whether a queen is doing good work can be seen by actual

inspection with movable frames, and if the queen is poor the

matter can be remedied.

Drone-comb can be removed and worker put in its place.

The frames can be manipulated so as to hasten the de-

velopment of the colony, thus getting them ready sooner for

the harvest.

If some colonies are extra strong and others weak, bees

and brood can be taken from the strong and given to the weak.
That's much easier than to drum bees out of a box-hive.
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BEST
EXTRACTED HONEY FOR SALE

ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

ALFALFA
HONEY

This is the famous white extracted honey
gathered in the great Alfalfa regions of the

Central West. It is a splendid honey, and
nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can't get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

BASSWOOD
JJONEY '*'=^*'=*°*"*~^^°°*°

This is the well-known light-colored honey
athered from the rich, nectar-laden basswood
lossoms in Wisconsin. It has a stronger

..avor than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by
those who like a distinct flavor in their honey.

; PRICES OF EITHER ALFALFA OR BASSWOOD HONEY :

A sample of either, by mail. Scents; samples of both, l.j cents—to pay for package and postage.

By freight—One 60-pound can, 7 J^ cents a pound ; 2 cans, T '4 cents per pound ;
-4 or more cans, 7

cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order. It ordering two or more cans you can have half

of each kind of honey. If you so desire. This honey is all

I
Absolutely Pure Bees' Honey

the flnest of their kinds produced in this country.

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey for their home demand this

year, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get

this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. The pamphlet, " HoNEr as Food," will be

a great help in creating customers for honey. See prices on another page.

I GEORGE W. YORK & CO. 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

rw^rw^rrym''9'ytrr^nr^rw^rw^rw^rw^rw^rw^rw^rw^rr%

Be It Known
To all Men, we are prepared
to nil orders promptly fur

of the best
strains ofCHOICE QUEENS

Ooldeu or licather-Colored ICaliauf'....

Tested $1 00: Untested—one. 75c; three,
$1.50. Alter J lily 1, oOc each, Remit by fix-

press Money Order, payable at Bainum. Wis.
One and fwo-ceut stamps taken. Address.

25Atf BAUNUM, WI5*.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Chbcs—everything* used by bee-
keepers. Orders tilled promptly.
Send torcatalop: MISSESOTl BEE-
KKKPKRS' Sl'PPLY BFfi. 00., Nicollet
IflUnd, Minneapolis, Minn.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of foui
men ueing hand tools. In
Kipping, Cuttlug-o«f, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Bdging-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Solil on Trial. Catalojne Free.

SEIS£<nA FAIiliS niFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

U'bolesale
and Ketail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wa.\ 'l^J'^'^tm A Specialty.

Hives, Set'tloiis, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everjlbing. \Vrlte for Catalog,
with prices, and bamples of Foundation and
Sections.
BliESWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUi^XA, WIS.

Flease mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bees Doing Well.

Bees throughout the section of Virginia

and Pennsylvania traverst by the Second

Division of the Second Army Corps, seem

to be doing well. The honey, however, is

inferior to that gathered iu Vanderburgh

Co., Indiana. My wife reports our bees

there as very strong, and is putting on

second super.'. The best flow is just about

to set in from smartweed and fall flowers

in the river bottoms, which yield a good

crop of water-white honey every season

without fail, up till frost sets in.

Our present camp on the banks of the

Susquehanna is a most beautiful spot.

Sekot. J. C. Wallesmeyek,
Company 8, 159th Ind. Vol.

Camp Meade, Fa., Sept. 6.

Honey Superior in Quality.

While we did not get any honey last

spring, and don't look for much of a crop

this fall, what has been secured is of a

superior quality.

I favor Editor York's views about buy-

ing direct from one another, so we can sup-

ply the demand on our producers, and

thereby help keep up a stipulated price on

our crop; and if necessary let Virginia go

to Cuba or Puerto Rico—anywhere we can

get honey to fill our orders with, so that it

is a pure article. Of course, I would prefer

*=
California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paclflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL,

QUEENS.
Now Is the time to re queen, and the place

to get them is from Danibl Wuhta. He fur-
nishes good Queens by reliirii mail for 43
cents each ; 6 for $ ! 71) : or J.i 00 per dozen.

D.ViNiei. WUKTH,
36A-lt Falmouth. Kush Co.. Ind.

Please mention Bee Journal when writins.

SEND
Your Address...
ou postal cara tor a tree copy
of my book on Queen-Rearing.

HEKKV AL.L,EV,\Vcnliam, Mass.
36Att Please mention the Bee Journal.

NicUel Plate Excursion to
Boston.

Tickets on sale for trains leaving Chi-

cago Sept. 16 to 18, Inclusive, at rate of

.§19.00 for the round-trip, and good re-

turning until Sept. 80. Also cheap rates

to all points Kast. Vestibuled sleeping-

cars to Boston, and solid train to New
York. Rates lower than v' i other lines.

For further informatio' call on or ad-

dress, J. Y. Calahan, Oeneral Agent,

111 Adams Street. Chicago. Telephone
Main 338». .

60-32-6)
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Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrang-ements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order'

SB) lOft 258) 50Ib
Sweet Clover 60 ll.OO J2.25 It.00
Alsike Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
CrimsonClover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.
Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
lis Michigan Street. - CHICAGO. ILL.

Queens, Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Tested Queens In April and May. $1.00. Un-
tested. 75c Choice Breeders, either three or
flve-banded Italians, at $2.00. Choice Im-
ported Breeders. $5.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Send for Price-List to

F. A. CROVVELL.,
SAtf GRANGER, MINN.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing,

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - SnppIIes ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'8 Honey • Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-beepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

-\ I *,« t\ .,nr-nx *' 512 Mass. Ave.,^1'° p(l\IBLK:)pp INDI.4NAPOLI8, INDIANA.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. 1. Rtiot Co.'s Goods ^ Ji^e'tau.'"-

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use anotber season. It will pay you to
send mv list of Goods wanted. M. H. HUNT
Cabh for Beeswax. Bell Branch. Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

TO GET YOUR

1Z^ QUEENS ::tr:
1» ol H. G. QCIKIN, of Bellevue, Oliio.

Ten years' experience with the best of meth-
ods and breeders enables him to furnish the
best of Queens—Goldeu Italian— Ooollttle's
strain—warranted purely mated, 50c: 6 lor
$2 75. Leather Colored same price. Safe arri-
val. No postage stamps wanted. 23Al6t
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Itlllfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iUUUl !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc.
Send tor our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
In stamps. Apply to

—

Chas. F. Uuth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Meeting- of Sovereign Grand
Lodge, I.O.O.F., Boston,

Mass., Sept. 19 to 24,
Inclusive.

For this occasion the Nickel Plate
Road will sell tickets at rate of one fare
for the round-trip. Tickets on sale Sept.
1(3 to 18, inclusive, good returning until

Sept. 30, inclusive. For particulars, ad-
dress J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago, III. Telephone
Main 3389. (59-32-6)

Virginia to stay at home, as we have a

large territory here to develop in apicul-

ture, the majority of bees being kept in

box-hives, and the people want to know if

there is but one king in a hive I

I am for bees and honey, first, last, and
always. Park T. SouTn.iRD.

Woodruff Co., Ark., Sept. 5.

Great Find of Bee-Trees.

My bees are doing finely. From three

colonies I increast to nine, but saved only

seven, and found six bee-trees. One I cut

July 25, and took out 105 pounds of honey.

From the others I got from 30 to 150

pounds. My partner found 40 trees. He
cut one last week aud got CS5 pounds. It

was a small ash tree. We went with a

little tin bucket, but as we sawed in we
could feel the saw strike honey. When the

tree fell over, the honey extended away
down into the root of the tree, all of which

we took out, and then we started at the

tree. We had to go for more buckets, as

the combs ran away up into the tree. I

split it open and we took out 16 feet of

honey, nice and white. We started to saw
at 11 o'clock, and we were through with the

job the next morning at fi:30. It was hard
work. At first we thought the tree was no
good, but it paid to cut it. These were
black bees. I took them home, and they

are doing finely.

I have 11 colonies in good condition.

Wild and tame buckwheat is in bloom now.

B. F. Schmidt.

Clayton Co., Iowa. Sept. 5.

For Business Reasons.

The United States Department of Labor
has just issued a bulletin entitled '"The

Economic Aspects of the Liquor Problem."
in which a few points are worthy of notice.

The first is the change that has occurred in

the consumption of liquor. In 1S40 the per

capita consumption of distilled spirits was
2 .52 gallons. In ISSiJ it was one gallon, or

about two-fifths of what it was 55 years

ago. But this does not represent the actual

decrease in the consumption of spirits as a

beverage. In both cases this quantity in-

cludes the amount used in arts, manufac-
tures, medicines, etc.. which must have
been vastly greater in 18110 than it was in

IS-tO; so that our people use less than two-
fifths as much spirituous liquor as their

fathers and grandfathers did. Certainly

our elderly readers, who remember the

time when no harvest or threshing or barn-

raising was without a liberal supply of

liquor, will sustain this assertion.

But there is another side to this con-

sumption of intoxicants. While the use of

spirituous liquors has decreast, and of

vinous liquors has changed little, that of

malt liquors has grown at a wonderful

rate. In IS40 Americans consumed but 1..S6

gallons of malt liquors per capita, while in

1S90 they consumed 15.16 gallons. This

shows that the tendency has been toward
the milder beverages as well as toward the

restriction of the use of stimulants.

But probably the most interesting point

in the investigation is that which shows how
employers regard the use of liquor by their

employes. To questions askt by the Com-

DR. PEIRO,

Central Music Hall. CHICAGO,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Queen-Clipping Deviee Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
ping device is a fine thing
for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mall

it for 2.5 cents ; or will send
It FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

a year at .$1.00; or for §1.10 we
mail the Bee Journal one year and

Clipping Device.

for

will

the

Geo W. York & Co., 118 Mich. St.. Chicago.Ill

are worth looking
at. We are mak->OUR PRICES

ing the new
Clianipion Cliafl-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you$*««

K. H. SCH.TIIDT Si CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

nrr l^rCDCDC I Let me send you my 64-
DLL~NLLri.nO I page Catalog for 1898

J. in. Jenkins, If'etampka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writings

Tills Kmersoii siltf-clothboard Binder
lor the American Bee Journal we mail for 60
cents; or will send it witn the Journal for one
year— both for $1.60. It is a very fine

ihlng to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-
nal as last as they are received. It .vou have
the "Emerson," no further binding is neces-
sary. CEOKGE W. YORK k CO.,

118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for hlB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

RFFX ninrida Italian {jfIF.R\St

Tested Queens. Jl.OO each; Uatested, 50c.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. L. CARRi:\GrON,
llAtf De Funiab Springs. Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
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missioner of Labor as to their position re-

garding the use of liquor by employes, 6.901

establishments replied, representing 1,745,-

000 men. Of these 5,363 reported that when
hiring men they endeavor to ascertain

whether the prospective employes use

liquor. Of establishments engaged in the

business of transportation nearly all take

such precautions.

Of the 6,901 establishments mentioned

3,527 absolutely require that their employes

shall not use liquor when on duty, and

most of them require that employes shall

not use it at any time. The reasons given

for this are instructive. Unreliability, in-

efficiency, incompetency, bad work, irregu-

larity, dishonesty, accidents, abuse of ani-

mals, wastefulness, and bad example are

some of the reasons given for not employ-

ing men who use liquor. Sober employes

mean the opposite of all these things, and
that is why business men want them.

Bear in mind that these figures are not

compiled by a " temperance crank," and
that cranks did not furnish the reports

from which they were taken. They are

merely the result of an investigation made
for business reasons among business men,
and there is no sentiment about them ex-

cept that of common-sense.—Nat. Stockman.

Bees Didn't Do Well.

I am well pleased with the American Bee
Journal. I always read it through once,

and some of it twice. I think if there ever

was another man with as much patience as

Job it surely is Dr. Miller.

My 30 colonies have not done very well

this season—only about 3.50 pounds of sur-

plus, all sold and delivered at IS'.j and 10

cents a pound.

White clover was a total failure so far as

nectar was concerned, and there was but a

small amount of linden. Tenn.
Cannon Co., Sept. 6.

Afflicted With Honey-Dew.

I commenced the season of 189S with 38

colonies, all black bees. I use a hive with

Langstroth size frames. I increast to 36

colonies by natural swarming, and had
1,400 one-pound sections filled, but the

honey was mostly dark on account of .so

much honey-dew. There was a wonderful
amount of it during the month of June,

and just as the basswood began to bloom it

started to rain, and hasn't quit yet, so we
got but little basswood honey. Conse-
quently honey is very cheap on account of

its dark color. In July I took a case of

honey to a little railroad town some nine
miles distant, and askt 14 cents a section,

and the merchant said they had been
offered all the honey they would want for

10 cents a pound by one of my neighbors
living some 2'.^' miles from me.
A few days later my wife and self went

to see this neighbor and his honey. I found
him in the field at work. After shaking
hands I inquired about his crop of honey.
He said, " Oh, 1 have lots of it, or I reck-

on I have. I baint took any yet. " It was
then the 16th of August. He went on to

say that his honey was the very best of

honey, as it was all gathered from honey-
dew. I told bim what I had read about

HONEY»*
If you want Colorado Alfalfa, Sweet Clover

and Cleome honey—comb or extracted—corre-

spond with the Secretary of the Colorado

State Bee-Keepere' Association. Our Honey
ranks high In quality. Car lots a specialty.

Address F. RAUCHFUSS, Elyria, Colo.

31Att Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Qneens for Bnsiness.

Suplies at Bottom Prices,

" Bee-Keeping for Beginners,'' price 50 cents,
imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

J^ t- —
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IN PEACE
as in war, and in the hearts i if Its c. niiitrj men, stands

fifMtour coiled sprintr fence -n. twelve-years-oUI
hero. Send for autobiot;raphy.

PAfiE WOVKN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian . Midi.

Pleeise mention Bee Journal -wiien -writing.

HORSE-HIGH^^^
Layintf .-isiiie .ill sy^ iil:iticin ttits^' r^ti.^nu -.i^ ihi-

rey isitfa "of a [lei ft-L't tViice. O-ir Dupi-'j; .'\iiloiii;itic

M.t% liioe makes just saoli a fence in ino stN Ics at tiie

rate of sixiy I'll. Is per dav, al a cost for wire of uuly I

BULL-STRONG
n...i !:,,i,, Iriu'r; ].<., f-.r |..,ullrv |.n. ,-, Ifl

- - ^ ;-jiri.Mf tV„i-,' .Hu.l liv. tr.r a i:.-'.] h..- f^rK'. .
,We will .Kvll you jilnin, coiled spriug or b;ii b wire dircfl
J

tit whi'lesjije I'^i.>^, del our tal.'tlijjiiie tie !". re buying,

Kltselman Bros., Box Ii8, Ridgeville. lad.

^ PIG-TIGHT^

4SDt£ Please mention the Bee Journal,

SPECIAL
OFFER ^^^
For the next no days we will sell warranted

purely mated ITALIAN QUEENS at .50 cts.
each; halt dozen $2.50; tested, 60 cts. each;
half dozen, $3.00. Safe arrival guarantetd.
Fifteen yf ars' experience In queen-rearing.

LEININGEK BROS , Fort Jennings, Ohio.

Please mention llie Bee Journal. 33Dtf

PATEHT WIRED COMB FOUeATIOH
A Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

Inv This Plat-Bottom Foundation
I lu^f Has So Fisbbooe Id llie Sirplns Boiie|.

m BelnK the cleanest 1b nsnally worked
the qntokest of any FoaQdatlon made

J. A. VAN DEIISEN,
Sole Mannfaotarer,

Bpront Brook Montffomery Co., N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Don't Forget
the excursion to Boston over the Nickel
Plate Road, Sept. 16 to 18, Inclusive,

at rate of $19.00 for the round trip.

Good returning until Sept. 30, 1898,
inclusive. Tel. Main 3389. (61-32-6)

this stuff, and be booted at the idea, and
contended that it formed and fell just like

rain.

Before leaving, I askt to look in some of

his hives, so we opened five or six, and
with but one exception we found a great

ant-nest on top of the sections, or frames,

as a part of his hives contain shallow

frames in the upper story; and the honey
was as black as if it had been used for

brood-rearing. He is also one of those
" king bee" men; doesn't read any text-

book or bee paper, or anything of the sort,

but knows all about bees!

I marketed a part of my honey a few
days ago in the towns of Beverly and El-

kins, in our own county (Randolph), at

ri'.j cents, partly in goods.

West Virginia, Sept. 5. Ira Shocket.

Bees Have Foul Brood.

I am well pleased with the American Bee
Journal; it has been a great help to me.
This is my third year with bees. The first

year I got no surplus honey from two colo-

nies. Last year, from four, I got 75

pounds; this year I had six, and from the

instruction received from the Bee Journal

I learnt that they had foul brood, so I

transferred them into new hives on full

sheets of foundation, and united, making
three colonies, and burnt the old hives and
brood. Foul brood is quite bad in this part

of the county. Quite a number of colonies

have been burned.

Some bee-keepers tell me they don't need
a bee-paper. One bee-keeper living half a

mile from me has three colonies and got no
surplus honey. I have the same number
and got 1.50 pounds of section honey, thanks

to the American Bee Journal.

John F Johsson.
Schoharie Co.. N. Y., Sept. 5.

Where Noah Kept His Bees.

Dr. James K. Hosmer, while recently vis-

iting Boston, had occasion to visit the new
Public Library. As he went up the steps

he met Edward Everett Hale, who askt the

T)octor's errand.

"To consult the archives." was the reply.

"By the way, Hosmer," said Dr. Hale,

do you know where Noah kept his bees V
" No," answered Hosmer.
" In the ark hives," said the venerable

preacher, as he past out of earshot.

—Ladies' Home Journal.

The Clover Housewives.

ny TERCIA V. WHITE.

The merry wives in Cloverland
Are flying round in glee.

For they've received a message from
That gay brigand, the Bee.

• Now load your three-leaved tables down
With sweets in colors three,

For I'm %-ery fond of honey I" quoth
That gay brigand, the Bee.

"And I will tind the pollen-boards
Of the Miser of Cloverlea,

And fling his gold among you !" cried
That gay brigand, the Bee.

So they're loading down their tables small
With sweets in colors three

—

In red and white and gold—to please
That gay brigand, the Bee.

—Youth's Companion.
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In the multitude of counsellors thereis
safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Snow at Ilive-Enlrances.

Query 82.—Is it advisable after a heavy
snow-Sturm to clean all the snow away from
the entiance of the hive, or would you let it

remain '/—Mich.

E. France—We let it remain.

W. G. Larrabee—Let It remain.

Mrs. L. Harrison—Let It remain.

R. C. Aiklu—If much, clear It away.

Prof. A. J. Cook— I would clear it

away.

Dr. C. C. Miller— Sometimes, and
sometimes not.

R. L. Taylor—Clean it away If It gets

soft and heavy.

Chas. Dadant & Son—Let It remain
till it begins to thaw.

James A. Stone—It does not snow on
my bees, as they are In the cellar In w n-

ter.

P. H. Elwood—The most successful

winterers say that the entrances should
be kept open.

Rev. M. Mahin—Whenever there Is

snow enough to cover the entrance, I

remove it as soon as I can.

Eugene Secor—The snow will do no
harm unless ice is formed at the en-

trance, obstructing ventilation.

O. 0. Poppleton—If dry, I should let

it alone; but if not, and liable to be

frozen solid, I should take it away.

Emerson T. Abbott—Let the snow
alone. It will do no hurt, and you may
do a deal of harm trying to remove it.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— Without having
much experience on the " snow ques-
tion," I would venture to clean It away.

J. M. Hambaugh—Leave It alone dur-

ing extreme cold weather. When It be-

gins to thaw, remove it from the en-

trance.

J. E. Pond-In my own apiary I let

the snow remain. In other localities It

might be advisable to clear it away. The
question, it seems to me, is local and not
general.

C. H. Dibbern—I would not winter
bees where snow would cover them up
at all. If I did, I think I should not
disturb them by shoveling the snow
from about them.

Mrs. J. M. Null—As long as light and
porous in its nature let it remain at the
entrance. If in danger of solidifying,

remove. Ice In front of the entrance is

anything but desirable.

Dr. A. B. Mason—If the hive were
properly tipt forward I would let the
snow remain unless a crust should form
on the snow. I would then break the
crust and let the snow remain.

D. W. Heise—It depends very much
whether the snow drifts solid or loosely

;

If packt hard, and to any extent of

depth, past experience teaches me that
it is advisable to remove it instanter.

J. A. Green—I would let the snow re-

main unless the weather was such that

by thawing and freezing the entrance
was apt to get clogged with ice. I would
clear away the snow if the weather was
so warm that the bees wanted to fly. At
other times I would let it remain.

S. T. Pettit—If there Is a porch or
board leaned up against the hive, or
other contrivance to keep the ventila-
tion clear, let the snow alone; otherwise
it Is generally better to clear it away.

E. S. Lovesy—We let it remain ; if the
bees attempt to come out, and they meet
the snow at the entrance, they will re-

turn, but if the snow is swept away they
will often fly out and fall and die In the
snow.

G. M. Doolittle—Leave a wide board
in front of the entrance, and pay no at-

tention to snow unless it covers the
hive. I think it best not to have hives
covered entirely with snow for many
days at a time.

G. W. Demaree—Situated as far South
as I am I could give you no advice of
value on this subject. There were some
bees lost in this locality some years ago
by wet snow and sleet closing all venti-
lation to the hives.

Minnesota.—The adjourned meeting- of
the Mlnoesuta Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held on Wednesday forenoon during State
Fair weeli. at the place where the hoaey ex-
hibit is made on the fair frrounds. Make an
effort 10 be there, and iavite other bee-keep-
ers who are not members to come and join the
Association. L. D. Leonard, Sec.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Cash Paid for Beeswax!

For all the Good, Pure Vellovr
Bees-wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH. No commission. Now if

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send It on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CRICAGO. TUL.

rr/^D CAI C AnOut-.4plaryof
~Vi/n OAAL-C .sOcolunles of Bres
in • ouble-walled hives with extractlnx-combs,
extractor, etc. WARD liAMKIN,
37A:it I.edyard. CajUKrt Co., N. V.

75 COLONIES
eut dives. Inquire ot Mrs Thomas Evans,
L-ansiug*, Allamakee ro. Iowa. 37 Alt

Excursion to Boston.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell excur-

sion tickets from Chicago to Boston and
return for trains of Sept. 16, 17 and 18,
at rate of $19.00 for the round trip.

Tickets will be valid returning until

Sept. 30, inclusive. On account of heavy
travel at this particular time, those
desiring sleeping-car accommodations
should apply early to J. Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
Telephone Main 3389. (58-32-6)

OF BEES
FOR
SALE....
in trood oat-

They Don't ^^
BreakDown.

Vv'^e know nf nothing that ^vUl occasion more annoyance and possible loss in tho
midst of a busy seasons haulintr than to have your wagron break d"\\-n The remedy
laysinbuyiii-a wh-ou tiiJit i.s .s.. <-on.--lriicted tbat it can't break down

THEELECTRIC HANDY WAGON
1. It IS equipped with ELECTltIC LOW STEKL WIIEEKS
jn down where it IS easy to load. Droad face tires «hi<-h do not
fields or on the road makes it draw easy. No wood hubs and

leiifes to rot or warp; no wood ST>ukes to shake Uiose and break; no tires to get /
loose. Stands up uniieranv load a team can draw. l;iiv it and save all expense of /-
repairs ELECTRIC Low STEEL WHEELS FIT ANY SKEIN.
Convert the oM wapon into a new one. and make it iitst i nth finitely, (.'an't tell all
about it here. Writt- loroiir free book, "Farm Sa\ intrs." It tells the whole story.

Eieciric Wheel Co,, Box 16, Quincy, His.

Please mention Bee Journal when writinp;.

THE BIGGEST OFFER YET!

i^^S^
1-^ i^nat kind. I a wa^on.

livES^Br ^^ •"" h bi iiiL's the wag-on t

>>\l^^^ * lit in <ir rut in the fiel

Last year only about one percent —only one
subscriber in 100—ordered his Kevfew discon-
tinued. If the Review could secure 1.000
new subscribers the present year, there is an
almost absolute certainty that at least 900 of
them would remain; not only next year, but
for several years—as long as they are inter-
ested In bees. Once a really good bee-jour-
nal visits a bee-keeper a whole year it usually
becomes a permanent member ot his lamily.

I would have no difficulty whatever in g:et-

tlng twice i,000 new subscribers this year, if

ail of the bee-feeepers in this country had
read the -tevlew the past year. 1 have eom«-
times thought that it might pay a publisher
to give away his journal one year, simply tor
the sake of getitngit Into new hands. There
are. of course, decided objections to such a
course; but I am goinif t<i come as near to It

as I dare. Here is my offer:
If you are not a subscriber to the Review,

send me $1.00, and I will send you twelve
back numbers, the Review the rest of this
year and all of next year.

Each Issue of the Review, especially if de-
voted to the discussion of some special topic.
is really a pamphlet containing the best
thoughts and experience of the best men
upon the topic under discussion. Twelve
back numbers of the Review are, to a certain
extent, so many little books devoted to as
many different phases of bee keeping. Some
issues ot the Review are now out of print; of
others only a few are left; while of others
there are several hundred. Of course. I shall
send those ot which 1 have the most, but no
two alike.
Most people subscribe for a journal at the

beginning ot the year. In tnis cise there Is

no use of waiting, as you will get the Review
fcr next year just the same as tho you
waited until next January to subscribe, and
you get all the rest of the numbers tor this
year fhek. The soonei you subscribe, the
more free issues will you receive.
Let me tell it over once more. For $1.00

you get twelve back numbers, the Review the
rest of this year, and tor all of 1899.

31Utf W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.
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TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—It is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" Thk Bke-Keeper'b Guide."

Given For 2 New Subscribers,

The following offer is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal lor one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with $2.00), and we will mall von a

copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forjl.35,
or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only $1.75. But surely
anybody can get only 3 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for it-

Will you have one

'

GEORGE W. YOBK & CO.. 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU.

Page & Lyon Mfg, Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Eeepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of tlie L,ars:est Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wllitest
Bass-^vood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To bave a copy of

\Mt Our 1898 Catalog \Mt

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Asent for the Soutiiwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT. St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low TrelRht rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have eatabiifeht a branch house at 1730 South 13lh St . Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsvi le. Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most b»-e-keepers lu the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods— are par excellent. Pollsht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw-

colored ii -li. ,^,iicut Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
clas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.On those bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

^^Phoqrkssive Bee-Keeper, 50o per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25o. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog tor the asking.

Address,
Leahy Mannfactnring Company, ^^ifS^l\!^\i\^,%u

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

or
Oniaba, Neb.

See Honey Offer on page 587.

HONEY and BEESWAX
MARKEX QlJOXAXIOl^S.

Chicago, Sept. IC—Honey has sold well
for past few days, and all of the best white
comb that is in proper shape sells at l'2c. Off
grades of white, 10 to lie; amber, 9 to 10c:
dark grades, 7 to 8c. Extracted, white. 5 to
7c: amber, 5 to 6c: and dark. 4*4 to oc. Bees-
wax, 37c. K. A Burnett & Co.

St. I^ouls, Sept, 9. — Fancy white comb.
12tol2!/2C.: A No. 1 white, 10 to lie: No. 1
white. 9 to 10c : dark and partially filled from
5 to 8c, as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
1 white, 6 to G!4c.: No.2, .5!4c; amber, 5c: In
barrels. No. 1 white. 5>4c: amber, Wt to 5o:
dark, 4 to 4V4c. Choice Beeswax, prime, i4c;
choice, 24 V4c. At present there is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 9,—Fancy white comb,
12<ai3c; No. 1, ll@12c^ amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white. 5^@Hc; amber, 5@5Hc: dark,
4!^@5c. Beeswax. 23(2»25c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

C. (J. Olemons & Co.

Columbus, O., Aug'. 30.—The present de-
mand for noney is rather limited, owing to
the large quanlit.v of cheap peaches now ar-
riving. It is also a little early for this market
to take a large amount, Keceipis are ample
but little now arriving that can be called
fancy. The greater part of it will grade No.
1 and No. 2. We quote: Fancy, 14 to 15c;
No. 1. 12 tol.'Jc; No. 3. 10 to lie.

Columbus Com. and Storage Co.

New York, Sept. 1.—We have a good de-
mand for new crop comb honey, ana It is be-
ginning to arrive. Have sold some shipments
at 14 to l.")0 f 'r fancy white, 12 to 13o for No.
1 white, and 10 to lie for fair white We
think these will he about the ruling prices
this fall: exceptional line lots may sell at a
little more. Extracted Is In good demanl at
unchanged prices Beeswax dull at 26 to !7o.

Hildreth Bros. & Segelken.

Boston, Sept. 1.—Fancy In cartons. 13c-
A No. 1, ll@i2c; No. 1, 10@llc; No. 2. 9c.
New comb honey Is now coming in. and

while the demand Is light owing to the warm
weather, yet it is being well taken. Extrac-
ted, very little California on hand, and selling
readily at 6^®74c. Florida now arriving
and selling at 5@6c. White clover scarce and
wanted. Blake. Scott & Lee.

Indianapolis, Sept. 1.—Fancy white comb
honey. 12(ai2!^c; No 1, 10@Uc. Extracted,
white, 6@7c. Beeswax, 25@27o.
Only a few arrivals of fancy white comb:

market almost bare, and demand good. Quite
a little comb honey from honey-dew is being
offered, but there Is simply no demand for the
stuff. Walter S. Pouder.

IlilwaTitcee, Sept. 1.—Fancy comb. 11 to
12c; A No. 1, 10 to 1 Ic; No. 1, 9 to 10c; am-
ber. 7 to 8c: old and dark, 5 to 6o. Extracted,
while, in barrels or kegs, 5 to 6c; dark, 4 to 5c,
Beeswax. 25 to 2Gc.
The market for honey is in very good condi-

tion; while there is yet a little of the old crop
on hand, it is In very good order, and some de-
mand, which will clear off everything before
the new crop will arrive, very plentifully.
There is already some receipts of new, but
mostl.v extracted, and some very good qual-
ity, yet we fear the dang.-r Is in extracting
too earl.v. before the honey is fairly ripened
We anticipate a good demand a little later,
and think values will remain about ihesame
as present quotations. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, Sept. 1,—Fruit prevents a large
demand for any kind of honey at present. A
few cases of fancy one-pound new comb can
be sold dally 'it 11® 12c ; but any grade below
must be urged at proportionately lower
prices. Would advise writing us before ship-
ping here. Toere is no demand yet for ex-
tracted. Batterson & Co.

San Francisco, Ang. 24.—White comb, 9
to 10c; amber. 7 to 8^c. Extracted, white
6®6!4c.; light amber, o% to 6o. Beeswax,
24@2Uc
Stocks are of very moderate volume, both

of comb and extracted, and market remains
firm at ruling rates. especially forwaterwhite
or light amber of desirable tlavor. There is a
fair local demand and some business on for-
eign account The bark J. C. Glade, clearing
Monday for Europe, took 808 cases, valued at
$3,250.

Cleveland, Sept. I.—Fancy white. 13® I4c;
No. 1, white, 12ii»12Kc: light amber, lie;
buckwheat, 9c. Extracted, white, 7c.; light
amber, 6c.
The demand for honey is exceptionally

good, owing to the crop In this vicinity being
very light. A. B. Williams & Co,
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Bee-Eating Insects—Cow-Killers, Etc.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

Mr. J. H. Heiipel, of Louisana, writes as follows :

"By this mail I send you in a queen-mailing box two in-

sects, which species are plenty among the bee-hives. I think
they kill bees and eat honey, as I see them frequently going
into the hives. Of course I kill them when I see them, but
they are difficult to kill, as they have red scales over the body
wiilch are as hard as a hickory-nut; so of course the bees can-
not sting them, and they do what they please in the hive.

Please let me know the name of this insect, and all you know
about it. They also have a terrible sting, and 1 am informed
that their sting is far more painful than is a bee's sting. They
may be alive when they reach you."

This is a "cow-killer," "cow-killer ant," or "solitary

ant," all of which names are applied to the species. They are
known to kill bees, and one is figured and described in my
Bee-Keepers' Guide, page 427. They are found from Illi-

nois to the Gulf, and through Texas to this coast. They are
comparatively common here. The most common ones here
are like the ones sent by Mr. Hempel-red, with a black band.
Others here are gray. The females are wingless, but the
males usually possess wings. The insects look much like

ants, but are solitary, not living in colonies. They are fosso-

rial. That is, they dig holes in the earth in which, like many
of the wasps, they rear their young. They belong to the
family UntillidiB. They have a very hard crust, which serves
as an armor. It is this crust, not the hairs—red or gray

—

which makes them so hard to kill. It is often quite difficult to

pierce them with a strong pin. As Mr. H. says, they are pos-
sest of a powerful sting. I suppose this gives the name " cow-
killer."

They do kill bees, surely. I should like to know if they
ever do eat honey. I have never had proof of that, but it may
be true. Wasps and ants of similar habits possess a sweet-
loving tooth. As I have never seen these off the ground, that
is, in trees or shrubs, where they could glean nectar or honey-
dew, I surmise that they are simply predaceous, and kill and
eat other insects, and do not feed on honey.

Like most insects that kill bees, I think these do far more

Company Gathered in Mr. Kreuizlnger^8 Apiary to witness the " Honey Harvest," Aug. ^7, ISHS.—See page 596.
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good than harm. They are not sufficiently common to kill

many bees, and for the most part feed on injurious Insects

and so do great good. While I would not complain of Mr. H.,

or blame him for killing these when he sees them, yet I

would have him know that they have their good side, and are
by no means exclusive enemies.

CALIFORNIA BEE-KILLER.

There Is another animal in California—not at all rare

—

which I figure and describe briefly, in my book, as the " Cali-

fornia bee-killer." It is not an insect at all, but belongs to

the scorpion branch of the spider class. Therefore, it is pos-

sest of eight Instead of six legs. It looks, as will be seen by
the figure (Bee-Keepers' Guide, page 432), like a long spider,

but in having a segmented abdomen, and pincer-llbe jaws. It

is more closely related to the scorpions. All that I have seen
are whitish, gray, or dark In color. These, like the cow-
killers, enter bee-hives and kill and eat the bees. I have heard
of this work in Northern California, and in Inyo as well as in

Southern California. Like the cow-killers, these are preda-
ceous, and so do much good— I think far more good than
harm. The double-acting jaws which resemble the pincers of

the scorpion and lobster enable this animal to give a formid-
able bite, as I have often proved by teasing them with a stick.

ROBBER-FLIES.

The robber-files (see Bee-Keepers' Guide, page 415, for
illustrations), are also very common in Southern California.
These large, savage two-winged flies are rightly called " bee-
killers" in some sections. They do not enter the hives, but
hover about the entrance and, eagle-like, swoop down upon
the unsuspecting bees, pierce them with the strong beak, and
suck their blood. In some sections these great robber-flies

are quite serious pests. Yet they kill so many Injurious in-

sects that they are not to be wholly condemned. It Is strange
that these flies can do such ferocious work. I have known
one to attack, overpower, kill and suck bloodless a big, savage
tiger-beetle.

We have found here that the king-bird, or bee-martin—

a

different species from the one common In the East—is not
about the hives solely to capture the bees. We find more rob-
ber-files than bees in their stomachs. Indeed, I have not found
a bee as yet, but have taken several robber-flies from birds
killed in the apiary, which were supposed to be killing bees.
I have, however, pretty good evidence that they do sometimes
kill and eat bees.

DBAGON-FLIES.

The only other Insects In Southern California that I have
known to kill bees are the beautiful dragon-flies, darning-
needles, or lace-wings. While these mosquito hawks, as they
are also called, are far less common than In the East, they
are often seen, and claim not a few bees to make up for their
vigilant search for Injurious insects. Like the other species,
they rarely do anything like the harm that they do good. On
the whole, they are likewise friends.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Methods of Yeutllatliig Bee-Hives.

BY Vl'M. M. WHITNEY.

There seems to be no small degree of agitation lately
among the wise heads In our bee-keeping fraternity, respecting
ventilation of the bee-hive. Some advocate the use of front
wedge-blocks ; some, front and rear spaces ; others, blocks
under the four corners of the hive; and still others, raising
the cover.

Now, all of these methods of ventilation, excepting the
last mentioned, are applicable only to hives having loose bot-
toms, and every one of them, under certain circumstances, are
subject to serious objections, which, it seems to me, will be
suggested to any experienced bee-keeper.

My hives are what are known as the two-story Falconer
chaff, having tight bottoms—have tried others, but like this
better than any other I have seen for wintering out-of-doors,
and for manipulation as I have learned to do.

My colonies are very strong—made so by careful building
up as they need room, to two stories of 20 frames, as early as
possible after .the season opens ; and when they show signs of
" hanging out," I simply remove one or two frames from the
brood-chamber, according to circumstances, and re-space the
others, which settles the difficulty with my bees. I also re-
move the super of frames from the upper story of such as I

wish to run for comb honey, and substitute section-cases. The
wider spaces in the brood-chamber gives freer access to the
upper story, and I find my bees occupy it very fully as soon as
the change is made ; and when I raise the enamel cloth, they

poke their little heads up through the bee-space and say,

"Thank you."
It must be quite a difficult task for a bee to make its way

up through a mass of bees to the surplus chamber, when
spaced close as we usually put the frames, when brood-rear-
ing is started in the spring.

But, It may be objected to my practice, that the bees will

thicken the comb In the brood-chamber so as to reduce the
spacing. I think not, if there is a prolific queen to occupy
the frames with brood; and especially so if the bees are work-
ing in the surplus chamber ; at least this Is my experience.
My hives have an entrance of J^x8 inches, and by practicing
as above described, I have no lounging outside by the strong-
est colonies I can create. If bees need so much ventilation,

why do they carefully stop up with propolis every crack and
crevice they possibly can ? It Is more room in which to move
aoout that mine seem to want, and I think my method of ven-
tilation subject to less objection than any other with which I

am acquainted.
Of course, any manipulation of a colony of bees must be

done at the proper time and In the proper manner to secure
the desired results ; which means that the successful bee-
keeper is one who has his eyes wide open all the time, and sees
and appreciates what is going on in his apiary from day to
day, aud from what he sees, and from what he reads, is pre-
pared to take advantage of circumstances.

The more I study my bees (and that is pretty nearly all

the time), watching their various operations, their changing
conditions, caused by changes of weather, varying seasons, as
well as difference In methods of handling them, the more I am
convinced that bee-keeping is not only the most complex but
the most interesting of all rural pursuits.

Will some one of our scientific students of the fraternity
tell us why the bees always before leaving the hive for their

journey, wipe their eyes with their "forepaws?" You may
ask. Do they ? Yes, they Invariably do so. It is done as they
approach the exit where the light strikes the eye, or as soon
as they reach the alighting-board.

Kankakee Co., III., Aug. 12.

Extracting-Supers—Italians Gather Better
Honey.

BY C. P. DADANT.

In the last few weeks I have had several inquiries from
bee-keepers who use extracting-supers of the same depth as

the pound-section supers, with a request for an opinion In the
matter.

We use an extracting-super that takes a frame 6 inches
deep, and after trying both this and the full-frame super on a
large scale, that Is, on hundreds of colonies, we have a very
decided preference for the former.

As for the shallow 4-inch extracting-super, we can see no
benefit in its use. In the producing of extracted honey we
may very confidently expect a yield of honey about double of

that harvested in the comb, that is, after the comb has been
once built and can be returned to the bees to be refilled at the
beginning of each honey crop. An extracting-super only four
inches deep gives too little room to the bees, and if two supers
have to be used instead of one, there are too many combs to

handle to expedite matters and enable us to handle our hives
economically.

On the other hand, a full-depth super very often gives the
bees more room at one time than they can readily occupy. If

the colony is not strong, and the super is put on the hive
early, such a large amount of space Is difficult to keep warm,
and breeding is delayed. If the bees begin work In the
deep super it often happens that the queen ascends to it and
begins laying, and the colony sometimes forsakes the lower
story and transports Its entire force to this upper story. With
Sframe Langstroth hives the additional room given by the
adding of a second full story may very often be welcome to a
prolific queen that finds herself crampc for room in the lower
apartment, but as the queen is usually unable to entirely fill

the whole 16 frames with brood, the result is that a part of

this upper story may be occupied with honey and the other
with brood, and honey has to be extracted from combs con-
taining brood. We found the same circumstances with two-
story 10-frame Langstroth hives, and after several years of

trial finally fixt on the 6-Inch super as the most practical.

With a super of this depth extracting is more rapid than with
either the shallow or the deep story, for the combs are more
regularly filled with honey, and breeding in these combs Is

more exceptional. The outlay in cases for extracting-combs
is but a trifle, and. In my opinion it is out of the question to
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use the same cases for both comb and extracted honey, for the

very good reason that after our extracting-combs are once

built they must be preserved if we wish to derive all the

benefits that are expected from the production of extracted

honey, and nothing is better to contain these combs while not

in use than the very cases In which they have been built.

I do not see where Mr. Deacon (page 563) found instruc-

tions from us to make the top-bar of the extractlng-frames

IJs square. We do not make them this heavy, and if we
have ever recommended any such top-bar it must have been

by some error. Our book, " Langstroth Revised," gives the

thickness as % Inch, which is rather light for brood-frames,

but all right for an extractingframe 6 inches deep. As to

the bottom-bar, we make them J^ inch thick, for two reasons :

In the first place, we make our end-bar only '4 inch thick and
nail it Into the bottom-bar. Instead of nailing the bottom-bar
into the end-bar, as usual with the Langstroth hive. On the

other hand, we have found, and probably many others have
noticed also that It very often happens that the bees build

more or less brace-combs and bridges between the brood-cham-
ber and the super, or between the several supers, and when
they make these braces very strong It sometimes happens
that a thin bottom-bar will bend and yield when the super is

taken off. This is our reason for making the heavier bar.

This is a very unimportant matter, anyhow, as we ha^e
plenty of room in our hives and supers for what wood is

needed, and the cost is very nearly the same.

DO ITALIAN BEES GATHER BETTER HONEY ?

I notice that there has been quite a discussion in the
American Bee Journal as to whether, and why, the Italian

bees gather better honey than other bees. I have noticed
this peculiarity myself a number of times, more especially

when honey-dew and clover honey are to be found at the same
time. I have also noticed in August black bees on buckwheat
bloom while no Italians could be found on It. Evidently the

Italians were finding something better, for they were working
as faithfully and as successfully as the others, and, in fact,

the honey crop of the Italians was In many instances of

greater quantity as well as of better quality.

To me, there is but one explanation of this fact. The Ital-

ians have more developt olfactory nerves than the others, and
are better fitted to select their food. It would also appear
that their taste and likings are similar to ours, and that what
suits their palate best is also our choice. In the choice between
clover honey and honey-dew the contrast Is so great that there
Is nothing apparently extraordinary in a markt preference
for the former product ; but in discerning between buckwheat
honey and knot-weed, the Italians undoubtedly show a very
notable ability and good taste. Hancock Co., III.

Bee-Chat, or Various Notes and Commetits.

BV HERMAN F. MOORE.

Red-Cloveb Italians.—As to pure Italian bees, or cer-
tain selected strains of them, working on the big red clover,
why can't we have a general experience-meeting from all the
readers of the American Bee Journal? If we can lengthen
the tongues of bees by selected breeding, let us know It. If

they (the long-tongued bees) come from some particular dis-

trict In Italy, let us know that. In a year like this the pos-
session of such bees would mean thousands of dollars to api-
arists all over the United States.

Section-Cleaners —In the midst of all this talk about
machines for cleaning sections, let me make adiscordant note.
The people don't want the sections so clean. They don't eat
the wood. They cut it off and throw It away at once. More
than that, the mere presence of the wax and bee-glue or prop-
olis on the wood of the section is to them a badge of purity
and honor. Again and again have these expressions been used
to me: "No bee ever made that." "It's too pretty."
"That's the way a man makes honey." Just hand them a
comb well smeared with propolis, and they say :

" Ah, that
looks right." "That reminds me of the honey my father used
to get on the farm." "That is real bee-honey," etc.

The people have it in their heads that comb honey is made
without bees, and they don't want any of It. Argument Is

useless— they have just made up their minds, and Immovable
as an oak they stand. Let me tell you, if you want to sell

them any of ynur honey, don't dwell too strongly on the fal-

lacy of this belief, for you only antagonize them to no pur-
pose. Only when you become well acquainted with them, and
have won their confidence by fair dealing and good stuff, can

you use your heavy arguments and deal sledge-hammer.blows,
and do good in so doing.

A Little Bee-Experience.—Tho my mother began
keeping bees over 80 years ago, and I have been more or less

associated with bees ever since, this is my first year to have
my own bees at my own home. I have increast from one col-

ony to 8, and intend to winter 10. Next year I shall try to

produce the maximum of honey from 10 colonies, and prevent
all swarming over one from each colony. My better tjalf Is

intensely Interested. We find the sting of a bee is not serious

for either of us, when promptly removed with the fingers. I

purpose to undertake a campaign of education among the
near-by farmers; distribute Alsike clover leaflets among
them, try if we can't crowd out the cockle-bur with sweet
clover, etc.

Spraying Cross Bees.—I want to ask J. A. Golden
whether he thinks it would be all right to spray the bees with
ether or chloroform when they are a little cross. That is just

what he was doing, when he used sunflower to smoke them.
No wonder they were easily quieted. Mrs. Moore had a sort of

asthmatic cough as a finale to her la grippe. To relieve her a
pipe full of stramonium leaves—sunflower leaves—and salt-

peter was advised. "The only objection," the doctor said,
" was that all these were narcotics."

Try well-dried rotton wood, and see if that does just as

well, Mr. Golden.

Two Story Brood-Chambers.—The more I think over
and experiment on it, the more 1 am convinced that two stories

for brood in early spring is necessary to the greatest success,
viz.: greatest number of pounds of surplus honey, when honey
comes. Now, can't Editor York get a show of hands, some-
how ? Number of pounds of surplus (comb or extracted) for

the last five years In one-story brood and in two-story brood-
chambers. I think it would be largely in favor of two-story
brood-chambers. The only objection to this plan for general
adoption is the undue booming of supply dealers' business, but,
" the greatest good to the greatest number."

Drawn Comb.—I see that L. Stachelhausen thinks that
just as much comb honey as extracted can be produced by the
use of drawn comb foundation. I think not; in extracted
honey production the same combs can be returned and refilled

several times in the same season, and the work of finishing

the sides and corners of the comb is greatly in favor of large
frames, from which every bee-keeper knows our liquid honey
is taken.

This is a question of Interest to all bee-keepers, for if as
much comb honey as extracted can be produced by any known
process, that will result in removing hundreds of tons of ex-
tracted honey from the market ; or rather, it will go to th&
market as comb, and the price of extracted honey In th&
wholesale markets might in case of a general production of
comb instead of extracted, be doubled.

Suppose, Mr. S., you try three colonies for comb and three
for extracted honey under the very best conditions, and report
results.

Fence-Sections.—I am trying fence-sections, and shall
reserve my final verdict until a crop of honey produced In

them shall declare. But there is no question that if we can,
by their use, prevent air-holes around the edges, they will be
much more popular with the consumer. He thinks of nothing
else than the loss of the wood and wax, and, Doolittle to the
contrary notwithstanding, prefers a section fastened to the
wood all around. He doesn't have in mind the more or less

convenience of using the section on the table, but solely of the
two or three extra ounces of honey he thinks he is getting.

My trade has always been nine-tenths liquid honey. Peo-
ple say, "Comb has too much wood," "too little honey,'
" they're too dry," etc.; and In a lot of pound sections they
have a quick eye for those sealed along the edge.

Facing Honey.—Don't you ever face your honey or
your apples. No consumer ever demands it, no matter what
the commission merchant or the grocer wants. Every con-
sumer calls it " lying and stealing," and I think so, too. It is

no answer to say people expect to be fooled ; they don't ; they
are constantly trying to guard themselves against it; they
don't expect it any more than Richardson expected to pay
Sheridan's bill. Sheridan had been driving out three or four
hours in a hackney coach, when, seeing Richardson pass, he
hailed him and made him get in. He instantly contrived to
introduce a topic upon which Richardson (who was the very
soul of disputatiousness) always differed from him ; and at
last affecting to be mortified at Richardson's arguments, said :

" You really are too bad; I cannot bear to listen to such
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things ; I will not stay in the same coach with you." And
accordingly got down and left him, Richardson hallooing out
triumphantly, "Ah, you're beat, you're beat!" Nor was It

till the heat of his victory had a ll;tle cooled, that he found
out he was '• left in the lurch" to pay for Sheridan's three
hours' coaching !"

Making One's Own Hives — I suppose it is perfectly in

order to criticise the critic. Mr. R. L. Taylor is promulgating
some rank heresies, and must be " called down." He says :

" One cannot afford to keep many bees unless he is skillful

enough workman to make his own hives," etc. I think a
show of hands will prove that 95 percent of the bee-keepers
don't agree with him. And how can the individual compete
with steam and high-priced special machinery, especially as
hot competition has given us one-fourth the prices of former
days ? I think the enormous demand for bee-hives and sup-
plies there has been for two or more years past, proves that
the majority know they ctmy^t afford to make their own hives,

etc. No man can make one dollar a day at the factory prices
making his own supplies, making no mention of workmanship,
either, which must of necessity be greatly in favor of machine-
made hives.

Stimulative Feeding.—Again, Mr. Taylor says: "I
am satisfied stimulative feeding does not pay." Now, Mr.
Taylor, you're certainly dead wrong. I started with one
strong colony last spring, having 10 to 15 pounds of stores

left over from winter. I wanted to increase largely—to 10
colonies, if possible. I fed small amounts of honey and water
every evening for weeks, and the result— I have now seven
more colonies, all with young laying queens, and all the
progeny of the one colony on which I practiced stimulative
feeding. Now is not this the aim in all stimulative feeding '?

I can rear bees for less than $2.00 a colony by this means,
not including the hives, of course.

Gbammar and Rhetoric.—As for Mr. Taylor's criticisms
of certain bee-keepers' grammar and rhetoric, all will agree
that they are entirely out of place in a bee-paper. But of

course it is nice to understand Michigan rhetoric, and know
wherein it differs from that of the settled portions of the
country. Cook Co., III.

%
Is Bee-Poison au Antidote for Snake-Poison?

EV D. D. BLAKEMAN.

On page 393 is the following paragraph :

"Immunity from Snake-Poison.—Th. WeippI, editor of

Bienen-Vater, quotes from an Austrian paper, without vouch-
ing for its truth, the statement that a French chemist inocu-
lated dogs with poison extracted from bees, and the dogs were
then unharmed by the bite of deadly snakes."

May 31 of this year, on picking up a hive-cover lying flat

on the ground, I was bitten by a rattler a foot and a half long,

coiled under the board. Th,<5 sensation was like having
needles driven deeply into the flesh of the end of the middle
finger, not like bee or mosquito stings.

Now, I have 70 colonies of bees, and I attend to them
alone, and am almost immune to bee-stings. Does this im-
munity extend to snake-poison ? I will give an account of the
case

:

The swelling did not extend to the second joint, altho I

expected that it would at least reach to the shoulder. About
four hours after the bite, I had very considerable pain in the
wound, but not more than one would expect from needles
(fangs) driven nearly or quite to the bone of the finger. This
pain ceast so that I was able to sleep after five hours— no
further pain nor unnatural feeling In the finger. All that was
left of the injury was a very black spot one-fourth inch in

diameter, which faded out in two wegks.
Now for treatment : I have always understood that any

treatment of a rattlesnake-bite is merely palliative. First, I

suckt vigorously at the wound for perhaps two minutes. Sec-
ond, I tied a tight ligature of twine about the finger. Third,
I used aqua ammonia upon the wound. After three hours I

took off the ligature and drest the wound in turpentine.
Now, altho I have killed another rattlesnake since my

first encounter above described, I was not such an enthusiast
in science as to give it an opportunity to strike me in order to

test this immunity theory more thoroughly ; but there may be
persons among the readers of the American Bee Journal thor-

oughly saturated with bee-poison, who might give additional
information to establish or disprove any such theory.

San Bernardino Co., Calif.

Kreutzinger Apiaries and " Honey Harvest."

BY J. T. HAMMERSMARK.

My first acquaintance with Mr. Leo Kreutzinger, who
owns the most extensive apiaries in Cook Co., 111., was in

1897, and in August of that year I received an invitation

from him to attend a " honey harvest." Of course I was ready
for all such fun, and at the appointed time appeared with
smoker and veil, and thus armed we (Dr. Peiro and myself)
made for the bee-hives, and got the honey, of course, but
something else besides

—

stings, till we could not rest. One
fellow visitor got so many that he had to go off and rest, but
then he couldn't rest.

But now it is of this year's doings that I wish to speak.
Tuesday, April 12, was a warm day, so I put the bees out on
the stands, as I commenced working for Mr. Kreutzinger April
1,1898. After spring dwindling was over, he had 58 colo-

nies of bees to start with. A great many nuclei, and some
full colonies, were bought last spring, and now, with the In-

ly. Kreutzinger.

crease of this season, he has 211 colonies of bees—114 being

in his home yard, 85 in the out-yard, and 12 at his place of

residence.
The "bee-palace," with observatory, which you see in the

picture, was built last spring. It is two stories high, and con-

tains four rooms down stairs—shop, honey-room, fumigating-

room, and a dwelling or sleeping room for the apiarist.

The second story Is oue large room used for a storage-

room, etc. Above this is the cupola, wherein are at present

located four colonies of different strains of bees in glass ob-

servatory hives : common Italian, golden Italian, Holy Land,
and Adel bees. These were bought for the purpose of finding

out which was the best bee, as well as for observation, but it

will take a few seasons to settle that question properly. So
far our common Italians from our own yard have done the

best.

August 27 (last month) Mr. Kreutzinger had another
" honey harvest." Amongst those present we had a Japanese
gentleman. He had just arrived from Japan, where he labors

as a missionary in the Presbyterian church.
Mr. K., scarcely distinguishable, is standing near the en-

trance of the door at the left. (See illustration on first page.)

The young man in white, standing among the hives, is my-
self. I wear light-colored clothing, as I am convinced that it

is more agreeable to the bees than black or dark clothes. You
see very few if any of the people present have on veils. Well,

there were none needed, as the visitors, after a trial of 10 or

15 minutes with veils on laid them aside, for they see

that the army of bees about them are almost as gentle as flies.

1 do not think that any one got stung, altho the visitors were
roaming amongst the hives the greater part of the afternoon.
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And the place enclosed with wire netting purposely for their

proii-ction was very much neglected, except when they were
treated to honey and biscuits, of which all present were in-

vited to have iheir fill.

liefore this, however, when most of the people had assem-
bled, Mr. Kreutzinger invited the visitors into the house and
informed them that the manager would entertain them, which
meant that he would escort them through the house and show
them the wonders of beedom.

As we entered the shop we found three women seated
about tables scraping sections ; another was grading honey
and filling shipping-cases; one man was taking honey out of

supers, and another nailing up shipping-cases; also some one
was selling and wrapping up the cases—a very crowded, busy
little place.

A glance at the other rooms was taken, and we then went
upstairs, where were shown section-presses of the latest kind,

a honey-extractor, In which some honey was extracted in their

presence. Other things, too numerous to mention, were
shown and explained.

We then moved upward to the cupola, where the bees
were seen working in glass hives.

When it was announced that a queen would be shown, the
visitors were all attention, and so curious were they to see

this very important bee that they all gathered around the hive
that was to be opened. The apiarist told them there was no
danger for the lookers-on, and at once proceeded to open the
hive. After a little hunt he pickt up the queen—a beautiful
Italian—and put her into a glass tumbler turned upside down.
After everybody had paid their respects to her majesty, she
was returned to her home.

About 6 o'clock in the evening the company disperst, and
thus ended Mr. Kreutzinger's second annual " honey harvest."

Cook Co., III.

Moving Bees—Some Personal Experiences.

BY H. B. HILL.

The occasional reference to this subject in current bee-

literature, bearing evidence, as it does, of a general interest

in the preparation and care of bees in transportation, together
with She many requests received for more of our personal ex-

perience, are the only apologies we have to offer for devoting
so much space to a subject that we had grown to regard as

pretty well worn.
But here we are reminded that each year adds to our

fraternity many young members, from whose ranks must de-
velop the Doolittles, the Hutchinsons, etc., of the future. And
their enthusiastic missives, pleading for light upon the sub-
ject of their newly-awakened Interest, recall personal experi-
ences eminently calculated to incite a deep appreciation of our
pleasant privilege and present duty to freely impart to this

most earnest and ever-hopeful multitude whatever aid may be
derived from the lessons of our own bee-keeping life.

At some period in the life of most bee-keepers the matter
of moving becomes one of personal and direct interest. If this

condition transpires during his earlier day in the business,
considerable anxiety is involved, and information from every
available source is eagerly sought; while, tho not having had
occasion to give the subject previous consideration, the experi-
enced apiarist who finds himself making preparations for a
move, does so almost instinctively. Every detail tending to

success in the projected move receives minute attention, with-
out an anxious thought as to the result. Guided by a thorough
knowledge of their characteristic peculiarities and require-
ments, gained by years of practical work, the btes' every need
is considered and provided for; and necessary variations con-
forming to varying conditions are readily recognized by the
practiced eye, and treatment is accordingly applied.

That it would be impossible to give stated rules for the
preparation and care of bees in moving that would suit alj

cases is one lesson which our experience will illustrate.

The transportation of bees in box-hives is rarely practiced
beyond a local move, which we have upon several occasions
accomplisht with success by simply confining the bees with a
strip of wire-screen over the entrance, loading them into a
wagon and driving to the new location. The combs In such
hives are secured naturally, and after having been in use for
several years are very tough, so that no special care need be
observed In handling; and to facilitate loading compactly,
may be carried bottom upwards as safely as in their natural
position.

There is one rule, however, that has a general application
in preparing bees for a move—one that is effected neither by
the style of hives, extent of the trip, or other conditions, viz.:

Always carry a wad of cotton-batting as a ready and effectual

means of checking any possible escape of bees that may occur.
Under certain favorable conditions bees may be kept con-

fined to their hives In transit for weeks with perfect safety ;

while under the excitement of adverse circumstances they
may die within a few hours. It is a fact also worthy of note
that as bees differ in temperament otherwise displayed, so are
some colonies disposed to take confinement seriously, and keep
up a constant hue of complaint ; while others, under the same
treatment, cluster quietly and appear to appreciate the com-
forts provided by their thoughtful keeper.

In the fall of 1886, having been engaged to establish an
apiary on the south coast of Cuba, we purchast 15 strong 3-

frame nuclei from a breeder in Ocean county, N. J. They
were shipt by express to New York as the beginning of their

15 days' trip, where they were placed in an empty room for

two days to await the deferred sailing of the steamer. Upon
each screened top was placed a sponge saturated with water,
and a space of one inch was left over the frames, which were
secured by notcht sticks across the bottom into which the
bottom-bars rested.

On the third day they were loaded upon a dray, driven to

the wharf and carried aboard the Ward Line steamship Cien-

fuegos, bound for Havana, and placed forward on the main
deck, where they remained during the voyage, and were care-

fully watcht.
They would sometimes become restless as a result of in-

sufficient ventilation ; or, as often from too much draft or ex-

cessive heat, and were promptly treated accordingly. On hot
days a sprinkling of salt sea-water was administered to each
colony. That they appreciated these showerings was shown
by the greedy manner in which the last drop was invariably
taken up, while the sponges soakt with fresh water were re-

ceiving little or no attention.
Arriving at Havana four days later, they were transferred

to lighters and taken ashore along with other freight, where
they were objects of great Interest to the assembled Havanese
In the government warehouse, in which they were placed with
our other supplies during the customary routine of business
which every foreign importation involves.

The busicess manager of the new firm by which we were
employed being a Spaniard, our duties were confined to the care
of the bees, which were evidently a great novelty to the inter-

ested crowd, who, much to our discomfort and the bees' dis-

pleasure, persisted in blowing tobacco smoke through the
screens. Our knowledge of the Spanish language rendered
any verbal admonition out of the question entirely, tho with
some emphasis a rebuke in our native tongue proved equally
as effectual.

After a stop of three days in Havana, the bees were re-

moved to the railway station, and under our personal care
taken to Batabano, a small town on the south coast, which
has since been demolish! by the insurgents. Here they were
transferred to a coastwise steamer for another sea voyage of

160 miles over the Caribbean to Cienfuegos, a considerable
seaport recently advertised extensively. Here, again, they
remained confined for three days while we were selecting a
permanent location for the apiary, which was finally decided
upon about three miles back from the city, whence they were
taken upon a huge native cart, placed upon their new stands
and liberated. Not to exceed 200 bees were found dead in

the hives
; queens were all lively, and brood in good condition,

and during the first hour of freedom in their new tropical

home many returned from a prospecting tour with abdomens
distended and pollen-baskets filled.

Our plans were to buy native colonies, transfer them to

Langstroth frames, and Italianize from the stock we had
taken from the United States ; hence, the end of the foregoing
experience was the beginning of another more tedious and
widely different. One hundred colonies of native stock were
now required to carry our arrangement Into effect, and there
being no bee-keepers in the vicinity we were obliged to look
them up in the interior, and from 5 to 20 miles distant, and
move them on ox-carts to our new location. From the most
inaccessible places it was necessary to " pack " them upon the
back of mules.—American Bee-Keeper.

L,angfStroth on tlie Uoney-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It coutains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

^" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 607.
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OH. O. O. JUOLLBR, MJLRENOO, ILL.
[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. MUIer direct.!

Pollen in Super Honey—Ripening Honey.

1. I have a number of colonies of bees in larger hives,
perhaps nearly twice as large, some of them, as the Lang-
stroth hive. As I am not able to transfer them, how would
you work them to prevent them from carrying pollen up into
the early super honey, which they did ?

2. VVhat can I do with those that have pollen in them here
and there ?

3. How do you ripen honey after it is removed ? and what
supports its weight? Michigan.

Answers.— 1. I don't know why there should be any more
trouble with a larger hive about pollen going up, and if it's the
size that makes the diCfarence I doa't know of any remedy.
To tell the truth, I don't know why it is that there are some
cases in which bees carry up pollen. It is possible that there
is more likely to be trouble when hives are shallow. The
natural instinct of the bee seems to be to put pollen around
the brood-nest, and with the sections sufficiently far above
there Is seldom any trouble. But I don't know for sure any
way to prevent the trouble in all cases. If any one does, I'll

be glad to hear from him.
czz 2. Use them on the table at home, or else sell them by
themselves at a lower price. But those that have only a cell
or two of pollen are not much hurt by It. Sometimes, how-
ever, a section may have a good many cells containing pollen,
but as the cells are all sealed over they don't show. If such a
section were sold for a perfect one, a customer might be dis-
gusted with it. Hold it up so the light can shine through it,

and the pollen will show.
3. A room of the house was built specially for it, with

floor so strong there is no trouble about the weight. The sec-
tions are brought in, super and all, stackt up in piles, four
blocks being placed under the first super to raise it % inch
from the floor, and the same blocks are used between the
supers in the pile, so the air can pass freely through. The
piles are placed something like 8 inches apart for passage of
air. A screened window and door on the south side of the
room, with the same on the north side, gives pretty good
chance for ventilation, and they are left thus till about time
to put them in shipping-cases.

Robbin: -Water-Mclons for Bees—Transferring
—Introducing Queens, Etc.

1. I have some trouble with my bees robbing each other,
and some stray bees are robbing mine. An old bee-keeper
told me to close up part of the entrances on the hives, and
then break some of their combs, that is, some of the robbers'
combs. Since I have done that with my bees, they have stopt
robbing, but the stray bees I do not know what to do with.

2. Would it be any harm to the bees to cut up a load of
dead-ripe water-melons, once a week, for 40 colonies.

3. When is the best time to transfer bees? I have a
colony in a log that I found in the timber. I would like to get
it into a hive.

4. When is the best time to introduce queens ?

5. Which kind is the better—three or flve-band Italians ?

Iowa.
Answers.— 1. Breaking out the combs is hardly advisa-

ble. It may start a bigger case of robbing than you had be-
fore. In the case of robbing, an ounce of prevention Is better
than a pound of cure. Don't expose combs of brood or honey,
or bits of honey, to start robbing. Don't keep queenless colo-
nies. If a colony has a good queen it ought to defend itself if

you close the entrauce so that only a single bee can pass at a
time. If the colony is queenless, put it in the cellar and give
it a queen. Next evening set it on its stand, contracting the
entrance, and it will have life enough to repulse the robbers.
But in many cases it may be just as well to break up the
queenless colony. But if you do, don't take the hive away,
for if the hive is still there the robbers will be less likely to at-
tack the nearest colony. A plan given in one of the foreign
journals seems to answer pretty well. Attach something like

a cigar-box to the entrance, having no chance for bees to get
in or out except through a hole an Inch long and a quarter of
an inch wide at the middle of the box, on top as the box lies

before the hive. The robbers are wary about going down,
while the bees belonging to the colony don't mind it. In a bad
case of robbing you may come out ahead by piling loose hay
or straw as high as the hive, then keeping it thoroughly
sprinkled with water.

2. If they have no other stores for winter, I don't know
just what would be the result of filling them up with melon-
juice. I think some one at one time reported something of the
kind, but I don't remember the outcome. Possibly some one
with experience will help us out.

3. They will probably winter better where they are than
to be transferred so late In the season. During fruit-bloom is

the usual time for transferring.
4. Queens may be Introduced almost any time during the

flying season. During the honey harvest and fall Is as good
as any, because the loss of a queen doesn't mean so much then,

and the interruption of laying doesn't make so much dif-

ference.
5. You can't lay down a hard and fast rule and say that

all flve-banders are better or worse than any three-banders.
There are some excellent ones in both classes, as well as some
poor ones. The colony that does the best work is the one to

breed from, no matter how many bands, providing you have a
fixt strain.

M ^
Keeping Bees on Shares—Double-Walled Hives.

1. I have had quite a considerable experience in bee-keep-
ing for the last 30 years, but not to make an exclusive busi-
ness of it. I started here with three light colonies in boxes,
transferred them to movable frames, increast to nine, buying
extra Italian queens, and took 75 pounds of comb honey.
Several others within a radius of five miles seeing my success
are anxious to put some money into bees, and have me manage
and care for them on shares, from 5 to 20 hives In a place.

They can buy box hives with bees for about $2.00 each. If I

furnish the hives, transfer, Italianize, furnish surplus boxes
or extract, what share should I receive for one or for two
years ? Or, what would be an equitable division of expense
and profit, I doing all of the handling of the bees?

2. I can get cypress boards M-inch by 4 inches wide, and
20 inches long, for about $2.50 per 1,000. From timber ^-
inch or 1 inch by IH or 1}4 at about the same, ray idea is to

make a double-walled hive, upper and lower stories, the same
filled with sawdust. Would it be cooler In summer and warmer
in winter, enough to justify the extra expense of making up?

Florida.

Answers.— 1. As a rule, anything in the line of partner-
ship operations in bee-keeping is not very satisfactory. As
you put it, you furnish all the care and labor, and all the sup-
plies, the other party merely furnishing a hive of bees valued
at $2.00 aud a place to keep them. One way to look at it is

to say how much he should have for interest ou his investment
aud rent for the land occupied. If money Is worth from b to

10 percent interest, 25 cents apiece ought to pay him annu-
ally for the number of colonies started with, he to have that
same number back at the close of the arrangement. If he
gets his share In honey or bees. Instead of money, then put a
fair price accordingly. A more satisfactory way, probably,
would be for you to own the whole outfit, and if you can buy
for $2.00 a colony it will not need a very big capital.

2. From general reports in that line, I doubt if you will

be very well pleased with such hives, but you might try it on
a small scale along side of other hives.

Preventins After-Swarms.

Suppose I act on the Heddon principle, that is, move the
old stand and set the new swarm in its place, setting the old

one beside the new for about six days. Then how would it do
to put a beeguard on the old hive and keep it on through the
daytime, removing it at night, to prevent the after-swarm-
ing ? Could the young queen get through the guard ? I am
very anxious to prevent so much swarming. Idaho.

Answer.—If your experience is like mine, you'll not like

the plan at all. Taking off the guard at night will hardly
make any difference. The queen and drones will stay In at

night anyhow, so it will not help to takeoff the guard. When
I tried it, the bees would swarm out day after day, even if the
queen couldn't get out, and sometime.<< she would get out. The
bees from three or more colonies would cluster together on a

tree, and then perhaps all go back to one hive, leaving the
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other two depleted. But if you set the old colony close beside

the prime swarm, and then six or eiftht days later set the

mother colony in a new place, will you have any after-swarm-

ioR?
Possibly you may like Doolittle's favorite plan. On the

eighth day after the prime swarm, just before bed-time, put

your ear to the hive and listen for piping of the queen. If

she doesn't pipe, listen every night till 16 days after swarm-
ing, and if there's no piping by that time there will be no more
swarming. If you hear piping any night (generally you'll

hear it, if at all, 8 or 10 days after the prime swarm), next

morning cut out every last queen-cell, shaking off all bees

from the combs in front of the hive, so you can more readily

see the queen-cells. Then you've got a sure thing of It, for

you know there's a live queen at liberty in the hive, and you
know there's no chance for any more. The only trouble is

that unless you're very careful you may miss a cell.

Introducing Queens—Swarming.
1. When is the best time to introduce queens, In the

spring, summer or fall ? And what is the best way to intro-

duce ?

2. What causes bees to swarm in some years more than
others ? Tennessee.

Answers.— 1. It Is probably a little easier to introduce
them in the height of the honey-flow. It Interferes with egg-
laying to introduce a queen In spring—a time when it is im-
portant to have breeding advance as rapidly as possible. In
the fall is perhaps the best time so far as concerns the Inter-

ruption of egg-laying. If you buy queens, you will receive
them In shipping-cages with Instructions for introducing by
means of these cages, which are introduclng-cages as well as

shipping-cages. If you have a queen of your own rearing in a
nucleus, a good plan is to take a frame of brood from the nu-
cleus, bees and all, with the queen on it, giving it to the
queenless colony.

2. The difference In seasons makes the difference in

swarming. If a season Is so poor that the bees hardly get
enough to live on, there will be little or no swarming. If they
get enough for their own use and just a little more, the season
continuing this way a long time, there will be a great deal of
swarming. If the honey-harvest comes on with a rush, con-
tinuing heavy while it lasts, the bees will give their attention
less to swarming, and more to securing the harvest.

Queen Failed or L.o§t in mating.

I have a colony of bees that superseded Its queen about
the first of August. They had built but two queen-cells ; a
swarm came off when the first one that hatoht was 48 hours
old, but about one-half of the swarm returned to the old stand.
I hived those that clustered, as I wanted to save the queen

—

she was a golden Italian. I put an empty super on the old
stand, and did not molest the hive again until to-day (Sept. 5)
when I thought I would see how the queen had mated. I

found the super and brood-combs solid full of honey, with the
exception of one center comb which contained a path of drone-
cells three inches in diameter ; they contained larvae, and some
just sealed up, and eggs in a few worker-cells adjoining.
What is the trouble, and what am I to do ? New York.

Answer.—Either the queen failed in mating or was lost.

Probably the best thing you can do is to unite the two colo-
nies. The one with the queen Is not likely to be very strong,
as part of its bees went back, and the one without the queen
will rapidly shrink in numbers from this time, if It has not al-

ready done so. Unite the two, and you will probably have a
good, strong colony for winter. Some of the combs of honey
can be saved out, and you will probably find plenty of use for
them next spring, if no other colouy needs them now.

Swarms Returning to Wrong Hive, Etc.

I put Into winter quarters last winter eight colonies and
three 3-frame nuclei, and came through the winter, by feed-

ing, all right, only losing one nucleus. Four of the colonies
were in 8-frame and four in 10 frame hives. Swarming com-
menced June 6, but it was so windy that the bees had to watch
their chance to swarm out, none hanging out before it started.

I managed my swarms after the Heddon method, with dipt
queens, and find it works perfectly. The last swarm that is-

sued, June 25, came back in about 10 minutes, but entered a

wrong hive, that is about eight yards from the old stand, and
which had swarmed four days before. All the swarms (8)

were managed exactly alike, on frames with starters and on

frames with built combs. The 8-frame hives gave better re-

turns than the 10-frame.
The honey -flow here Is mostly from white and Alsike

clover ; there are some wild weeds but they don't amount to

much.
My experiment with sweet clover is a failure. It came up

all right and then dried out.

1. Why did that swarm enter the wrong hive, as the dipt

queen was put back on the old stand 1

2. To winter bees on the summer stands in a wet country

like this, is wheat chaff the best to be used to be put Into the

supers and beside the brood-chamber, so as not to have the

bees too damp ?

3. What has the temperature to be outside, so the bees

can build combs In the supers In a single-walled hive?

4. Is it necessary to have it air-tight between the super

and brood-chamber ?

A good many colonies in this county died last winter for

the want of food. Washington.

Answers.—With dipt queens you will frequently have

swarms return to the wrong hive. Especially if a swarm has

returned to a hive a short time before and there is excitement

at the entrance, a swarm will rather go there than go back to

Its own hive. And sometimes they will go to some other hive

than their own when you can see no reason for it.

2. Timothy is perhaps preferred. Of late years much has

been said in favor of dry planer-shavings.

3. A strong colony will build comb when It's down near

freezing, if there is sufficient need for building, that is, if they

are crowded for room to hold the honey.

4. No, not absolutely air-tight, but the closer the better

when it's cool. When the weather is hot enough, they don't

seem to mind big cracks.

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet

especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand tor

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the

pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and Is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-

sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a

home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these

prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 30 cents; 50
for 50 cents; 100 for 90 cents; 250 for $2.00; 500 for

$3.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.

Bee-Keeping: for Begfinners is the title of a

110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be •' a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-

bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure

the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for $1.40; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a year (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

Xlie Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,

with lllustratious, showing the value of Alsike clover, and

telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand

to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.

-^ • ¥

The "Wood Binder for holding a year's numbers of

American Bee Journal, we propose to mall, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends to us 20 cents. It is a very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee

Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

Every Present Subscril>er of the Ber Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it.
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Note.-The American Bee Journiil adopts tlie OrtliOKruphy ..I the following
Rule, recommenoed by tbe joint action ol the American riiilolngical Asso-
ciation and the Philological Society of England:—Change "d" or "ed" flnal
to '"t" when so pronounced, except when the "e" afifects a preceding sound.

Tlie New Officers of the United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Union, forming the Executive Committee, elected at

Omaha last week are as follows :

President—Hon. E. Whitcomb, of Friend, Nebr.
Vice-President— C. A. Hatch, of Ithaca, Wis.
Secretary—Dr. A. B. Mason, of Toledo, Ohio.

It is more than liltely that the meeting next year will be
held in Philadelphia, Pa.

The Omaha meeting was one of the very best and most
harmonious ever held by the national organization of bee-

keepers. We expect to begin the publication of the full report

of the proceedings in the first number of the Bee Journal for

October—week after next. In the meantime prepare for a
rich treat.

Distributing: Honey-Leaflets or booklets is one
of the best ways to create an interest in honey and its uses.

Referring to this in Gleanings for Sept. 1, Editor Root gave
this paragraph :

" Now is the time to distribute the honey-leaflets. They
were written with special reference to the consumer who has
been persistently educated to the notion that all comb honey
is " manufactured stuff," and the extracted is always adul-
terated. Among other things they show that honey is more
palatable and wholesome than any other sweet In the world,
and how it may be used in cookery. The leaflets are sold on
the basis of cost, as it Is to our interest, as well as to that of
bee-keepers in general, that they be scattered broadcast over
the country."

Our little 24-page pamphlet on " Heney as Food " is one
of the neatest and best things to be used in the line suggested.
Prices will be found in the book-list in this number, top of

second column. Send stamp for a sample, anyway.

A Source of "Red Honey" Explained.—
Mr. Geo. Thompson, of Kane Co., 111., wrote this amusing

paragraph for Gleanings, its heading reading "How the Bees

Stole Currant Jelly :"

" A few years ago Mr. James Marvin, of St. Charles, III.,

who will be remembered by some of our old-time bee-keepers,
had a curious incident in this airection. In looking through
his hives one day he saw his bees had been gathering some
red honey, and it puzzled him to tell where they were getting
it. A few days afterward he overheard some of the women
telling about one of their neighbors who had been making
some currant jelly, and she had put it out on the window-sill
to cool, and then went visiting that afternoon. When she
came home she found all her jelly gone, and the tumblers lickt

clean. 'Oh, the plaguey boys !' said she. This, of course, was
a clew for Mr. Marvin, and upon further examination he
found It was the old lady's currant jelly the bees had stored
away for winter use. Of course, he kept that to himself ; but
we had a good laugh over it."

Bees Don*t Like Black.—Dr. Miller, in Glean-

ings, sometime ago, suggested that bees had a strong aversion

for black, and since then testimony corroborating that state-

ment has been coming in. One man who has very black hair

says the bees " fairly go crazy to get Into said hair."

Several weeks ago we invited a neighbor's 7-year-old boy

to come over and watch us work with the bees, take off some

honey, etc. He came, and almost immediately upon opening

the first hive the bees made a dash for his black stockings and

black knee-trousers. Oh, but they did sting the poor little

fellow terribly. We were surprised at the sudden charge of

the bees, and now believe it was the blackness of the boy's

clothing that so angered them.

So tbe lesson to be learned is, to be drest in light-colored

clothing when working with bees, and thus avoid unneces-

sarily irritating them, causing them to sting much worse than

they otherwise might.

*-»-*

The Season of 1898 has probably been one of the

poorest ever known for bee-keepers, and perhaps the best

ever known for supply manufacturers and dealers. The gen-

eral failure of the honey crop is not confined to this country,

for wails come from Great Britain and Europe as well. The
manufacturers' crop is estimated by the A. I. Root Co. to be

double that of any previous year, that company alone having

disposed of 70,000 hives, with a chance at 10,000 to 30,-

000 more if they could have supplied them promptly.

XUe Illinois State Fair, at Springfield, begins

Sept. 26 and ends Oct. 1. A grand program of special at-

tractions has been arranged for each day of the fair. We
hope that the apiarian exhibit will be even larger and better

than last year, if that is possible in this year of short honey

crop. In order to prevent a further reduction in the list of

premiums offered, bee-keepers must put up a show that will

encourage an increase of premiums rather than a further

decrease.

Montana as a Bee-Field.—The senior editor of

Gleanings in his wanderings In Montana found large tracts of

alfalfa at Miles City and Billings, and at Forsythe large tracts

of Rocky Mountain bee-plant, the ground covered with it and

looking at a distance like pink snow-banks, but on neither of

these plants nor on any of the wild flowers did he find a single

bee. He found one subscriber to Gleanings, but he had no

bees as yet, and didn't know of one within a hundred miles in

any direction.
•*-•-*

Another Unfortunate Bee-Keeper. — Some
time ago we announced the misfortune that befell Thomas
McDonald, a bee-keeper at Shawneetown, III., who lost his all

in the great flood that swept that town last spring. Many
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generous-hearted bee-keepers responded, and doubtless Mr.

McDonald was enabled to get started again with bees.

This time the unfortunate one lives in Florida, and he

wrote thus to Editor Hill, of the American Bee-Keeper :

Stuart, Dade Co., Fla., Aug. 4, 1898.
Friend Hill :—Our home, which is no more, was the

scene of a sad event on July 31. My 10-year-old boy was
burned to death ; my house, with all its contents, was de-

stroyed by fire. My wife, myself, and one small child barely

escaped with our lives, and as a result of my burns and ex-

haustion I am now in bed. We had not -time to save a thing

but ourselves from the flames. The neighbors have kindly

given us some things in the way of bedding, dishes and provi-

sions. But I must close, as I cannot write more at present.

Yours, J. P. Lees.

Editor Hill says that Mr. Lees is a bee-keeper who but

recently settled at Stuart, " with naught but a large family

of small children and a determination to carve out a home in

the wilds of Dade county, with but one hand, having lost the

fingers of his left hand by accidental contact with a saw. In

addition to the loss of a honey crop as a result of forest fires

in this locality this year, the above pathetic note tells of

greater trouble.''

Now, it would be a nice thing if each of our readers who
can afford to do so, would just mail Mr. Lees a dollar or so to

help him " get on his feet " again. You would never miss the

amount, and all together it would be such a help to him. Let

all who feel like it, send at once, so that Mr. L. may the

sooner recover from his sore loss.

An Owner of a thousand colony bee-ranch in Los Angeles
county is said to be about to purchase a home for himself and
family near Oakland, Calif. We have not learned the gentle-

man's name.

Mr. M. F. Reeve, in the American Bee-Keeper, writes
thus

:

" The eagle and the bee figure prominently among the
decorative emblems of the Napoleonic period. Golden bees
decorated the imperial mantle and the throne."

W. S. Hart, of Volusia Co., Fla., wrote us recently :

"Friend York:—The Moore articles on marketing
honey are valuable. Don't give up the reform in spelling.

People will get used to it after awhile, and there are but few
who will not value the time and space saved, and the getting

of more matter to the page."

Tommy, aged -t, had discarded his shoes and stockings
one warm afternoon, and while playing encountered a bee. He
ran into the house crying, and his mother askt what the
trouble was. " I j-just kickt a f-fly," sobbed the little fel-

low. " Well, that's nothing to cry for," said his mother. "But
t-this one had a ss-splinter In its tail," was the rejoinder.

—

Newspaper.

Mr. Harry S. Howe, of New York State, gives this sage
advice in the September American Bee-Keeper :

"Go slow and take a few years to consider before you
change the style of your hives. I am working yards having
six entirely different hives, and can't see much difference in

the results. Of course, only one kind is allowed in a yard. It

is confusion worse confounded to have two styles of hives in

one yard."

The Apiary on the Levering estate in Siskiyou county,
in the extreme northern end of California, will yield about
four tons of honey this year. It contains some 250 colonies

in Harbison hives. The season did not begin until July 1.

This is not bad for a dry year. Under favorable conditions it

is said it should yield 10 tons. The same number of colonies

in the southern portion of the State, in a good year, would far

exceed this last amount. There nectar verily flows from the

flowers in some years.

Mr. Walter C. Lyman is a bee-keeper having some 80
colonies in Dupage county. III., about 20 miles west of Chi-

cago. In the spring he had about 60 colonies. The editor of

the Bee Journal, with his wife, spent the larger part of the

day Saturday, Sept. 10, at Mr. Lyman's. His mother, who
will be 77 years old in December, is still well and as lively as

a girl of 20. We had a most delightful time. Mr. Lyman's
crop will be only about 900 pounds of comb honey this

year, and many of his colonies will need feeding to carry them
through the winter.

The Hive Statistics of the A. I. Root Co., for the season

just past are interesting. They were publisht in Gleanings

for Sept. 1, as follows :

"We find, on footing up our tally-books, where we keep
a record of the different styles of hives packt for shipment, on

orders we have sent out this past season, nearly 3,000 Dan-
zenbaker hives ; about 3,000 dovetailed chaff hives; about

7,000 10-frame dovetailed hives, and over 50,000 S-frame
dovetailed hives, besides a great many of other styles for other

people, so that, all together, we have disposed of at least

70,000 hives the past season, or about double the record of

any previous year. It is also safe to say that we could have
disposed of from 10,000 to 30,000 more if we could have
supplied them promptly. We do not anticipate such a record

next year, as there are, without doubt, a large number of the

hives sold this year in the hands of bee-keepers, unused. In

view of the outlook we have decided not to build the large

addition to our factory, for which we had plans prepared two
months ago. We do intend, however, to put in the larger en-

gine, and extend our factory building 20 feet, adding some
new machines, and changing others, so as to increase our

capacity when needed."

The popularity of different hives may be judged to some
extent by those sent out as noted above. Out of 70.000, 1

out of every 23 was a Danzenbaker ; 1 out of 23 a chaff

hive ; 1 out of 10 ?, 10 frame dovetail ; and 5 out of every 7
an 8-frame dovetail. The 8-frame seems to be far in the

lead.

Mr. a. I. Root, who recently visited the famous Yellow-

stone Park, sent a letter to his Sunday-school class of boys, in

which he gave the following " bearstory," which may interest

some of the boys who read the American Bee Journal

:

"The United States government protects the bears and

all other animals here, so they are very tame. Well, a few

days ago a large, fine bear climbed into the meat-man's wagon
and pickt a large piece of beef out of one of the barrels while

the man had gone Into the hotel. The piece was so large the

bear had to hold it with his forepaws while he walkt off on his

hind feet. The man came out and caught him at it, and
pounded him over the head with a club; but he wouldn't let

go his meat, and got away ; but he grunted and growled a

good deal at the pounding he got.

"Well, when I heard them telling aboutit I wanted to see

the bear, and a party of us went about half a mile and found

him just about sundown, up in a big pine tree. I rather

think somebody chased him up the tree. Well, we wanted to

see him get down, and so a man climbed a slender pine-tree

near him and began punching him with a pole. As soon as

he saw the man coming up he prlckt up his ears and began to

growl and show his teeth. I tell you, he is a great beauty.

His fur is soft and shiny, and he is just as soft and handsome
as any kitten you ever saw.

" Well, the bear climbed as high as he dared on the slen-

der top ; but as the man kept poking him he kept growling at

a fearful rate, and got awfully mad ; but he went slowly still

higher; Anally, the slender limbs broke beneath his great

weight, and down he slid with a great crash to the larger

limbs, and then he began climbing down with a rush, for he

was mad. At the same time the man began to get down
lively, for he feared the bear might try to climb his tree after

he got down. By this time a crowd of people had collected ;

and just for fun, while we were all laughing and yelling, some
called out, ' Three to one on the bear 1' others, ' I put my
money on the man.' The man got down first, however, and

then the bear wouldn't come down any more.

"A bear can go up a tree very fast, but he is awkward
and slow in coming down, for he has to prick up his soft

velvety ears that look so cute and cunning, and see where to

put his great feet.''—Gleanings.
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Moisture in Bee-Hives in Winter is avoided by Ed. Frey-
hoff, editor Praktischier Wegwelser, by the use of cushions
filled with powdered or slalied lime placed over the frames.

Self-Uniting.—In Le Progres Apicole a case is reported
in which an Italian swarm with a young queen entered the
hive of a black colony with an old queen. The old queen was
killed and cast out, leaving the young stranger on the throne !

Elevated Lands for Honey are best, according to Val.
Wuest In Deutschen Bienenzucbt ; and that explains why red
clover—whose blossom-tubes must be a third or a half filled

before the bee can reach the nectar—yields so much oftener
in elevated than in low situations.

Drone-Combs for Extracting are Undesirable, says
Lehrer Schunke, in Leipzg. Bzte. The bees cannot be made
to understand that the queen will not occupy them for brood,
no matter how much excluders are used, so except in a time of
very heavy flow they will be left more or less unoccupied.

To Prevent Mould in Hives, the editor of Revue Inter-
nationale says a plan that has proved satisfactory to all who
have tried it is to have an opening at the back as well as front
under the hive, allowing the air to pass through. In this
country the same object is attained by those who cellar their
bees, by having a front entrance two inches deep, or by re-
moving the floor entirely.

Milkweed Honey.—From a limited experience, the editor
of American Bee-Keeper had formed the opinion that milk-
weed honey was of a dark, rather reddish color, good body,
with pronounced but not unpleasant flavor. J. F. Eggleston!
who has lots of milkweed within range, is positive it can only
be told from white clover by its sulphur-colored cappings.
Editor Hill is now on the fence watching for daylight.

Red Clover with Short Flower-Tubes is a desideratum
for beekeepers, and the "Societe d'Apiculture de la Haute
8avoie" has recommended that the State Agricultural Society
offer a prize of several thousand francs for a fixt variety of red
clover having along with desirable qualities as a forage-plant
flower-tubes short enough to be easily reacht by the honey-
bee. Whether such prize will actually be offered is another
story.—Revue Int.

" Emerge " vs. " Hatch."— Editor Hill quotes Doolittle
in American Bee Journal, saying " Emerge, not hatch; the
larva3 hatch," when speaking of a queen leaving a cell ; agrees
that "emerge" is the better word, but says there's no lack of
authorities to justify the use of " hatch." among others the
author of " Scientific Queen-Rearing." But Editor Hill ought
to know that Doolittle has more age and experience than the
man that wrote "Scientific Queen-Rearing," hence should
have a better command of proper bee-terms.

Objections to Hives Raised on Blocks.—The editor of
Gleanings thinks that when a hive is raised on four blocks,
the operator will be in the way of the bees' flight, assuming
that they will fly out all around. Dr. Miller says one might
think they would do so, but as a matter of fact they don't.
They seem to have settled upon the front as the right place
for the entrance before the hive is raised, and they continue
their entrance at that part after the hive is blockt up. But
he says it's troublesome at swarming-time with dipt queens,
for the quepn is just as likely to come out at the side or back
as at the front.

The Answers to Query 75, page 427, have secured the
attention of the critic of the Bee-Keepers' Review, being given
as an example of " careless reading of a question," and the
American Bee-Keeper quotes in full the query and replies,
saying between the lines, " You bee-keepers that are afraid to
write for print, just look at this. Here's the work of some of
the veterans in the business, and you may easily write as well
as this with one hand tied behind your back." Several of the

repliers make out that a queen Is not usually fertilized till

after she begins to lay, and Critic Taylor lets them down softly

by saying it Is a curious instance of failing to catch the mean-
ing of a question, but aside from that there's a somewhat rad-
ical difference in the views held, making it appear that some
of them have givec the matter no attention, or else It's one of
those things that vary according to " locality."

Are Clipt Queens Superseded Sooner than Others P—
"A common notion seems to be that clipt queens are super-
seded sooner than others. Isn't that because you can always
tell when a clipt queen is superseded, and with whole wings
you can't easily tell whether there has been any change ? If

the average age of queens Is three years, then a third of the
queens are superseded every year. [That 'common notion,'
like many other common notions, is not founded on facts.

Queens clipt or not clipt live out their best usefulness In three
years, and some think in two.

—

Ed.1 "— Stray Straw, in

Gleanings.

Working on the Two-Story Plan.—Dr. Miller says he
uses only one hive-story in winter, on account of convenience
In cellaring, but if he wintered his bees out-doors he would use
two stories in winter. In the spring the extra story is given
when convenient, usually some little time before the extra
room is actually needed. He takes away the extra story at the
time of putting on supers, as with the two stories on at that
time comb honey Is not a success. Editor Root, however, seems
to favor keeping the two stories running throughout the sea-

son, even for comb honey, providing the two stories are
crammed full of bees from bottom-board to cover.—Gleanings.

The Essential Points in a Hive-Cover are thus given by
the editor of the American Bee-Keeper :

"It must be a 'lawful' roof—one that Is in fact a pro-
tection from storm—a roof that will shed all the rain, all the
time. It should be close-fitting, in direct contact with the
hive all around, and yet so constructed that it may be adjusted
without force or jar. It should be a non-conductor of heat,

and afford a ready means of providing ventilation through the
hive when desired. As with all else about the apiary, It should
offer no secluded harbor to vermin. When used over sections,

it is of importance that an accurate bee-space be maintained,
hence the necessity of a rigid and substantial cover, one that
will not spring and warp out of shape, inviting propolis at this

time, and at other times tempting robbers as well.

Starters vs. Full Sheets.— Editor Root has been paying
especial attention to different lots of honey from various quart-
ers, and he thinks that when a small starter Is used in a sec-

tion at least one-third of the sections will be filled out with
drone comb. Regarding the appearance of this he says :

" I

have just been looking over several lots of comb honey that
have coma in. Quite a number of the sections are built out
with droue-comb, and are In every way inferior in looks and
whiteness to the worker. I do not see how anybody can think
one looks as well as the other. I askt one of our men, who did

not know what I was driving at, to point out those boxes that,

in his estimation, looked the prettier. He placed his finger on
the worker-cell comb every time. I askt him why. ' Why,'
said he, ' I do not like the looks of those great big cells.'

There is another thing that may have something to do with
the matter. Cappings of worker-comb are apt to be a little

thicker, and therefore whiter. The capping of drone-comb is

quite liable to be water-soakt or thinner.

Cultivating the Home Market.— In a very sensible arti-

cle in Gleanings, R. C. Aikin explains why he prefers to sell at

a low price in the home market rather than to ship off his

honey. In the first place, he lives In a community where the
people are in very moderate circumstances, and if the price of

honey is high they can afford to use very little. That has de-

cided him to produce extracted rather than comb. The cus-

tom of the locality leading In that direction, he trades honey
for any article he needs. If he ships to Denver, his honey will

net him about 5 cents. So he sells in the home market at 6
cents, strictly net weight, charging extra for the package
when customers don't bring their own packages. He had bills

printed and scattered broadcast, and used a lot of honey-leaf-

lets. His crop of 5,500 pounds of extracted was all sold at

home and he had to buy more. He feels sure of regular cus-

tomers at 6 cents who have previously been using syrups at 3
cents, and many who have not previously used honey now say
they cannot do without it. He favors the Idea of educating
the people to know what to do with granulated honey so as

not to object to It.
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BEST
EXTRACTED HONEY FOR SALE

ALl. IN 60 POUND TIN CANS.

ALFALFA
This is the famous white extracted honey

(lathered in the great Alfalfa regions of the

Central West. It is a splendid honey, and
nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can't get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

BASSWOOD
HONEY =«°=*='=*==*==*'*'=*="*=

This is the well-known light-colored honey
gathered from the rich, nectar-laden basswood
blossoms in Wisconsin. It has a stronger
flivor than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by

those who iilie a distinct flavor in their honey.

PRICES OF EITHER ALFALFA OR BASSWOOD HONEY :

A sample of either, by mail, Scents; samples of both, 15 cents— to pay for package and postage^

By freight—One 60-pound can, 1)4 cents a pound ; 2 cans, 7 \i cents per pound ; 4 or more cans, 7

cents per pound.. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can have half

of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This honey is a'l

i
Absolutely Pure Bees' Honey.

1^"
the finest of their kinds produced In this country.

We would suggest that those beekeepers who did not produce any honey for their home demand this

year, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get

this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. The pamphlet, " Homev as Food," will be

a great help in creating customers for honey. Sae prices on another page.

I^
GEORGE W. YORK «Sc CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Be It Known
To nil ITIen, we are prepared
to fill orclerw promptly fur

CHOICE QUEENS
Goldeu or Leatlier-rolored Italiantb,

of the best
strains of

Tested $1 00: Untested—one. 75c; three,
$1.50. After July 1, 50c each. Remit by Ex-
press Mone.v Order, payable at Barnum. Wis.
One and Iwo-ceut stamps taken. Address.

"^aoi Slien e» "Williaim®,
25Atf BARNUM, WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee - Hives, feetions. Shipping-
Cases—everything: used by bee-
kpepers. Orders tilled promptly.
Send for catalog SIIJSESOTJ BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLY MFC. Cd., McoUet
IsUnd. Minneapolis. Minn.

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of fouj
men using hand tools, Ic

Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Ml
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalo^e Free.

SBINKriA FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

UNION

i% holesale
and Ketail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax TAT.t^^ A Specialty.

Hives, Sectloiift, and a full line of Supplies.

The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and bamples of Foundation and
Sections.
BKUSWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AIIGISTA, WIS.

Plea.se mention Bee Journal when writing.

A SERMONETTE.

[This week there happens to be a scarcity

of " General Items," so we concluded to re-

print an article appearing in •' Our Homes '

department in Gleanings for August 1,

written by the senior editor of that paper.

It will repay careful reading by every one,

no matter what your religion, or whether

you have any religion. Especially will its

wise admonitions prove helpful to the

younger people, if heeded. We think we
need beg nobody's pardon for copying it,

but believe we will receive the thanks of

many who will proBt greatly by its sage

advice, drawn from long experience. Here

is the •sermonette;"—Editor]

And besureyuursin win find you out.— :Xlt.m. 3:2:23.

Sin is tolly, and our text-book explains
why sin is folly. It is folly because, sooner
or later, it is going to be found out. Oh!
why is it that humanity, with all the ex-

amples that are strewn before it at every
turn, cannot learn that id/mi/.v to be honest?
Now. dear old friend, do not think that I

mean to commence this tirade by taking it

for granted that / am honest, and that all

the rest, or tlie greater part of them, are
dishonest, fi r it is not true. I can truth-

fully and honestly say, "Why in the world
can /not learn through all the examples
that are round al>out me, that dishonesty
and deceit do not pay? You ask if I really

own up that I <i»" dishonest? In one sense.

There is a constant temptation running all

through my life to keep things out of sight

that do not look well—to keep on doing
selfish things, and to try to cover them up
or to make it appear that my motives were
good ones instead of selfish ones. I do not
believe, however, that these wrong things

go on very long. The presence of the Holy
Spirit 1 am praying tor every day (and I

hope I may say /(('(«(/ every day), is con-

s*California
tf you care to know of Its Fruits, FlowerB
Climate or Reeouroee. send for a Sample Copy
of Californla'B Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
rhe leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Ma-ket St.. • SA.N FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

QUEENS.
Now Is the time to re-queen, and the place

to get them Is from Danikl iVurth. He fur-
nishes good Queens hy reiiirn mail for 45
cents each: 6 loi*! 70: or *."> > per dozen.

D.VMKli WUKTH,
36A41 Falmouth. Kush Co., Ind.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Your Address...
ou postiil caru tor a free t:opy

of my book on Queen-Kearlng.

HE.^RV AL.LEV,\Vcnliaiii, Mass.
y6.\tf Please mention the Bee Journal.

SEND

»' xt<r >t<HONEY
If you want Colorado Alfalfa, Sweet Clover

and Cleome honey -comb or extracted—corre-

spond wiib the Secretary of the Colorado

State Bee-Keepers' Association. Our Honey

ranks high In qualliy. Car lots a specialty.

Address F. KAUCHFCSS, Elyrla, Colo.

31Atf Please mention the Bee Journal
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Sweet \ Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers l)y

freight or express, at the following prices,

cash with order-
58) lOB) 251b 501b

SweetClover 60 »1.00 J2.25 14.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 3.75
White Clover .80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 53 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

OEOROE W. YORK & CO.,
118 Michigan Street. - CHICAGO. ILL.

" Early Wonder " Blackberry Plants.
Price. 25c'' per doz»n i $15 per thousand. 150

pounds Spanish Needle Comb Honey. 14 cents
per pound. ED%V. SitllTH,
38A2t Carpentek. 111.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

What
^
part <,f a waeon wears out

first.' The wheels, of course.
^\~h\ not buy wheels that

[can't wear out?
^^'hoii a man bnv^ th^

ELECTRIC
WHEELS

\\»- alwavs has cood wheels on
ti'^ wa^'on. They can't Rot.
.^^'n^|^ or become Loose; no
rt-srftin^ of tires; tliey fit any
w;iL,'on. ^Ve also make wheels
tn fit anything: wearin<j wheels
SerifJ for circulars and pri.^es.

^Electric Wheel Co.
liox Iti Qiiincy. UN-

Please mention Bee Journal when writiiifr.

KEVSIONE.fllHDRNING CLIPPERS

The Oiiist, Onlsrly, Gentle and Safe
aiiiiiiuliiitlie one that has been d"aorne<i.
It means uiiimul c-oiui'opt and that means
iLiiinifll profit. This knile outs <-lfnn, no
crii^'hiii!; or brui»iiic. It is quick, canines
least pain. Strong? and lastintr. Fully war-
ranted. Higrhe^t awards World's Fair." SendIT free circulars and prices before buyint?

A. C. BTiOSHS. Crtchrnnvil!*-. P,i,

ySKHt Hieiisp raeruinn 1 he Bee Journal.

.Anyone Interested
_ ^ '^ Aghh ri.TiftAL I'rnsiirs (.ant

rftlMT *^ffl
allurd to liH witlumt th<-

iSJI AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST.
Sample copy FRKEtq axv addrkss

y upon rpce]j..t of name and address
plainly written on jiostal card namini?— paperin which vousawthisad. Address

AGRICULXrKAL EmOMlST, Indianapulis, Indiana.

26E'2(ii. Please meotlou tde bee Journal.

v.t^^r. Honey Extractor

Get Williams' Automatic RcFersltile,

Anfl You Have It, Addre«„

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS,
lOGtf Barniim, Wlseonoin.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The A. 1. Ildot Co.'s Goods "*Ii"e\ri^.""
Including their discounts for Goods wanted
Tor use another season. It will pay jou to
Bend mc lIslot'Goods wanted. iM. H. HUNT
Cabh for Itceswajt. Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

stantly protDpting me to repent and re-
form, and make good my shortcomings.
The great difference between the Christian
and the unbeliever is, in my opinion, this:
The Christian is being constantly prompted
to repent, and fight down these selfish ten-
dencies. The unbeliever may be prompted
to a certain extent in the same way by
public opinion and things of a like nature;
but he^ is not looking constantly to the
great Father above, and asking him to re-
prove and rebuke him whenever he is going
wrong. A beautiful passage in the ISilth
Psalm, verses 23 and 24. brings this with
wonderful vividness before us:

" Searcb me. O (iod. and know my heart; try me,
and know my thouKhts; and see if there be any
wicked way in me, aiid lead me in the way everlast-
ing:."

The matter alluded to in the above has
been brought vividly to my mind at this
season of the year, because, as usual, we
have been obliged to decide what help we
shall keep and what we shall let go. Our
board of managers have consulted with the
foremen of the different departments, and
considered which ones we should keep. As
a rule, the newer hands are expected to lie
off and give place to the older ones; and
other things being equal, this is the rule

;

but where one of the new hands shows un-
usual proficiency, or what is better still, a
clean-cut. honest, and conscientious spirit,
we often keep such and let the older ones
go. In fact there is something inexpress-
ibly sad to me, when we are dismissing
help in the fall of the year. It comes along
in the line of the homely adage. --A new
broom sweeps clean.''

With the younger ones we can make
allowances. I remember one quite small
boy who came to help us early in the
spring, among the plants. He was so faith-
ful, and did so well, and accomplisht so
much work in a short time, that I really
felt proud of him ; but after a few weeks he
seemed to get tired of the monotony of set-
ting plants, and did not accomplish as
much as he did the first week. So 1 decided
I would have to let him go, because he
would be looking around to the right or to
the left, seeing what somebody else was
doing, and paying no attention, compara-
tively, to his own work. Finally the boy
was wanted in one of the buildings. I told
the foreman that the boy had much ability,
but he seemed to get tired of his work after
a little; but he concluded to try him. For
about a week the boy did tip-top. In fact,
he was better than some of the older boys.
But his zeal seemed to decrease as before,
until he was of little use anywhere. Of
course. I talkt with him and remonstrated
but the good elTect was only temporary.
Now. this case we can excuse, berause it
was only a boy ; but I think that that boy's
mother had better watch carefully, and see
to it that this trait does not follow him
through life.

As I have said, we can excuse such things
in a child, and many children outgrow
them. I know this, for some of the most
faithful and capable men and women I
have around me had this very fault when
they were small. Do you know, friends, it

has been a rare pleasure for me through all
these years of • work and wages " to see
boys and girls grow from childhood into
manhood and womanhood, and while they
grow physically to know that they have
grown in grace and wisdom, and in the
knowledge of the Lord ! But, even tho it is
not a pleasant thing, I must go back.

I have seen those vi. ho seemed to be so sure
(Adisinsof this kind would not find them
out that I have been obliged to let them go.
Physicians have a list of diseases that are
said to be, as a rule, incurable. Now, may
God forbid that I should say that there are
.m'((,s that are incurable; but sometimes I
have been led to feel that it is almost that
way. There are people who have been so
habituated to cheating their employer that
it seems almost as if they never cuulil get
over it. My first sad experience in this
line happened so long ago that I think I
can mention it without hurting anybody's
feelings.
When I was in the jewelry business I had

400 Young
Golden Q,ueens...
Warranted purely mated, just started to lav.
BItJSX Bt S«>L.D SOON, snnrd-r QUICK.
50 cents each; 6 for $3 75. or $5 00 per dozen.
Ten years' experience with the uent ot breed-
ers, and the best of methods • nablcs me to
furnish the BKN'r OF QUKKr*.?. Safe ar-
rival and eatisfaciiou guaranteed.

II. «. QUIRIN, Bellevue, Ohio.
."iQAtf Please mention Ilie Dee Journal.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business,

Supplies at Bottom Prices,

" Bee-Keeplng for Beginners," price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Price-Llst free.

J. P. H. BROIVN. .4n:;n$ta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Snpplies I Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Poader'8 Honer - Jars*
and every thing used by
bee-beepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S- Ponder,

*(.f .f tt hftijfiF-h'^ • 512 Mass. Ave.,
*"^P0Vllta5«j Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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a sort of craze to manufacture gold and sil-

ver jewelry. I wanted to do this, because
then 1 could give honest goods according to

my notion. I applied to one of the down-
east jewelry factories for a good man who
could work solid gold and silver. Some-
what to my surprise they agreed to let me
have a man who. they said, was capable,

and the price he wanted was less than 1 ex-

pected. He proved to be all I wisht. and 1

often wondered why his employers let him
go-
After he became pretty well acquainted,

however, and settled down to a certain

routine, I discovered why they were willing

to let him go, and why he workt for low
wages. First, he would get the daily paper
under his bench, and, when no one was
around, he would read the war news, get-

ting 25 cents an hour for so doing. He had
things planned and arranged so he could
slip his paper out of sight when anybody
came around who might report. Finally I

found out he was making work for himself
at odd hours. By playing detective a little

I was finally able to prove that he received
pay for all the time he spent on work of his

own. As he was a good sort of man, and
had done me quite a favor by leaving his

home in the East, I good-naturedly let

these things pass. Finally he solicited

work from other people at lower prices

than my own, doing said work on the sly

while he was drawing pay from mr. I felt

that something had to be done. But even
then for a time I put it off; but when it

came to appropriating gold and silver, as

well as precious hours of my time, for these
outside jobs, I told him I thought we could
not give him employment any longer.
There are several things I want to say

right here in regard to cases of this kind.
The first is, that investigating and proving
charges like the above is, to my m;nd, the
most wearing and exhaustive work that
any one ever did. If any one thing will

break down a person's health, it is being
obliged to follow up and prove things of
this kind. Again, with a life-long experi-
ence, I am not yet prepared to say that it

is always the best way, to tell a man
plainly and squarely that you have found
him out. First, there is a difficulty in

proving conclusively things that are clear
enough in your own mind; and, finally,

you make a man a lifelong enemy by tell-

ing him the truth, whereas, if you simply
tell him you do not need him any longer,
you and he may be on tolerably friendly
terms if you happen to be near each other.
Sometimes, by the grace of God assisting
you, you can tell a man faults of this kind
in a way that will make him a better man

:

but it almost always requires a great
amount of grace to say just enough, espe-
cially when you are ])rovoked, and not say
too much or exaggerate the state of affairs.

Dear friends, I started out in this Home
Paper today to say something that would
help you—at least a great part of you ; and
may God give me grace and wisdom to say
it as the Holy Spirit shall direct.
This thing I have spoken about is wide-

spread. Men and women are complaining
because they are out of employment. Some
of them say that they cannot get work be-
cause they are "not in the ring." But
when I hear such speeches I feel almost
sure there is no "ring" about it. More
people are out of work because they are
not co7tscicntl(nis and Jioitest than for any
other reason. Yes, even vxjiruti are dishon-
est. God knows how it pains my heart to
say it. Even women, mothers of families,
those whom we have a right to expect to
be all that is good and pure, seem to have
either never heard our little text at the
head of this talk or else they have such an
opinion of their own shrewdness that they
think themselves exceptions, and that their
peculiar "sins" will never "find them
out." Let me say to such, you may tlibik

your employer does not know of the things
you are concealing; but let me repeat with
emphasis the words of our text, " Be surr
your sin will find you out."
No doubt many people think us needlessly

particular in our establishment. During
these war times everybody wants to see a
daily paper, and the newsboys are pushing

Cash Paid for Beeswax!

For all the Oood, Pure Yello^r
Beesivax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH. No commission. Now If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send It on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Baachigan st. , CHICAGO. ILI..

t^^D OAI C An Out-Aplary ofrwn OML_CL 80 colonies of Bees
in nouble-walled hives with extractlnsrcombs,
extractor, etc. WARD LAniKIN,
37A.5t Ijedyard, Cayuga Co., N. Tf.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

'OUR PRICES
ing the new
Champion Chaff-Hive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap, A
postal sent for a price-list maj- save
you $ $ » 9

K. H. SCHiniDT Sc CO.,
Box 187 Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nrr I^CCDCDC I Let me send you my 64-

DCL~NLLri.no i page Catalog tor 1898

J. m. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when -WTitinfS

are worth looking
at. We are mak-

Tliis Emerson stiff-cloth-board Binder
lor the American l^ee Journal we mail for 60
cents; or will send It with the Journal for one
year — both for »1.50. It is a very fine

thing to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-
nal as fast as they are received. IV you have
the "Emerson," no further binding is neces-
sary. GEORGE W. YORK dc CO.,
118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

or IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for hlB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

RFF^? Florida Italian (jIIFmi
Tested Queens, $1.00 each; Untested, 30c.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. li. CARRINGTON,
llAtt De Funiak Springs, Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

them everywhpre—that is, when they are
allowed. We have forbidden the delivery
of papers to our people while at work. I

speak of this because I know how strong
the temptation is to take "Just a minute or
two;" and if u«f does it, another will. We
have also been obliged to forbid peddlers,
book agents, and agents for everything
else, coming on to our premises. Now, it

these agents were conscientious and honest,
we might, perhaps, permit them to come in

before or after working hours ; but I have
learned by sad experience that it is not
best to do even this.

Do you say we make a fuss about little

things? My friend, this fuss is made for
your own good. The person who keeps his

mind and his hands busy on the work he is

emphyiji'd to do right along through the
working hours may be worth 35 cents an
hour or more; but if he is stopping his

work to notice everything that is going on,

to go over to his neighboring workmen to

talk about things not pertaining to the
business, he will be worth to his employer
only 1.5 or 20 cents an hour, or even less.

Why, I have had men (and women, too) in

my employ who finally became so demoral-
ized in this very way that I made up my
mind that they hindered business more
than they helpt, and that we should get
along better if we paid them their wages
to have them stay at home and not come
near us, and they hdd to stay at home
finally without any wages at all. One rea-

son why we have had such extreme cases

is because we dislike to make a fuss about
things that look on the face of them to be
small and unimportant, and so we good-
naturedly let the things pass until there
has to be a sudden reform.

I want to say a word more about doing
work for yourself when you have hired out
to somebody else. If I wanted to get good
pay in any establishment I would be very
careful about small matters. It I wanted
to write a letter in regard to my own
affairs while in the employ of somebody
else, I would speak to my employer about
it. and take out the time it occupied, even
if it did not take me more than five min-
utes. You may say this is a small matter

;

but small matters help to make up solid

character. The man who is known to be
scrupulously honest in details will very
soon get to be trusted, and will get large

pay accordingly. I can often measure a

man's worth the first day he works. A boy
may be excused for running to the clock

every little while to see what time it is;

but a grown-up man should be ashamed to

do things of this kind. There are people
who are constantly hunting up pretexts

and excuses to leave their work and to go
off after something. I have had men who
always wanted a different tool from the
one 1 gave them, and who would spend
more time in going after a tool they pre-

tended they wanted than it would have
taken to finish the work with the tool they
had.

In regard to the old adage, "A new
Vjroom sweeps clean," this ought to be
exactly the other way when applied to

reasonable beings. The man who has
charge of a certain line of business for sev-

eral years has learned many crooks and
turns. He has learned by long experience,
and sometimes by sad experience, how to

avoid mishaps. There are many depart-

ments where it really takes years to be-

come proficient in all the details. The old

hand at the business should be worth two
or three times as much as a new hand.
Now, this is all true; but it is too often the

case that, instead of trying to keep up with
the times, and improve still more in his

vocation, he gets to shirking, and finally to

cheating; and then the adage becomes
true. The old broom must be replaced by
a new one, not because the new one is any
better, but because the old one absolutely
will luit do that which he knows very well

how to do.
During the dull season of the year we

have always been more or less annoyed by
gossip during working hours. Now, this

habit of gossiping with a fellow-workman
is one of the diseases that I have learned to

fear is incurable. One who is addicted to
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BY

Georee W. York & Co.,
ChlcaffOt Ills.

Beea and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
for Pleaenre and Proflt, by Thdmas G.Newman.—
rills edition bas been largely rewritten, tborouKhly
revised, and Is " fully up with the times " In all the
(Improvements and Inventluns In this raplUIy-devel*
OpinK pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everythluK that can aid In the successful njannpe-
mentof an aplaiy, and at the same tlrae produce
the most honey In an attractive condition. It con*
tains 250 patres. and 245 illustrations— Is beautifully

Srlntod In the hltrheststyie of the art, and bound
1 cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

l^anestroth on the HoneyBee* revised by
Dadaut—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everytlilnt^ relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, 11.25.

Bee-B.eci»er8* Onlde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful us a guide In bee-keeping, but Is

interesting and thorouKbly practical and scientific.

It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physloloo of bees. 460 pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Scientific Qtieen-Kearlnir* as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of Vueea-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way IT'i pages, bound In
cloth, and Illustrated. Price, Sl.OO.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopaedia of 400 pat'cs. describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con*
tains 300 engravlntis. It was written especially foi
beginners Bound In cloth. Price. $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by VV Z. Hutchinson.—Tlie author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. lie Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price. 50 cts.

Rational Bee-'fc.eeplnjc, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
»Thls Is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-culture. It bus 350 pages; bcuad
ill paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas Q. Newrian. «
This Is a German translation of the prlnclpp' por-
tion of the book called Bees of Honey. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Bienenzucbt und Ifonls:gewiDniing,
nach der neuesten methode (German) by .J. F.

Eggers. This book gives the latest, most ap-
proved met hois of bee-keeping. In an easy,
comprehensive style.with lliustralions to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c.

Bef'-Keepins for BrglnnerB, by Dr. J.

P. H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and condenat
treatise on the honey-bee, givinc the best modes of
management in order to secure the most profit. 1 10
pages, bound in paper. Price, ."ju cents.

Bee-Keeping lor Profit* by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the an-
thor'8"new system, or how to getthelargest yields

of comb or extracted honey." 80 p . ;illu8trated. 25c.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keeperg. -
-

Thomas G. Newman.—it contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, go Id-lettered. Price. 26 cts.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Moth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Apiary Bejrlster, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. Jl.oo; for lOO colonies, $1.25.

Preparation or Honey Tor the Market,
Including the production and care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees ant
Honey. Price, 10 cents.

Bee-Pasturage a Afece»lty.—This book sng
gests what and how to plaL it Is a chapter fron
Bkes and UoNEY. Price, 10 cents.

Dr. Hoivard's Book on Fonl Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Keeping. byG,
a. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 ct8.

Fonl Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts

Fonl Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Bints about eatinR, drinking, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Honey as Food Is a neat little 24-pa(re
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to creat-
ing a demand for honey among shoul(i-be consum-
ers The lorepart of the pamphlet was written by
Dr. C. O. Miller, and is devoted to general inlorma-
lion concfrnin^ honey. The latter part consists of
recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in work-
ing up a home market for honey. We turnish them,
postpaid, at these prices : A sample for u stamp; 2.5

copies lor 30 cents: 5o lor 5U cents; Km for yi' cents;
25<i for $2.0(1; 500 for .f3..50. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page,
when ordering lou or more copies at these prices.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. Inbound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 4(i cts. No. 2
in fine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Fonr Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, ist. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd. How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-

structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

Tlie Hive I Use, by G. M. Doollttle. It

details his management of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures.
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Coofe.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 26 cts.

JLnmber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

lYIaple Sugar and the Su^rar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price. 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for castinpr up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponlzlng, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Onr Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural lilfe.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. lOO pages. 25 eta.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Book CInbbing ODers.

(Bead CaTefally)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this page
Following Is the clubblng-llst:

1 Langstrolh on the Honey-Bee $2.00

2. A B C of Bee-Oulture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I

Cloth bound! 1.65

6 DooUttle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1.75

6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10

7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30

9. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper bound! 1.75

13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15

14. Convention Hand-Book 1.15

15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10

16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10

17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15

21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 1.10

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25

26. Comme-clal Calculator, No. 3 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20

32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10

34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush.... 1.20

35. SUo and Silage 1.10

36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30

37. Apiary Register {lor 50 colonies) 1.75

38. Apiary Register (tor 100 colonies) . 2.00

it will certainly get very small pay. An-
other thing, these sins always grow upon
us. A person who succeeds in taking a few
pennies out of the money-drawer without
being discovered, will, in a few days, take
more; and you all know where it ends.
Our text tells it exactly. Now, the person
who begins to work at something beljng-
ing to himself while his employer is away
is exactly like the one who puts bis hand
into the money-drawer. His sin will grow
upon him unless his employer's reproof (or
the influence of the Holy Spirit) scops him
in his career. The man who takes money
out of the drawer is called a tJtkf ; but the
man who takes a few minutes several times
a day, and succeeds in skillfully concealing
the fact from his employer, will keep on
taking more and more. Yet such a person
would blush to be called a thief. But what
is the difference? If you are receiving 30
cents an hour for your work, and you suc-

ceed in getting in ten minutes for yourself
without being discovered, you have taken a
nickel from your employer. And what is

the difference whether it be taken that way
or from the money-drawer? You may sug-
gest that we are oversuspicious; that a
good many take out the time, or work at

some other time enough to make it up.

This is true. Before condemning a person
he is generally watcht for quite a period of
time; he is almost always greatly a>ton-
isht to know that anybody has been watch-
ing him.
Let me make a suggestion : If you take

a little of your employer's time, and after-

ward work enough or more to make it up,

be careful to speak of it to your employer,
or, in a large establishment, to the time-

clerk, for he is very likely to be questioned
in regard to this matter; and it will be
worth a great deal to you for him to be
able to say, "That is all right. This per-

son spoke to me about it at the time." The
Bible exhorts us to "shun even the appear-
ance of evil," and good business common-
sense should teach us the same thing. Let
all our acts be such that they will at any
time bear investigation without embarrass-
ment or quibbling.

1 have said some pretty severe things in

regard to humanity, and it has pained me
to say them. Now let me say this: There
are many boys and girls in my employ who
are as honest as the day is long. Some-
times things have come up that seemed to

reflect on these—I almost wanted to say
"my jewels." Well, they are jewels, in-

deed; and when anybody hints at anything
that is crooked or dishonest, or that even
looks bad, you do not know how it rejoices

my heart to say, " Why, that boy is as

honest as the day is long. I will guarantee
that, whatever the grievance is, if you will

let me take hold of it I will bring out the

facts showing that he is clear and straight

as the light of day." Sometimes I can add.
" He is in my Simday-school class, and I

know him through and through." Oh, how
I do delight to get hold of such boys! I

rejoice to take them by the hand, and look

them square in the eye. Whenever an op-

portunity occurs I like to introduce them
to my friends, and speak an encouraging
word in regard to them. As a general

thing, such boys and girls are Christians.

They belong to the Sunday-school, and, of

late, generally to the Endeavor Society

also, or some similar organization among
the young people. I often predict that

such boys and girls will flU high places of

honor in time to come; audit delights my
heart to say in after years, when I hear
that some one of them is a college profes-

sor, or has gone to the missionary field, or

is filling some other important post, "There,

I tohl you so!"
Now, dear friends, whoever you may be,

please believe I am right when I tell you
that no one thing can contribute more
toward getting better pay, no matter for

whom you are working, than to keep in

mind this little text— "Be sure your sin

will find you out." And when old age

comes on, and grim Death calls, besides the

better pay here in this world you will find

eternal lite beyond, amid the companion-
ship for ever and ever of the good, the hon-

est, and the pure in heart. A. I. Root.
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TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

uUy equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Beb-Keeper'8 Guide."

GiTen For 2 New Subscribers.

The following offer is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Sabscribers to the Bee
Journal (with 12.00), and we will mall TO0 a

copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 11.35,

or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only $1.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for it

Will you have one '

GEOBGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Machigaii St., Chicago, HI.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Eeepers' SupDlies.
They have also one Oue of tlie Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'w^liltest
Bass'wood Is used, and they are polisbt on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee Journal. 7Atf

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To bave a copy of

\«/\»/ Our 1898 Catalog \i>\i/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy;

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for tlie Southwest—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing poods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establlsht a branch house at 1730 South 1.3th St , Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at HIgginsviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw-

colored ii ».»o ^.11 cnt Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
olas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

^^Pbooressive Bee-Keepkr, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25o. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Proqbessive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Leahy Mannfacturing Company,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

HIsrginsville, Mo.,
1730 Soutb 13tli St..

or
Omaba, Neb.

See Honey Offer on page 603.

HDNEY and BEESWAX
niARKEX QUOXAXIONJS.

Chlcagfo, Sept. 10.—Honey has sold well
for past few diiys. and all of the best white
comb that Is in proper shape sells at 12c. Off
grades of white. 10 to lie; amber, 9 to 10c:
dark grades. 7 to 8c. Extracted, white. 5 to
7c: amber, 5 to 6c; and dark. 4*4 to 5c. Bees-
wax, 27c. K. A Burnett & Co.

St. l^oais, Sept, 9. — Fancy white comb.
12 to llVtc; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie; No. 1
white. 9 to 10c ; dark and partially filled Irom
5 to 8c. as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
1 white, 6 to 6Hc; No. 2,5!4c; amber, 5c; in
barrels. No. 1 white, 5^c: amber, 414 to oc;
dark, 4 to 4 (40. Choice Beeswax, prime, Mc;
choice, 24 !4c. At present there is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas City, Sept, 9.—Fancy white comb,
12@i:ic; No. 1, ll@12c; amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white. o^@Hc; amber, 5@5Hc; dark,
4i<i@5c. Beeswax 22@25c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

O. O. Ulemons & Co.

Colnmlius, O., Sept. 15. — Fancy white
comb, 14 to loc: No. 1 white, 12 to 13c: No.
2 white, 10 to lie: fancy amber, 10 to lie.
Fancy white continues scari'e and wanted.

Those having any to market will please cor-
respond with us.

COLUMBns Com. and Storage Co.

New York, Sept. 1.—We have a good de-
mand for new crop comb honey, ana It is be-
ginning to arrive. Have sold some shipments
at 14 to 15c f r fancy white, 12 to l.'ic for No.
1 white, and 10 to lie for fair white We
think these will he about the ruling prices
this full; exceptional fine lots may sell at a
little more. Extracted Is In good demanl at
unchanged prices Beeswax dull at 26 to 27o.

HiLDRETH Bros. & segelken.

Boston, Sept. 16.—Fancy white in cartons,
14c; A No. 1. 12(4 to 13c; No 1, 11 to 12c; No.
2. 10 to 12c. California extmcted is practi-
cally out of the market. Florida in barrels Is
selling from 6 to 7 cts.. according to quality.
Beeswax. 26 to 27c. Very light stock; only
fair demand.
The fall demand for honey Is now opening,

and from present indications we look for good
prices right through the season.

Blake. Scott & Lee.
Indianapolis, Sept. 1.—Fancy white comb

honey, I2(ai2i4c; No 1, lOOUc. Extracted,
white. 6@7c. Beeswax, 25@27c.
Only a few arrivals of fancy white comb;

market almost bare, and demand good. Quite
a little comb honey from honey-dew is being
offered, but there Is simply no demand for the
stuff. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwankee, Sept. 1.—Fancy comb. 11 to
12c: A No. 1. 10 to I Ic; No. 1, 9 to 10c; am-
ber. 7 to 8c; old and dark, 5 to 6c. Extracted,
white, in barrels or kegs, 5 to 6e; dark, 4 to5c.
Beeswax. 2.'> to 26c.
The market for honey is In very good condi-

tion; while there is yet a little of the old crop
on hand, it is In very good order, and some de-
mand, which will clear off everything before
the new crop will arrive, very plentifully.
There is already some receipts of new. but
mostly extracted, and some very good qual-
ity, yet we lear the danger is In extracting
too early, belore the honey is fairly ripened.
We anticipate a good demand a little later,
and think values will remain about the same
as present quotations. A. V. Bishop & Co. ;

Bnffalo, Sept. 16.—There Is quite an Im-
proved demand for honey at present, and
moderate amounts can be sold of strictly
fancy 1 pound comb at 11 to 12c; lowergrades
range from 10c downward. We advise hut
moderate shipments for awhile yet. Ex-
tracted—average grades could be sold at 4 to
5c. Fancy beeswax, 27 to 28c; common, 20
to 25c. Batterson & Co.

San rrancisco, An^. 24.—White comb, 9
to 10c; amber, 7 to 8!4c. Extracted, white,
6@6!4c. ; light amber, 5V4 to 6o. Beeswax,
24@26c
Stocks are of very moderate volume, both

of comb and extracted, and market remains
Arm at ruling rates, especially for water white
or light amber of desirable flavor. There Is a
fair local demand and some business on for-
eign account. The bark J. C. Glade, clearing
Monday for Europe, took 808 cases, valued at
$8,250.

Cleveland, Sept. I.—Fancy white. 13@i4c;
No. 1. white. 12(al2^c: light amber, lie;
buckwheat, 9c. Extracted, white, 7c. ; light
amber, 6c.
The demand for honey is exceptionally

good, owing to the crop In this vicinity being
very light. A. B. Williams & Co,
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Now Allowed on Orders.

If yon want

SJiipping Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anytliing else, ivrite to us. Catalog

Free. Sample Copy

(Monthly, 50c a year) free. Address,

THEW.T.FALCOMERMFG.COMPAM
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FULL LINE OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
1-pound Square JarH, S4.60 gross.
Labels, 60(- sross; dl>r. on quantities.
Italian Queens, 65c eaeb.
Catalog FKbE.

fa

Wood Binder
will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for
SO cents. Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-
ence in book form.
By paying for a year's sub-

scription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

address,

OKO. W. YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St.. Chicago, 111.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everrtblng used in the
Bee-IndU8try.

'SVe want the name and ad-
; dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mannfacturini Co.

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

3 ITALIAN QUEENS
ONE DOLLAR....
For the balance of the season I will sell un-

tested Queens, 4oC each, or 3 for SI, 00. I still

have a few tested at 50c each. Safe arrival.
Address, W. J.- FOREHAND,

38Alt Fort Deposit, Ala.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation. ySYear

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because \TS 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firmness, No Sag-
grins'. 7'io IjO««s.

PA^E^X YVEEU PROCESS
SIIEEI'IIVCi.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sal

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Ciilture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

ST atrl* TIMES.
CHAS. DADANT & SON,

Fleasementlon the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk CO., ILL.

OL'R MOTTO—" Well Maiiulactured Stock ! Quick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

11#" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Llst FREE. '

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Fence and Plain Sections,

Weed Net Process Foundation.

Cowan Extractors,

Our / Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest made,

Specialties;
'^i

Dovetailed Hives- Willi Danz. Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzentiaker Hives.

No-Drip SMppini-Cases,

(ileanlnEs in Bee-Culture, Illustrated, Semi-MontWy.

Catalog of Ooods and Sample Copy of Oleaiiings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancbcOfflces

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Now for New Subscribers!
41

Every Bee-Reeper Can Get in Now

!

10 WEEKS FOE 1 CENTS

!

For ten cents the American Bee Journal will be sent for ten -weeks on trial to any beekeeper
not now a subscriber. (Or for $1.00 we will send the weekly American Bee Journal to a ne-w subscriber from
Oct. 1, 1898, to Jan. 1, 1900— 15 months— less than 7 cents a month). This is a splendid chance to become
acquainted with the weekly Bee Journal. Getting it 10 weeks regularly will show pretty well what may be
expected when it comes to a bee-keeper's home week after week for years.

Tliese Special Articles will Appear....

With others, During t}ie Next Ten Weeks....

Bee-Keeping in Cuba and Porto Rico—
By O. O. POPPLETON, of Florida.

Recent Prosrcss in Apiculture—
By Ernest R. Root, Editor Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Bee-Kecpers and Supply Manufacturers—
By Dr. C. C. Miller.

Foul Brood in llie Apiary—
By Wm. McEvoy, Foul Brood Inspector of Ont., Canada

Advanced 9Ictliod§ of Comb Honey Pro-
duction—

By S. T. Pettit, of Canada.

Migratory Bec-Kccping—
By H. E. Hill, Editor American Bee-Keeper.

The Scientific Side of Apiculture—
By C. P. Dahant.

Experiences and Suggestions in Marketing
Honey—

By S. A. NivER, of New York.

Best Method for Creating and Maintain-
ing a Market for Honey—

By Herman F. Moore.

Fir»t Half Century of Bec-Kecpiug in
America—

By Hon. Eigene Secor. General Manager United
States Bee-Keepers' Union.

The Apiary on the Farm and in the
Orchard—

By Hon. E. Whitcomb, Supt. Apiary Department
Trans-Mississippi Exposition.

Needs of Bec-Cuiiurc in the South—
By Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia.

General Advice to Kee-Kcepers—
By Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri.

The Relation Existing between the Apiary
and the Successful Production of
Fruit-

By G. M. Whitforij, of Nebraska.

The foregoing- tAst of Spet-ial Articles represents a part of the program at the Omaha Convention.
Many of the sub.iects will be followed by much helpful discussion. Of course, many other interesting and valuable con-
tributions will be found in the American Bee Journal during the 10 weeks' ' trial trip," besides the other regular depart-
ments. But in order to secure all the above articles, the trial subscriptions should be sent in pronipliy.

Every Kee-lieeper in Aiiieriosi ought to have the old American Bee Journal for 10 weeks from Oct. 1,

189S, and right along thereafter. It will be worth to any one of them many times its full year's subscription price.
Send lO cents i\o«'. anyway, and get it for the next 10 weeks.

InVllflitlOIl to UUr ilGg^lll^r iA;63<(i6rS ! wm send the names and dimes of their
neighbor bee-keepers, or get tliem to do it. Show them this liberal trial-trip offer. They should jump at such an op-
portunity to get 11)0 large pages of the best bee-literature for only 10 cents!

OEORGE "W. YORK & CO., ii8 Micbigaii St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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City Bee-Keeping Pleasurable and Profitable.

BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT.

The thought of keepioK bees in a city naturally makes
one think it is only an experiment, and that no profit can be

derived from it. It has been proven, nevertheless, that it is no

longer an experiment, but can be made a source of pleasure

and profit. Just as poultry-keeping is taken up by some city

people as a source of recreation and a means of relieving

their minds from the business cares, bee-keeping is also rap-

idly finding favor among a large class of people who find

A City Roof-Apiary.

pleasure in spending their holidays and idle time among their

bees.
What a source of pleasure and recreation it is, after re-

turning from the busy city at the close of a hot summer's day,

and as one passes among the white hives, sees the bees stand-

ing thickly at the entrances busily engaged in evaporating
the new honey which they have gathered during the day.

What could please the bee-keeper more than to find, on turn-

ing back the cover of one of the supers, there exposed to

view so many completed sections filled with snow-white comb
honey, which he knows will find a ready sale at 1.5 to 20 cents

a pound? This Is the pleasure and profit which a city bee-

keeper derives from his bees, and the chief source of making
city bee-keeping so popular.

THE LOCATION.

Almost all bee-keepers of Cincinnati are located In the
Ohio valley on the outskirts of the city and on the hilltops,

but some of the enthusiastic bee-keepers actually keep bees
on housetops in the very heart of the city. A photograph of

this curious way of keeping bees is here shown. It was taken
from the roof of Chas. P. Muth & Son's store, and this apiary
once numbered 40 colonies, but at present there is only one
full colony.

Mr. Muth said :
" These bees yielded a surplus of about

60'pounds of comb honey during a good season, and always
wintered without any loss." This apiary is located on a tin roof

about a hundred feet from the ground, and Is protected from
the^^hotsun by a small roof which Is not shown in the photo-

graph. The bees can only forage in one direction, and to

reach this they are compelled to cross many housetops.

There are some apiaries which contain about 50 colonies a
few miles from the city, but these cannot be clast among our
city apiaries, so I will not describe them.

The apiaries located in the valley and on the hills are
small, the number of colonies rarely exceeding 12 ; these
small apiaries are quite numerous, there being about 75 colo-

nies within one mile of my apiary.

The hive almost universally used by the bee-keepers here
Is the 10-frame Langstroth, the 8-frame hive having been
tested by some, and found to be too small, as the bees almost
invariably swarm during the latter part of April, just when
the strength of the colony should be kept together as they are
about to enter a period of about three weeks during which no
honey can be gathered.

The hives are arranged In a long row generally running
parallel with some fence or wall, and have from one to three
feet of space between each hive ; but this all depends upon
the amount of space which can be given the bees, as often

they are crowded together with no space
between the hives, all manipulations be-
ing done from the rear. The picture will

convey the Idea. (See next page).

SOURCES FROM WHICH BEES GET HONEY.

The first honey brought in by the bees
Is from the fruit-bloom ; this stimulates
them to active brood-rearing, and where
small hives are used the bees often
swarm. Then comes a period during
which the bees gather no honey at all,

which lasts about three weeks, then
white clover begins to bloom, followed
closely by the sweet clover, which is the
chief honey-plant in this locality, and
the only one from which surplus honey
is derived.

The colonies are by this time very
strong, having been stimulated by the
frult-bloom, and now prevented from
swarming by the lack of honey coming
In between the fruit-bloom and the main
flow. When the season Is fairly started,
the bees are given an abundance of room,
and the way they go to work In the su-

pers is astonishing. They gather about
65 pounds of comb honey per colony
during a good season, and several times
I have had a few colonies which doubled
the amount. All of this honey Is gath-
ered during the short period of about
four weeks, after which there is just
enough honey coming in to fill the hives
nicely for winter.

Comb honey is the chief product of the city apiarists. It

can be produced as one of the very best articles, or one of the
very worst, just by the length of time it is left ou the hive. If

the bees are closely watcht, and the sections taken out as soon
as they are finisht, the combs have the most beautiful, snow-
white appearance, but if they are left on until the end of the
season, the combs almost rival the appearance of some old

brood-combs.
Extracted honey is produced by some, but the honey In this

form is generally dark, and does not lind as ready sale as that
In the comb. The only advantage of producing the honey in

this form is the increase in the surplus, and that the bees can
be kept from swarming by transferring all the combs except
the one with the queen to the upper story, and filling the
lower story with empty combs or foundation. This is a very
good plan when one Is compelled to be absent from home all

day, which is generally the case with many city bee-keepers.
This plan certainly does avoid having many swarms which
would otherwise stray away before they could be hived.

The city bee-keeper has no trouble in selling his surplus
honey. The people are suspicious of all honey sold at the
groceries, and often come to me and say :

" I like your honey
because I know it is pure, and It tastes different from that
which I get at the store." I suppose they like it, and know it

is pure because they see me remove it from the hives. This Is

one of the best ways to advertise your^honey when you live In

a densely populated section. I find it works every time.

Extracted and comb honey sells for the same price. Some
would rather pay more for the extracted honey, but I am
satisfied to sell it at the same as the comb.

The bees are all wintered on the summer stands, and have
very little protection, which consists chiefly In a piece of bur-
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lap and a straw mat, or 3 or 4 Inches of carpet placed over
the brood-frame. This is prevented from coming in con-
tact with the frames by pieces of wood placed crosswise so

there will be a space of about 8 inches in which the bees
cluster, and also use as a means of access to the other combs.

One bee-keeper drives his bees no protection whatever. He
winters them on 10 Langstroth frames, which contain about
^8 sealed honey, and covers these with three J4-inch covers,

which often do not fit, leaving large openings through which
the warmth may escape. Strange to say, these bees go
through the winter without any loss, and many colonies are
just as strong in the spring as those which received the best of

care. Last winter one of the colonies wintered without the
three ,'-4-inch covers, the combs being entirely exposed on the
top, the rain and snow being kept out by an ordinary empty
extracting-super upon which was placed a ventilated cover
raised about two inches to let the moisture escape. I think
this proves beyond a doubt that bees do not freeze, but starve
to death, as the thermometer several times registered below
zero, and for weeks it was almost as cold.

Hamilton Co., Ohio.

Peddling Honey—Not Favored by All.

BT ADRIAN GKTAZ.

Mr. Thompson, some time ago, related his experience in

peddling honey from house to house, and attributed his fail-

ure to his lack of ability. Well, I am not sure that his lack
of ability was the cause of his failure—too many other circum-
stances have a bearing upon the question. A good deal de-

pends upon the class of people living in the city. Working-
men and employes generally have little money at home, buy
on credit, and pay when pay-day comes. The time of the
year has a great deal to do with the selling. During the fair

season so much fruit and vegetables of all kinds are on the
market that there Is but little demand for something else. In
the winter, when nothing but meat and potatoes, almost, so to

speak, are to be had, then honey for a change is welcomed.
Again, during the latter part of the summer the farmers bring
all their honey and sell it for whatever they can get. Many
families buy what they think they will need during the year,

i

Thompson did. On the other hand, if i started in the winter,
say after the middle of January, I would not have any trouble
in selling any amount of honey that way.

Most of my peddling, however, has been done by the lady
who owns the place where one of my apiaries is. As she ped-
dles her farm products all the time, and has a number of reg-
ular customers, it is easier for her to dispose of it than it

would be for me, that is, when the peddling is done regularly
all the year around. Besides, the cost of time is reduced con-
siderably, as she would have to go anyhow to dispose of her
own farm products.

Taking all into consideration, I am not much in favor of
peddling. It takes too much time compared to the amount
sold, and the difference between the price obtained and the
price paid by the grocers is too small to make up for the time
lost. As I have said before, I prefer to sell directly to the
grocers, eiiher on commission or straight sales, whichever
they like the best. Knox Co., Tenn.

Bee-Chat, or Various Notes and Comments.
BY HERMAN F. MOORE.

Bee-Keeping in Cuba.— I notice that O. O. Poppleton
makes some references to his bee-keeping experiences in Cuba
that are intensely interesting. Among other things, that he
kept 400 colonies, etc. Now, Mr. Poppleton, take this for a
subject, "Bee-Keeping in Cuba as Seen by One of the Bees,"
and open wide up and give us all the details, such as you
know will interest all bee-keepers, and especially now when
Cuba and her possibilities as an American State are in the
world's eye.

Hone\-Prices Compared.— It will be interesting at this
time to compare the prices of honey that obtained in 1890
with the current prices of the last two years. In June, 1890,
Mr. Burnett said there was less honey on the market than
anytime for seven years, and quotes " choice at 13 to 14
cents."

In July, a Kansas City commission merchant prices " very
nice white one-pound sections put up in handsome 12-pound
white wood packages at 15 to 16 cents."

.471 A-piary m the City of Cincinnati, Ohio.

and thus take advantage of the low prices. Many times, how-
ever, their calculations are short, and they are " out " before
the winter Is over.

If I were to start peddling at this time of the year, right
here at home in competition with all the good things that are
on the market, and the tubfuls of masht combs brought by
the mountaineers, I would meet with a worse failure than Mr.

The latter part of July a Columbus, Ohio, dealer said :

"Honey is scarce, and selling at 17c. for choice white clover."

In September, an Albany, N. Y., commission merchant
quoted, " white, selected, 18 to 20 cents."

In September, Mr. Burnett said: "Comb is now held
firmly, and sales are now being made at 17 to 18 cents for

best grades of white."
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In an October number of a bee-paper I see this advertise-

ment : "For sale, 25,000 pounds of the finest honey in scant

one-pound sections in 12pound cases, a very fancy lot. The
price is 20 cents a pound on board cars here. Who wants the

lot?"
In November the Columbus, Ohio, dealer said :

" Honey
is scarce and in demand at 18 to 20 cents for nice white
clover."

December 15, 1890, the Roots quote as follows :
" White

sage, one to three 60-pound cans, 11 cents a pound. Choice
white comb 1-pounds, one to three cases, 20 cents a pound."

Can we draw a moral from these prices that prevailed in

1890, nearly twice as much as producers obtained in 1896
and 1897, when they dumpt their crops wholesale on the

market? Doesn't it seem as if a better distribution of honey
was the answer to all, or nearly all, of the apiarists' troubles ?

Isn't personal work with the consumer, by as many of the

producers as possible, the way to get a big price for our
product?

Look at the prices that prevailed in the wholesale trade

all over the country in 1890. Didn't a large proportion of

the consumers pay 25 cents a pound for their honey ?

By a certain statistical table I am informed that there are
300,000 bee-keepers In the United States, and a total pro-

duction of 100,000,000 pounds of honey. Suppose our pop-
ulation is 75,000,000 persons, and half the people never eat

honey at all, this only gives 2-a pounds of honey per year to

each eater of honey on an average. Doesn't this seem like a
demonstration that we should get 30 cents a pound for our
honey when properly distributed, if it is as scarce as that? Is

there any impossibility in getting at least 20 cents a pound
for all the good table honey iu the country, if properly sold to

the consumer ?

Non-Swarming Bees.—Why can't we get down to some
hard work along the line of a non-swarming strain of bees ?

All seem to agree that to give lots of room and prevent swarm-
ing will give the largest amount of surplus honey. I think
Mr. Doolittle has written some along this line. Can't we
breed by selection, and practice dividing for increase, and in

a few years have strains of bees and queens that have almost
no desire to swarm, if given abuudant storage-room ? It

would not be well to breed the swarming Impulse entirely out,

for then the rearing of queens might go with it, except for

supersedure.

Foul Brood —The question of foul brood and ways and
means of spreading it is becoming a matter of very great In-

terest. Will Mr. McEvoy and Mr. France arise and tell us
how to assure ourselves that when buying queens or bees we
are not also buying a bad case of foul brood ? If it is true, as

a certain writer claims, that fully iO percent of the colonies
of the country are infected, it is the most serious matter that
confronts us at present. Can we write to the foul brood in-

spector of a certain State and enquire if he can or will give a
clean bill of health to the particular bee-keeper of whom we
wish to purchase? One colony or one queen may be the
means of ruining an entire apiary. We might require a writ-

ten guarantee or certificate from any one dealing in bees and
queens that they had no foul brood in their colonies. Then in

case of a loss there would be a legal remedy If the seller is

financially responsible.

Selling Adulterated Honey. — Should wholesale
grocers and honey-bottlers all over this country be allowed to

sell adulterated honey with " pure honey " on the label ? Of
course not ; but how to prevent them—ah, there's the rub ! In
many of the States all that is necessary is to prosecute them
under the laws as they exist. In many of the States the only
lack is in the enforcement of the law, and not in the law
itself.

The associations of bee-keepers, to which must naturally
fall the duty of seeing to the enforcement of pure food laws as
they relate to honey, may well learn a lesson from the maple
sugar associations of Vermont and Ohio in these matters.
These associations have been seeing to the amending of the
laws and the enforcing of them for years with good effect. In
Ohio a pure food commissioner has been selected who gives
his whole time for a salary to the work of prosecuting adul-
terators and examining samples of suspected foods.

The Illinois law is an ironclad law, and yet Chicago is the
great hotbed of impure foods of every kind and character on
the face of the earth. Look at the law as the Chicagoans
have it laid down to them in the statutes :

CRIMINAL CODE OF ILLINOIS.

" Sec. 4~.S.—No person shall mix, color, stain or powder any
article of food, drink or medicine, or any article which enters into

the composition of food, drink or medicine, with any other ingre-
dient or material, whether injurious to health or not, for the pur-
pose of gain or profit, or sell or offer the same for sale, or order or
permit any other person to sell or offer for sale any article so mixt,
colored, stained or powdered, unless the same be so manufactured,
used or sold, or offered for sale under its true and appropriate
name, and notice that the same is mixt or impure is markt,
printed or stampt upon each package, roll, parcel or vessel con-
taining the same, so as to be and remain at all times readily visi-

ble, or unless the person purchasing the same is fully informed by
the seller of the true name and ingredients (if other than such as
are known by the common name thereof) of such article of food,
drink or medicine at the time of making sale thereof or offering to
sell the same."

" Sec. 475.—Any person convicted of violating any provision
of any of the foregoing sections of this Act shall, for the first

offense, be fined not less than twenty-five ($25) nor more than two
hundred dollars (-$200) ; for the second offense he shall be fined not
less than one hundred dollars ($100), or more than two hundred
dollars (^200). or confined in the county jail not less than one
month, nor more than six months, or both, at the discretion of the
court; and for the third and all subsequent offences, he shall be
fined not less than five huudred ($500), nor more than two thou-
sand dollars (.$2,000), and imprisoned in the penitentiary not less
than one year, nor more than five years."

What a rattling of dry bones would there be, my country-
men, if an organization with grit and money should take up
the prosecution of adulterators under such a law as that 1

Some think a National law is the only thing that will fill

the bill. The way to get a National law, and get Uncle Sam
to enforce it, is to enforce the local laws, and so educate pub-
lic sentiment that a general law covering the whole country
will be demanded.

This is " the land of the free and the home of the brave,"
and I for one demand the freedom to know absolutely what is

in everything I buy out of the store or elsewhere. If salicylic

acid is used in my corn and tomatoes, I want to know how
many grains to the quart. If oats is in my pepper, I, who
pay the bill, have a right to know what percent. If my honey
is part glucose. I the consumer have a right to know whether
one-fourth or three-fourths, and so ou through the list.

If the names of all the ingredients are printed on the out-
side of a package I can spend my money for it or not, as I

choose ; but to label a can " pure pepper " when half is some-
thing else, or " pure honey" when part is glucose, is a fraud,
and is a lie and a theft, if I part with my money for them
supposing them to be pure.

The one great reason why those interested in bees move
so slowly toward any given point is that so few of them realize
the importance of association and combination. Suppose 300,-
000 are keeping bees in the United States. Not more than
25,000 of them take a bee-paper, and not more than 2,000
are members of an organization to forward bee-keepers' in-

terests. Let the apiarists combine, as do the brewers, the
dairymen, the grocers, and others, and there is hardly any re-

sult that cannot be attained, that is for their interests.

Cook Co., 111.

Boiling Foul-Broody Honey for Feeding.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

The following paragraph appears in the Bee-Keepers' Ee-
view for September :

" Dr. Miller, to the question. Could I safely feed it [honey
from a colony having foul brood] by boiling ? replies :

' Put water
with it. bring it to a boil [sic], then after it comes to a boil [sic]

keep it builing for two hours and a half.^ The Italics are his. Was the
Doctor in a playful mood f That would be hard on the bacilli un-
less plenty of water were added. I consider 15 minutes boiling
sufficient : having first added an equal amount of water."

I wish I knew what Mr. Taylor means by that word
"sic." Coming as it does twice after the word "boil," it

looks as if he might be objecting to the use of that word, but
as I know of nothing Incorrect in the word, or the way in which
it is used, I shall be obliged to him if he will tell what he
means by saying " sic."

Mr. Taylor says : "I consider 15 minutes boiling suffi-

cient." I might reply, " I do ?iot consider 15 minutes boiling
sul3Bcient." Pitting one statement against the other, the first

has by far the greater weight, for Mr. Taylor knows vastly
more than I do about foul brood, and it is right that I should
give some reason for insisting on more than 15 minutes
boiling.

Dr. Wm. E. Howard, in his pamphlet on "Foul Brood,"
reports some experiments upon the point in question. Tubes
of liquid gelatinecontaining sporesof bacillus alvei were placed
in an open vessel of boiling water. The contents of a tube
thrust in boiling water would of course come very nearly to a
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boll. The spores were not all killed until aTter 45 minutes.
Dr. Howard's concluding words on this point are " that boil-

ing for an hour would destroy their vitality."

•Still later I saw a report of experiments upon the same
point. I am sorry to say I cannot say where, but I think
they were experiments made under the auspices of the Cana-
dian government, and reported in the Canadian Bee Journal.
If my memory does not play me false, spores grew after being
kept at the boiling-point nearly two hours and a half.

Under the circumstances I would not feel justified in ad-
vising less than 2}.2 hours boiling. Even if 15 minutes is

sufficient, 23^ hours is still safe, and Dr. Howard's experi-
ments lead to the belief that in at least some cases 15 minutes
time is not sufficient. McHenry Co., III.

The Queen-Excluder aud Its Inventor.

BY P. 6REINEK.

In his Straws for July 15, Dr. Miller makes mention of

the inventor of the queen-excluder, Fr. A. Hanuemann
(wrongly spelled Hahnnemann). This brings to my mind
vividly what Mr. H. wrote in the German papers during the
years 1875, '78, '79, about this invention and the general
management of his bees ; and altho about 20 years have past
since then, what he said may still be of interest to the readers.

If my memory serves me aright, nothing has ever ap-
peared in relation to the subject in our bee-literature here, so

I will speak of Mr. Hannemann, try to give the essentials of

his management, and mingle with it some facts and the ex-

periences of others as opportunity may present.
When Mr. Hannemann wrote his last report for the

Bienen-Zeitung, in 1879, he was then a bee-keeper of 30
years' experience. He had made a specialty of apiculture for

26 years in the extreme southern part of Brazil ; bad intro-

duced our common honey-bee into that land, and was the
originator of modern bee-keeping there.

I did not know that, according to Dr. Miller, Hannemann
was a tailor by trade; but it is very evident that he could not
have had very much leisure to follow his profession, for he
was so extensively engaged in bee-keeping and honey-produc-
tion that his breeding-stock numbered over oOO colonies,

which were allowed to swarm at will. Prom what I have
read on and between the lines it would seem to me that all

these colonies were kept in stationary hives, perhaps box-
hives, as we call the hives without frames. Hannemann's aim
was, in the first place, to have his colonies swarm all they
would, and that was all he expected or askt of them. He
called them his stock capital. The young swarms were the
interest, so to speak, to be exchanged for honey during the
honey season. The ]iow will be shown later on.

Southern Brazil must be well adapted to bee-culture.

Hannemann spoke of his honey season as lasting from two
and a half to three months. For six weeks the secretion is

so plenteous that bees will not work on any honey offered

them in the open air. I think we might be able to show some-
thing with such a honey-flow. I have not seen a day like that
here in several years, even when 1 secured a fair yield.

The queen-excluder was Invented or gotten up for a dif-

ferent purpose from what we use it for now. Hannemann
may have been led to make his invention on account of many
young swarms often going together when swarming at the
same time, and he wanting to make a sure thing of it to catch
all the queens. At any rate, he constructed a sieve with the
view of sifting his bees before hiving them, and so the appli-

ance has been named "Hannemann's bee-sieve." In sifting

his bees he probably encountered the difficulty of getting the
drones and queens mixt together in a heap ; and the gain by
using just the queen-excluding plate proved insufficient for

the accomplishment of his object, so he added another sieve

having wider passages, with space between the two. This
workt well. It separated and secured queens and drones,
allowing the workers to pass through. The latter were hived
in the peculiar mammoth hives to be described further on,

the drones destroyed, and the queens confined in cages of his

own construction.
This brings us to the second use of the queen-excluding

metal, for these cages were made of such (I wonder that the
excluding metal has not been used for this purpose by some of

our bee-keepers who practice caging during the honey season).
Hannemann wanted his queens caged so as to allow the bees
to comriiunicate with them unhampered, hence he made the
cages of perforated metal. The unique manner of his man-
agement of the young swarms made it strictly necessary to

have every queen secured. If possible, all the swarms coming
in one day were placed in one single mammoth hive. Mr.

Hanuemann speaks particularly of one day in 1879, when he
had 79 swarms issue, to be taken care of by himself with the
help of his three young children, to be sifted, queens caged,
and the bees weighed and hived. One giant hive and two
barrels accommodated this enormous "pile "of bees. They
gave at the end of the season, net, about 1,600 pounds of

honey.
iHx. Hannemann speaks at another time of his "Boss

Giant hive " of 50,000 cubic inches, made four stories high,

cupboard fashion, with eight hinged doors in the rear, to give
access—a hive that harmoniously accommodated 54 kilograms
of bees (about 119X pounds) from which he harvested, at the
close of his 23^ months' honey season, 448 kilograms of honey
(equal to about 987 pounds), and 38 pounds of wax, reckon-
ing a kilogram as 2 1/5 pounds. In other words, one or

each kilogram of bees was exchanged for 8?^ kilograms of

honey. Of the 14 caged queens but 9 were alive when the
honey was exit out.

In 1879 Mr. Hannemann had to take care of 700 swarms
(young) in two months. His entire crop amounted to

15,428 pounds of honey, and 1,212 pounds of wax. He
stored his honey largely In cemented vats or cisterns. It Is

astonishing, so adds Mr. Hanuemann to his report, to think
that so much honey could be produced in one locality, espe-
cially when taking into consideration the fact that over 800
breeding colonies used large but (of course) unknown quanti-
ties for breeding besides, and storing their winter supplies at

the same time. I would add, it goes to prove that Hanne-
mann has a splendid location, perhaps like California or Cuba,
altho he says that the slipshod bee-keepers complain that bees
do not pay any more.

The publication of Hannemann's system created a great
stir among the German bee-keepers at the time—probably
more on account of the novelty of it than for any other rea-

son, altho, of course, we all appreciate the queen-excluder. I

have not heard of any one in Germany who practices the Han-
nemann system as he did. Mr. H. Guehler, after several
years of trial, thinks but little of the excluder for his locality,

but values highly the queen-cage constructed a la Hanne-
mann. He workt out this system : When the honey season
is nicely begun he confines the queens in Hannemann cages,

and places them on top of the brood-frames with super, or, as

thsy call it, "honey-chamber," above. The bees, he says,

immediately take possession of the super, providing honey is

coming in.

When we cage a queen in the brood-nest in an ordinary
wirecloth cage, the bees behave but little differently from
what they do when the queen is entirely removed. They al-

most always construct queen-cells over larvaj, and the prog-
ress in the sections is slow, if, indeed, any work is done at all.

This is according to my experience. But when a queen-cage
of the Hannemann order Is used, and the bees can communi-
cate freely with the queen, they do not seem to be aware that
she is caged at all, and Mr. Guehler finds that everything
moves along in the hive normally. Queen-cells are not con-

structed. The combs become lieavier and heavier, and the
work in the super—that is, comb-building and honey storing

—

goes right on unless the honey-flow ceases. Guehler thinks it

Is best to release the queen again after two weeks of confine-

ment, removing at the same time a few of the heavy combs
from the center of the brood-nest, inserting comb foundation
in their stead. Empty comb does not prove to be a success,

as the bees will fill In honey too soon. The bees will draw the
foundation into comb just about as fast as the queen can
utilize it, and she will at once be ready .to enter upon her
maternal duties as if she had not been obliged to suspend her
work. The bees very readily accept their queen, for in

reality they have never been separated from her. Guehler
finds that queens come out uninjured by this confinement,
prove to be just as fertile, productive, and long-lived as If

they had always had their freedom. When carrying the cag-
ing plan to excess—that is, confining the queen for an unrea-
sonably long time (in this one case he speaks of, it was five

weeks), laying workers made their appearance.

It seems, then, that some German bee-keepers modified

the Hannemann system to suit their own environments, or
pickt out the valuable features according to their own judg-
ment. I noticed, also, that after the publication of Hanne-
mann's invention queen-cages like this were offered for sale.

They consisted simply of a little wooden frame covered with
the perforated metal on each side.

Right here I want to add that some of ourGerman friends

across the water have adopted at least some features of our
methods, our hives and appliances, owing in a great measure,
probably, to the efforts made by Mr. Stachelhausen, of Texas,
and myself, to enlighten them on the subject of American
bee-hives and our general management of bees. Of course,
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progress Is slow. It seems very hard to give up old methods
and adopt new ones. But progress is there. My private cor-
respondence with, bee-keepers of Germany establishes that
fact beyond a doubt.—Gleanings. Ontario Co., N. Y.

I Concluded next week!.

%
A Little Experience with Bees.

BY CHARLE.S HOOKSTRA.

I have had quite an experience with bees lately. I went
southwest of my home about six miles, and got acquainted with
three or four persons who keep about 5U colonies of bees.
They are not readers of the bee-papers, and are somewhat
behind the times in the latest improvements.

A man came along there about five or six years ago and
sold them some newly invented hives, charging them $5.00
apiece, and they have made no improvements since thpn. They
keep most of their bees in dry-goods boxes, or any box that is

convenient when they swarm. A great many go to the woods
and are lost.

In the fall, about Oct. 1, they dig a hole in the ground,
build a fire and put sulphur on it, then place the hive over the
fire to kill the bees in order to get the honey away. I per-
suaded them this year to let me have the bees and take them
away without killing them. I now have two colonies at my
home which I took away from the honey they had gathered
all summer. I first bored some holes in the box they were in,

enough to put the nose of the smoker in; then I turned the
dry-goods box bottom side up, and put my hive on top of that,
with foundation in, and a cake of honey. I then rapt on the
dry-goods box to get them started going up, and I gave them
a puff of smoke. I kept this up for about 25 minutes, until
I had them pretty well up. Then I placed the hive in the
place where the dry-goods box stood, and moved the box away
about 50 feet, and the remaining bees I drove out with the
smoker, when they flew to the new hive where the queen was,
and the work was done.

I let them stand there the next night aud day, and the
evening of the next day they had started to work. That even-
ing I fastened the hive to the bottom-board, aud put mosquito-
netting around it and brought them home on the street-cars.

I put a paper on the box, and the passengers wanted to know
if I had pigeons. I told them I didn't know how many " pig-
eons" were lu the box. I had only to change cars three times
with my " pigeons."

I have had the bees at my home two weeks, and they have
gathered 30 pounds of honey in the brood-chamber already,
and I consider them one of my best colonies. This was a new
idea to the bee-smotherers.

Another person gave me a third swarm that was very
small. It issued Aug. 21. I took them out of their dry-goods
box or " bee-catcher," as the man called it, as it had a handle.
They had made quite a bit of comb, being in there three days.
I took a wire hive made of screening, and took the little

piece of comb that the queen was on and put it into my hive.
The other bees I shook into my hive, and brought them home
on the street-cars. When I got them home I put them into
one of my hives with foundation with a little honey in. The
next day I saw they were not strong enough to gather enough
honey to keep them this winter, so I took one of my strong
colonies and put it beside the weak one, and put peppermint
on both hives so as to kill the scent, so they would not kill the
queen in the weak colony. I then took a frame of bees out of
the strong colony and shook them into the weak one. This
workt all right. The next morning I fed the new colony
honey so they would get a little acquainted with their new
home. It is now the third day I have had them, and they are
gathering their winter stores. I now have a pretty strong
colony of bees. I believe in saving the last swarms if increase
in numbers is wanted.

About two weeks ago I visited Mr. Watson's home, in this
(Cook) county, alongside the Desplaines river. It is a beauti-
ful home, surrounded by a natural growth of trees. I had
quite a talk with Mrs. Watson about bees. She said they had
some "tenants" in the upper part of their house that had not
paid any rent, nor had they received any benefit from them
for the last four years. The " tenants " are a swarm of bees.
They came in between the stone wall and the window-frame
in the upper story at the front of the house. They came in a
small crack that the builders had left. They then found their
way to the inside of the house between the plastering and the
stone wall, in a space about 3 inches wide and 10 feet square,
which Is their hive. When the lady of the house opens the
window in the room below the bees come down the pulley
holes, aud act as if they would like to take possession of the

whole house. The people considered the bees quite a curiosity
at first, but they do not think so now.

These bees swarm regularly every year, but the people
have not been able to catch any of the swarms. The bees
have made the corner of the window-sill black by traveling in

and out. There are about 50 colonies in that vicinity, and
the bees in the house are supposed to be some of the run-
aways. Cook Co., III., Aug. 28.

CONDUCTED BY

£>R. O. O. AlZZ.r.BS, \LAJtETiGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlreot.l

Keeping Combs Filled with Honey.

I have a few extracting-combs filled with honey, and want
to keep them for the bees in early spring. How can I keep
them away from the bees ? In what kind of a room, and what
temperature is required ? New York.

Answer.—Very likely a warm cellar is the best place you
can conveniently have. If you can have a warmer place, all

the better. But a cellar that never freezes is better than a
room that is much warmer than the cellar in daytime and
then freezes at night. The best thing would be a room that
never goes below summer heat. It would not hurt the honey
to be kept at 90'-^ or lOO^.

Sources of Pollen.

Where do the bees get their pollen and beebread^from
what flowers or shrubs, and what kind of trees and flowers ?

The reason this question is askt, I would like to plant them,
and it would be of interest to me as a beginner. Georgia.

Answer.—Bees get pollen from white clover, burdock,
sweet clover, plantain, buckwheat, maple, pumpkin, apple,
muskmellon, poppy, plum, corn, linden, dandelion, mignon-
ette, pear— I think you'll have to excuse me from giving the
whole list, for it would take up a great deal of space to give
all I know, and very likely your bees get pollen from some-
thing I don't know anything about. It is not likely that it

would be worth while for you to plant anything specially for
pollen. While it is a very important item in Mistress Bee's
bill of fare, the probability is that your bees will easily find

all they want on the plants already growing.

Work of "Wax-Worms—Queenless Colon}-.

1. Three weeks ago I had a strong colony of bees to ab-
scond, leaving plenty of sealed brood. After the young bees
gnawed through, they could not get out, as they were held in

by a web at the bottom of the cell where there was a small
white worm. The hive was well shaded, and the bees were
bringing in nectar. Ants have been between the quilt and
cover for some time. I put them into a new hive on full sheets
of foundation, and they are doing nicely. What caused them
to leave? How can I prevent it, and get rid of the small
worms?

2. I notice white dust, or what seems to be chewed wax,
on the sections of honey that I have stored away in a warm,
dry place. What is the cause, and how can I prevent it?

3. I have a colony of queenless bees. I gave them a frame
of eggs and larvae, and instead of starting queen-cells on it,

they build queen-cells on the comb where there are no eggs or
larvse. If they adopt a worker-bee as a queen, will she lay

eggs ? What must I do with them ? Tennessee.

Answers.—As you report the case, it seems to have been
a case of swarming, in which the worms and ants had no part.

The best remedy for the wax-worm is a strong colony of Ital-

ians. Italians seem to be very much better than common bees
for keeping out worms. The ants probably do little damage,
making their nests about the hive more for warmth than any-
thing else. If no place is allowed about the hive to shelter

them where the bees cannot go themselves they will not
trouble. I discarded quilts and adopted a plain board cover.
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Since tben ants don't bother at all, for they have no chance to

find a hiding-place from the bees.

'J.. The white dust is the work of wax-worms that are very
small and young. Give them time enough and they'll grow
Into big, fat worms. Better fumigate the sections with
sulphur.

3. Your colony has probably been queenless for a long
time, and by this time laying workers may be at work. It is

so late in the season that your wise course will be to break up
the colony. Indeed, that is the best way at any season, after

they have been queenless a long time. If you have a weak
colony that has a good queen, you can give it to the queenless
colony to strengthen it. If you have co very weak colony, di-

vide the combs and bees around among several colonies that
are among your weakest.

How Bees Get Home Again.

I would like to know what Dr. Miller thinks of the follow-
ing paragraph, taken from a newspaper :

" Bees are said to see an enormous distance. When
absent from their hive they go up in the air till they see their
home, and then fly toward it in a straight line."

Michigan.

Answer.— I don't know anything about it, but I don't be-
lieve it. I have a dim suspicion that a bee, bird or animal
may have some sense that a man doesn't have. Take a cat
and put it in a bag, carry it by a circuitous route farther from
home than it has ever been, liberate it, and when you get
home you may find it smilingly waiting to greet you at the
door. With any sense that you have, you couldn't do a thing
of that kind. Hasn't the cat some special sense that you
haven't? A carrier-pigeon will find its way home a hundred
miles, in a place where it couldn't see half way home. I have
some doubt whether a bee is as good as a cat or a pigeon at
finding its way ho-ne, and it's possible that it finds its way
home only as you do. At any rate, if you take a bee five miles
from home, in a direction it has never before gone more than
a mile, I doubt whether it would find its way home, even if its

home is so plainly seen at that distance that you can see it

with the naked eye. So I don't have so very great faith in the
extra sense belonging to a bee, after all ; and when you come
right down to it I don't know anything about it.

Cellar-Wintering—Ventilation—Exlracting-
Franies—Quilt or Board Covers.

1. Can I winter my bees in a storm-cellar ? It is Sxl2
feet, depth feet, and 1)4 feet of earth on top.

2. What is the best way to fix ventilation ?

3. Which is the better frame for extracting, O^s or a
half-depth?

4. Which is the better, a quilt or a board over the frames ?

I use boards, but the bees glue it. Minnesota.

Answers.— 1. Very likely it will be a good place to win-
ter, but you can hardly be sure about it till you try. The lay
of the land makes a difference about its being damp, etc.

2. For only a few colonies it may need no attention as to
ventilation. You can secure ventilation by having a pipe run
from near the bottom up through the top, covering so no rain
can get in, but still leaving free passage at the top for air.

You can make the pipe by nailing together four fence boards,
altho very likely a smaller pipe, say three inches square, will

be probaljly as large as is needed. If there is a pipe running
up high enough to act like a chimney, there will probably be
no need of any special provision for letting in air. Enough
will work In through the cracks and the soil.

3. In a late number that question was pretty fully an-
swered. The shallower frames are considered better for ex-
tracting, but the deeper frames have the advantage that you
can afterward use them for brood-frames if you wish.

4. The tendency nowadays seems to be in favor of board
covers without quilts. The bees glue the covers down, but by
using a sharp screw-driver or some other hive-tool you can
easily pry them up.

Will they Winter 2—Refuse to Work in Supers.

1. In June 1 hived a small swarm in a frame hive, giving
them four frames. They went to work all right but did not
breed up fast. In August I put in auother swarm, and the
four additional frames, and now these frames are full of honey
and very little brood

—

virtually none. Still they have never

stored any honey In the super. Will they winter all right

without any young bees ? or ought I to take away the frames
filled with honey and give them empties ?

2. I have four or five colonies that have refused to work
in supers. Do you know a remedy ? Texas.

Answers.— 1. Very likely it will be just as well to leave

them as they are. Of course, if the frames are so full of honey
that the queen has no room to lay, then it might be well to

exchange one of them for an empty one. But if you find any
empty cells in the hive, or if you find brood in two or three

frames, better let them alone. Queens do not generally lay a

great deal after this time of year.

2. It may be that the harvest is poor. In that case it is

hard to apply a remedy. If, however, other colonies are work-
ing well in supers, and these colonies have their brood-nests

entirely filled, you may get them to working in supers by using

bait combs. Put in the center of the super a section that has
been partly drawn out. One good way is to take from a super

in which bees are working well a section 3i, 3'2, or % filled,

bees and all, and put it in the super in which you want the

bies to work.

Unfortunate Jumble—Drones and Egs-
Fcrlilizalion.

Referring to page 438, Hon. R L. Taylor says this in the

Bee-Keepers' Review

:

"There is apparently an unfortunate jumble either of the ques-

tions or of the answers, but that is not entirely clear, as one ot the

questions is evaded. Will the doctor please straighcen out these

things ?"

I read over the questions and answers on page 438, until

I came to the last one, "Drones and Egg-Fertilization."

When I came to that I didn't wonder Mr. Taylor wanted it

straightened out. But after trying it for some time I conclu-

ded I must be excused from the task. I will now, however,

give the information called for in the questions, thanking Mr.

Taylor for calling attention to the jumble:

Dzierzon taught that the eggs that produce drones are un-

fertilized. This teaching, bitterly assailed at first, has come
to be generally accepted the world over. Lately, however, a

small school across the water holds that all eggs are fertilized.

A difference of opinion prevails as to whether the fertili-

zation of the egg is voluntary or involuntary on the part of

the queen, the prevailing belief, perhaps, being that it is vol-

untary. C. C. Miller.

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet

especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the

pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-

sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a

home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these

prices: A sample for a stamp ; 25 copies for 30 cents; 50
for 50 cents; 100 for 90 cents; 250 for $2.00; 500 for

$3.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.
-*-•-

Bee-Keeping: for Beginners is the title of a

110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. 11. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-

bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure

the most profit." Price o! the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for $1.40; or, we will mall it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sendiug us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a ytar (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

Langstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete

work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 621.
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The Oiuataa Convention Report we expect
to begin next week— with the flrst number of the Bee Journal
for October. We are expecting a good report. The conven-
tion papers we think were exceptionally interesting and val-

uable. We presume there will be sufficient convention ma-
terial to run in our columns almost the whole of the next
three months. Every member of the United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Union will receive the Bee Journal containing the conven-
tion report in full. The Board of Directors of the Union ar-

ranged for that before leaving Omaha. There were four of
the six Directors present.

City Bee-Keeping: is the subject of the first article

in this week's number. Mr. Schmidt refers mainly to the
keeping of bees in or near the city of Cincinnati, Ohio. With-
in the city limits of Chicago are found many apiaries, some
quite large, but of course the majority are small. They
range, perhaps, from one colony up to a few having over 100
colonies.

Some fairly good yields have been secured from colonies
kept in cities. Last year one colony in our own small apiary
here in Chicago, produced 150 well-filled sections of honey-
gathered from sweet clover. Colonies in other apiaries here
may have done better, possibly.

If bees are properly handled, there need be no fear that
they will molest near neighbors. Of course the inevitable
mischievous boy will find the bees If any are around, and then
usually the trouble begins. But it will likely also end right
there, if said boy experiences fully the sitting-down qualities
of a healthy worker-bee. Such an impression is generally
lasting. A boy may forget many things, but ever after being

successfully pierced by a bee-sting he remembers it with great

vividness whenever he finds himself again near any bees.

While it would not be well to encourage city bee-keeping

to a great extent, still if kept within reasonable bounds much
good will result therefrom to those who manage their bees In

a proper manner.
« »

"Who is Responsible?—Referring to an item in

the department of " Beedom Boiled Down," which mentioned

that the Department of Criticism in the Bee-Keepers' Review
was almost entirely given up to controversy between the critic

and Dr. Miller, Critic Taylor says :

" I wonder who is responsible for ' Beedom Boiled Down.'
The style seems strangely familiar. The writer ought to

stand out squarely and meet the result of his statements.
Anonymous publications are never lookt upon with much
favor."

Mr. Taylor is too intelligent a man to admit the thought

that he is not familiar with current journalism, and it is only

through mere thoughtlessness that he could have made such

a remark. If he would stop to think, he would know that in

his favorite dally newspaper he reads many things without

signature, written by the editor, or by some one employed by

him, and if he calls such writings "anonymous," then the

ablest part of our ablest journals is anonymous.

The American Bee Journal stands just as responsible for

" Beedom Boiled Down " as for any other editorial matter.

Xlie Department of Criticism, in the Bee-

Keepers' Review, the editor says, has been praised by some

and condemned by others. One subscriber thinks the critic

should be a critic in the fuller sense of the word, giving praise

as well as blame. The editor says what he wanted in the de-

partment was to have errors and fallacious ideas pointed out,

and where possible better plans to be given in place of the

ones condemned. He now asks advice of the friends of the

Review as to whether the department should be continued as

at present or changed.

Sliall l^e Grow Sweet Clover?—This ques-

tion is the heading of a contribution in the Orange Judd

Farmer, by Prof. L. H. Pammel, of Iowa, written in response

to a sample of sweet clover sent to him. He replied as fol-

lows :

The specimen is of common sweet or Bokhara clover
{Melilotus alba). This weedy annual is a native of Europe,
and has become widely naturalized in portions of the United
States, especially so in the States of Ohio, Michigan, Wiscon-
sin, Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa and eastward. It resembles
alfalfa, but is easily distinguisht by its taller habit and larger
leaves, growing from three to eight feet high. Its flowers

are small and white. This plant is a nitrogen-gatherer, pro-

duces a long and deep taproot, and hence is very valuable as a

soil renovator, especially in the South. It thrives admirably
upon the thin calcareous soils of the Southern States, but it is

especially valuable on the old wornout prairie soils of the
Cotton States.

It is equally valuable as a soil renovator in the North,
but the question arises, Should it be cultivated in lieu of bet-

ter forage plants ? A soil In the North on which this weed
grows is not only rendered fertile, but is made very porous.
The strong odor of this grass renders it objectionable to cattle

and stock, but they later become accustomed to it. J. G.
Smith says : "But if they are turned into a field of sweet
clover in the early spring, before the other clovers come up,

they will quickly learn to eat it." To obtain best results in

this latitude, the seed should be sown in February or March
at the rate of about one-half bushel to the acre. A crop can
be cut the first season.

This plant is very valuable as a honey-producer, and
where it is abundant bees collect large quantities of honey.
In all probability no other plant in this latitude yields as
abundantly as this since the basswood and other native plants

are rapidly diminishing. It is able to resist the drouth to a
remarkable degree. Another point in its favor as a honey-
producer Is that the plant blossoms from June to frost. If
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your soil is sandy your sweet clover will thrive upon It. If

the soil is heavy it is also suited to this splendid plant. If

the season be wet sweet clover will blossom and grow freely,

and if dry its bountiful and continuous yield of honey will well

repay the slight trouble incurred in planting, and your bees
will be kept busy and happy all the season. The point to de-

termine is whether it is desirable as a forage plaut in the
northern latitudes. If its forage qualities outweigh its wood-
iness then it should be tolerated. Does the farmer need it as

a bee-pasturage plant? He must determine all these points
largely for himself. It has undoubted virtues in several

directions.

We are glad to note In the foregoing that Prof. Pammel
is becoming less severe than awhile ago when he condemned
sweet clover so strongly. We see, however, that he still calls

it a "weed." Well, some day he'll get over even that, we
think.

His recommendation of sweet clover as a honey-plant is

all that could be desired, and is also entirely just and right.

But we believe many advise sowing the seed in the fall as well

as in early spring. We should be pleased to have some advice

about fall sowing, from those having experience.

Deatta of miles Morton.—We learned at the

Omaha convention that Mr. Miles Morton had past away on

Sept. 1. Upon our return we received the following from the

Secretary of the local bee-keepers' association, of which Mr.

Morton bad been a member:

The Cortland Bee-Keepers' Association, at a regular
meeting held at Freeville, N. Y., Sept. 8, past the following
resolutions :

Whereas, It has pleased God in his wisdom to remove
from our midst our brother, Miles Morton ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the Cortland Union Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation, do extend our most heartfelt sympathy to the be-
reaved family in their hour of sorrow; and that we express
our appreciation of his help and counsel in the past, as well as
our sense of the loss to the Association in his demise ; and be
it further

Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions be publisht in

the American Bee Journal. J. L. Kinney, Sec.

We remember Mr. Morton very well, as we met him at

the Buffalo convention last year, and it is with sincere regret

that we learned of his death. Our sympathy is hereby ex-

tended to the bereaved ones, who are left to mourn his de-

parture.

Chiefly from Mr. Morton was the idea of the fence sep-

arator obtained, he having had fences in use for 12 years

past. He was an intelllgeut, unobtrusive sort of man, highly

respected by those who knew him. We hope soon to be able

to publish more about him, and also his picture.

Xortbem 9Iicbig:aii as a Honey-Field,
Elitor Hutchinson thinks will be an ideal location for years
to come, largely on account of the willow-herb or fire-weed

that grows on places where the timber has been burnt off. He
cautions, however, any one who may think of locating there,

and has been accustomed to the advantages of civilization, to

remember that it is a new country.

Bakon Bela Ambrozv reported at the big German con-
vention last year that, by feeding honey with 50 percent
water, and afterward with 80 percent, he got no satisfactory
results; but using pure honey he got 3 pounds of comb for
every 4 pounds fed. Doesn't that differ from reports in this
country ?— Gleanings.

Mk. R. H. Lee, of Ashland Co., Ohio, writing us Sept. 11,
said :

"Go ahead with your spelling reform. lam a little old

to adopt it myself, but I like to read it. To quiet some of

your critics, you might print the Lord's Prayer in a number
of versions, from the earliest translation to the present,

showing the changes in spelling. And, by the way, please

be careful to print that grand old prayer according to the

authorized version, for very few seem to know it, particularly

preachers, and those who lead in religious exercises. .. .This

has been a very poor honey-year in this part of the country.'

Why, Mr. Lee, if we should print one of the earliest ver-

sions of the Lord's Prayer, scarceij any of our present sub-
scribers could read it. There has been great progress made
In reforming the spelling of the English language the past two
centuries, and yet there Is much more to be done In the same
line. We are only aiding a good cause.

Richard Wagner as He Was.—The widow of Richard
Wagner, some time ago, authorized her husband's lifelong

friend, Houston Stewart Chamberlain, to write, with her as-

sistance, two articles on "The Personal Side of Richard Wag-
ner." Mr. Chamberlain undertook the work, and The Ladies'

Home Journal secured the material. The articles are singu-

larly valuable In that they give a complete picture of the man
in his home and dally life, and contain much new matter,

while many of the illustrations and portraits have never been
printed. There will be two articles, "His Personal Side" and
" How He Wrote His Operas," and the first one will appear in

the October number of the magazine. Music-loving people

will be pleased to know more about Wagner—one of the great

composers.

Miss Ada Pickard, of Richland Co., Wis., is perhaps the

"sweetest" girl in all Wisconsin, in more ways than one. A
local newspaper gave over a column account of her bee-keep-

ing experience this year. In May, Miss Pickard took 100
colonies to form an out-apiary several miles away, and in

seven weeks returned with 126 colonies and 16,0()0 pounds of

extracted basswood honey. She cared for them all alone until

the time of extracting. Miss I'ickacd's mother is perhaps the

most extensive feminine bee-keeper In the State, having about
400 colonies. As stated in a previous number of the Bee
Journal, their total crop of extracted honey this year is about
50,000 pounds.

Mr. C. Theilmann, of Wabasha Co., Minn., wrote us

Sept. ly, as follows :

" If Minnesota is counted among the favorite States for

this year's honey crop, then honey should bring good prices.

I have about one-fourth of a mixt up crop, and that was the

report from all bee-keepers except two at our State fair, and
the adjourned meeting on the fair grounds. One of the two
reported 50 pounds, and the other 60 pounds per colony,

spring count. Both have only small apiaries."

Dr. Gallup, of Orange Co., Calif., wrote us Sept. 19,

that he had sold his bees, as his time is devoted entirely to his

business of healing people. Altho the Doctor is nearing 80
years of age, we are sure bee-keepers will regret to have him
leave their ranks again. But let us hope he'll return again

soon, for we all need the presence and help of the older heads
with their rich experiences.

Editor Ernest R. Root, of Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

gave us a short call Monday evening, Sept. 1!-', when on his

way home from the Omaha convention. He was feeling well,

and seemed to be enjoying life immensely. He is chairman of

Board of Directors of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union,
and in every way worthy of all the honors and success attend-

ing him.

C. J. H. Qkavknhorst, editor of the Iliustrierte Bienen-
Zeitung, died at his home in Wllsnack, Germany, Aug. 21, at

the age of 75 years. He was one of the very foremost practi-

cal bee-keepers and writers on the subject of apiculture

among all the Germans. It is a great loss to the bee-keeping
interests across the water.

Mr. Wm. Brobtn, of Weld Co., Colo., wrote us as follows

Sept. 12:
" I have taken the ' Old Reliable ' for three years, and will

not try to get along without it as long as I can raise the neces-

sary $. It comes regularly every Friday afternoon."
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Bees Robbing' —P. Pingrenon reports in Revue E:lectiqi)e
that he slept a bad case by placing vessels of honey well
thinned with water a short distance from the apiary. AH was
quiet in a short time.

To Keep Ants from Hives —Stuff cotton-batting in the
cracks through which they enter, and the ants become en-
tangled in it. Renew occasionally. Scatter chopt garlic in

their runways.—Prakt. Wegweiser.

Breeding for Improvement should be not by crossing
bees of different varieties, but by careful and scientific selec-
tion among bees of one variety, according to E. A. Daggitt,
in Bee-Keepers' Review. He thinks prominence should be
given to color and temper in breeding fur better stock.

Longevity and Quality of Queens.—The question is

raised whether a queen sent through the mails will be as good
md live as long as one that has not thus traveled. If travel
burts a Queen, will it not be better for each one tn rear his

raised

aUu iiYc t»3 luug «i^ uiic Liiau lJa^ u\j\j Luus traveieu. 11 Lravei
hurts a queen, will it not be better for each one to rear his
own queens ? On the other hand, will the average bee-keeper
rear as good queens as the experienced queen-breeder?

—

Gleanings.

Giving Back Combs After Extracting hinders gathering
for a day or two, because cleaning and mending the combs
costs time and labor, says Mclntyre, in California. The re-
verse is true in our experience. The combs are lickt up in a
night, and mending the injured cells is excellent employment
for the home bees. Nothing stimulates the bees more to in-
creast activity.—Praktischer Wegweiser.

Boolittle Plan of Queen-Rearing —The editor of Glean-
ings is very enthusiastic over rearing queens according to the
plan given in Doolltlle's book. The plan was tried by their
apiarist some years ago and failed. A late trial by the same
man was no more successful, but a new man tried it and se-
cured queens of the finest quality. The secret of success
seems to be slow feeding all the time cell-building is going on.

Large vs. Small Hives.— " While I believe that for the
bee-keeper who has a single apiary under his care, and that
at home where it is constantly under his eye, a brood-nest of
at least moderate capacity is best, I will admit that possibly
for out-apiaries, or under any condition where neylcct is likely
to play a prominent part in the management, large brood-
nests may be better than small ones,"—Bee-Keepers' Review
Editorial.

Prevention of Swarming — L. A. Aspinwall has entirely
prevented swarming in about 50 colonies, the main feature of
his plan being that of separating the combs with dummies of
peculiar construction. He has taken colonies that have
swarmed uuder the old management, cut out the queen-cells,
spread the combs with dummies, returned the bees, and there
was no more swarming—the bees going promptly to work in
the sections.—Bee-Keepers' Review.

A New Hive is described in Gleanings by W. K. Morri-
son. The description is not entirely clear, but the hive seems
to have no frames, separators, section-holders, or anything of
that kind, only plain sections 6x43^x1 '4, the sections lying
longwise, 33 in the brood-chamber and 33 in the super, the
brood-chamber and super being exactly alike. The editor
thinks such hives would cost very little, but doubts whether
any one would be satisfied to extract from frames 6x43^.

Grading Honey.—The Bee-Keepers' Review quotes H. R.
Boardman as opposed to grading honey into fancy and No. 1.

After the " fancy " is sold, No. 1 is hard to sell and must be
sold at a low figure, and no more can be had for fancy alone
than for fancy and No. 1 together. Editor Hutchinson says,
" I must admit that I have never practiced these Washington
rules for grading. I put the ' fancy ' and ' No. 1 ' all together,
and what is lower than these grades I sell to private customers
at a reduced price.

Selling-Qualities of Plain Sections,—Messrs. Niver, As-
pinwall, and others, have claimed that plain sections would
sell better than others. Gleanings gives a case in which the
testimony was especially disinterested. The A. I. Root Co.
sent a lot of honey to a commission house, one case of plain

sections being in the lot. The commission men didn't seem to

know what the honey was, but said they had taken an order
for two or three cases from every one of their customers who
had seen it, and they could use anywhere from 100 to 1,000
cases of honey in plain sections.

Large Hives Aid Prolificness.— C. P. Dadant thinks the
size of the hive has something to do with prolificness of the
queen. R. L. Taylor, who uses Heddon hives, says not one
queen in a hundred will lay 2,500 eggs daily, continuously,
for a certain period. Abbe Colin, who used still smaller hives,

and who called a hive of the capacity of an 8-frame Lang-
stroth " a hive of great dimensions," says a queen in a strong
colony cannot lay more than 600 eggs a day in the good sea-

son. In keeping with that, he thinks it useless to use a super
of more than 15 pounds capacity,— Gleanings.

Development of Bees.—Dubini gives the following table
of days for the different stages :

Queen. Worker. Drone.

Egg 3 3 3
Growth of larva 5 6 63^
Spinning cocoon 1 2 lH
Period of repose 2 2 3
Metamorphosis Into chrysalis 1 1 1

Duration of perfectioning 3 7 9
Average from time egg is laid until

bee emerges 15 21 24

Dangerous to be a Foul Brood Inspector.—F. Boom-
hower, foul brood inspector of Schoharie County, N. Y., thinks
it about as dangerous to be inspector as to go to battle in war.
He says the farmers who keep a few bees are ignorant and
careless, and the regular bee-keeper suffers for their slipshod

ways. They will insist they have no foul brood when their

colonies are rotten with it, and when the inspector comes
around they think It is only a scheme of leading bee-keepers
to clear out the smaller bee-keepers so as to have a clear field.

He has been threatened with clubs, fence-stakes, and shot-

guns, thinks county inspection doesn't amount to much, the

thing needed being a State inspector backt by a good law.

—

Gleanings.

The Laying of Laying-Workers.—There seems to be
considerable variation in observations made as to the laying of

laying-workers. Critic Taylor, in the Bee-Keepers' Review,
quotes Devauchelle as saying laying-workers deposit eggs only

in drone-cells ; Dr. Miller as saying in drone-cells by prefer-

ence, and in their absence in worker-cells so the work cannot
be distiuguisht from that of a queen ; Editor Hill as saying
that a worker rarely lays an egg on the base of a worker-cell ;

while in Mr. Taylor's experience a worker generally lays in

worker-cells, placing the eggs on the bottom of the cells, but
so irregularly that he can distinguish the work always from
that of a fertile queen in good condition. Altho neither of

them mentions It, possibly all four would agree that a common
practice of laying-workers is to lay a plurality of eggs in a
queen-cell.

Prevention of After-Swarming.—Critic Taylor, speaking
of Dooliitle's plan of preventing after-swarms, said:

" Perhaps Doolittle is led to practice his method from the

fact that he is largely using the Gallup hive and wishes to en-

gage others toward a favorable opinion of that hive. In the

absence of some such reason I would never follow the method
he gives ; because it is a laborious, tiLue-consumiug operation,

at a season of the year when it Is especially wise to economize
both time and labor, without any corresponding advantage."

Doolittle makes a change of two words in this passage,

putting "Taylor " for " Doolittle," and "Heddon "for "Gal-
lup," and turns it upon Taylor in the September Bee-Keepers'

Review. Says he tried for three years the Heddon-Taylor
plan of moving, gradually turning the hive, and it took double

the time of cutting out cells, besides the extra expense of the

queen-trap. Says the term " laborious " applies particularly

to the Taylor plan, even with the Heddon hive, and notes the

fact that for every Heddon hive in use there are 50 to 100 of

other kinds. Thinks Mrs. Harrison or Mrs. Axtell would have

a hard time moving Langstroth hives ; York would have

trouble with chaff hives, and Taylor with tenements holding

four to eight colonies, and with house-apiaries.
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BEST
EXTRACTED HONEY FOR SALE

ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

=«==»=-«=>=«=-«-«-*=«*=

ALFALFA
HONEY

This is the famous white extracted honey
gathered in the great Alfalfa regions of the
Central West. It is a splendid honey, and
nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can't get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

BASSWOOD
HONEY <=«-=s=>=sg==«=>=«=>=*=><=«=<*>

This Is the well-known light-colored honey
gathered from the rich, nectar-laden basswood
blossoms in Wisconsin. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by
those who like a distinct flavor in their honey.

PRICES OF EITHER ALFALFA OR BASSWOOD HONEY :

A sample of either, by mail. Scents; samples of both, 15 cents—to pay for package and postage.
By freight—One 60-pound can, 1)4 cents a pound; 2 cans, T'i cents per pound ; 4 or more cans, 7
cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can have half
of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This honey Is all

! Absolutely Pure Bees' Honey.

i*^
the finest of their kinds produced in this country.

We would suggest that those beekeepers who did not produce any honey for their home demand this

year, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. The pamphlet, " Honey as Food," will be
a great help in creating customers for honey. See prices on another page.

\ GEORGE W. YORK & CO. 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

You Can Learn

Shorthand at Home
by our perfected method of giving- lessons by
mail. Kaslesr, simplest system. Send stamp
for particulars.

^J
Eclectic Sbortlianil College,

04 Dearborn »^treet, <'IIICA4,iO.
39Ayl D. F. HAYMES, Manasrer.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog MUSESOTA BEE-
KEEPERS' SIPPLY MFti. CO., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn.

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping. Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining. Dadoing
Edgiog-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalogue Free.

!>iE>E<^A FAI.I18 mFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENEGA FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Wholesale
and Retail.

UNION

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax lS°?o°??AtH A
HiveH, Sei-tloiitt, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything, Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation, and
Sections.
BUEKWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

QUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

m>:ii«fS!s>^(i!^m^^^i!ii^j!i^s!om^m

^^^mtC^^Jm.
Pimmf^^mrr^^^m

Honey Crop a Failure.

The honey crop is a failure in this part of

the State. There is not over 10 percent of

an ordinary crop. I have not seen a bee on

a white clover blossom this season, and not

one linden tree in five that yielded any
honey, or that the bees workt on. at all.

Long live the American Bee Journal. I

have found it a very great help to me.

J. C. Bergen.
Humboldt Co., Iowa, Sept. 31.

The "Golden" Comb-Honey Method.

1 believe that the older and more experi-

enced bee-keepers should have the first say
iu the bee-papers, and also at the bee-keep-

ers' conventions, and I have always been

anxious and willing to listen to men of

more experience than myself, but there

might be a line drawn somewhere, I am
thinking. For instance, on page 4S3, S. A.

Deacon got after J. A. Golden about his

management of the bees in the production

of comb honey. I knew as soon as 1 read

the article that he (Deacon) was trying to

get Mr. Golden to go on and explain the

whole method over again. Mr. Deacon
must have known that every practical bee-

keeper had tried, or knew all about, the

Golden system of producing honey. It

might be all right to get a man up to talk

at a bee-keepers' convention, for instance.

California P
If you care to know of Ita Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, aend for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12,00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRE$S,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

QUEENS.
Now is the time to requeen. and the place

to get thetn is from Daniel Wurth. He fur-
nishes good Queens by return mail for 43
cents each: B lor 8! 70: or J") ) per dozen,

D.IINIEL WUKTH,
36A4t Falmouth. Kush Co., Ind,

Flease mention Bee Journal "when writing.

p/^n CAI C An Oiit-Aplaryof
ri^n OM^IL VO colonies of Bees
in iouble-walled hives with extracttngcombs.
extractor, etc.

W^ARD t..4IfIKIN,
37A:St l-fdyard, «'ayiis« Co., N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal "«'hen "writing.

HONEY
If you want Colorado Alfalfa, Sweet Clover

and Cleomehoney —comb or extracted—corre-

spond with the Secretary of the Colorado

State Bee-Keepers' Association. Our Honey
ranks high in quality. Car lots a specially.

Address F. RAUCHFUSS, Elyrla, Colo.

31Atf Please mention the Bee Journal

m^^
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just for the fun of bearing him talk; but I

don't know what to say to Mr. Deacon for

trying such a trick. It is out of place in

print. Give us something more practical,

Mr. D.

The honey-flow has been very light in

this vicinity. I got probably 20 pounds per
colony, spring count, and lots of the sec-

tions are filled with honey of different

colors, but I could do no better, as it took
some of my best colonies all summer to fill

one super, and no swarms to amount to

anything, either. Wm. Keknan.
Sullivan Co., Pa,, Sept. 15.

[Mr. Kernan, aren't you a trifle hard on
Mr. Deacon? There are quite a number of
bee-keepers who are asking for information
regarding Mr. Golden's method of produc-
ing comb honey. We didn't think Mr.
Deacon was too rough on Mr. Golden, and
hardly think that the latter felt so, either.
There is a deal of good-natured fun in that
S(outh) A(frican) Deacon mixt up with his
sound sense, and it will bubble over some-
times. But we are sure he intends no harm
at all, only to draw people out, sometimes.
—EblTOR.]

A Wheel-Ride Among Bee-Keepers.

I got home last evening from a trip on a
bicycle to Minnesota. I rode something
over 300 miles north of here, and saw a fine

country, fine people, and had a fine time.
I made the round trip in 13 days, and ate
like a hired man. I got as far north as
central Todd county. The basswood in

Todd county is immense, but there was a
worm which workt on the blossom, and so
there was no nectar. One bee-keeper who
had 30 or more colonies said be might have
30 pounds surplus. All complained of a

poor season. J. P. Blunok.
Webster Co., Iowa, Sept. 18.

Keeping Worms Out of Honey.
In the Bee Journal of February 10, 1898,

was a letter from Wm. C. Wolcott, telling

how to keep worms out of honey, and how
to get rid of laying workers. I have tried

both and find they work well, the knowl-
edge of which is worth the price of the Bee
Journal for one year or more, to any bee-
keeper.

I had two colonies that had become
queenless, and became badly infested with
worms. I removed the worms with a knife,

and by exchanging frames with other hives
I placed a queen in one ou Sept. 5, but she
did not lay. I attributed it to the weak-
ness of the colony, and went to feeding
them. In opening the hive Sept. 16, I found
the queen, bees, honey and all, gone. In
looking for them. I found all in the other
queenless colony, doing well, and no fight-

ing. How did they find out that that col-

ony was queenless, and would accept them,
if they do not have a language of signs ?

L. W. McRae.
Washington Co., Ala., Sept. 17.

Late Swarming—An Aster.

In answer to the inquiry 'What is the
latest time that bees swarm ?'' I would say
that one year, between 1861 and 1865, I had
a swarm issue Sept, 21, and another the
next day, and they filled their boxes in two
weeks. At that time I had square boxes,
12 inches inside measure, and eight inches

Sweet i Clover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,

cash with order*
5ft> lOIb 25ft 50fc

Sweet Clover 60 Jl.OO J2.25 14.00
Alslke Clover. 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 65 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK dk CO.,
118 Michigan Street. - CHICAGO. ILL.

" Early Wonder " Blackberry Plants.
Price. 25f, per dozen; $15 per thousand. 150

pounds Spanish Needle Comb Honey. 14 cents
per pound. ED%V. SHIITH,
38A2t Carpenter, III.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Buy Your Sections Mow
while we offer them at a LARGB
DlSCOU^'^, bavin? added to our
plant one of ihe mosicomplete one-
piece section machines, enabling us
to turn out the most beautiful sec-
lions on the market. By sending us
a list of Suoplles wanted we can
save you * * I K. H. SCHIUIDT
dC CO., Box 187. SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

WHAT
I'ut of a \vagon wears out

tii^^i.' The wheels, of course.
^\"hy not buy wheels that

[Can't wear out?
^^ hen a man }nivs the

ELECTRIC
WHEELS

Iways hiis pond wheels on
\\\-- wapon. Tliey can't Rot.
A\'nrii or beconi** Loose; no
r.-M-rtint; of tires; they fit any
" ;tL'(in. We also mako wheels

tU anything' wearing w-heelg
nd for circulars and pri.es.

Electric Wheel Co.
Box in Qiitncy. Ilia-

Please mentiou Bee Journal when wntius.

Keeps hin in.

Keeps others out. HORSE-HIGH
Witli our liri ••.!< V .Viil(ii:3;:tic

Fein-'c-.'iiU'"- ' .^ "iJCiinniake
100 htvlcsot UuLxat the lute
of 60fodsad;i., . Everyrodof
ii will P'^ssers the ttiree lead-
ing: attributes maJe promi-
nent in this ad. Jiakesaper-
ffit general imrpoe fence at
IScperrod. )'' ml try fence 19c.

per rod. Kabbit^proof fence

BULL-STRONG
for nnrseiies, orchards, etc.,
II <. jierrt il, and a cood 'h'^-'^

fCT.ce for 1-c. ]»er rod. Plrdn,
caU-deprinsrand barbed wire
t" larniersatw'hfilesale price.

Get onr froe cstaln-iue befOi-©
buying •nire or feucjog-.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Bos U Ridgevilie. lad.

PIG-TSGHT
4.>i.ni I'least; memlou Itie ttee Jourual.

The A. I. Rdot Co.'s Goods ^^^tlt^:-
Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. HI. H. MliNT
Caoh for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

deep, with slats between for tiering up,

and had two of them together. It we could

have a honey-flow like that, I presume they

would do the same again.

Bees have done poorly here this year.

Swarms that issued in May. some of them,

will have to be fed unless they increase

their stores yet.

I enclose a plant which I found growing
quite plentifully on the river bottom, on

which bees are working very strongly.

What is it ? If there is any considerable

amount of it they ought to gather consider-

able honey from it. J. C. Armstrong.
Marshall Co., Iowa, Sept. 10.

[The plant that Mr. Armstrong sends is

an aster, of which there are very many
varieties that bloom in September. The
one in question is exceedingly common on
river bottoms, and is known by some bee-
keepers in central Illinois as ' whiteweed."
Cook says (pages 380-3S3) : "But the nu-
merous species of asters so widespread. . .

.

are replete with precious nectar, and with
favorable seasons make the apiarist, who
dwells in their midst, jubilant, as he
watches the bees which fairly flood the
hives with the rich and delicious honey,"

—

H. S. PErooN, Botanist. 1

Bees at Home on a Tree.

On page 213 of " Langstroth on the

Honey-Bee," is a description of how bees

sometimes cluster on the limbs of trees and
in other places and build their homes there.

I have just discovered a case of this kind

while hunting bees. I hived the bees from
several dilferent directions, and the lines

all crost at the same point, but I could find

nothing large enough for bees to make their

homes in, but on closer investigation I dis-

covered them hanging on the underside of

a hemlock top. The tree was down, being

turned out by the roots, and lay about

three feet from the ground. The bees had
been there for mouths, and had about 25

pounds of hone^- and some brood, but no
eggs and no unsealed brood. I transferred

them into a hive, and as soon as they get

the combs fastened well in the frames I will

move them home. E. C. Nolan.
Midland Co., Mich., Sept. IT.

An Experience with Bees—Figwort.

I have 1" colonies of bees, three of them
in box-hives and seven in a hive with mov-
able frames of ray own design and manu-
facture. I honestly believe that I think

more of bees than any one on earth. I am
a bee-man (in my way) from ' away back."

My grandfather Carroll, one of the first

settlers in Shelby Co., Mo.., kept from 10 to

100 colonies all the time, and it was no un-

usual thing for him to go into the woods in

the fall and find enough bee-trees to fill a

barrel or two with honey. From him my
father learned to like bees, and he kept bees

for a long time, but finally lost all he bad

and quit.

From my earliest days I have had a fond-

ness for bees. We still have some wild bees

in the woods, and there is nothing I enjoy

so much as to hunt them. Father, brother

and myself found Hi bee-trees last fall, and

we must have gotten close to 1.000 pounds

of honey from them. I don't think we will

find any this fall, as there seem to be none
in the woods.

Bees are doing poorly here, or have been.
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The Bee-Keeper'sGuide
This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, tor the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uJre any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Bek-Keeper's Guide."

Given For 2 'Sew Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year ;

Send us Two New Snbacribers to the Bee
JournaKwith 12.00), and we will mall you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for J1.35,
or we club It with me Bee Journal tor a year
—both together tor only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 3 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal tor a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for It

Will you have one '

GEORGE W. TOBK & CO., 118 Ifichigan St, Chicago, HI.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. ^^Tilitrtebonsin,
Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is In the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machluery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
Bass'wood Is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Seed for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .TourDal. 7Atf

We want
EVEKY BEE-KEEPER

To Iiave a copy of

\Ml Our 1898 Catalog \i/\i/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy-'

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Asent for tbe Southwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please meutlon Bee Journal when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establisht a branch house at 1730 South i:!th St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line ot all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsviile, Mo. With the quality ot our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

colored transparent Foundation, improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
clas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill ot goods you will be
our customer in the future.

EB^Progressive Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25o. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Prooressive tree, and a beautiful Catalog tor the asking.

Address,
Lealiy Manufactnring Company, f7W"o''„\'""i'3u?-J,.,

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

or
Omaha, Neb.

They seem to be storing some honey now
from Spanish-needle and corn-tassel. It

has been very dry, but we had a fine rain
last night, and it will prolong the fall

bloom. I had one swarm in July and it is

doing nicely.
,

I would like so well to have my bees in

the modern hives, but can't, as I am not
able to buy them. I have tried to get them
by working in the factory, or selling for
some company, but have been unsuccessful
so far. However, I am going to have five

or 10 modern hives next spring, sure. It I

can't get them any other way I will sell

half my bees, and then I won't need so

many hives. See? "Where there's a will

there's a way," and I am sure I have the
"will."

I enclose a leaf and flower of a wild weed
that grows around here, and I believe the
bees like it better than anything else that

grows in this locality, as I have frequently
seen from 35 to .50 on a single stalk. What
is it? H. S, Carroll.
Shelby Co., Mo., Aug. 24.

[The plant sent by Mr. Carroll is com-
monly known by the name of " flgwort,"
and is a plant distributed everywhere over
the northern United States. It is the type
of a great family ot plants bearing the
same title, "the Figwort family." With-
out question, this is one of the very best
plants for the bee-keeper, and its period of
blooming extends over probably two
months ot the summer, when honey flowers
are often scarce. As I before have said of
other plants, it would well repay extensive
cultivation as a bee-food, and as it is peren-
nial, once establisht it would largely take
care of itself. Cook praises it highly as a
honey-plant.—H. S. Pepoon, Botanist.]

See Honey Offer on page 619.

Bees Did Fairly 'Well.

Bees did fairly well this season, in this

part of the country. Last May I took 39

colonies on shares, and increast them to 86,

by natural swarming. I have taken off

'3,349 pounds of comb honey, and could

have done a little better if I could have
given them better attention, but I could be

with them only Sundays, and each fore-

noon during the swarming season. Comb
honey sells here for 10 cents ; extracted, 6

to 8 cents. Wm. Brobtn,
Weld Co., Colo., Sept. VI.

Secured About Half a Crop.

I have hot taken off all of my honey yet,

but as nearly as I can estimate it, I will

have about half a crop—about '30 or 25

pounds per colony, spring count: and as

far as I can learn, the yield will be about

the same throughout this section, some a

little more and some not any.

Scott LaMont.
Wabasha Co. Minn., Sept. 10.

"Well Satisfied With His Bees.

My bees have been a source of pleasure

and encouragement to me this year, hav-

ing done better than ever I have had bees

do before. I had four colonies ot pure Ital-

ians in the spring, and have increast them
to 14 colonies. As to the amount of honey
taken, I have lost calculation, but I began

taking oft' sections the third week in May.

and continued doing so weekly up to

August, and I have some ot the finest
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honey any one could wish to see. I ran

one coloDy tor extracted honey, and it

filled 24 Hoffman frames above the brood-

chamber; from the latter I would not ex-

tract. E. L. Etheriuge.

British Columbia, Sept. 13.

Had a Good Season.

I am just getting started in the bee-busi-

ness. We have had a good season. From
20 colonies in the spring I have taken about

1,500 pounds of honey. G. L. Vooriiees.

Greene Co., N. Y., Sept. 14.

Clark Co., Wis., Convention.

Some of the bee-keepers of Clark county.

Wis., met in Greenwood, Sept. 10, for the

purpose of organizing an association to be

known as the " Clark County Bee-Keepers'

Association."

The following officers were elected : Pres-

ident, L. Allen ; Vice-President, P. Kline

;

2nd Vice-President, Geo. Drinkwine; Sec-

retary, Chas. Pratt, of Greenwood; Treas-

urer, C. T. Haskins.

It was decided to hold the next meeting

in Greenwood, Oct. 20, 1898, at which time

we shall adopt a constitution, fix the an-

nual dues of members, and transact such

other business as may be necessary. All

who feel interested are invited to attend.

Chas. Pratt, Sec.

Endorses Plain Sections and Fences.

I want to speak a good word for the plain

sections and fence separators. This is my
first year's trial, and the result is very en-

couraging. I get 2'^ cents a pound more
for my comb honey put in the plain sections

than I do for the others. The plain are filled

out much better, and are more attractive. I

can get r2i,i cents a pound for these readily

when the 4i4x4'4 go beggiug at 10 cents a

pound; in the use of these tall sections and

separators I have obtained at least one-

third more honey. I propose another year

to use none other than the plain sections

and fence separators. L. Allen.

Clark Co., Wis., Sept. 13.

liiglit Honey Crop.

The honey crop is very light in this sec-

tion—not more than one-half that of last

year, but prices are a little better.

W. W. Whii'Ple.

Arapahoe Co., Colo., Sept. 14.

Thumb-Tacks Made from Dies.

I am a beginner in beekeeping, and so

have not been troubled by the record prob-

lem yet, but I was very much interested in

John Atkinson's article on page 5(52. From
past experience in another line it occurred

to me that Mr. Atkinson could make his

own thumb-tacks by the use of a set

of steel dies. By the use of a steel die,

numbers, letters, or words, can be stampt

on pieces of sheet copper. For use inside

the hive the numbers could be on little

strips of copper long enough to bend over

the the top of a frame with the fingers. For
outside work the corners could be turned

at right angles and prest into the wood.

Where rough usage was expected the little

400 Young
Golden Queens...
Warranted purely mated, just started to lav.
mrST Bli; sold soon, so order quick,
nO ceuts each; 6 lor $:i.75. or f5.00 per dozen.
Tea years' experience with tbe best ot breed-
ers» and tbe best of methods *Dables me to
furnish the BEvr OK QUEENS. Safe ar-
rival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. O. QUIRIi\, Bellevue, Ohio.
rt9Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Oueens for Bnsiness.

Siipulies at Bottom Prices.

" Bee-Keeping for Beginners," price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Price-Llst free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Angnsta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! RoOT'8
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Foader,

1 r,/-rt K .ii\F-n''i . 512 Mass. Ave.,
Wsi'" poWtKJW* Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

t t -T T- T T t T IT "~T~T r J f nr

ELASTICITY
in wire fence is now an admitted necessity. That's
what our coil Is for. \\V own It. CatahiL'ne free.

PAfiK WOVEN WIRK FKNCK CO.. Adrian. Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOI
A Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

kv TliiB Plat-Kottom FouDdatioD

\ Being the oleftnest 1b nsaally workec
the qnlokest of any Foandatlon made

J. A. VAN DEIJSBN,
Bole Mannfactarer,

Sprout Brook MootEomerT Co.. N. T.

IMllfll'(!
HGNEY-EXTRACTOH

i'lUlIl iS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Priees.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies In general, etc etc,
Send tor our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mntli & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Qiieen-Cllp-

pine device is a Sne thing
ior use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 25 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for
sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

FDR SALE :"
of 100 colonies. It Is In th
Wisconsin. For particulars inquire of
39Alt J. MESSINQEK, Elroy, Wis.

OK KE^T. — 1 will
r for a short time

my Home and Apiary
It Is in the best iocalion in

metal tabs could Ije nailed on. Sheet cop-

per can be procured from the nearest tin-

ner. I forgot where I bought my dies, or

stamps, as they are sometimes called, but

the Root Co. will get them for you.

Ashland Co., Ohio. R. H. Lee.

Best Crop in Six Years.

I will get the best crop of honey this year
"

that I have had for six years, and I am sell-

ing it for 12}; cents per section, by the

case. I took 84 sections of honey from one
colony, and have one with 105 sections

about ready to come off. The bees worls

strong on the heart's-ease. and will until

frost liills it. Sa.mi'son Stout.

Sumner Co., Kan., Sept. IB.

Short Honey-Flows.

The spring and summer flow of honey
was very short, and of very poor quality.

The fall flow is better, and ot good quality.

White clover seemed to yield no honey at

all, or not enough to be noticed in with the

dark honey. Edw. Smith.

Madison Co., 111.. Sept. 10.

Report for the Past Season.

I have taken only 2CS nice, finisht sec-

tions of honey from 34 colonies, and sold

them for .S67 cash. Now, I have 39 colonies

with plenty of honey for winter. I sell my
honey in tbe home market, by peddling it.

E. B. Kauffman.
Lancaster Co., Pa., Sept. 9.

ConTention IVoticeis.

Wisconitin.—Tlie annual meeting of the
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation will be held at Lone Rock, Wis.. Oct. 5
and 6, 1898. AH bee keepers are requested to
make an effort to attend. A large attendance
and instructive meeting are einected.
Calamine, Wis. F. L. Murray, Sec.

Ten nessee.—The Southern East Tennessee
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its 4th an-
nual meeting at Cookson'a Creek. Polk Co.,
Tenn.. Thursday. Oct. B, 1898. There will be
an interesting program for discussion. All
friends of the Association are cordially In-

vited to attend, and especially should the
membership be present. Open at 9 a.m.
Fetzerton,Tenu. W. J. Copeland, Sec.

Cash Paid for Beeswax!

For all the Good, Pure Vello^r
BeeS'vrax delivered to our ofiSce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH. No commission. Now If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send It on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO. ILL.

nrr IfCCDCDC ? Let me send you my 64-
DllL*^Lt^L^O page Catalog for 1898

J. in. Jenkins, Wetampka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing

RF.FS? Florida Italian ((IIRFJS!

Tested Queens, $1.00 each; Untested, 50c.
Prompt and satisfactory dealing.

Address, E. L. CARRINQTON,
llAtf De Funlak Springs, Fla.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

George W. York & Co.,
Chicago, lUs.

Beea and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
'orPleasnreand Protlt. by Tlioiuas G.Newman.—
phis edition has been lary;ely rewritten, tboroughly
:?evlsed, and Is " fully wp with the times " In all the
improvements and inventions In this rapldly-devel-
iplng pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
©verythlnjithat ciin aid In tlie successful manage*
naent of an apiury, and at the same lime produce
themost huney In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 25U paua's. and 245 Illustrations—is beautifully
printed In tliehlt-'iieststyie of the art, and bound
in cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

r<aneBtroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated. It

treats of everytliinn relating to bees and bee-keep-
Jng. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Kev. L. L. Lanastroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 5:i0 pages;
bound Id clOtlL

Price, postpaid, 11.25.

Bee-K.etpers* Oaldci or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Aprl-
sultural College.—This book is nut only Instructive
and helpful as a pulde In bee keeping, but Is

interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific,

it contains a lull delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4«iU pages ; bound In cloth and
•ully lilustruted.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientific Qiieen-KearlnsT, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.—A method by which
^.he very best of l^ueen-Bees are reared in perfect
accord with Nature's way- ITf! pages, bound In
.jloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopiedla of 400 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains yOO engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by \V Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eeplnff, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-culture. It has 330 pages; bcand
''n paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas 6. Newnan. '

This Is a German translation of the princlpci por-
tion of the book called Bees of Honey. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Bienenziicbt iind Honiggetvinnang^
nach der neuesten methode (German) by .T, F.

Eggers. This book gives the latest, most ap-
proved methois of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive style.wlth illustrations lo suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c,

Bee-Keepiiig lor Beginners, by Dr. J.
P. H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee. giving the best modes of
management in order to secure the most profit. 110
pages, bound in paper. Price, ."jO cents.

Bee-Keeping lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new Bystem. or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p .illustrated. 25c.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Eeepers, .

Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
^Iso Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
llscusslon, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Praotloal Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. MUTH. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p. ; 10 cts.

Apiary Beglster, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, ti.oo; for lOO colonies, $1.25.

Preparation of Honey Tor the Market,
.'iicludtng ttie pruductlon and care of comb and
axtracted iioney. A chapter from Bees anjp
Honey. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Pasturage a NecesBlty.—This book sug
<3eBts what and how to plar ii Is a chapter froii'

f3EES AND Honey. Price. 10 cento.

Dr. Howard's Book on Fonl Brood,
-Gives the McBvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keepinff. by G,
B. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 eta.

Fonl Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts

Fonl Brood, by A. ft. Kohnke.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Hand-Book of Healtb. by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Honey a« Food is a neat little 24-pa(re
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to creat-
ing a demaiui tor lH>n<'y among should-t'e consum-
ers. 'I'helorepart ot the pamphlet was written by
Dr, C. C. Miller, ami is devoted to general inturma-
tiun cnnrfrning honey. The latter part consists of
recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in work-
ing up a home market for honey. We furnish them,
pustpaid, at these prices : A sample for a 3tami>; 2.t

citpien for an cents: r)0 li»r ,50 cents; nm for yo cents;
12.">N for $2.<iO; r>iio for .f^J.-'jO. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on tlie front page,
when ordering lOi) or more copies at these prices.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf flnish. Price. 40 cts. No. 2
in dne artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Obas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay

;

2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd. How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th, General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orcliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructitrns in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

The Hive I I'se, by G. M. nooUttle. It
details his manag-ement of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Coot.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. 25 cts.

I^umber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

IVIaple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price. 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Capoulzlng, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Care. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural lilfe,— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. 100 pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price. 40 cts.

Book Clubbing OQers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this page
Following Is the clubblng-llst:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee $2.00
3. A B C of Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'eGulde 1.75
4. Beesand Honey I Cloth bound] 1.65
5. DooUttle's Sclentlflc Queen-Hearing. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keening [Paper touadl 1.75
Vi. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hand-Book 1,15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit i.lO
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
3 8. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Commercial Calculator, No.2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush.... 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00

BDNEY and BEESWAX

Chlcag'o. Sept. 20.—Honey of all kinds Is
selling well, with the best grades of white
steady at 12c; a Hi tie fancy white clover has
biought \?*c Off grades of white to amber.
10 to lie; the dark shades. 8to9e. Extracted,
6 to 7c for wbite: ambers. 5 to 6c; an J dark,
5c. Beeswax steady at 27c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.
St. J^onls, Sept. 9. — Fancy white comb.

12tol2!4c.; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie; No. 1

white. 9 to lOo- ; dark and partially filled from
5 to 8c, as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
1 white, 6 to 6Hc; No. 2, 5i4c; amber, 5c; In
barrels. No. 1 white. .'iHc; amber, 4!4 to 5c;
dark, 4 to4S4c. Choice Beeswax, prime, 240;
choice. 24 i4c. At present there Is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas City, Sept, 9.—Fancy white comb,
12013c; No. 1, ll(ai2c; amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white. 5)4®6c; amber, 5@5>4c; dark,
4!<@5c. Beeswax. 22(825c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

C. O. Olemons & Co.

Colum'bus, O., Sept. 23. — Fancy white
comb, 14 to 15c; No. 1 white. 12 to 13c; No.
2 white, 10 to Hi;; fancy amber, 10 to lie.
Fancy white continues scarce and wanted.

Those having any to market will please cor-
respond with us.

Columbus Com. and Storage Co.

New York, Sept. 1.—We have a good de-
mand for new crop comb honey, and it is be-
ginning to arrive. Have sold some shipments
at 14 to 15c fir fancy white. 12 to 13c for No.
1 white, and 10 to lie lor fair white. We
think these will be about the ruling prices
this fall; exceptional fine lots may sell at a
little more. Extracted Is In good deraanl at
unchanged prices Beeswax dull at 26 to 27c.

Hildreth Bros. & Seoelken.
Boston, Sept. 16.—Fancy white In cartons,

14c; A No. 1. 12^4 to 13c; No 1, 11 to 12o; No.
2. 10 to 12c. California extracted is practi-
cally out of the market. Florida in barrels Is
selling from 6 to 7 cts.. according to quality.
Beeswax, 26 to 27c. Very light stock; only
fair demand.
The fall demand for honey Is now opening,

and from present indications we look for good
prices right through the season.

Blake. Scott & Lee.
Indiajiapolis, Sept. 1.—Fancy white comb

honey, 12(ai2V4c; No 1.10(^110. Extracted,
white. 6@7c. Beeswax, 25@27c.
Only a few arrivals of fancy white comb;

market almost bare, and demand good. Quite
a little comb honey from honey-dew Is being
ofl'ered. but there Is simply no demand for the
stuff. Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, Sept. 20.—Fancy comb, 12 to
12!4c ; A No. 1, 11 to 12c; No. 1, 10 to Ho;
dark and amber. 8 to I Oc Extracted. In bar-
rels and kegs, white, 5^4 to 6c; dark, 3 toSXc.
Beeswax. 25 to 26c.
The condlUon of this market for honey Is

favorable lor shippers of good quality either
In comb or extracted, and the receipts, while
they are with us very fair, are not as liberal
as maybe, while the demand Is very fair at
our quotations. We advise liberal shipments
of 1-pound sections and e-xtracted.

A. V. Bishop & Co.
Bnffolo, Sept. 16.—There is quite an Im-

proved demand for honey at present, and
moderate amounts can be sold of strictly
fancy 1 pound comb at 11 to 12c; lower grades
range from lOc downward. We advise but
moderate shipments for awhile yet. Ex-
tracted—average grades could be sold at 4 to
5c. Fancy beeswax, 27 to 28c; common, 20
to 25c. Batterson & Co.

San Prancisco, Sept. 14.—White comb. 9
to9Hc; amber, 7 to 8^c. Extracted, white,
6W<a6?ic.; light amber, 5H to 6c. Beeswax,
24®27c
Stocks are light of both comb and extracted,

but more especially so of choice extracted,
the latter being In most MCtive request. Mar-
ket is firm at the quotations, with holders dis-
posed in most Instances to ask somewhat
higher figures.

Cleveland, Sept. I.—Fancy white. 13011 4c;
No. 1, white. 12(ai2>4c: light amber, llo;
buckwheat, 9c. Extracted, white, 7c.; light
amber, 6c.
The demand for honey Is exceptionally

good, owing to the crop In this vicinity being
very light. A. B. Williams i Co.

Detroit, Sept. 24.—Fancy white, HOl2c:
A No. 1. 10(ailc; No. 1, 10c: fancy dark or
amber. 9® I Oc; olhergrades, 8@9c. Extracted,
white. 6@6^ic; dark or amber, 5®5i4c. Bees-
wax, 25®26c. M. H. Hunt,
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Now Allowed on Orders.

If yon want

StiippiM Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anyllilDs: else, write to us. Catalog

Free. Sample Copy

MsEiericaiai See ^ Keeper,
(Monthly. 50c a year) free. Address,

THE ff.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPAM
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Parh Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FULL LINE OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
1-pound Square Jarw, $4.60 gro»»s.
Isabels, (>0(- sro^s; di^€. on quanllties*
Italian Qiieen»(« 65c eaeb*
Catalog FKbE.

PI

i5

Wood Binder
will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for
ao cents. Full directions
accompany eaeb Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-
ence in book form.
By paying for a year's sub-

scription strictly in advance
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

ADIIRESS.

OEO. W. YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago, 111.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

: drese of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln. Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manufacturim Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation, yi'fYear

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because ITS 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, FirniDess, I%o Sag>
sfina:. i^o I>os!$.

PATENX lYEEU PROCESS
SHEEI'INC

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The Classic in Bee-Cult\ire—Price, $1.25, by mail.

m.T ffil^lr 'TIME'S.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk Cc, ILL.

.OUR MOTTO—" Well Mamilactured Stock ! (Juick ShipmcDts
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES,
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin Is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber Is used.

It^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FEEE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltlnjr.

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Fence anfl Plain Sections.

Weecl New Process Fonnflation.

Cowan Extractors.

Our / Porter Bee-Escanes-tlie liest made.

Specialties: ^ Dovetaileil Hlves-witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzenlialier Hl7es.

No-DriD SMpBiDg-Cases.

Gleanings in Bee-Cnlture, Illustrated, Semi-Montlily.

Catalog of Goods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancIi.Offices

;

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, III.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Atmual Convention Held at
Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DR. A. B. MASON, SEC.

The 29th annual meeting of the United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Union was called to order at 10:30 a.m., Sept. 13, in the
Commercial Club Room at Omaha, Nebr., by the President,
George W. York, of Illinois.

Prayer was offered by A. I. Root, of Ohio, after which, in

the absence of 0. 0. Poppleton, of Florida, the following
paper, written by him, was read by the Secretary :

Honey-Production in Our New We§t Indian Pos-
sesiions—Cuba and Porto Rico.

The coming Americanization of Cuba and Porto Rico pre-
sents many interesting problems to us as a people. This Is

especially true with bee-keepers. With some, because of a
contemplated removal to one of those islands ; and to all, be-
cause of the inevitable effect on our business. It is possible
m# two years' experience in Cuba enables me to give some
idea of the good and bad features to be found there, but I un-
derstand better than almost any one else, that the subject can
only be skimmed in an essay like this.

Cuba Is without doubt one of the finest honey countries in

the world. I consider it as fully the equal of California, and
in some respects superior. Should Cuba be annext to the
United States, thus not only doing away with all duties on
honey shipt to this country, and duties on hives and imple-
ments from this country, but in time improve facilities for
transportation all over the island itself, it will, I think, affect
the honey markets of this country far more than the great
crops from California have yet done. It is well for us to look
these facts squarely in the face.

At present there is a Cuban export duty of 6 cents, and
an American import duty of 20 cents per gallon—over 2 cents
per pound—on honey from there. These duties and the
wretched government of the Island itself, are what has kept
our markets from being flooded with Cuban honey. Remove
these two conditions and the result is plain.

There are but few movable-comb apiaries in Cuba—so far
as I know, less than a dozen in all. Nearly all of them are
managed, if not owned, by Americans. It is exceedingly diffi-

cult to get reliable statistics of the amount of honey annually
produced at these apiaries, but from such facts and figures as
I did get while there, and since, I judge that any well man-
aged apiary of 300 or more colonies Is safe for a yield of from
40,000 to 70,000 pounds of honey each season. As there
are chances for locating such apiaries all over the island, it

can be easily seen what an enormous harvest can be obtained.
One great advantage Cuba has over any other place I

know of. Is that an entire failure to secure a fair crop is al-

most if not quite unknown. As well as I can learn, the poor-

est crops will be fully as much as 50 percent of the largest

crops. All bee-keepers can fully understand the advantage of

these conditions.
The principal disadvantages are, the duties already men-

tioned, and the bad roads, making it so costly and difficult

getting honey to a shipping port. The last difficulty is so

great that many owners of bee-gum apiaries in the interior of

the island—so I have been repeatedly informed—practice sav-

ing only the wax for sale, pouring large amounts of honey on
the ground to waste.

While there are scores of trees and plants yielding some
honey, the great bulk of the crop comes from a plant, or
rather vine, known to American readers of our bee-periodicals

as bell-flower or companea. Its Cuban name Is Aguinaldo
(literally, "a Christmas present," so-called because of Its

being in full bloom at Christmas time). Scientifically it Is a
Convolvulus (not a Campanula, as was figured In one of our
periodicals several years ago) ; genus, /poman ; species, Sidtc-

folia. The few species of the genus found in the United
States are known as "morning-glories," only one of which.

0, 0. Poppleton.

Ipomisa Batatas (sweet potato) Is of material value to the

human race. All the species of the genus I know of are vines

with heart-shaped leaves, and bell-shaped flowers, the one
which furnishes so much honey in the West India islands be-

ing the most profuse bloomer of them all. At times the bloom
is so abundant that hedges and stone fences look like snow-
banks from a distance. It commences to bloom late in Novem-
ber, continuing until in February, January being the month
of greatest bloom, with December a close second. The quality

of Its honey is good, color white, with good body and rather
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mild and pleasant flavor. It Is the equal of white clover honey

in color and body, and in flavor I would ranli it as next to that

best of all honeys.
Other plants and trees furnish some honey, but the royal

palm is of the most value, I thinlc ; not because it gives any
surplus honey, but because it yields every day in the year,

and seems to be the only sourceof honey from May to Septem-

ber. Many colonies, unless fed, will starve to death during

the summer, and many more would but for this tree.

Large apiaries have been the rule in Cuba, all movable-

comb apiaries I icnow of having 300 to 600 colonies in one

locality. I think this is a mistalie, but I had no chance to

learn whether smaller apiaries would be better.

I think it will readily be seen from what I have written

that the main points one needs to look well to, when deciding

on a location in those islands, are:

1st. A locality with plenty of aguinaldo and royal palms.

2nd. Nearness to a port from which honey can be shipt

to a market.
3rd. Very close proximity to a railroad or a good ma-

cadamized road leading to a port.

While there are other desirable conditions that should be

secured in a location if possible, these three I have given are

the most important.
My personal experience was in the country a few miles

west of Havana, but, as well as I can learn, conditions are

very similar in the other parts of Cuba, and also in Porto Rico.

I have not attempted to go into details of bee-keeping in

Cuba, as it would be useless to attempt it in a paper like this.

Many of the details it would be well for any one who expects

to go there to know, can be found in an article commencing
on page 539 of Gleanings for 1889. O. 0. Poppleton.

H. Lathrop (Wis.)—Mr. Poppleton says nothing about

foul brood, of which I understand there is a great deal in

Cuba.
F. Danzenbaker (D. C.)—A great drawback to bee-keep-

ing in Cuba, to one not accustomed to a residence there, is tlie

large number of mosquitoes, they being so numerous at times

as to literally cover the sides of houses.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.) spoke of the duties on honey and the

price of It, and thought if the duty was removed entirely,

altho much more honey would be sent to the United States, it

would pot make more than half a cent a pound in the price of

our honey, but thought it not likely that the duty would be

removed.
E. Whitcomb (Nebr.) thought it would not take much

patriotism to receive what honey might be sent from Cuba,

and doubted if it would affect the price of our honey at all.

Climate has much to do with the flavor of honey ; a warm
climate producing that of inferior quality, and a colder climate

producing honey of a much better flavor.

L. D. Stllson (Nebr.)—A soldier with the army in Cuba
recently told me that we had no reason to fear Cuban honey,

for it is much inferior to that produced in this country.

E. R. Root (Ohio)— I like the flavor of alfalfa honey ;

Southern honey has a strong flavor which is liked by some.

Mr. Stllson thought that perhaps the strong flavor of South-

ern honey comes from honey-dew.

A. I. Root (Ohio)— I have sampled honey, and did not find

it insipid, but stroug. Some Cuban honey I like. Some
Southern honey has a peculiar flavor that I like. Most locali-

ties yield both good and poor honey.

Mr. Danzenbaker—Children like strong-flavored honey,

but older people usually like the light colored honeys the best.

I have sold a great deal of honey in Washington that came
from North Carolina and Virginia, and It was as white and
good as any honey.

Joshua Terry (Utah)—We don't find alfalfa honey insipid

as some seem to think it is. We think it is good, and prefer

it to any other kind of honey.

J. S. Scott (Utah)—My chief experience with bees has

been in Utah, where there is an abundance of alfalfa. We
do not think the honey is either insipid or strong. Sweet
clover blooms at the same time that many other honey-plants

bloom, so we don't get any distinctive sweet clover honey. I

like the sweet clover flavor, and all in our region prefer it to

alfalfa.

Dr. A. B. Mason (Ohio)—Last season I had about 1,500
pounds of extracted sweet clover honey. It was not extracted

until the comb? were well sealed. It weighed only llj-a

pounds to the gallon, and I didn't call it first-class honey altho

it was even whiter than white clover honey. Having a few
hundred pounds of it left over to this season, and being can-

died, I melted It in a sun wax-extractor. Its flavor was much
improved by the process, and the weight was increast to 12
pounds to the gallon. I used to think with Mr. Muth, that

extracted honey could be ripened in cans so as to be of as good
quality as if ripened on the hive, but I quit that belief some
time ago, but with this season's experience I am led to believe

that it can be ripened, and its flavor improved by giving it a
good heating in a solar extractor.

Dr. H. L. Miller (Nebr.)—I have on hand now perhaps
1,500 pounds of extracted sweet clover honey. It was green
when extracted. I thought it was ready for extracting, but it

was green, and I would not ofler it to my customers. I have
put the most of that through the sun wax-extractor this sum-
mer, and it is nice. I know it is sweet clover honey, for I

could smell it through the side of the hive, as you can bass-

wood honey. It has a peculiar, disagreeable smell. I think
Mr. Root is probably right when he says it was not ripe. I

put it through the sun wax-extractor, as I say, and it weighs
about 12J2 pounds to the gallon; it would weigh only about
llj^ pounds to the gallon before.

HONEY SAMPLES AND QCESTI0N8.

Mr. Stllson—If it is the wish of this convention I think it

would be advisable to have samples of the various kinds of

honey placed on our table for discussion. I do not think it

would be a very ereat trouble to get it. Some of us are con-
nected with the Exposition here, and we can get samples of

everything.
Dr. C. C. Miller—I move that it be exprest as the wish of

this convention that we have samples of as many kinds of

honey as possible placed upon our table for examination and
discussion.

The motion was seconded and carried, and Mr. Stllson

was appointed by the President as a committee of one to

secure such samples.
Dr. Mason—In regard to the work of the convention on

questions, I move that a committee be appointed to whom all

questions shall be referred, and that they select some one per-
son to answer each question.

The motion was carried, and the committee appoined
later on consisted of Dr. Mason, Ernest R. Root and Harry
Lathrop.

DISCUSSION ON HONEY CONTINUED.

A. I. Root—When I was In Salt Lake City I tasted sam-
ples of sweet clover honey, and I think I publisht in my re-

port that it was equal in looks and flavor to any honey in the
world. If they have some of that sweet clover comb honey
here to-day I predict that the majority will agree with me
that it is equal to any honey. The taste and smell will decide
whether It Is sweet clover honey or not. The taste is very
much like chewing the dried plant, or chewing the seeds, and
when taken out Is apt to be so rank as to be offensive. Bass-
wood and sweet clover honey is disagreeable when it is taken
out, but after it has been thoroughly ripened most people
think it very good. It Is the same with sweet clover as with
almost any other kind of honey. Well ripened honey, both
sweet clover and alfalfa, I should say was equal to any white
clover honey.

Dr. Mason— I have taken but little comb honey this year.
One of our boys Is a splendid judge of honey—eats it at every
meal. I took some sweet clover honey this year, but it is mixt
with honey-dew and looks dark, and when I offered him some
in sections he didn't want It, but I told him to taste It. He
did so, and then said I could give him all of that I had a mind
to. It was just discolored with honey-dew. It was thoroughly
ripened and really rich.

Mr. Danzenbaker—In the city of Washington, where I

sell honey, I have a chance to notice the tastes of different

people from different parts of the country. A person will

come from the State of New York and ask If I have any
buckwheat honey ; if from Virginia, he wants blue thistle ; if

from Ohio, white clover. It seems they like the kind of
honey they had when they were children at home, as the Ger-
man likes his sauer-kraut and his beer. I have been up to

New York and found that they could sell buckwheat honey to

a good many people. Where we live buckwheat doesn't pro-

duce any honey. I have kept bees a good many years, and I

could not say that 1 ever saw any buckwheat honey that they
put into the sections. Other things bloom at the same time
and yield honey, but the buckwheat produces no honey. We
could smell it sometimes outside the hives, but we could not
find it inside. I don't like it at all, but New York people all

relish it. I think sometimes it is a good thing that the people
have a relish for the thing that grows where they live, and
where they are brought up. This matter of taste for a par-
ticular honey depends a great deal upon whether they had it

from childhood or not.

Mr. Cameron— I offered some honey to a person last fall,

and he couldn't eat it ; said It made him sick. That has sug-
gested to me a question : Is it the honey that makes people
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sick, or what is it ? I want to ask these doctors what it Is

about honey that makes people sick ? Is it some peculiar
kind of honey ?

Dr. C. C. Miller—There is peculiar honey and there are
peculiar people. Sometimes it is the honey and sometimes
the patient.

Pres. York—When I first met Dr. Peiro he told me could
not eat honey ; that it made him sick. I gave him some
honey, and he could eat it all right. He had been getting the
glucosed article, and of coarse It made him sick.

A Member—Doesn't pure honey sometimes make people
sick ?

Mr. Cameron

—

\ have noticed that comb honey sometimes
makes people sick. I didn't know but It might have been
poisoned by bee-poison—by the bees crawling over it and de-
positing the poison from their stings. Will that make people
sick ? I notice In opening hives sometimes, especially if it is

a little cold, that the bees run around with their stings out,
and the poison will no doubt be deposited on the combs. It

may be it Is that which makes people sick. It might not
make all people sick, but I presume it will some.

A. I. Root—There were some boys who cut a bee-tree in

our county and they ate all they possibly could, and the houey
made them all sick. I ate a lot of the honey—rather more
than I do usually, and it didn't make me sick at all. I was
familiar with it, and knew how m'uch to eat; it didn't hurt
me. A person that has not eaten any honey for a good while
— a good many years—might be made sick If he would go to

work and eat as those boys did, even pure honey.
Mr. Whitcomb—You will find people who are not able to

eat honey at all.

Dr. Mason—There is no doubt but that eating too much
honey will make people sick. There are some people who
can't eat any without being made sick. But some of us know
that there is a very simple remedy for that. When the chil-

dren of Israel were going into the Land of Promise, they were
told that it would be a land flowing with milk and honey. If

persons who are made sick by honey will take milk with it, it

won't affect them that way.
E, S. Miles (Iowa)—I would like to give my experience.

My two brothers cut a bee-tree one time when they were not
used to honey, and of course they ate too much— they ate all

they wanted, and my mother also ate of it, and it made them
all so sick they thought they were going to die. They drank
milkwlth it, and they thought itwas the milk that did it. Since
I have been producing honey it agrees with them whether
they drink milk or whether they don't. It looks to me as if

in that case they simply ate too much. If they ate too much
no doubt the milk wouldn't save them. I think a person
should be temperate in using honey when he isn't used it, the
same as with everything else. Persons who are used to honey
could eat a good deal more than those who are not.

Dr. C. C. Miller—The question was askt whether it Is not
the poison of the bee-stings on the honey that makes people
sick. The latest investigations I think show that the poison
of the bee-sting Is something separate and distinct from the
formic acid. There is formic acid In honey, but I am not so
sure that there is any real bee-poison In honey. The state-
ment Is made that the bees In crawling over the combs when
they are disturbed will thrust out their stings with drops of
poison on them. I very much doubt whether those drops of
poison are ever deposited on the combs ; and If it were, I think
it would evaporate. The formic acid that is in honey gets
there through the blood of the bee. I doubt whether anything
gets Into the honey through the sting of the bee; I think that
an utter and entire mistake. The formic acid gets Into the
honey through the blood of the bee ; we find It there, and It Is

a useful part of the honey. One of the good things about
honey is the formic acid in It. Don't let us make a mistake
by saying that the honey Is poisoned by the bee-stings.

Dr. Mason— Is there formic acid in the poison that comes
from the sting ?

Dr. C. C. Miller—As I understand It the latest investiga-
tions show that the poison In the bee-sting is entirely separate
from the formic acid. Formerly it was said that the formic
acid was the poison ; but that Is not so understood now.

Mr. Whitcomb—Perhaps there Is an explanation as to why
honey taken from bee-trees makes people sick. When the
tree is cut open and the bees aroused, their first Instinct is to
save everything they can, and they run around over the combs
with the stings thrust out, and little drops of poison may fall

upon the combs and get into the honey. Honey taken by the
old-fashioned robbing process, where the bees are allowed to
run over the combs and the poison runs off of the sting, will
make people sick. I don't know but that sometimes a single
drop of the poison might kill a person, taken either into the
stomach or into the circulation. We ought to be careful to

keep It out of the honey. I have had cases under my observa-
tion where people could not take a teaspoonful of honey with-
out making them sick, if it were taken by the robbing process,
while honey taken by the bee-escape process would not affect
them. There was a case of a lady in Chicago who had been
from a chlid unable to eat any honey. I took some honey up
to the house at night and she ate of it—ate as much as any of
us. There was also another case at our State fair where a
man who had not been able to eat honey before, ate of
it several times there, and reported that it hadn't made him
sick. In the robbing process, or In cutting bee-trees, the bees
rush over the honey and run the sting out, and small particles
of poison may drop on the combs.

Dr. C. C. Miller— Whilst not desiring to contradict that, I

want to add an interrogation point. It is not settled that the
poison does not get Into the honey, but it is possible that Mr.
Root's explanation should go along with that—that when
honey Is taken from a bee-tree by the robbing process people
may take an unusual amount of it, and that unusual amount
Is enough to account for their being made sick, without any
poison in the C£S!.

Mr. Whitcomb— If I find that honey taken by the robbing
process makes people sick, while honey taken by the bee-
escape process does not, I don't see how to account for It in

any other way than by supposing that honey has been
poisoned.

Dr. Mason—I want to take Dr. Miller's interrogation
point away. That matter, so far as I am concerned, is set-

tled. I have sometimes eaten of this poison. I have been
stung several times on the tongue, and have felt the sickness
coming on without any doubt. In uncapping, I have the
habit of chewing on the capplngs, and sometimes I have un-
consciously put a bee into my mouth. I have often felt the
sickness coming over me, without any doubt from the effects
of the poison. I know what it is.

The convention then adjourned until 1:30 p.m.

LContlnued next week.l

Using Two-Story Brood-Chambers—Division-
Boards.

BY DR C. C. MILLER.

The editor of the Bee-Keepers' Review quotes the ques-
tion and answer about using two-story brood-chambers
(American Bee Journal, page iSB), and comments as follows :

" It seems to me that some of us are not looking at this matter
in the right light. Dr. Miller's idea, if I understand him, is some-
thing like this: In order to get honey we must have bees. The
more bees the more honey. If the queen has filled all the available
cells in eight frames, give her more in an additional story; then
you will get more bees, and, consequently, more honey. I think
this is correct reasoning. I agree with it. But, Doctor, let's go a
little farther. A queen that has eight combs well filled with brood
just at the approach of the honey harvest, will not fill eight more
so full as another qneen would have filled them if she had had
them early in the spring.

"To put it in a different shape, if a man is going to put his
capital into an extra hive and set of combs for each of his colonies,
he will get more bees, and, consequently, more honey, if he has a
queen for each of these new hives; in short. If he has them occu-
pied by regular colonies. The profitable keeping of bees does not
depend so much upon having each 7WP/1 occupied to her full ca-
pacity, as it does in having the mmhs and /lives occupied to their full
capacity."

Editor Hutchinson is one of those men so eminently fair
in discussion that it is almost a pleasure to disagree with him.
I'm not certain, however, that we can get up any disagree-
ment in the present case. He agrees with me up to a certain
point, and then says, " But let's go a little farther." Very
well, Mr. Hutchinson, I've gone a little farther with you, and
think your reasoning correct. I agree with It.

Now, " let's go a little farther." After going over the
ground you have gone, the time comes that has come witb
very many of us—perhaps with the majority of us—when we
desire no more Increase, have all the bees we think our pas-
turage will stand, and want all the honey we can get with a.

given amount of bees and a given amount of labor. We want
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to reduce labor to a minimum, and produce honey to a maxi-

mum.
I think it is agreed that a large colony produces more

honey in proportion to Vie number of hccs than a small one. It

will also consume less honey in a year in proportion to the

number of bees than a small one. Suppose my field is such

that its limit will be reacht if I have 5,000,000 bees in the

season. I may give extra stories, and have 75 colonies with

66,666 bees in each, or I may talje the plan you suggest, and
have 100 colonies with 50,000 bees in each. The 75 stronger

colonies will consume less and store more than the 100 weaker
ones, and the 75 will take less labor than the 100. So when
you have all your field will bear, the profitable keeping of

bees does not depend so much upon having the combs and
hives occupied to their full capacity as it does on having each
queen occupied to her full capacity; in other words, having

as strong colonies as possible.

IS THEBE DANGER OF MISUNDERSTANDING ?

On page 4:37 of this journal, "Illinois" says: " I have

the dovetail hive, and have put the division-board in the mid-

dle of the frames. Is that the right place for it? If not,

where does it belong ?" I replied: "Put In all the frames,

crowd them all close to one side, then put the dummy close

up against the last frame." Critic Taylor refers to this in the

Bee-Keepers' Review, heading the item, " Instruction that

might possibly be misunderstood by a novice," and says:
" With such frames as the Doctor uses that advice would

no doubt be sufiBcient, even for one as wanting in experience

as ' Illinois ' is, but with the common hanging frame used by
most of the beginners who read the Doctor's replies, one can

imagine what a deplorable mess would be made in carrying

out these instructions."

Allow me to correct a wrong impression on your part, Mr.

Taylor, by saying that most of the frames now in use in my
hives are "common hanging frames," and I am familiar with

them through many years' use, and know very well what a

mess would be made by crowding them close to one side. But
there was no common hanging frame in the question.
" Illinois " specially mentions a dovetail hive with a division-

board. I very much doubt whether most of the beginners

who read my replies use common hanging frames, as you sup-

pose, and still more do I doubt whether any beginner during

the present year has received a dovetail hive with division-

board and common hanging frames. Even supposing common
hanging frames were in the case, the danger of being misled

would be largely averted by the remark following, which
reads

:

" If the hive were made just wide enough to take in the

frames But there will be a space between the dummy
and the side of the hive That gives play enough for the

dummy so it can be easily be taken out."

Mr. Taylor, let me give a hypothetical case: On page
281 of the Review, speaking of boiling foul-broody honey, you
say: " I consider 15 minutes boiling sufficient; having first

added an equal amount of water." Now, suppose I should

say, " That is ' instruction that might possibly be misunder-

stood by a novice.' ' An equal amount' in the place in which
it stands might be understood as meaning 15 minutes. 'Im-
agine what a deplorable mess would be made ' if the novice

should pour water into the honey at any ordinary rate, for the

space of 15 minutes. If I should say that, you would prob-

ably call me hypercritical. I think the danger of misunder-
standing in the case of my advice is just as remote as in that

of yours. I don't say you are hypercritical. But if any one
else does, I make no promise to defend you.

McHenry Co., III.

The Queen-Excluder aad Its Inventor.

BY F. GREINER.

[Continued from page 614.1

Now to return to Mr. Hannemann again. He was so

taken up with the superiority of his system and management
that he could see but little good in any other ; and, being

ignorant as to the conditions in other lands, notably North
America, he showed mistrust of everything that was reported

from here. He says, for instance, at the close of the article

of his, written in 1879 :

"And while my results, as shown, seem meager by the

side of such yields as are reported by an Adam Grimm, I am
satisfied with them because mine really exist. Grimm's are

only on paper."
Our older readers will remember who Adam Grimm was.

He was a pioneer in American apiculture ; he made more
money with bees than any one else—at least in his time. His

writings always had the mark of honesty upon them, and I

never heard a word against his character. I took it upon my-
self to make a reply in the BienenZeitung (this must have
been in 1880), explaining to the German bee-keepers Hanne-
mann's alleged mysteries of American bee-keeping. Hanne-
mann, for instance, couldn't comprehend how there could be

room for 27 boxes weighing 130 pounds, on a hive having
24x15 inches of top surface. Grimm had reported such a

yield from a single 10-frame Langstroth hive, such as was
then commonly used. Hannemann had evidently never heard
of fiemig MP nor of removing full boxes and replacing with
empty ones, so he could not understand how the thing was
possible, and at once jumpt at the conclusion, " It is all a lie,

a great humbug," and, worst of all, says so before the thou-

sands of German readers. He reasoned thus :

"One hundred and thirty pounds of comb honey would
occupy a space of 3,500 cubic inches. To give this amount
of room to a colony occupying a hive of 2,500 capacity is an
impossibility, as every one can see. Furthermore, it is impos-

sible for one colony of bees to fill such a space with combs and
honey outside of the hive. It would require, with a six-weeks

continuous honey-flow, 9 kilograms (19 4/5 pounds) of

worker-bees. No queen is capable of producing this amount
of bees in so small a hive, nor, for that matter, if ever so

large a hive."

Well, a good many of us who have been long in the busi-

ness have now and then had these phenomenal years and
yields. We know from experience that It is possible for a col-

ony to fill a space of 3,500 cubic inches with combs and
honey. We have had these cases under our own hand, and
what we have seen with our own eyes can by no theory be

reasoned out of existence. Facts are stubborn things.

Another point Mr. Hannemann was trying to make out of

Grimm's reports was, that the climate must be unsuitable for

bee-keeping here, for a neighbor of Grimm had 99 colonies

out of 100 frozen to death one winter. Here Mr. Hannemann
overlooks the fact that, altho a country may have very severe

winters, and actually freeze the bees (a condition I cannot
imagine, however), yet the summers may be warm, flowers

may be plentiful, and the meteorological conditions very favor-

able for the secretion of nectar. There is no doubt that a

mild climate is favorable for the wintering of bees, and most
of us wish we had that ; but what of the hard winters ? Are
we helpless ? Why has God given us our intelligence ? Have
we no means to combat the zero weather? Why! if neces-

sary we would bring about a condition of 90- in the shade
every day in the year, as Herr Weygandt has proven with his

heated bee-house. If only the summers are conducive to the

welfare of our bees, and the honey-producing blossoms are

present, the winter is no objection. Why, I believe we could

keep bees away up at the north pole If we could only get there.

Mr. Hannemann expresses his opinion of the North Ameri-
can and his surroundings like this:

" I esteem him highly as a man of progress ; but to carry

on apiculture successfully there are obstacles in his way that,

with all his intelligence and ingenuity, he can never [?] hope
to overcome. With steam and machinery he may be able to

make very accurately his hives, etc.; but to stock them up re-

quires a good deal of money, so it seems ; and, after being

stockt up, it requires the right kind of man who must be pos-

sest witli love for and knowledge of the bees ; he must have
an extensive experience, etc. The climate must be suitable

for bee-keeping so the colonies will send out a goodly number
of swarms ; and when these are on hand they must be mast
together by forming giant colonies in order to obtain the best

results. This is the only way."
The reader may ask here, " Why bring up this after 20

years have past ?" Does it not show that even the wise are

blind sometimes, and that half of the people do not know
what the other half are doing? I write the above principally

in the hope of entertaining, perhaps amusing, my bee-keeping
friends, and to bring out some good points that may be of

value to some of them.
I have no old grudge against Mr. Hannemann, altho I

admit I felt somewhat indignant at first. That has all past.

I now feel only my indebtedness to him. He was probably
excusable for holding an adverse opinion of us American bee-

keepers.
In criticising the Hannemann system, and in comparing

it with our method, I wish to say this: The methods he pur-

sued were probably all right for his particular environments,
and much ahead of anything else known to him then ; but,

after all, the Yankee could and would greatly improve upon
them. We would not only use the extractor, but also furnish

the bees much if not all the combs needed. I am sure it would
be impracticable to use the giant hives and the cages a la

Hannemann for the production of section honey, on account
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of the pollen that would probably be stored in many of them.
But should we pursue the Hannemann method to the letter we
should probably make an article of commerce of the pollen

harvested, and find a way to preserve it. I think I should sell

some of it to Messrs. Perry, Olmstead, and others, who are in

need of it for spring feeding.

A further improvement of the Hannemann system would
be the liberal use of comb foundation, particularly with the
view of preventing the rearing of the millions of useless

drones that have to be sifted out and disposed of. Of course,

they would make a splendid food for ducks, and I would cer-

tainly make use of them in this way if I reared them at all.

Finally, I would adopt the Langstroth or Berlepsch frame in-

stead of the bar, a la Dzierzon, thus preventing the mussy,
disagreeable work of cutting out the honey, etc. All these
are improvements of the Hannemann system, which suggest
themselves to the thinking mind ; with them, I believe, Han-
nemann might double the yield that he has been able to obtain.

I wonder what he would think of such yields as Mr.
Lovesy reports in the American Bee Journal, page 452, of a
bee-keeper in Salt Lake county, Utah—an average of 363
pounds of extracted ; or the yield of J. P. Israel, the champion
comb-honey producer of the world, reported to be 662 pounds
of comb honey per colony. Such yields are phenomenal in-

deed. Are they true, or only " on paper?" If Mr. Hanne-
mann has seen the photos of 'our honey exhibits at the Centen-
nial, or their reproductions, he may now conclude that the
North American, with his intelligence and proverbial ingen-
uity, can well overcome obstacles that seem unconquerable to

him, which, however, existed largely in his imagination. If

that does not convince him I am afraid nothing will.—Glean-
ings in Bee-Culture. Ontario Co., N. Y.

The Evolutloti of the Bee-Keepiug Author.

BY M. O. TANYARD.

The bee-keeping fraternity has within its ranks more
authors, contributors and literary people generally to the
square inch than can be found among any other class of peo-
ple In the wide world. There are in the United States 800,-
000 bee-keepers, and 297,327 (spring count) are contribu-
tors and authors.

If a person has no literary aspirations, and does not wish
to have, he should refrain from keeping bees. If he has no
literary aspirations, and yet would like to have a "few thou-
sand," more or less, he should not neglect to procure a colony
to start him off. One colony is sufficient, altho if he desires
more they will be of no disadvantage. After obtaining the
bees he is now on the broad highway to undying fame. The
bee-keeping, would-be author carefully feels his way at first,

like a child learning to walk. His first effort is usually ad-
drest to the "Question and Answer " department of some bee-
publication, and the following letter is a fair sample :

Beedom, Minn., May 29, 1S93.
Mr. Editcb— i hav got too swarms of beas. i thot i wood rite

a few lines to the Stinger as i think you bav no coruspondunt
hear. 1 expeck my beas to swarm eny minnit. how can I tak oSC

hunny an not git stung, if you want to winter 300 swarms of beas
How big a suller will it tak. if a man hed 30 tuns of hunny what
is the Best way to git the cash fur it.

Yoors truely, Allis Lovelt.

He now waits before again trying his hand until he has
shed his milk-teeth. In the meantime he has been reading
the bee-papers occasionally, and has acquired considerable
confidence. He now writes thusly :

Beedom, Minn., Sept. 20, 1893.
EniTDR Bee-Stinger—I didn't hav eny succes with my beas

this sumer. i think the reports sum mak about big yelds is exag-
jerated. i live hear in the best part of the united staits for beas
and i didnt git etiy hunny. i think one resou why i faled to git
hunny was becaus i didnt put on eny supers till the trifolium was
gon. 1 forgot it. and when the tilia Americana was in blum we
had a long wet spell so the beas ciidn't fly. the solidago, coreopsis,
varioloid and erysipelas didnt do a thing this fall, i hav got a
chance to swap a dubble-barrel shotgun, laminated barrels, 13

boar, for 10 skips of beas. i think i sbal do it, as the gun was a
good one mnr. Yoors truely,

Allis Lovely.

Two years have now past. He has brusht some of the
cobwebs from his orthography, chlrography and entomology,
and has become full-fledged. He now jumps upon the edge of

the nest, gaps, spreads his broad wings, and soars away as

follows :

Beedom, Minn., July 9, 1895.

Editor " Bee-Stinger:"—I am much gratified at the remark-
able advancement that has been made during the past two years

by the bee-keeping fraternity. There is room, however, for still

further progress. If the gross ignorance that is manifested by a
certain class of would-be bee-keepers could be eliminated from the
bee-periodicals, there would be universal rejoicing. How much
longer must an already long-suffering public be inflicted with the

contributions of ignoramuses who are not familiar with even the
rudiments of bee-keeping. I notice in the last issue of the " Stinger"
that Spriggins, of Ohio, says, that, "in order to secure straight

combs, when using the no-wall comb foundation, the frames must
be wired perpendicularly, horizontally, diagonally and consider-

ably." Now, what vile rot that is ! He may be able to make novices
swallow that, but he can't stuff it down an old experienced bee-

keeper like me. Every person that has a grain of common sense,

and upon whom Nature has bestowed any favors whatever, knows
that if the hives are placed so that the frames extend north and
south, straight combs will be the result.

Another idiot, whose name I disdain to mention, asks the fol-

lowing fool question : "I want to winter my bees in the cellar.

What shall I do ?" I would like to say to him that one of the
essential things to do in that case, is to lilave the bees in the cellar.

You can't winter bees successfully in the cellar unless you do this.

I would like to gratify you by dwelling longer upon this sub-

ject, but other duties are pressing, so I must forbear until some
future time. Yours truly,

Allis Lovely.

About three years later he writes a book, entitled, "The
Apis Mellifica; or a Quick Way to Amass a Fortune," which
will be sent to any address, postpaid, upon receipt of 75 cents.

Somethlug Abottt the " Notre Dame Hive."

BY JOHN CHBYS08TOM.

The " Notre Dame hive" is the only hive now in use in

our apiary. It has given entire satisfaction. This hive will,

in all probability, supersede all our loose-hanging frame hives

on its own merits. It combines all the qualities of the box-

hive for safe wintering and breeding up in early spring, and
all the facilities of the loose-hanging frame hive for easy and
safe manipulation of the frames. Moreover, nearly all loose-

hanging frame hives may, by our simple device, which costs

but a few cents per hive, be converted into the Notre Dame
hive—even those that have bees in them.

As a closed-end or box-hive, when the frames are put in

and properly spaced, the hive is contracted, holding the frames

so firmly Bxt in place that it may be laid on the side, or stood

on end, or even inverted, and the frames will not move. Be-

sides, not a particle of air can pass around the ends of the

frames.
What about propolis and the sticking of the frames ? To

avoid this nuisance, to a great extent, the ends of the hive are

smeared with tallow before putting in the frames. This may
be done by using a thin knife much after the fashion of

spreading butter on bread. The spaces between the ends of

the frames, on the supports, may also be filled with tallow.

All this, however, is not necessary ; yet it has proven to be an
advantage to the bee-masters.

It requires but about ten seconds of time to expand or

contract the Notre Dame hive as desired. When expanding
it, tho, it Is advisable to expand It just enough to let the

frames lift out easily and smoothly ; so that in replacing them
the bees may not get between the end of the frame and the

hive. This hive is always ready to be put on the wagon or

cars, because the frames cannot jar out of place. The en-

trance to the hive Is very large when entirely open ; but it

can, by means of a little slide, be contracted at will to one
bee-space.

What about swarming "? Are not the bees more liable to

swarm from box or closed-end hives ? Probably, if confined

to eight or ten frames. All the colonies here have a brood-

chamber of 16 frames in two stories. Last spring, at fruit

blooming, many colonies required 24 frames. Our bees have
b5en watcht closely the last three summers, but during all

that time we have failed to get so much as one prime swarm.
The only swarms we have had were from nuclei, and colonies

that had lost their queens.

We have excellent queens from various first-class breed-

ers. The non-swarming of our bees cannot be attributed to

inferior stock. It may be accounted for thus : The hives

are made larger by adding frames to accommodate the

bees In proportion as they multiply. In this way they

always have excellent quarters. They are loath to leave such
a fine hive. No swarm has ever been seen to leave our yard.

About the first of July many of the colonies are on 40 frames.

About this time the Asilus acstuans, called in English the

lionict-jlji, or vulgarly, the hawk-fly or robber-fly, makes its

appearance. This species of bee-eaters abounds here. The
result is, that in July and August, bees are killed by the mill-
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ions. Only the most prolific queens can keep up a strong,

fresh force or workers during this season.
The Notre Dame hive is not manufactured here for sale

;

nor do we keep any other bee-supplies for sale. We want this

well understood.
I wish to take advantage of the present opportunity to

thank the author of the article headed, "That Detestable
Bee-Space," for the valuable hints therein given. The read-
ing of that article set me a-thinking. I workt accordingly,

and the result of my experimental labor is the Notre Dame
hive—a hive in which bees can be wintered without loss, and
with more real satisfaction than in any other way I know of.

[Mr. Chrysostom has written quite a good deal about his

hive in the foregoing article, and yet hasn't given many par-

ticulars. If he will send a photograph of its parts and a full

description, we will be pleased to publish them.

—

Editor.]

OONDUCTBD BY

DR. C. O. iSILL,BR. MARETiGO. ILZ..

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Nine Intereisting Questions and Answers.

1. Do bees require the same amount of syrup to build

comb, as they use of honey ?

2. When shall I fumigate my comb honey ? and how long
at a time shall I smoke it 7

3. Must I melt down combs any before using again In the
sections if they are neither fully built out nor capt ?

4. Do you know if the great willow-herb, that Mr. Hutch-
inson speaks about, will grow around here?

5. Will worms bother sheets of foundation, or cakes of

wax?
6. The bees have made some honey that was yellowish in

color, and while bringing it into the hive they turned the wax
all quite yellow. They have been working on heart's-ease and
sneezeweed principally. Can you tell me what It comes from ?

7. When do you put the second 8-frame story on In the
spring ? and what do you do with It at super time ?

8. I workt for comb honey this year, and cannot decide
which to run for In the future. Can you give me a few sug-
gestions ?

9. Would you use 10-frame hives for extracting ? or two
8-frame hives until super-time? Illinoi.s.

Answers.— 1. Probably In building a given amount of

comb they would require about the same amount of syrup as

they would of honey, if the syrup Is thick.

2. Fumigate it just as soon as you see little bits of white
dust (the work of worms that are yet exceedingly small) on
any of the sections. You will find this dust around the edges
of the sections, particularly at the lower part, and on the
edges of unsealed cells that have little or no honey in them.
Sometimes, however, you may find the work begun right on
the face of the comb. If a dead bee is present, you may find

a worm on it. If you set the brimstone to burning, you may
leave it closed up for 24 hours. It isn't a matter of very great
exactness. It's a little difficult to know without experience
just how much sulphur to use. It you use too little, and find

little worms not killed, you can give a heavier dose, but if you
use too much it may make the white comb look green.

3. If they are white and clean and the combs entirely

empty, use them over again. But to have the combs en-

tirely empty and fit to use again, they must be thoroughly
cleaned out dry by the bees before any granulation has taken
place. If they are left the least bit sticky, the small quantity
of honey left will granulate, and that will affect the new
honey that is stored in them. So if you expect to use next
year any sections that are now ut filled, better let the bees
have access to them right away. If you set them out so the
bees can rob them out freely, they'll tear the combs all to

pieces. Have the entrance to them so small that only one bee
can enter at a time, then you will find them very little torn.

If, however, you have a large quantity to be cleaned out, say
as many as five or ten sections for each colony in the apiary,

then you may expose them fully.

4. Probably not. It seems to require a soil such as is

found where large forest fires have been.

5. They are not likely to do so.

6. I don't know. I don't know enough about heart's-ease

and sneezeweed to know whether they would account for It.

Possibly the bees may be working on goldenrod.

7. The second story Is put under, not on, as soon as, or

before, there is any need for more room for the queen to oc-

cupy. At time of putting on supers, the extra combs are dis-

posed of In various ways. If there are any nuclei or colonies

too weak to do good work in supers, they are called on to take
care of a lot of combs. If there is no other use for them,
combs containing no brood may be piled up at one end of the

apiary, the bees tjeing allowed to rob out what little honey is

In them. Possibly that might not be a good plan for you if

you are likely to get into trouble with robbing. Of course

such combs must be watcht for worms, but generally a use is

found for them before the worms can harm them much.
8. It's hard to give any suggestions, as each man must be

a law unto himself. The main question is, which will bring

you the most money ? No one can answer that without know-
ing all the circumstances, and perhaps not then without an
actual trial. One way is to run half for comb, half for ex-

tracted, keep close account of both, then decide which is the

more profitable. Familiarity with the whole subject, and
familiarity with a good text-book, will help.

9. I'm not entirely sure whether I understand fully the

bearing of your question, and will be glad to have you ask
again if I don't get your idea correctly. It is desirable to have
only one kind of frame in the apiary, and while 8-frame
hives and 10-frame hives may be used in the same apiary, so

long as the frames are alike, it Is better to endure some little

Inconvenience rather than have the two kinds. If 8-frame
hives are used for comb honey, and you want to run some col-

onies for extracted, then for the sake of uniformity I think I

should ase the 8-framers also for extracting. If I cared noth-

ing about the matter of size and weight, and the hives were
not to be carried or hauled, then I might prefer the 10-

framers—pretty certainly if for extracted honey only.

Pliaceiia—Gerstung's Tlicories, Etc.

1. In one of the German bee-papers, of which I can assume
you are a reader, I saw a short time ago phacelia recom-

mended as an excellent honey-plant. Do you know whether
this plant has been grown in this country, and by what name ?

2. Isu't the " Boiler " trying hard to make propaganda for

Gerstung's theories in this country ?

3. I observed an occurrence in the apiary, the like I have

not seen before, and as I don't know whether I trace it to its

right cause I am going to tell It to you, so that If you please

you may give me your opinion about it. I was taking off su-

pers, as no more honey was coming in, and I came to a colony

which had been taken from a bee-tree about July 1 ; at the

time of hiving them I put an empty super on to feed them a

little first; but when I discovered that they commenced build-

ing comb on the cover, I placed a super with sections on In-

stead, tho the honey-flow was about at an end. Now I found

the super empty, but two of the sections were closed up with

wax; no propolis on the top. I first could not think for what
purpose, but after I had gotten most of the bees out and in-

spected more closely, 1 found a small cluster of bees Inside of

the two sections. I shook them out in front of the hive where
they acted quite strange. As soon as the cluster had parted,

one of them ran through the crowd and into the hive—from

all appearances I judge a young virgin queen. No sooner had

she entered when all the bees outside on the allghtlng-board

placed themselves facing the hive-entrance, standing still as

when hypnotized, the tail-end high up, and, I think, tremb-

.ling all over, and sounding the hum of contentment.
Now, I wish to know whether I am right In claiming that

the bees had a young queen in hiding up there to supersede

the old one as soon as they were ready for such action, and I

may have hastened the matter ? or do you think there was
another cause ? California.

Answers.— 1. I cannot give you any positive answer, but

I have an impression that the phacelia in question is a plant

that grows in California, and from there was introduced Into

Europe. The only phacelia I ever saw is a plant cultivated in

the flower-garden in the North, and rarely as a house-plant,

the flower somewhat resembling the heliotrope. I should be

glad to know if the California phacelia is the same or any-

thing like it. Who will tell us? I might add that the phace-

lia that I know is much visited by bees, and I have seen it rec-

ommended as a honey-plant in price-lists of flower-seeds.

2. Hardly. The department of " Beedom Boiled Down "

I believe is intended to keep the readers informed of at least

some of the things going on In all parts of the bee-keeping
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world, and the mention of any new theory is by no means an
endorsement thereof. I doubt whether Gerstung's theory wili

get any very serious following in this country.

3. Your question is not very easily answered, and one can
only make a guess. It is possible you are correct in your sur-

mise. Usually, however, when a young queen is about to su-

persede an old one, the young one does not seem to lieep in an
out-of-the-way place, but is more inclined to drive the old

queen. If the old queen has a dipt wing, you can easily tell

whether she has been superseded. But I think it quite prob-

able that your old queen is still present. Young queens have
a way of appearing in almost all sorts of places, even to flee-

ing into a neighboring hive to get away from persecution.

Comb Honey Sliipt at "Owner's Risk.'

Are shippers of comb honey re(;uired by the railroad com-
panies to ship entirely at their own risk ? Our station agent
stamps upon the face of the bill of lading, " Owner's risk,"

etc., claiming that is the rule of the railroad companies in re-

gard to honey. I crate my honey with convenient handles for

carrying, and use every precaution for safety in shipping, and
it seems as if I should be entitled to the same protection as

shippers of other produce. Pexnsylvania.

Answer.— I think you will find it the general rule that
comb honey is shipt at owner's risk. If you think you are not
rightly informed as to the matter, you could get some friend

at a neighboring station to inquire of his station agent.

A Number or Questions.

1. Why Is it that a division-board Is needed In 8-frame
hives and not in the 10-frame ?

2. To increase and improve stock I formed 10 small nuclei

in July and August, and gave them Italian queens. If I keep
them up by feeding will they be as good as new swarms next
spring ? and do you think it will pay ?

3. Will four frames of comb be enough to winter them on
if fed through the winter?

4. Bees get a flight once a week through the winter in

this State. Is there anything cheaper to feed than granula-
ted sugar ? If so, what is it ?

5. If bees are fed with candy, will the flavors do any
harm ?

6. How do queen-excluders prevent burr-comb ?

7. Suppose I make hives with 10 frames 5x12 inches,
and use as many stories as needed, don't you think it will be a
good hive to run for extracted honey ? also for a non-swarmer,
If the bottom and top stories are exchanged ? Virginia.

Answers.— 1. I don't know. If the frames are of the
same kind, the probability is that they are needed just as much
in one as the other. If fixt frames are used, certainly division-

boards should be used in either. If loose-hanging frames are
used, then division-boards may or may not be used In either
kind, depending on the room at the side of the hive when the
frames are properly spaced.

2. Doubtful. Better double them up to make fair colo-

nies. You can, however, keep strong nuclei or weak colonies

over by having two or more In the same hive, using thin

wooden division-boards to separate them.
3. Four Langstroth frames will do very well, and a colony

that will cover them in winter is by no means a small nucleus.

If the four combs are filled with honey the bees will hardly
need feeding.

4. Perhaps not. The darker ^?radBs cost less a pound, but
it is claimed that the granulated Is enough stronger to make
up for the difference. It might not be a bad Idea for you to

try one colony with cheaper sugar, and if you do please report
the result.

5. I think not.

6. I don't know. Possibly by making the sections farther
from the brood-combs.

7. Some like a hive of that kind. You can only tell by
trying how it will suit you. As a non-swarmer It might not
be better than a hive with a deeper frame ?

LansfStrotli on tlie Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee .lournal should

have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a vear—bothjtogether for only $2.00.

Drawn Foundation.—At the Texas Convention, L. Stach-

elhausen showed a sample of comb honey built on drawn foun-

dation, and all who sampled it said they could tell no differ-

ence between it and the natural product.—Southland Queen.

Queen-Rearing.—In the Southland Queen, Willie Atchley

reports that he prefers for queen-rearing larv» not more than

two days old. When he used larva? three and four days old

many of the queens were drone-layers. G. F. Davidson pre-

fers larvae 18 to 24 hours old.

Purifying Wax.—F. L. Thompson reports in the Bee-

Keepers' Review the plan of Rauchfuss Bros., with solar ex-

tractors. The pan receiving the wax below is divided into

compartments with flaring sides, holding a pound each. When
one compartment is full it overflows into the next. No im-

purities are found in any but the first.

Keeping a Record.—J. E. Crane keeps a record of 70
colonies of bees on a board 20x4x'4 inch. It has the advan-

tage over a book that the wind doesn't blow the leaves when
you are writing, and the leaves are not stuck together with

bee-glue. Space is economized by using arbitrary characters

to express a whole sentence by a single character. For ex-

ample, a single dash means " Eggs in queen-cells."

One or More Supers for Extracting.—At the South

Texas Convention, W. A. McPhail said he used only one super

on extracting-colonies, as the bees filled and sealed the honey

sooner. F. L. Aten uses from two to five extractlng-supers,

finds it keeps down swarming, and he gets more honey. Some
honey will do to extract sooner than others. Cotton honey

may be extracted as soon as it is gathered. In hot, dry

weather, while horsemint must be half sealed.—Southland

Queen.

Length of Time Larvae are Fed.—G. M. Doollttle thinks

not less than about six days, and challenges Dr. Miller, in

Gleanings, to prove that five days (the time given by T. W.
Cowan and some others) Is correct. In moderately cool

weather he found larvaj hatch from the egg in about two hours

less than three days, and sealed over In six days and three

hours, then emerging from the cell at 21 days from the laying

of the egg. In extremely hot weather, it was nearly three

days in the egg, 5% days in the larval, and 11% days in the

pupa state.

Feeding Syrup.—Vernon Burt and others are reported in

Gleanings as filling the brood-nest with sugar syrup, so that

when the harvest came the new honey was at once carried into

the super. E. E. Hasty, in Bee-Keepers' Review, thinks this

practically the same thing as the thing that made him and

others so bitterly assailed a few years ago. He thinks that

Instead of thinning the honey In the brood-combs and feeding

it to the brood, the bees will take the cheaper plan of carrying

up the thick " honey " from the brood-combs into the super,

and use the thinner nectar for feeding brood.

Bulging of Honey in Sections.—Some difference of opin-

ion is shown in Gleanings as to whether bees will bulge out

the upper part of the comb in sections if the separator does

not come clear to the top of the section. The editor is of the

belief that in some places and seasons, at least, there will be

bulging, so the fence separators are made in all cases to come

to the top of the section. Dr. Miller insists that he has no

trouble, having used the old-style section with top-bar the

same as the plain section, and having no trouble about bulg-

ing. He uses little sticks H^H to go between the ends of sec-

tions at the top, and that doesu't allow the fence to come any

nearer than H-inch from the top of the section. The editor

cites a lot of honey with edge of separator li-inch below the

top of the section, with resultant bulging. G. M. Doollttle

has for 25 years used separators coming % inch below the

inside of the topbar of the section, and finds it satisfactory.

E. W. Brown reports no bulging with plain sections, and the

fence coming '4 inch below the top of the section.
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decorated with flags and buntluK, and has glass cases on each

side 4x130 feet, and 8 feet high, with glass ceiling, giving

wonderful effects in the light on the honey exhibits inside.

The building is in charge of Hon. E. Whitcorab, Superin-

tendent of Bee-Industries, who knows how.

On entering the building, to the right is found the honey

exhibit of E. Kretchmer, of Iowa. In this exhibit is found

some fine honey, both comb and extracted, light and dark ;

alfalfa, white clover, sweet clover, heart's-ease, granulated

honey—anything you could wish.

By the side of Mr. Kretchmer's exhibit is the exhibit from

Kansas, under the management of ex-Governor GUck. Here

are products from different

apiaries, all, however, show-

jtf "^I^^^k '"^S the same styles of both

^m ^^Bj^B comb and extracted alfalfa

jK*||ijg^^^H honey.

^^^H[ Jk^^^^^I ^^ ^"^^ '•^^^^ overhead, we

^^^^V (HJ^^^^r ^'^^^ ^^^ next exhibit

m^^K wf^B^t '^ from the apiary of L. G.

^^^^t 'tlsK^fk. Clute, of Iowa. This Is sim-

W^ a1 t^^^L^^i.^ P'^ ^ mass of honey, put up

without style or decoration.

There are several kinds of

both comb and extracted,

but the style of putting up

does not do justice to the

honey itself.

Next in line in this case is

an exhibit of comb and extracted water-white alfalfa honey,

by Hon. G. W. Swink, of Colorado. This is from the celebra-

ted melon county, and Mr. Swink tells of the wonderful in-

crease in melon-raising since the introduction of honey-bees.

Next comes an overflow exhibit from Nebraska; then

honey from Minnesota, for want of room in their regular ex-

hibit ; while Utah covers the remaining 200 square feet of

the north case, with alfalfa honey, extracted and comb. It Is

in small jars, in large jars, and in medium-sized jars, built in

pyramid forms, so as to show to fine advantage.

The central floor space of the apiary building is occupied

by exhibits of apiarian goods and "bee-fixin's" to suit the

most fastidious. The Leahy Manufacturing Co., of Missouri
;

G. B. Lewis Co., of Wisconsin ; E. Kretchmer, of Iowa ; and

the A. I. Root Co., of Ohio, have exhibits of everything used

in the practical apiarist's work. Some of these are very com-

plete in the goods shown, and do great credit to the enterprise

of the companies in keeping abreast of the times in supplying

what is needed for practical work.

Minnesota has a fine glass case In the floor space, well

filled with Minnesota's "best" of honey. This is shown in

large glass jars, giving to all an idea of the "immensity" of

their products. Dr. Jacques had charge of putting this display

in place, and the whole shows the skill of his handiwork.

Douglas county, Nebr., shows Its honey by itself in the

east end of the south glass case, and Is separate from the

State display. It is in charge of Aug. Davidson, with Mrs.

Price as assistant, and contains fine samples of comb and ex-

tracted honey from the various honey-resources of the county,

with basswood, white and sweet clover In the lead. They also

have a glass case showing honey-plants of the county,

mounted, while live bees in glass hives are a constant source

of amusement upstairs.

Last, but by no means least, is the display by the State of

Nebraska Commission, with L. D. Stilson as Superintendent,

and G. M. Whitford as assistant. This display has over 200
feet of floor space, and nearly 700 feet floor space of glass

case room. Anything found in other exhibits is duplicated

here, and more, too. Machinery, implements and appliances

are here, and attendants to explain their uses. Honey, ex-

tracted and comb, of various colors, kinds and sizes. Good

honey, better honey, of other exhibitions is duplicated In this

one. The Nebraska " bees " rustled to show their products,

and they have done it to perfection. Live bees in nuclei form ;

sweet cake, beeswax work in flowers and waxen images, vin-

egar, and—well, above in the cases they show about 500

specimens of common honey-plants, mounted, giving common

and botanical names, with time of blossoming.

As a whole, this is without doubt the most complete and

finest exhibit of the apiarian industry ever made, and shows

what can be done by the hustling rustlers] of .;the ^.Trans-

Mississippi States when they are fairly awakened.

Superintendents E. Whitcomb and L. D. Stilson are con-

stantly in the building, and are models of kindness and accom-

modation to all visitors—particularly to bee-keepers.

But the whole Exposition must be seen to be fully appre-

ciated. This is notably true of the exhibits in the apiary

building. We expect soon to give in the Bee Journal some

pictures of the building and contents, which we feel certain

will be greatly appreciated by all.

Editor A. I. Root, of Gleanings In Bee-Culture, past

through Chicago on his way home, Saturday, Sept. 24. He
visited South Dakota after attending the Omaha convention,

and on his return trip gave the Bee Journal office a short call.

Db. C. C. Miller reports as follows In Gleanings for Sept.

15:
"I'm exceedingly thankful to say that altho the harvest

was a failure, the bees are filling up nicely for winter—on

cucumber, I think."

Mr. J. H. Rogers, of Carmarthanshire, England, a bee-

keeper of over 40 years' experience, made us a very pleasant

call Sept. 28. Mr. Rogers is acquainted with Mr. Cowan-
England's best known bee-keeper—of whom he speaks In

words of highest praise.

Hon. Eugene Skcor, the able General Manager of the

United States Bee-Keepers' Union, was selected as judge of

the apiarian exhibits at the Trans-Mississippi Exposition at

Omaha. He past on over 100 entries, and recommended

about 90 awards. That's a big percentage. But then, they

are wonderfully fine exhibits.

Pres. E. S. Lovesy, of the Utah State Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation, wrote us Sept. 23 :

"As a rule this season, the flow of nectar was good while

It lasted, but It continued only about half as long as in some

other years. The ' old reliable ' American Bee Journal is still

a regular and welcome visitor."

Mr. Chas. Dadant, of the firm of Chas. Dadant & Son,

spent about an hour with us when returning home Sept. 24,

from a nearly seven weeks' stay In Wisconsin, where he went

to get away from an attack of hay fever which "gets" him if

he should remain at home in Hancock Co., 111., during the

time of ragweed blooming, a

Chas. F. Mdtu & Son.—The following is a clipping taken

from the Cincinnati Times, for Sept. 20 :

" A sensational suit was filed Friday by Matilda Schaufler

against Charles F. Muth & Son, August Muth, and the admin-

istratrix of the late Charles F. Muth, of the Board of Control,

whose peculiar death in Indiana Is recalled. Plaintiff sues on

notes for money loaned as follows: For $1,500 May 4, 1897;

$1,970, Sept. 1, 1897, and 82,000, Dec. 22, 1897. The

money was loaned by Jacob Pistor, whose widew she is. The
first note was all paid except .$226, so that the amount sued

for Is $4,196.62, with interest. It Is alleged that the firm of
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Muth & Son is insolvent, that the assets are only about
$5,000, and the liabilities §20,000, and that the assets are
constantly depreciating in value. A receiver is therefore askt
tov?ard disposing of the stock and applying the proceeds to
the payment of this and other debts of the firm."

It hardly seems possible that the above can be true. But
if so, it is a very striking instance of what great changes a
few years or months may make in a man's or firm's financial
standing. We had been led to think for years that Muth &
Son were independently wealthy.

Mr. Howard Reynolds, of the firm of Reynolds & Davi-
son, in San Diego Co., Calif., spent an hour or so in our
office last week. They own 410 colonies of bees, in two
apiaries, but did not get a drop of honey this year ; they even
have had to feed to keep their bees over winter. Last year
they had a good crop. One apiary of 56 colonies was increast
to 150, and averaged 325 pounds of extracted honey a colony;
the other contained 85 colonies, was increast to 110, and
averaged 254 pounds.

Mr. Aug. Wkiss, of Outagamie Co.. Wis., spent several
days in Chicago last week. He is one of the rising comb-
foundation manufacturers, as well as a dealer in bee-supplies
of all kinds. Mr. Weiss is an upright, straight-forward man.
We have had considerable very satisfactory dealing with him
the past two years, and, after meeting him, we are satisfied
that our confidence has been well placed. We like to encour-
age those who are striving to do an honest business, espe-
cially those who, like Mr. Weiss, are just starting to build up
a mutually safe and good business among bee-keepers.

Rambler John H. Martin, of California, we understand
has recently purchast a "Cleveland" bicycle, and is making
good progress in learning to ride it. By this time we suppose
he is able to "navigate" pretty well with it. We believe he
expects " to soar" over the plains and mountains of northern
California on his " bike," and ere he returns southward make
a prospective trip through the gold-bearing counties of the
northern part of the State In company with an old prospector,
and possible strike a rich lead yet. Just think of the Rambler
becoming one of the rich men of the world, all through having
discovered a bonanza in the way of a gold mine ! And yet it

may be his luck to do so. During this trip we are Informed

that he hopes to do some big shooting and fishing, as he will

take his rifle, camera and fishing outfit with him. There are
plenty of deer and fish up there, it is reported. The honey
season of 1898 is over with him.

G. M. Doolittle, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., wrote us Sept.

23:
" My crop of comb honey at the out-apiary will be not far

from 3,500 pounds from 30 colonies. How is that for a poor
year, when others get nothing ?"

Well, It's only another evidence that Tloo-UUle is wrongly
named. Doo-more or Doo-niost would be more appropriate, we
think. Mr. D. might tell the readers of the Bee Journal just

how he managed that apiary in order to get such a yield. It

would be an interesting story, and doubtless a helpful one
to all.

Mb. D. W. Heise, of Ontario, Canada, writing us Sept.

24, said :

"While the American bee-papers are reporting honey crop
failures, and higher prices, we Canadians are experiencing
great difficulty in disposing of our crop at a fair price, as com-
pared with former years. Never has honey been known to be
quoted so low in the city markets, which, of course, has its

effect upon the home markets. Another thing which has a

tendency to lower the price is the fact of there being quite an
amount of inferior honey this year to dispose of, that is, bass-

wood and thistle mixt with honey-dew. This has quite an
appreciable effect on the price of good honey."

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet
especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the

pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-

sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a

home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these

prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 30 cents; 50
for 50 cents; 100 for 90 cents; 250 for $2.00; 500 for

$0.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.

BEST
EXTRACTED HONEY FOR SALE

Al-Ii IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

ALFALFA
HONEY =«=<=»=>=«=«=«=<=«=>=«=<=«==#=

This is the famous white extracted honey
gathered in the great Alfalfa regions of the
Central West. It is a splendid honey, and
nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can't get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

BASSWOOD
HONEY =«=>=«=-«=«=«='=a°=«=«°=»='

This is the well-known light-colored honey
gathered from the rich, nectar-laden basswood
blossoms in Wisconsin. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by
those who like a distinct flavor in their honey.

PRICES OF EITHER ALFALFA OR BASSWOOD HONEY :

A sample of either, by mail, 8 cents ; samples of both, 15 cents—to pay for package and postage.

By freight—One 60-pound can, 7X cents a pound; 2 cans, l^i cents per pound; 4 or more cans, 7
cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can have half

of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This honey Is all

Absolutely Pure Bees' Honey
the finest of their kinds produced in this country.

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey for their home demand this

year, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. The pamphlet, "Honet as Food," will be
a great help in creating customers for honey. See prices on another page.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., - 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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400 Young
Golden Queens...
Warranted purely mated, just started to lav.MUST Bl<: SOLD SOON, sn nrderQIIICK.
50 cents each; 6 lor S2.73. or Jo 00 per dozen.
Ten years' experience with the best ot breed-
ers, and the heat of methods fniibles me to
furnish the BEST OF QIJEEN.«. Safe ar-
rival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. G. QUIRIi\, Bellevue, Ohio.
.•iQAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Qneens for Business.

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping for BeKlnners," price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Prlce-Llst free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Snppllen ! RoOT'8
Goods at Root's Prices.

Poader's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-

_ tree. 'Walter 8. Ponder,

U»'-"pOVDtfi-5 f,< iKB^xlliio^is^'lNDIANA.

PleasB mention Bee Journal when writing.

Turn to Page 12-58
for complete solution of "line fence*' quiirrels.
Hii.'h einmjjh, close enoutrh, strontj enoutjh, and
cheap enoug^h. Ask for "Fall styles and prices."

P:i^e Woven Wire Fence Co.,Adi-ian,Mieh.

Please mention Bee Journal when WTlting.

ELECTRIC
HANDY
WAGON

MADE TO LAST ALWAYS.

Oar pe^^eot knowledge of this waeon and the quality of
material used In its construction leads us to declarelt
to be the NEATEST, STRONGEST. MOST DUR-
ABLE, LONOEST XIVED, EASIEST TO LOAD
wagon made. Has oar famous straight or stagger spoke

Eiectric Steei Wheats
Wheels have any width of tire, from 2 to 8 Inchesj
any heleht, from 24 to 60 inches. Impervious to
heat or cold; can*! dry out, iret loose or rot; NO RE-
SETTING TIRES find repairs. Best angl steel

SeVa^^'ti^^^AII F. 0. B. For $25.00
It has piven universal satisfaction and will fit y^"^^^
qaet^ts exactly. Don't buy until you pet our FB££
catalogue and prices. Write for them at once.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO. BOX 16, QUINCY, UU^
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

l)UyYoiirSeciiousi\ow
while we offer thfmat a LARGE
DlSCOlJ>T, havlutr added to our
plant one of the most complete one-
piece section machines, enabling us
to turn out the most tieautlful sec-
titns on the market. By sending us
a list ot SuDplies wanted we can
save you «$ I- U. H. S(;H;UIDT
* CO., Box 187. Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

The A. I. Rdot Co.'s Goods "^li"'.!!!.""

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HUNT
Cash for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

p^^>i^T^,H7/^\^^giHmoSaA;a^^l^

Pretty Good Year -with Bees.

I have had a pretty good year with the
bees, my honey is all sold, and my bees will
be all ready (or the cellar in a few days ; so
I am going visiting for a while. The roads
are good, the weather fine, and I shall en-
joy a trip on my wheel among friends, rel-

atives and bee-keepers. S. T. Pettit.
Ontario, Canada, Sept. 33.

Plain Sections and Fences a Success.

I started in last spring with four colonies
(having sold out my bees before in another
place) and I have taken over 300 pounds of
honey from them, and increast to IT colo-
nies. I gave the plain sections and fences
a trial and they proved to be a perfect suc-
cess with me. C. H. Pettengell.

Phillips Co., Kan., Sept. 20.

Feeder for Fall Feeding.
The feeder I use for feeding in the fall is

made as follows: Make a box the width of
the hive, and 3 inches longer by 3 inches
deep. Coat the inside with paraffins so
that it will not absorb the syrup or leak.
Make a float of thin strips with 14-inch
spaces between the strips. Put it on level,

and fill with syrup slightly warm. Lay on
the float, remove the bottom-board, and
put the hive on it. Such a box will hold 30
pounds, and if fed warm the bees will take
it all up in one night. The float prevents
any bees getting daubed. I fed a colony 18

pounds last night, and it was all cleaned
out this morning, with only one dead bee
in the box. This may not be new, but I

never beard of one like it.

The honey crop has been a total failure
for two years ; everything was destroyed
by caterpillars in 1897, and partly so in

1898; bad weather did the rest.

J. M. DOUDNA.
Douglass Co., Minn., Sept. 23.

Average Crop of Dark Honey.
There is not over half a crop of light

honey throughout this section. The yield
from buckwheat and fall flowers is some-
what better, and will probably reach nearly
an average crop of dark honey.

A. b. Watson.
Tioga Co., Pa., Sept. 12.

A Beginner's Experience.
In July, 1S98. I decided to go into the

bee-business. I bought "colonies (butdidn't
move them), and as I knew nothing about
their management 1 put on my " studying
cap." I remembered receiving a price-list

of bee-keepers' supplies some years ago, so
1 began searching tor it, and found it, and
in that little pamphlet I saw the name of a
bee-paper; I sent for a sample copy, and
just kept on sending for sample copies until
1 had six different bee-papers. I read them
all, and re-read them. It was a task to de-
cide which one to subscribe (or, because I

realized I needed a bee-paper. Among
them all I finally decided, and subscribed
(or the American Bee Journal, which 1

think is a grand paper. 1 intend to sub-
scribe for another bee-paper as soon as I

feel able.
Last Friday (Sept. 23) I moved my bees

home, a distance of three miles. All workt
well until we went to unload. One of the
hives was old and decayed at one corner,
and in setting it down 1 managed to make
an opening in the hive, and out came the
bees. They seemed to have a liking for
me, as they covered me from head to foot
and stung me by the thousands. I was in-

terested in keeping them out of my eyes,
but the fun continued (that is, if you could
call it "fun") until I got a blanket and

Sweet I Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

SB) 10ft 25ft soft
SweetClover 60 11.00 J2.25 14.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..
118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

The American Poultry Journal,
32-, DEAHBORX ST.,

CHICAGO, - ILL.

Alniiriinl "'^'' '^ over a quarter of acent-
JUUl lltll ury old and is still growing must

possess Intrinsic merit of its own, and its

field must he a valuable one.

Such Is the American KA paniv o vnor
Poultry Journal. v" ICIIlS d Jldl

.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Farm Bee-Keeling.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclusively in the In-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE B'CTSY BEE,
publlsht by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Ho.
Write for free sample copy now.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writiiig.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read what J. I. FARKNT,of

Charlton, N. v., Bays—"We
cat with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
50 chaff hives with 7-ln. cap,
100 honey-racliB, 500 broad
frames, 2,OoO honey-boxes
and a Rreat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do it with this Saw.
It will do all you say Itwlll.^ Catalogue and Price -ttist

Free. Address. W. F. & JOHN BARNES.
4.sctf No. 995 RubySt. Rockford. III.

Flease mention Bee Journal "when ^griting.

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
age and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you all about ralll'oriila Agriculture and
Horllculliire. $1.00 per Year; Six Months,
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

QCC IfCCDCD^ ! Let me send you my 64-
DLL-NLLrLnO ! page Catalog for 1898

J. dl. Jeuklufi, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing

HONEY***
Ityou want Colorado Alfalfa, SweetClover

and Cleome honey —comb or extracted—corre-
spond with the Secretary of the Colorado

State Bee-Keepers' Association. Our Honey
ranks high In quality. Car lots a specialty.

Address F. R.4i;CIIFi;sS, Elyria, Colo.

31Att r Please mention the Bee Journal
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TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This I5th and latest edition of Prof. Cools's

magrnillcent book of 460 pages, in neat and
eubstantlal clotli binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for ttie work
of getting NEW subscribers for tlie American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here la quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written In the
most fascinating style, The author is also
too weU-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Bee-Keeper's Guide,"

Olven For 2 New Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J2,00), and we will mail YOU a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forjl.35,
or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo AS a premium. Let everybody try for if
Will you have one '

aEOBQE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State, The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'vrbltest
Bass'wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies,

Please mention the American Bee Journal. 7Atf

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To bave a copy of.

ll/\l/ Our 1898 Catalog \»Al/

B^'" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy',

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for llic Southwest—

.

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low frelg'ht rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have estabilsht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St., Omaha,
Neb,, where we will Iseep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Hlgginsville, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-beepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

colored transparent Foundation, Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and ail other flrst-
clas Bgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

^r"PROGRESSiVE Bee.Reeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25c. Both for 65c,
postpaid. Sample copy of the PaoGBESSivB free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
i^g^iij, Maniifactnring Company, f

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Hlsglnsvllle, ]?Io.,
730 Soatb 13tb St..

or
Omataa, Neb.

See Honey Offer on page 634.

threw it over me; then I went to killing;

those under cover, and when I got through
murdering bees you couldn't see my face
or bands for beestings. My flesh swelled
considerably, and I felt a little unpleasant
for a few days.

I finisht unloading after the angry bees
had settled down a little, and got them all

in good shape. The next day I concluded I

wanted some honey, so wife and I, after
dinner, prepared to take it. Of course I

put on the bee-veil, and my wife had on an
old bonnet. You see. I knew the bees
couldn't hurt that old bonnet, and I knew
my face wasn't beeproof, for I had it tried

tbe day before, (I had a veil but didn't
think to put it on when I commenced to un-
load the bees.)

Well, you ought to have seen us- march-
ing out to take our first honey. From the
first hive we got *27 sections, well filled and
capt over, and one partly filled ; from the
second hive *24 sections, well filled ; the
third hive 28 sections; the fourth hive, '24

;

the fifth hive, no honey above; sixth hive,

28 sections; seventh, filled but not capt
ov«r. This last one we left on.
This is more honey than we ever had

seen at one time. It is as nice and as white
or light as can be produced. I think my
experience as a bee-keeper has been very
pleasant so far — except the unloading,
which might have been a little cooler for

me, but I am not discouraged one bit.

H. C. KUTKENDALL.
Clark Co., 111., Sept. 26.

Crop Better than Expected.
The honey crop here is better than I

thought it would be. I have taken off, up
to date, about four tons of comb and ex-

tracted honey from TO colonies.
Dan Clubb.

Tulare Co., Calif., Sept. 19.

Not Half a Crop of Honey.
This county has shipt out over 30 carloads

of honey in one season, but this year we
won't have half a crop. My bees averaged
only 30 pounds per colony. The yellow
butterfly is taking the honey as fast as it is

secreted in the alfalfa, leaving only wild
flowers for the bees to feed and breed on.

B. A. HODSELL.
Maricopa Co., Ariz., Sept. 19.

Report for Two Seasons.

Last year my bees would do nothing but
swarm. I started with one colong, which
cast three swarms, without storing a pound
of surplus, and in about seven weeks the
first swarm cast one without working any,
leaving me pretty nearly disgusted with
bee-keeping. From the four colonies I got
IS pounds of comb honey, but this year,
with three colonies and not a single swarm,
I have harvested, up to date, 138 pounds of

comb honey, I attribute the difference to

two reasons: 1st, better management;
2nd, the fruit-bloom was all killed this sea-

son so the bees did not get started until

late in tbe season. The flow began sud-

denly after a rain, June '28. I have sold 40

pounds in town here (or 15 and 20 cents a

pound, and will keep the rest for home use.

E. Bkasel.
Creek Nation, Ind. T., Sept. 27.

Bather Hard on ftueen-Breeders.

I started with 17 colonies in the spring.

and all seemed to be in good condition
when I took them out of the cellar. A cold
spell came in April, and they dwindled con-
siderably and six lost their queens, but
they did fairly well after all. Considering
the dry summer we have had here, they
stored quite a lot of honey, but hardly any
swarmed.
There is one thing practiced by a num-

ber of queen-breeders in the States that
bee-keepers should expose through the
American Bee Journal, and give their

names. That is, advertising something
wonderful, and then sending queens that
are entirely worthless. One man says he is
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The Biggest Offer Yet

!

Last year only about one percent —only one
subscriber in 100—ordered his Keview discon-
tinued. It the Review could secure 1,000
new subscribers the present year, there is an
almost absolute certainty that at least 900 of
them would remain; not only next year, but
lor several years—as long as they are inter-
ested in bees. Once a really good bee-jour-
nal visits a bee-keeper a whole year it usually
becomes a permanent member of his family.

I would have no dlfflculty whatever in get-
ting twice 1,000 new subscribers this year, if

all of the bee-keepers In this country had
read the Keview the past year. I have some-
times thought that it might pay a publisher
to give away his journal one year, simply for
the sake of getting it into new hands. There
are, of course, decided objections to such a
course; but I am going to come as near to it

as I dare. Here Is my offer:
If you are not a subscriber to the Keview,

send me $1.00, and 1 will send you twelve
back numbers, the Review the rest of this
year and all of next year.

Each issue of the Review, especially if de-
voted to the discussion of some special topic,
is really a pamphlet containing the best
thoughts and experience of the best men
upon the topic under discussion. Twelve
back numbers of the Review are, to a certain
extent, so many little books devoted to as
many different phases of bee-keeping. Some
issues of the Review are now out of print; of
others only a few are left; while of others
there are several hundred. Of course, I shall
send those ot which 1 have the most, but no
two alike.
Most people subscribe for a journal at the

beginning of the year. In this case there is

no use of waiting, as you will get the Review
for next year just the same as tho you
waited until next January to subscribe, and
you get all the rest of the numbers for this
year free. The sooner you subscribe, the
more free issues will you receive.
Let me tell it over once more. For $1.00

you get twelve back numbers, the Review the
rest of this year, and lor all ol 1890.

31Utf W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

Cash Paid for Beeswax....
This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are payinR 25 cents a
pound — CASH — upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money
PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taljen at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
lis inicliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL,.

You Cau LearD

Shortband at Home
by our perfected method of giving lessons by
mail. Easiest, simplest system. Send stamp
lor particulars.

Eclectic Sliortliaiifl Colleie,

04 l>earl>orn j^lreet. 4'IIICAOO.
39Ayl D. F. HAYMES, Manager.

FOR SALE CHEAP

!

My property here, consisting of one block of
land, new residence, a house-apiary with or
without bees, a wagon and blacksmith shop
—the only one in town; also an out-apiary 3!li

miles away with four acres of land: ideal loca-
tions for bees; have averaged the past 5 years
105 pounds of comb honey per colony, spring
count. Good pasturage for 200 or 300 colo-
nies. All tlie above inuST BE SOliD
regardless of cost. For particulars and
prices address,

W. J. STAH]n4KN,
40Alt WEAVER, raiNN.

Tlie Ram's

Horo... \

H an Iiide-
peiideiit
Weekly
Paper of 20
pages-

page somewhat larger than those of the Bee
Journal. The subscription price is $1.50 a year.
It is one of the brightest and best publications ol
the present day. Its "Platform" is: 1. The
Primitive Gospel. 2. The Union ol Christendom.
3. Equal Purity—Equal Suffrage. 4. The Sabbath
for Man. .">. The Saloon Must Go. Motto: "Have
Faitb in God."

We will m&il you a sample copy ol the Ram's Horn upon receipt of a two-cent stamp.

OUR LIBERAL OFFER :

We wish to make our PRESENT subscribers to the Bee Journal a generous offer in
connection with the Ram's Horn, viz: Send us 'HVO I^HW subscribers for the Amer-
ican Bee Journal for one year (with .S2.00), and we will see that the Ram's Horn is mailed
you free for one year as a premium. cm^

Or, send us $3.00 and we will mail to you the Ram's Horn and the American Bee Jour-
nal, both lor one year.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

always fooling his customers by giving
them more than they expect. Well, he
failed to fool me on that line. He fooled
me the other way, by sending me a worth-
less queen. I put her in a strong colony,
and she let the colony dwindle to nothing,
and die. And there are a lot of other
breeders doing the same. I sent to five dif-

ferent States this season for queens, and
was deceived in nearly every one. One
man in New York sent me his circular, in

which he guarantees satisfaction. I sent
to him for a queen, and paid a good price
for her. She was no good, and I wrote and
told him so. He replied: "Well, if the
queen did not prove good. I will send you
another at half price." I would not have
taken another like her as a gift, if I knew
what she was like. I got good queens from
some breeders. J. Hamblt.
Ontario, Canada.

A Peculiar Swarm.
I send you a sketch of a swarm of bees I

found Nov. 13, 1897. as I was going through
a piece of woods. It was about seven feet

from the ground, on a limb. I got a box,
cut combs and bees off, took them home.

\\! 'Ill 'J '^i-yr'

'Miiif/<

Swarm on a Limb.

and translerred them into a four-frame
nucleus hive. There was plenty of comb
and bees, but not much honey. They did
well in their new hive.
A swarm like this is seldom seen in this

part of the country, so I thought I would
write about it, H. L. Primrose.
Tompkins Co., N. Y.

Has Been a Bad Season.

The season here has been a bad one—no
white clover, and cold weather now is kill-

ing goldenrod, our great tall source.
J. E. Pond.

Bristol Co., Mass., Sept. 31.

118 iniclilgaii Street, CHICAGO, ILI..

Very Poor Honey Season.

It has been a very poor season lor honey
here. We had a Irost in June that killed
all the clover, and then it set in very dry,
and there did not seem to be any honey in
the flowers. I commenced the season with
34 colonies, increast to S4 by natural swarm-
ing; they seemed just crazy, for some ol
them swarmed as many as six or seven
times ; then I commenced to cut out queen-
cells, leaving but two. Some ol them did
not swarm any more, and some kept on
until they were queenless. I had two colo-
nies that swarmed but once, and neither of
them reared a queen.
Our main crop of honey is what we call
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California >
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Olimate or Resources, send for a Sample Oopy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural

paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated »3.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
330 Market St.. • SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

KEYSTONE DEHORNING CLIPPERS

The Quiet, Orderly, Gentle and Safe
animal is the one that has bten (U-honifl.

It means animal foioi'ort and that ni^an^

animal profit. This kuile cuts clenn, mo
eru»<hlne «r bpul»lii|c. It is quick, tauses
least pain. Strong and lasting. Fully war-
rantetl. HiKhe-^t awaids World's Fair. Si'nd

f'^r free rii-i'iUars and i>""i''f^ ot-fore huyiiiiJ".

A. < . UlIOSll s. < o.hninvlIW. Pa.

38a6t :i Piense menllun the Bee Journal.

?Ol>vAnyone Interested
V^'^VX ill A'iKIcrLTURAL Pl'liSl'ITS CUll't

iw Ji# HI AGRlSlTliRirEPiTOMIST.
ilpk' copy FRKK to ANY AI'IMtFSS

. .>n receipt ot name and aililifsa

^pliiiuly written on postal card naming
' paper In which you saw this ud. Addriras

AGRICULTCKA/ -^'-OVIST, Indianapolis. Indiana.

•^RK^Bt. plPttsp mention the Bee Journnl.

SWEAR
an In

otbir

as yoa
did last

iiiiJ ihiTi U'll doit.

like starlinB right,

,,1 ...^ want to start right

ri^lai^J tn"! slay riglit buy the

Reliable Incubator.
I

!^-^ ipii"' J ftia^le .;" ihc v.-riL-st iimv],.> .iin t fad

\.
"- n JfS>jH wilhit. Lii;ht Uieianip. the Kfliable

_fcxU-.Wn-:t?:5U,W>sthe r.st. We send a '2L'4 j.ace

^^fe^'-'-^lVi-"- ^'J-:--:^ hnnW fnr 10c in atamps that tellsall

' " X ^^-iti'ut it and tlu' ftoUabIc Poultry Farm.

REUABLEINCB.& BROODER CO. Box B 2, Quiacy. Ill-

40E5t Please menllon the Bee Journal.

PATEHT WIKED COMB FOUNDATIOS
Has No Sag in Brood-Framen

ThlB Flat-Bottom Foundation

Bus So FIsbbone in tbe Sirplas Hooei

Being the oteaneBt la asnally worke<
the qalclcest of any Foandatlon made

J. A. VAN DEVSEN,
Sole Mannlaotarer,

Sprout Broo* Montdomery Co.. N. T

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-

ping device Is a fine thing

for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mall

It for 25 cents ; or will send

It FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-

scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

WIioleHale
and Ketall.

Working Wax 't^*°?S?mB A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line ot Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and Bamples ot Foundation and
Sections.
BEESWAX always wanted for cash or

trade. _
GUS DITTMER,

AUGUSTA, -WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

COMB FOUNDATION

here cottonweed or wild cotton, which is

the same some call willowherb elsewhere.
I winter my bees in large boxes packt

with chaff. 1 shall put in 50 colonies this

fall; I think that is plenty for the location.

I am 60 years old, and am not able to do
any work except tend to the bees, being
troubled with paralysis of the nerves.

Edward Knoll.
Grey Co., Ont., Sept. 26.

Honey Crop a Failure.

The honey crop in this county was a fail-

ure this year, and unless there is feeding
done there will be plenty of empty hives
next spring. Cdauncet Reynolds.
Sandusky Co., Ohio, Sept. 23.

Early Honey Season a Failure.

The early honey season was a failure

here. The drouth of last fall, followed by
dry spring weather, so weakened the white
clover crop that very little honey was
gathered by the bees during the clover sea-

son; so poor was the season that the bees
were ready to rob at any time. There was
a smatter of honey-dew in many localities.

The bees are now working actively in the
forenoon on the large smartweed (heart's-

ease). and all tbe day long on the little

white aster. Tbe odor of the aster nectar
floats in the air about the apiary.

G. W. Demaree.
Shelby Co., Ky., Sept. 23.

Poor Honey and Cotton Crop.

The honey crop was very poor in this lo-

cality, and the little secured cannot be sold

at home, as tbe cotton crop is very bad
here and the price still worse. There is

no money to buy honey with even at the
lowest possible prices. J. R. Jasek.
Fayette Co., Tex.. Sept. 13.

Very Poor Season for Bees.

It has been a very poor season for bees

here. We will get scarcely one-third of a
crop. J. Z. Rhodes.
Wadena Co.. Minn., Sept. 24.

Fair Honey Season.

The honey season here has been fair, with
but little fall honey, which was mostly put
in the brood-chamber, with little or no sur-

plus. F. E. Wtman.
Kewaunee Co., Wis., Sept. 26.

Care of Corn Fodder.—Every man of
experience knows that the value of corn fod-

der as a stock food depends very largely upon
storing it awav in good condition. There is

no other product ot the farm that suffers

more or deteriorates more rapidly from being
wet — rained upon — than corn fodder. It

therefore becomes a necessity to handle fod-

der with great speed and promptness when it

is in condition to stack or mow away.

The wise farmer will leave the shuckt corn
lie on the ground for days at a time, knowing
that ripened grain will suffer but little, it in-

deed at all, while he immediately hauls in the
fodder and stores it away when it is in good
condition, thus avoiding the t'me and ex-
pense ot reshocklng it, to say nothing of
probable later loss in food value. Anything
that will facilitate in this labor is of positive
advantage to the farmer. The Electric Handy
Wagon manufactured by the Electric Wheel
Co.. of Quincy. 111., would help out amazingly.
In the first place, it is so low and so easy to
load that a load of fodder may be placed up-
on it from the ground; in the second place,

the whole operation may be performed by
one man. thus saving the expense of another
hand. Their book, "Farm Savings" illus-

trates how it may be done, and tells all about
this and other things you should know. Send
for a copy before you begin to haul in your
corn fodder, not forgetting to mention the
American Bee Journal when writing them.

PRINTED
Envelopes and Letter-Heads.

We have put in a new small Job Printing
Press oa which to print our own stationery,
circulars, etc., and while being' able to do this
we may as well do some work tor our read -rs,

if they will favor ud with their orders. If you
want Envelopes or Letter-Heads, send '3-cent
stamp for samples and prices. We will make
right prices for neat, good work. All orders
can be filled by express, at sir all carge.hasthe
weight would not be great.

GEO. W. YOEK & CO , 118 Mich. St , Chicago.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
It you are interested In sheep In any way
you canDOl afford to be without the best

and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ j^ ^
has a hobby which is thesheepbreederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets Sl Sheep, - - Chicago.

'
ONE MAN WITH THE

COMBINATION
SAW

Can do the work of four
men using band tools, In
Ripping, Cutting-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trisl. Catalo^^oe Free,

SEINE^A FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENEGA FALLS, N. T

UNION

Tills Emerson stiff-cloth-board Binder
for the American Bee Journal we mail for 60

cents; or will send it with the Journal for one
year — both for »1.60, It is a very fine

thing to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-

nal as fast as they are received. If you have
the •' Emerson," no further eluding is neces-

^""^^ CEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BY

George W. York & Co.,
Cbicaifo, Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
for Pleaonre and Protit. bv Tliotuits G. Newman.—
^hls edition has been largely rewritten, thoroughly
revised, and la " fully up with the times " In all the
taprovemeuts and luveiittona lu this rapldly-devel-

oplng pursuit, and presents the nplarlst with
everything that can aid In the successful manage-
aient of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the must honey In an attractive condition. It con-
ialns S.'iD pages, and 245 illustrations— la beautifully
Ijrinted in the highest style of the art, and bound
'in cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.UU.

l^anffstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
3>adant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
antlrely re-wrltten, and Is fully Illustrated. It

treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
,ng. No apiarian library Is complete without this

jtandard work by Kev. Ij. L. Jjangstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 0"^0 pages;
Jwund In cloth.

Price, postpaid, Jl.'i.T.

Bee-K.ecpers* Oulde, or Manual of the
Iplary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is nnt only Instructive
4nd helpful us a guide In bee keei'lng. but Is

'.nterestlng and thoroughly pracih-al and scientific,

jtcoiitalns a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4C0 pages ; bound In cloth and
tully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. $1.2.'>.

Scientific Queen- Kearlnfft as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.—A method by which
ihe very best of Queen-Bees are reared In perfect
iceord with Nature's way Kti pages, bound In
jloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopiedla of 400 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees, It con-
tains 800 engravings. It was written especially for
!i)eglnners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by \V Z. Hutchinson.—The author
a( this work Is too well known to need further
iescrlptlon of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. ilO

gages, bound In paper, and Illustrated Price, 50 cts.

Batloual Bee-^eepIng, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
I—This Is a translation of his latest German bookoa
lt)ee-culiure. It has 350 pages: bcand
n paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This Is a German translation of the principal por-
tion of the book called Beks of Honey. 10 J page
pamphlet. Price, 40 cents.

Bienenzuclit iind Honisrgewinnnng,
nach der neuesten methode (Germanj by .7. F.

Epgers. This boob gives the latest, most ap-
proved met bo is of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive style,with illustrations to suit

the subject. 30 pages, board cover. Price, 50c,

Bee-Keeplns for Beginners, by Dr. J.
P. H. Brown, of GeoT-gia. A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes of
management In order to secure the most profit. 1 10
pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8u p . ;Ulustraied. 25c.

Convention Hand-Boolt, for Bee Keepers. ,

—
Thomas G.Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
*lso Constitution and By-Lnws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Praotioal Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Ohas. F. MUTH. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p. ; 10 cts.

Apiary Register, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Ijsather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, ll.OO; for ICMj colonies, $1.25.

Preparation of Honey for the Market^
deluding the production and care of comb and
dztracted honey. A chapter from Bees anjc
HONEV. Price, 10 cents.

Bee-Pasturage a Xecesalty.—This t>ook sug
fests what and how to plar it la a chapter fron'
iBSES AND Honey. Price, lOceata.

Dr. Howard's Booli on Foal Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Keeping, by G,
B. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 eta.

Foul Brood Treatment, by ^rof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price. 10 cts

Fonl Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
HIntB about eatlnR, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-pa»re
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to creat-
ine a demand for honey among sliould-be consum-
ers. 'l"he lorepart of the pamplilet was written by
Dr, C. <-". Miller, and is devoted to general inlonua-
lion concerning lioney. Tbe latter part consists of
recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective lielper in work-
ing up a home market lor honey. We furnish them,
postpaid, at these prices : A sample for a stamp; '1^

copies fc.ryu cents: ;'»u lor 5i> cents; ino for 90 cents;
2.5" for $2.n(i; 500 for $3.50. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on tlie front page,
when ordering lOij or more copies at these prices.

Commercial Ca1<^nlator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should hitve it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4o cts. No. 2
in tine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Oreen's Four Books, by Cbas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd, Peach Culture: 3rd, How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4lh, General Fruit In-

structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions In Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

The Hive I Iise, by G. M. Doolittle. It
details bis manag-ement of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Kendall's Hort^e-Book* — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and $ila<;e, by Prof. A. J. Cook—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. 26 cts.

JLiimber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sugar and the Sug'ar Busb. by Prof,
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up tbe price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64paKe8. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3o cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Bnral Ijife.— Bees, Poultry, Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. 100 pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them protitably. Price, 40 cts.

Book Clubbing OQers.

(Bead Carefnlly.)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this page
Following Is the clubblng-llst:

1. Langstrothon the Honey-Bee »2.00
3. A B of Bee-Oulture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I Cloth boundl 1.65
5. DooUttle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1,10

7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper toundl 1.75
13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15

14. Convention Hand-Book 1.15

15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1. 10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Lite 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Commercial Calculator, No. 3 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10

36. Winter Problem In Bee-Keeping 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies) 1.75

38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00

BDHEY and BEESWAX
MARKEX QUOXAXIUIVS.

Chicag-o. Sept. 20.—Honey of all kinds Is
selling well, with the best grades of white
steady at 12c; a little fancy white clover has
btought l.'Sc. Off grades of white to amber.
10 to lie; the dark shades. 8 to 9c. Extracted,
6 to 7o for white; ambers, 5 to 6c; anldark,
5e. Beeswax steady at 27o.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

St. Iionis, Sept. 9.— Fancy white comb,
12tol2Ho.; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie; No. 1
white. 9 to 10c. ; dark and partially filled from
5 to 8c. as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
1 white, 6 to e^c; No.2,5^c; amber, 5e; la
barrels. No. 1 white, .5!4c; amber. iV, to So;
dark, 4 to 4^c. Choice Beeswax, prime. 24c;
choice, 2A '^ic. At present there is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas City, Sept, 9.—Fancy white comb
12@13c; No. 1, ll@12c; amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white, 5!4@Ro; amber, 5@5Hc; dark,
4!4@.5o. Beeswax. 22@2.")C.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

C. c. Olemons & Co.
Boston, Sept. 30.— Our honey market

ehows a decided firmer tone since our last. A
few sales have been made at 15c lor an extra
fancy lot, while almost, all sales ranging from
A No. 1 to fancy now are made at 14u. while
occasionally, something a little oif. will bring
as low as 12V4 to 13c. We do not look to see
any lower prices.
Extracted. Florida. In barrels, mostly 6c to

7c. with a good demand. Beeswax, slow sale
at 26o for best. Blake. Scott & Lee,

ludiauapoUs, Oct. 3.—Fancy white comb
honey, 12 to 12 i4c; No 1,10 to lie. Demand
fairly good. Tarcolored comb honey, 8 to 9c,
with almost no demand. Clover and basswood
extracted honey, 6Hto7c Beeswax 2.s to27c,

Walter S. Pouder.

Milwaukee, Sept. 20.—Fancy comb. 12 to
12S4C ; A No. 1, 1 1 to 12c; No. 1, 10 to lie;
dark and amber. 8 to 10c Extracted, in bar-
rels and kegs, white, oy, to 6c; dark, 5 to5!4c.
Beeswax, 2.t to 26c.
The condition of this market for honey Is

favorable for shippers of good quality either
in comb or extracted, and tbe receipts, while
they are with us very fair, ate not as liberal
as may be, while the demand is very fair at
our quotations. We advise liberal shipments
of 1-pound sections and extracted.

A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, Sept. 16.—There Is quite an im-
proved demaud for honey at present, and
moderate amounts can be sold of strictly
fancy 1 pound comb at 11 to 12c; lowergrades
range from lOo downward. We advise but
moderate shipments for awhile yet. Ex-
tr^.cted—average grades could be sold at 4 to
5c. Fancy beeswax, 27 to 28c; common. 20
to 25c. Batterson & Co.

Columbus, O., Sept. 28. — Fancy white
comb, 14 to loc; No. 1 white, 12 to IDc; No.
2 white. 10 to lie; amber, 8 to 10c. Ex-
tracted, ohi to 7o.
There still exists a scarcity of white comb,

and holders who contemplate using this mar-
ket should do so early.

Columbus Com. and Storage Co.

Hew york, Sept. 26.—Comb honey contin-
ues to arrive freel.v. Demand Is good for
nearly all grades at following prices; Fancy
white, 14c: No. 1, 12c; amber, 10c; buck-
wheat, 8 to 9c; an exceptional quality at 9^c.
There is a good demand for extracted, all
hinds, at e^e for white, and oV4c for light am-
ber in cans: Southern, in barrels, 55 to 58c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26c.

Hildreth Bros. Sc Seoelken,

San Prancisco, Sept. 14.—White comb, 9
to9V4c; amber, 7 to 8!4o. Extracted, white,
6V4@6^e.; light amber, 5 >4 to 6o. Beeswax,
24@27c
Stocks are light of both comb and extracted,

but more especially so of choice extracted,
the latter being in most active request. Mar-
ket is firm at the quotations, with holders dis-
posed in most Instances to ask somewhat
nigher figures.

Cleveland, Sept. I,—Fancy white. 13@i4c;
No. 1, white, 12(ai3V4c; light amber, lie;
buckwheat, 9c. Extracted, white, 7o.; light
amber, 6c.
The demand for honey Is exceptionally

good, owing to the crop in this vicinity being
very light. A. B. Williams & Co,

Detroit, Sept. 24.—Fancy white, ll(ai2c;
ANo. 1. 10@llo; No. I, 10c: fancy dark or
amber, 9@ 1 Oc ; other grades, 8©9c. Extracted,
white. 6@6^c; dark or amber, 5©5^o. Bees-
wax, 25a26c. M. H. Hunt.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Now Alloweil on Orflers.

If you want

Sfiipping Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anyllilDg else« write to us. Catalog

ITee. Sample Copy

JKimerlcaQ Mee = Keeper,
(Monthly, oOc a year) free. Address,

TeEW.T.FAlCONERMFe.COMPAM
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FULI, LINE OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
l-potiud Square Jars, $4.60 gross.
Liabels, (iOo gross; disc, ou quantities.
Italian Queens, 65c eacli.
Catalog PRKE.

I
I
5

I

•-THIS^

Wood Binder
will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for
30 oenlDi. Fall directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues o£ the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-
ence in book form.
By paying for a year's sub-

scription .strictly in advance
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS,

OEO. ^V.YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago, 111.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of Boor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MannfactnrinE Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for hlB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

^^'*
Dadant's Foundation, y^'fYear

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because IN 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firmness, IVo Sa.^-
srinsr. I^o I^oss.

paxeSx weeu process
sbeexiivc}.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foun oU and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

IrKrfQS'TROT'M @If TmM m^WBT^Mmm, Reprised.
Tke Classic in Bee-Ctilture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk CO., ILL.

0[]R MOTTO—" Well Maiiufactnred Stock ! (|nick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-GASES.
ANB

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to he the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber Is used.

It^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marslifield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

ROOT'S GOODS.

The Fence and Plain Sections,

feefl New Process Fonnflation.

Cowan Extractors,

Our / Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest made,

Specialties: ^ Doyetalled Hives-witli Danz, Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzenlialier Hives.

No-Drip SMnping-Cases,

Gleanings in Bee-Cultnre, Illnstrated, Semi-Montlilv,

Catalog of Ooods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Braucli::Office8

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, III

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Publisht Weekly at 118 Michigan St. Georob W. York, Editor. $1.00 a Year—Sample Copy Free.

38th Year. CHICAGO, ILL., OCTOBER 13, 1898. No. 41.

UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Annual Convention Held at
Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DR. A. B. MASON, 8KC.

IContlnued Irom page 627.1

FIRST DAY

—

Afternoon Session.

The convention was called to order at 1:30 p.m., the ses-

sion being opened with the singing of " Bee-Keepers' Conven-
tion Song."

In the absence of Mr. W. F. Marks, of New York, the
Secretary read his paper, entitled.

Organization Among Bee-Keepers.

Your humble servant can In no wise add to the many ex-

cellent articles that have appeared on this subject from time
to time ; no one realizes that more than himself, but the sub-
ject is an important one.

The bee-keepers of the United States should aim to have
the best organization in the country, and unless I am very
much mistaken there is no good reason why they should not
succeed. You may say, " Easier said than done ;" to be sure,

but " nothing without labor." The first questions then are :

How shall we proceed ? How can we get the bee-keepers In-

terested ? We cannot hope to succeed unless we first get them
interested. I would not advise any new or untried plan.

Neither would I advise any plan that has been tried in the
past and failed. We can look around us and see many suc-
cessful organizations ; let us profit by their experience and
adopt a system of organization that has proven successful.

We should look around us, take the most successful or-

ganization we can find for a pattern, adopt its plan, and just

go to work and excel it.

There is a prevailing idea that what we need Is a fat
treasury ; it is not necessary to a good organization. I would
rather enter a battle for our pursuit with one hundred thou-
sand bee-keepers at my back than with as many dollars in the
treasury, backt perhaps by one-tenth that number of bee-
keepers. Money alone cuts a poor figure in such an organiza-
tion, unless backt by commanding influence. With one hun-
dred thousand—aye, one-half that number of Interested bee-
keepers behind us there would be powerful influence, and no
lack of funds.

You will observe that all successful organizations extend
their order into nearly every town, village and hamlet ; so
must we, if we would succeed. We must get the bee-keepers
interested in the work, by forming, or encouraging the forma-
tion, of local societies ; such a course will give them a per-
sonal Interest in the undertaking. A little reflection will con-
vince you that the Interest in our organization at the present

time is strongest in those localities where there are local

organizations.
In conclusion, I will repeat, we must profit by the experi-

ence of others, adopt some popular and successful plan of

organization, and go to work systematically, determined to

succeed. W. F. Marks.

There was then a discussion of the subjects of co-opera-
tion and organization among bee-keepers; both subjects being
considered together as follows :

Dr. C. C. Miller—In order to have the procession move I

will give one thought, and that is, that I believe the one thing
we ought to do above all others is to press for membership in

the Union, independent of attendance at the conventions.
There is our weak point. We have in the past had many good
conventions, but our membership has always been a fleeting

one. The rule has been that only those who attended the
conventions became members. We have gotten out of that

Mr. C. N. White, of England—See wage 647.

track a little ; but we want to get out of it entirely. Every
one who becomes a member once should be a member continu-

ously, year after year. And then we should urge persistently

and continuously that all bee-keepers become members of the

Union. That is the one thing more than anything else, per-

haps, that we need now.
Pres. York—Perhaps methods of securing membership

might be suggested.
E. R. Root—The paper speaks about local organizations.

There Is no State that has so many local organizations as New
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York. I was greatly surprised to see how many local organi-

zations they had. There is one of them in Seneca county that

has a membership of something liiie 75, and they meet once a

month during the honey season. In the county adjoining that

they had an organization with something like 60 members. In

Otsego county and Tompkins county they have local organi-

zations. Tompkins county has a local membership of some-
thing like a hundred. I think there are something like a
dozen counties well organized. Mr. Marks speaks about local

organizations affiliating with parent organizations. I doubt
whether that could be done in States where bee-keeping is not

so extensively pr.acticed as in New York. There is scarcely a

farmer in those counties that does not keep some bees. In

each one of those organizations they recommend bee-keepers

to take some bee-paper, or to become members of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union. I think you will And the member-
ship from that State is greater than from any other, probably
due to that one fact.

Mr. Lathrop—We have several bee-keepers' organizations

in Wisconsin, some of them quite prosperous, and I under-
stand that there are some more being organized this year. A
good many of our bee-keepers in southern Wisconsin have
been members of the National Bee-Keepers' Union, and we
voted to recommend that the two organizations should be com-
bined, but our members are slow to join the United States

Bee-Keepers' Union while they are members in the other, and
while they have paid their dues. I never joined this Union
until to-day because I was a member of the other organization,

and I believe that up to the present time the work has been
all right, and I had the protection I needed in that organiza-

tion. I would like to see the membership in the National Bee-
Keepers' Union come into this, so that we could all be to-

gether. I think that would be a good step towards what you
are talking about now.

Dr. Mason—You say that the old Union has furnisht you
all the protection you needed. What do you mean by that ?

What protection does it furnish?
Mr. Lathrop—Well, it Is like life insurance. It never did

anything for me, but I always felt that I had something to

fall back upon in case of emergency.
Dr. Mason—What would the emergency be ?

Mr. Lathrop—There might be an emergency. I have one
apiary that I have had 13 years in a certain place, adjoining
another man's property. It is not near a public highway, but
the man who owns the land cultivates corn there. He said

the bees bothered his horses, but that he would try to work,
and if he couldn't work then he would do something else—he
would try to have the bees removed as a nuisance, or some-
thing of that kind. I put up a high board fence, and took all

the precautions I could. I expected to have a lawsuit, and I

understood that if I did the Union would fight it for me. I

was speaking of the National Bee-Keepers' Union.
Pres. York— I should like to ask Mr. Lathrop why he

would not receive the same protection by being a member of

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union ?

Mr. Lathrop— I think I would. As I had membership in

the other I thought it would be all right for the time being,
because it had always done good work and been successful.

Dr. Miller— I am not going to give anything new at all,

but I want to say that I think one of the greatest things to

help increase the membership is the influence of the bee-

papers. They have done good work, and I believe that a con-
tinuance of that same work, and possibly a little more work
on that same line, will do great good. Possibly they need a
little encouragement by knowing that we recognize their

work. Then it might be a good thing for those who write to

the papers to mention the matter and urge that all should
become members of this Union. I very much doubt whether
there is any one thing that will do as much to increase the
membership as that. I believe the bee-papers could do more
than they have done. They have, of course, done more than
they are paid for doing; but I believe that if they will do a
little more yet it will do good.

Dr. Mason—The editors of nearly all the bee-papers have
said to me, " Whenever you have anything in the line of the
work of the United States Bee-Keepors' Union, let us have
it." I think we all feel under obligations to the bee-periodi-

cals. If Mr. Root wasn't here I would say that we are a
little more indebted to the American Bee Journal than we are
to Gleanings. Editor Merrill, former editor of the American
Bee-Keeper, pitcht into Mr. York and myself rough-shod
when this Union was first started, for the part we took in its

organization, but the new editor, Mr. H. E. Hill, is doing all

he can for the Union, and is ready to do more. On the first

page of our program is a cut that Editor Hill got up and
loaned to us for use in printing the program. I for one feel

very grateful to him. Dr. Miller talks about the papers doing

more than they are paid for. We don't pay them anything.
Editor Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, does all

he can to aid the Union, and Editor Holtermann, of the Cana-
dian Bee Journal, speaks a good word for us whenever he
can.

Dr. Miller— I do think they can do a little more if they
want to, and I don't think we ought to do anything to stop
them.

Pres. York—Perhaps it would be all right If I askt Dr.
Miller to tell the publishers in what way they can be more
useful. There are some things that publishers "don't know,"
the same as with Dr. Miller. (Laughter.)

Dr. Miller— In reply to that I would say that they might
do a little more of what they have been doing, or perhaps do
it a little oftener. The quality has been good, but the quantity
might be increast a little. Not that I am finding fault at all,

but a little more of the same kind would do more good. I am
only saying this in order to encourage them by making them
feel that their work is not without result. They certainly
have done more than ought reasonably to be expected of them.
I believe that the lack is rather on the part of those who write

for the journals. We ought ourselves to give them something
oftener, and not depend upon them to furnish the material
and the place to publish it.

Pres. York— I think one great help to the publishers
would be this: Let the Union do some real, active work, and
we will report it. That, I think, would help more than any-
thing else to increase the membership.

Dr. Mason—I might say that Mr. Marks, at my sugges-
tion two years ago, when we were trying to organize this

Union, sent me a constitution, and in it he embodied these
thoughts of his in detail about starting up local organizations.
But it seems that it is cot feasible; ?0 many of our people are
selfish. I may feel that I do not need to pay a dollar to be
protected, because I can take care of my own affairs better

than the Union can ; but I feel that I am under obligations

to the fraternity in helping to do away with the adulteration

of foods. That is the reason I gave my dollar a year.

Frank Rauchfuss (Colo.)— I am of the same opinion as

Mr. Marks, that we should organize county and State organi-

zations ; they should be the center, and the national organiza-

tion should be the head. That is the way I have been talking

at home. I really think it is feasible, because I have seen
what has been accomplisht In Germany. It Is done there,

and I don't see any reason why it should not be done here.

Dr. Mason—Are there not a great many more bee-keepers
in Germany than there are here in proportion to the Inhabi-

tants ? and aren't they closer together ?

Mr. Rauchfuss— Yes, sir ; and they are a different class

of people ; they are mostly teachers, preachers, and wealthy
farmers, who can afford to spend a little money in going to

meetings, and things like that.

Dr. Miller—Mr. Rauchfuss will remember that there are
dozens and dozens of those who never attend the meetings
and yet are members. There is where the Germans have got

the start of us. With us it is too often the case that only
those are members who attend the conventions; but those

plodding Germans stick to it, year after year, and if they
never go to the conventions in their lives but once or twice,

all the rest of the time they are members. They have large

societies and large meetings, but the meetings only take in a
small part of the membership. While I am willing to have
the Germans come In here with us, I would like to beat them
in some things. If we could only beat them in that respect, I

would like it very much.
Mr. Rauchfuss—Our Colorado association has workt un-

der the same serious difficulties. We have a small member-
ship, and I have been trying to get the membership up. I

had some help from the American Bee Journal, and we appre-
ciated it very much. We have done this much : Every one
that is a member of the State organization derives some benefit

in buying his bee-supplies. That is what gets them. If they
see that by paying 50 cents for membership they can save

$5, they will come in every time. We have 150 members,
and more coming.

Dr. Mason—Last year the Secretary of the Salt River
Valley Bee-Keepers' Association (In Arizona) sent me 17
names and §17. This year he sent 14 names and $14, and
some names had been sent before that. None of them have
attended our conventions. They are too far away to make it

convenient to attend. I don't know but it would be a good
plan if your next Secretary would write this matter up and
put It in the papers. I believe that we can organize as the
Colorado folks are doing.

Mr. Rauchfuss—There is another way : Start a case

—

prosecute somebody for adulteration, and show the bee-keep-

ers that we are doing something with the money that has been
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paid in, and that will induce others to get suSBcient courage
to join.

Dr. Mason—We don't have any need for that in Ohio, so

far as adulterated honey is concerned. We have a first-class

State law, and a first-class man as Comaiissioner to see that it

is carried out. I have been watching for the last two years
for some one to prosecute, so as to get the glory for the
Union, but I can't find any one dealing in adulterated honey
except such as is labeled as required by our excellent " Pure
Food " law.

Mr. Whltcomb—The best plan for getting members for
the Union that I have found, is, when you go out and meet
your brother bee-keepers, talk to them. Every member that
is here to-day can get two or three of his bee-keeping friends
who are not members to come in. We must have a fund be-
fore we can commence prosecutions. It takes money to con-
duct a prosecution, and we need to have a good fund Inrst.

That is what we have been waiting for, to get the membership
strong, and to get a fund before commencing that work. We
must not make a failure of the first prosecution. When we
get a good membership and get money in the treasury, then
we can go ahead and prosecute and do some good work. I

know of no better way than for every brother and sister who
Is a member of the organization to go home and get some of
their bee-keeping friends to join—send in their dollars, and
have them become members. That would swell the treasury
and the membership admirably.

Questions were then taken up for discussion as follows

:

BEEKEEPING, PUBLISHING OR MANUFACTUBING.
" Which is the most profitable, keeping bees for honey, pub-

lishing a bee-paper, or manufacturing bee-supplies ?"

A. I. Root—Whether you are going to keep bees for
honey, or publish a journal, or manufacture supplies, you
can't succeed in any one of them unless you put brains and
muscle into it. When I look back over the years that I have
been engaged in the work—and I believe I have made a suc-
cess in all three departments— I would say that I succeeded
because I put brains, hard work and energy into each. If
the rest of the world don't know how many hours I put in,

Mrs. Root does. She said again and again that I would work
myself out, and kill myself. But it is better to wear out than
to rust out. I kept bees for honey, and had lots of hardship
and worry. My early experience was a series of blunders, but
little by little I began to get the upper hand. When a man
goes into a certain business and puts his whole life and energy
Into it, he will sooner or later get his reward. Whatever you
are doing, you want to do it with all your might. I don't
think publishing a bee-paper would have been profitable if I

hadn't put energy and soul into it. But I made a success of
it. We had to make a success of honey-production and of bee-
papers before there was any field for the manufacturing busi-
ness. Years ago, when I first started, and when the people
were all feeling sorry for me because I had let this new craze
run away with me, I said, " Look here, gentlemen, the time
is coming when the bee-keeping Industry is going to rank
fairly with the butter and egg business." I had some pretty
lofty aspirations. I had faith In strength and energy, and I

had faith in the great God above. Faith is a great thing.
The one who has faith in God, and faith in his own brain and
muscle, is the one who is going to succeed. It seems to me it

doesn't make so much difference what you are working at if

you are working at It with all your might. And in regard to
wearing one's self out, I don't believe I have felt so young and
spry as I have in the last four or five months.

There is another point I want to make. There was one
time in bee-keeping when I had made a fair success, and then
we had seasons like the past. We had all sorts of discourage-
ments and mishaps, and I had about decided to give it up. I

piled away my books and papers, and sort of felt that I would
quit. Mrs. Root rather remonstrated with me, saying, "You
don't want to throw away what you have done. I would just
go on, and may be you will have a better honey season."
There were only 11 colonies left. I thought it was a good
time to " wind up," but she didn't like the idea of my giving
up. The next year I increast those 1 1 colonies to ii, and the
next year with those 4-4 I got that big crop of honey—over
•5,000 pounds. Don't turn your back and show the white
feather. If I had quit I would have lost faith in myself, and
may be lost faith in God. Then I would have started in some
other kind of business kind of half-hearted, and likely made a
failure of it, too. Don't give up on account of a few failures,
or a succession of failures. I have known some who have
been at it four or five years, and said they were ready to quit,
whereas if they held on a little longer it would have been like
the man who was sinking the oil-well. He had gone down a 1

good ways and hadn't struck any oil yet, and he was getting
discouraged; and then some one bought the well and sent it

down only another foot, and struck nil. That is just the way
with bee-keeping. When you get ready to say it doesn't pay,
and lose faith In man and God, it is a bad place to be. Stick
to your trade, stick to your religion, and stick to your faith in
God, and to your faith In your neighbors. What is that old
text ? "Be not weary in well doing, and in due time you will
reap if you faint not."

Pres. York— I presume that Mr. Root is the only one that
can answer the whole question. He has been through all of
of it. But he has not answered it yet, as to which is the most
profitable.

A. I. Root—They all have their ups and downs, and 1

might say that it is not an easy matter to make a success in
any one of them.

E. R Root— I don't know that I can answer the question,
but I will say this: I wrote to Mr. John H. Martin, of Cali-
fornia, and askt him why there wasn't a bee-paper publishfc
on the Pacific Coast, and he said they told him it was more
profitable to produce honey. I presume that was the fact. I
don't think that in our locality in Ohio we could produce
honey and make a big thing out of it. Perhaps it is more
profitable to produce supplies.

A. I. Root—But there is a young bee-keeper only a couple
of miles from us that has produced profitable crops of honey
year after year.

Pres. York—Last year in Chicago I averaged 100 pounds
of honey to the colony. As to the second part of the question,
I am publishing a bee-paper, but I have not found that there
is so very much money in it. Perhaps when I get to the third
part of the question I will make some money ! I think as Mr.
Root says, it depends a great deal upon the man in any case.

Dr. Miller—With regard to one point brought out : I am
not so sure that it is right to throw your whole soul and might
into it. There are some things, perhaps only a few, where it

is wise to throw your whole might into them, but I very much
doubt whether bee-keeping is one of the things. I have in
mind a case that I knew years ago, of a man who was very
enthusiastic about bee-keeping. He went into it all over ; he
workt so hard at it that his soul was worn out in course of
time. Then he almost abandoned it entirely, instead of going
on and making use of the advantage of his experience. He
practically deserted the brotherhood, and then went into pub-
lishing a paper. He threw his whole soul into that, and made
one of the best papers that could be publlsht

; yet if it had
not been for the new generation following him, in course of
time that would have been deserted utterly. Fortunately the
rising generation took that off of his hands and continued It

successfully. Then he went into the business of producing
supplies, and he made a big success of that—went into It with
his whole soul ; but if it had not been for the rising genera-
tion that would have been deserted entirely. Then he went
running off after cabbages, and I don't know but he has made
a success of thaf. If instead of throwing his whole soul into
bee-keeping and allowing the hobby to run away with him—
throwing the reins to the wind, instead of controlling it as he
might have done—I believe today we might have gotten a
great deal more from him than we have. I believe the Lord
gave to him ability that He did not give to the ordinary mem-
bers of the human family. I believe one thing we are to do is

to hold a firm grip on the reins of the hobby that starts with
us. When I find that bee-keeping occupies the whole of my
time, then I want to let it go to a certain extent and take
something else with it.

DEPENDING ENTIRELY UPON BEE-CULTURE.

" How many of the members present depend entirely upon
bees and honey to make their living ?"

On a call for a showing of hands, two responded in the
aflSrmative.

Dr. Miller—My living is all made by what I know about
bees, but it is not all made by working directly with bees.

J. S. Scott— I understand that does not mean the produc-
tion of honey from the bee. I buy and sell honey as well as
produce it. I don't produce honey to the extent of making my
entire living out of it.

Dr. Miller—In a certain sense that would allow Mr. Scott
to hold up his hand as well as myself—that is, we depend en-
tirely upon bees and honey for our living. Wipe away all bees
and honey and we are dropt to the ground.

ACTUAL COST OF A POUND OP HONEY.
" What does it cost to produce comb honey; also extracted

honey ?"

Pres. York—Perhaps the question should include the
words " per pound " In order to enable us to get at it.
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Mr. Danzenbaker— I don't see that there is much differ-

ence, in my experience. Years ago I had an extractor and
used It seven or eight years and then sold it. Then I bought
another after five years, and I had It for four years without
unpacljing it, for the reason that I was getting all the comb
honey that I thought the bees should store. The year before

this I produced perhaps 120 pounds of honey that I didn't

succeed in getting into comb honey; this year none— all comb
honey. What It costs I cannot say ; it depends on the number
of bees In one place. Some say that 100 colonies can be kept

In one place. I think 10 will do much better. This year

there were 14 colonies in box-hives only two miles from where
1 had 90. I made a bargain with a man that I would give

him the hives if he would let me have all the honey I could

produce to May 20. I transferred the bees, having a man to

help. That took two days. I got a sugar-barrel full of

honey. I put on sections and got 900 finisht sections from
the 14 colonies. I think I went but once a week to that yard

—perhaps six times in all. I can't say what it cost. I don't

think I could have got more honey if I had extracted. I

bought the foundation ; that is all paid out. I got $135 for

the honey from the 14 colonies. I did better with them than

In the yard where I was working with the bees every day,

where there were 90 colonies. That is the result of a few
hives in a place. I had a few bees in a place that paid .$15

to $20 a colony. This year there was a man that had 100
colonies and he got a fair crop. I had a yard about two miles

from it, and 1 got four times as much, but I hadn't so many
bees. I have been at Medina. Look at the number of colo-

nies in that yard for queen-rearing. I don't think a neighbor

could succeed there if he had only one colony. It takes all

the honey there is to keep breeding bees. The cost of honey
depends upon the situation. I know some places there is no
profit in it. In the case I spoke about, with the 14 colonies,

the hives were worth $1 apiece. It took us three days to

transfer, and six days work in getting the honey. That was
nine days altogether. I got $135 worth of honey.

Mr. Cameron—Suppose you have a case where you spend
$40 for supplies and don't get any honey ; then how much
does it cost a pound ? (Laughter.)

Mr. Whitcomb—It takes 15 pounds of honey to produce
a pound of comb. In this locality I doubt whether we can
produce comb honey profitably for less than 15 cents per

pound, while we can produce extracted honey for 5 cents.

The bees haven't time to put up comb in the fall, when the

heart's-ease is yielding. We are compelled to produce more
extracted honey than comb honey here, because there isn't

time to build the comb when the honey is flowing. The 15
pounds of honey it takes to build a pound of comb is certainly

worth something. Honey-comb isn't gathered, it must be
built. It takes the time of the bees, and it takes material. I

doubt whether a pound of comb honey can be produced profit-

ably in this section for less than 15 cents. I would rather
produce extracted honey at 5 cents, so far as profit goes, than
comb honey at 15 cents. Of course, a great many out here
produce comb honey, but very little of It. I doubt whether in

the great alfalfa districts of the West, where the honey comes
In at times very rapidly, it is not more profitable to produce
extracted honey than comb houey. Here we sell more ex-

tracted honey than we do of comb, because here our customers
take a gallon of the extracted honey at a time, where per-

haps otherwise we would sell them a pound. They buy it

cheaper, of course. They know it is as pure as the honey
they buy in they comb.

A. I. Root— In Arizona, where they have those great
alfalfa regions, immense quantities of honey are produced.
There was one apiary of 300 colonies in one spot that pro-

duced 200 pounds to the colony. The man told me that if

somebody would take the honey off of his hands at 3 cents a

pound, he would go ahead. He figured that he could produce
it at 3 cents a pound and make a success of it—that is, ex-

tracting. All he got over the 3 cents he counted as profit.

Mr. Cameron— I remember that a long time ago Dr. Gallup
publisht the statement that he got out of one colony 50
pounds per day. You can't get 50 pounds of comb honey in

a day. I don't believe it.

Dr. Mason—If there is one honey-producer that we feel

we can rely upon in his statements It Is Dr. Gallup. Dr.

Gallup got in 30 days 600 pounds from one colony. Dr.
Gallup don't lie.

Mr. Cameron—He couldn't get comb honey at that rate.

Mr. Rauchfuss—In regard to the cost of producing comb
and extracted honey, we had some discussion at oue of our
State meetings four or five years ago, and it was estimated
then—and those estimates were given by specialists—that it

costs 4 cents to produce extracted honey, and 7 to 8 cents for

comb honey.

KEEPING BEES NEAR COLTIVATED CROPS.

' Can a bee-keeper be forced to remove an apiary because the
land adjoining is used for cultivated crops, provided the bees are
on bis own land, are not near a public highway, nor any dwelling,
and also separated from the adjoining property by a high, tight
board fence, the claim being that the bees sting men and horses ?"

Dr. C. C. Miller—That Is a question of law. It might be
answered very differently in different States. I do not believe

that we are competent authority to answer that question. We
may waste time by discussing questions that do not properly
belong here. There are things that can be better discust In

the bee-papers, and there are things that we can better dis-

cuss here face to face. I think our time can be better occu-
pied than in discussing this. If any one knows the answer of

course we will be glad to hear it, but I do not think we are
wise in spending time to say what we think ought to be the
answer.

HOW MUCH EXTRACTED TO PRODUCE A POUND OK COMB HONEY

—

FEEDING BACK.

" How many pounds of extracted honey does it take to produce
one pound of comb honey ?"

Mr. Danzenbaker— I suppose that means the relative

quantity that the colony will produce of each. In June and
July, in the warm weather, I think the bees will make the
wax they need to put the honey in. In the fall they do not
generate so much wax. A man who is produclug extracted
honey in the cool weather would have the advantage. In my
experience in June and July I claim I can make more money
on comb honey than on extracted The young bees in the
hive are elaborating the wax and molding it into the comb to

put the honey in that the field-workers bring in. It depends
on the season.

Pres. York—The person who askt the question may have
been thinking of feeding back : how many pounds of extract.,d

honey must be fed to produce a pound of comb honey ?

Mr. Danzenbaker— I don't think it would pay to do it.

A. I. Root—The question about feeding sugar to make
honey comes in here. I believe we are all decided that it does
not pay. even If it is honest.

E. R. Root— It has been stated in the books that it takes
20 pounds of extracted honey to produce one pound of honey-
comb.

Dr. Mason—If I had completed an experiment I had be-

gun, I could have said something about this. I do know this,

that within the last 15 days I fed about 35 pounds of ex-

tracted honey, and I have taken about 40 pounds of comb
honey from it. Saturday evening I raised up two supers of

plain sections I had on the hive^—2-4 sections in each one, 48
sections in all—and they felt as If they weighed 50 pounds. I

put on a bee-escape, hoping to get time to find out something
about it, but I didn't. I am quite sure those 48 sections are

well filled. Other colonies were by the side of that, and gain-

ing some, but not very much. Tliey got more honey than I

fed to them. I am going to look at It when I get home, and
then I will report.

TEST TO DETECT GLUCOSE ADULTERATION.

H. L. Miller— I should like to ask If there is any way of

testing honey to know if there is glucose in it.

E R Root—Certainly, there are several ways known now.
Mr. Selzer, of Philadelphia, has made a specialty of it. He
says he can tell without doubt whether a sample of honey con-

tains glucose, and very nearly the percentage, by chemical
means.

H. L. Miller—People generally don't have those means to

use. I understand that by putting the glucose into tea, it will

turn the tea dark. If that is true, I should think that would
be as good a way as any.

Eugene Secor— I don't know of any way of testing except
chemically—analytically.

An Attendant—Does glucose candy like honey?
Dr. Mason— It will candy, but not like honey. I have got

two gallons candied.
LContlnued next week.l

Lang-strotli on ttie Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and Is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a vear—bothtogether for only .$2.00.
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Best Hive for Farmers—Box or Frame ?

G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A correspondent writes that he has been induced to take
the American Bee Journal, and after reading some of my arti-

cles, and those of others, he has become Interested In bees.

He says he Is a farmer and wishes me to write an article on
the best style of hive, with the management of the same, for
the farmers who may keep a few colonies of bees, for he thinks
there may be many other farmer bee-keepers among the read-
ers of the Bee Journal besides himself.

In complying with this request, I would say that all de-

pends upon how " the farmer" Intends to keep his bees, and
what time he expects to spend on them. If he intends only to

hive the swarms when they issue, and put on the surplus ar-

rangement when the white clover commences to bloom, paying
little or no attention to them otherwise (which is the way the
average farmer tends to the bees), then 1 would say that the
box-hive, formerly known as the "Miner hive," Is as good for
such an one as any hive In existence.

Why I single out this hive from the hundreds of other
box-hlves or log-gums of the past, Is, that the top was so ar-

ranged that by the removal of a " honey-board " the surplus
arrangement could be set Immediately over the combs, thus
placing no more barrier In the way of the bees in entering the
sections than there is with the best hive ever invented ; and
should our farmer ever want to sell his bees, they will bring
from 50 cents to $1.00 more per hive than they would in any
of the others, on account of the provision Mr. Miner made of

slats standing with the knife-like edge down, so that the bees
nearly, if not quite always, build their combs straight and
true, so that, when they come Into the possession of the prac-
tical bee-master, they are easily transferred to any of the
movable-frame hives.

If, on the other hind, the farmer is willing to give the bees
the attention which they require—which is far less than he
would give one of bis horses or cows—then I would say that
nothing short of a good movable-frame hive will be good
enough for him. As to which of the frame hives is best, I

would say, much depends on the locality in which we live. If

in the South, then the Langstroth or even shallower frames
will do as well as any ; but if north of latitude 420 jg 453,
then I would prefer a deeper frame, if the bees are to be win-
tered on the summer stands. Of course, chaff-packing will
help the shallow frame hive ; but I believe it is something con-
ceded by all, that a deep frame Is preferable for the extreme
North, where bees are to be wintered out of-doors.

A hive which will bring the colonies out strong in the
spring Is something worth looking after, where the crop of
white honey comes early in the season, as it always does where
white clover is the chief source of supply, and the hive which
accomplishes this item the most perfectly, is the one the
farmer, or any other person keeping bees, should look after.

Lots of bees in time for the honey'harvest, without contract-
ing the swarming-fever, means success to their keeper, while
few bees at that time means a failure, no matter how many
there may be at all other times.

The early management of any hive consists In knowing
that the bees have a good queen, plenty of stores, and that
they are tuckt up warm and secure at the top of the hive.
Bees will build up even if the top of the hive has cracks In it

;

but all will see that the heat which passes out of these cracks
takes so much warmth away from around the cluster, and
causes the bees to burn just so much more fuel (honey) to re-

place the same, only to be carried away again. Therefore, it

pays well to see that the top of the hive is tight in early
spring.

Plenty of stores are needed, for it the bees have to scrimp
on account of fear of starvation, not nearly so many bees will

be reared as there would be were there so much honey in the
hives that the bees could use it lavishly. A hive that has 20
pounds of honey In it on the first day of April will, as a rule,

give double the bees at the commencement of the clover har-
vest, that the one will that has only five pounds, providing the
latter does not starve altogether. A good queen is an actual
necessity; for, tuck up the hive as well as we may, and give
the bees a surplus of stores, to such an extent that they feel

rich, yet if the queen Is poor or falling there will be only
enough bees reared to keep up the dying population of the

hive, resulting in little or no honey to the owner.
Seeing that the bees have the three requisites named

above, little more will be needed from the farmer till swarm-
ing-time arrives. When the first swarm issues he will mark
the date on the hive, so that in eight days he can go in the

evening and listen for the piping of the first young queen,
which usually emerges from her cell sometime during the

seventh day, where the swarm Issues on the sealing of the first

queen-cell, as it generally does. If he hears the queen piping,

he may know that, if the weather is pleasant, a second swarm
will Issue the next day, unless thwarted in some way, and also

that there is a queen hatcht and at liberty in the hive. If he
hears this piping the hive should be opened quite early the

next morning and every queen-cell cut off, which will surely

prevent any after-swarm issuing from that hive.

To be sure no queen-cells are mist, it is well to shake the

bees off each frame, in front of the hive so that none are hid-

den by the bees being so thickly clustered upon them.

The surplus arrangement should be put on each hive as

soon as Its combs are filled with brood and there is honey
coming in from the fields, no matter whether they have
swarmed or not, and upon all others as soon as there are bees

enough in them so they can keep up the necessary warmth
for brood-rearing, with the surplus arrangement on.

As soon as the sections are filled they are taken off, and
more put in their places to the end of the harvest, when no
new ones.should be put on to become travel-stained and stuck

up with propolis, and also so that the bees will be more likely

to finish what are already on.

Any farmer can do as much as Is here outlined, and I have
sometimes seriously questioned whether this will not give any
of us as good results as the more frequent manipulation of

each hive, which I and others have Insisted on in the past,

where natural swarming is to be the order and method of in-

crease.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Should Hive Bottom-Boards be Nailed?

BY C. P. DADANT.

The above subject is suggested to me by reading the arti-

cle by Wm. M. Whitney, on page 594, who urges that there

are serious objections to the use of loose bottom-boards, and '

thinks they should be nailed to the hive. We have tried both

the fast and the loose bottom-boards In the same apiaries for

years, and I will now give my reason for the preference I en-

tertain in a very decided way for the free, removable bottom-

board.
Take the hive at the beginning of spring, when the bees

are just going out of winter quarters. There are often thou-

sands of dead bees on the bottom-board, and they are some-
times so packt into a solid, rotten, moldy mass that It is very

dllBcult for the bees to remove them. With a movable bot-

tom-board all that is required is to pry the hive from it with a
chisel, breaking the propolis fastening that holds the two to-

gether, and with a small, straight block of wood In ten seconds

you can scrape all dead bees, debris, and dirt from the bottom
that it would have taken weeks for the bees to carry away. It

is true you can remove this dirt with a tight bottom as well,

by transferring the bees and combs Into another hive, but the

latter method is too slow for me.
In the spring, if by some accldentor through some manip-

ulation, it happens that some comb has been broken, either by
transferring or straightening, and some honey has been made
to run down to the bottom-board at a time when robbers are

wide-awake, if you use a loose bottom you can, in one or two
minutes, bring out a fresh bottom-board and transfer the hive

from one on to the other. You thus avoid having to run some
risk of your colony being robbed owing to the leaking honey.

Again, of all the parts of the hive the bottom-board is the

first to get out of shape, to rot, to warp, to become worthless.

With a loose bottom-board It takes but a minute to renovate

the foundation of the abode of your bees, doing away la a

twinkle with a defective piece which may have been damaged
by unexpected causes, such as the gnawing of mice, or by a

loose knot.
Then in hot weather it is surely a very satisfactory thing

to be able to increase the ventilating space at will. Mr.
Whitney favors re-spacing the combs by removing one or two
from the brood-chamber for ventilation. I will agree that

this looks very nice at first sight, but I doubt whether Mr.
Whitney has done this more than one season, for when he

finds that the bees have thickened the combs so as to leave

only the usual bee-space, and that they have perhaps built an
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additional comb between the others, and that he has a lot of
cutting down to do before he can again place 10 frames in his

hive, he will not be likely to want to try this experiment
again. We have occasionally had to handle hives of bees in

which an inexperienced person had placed 8 frames only
where 10 really belonged, and we have always found that the
bees managed to fill all the space according to their natural
habits. I had almost as lief handle a hive in which there
were too many frames as one that contained too few. This
reminds me of a bee-keeper who filled his hives entirely full

with frames % inches thick, putting 13 of them in an 8-

frame hive. It was a nice job to remove them, and I would
rather have box-hives than hives arranged in this way.

Ever since we have begun using loose bottom-boards and
raising the hives in front in hot weather, we have avoided the
breaking down of combs by heat. I must say, however, that
the straw mat inside of the cap over the combs or the supers
is a very good adjunct as a preventive of the action of the
sun's rays.

We can see no advantages whatever in the tight bottom.
If one wants to transport hives they can easily be fastened by
a cleat on the side which will fasten the cap or the cover at
the same time as the bottom ; or if for transporting them
about the apiary, one can resort to the Van Deuzen clamp,
which makes a tight or a loose bottom at will.

The only purpose for which we have seen any use for bot-
toms nailed fast to the hive is in shipping or transporting. We
have transported thousands of hives from one apiary to
another, and have sometimes nailed the bottoms to the hive
for that purpose, but we have never hesitated in taking the
nails out afterwards, and we usually leave them to project a
little for that purpose when they are driven.

If there are advantages to the tight bottom which counter-
balance the disadvantages, I for one have surely not found
them. Hancock Co., III.

Do Italian Bees Produce Better Honey?
BY A. W. HAKT.

Mr. Bevins, on page 518, says he is sorry I took his
" squib " so seriously. Well, I am not feeling very badly over
the matter, but how would he have me take it? I should
have made no reply had there not been criticism and ridicule,
and an effort to disparage and impugn my motive In asking

. the question.

The first sentence, in my first communication, reads :

"We sometimes see the statement made," etc., and I have
shown that prominent bee-men do entertain and promulgate
the doctrine that Italian bees produce better honey than
others, etc. I askt the question as to how It is, when all have
access to the same sources of supply, and this, as Shakespeare
says, is the whole " head and front of my offending ;" and for
this I am called in question, my motive ridiculed, and I made
to appear as " putting up a job on the bee-keepers."

Mr. Bevins says: "I would like, as well as Mr. Hart, to
know why Italian bees store a better honey than others," etc.
That is what I wanted to know, and why I askt the question
of those supposed to know, and why did not he, or was he
afraid some other sharp critic would arise and accuse him of
" putting up a job on the bee-keepers ?"

He says what he said was not an answer to my question,
was not intended to be. Then why was it written ? Surely,
my question was fair, and sought a fair answer, and not the
ridicule he gave It in trying to make me pose as fooling with
the bee-keepers. I have proven my position, given my au-
thority for the "opinions and statements," and yet Mr. Bevins
must fire a parting shot, saying, " 'Tis still my belief
that Mr. Hart has started the bee-keepers In pursuit of an
ignus fatuus." I may be afHicted with a little mental obtuse-
ness, unable to comprehend the logic of things, but I fall to
fathom the motive of such flings, unless it be for "distinc-
tion," or, may be, a challenge to cross swords. If it be the
former, he is welcome to all there is on both sides ; if the lat-
ter, I shall not dodge, tho it would doubtless be uninteresting
and unprofitable to the readers, and of necessity lead beyond
the limits of apiarian literature, and consequently Inadmissi-
ble to the columns of the American Bee Journal. Neverthe-
less, the legend "At Home " may be found on the " lintel."

Mr. B. says: "Mr. Hart mistakes." Now, I might use
the boy's argument, and say, " You're another." He says he
did " not say, or intimate, that his [my] question was entitled
to no consideration." Mr. Hart did not say he did. Mr. B. mis-
takes. How does he read ? Let me quote from Mr. Hart,
page 457 :

" Mr. B says I came at them with another ' If,'

which Is entitled to no more consideration than the other."
Is it not clear that It is the two hypotheses to which he

alludes—the aforesaid " Ifs "—of which I said he intimated
they were entitled to no consideration, and not of the "ques-
tion."

Mr. B. is right when he thinks I thought so, too, nor did
I use them as my reasons, for did I not say " if as some say,"
showing they were quotations? Then, why attack me on that
line? I have shown that men do have the opinions, and state
them, that Italians produce better honey. May be they are
right. I did not see it, and askt for light. I think a man
ought to always be " able to give a reason for the faith that is

in him." I askt a question touching that faith, and for this

question Mr. B. tells you his belief still is, that Mr. Hart has
started the bee-keepers on a " jack-o'lantern " chase, then
meekly and cheekily says, " Let us have peace." It seems to

to me there was peace till he made war. Who " puts up a
job ?" The one who states or affirms or erects a structure, or
the one who merely interrogates, Why doest thou thus?

Mr. B. may have thought that after the explosion of the
14 inch shell from his biggun I would be demolish t, and placed
hors du combat, hence the " Let us have peace." Yes, by all

means, let there be peace, and when the terms are arranged
on the basis of fairness, right and justice, I am ready at any
time to sign the " protocol ;" but I shall " yield no territory,"

and Mr. B. must pay his own " transportation."
' Stephenson Co., 111.

MR. CHAS. IV. WHITE.

This week we have the pleasure of introducing to our

readers, by pictures of himself and apiary, Mr. Chas. N.

White, of England, whose series of nine articles on bee-keep-

ing appeared in this journal during July, August and Septem-

ber. The picture of his apiary we use by the courtesy of

Gleanings, that paper having copied it from the British Bee

Journal, from which we take ihe following paragraphs con-

cerning it and its scholarly owner:

Our bee-garden picture shows the apiary of Mr. C. N.
White, and is situated in the village of Somersham, Hunts.,
in which place he has resided for the past 18 years. In re-

sponse to our request for a few particulars regarding himself
and his work to go along with the picture, Mr. White says:

" My first lessons In bee-keeping were taken from my old

friend and schoolmaster, Mr. Winter, of Caistor, Lines., with
whom I lived while apprenticed as pupil teacher. Here, 28
years ago, I first saw bees kept on a humane principle, for my
bee-master (tho hardly progressive or scientific enough to fairly

give him a claim to that distinctive title) preferred an econo-
mical as well as humane system of bee-keeeplng. From 1875,
when I left college, to 1879. when I settled at Somersham, I

was gleaning information on bees, and learned much from Mr.
W. B. Jevons, of Market Rasen, who was then an expert bee-
keeper. Here, then, I formed the nucleus of an apiary that
eventually became my pride, and did not lack the admiration
of friends. The work and worry inseparable from scholastic
duties in a rural school of 250 children at first prevented me
from doing very much with the bees; but since I have been
able to turn to the hobby in grim earnest, I have by practical
work, and by the use of my pen, endeavored to show other
rurals that bee-keeping is a source of interest and profit, and
tends to promote good health and the power to work hard.
For myself and the benefits it has conferred in this line, the
multiplicity of duties I have performed and still attend to,

fairly well shows."
Few will dispute Mr. White's claim to be.called a worker

when we learn that he is Hon. Sec. Hunts, and Cambs.
Teachers' Association, and In this capacity has been represen-
tative at annual conferences of teachers in London and else-

where. He is Hon. Sec. Hunts. B. K. A., and of the Cambs.
and Isle of Ely B. K. A., while locally he is secretary to trus-

tees of local charity, Hon. Sec. Technical Education Commit-
tee, collector of taxes, church choirmaster, conductor of con-
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certs, is correspondent of five local weekly papers, and writes

bee-articles for ever so many other papers besides.

Bee-keepers also know that Mr. White has done a very

great amount of bee-tent lecturing during his annual holiday

from school duties ; and when he coolly tells us that "the
above are my means of recreation from school work," it almost

makes one wonder when or during what hours he lies down
to rest. Solid testimony to the
value of the disinterested services

he has for many years past ren-

dered to his neighbors is found in

the public recognition of his labors

on several occasions, when testi-

monials have been presented to him
by the leading residents of his

neighborhood.
In concluding this brief notice

we may mention one event, viz.:

the public presentation to Mr.
White of a gold watch and Illumi-

nated address in 1895, on his 40th
birthday, to mark his 16 years'

services to the locality. On this

occasion, when returning thanks
for the honor done him, he alluded
to the fact that In all his work
much of the success he had been
able to achieve was due to his good
wife, and the possession of a happy
home^sentiments in which we are
sure our readers will cordially

agree.
Mr. White holds the first-class

certificate of the British Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, and frequently of-

ficiates as judge at bee and honey
shows. Indeed, he may be very
fairly clast as one of the public
men of the bee-keeping craft.

We learn further that Mr. White

has been a school teacher for

twenty-two years, but last Decem-

ber he made a change in his voca-

tion for one where tho there is less responsibility there is less

work and worry. In taking the mastership with his wife as

matron of the Union House, at St. Neots, he has leisure to

spend with the bees. He has given up lecturing, as he could

not leave the house in the evening frequently, but he can very

conveniently attend the council meetings of the British Bee-

Keepers' Association in London, and judge for that organiza-

tion when required.

Mr. White Informs us that he "has a good wife and three

bonny boys, two of them standing six feet high."

A "Red Clover" Queen, Elc.

1. In April, 1897, I had one colony of bees that was queen-
less, and I sent for one of those red clover Italian queens, in-

troduced her, and the colony built up strong, but they gave
only six or eight pounds of honey, and the combs bad more
than twice the wax in them that were in those built in other

CONDUCTED BT

DR. O. O. anXtER, SiAItEJSGO. ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Tran^rerrins Now or in Springy.

I sent for a sample copy of the American Bee Journal and
got it, lookt It over, and of course subscribed for the balance
of the year. I read Mr. White's third chapter, got the bee-

fever, and bought a colony of bees ; read more, and got more
fever, and more bees. I have four colonies now, and am look-

ing for more. I have two swarms in boxes llx20J-^ Inches
inside, the frames running across the box, are all full. I want
to put them into a standard hive. Should I better shift them
now, or put a super on and wait until spring '? They are get-

ting plenty of hooey and pollen, so I will have to do something
to give them more room. Flokida.

Answer.—Probably the safe thing will be to leave them
where they are now till winter is over, giving them additional

room if needed.

Apiary of C. N. White—Frum British Bee Journal.

colonies. The bees wintered well and built up very strong

last spring, but they would not store any honey, and would

hang out, do all that I could. When they had a case of sec-

tions on top and a brood-chamber with foundation In the mid-

dle (I use the Heddon hive), they would hang out. While

those along side gave me from 60 to 75 pounds of surplus

honey, they gave me none this year, and appeared to be the

strongest. The queen seemed to be very prolific, but the bees

would do nothing but sting, for they were little terrors to

handle. What was the trouble?
2. Will queens mating with drones from a colony like the

above be likely to be much better honey-gatherers than this

colony ? Pennsylvania.

Answers.— 1. If the bees had the same chance in every

way as the neighboring colonies. It is to be feared that the

trouble was in the character of the bees themselves.

2. They might be a good deal better. The workers par-

take of the characteristics of both father and mother, and
sometimes there is a decided advantage in the introduction of

new blood, even if that blood be no better than the old.

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet
especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the

pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and Is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-

sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper In working up a

home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these

prices: A sample for a stamp ; 25 copies for 30 cents; 50
for 50 cents; 100 for 90 cents; 250 for $2.00; 500 for

$3.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bep Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it.

-»-.

t3^ See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 653.
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Ten "Weeks for Ten Cents.—On page 651 we
renew our offer made to new subscribers in the last number of

the Bee Journal for September. Now it seems to us that

nearly all of our regular readers have neighbor bee-keepers
whom they could secure on that liberal offer. With last week's
issue we began printing an extra-large edition weekly so that

we might be able to accommodate all the new ten-weeks-for-

ten-cents subscriptions that might be sent In. We hope all who
can do so will help In this fall campaign for new subscribers.

The Bee Journal should have at least double its present list of

regular subscribers.

Honey at the Paris Exposition.—A local

California newspaper reports that recently the Secretary of

the Chamber of Commerce at Los Angeles, wrote to the Cali-

fornia Bee-Keepers' Exchange in regard to an exhibit of honey
at the Paris Exposition, in 1900. In reply to this, C. H.
Clayton, secretary and manager of the Exchange, wrote as

follows :

"Your favor of Sept. 19, relative to a prospective exhibit
at the Paris Exposition is at hand. There can be no question
but that it would be to our advantage to have an exhibit
there, and the matter has already been discust in an informal
way among our members. The whole subject will come up
for final action at our annual meeting, which occurs early In
January, 1899. One great disadvantage under which we
labor is the apparently growing uncertainty of crops, this year
being a complete failure, and about every other year for the
last ten years being a partial failure, making it diificult, if

not Impossible, to hold trade secured. During 1897 we secured
quite a foreign trade, sending honey to all the principal Euro-
pean points, including South Africa ; but this year we have

absolutely no honey to fill orders from there, and we have now
on file orders in our office for more than 600 tons for export,
with not a ton in sight to fill them.

"Central California will produce a little honey, but as a
rule It is not acceptable to any of the foreign markets except
Germany, almost all the markets demanding Southern Cali-

fornia honey. Even central and northern California will not
produce much more than 120 tons—one-fifth of the amount
for which we already have orders—and the local demand will

take most of that. So you see the question with us Is whether
we should he exhibiting, or hold out inducements to trade
which we may not be able to fill.

" Whatever action is taken In the matter we will promptly
notify you."

From the foregoing It appears that the California Bee-

Keepers' Exchange has been doing some great work. Having
on hand orders to the amount of 600 tons of honey is no small

thing. We trust that the Exchange may soon be able to fill

all its present orders, and many more yet to come.
-*-.-»

The Price of Honey has an upward tendency, so

those who are favored with a crop will at least have some
benefit from the scarcity. The advice to hold for a fair price

was never more seasonable. Gleanings reports that it Is not

an easy thing to find sufficient choice honey to supply the

demand they have for It.

The Season in California.—W. A. Pryal says

in Gleanings that the season was in general so bad throughout

California that it was a question with some whether it was
better to feed the bees or let them starve. The northern coast

and mountain counties gave a medium crop. But there has

been no rise in price to correspond with the scarcity of the

crop. Honey is granulating earlier than usual, owing perhaps

to the large amount of altilaree nectar gathered in that region.

The "Bare" and The Bees.—The New York
Sun received a number of original compositions on animals,

from a Boston school-teacher, which show several different

characteristics from what we have been led to suppose be-

longed to the literary productions of even the childish Bos-

tonese. Here are two samples :

The Bare.—Bares are of many sighes and all big. The
chief kinds are the grizzly bare which Is black ; the sinner-

mon bare which is good and gentle ; the white bare which
bleaches its skin to hide In the snow and make a rug, and the
black bare which is common and is careful of its cubs. Bares
fight bees for honey, which is mean because the bees are lit-

tle. Once a bare found some currant-Jelly sitting on a gar-

den-bench to dry, and he ate it, and the lady hadn't any more,
which was greedy. Bares are pigs. J. C. C.

Bees.—Bees are always busy because the Idle ones are
killed. They make honey and wax, but parafeen candles are
cheaper or else candles made out of whales. The bees build

cells and combs and some times fill trees and bears smell the
honey and eat it. They suck the juice out of flowers and the
flower dies. Bees are meaner than mosquitoes, and you can
tell them by the yellow bands on their abdomen. A. C.

*-»-*

The Old Union Victorious Again.—General

Manager Thomas G. Newman, of the National Bee-Keepers'

Union, has sent us the following concerning a case at law in

which all bee-keepers will be Interested :

The enemies of the pursuit of bee-keeping have again
been defeated. It will be remembered that about one year
ago Mr. Prank S. Buchhelm, of Santa Ana, Calif., was ar-

rested under Sec. 370 of the Penal Code of California, for

keeping 100 colonies of bees on his premises, charging him
with maintaining a nuisance in the neighborhood, averring

that the bees ate and destroyed the fruit belonging to the
neighbors, and interfered with laborers who were engaged In

caring for the fruit, etc. His apiary and premises cover 1)4
acres. He built a fence 6 feet high to enclose 24x32 feet. In

which he kept the hives of bees during the fruit-drying sea-

son, thus controlling the bees and preventing annoyance to

the neighbors. But they were not satisfied with these pre-
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cautious, and demanded that the bees be moved out of the
locality.

Suit was brought against Mr. Buchheim for maintaining
a public nuisance, and he was fined $50 and costs. As he
was a poor man with a large family to support, he did not
pay the fine, and was committed to jail for 25 days.

After 10 days had elapst an appeal was taken to the
Supreme court, and he was releast pending appeal.

In the Superior court Judge Ballard ruled on the appeal
that the complaint was insufiicient to constitute a public of-

fense, and entered a judgment discharging the defendant and
exonerating his bail.

The enemies of bee-keeping not being satisfied with this,

instituted another suit against Mr. Buchheim, and through
the efforts of the National Bee-Keepers' Union assisting the
attorneys for Mr. Buchheim, and paying a portion of the court
fees necessary for the defense, they have failed to obtain a
verdict against him, tho the jury wrestled all night long with
the case. At first they stood T for acquittal and 5 for con-
viction, in a community led by a Justice of the Peace, and
organized to persecute Mr. Buchheim because of his keeping
bees successfully and profitably.

This is another victory for the National Bee-Keepers'
Union, and bee-keepers all over the continent will be de-

lighted to learn the facts in the case.

Thomas G. Newman.
General Maiiayer Xational Bee-Keepers' Union.

The Old Union deserves congratulations upon this victory.

It shows again that the only thing bee-keepers need to do to

secure their rights, is to be united in an organization the

duties of whose officers are to see that such rights are re-

spected, or secured by putting up a good fight in the courts of

the land. Often an innocent bee-keeper is financially unable to

wage his battles alone, and bee-keepers owe it to themselves,

to the pursuit which they represent—yes, to the fellow bee-

keeper who is persecuted—to help carry on the war until vic-

tory is won for the right.

General Manager Secor's next annual report—to be is-

sued In a little less than two months— will also show much
good work done by the United States Bee-Keepers' Union the

past year. The partial report that he gave at the Omaha con-

vention was very bracing, and made each member feel that he

belonged to a grand organization. But where there are hun-

dreds of members now, there should be thousands.

Apiarian Exhibit at tlie Illinois Fair.—
Mr. P. Grabbe, the judge of the apiarian exhibit at the

Illinois State Fair, which closed Oct. 1, called on us last week
and kindly furnisht us with a list of the exhibitors with the

premiums awarded. They are as follows :

Display of comb honey—W. Z. Hutchinson, 1st premium,
$25 ; M. J. Becker, 2nd, $15 ; J. Q. Smith, 3rd, $5.

Collection of labeled cases containing 12 or more pounds
of white honey from different flowers—W. Z. Hutchinson, 1st,

$10; M. J. Becker, 2nd, $5.
Collection of labeled cases containing 12 or more pounds

of amber or dark honey from different flowers—J. Q. Smith,
1st, $10; M. J. Becker, 2ud, $5.

Case of white clover comb honey, 12 to 24 pounds—W. Z.

Hutchinson, 1st, $5 ; M. J. Becker, 2nd, $3.
Case of basswood comb honey, 12 to 24 pounds—W. Z.

Hutchinson, 1st, $5.
Display of extracted honey—M. J. Becker, 1st, $25 ; W.

Z.. Hutchinson, 2nd, $15 ; Jas. A. Stone & Son, 3rd, $5.
Display of samples of extracted honey, named—M. J.

Becker, 1st, $5 ; W. Z. Hutchinson, 2nd, $3.
Display of candied honey—Jas. A. Stone & Son, 1st, $15;

M. J. Becker, 2nd, $10.
Display of beeswax—Jas. A. Stone & Son, 1st, $15 ; W.

Z. Hutchinson, 2nd. $10.
One-frame observatory hive of dark Italian bees—W. Z.

Hutchinson, 1st, $5; Chas. E. Shank, 2nd, $3.
One-frame observatory hive of Golden Italian bees—Chas.

E. Shank, 1st, $5 ; W. Z. Hutchinson, 2nd, $3.
One-frame observatory hive of Carniolan bees—M. J.

Becker, 1st, $5; W. Z. Hutchinson, 2nd, $3.
One-frame observatory hive of albino bees—W. Z. Hutch-

inson, 1st, $5.
One-frame observatory hive of Cyprian bees—W. Z. Hutch-

'Dson, 1st, $5.

One-frame observatory hive of Holy Land bees—W. Z.

Hutchinson, 1st, $5.
One-frame observatory hive of black bees—M. J. Becker,

1st, $5.
Group of queen-bees comprising 2 dark Italian, 2 Golden

Italian, 1 each Carniolan, albino, Cyprian, Holy Land and
black—W. Z. Hutchinson, 1st, $10.

Display of honey-plants, prest, mounted and labeled—W.
Z. Hutchinson, 1st, $5 ; M. J. Becker, 2nd, $3.

" Judge " Grabbe made several excellent suggestions look-

ing toward a revision of the present Illinois premium list. He
would make the full score quantity of honey, both comb and

extracted, 300 pounds instead of 500 pounds. He would

also omit all the awards on one-frame observatory-hive ex-

hibits of albino, Cyprian, Holy Land and black bees; and

would substitute some other things, among them honey-

vinegar, with recipe for making the same.

Mr. Grabbe's reasons for omitting the premiums on the

bees mentioned, are that the albino is a freak, there are no

genuine Cyprian and Holy Land bees in this country, and tho

breeding of blacks should be discouraged rather than encour-

aged by offering premiums on them at fairs.

Doubtless by next year's fair the list will be revised along

the lines suggested by Mr. Grabbe. By that time we hope

that a good honey season will be enjoyed, and that there will

be more exhibitors in the apiarian section of the Illinois fair.

Horseradisb l,eaves crusht are among the latest

remedies for bee-stings. So says a "stray straw" in Glean-

ings.

Mr. Harry S. Howe now has under contemplation a spe-

cial course in entomology at Cornell.—American Bee-Keeper.

The Langstroth Fund has received lately 50 cents each

from Messrs. W. G. Secor and A. I. Emmons, of Greene Co.,

111. There is plenty of room for more.

Mr. W. A. Pryal of Alameda Co., Calif., writing us Sept.

22, said his bees were storing honey right along, so that he

had no fears of their not having plenty of stores to carry them
through the winter.

Mr. Oscar Kerns, of Caldwell Co., Mo, was in to see'us

Oct. 4. He deals in bee-supplies to some extent, besides keep-

ing a few bees. The honey crop was practically nothing this

year in his locality.

Mr. W. M. Barnum, once an occasional contributor to

the American Bee Journal, has lately become .the editor and
publisher of " Barnum's Midland B^armer," publisht in Mis-
souri. We wish him success in his venture. — —3

Mr. F. Grabbk, of Lake Co., 111., who was judge of the

apiarian exhibits at the Illinois State Pair this year, dropt in

to see us last week. There were four exhibitors of honey,

bees, etc., at the Pair this year, as will be noticed by the list

of premiums mentioned on this page.

Mr. C. B. Howard, the secretary of the Seneca County
Bee-Keepers' Association, is pictured in the October American
Bee-Keeper, and also one of his four apiaries. In a short

biographical sketch. Editor Hill pays a deserved tribute to

Mr. Howard's abilities and success as a bee-keeper. j

Mr. W. T. Richardson, of Ventura Co., is called the
" leading honey-producer in Southern California," and both

himself and one of his numerous apiaries are shown In Glean-

ings for Oct. 1. Mr. R. has about 1,200 colonies in four apl-
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aries, located in the Simi Valley. His bees have something
like 15,000 acres to roam over, to 12,000 of which he has the
exclusive right. In the next issue of Gleanings will be given
some " idea of the magnitude of Mr. Richardson's honey-
yields." His chief honey source is purple sage. We pres'ume
his yields have been simply immense, for when they have a
good honey-season in that part of the country, it seems to just

pour in. "Rambler" Martin has been visiting Mr. E., hence
the pictures and write-up.

Mr. F. a. Crowell, a queen-breeder in Fillmore Co.,

Minn., has just recently taken unto himself a life-long
" queen." Our hearty congratulations are hereby extended to

the happy couple. Altho Mr. C. has doubtless always been
able heretofore to "Cro-well," he will now "Cro "-better

—

having such " queenly " help. (We beg our New Jersey friend's

pardon. We Just couldn't help it that time—it punned itself.)

A New Jekset Subscriber wrote us as follows last week :

" Your new system of spelling is a good thing; push it

along. If you would strangle at their birth some of those
horrible puns you let loose once in awhile, there would soon be
a New York in Illinois."

We are very sorry that our so-called p-jns have offended
any one. They are the last things that we would suppose
could be objected to. "Those horrible puns!" Well, we'll

have to fix them— " strangle at their birth," or else not get
them started at all.

Mr. Frank McNat, of Wisconsin, was in Chicago last
week, and of course called to see us. He had 700 colonies
this year, in several apiaries, and they averaged about 70
pounds to the colony, of extracted honey, thus making about
two carloads. It Is all sold. Mr. Pickard, of the same Slate,
who had some 50,000 pounds of extracted honey this year,
has also sold his crop. Judging from the way these large
amounts have been taken, there is a fear on the part of some
buyers that the short crop this year would cause a greater
rise in the price later on, and they would better buy promptly.
In this we think they are wise.

Mr. Herman F. Moore, who recently wrote a series of
seven articles on "The A R C of Marketing Honey " for our
columns, is thus referred to editorially in the American Bee-
Keeper for October:

"To the apicultural firmament an exceedingly bright star
has recently ascended. This Is the iraprpssion we have re-

ceived from a series of excellent articles in the American Bee
Journal, on the subject of building up and maintaining a mar-
ket for honey, contributed by Herman F. Moore, Esq. His
style is pointed, and rings with a vim and business enterprise,
backt by bee-keeping knowledge, that will not be without
lasting eflect along the line of his travels in the interest of his

honey-trade. More Moores ! Is the crying need of American
bee-keeping interests."

Hon. G. W. Sv7INK, of Otero Co., Colo., is not only a bee-
keeper but a successful melon-grower. He generously treated
the whole convention at Omaha, in the Apiary Building on
the Exposition grounds. Mr. A. I. Root, in Gleanings for
Oct. 1, had this to say about Mr. Swink and his famous canta-
loupes :

" I had been eating a good deal of trash about that time,
and I concluded I would not dare to even taste of the melons

;

but when I saw the rest having such a 'picnic,' I concluded
I would just ' sample ' them, sick or no sick ; and they were
so exceedingly delicious that I really could not find a stopping-
place, and, to my great and agreeable surprise, I was not sick
a bit. Well, we made the melon-grower 'stand up' and an-
swer questions. We were especially interested in hearing him
tell that he never succeeded in growing nice melons until he
put bees enough in his melon-patch to fertilize all the blos-

soms. Now, may be I have made right here an awful mis-
take. If so, somebody will correct me; but, if I remember
correctly, he said he had 400 acres of melons, and that it

takes at least 400 colonies of bees to fertilize them properly,
and that it is now pretty clearly settled that you could not
grow a large crop of nice melons without having bees in the
melon-patch, say a good colony to every acre of melons. I

do not know why somebody did not think to get a Kodak view
of the convention while the members were all having ' rest
and refreshment' with those crates of melons. After we had
had all we wanted, the remnants were given to the Indians,
who held forth just back of the Apiary Building."

,,.,.111 nrm

Liook Out for Foul Brood.—A note of warning Is sounded
in Gleanings against feeding honey got from other bee-keep-
ers. The safe thing is to feed no honey unless you know It's

all right.

Hand-Holes or Cleats.—Editor Root, having heretofore
advocated hand-holes because neater and not In the way, ac-

knowledges himself now a convert to cleats because it is so

much easier to lift hives with cleats. He is now hunting for

a combined cleat and hand-hole, neat and good.

To Fasten Foundation in Frames.—Put the frames on
top of a stove, top-bar down, putting on as many as the stove

will hold. When the frame is heated, put the foundation on
it, and as soon as it melts dip it in a large vessel of cold water.

It makes a solid job.—Leipziger Bienenzeitung.

The Wee Bee-Moth.—This little moth is getting to be
very troublesome In the region of AlamedaCo., Cal., says W. A.
Pryal, in Gleanings. It doesn't work so much in the hives,

but is harder to dislodge than the larger sort, and destroys
combs left out of the hives, especially those containing pollen.

Thieves Spotted by Wires in Frames.—Three colonies

of bees were destroyed for Benj. Passage. The deputy sheriff

got some clew, sifted the ashes and found the wires that had
been in brood-frames, the thieves plead guilty and got 90 days
in the workhouse, the heaviest penalty a Michigan justice

could inflict.—Gleanings.

Painting with Propolis.—Prof. Henry, arguing that bees

are eager to propoiize the entire inside of their hives, advo-

cates doing this in advance for them. He dissolves propolis in

alcohol, applies to the hive with a brush, and the alcohol im-
mediately evaporing leaves a coat of fine yellow. He thinks

the bees like the odor of such a coating on the inside of hives

and feeders.—Le Progres Apicole.

Honigkuchen.—Bring one pound of extracted honey and
a H pound of butter to a boil. Let cool for 10 minutes. Add
one pound of flour, '4 pound of ground almonds, }i tea-

spoonful of cloves, the grated peel of a lemon, and a scant
teaspoonful of soda dissolved in a little hot water. Mix and
set aside over night. Next morning roll out J<-inch thick, cut

in small squares, press an almond in each corner and in the

center, and bake in a moderate oven.—Chicago Record.

Time of liarvse,—Challenged by G. M. Doolittle to prove

that a young bee remains a larva only five days. Dr. Miller re-

plies in Gleanings :
" Among those who s,ay five days for the

larval state stands Dubini. T. W. Cowan, in the Lth edition

of British Bee-Keepers' Guide-Book, page 10, gives 'Time of

feeding the larvae' as five days for queen and worker, and six

for drone. Years ago 17 to 18 days was considered the time

for development of queen. Nowadays it Is brought down to

15."

Keport of the Omaha Convention.—A competent court
stenographer was engaged to take down the whole proceed-

ings of the convention, and very fortunately this stenographer
was also a bee-keeper ; so it is fair to assume that there will

be an accurate report of all the proceediugs. These will be

given in the American Bee Journal. Gleanings will give only

a condenst report, as usual, and this report will be in the

nature of editorial snap-shots given from time to time.

—

Gleanings.

To Prevent Swarming, and at the same time to get the

bees started in supers, a correspondent of Revue Internation-

ale says he closed the entrance and let them. have in Its place

for 18 days an entrance to the super. Six colonies thus

treated filled their supers, while the other colonies of the

apiary preferred to swarm. Editor Bertrand thinks the plan

worth trying, but cautions against danger of the queen laying

in the super, as the bees like to rear brood in the best venti-

lated part of the hive.
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Now for New Subscribers
SI

Every Bee-Reeper Can Get in Now!

10 WEEKS FOR 1 CENTS

!

For ten cents the American Bee Journal will be sent for ten 'weeks on trial to any bee-keeper
not now a subscriber. (Or for .$1.00 we will send the weekly American Bee Journal to a ne'W subscriber from
Oct. 1, 1898, to Jan. 1, 1900— 15 months

—

less than 7 cents a month). This is a splendid chance to become
acquainted with the weekly Bee Journal. Getting it 10 weeks regularly will show pretty well what may be
expected when it comes to a bee-keeper's home week after week for years.

TliEse Special Articles will Appear....

During tlie ID Weel(s [Qliowiiin Oct. 1

:

With Others,

Bec-Keepins in Cuba and Porto Rico

—

By O. O. PoPFLETON', of Florida.

Recent Prosrcs* in Apiculture

—

By Ernest R. Root, EditorGleauiugs in Bee-Culture.

Bcc-Iicepers hikI Supply Maiiuraclurcrs

—

By Dk. C. C. Miller.

Foul Brood in I lie Apiary

—

By Wm. McEvot. Foul Brood Inspector of Oat., Canada

Advanced Methods of Comb Honey Pro-
duction

—

By S T. Pettit, of Canada.

Misratory Bee-Keeping;

—

By H. E. Hill, Editor American Bee-Keeper.

Tlie Scientific Side of Apiculture

—

By C. P. Dadast.

Expcricncc§ and Suggestions in marketing
Honey

—

By S. A. NivER, of New York.

Tlie foregoing' l^ist of Special Articles represents a part of the program at the Omaha Convention.
Many of the subjects will be followed by much helpful discussion. Of course, many otber interesting and valuable con-
tributions will be found in the American Bee Journal during the 10 weeljs' ' trial trip," besides the other regular depart-
ments. But in order to secure all the above articles, the trial subscriptions should be sent in promptly, as we may
soon run out of back numbers from October 1.

Kvery Kee-lieeper in America ought to have the old American Bee Journal for 10 weeks from Oct. 1,

1898, and right along thereafter. It will be worth to any one of them many tiniest its full year's subscription price.
Ji^eMtl lO ceuls Now, anyway, and get it for the next 10 weeks.

AnVltS-tlOll to UUr ilBg^UlRr J\>63>Cl6rS \ win send the names and dimes of their
neighbor bee-keepers, or get lliem to do it. Show them this liberal trial-trip offer. They should jump at such an op-
portunity to get 100 large pages of the best bee-literature for only 10 cents!

OCORGE 'W. VORK & CO., Il8 michigfau St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Best Method for Creating and ITIaintain-
ing a Market for Honey

—

By Herman F. Moore.

First Half Century of Bce-Kceping in
America

—

By Hon. Eugene Seoor. General Manager United
States Bee-Keepers' Union.

The Apiary on the Farm and in the
Orchard

—

By Hon. E. Whitcomb. Supt. Apiary Department
Trans-Mississippi Exposition.

Needs of Bec-Ciilturc in the South

—

By Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia.

General Advice to itee-liccpcrs

—

By Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri.

The Relation Existing between the Apiary
and the Successful Production of
Fruit-

By G. M. Wiiitfori), of Nebraska.

^^(fyffiffy^y^fMfyffyffyffyffiffiffiffyffyffy^i^fiffy'fyffyffyffyffxffx

Buy Yonr Sections Now
while we otter tlipm at a IjARGK
DISCOU^T, having- added to our
plant on» of i-be most complete one-
piece eection tnachines. euabltng- ub
to turn out the most lieautltul sec-
tions on the market. By seDdinjr us
a list of SuopUes wanted we can
paveyou$$$ K. H. srH ?m>T
A: CO., Max 187. Sheboygan, Wia

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

1NCDB4T0RS ^''y*'^
THE
BEST..

lu-y huve nil the Intent Iniproveracntft

^ _/i ami »n- si.lil at verv' low urices and
" ^ " CUARANTEEbt'Jpleaseevery

rii-i.>iii(i'. Sfiui do. for our 148 page
riitnN'trii*' which contains full des-

„ criiitiens of our extensive line

hi \\ aii'l tills how tn raise poultry
- " su.-.L'^>rully. Send for it at once.

DES MOINES INC*B CO.
lEox 78 l>eH Mulucs. Iowa.

Sweet \ Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We iiave made arrariKementB so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freighter express, at the following prices,
cash with order*

5Ib lOIb 25Ib 50a>
Sweet Clover 60 H.OO J2.25 14.00
AlslSeClover TO 1.35 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaOlover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

QEOKQE W. YORK & CO.,
118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO.:iLL.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
'.'an do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Kipping, Cutting-ott, Mi-
tring. Kabbetlng, Groov-
ing. Gaiclng, Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold OD Trial. Gatalogoe Free,

sUl>c:<'A FAI.I.S [flPG. CO.,
16 Water St srnroa FALLS. N. T

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you I'lmnot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the Unlti-il States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^o»^
has a hobby whicli is the sheep breederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you Interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - ChicagCb
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BEST
EXTRACTED HONEY FOR SALE

ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

ALFALFA
HONEY -«==«=-»==«==«=-«=»=»=«=

This Is the famous white extracted honey
gathered In the great Alfalfa regions of the
Central West. It Is a splendid honey, and
nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can't get enoughof the Alfalfa extracted.

BASSWOOD
HONEY '*'"*=«='=*='*"=*='"=*'=*'

This is the well-known light-colored honey
gathered from the rich, nectar-laden basswood
blossoms in Wisconsin. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and Is greatly preferred by
those who like a distinct flavor in their honey.

[ PRICES OF EITHER ALFALFA OR BASSWOOD HONEY :

A sample of either, by mail, 8 cents ; samples of both, 15 cents—to pay for package and postage.
By freight—One 60-pound can, 1]4 cents a pound; 2 cans, Hi cents per pound; -A or more cans, 7
cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can have half
of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This honey Is all

\
Absolutely Pure Bees' Honey

the finest of their kinds produced in this country.

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey for their home demand this

year, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. The pamphlet, " Honet as Food," will be
a great help in creating customers for honey. See prices on another page.

WW
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

\9W^W^W^^^W%

California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Reeources. aend for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsoniely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FBANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOURDATIOB
A Haa No Sag in Brood-Framei

Inv Thio Flat-Bottom Foundation

I
ISO Has So Fishbone in the Snrplos Bonef.

1
The A. i. R<iot Co.'s Goods ^*reltr,?!"
Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HCNT
Catph for Beeswax. Bell Bkanch. Mich.

HONEY«*
If you want Colorado Alfalfa, Sweet Clover

and Cleomehouey —comb or extracted—corre-
spond with the Secretary of the Colorado

State Bee-Keepers' Association. Our Honey
ranks hi*h In quality. Car lots a specialty.

Address F. RAUCHPUSS, Elyrla, Colo.

31Atf Please mention the Bee Journal

BelnK the oleaneBt la nsnally workeO
the qnlokeBt of any Foundation mad«

J. A. VAN DBIISEN,
Bote Mannfaotnrer,

Sprout Brook McniKomerr Co.. N. T.

^m^rr^^m^^

Wild Asters in Abundance.

We bad a fine prospect for a fall flow of

honey, but it has set in to raining ; our road
sides and all the pasture fields are one per-

fect flower-pot, covered with wild asters.

H. C. EUTKENDALL.
Clark Co., 111., Oct. i.

Had a Good Crop.

I have had a good crop this year—70

pounds to the colony, and people say this

is a poor locality to keep bees in. I could

not get along without the Bee Journal. It

is on hand every Friday, like clockwork.

Geo. Steen'back.

Lackawanna Co.. Pa., Oct. 2.

Iiight Crop of Honey.

Bees have brought in a very light crop of

honey this year, but are in good condition

for winter; the brood-nests are well filled.

The bees will Just about meet expenses.

Lucas 'Co., Ohio, Oct. 1. M. Best.

Bees Did Fairly Well.

The honey season is over now, and the

bees have done very well. We had a heavy
flow from white clover and raspberries, but

not a very long one. My bees averaged 'J5

pounds to the colony, spring count, and in-

creast 50 percent. _ We, have had a good

WHAT
part of a wagon wears out

flr.sty The wheels, of course.
Wliy not buy wheels that
m't wear out?
^^''hen a man buvs the

ELECTRIC
WHEELS

he always has pood wheels on
hW wagon. They can't Rot,
;\\"nrp or become Loose; no
re-^etting of tires; they fit any
^^;^£^on. We also make wheels
tn tit anything wearing wheels

nd for circulars and pri:e3.

Electric Wheel Co.
Box 1« Quiney, Ills-

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

DEC V^CCDCDQ ! Let me send you my 64-
DLL'NCLrLnO page Catalog tor 18t)8

J. M. Jenkins, Wetampka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal wrhen "writinp

To Buy for Caoto—
a few lots of No. 1
white Comb Honey.
State sbape it is in

and price warned. H. G. QUIKIN, Belle-
vue, Ohio. 41A6t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

WANTED

Wholesale
and Ketail*COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax [TJ'orma A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BEESWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal wrhen "writing.
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flow from goldenrod and asters. We have
had flue weather, altho it has been pretty

dry. We have had no killing frosts yet,

and the bees are well supplied with winter

stores. The farmers around here are talk-

ing of spraying their apple trees when in

blossom next spring, and if they do I am
afraid it will be good-bye bees.

C. H. Field.

Cumberland Co., Maine, Oct. 4.

Getting Started with Bees.

We have had our bees a little over a

year. In July, 1S97, a swarm of bees came
to us, and we cared for them. Last May
they swarmed three times. During the

past summer another swarm came to us.

They are doing well. My husband bought
six colonies, so now we have 10.

We live in the woods, and they seem to

like it here. Mrs. Lorina F. Calkins.

Martin Co., Minn., Oct. 5.

Bees Did Reasonably Well.

We have 1.3 colonies of Italian bees, and
they did fairly well the past season. The
honey-flow was not so good here this year
as it has been in former years. We do not

let our bees swarm ; if we want increase

we divide them. We sell all our honey in

the home market. Mart J. Heights.

Beuna Vista Co., Iowa.

A Rising Honey Specialist.

I left Chicago over two years ago to seek

my fortune as a specialist. I am very
happy to be able to say that, so far, I do
not regret my venture. From .'ill colonies I

have taken three tons of honey, as nearly

as I can estimate it. I am working for a

moderate increase. I increast from 40 to 60.

It my hopes are realized, some day I shall

number my colonies by the hundred. I

started with 33 when I first came here,

bringing them with me. I took only three

barrels of extracted this season (and it is

fast disappearing), the balance being comb
honey. I shipt part of my comb honey to a
distant city and a good portion of it was
damaged in transit, and the comb was well

attacht to all sides of the section, too.

Well, I have finally sold enough around
here to pay for a horse and market wagon,
and soon I shall start out to sell the balance

of my crop. I know my extracted honey
will soon be exhausted. I have been selling

buckwheat extracted at 5 cents a pound,
white clover at 8 cents, and basswood at 10

cents. The reason I charge more for bass-

wood is because I got only about 70 pounds
of it. It was only black bees that workt on
basswood here, and as I keep mostly Ital-

ians, my crop was mostly from clover.

Isn't it strange that my Italians should con-
tinue to work upon clover after basswood
opens, while the black bees leave clover and
go for basswood ? The above prices were
for quantities of three pounds and over. As
soon as I get away with my horse I shall

ask 10 cents for clover extracted and 6 cents
for buckwheat.

I have come to be known for miles around
as " Honey Brown," and many are the
stories I hear about how "Honey Brown "

must adulterate his honey and feed his
bees, "for why should he get so much

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This I5th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sol-
entiflc and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Beb-Keeper'8 Guide."

Given For 2 New Sub8crlber§.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with 12.00), and we will mall vOD a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent fortl.25,
or we club It with ibe Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of ttie Largest Factories and the latest
and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
Basswood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee Journal. 7Atf

We -want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To have a copy of

\Mi Our 1898 Catalog \Mi

US'" Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copyj]

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Aeent for the Soutli^vest—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establlsht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at HIgginsviile, Mo. With the quality or our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw-

colored transparent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
clas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing ourmotto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that it we sell you one bill ot goods you will be
our customer In the future.

^'"Progressive Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 35o. Both for 65c.,
postpaid. Sample copy of the Pboqhessive free, and a beautiful Catalog tor the asking.

Address,
Leahy Manufacturing Company,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Hlsgluevllle, nio.,
173U SuntU I3tb St..

or
Omaha, Neb.

iW* See Honey Offer on page 652.
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honey while the farmers get nothing ?" it is

said. It is not the people I sell to who talk

this way, but the people who hear of my
success but do not buy any honey. I find

that after I have once sold to a man I sell

to him again and again, and he only laughs

when he hears these adulteration yarns, for

he is satisfied that my honey is honey.

Why, somebody actually convinced a gro-

cer (who bought a case of comb honey of

me), that that honey never came from the

inside of a bee-hive. (It was in plain sec-

tions). He lookt at me with much sus-

picion the next time he saw me, and askt

me some sharp questions. I askt him if his

informant tasted the honey, and he said no.

I askt him if he himself had tasted it, and

he said no. Well, I gave him a lecture on

the non-existence of artificial comb honey,

and when I saw him a few days later his

face was all smiles—he had eaten a cake of

my honey and he wanted some more like it.

I am satisfied that it is for my interest to

sell my own honey direct to consumers and

grocers, for every person sold to this year

will be my customer next year, and he be-

comes a living advertisement.

Another year I expect to go a little heavier

into extracted honey. I workt only a few

weak colonies for it this season.

I take great pains in breeding my stock.

My breeding colony this season gave me 163

sections and 130 pounds of extracted honey.

I think I could get along without the "Old

Reliable," but I would rather have it, just

the same. E. W. Brown.

Erie Co., N. Y., Sept. 29.

Keeping Bees from Swarming.

I am only a beginner at beekeeping, this

being my second year with the bees. But

for the American Bee Journal I would not

be able to get along with my bees, and I

think that we cannot appreciate its efforts

too highly.

I was much interested in an article by

Herman F. Jloore, on page 612, in which he

refers to non-swarming bees, and so I will

relate a little of my limited experience

with mine.

I began the past season with three colo-

nies of Italians; had only one natural

swarm, which absconded while I was away

from home, with a virgin queen—at least

there were no eggs and very little brood, a

queen-cell from which a young queen had

hatcht, and as the old queen was dipt

she must have died.

I workt only one colony for comb honey,

giving them empty brood-combs when the

queen needed room, and forming new colo-

nies with the brood I took away. This col-

ony produced 125 full sections of honey. ICO

of which were as white as snow, from

the sweet clover, with which the fields and

roadsides here are covered. This colony at

one time had three supers, more or less

filled with honey. The queen in this col-

ony I purchast last summer (1897).

Another colony, which, did not swarm,

produced 200 pounds of extracted honey;

this colony at one time had four full-size

brood-chambers tiered up.

I sold all of the comb honey to my neigh-

bors, and all o£ my extracted that I cared

to sell. I get 15 cents for comb and 10

The Biggest Offer Yet!
Last year only about one per cent —only one

subscriber In 100—ordered his Review discon-
tinued. If tbe Review could secure 1.000
new subscribers the present year, there is iin

almost absolute certainty ih^t at least 900 of
them would remain; not only next year, but
for several years—as long as they are inter-
ested in bees. Once a really good bee-jour-
nal visits a bee-keeper a whole year It usually
becomes a permanent member of his family.

I would have no dlflBculty whatever in get-
ting twice 1,000 new subscribers this year, if

all of the bee-keepers in this country had
read the Keview the past year, 1 have some-
times thought that it might pay a publisher
to give away his journal one year, simply for
the sake of getting it into new bands. There
are. of course, decided objections to such a
course; but I am goinir to come as near to it

as I dare. Here is my offer:
If you are not a subscriber to the Review,

send me iSl.OO. and I will send you twelve
back numbers, the Review the rest of this
year and all of next year.

Each issue of the Review, especially if de-
voted to the discussion of some special topic,
is really a pamphlet containing the best
thoughts and experience of the best men
upon the topic under discussion. Twelve
back numbers of the Review are, to a certain
extent, so many little books devoted to as
many different phases of bee keeping. Some
issues of the Review are now out of print; of
others only a. few are left; while of others
ihere are several hundred. Of course. I shall
send those ot which 1 have the most, but no
two alike.
Most people subscribe for a journal at the

beginning of the year. In this c«se there is

no use of"waiting, as 3"ou will get the Review
for next year just the same as tho you
waited until next January to subscribe, and
you get all the rest of the numbers for this
year free. The sooner you subscribe, the
more free Issues will you receive.

Lt-t me tell it over once more. For $1.00
you get twelve back numbers, the Review tbe
rest of this year, and for all of 1 899.

31Dtf W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

Gash Paid for Beeswax ....

This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are paying 25 cents a
pound — CASH — upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money
PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
lis Rlicbigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL..

You Can Learn

Shorthand at Home
by our perfected method of giving lessons by
mail. K»slest, simplest system. Send stamp
for particulars.

Eclectic Sliortliand Collep,

94 Uearborn !!$treet. C'lIICAOO.
39Ayl D. F. HATMKS, Manager.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
ping device is a fine thing^

for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 25 cents ; or will send
It FREE as a premium for
sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at .Sl.OO ; or for $1.10 we
will mall the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHIC.'VGO. ILLS

The Ram's

Horn... I
l8 an Tnde-
eiideiit
eekly

Paper of 20
pas:es

—

ch page somewhat larger than those of the Bee
rnal. The subscription price is S1.50 a year.

; one of the brightest and best publications of

present day. Its "Platform" is: 1. Tbe
imitive Gospel. 3. The Union of Christendom.
^qual Purity—Equal Suffrage. 4. The Sabbath

^,„ — v> i„.' Man. 5. The Saloon Must Go. Motto: "Have
>\^W/ Faith in God."

We will man you a sample copy of the Ram's Horn upon receipt of a tsvocent stamp.

OUR LIBERAL, OFFER:
We wish to make our PRESENT subscribers to tbe Bee Journal a generous offer in

connection with the Ram's Horn, viz: Send us TWO I^EIV subscribers for the Amer-
ican Bee Journal tor one year (with -*3.00), and we will see that tbe Ram's Horn is mailed

you free for one year as a premium.
Or. send us S3.00 and we will mail to you the Ram's Horn and the American Bee Jour-

nal, both for one year.

GEORGE W. YORK 6c CO.,
lis Mltlilgau Street, CHICAGO, II.li.
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cents for extracted, and they come to the

house for it. •

I think that bees can be kept from swarm-
ing by giving them enough room and keep-

ing the brood-chamber from getting

crowded, and I think I shall take a great

deal of interest in trying to keep my
queens from coming out next season, and
if I am successful next year I can find out

by my young queens whether it is possible

to breed out the swarming instinct.

Cook Co., 111., Oct. 3. Chas. W. Ford.

He Xliat OTerconielh.
BT WM. E. SHEFFIELD.

Every pathway hath some brambles.
Every rose hides some sbKi-p thorn,

Every sunbeam creates sbadows,
Every heart sometimes is torn.

Every joy will has'e an endlnfr.
Every soul have some regret.

There would never be tomorrow
If to-day had no sunset.

You win find the grandest rivers
Never flow etralKht to the sea.

Many mountains rise before them.
Yet they slog on merrily.

Mountains cannot stop the rivers;
They but turn and onward go.

Winding through the verdant lowlands.
In a ceaseless overflow.

Heed the lesson Nature teaches—
Pain and pleasure brothers aie.

He that hatb abiding courage
Finds the gates of joy ajar.

Only In the world ceUstlal
Can we hope for perfect bliss.

And he only will attain It

Who acts manfully in tnis.

—The Busy Bee.

Convention I^olices.

Connecticut.— The fall meeting of the
Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Associatiun will be
held at the Capitol at Hartlord, Wednesday,
Nov. 3, 1898. commencing at 10:30 a. m.
Every member should make an extra effort to
be present at this meeting.
Waterbury.Conn. Mrs. W. E. Riley, Sec.

Minnesota.—There will be held the an-
nual meeting of the Southern Minnesota Bee-
Keepers' Association at Winona, in the Court
House, in the County Commissioner's Room,
Thursday and Friday, Oct -iO and •l\. 1898.
Winona, Minn. Chas. A, Gile, Sec.

IllinoU—The Illinois State Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold it.^ 8th annual meeting
at the State House in Springfield. Nov. 16 and
17, 1898. We will have the advantage of one
fare and a third for the round trip—open rate
—along with the Odd Fellows, whose meeting
Is the third Tuesday of November. Our Asso-
ciation has been petitioned by the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association to take the
proper steps to secuie the same foul brood
law for our .'^tate as that of Wiscousin. Other
matters of Importance will come before the
meeiing. and we expect to have the usual
good time that beekeepers always have when
they get together. Excellent board is secured
at 2.5 cents per meal and lodgings just as rea-
sonable. All bee-keepers are invited. The
one dollar for membership fee also entitles
you to the American Bee Journal loroneyear.
Bradtordton, 111. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

FOR SUE CHEAP

!

My property consisting of 3 acres of land
with 57 fruit trees ready to bear; new shop,
20x40. with reversible windows, basement
under all. 6-fool wall, good water, up stairs
used as a dwelling. Best location in the
country for bees; have 75 colonies. Will sell
with or without bees. Am located one mile
from county seat; good fishing within 80 rods
of place. Good reasons given for selling. For
particulars and prices address.

S. ». KAUFFMAX,
41Alt BEbliAIKK, IfllCH.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

The Emerson Binder

Tills Enieroon stitf-clothboard Binder
for the American Bee Journal we mall for 60
cents; or will send It with the Journal for one
year — both for $l..iO. It is a very fine
thing to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-
nal as fast as they are received. If you have
the "Emerson." no further bluding is neces-
sary.

GEOKGR -W. YORK Sc CO.,
118 Michie-an Street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! ROOT'S
Goods at Root's Prices.

Poader's Honey • Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Pouder,

1 r,f8T\ .mr-i^'^ _'' 512 Mass. Ave.,
l/Jji'" poVBUOpp Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Watermelon Time
makes business—for the doctors. Do you cail the
clienpesC one? There may be cheaper fences,
but they won't cur© "what ails you."

Page W^ovea ^ire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal "wHen writing.

It*s a match
for llie must.

breechy Bull. ,^ ,
>*.*,--' puudentiush. It takes some-

thing more than ordinary.
Our Duplex Automatic
Machine makes 100 varieties
of fence at the rate of 60 rods
per day. That brings the
cost of a first class farm fence
to only 18c. per rod, 19c. for
poultry fence; 16c. fora rab-
bit-prooffence— excellent for

BULL-STRONG
Tlie ordinary fence is not

i HORSE-HIGH
nuraeries and orchards, and
li;c. fora good hoff fence. We
sell you plain, coiled spriug
and barbed wire direct at
wholesale prices. Don't buy
wire or fencing until you tret
onrfreeeafaluijut;. Wewill
save you money on all ordei-s.

K1T8ELMAN RUOS.
BoxJ«>*. JMdtrcvillc, Iiid.

PiG-TIGHT
oUtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Qneens for Business.

SiBlies at Bottom Prices.

" Bee-Keeplnjf lor Beprlnners,'' price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Price-List tree.

J. P. H. BKOWN, Aiis^iista, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal "wlien writing.

HONEY and BEESWAX
IVIARKEX QIJOXAXIOIVS.

Chlcag'O. Oct. 7. — Fancy white clover
brings 1.3o. with best grades of white comb
about 12c; off grades with more or less empty
cells, 10 to lie; amtiers. 8 to 9c. according to
grade, wlih fancy at lOo. Extracted, white,
6 to 7c; ambers, 3 totic: dark, 41,4 to 5c. Bees-
wax, 28 to 2Tc. K. A. Burnett Si, Co.

San Francisco, Sept. 28.—White comb. 9
toO^c; amber. 7 to 8Vio. Kxtraeted. white,
6K@65^c.; light amber, 5!< to 6o. Beeswax,
24@27c
There were large sbipmeDts this week of ex-

tracted honey by sea, one bhlp taking 787
cases for New York and another carrying .53.^
cases for London. The entire crop this season
of both extracted and comb will likely not ex-
ceed \i 000 cases. Market Is firm at the quo-
tations, more especially so lor choice ex-
tracted, which Is relatively lighter supply
than comb.

St. Iionis, Sept. 9. — Fancy white comb.
12 to 12^c.; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie; No. 1
white. 9 to 10c. ; dark and partially filled from
5 to 8c, as to quality. Extracted in cases. No
1 white, 6 to 6>4c; No.2, .5^c; amber, 5c; la
barrels, No. 1 white, 5Kc; amber, 44 to So;
dark, 4 to 4i4c. Choice Beeswax, prime. i4c;
choice, 24 S4c. At present there is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 9.—Fancy white comb
12@13c; No. 1, liaiac; amber, 10®llc. Ex-
tracted, white. 5^@6c: amber, 5@5!4c; dark
4!;4@5c. Beeswax. 22@25c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger,

0. O. Olemons & Co,

Boston, Sept. 30. — Our honey market
ehows a decided firmer tone tlnee our last. A
few sales have been made at 15o lor an extra
fancy lot, while almost all sales ranging from
A No. 1 to fancy now are made at 14c. while
occasionally, something a little off, will bring
as low as 12H to 13c. We do not look to see
any lower prices.
Extracted. Florida, la barrels, mostly 6c to

7c, with a good demand. Beeswax, slow sale
at 26c for best. Blake. Scott & Lee.

Indianapolis, Oct. 3.—Fancy white comb
honey, 12 to 12i,4c; No 1. 10 to lie. Demand
fairly good. Tarcolored comb honey. 8 to 9e.
with almost no demand. Clover and basswood
extracted honey, 6V4to7c Beeswax. 2.=s to27c,

Wax,ter S. Pouder.
Milwaukee, Sept. 20.—Fancy comb. 12 to

12!4c ; A No. 1. 1 1 to 12c; No, 1. 10 to lie;
dark and amber. 8 to lOo Extracted, in bar-
rels and kegs, while, 5)4 to 6c; dark, 3 to3!4c.
Beeswax. 23 to 26c.
The condition of this market for honey is

favorable for shippers of good quality either
in comb or extracted, and the receipts, while
they are with us very fair, ate not as liberal
as may be. while the demand Is very fair at
our quotations. We advise liberal shipments
of 1-pound sections and extracted.

A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, Sept. 16.—There is quite an Im-
proved demand for honey at present, and
moderate amounts can be sold of strictly
fancy 1 pound comb at 11 to 12c; lowergrades
range from 10c downward. We advise but
moderate shiuments for awhile yet. Ex-
tracted—average grades could be sold at 4 to
5e. Fancy beeswax. 27 to 2Sc; common. 20
to 25c. Batterson & Co,

Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 8. — Fancy whit©
comb. 14 to i5c; No. 1 white. 12 to 13c; No.
2 white, 10 to lie; amber, 9 to lie. Ex-
tracted. 0% to 7c

Columbus Com. and Storage Co.

New York, Sept. 26.—Comb honey contin-
ues to arrive freely. Demand Is good for
nearly all grades at following prices; Fancy
white, 14c: No. 1, 12e; amber. 10c; buck-
wheat, 8 to 9c; an exceptional quality at 9>4c.
There Is a good demand for extracted, all
kinds, at 6V4c for white, and hVtc for light am-
ber in cans; Southern, in barrels, 55 to 58c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26c.

HiLDKETH Bros. & Segelken.

Cleveland, Sept. 1.—Fancy white. 13@14c;
No. 1. white. 12(flll2V4c; light amber, lie;
buckwheat, 9c. Extracted, white, 7c. ; light
amber, 60.
The demand for honey is exceptionally

good, owing to the crop In this vicinity being
very light. A. B. Williams & Co.

Detroit, Sept. 24.—Fancy white, ll@12c;
ANo. 1. loailc; No. 1. lOc; fancy dark or
amber. 9® I Oc ; ot her grades, SQi'c. Extracted,
white. 6®6KiC; dark or amber, h^hVtC. Bees-
wa.Y, 25@26c. M. H. Hunt.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Now Allowed on Orders.

If you want

Stiippiua Cases, Cratesi

ExtraclorSi
Or anrllilng e]8e< ivrlte to ns. Catalog

Free. Sample Copy

(Monthly, 50c a year) free. AddresB,

THE ff.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPAM
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FULL LINE OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
l-ponud Square Jarx, $4.60 groKS.
Labels, 60c sross; dike, on quantities.
Catalog FRi!.E.

I
9^

i
M
^

•-THIS-*

Wood Binder
will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for
30 cent!«. Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-
ence in book form.
By paying for a year's sub-

scription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago, 111.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry,
We want the name and ad-

I

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Maunfactnring Co.

BUDSON, St. Crolz Co., WIS.

BT" IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcaltural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

forblB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Iiibersl Diacoonta to the Trade.

S Dadant's Foundation
^^'^

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because IN 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

88

Year

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firmness, No Sag-
srinsT. I^o L.OSS.

PAXEMT YVEEU PROCESS
SHEEXIUfCi.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples ol Fouu ^n and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

j^MHi&m'TmQ'Tm Q'M tmm m@mmiT^m'm'Wt Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk CO., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Mamifactured Stock ! (|uiek Shipmeuts
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES.
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASSWOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

ISF" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Our

Specialties:

Tiie Fence anfl Plain Sections.

Weefl New Process Fonnflation.

Cowan Extractors.

Porter Bee-Escapes—tlie tiest made,

Doyetaileil Hives—witli Danz. Patented Coyer anfl Bottom.

Danzenliaker Hiyes.

No-Drip SliippiDi-Cases.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture. Ulustrateil, Semi-MontHly.

Catalog of Ooods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancU::Office8 :

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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" Golden " Method of Comb Honey Production.

BY J. S. HABTZELL.

As the season for the production of honey In these parts

has closed, and the product stored in supers removed and
assorted and cleaned ready for shipment, I wish to apprise

our " Doubting Thomas " (Mr. S. A. Deacon), and any others,

of the results obtained from my apiary of 61 colonies, 40 of

yielded 1,866 completed sections. The 21 colonies on the
general plan, 489 completed sections. Average per colony
on the Golden plan, of 46 13/20 sections ; on general plan,

23 2/1 sections. Now, I hope this is plain enough for Mr.
Deacon, or any one who may be Interested enough to read this

article, to understand.

It may be well enough, also, to state that of the 40 colonies

on the Golden plan 10 recast swarms, six of which were from
superseding queens, the remainder (four), with the exception
of one dissatisfied with results, and as soon as the queen was
liberated and began to deposit eggs, renewed their efforts and
prepared In the regular order for swarming. The one excep-
tion was a colony in a lOframe hive, and the second day aftar

liberating the queen swarmed twice (forenoon and afternoon)
with not a sign of queen-cell as I made a thorough examina-
tion while the swarm was out each time, and after returning
the second time began work and have behaved nicely since.

Interim' View of the Apiary Building at the Trans-Mississippi Exposition.

which, as stated In the former article, were workt on the
Golden plan, and the remainder, 21 colonies, on the general,
or, as I termed It, "orthodox " plan, fortheseason now closed.

First, then, for results in completed sections of honey
which stand as follows : The 40 colonies on the Golden plan

Will some of our experts—Dr. C. C. Miller, Doolittle, or
auy other little or big man—explain the cause, or will all

plead as Dr. Miller often does— " don't know ?" My own Idea
In regard to this colony is. It was simply " pure cussedness."
I was entirely too busy at the time to make as thorough inves-
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ligation as I would lilte to have done, and whellier or not

any other conclusion would have been formed than indicated

above, " I don't linow."
Several of the colonies on the general plan also re-

swarmed, but I haven't a list of the number; however, all

were kept within bounds of increase, and the results are so

much in favor of the Golden plan that should I continue bee-

IjeepinK another season I will have all things in readiness to

fully adopt the Golden method, as I consider, from the experi-

ence of the season now closed, that the " Golden " opportunity

was offered, and I am glad, indeed, it was accepted by me, as

it has certainly been the means of gladdening me for my
efforts, and causing the expansion of the purse-strings which
otherwise would not have occurred; and I feel con6dent, let

the season be good or bad, Golden's plan will be "Gold," with-

out the " 671," in my poclset every time ; and why ?

First, lessening of general expenses ; the buying and pre-

paring of hives for swarms, which increases with the size of

the apiary, and which cannot be very well avoided on the old

or general plan. Second, increast amount of honey secured

per colony, which is the great stimulator to the apiarist.

And now I wish to say a little more to Mr. Deacon on hiv-

ing a swarm on starters, which he thinks would equal the

Golden method. J have never undertaken to make a test, but

accept the testimony of others on the matter, that to produce

one pound of wax or comb (which is wax) a colony of bees will

consume from 10 to 20 pounds of honey. If this be true,

then to fill out an Sframe hive with completed comb when
using starters would be about as follows:

It requires 1 J4 pounds of medium brood foundation, if

using full sheets, to fill eight frames, Langstroth or standard

size. In using starters one sheet is generally the amount used

to fill eight frames, which would leave in actual amount 17J-2

ounces of wax or comb to be supplied by the bees, counting

that a full sheet of foundation, when drawn out, will make a

complete comb. Therefore, Mr. Deacon would lose in honey
alone to produce the full quota of combs 11 to 22 pounds of

honey. Docs Mr. Deacon realize this, or any part of it, to be

a fact?
Golden's method—no comb to be built, sufficient stores in

the brood-nest of all kinds to supply hatching brood, and that

in progress of rearing from the egg to sealed larvae in the cells.

All these are factors In keeping up the strength of a colony,

and causing honey to go upstairs when we want it.

Mr. Deacon was very much worried about pollen in sec-

tions, and Its preventive, on the Golden plan. Let me say

that when I came to assort and clean the sections for market,

I failed to find a single trace of any In the sections. Mr. Dea-
con, don't worry about pollen in sections, and I will tell you

to a certainty how to avoid it, if you can keep the secret : Use
drene foundation in sections, and fill the sections from the top

to % of an inch of the bottom, and I will guarantee no pollen

stored in drone-comb, either in the sections or brood-nest.

I will venture the assertion without fear of being success-

fully contradicted, that the primary cause of drone-comb be-

ing built Is for the express purpose of storing or the reception

of honey, and from careful observation of the season for build-

ing it by the bees has caused me to adopt the theory as stated.

I am aware, too, that as bees build drone-comb it may be, and
often is, occupied by the queen, especially if prolific, as a good
queen, when the season gets pioductive, will improve every
opportunity afforded to strengthen the colony, and as no room
appears in worker-comb for the reception of eggs, the occupy-
ing of drone-comb results. This, however, does not prove the

intent of its production. If it was the Intent to rear bees from
drone-comb, then the necessary supplies would be stored in it

for the purpose, but one of the main factors, viz.: pollen, is

always absent.
Whilst reasoning on this subject let me request that Mr.

Dr-acon, or any expert in apiculture, try the following experi-

ment:
At the opening of spring, and prior to nectar coming in

from the fields, or at the close of the honey season when colo-

nies are most populous, take the strongest colony, take out
one or more frames, insert instead frames with only starters

;

now stimulate by moderate feeding, and see how much drone-

comb you can induce bees to build ; but once nectar comes
from Nature's resources then is the beginning, and during the

season of obtaining nectar from the fields so long will drone-
comb be built if the opportunity affords and necessity requires,

and the colony is in prime condition. But under no condition

or circumstance can a weak colony be induced to build drone-
comb, for the reason that no surplus honey Is collected, there-

fore no occasion for the production of drone-comb by the bees.

If I have formed a wrong conception of the cause for the

production of drone-comb, as stated, I hope that some of the

brighter lights In apiculture will direct me in the straight and

right way. Let the right prevail, and the wrong be con-
demned.

I feel now that I have fully filled my promise to Mr. Dea-
con, made in my former article, and even wandered from my
promise and purpose, which, in the beginning, was only In-

tended to cover a report of my honey crop ; but I will ask par-

don, and promise to hold my peace for some time to come,
after closing with what little I wish yet to add.

1 hope Mr. Deacon and many others may be influenced to

try Golden's plan next season, and thereby be convinced of Its

merits over other methods In vogue.
I desire now, in conclusion, to return my hearty thanks to

Mr. J. A. Golden and the editor of the American Bee Journal
—first, to Mr. Golden for writing and setting forth a treatise

on his system, free and untrammeled by patents, to the world ;

second, to the editor of the American Bee Journal for the
prominence he gave the article tha'. the bee-fraternity might
have an opportunity of learning of the Golden method, and, if

desiring, might put it to the test ; and also for the courtesy ex-

tended to me in allowing me space to reply to Mr. Deacon.
May both live to be honored for their interest in endeavoring
to advance the art and science of apiculture.

Somerset Co., Pa.

^
Answer to Questions on the Golden Method.

BY .1. A. GOLDEN.

The following questions have been sent me for answer In

the American Bee Journal

:

I wish to ask Mr. J. A. Golden, through the American Bee
Journal, in regard to his plan of working for comb honey, as to

the passage-ways or space between sections. In using 10 frame
hives as made at the factory, and in preparing them with the side

entrance he speaks of, I believe he says, to place a strip of thin

wood under the ends of the brood-frames, to raise them on a level

with the top of the brood-chamber proper. Would this make too
great a space under the bottom of the frames ? If so, what does he
do with so much space ?

And in using two single supers prepared in the same way, and
put together to hive the swarm in, would not the space be too
great between tiers of sections ? Also lietween sections tiered up,
when the proper space has been provided before the outside wall
has been put on, which would make the space -'u-inch more.

After hiving a swarm in the double super, and placing the par-
ent colony on top, how soon does he cut queen-cells to prevent
after-swarms ?

As I am thinking of trying the Golden plan next year. I

should be glad for answers to the above. I think I understand the
rest of his plan all right, as I have read his articles with much in-

terest. From what little I have learned, I like the Golden plan the
best of all the plans I have read about. R. L. Hastin.

I am glad to give Mr Hastin and all readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal the Information desired, namely, how to

arrange the bee-space of hives as made by the factory.

Take, we will say, a 10 frame dovetail hive to illustrate.

Take a gauge set to }% Inch, and mark each top side of the

body, then saw down at each end, and with a draw-knife
shave off the }i inch. This brings the side body level with the

top of the brood-frames. Now lay on the % cleats on the side

body, and tack on the side-board flush with tlie bottom of the
hive, and flush with the top of the end-board, or just as wide
as the side board before you cut off the 'i inch strip. There,
now, you see you have % inch side entrance and a ^-inch
bee-space from the side entrance over the brood-frames.

Now take the supers, and If you use a bee-space above the
sections just shave that space from the side body, lay on the

% cleats, and tack on the side-board flush at the bottom, and
as high as the end board. Now you have a ?^-lnch side space
and a Jii inch bee-space from the side over the top of the

sections.

To make the cleats or rim for the hive to set on take
strips % inch thick, and as wide as the side-board space and
outside board is thick, say It is 1% Inches wide, and with a
plane level one side, leaving a space wide enough for the out-

side board of the hive to set on when placed on the bottom-
board. Now you have a % space under the brood-frames or
double super, and into the % side entrance up and entering
into the supers. See?

Now you can change backward and forward, and always
have Ji Inch bee-space, but If you use the bee-space at the

bottom just reverse the work and raise the brood-frames by a
strip under the end of the brood-frames, taking the same
width from the bottom of the hive-body. If you winter your
bees on the summer stands, set the hive from the stand, turn

the beveled strips upside down, and replace the hive, and the

side entrances are closed, making a dead-air chamber or

space. Do you want any better winter ventilator ? I guess not.

I now have some 10-frame hive-bodies in use by taking
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out one frame, usiDK the nine, making the bee-space inside,

letting the thin, tight-fitting adjusting board come up even

with the top of the frames.
I hope I have made my answer plain, and as all apiarists

of experience Ijnow, ample and free ventilation Is very essen-

tial, not only for the comfort of the bees, but a great factor in

curing honey as well. This being so, I want to say to all,

that there is no arrangement or method and hive that will

compare with my method in this one feature alone, so far as I

am acquainted ; and by the use of the slatted separators there

cannot be improvement in this direction.

While I was writing the above paragraph, a bee-keeper

came a long distance to see my hive and method in operation,

retiring for the night at a late hour, but to arise at the dawn
of day declaring there is no system of manipulation on earth

could supersede the Golden melhod for simplicity and profit

;

and that he would journey home and subscribe for the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, and by 1899 be fully convinced to change
to the Golden method.

As to Mr. Hastin's second question, five to six days after

hiving shake or brush the bees from the combs, destroy all

queen-cells, and anything that looks like a queen-cell, replace

and set the parent hive on the stand, and supers on top. Now
remove the cage and queen, and insert a section, put on the

cover, and let the queen run in with two or three piiflfs of

smoke. It is a good idea to place a queen-excluding zinc

guard at the entrance for two or three days, as some have
reported that some colonies swarmed out, but nearly every

case proved that a cell was overlookt.

In conclusion, see to it that plenty of room is provided, for

there are lots of bees, and more hatching.
Morgan Co., Ohio.

UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Annual Convention Held at
Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DE. A. B MASON, SEC.

IContlnued Irom page 644.1

FIRST DAY

—

Afternoon Session.

FACING COMB HONEY FOR MARKET.

" Is it advisable to face comb honey for market ?"

Mr. Cameron—Yes ; and then I think it would be advis-

able to make all just like the face.

Dr. Mason— I suppose it is meant putting the best on the

outside. Farmers that are going by our house face their loads

of potatoes, apples and tomatoes, and so forth. I should say

DO, it Is not advisable. lam rather "at sea" on this thhig,

because we have been putting so much faith In some of our
great lights, and they have failed us. Here Doollttle has

gone to advising facing comb honey—that is, by implication.

Mr. Root recommends certain courses of action to be right. It

Is a question in my mind whether I had better place any con-

fidence in anybody. It is not a question with me as to whether
It is right to deceive people by putting the best outside. Mr.
Hutchinson, I believe, says that you don't deceive anybody

—

that they expect it. If he Is right, then it is right to face

comb honey, or anything else. A gentleman came along by
our house yesterday morning with potatoes— very nice on top.

I said to him, " Are they the same all through?" He said,

"Yes, sir." I took his word for it—thought it was perfectly

good. I turned the potatoes into a basket bottom side up,

and they weren't half as good. That was deception, and he
mist a sale. Is there any question as to whether It is right or

not? I think not. I lived on a farm once myself, and sold a

good deal of produce, and I found It to be a bad practice to
" face," whether it was potatoes, or onions, or anything else.

Mr. Cameron—How would it do to put the best In the

bottom ?

Dr. Mason—That pays. Among those who patronize you,

you get the name of being a square dealer. It does not pay
to put the best on top, besides being absolutely dishonest. I

don't say that that is my opinion; I say it is so, and I can
prove it.

J. H. Masters—In packing apples It Is usual to face the
bottoms of the barrels—and then reverse the barrels.

Mr. Danzenbaker—Facing is universally practiced with
apples. You open a barrel of apples that has the brand on it

— Baldwins, or Greenings, or whatever It may be—and you
take the head out and you find the barrel faced. If you don't

find any good ones on top you can conclude that there are no
good ones there. There are, of course, packers whose name
on the barrels is a guaranty. I sort my honey before it goes

into the case. I pick out four for the front, and then say to

the merchant, " If there is any In there that you can't sell

for 20 cents, put it aside for me. They want It to look as

nice as possible, because they pile It up to make a show. If I

had some that was travel-stained I would put some travel-

stained at the front. That kind of facing is honest. I have
never had a case come back to me on a complaint. I do not

face with white honey at the front and put dark behind. We
face just as we paint a house or hang up window-curtains to

make it look nice. If there is good honey in the case it must
be shown. If they don't see It they conclude that there is no
good in it.

E. R. Root—1 would say that I at firstsided with Mr. Doo-
llttle, and when I found I had made a mistake I got off of the

fence. I might say that there is perhaps a species of facing

that is not dishonest, and there is a kind of facing that is cer-

tainly dishonest. I don't believe there Is any one here who
would think it proper to put buckwheat honey into the case

and have it faced with white honey. I don't know that I would
do It myself, but if some one sold me a case of honey with

the best sections in front, I don't know that I would say he In-

tended to deceive me. It would depend on how far he in-

tended to pick out the best sections. I believe that nearly all

honey that goes on the market is faced somewhat. It is so

easy to put one or two of the best sections in front. I never
think that the best sections will be in the rear or in the center,

and for that reason when we buy honey from the dealer's

standpoint we generally take off the cover and pull out a sec-

tion or two from the body of the case. We go rather by the

inside of the case than by the face. That would seem to argue
that all honey is faced to a certain extent ; for4hat reason we
prefer to see what Is on the inside.

Dr. Mason—Why do you look in the center of the case ?

E. R. Root—Because we want to know exactly what the

honey is all the way through.
Dr. Mason—Then you are afraid it is faced ?

E. R. Root—We are afraid it is faced.

Dr. Mason—The question is, " Is it advisable to face comb
honey ?"

E R. Root— I don't think it Is.

A. I. Root—This question has been up quite extensively

In the fruit papers. They make a certain compromise, that

there is no harm in fixing a case of strawberries or peaches or
other fruit so that the best side of the red cheek is uppermost.
There might be a difference of opinion in regard to that. Some
say It Is like exhorting the members of a family to " put their

best foot forward." I think It pays to take pains to make
things look nice and attractive, but I don't think it pays to

cheat in any shape or manner. Making a good appearance
has everything to do with selling your stuff. For instance,

Mr. Selser has the handsomest honey-wagons I ever saw in

my life. I believe that his wagons have a areat deal to do
with his sales In the city markets. You ought to make every-

thing look as well as possible without cheating anybody.

Dr. Miller—This Is one of the topics that has been pretty

thoroughly discust, and yet I think it can be profitably dls-

cusl here. Whilst there has been some feeling about the mat-
ter, I think if we would all look at it from the same stand-

point, we would all see it about alike. I don't believe there Is

a more honest man than G. M. Doollttle. He doesn't look at

the matter exactly as some of the rest of us do. I am not sure

that he looks at it from the right standpoint. He looks at It

In this way : When you send honey to a commission man you
send It with the understanding that he has the whole thing

before him, and it is his business to look and find out what
there Is In It, and with that understanding he says facing is

entirely right—that It Is right that I shall put buckwheat
honey In the middle of the case and ray best honey In front.

If that argument Is all right, then Mr. Doollttle Is entirely

right. But I don't believe it is straight. I think when you

send honey to a commission man he expects the honey outside

to be the same—to be a representation of the whole thing. Mr.

Ernest Root tells us they look on the Inside of the cases ; but

they do not look on the Inside because they think the outside

ought to be a fair representation of the whole. The feeling

in their minds when they open the case is that the outside
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ought to be a (air representation. There is a certain way in

which I believe it is right to put the best side out. The cloth

on the inside of my coat is all right for where it is ; but it does

not cost as much as the cloth on the outside, and is not as

good. I want to have the best side out. There is no decep-

tion about it. You do not expect that the inside is the same
as the outside. When you put a section of honey on the table

you put the best side uppermost. It looks better that way.
In the same way I believe it is right—altho W. Z. Hutchinson
" called me down " on it—I believe it is right to put the best

side of the sections out. I want them to be a fair representa-

tion of what is in the case. I have had a great deal of quar-
reling about that in having my honey packt—more than about
anything else connected with the whole business. When I say
that I want the front to be a fair representation of the whole
case, I mean that when those three sections are taken out

they shall be as good as any other three in the case, but no
better, taking the sections at random. I want the packers to

put three sections in front that will be a fair representation

of the whole, but I want them to put the best side of the sec-

tions out. That is not deception at all. I think when I put
better sections next the glass than I put in the middle I am
hurting my trade. I am In this business to make money, and
I avoid doing some things because that will help me in making
money, not entirely because they are dishonest. I like to

have my honey so that men will buy of me year after year
and not want to look at it at all. I remember that I sold a
great deal to a certain man. The first time he lookt over the
honey ; the second time he did not. I happened to meet him
in company with others, and he said, " I buy honey every year
from him. No trouble. Every box just alike." It is not ad-

visable to do anything that deceives. I think the failure to

agree with Mr. Dooliltle comes entirely from this : He takes
the ground that when he sends honey to a commission man
the commission man does not expect that the outside, next the

glass, is intended to represent the whole case. I know that

as honey is generally sold there is more or less of such an ex-

pectation that the outside will be representation of the whole ;

and so long as there is that expectation I think we ought to

gratify it by making the outside a fair representation of the

entire case. Failure to do that loses us money in the long
run.

Mr. Danzenbaker—I grade my honey in three grades ; the
first grade I sell for 15 cents ; the second grade for 13 cents,

and then I have a third grade that I sell for 10 and 11 cents

that is not all filled. I believe in making things look nice. I

produced honey with a man once, and he took part of the
honey for home use. He would save the sections and want
those sections used over again the next year, but I said I

wasn't willing to take those sections, and if he wanted to use

them over he must take them himself. If white honey is in

dark sections that are a year old, it would take 5 cents off

the price. Stained and discolored sections make a difference

of 5 cents in the retail price. That same thing applies to

facing honey. A clean shipping-case will make it sell in a

commission-man's hands, while an old case will detract from
the selling price.

Dr. Miller—The hardest thing I have to contend with in

that matter is this : Here Is a lot of honey that is set off to

one side as fancy, and in another place is No. 1. Out of that
fancy I pick out 12 sections to be put into a case, and out of

those 12 sections I pick out the three best and put them next
the glass—it Is all fancy honey ; there is nothing but fancy
honey shown there, and yet it is "faced." That is the hard
thing to me. They say there is no deception in that because
it is all fancy honey, so the front represents what it is. Then
I ask the one who says that, "Isn't that honey next the glass

a little better than the rest of the case ?" " Certainly it Is."

" Doesn't the buyer expect it to be all just as good as what is

next the glass? Won't he be deceived when he comes to open
It and finds that the inside is not quite as good as the out-

side ?" When it comes down to that we must admit that he
will be. When it has been sorted out in piles and the best
pickt out and put next the glass there is where the deception
comes in. Then suppose you have hired packers; they take
delight in having things look well, and you have got to watch
them to prevent their deceiving. You will cheat more in that
way than in almost any other if you don't watch. You must
watch the packers.

Pres. York— I don't think it is a question of deceiving the
commission men ; it Is a question of deceiving the final pur-
chaser of the goods.

Mr. Miles—I would like to offer a thought about No. 1

and fancy. I find in selling honey that there is hardly any
one that knows the difference between what we pack as No. 1

and what we pack as fancy ; so they would never know they
were deceived ; they wouldn't recognize that it was faced.

and there would be no deception as there would be If we put
buckwheat in.

IS COMB HONEY ADULTERATED?

"Is comb honey adulterated, or has it ever been ?"

H. L. Miller—I have heard It reported that they have
machines at the glucose factories for producing comb and
making honey.

E. H. Bridenstine—I heard that it was manufactured here
in Omaha, and I wish to find out.

J. F. Spaulding—If we can find such a place I move that
we move on it in a body.

Mr. Whitcomb—We have several grocers who say they
sell comb honey that is adulterated. I doubt it. I don't be-

lieve it can be done. The idea has got out, and it is sold to

their customers as manufactured comb honey, mainly, I be-

lieve, to get rid of a poor sample. 1 doubt if anybody has
ever been able to manufacture comb honey.

Mr. Spaulding—I would like a showing of hands here if

there is any one who believes that comb honey has been manu-
factured.

On a call for a showing of hands no hands were raised in

the affirmative.

Dr. Miller—As to the answer to that question, we must
be a little careful. I am not sure but there is such a thing as

adulterated comb honey, but if the question read, "Have you
ever seen a pound of comb honey made without the interposi-

tion of the bee?" then we could say that no man has ever seen
it or ever will see It; but whether comb honey is adulterated
is a different thing. It is not on the market to any extent be-

cause there is no money in it.

E. R. Root— We have made an offer of $1,000 that we
will pay to any person who will produce a single sample of

comb honey that cannot be detected from the genuine. One
or two have been foolish enough to try to take up that offer.

We received one sample where a cake of wax had had numer-
ous holes bored through It, and the holes were filled and the
comb sealed. Of course It did not get the reward, because it

could be detected from the genuine. We are trying every
year to feed pure glucose to bees. I learned this summer that
you could dilute it down with water and they would take it,

provided there was nothing else that was coming in. But I

don't believe there is any adulterated comb honey on the
market.

Pres. York— I am very tired of having people come to my
office who have some story to tell of comb honey being manu-
factured in Chicago. I have often said to them that if they
will take the time I will, and we will go and find it. It cannot
be done. I have simply laught at such people as believe that
comb honey has been manufactured or can be. I think it is

utterly impossible.

Mr. Danzenbaker—I don't think that bees will take glu-

cose and put it into comb. Some years ago the secretary of a
glucose manufactory boarded with me. There were bees In

the yard, and he took great interest in them. It was a hobby
with him. In the early mornings he would be out there and
have the hives open, and I found out that he was experiment-
ing with the glucose. He brought glucose and put it into the
tops of the hives. I wondered what he was doing, and I

found the glucose there. The bees would not take it. Then
he took the best glucose sugar and put it in, and the bees
wouldn't take It. It was during the honey season, and he
thought the bees would mix it with the honey that was com-
ing in from the field. He meant to keep bees. He imported
a lot of Italian queens, and was thinking of making honey out
of glucose, but the bees wouldn't touch it. I believe that the
acid in the glucose would finally kill the bees. They have an
instinct of sense that enables them to detect it.

Pres. York— I would like to give one instance of feeding
glucose to bees that I know of. Mr. Grabbe, some years ago,

was interested in bees with Mr. Perrlne, in Chicago, who was
one of the biggest adulterators in the State at that time.

They moved two or three hundred colonies to Mississippi and
began feeding glucose, and it was scarcely any time at all

until they had killed all their bees.

A Member—What is the best way of combating the idea

that comb honey can be made without the aid of bees ?

Dr. Mason—Subsidize the press.

Mr. Whitcomb—Kill off the fools.

Mr. Danzenbaker—Last year at Buffalo this question was
raised and talkt about. 1 remember mentioning a story that
was publisht in Washington about the manufacture of comb
honey. I had a great deal of trouble with that story in the
market. People would say my honey was manufactured. I

presented them with the argument that has been made here,

but I made it a little stronger : I said if there is a man in the
United States that can produce one square inch of comb honey
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by tnanufacturing It, there Is a chance for him to make a

thousand dollars. I went to the editor of the Washington
Star with ao article and askt him to publish it. He said he
didn't want to do it. I said, "You are bound to do it be-

cause you have publisht a lie here, and there are storekeepers

here who are tired of answering questions about the matter.

Do it or say you won't do it, and I will go and tell them that

you refuse." He did publish quite a long article. I went to

the Post editor, and he said he would have to refer me to the

advertising editor. He wanted to charge advertising rates to

publish that article. I said that in his Sunday edition (which
is the largest edition in the city) he had pullsht that lie to de-

ceive the people, and I thought it was due to the people that

he should publish the truth. But he wouldn't tell the truth

without being paid advertising rates.

Dr. Mason— I believe just as I answered at first—subsidize

the press. Most of us live in localities where papers are pub-
lisht. We can take the editor a sample of honey and illus-

trate to him how it is produced, and he will become interested.

The Toledo Blade has a large circulation, and 1 do not have
any trouble in getting into the paper anything I want in that

line. They are anxious that the articles shall be brief and to

the point, and I show to the editor some comb honey and tell

him how it is produced, and all about It. If I can, I take along
some bees.

Mr. Danzenbaker— I took a box of honey with me— six

pounds, and I left a box of honey with the editor of the Star.

I took another box to the editor of the Post, and showed it to

him, and told him I would like him to have that—if he had a

family, I would like him to take it home and test it—that I

would make him a present of it. He took it as an offense.

He acted as if he thought I was trying to bribe him. I have
found Dr. Miller's article on the food value of honey, or honey
as food, to be a great help. I have scattered it among the

people, and I would leave in the stores a hundred or two and
tell them to give them to their customers. I gave one of those

pamphlets to a lady on the market, and the next day she came
to me and said she had read it, and she wanted a box of

honey. Three weeks afterward she came to me and told

me her son had had la grippe, and that the honey I had
sold her had cured him. She turned to three or four ladies

there and told them about it, and they all bought honey.
Mr. Whitcomb—Dr. Mason insinuates that the press of

Nebraska has not been subsidized. Not very long ago a gen-

tleman here in the room undertook to get a write-up into one
of our Omaha papers. The person who undertook to do the

writing carried away the honey all regular, and then as a re-

turn he wrote that the gentleman who gave him the honey
said that the Nebraska bee-keepers were using a new system
—that they put into the hive sheets of glass so that when the

bees were making the comb they could back up against the

glass, and so get the comb all straight and nice. [Laughter.]
You will often find that you will do better to write the articles

yourself.
THE FOOD VALUE OP HONEY.

Mr. Whitcomb— I think we entirely underrate the food
value of honey. 1 think one pound of honey contains more
nutriment than two pounds of pork. I don't believe there is

any family that uses honey to any extent that has any use for

a doctor. I don't believe there is anything in pure honey that
is not assimilated by the system. I believe it is the only thing
we eat or drink in which there is not something left to be
thrown off. In my institute work over this State I have made
inquiries concerning unhealthy children in families where
honey has entered into their diet every day. I don't believe

unhealthy children can be found in those families which use

honey as an every-day diet.

Dr. Miller— I have heard Mr. Whitcomb go over that story

time after time

—

Mr. Whitcomb^I have told it so many times that I be-

lieve it to be a fact. [Laughter.]
Dr. Miller— I want to say that if the rest of you will do

that same thing the people will soon know more about honey
than they do. I don't believe you know anything about the
medicinal value of honey as you should; I don't believe you
know the food value of honey as you should ; I don't believe

you know the difference between honey and sugar as you
should. We have people dying all about us because of the
over-use of sugar. Does more than one out of every half-

dozen use honey in his coffee in place of sugar, with the
knowledge that he is going to prolong his life by it ?

Mr. Danzenbaker—There is one point in regard to the
natural craving of all children for sweets. Every parent
knows how they long for sweets. People look upon honey as

too much of a luxury. I have seen people go by In the mar-
ket with children, and the children would stop and come back
to look at the honey, and I would say to the mother that the

natural craving of that child was for sweets, and that she
ought to give him honey. I would hand her one of those

leaflets, and probably the next time she came along I would
sell to her. The reason there is not more honey used to-day

is because grown-up people didn't have it when they were chil-

dren. Children desire it. We want to teach parents their

duty to buy It for their children.

Dr. Mason—We used considerable honey in our family

during the time of la grippe, and we discovered one thing—

I

think I have already said something about it : Those of our
family who used plenty of honey didn't have la grippe, and
those who hadn't used it did.

D. A. McGregor—I have the la grippe pretty nearly every
winter, and I use more honey than almost any one else.

Mr. Danzenbaker—I have never had the la grippe in my
life.

Mr. Cameron—How much longer would a man live who
used honey instead of sugar?

Dr. Miller— I don't know, but I do know that there are

men dead to-day who would be living if they had used honey
in the place of sugar. Sugar affects the kidneys.

EXTRACTED VS. COMB HONEY FOR HEALTH.

"Do you think that extracted honey is more healthful than
comb honey ? Is the wax in comb honey a detriment to health ?"

Dr. Miller— It depends nn the character of the honey. I

don't know any reason why exiracted honey might not be just

as good as comb honey. As a matter of fact, I believe the

average sample of comb honey as you find it on the market Is

better than the average sample of extracted honey. It is bet-

ter ripened, because the honey is left until it is sealed. Some-
times the bees may seal unripened honey, but as a rule they

do not ; and while those who extract honey might always

leave it until it is ripened, as a rule they do not. So you may
have a sample of extracted honey that Is just as good as the

best comb honey, but the average sample is not so good as the

average sample of comb honey. As to the matter of the wax.

It is indigestible, but I don't think it makes much difference.

It Is simply that there are particles of foreign matter there.

I think at one time Mr. Bingham stated that the particles of

waxhelpt to flavor the honey ; but I don't believe they do, as

the wax itself has scarcely any flavor.

Mr. Whitcomb—The honey is not to blame because we
take it unripened. Because the bee-keeper takes the honey
before it is ripened, that ought not to be charged as a fault of

the honey.
Dr. Miller—Take it as it is found on the market, and the

best extracted honey is just as good as the best comb honey.

If I were to take it for my own use I would rather have the

extracted, because the wax is indigestible, and while it may
not do any harm it doesn't do any good. There is a possibility

that it may do an infinitesimal amount of harm.
Mr. Cameron—How do you know that wax is indigestible ?

Dr. Miller—Practically I don't know it, but I feel confi-

dent of it. I do not know it so well that I could give you
positive proof of it, but I think I could by taking time for it.

Some of you may remember that your grandmothers used

corks of beeswax to close bottles of sulphuric acid. The wax
was not affected by the strongest sulphuric acid, and I doubt

if it can be affected by the weaker hydrochloric acid of the

human stomach. I think that is pretty good proof.

Mr. Cameron— I know that bee-keepers hold that view of

it, but I have never seen any proofs. There is a worm that

lives on beeswax, and it seems if the worm can digest it a

man ought to.

Dr. Miller—Because a worm can digest it is no proof that

a man can.
(Continued next week.)

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet
especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand for

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the

pamphlet was written by Dr. C. 0. Miller, and is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-

sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a

home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these

prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 30 cents; 50
for 50 cents; 100 for 90 cents ; 250 for $2.00; 500 for

$3.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.
*-»-^

Every Present Subscriber of the Bep Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it.
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OONDUCTED BY

£>R. O. O. JUTLLEIt, HdAItBNaO. ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Or. Miller dlrect.l

A Robbed Colony.

I have a colony of bees that the rest got to robbing, and I

moved it away about SO yards and shut it up so that only one
bee could get in at a time, and yet they came and robbed, so I

shut them up tight, and the robbers would come yet and fly

around the hive. When I would open it, the rest would begin
to rob. What am I to do with it ? and what is the trouble ? It

is In a box-bive. New Jersey.

Answer.—Moving the hive to a new place was hardly the
right thing. It only made matters worse. For when you
moved them to a new place, the colony would be just that
much weaker to defend itself, for when the field-bees went out
to forage, instead of coming baclf to their hive in its new
place they would go back to the old stand, and then join the
colony that stood nearest. It would have done more good if

you had left them right on the old stand, shutting the entrance
as you did, then piling loose straw or hay as high as the top of
the hive and keeping it wet. Possibly that treatment may do
yet. But don't move the hive back to its old stand now, for

by this time they have become so used to the new place that
moving would cause more loss. If you will look carefully
through late numbers of this paper you will see several plans
for fighting against robbers. One of the latest, and one which
is worth trying, is to put naphthaline or moth-balls at the en-
trance. The odor Is so disagreeable that it Is said the robbers
will not pass by it, while it does not hinder the bees that be-

long to the hive.

But a good deal depends on the condition of the colony.
If it is queenless, it's hardly worth while to do anything but
just to let it stand and let the robbers finish their work.

A Beginner'§ Seven Questions.

1. What is the best way to bring a small colony of bees
through the winter ?

2. I have six colonies with young queens which were
hatcht late in August and began to lay eggs the beginning of
September. Will these colonies swarm next year in May or
June, if they get through the winter, if the season is a
good one for swarming?

3. How many times does a queen swarm in her life ?

4. I have a queen in one of my hives which has her wings
dipt, and as I thought that colony would not swarm, I was
trying to run it for comb honey, but unexpectedly a swarm
came out and went into one of my other hives. What gave
them the swarming-fever, as their queen could not fly ? Is
there a way to prevent swarming in colonies that have wing-
clipt queens ?

5. On the other hand, I have three colonies with good
queens, and they did not swarm, even not the one into which
the queenless swarm went. Why did they not swarm ?

6. Is there any way to force bees of a colony to send out
two or three swarms ?

7. What are hybrid bees 1 New York.

Answers.— 1. A colony too weak to be brought through
alone, may come through all right by having the benefit of
the heat from a stronger colony. Even two weaklings may
come through together when they would not do so alone. Put
both Into the same hive with a division-board between them,
the board being not more than % of an inch thick and made
bee-tight, so that no bee can pass from one side to the other.
A weak colony will do better in the cellar than on the summer
stand.

2. Very likely they will, altho not so sure to swarm as If

the queens were older.

3. There is no rule about it. She may never swarm, and
she may swarm half a dozen times.

4. Clipping the queen's wings doesn't have the least effect
to'stop the bees from wanting to swarm. They'll try to swarm
just as much as if the queen had never been dipt. How to
prevent swarming in a satisfactory manner, either with queens
dipt or unclipt, is and has been a question that has puzzled

the brains of many, and I don't know any one in the world
that can answer It.

5. The difference may have been in the character of the
bees themselves. Some bees are five times as much given to

swarming as others. The difference may have been in condi-
tions. One colony may be stronger than another, may be more
crowded for room, or there may be differences in other re-

spects. Sometimes one colony will swarm and another beside
it will not, and you can't see a shadow of difference in the
character or condition of each ; the only thing you know for

sure is that one swarmed and the other didn't.

6. Perhaps there is no sure way to make a colony send
out a second swarm if you leave It on its own stand. But you
may accomplish it by moving. When the colony sends out a
swarm, put the swarm on the old stand and put the old hive
in place of a strong colony, putting the latter in a new place.

When the next swarm issues, do the same thing again, and re-

peat as often as a swarm issues, each time leaving the swarm
on the stand where It came from and putting the old hive in

place of another strong colony. In that way you may have
a half dozen or more strong colonies from the same hive.

There is some advantage In the plan if the swarming colony is

of superior blood, for in that case you have good blood In each
swarm.

7. The word "hybrid" is perhaps not the word that ought
to be used, "cross" being a better word, but "hybrid" has
been used so much that it will not easily be given up. Let
bees cross in breeding, as when an Italian queen meets a black
drone, and the bees from that queen will be called hybrids.

DifTerence in Color of Honey Cappings.

A few days ago I took two supers off of two hives which
stand next to each other. Both supers had been put on the
hives the same day, and both were filled well, and all sections
were well capt with the exception of the two outside rows,
which had some sections not fully capt. The bees in both
hives were very dark hybrids, mostly black. Everything in

the two hives seems to be as much alike as can be, but there
is this difference : While the cappings of the cells in one
super are perfectly white, the cappings in the other super are
a golden yellow. The honey in both supers is of light yellow
color. What is the cause of the different color of cappings in

these two supers ?

These were the only supers I took off this year, the others
being still on the hives. Bees have not done well. I had 33
colonies last spring and increast to 38. I had to unite two
colonies with others, which were queenless, making seven new
swarms, but as my bees commenced to swarm April 28, and
the last swarm which I caught came out Sept. 2. I have lost a
number of swarms not being able to be at home all the time.

I have some colonies working in second supers, but most will

not fill more than one super, and some will have them only
partly filled, su that 2-i pounds per hive will probably be the
yield. The weather is favorable now, and bees work well on
fall flowers. Missouri.

Answer.—It is possible that notwithstanding the honey
appears alike, the bees of the two colonies were gathering
from different sources. It is also possible that they gathered
from the same source, but that one colony was much given to

painting with propolis, and so put a thin coating over the cap-
pings, a very thin coating sufficing to color the comb.

Bees on Shares

—

Wooden Combs.

1. What share of honey and new swarms should each have
provided the one that takes the bees furnishes the hives for

new swarms, sections, supers, etc., and does all the work at-

tending to them and marketing the honey ? Is It customary
to divide up the new swar-ns every year, or to keep them for

a specified number of years, say five, then for the first party
to take out the number of colonies he gave the second party,

and divide the balance.
2. What is the modus operandi of L. A. Aspinwall's dum-

mies to keep bees from swarming? Pennsylvania.

Answers.— 1. Share business in bee-keeping Is one of the
hardest things to tell anything about in the whole range of

bee-keeping. There is no rule to go by. Each case is a law
unto itself. In the case you mention, A furnishes the bees
and B does all the rest. Now It depends altogether on the
kind of beekeeper B is, as to what he should have. If he
merely hives the swarms and takes off the. honey, his share
need not be so large as if he were a thoroughly informed bee-

keeper, and gave the bees the fullest and best care. Suppose
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B Is an up-to-date beekeeper. A furnishes 10 colonies of

bees. If there is no swarming, and A gets one-third of the
pay for the honey, he ought to be satisfied. Perhaps one-
fourth would be enough, for he still has the 10 colonies left,

and all that he needs pay for Is the Interest on the money in-

vested in the bees and the wear and tear of the hives and con-

tents. If there are swarms, he should have a share of them,
or Its equivalent iu the honey. But It's all as you make the
bargain, and everything should be put down In black and
white, so there can be no possible misunderstanding, for the
chances are that If you go into the share business and are the
best friends in the world, you may not be on speaking terms
when the dicker is over. You can settle up and begin over
again every year, or you can make an arrangement for a given
number of years.

2. The dummies are practically wooden combs with holes

bored for cells, only there are no bottoms to the cells, the
holes being bored clear through the wood. The Idea seems to

be that the bees think they have a lot of empty combs, but as

there are no cell bottoms they can't fill them, and so long as

they find lots of empty cells they hardly think It necessary
to swarm.

.— ^ I ^
How and When lo Transfer.

What Is the best plan, and when, to change a colony of

bees from a box-hive into a Langstroth hive ? I placed the
Langstroth hive on top of the box-hive the past summer, and
as there is about 40 pounds of honey in it, I thought I would
move them Into It this fall. Illinois.

Answer.—With 40 pounds of honey in the Langstroth
hive, there ought to be little trouble. You can drum all the
bees out of the box-hive, letting them run into the frame hive,

then set the hives back as they were, putting a queen-excluder
between, so that the queen will be fastened in the upper or
frame hive. Possibly, however, the queen is already In the
upper hive, in which case there will be no need of drumming.
Perhaps you will do well to attend to it right away, altho it

could be left till spring.

Finding the Queen in a Large Colony.

I have great difficulty in finding the queen in a moder-
ately large colony, or In telling with certainty when a colony
is queeuless. Is there no invention that would aid us in catch-

ing the queen when it is desired to do so ? If so, what is it,

and where can I buy it ? Is the Hannemann beesieve used
for this purpose ? Texas.

Answers.—Finding a queen readily Is largely a matter of

practice. In back numbers of the present volume of this jour-

nal you will find some hints that will be useful, and as you
will probably not want to do a great deal more in the way of

finding queens till next spring, it will be a good plan to load

up with information through the winter. Often a second
reading at one's leisure will be of more benefit than the first

reading, which is perhaps somewhat hurried.

But you can generally tell whether a colony Is queenless
without seeing the queen. Indeed, it is more satisfactory to

see the brood than to see the queen. For you may find a
beautiful queen present and yet the colony may be worse off

than if they had no queen at all. For the finest looking queen
in the world may be a drone-layer, and the colony is better off

after you've killed her. So whether you see the queen or not,

look at the brood. If eggs are present, brood in all stages,

and the brood sealed in worker-cells has a flat surface and
doesn't look like a lot of little marbles laid together, you may
know that they have a queen that Is all right.

Yes, you can have something to help catch the queen, and
It's probably what you mean by a " Hannemann sieve." Plan
any way you like to have the bees pass through queen-exclud-
ing perforated zinc, and the workers will pass and the queen
be left. You may arrange this at the entrance, or otherwise.

One way is this: Fasten on the bottom of a hive-body a
queen-excluder, and call it your " sieve." Lift the hive from
its stand and set an empty hive In Its place. Takeout a frame
of brood, brush all the bees from It In the old hive with the

rest of the bees, and then put this frame of brood lu the empty
hive on the stand. Set your sieve on top of this hive on the

stand. Now brush oft each comb, one after another, brush-

ing the bees into the sieve. As fast as you brush off a comb,
put it into another hive, for if you put it back where the bees

are, the queen may crawl upon it and your work will be to do

over again. Sometimes the bees will all run promptly down,
leaving the queen alone iu the sieve, and sometimes you will

need to use a little smoke to drive them down.

Heather Swarms are cheap in Germany. C. Burgdorff

advertises them in Gravenhorst's Bztg. at 63 cents to $1.00
each, and laying queens at 38 cents each.

Facing Honey-Cases is discust by Somnambulist in the

Progressive Bee-Keeper, who mentions two cents a pound dif-

ference in honey caused by the manner of packing, as also 15
to 20 cents a basket on peaches. He doesn't leave it entirely

clear whether the goods with the better facing got the higher

price or not, but closes by saying that " honest facing is not

an impossibility."

The "Changing" Cure for Bee-Paralysis.—A colony of

bees had paralysis so badly, says W. A. Pryal, in Gleanings,

that the bees were dwindling rapidly, hundreds crawling from

the hive each morning, and a quart of dead bees being some-

times in front of the hive. He made the diseased colony ex-

change places with a healthy one, and the effect was magical

;

no more dead bees in front of either hive.

Bee-Space Between Combs.—The question has been

somewhat discust as to whether M or 3/16 was the space

left by the bees between two combs of honey sealed over.

Some testimony seemed to show that blacks left a smaller

space than Italians. T. H. Kloer says in Gleanings that his

Italians average 3/16, and he thinks that where they leave

a space of M that the bees had too much room, or else the

honey-flow was too scant. The editor now calls for more re-

ports, for the thickness of the cleats of fences depends on the

space that the bees favor.

The Honey Crop.—Taking the whole world at large on

both sides the ocean, 1898 will be remembered as a year of

failure for beekeepers. The Canadian Bee Journal reports

Canada as an exception. " In a few localities of limited areas

it has been light ; in others a good crop, and in a very large

portion of the honey-producing districts the crop has been

very heavy." But the journal complains that honey has been

rusht on the market at too low prices, stores having filled up

at as low as 5 and 5M cents for first-class extracted, and

4iix4>!£ sections being sold as low as 73-2 cents a section.

"Grading Honey; Doolittle's position again defined;

does not recommend or practice facing." Such is the head-

ing of an article in Gleanings by G. M. Doolittle. He says no

one can carry " In his eye" the difference between fancy and

No. 1 ten rods. More than that, if one side of a case is faced

with No. 1, and the other side with fancy, he can hardly tell

the difference, but if the two kinds are placed side by side the

difference is easily told. He disapproves of putting No. 1 and

fancy in same case, and even of sending to same place. He
ships fancy to one man and No. 1 to another, and thus gets

as much for No. 1 as for fancy. He thinks Messrs. York,

Hasty and Miller have been attributing to him something he

neither did nor even recommended, saying :
" Just what I do

do, and just what I recommend, is an honest sorting of honey

by the X plan as given above, then pick the ' prettiest faces
'

out of each lot and place them on the outside."

The Bight Hive is discust in the Progressive Bee-Keeper

by Messrs. Aikin and Doolittle. Both agree that movable

frames are of no use to the bees, and of no use to the bee-

keeper who never lifts them out of the hive. Aikin thinks

the best size and shape to suit the bees is 16x16x24 inches,

24 being the height, altho a little variation from this might

be made to suit the bee-keeper ; he hints that 15x17 might be

a good size, but wants the height greater than the length, and

the brood-chamber in sections five or six inches deep. The
16x16x24 size calls from Doolittle the exclamation, "Shades

of Huber I whither are we drifting ?" He figures the contents

of such a hive at (),144, when Quinby gave 2,000 to 2,500,

and prophecies that no comb honey would ever be taken with

the large size. The suggestion of hive-sections five or six

inches deep makes Doolittle " fighting mad," and he says he

has some " chunks of logic regarding how the bees will be

brooding sticks and vacant space during the time they should

be brooding queen eggs and larval and pupa bees, etc."
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Journal, he of course had not seen the rather warm discussion

In the bee-papers on facing comb honey, about two months

ago. He simply fixt it up to suit his dishonest pleasure.

One case of the honey we saw opened had been taken by

a customer of Burnett & Co. without opening, and of course

was returned at once.

It Is just as we said some time ago, it is wrong to face up

cases of honey for market, no matter to whom or where they

are sold. In this case, the commission man received the

blame, when the deception was entirely on the side of the

shipper. Goodness knows, the city dealers have enough sins

of their own to answer for without the producers trying to

unload their shortcomings also upon them.

As will be seen by Mr. Doollttle's answer In the " Question

Box," he does not now, if he ever did, endorse the foregoing

method of packing comb honey for market, altho a couple of

months ago he seemed to think It would be all right provided

the honey was sold on commission, and the shipper thought it

to his interest to do so. We doubt if Mr. D. still holds such

views. We surely do not, for we are free to say we don't be-

lieve that, because a man may think it is right to follow a

certain procedure, that makes it right. Not by any means.

A man may think, or believe, that It's right to whip his wife,

or swear, or get drunk, or do anything else that is morally

wrong In the eyes of those who have educated consciences.

But his believing it right, or to his interest to do so, doesn't

make it so, by a long shot.

Our advice to bee-keepers, when putting up honey for

market. Is to pack it honestly, so that no matter who buys it,

they will not feel that they have been swindled, or deceived.

Two Departments In Gleanings in Bee-Culture

that have been somewhat conspicuous by their absence, are

beginning to appear more regularly. They are "Reports

'Encouraging" and " Reports Discouraging," the former tak-

ing up the most space.

-.*"•-¥

Xlie Critic Criticised.—The Review critic, Hon.

R. L. Taylor, has given considerable attention to the literary

character of Gleanings, and the editor of Gleanings makes

some reply in his number for Oct. 1. He seems to think it

would be better for Mr. Taylor to stick to his legitimate work,

which Mr. Root considers to be to criticise theories and prac-

tices of bee-keepers, rather than infelicities of expression.

Mr. Root confesses he (Root) makes "slips" In writing. Is

thankful to have them pointed out, and thinks the apprecia-

tion would be more, and the profit as much, if they were

pointed out privately.

Mr. Taylor having said that "helpful criticism is more

than meat and drink " to himself, Mr. Root thinks such things

out of place In a bee-paper, but since Mr. Taylor thrives on

that sort of diet, he gives him some, instancing Mr. Taylor's

saying " would " for " should," and " earliest " for " earlier."

He thinks if Mr. T. had a late dictionary he would not object

to " boil " in the phrase " bring to a boll ;" thinks the crimson

fluid from Mr. Taylor's sympathetic heart would not have

suffused his cheeks at the use of " canine " for " dog " If he

had consulted the Standard dictionary; hints that Mr. Taylor

has been naming words slang that are only colloquialisms;

and greatly enjoys Mr. Taylor's criticisms when confined to

theories and practices of beekeepers, but doesn't like being

taken to task for opinions he doesn't hold.

We, also, enjoy reading Mr. Taylor's writings on practical

bee-keeping, but fully agree with Mr. Root's idea, that criti-

cisms of the language used by correspondents properly belong

to a purely literary periodical, and not to a bee-paper. While

we endeavor to have the English language used correctly in

this journal, we do not hold it up as a model, or expect any
reader so to regard it. Our aim is to have everything In it so

plainly exprest, that even the youngest or dullest reader may
understand It. Then we are certain the oldest and most

learned will comprehend it all.

-*-.-#

Puttingr Comb Honey in Tumblers.—This
matter was brought up at the Omaha convention, and Editor

Root refers to it in the following paragraph from Gleanings

for Oct. 1 :

During one of the discussions at Omaha, the practice of

putting up broken comb honey in tumblers by bee-keepers

was most severely condemned, for the reason that glucose-

mixers put a little chunk of comb honey into a tumbler of glu-

cose, and then labeled It "Pure Honey." This latter, going
out into the markets, disgusted consumers, and they naturally

think that, if honey tastes that way, they want no more of it.

It was urged that some good bee-keepers practiced putting up
broken comb honey In tumblers. But that made no differ-

ence ; they should be severely scored by the bee-keepers.

They could put up their broken comb honey in tin pails ; but

even then it was urged that they sell it around home. I think,

myself, that no bee-keeper should put up his broken comb in

tumblers, for the very reason that such a package is at once
suggestive of glucose.

As we desire to emphasize the importance of the above

suggestion, we have reproduced this paragraph. Invariably,

in the Chicago market, when we find a tumbler or other glass

package with a piece of comb honey in it, the liquid part is

glucose, pure and simple. And it is most villainous stuff to

eat. Just the smallest taste is enough to sicken us. No
wonder civilized people, who purchase such a vile thing, at

once decide that "if honey tastes that way they want no more

of it." And then of course they fear trying again, when they

are offered the purest honey. So it goes ; and so It will con-

tinue to go until pure food laws are everywhere enacted and

vigorously enforced.

Mr. J. Kerr, in the Australian Bee Bulletin, strongly

maintains that bees recognize and distinguish members of

their own colony from Intruders by sight, and not by sense of

smell as generally believed.—American Bee-Keeper.

Mr. 6. G. WiCKSON, of the firm of G. G. WIckson & Co.,

of California, called on us last week. Mr. WIckson's firm

deals in bee-supplies as well as goods In other lines, especially

farm and dairy implements. They have stores in three cities

on the Pacific Coast. Mr. W. has 150 colonies of bees in a
new house-apiary made to hold 300 colonies. He is a pleas-

ant, business-like gentleman, and evidently Is " cutting a wide
swath" in the lines he represents.

Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary of the United States Bee-

Keepers" Union, wrote us Oct. 11 :

" I have been so busy since I got home [from the Omaha
convention] that I am behind with everything but my dental

work. I have not lookt at my bees, except one colony, since

a week before going to Omaha, and don't know whether they

have plenty of stores or are starving. The supers are all on

yet, there being so much honey-dew that I don't care if 1 don't

get time to extract it."

Editor W. Z. Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review,

made us a very pleasant call, Tuesday, O^it. 11, when on his

homeward journey from the fair at St. Louis, where he made
the final exhibit for the year. He went there from the Illinois

State Fair at Springfield, where he secured a number of cash

premiums, as noted In these columns last week. At St. Louis

he also captured a goodly lot of the premiums offered In the

apiarian department of the fair. Mr. Hutchinson thought

perhaps this might be his last year exhibiting at the fairs, as

the Review is getting in such condition financially as not to

necessitate his making the rounds of the fairs in order to win
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a share of the cash premlutns offered. But we should regret
to learn that he had eeast making bis annual exhibits at the
fairs, for there are very few bee-keepers in this country that
can equal him in putting up a honey-show. Instead of any
good exhibitor dropping out of the list, there should be more
added to it, for it is an effective means of calling the public's
attention to honey and its great food value.

Mr. W. K. Morrison, in Gleanings, says of Porto Riso :

" It is a very fine bee-country. It is the only part of the
Spanish colonies worth owning." While referring to the same
country a current newspaper Item reads :

" A peculiarity of
the island is that neither snakes nor flowers are found, as in
other tropical countries.—American Bee- Keeper.

Hon. Eugene Secor, the General Manager of the United
States Bee- Keepers' Union, is interested in fruitgrowing as
well as bee-keeping. At his late Winnebago County (Iowa)
Fair, the local newspaper reported that "Mr. Secor showed
36 varieties grown on his place inside the city limits. Many
of these were Russians that would give the reporter the lock-
jaw to pronounce. These new candidates for public favor are
only on trial and will not be recommended by Mr. Secor for
general planting until they prove to be more valuable than
those kinds already known and accepted."

Ye Editor and Wife had the pleasure of spending nearly
a whole day— Oct. 6—with Mr. and Mrs. F. Grabbe, at their
place in Libertyville, Lake Co., III. Mr. G., while still keep-
ing some 30 colonies of bees, and securing about 1,000
pounds of honey the past season, has been getting into the
spring and mineral water business the past year or more. He
owns a spring that flows at a rate of five gallons a minute, of
the purest, clearest water imaginable. It is intended to be
used as a table water, for general drinking purposes. A care-
ful chemical analysis of this water reveals unmistakable
medicinal propertle?.

Mr. Grabbe also.has connection with another spring about
one mile from his own home spring, that is equal if not supe-
rior to the famous springs at West Baden, Ind. Years ago
the Indians knew of this latter spring, whose life-giving
water Mr. Grabbe ships all over the country, and they once

used the surrounding land as a camping-ground. The water
tastes strongly of sulphur, and in many cases has proven an
absolute cure for consumption, kidney diseases, etc.

Mr. G. will be pleased to mail a circular describing the
curative qualities of these waters to all who make application
therefor.

Mr. Grabbe, some 25 years ago, owned a half interest in

the American Bee Journal, with W. F. Clarke, of Canada.
They soon sold their interests to Thomas G. Newman, from
whom we purchast It in 1892.

Mr. N. Stainingeb, of Cedar Co., Iowa, wrote us as fol-

lows, Oct. 8 :

Dear Friend York :— It is with very much grief that I

have to tell you of the death of my oldest son, Harry. He
joined the army June 2 I. died at Jacksonville, Oct. 5, and was
sent home to us on the Sth. He was sick only about 12 days
with typhoid fever, and as the telegraph wires were all down,
we did not know it till they were on the way home with his

body. Yours in sorrow,
N. Stainingeb.

This is sad, indeed; and our sincerest sympathy is ex-
tended to our friend and family In their deep sorrow, and in

this expression we feel that all our readers will unite.

Klondike Bonanza Schemes, we note, are creeping into

the advertising pages of some of the bee-papers—at least one
of them. We have been offered several of them, but felt that
all were too "scheray" for us to touch, or admit into our ad-

vertising columns. People that expect to get rich in a hurry
are just the dupes that such glittering schemes generally
catch. Understand, we do not say they are frauds, but we do
say that any one with even a little sense will think four times
before investing. See here. Do you suppose that the rich

capitalists of this country are going to be so generous as to

offer a good thing to the rest of the people, or to let it get
away from (ftem ? Not much. They are continually looking
for "gold mine" investments that assure certain returns, and
they are not going to let bee-keepers and others get a good
thing away from them. The very fact that such " bonanzas "

are advertised, look to us that they are worthless as invest-

ments, else those with large idle capital would snap them up
too quickly.

^*^^^^^^^^^*-^*^*^*-^*'^*^*^*-^*^*^*^*-^*
I ^

BEST
EXTRACTED HONEY FOR SALE

ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

-«==«=-«==«=-»

ALFALFA
HONEY

This is the famous white extracted honey
gathered in the great Alfalfa regions of the
Central West. It Is a splendid honey, and
nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all
can't get enoughjof the Alfalfa extracted.

BASSWOOD
HONEY =«°=«='38==«='<*>^8=<=«=»»=

This is the well-known light-colored honey
gathered from the rich, nectar-laden basswood
blossoms in Wisconsin. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by
those who like a distinct flavor in their honey.

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey for their home demand this
year, ju.^it order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. The pamphlet, " Honey as Food," will be
a great help in creating customers for honey. See prices on another page.

GEORG-E "W. YORK «fe CO. 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICES OF EITHER ALFALFA OR BASSWOOD HONEY : .

A sample of either, by mall, 8 cents ; samples of both, 15 cents—to pay for package and postage. <

By freight—One 60-pound can, ly^ cents a pound; 2 cans, 7,'4 cents per pound; i or more cans, 7 |

cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can have half
of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This honey is all

Absolutely Pure Bees' Honey
the finest of their kinds produced in this country.
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*
^*California

If you care to know of Its FrultB, Flowers
Olimate or Resources, send for a Sample Oop;
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
gaper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly
andsomely Illustrated t2.00 per annum

Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANriSflO. OAL

SEE THAT WINK!
Bee - SapplieB ! Root's
Goods at Boot's Prices.

Ponder'o Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-

_ tree. Walter S Fonder,

%,a>\mt^ eP*" lKD'liNil.OL'is''?Ki,IANA.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

7 7 T T ! 1 17-1 T ! I- -"-^H-

"

i i 1 i i i i i j., J 1^. ^_Lri^-X,.^L, e^r^

ONCE A MAN
named his horse "Coiiffrpsc;," because, he said, "he
never [Kisses anythine" Don't piihh bv our "ade."
without askins for "Fall styles and prices."

Page Wovea Wire Fence Co., .Adrian, Mich.

"Please mention Bee Journal wiien "WTiting.

KEYSTONE DEHORNING CLIPPERS
^i^

The Quiet, Orderly, Gentle and Safe
animal is tlie one timt has In-en dehorned.
It niean^ aiilmul t-omfort and that niean^
animal profit. This kuit'e futM clean, no
rruNhlng or bruiolnc It is quick, causes
ieastpain. Strong and laBtinp. Fully war-
rante<L Highest awards "World's Fair. Send
f"r free circulars and prices before baying.

A. C. BROKII'S Cochrnnvllle. Pb.

PientiH mention ibe Kh.- Jour

Anyone Interested
m AGUHM'LTURAI., I'l'KSUITS can't

AGRICULTURALEPi'TOMIST.
Jiliipit; copy FREE to ANY ADDRKSS

^ pon reci'ipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card naming

paper in whirh yon saw this ad. Address

AOmCULTCKAS' *''^-u>!!ST. Indianapolis. Indiana.

26E2rtT. Please mention the Bep JouroHl.

SWEAR_ diii laat

.lud then ni-tt .loit.

Nothin(j like htarlinp right.

If yim w;iiil li> htnrt right
iind stay right buj' the

Reliable Incubator.
^1. llj.. veM.-st novice can't Eail

.-ith it. Light the lan>p, the Reliable
s^^^v:5r^^-Ttf:-^r t^doea the rest. We send a 2i!4 page
=^-S~-^-V-:^~-rv;^-'-'y^ hook for 10c in stamps that t^llaail

'"''- .IV'n .lit it and th.- Relluble Poultry Farm.

RELIABLE INCB. & BROODER CO. Box B 2. Quincy, lit.

4UK5t Pita-e meulliiu the life Jouiual.

WANTED
To Bay for Caoh—
a few lotd of No. 1
whitet'oiiib Honey.
State shape it is in

M. O. QUIItlN, Belle-
41A6t

and price wauled
Tue, Olilu

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published In

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^^^
has a hobhy which Is thesheep breeder and
his Industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you Interested? Write to-day

Wool Markats & Sheep, • • Chicagc

In the multitude of counsellors there' is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Casing Comb Honey for Market.

Query 83.—In casing comb honey for ship-

ment to marljet, what would be your rule as

to the row. of sections next to the glass ?

-N. r.

R. C. Aikin—A fair sample of the
whole case.

E. France—The same as the case
would average.

D. W. Helse—A fair sample of the
contents of the entire case.

Chas. Dadant & Son—Let it be a fully

fair average of the contents.

Prof. A. J. Cook—They should never
mislead as to grade of honey.

A. P. Brown—Just an average sample
of what the whole case contains.

Emerson T. Abbott—They should rep-

resent the grade of honey In the case.

C. H. Dibbern—Use the whitest and
best, but the inner rows should be very
nearly equal to it.

Rev. M. Mahln— I would put in sec-

tions that would fairly represent the
average of the lot.

Eugene Secor—I put nice ones next
the glass, but all honey in the case to be
of the same grade.

G. M. Doollttle—That they be as good
as the average of those in the case, then
turn " face " side out.

O. O. Poppleton—What" is the object
of having sections show at all, if they
are not fair samples of what the case
contains ?

Mrs. L. Harrison—I would have the
row next the glass a fair sample of the
interior. Wouldn't you. If you were the
purchaser ?

Dr. C. C. Miller—They should be a fair

average of all the sections in the case,
and the best side of each section should
be next the glass.

W. G. Larrabee— I put all of my honey
in cartons, but if I were to put it in

glass I would put just as good sections
next to the glass as are In the case.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—Place the best
next to the glass, taking care to have
ail the rest of the same quality. Place
the bad, if any, in a case by themselves.

E. S. Lovesy—For color and quality
our honey has the reputation of being
first-class. In filling shipping-cases we
aim to avoid facing, and fill up with a
fair average.

R. L. Taylor— I should put fine look-

ing ones next the glass on the same prin-

ciple that I would use a clean, nice look-

Ingbox to put the honey in. Of course,
the.other sections should be of the same
grade.

J. A. Green- My honey Is first care-
fully graded. Then out of sections

enough to fill a case, I select three or

four, as the case may be, that are
smooth and uniform in appearance to

place next the glass. Very often there
are nicer sections back of them, and I

Sweet i Clover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we oao
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order*

51b 101b 251b soft
SweetClover 60 Jl.OO J3.35 «4.00
Alsllse Clover 70 1.25 3,00 6.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 3.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEOBOE W. YOBK & CO.,

118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

PATEST WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOl
A Has No Sag in Brood-Frames

for^ Thin Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
fISQ Bas So Fishbone io tbe SHrpliu Boaei.

\^^H BelnR tbe oleaneat 1b nflnatly worked
\ ^^H the qalokeBt of any Foundation made

fi^^^ J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
^^^^H Sole Mannfaotarer,
^^^^^B Soront Brook MontirnTrery Po. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ««^irw*^""*
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-otf, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalogue Free.

SENBrA FAIiliS KIFG. CO.,
48 Water St SENECA FALLS. N, T
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nrr l^rCDCD^ ? Let me send you my 64-

DLL-NLLrLnO page Catalog for 18»a

J. Ifl. Jenkins, Wetampka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing

Buy Your Sections Now
while we offer thfm at a LARGB
DISCOUNT, having- addert to our
plant one of ihe moslcomplete one-
piece section maehiDes, eaabliog us
til turn out the most beautiful sec-
tions on the maritet. By seodlng us
a list of Suoplles wanted we can
eaveyoul$$ K. H. S«-;H UIDX
&; CO., Box 187. Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Wholesale
and Retail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax 'S^^^t^i A Speeialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The besl of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BliB^iWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGr^TA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HONEY*»
If you want Colorado Alfalfa, SweetClover

and Cleome honey —comb or extracted—corre-

spond with the Secretary of the Colorado

Stale Bee-Keepers' Association. Our Honey
ranks high in quality. Car lots a specialty.

Address F. RAUCHFDSS, BIyrIa, Colo.

31Att Please mention the Bee Journal;
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am always careful to avoid having the
front combs distinctly superior to the
rest. I do not consider that it makes
any difference how or by whom the
honey Is sold.

J. E. Pond—My rule would be to case
all honey as nearly alike as possible. Of
course, the best Is to be expected to
show, but, like apples, we don't want a
few good ones on top, and the rest all

small. Case honey honestly, and thus
get up a reputation.

G. W. Demaree— I presume you mean
to ask how I case comb honey for mar-
ket. As a general thing some sections
will be a little plumper than others—in

casing I place them so that there will be
an air-space between the combs, and I

select sections with straight surface to

go next to the glass to insure air-space
between the combs and the glass, be-
cause it secures the combs from the
effects of possible moisture by being set
back from the glass, and makes the case
look at its best. The fronting sections
are no better in quality than the aver-
age, and often they are lighter in weight
than some of the rest.

P. H. Elwood—Our honey is separated
into grades exactly as the Albany grad-
ing called for. Then the most attrac-
tive face Is usually put out. Where
there are yellow capplngs, occasionally
a yellow face Is put out. A thick,
smooth capping is best outside ; a thin,
rough capping looks darker than the
honey really is. When a buyer finds a
case of honey of exactly the grade he
bought, he has no reason for complaint,
even if the most attractive face is put
out, and as it is impossible to pack
honey so as to have the face show the
exact quality {the darkest buckwheat
often having a very white capping), the
buyer, unless acquainted with the brand,
usually opens up a few cases before
making his purchase.

R5a;^>i^^gr7/-^SSsl!i^;i;=:ma^;^^

^^mmt€ ^^H
i!m^ft;^m«p.

Bees Did Well.

My bees have done very well for this sea-

son. I think I will get over 1,000 pounds of

comb honey. I had S colonies, spring count,
and increast to 15. The last swarm issued

Aug. 16. I gave them lull sheets of foun-

dation, put them on the old stand, and gave
them two supers of 24 sections each ; they
have filled 72 sections. The old colony has

filled 24 sections, and they are both in good
condition for winter, so I think the experi-

ment workt all right. 1 have not taken all

the honey off yet. C. W. Harris.
Pawnee Co., Nebr., Oct. 10.

His First Summer's Experience.

This is my first summer's experience with
bees, and I am greatly interested in them.
I started with four colonies in box-hives,

and had four swarms from them. 1 trans-

ferred two colonies to frame hives with
complete success. I harvested about 100

pounds of honey this summer. 1 intend to

get my bees all into up-to-date hives, and
next summer I want to run them on modern
methods. There are only a few bee-keepers

in this county, and nearly all are on the old

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnlflcent book of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, tor the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete scl-
entlflc and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Bbe-Keeper'b Guide."

Olven For 2 IVew Subecribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Be©
Journal (with i2.00), and we will mall TOU a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for (1.25,
or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together lor only SI. 75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo AS a premium. Let everybody try for It'

Will you have one '

OEOBGE W. YOBK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, HI.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thaa
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-EeeDsrs' SupDlies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Pactories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from'patterns, by machluery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
BasS'v^ood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

We want —
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

.To have a copy of..

\i/\i/ Our 1898 Catalog ilAi/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a oopyj

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for tlie Southwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in halt,
we have estabil&ht a branch bouse at 1730 South 13th St .Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Hlgginsvi ie. Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are n'pt, we will say that our goods

_ are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw-
colored transparent Foundation, improved Smokers and Honey Kxtraotors. and all other first-
claa sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

^^Pbooressive Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 2oo. Both for 65c.,
postpaid, fciample copy of the Progressive tree, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Leahy Manufacturing Company, iTsorsouti. isti. st.

please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

HlgslnsTllle, nio.,
1730*

or
Omaba, Neb.

See Honey Offer on page 6QQ,
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plan. I think that bee-keeping could be

made profitable here if managed rightly.

Honey of any quality and in almost any
shape sold here for 15 cents per pound the

past summer. I want to learn all I can of

the business, and aim to see what there is

In it here. Will C. Gruber.

Martin Co., Ind., Oct. 7.

Fine Flow from Goldenrod.

Bees wintered very poorly in this section

last winter. I started in last fall with six

colonies, came out in the spring with only

three, and one of those very weak. Apple

and other fruit-bloom was a total failure

here, being rainy for nine days. White

clover was plentiful and yielded a small

amount of nectar, from which bees gath-

ered enough to live on till Aug. 20 ; from

July 12 till Aug. 20 there was no honey at

all—no surplus up to that time. Since Aug.

20 there has been a fine flow from golden-

rod and wild asters. All three colonies cast

swarms about July 1. Oct. 1st I took off

100 pounds of fall honey, well filled and in

fine shape. The hives are well filled, al-

most to the last cell. W. D. Bcell.

Litchfield Co., Conn., Oct. 3.

Report for the Past Season.

I started last spring with 65 colonies ; five

of them didn't breed up well, so I gave

them new swarms, but not soon enough to

do much. I increast to 77 colonies, and took

3.370 pounds of comb honey, about 1,500

pounds of which was basswood and clover,

the balance buckwheat, and 300 pounds of

extracted. I introduced 12 young queens

last week. My bees are all in good condi-

tion for winter. G. W. Bell.

Clearfield Co., Pa., Oct. 10.

Not so Well as Last Year.

Last week's American Bee Journal I

failed to get. This, I think, is the first time

I did not get it regularly on Thursday in

three years, and I can't afford to lose a

single copy, for I get a great deal of in-

formation out of it. I save every number
and get them bound, which makes a valua-

ble addition to any bee-library.

My bees have not done as well this year
as last, and what honey there was is not as

nice, as it is quite dark. I have 50 colonies

which are all in good condition for winter.

R. RODENBEKGER.
Wankesha Co., Wis., Oct. 11.

Wants to Know Frame and Country.

About the "Notre Dame hive "—well, if

Mr. Chrysostom had given the size of frame
of the hive he describes on page 629, and if

the country in which he, the inventor, re-

sides and keeps bees had been given, what
he claims for his hive would be much more
comprehensible to us. For example: Should
he use a half-depth Langstroth frame, or

one still smaller, there would be nothing re-

markable in his colonies being on 40 frames
by July 1; but should he use a frame even
not much larger than the Langstroth frame,
a colony occupying 40 frames by July 1

would be incredible. Why, what might we
expect by Sept. 1 ? The bees perhaps would
be on 100 or more frames, to judge from

Yon Can karo

Shorthand at Home
by our perfected method of giving lessons by
mail. Kaslest, simplest system. Send stamp
for particulars.

Eclectic Sliorttanil CollcEe,

94 Uearborn Street, CHIC'AOO.
39Ayl D. F. HATMES, Manager.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Clip-
ping device Is a tine thing
for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mall
It for 25 cents ; or will send
It FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEO. W. YOEK & CO , 118 Mich. St , Chicago.

WHAT
rr of a wagon wears out

^r.'' The wheels, of course.
^\'liy not buy wheels that
iTi't wear out?
When a man buys the

ELECTRIC
WHEELS

ilways has good wheels on
wagon. They can't Rot,

W'nrp or become Loose; no
re-sftting of tires; they fit any
watrnn. We also make wheels
to fit anything wearing wheels
Send for circulars and pri:e9.

Electric Wheel Co.
Box Iti Qutney, lilt*-

Please mention Bee Journal -when, writing.

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-cloth-board Binder

lor ihe American Bee Journal we mail for 60
cents; or will send it with the Journal for one
year — both for ^1.^0. It Is a very flue
thing to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-
n»l as fast as they are received. If you have
the "Emerson," no further binding Is neces-
sary.

GEORGE Hr. YORK & CO.,
118 Micbliran Street. - CHICAGO. ILL,

MAKE 'EM LAY
<luuble tbe egES in the middle <t
the winter, when eggis are worth
the most money. Hens do that

lliiji'^'hen fed on (;reen cut bone.
''''"^It'.s best prepared hv

DUNDY CREEN_BONE
nth

CUTTERS.
- wiih.:iil i:e:ir. Cut

e Lhuked.lid t-Hsy. Ci'

I.^iri;. -^1 line mude. Ask
^^ull. Catal.'K'iie iind pnies fr

StrattOD k Osborne.Box siErle.Pa

Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Snpnlies at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping for BeKlnnere." price .50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Prlce-Llst free.

J. P. H. BltOWN, Augusta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Goods ^h"e'.ri!!'-
Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mn list of Goods wanted, in. H. HUNT
Cash for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

what we do here. In a country like Cuba
or California it may be nothing wonderful
—yes, a thing to be expected—to find colo-

nies occupying 40 Langstroth frames by
July 1.

Don't you see, Mr. Chrysostom's article

would have been clearer if frame and coun-
try had been given. F. Grbinbb.
Ontario Co., N. Y.

[Well, Mr. Greiner, we don't know any-
thing about the size of frame Mr. Chrysos-

tom uses in his new hive, but we can say

that he lives in St. Joseph Co., Indiana.

Another correspondent, referring to the

same hive, has this to say ;— Editor].

That hive on page 629, that " will, in all
probability, supersede all our loose-hanging
frame hives," 1 venture to say is one that
you could not get practical beekeepers to
take as a gift. A man that will write about
close-fitting frames combining the sate
qualities of a box-hive for safe wintering,
and all the facilities of the loose-banging
frame for easy and sate handling, can
hardly be worthy of much notice."

A Report from New Hampshire.

Our spring crop was hardly an average
one, white clover failing prematurely on
account of the drouth. As a consequence,

we had less swarms than usual. This fall

we had a good flow from goldenrod. I think

all my colonies have sufficient stores for

winter without feeding. J. P. Smith.

Sullivan Co., N. H., Oct. 8.

About the Phacelia.

In reply to the question askt on page 630,

I can say there are two kinds: Phacelia

congesta, growing in Texas; and phacelia

lancetifolia, growing in California (l^a feet

high). The seed can be had from Carl

Pabst, Erfurt, Germany. Jos. Kdhles.
McHenry Co., 111., Sept. 12.

Victory for the National Union.

Mr. J. C. Kubias, of Redlands, Calif., has

been sued by Mr. W. F. Whittier for dam-
ages, and he prays for an injunction re-

straining Mr. Kubias from keeping bees

within one mile of his land, claiming that

the bees befoul the water used for irrigat-

ing and domestic purposes, and also sting

men who work in the fields ad,ioining the

apiary. Mr. Kubias' apiary was located

there before Mr. Whittier planted his or-

chard, and should have prior right to the

location—if there is to be any preference.

The National Bee-Keepers' Union assisted

the defendant with " points of law " and
money to help defray the expenses of a

lawsuit. When it was known that the

Union was interested in the defense, the

plaintiffs weakened and bought out the de-

fendant's homestead. Mr. Kubias returned

the money to the Union and wrote thus:

" Whittier acknowledges, through his at-

torneys, the correctness of our position and
bought my rights to the homestead entry
on which my bees are located. The fact
that the National Bee-Keepers' Union was
back of me was the most potent factor in

not allowing the case to come to trial.

—

J. C. Kubias."

As soon as the enemies of the pursuit of

bee-keeping understand that the National

Bee-Keepers' Union is interested in the de-

fense, they generally waste no time in
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Large New Maps of CDCC
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Tb all who order the People's Atlas of uk iioiv ive will send

free mapf of Cuba and Alaska, newlif euyravfd from the latest

ffot^erii menial suri'cifs and ojflcial information. Size of each
map, 14 by V? inches. The Alaska vinp accurately locates thi

Klondike couufry and other great gold-fieUls in that far-off land,

and the routes by which they are reached. A In-ief history of

each coiintrjf accompanies the maj>s. See oar offer belon-

:

OVER 200 MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS
THE PEOPLE'S ATLAS contains over 200 lar^'e JIaps and Illustrations, and 132

Pa»es eacn pife 11 i>,v 14 inches. It giv es tbe Population of each State and Terri-

tory, of All Counties'of the United States, of American Cities, by Last U. S. Census.

HANDSOME MAPS.-The hand-
soniH .Vlap.s of all the States and
Territories in the Union are larije,

full p-.me, with a number of double-
prigr maps to represent the most im-
portant states of our own country.
All Countries on the Face of the
Earth are shown. Rivers a.id
Laftes, the Large Cities of the
World, the Railroads, Towns and
Villages of the United States are
accurately located.

SPLENDID PICTURES embellish
nearly every page ()f the reading
matter, and faithfully depict
scenes in almost every part of tlie

world. It contains a vast amount
of historical, physical, educa-
tional, political and statistical
matters, comprising a General De-
scription of the World.

EACH STATE.—This Atlas gives
about each fstate the Population
for the Past .50 Years, History.
Miles of Railroad. Soil. Climate,
Productions, Industries, Educa-
tional and Religious Interests,
Interest Laws, Etc.. Etc.

THE UNITED STATES. - This
Atlas gives the Popular and Elec-
toral Votes for President in the
years 1892 and 1.S96. bv States. List
of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products. Homestead
Laws and Civil Service Rules, Statistics of Immigration, Public Debt for the

Past 100 Years, Gold and Silver Statistics, Postal Information, and Other Infor- ^
mation that should be In every Home. Store. OIBce and School-room. ^

OUR BARGAIN PREMIUM OFFER %
•s as

We will mail this great Atlas for only 50 cts.: or for $l.-iO we will send it with

the Bee Journal for one year ; or we will mail the Atlas free as a premium for

sending us one ne-w subscriber (at $1.00) to the Bee Jouknal for 1 year.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Gash Paid for Beeswax ....

This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are paying 25 cents a
pound — CASH — upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money

PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
lis Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

}yc"-?y*NO/'Koys:>g3

Miniatme Cut of Alias. Actual Size, 11 by H Inches.

4

•

Please mention the Bee Journal
when writing
Advertisers.

either trying to settle the matter by com-

promise or letting it drop entirely. This

shows the value of organization, in main-

taining their rights and demanding their

privileges. " In Union there is strength."

Bee-keepers should remember this, and lose

no time in becoming members of the

National Bee-Keepers' Union.

Thomas G. Newman,
San Francisco, Calif. Gen'l Manager.

Blest with a Good Season.

We have been blest with another good

season in this part of the country, and bees

are in good condition to winter well.

John Uphouse.

Skagit Co., Wash., Oct. 4.

Bees Did Nothing.

Bees have done nothing here this season.

I have to feed mine. But we must not lose

heart. We hope to have better times next

year. J. Laidlaw.

Ontario, Canada, Oct. C.

Member of the Mint Family.

I enclose a sprig of a weed that is grow-

ing in my yard. It commences blooming

Sept. 1. and is still blooming. My bees

have been working on it almost incessantly

since it commenced blooming. Is it any-

thing of a honey plant ? What is its com-

mon or botanical name ? Any informa-

tion will be gladly received, for I am think-

ing of propagating the plant next spring.

H. H. BiGGERSTAFF.
Cleveland Co., N. C.

[The plant sent by Mr. Biggerstafif is a
member of the mint family, to which be-

long a large number of valuable honey-
plants. The one sent is probably a coUin-

sonia or horse-balm, but it is so small and
fragmentary that actual determination of

the species is almost impossible. If Mr. B.

will send me a larger specimen, with color

and size of flowers noted. I can tell bim the

exact name. Nearly all of this great family

are fine honey-yielders. and doubtless the

one in question is. and well worth a trial in

cultivation.—H. S. Pbpoon, Botanist].

Convention Notices.

Connecticut.- The fall meeting of the
CoDUCticul Bhp Keepers' AsBOiiaticn will be
held at the Capitol at Hartford, Wednesday,
Nov. 2. 1898. commencing at 10:30 a. m.
Every member should make an extra effort to

be present at this meeting.
Waterbury.Conn. Mrs. W. E. Riley. Sec.

Minnesota.—There will be held the an-

nual meeiingof the Southern Minnesota Bee-

Keepem' Association at Wirooa. In the Court
Hou"e in the County Commissioner's Koom,
Thursday and b'riday, Oct .0 and 'KlSaS.
Winona. Minn. Chas. A, Gilb. Sec.

Illinois —The Illinois State Bee-Keepers'
AssoClailon will holn it. 8th annual meeting
attbeState House in Springfield Nov 16and
17 18H8. We will have the advantnge of one
fare and a third lor the round trip—open rate

—aloug with the Odd Fellows whos' meeting
Is the third Tuesday of November Our Asso-

ciation h ts been petitioned byihe Northern
Illinois Bee Keepers' Association to take the

proper slepx to secuie the same toul brood

law lor our -la'e as that of Wisconsin Other
matters of Impoitance will come before the

meeiiug. anil we expect to have the usual

good time that bee keepers always have when
they get together. Excellent noan is se. ured
at 2. cents per meal and lodgings just as rea-

sonable. All beekeepers are invlied. The
one dollar for membership lee »l-0 entitles

vou to the American Bee Journal forone year.

Bradfordton, 111. JAS. A. Stone, See.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BT

Georffe W. York & Co.,
Chicago, nis.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
lor Pleasnre and Protlt. by Tlibmas G. Newman.

—

Riia edition has been largely rewritten, thoroughly
revlBed, and ts " fully up with the times " in all the
trnprovements and Inventtons In this rapldly-devel-
opine pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that cau aid In the Buecessful manage-
ment of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the m<.tst honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2.'>0 pages, and 245 Illustrations—Is beautifully
printed in the highest style of the art, and bound
in cloth, goid-Iettered. Price, $1.00.

l^anffstroth on the Honey-Bee* revised by
Dadant—Tills classic in bee-culture, hua been
entirely re- written, and is fully lUustruted. It
treats of everything relating to twes and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian ilbrnry Is complete without this
standard work by Rev. L. L. Jjangstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture- It has 520 pages;
bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Bee-K.ecpers* Onlde» or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is nut only Instructive
%Dd helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but Is

interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific.
Itcontalns a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4H0 pages ; bound In cloth and
!uUy illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientific Queen-Kearinic, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of yneen-Bees are reared in perfect
iccord with Nature's way lTf> pages, bound In
cloth, and Illustrated- Price. $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Ciilture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopiPdla of 41M) pages, describing everything
pertaining to the cure of the honey-bees It con-
tains 300 engravings. It was written especially foi
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultare, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work is too well known to need further
description of his book. He is a practlcat and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
pages, bound in paper, and Illustrated, Price, 50 cts-

Rational Bee-^eeplngT* by Dr. John Dzlerzon
'—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-culture, it has aSO pages: bcand
\Q. paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultar, by Thomas 6. Newnan. --

This Is a German translation of theprlnclpF' por-
tion of the book called Bees of Honey. lOv page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents,

Bienenzaclit iind Honisigewinnniig^
nach der neuesten metbode (German) by .7. F.
Epgers. Tbls book gives the latest, most ap-
proved met bo is of bee-keeptng in an easy,
comprehenslvpi style,with iUustrations to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c.

Bee-Keeplns Tor Beginners, by Dr. J.
P. H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and condenst
treatise on the huney-bee, giving the best modes of
management in order to secure the most profit. IK>
pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping: lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's *' new system, or how to gel the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p .illustrated. 25c.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers. .

rbomas G. Newman.— It contains ttie parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
llscusslon, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered Price, 25 cts.

Prarttral Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Apiary Beerister, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. $1.00; for lOO colonies, $1.25.

Preparation of Honey for the Alarketv
'ncludlng the production and care of comb and
axtracted honey. A chapter from Bees anjc
Honey Price, 10 cents

Bee-PuRturage n Necessity.—Tbls book ang
lests what and liow to plat Jt is a chapter fron
Sees and Uunev. Price. lOcenta.

I>r. Howard's Boole on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng. by G,
B. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 eta.

PonI Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Itfl Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts

Pool Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.-
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

-Origin.

Hand-Booli of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Honey aM Food Is a neat little *24-ra(re
pamplilel et^pecialiy gotten up with a view to creat-
ing a demand fur I'loney among sthnuld-be consum-
ers. The lorepart of the pamphlet was written by
Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devuted to general intorma-
1 ion concerning honey. The latter part consists of
recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It
will be foinid to be a very etTective helper in work-
ing up a home market for honey. We furnish them,
postpaid, at tiiese prices : A sample for a stamp; i'.">

copies for :jn cunts: r>o lur ."iu cents; mo for ^i\ cents;
'i:-," for $J.iiO; .M'O for $a..so. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page,
when ordering l(i * or more copies at these prices.

Commeroial CaU-ulator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1 , bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 40 cts. No. 2
in One artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 6U cts.

Green'ii Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay

;

2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants. Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25cts.

Garden and Orcbard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage. Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

The Hive 1 I'se, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details his manag-ement of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Kendall's Horse-Book* — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Sila«:e, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 2o cts,

Liumber and Los:-Book. — Gives meas-
arements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Capoiiizing, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizlng fowls, ana thus how to make the moat
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything aboutthe
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for ITIarket and Turkeys for
ofit. by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.Profit,

64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Bnral liife.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, 100 pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Book Clubbing OQers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this pa^re
Following Is the ciubblng-list:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 12.00
2. A B O of Bee-Oulture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'sGuide 1.76
4. Beesand Hone} I Cloth bound! 1-66
5. Doolittle's dclentlflc Queen-Hearing. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Fuul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Bienen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper bound! 1.75
13. Bee-Keeping for I'roflt 1.15
14. Convention Hand Book 1.15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
31. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 1.10
25 Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
.30. PotaioCulture 1.20
32. Hand-Bookof Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Wlnt«r Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00

HONEY and BEESWAX
91ARKEX QUOXAXIO.^S.

Chicag'O, Oct. 7. — Fancy white clover
brings I3c, with best gnides of white comb
about 12c; off grades with more or less empty
cells, 10 1 1 lie; amuers. 8 to 9c. according to
grade, with fancy at 10c. Extracted, white,
B to 7c; ambers, 5 to 6c; da^k,4^ to 5c. Bees-
wax, 26 to 2Tc. R. A Burnett & Co.

San Francisco, Sept. 28.—White comb, 9
toOHc; amber. 7 to 8^4o. Extracted, white,
6H@65ic.; light amber, 5 >4 to 6c. Beeswax,
24(a27c
There were large shipments this week of ex-

tracted honey by sea. one ship taking 787
cases for N<-w York and another carrying 535
cases for London. The entire crop this season
of both extracted and comb will likely not ex-
ceed 12 000 cases. Market is firm at the quo-
tations, more esoecially so for choice ex-
tracted which Is relatively lighter supply
than comb.

St. IiOTilB, Sept. 9. — Fancy white comb,
12 to 12S4C.; A No. 1 white, 10 to 1 Ic; No. 1
white. 9 to 10c ; dark and partially filled from
5 to 8c. as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
1 white, 6 to 6>4c; No. 2, 5>4c; amber, 5c; In
barrels. No. 1 white, 5!4c; amber, i'li to 5o;
dark, 4 to 4V4c. Choice Beeswax, prime. ;4o;
choice, 24 He. At present there is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 9.—Fancy white comb
12(ai3c; No. 1, Uiai2c. amber, I0@llc. Ex-
tracted, white, 5H(aHc: amber, b&b'ric; dark
4!^@5c. Beeswax 22@25c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

O. 0. Olemons & Co,

Boston, Sept. 30.— Our honey market
fhows a decided firmer tone cince our last. A
few sales have been made at 15c lor an extra
fancy lot. while almost, all sales ranging from
A No 1 to fancy now are made at i4c, while
occasionally, something a little off, will bring
as low as 1214 to 13c. We do not look to see
an.v lower prices.
Extra-ted Florida, in barrels, mostly 6o to

70, with a good demand. Beeswax, slow sale
at 26e lor best. Bi,ake. Scott & Lee.

Indianapolis, Oct. 3.—Fancy white comb
honey, 12 to 12V4c; No 1, 10 to lie. Demand
fairly goud. Tar-colored oomb honoy, 8 io9c,
with almost no demand Clover and Dasswood
extracted honey, 614lo7c Beeswax. 2.') to 27c,

Walter S. Poddeb.
miwankee, Sept. 20.—Fancy comb, 12 to

12y,c: A No. 1, 1. to 12c; No 1, 10 to llo;
dark and amber. 8 to I Oo Extracted, In bar-
rels and kegs, while, 5!4to6e; dark,5 to5>4c.
Beeswax. 2.i to 36c.
The condlilon of this market for honey is

favdrable for shippers of good quality either
in comb or extracted, and the receipts, while
they are with us very fair, aie not as lioeral
as may be. while the demand is very fair at
our quotations We advise liberal shipments
of 1-pouud sections and extracted.

A. V. Bishop & Co.

BnSalo, Sept. 16,—There is quite an Im-
proved demand for honey at present, and
moderate amounts can be sold of strictly
fancy 1 pound comb.at 11 to 12c: lowergrades
range from lOc downward. We advise but
moderate shiuments for awhile yet. Ei-
tr.\cted—average grades could be sold at 4 to
5c. Fancy beeswax, 27 to 28e; common, 20
to 25c. Batterson & Co.

Columhns, Ohio, Oct. 12,—Fancy white
comb, 14 to I5c: No. 1 white, 12 to 13c; No
2 white, 10 to lie; amber, 9 to lie. Ex
tracted. 5V4 to 7c

Columbus Com. and Storage Co.

Hew York, Sept. 26.—Comb honey contin-
ues to arrive freely. Demand Is good for
nearly all grades at following prices; Fancy
white, 14c; No. 1, 12c; amber. 10c; buck-
wheat, 8 to Oc; an exceptional quality at 9!<c.
There is a good demand fir extracted, all
kinds, at 6V4c for white, and 5Kc lor light am-
ber in cans; Southern, In barrels, 55 to 58c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at ".Qc.

HiLURETH Bros. & Seoelkbn.

Cleveland. Sept. I.—Fancy white. 13@ 4c;
No. 1. while, 12((J13i4c; light amber, llo;
buckwheat, 9c. Extracted, white, 7c.; light
amber. 6c
The demand for honey is exceptionally

good, owing to the crop In this vicinity being
very light. A. B. Wii.r.iAMS i Co.

Detroit, Sept. 24.—Fancy white. Il®l2c;
A No. 1. 10®! Ic; No. 1, 10c; fancy dark or
amber. 9® Oc; othergrades, 8i39e. Extracted,
white. 6®0>ic: dark or amber, 5®5Vic. Bees-
wax, 25(a'.i6c. M. H. Hunt.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Now Allowefl on Orders.

If yon want

Sliipping Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anytblng else, write to ns.

Free. Sample Copy
Catalog

Mtm^mTlmsttk Mem ^ Keeper,
(Monthly, 50c a year) free. Address,

TBEff.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPAM
JAUESTOWN, at. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I.J.STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place,

NEW YORK,
KEEPS IN STOCK A FULL LINE OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
l-ponod Square Jarp. $4.60 gross.
Ijabels. 60<- sross; di»<'. oil quantities.
Catalog FKbE.

* k

Wood Binder
will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mall tor
30 ceatsii. Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-
ence in book form.
By paying for a year's sub-

scription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS,

OEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Mich. St., Chicago, 111.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections. Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

I dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mannfactnring Co.

BVDSON, St. Crotz Co., WIS.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That oovers the whole Apicultural Field more
oompletely than any other published, send
•1.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, CaUf.,
forblB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Iiiberal Discounts to the Trade.

£ Dadant's Foundation, rii'tYear

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because 11% 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

Year

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Ileaaty,

Purity, Firmaess, PVo Sa^-
srins. IVo L.OSS.

PATENX WEEU PROCESS
SHEEXIlVCi.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples ol Poua ^n and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The Classic in Bee-Ciilture—Price, $1.25, by me^.

MTT SIrl* TIMES.
CHAS. DADANT & SON,

Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk CO., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Wdl Maiiufactnred Stock ! Quick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES.
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin Is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making ttae One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber Is used.

1^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FEEE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

ROOT'S GOODS.
~

Our

Specialties:

The Fence anfl Plain Sections.

Weed New Process Fonnilation.

Cowan Extractors,

Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie liest maile,

Dovetailed Hives-witti Danz. Patented Coyer and Bottom.
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FIRST DAY

—

Afternoon Session.

WHITE OR CREAM-COLORED SECTIONS—WHICH ?

" Is it better to use white or cream-colored sections, or does it

make any difference which you use ?"

Mr. Masters—I believe that in.my market I can sell comb
honey in white sections for one cent more per section than in

cream-colored sections. I have tried it time and again. In
the cream-colored sections It doesn't sell well.

Mr. Lathrop—I have tried both, and I find that the ma-
terial in the cream-colored sections is very much poorer than
that in the white sections. There is more breakage in the
cream-colored. I do not use them either for myself or for my
customers. I buy nothing but the snow-white, and I feel bet-
ter satisfied.

Mr. Scott—I have sold more or less honey with both white
and cream-colored sections to the merchants In Chicago,
Omaha and Kansas City, and I do not know that there is any
difference. We have made no difference.

Mr. Danzeabaker—I have recommended in my book the
best sections. No. 1. I think If the honey I was getting was
dark I would use dark sections, but if I produced white honey
I believe I would like white sections.

Mr. Rauchfuss—The past season we sold about 100,000
No. 2 sections, and pretty nearly every one of the bee-keepers
who bought them because they were forced to buy them would
come back and say they wouldu't take any more at any price.

We have concluded that next year we will not sell them. The
dark sections don't show off the honey so well.

Mr. Danzenbaker—That remark has paid me for coming
here. I was almost ready to recommend that for home use or
for dark honey they might use No. 2 sections. For my own
use I always feel that No. 1 Is the thing. I guess I will let it

stand.
Dr. Miller— I do not feel that we have had any topic be-

fore us as good as this. It has been one of the questions In

my mind that I wanted to have settled. I have not used any-
thing but the white sections, but I have felt uneasy and have
had an idea of trying the cream-colored. Some say that dark
honey in white sections Is made to look darker by the contrast

;

but oughtn't that to be an argument the other way, too ? If

I put white honey Into white sections, the white wood Is

whiter than the white honey. The testimony of those who
have tried the cream-colored will not try them again shows

me that It Is perhaps a wise tjiing for me to make no experi-

ments. I hope if there are any more here who have used both
they will give the results of their experience.

Mr. Miles—I have used some of both kinds, not altogether
because I desired to experiment, but I happened to get some
No. 2. I think white honey in white sections looks most at-

tractive; but the main saving to me would be In the fact that
there is better wood in the white sectiois. In the cream-
colored you lose so many sections.

Dr. Miller—You pay a lower price for the cream-colored.
Mr. Miles—That would not make up the difference. I

do not like to bother with them unless It would pay. It is the
inferior wood in the cream sections. The white wood is from
the young, sound trees. I think the looks of cream sections

is a good deal like having bee-glue on the sections. If the
cream sections make the honey look whiter and more attra3-

tive I should think the bee-glue would, too ; but we know it

would not.

Dr. Miller—There is a point In favor of the cream sec-

tions—they do not show the bee-glue as bad as the white
ones do.

Mr. Cameron— I bought a few as an experiment. I didn't

know what they were. They ought to have been thrown away
by the manufacturers. They were very bad. If you simply
opened the box they would fall apart. If all cream sections

were like those, I wouldn't take them as a gift.

E. R. Root— It doesn't make any difference to the manu-
facturer which kind are sold. The cream-colored sections are
cream-colored because the wood Is dried in the summer time.

Miles Morton.—See page 679.

The white wood is dried In cold weather. If the logs are cut
in the summer time and sawn into planks, they would be
almost Invariably dark or cream-colored. There are two
classes of cream-colored sections; there are some that are de-

fective In the wood, and there are some that are made of good
sound wood. You can tell when you have a strong, sound
section by looking at the edges of the V cut. In the poor wood
this cut will. have its edges ragged and more or less torn. If
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the V cut Is nice and clean and good, you can make up your

mind that the wood is tough.

A. I. Root—"Seconds" are a little different from the

cream-colored sections. If we have a lot of sections that are

of faulty wood, or don't work up as they ought to, we say

they will have to go into the " seconds." If there happens to

be a knotty place in the wood, or the wood is faulty, they

have to be sorted out and are called "seconds." That kind of

seconds should close up as well as " firsts." The kind that is

made from lumber that is not sound should be "second "and
not cream. We throw into the "seconds" those that show
some fault in the lumber or workmanship. In the past sea-

son we were unable to fill orders for " firsts," and we got some
of the other manufacturers to help us out. I do not remem-
ber where we got some of the sections ; but in some cases we
paid for " firsts " and they did not give satisfaction, and the

suggestion was made that we throw them into the " seconds."

We are going to try hard another season so that we won't

have to do that.

Mr. Terry—I use sections for my honey almost entirely,

and a few years ago I could not get the white sections, and
had to take the cream-colored. I found them so poor that I

have not bought any since, and I wouldn't advise any man to

buy cream sections. Nobody could give them to me, if I could

buy snow-white sections,

FLAVORS OP HONEY—WILLOW-HERB.

Mrs. H. G. Acklin—We were talking about the different

flavors of honey this morning, and I was going to speak of the

willow-herb. I think it is as mild a flavored honey as you can
find. Willow-herb honey !is almost watsr-white, and I do not

think there is any time in the year when it is gathered that it

is strong. It really is a fall plant. It does not commence
blossoming until after the first of July. The honey-flow from
it is very great—almost as much as basswood.

Mr. Stllson—This morning, when we were discussing the

different flavors of honey, there was a request that I should

get different samples of honey from the exhibit at the Exposi-

tion. I have brought 13 samples, which are numbered con-

secutively from 1 to 13, and whenever the tasting or guessing
committee has got through with the samples we would like to

have their report on the various kinds that are there repre-

sented.
Mr. Masters— I would like to ask a question in reference

to this willow-herb. I do not know anything about it. If It

Is a good honey-plant I want to find out about it.

Dr. Miller—That question can be answered pretty well

here. It is a weed that grows In places that have been burnt
off—fireweed, it Is also called—and, as a rule, you will not find

it growing elsewhere. It is not worth while to get the seed of

the plant, as it will not flourish unless you have a timbered
place that has been burnt off. Don't fool away your time try-

ing to cultivate the willow-herb. It flourishes only on the
burnt districts. In regard to these samples of honey, I con-

fess I do not believe I could be sure about them. Cleome and
alfalfa are there, but I do not believe I could tell the differ-

ence. If you want a committee to examine them and test

them it will be of service to us If they will do that soon, and
then let us have these samples Identified so that we can learn

something about them. I have very little knowledge about
these different kinds of honey.

Dr. Mason—Does the willow-herb grow more than one
year on the same ground ?

Dr. Miller— I think it does; but after a time that ground
will not produce the willow-herb. It does not grow continu-
ously. It grows only for a time on the burnt districts.

Mr. Danzenbaker—In Michigan there are hundreds of

thousands of acres that have been burnt off where the plant
grows. The seed ripens In August and comes up in Septem-
ber, and next year it blooms. It begins about the first of July
to produce honey, and it will keep on until frost. It grows
from the seed, but it takes two years to bloom and produce
honey.

Mrs. Acklin—I think Mr. Danzenbaker has about covered
the ground. I was going to say that It does not last on the
same land more than five or six years. Last year, on certain

land that had borne It before, there was only about half a

crop, and this year none at all. It begins to blossom at the
bottom of the stalk, and will continue to blossom from there
toward the top until the bottom has gone to seed. I certainly

think it is the finest honey there is produced. Of course, the
same plant does not grow for five or six years; I mean that
the same land will produce it for that same length of time by
re-seeding.

ADULTERATION OP HONEY—DETECTING IT, ETC.

Mr. Rauchfuss—In regard to this question of adulteration
I would say that In our State we have a law In regard to adul-

teration of syrups and honey. It is not carried out, but that

is no fault of ours because we haven't got the necessary capi-

tal to go after them. A certain packing company complies

with the law in our State ; that Is, they will put a small label

on saying that It is SO percent corn syrup and 20 percent
clover honey. That is the way they put it on the market and
we can't touch them. They have a label which says " Honey
Compound" In large letters. ITl

Dr. Mason—We have the same thing for sale in Toledo,
and it is labeled the same way. They comply with the law,

and we can't touch them.
Mr. Rauchfuss—Several years ago we had a tasting com-

mittee at our convention. Prof. Gillett, from the Agricultural

College, brought some samples of honey markt with the num-
bers, and with a little glass rod In each for sampling it. Then
he gave us printed slips with the numbers on, and after the

numbers there was a blank space for us to fill out the name.
The blanks were handed to the president to report. It was
something very instructive, and it should be carried out here
if it is possible.

Mr. Stllson—In regard to adulterated honey that has been
placed on the market in this city and State, there was one
firm here in the city that was putting up two grades of glu-

cose. One was put up in glasses and was markt "California
Honey." It didn't show a bit of honey in it ; It was absolutely

pure glucose. The other grade, put up by the same firm, had
a piece of comb honey In it, and was markt "Pure California

Honey," and it was one part honey and five parts glucose, but
a better grade of glucose than the first was. We had some
cases that we thought we could make stick here, and we were
expecting to try to prosecute him for obtaining money under
false pretenses ; but before the case was brought before the
courts the man who was doing the adulterating went to the
other world, and we haven't got his address, and are afraid

the sheriff couldn't find him to serve him with process, and so

the proceedings have been dropt. In our institute work the
people have been pretty thoroughly workt up on the matter of

adulterations. The way most customary has been to go into

the groceries in the different towns. We go into a grocery
and buy the articles there, and If we can get the merchants to

wrap up the packages which we buy in a parcel markt with
their grocery firm name, so that they cannot dispute its being
purchast in their town, and then hold the package up to the
audience at the proper time and show them the articles we
have purchast In their town, and give the manner of

adulterating; It works well. Last winter at one time In one
of the meetings there was a man got up and undertook
to deny that there was anything of the kind sold In their town,
and I reacht back and pickt up two samples I had lying on
the table, wrapt up in a grocer's paper, and come to find out
the grocer was the man who had got up in the back part of

the room and denied the sale of the adulterated article.

Pretty quick a man jumpt up in the back part of the room and
said, " Mr. Chairman, I know that is correct ; I have done the
mixing," and he gave the formula by which It was prepared.

E. R. Root—There are three ways of detecting when
honey is adulterated with glucose. One way is to take what
you know to be glucose and taste It—take enough until you
get sick. From that time on I believe it can be detected every
time. That sample of glucose there on the table has a brassy
taste, and you can recognize it every time; I don't care how
much honey you put with it. Mr. York sent me a sample a
few years ago that didn't have that brassy taste. It was nice

in color, thick in body, but vile in flavor. Another way to

make the test Is to mix the sample with alcohol and stir it up ;

if it gets cloudy in 15 or 20 minutes It is glucose. Mix the
sample and alcohol about half and half. Mr. Whitcomb has
got a simpler test than any I have heard of yet.

Mr. Whitcomb—Glucose will turn tea black at once ;

honey won't.

Isaac E. Pierce—I should like to ask Mr. Whitcomb if all

grades of tea will do that ?

Mr. Whitcomb—All tea contains tannin ; it is the tannin
In the tea acting on the glucose that turns It black.

E. R. Root—Some years ago the president of a glucose
factory wrote me in regard to adulterating honey with glu-
cose. Of course, I encouraged him all I could, to find out all

I could about it. He sent me some samples, one of which was
very nice to eat; it was pleasant, and had none of that brassy
taste. But he said they could not furnish that unless we paid
a price away above the price of honey—out of the question.
The grades that could he bought for three or four cents a
pound were very poor indeed— vile stuff. All glucose that Is

used for adulterating honey has more or less of chemicals left

in it—sulphuric acid—and this test in tea shows the presence
of the acid in the glucose. If you could get a chemically pure
article of glucose I don't know that it would be particularly
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harmful for food. It reminds me of the gum that comes off

of the peach-tree ; it is rich, and perhaps to a certain extent
nutritious. The way the factories are run now there is no
method of producing a low-priced glucose that is fit for food.

It is a cheat and a swindle, and a danger to human health and
human life. Prof. Cook once said there was no legitimate use
for the product of the glucose factory—that it was only used
to swindle.

Mr. Stilson—I would like to say one word in regard to the
tests. I saw a test made at our State University a couple of

years ago upon some samples that I took there for analysis.

The professor took a glass and poured the glucose into it and
then mixt it with alcohol. Whether he mixt anything else

with it I can't say. He stirred it up for about half its depth
until it became milky, leaving the lower part without stirring,

and then poured more alcohol on top, and in a few minutes it

began to turn as if there was a cyclone in it. When it began
to settle and clear that milky part didn't settle. It simply
showed a fermentation. Whether there was anything else

mixt with the alcohol or not I have forgotten.

E. R. Root—Pure alcohol will do that. Alcohol won't
touch pure honey at all.

Mr. Danzenbaker—There is a good deal of glucose sold as

"Silver Drip." I noticed in a family where I was once that
the children preferred Porto Rico molasses ; when they wanted
molasses they would ask for black molasses. Any one who
would eat that " Silver Drip " for a week would have his taste

for honey destroyed ; I don't believe he would ever want any
honey. The greatest harm that comes to the honey-pro-
ducer from it is that it weans people away from pure honey.
They think they have been using honey, and never want to

buy any more of It.

T. R. DeLong (Nebr.)— I would like to give au experience
that I had about 20 years ago with glucose. I live in the
southwestern part of this State, and I think it. was the first

glucose brought into that part of the country. I bought a
jug of it and took it home and kept it a few days when it

turned thick. I thought it was equal to about two gallons of

fine molasses, and that I would just reduce it and make about
two gallons of it. In a few minutes, oh, my ! what a smell
there was there ! A horrible smell. It turned everything
black. I couldn't eat it at all. I am naturally a honey-eater,
so It never destroyed the taste of honey for me. I have tried

glucose in tea, and coffee, and water, and it will spoil anything
you put it into. It Is no trouble to test glucose in water, or

tea, or coffee.

Dr. Mason—I move that a committee of three be appointed
to test the samples that have been produced, and report upon
them and upon all exhibits, to the convention as soon as
possible.

The motion was seconded and carried. Messrs. Stilson,
Secor and Whitcomb were named as the members of said com-
mittee.

TOOL FOR MOVING FRAMES, SUPERS, ETC.

" What ia the best tool for moving frames, raising supers, etc. ?"

Mr. Whitcomb—Dynamite. [Laughter.]
Dr. Mason—This tool that I have here (exhibiting an im-

plement of steel made somewhat in the form of a stovelid-
lifter, but with a broad, chisel-like blade in front) I have had
for 30 years. I can raise the corner of a house with it—if the
house is uot too heavy. It is also good for cleaning the frames
and supers of burr-combs.

Dr. Miller—One point—or rather two points—against that
tool are the two sharp corners in front. When you are thrust-
ing it in to raise a super, the two sharp corners will cut into
the wood. If the corners were rounding they would not ci:t

Into the wood at all. I am inclined to believe that the best
tool for raising a super is not the best tool for moving the
frames; because the tool for raising the super should be
rather sharp, while the tool for raising the frame should not
be sharp. I would like an implement with a blade something
like this of the Doctor's at one end, and the other end ar-
ranged with a tool for moving the frames. I don't know what
that will be. I believe that is a thing that bee-keepers should
talk over. I have been using a screw-driver, but I believe It

is a very poor tool. When we have used a real good tool we
will wonder that we were satisfied so long with using a screw-
driver. Mr. E. R. Root has been getting several sample tools,

and Mr. York has had one or two samples. Perhaps out of

the lot we may strike something that will be all right.

Dr. Mason—I do not want an instrument with a tool at
each end. You can't work with It satisfactorily, having to

use one end and then the other, taking hold of the soiled and
sticky end when it is reverst. Nor do I like the corners
round. I made one of the corners round and then I unmade it.

Dr. Miller— I find difficulty with sharp corners marring

the wood. But let us be careful not try to get one tool to

do too much. I doubt whether one tool can do all those things,

but by using opposite ends of the tool we may get one that
will work all right. In using a tool with sharp corners for

moving frames, the sharp corners will sometimes mar the
wood.

E. R. Root—I have been experimenting with a number of

different tools, mostly of this character, but there was no
crook or bend in the handle. I see a very good reason for

that crook now ; when cleaning frames it would be very handy.
For my purpose I wanted a tool with rounded corners ; the
square edge left a mark on the supers. Then I think I would
want a double-ended tool. One end may be used in prying
apart the frames. Sometimes in pulling out a frame you will

pull out the division-board. Having started the frame once you
can reach down and pull it out. That tool strikes me as being
very nearly all right, except that I would have rounded cor-

ners, and on the other end a little hook. That seems to be as

nearly perfect as anything.
Dr. Mason—When I cannot get hold of the frames readily

I just drop that tool under the end of the frame, and then I

can get hold of it without any trouble. I would not take all

the tools I have seen for this one.
Mr. Danzenbaker— I have used a steel scraper, such as

paper-hangers use, for cleaning frames. I have a mason's
plastering-trowel, squared at both ends. The metal protects
the hands. It is a good cleaning tool. I use a screw-driver
for separating the frames and pushing them up.

Dr. Miller—The best tool I ever found for raising frames
I sent to Mr. Root ; it is nothing more nor less than a common
stove-lifter. It has a curve in it, and when it is put under the
frames for prying the end will come against the side of the
top-bar. In using it the curved part stays against the part
of the frame that you use as a fulcrum, and it will move the
frame easily. It has a round edge about one-eighth of an
inch thick at the end, perfectly round, so it will not mar the
wood. It would be of no use for separating or raising the
supers, or anything of that kind ; it has no sharp edge to it.

With the same motion of the hand it will move the frame
much farther away from its neighbor than a straight tool

would. If you will get a tool with that stove-lifter at one
end and the chisel-blade at the other end, I think you will

have a pretty good tool. There are others who have used a
screw-driver; but I would a great deal rather have that tool

because I'have used one and know that it is a great deal better.

Dr. Mason—I do not bruise the wood with this. Being
square-cornered It gives more surface to pry with. I would
not have a tool with an implement at both ends ; it is too

hard on the hands.
The convention then adjourned until 7:30 p.m.

IContlnued next week.1

Advice About Adopting New Inventions.
Br C. r. DADANT.

I have several times been askt for advice regarding new
methods, new inventions, which are, from time to time, rec-

ommended by a number of leading men, and which sometimes
necessitate, for the bee-keeper who wishes to follow them quite
a change in his apiary outfit, hives, supers, frames, etc.

I would strongly urge the novice to be very cautious in

accepting and putting in practice new things, even if they
have been put forward by men of merit. In the work of

progress steps are very often taken in the wrong direction,

which appear at first to have been properly guided.
A very notable instance of how men of ability may be

drawn to things that are of but little practical value simply
because they look inviting at the outset and appear with out-

ward advantages, was to be seen In the inventions concerning
Inverting bee-hives and frames, which were the rage some 12
or 13 years ago, and for a year or two bid fair to overthrow
all other styles of hives.

When a hive of bees Is inverted, that is, turned bottom
side up, and allowed to remain In that condition for some
time the bees find themselves compelled to change the place
of their honey, which they always keep above their brood and
as far from the entrance as possible. If this is done at the
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time of the honey crop, aad a super is put on when the hive Is

inverted, the result is that all the honey thus moved is put
Into the super. This is sufiScIent to make a very nice argu-
ment in favor of this method, and at the time of which I speak
the bee-papers were full of the invertinpt theory of the great
advantages of that method which some thought new, altho it

had been In use in Europe as early as the beglDniog of this

century.

Dozens of different hives and a number of Inverting
frames were devised, some were patented, and it even lookt
as if there might have been two or three infringement suits

begun to make the matter still more interesting. Where are
the inverting folks now? Where are their methods followed ?

They had evidently lookt at only one side of the picture, and
had failed to see the disadvantages of their method until a
more thorough and lasting experience had taken away their
enthusiasm.

Progress is still coming, and we do not have the last use-

ful discovery in bee-culture, in my opinion, any more than the
last improvement in farming, or the last word of electricity.

But what if a man should invest his money In all the supposed
valuable discoveries of electrical appliances? How would the
farmer succeed who invested in every new corn-planter, who
bought every latest binder, because it had one point of supe-
riority over some previous and already practical Invention?

If you have a good, practical, movable-frame hive do not
leave it for another just because that other seems to have a
few points of advantage, for these may be more fancied than
real. Do not drop your section-case because another one has
lately been devised. Remember that there is nothing so dis-

commoding to the apiarist as two different styles of hives, or
of frames. In one apiary. If some new method strikes you as
decidedly preferable, which requires a different outfit, give it

a slow trial, and do not make the change until you are abso-
lutely sure, by some practical experience, that it will prove
actually preferable, either in convenience or in results. We
can often build very bright theories, based upon Isolated facts,

which prove fallacious when put to the test, because some-
thing was overlookt at the start which had an unexpected
bearing upon the result, or because the reasoning was based
upon an error.

Yet, it Is out of the question to reject everything and re-

main stationary, for the world keeps revolving, and those who
stop on the way will soon be left far behind.

Hancock Co., 111.

Bees and Fruit—Insect Jaws.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

I am led to take this subject from a statement made by
Mr. Thos. W. Cawan, in his admirable address made before
the last California Bee-Keepers' Association in Los Angeles,
on the relation of bees to fruit. While I agree with him in all

his conclusions—that bees do not even pierce or injure sound
fruit, and that the bees are of far more value to the pomolo-
gist than are the flowers of the orchard to the apiarist—yet I

have never thought that bees could not bite into the skin of
ripe peaches or other fruit. Every bee-keeper knows that
bees can even tear splinters from the hive and cut the cloth
and foundation which he may place above or within the
frames. That they can do this has always argued to me, con-
vincingly, that they could tear into any fruit, and especially
through the soft rind of the ripe peach, apricot or pear. Yet,
while I believe it is possible for the bee to make such abra-
sion, I am very positive that they never do. From a study of
anatomy of the jaw and observation of what bees do do, I be-
lieve bees can wound fruit; from a long, close study of the
bees in the field I am sure they never cut through the skin.

The first is opinion, to which I have no better right than has
Mr. Cowan, until I witness the act, which I never have ; the
second is knowledge, gained from wide observation.

(a) The grapes in a vineyard are wholly free from bee
visitors—not a bee Is seen upon or among them—when lo ! on
some hot, sultry morning, all at once the bees swarm on the
grapes in force. Yet for days the bees have been idlers, be-
cause the harvests were not. Does It stand to reason that the
bees have all at once, with one accord, rusht to the vineyard
and commenced to cut into the fruit and suck the oozing
juice ? No I Reason and observation alike show that the
juice is oozing, and the bees rush to gather the wasting juice.

Had the juice remained sealed by the unbroken peel no bee
would have toucht It. But let the bird, wasp, or Nature
through fermentation induced by wet or heat, cause but a
tiny droplet of the juice to ooze from the grapes, and at once

the odor attracts the bees, and they at once fix their suction-
pumps, and commence the rapid work of juice-abstraction.

(h) I have repeatedly tried this experiment : I have placed
sound grapes at the entrance, and even within hives at times
when bees were in enforced Idleness, and they remained
sound, and were untoucht. All observers know how ravenous
bees are at such times, and know that were their habits and
Nature In accord with attack, no grape would remain for an
hour.

I then pierced certain grapes with pin or needle, that the
juice might exude, when, presto ! the bees rusht to the bleed-
ing fruit, and quickly suckt It juiceless. Yet no unpierced
grape was disturbed.

Thus I have become convinced that bees do not delve for
sealed sweets, but must be attracted by escaping odors. The
wasp or bird may mine for the coveted nectar drop— the bee,
never. The flowers that most woo the bees ever hang out
open-moutht nectaries advertised by aid of bright, gorgeous
petals, whose life service is to attract the bees. They also
fling forth the penetrating odors, that the bees may be lured
to the useful service of pollinating the flowers. Thus, the
whole life experience of the bees Is to go to exposed recepta-
cles, not to those sealed and, so, odorless. Thus we understand
why the bees are developt as they are, to seek not for hidden
treasures, but for those only that are exposed for the very
purpose of enticing the bees to valuable service.

It Is suggestive that in Europe, and In the older sections
of our own country, the idea that bees are enemies and not
friends of the fruit-grower Is never broacht. The fruit-men
know that the bees are necessary agents and factors to full

fruitage, and so the insects are ever welcome in the orchard
and vineyard. iSuch sentiment is fast growing in Southern
California. Soon the cry will not be against the bees, but the
question will be. How can we manage so as to keep our fruit

sound, that bees may not be attracted ? and how can we
fence against their injury and annoyance in the driers and
canneries ? Already improvements in these lines are being
made. Soon they will, we believe, become perfected, so that
the valuable services of the bees will be secured, with no
count against these Invaluable aids to fruit-growing.

THE JAWS OF INSECTS.

Apropos to the above, a word regarding the jaws or man-
dibles of Insects may be of Interest. These organs are often
called the first jaws, as insects possess two pairs of jaws

—

these mandibles and a second less strong pair—the maxillae.

Often these second jaws, which are always just below the
mandibles, a're so jaw-like in form that they may be very
effective in biting and crushing. In bees they are modified,
and are elongated and grooved, and may be, on occasion, con-
verted Into a colossal sucking-tube. Both pairs of jaws are
appended to the lower end of the side pieces, genie or cheeks,
and instead of moving up and down as they crunch, they
move sidewise. In some cases they are very large, as seen in

the stag beetles, and in the elephant beetle they have
branches, and look not unlike the antlers of the deer or elk.

While the mandibles are always of one piece, and thus
simple, they are variously roughened or toucht, as their func-
tional needs require. In the locust they are roughened rasp-
ers, and can strip off the bark from the hardest twig. In the
tiger beetle and wasp they are armed with sharp teeth, so that
they can pierce and destroy the insect foe, or, in case of the
wasp, can easily break into the pulp of grape or peach. These
jaws are found strong and efiective iu wasps, bees, ants,

slugs (larvae of saw-flies), caterpillars, beetles, and the larvae

or grubs of the same, locusts and lace-wings and their larvae.

Organs much used, and for a variety of purposes, are cer-

tain to be much modified. Thus, in the evolution of life, such
organs have changed most, and so are most used in classifica-

tion. Thus as teeth are of first importance in systematic
zoology, so the jaws are much used In classifying insects.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

^
Transferring Bees in Florida—Eating Honey.

Br MRS. L. HARRISON.

On page 647 the question is askt from Florida, whether
to transfer bees now or wait until spring. The time specified

for transferring at the North is just before fruit-bloom, as at

that time there are fewer bees, less brood and honey, and a
flow is expected that will stimulate brood-rearing and furnish
the bees with the means of repairing and building combs. Are
these conditions the same in all colonies, all over this great
land of ours, at the advent of fruit-bloom ?

I have spent seven winters in West Florida, and during
that time I have not owned any bees there, but I have watcht
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their flying at every opportunity, and there was never a time,

vfhen they were on the wing, that they were not carrying
either pollen or nectar. They did not appear to gather a

great deal, but enough to Ifeep them slowly rearing brood.
They were, with one exception, the little blaclf bees, and very
irritable. The hives would be full to overflowing with bees in

March, and swarms issuing ; some seasons earlier or later.

I should think the best conditions for transferring would
be after the close of the long drouth, soon after the summer
rains had commenced, as there would be fewer bees, less

honey and brood, than at any other season ; the rains would
bring forth bloom for the bees to work upon during the win-
ter. As an example of the difference in time of blooming of

golden-rod in Illinois and Florida, here we find it in Septem-
ber ; in Florida I gathered beautiful bloom on Black's Island,

in St. Joseph's Bay, in April.

HONKT CAUSING SICKNESS.

I think that we need to do a little missionary work along
this line. When we hear of persons who cannot eat honey
without being sick, take them some pure white clover or other
honey, and induce them to try it. I think, with few excep-
tions, they will find out that honey no longer makes them sick.

It was pollen and bee-bread mixt with honey that disagreed
with them.

Frost has not killed the bloom up to date.

Peoria Co., III., Oct. 17.

Importing Apis Dorsata from the Philippines.

(Reported in the Chicago Tribune of Oct. 19, 1S9S.)

There is one race inhabiting the Philippines which will be
a welcome addition to American citizenship, and will be af-

forded every facility and inducement to immigrate to the
United States and engage in the skilled labor in which it has
no peer. This is the giant East India honey-bee, and an in-

vestigation of its work and immense capacity for producing
honey and wax has interested the Department of Agriculture
in the consideration of an early effort to introduce it into the
United States.

Secretary Wilson said in connection with the proposed
importation of these bees to the United States, that a special
appropriation would be askt in his coming report to Congress
for the investigation of the bees of the world, and a colony of
the big Philippine "honey-makers" would be brought to

America as soon as the question of their value and the possi-
bility of their acclimatization has been fully determined.
There will also be an appropriation requested for the study
of the agricultural and kindred products of the newly ac-
quired territory of the United States, and even under this
head the great honey-bees of the East could be introduced by
the department to this country.

To scientists this bee is known as Apis dorsata, a species
common throughout the tropical regions of the East, and in

the Philippine Islands the largest variety of this species is

found. It is nearly one-half larger than our native honey-
bee, and builds a comb, heavy with wax and honey, five or six
times as large as the ones that are found in American or-
chards and forests.

In addition to the enormous manufacturing capacity of
this particular bee, its introduction will have the important
effect of securing from some of the richest honey-bearing
plants of the United States the sweet juices which now re-
main ungathered. The propagation and increase of these
plants will also be immeasurably assisted by other services
the big bees will render. These extraordinary results will be
brought about for the reason that the giant of the East has a
tongue nearly twice as long as our native bees. All these lit-

tle workers get at the honey in the flowers with their tongues ;

but many blossoms have such deep wells that our native bees
cannot reach it, and, knowing this through inherited tradi-
tion, never try. The principal honey-bearing flower which
our native bees find too hard a problem for their limited
honey-pumps is red clover. The long tongues of the big
Philippine bee would find these clover blossoms a mine of
sweetness, and thousands of tons of honey would be yielded
up that Is now practically a loss to the world. In return for
the honey these bees would find in the red clover their intro-
duction to that plant would prove an Inestimable assistance to
its reproduction. Bees play a most important part In this
operation, carrying as they do the pollen of one flower to
another, the fertilizing powder clinging to the limbs and body
of the little insect.

The question of the possibility of acclimatizing these in-

habitants of the Philippines la the colder latitudes of Amer-
ica is not discouraging. The giant bees are found in the
mountain regions all through India, and have been seen busily

at work at altitudes of 5,000 feet. In the Philippine Islands
their colonies are most numerous in the mountains, as the in-

defatigable quest of the natives for their honey-combs has
driven them to the less thickly inhabited regions. The Filipi-

nos find their daily bread a rather easy proposition, but they
are fond of honey on the staff of life, and wax is next to gold
in its attractions for fortune seekers.

In the East wax is a principal article of staple commerce,
due to the manner in which the clothes worn by the natives
are dyed. These cloths, when fresh woven, are covered with
a thin layer of wax, leaving exposed the portions which it is

desired to dye. The cloth is then soakt in the dye, and the
wax which covers and protects the fiber where it has been
spread prevents any of the waxt parts from taking up the
color. This manner of dying Is so general in the East that
there is a tremendous demand for wax at all times. The wax
also Is exported in large quantities to Europe for making
candles.

The commercial probabilities of the introduction and in-

crease of the giant bees to the United States would princi-

pally affect the production of wax. This commodity has risen

so greatly in price through the invention of the graphophone,
that the manufacturers of wax-goods often have been without
material for their product.

The big bees build their hives on tall forest trees, or on
the overhanging ledges of inaccessible cliffs. Branch swarms
build near the parent colony, so that In a few years an im-
mense bee-settlement often grows up in the forest. To dis-

cover one of these is almost certain fortune to a Filipino. In
appearance the giant bee is a smoky, glittering, irridescent

black, of wasplike figure, with orange bands encircling its

body. There have been reports that this bee is most ferocious,

and on account of its great size is extremely dangerous, but
one of the bee-experts has seen and handled them in their

jungle haunts, and be tells a different story. They are such
busy and persevering workers, according to his account, that
they have lost dexterity with their stinging apparatus, and
tho they may alight full of wrath, and with evil intent on
human hand or neck, they do not handle their offensive

weapon with skill, and it takes them 20 or 30 seconds to get

their sting in working order.

The manufacture of wax by the bees is an interesting
commercial problem. Bees secrete wax by eating honey, and
as it takes about 15 pounds of honey, worth 10 cents a
pound, to make one pound of wax, which will seldom bring
more than 25 cents a pound, bee-keepers do not encourage
the manufacture of wax by their bees.

Petitions have been coming in to the Department of Agri-
culture for years asking that the Government introduce these
giant bees into the United States. Many years ago several
individuals tried to get the bees for themselves by sending to

the United States Consuls in the East and asking that queen-
bees of the desired race be obtained and forwarded to them.
No attempt at bringing them here has ever been successful,

tho one was prevented only by illness that deprived the bees
of the proper care, which he alone could give them, from
bringing to the United States a colony of these bees which he
captured in the jungle. While he was sick in bed en route to

the United States with these bees no one else on the vessel

would attend to them, and so they all died.

OONDUCTBD BT

DR. C. O. DULLER. SdARMNGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlreot.l

Spellin;; Reform—The T Super.

B. F. Onderdonk, referring to page 547, and the spelling

reform, writes that of course Editor York " will not strike his

flag when a fight is in sight, but all his cohorts would be mast
around the mast to defend his colors. Doubtless reform in

some words is necessary, and tho I would not like to go back
to the orthography of two centuries ago, still I think it hardly
fair to make the charge of prejudice against me If I do think
much of Editor York's reform spelling looks incongruous. I

won't stop the paper, tho."

Well, Mr. Onderdonk, I'll not insist too strongly on the
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matter of prejudice, but there may be nothing unfair in my
saying that 200 years from now It is quite possible people will

consider " massed " just as strange spelling for " mast " as the
spelling of 200 years ago now looks to you. If you are right
in saying, " Doubtless reform In some words is necessary,"
I'd like to know what needs reforming more than using " ed "

for the sound of " t."

Mr. Onderdonk writes further: " Now I trust you will

excuse me, but I am going to criticise another thing I never
tried, that is, the T super. You say regarding the tall sec-
tions and peep-holes In the lower corners, you don't find but
they are just the same as the i;^. If, as I fancy, you used
the T super, this must be expected ; because the T makes each
section entirely Isolated. To get the bottoms finlsht clear
across, communication from end to end of the section-holder
must, be complete." To which I may reply that the tall sec-
tions to which I referred were in Danzenbaker supers, fence
and all, and the square sections in T supers.

C. C. Miller.

Properly Cleaned Scction«« of Honey.

How is It that honey you see In store windows is so clean,
and the sections look as if they never had any bee-glue on
them ? How do bee-keepers get them this way ? I use the
Root hive and the sections fit as tight as they could without
breaking when putting them In the frames. Maryland.

Answer.—The answer is easy. Every section that is not
perfectly clean when taken from the bees Is thoroughly
cleaned by scraping with a knife, or cleaned by one of the
section-cleaners about which so much has been said within
the last year or so. In some regions the bees gather more
propolis than in others. There is also a great difference in

the time of the season. Early in the season and while honey
is coming in with a rush, sections may be taken off so clean
that they need scarcely any scraping. If left on till late in

the season they will be badly daubed with glue, and elbow-
grease must not be spared If the best price is to be obtained.

MoTing Bees a Short Di§tance.

c I am a young bee-keeper, having about 20 colonies. I

wish to move them about 20 rods. When Is the best time ?

New York.
Answer.—You will be pretty safe to move them after

they have not flown for a month or so. The only trouble is

that they may not have a flight again for a few weeks after
being moved, and the disturbance of moving will be bad for

them. If you are prophet enough to know when they are
going to fly, and then move them the evening before the day
of their flight, you will hit it just right. Possibly you can
move them so carefully and quietly as not to stir them up
enough to do any harm.

Transrerring, Bee-Paralysis, Etc.

1. I have a colony of bees In an old hive that I want to

transfer into a chaff hive In about three weeks, when all the
brood is hatcht. Could I transfer them safely if I give them
five frames of honey, and, besides, feed them 1

2. What is the right way to put chaff over the brood-
frames 7 Could I put the board over the brood-frames first,

then chaff in a bag on the top ?

3. One of my colonies has so many shiny, black, hairless
bees. I can take them in my hands and handle them roughly,
and they don't sting. What are they ? Robbers ? And how
Is best to get rid of them ?

4. Two weeks ago I bought an Italian queen from Texas
;

I introduced her and it took four days from the time I intro-
duced her before she started to lay. Was she not mated be-
cause she did not start to lay sooner ?

5. How can you tell a mated queen from a virgin queen ?

New Jersey.

Answers.— 1. With five Langstroth frames filled full of
honey there ought to be no trouble about the bees wintering
without any additional feeding.

2. It doesn't matter much how the chaff Is put In, so it is

not allowed to sift down between the combs among the bees.
Your plan Is all right, only the board between the frames and
the cushion of chaff should be thin, better not more than ?8 of
an Inch.

3. The probability Is that the colony has bee-paralysis.
In the North It is not likely to become very serious, altho in

the South it leads to very heavy losses. Many cures have been

given, but none that seem to be always successful. One of the
latest has been reported in every case successful where tried,

but It is possible that the next time it is tried It may prove a
failure. It is, however, very easily tried. The plan is simple.
Let the diseased colony exchange places with a healthy one,
putting the sick one In plane of the well one, and the well one
In place of the sick one. It isn't a hard matter to try it. But
the probability is that if you don't do a single thing the dis-

ease will disappear of itself. That is generally the case In

the North.
4. It Is not an unusual thing for a queen to be some time

starting to lay after she has been stopt for a few days. In-
deed, it would be a rather strange thing If she had started in

to lay at once ; for It was a long journey from Texas to New
Jersey, and at this time of year queens are less inclined to lay
than earlier.

5. You can only tell after they begin to lay, altho If you
are experienced you can tell something by their looks. After
the queen lays and her brood Is sealed, if the sealing is flat, as

the sealing of worker-brood always is, you may count that the
queen has mated. On the other hand, if her brood that is in

worker-cells has round cappings, something like little bullets,

she Is not fertilized and Is worthless. Take off her head at

once.

Thinks His Bees Have Paralysis.

Some weeks ago I wrote to you about two colonies of bees
that I thought something was wrong with. From your reply
I am certain they had bee-paralysis. One seems to have re-

covered, and the other is about the same. I have tried the
salt cure, on this one, but can see no benefit from It. They
are still driving out sleek, shiny, half-starved looking bees.

There is a peculiar trembling motion among all the bees at
the entrance, not seen about the other hives. At the same
time the bees seem to be in good condition, plenty of stores for

winter, and at present are working with a vim on Iron weed ;

not a colony In the yard Is working any better; hundreds of

acres of iron weed in full bloom on all sides, and If the weather
will keep warm I am in hopes of getting a fine surplus. Is

there any danger of this disease spreading ? Would it be best

to destroy the colony and take no chances ? Virginia.

Answer.—I'm not sure that there's anything contagious
about the disease. As you probably know, it is much worse
In the far South. In my own case, in Northern Illinois, it has
made its appearance at different times for a number of years.
Without any attention being paid to it, it disappeared each
time of Its own accord. If I had tried any of the various rem-
edies, I might have given credit to them, and I think It very
likely that many who have attributed its disappearance to this

or that remedy would have had equal success If they had al-

lowed the disease to run its own course. I never destroyed
but one colony on account of it. That colony was so bad that
there was no profit in keeping it, altho it is possible that If I

had tried it another year It might have done better. I don't
remember that I've had a single case this year. So you see
that in my case there's no cause for alarm, but at the same
time it may be well to keep in mind that in some places it is a
terrible scourge. If your colony Is doing well, It may be as

well to let It alone.

Oolden Method of Producing Honey—Using Two
S-fraine Hive Bodies.

1. Where can the " Golden method " of producing honey
be obtained ? When and where was it publisht?

2. Which text-book on apiculture. If any, contains ex-

planations as to using two 8-frame hive-bodies to accommo-
date the queen ? I am at a loss to know if the second brood-
chamber Is to go on top or below, and if excludlng-zinc is used ?

Ohio.

Answers.— 1. See American Bee Journal for July 30,
1896, page 481; also page 884, of same volume. [We are
unable to supply the copies of this paper containing the pages
named, but will try lo republish the method before another
season Is here.-

—

Editor.1
2. I doubt your finding It In any of the text-books. Prob-

ably all do not follow exactly the same plans, but I can tell

what is my own practice, premising that I cellar my bees and
work for comb honey. Before the queen becomes crowded in

the one story, I put the second story under. If more conven-
ient to do so, I may give the second story much earlier than it

seems to be really needed, and believe it to be rather advan-
tageous to do so, as the bees will keep the extra combs in

better condition than they will be kept In If left away from
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them. Moreover, there may be some honey in the combs

given with the second story, and it's a good thing for the bees

to have the honey. I think some put the second story above,

In which case it should not be given a day before actuaiiy

needed, as it costs something to lieep so much extra room
heated. When the extra story is given below, it puts no extra

labor upon the bees in the way of heating idle room, for heat

ascends, and the bees can work down iuto the lower story just

as fast as the room is needed. No perforated zinc is used be-

tween the two stories, for that would defeat the very thing de-

sired—the enlargement of the brood-nest. When it comes

time to put on supers, one story is taken away, leaving the

best eight frames of brood, no matter in which story they are

found. The frames taken away are used wherever they are

needed, and if not needed anywhere in particular, they are

piled up, three or four stories high, on some colony that is per-

haps not strong enough to do good work in supers. I think

some leave the two stories throughout the harvest time, but

for some reason I could never get as much honey by so doing.

When the section-supers are taken off, the second story is

placed on top, an excluder being placed between the two
stories. If there is a fall flow of dark honey, the bees are in

no danger of being crowded for room. When it gets so late in

the season that bees will gather no more than to supply their

daily needs, the extra story is taken away, so the bees can
glue up for winter.

Cleanins tlie Solar Extractor Ola§s.

The underside of the glass in my sun was extractor gets

covered with a waxy film, which obstructs the light and heat.

How can this film be removed ? California.

Answer.—Try rubbing off with newspaper when the glass

is very hot. Gasoline may help if the paper alone doesn't
answer.

Old, Black Brood-Combs.

When the comb In the brood-chamber becomes old and
black, what should be done ? If it should be broken out, what
would be the best time of year ? Beginner.

Answer.—Let it alone. If you give the bees their choice,
they will use old, black combs in preference to nice white
ones, either for brood or honey. The old combs have silk lin-

ings in the cells that make them warmer for winter. I know
the objection is sometimes made that the cells become filled

up with the silk cocoons and are thus made smaller, conse-
quently the bees reared in them will be smaller. But the de-
posit is largely at the bottom of the cell, and the bees lengthen
out the cells to make up for it. If you will measure, you will

find that a piece of old black comb taken right out of the mid-
dle of the brood-nest will be—if it is old enough—an eighth of

an inch thicker than a piece from the same place that has not
been used more than two or three times for rearing brood. So
of course those cells have been lengthened out. I have combs
more than 25 years old, and so long as they have no other
fault than age and black color, I wouldn't think of discarding
them.

RULES MORTON.

The subject of the following sketch was one of New York's
best bee-keepers. We had the pleasure of meeting him at the

Buffalo Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union
In 1897. He past away Sept. 1—last month. His brother-

in-law, Mr. S. A. Niver, has kindly furnisht the following

biographical notes :

Miles Morton was boru in Groton, Tompkins Co., N. Y.,
62 years ago, making it his home during his entire life time.

which terminated Sept. 1, 1898. His education was obtained

at the "little red school house" and Groton Academy.

At an early age he commenced work in his father's car-

riage manufactory as helper in the blacksmith shop, soon

graduating as an expert carriage-ironer, wood-worker and

painter. Upon reaching his majority he manufactured car-

riages in his own shop for a time, and then engaged in the

grocery busiuess in company with his brother-in-law, which

partnership continued eight years, when be sold out his in-

terest to enter the field of his pet hobby—the bees. For 20

years his careful, skillful labors was devoted to this his favor-

ite pursuit; experimenting with new methods In management

and supplies, without regard to cost or trouble, until his shop-

chamber Is a veritable " old curiosity shop ;" adding machinery

from time to time until his little supply factory is as nicely

equipt, and turned out as fine work, as could be found any-

where. It was headquarters for the bee-keepers to gather and

talk over the business generally ; and it was commonly remarkt

that when a bee-keeper got into a snarl—that condition of not

knowing what to do with 'em— it was the best thing to carry

his trouble to Morton, who invariably knew just what to do,

and was as certain to cheerfully give the advice.

Speaking of his mania for experimenting, his brother

Harvey told me an incident in his earlier life as a bee-keeper.

In trying a new scheme for transferring a swarm from an old

box-hive to a movable-frame one. He put the box-hive In a

tub and slowly poured in water to drive the bees into the

frame hive above—and drowned every bee!

In politics, Mr. Morton was a prohibitionist, was a mem-

ber of the Baptist church, a sterling, conscientious, honorable

American gentleman. And what prouder title could any one

wish for? . , ,,

Naturally of a cheerful, sunny disposition, he drew all

classes and ages to him, and the beautiful simplicity and

earnestness of his life kept them as warm friends. His shop

was the favorite play-ground of the children, to whom he was

always "Uncle Miles"—the one person never too busy or too

weary to examine the wounded pet, or mend the broken toy

over which the childish heart was grieving.

Possest of great depth and tenderness of feeling, he en-

tered into the joys and sorrows of other lives in an unusual

degree, and his home was ever the refuge for the suffering and

the tempted, a shelter and home for the homeless.

Upon that home the shadow of his death rests most

heavily, and the party of his choice, the church that he loved,

the brotherhood of bee-keepers, and the community at large,

mourn the loss of that noblest work of God—a truly good man.
S. A. NiVEB.

The editor of Gleanings, who so kindly loaned us the half-

tone engraving of Mr. Morton on the first page, had this to

say of our friend when announcing his departure, in his

paper

:

Mr. Morton was one of the keenest, brightest bee-keepers

In New York. He was a fine mechanic of the Dr. Tinker

order ; and back of his beautiful home he had a nicely equipt

little shop where he loved to work, and make things for his

bee-keeping friends. He was a natural-born mechanic, as

could be easily seen from the exact workmanship and beauti-

ful finish of all he did ; and bee-keepers for miles around used

to go to Mr. Mortou for their supplies.

I have traveled pretty well around that section of coun-

try, and everywhere Mr. Morton was spoken of in the highest

terms, not only as a successful bee-keeper, but as one who

made the best supplies in the world.

Well, It was this same Morton who has been using fences

for the last 12 years, and in his quiet way has been supplying

his friends and neighbors, not only with fences, but with

everything else in the line of bee-keepers' supplies.

Not having an extended personal acquaintance with Mr.

Mortou, we feel that we cannot add much to what Is exprest

in the foregoing. But we are certain, from the sincerely gen-

erous terms in which those who knew him best have spoken

of him, Mr. Morton will be greatly mist In every walk in life ;

the influence of his devoted and unselfish dally living will ex-

ist long in the memories of those who fortunately enjoyed a.

close personal acquaintance.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it.
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country they will be able to draw from the now unworkt flora

" thousands of tons of honey that is now practically a loss to

the world." What would be the efifect upon the already some-

what low price of honey, to have " thousands of tons " more

thrown upon the market ? As for ourselves, we would not be

alarmed, but we shouldn't wonder if a good many bee-keepint?

specialists would hesitate before lending their influence toward

the introduction of what they would think might tend to lessen

their own chances of success.

As to the increase of wax-production, by the Apisdorsata,

we do not see that the demand is yet so greatly exceeded by

the supply. The very best yellow beeswax will net scarcely

25 cents a pound in the open market, which is not an exceed-

ingly high price. But even at the present price of beeswax,

there is no fortune in its production ; and to greatly increase

the supply will hardly make wax-production more profitable.

If bee-keepers could be assured of a uniform price of bees-

wax at 28 to 30 cents a pound, they might feel that it would

pay to increase its production with the bees they now have;

but often beeswax does not command so good a price as men-

tioned.

We shall be interested in watching how the Department
of Agriculture progresses in its experiment with Apis dorsata

in the Philippines, when once it is authorized to proceed with

the investigation. Even if it is decided never to bring this

bee to the United States, it will be of scientific Interest to

have Its value, or worthlessness, establisht.

••-*-*

Healthful Honey.—Under this beading, and with

the sub-head, " Used Instead of Sugar, It is Economical and

Palatable," appears a quarter-column in the Baltimore Ameri-

can, In which it is shown that a pound of good honey will go

as far as a pound of good butter, and costs much less; will

keep Indefinitely, while butter must be eaten fresh ; it is more

wholesome in hot drinks than sugar ; together with some use-

ful Information as to the qualities and kinds of honey. It is

a good thing to have such information put before the public,

and when such papers as the Baltimore American take the

pains to copy it from such a paper as the Philadelphia Times,

it ought not to be difiScult for bee-keepers to secure its inser-

tion in their local papers. They will find the article in ques-

tion, word for word, together with much more equally inter-

esting matter in the little pamphlet "Honey as Food," which

can be had at such low rates for free distribution, at the office

of the American Bee Journal. That the Philadelphia Times

failed to give the proper credit is a small matter, only so the

truth may be widely publisht.

Xo Exterminate 'Weeds or Orass, Editor

Root says in Gleanings, "is to apply a sprinkling of salt

around the place where you wish it killed out. It does not

usually pay to try to kill out the grass or weeds except in

front of the entrance to the hives."

Colonies Short of 'Winter Stores.—Editor
Root, in Gleanings for Oct. 15, gives this timely note of

warning :

There is every reason to believe that, owing to the poor
honey crop this year, there will be a scarcity of stores in the
hives for winter. Many bee-keepers, whenever a failure of

honey occurs, will philosophize something after this fashion :

"Them bees didn't get me no honey this year. If they
can't pay for theirselves, I guess I'll let 'em go Gallagher."

And they do.

Another class, also forgetting the big crop of last season,

and being too busy with their other work on the farm, will

just simply neglect the bees. It did no harm to let them go
last season, because there was plenty of honey In the hives ;

so In a half-hearted way they "guess" there is enough in

them this fall. At all events, they are too busy ; and if the
bees die—well, perhaps they will buy more next season.

The careful, provident bee-keeper knows perfectly well

that it is very unwise to let bees shift for themselves at any

time ; and there Is scarcely one who looks back over the past,

who will begrudge sugar fed that the bees did not earn that

season, but perhaps may earn next year, or some time in the
future.

There are quite a number of bee-keepers—so-called—who
simply neglect their bees, and then are surprised that they die

in winter. No doubt a great many colonies simply starve be-

fore spring—all because their owners failed to provide food

enough to carry them through. No farmer would treat his

horses and cows in that fashion, and expect to succeed.

Neither can the bee-keeper.

Mr. H. W. McComb, of Washington Co., Iowa, called on
us last week, when on his way to visit friends in Pennsylva-
nia. He reports that white clover is just everywhere this fall

in his locality, which he thinks promises a great stand of it

next year.

Mr. C. W. McKown, of Knox Co., III., dropt in to see us

Oct. 20. He has about 100 colonies of bees, and secured only

about 1,000 pounds of honey the past season. One year he

had about 13,000 pounds, and sold all in near-by towns. Mr.
McKown has taken the Bee Journal almost continuously since

1872.

Dr. C. C. Miller, of McHenry Co., 111., writing us Oct.

15, had this to say about his nearly 300 colonies of bees

:

" I got the bees home from the out-apiaries this week, and
will hope now for one good day for a flight, and then they can
go into the cellar any time when it looks as if cold weather
had come to stay, which time may be any time within the next

six weeks."

The Des Moines Incubator Co., of Des Moines, Iowa, are

among our annual and reliable advertisers. We understand

their incubators take front rank among machines of that class.

If any of our readers are expecting to adopt the artificial or

incubator method of raising poultry, it might be to their In-

terest to correspond with the above firm, not forgetting to

mention having seen their advertisement in the American Bee
Journal.

Miss Nora Hutchinson is the 20-year-old twin daughter

of W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of the Bee-Keepers' Review. She
is a violinist, and last week we received a splendid photograph

of herself with violin in hand, taken by her father. Miss Nora
and her twin sister, Cora (who plays the piano) are great help-

ers at home—one does the housework and the other sets the

type on the Review. How's that for a " team ?" Success to

them all.

Mr. a. W. Hart, of Stephenson Co., III., gave us a short

call Oct. 20. He is the man that has had a little good-natured

controversy with Mr. Bevins, of Iowa, on the question as to

Italian bees gathering better honey than blacks. Mr. Hart Is

69 years of age, and has 31 colonies of bees, but got very

little honey this year—so he was quite "in style" with many
other bee-keepers. Last year he had 11 colonies in the spring,

increast to 22, and harvested about 800 pounds of honey.

Dr. C. C. Miller, referring to something Mr. Root said

in Gleanings, wrote this " straw " for that paper :

" I may say that, after more than 30 years being 'dry,'

Marengo now has saloons. I think it a moderate statement

to say that I've seen more drunken men on the streets in the

past three months than iu 10 years before."

That's perfectly natural. Doctor. If a "drunkard fac-

tory" didn't turn out drunken men, pray what else would It

do? That's its business. The thing that surprises us is, the

fact that some people are so willing to furnish ihcir boyn to

keep up the supply of drunken men these "drunkard fac-

tories " turn out. What a pity that so many people value the

almighty dollar more highly than a man's soul. But some

glad day It will be different. "When will that be ?" did you

ask. Why, when all the righteous people of these United

States decide to stoJid together against the awful saloon curse.
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Uniting Weak Colonies is made easier, says Editor Root,
by bringing them from an out-apiary, for then they will not
go back to their old places.—Gleanings.

Honey-Dew for Winter Stores.—The editor of Gleanings
has advised leaving honey-dew in the hives for winter. But
It seems all honey-dew is not the same as at Medina. M. V.
Facey says that in Minnesota it is fatal as winter food. One
winter he had in the same cellar a lot of colonies filled up with
honey-dew, and another lot that had been fed sugar syrup.
Only one with sugar died, and only one of the others lived.

"Whither are we Drifting P" is the question aslft in the
Progressive Bee-Keeper by H. H. Hyde, in view of the many
inventions and changes made in bee-keeping appliances (but
before he gets through he advocates a new separator of his
own invention), especially mentioning the change to smaller
sections, and the "cut-off top-bar brood-frame," with a hint
against the plain section and fence separator. The editor Is

emphatic upon this last point, favoring slotted separators
"instead of catering to certain supply dealers' pocket-books
by buying their glued-up clap-traps."

Why Fruit Does Not Set.—A bulletin of the Kansas Ex-
periment Station gives four important reasons why fruit may
fail to set

:

1. The pollen may be insufficient in quantity. This ap-
plies particularly to the strawberry, the remedy being to plant
pollen-producing sorts, the so-called staminate sorts, along
with the so-called pistillate sorts.

2. " Insects may be prevented from visiting the flowers
during the receptive period. If bees are kept from fruit-
blossoms by netting or other artificial means, the amount of
fruit set is little or none. It not infrequently happens that
inclement weather prevents, or hinders the flying of bees dur-
ing the period when the flowers are receptive. A fruit-tree,

half of which was subjected to a continuous spray of water
during the flowering period, produced no fruit upon the
sprayed portion, but an abundance upon the other. A failure
due to the above-mentioned cause cannot well be prevented,
but may be modified by having bees near at hand to utilize

the ihort favorable periods which do occur."
S. In some varieties of fruits the flowers are self-sterile,

and the remedy is to plant with them other varieties, as Seckel
with Bartlett pears, and Concord with Brighton grapes.

4. An insufficient supply of bees will hinder the setting of

fruit. While other insects may take part in the carrying of
pollen, the fruit-raiser must rely chiefly upon honey-bees. Ex-
perience shows that tho hungry bees may fly two or three
miles, hives should be within half a mile of the orchard or
small-fruit patch.

Sugar Syrup for Feeding Bees.—G. M. Doolittle gives
in Gleanings the following plan for making syrup that will

not crystallize : Stir 30 pounds of granulated sugar into 15
pounds of boiling water. Keep stirring till the sugar is nearly
all dissolved ; then let come again to a boil and skim off the
scum. Take from the fire, put in five pounds of good ex-
tracted honey, stir a minute or two till well mixt, and you
have 50 pounds of feed that will never crystallize. Editor
Root thinks it simpler to take sugar and water, equal parts.

Pill a honey-extractor half full of water, start the reel going,
add sugar gradually, and turn vigorously till all is dissolved.

Given thin to the bees, It will not crystallize. He says Dr.
Miller does not even dissolve the sugar, but pours It in the
feeder and then pours cold water on top. It may be well to

remember that when fed thus thin, it should be given early.

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet
especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand fo

hooey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the
pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-
sists of recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a
home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these
prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 30 cents; 50
for 50 cents; 100 for 90 cents; 250 for $2.00; 500 for

$3.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.

BEST
EXTRACTED HONEY FOR SALE

ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

-«=>=«=-«=»»=«=«=»«=<=«=«=>

ALFALFA
HONEY

This is the famous white extracted honey
gathered in the great Alfalfa regions of the
Central West. It Is a splendid honey, and
nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can't get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

BASSWOOD
HONEY

This is the well-known light-colored honey
gathered from the rich, nectar-laden basswood
blossoms in Wisconsin. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by
those who like a distinct flavor in their honey.

PRICES OF EITHER ALFALFA OR BASSWOOD HONEY :

A sample of either, by mall, 8 cents ; samples of both, 15 cents—to pay for package and postage.
By freight—One 60-pound can, 7J^ cents a pound ; 2 cans, 7^4^ cents per pound ; 4 or more cans, 7
cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can have half
of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This honey is all

Absolutely Pure Bees' Honey
the finest of their kinds produced In this country.

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey for their home demand this
year, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. The pamphlet, " HoNEr as Food," will be
a great help in creating customers for honey. See prices on another page.

GEORG-E W. YORK & CO., -

^^^^^^^^^^"•—-—-—'—-—'- .^.-..^ .- > .-. .^^^ .-.».-

118 Michigan St., CHICAG-O, ILL.
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California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowerj
Olimate or Resources, send for a Sample Oopy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rnral Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
gaper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
andsomely Illustrated t2.00 per annum.

Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Fonder's Honey . Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Fonder,

^^])0\Um,,U>*' I^^lLToL^s'^r^ixANA.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

WANTED
To Buy for Cash—
a few lots of No. 1
white Comb Honey.
State shape it is in

and price wanted. H. G. QIJIKIN, Belle-
Tue, Ohio. 41A6t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

This Emerson stlff-cloth-board Binder
for the Americau Bee Journal we mail for 60
cents; or will send it with the Journal for one
year — both for 11.50. It is a very fine
thing to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-
nal as fast as they are received. If you have
the "Emerson," no further biuding is neces-
sary.

GEORGE TV. YORK A: CO.,
118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

You Can Learn

Shorthand at Home
by our perfected method of giving lessons by
mail. Kasiest. simplest system. Send stamp
for particulars.

Eclectic Sliortliaiia Colle^f

94 Oearborii !<»treet, (ItlCAUO.
39Ayl D. F. HAYMES, Manager.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

The A. I. Ruot Co.'s Goods ^^re',!!?!"-
Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HUNT
Caoh for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Beginner's Report.

I have taken the American Bee Journal
nearly a year, and think I have learnt
enough to pay for the paper for some time
to come. I started last spring with four
colonies, and one of them queenless. I in-

creast to 11, and lost several swarms be-
cause I could not be with them on account
of other work. I took off .lOO full sections
of honey this fall. H. A. Martin.

Phillips Co., Kans.

Bee Journal a Revelation.

The sample copy of the American Bee
Journal is received, and it has been a rev-
elation to me. I never saw an up-to-date
bee-paper before, nor heard of many things
that this one contains. It has given me a
glimpse of a new world, so far as bees are
concerned. I have been keeping bees for
15 years, have about '20 colonies now, and
am sorry that I do not know more about
them than I do. J. R. Pinkham.
Halifax Co., N. C, Oct. 10.

Poor Year for Bees.

This has' been a very poor year for bees.

I got only about .^0 pounds of honey per
colony. In ]S9T 1 got about 150 pounds per
colony, spring count. There is not much
interest taken in bee-culture around here.
The American Bee Journal's reform in

spelling is all right. Keep on in the good
work. I could not get along without tha
American Bee Journal. S. J. Maguire,
Benton Co., Iowa, Oct. 15.

Visited Mr. Doolittle.

I visited Mr. G. M. Doolittle the last week
in September, and found a paradise—a nice
large house and barn in a pleasant nook

;

a large man with a large heart and pleas-

ant manner; and a nice lot of bee-hives
kept in neat order. I have always wanted
to see Mr. D. and his apiary, as I have read
so much of his writings. I wisht for a
camera to take pictures for the " Old Reli-

able." It was a great treat to go through
the shop and see the appliances and sys-

tematic manner of handling bees. Ajid O.
the nice comb honey was a great sight!

And to see Mr. D. pick out the queens.
What beauties they were!
The bee-cellar is very simple and nice. I

wish I could have one like it. I think every
bee-keeper would if he saw it.

J. MuNROE Quick.
Onondaga Co., N. Y., Oct. 5.

Only a Quarter Crop—The Union.

After all. I failed to meet with the bee-
keepers at Omaha. On Monday of the week
before the meeting 1 was taken sick and for
two weeks was under the doctor's care
every day, and not able to be off from the
bed. I am now able to get around and do a
little work.

I have re-queened a few colonies of bees
and fed all that seemed to be short of
enough honey in the brood-chambers to
carry the bees through the winter safely.
Happily, only a few colonies needed feed-
ing, and I had enough unfinisht sections to
give to these.
The white honey harvest bore a strong

resemblance to a failure here. I got what
I considered about one-fourth of a crop.
There was no surplus from fall flowers, but
the brood-chambers seemed to get heavy in

September.
It was my intention, last spring, to let the

bees swarm once, it they would, and then
work the swarm for surplus; but honey
was so scant at swarming-time that I had

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Bnsiness.

Suimlies at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping for Beginners,'' price 50 cents.
Imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

WHAT
part of a wagon wears out

llr.st? The wheels, of course.
Why not buy wheels that

fcan't wear out?
^^^len a man buys the

ELECTRIC
WHEELS

he always has good wheels on
hi'^ wagon. They can't Rot,
Warp or become Loose; no
re-setting of tires; they fit cny
watron. We also make wheels
tn fitanything wearingwheehl
Send for circulars and prices.

Electric Wheel Co.
Box Iti Qulney. Illx.

Please mention Bee Journal ^vhen wrriting.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

The Monette Queen-Cllp-
pfng device is a fine thing
for use in catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 25 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for
sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mall the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEO. W. YOKK & CO., 118 Mich. St., Chicago.

With our Duplex Automatic
Machine ym can make 100
styles of feiire at the rate of 60
rods adny. that willturneverj--
thi lit? except wind and water.
Make3afri'"d hi>;?fence at l'.!c,

per rod. Kahbit-prouf fence for
nurseries, onhards, eti.'., at IGc.

per rod. A splendid farm fence
at ISc. perrodaud poultry fence

Horse'High
H atlOc. p'-rrnd. Krcry foot of

it^villi'iibse^sthi- till ee leading
features of this ad. Plain,
coiled .springand barbed wire
to farmers at wholesale prices.

Get our tree catalogue before
buying. Address,

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 138. Ridgeville, Ind.

Biiit'Siroisg
45Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

GET MORE EGGS. How?
ill 1:<:

Kret'H e
l.l..' the

rieht in the ima.ilL .it the

when ej;^3 art' wirth rii03ttnoiii'\-.

DANDY °^aS!tl?s""
with or without geiir :in' the best

machines for jireparini^ bouc fi^r

fowls. Cut tu»*t. turn coNy.
Cat.-ilMt;ue .-mil iirici.-s tn-e,

STRATTON& OSBORNE'
lios.2ivl:^rlc*, I'a.

43D.'!t Please mention the Bee Ji

"HELLISH CONTRIVANCES"
is what an I?ullanap(>lin editor calls barbed wire
fences. Thoy are not cheap, effective, durable uor
humane. Buy the epitoin*.- ol'tlit'*>e vIrliieN.

pHBC Woven Wire Fenct^ fo., Adrian, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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only five or six swarms; and as the season
continued unfavorable, I did not desire to
have any more. Having now about as
many colonies as I wish to keep at home, I

shall soon have to choose between the pre-
vention of increase, and the establishment
of that out-apiary which was the subject of
one of my dreams in my early bee-keeping
days. I am inclined to think, on the whole,
that I will let the bees swarm and shove
them out into pastures new, in hives so big
that they will feel a little discouraged about
filling them, when swarming-time comes
around.

I will send the dollar pretty soon to keep
me in touch with the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union. What a preposterous idea
for a bee-keeper to entertain—the idea that
he will not join the Union because he does
not, or cannot, attend its meetings. The
prevalence of this idea will do much to
make and keep the Union a weak and in-
efficient thing. I have no expectation that
I shall ever derive any pecuniary advan-
tage or benefit from my connection with
the Union. At the same time I believe it is

a good thing for a man to keep his property
insured. Edwin Beviss.
Decatur Co., Iowa, Oct. 19.

Short Honey Crop in Utah..

The honey crop of Utah has fallen short
of last year by at least one-third. The
prices for honey have run from Si.<to934
cents per pound for comb, and 4'5 to 5 cents
for extracted. I have been in the mining
camps of Northern Idaho the past summer,
and have djne nothing myself with the
honey. But next year I will look after the
business as usual.
The American Bee Journal merits high

praise for its interesting articles, and abil-
ity displayed in its editorial department.

Geokge E. Dudley.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 12.

About Half a Crop in Minnesota.

We had a good time at the Winona State
Fair, lately. The bee-keepers had a good
exhibit, and the fair was a success in every
respect, altho the bee-keepers report only
about half a crop of honey in Minnesota.
Tho our crop of honey was not up to the
standard, there is one consolation that our
bees seem in fine condition for winter,
and we all feel encouraged for next year.

E. B. Huffman.
Winona Co., Minn., Oct. 15.

An Idea of a Good House.
'• Would you like to hear my idea of a

good house to live in for farmers of moder-
ate means ? One essential, in a comforta-
ble house, is to have the chambers over the
living-rooms, with stove-pipes going up
through the floor to the chimney. A com-
mon stove-pipe will keep a room warm
enough to sleep in, or, if wanted warmer, a
radiator in the pipe is as good as a stove.

Again, every home ought to have a bed-
room on the first floor, large enough for
two beds, for convenience in sickness. An-
other thing is a cupboard in the wall be-
tween dining-room and kitchen, with doors
opening each way. Drawers beneath are
nice.—Emma Pierce, in Livestock Indicator.

A Correction—Selling Honey.

On page 654 I am made to say that one
colony gave me 163 sections and 130 pounds
of extracted honey. This is a mistake. It
should read 163 sections and :S0 pounds of
extracted honey. I think I am safe in say-
ing that this colony gave me 185 pounds of
honey. Some unfluisht sections were taken
off that were not counted. A number of
colonies gave me 150 pounds, mostly comb
honey.
Since writing last I have made three long-

distant trips with my horse, and sold over
$65 worth of comb and extracted honey. I

can get better prices and sell more out of
my immediate territory, it seems. These

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent hook of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

uUy equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Bee-Keeper's Gwide."

Oiven For 2 New Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two newsubsorlbers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J2.00), and we will mall YOn a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent lor tl.25,
or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for if
Will you have one ?

GEOSaE W. YOBK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, HI.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-KeeDers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of tlie Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'w^llitest
BasS'virood Is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee Journal. 7Atf

We want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To Iiave a copy of

xMt Our 1898 Catalog ViAl/

^^ Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy|

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for tbe Southwest—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr, Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight In half,
we have establlsht a branch bouse at 1730 South 13th St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at HlgginsviLle, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

colored transparent Foundation, Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
clas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our- motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer In the future.

IS^Progressive Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 23c. Both for 65c.,
postpaid. Sample copy of the PaOQRESsivE free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Leahy Manufadnring Company,

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

HigglnsTille, mo., or
1730 Soatb 13tb St., Omaba, Neb.

See Honey^Offer on page 682.
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three trips represent i]4 days' work away
from home. I was away three nights, or
one night for each trip. I expect to start
out every Friday and get home Saturday.
I sell my comb honey by the section at
wholesale, and not by the pound. So far I

have found but one man who objected to
buy this way. I am careful to have each
section in a case of practically the same
weight. For my best grade I get IS}.,' cents
a section, sections weighing 15 to 15\^
ounces. For 14-ounce buckwheat sections,
in 24-section eases, I have succeeded in get-
ting 7 cents each. For 1.5-ounce buckwheat
sections I don't seem to be able to get any
more than that. I have come to the con-
clusion that it is more profitable to take my
fall crop in the extracted form. I get 6

cents a pound for extracted buckwheat,
and 8 cents a pound, or 30 cents a quart, in-

cluding Mason jar, for light amber clover
honey. E. W. Brown.
Erie Co., N. Y., Oct. 19.

Bees Did Fairly 'Well.

My bees, did fairly well for surplus this
year, but are rather light for winter. I am
feeding some now. H. E. Miller.
Waldo Co., Me., Oct. 10.

The Requisite for True Success.

To make money is not the greatest re-
quisite for true success in business. But to
gain a reputation for honorable business
methods, to have the confidence of business
men, and the respect of employes, coupled
with successful business management,
should be the aim of all young men who
enter upon a business career. I believe
that the majority of successful men are of
this type, and that few ever succeed in
making money who have no higher purpose
than gain.—Success.

In the multitude of counsellors there' Is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Cliaracteri§tic$of the Ideal Bee.

Query 84.—What are the characteristics to

be lookt tor In the ideal bee—1, as regards
honey-gathering; 2, proUflcness; 3, color; 4,

disposition; 5. size; 6, swarming propensi-
ties; 7, hardiness; 8, any other desirable
qualities ?—Iowa

Emerson T. Abbott—I am not posted
on " ideal bees."

E. Prance—There is more difference in
location thau there is In bees.

D. W. Heise—Too much for a young-
ster. Let the veterans answer this.

A. P. Brown—You have named them
all. ProUflcness and honey-gathering
are the most desirable.

G. M. Doolittle—The ideal bee will

never be obtained. The practical bee is

here already In the shape of the Italian.

W. G. Larrabee—The ideal bee for me
Is the one that will produce the most
and best honey with the least labor for
the bee-keeper.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. Only one answer to
this—a good, industrious worker. 2. But
one answer to this—if you do not have
the bees you do not get the honey. 3.
Like what is called the leather-colored
Italian best. 4. Quiet to handle. 5.
Large. 6. I do not believe the swarm-

Sweet I Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

SB) lOB) 251) 508)
SweetClover 60 $1.00 12.25 14.00
Alslke Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaOlover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEOBOE W. YOBE & CO.,
118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODHDATIOI
A Haa No Sag In Brood-Frame*

mt^ ThiB Plat-Kottom FoimdatioD
I lu^f Has So Fisbbone io tbe Sarplas Hone;.

UNION

BelnK the oleaneit la asnallr worked
tbe qaiokest of any Fonndatlon made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
Sole Mannfaotorer,

Sprout Brook MontKomery Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing,

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-ofT, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold 01 Trial. Catalo^e Free.

SENEGA FALLS ITIFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

Wbolesale
and Retail.

nrr I^CCDCDC I Let me send you my 64-
ULL-NLLr LnO page Catalog for 18»8

J. in. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing;

Buy Your Sections Now
while we offer them at a LARGE
DISCOUNT, having added to our
plant one of the most complete one-
piece section machines, enabling us
to turn out the most beautiful sec-
tions on the market. By sending us
a list of Supplies wanted we can
save you t $ $. R. H. SCHMIDT
& CO., Box 187, Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax iCfnfsB A
Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write tor Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BEES^VAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGi;STA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal "when "writing,

HONEY«»
If you want Colorado Alfalfa, SweetClover

and Cleome honey —comb or extracted—corre-

spond with the Secretary of the Colorado
State Bee-Keepers' Association. Our Honey
ranks high In quality. Car lots a specialty.

Address F. RAUCHFCSS, Elyrla, Colo.
31Atf Please mention the Bee Journal,

ing disposition belongs to a particular
race. The better the honey-flow the
more they swarm. 7. To be sure, we
want hardiness.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. Greatest possible.
2. Possibly not the greatest. 3. Yellow.
4. Gentle. 5. Perhaps present size. 6.
None. 7. Very hardy.

Mrs. L. Harrison—Yes; that of cling-
ing to the combs, and of being able to
defend themselves against their enemies,
whether pilfering boys, bees, or moths.

Dr. A. B. Mason—Not worth whlle~to
take time and room to answer most of
these questions. 3, Leather-colored
Italians have been the most satisfactory
with me.

C. H. DIbbern—It seems to me that
you have answered your own question.
All these traits are desirable, but the
main thing Is to get a bee that will "just
roll In the honey."

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—This question
can be answered by applying the adjec-
tives: 1. "Great." 2. "Great." 3,
"Good." 4. "Gentle." 5. "Good." 6,
Prefix "Non." 7. "Great." 8. Al-
ready summed up.

R. C. Alkin— 1. Indu3try7^2."The
most prolific. 8. Bright desirable, 4,
Mild tempered. 5. Quality before size.

6. Non-swarming desirable, but very
improbable except in limited degree. 7.
The answer Is patent to all. 8. Your
questions are too big for proper answer-
ing here.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1. Long tongue and
energy. 2. Great breeders In time of
harvest, and before. 3. Immaterial,
tho color of Italian is good, as it is con-
venient. 4. Gentle, tho not so impor-
tant. 5. Present average. 6. Moderate.
7. Good resistance. 8. Vigor and pro-
Uflcness the great desideratum.

G. W. Demareee—Is there an " Ideal
bee " flxt in the minds of a considerable
number of persons ? How many would
agree on the bee of the future, If a gWen
number of bee-men had the power to

legislate her Into a " bee-lng." I have
tried all the varieties of bees brought to
notice, and I have found nothing I pre-
fer to the carefully selected Italian.

R. L. Taylor—Well, well ! Of course
the ideal bee must be a good honey-gath-
erer, proliflc at the right time, of good
size and hardy. Color Is Immaterial, but
in disposition she must be controllable,

and she must not be given too much to
swarming ; aud above and beyond all

she must have a tongue long enough to

reach the bottom particle of honey in red
clover bloom.

O. 0. Poppleton— 1, 2 and 3. Answers
to these questions depend much on
locality. In Iowa, the habits of the
pure Italians, as regards breeding,
honey-storing, etc., are much the best.

In Cuba, and here in South Florida,
high-grade hybrids do the best. An
article would be required to cover these
points. I prefer not trying to answer
the other questions.

J. E. Pond— 1. Early and late work,
near enough to hive to give ample re-

sults. 2. A long article on queens is

needed to answer understandlngly. 3,

Color Is of no Importance. 4. As sting-

less bees are desirable, the best dlsposl-

tioned are desirable. 5. Bees are so

nearly alike In size that but little can be
done in that direction. 6. For myself,
I should not wish to see the non-swarm-
Ing variety. 7. Most of the varieties
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are hardy enough ? 8. I have found the
Italian, as a whole, to fill the bill better
than any other variety, race or cross.

E. S. Lovesy— 1 and 2. I select mainly
for the first two qualifications. 3. The
leather-color with me comes the nearest
to the above requirements. 4, 5 and 7.

Again the leather color suits me the
best. 6. I run my bees by division in a
way so that I am not troubled by any
swarming propensities.

Eugene Secor—The ideal bee must be
able to gather more honey from the same
field than the present one, and if she
does that I don't care whether she be
black or yellow, large as a bumble-bee
or small as house-fly. If she does what
is required of her, of course she'll be
hardy and prolific. She'll not swarm
herself into poverty, or forget her
proper functions.

J. A. Green—The ability to gather a
large amount of honey, and if comb
honey is the object, to store it in salable

form, are by far the most important.
I would place disposition next. After
that, I would want bees that did not
make swarming their chief aim. Hardi-
ness and prolificness are very desirable.

Color and size have little value in them-
selves, tho the former is of considerable
use to the' breeder.

Rev. M. Mahin— 1. "Nothing suc-

ceeds like success." The ideal bee should
be a successful honey-gatherer. '1. The
ideal bee should be prolific, but prolific-

ness can be excessive. 3. I like a bright

golden color, if other good qualities are
present. 4. Gentleness is a very desir-

able quality. 5. Size is a matter of lit-

tle importance. Some colonies of small
bees store more honey than some large

ones. 6. The ideal bee does not swarm
excessively. 7. This question answers
itsel.

P. H. Elwood—I prefer to breed from
those colonies producing year after year
the largest quantities of good quality

honey. The prolificness, color, size,

swarming propensity and hardiness, suit

me if the first qualification is all right.

If not hardy they will not be strong
enough to gather a large quantity of

honey. The swarming propensity can
be controlled. The disposition of such
bees, as a rule, is no worse than the
average. Extra-cross colonies can be
blotted out.

S. T. Pettit— 1. Generally one that

does its best, but in the fall quits en-

tirely when it cannot gather enough to

meet current expenses. 2. I want a

good layer, that knows enough to quit

in the fall when there is not enough
honey coming in to meet present de-

mands. 3. The color that she happens
to have when the good qualities are well

developt. 4. To keep very quiet in win-

ter, to fight moth-millers, to guard
against robbers, to keep self-possest and
quiet while under manipulation. 5. The
Italian is, in my opinion, the ideal size

for this country, except the length of its

tongue. 6. The ideal bee will not swarm
except under great pressure. 7. Most
of our bees are hardy enough if handled
rightly. Temperament helps. 8. A bee
with a longer tongue—long enough so

as to gather red clover honey.

Don't fail to mention the Bee Journal

when writing advertisers.

Contention I^'otices.

Connecticut.—The fall meeting of the
Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at the Capitol at Hartford, Wednesday,
Nov. 2, 1898. commencing at 10:30 a. m.
Bvery member sbould make an extra effort to
be present at this meeting.
Waterbury.Conn. Mrs. W. E. Biley, Sec.

Colorado.—The Colorado State Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will hold their next annual
convention probably some time in November,
the exact date given later.

R. C. AiKiN, Pres., Loveland, Colo.
F, Eauchfuss, SecElyrla, Colo.

Ontario.—The annual meeting of the On-
tario Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
in Guelph. Dec. 6, 7 and 8, 1898. Owing to
the Guelph Fat Stock Show, the Guelph Poul-
try and Pet Stock Show, and the Experimen-
tal Union meeting on the same dates, there
will be a large meeting of bee-keepers, and
each association will be a help to the other, as
many are interested in all the different meet-
ings. All are cordially invited to attend the
meetings. W. Couse. Sec.
Streetsville, Ont.

Illinois.-The Illinois State Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its 8th annual meeting
at the State House in Springfield, Nov. 16 and
17. 1898. We will have the advantage of one
fare and a third for the round trip—open rate
—along with the Odd Fellows, whose meeting
is the third Tuesday of November. Our Asso-
ciation has been petitioned by the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association to take the
proper steps to secure the same foul brood
law for our State as that of Wisconsin. Other
matters of importance will come before the
meeting, and we expect to have the usual
good time that bee-keepers always have when
they get together. Excellent board is secured
at 25 cents per meal, and lodgings just as rea-
sonable. All bee-keepers are invited. The
one dollar for membership fee also entitles
you to the American Bee Journal for one year.
Bradfordton, 111. jAs. A. Stone, Sec.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a special offer on booklets on Bees,
Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of ts
cents we will mall any B of the list below;
and tor $1.25 we will mail the whole
dozen
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2

.

Poultry for M arket and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Poultry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Caponlzing 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foots. . 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 26c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c
Geo.W. York & Co.. 118 Mich. St.. Chicago.Ill.

AGreai Mistake
it ^vtmld be to jiurchase an Incu-

bator or Brooder without lirst

^retting: a copy of our 148-page
catalogTie. It costs 6c. but is

-^ ^ worth a dollar to you for the

I fj.-^ poultry inforuiation it contains,
'

) say nothing of the pointers it

ives you. Send for it at once.

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 78. Des Moines, la.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
It you are intereiited In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ot ^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder iind
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - ChicagCo
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

you would like lo see a picture and description of the finest
honey-plant in the world, get the Bee-Keepers Review for July
and September.

you would liketo know where to find the best honey-location, to
see it described with pen and picture, read the September Review

you are interested in knowing the methodsof our best queen-
breeders, and would enjoy seeing some fine engravings upon the
sub,iectof queen rearing, oneot them a double-page picture, get
the Review for August.

you would like to learn how to so group and arrange your hives
that they will occupy but little space, and yet give to each hive
a distinctive location, see the article and diagram on this sub-
ject in the August Review.

you are Interested in knowing what is going on among bee-keep-
ers across the ocean, read " Notes from Foreign Bee-journals,"
in the Bee-keepers' Review.

you wish to see pointed out the errors and fallacious ideas that
creep into current aplcultural literature, get tho Review and
note the courage and ability with which Mr. R. L. Taylor con-
ducts the Department of Criticism.

you wish a bright, clean, clear-cut. sprightly, beautiful, illus-

trated, go a-head, upto-diite. really helpful, useful bee-journal,
subscribe for the Bee-keepers' Review.

you arenot now asubscriber.send meJl.OO.andl will send you
12 back numbers, the Review from the time your subscription
is received to the end of 1898, and then for all of 1899, The
sooner you subscribe the more you get.

W. Z. HUTCHINSOlSr, Flint, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Cash Paid for Beeswax ....

This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are paying 25 cents a
pound — CASH — upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money

PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORG-E "W. YORK & CO.,
11§ micliigan SIreel, CHICAGO, ILL,.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BT

Geor£:e W. York & Co.,
Chicaeo, lUs.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
Tor Pleasnre and Prottt. by Thoiiias G. Newman.

—

This edition has been largely rewritten, thorouf^hly
revised, and Is ** fully up with the times "' in all the
toprovements and InveiitUuia in this rapldly-devel-
OplDg pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
©verythliiK that can aid In the successful mannKe-
ment of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the most honey In an attractive condition. It con*
tains 250 patjes, and 245 Illustrations—Is beautifully
printed tn the hltrhest style of the art, and bound
Id cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.U(J.

liangrstroth on the Koney-Bee« revised by
Dadant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re-wrltten, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound Id cloth.

Price, postpaid, 81.25,

Bee-K.ecpers* Onldet or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J.Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is nut only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but Is

interesting and thoroughly practical and sclentlflc.
It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4(J0 pages ; bound In cloth and
lUlly Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. $1.25.

Sclentlflc Qiieen-Kearing:, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of t^>ueen-Bee8 are reared In perfect
9,ccord with Nature's way. 17t5 pages, bound In
iflloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopjedla of JOO pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con*
fcalns 8U0 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
descrlpthjn of his book. lie Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-K-eeplnsr, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
*—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-cutture. It has 350 pages; bcand
•in paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultar, by Thomas G. Newrian.—
This Is a German translation of the prlnclpe' por-
tion of the book called Bkes of Honey, 10 J page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Bieuenzncbt und Honis^gewiniiung:,
nach der neuesten methode {German) by J. F.
Eggers. This book gives the latest, most ap-
proved methods of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive styie.with illustrations to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c.

Bee-KeepiiiK for Beginners, by Dr. J.
P. H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes of
management in order to secure the most profit. 110
pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.-Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p . ;lUustraied. 25c.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers. ,

^

Thorans G. Newmun.— It contains the parllamen-
tory law and rules of ortler fur Boe-Conventlons—
^.Ifio Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
llscusslon, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

PracUoal Hint8 to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. MUTH. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Apiary Register, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. 11.00; for 100 colonies, $1.25,

Preparation of Honey for the Afarket,
'ncludlug the production and care of comb ami
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees ANr
/^ONEY- Price, 10 cents.

Bee-Pasturage a Necessity.—ThiB book sng
^ests what and how to plan. U Is a chapter fronr
Sees ani> Honev. Price. 10 cents.

Dr. Howard^s Book on Foul Brood*
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 2^ cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keepinjr. by G,
K. Pierce. Result of 25 years' eacperience. 30 eta.

Fonl Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.-ItB Canse and Prevention. Price, lo cts

Fonl Brood, by A. R. Kobnke.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
HlntB about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Honey as Food Is a neat little 24-page
piimphlet especially gotten up with a view to creat-
ing a demand lor honey among should-be consum-
ers. The forepart of the pamphlet was written by
Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general informa-
tion concerning honey. The latter part consists of
reripes lor use in cooking and as a medicine. It
will be Iniiiul tti be a very etiective helper in work-
ing up ii hniiii' market lor" honey. We furnish them,
powtpiiiil, «t these prices : A sample iw a stamp; 25
copies lor 30 cents: ;jO lor 50 cents; lOU for 9U cents;
2511 tor $2.00; 500 fur $3.50. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page,
when ordering lOU or more copies at these prices.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.-—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 40 cts. No. 2
in fine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate elate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Fonr Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, lat. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orctnard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details bis management of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 26 cts.

liUmber and IjOg-Book« — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c,

ITIaple Sug:ar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay. etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponiziug, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.-Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Onr Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
rotlt. by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Kaislng.Protl

64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural liife.— Bees, Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Book ClubblDg Offers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If morebooke
are wanted, eee postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this page.
FoUowlngls the clubblng-llst:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 12.00
2. A B O of Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey (Cloth bound] 1.65
6. DooUttle's Sclentlflc Queen-Kearlng. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1,10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper tound] 1.75
13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hacd-Book 1,15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Lite 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.26
26. Commercial Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1,20
35. SUo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Beo-Keoping 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) > . 2.00

BDHEY and BEESWAX
inARKCX QUOTAXIOr«S.

Cliicapo, Oct. 18.—Fancy grades of white
comb honey sell freely at 13c, with good
grades from 11 to 12V4o, according to finish;
ambers bring 8 to 10c, with dark, mixt and
unclean, 7 to 8c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c;
ambers, 5 to 6c; buckwheat, 5c. Beeswax, 26
to 27c.
The market is active and nearly all consign-

ments are sold soon after arrival.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

San Francisco. Oct. 12.—White comb. 9>i
to 10>4c; amber, 7^4 to 9c. Extracted, white,
63ito7Mc.; light amber, 6 to 6^4 c. Beeswax,
24@27c
Stocks and offerings continue of very light

volume, both of comb and extracted, and the
market is showing firmness. Some comb of
very superior quality has been lately landed
on the market. Water white extracted is
scarce.

St. Iionis, Sept. 9. — Fancy white comb,
12 to 12!4c.; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie; No. 1
white. 9 to lOo. ; dark and partlally-fllled from
5 to 8c, as to quality. Extracted in cases. No
1 white, 6 to 6>4c; No. 2, 5V4c; amber, 5c; In
barrels. No. 1 white, 5!4c; amber, 4!4 to oo;
dark, 4 to4>4c. Choice Beeswax, prime, 24c;
choice, 2'! He. At present there Is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Oo.

Kansas City, Sept. 9.—Fancy white comb,
12013c; No. 1, ll(ai2c; amber, 10(^110. Ex-
tracted, white, 5K®6c; amber, 5(3l5>4c; dark,
4!4(a5c. Beeswax, 22(a25c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

O. O. Olemons & Co.

Boston, Sept. 30.— Our honey market
shows a decided firmer tone since our last. A
few sales have been made at 15c for an extra
fancy lot, while almost all sales ranging from
A No. 1 to fancy now are made at 14c, while
occasionally, something a little off. will bring
as low as 12^ to 13c. We do not look to see
any lower prices.
Extracted. Florida, in barrels, mostly 6c to

7c, with a good demand. Beeswax, slow sale
at 26c for best. Bi/Ake. Scott & Lee.

Indianapolis, Oct. 3.—Fancy white comb
honey, 12 to 12i.4c; No. 1. 10 to lie. Demand
fairly good. Tarcolored comb honey, 8 to 9c,
with almost no demand. Clover and basswood
extracted honey, 6>4to7c Beeswax. 25 to 27c,

Walter S. Pouder,

Ullwaukee, Oct, 18.—Fancy 1 pounds, 12!4
to 13c ; A No. 1, 12 to \2V,c; No. 1, 11 to 12c;
No, 2, 10 to 10 !4; mixt, amber and dark, 8 to
9c. Extracted, white. In barrels, kegs and
palls, 6S4 to7c; dark, 5 to oMc. Beeswax, 26
to 27c.
This market is In good condition tor the best

grades of honey, either comb or extracted,
"The receipts of the new crop are very fair,
and some of very nice quality. The demand
has been and continues to be very good, and
values are Brm on fancy grades and straight,
uniform packing. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, Oct. 20.—This market is much im-
proved in demand on all grades. Strictly
fancy 1-pound comb, l.'i to 14c; No. 1, 11 to
12c; dark, etc., 7 to 9c. Fancy extracted. 5 to
6c; dark. 4 to

4

%c. Fancy beeswax, 27 to 28c;
poor, etc., 20 to 25c. Battebson & Co.

Columbus, O., Oct. 18.—Receipts of comb
honey are still very light and market Is firm.
Fancy white, 14 to 15c; No. 1, 1254 to 13c; No.
2. 10 to 12c; amber, 9 to lie.

Columbus Com. and Stobaqe Co,

New York, Oct. 22.—Receipts of comb
honey are large, and there is quite a stock
now on the market, w bile white Is In good
demand, buckwheat and mixt seem to be
somewhat neglected, and <iuotatlou prices
have to be shaded in order to sell In quantity
lots: We quote:
Fancy white, 13 to 14c; No. 1 white. II to

12c; amber. 10c; mixt and buckwheat. 8 to 9c.
Stocksot extracted are light of all kinds. De-
mand Is good at following prices: White, 6
to6Hc; jitnber, 5Hc; dark, oc. Southern, in
half barrels and barrels at from 55e to 60c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26e.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoef.ken.

Detroit, Oct. 20.—Honey In better demand
and better prices as follows: Fancy white,
13(^14c; No. 1. 12@l3c; fancy dark and am-
ber, 10(31 Ic. Extracted, white. 0@7c; dark. 5
@5!4c. Beeswax, 25(826c. M. H. Hunt.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Now Allowea on Orders.

If yon want

Sjiipping Cases, Cratesi

Extractors,
Or anytblDg else, write to as. Catalog

Free. Sample Copy

JEoaerlaan See ^ Keeper,
(Monthly, 50c a year) free. Address,

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPAM
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Apiarian Supplies

!

Wholesale and Ketall.

A FULL LINE KEPT IN STOCK
Very Low Prices.

Write tor an estimate on what you want.

I. J. STRINGHAm,
105 Park Place, - NEW YORK.

I Wood Binder
will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mall for
30 cents. Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
Inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-
ence in book form.
By paying for a year's sub-

scription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS,

CiEO. W. YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago, III.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytbing used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

1 dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mannfactnring Co.,

BVDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.35 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
for bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

laberal Discoonts to the Trade.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation. ^^,Year

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because IIV 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

88

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beaiity«

Parity, Firmness, JVo Sag:-
sins. rWo Lioss.

PAXEIVT VTEEU PROCESS
SHEEXII^«i.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Poun.,- .^u and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.26, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Mauufactnred Stoek ! Quick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES.
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber Is used.

US'" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Llst FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltlnjf.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Tbe Fence and Plain Sections,

Weed New Process Fonnilation.

Cowan Extractors.

Our / Porter Bee-Escapes-tlie best made,

Specialties; i
Dovetailed Hifes-Willi Danz. Patented Cover and Bottom.

Daizenliater Hives,

No-Drin SMnpins-Cases,

GleaninEs in Bee-Cnltnre. Illustrated, Semi-MontMy.

Catalog of Ooods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a postal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancbcOfflces

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, III.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Loose or Tight Bottom-Boards—The Union.

BV W. M. WHITNEY.

I have read Mr. C. P. Dadaot's contribution on page 645,
on the subject of tight and loose bottom-boards, purporting to

be a criticism of something attributed to me in an item on
page ofJ:. While I would not presume to offer instruction or

advice to any bee-keeper having the knowledge and experi-

ence which is well known to every novice in the business, who
reads at all, that Mr. Dadant po-sesses, yet his article is based
upon an assumption so far removed from the actual facts,

that I feel constrained to defend myself by way of an expla-
nation.

I made no issue between loose and tight bottom-boards,

latlon in forming ray judgment respecting the hive, entirely

independent of the matter of construction of the bottom-
board. Were it left to me to choo.-e, and were it practicable

to make a double-walled hive thus, it might be that a loose

bottom would be selected, mainly because the hive, as Mr.
Dadant suggests, might be more readily cleared of dead bees,

as well as of any foreign matter; yet, there has not been
the least difSi^ulty during the four years of my bee-experience
in cleaning my hives, without the trouble of transferring.

My hives are double-walled to the top of the brood-cham-
ber, having the air-space filled with some light, dry, porous
substance, and having the second story single wall of thin

stuff, and protected by a gable cover having plenty of air-

space. They are not more cumbersome to handle than the
two-story Langstroth ; in fact, I find no difficulty in handling
them during swarming-time. Queens being all dipt, when a
swarm emerges, the parent hive is removed on a sled, and an
empty one placed on the old stand.

Several of my hives stand in the sun, without a particle of

protection from its rays, and while these colonies are among
the strongest in the apiary, there has been scarcely a day
during the heat of the summer that they have shown the least

uneasiness because of the beat, or manifested a desire to hang

Exliildlti itj E. Kixtcliiiicr und Lin CiimUy, Ncbr., in the Aitimy Ijniuutcj at tlic Oiutihit K.HJuaUiuu.

but simply stated that the methods of ventilation described
were not applicable to the hives I use ; and that for out-of-

door wintering and for manipulation, as I have learned to do,

I preferred them to any other with which I have become ac-

quainted. There are other factors that enter Into the calcu-

out; which condition, I believe. Is due to the fact that the In-

side hive-body is protected from the heat of the sun by the

outer wall, and a circulation is kept up by ventilators in the
gable of the covers.

In regard to removing frames from the brood-chamber, re-
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ferrcd to by Mr. Dadant, I have to say that I am using,

largely, thick top-bar frames, which are spaced quite closely

in early spring— not more than a flush 1 ^4 inches—and the
removal of one frame in a 10-frame hive adds 1% inch space
to be distributed among the remaining frames, which makes
simply a wide bee-space, but will not cause the bees to thicken
the comb, as I said in my former statement, providing they
have a prolific queen, and there is surplus room given in the
story above if needed. At least this is my experience.

This, and a chaff hive, are used almost exclusively in

northern Ohio for out-of-door wintering, and are universally
liked. Mine are the only hives of the kind in this locality,

and while the season has been an extremely unfavorable one

—

one of the poorest known in this part of Illinois—my bees
have not only most bountifully supplied themselves with win-
ter stores, but have given me nearly 700 pounds of surplus,
about equally divided between extracted and comb honey,
while a neighbor, about 80 rods from me, theoretically "way
up " In bee-keeping, with more colonies than I have, but in

another kind of hive, has secured less than 30 pounds of sur-

plus. But he does not take the " old reliable" American Bee
Journal.

But it matters not what kind of hive one uses: as I said

before, the time and manner of manipulation has a wonderful
effect upon results, and no person should attempt to keep bees
who is walking about asleep.

UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPEKS' UNION—A SUGGESTION.

One other matter, which perhaps may seem presumptuous
In me to refer to, as I am not a member of the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union is, What is the surest method of

Increasing its membership ? It has occurred to me that, if all

county associations were made branches of the United States
Union, and were governed by Its constitution, contributing to

its maintenance by the payment of dues or assessments, and
were represented at Its conventions by delegates, as many
other organizations are conducted and supported, it would
soon become a wonderful power for good to the beekeepers
of the United States. This is simply a suggestion, perhaps
impracticable. Kankakee Co., 111.

Introducing Virgin Queens to Nuclei.

On page 632, a Jamaica bee-keeper suggested that queen-

breeders be requested to answer this question in the American
Bee Journal

:

"With what method of Introducing virgin queens to

nuclei are you the most successful ? Also give the age of the
queens."

The following responses have been received up to this

time

:

In reply to the question for queen-breeders, I will say this
is about as good a plan as I have ever tried :

I have my queens hatcht in the West spiral cage. When
the queet has been hatcht from one to ] dajs, I roll in a
piece of tissue or other paper sufficient " Good " candy to fill

about one inch of the cage, and place the cage in the hive in

such a way that the candy can't fall on the queen when
nearly eaten out. By this plan the nucleus has been queen-
less 3 days or more. With this plan I have been very suc-
cessful.

I might succeed better with the tobacco plan, but In the
hand of a novice there would be danger of robbing ; and then,
I don't use tobacco, and of course don't allow my bees to in-

dulge. W. J. FOBEHAND.
Lowndes Co., Ark.

I have been very successful in introducing virgin queens
to nuclei as follows : I use the introducicg-caee, consisting
of a wire cage ?8X%s33< inches, and a tin cap % of an inch
long that just fiis Inside the open end of the cage. This cap
has a ?-4-inch hole in the bottom, and is filled with candy that
will take the bees about two days to eat out, when the queen
will be liberated. The nucleus should be queenless at least a
day before the virgin queen Is caged, and If many days de-
stroy the cells.

This method differs only from Introducing laying queens
in having the nucleus queenless a day or two while the laying
queens are caged, as soon as the undesirable queen Is removed.

I have used this cage successfully since 1883, and have
introduced hundreds of virgin queens with little loss. I have
no trouble introducing a queen a week old, but prefer one
from 24 to 48 hours old. James F. Wood.

Worcester Co., Mass.

I will here outline the method, or several methods, which
I have used quite successfully during the past season, for In-

troducing virgin queens. It Is not possible to give In a nut-
shell all the little kinks and hooks that are necessary to the
best of success, but these will soon be acquired by the practi-

cal apiarist.

One method with which I have been especially pleased is

Dr. Miller's " pulled queen method," as I call it. During the
past season I have introduced somewhere around five or six

hundred pulled queens, and have lost but very few when cer-

tain rules were observed. The rules are these :

The queens are not to be more than a few hours old, ani
the nucleus must be at least three days queenless. At all

times, and when honey is not coming In very briskly, the
nucleus should be queenless one or two days more, or the
queen Is liable to be balled as she grows older. It is a fact,

the bees will accept one of these pulled queens when they
have been queenless but a few hours, but the idea is not only
to have them accept the queen, but to have the queen become
a laying one. My experience says when the queen Is given to
the bees too soon they will invariably ball and kill her after
the first two or three days.

For Introducing virgin queens not more than three or four
days old, I follow the same rules as for a laying queen. A
colony that will accept a laying queen will accept a young
virgin. To Introduce a virgin 5 or 10 days old is quite
another thing, and, to prove this for yourself, take a pulled
queen and one of these oldish virgins and place them on the
same comb at the same time, and you will find that the bees
will promptly attack the older queen while the pulled queen
will receive no attention whatever. To get the above results

use bees which have been queenless for but three days.

To introduce these oldish virgin queens, I usually wait
until the bees have capt queen-cells, then run a queen right
in at the top of the hive. It is a good idea to roll her In honey
first. Tills work should he done in the evening, towards sundown.

Another plan for Introducing these queens is to wait until

the nucleus is queenless for three or four days, and then pro-
ceed to introduce as you would a laying queen to a colony
that has been queenless for a few hours, or whose queen has
been just removed.

All the above directions are for colonies or nuclei in a nor-
mal condition, except that they are queenless, of course.

Huron Co., Ohio. H. G. Quirin.

UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Annual Convention Held at
Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DR. A. B. MASON, SEC.

LContlnued Irom page 675.1

FIRST DAY—Evening Session.

The evening session was called to order by Pres. York,
and opened with the singing of the " Bee Keepers' Reunion
Song."

Pres. York—The first paper is one by Mr. E. R. Root, of
Ohio, on

Recent Progress in Apicuilurc.

E. R. Root—I have no regularly prepared paper. Not
having had the time to prepare one, I thought I would simply
give you some of my old rehash. I want to say in this con-
nection that I was in hopes I should not be put on the pro-
gram for any paper. I was rather of the opinion that a pub-
lisher should not come before the convention to discuss a sub-
ject. We want to have an opportunity of hearing from those
who do not so often have the opportunity of being heard from.

At the meeting held in Lincoln, Nebr., I had a subject
very similar to this; but I suppose Dr. Mason thought that
the times had changed so much that we could discuss the same
subject again.
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THE PLAIN SECTION AND FENCE.

Some of you know what we have been doing in reference
to plain sections. I wish to explain what the plain section is :

It Is simply a section which has the sides made of the same
width throughout; in other words, it is a section without bee-
ways. We called it the " no-bee-way " section for a time. I

saw those sections in use In New Yorlj State a year or so ago,
when I was through it. They were getting more money for

honey in those sections, and those who were using them were
very enthusiastic concerning them.

In order to make the use of these sections practicable, we
have put something In to tal<e the place of the bee-ways. If

separators are used, then the separators have to have cleats

upon them. I have a section here that I have tried to make
into the form of a plain section, and you can see that it is

perfectly straight around the edges, with no bee-ways. I

have here a fence to illustrate what I mean by the separator
having cleats upon It. The fence is made something after
this nature, with cleats on both sides 2/12 inch thick, or it

may be ^s Inch thick. We put cleats on each side. That is

supposed to be made up of slats placed about 3/16 Inch
apart. A series of these sections set down In the case, and
then one of these fences, with cleats running down on either

Ernest R. Root.

side, Is put in. The sides of the section come opposite the
cleats on the separator. If you nail a piece of wood on either
side you make a perfectly tight box of it.

In this way we get rid of about 25 percent of the wood In

the sections—making the separator that is a little more ex-
pensive, and putting the cleat on the separator. We have
overcome the difficulty of having such a large case. We save
about 25 percent of the room in the shipping-case ; yet the
sections hold as much honey as they did before. We also
have the honey closer to the face of the box. When the honey
is put In, the capping appears almost even with the box, and
the section itself seems to be fuller.

I found in New York State that these sections would sell

better. This year we happened to send to acominission house
In Columbus about 1,500 pounds of comb honey, and in that
was a case of the plain sections. We thought nothing about
it until we got a letter from them saying that they had that
case of sections, and had taken it around to their customers,
supposing they were all the same, had taken a great many
orders, and that they were very much disappointed when they
found they were not all alike ; that they would like to get a
thousand eases of plain sections, as they would sell more
readily. You understand that they did not know anything
about the plain sections ; It was simply that they were better
looking, and they wanted a thousand cases of them. That is

one of the recent developments that came up for this year.
The advantages are that there Is less wood and less weight in
the shipping-case ; the surplus wood is put on the separator
itself.

Dr. Miller—Was that case of plain sections yon speak of,

square or oblong sections?
E. R. Root—Square. If It had been sent with oblong sec-

tions we would not have known whether the advantage was
in the shape or in the style of the section. It must have been
the appearance of the section itself that made the difference.
Mr. S. T. Pettit, of Canada, has something similar, and he
finds that with this freer communication he gets better-filled

sections. The object Is to get the sections filled on the outside
row—to get them as well filled as those on the inside row of
the super. With the fence we attempt to accomplish that,
and I think the honey is going to be whiter, too. I shall show
in the next number of our journal a photograph showing the
honey in the ordinary plain section and also In the old style
section, and you will note that that in the plain section is a
good deal whiter.

Mr. Stilson—In regard to the shipment of those sections
built on that style, is it necessary to put in a fence between
the rows of sections in shipping?

E. R. Root—No, sir ; we have had thousands of pounds
shipt without anything between them whatever.

Mr. Stilson—About two weeks ago I saw a shipment of

2,000 pounds of honey, and about half of it was ruine(^ by
being shipt in that manner. When the cases were handled It

broke the capping and ruined nearly the whole shipment.
E. R. Root—Was that in plain sections?
Mr. Stilson—Yes, sir.

E. R. Root— I have not found any cases where there was
that trouble. The thickness of the cleats has quite a good
deal to do with It. There is a possibllitv that it might in some
instances do that. Did they put fences In the shipping-cases ?

Mr. Stilson—No, sir; there was no separation whatever;
it.was just put In close together, and it masht down. It was
just simply one mess of mush.

E. R. Root—I have been watching for things of that kind,
but haven't found anything yet. If there is more than 2/12
loch of thickness, then I think there Is almost sure to be the
trouble you speak of.

Mr. Masters—Are the cases filled full of those sections ?

E. R. Root— Yes, sir.

Mr. Masters—How do you get hold of the sections to get
them out?

E. R. Root—Usually shipping-cases are made so that
there is a "follower" in them at the back of the case. The
cases are made so as to take several different sizes of sections.
If there Is any space left In the case It is taken up by means
of the follower. Back of that, If there Is any space, pieces of
newspaper may be folded and placed to fill the space and act
as a sort of cushion. The newspaper is rolled up and put
down behind the follower In the shipping-case. That protects
the honey from getting jammed.

Dr. Miller—Do you consider it necessary to have separa-
tors in shipping-cases ?

E. R. Root—No. We thought at one time it was neces-
sary ; but now I do not think It is. They can be put in or
not, as one sees fit.

Mr. Stilson— Have you ever used the plain sections with a
fence or separator, shut tight both top and bottom, and a hole
in the bottom of the section for the bees to enter ?

E. R. Root—I never have ; no, sir.

Mr. Stilson— I saw some a little while ago. It was a sur-
prise to me, the manner In which they were filled. I had
never seen them used until this year. They were filled clear
down to the bottom, and every corner was filled all the way
through. The auger-hole was filled and capt clear down.

Mr. Stilson exhibited some of the sections filled with
honey, which showed the conditions he spoke of.

E R Root—Speaking ab3ut getting the sections full—the
claim was made earlier in the season that the plain sections
would be filled out better than the ordinary. So far as I have
seen they are. I am inclined to think that the greatest point
in that Is to get the sheets of foundation large enough. It Is

very necessary to have the starters go clear across. I am told
by Mr. Danzenbaker that that is the reason he gets his sec-
tions filled out so nicely. I have also been consulting with
quite a number of others, and I find that the matter of having
the foundation go clear out to the sides of the section does
away with pop-holes.

Dr. Miller—Mr. Danzenbaker Insists it Is better not to
have the foundation go clear to the bottom.

E. R. Root—I meant to say that the foundation does not
go clear to the bottom, but clear to the sides.

Dr. Miller—Will you please tell us what you use where
Mr. Pettit has his divider ?

E. R. Root—We have a fence.
Dr. Miller—And of course you have a wedge In there.
E. R. Root—Yes, sir.
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Mr. Masters—With a 1/6-lnch bee-space ?

E. R. Root—Tbe wedge increases it, so it malies very
nearly \i inch.

Dr. Miiler—Is it not possible to have both sides wedged?
E. R. Root— It would be possible, perhaps; only In the

ordinary S-frame hive there is not enough room for the rows
of sections and the fences. The wedges are about as thin as

they can be now.
Dr. Miller—Mr. Pettlt's idea is to have the outside filled

with bees. There Is another point that just came to me that
may be of some advantage—that point Is this : With this ex-

tra number of bees, if Mr. Aspinwall's idea is correct, that
swarming may be prevented, there may be soma advantage in

having tbe extra bees on the outside.

E. R Root—The idea was to get the outside rows as nicely

filled as the center. He does It by having a great number of

bees on the outside.

Dr. Miller—Another advantage that I happened to learn
is that of putting the wedges in along with the fence. I do
not Isnow yet whether I like the fences, but I do like that one
point, that the wedge can be more easily put in with the
fence than it can with the plain follower, and very much
more easily pulled out.

THE DEEP CELL OR DRAWN FOUNDATION.

E. R. Root— I have here In my hand a piece of what we
call drawn foundation. The base of natural comb Is 3 1000
of an inch thick. We have got this down now so that it Is

pretty near the same thing. It is a very expensive article to

make; it has to be made very slowly. The sample that we
made last season had flat bases—flat bottoms, like the ordi-

nary flat-bottomed foundation, but we found that the bees
would take it, and in their effort to make the base natural
would plug In a lot of wax In the corners. They would thicken
the foundation and make it heavy. Sometimes in the rush of

the season they would not do it. Then Mr. Weed went to

work and made the bases natural, and that seemed to elimi-

nate the trouble. Some seasons the bees will enter that imme-
diately and draw it out Into comb and fill it; and other sea-

sons they will take the ordinary foundation as quickly as they
will this.

Dr. Miller—In what seasons do they make the discrimi-
nation ?

E. R. Root— If the honey-flow was coming In rapidly they
would take the ordinary foundation as readily as they would
this. If the honey was coming in slowly they would take the
drawn foundation in preference.

The third stage that Mr. Weed Is working on now is some-
thing In the nature of a cross between drawn foundation and
common foundation. His idea is to make the foundation as
thin as the bees make it, 3/1000-inch thick. That Is about
the thickness of the ordinary bee-journal paper. We want to

approach that thickness as nearly as possible, because we
learn that the bees very rarely thin the base of the founda-
tion. Whatever surplus wax you put in there goes for naught.
If the foundation can be made as thin as the bees make It, we
have accomplisht considerable. [Mr. Root then exhibited
specimens of the foundation referred to.] The walls are made
in this way to stiffen the foundation, and also to give the bees
a surplus of wax. It can be made thus more rapidly, and can
approximate in price the price of ordinary foundation. When
we accomplish that it will be a long step in advance. If we
can give the bees a little encouragement by deepening the walls
of the foundation, it will often start them going.

I have here a specimen of foundation with very shallow
walls. The foundation, while it might be sold for a little

more per pound, would be cheaper per square foot, and it

would be less liable to sag, because tlie walls would keep it

from sagging. It is also an advantage in pulling the founda-
tion off the rolls. In pulling ordinary foundation off of the
rolls, it has a tendency to stretch it. This foundation pulls off

much more easily.

This foundation runs about 12 feet to the pound. Ordi-
nary foundation runs abount 7 or S feet to the pound. You
can see the saving there; it will be much cheaper. And I be-
lieve that to make foundation with deeper walls is going to

induce the bees to go into it more readily than with ordinary
foundation.

QUEEN REARING—THE DOOLITTLB METHOD.

E. R. Root— I will now pass to the subject of queen-rear-
ing. Nearly all queen-breeders are using the Doolittle
method, or something like it. If you know what the Doolittle
process of producing cell-cups is, you know It is simply to
take a round piece of wood and dip it in wax several times
until the wax comes off in the form of a queen-cell. A row of
those is fastened on a stick, and that is put in the center of

a brood-frame ; then the cells are grafted with larvae and filled

with royal jelly— I should say the royal jelly Is put In and
then the larvK, and then the cells are put Into a hive that is

going to supersede the queen. The larva? are one or two days
old. After the cell-cups are put on the stick and fastened to

a brood-frame, it is put into the hive of a colony that is going
to supersede the queen.

How do we know that they are going to supersede the
queen ? As we go through the apiary we find a colony that
has an old queen and has some queen cells started. That in-

dicates that the bees are probably going to supersede the
queen. We destroy all cells In that hive and put In one of

these Doolittle artificial cell cup frames. If It is left in there
during the honey season the bees will fill it out; if it Is not
during the honey season we gradually feed until the cells are
filled clear down. That seems like a great deal of work, but
It Is a very short process, and the result is far superior queens.
Just a little while ago I went through the apiary and lookt at

some of the "peanut" queens, and I was surprised to find

how large and how prolific they were. It seems to me that
they must be queens of long life. The thought is this, that
queens that have been on a journey for a time are shorter-
lived than those which one rears. Suppose that is true, does
It not stand to reason that bee-keepers should learn the art of

queen-rearing? A great deal depends on good queens. With
a good queen you can get a good, strong colony.

Mr. Rauchf uss—Won't you be so kind as to explain the
system of rearing queens when you produce extracted honey?
There Is a difference under the Doolittle plan.

E. R. Root—I do not know that I understand your ques-
tion.

Mr. Rauchfuss— I mean the method of rearing queens
when you are producing extracted honey. Instead of looking
up colonies that are going to supersede their queens, we simply
hang a couple frames of brood up above. That will make the
bees start queen-cells on those two frames. After they have
started those queen-cells then we are getting ready to have our
cell-cups on hand and put them right on those frames, break-
ing out the cells that have been naturally started. In that
way we get about six cells, on the average, out of the 12. We
leave them in there until the proper time comes to take them
out and put them in the cages. We put them on a strong col-

ony until they are hatcht ; then go to work with your pocket-
knife and cut a hole in the extracting-case or super, making a
hole for the queen to go out and get mated. She will com-
mence laying, and whenever we feel disposed to change the
queen we can take out the queen-excluder and the new queen
will go down, and finally the old queen will disappear. That
is a very easy and convenient way of requeening your apiary.

It is a very satisfactory and a very cheap way of rearing
queens. It doesn't interfere with the work of the colony

—

they keep right on filling the frames.

E. R. Root—That is an adaptation of the Doolittle

method. I was stating a few minutes ago that good, prolific

queens are a very important thing. We want queens that
can produce a large number of eggs and get a strong colony.

Some of you know something about the methods by which
swarming may be controlled. Some time ago I went through
Mr. Coggshall's apiaries in New York. He has 13 apiaries.

He does not keep men at the out-yards ; he lets the swarms go.

The neighbors said he lost about half of his bees there. I

spoke to him about It, and he said he could produce bees at a
cost of 50 cents a colony. Suppose he can do that and then
produce big crops of honey ; isn't there a better way by which
he can keep those colonies ? I have been misunderstood a great
deal in regard to large colonies. At our out-yard we have no
men at all. I take care of those bees myself, and I do not
give them very much time, either. There is no one there at

all to look after them, but when they are managed properly
they have no swarms, or so few that It doesn't amount to any-
thing. Those colonies are tiered up one and two stories high.
We want queens that are going to fill those brood-chambers
full of brood; there will often be 12 to 16 frames of brood.
We have had a good many with 12 to 15 frames. We put on
the super as the honey season draws ou, the brood will hatch
out, and the probabilities are they will fill the upper story

with extracted honey, and that will be capt over ; the comb
honey super will also be filled out. I have had as many as

two or three stories filled out on top of that. If they were to

swarm out, the colony would be reduced and the whole thing
left weak. Honey Is low enough in its price. We should do
something if we can to control the swarming propensities and
keep the colonies strong and full. There are other methods
by which swarming can be controlled, but that is the most
practicable method. Mr. Dadant has very little swarming—

I

think about 2 percent ; and sometimes he doesn't have even
that. He gets more honey, and It Is less trouble to manage
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the bees than In the ordinary way. I don't say that all locali-

ties will stand such procedure, but In a Rood many localities it

win work very nicely. I presented this method at the con-
vention at Philadelphia about ten days aRO, and a Kood many
said they had tried It and had got good crops of honey when
their neighbors didn't get any. The plan is simply to have
large colonies, very large colonies.

Mr. Rauchfuss—Doesn't a good deal depend upon the
strain of bees ?

E. R. Root—We have a good many strains of bees ; some
Imported, and a good many hybrids.

A. I. Root—Mrs. Acklin has had good success in rearing
queens by the Doolittle method. We would like to hear what
she has to say about It.

Mrs. Acklin—We have been rearing queens by the Doo-
little method for four or five years ; in fact, we have always
reared our queens in that way ever since we commenced
queen-rearing. I take a queen out of the colony and leave it

three or four days, and then build astring of cups and put in.

This summer one time I made a string of 17 cups, and 15 of

them were accepted. Another time Mr. Root was up there,

and then I think I made l-l cups and 13 of them were ac-

cepted. That Is the way we have run all summer. I have
been using the same colony all summer for rearing queens.
We have put In fresh brood all the time, taking the frames of

brood and larvae and putting them in some other colony until

they are sealed over, and then putting them into the queen-
rearing colony, and in that way we have kept the colony
stockt with young bees. We have reared a good many queens
in thai way. We have just kept that colony rearing queens
all the time. Some bee-keepers might not think It advisable
to do that. We have had queen-cells half a finger length long.

1 agree with Mr. Root in saying, that they are very prolific

queens.
A. I. Root—Have you tried rearing queens above with the

old queen left In the hive ?

Mrs. Acklin—Not this summer—not for the last two sea-

sons. I prefer to have them in the lower story, as I think it

Is more satisfactory.

A. I. Root—When I started the idea of queens for a dol-

lar, how the bee-journals pitcht into me and abused me ! They
bore down on me bard, some of them seeming to think I ought
to be in the insane asylum. I almost felt guilty myself, they
came down on me so hard. I began to think I had made a
big blunder. We advertised the names of those who agreed
to furnish untested queens for a dollar, and kept on until by
and by people began to discover that dollar queens were not
altogether " Cheap John," after all ; and at some of the con-
ventions people began to speak of the big crops of honey they
had got with dollar queens. The end of my story Is this : Our
good friend W. Z. Hutchinson suggested in a recent journal
that he didn't know hut good queens could be reared for 25
cents. I haven't heard anybody abuse him at all.

Dr. Miller—Wasn't that virgin queens ?

A. I. Root— I don't think it was. Queens used to sell for

$4 or $5. Our advocating queens for a dollar rather spoiled
the trade of tho^e who had been getting high prices. I don't
know but that was why we were abused. I remember some
one said for my encouragement when I was getting it on every
side :

" Mr. Root, when you want to find the best apple-tree
In an orchard, when there isn't an apple on It, look for the
tree that has the most clubs lodged in the top." But I am
glad that the "clubbing system " is not so much in style any
more. We are getting a little more charity and a little more
respect for each other. Now I hardly expect that good queens
will be reared for 25 cents ; but good queens can be reared
cheaply. I wish Mr. Doolittle could be here to hear these ex-
pressions of approval. Our apiarists have shown me some of

the finest queens I ever saw In my life that have been reared
by that method. It is going to produce just as good queens as
we ever got by any process, and a good deal cheaper than they
were reared before.

Mr. Stilson—Before this thing of new ideas in the ap'ary
Is past entirely. I wish to say this : Out at the Exposition
grounds you will find many of these very appliances that Mr.
E. R. Root has been describing In his talk. You will have
many object lessons there, and you can learn a great deal from
them.

Dr. Miller— It may not be out of place to mention at least

one of the principles that I think very largely controls this

matter of rearing queens under certain circumstances, with
the plan that Mr. Rauchfuss speaks of as being the better.

That plan I believe can be applied also In the plan that Mr.
Root gives. Here I think is the fact : If no eggs are being
laid for brood, there seems to be a general impression on the
part of the bees that there is something in the line of queen-
lessness. In many cases they will start to rearing queens,

especially if they have an old queen. This summer I had
cases In which to put the brood into the second story, and in

the first story I put the queen with some combs. The queen
was shut off from the second story. I did that with six colo-

nies. In two of the six colonies I found queen-cells started in

the upper story, and eggs in them, showing their feeling of

queenlessness. Even if there is a first-class laying queen be-

low, the bees will go on and complete the queen-cells above.
The more they are isolated the more in earnest they will be
about completing the queen-cells. It is not necessary to have
extracting-combs ; you may take sections and put the cells in

them, with your Doolittle cups. If you take two stories of

brood and lay a cloth between them with no excluder, so the
queen would not feel comfortable about going up above, the
queen-cells will be started there. Wherever there is brood
with no queen, there Is where the queen cells would be started.

One year I had a number of combs that I wanted to keep
away from the moths, and I put three stories of those empty
combs over a colony of bees. I thought perhaps the bees
would not go up to take care of the upper story, and thought
I would give them an inducement. I put a frame with brood
in the fourth story—one story at the bottom holding the col-

ony, then three stories with empty combs, and In the upper
story one frame with brood. I left them a month or more,
paying no attention to them at all, and then was surprised to

find that there was a queen laying in the upper story. There
was an opening in the hive, and the youngqueen had gone out
and been fertilized, and had started business on her own ac-

count. There was an old colony down below, and the new
colony above. Mr. Doolittle refers to that in his book.
Whether he had thought of it before I do not know ; but the
Incident, related, I think, in Gleanings, was the first reported
case of a queen being reared in the same hive with an old

queen. The point Is this, that you want the bees to be sep-

arated enough from the old queen to feel that they have no
queen.

BEES 8WAKMING OUT.

Mr. Masters—Why should a colony of bees swarm out
when they have no queen-cells started ? I have had that hap-
pen more than once, in cases where there were no queen-cells

for three or four days.

Dr. Miller—They had no queen-cell for three or four days ?

Had you destroyed the cells ?

Mr. Masters—No; they swarmed without having any
queen-cell-'.

A. I. Root—Italians will do that.

Dr. Miller—When the swarm came was that the first time
they had swarmed ?

Mr. Masters—The first time.

Dr. Miller—There was no start toward queen-cells, at all ?

Mr. Masters— No start toward queen-cells, at all.

Dr. Miller—Such cases have been reported. I have always
been just a little skeptical as to whether In those cases the
bees had not made some attempt to swarm and been thwarted
in It.

Mr. Masters— I hadn't known of it. I didn't want them
to swarm.

Dr. Miller— If bees start to swarm and are thwarted In it,

the more they are thwarted the more in earnest they become
in trying to swarm. I had one colony that wanted to swarm,
and I took away two or three frames of brood and gave them
foundation, so as to stop their inclination to swarm, but they
swarmed again. Then I took away all their brood, and left

them nothing but foundation. They put one queen-cell with
an egg In it on the empty foundation— that was the only brood
there was In the hive, and then they swarmed again and laid

down on the ground In front of the hive (the queen was dipt),

and they wouldn't go Into the hive. They would swarm ;

they wouldn't be thwarted, and I gave it up. I can't explain
it. Bees will do a hundred and one things that nobody can
explain. One colony will do one thing and another colony will

do another thing.

Mr. Masters-—In this colony the hive was full of brood and
eggs. There were several frames that were full of eggs and
young larvEB. There were about four frames that had capt
brood, and the other four frames I should say had brood and
eggs on one side. I never could see why they swarmed. When
they swarmed I concluded I would open the hive and go In and
destroy all the cells but one, but I couldn't find a cell. I went
through It the next day and couldn't find a cell. I went
through the hive on the fourth day and found quite a number
of cells, and they reared two or three queens and swarmed
twice more afterwards. They were black bees.

Mr. DeLong— I have had a number of colonies myself that

would swarm under those circumstances, and I believe I have
solved the problem of why they swarmed ; and It was simply
this : I think they just wanted to swarm. [Laughter.]
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Dr. Mason— I have had a great many colonies swarm
without making any preparation whatever for reariDg queens.
This year about 20 percent of my colonies swarmed. The
first one was a strong, pure Italian colony that made no prep-

aration whatever for rearing a queen. Dr. Miller speaks of

workers laying eggs above. Mr. Taylor says the same, too,

and that it is not a fertile egg that is laid above. I do not

know how it happened, but I reared two queens in the second
story when there was no queen there and no comb there that

had had eggs in it. There were only those two eggs that I

found In the upper story ; they both reared queens.
Mrs. Acklin—We have had cases this summer of that

kind, with no eggs in the hive at all.

Mr. Danzenbaker—People think that bees can't be con-

trolled in swarming, I hold that the natural reason for their

swarming is to Increase. It Is as natural for them to swarm
as it is for a grape-vine to run, or for anything to increase.

Can the swarming be controlled ? I think we can do it. The
way I have managed bees I have furnisht the hives and taken
all the honey they could store in a certain time, for the hives.

I do not want swarms. I have managed 110 colonies, and
have had only two swarms out of them, and I think those two
swarmed because I did not quite keep up with them. I put

on supers and got them to start work as quick as I could,

gave them plenty of ventilation, and watcht to see if they
started queen-cells. As soon as I saw the cups with eggs in

them I didn't wait any longer, but went to work to change the

condition of the hive. I contend that a colony will not swarm
without there Is brood there—hatching brood and larva;—
brood in all stages, and plenty of bees. I would leave one
comb of brood and put In only starters In the brood-frames,
and take the sections that were already on the hive, and that

were half full, and shake off the bees that were there and put
them to work on starters, and give them plenty of room.
They don't swarm ; no danger of It at all. Some times, if I

had two colonies standing together I would double them up
;

sometimes I would make three Into two, and take a super
from one that was very strong and put it over one that was
not so strong. In that way I have managed to control swarm-
ing. I have stackt three tiers over one hive, and after awhile
take and shake the bees down in front of the hive—add bees

to one hive or another, as many as I wanted. I have had
them working two and three tiers high in the supers. I have
had some correspondence with Mr. Mendleson, of California,

who said he had supers built up 5, 6 or 7 high. I feel that I

can safely control swarming.
Dr. Miller—Will you tell us what you think the advan-

tages of that plan are over natural swarming?
Mr. Danzenbaker—When I have bees two miles away I

don't want them to swarm. The old bees are the field-work-

ers, and I didn't want them to swarm. I was to have all the

honey they produced by May 20. I had 14 hives in one place,

and from them I got 900 pounds of section honey. They
didn't swarm. I didn't have anybody there to watch them at

all. I knew by the condition of the hives that they hadn't
swarmed. The queens were dipt; and I changed all those

queens and gave them new, young queens.
Mr. Rauchfuss—Didn't you get considerable drone-comb?

Mr. Danzenbaker—No, sir. I advocate the idea that if

you give the bees some drone-comb to start with that they
have sense enough to know that they have enough. They
want about 800 cubic inches for workers ; they must have It.

Give them one drone-comb to start, and they will hardly build

any more. Drone-combs that have honey in them do just as

well. I don't give full sheets of foundation in the brood-nests ;

the bees will bring It down.
E. R. Root—Isn't that method the same as Mr. Hutchin-

son's—that is, the idea of putting the bees on mere starters ?

Mr. Danzenbaker—Yes, sir. I got the idea first from Mr.
Hutchinson's book, "Advanced Bee-Culture." If you will

take it and read it, and practice it, I think you will like it. I

am more indebted to Mr. Hutchinson for that book than to

any other source, and I succeed with it.

Dr. Mason—What do you do with brood-combs when you
take them away ?

Mr. Danzenbaker—I want to rear all the bees I can until

the white honey-flow is ready. I swap and exchange from one
hive to another until I get them all strong. Some will be
stronger than others. The first one I discover starting queen-
cells I take the brood away from it, making it weaker, and
dividing it around. And I may say I never use an excluder

unless I am going to catch a queen. I think I have found It

makes a difference of 50 percent In comb honey to use an ex-

cluder, and I don't do it.

Dr. Mason— I believe it makes a difference of 50 percent

in favor of extracted honey to use an excluder.

"Feeding Bees for Best Results" was the title of a paper

that was to have been presented by W. Z. Hutchinson ; but
the Secretary read a letter from Mr. Hutchinson, excusing
himself from the preparation of his paper on account of sick-

ness.

The convention then adjourned until 9:30 a.m. the next
day—Sept. 14.

LContlnued next week.l

CONDnCTBD BY

X>K. O. O. aULLER. BULEtENGO, XLI,.

[Questions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlreot.1

Weight of Bees and Comb in lO-Frame Hives.

What is the weight of the bees and comb In a 10-frame
dovetail hive ? I have empty hives I can weigh, but no combs.
I wish to weigh my colonies now to see if they have the 30
pounds of honey. S. C.

I don't know. I have at different times weighed combs,
but I don't remember what they weighed, and I don't know
that it would serve your purpose very well If I could tell you.

When the honey is all eaten out of combs there's a big differ-

ence in their weight. Some will weigh four times as much as

others and yet both be free of honey. A comb may owe its

weight largely to the pollen that's in it. While that pollen Is

of much more value than most bee-keepers' suppose, it cannot
take the place of honey for wintering, and bees will starve,

leaving plenty of pollen in the hive. An old comb Is much
heavier than a new one. Taking all these thlcgs into consid-

eration. It is not hard to see that two hives with their con-

tents may weigh exactly the same, and yet one have enough
honey for wintering while the other will allow the bees to

starve.

Perhaps, however, I can help you out to some extent.

Taking into account the possibility of old combs and much
pollen, I hardly feel safe to have an 8-frame hive with Its con-

tents weigh less than about 50 pounds. If there is a little

pollen In the hive and the combs are new. that will allow the

bees more honey than they need, but it will not be wasted,

and In the spring there seems a real advantage in having a

good supply of honey. That means 50 pounds for hive, cover,

bottom-board and all. A 10-frame hive should probably

weigh somewhere from 55 to 60 pounds.^
Feeding Bees for Winter, Etc.

1. In feeding bees which would you prefer, sugar or ex-

tracted honey, for the benefit of the bees ?

2. Count the sugar at five cents a pound, at what price-

would It bring the honey to be about equal in price for feeding ?

3. In this locality the mercury goes down to 36^, which
is about the lowest. Would it make any difference In feeding

sugar or honey in warm or cold climates ? I mean for those

who winter their bees in double-walled hives on the summer
stands, well packt.

4. Will you describe the Hill's device? What is the

length of the cross pieces, how far are they put apart, and are

they straight pieces? What is the size of each piece? Do
you recommend it, or have you something better?

5. Will a colony of bees winter as well on as many combs
as they occupy, as they will If the hive is full of comb ? Ought
each hive to be full of combs and bees to winter well ?

Michigan.

Answers.— 1. If it's a question between sugar and honey

of best quality stored by the bees sufficiently early in the sea-

son, I think I'd take the honey.
2. I think five pounds of sugar and two pounds of water

will make a syrup about equal to honey for feeding. At five

cents a pound for sugar that would make the syrup cost 3 4/7
cents a pound.

3. I don't know that there would be any difference.

4. I never used a Hill's device, and can only describe it

from memory, so I'll not warrant an accurate description.

Take four pieces of wood eight inches long, % Inch wide, and
3g inch thick. Let them be sawed curving, say having the

curve of the staves In a miniature barrel. Lay the four pieces

on a table with the hollow side up, each piece 3>4 inches from

its neighbor, and nail upon them a piece 12x%xJi. Lay this
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CD top of the frames with the hollow side next the bees and
put the quilt over It.

When using quilts, as I did years ago, the bees always
built bur-combs enough over the combs to allow free passage
without the Hill's device. Since using flat board covers, there
is no need of anything of the kind, for there is a bee-space be-

tween the frames and cover.

5. If the bees occupy a certain number of combs, say six,

there Is no need of any more combs In the hive through the

winter, unless it be to hold honey. But if the hive Is large

enough to hold more than six combs. It Is better to have the
empty space filled with something, or else shut off by a divis-

ion-board. At one time it was recommended to take out some
of the combs for winter. At present I think nearly every one
leaves the same number of frames in winter as in summer,
that is, 8 frames In an 8-frame hive, 10 frames in a 10-frame
hive.

A Beginner's Questions.

I bought a colony of Italian bees In a 9-frame hive. They
have done very well so far. I took out 60 sections of honey
up to Aug. 8. So far I have found no queen-cells so I divided
the bees, putting three frames and the queen in a new hive
with four frames of foundation. They went to work at once.

1. Did I do right in dividing them ?

2. Had I better put the two other frames in the new hive
and feed them so that they can fill the frames?

3. Is a warm barn a good place to put bees for winter?
They are In double-walled hives.

4. Are SO sections, 15 pounds of extracted, and enough
to winter on, good work for one colony?

5. Is It well to diminish the size of hive-entrances in

winter ?

6. Once In a while I see a bumblebee enter the hive.

Sometimes the bees Interfere with It, and sometimes they al-

low it to enter. Will this be any harm to the bees ? If so,

how can I prevent It ? New York.

Answers.— 1. That depends on circumstances, the season,
etc. If you were anxious for increase perhaps it was the best
thing.

2. You should manage In some way to make sure they
have enough stores for winter, if they have not made full pro-
vision themselves.

3. It is not generally considered a very good place. The
trouble Is that when a warm spell comes the bees don't get
warmed up enough to fly before the warm spell is over.

4. Yes, indeed. Don't expect to average anything like

that amount when you get to 50 or 100 colonies, or you may
be sorely disappointed.

5. That depends on the size in summer. If you have the
entrance as large as some do In summer, better bring it down
to % or >8 inch the whole width of the hive.

6. Don't worry about the matter. The bumble-bee will

get the worst of it.

Salt on Cellar Floor—Survival of Fittest.

1. Would you advise putting salt on the floor of the bee-

cellar ? If so, how much? It has a purifying effect on the
air if sprinkled on a carpet In a room.

2. W. A. Varlan says on page 564 that by uniting swarms
the best queen survives. Now, what I want to know Is this :

When a colony swarms, can I cut out queen-cells and hatch
them in a queen-nursery, n In Alley, and when they are hatcht
turn them all In together and give the survivor to the colony ?

If you read the article you will know better what I mean.
You see I am trying to go Varlan " one better."

Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. I wouldn't advise salt on cellar floor. If It

is an earth floor, it will be muddy, and I don't know any good
to sprinkle it on a board floor. I would rather use lime.

2. I'd rather not answer. Still, rather than to be sent to

my seat in disgrace, I'll try to make some kind of an answer.

Mr. Varlan is on the right track. He Is not entirely correct,

however, in one respect. He thinks when two virgins or two
laying queens get into the same hive by the uniting of the two
colonies, the stronger and more active will survive in all cases,

but If a virgin and a laying queen are thus thrown together,

the laying queen will survive. In both of the cases mentioned
he will probably find exceptions. If a strong colony should be

united with a weak one having a stronger queen, the stronger

queen might be killed, and there might be other exceptions

with no apparent reason. With a laying and a virgin queen
thrown together, the exceptions might be still more frequent.

If the laying queen should be pretty old, especially at the close

or near the close of the harvest, she would stand a fair chance
of being set aside for the younger one. Still the general rule

will hold.

Yes, I'm Inclined to think your plan would work all right,

and you would have a more severe selection than by merely
throwing two queens together. But it would be a good deal
of trouble. Possibly you'd like to try the plan I follow, which
I think does fairly well, and is little trouble. Instead of giv-

ing a single cell to a nucleus or a colony, I give four, five or
more, if good cells are plenty (and my cells are always reared
in strong colonies.) If the first one of these that emerges Is

allowed to go around and destroy all the rest in their cells,

then there Is little choice In the matter ; but quite commonly
a plurality of queens is allowed to emerge, and the survival of

the fittest follows. Besides, If only a single cell is given, it

too often happens that It may contain a dead larva, or one in

some way defective.

m I »
Cellar-Wintering with Bottomless Hives.

I have run against a problem too thick for me to extract.

My cellar Is overrun with mice ; they have holes running down
from the outside of the walls, and when snow comes the field-

mice flock to the premises and are a nuisance In spite of cats

and traps. I have been searching my "ABC" and fail to

find what I want. If I remove the bottom from the hive when
putting the bees into the cellar, would the mice bother them ?

I could leave the bottoms on, and leave a large entrance open,

but then the mice could get in if the bees allowed them to.

I'd like to cellar them with no hive-bottoms If It were safe.

"Iowa Joe."

Answer —I doubt if you can manage to leave the bottoms
all off with plenty of mice in the cellar. Of course you might
hang up the hives, but that would be much trouble. You
might put them on benches or boards, having these resting on
posts surmounted with reverst milk-pans, but that would also

be troublesome. Perhaps you might like the plan I follow:

The floors are on the hives, the entrance being 12x2 inches,

and the entrance is closed by wire-cloth with meshes three to

the inch. That allows plenty of room for bees to pass through,

but keeps oat mice.

m I

Using tills Year's Seetions with Foundation Next
Year—Supers on Hives in Winter.

1. I have five supers that are on the hives. The bees have
glued the sections together aud didn't work In them at all.

There Is foundation in them. Can I keep them as they come
off, and put them on next year? The honey-flow has stopt.

2. When you use cushions or quilts, do you leave a super

on in winter ? Kansas.

Answers.— 1. That depends on the condition of the foun-

dation. In some places, when foundation In sections is left in

the care of the bees till very late in the season, they will put

so much propolis on it that It is not fit to use again. If thus

varnlsht over with propolis, you better not use it again, but if

it looks nice and fresh, it will be all right to use It next season.

Some bee-keepers make the mistake of leaving sections on all

the season when bees are not storing anything. It may be all

right to put sections on in advanceof the white honey harvest,

for you may not know exactly when it will begin, and it Is

better for the bees to have it a little iu advance of their actual

needs, but when you tjud that you are to have no surplus from
the while honey harvest, don't leave the sections thinking

they will be all ready for a later flow that may come in a few
weeks, but take off all sections, and then if a later flow comes
that you want to catch In the sections, put them on again.

2. Any way so there is room for the cushion. If the hive

has a cover deep enough to contain the cushion, that's all that

is necessary. If you use flat covers, then you must have a

super, hive-body, or something of the kind to contain the

cushion. But don't think of leaving on the hive over winter

a super containing sections, If you Intend using the sections

again.

Langstrotli on the Hone>-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, Is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mall it for $1.25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a vear—bothtogether for only $2.00.
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"Golden" Comb Honey Method.— Quite a
number of our readers are asking for the first articles by Mr.
J. A. Golden, describing his method of comb honey produc-
tion, which were publlsht in 1896. We were out of those

numbers of the Bee Journal long ago, but we will republish
the articles sometime during the winter— after Jan, 1—In

good time so they cau be used by those who so desire, another
season.

Newspaper Clipping's referring to bees or honey
we are always glad to get, even If we do not make use of them
or acknowledge their receipt. Sometimes we find among
them something that we can use in our columns. At any rate

we will consider it a favor If our readers will be on the look-

out for anything In their newspapers on the sub.)ect of bees or

honey, and when found send us only the clipping, or a markt
copy of the paper itself.

Six Cireat Premium Offers will be found on
page 699 of this number. This raootb and next will be a

good time to work for new subscribers, especially as we will

throw in the Bee Journal for the last three mouths of this

year to all new one-dollar subscribers for 1899. This will be

a great help to those who work to get the new readers. When
you tell them they will get the American Bee Journal every

week for 15 months, and all for only $1.0(>, they surely will

accept. It ought to make soliciting for new readers very

easy. That means 65 copies to the new subscriber for his

dollar, and a choice of one of the six big premiums to you for

your trouble.

"Discussion" Is the subject of a discussion by F.

L. Thompson In the October Bee-Keepers' Review, and he

hopes the discussion may be continued by others. He doubts

the moral right of an editor to cut off any discussion he

pleases, as it may be cut o£F at a polut which will give one dis-

putant an unfair advantage over the other. He says a dis-

cussion may run Into a dispute, and a dispute into personali-

ties, and the farther it goes the more delicate the task of the

conscientious editor to bring it to a close, hence he may wish

to do so as soon as possible ; and suggests that instead of stop-

ping short the discussion, the editor might suggest private

argument first of all, and then condenst and combined last

words.

It might be replied that private argument is still left to

the controversialists, no matter when the discussion is stopt,

and that it Is somewhat doubtful whether last words can be

so " combined " that neither one feels advantage is taken of

him; and not very doubtful that the editor who shirks the

responsibility of deciding when a discussion shall cease will

have in his columns a good deal of matter that his readers

will not patiently endure.

Editor Hutchinson says, " So long as the original subject

is kept in view, and each ' round ' brings out new facts and

ideas, and argument takes the place of dispute and personali-

ties, I see no reason for closing a discussion." Probably no

one will disagree with him In that, always providing the facts

and Ideas brought out are worth the room they are to occupy.

Mr. Thompson says that the Immediate cause of his Re-

view article was our "shutting off a discussion " iu the Ameri-

can Bee Journal some months ago—a discussion on evolution,

In which he apparently wisht to engage also.

We might say right here, whenever we think that to con-

tinue a discussion in this paper is simply to waste space and

disgust our readers, we will very likely chop It off—that is, so

long as U'e wield the "chopper" and pay for setting up the

type. When some other chap has our job he can do as he

pleases about this—just as we do.

You see, we are trying to run the American Bee Journal

In the interest of all who wish to get practical information on

bee-keeping—those who pay their money for that purpose ;

and If In so doing a few get offended at our way of doing

things, they'll simply have to seek other channels in which to

empty their useless discussions.

Reading: the Bee-Papers.—Mr. R. C. Aikin, In

his series of articles on "Experience and Its Lessons," in the

Progressive Bee- Keeper, wrote this paragraph:

"Why will even men who take and read one or more of

the journals, buy frame hives and then put bees In, and
neither see that the combs are built so as to be movable, nor
ever try to move tbem ? I can understand why an Intelligent

and practical apiarist will use some hive or other appliance
because he has come into possession of such, and is just doing
the best he can until a proper time comes to make a change ;

but it seems almost past comprehension that intelligent people

would buy hives and then simply disregard every feature of

the hive that made It better than a box costing a few cents."

Mr. G. M. Doollttle, referring to this paragraph in the

same number, commented as follows :

" Mr. A. I am skeptical regarding those whom you say read
bee-journals and yet hive their bees without having an eye as

to the proper spacing of the frames, or even putting starters

In either the frames or sections ; then cutting the honey-combs
out of the sections and putting it in crocks, etc. The part I

am skeptical about lies in the assertion you make that they

take and read one or more bee-journals. They may take one
or more bee-papers, and treat their bees as you say they do,

but I have never yet seen the man who Is Interested enough
to read up on bees who uses hives and sections as you say they

do. Why, bless your old heart, you can tell a man or woman
who reads the bee-paper from one who does not, before you
have had conversation with them five minutes, for all of tha
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old foRylsm has vanlsht as soon as they read a little, aud In-

telligent bee-culture is stampt on them at once.
" And yet there are those who have kept bees for years who

are opposed to you and me trying to extend the circulation of

our bee-literature for fear we may raise up a new crop of bee-

keepers to increase the supply of honey on the market, thus

ruining the prices through an over production. My word for

it, no ruining of our markets by an over-production of intelli-

gent bee-keepers. Just what our bee-keeping industry is curst

with to-day, Is an over-production of would-be bee-keepers,

who are as Ignorant of the Hrst principles of bee-keeping as a

pig is of history. Educate this class, and then they will know
what a frame hive is for, and that honey stored in nice sec-

tions is of more value in those sections than It can possibly be

cut out and stored in crocks.
" Don't getdiscouraged Mr. A., but keep right on agitating

and educating until all of the old fogyism has become a thing

of the past."

Mr. Doolittle never wrote truer words than the foregoing.

What is needed is more intelligence on the part of those who

keep bees—more Information regarding the profitable manage-

ment of bees. And the way to get a large share of it Is to

read the bee-papers, and then practice the methods and sug-

gestions given.
-*-•-»

—

•

Sloppy Apicultural L,iterature.—Editor Hutch-
inson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, called for expressions of

opinion on his " Department of Criticism," as conducted by

Hon. R. L. Taylor. In the October Issue a few of those sent

in are publisht, all but one being unsigned. In one of the

signatureless opinions we find these words :

"Apicultural literature Is very sloppy and needing a

tonic we need an antidote for the slush."

Well, now that's too bad. We never would have thought

that the Bee-Keepers' Review was "sloppy" or "slushy."

But perhaps that particular critic doesn't consider the Review
" apicultural literature." We had supposed all along that It

was, and especially when we read the following advertising

paragraph written by its editor :

" If you wish a bright, clean, clear-cut, sprightly, beauti-

fully Illustrated, go-ahead, up-to-date, really helpful, useful

bee-journal, subscribe for the Bee-Keepers' Review."

Now, that sentence might be called "sloppy" with adjec-

tives, but If "American Bee Journal" were substituted for

" Bee-Keepers' Review " in it, we should say it was exactly

right.

But then, Joe may be prejudiced in favor of our paper,

even if It is thought to be "sloppy !"

Sealing Jelly-Glasses.—J. W. Bannehr, in Glean-

ings, says: "In putting covers on jelly-glasses last year,

some of which did not fit perfectly tight, we dipt a small brush

in melted beeswax, waxt the edge of the glass, and put the

cover on at once. This makes it perfectly air-tight."

'Wliite Comb Honey "Wanted.—We are in the

market for best white comb honey put up in 12 or 24 pound
single-tier shipping-cases. We would like it to run about 11
and 22 pounds, respectively. If you have what you think
will suit us, please write, saying how much you have, and at

what price you will deliver it in Chicago. Address, George W.
York & Co., 11» Michigan St., Chicago, III.

Bee-Keeping- for Beginners is the title of a
110-page book just out, from ibe pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. U. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure
the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year—both to-

gether for $1.40; or, we will mall It as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a year (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

tW See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 684.

Dr. C. C. Miller says in Gleanings : "A new kink I saw
at Omaha was tumblers of jelly with a coating of paraffine on

top to keep it from molding. Beeswax will answer the same
purpose."

Messrs. Stratton «& Osborne, of Erie, Pa., are now ad-

vertising In this journal their Dandy Green Bone Cutters. We
are informed that they manufacture the most extended line of

bone cutters now offered to the public. Their machines range

in capacity from a few pounds to 200 pounds an hour. Write

for their new illustrated catalog which contains prices, etc.

Please say that you saw their name In the American Bee Jour-

nal, when writing them.

The Mascotte Incubator and Lumber Co., of Bedford,

Ohio, who are the manufacturers of the Mascotte incubators

and brooders, are seeking a share of the public patronage on

this line of machinery. To that end they place their adver-

tisement In this issue of the American Bee Journal. These
people come to us well recommended ; they guarantee their

machines to work exactly as recommended or they will refund

the purchase price of the machines. This seems a very fair

proposition. Please say you saw their name and address in

this journal, when writing them.

Editor Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, gives

this paragraph in his October number:

" Bro. York gave me a warm welcome during the hour or

two that I could stop while on my way home from the fairs.

We went out and took dinner together at a restaurant, and he

told me about the Omaha convention, and made me wish I had

been there. In one thing he was disappointed, and that was
In the number present. He thinks now that the best thing we
can do is to meet when the G. A. R. folks have their annual

encampment. We are then sure of low rates. Philadelphia

will probably be the nex* place of meeting. The American

Bee Journal Is giving a very full reportof the Omaha meeting."

Hon. R. L. Taylor, the Bee-Keepers' Review critic-in

replying to Mr. Moore's little pleasantry on page 596 of this

paper, gives this equally witty paragraph :

" Tho I have no remembrance of criticising anyone's

rhetoric, he says that all will agree that my criticism of gram-

mar and rhetoric are entirely out of place In a bee-paper ; but

he seems to be In a measure reconciled to It, for he says ' it is

nice to understand Michigan rhetoric and know wherein it

differs from that of the settled portions of the country.' I

have a copy of an old Gazetteer which describes Michigan as

lying largely under water the greater part of the year. Mr.

Moore, no doubt, has drawn his geographical knowledge from

some equally ancient source. I'll write some railroad office to

have some modern literature sent him."

Mr. J. P. Lees, of Florida, we mentioned some time ago

as having met with great misfortune, losing his all. Since

then we have received this letter from him:

Stuart, Fla., Oct. 21, 1898.

Dear Friend :—I wish to thank you most sincerely for

your contribution toward my as>istance. I also wish you to

thank Messrs. Judd & Monson, of North Dakota, for $2.00;
and Blackburn Bros., of Iowa, for $1.00. These are all the

donations I have received through any of the bee-papers. The
fire left me In a sad plight. I have not been able to get a

house nor furniture yet of any kind, but by the help of God,

and with good health, I hope to soon.

Thanking you aeain for your kindness, I am.
Yours respectfully, J. P. Lees.

We hope there may be others that will, from their abund-

ance, send something to Mr. Lees. If you can, do so at once,

and thus help him " to get on his feet again."

Every Present Subscriber of the Bop Journal

should be an agent for It, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it. See big offers on page 699.
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Badly Discouraged.—L'Abeille et sa Culture relates that
the season has been so discouraging that some bee-keepers are
destroying their bees rather than to feed them. One man
having 29 colonies saved two of them that were good and took
up the rest. From the 27 murdered colonies he obtained 47
pounds of honey, all told ! $1.60 per colony invested for feed
would have taken them through to another year with a chance
of double that amount In one harvest.

Facing Comb Honey.—" Friend Doolittle thinks some of
us, when we throw bricks at his honey-facing doctrines, do not
take space enough in saying that he neither advises nor prac-
tices facing cases with sectionsof higherquality than the body
of the case. Thought I made that clear enough at the outset

;

but, as a comrade desires It, I will cheerfully say so some more.
Mr. Doolittle is an honest man, and acts accordingly—only in
this particular case he doesn't ta(fc accordingly. And having
tried our best to reconstruct him In that one particular, we
have to give reconstruction up in despair. Mind you, nothing
herein contained shall admit, in the least degree, that the man
who faces honey with higher grades has done other than a
wicked act, as well as an unwise act."—E. E. Hasty, In Bee-
Keepers' Review.

Large vs. Small Hive-Entrances — Dr. Miller continues
the controversy on this subject in Gleanings, G. M. Doolittle
replying in the same number. The Doctor made tests with a
thermometer to find out whether the heat was greater in the
hive with a large or small entrance, but with no definite re-
sult, excepting to disprove the assertion of Mr. Doolittle that
it was cooler in the hive than out, in a hot day.

Challenged to prove his assertion that bees can ventilate
best with an entrance not more than X Inch deep, Mr. Doo-
little replies :

" I don't know that I can prove any such thing,
consequently I am not going to try; but from the hours I have

lain beside hives with swinging bottom-boards and those with
large entrances, and seen the lack of ' fanners ' at work, un-
less those fanners were away up in the hive, I have formed
the opinion that the fanners could do more effectual work at
the li inch entrance than they could where they had all out-
doors to send a ' current of air through.' "

The two men fall to come to any agreement as to what is

Nature's plan for the queen to follow in laying eggs. Dr. Mil-
ler says :

" It's Nature's plan to lay the first eggs of the sea-
son in the center, and It's just as much her plan to lay the
next further out, and then further still as the brood-nest In-

creases in size." But Mr. Doolittle Insists that Nature tells

the queen to lay her eggs in the center, " and when it comes
about, by an expansion of the brood, that just the right thing
cannot be done, then do just as nearly right as circumstances
will allow."

Northern Michigan has been much spoken of as an El
Dorado for bee-keepers. Byron Walker has been there for six

years, and in the Bee-Keepers' Review he gives the advanta-
ges and disadvantages of that region, premising that the ad-
vantages have been set forth heretofore in rather glowing
colors. He left Southern Michigan because altho he got good
crops the character of the honey in his particular locality was
such that % of his colonies were lost in wintering. Oue ad-
vantage In the North is the great variety of flora, extending
in the most favorable locations and seasons from early in May
till late in September. Wild red-raspberry exists In large
areas, yielding with certainty for three weeks a fine amber
honey. Basswood, not so reliable, has yielded two out of six

seasons. Willow-herb gives a superb white honey the chief
part of a month. In best locations it yields three out of six

seasons. Last season It failed in most locations. A fair yield

from fall flowers three seasons out of six.

A disadvantage is that the best locations near towns and
schools are taken up. To get much from willow-herb, the
forests must be burned every two or three years, a thing that
cannot be depended on, and when the fires do come they're
likely to destroy the raspberry. Roads are sandy, stony, and
hilly to get around to out-yards. He has 500 colonies In nine
different yards, mostly in care of men who have a share, but
conscientious, competent men are hard to find. Cool nights
and cold winds are a drawback.

^^^^^'^'—-— - — -

BEST
EXTRACTED HONEY FOR SALE

ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

ALFALFA
HONEY ^»=x=«=<=«=>°«=<=«=<=«°=»=>=»=>

This is the famous white extracted honey
gathered In the great Alfalfa regions of the
Central West. It Is a splendid honey, and
nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can't get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

BASSWOOD
iJONEY"*'=*==*=°*"=*='=*°°*=°*='

This Is the well-known light-colored honey
gathered from the rich, nectar-laden basswood
blossoms In Wisconsin. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by
those who like a distinct flavor in their honey.

PRICES OF EITHER ALFALFA OR BASSWOOD HONEY :

A sample of either, by mall. Scents; samples of both, 15 rents— to pay for package and postage.
By freight—One 60-pound can, 8 cents a pound ; 2 cans, 7?i cents per pound ; 4 or more cans, 1)4
cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can have half
of each kind of honey, If you so desire. This honey is all

Absolutely Pure Bees' Honey
the finest of their kinds produced In this country.

We would suggest that those beekeepers who did not produce any honey for their home demand this
year, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. The pamphlet, " HoNEr as Food," will be
a great help in creating customers for honey. Sae prices on another page.

wr
GEORGE W. YORK & CO. 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

< I
>
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To Our Regular SuDscribers—Now tor New Readers

!

6 Great 50-cent Offers-Each One Free!!
On this page you will find six splendid premium offers, and we will mail your choice of any one of them for sending us

$1.00 forjust one New subscriber for 1899—and we will throw in the last three months of this year's Bee Journal

free besides to each new subscriber you send on these offers. That makes 15 months of the Bee Journal to the new subscriber.

Or, for sending us 4 New subscribers, as above, we will mall the sender all of the 6 great 50-cent offers.

JUST READ WZHAT THEV ARE
Offer No. 1.—Samautha at Saratoga.

100,000 3old at $2.50 per copy.

This is indeed a feast of fun. by the only peer of Marlt Twain's
Jiumor—JosiAH Allen's Wife (Marietta HoUey.)

Read tbis Extract from tlie Book :

And right here. let me insert this one word of wisdom for tlie special com-
fort of my sect, and yet it is one tliat may well be laid to heart by the more op-
posite one.' If your pardner gets restless and uneasy and raiddlin' cross, as pard-
ners will be anon or even oftener-start them off on a tower. A tower will in 9
cases out of 10 lift 'em out of their oneasiness, their restlessness and their
crossness.

Why 1 have known a short tower to Slab City or Loontown act like a charm
on my pardner. when crosHnet*s wuz in bis mean and snappishness wuz present
with him. I have known him to set off with the mean of a lion and come back
with the liniment of a lamb.

And jest the prospect of a tower ahead is a great help to a woman in rulin'
and keepin' a pardner straight. Somehow jest the thought of a tower sort of
jlifts him up in mind, and happifys him, and makes him easier to quell, and pard-
uers must be quelled at times, else there would be no livin' with 'em.

She takes off Follies. Fr.iRTaTioNS, Low-Necked Dkessixg, Dodes-
PuQ Dogs, tobogganing, etc.

Oplnlous or Noted Crltica :

"Exceedingly amusing."—Rose E.Cleveland. "Delicious Humor."—Will
'Carleton. "So excruciatingly funnv. we had to sit back and laugh until the
tears came."— Witness. " Unque.-'tionably her best."— l^eToit Free Press.
''Bitterest satire, coated with the sweetest of exhilarating fun."—Bishop New-
man.

Nicely bound in paper, fully illustrated, printed from new type
and on fine paper. 370 pages. Postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 2 New Waldorf Cook-Book.
Over 1.000 of the very best up-to-date recipes for every con-

ceivable variety required in the kitchen and other departments of
bouse keeping, by 9lr!!>. Ann*; Clarke, the distinguisbt student
and instructor in culinary science, assisted by many of the most
successful house-keepers in various parts of Europe and America.
It gives the latest and best methods tor economy and luxury at
home. Just the book for the housewife or daughter. Has had an
enormous sale at *'2. 00 a copy. 380 pages; paper bound; postpaid,
50 cents.

Offer No. 3.—Cattle, Sheep and Swine Book.
Fully Illustrated—300,000 sold at $3.00 a copy.

This great work gives all the information concerning the vari-
ous Breeds and their Characteri'<tics. Breaking. Training. Shelter-
ing, Buying. Belling, Profitable Use. and General Care; embracing
all the Diseases to which they are subject—the Causes. How to
Kuow and What to Do given in plain, simple language, but scien-
tifically correct; and with Directions that are Easily Understood,
Easily Applied, and Remedies that are within the Reach of the
People; giving also the Most Approved and Humane Methods for
the Care of Stock, the Prevention of Disease, and Restoration to
Health. Written by Dr. Manning.

Every farmer wants this great book. 390 pages, paper bound.
Postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 4.—Gleasou's Horse-Book.
By Prof. Oscar R. Qleason.

This is the only complete and authorized work by America's
king of horse trainers, renowned throughout America and recog-
nized by the United States Government as the most expert and
successful horseman of the age. The whole work comprising His-

tory. Breeding, Training, Breaking, Buying. Feeding, Grooming,
Shoeing, Doctoring, Telling Age, and General Care of the Horse,

You will know all about a horse after you have read it. No one
can fool you on the age of a horse when you have this book. 416

pages, bound in paper, with 173 striking illustrations produced
under the direction of the United States Government Veterinary
Surgeon. In this book Prof. Gleason has given to the world for

the first time his most wonderful methods of training and treating

horses. 100,000 sold at $3.00 each. Our price, postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 5 Music, $5 for 50 ceuts.

Pour pieces New Sheet Music, which sell at music stores at .'SO

cents each—?'3.00; Three years' membership in the World's Musi-

cal Association (regular price $1.00 a year), $:3.00. Total, $5.00.

We offer the whole thing at ."iO cents.

The four new pieces of sheet music are the very latest hits of

this year; are regular sheet music size and quality, but the title

pages are a new style of art, viz: Illuminated Chromatic designs

in five brilliant colors.

THE S«!^G 1'11'I.ES ARE :

"I>o Vour Honey I>o,*' by Theo. Metz, author of " A Hot
time in the Old Town To-night." This latter piece, said to be

his best, is creating a great stir, and becoming immensely pop-

ular everywhere.

"«tiieeii oC tlie Illoyole tJirls," by the celebrated com-
poser. Otto L,vnoey, by far the most charming Bicycle Song
yet issued.

" Ulo^isonis ffom Over tlie Sea,'''' by the distinguisbt com-
poser, J. P. Skelly, a very beautiful Sentimental Song.

"He's .fiiist Uke All llie .lieu,"" by the renowned com-
poser, Eastbukn. Wonderfully pleasing to the Ladies.

Xlie World's Musical Association is an organization

having special advantageous relations with the leading music pub-

lishers of this country and Europe, and being an enormous pur-

chaser, it is enabled to supply to its members (and will do so) any
music desired (at any time within the term of their membership),
at such wholesale prices as are usually granted only to very large

dealers.

Offer No. 6.—The Poultry-Keeper Illustrators.

The four " Poultry-Keeper Illustrators " are the greatest books
on poultry subjects ever issued, and are a veritable poultry dic-

tionary, covering the ground so completely that, having these four

books, one needs scarcely anything more except "grit" to become
a successful poultry-raiser. You cannot get such other books in

the whole world, not even for «50 each, for they do not exist.

Were they given in another form and elaborate binding and col-

ored cuts you might think them easily worth $.'1 each, but what
you want is not elegant printing, and in these we give you the

value in information that you can make use of. They have cost

much in labor and cash, but you get all this value for almost
nothing. We mail the 4 Illustrators for 50 cents.

Illustrator ^o. I.—Poultry Houses. Incubators, Brooders,

Coops, etc., 25 cents.

Illustrator No. S Artificial Incubation, Raising Chicks,

Testing Eggs, etc., 25 cents.

Illustrator No. 3.—Poultry Diseases, Lice, Grapes, Moulting,

Egg Eating, etc., 25 cents.

Illusti-alor No, 4.—Judging Fowls, Description of Breeds,

Mating, etc., 25 cents.

Those offers ought to bring us in at least 2,000 new readers during this month and next. You could send In your own
renewal for 1899 at the same time you send In a new subscriber. If you wish. If you do, you can select any one of the above

offers free for yourself, provided you send at least fwo PJe-w Subscribers at the same time. That would give you your

choice of tliree of the offers— by sending your own renewal lor 1.899, aud two new subscribers ($3.00 In all).

Address, GEOROB "W. YORK & CO., n8 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Qneens for Business.

Supplies al Bottom Prices.

•' Bee-Keeping for Beginners," price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Prlce-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, Ga.
nease mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-" I'hth.
'aple, [lerft-ot, selt-reRulaliui;

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Tliou9»uds in successful operation.
owest priced Ist-class hatcher made.

OKO. II. STAIIL,
114tol*J*-J S. 6ih St.. Oiilncy. III.

44A2tit Please meni-iuu the tJtrb Jour

Wliolesale
aud Retail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax i^'2fS?asH A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog;,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
BectloDS.
BEESWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUOII'iTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when -wrriting.

ANYONE INTERESTED
Asrleultnrnl PurMiilts can't
afEord to be without the

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST.
Sample copy Free to nny addretis

upon reoeipt of name ami address
plainly written nn postal card nam-
ing paper in which you saw this ad-

Address AtiSICr^'Ur^^Al, EPlTOniST. ladlaoa^olts, Ind

26E*26t PiPftse mention the Bee Journal.

KEYSTONE DEHORNING CLIPPERS

The Quiet, Orderly, Gentle and Safe
, tuiinial is tlie one tli;it haw l>fen (lehonieii.
" It means unlniul i-oiui"ort ami that means

unlnial proflt. This knife outci clean, no
(TUHhlnc or bruising. It is quiclc. causes
leant pain. Strouj? and lastinp. Fully war-
ranted. Hiphest awards World's Fair. Send
for free circular? and prires ni^f^^re ^uvin^,'.

A. <•. HIiOSU V, (ochrHnvnic. l^i.

R^>i«^-.^B7/^^^s'ii^;g?sa;CT^B;^x^

Buy Your SectioiisKow
while we offer them at a liARGE
DISCOUNT, having- added to our
plant one of the most complete one-
piece section machines, enabling' us
to turn out the most beautiful sec-
tions on the market. By sending us
a list of Suoplies wanted we can
saveyou$$$ K. H. SCH.TIIDT
Sc CO., Box 187. Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

JUST AS NATURAL r^L
ii,d a piM^iUiealiiiMri-reliable, Doesn't
tirrakitst-gj-flortnake its chicES lou^y.

Doesn'tstay oft the nt.iitand allow the egps
to chill but hatches every egg that can be
hatched. THE
PETALUMA INCUBATOR

ieabsolntely rerfect as tn Incubator es.'wntialg—proper applica>
tlon and distribution of heat and nitrlnturcs rccu-
latlon ond venttlation. For &0 to :!V> t-^r^'s. WE PAK
FREIOHTANYWHEREinther S. Handsome catalog free.

Pctaluma Incubator Co., ISor P' Fctaluma, Cal.

Please mention Bee J
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26c Gash Paid for Beeswax.
This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are payioR 26 cents a
pound — CASH — upon Its receipt. Now, If you want the money
PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORG-E W. YORK & CO.,
lis Micliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

"THEY CAN'T BE BEAT/'
At niiy rnio they hnvp'

never sufTered defeat in

Icsls. "(ri:iN mmI p<imi»<-t illoiis .litli th.- iii;tt)v maehiiies of llie same cliisi-

RELIABLE INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
fori III- lii-li'-l M. i

II.- k 11, ..Ml In !>..: III. 111. .if.. r ;irt, l! lak.-v;, I k of -J'Jh |>acfs to tell all

th.-iii iii.l .Mir lir-.- |.iir.- I.r.-.l ji. .11 It r\' ,.l:ir,t . i...iiltr\ >in.[.l ii-s, fir. ^.-iit on receipt of

RELIABLE INCUBATOR and BROODER Co. Box B 2, Quiacy, III.sl;.m|-s

Fibasc uieution Bee Journal "wlien writing.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. ^^Ti^i^^bonsm,
Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Eeeners' Supvlies.
They have also one One of tlie Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material Is cut from 'patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

We want
EVEKY BEE-KEEPER

To bave a copy of.

\\lt\\il Our 1898 Catalog Vt/U/

JQg^ Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copyj

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Asent for the Southwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchaa-

InK j^ouds from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ilriff a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have estabilsht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Hlgginsvi'le. Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are n..t, we will say that our goods
are par eicellent, Polisht, snowy-white feotlons, beautiful straw-

colored transparent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Bxtractors. and all other flrst-
clas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

^r"PROGRESSiVE Bee-Keeper, oOc per year. -Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25c. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Pboqressivk free, and a beautltul Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Leahy Manufacluring Company, IV'lif s"«"„\'iV''i37u-J.., o°^ai.a,Neb.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

See Honey Offer on page 698.

found this a pleasing task by using the
Heddon method of transferring. In the
operation [ increast to 53 colonies.
Wishing to Italianize, and also to test the

merits of the leading strains of Italians, I

introduced queens in the poorer colonies
from 13 of the leading queen breeders of the
United States. Next year I intend to con-
tinue to Italianize from the strain selected
as the best in the points that go to make up
a superior strain of Italians.

I And the apiary furnishes a pleasant oc-
cupation and a fascinating study. I intend
to be a constant reader of the American
Bee Journal. David M. Kite.
Ray Co., Mo., Oct. 21.

Poor Honey Crop.
The honey crop here has been a poor one.

Clover was very plentiful, but the bees did
not work on it. The fall flow from aster
was very good for about two weeks, then
bad weather set in. But the bees gathered
enough for winter stores. C. H. Mat.
Page Co., Va., Oct, 21.

Fairly Good Year for Bees.

This has been a fairly good year regard-
less of the backward spring. Some colo-
nies stored 125 pounds of comb honey; my
2S colonies averaged over TO pounds of nice
comb honey. W. H. Pottorf.
Mason Co., 111., Oct. 22.

Pretty Light Honey Crop.

I know that I should feel lost without the
American Bee Journal. I have 105 colonies
in fine condition for winter quarters. I am
building a new cellar for them. My honey
crop was pretty light this season, with quite
a batch of dark, but no light to speak of, as
the white clover and basswood failed here.

G. H. Lincoln.
Clark Co., Wis., Oct. 20.

Another Poor Year.
The past season was a very poor one for

honey in tbi.s county. I have 25 very strong
colonies of three banded Italians, and they
are well stored with honey for winter,
gathered from the fall flow, but not one
pound of super honey did I take during the
whole season. Another poor year. The
cause of it was too much rain in blossoming
time. Elisha Caret.
Bucks Co., Pa., Oct. 14.

Succe3s of an Amateur.
The past was not such a very bad season,

tor with two colonies I have taken lOG
pounds of comb honey and 27 pounds of ex-
tracted, besides increasing to four colonies,
which I tbink is pretty well for an amateur
who had only the help of the American Bee
Journal. Geo. P. Prankard.
Bergen Co., N. J., Oct. 15.

Clover Looks Well.
We are having lots of rain, and clover

looks well, so we may have a good season
next year. Our honey crop was a very
small one this year—about 100 pounds from
about 2uO colonies. Arthur Stanley.
Lee Co., 111., Oct. 25.

Tall Plain Sections and Pences.
The honey croj) in this section of the State

was only about ', of a crop, and that of a
very dark and inferior grade. Bees are
generally in good condition for wintering.
The young white clover is looking very
promising.
We tried four supers of the plain section

and fence separators 4x.5x V, and are highly
pleased with them. The sections were well
filled out. even and beautiful. We will use
more in the future. There has l>een some
doubts about them bearing transportation,
but I find they are less likely to get injured
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in sbippinp; than the common sections.

They are much more easily manipulated.
I have IB colonies, very strong (and from

40 to 50 pounds o( honey in each hive.) all

packt away on the summer stands for
vp'inter. i R. B. Woodward, M. D.
Perry Co., Ohio, Oct. 20.

About One-Third of a Crop.

The early part of the past season was very
poor for bees—rainy and cool weather—and
bees starving just before white clover came
into bloom. Some of my colonies did not
recover in time to store any in the sections.

The strong colonies did very well, and my
average was about one-third of a crop of

fall honey. I sell all o£ my honey in the
home market.

I could not get along without the bee-
papers. I often find one article worth the
year's subscription. James Ives.
Burlington Co., N. J., Oct. 24.

Bees Did Very Well.

My bees did very well this year, as they
averaged 50 pounds a colony.

D. B. Abbott.
Osage Co., Kan., Oct. 24.

A Good Report.

Last spring I had left 17 colonies, and in-

creast to 34. The honey crop in this part
of the country was very good. I got 1.000

pounds of extracted honey, making an av-
erage of nearly 00 pounds per colony,
spring count, which 1 sold in the home
market readily at 10 cents a pound. 1

think that is pretty good for a second
year's trial of selling Jioney.

A neighbor of mine, who is an experi-

enced bee-keeper, started with 115 colonies

last spring, and at the close of the harvest
told me he harvested 10,000 pounds, which
he is also trying to dispose of in the home
market, at 10 cents a ponnd. Now if every
bee-keeper would try to do that, the large

city markets would not be crowded with
honey. C. H. Voigt.
Kewaunee Co., Wis., Oct. 17.

Poor Season for Bees.

This has been a poor season for bees here.

Early in the season they laid by stores in

the brood-chamber; dry weather com-
menced in July, and has continued until

October. I started with 2S colonies, and
doubled the number during swarming sea-

son. The new swaruis did not all store

honey enough for winter, and most of them
will die unless fed. My neighbors have
fared no better. A. J. Gushing.
Dunn Co., Wis., Oct. 12.

Anti-Bee Space Again.
Good for Doolittle and Aikin. When

they agreed in their discussion that the
movable frames in beehives ' are of no use

to the bees, and are of no use to the bee-

keeper who never lifts them out of the
hives," they hit the truth exactly. And I

esteem it as virtually saying the same thing
of the bee-space. I have admitted its con-
venience first, last, and all the time for the
bee-master in a warm climate where the
winters are mild, and the bees are kept in

cellars till warm weather comes again ; but
1 should consider that the large bee keepers
who count their colonies by tile hundred or
thousand, are of a number that would
make a very small percentage of the vast
army who leave their bees on the summer
stands through the severe season. And
why should we labor, and indulge in ill

humors to keep the multitude in ignorance
of what would be better for them, because
a few others have a right to prefer a more
costly convenience ? That invective fellow
who said that Mr. Chrysostom "could
hardly be worthy of much notice " because
he praised the antibee-space hive should be
informed by some cool-headed friend that
resorting to insult never gives weight to
argument with the sensible reader. The
box-hive, and the frames with close-fitting

Sweet i Clover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5ft> 101b 25B) 50a>
Sweet Clover 60 11.00 J2.23 14.00
AlslkeClover TO 1.23 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 53 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

QEOBGE 'W. YOBK & CO..
118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices,

Ponder's Honey - Jars.
ind every thing used by
Dee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree, Walter S. Fonder,

512 Mass, Ave,,
Indianapolis, Indiana,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

%I,tcKJl0VDtfi'5^'^

OR WOMAN
little

child can iiiitke ail i-iitire

success of tbe [joultn,- liusi-

ness when tbev use thi-

NASCOTTE
INCUBATORS ond BROODERS
They are so .limple ami ['erfect

that one cannot fail with thetn.

Thty hat<:h erery ferlila eg^.
Sold uniier a positive guarantee.

FKLE iitustrattd cataio^'u

Mascotte Incubator & Lumber Co., Box II , Bedford, Obia.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

DEC I^CCDCDQ T Let me send you my 64-
DbL'NLLrLnO I page Catalog for 1898

J. in. Jenkins, Wetumpka, 41a.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writins

MAKE 'EM LAY
i"oble the eggs in the middle of

\t wintijr, when eggs are worth
ic iiioul money. Hena do that

\\r\-\ ft-.) nn green cut bone.

.Mad<r with or without ^cur. Cat
lean, fine and eASf. Can't be choked.

I aru-ist line made. Ask for what you
want. Cat-ilopue and pnceafree.

Strattoa & Osborne,Box 3iErie,Pa

42E:it Please mention ihe tlee Jouruai.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOB

^^^1 J. A. VAN DEUSEN*
^^^^^B Bole MsDufaotnrer,^^^^^ SproTit Brook MontKomerr <^o.. N Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Has No Sas In Brood<Framea

TliiB Plat-Bottom FoundatioD
Bas No Fisbbone io tbe Sarplos Boaey.

Belnp the oleanest Ib nenally workeo
the qalokest of any Fonndatlon made

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Kabbeting, Groov-
ing. Oalnlng, Dadoing
Edging-up, Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial, Catalogue Free.

SEIVEriA FAliIiS niFG. CO.,
48 Water St SKNEOA FALLS, N. Y
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

ends in tbe eonimon-sense hive (from which
Mr. Chrysostom says he copied) both con-
tain the snug principle of tbe hollow treis,

where the All-wise God made the bees to
live; and while we may modify and im-
prove the receptacle, we can never do so
safely by eliminating the principle of com-
pactness in a cold climate.

If Mr, Chrysostom has workt wonders
the past season with the common-sense
principle, which he honors, while the world
at large reports failure with the bees, is he
not worthy of a respectful hearing ? and
the principle worthy of a fair investiga-
tion ? "A word to tbe wise is sutBcient.

"

"Common-Sense Bee-Keeping."
Pennsylvania.

Testing: Honey—Apis Borsata, Etc.

Mr. H. L. Miller askt if there is any way
of testing honey to know if there is glucose-
in it? Well, my friend Vitzgall says there-
is a way. fut one tablespoonful of honey
and three tablespoonfuls of alcohol in a
glass, and shake it well. After awhile all

will be dissolved, if it is pure honey; coni-
fern honey shows something not dissolved,
but honey adulterated with glucose shows
a muddy, whitish sediment. Now please
try and report.

I notice that Secretary Wilson expects to
make an effort to introduce tbe giant East
Indian honey-bee—Apis dorsata—from the
Philippines to gather all the sweet juices in
our red clover field. These bees are said to
build combs five or six feet long (wired?)
and four feet wide. Our standard is i%
inches. Manufacturers of bee keepers' sup-
plies may be a little puzzled about a handy
Ul-frame hive with such dorsata dimen-
sions ; but tbe bees are not here yet.
We ought to have tbe red clover with or

without Apis dorsata. Let me suggest
how without: Pastor Weygandt discov-
ered that a strong queen can be secured by
taking out tbe larv* from a queen-cell and
putting in a larvse from a worker-bee a few
days yijHuijer. An older larvjf would give
a weaker or feebler queen; a younger one
will improve tbe whole development, and
should also improve tbe tongue. I would
like to see Mr. Doolittle report on this ques-
tion. Queen-rearing for red clover honey
would mean an increast quantity, it not a
better quality of honey. The finest honey
is imported from Greece; it is honey gath-
from roses. Why can we not have those
roses here ? Let somebody go for Apis dor-
sata and somebody else for roses. About
sweetness and aroma there is nothing like

"Rodomel;" it is the finest honey in the
old part of our globe, and tbe new should
have it. J. Volkert.

Chesterfield Co., Va.

Colorado.—Tbe rolorado State Bee Keep-
ers' Association will bold their annual con-
vention Nov. 30 and Dec. I and 3, 1898, in the
State Capitol Building. Denver. The Horti-
culturists meet Nov. 28. 29 and 30. our first

day beinK their last. This arrangement will
give members of both a chance to attend tbe
other's meeting and discuss common in-
terests. R. ''. Aikin, Pres., Loveland, Col.
F. Kauchfuss, Sec, EI5 ria. Col.

Ontario.—The annual meeting of the On-
tario Bee-Keepers' Association will he held-
In Guelph. Dec. 6, 7 and 8, 1898. uwlng to
the Guelph Fat Stock bbow, the Gueiph Poul-
try and Pet Stock Show, and the Experimen-
tal Union meeliug on the same dates, there
will be a large meeting of bee keepers, and
each association will be a help to the other, as
many are Inierpsted in all the different meet-
ings. All are cordially invited to attend the-
meetlrgs. W. ConSK. Sec,
StreetsTlUo. Ont.

Illinois,—Tbe Illinois State Bee-Keepers'
Association will bold its 8tb annual meeting
at the State House in Springfield, Nov. 16 and
17, 1898. We will have tbe advantage of one
lure and a third for the round trip—open rate
— along with the Odd Fellows, whose meeting
Is the third Tuesday of November. Our Asso-
ciation has been petitioned by tbe Northern
Illinois Bee- Keepers' Association to take the
proper steps to secuie the same foul brood
law for our State as that of Wisconsin. Excel-
lent board is secured at26 cents per meal and
lodgings just as reasonable. The one dollap-

for membership lee also entitles you to the.
American Bee Journal forone year.
Bradtordton, 111, JAS. A. Stome, Sec.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

Georfi:e W, York & Co.,
Chlcaffo, Ills,

Bees and Honey, or Management of nn Apiary
forPIeasnreand Protlt. by Thoiuas G.Newman.—
rtUa edition has been lar;^ely rewritten, thorouKhty
revised, and Is '* fully up with the times " In all the
tonprovements and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
Oplns pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid In the successful manage-
ment of an aplury, nnd nt the same tlrae produce
the most honey In an attractive condition, it con-
tains 200 pages, and 245 Illustrations— la beautifully

STinted In the highest stvie of the art, and bound
I cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

l^anestroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
S>adant—This classic in bee-culture, has been
entirely re-wrltten, and la fully Illustrated. It
treatsof everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
Jug. No apiarian library Is complete withouttlils
standard work by Kev. L. L. l.nncstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture- It has 5^0 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, 81.25

Uee-fLecpers* Galde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agrl-
aultural College.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In beekeeping, but Is
Knterestlng and thoroughly practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of theanatomy and
physiology of hues. 4(10 pages ; bound in cloth and
Tolly Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Scientific Qtieen-Kearlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G M. Doollltle.—A method by which
Ihe very best of gueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way 17ii pagesi bound Id
iisloth, and Illustrated, Price. $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclop:edla of 4U0 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains ;iUl) engravings. It was written especially for
5>eglnners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultare, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Vou should read his book. SKJ

ipages, bound In paper, and illustrated. Price, 60 cts.

Rational Bee-K.eeplnv, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translatl<)n of his latest German bockoa
bee-culture. It has 350 pages; bound
fsx paper covers, $1.1)0

Blenen-Kultnr. by Thomas G. Newnan. -
This ts a German translation of theprlnclppi por-
tion of the book called Bkes of Honey. 10^ page
ipamphlet. Price, 40 cents.

Bieneiizncht und Honisrgecviniiniig,
nach der neiiesten methode (German) by .7. F.
Egg-era. This book gives the latest, most ap-
proved metbols of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive style with lltustraiions to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c.

Bee-Keepins for Beglnnprs, by Dr. J.
P. H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and oondenst
treatise on the honey-bee, givlnir the best modes of
management in order to secure the most profit. 110
pages, bound in paper. Price, .'io cents.

Bee-Keeping lor Profit, by Dr. G. h.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's '* new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8U p ..illustrated. 25c.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepera, ,

Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and Bv-Lawa, with subjects for
iiscusalon. etc. Cloth, gold-lettered Price, 2o cts.

Prarliral Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Apiary Rcgisier, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather bindina.
Price, for 50 colonies. $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.25.

Prepariktlon of Honey for the Market.
fncluding tiie production and care of comb anO
extracted liuney. A chapter from BEES AN^^
Honey Price. 10 cents

Bee-Pasturnffe a NeccHlty.—This book sug-
gests what and liuw to plai it Is a chapter fron-
"Bkes and iloNEV. Price. lOcestg.

I>r. Howard'^ Rook on FonI Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 2b cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keepinjr. by G,
R. Pierce. Hesull of 25 years' experience. 3o cts.

FonI Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, lOcts

FonI Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Hand-Rook of Health.
Bints about eating, drinking, etc.

by Dr. Foote.-
Prlce, 25 cts.

Honey aH Food is a neat little 24-page
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to creat-
ing a demand for honey among shnu!d-be consum-
ers. The forepart of the pamphlet was written by
Mr, C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general intorma-
tion concerning honey. The latter part consists of
recipes for use in coking and as a medicine, it
will be found to be a very efl'eclive helper in work-
ing up a home market for honey. We furnish them,
poslpaiil, at these prices : A sample for a stamp; 25
copies for 30 cents; .5o Ior5U cents; I(K) for yn cents;
25" for $2.iiO; soofnr Sy-.^o. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page»
when ordering lUU or more copies at these prices.

Commercial CaU-nlator, by C. Ropp.~
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4(i cts. No 2
in tine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Oreen'f« Fonr Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd, Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate Frnit-
Plants. Vines and Trees; 4th. General Krult In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green.
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage. Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

The Hive 1 l^se, by G. M. Doolittle. It
details his managrement of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

KendalPs Horse-Rook. — .35 pictures,
showing positions ol sick horaes, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—It
gives the method In operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College, Price, 26 cts.

I^nmber and I^og-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks: wages, etc. 25c.

Maple Sngar and the Sujrar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Urain Tables, for castinjir up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

rapons and Caponlzlns, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.— Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 3o cts.

Onr Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3u cts.

Ponltry for market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 26 cts.

Tnrkeys for Iflarket and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural lilfe.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loO pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Book Clubbing Offers.

(Bead Carefally.)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this page
Following is the clubblng-Ust:

1. Langstroth on the Honey- Bee 12.00
2. A B Oof Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'sGulde 1.75
4. Bees and Honey [Cloth boundl 1.65
5. Doollttle's Scientific Queen-Rearing. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Blenen-Kultur [German] l.ao

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper toundi 1.75
13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hacd-Book 1,16
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.16
33. Rural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Commercial Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.30
32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.30
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00

HONEY and BEESWAX
MARKEX QCOXAXIOnrS.

CMcairo, Oct. 18.—Fancy grades of white
comb honey sell freely at 13c, with good
grades from 11 to 12V4e, according to finish;
ambers bring 8 to lOc, with dark, mlxt and
unclean, 7 to 8c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c;
ambers. 5 to 6c; buckwiiCat, 5c. Beeswa.Y, 28
to 27c.
The market Is acllve and nearly all consign-

ments are sold soon after arrival.
H. A. Burnett & Co.

San Francisco, Oct. 19.—White comb. 9Vi
to lOHc; amber. 7i4 to 9c. Kxtracted. white,
6^to7>4C.; light amber, 8 to 6>4c. Beeswax,
24@37c
There are no changes to record In quota-

tions, but market Is firm at the ruling figures.
Slocks are light, particularly of choice ex-
tracted. A shipment of 309 cases went for-
ward the past week by sailing vessel for
Liverpool.

St. lionls, Sept. 9. — Fancy white comb.
12tol2!4c.; A No. 1 white. 10 to lie; No. 1
white. 9 to 10c.; dark and partially filled from
5 to 8c. as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
1 white, 6 to 6Xc; No. 2. 5Hc; amber, 5e; la
barrels. No. 1 white, 5V4c; amber. 4!4 to oc;
dark, 4 to4>4c. Choice Beeswax, prime, 240;
choice. 24 Mc. At present there is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas City, Sept, 9.—Fancy white comb,
12@13c; No. 1, ll(ai2c; amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white, 5W®ec: amber, 5ia5Hc; dark,
4!.4®5c. Beeswax. 22@25c.
'The receipts of comb honey are larger.

C. 0. Olemons & Co.

Boston, Sept. 30.— Our honey market
shows a decided firmer tone since our last. A
few sales have been made at 15c lor an extra^
fancy lot. while almost all sales ranging fromA No. 1 to fancy now are made at 14c. while
occasionally, something a little off. will bring
as low as 12M to 13c. We do not look to see
any lower prices.
Extracted. Florida in barrels, mostly 6c tO'

7c, with a good demand. Beeswax, slow sale
at 26c for best. Blake. ScOTT & Lee.

Indianapolis, Oct. 3,—Fancy white comb
honey, 12 to 12^c; No 1. 10 to lie. Demand
fairly good. Tarcolored comb honey, 8 to 9c,
with aFmost no demand. Clover and basswood
extracted honey, 6!<to7c. Beeswax. 25 to27c,

Walter S. Pouder.
Milwaukee, Oct. 18.—Fancy 1 pounds. 12%

to 13c ; A No. 1, 13 to 12«c; No. 1, 11 to 12c;
No. 2. 10 to 10!4; mlxt, amber and dark, 8 to
Sc. Extracted, white, in barrels, kegs and
pallB, 6^ to7c; dark, 5 to oj^o. Beeswax, 26
to 27c.
This market is in good condition for the best

grades of honey, either comb or extracted.
The receipts of the new crop are very fair,
and some of very nice quality. The demand
has been and continues to be very good, and
values are firm on fancy grades and straight,
uniform packing. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, Oct. 20.—This market Is much im-
oroved in demand on all grades. Strictly
fancy 1-pound comb, 13 to 14c; No. 1, 11 to
12c; dark,etc.,7to9c. Fancy extracted. 5 to
6c; dark.4to4V4c Fancy beeswax. 27 to 28c;
poor, etc., 20 to 25c. Batterson & Co.

Columbus, O., Oct. 29.—Fancy. 14 to 1 5c;
No 1. 12 to 13c: No. 2. 10 to lie; amber, 9 to
10c. Receipts somewhat heavier, but demand
improves as weather gets colder.

CoLnMBDS Com. and Storage Co.

New York, Oct, 22.—Receipts of coml>
honey are large, and there is quite a stock
now on the market. While whlie is in good
demand, buckwheat and mlxt seem to be
somewhat neglected, and quotation prices
have to be shaded in order to sell in quantity
lots: Weiiuote:
Fancy white, 13 to 140; No. I white. 11 to

12ci amber. 10c; mlxt and buckwheat. 8 to 9o.
Stocksoi extracted are llirhtot all kinds. De-
mand Is good at following prices: White, 6
toBHc; amber, h%c; dark. 6c. Southern, In
half barrels and barrels at from 55c to 60c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26c.

Hildretb Bros. & Seoelken.

Detroit, Oct. 20.— Honey In better demand
and better prices as fol'ows: Fancy white,
13@l4c; No. 1, 12®i 3c; fancy dark and am-
ber. 10@1 lo. Extracted, wbite. 6@7c: dark. 5
@5^c. Beeswax, 35@2Bc. M. H. Hunt.

Cleveland, Oct. 27.—Fancy white. 13® 4c;
No. 1. while. 13(ai2>4c; light amber, Uo;
buckwheat, 9c. Kxtracted, white, 7o.; light
amber, 6o. A. B, Williams & Co.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^#^

Is Now Alloweil on Orilers.

If you want

Sliipping Cases, Cratesi

Extraclorsi
Or anyllilna; else, write (o iis. Catalog

Free. Sample Copy

fE^erIoa£& Bee a Keeper,
(Monthly, 50c a year) free. Address,

THEW.T.FALCOmMFG.COMPAM
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Apiarian Supplies

!

Wholesale and Ketall.

A FULL LINE KEPT IN STOCK
Very Low Prices.

Write for an estimate on what you want.

I. J. STRINGHAira,
105 Park Place, - NEW YORK.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing,

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

I dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalops. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Maunfactnrini Co.,

BVDSON, St. Crolz Co., WIS.

Vr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
•1.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Ijiberal Discounts to the Trade.

California $»
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Resources, send for a Sample Oop;
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Paciflc Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paciflc Coast. Published weekly
handsomely Illustrated J2.00 per annum
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St., • SAN FRANCISCO. OAL

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ^ ^
has a hobby which Is thesheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - • ChlcagCo

^^'*
Dadanfs Foundation

^^'^

Year

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because I.^ 31 VEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

Year

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firniness, IVo Sag-
sins'. I^O I..OS!!i.

PATKI^X fVEUM PROCESS
SHEEXIJ^Ci.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of FouLdatlon and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

Tke Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk Co., ILL*

OUR MOTTO—" m\ Maimlaetiired Stock ! <Juiek Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-GASES.
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS^TOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

US^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Llst FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, "Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal *hen writing.

ROOT'S GOODS.

Our

Speclallies:
,<

Tlie Fence anfl Plain Sections,

Weed New Process Fonnflation.

Cowan Extractors.

Porter Bee-Escapes- tlie liest maile.

Dovetaileil Hiyes-witti Danz. Patented Cover and Bottom.

Danzenljaker Hives.

No-Drip SliippiDg-Cases,

Gleanings in Bee-Culture, Illnstrated, Semi-MontWy.

Catalog or Ooods and Sample Copy of Gleanings
sent for your name on a po!>lal.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
BrancbiOfllces

:

118 Michigan Street, Chicago, 111

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
10 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

MEDINA, OHIO.



PubUsht Weekly at 118 Michigan St. George W. York, Editor. $1.00 a Year—Sample Copy Free.

38th Year. CHICAGO, ILL., NOVEMBER 10, 1898. No. 45.
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UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Annual Convention Held at
Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DR. A. B. MASON, SEC.

IContlaued from page 694.1

SECOND DAY—Forenoon Session.

The forenoon session of the second day was called to order
by Pres. York at 9:30 o'clock. The members sang the " Con-
vention Song," after which Dr. Miller offered prayer.

Pres. George W. York then delivered the following

President's Annual Address.

Fellow Bee-Kecpers and Friends :—
Once more we meet In annual convention ; and once more

west of the great " Father of Waters." Much of importance
has transpired within the short year since last we assembled.
Another honey season has come and gone. The year's record
can soon be completed. Judging from reports received, in

many regions of our country the season has been a very poor
one; in a few localities it has been one of abundant yields of

honey. In view of this condition, It would seem that the rul-

ing price of honey should be higher than last year. Whether
or not it will be, will depend much upon those who have the
honey to sell. If like many who rusht their honey to the large
city markets last year, the price this year will not be high.

But if it is kept out of the large centers as much as possible,

and sold more in the local or home market?, there should be
no dilBculty experienced in securing a good price.

But my address to-day is not intended to be an exhaustive
discussion of the proper methods of marketing honey—that
may Well be left to this convention, the members of which
have had much more experience in that line than have I.

If we may judge from the general and almost overwhelm-
ing increase In the business of manufacturing bee keepers'
supplies, and the demand for them, this year, there has been
an unprecedentedly large growth the past year or two In the
Industry which we all have the honor to represent. It seems
that many of the apiarian manufactories have never had in

succession two such large seasons' business as the past two
have been. This of itself Indicates a development quite be-

yond the ordinary expectation. It means, I think, that those
who were in the business heretofore have been enlarging their
apiaries, and that many new recruits have come into our
ranks, to begin the business of honey-production.

On account of the smailness of the bee itself many of our
new friends might he led to the conclusion that there is little

to be learned concerning its management, and not much
financial profit to be obtained. But not so. Some of the
wisest men of the centuries gone by have devoted much of
their lives to a study of the habits and management of the
little, busy bee. The apiarian galaxy of immortals includes
the names of Huber the blind, Dzierzon, Quinby and Lang-
stroth, who completed their labors and are now entered into
well-merited reward. Of the present time leaders who have
gained enviable notoriety, may be named, Doolittle, Miller,
the Dadants, Root and Cook. Of course there are many
others almost equally prominent, both of the past and of the
present, who might be included did time permit to name
them all.

By patient and painstaking investigation much has been
discovered in relation to the usefulness of bees and their profit-

able care. But who shall say that the end of knowledge
concerning them has been reacht? Verily, there Is neither
beginning nor ending to the study of this wonderful Insect.

He who created it gave a most valuable gift to mankind. Not
alone for the delicious honey it stores for man's use, but as an
aid to the greatest success of the horticulturist the bee should
be most highly valued. This Is a feature of the bee's impor-
tant work that cannot be too frequently mentioned, or too
highly estimated. Often it has been very clearly shown that
had It not been for the multitudinous visits of bees during the
blossoming period, but little fruit would have resulted. Intel-

ligent horticulturists of to-day encourage the keeping of bees
in close proximity to their fruit orchards and groves.

Now, let me call your attention from a contemplation of

the bee and its lofty place in the economy of Nature, down to

a consideration ot this organization, which is maintained in

the interest of the producers of honey. It has noble and far-

reaching objects to carry out, which are suiiiciently important
to easily justify its existence. But what we need to do at this

convention, it seems to me, is to devise plans by which we
shall be able to cause the bee-keepers of this land to see the
need of their being active members in this organization.
While some good work has been done during the past
two years, there remains much that needs to be accomplisht,
and very soon. The question is, How can it be done?

In the first place, I have contended all along that we
need a large membership. And that will mean a full treas-
ury—a consummation devoutly to be wisht. War is expensive.
It costs in cash and energy to fight the battles against wrong.
But it pays in the end. The one stupendous evil that needs
the aid of every bee-keeper in this land in order to its over-
throw, is the giant of adulteration. Not only the adulteration
of honey in the city markets, but the adulteration of almost
every food product known today. In order to a successful
suppression of this great evil, all organizations must unite,

and bring to bear upon those in authority all the inHuence pos-

sible, so that laws already enacted for the suppression of

adulteration shall be rigidly enforced ; and that new laws
shall be past where such are not now upon the statute books.

Some one has said that the way to secure a national en-
actment against adulteration of food products is, first, to en-
force the State or local laws against this growing evil. I

think there is sound sense in this suggestion. In Illinois we
have a strong law against the adulteration of foods acd medi-
cines. But so far I have heard of no attempt at its enforce-
ment. Now, had we sufficient funds at our command, in the
treasury of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, I should
suggest that we at once begin the prosecution of one of the
leading adulterators of honey in Chicago. Could a single

clear conviction be secured, with the subsequent heavy fines

and term of Imprisonment imposed, I have no doubt it would
have a most wholesome effect not only upon the price and
demand of pure honey in Chicago, but throughout the sur-

rounding country as well. And thus, no doubt, other States
might be encouraged to begin the enforcement or passage of

similar laws, the result of which would be appreciated by a

pure-food loving people—a people who are daily suffering

from the evil effects of the consumpticn of the deleterious and
disease-producing substances used in forming the miserable
compounds put upon the market to-day.

Then, it seems to me that this Union should devise and
carry out some scheme by which the public may become better

acquainted with the merits of the product of the apiary. Too
few people are aware of the real value of honey as a food. Too
many look upon it as a medicine, and to be taken in homeo-
pathic doses. Outside of the overthrow of adulteration, I be-

lieve there is no other subject that equals in importance to

bee-keepers the widening of the demand, or the table use, of

honey. For years I have been satisfied that were the honey
product properly distributed the price realized by the pro-

ducer would be more satisfactory—more proportionate to the
cost of production.

This, of course, will naturally lead to a discussion of co-

operation in marketing

—

a great subject .' It has been very
plainly hinted to me that I am one who opposed this Unloa
taking up that line of work. Fellow bee-keepers, co-opera-
tion in the marketing of honey means much more than most
of us have yet thought. If we seemingly are unable to secure
a large membership in our Union, when the fee is only $1.00
annually, how could we expect that very many would unite
and hold out in an agreement to dispose of their whole crops
of honey through this or any other organization ? The great
trouble would be, I fear, that just enough would remain out
to so weaken the effect of the Union's effort along the line of

co-operative marketing that failure would be the result. But
perhaps by a thorough system of grading, and the establish-

ment of a high standard of purity and quality of the product
put on the market through the Union, a demand could be de-

velopt sufficiently large so as to take all the best honey that
the Union could control or obtain. In that case, success could
be assured.

But I am quite willing to leave this whole subject to the
wise counsels of the Union's membership—It Is too difficult for

one small brain to solve satisfactorily.

In conclusion, I desire to express my sincere appreciation
of the confidence reposed in me, and of the honor conferred
upon me, by my re-election to the presidency of this Union at •

its meeting in Buffalo last year. With a full realization of
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my inability to do justice to the requirements of the office, yet
I have ever endeavored to do what I could to hold up the

Union in its grand mission in the interest of bee-keepers ; and
I trust that I may soon be permitted to welcome my worthy
successor, into whose strong hands I will gladly place the
work and responsibility that accompanies the presidential

office. Faithfully yours,
George W. York.

The address of Pres. York was then discust as foJlows :

Dr. Miller—The great quantity of supplies sold this year
seems to be ground for the deduction that a large number of

persons are going into the bee-business this year. I am not
so sure of that. The large quantity of supplies sold this year
means that the business was very good last year; it seems to

me that is the most there is of it. The man who did a good
business last year and used up all his supplies wanted more
for this year. It doesn't mean that this is a good year, for it

has not been a good year. The Quantity of supplies sold is

generally an index of what was done the previous year. Of
course, there might be a good many new men who have gone
into the business, but I rather think the increase In the sup-
ply business is largely because the old supplies have been
used up and the bee-keepers had to have new supplies for this

year.

PROSECUTING ADULTERATORS OF HONEY.

Dr. Miller—As to the advisability of securing a conviction
for adulteration, if there is enough money In the treasury, and
that can be done, it is one of the biggest things that the Union
has to do, or can do. I suppose that our silence might be con-
strued as consenting to the adulteration, or endorsing it. Per-
haps there ought to be some expressions of opinion about the
matter.

E R. Root—I would like to inquire of Mr. Secor how
much it would probably cost to bring one of these fellows to

justice.

Mr. Secor—I don't think that question can be answered
now, because we haven't tried yet. The cost depends a great
deal upon the case Itself—upon its location, and upon many
other things. It may cost us $200 to get a proper attorney
to prosecute one of those cases. We cannot tell until we have
gotten into it. Good attorneys aren't lying around loose work-
ing for nothing and paying their own board. When we com-
mence a case of that kind we want as good an attorney as wo
can get, and we want to prosecute the case successfully. We
do not want to attempt the prosecution of a case in which
there Is much possibility of failure; we want to be sure we
have a good case, and then we want to make a success of it.

I cannot tell what it will cost.

A. I. Root—Won't the State help in the prosecution ?

Isn't there a pure food commission in Illinois?
Mr. Secor—I don't think there is. While they have a law

on the statute books, I think it is in the hands of any one to
look after its enforcement. They have no pure food commis-
sioners, as I understand. We have none in Iowa, and I think
they have none in Illinois. In those Stales where there are
pure food commissioners, whose business it is to look after the
adulteration of foods, prosecution is a very easy matter, com-
pared with prosecutions In those States where we have none of
those advantages.

Pres. York— I had something to say in the American Bee
Journal along this line, and Mr. Taylor, of the Bee-Keepers'
Review, had this to say in reply :

" Then the editor forgets that in such cases the information
is criminal, and the people of the State prosecute, or furnish a
prosecutor, and all the machinery necessary for a fair trial. In
this State, and I presume the same is the case in Illinois, the Union
would not be permitted to secure the services of an additional at-
torney to assist at the trial."

I suggested in the Bee Journal that we did not have any
money to begin a prosecution, and Mr. Taylor replied as I

have read. He simply says that we would furnish the evi-
evence, and the State would do the prosecuting.

Mr. Ackliu—The time this matter came up in St. Paul,
the commissioners were willing that we should have our own
counsel.

Dr. Mason— If it is true that there is a law in Illinois that
makes the adulteration of honey, as well as of other foods, a
criminal of offense, I cannot see any reason why it is not the
business of the prosecuting attorney of the county, or of the
locality where the work is being done, to prosecute the adul-
terators for the ofifense. It is his duty under the law In Ohio.
If we find a man stealing or robbing it is the business of who-
ever finds him doing it to see that the prosecuting attorney
knows something about It, and he then conducts the trial. I

cannot see why the Union should not be permitted to employ
counsel to advise with the prosecutor. We all know that It

takes considerable pushing and urging sometimes to get an
oiBclal to discharge the duties that he is sworn to perform. I

do not see why we should not try our hands at pushing the
man who has this business to attend to in Chicago. I do not
know why he cannot be seen by somebody in authority in this

Union, and consulted in regard to the matter and advised
with as to some of the steps to be taken to secure a conviction

of some one. Let the Union look up the matter—do the real

work of preparing the case, and let the prosecutor know that
we are willing to do our best to help him.

E. R. Root— If I understand Mr. Taylor correctly, all we
have to do is to bring up the evidence and then the State will

take care of the matter and prosecute and bear the expense.
If I am correct in that, the Union could go to work this month,
or any time. I ask for information.

Dr. Mason— I have been watching, in Ohio, for a chance
to catch somebody carrying on adulteration. But we have a
good, strong law there, and we have a Pure Food Commis-
sioner, Mr. Blackburn, who attends to his business, and peo-

ple dare not violate the law. If I could catch somebody vio-

lating the law I would go to Mr. Blackburn, and he would be
my right hand man in seeing that they were successfully

prosecuted.
Dr. Peiro— I have heard a good deal about this subject,

and one question I want to ask is this : Is there anybody in

Chicago or elsewhere that does this thing on a scale that
would justify prosecution ? or is it done by some of these lit-

tle fly-by-nights that just put up a little adulterated stuff and
sell It ? If you can find a man who is responsible in the event
of a judgment, and who puts up enough of that kind of
" honey " to have its impression upon the market, then I say
let us prosecute ; and if we find more than one such man, I

would suggest that Dr. Mason be gratified, and that we send
somebody from Chicago over into Ohio, and let them prosecute
him there.

Dr. Mason—If you will send one of them over to Ohio, we
will throw out the American flag and help you. It seems a
little strange that with such men as Dr. Peiro and Mr. York
living in Chicago, that city should have such a reputation for

adulteration ! What are you doing ?

Pres. York—There is no doubt that there is plenty of such
work in Chicago. I secured some samples last winter from
one of the largest adulterating firms, and sent the samples to

General Manager Secor. I do not know whether he went any
further, or had them analyzed, but I was satisfied from the
price and from the flavor that the samples were adulterated.
That firm ships it all over the State, to suburban towns, and
have traveling men out all the time, and they carry those-

samples as one of their commodities to furnish to grocers.
There are plenty of adulterators in Chicago. One of the-

honey commission men there is one of the largest adulterators.
He buys honey from bee-keepers. I used to advertise for
him, but I don't any more.

Dr. Mason—If our President thinks there is no doubt
about it why don't he find out and let us know. If it is true,

let us know it ; and if It is not true, let us know it. We are
contributing our money for the purpose of securing the con-
viction of such men. I would be willing to submit to an as-
sessment to carry on the work. If Mr. York and Dr. Peiro
can't look after it themselves let us hire somebody to do it.

Pres. York— I would like to suggest that we have General
Manager Secor go to Chicago and spend a month, or as long a
time as may be necessary, and secure samples of whatever the
adulterators are putting on the market there, have them ana-
lyzed, and meet the State's attorney or prosecutor there, and
begin to do something active along this line. Of course we
would not ask Mr. Secor to do that for nothing. I think it

would be better to have him do it than to have any one else.

His word would count for more, as he is the General Manager
of the Union. I think he is the man who should do this work.

E. R. Root— I move that General Manager Secor be re-

quested to take such action as he sees fit in regard to those
Chicago adulterators. I believe he will take the right course.

Mr. Secor— I move to amend so as to include the words,
" The General Manager, acting under the advice of the Board
of Directors"—that the General Manager, acting under the
advice of the Board of Directors, proceed to attack the adul-
terators of honey in Chlcazo.

E. R. Root—Chicago seems to be the headquarters of the
adulterators.

Mr. Whitcomb— It seems to me that to name the place
where the attack is to be named would be Ill-advised, as It

gives them warning in advance.
Dr. Mason— I think we should not confine the attack to

any place. It may be found advisable to choose some other
place for the attack. And I do not just fall in with the idea
of our worthy President, that Mr. Secor is the best man to
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hunt the matter up. He has a good many other things to do.

He might find another man who could do the work better than
he cnuld himself.

Pres. York—The reason why I put it that way 'was be-

cause I think the General Manager should purchase the sam-
ples himself, not through some one else, and that he should

keep them in his possession until they are analyzed, so that

there could be no doubt about it.

Dr. Mason—I do not agree with that Idea. Just a few
weeks ago I was on a jury before which a prosecution for sell-

ing medicines with poisonous ingredients contrary to law was
on trial in Ohio. I had some conference afterward with our
commissioner, who was prosecuting the matter, and I found
that he thought It was much better to have some one buy
those articles directly, and find out that they were not right,

and then let the authorities get after the adulterators. It

seemed to work much better than to have the authorities

themselves buy them. The purchasers were then called as

witnesses before the court, and it had ever so much more
weight. It would be lots better if I would go and make the

purchase and have Mr. Secor use me as a witness.

Mr. Secor—That matter should be in the hands of the

Board of Directors.

The motion as amended by Mr. Secor was then seconded
and carried.

Mr. Stilson— I would like to ask a question in regard to

whether the General Manager or the Board of Directors could

in any way aid parties in different States in preparing and
presenting before the different State legislatures bills looking
toward the punishment of adulterators of honey or other

foods in the different States. Before our legislature this win-

ter I would like to present something of that kind. Will the

Union aid us by helping to prepare something of that kind
that will stand a test ?

Mr. Masters—As Mr. Whitcomb has investigated the laws

of Nebraska in reference to adulterated foods, I would like to

have him tell us something of what he knows about it.

Mr. Whitcomb—We have no pure food law here. The
only thing we could do would be to prosecute a man under the

law for obtaining money under false pretenses. We have no
pure food law. Such laws have always failed somewhere.
The only thing we can do is to prosecute under the law

—

which is very strict—for obtaining money under false pre-

tenses

—

selling something fur honey which was not honey, but
glucose.

Pres. York—Mr. Stilson askt a question as to whether the

Board of Directors could aid the bee-keepers in any State to

secure the passage of laws against the adulteration of honey
and other foods.

Dr. Mason—Our coustitution provides for that, I think.

In the first place, the objects of this Union are stated in Arti-

cle II— " to promote the interests of bee-keepers, to protect its

members, to prevent the adulteration of honey, and to prose-
cute dishonest honey commission men." I think the constitu-

tion covers that, without any doubt.

Mr. Stilson—My idea in asking this question was, that I

knew the Union was organized to promote the advancement
of bee-culture ; but in this State we have met with this one
obstacle every time we have presented this matter before our
legislature: There were many of our legislators who thought
we were working in the interest of a single industry, while we
should ask for a general pure food law covering all products.

I wisht to ask whether the Union would aid us in securing the
passage of a general law in preference to a law for this one
Industry.

A. I. Root—It seems to be time that other States were
following the State of Ohio. This matter of obtaining money
under false pretenses is a small thing—a trifling matter. Bee-
keepers are made a kind of a side-issue. These fellows are
not only swindling by their adulterations, but they are en-

dangering human life. You will see that throughout the
whole world human life is coming to be held at a higher value
than it used to be. We all rejoice over that. The progress
of the present time seems to be in defending human life and
health. This matter wants to come now with emphasis. It

is not because bee-keepers are being hindered or crampt in

their industry, but because human life and human health is

being endangered. Medical men will tell us that they are be-

coming more and more convinced that the greater number of

stubborn chronic diseases are caused by impure food. We
want the right kind of food. The great point in presenting
this matter of getting better laws is that human health and
life are in danger ; it is not that bee-keepers are suffering by
the frauds, or that somebody is getting swindled.

Mr. Hatch—Colorado has a law especially against the

adulteration of honey. If any one is looking for an easy case

for prosecution, I think they would find it right in Denver,
and without looking very hard, either.

Dr. Miller— I believe that the one thing in which we have
made more mistakes than any other has been in considering
our own interests alone, and trying to push things with refer-

ence to bee-keepers alone. If we are going to do anything,
we must try to go in along with others and make a big thing
of it, and make a big strike all together. I think Mr. Secor is

right in his idea ; unless we are pretty sure of carrying a case
to a successful issue, we ought not to touch it at all.

Mr. Secor— I was going to suggest that I regard it as one
of the legitimate purposes of this Union to secure pure food
legislation in the States where there are no pure food laws. I

would suggest that if it is possible we should get a general
pure food law, saying nothing about honey especially, and if

possible getting a pure food commissioner. I think that is a
great point.

(Continued next week.)

Report of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Couveution.

The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association held an interesting
meeting in Salt Lake City, Oct. 6, the merits of the industry
being pretty thoroughly discust.

The first question presented was the purchase of sections

and other supplies. R'^marks were made by Vice-Pres. Hone,
Messrs, Dudley, Swanner, Terry, Schach, and others. As a
result it is expected that the bee-keepers will club together
and get them at the lowest rates.

Foul brood, pickled brood, and kindred diseases, were dis-

cust. A general discussion as to the best methods to be
adopted for the production, putting up and marketing of bee-

products, showed pretty clearly that by acquiring a practical
knowledge of the business, and by adopting the best approved
methods, as a rule the bee-keepers were usually more success-

ful than those pursuing other industries of the State.

THE PAST A PECULIAR SEASON.

President Lovesy said that as far as the bee-industry is

concerned, this has been a peculiar season. While the honey-
flow in some localities has been excellent, from the best infor-

mation obtainable as a rule the flow seems to have been either

short or rather poor. The spring in some localities was wet and
cold ; then when the fine weather came it cleared up for good.
This made the flow all right for awhile. Then later, as a

rule, where the supply of water for irrigation was abundant
the honey-flow was all right, but where the supply of water
gave out, the honey-flow also fell off.

BEE-DISEASES—IN UNION IS STRENGTH.

While many have been successful others have been un-
fortunate with bee-diseases. There ssems to have been a
lack of interest in getting the bee-law in force in some coun-
ties. Disease has broken out in some instances, and no one
having any authority to look after the matter, it has caused
some distress and loss. This, and also a lack of interest

among bee-keepers in purchasing their supplies and disposing
of their products, has demoralized prices, while under proper
conditions the shortness of the crop should have had a ten-

dency to have advanced prices materially.

Some bee-keepers ask if it is to their interest to join an
association. It should be plain to all that it the bee-keepers
and other societies would unite for their own benefit they
could accomplish almost any desired reform. They could pre-

vent unscrupulous dealers from buying glucose for two cents
and selling it as honey for 10 cents ; they could at least pro-
cure laws that would cause all packages to be plainly markt
as to what they contained. Again, many of our practical bee-

keepers credit much of their knowledge of the industry to at-

tending the bee-meetings. In union is strength, and without
it little if any reform can be accomplisht.

GOOD REPORT FROM OMAHA.

A number of our bee-keepers f urnisht honey for the Trans-
Mississippi Exposition at Omaha, and we have sent a credit-

able exhibit. We have kept up the reputation of the State as

a honey-producer. The report of our exhibit is 95, as follows :

Flavor, 45, on a scale of 50; clearness, perfect, 10; ripe-

ness, perfect, 20; color, 10; general appearance, 10; total,

95; perfect, 100. This is considered an excellent showing,
as flavor is more or less a matter of taste.

YIELDS OF HONEY, ETC.

W. E. Smith reported an excellent flow of beautiful white
honey In Keysvllle, Hooper, and vicinity. Mr. Jacobson, of
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San Pete, gave some good reports of large yields of honey this

seasi:u Id different counties in the State.

Joshua Terry, of Draper, reported that the Utah honey
exhibit at the Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha was a

credit to the State and to the bee-industry.

Many of our good-natured bee-keepers promise to attend

the bee-meetings, but they too often forget it.

Reporter.

No. 1.—The Care of Bees for Wintering.

BY C. r. DADANT.

For a number of years past we have had very good win-

ters for bees, and the losses have been small. This success is

likely to cause us to be less particular about putting the bees

in proper condition to go safely through the period of cold

weather that may usually be expected in this latitude.

What are the necessary requirements lo safely winter a

colony of bees? In roy mind I divide these requirements un-

der five heads :

1st. A sufficient number of bees.

2nd. A sufficient quantity of food.

3rd. Food of the proper quality.

4th. An occasional flight duriug cold weather.
5th. A certain amount of shelter.

The first and main requirement is the number of bees. It

matters but little how well the other four reqirements may be
fulfilled, a handful of bees, in this latitude, cannot be safely

wintered, and in hard winters it requires a very strong colony
to safely go through the almost polar extremes of cold, which
are so often experienced, and which make us compare our
winters with those of Siberia.

The number of bees which forms the colony at the begin-

ning of winter often depends upon circumstances entirely in-

dependent of the will or the management of the apiarist, and
we can therefore give but little advice on this point. Probably
he only time when the bee-keeper can be of any help to his

bees, to secure a sufficient amount of strength, is after a short
crop, when the bees have gathered so small an amount of

honey that they have been unable, tho probably willing, to

rear a sufficient supply of brood. By judicious feeding in

time, that is, before the opening of cold weather, quite an
amount of brood-rearing may be induced, and the strength of

the colony materially Increast by this means.
To obtain this end. the feeding must be slow and regular,

for bees will breed mostly when they find food ; while if the
colony is strong, and the supply of honey only is needed, the
feeding should be as speedy as possible. It is very easy to

understand why breeding depends somewhat upon feeding.

The queen needs to be copiously fed, in order to lay a liberal

number of eggs daily. When the bees are at rest, and no
honey is harvested, she is not induced to eat much, for none
of the bees are loaded. But when honey is coming in, either

by artificial feeding or by natural sources, the queen Inces-

santly meets bees with a full honey-sac, that offer food to her,

and the egg-laying propensity is increast in her thereby. To
be sure, there are natural circumstances— weather and season
conditions—which will tend to prevent a ready production of

eggs at this season ; while the reverse of these conditions in

the spring would have the opposite effect; but aside from the
circumstances that are beyond the control of man, it Is not to

be doubted that much may be achieved towards increasing
the number of bees in a hive, previous to winter.

Yet, there are seasons in which the concourse of circum-
stances have created peculiar conditions, and the hive is de-

pleted of its bees tho the harvest has been sufficiently plentiful

to fill the brood-combs with even more honey than is needed
for winter. As an Instance of this I will cite one fall, in which
our bees had to travel abouc two miles in order to harvest a

good supply of honey, aoj during which a number of quick
and unexpected day-Storms destroyed many of the little har-

vesters on the way to and from the field. Their numbers
diminisht so that there were not enough bees left in the hive

to help keep the brood warm, and the winter loss was tre-

mendoui.
I rt member, also, buying a box-hive full of honey, years

ago, from an old-time bee-keeper. It appeared that a swarm

was put in this hive during a good flow of clover, and the crop

was so plentiful that they filled the box from top to bottom.

As there was no room worth mentioning for brood, and the

queen was perhaps old, the colony had dwindled so that the re-

maining bees died at tho opening of winter, and It had
some 60 or 70 pounds of honey, very white and nice, with

not to exceed six square inches of empty comb at the bottom.

Such occurrences are not altogether unavoidable, especially

to the apiarist who keeps a close watch over his bees; but

they are possible, and when the conditions are discovered too

late no help can be given.

Then there are other circumstances, some of which are

not yet fully understood by us, to cause colonies to dwindle

and become weak. Not more than two days ago (Oct. 26) I

was helping the boys to remove the supers preparatory to

packing the hives for winter, when we came to a colony of

bees— fine Italians—in which perhaps two handfuls of bees

were scattered about away from the cluster. In the super, as

well as in the body of the hive. This circumstance is unin-

telligible to me. The morning was cold and frosty, and, in

normal conditions, these bees should have been united to the

cluster at the bottom of the hive ; but as they were scattered

about they had become chilled and were likely to perish.

We can therefore say that the quantity of bees necessary

to a good wintering is not always dependent upon the will or

care of the apiarist, but can only be improved by him to a

certain extent.

In another article I will examine the other propositions

laid down at the beginning of this article.

Hancock Co., 111.

An Old-Time Large Yield—HistoricaL

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

On page 644, Mr. Cameron says he remembered long

ago that Dr. Gallup said that he (Gallup) got from one colony

50 pounds of honey per day. Mr. Cameron made a mistake

of 30 pounds, thanks to Dr. Mason for correcting him.

Now I propose to get in some of my notions that crawled

through my noddle at that time. I had received my first

honey-extractor the season before, and of course had large

ideas. I was then using the Gallup 12 frame hive, and my
idea was to get up a large hive all on the ground floor, as I

did not wish to be compelled lo take off a top hive or super to

examine the breeding department, etc. So I built a hive to

hold 48 frames, 24 in each end. The division between each

apartment had an inch wide slot the whole length for the

bees to pass through, with a large portico (a la Langstroth)

at each end ; a half-inch entrance the whole width of the hive

at each end, a separate honey-board over each apartment, and

a movable roof over all. Of course, the entrances were man-

aged to suit the size of the colony.

Early in May I hived my first swarm In that hive, and It

was a very large swarm, from my Adam Grimm stock of Ital-

ians. I inserted a division-board so as to conform the size of

hive to the capacity of the swarm, and confined them to one

apartment. My first intention was to hive two swarms in the

hive, but that queen turned out so prolific that she knockt my
intentions in the head.

As soon as they commenced building drone-comb, I filled

out that apartment with full sheets of ready-made worker-

comb (for we had no foundation at that time), and alternated

empty combs between full combs of brood. The season hap-

pened to be just right, so the bees gathered sufficient to keep

up all operations in the hive, and still not sufficient for them

to store any amount in the way of the queen; and she occu-

pied the whole 24: fully, with brood and eggs. In short order.

I then removed the openiug between the two apartments, set

12 combs of brood in the other apartment, and filled all up

with ready-made worker-comb, mixt In promiscuously with

the brood.
Now, understand what I have heretofore said, that my

Grimm stock of bees were longer-lived than ordinary bees. I

do not now recollect at what time the basswooa bloomed that

season, but this I do recollect, that at the time 1 had the

largest and most numerous colony of bees that I ever had in a

movable-comb hive. At night, when they quit work, there

would be a fair-sized swarm clustered in each portico, and

both entrances open to their full capacity, each one-half Inch

wide or deep, and 86 inches long.

I had upland and very lowland basswood, any quantity of

it, near my apiary, and one variety blossomed two weeks later

than the oiher, which prolonged the basswood season; and

the weather could not possibly be better for 30 days in suc-

cesssion. I extracted from one apartment one day, and from

the other the next; did not extract from any combs that had
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brood, and the honey was all well ripened and matured. I
put it in oak barrels or kegs; I sent one keg to Mr. Lang-
stroth, and he pronounced it first-class in every respect. He
said in a letter to me that he had a couple of gentlemen from
Boston to dinner, and they made the remark that if they
could get such honey in Boston it would be worth 30 cents a
pound. It was candied hard, and as white as the driven snow.

That was the season that my bees gathered honey by
moonlight. I had four large basswood trees right in the api-
ary, and the secretion of nectar was as profuse as it Is here in
Southern California in a favorable season.

I made some six or seven other hives on the same plan,
containing 36 combs each, and made two long-idea hives on
the Adair principle; used Gallup frames in all. The Adair
principle did not work satisfactorily in any respect. That
was the time I hurrahed that I had a non-swarming hive.
The colonies did not swarm the second season, but all super-
seded their queens, and the third season they were the first

hives to cast swarms in the apiary, some 10 days ahead of the
12-frame hives, and the swarms were so large that I had to
use two and three story standard hives to put them in.

Well, that was the season that I took 600 pounds from
that large colony in 30 days. It was the best continuous flow
of basswood honey I ever saw— I mean the first season I used
the large hives. I took 150 pounds of fall honey from that
same hive that season— 750 pounds in all. Do you wonder
that Gallup hurrahed ? It was all gathered by bees produced
by one single queen.

Now, Mr. Cameron, what are you going to do about it,

anyway ?

If I get the time I shall give my ideas about rearing large,
prolific, and long-lived queens and bees. Orange Co., Calif.

Do Italians Bees Produce Better Honey ?

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

On page 646, Mr. Hart again gives me " Hail Columbia.'
I wish here to reiterate that what I have said was not said
with any feeling of disrespect towards Mr. Hart, nor have I
said anything that was designed to do him any injustice. If I
was so unfortunate in my choice and arrangement of words as
to leave the impression on his mind that I intended him any
wrong, I humbly beg his pardon.

I will go farther, and say that I now believe that Mr.
Hart's question was askt in all honesty and sincerity, and
without any thought of " putting up a job" on the bee-keep-
ers. I did say in the beginning that it "lookt" as if Mr.
Hart might be doing this. This seems to be the head and
front of m\j offending. I will take that all back, and say that
I am satisfied that Mr. Hart askt this question solely with a
desire for information.

Well, how much has he got up to date ?

Let us look over the ground and see what has been
brought out since Mr. Volkert ventured the opinion that the
better quality of Italian honey is due to the greater activity
of Italian bees.

But, first, let us have a restatement of Mr. Hart's ques-
tion. Mr. Hart wanted to know why Italian bees store a bet-
ter quality of honey than blacks and other bees, when all have
access to the same sources of supply. As I understood the
question, he wanted to know why Italians store a better
quality of honey than other bees when all have access to, and
all store from, the same sources of suuply, all would gather
from these same sources in about equal proportions according
to the number of bees engaged in the work. This I think was
Mr. Hart's idea, but I am not certain. On this point, and a
good many others, he seems able to speak for himself.

Now for the new light which has dawned on the question.
On page 595, C. P. Dadant expresses the opinion that the

better quality of the honey is due to the fact that the Italian
bees have " better developt olfactory nerves, and are there-
fore better able to select their food." In other words, the
honey of Italians is better because the bees gather from a
better class of flowers. If Mr. Hart's question did not have
the extended meaning which I supposed it had, then what Mr.
Dadant says is a fair answer to the question. If it did have
this extended meaning, then what Mr. Dadant says is no an-
swer at all. No one ever doubted or denied that Italian bees
would store a better quality of honey from white clover than
other bees would store from honey-dew and basswood and
buckwheat. But suppose that only one source of supply is

available at one time, or that bees gather from all sources
alike, what will be the difference then ?

The closing sentences of Mr. Hart's last article betray the
fact that he is brimful of belligerency. It is therefore to be
supposed that he will continue the warfare until, Spaniard-

like, his " honor" is satisfied. Then, perhaps, will come the
peace for which I plead in a former communication. In the
meantime let somebody come to the front and tell us why
Italian bees store better honey than other bees when all have
access to, and a;t store from, the same sources of supply. I

do not yet believe there is any difference that Is discoverable.
Decatur Co., Iowa.

CONDUCTBD BY

DR. O. O. AOXtBR, atAJtENGO, IXI,.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlrect.1

The " Boil " that made Mr, Taylor " Sic."

A correspondent writes :
" ' Sic ' is a Latin adverb, mean-

ing ' so ; thus ; in like manner ;' but on page 612 of the Amer-
ican Bee Journal for Sept. 29, it seems to me to have been
used as many now use ' See ?' "

I think Mr. Taylor is too accurate a writer to have used
the word "sic " with an unusual and really incorrect mean-
ing. In general, if not always, when used by English writers
in brackets, the word is used to call particular attention to an
inaccuracy of some kind. If, for example, I say that a man
of great literary pretensions wrote to me, " I will meat you at
the cars," the spelling of the third word in the quotation
might be corrected by the printer, or, if not corrected, the
hasty reader might not notice it, and the careful reader might
think it a mistake of the printer. To avoid anything of this

kind, it Is given, "I will meat [sic] you at the cars." That's
as much as to say, the word was written "thus," just as here
spelled.

When I wrote, " I wish I knew what Mr. Taylor means by
that word " sic," I did not refer to the meanlug of the word,
but I wanted to know what there was wrong in what I had
said. If he referred to the word " boil," I think he was in

error, and If to something else, I'd like to know where I was
in error.

I have faith in Mr. Taylor's desire to be an honest critic,

and when he has time for it he will say where my error was ;

and If the error was his, he will be more anxious to point it

out than to point out the errors of others. C. C. Miller.

Making Nuclei and Moving to Colorado.

I lately moved here with the intention of engaging in the
bee-business, but find it a poor country for bees. I have 20
colonies, and can't sell here for more tlian Si.00 a colony. I

wish to remove to Colorado. Would it pay to purchase queens
and divide each colony into four or six nuclei, discarding all

the old bees and shipping about 10 nuclei boxes with say 40
or 60 nuclei, in the spring, and build them up in Colorado?
I have the dovetailed hive with Hoffman frames. There are
but a few days that bees are confined here during winter.
There are millions of flowers, but they don't appear to secrete
nectar, and the bees won't work in tlie sections, as the flow is

not continuous. Virginia.

Answer.— I don't know. It might be a good investment,
and it might not. Perhaps it might be better to s,hip the col-

onies, and then increase after reaching destination. If you
break up all into nuclei, you'll find it slow work building up.

When you have bees and brood for only one or two frames
they seem to stand still for a long time, but when they get up
to about four frames of brood they push right along. So if

you want to go fast it's well to go a little slow at the start.

Instead of forming all your nuclei at the start, have only a
few at first, and then as fast as you get them built up start

more. ^ I

Cellar Temperature—Putting in Bees.

1. Would a temperature of 65^ be too warm for a cellar

to winter bees in ?

2. Do you smoke the bees at the entrance a little when
you put them into the cellar ? MiCHiavN.

Answers.— 1. I'm afraid it would. Possibly it m ght be
all right if you could have it perfectly dark and the air con-
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stantly pure, the latter being perhaps the more Important of

the two.
2. No, the desirable thing is to get them into the cellar

with the least disturbance possible. Smoking them, or jarring
the hives, would have about the same effect as a longer con-
finement. The best thing is to get them into the cellar at a
time when they are not easily stirred up, and so quietly that
they will not notice that they are being carried. A good time
for this is the next day after they have had flight. If they
are very troublesome about flying out, take a big cloth, make
it pretty wet, then lay it against the entrance so no bees can
get out. ^ ^

Growing Sweet Clover in Texas.

I would like to keep a few colonies of bees for my own
use, but will have to plant something for them.

1. Will sweet clover grow here ?

2. Does it come from the root, or is it planted every year ?

3. How much would I need for five or six colonies ?

4. What time should it be sown? Texas.

Answers.— 1. Mrs. Harrison reports that it will not grow
in the part of Florida where she has been. I don't remember
that any other place has been reported where it would
not grow.

2. It comes from the seed this year, but doesn't blossom
this year. It lives over winter, grows big next year and blos-
soms, then dies root and branch, having lived only through
the one winter.

3. I don't know. At a rough guess I should say two acres
would keep them busy when at its best, and perhaps half as
much. But mind you, it doesn't yield honey throughout the
entire season, commencing not till after white clover begins,
but after it does begin it continues till frost to yield more
or less.

4. It may be sown in the spring, but perhaps it will be
better to sow in the fall. It seems to catch best if sown on
tolerably hard ground where cattle or other stock may tramp
the seed in.

Transferrin: and Italianizing—Packing Bee§ for
Winter, Etc.

1. Next spring I want to transfer my bees from box-hives
Into 8-frame dovetailed hives, and I would like to transfer
and Italianize at the same time, as it is such trouble to find
the black queens on the combs. Would it work all right to
place entrance-guards on the dovetailed hives at the time of
transferring, thereby keeping out all black drones and queens,
and giving each colony an Italian queen in a cage, using a
little peppermint to give all one scent? Or, could I transfer
one colony when they are working well on ash-leaved and hard
maple, give them an Italian queen, then transfer the others,
giving each colony a frame of eggs from the Italian queen and
let them rear their own queens ?

2. How long should I wait after transferring the first

colony and introducing the queen, before I transfer the others
in order that the young queens may meet Italian drones ?

3. I would like to follow the last-named plan if it would
work all right. Would I be apt to get any surplus honey, or
increase by swarms, by so doing ?

4. What constitutes " No. 1 " and " fancy honey ?"

5. Can you name a good, reliable firm to ship honey to ?
6. In packing my bees for winter, I put on a super, then

on the frames I place a Hill's device, on which I put cloth that
is partly woolen, the thickness of an old quilt, on which I

place a chaff cushion, then another thickness of quilt. Should
I then put on the regular hive-cover before putting on the
winter-case roof ?

7. I had an experience with one colony the past summer
that I do not understand. I introduced an Italian queen in a
rather weak colony which had been queenless some time, and
about three weeks after, one evening just at dusk, I taw bees
coming out of the hive ; some climbed up the hive as when a
swarm is issuing, then they would fly away. It was so dark I

could not see-them after they left the hive. Afterward, when
I opened the hive, I found the combs full of moth-worms, but
no bees. Da you think the bees went to the woods so late ?

8. I put unfinisht sections on a strong colony to clean out,
but they did not do it. What was the reason? They were
on nearly two weeks. New York.

Answers.— 1. I very much doubt whether you will find it

a satisfactory thing to Italianize at the time of transferring.
The bees will have enough on hand to repair damages and
keep things straight at time of transferring, without the extra

strain of changing queens. When you get your bees in hives

with movable frames, you will probably not have as much
trouble as you anticipate in finding the queens. And if you
depend on the use of perforated zinc to strain out the queens,
you can do that more easily after the bees are settled In the
frame hives than at time of transferring.

2. If the colony that receives the Italian queen is strong,

and if the season is favorable, so that she lays some eggs in

drone-cells almost as soon as introduced, you will be pretty

safe to start queen-ceils about two weeks after the introduc-

tion of the Italian queen. But if you are not fond of disap-

pointment, don't count too strongly on having ail your young
queens mated with drones from the Italian colony. If honey
is your main object, you will probably get as much by having
the young q-jeens of Italian stock meet drones not related,

even if they are black.

3. You might get both surplus and swarms by the plan
outlined, but very likely your performance would hinder some-
what. Better study up from the text-books the matter o( rear-

ing queens, perhaps obtaining Doolittle's book on queen-
rearing ; get one of your colonies Italianized as early as con-

venient, let the bees in the box-hives swarm, hiving the
swarms in frame hives, and transferring from the old hives

three weeks after swarming. Then having queens ready in

nuclei, you can Italianize at your leisure. [Doolittle's "Scien-
tific Queen-Rearing " book, bound in cloth, we mail for .^1.00.
—Editor J

4. According to the rules of grading adopted at the Wash-
ington meeting of the North American Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion, the two grades were as follows :

Fancy.—All sections to be well filled ; combs straight, of

even thickness, and firmly attacht to all four sides ; both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.

No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs uneven or

crooked, detacht at the bottom, or with but few cells unsealed ;

both wood and combs unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classified according
to color, using the terras white, amber and dark. That is,

there will be " fancy white," " No. 1 dark," etc.

5. [All the firms named in the column of " Honey and
Beeswax Market Quotations " in this journal are supposed to

be reliable. If any of them treat any reader of the American
Bee Journal unfairly, we would be thankful to know it.

—

Editor.]
6. If there is room for It you may as well put it on.

7. The bees that you saw flying away from the hive late

in the evening were probably robbers, the colony having been
overcome before that time by the robbers.

8. I don't know. My bees act exactly the same way, and
I don't know any satisfactory way to get sections emptied out
by any particular colony.-^

Questions on Cellar-Wintering.

I have 23 colonies and will-winter them in the cellar under
my house. The cellar Is 18x29 feet, and 8}ii feet deep.

1. How should I ventilate this cellar ?

2. How many colonies is it advisable to put into such a
cellar ?

3. How high should I keep the hives from the ground ?

Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. Any way that will get fresh air Into the

cellar without cooling it off too much. And that's pretty much
the same as saying, any way that will get the foul air out of

the cellar without cooling it off too much. If there's a chim-
ney running dowu into the cellar, a stove-pipe run from the

cellar into that will be, in most cases, all that's necessary.

For the cracks In the cellar wall will be enough to let In fresh

air to supply the place of that drawn out by the draft of the

chimney. Where the chimney does not run down into the

cellar, connection may bo made with it by means of a two-inch
pipe running up through the floor and running into the pipe

of a stove in. the room above. If the number of colonies is not

more than 23, it is possible that your cellar may winter all

right without any special attention. At least you could try it.

As long as the bees are tolerably quiet, and the air in the cel-

lar smells sweet, there Is not likely to be much danger as to

the ventilation.

2. 100 colonies or more ought to be comfortable In It.

3. Some think a foot high, altho some of mine are only
raised three or four inches, and winter well.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it. See G big offers on page 715.
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Care of Bees for Wintering: is a subject on
which Mr. C. P. Dadant will write a series of articles for the
American Bee Journal, the first of which appears in this num-
ber. Every bee-keeper at all acquainted with bee-litearture
knows that there is no more competent authority in this

country to write on any phase of practical bee-keeping than
the Dadants. So these articles will be a treat, especially to

the newer bee-keepers. Read them, and heed them.

Our Front Page Illustration this week will be
recognized at once by all who saw a copy of the Omaha con-
vention program, as it appeared on its first page. It is the re-

sult of an idea incubated in the versatile brain of Mr. H. E.
Hill, editor of the American Bee-Keeper, and we think all will

agree that it is a very neat and appropriate design. Mr. Hill

was kind enough to loan us the engraving, so that all our
readers might have an opportunity to see it. When granting
its use he wrote :

Dear Mr. York :—As an advertisement for the Union, I
would like to see the cut you request given a place in all the
bee-papers, so that its object—that of calling particular atten-
tion to the Union, generally—might be accomplisht. As the
matter stands at present, I am by no means sure that my
plan was a success, since the expense of the advertisement so
far would have given me over 20 memberships in the Union,
and that, perhaps, might have been better for the "cause"
than the advertisement ; but I hope it may have some bene-
ficial effect. H. E. Hill.

Now, why can't at least 100 of our readers send in their

membership dues to the Union this month, and make Mr.
Hill feel fully five times glad he got up that illustration ?

Good Honey-Vear in Canada.—Editor Root,

in Gleanings for Oct. 15, thus refers to a visit from Editor

Holtermann, of the Canadian Bee Journal, and tries to ac-

count for the good honey season in Canada, and the almost

total failure In the United States :

Mr. R. P. Holtermann, who made us a short visit on the
7th inst., reports that the bee-keepers of Canada have had a
most excellent season. The year throughout the United
States (excepting Colorado, Florida, Vermont, Michigan and
Northern California) has been a most signal failure. Now,
why should Canada, so near us, have a good honey-flow, when
we here in the United States have had almost the opposite ?
I remember last summer, when clover ought to begin to yield,

we had been having quite a spell of dry weather. Day after
day went by, but no rain. Finally, when It did come,
and copiously, too, we hoped, but hoped in vain, that the long-
expected nectar would come. While these copious rains
seemed to be general over the United States, and while they
came in time to stimulate general farm crops, it was evident
they were loo Inte to have any decided effect on the honey crop
of the United States—too late, perhaps, by two weeks. I'J;>w,

why did the bee-keepers of Canada enjoy a good season ? This
strikes me as a possible explanation :

The honey-flows in Canada are anywhere from ten days to

two weeks later than in the United States. Assuming that
our friends who are north of the line enjoyed those same
rains that we did, and at the some time, then those same rains
came just In time to stimulate nectar secretion in the blossom,
but just too late for the United States.

Tin vs. 'Wood for Honey.—A short time ago we
were again thoroughly convinced of the great superiority of

tin over wood for making honey-receptacles. We saw some

barrels of honey emptied, which, before the honey was put

in, weighed 28 pounds each. After the honey was removed

those same barrels weighed -40 pounds.

We are surprised that any bee-keeper will persist in using

barrels for holding extracted honey. He certainly would not

if he had to buy honey in them. Besides the large amount of

honey which they soak up, they are hard to handle, and when

once the honey is granulated, it is a big job to dig it out.

How different are the 60-pound tin cans. They don't

soak up any honey, and the honey they contain can be re-

liquefled so easily, in case it has granulated.

We do hope the time will soon come when wooden barrels

for holding honey will be generally condemned, and that the

much lighter, handier, and ever so much better tin cans will

take their place.
•*-*-*'

Apiarian Av%-ards at the Trans-Mississippi
—The following premiums were awarded in the Apiary De-

partment of the Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha, by

Hon. Eugene Secor, of Forest City, Iowa, who was the judge :

Bee-Hives.—Emerson T. Abbott, of Missouri. St. Joe hive,

bronze medal; Douglas County, Nebraska, Improved Langstrotb
hive, bronze medal ; E. Kretchmer. of Iowa, collection of hives,

gold medal; G. B. Lewis Co., of Wisconsin, collection of hives,

gold medal ; Leahy Mfg. Co.. of Missouri, collection of hives, silver

medal ; Tbe A. I. Root Co.. of Ohio, collection of hives, gold medal.

Ai'iAKiAN Implements and Supphes.—E. Kretchmer, gold
medal; G. B. Lewis Co.. gold medal; Leahy Mfg. Co., silver medal;
The A. I. Root Co., gold medal.

Bee Books and Bee-Literature.—E. Kretchmer, honorable
mention.

Alsike Clover Comb Honet.—L. G. Clute, of Iowa, bronze
medal.

Heart's-Ease Comb Honey.—L. D. Stilson, of Nebraska, sil-

ver medal; L. G. Clute, bronze medal.

Dandelion Comb Honey.—L. G. Clute, honorable mention.

Alfalfa Comb Honey.—E Kretchmer, silver medal; Hon. G.
W. Swink, of Colorado, silver medal; Lovesy & Bouck. of Utah,
bronze medal; Bennett & Diesem, of Kansas, bronze medal; I. L.

Diesem, of Kansas, bronze medal.

Linden Comb Honey.—Nebraska Commission, silver medal;
Douglas County, silver medal; E. Kretchmer, silver medal; L. G,
Clute, bronze medal.

Sweet Clover Comb Honey'.—Wm. Stolley, of Nebraska,
silver medal.

White Clover Comb Honey.—Dr. E. K. Jacques, of Minne-
sota, silver medal; D. A. Freeman, of Minnesota, silver medal;
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Mrs. H. G. Acklin, of Minnesota, silver medal; L. G. Clute. silver

medal; E. Kretcbmer, silver medal; Lovesy & Bouck, honorable
mention.

HONET IN DlI'FERENT STAGES OF GRANULATION.—L. D. Stil-

son, honorable mention ; E. Kretcbmer, honorable mention.

Samples of Honet.—Aug. C. Davidson, of Nebraska, silver

medal; L. D. Stilson, gold medal; State of Minnesota, silver

medal.
Heart's-Ease Extracted Honey.—Douglas County, silver

medal ; L. D. Stilson, silver medal.

Sweet Clover E.vtracted Honey.-Douglas County, silver

medal; Wm. Stolley, bronze medal; Nebraska Commission, bronze
medal; E. Kretcbmer, bronze medal.

White Clover Extracted Honey —Lovesy & Bouck, bronze
medal; G M. Whitford, of Nebraska, silver medal; E. Kretcbmer,
silver medal; L. G. Clute. silver medal; Dr. E K. Jacques, silver

medal; J. B. Jardine, of Minnesota, silver medal; H. L. F. Witte,
of Minnesota, silver medal ; D. A. Freeman, silver medal; Mrs. H.
G. Acklin, silver medal ; W. J. Stabmann, of Minnesota, bronze
medal; Scott LaMont, of Minnesota, bronze medal.

Extracted Buckwheat Honey.—Douglas County, no recom-
mendation.

Alfalfa Extracted Honey.—G. W. Swink, silver medal;
Lovesy & Bourk, bronze medal; E. Kretcbmer. bronze medal; A.
G. Forney, of Kansas, honorable mention ; Fred H. Glick. of Kan-
sas, bronze medal; Bennett & Diesem, honorable mention;!. L.
Diesem, bronze medal; Nebraska Commission, honorable mention.

Linden Extracted Honey —Nebraska Commission, silver
medal ; Aug. C. Davidson, bronze medal ; L. G. Clute, silver medal

;

Douglas County, silvermedal ; Nathan Jones, of Minnesota, bronze
medal.

Raspberry Extracted Honey.—Mate Williams, of Minne-
sota, silver medal.

Honey in Market.able Shape.—Aug. C. Davidson, bronze
medal; Nebraska Commission, bronze medal.

Honey-Sugar.—L. D. Stilson, silver medal.

Honey Producing Plants Prest and Mounted.—Winnie L.
Stilson, of Nebraska, gold medal; Douglas County, bronze medal;
Cleveland Cross, of Nebraska, bronze medal ; Clark E. Bell, of
Nebraska, bronze medal.

Unrefined Beeswax.—E. Kretcbmer, silver medal ; Douglas
County, honorable mention ; L D. Stilson, bronze medal.

Designs in Beeswax.—Mrs. E. Wbitcomb. of Nebraska, gold
medal; Douglas County, silver medal; Mrs. Mary Segar, of Ne-
braska, silver medal; Mrs. Delia Benson, of Nebraska, silver
medal.

Reproduction of Bee-Culture !iO Years Ago.—Douglas
County, silver medal.

Sweets in Which Honey is Made to Take the Place of
Sugar.—Mrs. E. Wbitcomb, silver medal; Mrs. Frank J. Preiss, of
Nebraska, silver medal.

Exhibit of Bees and Queens in Cages—Nebraska Commis-
sion, silver medal ; Douglas County, silver medal.

Exhibit of Queen-Bees in Cages.—E. Kretcbmer, honorable
mention.

Experimental Test of Full Colonies of Bees.—Douglas
County, silver medal.

Honey-Vinegar.- G. M. Whitford, honorable mention ; Doug-
las County, honorable mention.

Metheolin.— Aug. C. Davidson, bronze medaL

NEBRASKA FARMER SPECIAL PREMIUMS.

Display of Culinary Products with Honey Instead of Sugar.

—

Mrs. E. Wbitcomb. Ist.

Display of Honey, Supplies, Bees and Queens.—Nebraska
Commission, 1st.

Display of Designs in Beesvrax.—Mrs. E. Wbitcomb, 1st.

Largest and Best Display of Designs in Beeswax.—E. Kretcb-
mer, 1st.

Largest and Best Display of Bees and Queens.—L. D. Stilson,
1st.

Best and Largest Display of Extracted Honey.—Nebraska
Commission, 1st.

Best and Largest Display of Comb Honey.—Nebraska Com-
mission, 1st.

Honey-Producing Plants.— Winnie L. Stilson, 1st.

Display of Apiarian Goods and Implements.—A. I. Root Co..
1st.

Display of Honey, Bee-Supplies and Queens.—E.Kretchmer,lst.

A Correction.—In Mr. Whitney's article on page
690 in the third line from the top of the first column, read
" a flush }^ inch " instead of l;4.

"Wbite Comb Honey 'Wanted.—We are in the
market for best white comb honey put up in 12 or ii-i pound
siugle-tier shlDping-eases. We would like it to run about 11
and 22 pounds, respectively. If you have what you think
will suit us, please write, saying how much you have, and at
what price you will deliver it in Chicago. Address, George W.
York & Co., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, HI.

Mb. S. T. Pettit, of Ontario, Canada, wrote us Oct. 29 ;

" Dear Bro. York :—The ' Old Reliable' has slipt a cog
somehow. The last two numbers have failed to reach me,
and I am all out of joint. It seems like only last week since I

put my bees into the cellar last year, and now in a few days
more they go in again. How time flies !"'

The Modern Farmer and Busy Bee is what Editor
Emerson Taylor Abbott now calls his paper. He has also

changed it to a weekly, size llxl5}-2 inches, and 16 pages,

raising the subscription price to §1.00 a year. It is a fine-

looking, general agricultural newspaper now, and deserves

great success. Address for free sample copy. The Modern
Farmer and Busy Bee, 319 Felix St., St. Joseph, Mo.

Mr. O. 0. PoppLETON, of Dade Co., Fla., who has lived In

Cuba, and for years in Florida, had a long article in the
Florida Farmer and Frult-Grower, for Sept. 10, entited,
" Influence of the Coming Americanization of Cuba on Orange
Growing and Trucking in Florida." The farm paper named
is publlsht In Jacksonville, Fla. Those Interested can per-

haps get a copy of It by sending say two 2-ceDt stamps to the

name and address as given.

Mr N. E. France, State Inspector of Apiaries in Wiscon-
sin, has written Secretary Stone that he expects to be at the

meeting of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association in

Springfield next week—Nov. 16 and 17—in the State House.

Mr. France will help in securing, or advise how to secure, a

foul brood law in Illinos similar to that in Wisconsin. There
should be a large attendance at the Springfield meeting. One
and a third fare for round trip on all railroads.

Editor Leahy, in his October Progressive Bee-Keeper,

speaks thus of the fall season and future prospects :

"Owing to the prevalence of fall rains and continuous

warm weather, vegetation has a strong growth, and the fail

bloom is immense. Bees will go into winter quarters with

plenty of stores, and of a good quality. All this bespeaks for

successful wintering of the bees in this locality, and points to

a good crop for 1899."

Mr. and Mrs. Thos. W. Cowan, of England, will have
the sympathy of all the beekeepers in the world when the

latter learn of the great alMiction that our friends across the

Atlantic have met with. Our first intimation of their irrep-

arable loss we received from reading this paragraph in the

British Bee Journal for Oct. 20, which is just received :

" With the most profound sorrow we have to announce
the sad news that Miss H. M. Cowan, the eldest daughter, and
Mr. Herbert F. Cowan, the second son, of our senior editor,

were passengers on board the ill-fated Atlantic Liner, ' Mohe-
gan,' wreckt off the Cornish coast on Friday last, and that

the lives of both were lost."

Hon. E. Whitcomb, Superintendent of the Apiarian De-

partment of the Trans-Mississippi Exposition, wrote us Nov. 3:

Friend York :—To-day I am in receipt of a fine chair, to

which was attacht a note reading as follows:

Please accept this chair as a mark of esteem which we bold for

your many kind favors while Superintendent of the Apiary Build-

ing. L. D. Stilson. E. Kketchmer,
G. M. Whitford. Aug. C. Davidson,

Mrs. F. J. Preiss.

Of course, I value this chair on account of the circum-

stances under which it was presented, as well as the particu-

lar friends and co-workers who presented it.

We are getting the Apiary Building pretty well cleared

out, and I will be away and at home early next week.

Your friend, E. Whitcomb.

As all know, the Trans-Mississippi Exposition closed Nov.

1, after a five months' run. Mr. Whitcomb can now rest at

home In that nice, new chair, and think about his summer's
work. He deserves an opportunity to sit down, and also a

good chair to sit In.
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First Bees Imported into Australia, according to in-

formation given in Australian Bee-Bulletin, were brought
from England to Sydney in 1824.

Weight of Bees.—Berlepsch estimated 5,600 bees to the
pound, when the bees were not filled with honey. Franz
Ebster gives in Leipz. Bztg. as a result of his counting, 8,030
as the number of bees in a pound when the bees are filled for
swarming.

A Prosposed Remedy for Stings.—A woman was stung
in the throat by a wasp which she had swallowed with some
jam. Salt was promptly applied inwardly both alone and in
mixture with vinegar, and also rubbed on outwardly, and this
in all probability saved her life.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

Long-Ideal Hives are discust in the Australian Bee-
Bulletin. Evidently they are the same as the long-idea hives
on this side the globe. In this country they were named long-
idea hives because the long idea was involved in their con-
struction. In Australia the letter " 1 " was added to the name
either through a mistake, or else because they were consid-
ered the ideal hive, and long as well.

Accuracy, especially for beginners, is the theme of J. E.
Crane in the Bee-Keepers' Review. If you have hives made
at mills near by, make out a bill of pieces, and make an agree-
ment that every piece shall be of well-seasoned lumber with-
out the variation of ig inch, or better still, 1 ^16. Make
frames square, not even a little diamond shape. Top-bars not
light enough to sag. Spaces around the frames exact. Foun-
dation in the center of the frame, and hives accurately leveled
so the combs will be in the center of frame when finisht. Sec-
tons, cartons, and packing-cases, especially if made by difEer-

ent firms, must be exact, otherwise sections may not go into

cartons, or else cartons may not go into shipping-cases. Be
accurate also In your knowledge, and do not think that bees
will not use brood four days old to rear poor queens, or that
a colony will never rear a queen In ten days after being made
queenless.

Two Communities -with One Queen.—A weak and a
strong colony were united. A subsequent visit showed two
distinct clusters, one having brood in all stages but no eggs,
the other having brood, eggs and queen. A few days later

the conditions were changed, the queen and eggs being in the
other clustef. A distinct separation between the two clusters

was formed by a quantity of freshly-stored pollen.—Schweiz.
Bztg.

Strong vs. Weak Colonies for Honey.—Editor Hutch-
inson, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, agrees to the possibility of

Dr. Miller's correctness when he says a large colony consumes
less honey In a year in proportion to the number of bees than
a small one, but refuses to believe that a large colony stores

more in proportion to the number of bees than a small one,
and calls for testimony on both sides. If that subject gets a
thorough shaking up, both men will probably get some new
light. Good topic to discuss.

Shirking the Tariff on Honey.—a tariff on imported
honey helps to protect German bee-keepers. Living bees are
admitted free. Thousands of colonies are ostensibly sent in

from Holland free. A very few bees in a hive heavy with
honey will serve to secure free admission, and thus much
honey crosses the border without being taxt. Herr Reepen
proposes that an effort be made to have a ruling that living

bees be admitted free only when hives, bees and all do not ex-

ceed in weight 33 pounds.

Section-Cleaners.— .1. A. Golden having said that L. A.
Aspinwall's objection to belt cleaners was probably without
having tried them, Mr. Aspinwall replies in the Bee-Keepers'
Review that the failure of a disk, through whirling small par-

ticles of propolis into the honey, was sufficient to convince
him the belt would not do. He thinks It may do by holding
one edge of the section at a time on the belt, but that would
be too slow work. . With his improved cleaner he cleans more
than 150 sections an hour.

• I

BEST
EXTRACTED HONEY FOR SALE

ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

ALFALFA
HONEY

This is the famous white extracted honey
gathered in the great Alfalfa regions of the
Central West. It is a splendid honey, and
nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can't get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

BASSWOOD
UONEY '*'=*='=*="=^=*'=*==*°=*='

This is the well-known light-colored honey
gathered from the rich, nectar-laden basswood
blossoms in Wisconsin. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by
those who like a distinct flavor in their honey.

PRICES OF EITHER ALFALFA OR BASSWOOD HONEY :

A sample of either, by mail, Scents; samples of both, 15 feots— to pay for package and postage.
By freight—One 60-pound can, 8 cents a pound; 2 cans, 7?.; cents per pound ; -I or more cans, 1)4
cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can have half
of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This houey is all

Absolutely Pure Bees' Honey
the finest of their kinds produced in this country.

We would suggest that those beekeepers who did not produce any honey for their home demand this
year, ju.«t order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. The pamphlet, " Honey as Food," will be
a great help in creating customers for honey. See prices on another page.

GEORG-E W. YORK & CO., - 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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To Our R6Qular Subscribers—Now tor New Readers

!

6 Great BO-cent Offers-Each One Free!!
On this page you will find six splendid premium offers, and we will mail your choice of any one of them for sending us

$1.00 for Just one Ne'w subscriber for 1899—and we will throw in the last three months of this year's Bee Journal
free besides to each new subscriber you send on these offers. That makes 15 months of the Bee Journal to the new subscriber.

Or, for sending us 4 Ne'^r subscribers, as above, we will mail the sender all of the 6 great 50-cent offers.

JUST READ W^HAT THEY ARE
Offer No. 1.—Satuautha at Saratoga.

100,000 Sold at $2.50 per copy.

This is indeed a feast of fun. by the only peer of Mark Twain's
humor—JosiAH Allen's Wife (Marietta Holley.)

Read this Extract from the Book :

And right here, let me insert this one word of wisdom for tlie special com-
fort of my sect, and yet it is one tiiat may well be laid to heart by the more op-
posite one. If your panlner petsre-stless and onensy and raiddlin' cross, as pard-
ners will be anon or even oftener-start them off on a tower. A tower will in 9
cases out of 10 lift 'em out of their oneasiness, their restlessness and their
crossness.

Why I have known a short tower to Slab City or Loon'own act like a charm
on my pardner, when crossness wuz in his mean and snappishness wuz present
with him. I liave known him to set off with the mean of a lion and come back
with the liniment of a Iamb.

And jest tile prospect of a tower ahead is a preat help to a woman in rulin'
and keepin' a pardner straight. Somehow jest the thought of a tower sort of
lifts him up in mind, anu happifys him. and makes him easier to quell, and pard-
ners must be quelled at times, else there would be no liyin' with 'em.

She takes off Follies, Flirtations, L.ow-Necked Dressing, Dltdes.
Pug Dogs, tobogganing, etc.

Optnlons of Noted Critics :

"Exceedingly amusing."—Rose E.Cleveland. "Delicious Humor."—Will
Carleton. "So excruciatingly funny, we had to sit back and laugh until the
tears came."—Witness. " Unquestionably her best."— Derroit Free Pres.s.
"Bitterest satire, coated with the sweetest of e.\hilarating fuu."—Bishop New-
man.

Nicely bound in paper, fully illustrated, printed from new type
and on fine paper. 370 pages. Postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 2—New Waldorf Cook-Book.
Over 1.000 of the very best up-to-date recipes for every con-

ceivable variety required in the kitchen and other departments of
house-keeping, by 9lr<«. Anne ('lai-k<>. thedistinguisht student
and instructor in culinary science, assisted by many of the most
successful housekeepers in various parts of Europe and America.
It gives the latest and best methods for economy and luxury at
home. Just the book for the housewife or daughter. Has had an
enormous sale at S3. 00 a copy. 380 pages; paper bound; postpaid,
50 cents.

Offer No. 3—Cattle, Sheep and Swlue Book.
Fully Illustrated—300,000 sold at $3.00 a copy.

This great work gives all the information concerning the vari-
ous Breeds and their Characteristics, Breaking, Training. Shelter-
ing, Buying. Selling, Profitable Use. and General Care; embracing
all the Diseases to which they are subject—the Causes. How to
Know and What to Do given in plain, simple language, but scien-
tifically correct; ami with Directions that are Easily Understood,
Easily Applied, and Remedies that are within the Reach of the
People; giving also the Most Approved and Humane Methods (or
the Care of Stock, the Prevention of Disease, and Restoration to
Health. Written by Dr. Manning.

Every farmer wants this great book. 390 pages, paper bound.
Postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 4.—Gleason's Horse-Book.
By Prof. Oscar R. Qleason.

This is the only complete and authorized work by America's
king of horse trainers, renowned throughout Auierica and recog-
nized by the United States Government as the most expert and
successful horseman of the age. The whole work comprising His-

tory, Breeding, Training, Breaking, Buying. Feeding, Grooming,
Shoeing, Doctoring, Telling Age, and General Care of the Horse.
You will know all about a horse after you have read it. No one
can fool you on the age of a horse when you have this book. 416

pages, hound in paper, with 173 striking illustrations produced
under the direction of the United Slates Government Veterinary
Surgeon. In this book Prof. Gleason has given to the world for

the first time his most wonderful methods of training and treating
horses. 100,000 sold at $3.00 each. Our price, postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 5 Music, $5 for 50 cents.

Four pieces New Sheet Music, which sell at music stores at .50

cents each—$2.00; Thrfee years' membership in the World's Musi-
cal Association (regular price SI. 00 a year), $3.00. Total, $5.00.

We oB'er the whole thing at 50 cents.
The four new pieces of sheet music are the very latest hits of

this year; are regular sheet music size and quality, but the title

pages are a new style of art, viz: Illuminated Chromatic designs
in five brilliant colors.

THE SOiVC: XIXI>ES ARE :

"l>o Yom- Honey I>o," by Tueo. Metz, author of " A Hot
time in the Old Town To-night." This latter piece, said to be
his best, is creating a great stir, and becoming immensely pop-
ular everywhere.

" Qiiecn of tUe Bioycle CJirls," by the celebrated com-
poser. Otto Lanoet, by far the most charming Bicycle Song
yet Issued.

" Blossoms from Over llie Sea.*' by the distinguisht com-
poser, J. P. Skelly, a very beautiful Sentimental Song.

"He's .Just l.,ike All Ilie .Hen," by the renowned com-
poser, Eastbukn. Wonderfully pleasing to the Ladies.

Xlie World's iTIiisioitl Association is an organization
having special advantageous relations with the leading music pub-
lishers of this country and Europe, and being an enormous pur-
chaser, it is enabled to supply to its members (and will do so) any
music desired (at any time within the term of their membership),
at such wholesale prices as are usually granted only to very large
dealers.

Offer No. 6 The Poultry-Keeper Illustrators.

The four " Poultry-Keeper Illustrators " are the greatest books
on poultry subjects ever issued, and are a veritable poultry dic-

tionary, covering the ground so completely that, having these four
books, one needs scarcely anything more except "grit" to become
a successful poultry-raiser. You cannot get such other books in
the whole world, not even for .^50 each, for they do not exist.

Were they given in another form and elaborate binding and col-

ored cuts you might think them easily worth S5 each, but what
you want is not elegant printing, and in these we give you the
value in information that you can make use of. They have cost
much in labor and cash, but you g>-t all this value for almost
nothing. We mail the 4 Illustrators for 50 cents.

Illustrator i^o. 1.—Poultry Houses, Incubators, Brooders,
Coops, etc.. 25 cents.

lllnslrator IVo. 'i.— Artificial Incubation, Raising Chicks,
Testing Eggs, etc., 25 cents.

Illustrator .^o. a.—Poultry Diseases, Lice, Grapes, Moulting,
Egg Eating, etc., 25 cents.

lUustrittor I\o. 4.—Judging Fowls, Description of Breeds,
Mating, etc., 25 cents.

Those ofiTers ought to bring us in at least 2,000 new readers during this month and next. You could send in your own
renewal for 1899 at the same time you send in a new subscriber. If you wish. If you do, you can select any one of the above
offers free for yourself, provided you send at least fwo New subscribers at the same time. That would give you your
choice of three of the offers— by sending your own renewal for 189ii, aud two new subscribers (S3.00 in all).

Address, GEORGE W. YORK & CO., Il8 Mlcliis:ail St., CHICAGO, II^I..
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BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Oneens for Bnsiness.

SuBBlles at Bottom Prices.

*'Bee-Keeping for Beginners/' price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN. An^nsta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-»ut. ths

Eimtile, perfect, seir-roguiatin?

FXRFiSmR INCUBATOR
TIiousind9 in succeasfu

I
Circulars free. J 1} Lowest priced Ist-class batcher made.
Sendee, for fl GEO. il. ST All L,

. Catai-u. I 11 4 to 1 tii S. 6ih J^t.. Qtilney. III.

i-iA:-OL i'le.ise uitni-uu ibe tict J^un -{.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee • Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Boot's Prices.

Fonder'8 Honey • Jara,
and every thing used by
bee-teepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S Ponder,

n r-z-Ht^ .;i\pn*!i */ .512 Mass. Ave.,
^Vjfico pQ\|Bi:Ki(ii> Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SUCCESSFUL 8NCUBAT0RS.
-^^-^ Hot Air or Hot Water.

A standard machine for hatch
inf,' stiontr. healthy chicks— self

regulating:, patent epp turning
trays, drying room under ti-ays,

nnii-explosive lamp— these nre a
^few of its pood points. Our HS p.
' oatalnpne elves prices and descnp-

__ tii'n also pointers on poultry

buildintr-. Ptr., mailed for ^.r stamps. VVrite for it no-w.

DES MOINES INCUB^OR CO., Box 78. DesMomes. Iowa.

Please mention Bee Journal when -WTiting,

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Let me send you my 64
. page Catalog tor 1898

J. in. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, ilia.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

Buy Your Sections Kow
while we offer thpm at a LARGE
DlSCOU^T, baviEgaddeii to our
plant one of the most complete one-
piece section machines, enabling us
to turn out the most beautiful sec-

tions on the market. By sending us
a list of Supplies wanted we can
save you S $ * K. H. SCHWIDT
6i. CO., Box 187. Sheboyoan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

GET MORE EGGS. How?
teed the betis on ffpeeii cut
will lay double the egtrs

right in the middle of thewieter,

when eggs are worth most niDDey.

DANDY ""mUtlfr
with or wilhiul u-ear .are tliL^ l.fSl

machines tor prcjiariog liuue f.ir

fowls. Cut last, turn easy.
Catalogue and iirk-es free,

STRATTON& OSBORNE
Bos.2ijKrle, Fa.

43u;iL Please mention the Bee J

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOB
Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Kottom FoimdatioD
Has Ko Fishbone id the Sorplas HoBef.

BelnK the oleanest ts aaaally worker
the qniokeBt of any Fotmdatlon made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
Sole Mannfaotorer,

Sprout Brook Montaomery Co.. N. Y.

The A. I. RdOt Co.'s Goods "^Ikt^:^]''
Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. I»l. II. Itl/'NT
Cath for Beeswax. Bell Branch. Mioh.
Please mention Bee Jourttal -when writing.

^)U^r^m„i!k:^i,s=^mif~^-f^I!0^mS

©%E^Ca^^^^
s)/^aks5B7fe^^^

Keeping Bees in Idaho.

I started a year ago June 10, then buying
one swarm of bees—natural one—which I

put into a new hive. That season I took 18.5

pounds of honey from it, and made two
more colonies by dividing. I thought that
pretty good, so I bought three more colo-
nies in the fall, and took them through the
winter all right. They were doing well in
the spring, so I divided them, and out of
the live colonies I increast to Vi. After
they were all filled up with comb and honey,
I extracted, and up to Aug. V2 I took 97,5

pounds of honey. They have all done well
since except two. which were rather weak
from some cause or other, and in the latter
part of September the yellow jackets workt
on them so extensively that I don't think
those two will live through the winter.
This section is excellent for bee-keeping,

if attended to properly, but the only objec-
tion I have is, the season is so short. I have
given this part of the country a genuine
trial on bee-culture, and have concluded to
go into it pretty extensively.

Joseph E. Morgan.
Fremont Co., Idaho, Oct. 37.

From One Nucleus.
Starting with one nucleus (the freshet

having taken away a small apiary a year or
two previous), I had increast them the
second year to three colonies, and obtained
170 pounds of section honey ; the next year,
to nine colonies and '27.5 pounds of section
honey : the next year 12 colonies and 500
pounds of section honey ; this year 13 colo-
nies and 200 pounds of section honey. With
the exception of one queen and a little

foundation there has been no outside help
given them.
This apiary is situated in the city sur-

rounded mostly by commons, with Presque
Isle Bay on the North. Nearly the whole
crop of honey has been from sweet clover.
Commencing at the time the American

Bee Journal was made into a weekly (18S1),

I have been a subscriber the greater portion
of the time since. Irwin Thompson.
Erie Co., Pa., Oct. 31.

Bees Did Fairly 'Well.

My bees did fairly well the past season,
and have from 30 to 40 pounds each, to the
colony, to go into the cellar with.
The American Bee Journal is well worth

the price of subscription, and has been a
great help to me. Alisert G. Palmer.
Otsego Co., N. Y., Oct. 31.

Bees Did Reasonably Well.

Bees in Southeastern Nebraska did rea-
sonably well the past season—much better
than we anticipated after the season com-
menced. While we have not secured a large
yield of honey, it is of fine quality, and the
bees go into winter quarters in much better
condition than for many years We will
have no honey to ship, but plenty for our
home markets. J. L. Gandt.
Richardson Co.. Neb., Oct. '27.

Three Seasons' Reports.

I purchast about 12 colonies of bees
(mostly hybrids, but a few being the native
blacks), in the spring of ISilO. I moved them
nine miles to my home at night. They
swarmed that season, and in the fall, after
losing about two colonies by death of the
queens, 1 had 35 colonies lett, 24 being quite
strong, and one only four combs of bees,
which lived until April and then died. This
is the only one 1 lost, and I took oil' 435
pounds of comb and extracted honey.
_ In 1897, from '24 colonies I had an increase

Sweet I Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5fti IDS) 2516 50S>
SweetClover 60 11.00 J2.25 14.00
Alslke Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.60

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

VouT" orders are solicited.

GEO. 'W. YORK & CO , 118 Mich. St , Chicago.

'
ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION °°"ir^""-
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cuttlng-otf, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Cstalogne Free,

SBlNBriA FA^I.I.S MFG. CO.,
4,6 Water 8t SKNROA F A LLS. N. T

HORSE-HIGH^
Laying asidt all spedilnticn these remaio ns the

j isiti-s of a pel fni't fence. Our Duplex AiitoniaticB

:i
Mi^hirie inri!;.-s jt-^t ;-ti.-h a fi.'m'e in H'O styl.js at thei

I't -:;lv r.'..^. !. r d:iv, al .-i cost for wirt; of only f

B^LLSTROMG
'Xt ISc. fur a goud farm fence; Ifc. for poultry fence; 16c.

'

jfrv| for a rnbbit-proof fence ftnd 1 2c. for » gooil hog fence. IR We will sell vouplaiD, coiled spring or barb wire direct J^at %^!i<..Ies:Ueprii-ts. Get our t:il:.l..L-iie bt'f>.rf buyln| "

9 Kitselmaa Bros., Box 13S, Kidgeviile, led.

=^ PIG-TBGHT

45tJif Please mention the Bee Journal.

Yon Can Learo

Shorthand at Home
by our perfected method of giving: lessons by
mail. Easiest, simplest system. Send stamp
for particulars.

Eclectic Stiortlianil College,

9-1 Uearborii Street, (^^IIICACiO.
39Afl D. F. HAYMES, Manager.

COMB FOUNDATION "^'nTifetau.

Working Wax lS5°?o°?mB A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything-. Write for Catalog,
ivitb prices, and, samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BI<:EISWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AITGU!»TA, WTS.

i-r T
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TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, tor the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written In the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

uUy equipped, or his library complete, with-
out " The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Given For 3 New Subscribers.
The following offer Is made to pre8ent sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal {with J2.00), and we will mall YOn a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for tl.'35,

or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for if
Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.

SAVE MONEYm FEED
It IS low priced, not cheap. Wade from the best of cast gray iron
«ith 14 nz. ealvanizeil steel boiler to hnld20Kals- Just the thinff
f<^rtookliis: Ceed tor stock, picH or poultry and heat water for

hol?
"

Reliable Stock Food Cookers ^^iCi?
mu h lar^'f r captii ity Cr. to 100 ^.'als. We u ill I.e ;--lad to quote
pn(.es on inquiry, iio not buy until vtiu Kft oui- Iiee descrip-
tive circulars. 1 letter w lite for tbeui at once.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.
Box B2, Quincy, Illinois.

Please mention Bee Journal when wrltin-g.

BY BUYING AND USING

"^ $5.00
FARMER'S
FEED

COOKERS

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-EeeDers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'wllitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

The Ram's
Wf 18 an Indc.

Horn "^^^
JIlVl. lit** Paper of '.20

We wi

Pap<
pages—

I page somewhat larger than those of the Bee
rnal. The subscription price is JI.SiJ a year,
s one of the brightest and best publications of
present day. Its •Platform" is: 1. Tbe

uitive Gospel. 2. The Union of Christendom.
5qual Purity—Equal Suffrage. 4 The .Sabtiath

f^'ify ^/, ^' .^.^.' Man. ii The Saloon Must Go. Motto; "Have
i,<y^(l Faith in God."

aaii yuu a sample copy of the Ram's Horn upon receipt of a two-cent stamp.

OUR LIBERAI^ OFFER:
We wish to make our PRESENT subscribers to the Bee Journal a generous offer in

connection with the Ram's Horn, viz: Send us 'I'WO IXIiHV subscribers for the Amer-
ican Bee Journal for one year (with S3. 00), and we will see that the Ram's Horn is mailed
you free for one year as a premium.

Or. send us ?12 00 and we will mail to you the Ram's Horn and the American Bee Jour-
nal, both for one year.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
118 nirhliiau Street, CHICAGO, ILl.

See Honey Offer on page 714.

of seven colonies, 1.400 pounds of comb
honey, and 300 pounds of extracted,
In the spring of 1898 I rented .31 colonies

of bees for the half, and moved them a half
mile. In April seven colonies died, so we
had only 24 left—the same as last year. We
have taken from the hives about 1,000
pounds of honey this year, mostly comb,
and have .% colonies in good condition for
winter.

I use nothing but the lOframe chaff hive,
and think these are good, as I winter my
bees on the summer stands.

I lost four queens in July, so I purchast
Italians to replace them, and then thinking
my bees were " running out." I bought in
all 1.5 Italian queens, which I introduced,
and I am very much pleased with them.
We get 20 cents a pound for comb honey,

or .'$1.00 for six pounds. It sells as well as
other farm produce. S. D. Bardin.
Berkshire Co., Mass., Oct. 31.

Worst Year of All.

I started with 2.5 colonies last spring, and
bought .'?4(l worth of hives and fixtures, and
got about 100 pounds of comb honey this
season, which is dark and not fit to put on
the market, I have kept bees a good many
years, and this is the worst year of all. I
will take good care of my bees this winter,
and will not let them starve. I hope they
will pay next year. F. McBride.
Hardin Co., Ohio, Oct. 31.

Dark Honey Crop.

We had a good crop of dark honey this
year, but no white honey. The linden
bloomed full but secreted no nectar. Bees
are in good condition for winter. I have
83 colonies, and will winter them on the
summer stands. There is not much risk to
run here in wintering bees, if they have
plenty of stores. I never saw so mucli
honey-dew as there was here the past sum-
mer, and the bees gathered lots of it; it was
pleasant to taste, and thick, but dark.

A .1. MrBRinE.
Watauga Co., N. C, Oct, '24.

A ftueen-Breeder's Reply.
Being one of the American Bee Journal's

advertisers. I hope it will allow me space to
make some remarks concerning a commutii-
cation from J. Hambly, beginning on page
G3fi, It is not with the intention of getting
free advertising, for it is not worth much
at this season of the year, and will be for-
gotten ere the next season opens, but in
justice to myself, as every reader who
noticed ray advertisement could say, as did
Mr, Henry Swarting, Jr., of New York, in
a communication sent as soon as Mr, Ham-
bly's letter appeared: ''It looks to me as
if he sent that job at you."
During my whole experience in selling

queens I have had to contend with only a
few of the pessimistic class, and I guess
every queen-breeder occasionally gets an
order that brings forth a smile, and enables
liim to read the man as well as the order.
The majority leave it to one's honor in fill-

ing their ctrders, knowing that tbe success
of tbe breeder depends upon his sending out
what is advertised ; while others will try to
secure a special selection by stating that
they have ordered snmple queens from a
certain number of noted breeders and will
patronize tbe one sending the best. No one
expects to hear from such a per.son again,
unless it is in the shape of a complaint.
Like Mr. Hambly, some will ask before

ordering, whether one's queens are reared
to sell or for business, and invariably get
the reply, 'for both."
For the close observer, Mr. Hambly tells

too much in his letter of complaint. He
says:
"A cold spell came in April, and they

dwindled considerably, and six lost their
queens..., I sent to five different States
this season for queens, and was deceived in
nearly every one , . , , I got good queens from
some breeders,"
Mr. Hambly should have said, in justice
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26g Cash Paid for Beeswax.
This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are paying 26 cents a
pound — CASH — upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money
PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
11§ mifhigan Street, CHICAGO, ILiL.

you would like 10 see a picture and fiescription of the tlnest
hone.v-plant in the world, get the BeeKeepers Review for July
and September.

you would lilie to bnowwheretoflnd the best honey-location, to
see it described with pen and picture, read the September Keview

you are interested in fenowing the methods of our best queen-
brepders, and would enjoy seeing- sometlDe engravins'S upon the
subjectot queen rearing, one 01 ihema double-page picture, get
the Keview lor August.

you would lise to learn how to so group and arrange your hives
that they will occup> but little fpacf , and yet give to each hive
a diS' inctive I'lcatlon. see the article and diagram on this sub-
ject in the August Review.

you are interested in knowing what is going on among bee-keep-
ers across the ocean, read " Notes from Foreign Bee journals."
in the Bee-keepers' Review.

you wish to pee pointed out the errors and fallacious ideas that
creep into current aplcultural literature, get the Keview and
note the courage and abil.ty with which Mr. R L. Taylor con
ducts the Department of Criticism.

you wish a bright, clean, clear-cut. sprightly, beautiful, illus-

trated, go ahead, up to-d^te. really helpful, useful bee journal,
subscribe for the Bee-keepers' Review.

you are not now a subscriber, send mejl.00, and I will send you
13 back numbers, the R-vlew from the time your subscription
is received 10 the end ot 1898. and then for all of 1899. The
sooner you subscribe the more you get.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.
Please mention. Bee Journal when writing,

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
To bave a copy of.

We want

^^ Our 1898 Catalog \iAii

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copyj

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the Southwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Jovirnal -when -writing.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,

we have establlsht a branch bouse at ITiiO South 13lh St .Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsvi ie. Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bne-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par ejcellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw-

colored transparent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-

clas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure thai if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our <-U8tomer in the future.

^^"Prooressive Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25c. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive tree, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
|^gj^j,y Manufaeturlng Company,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Hisginsvllle, ivio.,

I73U South 13tli St..
or
Omaba, Neb.

Please mention the Bee Jonrnal iJ^^ruSrS^

to the breeders of ''five different States,"
whether the one sent by me on May 18, soon
after the considerable dwindling, was the
only one that merited the honor of being
put ' in a strong colony " which necessita-

ted the dethroning of one of his very best,

as all had dwindled, and the others intro-

duced to those so reduced in numbers as to
become queenless; or, whether all were put
in strong colonies after the freeze and
dwindling. A man that cannot buy queens
in "flve different States" without being
•deceived in nearly every one," but has
stock that will build up after spring dwind-
ling, and store quite a lot of honey consid-
ering the dry summer, should oft'er queens
for sale.

If be bought queens for his dwindled
queenless colonies in May, expecting them
to build up and give a surplus, he should
have said so, and no breeder of sufficient

intelligence to be worthy ot the name
would have promist hira satisfaction.

I am in sympathy with Mr. Hambly, and
will return to him the price paid for the
queen, it he will ask tor it. He did not give
me the chance to right matters, that he did
the breeder of New York.
Furthermore, if any ot my patrons think

I failed to " toe the mark, " and will state

the facts in a gentlemanly, business-like

manner, satisfaction will be given.

The difference in the price of tested and
untested queens would indicate that no
breeder would claim that every untested
queen is first-class; and I have not learned
how to tell about a tested one kept in a
small nucleus, except in size of queen and
color of progeny, as one has to be kept in

a full, siroiii/ colony to be able to judge of

her proliflcness; and all practical apiarists

know that some Sne-looking queens reared
in the natural way are worthless.

I am ready to join the American Bee
Journal in exposing all frauds, and it can
get assistance from the National Queen-
Breeders' Union in exposing all crooked-
ness obtainable concerning both queen-
breeder and buyer. W. H. Pridgen-.
Warren Co., N. C, Oct. 17.

Very Good Season.

The past year has been very good with
me, but not quite so good as last year, but
I think it is partly my fault, as I trans-

ferred all my bees (33 colonies) in the spring

to Ill-frame hives, then increast them to 58,

and extracted 7.200 pounds this season. In
September I tried rearing queens, a In Doo-
little. with splendid success, for I got 10 out
of 13, and increast to 7'2 good colonies. I

attended to 22 colonies for another man for

the half, and got 2 200 pounds comb honey,
or 1,100 pounds for my share
Without any bragging, the American Bee

Journal has been worth .*25.00 a year to me.
W. A. MoORE,

Salt Lake Co., Utah, Oct. 26.

Why Do Italians Store Best Honey ?

On page 640, appears the discussion be-

tween Mr. Hart and Mr. Bevins again. The
matter in question, if I do not mistake, is.

Why do Italian bees store a better quality

ot honey than do the blacks, both having
access to the same source ? To me this

seems to be an important question, and
should not be ignored, for with me it is a
settled question that the Italians do store

better honey than do the blacks, both

having access to the same sources—not to

the same source only, for in this locality

bees seldom work on only the one source

at one time, and under such conditions the

Italians store better honey than do the

blacks. Now, is not that alone interesting

enough to cause the question Why ?

I do not know why, but would like to ask

Mr. Bevins it he is able to tell why. Is it

because the lighter honey they gather is

not so sweet as is the darker ? or, is it the

blacks are more fond ot pollen than the Ital-

ians, hence gather the darker honey which
has more floating pollen in it ? or, is it be-

cause the blacks have longer tongues than

the Italians, and after the light honey
which was easy to get has been taken by
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both the Italians and blacks, the blacks
keep on gathering the darker, which is now
at the very bottom of flowtr-cups, and mix
it with the lighter already stored, hence
makes the whole look darker ?

Still more interesting would be the case
should the Italian bees gather lighter honey
from one and the same source only, than
do the blacks. This of course I do not
know, but suppose there is some one who
does know, and is willing to tell us all about
it; then let us who do not know listen to
him awhile, and if he gives sufficient proof
that what he says is true, let us thank him
for his kindness : and if he gives us theories
based on sound reasoning, let us criticise

his theories in such a manner that we may
be benefited by them.

August C, F. Baktz.
Chippewa Co., Wis.

Coiireution IVotices.

Colorado.—The Colorado State Bee Keep-
ers* Association will bold their annual con-
vention Nov. aO and Dec. t and 2, 1898, in the
State Capitol Buiidluy. Denver. The Horti-
culturists meet Nov. *28, :i9 and .30, our first
day bein^ their last. This arr<ingement will
give member- of both a chance to attend the
other's meeting and discuss common in-
terests, R. I', AIKIN, Pres., Loveland, Col.
F. Kaucbfuss, Sec Elyrla, Col,

Busy Extracting.
Bees have done well here this season,

which has been the best for surplus honey
since 1S95. I am too busy extracting to
write more this time. T. H, Waale.
Clarke Co., Wash., Oct. 24.

Ontario.—The aununl meeting of the On-
tario Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
In Ouelph. Deo, 6, V and 8, 1898. Owing lo
the Guelph Fat Stock show, the Guelph Poul-
try and Pet Stock Show, and the Experimen-
tal Union meeting on the same dates, there
will be a large meeting of bee keepers, and
each association will be a help to the other, as
many are Inierested In all the ditl'erent meet-
ings. All are cordially invited to attend the
mnetii gs. W. ConsE, Sec.
StreetsVille. Out.

Prefers T Tins.

My honey crop was about 'ih pounds to
the colony. I am using T tins, and would'nt
have pattern-slats, or section-holders.

J. Leslie Dunham.
Marshall Co., 111., Oct, '38.

Illinois.-The Illinois State Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold it-. 8tb annual meeting
at the State House in Springfield. Nov, 16 and
17, 1898. We will have the advantage of one
litre and a third for the round trip—open rate
— aloDir with the Odd Fellows, whose meeting
is the third Tuesday of November. Our Asso-
ciation h-A8 been petitioned by the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association to take the
proper stepR to secure the same foul brood
law for our Stale as that of Wisconsin. Excel-
lent board is secured at 2,^ cents per meal and
lodgings just as reasonable. The one dollar
for membership fee also entitles you to the
American Bee Journal forone year.
Bradtordton, III. Jas. A. Stone, Sec,

TI16 DoiisiiG snecD
\\% Gnliure and General Management.

BY Henry STEvi'ART.

AN UP-TO-DATE BOOK ON SHEEP.
Thb Most Scientific, Practical and Useful Book ever published on this subject. Endorsed by th.

World's ttighest ftuthorittes. Press and Sheep Public everywhere. It contains 372 pages
of "boiled down" Unowfpdae and !65 plates iilustrating the recognized breeds

and every department of sheep lite. Price $1.50. post paid.

Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of agriculture, says :

"I do not know that we have anything- on sheen as ^rood. This book sliuuld be in Mi(^ hands of every I

shee]) man in the country. The more I look lliroutjli it the more I am jileaseil with it. I sliall certaiulr re-

cummeiid it to correspondents of the United-States Agricultural Oepartment asking for works on sheep feed-
ing, sheep-hreedinjj, ete."

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I.

The Natural History of the Sheep. Antiquity of the Slieep Husbandry— Lessons to bp Learned from AncientShep
herds—The Aniitomy of the Sheep: Ita Mouth and Teeth; Us Stomach ; Its Intestines and their functions.
Pages 7-21.

CHAPTER n.
The Varieties and Breeds of Sheep. The American Merino—Points of Excellence in a Merino—Suh Breeds of the

Merino; The Dickinson, The Standard Dehiine, The National Delaine. The Improved Delaine, The Black Top,
The Improved Black Top—The Saxony Merino—The Rambouillet Merino—The French Breeds—The British
Breeils—Short-wools; Tiie Southdown^ Shropshire, HampshLix'. Sutf.)Ik, Oxford. Dorset. Lonfr wools : The Lin-
coln, Cotawold, Leicester, Romney Marsh and Wensleydale. Mountain Breeds: The Cheviot, The Biack-Kaced
Highland, Wehjh—Other Varieties of Sheep: The Tunis, et:?. Pages 22-102.

CHAPTER III.

The Scieiirp and Art of Breeding. Breeding an .\rt Based on Sirictly Scientific Principles—What is a Breed f—
Breeding by Ancient Shepherds—Heredity a Special Function—Selection a Special Feature—Climat.c Inlluencea—
Cross Breeding—Influence of Soil on Health ut Sheep. Pages 103-126.

CHAPTER IV.
Tfie Science and Art of Feeding, Feedin^the Most Important Part of Agriculture—Character of Food and Composi-

tion itf Animal—The Nutritive Ratio—Feedingfor Lambs—Table Nulritive Value of Foods— Rules for Winter
Feeding—P'eeding Crops for Sheep—Feeding Roots—Ensilage—Filling the Silo— Feeding Lambs—Feeding Luniba
in a (^orn Field—Rearing House Lambs—Feeding Crass Lambs—Experiments in Feeding Lambs, and Posisible
Gain in a Year's Growth—Winter Feeding for Wool—Scientific Experiments in Feeding Lambs for Marker.
Pages 127-200.

CHAPTER V.
Bams and Stables. Best Arrangement of Buildings—Octagonal, Square and Round Barns—Shed for Soiling Sheep

with Floor Plan— Handling Sheep—A Texas Catch Pen for Sorting and Dipping A Manitoba Sheep House—
J. E. Wing's Barn—Mr. Vestal's Barn—Shepherd Dogs. Pages 201-225.

CHAPTER Vl.

Wool: Its History, Uses. Etc. On the Difference in Wools—Wool Growing a Science—The Nature of Wool—Cross
Breeding for Wool—The Culture of Wool— Unifoimity in \A'ool—Washing Sheep—Sheep Dips and Dipping
Shearing; By Machine and Hand—Sorting Wool—Pulled Wool—Care of the Sheared Sheep. Pages 226-291.

CHAPTER VII.

Minor British Breeds of Sheep The Herdwick—The Ryeland—The New Ryeland—The Lonk—The Roscommon—
Thtf Radnor—The Sheep of North Wales—The Fxmuor—The Limestone or Crag Sheep—The Devon Long-Wool
—The Dartmoor—The Glamorganshire Sheep—The Cluu Foiest Sheep. Pages 292-304.

CHAPTER VIIL
Diseases of Sheep : Prevention and Treatment. Parturition of the Sheep: Retention of the After-Birth Bleeding

from and Inversion of the Womb. Intlammation of the Vagina. Garget, Abortion—Internal Parasites: Tnroat
Thread Worms (Anemia); Tape Worms (Tenia Margiuiita, Tenia Coeuurii^.TeniaFimhriata. Tenia Expaiih-a)
Stomach Round Worms (Slrongyliis Cuntortus); Inlesiinal R<jund Worin.s; Nodular l)i«easp of the Intestines
(Esophagostoma Cnlniiil)iuniini); I'liike Disease; The Sheep Dot Fly (Kslrus Ovis)—A Ibuminaria—Anthrax—
.Anasarca - Bronchitis-- Carliiineular Erysipelas -CaUirrh---Colie---Di;i*rr!iea--Koot Rot—Impaction of the stum-
ach— lutiammatinn of the Brain- ImfiHiinnation of the Spinal Curd (.Myelelis)- Pleunsv-liiillammation at tlie

Udder (Mararaitiij -Imtlammation ot the Lungs (Pneumonia)--- Imllamiiiat ion of tlie Ski"ii (IL'r[>es)—Parturition
Fever in EweS"-Poisoning—Porcupine Grass- -Red Whter— Redness of tlie Eyps-Sinnll i'ux of Sheep— Retention
of the Dung in Lambs—Inflammation and Castration of Testicle.— External" Piinisities; Tlie Scab, the Maggott,
The Louse, The Tick. Pages 305-368. A Most Valuable Chapter giving the Prominent Symptoms of Common
Diseases and a List of Remedies and uses Especially for Sheep, Pages 366-370. Plan of Sheeji Barn, Yards and
Shea, adapted to the South, t'anadian Sheep Fold, Pages 370 371.

Our mm nil the Above Great Sheep Ronk! ^Z''Li\Ter:Z^ZTu.^'o\
or with the Bee Journal for one year—both for $2.20; or we will mail a copy of the Book as a
premium for sending- us four New Subucribers to the Bee Journal for 18!i9 (at 1 1. 00 each),
and will throw in the last three months' copies of this year free to the new subscribers Now
surely one of the foregoing ofrnrs you will accept If you are at all interested In sheepralslng:.

Address, GEORGE W. VORK dc CO., 118 MicblKan SIreel, CHICAGO, ILI..

HONEY and BEESWAX
MAKKEX QCOXAXIO.IIS.

Chlca.g'o, Oct. 18.—Fancy grades of white
comb hunt-y sell freely at loc. with g-ood
grades from II to 12V4,;, according to fltilsh;
ambers bring 8 to lOo, with dark, mixt and
unclean, 7 to 8c. Extracted, white, 6 to Tc;
ambers, 5 to 6c: buclswiieat, 5o. Beeswax, 26
to 2Tc.
The market Is active and nearly all consign-

ments are sold soon alter arrival.
H. A Burnett & Co.

San Prancisco. Oct. 26.—White comb qwto lOHc; amber. TV. to 9c. Extracted, whlt^,

2?@-27c
"' *'° *'^''- ^eeswal;

There are no changes to record In nuota-
tions. but market is Arm at the ruling figuresblocks are light, particularly of choice ex-tracted A shipment of 309 cases went for-ward the past week by sailing vessel forLiverpool.

l^?h^^?,'^'^•?t^*\^^T^^'"^y wli'te comb.
12 to IS/jc; A No. 1 white. 10 to lie; No. 1white. 9 to lOc.

; dark and partially filled from
6 to 8c. as to quality. Extracted in cases No
1 white, 6 to «>4c: No 2,.5m;c; ambe?. Ic; inbarrels No 1 white, 5Hc: amber, 4V4 to Sc:
^^""^-^l'^^.^"-

Choice Beeswax, prime, 240choice -24 !4c. At present there is a good de^mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

^.^^f^\^°^^^\^^^• 9--Fancy white comb,
13@1.3c; No. 1, ll@12c; amber, 10@llc Ex-
tracted, white, 5!4@fic: amber, oSoWc- dark
4!4@5c. Beeswax. 22(a25o.

>«'^>*'-- aarK,

The receipts of comb honey are larger.
C. (J, Clemons &'co.

Boston, Sept. 30.-0ur honey market
fhows a decided flrmer tone binue our last. Afew sales have been made at 15c lor an extra
fancy lot. while almost all sales ranging fromA No. 1 to fancy now are made at 14c. while
occasionally, something a little off. will brine
as low as 1314 to 13c. We do not look to see
an.v lower prices.
Extracted. Florida, la barrels, mostly 6e to

/c. with a good demand. Beeswax, slow sale
at 2bc lor best. Blake. Scott & Lee.

Indianapolis, Oct. 3.—Fancy white comb
honey, 12 tol2«c;No 1. 10 to He. Demand
fairly good. Tarcolored comb honey, 8 to 9c
with almost no demand. Clover and basswood
extracted honey, 6Hto7c Beeswax. 25 to 27c,

Walter S. Pouder.
Milwaukee, Oct. 18.—Fancy 1 pounds 12V4

to 13c ; A No. 1, 12 to 12/,c; No 1, 11 to l-2c;
No. 2, 10 to lOy,; mixt, amber and dark, 8 to
9c. E.xtracted. white. In barrels, kegs and
palls. BH to 7c; dark, 5 to o'Ac. Beeswax 26
to 2 7c

.

This market is in good condition for the best
grades of honey, either comb or extracted.
The receipts of the new crop are very fair
and some of very nice quality. The demand
has been and continues to be very good and
values are firm on fancy grades and straight
uniform packing. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Buffalo, Oct. 20.-Thl8 market is much Im-
oroved in demand on all grades. Strictly
fancy 1-pound comb, 13 to 14c; No. 1, 11 to
12c; dark,etc.,7to9c. Fancy extracted, 5 to
6c; dark, 4 to 4 He Fancy beeswax, 27 to 28c-
poor, etc., 20 to 35c. Batterson & Co.

Columl>us, O., Oct. 29.—Fancy, 14 to 1 5c-
No. 1. 12 to 13c; No. 2, 10 to lie; amber, 9 to
30c. Receipts somewhat heavier, but demand
Improves as weather gets colder.

COLnMBDS Com. and Storage Co.

New York, Oct. 22.—Receipts of comb
honey are large, and there is quite a stock
now on the market. While white Is In good
demand, buckwheat and mixl seem to be
somewhat neglected, and quotation prices
have to be shaded in order to sell In quantity
lots: We quote:
Fancy white, 13 to 14c; No. 1 white. 11 to

12c; amber. 10c; mixt and buckwheat, 8 to Oc.
Stocksot extracted are light of all kinds. De-
mand is good at following prices: White, 6
to6V4e; amber, 5Hc; dark, 5o. Southern, In
half barrels and barrels at from 55c to 60c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26c.

Hildreth Bros. & Seqelken.

Detroit, Oct. 20.—Honey In better demand
and belter prices as follows: Fancy white
13® 14c: No. 1. 12iai 3c; fancy dark and am-
ber. lOOllc. Extracted, white. 6@7c: dark, 5
@5!4c. Beeswax, 25(a26c. M. H. IIhnt.

Cleveland, Oct. 27.— Fancy white. 13® 4c-
No. 1, white, 13iai3Hc: light amber. Ho;
buckwheat, 9o. Extracted, white. 7c. : light
amber, 6o. A. B. Williams & Co,
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^ ^^

Is Now Alloweci on Orders.

If you want

SJiipping Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anylblns: else, ivrlte to us. Catalog

ITee. Sample Copy

Mxmerican Hce = Keeper,
(Monthly, 50c a year) free. Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Apiarian Supplies

!
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SECOND DAY—Forenoon Session.

The next on the proKrain was a paper from Dr. C. C.

Miller, which he read as follows :

Bec-K.eepers and Supply manuracturers.

Supply manufacturers and dealers cannot exist without
bee-keepers, and bee-keepers would have a good deal harder

time without those who make aud sell bee-supplies. So there

should be the most cordial understandiug, between them.
What better place to encourage such understanding than at a

convention like this, where both meet face to face? I believe

manufacturers are anxious to know Just what will best meet
the needs of bee-keepers, that being to their own interest, so

let each bee-keeper make known what he desires different,

and If his desire cannot be met he may at least have the satis-

faction of knowing why It cannot be met. On the other hand,
it is possible that manufacturers and dealers may make some
suggestions for the benefit of those who order from them.

By way of introducing the subject, and with no thought
of covering any great part of the ground, I may be allowed to

say a little as to what I might like, or dislike, from a bee-

keeper's standpoint.

I remember a time when I received—1 think Ave was the

number—large, heavy boxes filled with material to be put
together. I opened one, finding part of the pieces I wanted,

but not all. There was no means of knowing whether the

the parts wanted might not be in the bottom of the box, so

almost the entire contents had to be emptied. Not until the

fifth box was opened were the proper parts found. Under-
standing that there was scarcely room for the boxes in the

room where they were, and that it was heavy work moving
them around, you may appreciate the situation. The moral

of it is, that it will be well In sending out goods to have in

Exhibit of the Nebraska Commission in the Apiary Building at the Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha.
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mind not merely the convenience of packing, but to have some
regard for the convenience of those at the other end of the
line.

It would be unfair not to make grateful mention of great
advance in this direction. The last considerable shipment of

supplies I received was a lot of shipping-cases. It wasn't this

year ! Each package was complete in itself, containinc; all the
parts needed for so many shippiug-cases, there was no need
to open another package till all in that had been used up, just
the right amount of each kind of pieces, the right number and
the right kind of nails— I tell you, it was a real pleasure to

know that some one had been studying, not how to get
through with his job in the easiest way possible, but to make
my job as pleasant as possible.

One of the great evils is the trying to have everything at

as low a price as possible, without regard to lasting quality or
permanent value. Just so the price is low. I don't know
whether beekeepers or manufacturers are most to blame for

this. The result is some tendency toward sham and shoddy.
Another evil running parallel with this is, going to ex-

tremes with the matter of uniformity.

It's a good thing to have goods at low prices, and it helps
toward this to have only one variety of an article for all, but
it's carrying the thing a little too far when a standard article

is so cheapened in price that it betomes flimsy, and thus dear
in the long run, so that those who want a good article, and are
willing to pay for it a fair price are obliged to pay an extra
price because of having goods made to order. Instead of

catering to the desire for extremely low prices with little re-

gard to real value, it might be to the interest of all concerned
if manufacturers would do their pushing in the direction of

better goods at fair prices.

I want a good frame with metal spacers, and I am told

such a frame cannot be on the regular list because such
spacers would be in the way of the uncapping-knife, and altho
I work entirely for comb honey, and altho frames in the brood-
chamber are less and less used for extracting, yet for the re-

mote possibility that some time I may change my plans and
want to use brood-combs for extracting, I am told that such
frames as I want would break in on entire uniformity, so I

must fall in line and use frames I don't want and don't like,

or else pay an extra price as a penalty for varying from the
standard. I submit that's carrying uniformity a little too far.

A good many believe—and perhaps no one disputes it

—

that the most satisfactory hive-cover, and the cheapest in the
long run, is one covered with tin. Will you show me such a
cover listed in any catalog ? Those who want them and will

have them must pay the extra price for varying. Would it

not be a wise thing for manufacturers to encourage, rather
than to discourage, what they must believe for the best good
of bee-keepers, by putting such goods on their lists, even if

the price must be high? Give us the chance, at least, for get-

ting the best goods, if we are willing to pay the price, and
encourage beginners to get what will be the cheapest in the
long run.

Now that's enough to start on, and I'll listen to what
others desire, and especially to what manufacturers and
dealers desire on the part of bee-keepers. C. C. Miller.

A. I. Root—In regard to the idea of marking on the out-

side of packages what is on the inside, I know that I did a
good deal of scolding about that a couple of years ago. Almost
all kinds of our supplies now have a list on the outside of the

package, indicating what is inside. The modern way of put-

ting up goods is to put a printed slip on the odtside indicating

what is inside. That can be done very easily by having a

printed slip for regular goods. Certain things we put up in

regular packages so they can be put up in quantity, and then
these goods are markt on a printed list aud the printed list

can be gummed on the outside of the package. We can
easily do that when the goods are regular, but when somebody
orders something special, or orders goods modified in a special

way, it is harder. During this last season, when there was
such a rush, I am afraid our folks were not so exact about
that, to stick to that plan of marking the goods on the outside
of the cases.

Mr. Masters—I would like to give the supply dealers an
idea or two. I have been buying supplies for the last ten or

a dozen years, and there is one thing I have always objected
to, and that is putting the heart side of a board inside. I

want the heart side of a board outside. I often have covers
come to me with the heart side below.

A. I. Root—From our place?
Mr. Masters—Yes, sir; from your place. It is almost im-

possible to keep them from springing. I have thought that I

would write to the manufacturers in regard to the matter, but
I have not done it. I think this is just the place to speak of

it. That is the main complaint I have to make. I hope you
will reform and not do it again.

Dr. Miller—There is one little item that I want to speak
about— I think all bee-keepers will appreciate it: I mean the
item of nails. I get some goods and I don't know, to begin
with, the kind of nails I should have. When I have found
out the kind of nails I should have, when I go to the hard-
ware store perhaps I can't find the right kind there. And If I

do find them, I don't know how many I want, and I will likely

get more or less than I want, and may be I will get the goods
partly made up and then have to wait until the next time I go
to town, or else make a special trip. When you can be sure
of getting just the right kind of nails, and just the right num-
ber, and all ready to be used, it is a big thing. It is that sort
of thing that I am glad to see the manufacturers are looking
after. They are doing these things, as I said in my paper,
and as I thoroughly believe, not because they are good men,
but because they want to make money out of us fellows who
are buying, and they are trying to do the best they can for us.

They are wise in their generation. If any of you can think of
something you want them to do for us, just tp|l them. They
are not doing as much as they ought toward making a demand
for better goods. They are rather catering to the demand for
low-priced goods, and that is too apt to mean shoddy goods.

Mr. Westcott— I have no kick to make at all on the manu-
facturers, excepting once in awhile. That is, as a general
thing I receive good goods whenever I order ; but once in

awhile when I write for a half dozen or a dozen hives, I find

there will be an end that is not good, while the rest will be
perfectly good. It is a good deal of work for a man to go to

work and make a hive end or a side. So far as the nail ques-
tion is concerned, I don't think that amounts to anything. I

think all of us can buy nails enough to have plenty on
hand.

Dr. Miller^About those bad pieces of wood : Sometimes
1 have a package of stuff for 500 frames, and I go to wor'K

making them up. Here is a bad piece, here another bad
piece. I lay them all aside, and by and^by I have enough
bad pieces to make a bad frame, and I don't make it. [Laugh-
ter.]

A. I. Root—We have an inspector who is a very careful
man. If he has any fault, he throws out stuff that is too good
to throw away. I have enjoined the boys to keep the quality

of the goods up ; if other manufacturers want to make cheap
goods, let them do it. The boys sometimes think it is a pretty
hard state of affairs to let other parties cut below our prices

and take orders out of our hands. What shall we do ? Shall

we put in poor stuff in order to meet competitors' prices, or
shall we hold up the quality of the goods? If there is any-
thing that I insist upon more than another it is that we want
to keep up the quality of "the goods. Cheap John goods don't

pay. If I was ever on the other side of the question. I beg
pardon.

Mr. Danzenbaker—I would like to say a word about No.
2 sections. There are a few dealers in the country who are
buying these sections and selling them as No. 1, aud the peo-
ple who buy them think they are buying No. 1. That reflects

upon the manufacturer. The dealer buys them from the
manufacturer as No. 2, and then sells them for No. 1, and
charges No. 1 price. I know several men who are doing it.

Then there was something said about nails. I agree with Dr.

Miller about the nails. I think that is one of the greatest
favors the manufacturers do us. I live in a large city,

where there are large hardware stores, and sometimes
I have gone to half a dozen stores without finding the size and
kind of nails I wanted. Where I did find them, I would find

that I must buy a whole pound, when 1 only wanted a few.

Out in the country towns where there are only one, two or
three stores, you might not be able to find nails at all of the
right size. And if you undertake to nail up the hives or

frames with nails that are not of the right size, you are apt to

split and ruin your stuff. Only sometimes the nails sent are

a little scant. In putting up ten hives, I have lackt just

enough for one hive.

Dr. Miller—My experience is rather the reverse of that.

I am getting ready to set up a hardware store of my own with
the extra nails I have accumulated. They always send me a
great many. I think very likely Mr. Danzenbaker enjoys
driving nails pretty well.

Mr. Aoklin—In St. Paul and Minneapolis it is almost im-

possible to get nails of the right size. The nails we get there

would split any kind of hive-stuff. A great many of our cus-

tomers have spoken of what a great satisfaction it was to have
the nails sent with the goods. Some have spoken of a short-

age, and we would find out that they had put in more nails

than were called for on the printed slips of directions.

Mr. DeLong—I want to ask if there is any difference be-
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tween the ordinary commercial nails that are purchast at the
hardware stores, and the nails that the manufacturers of sup-

plies send out?
Dr. Miller—Yes, sir.

Mr. DeLong—A neighbor of mine said the nails were gal-

vanized, or had gone through some process that prevented
them from rusting. Nails that will rust in the hive lose their

efficacy in holding the hive together, and of course a bee-

keeper who puts up a good hive out of good material should
put in good nails so as to keep the good things all together. I

think the bee supply companies would be a good place for the
bee-man to buy his nails. I want to say in regard to the sup-
ply men, that I think they are a blessing to the fraternity.
They are helping to make bee-keeping more easy, and are
helping to elevate the business.

Dr. Miller—I want to make an apology. Not so very long
ago there was put before us what I think Mr. DeLong has re-

ferred to--lhat is, what were called cement nails, with a cov-
ering of cement to make them hold tighter. I said there was
no need for them—that we could get the same effect cheaper

—

just rust your nails and they will hold tight. After getting
some of the cement nails, I wanted to take that back. They
are away ahead of ordinary nails. You can put in a nail so
small that it won't split the wood at all, as an ordinary smooth
nail would, and the cement nails will hold much tighter. It

is cheaper in the end to use the cement nails ; they cost a lit-

tle more per pound, but you get more to the pound, as you can
use a smaller nail. I have gone through the wholesale and
retail hardware stores in Chicago for the right kind of nails

without finding them; then I sent to the manufacturers of
bee-supplies and I would get the right kind. You cannot get
the right nails In the large places, let alone the small places.
It is a big thing to get the right kind of nails. If you have
never tried the cement nails, try them and you will be con-
vinced.

E. R. Root—I want to say a word in regard to the use of
wire nails and cut nails. Wire nails won't draw the boards
up together ; cut nails will. Wire nails won't hug the boards
close, but cement wire nails will draw them up tight. Some-
time ago the thought occurred to us that we wanted to make
a better hive, and we put the price up, as we also did the
quality of the material. The growth of our business has
shown us that the people appreciate that we want to make
better goods, even if we have to charge higher prices. Last
season we had more business than we could possibly take care
of. We endeavor not to put knotty or shaky boards In our
hives. We are endeavoring to give the bee-keepers what they
want. We are anxious to see what changes and what im-
provements can be made. Last year I traveled a great deal,
and nearly every year I go around among the bee-keepers and
see what they want. We want to know how we can improve
our goods. Words of intelligent criticism are what help us
supply dealers. In regard to marking packages, we have a
rubber stamp for marking, but in the rush of the busy season
we leave that stamp off of some of the packages, probably. I

presume that some get goods without being stampt. We in-

tend to put stamps on all packages, indicating the contents of

the packages.

Mr. Masters—There is one thing in reference to the nail

question that I wish to say, that has not been said yet. I lind

that the nails that I get from Mr. Root—and I presume I

would probably find the same thing with those furnisht by
other manufacturers—have points. They are sharp-pointed,
and will stick in. You stick in a nail and it will stay where
you put it until you strike it. If a man has to hold a nail
while he gets it started, it is a great inconvenience. These
pointed nails I have found to be a great advantage In putting
hives together, especially with the smaller nails. I consider
cement nails a great advantage. I have found out that the
nails hold much better. I have sometimes had to drive boards
apart that had been nailed together, and with the cement nails
I have found that sometimes the head of the nail would pull
through the wood rather than let the nail draw out. It is a
great advantage to have nails that will hold, and sharp-
pointed nails.

A. I. Root—Some one has said that the cement nails are
cheaper, and they are cheaper for this reason : A smaller nail
of this kind will hold better than a larger nail that is not
cemented.

Mr. Lathrop—Perhaps I am the only man in the room
who ever thought of such a thing, but I wish the supply deal-
ers would use different nails for nailing up cases and boxes.
They nail them up as if they never expected them to be
opened again. I would like them to use short, smooth nails for
nailing up shipping-boxes—any boxes that contain supplies.
Sometimes the bee-keeper has to tear the cover of the box all

to pieces, for the packers have used too many nails, ur the

nails are so long they won't pull out. An ordinary amount of

nails will hold a box together while it is going from the fac-

tory to the bee-keeper, and he can open It without destroying
the boards.

Dr. Miller—I think the manufacturers should, when they
send out a case of goods, nail it securely. Sometimes I think
there are not fastened up tight enough.

Mr. Danzenbaker—Stuff shipt to our part of the country
can hardly be nailed too tight. The boxes get handled very
roughly by many of the colored freight-haudlers. I have sev-

eral times had goods lost by their not being nailed up strongly
enough. I would rather have ten boxes nailed up too strongly
than one that is not nailed strongly enough, and is broken
apart.

Dr. Miller—I believe I have had the same feeling that
Mr. Lathrop has. I suppose it is a hard matter to know how
to fasten up packages. It makes me feel badly to have to

split a nice cover all to pieces, but I suppose it is a difficult

thing to do to strike just the right medium.

Mr. Danzenbaker— I use a nail-puller, such as dry-goods
men use in opening boxes. I can draw the nails out and save
the covers without brealcing them.

Mr. Spaulding— I went into several hardware stores hunt-
ing for them, and the hardware men said they didn't keep
cement nails at all. The traveling men on the road wanted
to sell them to them, but couldn't. The hardware men said

carpenters wanted nails that they could hold in their mouths,
and that the taste of the cement nails was objectionable.

E. R. Root—The ordinary hardware dealers do not seem
to know of the cement nails, but they will after awhile.

Dr. Miller— Is there anything in the covering of those
cement nails that is injurious ?

E. R. Root— It is only a preparation of tar.

Mr. Rauchfuss—As the supply manufacturers seem will-

ing to hear a little criticism, I believe this is a good time to

say something about the way hive-bottoms are made. We get
bottoms frequently that are in two pieces, and in our dry
climate they shrink apart and leave quite a big crack. I

would like to have the bottoms always in one piece. With the
bodies of the dovetailed hives, if they are made of lumber that
is not thoroughly seasoned, and if they lie in our locality for

a few months without being made up, it is almost impossible
to put them together without splitting. The dovetails will not
fit any more.

Mr. Hatch—I would like to say one word against poplar
shipping-cases. They do not look good ; they do not ship
good, and I do not think they are good. They split, and don't
present a good appearance. 1 would rather have pine than
poplar any time.

At this point it was moved, seconded and carried that the
regular business of thl^onvention be closed with to-night's

session.

Ex-Gov. Alvin Saunders, of Nebraska, an old-time bee-
keeper, and the only war governor of Nebraska now living,

was then introduced to the convention by Pres. York, and
spoke briefly as follows :

SHOKT ADDRESS BY EX-GOV. SAUNDERS.

I did not come here to teach anybody. I want you to un-
derstand that I am here as a scholar myself, and a pretty
new one at that. I take a great interest in this work that is

in the minds of those who are here. I should have liked to

be with you from the beginning of your proceedings, but I

regret that I have been busy with some other matters which
made it impossible.

I have never attended a meeting of persons connected
with this kind of work that I did not Hud some pretty good
citizens, and I feel myself honored to be associated with this

class of people. I have a little farm and have some bees on
it, and produce a little honey for our own use, and may be for
the use of my neighbors, sometimes; but I don't boast of that
at all. I know very little about the business. I am only a
scholar myself, as I say, and am here to be taught by others,
rather than to try to teach you ; therefore, I shall not try to

teach you, but shall just simply try to thank you for the good
your visit has done me. We are glad to see you. Many States
are represented in this meeting, and we of Omaha are proud of

that, and we are proud of the character of the men who rep-

resent our own State. You have never seen a Nebraskan who
was not proud of his State.

Dr. Mason—Nor an Ohioan, either.

Mr. Saunders—No, nor an Ohioan. When we Nebraskans
want to get office, we go back to Ohio for it. [Laughter.]

Dr. Mason—W. J. Bryan didn't go to Ohio, and he got
left.

Mr. Saunders—Now I came here, as I say, to gather in-

formation from you. When I go home, my folks will say that
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I have been at the coDventloo, and that I ought to be able to

teach them. But I have nothing to say to you beyond thank-
ing you for being here, and for giving me an opportunity of

making your acquaintance, as I hope 1 shall do with some of

you vfho are in this line of business, which I know is honor-
able, and which dates back thousands of years, when they tell

us that honey was good, and when the comb was as sweet as

It is now, I suppose. It is a business which is probably as

long in the hands of the people as any other business on earth ;

so we feel now that we have got nothing new—that we are
not experimenting with something that is entirely new, and
belonging to this century, but something that is old, and that
has been brought down to us from antiquity. And this busi-

ness seems as much the women's business as it is the men's.
I think the women do more to cultivate and help it along than
the men do, and therefore I say it is a woman's business
rather more than a man's. I say to our people, " It is your
business, not mine. I will take the honey, but taking care of

the bees is your business." [Laughter.]
Well, I must say again that I am gratified to be here, and

gratified to see so many of you here at this convention. I

hope you will enjoy yourselves while you are here. We have
some good men connected with this business in our own State,

and I hope you have made their acquaintance, too. You can
rely upon it that they will do all they can to make your visit

pleasant, and the rest of us will try to do the same thing.

[Applause.]
Pres. York— I am sure we all appreciate the bind words

of Gov. Saunders. He is the only war governor of Nebraska
now living, and a man whom it does us good to meet and to

have speak to us.
[Continued next week.l

Fertilizatlou of Flowers—Should Bee-Keepers
Pay for It?

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A short time ago, when at our country store purchasing
supplies for household use, a somewhat miserly farmer ab-
ruptly stept up to me and said :

,,,

" Mr. Doolittle, I want you to bring me up 10 boxes of
honey to pay for what your bees got from my buckwheat field

when It was in blossom. There were_ thousands of your bees
there at work on that field, and I think it no more than right
that you bring me 10 boxes, and 100 would be more nearly
the amount it would take to make me good."

While he was thus saying, the reply I should make was
telegrapht to my brain like a flash, so as soon as he had done
speaking I said :

" See here, Mr. P., I have charged to you on my book ac-
count $25.00 for the use of my bees in fertilizing the flowers
upon that buckwheat field, and when you come down to pay
me what you rightfully owe me, I will make you a present of
10 boxes of buckwheat honey."

It would have done any apiarist good to have seen him
open his eyes and mouth at the same time, and after his as-
tonishment had somewhat subsided, he askt, " Do you really
think that your bees helpt my buckwheat field any ?"

" Most assuredly I do," was my reply ;
" and I wish to tell

you that there Is not a particle of doubt that the great and
first purpose for which bees were created was for aiding in the
fertilization of flowers of different kinds ; the honey part as a
food and as a delicacy for man, coming in as secondary, altho
but few think of the matter in this way.

I saw at once that I had created an Impression on his

mind which would be twice as lasting as would have been the
10 boxes of honey had I given them to him ; arid I advise
every bee-keeper, when they see some one who appears to be
a little jealous regarding bees working on the flowers on their
land, to preach this truthful doctrine to them. Yea, preach it

every time you get a chance, as I did a few years ago while
riding on a crowded stage-coach some distance from home.

One of the passengers began a tirade against the bees of a
certain bee-keeper who lived in his vicinity, telling how they
were injuring the fruit in his section, and how the farmers
about him could not secure a large yield of buckwheat, very
often, on account of the bees kept by this man sucking out all

of the honey nature provided for the maturing of this grain
while the berry was in the embryo form in the blossom.

When he had finisht speaking he showed by his counte-
nance that he thought his wisdom along these lines much
superior to that of the other passengers ; and from different

remarks It appeared that the most of those about him endorst
what he said. There was no one in the stage whom I knew or
who knew me, so I saw that I had a chance to correct a wrong
Impression without being accused of selfishness on my part;
consequently, in substance, I said that I did not consider the
ideas advanced by the gentleman as sound ; that I believed
the honey was placed in flowers for the express purpose of en-
ticing them to plants whose flowers needed the bees for ferti-

lization purposes. To this end, I continued, we find honey, or

nectar, secreted only in such flowers as are incapable of self-

fertilization ; while those capable of being fertilized through
the agency of the wind, etc., secrete no nectar to entice

the bees.

As an example, we see wheat, oats, barley, corn, and cer-

tain grasses, all capable of being fertilized by the rustling of

their stalks by the gentle breeze, and none of these secrete
honey, as all of you know, altho there are a few who claim
that bees secure honey from corn. Then there are all of the
clovers, all of the squash and other vine family, buckwheat,
and nearly all fruit-bloom, none of which are capable of being
fertilized through the process applicable to the first. All these
last named, secrete honey for the sole purpose of enticing bees,

flies, etc., for their fertilization, so that they may mature seed
that the species may be perpetuated. And the same thing
holds good with the trees of the forest, hence the claim put
forth by some, that the bees injure fruit by taking nectar out
of the blossoms, is a false one.

I then told them of the law a few jealous persons suc-

ceeded in getting past in a township in Massachusetts, banish-
ing bees from that town ; how the result was that little or no
fruit developt in the interior of that township, while all along
the boundary fruit was as plentiful as ever; and that, after
this experience regarding their folly, they were glad to wel-
come the bees back again, when they again had fruit as

formerly.
I also told them of the importation of bumble-bees into

Australia so that the seed of red clover might be raised there
—a thing which was Impossible to do till after these bees were
Imported; of the noted squash culturist, Gregory's experi-

ments, by tying netting over the blossoms, when not a squash
would mature, unless hand-fertilization was resorted to. I

also gave other illustrations, when I had all (except the man
who hated his neighbor so badly, and through him his bees)

converted to my side of the question, and him looking very
sheepish in the matter, without even a word of reply to what
I had said.

When men plead that bees injure fruit and grain by taking
away the saccharine matter secreted for and needed by the
fruit and grain in its development, they show their ignorance,
and it Is the duty, as well as privilege, of every bee-keeper to

dispel this mist of ignorance which Is generally begotten of

jealousy. And unless we look well to this matter and educate
In every place, and as often as we can, the day may yet dawn
when we may be obliged to pay in honey for the part our bees
play in the fertilization of flowers, as was demanded of me by
the farmer. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Preparing Bees for Winter—Sunflower Smoke.
BY J. A. GOLDEN.

Our fall honey-flow has just closed, and all hived bees are
well provided with winter stores, but it requires vigilance to

keep the wood's bees from cleaning out whole apiaries. There
are quite a number of trees within a few hundred yards from
us, containing bees, which cannot be secured, tho a number
have been cut by our sports.

1 am now preparing my bees for winter, and will give the
method I use, and If there is any better wintering method I

would like to read it through the American Bee Journal.
At the close of the fall flow all supers and flxtures are re-

moved and stored away, and each colony examined to see that
it has a queen. Then I properly equalize the stores by ex-

changing frames, or a quick feed of thick syrup of white A cof-

fee sugar, after cleaning the bottom-board and placing a IH-
iuch high rim on the bottom-board wide enough to close the
side-entrances of the hive, when the hive is set on, giving a
dead-air space.

I scatter a teacupf ul of slackt lime on the bottom-board,
which absorbs all dampness of the hive and bees during the
cold season. This item alone is worth many dollars to the
apiarist, if observed. Bees and combs are well sprayed with
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a mild solution of salt-water with an atomizer; the combined
cover and feed receptacle Is placed on the hive, then a half-

body rim In which packing is placed ; then I place on the out-

side cover. Thus my bees go through our coldest winters,

dry-shod, and come out in the spring clean and bright—no
diarrhea nor dwindling from a foul or turbid hive.

In this method the bees, first, are insured against damp-
ness ; second, they have sufficient space for old bees that die

;

third, bees and combs are treated with a cleansing bath of

salt-water; fourth, have ample ventilation; fifth, can be fed

at any time without molestation—nothing equal to it for stim-

ulating the queen for early breeding.

SMOKING BEES WITH SUNFLOWER.

Yes, Mr. Moore (page 595), I was aware that stramonium
was of a narcotic nature, and that's why I was led to try Its

effect on those high-toned bees. But, say, Mr. M., your good
wife didn't propose to smoke the stramonium to her injury or
death ? Of course not, unless she wlsht to commit suicide.

Likewise bee-keepers don't propose to smoke their bees to

death. A little smoke properly applied Is humane; a great
cloud of smoke blasted upon bees carelessly is inhuman ;

therefore, a little puff or two of sunflower or stramonium
smoke has the greatest controlling power on bees of any smoke
I have ever known. Try It, Mr. Moore.

Morgan Co., Ohio.

No. 2 The Care of Bees for Winteriag.

BT C. P. DADANT.

In a previous article, I stated, as a sinequa-non, that a
colony, to winter well, should contain a sufficient number of

bees. I am now reminded that I did not say what this num-
ber should be. It surely would be very difficult to state this

in thousands or tons of thousands, and if I could do this it

would be no better than so many hieroglyphics to most of my
readers—I might say to all of them, for no one can make
even an approximate guess at the number of bees a hive con-
tains.

It will be much easier to say that I would have bees on
not less than five combs when they are clustered, or imbricated
together, on a frosty morning, and the clusters should extend
for over one-half of the length of the combs. A strong colony,
in a very good season, often covers the greater part of Its

combs below the honey, and it is a very good sign when you
raise the super, or the c4oth, or the honey-board, from the
body, to see the bees clustered a little way down from the top
of the combs. At the bottom they will, If healthy, reach clear
down to the alighting-board, and will be on the alert at a min-
ute's notice.

The hive had best be reduced to the size of the colony, for
it Is worse than useless to have a lot of empty comb, perhaps
containing neither bees nor honey, at one side or the other.
For this reason, with the large hives that we use, we always
have a division-board, or dummy, which may be moved up
when the useless combs are removed, so as to reduce the size

of the hive, if needed, to a proportionate size to the strength
of the colony. The dry combs are removed to the honey-
house and put away for future use, and the empty space on
the side Is filled with warmth-retaining and moisture-absorb-
ing materials. If we cannot increase the strength of our
colony, it is at least a good plan to reduce the size of the hive
to fit it, in such a way as this. But the strong colonies, cover-
ing every comb, are much to be preferred.

Now comes the question of food. If a sufficient number
of bees is absolutely necessary to a safe wintering. It is

equally evident that enough food must be had, and in an
available position, in reach of the bees. Twenty-five pounds
of honey is considered sufficient, in an ordinary winter, for
the needs of a colony. With large hives we would place this

amount as a minimum, and would say 25 to -±0 pounds. A
much smaller amount may suffice, and we have reliable re-

ports from experts showing that a colony, wintered in the
cellar, may be brought through with as ttle as five or six

pounds; but I would counsel no one to try

First, the trials that have been made . resulted in so

light a consumption were only for the time which the bees
past in the cellar. The hives and bees were weighed at the
moment of collaring, and again weighed when removed, but
they had more honey than the quantity mentioned as con-
sumed, and if It had been otherwise, some of the bees might
have been out of the reach of the scant supply, and their loss

would have entailed the loss of the colony. Besides, these
colonies have already past through a couple of mouths of fall

weather, when put away, which necessitated some food, and

this amount should be computed as well as the amount which
they would consume when taken out of the cellar, between
that and the time. of the honey-flow, and this amount would be

very much greater than either the fall consumption or even
the cellar consumption, for in the spring they need food, not

only for the adult bees that consume but little, but mainly for

the young brood which requires a very great amount of food to

reach the adult state, and this brood-rearing must not be re-

strained under penalty of having but a weak colony at the

opening of the harvest and a consequent light flow of nectar.

So, even if we winter bees in the cellar, it is well to have
plenty of stores. But I cannot help saying that it Is most
advisable, if either the number of bees, or the quantity of

honey, is scant, or if both are short, to winter in the cellar, if

a good cellar is at hand. But more of this by and by.

The third question I have in view, and which I consider

as third in Importance, Is the quality of the honey. Perhaps
this has more weight than many would imagine. The experi-

enced apiarist who has seen his bees die by the hundreds of

colonies by the foul and filthy disease—diarrhea—is very

eager on this point, and dreads above all things the harvesting

of fruit-juices, or unripe honey, in late falls. ITruit-juices,

grape-juice and apple-juice, principally, are the worst supplies

that the bees may gather, and the horticulturist, whose
grapes have been suckt dry by the bees of his neighbor, is very

much mistaken when he thinks that the apiarist Is getting

rich at his expense. It is just the other way, and the dam-
aged grapes, or the cider-mill, have caused more loss of bees

than almost any other single mishap that bees may encounter.

So the horticulturist and the apiarist should go hand In

hand, for their interests are Identical, and the loss of one is

balanced by the loss of the other, both in the fall and in the

spring, for it is well known that when the weather is ugly and
the bees cannot visit the apple-bloom In May, the prospect of

an apple crop is very poor. We are glad to see that, as peo-

ple become more enlightened, they become aware of these

facts, and the strife that used to exist between these two
branches of farming Is fast becoming a thing of the past. No
one can appreciate this better than ourselves, for we are

grape-growers here, now, on a large scale, and It Is because

we found It necessary to convince our neighbors that they

were mistaken in imagining the existence of antagonism be-

tween fruit-growing and bee-culture, through the Imaginary
depredations of the bees.

But I have deviated from my subject in such a way-that I

am now compelled to leave further consideration of the ques-

tion of honey for wintering for a later article.

Hancock Co., 111.

CONDUCTED BY

DR. C. O. MILLBR, BtARBJSGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Wax-Rendering Arrangement—Wa.\-Press.

1. For a large apiary of say 200 colonies, what method
of rendering cappings into wax would you recommend?

2. I have used both the Doolittle and Boardman solar ex-

tractors. The former Is too small and the latter not alto-

gether satisfactory. With the Boardman, after a day's ex-

posure to the sun, the honey In the cappings gets almost black.

The contents of the extractor connot be removed, on account
of the multitude of bees that would get killed, until bees have
ceast flying. It Is not convenient for me to take the Board-
man into the honey-house. The wax and black refuse are so

mixt that it is always necessary to remelt the wax so obtained."

Can you recommend a solar extractor that is so constructed

that it will in one operation effectually separate wax, honey
and refuse?

3. What is a wax-press, and how made and workt?
Jamaica.

Answers.— 1. Probably nothing would suit you better

than a large solar extractor.

2. I don't know of any particular extractor that would
exactly meet your wants, but you would do well to try the sort

of receptacle used by Rauchfuss Brothers. Instead of there

being one single place for the honey and wax to go, the re-

ceptacle is divided into apartments so as to make a series of

receptacles. Everything goes Into the first receptacle until It
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is filled, then it overflows into the second receptacle, that into

the third, and so on. That gives a chance for Impurities to

settle, much as they do when a large body of wax is allowed
to cool very slowly, this latter being the plan used to cleanse
wax very largely. It appears that you have more heat from
the sun than is desirable. Can you not reduce the heat, and
thus save the honey from being darlsened ? A coating of some
kind of whitewash on the glass might help (what do saloon-
keepers use on their windows ?), or some cloth laid over. If

that does not work satisfactorily, you might allow the sun its

full force and reduce the heat In the receptacle by giving air

to it by means of one or more screened openings directly near
the receptacle.

3. Perhaps the wax-press is one used across the water,
the exact construction of which I cannot give, but the princi-
ple is to have a press Inside another vessel, the latter or larger
vessel containing water and steam, thus keeping the press and
its contents constantly warm.

Packing Bees for Winter.

I keep my bees In the " Champion " chafi hive. Do you
think they will be too warm If I put them in a dry-goods box
and fill up the space with straw? Michigan.

Answek.—No danger of their being too vKarm. The
danger of too much packing is hardly that it makes bees too
warm, but that they will be too cold when it comes a warm
day. When a warm day comes, it takes longer for the heat to

work through thick packing than through a thin wall.

Wbat lo Do with Partly-Filled Sections.

Those sections or one-pound boxes that are from }i to ;,;

filled, and capt, and the remainder uncapt— what should be
done with them to bring In the greatest returns ?

SUBSCBIBER.

Answer.—In most cases the best thing is to sell them for
table use at a reduced price. For home use, if you are care-
ful, you can melt them. Melt them very, very slowly (If It

takes several days to melt them all the better), then when all

melted and cold, lift off the cake of wax, and the honey will be
even better than when It was in the comb, for it will be a little

thicker.

Preserving Fruit in Honey— Shiny Black Bees.

1. How can I preserve fruit In honey, and still retain the
flavor of the honey ?

2. What is the cause of the black on all strains of bees,
shining as if polisht (only since cool weather has started)?
My bees continue to gather pollen every day.

South Alabama.
Answers.— 1. I'm sorry to say I don't know very much

about it. I have read of keeping fruit simply by putting it

raw In honey, but have had no practical experience. You can-
not heat honey enough to cook the fruit without spoiling the
flavor of the honey, and I confess I'm just a little skeptical
about raw fruit keeping In honey. Possibly there might be
such a thing as cooking the fruit, putting it In cans, and then
filling up with honey. If any of the friends have had any
practical experience in preserving fruit in honey, successful
or unsuccessful, by all means let us have it. We know as yet
too few ways of using honey.

2. It Is because the plumage of the bees has been re-
moved. A bee that has followed a long course of robbing Is

likely lo be thus black and shiny, and also bees affected with
paralysis.

M ^
Wliat to Do with Conilis of Honey.

I just commenced to keep bees the past summer, and have
about 30 pounds of honey in brood-combs, after leaving 25
pounds In each hive for winter. I have no extractor, and
would like to know if there is any way to get the honey out of
the combs without an extractor ? If not, what Is the best
thing to do with the combs ? Pennsy^-vania.

Answer.—I don't know of any way to get out the honey
and leave the combs sound and whole without an extractor.
But don't you want to keep thoi^e combs with the 30 pounds
of honey to give the bees next spring ? Each colony that has
25 pounds for winter will probably be able to use to very great
advantage another 5 or 10 pounds next spring. An enormous
quantity of stores are consumed in rearing brood, and the

likelihood Is that every bit of that 25 pounds will be all used
up before clover-bloom, and the bees will be going more or less

on short rations. A frame or two of honey will encourage
them to greater brood-rearing, and every ounce you give them
In that way will be returned with interest in the surplus crop.
By all means save those combs for the bees next spring.

Drone-Comb Foundation.

Is there such a thing manufactured as " drone founda-
tion ?" Mr. J. S. Hartzell speaks of it in his article on the
"Golden Method," on page 658. Indiana.

Answer.—Yes, I believe It has been made to a limited ex-
tent, and also a compromise sort about half way between
drone and worker. -^

Feeding Bees in a Room.

I have a few colonies of bees which I transferred about
one month ago, and have them In a small room. I gave them
plenty of honey In the brood-chamber, and put a box In front
made of screen-wire to keep them In ; I do not let them out on
account of other bees coming in to rob them. I feed them all

the extracted honey they will eat, and keep them warm, and
they work very nicely. The screen boxes In front are 0x6x12
inches. What will be the effect on the colony by spring?
(They are putting honey in the sections now, some of them).
Will it weaken or strengthen the colony? lowA.

Answer.—I don't know, but should guess that a continu-
ance of the treatment might result In death by spring. Feed-
ing and confinement in a light place don't go very well to-

gether. Possibly they may pull through, but if they have
enough to take them through the winter It might be better to

stop feeding, and perhaps put them In the cellar. If they are
in danger from robbers. Instead of shutting them up entirely,

allow a passage for just one bee at a time, and they can pro-

tect themselves, especially if the entrance Is not directly Into

the cluster but through some kind of a front or side chamber.^
A Dozen Questions.

1. I bought three Italian queens, introduced them to

three colonies of black bees July 2, and the bees killed them
all. I waited for them to rear their queens, and learned that
laying workers had set up business. The sealed brood is not
flat, it stands up round-like, like little marbles. I have no
wealv colonies to unite them with. What can I do with them ?

2. Do you really think that It was laying workers?
3. Will laying workers cause colonies to dwindle down to

nothing ?

4. Are there ever a queen and a laying worker in the
same hive ?

5. Which are the best bees, Carnlolans or Italians ?

6. What clover do you think would be the best honey-
producer in this climate ?

7. What is the best way for Introducing a queen ?

8. How much comb honey should one colony of bees aver-
age per year ?

9. What kind of a cellar should bees be wintered in ?

10. What Is the best way to winter bees ?

11. How far from the house should bees be ?

12. Does a bee die when it loses its sting ?

South Carolina.

Answers.— 1. If there continues to be nothing but drone-
brood up to this time, probably you can do nothing better than
to brimstone them. That will save the honey they would eat
before dying. They are all three or four months old, some of

them older, and would be of little value even if you had weak
colonies with which to unite them ?

2. It is hard to say whether laying workers or drone-lay-
ing queens, as the appearance would be much the same in

either case, and one would be about as bad as the other.
3. Sure. .

4. Sometimes. But If a queen has begun to lay, you may
pretty safely count on the laying workers closing up business,

unless In rare oases where frames of brood are barred from
the queen by a queen-excluder, and in that case there will be
only a single egg or a few eggs in queen-cells.

5. Probably the great majority would say Italians ?

6. I'd rather take the word of some one living in your
part of South Carolina. If I could get no satisfactory inform-
ation In that way, I should give a good trial to sweet clover

and crimson clover.

7. If you follow out to the letter any of the ways given In
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the printed directions sent out with queens by queen-breeders,

you will be pretty safe. Your text-book on bee-keeping will

give you information on the subject, and on many others that

will many times over pay the cost of the book if you study it

faithfully.

With almost aty way of introducing queens there will be

occasional failures, but I'll tell you a plan you may follow that

will make a sure thing of it, If you are willing to be to the

trouble Take two or more frames of sealed brood, no un-

sealed brood, some of it just hatching out, be sure to brush ofif

every last bee, put in an empty hive and add a comb or two
containing some honey. Shut the hive up bee-tight, and open
it in about five days, making the entrance only large enough
for a single bee if there's the least danger of robbers. If the

weather is not warm enough during the five days the hive is

shut up, take the hive into some place where it will be warm
enough.

8. I don't know. In some places the average will be much
more than in others. In most places 50 pounds Is probably a

good average, and that's a good deal too much in some places.

On the other hand, some places may go considerably

beyond that.

9. The best cellar for you is probably out-doors. Farther
North almost any cellar will answer that is well aired, that

can be kept dark, and that has a temperature that will keep
bees most nearly dormant, that temperature generally being
somewhere near 45-.

10. Probably out-doors in South Carolina.
11. That's a matter of convenience, circumstances and

taste. Under ordinary circumstances, perhaps eight rods is a
good distance. In some cases eight feet would be enough, and
in some cases 16 rods would be better.

12. If a considerable portion of its intestines come away
with the sting it will die before long. If nothing but the stiug

and the poison-sac Is lost. It will live perhaps some days, but
I'm not entirely sure about that. It's doubtful that it will live

in any case as long as if It had not lost its sting.

Wax-Worms.—Graven horst advises to take the frames
from the hive one after another, shake off the bees, knock on
the wood of the frame with a knife-handle, and this will make
the worms crawl out of their hiding-places, when they can be
dispatcht.

Greenhill's Non-Swarming Hive is pictured in the Brit-

ish Bee Journal. A space below the brood-nest allows a super
of shallow frames. When these are partly workt out, they
are put above and replaced by another set of empty ones. It

is practically the Simmins non-swarming plan.

Propolis in Different Iiocalities.—Editor Root, of Glean-
ings, has been observing in his travels the difference in the
kind and amount of propolis in different localities, and ac-

counts thereby for the fact that " one bee-keeper thinks the
Hoffman frame an intolerable nuisance, and another regards
It as the ne plus ultra of perfection." He finds propolis much
worse in Northern Illinois than in Ohio or New York.

A Novel Method of Wintering was reported across the
water some time ago, a weak colony having placed over it a
loaf of sugar covered with a common flower-pot, the whole
carefully covered over. The attendant success induced an-
other man, reported in a French bee-journal, to try the same
thing on two weak colonies, and they came through in fine

condition. The moisture from the bees was sufficient taenable
them to supply themselves from the dry sugar.

Full Sheets vs. Starters in Sections.—It pays to use full

sheets of foundation in sections in order to get the combs well

attacht to the wood, and sealed all around, and also to get a
larger yield generally, but for tenderness and fine edible qual-

ities only a starter should be used, according to F. Greiner, in

Gleanings. The editor replies that with starters more than
half the combs will be finisht drone, and these will be more
" gobby " eating than comb honey from full sheets of worker
foundation.

Large vs. Small Hives.—Editor Hutchinson, of the Bee-

Keepers' Review, thinks the articles written in Gleanings by

C. P. Dadant are not entirely relevant, as the discussion as to

size of hives has been almost wholly with reference to comb
honey production, and the Dadauts run for extracted, for

which the size of hive matters little If It's big enough, while

for comb honey the line must be sharply drawn between
brood and surplus, and to get the right proportion of fine,

white honey stored above this line requires skillful and pecu-

liar management.

A Simple Swarm-Catcher.—Besides a spray-pump, Franz
Henkel says his apparatus for securing swarms Is a birch-

broom tied to the end of a long pole, a piece of comb the size

of the hand being fastened among the splints of the broom.

When a swarm is about to settle, the broom is held close to it,

and the invitation is generally promptly accepted by the bees.

If the swarm has already settled, it will move upon the broom
if the latter is held steadily against the swarm. If the lower

end of the pole is sharpened, it may be thrust into the soft

ground of the garden, and thus save holding so long. When
the swarm is clustered on the broom, it is lightly sprayed, and
it can then be carried to the desired place.—Leipziger Bztg.

Brown's Honey-Strainer.—A very Ingenious method of

separating from extracted honey bits of wax and other mat-

ters is given by F. E. Brown, in Gleanings, by means of what
he calls a strainer. " This is made of wood or metal, a box

14x2'2 inches, and 10 inches deep. It has two partitions

which serve as a separator. The first partition Is within four

Inches of the end nearest to the extractor. It is made fast to

the bottom, but it lacks two inches of coming to the top of the

box. The honey falls down into this small compartment, and
then it will rise up to the top and run over into the middle

room of the strainer. The second partition is placed within

four inches of the other end of the box, and it will lack one

Inch of coming down to the bottom. Thus the honey, in

coming from the extractor, will plunge down with force into

the first part, and it will then rise and bring all the wax with

It to the top in order to get over into the second space. The
wax and all foreign substances will remain to float on top In

this large or middle space, while the honey will be compelled

to run into the third or last space through under the second

partition, and then up to the level of the honey In the middle

space, where it will find an exit into the tank."

Xlie Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

White Comb Honey "Wanted.—We are in the

market for best white comb honey put up in 12 or 2-4 pound
single-tier shipping-cases. We would like it to run about 11
and 22 pounds, respectively. If you have what you think

will suit us, please write, saying how much you have, and at

what price you will deliver it in Chicago. Address, George W.
York it Co., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.

LangfStrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete

work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only .^2.00.

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-page pamphlet
especially gotten up with a view to creating a demand to

honey among should-be consumers. The forepart of the

pamphlet was written by Dr. C. C. Miller, and is devoted to

general information concerning honey. The latter part con-

sists of recipes for use In cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in working up a

home market for honey. We furnish them, postpaid, at these

prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for SO cents; 50
for 50 cents; 100 for 90 cents; 250 for .^2.00; .500 for

$b.50. For 25 cents extra we will print your name and ad-

dress on the front page, when ordering 100 or more copies at

these prices.
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UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION
Organized to advance the pursuit of Apiculture : to promote the interests of bee

keepers; to protect its members ; to prevent the adulteration of honey; and
to prosecute the dishonest honey-commission men.

Memberstilp Fee-91.00 per Aimtixn.

KXECUTITE COMMiTTEE-Pres.. George W. York; Vice-Pres., W. Z. Hutchinson

;

secretary. Dr. A. B. Mason, Station B. Toledo, Ohio.

^°iS"„°^ DlRECTOHS-E. R. Root; E. Wbitcomb; E. T.Abbott : C. P. Dadant;
W.Z.Hutchinson; Dr. C. C. Miller.

General Manager and tbeasdrer—Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.

VOL. 38. NOVEMBER 17, 1898. NO. 46.

Note.—Ihe American Bee Journaiadopts the Orthography of the following
Kule, recommended by the joint action of the American Philological Asso-
ciation and the PhiloIogicalSociety of England:—Change "d" or "ed" Hnal
to I when so pronounced, except when the "e" affects a preceding sound.

The Plortli-western Convention it Is thought
best to postpone until low rates are In effect on the railroads,

as such are esential for attendance. It has been found over
and over that unless reduced rates can be secured very few
feel that they can afford to attend a bee-convention. As soon
as we learn that general excursion rates to Chicago obtain, we
will try to arrange for the next meeting of the Northwestern
Bee-Keepers' Association.

» » »

That New Bee-Book Offer on page 732 ought
to " make your mouth water," If you haven't already one of

the standard books on bee-keeping. Remember, that liberal

offer will be withdrawn Dec. 10, and no mistake about it. We
couldn't afford to hold It open longer than that, as we expect
that the edition may be exhausted before that time. Better
write quick if you want Prof. Cook's 450-paKe, cloth-bound
bee-book for only 50 cents! Turn to the offer now, and read
It—on page 732.

<-»-*^

Attention, Colorado Bee-Keepers. — Pres.
Aikln, of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Association, wants
every Colorado bee-keeper to read this notice

;

TO ALL COLORADO APIARISTS.

The Bee-Keepers' Association will meet In the Capitol
Building, Denver, room 33, second floor, Nov. 30 and Dec.
1 and 2. Never In the history of the Association have we had
so large a membership and so much work done as during this
year. There Is important work to be done at this meeting.
Your Marketing Committee will have a report of the season's
work. Last winter we revised our constitution and by-laws,
and there are yet some more changes to be acted upon at this
meeting. We will discuss Marketing, Grading, Foul Brood,

Experiments, Solar Wax Extractors, Improved Appliances,
Legislation for Bee-Keepers, etc. We expect help from the
Agricultural College and Senator Swink. Let every Colorado
bee-keeper who reads this come if possible, and if you cannot
come, write of what most Interests you, .and tell us what you
want done. Write either to myself or to Secretary F. Rauch-
fuss. Elyria, Colo. R. C. Aikin, Pres.

Loveland, Colo.

We believe that the officers of the Colorado State Bee-

Keepers' Association have workt harder the past year for

their organization than any set of apiarian officers we know.
If the membership, or bee-keepers, in that State would take

as much interest in their society and its objects, as do the

officers, it could easily lead this whole country in apicultural

affairs. Let every Colorado bee-keeper attend that meeting.

Xbe Union and Comb Honey Lies.—Lately

we received a clipping from one of our readers—a Mr. Irving

—taken from the New York Evening Post, who enquired if

we couldn't do something about It, as it was one of the com-

mon lies that certain newspapers seem to delight in keeping

alive to the Injury of all honest producers of comb honey.

We conceived the idea of forwarding Mr. Irving's letter

and the clipping to General Manager Secor of the United

States Bee-Keepers' Union, with the suggestion that he write

the editor of the Post, calling attention to the untruthfulness

of the statements, and pointing out the injurious results that

would follow the publication of such misleading statements in

an influential newspaper.

Well, Mr. Secor acted promptly upon our suggestions, and

here is his able letter of correction :

Forest City, Iowa, Oct. 29, 1898.
To the Editor of the New York Evening Post.—

Dear Sir:—A friend from New York has sent a clipping

which he says he cut from your paper of Oct. 22. It is as

follows :

' It is a blow to learn that the honey of commerce is not above
reproach. Its adulteration is, it seems, quite common. Glucose is

one of the ingredients used tor the purpose. Even honey in the
comb is not to be accepted with absolute confidence, as the cells

can be imitated in parafBne. An occasional diet of honey is an
excellent thing for children. Its qualities are searching, and it is

cleansing and stimulating to the system. It is a curious thing,

that children will crave it and eat it ravenously for a short time

;

then turn from it entirely. When the period of rejection sets in,

it is an evidence that the system has had enough."

I am sure you do not wish to Injure any honest Industry,

and that you endeavor to publish the truth on all subjects.

Your past record for fairness, and the high position the Post
holds among journals, convinces me that It aims to be just

and reliable.

But that fact only Increases the danger if an error by any
chance creeps into Its columns.

I wish to comment on that sentence relating to comb
honey, which says : "Even honey In the comb is not to be

accepted with aljsolute con8denoe, as the cells can be Imitated

In parafflne."

There is a sort of "thus saith the Lord" positlveness

about that statement which will prejudice lovers of honey
who have never investigated the subject, and it Is that sen-

tence which I especially wish to explain, and. If possible,

elucidate. While the writer does not say positively that arti-

ficial honey is placed In the ceWs " imitnted in parafflne," a,

reasonable construction would warrant that inference, and I

have no doubt the general reader would so understand it.

This is not the first publication of such a misleading state-

ment. Others have asserted that comb, in imitation of that

made by bees, is made by machinery, filled with glucose syrup
and sealed over by a hot Iron. But such statements are usually

founded on ignorance of the subject, or wrong motive, or a

desire to startle the public mind by marvelous revelations- It

is of the same credibility as that other wonderful statement,

that eggs are actually manufactured, shell and all, so per-

fectly that no one can tell the difference except by trying to

hatch them !

When we realize the delicate texture and fragile nature of

honey-comb as made by bees, it will be easy to understand
that it Is a mechanical impossibility to make an article In imi-

tation of It that cannot be readily detected.

The limit of mechanical ingenuity up to the present time

seems to have been reaoht when the septum, or base of cells,
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is made of wax, on which the bees will construct cells and
complete the comb. This is called " foundation " by the trade,

and is made so thin that it can scarcelv be detected from the
natural septum made by the bees. Paraffine, however, is

never used for this purpose, because this wax melts at a lower
temperature than beeswax, and cannot be utilized for that

purpose. The heat of the colony will melt it, and therefore

ruin not only the " foundation " but the product as well.

Paraffine was, therefore, is of no value to bee-keepers for

this purpose.
If your correspondent knows of any factory where comb

honey is produced without the aid of bees I should be glad to

be informed as to the exact place. There has been publisht,

in an influential and responsible journal, for years, an offer of

$1,000 for one pound of comb honey made by machinery that

cannot readily be detected from the genuine article. No one
has attempted to claim that prize. It is safe to say the thing
cannot be done.

But, some one says, glucose syrup may be fed to bees and
by them stored in the comb. That is also impractical, because
bees will not touch glucose syrup unless starving, and then,
of course, they are not in proper condition to store honey.

So please tell your readers that when they buy honey in

the comb they may reasonably expect to get something gath-
ered from flowers by bees. Also tell them that such honey
has nutritive and medicinal qualities not found in cane-sugar
or glucose.

If children were brought up on honey Instead of cane-
sugar and candy, the intestinal and kidney diseases common
to our civilization would be greatly lessened, if not entirely
avoided. Yours truly, Eugene Secoe.

We await with much interest the next action of the Post.

Will they do the only honorable thing, and publish Mr. Secor's

plain and truthful letter, or will they Ignore it, and continue

to slander bee-keepers and misinform their readers concerning

the best sweet known—pure honey ?

Why wouldn't it be a good thing for bee-keepers every-

where to try to have publisht in their localpapers, Mr. Secor's

most excellent letter to the Post ? It would do untold good,

we believe.

Tlie ^ext Ontario ConTetion will be held at

Guelph, Dec. 6, 7 and 8, 1898. As reduced railroad rates

will be In force at that time, there should be a large attend-,

ance, and a good meeting. On the program we find these sub-

jects and those who are to write and speak on them, after

which general discussion will follow :

The President's Address, by M. B. Holmes; J. B. Hall to

open discussion on the address.
" Spring Management," by H. G. Slbbald ; D. W. Heise to

open discussion.
"Summer Management," by W. J. Brown; Jas. Arm-

strong to open the discussion.

"Some Experiments on Wintering Bees," by Jas. Fixture,
of the Experimental Farm at Ottawa ; W. J. Brown to open
the discussion.

" Rational Methods of Extracting Wax," by F. A. Gem-
mill ; W. A. Chrysler to open the discussion.

" Management in the Swarming Season," by W. Z. Hutch-
inson ; A. E. Hoshal to open the discussion.

"Honey for Market," by R. F. Holtermann ; Mr. GemmiU
to open the discussion.

"Making Our Association More Useful," by J. K. Dar-
ling ; Jas. E. Frith to open the discussion.

"The Rascally Supply Man," by J. D. Evans ; John New-
ton to open the discussion.

" Thoughts by a Novice," by Dr. A. B. Mason ; C. W. Post
to open the discussion.

" Management of Comb Honey," by R. H. Smith ; J. Spar-
ling to open the discussion.

For any further information, address, the Secretary, Wm.
Couse, Streetsville, Out.

Xlie McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.

Joseph E. Morgan, of Fremont Co., Idaho, writing us

Oct. 27, said:

" I have been taking the American Bee Journal for 18
months, and have been very well pleased with it. I have
found that it has not lost any of Its merits."

Mr. G. W. Passett, of Addison Co., Vt., wrote us Nov. 7 :

" I often find a single item in the American Bee Journal

that is worth all it costs for a year ; and I think there were
new ideas enough In Mr. Moore's series of articles on market-
ing honey to pay any one the price of a year's subscription."

Mr. Fred S. Thorington, of Missouri, offers this good

advice In the Progressive Bee-Keeper, on selling the honey
crop

:

"There should be as much care used in disposing of a

crop of honey as there Is used iu producing it ; and we should

not give it away after it is produced, for the want of a little

energy being used in its sale on the part of the bee-keeper."

Mr. a. 0. SoTTON, of Shiawassee Co., Mich., wrote us Oct.

26, as follows :

" We had the misfortune to lose our store and stock of

groceries and hardware by fire, Saturday morning, Oct. 22.

It is a total loss to me. I am getting my cellar ready to-day

to put my bees in."

While it seemingly may never pay to " lock the barn after

the horse is stolen," still it's a good habit to get into—to

" lock the barn." It pays to keep things insured.

The Southland Queen, of Texas, had these editorial

paragraphs in the October issue:

" We need a good rain in this ' neck of the woods,' and we
must have it this fall or early winter, or our cakes will be

dough for 1899, sure. ci^

"We are still having it hot and dry, and we have been

robbing the other way lately. We have just fed one of our

out-apiaries of 100 colonies 1,000 pounds of sugar syrup

and honey mixt; this Is robbing from the pocket to help the

bees, instead of robbing from the bees to help the pocket."

John H. Martin (Gleanings' Rambler), writing us Oct.

26, reported thus :

"I have finisht up a fair honey season, and for a sort of

holiday outing I have just started for a tour through Oregon

and Washington. I don't know but the Alaska fever will

strike me when I reach Seattle !

" p. s.—Please don't allow that man to get off any

more of his jokes about my discovering gold-mines."

Why, Rambler, we don't see what wrong there is in " dis-

covering gold-mines." We hope you will "strike it rich"

somewhere, and then—well, send us some of it. If you feel

like it.

Mr. W. Broughton Carr, co-editor of the British Bee

Journal, wrote us as follows, Oct. 29 :

George W. York, Esq , Chicago, 111.—

Dear Sir .-—You will, on perusing the British Bee Journal

of Oct. 27, gather all that can be said of the sad bereavement

which has befallen our Mr. Cowan and his family in the wreck

of the "Mohegan," so I need say no more here on the;sorrow-

ful topic.

I was, however, requested by Mr. Cowan, just before he

left England for California, to say that you would no doubt

understand why he was under the circumstances unable to

call on you on his way South, but would go direct through

from New Y'ork to California.

If you are able to convey this intelligence to some of Mr.

Cowan's friends, who might wonder why he did not call on

them according to promise, you will much oblige.

Yours faithfully, W. Boughton Carr.
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To Our Regular Subscribers—Now tor^New Readers

!

6 Great 50-cent Offers-Each One Free!!
On this page you will find six splendid preminra offers, and we will mail your choice of any one of them for sending us

$1.00 for just one Ne-w subscriber for 1899—and we will throw in the last three months of this year's Bee Journal
free besides to each new subscriber you send on these offers. That makes 15 months of the Bee Journal to the new subscriber.
Or, for sending us 4 Pte'W subscribers, as above, we will mail the sender all of the 6 great 50-ceut offers.

JUST READ V\ZHAT THEY ARE
Offer No. 1—Saraautha at Saratoga.

100,000 Sold at $2.50 per copy.

This is indeed a feast of fun, by the only peer of Mark Twain's
humor—JosiAH Allen's Wife (Marietta Holley.)

Read tliis Extract I'roiu the Book :

And right here, let me insert this one word uf wisdom for the speci.tl com-
fort of my sect, and yet it is one that may well be laid to heart by the more op-
posite one. If your pardner gets restless and oneasv and middlin' cross, as pard-
ners will be anon or even oftener— start them off o'n a tower. A tower will in y
cases out of 10 lift 'em out of their oneasiness, their restlessness and their
crossness.

Why I have known a short tower to Slab City orLoontown act like a charm
on my pardner. wlien crossness wuz in his mean and snappishness wuz present
with him. I have known him to set off with the mean of a lion and come back
with the liniment of a lamb.

And jest the prospect of a tower ahead is a great help to a woman in rulin'
and keepm' a pardner straight. Somehow jest the thought of a tower sort of
lifts him up in mind, and liappifvs him, and makes him easier to quell, and pard-
ners must be quelled at times, else there would be no livin' with 'era.

She takes off Follies, Flirtations, Low-necked dkessing. Dudes
Petg Dogs, Tobogganing, ETC.

Opinions of Noted Critics :

"Exceedingly amusing."—Rose E.Cleveland. "Delicious Humor."—Will
Carleton. "So excruciatingly funny, we had to sit back and laugh until the
tears came."—Witness. " Unquestionably her best."—Detroit Free Press.
" Bitterest satire, coated with the sweetest of exhilarating fun."-Bishon New-
man.

Nicely bound in paper, fully illustrated, printed from new type
and on flne paper. 370 pages. Postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 2—New Waldorf Cook- Book.
Over 1.000 of the very best up-to-date recipes for everv con-

ceivable variety required in the kitchen and other departments of
housekeeping, by 91r!«. Anue Clarlte, the distiuguisht student
and instructor in culinary science, assisted by many of the most
successful house-keepers in various parts of Europe and America.
It gives the latest and best methods for economy and luxury at
home. Just the book for the housewife or daughter. Has had an
enormous sale at $2.00 a copy. 380 pages; paper bound; postpaid,
50 cents.

Offer No. 3—Cattle, Sheep and Swine Book.
Fully Illustrated—,?oo,000 sold at $3.00 a copy.

This great work gives all the information concerning the vari-
ous Breeds and their Characteristics, Breaking. Training. Shelter-
ing, Buying, Selling, Profitably Use. and General Care; embracing
aU the Diseases to which they are subject—the Causes, How to
Know and What to Do given in plain, simple language, but scien-
tifically correct

; and with Directions that are Easily Understood,
Easily Applied, and Remedies that are within the Reach of the
People; giving also the Most Approved and Humane Methods for
the Care of Stock, the Prevention of Disease, and Restoration to
Health. Written by Dr. Manning.

Every farmer wants this great book. 390 pages, paper bound.
Postpaid. .50 cents.

Offer No. 4.—Gleason's Horse-Book.
By Prof..Oscar R.^GIeason.

This is the only complete and authorized work by America's
king of horse-trainers, renowned throughout America and recog-
nized by the United States Government as the most expert and
successful horseman of the age. The whole work comprising His-

tory, Breeding, Training, Breaking, Buying, Feeding. Grooming,
Shoeing, Doctoring, Telling Age, and General Care of the Horse.
You will know all about a horse after you have read it. No one
can fool you on the age of a horse when you have this book. 416
pages, bound in paper, with 173 striking illustrations produced
under the direction of the United States Government Veterinary
Surgeon. In this book Prof. Gleason has given to the world for
the first time his most wonderful methods of training and treating
horses. 100,000 sold at S3.00 each. Our price, postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 5 Music, $5 for 50 cents.

Four pieces New Sheet Music, which sell at music stores at .50

cents each—.^3.00; Three years' membership in the World's Musi-
cal Association (regular price -SI. 00 a year), $3.00. Total, ^.00.
We offer the whole thing at 50 cents.

The four new pieces of sheet music are the very latest hits of
this year; are regular sheet music size and quality, but the title

pages are a new style of art, viz; Illuminated Chromatic designs
in five brilliant colors.

I'Hi: S<»j\<]; Tl'l'LF.S ARK :

"DoVoiii- Honey IJo,*" by Theo. Metz. author of " A Hot
time in the Old Town To-night." This latter piece, said to be
bis best, is creating a great stir, and becoming immensely pop-
ular everywhere.

"Queen oi llie Biejele OirJs," by the celebrated com-
poser. Otto Langey, by far the most charming Bicycle Song
yet issued.

,
••Mlossoms front Over Ilie Sea."' by the distinguisht com-

poser, J. P. Skellt, a very beautiful Sentimental Song.
" He's •lust I.,ike All llie Men," by the renowned com-

poser, Eastburn. Wonderfully pleasing to the Ladies.

Xlie World*!!! Musical Assoeiatlon is an organization
having special advantageous relations with the leading music pub-
lishers of this country and Europe, and being an enormous pur-
chaser, it is enabled to supply to its members (and will do so) any
music desired (at any time within the term of their membership),
at such wholesale prices as are usually granted only to very large
dealers.

Offer No. 6.—The Poultry-Keeper Illustrators.

The four " Poultry-Keeper Illustrators " are the greatest books
on poultry subjects ever issued, and are a veritable poultry dic-
tionary, covering the ground so completely that, having these four
books, one needs scarcely anything more except "grit" to become
a successful poultry-raiser. You cannot get such other books in
the whole world, not even for $.50 each, for they do not exist.
Were they given in another form and elaborate binding and col-
ored cuts you might think them easily worth -$5 each, but what
you want is not elegant printing, and in these we give you the
value in information that you can make use of. They have cost
much in labor and cash, but you g^t all this value for almost
nothing. We mail the 4 Illustrators for .50 cents.

Illustrator JXo. I.—Poultry Houses Incubators, Brooders,
Coops, etc., 35 cents.

Illustrator I\'o. 3.— Artificial Incubation, Raising Chicks,
Testing Eggs, etc., 35 cents.

Illustrator .%o. 3.—PoultrytDiseases, Lice, Grapes, Moulting,
Egg Eating, etc., 25 cents.

Illustrator "So. 4.—Judging Fowls, Description of Breeds,
Mating, etc., 35 cents.

Those offers ought to briug us in at least 2,000 new readers during this month and next.^You could send in your own
renewal for 1899 at the same time you send in a new subscriber. If you wish. If you do, you can select any one of the above
offers free for yourself, provided you send at least fwo Ne'W subscribers at the same time. That would give you your
choice of tbree of the offers— by sending your own renewal (or 1899, and two new subscribers (.$3.00 in all).

Address, GCOROE; 'W. YORK & CO., 118 Micbigrati St., CHICAGO, ILL,.
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BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business,

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

" Bee-Keeplng for Beginners,'' price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Price-Llst free.

J. P. H. BKOWN, Aii^UNta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Tliousauds in succcssfoi oper.ituiii.

I
CirculBTS free, A fi Lowest priced Ist-cla^s b*tcLcr uiadL'.

nd6c. for H «!:«. II. STABSI,,
. Cniali.-. I T14 tn 1 -•-> «, fitli -f.. i<5iiti3oy. It'

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! RoOT'8
Goods at Root's Prices.

Poader'8 Honey - Jars,
and every thing- used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low frelfrht rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

*ir *rhhAimFn\ ' 512 Mass. Ave.,
'Vi»»c;^[IOV»tfi5<u, Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ANYONE INTERESTED
in Acrleiiltnrnl Piir«iiil>* can't

afford to be williout the

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST.
Sample copy Free to any address

upon receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card nam-
ing paper in which you saw this ad-

Address AUBICU^J*;«'ii. EPITOMIST. Inilianarolis, Ini

26E26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

QCC I^CCDCDC f Let me send you my 64-
DLL'NLLr LnO pa^e Catalog for 1898

J. M. Jenkins^ Wetnmpka^ 4.1a.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing;

KEYSTONE DEHORNING CLIPPERS

'"'The Quiet, Orderly, Gentle and Safe
animal i?. the one that has been dehonied.
It means niiimul eoralbrt and that means
nniniiil profit. This knife rut>* flean, no
eriiMlilnu or bruii-iinf;. It is quid:, causes
least pain. Strong and lasting. Fully war-
ranted. Highest awards World's Fair? Send
f^r free circulars and prices before buying.

A. V. BROSirs. roi-hranville. Va.

;i8h.6t Pieaae mention the Bee .louriial.

PATENT WIRED COMB fOUNDATIOB
A Has No Sag In Brood-FrameD

n^ Thin Plat-Bottom Foimdatiou

I m^M Hss lo FisbboDe in tbe Snrplns Doner.

BelDK the oleanest Ib nsnaliy worke>
the qntokeet of any Fonndatlon mad«

J. A. VAN »ErSEN,
Bole Msnafactarer, .

SDront Broo^ MnnitromerT Co.. N. Y.

—>r.-

The A. I. Rtiot Co.'s Goods "\'i"e'tl"i?."'-

Including their discounts tor Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H. HliNT
Cabh for Beeswax. Bell Branch. Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal vehen writing.

A WASTE OF

MONEY
in-ver ilesirat>li; or justiti-

I.-. It is worse than waste
[ I'lit hifrh priced ecg^ in a
\>'>-'T, iuiperfi-cl iiii'iiliaUir.

TheMASCOTTF
INCUBATOR

not only prevents guch wasti;,

but turns failure into success.

Reeiulates perfectly ua to hi>nt,

and vpntlliitiou. (guaranteed. Send at on.e f'T FIlEEcatalnnue.
Mascotte Incubator & Lumber Co., Box II. Bedfori], Obio.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Extractins-Frame Preferred.

Query 85.—Please give the dimensions of

super frame for extracting, to which you ac-

cord the preference, giving measurements of

each of its parts.—S. A. D.

E. France (Wis.)—The Langstroth
frame.

Emerson T. Abbott (Mo.)—The Lang-
stroth frame.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—The frame used

in the Heddon hive.

G. M. Doolittle (N. Y.)—The savie

frame as used in the hive below.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)—Size of

brood-frames, Langstroth or Heddon.

D. W. Heise (Ont., Can.)—The Stan-

dard Langstroth, if for extracting only.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—Half the depth
of the Langstroth frame, or a little

more.

C. H. Dibbern (111.)—As I extract very

little honey I will leave this for others

to answer.

Dr. C. C. Miller (III.)—The same as

frame of brood-chamber, except perhaps
shallower.

W. G. Larrabee (Vt.)—I use the Lang-
stroth frame for extracting, the same as

for the brood-nest.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)— I prefer a

frame the size of the Langstroth. For
supers, a half-frame.

Mrs. L. Harrison (III.)—The regular
Langstroth frame. I have had no ex-

perience with any other.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)— I use the

regular Langstroth lO-frame hive su-

pers and hive, interchangeably.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)— I have no very
decided preference, but think a half-

story frame preferable—6 to 8 inches

deep.

Jas. A. Stone (111.)—I have never used

any but the Langstroth frame in an
upper story, with queen-excluder b,e-

tween.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)—My brood-
frames are 12x10 inches, outside meas-
ure. My frames for extracting are

12x6 inches, and they exactly suit me.

R. C. Aikin (Colo.)—I must say I do
not know, but probably a 5x16 frame,
top and bottom ?8xl inch, ends %'xl?^x5
— a standing, closed-end, close-fitting

frame.

J. E. Pond (Mass.)—I use the regular
Simplicity-Langstroth frame. Others
may be better in some localities, but for

all around work I don't think it can be
•excelled.

A. F.Brown (Fla.)—A hanging frame.
ITjgxOV^ ; top-bar one inch wide and %
thick ; bottom-bar % inch wide and ii

inch thick ; end pieces Jif inch thick and
one inch wide.

Dr. A. B. Mason (Ohio)—In the early

part of the season, before the colony be-

comes strong enough to occupy a full

story as a super, I use frames the same

Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order'

5B> 10ft 258) 50a>
SweetClover 60 Jl.OO »3.25 14.00
Alslke Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover.. 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
CrimsonClover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.
Vour orders are solicited.

GEO. W. YORK & CO , 118 Mich. St., Chicago.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION «o~'i;i,*-'°'-

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-ofl, Mi-
tring. KabbetlDg, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold OB Trial. Catalogne Free.

SKTSEr-A FAI.1.!^ MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y

You Can Learo

Shorthand at Home
by our perfected method of giving lessons by
mail. Easiest, simplest system. Send stamp
for particulars.

Eclectic Stortlianil CollcEe,

91 Uearborn Street, CIIICACiO.
39Ayl D. F. HAYMES. Manager.

Buy Your Sections Now
while we offer them at a LARGE
DS€O^J^T, having added to our
plant one of the most complete one-
piece section machiaeB. enabling us
to turn out the most beautiful sec-
tions on the market. By sending ua
a Met of Supplies wanted we can
save you $«S. R. H. SCHMIDT
& CO., Box 187, Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when -mTiting.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ^ -^

has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the
time Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool MarUfits& Sheep, - - Chioagfo

COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax l^*°S?asB A Specialty.

Hivet), Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write lor Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BBE^SWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

ll'liolesale
and Retail.
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A GREAT ********
COMBINATION OFFER

COOK'S "BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE"
FOR ONLY FIFXY CENTS.

You ought to have a good bee-book, if you haven't oue already. Prof. A. J.

Cook's Manual, or " Bee-Keepers' Guide," is one of the very best publishl to-day.

It is bound substantially and neatly in cloth, contains over 450 pages, and retails at

$1.25 a copy, postpaid. But we are going to make you an offer, for ttie next
ttaree -weelts (positively ending Dec. 10), tliat 'will open your eyes.
Here it is :

To every subscriber who before Dec. 10 will pay his subscription to the Anaeri-

can Bee Journal to the end of next year (1899) we will mall a copy of Prof. Cook's
" Bee-Keepers' Guide " for only 50 cents extra. That is really getting a dollar-

and-a-quarter bee-book for only 50 cents. Can you afford to miss such a chance
as that ? Address,

CEORUe W. VOKK ^ CO.. lliSi ITlicliigan St., Chicag^o. III.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half.
we have establieht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St.. Omaha.
Neb., where we will been a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Higginsviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-beepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

eolored transparent Foundation. Improved Smofeers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
clas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

^"Progressive Bee-Keeper. 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper." 25c. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
legally Manufacturing Company, f^'i^^S^l^^'iH^-hu, o°Laha,Neb.

Please mention. Bee Joiirnal "when writing,

26c Gash Paid for Beeswax.
This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are payinp; 26 cents a
pound — CASH — upon Its receipt. Now, if you want the money
PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plaiuiy,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
11§ Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SUCCESS OR FAILURE
rjyht ill the poultry business the In

I tipv work aiitontulically ami cam
i^. 'tells all about them and a [ii.iii^.ni.i .'IIi'T tlmiL's m'u sh'.ubt kn^.^ abnirt im.h

t for 10 cents. RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER CO., Box B 2. Quincy, 111

Reliable Incubators and Brooders
1 tail -t _'..."1 r.-vulis. i.'ur ! >L l.TKV Hi'oK, ..-|. ._- -

Please mention Bee Journal "when wrltin^:;.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-KecDcrs' SupDlies.
They have also one One of the Largfest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material Is cut from "patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'wliitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Pull Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

See Honey Offer on page 733.

length as the Langstroth, and 4 Ji inches

between top and bottom bar. When
populous enough, I use the full size

Laugstroth frame.

O. O. Poppleton (Fla.)—I use and pre-

fer my regular brood-frames. Dimen-
sions are: Top-bar, 14 inches; end-

bars, 12; bottom-bar, 13M; these lat-

ter projecting H inch outside of the end-

bars.

S. T. Pfittit (Ont., Can.)—The super

frames to be put on in early spring

should be about 5 inches deep. The
super comb I use for extracting contains

about ISO square inches. It would take

an article to explain why I use so large

a frame.

Chas. Dadant & Son (111.)—For the

Langstroth hive we would use regular

frame top and bottom bars aud a 6-inch

end-bar. In our hives we use a frame

l^s inches longer than the above, and

of the same depth.

E. S. Lovesy (Utah)—I prefer the lU-

frame standard short Langstroth hive,

about lbxl6 inches square frame, 9Ji
deep over all. It is easy to manipulate,

and if run three stories with a good

honey-flow it is always a success with

strong colonies.

J. A. Green (III.)—The frame which I

use for extracting is ll%xb%^ 7 in a

space 11 inches wide—about 1% inches

from center to center. Eight brood-

frames go in the same space. The end-

bars are close fitting, held together by a

wooden screw in the side of the hive; 7

of them prest together measure just 11
inches. Tops are %%!% ; bottoms,

KxlJi.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)—For general use

I prefer and use the standard Lang-
stroth frame, 17?s inches in length, and

9V in depth. As "helpers" in the

honey storing season, I use shallow

supers, frames 11% inches In length,

and 5 Inches In depth. These shallow

supers are sometimes given to weak col-

onies at the beginning of the honey sea-

son ; but generally they are employed to

give the bees storing-room for the

freshly-gathered nectar, while the honey

in the regular supers is being ripened

and sealed by the hive workers.

€>%E(^Cg!^
m^^^^i^ptc^i;i^mf/7M^M<^^!A

Report—Facing Honey—ftueens.

In 1897 I had no swarms and every queen
in tbe spring of ISyS was two years old or

more. I started with 27 colonies, wintered
on the summer stands, which consists of a
bee-shed 80 feet long, 8 feet high, and 8 feet

wide, covered with iron roofing, in one end
of which I have an extracting and honey-
room, 13 feet long. I bad 23 prime natural
swarms, and three of the parent colonies

petered out. My honey crop consists of 658

flnisht sections, and 1,313 pounds of ex-

tracted honey, making an average of 73

pounds to the colony, spring count, and 30

pounds of wax. With the experience
gained the past season, [ believe I can
double this, next year, under similar con-
ditions, but there are hardly ever two sea-

sons alike.

I notice a great amount of controversy
over the propriety of facing cases of comb
honey. I nearly always find all colonies of

bees that I work for comb honey and use
division-boards will make every section of

the same grade or quality of honey, either
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HONEY * FOR * SALE.
Best White AHalla Extracted...

AliL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

This is the famous white extracted honey gathered in the

great Alfalfa regions of the Central West. It is a splendid

honey, and nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can hardly get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

Prices are as Follows:
A sample by mail, 8 cents in stamps, to pay for package and postage. By

freight—One 60-pound can, 8 cents per pound ; 2 cans, 7?f cents per pound ;

4 or more cans, 7X cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order.

This honey is ABSOLTJTELY PURE BEES' HONEY, the finest of the kind
produced in this country.

tW We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey
for their home demand the past season, just order some of the above, and sell it.

And others, who want to earn some money, can get this honey and work up a de-

mand for it almost anywhere. The Circular, " Honey as Food," will be a great
help in creating customers for honey. Address,

OEORGE W. YORK & CO., IIS Michigan St., Chicago, III.

We -want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

Xo bave a copy of.

\Mt Our 1898 Catalog \i/\i/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copyj

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Aeent for the Southwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

INCUBATORS & BROODERS ihe^i'.''&r
to niiike ami Imw ti> use siu-ccssfuHy. Fully illustra-

ted in IN III It rv K''i'ptT lllif.ir:tt(n-N<>. L'. :i5 cts. Send
forfrei' j-aiui-l'' <'>py ut Puci.thy Kkeper with par-
ticulars abmit ether valuable poultry knowledge.
Address, Poultry Keeper Co., box lo, Parkesburtj;, fa.

Ctf Please mention the American Bee Journal.

WONDERFUL DOGS '^^yZ%^,^^e<^^re
dop will learn to do your work fur you. as well as
protect yiiur children and your home. Everybody
pleased with oTirs and the prices. They are secured
as fast as we can produce them. Write at once for
particulars to Potts Bhos., box lO, ParkesburK,Pa.
Ctf Please mention the American Bee Journal.

Tlie Ram's

Horn...

I«* an Inde-
pendent
Weekly
Paper of 30
pages—

eacii page somewhat larger than those of the Bee
Journal. The subscription price is $1.50 a year.
It is one of the brightest and best publications o£
the present day. Its "Platform" is: 1. The
Primitive Gospel. 2. The Union of Christendom.
3. Equal Purity—Equal Suflfrage. 4. The Sabbath
for Man. 5. The Saloon Must Go. Motto; "Have
Faith in God."

We will mail you a sample copy of the Ram's Horn upon receipt of a two-cent stamp.

OUR LIBERAL, OFFER:
We wish to make our PRESENT subscribers to the Bee Journal a generous offer in

connection with the Ram's Horn, viz: Send us 'l"WO l>iKW subscribers for the Amer-
ican Bee Journal for one year (with -$3.00), and we will see that the Ram's Horn is mailed
you free for one year as a premium.

Or, send us $2.00 and we will mail to you the Ram's Horn and the American Bee Jour-
nal, both for one year.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
118 niclilgan Street, CHICAOO, ILL

white or amber, and the only honest way I

can find is to put the 24 sections, when com-
pleted, in one case, and place some of the
smoothest sides next the glass. It is de-
cidedly dishonest to put two colors of honey
in the same case—if commission men do ex-
pect it, the consumer does not. Were I to
go to a grocery to purchase a few pounds
of comb honey, and he banded me some
that did not compare with the sample next
the glass, in color, I should demand, if I

purchast at all, the ones in front, or I should
walkout. What think you of this 1

I had this fall, after there were no drongs,
two colonies queenless. so I sent to a queen-
breeder for two golden queens advertised
in the Bee Journal as being purely mated,
and neither of them ever laid an egg : and
during the time (about eight weeks) the
colonies had dwindled beyond reclama-
tion, and both queens have died. Honesty
is the best policy, especially with the
brotherhood of bee-keepers when unions
are advocated. Queen-breeders especially
should send out what they represent. I
might have saved the most of the young
bees in the colony by uniting with others.
There are about 800 colonies of bees in

this county, kept in a ship-shod way, and I
believe I have harvested ^.. of the honey.

T. R. G. Welch.
Morgan Co., Utah, Oct. 34.

More Honey than in Previous Years.

I see a great deal said of the light honey
crop from all over the country. I have on
my farm only a few colonies, but I got more
honey than in any previous year from the
same number of colonies. I took notice of
the three best colonies, and got 120 pounds
of comb honey.

I started out a few years ago with Italian
bees, but most of the bees in this part of
the country are black, and now mine are
all hybrids, and are bad tempered.
Here in the hills of Eastern Kentucky

bees are generally wintered outdoors, but
every severe winter there is more or less

loss. Milton McDowell.
Johnson Co., Ky., Nov. 4.

Bees Didn't Do Well.
Bees did not do very well in this part of

the county this year, storing only some late
honey, which was yellow, gathered mostly
from dogfennel and hoarhound. We took
off '250 pounds of surplus honey from eight
hives. Hekbekt Pruner.
Douglas Co., Oreg., Nov. 3.

A Report from Connecticut.

Myself and brothers have bees In the
same apiary. We had 19 colonies last
spring, all in good condition, all having
wintered on the summer stands, part of
them in a bee-shed open to the South, the
rest exposed to the wind and storms of old
Connecticut, her damp and foggy days in
mid-winter, with the mercury up to 60 or
65 degrees, and in 36 hours or less down to
zero or five or six degrees below.
Part of the bees are in the Langstroth

hives, and some in the Simplicity-Cary.
We had but five swarms the past season.
Bees did not gather honey enough to live

on all through the season up to Sept. 1, and
had to fall back on what was left in the hive
from winter stores, altho white clover was
never so plenty, but the dry weather kept
it from yielding nectar. I had two or three
of the deep hives that had 40 pounds of
honey on May 1. They gave me about 45
one-pound sections to the hive, but some of
the Langstroth hives, that had fully 15 to
20 pounds May 1, did not even swarm or
give us one box of comb honey—they barely
lived. Lots of others in this section are
crying the same story, within a radius of
10 miles in diameter, for 1 am so interested
in the bee-business that I talk bees and
handle bees for miles around.
Aug. '20 or 21, 1 examined some of my

bees that I thought were good and strong,
and behold, not one cell of honey could I

see or find. Others did not have more than
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BY

G-eore:e W. York & Co.,
Chicagro, Ills.

Bees antl Honey, or Management of an Apiary
Tor Pleasnre and Profit, by Tliomus G. Newman.

—

rWs edition has been larfrely re-written, thoroughly
>?evlaed, and Is " fully up with the times " In all the
toprovements and Inventions In this rapldly-devel*
Oping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
©verythlnu that can aid In the successful manage'
mentof an ajjiary, and at the same time produce
the most honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2oU pages, and 245 illustrations—la beautifully
jprlnted hi the highest style of the art, and bound
m cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

I^anj^stroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
IDadant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
snthx'ly re- written, and la fully illustrated. It
treats of everytlilng relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library la complete without this
standard work by Rev. L. L., Jjangstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture- It has 520 pages;
3H)und In cloth,

Prlce.:postpald, 81.25';g

Ifee-Keepers* Gnlde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agrl-
Dultural College.—This book la not only instructive
4nd helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but Is

^.nterestlng and thoroughly practical and sclentlflc.
Itcontnins a full delineation of the anatomy and
iphysldlog) of bees- 4t)0 pages ; bound In cloth and
tally Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, «1.25.

Sclentlflc Queen-Kearing', as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Duolittle.—A method by which
the very best of Queen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way 17l> pages, bound Id
isloth, and Illustrated. Price. $1.00.

A IS C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopiedla of 4li0 pages, describing everything
pertaioitig to the care of tho honey-bees. It con*
iJalris you engravings. It was written especially tot
!l)eglnners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
Management, by \V Z. Hutchinson.—The author
t>f this work Is too well known to need further
description of his boob. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Tou should read his booic. 90
Images, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-l^eeplnjc, by Dr. John Dzierzon
'—This is a translation of his latest German book on
Isee-cuiture. It has 350 pages; bcand
f.n paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrlan. -
This Is a German translation of theprlncippi por-
tion of the book called Bees of Uoney. IP; page
ipamphlet. Price, 40 cents.

Bieneiizuc'lit und Honisgeivinnung^
nach der neuesten methode (German) by J, F.
Eggers. This book gives the latest, most ap-
proved methods of bee-keeping. In an easy,
comprehensive style.with illustrations to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c.

r Bee-Keepiii£ for BegiiinerB, by Dr, J.
P. H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee. giving the best modes of
management in order to secure the most profit. 1 10
pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keepins lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how tu get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p ., illustrated. '25c.

Convention Hand-Book, for BeeKeepers. ,

Thomas G. Newman.—It contains the parllamen-
J^ary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
Jlscusslon, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered Price, 25 cts-

PraoUcal Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. MUTH. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Apiary Resister^ by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, II.OO; for 100 colonies, $1.25.

freparation or Honey for the Market,
including ihe production and care of comb anOi
3xtracted lioney. A chapter from Begs anp
Honey. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Pasturase a Necessity.—This book Bug
jests what and how to plar it 1b a chapter froE'
'SSES AND IluNEV. Price, 10 cents.

Dr. Howard's Booii on Foul Brood.
—Qlves the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keepinf?. by G,
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts

Foul Brood, by A. R.
Development and Cure. Price

Kohnke.-
10 eta.

-Origin,

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.-
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Honey as Food is a neat little 24-paB'e
pamphlet especially gotten \ip with a view to creat-
ing a demand for honey among should-be consum-
ers. The forepart of the pamphlet was written by
Dr, C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general informa-
tion concerning honey. The hitter part consists of
recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It
will be found to be a very effective helper in work-
ing up a home market for honey. We furnish them,
postpaid, at these prices : A sample for a stamp; 25
copies tor 3U cents; 5o lor 50 cents; Hhi for 90 cents;
25" for $2.oO; 50Ofor $3.,50. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page,
when ordering lOo or more copies at these prices.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp. —
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 4o cts. No. 2
in fine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chae. A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Kruit In-
structor. Nearly 12U pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketmg
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. EvaporatioM. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

Tke Hive 1 Use, by G. M. Doolittle. It
details his manag-ement of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Coob.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. 25 cts.

liumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

Maple Sug^ar and the Sujrar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting? up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Capoiiizinis:, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for ITIarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural I^ife.— Bees, Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, lOO pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price. 40 cts.

Book Clubbing ODers.

(Kead Carefnlly)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page.

Following Is the clubbl ng-ll8t

:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 12.00
2. A B O of Bee-Oulture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'B Guide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I

Cloth bound] _. 1.65
5. DooUttle's Sclentlflc Queen-Kearlng. 1,75
6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper touud] 1.75
13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hacd-Book 1,15
15. Poultry tor Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
J8. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10

19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 110
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-cial Calculator, No. 3.. 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book of Health... 1.10
,34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem In Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (tor 100 colonies) . 2.00

one pound, all told ; others a little patch
here or there, as large as a 50 cent silver

piece. I opened them again Aug. 27, and
all were in the same condition as the time
before—lots of brood and bees, but no
honey. The weakest ones I fed a little

syrup. Some of the hives have 8 frames,
some 9 Langstroth frames, closed ends; the
Gary hives 10 and U frames. Golden-rod
began to bloom and yield honey well on
Sept. 17. I opened the hives again, and
found all completely filled and capt over;
brood all hatcht, except a little in the
center of the hive, and queen completely
crowded out. I took five frames away frooj
the nine, and three and four away from the
eight-frame hives, extracted it, and gave
them back some empty combs, and now
they have from 20 to 40 pounds to winter
on. all others the same in this section. So
far as I have heard from, old box-hives that
were as light as a feather are like lead now.
Now as regards casing honey: Have each

and every case alike from face to back, be
it 10 pounds. 100 pounds, or 10.000 pounds.
When sent off to be sold, whether it be on
commission or straight sale, do not repre-
sent one thing in front, another at the
back and out of sight. All dealers are not
fools it the bee-keepers do think so. or at
least some of them. Frask L. Gilbert.

Litchfield Co., Conn., Oct. 26.

An Old Reader Drops Out.

I am going away for treatment, and have
just sold my little apiary of 24 colonies of

good grade Italian bees. I very much re-

gret giving up them and the American Bee
Journal, as X have been a constant reader
almost ever since Mr. Wagner was its

editor. Perhaps, if I can regain my health,

and can find somewhere in the South a
suitable place for an apiary, I might resume
the business. John S. Slebth.
Livingston Co., 111., Nov. 6.

Bather Short Honey Harvest.

I am a beginner in bee-culture, the pres-

ent being my first season at the business.

The harvest was rather short in this local-

ity, owing to the dry weather. We aver-
aged about .50 pounds to the colony.

I think that any one interested in bees
cannot afford to be without the American
Bee Journal. There mmj be others as good
(I have not seen them), but I do not think
there is any better. A. E. Marlow.
Jefferson Co., N. Y., Oct. 25.

Whole Graveyard of Blasted Hopes. .

Nearly three years ago I sold out at

Canon City, Colo., and went to California.

I purchast a ranch of 104 acres of land
about 10 miles east of San Diego, at the foot

of the San Miguel mountains. My princi-

pal aim was to engage in the bee-business,

keeping poultry in connection with that

business. I considered my location a good
one. North, east and south the mountains
stood with a hundred thousand acres of al-

filarilla, sage, and a hundred other honey-

plants, near by the Sweet-Water reservoir,

three miles long and % wide ; this not only
furnishes abundance of water at all times,

but also, on its margin, produces abundance
of flowering plants during the dry season

of the year. To the west are numerous
eucalyptus trees and extensive orange and
lemon orchards, with considerable decidu-

ous fruit trees. I had bought, begged and
captured bees till I had 100 colonies that

were in good condition at the beginning of

last winter. I also had a good start of

poultry that was already yielding a profit;

all together my prospects were encouraging.

But in January an old enemy—the asthma
—seized me after a sus()ension of some
years. Now began a fight that lasted for

months. I would only get able to be up and
walk about the house a little when a new
attack would drive me to my chair, where
I sat day and night for weeks gasping for

breath. As the winter and spring past I

saw there would be no honey crop in that

region ; and if it was the best season Call-
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fornia ever saw I should not be able to give
any attention to my bees. In April, when
all hope oC rain enough to give us a honey
crop had disappeared, a man came along
wanting to buy my bees. I told bim he was
the man I wanted to see badly, as I was
sure we should not have enough honey
gathered to keep the bees over till another
year. But he was sanguine, and I sold out
to him at .*1.50 per colony. I then sold off

all I had except my ranch and went to Pas-
adena, where I had a son-in-law. Here I

spent two months without any improve-
ment. I then went out to the mountains
and spent a month ; but still my trouble
held on with a choking grip. I then pulled
out for Fremont Co., Colo., leaving buried
in the beautiful climate of California a
whole graveyard of blasted hopes. And
here I am, poorer and leaner—but not yet
cured of the bee-fever. L. J. Temi'lin.
Fremont Co., Colo., Nov. 5.

Report for Past Season.
Our report for the season of I89S is as fol-

lows: Increast from S7' to 95 colonies, and
harvested 3,150 pounds of amber extracted
honey. Bees are in good condition for win-
tering. Inman Bros.
Midland Co., Mich., Nov. 9.

Not Bad for an OS Year.
I got 1,724 pounds of honey from 50 colo-

nies the past season. Not so bad for an off
year. I like the American Bee Journal
very much. Henkt K. Gresh.
Elk Co., Pa., Nov. T.

Very Poor Season.
It has been a very poor season here for

bees. I got less than 75 pounds of comb
honey from eight colonies, spring count,
and increast to 12. Early flowers seemed
to have no honey, but the fall flow has been
very good. The bees seem to have plenty
for winter stores ; so here is hopes for better
success next year. F. D. Ketes.
Hampshire Co., Mass., Nov. 8.

Using Tests for Glucose.
I have used the tests for glucose on page

674, as mentioned at the Omaha convention,
to good advantage in the short time I have
known them. Grocers here are retailing so-
called honey at 10 cents a pint. The dis-
semination of these simple tests will, in my
opinion, do as much as anything in putting
down adulteration. Ic is surprising the
startling effect produced upon people by
the tea test. It would be laughable if it
were not so serious. I would advise
bee-keepers to print these tests on their
honey-labels. H. Austin.
Mercer Co., N. J., Nov. 1.

Southwestern Wisconsin Convention.

The Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keep-
ers' Society met at Lone Rock, Oct. 5 and (i.

There was not so large an attendance, as
was expected, but there was an interesting
meeting. There were several good papers
read, including an excellent one ou the
Omaha convention of the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union, by H. Lathrop.
The election of officers resulted as fol-

lows: President, N. E. France; Vice-Pres-
ident, M. M. Rice; Secretary and Treas-
urer, F. L. Murray, of Calamine.
The following resolutions were read and

approved

:

The Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keep-
ers' Association at its annual meeting Oct.
5 and fi, at Lone Rock, feel grateful for the
benefits derived from the State foul brood
law, in the suppression of foul brood in the
State of Wisconsin ; and as there is still
need of its continuance, this Society rec-
ommends N. E. France, of Platteville, for
appointment by the Governor for State
foul brood inspector.
These memorial resolutions relating to the

death of Thomas Evans, was adopted:
Whereas, the intimate relations held by

the deceast with the Southwestern Wis-
consin Bee-Keepers' Society as its Vice-
President, renders it proper that we place
upon record our appreciation of his ser-

vices; therefore be it

J/exuh'iil, That we deplore the loss of Thos.
Evans, of Lansing, Iowa, with deep feelings
of regret : that we tender his wife our earn-
est sympathy in her atHiction, and the loss
of a faithful partner.

liesolnxl. That a copy of the foregoing
resolutions signed by the ofiicers of the
Society be given the wife of the deceast.
The convention closed with music by res-

ident ladies and N. E. France.
F. L. Mdrrat, Sec.

Lafayette Co., Wis.

Poor Year for Bees.

The past was a poor year here—hardly
any swarms or honey, altho the bees are
strong for winter. We had surplus honey
from only one colony out of nine— I took 43
well-filled sections. J. M. Harding.
Knox Co., Maine, Oct. 25.

Exhibiting at Fairs.

During September and first week of Octo-
ber I exhibited bees, bee-appliances, and
honey, at several fairs. Of course it is not
neccessary to say that a glass hive and su-
per showing the methods used to get comb
honey was a great attraction, and brought
me in touch with a large number of bee-
keepers. Strange to say, there were quite
a number who did not know there was such
a paper as the American Bee Journal, and
still a great many keeping bees in box
hiv65. Of course, the premiums received
for making an exhibit for the interests of
apiculturists did not cover expenses and
time, but I did it more to advertise my
honey, which I am putting out myself from
a door-to-door canvass.

John H. Denter.
Northampton Co., Pa., Oct. 31.

Colorado.—The Colorado State Bee Keep-
ers' Association will bold their annual con-
vention Nov. :30 and Dec. 1 and 2, 1S98, in the
State Capitol Building. Denver. The Horti-
culturists meet Nov. 28. 29 and 30. our first
day beiny their last. This arrangement will
give members of both a chance to attend the
other's meeting and discuss common in-
terests. R. i;. AiKiN, Pres.. Loveland, Col.
F. Kauchfuss, Sec. Elvrla, Coi.

Ontario.—The annual meeting of the On-
tario Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
in fiuelDh. Dec. 6, 7 and 8, 1898. Owing to
the Guelph Fat Stock Show, the Guelph Poul-
try and Pet Stock Show, and the Experimen-
tal Union meeting on the same dates, there
will be a larKC meeting of beekeepers, and
each association will be a help to the other, as
many are Interested In all the different meet-
ings. All are cordially invited to attend the
meetings. W. COUSE, Sec.

Street-,ville. Ont.

FARM BEE-KEEPING
Is one of the leading departments in the
Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, the best
general FARM and BEE paper in ex-
istence. Write /or sample copy to-day,
and for clubbing rates with any paper
you want. Address,

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.

A tow CLUBBING RATE:
Send JL.tO to the American Bee Journal

office, and get both the Modern Farmer and
the Bee Journal for a year. (i. W. Y . & CO.

WE TRUST THE PUBLIC
iiiiil Hi-iul till-Ill uiii* liM'iiliittur (>ii

Iriul. .Nu m;iii bliouM l.i.y »» iiicul>nl..r

;iNd [lay fur it before giviug it a tiiiil. You
puy iit>lu cent for ours until you have
;;iv>^u it rk llmroufih ti'i.il. It'« made «0
tlittt iiti)MHl.v eiiii i'liM \\\i\\ it. Achilil

daily. It

iKiit .11 111' IS ill « »vU\'h ri.ir,Na«li-
villeand <^ mail a E.\ pun 1 1 Ion>>, I'hc Iie:>t caluloifueand
treatise «n liifiibatton lublishod, sent fur 6 ctn. Plans for

Brooders, f'^uUry ilmises, i-li-., si.-iit iipuri receipt of 'in ft*".

VonCulia Incubator Co. 5 Adams St. Delaware City, Del-

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

BDNEY and BEESWAX
IVIAKKEX QUOXAXIUIVS.

Chicago, Nov. 8.—There is no change In
this maruet since last quoted, honey ol all
kinds meets with good sale at prices then
given. As this Is the time of year when sales
are most active, receipts are aulckly dis-
posed ot. R. A. Burnett & Co.

San Francisco, Nov. 2.—White comb, 9y<i
to lOHc; amber, 7i4 to 9c. Extracted, white,
7to7>4C.; light amber, 6J4 to 6Mic. Beeswax,
24@t>7c
There la so little extracted now offering

that it is hardly quotable In a wholesale way.
Comh Is in fair suoply and is being very
steadily held, altho with the demand for
same almost wholly local, the movement Is
not very rapid.

St. .I^ouis, Sept, 9.— Fancy white comb.
l'2tol2!4c.; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie; No. 1
white. 9 to 10c. ; dark and partially-fllled from
5 to 8c, as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
1 white, 6 to 6>4c; No. 2. .5!4c; amber, 5e; in
barrels, No. 1 white, 5!4e: amber, 4i4 to .5c;
dark, 4 to 4i4c. Choice Beeswa.x. prime, i4c;
choice, 24 iic. At present there is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 9.—Fancy white comb,
12@i:ic; No. 1, ll(ai'.ic; amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white, 5^4@«e; amber, 5®.5!4c; dark,
4!^@.5c. Beeswax. 22@25c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

C. U. Olemons & Co.

Boston, Sept. 30.— Our honey market
shows a decided firmer tone bince our last. A
few sales have been made at 15c lor an extra
fancy lot, while almost all sales ranging from
A No. 1 to fancy now are made at 14e, while
occasionally, something a little off, will bring
as low as 12H to 13c. We do not look to see
an.v lower prices.
Extracted. Florida. In barrels, mostly 6c to

•70, with a good demand. Beeswax, slow sale
at 26c tor best. Blake. Scott & Lee.

Indianapolis, Oct. 3.—Fancy white comb
honey, 12 to 12>4c; No 1,10 to lie. Demand
fairly good. Tar-coloi-ed comb honey. 8 to 9c,
with almost no demand. Clover and Dasswood
extracted honey, 6mo7e. Beeswax. S.'i to 37c.

Walter S. PonoER.
nillwankee,Oct. IS.—Fancy 1 pounds, 12!<

to Via ; A No. 1, 12 to 12/ic; No. 1, 11 to 12c;
No. 2. 10 to 10!4; mixt. amber and dark. 8 to
9c. Extracted, white. In barrels, kegs and
pails, 6V4 to 7c; dark, 5 to 5%c. Beeswax, 26
to 27c.
This market la in good condition tor the best

grades of honey, either comb or extracted.
The receipts of the new crop are very fair,
and some of very nice quality. The demand
has beeu and continues to be very good, and
values are firm on fancy grades and straight,
uniform packing. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Columbus, O., Oct. 29.-Fancy, 14 to 15c;
No, 1. 12 to 13o; No. 2. 10 to lie; amber, 9 to
10c. Receipts somewhat heavier, but demand
improves as weather gets colder.

Columbus Com. and Storage Co.

New York, Oct. 22.—Receipts of comb
honey are large, and there is quite a stock
now on the market. While white Is In good
demand, buckwheat and mixt seem to be
somewhat neglected, and quotation prices
have to be shaded in order to sell In "quantity
lots: We quote:
Fancy white, 13 to 14c; No. 1 white. 11 to

12c; amber. 10c; mixt and buckwheat. 8 to 9c.
Stocksol extracted are light of all kinds. De-
mand Is good at following prices: White, 6
totSHic; amber, 5V4c; dark, 5c. Southern, In
halt barrels and barrels at from 55c to 60c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26c.

HiLDRETH Bros, & Seoelken.

Detroit, Oct. 20.—Honey In better demiind
and better prices as follows: Fancy white,
13(ai4c; No. 1, 12@l3c; fancy dark and am-
ber, 10@I Ic. Extracted, white. 6@7c: dark. 5
<a5!>ic. Beeswax, 25@26c. M. H. Hunt.

Minneapolis, Oct. 20 —Fancy white clo-
ver comb is now selling at ll@12c.; amber.
10!.4c. Extracted fancy white clover. oXc.

;

amber, 4?i(ii5c. Dark grades, both comb and
extracted, not wanted at low prices.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Buffalo, Nov. H.—Strictly fancy honey Is
very scar e and held at i:ic; occasionally 14c;
but It must be perfect goods; fair to good
white. 11 1 1 12c; If much soiled, 9to lOoi dark
grades. 7 to 8c. Trade Is good for all qualities
and no large stocks in market. Extracted,
5 to 6c. Beeswax, 24 to 28o.

Batterson Sc Co.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Now Allflwei on Orders.

If you want

SMppina Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anyllilna; else, urite to us. Catalog

Vree. Sample Copy

M.imimwlQSkm. Bee = Meeper,
(Monthly, 50c a year) fkee. Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPAM
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Apiarian Supplies

!

Wholesale and Ketall.

A FULL LINE KEPT IN STOCK
Very Low Prices.

Write for an estimate on what you want.

I. J. STRIlVGHAm,
105 Park Place, - NEW YORK.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hlvee, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used In the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name ana ad-

! dress of every Bee-Keeper In
I America. We supply Deal-

^—r ers as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appUaaces.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MannfacturinE Co.,

BUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

1^" IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
il.26 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif..

fortala
,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Ijiberal Discotmts to the Trade.

CHICKEN MONEY.

r

to get it ; bi>w U* mate, Itreotl, fpeil Hutl

innrkot poultrj'. Cuts and plans for

building poultry bouses and cost of same.
These and m.iuv other thiiitcs totr.'tLL-r with

CYPHERS INCUBATOR
which i6 bent freight paid to evtry jmrchx'-fr

Hainedin our PouUry Gulile. Seiit tor ID Cts.

Tbe Cyphers Incb. Co. Box 50 Wayland, N.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

California >
[f you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Olimate or Eesources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RIJRAX. PRESS,
330 Market St.. • SAN FKANCISOO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

rifr Dadant's Foundation, ^^x

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than anyptber.
Because 11^" 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firmness, IVo Sag-
sing:, i^o Lioss.

PATFIVX WKEU PROCESS
SHEE'TING}.

Send Name for our CataloR, Samples o/ Foundation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The Classic in Bee-Culttu-e—Price, $1.25, by taail.

m.T SErt- TIME'S.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HanCOCk Cc, ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Mauufactured Stock ! %ml Shipmeots
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES.
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

II^" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Prlce-Llst FKEE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

Gleanings at Half Price,

—Or, Two Papers for the Price of One.

We have made arrangements whereby, for a limited time, we can send either the Farm
Journal, published at Philadelphia, or the Poultry-Keeper, publisht at Parkesburg, Pa., both
flfty-cent monthlies, and the very best in their line, with GIeaningi>t In Bee-Culture, to a

new or old suliscriber, both for one year. But the cpndltlons of this offer nre that the money
l$1.001 shall be sent in advance, and that all arrearages to Glearlngs, If any, shall be squared

The Ohio Fanner and Gleanings in Bee-Cnlture

both for One Year for $1.10.

We will send the Ohio Farmer, a dollar weekly, one of the leading agricultural papers of

the United States, and Gleanings In Bee-Culture, both for one year, to a new or old subscriber,

for 11.10, paid lu advance, and all arrearages to Gleanings, if any, squared up.

Tlie Farm Journal Is now In its 21st year, and takes the lead among all the low-priced

agricultural papers. It Is packt full of practical hints and suggestions; puffs no swindles, and
Inserts no humbug advertisements.

The Ohio Farmer Is a larger paper, and is issued weekly, and is one out of a few really

good farm papers.

Tlie PouUry-Keepcr is monthly, edited by P. H.Jacobs, and publisht at Parkes-

burg, Pa. It has a tinted cover in two colors, and is beautifully gotten up.

Remember that, in order to secure any one of these three papers. In combination with.

Gleanings, the money must be paid in advance, and arrears to Gleanings, if any, squared up
These offers are very low, and will be withdrawn soon.

THE A. I. ROOT CO
MEDINA, OHIO.
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Dried-Up Foul Brood—Cocaine for Bee-Stiags.

BY PROF. .7. A. COOK.

I have a letter from a Los Angeles county bee-keeper,
accompaoied by a specimen of foul brood which has dried
down in the corner of the cell. He asks if it is foul brood,
and wishes to know how one can tell if the disease is present
at such times, and if it can be positively told.

I should like Mr. Taylor to reply to this question. In this

case it is not dilHcult at all to surely diagnose foul brood. The
odor of the disease is unmistakable. The comb was in a close
tin box, and, so, very favorable for such determination. As
all know who have had any experience with this malady, the
odor is very pronounced, "ery penetrating and unmistakable.
When my children were small, I used to get many samples of
diseased brood. The children would frequently bring me the
mail, with the box containing the diseased brood still wrapt in

paper, with the remark, "You have more foul brood." I

found that a sample with very considerable amount of the
brood—a score of cells, more or less—would very frequently
be revealed before any of the wrappings were removed.

In the case of this sample before me, there are other signs.
Cells with sunken caps, and with some of the caps perforated,
would surely arouse suspicion. In Southern California, the
bees can get some honey nearly, if not quite, every month of
the year, and so brood-rearing has not that long quietus that
Is known in the East. Sol think this question has not the
practical importance that might be given it. In the East the
bee-keeper is behind the times whose information and alert-
ness does not enable him to know and detect this disease,
while the bees are active. In case of buying bees in the fall,

there might be occasion to make such examination.
The scale of dried matter is hardly sufficient for determi-

nation, at least by other than the expert. Of course, the
bacteriologist could always make cultures and ascertain the
presence or absence of the fungoid matter, but this would not
be of use practically. I, for one, would be glad to hear from
Mr. Taylor 'on this subject, as also on the matter of hives. The
" Inspector " of Ontario says it is safe to use hives from which
diseased colonies have been removed, at ouce, if I understand
his position, without subjecting them to a boiling tempera-
ture. His long experience should make him an authority. If
boiling the hives is needless, it would save much trouble.
From the nature of the disease, we would fear to trust such a
hive until it had been thoroughly disinfected. I am sure If

Mr. Taylor will give his views in these matters, he will confer
a favor.

I think foul brood is quicker to lose its grip in California,
and sometimes at least is not so virulent as In' the East. I

know of more than one apiary where there were colonies
badly affected, where no pains were taken to eradicate the
disease, and yet it has entirely disappeared. This, however,
should not quiet the apprehensions of any menaced bee-
keeper, for I have know other cases where apiaries went all

to pieces the second year after the disease made its appear-
ance.

BEE STINGS AND COCAINE.

In a recent number of "Nature," cocaine is given as a
speedy remedy from the pain of bee-stings. It is stated that

simplv applying it will immediately relieve suffering. In suc-

ceeding numbers of the same journal it is urged that care

should be exercised in the use of this drug. That the warn-

ing is timely, appears from the fact that in many cases its use
is attended with quite serious consequences. I think all rep-

utable physicians agree that we cannot be too cautious in

the use of any of the narcotics, like cocaine, morphine, etc.

In rare, exceptional cases they come as very angels of mercy;
but one is very unfortunate who is called to use them with

frequency. Los Angeles Co., Calif., Oct. 31.

No. 3.—The Care of Bees for Wiuterlue.

BY C. P. DADANT.

In my last, altho I called attention to the bad quality of

fruit-juice as winter food, I have perhaps not laid enough
stress upon it, for I consider, from actual experience, that the

.1

*
4

Prof. A. J. Cook.

results of a supply of this food are deadly to the bees ; the
more so as they store a great deal of this kind of food when
the real honey has failed. This fruit juice is not honey ; It Is

neither more nor less than cider, which becomes more or less

acid, and is positively sure to cause disease. The only way to
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deal with this food, If ooe wishes to save the bees, is to ex-

tract it out of the combs, and furnish the bees with more
wholesome supplies.

Of all the grades of honey for winterinR, honey-dew is the
worst ; next comes dark fall honey, especially if thin and
watery, or if uncapt, as the moisture escaping from the bees
will render it still worse. The hygrometric properties of

hooey are so markt that, during a damp season, unsealed
honey will often accumulate moisture enough to overflow out
of the cells, and will perhaps besmear the bees as they first

bestir themselves after a period of constrained repose. Hence
it is advisable to remove, in the fall, all unsealed honey; most
especially if the bees have enough without this. If the
quantity is limited, it is not so urgent to remove it, as they
usually consume the unsealed honey first, and may get rid of

it. before the coldest weather, which confines them to the hive

for weeks at a stretch.

There is another source of injury to the bees in fall

honey which is heavily loaded with floating grains of pollen,

and is the more dangerous that it is least easily detected by
the apiarist. These floating grains of pollen are not discerni-

ble to the naked eye. The best bee-food for wintering is that
which contains the purest saccharine matter, as it is most
thoroughly digested by them, with the least production of dis-

charges. Since the bees are often compelled to remain, for

from three to six weeks, confined to the hive, and during that
time are closely clustered together, it is out of the question
for them to void their excrements, and when the food which
they eat contains a great deal of pollen, or is too watery, they
are often unable to retain their discharges, and must either

go out and perish, or release their bowels in the hive, thus
besmearing the combs and their sister bees, with the most
foul and offensive excrements. In either case, it is death.

When the bees are in a cellar, the evenness of the temper-
ature, under proper conditions, enables them to consume a
minimum quantity of food, and they stand a much longer con-
finement with ease, if the food is right, than when out-of-

doors. Prom the above statements, which are based upon
over 40 years of wintering experience with large apiaries, the
reader will readily see that the best winter food is to be found
In the very best grades of honey. In a mild winter, as I will

show farther, anything will do, for if the bees are not con-'
fined they have nothing to fear. When the crop is short, if

good honey cannot be had In sufficient quantity, the artificial

supply may be provided, by adding sugar syrup to a certain
quantity of honey, and very good feed may be made by using
a mixture composed in the following proportions : Sugar, 50

;

water, 25 ; honey, 25. The water is first heated to the boil-

ing point, then the sugar is thown in, and after it has slightly

cooled the honey is added.
Feeders of all kinds are made, and it is not the purpose of

this article to recommend that such a feeder be used as will

enable the bees to take their food above the combs and as close

to their brood-nest as possible, to avoid the depredation of heat.

I said that from 25 to 40 pounds were needed, but have
given no way of ascertaining the quantity, short of weighing
the hive, which is Impractical in most instances. Those who
are accustomed to handling bees usually judge of the amount
by the space occupied with honey, and this is probably the best
criterion. We would call a hive sufficiently supplied if the
honey occupied about one-half of eight combs, the upper half

of course, since bees always place their stores above and be-

hind their brood. But we use hives with 10 combs, and like

to see these 10 combs half filled, at least. Too much honey is

better than too little, and if we would have success with bees,

we should not begrudge them a little more than they are likely

to need. But it is necessary for them to have a sufficient

space of dry comb at the bottom to cluster on ; for they fare

much better, and keep warmer, if they can keep the bulk of

their cluster below the honey, on empty cells.

We will next consider the advantage of winter flights,

and of shelter. Hancock Co., 111.

Frame Spacing at Top and Bottom.

BY A. P. RAYMOND.

I am aware that frame spacing is an old, well-worn topic,

having been thoroughly discust many times, but I am also

aware that many bee-keepers are not as yet giving this mat-
ter as much attention as its importance demands, conse-

quently I trust I may be pardoned for again referring to the
subject.

No feature connected with the use of loose-hanging frames
should receive more careful consideration than that of spac-

ing. Every practical bee-keeper is cognizant of the fact that

frames of comb are of the greatest value when they are per-

fectly straight, the cells being of equal length upon either

side, for they are then Interchangeable and can then be placed
in any part of any hive in the apiary without inconvenience
to ourselves or the bees. They can also be readily turned end
for end in a hive, which is often necessary.

Experience with loose-hanging frames has convinced me
of two facts, viz.: If we are to obtain the best possible results

from their use the combs must be built in them evenly and
perfectly, as described above ; also, if we secure such straight,

even combs, the frames must be accurately spaced.
Now, what I mean by frame spacing Includes not the tops

only, but the bottom of the frames as well. If we take the
trouble to space but one side of the frames let that be the bot-

tom—the tops are where we can readily see them, and by using
our eyes as guide we can space them quite accurately, the only
difficulty being that they will not stay spaced while handling
or moving the hive. We may construct our frames ever so

carefully, having them perfectly true and entirely out of the
wind, and still we are not relieved of the duty of bottom spac-
ing, because however truly an empty frame may hang in a
hive, when it is filled with comb, brood and honey, it may be
found hanging out of plumb, caused by more brood or honey
being placed upon one side of the comb than upon the other.

Now, when a frame hangs out of plumb, the bees make the
matter still worse by lengthening the cells upon the heavier
side and putting in still more honey ; if the opposite side con-
tains brood the cells of course must remain only the proper
length.

If we wish to remove a frame and place it in another hive,

and we find it in the condition described above, it causes
trouble to ourselves and extra work for the bees. The fact

establisht, that the duty of frame spacing is imperative if we
are to receive the best results, the question now arises, what
method of spacing shall we adopt ? For the benefit of those
who wish to use it, I will give a method of top-spacing which
I have recently devised, and which I think, without being
egotistical. Is superior to any other with which I am acquainted.

After removing the head from a six-penny wire finishing-

nail drive it longitudinally into the end of the top-bar of the
frame directly underneath and close to the projecting end. It

should be placed directly in the center of the bar transversely,

and driven in until the out end of the nail is flush with that

of the bar. Now, with a three-cornered file I make small V-
shaped depressions or notches upon the upper edges of the
metal rabbets, which are used in the hives, \% or 1)^ inches

apart, as may be desired, and just deep enough to correspond
with the diameter of the nail, which, being driven in, has
now become apart of the projection of the top-bar. (Do not
make the depressions too deep, about }i inch is sufficient.)

When the frame is placed, as now arranged, in the hive,

the nails which have been driven underneath the projecting

end of the bar rest at right angles upon the metal rabbets,

and will quickly drop into the depressions as they strike

them, and the entire width of the projection will rest upon
the rabbet. The weight of the frame will hold itself in place.

These depressions should in every case be V-shaped, as the
frame may then be crowded upward and also to one side with
only one motion. They may be more rapidly made by ma-
chinery, or possibly with a steel punch and a hammer

;

this applies of course to the construction of new rabbets. I

think that by using a small file the depressions can be made in

the rabbets of the hives already constructed without remov-
ing them from the hive ; it may be rather slow work, but you
will never regret the time spent, as it will save much valuable

time In spacing frames during swarming, when one minute is

sometimes worth more than are 10 minutes at some other
seasons of the year.

This method may also be adopted by those who do not use
metal rabbets ; by using a chisel the V-shaped depressions

may be made upon the wood rabbets of the hive ; in such case
the depression should extend across the entire wfdth of the

rabbet, and it would probably be better to use an 8-penny
nail instead of a 6penny underneath the projection of the

top-bar, and consequently a little deeper depression in rabbet.

I believe this method has several advantages over the

staple or nail methods of spacing. The nails underneath the

projections of the top-bar are not in our way in the least

while manipulating the frame ; the frames can be readily and
very easily moved to one side, allowing us to remove a central

frame from the hive without first removing the dummy or

division-board at the side.

Again if we wish to store a quantity of frames, either

empty or otherwise, they occupy less room than if their sides

contained nails or staples ; the nails resting upon the metal
rabbets prove an advantage in moving the frame from side to

side in the hive, as they glide very easily along the edge of

the rabbet.
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The simplicity and cheapness of this method are also in

its favor..

For a bottom spacer I have never seen anything f liked

as well as the one made of wire, described in Langstroth Re-

vised. Some may object to this spacer because It is old, but I

would not discard it until a better one is invented to take its

place. This spacer, however, is greatly improved and
strengthened by taking a strip of firm, straight-grained pine

or basswood %%'^A inch, and a little longer than the width of

the hive, and cutting a saw-kerf the entire length directly in

the center of the strip upon the widest or half-inch side i„

inch deep. Now take the wire spacer after it is carefully

made, and press it firmly into the saw-kerf; it requires no
fastening to hold it in the kerf, providing the kerf is the

proper width, that is, a trifle narrower than the diameter of

the wire used. By using this strip we are enabled to use a

smaller wire than we otherwise would, and still our spacer is

very strong ; the smaller wire is more easily and rapidly bent

the required shape.

The strip can be placed in position in the hive by making
a very shallow mortise upon each side about 1/16 inch deep,

and springing the strip into place.

We should place this spacer in the hive so there will be a

3i inch space between it and the bottom-board.

It is a little trouble to arrange our hives with spacers,

but we will be amply repaid by doing so.

Clark Co., Wis.

UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Annual Convention Held at

Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DB. A. B. MASON, SEC.

SECOND DAY—Forenoon Session.

LContlnued Irom page 72-1.1

PARAFFINED SEPARATORS AND FENCES.

'' Who has had any experience with paraflBned separators and
fences ? and what is your opinion of them V

Mr. Danzenbaker—I can claim that I have had some ex-

perience. I believe I was the first one to mention the matter.
Here is a sheet of paraffined paper. The intention was to use
this in covering over the super, and you could put a covering
over it—a piece of carpet, or a piece of enameled cloth. The
intention was to keep the other clean. When you use enam-
eled sheets, you always have to clean them off. Use them
once, and if they get soiled they stain the sections wherever
they touch. This paper is clean ; you can use it once or twice
and then throw it away. It is very cheap. The question is,

how long will it last? Here is one piece that has been used
several times. Some say the bees eat it. There is no hole in

that piece: this sheet is out along the edge. That was put on
right in the height of the white clover honey-flow. The bees
•don't eat it for me, only where it is not prest down tight.

Where it is used with weight enough on it to hold it tight,

they won't cut it out. When used for separators, without any
pressure on the other side, they cut it, and I abandoned using
It in that way. The bees will gnaw it if it is laid on the super
without anything over it. For separators it will not do.

Mr. Hatch—I would like to say that I used parallined

paper last year, and I found it perfectly worthless. It was no
better than so much newspaper laid over the combs. The bees
will gnaw through it in no time. And If the wind is blowing,
it takes three boys and a man to put the sheets back on the
hives when they are taken off.

Mr. Danzenbaker—The intention in putting that on is to

have it done in the shop, not in the yard. In examining the
supers I don't take the sheets clear off: I just raise up one
corner.

A paper written by S. T. Pettit, of Ontario, Canada, was
then read by the Secretary, as follows :

Advanced Methods of Comb Honey Production.

The subject assigned me is an important one. The great-

est dillBculty in dealing with it consists in the large number of

supposed-to-be superior systems, and every one wedded to his

own. But for all that, the advancement recently made in the

fine art of taking comb honey is marvelous indeed, and I often

admire men and methods.
Presuming the object in view was that this paper shall be

helpful rather than a delineation of many and conflicting

methods, I shall in the main confine myself to my own system,
believing it to be the best.

First of all, quality and reputation must be maintained,
even if necessary at the expense of quantity. The comb foun-

dation must be faultless. The filling of the brood-chamber at

the approach of the clover flow or main crop with sugar syrup,

I regard as a most pernicious practice. I state this with due
respect for the views of others. Later on I will give a beljter

way.
May I digress long enough to state that the statutes of

Canada, when any such syrup reaches the supers and is offered

for sale, make such practice a willful adulteration, and the
Government, at its own charges, will do the prosecuting.

It is no digression to state that perfect wintering is a
mighty factor in the production of comb honey.

It is not enough to bring 95 or even 100 percent of our
colonies through the winter alive ; we should see to it that
they are practically in the same condition that they were at

the approach of winter, with plenty of stores, healthy and
strong, and able to rush out and catch the first and every
honey-flow coming within reach.

And then the spring management must be such that the
brood-chamber at the time of giving section supers Is practi-

cally full of brood from side to side, and from front to rear.

Briefly, then, to this end brood spreading, timely and judici-

ously, with some uncapping, generally must be practiced.

And now for the better way : When the spring flow sets

in sharply, in order to leave the whole brood-chamber to the
queen, and to provide against the practice of feeding sugar
syrup, extraoting-supers must be given. These, with their

contents, are left on to keep up brood-rearing until clover

yields freely. These supers are then removed and comb
honey supers take their place.

Generally, at this time, if tne work has been well done,

the brood-chamber will be practically full of brood, which will

be of far greater value than sugar syrup, and it costs nothing ;

and your comb honey will be pure, and your reputation un-
sullied. With this management no bait combs, half-supers,

nor double brood-chambers will be wanted. The bees will go

up for "standing-room," and go to work with a right good
will.

I must not forget to state that at the time of changing
supers the combs containing the most and youngest brood
should be placed next to the sides of the brood-chamber. This
will make more room for the queen, retard swarming, and
force the honey into the sections ; and then when swarms do

issue their numerical strength will gladden your weary hearts,

and cause you to rejoice in hope of a rich reward.

The large entrance has become an Indispensable necessity

in my practice. For that purpose I used the wedges so often

referred to ; and the dividers for creating a double bee-space

at the outside of the sections, are also indispensable ; the

former distributes the bees, and the latter hold them just

where wanted—so much so that sometimes the outside and
rear sections actually get ahead of those near the entrance,

but that is not the rule.

The habit of the young bees meeting the field-bees above
the entrance near the center is so strong that a cluster is

sometimes formed, and the field-bees continue to go up at the

center ; but a little cool weather will usually break that up,

and proper distribution will follow.

Hive swarms on starters, in hives contracted to about
two-thirds of the size by the use of dummies. Let them re-

maiu upon the old stands, and at once transfer the supers to

the new swarms. A queen-bar or queen-excluder must be

used. Give shade and a lot of top ventilation, which should
be closed on the fourth or fifth day in the cool of the evening.

We may yet learn how to continue top ventilation with much
profit.

What seems to me the most difficult thing is to give the

right amount of super-room. I would say, be careful to give

enough, and be just as careful not to give too much. But
what's enough and what's too much ? How shall we know?
Well, I reckon from existing conditions and prospects, years

of careful observation and practice will guide us pretty well.

Want of space forbids giving many pointers. My experi-

ence with deep-cell foundation, fence separators and plain sec-
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tions is too limited to be of value. But whatever changes we
do make, I hope we will not depart from the standard 4.I4X414'

section—the cost will be too great for an imaginary gain.

NOTE THESE FOUR POINTS :

1. Foundation should touch the sides of the sections and
come to within one-sixth of an inch from the bottom-bar.

2. I have used thousands of bottom starters, and fail to

find much beneBt from them ; but I have found this, that if

they overlap a quarter of an inch or so no harm v»ill result ;

the bees will cut them to fit, and unite them all right.

3. If holes are found in the septum of foundation the bees
lose time, and add too much wax in mending.

-t. Feeding back, on account of granulating in the sec-

tions, should be discouraged. S. T. Pettit.

Mr. Spaulding—I disagree with one point in regard to

bottom starters. I find them a great benefit. I used to notice
that the bottom pieces of the sections would be pulled away
by adhering bur-combs, but since using the bottom starters

the bees fasten them so securely that I rarely if ever pull off

the bottom of the section iu removing the honey from the
hive. I use a starter about a half inch.

Mr. Hatch—What kind of super do you use ?

Mr. Spaulding— I have used the plain sections and the
super thai goes with them.

Mr. Weslcott— I would like to hear whether there is any-
thing really gained by using full sheets of foundation, or
whether there is enough gained to pay the cost of buying the
foundation. I have tried both ways, and really the results
have been about as good with a good, fair starter as with full

sheets of foundation.
Dr. Miller— It might be instructive to ask the question.

How many have tried both ways, and how many prefer only
small starters ?

On a showing of hands, 21 were found to have tried both
plans, 17 of whom preferred full foundation, and 4 of whom
preferred starters only.

Mr. Dinzenbaker— I would like to say a word in regard to

the matter of 4^4 inch sections. Here is a 4x5 section, and
here is one 4;4x4?4. I will stand them right up here together.
Let me say another word, as it was printed in the journals

—

both in the American Bee Journal and Gleanings—that I use
bottom starters, I think I am entitled to say that I do not.

Some five years ago I bought some foundation that was In-

tended to be used in certain sections, and it wasn't deep
enough to reach as far as I wanted it to, and so I was forced
to use bottom starters to piece it out. I didn't like the plan.
In putting in foundation, I always leave a bae-space so the
bees can pass under. They fasten it at the bottom as soon as
they do at the sides. This little box of honey here, I will ven-
ture that I can put it in the express office and ship it to Wash-
ington, and that it will go all right. I shipt one from Wash-
ington to Gray Gables, to Mrs. Cleveland, and got a letter say-
ing that it went through in good order. Again, about the size

and shape of the sections. A pound of honey is just as heavy
in the 4x5 sections as in the other form, and when you come
to sell them, the 4x5 sections sell more readily. I can sell the
4x5 faster than I can the other. It makes a bigger show.
When I sell honey to consumers, I tell them to take their
choice, and one time I sold 48 of the 4x5 sections to two of

the others. The 4x5 sections don't hold any more honey, but
they look bigger ; 48 of the 4x5 weighed 47 pounds ; 100 of

this other size, with cleated separators, weigh from fo to 97
or 100 pounds, depending on the season. This year was the
driest I have ever known, and the comb was not filled out
quite so well. I cannot agree with the statement that it is so
expensive to change from the 4;! sections. There is no need
of the sections costing any more, and the supers can be
changed very easily, by nailing a % inch cleat on. The ex-
pense of changing is almost trifling ; the sections will cost no
more, and the cost of nailing the cleat on the super will not
exceed 5 cents to the super.

A. I. Root— Mr. Acklin has some figures in his memo-
randum book that he could give us in repa'dto the relative
cost of producing comb and extracted honey.

Mr. Acklin—At our out-apiaries 3 cents a pound was the
actual cost for extracted honey, and &% cents a pound for
comb honey.

A. I. Root—That agrees with Mr. Hatch's 3 cents a pound
in Arizona.

Mr. Hatch—He says he figured the actual costof extracted
honey at 3 cents a pound. I sold my crop at 33^ cents, and
cleared up $ 1, 100 for the services of myself and family for
the summer, excepting our board-bill.

Dr. Mason—How much did the honey cost per pound ?

Mr. Hatch— I could not say. We paid all hired help and

all expenses, except our board-bill. I was an invalid, and did
not do anything for six weeks. Mr. Acklin gave 3 cents a
pound as the cost of production. If I could get 3 cents a
pound in Arizona, I could make money.

Mr. Acklin^Don't you get larger crops in Arizona than
we do in the northern part of the United States ?

Mr. Hatch—My average, with 550 colonies, was 120
pounds of extracted honey.

Mr. Acklin—Do you keep those colonies in one apiary ?

Mr. Hatch—No, sir; they are in three apiaries.
Dr. Miller—Here is something that is of very great inter-

est to us, and that is as to the size and shape of the sections

;

and right here is the place where we can get information upon
the subject that perhaps we cannot get anywhere else, as to
the relative value of the two kinds of sections. I for one
would like to know if there is really any advantage. If the
4x5 sections are worth more, I must change, but I want to
be pretty sure of my ground. I don't want to pay out §50 or
so unless I am pretty sure there would be money coming
back to me for it. The question is, whether those who hive
had experience with both kinds of sections can tell us whether
the deep section is better than the square.

Mr. Westcott— I think there is a good deal in being used
to them. A three-cornered section might look nice for awhile,
because it would be something new; but after I have lookt at
them for awhile I like the looks of the square section as well
as I do the other. I don't know why the honey won't sell just
as well, either. If we change from one to the other, It will

cost a great deal. The bee-men mostly have supers for square
sections, and when we make these changes they add a great
expense.

Pres. York—We are not considering the appearance of
the honey that is now in these sections, but the shape
of the sections themselves. The honey is not of the
same grade in both sections. Will those who prefer the tall

sections please stand and be counted ?

Ten declared themselves in favor of the tall sections,
while 15 declared in favor of the square sections.

Mr. Hatch— I ran 250 colonies for Mr. Kendleson last

year. I like the Danzenbaker hive and section first rate, and
always have. Mr. Mendleson took some of the honey in these
sections and went into a store where they were paying 9 cents
for just the same honey in other sections, and he got 11}^
cents for his. They had none of the tall sections, but they
could get plenty of the other for 9 cents. They have a fancy
trade at Los Angeles and Pasadena, where there are a great
many wealthy people who don't care for cost. If a thing
suits them they will take it and pay for it. To cater to that
trade it is certainly desirable to have that kind o( section.

Dr. Miller—Suppose there had been on the market the
same number of square sections as of the tall ones, or suppose
the tall sections had been in the majority and the square ones
in the minority, would the same relative p^'ices have held good
then, do you think ?

Mr. Hatch—Of course I could not answer that question,
because I don't know. There was no shortage of the square
sections ; there was an over-supply, if anything.

Mr. Danzenbaker— I am sorry to see that the majority of
the convention are in error on this matter. The expense of

the change doesn't amount to anything. I have been in the
business for a good many years, and have tried a good many
changes ; I am always changing where there seems to be any-
thing to be gained by it. I met Capt. Hetherington, aud in

talking about the tall sections he said they sold better. I

wanted to buy a case of his honey, and he said it was all sold.

He produced 30 or 40 tons of honey, and it was all sold be-
fore it was produced. I said I wanted one case, at any rate,

but he said it was all contracted for, and at that time he got
17 cents—about 2 cents above the market. I begged of him
a half-dozen sections, and took them and put them on a hive,

and I was surprised to find that in the same super they were
the best filled and the best finlsht. Then I got a thousand,
and took them to market to find how they would go with the
people. I set the tall sections upright, and told my customers
to take their choice. I sold 48 of the tall sections while I sold

2 of the others. Then I put 2 cents more onto the price, and
that didn't stop it. Then I laid the tall sections down the
other way, and I was lost ! It depended on whether they were
standing up or lying down. I was in stores where honey was
sold in 2-pound sections, and they were the best finlsht I ever
saw. They were finlsht at the top and bottom alike. Only
an expert, who knew the pitch of the cells, could tell which
was the top and which was the bottom. Those sections were
selling at 15 cents, and the others were selling at 10 cents. I

askt, " Don't you lose money selling 2 pounds for 15 cents
when the other sells for 10 cents a pound?" He says, "I
can make more money producing honey at 2 pounds for 15
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cents in those sections than I can at 10 cents a pound in the

others. I can get so much more of it. Tbey go to work
quicker, and finish it faster.'' I took this year 900 finisht

sections from 14 colonies, and it has been the driest year I

have known since I have been keeping bees. One of ray

neighbors who had 300 colonies with the other sections

didn't get a single super filled, and ho was right in the same
locality. This year I didn't get the honey quite as white as I

wanted it, because the blue thistle was a failure. This honey
that I have is a mixture of sumac and other flowers. I sell

my honey in Washington, and I get 15 cents for all I grade as

No. I, and 13 cents for No. 2. lean go into Washinlon and
buy the other for 11 cents, while I am getting 13 and 15
cents for mine, and I have a good market all the while. If

you will try the change, you will find the difference. I would
like to ask if there is a single man in the United States who
has ever used the tall sections that was willing to go back to

using the square sections.

A Member— I bought the Danzenbaker hive a couple of

years ago, and 1,000 of the tall sections, and I went to work
and got them filled and took them into the Salt Lake market.
They lookt well, but I couldn't sell them as I could, the others.

The convention then adjourned until 1:30.

[Continued next week.l

OONDUCTBD BY

DR. C. O. mZLLEie. AfAieBNGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journaf. or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

An Explanation of the Delayed Ansiver§.

Some of the friends will find their questions answered in

this number which they expected answered several weeks ago.

Please don't lay the blame on any one in Chicago. It lies some
60 miles Northwest of that wicked city. The questions were
promptly answered, put in the envelop to be taken to the of-

fice, and by some mysterious process hid themselves out of

sight in the vehicle in which they were to be carried, only to

come to light when a snow-storm made it necessary to shake
out the carpet on the floor of the vehicle. I can only say I am
exceedingly sorry for the delay, but ask that you will lay no
blame on the shoulders of the already overburdened editor.

C. C. MiLLEK.-^

—

Two Hive-Storie§ for Winlerins.

I have noticed in recent issues of the American Bee Jour-
nal that you speak favorably of the plan of wintering strong
colonies of bees in two-story hives. Without knowing any
thing about your practice in this matter, I venture to presume
that you place a hive filled with frames of comb under the
colony in the fall and leave it there until it is time to put on
supers the following spring. In the absence of frames of

comb, would you fill with frames of foundation ? And in the
absence of both frames of comb and foundation, would you
venture on the use of frames having starters of foundation
only ?

I have a good many hives in which the bees seem to be too

numerous to winter comfortably without more room. My
stock of combs is used up, and I have no sheets of foundation
on hand, but can procure them if necessary. I have some
foundation cut into wide starters. What would you do under
the circumstances ? Iowa.

Answer.—One of the reasons for having a second story in

winter is to have more room for a strong colony. I don't be-

lieve, however, that this counts for such a great deal. The
strongest colony you have will very likely have no difficulty

getting inside the hive, come cold weather. Another object is

to have combs below to contain extra stores, so there need be
no sort of question as to whether the bees will need feeding
before flowers yield. Still another object—and I'm not en-
tirely sure just how much weight it should have— is to have
the cluster of bees somewhat removed from the outer air, so

that a cold blast of wind will not strike so directly on them.
If I am correct in these views, the best thing is to have in the
story that is below, combs containing more or less honey. If

you have no combs containing honey, then empty combs will

answer the purpose, only you may have to look out for feeding

in spring, altho not necessarily so. The empty combs will do
to cluster on, and will serve as a wind-break. If you have no
combs, it is quite possible the under story may still be of ad-

vantage, for the blast cannot blow so directly upon the cluster

as with only one story. Kut I don't see any special object in

having frames partly or wholly filled with foundation. With
plenty of room below the frames, the bees will cluster as well

upon air as upon starters. And you may be pretty sure that

after the bees have wintered upon foundation it will not be so

acceptable to the bees. The only good I can think of that

would come from having starters or full sheets of foundation
in the lower story would be in providing so much of a hin-

drance to the free force of the air, and you could secure this

in some other way. A little board might be dropt Inside that
would prevent direct passage, but would provide plenty of

room for the bees to pass around It. A man with your inven-

tive turn may think of better ways, but certainly I don't be-

lieve you ought to let the bees have foundation over winter,

either full sheets or starters. If you leave a lower story with-

out combs or frames, you will in some cases have combs com-
menced on the bottom-bars, but this is a small matter, as the

loss is small, and the bits of comb are easily cut off.

Oats Chaff for Winter Packing;.

Will oats chaff be all right for packing around hives for

winter ? I see wheat chaff and planer-shavings are generally

recommended, and as I cannot get either of these. I thought
it possible oats chaff would do as well. Kansas.

Answer
It dry.

-Oats chaff will do very well. Be sure to keep

Cellar Temperature for Bees.

Is there danger of getting a cellar too warm for bees ?

Suppose the temperature was up to 65^ for any length of

time, would it do any harm ? Do you know of any case where
the temperature was so high that the bees did not winter well ?

Michigan.

Answer — I doubt whether there is much danger of a cel-

lar being too warm, 'providing the air in the cellar is all right.

With good, pure air, 65^ could be borne for a considerable

time, and it might do good to have that temperature for a day
or so when the bees become uneasy in winter. It is possible

that 65^ continued for a week or two might start bees to

breeding—an undesirable thing in winter—but with pure air,

darkness, and quiet, I should hardly expect it. I think there

have been reports of bees being kept too warm in winter, but

I cannot now say bv whom. It is generally considered that

somewhere about -±5 -' is the best temperature for bees in a

cellar. If you can control the temperature, keep it at that

point where the bees appear to be in perfect quiet.

Hive-Entrance and Packing in Winter, Etc.

1. How large ought the entrance of a hive to be through-

out the winter, when wintered on the summer stand ?

2. I have a few colonies in a pear-orchard. How would it

do to put up a wall on the north and the west sides of each
hive, making it double, then pack with forest leaves, and also

put a cover over them to keep the rain and snow off ? Does it

make any difference how far off the wall is ?

3. I have a colony in a box-hive that did not swarm all

summer; sometimes they hung out until it seemed as if there

was no more in the hive, but the hive was yet full and they

had plenty of honey. Once they were all in the hive and I

could see nothing but drones on the alighting-board. What
was the cause of all this ?

•4. Do ants stay in the hives through winter ?

5. My bees have been carrying pollen all summer, and up
to to-day (Sept. 22), they are still carrying it. Do they need
so much to winter them ?

6. How much ought the body of a Langstroth hive weigh
with a strong colony and full of honey? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. The general practice favors an entrance
the full width, and % to 3-i-inch deep.

2. It ought to answer well. Yes, it makes a difference.

Let the wall be as near as convenient.
3. It is nothing very strange that a strong colony should

go through the season without swarming, and many a bee-

keeper would give money if ail his bees were of that kind.

Very often you will find the drones clustered together on the

bottom-board, especially when forage becomes scarce and the
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workers have decided they don't care any more for the com-

pany of the drones.
4. If there is a place where the ants can get, and the bees

cannot reach, as for instance when quilts are used, ants may
stay all winter, the heat from the bees being agreeable to them.

Nowadays very many use plain board covers, and these fur-

nish no hiding-place for ants, either summer or winter.

5. It's hardly so much for winter that they're carrying it

In as for daily use. They'll winter without any pollen, but

they'll not rear brood without it.

6. If an 8-frame hive weighs 50 pounds, including plain

cover and bottom-board, it is likely to have enough stores for

winter, but it will not be a bad thing to have it heavier. Per-

haps a lO-frame hive ought to weigh Jiearly 10 pounds more.

Dividins for Increase

Did I do right last spring in dividing my bees ? There was
a heavy colony from which I took three brood-frames that had
eggs. I didn't know whether there was any queen-cells or not.

I have 22 colonies, and they have done very well this

summer. I sell my honey at home for 8 and 10 cents a pound.
Michigan.

Answer.—From the testimony you give in the case there

Is no evidence you did anything wrong. At the same time

while one might take three frames with eggs and manage to

perfection, one might also take three frames with eggs and
manage pretty badly. One of the best investments you could

possibly make would be to get a text-book on bee-keeping and
study it thoroughly. Then, knowing fundamental principles,

you might manage many different ways in making increase

and be right in all of them.

Inlrodueing Queens—Wintering.

1. When is the best time to introduce Italian queens ?

2. Where the chaff hive is not in use, what is the best

method for wintering bees ? Kentucky.

Answers.— 1. That's a matter that depends a good deal

on one's own convenience. If it Is a colony run for honey that

is to have the stranger introduced, it will interfere less with
the honey crop to introduce toward the middle or end of the

honey harvest. But if you wish to rear other queens from the

new stock, it will be better to Introduce at or before the be-

ginning of the harvest. The advantage of being able to rear

queens from the new stock will more than counterbalance the

disadvantage to the honey crop.

2. For some places cellar-wintering is best, and for some
it is better to winter out-doors. As far south as Kentucky you
will probably do better out-doors, providing some shelter

against wintry blasts, unless the bees are in a location natur-

ally sheltered from prevailing winds.

One or Two Stories in Winter-
TS. May Queens.

-September

1. I have my bees in dovetail S-frame hives. Is it prefer-

able, in wintering on the summer stand, to use one or two
stories ?

2. Will queens reared in September be as prolific as queens
reared in May, drones being present ? N. C.

Answers.— 1. If you have the hives on hand, you may as

well use the two stories. I should rather have the two.

2. That depends on weather and pasturage. If the

weather is cool in May, and there is little or no pasturage,

queens will not be as good as those reared in good weather
with good pasturage in September. If the weather is warm
in May, and there is good pasturage, queens will be better

than those reared in bad weather with poor pasturage in Sep-

tember. Take the average May and the average September,
and in some places one will be better and in others the other.

Because in one place the weather and pasturage will be better

in May, and in others in September.

Wbat Ailed the Bees i

I bought four colonies of Italian bees In the spring, and
sold two o( them to my neighbor, thinking two was enough
for me to begin with. One of them did very well. I have four

new colonies and the old one. I got about 200 pounds, of

honey from them. The other one didn't do much. It stored

some honey, but did not put any in the super. It seemed to

have young bees and brood nearly all the time, but they were
all the time dying. They would get weak and stupid, and die;

hang around in the hive and drop do\wn on the bottom dead in

handfuls a day. They would drag out what they could, and
finally they all died, leaving in the hive about 80 pounds of

honey.
1. I would like to know what was the cause of their dying.

2. Is it safe to eat or feed the honey to bees ?

3. Is it safe to give the frames with the honey and comb
to new swarms in the spring ? Kansas.

Answers.— 1. It's hard to say what the trouble was. It

might be paralysis, it might be pickled brood, and there's a

bare possibility it might be foul brood. If paralysis, a leading

feature will be the trembling of the bees and the shiny black
appearance. It will be worth your while to look up the matter
of pickled brood in back numbers of the American Bee Jour-

nal, and to get Dr. Wm. E. Howard's little book on foul brood.

Then you will be able to judge the case better than one who is

not present.
2. It will be safe for you to eat the honey, but until you

are sure there is no foul brood in the case, don't feed it to

the bees.

3. Not unless you're sure there's no foul brood in the

case. —•—
Smoker-Fuel—Sowing for Bees^-Propolizing.

1. What is the best thing to use to smoke bees? I have
been using little pieces of wood such as I could pick up around
ihe yard, but it just seems to set the bees to fighting, and they
rome right to the top as quick as I start to smoke them.

2. What do you think is the best thing to sow for the
bees? Will buckwheat stand the frost? And what is the

right time to sow it ?

3. Is there any way to prevent the bees from sticking the
sections in so tight that one cannot get them out ? There are
lots of balm or coltonwood trees here, and it seems to be the
gum from the buds of these trees that they slick them with.

There is also a great deal of It in the honey. Idaho.

Answers.— 1. Almost anything will do for smoker wood.
Perhaps nothing is better than sound hard wood cut up into

proper size to burn well, say pieces ^4-inch square, and as long

as the smoker will take. But it's a good deal of work to pre-

pare such fuel, and chips from the chip-yard, such as you are

using, will answer just about as well. Something else besides

the character of the fuel is at fault that makes your bees cross.

2. Buckwheat will not stand frost at all. Sweet clover

will do as well in that way as perhaps anything else you can
try. Buckwheat may be sown about the first of July.

3. Probably you'll never find any way to prevent the bees

from bringing in propolis and filling up all cracks with it. It

will do some good to have the sections so close together that

there will be little in the way of cracks to fill. But where bees

glue badly they will plaster the glue over the plain surface of

the wood if there are no cracks to fill. Take off sections as

soon as sealed. In that way you'll save some gluing.

Bee-Keeplug for Beginners is the title of a
110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-
bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure

the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year— both to-

gether for $1.40; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a year (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

Lang-strotli on ttie 0oney-Bee, revised by
The Dadauts, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for .$1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a vear—both together for only .'ji2.00.

The Karnes and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.
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Domestic Comb Foundation is thus made, as given in

Southland Queen : Take a piece of cotton-cloth, dip it in bees-

wax, iay it on a lot of peas, pile peas on top, press with a
board, and you have your foundation !

Italians Working Where Blacks Don't.—L. B. Smith
reports, in the Southlaod Queen, that bis Italian bees work on
a plant like Canada thistle, one variety of horsemint, and
prickly pear, while blacks do not touch them.

Severe Effects of Stings, as nausea, palpitations, faint-

ness, etc., the editor of Revue Internationale says investiga-

tions show to come only to those whose hearts are affected,

and such persons should at any cost avoid being stung.

Foul Brood Smoked Out.—Alex. Astor reports in Revue
Internationale that he cured foul brood by vigorously smoking
every two or three days in the evening for two weeks. Editor
Bertrand thinks a cure might be thus effected in the early
stage of the disease before any spores are present.

A Warning is given by the Canadian Bee Journal. Last
winter was very mild, and those who saw their own or their

neighbor's bees come through safely on the summer stands
without protection, may be tempted to leave all without pro-

tection ihis winter. I5ut this winter may be severe, and the
part of wisdom is to prepare for the worst.

Bees Defending Against Robbers.—F. A. Jacot says in

Revue Internationale that Italian bees defend themselves
best against robbers, Cyprians being close seconds, and Carni-
olans very poor unless crost. When he finds a colony that will

not defend itself against robbers, he unites with it a small
number of bees from a colony known to be good fighters, and
the robbers will have no quarter. The irritation caused by
changing seems to redouble their combativeness.

Plain Sections as to Grading.—Byron Walker, who pro-
duces large crops of honey and buys and sells thousands of
pounds besides, says in Gleanings that honey stored in plain
sections enters into the fancy grade in much larger proportion
than that in old-style sections. W. C. Qathright says in the
same paper that there is no doubt about bees working faster
in plain sections with cleated separators. But he Insists that
the top of the separator should be M-inch below the top of the
section.

Bee-Keeping on the Mississippi.—The American Bee-
Keeper copies from the New York Herald the following : "It
is said that the idea of moving bees to pasture is carried on to

a large extent along the Mississippi, where the hives are taken
from place to place down or up stream on flat boats, that
anchor during the day and are moved on at night while the
bees are all in the hives, thus keeping them in fresh pasture
all the time." Isn't that something that was done years ago,
but not now, Mr Hill ?

Honey Coloring in Wax Extractor.—Complaint is made
by some that when cappings are put in a solar extractor the
honey is spoiled by being heated and made dark. John New-
ton says, in the Canadian Bee Journal, that he shades the
honey-receptacle by putting a small piece of board right under
whatever the wax is run into, just leaving space enough for
the drip to run into. Each day's cappings are put iuto the
extractor and melted before night. Mr. Alpaugh says it is

important to keep the screen and pan perfectly clean, else the
sediment will warm up next lime and color the honey.

Shallow vs. Deep Extracting-Frames.—These were dis-

cust in a Texas convention reported in the Southland Queen.
With shallow frames and bee-escapes bees can be got off the
frames without handling each frame separately. A super of

dcip frames is too heavy to use the escape. Two shallow
trj mes can be uncapt quicker than a Langstroth. Ten shal-

lo^'' frames are taken off in the super and put on again in less

time than a single deep frame is taken out, brusht of bees and
returned. With shallow frames, less trouble with bur-combs.
Shallow frames are lighter to handle and don't need wiring.

Shallow frames are not Interchangeable In the brood-chamber ;

takes more time to make shallow frames for an apiary, and to

put in foundation ; you have twice as many frames to space,

twice as many frames to handle, but shallow frames don't

melt down so readily as deep ones.

Warming Honey Before Extracting.—Before taking
the combs for extracting, John Newton goes around to the

hives and places the entrance-blocks on, giving a few pufts of

smoke. This causes excitement which warms up the honey,
making It easier to extract. After the combs are taken from
a hive for extracting, the entrance-blocks are removed. He
objects to removing extracling-supers from hives to let bees

leave of their own accord, as it cools the honey too much,
making it sticky and stringy to extract.—Canadian Bee
Journal.

Price of Honey in Canada.—Editor Holtermann says

honey is higher on this side of the line, but it doesn't pay to

ship across on account of duty and other charges. Montreal
papers quote comb honey right along at 7 cents a section. In
Toronto it is quoted higher, altho Montreal has the wider, and
therefore the heavier, sections. He thinks the inferior quality

of some of the honey thrown on the market has the effect to

lower the price, dragging down the good with the bad. On
this side of the line poor honey on the market has the oppo-
site effect, according to Editor Abbott.

Why Hybrids Are Preferred.—Hon. R. L, Taylor, in the
Bee-Keepers' Review, says bee-keepers do not keep hybrids
because it Is too much trouble to keep pure Italians, but be-

cause the hybrids are better bees. "They are as good honey-
gatherers, they go readily into the comb-honey supers—no
fussing with bait sections—combs and comb honey supers are

freed from them very much more readily ; and as to the color,

handsome is that handsome does." If that is true, those who
hold the theory that pure Italians are better are on pretty

safe ground, for in most cases the attempt to keep pure Ital-

ians results in the best grade of Italians.

Large Hives.—C. P. Dadant continues in Gleanings his

discussion in favor of large hives. He says It is a mistake to

think you can calculate just how many cells a queen needs,

and furnish that number feeling sure she will use all of them.
She works with a good deal of regularity till she gets to the

edge of the comb, when "she quite often loses considerable

time in regainiug the thread of her work." In hunting for

cells she wastes time and drops eggs which are wasted when
much needed. With a larger number of cells these eggs would
be saved, and an incentive to swarming reiioved. With large

hives, the few swarms that do issue are larger and more pro-

fitable. The man with a small hive is not able to tell how
much room his queens would fill.

Hive-Making and Stimulative Feeding.

—

Critic Taylor,

in the Bee-Keepers' Review, doesn't advise bee-keepers to

make their own hives with hand-saw and chisel. " If one has

no saw-table of his own he can easily get the use of one by
going not far from home." In reply to the intimation from
H. F. Moore, on page 596, that said Taylor is heretical for

holding the view that stimulative feeding does not pay, said

Moore flanking his assertion by the statement that he can rear

colonies by stimulative feeding for less than §2.00 a colony,

hives not included, Mr. Taylor thinks it would be safer for

Mr. Moore to figure out his profits after he has sold his colo-

nies, and thinks more money could be made making hives with

a hand-saw.

Florida Bee-Shed.—John Craycraft is very enthusiastic

over his bee-shed which he writes about in Gleanings. It Is

cheaply constructed, contains 112 hives, Is octagonal, each

side being \^\i feet on the outside. "The posts are 3x4
inches, and rest on pine blocks. All the other timbers are

lj^x3, using this size for rafters, ties, and roof-strips to nail

the boards on, which are of cypress, 5 feet long, making the

shed about 8 feet wide, so that my hives will lean back about

a foot, leaving a walk 3 feet wide, as my hives are all 10
Inches square, outside. But for the Langstroth hive the shed

should be rooft about 10 feet wide, so that the hives could be

placed back under the shed about a foot, leaving about a 3-

foot passage. i''or ease of handling, the entrance to hives

should be at the side, so that the operator can work from the
side Instead of from the end of frames."
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Xlie Ctaicago Bee-Keeper's Associatiou
will hold its second quarterly meeting at y a.m. next Thurs-

day. Dec. 1. 1S9S, at the Briggs House, northeast corner of

Randolph St. and Fifth Ave. A fine program is being ar-

ranged by the Secretary, H. F. Moore. Dr. C. C. Miller and
other leading bee-keepers are expected from outside this

county. It is hoped that every bee-lteeper in Cook county

will be present, and help to make this new local organization

of bee-keepers a great success.

An Experience -witfa Apis Dorsata.—Id the

British Bee Journal of recent date wo find the following from

Rev. T. J. L. Mayer, writing from Sheikbudin, Punjab, North

India

:

"I have written for the last Government Blue Book on
Indian bees. I think your chance with Apis dorsata is nil. I

had seven colonies hived and fed all winter, and in the spring
the little brutes decampt by 20 and 30 a day, until each
queen, in turn, got disgusted and left the hive. Your only
chance is with the hill bee, Ghalozi. No uaicomb bees will

ever be domesticated unless put into hives whose entrance-
board is at the top, i. e., under the eaves of our modern hives."

And yet there are those who want our Government to go

to great expense to import Apis dorsata. Here is a man who
had seven colonies of these bees in hives, and all of them left.

It seems to us that bee-keepers in this country would bet-

ter be satisfied with the Italian bees. Of course if our present

bees can be improved by careful selection and breeding, so

much the better. But we don't believe that our bee-keepers

want a foreign bee that won't be content to remain in hives

without being padlockt in, and the key hid somewhere.

"Pussycat Style" ot Criticism.- Editor Hol-

termann, of the Canadian Bee Journal, quotes this editorial

paragraph from the Bee-Keepers' Review in reference to the

style of criticism that some think obtains in the bee-papers :

"Perhaps you have not noticed it, but our apicultural
journalism has somewhat degenerated in the line of criticism.

It has fallen into what Mr. Heddon calls the ' pussy-cat style.'

Attempts at criticism are coucht in language so apologetic

and ' mealy-moutht ' as to nearly rob them of all force."

Whereupon Mr. Holtermann offers this sentence of en»

dorsement

:

" By all means let us have done with the ' pussy-cat style '

which too often means that one has not the pluck to say
openly what one would say in secret."

Now, the only "pussy-cat style" of criticism that we

think needs to be " done with " is the kind that resembles the

scratching, spitting and yowling that one hears occasionally

at night in some back alley where two or more " pussy-cats "

seem to be having a dark but exciting convention. We have

no use for that kind of " pussy-cat style," and the sooner it Is

"done with" the better for all concerned, not only in the

back alley but also in any bee-paper, should the editor so far

forget himself as to let such " pussy-cats " get started.

What is needed is criticism offered in a kindly, considerate

Christian spirit. It should require no " pluck " to offer that

kind, and it should be received in the same spirit as given.

Yes, sir, the " pussy-cat" or Tom-cat style ought to be

"done with"—before it's begun.

Descriptions of Hives.—A subscriber in Arizona

suggests that we publish " a series of articles descriptive of

each hive, with illustrations." Now, we like to receive sug-

gestions, but when any one hints that we begin on the over

900 hives that have been patented in this country, we just

feel like " throwing up the sponge."

Let us suggest to our good friend, and to others, just to

send for the catalogs of all supply dealers that advertise in

the bee-papers, and they will get the descriptions and illustra-

tions of about all the hives that are of any value in this

country.
--.-*^

California La^rs on Bees.—Mr. Geo. H. Stipp,

of San Francisco Co., Calif., wrote us as follows in reference

to the statutes relating to bees in that State :

An inspection of the Index to the Laws of California,

covering the period from 1853 to 1893, discloses the follow-

ing named laws only, upon the statute books:
Penalty for keeping bees in San Bernardino.Co.—Stats".

1877-8, p. 563. . ^^
Act for promotionof culture of bees.—Stats, 1883, p. 285.
Inspectors of bees and duties.—Idem.

I do not think any general laws have been past since

1893, but there may be numerous local ordinances ot record

in the county or counties to which pertaining.
Geo. H. Stipp.

Importance of tlie Exchange.—Prof. Cook,

of California, who is in an excellent position to judge of the

advantages offered by the exchange or co-operation idea

among producers, writes us as follows on the subject :

The Southern California Fruit Exchange is becoming
more and more popular. Our producers on the farms and in

the orchards are coming to see that "co-operation" is the

motto of all successful business enterprise. The decline in

farm values, acd the absence of profits the last few years,

might have been avoided, had farmers followed those of all

other vocations—even down to the boot-blacks—and acted

together.
The Citrus Fruit Exchange has had a struggle. It had to

fight the commission men in solid phalanx, and the ignorance,

suspicion and short-sightedness in its own ranks. Of course,

the Fruit Exchange has made some mistakes. Every new en-

terprise must do so ; but it has saved the fruit industry of

Southern California from collapse, has grown steadily in pop-
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ularlty, and has demonstrated beyond question that co-opera-
tion is possible among farmers.

This year the Fruit Exchange has made very substantial
progress. There is no doubt but that successful co-operation
among all classes of farmers is to come in the near future,

and will do more for the prosperity of the country than almost
any other one thing. It is good that California can be a light

in this respect.

The Bee-Keepers' Exchange here has had but one year,
practically, to show its hand. The past season has been so

great a honey failure that no work or progress was possible.

Last year it made good progress. In all such enterprises it is

the main thing—an absolute necessity—to secure a manager
who is true, honest, competent, ani withal a hustler. I be-

lieve we have all of these in Mr. Clayton. It is one of the
greatest Importance that few or no mistakes be made in this

matter. It means more than benefaction to Southern Califor-

nia. Pronounced success will convince other sections, and the
entire country will be blest. Let us all help all we can.

A. J. Cook.

We are certainly in great sympathy with the objects and

work of the California Bee-Keepers' Exchange, and hold the

columns of the old American Bee .Journal ever open to its

help. We wish it success, and want to do all in our power to

make it a winner.

Keep Honey Customers Supplied.—Many
bee-keepers this year find that they have not produced enough

honey to supply their home demand. And some will think it

scarcely worth while to send ofiE for honey and thus furnish

their regular customers with it. Right there is where a mis-

take is made. By all means, get honey elsewhere, if possible,

and sell it to your old customers. Of course, they may have

to pay you a little more for it than in other years when you

had a crop of your own, but they will not object to that, any

more than they would object to paying a little more for flour

when the price of wheat is higher.

Now, we would say the above even if we had no honey to

sell ; but we feel that we are doing bee-keepers a good turn

when we buy their honey, and then offer to sell it again to

other bee-keepers. It helps all around, and we trust that

many more of our readers will avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity to get honey (as we offer on page 749), and keep their

customers supplied all winter, or until another honey harvest

comes. One of our readers gets several 60pound cans every

week, and is doing well with it. He puts it into gallon cans,

and gets §1.75 a gallon for it in a city trade. But even at

SI. 50 a gallon it wouldn't be bad. Try it.

"Tell Me His Name Again " is the expressive title of a
new missionary song—duet and chorus—the music of which
was written by Mrs. Mary E. Newlin—a sister of this editor.

The words were written by Mrs. A. W. Gruber. It is a beau-
tiful thing for any church missionary service. Send for it and
sing it. A single copy is mailed for only 15 cents, two copies

for 2.5 cents, or three or more for 10 cents each. Address,
Mrs. Mary E. Newlin, Meadville, Pa.

Mk. and Mrs. Tbos. Wm. Cowan's Great Loss.—Some
two weeks ago we announced the sad news from the British

Bee Journal of the loss by shipwreck of a daughter and son of

Mr. and Mrs. Cowan. In a later number of that journal the

junior editor, Mr. W. B. Carr, gives the following simple facts

as they occurred regarding the senior editor's son and daughter
on board the ill-fated steamer " Mohegan," which will be read
with much interest by all beekeepers on this side of the
Atlantic :

Mr. and Mrs. Cowan had arranged to pay a lengthened
visit—accompanied, by their only two daughters and second

son—to America, where their eldest son owns a fruit-farm, in

which his father is much interested, at Loomis, Calif. The
voyagers thus included all the members of Mr. Cjwin'.s family

except the youngest son, who is a pupil at the engineering
works of the Great Northern Riilway, Doucaster. Probably
all would have travelled from Liverpool in the Etruria, but

the two young people who were passengers on the " Mohegan,"
being fond of the sea, chose to take the longer v.iyage from
London and meet their parents at Chicago, Mr. Cowan him-
self having arranged to pay a promist visit to some American
and Canadian bee-keepers on his route to that city.

On Thursday, 0;t. 13, he saw his children depart on
board the " Mohegan " from the Tilbury dock in high spirits

and full of happy anticipation of their next meeting at Chi-

cago. It was his intention to join Mrs. Cawan at Doncaster
on the following Saturday and spend the intervening few days
there with their youngest son referred to above, the latter

being the only member of the family thus left in England.
But how true is it that " Mao proposes but God disposes."

Saturday brought news of the loss of the " Mohegan " off the

coast of Cornwall, and the day was spent in anxious suspense
by all who had relatives or friends on board. At 9:30 p.m. I

received at my home a "wire" to say that Mr. Cowan and
family had gone from Paddington to the scene of the wreck,
and on Monday our worst fears were confirmed. I, of course,

at once wrote to Mr. Cowan, but a note from himself crost

mine, in which I learned that the worst had happened, but

that he had recovered the bodies of his children, not bruised,

as so many were, but placid, as if sleeping peacefully, and he

was thankful. I pass over what immediately followed, except

to say that they were buried on the 19th inst., at the little

village church of Budock, close to the scene of the disaster,

the family returning to town the same day.

I saw Mr. and Mrs. Cowan at Hampstead on Thursday
and found them full of gratitude for the many letters express-

ing sympathy with them in their bereavement. Not a few
have reacht this office conveying similar sentiments, and
knowing how greatly Mr. Cowan regards the good wishes of

bee-keepers, I ask them to accept, on his behalf, this acknowl-
edgment of their kindness.

In conclusion, and as Mr. and Mrs. Cowan, with their

only remaining daughter, are now on the Atlantic on their

way to California, where they proceed direct from New York,
I hope to be pardoned for quoting a few words from a note to

myself, written by Mr. Cowan on board the " Etruria," after

leaving Liverpool, and thus conclude. The extract reads thus :

" I can hardly realize that so much has happened since last

Saturday, and that everything has been so ordered as not to pre-

vent our joining Alec, as soon as possible. When we think of how
others are suffering who have not found their friends, or have
found them mutilated, how thankful we are that ours were spared
all suffering, and that we were able to recover their precious re-

mains so soon. Now we are on the sea. but -in the hollow of His
Hand,' and trust in Him who doeth all things well."

The above words are more characteristic than any I could

write of one for whom so many of us feel a love and esteem

seldom given to a single individual in this world.

W. Broughton Carr.

Mr. a. W. Hart, of Stephenson Co., III., who called on us

a few weeks ago, wrote as follows Nov. 8 :

Friend York—The next morning after my return home
my folks got me out at daylight, to take up, whip, clean and
put down carpets, etc. " Well, now," I said, " this seems like

falling from the sublime to the rediculous. after being in Chi-

cago midst its beauty, grandeur and glory, and being piloted

about its illuminated streets by a sweet lady escort, to now get

down to the vulgar duties of a common house-cleaner, in the

dust and dirt." O well—
Such things need come into one's life.

If be keeps house, and has a wife
With talent to be clean and neat
Herself, and home keep nice and sweet.

So will her " king," it she's his queen,
Be. gallant still, nor be afraid
To he the court(i)er! he has been.

And, cheerful, lend ungrudging aid.

And every nook, with smiling face,

He'll cheerful meet with domestic grace;
If still " he worships her very tracks,"

He'll on his knees—and pull the tacks I

A. W. H.iKT.

We are glad to see that our 69-year-old friend is still a

young H(e)art(ed) lover, and makes himself " useful as well

as ornamental " around the house. But, then, that's a way
most good bee-keepers have.
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To Our R6Qular SubscriDers—Now torlNew Readers

!

6 Great 50-cent Offers-Each One Free!!
On this page you will find six splendid premium offers, and we will mail your choice of anyone of them for sendinft us

$1.00 for just one Xe'W subscriber for 1899—and we will throw in the last three months of this year's Bee Journal
free besides to each new subscriber you send on these offers. That makes 15 months of the Bee Journal to the new subscriber.
Or, for sending us 4 Jie'w subscribers, as above, we will mail the sender all of the 6 great 50-cent offers.

JUST READ V\ZHAT THEY ARE
Offer No. 1.—Samautha at Saratoga.

100,000 Sold at $2.50 per copy.

This is indeed a feast of fun. by the only peer of Mark Twain's
humor—JosiAH Allen's Wife (Marietta Holley.)

Read this Extract from tbe Book

:

And right here, let me insert this one word of wisdom for the special com-
fort of my sect, and yet it is one that may well be laid to heart hv tlie more op-
posite one. If your pardner gets restless and oneasy and middlin'cross, as pard-
ners will be anon or even oftener— start them off on a tower. A tower will in 9
cases out of 10 lift 'em out of their oneasiness, their restlessness and their
crossness.

Why I have known a short tower to Slab City or Loontown act like a charm
on my pardner. when croscness wuz in his mean and snappishness wuz present
with him. I have known him to set off with the mean of a lion and come back
with the liniment of a lamb.

And jest the prospect of a tower ahead is a great help to a woman in rulin'
and keepin' a pardner straight. Somehow jest liie thought of a tower sort of
lifts him up in mind, and happifys him. and makes him easier to quell, and pard-
ners must be quelied at times, else there would be no llvin' with 'em.

She takes off Follies. Flirtations, Low-Necked Dressing, Dudes.
Pug dogs, tobogganing, etc.

Opinions of Noted Crl(lc« :

"Exceedingly amusing."—Rose E.Cleveland. "Delicious Humor."—Will
Carleton. "So excruciatingly funny, we had to sit back and laugh until the
tears came."—Witness. " Unquestionably her best."- Detroit Free Press.
" Bitterest satire, coated with the sweetest of exhilarating fun."-Bishop New-
man.

Nicely bound in paper, fully illustrated, printed from new type
and on fine paper. 370 pages. Postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 2—New Waldorf Cook-Book.
Over 1.1)00 of tbe very best up-to-date recipes for every con-

ceivable variety required in the kitchen and other departments of
house-keeping, by iYlv!.. Anne Clarlio, thedistinguisht student
and instructor in culinary science, assisted by many of the most
successful house-keepers in various parts of Europe and America.
It gives the latest and best methods for economy and luxury at
home. Just the book for the housewife or daughter. Has had an
enormous sale at 'ii.00 a copy. 380 pages; paper bound; postpaid,
.50 cents.

Offer No. 3—Cattle, Sheep and Swine Book.
Fully Illustrated—.100,000 sold at $3.00 a copy.

This great work gives all the information concerning the vari-
ous Breeds and their Characteristics, Breaking, Training. Shelter-
ing, Buying, Selling, Profitable Use. and General Care; embracing
all the Diseases to which they are subject—the Causes, flow to
Know and What to Do given in plain, simple language, but scien-
tifically correct; and with Directions that are Easily Understood,
Easily Applied, and Remedies that are within the Reach of the
People; giving also the Most Approved and Humane Methods tor
the Care of Stock, the Prevention of Disease, and Restoration to
Health. Written by Dr. Manning.

Every farmer wants this great book. 390 pages, paper bound.
Postpaid. 50 cents.

Offer No. 4—Gleason's Horse-Book.
By Prof.^Oscar R.^GIeason.

This is the only complete and authorized work by America's
king of horse trainers, renowned throughout America and recog-
nized by the United States Government as the most expert and
successful horseman of the age. The whole work comprising His-

tory, Breeding, Training. Breaking, Buying. Feeding. Grooming,
Shoeing. Doctoring. Telling Age, and General Care of the Horse.
You will know all about a horse after you have read it. No one
can fool you on the age of a horse when you have this book. 416
pages, bound in paper, with 178 striking illustrations produced
under the direction of the United States Government Veterinary
Surgeon. In this book Prof. Gleason has given to the world for
the first time his most wonderful methods of training and treating
horses. 100,000 sold at $3.00 each. Our price, postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 5 Music, $5 for 50 cents.

Four pieces New Sheet Music, which sell at music stores at .50

cents each— .?'2.00; Three years" membership in the World's Musi-
cal Association (regular price -$1.00 a year), 5=3.00. Total, $5.00.

We offer the whole thing at 50 cents.
The four new pieces of sheet music are the very latest hits of

this year; are regular sheet music size and quality, but the title

pages are a new style of art, viz; Illuminated Chromatic designs
in five brilliant colors.

riiE surN'c: xixi.es are :

" l>o Yonr Honey Mo," by TuEO. Metz, author of " A Hot
time in the Old Town To-night." This latter piece, said to be
his best, is creating a great stir, and becoming immensely pop-
ular everywhere.

*' Queen ot llie Bieycle Cirls," by the celebrated com-
poser. Otto Langey, by far the most charming Bicycle Song
yet issued.

'• Blos!>onis from Over tlie Sea.'* by the distinguisht com-
poser. J. P. Skelly, a very beautiful Sentimental Song.

"He's .»<>( I^ilie All tlie Men," by the renowned com-
poser, Eastbukn. Wonderfully pleasing to the Ladies.

Xlie Worl<l*!!> .llitiiiiical Association is an organization
having special advantageous relations with the leading music pub-
lishers of this country and Europe, and being an enormous pur-

'

chaser, it is enable'cl to supply to its members (and will do so) any
music desired {at any time within the term of their membership),
at such wholesale prices as are usually granted only to very large
dealers.

Offer No. 6 The Poultry-Keeper Illustrators.

The four " Poultry-Keeper Illustrators " are the greatest books
on poultry subjects ever issued, and are a veritable poultry dic-

tionary, covering the ground so completely that, having these four
books, one needs scarcely anything more except 'grit " to become
a successful poultry-raiser. You cannot get such other books in
the whole world, not even for .$.50 each, for they do not exist.

Were tbey given jn another form and elaborate binding and col-

ored cuts you might think them easily worth S5 each, but what
you want is not elegant printing, and in these we give you the
value in information that you can make use of. They have cost
much in labor and cash, but you gf-t all this value for almost
nothing. We mail the -t Illustrators for 50 cents.

Illustrator ;^o. I.— Poultry Houses Incubators, Brooders,
Coops, etc., 35 cents.

Illustrator iWo. 3.—Artificial Incubation, Raising Chicks,
Testing Eggs, etc., 25 cents.

Illustrator ."^'o. 3.—PoultryJDiseases, Lice, Grapes, Moulting,
Egg Eating, etc., 25 cents. CZ'

Illustrator 3io. -S.—Judging Fowls, Description of Breeds,
Mating, etc., 25 cents.

Those offers ought to bring us in at least 2,000 new readers during this month and next.JiSYou could send in your own
renewal for 1899 at the same time you send in a new subscriber. If you wish. If you do, you can select any one of the above
offers free for yourself, provided you send at least fwo Ple-w SMbscribers at the same time. That would give you your
choice of tbree of the offers— by sending your own renewal for 1899, and two new subscribers (S3.00 in all).

Address GEORGE; "W. VORK & CO., iiS Klicliigran St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Qneens for Bnsiness.

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

" Bee-Keeptng for Beginners,'' price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BKOWN, Angnsta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

HATCH CHICKEiiS
BY STEAM-"Hi. the

simple, [lerfi-i't, sellrL'i'olatiHZ

FHRFISIOBINCUBflTOR
TliousftDds JD successful oi-eratifin.

Lowtst priced Ist-cla'-R hatclier ujailc.

GKO. II. STAin..
11 4 to y-Z-i S, «ih i^t.. Oiilncy. lU.

44A26t Please mentton the Bee Journal.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

n r ,»« »\ .inpn'";. *' 513 Mass. Ave.,
•\J»i'»PoVBtK^I>I) Indianapolis. Indiana,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nrr UCCDCDC I Let me send you my 64-

OLL-MlLrilnO I page Catalog lor 18ug

J. in. Jenkins, Wetnmplia, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing;

This Eniersou stlff-cloth-board Binder
for the American Bee Journal we mall for 60

cents; or will send It with the Journal for one
year — both for $1.50. It is a very fine

thing to pi'eserve the copies of the Bee Jour-

nal as fast as they are received. If you have
the "Emerson," no further bluding is neces-

sary.
GEORGE AV.

118 Michigan Street,

YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOB
Has No Sag in Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
flas So Fisbbooe in Ibe Sarplos Hooej,

aetnK ibe oleanost 1b nsnally workec
tbe qalokeet of any Foondatlon made

J. A. VAN DEIJSEN,
Sole MaDuraotnrer,

Bprout Brook MoniKomery Co.. N. T.

The A. 1. R.iot Co.'s Goods ^^H^e'tllT.""

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
tor use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H, HliNT
Cabh for Beeswaz. Bell Branch. Mich.
Please mention Bee Joiirnal when writing.

Member of Waterleaf Family.
I send aplant that I may,learn the name

thereof. It is tbe first or among the first

things in bloom in this section, and bees
seem very fond of it, remaining with it

throughout the day. It grows along
marshy lands, and along the foothills near
them. Bees build up rapidly in early spring
when located near it. so it must secrete
nectar profusely. W. I. Copeland, M. D.
Polk Co., Tenn., Nov. 3.

[The plant belongs to the order, Hyriro-
pbyllaceEe, or waterleaf family; species,

Phacelia purchii. Its limits are Pennsylva-
nia west to the Mississippi river, and south
to Alabama. The flowering season is April
to June. The order to which it belongs is

small, but has markt nectariferous proper-
ties, as some of the species (not this one)
are provided with nectariferous grooves to

facilitate the extraction of the juice by the
bee.

—

Editor].

The Langstroth Monument Fund.

Editor Yoek:—I send two dollars, one
of which is to renew my allegiance to the
United States Bee-Keepers' Union, and the
other to go into the fund for the erection of

a monument to Mr. Langstroth.
It seems a little singular that after the

great benefit that has accrued to the bee-

keepers of this country through the inge-

nuity and perseverance of Mr. Langstroth,
there should be so much apathy displayed
by them in regard to this matter, and I am
inclined to the belief that there are many
hundreds of them, who, like myself, have
been a little careless or negligent about it,

but who. ever since the subject was first

brought to their notice, have been intend-
ing to contribute their mite. There is an
old saying, that what can be done at any
time never gets done, but I hope there will

be exceptions enough to this rule to provide
a sufficient sum to erect a suitable monu-
ment to the memory of bim who did so

much for the bee-keepers of this country.
David Hall.

Wyoming Co., N. Y., Nov. 3.

Bather Discouraging Report.

Last tall I put 14 colonies of bees into the
cellar, and with three swarms this summer
made 17. Before taking out of the cellar,

three colonies starved; two of the new
swarms arose and bade me good-bye, think-
ing they could find a better country. Two
colonies the moths took possession of, and
the rest were robbed of honey, bees, and
all by stronger colonies; and I now have
four colonies left, three being good for the
winter, and one must be fed to winter at

all. You may lay some of it to me. but, as

tbe boy said, "lam not guilty of it all."

I took 60 pounds of honey, and the bees had
the rest. There will be less bees in Min-
nesota next spring than there are now. My
bees are blacks. The Italians get honey
from red clover, and the blacks cannot.

J, V. B. Herkick.
Hennepin Co., Minn.. Nov. 15.

A Very Dry Spell.

We are having a very dry spell, no rain
having fallen for quite a while, and north
winds have about dried up all the moisture
there was in the ground. We had early
rains and for a time everything lookt
favorable for a fine season. The new grass
soon grew sufficiently for tbe hills to be
again deckt in verdure; but they are now
almost as brown as they would be in July
or August, when California is a dry coun-
try indeed. This is the time for seasonable
rains; farmers and others rush their plow-
ing at this season. Where grain has been
sown and started it is getting a bad set-

Sweet i Clover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

SB) 10a> 258) 50n>
SweetClover 60 11.00 12.25 «4.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.23 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaOlover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 56 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.
Vour orders are solicited.

GEO. W. YOEK & CO , 118 Mich. St , Chicago.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Kipping, Cuttlng-ofC, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing
Edging-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold OD Trial. Cstalogrne Free.

SElNEriA FAI.I.S MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y

You Cau Learn

Shortiiand at Home
by our perfected method of giving lessons by
mail. Easiest, simplest system. Send stamp
for particulars.

Eclectic Sliortlianil College,

94 I>earborn Street, C'lilCACJO.
39Ayl D. F. HATMES, Manager.

Buy Your Sections i\ow
while we offer them at a LARGE
DIS^OU^T, having added to our
plant ont of the most complete one-
piece section machines, enabling us
to turn out the most beautiful sec-
tions on the market. By sending us
a list of Supplies wanted we can
save you %%%. K. H. SflHWIDT
A: CO., Box 187. Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
It you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP j*j».^
has a hobby which Is the sheep breeder .and

his Industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - • Chicagdn

Wliolesale
and' Ketall.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax IC for"atB A Specialty.

HiveN, Sertions, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write lor Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BEEISWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.
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A GREAT «s««**jg¥*

COMBINATION OFFER
COOK'S "BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE"

FOR ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
Yon ought to have a eood bee-book, if you haven't one already. Prof. A. J.

Cook's Manual, or " Bee-Keepers' Guide," is one of the very best publisht to-day.

It is bound substantially and neatly in cloth, contains over -450 pages, and retails at

§1.25 a copy, postpaid. But we are eoing to make you an offer, for the next
tliree weeks (positively ending Dec. 10), that -will open jour eyes.
Here it is

;

c~ To every subscriber who before Dec. 10 will pay his subscription to the Ameri-
can Bee Journal to the end of next year (1899) we will mail a copy of Prof. Cook's
" Bee-Keepers' Guide " for only 50 cents extra. That is really getting a dollar-

and-a-quarter bee-book for only 50 cents. Can you afford to miss such a chance
as that ? Address,

CiEOISCiiF W. YORK A: 4'0.. 11« x>li«-liig:nu St., Chicago. III.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers In the Northwest, and belteving
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas-

ing' Koods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-fretg-ht rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establlsht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keen a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Hlgginsviile. Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par eicellent. Polisht, snowy-white Section^, beautiful straw-

colored transparent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Kxtractora. and all other flrst-
clas sgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our cuPtf-mer In the future.

^r"PKOGKESSiVE Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25c. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Hhoqressive free, and a beautitul Catalog for the asking.

Address,
|^gjj|,y Maimfaduriiig Company, n'lff'Cr.'i'^is^^u^'S.., o°Laha, Neb.

Please mention Bee Journal -w^hen "wrriting,

26c Cash Paid for Beeswax.
This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are paying 26 cents a
pound — CASH — upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money
PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE "W. YORK & CO.,
lis micliigan »)lreel, CHICAGO, ILL.

BY BUYING AND USiNO
°""
$5.00
FARMER'S
FEEP

COOIiEMS

- low prk-ed. not cheap. :\Iade from the best of cast gray iron
ii IJ oz. galvanizea steel boiler to hold LOpals. Just the thinpr
cookiiitt I'eid ior Ftto^k, pign or poultry and heat

ho^:^"^ Reliabis StoclTFood'Cookers ^'r'iiiE
nmchlar).'..-rra|iMrity. -J.", t.. lOi.l t^-als. We ^\ ill he irlad to .niote
prices on iiiquiry. l>o iii.t buy until v<.u pet our five descrin-

.irculars. Better \\ rite for them at ouce.tive

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.
Box i32, Qut.ncy, Illinois.

'-'lease mention Bee Journa.i "wliun "WTitiTi::.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-EeeDers' SupDlies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material is cut from 'patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and wtiitest
BasS'^VOOd is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

back, so much so that in places it is dying
out. If it continues, the price of butter,
hay. grain and other rural products will

advance very materially. Those apiarists

who are holding on to their honey will be
apt to get a good price. Tbere seems to be
no reason why extracted honey should not
go up to 7 cents and over. Some bee-keep-
ers are already getting an advanced price
for their honey. Mr. J. H. Martin writes
me from the northern part of the State
that he obtained H cents for his honey. It

was shipt to the San Francisco market.
This is ahead of what honey brought last
year by double.
You may judge how bad the outlook is

tor rain when I state that prayers are be-
ing offered up in the churches for season-
able rain. W. A. Prtal.
Alameda Co.. Calif., Nov. 14.

Tin vs. Wood for Honey.
The editorial on page 712 gives only one

side of this matter. I wax all my barrels
with paraffine at an expense of 10 cents
each or less. This prevents soaking of
honey into the barrel, of which is given an
extreme case, as also all danger of flavor-

ing the honey with any wood flavor the
barrel might give.

The objection to tin cans, with us at
least, who live so far from the general
market, is the extra cost. The greater ex-
pense of tin, as well as the extra freight on
honey in cans over honey in barrels, is

very nearly or quite one cent a pound;
while the increast price we may obtain for

it may be one-fourth cent a pound. .The
question with us down here is simply one
of dollars and cents, and barrels seem to

have a decided advantage.
O. O. POPPLETON.

Dade Co., Fla., Nov. 14.

Very Good Season for Bees.

It has been a very good season here for
bees this year. I got I.IJUO pounds from
my apiary, and have sold $180 worth of
honey. I got Vi cents a pound at our sta-

tion. I don't know whether that is as well

as other bee-keepers have done with their
honey, but as to market reports. I think it

will average with them. I have 6.5 colonies
of bees which are in good condition for
winter. G. H. Adkins.
Essex Co., N. Y., Nov. 14.

Honey Crop a Failure.

The honey crop is a failure here, but
some colonies that I moved to the moist
sunflower lands have filled up and are in

excellent condition for winter; and if I had
known the benefit to be derived from mov-
ing I should certainly have moved all I

had; and I think if they had been moved
early I could have extracted at least once,
and they would also have filled up so as to

winter in good condition.
L. L. Andrews.

Riverside Co., Calif., Nov. 7.

Does Chilling Injure a Queen ?

Early in the [last summer. I had a colony,
started from a nucleus, which did not
thrive, notwithstanding [ had coaxt it by
every means I knew, during the winter and
spring. It had dwindled to a handful of
bees, but as the queen was Italian and the
producer of fine looking bees, I did not like

to lose her. altho she seemed to be quite un-
prolific. I. therefore, placed in the hive
several sheets of brood and adhering bees
from a strong colony. Immediately there
was a big battle. I concluded it would be
best to look out tor my queen and save her
if possible, but could not find her anywhere.
As she was dipt, she could not fly away, so
I closed the hive reluctantly to await
results.
Late in the afternoon. I went to the hive

and there discovered my cherisht queen on
the flat of her back on the ground and dead
(?). I took her to the house to show my
brother-in-law and, as he held her in his
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BABY BEEF and PIG PORK
the kind tbatnever stops growing a minute ami which matures at an early age,

is the kind tliat produces the greatest percentage of profit. This problem of quick
maturity is solved by

Th€ Electric Feed Cookers.
They onok all kinds of stot-k food, ground or \m?round,
qulckly,thoroughly and cheaply. Because of their pe-
culiar construction they require less fuel than any cooker
made. They have a dead-air space between the inner and
outer plates, which conserves the heat, and thus they

REQUIRE LESS FUEL AND RETAIN THE HEAT LONGER.
Made of best gray iron easting's and lined with plates of steel. Boilers

of best galvanized steel. Three styles, five sizes—25 to IDO gallons. Free

book oil 'Fi'fd Cookiu ;" sent to all interested parties on application.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., Box 16 . Quincy, Illinois.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HONEY * FOR * SALE.
Best Wlilte Alfalfa Exlracled...

ALl. IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

This is the famous white extracted honey gathered in the

great Alfalfa regions of the Central West. It is a splendid

honey, and nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can hardly get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

Prices are as Follows:

A sample by mail, 8 cents in stamps, to pay for package and postage. By
freight—One 60-pound can, 8 cents per pound ; 2 cans, 7% cents per pound

;

4 or more cans, 7M cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order.

This honey is ABSOLUTELY PURE BEES' HONEY, the finest of the kind
produced in this country.

tW We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey
for their home demand the past season, just order some of the above, and sell it.

And others, who want to earn some money, can get this honey and work up a de-

mand for it almost anywhere. The Circular, " Honey as Food," will be a great
help in creating customers for honey. Address,

OtORGE W. YORK & CO., 11§ Micliig^an St., Chicago, III.

WE CAN SUIT YOU IN PRICE AND WE
^

GUARANTEE TO PLEASE VOU IN QUALITY.
\\ h;it murt' could we do.' Uur catalu^^ue tetla all, \

iii IS devoted largely to practical matters pertaining \
P'jultry raising. Has 148 pages: mailed to any v

iiddri'ss for tic. No wild and woolly statements, toy C

outfits, nor prize package lots to f
oriel-. Fair treatment, prompt r

scrvu-i' ;ind full value are what/
w-i- Ii-y t.i uive our customers. /

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO. Box 78, Des Moines, Iowa.)
INCUBATORS
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

We -want
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

To bave a copy of

\Mi Our 1898 Catalog \i/\i/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a' copy!

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the Southwest—

.

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention the Bee Jonrnal IfcJTsIr?^

warm palm, shei'slightly moved a leg. By
blowing his breath upon her, she livened up
and kickt some more. I told him to nurse
her and see it she would not revive, while I

went to prepare a cage. In a little time
she was crawling all over his hand. I then
put her in the cage, stopt up with candy,
and placed her in the top of the hive. In a
few days she was out and as contented as

tho nothing had befallen her. She now
has a large and growing family and plenty
of brood.
This seems to combat the idea that chill-

ing of the queen destroys or impairs her
laying qualities. Geo. H. Stipp.
San Francisco Co., Calif.. Not. 10.

Very Poor Season.

Bees did very poorly here the past season.
I have about SOU pounds of honey from 55

colonies. All seem to have plenty to carry
them through the winter. We live in hopes
for a better season next year.

William M. Dick.
Ford Co., 111., Nov. 10.

Bees Did Well.

Bees came through last winter better
than ever before. I had 9 colonies, spring
count, increast to 17, all strong with the
exception of one. Some colonies stored 50

to 60 pounds of surplus honey ; others very
little. Take it throughout the county, bees
have done very well.

My honey has been of first-class quality,
and I had no trouble in selling it in the
home market.

I use sframe dovetailed hives, but prefer
the 10-frame, and will put my new swarms
into them another year. Will Howe.
Saginaw Co., Mich., Nov. 10.

One of the Asters.

I send a sample of a flower that blooms
here. It is a newcomer, first making its

appearance three years ago. It is a great
bloomer, beginning about Sept. 25, and
continues to bloom up to about Oct. 25.

Some will bloom later. Some of it is in
bloom here now, but I speak of the full or
general blooming period. Our hives hlled
right up when it was in bloom, and if it

had not been for it we would have had to
feed considerable. This has been a very
poor honey season here, up to the time of

the bloom of the flower I send you—a regu-
lar honey-drouth. Fkank P. Cook.
Wetzel Co., W. Va., Nov. 4.

[The flower belongs to the Composite
family ; species, aster ericoides ; variety,
villosus. All the asters seem to have a flne

record as nectar-yielders.

—

Editor.]

No Surplus—ftueens and. Premiums.

We had a fine crop of white clover, also a
fine crop of alsike, but not a pound of sur-
plus honey did we get. This tall we had a
good crop of yellow flowers called Spanish-
needle,, but were not that; also a large crop
of smartweed, yet not one pound of honey
for rae. The most of the colonies have
enough to winter on. but there are a few
weak ones that I will have to feed. The
Ruler of the universe withheld the nectar
from the flowers, so then of course the bees
could not get it. My bees workt hard, and
it seemed to make tliem angry because they
could not get the honey; they were crosser
at one time than I ever saw them before,
but they have given it up now as a bad job,
and concluded that it was not worth while
to make a fuss about it.

I saw in the Bee Journal that Mr. Grabbe
has suggested some good ideas in not offer-

ing premiums on Albino. Cyprian and Holy
Land bees. I think very tew people are
breeding them in this country, and I don't
know whether the Carniolans are any
better.

I sent this season to a Texas queen-
breeder for two queens, one golden Italian

and one Carniolan. The golden Italian 1

wanted to change my stock, so as not to
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BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID BV

Geore:e W. York & Co.,
Cliicasot Ills.

Bees and Honey* or Manngenient of an Apiary
'or Pleasnre and Protil, by Tliomaa G.Newman.—
'Jhls edition has been larfjoly rewiltten. thoroughly
"evlsed, and Is " fully up wltli the times " In all the
Inprovements and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
iping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
averythlufj that can aid In the successful manage-
nnent of an apiary, and at the same time produce
r;he moat honey In an attractive condition. It con-
'^alns 2^0 pajies, and 245 Illustrations—Is beautifully
printed In the hitrheststvie of the art, and bound
.a cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

liangstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
iDadaut—This classic in bee-culture, has been
intlrelj* re-written, and Is fully illustrated. It
ftreats of everythlnti relating to bees and bee-keep-
ng. No apiarian library is complete without this
standard work by Rev. L. L. I^anestroth — the
f'atherof American Bee-Culture- It has 5-'U pages;
jound lu cloth.

Prlce.Ipostpald, 81.2511

Mee-K-ecpers' 6nlde, or Manual of the
iplary. by Fruf A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is nut only Instructive
ind helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but Is

nterestlng and thoroughly practical and scientific.

Xt contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
iphysiulogy of bees. 400 pages ; bound In cloth and
tully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. 81.25.

Sclentlflc Qiieen-Kearlnff, as Practically
ipplled, by G JVl. Doollttle.—A method by which
>,he very best of tjueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way lT**t pages, bound In
^oth, and Illustrated. Price. $1.00.

Jl n C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

oyclopiedla of 400 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
ialns ;iUO engravings. It was written especially fox
"beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
3f this work is too well known to need further
lescrlptlon of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Vou should read his book. 90
oages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eeplnif, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German bockoa
i^e-cnlture. It has 350 pages; bcand
'11 paper covers, $1.00

Bleneu-Kulturt by Thomas G. Newnan. -

This Is a German translation of the prlnclpF^ por-
tion of the book called Bees op Honey, 10 J page
ipamphlet. Price, W cents.

Bieneiizuclit tind Honisgewinnung^
nacb der neuesten methode (Germanf by .1. F.

Eggers. This book gives the latest, most ap-
proved methois of bee-keeping, in aa easy,
comprehensive style,with Illustrations to suit

the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, oOc.

r~Bee-Keepint!: for Beginners, by Dr. J.
P. H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes of
management in order to secure the most profit. 110
pages, bound in paper. Price, 5U eents,

Bee-Keeping lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's "new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb ur extracted honey." 8<_i p ..illustrated. 25c.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers, ^

Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parllnmen-
!.ary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
-ilso Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
ilscusslon, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Praetioal Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Apiary Kegister, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, li.oo; for 100 colonies, $1.25.

jPreparation of Honey for the Market^
fncludlng the iiruductlon and care of comb anrt

extracted honey. A chapter from Bees AN)?
HoxEV Price, 10 cents

Bee-PuBturagre a Keces«Ity.—This book BUg
gseta what and huw to plai It is a chapter froct'

aSES AND HuNEV. PrIce, iO cents.

Dr. Howard's Book on Fonl Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, :35 cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplnfr. by G.
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 eta.

Foul Brood Treatment, i^y Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts

Fonl Brood, by A. R. Kohnbe.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Honey as Food Is a neat little 24-pafi:e
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to creat-
ing a demand for honey among shoul(l-be consum-
ers The forepart of the pamphlet was written by
Dr, C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general ntorma-
tion concerning honey. The latter part consists of
recipes for use in cooking and as a medicine. It

will be found to be a very effective helper in work-
ing up a home market fur honey. We turnish them,
postpaid, at these prices : A sample for a stamp; 2b
copies lor 30 cents; 5'i lor 50 cents; luo for yn cents;
25n for $2.00; .wofor $3..=i0. For 25 cents e.vtra we
will print your name and address on the front page,
when ordering lOO or more copies at these prices.

€oixiiuereial Calculator, by C. Ropp.~
A ready Calculator, Business Aruhmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4ii cts. No. 2
in dne artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green'w Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, Isl. How We Made'tbeOId Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture: 3rd. How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4lh. General Fruit In-

structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Oreliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating: Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. H4 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details his management of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Kendall's Horse-Book> — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 eta.

Stlo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Coob.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agrl*.
cultural College. Price, 25 cts.

Itumber and l^og-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—t^iH instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for caatinjr up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

CaponH and Caponizlns:, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.— Illustrated. All about
caponizing fuwls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 3o cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3o cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural I-lfe.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.~It telle

how to grow them protltably. Price, 40 cts.

Book Clubbing Offers.

(Bead Carefnlly.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Kemember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page

Following Is the clubbing-list:

1 Langstroth on the Honey-Bee $3.00
3. A B of Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I

Cloth bound! 1.65

5. Doollltle's Scientific Queen-Hearing. 1.75

6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Blenen-Kultur [German] l.'iO

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper bound] 1.75

13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15

14. Convention Hacd-Book 1.18

15. Poultry tor Market and Profit i.lO

17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
IS. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10

19. Green's Four Books 1.15

21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-clal Calculator, No. 3.. 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
.34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush— 1.20
35. Silo and Silage ;...1.10
36. Winter Problem In Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00

breed in and in. not that I expected to get
any better or yellow bees, but to change or
improve the stock. The Carniolan I thought
I might take to the State Fair, but not 50.

The golden queen bred poor 3-banded bees;
the so-called Carniolan breeds bees just like

3-quarter blacks; a good many have one
yellow band, the rest none.

I had two queens that were wrongly
mated the past season, and their offspring
were very much like the so-called Carnio-
lan, the only difference being that my
queens bred more yellow-banded bees than
the Texas one did. but the bees that had no
yellow on them had just as white rings as
the others.

I had a queen from Texas a few years ago
that bred as fine bees as one generally sees,

but it was from a different breeder. I will

not name any breeder, but it the one that I

got the two queens from the past season
sends out such queens tor purely-mated
queens, he surely will kill his reputation, if

he has any. The guilty conscience needs no
accuser.

I was not at the State Fair this fall, as

my wife is in poor health, and it did not
suit tor me to leave home very well; and
the premiums offered on bees and queens
did not please me. It required too many
kinds of bees and queens; I don't care to

keep all these varieties of bees, and to send
off and get them to make a display, it

would cost more than it would amount to.

I hope there will be some change between
now and next season.

Thomas S. Wallace.
Adams Co., 111., Oct. 17.

Bidding' the Apiary of Ants.

I think I have solved successfully the
problem of getting rid of ants in the apiary
and here it is;

Shake a goodly supply of airslackt lime
around the hives, only, of course, keep it

off the alighting-board, and it ants are

under the cover, or in the supers, lift the

cover and sprinkle along the edge of the

super, inside. Of course, if it should rain

the following night, the lime will harden
and do no good, and you would have to

apply again as soon as dry. for it is by
the crawling through the fine, dry lime

that the ants so much dislike. This will

keep the yard sweet and free from bugs
and ants, and costs but a trifle.

My bees did fairly well the past summer,
producing about TO pounds of comb honey
a colony, spring count. J. H. TiCHENOR.
Crawford Co , Wis., Oct. 29.

Honey-De'W.
Much has been publisht of late on this

subject, and while no one praises it as be-

ing first-class honey, si me think it from
fair to middling, while others say it is

worthless, or nearly so. But this depends

on its source of production ; with us it is

produced almost entirely by the Aphidfe

family. When it is secreted by the white

or green aphis a certain percent of it will

pass, but when it is produced by the yel-

low, brown, or black aphis the most ot it is

practically worthless. I have been accused

of calling this stuff • bug-juice;" it is

known by that name here.

It is claimed by some that it falls as a

real dew; this is a mistake. One person

recently wrote that he found it on the pop-

lar leaves, but said there were no insects

on them at the time; but he did not tell us

that they never ba(i been on them. The
eggs are often laid on the leaf or stem.

After they hatch, the small insect crawls

over the leaf, sucking the sap from it aiid

leaving a sticky substance in its trail.

In some varieties, if examined by a micro-

scope, nearly the entire body looks like

small particles of honey, or honey-dew.

I enclose samples of the green and brown
aphis on the apple and poplar; also sample

of a dark variety on the willow leaf; they

are alive now, but they may not be when
received. I send also samples of suctorial

insects—the woolly aphis and scale. They
work on the bark, and are injurious to the

lite ot the tree. These insects and the
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coddling-moth have caused much loss to

bee-keepers through the useless practice of

spraying trees, vines, etc., while in bloom.
Sometimes the secretions of these insects

win partly dry on the leaves; then if there

is a light, drizzling rain or a heavy dew, it

becomes softened. In any case there can
be no such thing as a real honeydew. We
can acconnt for storms of ashes, dust, salt,

etc.. because they are taken up and again
deposited by natural cause. Could it be
possible for such a thing as real honey-dew
falling? Would it not be like the other
storms referred to—cover other space or
surface as well as leaves? 80 far, we have
not been troubled with this honey-dew
question here, as far as the bees are con-
cerned. I investigated the insect question
to some extent while the blossom-spraying
excitement continued, and, like other
things, it is simple when known or under-
stood. E. S. LOVESY.
Salt Lake Co.. Utah, Nov. 4.

Transferring—Getting Bees in Supers.

I had a little experience in transferring,
this year, that pleased me some. I pur-
chast a few colonies this season that were
in hives that had very crooked combs. I

simply put under them hives with frames
and starters, and in abjut six weeks found
them moved down below on nice combs,
with plenty of brood, and the top story full

of honey. I then put a Porter escape under
the top story, and a day or two after I took
It off, and put the combs into the solar ex-
tractor, and had my bees in a new hive on
nice combs. Whether this plan will work
at all times or not I do not know, but so
far it has workt all right with me.

I had some trouble the past season with
swarms not working in the sudors, and I

separated the brood-chambers (I use the
Heddon hive with two brood-chambers)
and put another in between (tiered them,
rather) with frames and starters: they
then went to work in the brood-chamber
with the frames and starters in, and filled

the upper story with honey, and I workt
them for extracted and they did very well
for this poor year. W. W. Whipple.
Arapahoe Co., Colo.

New York.—The tenth annual meetinp; oC
the Ontario Co.. N. v.. Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion will be held in Canandalg-iia, N. i'.. Dee.
8 and 9, 1898. An Interestlajf program Is In
course of preparation AU interested In bees
or heekeeplDg are Invited to attend.

Bellona. N. i'. Kuth E, T.wlor, Sec.

Colorado.—The folorado State Bee Keep-
ers' Association will hold their annual con-
vention Nov. 30 and Dec. I and i. 189s. in the
State Capitol Building:. Denver. The Horti-
culturists meet Nov. 28. -^9 and :!0, our first
day beiuti their last. This arrangement will
give member.- of both a chance to attend the
other's meeting and discuss common in-
terests. R. 1;. AIKIN, Pres., Loveland, Col.

F. Rauchfuss, Sec Elyrla, Col.

Ontario.—The annual meeting of the On-
tario Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
In Guelph, Deo. 6, 7 and 8, 1898. owing to
the Guelph Fat Stock show, the Guelph Poul-
try and Pet Stock Show, and the Experimen-
tal Union meetiug on the same dates, there
will be a large meeting of bee keepers, and
each association will be a help to the other, as
many are interested In all the dlllVreut meet-
ings. AU are cordially invited to attend the
meetings. W. ConsE. Sec.
StreetiVille. Ont.

FARM BEE-KEEPING
Is one of the leading departments in the
Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, the best
general FARM and BEE paper in ex-
istence. Write for sample copy to-day,
and for clubbing rates with any paper
you want. Address,

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Ho.

A liOW CLUBBING RATE:
Send Jl.,50 to the American Bee Journal

office, and get both the Modern Farmer and
the Bee Journal for a year. G. W. Y. ,i CO

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our

readers a special offer on booklets on Bees.

Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mail any 6 of the list below:

and for ¥1.25 we will mall the wrhole
dozen
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkevs for Market and Profit 2oc
4. Our Pbnlfy Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Caoonlzng 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.- 25c
7 Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kubnke 10c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Bleneu-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHIOAGO, ILL.

THIS-

Wood Biuder
will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for
30 eeat!«. Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-
ence in book form.
By paying for a year's sub-

scription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS,

CiEO. ^V. TORK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago, 111.

Important Cbangfe in Time
on Nickel Plate Road.

Coinmeuclng Sunday, Nov. 13, the
New York and Boston Express will leave
Chicago daily at 10:20 a.m., instead of

10:35 a.m., as formerly. Other trains

will leave daily at 2:55 p.m. and 10:15
p.m., as heretofore. The same high
standard of through train service and
excellent equipment will be maintained,
as in the past. No extra fares will be
charged on any train. Rates always the
lowest. Sleeping-car space may be re-

ceived for any future date. Chicago
Passenger Station, Van Buren St. and
Pacific Ave., on the Loop. City ticket

office. 111 Adams St. Telephone Main
3389. (47-1-76)

Qiieeii-Olippiiig Device Free

The Monette Queen-Cllp-
plng device is a fine thing
for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail
it for 25 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for
sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

tor a year at .Sl.OO ; or for §1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. TORK & CO.,
lis Michigan street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

HONEY and BEESWAX
niARKEX 4iU0XA'ri0.1IS.

Chicago, Nov. 19. — Our market is very
strong at, i;!c tor best grades of white comb
honey, with good No. 1 at 11 to 12c; airbers
ran«e from 8 to lie. according to appearance,
quaity and tlavor. Extra ted, while. 6 to 7c:
umber. 5 to 6c: dark. oc. Beeswax, 27c. All
grades and kinds of honey are salable at this
time K. A. Burnett & Co.

San rrancisco, Nov. 2.—White comb. 9!.%

to i014c; amber, "Vt to 9e. Extracted, white,
7to7"-ic, ; light amber, 6!.4 to 6^c. Beeswax,
24@27c
Tnere ie so little extracted now ofi'erlng:

that it is hardly quotable in a wholesale way.
Comtt Is in fair euoply and is being very
steadll.v held, altbo with the demand for
satne almost wholly local, the movement is

not very rapid.

St. Iionis, Sept. 9.— Fancy white comb.
12tol2'/5e.; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie: No. 1
white. 9 to 10c. ; dark and partially filled from
5 to Sc. as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
1 white, 6 to 6>4c: No.2. o!^c; amber, oe; in
barrels. No. 1 white. 5^c; amber. 4H to 5c;
dark, 4 to 4i4c. Choice Beeswax, prime. J4c:
choice. 24 V4c. At present there Is a good de-
mand tor honey. Westcott Com. Co. .

Kansas City, Sept. 9.—Fancy white comb,
12@i:ic; No. 1, li(ai2c: amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white, 5H@f;c; amber, 5@514c; dark,
4V4@5c. Beeswax. 22@25c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

C. O. Olemons & Co.

Boston, Sept. 30.— Our honey market
shows a decided firmer tone biuoe our last. A
few sales have been made at 15c lor an extra
fancy lot. while almost all sales ranging from
A No. 1 to fancy now are made at 14c, while
occasionally, something a little off. will bring
as low as 12H to 13c. We do not look to see
any lower prices.
Extracted. Florida, in barrels, mostly 6c to

7c. with a good demand. Beeswax, slow sale
at 26c for best. Blake. Scott & Lee.

Indianapolis, Oct. 3.—Fancy white comb
honey. 12 to 12^c; No 1.10 to lie. Demand
fairly good. Tar-colored comb houpy, 8 to 9c,
with almost no demand. Cloverand Dasswood
extracted honey, 6^4to7c Beeswax. 2."^ to 27c,

Walter S. PonDER.
Milwaukee, Oct. 18.—Fancy 1 pounds. 12i4

to l.ic : A No. 1, 12 to I2!4c; No 1, 11 to 12o;
No. 2. 10 to 10!4; mixt, amber and dark, 8 to
9c. Extracted, white. In barrels, kegs and
palls, ay, to 7c; dark, 5 to 5i4c. Beeswax, 26
to 27c.
This market is in good condition for the best

grades of honey, either comb or extracted.
The receipts of the new crop are very fair,
and some of very nice quality. The demand
has beeu and continues to be very good, and
values are firm on fancy grades and straight,
uniform packing. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Columbus, O., Nov. 18.—Market somewhat
easier. Quote: Fancy, 14c: No. 1, 12c: No. 2.
10c: amber. 9c; buckwheat, 8c.

CoLUMBDS Com. and Storage Co.

New York, Oct. 22.—Receipts of comb
honey are large, and there is quite a stock
now on the market. While white Is In good
demand, buckwheat and mlxl seem to be
somewhat neglected, and quotation prices
have to De shaded in order to sell In quantity
lots: VVe quote;
Fancy white, Vi to 14c; No. 1 white. 11 to

12o; amber. 10c; mlxtand buckwheat. 8 to 9c.
Stocks ol extracted are llithtof all kinds. De-
mand Is good at following prices: White, 6
to6V4c; amber, oV4c; dark, 5c. Southern, In
half barrels and barrels at from 55c to 60c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26c.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoelken.

Detroit, Oct. 20.—Honey In better delnand
and tietter prices as follows: Fancy white,
13(ai4c: No. 1, 12@l3c; fancy dark and am-
ber. 10® He. Extracted, white. 6ia7c; dark. 5
taSVic. Beeswax, 25@26c. M. H. Hunt.

Minneapoli". Oct. 20 —Fancy white clo-
ver comb Is now selling at ll@12c.; amber,
lOHc. Extracted fancy white clover. 5>4c.;
amber, 4?!£@5c. Dark grades, both comb and
extracted, not wanted at low prices.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Buffalo, Nov. 11.—Strictly fancy honey Is
verj scar e and held at i:)c: occasionally 14c;
but It must be perfect goods; fair to good
white. 11 t 12c; If much soiled. 9 to lOo: dark
grades. 7 to 8c. Trade Is good for all qualities
and no largt- stocks In market. Extracted,
5 to 6c. Beeswax, 24 to 28c.

Battkrson & Co.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

.
Is Now Allowefl on Orflers.

If you want

SJiippinn Cases, Cratesi

Extractorsi
Or aDytliins; else, ivrlte to us. Catalog

Free. Saiuple Copy

M^erieam Bee ^ Keeper,
(Monthly, oOc a year) free. Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAUESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Apiarian Supplies

!

Wholesale and Retail.

A FULL LINE KEPT IN STOCK
Very Low Prices.

Write lor an estimate on what you want.

I. J. STRIIWGHAITI,
105 Park Place, - NEW YORK.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hlvea, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytbing used in the
Bee-lndU8try.
We want the name and ad-

I dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write tor Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MauufactnrinE Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

en IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.2.5 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif..

tor bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

I^AiiE MENS PAY!
t i.-. kb." . a., ibi.'^ iHn,l

!

(orourCa!alu(,'u>-:""il'oi'l"-) <i"l<lf- Ht^Ils
all al.out the p'nillrv husiiiv-ss and ahmil the

CYPHERS INCUBATOR
whicli embi'-IiL'S all lheeoi»iI p<,inls of other
tischinysaiid thefaullsot noue. Sent freight

I
paid toevcrj-bii'-.r. Cat-iiosne !0c. rircui^rafree.

The Cyphers inch. Co. Box 50, Wayland. N.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

if you care to know of ita Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Oopj
of Calitornla'B Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^^'^
Dadant's Foundation. y^SYear

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because Illi SI YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

i%

n

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firmness, I\o Sst.^'
^ins:. :\'o Loss.

PATE.^X \VFU1> PROCESS
SHEE'l'Il^Ci.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by meiil.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HatlCOCk CO., ILL.

Ol]R MOTTO—" Well Mauulactured Stock ! (Jiiiek Shipraeuts
!

"

SECTIONS, SHjPPING-CASES.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber is used.

It#" Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

Gleanings at Half Price,

Or, Two Papers for the Price of One.

We have made arrangements whereby, for a limited time, we can send either the Farm
Journal, published at Phlladflphia. or the Poultry-Keeper, publisht at PaikeslmrK. Pa., both
flftycent monthlies, and the very best In their line, with Gleanings iu Bee-Calture, to a
nt-w or old subscriljer. both for one year. But the conditions of this offer -re that the money
L$l 00| shall be sent In advance, and that all arrearages to Clearings, If any, shall be squared

Tlie Ohio Fanner and Gleanings in Kee-Culture

both lor One Year for .$1.10.

We will send the Ohio Farmer, a dollar weekly, one of the leading agricultural papers of

the United States, and Gleanings lu Bee-Culture, both for one year, to a new or old subscriber,

lor 91.10, paid in advance, and all arrearages to Gleanings, U any, squared up.

Tlie Farm Jonrnal Is now In its 21st year, and takes the lead among all the low-priced
agricultural papers. It Is packt, full ol practical hints and suggestions; puffs no swindles, and
inserts no humbug advertisements.

Tlie Ohio Farmer Is a larger paper, and Is Issued weekly, and Is one out of a few really

good larm papers.

TUe Pt'ultry-Kceper Is monthly, edited by P. H. Jacobs, and publisht at Parkes-
burg. Pa. It has a limed cover in two colors, and is beautifully gotten up.

Remember that. In order to secure any one of these three papers. In combination with
Gleanlniis, ihe money must be paid in advance, and arrears to Gleanings, if any, squared up
These offers are verv low, and will ue withdrawn soon.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
MEDINA, OHIO.
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UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Annual Couveiitlou Held at
Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DR. A. B. MASON, SEC.

SECOND DAY— Afternoon Session.

IContlnued Irom page 741.1

The afterooon sessioa was called to order by Pres. York,
and was opened by singing.

The following was written by Mr. S. A. NIver, of Tomp-
kins Co.. N. Y., and read to the convention by the Secretary
In Mr. NIver's absence, entitled,

Experiences and Suggestions in marlietiiig Honey
After the honey harvest is over, we look proudly at the

piles of nice white cases with such beautiful, clean looking
combs shining through the glass, and realize that all that care
and skill can do to make it attractive has been done, we come
face to face with that momentous question—What shall we do
with It ? The old, time.honored method of bundling the whole
crop off to some city commission house, selected by guess
usually, to get returns for it perhaps, sometime, has proved
so unsatisfactory that we have all been working at this vexing
problem which has not kept pace with other improvements in

apiculture.

Eliminating unnecessary charges and expenses, getting
closer to the consumer, trying to educate the public to the
knowledge of the beauties, healthf ulness and desirabilty of
honey as a food, and a medicine; airing the subject In bee-
journals, even forming exchanges, and talking of combina-
tions, trusts, or what not ; some good has come of this agita-
tion, doubtless, but the principal point imprest on my mind by
the greater part of the sage counsels of the experts is—get
your honey in nicer shape than the other fellow, and you can
sell yours, and its none of your business what he does with
his. This method is strictly in accord with the Golden Rule
(Chicago edition)—" Do others or they'll do you." But that
other fellow cuts the price, and in these hard times the price is.

of more importance to the consumer than polish. The result
is a constant strife to outshine your neighbor, and a more
pronounced vacuum in the wallet, as well as a more exacting
market.

"Competition is the life of trade," and death of profits.
Eight here it might not be too badly out of order to quote
some crumbs of concentrated wisdom from the ready pen of our
General Manager, Mr. Secor :

"There was a time in the history of mankind when the indi-
vidual seemed to be the more potent (actor in society and business
than at present, but the world is older than it was. almost every-
thing is done differently from what it used to be. Business meth-

ods have so improved that a dollar goes farther in transacting the
world's business than it did in the olden time. This has been
brought about through organization and combination. A great
many individual dollars brought together through associated
effort, may be made to produce effects which never could have
been brought about by the same individuals acting each for him-
self independently. Men interested in a common purpose are en-
abled to unite on a common plan of action, and work to some
effect."

That would seem to point to a combination of bee-keepers,
to make the most possible out of their product, to do business
at the minimum expense, and maximum profit—but few be-
lieve it possible for so large a body to hang together, and so
all stumble along in the same old rut.

My first experience as a honey-salesman was pleasant
enough, for I had an extra fancy crop to sell, and it was be-
fore sand-papering sections was fashionable. To set a white,
clean sample beside a grimy, travel-stained one, was just fun.

One dealer in Scranton had a very large stock of comb
honey conspicuously displayed, which made me doubt my

H. E. Hill, Editor American Uee Keeper—See page 755.

ability to make a sale there. He came out of his ofJBce with
the usual eye to business, and I remarkt, "You seem to be
loaded for bear in the honey line. Sorry I did not get here
earlier in the season, but just take a look at my samples, and
perhaps you will wait for me next year."

With this I laid a sample of "fancy white" before him.
He pickt it up, held it to the light, turned to me with a curi-
ous look and said, " Great Scott 1 how did you make that?"
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It was his first sight of a " strictly fancy " section of honey,
and the price was away above what he was accustomed to,

but I wrote his order for 25 cases, 35 sections to the case.

On that trip a drug drummer showed me around the city

(he was my cousin), and wanted to trade jobs with me, as he
had to bore them to buy drugs, while they tumbled over their

collars to buy honey.
It's different now. Last season I went into Johnson's, at

Easton, Pa. (he is one of my old reliable customers), and found
a case of " fancy white " which was j ust a little better than I

could show. Basswood was a failure, and my best was only
Alsike clover. He informed me that it was brought to his

door for 8 cents a pound. That was like a .jab in my solar

plexus. I askt him faintly how much he had like that. Only
one case—it was so c)teap, he said, that we was afraid of it.

" Well, Johnson," said I, " have you any ice ?"

"Of course I have," said he; "but what do you want of

ice ?"

"To put on your head, my dear man," I replied. "You
are in danger of going crazy, to let a man get away with any
honey like that at 8 cents per pound." And I trotted out
quotations from New York and Philadelphia, at 13i4 to 14
for such goods. "But," I continued, " you can't expect that
man to find ail your neighbors in a trance as you were, and
you will not get another chance to buy from him, so you might
as well give me your order "—which he did.

The season's reports say that the honey crop is a small
one, tut I expect to hear hard times and low prices just the
same.

Every year finds fewer people with money to buy luxuries,

and newspaper prosperity doesn't count in actual transactions.
My idea of the best way to market our honey in this locality

Is to combine several crops, send our salesman to the grocery
trade direct, take the orders from samples, giving time the
same as is common custom with wholesale dealers, and make
the second trip, when the time has expired, to collect the bills

and take more orders. The expenses are proportionally less

as amount of sales are increast.

I prefer to sell comb honey by count instead of weight,
but that method requires careful, uniform grading and pack-
ing. The grocer nearly always sells by count, and it saves him
time and annoyance to buy as he sells. To pack good and
poor togther In the same crate under the plea that it is worth
as much per pound, if it Is only of the same quality and color,

regardless of finish (by which I mean full sections, well sealed),

leaves half a dozen culls on the dealer's hands unsold, and his

entire profit is in that same half dozen. If your crate is markt
" fancy," let every section be up to that grade, and also No. 1

the same way. I begin to think that selling " 3ulls" at all Is

bad practice. They are worth more to extract and use as bait
sections next year ; audit demoralizes some markets so that
only cull prices go for any grade.

Is it too much to hope that the wisdom and experience of

this convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' D nion will

point out some better method of selling our honey than to

glut the market of a few large cities that fix the general quo-
tations which govern nearly all prices everywhere ?

S. A. Niter.

As the foregoing and following papers were on nearly the
same subject, discussion of Mr. Niver's was deferred till after

reading by the Secretary of the next paper, by Herman F.

Moore, of Cook Co., 111., as follows :

Best Methods or Devclopiiis and maintaiiiina; a
market for Honey.

On taking a second look at my subject, I confess my in-

ability to fill the sum of its demand. Who can say what is

the best method ? The one that brings a fair degree of suc-

cess in my hands may utterly fail with my neighbor's custo-

mers and conditions. So I will amend the title to "some of

the methods I have tried and found good." I think all the
good ideas on this subject as printed could not be contained
in a volume the size of the " A B C of Bee-Culture." The ter-

ritory is so various, the conditions are so different, that it is

impossible in a short article, such as this must of necessity be,

to even touch upon all the points of interest to the producer
of honey who is seeking a market.

The first thing necessary to develop a market is to have
good honey. You will never develop a market for honey that
will amount to much if you supply your customers with buck-
wheat, or sweet clover, or any of the other three or four kinds
of honey that have been tried and found wanting as far as

family consumption goes.

Let me say right here, that I am only considering this

subject from the standpoint of the producer selling direct to

the consumer, the consumer being the person buying honey

for use on his own table. That very many things can be said,

interesting and instructive, on marketing honey in other
ways, there is no doubt, but I am convinced that the solution
of the question of low prices for your honey lies most in the
direction of selling more honey to families in your immediate
vicinity, and thereby keeping vast amounts of honey from the
city markets, and preventing them from being glutted with
honey at any time.

The great business centers fix the price for all your pro-
ducts, and if you send them 1,000 pounds of honey where
there is a market for 500 pounds, the price must suffer ac-

cordingly, and the price that honey brings there, 1,000 miles
away from your home, tends to fix the price you can get even
at home.

Without further argument we will conclude that one of

the best ways to develop a market. Is to develop a home mar-
ket.

If you will take a little time and examine the business
methods of successful men and firms, you will find that nearly
every trade and profession depends upon personal influence
and confidence. Many a man who travels for the great busi-

ness houses is worth to them another $3,000 a year above an
ordinary salary, because of his personal acquaintance with a
long line of customers, and their confidence in bis fairness
and judgment.

The first thing to do is to get acquainted with your pros-
pective trade. You can't do much business until thgy know
you personally, and have confidence in you as a man. To
this end you must use cards and circulars freely, and see and
talk personally with every one on your route.

I need not advocate here the necessity of fair dealing In

every particular with everybody. This is axiomatic. You
will never get far unless you are " all wool and a yard wide,"
and your goods are the same.

In your calls always have samples of your honey, and
give every one a chance to taste it. Once ray brother sent me
a shipment carelessly, and a fourth of it was smasht (comb)

;

I put it on a plate, and took a silver knife with me, and
little slips of white paper for plates, and gave everybody a
taste of comb honey—my, how It did sell I I believe It

will pay you to take a section and cut it, in your family trade,

and give the ladies a chance to eat a piece one-fourth inch
square. Of course, you must charge retail prices to your
family trade, and only offer it in case lots (12 pounds), and
you must work hardest In the part of your territory where you
can get the biggest price.

You can ordinarily get as much in small case lots to a
family as the grocer gets for one-pound at a time. You may
wonder why; I will tell you.

Nearly all householders are anxious to buy their supplies
as fresh as possible from first hands—from the producer.
This gives you an Immense advantage over the ordinary
dealer. People expect only ordinary stuff from a dealer, as
he sells so many different things, and sells at Wtem until they
are all gone, If it takes a year. With the farmer it is different.

He sells his potatoes right from the ground, his honey right

from the hive.

As to price, the family ordinarily does not pay much at-

tention to price. They want something good as gold, and are
willing to pay well for it.

In writing your circular, it will be of advantage to give a
short history of your family as bee-keepers, location and size

of apiary, largest crop of honey in one season, queens sent to

remote parts of the world, it a queen-breeder; and perhaps a
general Invitation to call at your home and see your bees, and
how you take the honey away from them.

In distributing your printed matter, I think all general
distribution is loss of material. I only give circulars and cards
along with conversation, and when making calls on Individuals,

and to parties where I have addrest them on the general or
special subjects. As to this you must decide by your own
special circumstances and conditions. There are without
doubt millions of circulars that are too promiscuously dis-

tributed and are a total loss to the one who pays for them.

When you say to a gentleman,, "Are you fond of honey
at your house '?" he answers " No," being perhaps busy at the
time, or just thinking " here is another peddler ;" now leave
him one of your circulars, illustrated perhaps with a honey-
extractor, a queen-bee, or what not, and when you are gone
he will read it, and next time you call you often have a cus-

tomer even tho months may Intervene.

So I will sum up the first part by saying, get personally
acquainted, if possible, with every person in your territory.

Insist upon everybody tasting your samples. Tell them about
your bees, and yourself as related to the bees. Sell them good
honey first, last and all the time. Get the highest retail price

in your locality. Give them full weight, full measure, and
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use no deception of any kind at any time or place. Treat
every one as you would treat your brother, or you would wish
any one to treat you. Remember that developing a market
for honey Is a lifetime. study, a lifetime work.

If you want some easy, pleasant work for six months, or
a year or two, try politics, but stay out of the bee-business.

As to maintaining a market after it is developt, I hardly
know what to add to the above. I will say, however, con-
tinue to do the same for 20 years, and after that, if you are
spared so long, for 20 years more.

You will find some familes will tire of honey. To replace
their loss, try constantly to get new customers. Try by every
means in your power to keep all you get, and get more all the
time.

My only fear is that the hearers will say, " It's just as if

we had askt him how to succeed and he should answer, " Why,
the way to succeed, of course, is to succeed." And it's true

;

/

s.^

/ }

y'

Herman F. Moore.

you must depend upon your own grit, and push, and origi-

nality. Think up new ways of reaching the people. Get out
of the old ruts. Follow these lines if its talies all summer,
and you will succeed. Herman P. Moore.

Dr. Miller—I think that is one of the subjects which we
cannot very profitably discuss here. I think we can get as

much from those who have written the papers, and who have
had experience, as from those who are here.

Dr. Mason—I would like to say I think Mr. Moore knows
what he is talking about. Several years ago he workt in

Toledo selling honey, and he knows just how to do It, and he
doesn't injure any bee-keeper who lives in the locality where
he works, either; in fact, I believe he helpt me every time he
came.

Letters were then read to the convention from Messrs. E.
F. Holtermann, E. S. Lovesy, William Stolley, M. B. Holmes,
and others, regretting their inability to be present, and send-
ing greetings and good wishes.

Secretary Mason then read a paper written by Editor H.
E. Hill, of the American Bee-Keeper, on

Migratory Bee-Keeping.

I am a firm believer in the philosophy of Mr. Newman,
who, with reference to convention papers, once said :

" Small
sticks will kindle a fire, but large ones will put it out." It is

therefore unfortunate that our Secretary should have allotted
to me a subject of such limitless proportions ; and I earnestly
hope he will not shun his obvious duly to assume full respon-
sibility for whatever degree of disappointment that may be
occasioned by the presentation of this feature of the program.

Perhaps no subject could have been chosen aflfordlng

greater scope for elaborate discussion, or capable of more
diversified application. If we should follow. In his prepara-
tory rounds, the bee-keeper of our arid Southwest, who, alter
the bloom of the valley has been blighted by scorching desert-
winds, seeks to gain another flow at greater altitude in the
mountains ; should we fall in with a French bee-caravan, in

its nocturnal march to the fields and gardens of the peasants
;

go with our Scottish friends in their annual tours to the
heather with bees ; review the experience of Perrine, Bald-
ridge, Flanagan, et al, on the Mississippi, and include the

floating apiaries of the Egyptians, by means of which it was
sought to take advantage of the successive development of
the flora in the valley of the Nile, more than 2,000 years ago,
I fear the " fire " would be extinguisht.

The title of our subject savors somewhat of romance and
adventure, but there is also a very practical side, as many who
have engaged in migratory bee-keeping stand ready, and
qualified, to attest. It is this practical side in which we are
more particularly Interested ; for of all the benign attributes
of our cherisht vocation—the beloved pursuit of bee-keeping
—the dollar which may accru3 is not the least fascinating to
the specialist ; if, indeed, it is to any, whether engaged in
bee-culture for profit or pleasure.

As has been demonstrated by Innumerable instances, bees
may be transported with profit, under favorable conditions, to
distant pastures ; yet I believe heavy expense in moving for a
special flow which is anticipated, is rarely warranted, and
many cases might be cited to the discouragement of the prac-
tice. The advisability of the procedure in each case can bet-
ter be determined by the apiarist in charge, whose portion it

will be to abide the result. The uncertainty of nectar-secre-
tion, even when an abundance of bloom is assured, renders the
undertaking more or less hazardous, and especially so when
the supply is anticipated from a variable and uncertain
source ; as, for example, the linden. With the mangrove of
the South it is less uncertain, and in favorable seasons the
flow is equal In extent to that of the linden under like condi-
tions ; hence, with the advantage of natural water-ways to
facilitate moving, and where the apiary equipment includes a
commodious transport, and where, as a result of earlier ac-
tivity, a powerful force of workers has accumulated, which,
by enforced idleness, through lack of forage, become con-
sumers instead of producers of honey, all of which tend to
lessen the possibility of loss and reduce the chances of failure,
there-is a strong incentive to action.

Impelled by visions of blooming fields known to exist 50,
100 or 200 miles up the coast, and a realization of the possi-

ble achievements of such an adequate force of workers, a move
determined upon is very hopefully or confidently undertaken ;

and in many Instances the results have justified the effort ;

occasionally the bee-keeper is handsomely rewarded for his

enterprise. In the history of American bee-keeping, as
chronicled in our journals, instances of such successful migra-
tion are now on record, to the credit of enterprising apiarists
in their operations of 1898.

The minor details, with regard to the preparation for
moving and handling the product need not be reiterated
further. The Importance of ample ventilation, pure air, re-

stricted draft, water supply, subdued light, secure confine-
ment, space for the cluster, careful handling, etc., is well
known to every one competent to undertake the management
of any apiary, whether permanent or portable. It might be
well, however, to consider briefly the objects of migration and
the conditions which determine its success or failure : First
of the important requisites to success, is a thorough knowl-
edge, not of the care and management of bees, alone, but of

our fields of operation as well. With these, irrational moves,
incurring heavy expense, will not be made ; and with them,
opportunities are occasionally offered to materially increase
our product. Failure, to be sure, may, and sometimes will,

through causes over which the apiarist has no control, meet
the best of plans. But of what business enterprise may not
the same be said ?

From personal observation in various parts of the coun-
try, I recall but one place the advantages of which I regard
as suB3cient to warrant the axpense which the undertaking
involves ; and while a continued practical test might disprove
my faith In this field and Its possibilltie.*, I beg permission
briefly to cite the circumstances and conditions upon which it

is founded :

Permanently establisht in a certain locality of the South
are apiaries which, for nearly a score of years prior to the
freezes of 189i-95, have yielded annually (with but one or
two exceptions) an average per colony of not less than 185
pounds of honey. Here the flow comes In May, June, and
July. Distant 150 miles, and connected by navigable water-
ways, good crops are usually harvested each' year during the
winter and spring months. Other localities, as easily accessi-

ble, not Infrequently give a surplus flow through September
and October.

If these " stationary " apiaries are a source of profit to

their owners, as they evidently are, why may they not be
made doubly so through the utilization of such natural advan-
tages ?

When, through the great primary cause. Innate love of

our pursuit, which has inspired its true followers In their

noble work of founding the United States Bee-Keepers' Union
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—a union that is obviously destined to become the greatest
and most powerful organization of bee-keepers on earth—and
when through Us influence bee-keeping shall have been
lifted to its rightful place among the industries of the
nation ; when our product has become a staple household com-
modity, and bee-keeping knowledge and methods are brought
correspondingly to a higher state of perfection, these oppor-
tunities and neglected advantages will be embraced, and, un-
der keen competition, migratory bee-keeping pursued with
systematic diligence. H. E. Hill.

Dr. Mason—In remitting his annual dues, Mr. L. L An-
drews, of California, wrote something about the subject of

migratory bee-keeping, which I suppose can go into the re-

port without being read here. [The letter is as follows :

—

Ed.]

migratory Bee-Keeping in California.

I am located In the foothills of Riverside county, and am
very well situated when we have plenty of rain, but in a sea-

son like the present, one is compelled to choose among feed-

ing, moving, or losing his bees. I chose moving, altho a dis-

tance of from two to six miles to the sunflower and mustard
fields.

There is a great deal of wind here in the summer season,
that is very detrimental to the bees working later than 10
o'clock in the direction they would have to go to get to the
flowers this year. My mountain range is mostly covered with
annual flowers, filaree, black sage, dodder or love-vine, white
sage, holly, and sumac, In about the order named, all of which
were almost a total failure this season. The range I moved
to is level, moist land, both pasture and agricultural.

The pasture land produces some flowers, but the culti-

vated land, as soon as the crops are off, grows up to sun-
flowers and mustard, besides there Is considerable corn, sor-

ghum and alfalfa grown.
When I decided to move I chose 50 of my weakest and

lightest colonies, as it was mostly an experiment, and I was
afraid to even them up with my stronger and more weighty
ones, fearing I might be compelled to feed or lose them all.

I moved them about the middle of June, two months later

than I should do another time. Those I left on the old stands
had the supers all on (I run for extracted honey), and were In

good fix when 1 moved the others away, and at present I can
see no Improvement, and some are In not nearly so good con-
dition.

Those I moved have without an exception gone to work
and filled up. Most of them were lu one story when moved,
and I have had to put on supers, and some (probably one-half
of them) have filled both, and are now ready to extract. If I

chose to do so.

The only mistake I made was In not moving early enough,
and not moving all I had. Bees are not unlike people In

many respects. For instance, take a colony that is ap-
parently in good, healthy condition, doing very little if any-
thing while the next one to it is storing honey ; take it a
few miles to new fields, and see how soon they will build up
and begin to thrive and store something away for future use.

It Invigorates and encourages them, and from my experience
this season I shall certainly follow migratory bee-keeping in

the future. L. L. Andrews.

Dr. Miller—I think the subject of migratory bee-keeping
Is one of the greatest interest to bee-keepers, and at the same
time it is a subject of not the slightest interest. It is of deep
Interest to bee-keepers of Germany and other places In the old
country, where in certain seasons of the year they can go to

the heather and large buckwheat regions, and almost double
their crops in that way ; but it is a matter of not the slightest
interest to me, because I do not know of a place where I could
move my bees to advantage. It might be a matter of some
Interest to us to know how many there are here who are per-
sonally interested in migratory bee-keeping. There may be a
good many, or there may be simply a few. Tt might be well
to ask the question whether you have somewhere within 5 to

30 miles from you where you can move your bees and catch a
honey-flow that will pay you for the trouble of moving.

Mr. Spauldlne—Would you include out-apiaries?
Dr. Miller—No, I would not, as that is not migratory bee-

keeping; but if I take some colonies and move them to some
other place to catch a honey-flow that I would not otherwise
get, that I would call migratory bee keeping. How many of

those who are here are so situated that they think they could
make anything by practicing migratory bee-keeping?

Five persons arose in response to the question.
Mr. Westcott— I think that hardly covers the ground. We

do not know exactly whether we will be benefited by migra-
tory bee-keeping or not until we bear something from those

who have had experience. It Is this way : I would like to
know whether I could move colonies 40 or 50 to 100 miles on
the cars or on boats, etc., and make it profitable to move
them. Here In Nebraska our honey-flow comes mostly in the
fall of the year. This year It did not start until somewhere
about the middle of August. Last year we had no honey-flow
until September. If we could move our colonies somewhere
In the spring, and keep them until heart's-ease comes int{>

blossom, I think it would be a great advantage to us. I would
like to know whether we rould do It. I would like to have
those who understand the matter explain it to us.

Mr. DeLong— I have never moved any bees on the migra-
tory plan. I live In the south-central part of Nebraska, 160
miles from here. In 1894 and 1S95 I lost my entire crop of

honey, and almost lost faith In my bees also. I went out to

Investigate the matter, and within 40 to 60 miles of where
I lived there was plenty of honey. I have concluded now that>

I shall never suffer another loss of stores for my bees. If not
of surplus honey, for I can always obtain It by going as far
east as the Missouri river. This year up to Aug. 15 I had no
surplus honey-flow, and when I found a suitable location, the
honey came to me also. I anticipated moving out a couple of

hundred colonies of bees. I shall never suffer another tota)

loss, for the reason that some part of Nebraska always has a
good crop, and I find that when there are other good crops In

any portion of Nebraska, the honey-flow is all right, too. 1

have never known the honey-flow to fail In Nebraska, when
there is a reasonable crop-success. I have made my plans to

make migratory work of It, whenever the honey-flow doesn't
come to my place. This year I am in oae of the dryest parts
of Nebraska, while the south and southeast parts of the State
have good crops.

Mr. Hatch— I had some experience with Mr. Mendleson
in moving 600 colonies 40 to 60 miles last year. It is custo-
mary in that part of the State to move in two directions. The
sage Is the big honey-plant of California, and all bee-keepers
try to get as much of that as they can. Then they move in

another direction, into the more arid part of the State, and
get the wild buckwheat honey, or they can go down luto the
llma-bean fields and get the lima-bean honey. Mr. Mendleson
moved his bees on very large wagons, furnisht with racks, 8
by 16 feet, and then a fence around made of slats, 6 feet

high all around, and we would hitch six horses or mules to
each load. The wagons are those big California freight-

wagons—7-ton wagons ; the ordinary farm wagons, such as
are used In this country, would not do at all. On those loads
he has taken at one time as high as 150 colonies. We moved
them in July, and the bees were very strong. They had just
finisht up on the sage, and the hives were crowded with bees.

It was very hot weather; some days the mercury went up to
100 •. The hives were fixt with screens over the top, and
also one over the entrance ; but he has concluded that the one
over the entrance is worse than useless. The hives were com-
mon 9 and 10 frame Langstroth hives, with swinging frames^
and we put spacers in between, something the shape of your
fingers, with a slat across the top, so that the spacers shoved
down between the frames. Then he puts a screen over the
top that has a 2-lnch rim around it, leaving a 2-inch space
above the frame. If the colony is very strong, he extracts
all the honey in the top of the hives and four frames from the
lower part of the hives before he fastens the frames. Then
he puts on this screen-cover with the 2-lnch rim around It.

At each end there is an end-piece projecting up J^ Inch. Then
he fastens the cover on, leaving a half-inch space between the
cover and the screen. In moving the 600 colonies, there
were only 10 broken down. It took three days to make the
trip, and on some of those days the mercury must have gone
up to 100-. It happened to be extremely warm on some of

those days. He got about four tons, I think, of lima-bean
honey, but for all that It might be considered a financial fail-

use. The direct loss did not amouut to so much, but those
colonies that seemed to be all right dwindled wonderfully in

the next 10 days. The bees were literally worn out in the
trip, so that they didn't survive but a short time, and there
was a great loss of queens, also. Yet, considering the drouth
of this year, it was in one sense a success, because he got the
brood-chambers full of the best kind of food. But If I lived

in California 40 years, and had the same opportunity, I would
not move bees, only to get winter stores. It Is a great annoy-
ance, and Is very disagreeable work. It has to be done at
night, and It Is too much wear and tear on the bees. It just

simply sapt the life of the bees.

Dr. Miller—Why does Mr. Mendleson think the screen
over the entrance is useless?

Mr. Hatch—The bees will crawl in there and die, and
the screen over the top seems to work just as well and have
the same results.
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• Dr. Miller—How does he secure so many hives on the
wagons? Is there some special provision for that?

Mr. Hatch—He fastens the hives together with what are
known in Wisconsin as " butter-tub staples." If you have oc-

casion to fasten your hives together, you will find those very
convenient things. But I thinlc we could talfe small loads on
good farm-wagons with two horses, dividing the big load up
into three lots, and save at least 12 hours In the trip. It took
him three hours in one place to go a mile and a half, where
with ordinary farm-wagons he could have driven over it in 20
minutes with 25 hives on the load. And then the wagons
would cut through the road. I had been hauling honey and
delivering it to the station over the same road, taking a ton at

a load, or sometimes a ton and a half, and had gotten over the
roads all right ; but when those big wagons came to go over
they would cut and sink dowu a foot where the ton-loads had
gone over all right. There were some short turns to make,
also, and the men would have to stop and dig away so that the
big wagons and the long teams could get around. Then they
were so tall they were liable to upset. The racks had to go
away up above the wheels. They had to have large wheels,
and they had to take at least three or four men on each load
to balance them in the sidling places. If I was going to move
bees, I would take ordinary farm wagons with two horses,
and put on what they could haul, and they could get over
almost any road.

Dr. Mason—Mr. H. R. Boardman was at our house a few
days ago and was talking on this same subject—migratory
bee-keeping. He had practiced it to some extent, moving his

apiary about 12 miles to catch a honey-flow from buckwheat.
He said It didn't pay. It was too much work, and too hard
work. Several years ago we moved froon the city to a farm,
having 75 colonies of bees. It not being much of a honey re-

gion, I moved a portion of the bees back to the city, where
there was an abundance of sweet clover. It didn't pay.

Mr. Hatch—Did you notice that dwindling of the colonies ?

Dr. Mason—It seems to me I did, but it didn't impress
itself upon me at the time. I don't think I would ever move
my bees again, without some better reason than I had then.

Mr. Rauchf uss— I have had some little experience in this
line. We have moved bees into the cleome fields, but only 12
or 15 miles. I did the way that has been described. We put
about 40 colonies on a hay-rack load. It always paid us.

The smallest average we had was 40 pounds, and we have
had as much as 160 pounds. It is practically gathered In

two or three weeks, and at a time when we could not get any
honey where our bees were located. We are In the alfalfa re-

gion, and we moved to the cleome fields. It has paid us.

Mr. Danzenbaker— I had a little experience. In 1897 I

moved 6 colonies of bees from North Carolina to Washington.
I stopt in Washington 8 weeks, and the 6 colonies stored 200
pounds. Then I moved them SO miles by cars into the moun-
tains, and they stored 400 pounds more. I felt that that was
a pretty good thing, and that I would this year buy a lot of
bees in North Carolina and work them there and then move
them direct to the mountains. I think it hardly paid me in

Washington, for the reason that the honey was not of as good
quality in the city. In moving from Washington to Virginia,
it was a very hot day—from 95^ to 96-—and while I suc-
ceeded in getting the bees safely to the mountains, they
dwindled. In about two weeks I noticed that they had shrunk
a good deal. I had lost a good many tiees, the eflect of the
heat. Altho it didn't kill the bees outright. It weakened them
so that it shortened their lives. This year I intended to move
40 colonies from North Carolina. If I had had a carload I

could have gotten a good rate, but to move less than a carload
would have cost S2. 25 a hundred pounds. I could buy the
bees in Virginia for about .$1.50 a colony. If I had moved
them this year. It would have been a failure. While the pros-
pect in Virginia was promising early in the spring, it was the
dryest season there I have known in nine years. I have come
to this conclusion, that if I were in a place where I could put
my bees on a wagon and move them through the night, it

wouldn't hurt them at all, and it would pay ; but if I had to
spend three or four days in making the trip, I wouldn't do It.

IContlnued next weeli.T

That New Bee-Book Offer on page 765 ought
to " make your mouth water," if you haven't already one of
the standard books on bee-keeping. Remember, that liberal
offer will be withdrawn Dec. 10, and no mistake about it. We
couldn't afford to hold It open longer than that, as we expect
that the edition may be exhausted before that time. Better
write quick if you want Prof. Cook's 450-page, cloth-bound
bee-book for only 50 cents! Turn to the offer now, and read
it—on page 765.

HoHey from Cuba—Other Southeru Honey.
BY O. O. POPPLETON.

I wish I could have been at the late convention in Omaha,
so as to have helpt in the discussion which followed the read-
ing of my short paper on " Bee-Keeping in Cuba ;" but I will

join In it a little now with the pen.

No, I said nothing about foul brood ; as there was none
there when I was in the island, and I know no more about it

now than do others who keep up with bee-literature.

What Mr. Danzenbaker said about the large number of ,

mosquitoes in Cuba was news to me. I cannot imagine where
he obtained such news, unless from the " yellow journals." I

never saw while there any such numbers of mosquitoes as he
speaks of. In fact, I should be heartily glad to trade what
mosquitoes we have here on the East Coast of Florida, for
what mosquitoes they had when I was in Cuba.

Mr. Whitcomb's idea that "it would not take much
patriotism to receive what honey might be sent from Cuba,"
is, of course, of no force whatever. Hard business facts have
more to do with commercial transactions than patriotism. I

hardly think Mr. Whitcomb has much knowledge of our honey
market, especially in our Eastern markets where most of the
Cuban honey is sent, or he would not have hazarded the doubt
that it would not affect the price of our honey at all. Cuba is

without doubt able to send into our markets an immensely
larger amount of honey every year than California has yet
done in her best years ; and every one who has ever disposed
of many large crops of honey in our general markets knows
just what that means. It means a shrinkage in price of much
more than the half cent a pound Dr. Miller estimates. It Is

not wisdom to shut onr eyes to such plain facts as these.
Doing so only deceives ourselves. This is one reason—not all,

by any means—why I have always opposed the idea of annex-
ing Cuba to this country.

I am aware that the opinion Is quite general among bee-
keepers in our Northern States, that "climate has much to

do with the flavor of honey," the best flavors coming from the
North; also, that "Southern honey has a strong flavor." I

doubt either of these opinions being correct.

I am very much within bounds when saying that I have
produced over 50,000 pounds of honey in each of three
widely different localities—northern Iowa, southern Florida
and Cuba—aud I have found the three extremes of strong,
mild and best-flavored honey here in this semi-tropical central
location of the three. The South—or, more accurately speak-
ing from a bee-keeper's standpoint— the Southern honey-field,
covers an enormously larger area than does the Northern
honey-belt, and contains a very much larger variety of honey-
yleldlng flora. Some of these flowers give us very strongly-
flavored honey, some very mild, and some between the two
extremes. As none of the species of flowers that give honey
in the North yields anything down here. It is impossible to
note with ab-;olute accuracy whether climate has anything to
do with the flavor of honey ; but snch white clover honey as I

have tested from the extreme southern localities where such
honey is obtained, was the same, neither better nor poorer
than we got in northern Iowa. This tends to prove that cli-

nlate Is not a factor in determining the flavor of any honey.

We are all of us too apt to judge the entire product of any
locality by such portions of that product as we ourselves have
handled. There Is such a large variety of kinds of honey
from the South tjiat very few, if any, of us can speak intelli-

geutly of Southern honey as a whole. Nearly all, at least five-

sixths, of all Cuban honey that reaches the general markets. Is

from the bellQower, and is, as I said in my essay, a close sec-
ond to white clover honey In flavor, and Its equal in body
and flavor. This all comes during the winter months, and Is

followed during the spring and summer by a light flow of very
dark, strong-flavored honey, nearly all of which is used by the
bees themselves.

That soldier that Mr. Stilson quotes as saying that Cuban
honey is much Inferior to our own, was In Cuba during the
summer only, when hives contained this dark honey, and he
probably saw nothing of such honey as the great bulk of
honey that comes from Cuba is like. A person who sees such
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honey as is in the hives between February and December has
no idea of what the main Cuban crop is like.

Dade Co., Fla.

No. 4.—The Care of Bees for Wintering.

BY C. P. DADANT.

Some people are of the opinion that if we have a cold,

steady winter, in which the bees remain confined to their

hives for several months, there is less danger of winter losses
;

because less of the bees wander away and get lost. There
would be a point in this, if it were not for the danger of the
overloading of their bowels with fecal matter which they can-
not discharge in the hive, as I mentioned in the previous arti-

cle, without greatly endangering the life, or health, of the
colony. In a very regular atmosphere, where the tempera-
ture is such that they are kept quiet naturally, and neither
breed nor have the desire of moving about, as in a properly-
regulated cellar, there is little danger of their bowels becom-
ing distended ; for they consume a minimum, and if the food
be of the proper quality they may remain from three to six

months without much danger. But we are now considering
an out-door wintering, and, in a climate like that of Illinois,

It is urgent that the bees be able to take a cleansing flight sev-
eral times during the bad season.

For this reason we have to keep them in the best possible
location as regards warmth, and the hives would best be fac-
ing south if possible. We have had much to do with apiaries
exposed to all four of the cardinal points, and found great ob-
jections to either north, northeast, or northwest exposures.
We once placed an apiary on the farm of a friend who had a
few hives of his own, most of which faced north, and who had
been most unlucky in wintering. He had it in his head that
the bees should not be allowed to fly during the winter, and
that was the reason of his placing the bees on the north side
of his tool-shed. It took but one more winter to convince him
of his error. We had a hundred hives located on his farm,
and altho the winter was very unpleasant, our loss was small,
while over half of his bees died.

The explanation is very easy. When a warm day came,
the hives which were exposed to the rays of the sun began to

warm up shortly after sunrise, and in the course of a couple
hours the bees were ready for a flight, which they could enjoy
while the sun was high. But his hives not being placed so as
to have the benefit of the sun's rays, could not get sufficiently

warm to stir up the bees, until the greater part of the day had
been spent, and those bees which did take a flight were in

many cases unable to return, owing to the coolness of the
afternoon. Those bees, which enjoyed a good flight, were
ready for another siege of cold and storm, and could cheer-
fully pass through some very rough weather; while the colo-

nies which had no flight soon became restless, and lost their
bees steadily till they were all gone.

Even when the snow Is on the ground, and It looks as If

it would be a pity for so many bees to fly and drop on this

white sheet, we And that it Is the colonies which take the most
lively flight that winter best, and we have paid particular
attention to this fact.

I would not, however, wish to be understood as desirous
of having the bees to fly In spite of adverse conditions ; and
when snow Is on the ground and the colonies comfortably
burled In a deep snowplle, they are probably safer than when
exposed to the weather ; but if the snow is thawing, and the
bees likely to be restless from the warmth of the air, I would
allow them a flight every time.

Be the weather ever so cold for two, three, four weeks at

a time, if your bees can have a good flight once a month, and
if their honey is of fair quality, you need fear nothing of the
results.

A few winter flights also have the advantage of Inducing
the bees to breed early, and altho this is sometimes dangerous.
yet In most cases the early breeding is a favorable sign, for
the possible spring losses are partly made up by the young,
hatching bees.

Of all the exposures, I would prefer the south or south-
west. Next would be southeast, and then east. But circum-
stances alter these rules, and the natural shape of the coun-
try must be considered. Where a good fence breaks the force
of the winds, something is to be gained. The sole objection
we have to the east exposure comes from the steady, drizzling,

cold rains of early spring, which seem to do more damage
than the dry and brisk west winds. Hancock Co., 111.

tar See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 765.

CONDUCTED BY

DR. c. O. attiLLEit. auLBiEisiao, rtL,
[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.1

Bottoiii-Board§ in Winter—HolTman Frames-
Plain Sections and Fence Separators.

1. How do you manage about taking the hives off tha
bottom-boards when you put the bees Into the cellar, without
disturbing them ? Of course you must take them off after
you get them down cellar.

2. Have you ever had any experience with the HoffmaD
frame ? and do you think a frame with staples for spacing is

better?
3. Did you try no-bee-way sections and fence separators

in your T supers the past season ? If so, did they work well

in them ?

4. Will bees winter all right in a good cellar in tight-

bottom hives ? or will the honey-board have to be raised up a
little? Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. I don't take them off. The bottom-board
is fastened to the hive by tobacco staples, and in the winter
there is a good space under the hive, the bottom-board being a
shallow box two inches deep, open only at the front end.

2. Yes, I have had Hoffman frames in use for a few years,

and have more of them than I wish I had. In a place where
propolis does not exist they may be all right, but in such a
gluey location as I have they are very troublesome. I think
staples as spacers are better, altho having had little experi-

ence with staples except as end-spacers. I have a great many
frames with common nails as spacers, and like them. A com-
mon wire nail l^g Inches long, with a head '4 -Inch across is

driven in with a gauge that leaves it out just '4-inch. The
ideal nail would be one with a head Jti-inch thick, so that
without any gauge it would drive In just the right distance.

Possibly, however, >4-inch is not just the right space, for with
that I get brace-combs between the top-bars.

3. I put them on, but the honey crop being a failure I

can't tell anything about them.
i. They need too much attention to winter well with the

usual summer entrance
;
get clogged up with dead bees, and

they're better anyway with more chance for air. If the shal-

low summer entrance is left, raising the cover a little (why \a

the world have you a honey-board on in winter ?) will help to
make the ventilation all right.

One-Year-OId or Tested vs. Young Queens.

1. Is It true that every queen-breeder knows that tested

queen?—or, to be more exact—queens that are as much as a.

year old, do not bear shipment as well as young queens that
have just commenced to lay ?

2. Is It true that queens that are one year old are quite
apt to turn out poorly ?

My private opinion is, if the above statements are true,

the majority of queen-breeders on this continent are guilty of

a lot of deceptiou and falsehood. B. C.

Answers.— 1. I don't know.
2. I don't believe It is true. I suppose, of course, you are

speaking of queens that are shipt.

I don't know all about shipping queens, but I see no
reason why a queen a year old may not stand a journey as
well as a younger queen, providing both queens are in the'
same condition. If a queen a year old Is taken out of a strong
colony while she Is busy laying 2,000 eggs a day or more, I

don't think she will stand the journey so well as a young
queen that has not yet reacht 300 eggs in a day. On the
other hand, I believe a queen a year old that Is taken from a
nucleus where she is laying 300 eggs a day will stand the

journey better than a queen three weeks old that Is laying

3,000 eggs a day.
I should be sorry to believe that a majority of queen-

breeders are guilty of deception and falsehood. I feel very
sure that a lot that I know are honest and honorable men. I

confess, however, that I didn't know that a majority of them
had exprest themselves as to the relative value of queens at

different ages, and I may be wrong in my views, and will be
glad If any of them will correct me if I am wrong.
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My impression is that In the majority of cases a queen
that has just commenced to lay is in good condition for ship-

ping, and it will take some care to have an older queen in ihe

same condition. Tailing any queen at random, I'd give a good
deal more for her when a weeli old than when a year old. If

for no other reason, because I would have a year more of her
life in one case than in the other. But that doesn't cover the
case at all. I wouldn't object to paying five times as much for

a queen a year, or even two years, old, in some cases, as I

would for the same queen at a week old, even if I knew that
at the greater, age she would not live three months after
I got her.

Let me explain : When a week old, there is little in a
queen's record except that it is known she is of such and such
a mother. But when she is a year old you can tell what has
been the year's work of her worker progeny. Suppose the
colony of which she is the mother has stored three times as
much honey as the average, and you know of no way to ac-

count for it except the difference in blood. Don't you see that
I'd be willing to give five times as much for her as I would
have given for her a year earlier when no one knew yet what
she would accomplish. And when she is two years old, and
has made the same record as in the first year, I'd give more
for her than when only a year old, because I would feel more
sure that blood had made the difiference. So the extra price
paid for a tested queen is not because she will stand shipping
better, but because she is known to be good by her perform-
ance. Of course, in most cases that testing goes no farther
than to know that her worker progeny show her to have been
purely mated.

Planting for Honey and to Revive Land

—

Hives and Supers.

1. As I have two acres of land near my residence in this
city, where I keep bees, I would like to sow some honey-plant,
which would at the same time tend to revive the land, which
is run down by cropping. What would you recommend ?

2. What kind of a hive and super arrangement do you use
and recommend ?

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of T
supers and the section-holder super 1 and which of the two
supers do you recommend ? Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. I doubt if anything will serve your purpose
better than sweet clover. It will make a good growth on poor
land, even if nothing but yellow clay, and its deep roots dying
the second year will leave the soil well opened up. By train-
ing them to It, you can have your stock eat sweet clover, allho
it seems easier to have them learn to eat the dry hay. I thiuk
no one has ever reported a failure to yield honey when sweet
clover bloomed, while white clover and most other honey-
plants sometimes fail to yield, altho blooming well.

2. 1 use the 8-frame dovetail to the extent of about 80
hives, and hope to get nearly all my bees Into that kind of
hive if I live another year. I use the T super. If I had no
supers on hand, I might study whether to adopt the T or
Ideal super,

3. A T super will take sections of any width. A section-
holder made to take a 1% section will take no other size. A
few prefer to have open-side sections. For these the T super
will not answer and the section-holder will. A section-holder
allows the sections to fit close together, thus holding them
square. The T tin holds the sections apart, making it neces-
sary to have little separators at the top to hold the sections
square and to avoid having a lot of propolis put between them.
Some practice and advise shifting the outside rows of sections
to the center when the center ones are sufficiently advanced.
This can be done mare easily with section-holders than with
T supers. I don't think I should thus shift them if I bad sec-
tion-holders. The T tins are perfectly rigid and cannot sag.
The bottom-bars of the section-holders may sag. I cau fill

and also empty T supers with less time and trouble than sec-
tion-holders. Taken all In all, I decidedly prefer the T super.
Whether the Ideal super may be still better Is a question not
yet decided.

Ctueenles§ Colonies.

In June I requeened several colonies, and Just about this
time the spring llow ended. All were accepted. These were
untested queens that came through the malls. In August the
fall flow began, and the bees stored the brood-chambers full,

but no surplus— in fact, we rarely ever get any surplus from
the fall flow in this State, and never get any swarms from this

flow. Two of the colonies that had these young queens began

to rear great numbers of drones, queens being very prolific,

and the hives were overflowing with bees. I began to think
they were going to do the very uncommon thing for this sec-

tion (swarm) in the fall. Late in September— I don't know
the exact date— I saw in front of one of these hives a queen
which had been dragged out. I now feared this colony was
queenless, so I lookt in and saw no queen, but plenty of eggs
and brood In all stages, so lifted only a few frames, and know
they were all right, queen or no queen, having plenty of drones
on hand.

All went well until this morning (Nov. 7), when looking
around in my bee-yard, on the alighting-board I found another
queen, with six or eight bees gathered around her ; she was
dead. This was the same hive referred to above. It would be
an awful job to And a queen in this hive now, for but few eggs
are being laid, the frames being the Quinby size, and last

season several were so heavy and large, and bulged badly,
that I would be obliged to cut out in order to handle them.

1. Now, do you suppose these bees are queenless ? If so,

will they survive the winter and be any good if requeened in

the spring ? Fruit-bloom begins about March 10 to 15.

2. In fact, don't you believe I have been humbugged, and
instead of getting young queens I got some that were two or
three years old ? Every one of the lot proved to be purely
mated. Georgia.

Answers.— 1. Quite likely the colony is all right and has
a young queen. (If your queens were dipt you could tell

whether the old one was there or not.)

There were plenty of eggs late in September, so the colony
will likely be strong in spring with bees not too old, and if it

is queenless it might have a queen given to it with advantage.

2. The chances are that the queens were not old. For
some reason, or perhaps whim, it is not such a very unusual
thing for bees to supersede a queen when only a few weeks
old, and a queen that has gone through the mail is more likely

to be superseded on that account.

Colony Deserting—Peculiar Smelling Honey.

1. I had strong colony of black bees to abscond, leaving
both sealed and hatching brood. On opening the hive I found
uncapt cells of honey to be fermenting. The young had
gnawed through the capping, but were held in by the web at

the bottom of the cells where there was a small white worm.
The hive was well shaded, and the bees bringing In some nec-
tar. Between the quilt and cover was a large ant's nest. What
caused the bees to leave ? and what is the cause and how can
I prevent the white worms at the base of the cells ?

2. If a queen is caged and left on top of the brood-frames,
will the bees act as if they were queenless ?

3. During the honey-flow at this season of the year, my
hives of bees emit a peculiar odor or a sour smell, something
like old granulated basswood honey. Bees are working on
heath-like aster. I can smell them when quite a distance
away. What is the cause ? Tennessee.

Answers.— 1. If there was no swarming In the case, and
the bees simply deserted the hive, I cau't tell you why. Honey
fermenting in the cells would hardly cause it, neither would
the annoyance of the ants nor of the worms. Possibly, how-
ever, the combination of the three may have been so bad that
the bees became desperate. Black bees will not defend them-
selves against worms as will Italians. Get Italian blood and
worms will hardly trouble strong colonies.

2. No, and yes. They will not show the distress that Is

shown by a queenless colony by running all over in search of

the queen, but they will in many cases show a feeling of queen-
lessness by rearing young queens the same as when a queen is

killed.

3. There are times when the bees are working on certain
flowers (and I can't tell what they are), when an extremely
offensive odor Is present. I don't know why It smells so, but
I suppose it's the odor that belongs to that particular kind of

honey, just as buckwheat and other honies have their

peculiar odor.

Langfstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for .SI. 25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a vear—both together for only .$2.00.
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There is No Occasion for Jealousy among
the bee-journals, .says the editor of the Bee-Keepers' Review.
The appetite grows by what It feeds upon, and the man who
takes and reads a good bee-journal gets so much benefit from
it that he is inclined to subscribe for another. Mr. Hutchin-
son then adds

:

"Withholding deserved praise of a contemporary has
never helpt any journal in the race for fame and fortuue
Keep your journal bright, fresh, clean, newsy, helpful, and
up-to-date— put some life into it, and it will live and prosper,
tho there are complimentary notices of other journals in every
Issue."

And Editor Hutchinson's practice conforms to his preach-
ing in this line, as witness the following item in the same
Issue

:

"The American Bee Journal is giving a most excellently
reported account of the Omaha convention. I think it is as
good a report of a convention as I have ever read. If you are
not a subscriber to the Journal, better take advantage of the
offer on the first page of the Review and get this report."

Xliose Comb Honey Stories that appeared In

the New York Evening Post, and which were corrected by
Mr. Secor (see page 728), will not likely re-appear in that
paper very soon. Mr. Secor has since received the following
nice letter of explanation from the editor of the department
in the Post, called " Home Thoughts," in which appeared the
errors referred to :

Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. 12, 1S98.
Mr. Eugene Secor, Esq., Forest City, Iowa.—

My Dear Sir :—As a writer of a paragraph concerning the
adulteration of honey, your letter to the Evening Post has
been referred to me. I made this statement on the strength

of an article on food adulteration duly signed and accredited
which came under my notice. I did it conscientiously, be-
cause as a mother of four children I felt a regret to learn
of this presumable fact. Your letter, however, is authorita-
tive, and I have taken pleasure in making a retracting para-
graph, as you will see per enclosed, embodying the main fact
of your statement. I shall consider it a favor if you have any
little pamphlet that relates to the production of honey which
you could send me for my own reading. I agree with you as
to the value of honey as food for children, and on my table It

appears very often Very truly yours,
Mrs. Margaret H. Welch.

Here Is the " retracting paragraph " which Mrs. Welch
bad publisht in a later Issue of the Evening Post

:

A statement which is going the rounds of the press, and
which was commented on recently in this department, to the
effect that even comb honey was not above suspicion of adul-
teration, is contradicted by those who are In a position to

know. In the statement referred to, it was alleged that the
cells were Imitated In parafBne.

" When," says an expert, " the delicate texture and frag-
ile nature of honey-comb, as made by bees, are realized, it will

be easy to understand that it is a mechanical impossibility to

make an article in imitation of it that cannot be readily de-
tected. The limit of mechanical ingenuity up to the present
time seems to have been reacht when the septum, or base of

cells, is made of wax on which the bees will construct cells

and complete the comb. This is called ' foundation ' by the
trade, and it Is made so thin that it can scarcely be detected
from the natural septum made by the bees. Paraffine, how-
ever, is never used for this purpose, because this wax melts at
a lower temperature than beeswax. The heat of the colony
will melt it, and therefore ruin not only the ' foundation,' but
the product as well. It is also impracticable to assert that
glucose syrup is fed to bees and by them stored in the comb.
Bees will not touch glucose syrup unless starving, and then,
of course, they are not in proper condition to store honey."

This opinion is from an authority, and may reassure the
housekeeper that when she buys honey in the comb she may
reasonably expect to get something gathered from flo*ers by
bees. Honey, it is well known, possesses nutritive and me-
dicinal qualities, and it is the opinion of this same expert that
if more honey and less cane sugar and candy were eaten by
children, there would be fewer Intestinal and kidney diseases.

Mrs. Welch has done well In the foregoing. We are very

glad we suggested that General Manager Secor write the

Evening Post in this case. Now let others who find untruth-

ful statements about honey, just send a markt copy of the

paper containing them to Mr. Secor, when he will do as he

did in this Instance—call for a retraction, and explain matters

to those writers and publishers who have been misled by cur-

rent errors regarding honey. It will go far toward killing

many of the falsehoods that are "on the go " through the pub-

lic press of to-day.
'*~»-~*^

Pure Food Law for Illinois. Prof. Daven-

port, Dean of the University of Illinois at Champaign, has sent

letters to the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, asking

them to join in a call for a conference at the University,

about Dec. 13, to ask the next legislature for a pure food law

In this State. This Is an important matter, and the State

Bee-Keepers' Association ought to be represented. No doubt

the Executive Committee will see to it.

Southern Honey and Feeding Glucose.

—

Editor E. R. Root, in Gleanings for Nov. 15, makes the fol-

lowing corrections in the proceedings of the Omaha conven-

tion as reported In this journal :

The stenographic report of the Omaha convention pro-
ceedings is unusually full and accurate. I have read nearly
all of it, and see very few if any corrections to make. I note,

however, in the American Bee Journal (page 660), In the re-

port of this convention, where I speak of the adulteration of

honey and the dlGScuIty of feeding bees clear glucose, the re-

porter makes me say this :
" We are trying every year to

feed pure glucose to bees. I learned this summer that you
could dilute it down with water, and they would take it pro-
vided there was nothing else that was coming in." What I

meant to say, and what I probably did say, was that we tried
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one year to feed pure glucose to bees, instead of our trying to

do it every year. This last construction might imply that I

had some sinister motive; and after all I have said aganst
glucose honey and glucose in general, this would be rather a
travesty on your humble servant.

The editor of the American Bee-Keeper protests (and
rightly, too) against the statement wherein I am made tp say
in the report of the Omaha convention, that "Southern honey
has a strong flavor which is liked by some." What I actually
said, or at least thought I said, was that some Southern honey
has a strong flavor. In the general discussion, we were talk-
ing about the peculiar flavors of different honeys, and why
some preferred a kind of honey that another disliked. I men-
tioned the fact that buckwheat houey in New York is pre-
ferred by some to anything else, and that, in a similar way,
there are certain flavors in Southern honeys that are liked by
some and disliked by others. Mr. Hill says he would not for
a moment attribute to me the "thought of a willful misrepre-
sentation," and that he believes I am " utterly incapable of
studied deception." I thank him most sincerely for such a
statement ; and while I may not deserve It, I try to be what
the language implies.

I lay no blame to Mr. York, as It takes a pair of sharp
eyes to catch every error that may creep through the stenog-
rapher's pencil.

Even if we had " a pair of sharp eyes," or several pairs,

it would make no difference, for no one person could remember
all that was said in discussion at a national convention. So
of course we have to rely upon the stenographer's report. But
we are very glad to have necessary corrections made, and
would be pleased to receive them direct, so as to publish the

corrections as soon as possible after the appearance of the

errors.

Saltpeter Rags for Smokers.— Editor Root, In

Gleanings, tells in the following how Dr. Miller uses saltpeter

rags for lighting the bee-smoker :

While visiting at Dr. Miller's I saw him poll out a piece
of rag from his tool-basket, light it with a match, or appar-
ently attempt to light it, and put it down the smoker. There
was no flame, and it seemed the rag had gone out.

" Here, that's gone out !" I exclaimed.
" Oh '. that's all right," replied the Doctor; " it will go ;"

and then he proceeded to cram in some planer shavings.
" You will put it out now, I am sure." said I.

"I think not," he replied ; and at this he began working
the bellows, when it immediately began to send out quite a
volume of smoke.

"The rags in our locality do not burn that way," I re-
markt.

" Perhaps not," returned the Doctor; "but we dip ours
in saltpeter water, and then dry them. See? Just the mo-
ment the flame of a match touches the rag it will catch fire

and stay lighted."
Dr. Miller formerly soakt his rotten wood in saltpeter

water, and then after it was dry used it for lighting his
smoker. But the rag lights instantly, and is then pusht into
the smoker. No cramming in of other fuel will put it out.
This saves much annoyance in lighting the smoker.

Ordinances Proliibiting' Bee-Keeping.—
For the benefit of bee-keepers who may be annoyed by their

city oflicials attempting to pass ordinances against bee-keep-

ing, we take the following from a local newspaper of River-

side, Calif., dated Oct. 1, 1898 :

City Attorney Purington rendered the following opinion :

To the Honorable Board of Trustees of the City of Riverside.

Gentlemen:—Some time ago you referred to me the
question whether an ordinance prohibiting the keeping of bees
within the city of Riverside would be valid.

I have been unable to find but one decision directly in

point, and that is the case of the city of Arkadelphia vs. Clark,
decided by the Supreme Court of the State of Arkansas, June
22, 1889. The court held that neither the keeping, owning
nor raising Is in itself a nuisance within a city, but whether
they are so or not is a question to be judicially determined in

each case. Such an ordinance undertakes to make each act a
nuisance without regard to the fact whether it is so or not, or
whether bees in general have become a nuisaoce in the city.

Such an ordinance is therefore too broad, and invalid. From

the reasoning in the opinion, and from the authority cited in

the brief submitted to the court, I am of the opinion that an
ordinance of the kind would be held unconstitutional by the
courts of this State.

It may be well to preserve the foregoing legal opinion for

future use. It might come handy if at a time when some
would-be-great "city fathers " make an attempt to destroy

bee-keeping within their city limits. Bee-keeping is not a

general nuisance just yet.

*—-*

Honej- and Healtll.—An eminent medical author-

ity says honey should again occupy at least part of the empire

unjustly wrested from it by sugar, says an exchange from Ger-

many. Sugar is undigested, and taken pure is injurious, pro-

ducing flatulency, acidity of stomach, and sick headache.

Pastries prepared with much sugar, taken in large quantity,

spoil the stomachs of children, and even of adults. Those
who have stomach troubles can endure the least quantity of

sugar. The small amount of muriatic acid in the healthy

stomach can transform but a a small amount of sugar, any

surplus over this disturbs the entire alimentary canal for days.

The sugar contained in honey is already transformed, so it

may be taken in large quantities by children and invalids.

Where children are fed with cow's milk, honey should be

added, for cow's milk is not as sweet as human milk.

Mr. Jas. a. Stone, of Sangamon Co., III., Secretary of

the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, sent us a dollar

for the Langstroth Monument Fund last week.

Mr. J. A. PEA.RCE, of Kent Co., Mich., writes :

"I fully endorse the Idea of putting bees out early In the

spring, say from the first to the middle of March."

Mk. T. R. Joslin, of Douglas Co., Nebr., wrote us Nov.
21;

"I have had a grand success with my bees this season,

and I give the credit to the ' old reliable ' American Bee Jour-

nal.

The A. I. Root Co. had a fire scare at their factory the

night of Oct. 29. But owing to their efficient automatic fire-

equipment no great damage was done. We congratulate

them upon their escape from a serious conflagration.

Mr. W. W. Whipple, of Arapahoe Colo., wrote us Nov. 7:

" I do not want to miss a single number of the American
Bee Journal, as it is the one thing I rely upon for up-to-date

information in bee-keeping, and I do not see how any one can
get along without it."

Mr. H. W. Buckbee, of Rockford, III., proprietor of the

Rockford Seed Farms, is one of the leading florists and seeds-

men in all the West. Nov. 19 he exprest us a large box of

most beautiful flowers—roses and chrysanthemums of several

varieties. We loaned them the uextday for pulpit decoration,

and they were greatly admired by the church people. Mr.
Buckbee will soon be found among our most reliable adver-

tisers again, and we trust our readers will remember him
when in need of anything in his line.

Mr. J. H. Martin (Rambler) has lately wheeled from
California over into Oregon, in which State he hoped to do a

good deal of wheeling, but it seems he encountered such wet
weather that he had to do most of his traveling by rail.

During his rail trip from Roseburg to Salem the railroad com-
pany sent his bicycle ofl" In a direction that he intended It

should not go. When he presented his check for It at Salem
he was not able to get it. He had to proceed to Portland
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mournintr the loss of his wheel. But the wandering wheel was
found later.

We understand that Mr. Martin expected to make a hur-
ried trip among the bee-men of Oregon and Washington, and
then take the steamer at Seattle for San Francisco. Owing
to the continuous wet weather he will hardly be able to call

on many of the northern apiarists.

Mr. Jos. Beaudrt, of Quebec, Canada, sent us SI.00
Nov. 23, for the Langstroth Monument Fund. There is room
for more dollars in this Fund, and we should think that all

who can afford to do so would contribute their share
promptly. All that is sent to us on that account will be for-

warded at once upon receipt to the proper place.

Editor Emfrson T. Abbott, of the Modern Farmer and
Busy Bee, is on the program for Thursday, Dec. 8, at 7:30
p.m., at the 41st annual metting of the Missouri Horticul-
tural Society, to be held at Columbia, Mo., beginning Dec. 6.

His subject is " Bees in Relation to Horticulture." Mr. Ab-
bott will interest those horticulturists, and they will ever
afterward be better friends to bees and bee-keeping.

Mk. J. H. TicKENOR, of Crawford Co., Wis., writing us
Oct. 29, had this to say :

" I like the American Bee Journal very much. It is cer-
tainly a money-saver to everyone that ' bee-lieveth,' to the Jew
first and also to the Gentile. I like the short method of spell-

ing adopted by the Bee Journal. I also like criticisms, for
they are educative, but I think the majority of the bee-keep-
ing fraternity would be with me In saying : Let's not jangle
through the Journal, or elsewhere. I have a six-months' boy
whose name Is Victor Joseph Langstroth."

Mb. Geo. W. Blair, of Mason Co., Mich., when renewing
his subscription for 1899, and also taking advantage of our
SI. 50 offer for both the Bee Journal and Prof. Cook's "Bee-
Keepers' Guide" (see page 765), wrote as follows:

"It makes me feel kind of guilty to get it so cheap.
Couldn't do without the Bee Journal, you know."

Yes, that $1.50 offer is enough to make a fellow " feel

kind of guilty " when he accepts It, but that's all right—just
come on with your orders until Dec. 10, when the offer will
positively be withdrawn.

Somnambulist, in the Progressive Bee-Keeper, gives this
comment on facing honey :

" Among the correspondents of the bee-journals one finds
a good deal of tit for tat on facing honey. While we cannot
be t(jo scrupulous about having the different sections which
constitute a case of honey, of equal merit, there are but few
of us who can refrain from putting the most beautiful to the
front. 'Tis simply human nature that. In displaying any of
our belongings, either to a prospective buyer or the every-day
family visitor, to bring out In bold relief the best we have.
The people are few and far between who are anxious to bring
defects into the glare of the searchlight, unless, indeed, it be
those of an enemy."

The Value of Foundation in Sections lies chiefly, ac-
cording to the belief of Editor Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keep-
ers' Review, in the fact that " in a heavy flow the use of foun-
dation enables the bees to furnish storage for honey that could
not be stored if comb were built naturally." He does not agree
with the belief that worker-comb looks better in sections than
drone-comb.

Immunity to Stings.—In response to a circular sent out
by Dr. Langer to German bee-keepers, 144 had become in-
sensible to the effect of stings, nine claimed they had been so
from infancy, and 26 declared that they had the same sensi-
bility as at the beginning of their aplcultural career. The
number of stings required to reach immunity varied ; some re-
quired only 30, and others 100 or more.—Prakt. Wegweiser.

Comparative Quantity of Comb and Extracted Honey.
—In the discussion at the Ontario convention, last year, with
75 percent of the honey sealed before extracting, Mr. Hal!
thought little more extracted than comb honey could be se-

cured ; Mr. Post thought about 65 of comb to 100 extracted,
Mr. Picket 60 or 65 of comb to lOii extracted, and Mr. Darl-
ing thought less was secured in sections because bees disliked

working in such small spaces.—Canadian Bee Journal.

Do Bees Move Eggs or Larvae P—Referring to what Doo-
little says about bpes moving larvK (American Bee Journal,
page 578), Critic Taylor, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, thinks
the testimony strong in favor of the belief that workers do
move larvEe, and says he has been watching for just such cases
for years, and in some cases thought he saw evidence in favor
of such moving, but continued observation showed him his

error. So he registers doubts as to Doolittle's correctness.

The Building of Drone-Comb.— I. W. Beckwith says, in

the Bee-Keepers' Review, that his experience is at variance
with the rule that queenless colonies build mainly drone-comb.
He divides colonies and allows the queenless part to fill the hive
with combs while the queen is maturing, and finds very little

drone-comb built unless the bees are hopelessly queen-
less. He quotes Dadant as saying: "If all, or part, of

the store-combs of a hive are removed, the bees will rebuild
large cells, at least three times out of four." And says his ex-

perience is the reverse of this, for when he removes most of
the combs from a populous colony It is always replaced with
worker-comb. But are these last the "store-combs" that
Dadant speaks of, Mr. Beckwith ?

Improving Our Honey-Resources.— "If one-half the
energy that is now expended in Inventing new hives and other
appliances," says Ed Jolly in American Bee-Keeper, "search-
ing for new races of bees, breeding for beauty, etc., were
turned to the betterment of the resources of the country, bee-
keeping as a business would be a more lucrative one "—a prop-
osition that Is hard to gainsay. He advises sowing white
clover seed along roadsides and streams, fence-corners, pas-
ture fields, and through the woods. Also starting linden trees.

In the fall, rake the old rotted leaves from the ground in the
forest, stir the soil a little with a rake, then sow the seeds and
cover lightly with well-rotted leaves or compost. A year later

the seedlings may be transplanted. Slips may be cut in early
spring, stuck in a marsh or wet ground, and the following
spring they will be found rooted.

Boiled-Down Laziness.—Critic Taylor, in the November
Bee-Keepers' Review, says he Is sometimes discouraged in the
work of a critic, because there is so much careless statement
and careless editing that ought to bu reformed. As a good ex-

ample of both, he refers to page 618 of the American Bee
Journal, and quotes as follows:

"Critic Taylor, speaking of Doolittle's plan of preventing
after-swarms, said ;

' Perhaps Doullttle is led to practice his

method from the fact that he is largely using the Gallup hive
and wishes to engage others toward a favorable opinion of

that hive.'

"

Mr. Taylor says he could never have written such absurd
nonsense, and is somewhat at a loss to know whether to at-

tribute the misrepresentation to carelessness or impotent
malice. Neither, Mr. Taylor ; it was laziness— Dure, boiled-

down laziness. On page 268 of the Review, Mr. Doolittle

gave as a paraphrase of what Mr. Taylor had written : "Per-
haps Taylor is led to practice his method from the fact that
he is largely using the Heddon hive," etc.; and instead of

turning back to see what Mr. Taylor had actually written, it

was an easier, and a much lazier, way, to jump at the conclu-
sion that, in paraphrasing, Mr. Doolittle had merely changed
the proper names, and that conclusion was unfortunately
acted upon. What Mr. Taylor actually did write was this :

" Perhaps Doolittle is led to practice this method from the
fact that he Is largely engaged in the production of queens,
since by this process he gets plenty of good queen-cells almost
ready to hatch."

Which goes to show that It is not always easy to look upon
a paraphrase and construct therefrom the thing paraphrased.
It was a case of unpardonable carelessness and laziness, for
which a thousand apologies are hereby tendered to Mr. Tay-
lor, with many thanks for being let off so easy, and a promise
never again to work backward from a paraphrase.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal-

should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for It. See 6 big offers on page 746.
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BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Qneens for Business.

SupDlles at Bottoni Prices.

*'Bee-Keeptng: for Befrlnnera,'' price 50 cents,
Imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. 11. BKOWN, Augusta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

HAKH &HgGKE9iS
BY STEAWI-«itii tt,o

siiuiiU'. pi;>iIi'iM. sell regulating

EXCELSIOR IL^BMIOS
Tliousaods in successful operotiou.
owt't priced Ist-cla^s batcLer made.

UKO. 11. SiTAill.,
114 to l-'i s. fifl, •^t..<>iiliioy. III.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Jou^n^.l.

SOLD ON TRIAL!
, Buy no Incubator and pay for It
1 before givinc It a trial.
[Many peoi-ile have losl faith in in^ubalors be-

^i- lne\ bought one ihal w:is never inlfinl-
In hatch i-hi.kt-nv— iii,i.le iiierelv losril.

The Von Culin Incubators
are sold on trial subject to jour approv-

al. Simplest machine made. A child can operate it. The hic^nsl
cntnlogiie mid "poiiltrj pointers" book published, sentfof 5c.
Plans tnr Hroo.lers, Poultry ibmses. etc.. sent on receipt of 2oc.
Voa Culia lacubalorCo. S Adams St. Delaware Cit*. Del-

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Let me send you my 64-
page Catalog for 1898

J. in. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writingi

KEYSTONE DEHDRNING CLIPPERS

The Quiet, Orderly, Gentle and Safe
animal is the one that has heen dehorned.
It means uiilinul comfort and that means
animal profit. This knife cutf* clean, no
crushing or bruUIng. It is quick, causes
leastpain. Ktr.m^r and lasting:. Fully war-
mnted. HiRhest awards World's Fair. Send
f^r free cirmhus and prints Viefore buying.

A. C BitOMi's. <othranvIlle.' Pa.

3Sti:6t Please mention the Bee Journal.

ANYONE INTERESTED
Agrlcultarnl l*urMult8 can't
afford to be without the

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST.
Sample copy Free to any address

upon receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card nam-
ing paper in which jou saw this ad.

Address AtiEICl-W**L KPITOMIST. lodlanarolis, Ind

26E26t Please mention the Rep Journal.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOB
Haa No Sag In Brood-Frame*

Thio Flat-Kuttum FouDdatiuD
Bas So FisbboDt* in tbe SQrplQS Hoaey

.

BetnK the oleuneBt is nsaally workeo
the qalokest of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN OKD^iEN,
Bole MaDQfaatnrer,

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writin?.

ET MORE EGGS. How?
teed the hens on grccii cut bone. 1 h^^

,

will lay double ili^- .^m-
right in the middle of th,' wu.i.r,
wheneg:^are wurlh iiinsl rimui'v.

DANDY ^^St?tl?s"^
with or without i:i-iii :iu' lb.- I..-.L

machines for preparint; bonu lur

fowls. CuttUHt, turn eawy.
Catalncne and iiricea free.

STRATTON&, OSBORNE
Bo&2is^r(e* Jt*a.

Please mention iDtic Jou:-u„. ./nun w..,,ing.

The A. 1. Rdot Co.'s Woods ^^rellu.""
Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will nay you to
send mo list of Goods wanted. Ifl. H. HI/NT
Cash for Ueeswai. Bell Branch. Mich.
Flease mention Bee Journal when writing.

m^r^^„!k,^,^,^mit>;^^^^^.

^W€^^^^^^m^^
Shallow Extracting-Frames, Etc.

In Mr. Deacon's article on extracting-
frames, on page ntlli, he states that the Root
shallow extracting-frames are 4i.j inches
deep. IE he will examine their catalogs
of IsilT and 1S9S he will find that the vnlij

shallow extracting-frames listed by tbe
Roots are of the " sensible depth " of 5\
inches: in fact, just the same depth as the
Heddon frames.
My bees did fairly well this year. I win-

tered four colonies, lost none, and increast

to nine, besides selling a number of queens
and a few frames of bees. They averaged
75 pounds each of comb honey. There are
about 100 colonies in all near here, and
several bee-keepers report a poor crop, due,

I think, to the ' let them alone " policy.

E. F. Atwateb.
Yankton Co., S. D., Nov. IS.

Fair Season.

I got the bee-fever four years ago, and
have at present 3 strong colonies of hybrids
and one Italian. The past season was fair.

Last ytar was extra good, which started

many new beekeepers this year. My bees

are all in Uary-Simplicity hives, which
seem to be the standard in this section.

There were very few swarms this year.
Albekt Hedler.

New Haven Co., Conn., Nov. 18.

A Lady Bee-Keeper's Report.

I commenced the season of 1S98 with 31

colonies in good condition, wintered on the
summer stands. I kept them from swarm-
ing as much as I could, but they increast to

45 colonies. I have doubled some, and have
now 36 good colonies. My honey crop this

season, as nearly as I can estimate it, is

about a ton. The early honey was very
dark. The rain spoilt the early white
clover, but when the basswood commenced
it came very rapidly, and my sympathy
was not with the busy bee, but with the
busy bee-keeper. I had 1,000 pounds of

basswood mixt with a little white clover,

but the last that I took off was yellowed a
little with the early corn-blossoms.
The late honey crop was very light, owing

to the drouth in this part of the State.

I like the Bee Journal's i eform in spell-

ing ever so much ; and I shall watch the
Journal this winter very closely to learn all

I can about managing the plain section and
fence separator. So let all the lights shine
on that subject, for I, for one, want my
hooey to look as well as any one's when it

goes to market. Mrs. Paul Barrette.
Crawford Co., Wis., Nov. IB.

Bees in Fair Condition.

Bees in this vicinity (Marion Co., Ind.)
are in fair condition to go through the win-
ter, altho the quality of the stores is not A
No. 1. My bees in Vanderburgh county are
in winter quarters, with an average of 40
pounds of stores per colony. The regiment
of which I have been a member (1.59th Ind.
Vol.) is to be mustered out Nov. 33, and we
will all get home for a turkey on Thanks-
giving. Pennsylvania seems to be about
the best honey State I was in in the East.
Nov. IS. J. C. VTlLLENMEYER.

Best Crop in Six Tears.
Mr. Holtermann has not said too much of

the honey-flow in this part of our country,
if we can judge by our own locality. In-
deed, it is the first crop I have had in six
years, since I began, and we are near the
TOth latitude north.
Last year I had 21 colonies in the spring,

increast them to 2U in buckwheat time

A
FREE
BOOK
cpw Fees!
Gookmgm

We are sending out to all interested parties
|who ask for it, a very entertaining- and in-

structive little book on this subject. It deal.-^

with all phases of the subject—the eo8t, ad-
vnntnecM arid profit of the practice. Inci-
dentally it tells iibnHt the

ELEGTRIG
FEED COOKERS

V'hirli ur.- made of he "I iri'ii> inm vi*-t inc-
and lined »lth Mcel plutcM. wit h b..il( rs ,>l

extra qnality jfalvanizcd t»tc'el. So made
|

they require le»» fuel and heat quicker
l

than all others. Made in three etjlen and
I

five sizes, from '.!5 to 100 gallons capacity,
l

Heavy stock— can till order.s instantly. Write.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., Box h Quincy, III.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Sapplies ! KoOT's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Pender's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers, Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Bee Journal when writing.

The American Poultry Journal,

S.ir> DBASBORJS! ST.,

CHICAGO, - ILI-.

AIniipnql Ihat Is over a quarter of a cent-
JUul Hill ury old and Is still growing must

possess Intrinsic merit of its own, and Its

field must be a valuable one.

Such Is the American KA nanfo a vOaP
Poultry Journal. w" tCIIlS a Jtai .

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Please mention

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Kead what J. I. PARKNT.of

Charlton, N. Y., Bays—"We
cat with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
50 chaff hives with 7-ln. cap,
ICH.) honey-racks, 500 broad
frtinies, li.ooo honey-boxes
and a threat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do It with this Saw.
It will do all you say It will.

Catalogue and Price - L>i8t

Address. W.F.& JOHN BARNES,
N0.99.S RuhySt.. Rocktord. lU. j

Free.
45Ctf

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

'IRST PRIZE WINNERS
FOUR LARGE '99 POULTRY GUIDE FREE.

St'incthiuK entirely new; largest book
I 'lit. Worth $35. to anyone; tellsall about
poniti \' . !iow to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIG MONEV ^vlth e^Tfcs or sti)ck for market
nr fancy. Send iricformailint? and postage.

JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.
, ,Box Frocport, Illinois.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

m RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees In Calit'ornla.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
age and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and bow they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells

you all about rallfornla Aarlculture anA
HortU'iillure. $1.00 per Year: Six Montbs.^
50 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

VHE KlIRAIi CALIFOKNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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Sweet S Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,

cash with order-
51b lOIb 251b 50ft

SweetClover 60 11.00 »2.25 14.00
Alsike Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 53 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.
Vour orders are solicited.

CEO. W. YORK & CO , 118 Mich. St , Chicago.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION '=««|j,'i*-'°-
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Hipping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Cataloi;ae Free.

SENEf^A FAIiliS IflFG. CO.,
46 Water St SKNEOA FALLS. N. T

IT WILL PAY YOU
TO ATTEND THE

Eclectic Sliortliaiid

*** College »«*
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System.
LessoLs by Mail a specialty. Send stamp lor

alphabet.

•94 I»earl>orii Street, CHICAOO.
39Aly Please mention the Bee Journal.

Buy Yoiir Sections Now
while we offer them at a LARftE
I»lSCOU>T, having added to our
plant one of the most complete one-
piece section machines, enabling us
til turn out the most beautiful sec-

tions on the market. By sending us
a list of Suoplies wanted we can
saveyouSSI. R. H. SCHMIDT
At CO., Box 187. SHEBOYGAN, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

MICS4EN money;;."'
,
I" .-•1. h- aiiil

COMB FOUNDATION

_jar!u't p.mllry. fiit.-, ;in.l jWaos fi

buililiQg poultry houses auJ cobt of same.
These and many other Ihinffs loi;otber with

CYPHERS INCUBATOR
whii-h IS scut freiKhl pnid to every iturchuier

II 13 coniaint'iiin our Poultrj Guldo. Sent tor 10 cl3,

9 The Cyphers Incb. Co. Box SO Waylaod. N.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -WTiting.

Wholesale
and Ketall.

Working Wax '^\^tt^ A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalotr,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BUBMWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

f\
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A GREAT ^^^^^^^^
COMBINATION OFFER

COOK'S "BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE"
FOR ONI^Y FIFTY CENXS.

You ought to have a Rood bee-book, if you haven't one already. Prof. A. J.

Cook's Manual, or " Bee-Keepers' Guide," Is one of the very best publisht to-day.

It is bound substantially and neatly in cloth, contains over 450 pages, and retails at

$1.25 a copy, postpaid. But we are eoing to make you an offer, for the next
three -^'e'elcs (positively ending Dec. 10), that -will open your eyes.
Here it is :

To every subscriber who before Dec. 10 will pay his subscription to the Ameri-
can Bee Journal to the end of next year (1899) we will mall a copy of Prof. Cook's
" Bee-Keepers' Guide " for only 50 cents extra. That is really getting a dollar-

and-a-quarter bee-book for only 50 cents. Can you afford to miss such a chance
as that ? Address,

CiEORCie y\. YORK A: CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, III.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we iiave many customers In the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates obtained by purchas'

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are. get'
tiug a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establUht a branch bouse at 1 730 South 13lh St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies
the same as we do at Hlgginsviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bt-e-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par ejcellent. Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw-

colored transparent Foundation, Improved Smokers and Honey Kxtraotors, and all other flrst-
claa sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

^'"Progressive Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur BeeKeeper," 25c. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Pkoobessive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Leahy Manufacturing Company, "ifs'Solm^iil^'ht.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

or
Oniaba, Neb.

26g Cash Paid for Beeswax.
This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are paying 26 cents a
pound — CASH — upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money
PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
11§ Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-KeeDers' SuDDlies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of.

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut frorapatterns, by machluery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-^rood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

askt them what authority they had in cut-
ting down my clover ? They answered,
" The street commissioner," and that they
were told to clean every street from weeds.

I live on a 5 acre farm surrounded by
larger farms; our street leads into tbe^

country, and is not graded. Nearer town,
on the main street. Canada thistles and
milkweeds are found in great abundance,
which they think are not so dangerous as
sweet clover!
My bees are in their winter quarters on

the summer stands since the first of No-
vember; boxes lined with coffee sacks and
straw board are put around the hives. Nov.
2, 3, 5 and 8 I noticed them carrying in
pollen, and on the 10th we had a severe
snow-storm. To-day (Nov. 21 ) the bees ar&
carrying pollen again. Chas. Duclos.
Saginaw Co., Mich.

Against Importing Apis Dorsata.

I have read in the American Bee Journal
and Gleanings so much about Apis dorsata.
I never paid much attention to it. as I had
an idea that the writers on that subject
would find out sooner or later what a great
mistake they make to entertain the idea of
importing those bees to the United States.
We have no State in the Union where this
bee could live and prosper. It requires a
very hot climate, say 75 degrees about the
lowest.
Now you will be astonisht at the rea-

son why. This I will explain in a few words.
The large bees of tbe Philippines, or Apis
dorsata. irlU not stiuj lit any box or hullow tree,

but will build their combs in the woods on
branches of trees, etc.. sometimes 1'.,' yards
long by one yard wide. I saw some such
30 years ago when I was in the Philippines.
I spoke to Manila men about it, altho I had
no idea of keeping bees at that time, and
they told me that they never wilt stay in a
box; even if you put them in a box they
will go to the woods and make their nest in
tbe branches ot trees. Now bring them to
this country in a box, open it in the sum-
mer time and they will leave and go to the
woods, and build combs on branches of
trees ; and as soon as the wintersets in they
will perish, even here in Louisiana, where
the mercury goes very seldom below 30 de-
grees.

I hope this explanation will be satisfac-
tory, and that Apis dorsata will be let
alone. Even Cuba. I think, is too cool for
them, as the Philippines are a great deal
warmer during the whole year.

J. H. Hempel.
St. John Parish. La., Nov. 23.

Please mention the Bee Jonrnal IdverSSi?^

Illinois State Convention Report.
Our meeting of the Illinois .State Bee-

Keepers' Association is again a thing of
the past. The attendance was not large,
but we hope for much good to result from
it. Hon. N. E. France. State Inspector of
Apiaries, of Wisconsin, was with us, and
we are sure he was of great use to the As-
sociation in the advice he gave as to the
manner ot procedure to secure a foul brood
law in our State, such as they have in Wis-
consin.
The election of otEcers took place on the

first day, resulting the same as last year,
viz.

:

President, J. Q. Smith, of Lincoln ; 1st
Vice-President, C. P. Dadant ; 2nd Vice-
President. A. N. Draper; 3rd Vice-Presi-
dent, S. N. Black; 4th Vice-President, Geo.
Poindexter; 5th Vice-President, Geo. W.
York ; Treasurer, Chas. Becker ; Secretary,
Jas. A. Stone, of Bradforrtton.
On motion, the Executive Committee

(which is by the const! ution the President,
Secretary and Treasurer) was made the
committee on premium list, and later was
also made the committee on legislature. It
was voted that they be instructed to so
frame the Act in the foul brood law. as to
have the Governor appoint a State Inspec-
tor ot apiaries, as recommended by the
Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association;
whereupon the Association voted to recom-
mend our President. J. Q. Smith, of Lin-
coln, in case a foul brood law is enacted.

If Illinois bee-keepers want a foul brood
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HONEY * FOR * SALE.
Best White Altalta Extracted,,.

ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

This is the famous white extracted honey gathered in the
great Alfalfa regions of the Central West. It is a splendid
honey, and nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can hardly get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

Prices are as Follows:
A sample by mail, 8 cents In stamps, to pay for package and postage. By

freight—One 60-pound can, 8 cents per pound; 2 cans, 1% cents per pound;
4 or more cans, 73< cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order.

This honey is ABSOLXITELY PURE BEES' HONEY, the enest of the kind
produced in this country.

1^" We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey
for their home demand the past season. Just order some of the above, and sell it.

And others, who want to earn some money, can get this honey and work up a de-
mand for it almost anywhere. The Circular, " Honet as Food," will be a great
help in creating customers for honey. Address,

OEORGE W. YORK &. CO., IIS micliigian SI., Chicago, III.

"We want
EVEKY BEE-KEEPER

To Iiave a copy of

U/Vi/ Our 1898 Catalog \i/\»/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a' copyj

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the Southwest—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE I

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Yonr Name on the Knife.—Wlien ordering, be sure to Bay Just wtiat rJenis Kii
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife la Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It Is ma «:
i>3autifully of indestru -tible celluloid, which is as transparent as vlass. Underneath 4c-
celluloid, on one side ot the handle Is placed an American Bee Journal reminder, and on vJl
ether side, name and residence ot the Subscriber.

The material entering- into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the bla'=^£
are handforgred out of the very finest EnpUsh razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The
bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardece--
German silver wire; the iinincs are plate briss; the back sprinsrs of ShefiBeld spring steel a'-i;
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage,

Wliypnrctaase the Novelty Knife? In case a good knife Is Jost. the chances are
the owner will never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address ot own^";
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, wouli destroy t!-«
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have Oi:'
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and in case of death, j-ou.-t
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Tear or birthday present I WhsA
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son. a wife to a husband, a sister to a broth-d-,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, a brothertea slaw.-
ar a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint Idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represents,-
Hon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

Heiv to Get this Valuable Knife—We send ItpostpaM. for$l. , or give It as i

Premium to the one sending us three neiv SnbBoriberti to the Bee Journal (wiih $3.0'"
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book '• Bees a' '-

Hone' We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one ye.tr, both for 81.90

GEORGE W. TORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILL&
ky Name and Address Pnt on the Knife.

law they must, one and all, pnt their shoul-
ders to the wheel, or it cannot be made to
revolve.
Following the suggestions ot our good

friend, Hon. N. E. France, it is necessary
that all bee-keepers of Illinois who are in-

terested in the enactment ot a foul brood
law. address a letter on the subject to
the Executive Committee ot the Illinois

State Bee-Keepers' Association (through
the secretary at Bradfordton), stating the
approximate number of colonies in their
county ; the amount of honey produced in
a favorable year, and its value ; how many
persons are partly, and how many totally,

dependent upon bee-keeping for a mainten-
ance; what you know about foul brood and
its ravages, etc.

Let every bee-keeper in the State pile up
just such letters before the committee as
will have the desired effect upon the legis-

lature; and in addition let every bee-keeper
make a special request ot their Representa-
tives that they favor such a law.

It beekeepers throughout the State will
follow this request, it will save the expense
to an empty treasury of further postage,
which we would be compelled to call on
bee-keepers to furnish, and those who have
bad foul brood in their apiaries would be
the first to respond. So do it immediately,
and let's have the law, Jas. A. Stone.
Bradtordton, 111.

Good Year and Honey Fine.

This has been a good year. The honey is

fine. I am petting f3.i25 per case for No. 1

amber, and >^4.2.'j per case for fancy white
comb. Congratulations and best wishes for
the American Bee Journal,

Ernest W, Halstead.
Jackson Co,, Miss., Nov. 22,

Poorest Season in Eight Years.

My report is a poor one, I bad 10 colo-
nies, spring count, and have four now.
The neighbors sprayed their fruit-trees and
killed my bees till I had six, I have been
doubling them up, and have two colonies
that I think will pull through, and two that
are in poor condition. This has been the
poorest honey-year since I have kept bees

—

eight years : I did not get a pound of honey
this year. Prospects are good for next
year. W, M. Daniels
Wood Co . Ohio, Nov. '22.

Convention IVotices.

Neiv York.—The tenth annual meeting of
the Ontario Co., N, V,. Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion will bp held in Canandaigua, N. y,. Dec.
8 and 9.1 8(18. An Interestln^f program Is in
course of preparation All interested In bees
or bee-keeplug are invited to attend.
Bellona, N. If. Kuth E. Taylor. Sec.

Ontario.—The annuni meeting of the On-
tario Bee-Keepers' Association will tje held
In Guelph. Dec. 6, -7 and 8, 1898. Owing to
the Guelph Fat Stock Show, the Guelph Poul-
try and Pet Stock Show, and the Experimen-
tal Union meeting on the same dates, there
will be a large meeting of bee keepers, and
each association will be a help to the other, as
many are Interested In all the ditfereut meet-
ings. All are cordially invited to attend the
meetlcgs. W, COUSE. Sec,
btreetsville. Out,

Qiieen-Clipping Device Free

The Monetle Queen-Cllp-
plng device Is a fine thing
for use In catching and clip-

ping queens' wings. We mail

it for 25 cents ; or will send
it FREE as a premium for

sending us ONE NEW sub-
scriber to the Bee Journal

for a year at .Sl.OO; or for $1.10 we
will mall the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.

GEORGE "W. YORK & CO.,

118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO. ILL,
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What Others Think
Of the Bee-Keepers' Review.

My Bee-Keeping Friend :—If
^
you really knew how good a journal the Bee-

Keepers' Review has become, you would soon be one of its subscribers. It is my

honest belief that in calling your attention to its merits, I am doing you (as well as

myself) a real benefit. One way in which I can do this is by allowing you to see what

others think of it. During the past year I have received hundreds of letters

praising the Review ; and from them I select the following :

The Review was never quite e^ual to what
it Is now. I w^s just glancing- over a bundle
of letters when my eye took lo the last num-

ber of the Review
that the clerk had
laid on the desk. The
letters were Imme-
diately put down and
the Review taken up.
After 1 had glanced
through It pretty
thoroughly the ques-
tions came to me.
What makes the Re-
view 60 crisp, and
why is it that I take
it up so quickly when
it comes V Is it be-
cause the editor
quotes very largely
irom Gleanings in
his Extracted De-
partment? No, not

exactly, altho that is a delicate compli-
ment to Gleanings, it is because the editor
throws his whole being into hie paper. He
lovee It and his readers.— E. R. Root, editor of
Gleanings.

Under the keen competition which now ob-
tains among high-class periodicals, any markt
degree of success comes only to the publisher

of peculiar adapta-
bility. The uuin-
terrupted progress
of the Keview may
be attributed to a
ra^e combination
of the qualifications
possest by Its ed-
iior and publisher,
so essential to up-
building of a popu-
lar, bee - keepers'
magazine. An ac-
tive mind, evervig-
llaat In behalf of
its patrons, bacbt
by mechanical gen-
ius and mature ex-
perience in the api-
ary, together with

a clear, pleasing style of expression; modest,
yet unatlectediy dignified and buslneas-libe;
with a most delicate conception of the beau-
ties of Nature and harm tny in art. cannot
but be productive of a work most gratitying
to the cultured tastes which spring from that
sublime conception of Nature which Is an In-
herent part of every true bee-master.—H. E.
HIU, editor American Bee-Keeper.

Dear Hutchinson, I have been intending for
pome time to write you my appreciation of
the Review, but this has been an exception-

ally busy season
with us, and the
writing has been
put 00" until
now. Permit me
to congratulate
jouon the splen-
did journal that
you are making.
When you start-
ed out with the
eight extra pages
I had my appre-
hensions as to
your being able
to keep them
filled vvith the In-

teresting matter
for whico the
Review has been

so generally noted, but X am please i to notice
that there has been no deterioration. Your
correspondents are the best apiarists of our
land ; and nearly all of the new thoughts and
ideas in apiculture come to us now through
the Review. With the best of wishes for your
success. I am, yours truly, R. B Leahy, editor
of the Progressive Bee-Keeper.

I suppose publishers are like ordinary mor-
tals in that the V appreciate words of com-
mendation from the reading public to which

they cater; there-
fore, I beg to say. I

llkp the Review,
and here are some
of the reasons why
I like it:

First,— Because it

Is well edited.
Second — Because

it is well printed on
good paper.
Third. — Because

its contributors are
among the bent
writers on bee-cul-
ture in America.
Fourth.— Because

it has no fads.
Fifth. -Because it

has high ideals of
literary style and at the same time tries to be
helpful 10 prac:lcal b^e-keepers.
Sixth —Because 1 like its editor and count

him among my warm personal friends.—
Eugene Secor, Manager U. S. Bee-Keepers'
Union.

As I have said before, once a really good bee-journal visits a bee-keeper a whole

year, it usually becomes a permanent member of his family
; and, for the sake of

getting the Review into the hands of new readers for this " first year," I am making
the following offer :

Send me $1.00 and I will send you twelve back numbers, the Review for the

rest of this year and all of next year. The sooner you subscribe the more you get.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

HOHEY and BEESWAX
iHARKEX QUOXAXIONS.

Chica,go, Nov. 19. — Our market is very
atroD^ at J3o for best grades of "white comb
honey, with tood No. 1 at 11 lo 13c; ambers
range from 8 lo lie. accordlngrto appearance,
quality and liavor. Kxtra ted, wbiie. 6 io7c;
amber. 5 to 6c; darli. 5c. Beeswax, 27c. All
grades and liindsof honey are salable at this
time H. A. Burnett & Co.

San Francisco, Nov. 2.—White comb. 9;^
to 10i4o; amber. 7H to 9c. Extracted, white,
7to7'ic.; ilght amber, 6H to 6>4c. Beeswax,
34(a27c
There is so little extracted now offering

that it is hardly quotable in a wholesale way.
Comb is In fair sunply and is being very
steadily held, altho with the demand for
same almost wholly local, the movement is
not very rapid.

St. l^onlB, Sept. 9.— Fancy white comb.
12tol2!4o.; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie; No. 1
white. 9 to 1 Oc. ; dark and partially-fllled from
5 to 8c. as to quality. Extracted in cases, No.
I white. 6 to 6>4c; No.2,5^c; amber, 5c; In
barrels. No. 1 white. 5V4c; amber, 4(4 to 5o;
dark, 4 to 4!4c. Choice Beeswax, prime, 24c;
choice. 24 hie. At present there Is a good de-
mand for honey. Westoott Com. Oo.

Kansas City, Sept. 9.—Fancy white comb,
12@13c; No. 1, ll®12c; amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white. 5V4@f)c: amber. 5@5^4c; dark,
4!4@5c. Beeswax. 22@25c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

O. O. Ulemons & Co.

Boston, Sept. 30.— Our honey market
shows a decided tlrmer tone since our last. A
few sales have been made at 15c tor an extra
fancy lot, while almost all sales ranging from
A No. 1 to fancy now are made at 14c. while
occasionally, something a little off. will bring
as low as 12^ to 13c. We do not look to see
any lower prices.
Extracted, Florida. In barrels, mostly 6c to

7c, with a good demand. Beeswax, slow sale
at 26c for best. Blake. Scott & Lee.

Indianapolis, Oct. 3.—Fancy white comb
honey, 12 to 12^c; No 1. 10 to lie. Demand
fairly good. Tar-colored comb honey, 8 to 9c,
with almost no demand. Clover and basswood
extracted honey, 6!4to7c Beeswax. 25 to 27c,

Walter S. Pouder,

Ullwaukee.Oct. 18.—Fancy 1 pounds, 12^4
to 13c ; A No. 1, 12 to 12i4c; No. 1, 11 to 12c;
No. 2. 10 to 10 !4; mixt, amber and dark, 8 to
9c. Extracted, white, in barrels, kegs and
palls, 6!4 to 7c; dark, 5 to oMc. Beeswax. 26
to 27c.
This market is in good condition for the best

grades of honey, either comb or extracted.
The receipts of the new crop are very fair,
and some of very nice quality. The demand
has been and continues to be very good, and
values are firm on fancy grades and straight,
uniform packing. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Columljus.O., Nov. 18.—Market somewhat
easier. Quote: Fancy. 14c; No. 1, 12c; No. 3.
10c; amlwr. 9c; buckwheat, 8c.

Columbus Com. and Storaoe Co.

New York, Oct. 22.—Keceipts of comb
honey are large, and there is quite a stock
now on the market. While white is In good
demand, buckwheat and mlxt seem to be
somewhat neglected, and quotation prices
have to be shaded in order to sell in quantity
lots: We quote:
Fancy white, 13 to 14c; No. 1 white. 11 to

12c; amber. 10c; mixt and buckwheat, 8 to 9c.
Stocksor extracted are light of all kinds. De-
mand Is good at following prices: White, 6
to6Hc; amber, 5V4c: dark, 5c. Southern, In
"half barrels and barrels at from 55c to 60c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26c.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken.

Detroit, Oct. 20.—Honey In better demand
and better prices as follows: Fancy white.
13®14c; No. 1, 12@l3c; fancy dark and am-
ber. 10@llc. Extracted, white, ti@7c: dark. 5
@5!4c. Beeswax, 25a26c, M. H. Uunt.

Minneapolis. Oct. 20 —Fancy white clo-
ver comb is now selling at ll@l2c. ; amber,
lOKc. Extracted fancy white clover, 5Kc.:
amber, 4=!i@5c. Dark grades, both comb and
extracted, not wanted at low prices.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Buffalo, Nov. 25.—A most excellent de-
mand continues for strictly fancy I-pound
combs at 13 to 1 4c. The usual so-called No. 1,
I I to 13c: lower grades move well at Irom 9c
down to 7c; stocks very light in our market.
Extracted honey. 5 to Gc Beeswax, 24 to 28c.

Batterson & Co.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Now Allowed on Orders.

If you want

Sliipping Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anytbiDs: else* ivrite to us. Catalog

Free. Sample Copy

Mnaerfc@m Bee ^ Keeper,
(Monthly, 50c a year) free. Address,

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Apiarian Supplies

!

Wholesale and Ketall.

A FULL LINE KEPT IN STOCK
Very Low Prices.

Write tor an estimate on what you want.

I. J. STRHMGHAN,
105 Park Place, - NEW YORK.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

l dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal-

.- ers as well as consumers. We
have liry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc,

Inter-State MannfactnrinE Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BT IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
oompletely than any other published, send
11.26 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif,.

for hie

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Iiiberal Discoants to the Trade.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best

and only weekly sheep, paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ^ -^

has a hobby which Is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the

time Are you interested? Write to-day
Wool Markets &. Sheep, • • Chicagr-

California s^^
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St., - SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

YBr Dadant's Foundation. ^^,

Why does it sell

Well?so
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because I3i 31 VRARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty*

Purity, Firmness, No Sag-
^inc-. i^o L.OSS.

PATENT WFEU PROCESS
SHEEXINC}.

Send Name for our CataloR, Samples of FouLdatlon and Veil Material. We se)

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culttire—Price, $1.25, by maiil.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OCR MOTTO—" m\ Maiiufaetiired Stock ! (Jiiiek Shipments
!"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES.
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD in this part of Wisconsin Is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Hoiiey-Sectiotts—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber is used.

Write for Illustrated Catalog and Prlce-Llst FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal wben wrltlnjr.

Gleanings at Half Price,

Or, Two Papers for the Price of One.

We have made arrangements whereby, for a limited time, we can send either the Farm
Journal, published at Philadelphia, or the PouUry- Keeper, publisht at Pavkesburg, Pa., both
flfty-ceut monthlies, and the very best In their line, with Oleaniiigv In Bee-Culture, to a.

new or old sultscriber, both for one year. But the conditions of this offer ^re that the money
[$1.00

I
shall be sent In advance, ana that all arrearages to Gleanings, if any, shall be squared

The Ohio Fariuer and Gleanings in Kee-Culture

both for One Year for $1.10.

We will send the Ohio Farmer, a dollar weekly, one of the leading agricultural papei-e of
the TTnlted States, and Gleanlnj;s in Bee Culture, both for one year, to a new or old subscriber,
for f 1.10, paid in advance, and all arrearages to Gleanings, if any, squared up.

Tlie Farm Journal Is now In its 21st year, and takes the lead amongall the Iow-prlce<J
agricultural papers. It is packt full ol practical hluls and suggestions; puffs no swindles, and
inserts no humbug advertisements.

Tlie Ohio Farmer Is a larger paper, aEd is Issued weekly, and is one out of a few really
good farm papers.

Tlie Foullry-Keeper is monthly, edited by P. H.Jacobs, and publisht at Parkes-
burg. Pa. It has a timed cover in two culors. and is beautifully gotten up.

Remember that, in order to secure any one of the^e three papers, in combination wltb
Gleanings, the money musl be paid in adVHnce, and arrears to Gleanings, if any, squared up
These offers are verv low, and will ue withdrawn soon.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
MEDINA, OHIO.
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Moving Bees to the Basswood Bloom.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A correspondent writes me that he wishes to fix during
the winter, for moving his bees some 10 or 12 miies to where
there is plenty of basswood timber, he having none nearer
than that to his bees, hoping thereby to receive a larger
amount of honey from his apiary than he would by allowing
it to remain in one place, as he has formerly done ; and he
wishes me to tell through the columns of the American Bee
Journal what I think of the idea. He also wants to linow if

there are any seasons when basswood blossoms in profusion,
when there is no nectar secreted in the blossoms ; and finally

asks if the blossom-buds are not formed on the trees a little

previous to the time of their opening, so that he can tell

whether there will be enough prospect of bloom to pay him
for moving his bees.

I have often wondered why more people did not think of
moving their bees to the basswood flow, when they were so
situated that such flow was beyond the range of their bees'
flight, for I can see nothing against such a course, except the
expense. From the experience of the last 30 years, I believe
basswood to be one of the greatest honey-producers in the
world, if not the greatest. I have secured a yield of 22
pounds of honey a day from it for three days, and reports of
20, 15 and 10 pounds daily have frequently been reported
from this source during a series of days, while this beautiful
tree was in blossom. If I mistake not, no such yields have
been reported for any length of time from any other honey-
producing plant or tree, altho there paay have been reports of
20 pounds from other sources for a single day.

Where bees can be moved to the basswood and returned,
at an expense of $1.00 per colony, it will be seen that 10
pounds of honey from each colony will pay the cost, counting
honey at a reasonable figure, if they should secure that sur-
plus in sections. By going back over my diary, kept during
the time I have kept bees, beginning with the year 1869, I

find that my average from basswood has been not far from 45
pounds of comb honey per colony each year. So if we call 45
pounds what we may expect one year with another from bass-
wood, and if it costs lO pounds of that for moving the bees to

the basswood, we shall have 35 pounds left for profit ; or
calling the honey at 10 cents per pound, as above. It would
give us $3 50 per colony as clear money on each colony, over
what we should have had if we had not moved them. Thus
we see, if we move 100 colonies we shall have $350 free of
all expense for our undertaking, which is no small or mean
sum.

Taking up the next part of the matter presented by our
correspondent, I will say that I never knew a season when
basswood did not furnish some honey. The shortest season
that I ever knew gave a three days' yield, in which honey was
so plentiiul that the bees could not prepare room fast enough
to store it, with a gradual tapering off of two days more,

making five days in all. The longest gave a yield of 25 days,
with three of them so cold that the bees could not work, ex-
cept a little in the middle of the day. The State of the atmos-
phere has much to do with the secretion of nectar in the bass-
wood flowers. The most unfavorable weather is a cold, rainy,
cloudy spell, with the wind from west to northeast. If bass-
wood came at a time of year when we were liable to have
much of such weather, there might be such a thing as an en-
tire failure of honey from it. But, as a rule, we have very
little such weather at this time of year.

The condition the most favorable for a large yield of nec-
tar is when the weather is very warm and the air filled with
electricity. At times when showers pass all around, with a
great display of lightning, yet no rain falls in our immediate
vicinity, the honey will almost drop from the blossoms; and
even when light showers are present nearly every day, I have
known bees to store honey very fast. At these times of
greatest yield I have seen nectar in the blossoms after they
have fallen to the ground, so that it sparkled In the morning
sunshine.

Then, this nectar is nearly the consistency of honey, and
not like sweetened water, as in clover, teasel, buckwheat, etc.,
which makes basswood doubly valuable over most other honey-
secreting plants and trees. One bee-load of nectar from bass-

Pro/. Lawrence Brunei:—See page 772.

wood In a dry, warm time is equal to three from white clover
or buckwheat, or five from teasel, and some of the other
honey-producing flowers. I have taken two or three stems of

basswood blossoms, when the yield was great, and jarred them
over the palm of my hand, when I could turn two or three
drops of nice honey out of the hand.

All of these things point toward a success in moving bees
to a basswood locality, above what it would be to try to do
the same when other blossoms were to be the source' from
which honey was to be secured. cz;

Replying to the last question, I will say that the fruit-

buds and leaflets of all trees with which I am familiar are
formed in June and July of the preceding year ; so the result

of next year's honey-yield, so far as buds and flowers are con-
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cerned, is assured nearly or quite a year previous to their

expanding. After being formed they remain dormant till the

warmth of the next spring brings this dormant life Into

growth. As soon as the buds unfold, the latter part of May,
then we can see and know whether we should move the bees

or not.

By examining closely, as soon as the buds unfold so that

we can see the minature leaves, we can find the bunch of bass-

wood buds at the base of each tiny leaf, curled up and loolilng

very much like a small, fuzzy worm. With each week this

bunch of buds grows, until at the end of about seven weeks
from the time the trees put on their green in the spring, they
open their flowers, filled with nectar to invite the bees to a
sumptuous feast.

Of course, a cool season will retard the time of blossoming
a little, and a hot season advance it ; buttheabove is the rule.

Thus the practical eye can tell nearly two months In ad-

vance as to the promise for a yield of basswood honey, as far

as blossons are concerned ; and uo beekeeper should consider
that he has gone beyond the stage of " swaddling clothes " till

he is familiar with all of these things, the knowledge of which
goes to make up the " full statured" man or woman in this

fascinating pursuit. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Reuderlug Wax from Houey-Cappiugs.

BY J. K. DARLING.

I have read the question by " Jamaica," on page 725, also

Dr. Miller's reply, and it appears to me that I might help a
little with these difficulties. As Dr. Miller says, I believe a

large solar extractor would suit better than anything else, but
that Is not quite enough to get all the wax, altho It will take
out the wax as clean or cleaner than any other process I know
of without applying pressure.

If "Jamaica" will get a properly-constructed solar ex-

tractor and manage It rightly, he will not be bothered very
much with flying bees, and will obtain a good grade of honey
that some of his customers will prefer to that taken with the
honey extractor, for allho it may be preceptlbly darker. It Is

very heavy In body, and of good flavor; and he will also ob-

tain a grade of wax that he need not be afraid or ashamed to

place in competition at any of the fairs, and no need to remelt
or clarify it, either, as the extractor "is so constructed that it

will at one operation effectually separate wax, honey and
refuse," and there Is no need for the honey and wax to go
" into the first receptacle until it is filled, and overflows Into

the second, and that Into the third, and so on," as there is

only one pan for both honey and wax In which they separate
themselves. The refuse never gets there. I have one that I

made for myself, modified after the style of one known as the
" Alpaugh Extractor," and I would not take $25 for it, if I

could not maiie or buy another.

I am not bothered with too mnch heat here on the 45th
parallel, but on the contrary I am bothered at times because I

do not have heat enough, altho the lid is double glass, }4 inch
space.

If one wishes to save all the wax, it will be necessary to

have some kind of a press to take the wax out of the refuse,

as I do not believe that any steam extractor, or solar ex-
tractor, or hot water process, will take the wax all out of the
refuse without pressure. I believe that one of our most wide-
awake and progressive bee-keepers, Mr. F. A. Gemmill, has
constructed a press that as an adjunct to the solar extractor
will leave little to be desired, and it does not work inside a
vessel containing hot water, either, if I understand the de-
scription.

I may say that my first prize wax for the last two seasons
was from the solar wax extractor without remelting, and I did
not see any better at the Industrial Exposition at Toronto, or
the Central Canada at Ottawa.

Lanark, Co., Ont., Canada.

No. 5 The Care of Bees for Wintering.

BY C. P. DADANT.

I believe the question of shelter, lu out-door wintering. Is

of more importance than generally believed. Tho It Is true
that In some Instances, colonies have been known to winter
safely, when exposed to the fierceness of the winds, these ex-

ceptions, Instead of weakening the rule, can only strengthen
it, for it will always be found that the circumstances other-
wise were most favorable, where the results were so unex-
pectedly good.

In a natural state, the bees which are hived In hollow

trees can hardly be used as a safe criterion, for we have no
manner of knowing how many or how few such colonies win-
ter safely In this climate, but even if It could be proven that
they generally succeed, the fact that their abode Is usually at

only a short distance from the ground, and In thick timber,
where the force of the wind is lightly felt, and the additional
fact that the body of the trunk which they inhabit is very
thick, much thicker than our improved hives, would still in-

dicate that some shelter is advisable. The straw hives for-

merly used by the old apiarists of Europe were certainly very
good abodes, as far as winter protection was considered ; for

they were very thick, and the material used Is one of the best
non-conductors of heat or cold. But It Is out of the question
to make such hives to-day, or at least to put them In use in a
practical way; so we must see what we can do with the ordi-

nary movable-frame hives.

Double-wall hives are very good for winter, especially

when they have a dead-air space between the two walls. They
are exposed to two weighty objections. The first Is that. In

the warm days, or In early spring, they are not readily and
quickly warmed by the first rays of sunshine, and the bees in

them will be less readily induced to take a flight. The othe
defect is their cost. Few bee-keepers will adopt them because
of the expense involved in the purchase of such hives. This
objection should have no weight with a practical man, who
will readily figure that the first cost of a hive Is a trifle, when
he considers the time of Its usefulness, which may be reckoned,
if the hive is well made and well painted, not less than 30
years. But, since most of our apiarists have only single-

walled hives, It Is useless to spend much time In the considera-
tion of anything else.

A bee-house. If properly made, built as a shed, with a
reof and three sides closed for winter, would be an ideal win-
tering-place, especially if the front could also be closed during
stormy days, and the hives more or less packt in straw, leaves,

etc. But a bee-house for a large apiary Is almost out of the
question, and it is only in small apiaries, or in cities, that
they are used.

A tight board fence is a good shelter, as far as it goes,

especially if on the north side of the apiary. A movable outer
covering, made so as to fit over the hive, and arranged so it

may be taken to pieces and piled away for summer Is very
good. It may be made of rough boards, or of thin lumber, to

be more easily handled when removed. But it must be so

arranged as to permit of the bees' flight during warm days, as
said before.

It would be a big error to place the bees In any repository,

or to cover them with any shelter which prevents their flight,

unless the temperature of such repository Is kept evenly at

the point which would enable them to remain Inactive with
the smallest possible consumption of stores. That Is why the
placing of bees in garrets, or enclosed sheds, where they are
certainly warmer than out-of-doors, but where the tempera-
ture nevertheless falls much below the freezing point, or rises.

In warm days, so as to make them restless, has always been
an entire failure.

Our method, which Is perhaps not the best of all, but
which has always given us very good results, is to place
around each hive, on all sides but the front, a packing of
forest leaves, held In place with a sort of lattice work made
of plasterers' laths and strong twine. The laths are cut in

two, so as to make about the height of the hive. The leaves

used are found right in the apiary, and simply raked together ;

and when they are thus closely folded around the hive they
give It a very cosy and comfortable appearance, especially

when the cold winds blow. The front being left uncovered,
the bees can take advantage of any sunshine to take flight,

and no particular attention need be given them, except to see
that the consecutive thawing and freezing of the snow does
not close the entrance and prevent the circulation of air.

A shelter of loose snow, as I said before, is a very good
shelter until it begins to thaw, when it Is objectionable, espe-
cially if the thawing snow fastens to the hive, and refriger-

ates It, so to speak, by the natural absorption of heat to

change to water.
In the hive, over the frames, we always use a straw-mat

made of course straw, or slough-grass. This, with a cap full

of leaves, allows the moisture arising from the bees to readily
escape without any deperdltion of heat; and places them in

the very best possible condition at least possible cost.

The use of leaves as shelter was suggested to us by the
oft-repeated remark that leaves are very good to keep the
ground from freezing. Any one who has had to dig the
ground In the timber In cold weather has noticed how little

the ground freezes under a plentiful coat of leaves.

In another article I will examine the question of cellar-

wintering. Hancock Co., III.
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UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Annual ConveutloH Held at
Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DR. A. B. MASON, SEC.

SECOND DAY— Afternoon Session.

[.Continued irom page 757.1

SELECTING TIME AND PLACE OF NEXT MEETING.

" Wouldn't it be a good plan to have our next meeting in Phil-
adelphia, at the time of the next G. A. R. meeting ?"

Dr. Mason—The constitution puts the time and place of

holding these meetings Into the hands of the Executive Com-
mittee.

Dr. Miller— I move that we request the Executive Commit-
tee to appoint the next meeting in Philadelphia, during the G.

A. R. meeting.
A letter was read, signed by Arthur Williams, Secretary

of the Denver Chamber of Commerce, inviting the Union to

hold its next meeting In Denver, Colo. Also, a letter was read
from the Citizens' Business League of Milwaukee, Wis., re-

questing that the next meeting of the Union be held in that
<;lty.

Dr. Miller— I renew my motion that the Executive Com-
mittee be requested to appoint the place of the next meeting
at Philadelphia, during the next G. A. R. meeting. I may say
that I am more In favor of meeting at Denver than at any
other place in the Union. There are personal reasons for my
preference, but I don't believe It Is the best thing for the
Onion. I believe that the one thing to be considered above
all others in selecting our place of meeting is the question of

railroad rates. I believe that the best thing we can do is to

follow the Grand Army. We are then sure of getting low
rates, and we cannot be sure of them in any other way.

Dr. Miller's motion was seconded by Dr. Mason.

Mr. Stilson—We have no written invitation from the peo-
ple of Philadelphia to follow the Grand Army to that place. I

don't like the idea of following around as a side-show with
those big meetings ; therefore, I move to substitute the word
Denver instead of Philadelphia. I think with the aid of the
Denver Chamber of Commerce we will get as good rates as we
can East.

Dr. Miller—May I ask if as good rates were secured this

year to the West as would have been secured to Cincinnati ?

Dr. Mason—Not by a considerable. I do not see why we
-cannot hold the meeting in the East, and save bringing the
members over all the roads they would have to travel in com-
ing to the West.

Mr. Rauchfuss—Wo have a lot of bee-keepers in the West.
Dr. Mason—If you could see the letters I have received

from those who could not be here because the railroad rates
.prohibited It, you would think seriously of this matter of re-

duced rates.

E. R. Root—They have a flourishing bee-keepers' associa-
tion in Philadelphia. I will guarantee that we will receive a
most royal welcome from those people.

Mr. Danzenbaker— If this meeting had been held at Cin-
cinnati this year, we would have had a larger attendance
than we had last year at Buffalo. I do not prefer Philadel-
phia over Denver, but if the Grand Army was to meet here
next year, or at Denver, I would say go with it for the sake
of the reduced fare. If you want a large attendance, that is

the way to get it.

Mr. Scott— I second Mr. Stilson's amendment. I will say
that I don't think any people in the United States can extend
a more hearty invitation thau the people of Denver.

Dr. Miller—These Westerners are aggressive, and they
fight to the last minute to have things come their way ; but
if you simply wipe that all aside, they will take it in good part
and come around all right. I don't believe in giving way to

them on this matter— not an inch. If you follow the Grand
Army, you get the rates and get the attendance, and that Is

the whole story.

Mr. Stilson—Since you went to Lincoln two years ago, I

have heard no kicking about your hotel rates and the accom-
modations you received there ; but ever since you went to Buf-
falo, following the Grand Army, I have heard every last man
telling what poor accommodations he had and what he had to
pay for them.

Dr. Miller—We were never treated better than we were
In Lincoln ; but that Is not exactly the question now.

Mr. Rauchfuss—So far as rates are concerned for Denver,
I could assure you low rates from the Missouri river ; but I

could not assure you anything beyond the Missouri. During
the first part of October we have our Mountain and Plains
festival, and from all Missouri river points we have very low
rates.

E. R. Root—We have been in the West three times lately
—once at St. Joseph, once at Lincoln, and here ; and to go
next year to Denver It seems to me would hardly be fair to
the East. We haven't been in the extreme East since we were
in Washington, in 1892. It would be nothing more than fair

to show our appreciation of the Eastern bee-keepers. The
matter of rates is an important thing. We had a very large
convention, and a very good convention at Buffalo.

A vote upon the amendment of Mr. Stilson to the original
motion, substituting Denver for Philadelphia, resulted : Yeas,
19 ; nays 15.

Pres. York—We will now proceed to vote upon the origi-

nal motion, as amended.

Dr. Miller—The question now Is on the original motion.
You will understand very clearly that wherever the meetings
are held, there will be a majority of the people of that region
in attendance. At one time we had a very earnest discussion
over the matter of the place of meeting. The matter was in

very much the same condition as it Is here, and I said at that
time, "If you want to kill the association, and have it become
merely a local organization, do Just what you are doing; but
if you want to have It continue as something that belongs to

the United States, then you must treat other localities fairly."
The majority of those who are here probably found it more
convenient to come here than they would have found it to go
somewhere else, but because you have the thing In your
hands. If you vote to have the meeting held in the West again
next year, you might as well kill it. As I said before, per-
sonally, I want to go to Denver, and I would give .$5 to have
It at Denver to every dollar I would give to have it at Phila-
delphia, but I don't believe that is the thing for the Bee-Keep-
ers' Union to do.

Dr. Mason—This very thing was had In view when the
constitution was gotten up. At that time we were partially
pledged to go to Lincoln. At Toronto we had voted to go
there, and the matter was left in the hands of the Executive
Committee. If you propose to tie their hands in this way, the
matter might just as well be taken out of their hands alto-

gether. I move that this whole matter be laid upon the table.

The motion of Dr. Mason was seconded and carried.

full-grown LARV-E in combs on TREES.

" Is it a common occurrence to find nearly full-grown larvse
in combs formed on limbs of trees ?"

A Member—No.
Dr. Mason— I think it would depend on the limb—on its

location and size, etc. I have had a comb built on the bottom
of a hive, and it was filled with larvfe.

Prof. Bruner—This was a case where small combs were
built on the limb of a tree out in the woods, and eggs had been
laid and the eggs were hatcht, and the larvas were nearly full

grown.

GRANULATION OF HONEY IN THE BROOD CHAMBER.

Mr. Whitcomb—Why does honey granulate in the brood-
chamber, and how can it be prevented ?

Dr. Mason—Last fall I was prevented from attending to

my bees promptly, so that some of the surplus was left until

October, too late to extract. I set the frames away and tried

to extract some In the winter, but the honey had become so
much granulated by that time that the extracting wasn't a
success. Last spring the bees used a larger amount of honey
than usual, and I thought I would try the experiment of feed-
ing them this granulated honey. Out of about 300 pounds of
honey that was mostly granulated in brood-frames, they didn't
waste 5 pounds. Some way they used up all the granulated
honey. I can't tell you how. The granulation was rather
soft. Sometimes there would be a little that was exceedingly
hard in places, but aside from that they used it up.

Prof. Lawrence Bruner, of the Nebraska State University,
Lincoln, Nebr., then delivered the following address, on
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TIic Bees in America.
I have been assigned a subject upon which, if I should

follow it exactly as it reads, it would have been Inapossible for

me to have said anything, (or the simple reason that we are

not equipt with sufhcient literature in the library of the Uni-
versity of Nebraska to enable one to hunt out matter and
write an historical paper on " Bees iu America," if we confined

ourselves to the honey-bee. While I have not prepared a
paper on the lines that you probably expected, I would say
that I have had considerable experience In squirming and still

remaining where I was. I have been able to get some notes

together on bees in America, and still not include all of Amer-
ica. Since meeting with you two years ago, in Lincoln, I have
spent one year in South America. Now, I do not intend to

speak about the bees of South America, still. South America
is a part of America. Neither do I wish to include Central
America or Mexico, but I shall confine myself to the bees of

America north of the Mexican boundary. In speaking of the

bees of America north of this boundary, I shall Ignore the
honey-bee entirely. I know that most of you are aware that
we have other bees besides the honey-bee. As an entomologist
—a student of bugs and other insects—I treat all alike. I try

to know something about each kind and its mission in life.

Among the dififerent kinds of insects that we find in

America north of the Mexican boundary there are about 1,000
different kinds of bees, other than honey-bees, and on that
line of bees I expect to say a few words this afternoon. These
other bees visit blossoms just as the honey-bee does, and pos-

sibly for the same purpose. Itis a part of their mission in life

to visit flowers and select pollen from them. These 1,000 or

more kinds of bees that are found in America north of the
Mexican boundary are clast by entomologists into two distinct

families. Those families differ one from the other In some
minor characteristics which the ordinary person need not
know. SuCHce it to say that the members of both families are
fond of sweets, and they find the best of those sweets in the
blossoms of plants. It is a part of the mission of bees In life

to visit the blossoms of plants, carrying pollen from one to the
other, and in that manner fertilizing the blossoms.

I have often been askt as a teacher o( natural history,

what is the use of insects in this world ? The ordinary person
is apt to imagine that anything that is not directly useful to

that particular person, has no use whatever in this world.
There is not a thing that is created in vain, we are told, and
I think that the naturalist knows this perhaps better than
anybody else, for he makes it his business to follow out the
life-habits and movements of these creatures in the world
about him.

Some of these insects are equipt very much as the honey-
bee is for gathering both nectar and pollen from the plant,

and others are equipt for gathering the pollen solely, while
still others are equipt for gathering the honey simply. Some
of them use the pollen as food for themselves io a certain ex-
tent, but for food for their young almost entirely ; some use
honey aed pollen combined as food for their young ; none of

them use honey exclusively as food for their young. These
wild bees are some of them social, but most of them are soli-

tary, or live in pairs. Some of these bees, like the bumble-
bee, gather honey and store it. This honey is not used by the
mature bee as food to any greatextent. If we open a bumble-
bee's nest, we find an aggregation of large leathery cells of

which some are filled with honey and others with pollen, or a
sort of yellowish, brownish paste. They use this food for
their young, as the honey-bee does. They will take some pol-

len and mix it with honey, and have the proper food for their
young. The bumble-bee is found with males and females ; in

some instances they have workers also, or those that do the
office of workers. They are simply smaller females, perfect,

and not like the workers of the honey-bee.
There is a great variation in the structure of the legs of

these different bees. If you will notice these pictures [point-
ing to certain figures upon charts displayed before the conven-
tion] you will observe this variation. These pictures repre-
sent only a very small percentage of the variation that is found
to exist in the hind legs of the bees. These variations are to

serve the purpose of gathering and carrying pollen under dif-

ferent circumstances. Some, instead of having the legs fitted

for carrying pollen, have the lower side of the abdomen
furnisht with a brush for carrying the pollen-grains. Some
bees are without pollen-baskets. That would indicate to the
entomologist that the boe is a parasite. We have parasites
amocg bees, and they are useful in some ways. They are not
useful to the bees upon which they are parasitic; neither are
the parasites of the human being useful to men; still, the
parasites among the bees are useful in other ways. Every
one of those collects a certain amount of honey for itself in

passing from one blossom to another, and carries a certain

amount of pollen with it, and therefore is engaged in the
cross-fertilization of the plants.

Bees are the fertilizers of plants. As flowers are so vary-
ing in their structure, and so different in size, it becomes
necessary to have insects adapted to carrying the pollen from
one to another. The insects must have different forms and be
of different sizes ; for that reason we can see very easily why
we have so many different species of bees. The genus Andrina
—we have a representative of it here—that one genus in North
America is represented by over 300 distinct species. We have
one species of honey-bee in this country, and two in Asia.
The species of the genus Andrina are usually found early in

the year, when the honey-bee Is not out, or in such blossoms
as the honey-bee docs not work. One will visit one blossom,
another will visit another blossom ; some visit the violet, some
visit the blossoms of one tree and some another tree, and they
have obtained their specific names from the plants they visit.

Suppose one species works on the plum-tree; we call that
Andrina prunus ; the next would be named after the violet, on
which it works, and so on. We know pretty nearly what bee
fertilizes each of the wild trees. Some of these have exceed-
ingly long tongues, and can work on clover and very deep
blossoms ; but few of that kind can ever work on alfalfa and
red clover.

In this country we are not troubled as they were in Aus-
tralia about getting the fertile seed of the clover, because we
have a leaf-cutting bee. Some of the apiaries they make for
themselves are made in the earth, others In wood, others \n
the stems of plants. Some make earthen cells and plaster
them on the under sides of stones, and have them lined with
leaves. If you unwrap those little bundles that are there, you
will find the egg and the food, and a little later you will find

the young grub or worm. These leaf-cutting bees cut out of
the leaves of various kinds of plants little semi-circular pieces ;.

hence they are called leaf-cutters. They do not gather honey,
as I said before. There are probably 150 to 200 kinds of
leaf-cutting bees found In America north of the Mexican
boundary. Some are nearly as large as the worker bumble-
bee, while others are so small that the house-fly would be
large in comparison to them. All have the same general
habit, but they visit different flowers. As a rule they hav&
long tongues and visit deep blossoms. The thistle is one of
the plants they visit. Dae genus of the^e leaf-cutting bees is

possest of very bright colors. They have a bright, metallic,
blue body, or green, or green and red, all bright metallic
colors. A collection of those bees is very beautiful to look at;
but to know something about their habits is much more de-
lightful.

I cannot dwell upon each one of those genera, or each one
of those groups, because we have over 50 different groups \a
which these wild bees are placed : some of the groups, like
Andrina, contain 100 to 300 species each ; others, like Bom-
bus, contain 40 or 50 different species. Since the last talk I
gave on this subject, there have been several species of bum-
ble-bees found that are entirely new. It Is a good thing that
we as bee-keepers study the habits and know something about
the wild bees, and know that if the honey-bee was not present
in the region in which we are, nature would still be cared for
and the work of nature would be carried on to a certain ex-
tent by the native bees of that region. And I want to say
right here that none of our wild bees have learned to properly
fertilize our fruit-trees. Our principal fruit-trees are an Im-
portation from the old world ; the h.jney-bee is an importa-
tion from the old world, and the honey-bee has learned its

work of fertilizing those fruit-trees In the old world, and
knows how to do it in the new world ; so we must have th&
honey-bee with us if we wish to have fruit.

Some of our bees are extraordinary in their make-up.
The honey-bee is just an ordinary kind of a bee in its make-
up, and In its general appearance. Studying these wild bees
we find some in which the hind legs are excessively enlarged
and much contorted. Some of those contortions might have
been shown in these illusirations, but I don't happen to have
them. In some the first joint of the foot is much larger than
all of the leg put together, and is covered with hookt spines,
or long hooks or knobs of various kinds. They serve some
special purpose, doubtless, which does not exist in the case of
the others whose legs are not so specialized.

There is one thing concerning the wild bees that I may be
wrong about : Some one visited me and said there was a wild
bee that came to his apiary every year and robbed his own
bees. I said It was probably the ordinary black bee, but he
said It was not, because he had both the black and Italian

bees in his apiary, and knew them well ; he said that the rob-

ber was a much smaller bee. I told him I didn't think any of

our wild bees would be guilty of doing any such thing, that it

must have been some bee that had been associated with maD
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for a long time to learn the habit ! Now I want to ask some
of you who are here, and who have had more experience,
whether any of you have seen wild bees of that kind—bees of

that description that came to your apiaries and carried off

honey.
Mr. DeLong—Out in my country I have observed groups

of small, dark-striped bees that weren't any larger than a
house-fly. They were along the hedge-fences, and were in

numberless swarms—sometimes thousands in a swarm. I

wondered where they came from, and when I got to work ex-
tracting my honey I found a considerable number of them
<jead in the hives ; but I didn't find them carrying away
honey. When I was extracting they came and lit on the
combs as I was nandling them. They were little, black, slim,

long fellows, with stripes around the body.
A Member— Is the yellow-jacket a bee ?

Prof. Bruner—It comes pretty, close to being a bee ; it is

one of the wasps. I was going to speak of the cuckoo-bee.
What is meant by the cuckoo-bee is a parasitic bee. We have
certain species among our wild bees that live upon the labors
of other bees. The other bees make nests and carry a supply
of pollen and houey and fill the brood-cells ready for laying
their own eggs, and perhaps when there is just one more trip

necessary to be made before the cell is completed and ready for
receiving the egg, one of these cuckoo-bees will slip In and de-
posit an egg in the cell and get away before the rightful
owner gets back. The bee that has constructed the nest will

come back and deposit the last load of pollen and lay her egg
in the same place. The cuckoo-bee's egg hatches first into a
small grub, and eats the egg or the young larviB of the bee
that constructed the nest, and then goes on eating the food
that was provided. We have probably 150 or 200 species of

these cuckoo-bees.
The bees of the one genus are parasites upon the leaf-

cutting bees ; on the other hand there are certain other bees
that live in the nests of the Andrlna, and that are called
Nomada, because of their habit of wandering around and lay-

ing their eggs in other bees' nests. This habit is much like

the habit of the cow-bird, which lays its eggs in other birds'
nests. Cow-bird eg^ have been found in the nests of over
100 other kinds of birds. The other birds sit upon and hatch
the strange eggs. In this same manner the cuckoo-bees are
brought up by the industrious bees of other sorts that are
willing to work. These cuckoo-bees have no pollen-brushes
on their legs ; they are not capable of carrying pollen them-
selves ; if they wanted to carry pollen for nests of their own,
they would not be able to do it, and so they must force other
bees to bring up their young.

There are a great many other things in connection with
the wild bees that I might bring up, and that would no doubt
be interesting to you. If I were to carry the discussion of
the subject into the tropical countries, I certainly could bring
up something much more interesting than could be found in

this country. But time does not permit. What I should like

to impress upon you as bee-keepers Is this: Try to devote
just a little bit of time to the study of our native bees. I

think you will find that study very beneficial in carrying on
further work with the hive bee. We find that there are a
great many questions in connection with our work with the
honey-bee that are not settled. Many of us who might take
up this line of work are too busy in other directions. I am
sorry sometimes that I liave not confined my time to work
upon the honey-bee ; but I could noU be a teacher of ento-
mology if I had done that, because the teacher of entomology
must know something about other insects as well as the
honey-bee. Any one who has started out to study one par-
ticular branch of natural history has usually become so in-

tensely interested in it that he has brancht out and taken up
other lines as well. The naturalist, whatever part of the
country he falls into, always finds something to interest him.

As I stated in the beginning of my talk, I have visited

South America since I met with you last, and during that
time I can assure you that not every one of my experiences
was pleasant. Out of every 200 people in the Argentine Re-
public whom I met, I found but one who was able to talk my
language, and so I had to try to speak the language of the
other 199. Those people I found were not friendly to the
United States, because they said we had a " Bill Ulngley " up
here, and they made it very disagreeable for me in every way
possible. Some of them carried long knives, and if I had not
been on the watch constantly they might have taken advan-
tage of me. Those things were of course a little bit out of

the line of pleasure. Still, I got out with Nature and enjoyed
myself as I have never enjoyed myself before, and as I never
expect to again.

In South America, while I collected Insects only a couple
of weeks, I think I collected something like 350 or -100 dif-

ferent kinds of wild bees, and none of those are identical with
those we find in North America. I found one that builds its

nest on trees down there and gathers honey. I do not know
what it is. The cells in which the honey is placed are of the
size of a small straw, and the honey is sour. The bee is of

about the size of the house lly, or a little smaller, and they
sometimes make nests as large as a bushel basket, and the
material they make the comb of is something between wax
and paper. I expect to try to work out this insect and find

out what it is. It has a sting. I don't think that any bee
that gathers honey is stingless.

A. I. Root—A couple of our soldiers who have returned
from Cuba informed me that they saw the natives getting
hooey from a stingless bee. They had pailfuls. They said

the honey was dark-colored, almost as dark as tar. The na-
tives were in the habit of going out into the woods and bring-

ing in considerable quantities. They said they saw the bees

at work. The cells were very much like the cells of bumble-
bees. The bees alighted all over them, and they brusht them
off. They didn't sting at all, but of course they fought for

their honey ; they would bite.

Prof. Bruner—It is a peculiar fact that naturalists never
run across anything of that kind themselves, when they are
out looking for just such things.

A. I. Root—The men rather admitted that they did not

know that the pailfuls of honey came from the nests of the
stingless bees. They saw the bees and the cells.

Prof. Bruner—There is an ant down in that country that
we call the honey-ant that sometimes stores a very dark honey.
It is the honey from plant-lice, and it is stored. Whether
that would be the stingless bee or not, I don't know.

A. I. Root—We had some specimens of stingless bees In

our apiary at one time. They did not gather honey. They
came from Central America.

Prof. Bruner—While we have heard a great deal about
things of that kind, it is peculiar that none of the naturalists

who have collected in that region have ever run across the in-

sects themselves.

PLANT LICE, HONEr-DEW, ANTS, ETC.

E. R. Root— I would like to ask a question in regard to

plant-lice. Some six or seven years ago plant lice seemed to

be quite prevalent, and during the lapse of time since we have
seen little of them. During this season the plant-lice have
made their appearance again, and honey-dew is scattered

through a good deal of the honey. Is there any reason why
they should do that?

Prof. Bruner —There are reasons, but we havn't found out
what the reasons are. Usually in a wet spring and during
the summer following we have those very conditions. We
have comparatively little honey-flow during a wet seasou.

During that time, and during the dry seasou following, the
plant-lice increase much more rapidly than ordinarily, and
the bees gather whatever they find, owing to the scarcity of

honey.
Mr. Westcott—In our locality we have always had the

boneydew every year, but the bees don't work on it except
when there is no other honey.

Mr. Hatch— Is there such a thing as honey-dew without
the aphis ?

Prof. Bruner— I do not think there is. The relation be-

tween ants and honey-dew is one of the most interesting
things we find in the study of natural history.

Mr. Masters—During the last summer I found ants fol-

lowing the aphis from one tree to another.
Prof. Bruner—They were probably trying to get new

feeding-grounds, for their eggs. I have known ants to carry
the eggs of the aphis and store them in their own nests, and
to bring them up and put them in the galleries that are built

a half inch or so below the surface of the ground, where the
sun could hatch the aphis' eggs. If a cold day came, the ants
would carry the eggs down into the recesses of their nests.

After the eggs were hatcht, the aphis would be carried up and
placed along the roots of various kinds of plants, and take
care of them in that way, all the time getting their reward In

the honey-dew which the aphis yields. They are the ants'

cows. The ants milk them. Some ants have certain kinds
of plant-lice that always live underneath the ground, in the
ants' nests; and the ants' nests are built along the roots of

certain plants—some particular kind of aster, that the aphis
prefers the sap of.

Dr. Miller—There is a certain ant that sometimes will

burrow into the wood of hives and utterly honey-comb it. It

is dangerous, because sometimes you don't know there is any-
thing wrong, when the whole thing it utterly ruined and gone.
Can you tell us any prevention or remedy ?

Prof. Bruner—The best remedy would be to make your
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bee-moth was not the enemy
that was believed popularly,
to be feared than the house-
us how to avoid its ravages

hive-bottom of iron. That is the termite that is so much
spoken of in our books.

Dr. Miller— It Is a large black ant.

Prof. Bruner—Salt will keep the black fellows away
partly, but not entirely. They don't work except in rotten
wood, as far as I know.

Dr. Miller—These will take sound pine wood and make
burrows all through it.

Prof. Bruner—That is some ant that I don't know.
Mr. Westcott— I think kerosene will drive them entirely

away. I have used it around in the apiary, and the ants
would leave.

By a unanimous rising vote, the thanks of the Union were
extended to Prof. Bruner for his interesting address.

The Secretary then read a paper by Mr. C. P. Dadant, of
Illinois, entitled.

The SclenliHc Side of Apiculture.

Science is often said to be " theory," while " labor ' is

" practice," and many of our successful, hard-working men look
down upon those whose mind is entirely turned to the scientific

study of a subject without much regard for the practical side
of it. The scientist is said to be " lazy," because he wastes
valuable time in apparent loafing, that might be successfully
employed in money-producing labor. It is true that he is

always experimenting, trying new things, which fail oftener
than they succeed. He spends hours, and days, and weeks,
watching his bees flying in and out ; he tries all sorts of hives,
and never has two of the same shape; he wantonly destroys
entire colonies in costly experiments; in short, he makes a
" botch " of everything that he undertakes. But, after all, it

is he who makes the progress, of which we take the benefit.
It was the scientific apiarist who found out that the queen

was not a "king," but a mother, and that the drones were not
the females, but the male bees. He discovered how the queen
was reared, and how she mated, and how we could help Na-
ture and rear queens artificially. He has taught us why a
queenless colony did not succeed, and what could be done to
save it.

He has discovered that the
of man's interest to the extent
and that it was not much more
fly ; and he promptly showed
among the hives.

It was he who discovered that what the bees carry home
on their legs is not wax, but pollen, and that this pollen Is

necessary to the rearing of brood ; and he has taught us how
to supply this needed pollen artificially in seasons of scarcity.

It was he who discovered that comb was made out of
digested honey, and not out of pollen ; and that this comb is,

therefore, the most expensive part of the habitation of bees.
He has sought for means of returning this expensive material
to the bee, after it had been melted up in an undervalued arti-
cle of commerce, and he has finally succceeded in pointing to
us successful methods of doing this.

It was he who found out that success in bee-culture could
not be achieved until the entire hive was under the control of
the apiarist ; and he invented the method of having each comb
hung to a separate frame, so that we might take our hives to
pieces— " like a puppet-show." In this one particular alone
there has probably been as much study and as many inven-
tions, and brain-worrying trials, as on all the rest of the scien-
tific study of bees put together.

It was the scientist, also, who ascertained and taught us
that the drone is fit only for the reproductive function, and
that we should avoid rearing it in large quantities ; that the
surplus consumed by the drones, in a state of nature, should
be the share of the hard-working apiarist.

Is the work of the bee-scientist over ? No, not any more
in bee-culture than in electricity, or in farming. We might as
well say that we have reacht perfection, and that nothing
more remains to be learned. To increase production by new
methods, to improve our bees by selection, to breed races with
longer proboscis and greater prolificness, to produce red clover
with a shorter corolla, so that our bees may derive profit from
its plentifulness throughout the land, are a very few of the
questions of the day.

But there are probably many improvements to be made,
of which we do not dream any more than we dreamed of talk-
ing to our friends at the end of a wire, 40 years ago. Prog-
ress is so sudden and so unexpected in all things that it is

quite probable that the next century will reveal as much
novelty and as much advancement in our line as the past cen-
tury has brought forth, and we may achieve in bee-culture as
wonderful things, compared to the past, as have been achieved
in other channels, through the discoveries of science.

C. P. Dadant.
LContlnued next week.l

CONDOCTBD BY

JDR. O. O. MXLLER, JUAKEAGO, ILI,,

[Questions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlreot.l

Windbreak or Shelter for Bees.

I keep my bees in a yard near the kitchen where they are'

always in sight. But here is the trouble: Our house is on ^
small elevation, and the wind is blowing most of the time in

the spring and summer, and I notice it interferes with their
work a great deal. If I should move them to the foot of the
hill they would be out of our sight most of the time, and with-
in a few feet of the public road. I can move them 200 yards
in shelter of some trees, or build a windbreak. Which is

better ? I have about 50 colonies. Washington.

Answer.—Without being on the ground so as fully to get
the lay of the land, I should vote for the shelter of the trees.

It's cheaper, more likely to stay in order, and will be a shelter
not only for the bees, but the trees will be a fine shelter for
the bee-keeper on hot days. Any windbreak that you make
to be good for cold, windy times, will be likely to be uncom-
fortably hot for man and bees on still, hot days in summer.

Foundation in Extractins-Frames.

1. How shall I fasten the comb foundation in the shallow
extracting-frames with a groove running in the center of the
underside of the top-bar ?

2. Which is preferable for such frames, starters or full

sheets ? Subscriber.

Answers.— 1. Slide the edge of the foundation into the
groove. If it does not go in easily, flatten the edge a little

with the flat side of a case-knife, or by running a little wheel
over it. A few drops of melted beeswax dropt here and there
along the joint will hold it in place. A drop every two Inches
will be enough, providing that drop is attacht to both the
wood and the foundation. A spoon with the end bent together
will do to drop the melted wax, but the tin spoon described
not long ago In the Bee Journal is better. You can use rosin

and wax instead of pure wax for fastening the foundation, and
it is perhaps a little better for that purpose, but it is not ad-
visable to use it, for when the combs come to be melted up in

future years it will be better to have no rosin present'.

Sometimes no wax is used, the foundation being wedged
in. Two grooves are made close together. Put the founda-
tion in one, then put the little stick that acts as a wedge in

the other, crowding it in pretty tight, and the foundation will

be held firmly in place.

2. Most prefer full sheets. That secures worker-comb,
and makes less temptation for the queen to go up and lay.

Even if an excluder is over the brood-chamber, if drone-comb
is above, the workers will often hold it empty for the queea
to lay. ^ ^
Reliquefying^ Granulated Honey—Queen-Rearing

I saw an article in the Bee Journal about reliquefylng^

honey after it is granulated. How is it done ? We have been
handling bees only about IS months, and we are anxious to

get all the light on the subject that we can. My husband is a
railroad conductor, and the bee-business Is mine to attend to.

I take a great interest in the bees. I hive swarms and handle
them all the time. We have 18 colonies, and take quite a lot

of bee-literature, and try to inform ourselves, but I think ex-

perience is a good thing to mix along with book-learning.
Then, I like good advice, too. Let me hear from you about
the granulated honey, and about queen-rearing, and any good
points that beginners ought to know. Texas.

Answer.— If you want to liquefy your granulated honey,
all you need to do is to heat it till it melts. But like most
things, there's a wrong and a right way to melt it. Heat |t

till it bolls and it's ruined. Better not let it get above 150".

But you may not be able to tell easily just how hot it is, so you
may take some plan by which you are pretty sure it will not
get too hot without using a thermometer. Set it on the reser-

voir on the back of the cook-stove, and let it stay there till it

melts clear. All the better if it takes several days. Another
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way Is to set on the back of the stove a kettle or pan in which
you can set the vessel that contains the honey. Set the out-

side vessel on the back of the stove and put on the bottom of

It a bit of shinRle or thin board and set on this the vessel of

honey. Now fill up the outside vessel with hot water. The
bit of board prevents the bottom of the honey from burning,
and it will melt slowly.

The latter part of your question is one that it would take
a great many pages to answer. Indeed, after an entire book
has been written to try to give the points that a beginner
ought to know, there are always enough questions to keep
this department well filled. Even in the matter of queen-
rearing alone a whole book has been written, and a most ex-

cellent one it is. If you are interested in queen-rearing by all

means get the book on queen-rearing by that prince of queen-
breeders, G. M. Doolittle.

Laying Workers.

I have two colonies of bees that I think have laying work-
ers. The sealed brood looks like loaded pistol cartridges.

What can I do with them ? I want to save them. S. C.

Answer.—That's a hard question to answer, because you
will probably not be willing to accept the best answer that
can be given. The best thing is to destroy them. There isn't

a ghost of a chance that they'll be worth anything next
spring, and very little chance that any of the bees will be alive

then. The probability is that no worker-brood has been
present for a good while, and all the workers are aged. It

may suit you better to unite them with another colony, for

then you will seem to be saving their lives. But in either case.

If you allow them to live, they will only consume a lot of honey
and die after all. — ^ I m —^

Wants Increase Next Springy.

1. I have about 50 colonies and I want to Increase my
apiary in the spring about 30 colonies. Would it be better to

buy Italians in nuclei and have them shipt to me, or buy black
bees at home for $2.50 to .$3.00 per colony, and trausfer and
Italianize at my own expense ? The honey-flow commences
here from sweet clover about July 10, but there Is always
plenty of honey coming In to keep them building up, before
that time.

2. Would a 2-frame nucleus and queen be strong enough ?

3. When would the best time be to purchase them so they
would be ready for the harvest ? Washington.

Answers.— 1. Probably you'll do better to buy the blacks
and Italianize. You'll get ahead in Increase faster In that
way, and if you intend to keep Italian blood It will give you
just so much more experience in introducing queens, for you'll

find you will have considerable to do in that line if you try to

keep anywhere near pure blood. You might combine the two
plans, getting one or two nuclei, and the rest black bees.

2. A 2-frame nucleus, having a fair start In the season,
will build up into a strong colony in a fair season, but you can
hardly count on any surplus from it unless the season is

extraordinary.
3. The year before.

Wintering—Queen's Laying—Uniting;

1. Will bees get along better through the winter in a hive
that is perfectly air-tight all around (except the entrance) than
in a hive that is slightly open, either around the cover or bot-

tom-board ?

2. How many months in a year should a good Italian

queen be laying ? and is it advantageous that she be laying
late In the fall ?

3. What Is the advantage in uniting two fair colonies In

the fall ? Washington.

Answers.— 1. In ordinary cases, with ordinary entrance,
they might be better off not to have all but the entrance per-

fectly air-tight. With a very large entrance, probably the
closer the rest of the hive the better.

2. She may lay somewhere from 7 to 9 months. Under
ordinary circumstances, the question as to whether it Is ad-
vantageous to have a queen laying late In the fall should be
answered in the affirmative. It Is generally considered a de-

sirable thing to have a goodly number of bees not too old to

enter winter quarters, and late laying works toward this end.
But if there is no yield of honey In the fall, It may be as well

that she stop laying, as she generally does, earlier than If

honey was yielding. For the period at which bees finish their

course does not depend so much upon the number of days they
have lived a? upon the number of days they have worlit. So
it may happen that a bee that emerged In August may be
younger than one in a second locality emerging in September,
providing the yield In the second locality continued 2 months'
later than that in the first.

3. Probably none, generally speaking. If you have more
bees than you want, and must unite to keep down increase, it

may be better to unite in the fall than in the following spring,

for the united colony will consume less honey than the two
would if left separate.

>VilI It Winter?—Stimulative Feeding.

1. Will a colony winter that covers both sides of three
frames half way down, packt in leaves with plenty of honey ?

They are on frames of standard size, and had little brood
Oct. 4.

2. If feeding stimulates brood-rearing In spring, how
early, and how much, would you feed ? Fruit blooms here
about May 20; clover blooms about June 10. Mass.

Answers.— 1. Can't say for certain. Doubtful. It would
be safer in a good cellar.

2. Try it only on part, and find out whether stimulative

feeding Is a good thing for you. Feed only when warm enough
for bees to fly. Don't feed when It Is so cold that the bees will

be chilled to death when the feeding starts them to flying out.

A half pound a day will be enough, unless they are somewhat
short of stores.

Stimulative Feeding in the Spring.

I have four colonies and wish to increase largely in the

spring, by stimulative feeding. When will It be best to com-
mence feeding? Also, how much honey and water would you
feed one colony per day? Do you dilute the honey with

water ? How do you feed It ? Subscriber.

Answer.—Stimulative feeding In spring is a little like

handling edged tools. Some judgment and experience Is

needed, or you'll do a good deal more harm than good. In-

deed, there are many good bee-keepers who do not consider it

advisable to practice stimulative feeding. , Don't feed until

bees are flying freely, for when it Is too cold for safe flight,

feeding may cause the bees to fly out never to return. Possi-

bly it might be a good plan for you to try stimulative feeding

on part of your colonies and compare results. An equal quan-

tity of water may be added to the honey, and halt a pint to a

pint of the mixture given dally to a colony. Use any kind of

a feeder you have on hand. Look out, however, that you don't

start robbing. As soon as you find there are flowers for the

bees to work on, you may as well stop till there is again a

scarcity. Such scarcity occurs in many places between fruit-

bloom and white clover.

Bee-Keeping' for Beginners Is the title of a

110-page book just out, from the pen of that expert bee-

keeper of the South, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia. It

claims to be " a practical and condenst treatise on the honey-

bee, giving the best modes of management in order to secure

the most profit." Price of the book, postpaid, 50 cents. Or,

we will club It with the Bee Journal for one year— both to-

gether for .^l.iO; or, we will mail it as a premium to any of

our present subscribers for sending us one new subscriber to

the Bee Journal for a year (at $1.00), and 10 cents extra.

Lang-strotfa on tlie Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, Is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete

work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and Is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club It with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

Xlie Names and Addresses of all your bee
friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try It earnestly, at least.
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The Ctaicagfo Bee-Keepers' Association
met Dec. 1, as was announced. There were present about 40
people interested in bee-keepinR. Some 35 of them became
members of the organization, which now quite rivals that of

Philadelphia In numbers, tho the latter is perhaps 15 or 20
years older. It is thought by some that there are over 200
bee-keepers in this (Cook) county. We hope that all of them
will send in their 50 cents, and become members. Their
membership fee can bo mailed or handed to us, and we will

see that it gets to the Treasurer.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are : President,
C. Beers ; Vice-President, Mrs. N. L. Stow; and Secretary
and Treasurer, Herman F. Moore.

As a shorthand report of the proceedings was taken for

the American Bee Journal, our readers may look for It after
the completion of the Omaha convention report, now appear-
ing, which will be about the middle of next month.

Bee-Literature 'Without Bee-Knowledge.
—That scribblers who know nothing about bees should con-
stantly appear in print with statements that bring a smile to

the face of a practical bee-keeper is nothing strange, but it

does seem strange that reputable publications that really care
for the truth should allow in their columns matter about bees
so crude that it would hardly be suffered In relation to any
other topic. That very able and reliable paper. The Youth's
Companion, has a serial in its September numbers called "The
Story of a Bee-Farm," that Is notable for the very little Infor-

mation about bees, and the remarkable character of much
that is given. A few samples may be given :

Bees don't sting after you learn to handle them, but for

the first few seasons you must wear veil and thick gloves.

Nuclei are called " nucleus swarms," and colonies are called

" colony swarms." Italians gather honey from many flowers

which native bees neglect. A good place to winter bees is a

room above ground with an oil-stove to raise the temperature

to 40^ during cold snaps. " Never throw hot water at the

robbers—that Is barbarous and unscientific." (Probably that is

the first time hot water for robbers was ever thought of.) A
cloudy and damp afternoon, when most of the bees are In the

hives. Is especially favorable to begin Italianizing. Queens,

not colonies, are " transferred." The expert operator of the

story workt every day of the season with her own bees with

bare hands and arms, and was never stung once, but put on

veil and gloves when essaying to handle bees away from home,

because the bees were strangers to her ! The story winds up by

saying :

" At the present date of writing, January, we have 40
hives of bees In our dormitory. They are all wintering well, so

far as can now be determined, and the outlook is that we can
gain a comfortable livelihood keeping bees, even at the pres-

ent low price for honey."

There ought to be a lively demand for a brand of bees,

40 "hives" of which would support a family I

What Credit Costs.—In the National Stockman
and Farmer of recent date we found this paragraph

:

" Did you ever think of how very expensive a luxury
credit is ? It doubles the expense of book-keeping, doubles
correspondence, multiplies worry many times over, often de-

stroys confidence, wrecks business galore, and makes mischief
of all kinds without limit. More than all, many of these
things enter into the cost of nearly everything which is

bought and sold, and even the cash buyer, with all his dis-

counts off, pays enhanced prices because of the cost of other
people's credit. Imagine the world running a month without
the credit system ! Next to the mlllenlum It would do more
to create and maintain general happiness than any other con-
dition that could be introduced."

Every word of it is true. And so is the advice of the man
who said, " Pay as you go, or else don't go." How much
more pleasant it would be to do business if every one would

get cash and pay cash. If we could get all the money past due

on subscriptions alone, we could not only pay cash promptly

right along, but could get, up a much better bee-paper than

the American Bee Journal is now.

Why wouldn't It be a good plan for our subscribers to be-

gin at once to keep their subscriptions paid in advance ? It is

a splendid feeling to have—the feeling that your financial ob-

ligations are all met. We'd like to enjoy that feeling once

more, and might soon do so If all who owe us could see their

way clear to send It In.

Killed l»y Eating- Wax is the rather bold heading

of this item, which appeared In a recent Issue of the Minne-

apolis Tribune

:

"Carl Maynard, son of M. M. Maynard, a fruit-grower,

died Thursday morning of a very peculiar malady. The young
man had been eating very heartily of honey in the comb, and
the large amount of beeswax he ate clogged up his stomach
and Intestines to such an extent that sickness and death re-

sulted In spite of all efforts of the doctors to save him. Mr.
Maynard was about 26 years of age, and workt on his father's

farm."

Mr. John M. Seller, one of our regular subscribers, sent

us the foregoing, and added these words:

"I know the father, but did not know the son. Three of

them ate a one-pound section of honey."

It is just possible that eating the honey had a little to do

with the case, but the probability is that it had nothing what-

ever to do with it. For three men to swallow the wax con-

tained in a pound section of honey is a matter not at all re-

markable. One man might swallow that much wax any day,
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or for that matter every day, and suffer no inconvenience

from it. The wax would be in small pieces, and produce no

bad effects. Suppose the worst possible case, that in eating

the pound section one of the three men got more than his

share and got all the wax, and suppose that by some means it

got workt into a solid ball, it would be about an Inch in diam-

eter, and could pass through in that form without clogging

either stomach or intestines.

We think no one need stop eating comb honey on account

of the above instance, for in all probability there were other

complications besides the little wax that conspired to cause

the death of the young man.

We believe we never before heard of three persons eating

a pound section of honey at one sitting. Of course it may be

easily done, but why should any one want to fill up with so

much sweetness all at once? People ought to use common-
sense in eating as well as in anything else.

Large Hives Abroad.—In OleanLcgs, C. P. Da-

dant gives an interesting sketch of the introduction of large

hives into France, Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, etc. This was
accompllsht chiefly by the elder Dadant, altho ha was living

in America. Of course it was through writings in the bee-

papers. L'Apiculteur, at that time the leading journal In the

French language, was bitter In its opposition of large hives,

and also of movable-frame hives. Mr. Dadant sent a transla-

tion of a report given by A. I. Root in the American Bee Jour-

nal for 186S, page 64. By. giving extra stories and extract-

ing frequently, Mr. Root had taken 203 pounds of honey up

to July 21. The easy reply of the French editor was that the

whole thing was a hoax. This will not be so hard to under-

stand when it is remembered that the Europeans at that time

used hives smaller than the 8-frame Langstroth, and Bastian

wrote that there was no necessity for a super containing more
than 6 to 12 pounds of honey. Later, M. Bertrand started

Revue Internationale, and slowly but surely new methods

took the place of the old ones, and today large hives are the

rule. The editor of Gleanings is strong in the belief that

large hives and large colonies, the two together, are the things

for producing honey.

Mi.5s Mathilda Candler, of Grant Co., Wis., called on
us last week. She has had a fair honey crop this year, and
has 60 colonies now, in good condition for winter.

^ Mr. Frank McNay and wife left last week for Southern
California, where they expect to spend the winter. Mr. M.
called to see us when passing through Chicago. We trust
they will have a pleasant winter, and we commend them to the
California bee-keepers.

Mb. John A. Blochbr, of McLean Co., 111., wrote us
Nov. 25 :

"The Bee Journal is all right, and I like to read It. It

helps me out in a good many things. My bees did well this

season, considering."

Mr. Geo. W. Huf.stedler, perhaps the most prominent
queen-breeder in Bee Co., Tex., writing us Nov. 25, said :

" We are having some real winter weather here. My bees
are in fine shape for next season—about 225 colonies after
doubling up for winter."

Dr. C. C. Miller, of McHenry Co., III., attended the reg-
ular quarterly meeting of the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, Dec. 1. He was feeling fairly well, or as well as could

be expected at his age—6T years. But his heart Is .just as

young as when It first began to "beat Its way" in this world.

Dr. M. is very hopeful that next year may be a good honey
season. This year he harvested about 1,000 pounds of

honey— good, bad and indifferent. He had nearly 300 colo-

nies, run for comb houey.

Mr. W. a. Ckandall, of St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., writing

Nov. 26, said :

"I can hardly wait until the American Bee Journal gets

here each week. I feel like thanking all the correspondents
for the many good things."

Mr. M. H. Mendlkson, of Ventura Co., Calif., writing us

Nov. 22, had this to say :

"It is still dry here, and some are crying ' dry year

again.' I do not expect early rains, but I hope' for a rainy

winter. I wish you continued success."

Mr. M. M. Baldridge, of St. Charles Co., III., made us a

pleasant call Tuesday, Nov. 29. Altho living only about 40
miles from Chicago, he has not been here for a year. Mr. B.

still gets from consumers his old price of .'i!L.20 for a 5-pound
pail of honey, as shown by his pocket order-book. His crop

was about nothing the past year, iu common with many other

bee-keepers.

Mb. a. p. Raymond, of Clark Co., Wis., called to see us

last week. Years ago he was an extensive bee-keeper in N6w
York State, but for some years he has been a traveling man.
He expects very soon to engage in bee-keeping again. He will

succeed. He is a fluent writer, and we trust we will have the

pleasure of hearing from him frequently when he once more
enters the field of bee-keeping.

Mr. J. F. Moore, of Seneca Co., Ohio (a brother of Mr.
H. F. Moore, Secretary of the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion), called last Friday. He has about 250 colonies of bees,

but secured only a small crop the past season, like the great

majority of bee-keepers this year. Mr. Moore is a very pleas-

ant gentleman to meet. It would have been a fine thing if

he could have attended the Chicago meeting of bee-keepers

had he been here a day sooner.

Cotton as a Honey-Plant.— H. H. Hyde says, in the

Southland Queen, that cotton is his main honey-plant in July

and Angust, giving a long and continuous, slow flow, usually

producing a good crop, of fine flavor.

Swarms Leaving with Strange Virgin Queens that unite

with the swarms after issuing are spoken of sometimes as

making trouble when queens are dipt. J. B. Hall says, in the

Canadian Bee Journal, it is a mistake to suppose such a thing.

A swarm that issues leaving Its dipt queeu may go off with a

strange laying queen, but not with a strange virgin. In such

supposed cases a virgin queen issues from the hive together

with the laying queen.

Bee-Hives are discust by W. Z. Hutchinson in the Country

Gentleman. He advocates small hives, less rather than more
than an ordinary queen will fill in the height of the breeding

season, eight Langstroth frames being suflicient ; prefers an

outer case with temporary packing to chaff hives ;
thinks the

Heddon the best hive and the dovetailed next ; says closed-end

frames can be handled more rapidly than open-end ones ; and

thinks the honey-board will hold Its own against wide, deep

top-bars.

Getting Bees Oflf Extracting-Combs.—Bees leave capt

combs more readily than uncapt ones—an extra point in favor

of leaving combs to be capt, according to J. R. Jasek, in South-

land Queen. He takes oil the super without taking out the

frames, but he doesn't use bee-escapos. Too many bees re-

main, even if the escape is put on the evening before, some-

times ants take possession after bees are scarce in the super,

and sometimes the combs melt down In the hot sun. He has a
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good volume of smoke, doesn't blow any In the entrance, but
blows under the cover as soon as raised, and keeps blowing
over and between franaes all the while he is putting the cover
aside and loosening the super. Then he quickly sets the super
on a wheelbarrow, covering with a robber-cloth. The whole
operation is done in two minutes If the con^bs are all sealed,
longer if the cells are unsealed. The combs are taken on the
wheelbarrow to the honey-house, and the bees remaining on
them fly to the escape window, a few young ones being brusht
on some extraoting-combs.

Experience on too Small or Large a Scale.—Editor
Hutchinson has advised trying new things only on a small
scale. Dadant and Heddon object that you can't tell much by
too small experiments. Editor H. says there are two sides to
the question, and gives the sensible rule :

" It Is not advisa-
ble to adopt a new plan or Invention, about which there is any
doubt, upon a larger scale than that upon which you can
afford to meet with failure.—Bee-Keepers' Review.

Southern Honey.—The editor of the American Bee-
Keeper enters a protest against some statements made at the
Omaha convention relative to Southern honey. E. R. Root
said :

" Southern honey has a strong flavor which is liked by
some." Mr. Hill thinks the«lder Root was nearer the mark
when he said, " Most localities yield both good and poor honey."
Mr. Whitcomb Is askt for proof of his assertion that a warm
climate produces honey of Inferior quality, and a colder cli-

mate honey of much better flavor. C. F. Muth is quoted as
including In the three choicest varieties of American honey,
two that are Southern.

Much Depends on How a Thing is Said.—The editor of
the Bee-Keepers' Review says there are different ways of tell-

ing what one knows. " Knowledge, of the accuracy of which
one is absolutely positive, if imparted with an air of superior-
ity, often arouses resentment Instead of gratitude. To be able
to point out the ignorance or fallacious Ideas of a friend with
such tact that he seems to have discovered them himself ; to
start In his mind a train of reasoning that will lead him to a
correct conclusion ; to thus bring out the best that is in him,
is an accomplishment worthy of great effort. One can be pos-
itive and outspoken, and yet courteous." True words, and
well said.

Full Sheets of Foundation in Sections were discust In
the Canadian convention. Messrs. Best and Post thought full
sheets secured twice as much honey as small starters. Mr.
Sparling and Mr. Holtermann thought not so much as double.

and Mr. McEvoy thought three times as much. Messrs. HaU
and Hoshall had tried. In the same super, sections filled with
foundation and sections with a narrow strip. The former
were solidly sealed while the latter were half full of comb with
no sealing at all. Messrs. Holtermann and Newton argued a
better price for the better appearance of sections as full of
foundation as possible without bulging. — Canadian Bee
Journal.

Are Separators Indispensable ?—H. R. Boardman In his
travels through Michigan, as he relates in the Bee-Keepers'
Review, was surprised to find that so many progressive, prac-
tical men had dispenst with separators. He thinks thought-
ful and careful apiarists may dispense with them, but the edi-
tor thinks It is more a matter of locality. Separators are
needed where the flow Is slow, or comes on slowly. In Mich-
igan the flow from clover or linden comes suddenly, the bees
commence on all sections, all grow alike and are like so many
bricks. But he would use separators In a place where many
bulged combs would be built without them.

From the Egg to the Bee.—Fr. Greiner reports some ob-
servations In Gleanings. He watcht through a glass wall, a
colony with four frames In very hot weather, and at no time
in their history did the larviB die stretcht out straight—always
curled up. Part of the worker larvaa were sealed In 8 days
and 1-i hours, all within nine days. The shortest time from
the egg to the perfect worker was 20 days and 2 hours. AH
emerged from the markt cells In less than 21 days, except one
which he lost track of. In drone cells the capping occurred
In 10 days. The bees gnawed off the waxy surface of the
dronecapplngs to some extent, somewhat as they do with
queen-cells. The shortest time for the drone was 24 dayS'
and 16 hours, the longest time just 25 days.

To Requeen Cheaply.—Delos Wood does it thus (Glean-
ings) : One of his best colonies he sets apart for queen-cells.

To another he gives a large amount of drone-comb. Stimu-
lates the one to be used for cells and gets a strong swarm from.
It. This swarm is put in an empty single-story hive, and as
soon as the queen has a circle of eggs and brood in several
combs, the queen is taken away. The edges of the combs are
cut away, thus removing the eggs, and having jiist-hatching

eggs at the edges. Cells are built by wholesale, and of the
best quality, the queens emerging at the same time. Many
fine cells can also be saved from the old colony that swarmed.
He never gets good queens by giving eggs. By the time the
larviie hatch out of the eggs the bees have lost their vim for

brood-rearing.

The Euierson Binder

Tills Emerson stlff-oloth-board Binder
for ihe American Bee Journal we mall for 60
cents: or will send It wltd the Journal tor one
year — both for $l.bO. It is a vers" fine
thins to preserve the copies of the Bee Jour-
nal as fast as they are received. If you have
the " Emerson," no further Wudlng Is neces-
sary.

GEOHGE W. YORK ^t CO.,
118 Michigan Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Does Any Color Irritate Bees ?

Query S6.—1. Is It true that bees are less

likely to stinp one with white clothing than

with black ?

2. Or. ate bees In any way irritated by any
particular color /-Ohio.

W. G. Larrabee— 1. Yes.

Eugene Secor— 1. I think so.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1. I think so.

Dr. A. B. Mason— 1. 1 believe It is.

P. H. Elwood— 1. Yes. 2. Yes, dark
colors.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. I do not know.
2. I doubt It.

Dr. C. C. Miller — 1. Yes. 2. The
lighter the better.

G. M. Doollttle—Anything black and
woolly and fuzzy seems to call forth the

Ire of bees beyond anything else. A

IT WILL PAY YOU
TO ATTEND THE

Eclectic Siiorthaud

m% College
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System.
Lessons by Mall a specialty. Send stamp for
alphabet.

9-1 Uearborn Street, CHICAOO.
39Aly Please mention the Bee Journal.

Buy Your Sections Now
while we offer them at a IjARGE
DISCOUNT, having added to our
plant one of the most complete one-
piece section machines, enabling UB
to turn out the most beautiful sec-
lions on the market. By sending us
a list of Supplies wanted we can'
save you J $ $. K. H. SCHMIDT'
dc CO., Boz 187, Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

VflLU&BlE BOOK
OH POULTRY FOR 1899 FREE.

^ihirit: fjilirrly n.'w ; (lie Iftrtii-^t out ; wortb
». [uaiiyuiK:. "Tells all y^u mfiy want t" kaow
itLJiniltrv. Hnw to liuild poultry housfs aDd

MAKE BIG l«ONEV«ith poultry. S<.ndl5e.for
i>o.sugeaDj JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.
mailing. fiox U4 Freeport. IlU

Please mention Bee journal -when -writing.
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Sweet S Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

68) 10ft) 250) 50fti

Sweet Clover 60 Jl.OO »3.25 14.00
Alslke Clover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEO. W. YORK & CO , 118 Mich. St , Chicago.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION <=0'«|J,t*^'°''
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-ofl, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Edgiog-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold 00 Trial. CatalogQe Free.

SEISBf^A FALI.S ITIFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T
Please mention Bee Journal -when T^rriting.

COMB FOUNDATION ^""a^nTifetaU.

Working Wax iC for"mH A Speeialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The b^8» of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BKESWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

HATCH CHtCKENS
BY STEAM-^i^'i the

iiple, perrL-cL, selt-regulatiDi;

EXCELSIOR SiMMJOB
Tliou.sRD(ls in suci^e3s;ful (

Lowest priced Ist-class hatcLer made
UKO. 11. STAIII.,

n4to1--'t; S. fiili "^(..Oulnpy. Til.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journ'J.l.

Don't Shovel Snow
all winter from the lane, but bviy Pai:e Fence and
have a clear track. No drifts behind our, Winter
St.vles. Ask for prices.

Pace Vk^oven W^lre Fence Co., Adrian. Mich.

A SPECIAL BOOK BARGAIN.

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a speolal oflfer on booklets on Bees,

Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we win mall any « of the list below:
and for $1.25 wo will mall the whole
dozen
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2. Poultry lor Market «nd ProBt 2oc
3. Turke.vs for Market and Prollt .. 'J.tc

4. Our Pbnitry Doctor yoc
5. Capons and Caponiz'ng 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 2oc
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 2oc
8. Rural Lite 2oc
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 2.ic

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke lOe
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25o
12. Blenen-Kultur, by Newman 40c

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 lyCichigan st., CHICAGO, ILIi.

white, smooth surface is the least ob-
.jectlODable of anything, according to my
experience.

J. M. Hambaiigh— 1. Yes. 2. They
seem to dislike black.

Chas. Dadant & Son— 1. Yes, they will

sting black the quickest.

E. France— 1. Yes. 2. An old, black
wool-hat is the worst thing.

Rev. M. Mahiu— 1. I have never no-
ticed any difference. 2. I think not.

R. L. Taylor— 1. I do not think they
are. 2. I have never noticed that they
are.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— 1, 'Tis true. 2.

Black or bright red are most objection-
able.

J. A. Green— 1. Yes. Bees frequently
show an aversion to black clothing, es-

peciMly if of a fuzzy nature.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. I don't know. 2.

They may be by any color they are not in

the habit of seeing around the apiary.

C. H. DIbbern— 1. Yes, perhaps be-

cause they do not see one so easily. 2.

I do not think that any color tends to

irritate bees.

R. C. Aikin— 1. Yes. 2. I do not
know that the color particularly irri-

tates, but when angered It surely re-

ceives the attacks.

J. E. Pond

—

\: I have seen such state-

ments, but they are not borne out by my
own observation. 2. I do not think they
are—why should they be?

E. S. Lovesy— 1. It is claimed so, and
to some extent I believe it Is true, altho

with the use of a good smoker I have
never noticed any difference.

S. T. Pettit— 1. Yes. For 15 years I

have drest In white while handling bees.

2. They don't like any dark color, but
black gives the most offence.

A. F. Brown— 1. I think so ; also that
cotton clothing is less ob.iectionable than
wool. 2. Dark colors, when In markt
contrast with light, seem to attract their

Ire.

O. O. Poppleton— 1. I think so. 2. I

doubt whether color of any kind Irritates

bees, but when they are on a lookout
for a target they seem to see dark colors

first.

D. W. Helse— 1. It is. 2. Decidedly
so ; especially is this true of a black
sateen shirt, which has the same effect

on the bees' temper as the red flag has
on the bull.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. Yes. 2. I don't

know so much about color as texture;

they do not sting brown linen, starcht

;

the sting slips over it. Woolly goods
would irritate them.

G. W. Demaree— 1. I would not wear
white clothing in the apiary whether the

bees liked it or not. 2. My experience
Is that bees will give less annoyance
" fiddling " in your ears If you will wear
a straw hat. They certainly do not like

a wool hat.

f&ai,/r:^^^flfi^^^^^f:^:^::^fiK^s^m

Ridding the Apiary of Ants, Etc.

Three years ago I was troubled with ants,

and to my dismay my son turned a litter of
pigs among the hives. The following two
years my apiary was exempt from ants.

Last spring the ants appeared again, and

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

Suimlies at Bottom Prices.

"Bee-Keeping- for Beg"lnner8.*' price 50 cents^
imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H. BROWN^ Augusta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I

i

•THIS-*

Wood BiDder
will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for
SO ceat!«. Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues oE the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-
ence in book form.
By paying for a year's sub-

scription strictly in advance
this Binder will be sent, post-
paid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS,

UEO. W. YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago, III.

MAKE HENS PAY!
I

If ymi wiiiit U> koi'iv how olhers do this, send

]
forourCutalogut* and Poullrj' Guide. ItUIIs
all about the poultrv business and about the

CYPHERS INCUBATOR
whk'h inibodiesall the good points of other
machines and the faults of none. Seat freight

I paid toev^ry buyer. CataUtgne lOp, Circulars free*

Tbe Cyphers Incb. Co. Box SO. Waylaed, N.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

PATEHT WIRED COMB FOUPATIOI
Has No Sati In Brood-Framea

Thio Plat-Kottom Foundation
Bbs So Fishbooe in tbe 8Brpliu HoBef.

Being the cleanest Is asnally worked
the qntokest of any Fonndatton made

J. A. VAN DEUSfiN,
Sole Manntaotarer,

SoTont Brook Monteomery Co.. N. T.

DEC I^CCDCDC 1 Let me send you my 64-
DCL^KLCrLno page Oatalog for 1898

J. in. Jeuktns, Wetampka, Ala*

Please mention Bee Journal -when writingi

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Koot'e Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jarst
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

n r,^» h .inFif^ »! 512 Mass. Ave.,
l(iil'° povBtKj po Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FARM BEE-KEEPING
Is one of the leadliiR departments in tho

Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, the best

general FARM and BEE paper In ex-

istence. Write for sample copy to-day,

and for clubbing rates with any paper
you want. Address,

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.

A tow CLUBBIKK BATE;
Send $1.50 to the Amprlcan Bee Journal

oftice. and get both the Modern Farmer and
the Bee Journal tor a j ear. G. W. V. & CO,
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The Ram's

Horn...

Ix an Inde-
pendent
Weekly
Paper of 20
pages-

each page somewhat larger than those of the Bee
Journal. The subscription price is §1.50 a year.
H is one of the brightest and best publications 6f
the present day. Its "Platform" is: 1. The
Primitive Gospel. 3. The Union of Christendom.
3. Equal Purity—Equal Suffrage. 4. The Sabbath
for Man. .5. The Saloon Must Go. Motto: "Have
Faith in God."

We will mail you a sample copy of the Ram"s Horn upon receipt of a two-cent stamp.

OUR LIBERAL, OFFER:
We wish to make our PRESENT subscribers to the Bee Journal a generous offer in

<;onnection with the Ram's Horn, viz: Send us 'I'WO rXE\V subscribers for the Amer-
ican Bee Journal for one year (with S2.0U), and we will see that the Ram's Horn is mailed
you free for one year as a premium.

Or. send us .SS.OO and we will mail to you the Ram's Horn and the American Bee Jour-
nal, both for one year.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
118 jniehigau Street, CHICAGO, ILl.

Ho, for Omaha !

As we have many customers in the Northwest, and believing
they will appreciate the low freight rates^olitalned by purchas-

ing goods from a raiLroad center nearer to them than we are. get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have establtsht a branch bouse at 1730 South 13th St.. Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies
the same as we do at Hlgginsviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-beepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent, Polisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful straw-

colored transparent Foundation, Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other first-
clas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer In the future.

^r"PROGRESsivE Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 35c. Both for 65c..
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Leahy Maniifaduriiig Corapany,T7W"«u."'"i3''.u-St.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

or
Omaha, Neb.

26c Gash Paid for Beeswax.
This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are paying 26 cents a
pound — CASH — upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money
PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
118 michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-KeeDers' SuDDlies.
They have also one One of the L,arg:est Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material Is cut from patterns, by machiuery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee Journal. 7Atf

during summer in went a litter of pigs,

being the less disagreeable of the two nui-
sances. I keep only from 10 to 12 colonies.

An old dish-pan worn through in the bot-
tom is good to gather pieces of comb and
set out for the bees to nibble, and carry
away something all the time. After the
sun melted part of it, I saw them load their

hind legs with wax. the same as pollen.

Then after there was not much comb build-

ing and honey coming in freely, the bees
were not mucb seen on it. and the hot sun
melted it so the wax run through the
cracks in the bottom of the pan. Then I

took a little flsh-pail. put water in it, and
set the pan on top with contents, stirred it

now and then, and covered it with a pane
of glaes, and as a result I had a nice lump
of wax.
Take two hand-sled runners with slats

nailed crosswise, to place by the side of an
old colony to set the hive on to make room
for the new swarm. It is far ahead of

blocks, and when ready to move tie a rope
to it and draw to its new place.

The Miller feeder is made half its size,

and set crosswise over the frames, then
with a Usection super the other half of
the hive is covered, and when the bees be-

gin to work in the sections the feeder is

taken off, and. after the honey harvest, put
it on again. In cold weather, say at pack-
ing time for winter, fill the entrances with
burlap. MiCHiEL Haas.

St. Joseph, Mich.

Put the Bees in All Bight.

After a two days' flight our bees were
placed in the cellar Nov. 31. Rain set in
just as we finisht. and the next night came
the blizzard and freeze-up. We are all

right this time. F. A. Snell.
Carroll Co., 111., Nov. 2.5.

Tall Sections, Etc.

I got an average crop of honey this year,
tho more dark honey than usual, but from
the fact that I used the Danzenbaker prize
section. 4x.5 inches, and being so much bet-
ter filled and capt out to the wood, I'm get-
ting better prices for it than I ever could
get for the best white honey in the old,

wide 4'4 sections. No more square sections
for me.

I have just returned from quite an ex-
tended visit among beekeepers, and while
I am quite an enthusiast on the Golden
method of producing comb honey, I was
agreeably astonisht to find so many bee-
keepers talking about and preparing to try
this method. A. S. Dalbey.
Montgomery Co., Md., Nov. 2S.

A Young Bee-Keeper.
I have been interested in bees ever since

I could know anything about them. The
first bees that I owned I found in a tree
when I was 11 years of age. hut they died
the following winter. Then I had no more
bees. At 13 years of age my step mother
gave me a strong colony, and they swarmed
twice this spring. I bought 2 other colonies
the past summer from my cousin. Now I

am 14 years of age, and have .5 colonies. It

was a poor honey season in this section the
past summer. Julian Hollman.
Lexington Co., S. C, Nov. 14.

Poor Country for Bees and Honey.

If I could report a great number of colo-

nies, or a large amount of honey per col-

ony, it would be a pleasure to write; but I

must be content to report that I live in a
very poor country for bees and honey. The
first property I ever owned was a colony of
bees in a box-hive; since then I have kept
all the way from one to 40 colonies; and 20
pounds of surplus honey per colony is my
average yield, except about every five

years we have a good honey season; then
if we are up and doing, and have our bees
strong, we are pretty certain of 50 pounds
of surplus honey per colony.
This certainly was an off year, both in
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MONEY MAKERS ARE FOUND IN

GOOD INCUBATORS
AND BROODERS

We mamifarture a greater variety of standard maohines than air^- nther infiibator
firm. Capaeitv. .VI to SOOe^-ps; prii?e. $8.bO to $fiS. f)ver 1,000,000 chickens hatched by
our incubators' last season. Send fie. for 14S-papreoatalotr. Tells how to raise poultry
ati<] ciintains designs for poultry houses and other useful hints to the poultrynian.

SUCCESSFUL" DES MOINES INCUBATOR, CO., Box 78,Des Moines, la.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

We want —
EVERY BEE-KEEPER

.To*taaTe a copy of..

liAi/ Our 1898 Catalog \»/\i/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you ai copyj

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Aecut for llic Soiitliivcst

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

BY BUYING AND USING
OURSAVE MONEY AND FEED

ast. \:Ya.y jn-n
ustthetliiiit,'

.vater for
H fiiunllv
>d but of

It 1 low ]>rifed, not cheap. Made from th<' bist oT
with M oz. t;a]vaiiized steel boilerto bohi '.nijiils.
fui cooking ieed for mtoik, pij-!* or poultry luid lu„

L'^^/"' Reliable Stock Food Cookers
much larger capacity. 25 to 100 gals. We will be glad to quote
prices on inquiry. Do not buy until you get our free descrip-
tive circulars. Better write for them at once,

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.
Box fi2, Quincy, Illinois.

Please luention Bee Journal when -writins.

$5.00
FARMER'S
FEED

COOKERS

HONEY - FOR - SALE.
Best White Alfalfa Extracted...

IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

This is the famous white extracted honey gathered in the
great Alfalfa regions of the Central West. It is a splendid
honey, and nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can hardly get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

Prices are as Follows:
A sample by mail, 8 cents in stamps, to pay for package and postage. By

freight—One tiO-pound can, 8 cents per pound; 2 cans, 1 % cents per pound;
4 or more cans, 7X cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order.

Best Basswood Honey in Barrels.
We have a quantity of finest basswood honey in barrels, weighing 350 pounds

and upward, which we will ship f. o. b. Chicago, at 7i.i cents a pound. Sample
mailed for b cents. If desiring to purchase, let us know, and we will write you the
exact number of pounds in the barrel or barrels, and hold same till you can send
the cash for it by return mail.

Our honey is ABSOLUTELY PURE BEES' HONEY, the finest of the kinds
produced in this country.

WW We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey
for their home demand the past season, just order some of the above, and sell it.

And others, who want to earn some money, can get this honey and woik up a de-
mand for it almost anywhere. The Circular, " Honev as Food," wil' be a great
help in creating customers for honey. Address,

OtORGE W. YORK & CO., IIS Micliigan St., Cliicaso, III.

Please iiientiou the Bee Journal
^^^-^^-^^^^"^^
Advertisers.

bees and honey. Cane-mills are, I think,
responsible for the loss of bees. When the
mills were through work, I found my best
colonies contained only enough bees to
cover 3 or 4 combs. Langstroth size, and
mostly young bees; so I went to work
earnestly and got them strong enough for
winter, by uniting. I got some partly-filled
sections, and a few old combs well filled

with honey. I got a nice lot of young bees,
and all the brood they can care for these
frosty nights. H. B. Lambert.
Sampson Co., Ky., Nov. 15.

The Bee's Length of Vision.

On page Cl.^. the inquiry concerning a
bee's length of vision interests me from a
scientific point of view. While I am not
able to answer the question with authority,
the suggestion occurs that this point can be
determined somewhat accurately (if it has
not already been the subject of investiga-
tion by entomologists or other scholars) by
micrometric studies of the focal length of a
bee's eye.
The eye is a natural len&e and subject to

certain mathematical laws so far as pene-
tration and absorption of light may be con-
cerned. 1 infer that bees have the power of
vision at considerable distances. Bee-keep-
ers testify that a bee can attack a man more
successfully at a distance of 10 feet from
the hive than if he stand in immediate jux-
taposition. Indubitably every animal i&
fitted with senses co-ordinate with its needs
for existence. Experiments have demon-
strated the approximate length of vision in
many animals. The cat family is known to
see better at some distance than close at
hand. Deprived of the sense of smell, a
cat will be unable to find a mouse placed
immediately under her nose, hut she is well
prepared to spring upon her prey from a.

distance and to see it in the dark by means
of extraordinary powers of light absorptioa
through dilation of the pupil.
Eagles are said to be very far-sighted,

and, in confirmation, instances are cited
where they have dropt upon theirprey from
elevations absolutely beyond the range of
human vision. It is reported that tests of
the sight of the Andes condor prove that he
can see at the distance of 100 miles.

It may be, therefore, quite possible that
an all-wise creator has furnisbt the bee
with power to discern objects within the
range of its flight. We are all acquainted
with her rapidity of flight, compared with
her physical size, and we know how she
will describe an upward curve to avoid ob-
stacles. To bring into play the necessary
muscular movements in doing this, must
require con-iderable (fore)sight, or long-
sight.

I would be glad to have some patient
searcher after scientific truth tell us what
he can find in nature or in the books con-
cerning the sight of bees. Geo. H. Stipp.
San Francisco Co., Calif.

The Willowherb or Fireweed.
On page 074, the question is askt by Dr.

Mason, Does the willowherb grow more
than one year on the same ground ?'' To
which Dr. Miller answers, " I think it does,
but after a time that ground will not pro-
duce the willowherb. It does not grow
continuously. It grows only for a time on
the burnt districts."
The willowherb or fireweed grows from

seed scattered by the wind in August. In
September the young seedlings make their
appearance, which freeze down to the
ground in winter. In early spring they
start before the fern comes out and keep
ahead of that so that in l)IoomiDg time the
fireweed overtops everything else. If the
seedling stands in rich ground it blossoms
and bears seed that year. If it grows in
poor ground it will not bloom. I know of a
steep mountain-side where the willowherb
grew for three years witliout a flower, but
last summer (the fourth year) it bloomed
full, and was rich in nectar.
The plant dies every fall down to the

roots. The roots send out in the spring
several young shoots. The main root grows
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Tti6 Domestic SHeeD--'
lis Culture and General Management.

BY Henry StewVart.

AN UP-TO-DATE BOOK ON SHEEP.
Thb Most Scientific, Practical and Useful Book ever published on this sublect. Endorsed by th.

World's highest Authorities. Press and Sheep Public everuwhere. It contains 372 pages
ot "boiled down" knowledqe and \6^ plates illustrating the recognized breeds

and everij department of sheep life. Price $1.50, post paid.

Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture, says :

"I do not know that we have UQVtliiii^ on sheep as tjond. This hni)k should lie* in the liands of every
sheep man in the country. The more I look tlirouj^h it the more I Jiin pleased with it. I shall certainly re-

comiiieud it to eon-eapondenta of the United States Agricultural Department asking for works on sheep feed-

ing, sheep-breeding, ete."
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horizontally, from which grow the shoots,

which in time make regular stumps, from
which year after year the long stalks grow.
The root adds one ring every year, just like

a tree. The root also starts to decay in the
center first.

The willowherb commences blooming in

July; new buds form continually, while
the blossoms give way to seed-pods, till a
killing frost comes.

I know it grows on the same place for at
least 13 years, and perhaps forever, if it is

not choked out by other plants, like young
trees. It tries its best to grow higher than
other plants, as it needs sunshine. I meas-
ured one stalk 1.3 feet high . The evergreen
trees, spruce and hemlock, will in length
of time, aided by their shade, overtop and
kill the fireweed.
To make the seed grow is as hard as to

make the seed of sweet clover grow, but
the root will grow with me every time.
The nectar gathered from that plant is

thin, but quickly ripens in the hive to a
good body. It is the mildest honey I know
of; is clear white, not a shade of color if

pure and very sweet.
I have kept bees for the last six years,

and secured boney from the fireweed every
year, ISltT excepted. Herman Ahlers.
Clatsop Co., Greg., Nov. 14.

[The roots which Mr. Ahlers sent us prove

his statements regarding the roots of the

willowherb or fireweed. No doubt there

are many of our Michigan readers that

could give considerable information con-

cerning the rich nectar-yielding plant under

consideration.

—

Editor] .

Honey as a Food.
I had expected to have heard something

of an answer to the. question I raised last

spring, which was. To what particular ex-

tent can honey be called or clast as a food ?

I gave my belief, but my object was, and
is, to draw out the best authority to eluci-

date this point. I stated then that it honey
is to be considered or accepted a food it

could only belong to hydro-carbon ele-

ments, but while I had formulated the
question—Does honey or any saccharine
matter produce fat in the animal system ?

Now I know there are some authorities
that hold to the positive, and I. as well as
many more, hold to the negative side. I

do not see why this question would not be
a suitable one to write on. and valuable to

everybody. While I admit honey is of very
great use to the consumer as a health pre-
server, it needs no change by way of diges-

tion, but enters the circulation and under-
goes a fermentive process resolving itself

into lactic acid and water, and while this

process is going on. heat is evolved, which
is of course the great boon involved.

I was much interested in the account
given of the Omaha meeting, on page 6lil,

on the food value of honey, as per Mr.
Wbitcomb, as he says, " I think we entirely
underrate the food value of honey," etc. I

consider he is beside himself when he says
that one pound ot honey is of more value
as nutriment than two pounds of pork. Of
course, pork—that is. fat pork—is only for
the same purpose, to produce heat, but not
direct, but is stored up in the animal tis-

sues as fat to be used when needed as a fuel,

while honey is made available direct, and
does not require the exhaustive powers of
nature to change it somewhat and assimi-
late it. Honey is, therefore, ot greater
value as a heat-producer, because the pro-
cess is accomplisht with much less effort
and taxation of the animal strength, but I

would not go so far as to hold with Mr. W.
that one pound ot honey is more than equal
to two pounds ot pork.
But let that be as it may, I am surprised

at Dr. Miller, that he didn't tell us more on
the line I have pointed ont. I would feel

greatly obliged if he will write out a chap-
ter and enlighten us ; there is no doubt
he can do it, and I am going to take the
liberty to say that there shall be no peace
till he redeems this pledge, and many will
vote him all the thanks he could pos-
sibly ask.

1 trust that we have not heard all of this,

or the last ot it, but will get the real gist of
the matter as soon as possible.

C. WCRSTER.
Ontario, Canada, Oct. 26.

Not a Big Crop.

Bees are in good winter quarters on the
summer stands, with plenty ot bees and
plenty ot ripe stores. My honey crop was
l.SOO pounds ot comb and extracted from 41

colonies, spring count. This is not a big
crop, but it is ripe and of good flavor.

My Alsike clover seed crop is 34 bushels
and IS pounds, from !5t; pounds ot seed
sowed. There was the most honey from
Alsike this year. C. G. Mattson.
Chisago Co., Minn., Nov. 2'j.

Frame-Spacing; Perforated Separators

I wish to thank Mr. A. P. Raymond for

his splendid suggestion for spacing frames,
found on page 73S. The " wire nail, and V
groove in the rabbet." beat staple spacing,
or any other, of which I have any knowl-
edge. It disposes of the objection to staples
when uncapping, and, also, obviates the
danger of marring the comb while lifting

the frame from the hive.

I also wish to thank Mr. Pettit for the
idea ot ''.j-inch holes through the separators
in the production ot comb honey. I exper-
imented the last season with over 100 sepa-
rators thus perforated, using them on the
standard " bee-way " sections, and finer,

truer comb I never saw, and without a
single exception. They are good enough
tor me. Wm. M. 'Whitnet.
Kankakee Co., III.

Nuts for Dr. Miller to Crack.

As it seems there is an expert "nut-
cracker " in the bee-fraternity, I wish to

send a kernel or two tor his hammer.
I had a queen-cell I was watching and

waiting for, as it was in a hive ot tine bees.

I waited till the time for her to emerge had
past some days, and she had not yet put in

appearance. I opened the end of the cell

and found a fully-matured queen, but dead,

and some shrunken. I pulled her out. and
hanging to her came another complete bee,

but very small, like a dwarf.
At first I was somewhat entranced, and

more surprised than I can tell ; and wonder
was greatly enhanced, to find two queens
within one cell. But on closer inspection I

found it did not look like a queen at all;

the wings were as long as the body; just

like a worker on a small scale.

Later, in a nucleus hive I had a frame
with three nice queen-cells. I placed a
wire-cloth cover over two to protect them
from the first queen out; the oldest one,

too, emerged all right. I took them out
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and left the other with the cover over ber.
A day or so after, I took a look and found
her (or it) out of the cell in the comb—not
a queen, but a perfect worker, so far as I

could see. I thought it strange, and left it

a day or two more to see what would de-
velop, but no change came. I then let it go
with the bees—there were but few—and I

could not tell it from the others, and could
never And her (or it) again.

I wish to say right here, this is no " put
up job," but facts. I showed the "twin
queens " to my wife, and told her I never
saw or heard of such a case before. I am
sorry I did not send the "plural queens"
to Editor York, but did not think of it till I

had thrown them away, past finding.
This may sometimes happen, but it is

new, and a mystery to me.
Now Dr. Miller may be able to turn the

X rays of his experience and wisdom on
those cells and solve the puzzle. Tell us
" What's the matter with Hannah."
Stephenson Co., 111. A. W. Hart.

The less you boil the honey the more of the
honey flavor the fruit will have.
" Pa." asks what to do with comb honey.

Tell him to keep it in a dry, warm place,
the hotter the better, if it doesn't melt the
comb; and he can keep it as long as he
likes. E. D. Howell.
Orange Co., N. Y., Nov. 2fi.

Poor Sea3on for Honey.
The past season was a poor one for

honey in this part of the State. I com-
menced with 31 colonies, increast to 58, and
secured 1,300 pounds of comb honey. My
bees are mostly Italians and hybrids. I

know that they work on the red clover
bloom, especially during August and Sep-
tember.
Neighbor Herrick should get Italian bees

and smaller hives. G. Stoct.
Hennepin Co., Minn.. Nov. 38.

Canning' Fruit -writli Honey.
On page 72tj is an enquiry about canning

fruit with honey. We have used it two
seasons, and like it. We put the fruit into
a tight-covered kettle in the oven of the
stove, and cook until tender, then add the
honey and bring to a boil on top of the
stove, and put in cans and seal while boil-
ing hot. Juicy fruit, like peaches, pears
and berries, need no water added, as the
honey makes enough syrup. Dry fruits,
like quinces and apples, need a little water
to cook them tender.
We use the best white clover honey for

peaches and fruit that is not very sour, }^
pound of honey to a pound of fruit is about
Tight for us; but the best plan is to sweeten
to taste. I think the fruit keeps better than
that canned in sugar.

I had for my breakfast this morning
peaches canned in Septamber, 1897. They
were as good as the day they were put in
the jars, and we think them much better
than fruit put up with sugar. We have put
up in honey, apples, blackberries, peaches
and quinces. AH keep well, and are very
fine. We drain the liquid out of the honey
that granulates coarse, and use the dry
sugared honey for making candy, and in
various ways for cooking, etc.

Don't cook the honey in with the fruit.

A Report.
I got 800 pounds of honey last year, and

500 this fall. It was mostly sold in the
home market at 13^ 7 cents a pound. 1 have
27 colonies of bees. Michael Larinan.
Rock Island Co., 111., Nov. '38.

Stormy Weather.
The weather was so mild during the fore-

part of November that I delayed putting
my bees into ihe cellar. Nov. 31 it rained
and changed to sleet; the 33nd it snowed

;

the 23rd and 24th it was as low as six de-
grees below zero. During the middle of the
day (yesterday) it thawed some and I dug
the snow away from the hives and scraped
off some of the ice from the covers, and in-
tended to put the bees into the cellar to-day,
but we are having another snow-storm, so
I will wait. I have '35 colonies, and the
most of them have an abundance of honey
for winter. John Ridley.
Winneshiek Co., Iowa, Nov. 25.

New Vork.—The tenth annual meeting of
the Ontario Co., N. V., Bee- Keepers' ABsocia-
tion will be held in Canandalgua, N. y., Dec.
8 and 9, 1808. An interesting program Is In
course of preparation- All interested In bees
or bee-keeping are invited to attend.
Bellona. N. 'i. Ruth E, Taylor. Sec.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE

''«*^ GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO. ILLS.

Vonr Name on the Knife.—When orderinfr. be sure to say Just what jSeme •««
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife Is Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. Itlsma>le
i>3autifully of iade^tru'tible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath tte
celluloid, on one side of the handle Is placed an American Bee Journal reminder, and on tfe*
other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The ma' erial entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the bladse
are handforged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The
holsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened
German silver wire; the linings are plate brass; the back springs of Sheffield spring steel, anti
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

Wliyparcbase the Novelty Knire'? Tn case a good knife is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover It; but If the Novelty is lost, having name and address of ownei
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have ODs
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and In case o( death, yout
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas, New Tear or birthday present 1 What
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoaslsterr
dr a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The iiccompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representEV-
tlon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be apnreclated.

Honr to Get this Valuable Knife—We send itpostpalJ. forSl. , or give It as s,Premium to the one sending us three new Subscribers to the Bee JotrRNAt, (with 83. OOt,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book " Bees an>!
Hone^ ' We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for J1.90.

Iioy Hfame and Address Put on the Knife.
GEORGE W, YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

HONEY and BEESWAX
MAKKEX Q(;OXAXIOr«S.

Chicago, Kov. 19.— Our market is very
strong at i:ic for best grades of white comb
honey, with good No. 1 at 11 lo 12c; ambers
ramfe from 8 to lie. according to appearance,
quality and flavor. Extra ted. while. 6 lo 7c;
amber, 3 to 6c; dark, 5c, Beeswax, 27c. All
grades and kinds of honey are salable at this
time R. A. Burnett & Co,

St. lionis, Sept. 9.- Fancy white comb,
12tol2^c.; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie: No. 1
white, 9 to 10c. ; dark and partially-filled from
5 to 8c, as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
I white, 6 to 6>4c; No.2. o^c; amber, 3e; in
barrels. No. 1 white. 5Ho; amber. 4i4 to 3o;
dark, 4 to 4>4o. Choice Beeswax, prime. 24 c;
choice, 24 ^c. At present there Is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas City, Sept, 9.—Fancy white comb,
12@iyc; No. 1, ll(ai2o; amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white, 5H@«c; amber, 5@5>4c; dark,
4!4@5e. Beeswax. 22®25o.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

0. U. Clemons & Co.

Indianapolis, Oct. 3.—Fancy white comb
honey, 12 to 12^c; No 1, 10 to lie. Demand
fairly good. Tar-colored comb honey, 8 to 9c,
with almost no demand. Clover and basswood
extracted honey, 6Hto7c Beeswax, 25 to 27c,

Walter S. Pouder.

Mllwatikee,Oct. 18.—Fancy 1 pounds, 12i<
to l.'ic ; A No. 1, 12 to I2i^c; No. 1, 11 to 12c;
No. 2, 10 to 10^; mixt. amber and dark, 8 to
9c. Extracted, white. In barrels, kegs and
palls. 6^4 to7c; dark, 5 to oHc. Beeswax, 26
to 27c.
This market Is In good condition for the best

grades of honey, either comb or extracted.
The receipts of the new crop are very fair,
and some of very nice quality. The demand
has been and continues to be very good, and
values are firm on fancy grades and straight,
uniform packing. A. V. Bishop & Co.

ColumT>us,0.,M'ov. 18.—Market somewhat
easier. Quote: Fancy, 14c; No. 1, 12c; No. 2.
10c; amber, 9c; buckwheat, 8c.

Columbus Com. and Storage Co.

Hew York, Oct. 22.—Receipts of comb
honey are large, and there is quite a stock
now on the market. While white Is In good
demand, buckwheat and mlit seem to be
somewhat neglected, and quotation prices
have to be shaded in order to sell In quantity
lots: We quote:
Fancy white, 13 to 14c; No. 1 white. 11 to

12c; amber, 10c; mixt and buckwheat, 8 to 9c.
Stocks or extracted are Uirht of all kinds. De-
mand Is good at following prices: White, 6
to6Hc; amber, 5Hc; dark, 5c. Southern, In
half barrels and barrels at from 55c to 60c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26c.

Hilureth Bros. & Segelken.

Detroit, Oct. 20.—Honey In better demand
and better prices as follows: Fancy white
13®14c; No. 1, 12(ai3c; fancy dark and am-
ber, 10@llc. Extracted, white. 6@7e: dark. 5
@5!4c, Beeswax, 25@26c. M. H. Hunt.
Bnffalo, Nov. 25.—A most excellent de-

mand continues for strictly fancy 1-pound
combs at 13 to 1 4o. The usual so called No. 1,
II to 12c; lower grades move well at Irom 9c
down to 7c; stocks very light in our market.
Extracted honey, 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 24 to 28c.

Batterson & Co.

San Francisco, Hov. 22.—White comb. 9>i
to lOVic; amber. 7H to 9c. Extracted, white,
7to7'4c. ; light amber, 6^ to 6Hc. Beeswax,
24@37c
Stocks in this center are light and must so

continue through the balance of the season.
Choice extracted Is especially In limited sup-
ply and is being held at comparatively fancy
figures. Comb Is meeting with very falrtrade,
considering that it has lo depend mainly on
local custom for an outlet Values for all de-
scriptions tend In favor of selling interest.

Boston, Nov. 28.—Liberal receipts with
but a light demand during the holidays. As
a result stocks have accumulated somewhat,
and prices show a lowering tendency, still we
hope for a better demand with prices at pres-
ent as follows:
Fancy white, 14c; A No.l white, 12V4 to 13c;

No. 1, 11 to 12c; light amber, 10c, with nocall
lor dark. Extracted, fair demand, light sup-
ply: White, 7 to7Hc; light amber, 6!4 to 7e;
Southern, 5 to 6c. Blake. Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, Nov. 29.—Fancy white. 13® 14c;
No. 1 white. 12®13c; A No. 1 amber. 10@llc;
No. 2 amber. 9@10c; buckwheat. 8c. Extrac-
ted, white, 7c: amber. 6c; buckwheat, 5c.

A. B. Williams & Co.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^^

Is Now Allowed on Orte

If yon want

SJiippina Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anylblng else, write to wn. Catalog

free. Sample Copy

MEaer£cam Bee ^ Keeper,
(Monthly, 50c a year) free. Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. COIBPAM

JAMESTOWN, N. T.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Apiarian Supplies

!

Wholesale and Retail.

A FULL LINE KEPT IN STOCK.
Very Low Prices.

Write for an estimate on what you want.

I. J. STRINGIIAIVI,
105 Park Plate, - NEW YORK.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and EverytUlng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

! dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-

^ era as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000

feet of floor space, and all modern appUancea,
We make prompt shipment.
Write tor Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manufacturini Co.,

BUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I»" IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.35 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for blB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested in sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best

and oDly weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ^ ^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry* first foremost and all the
time Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets &. Sheep, • - Chicagt'^

AVIiole»ale.
IfietaiK

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mc list of Goods wanted. M. H. MCJNT
Cabh for Beeswax. Het.l Branch, Mich.

*'~rarboliiieuiii Aveiiarlu^i."
<Registereii.) Ts ilie most practical and economical
WOOD PllESKHVER. [L will permanently rid

poultrv hovises ut lice, and protect bee-bives from
anrst. "Bees tike it. Prevents rats and mice from
gnawing wood to wliicliitbas been applied, also
keeps horses from gnawing tbeir stalls. Protects
grain bins from weevil, and " silo" timbers from de-
cay. Price ut 0;irb()lineinn f.o.b. Milwaukee, New
York or New Orleans, so et-ntsper gallon in hb gallon
barrels: in J tu lo j,'iiltnn cans from Milwaukee. $1.00
per gallon. Semi f.>r pamphlet, etc

J. F. POWELL, Agent, Waukegan. III.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Tiie A. 1. Rdot Oo.'s Goods

£ Dadant's Foundation, y^ear

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because II\' 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beanty,

Purity, Firnvnes!!), No Sag>
S'lns. IVo Lioss.

PAXe^X YVEEU PROCESS
SHEE1'II«Ct.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of Fouiidatlon and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

' BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

]LMi%@eirm@'rH off Twm m@wmT^mmm, Me-vteed.
The Classic in Bee-Ctilttire—Price, $1.25, by mail.

m.T MI^I.- TIMES.
CHAS. DADANT & SON,

Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk CO., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Wdl Maiiulactured Stock ! (Juiek Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES.
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD In this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrifty timber is used.

ItS^ Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Llst FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when wrltinp.

Gleanings at Half Price,

-Or,, Two Papers for the Price of Ooe»

We have made arrangements whereby, for a limited t'me. we can send either the Farm
Journal, published at Phlladeipliia, or the Poultry-Keeper, publisht at Paikesburg, Pa., both
flfty-cent montblies. and the very best In thtir line, with dUeaniiigH III Bee-Culture, to a.

new or old subsciiher, both for one year. But the conditions of this offer »re that the money
[Jl.OOl shall be sent In advance, and that all arrearages to Uleaplngs, If any. shall be squared

The Ohio Farmer ami Gleanings in Hee-Cultnre

both lor One Year for .$1,10.

We will send the Ohio Farmer, a dollar weekly, one of the leading agricultural papers of
the United States, 8nd Gleanlusslu Bee Culture, both for one year, to a new or old subscriber,
lor $1.10, |>aid in advance, and all arrearages to Gleanings, if any, squared up.

Tlie Farm Journal Is now In its 21st year, and takes the lead among all the low-priced
agricultural papers. It is packt full 01 practical hints and suggestions; puffs no swindles, and
Inserts no humbug advertisements.

Tlie OIilo Farmer Is a larger paper, atd Is Issued weekly, and Is one out of a few really
good larm papers,

Tlie Poiillry-Kocper is monthly, edited by P.H.Jacobs, and publisht at Parkes-
burg. Pa. It has a limed cover in two colors, and is beautifully gotten up.

Remember that, in order to secure any one of these three papers, in combination with
Gleanings, the money must be paid in adVHUce, and arrears to Gleanings, it any, squared up
These offers are very low, and will be withdrawn soon.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
MEDINA, OHIO.
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UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Annual Convention Held at

Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DR. A. B. MASON, SEC.

SECOND DAY— Afternoon Session.

LContlnued Irom page 774.1

After the reading of the above paper Mr. Eugene Seoor
read a paper, entitled

Tlie First Half Century of Improved Bee-Keep-
iiig in Ameriea.

Growth is the law of the universe, but all growth Is not
continuous or uniform. The giant trees of the forest have not
reacht their maturity by well-balanced annual accretions.

Their development has been dependent on moisture, sunshine
and nourishment, which are varying quantities.

The evolution of society has not been constantly progres-

sive. Civilization sometimes leaps forward by cycles over a
lifeless and profitless condition which, for centuries, had ob-

structed the onward march of ideal government.
The recent occupation of the West Indies and Philippines

by the Anglo-Saxon race may result in removing the cancer-
ous growth of Spanish tyranny from the world's body politic,

and In turning the dial of Eastern conservatism ahead 500
years. More history has been made in the last four months
than in four centuries during some periods of the world's past.

In the fields of discovery and invention the same erratic,

inconstant tendency is noticed.

Secrets which have been locktin the storehouse of Nature
since the morning stars sang creation's birth have only been
wrested from oblivion within the memory of some here present.

The modern gang-plow, so perfect and useful, is the slow
out-growth of the first forkt stick that tickled the bosom of

Mother Earth ; but the greatest improvements in this imple-
ment are not too old to be remembered by some persons now
living. Thus it has been in many of the industries. It seems
to have been reserved for these latter times to develop and
perfect the appliances to relieve labor, to accelerate business
and travel, to stimulate investigation, and to make it possible
for everybody to attain to some degree of culture.

What was the condition of the industry which we repre-
sent, half a century ago? How many people in the world at

that time understood the habits or natural history of the
honey-bee? Of course mankind had learned long before that
honey was good to eat. The sons of Jacob took honey with
them as a peace-offering when they visited Egypt the second
time to buy corn. Samson's riddle had been propounded to

the young men of Timnath about 3,000 years. Aristotle and
Virgil, Swammerdam and Huber, had all lived and died and

had left to the world the results of their Investigations. Yet
the pall of ignorance and superstitious mystery rested upon the
mass of bee-keepers, whose tastes alone prompted them to ap-
propriate the sweets which God had provided by means of this

useful insect. Little progress had been made in the practical

application of the knowledge gainpd by these observers and
writers. The " king bee" was clothed, not only with kingly
power, in the imagination of the common people, but seemed
to be a dispenser of luck to a favored few. Not a journal in

America or elsewhere was devoted to bee-culture, not a book
had been Issued by the American press on the subject, and no
system of management was known save box-hives or hollow-
log " gums," clumsy surplus boxes, and brimstoning the weak
colonies iu the fall. Increase of colonies was the measure of
success ; or, if increase was not desired they knew not how to

prevent it. And when swarming-time caiie, many of the old-

Hon. Eugene Secor.

time bee-keepers believed that some sort of incantation was
necessary to charm the bees, to preventthem from absconding.

With horn, tin pan, or old brass-kettle.

The children thundered with all their mettle

—

The aim of which din was. no doubt, to settle

The frisky young swarm
By the ancient form

Of drowning a noise by making more rattle.
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"Practical bee-keeping," says Langstroth, "was in a
very deprest condition, being almost entirely neglected by
those naost favorably situated for Its pursuit."

At this period there appeared in America a man whose
genius for investigation was destined to establish the science
and to revolutionize the art of apiculture. It Is just 50 years
since the Rev. L. L. Langstroth was obliged to lay aside the
active work of the ministry on account of failing health, and
began to devote his time more fully to the study and practice
of apiarian pursuits.

It is by such strange providences that the world's great
problems are sometimes workt out. Had Mr. Langstroth's
strength been sufficient for a vigorous prosecution of his

chosen work, the improvements which he inaugurated In bee-
keeping might have been left for some other American genius
to devise, or, what Is more likely, had been accredited to the
old world, where the germ-thought was already taking form,
unknown to the patient and gifted experimenter in this

country.
I said but for Langstroth's failing health it might have

been reserved for some other genius to surprise the world with
the same improvement in methods; but genius is nothing but
hard work, patient plodding and constant endeavor to develop
the Ideal. What we call genius is the metal of the mind tried
in the furnace of application. Langstroth did not wake up
some fine morning when the birds were singing their sweetest
songs in the the orchard, and the bees were making music
among the linden blossoms, and proceed at once to elaborate
his new system of bee-keeping as tho it had come to him in a
dream.

Morse did not flash upon the world in one brilliant moment
/lis great achievement of conveying thought by the electric
telegraph. It took years of study and barrels of midnight oil

to develop the Idea uppermost in his mind. Nevertheless the
name of Morse is immortal. We call him a genius. Thus did
Langstroth study, observe and experiment through years of
patient waiting until he gave the people access to the interior
economy of the hive, and to the industry an impetus never
before attained. He left a legacy to the American bee-keeper
that will never be exhausted. The dividends from the fund
of practical knowledge which he brought to light by his sys-
tem of management will continue to bless humanity beyond
the stretch of our imagination. The invention of the Lang-
stroth hive and the publication of his book on the Honey-Bee
aroused interest in a subject which had been a sealed volume
to the great masses of the people. It was a revelation of Na-
ture, interesting as fiction, charming as poetry.

Nature-studies are always interesting. All we need to

make them so Is a teacher like Agasslz, or Huber, or Lang-
stroth, to lead us out Into the delightful fields of awakened
observation.

The introduction of the Italian bee Into this country soon
after Langstroth's improvement in the hive gave a still greater
momentum to the desire for advancement In the study and
practice of this interesting and important adjunct of the farm.
Since then we have weighed In the balance of utility nearly
everything that gathers honey. The Syrian, the Cyprian, the
Carniolan, have each contributed its blood to the building of
a race adapted to the needs of this continent. That we shall
finally succeed In breeding a bee better adapted to this country
than anything yet Imported Is the confident hope and expecta-
tion of not a few persons who have given the subject consid-
eration.

When the American Bee Journal was establisht, in 1861,
another step was taken toward the dissemination of apicultural
Information. It was the beginning of an efiort to jjopularize
the science and art of bee-culture. At this present writing
there are eight periodicals in the United States devoted almost
exclusively to bee-keeping, many of them edited with markt
ability and enthusiasm ; and hardly an agricultural journal Is

publisht that does not devote a portion of Its space to the sub-
ject. Books both scientific and practical have been multiplied
until apiculture need no longer be considered in the realm of
mystery or on the borders of the domaiu of luck.

The extractor, the smoker, the section-box, the bee-escape,
the queen-excluder, foundation, queen-rearing—all are prod-
ucts of the past 50 years, and all the outgrowth of the mov-
able-frame, conceived and perfected by the Prince of Ameri-
can bee-keepers—the immortal Langstroth.

According to the census of 1870, which was the first

statistics obtained by the government relating to the bee-In-
dustry that I regard as reliable, the apiarian products of the
United States were—pounds of honey, 14,702,815; pounds
of wax, 631,129. By the last National Census, 1890, the
figures given are 63,897,327 pounds of honey, and 1,166,-
588 pounds of wax ; showing an increast production in the
20 years, of nearly 350 percent of honey, and nearly 85 per-

cent of wax. That the latter product did not keep pace with
the former is probably due to better methods, fewer colonies
brimstoned, and consequently a less quantity obtained from
the practice of melting combs and stralniug.

The population of the United States Increast about 55 per-

cent during the two decades before mentioned. By the last

enumeration the total population was 52,622,250. It will

be seen from the figures given showing the production of

honey, that the best we have yet been able to do is a little

more than one pound per capita per annum. If we deduct
the quantity used In various manufactures and as medicine,
and also the large quantity used in some families every year,
it can readily be believed that one-half the people never taste

honey, notwithstanding the modern facilities for producing It.

In my own family, averaging about eight, we consume at least

400 pounds a year, or 50 pounds each. If that ratio were
maintained by all families we could dispose of 50 times the
quantity we now produce. Therefore, there is no immediate
danger of over-production If the proper distribution can be
accomplisht ; and with the facilities for distribution which we
now possess compared with those of 50 years ago it would
seem that there is yet avast field for our activities.

But problems have been forced upon us which never rackt
the brains of the ancients. I have never read that In the
olden time bee-keepers were compelled to flee to the mountains
and forego civilized society in order to keep bees.

I wonder if in Babylon they had a city ordinance prohib-
iting Assyrian bees from flying over the walls Into the cele-

brated hanging gardens ? It probably never occurred to Neb-
uchadnezzar that a royal decree would have prevented every
bee in the kingdom from sucking the flowers which he planted
for his imported wife. It was reserved for some 2x4 "city
fathers " of a 2x4 corporation to banish from the corporate
limits of their 2x4 town every Innocent bee that might be
found on a honeysuckle or In the act of appropriating a drop
of water from a reeking back alley !

Perhaps Nebuchadnezzar had some sort of heathenish
idea that insects were a part of the great plan of the Creator
to pollinate the blossoms and fructify the orchards and vine-

yards; but these modern smarties, who know about as much
of science as the average Philippine insurgent does of the
American Constitution, attempt to improve on God's plan of

doing things. The " man in the moon " ought to hold his nose
when he is compelled to look down on such decaying wisdom I

If some of the so-called horticulturists, and some of the
small-calibre municipal authorities could have their way, and
drive the Industrious bee into retirement or bankruptcy, I

imagine I see an army of two-legged pollinators going around
the country with their camel's-hair brushes and a pot of yel-

low dust, endeavoring to restore the fertility to garden, farm
and orchard that existed before the fall—of human greatness.

Another fact which we are obliged to face to-day, didn't

trouble our forefathers. That fact Is the adulteration of

extracted honey, and the misbranding of fradulent substitutes
which are as innocent of flowers and bee-mediation as a baby
is of the sins of its grandmother.

Our grandfathers knew nothing of that beantlful-looking,
but unsatisfying, syrup, known as glucose. Their bees got
honey fiom the flowers, and man-made honey was as much an
undiscovered article as Chicago was an unknown city. Both
seem, now, to flourish together. Those Chicago " bees " beat
the world In turning out surplus! They work not only day
aud night, but just as well in winter as in summer. No win-
ter problem to solve—no dull season with those city " bees !"

Corn at 15 cents per bushel, and 15 pounds of " pure white
clover honey " from every bushel Is ahead of anything our
grandfathers knew even in those " good old times !"

There is no use for us to say, among ourselves at least,

that extracted honey isn't adulterated or counterfeited. Any
bee-keeper with his eyes open and taste uncorrupted can easily

satisfy himself to the contrary.
I have sometimes wondered if the invention of the ex-

tractor was a good thing. It cheapened the cost of produc-
tion, it increast the output, but It has brought honey Into dis-

repute. The opportunity was afforded dishonest people to put
up something resembling the genuine article that is sometimes
as far from being honest as the serpent that tempted Eve.

But I suppose the extractor has come to stay, as surely as

some sins for which we are not personally responsible ; and
the only logical thing to do Is 'to put a stop to it if we can.
Unity, courage, discretion—these are the trinity that will

bring victory to the cause of purity in foods.
There are also educational problems In our business yet

unsolved. Modern bee-keepers have not the advantage of

always being regarded as public benefactors (at least in

America where the spirit of independence Is abroad, and cus-

tom and precedent sit lightly on the public conscience).
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A great deal of unwarranted prejudice exists against bees

and bee-keepers which It is our business to overcome
Whether It arises from Ignorance, or malice, it must be coun-
teracted.

Among the objects of this organization are these : To
assure to the pursuit the rights to which it is entitled under
the law; to assist In educating the public as to the relation of

bees to plant life and fertility, and to keep before the people

the knowledge of the value of honey, both economically and
as an unsurpast article of food.

The last half century of our splendid accomplishments In

the garden of apiculture may be but the hint of what the

future has in store for us If we rise to the height of our privi-

leges and advantages In this best of all lands for Individual

and industrial development. We must not rest on the laurels

of past achievements when Important responsibilities lie be-

fore us. The world Is moving forward, not backward. The
net results of all human effort are progress. Some obstacle

may retard our advancement for awhile, but In God's good
time right shall triumph over wrong, and happiness and pros-

perity shall perch upon the banners of earnest and faithful

endeavor.
The yesterday of Bee-Keeping is In the charnal-house of

History. I am able to bring out only a skeleton or two to re-

mind you of its past. Its To-morrow is In the womb of Oppor-
tunity, from which shall come forth all the good which we
merit through striving.

"O River of Yesterday, with current swift
Through chasms descending, and soon lost to sight,

1 do not care to follow in their flight

The faded leaves, that on thy bosom drift I

" O River of To-morrow, I uplift

Mine eyes, and thee I follow, as the night
Wanes into morning, and the dawning light

Broadens, and all the shadows fade and shift

!

" I follow, follow, where the waters run
Through unfrequented, unfamiliar fields,

Fragrant with flowers and musical with song;
Still follow, follow; sure to meet the sun.
And confldent, that what the future yields
Will be the right, unless myself be wrong "— (Longfellow.)

Eugene Secor.

By a unanimous vote, the thanks of the Union were ex-

tended to Mr. Secor for his paper.
Dr. Miller—I would like to ask whether Mr. Secor meant

to say that there were cases 50 years ago when Increase was
not desired ?

Mr. Secor— I said, "If increase .was not desired, they
knew not how to prevent It."

Dr. Miller—Do you think there were cases 50 years ago
when Increase was not desired ?

Mr. Secor—My grandfather had as many colonies as could

be profitably kept in one locality. I do not think he knew
how to prevent Increase. I said "If."

Mr Danzenbaker—My grandfather had 300 colonies of

bees when I was born. He had more than he wanted, and
when they would swarm he would let them stay on the trees

until they flew away. He would get what bees he wanted,
and let the rest go. He brimstoned the bees to get the honey.
And he did another thing—he used to set a box alongside the

hive, and the bees would fill It, and then he would take it

away. But he resorted to brimstoning the bees, too.

The Secretary next read a paper by Mr. J. F. Mclntyre,
of California, entitled,

Be»t ^ize of Hive for IJse in the Apiary.

I have been given an exceedingly broad and Interesting

subject, but as I and every one who cared to say anything on
this subject have recently had our say, I will treat it as briefly

and concisely as possible. "For use in the apiary"—this in-

cludes every locality In the world, every system of manage-
ment, every kind of bees, comb and extracted honey ; and you
want to know the one "best size of hive" for all these locali-

ties and conditions. " I don't know." Guess yourself.

For several years I have been trying to find out the best

size of hive for extracted honey in the Sespe apiary, with a
very strong desire to prevent swarming, or any further in-

crease of stock. My experiments lead me to believe that
Dadants' hive and system would be the best for this purpose,
but my apiary contains over 11,000 Langstroth combs, and
to change these to the two sizes in the Dadant hive is out of

the question. Large combs and plenty of them in the brood-
chamber, with prolific queens to match, give the largest num-
ber of bees per colony, and with plenty of super room the

larger the colony the more honey we get per hive—yes, I must
say it If it paralyzes Mr. Hutchinson—it would be much more

profitable to get all the honey from a location with 200 large

colonies, than it would be to get it all with the same number
of bees In 300 smaller colonies. The 3U0 small hives would
require more labor per hive to care for them than the 200
large hives, they require more care to prevent starving, more
labor and annoyance to hive swarms, the first cost of the hives

would be greater, and the expense of feeding them through
a dry year In California would be greater.

Four years ago I deepened a few 10-frame Langstroth
brood-chambers, making the frames 12 Inches deep, and used

a regular Langstroth super above to extract from, with a
queen-excluder between. These hives produce fine, large col-

onies, and I would be satisfied with them if they would not
swarm, but th^y do swarm with me nearly as badly as the reg-

ular 10-frame hive ; and when this happens they are not so

desirable, because the brood-chambers are too large for a

divided colony or to hive a swarm In withoutcontracting with
division-boards.

My apiary also contains 62 regular 12-frame Langstroth
hives, which are open to the same objection—they are too

small to prevent swarming, and too large to hive swarms in,

and altogether do not average as much surplus honey per hive

as the 10-comb hives. Didant prevents swarming by tiering

up those shallow extracting-supers, and always putting the

J. F. Melntyre.

empty combs next to the brood-chamber without a queen-ex-

cluder between; and if swarming is successfully prevented
his brood-chamber is all right for size. I have been through
the shallow-frame fad for comb honey, and am satisfied that

any frame smaller than the Langstroth, or any hive smaller

than an 8-comb Langstroth is unprofitable in this locality ;

and for extracted honey I am satisfied that any hive smaller

than a 10-comb Langstroth Is unprofitable.

The upper limits of size are not so well defined, as they

depend entirely on the prollficuess of our queens, the length

of time that our bees have to breed up in the spring before

the honey flow commences, and our success In preventing
swarms. One of my neighbors, Mr. Keene, keeps his bees in

8-comb Langstroth hives four stories high, without any queen-
excluders or any one to watch for swarms, and his average
yield per colony Is ju^t about the same as his neighbors, who
put In their time during the swarming season watching for

swarms and hiving them.

If next season is a good one I want to try a large number
of 10 and 12 comb Langstroth hives three stories high. I

will start with single brood-chambers in the spring, and when
these are nearly full of brood I will raise them up and put

another brood -chamber full of empty brood-combs under them,

and a super full of empty store-combs above them ; and If

they do not swarm, and their average of surplus honey is as

high as the balance of the apiary, I will put another brood-

chamber under every hive. J. F. McInttbe.
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Mr. Westcott—I would like to hear from the members of

the Union. In our locality the S-frame hive for comb honey
seems large enough. As I said before here, we have no honey-
flow to amount to anything until fall ; in August or September
we get our honey-flow. The colonies have to be kept in con-
dition to catch the flow when It comes. As a general thing
along about the first of August I cut out the queen-cells, and
it is quite a job to lift the supers and get into the hives ; but

of course if a person keeps that up, he has it to do every eight

days until about the first of September, then they will hardly
try to swarm any more. The S-frame hive seems large

enough for this loiality ; but perhaps California would need
larger hives than we would in Nebraska.

Mr. Hatch—Some of you may remember that about four

years ago I wrote an article for Gleanings in which I said I

preferred the 10-frame hive. Dr. Miller, Ernest Root, G. M.
Doolittle and all of them jumpt on me rough-shod, and tho-I

was very busy I had to write article after article, and fairly

wrote myself out trying to defend the 10-frame hive. Since
that time I have kept bees in Arizona, and have used five dif-

ferent styles of hives. I had some a foot square and a foot

deep ; some a foot square and 7 inches deep ; some after the
Gallup style of hive ; and then S and 10 frame Langstroths.
With the same management I could get more honey from the
lO-frame than from the others, up until the last extracting ;

then the honey was stored below more. All were run with a

queen-excluder between the extracting-frames and the brood-
chambers. Since then I have operated in California with 9
and 10 frame Langstroths for extracting.

E. R. Root—How many stories?

Mr. Hatch—Two and three, according to the strength of

the colony. Ernest Root has come over on my side of the
fence gradually, and 1 hope that in three or four years there
will be more. I do not recognize any essentini difference be-

tween hives for comb and those for extracted honey. If you
have a good hive for the one, it is a good hive for the other ; I

mean so far as the brood-chambers are concerned. Manage-
ment is the whole story. If you have a system of manage-
ment whereby you can make a success of the 8-frame hive,

and reduce the work down to the minimum, stick to it. One
man successfully uses a hive the brood-chamber of which is a

foot square and 7 inches deeh, and gets lots of honey ; but my
system of management is not adapted to it at all. It depends
on whether you " catch on " to the right system of ofeinage-

ment; there is where the whole secret lies. I can handle a
colony better with 10 frames side by side than with 10 frames
one above the other. If I get more brood than I want in the
hlye, I can take some out and give it to a weaker colony. In
that system I have less work than with the two-story system.
When it comes to the extracting season, pile on as many as

you want. In California we need a larger hive for stores than
you do in this country, where the winters are more severe, for

the reason that they eat more out there in the winter. It

takes more stores to carry a colony through the winter in

California than it does in Wisconsin, because out there the
beee fly a great deal more through the winter, and they get
comparatively little to eat at that time.

Dr. Mason—You say this man with the small hives gets

large quantities of honey. Where does he get it? By piling

up the stories ?

Mr. Hatch—Yes, sir ; five or six high. He uses a queen-
excluder and confines the queen down where he wants her.

And while I am up, I want to speak of a scheme that J. H.
Martin has. He uses the Heddon hive. This year he put the
queen-excluder on and put the queen down in the bottom sec-

tion. He had lots of honey in his hives. When I visited him
last fall he had four supers full on an average on his hives,

probably 160 pounds to the colony. Last spring it was
thought that there was going to be no honey season at all,

but he put the queen in the bottom story and put the excluder
above and then went off and left her.

Mr. Danzenbaker—I have spent about 25 years In study-
ing hives. In visiting different fairs, the hives and the exhi-

bitions of honey always attracted me, for I wanted to discover
the best hive for my own use. Finally, I combined the good
points of several and made my hive. I have settled upon a

10-frame hive, with a capacity equal to the 8-frame Lang-
stroth. It gives more room for sections for comb honey. Take
the same capacity in an 8-frame hive and you can put on 2i
standard sections; put the same capacity in a 10-frame hive,

with the frames 73-2 inches deep, and you can put on 32 sec-

tions. I put on 100 sections over a hive of the same brood
capacity where I could put on but 75 on an 8-frame hive. In
California the conditions are of course different. Such men
as Mr. Mclntyre and Mr. Mendleson, who produced honey by
the carload, can judge of the conditions for themselves. They
know what they are doing, and can .judge what hive to use.

Captain Hetherington has 300 colonies of bees In Virginia
this year. He didn't take off a single super of honey. I was
In the same vicinity, and I got 2,000 sections of honey from
half as many bees. His colonies were strong and hives full of

bees, but there was capacity in the brood-chambers for storing
hooey, and they did it there. He put his supers on, but a
maa told me he hadn't one super of honey this year. I had a
letter from a man in New York who bought one of these
hives, and he says, " I have to confess that bees in your hive
produced more honey than bees in any other hive in the yard."
It is to the difference in the size of the brood-frames that I

attribute it.

Dr. Mason—If what Mr. Hatch has said is true, that the
system of management is the secret of securing honey, then
Mr. Danzenbaker has been fooling away 25 years of his life

in trying to find the best hive instead of the best system.
Mr. Danzenbaker— I have mentioned several men who have

been using hives for 10 or 20 years, and who have made a
success with mine. The only difference is in the depth of the
brood-frames and in the sections.

Dr. Mason—Perhaps you throw in some of your enthusi-
asm with the hive. I use the 8frame Langstroth hive, piling

the stories one on top of the other. I have colonies with three
and a half full stories. When I came away, I pulled up thf»

cover and lookt in and saw that the top frames wore full of

honey. I tried to lift some of the hives, but couldn't do it. It

has frequently been the case in years past that *hen I was
ready to get the bees prepared for their winter quarters, I

found scarcely any honey in the brood-chambers, and then I

had to take some and put it below. I am very much inclined

to favor the idea that Mr. Hatch advances, that there is more
in the system of management than in anything else.

Mr. Hatch—If you had a good lOframe hive you would
not have to bother to put any honey below.

Dr. Mason— I would suggest that Mr. Danzenbaker spend
the next 25 years of his life in finding out the best system of

management.
Dr. Miller—I have been trying to think when I "jumpt on"

Mr. Hatch, as he says. If he knows what kind of a hive I

want, and what size, he knows more than I do. There is one
point, however, that I would like to ask about. He says there
is no difference at all, except in the management, -whether
you are working for comb or extracted honey.

Mr. Hatch— I said there was no difference in the. hive;
that the hive would be adapted to both, so far as the brood-
chamber is concerned.

Dr Miller—Suppose we have a 10-frame hive, with
a strong colony, and there comes a time when there is a fall

flow ; the brood-chamber is about full, and they get more
than they would put in the brood-chamber. If I put on sec-

tions above, instead of working on the sections I have known
times when they would simply crowd the brood-chamber ; but
if you put on an extractln'g-super, they would go up and put
the surplus honey in the extracting-combs. There is a case
where I should think there ought to be a little difference In

the hives for one or the other.

E. R. Root—In reference to the 7-inch frame, I talkt with
Capt. Hetherington at the time of the Buffalo convention. He
tried the 7J2 and 7 inch frames for several years, and he told

me he gave it up. It is in the management. I don't think
the 7-inoh frame has anything to do with it.

Dr. Peiro—I am satisfied that you boys don't know any-
thing about this business anyway. I once took a jack-knife
and a saw and a hatchet and made a hive—a 20-frame hive.

You may as well have them big enough while you are about
it. 1 can prove to you by good, reliable authority, right here,

that that 20-frame hive was chockfull of honey, and it had
all the bees it could hold. I verily believe it weighed 150
pounds. Mr. York and Mr. Abbott tried to lift it, and
couldn't. Now, I don't say that I am right always—not
always; but I do say that that hive contained better honey
and more of it than any hive I have had since. [Laughter.]

ELECTION OF OFFICERS FOR 1899.

Mr. Westcott—1 move that we proceed now to the election

of officers, and that we put off the balance of our program un-
til that is completed.

The motion was seconded and carried. Nominations be-

ing declared in order, Messrs. E. R. Root and E. Whitcomb
were placed in nomination. A ballot was then taken and Mr.
Whitcomb having received the majority of votes cast was
declared elected president for the next year.

Mr. Whitcomb— I thank you for the compliment, and I

will try to merit your confidence.
Nominations for the vice-presidency being declared In

order, Mr. C. A. Hatch was named and declared elected.

Nominations for the office of secretary were then declared
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in order, and Mr. W. A. Selser and Dr. A. B. Mason were
named.

Dr. Mason—I wish you would select somebody else. I

have tried to work faithfully for you ; I never accept any
position without trying to do my level best In the work, but I

wish you would select somebody else.

Nominations were then closed, and the members proceeded
to balloting. Dr. Mason was found to have been almost
unanimously re-elected.

Several called for a speech from Dr. Mason.
Dr. Mason—My friends, you know that I can't make a

speech; you have had reason to know that in the past two
days. But I can say to you that I am grateful for this evi-

dence of your con6dence—not for the ballots you have cast

for me, nor because you have elected me again, altho I feel

thai it is an honor to serve you in any capacity. You have
before this honored me for two terms with the presidency
of the association—something that never happened before

that time, except with Mr. Newman. So I feel that this is an
expression of confldence that I cannot help but appreciate,

and I do appreciate it. I live upon the good things iny friends

give me, more than I do upon what I do myself ; and that is

why I appreciate, I think, the good that may come to us all

when we realize what He did for us who died to redeem our
souls from death.

The convention then adjourned until 7:30 p.m.

IContinued next week.l

No. 6.—The Care of Bees for Wiutering.

BY C. P. DADANT.

For eight or ten years past, we have personally aban-
doned the practice of cellar-wintering, owing to the better

success we have achieved, of late, in out-door wintering. I

do not know but it would perhaps be best to narrate our ex-

perience on this subject to the reader, an experience of 3U
odd years, and let him draw his own conclusions.

We began experimenting on in-door wintering in 1865,
on a small s.;ale. We had then, perhaps In all, some 20 or 25
colonies, and as we had no cellar worthy of the name, but
merely a " hole in the ground " under our log-house in the
woods, we concluded the first year to try a clamp, such as had
been recommended by German bee-masters, in the Bienenzei-
tung.

We therefore dug a trench of sulBcient length to contain
all our hives side by side, and deep enough so that the hives
might be entirely hidden in it. In the bottom of this trench
we laid two -txi timbers lengthwise, and on these we set our
hives, removing the cap, or cover, and leaving only the honey-
board. Over the top of the trench we laid boards that reacht
about 6 or 8 inches beyond the pit, and on these a layer of

straw, roof-shaped, then a layer of earth and another layer of

straw and earth ; making such a covering as a farmer uses,

in many parts of the country, for apples or potatoes. We had
previously, however, made four light tubes, by nailing four
plasterers' laths together for each tube, which had been
placed perpendicularly, two of them reaching to the bottom,
and the other two at the upper part of the silo, so as to make
a light change of air for the breathing of the bees. The
trench was drained by a short gravel drain at each end.

We had very good success, and, encouraged by this, we
again put away our bees In this fashion, the following winter.
But the winter was very wet this time, and through alternate
thaws and freezes, accompanied with rain, the ground became
soakt, our drains proved insufficient because they became
stopt up by freezing, or for some other reason, and the ex-

treme of moisture destroyed a great proportion of the colonies.

I believe that during that winter we lost fully a third of the
colonies. This discouraged us in any further attempts at
silo-wintering. Yet, we know that the practice is good, and
in localities where there is little or no danger of a thaw dur-
ing the winter, I am sure this would be a very safe method
for an apiarist who had no cellar.

In this part of the United States we have now more com-
modities than formerly, our log-houses have been replaced by
convenient homes, the cellar ordinarily occupies the entire

space under the house, and it is quite easy to partition oS a

portion of it for the use of the bees ; but I know there must
yet be many parts where they still have to do as we did in the

'60's, keep a family in two small rooms, where they cook, live

and sleep; put the children in a trundle-bed, and the cows in

a straw shed. Then the young fellow had to go a-courting in

a wagon, and felt happy if he had only a good spring-seat to

take his best girl to church, or to a ball. What would the

boys of to-day say of this ?

When our log-house was abandoned for a better home (we
then used it for a bee-house till the rats compelled us to tear

it down), we took special pains to build a large cellar, and
partitioned off a portion of it, a space 10x20 feet, purposely

for the bees. This special room has two windows, and the

walls and ceiling are lined with a sawdust partition to keep
the temperature more even. This was the more necessary be-

cause we have a furnace in the cellar to heat the house, and
it would produce more warmth than needed. We had already

wintered enough colonies, in the hole under the log-house, to

make sure that a temperature of more than 45-' was likely to

make the bees restless, while a temperature of less than iO^
had the same effect.

There had been some discussion among bee-keepers as to

the proper degree, and a few men held that the bees could

stand a great deal of heat, while in the cellar, without suffer-

ing ; one man even went so far as to assert that they would
winter in a cellar warmed to a temperature of 70^ to 80^,

and that he had tried it successfully. This shook the faith of

some of our friends, until it was ascertained that this person

had just been guessing at the temperature of his cellar, and
had no thermometer upon which to base his assertions. A
good thermometer costs only 25 to 50 cents, and we used one
In the cellar, at all times, and my father visited the bee-room
hundreds of times during the winter, and found uniformly

that the bees were the quietest at 423 to 43^, and that below
40- or above-45-' they began to stir.

We used this cellar very regularly for 12 or 15 years (It

had been built in 1875), and it invariably happened that the

bees wintered best in it during the coldest winters. This Is

easily understood, for it is much easier to warm up such a

cellar than it is to cool it down, when once warmed up, when
the temperature on the outside is still higher. In very cold

days, if the thermometer registered a lower temperature than
40^', all we had to do was to open the door between the two
cellars and a steady increase would at once take place. If

too warm, during cold days, a little increase of ventilation

through the windows would soon regulate that defect. But
when the weather got mild, and remained so for several days,

it always proved an Impossible task to cool the air enough,

with 100 colonies in such a small space, to keep them quiet.

We tried a tubful of ice, but the difference made by it was not

worth mentioning.
Of late years, we have had comparatively pleasant win-

ters, and have found that, altho we lost but few colonies in

cellar-wintering, it was usually preferable to leave the bees

out-of-doors, as they breed earlier and run less risk of pillage

or spring dwindling. We believe that we are, here, on the

southern limit of safe cellar-wintering, and if we lived farther

north we would invariably winter the bees in a cellar.

I see that I have not yet given instructions as to when
and how to put the bess into the cellar, and will put this off

until next week. Hancock Co., 111.

Eight or 10 Frame Hives—Tall Sections.

BY H. LATHROP.

On page 727, reference is made to Editor Hutchinson's
comments on Dadant's articles in Gleanings on the subject of

large I).?, small hives, in which Mr. Hutchinson calls attention

to the fact that the Dadants run their apiaries for extracted

honey, while it is the comb-honey producers, who, as a rule,

advocate a smaller brood-chamber than the Dadants advise.

The point is well taken.
I believe Mr. Mclntire has also recently stated, on this

subject, that " a 10 frame Langstroth brood-chamber is not"

large enough to prevent swarming, and too large to hive a
swarm in without contracting." That is the reason I use and
prefer an 8-frame hive for comb honey production. I wish to

dispense with contracting, so the S-frame brood-chamber
seems to be the best size. If I want a larger brood-chamber I

add another story. In running my apiary for comb honey,
even in good seasons, I usually have but 33 percent of my
colonies cast swarms ; this I think is not a bad showing for a

comb honey yard.
In the future I do not expect to allow any more increase

than enough to repair winter losses. I use the Heddon plan

of hiving swarms on the old stand ; and instead of allowing
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increase of colouies I shall feed the hatching bees back into
the working colony, and finally use the combs for hiving
another swarm. However, the brood from colonies first cast-
ing swarms will be used in strengthening up light colonies
until every one has all the brood they can hold.

The past season 1 tried to have a few colonies build their
own brood-combs from starters an inch wide; but I do not
like the plan—too much bother. I contracted to five frames,
and let them work awhile, then I found they were building
too much drone-comb ; theu I gave to each, on e or two frames
of drone-comb ; this helpt matters out, and, finally, when they
had finisht their combs I Jook away the drone-combs and filled

up with full sheets of foundatiou.
But I found that colonies hlvad on full sheets of founda-

tion were ready for work in the sections first, and there was
so much less work about it that I decided that as a rule I shall
hive on combs or full sheets of foundation. If I want combs
built by the bees I will have it doue by small colonies, as Mr.
Doolittle advises, by crowding the bees on two or three combs.
By this plan they build beautiful combs, and I think pay well
for their keep and the labor expended on them.

My honey crop this year was about one-third of what it

was last, the flow being short, and that only from basswood.
I tried the new Ideal super with tall sections, but could not
see any advantage in them. When I went to the convention
of the Southwestern bee-keepers, I took a well-filled section of
each size along, and placing them side by side askt a number
of ladies which they would prefer at the same price, and they
invariably chose the square section. It seems that in this
part of the country the tall section does not take as It does
farther east ; but I will continue to experiment with it next
year. Monroe Co., Wis., Nov. 18.

Eating Houey aud Cream—A Report.

BY A. F. FOOTE.

In the report of the convention at Omaha, I see there was
considerable said about honey making some people sick, to-

gether with some suggestions as to the possible cause, etc. I

used to think that there was only one way that honey could
make me sick—that was for the want of It ; but 20 or more
years ago I learned that I could take no quicker or more cer-
tain emetic than to eat honey with porkor pork gravy ; and to
this day I will lose my dinner In five minutes if I do it. For a
nice, delicate meal—supper for Instance—there is nothing, to
my notion, that quite equals honey and cream, with bread,
instead of butter. It Just "touches the spot," and, better yet,
It stays there.

Do I hear some one say that this Is extravagance? On
the contrary, my wife says—and I am quite inclined to agree
with her—that it is economy, for the same amount of cream
churned into butter will not go as far ; besides, it saves the
churning.

I do not suppose every editor, even of a bee-paper, has
an everyday supply of cream, but if " ye editor" will come up
to our farm, which "flows with rrearn and honey," I will
guarantee him at least one good, square meal of the mixture.*

My bees stored no surplus honey till the last week of
June, and during the next three weeks I secured about 30
pounds of section honey to the colony, spring count, of fine
quality white clover, Alsike and basswood. Then dry weather
came on, and the bees never stored another pound of surplus
— no buckwheat or fall honey of any kind. Cold and wet put
them back the forepart of the season, and dry weather cut
the crop short the latter part.

I secured 25 new swarms, which I put into 15 hives.
Now, out of 58 colonies, I find about 25 with sufficient stores
for winter, 10 doubtful, 3 dead—one devoured by worms

—

and the balance with very little honey.
For five weeks, at a critical time, my bees had no care, as

Sept. 9 myself and wife went to our old home in Winnebago
county, Wis., where we had a delightful visit with old friends
and neighbors in that and Green Lake county.

' Mitchell Co., Iowa, Nov. 7.

[*Thank you, Mr. Foote, for your kind invitation. We
would like to accept, seeing you would furnish us with "a
good, square meal," and also "Foote" the bill. If we were
" Foote "-loose we would start right off. But as we are not,

we will just ask you to be our "proxy," and fill up on that

rich diet— honey, cream and bread.

—

Editor.]

CW~ See "Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 797.

OONDUCTBD BY

DR. O. O. JUXLLER. MJUtENGO, ILZ,.

[QueBtlona m&j be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Using Frames of Granulated Honey.

I am an amateur, working for increase. Last spring my
bees had two to three frames of honey left in each hive (some
candied) when spring flowers and fruit-bloom appeared, and
the storing of new honey commenced. If the conditions are
the same next spring, would I make a mistake to put these
frames of honey In another story and fill the brood-chamber
with frames of foundation (previous to any bloom) ? If not,

should the second story be above or below ? and should they
be uncapt to stimulate breeding? What can be done best
with brood-frames filled with candled honey?

Washington.
Answer.— If given the chance, the bees will make closer

work than you probably suppose in using up the candied
honey. Put It right close to the brood, so that they will be
obliged to empty the cells for the queen. It will be no harm
to uncap It. Of course this refers to next spring. If you put
It in an empty upper story and fill the brood-chamber with
foundation, the possibility is that it may be left over, only to

be worse the next year. If there is much of the granulated
honey, and it is badly granulated, it Is possible that the bees
may throw out some of the granules, letting them fall on the'
bottom-board. You may save these, melting them to feed to

the bees. Put an empty story under the brood-chamber, hav-
ing no entrance at the bottom of the empty chamber, but
above, and the granules will be saved, more or less. In the
empty story. Probably you can make no better use of brood-
combs containing candied honey.

When a second story is added to increase the brood-nest,
give it below. That saves heat.

Covering Knots—Quinby Frame.

1. Will you republish the recipe for covering up the knots
In hives before painting, so the pitch will not show through ?

2. What are the dimensions of the Quinby frames?
3. What size is the hive the Dadants use, and how many

frames ? Minn.

Answers.— 1. I don't know where to turn to It, but I

think it is shellac dissolved in alcohol.

2. The hanging Quinby frame is 18^x11^. The closed-

end or standing Quinby frame is I9;'sxll.
3. The Dadants use the hanging Quinby, with hives to

hold 11 frames.
— ^^ I ^^m

Wants the Best Apiarian Fixtures.

I sold my large apiary laat spring, aud am now going to

start anew. What is the best size hive to use? Also best
frame, best frame-spacer, and best size of section ? What do
you think of the fence-separator and plain section ?

Please tell me just what kind of a hive you would use If

you were going to start in the bee-business again ; just the
frame you would use, the section, and all there Is to a hive
that would suit you best. I make my own hives and frames,
and so don't care for standard sizes, nor any supply dealer. I

just want your candid opinion. Michigan.

Answer.—If I could wave a magician's wand over all my
hives and fixtures and have them changed so as just to suit

me, I think I would settle upon the 8-frame dovetail hive. If

I were making them myself, I would probably do without the
dovetail corners, for I wouldn't have the proper machinery
for it.

The frame should be the one I am now using, which, I am
sorry to say. Is not on the regular list of any hive manufac-
turer, but there is no regular frame that suits me. If it

came somewhat near the mark, I should prefer a frame such
as others use. The top-bar of my frame is \%'s.%, with a

saw-kerf to admit the foundation. The saw-kerf runs the
length of the top-bar on the under side, and is J^ inch deep
and 5/32 wide. End-bars are l^^x^'. The bottom-bar Is in

two parts, each 17y^x!^xM- The second part of the bottom-
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bar is nailed on after the foundation is pui in, the foundation
being cut % inch more than the inside depth of the frame.
That allows '4 inch to slide into the saw-kerf of the top-bar,

and ?4 inch to be between the two parts of the bottom-bar.

The outer dimensions of the frame are the regular 1~ %-i's)%.

The lug or projecting end of the top bar is ]yi inch, the frame
being spaced endwise by a staple driven in the end-bar under
the lug, the staple projecting '-4 inch.

For spacing the frames one from the other, a common
wire nail is used as a spacer, the nail being 1 'j,' inches long,

with a head 3,/l() to '4 inch across. A nail specially made
with a head '4 inch thick, so that it could be driven automat-
ically to just the right depth would probably be better, but
such a uail cannot be had. Four such nails are driven in

each frame as spacers, two on one side at one end, and two on
the other side at the other end. As you hold up the frame
before you with one side of the comb facing you, the two
nails at the left end face you, and the two nails at the right

end are from you. The upper nail is driven in the top-bar,

about half an inch from its upper edge and half an inch from
the end bar. The lower nail is driven in the end-bar about
23-2 inches from the bottom of the frame. I do not recom-
mend this frame as one that will suit every one, as I know of

no one else using it, and I have been using It only two years.

If my bees didn't use any propolis I might like the Hoffman
as well.

1 should want to do some experimenting with the Ideal
super and deep section so as to decide whether to adopt that,

or the T super with sections ii^x-Hi.
The failure of the honey crop last season prevented a trial

of the fence and plain section, so I have no practical knowl-
edge of them.

It isn't a certain thing that what would suit me would
most surely suit you. If I didn't have to haul bees back and
forth to and from an out-apiary, I wouldn't care so much for

a hive so small as the S-frame, and I don't think I should be
willing to use so small a hive if I couldn't use two stories at

least part of the time.

A itueeii Experience—From 12 to SO Colonies.

1. About 40 days ago I attemptedto introduce an Italian

queen (after killing the black one) in the shipping-cage. The
other day I saw a fine black queen alight at this hive and
march in. As there have been no drones for some time, what
would be the outcome, or what is the best thing to do with
this colony, considering the time of year (Nov. 25)?

2. With a good season, would it not be possible to in-

crease a dozen good colonies to 50 by using foundation and
laying queens for nuclei ? Kansas.

Answers — 1. Let it alone til! next spring. You may
find it with a laying black queen.

2. Yes, it's possible, but look out! It's also possible to

have 50 colonies so weak that you'll not have 12 left the fol-

lowing spring. ^m— ^
Several (iucstlons on management.

1. Why should all uncapt honey be extracted from the
brood-chamber before packing for winter?

2. I want to try the double brood-chamber plan next
season, as practiced by you. Can I use foundation in the
added brood-chamber (as I have no extra combs) to good ad-

vantage, or will I have to procure combs?
3. When you wish to add but two or three frames in the

lower story, how are they arranged ? Do you fill the vacancy
with dummies, or just leave the space vacant ?

4. I have had bees but two seasons, and I find that both
years they began to swarm in the latter part of April, and the
prime or first swarm also; the old colony would swarm again
about the middle of June, which is about the middle of the
white honey-flow. Is this as it should be? If not, how am I

to avoid it? Would not adding the extra brood-chamber keep
back the first swarming till about the first of .lune, when they
could be hived ready for the. white honey-flow, which came
the 5th to the 10th of June ? I have no trouble with after-

swarms, having had but one.

5. If you knew that the honey-flow that you wisht to go
into the sections would come on a certain day, how long be-

fore that day wbuid you wish your bees to swarm ?

6. Do you use queen-excluders on your newly-hived
swarm ? If so, how long do you let them remain on after hiv-

ing ? Tknn.

Answers.— 1. It Is somewhat doubtful that many extract
all unsealed honey before going into winter quarters. Those

who do so probably give as a reason that the unsealed honey
is more Inclined to become thin and sour than that which is

sealed. It is probably thinner in the first place than that
which is sealed, and has the chance to attract moisture from
the air better than if sealed. Without question, the thick,

sealed honey is better for wintering, but a large amount of it

is not always, if often, present, and when only a small amount
of honey is unsealed it may not pay for the trouble to remove it.

2. F'oundation may do in the lower story, but the bees

will be a little slower to work down in it. If the colony is

strong, it might work well to put a frame of brood in the

lower story and put a frame of foundation in its place in the

upper story. Of course this should not be done till the queen
has fully occupied all the room in the one story.

3. Yau may put two or three frames where you please in

the lower story, having them together and under the combs
fully occupied with brood, with a dummy next the frame on
the vacant side, or if the frames are in the center putting a

dummy next the vacancy on each side. There will be no im-

mediate need of filling the vacancy with dummies, but after

the frames or combs below are well occupied there is a likeli-

hood that the bees will commence building in the vacancy.
4. It would be hard to say positively just what would be

the result, but the thing is well worth trying.

5. I don't know. I'm inclined to think I should want all

the swarms that issued to come just when the flood of

honey came.
6. It is so seldom that I hive a natural swarm that I can

hardly tell what my practice would be, but I think I should
prefer an excluder and the supers to be put on at once, the ex-

cluder to remain at least three or four days. If no excluders

are used, It is better not to put on supers for two or three days

after hiving.

Questions on Siveet Clover.

1. You recommend white sweet clover for honey and for

impoverisht land. I have a lawn of about 10 acres at my
summer residence on Cape Cod, where, also, I have several

colonies of bees. Two of these are in the roof of a building,

and from one of these I take about 50 pounds of honey every

fall, cutting it from the rafters. It is always very thick and
rich, but quite dark-colored. There are quantities of milk-

weed and bouncing betts in the vicinity—io these account for

the color ?

2. The edges of my lawn, as well as my kitchen-garden,

seem to be running out—the sod is sandy. In reading your
remarks on the sweet clover. It occurred to me that I might
Improve my land and the color of my honey at the same time.

Do you know how this clover does In this location and soil ?

3. When ought It to be planted ?

5. Ought the ground to be fertilized when the clover is

planted ?

6. How does the clover improve the land unless it is left

uncut and plowed under ?

7. Do you consider it better for the land and the bees

than the white clover we have here ?

8. How much seed would I require to the acre, and what
is the price ? Mass.

Answers.— 1. I don't know the color of honey obtained
from milkweed or bouncing betts, but have an impression

milkweed honey is amber. A patch of considerable size of

bouncing betts Is right beside ray home apiary, but I have
never seen a bee at work on it. The dark color may not be

due to the source of the honey. It may be that It Is only the

comb that Is dark. That might be because the comb is cut

from below, where it becomes dark sooner than if stored

above the brood-combs. If a comb Is cut on a plate, and the

honey that runs out on the plate is light, then the thing to do

In order to have light honey is to take the surplus by some
modern plan.

2. The fact that sweet clover flourishes over almost the

whole United States points to the strong probability that It

would do well with you.
3. It can be sown any time appropriate for sowing other

clovers 7

4. Yes, your understanding is correct.

5. It might make a stronger growth for being fertilized,

but will succeed without.
6. Like all the clovers, it takes nourishment from the air.

7. Probably much better for the land than white clover,

and it will probably produce a good deal more honey to the

acre than white clover.

S. It will do to sow the same as your farmers sow red clo-

ver, or it will do to use half as much seed, as it will spread

out. The price is shown on page 795.
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45"'. The scales if present will be readily discovered lying as

already discrlbed, reaching almost to the margin of the lower
slJe of the cell. I consider this a very sure method of diagno-
sis, tho in one or two cases I have seen similar scales where
the death of the brood resulted from other causes."

A Pure Food and Seed Conference for Illi-

nois was called to be held at Champaign, Dec. 13. Among the

dozen persons signing the call we notice the name of Mr. J. Q.

Smith, President of the Illinois State Bee-Iveepers' Associa-

tion. The call reads as follows :

The extent of adulteration of foods and seeds with cheaper,
inferior, or worthless, and often with harmful ingredients

challenges the attention of all classes of citizens.

The practice of substituting inferior articles in place of

standard goods, or of introducing the same in packages and
under names closely simulating those of well known excel-

lence, not only works confusion of trade names and values,

but results in gross injustice and loss, if not injury to the con-

sumer; it embarrasses the retail dealer; it tends to drive

honest goods out of the markets and to demoralize trade.

In general, the purchaser is unable to detect either the
nature or the extent of the fraud, which, enjoying the advan-
tage of name and brand of better goods, is able to sell at a

price that will yield enormous gains and yet that will cancel

the profits of the honest manufacturer of, and dealer in, stan-

dard goods.
The sale and use of wholesome food whether cheap or

costly should not be discouraged or hampered, but the time
seems ripe for such legislation as shall insure that things shall

be sold for what they actually are, that the purchaser may
know the exact nature of what he buys, and bo protected
against positively worthless or harmful ingredients.

The matter is one that touches the health and pocket of

every citizen, and legislation looking toward control should
not be in the interest, or at the instigation, of any one busi-

ness or class of citizens, but for the benefit of all.

For the purpose of discussing the situation and of consid-

ering the step which should be taken to secure effective and
reasonable legislation directed to this end, the undersigned
unite In a call for a conference of all citizens and organiza-
tions interested, the same to be held at the University of Illi-

nois, Dec. 13, 1898, commencing at 9 o'clock a.m.

Then follow the signatures referred to. Mr. Smith, rep-

resenting Illinois bee-keepers, has appointed the following as

delegates : Dr. C. C. Miller, C. P. Dadant, Jas. A. Stone, and

the editor of the American Bee Journal. We regret very

much that we were unable to attend. It is utterly impossible

for us to leave our office at this time of the year. We trust

that something of definite value was done. There is great

need of pure food legislation in this as well as many other

States.

Mrs J. J. Glessner, of Chicago, has handed us §2.00 to

be placed in the Laugstroth Monument Fund. Mrs. Glessner
is a prominent society lady here, having her bees in New
Hampshire, at her summer home. She is greatly interested
in the subject of bee-keeping.

Mr. 6. M. DooLiTTLE, of Ouondaga Co., N. Y., has met
with a most painful accident, we regret to learn. When send-
ing us his December article for the Bee Journal, on the 7th,

he wrote as follows :

Dear Bro. York:— I had expected to be prompt in send-

ing this last article, sending on the first of the month, but
through a fall I sustained one or two broken ribs, and I have
found them the most painful, if not the most Inconveniencing,
of any injury sustained in my life, which has been full of acci-

dents and broken bones. I have scarcely drawn a breath,

during eight days, but what has been one of misery. I am
now bound up so tight I can hardly draw a full breath, and

find that it gives some relief to the pain, caused by the rising

and falling of the chest at every breath, which acts directly

on the ribs. I was bookt to address the Ontario bee-keepers

at their convention Dec. 7 and 8, but had to cancel the en-

gagement, and am staying In-doors the most of the time.

Painfully yours, G. M. Doolittle.

We hope Mr. Doolittle will speedily recover from his

SBvero injuries, and be as sound as he was " before the fall "

—

of Doolittle.

Mr. R. Reynold Jones, Secretary of the Vere Bee-Keep-

ers' Association in Jamaica, W. I., wrote as follows Nov. 24 :

" If we get some fair weather I suppose we shall have a

good honey crop. Bees have commenced swarming in some
localities."

Mr. a. Fritchman, of Cedar Co., Iowa, when renewing

his subscripiion lately, wrote:

'I suppose I am one of the oldest subscribers to the

American Bee Journal, as I have been taking it without in-

terruption ever since Mr. Wagner's time."

Mr. Samuel Wagner was the founder of this journal, in

1S6I. Hedied in 1872.

Mr. Thomas G. Newman, of San Francisco, Calif., Gen-

eral Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Union, wrote us

Dec. 3 that he was in quite ill-health, suffering from la grippe

and malaria. He says the heavy fogs there give to nearly

everybody colds and rheumatism— a hard climate. We trust

Mr. Newman will soon be himself again. It surely is not pleas-

ant to suffer so anywhere, and especially in a part of the

country (California) that has been boomed so highly for its

glorious climate !

W. C. Gathright thinks It more important to have sep-

arators come i^-inch below top of sections than to have pas-

sages in center of separators ; has never seen sections bulged

at top, and bees finish up honey and seal top row of cells bet-

ter than with separators that come to top of sections. I'm

anxious to believe he's right, and I think he is. [Notwith-

standing I have been on the other side of the fence, and that

very recently, enough testimony has come in to convert me to

the belief that it is important to have the separators drop %
inch below the top of the sections. Our fences for 1899 will

be narrow enough to allow this space above and below.—Ed.]

Gleanings.

Honey the Best Food for Bees.—To every animal be-

longs its appropriate food, and, for the bee, honey is the food

destined by Nature, says W. Skarytka, in Deutsche 111. Bztg.

The bee-keeper deceives himself who thinks sugar is equally

good. Honey, and good honey at that, is and always will be

the most natural and the best for bees. In emergency, sugar

may be used as a substitute, but bees wintered entirely on sugar

will not accomplish as much the next season as those wintered

on good honey. Honey is directly assimilated, and contains

some matters not found in sugar, while the cane-sugar must

be inverted by the bees, thus taking their strength at a time

when the fullest repose is desirable.

Poor ftueens Result from Simply Removing the Queen.
—Dr. Miller having maintained that bees made queenless

would not- make the mistake of rearing a queen from larvae

too old for the purpose, Mr. Taylor, in the Bee-Keepers' Re-

view, thinks his arguments unsound, and is confirmed in that

view by his own experience. He says :

" Many a time have I seen the bees beginning attempts to

make queens out of larvsB almost old enough to be capt over ;

and many a queen produced from such larvic having one or

more of the characteristics of the worker have I examined."
" Editor Hutchinson, who has had a largo experience in

rearing queens for market, says his experience has showed
very clearly that poor queens usually result from simply re-

moving a queen and allowing the bees to make their own se-

lection of larvie for queen-rearing. They are then placed In a
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position in which nature has never placed them ; and In their
inexperience it is not surprising they should make mistaljes.
Henry W. Brice, who has devoted many years to queen-rear-
ing, saysin the British Bee Journal that he has proved beyond
a doubt that if the bees are left to work their own sweet will
in a case of deprivation of their queen, the successor will

—

saving accidents—be a queen of inferior quality.

Number of Worker-Cells to the Square Inch.—E. G.
Money, In Southland Queen, pokes fun at L. Stachelhausen
for carefully showing how to figure the exact number of cells
to the square inch, intimating that the amount of honey in a
square inch will be the same, no matter what the size of cell.
Mr. Stachelhausen replies that the amount of bees reared will
not be the same. It is a fact that for many years 50 worker-
cells were counted to the square inch, just because no one
took the pains to figure out carefully that about 57 cells
would be in a square inch of comb, counting both sides. This
would make a difference of about 1,000 in the number of
brood that could be reared in a frame. It is a good thing to
be somewhat exact in our knowledge.

Buckweed of South Africa.—" The peculiarity of this
plant is that it only flowers at intervals of seven years, or
thereabouts. Its scientific name, for which I am indebted to
a botanist friend, is Ecteinnnthus orlganoides, order Acan-
thacea, and it grows in the bush along the coast, and, under
ordinary circumstances, serves as food for buck and cattle,
and hence, no doubt, its name. The flower somewhat resem-
bles the nettle in shape, and is white toucht with purple, and
Is so plentiful that the brush has the appearance of being

covered with a slight fall of snow, extending for several hun-
dred miles. The pollen is quite white ; the bees, catching it

in the head and thorax, pour in as white as millers, and the
cappings of sections are very fine. The plant dies off com-
pletely after flowering, coming up the following spring as
quite a small weed, and gradually enlarging until the seventh
year, when it is a good-sized shrub, when the flowers again
appear. The honey is of excellent quality, being a fine am-
ber, very clear and thick."—British Bee Journal.

Small Hives.—While Mr. Dadant Is singing the praises
of large hives in Gleanings, Mr. Djolittle comes to the de-
fence of small hives in the same paper. The latter uses a
Gallup hive with nine frames, these nine having the capacity
of 6% Langstroth frames. With these he secured each year
between 1872 and 1883 from each colony, spring count, an
average of nearly 100 pounds of comb honey, a record that
he thinks was never equaled by any of the large-hive advo-
cates. While it takes more labor with the small hives, the
extra yield pays well for it. He had no more swarming than
with 10-frame Langstroth hives, and there was no material
difference in the size of the swarms. Sections are put on as
soon as any honey comes in from the field, and the combs are
manipulated till the whole nine are solid full of brood and
pollen. Thus the bestqueen is entertained to her full capacity,
and no larger colonies could be obtained with 100 Langstroth
frames. The editor suggests that locality makes a difference
as to mangement, and quotes S. A. Niver, 17 miles distant
from Doolittle, as saying, " Doolittle's methods may be all

right for his locality, but they would not answer at all in this

vicinity."

TO BE GIVEN to OUK READERS
$150.00 IN PRIZl

FOR GUESSING THE MUMBER OF DOTS BELOWZ

To tHose

Wlio are Paid Up
To January i, 1899,

or beyond.

As an offer to you, until
B Jan. 1, IM99. you may pay
one year in advance on your
subscription (send $1.00).

This will entitle each one of

you to guess on the number
of dots in the diagram, and
thus compete lor the $150.

New pubscribers for 1899

: can also come in on this

I

offer, by sending the full

subscription price for 1899—

To lHose who

Are ill Arrears.

As an offer to you until
Jan. 1, 1899, you may pay us
what you owe ou your buck
subscription, and add $l.ot)

for next year C1899L This
will entitle you to guess on
the number of dots in the
Puzzle Diagram and com-
pete for the $150.00.
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In these days of Gifts and Bargains there is no reason why a bee-paper shouldn't be as liberal as other concerns, and
the American Bee Journal has determined to show that it means just what it says. We are going to step right to the front
with the biggest and best offer that we can make our subscribers. It means that we will give outright to those guessing the
number of dots on the above diagram (as above noted) $150 in cash and other prizes.

THE $150.00 WILL BE DIVIDED AS FOLLOWS

:

To the one guessing the exact, or nearest the exact, number of dots in the above diagram, -^ve 'will give S50.To the one making the next best guess we will give §25.00; to the next, §10.00; to the next, §5.U0. And to the next 60
we will give each a Globe Bee-Veil, valued at §1.00. In case two or more guesses are exactly the same, we would
divide the cash prizes between or among them. The names of the winners will be publisht in the Bee Journal, and receive
their prizes, as soon after Jan. 1, 1899, as they can be determined.

RemembGr, the time Expires Jan. 1, 18QQ.
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Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangrements so that we can
furnish seed of several ot the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5ft lOIb 259) 50ft
SweetClover 60 11.00 12.25 14.00
Alslbe Clover 70 1.25 3,00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by freight.
"Vour orders are solicited.

GEO. W. YORK & CO , 118 Mich. St , Chicago.

ANYONE INTERESTED
in AerieuUnrnl I'urHuEls can't

afford to be without the

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST.
Sample cor^y Free to nny address

upon re<^eipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card nam-
ing paper in which you saw this ad.

AUltlCl'i-X^AbU^ EPITOMIST.Address

26K26t
IndiaDOfolist Iii4

Please mention the Bee Journal.

UNION

WJiolesale
and Retail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax '^^\^tm A Specialty.

Hives, Sections, and a full line of Supplies.
The best of everything. Write for Catalog,
with prices, and samples of Foundation and
Sections.
BKBMWAX always wanted for cash or

trade.

GUS DITTMER,
AlKillSTA, WIS,

HATCH CHIGKENS
BY STEAM-«i'iiiiie

Binijile, jifrfi.-ct. sell reiiulatim^

EXCELSIOR |NCUMI0?i
Thousands in sucCP^:^ful operatiMii

.

I
Circulars free. J \ Lowi-'-t jiriceJ l^t-<'la<fl hstclnir luaiif.

Seodfio. for I OKO. II. ST AIM-,
Iiiu-. Catali.?. I 114 to ^'i'i S. flth >»t.. Oiiliiey. TH.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journ^.l.

*
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Save Half Your Feed
by cookintr the other half. Experienced feeders know
that this problem works out to a surety. This is not
the only gain in cooking feed however. AU cooked
feed is digested by the animal economy, and none
of it passes through whole. Young things grow more
rapidly and mature stock fatten more quickly on
cooked feed.

m ELECTRIC FEED COOKERS
are undniihtedly the best for preparintr the feed. .Made from the l>e«t irrny iron eautlniji*.
lined with wteei plute**, with »ipectul galvanized stet-l boilers. Tlirt-e st\ Itrs, live sizes. 25 to
100 Kals. capacity. We publish a FREE BOOK ON FEED COOKING which tellsali
about these and deals extensively with the sTihject ct stock t-edirm. Sendlorit.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., BOX , QUINCY, ILLINOIS.

We want

Please mention Bee Journal w-hen writing.

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
.To bave a copy of..

\m Our 1898 Catalog \tAl/

Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy!

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for llie Soutliwest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

HONEY * FOR * SALE.
Best White Alfalfa Extracted...

IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

This is the famous white extracted honey gathered in the
great Alfalfa regions of the Central West. It is a splendid
honey, and nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can hardly get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

Prices are as Follows:
A sample by mail, 8 cents In stamps, to pay for package and postage. By

freight—One 60-pouud can, 8 cents per pound; 2 cans, 7?i cents per pound;
4 or more cans, 7X cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order.

Best Basswood Honey in Barrels.

We have a quantity of finest basswood honey in barrels,
weighing 350 pounds and upward, which we will ship f . o. b.
Chicago, at 7)-2 cents a pound. Sample mailed for 8 cents.
If desiring to purchase, let us know, and we will write you the
exact number of pounds in the barrel or barrels, and hold same
tin you can send the cash for it by return mail.

Our honey is ABSOLUTELY PURE BEES' HONEY, the finest of the kinds
produced in this country.

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey
for their home demand the past season, just order some of the above, and sell it.
And others, who want to earn some money, can get this honey and work up a de-
mand for it almost anywhere. Address,

or ORGE W. YORK & CO., H8 Micliigan St., Chicago, III.

Please mention the Bee Journal
y^^^^^i^i^g
Advertisers.

the entrance; that was a large one of pure
golden Italians, having about 80 pounds of

liquid honey. In felling the tree it all

smasbt tcgetber—bees, comb and honey.
That honey bad no bad taste, or sickisb,

but was the best I ever tasted.
I put three small swarms into one hive,

which were taken from the woods simply by
smoking all together. Now they are a nice,

strong colony, with stores enough for
winter.
My bees are wintered on the summer

stands, with a chaff cushion on top of the
hives and set in a large box with fine hay
or straw packt all around, excepting the
front.

I will sell my honey at the stores, and
what I can at the houses, for 30 cents a sec-

tion. I have taken the premiums for the
last three years at both town fairs here.

J. M. Harding.
Knox Co., Maine, Nov. 30.

No Swarms and No Honey.

I started last spring with 31 colonies, got
no swa'rms and no honey, but have bought
iJOO pounds of comb honey and two 60-

pound cans of extracted, and have sold it

all, and will sell a good deal more if I can
get fancy comb at a fair price.

I like the American Bee Journal very
much—can't do without it. If I don't get
any honey, and have to feed my bees, I can
sell honey all the same, even if I have to

buy it. George W. Sheareb.
Stark Co., Ohio, Nov. 31.

Only About Half a Crop.

I cannot keep bees without the American
Bee Journal. I am wintering 130 colonies
this winter—100 in chaff hives well packt
with clover chaff, and 30 in the cellar. The
bees did not store a pound of honey after
the basswood stopt blooming. I got 6,000

pounds of basswood honey—only about half
a crop. A total failure is something we
have never had in this locality.

This part of the country is well stockt
with bees now. I dare say there are at
least 1,000 colonies within 10 miles of me.
By the first of next June there will be about
halt that number, on account of the bees
not breeding up this fall.

F. B. Farrington. •

Page Co., Iowa, Nov. 36.

Bees as Big as Turkeys.
The following story if nothing more is a

true one, and 1 have seen worse ones pub-
lisht in bee-papers:

THE BEES OF EUROPE.

Mr. O'Flarety (viewing a modern apiary)—" Yes. but the bees in the ould country
are as big as—as—turkeys."
Bee-keeper— " As large as turkeys ?"

Mr. O'Flarety—" Yes, as large as—as

—

turkeys."
Bee-keeper— '• How large are the hives?"
Mr. O'Flarety—"Just the sameasyours."
Bee-keeper—"But how do they get in ?"

Mr. O'Flarety—"That is—is—the bees'
business!" A.L.Thompson.
Winnebago Co., 111.

Taken a Ne'w Hold.
The " Old Reliable " is still coming, not

once a month, but every week. Wbat a
volume for only .^l.OO!

Now, as my bees are " put to bed " after
a hard and busy season of work is over,
and the " bed-quilts " have been drawn
snuglj' around their ears, I will tell what
the bee paper has done for me. Altho we
do not hear anything from this part of the
Sunflower State, don't imagine for a min-
ute there are no bees here.
A year ago I concluded to make my sec-

ond start with bees (as I had kept bees in
Iowa and Nebraska when I was young). I

purchast a colony of blacks in an old box;
after transferring they swarmed, and the
two gave me 100 pounds of comb honey.
During the winter I found I had taken off
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A Little Gold Dollar

and Our Big Poultry Book
represent about equal \;ilin-. Tliis linnk font uii^ < \( ly
thingthat it is necessary ti. kuiiw to su.cr.d in th i )iil

try Ijusiness. All almut Inclibntors and Hroiuli i «. tin

best kind and the best way to handle them; thorouL-lilned iJouUiy, \vitli illustt it i
1

and a comiilete line of poultry supplies. We send it to all iniiuirers on receipt ol lU Lents lu stamps. (.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER COMPANY, BOX B 2,0UINCY, ILLINOIS

Please mention Bee Journal when writine.

26c Gash Paid for Beeswax.
This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are paying 26 cents a
pound — CASH — upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money
PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
11§ micliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL,.

Ho, for Omaha !

A^S we have many customers la the Northwest, and believing
L they will appreciate the low Irelgbt rates obtained by purchas-

ing goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct through-freight rate, thus cutting the freight lu halt,
we have establlsht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will keep a complete line of all Apiarian Supplies,
the same as we do at Blgginsvlile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers In the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Polisht, snowy-white Seetiofis, beautiful straw-

colored transparent Foundation. Improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-

clas Bgoods. are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customei- In the future.

^^Progressive Bee-Keepeb, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25o. Both for 65c..
postpaid. Sample copy of the Progressive tree, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Address,
Leahy Manufacturing Company,

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing,

Hisginsvllle, Mo.,
173U Soutb 13tb St..

or
Omaba, Neb.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. Ne"w London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-KeeDers' SuDDlies.
They have also one One of ttie Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from'patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wbitest
Bass'wood Is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with beat
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

lease mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This tsth and latest edition of Prof . Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is
ully equipped, or his library complete^-wlth-
out" The Bee-Keeper's GniDE."

Given For 2 IVcw Subscribers.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with 1^.00), and we will mall TOn a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1. '35,
or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo AS a premium. Let everybody try for It

Will you have one ^

one of the queens in a houey-box. Last
spring 1 had one good colony, and another
almost petered out. but a new queen and
careful handling brought them out all

right. This colony gave 73 full sections of
comb honey. I bought four colonies, and
now have 13, all strong, in regular Lang-
stroth hives, and got .500 pounds of comb
honey.
We winter bees on the summer stands.

About 40 days ago I introduced an Italian
queen in a black colony, and thought all

was well until the other day, while watch-
ing that colony, a fine black queen alighted
and marcht in. I think she has been flying
out in search of a mate for a good many
days, and as there have been no drones for
some time, somebody willget an order tor a
queen quite early in the spring.
We had quite a blizzard last Monday,

with the mercury down to zero.
I think every bee-keeper in Kansas should

take the "old reliable" American Bee
Journal. S. Harteb.
McPherson Co., Kans., Nov. 25.

Honey Crop Mostly a Failure.

The honey crop was mostly a failure in
this part of Missouri. Bees are not in as
good condition as they should be, as they
are weak in numbers, and some will have
to be fed. Clover prospect is good for
another year. P. P. Collier.
Audrain Co.. Mo., Nov. 20.

A Report for 1898.
My report for 1S9S is not encouraging.

My apiary consists of S colonies, 3 of which
stored 20 pounds of surplus honey, and the
other 5 have enough to winter on. The '20

pounds of honey was gathered from the
quaking-asp bud. It is black and bitter.

Only one of my colonies cast a swarm, so I

haven't had much fun hiving swarms.
My bees are hybrids, and all colonies are

strong. I am just beginning in bee-keep-
ing, but with the aid of my bees, a good
text-book, and the " Old Reliable," I hope
to make a beekeeper, some time.

John F. Sautter.
Stark Co., Ohio, Dec. 5.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, m.

Results of the Past Season.

I like the American Bee Journal ever so
much. I could hardly get along without
it. I also like the short method of spelling
in it.

Bees came through last winter better
than ever before. I had 9 colonies, spring
count, increast to 14. all strong with the ex-
ception of 2. Some colonies stored .56

pounds of surplus honey ; others not so
much. I use the 8 and 10 frame Langstroth
hives, and like them very much.

Geo. O. Renner.
Carroll Co., 111., Dec. •).

No Surplus Honey.
I had colonies of bees during the past

season, but they did very poorly, giving no
surplus, and part of them have not suffi-

cient stores for winter.
Give us all the information you can on

the bee and honey business of Cuba, as no
doubt some of our apiarists will investigate
if Cuba comes under United States control.

L. G. Purvis.
Buchanan Co., Mo., Dec. 5.

Winter Cases.

I have constructed a cheap and durable
winter-case of dry goods boxes, made of \-^-

inch pine lumber, costing about 10 cents
each, or 70 cents for seven boxes, enough
for 11 cases. The box material is cut into
pieces '25x23x18 inches high, for a lO-frame
bive, which makes 2'.^ inches for the ends
and :-{ inches for the sides, with plenty of

room for packing on top. The covers are
gable, and shingled with shingles costing
from $2 00 to •S:i.50 per thousand ; one bunch
of 2.50 shingles will cover six, by cutting
the first layer in two, and using the top of
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BOYS AND GIRLS
YOU CAN EARN EITHER

GASH wi PREMIUM
BY SELLING OUR GOODS.

You Do Not Have to Invest a Cent Everyone Will Buy.

WE ARE GIVING

WATCHES, CAMERAS, RINGS, SPORTING
GOODS, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
AIR RIFLES, PRINTING PRESS,

ETC., ETC

ABSOLUTELY FREE
For Selling 20 Sets of Aluminum Thimbles and Tape

Mep,sures (60 inch) at lO cents per set.

Two Very Useful Articles, and of Good Quality, for Only Ten Cents.

OUR SPECIAL CASH OFFER

This is a reliable, straight business. Every customer gets
full value for tlieir uionev. We do not ask you for a cent.
WE TRUST YOU. Send us your name and address and we
will mail the 20 sets to you. post-paid. When y"U have s..>ld

them, send us the Money and select your Premium. Full
instructions and Fine Premium List with each Outfit.

If you prefer to sell for CASH, we will allow you
50% Commission. You make ONE DOLLAR on
each Outfit. This is a Great Business Opportunity.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT.,..WRITE TO-DAY.

Youths' Premium Company, '*2toi46^M^n^roe^st.jept, "b-

%W Ttie publishers of ttie American Bee Journal do not hesitate to recommend
the above company, and would suggest that the boys and girls In the families of

our readers write at once.

Buy Your Sections Kow
while we offer them at a IjARGE
DISCOUNT, having- added to our
plant cue of the most complete one-
piece section machines, enabling- us
to turn out the most beautiful sec-
tions on the market. By seadlng us
a Met of Supplies wanted we can
save you *$$, R. H. SCHMIDT
6l CO., Box 187. Sheboygan. Wis

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weelily sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^j»^
has a hobby which is the sheep breederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markats & Sheep, - • Chicagfr

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

ITonr Name on the Knife.—When orderlncr, be sure to say Jnst wbat Keme *«£.
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The NoVEL,TT Knife is Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. Itlsma/'is
beautifully of iade8tru''tlble celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath tbe
oelluloid, on one side of the handle is placed an American Bee Jocenau reminder, and on tt£
other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the bladsf
are handforsred out of the very finest Enpllsh razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. Ths
bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened
German silver wire; the linings are plate briss; the back springs of ShefHeld spring steel, ansS
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

Wby purchase the Novelty KnlTe? In case a good knife Is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of ownej
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy th^
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have oce
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and In case of death, you^t
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Tear or birthday present I Wha<i
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son. a wife to a husband, a sister to a brothe?,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, a brother to aslsts;
sr a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convev an exact representf.'
tlon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

Hoiv to Get this Talnable Knife.—We send ItpostpaiJ. forSl. , or give It as &
Premium to the one sending us three new Siibsoribers to the Bee JotlKNAi, (with I3.00i,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book '• Bees an-i
Hone' " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal, for one year, both for 11.90

ky Sfame and Address Put on the Knife.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILI&

the shingle first, and the butt for the last
layer. This makes a cover that does not
leak. The odd pieces cut from the sides
and ends of course can be nailed to the
cleats on the bottom-board (I use a loose
bottom-board), and makes a packing for
the bottom. I have wintered my bees thus
for two winters with good results.

F. E. Whitman.
Cayuga Co., N, Y., Dec. 3.

A Beginner.
I am a beginner in beekeeping, getting

my first swarm last spring. I increast to 4
colonies, all by natural swarming.

Ira Lubbers.
Sheboygan Co., Wis., Des. 5.

Bees in Good Condition.

Bees were placed in the cellar for their
5 months' winter nap Nov. 22—about a
week later than usual. Most of them were
in good condition.
The best apparatus for liquefying candied

honey, in my opinion, is a hot buckwheat
cake. John Atkinson.
Crow Wing Co., Minn., Dec. 5.

Report tor 1898.

I wintered 18 colonies in good shape in a
cellar. The spring was quite late, so I did
not take the bees out until about the mid-
dle of April. I commenced feeding soon
after taking them out, and fed every day
until clover began to bloom. I used the
Boardman entrance-feeder. . I like it very
well except that sometimes the feed will

run right out. no matter how level you get
it. I fed 100 pounds of sugar andSO pounds
of honey.

I got 400 pounds of extracted and 200

pounds of comb honey. Our honey is all

white clover and basswood. there being no
fall flow. I increast to 37 colonies, which
I put into the cellar Nov. 30. Some were a
little light, the ones I extracted from.
The honey crop here was very poor.

There are quite a number of bee-keepers
around me. and some of them didn't get a
pound of surplus. G. H. Fret.
Linn Co., Iowa, Dec. 6.

Convention Notice.

The 32nd seml-annuaimeetingof the Seneca

County Bee. Keepers' Association will be held

at K O. T. M. Hall in Romulus. N. Y.. Thurs-

day, Dec. 22, 1898, at 10 am. The program

is as follows;

President's Annual Address—Fred S Emens.
•* How to Preserve Unused Combs"—M.T.

Williamson; discussion opened by Henry
Manger
- packages for Boney"—Herbert McAUen:

discussion opened by B. D. Scott
Question-Box, conducted by Harry Howe.
••How to E.\tinguish Foul Brood from the

State"— W, F. Marks: discussion opened by
Shuman R Kunes.
"Maik ting Honey"—Ira Wilson; discussion

openea by J C Howard.
•improved AppllanceB"—C. J. Baldridge;

discufsion opened y E N.Van Riper.
' Bees and Clover"—J. W. Spencer, of Cor-

nell University
"Best Meih d of Increase "—George V. Lam-

oreaux: discussion opened by Natt Sutton.
Fmvd ,<. Emens. Pres.. Fayetie, N. Y.

C. H HOWABD. Sec . Romulus, N. Y'

FARM BEE - KEEPING
Is one of the leading departments in the

Modem Farmer and Busy Bee, the best

general FARM and BEE paper in ex-

istence. Write for sample copy to-day,

and for clubbing rates with any paper

you want. Address,

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.

A LOW CI.tJBBIING RATE:
Send 11.50 to the American Bee Journal

office, and get both the Modern Farmer and
the Bee Journal tor a year. G. W. Y. A: CO,
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID EV

Georfi:e W. York & Co.,
Chicago, His.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
tor Pleaenre and Protlt. by Thuiuiis G. Newman.

—

ffhis edition has been lamely rewritten, thoroughly
revised, and is " fully np with the times " in all the
'mprovements and Inventluns In this rapldlj'-devel-
}ping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid In the successful manage*
tmentof anaplary, and at the same time produce
Che most honey la an attractive condition. It con-
ialns 260 pages, and 245 Illustrations—la beautifully
printed In the highest style of the art, and bound
'JO. cloth, gold-lettered. Price. $1.00.

l<anff6troth en the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
3ntlrely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
.ng. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
aound In cloth.

Prlce.:postpald,ll.25-i

Bee-Beopera* Onlde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but Is

fnterestlng and thoroughly practical and scientific,

it contains a full delineation of the aoaloray and
physlolog> of bees. 4<J0 pages : bound In cloth and
Jully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Sclentlflc Ckiieen-Rearlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Dooltttle.—A method by which
the very best of C^)ueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way ITii pages, bound In
cloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-CiiUure, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopiedla of 4U0 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
fialns 300 engravings. It was written especially fof
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
Df this work la too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
Qntertainlng writer. You should read his book. 90
0ages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Satlonal Bee-Bk.eepln(j, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
«—This la a translation of his latest German book on
bee-culture. It has 350 pages; bound
Bn paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Knltor, by Thomas G. Newnan. -
This is a German translation of theprlnclpe' por-
tion of the buoit called Beks OF HONEY. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Bienenznclit und Houisgewinnung^
nacb der neuesten metbode (German) by J. F.
Eggers. This book g'lves the latest, most ap-
proved methofis of bee-keeping, in an easy,
comprehensive style, with Illustrations to suit
the subject. 50 pages, board cover. Price, 50c,

'~Bee-Keeplii£ for Beginners, by Dr. J.
P. H. Brown, of (Jeorgia. A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes of
management in order to secure tlie most profit. 110
pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p ., illustrated. 25c.

Convention Hand-Bookt for Bee-Keepers. .-

Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
^lao Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
ilscusalon. etc. Cloth, gold-lettered, Price, 25 cts.

Praolioal Hints to Bee-Keepers — by
Chas. F. Mcth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Apiary Begisler, by Thoe. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. $1.00; for lOO colonies. $1.25.

Preparation of Honey Tor the Market:,
facludlng tlie production and care of comb and
extracted iioney. A chapter from Bees anp
HoxEY Price. 10 cents

Bee-Pasturaare a Necessity.—This book sug
gestB what and how to plat u is a chapter froct'
3SES Axu iloNKY. Price. 10 cents.

I>r. Howard's Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, :^5 cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplnp. by G.
B. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 eta.

Foul Brood Treatment^ by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, lo cts

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Hand-Bool< of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Honey an Food la a neat little 24-page
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to creat-
ing a demand for honey among shouid-be consum-
ers. The forepart of the pamphlet was written by
Dr, C. C. Miller, and ia devoted to general nlorma-
tion concerning honey. The latter part consists of
recipes for use in coking and as a medicine. It
will be found to be a very efilective helper in work-
ing up a home market lor honey. We furnish them,
postpaid, at these prices : A sample for a stamp; 25
copies for 30 cents; 5ii lor 5o cents; luo for yo cents;
25" for !}i2.oo; 600 for $3.50. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page,
when ordering luu or more copies at these prices.

Conimerrial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 40 cts. No. 2
in tine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate elate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Four Boolss, by Gbas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, Ist. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th, General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Oreliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

Tbe Hive 1 »Tse, by G. M. BooUttle. It
details his management of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing poaitionsof sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Sila;^e, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—It
givea the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 25 ct^.

Liiiniber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

Maple Sngar and the Susrar Busb. by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Capoiiizlng, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowla, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Ponltry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price. 3o cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Baral l^lfe,— Bees. Poultry, Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, 100 pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken in each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page.

Following is the clubbing-list:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 13.00
2. A B C of Bee-Oulture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'eGuide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I

Cloth bound! 1.65
5. Doollttle's Scientific Queen-Kearing. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Kational Bee-Keej)lng [Paper touudl 1.75
13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Couvention HicdBook 1,16
15. Poultry lor Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.16
23. Eural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator, No. 1 1.35
36. Comme-clalCalculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Bookot Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping 1.30
37. Apiary Keglster (for 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . . 2.00

BONEY and BEESWAX
IVIARHJGX QUOXAXIOIViil.

Chicago, Dec. 8.—Our market is less. ac-
tive. There are now more otferlngs of comb
honey than is absorbed, hence some accumu-
lation of constgnmeuls without any special
change in prices; yet receivers are granting
concesiions to move sales. Fancy white. 13c;
off grade?, 10®12c; amber, 9@10o; dark, 8(a
9c. Extracted, white, 6(a7c; amber and dark,
o@6c. Beeswax, 27. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Detroit, Dec. 8.—No change in supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower tuan iai-t iiuotatlons, viz : Fancy white,
13c: No.l, 13(^1 2^c; fancy darls and amber
9@llc. Extracted, white, 6@7c; dark, 5®
5i^c. Beeswax, 25@26c. M. H. Hunt.

Colnmbas. O,, Dec, 6,—Prices have been
eu liigh, movement has been so slow, and
lowei prices must prevail to move stock read-
ily. Would not advise shippers to count on
getting over i3e for fancy; No. 1, 12c: No. 2,
lOc; amber, !tc: dark, 8c.

Co LUMBcs Com. and Storage Co.

St. IionlB, Sept. 9.— Fancy white comb,
12tol3!4c.; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie; No.l
white. 9 to 10c. ; dark and partially filled from
5 to 8c. as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
I white, 6 to 6>4c: No. 2, 5)4c; amber, 5c; in
barrels. No. 1 white. 5^c; amber, 4i4 to 5o;
dark, 4 to 4^0. Choice Beeswax, prime. 24c;
choice. 'Z\ Vic. At present there is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas City, Sept, 9.—Fancy white comb,
12<ai3c: No. 1, ll(ai2c; amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white, 5V4®6c; amber, 5@5Hc; dark,
4>^(^5c. Beeswax. 22® 25c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

C. O. Olemons & Co.

Milwaxikee.Oct. 18.—Fancy 1 pounds, 12V4
to i:ic ; A No. 1, 12 to I2i4c: No. 1, 11 to 12c;
No. 2, 10 to 10V4: mlxt, amber and dark, 8 to
9c. Extracted, white, in barrels, kegs and
palls, 6V4 to 7c; dark, 5 to oHc. Beeswax. 26
to 27c.
This market is In good condition for tlie best

grades of honey, either comb or extracted,
The receipts of the new crop are very fair,
and some of very nice quality. The demand
has been and continues to be very good, and
values are firm on fancy grades and straight,
uniform packiug. A. V. Bishop &<3o.

Kew York, Oct. 22.—Receipts of comb
honey are large, and there is quite a stock
now on the market. While white Is in good
demand, buckwheat and mixt seem to be
somewhat neglected, and quotation prices
have to be shaded in order to sell in quantity
lots: We quote:
Fancy white, 13 to 14c; No. 1 white. 11 to

12c; amber. 10c: mlxt and buckwheat. 8 to 9c.
Stocksot extracted are lleht of all kinds. De-
mand is good at following prices: White, 6
to6!4c; amber, oHc: dark, 5c. Southern, in
half barrels and barrels at from S5c to 60c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26c.

Hilureth Bros. & Segelken.

Bnffiilo, Nov. 25.—A most excellent de-
mand continues for strictly fancy 1-pound
combs at 13 to 14e. The usual so called No. 1,
II to 12c: lower grades move well at irom 9c
down to 7c; stocks ver.v light in our market.
E.xtracted honey. 5 to 6c. Beeswax. 24 to 28c.

Batterson & Co.

San Francisco, Nov. 22.—White comb. 9;^
to lOHc; amber, 1V% to 9c. Extracted, white,
7 to 7 He. ; light amber, e^-i to 6Kc. Beeswax,
24@27c
Stocks in this centpr are light and must so

continue through the balance of the season.
Choice extracted is especially in limited sup-
ply and is being held at comparatively fancy
figures. Comb is meeting with very fair trade,
considering that it has to depend mainly on
local custom lor an outlet Values for all de-
scriptions tend in favor of selliug interest.

Boston, Nov. 28.—Liberal receipts with
but a ligrht demand during the holidays. As
a result stocks have accumulated somewhat,
and prices show a lowering tendency, still we
hope for a better demand with prices at pres-
ent as follows:
Fancy white, 14c: A No.l white. 12V4to 13c:

No. 1. 11 to I'-'c: light amber, iOc, with nocall
for dark. Extrncted. tair demand, light sup-
ply: White. 7 to 7!4o; light amber, 6 !< to 7c;
Southern, o to 6c. Blake. Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, Nov. 29.—Fancy white, 13® 4c

;

No. 1 white, 12®13c: A No. 1 amber, 10@llc;
No. 2 amber. 9(ai0c: buckwheat, Sc. Extrac-
ted, white, 7c; amber. 6c: bucbwheat, 5c.

A. B. Williams & Co,
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Not Allowed on Oriiers.

If you want

SliippiM Cases, Crates,

Extractorsi
Or anylliliis; else. Avrlte to ns. Catalog

Free. Sample Copy

M^.erican Bee = Keeper,
(Monthly, 50c a year) free. Address,

THE ff . T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Apiarian Supplies

!

Wholesale and Ketall.

A FULL LINE KEPT IN STOCK
Very Low Prices.

Write for an estimate on what you want.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place, - NEW YORK.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS

'I

Of Bee-eives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-InduBtry.
We want the name and ad-

I dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-
era as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-StatB Mannfacturini Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BT" IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

The A. I. Rdot Co.'s Goods ^*ii"e'.lu'"

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
Bend mc list of Goods wanted. M. H. HC^NT
Cabh for Beeswax. Bell Branch. Mich.
Please mention. Bee Journal -when writing.

California t*
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated tl^.OO per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 Market St„ - SAN FEANCISOO, OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Year Dadant's Foundation. Year

Why does it sell
so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because II\' 21 YEARS there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beanty,

Purity, Firmnes!,, IVo Sag-

paxkSt wf.eo process
SHEE'riilf«.

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of FouLdation and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Ctilture^Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Maiiiilactiired Stock ! (|uick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS, SHIPPING-CASES,
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'^^OOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the
best for making the One-Plece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber is used.

Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG-. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing:.

Gleanings in Bee=Culture,

American Agriculturist (weekly),

Farmers' Almanac for 1899,

ALL ONE YEAR ONLY $1.00.

By special arrangement with the publishers, we are enabled to offer the American
Agriculturist in combination with Gleanings at the unparalleled low rate of SI. 00 for both
papers one year including the Farmers' Almanac. The American Agriculturist is pub-
lisht in three editions: The New England Homestead, the American Agriculturist, and
the Orange Judd Farmer. Each contains matter relating to its own locality, as well as
the latest and most accurate market reports for the country in general. It has de-
partments relating to all branches of farming, articles written by the most practical and
successful farmers, supplemented with illustrations by able artists. Short stories, fash-
ions, fancy work, cooking, young folks' page, etc.. combine to make a magazine of as
much value as most of the special family papers.

A sample cop}' will be mailed FREK by addressing-
American Agriculturist, New York, N. Y.

Taken separately these two papers and Almanac cost

S2.50, consequently ever}- subscriber under this offer will

get $2.50 in value for $i.oo.

THE A. I* ROOT CO.,
MEDINA, OHIO.



Publisht Weekly at 118 Michigan St. George W. Yoke, Editor. $1.00 a Year—Sample Copy Free.
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UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Annual Convention Held at
Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DR. A. B. MASON, SEC.

SECOND DAY—Evening Session.

LContlnued Irom page 789.1

The evening session was called to order by Pres. York,
and was opened by singing two songs, "The Busy Buzz-
ing Bees," and the "Bee-Keepers' Reunion Song."

Pres. York—We have all read somewhere that the first

shall be last and the last shall be first. The first thing upon
our printed program is a paper by Rev. E. T. Abbott, on
" General Advice to Bee-Keepers. " He was not here at our
opening session, but has arrived now, and I think we should
hear his paper at this time. Mr. Abbott, of Missouri.

General Advice to Bec-Keepcrs.

I do not know how Secretary Mason came to assign me
this topic, for it was none of my choosing. In fact, I did not
have any idea that I was to be on the program until I received
notice that I must be on hand with a paper on the above sub-
ject. As I make it a point to obey the orders of my superiors,
I could not do better than prepare the paper. The truth of
the matter is, however, that Dr. Mason has struck me just
right, for if there is anything on which I am strong, and at
my best, it is in giving advice. True, I am compelled many
times to say. In the language of the traditional preacher, " Do
as I say, and not as I do." However, let this be as it may, I

am Immense on advice. I am with advice as the doctor said he
was with fits, when reminded that the drug he was using was
likely to produce them. He responded, using a word which is

usually written with an h, a dash and an 1, that he was that
on fits, and that was all right. He was safe if he could only
throw his patient into fits, for he could cure them. Now, that
Is the way I am on advice.

Perhaps it was a little oversight in the Maker of all things
that I was not brought into being early in the history of man-
kind, and made a sort of " director general of advice." Pos-
sibly I might have saved some people a good deal of trouble,
even tho it should have been at the risk of getting myself into
worse trouble. For I want to tell you, that giving advice is

not always the safest thing In the world. Many times those
who need advice the mosl are inclined to resent it, and get
"hot," as we say, if It is given to them, and a " hot" man, or
woman either, for that matter, Is not always an agreeable
person to deal with.

But, as the preacher would say, " To return to my subject."
The first advice I have to give Is, not to wait until you get

Into some trouble with your neighbors, and want some one to

help you out, before you think of joining the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union. For if you do, you may not always get
the help you need. "In time of peace, prepare for war," for
sometimes being " prepared for war " will enable >ou to keep
the peace better than anything else.

Having joined the Union, never a^k its General Manager
to do anything for you which you can just as well do for your-
self. Before you ask for help at all, read the constitution of
the Union carefully, and be sure you understand its aim and
purpose fully. Remember that it is no part of the Union's
business to meddle with neighborhood or family difficulties,

even tho there may be something about bees mixt up with
them. Do not ask the Union to aid you against your neighbor
simply because you have a purely personal spite at him, and
you think this will aflford you an opportunity to "bring him to

time." Nearly all of these personal difficulties can, and should,
be settled without any help from the Union.

Do not expect too much of the Union at the start, or be-
cause you have paid your dollar for a few years, and not
needed or gotten any help, conclude that you will save your
money and not continue your membership. Fire comes when
you least expect it, and for that reason a wise business man

Rev. Emerson T. Abbott.

keeps his property insured all the time, and considers that the
feeling of security which he has Is abundant pay, even tho
the fire may never come.

You should remember also that a strong Union Is a benefit

to the Industry as a whole, and even tho you may not want
direct personal aid, yet you will indirectly bo benefited, for

whatever benefits the whole works more or less benefit to each
individual part.

Dj not get the notion that the Union Is a sort of trust to
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force up the prices of honey, for when one man gets more for

a thing, several men generally have to pay more for it. One
trust is just as wiclied as another. If it is verong to corner

wheat, flour, nails, oil, lumber, etc., it is just as wrong to form
a pool on honey. It is all right to open new markets, create

new demands, in various ways, or to aid in diverting the crop
to other and more profitable markets, but no union should

form itself into a trust to regulate the price of food products.

This should be left to demand and supply, whether the food

be honey or something else. Those who attempt anything of

the kind are enemies of society. Dj not join in the general

hue and cry about the useless middle-man, and swear he lives

off of other people's labor. Remember that whoever satisfies

a desire is a producer, and that the man who opens a market
is as much entitled to pay, for his labor, as the man who helps

the bees produce a case of honey. There will be tradesmen as

long as the world stands, and, according to the theory of the

evolutionist, that which survives is the fittest.

Do not conclude that it is because something is out of

joint politically that you get such a low price for your honey,

or have such a hard time in the world. There has been some-
thing out of joint In this direction as long as I can remember.
The "outs" have always laid all of the trials and tribulations

of the people to the "ins," and the " outs " have wanted in,

and the " ins " have wanted thena to stay out. I presume this

will be true until the "blowing of the last trumpet," if one
ever blows, and then we will all want to get in, I presume.
Some may be left out even then. I cannot say how that will be.

If you are a beginner in the bee-business, do not think you
need everything you see advertised. Things are made to sell

in this business just the same as in others, and sometimes the

people who buy them " get sold." The more experience you
have with bees the more you will discover that there are a lot

of things you do not want. Go slow on the new things, and
let the other fellow do the experimenting.

If you take a bee-paper—and you should if you ever want
to find out how wise some of the fellows are who write for

them— do not sit down and write the editor a long letter, the

first time you see anything in the paper you like, and tell him
what a smart fellow he is, and what a splendid paper he is

making out of the " Apis Dissectum." He may say some
things you do not like In the next issue, and then you will

want to take it all back, but you can't. What is done Is fre-

quently harder to undo than it was to do. Then if you give

a testimonial to every pillmaker, you may run out of new ma-
terial In time.

Do not try to run the paper for the fellow who owns It.

He may have had more experience than you have. If he has
not, and you are real anxious to show what you can do, you
would better start a paper of your own. "Always room at

the top," they say ; but I have noticed that some things are

real shaky at the top—a tree, for illustration. It would be
better to go a little slow until you get your hand in, and your
nerves a little steady. Be very mild and gentle, especially

with editors and cross bees. Dj not provoke them to use their

posterior extremities too much, as it might prove injurious to

them, and uncomfortable to you. It is apt to create a sudden
sensation of heat.

If you have a little success, don't brag or tell what big

things you have done. It may bring you more competitors
than will be good for the business. Let the supply dealers and
the factory people do the bragging. They can tell, if they
wish, of tons and tons of stuff they have sold, and how they
started with a 10-cent knife and an old shoe-box, and have
grown and grown until now they cover acres. It Is true this

may induce more fellows to try the factory business, but that
will not hurt you. "Competition is the life of trade," but
some fellows seem mighty dead at times who get too much of it.

Do not tell all you know, for if you do the other fellow

will know just as much as you do, and it is not well to know
too much. It makes one's head tired to carry so much wis-

dom, and, then, if people find out a fellow knows a lot, they
are all the time wanting to have him tell it, and he cannot find

time to do anything else.

In conclusion I would say, be contented with your lot, but
not too contented—no progress In that. Be enthusiastic, but
not too much so. One feels so badly when he gets all the en-

thusiasm knockt out of him, as he does at times. Be honest,

but do not say too much about it. People may think you are
" off " if you do. Be kind to the bees, for if you don't you may
wish you had.

If you have not joined the Union do not discuss this paper,
for only members can vote. Better give the Secretary a dollar

and make him promise never again to ask me to give " general
advice to bee-keepers." Emerson Taylor Abbott.

There was no discussion of Mr. Abbott's paper.

BEE-STINGS AND RHEUMATISM.

"Are bee-stings a cure for rheumatism ?"

A. I. Root—For some kinds of rheumatism.
Mr. Whitcomb—I have never known a person to have

rheumatism so badly but that he could get up and " git" if a
bee stung him.

Dr. Peiro—I could tell you what I don't know about it a
great deal easier than I can tell you what I do know. Bee-
stings are said to be a cure for rheumatism ; it is used in

some cases. But I want to tell you a little personal history.

This is no joke. When I get a little deprest, either from
working or some other miserable thing, I go out and consult
the bees. I fuss with them a little bit, and they come and
give me a warm reception, and for several days after that I

really feel a lot better. I would advise you, when you get a
little deprest, and get to feeling sort of "off," go and consult
the bees, and let them give you a few good, red-hot ones, and
you will be all right.

Dr. Mastin—I have been troubled a little with rheuma-
tism In the past, and have been stung a good many times in

the last year or so, and have not felt any rheumatism since
then. I don't know whether the bees had anything to do with
it or not, but I suppose they had.

Mr. Danzenbalier—I have rheumatism. I think I came
by it hoaestly ; my grandfather died with it, and my father
suffered with it all his life—it shortened his life. I can't re-

member the time when I haven't felt it, from childhood. I

have been keeping bees a good many years. Last spring I

felt the rheumatism. I went to work with the bees In March,
and I got stung a little more than usual. I was with the bees
from March until August : I think I got stung on an average
three or four times a week. I got rid of the rheumatism. I

have not done anything for it ; if I have had any remedy, I

think it is bee-stings. If I should not handle bees for two or
three months I should feel the rheumatism again.

Dr. Mastin—Bee-stings are not commonly recommended
in the text-books as a remedy for rheumatism. The patient
might think the remedy worse than the disease.

Dr. Miller—About seven years ago a hive that I was hold-
ing slipt, and the bees got out, and I received the worst sting-

ing I ever had in my life; and I have never had any rheuma-
tism since.

A Member—Did you ever have it before ?

Dr. Miller—No, sir. [Laughter.]
Dr. Mason—I have had rheumatism more or less for a

great many years, until two years ago last April I had an at-

tack in my hip which gradually went down the limb and got
into my instep. I suffered intensely. I had to give up for
three weeks, and then went around two weeks more with
crutches, then with a crutch and a cane, scarcely daring to

touch my foot to the ground. I had let my bees on shares be-
cause I was unable to take care of them myself while I was in

that condition, and one day I was out in the yard sitting down
when outcame a swarm, and while watching for the queen I

was stung two or three times on the instep ; in five minutes I

laid away my crutch and cane, and haven't had a particle of
pain since—no pain in that foot at all, but it left a sensation
of numbness, and for a whole year after that I would fre-

quently stub my toe in walking, as a result of that sensation,
and I feel confident that the use of electropoise cured the
numbness; perhaps bee-stings would have cured it.

Dr. Miller—The testimony that has come from different
sources has been so much that it cannot be overlookt. There
must certainly be some cases iu which bee-stings have helpt
rheumatism. But I will tell you what I think about these re-

ports of cures : We will find reports here and there from
some who has tried it and been successful, and another will

report that he has tried it and received no benefit. I suspect
that about every successful case will be reported ; but if I try
it and it is not successful, I am not so likely to report It. In
the majority of cases I am inclined to believe it has no efficacy
whatever ; but in some cases it does have its effect. If I had
a bad case of rheumatism, I certainly would try bee-stings.

Mr. Abbott—I belong to that class of people who inherit
rheumatism. It has been in my family as long as I know any-
thing about it; all have been crippled up with it more or less.

Every brother and sister I have has been laid up with it at
times for weeks, when every time they would move a limb
they would scream with pain. I have myself suffered tortures
enough to kill several big, fat men. But about 20 years ago
I began to handle bees, and 15 years ago I began to handle
them on a large scale, and I have had hardly a hint of rheu-
matism since. I have not been an absolutely well man, as I

have had other troubles. I have never had a rheumatic pain
that I know of since I began to handle bees. When I first be-
gan handling them. If I was working with them all the time I
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would have no rheumatism, but if I would stop for awhile I

would have the rheumatism again. For four or five years
during the winter I would have it a great deal, but in the
spring it would get well. I do not know whether it was the
bee-stings or not ; but the rest of my brothers and sisters who
do not handle bees are still tussling with rheumatism. My
elder brother has been disabled about half the time, and they
all have trouble with it but myself. I do not know whether it

is the bee-stings or not that workt the cure.

Secretary—(Why doesn't Mr. Abbott manage somehow to

get some bee-stings into those suffering brothers ?)

A. I. Root— It might be well to mention the fact that we
have sold bee-stings in the past to a medicine manufacturing
institution—a considerable quantity of bee-sting poison.

The Annual Report of General Manager Secor was then
read by him, as follows :

Report of tlic Oeneral inanHg;er of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union.

It is considered one of the legitimate purposes of this

society to promote legislation in the interest of bee-keepers.
Acting on that idea the Executive Committee appointed

three delegates to attend the Pure Pood Congress held in

Washington, D. C, beginning March 2, 1898. The delegates
consisted of E. T. Abbott, of Missouri, Dr. A. B. Mason, of

Ohio, and your humble servant, the General Manager.

The object of the Pure Food Congress was to unite all the
producers and all the manufacturers of food products, and all

societies and people that believed in the necessity or desira-

ability of protecting the public against adulteration and mis-
branding, on the common ground of honesty in the prepara-
tion and marketing of all articles intended for food, drink or
medicine, consumed by man.

Believing that in no other way could this society speedily
and effectually bring about the results it was seeking to

achieve, Mr. Abbott and myself attended that convention.

We were greatly pleased, not only with the number of

delegates present, but the representative character of the men :

Scientists of national reputation, leading physicians and
pharmacists, pure food commissioners from many of the
States, intelligent and progressive farmers ; representatives
of wholesale and retail grocery and confectionery associations,
and many other organizations and interests were represented
by able and earnest delegates—solely in the interest of purity
of all articles of human consumption.

What was accomplisht at that Congress Is more fully ex-
plained by Mr. Abbott in his paper. The Busy Bee. and copied
in the American Bee Journal of March 31, page 200, and my
own report publishtin the last-named paper on page 216.

I think the National Congress has not yet acted on the
Bill which It has thought best to urge.

All acquainted with National legislation will understand
that its Acts are seldom rusht through without a good deal of
discussion, both useful and useless.

After the Brosius Pure Pood Bill was amended and per-
fected by the Pure Food Congress, it was again introduced in

the National House and referred to the Inter-State and For-
eign Commerce Committee. As soon as I learned this fact I

addrest the chairman of that committee, who happens to be
from my own State, the following letter, using the printed
letter head of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union :

Hon. William P. Hepburn—
Chairman of Inter-State and Foreign Commerce Committee.

Di:ar Sir:—\ believe the Pure Food and Drug Bill introduced
by Mr. Brosius, March 1.5, 1898, was referred to your Committee.
If so. may I be allowed to urge you to use your influence to enact
it into law at the earliest opportunity ?

I had the honor to be a delegate to the Pure Food Congress
held in Washington, March 3 last, and the Bill now before the
National Congress was gone over very carefully by a committee
representing about every organization interested in the purity of
our manufactured food products. Possibly there may be some
crudities in the Bill, but I am persuaded that something of the
nature and intent of this Bill ought to be on the Statute books.

I represent an industry that has suffered greatly from adul-
teration fraud. The purest and best sweet ever given to man—

a

sweet distilled in Nature's own laboratory—a sweet digested with
less effort than any made by man—a sweet that may be counter-
feited, but never successfully imitated—honey, has been degraded
by glucose syrup until the bee, like Othello, finds her occupation
gone.

If the waning of the honey industry, and the consequent loss
of occupation to a worthy class of the rural population were the
only consequences caused by the glucose flood of adulteration it

would not be so bad ; but it must be understood that bees play an
important part in the economy of Nature aside from the honey
stored, which we appropriate for our own use. The fruitfulness of
the whole country depends largely on the pollinating assistance
rendered by this useful insect, and if bees are allowed to perish for

want of encouragement to their keepers, the fruits and flowers, the
vineyards and gardens, will suffer also.

But we can't produce honey in competition with liquid glucose
sold under the guise of honey.

All we ask is honesty in branding and labeling packages ; then
if people prefer corn syrup with one-half the sweeetning power of
honey, to honey itself, all right.

We have no war to wage on any other industry, and only ask
an open field and fair competition, protected against fraud.

We shall be glad of your influence. Yours truly,
Eugene Seoob.

On behalf of bee-keepers producing nearly 100,000,000 pounds
of honey annually.

I hope every bee-keeper who has not already done so, will

write an appeal to his Congressman in behalf of the Brosius
Bill, or in the interest of pure food legislation. A hundred let-

ters by a hundred different persons will do a world of good.

Please don't expect me or any other representative of this

society to write an appeal to your political representative that
will be as effective as a letter from you. A line from one of

his constituents will attract his attention at once.

In April last I got a letter from Frank Gilmore, Water-
town, Conn., enclosing a letter from a law firm of his town in

which Mr. Gilmore was notified to remove his bees within 15
days under a threat of prosecution and injunction. The com-
plaint was, that the aforesaid bees destroyed the entire crop
of peaches, rasberries and other fruits on the promises of a
neighbor; that they stung horses and visitors. I gave Mr.
Gilmore such advice as I thought best, and presume he escaped
the clutches of the law, as I heard nothing further of the case.

During the same month, Mr. B. Baldwin, of Mexico, Mo.,
sent me an account against a Chicago commission-house, say-
ing he could get no pay for honey billed to the firm. I at

once began correspondence with the commission-men, and
after a couple of letters got a draft in full. Mr. Baldwin ex-

prest himself as entirely satisfied with the transaction, and
donated to the Union two years' membership in advance.

Ed Gerould, of East Smithfield, Pa.,, was threatened
trouble from a neighbor who was determined to spray his

peach orchard while in full bloom, altho it had been explained
to him that by so doing his neighbors' bees might be poisoned.
Mr. Gerould wrote me for advice and help. I sent him some
printed matter and advised him how to proceed, which was
the last I heard of the matter.

Chas. Haise, a quiet, peaceable, unoffending person who
lived in Atlanta, III., received from the marshall of the town
the following notice in June, 1898 :

"Sir:—You are hereby notified that your bees, situated and
kept on the premises now occupied by you, have become and are a
nuisance to the neighborhood and public, and you are hereby noti-
fied to abate, remedy, or remove the same immediately as provided
by ordinance. A failure to do so will subject you to a penalty of
not less than $300.

The Union was appealed to by Mr. Haise and his neighbor
beekeepers. The trial had been already set, and only three
days remained in which to get my advice to him regarding a
plan of defence. But it proved sufficient. The case was dropt
when the prosecutor found an organization with money, cour-
age, and law behind the defendant. The bee-keepers inter-

ested exprest their gratitude for the prompt and efficient aid

rendered by the Union, aud said they believed the case was
dismist because of its assistance. An effort was made before
the Western Classification Committee to rescind the rule in-

structing all railroad agents to refuse bees by freight In less

than car-lots. I put up the best argument I could think of by
letter, but failed. The rule still stands, I believe. Mr. Aikin
appeared before the committee by request of the President,

for the same purpose. If the matter is of any importance to

bee-keepers it can be taken up at another time
;
perhaps we

may be more successful next time.

My correspondence with bee-keepers other than the ones
mentioned above has been considerable. Appeals to the Union
for help have not been confined to the cases cited. Advice and
assistance have been given whenever in the judgment of the
General Manager good could be accomplisht thereby, and If

the funds on hand warranted action.

Important matters have always been referred to the Board
of Directors, if time permitted, and the nature of the case
seemed to render it advisable. No money has been paid out

except upon approval of the Board.
A full statement of the financial condition of the society

will be mailed to all members at the close of the year.

Eugene Secor.

Mr. Whitcomb— I move that the report of the General
Manager be accepted, and that the thanks of the Union be
extended to Mr. Secor for his labors In our behalf.
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The motion was seconded and carried by a unanimous
vote.

Mr. Abbott—I do not exactly want to make a motion, but
I will make a suggestion first. I want to suggest that it would
be a good idea if the General Manager would prepare a form
of such a letter as would be good for the members to send to

their congressmen. There are a good many people who are

not acquainted with the forms and methods of addressing
public men, and they would shrink a little from sitting down
and addressing their congressmen themselves, when if there
was a form already prepared they could simply put their

names to it and send it in. I have been informed by the vice-

president of the Pure Food Congress that owing to the war
the matter was crowded out of the last Congress. Doubtless
there would have been favorable reports from the committee
in both houses, but the excitement of the war came on, atid It

was crowded out. There is no question but what the next
Congress will take the matter up. If we would take it up as

individuals in connection with the efforts of the General Man-
ager, I think that would aid materially in securing the pas-

sage of the law. The Busy Bee is perfectly willing to give

the Genera] Manager all the space he wants for the publica-

tion of such a letter, and I have no doubt the other bee-papers
of the United States would be glad to do the same. I believe

that would be very helpful. If it is considered worth while, I

would move that the General Manager be requested to prepare
such a letter.

The motion was then seconded.
Mr. Secor—My object in copying my letter to Mr. Hep-

burn, the chairman of that committee, was particularly to

let you know how I addrest a congressman on the subject. You
will also remember that in my report last spring to the Wash-
ington congress, I did give a copy of a letter that I had for-

mulated, and suggested that those who could not do better

should Send to their congressman such a letter. Of course, I

shall be willing to do what I can to aid in the matter.

Dr. Miller—It may be that a form of letter as long as our
General Manager's is not likely to be copied by a great many. I

think we should have something quite short and to the point

;

if it doesn't take a great deal of time to re-write it, the mem-
bers would be more likely to do it. I believe that such a let-

ter would be very useful, indeed. I have just tried to think of

myself as trying to write a letter of that kind. The chances
are that I would put it off from day to day, and that it would
not get written at all. If Mr. Secor would fix one up that
would cover the case, I think I would take the time to copy It.

Some one near me suggests that the letters would be too much
alike; but don't forget this, that Instead of one man getting

the whole lot, a whole lot of men will get one letter each, and
. the chances are that they are not- going to compare their

letters.

Mr. Danzenbaker—I do not fear the effect of their being
all alike. It you were to clip a printed article out of a paper
and write that you fully endorse it and that you desire your
congressman's influence, and put your name to It, that is

enough. He will read It and heed its contents as much as if

you wrote it out yourself.

FREIGHT KATES ON BEES IN LESS THAN CAR-LOTS.

Pres. York—There Is no doubt that such letters have
great influence. I would like to ask how many knew some
time ago that there was an effort going to be made to reduce
freight-rates on bees in less than carloads. How many knew
that, In time to write to the chairman of the Classification

Committee?
Six hands were raised in answer to the President's ques-

tion.

Pres. York—Now I would like to know how many of you
wrote such letters.

Three hands were raised in answer to the last question.
Pres. York—I saw the private secretary of the chairman

of the Classification Committee, and he told me that few bee-
keepers had shown any interest at all in the matter. There
would have been a good chance for its passage, but there were
only a few letters that came in endorsing the change, and that
was a very strong reason why nothing was done with it.

There were some freight handlers on some northern road that
said they were afraid of bees, and as the bee-keepers had
shown so little interest the matter was simply pigeon-holed.

Mr. Lathrop— It was the Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion that first made an effort to get that change made, and we
expected the meeting of the Committee to be held In Chicago.
I believe they usually hold It in Chicago; but the meeting was
held in Manitou, Colo. If it had been held at Chicago, we ex-
pected to have some bee-keepers prepare bees properly for
shipment and take them to the committee rooms and show
those men that bees could be put up in such a way that they

would be safe to handle and ship as any other freight ; but the
fact of the meeting being held in Colorado prevented our doing
that. I think the bee-keepers believe it is important that we
secure the change. My business has been for a good many
years In handling freight, and I believe it would be all right

to ship bees by freight if the bee-keepers used good judgment.
Of course, if he shipt when it was too hot, he might lose all

his bees; but they would be taken at owner's risk, and if the
bee-keeper did not use good judgment there would be no loss

to the railroad company.
Dr. Miller—I think as a matter of history Mr. Lathrop is

mistaken in thinking that the Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation made the initial effort toward securing this change.
The same effort had been made before.

Mr. Rauchfuss—In regard to the effort that was made
toward getting the freight-rates reduced, I want to say that
the Colorado bee-keepers were nob aware of it ; Mr. Aikin did

not inform any one of us about it, and the first I knew of it

was when he came into our store on his way to Manitou. We
could have taken some steps toward getting some bees prop-
erly prepared and brought before the committee, and I am
sure that that would have had some influence.

Mr. Diuzeubaker— I had a little experience In trying to

get a car for the shipment of some bees. I had 40 colonies

that I wanted to ship from North Carolina to Virginia. They
said I might put into the car 20,000 pounds, but I hadn't
anything like that. I could have the car, but I must pay for

20,000 pounds. Then I askt If I could put In 4,000 or 5,000
pounds of honey and a couple thousand pounds of bee-hive

material ; but I couldn't do that. The whole weight of it

would not make over 8,000 pounds, but they would not allow

me to ship a car with 8,000 pounds if I paid for 20,000 if it

was made up in that way. I considered that a great injustice.

They had an agreement in their association that prevented
their doing it. I think that is an outrage. I could have
taken the car and shipt the 40 colonies of bees, if they had
allowed me to put In the honey and supplies with them.

Mr. Abbott's motion, that the General Manager be re-

quested to prepare a form of letter to be addrest by the mem-
bers to their respective congressmen, and that the bee-papers
of the country be requested to publish such letter, was then
submitted to a vote and carried.

LContlaued next week.]

No. 7 The Care of Bees for Wintering.

BT C. r. DADANT.

When we began putting our bees into the cellar, we were
more afraid than necessary, of leaving them in too long. So
we often delayed the job too much. It Is of great importance
that they be taken in shortly after they have had a good
cleansing flight, because If they go in with empty bowels It

stands to reason that they can endure much longer confine-

ment than If ihey have already been compelled by the cold to

consume a certain amount of food. So we have been in the

habit of taking them in after a mild spell, at the time when
the wind turns and the mercury falls. We often waited till

the middle of December, but later decided that a cold spell in

November was much safer for the removal.

A number of apiarists say that they pay no attention to

the spot occupied by the bees when removed, and that when
they take them out in the spring it does not matter much
where they are placed, whether on the exact spot they occupied

before winter, or in the place of one another. Once or twice
we had considerable trouble from changing the location of

hives, and have positively ascertained that many of the bees

remember their former location, after three months of winter-

ing, so we take particular pains to mark each hive's stand. To
do this without trouble, we leave the cap, or cover, with the

roof over it, in the exact spot occupied by the hive, and re-

move only the brood-chamber to the cellar. In this manner
the hives occupy a much smaller space, and it is easier to give

them good ventilation, which Is absolutely necessary to keep
the combs from molding, if the cellar is at all damp. The
farther north one goes the less trouble there is on that score,

and I have visited bee-keepers in Minnesota who told me that

they had no trouble whatever of this description.
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In those northern States, when the ground freezes It Is

for Kood, there Is no chance for moisture to creep in, unless It

is there already, bat after our usual dry falls there Is but lit-

tle fear of that, and in a country where the sleighing Is good
from the first of December till the last of March, much less

precaution need be taken than in our latitude, where we can-

not be sure of good sleighing 24 hours ahead. We pile the

hives in the cellar, two or three or even four tiers high, usually

Cellar-Blind to Oive Air Without Light—LanrjstroUi Revised.

putting the lower tier on timbers raised a foot or so from the
ground. We have always noticed that the colonies nearest
the ground were the ones that suffered. If any did.

After the hives are in, darkness, quietness, a proper tem-
perature, and a sufficient amount of ventilation are all that is

necessary. For these hives, as well as for those that are out
in cold days, it is a great point to have everything perfectly
quiet. The man who will disturb his bees every other day,
just to see whether they are still alive, will be unsuccessful if

the circumstances are at all unfavorable; for it Is very easy
to kill the bees with too much kindness of this sort.

To give air without light to our bee-cellar we have devised
a sort of blind—a picture of which is here shown, taken from
"Langstroth Revised."

C.3 The time of removal of the bees In the spring is of utmost
Importance to consider. If they are taken out too early, they

Cellar- Blind in Place—From Lanrjsirolh Revised.

may not have occasion to fly much, and their power of endur-
ance during a late cold seems to have been taken away from
them by their prolonged stay in the cellar. They are very
much like a horse that Is kept in a warm barn. He Is more
apt to be fretful of the cold and to suffer than one that stays

all winter in a cold stable. Yet our sympathies are all in the
direction of the softer treatment. With the bees, there was
on our part, as in the fall, a tendency to be too much afraid of

a long confinement. I believe it was Dr. Miller who said the

best time to remove the bees from the cellar was In March or

April, at the opening of the first buds of soft maple bloom.
This is a very good criterion.

But above all things, a warm day must be selected to re-

move the bees from their confinement. If you take them out

on a cold day, their anxious desire to take a flight will Induce
them to venture when the temperature is too low for their

safety, and many of them will perish. If the day Is warm and
pleasant, they will take a cleansing flight within a very few
minutes after they have been brought out, and are thereafter

ready for their habitual duties.

I have often been askt whether it Is advisable to take the

bees out on a warm day during the winter for a good flight,

and put them back again. I have never tried this, but from
all that I ever heard, I do not believe such a course is suc-

cessful. The bees, after their flight, begin to rear some brood

and remain less quiet than if they had been kept In-doors all

winter. Hancock Co., 111.

Experience with Two-8-Frame Story Colonies.

BY FRANK COVEEDALE.

The middle of May I tried placing underneath ten colonies

an extra hive-body, each filled with worker-combs and an aver-

age of say about five pounds of honey. These bees received

this with much favor, and set to work rearing an extra

amount of brood, and by the time clover began to yield all

seemed to be, and were, chock-full of brood and bees; or, in

other words, were filled with brood, pollen and honey. One
thing I noticed, these colonies had stored a large quantity of

pollen. However, I could see at once that this plan had
brought forth a multitude of bees ready for theclover harvest,

and now as to whether they would work or swarm—that was
the question that so deeply Interested me.

Supers were put on all around at the time, both on the

double deckers and sjngle deckers, and as the harvest came on

swarming began, and, I must confess, to my surprise, these 16-

frame colonies rather too badly. None of the 10 filled any

section-cases with honey from clover ; 80 single-story colonies

produced my small crop (all the above in one yard) ; 8 of the

latter filled and completed two cases of 22J^ pounds each, or

45 pounds of comb honey ; the next best 8 filled only one case,

and so on down until many, even single bodies, yielded no sur-

plus at all.

But to return : The 10 double-deck hives, I estimate,

have for winter 25 pounds more than the 80, on an average.

This certainly must be taken into consideration, besides 43^
pounds of comb honey must be added ; this gives 29,V pounds

as an average, while the 80 have a fraction over 8 pounds on

the average, all comb, at 12 cents—96 cents.

For the 10, 25 pounds of extracted, at 7 cents, $1.75 ;

and 4:14 pounds of comb honey, at 12 cents, 54 cents—total,

$2.29.
I think it would be safe to say that If the story having the

least brood had been taken off and supers put in their place,

at the beginning of the main flow, far better results would

have been obtained in comb honey ; and I think that the

swarming-fever would have run at a lower ebb.

But more about this at the next writing.
Jackson Co., Iowa.

The " Notre Dame Hive "—Further Explana-
tions and Replies to Comments.

Bi' B. J. CHRYSOSTOM.

The frame the Inventor of the "Notre Dame hive '" uses

Is the full-depth Langstroth.
" But should he use a frame even not much larger than

the Langstroth frame, a colony occupying 40 frames by July

1 would be Incredible." So says one writer. It may appear
to be so at first sight, but perhaps not so after an explanation.

The bees in question are wintered on 16 full-depth Lang-
stroth frames, having from 50 to 70 pounds of stores. This

year they are lighter than usual. The average gross weight

per colony is only 83 pounds; allowing o2 pounds for hive

and frames, leaves a net weight of bees and stores of 51
pounds per colony. They are wintered on the summer stands

in houses, packt in chaff to the depth of three feet. Thus
wintered they fly out in the spring clean and frisky. The ab-

sence of dead bees, in some hives, is remarkable.
About the first of May these hives are full of bees and

brood. To prevent swarming, a full-depth super Is put on ;

then about the first of June another super Is added, and If the
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honey-flow is plentiful a third super will be necessary about
the first of July, which completes the 40 frames. Nothing
extraordinary for strong colonies wintered on 16 frames,
without loss in bees !

Another correspondent, referring to the same hive, has
this to say :

"That hive, on page 629, I venture to say, is one that
you could not get practical bee-keepers to take as a gift."

If that nameless correspondent voices the sentiments of

all practical bee-keepers, then the Notre Dame device will

have to remain with the inventor, who is well contented to

have it alone for his own use and benefit, and to let all practi-

cal bee-keepers have what suits them best. My appreciation
of the American bee-keepers assures me that they are quite
capable of thinking and judging for themselves.

In the near future I shall give them this opportunity by
sending to the editor a photograph of the hive and device,

with all the necessary information how to make and use it, etc.

The device consists of four pieces so small and light that
it may be sent by mail. It may be placed in any box of a
suitable length for the frames. When the frames are put in

and spaced, turn the thumb screws and you have a tight box-
hive ; and, turn them back, and you have a loose-hanging
frame hive. These desirable qualities combined in one and
the same hive constitute what is known in this locality as the
"Notre Dame Hive." If this invention does not prove to be
beneficial it cannot occasion loss of bees, as the loose-hanging
frame has done in thousands of cases.

" A man that will write about close-fitting frames com-
bining the safe qualities of a box-hive for safe wintering, and
all the facilities of the loose-hanging frame for easy and safe
handling, can hardly be worthy of much notice." This is per-
sonal, and I accept it with thanks from the unknown corres-
pondent as a free gift. Whether the man is worthy of much
or little notice can in no way affect the utility of the invention.

The above-mentioned hive is prepared for safe wintering
of bees in the following manner: Cover the frames with a
cloth. Then put on a full-depth super, put in one or two little

woolen blankets, and fill the super with chaff, covering it so

the mice may not get in. For this purpose we use a cover
made of four strips of boards and a piece of wire-cloth. This
kind of cover affords ample ventilation for the moisture aris-

ing from the cluster to escape. Thus prepared, the bees will

winter as safely as In a box of the same dimensions, all things
being equal. St. Joseph Co., Ind.

CONDUCTED BT

r>R. o. o. am-iEH. ataitENGo, lit.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct,

1

Ccllar-Wiiiterine—Soiitlierii Queens in liic^orlli
—Red Clover Honey—Good and Poor

Honey-Years.

_1. I winter my bees in a 14x16 feet cellar, and no Are
over the cellar. We have our produce in half of the cellar,

and 25 colonies of bees In the west side. The thermometer
registers about 40^, and in cold spells one or two degrees
lower; it doesn't vary much. What effect will such low tem-
perature have on the bees ?

2. I want to get some queens In the spring to bnild up
colonies. If I send to Florida will those Southern bees be
hardy in our northern Illinois climate, or should I buy them
reared near by ?

8. Can you tell the taste and color of honey stored from
red clover ? Last summer I saw bees working strong on red
clover, for the first time in my life. I took away honey that I

believe was red clover honey ; it was light color, yellow or
amber, not pure white, with a taste without the distinct
honey-flavor, but just a plain sweet, more like sugar syrup.
Was it red clover honey '?

4. I was told one year ago by a lady who kept bees many
years, that bees generally do poorly one year, better the next,
and best the third year. She said 189S would consequently
be a very poor year. Her prophecy proved true. Have you
ever observed it so ? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. They ought to do pretty well, altho it might
be better if the cellar was kept at about 45^'. Still, one can

not go altogether by the degrees of the thermometer. There's
a good deal of difference in thermometers, and there may be a
difference in cellars at the same temperature. The thing is to

find at what point the bees are most quiet, whether that be at
40^ or more. If a cellar Is too cold for them, the bees must
consume more fuel (honey) to keep up the heat, and this will

distend the bowels, making It harder to stand long con-
finement.

2. So far as reports have been made on the matter, there
seems to be no difference as to hardiness between queens
reared In the South and those reared in the North. Possibly
there might be a difference if for many generations the North
and South bees were kept separate, but queens from the
North are all the time going to the South.

3. I think it is generally understood that there is hardly
any difference between red and white clover honey. I have
seen honey that appeared just like white clover, that the pro-
ducer said he was sure came from red clover. It's a hard
thing, however, for one to be sure what honey comes from,
unless it comes in large quantity. It would be a good thing if

those who have any knowledge In the matter would tell us
what red clover is like.

4. No, I've not observed any regular order, and I'm sure
it doesn't always come that way in northern Illinois. 1894
was so poor the bees didn't get enough for their own use.

1895 was a little better, the bees getting no surplus, but In

the fall storing enough for winter. 1896 gave some surplus,

and 1897 a flood. That makes a series of four years; but
there's no telling how the next four years will be.

Cane-Mill Near Bees.

Would a cane-mill near bees be a detriment to them during
the can-syrup making season ? Iowa.

Answer.— I don't know. I'd rather not risk it if I could
help myself, but perhaps some one with practical experience
will answer.

Transferrins—S or lO-Frame Lansslrotli Hives.

1. When is the best time to transfer from box-hives to
movable-frame hives? I use the Hoffman frame.

2. Which would be the better to use the old comb that Is

In the box-hive, or full sheets of foundation ?

3. I thought of using 10-frame hives, thinking I could
use them for winter hives by taking out two frames and using
cushions at each side and over the brood-frames. Would that
make a hive all right for winter ? Or would an 8-frame hive
with an outside wall be the best ? I want to get some new
hives and hardly know which would be the best, a 10-frame
or the 8-frame. I want to use them mostly for comb honey.

Indiana.

Answers.— 1. The favorite time is during fruit-bloom.

2. Both. That is, use the nice, straight worker-combs,
saving all worker-brood, and fill up the rest of the frames
with foundation.

3. That's a very hard question to answer. It will take
less care to run the 10-frame hives, and they will be safer for

winter than the 8-framers if not much attention Is paid to

either, but the 8-framers have also advantages. So far as

protection in winter Is concerned, the 8-frame with an outside

wall will give more than the 10-frame with cushions in place

of the two outside combs. If the hives you now have are 8-

frame hives, it would be a good plan to try two or three 10-
frame hives before finally deciding. If you now have 10-

frame hives, try two or three with eight frames.

Increase Without Swarming.

In the fall of 1897 I purchast five colonies of bees (blacks

and hybrids) but lost all but one last winter with dysentery.

I bought three more last spring, and increast by dividing till

I have nine at present. They are In the regular 8-frame
Langstroth hive, combs mostly built from full frames of foun-

dation. Two of them have tested queens ; four others have
young Italian queens, reared from my tested queen, but I

think they are impurely mated. The other three have hybrid

queens.
1. I can't let them swarm naturally, as I am away from

6:30 a.m. till 6:30 p.m., except Sundays. I would like so to

handle them that I could get a fair amount of increase, and
also some surplus honey, if there is any the coming season.

I am not satisfied with dividing them, for if it comes on a
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dearth of pasture, as it did the past season here, I would have
a lot of bees to feed for weeks, as I did the past season.

2. Would it be best to clip all of the queens as soon as

they are fertilized? Or try to use drone-traps to catch the

queens ? But that makes quite a bill of expense for the traps.

My bees are packt in winter-cases mostly, with granu-
lated-sugar stores. Michigan.

Answers.— 1. I suppose what you want is some plan by
which you may increase, and yet not be caught with a lot of

colonies that need building up. Try the nucleus plan. Start

a few nuclei in which you have young queens laying. Draw
from each of your strong colonies two or three frames of

brood with adhering bees, and use these as far as they will go
in making full colonies of some of your nuclei. That will not

seriously deplete your strong colonies, but will be enough to

keep them from swarming. In giving this brood to the nuclei,

fill up one, then another, and so on as long as your brood lasts.

If now the season is brought up with a sharp turn, you will

have no weak colonies on hand, and you need not increase any
more. If, however, the season continues good, you may make
a second draught on all strong colonies, building up as many
into full colonies as you can, and this may be repeated as long

as the season and the strength of the colonies warrant, leav-

ing you always ready for a close of the season. Neither will

this hinder a fair share of surplus.

2. Whether you use queen-traps or not, you will probably
find It advisable to have all queens dipt if you are not on hand
during swarming hours.

Separators

.

Extractiiis-Combs — 3 or 5-Banders
—Oak for Hives.

1. I use 3,'2-inch separators, and the bees bulge the
comb out at the bottom of the sections. Is it because the sep-

arators don't rest on the tins in the super ? Should they rest

on the tins, or be level with the sections at the top ?

2. How can I keep extracting-combs over winter?
3. For working quality, which do you consider the best,

3 or 5-banded Italians ?

4. Will oak lumber make good bee-hives, such as is used
for making furniture ? C. H. M.

Answers.— 1. Yes, it is because the separators don't rest

on the T tins, for I suppose you mean T tins, but come clear

to the tops of the sections. That makes a space of half an
inch at the bottom without any separator, and you may ex-

pect bad work. Let the separator down on the T tin, thus
making a space at the bottom of only '4 inch, and the same
space at the top, and you'll have no trouble.

2. Outdoors. Cover so no rain can get in, and shut tight

so no mice can get in. If any worms are present (and they
are likely to be present) the freezing will kill them.

3. It's not a matter of bands, only as bands may be more
or less a sign of other qualities. You may get .5-banders that
don't come up to the average 3-banders, and you may get

them better than the average. There are good and bad in

both kinds.
4. No, oak wouldn't be used for furniture if the furniture

was to stand outdoors, and it won't do for bee-hives.

White Clover Yields—A Queen Experience-
Parlnersiiip Bee-Keeping.

1. How often in the course of 10 years would you expect
wnlte clover to fail to secrete nectar so as to be useless to the
bee-keeper ?

2. As bees are required to fertilize flowers, and as they
rather avoided white clover this year in this section, can we
look forward to as good a stand of clover in 1899 as this year,

providing it does not winter-kill ?

3. Colony No. 11 in September had a queen which de-

posited eggs on top of bee-bread and in empty cells, to the
number of four or five. I suspected laying workers, but to

make sure I lookt up the queen. She was reared last sum-
mer. To what could be assigned the cause ?

4. If A bought an old apiary of 30 colonies and fur-

nishes new hives, fixtures, etc., in flat, B to do all the labor
and care for the bees, what would be a fair division of the in-

crease, and we will say 1,500 pounds of honey ? The only
thing I find in bee-books says bee-keeping partnership is usu-

ally unsatisfactory. A. HoxsruR.

Answers.— 1. Perhaps five times or more, judging by late

years. Sometimes the failure comes from the lack of bloom,

and sometimes, as the past season, there is plenty of bloom

but no honey.
2. In spite of the fact that no crop of clover honey was

obtained, probably the bees did enough work on the blossoms

to make sure of a goodly quantity of seed. But the crop of

next year hardly depends upon the seed matured this ' year,

but rather upon the plants that have been growing this year

and live overwinter. In your part of the country (Northern

Illinois) you will probably find there was a good stand of white

clover in the fall, and unless it is killed out through the win-

ter, there will probably be a good crop of white clover next

year. But a good crop of white clover doesn't necessarily

mean a good crop of white clover honey.

3. I don't know. 1 had a similar case last summer. I

found, I think, 11 cells containing pollen with an egg laid

therein. The queen was all right.

4. The books are rather wise not to give very specific In-

struction as to what division should be made. Each case is

more or less a case by itself. A very skillful man should have

a larger return than one who knows nothing about the care

of bees. One way to approximate an answer is to make an es-

timate of the amount of time occupied by the apiarist, and

allow him enough to pay him for his time, figuring on a per

diem all the way from the price of common day labor up to

twice that, according to the skill and ability of the apiarist.

Paralysis—Queens Lost—Giant Bees.

1. I have two colonies of bees that act very strangely.

They run out of the hive, hop off the alighting-board, tremble

a little, and die. What ails them?
2. If a colony of bees dies of paralysis, and I use the hive

and combs, is there any danger of the next swarm taking it ?

3. I introduced two Italian queens in two black colonies

of bees, and they killed them. I then gave them brood and
they reared five queens during the summer, and all disap-

peared. My hives are in a straight row, a foot space be-

tween them.
4. If Mr. Wilson introduces in the United States the giant

bees of India, that build " wired " combs six feet long and

four feet wide, won't such a comb with the lumber it will take

to build the frame be a little heavy for a small man to handle ?

Or, will he also introduce a machine that will take the frames

out of the hive and extract the sweetness, and replace them
while the apiarist " sits in the old apple-tree shade ?"

California.

Answers.—^1. Very likely paralysis.

2. Probably not.

3. They may have been killed by birds when on their

wedding-flight, or they may have returned to the wrong hives.

If 10 or more colonies stand in a straight row, with a space of

four feet between each (wo hives, there may be great danger

of young queens entering the wrong hives, or there may be no

danger at all. If the place is level and open, with not a tree,

shrub, or building near the hives, the bees have trouble loca-

ting their hives, and may easily go wrong. It will help mat-

ters very much if every alternate hive is moved close to its

neighbor, thus making the hives in pairs, but occupying no

more ground. If there are bushes, trees, or other objects in

plenty about the hives, the bees will use these to mark the

location, so as to find their own hives. Even in this case,

moving the hives together In pairs will be a gpod thing.

4. I don't know.

Langfstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete

work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound

elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for f 1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

Xhe Names and Addresses of all your bee

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted

at this ofiice. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Every Present Subscrilier of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for It, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for It. See 6 big offers on^page 810.
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Mr. M. C. Bingham, of j^Coos Co., Oreg., wrote us Dec. 9 :

" The American Bee Journal has been a great source of

information, and as long as I keep bees I hope to be able to

send in my dollar for it each year. The last season was not a
favorable one for bees here."

Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri, will again represent the
United States Bee-Keepers' Union at the second annual meet-
ing of the National Pure Pood Congress, to be held in Wash-
ington, D. C, in January, 1899. Bee-keepers may expect
good work done by Mr. Abbott, and an Interesting report at
the close of the convention.

Hon. E.' Whitcomb. the new and popoular President of

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, will deliver an address
before the Kansas State Board of Agriculture, at its meeting
the second Wednesday in January, in Topeka. His subject is

" Practical Lessons In Bee-Keeping." Bee-keepers near
enough to attend, as well as all others, should be present if pos-

sible. Mr. Whitcomb is an interesting talker on bees and

—

we were going to say " Indians." Yes, he knows the red men
pretty well, too. At least you would have thought so could
you have seen him join in their war dances at the Omaha Ex-
position.

Mr. H. E. McGregor, of Outagamie Co., Wis., wrote us
as follows, Dec. 13 :

" In sending my subscription for 1899 I find that I have
taken the Bee Journal for 10 years. To say that it has been
first-class is not putting the matter too strong. I am sur-
prised that some of your readers can read the excellent articles

of Dr. Miller, Dadant, Doolittle, and others, and then neglect
to send in their dollar (in many cases overdue) to the editor to

keep the Bee Journal financially intact. Come, friends, shell

out that dollar, and make the editor happy ; and if you can
get an extra subscriber, why, that will make his wife happy,
also."

Mr. E. B. Huffman, of Winona Co., Minn., writing Dec.
13, said:

" The price of the American Bee Journal Is simply noth-
ing as compared with the information a person receives from
its pages. I could not entertain the idea of doing without it,

as I often get more than the value of my subscription in one
article; in fact, to a beginner it is very valuable. You may
take the country at large, and where you find a man that
makes a success of keeping bees you will find that generally
he is a reader of the Bee Journal. I could refer you to some
who will not take the Bee Journal, and their bee-business i» a
failure. But I want it as long as I keep bees. Our bees seem
in good condition so far ; they went into winter quarters all

right."

Mr. a. W. Hart, of Stephenson Co., 111., sends the fol-

lowing as a final reply to the controversy between himself and
Mr. Kevins, whose last contribution appeared on page 710 :

" Mr. Bevlns seems to think I have been giving him ' Hall
Columbia.' I have felt no bitterness, have not felt hurt, and
have nothing to pardon. He concedes now my question was
fair, that I was honest, etc., and would take all back. Does
not this admit he has been aggressive? How, then, is it fair

to say I am brimful of belligerency ? And that it is reasonable
to suppose I will continue the war, etc., when from first to last

I have been on the defensive ?

" I am aware of the unprofitableness of such a contro-
versy, and that in our American Bee Journal it is out of place,
and only have replied to Mr. B. as he seemed to be pursuing
me. I have done, and will leave the matter on its merits, as
Mr. B. has gotten around on the original question, and would
like to know as I did—Why Italian bees store the best honey,
etc."

As Mr. Bevlns, we believe, on two occasions wrote that he
meant no disrespect to Mr. Hart, we conclude that the fore-
going will be the end of the personal part of the discussion.
If there is anything more to be said, let it refer directly to the
original question.

Adulteration in Germany.—In Centralblatt is reported
the case of two men who were fined $200 each for dealing in

adulterated honey.

Apis Dorsata.—" May be I am wrong, but it seems to me
Apis dorsata should be tried in its own climate, and that

pretty thoroughly, before we can go to great expense in bring-

ing them to this country."—Editor E. R. Root, in Gleanings.

Low Freights on Honey in England.—At a conversa-

zione of British bee-keepers. Miss Leigh said a spring crate

made to carry two dozen sections would travel 50 miles on
the Great Western Railway for 16 cents, and was returned
empty to her from her customers.—British Bee Journal.

Consumption of Honey "When Breeding.—R. C. Aikin

thinks bees consume no more during the entire winter and

spring up to May than they do in a month while breeding

heavily in May and June, the consumption in Colorado being

abojit 15 pounds of .honey each month at that time.—Pro-

gressive Bee-Keeper.

Foul Brood 100 Years Ago.—About 1T90, for the cure

of the pest or foul brood, it was advised to put the diseased

colony in the condition of a swarm, and this is the method
counseled in one of the late numbers of the American Bee
Journal, which method we will publish at an opportune

moment.—Le Rucher Beige.

Extracting-Frames, C. P. Dadant thinks, should be of

medium depth. He objects to " little, shallow, 4 Ji-inch toy

extracting-frames," which make too much haudling for the

amount of honey harvested; but objects just as much to having

them the same depth as the brood-frames, believing six inches

about the right depth.—Gleanings.

"Apartment" and "Department" are words that con-

tinue to get mixt up in the bee-journals. Doesn't "apart-

ment " refer to space and " department " to kind ? The linen

and the woolen departments of a store may be in the same
apartment, and one of these departments may occupy two

apartments. When a queen goes up into a super, she goes

into another apartment.—Stray Straw, in Gleanings.

Santiago de Cuba as a Bee-Country.—L. P. Hiorns re-

ports in Gleanings that he saw no colonies in hives except four

at Siboney, 8 inches square inside, 2 feet long, open at each

end, with a piece of burlap, having an inch hole for an en-

trance, hanging over the ends. He advises against locating

apiaries there. W. W. Somerford is to make a trip through

Cuba with wheel and camera, and report as to bee-keeping in

Cuba, especially about Havana.

Don't Overstock.—" All my personal experience points to

small apiaries for greatest profit," says that delightful

dreamer. Somnambulist, in Progressive Bee-Keeper; "hence,

the out-apiary question, with all appertaining thereto, is of

most vital importance to the would-be financially successful

bee-keeper. But a few territories will profitably employ large

apiaries. No mistaking the prominent middle finger pointing

to this fact." But have you lost the index finger, Sommy, that

you don't use that for a pointer?

Large, Single-Story vs. Small Twro-Story Hives.—C. P.

Dadant cannot agree that it is as well to have the same
amount of room in two stories as to have it all in one story

with larger frames. He says In Gleanings that he thinks it

better when two stories are used, to give the additional story

below rather than above the one containing the early brood-

nest, but he thinks it still better to have only one story, with

frames 2',,' inches deeper than the Lingstroth. A single story

of eight Langstroth frames is too small, and two stories too

large. If comb honey is the object, the bees will put 20 or

more pounds of surplus below, that ought to go In sections, if

two stories are given.
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To Our RcQular SuDscriDers—Now tor New Readers

6 Great BO-cent Offers-Each One Free!!
On this page you will find six splendid premium offers, and we will mail your choice of any one of them for sending us

$1.00 for just one Xe'W subscritoer for 1899—and we will throw in the last three months of this year's Bee Journal
free besides to each new subscriber you send on these offers. That makes 15 months of the Bee Journal to the new subscriber.
Or, for sending us 4 Ne'w subscribers, as above, we will mail the sender all of the 6 great 50-cent offers.

JUST READ V\ZHAT THEY ARE
Offer No. !•—Samautha at Saratoga.

100,000 Sold at $2.50 per copy.

This is indeed a feast of fun. by the only peer of Mark Twain's
humor—JosiAH Allen's Wife (Marietta HoUey.)

Read tills Extract from the Book

:

And right here, let me insert this one word of wisdom for the special com-
fort of my sect, and yet it iaone that may well be laid to heart by the more op-
posite one. If your pardner pets restless and oneasy and middlin' cross, as pard-
ners will be anon or even oftener— start them off on a lower. A tower Will in 9
cases out of 10 lift 'em out of their oneasiness. their restlessness and their
crossness.

Why I have known a ahi5rt tower to Slab City orLoontown act like aclKirm
on my pardner. when crosf-ness wuz in his mean and snappishness wuz present
with him. I have known him to set off with the mean of a lion and come back
with the liniment of a lamb.

And jesL the prospect of a tower ahead is a great help to a woman in rulin'
and keepin' a pardner straight. Somehow jest the tliought of a tower sort of
lifts him up in mind, and happilys him. and makes him easier to quell, and pard-
ners must be quelled at times, else there would be no livin' with 'em.

She takes off Folltes. Flirtations, Low-Necked Dressing, Dudes*
Pug Dogs, tobogganing, etc.

Opinions of Noted Critics :

"Exceedingly amusing-"—Rose E.Cleveland. "Delicious Humor."—Will
Carleton. "So e-vrruciatingly funny, we had to sit back and laugh until the
tears came."—Witness. '• Unquestinnably her best."— De'roit Free Press.
"Bitterest satire, coated with the sweetest of exhilarating fun."—Bishop New-
man.

Nicely bound in paper, fully illustrated, printed from new type
and on 6ne paper. 370 pages. Postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 2.—New Waldoi^ Cook-Book.
Over 1,000 of the very best up-to-date recipes for every con-

ceivable variety required in the kitchen and other departments of
house-keeping, by Mrs. Anne Clarke^ the distinguisht student
and instructor in culinary science, assisted by many of the most
successful house-keepers in various parts of Europe and America.
It gives the latest and best methods for economy and luxury at
home. Just the book for the housewife or daughter. Has bad an
enormous sale at ?i2.00 a copy. 3S0 pages; paper bound; postpaid,
50 cents.

Offer No. 3.—Cattle, Sheep and Swine Book.
Fully Illustrated—300,000 sold at $3.00 a copy.

This great work gives all the information concerning the vari-
ous Breeds and their Characteristics, Breaking, Training, Shelter-
ing, Buying, Selling, Profitable Use, and General Care; embracing
all the Diseases to which they are subject—the Causes, How to
Know and What to Do given in plain, simple language, but scien-
tifically correct; and with Directions that are Easily Understood,
Easily Applied, and Remedies that are within the Reach of the
People

;
giving also the Most Approved and Humane Methods for

the Care of Stock, the Prevention of Disease, and Restoration to
Health. Written by Dr. Manning.

Every farmer wants this great book. 390 pages, paper bound.
Postpaid, .50 cents.

Offer No. 4.—Gleasou's Horse- Book.
By Prof Oscar R. Gleason.

This is the only complete and authorized work by America's
king of horse-trainers, renowned throughout America and recog-
nized by the United States Government as the most expert and
successful horseman of the age. The whole work comprising His-

tory, Breeding, Training, Breaking, Buying, Feeding, Grooming,
Shoeing, Doctoring, Telling Age, and General Care of the Horse.
You will know all about a horse after you have read it. No one
can fool you on the age of a horse when you have this book. 416
pages, bound in paper, with 173 striking illustrations produced
under the direction of the United Slates Government Veterinary
Surgeon. In this book Prof. Gleason has given to the world for
the first time his most wonderful methods of training and treating
horses. 100,000 sold at $3.00 each. Our price, postpaid, 50 cents.

Offer No. 5 Music, $5 for 50 cents.

Four pieces New Sheet Music, which sell at music stores at 50
cents each—-*3.00; Three years' membership in the World's Musi-
cal Association (regular price $1.00 a year), $3.00. Total, $5.00.

We offer the whole thing at 50 cents.
The four new pieces of sheet music are the very latest hits of

this year; are regular sheet music size and quality, but the title

pages are a new style of art, viz: Illuminated Chromatic designs
in five brilliant colors.

'niE sumg: xixi^es are :

"I>o Your Honey Do,*' by Theo. Metz, author of " A Hot
time in the Old Town Tonight." This latter piece, said to be
his best, is creating a great stir, and becoming immensely pop-
ular everywhere.

" Qneen of <lie Ilioj'cle ttirls," by the celebrated com-
poser, Otto Langey, by far the most charming Bicycle Song
yet issued.

" BIos!>>oiii!!> from Over ll»e Sea," by the distinguisht com-
poser, J. P. Skellt, a very beautiful Sentimental Song.

"He's Just Liike All tlie 9Ien," by the renowned com-
poser, Eastburx. Wonderfully pleasing to the Ladies.

Xhe World's Musical Association is an organization
having special advantageous relations with the leading music pub-
lishers of this country and Europe, and being an enormous pur-
chaser, it is enabled to supply to its members (and will do so) any
music desired (at any time within the term of their membership),
at such wholesale prices as are usually granted only to very large
dealers.

Offer No. 6 The Poultry-Keeper Illustrators.

The four " Poultry-Keeper Illustrators " are the greatest books
on poultry subjects ever issued, and are a veritable poultry dic-

tionary, covering the ground so completely that, having these four
books, one needs scarcely anything more except "grit" to become
a successful poultry-raiser. You cannot get such other books in
the whole world, not even for -^.lO each, for they do not exist.
Were they given in another form and elaborate binding and col-
ored cuts you might think them easily worth -*5 each, but what
you want is not elegant printing, and in these we give you the
value in information that you can make use of. They have cost
much in labor and cash, but you get all this value for almost
nothing. We mail the 4 Illustrators for 50 cents.

Illustrator 'So. 1.—Poultry Houses Incubators, Brooders,
Coops, etc., 25 cents.

Illustrator So. H.—Artificial Incubation, Raising Chicks,
Testing Eggs, etc., 25 cents.

Illustrator iKo. S.—Poultry Diseases, Lice, Grapes, Moulting,
Egg Eating, etc., 25 cents.

Illustrator So. J.—Judging Fowls, Description of Breeds,
Mating, etc., '25 cents.

Those offers ought to bring us in at least 2,000 new readers during thls^month and next. You could send in your fown
renewal for 1899 at the same time you send to a new subscriber, If you wish. If you do, you can select any one of the above
offers free for yourself, provided you send at least fwo Ne-w subscribers at 'the same time. That would give you your
choice of tliree of the offers—by sending your own renewal for 1899, and two new;subscribers ($3.00 in all).

Address GEOROE W. VORK & CO., ix8 I»Iicbigan St., CHICAGO, II.I..
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" Tlif*rf>isnn time wa^tfd in .settiniir when a J

: ESS- i SUCCESSFUL:
INCUBATOR t

J AND A X

Successful Brooder^
^ are in tlie poultry house. There's notlimt: to du JX hut eat and lay egrffs. This incubator lias hatched JJ over one million chicks during? the past year. Its

repfulatorinsures uniformity of temperature. It

^ has patent etfc:-tray adjuster; has fire-)>roof lamp. ^^ .Send 6 cents for new ItS-paire catalot^ne. Finely^
^ illustrated; contains plans for poultry houses. X
^ DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., ^
^ «"^ 7>^. IK'H MoincK, Iowa. J

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION co'-ij^A-^'^-

Can do the worh of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Bdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold OB Trial. Catalo^e Free.

SEMErA FAIiliS IHFG. CO.,
46 Water St SKNKOA FALLS, N. T
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-«'*ti' the

siiujtle. perft-ot, seU-rcRulatiug

'EXCELSIOR |N£MMIOR
ousjuuli in s.icpo.i«ful 0|.eratMiii.

( Clr^ulara free. J 6 Lowest i>riced Ist-clavs liatcher Diide,

SfDdfio. for 1 Gh;«. II. STAlIt,,
lllu . Catalog, I 114to1-"i S. «fh St.. OulliCT. III.

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

-j—; ttti"—"""—^'"i"'
—'"

;—r~! —tj. V-

Belnfi the cleanest Is asnally worked
the qalokOBt of any Fonnctatlon made

J. A. VAN DBUSEN,
Sole Manataotarer,

Bpront Brook MontKomeryCo., N. Y.

The"Open Door Policy"
in politics we may not fully understand, but
in the I'enoe bus»iiiei«>»ii we "turn in" wherever
there's a "gap." How is yourneighborhood?

PAOK WOVKN WIUK FKXCE(0,. AI)UM>.3Iinr.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing,

PATEST WIKED COMB FODNDATIOS

kllas
No Sag In Brood-Framea

Tliin Flat-t;ottom FoundatioD

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BEES, HONEY, MONEY
Queens for Business.

SnDBlles at Bottom Prices.

" Bee-Keeping for Beginners,'' price 50 cents,
imparts the instruction. Price-Llst free.

J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, «a.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

^HOW TO START
?|J "la (lie POVLTRV Itl SI.NESS aodbow
Wl.J ''1 make it a conipltte success is the ihcmo o£|N^OMr POULTRY GUIDE. Ti-lU all aUmt pouU

I try bipuses.how tolmJlii, cml. Ac., and h..w to

I

a bret!»I, W-vtX ami market f'owlM. Tn nts

J;t;.r. CYPHERS INCUBATOR
which 13 delivered trclfrht pnld to every purchaser.
Thi3 macliine reniiires absolutely no artifical moiBture. Send 10
cents and ci't tlie book. Circulars FREE.
TIE CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box 50. WAYLAND.N.Y
Please mention Bee Journal when writing. I

^•xa^s^sfms&^m^^^^iiis^^ii'im^

Bees Did Well—Bitter Honey.

I cannot get along very well without the
" old reliable" American Bee Journal, and
I think all bee-keepers should join the
United States Bee-Keepers' Union ; it is

for our good, and all others concerned.
Bees did very well the past season, but

our fall honey is so bitter that no one can
eat it. It has a very sickening taste. It

will be good to feed the bees to start breed-
ing in early spring. Robt. Williamson.
Choctaw Nation, Ind. T., Dec. 5.

Very Good Season.
The past season was a very good one in

this locality. I started last spring with 4.5

colonies, increast 10, and took off 2,300
pounds of surplus honey. I think I could
have done better, but I had other work to
do, and had to neglect the bees somewhat.
This was my first season's work among the
bees. I can't get along without the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. J. L. Haight.
Delaware Co., N. Y., Dec. 5.

An Octogenarian's Keport.

Altho SO years old this month, I still keep
a few colonies of bees, not so much for
profit as for pleasure. I have about a
dozen colonies, but my sight is so defective
that I cannot give them the attention they
require—too nearly blind to pick out a
queen—but I manage always to get some
honey.
This cannot be called a honey country

;

we have a great abundance of white clover,
but it does not afford much nectar in many
seasons. I sowed sorfie sweet clover seed,
and I think it will prove a great boon to
bee-keepers here. In my garden it is still

in bloom.
I very much enjoy looking over the Bee

Journal, and would want it if I kept no
bees. Last season my bees had a perfect
mania for swarming. Some colonies
swarmed four times, and one prime swarm
sent out four. Finally I got tired, and
dumpt two or three into the same hive, and
let them .settle the matter for themselves.
They were satisfied, and seemed to do well.
Is this mode of procedure common ? I will
try to prevent so much swarming in the
future. N. Ostrander, M. D.
Thurston Co., Wash., Dec. 2.

Poor Honey Season.
It was a poor honey season here this year

—only about one-fourth as much honey as
last year, and not much increase in swarms.
I put 45 colonies into winter quarters—29 in
a shed open to the south, packt in straw,
with Hill's device and two supers packt
with cushions, etc. ; 18 colonies in the cel-

lar, and two on the summer stands, one of
which is in a chaff hive, and one in a large
hollow log. Some will need feeding in the
spring.

X like the American Bee Journal.
Noah Miller.

Johnson Co., Iowa, Dec. 6.

Bees in Fair Condition.

I commenced the season of 1S98 with IG
colonies, and did not get a new swarm, but
took off some COO pounds of comb honey.
I have just purchast ,50 colonies more, and
got them home and in winter quarters, so I

have, all told, 00 colonies. They are mostly
in Simplicity and Langstroth hives; some
are in chaft' hives. It was a very poor
swarming season in this (Erie) county

;

still the hives are well filled for winter.
I am an old soldier, and used to keep bees

before and just after the Civil War, but for
the last 25 or 30 years I have not had any,'

Sweet S Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order-

5ft 10ft 25to 601b
Sweet Clover 60 11.00 »3.25 14.00
AlslkeClover 70 1.25 3.00 5.75
White Clover 80 1.40 3.00 5.00
AlfalfaOlover 80 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3,60

Prices subject to mirket changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEO. W. YORK & CO , 118 Mich. St, Chicago.

FIRST PRIZE WINNERS
OUR LARGE '09 POULTRY GUIDE FREE.
Soinetlnii^'-eiil.irt'ly in.-\v;lar(:e-^tbuok:

out, Worth S'^kt. toaiiyniR.; tellsall about
poultry; how to be a winner, how to MAKE
BIG MONEY with eu'trs or stock formarket
or fancy. Heml irieforiuaitiu^' and postage.

^MJLJ'JM r,
JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

VNZorking Wax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Hi\/ , Sections,
and a full line of SUPPLIES.

The best of everything. Write for
Catalog, with prices, and samples
of Foundation and Sections.

Beeswax Always Wanted
for Cash or Trade at highest price. Catalog
for IS'jy will be ready in January.

Send me your name, whether you
are a small or large consumer or
dealer.

GUS DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

DEC I^CCDCD? T Let me send you my 64>
DCb-NLLrCnO page Catalog for 18U8

J. in. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing;

IT WILL PAY YOU
TO ATTEND THE

Eclectic Sliortliaiid

**« College ***
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System.
Lessons by Mail a specialty. Send stamp for
alphabet,

!M Uearhorn Slreet, CIlICACiO.
39Aly Please mention the Bee Journal,
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Eastern Bee-Keepers

!

Seven years ago we started an Apiarian Supply business in NEW VORIv CITV. as we saw an opening
here. That we made no mistake in thia is shown by tlie large demand lor Supplies and our constantly in-

creasing trade. Our aim was to turnsh Supplies promptly. In many cases bee-keepers tlnd the freight on
Supplies from the Western factories iaas much as the cost of the noods. In buyinti near home you not only
save freight, but get your goods much more promptly. We keep several carloads of

Hive&, Seetions, Foundation, Etc.,
always in stock readv to ship, and the prices will be found htght. We also run two apiaries for honey and
sell BEES AND QUEENS. If you expect to use anything in the Apiarian line the coming year, you will do
well to send for our Catalogue. We would be pleased to quote you SPKCIAL PRICES on what you want,
Ji8 this is our aull season, and we can attord to sell for small protlts. Hives, Sections, etc., are made in Wis-
consin, where lumber is low, and the best can be had.

Our Special Price on FoiiMation, Hives and Sections will mal^e yon Smile,
Write fnr it. stating the quantity you can use. DKALERS should write for our hm disoount ^heet which is

now ready to mail.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Apiaries, Glen Cove, L- 1. Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

SAVE MONEYm FEED
BYBUYIMG AND USING
OUR

It i> low prit-ed, not t-heup. JIade from the best of cast g'ray iron
\viih 11 oz. {galvanized >teel b.iikrto hnhi LO^als. Justthe thing
for cooking (V-ed lor wtiuk. pltrw or poult rv and heat water for

^^S""'^ Reliable Stock Food Cookers l^tSQ'i?
much larger capacity. 20 to 100 gals. We will be glad to quote
prices on inquiry. Do not buy until you get our ive& descrip-
tive circulars, lietter write for them at once.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.
Box 0?( Qulncyi Illinois.

$5.00
FARMER'S
FEED

COOKERS

$50.00 FOR A
BEE-STORY...

The Proobessive Bee-Keeper wants a good bee-story. The story should not be less

than 15,000 nor more than 20,000 words, and we will pay $50.00 in cash as first prize for such
a story. There will also be second and third prizes. No one financially interested in the

company will be allowed to compete, or act as judges, and we guarantee that none but
competent and impartial parties will decide the contest. For further particulars, address,

THE PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER,
HIOOI3>TSVIL.rjE3, IwIISSOXJR,!.

HONEY i FOR * SALE.
Best While AKalta Ettracled...

IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

This is the famous white extracted honey gathered in the

great Alfalfa regions of the Central West. It is a splendid

honey, and nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can hardly get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

Prices are as Follows:
A sample by mail, 8 cents In stamps, to pay for package and postage. By

freight—One 60-pound can, tS cents
4 or more cans, 7K cents per pound.

per pound; 2 cans, 7?f cents per pound;
Cash must accompany each order.

Best Basswood Honev in Barrels.

We have a quantity of finest basswood honey in barrels,
weighing 625 pounds net, which we are ready to ship f . o. b.

Chicago, at 1)4 cents a pound. Sample mailed for 8 cents.
It desiring to purchase, let us know, and we will write you the
exact number of pounds In the barrel or barrels, and hold same
till you can send the cash for it by return mail.

Our honey is ABSOLTJTELY PURE BEES' HONEY, the finest of the kinds
produced in this country.

ZS° We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey
for their home demand the past season, just order some of the above, and sell it.

And others, who want to earn some money, can get this honey and work up a de-

mand for it almost anywhere. c: _ Address,

OEORGE W. YORK Sl CO., 11$ Michigan St., Chicago, III.

and owing to poor health I am now trying
my hand once more, so I need to read up,

and must say the American Bee Journal is

a great help to me; you would be surprised
to see how my wife is getting interested in

reading it, as well as some of the children.
I have read different bee-papers, and I must
say, give me the American Bee Journal.

Spencer S. Buxton.
Erie Co., N. Y., Dec. 5.

Favor Foul Brood Law.

I have taken the Bee Journal but a short
time, and consider it very interesting, es-

pecially the proceedings of the great con-
vention at Omaha.
A 5 I was one of the proposers of a foul

brood law in our State, at the Northern Ill-

inois Bee-Keepers' Convention, held at
Freeport, Sept. 1(> and 17, I earnestly hope
it will be pusbt for all it is worth by the
committee appointed at the State Conven-
tion in Springfield, as I think it of great
importance to bee-keepers. M. R. Bliss.
Winnebago Co., 111., Dec. .3.

An Arizona Report.

I am a fledgling in the bee-business, and
am in need of much information. I com-
menced last spring with 120 colonies, and
increast to ISO. mostly by division. I work
for extracted honey entirely, and my bees
gave a surplus of 120 pounds per colony,
spring count. I did not use a pound of

foundation for increasing or otherwise, ex-

cept what the bees made themselves.
August was a failure here this year. The
last of July was my last extracting for this

year. Bees have 50 to 60 pounds of honey
per colony for winter. L. E. Redden.
Maricopa Co., Ariz., Nov. 29.

Basswood Light—Clover Injured.

I find the Journal a great help, and gain
a better understanding, as its weekly visits

are sure to come.
I began the bee-business last spring by

purchasing 12 colonies; I have put 22 into

the winter cellar in apparently fine condi-
tion. I took off 243 one-pound boxes of No.
1 honey, besides a quantity of "shell"
honey, or partly-filled boxes. Basswood
was very light here, owing to a late frost

in July, the fifth day after the basswood
began to blossom, and the extreme dry
weather which prevailed here injured the
clover crop. A. J. McCoy.

St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., Dec. 5.

Hopeful for Next Year.

I am a beginner in bee-culture, starting
with two colonies in February of this year,
and, on account of the poor season, have
had neither honey nor increase; but my
bees are in good condition for winter, and
I expect better success next year.

W. A. SnuFF.
Philadelphia Co., Pa., Dec. 5.

Fair Season for Honey.
I see by the reports from the different

States that some have had a fair season
while others have had an entire failure of

the honey crop. In this fair State we have
been blest with a fair season for honey.
When the fruit bloomed in the spring the
bees started off in great shape ; in about a
week it began raining, and was cool for

about two weeks, and the honey-flow stopt

somewhat, so we did not get very much
early honey. When the late honey-flow
commenced we had good weather, so the
bees gathered a fair crop of fall honey.

I started with 14 colonies, increast to 21,

and lost some four or five swarms by being
in the country, building a barn during the
swarming season. My average per colony,
spring count, was 36 pounds of honey.

I sell all my honey at home at good
prices. I see by the Bee Journal a great
many send their honey to the commission
merchants. I think it is a great mistake.
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26c Cash Paid for Beeswax.
This is a good time to send in your Beeswax. We are paying 26 cents a
pound — CASH — upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money
PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
11§ IMicliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Ho, for Omaha !

A S we have many customers In the Northwest, and believing
. they will appreciate the low frelgrht rates obtained by purchas-

tngr goods from a railroad center nearer to them than we are, get-
ting a direct througii-freight rate, thus cutting the freight in half,
we have eetabllsht a branch house at 1730 South 13th St., Omaha,
Neb., where we will Ijeep a complete line of all Apiarian SupplleB,
the same as we do at Hlgginsviile, Mo. With the quality of our
goods, we believe most bee-keepers in the West are already
acquainted, but to those who are not, we will say that our goods
are par excellent. Poiisht, snowy-white Sections, beautiful, straw-

colored transparent Foundation, improved Smokers and Honey Extractors, and all other flrst-
olas sgoods, are what we sell. Kind and courteous treatment and honorable dealing our motto.
On these bases, we solicit an order, feeling sure that if we sell you one bill of goods you will be
our customer in the future.

^F"Progbessive Bee-Keeper, 50c per year. "Amateur Bee-Keeper," 25c. Both for 65c.
postpaid. Sample copy of the Pkogressive free, and a beautiful Catalog for the asking.

Leahy Manufacturing Company, f7l5'"oJ,'"'i'3?i?"it., «>maba. Neb.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

We want

Address,

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
•To liave a copy of..

\Mi Our 1898 Catalog \i/\i/

m^ Send us your name and address and we will take pleasure in mailing you ai copyj

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Special Agent for the South^vest

—

E. T. ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at factory prices.

Buy Your Sections Now
while we offer them at a IjARGG
DISCOlf^T, haviny: added to our
plant one of the most complete one-
piece section machines, enabling- us
to turn out the most beautiful sec-
tions on the Diarltet. By sending- us
a list of SuupUes wanted we can
save you $$$. K. H. SCHMIBT
A: CO., Box 187. Sheboygan, Wis.

TO SELL OR LEASE FOR CASH.
An up-to-date Apiary consisting of 300

good colonies or over, with Fixtures com-
plete. Privilege to remove to some other
location it desired. Correspondence solic-

ited. Address,

THE GILA FARM CO.
51A0t Cli>>'. Grant Co , A" M.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-KeeDers' SuddHcs.
They have also one One of the Largrest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery tor the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is In the State. The material Is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and wliitest
BasSMTOOd is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies,

lease mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

Please mention the Bee Journal IfcSr?^

for it gives the dishonest commission man
a chance to adulterate and ihrow a great
lot of spurious stuff on the market, and cut
the prices. Let each one be his own sales-
man, and sell direct to the jobber and con-
sumer, and when he has disposed of his
honey crop he will find his purse will not be
nearly so light. Let him see that bis honey
is strictly pure, and when his customers
find that the honey tbey get from him is al-
ways pure, he will have control of the
market where he sells his honey.

L. Watman.
Labette Co., Kans., Dec. 4.

Suffering From Foul Brood,
I have at present about 65 colonies of

bees. They did well here the past season,
but foul brood is in our midst and is likely
to remain, as many do not know what it is,

and others conceal the fact that their bees
have it. An inspector is certainly needed
in Illinois. I lost, in two years, nearly SO
colonies with foul ijrood. and have been a
subscriber to the American Bee Journal for
12 or 14 years. My mistake was in trying
to cure with drugs, as formerly recom-
mended. The McEvoy remedy is the only
remedy, but many persons who keep bees
read no bee-papers and know nothing of
the disease or its treatment.
The American Bee Journal seems to be-

come more interesting as we grow older,
and if I did not keep bees I would still

want it. C. A. Haines.
St. Clair Co., III., Dec. 16.

Beginner's Report—Hiving Swarms.
Last spring I started with 20 colonies in

S-frame dovetail hives. Most of these bad
young queens, reared during the previous
season, from Italian queens purchast from
different breeders. The colonies were not
all strong, as the honey-flow the fall before
failed. By taking some of the combs of
honey from the stronger and giving them
to the weaker, all were soon strong and
ready for the flow, which came about
May 10.

Before this I dipt the wings of all the
queens, as I did not care to run and climb
after swarms. As soon as the flow began I
put on supers, with starters in the sections.
At the same time I put wedges, IxJi inch at
the entrance, tapered to a feather-edge at
the other end, under the hives. It was just
fun to watch the bees come home loaded
and alight nearly half way back on the
cluster or bottom-board.
With this arrangement the first swarm

issued May IT, followed by others until
about June 15. in all 15 prime swarms. It
was a pleasure to hive them. The first

thing was to cage the queen, then remove
the old hive just back and to one side of the
old stand. Place a new hive with starters
in the frames on the old stand. Put a zinc-
excluder over the frames, and take the
super, bees and all. from the old hive and
place it on the zinc-excluder. By this time
the bees will be coming back, and as ihey
rush into the new hive, let the queen run
in with them. You dare not be very slow
or they will be coming back before you are
ready, or they may not return for 10 or 15
minutes.

In three or four days I place the old hive
on a new stand. In chis way the field-bees
are thrown into the new hive, which gave
me what I wanted to get—comb honey.
At the beginning of July I had 250 pounds

of nicely-capt white clover comb honey,
and 35 colonies.
The fall flow began about Aug. 15, and

during the flow, which was short, the bees
gave me a surplus of .500 pounds of nicely
capt buckwheat comb honey; also about;
2.50 pounds more of partly-capt, which I ex-
tracted and let the bees clean them out tor
next season's use. The partly-filled sections
were due to the flow stopping suddenly. I

sell my honey near home for 15 and 20 cents
per section.
As I was the only one in this community

who got any surplus honey to speak of. I

attribute my success to equalizing in the
spring, using wedges, and hiving on the old
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"ammiiiiimiiiiimimimiiiiiimiiiiii^
AS I have explained in

previous advertisements,

the publisher of a good
jonrnal can afford to make

Another Big Offer

!

liberal offers for the sake of getting his journal into new hands. I have in the

past made several such offers; but here is one that I consider especially liberal.

If you are not a subscriber to the Bee-Keepers' Review^, send me ^i.8o,
and I will have 3'-our subscription to the American Bee Journal renewed for one

year, send you 12 back numbers of the Review, and then the Review for all of

i8gg ! Remember t\\-o things : ^-ou miist be a new subscriber to the Review,

and the order must be sent to ^ ^ HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.
' *~y ^^z>*

"fmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmf^m
BOYS AND GIRLS

YOU CAN EARN EITHER

CASH oEa premium
BY SELLING OUR GOODS.

You Do Not Have to Invest a Cent Everyone Will Buy.

we are: gjving

WATCHES, CAMERAS, RINGS, SPORTING
GOODS, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
AIR RIFLES, PRINTING PRESS,

ETC., ETC

ABSOLUTELY FREE
For Selling 20 Sets of Aluminum Thimbles and Tape

Me:',sures (60 inch) at 1 cents per set.

Two Very Useful Articles, and of Good Quality, for Only Ten Cents.

OUR SPECIAL CASH OFFER

This is a reliable, straight business. Every customer gets
full value for their money. We do not ask you for a cent,
WE 1 RUST YOU. Send us your name and address and we
will mail the ;iO sets to you. post-paid. When you have sold
them, send us the Money and select your Premium. Full
instructions and Fine Premium List with each Outfit.

If you prefer to sell for CASH, wc will allow you

50% Commission. You make ONE DOLLAR on
each Outfit. This is a Great Business Opportunity.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT....WRflTE TO-DAY.

Youths' Premium Company, '*2toi46^M^n^roe^st.,^Dept. "B"

1^" The put)lishers of the American Bee Journal do not hesitate to recommend
the above company, and would suggest that the boys and girls in the families of

our readers vyrite at once.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
ol getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully illustrated, and ail written in the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is
ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out" The Bee-Keeper'8 Guide."

Given For 2 New Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Snbscribers to the Bee
Journal (with 82.00), and we will mall vou a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forJl.*36,
or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only tl.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo as a premium. Let everybody try for it'

Will you have one '

GEOKGE W. YOBK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, Dl.

stands. It may encourage the farmers to
use the movable-frame hive. I persuaded
a few last summer to get the dovetail hive,
but expect to do better next year.

I used mostly tbe4'4x4i4XlJi sections with
separators: only a few of the 5x35^xl},o
with the fence. The latter gave excellent
satisfaction. I intend to change to the tall

section as fast as I use up the old ones dur-
ing the coming season. The cost for the
change will be small, as the tall section
brings more in our market than the square.
At the close of the fall flow I removed the

wedges and supers. After taking the sec-
tions out of the supers, I placed the supers
on again so as to be ready for putting on
winter packing. During the first week of
October I put a Hill's device on the frames,
over this a quilt, and on this a cushion of
wheat chaff tuckt down very nicely.

I can hardly wait for the weekly visits of
the American Bee Journal. 8ome of the
numbers have been worth to me the whole
subscription for a year. I am very much
interested in the report of the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union, of which I am a mem-
ber. Those papers and discussions on mar-
keting honey are excellent. If more of the
bee-keepers would work up a home trade,
it would be better for the bee-keepers in
general, and for themselves in particular.
The experience one gains in that line of
work pays well, besides the surplus in his
purse.
Before I was a regular reader of bee

papers. I had even very little honey to eat.

Now. since I am the recipient of the three
oldest bee-papers publisht in the United
States, 1 have all the honey I care to eat,

besides a little to sell. I don't see how any
bee-keeper can do without a bee paper.
Long live the American Bef Journal to

promote the interests of bee-keepers.
John W. Aleektson.

Luzerne Co., Pa., Dec. 3.

Against the Credit System.

I don't know bow I could get along with-

out the American Bee Journal now; and I

don't see how any man, it he represents
himself as a man, can take the American
Bee Journal any length of time without
paying for it. The comments on "What
Credit Costs," page 776, come as near my
sentiments as I could express it. "Pay as

you go, or else don't go," is a very good
motto.
My opportunity for education when a boy

was very limited, so my object has been to

learn all I can in passing through this life.

During the time between 'til and '6.5, I dis-

tinctly remember the smell of burnt powder.
The fall and winter of '6,5'-66 I bull-whackt
on the plains between Omaha and Denver,
workt on the railroad, broke prairie with
an ox-team in Missouri, ran an engine in a
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saw mill, and for over 10 years ran a retail

grocery, and now am settled down to farm
life. During all that time I have noticed
those that paid as they went were—or

seemed to be—the most happy. "A con-
tented mind is a continual feast."

Of all the different kinds of employment
that I have followed, bee-keeping has been
the most interesting. At one time my
friends reported me crazy on the subject;

but four years have past since then, and I

have not been to the asylum. Jas. Coe.
Van Buren Co., Iowa.

Bees Building Qomb on Limbs.

In regard to bees building and rearing
brood on limbs of trees, I may say that last

summer I transferred a colony which had
built their combs on the outer limbs of an
apple-tree ; they had eggs and brood in all

stages to hatching bees, also honey. The
combs were about 12 inches long; in fact it

was a colony of bees in normal condition,
except they had no protection from wind
and rain, of which we had a great deal at

that time. Bees here in Kansas often go
into houses, graneries, chicken-bouses, or

almost any place where they can find

shelter. But I have seen only this one in-

stance where bees workt without shelter.

I send you sample of limbs on which the
bees were living.

I should be glad to see the rule made and
practiced, that everybody must pay in ad-
vance or get no paper. D. G. Parker.
Brown Co., Kans., Dec. 13.

[Thank you, Mr. Parker, for sending the

sample of comb built on a limb.

—

Editor.]

and they are there every spring. I let the
snow cover them up completely, and all is

well. 0. Crank.
Oscoda Co., Mich., Dec. 12.

Couvetitioti Notices.

California,. — The California State
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its an-
nual convention at the Chamber of Com-
merce, in Los Angeles, Jan. 11 and 12, 189S.

Sespe, Calif. J. F. McInttre, Sec.

Michigan.—The Michigan State Bee-
Keepers' Association will hold their next
annual meeting in Reed City, at the Hotel
King, Dec. 30 and 31.

Flint, Mich. W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

Sand Around Hives, Etc.

Last year I wrote about putting sand
around the hive to keep a dipt queen with-
in bounds, so I could put my finger on her.

It works like a charm, as I have had an-
other year to test it.

I winter my bees mostly in square boxes
with flat covers and shingled. I raise up
the rear to give pitch to the roof, and the
water runs off and the dead bees fall out.

I pack with sawdust on the sides and on top,

by putting on an empty super without
cover. I use heavy cotton next to the bees,

M. E. Ohio, W. I^. v., TV. ^V. I»a.
—The 18th annual convention of the N. E.
Ohio, Western New York, and N. W. Penn-
sylvania Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held in the City Hall, Cor. 13th and Buffalo
Sts., Franklin, Pa., Jan. 11 and 12, 1S9'J.

The following Is the larger part of the
program

:

President's Annual Address—Geo. Spit-

ler, of Pennsylvania.
" Spring Management of Bees "—L. K.

Edgett, of Pennsylvania.
" Summer Management of Bees"—R. D.

Reynolds, of Pennsylvania.
" How can the Conditions of the Local

Market be Improved ?"—B. W. Peck, of

Ohio.
"The best means of Increasing the Local

Honey -Resources "—H. S. Sutton, of Penn-
sylvania.

" Profitable Use of Comb Foundation "—
J. T. Nichols, of Pennsylvania.
"Making our Association More Useful"

—Geo. Spitler, of Pennsylvania.
"Preparing Bees for Winter"—N. T.

Phelps, of Ohio.
" Experiences of the Past " —D.A.Dewey,

of Pennsylvania.
Notice—It is hoped that all will make an

effort to be at this convention, and take an
active part in the discussions. Special rates
of SI. 00 per day for those attending the con-
vention have been secured at the United
States Hotel, on Liberty Street.

Geo. Spitler, Pres., Mosiertown, Pa.
Ed Jolley, Sec, Franklin, Pa.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Vonr Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be snre to eay ]nst wbat Nams hhk
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The NovEL,TY Knife la Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It is ma'^c
beautifully of indestru-tible celluloid, which is as transparent as plasa. Underneath 4o6
celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed an American Bee JonRNAL reminder, and on tt«
other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the bladee
are handforged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. ThB
holsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened
German silver wire: the linings are plate brass; the ijack springs of Sheffield spring steel, ac4
the flnlsh of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

Why purchase the Novelty Knife? In case a ^ood knife Is lost, the chances are,

the owner will never recover It; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of ownei.
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy tk;«

knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have oce
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and In case of death, yoiit
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Year or birthday present I Wha<i
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brothe^t
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoasUtei
or a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side f

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representtr
Hon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

Hew to Get this Valuable Knife.—Wc send Itpostpall. tor$l. , or give It as &
Premium to the one sending us three new Siibscriberti to the Hee JorrRNAIj{with$3.00<,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book *• Bees ani^
HoneT ," , We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Jouhnai, for one year, both for J1.90.

OEOBGE W. TORE & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.ky Kame and Address Put on the Knife.

HONEY and BEESWAX
IVIAKKEX QUOXAXIOIVS.

Chicago, Dec. 8.—Our market is less ac-
tive. There are now more offerings of comb
honey than is absorbed, hence some accumu-
lation of consignments without any special
change in prices; yeti receivers are granting
concessions to move sales. Fancy white. 1.3c;

off grades, 10@l2c; amber, 9@10c; dark, 8@
9o. Extracted, white, 6@7o; amber and dark,
5@6c. Beeswax, '27. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Detroit, Dec. 8.—No change In supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower than la»t quotations, viz. ; Fancy white,
13c; No. 1. 12@i2i4c; fancy dark and amber
9@llc. Extracted, white, 6@7c: dark, 5®
5Hc. Beeswax, 25@26c. M. H. Hunt.

Columbus, O., Dec, 15.—Honey arriving
freely. There is quite an accumulation, and
concessions in prices are necessary to move
stock. Following prices are nominal: Fancy
white, 12Hc; No. 1, ll!4c; No. 3, 10c; amber,
9c; dark, 8c.

Co LnMBns Co.M. and Storage Co.

St. Iiouis, Sept. 9. — Fancy white comb,
12tol2!^c.; A No. 1 white. 10 to lie; No. 1

white. 9 to lOe. ; dark and partlallyflUed from
5 to 8c, as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
1 white, 6 to 6Xc; No. 2, 5!.4o; amber, 5c; In
barrels. No. 1 white, 5Hc; amber. iV, to 5o;
dark, 4 to 4!4c. Choice Beeswax, prime, 24o;
choice. 24 Mc. At present there is a good de-
mand for honey. VVestcott Com. Go.

Kansas City, Sept. 9.-Fancy white comb,
12®13c: No. 1, ll®12c; amber, 10@llc. Ex-
tracted, white, 5!4@6c; amber, 5@5)4c; dark,
4K@5c. Beeswax. 32a25c.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.

G. O. Olemons & Co.

IIllwaukee,Oct. 18.—Fancy 1 pounds, 13V4
to 13c ; A No. 1, 12 to 12S4c; No. 1, 11 to 13c;
No. 2, 10 to 10 !4; mixt. amber and dark, 8 to
9c. Extracted, white, in barrels, kegs and
palls, 6ii to 7c; dark, 5 to 5i4c. Beeswax, 26
to 27c.
This market is in good condition for the best

grades of honey, either comb or extracted.
The receipts of the new crop are very fair,

and some of very nice quality. The demand
has been and continues to be very good, and
values are firm on fancy grades and straight,
uniform packing. A. V. Bishop & Co.

Hew York, Oct. 22.—Receipts of comb
honey are large, and there is quite a stock
now on the market. While white Is In good
demand, buckwheat and mixt seem to be
somewhat neglected, and quotation prices
have to be shaded in order to sell In quantity
lots: We quote:
Fancy white, 13 to 14c; No. 1 white. 11 to

12c; aiiiber, 10c; mixt and buckwheat, 8 to 9c.

Stocksof extr;ictod are lifht of all kinds. De-
mand is good at following prices; White, 6
to6V4c; amber, aVtc; dark, 5c. Southern, In
halt barrels and barrels at from 35c to 60c a
gallon. Beeswax dull at 28c.

Hilureth Bros. & Segelken.

Buffalo, Dec. 16.—Our market has become
somewhat qui ;! since the holiday trade set In,

and we consider 12 and 13c an extreme quo-
tation for best one-pound combs now: with
other grades ranging from 7 to 10 cents, ac-

cording to Inspect ion. Very little demand for
extracted at from 4 to 6c. We advise the
marketing of honey as readily as it can be
j udiciously sold. Batterson & Co.

San Prancisco, Nov. 22.—White comb. 9W
to 10V4c; amber, IV, to 9o. Extracted, white,
7to7>4c. ; light amber, 6J4 to 6>4c. Beeswax,
34@27c
Stocks in this oentpr are light and must so

continue through the balance of the season.
Choice extracted is especially In limited sup-
ply and is being held at comparatively fancy
figures. Comb is meeting with very falrtrade,
considering that It has to depend mainly on
local custom for an outlet Values for all de-
scriptions tend in favor of selling interest.

Boston, Nov. 28.—Liberal receipts with
but a light demand during the holidays. As
a result stocks have accumulated somewhat,
and prices show a lowering tendency, still we
hope for a better demand with prices at pres-

ent as follows:
Fancy white, 14c; A No.l white. 12V4 to 13c;

No. 1. 11 to 12c; light amber, 10c, with no call

for dark. Extracted, fair demand, light sup-
ply; White. 7 to 7^4o; light amber, 6H to 7c;
Southern. 5 to 6c. Blake. Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, Nov. 29.—Fancy white. 13® I4c

;

No 1 white, 12®iyo: A No. 1 amber, 10@llc;
No. 2 amber. n®10c; buckwheat, 8c. Extrac-
ted, white, 7c; amber. 6c: buckwheat, 5c.

A. B. Williams 4: Co.
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Now Alloweii on Orders.

If yon want

Sliippiiig Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or aiijlliliia: else, write to lis. Catalog

l^ree. Saiuple Copy

M^iertoaiii Bee ^ Keeper,
(Monthly, 50c a year) free. Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPACT

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytliing used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

i dress of every Bee-Keeper in
' America. We supply Deal-

ers as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mannfacturing Co.

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Plea-=!e mention Bee Journal when writing.

California >
If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Besourees. send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rnral Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
Market St„ - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Vr- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.35 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Iiiberal Discounts to the Trade.

The A. I, Root Co.'s Goods
Wholesale.

Ketall.

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to
send mo list of Goods wiinted. M. H. HUNT
Cath for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

'Wby Not Spend Cbristnias
and New Years at Home?
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets

to any point on their line at a fare and
a third for the round trip, account of

Christmas and New Year's holidays, on
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 26, 30 and 31, 1898,
and Jan. 1 and 2, with return limit to

and Including Jan. 3, 1899. Students
upon presentation of proper credentials,

can obtain tickets at the same rate, good
to return until school reconvenes.

Full information can be secured by
calling on or addressing J. Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.

Year Dadaiit's Foundation. y^I

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
Because Ii\' 31 I'F.ARN there have

not been any complaints, but thou-
sands of compliments.

86

88

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firmness, i\o Sag;-
Sfin;;. rVo Ivoss.

PATEI>'X ^VKEI>
SHEEXII^O.

PROCESS

Send Name for our Catalog, Samples of FouLdatlon and Veil Material. We sel

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" WtU Mamifactured Stock ! Quick Shipments
!"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-GASES.
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASS'WOOD In this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections—selected, young, and
thrlftv timber is used.

Write for Illustrated Catalog and Prloe-Llst FREE.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writinR-.

Gleanings in Bee=Culture,

American Agriculturist (weekly),

Farmers' Almanac for 1899,

ALL ONE YEAR ONLY $1.00.

By special arrangement with the publishers, we are enabled to offer the American
Agriculturist in combination with Gleanings at the unparalleled low rate of $1.00 tor both
papers one year including the Farmers' Almanac. The American Agriculturist is pub-
lisht in three editions: The New England Homestead, the American Agriculturist, and
the Orange Judd Farmer. Each contains matter relating to its own locality, as well as
the latest and most accurate market reports for the country in general. It has de-
partments relating to all branches of farming, articles written by the most practical and
successful farmers, supplemented with illustrations by able artists. Short stories, fash-

ions, fancy work, cooking, young folks' page, etc., combine to make a magazine of as
much value as most of the special family papers.

A sample copy will be mailed FRED by addressing
American Agriculturist, New York, N. Y.

Taken separately these two papers and Almanac cost

S2.50, consequently every subscriber under this offer will

get $2.50 in value for $i.oo.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
MEDINA, OHIO.
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UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29th Annual Convention Held at
Omaha, Nebr., Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DB. A. B. MASON, SEC.

SECOND DAY—Evening Session.

IContlnued J rem page 804.1

SUGGESTED REVISION OF THE CONSTITUTION.

Dr. Mason—When our present constitution was formulated
the aim was to make it as much in accord with the constitution
of the National Bee-Keepers' Union as possible. It seems,
however, that there are a few matters In which it ought to be
altered. Some have been talking the matter over, and have
come to the conclusion that perhaps two or three amendments
should be made. First, Article I, changing the name " Union "

to " Association," so that the name shall read, " United States
Bee-Keepers' Association." Also Article V, Sec. 1, adding to

that section : "Their term of office shall begin on Jan. 1 fol-

lowing their election, and continue for one year." That Is in

regard to the President, Vice-President, and Secretary. Then,
again. Article VI, Sec. 4, commencing at the end of the first

sentence, where it says the General Manager shall be the
treasurer of the Union, have it read : "He shall send notice
to each member at least 30 days before the expiration of such
membership of the time such membership will expire," so that
each member will know when the time has come for paying
his dues. Quite a number of members have remitted without
knowing when their membership expired. We cannot act
upon these amendments now. We can discuss them, but no-

tice of the amendments is required to be given now. I found,
in corresponding and talking with our member of Congress
about the Pure Food Bill—he said he would do all he could.
He caught the name " Union," and he wanted to know If we
were of the sort of unions that are conducingor aiding strikes,

and such things. I explained to him that we were not, and
he said that he would have the name changed, as we would
have more influence at Washington. We have labor unions of

every class, and I have no objection to them In their place
;

but they don't carry with them the weight that they used to

before they made so much trouble.

Dr. Miller—I move that the Union at this meeting express
Its approval of the proposed amendment, changing the name
of the Union to ""The United States Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion."

The motion was seconded and carried.

Article V, Sec. 1, as proposed to be amended, relating to

the terms of oSBce of President, Vice-President, and Secretary
was then read again.

Dr. Miller— I move that we recommend that change.
The motion was seconded and carried.

Article VI, Sec. 4, relating to notice, to be given to mem-
bers of the expiration of their membership, was then read as
proposed to be amended.

Mr. Secor—Do you realize what work that is going to

make? Members are coming In all the time, and conse-
quently they are constantly expiring. I do not know that I

could be at home every day in the year to look after the send-
ing out of such notices.

Mrs. Acklin—I think there should be a certain day in the
year when all memberships will expire.

Pres. York—We decided that point at Buffalo, that it

would be better to have the memberships expire a year from
the time they are received.

Mr. Whitcomb—Has it been customary to issue receipts
for membership fees?

Mr. Secor—Yes, sir; and on that receipt I state when the
membership will expire. The receipts show the date of the
expiration of the membership.

Dr. Miller— It does not follow that the members will ob-
serve that date. In nine cases out of ten the member will not
keep his receipt. This change will no doubt involve a good
deal of extra work, and there should be some provision made
for that, even if the General Manager has to hire some one to

attend to that special part and pay for it. I believe that if

these notices are sent out, as proposed, a good many will con-
tinue their memberships who would otherwise suffer them to

y
k;

Hon. £. Whitcomb (nee page S18).

lapse. I believe we will make more than we will lose by noti-

fying every member of the date of expiration of his member-
ship ; otherwise they will forget about It and let their mem-
berships lapse. The fact that they have a dated receipt I

think is not going to count for anything.
Mr. Abbott—It seems to me that this is a fair business

proposition. Every business man knows the efficacy of a
drummer in his business. A postal card sent to a man notify-

ing him that his membership will expire on a certain date Is
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simply a drummer, and shows that the Union is anxious to

have him continue. It his membership is worth anything, it

ought to be worth enough to pay for this postal-card drum-
mer. You know how it is with newspaper people; when a

subscription expires, the newspaper sends out notice of that

fact, and every inducement is thrown out to get the subscriber

to renew his subscription for the coming year. It seems to me
that as a simple business proposition, we can afford to send
out a little drummer of that kind, and I think the General
Manager and the Board of Directors should make provision

for that sort of thing. I believe that the General Manager
can send out a postal that will make an excellent drummer.

Mr. Secor—The dilBoulty is that under our system of book-
keeping, I keep the names of the members in alphabetical

order, and not in the order of the receipt of their membership.

Dr. Mason—This provides that the notices are to be sent

out at least 80 days in advance of expiration of memberships.
That might mean 40 days or more, so that the General Man-
ager need not send out each notice exactly 30 days before the
expiration, but he can send out a batch of them at a time. If

that is going to be too much work, I will volunteer to help him.
Mr. Secor—My impression is that a mistake was made in

changing the constitution as it was before. Then when the

General Manager sent out his report he could send out the

whole thing together.

Dr. Mason—At Buffalo I got at least $2o in membership
fees that I would not have gotten if the memberships had ex-

pired at the end of December. A person who paid Jan. 1

would be entitled to protection for, one whole year; if he paid

Dee. 1 he would get protection for only 30 days. That is not

just. This matter was all canvast at Buffalo last year, by a

committee who talkt the matter over and decided that it was
best to put it in this way, and the proposed amendment was
almost unanimously adopted by the members of the Union
when they voted on it in the December following.

Mrs. Acklin—Why not do as some of the newspapers do,

and let them have an extra month ?

Dr. Mason—That would not be just to the others, either.

Mr. Danzenbaker—I believe the members of this Union
are liberal men. I think you have made a good change here,

in providing that the terms of the oflfisers shall run for the

calendar year, beginning with the first of January, and I

think it would be a good thing to have the membership the

same way. I paid a dollar at Buffalo last year, and until yes-

terday I forgot that for several days I was not a member. I

do not want it to be that way. I would like to have my mem-
bership expire on the first of January, and I would vote for

that change.
Dr. Mason—If those postal cards were prepared before-

hand and printed, and on the first of each month they were
sent out to each member who would be delinquent in the next

45 days, that would not be much trouble.

E. R. Root—I would suggest that for this work a clerk be

employed to send out the notices. I am sure that the Board
of Directors would be willing to pay the expense. Then we
would be sure that every member would be given notice from
30 to 45 days in advance of the date of the expiration of his

membership, and every one could renew his membership if he
wanted to.

Pres. York— I wonder if It would not have been a good
plan if we had provided last year that the memberships should

expire every three months. If I paid for membership to-day,

that membership could begin on the first of next month—Octo-

ber. I believe that would have been a good thing, if we had
thought of it. Then we would have memberships expiring on
the first day of January, March, July, and October.

Dr. Mason—Even thea the man who didn't pay until the

second or third day of October would have no protection until

the first of the following January.
Mr. Danzenbaker—You speak of the matter of protection.

I didn't count that at all ; I never expect to need any. I am
opposed to adulteration, and I am willing to contribute my
fee, and more, too, to help protect others in that regard.

Adulteration is only practiced with extracted honey, but I am
willing to use as much effort as the rest do in helping to fight

the adulteration of extracted honey.
Dr. Mason—I move that we make this suggestion. The

Board of Directors can pay the General Manager not to exceed
20 percent of the receipts for his services. If that Is not
going to be enough for his services, we can change it so as to

give him a larger salary.

The motion of Dr. Mason was seconded and carried.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED.

Mr. Secor here offered the following resolutions :

Resolved, That the hearty thanks of this society be and
are hereby extended to the local members of the Nebraska

Bee-Keepers' Society, Hon. E. Whitcomb and L. D, Stilson,

for the time, labor, and expense by which they have con-
tributed to the comfort and pleasure of this convention.

Resolved, That we appreciate the courtesy of the Commer-
cial Club of the city of Omaha in providing our convention
with these pleasant rooms.

The resolutions were approved by a rising vote.

Dr. Miller— I wish to speak of a matter which has im-
prest me and pleased me very much, and that is the perfect
harmony that has prevailed in our sessions. Everything has
gone harmoniously and smoothly, and that fact cannot but be
gratefully acknowledged by every member. And another
thing: I don't believe that many of you recognize how much
hard work our General Manager has to do. I think we ought
continually to bear that in mind, and let him feel that we are
grateful to him and anxious to give him our best support.

Mr. G. M. Whitford, of Nebraska, then read the following
paper, entitled.

The Relations Exi§ting Betivcen the Apiary and
llic Siiceessfnl Production or Fruit.

,:^<i The successful production of any crop depends upon cer-

tain conditions, some of which are easily controlled. To at-

tain as nearly as possible to perfection in producing crops, we
must not only know what these conditions are, but must learn

how we can control them. Fruitgrowers realize that a vary
important condition is the perfect fertilization of the blos-

soms of all kinds of fruit.

Nature has wisely provided for. the polienization of blos-

soms of the vegetable kingdom, in the creation of bees. Of
the different agencies depended upon to do this important
work the bee is the most thorough. We may plant our fruit-

trees in such a way that those prolific in the production of

pollen will be intermingled with other trees that are to be fer-

tilized; or we may depend upon the Winds to carry the life-

giving dust from one planter tree to another : but there are

times .when these will fail, while the bee would perform the

work perfectly.

It is true that at times the bee Is unable to fertilize the
blossoms of some kinds of fruit perfectly, owing to unfavor-
able weather at the time the blossoms appear, and the pollen

is ripe. The spring just past was such. We have an apple-

orchard of about 350 bearing trees, that bloomed abundantly ;

just as the blossoms were opening, cold, wet weather set in

and continued during the entire time the trees were in bloom,
consequently the apple crop will not exceed 25 bushels for

the entire orchard. The same trees in 1896 yielded about
1,500 bushels. Plum and cherry trees blossomed before the
wet weather began, and bore a full crop of fruit.

Our first cherry trees were set out in the spring of 1875

;

at that time there were no bees within four miles of the trees,

which bore a yery small quantity of fruit, some years failing

entirely, until 1886, when we bought a colony of bees. Now
we get a crop of cherries each year ; at present the cherry Is

considered an annual cropper, and it is expected that the trees

will commence bearing as soon as they are large enough. The
same varieties are grown that were put out 10 or 12 years
ago. The only way we can account for the increast yield of

fruit is the fact that there are more bees in this locality.

The same facts hold true with all kinds of fruit—unless

the blossom is fertilized no fruit will be developt.

Orchards that are visited by bees produce better and
more uniform specimens of fruit, than those not visited, from
the fact that the bee carries pollen from one tree to another,

thus cross-fertilizing the blossoms. G. M. Whitford.

A discussion of the paper was dispenst with, in view of

the lateness of the hour.
Hon. E. Whitcomb, of Nebraska, then read a paper, on

The Apiary on tlie Farm and in the Orchard.

The apiary is fast being recognized as one of the sources

of profit on the farm, especially with the farmer who desires to

carry on a system of diversified farming. The farmer, of all

people, is perhaps the least dependent upon his fellow men,
and on every fair-sized farm there annually goes to waste sev-

eral hundred pounds of nectar, unless he has the means of

gathering and storing for the use of himself and family. It is

not necessary that the farmer bee-keeper become a competi-
tor in the markets with the expert bee-keeper, and in most
Instances this would not be desirable or profitable, but I have
earnestly advocated that the farmer should produce at least

sufficient to supply his own table, if not more.
Honey is being recognized as so healthful a diet, especially

for children, that not a family can be found where honey en-

ters into the everyday diet who have any cause to call the
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family physician. A single pound of well-ripened honey con-

tains more nutriment than two pounds of pork, and more
medicine than any druggist would put up for 50 cents.

As fertilizer on the farm the bee is of value, which will

appear later on in this paper. By fertilizer we do not wish
to be understood enriching the soil, but the clovers and fruits

that form a great portion of the industries of the farm.
In the orchard, in the garden, and more especially among

small fruits, the honey-bee is fast becoming recognized as a

very important factor. Out on the treeless prairies where
wild bees are almost entirely unknown, this is of more impor-
tance to the orchardlst and horticulturist than in the localities

farther east. Here the gentle zephyrs which often waft them-
selves into small hurricanes, cannot be depended upon to fer-

tilize or poUenize the flowers of the fruit-tree, and the honey-
bee must be relied upon to do the work.

Early this year, on talking with a gentleman from Col-

orado, who was largely engaged in growing melons, he re-

markt that when he first engaged in the business the crop was
very unsatisfactory—melons ill-shaped, and inferior—when a

friend suggested that the honey-bee would remedy the diffi-

culty, and a few colonies were introduced in the melon-fields,

and with the result of more than four times the former crop
from year to year, and at this time Senator Swink, of Colorado,
would not think of growing melons without bees be.«ide them.

In my own experience, the spring of 1893 was wet and
cold. The orchard showed a profusion of bloom. In the

cherry-orchard there were two bright days which enabled the

bees to work upon the cherry-bloom, and as a result I har-

vested 300 bushels of cherries ; when my neighbors who had
trees in equally good condition as mine, bought their fruit

from my orchard. The apple-blossoms fell without giving the
bee an opportunity for work upon them, and the result was no
apples. A few deformed ones remained on the trees until

partially grown and then fell off, and were counted among the
crop of windfalls.

As farmers and orchardists I am confident that we do not
attach sufficient importance to this one item of adding the

honey-bee to these industries, and often score signal failures

because of this neglect. It is not expected that every farmer
or every orchardist should become an expert bee-lveeper, or

that he could come in competition with those who have made
that a business and a lifetime study, but they should be com-
bined sufficiently to make a success of the former, inasmuch
as it has already been clearly demonstrated that the blossom
must be pollenized in order to produce fruit, and that bees
cannot be kept profitably without the blossoms from which to

gather nectar.

A few years ago, while attending the State Horticultural
Society meeting at Wymore, Nebr., we were shown a peach
growing on an apricot tree. This showed too clearly the work
of some busy bee flitting from the peach to the apricot, carry-

ing the pollen from one to the other. Perhaps Nature may
havestept in finally to aid this work in a measure, but the
lesson of the importance of the bee to the farm and orchard
was left as clearly as if the historian had witnest the whole
transaction. E. Whitcomb.

A. I. Root— There is a very important fact, that melon-
growers have been compelled to get bees—some of the larger
growers getting them by the hundreds of colonies.

Mr. Whitcomb—In these States out here we have few of

what are called wild bees, and if we are to make a success of

growing small fruits we must introduce bees along with the

fruits and other agricultural and horticultural interests. My
apiary is in close proximity to the orchard, and the bees work
on the bloom of the cherry-trees, and I have good crops of

cherries, while my neighbors, who have just as good trees and
as good bloom, get comparatively no cherries, because they
have no bees. In our institute work over the State, we find it

to be the universal verdict that bees must be introduced along
with the small fruits, or along with the orchards, in order to

get any fruit. The horticulturist, instead of fighting the api-

culturist, should really regard him as a friend.

A. I. Root—The gentleman who spoke to me about using
bees in connection with melon-growing says they have some
500 or 600 acres of melons, and 400 colonies of bees, and
he told me this morning that they were going to put in 200
more colonies.

Mr. Danzenbaker—We have two men who are engaged in

raising cucumbers under glass in winter, and they put two
colonies of bees into the house to fertilize the blossoms. In
Florida I visited a man who did the same thing there. They
tried fertilizing by hand, but they say that plan did not suc-
ceed, compared with fertilizing with bees.

For the want of time the papers by Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of

Georgia, on "Needs of Bee-Culture in the South," and by Mr.

Wm. McEvoy, of Ontario, Canada, on "Foul Brood," were
past without reading, to be included in the publisht proceed-
ings. They will appear at the end of the report.

[Continued next week.1

Journalistic Courtesy—Bumble-Bees and
Audreua.

BY PROF. A. .r. COOK.

As that day of all the year the best—Christmas—is right

upon us, it is a good time to speak of peace or aught that
makes for it.

No doubt most of the readers of the dear old American
Bee Journal have heard the story of " Jim " and " Bill." They
met after enlistment in the service to fight for their country.
Bill says :

"Jim, why did you enlist?"
" You know," replied Jim, " that [ was a single man, and

always did like war, and so enlisted."
" And Bill, why did you enlist ?"

Bill answered: " I am a married man, and always liked

peace, and so I enlisted."

I am sure bee-keepers are like Bill. They like peace, and
so are rejoiced at this very eve of the century to note the
pleasant relations among the several bee-papers, and the
kindly feeling in the whole fraternity. As of old it is a goodly
thing for brethren to dwell together in unity, and lam sure
that the whole fraternity are to be congratulated, in that our
editors are agreed that peace, not war—concord, not discord

—are what go to make up the most reputable journal.

It is 30 years since I first became interested in reading
the bee-papers. As all will remember, who were then patrons
of our art and readers of its literature, bitter quarrels, harsh
invectives, and unseemly aspersions, too often showed their

uncanny visage in the bee-papers of that day. The great
wrongs of Mr. Langstroth embittered bee-keepers against
each other. Those who knew of the injustice done the grand
old man found it hard to keep denunciation back ; while those

who had done the wrong had their friends, who were as free

to defend and to return harsh criticism.

For many years, now, thespiritot our bee-papers has been
entirely different from that of the olden time. Mr. A. I. Root
came into the ranks about the time I entered. He soon
brought the Christian spirit with him, and workt with zeal,

not only for the craft, but to bring amicable relations among
all bee-keepers.

Not long after, such men as Drs. Mason and Miller were
in the thick of the fraternity, and it is hard for quarrels or

bitterness to exist wherever their genial influence is felt. Mr.
Hutchinson was another who was too fair in his judgments
aLd feelings to brook anything tainted with dissensions. The
present editor of the " Old Reliable " is not a whit behind the

chief in his love for peace, and works to keep it ever to the

front. It is certainly a blessed change.

If, as has been suggested of late, some one does throw an
apple of discord into our literature, or come with the proverb-

ial chip on the shoulder, no one picks up the apple or knocks
off the chip, and so no conflict occurs. The discouragements
of poor honey seasons and no returns for hard labor may tend
to make even the amiable man combative, but we are rejoiced

that even that so seldom succeeds in bringing discord to

the front.

1 believe it is the grand province of our Christian civiliza-

tion to make every pursuit in the highest degree successful,

and, better than this, make all of each pursuit, and all pur-

suits, to work in fullest harmony each with the other, that all

may joy most only when all are receiving most.

BUMBLE-BEES—ANDRENA.

The article from Prof. L. Bruner, contributed by him
for the Omaha convention, was certainly very able and full of

interest. It Is good to have specialists speak on such occa-

sions. There were two or three positions taken by him that I

am led to question : He says that bumble-bees gather honey
mostly for the brood. I am Inclined to the opinion that with

bumble-bees, as with the honey-bee, the honey is as Important
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for the mature as for the immature bees. Bumble-bees are so
like the honey-bee in their habits, work, aod life history, that
I believe what is true of the one is largely so of the other. I

think the main part of the pollen is for the brood, but that the
honey is quite as much for the mature beea»

Again, I feel sure that the species of Audrena do at times
take from the honey of the hive. There are many records of
such pilfering on the part of the small black bees. I have
often had such bees sent me.

I was glad Prof. Bruner spoke so well of the value of
bees as pollinators, and said of a truth that honey-dew is

exclusively the product of insects. There is little doubt but
such is the truth. Los Angeles Co., Calif., Dec. 12.

Mosquitoes aud Other Pests in Cuba and tlie

South.
BY F. DANZENBAKBR.

I went to the Omaha convention hoping to meet Mr. O. 0.
Poppleton, but I failed to see him. I was very greatly pleased
with the valuable information given in his interesting paper
on honey-production in Cuba, as I wanted to learn still more
of the drawbacks, if any, that might be there.

Mr. Lathrop wisht to know if there was foul brood there,
but no one present could answer the question. Mr. Poppleton
now says there was none iu Cuba.

I am under further obligation to Mr. Poppleton for his
calling attention to what I askt about—other pests that might
be there to make miserable the life of the bee-keeper. I did
not say how many mosquitoes were in Cuba—I said I had askt
returned soldiers, and others from there, about mosquitoes,
gnats, fleas, and sandflies, but no one that I had met seemed
able to answer, and I wisht to know if there were none there

;

perhaps those I met had not been outside of the cities enough
to know.

Having spent the greater part of the past 22 years in the
South, I am aware of the insects and creeping pests that infest
that otherwise favored region. Take them away, and for me
it would be an earthly Eden ; and I have desired for years to
learn if there is any place in an all-time summer-land free of
Insect pests. If so, I would like to go there to live, as I have
no use for frost and snow. I have been on the east coast of
Florida several seasons, and I know of no place in the United
States where as much health and pleasure can be had for the
outlay as on the Halifax and Indian rivers, and the region of
Lake Worth and Biscayne Bay, on the east coast of Florida,
from October till May. But I have been told by people that!
met in their own homes on Key Largo, that during the sum-
mer months mosquitoes sometimes covered the sides of their
houses till the color of the boards was hidden by them, and
they were forced to shut themselves in-doors to escape the
mosquitoes at certain hours of the day ; but there were sand-
flies and gnats, fleas and jiggers or redbugs so small that but
few people can see them without the aid of a glass ; the poison
of their bites lasts for days. I would rather endure a thou-
sand mosquitoes that I can shut out, than one of these red-'
bugs, as th«y threw me into a fever. I have scars that I have
carried for 20 years resulting from their bites, before I learned
how to destroy them, which can be done by heating the flesh
at an open flre, hot enough to kill them, which also cures the
terrible itching and swelling caused by their poisonous bites.

I would not suffer these things anywhere, even if I could
produce 1,000 fancy sections of honey to the colony; and I
would be very glad If Mr. Poppleton, or any one else, will tell
what we can learn nowhere else of the dark side—what the
bee-keeper must meet that makes his life miserable in Cuba.

District of Columbia.

A Reply to a Criticism on the Golden Method
of Producing Comb Honey.

BY J. S. HABTZELL.

In presenting to the readers of the American Bee Journal
the product of my apiary, etc., for 1898, on page 657, I had
thought I would not write anything more for publication be-
fore the close of the season of 1899, if spared, and then make
up my account; but through the kindness of an esteemed
friend and fellow bee-keeper I have been introduced to
another "Doubting Thomas "—Mr. R. L. Taylor—who has
appeared on the arena, presenting in the columns of the Bee-
Keepers' Review his criticisms on my report and the Golden
method of comb honey production.

Before replying to Mr. Taylor's criticisms, I wish to say I
would esteem it but just and right that when any article is

criticised, the criticism should appear in the same journal the
first article had been publisht. Otherwise it would necessi-

tate the taking of all journals pertaining to apiculture to keep
informed in relation to the articles written, which would be a
costly expedient ; for had it not been for the friend spoken of,

sending me the November issue of the Review, I would not
have known of the critic's criticism.

Mr. Taylor appears very much surprised that the 40 col-

onies on the Golden plan yielded 46 13^ '20 sections per col-

ony, while the 21 colonies run on the ordinary plan yielded
only 28 2/7 sections per colony, of completed honey. These,
liowever, are facts.

Mr. Taylor says :
" Mr. Hartzell seems to be imprest with

the idea that this nakecJ stofemc7if should be sufiicient to con-
vince any one of the great superiority of the new plan, but I

[Mr. Taylor] doubt if any one will be convinced."
Now, fellow bee-keepers, is that surprising ? Doubting

Thomas saw the Lord after his resutrectlon, but would not be
convinced that It was He, until the Lord requested him to

reach hither his finger and behold His pierced hands, and
reach hither his hand and thrust it into His side, and be not
faithless (doubting) but believing. After which, in astonish-

ment, Thomas cried, "My Lord and my God!" Doubters!
yes, bless you, plenty of them. The antediluvian world doubted
the admonitions and preaching of Noah, and perisht after a
lapse of 120 years, when the fullness of time had come ; the
Jews doubted the coming of the Christ, or Messiah, and are still

in doubt. Three-fourths of the residents of the United States,

and of the world, are doubters of Christianity, or, if not, would
be identified with the Christian church. I will not, therefore,

undertake to convert Mr. Taylor, for his doubting is so deeply
implanted in him that I deem it would be a useless endeavor
:to try to get him to test the Golden plan.

The next quotation from Mr. Taylor's criticism reads
thus : "In the first place, it is entirely too good to be true;"
and follows by saying :

" I am not questioning the truth of

Mr. Hartzell's statement." This appears to me very strange
logic—"too good to be true;" yet "not questioning the

truth," etc. See how unjust Mr. Taylor is. It still remains,
however, that " truth crusht to earth will rise again."

The statements made by me concerning the products of

my apiary are true, and Mr. Taylor's references to exactness,
scale tests, etc., are quibblings of his. I made no selections

of colonies, and to fully satisfy myself I applied the Golden
method promiscuously throughout my apiary. No feeding
was done, no account taken of weight, or of young or old

queens ; the swarms on the Golden as well as on the ordinary
plan were returned, and the entire apiary managed without
Increase.

Mr. Taylor, I presume, from his inqulsitiveness, is in no
sense competent to criticise the Golden method, else he would -

not make inquiries as to what was done with swarms from
each class, weights of each brood-nest at the end of the sea-

son, etc. Bless you, Mr. Taylor, on the Golden plan we want
all colonies to swarm, but the swarms are to be returned, and
if you will turn to Mr. Golden's article publisht in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal of July 30, 1896, your eyes may behold the
dawning of a new era In bee-keeping.

I tested six colonies on the Golden plan in 1S97 (see my
report on page 741 of that year). That experiment with the
Golden plan satisfied me as to Its worthiness, and the past sea-

son's experience doubly convinced me of the superiority of the
Golden method over any other in vogue.

Has Mr. Taylor ever tested the Golden plan ? If not, will

he be manly enough to give it a fair trial in 1899? Or will

he continue his criticisms without applying tests, and thus re-

main a doubter ?

O, could we make those doubts remove—
Those gloomy doubts that rise.

Somerset Co., Pa.

Lang'Strotli on tlie Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a vear—both together for only .$2.00.

Xbe Xames and Addresses of all your bee
friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this ofiice. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,
and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-
scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.
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Bii5mftjig»:

hr. wijiwo lubig.

Mlister Leditor Melican Blee Jurnl :—Flaps I tlink

you llkee see my picture. Me velly fline man—that's what my
fiends say—slotne say me dlude and slom say me lady's man,
all same Mlister Lambler. I like tell you me no dlude and me
no clare for ladies, except my wiffo. Me plain Wung Lung,
one-time legetable man, now sugar-fly keeper and miner.

Lots Melican man get him plictlure in blee-papers. He
awlso tell allee bout himself. I llink I like do awlasame Meli-
can man.

I blorn near Plekin, so you see me glood Chinaman—no
Coolie blout ma. I go school to Plofe-ssor Al Jung Koik, who
kleep academy near my father's lice flield. When sleventleen
yers old me coma Clalifornia, where my clousin come first, and
like he mal<e heep money washee and ironee. I tly wash-tlub
little while and no likee him. I likee out-door belly muchee,
so me go in plartuership with one Chinaman, and lalse legeta-

I could no more be solger, I go to the mines. I tell you blout

mines next time. As I take up muchee you splace allredy, I

won't tell blout myblees.
Slome one say, In one of the sugar-fly papers, that the

only Chinaman In Melica that keeps sugar-fly'is in Los Lang-
les clounty ; he make mistake, and If he had led the " Old
Reliable" he would have sleen that I kept sugar-fly near Slan

Flancisco four ylear ago.

Me could tell you belly muchee more blout myself, but you
might tlink me legotistical.

Tell your leaders, Mlister Leditor, should you print my
plicture, that I do not dress every day as I applear in the plo-

toglaph I send you. This is my best suit, and I wear it when
I go to Slunday schlool, to a funeral, or to a wedding. I am
slorry my queue is not shown at length ; if you look close you
will see that it is wound round the black of my head. You will

note that it shows off my flace to great advlantage. Still, I

should like to have had it exlibited acloss the front of my
jacket, as it is a beautiful queue, and I take heep muchee
pUde In it. I may tell you more about this and blees the next

tllme I lite you. Gud Ely. Wung Lung.

[It is with some degree of pride that we reproduce Captain

Wung Lung's photo' in the " Old Reliable." While we recog-

nized from the letters we received from him in the past, that

ble in Alameda county. My plartner no good man ; he too
muchee cheatee me. I lose money.

Next me lun lanch of glarden thick myself. I send you
pictlure of my old home sometime ago. At this place me flirst

commence to keep sugar-fly. Me do belly well with legetable
and sugar-fly. Make heep much money. Me get another
plartner; this time be belly good man.

Pretty sloon, blime bly, me go China see my old home.
War come on and me go fight Japanese man. Near Plort
Arthur me get belly bad shottee and long time hap die. Me
no die, just slame, but long time get well. My clusin, Li Hung
Chang, make me Glaptain for blavery shown on the field of

battle. War all over me cum back to Melica. Now me got
heep nice wifiFo in San Flancisco.

Last April I lite Mlister MoKinley and offer my slervices

as officer or plivate in Melican larmy to go and flight Splanlsh
man. I tell him that I much plefer to go to Manilla, as heap
Chinaman there, and belly muchee chance tor me to make
money there when the war is over. I tell him, Mlister Mc-
Kinley, that heep lich Nu York man go to Manilla so as to

grab land and money down there soon as no mora fightee
Splanlsh man. Mlister MoKinley no answer my letter ; I guess
he think me too honest. So I next lite to Mlister Jim Bludd

—

you know Mlister JimBludd—him GlovlonerClalifornia. Well.
he tell me too many Melican man want to go to flight Splanlsh
man, so he had to give them a chance flirst. When I flind

p;^

Copt. Wung Lung.

he was quite an intelligent celestial, we did not know that he

was such a distinguisht personage until we read the above

modest, and, we feel sure, very incomplete autobiographical

sketch. He shows commendable ambition—from a knight of

the wash-board and flat-iron, he has become, we understand,

a distinguisht apiarist, a brave soldier, and a gold-miner. We
hope, later on, to give some racy letters from him about the

mines and bees.

—

Editor J

Xbe BIcEToy Foul Brood Xreatment is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on "Foul Brood; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
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CONDUCTED BY

OR. O. O. SJILLEJt. MASMNGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlrect.l

Keeping: Bees Kear a Railroad.

I have moved to this place, and I will bring here about 06
colonies of my bees. I have plenty of room to put them, altho

the most out-of-the-way place would be right along a pale

fence, and right back of this fence is a cut about 12 feet deep
—-a railroad where a heavy freight train is pusht through
from six to eight times a day (except Sunday). Would there
be any harm to the bees or railroad men ? The back of the

hives are toward the railroad. Penn.

Answer —Reports from those who have had bees close to

trains seem to agree that the bees are not hurt by them. No
anxiety need be felt about the bees disturbing the railroad

men, for the cut being 12 feet deep would make the bees fly

over the trains, and the pale fence would practically make the

cut as much deeper as the height of the fence. Of course, the

bees could fly through between the pales, but you'll find they
will not do so.

mi§inatcd and Cross Bee§.

1 divided a colony of Italian bees, and the young queen
they reared looks like her mother, but her bees are different

altogether. They look browner, and the yellow stripes look
whiter. What would you call them ? They are good honey-
gatherers, and like to rob whenever they get a chance. Would
It be wise to breed from such stock ? Nebr.

Answer —The bees are hybrids. The queen has mis-
jnated, and the bees are a cross. ' It may do to breed from
them, but you will probably do better to breed from the pure
stock from which they came. That will secure you more of

the same kind very likely. As you say, they are good workers,
tho likely to be cross, and if you breed from them the next
generation may not be so good.

Feed for Bees in Spring.

Would not any sugar, or syrup, that we know to be made
from the pure juice of the cane, be good for feeding bees in

the spring, for increase, whether it is granulated, clarified, or

not ? I can get some that granulated after being made into

molasses, if it will do to feed. Ala.

Answer —Yes, any molasses, sugar, or anything of the
sort may be fed to the bees when they are flying daily, pro-

viding it be not stored for winter. In the fall it would not do.

Doolitlle's ]Metiiod of ((ueen-Rearin;;.

1. I do not fully understand the Doolittle method of rear-
ing queens. Are the cells that contain the young larviB to be
cut down so as to more easily transfer to the artificial queen-
cups ? How is the stick or tool made to transfer with ?

2. How Is the nursery made, and how is It placed in the
iive ? How soon after the bees finish the cells should they
be placed in the nursery ? Colorado.

Answers. — 1. Mr. Doolittle shaves down with a sharp
knife the cells containing the larvtB to within 'g-inch of the
septum. The tool used for transferring the larva Is " a goose-
quill tooth-pick, having its point broad and curved."

2. In " Doolittle on Queen-Rearing " you will find on page
76 the following: " I make the queen-nursery as follows:
Sixteen bJocks are gotten out, 2%i2%xX of an inch, which
exactly fill one of my frames. A IJ^-inch hole is bored in the
center of each of these blocks, over which is tackt a piece of

wire-cloth having 12 to 16 meshes to the inch, and being two
inches square. Before tacking on the wire-cloth, 1 bore in the
edge of the block, (which Is designated for the top after the
block is put in the frame) a ?.,'-inch hole, boring down to with-
in ?s of an inch of the IJI-lnch hole. I now finish boring the
hole with a J^-inch bit. This hole is for the queen-cell to be

placed in, and the reason for the two sizes of holes is to give a
shoulder, so that the queen-cell can hang in the block, the
same as it does ou the comb, and still be in no danger of slip-

ping through into the block. This hole is bored a little to one
side of the center, so as to allow room for a Ja-inch hole on
the other side, which is to receive the candy ; the latter hole
is so bored that it comes nut near one side of the IK-inch
hole, and when it is deep enough, so that a hole large enough
for the queen to enter, is made, I stop boring, for a shoulder
at the bottom is needed to keep the candy in place. Now fill

the hole with candy, packing it In with a plunger made to fit

the hole loosely, and tack on the wire-cloth. The blocks can
be made so that a given number will fit any frame in use. I

only give this description as the right size to use in the Gallup
frame."

These blocks are put in a brood-frame and hung in the
hive like any frame. The cells are put in the nursery when
nearly ready to hatch.

Having answered these questions thus far directly from
Mr. Doolittle's book, I confess to a very unsatisfied feeling,

for there are so many more things that ought to be told to any
one who thinlvs of rearing queens by Mr. Doolittle's method.
But it will hardly do to go on and occupy page after page with
quotations from the book, and I can hardly urge too strongly
any one who thinks of rearing queens according to the teach-
ings of the book to get the book for himself. I think I am
about eight years older than Mr. Doolittle as a bee-keeper,
and have had no little personal experience in rearing queens,
but you couldn't get his book from me for a five-dollar bill if I

couldn't get another one. When I got it I was so fascinated
with it that I couldn't stop reading aty more than the invet-

erate novel-reader. He has had au iai-nense experience in

queen-rearing, and has thrown his whole soul Into It, and he
has the rare knack of telling clearly and explicitly just what
is desirable to be known, with many a little kink that others
might not think of giving, but which are essential to com-
plete success. It you have any idea of taking into your own
hands any part of the rearing of queens, by all means get
Doolittle's "Scientific Queen-Reariug." You'll like it, and
you'll like the man that wrote It. [We mail the book, bound
in cloth, for Sl.OO ; or for .SL. 75 the Bee Journal one year
and the book.

—

Editor.]

^ ^
Bee§ ^Vinterins: in a Bcer-Ca§e.

Last May I captured a swarm of bees and put them into a
beer-case, not having a hive handy. They began to gather
honey, and so I was told not to change them until spring. I

took a box four feet square, put a root on it, covered the in-

side with building-paper, and the outside with felt tar-paper,
then put a pipe in through the roof to the bottom of the box,

and set the hive in the middle on a shelf. Then I put some
straw between the hive and box, and covered the outside box
with snow. Do you think they will live through the winter?
I took no honey away, and I should judge the whole thing
weighed 40 pounds or more. Minn.

Answer.— It isn't entirely clear from your description

just what provision there is for the bees to get air and to fly

out on warm days. If that part Is all right, your bees ought
to stand a fair chance to winter through. If that pipe through
the roof down to the bottom is the only entrance to the hive

It will hardly do. There ought to be provision made for

entrance and exit at the regular place where the entrance was
before they were packt, and It Is better for the entrance to be
such as to allow the bees to enter horizontally.

Remorins Winter-Cases—Stimulallve Feeding
Transferring, Etc.

I am wintering 66 colonies of bees—47 in dovetailed sin-

gle-walled hives, with winter-cases, 13 in the old-fashioned
10-frame Root chaff hives, and one in a single-walled hive

packt in straw in a dry-goods box. Now then :

1. When should I remove the winter-cases in the spring

—about what time ?

2. I desire to transfer the others into single-walled dove-
tailed hives ; what time in the spring should it be done ?

3. I desire to feed them in the spring to stimulate brood-
rearing. Should this be done before transferring ?

4. In this locality we have no Alsike clover, and but very

little basswood. Ten miles from here there are hundreds of

acres of Alsike, and 1200 or 1500 basswood trees within a
range of a mile. I desire to remove about 25 of my colonies

there In the spring, the ground costing me little or nothing.
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a, Will it pay? b, If so, should it be done before or after

feediuK ? o, Will it be necessary to move winter-cases and all ?

5. How can I use a Boardmao feeder while the bees are

still packt in chaff?
6. Would you advise starving bees upon warm days to

give them a flight ? Michigan.

Answers.— 1. Unless there is danger of starvation, it is

not necessary to remove them till weather has fairly warmed
up and bees are at work on fruit-bloom, if indeed there is need
of it before time for putting on supers.

2. The favorite time is during fruit-blo'om.

3. Try not more than two or three before fruit-bloom,

some of them in the gap between fruit-bloom and clover, and
leave the rest without feeding. If you hurt instead of help

those fed before fruit-bloom, it won't matter much, because
the number is small. By feeding part and leaving part with-

out feeding after fruit-bloom, you will be able to judge some-
what whether it is wise for you to practice stimulative feeding
in the future. For it is well to remember that it is not agreed
that stimulative feeding is a universally good thing.

4. a. It seems that it ought to pay big. b. Just in time to

catch the first clover, c. No.
5. Probably you can't very conveniently.
6. Some pooh-pooh the idea, but on a day when other col-

onies were having a good flight, if X saw one not flying, I'd

kick it.

DUtauce Bees kept from a Street-
Colonies.

-Qiieenless

1. Is there any law in the city of Chicago, as to how far an
apiary has to be located from a highway or street, whether
it must be fenced in, etc.?

2. At what time in thespring do queens commence to lay,

if the colony be in good condition ?

3. What will be the result of a colony that loses its queen
during the winter months ?

4. What is to be done with such a queenless colony in

spring ? Illinois.

Answers.— 1. I don't know, but I doubt there being any
specific law on the subject. Any Chicago lawyer can tell you,

or you can find out for sure if you put your bees where they
will sting passers-by. Your wise course is to take it for

granted that the law does not allow you to endanger your
neighbors, for if you do you will probably find there is law
enough against you. This is one of the cases in which it pays
well to keep on the safe side. A little injudiciousness on the
part of one bee-keeper may make it warm for every bee-

keeper in the whole city.

2. Wintered out-doors, you may find eggs In February. If

all goes well in a cellar, the queen is not likely to lay till the

bees are brought out.

3. Death.
4. Unite with a weak colony that has a queen, or distrib-

ute among several colonies that need help. Of course, you can
give it brood from another colony and let it rear another
queen, and that's almost certainly the thing you'll insist on
doing if you haven't had much experience, tint after a little

experience you'll find it doesn't pay.

Building Combs in Wired Frames.

Will bees hived or transferred on empty frames, pierced

and wired horizontally, with inch starters, draw out their

combs around the wires the same as if they had full sheets ?

Michigan.

Answer.—Not always, and probably not often. They
will build down the combs just as they would if no wires were
there, and wherever the wire happens to come it will be built

into the comb. One would be likely to think that if the wires

are stretcht true in the center of the frame, and the hive is

perfectly level from side to side, the comb being built down
perpendicularly will have its septum correspond exactly with
the wires. So it would if the combs were built entirely

straight from one end to the other. But bees, when left to

themselves, have a trick of building their combs corrugated or

waving, which would allow the horizontal wires to correspond
with the septum only a small part of the way.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all other bee-keepers possi-

ble to subscribe for it. See 6 big offers on page SIO.

Making: Bees Immune to Foul Brood.—In the British

Bee Journal J. H. S. suggests that altho it is highly optimis-

tic and theoretical, yet considering the Pasteur treatment for

hydrophobia and the antitoxin treatment for diphtheria, it is

not impossible that bees might be made immune to foul brood

by an artificially-produced foul-brood anti-toxin. He thinks

the treatment would resolve itself into the rendering of the

queen of each hive immune, a certain part of this immunity
would be transmitted to her stock, drones included, and after

some generations a race of immune bees might grow up.

Comb Honey, in the opinion of the editor of the Canadian
Bee Journal, requires so much extra work in preparation, in

looking after bees run for that kind of honey, and costs so

much for sections, foundation and cases, that it raises the

question whether it does not pay better to produce extracted

honey. The skill, and the time required to apply the skill Id

producing comb honey for market, excludes, in his opinion,

beginners and those devoting a large part of their time to

other business. That last statement is a^partial answer to the

first. The limited field gives a better chance for remunera-
tion to those who are in the field.

An Incomplete Experiment is what the Bee-Keepers'

Review Critic calls the one given on page 657 of the American
Bee Journal by Mr. Hartzell, in which the (Golden method beat

the common two to one. He thinks it is too good to be true,

and before making any conclusion, all the conditions and all

the results should be given with all the exactness that the

closest scrutiny with the aid of scales can give. Mr. Taylor

says :

"There are too many high claims made for new discover-

ies, which after a little time are given up as valueless, to war-

rant one in accepting with confidence any new plan whose re-

sults are proclaimed only in general and indefinite terms, un-

less there are inherent reasons to indubitably recommend it."

Boiling Fermenting Honey in Vacuo.—Mr. Hooker's

experience in treating fermenting honey when in America, is

given thus in British Bee Journal :

" He bought at a store a small quantity of honey ; it was
very thin, aud had just commenced to ferment. His son, a

chemist, employed in one of the sugar-reflneries, proposed to

thicken it without spoiling the aroma by boiling the honey in

vacuo. A vacuum was accordingly created, and as soon as

perfect a gas-stove was put underneath and the honey boiled.

There was a certain amount of 'distil ' as pure as water from

it, while the honey became thicker and had remained thick

ever since. The ferment was got rid of without damaging the

aroma, and the honey was of a beautiful quality. The boiling

was, of course, at a much lower temperature in vacuo than in

atmospheric air."

Shall Bee-Keepers Make Their Own Hives and Fix-

tures ?—Editor Hutchinson says he has made all his hives and

fixtures, including sections when they were .$8.00 a thousand.

At present prices he can't afford to make sections. For the

past two years he could buy shipping-cases more cheaply than

he could make them. He still makes his hives, as he lives

where lumber is cheap, and near planing-mills with good ma-

chinery and competent workmen, so he can get the material

cut out and delivered at his door for much less than he can

buy it at a factory. His frames he buys away from home, be-

cause the bee-hive factories cut them more cheaply than he

can get them cut at home. He concludes by saying :

"This is one of those questions that each man must solve

for himself. He alone knows all of the circumstances. Let

him figure it all out carefully, taking into consideration all

of the points that will have a bearing on the subject, and then

do what seems best."—Bee-Keepers' Review.

Me. S. H. Stephens, Jr., of Ellis Co., Tex., reports that

from three ot his colonies he took 570 pounds of nice honey

the past season. Whether comb or extracted, that surely was

a good yield.
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A Very Happy Ne-w Year we wish all our read-
ers. We greatly desire that 1899 shall be the banner year
for the old American Bee Journal— In the number of its regu-
lar subscribers, and in Its general reading-matter. We have
faith that it will be. This year we believe was the very best
this journal every experienced— In the two lines referred to.

But next year—the new year of 1899—ought to be still bet-

ter. Why not? We hope to be able to do our part. Will
you, esteemed subscriber, do yours ! Let us join hands for

1899, and pull together.

*-»-*

The Last Number of the Year, we sometimes
think, should contain only the index to the preceding 51 num-
bers. We believe our readers would be entirely satisfied if

such were the case, for during the Holidays most people are
too busy to think—that is, to think of anything but Christmas
gifts and good wishes for their friends.

Doubtless something else besides a long, dry index will be
appreciated, and so one-half of this number is devoted to read-
ing-matter, as has been our custom for years and years.

Winter Time for Reading.—The longest even-
ings of the whole year are upon us. What a splendid time to

"read up "on bees I Some bee-keepers think it Is useless to

take a bee-paper during the winter, when the bees are rest-
ing

; and there is where they make a very large mistake.
They miss perhaps the very things that might help them most
in handling their bees the next season.

Some of our readers will receive this number of the Bee
Journal as their final one. At least they have written us to

discontinue it after this week, and we always obey such or-

ders, tho we often feel that such beekeepers are making an

error, unless it be those who have stopt keeping bees. But we
have a very few readers who take the Bee Journal just be-

cause they like to read It, having no bees. Of course such are

exceedingly rare.

Let us urge you, in this last number for 1898, to spend

the winter evenings in reading bee-literature. If you have no

standard book on bee-keeping, get one at once, and read it In

connection with the American Bee Journal. By so doing you
will find that by another bee-season you will be ever so much
better eqult for your work. Try it, and see for yourself.

•-.-*

Journalistic Courtesy, as applied to bee-journal-

ism, is a subject wisely toucht on by Prof. Cook in his article

on page 819. We think all the apiarian editors, not except-

ing ourseles, need to devote a little more thought to this mat-

ter than apparently has been given to it the past tew months.

We have been pretty severe several times the past year on

some apiarian writers when doubtless milder words would have

served our purpose as well, sounded better, and accomplisht

more.

While the bee-literature of recent years has Improved

greatly along the lines indicated by Prof. Cook, there is still

room for more of the same kind of reform in every apiarian

periodical now before the American people.

It will be onr endeavor, hereafter, to avoid the discourte-

sies referred to, at least so far as this journal Is concerned,

and also try to refrain from noticing in our columns those

found In the other bee-papers. We are quite willing that our

competitors shall have a monopoly In that line if they desire It.

The Annual Index will be seen on the opposite

page. We trust it may be found useful by all. It certainly

will be invaluable to every one who has preserved the com-

plete volume of the Bee Journal for this year.

Bees and Horticulture.—The value of the honey-

bee to the horticulturist, says Green's Fruit Grower, Is hardly

realized by many who are engaged in fruit-growing. The set-

ting of fruit that will stay on the tree depends chiefly upon

proper pollination, and in this work the bee is largely instru-

mental. There are, of course, other instrumentalities, but

perhaps none so effective.

Experiments at the Oregon station with the peach throw

a good deal of light on this subject. A number of peach-trees

were forced Into bloom under glass in November, and a colony

of bees was placed in the house with the trees as soon as the

bloom began. For several days a heavy fog prevented the

bees from working, but on the first bright day that came, the

bees went to work and continued at it as long as there was

anything on the trees to work on. The result was that at the

stoning season, the time when unfertilized fruit drops, not a

peach fell from the trees, and the crop was so heavy that It

had to be severely thinned.

As a check test, one tree was so protected that the bees

could not get at it, and from this tree all the fruit dropt at the

stoning period. Insects, and especially bees, which have the

nectar-secreting Instinct as a motive for labor on bloom, are

an aid to pollination, for which Nature seems to have provided

no adequate substitute. Their oflSce Is to distribute pollen

from flower to flower, and from tree to tree.

Much of the complaint abont fruit falling would cease if

horticulturists kept bees in the orchard. For the protection

of bees the horticulturist should never spray while the trees

are in bloom. He owes that much to these valuable assistants

in his work.

^P~ See Bee-Keeper's Guide " offer on page 81-4
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Care of bees for wintering 709,725, 737, 758, 804
Carniolan bees 123,230,266.397
Ciiriii'daiis vs. blacks 343
Carrying out l)its of comb 170
Carrviiw out larva; 263
Casing comb boney for market 667
Catni|t honev 69. 212
Cellar-wintering 615,711,695, 806
( 'el l-iu'o t ectors 405
Cells ot old combs 327
(^uall-bivos J 39
Ciiaractori-'tirs of a bee-keeper's wife ifiS

Clu<;Hgo Bee-Keepers' Association 744, 776
cbiLiigo lood and health exposition >8
Chi< ago boney 4&s
Ctiickens in the apiary 519
(niilled bees U9
City bee-keeping 610. 616
Cleaning hives 154, 3J 1

Cleaning sections 2, 42. 26

1

Cleaning T tins 311
Cleats vs. hand-holes for hives 218, I'jis

Cleouu; pungeas or great spider-plant 2I8
Clipping i)ueens 182,538, 602
C^o^e.iend Irames 5.5n

Ch'ver housewives (poem) 589
('idleegti Minds for smoke , 26
Cogitations ot a " bee-crank" wm
Cold and the .secretion of nectar 43
Colony deserting 759
Colo[iy hanging out 3.'i!t

Colon V on crost combs ."^51

Color irritating bees 778
• olorafto nee-keepers 3"7
Comb cutter—" Laiuijman's" 146
Com b foundation 148, 217, 244, 45 1 , 544. 743
Comb foundation business :i75

Comb boney 306, 739, 823
I'oniti honev in tumbl rs "Hn
Couiii-lion.-v lies 728, 760
Comi) til h lick A lieai hcvier than clover m:io

Comi"* breaking when extracting 229
Combs from a worm -killed colony 2ho
Combs in wired frames 823

Combs of honpy for new swarms
Combs of h«mey—what to do with
Comb vs extracted honey 199,4.5.5,5.34,
Com miss on men 119, 26ti,

Comparative value of races of bees
Composition of hon*'y
Consumption of honey
Contracting and reversing
t'ontrnction of the brood-nest. .214, 394, 4U3, 455,
Com rolling swarms at out-yards
Controlling the sex 356,
Conundrum

Convention reports—
California State Bee-Keepers' Association. .72.
Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association
Colorado st;ite Bee-Keepers' Association.. 245,
260. -^'76. _'P2

Illinois Stiiie Bee- Keepers' Association 118,
Mary In no Association
Mir higan Stale Bee-Keepers' Association
New ^'o^k State
Northeastern Ohio. Western New York, and
North we tern Pennsylvania

Nortliern Illinois B^e-Keepers' Association...
Northwestern Bee-Keepers" Association. 6, 21,
36,58. 74. H4. lOj. ] 1 7, 133. 165, l.sn, VM

Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association 132,
Southwestern Wisconsin
United S'ates Bee-Keepers' Union 625. 641,
659,673,690.706.721, 73H: 7.53. 771,785. 8111...

Utah Bee-Keepers' Association .502.

Vermont Bee-Keepers' Association
Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' Association....

Cooling well-sp ing (poem)
Co-operation for bee-heepers 129, 157.
Corn-syrup for stimulative feeding
Coat of honey -.

Cotton as a honey-plant '

Course in bee-keeping
Covering knots
Cownn'«, T. W.. visit to Chicago
Cow-killer
Crane fence
Creolin for foul brood
Crimson clover 212,
(Crimson clover honey
Cr iticisi ng bee-papers
Cropkleton escape and press
Cross bees 582,
Cross breedingot bees :

Crost and crooked combs
(^rushing .0111 b noney
Curing lion so I or comb honey
Cutting liiiHuhuion f'lr sections
Cutfnk out drone-comb
Cutting queen-cells to prevent swarming....
Cypress wood for hives 13,
Cyprian bees 123. 17!,

762
324
228
2(r2
18

454
50.=>

203
3H4
505

85
568

325
765
134
148
205

164
565

212
341
735

817
708
228
228

574
180
2.50

643
777
281
790
360
593
186
119
249
36-

1

136
300
822
87
470
1.54

179
244
30
586
210
229

Dadanthive 1.55

Da nzen b t ker hive 62
Daik combs 182

Death notices—
Cullinan.W. J 153
MtMton, Miles 617
Muth.Cbas.F 328

neep-ceil foundation 83, 408,631,
Delayed laving
Deiuenied with bee-fever
Density of boney
Depa tment of criticism. ."

Detecting iiriulteration 22.644,674,
Development of bees
Diarrhea or dysentery 391.
Difference In queen-proseny
Digestive machinery of honey-bees
Discour-iged
"Discussion"
Diseased bees
D'sk se'tion-cleaner
Distance bees keiit from a street
Disturbing the bees 102, 151,
Diviiler" and wedges in producing comb
honey 252,

Divider vs. fence
Dividing colonies 69, 171.
Dividing for increase
Division-boards 437,
Division ot labor in the hive
]>o bees empty brood-comb into super?
Do bees freeze?
Do bees hPar? 197,
Do bees injure grapes ?

Do bees move eggs V 274, 316, 505.
Does bee-keeping pay ? 33,

Do Italian bees produce better honey ?..322, 331,
451.518. r>!l4, 646 7lo

Double brood-chamber hives 38,
Double-walled hives
Doubiingup colonies
D awn-comb 330.354.
Drone-brood
Drone-comb and foundation 37, 182,602,726,
Drone-rearing
Drones 30. 3''. 3n. 54, 70. 7.>, 168, 170,203.
Diones and egg- fertilization 438,
Drones from laying workers
Drones in fruit bloom
Dummies

Early reports—their influence..
Eating bonev
EfftHMs of different honey-Hows.
Ellects of stln.'S

Eggs thai wouldn't hatch
Eigot or ten Irame hives -which?. .426. 566,789,

Elevation for an apiary ...54, 172, 291,

Empty comb 42, 282.
Enameled cloth
End-bars
End-spacer
Englisli sparrow
Engli-h Views of American appliances
Enlarging vs. contracting 234,
Equalizing colonies
Eui-alyptns 514,

Eup)i tori urn aromaticum
Evening ill Cu I 'U

Evervbodv keeping bees 3J5,
Kvolution'oi the bee-keeping autlior
Evoliitutii of ths honey -i>«»e

692
247
550
87

505
735
618
530
422

823
217

483
3 .1

214
742
627
6

314
.5

339
87
762
340

718
366
598
222
595
91

762
554
433
615
119
343
199

232, 298, 676,
34
790
217
745
135

806
602
390
550
202
330
212
552
554
394
521
333
554
458
629
179
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,.:2,87.778,

Exhibiting bees
Examining fur filled aet'tinns
Experience in retail ins honey
Kxperien' e with bees
Experiment—incomplete
Experiments with six-frame hives
Exports ot beeswax "-
Extracted honey production liJ-

Extracted vs. comb honey ....644,

Extracting 106. Uti6,513,

BitractinK-frames and combs. ..34, 562,567, 61o,

731.^^07
Bxtracting-supers
Extractors

Facing comb honey.... 266. 296,328,371.385,392,
402. -1(17, 439. 445, 467. 520, 580, 595, 659, 663.

664. fi98

Fair and fair exhibits 5, 1», 536,

Fall feeding
Farmer bee-keepers 2, 118, 218,234,
Farmers and tbe price of honey
Farmers' institutes
Fastening foundation 42. 182,245,406,
Feeders
Feeding back extracted honey 420, 437,
Feeding bees. . . .83, mi . l.v>, 162, 196. 198. 214, 215.

323.31*7,499.56^,582,631,694, 726
Feeding glucose
Feeding pealed honey
Feeding to tinish sections
Feeding wax to bees
Fence or dented separators 5j42, 114,

Kence-scctions
Fermented honey «
Fertiliz'ition of flowers v
Fetid marigold
Figwortorriimpsoc honey-plant 67, las, 198,

Finding^ueens 5, 87. 1 18, 470, 554,
Finish t sections
First bees imported into Austral ni

First half-century ol improved bee-keeping In

America
First Buccesslul abipment of beea to New Zea-

land...
Flavor in honey 33'>,

Flight of bees 116,

Floating pollen
Flowing honey-stream
Food value of honey
Foreign queen-breeders
Formic acid in honey
Forming nuclei
Foul bEOOd..42. 55. 71.77, 86. 87,149. 154.164, 168,

^04, 234. 249, 27H, 282. 289, 291, 296, 3o8, 331,

343,456.502.5115,522,530. 534, 565, 566, 583,

Foul brood inspector 429,
Foul brood laws

612.632.6.50.737.743.792.809
Foul brood through the mails
Foul-broody combs 170,

Foul-broody honey 278,435,
Foundation. . .5, 37, 42, 247, 282, 298, 498, 503, 522,

Frame hives better
Frames
Frame* of granulated honey
Frame-spacers 70, 738,

Freight rate on bees
Freights on honey in England
From tbe egg to the bee
Fumigating honey

Gardening and bee-keeping
Gathering honey 231,

GatliermgpoUen 171.

Gathering propolis ^
German. Austrian and Hungarian Bee-Keepers'

Assoeialion -.

German sees American bee-keeping
Gerstung's theories
Getting a colony out of a tree 155,

Getting beea intosect'Ons 454, 503, 615,

Getting bees off extracting-combs
Getting bees on new combs
Getting bees out of supers and box-hives.... 118,

Getting bee-supplies
Getting honey when others do not
Giant bees
Ginger honey-cookies
Giving back combs
Gluing fence separators 123,

Gluing sections
"Golden " comb honey management 66, ll.i.

199. 223, 483, 548, 549. 564. 618, 657, 658, 678,696

Golden Italians 10,
'* Golden's " sectiou-cleaner
Gra-ling honey 9,167,248.618,
Grafting-wax 22.

Granulated honey 84.91.196,278.

614
H2;(

15::

46><

809
594
426

346
5.54

232
521
650

822
76'
396
.503

139
595

724
^m
620
663
346
714

.522

674
346
234
s-iO

661
123

Hand-holes or cleats—which ?

Handling bees
Handling honey •
Hanging out 437,

Hauling bees
Healthful honey
Heather swarms
Heise. D. W.. an 1 hia apiary
He that overcometh (poem)
History of the honey-bee
Hive-bottoms..^ ••••

Hive-covers 1 67

,

Hive dimensions
Hive-entrances 26, 129, 186, 229. 407. 538,

Hive for comb honey
Hive making •.

Hives 277.279,481,602,
Hives and supers -•••

Hive"*—changing location
Hives in Germany
Hives in Spain
Hives in which bees died
Hive-tool 45.^.

Hiving swarms 34d.

Hoffman frames
Holtermann hive-covers
Homes selected by bees
Houey and health
Honey and its uses in early times
Honey as a food and medicine ........

Honey at the Paris Exposition
Honey best food for bees
Honey-cans
Honey-cappines
Honey coloring in wax extractor

363,

293,

154,
493.
.466,

618
70

823
392
394
612

778
586
482
790
782
456
809
778
346

19
327
327
525

375
120
630
183
751
777
337

519
183
455
807
281
618
201
183

820
186
145
663
162
771

650
449
314
5 22
135
681
663
337
655
386
123
602
122
741
3S

743
807
759
182
359
302

,
343

,
510

, HK)
75H

.276.

.135,

Honey-combs
Honey cough syrup
Honey crop
Honey dealers ."f^

Honey-dew 76, 470, 553, 568, 581, 589, 682, 750,
Honey for Alaska
Huney for b reed ing
Honey for burns
Honey for cooking
Honey fur erysipelas
Honey for winter
Honey from box-elder
Honey from Cuba
Honey from pine-needles
Honey ginger cookies
Honey-harvest morn (poem)
Honey imported from Puerto Rico
Honey in cans vs. barrels
Honey in Kongo
Honey in Mason jars
Honey in tin cans
Honey markets 24,40, 168,
Honey-mead, metheglin. etc
Honey production in our new West Indian pos-

sessions
Honey production of Tunis .".

Honey recipes
Honey-room
Honey season and prices
Honey shippers
Honey snow-cream
Honey sociable -
Honey stored in new vs. old combs
Honey strainer
Houey syndicate
Honey-tea ...."

Honey-thieves
Honey-vep sels in foreign countries
Honey-vinegar 55,
Honey vs. sugar «.

Honey vs. sugar for stimulative feeding
Honigkuchen
Hornets and wasps
Hot va cold water for bee-stings 298,
House-apiaries
How bees breathe
How bees get home again jHow to make hives and winter-cases
Hybrid bees 106, 438, 586,

Ideal bee
Ideal super

[

""
"li lick ''hive-tool

''_'""

Illinois law on adulteration
Immunity from snake-poiaon
Immunity to stings
Improvfments in the race of bees,
Improving bees

,

Improving our honey-resources...
In-hreeding :

Increase 86. 102, 138, 170, 198,230,390,775,
Increase by dividing 199,
Incri-asing brood-rearing
Incn/a^inu' the demand for honey no.
Indiscriminate copying
Influence of foundation and locality on bees.82,
Influence of the drone upon the quuen
Injurious honey-crop reports
Innovations in printing
Insect jaws
Intelligence in bees 179,
Introducing queens 26, 186,255.298,375,538,

598. 599. 690
Inverted brood
Is a colony or swarm an organism? 151,307.
Is bee-keeping overdone t 577,
Is bee-poisnn an antidote for snake-poison ?
Italian ijees 229,
Italianizing 170, 183, 230. 278. 398, 5.50,
Italians working where blacks don't
Italian vs. black bees

245
184
663
296
773
145
sng
249
393
184
87
364
757
226
361
460
584
472
70
486
278
180
281

626
392
361
123
440
584
137

378
727
105
135
650

8
426
346

612.

.309,434,

123
615
259
743

685
346
583
760
393
762
421
564
762
117
806
250
393
1H5
72
354
S3
179
201
676
226

742
518
476
584
596
470
711
743
203

Japanese bee-book
Journalistic courtesy

:

JumbleJ-up combs

Keeping ants out of hives
Keeping a record

,

Keeping bees from swarming
Keeping beea in town
Keeping bees near a railroad
Keeping combs tilled with honey
Keeping d<iwn increase
Keeping honey
Keeping queens
Keeping wax-worms from comb honey...
Kicks and growls
Killed by eating wax
Killing drones
Killing old bees in the fall
Kind of bees.
Kinks in bee keeping
Klnndike in b^e-papers
Kreutzinger apiaries and honey harvest

.

Labels on sections
Langstrotb and his invention
Langstroth monument fund 56, 104. 2-

2K0. 488
Large hives
Large vs. small hives 147,6
La rgest apiary in England
Larvae
Laws of Heredity
Laws relative to apiaries
Laying eggs in bunches
Laying ttrst on outside of comb
Laying workers ...2,23,94. 138, 186,317,3
»»434. 579. 618
Length of time larvse are fed
Leveled-down and bait sections
Life of bees
Light sections sell best
Loaded bees in the sections
Loco-plant and the beea
Longevity of queens
Long-idea hive
Looking at beea in winter
Losing queens
Loss of weight in'wintering ,

Low prices of honey
Lubricant for foundation machines

Mailing queens..
Making a fortune with bees
Making bees fly in winter
Making nuclei
Making one's own supplies. .

.

...36,

" '32V

.. 819

.. 311

.. 316

.. 631
.. 654
.. 155
.. 822
.. 614
.. 4«7

, 26
374
120
776

, 398
, 247
, 151
. 18
, 104
, 596

. 470
327

747
777
809
425
771
452
324
311
202

775
631
305
135
234
418

264,

743.
727,

, 714
, 155
. 391
, 122
, 217
, 119

. 282

. 264

. 506

Management of bees 11, 164, 260. 342, 791
Manzanit-a and buckthorn honey 220, 226
Market in:: Ik mey. . . .34. 76, 165,261,409,419,421,

4J4, 4..r>.,'>i:M, 602, 032,664, 684 753
Market problem 538
Masliing combs 375
Mating and laying of queens... 138. 317. 346, 427. 567
May sickness 135, 298
Measurements of comb-bases 330
Melted down combs 231
Melting comb honey 154, 278
Mice and bees 154
Michigan Apiarian Experiment Station 41. 149
Micratory bee-keeping 552, 755
Milkweed honey and pollen-masses 583," 602
Moisture in atmosphere 151
Moisture in hives 229, 346, 602
Moldy combs 294, 311
Montana aa a bee-fleld 600
Mosquito-hawks 218, 426
Mottis eating colonies 71
Moth-traps 147, 286
Moth-worms 183
Mothy foundation 518
Movable-comb hives 481
Moving bees 60,86,90,91. 146. 154,210,230,

234. 470. 597. 67>!, 710 769
Moving larvfe 578

Nailed hives 234
Naphthalin in place of sulphur 586
Narrow-width sections 068
National Bee-Keepers' Union 323,648, 669
Natiojial pure food law , 404, 408
Natural vs. artiticial swarming 7. 86, 465
Nebraska apiarian exhibit 19
New things and theories 1Q6, 120
Noah and his bees 588
No-bee-way sections 19, 114. 186, 203
No-drip cases 225
Non-swarming colony .199, 612
Non-swarming hive 726
Notre Dame bive 629, 805
No-wall comb foundation 135,148,177, 178
Number of bees in a cohiny 583
Number of bees rather than colonies 203
Number of colonies in an apiary 198
Number of frames 438
Nurse-bees 82

Old combs or foundation 10, 170. 359
Old Reliable 552, 641
Old-lime large yield 708
Opening hives 102,423
Ordinance prohibiting bee-keeping 761
Organization among bee-keepers 488
Original ideas 200
Out-apiaries, bee-houses, etc 53,90, 122, 108,

229.262.339 .565

Overstocking a locality with bees 330, 809

5.5.74,
116, 139,210,711,

.203, 249. 279, 294, 346,

Packages foi>houey....
Packing bees
Painting hives
Painting honey-barrels
I'aper-bags for extracted honey..
Paper-trays for shipping-cases
Paraffined paper, separators and fences.. 26, 225,
Partly-filled sections
Peanut queen-cells
Peculiar smelling honey
Peddling houey
Peep-holes
Perforated zinc 82.
Perforating wood separators 155,
Pestered with ants
Pettit comb honey system
Pettit's divider
Phacelia 630.
Pickled brood 287.539.
Placing bees near line fence
Placing hives.. 170,294,
Plain and old-style sections ,

Rlain and tall sections 218,
Plain sections.. 55. 106. 119. 135. IS?, 218,225. 247.

266, 298. 330. 4,56, 61S
Plain sections and fence separators 200.244,

: i' ir,. :. 1 1 ;, :,:^ti. 586, 691
Planting t'>r honey
Planting' the apple-tree (poem)
Pi ant-lice
Poisoned honey
Pollen in tbe sections and combs ...423.433.439,

548
Pollen or bee-bread 230,
Pollen sources
Pop-holes in section honey
Position ot sections over the frames
Poultry with bees
Power of association or combination
Preachers and bee-keeping
Preparation for winter— 393,423, 583,
Preparing for a dry year
Preserving combs of pollen _^...

Preserving fruit in honey 726,
Preventing moUl in hives
I*r(*venting robbing 13,

Prevention of after-swarms.... 106, 136, 167,214,
230, 40 1 , 598. 618

Prevention of brood in the aupera
Prevention of increase ._

Prevention of swarming... 5. o5. 71, 182,279, 346.

374. 375. 407, 434,469, 554
Price of liees
Price of honey
Price of honey in Canada
Producing fancy honey ...

139
726
375
13

415
570
739
726
586
759
611
106
171
782
263
70

533
53
438
106
236

758
759
476
773
394

,598
393
614
202
14

213
484
.566

724
203

783
6O2
6

650
282
538

227,245,

4 i 'l\ 433', 449, 465, 48i
,"

. 1.85, 247, 596, 823

Production of wax..
Profitable bee-keeping

.

497
Profits of bee-keeping —
Progress of acolony
Progress of bee-keeping
Prohibiting bee-keeping
Prolificqueen
Properly cleaned sections
Propolis ••
Prosecuting adulterators of honey
Publishing honey crop prospects.
Pure food, drug and seed congress,

200.216
Purifying wax
Putting bees out 151. 170. 198, 263,

Putting in bees
Putting in frames ot loundation
Putting on sections and supers 91, 138,23

580
743
275
26

529
106
411
690
323
618
678
742
707
140

,88, 1-52, -*M

165.

'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.567,

'2'66,'656*,'727i

,.631
23

A700
, 279
1710

, 199
,1
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Qualitesot honey
Queen-breetlers
Queen-breederb' union
Queen-candy
Queen- eel Is

Queen— dulling ot
Vueen-ciijjpinK device
Queen-excluder
Queen experience
Queen i ailed or lust in mating
Queenless colonies 09. lyy, 210,391,614,759,
Queen in nmkinj; increase
Queen in ouservatury hive
Queen introducinti cage
Queen-reuring 5, r)5, lfi7. 183, 199, 'iSo, 532.535,

seri. ri67. hih, bai. 692,774
Queens... 6M, 09, 430, 732. 742, 7y3, 806
Queens and premiums.
Queen's laying
Queens laying in December
Queens laying in queen-cells
Queens piping
Queen-tiap 214.
Queen stopt laying in August
Quilt tir board covers
Quinby Iranie
Questions from "Washington

Kaces of bees—improving
Raising hives from the bottom-board 250,
Reading tlie bee-pupers
Rearing bees
Rearing drones 503,
Rearing early queens ..

Rearing queen-eel is a la Doolittle
Receptacle for wax
Kecoilecuon-. of an old bee-keeper...4, 20, 35, 50,
Red clover honey and bees 595,647,
Red clover with short corollas 124,
Re-hiving swarms
Re-liqueiying granulated honey
Removing surplus honey 454,
Rendering beeswax 23, 194,258,338,450,487,

565, 725
Rendering combs in iron kettles
Requeeniiig
Reversing sections in the super
Rlieuiuatics and formic acid
Rich bee-beepers
Ripening honey 66, 179,282,293,322,
Roaring colony
Robber-atopper , ...

Robbing 234. 253, 282. 582, 598, 618, 662,
Rules lor awarding apiarian premiums

2y4
345
231
276
748
507
628
791
599
823
567
230
71

Salt on cellar tioor
band around liivea
Save the fragments
Scale colonies
Scien title side of apiculture
Sealed empty cells
Sealing brood
Sectional supers
Section-cleaners 33,42, lOJ, 152, 186,227,234,

254, 2.jS, ;^J2. 3311, 332, 371,445, 455, 595
Sections fllled^ut to the wood
Section-holders vs. T supers 234,
Sections 42, 55. 103,
Sections fall in price
Selection for breeding
SeU-hiver. queen and drone-trap
Self-spacing frames
Self-uniting
Selling granulated extracted honey ..453,
Selling honey I3i',

Selling honey to grocers 439, 501,
Selling jelly-glaasea
Separators 103, 155, 236, 354, 393, 778, 793,
Sermonette
Shading hives
Shallow brood-chambers 198, 262.
Shallow scallopt sections
Shallow vs. deep extracting-frames 743,
Shamrock
Shelter tor bees
Shiny bees 470,
Shipping bees 167, 312,
Shipping honey 42, 195,202,226.328,346,
Ship surrendered to bees
Side or top stnring
Size of bees
Size of brood-chamber
Size of hives 195,
Size of worker-cells
Skunk-cabbage
Skylarks big yield
Slant of cells
Sloppy apicultural literature
Small hives
Small vs. large hives
Smartweeil honey
Smelter smoke and bees
Smoker fuel 135,311.700,725.742,
Smothered colony
Snow at hive-entrauces 83,
Snow-white or cream- colored sections
Solar extractor-glass—cleaning of ^
Solar wax-e-xtractor 53,
Solder on tin packiiges
Soldier bee-keepers story —
Sore eyes
Sorghum for bees in winter
Sound and bees
Sound of bees in the cellar
Sour honey
Southern honey 757, 760
Southern honey-plants
Sowing buckwheat
Sowing lor bees
Space between snper and frames
Space between two combs 487,
Space umder hives
Spacing frames
Spacing-nails in broOd-framcs
Spacing-staples
Specihc gravity ot honey— 393,
Spelling reform 106, 217, 228. 232, 237, 547j
Split sections
Spoiling the market
Spraying cross bees
Spraying Iruit-treea 212, 245, 298,
Spreading brood
Spring management of bees 228, 273,
Standard goods
Standard of comb honey
Starters in the sections
Starters ot full cell-depth

806
602
450
774
4 7

770
430
778
135
437
211
598
148
218
743
536

G94
815
26
186
774
583
375
482

4-22

163
234
82
131
138
602
455
217
516
697
807
603
486
371
468
763
25
774
727
328
631
425
523
82
49
250
586
1H3
470
217
697
794
374

276
701
486
59(J

554
679
171
438
251
152

294
778
39y
438
742
358
663
203
250
314
19

487
77

Starters vs. full depth 602
Starving ....413. 727
Stimulative feeding 69,247, 292,596,743,775, 822
Storing honey 226,234, 346
*• Strained " honey 234
Stray straws from Gleanings 394
Strengthening colonies by exchanging hives— 306
Strength of ctihuiios in spring 19
Strong vs. weak colonies for honey 714
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Quick, J.Monroe, 508,683
Quirin,H.G. 188,380,461,
540, 690

Rankin, John M. 150
Rauchfuss, Frank, 247,
327

Rauclifuss. H. 294
Raymond. A. P. 738
Redden. L. E. 812
Rehorst, Theo. 1.58

Renuer, Geo. O. 797
Rex. Jr. Geo. 13,354
Reynolds, Austin, 62
Reynolds, Chauncey, 61,
638

Rhodes. J. Z.638
Richardson.Nathan. 334,
508

Rickard, M. M. 109
Rickel. Sam'l. 107
Rickel, Winchester, 219
Ridenour, Wm. A. 574
Ridley. J. 348. 493, 783
Ripley, J. T. 456
Risher, H.397
Rislow, J,G. 220
Kitchey,David N. 62,263,

.5.57

Roberts, S. C. Dr. 59
Rodenberger, R. 669
Roe, L. W. M. 350
Rohrs, Rev. H. 125, 307.
381

Root, A. I. 243, 377, .506,

606
Root, B. R. 344, 498
Root, H. 108
Rose, Alex. 46
Rosenfield. J. F. 242
Roseman, F. M. 301
Ross. J. M..573
Ho/,ell, Albert, 230
Runlund. Peter. 157
Rupp. John H. 331
Russell, Wm. 126,302.398
Ryan. John M. 204. 382

Sage. Geo. 93
Sager. W. G. 300
Sanders, J. W. 365
Saul, W. A. 251
Sautter, John F. 797
Savage, W. A. 524
Sayler, Dr. Albert. .572

Schartz. Peter J. 290. 573
Schmidt, B. F. 588
Schmidt, John R. 610
Schrler, C. 222
Scoggin. J. B. 523
Scott. Homer, 106
Scott, J. S. 244
Scott. Wm. A. 76
Scrimger, Andy, 764
Secor, Eugene, 18, 136,
217, 313, 484. 728, 787.
803

Seller. J(dinM. 156
Selser, 5V. A. 73, 372

Seward. A. F. 1.58

Shearer. Geo. W. 796
Sheffield. Wm.B. 655
Sherman. T. H. 361
Shirk. B. P. 61
Shockey. Ira. 60. 589
Shuff. W. A. 812
Sioli. P. A. 204
Siple. J.H. 270
Skylark, 404
Sleeper, Nathan A. 44
Sleoth, J.S. 414, 734
Small, J. C. 109
Small. H. A. 395
Smethurst, Daniel, 76
Smith, A. W. 44, .5-25

Smith, Edw, 622
Smith, E. B. 492
Sinithey, W. S. 93
Smith. J. P. 44, 303, 669
Smith, J. 0.574
Smith, W.S. 2.53

Snell. F. A. 109.780
South Alabama, 300
Southard. Park T. 588
Spltler. Geo. 44. 124, 164
Stahlman. P. W. 237
Stahoski, L. 107
Staininger, N. 60. 666
Stanley. Arthur, 7iu
Staple. N. 510
Steinback. Geo. 652
Steiihens. J. H. ,509

Stephenson, G- W. 59
Stert. Claude, 413
Stewart. C. A. 221
StineDring, Geo. M. 396
Stipp, Geo. H. 77. 398,
745,749,781

Stokesberry, R. R. 77
Stollev. Wm. 110,340
Stone. B.T. 163
Stone. J. A. 118,388,766
Stouffer, S. H.107
Stout, G, 783
Stout. S. 622
8trang. H. F. 541
Sturgeon. B. V. 219
Sturtevant. E H.219
Subscriber, 221
Suppe. R. C .525

Suter. John, 61. 572
Sutton, Mrs. J. W. 460
Swan. A. W. 46. 284
Syverud. L. A. 564

Tate. Jacob, 414
Taylor. Hon. R. L. 289,

4-20, 435, 792
Templin, L, J, 161,735
Teter, J. G. 315
Thei Imann. C. 65, 356, 396
'rhonias. Noah. 795
Thompson. A. L. 796
Tlioniiison, F. L. 225.
244, 260, 276, 292, 310,
325. 326, 419

Thompson, Geo. 263
Thompson, Irwin, 716
Thoringlon, Fred S. 46
Tichener, J. H. 7.50
Towers, A, G, 144
Travis, F. W. 237
Trout, Mrs, K. J.fiO
Turnbull, John, 316
Tyrell, E. B. 315,322

Ulrich, Geo, B. 124
Uphouse, John. 670

Valentine, W. J. 134
Van Allen, J. W, 238
Varian, Walter A, 242
WG^, 435, 564

Voigt, C. H. 108. 702
Volkering, B. 59
Volkert, J. 332, 430. 702
Voorhies, G. L. 622

Waale, T. H. 719
Walker. J. B. 364
Wallace. Thos. S. 7.50
Wallenraeyer. J. C, 315,
587. 763

Warner. H.J. 13
Watkins.J. A. 574
Wrtson. A. D. 60, 635
Wayman, L. 813
Weed, Geo. W. 59
Weeks, G. W. 60
Welch, D. H. 131
Welch, Mrs. Margaret
H. 76 1

Welch, T. R. G. 733
Westcott Commission
Co. 372

West, C. R. 173
West, N. D. 78
Wharton, G. W. 700
Whipple, W. W. 622. 751
Whltcomb. E. 344, 4P9,
713,819

Whitebread, Paul, 205,
217, 429

White, C. N. 417. 433.
449,465, 481, 498, 513,
529, 546

White, Henry, .572

White, Percia, V. 589
Whitford. G. M. 819
Whiting, D. E. 60
Whitman. F. E. 798
Whitmore. John H. 143
Whitney,Wm.M. 99,365.

.540. 594, 689, 782
WiCherts, A, 46
Wight, Thos. 237
Wilcox, F. 8
Wllco.x.O. W. 29
Will.D. W.61
"William," 4.52

Williams & Co.. A.B.373
Williams, B.C. 315
Williams. Geo. W. 131
Williams. Jas. M. 364
Williams. M.Q. 45
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Williiims. Rufus. 1S7
Williams. W. \V. 280
Williiimson.Robt. 811
Willis, L M. 52
Wilson, A. G. 431
Wine, P. D. 380
Wirth, J. F. I8t<, 2S7, 571
Wolcott, Wm. C. iH
Wood, J limes F. «i)i)

Woodward, Or. R. B.702
Woodward,'!', R. 415
Wortmaii. A. 444, 492
WriKlit, E. H. 45
Wright, H. R. 372

Wung Lung, .^^21

Wurtel, A. 382
Wurstcr. <;. 782
Wyman. F.K. 61.638

Yandell, A. R. 3.50

York. Geo. W. 707
York & Co., George W.
371

Tost, C. C. 7G, 509
Young, J. M. 9, 19. 220

Zahner. Ma.Y. 461
Ziegler, Albert, 252

Convention Notices.

California. — The California State
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its an-
nual convention at the Chamber of Com-
merce, in Los Angeles, Jan. 11 and 12, 1S98.

Sespe, Calif. J. F. McIn'ttbe, Sec.

^'eM' Vovk.—The New York State As-
sociation of Bee-Keepers' Societies will

hold their annual meeting at the Kirkwood
Hotel, Geneva, N. Y., Jan. 11, 1899. All
interested are invited. Bee-keepers' soci-

eties are especially invited to send dele-
gates. There will be an exhibit of micro-
scopic preparations of foul brood (Bacillus
alvei), and discussions relating to foul
brood legislation. Harry S. Howe, Sec.
Ithaca, N. Y.

Coioratlo.—A committee chosen by a
special meeting of bee-keepers, hereby, in
accordance with its instructions, calls a
second meeting of Colorado bee-keepers in-

terested in organized marketing, on Tues-
day, Jan. 3, 1899, at 10 a. m., at the West-
ern hotel, corner 12th and Larimer Streets,
Denver, Colo., at which meeting it will
present for discussion a Constitution and
By-Laws for a marketing organization.
W. L. Porter, Chairman of Committee.
F. L. Thompson, Sec. of Committee.

;\. E. Ohio, W. :\. \\, 3[. W. l»a.
—The ISth annual convention of the N. E.
Ohio, Western New York, and N. W. Penn-
sylvania Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held in the City Hall, Cor. 13th and BufiEalo
Sts., Franklin, Pa., Jan. 11 and 12, 1899.
The following is the larger part of the
program

:

President's Annual Address—Geo. Spit-
ler, of Pennsylvania.
"Spring Management of Bees"—L. K.

Edgett, of Pennsylvania.
" Summer Management of Bees"—R. D.

Reynolds, of Pennsylvania.
" How can the Conditions of the Lot '

Market be Improved ?"—B. W. Peck,
Ohfo.

" The best means of Increasing the Loc 1

Honey-Resources "—H. S. Sutton, of Pen
sylvania.

" Profitable Use of Comb Foundation '

J. T. Nichols, of Pennsylvania.
"Making our Association More Useful

—Geo. Spitler, of Pennsylvania.
"Preparing Bees for Winter"—N.

Phelps, of Ohio.
' Experiences of the Past "—D.A.Dewey,

of Pennsylvania.
Notice—It is hoped that all will make an

effort to be at this convention, and take an
active part in the discussions. Special rates
of -*;1.00 per day for those attending the con-
vention have been secured at the United
States Hotel, on Liberty Street.

Geo. Spitler, Pres., Mosiertown, Pa.
Ed Jollet, Sec, Franklin, Pa.

FARM BEE-KEEPING-
Is one of the leading departments In the
Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, the best
general FABM and BEE paper in ex-
istence. Write for sample copy to-day,
and for clubbing rates with any paper
you want. Address,

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.

A IjOw clubbing rate :

Send 11.50 to the American Bee Journal
office, and get both the Modern Farmer and
the Bee Journal tor a year. G. W. Y. &C0

Eastern Bee-Keepers!
Seven years a;^i) we stftrte{l an Apiarijin Supply business in NI^IW YORlv CITY", as we saw an opening

here. That we made no mistake in this is shown by the hirge demand for Supplies and our constantly in-

creasing trade. Our aim was to furnish Supplies promptly. In many cases bee-keepers tind the freight on
Supplies from the Western factories is as much as the cost of the goods. In buying near home you noi only
save freight, but get your goods much more promptly. We keep several carloads of

Hi\/e;&, Sections, Foundation, Etc,
always in stock ready to ship, and the prices will be fonnd right. We also run two apiaries for honey and
sell BEES AND QUEENS. If you expect to use anything in the Apiarian line tlie coming year, you will do
well to send for our Catalogue. We would be pleased to quote you SPECIAL PRICES on what you want,
as this is our aull season, and we can atford to sell for small profits. Hives, Sections, etc.. are made in Wis-
consin, where lumber is low, and the best can be had.

Onr Special Price on Foiiniiatioii, Hives aM Sections will make you Smile,
Write for it. stating the quantity you can use. DEALERS should write for our 'O'J discount sheet which is

nnw ready to mail.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Apiaries, Glen Cove, L. I. Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

A Little Gold Dollar

and Our Big Poultry Book
rfi)resent about equal value. This hook contains every
thing that it is necessary to know to succeed in the i>oul

try business. All about Incubators and Broodertu, the
hi'st kind and the hest way to handle them; thoroughhred poultry, with illustruti'ii-

and a coniplt'te line of poultry supplies. ' We send it to all inquirers on rcceii^t of 10 cent

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER COMPANY, BOX B 2,QUINCY, ILLINOIS.

$50.00 FOR A
BEE-STORY...

The Pkogressive Bee-Keeper wants a good bee-story. The story should not be less

than 15,000 nor more than 30,000 words, and we will pay $.50.00 in cash as first prize for suoh
a story. There will also be second and third prizes. No one financially interested in the
company will be allowed to compete, or act as .iudges, and we guarantee that none but
competent and impartial parties will decide the contest. For further particulars, address,

THE PHOGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER,
mOarIN"S"VIlLjrjE3, luIISSOXJK,!.

HONEY * FOR * SALE.
Best While Alfalfa Entracted,,,

IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

This is the famous white extracted honey gathered in the

great Alfalfa regions of the Central West. It is a splendid

honey, and nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all

can hardly get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

Prices are as Follows

:

A sample by mail, 8 cents in stamps, to pay for package and postage. By
freight—One 60-pouDd can, 8 cents per pound ; 2 cans, 1% cents per pound ;

4 or more cans, 7K cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order.

Best Basswood Honey in Barrels.

We have a quantity of finest basswood honey in barrels,

weighing 625 pounds net, which we are ready to ship f. o. b.

Chicago, at Hi cents a pound. Sample mailed for 8 cents.

If desiring to purchase, let us know, and we will write you the
exact number of pounds in the barrel or barrels, and hold same
till you can send the cash for It by return mail.

Our honey Is ABSOIiUTELY PURE BEES' HONEY, the finest of the kinds
produced In this country.

III^" We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey
for their home demand the past season, just order some of the above, and sell it.

And others, who want to earn some money, can get this honey and work up a de-
mand for it almost anywhere. Address,

OEORCiE W. YORK & CO., 119 Jflicliigan St., CliicaKO, III.
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Sweet i Glover
And Several Other Clover Seeds.

We have made arransremenls ao that we can
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ELECTRIC
FEED
COOKERS
cook all kinds of feed for lire

stock, wliole or after beiug'
ground. They are made of
the best cast gray iron and
lined witli plates of steel.

This prevents any burning
or warping.

Take Less Fuel
than any cooker made. Tlie boilei" is made of

best galvauized steel of the 1=

proijei' weight for th-> piir- ' ^--r-"*^
pose. JMade in three styles aod_^— U=^

five sizes, to bold 25 to 100 gais.

They Save Feed
and produce better results

from less than half the grain.
Don't go into the winter's
feeding without une. Send
for our free bonk on "Feed
Cooking." It will save you money.

EL£GTR!0WKEELGD.,Box1B Quincy, li!.

Please mention Bee Journal "when wrrlting.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pondcr's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

%^^)mm ,/ iKO^IfpOLIS^l^^IANA.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

iOHT PAID
tott».v luIilrcH-t. That's the way

weseod o'ltour

CYPHERS INCUBATOR.
. rali{icsol'alIm;n'ln„_.

.'-till li;is the faiills o( none. Our Ciitaloriie
iiiij (Jiiidp to Piiiiltry Culture tt-lls all sl.oiit
tl?e laws of incubation, and how to raise,

iced iiitd iniirket poultry—all nhout the niooe.v end of the hiisi-
m-as. (.\i(it:iins [ilaus toi- coiistrucliOQ and cost '>t, jiiodern poultry
hLiusi-s.-iii.! Tii:iny oih.T thii^u'" worth knmvinR. ^ent Top 1«> irt".
1HE CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box 50. Wayland. N. V.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writinK.

PATEBT WIRED COMB F0OKDATI08
Has No Sag In Brood-Framea

Thio Flat-tfottoio FoimdatioD
Das So Fishbone io tbe Sorptas fiooey.

BeinR the ateaneat 1b tianally workec
the qalckeet of any Foundation made

J. A. VAIS DEITSEN,
Sole Manaraotarer,

Sorout Brook MontKomsry Co.. N. Y.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Let me send you my 64-
page Catalog for 1898

J. M. Jenkins, Wetampka, /lla.

A VALUABLE BOOK
FREE,
; wortb

0!l POULTRY FOR 1899
I .Sfyn«rthiiiL"'"'i'f'y tiew : llie h.T^ftt -jn

F P^f*. I" JiivuDii. Tells all vou u-^.tv waci f' kiiow

al.niit 1 i.iiHr\'. How t.> lu'iid poijlirv hoiis,;sand

MAKtBIG^'^OKI^Yv.iihrouHry. S.Ddi«c.to:
[H.sT.^eaod JOHN BAUSCHER. or.
luuilitig. Bfx I' -J ^''rttenort, ill.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

"TEDDY" ROOSEVELT SAYS:
'•Didn't expect auythiuK. I went to take thiuss
asthey came." Just like Pajje Fence, takes
everything— except defeat, and is always ready.
I'Alii: «()VK> H lltKH;\( K< !».. AiH!H>. .MICH.

FRgE FOR A MONTH.
It you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP J- ^ >^
has a hobby whichisthesheepbreederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time Are you interested? AVrlte to-day

Wool MarkRtB & Sheep, • • Chicagr-

THE*' NOVELTY "POCKET-KNIFE
MlliS- "ir^jig*

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Vonr Name on the Knife.—When orderinfr, be sure to say Just wbat i^aroe *sk
Address you wish put on the Knlte.

The NovELTV Knife la indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. Itlemaii;
oeauttfully of indestruntible celluloid, which is ae transparent as glass. Underneath tvt
sellulold, on one side ot the handle is placed an American Bee JonaxiL reminder, and on tii£
other side, name aud residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering- into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the blacjet
are handforgcd out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. Tht
oolsters are made of (Jerman silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardenso
Oerman silver wire; the linings are plate brass; the back springs of Shellicld spring steel, ant'
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

Why purchase the Novelty Knire? In case a good knife Is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover it; but it the Novelty is lost, having name and address of ownes
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy tb«
snit'e. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate ae to have odb
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and In case of death, yout
relatives will at once bo apprised of the accident.

How approprla;e this knife is for a Christmas. New Year or birthday present I WhaS
more lasting memento rould a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoaslate-rn a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side f

.. .„ V"" "^'companying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represents^
Hon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

_
HoTV to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send It postpalJ. for $1. ,or give It as s

fremium to the one sending us three new Subscribers to the Bee Joitrnai, (with $.3.00.,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book "Bees an>i
.yone'- We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Jocrnai, for one year, both for ll.fiO

Aay Name and Address Put on the Knife.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, UJJ.

See Honey Offer on page 829.

BDNEY and BEESWAX
lYlARKEX Qi;OXAXIOr«S.

CMcagro, Dec, in.—Market is about as last
quoted. Best wliite comb brings 13c, with
off grades of white at ll@l'2c; amber, 9@10c.
Some lots have come on the market and are
being offered at prices that would be reduced
if buyers could be found. E.\tracted 8tead.v
at 6@7c for white and 5@6c for amber. Bees-
wax, 27c. K. A. Burnett & Co.

Detroit, Dec. 8.—No change in supply ot
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower tban la»,t (luotatlons. viz. : Fancy white,
13c; No. 1. l'2ia[2^c; fancy dark and amber
9@llo. Extracted, white, 6@7c; dark. 5®
oViG. Beeswax, '25@36c. M. H. Hunt.

Colun^bus, O., Dec. 15.—Honey arriving
freely. There is quite an accumulation, and
concessions in prices are necessary to move
stock. Following prices are nominal: Fanc.v
white, 12Wc; No. 1, ll>4c; No. 2, 10c; amber.
9c; dark. 8c.

Columbus Com. and Storage Co.

St. Iionis, Sept. 9.— Fancy white comb,
13to]2/sC.; A No. 1 white, 10 to lie; No. 1
white. 9 to 1 Oc. ; dark and partially filled from
5 to 8c, as to quality. Extracted in cases. No.
1 white, 6 to 6>4c; No.2, o^c; amber, 5c; In
barrels. No. 1 white. 514c; amber. 4V4 to 5c;
dark, 4 to4!4o. Choice Beeswax, prime. 24c;
choice. 24 !4c. At present there is a good de-
mand for honey. Westcott Com. Co.

Eausas City, Sept, 9.—Fancy white comb,
12@13c; No. 1, ll@12c; amber, lOOllc. Ex-
tracted, white, 5i4@i)c; amber, 3@5^c; dark,
4i4@5c. Beeswax. 22@25c.
"The receipts of comb honey are larger.

C. O. Clemons & Co.

Milwaukee, Oct. 18.—Fancy 1 pounds, 12H
to 13o ; A No. 1, 12 to \2y,c; No. 1, 11 to 12o;
No. 2, 10 to 10V4; mlxt. amber and dark, 8 to
9c. Extracted, white, in barrels, kegs and
palls, t)^ to 7c; dark, 5 to 5V^c. Beeswax, 26
to 27c.
This m.arket is In good condition for the best

grades of honey, either comb or extracted.
The receipts ot the new crop are very fair,
and some of very nice quality. The demand
has been and continues to be very good, and
values are firm on fancj' grades and straight,
uniform packing. A. V. Bishop & Co.

New Tork, Dec 20 —The market is well
supplied, especially with dark. Demand is
but fair tor white and dark and off grades are
being neglected. We quote;
Fancy white, 12 to 13c; No, 1 white. 10 to

lie; amber. 9 to 10c; lark, 7 to 8e. Stocks of
extracted of ail kinds are light. White, 61^ to
7c; amber, 6c; dark, 59£ to 6c; Southern, In
barrels. 60 to 65c a gallon. Beeswax dull at
26 to 27c. Hiloreth Bros. & Seqelken.

Bnffalo, Dec, 16.—Our market has become
somewhat quiet since the holiday trade set In,
and we consider 12 and 13c an extreme quo-
tation for best one-pound combs now; with
other grades ranging from 7 to 10 cents, ac-
cording to inspection. Very little demand for
extracted at from 4 to 6c. We advise the
marketing of honey as readily as it can be
.iudiciously sold. Batterson & Co.

San Francisco, Nov. 22.—White comb. 9>»
to lOVic; amber, 7!4 to 9c. Extracted, white,
7 to 7*ic. ; light amber, 6^ to 6Hc. Beeswax,
24@27c
Stocks in this center are light and must so

continue through the balance of the season.
Choice extracted is especially in limited sup-
plj' and is being held at comparatively fancy
figures. Comb is meeting' with very I air trade,
considering that it has to depend mainly on
local custom for an outlet Values for all de-
sorlptlous teud in favor of selling interest.

Boston, Nov. 28.— Liberal receipts with
but a light demand during the holidays. As
a result stocks have accumulated somewhat,
and prices show a lowering tendency, still we
hope for a better demand with prices at pres-
ent as follows:
Fancy white. 14c: A No.l white, 12V4 to 13c;

No. 1. 11 to 12c; light amber, 10c, with no call
for dark. Extracted, lair demand, light sup-
ply: White. 7 to 7!<c; light amber, 6^ to 7c;
Southern, ."> to 6e. Bi.ake. Scott & Lee.

Cleveland, Nov. 29,—Fancy white, 1,3® 1 4c;
No. 1 white, 12(ai3G; A No. 1 amber, 10@llc;
No. 2 amber. 9@10c; buckwheat, 8c. Extrac-
ted, white, 7c: amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c,

A. B. Wu.i.iAMS & Co.
Indianapolis, Oct. 3.—Fancy white comb

honey, 12 to 12)4c; No 1, 10 to lie. Demand
fairly good. Tar-colored comb honey, 8 to 9c,
with almost no demand. Clover and basswood
extracted honey, 6Hto7c Beeswax. '25 to 27c,

Walter S, Pouder,
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The Usual Fall
Discount ^^^^^

Is Now Alloieii on Orders.

If you want

Shipping Cases, Crates,

Extractors,
Or anything else, write to us. Catalog

Free. Sample Copy

MsSimTiQSkiA Wem = Keeper,
(Monthly, 50c a year) fpee. Address,

THEW.T.FALCOmMFG.COMPAM
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS—
Of Bee-Hives, SectlonB, Shlp-

ping-Caaes. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used in the
Bee-Industry.

. We want the name and ad-

I»» dress of every Bee-Keeper In

¥* America. We supply Deal-
.- .^^" ers as well as consumers. Wt

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Mer-State Mannfactnring Co.,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

$'California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Ollmate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,

handsomely illustrated »2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free,

PACIFIC RUaAI. PKESS,
Market St„ • SAN FRAJJCISOO, OAL.

I»" IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
oompletely than any other published, send
11,35 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

laberal Discoonts to the Trade.

The A. 1. Root Co.'s Goods ^*R"e\tf,!.'"

Including their discounts for Goods wanted
for use another season. It will pay you to

send mo list of Goods wanted. M. H, HUNT
Cabh for Beeswax. Bell Branch, Mich.

IT WILL PAY YOU
TO ATTEND THE

Eclectic Shorthand

*** College***
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System.
Lessons by Mail a specialty. Send stamp for

alphabet,

94 Dearborn Street, CHICACiO.
39Aly Please mention the Bee Journal.

Z Dadant's Foundation
^^''

Why does it sell

so Well ?
Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other.
B.a^-'i'se IW 31 YEARS there have

not been any complaint.?, but thou-
sands of compliments.

Year

We Guarantee
Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,

Purity, Firmmess, I^o Sag-
srina:. I%o I^oss.

PAXEMX WEE!) PROCESS
SHEEXII^O.

Send Name (or our CataloK, Samples o/ Foucdation and Veil Material, We sel'

the best Veils, cotton or silk,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

lET Ml^lr TIME'S.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

OUR MOTTO—" Well Mauidactured Stoek ! Quick Shipments
!

"

SECTIONS. SHIPPING-CASES.
AND

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.

The BASSliVOOO in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be the

best for making tlie One-Piece Honey-Sections-selected, young, and

thrifty timber is used,
T^T,r,r.

IW Write for Illustrated Catalog and Prlce-List FRbE,

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing. _^

Gleanings in Bee=Culture,

American Agriculturist (weekly),

Farmers' Almanac for 1899,

ALL ONE YEAR ONLY $1.00.

By special arrangement with the publishers, we are enabled to offer the American

Agriculturist in combination with Gleanings at the unparalleled low rate of -jl.OO tor both

papers one year including the Farmers' Almanac. The American Agriculturist is pub-

lisht in three editions; The New England Homestead, the American Agriculturist, and

the Orange J udd Farmer. Each contains matter relating to its own locality, as well a»

the latest and most accurate market reports for the country in general. It has de-

partments relating to all branches of farming, articles written by the most practical and

successful farmers, supplemented with illustrations by able artists. Short stones, fash-

ions, fancy work, cooking, young folks' page, etc., combine to make a magazine of as

much value as most of the special family papers.

A sample copy will be mailed FREE by addressing

American Agrictilturist, New York, N. Y.

Taken separately these two papers and Almanac cost

S2.50, consequently every subscriber under this offer will

get $3.50 in value for $i.oo.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
MEDINA, OHIO.














